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My

Dear Doctor.

When

I

dedicated the

first

the University of Virginia.

edition of this

which led

me

to

you we were colleagues

Since that period we have been placed

relations with regard to each other
qualities

work

;

and

in

all

at the time to inscribe

brace with eagerness the opportunity, a

fifth

you the regard and esteem with which

am

I

you have maintained those sterling
it

to you.

Need

I

add, that

I

em-

time afforded me, of manifesting to

Faithfully yours,

ROBLEY DUNGLISON.
January, 1815.

in

in various

PREFACE
TO THE FOURTH EDITION

To

one,

who

docs not keep pace with the incessant changes and imoccurring in medical science and literature, it might

provements that arc
seem, that but

little

fourth edition of a

labour would be required to prepare for the press a
been before
like the present;— the third having

work

the profession not quite

two

Yet the author has found

years.

it

requisite

fewer than two thousand subjects and
to add to the present edition not
into medical terminology
terms;— many of which have been introduced
of the science; and others had escaped
in consequence of the progress

him

in the previous revisions.

It is

the
the author's anxious desire to render

work a

satisfactory

and

which the student may search

desirable— if not indispensable—Lexicon, in
that has been legitimated
without disappointment for every term

in the

desideratum he is enabled to attempt
nomenclature of the science. This
reason of the work not being stereotyped.
in successive editions, by
enlarged, and
has been materially modified, and

The

present edition

and
to the attention of the practitioner
certainly offers stronger claims
student than any of

its

predecessors.

ROBLEY DUNGLISON.
Philadelphia, 109 South Tenth
January, 1844

Street,

)
*

PREFACE
TO THE SECOND EDITION.

The present undertaking was suggested by the frequent complaints, made
by the author's pupils, that they were unable to meet with information on
numerous topics of professional inquiry, especially of recent introduction,

—

—

in the

medical dictionaries accessible

to

them.

may, indeed, be correctly affirmed, that we have no dictionary of medical subjects and terms which can be looked upon as adapted to the state
It

In proof of

of the science.

this,

the author need but remark, that he has

found occasion to add several thousand medical terms, which are not

met with

in the

only medical lexicon at

this

to

be

time in circulation in The

country.

The

present edition will be found to contain

than the

first,

and

to

many hundred terms more

have experienced numerous additions and modifica-

tions.

The

author's object has not been to

make

the

work a mere

lexicon or dic-

tionary of terms, but to afford, under each, a condensed view of

its

various

medical relations, and thus to render the work an epitome of the existing
In its preparation, he has freely availed himcondition of medical science.
self

of the English, French, and

German works of

the

same

nature, a^d has

endeavoured to add every subject and term of recent introduction, which
has fallen under his notice ; yet, with all his care, it will doubtless be found
that subjects

have been omitted

he has made, and

:

the

his strong desire

numerous
to

additions,

however, which

be useful, " by removing rubbish

and clearing obstructions from the paths through which learning and genius press forward to conquest and glory," will, he trusts, extenuate these
and other objections that might be urged against the work especially
when the toil, which every compiler of a dictionary must endure, is taken
;

into consideration

;

a

toil

which has been so

forcibly depicted

by

English lexicographer, as well as by the distinguished Scaliger
"Si quelqu'un a comrnis quelque crime odieux,
S'il

*

a tue son pere, ou blaspheme lea Dieux,

Qu'il fasse

Qui

le

un Lexicon

:

s'il

est supplice

punisse mieux, je veux que Ton

au monrle

me

tonde."

the great
:

EXPLANATION.

If the simple

term

may

to the

may

be ob-

be sufficient

;

French word Tronc

be sufficient

but

if

farther information be desired,

body of the work, under the term referred

tained in the

the

synonymy of any term be needed, a mere reference

should

:

it

is

said to be

to.

it

For example,
This

may

may be foundry

turn-

synonymous with Trunk.

not, the requisite information

ing to Trunk.

ABBREVIATIONS, ETC. ARBITRARILY EMPLOYED.

Arab.

Arabic.

Ph. A.

Pharmacopoeia of America.

Ch.

Chaussier.

Ph. D.

Do.

of Dublin.

D.

Dutch.

Ph. E.

Do.

of Edinburgh.

Da.

Danish.

Ph.L.

Do.

of London.

English.

Ph. P.

Do.

of Paris.

F.

French.

Ph.

Do.

of America.

F. or Fah.

Fahrenheit

G.

German.

R.

Ileb.

Hebrew.

S.

Spanish.

I.

Italian.

S. G.

Specific

L.

Latin.

Sax.

Anglo-Saxon.

Linn.

Linneeus.

Sw.

Swedish.

P.

Portuguese

v.s.

Venesection.

E.

m

U. S.

(Edit 1842

Reaumur.

Grav

ly.

—— —

NEW DICTIONARY

MEDICAL SCIENCE.
ABBREVIATION
A, before a consonant;

An

A

chalybeate spring, six leagues from Paris,
before a vowel,
It was once much fre«, uv, have, in the compound medical terms, a and one from Poissy.
privative or debasing signification, like that of quented, but is now abandoned.
ABBEVILLE,
the particles in, im, un, ir, in English. Thus:
OF.
Aslkcni'a, want of An acidulous chalybeate at Abbeville, in the deStkeni'a means strength.
strength. Anaimia, want of blood, &e. Occa- partment of the Sonime.
|

MINERAL WATERS

sionally, in compound words, they
tensive rneanino-.

AACHEN,

Aix-la-Chapelle.

A, or aa.

See Abbreviation.

have an

in-

ABBREVIA'TION, Abbrevia'tio,Brarln/n'sis.
Biac/ti/s'moSjAbbreviatu'ra.
(F.)
Abriviation.
from brcvis, short.' Abbreviations are chiefly
used in medicinal formulae. They are by no
means as frequently employed now as of old,
'

AARZHIL, MINERAL WATERS OF.

A.

The when every article had its appropriate symbol.
is in the canton of Berne in Switzerland.
chief spring contains chlorides of calcium and The chief abbreviations now adopted arc the
sodium, sulphates of lime and soda, oxyd of iron, following:
r,. Recipe, Take.
and sulphohydric acid gas.
A. aa, ana, (avu) ulriusque, of each.
OF. A hydroABACH, MINERAL
Abdom. Abdomen.
Ratisbon
spring,
notfar
from
saline
sulpliuretted
Abs. Fkbr. Abscnte febre, In the absence ol
or Regentsberg in Bavaria.
LA MATRICE, Pro- fever.
ABA1SSEMENT
Ad. or Add. Adde or addatur.
lapsus uteri.
An. Lib. Ad libitum, At pleasure.
NEZ, DeL'AILE
ABAISSEUR
Ad HO v. Ailmofcutiir, Let it be applied.
levres,
DeVangle
des
pressor alse nasi a. de
Ai.tern. Hon. Ailcrnis horis, Every othen'
pressor anguli oris a. de la llvre infcricurc,
Depressor labii inferioris a. de la Mac/wire in- hour.
Alv. Adstrict. Alvo adstricttt, The bowels
/mcure, Digastricus a. dc Vail, Rectus inferior
being confined.
oculi.
Aqua, Water.
Corrupted,
Aft.
ABALIENA'TUS. Corrup'tus.

WATERS

DE

DU

DE

from

ah,

liena'ta.

and alicnus,

'

different.'

Limbs dead,

or

Membra

benumbed.

aba-

— Celsus,

Scribonius Largus.

ABANGA.

'Name given by the inhabitants

of St. Thomas to the fruit of a palm
seeds of which they consider very useful in diseases of the chest, in the dose of three or four,
o-iven two or three times a day.
tree, the

Abaptiston, from « privative,
and ^avrittiv, 'to plunge.' A term applied to
the old Trepan, the conical shape of which
prevented it from plunging suddenly into the

ABAPTIST'A.

cavity of the cranium.

ABAREMO-TEMO. A Brazilian tree, which
grows in the mountains, and appears to be a
mimosa. Piso relates that the decoction of its
bark, which is bitter and astringent, was applied, in that country, to ulcers of a

bad cha-

racter.

ABARNAIIAS,

Magnesia.

ABARTICULA'TIO,

Diarthrosis and Synar-

throsis.

SB. ITTIS, Giblets.

ABBECOURT, MINERAL WATERS OF.

Aft.

Comm. Aqua communis, Common water.

Aft.

Font. Aquafontis, Spring water.

Aft.

Bill. Aqua bulliens, Boiling water.
Fkrv. Aqua ferrens, Hot water.
Marin. Aqua marina, Sea water.

Aft.
Aft.

B. A.

Balneum

arena:,

A sand-bath.

Bals. Balsamum, Balsam.

B B. BBDS. Burbaduisis, Barbadoes.
Bib. Bi.be. Drink.
Bis Ihd, Bis indies, Twice daily.
B. M. Balneum maria, A salt water bath.
Bol. Bolus.
Bull. Bnlliat, Let it boil.
But. Butijrum, Butter.
B. V. Balneum vnpnris, A vapour-bath.
CiERUL. Caruleus, Blue.
Gap. Capiat. Lei him take.
C. C. Cornu cervi, Hartshorn.
C. C. U. Cornu cervi ustum, Burnt hartshorn.
C. M. Cras mane, To-morrow morning.
Cochl, Cochleare, A spoonful.
Cochl.' Ampl. Cochltare amplum, A
spoonful.

ABBREVIATION

A

Cochl. Inf. Cochleare Infantum,

child's

spoonful.

Cochl. Mod. or Med. Cochleare modicum or
medium, A dessert spoonful.
Cochl. Parv. Cochleare parvum, A teaspoonful.

.

Cola, eolaturec,

Col.

Strain,

and

the

.to

Guttat. Guttatim, By dropa.
Hor. Decub. Hora decubitus, At bed-time.
Hor. Interm. Horis intcrmediis, At intermediate hours.
S. Hora somni, At bed-time.
Inf. Jnfunde, Infuse.
Ind. Indies, Daily.

H.

Inj.

strained.

et

Lio..

Mac

A

handful.

Man. Prim. Mane primo, Early

in the

morn-

ing.

'

in a glass.
pilula,

Spiss. Dcta'te spissitudo,

Macera, Macerate.

Man. Manipulus,

it be given in or to.
it be given
D. D. Vitr. Detur ad vitrum, Let

.

Liquor.

M. Misce, Mix.

signetur, (placed at the end

be gilded.

Let a clyster be

Pulm. In pulmcnto, In gruel.
Jul. Julepus, a julep.
Lat. Dol. Lateri dolenti, To the pained side.
Lb. and Lib. Libra, A pound weight.
Lib. Libra, Pounds.

of a prescription.)
D. D Detur ad, Let

Deaur. Pil. Deaurentur

Injiciatur enema,

In

Cyath. Cyathus, A glassful.
Cyath. Theje, A cup of tea.
D. Dosis, A dose.
D. et S. Detur

Enem.

given.

Comp. Compositus, Compound.
Conf. Confectio, Confection.
Cons. Conserva, Conserve.
Cont. Continuetur, Let it be continued.
Coq. Coque, Boil.
Cort. Cortex, Bark.
Crast. Crastinus, For to-morrow.
Cuj. Cujus, Of which.
Cujusl. Cujuslibet, Of any.

Deb.

ABBREVIATION

10

A

Let the

pills

due consist-

ence.

Dec. Decanta, Pour off.
Deccb. Decubitus, Lying down, goisg to bed.
De D. in D. Dc die in diem, From day to day.
Dej. Alv. Dejectiones alvi, Alvine evacua_

•

-

Mic. Pan. Micapanis, Crumb of bread.
Min. Minimum, The GOth part of a drachm,
by measure.
Mitt. Mitte, Send.
Mitt. Sang. Mittatur sanguinis, Let blood be
drawn.

Mod. Prescript. Modo prascripto, In the
manner directed.
Mor. Sol. More solito, In the usual manner.
Muc. Mucilago, Mucilage.
N. M. Nux moschata, Nutmeg.
0. Octarius, A pint.
01. Oleum, Oil.

Ol. List, S. I. Oleum lini sine igne, Colddrawn linseed oil.
Dep. Dcpuratus, Purified.
Omn. Bid. Omni biduo, Every two days.
Det. Detur, Let it be given.
other
Omn. Bih. Omni bihorio, Every two hours.
Dieb. Altern. Diebus alterms, Every
Omn. Hor. Omni hora, Every hour.
Omn. Man. Omni mane. Every morning.
third day.
'd'ieb. Tert. Diebus tertiis, Every
Omn. Nocte, Every night.
Dig. Digeralur, Let it be digested.
Omn. Quadr. Hor. Omni quadrante hor<e,
Dil. Dilutns, Dilute.
Every quarter of an hour.
Dim. Dimidius, One half.
O. O. O. Oleum oliva optimum, Be6t Olive
Distilla, Distil.

tions.

Dist.
Div. Divide, Divide.
Donec Alv. Solut. Fuer. Donee alvus
opened.
lulafuerit, Until the bowels are
Drach. Drachma, A drachm.
Ejusd. Ejusdem, Of the same.

Enem. Enema,

A

oil.

so-

clyster.

Exhib. Exhibcatur, Let it be exhibited.
Ext. Super Alut. Extendo^uper alutam,
Spread upon leather.
F. Fiat, Let it be made.

a pill.
F. Pil. Fiat pilula, Make into
vena sectio, Let
F. Venjes. or F. V. S. Fiat
bleeding be performed.
Feb. Dur. Febrc durante, The fever continu-

Fem. Intern. Fcmoribus

internis,

To

the in-

side of the thighs.
bagandpipe,
Fist. Armat. Fistula armala,
bladder fitted for use.
a clyster pipe and
and Flowers.
Fl. Fluidus, and Flores, Fluid,
Frust. Frustillatim, In small pieces.

A

Gel. Quavis. Gclatina quads, In any kind
Gamboge.
G. G. G. Gummi gutta Gambia,
Granum, A grain.

Gri.

A

drop.
Gtt. Gutta,
Gtt. or Gutt. Quibusd.
With some drops.

Gum. Gummi, Gum.

Guttis quibusdam,

Ov. Ovum, An egg.
Ox. Oxymel.
Oz. Uncia, An ounce.
P. Pondere, by weight.
P. and Pug. Pugilhis, a pugil.
P. JE. Partes aquales, Equal parts.
Part. Vic. Partitis vicibus, In divided doses.
Peract. Op. Emet. Pcracta operatione emelici,
operation of the emetic being over.
Pil. Pilula, A pill.
Post Sing. Sed. Liq. Post singulas sedes liquidas, After every liquid evacuation.
Pot. Polio, A potion.
P. P. Pulvis patrum, Jesuits' bark.
P. Rat. J3tat. Pro rationc atatis, According

The

to the age.

P. R. N- Pro re nata, As occasion may be.
Pulv. Pulvis, A powder.
Q. P. Quantum placcat, As much as may
please.
Q. S.
cient.

Quantum

sufficiat,

as

much

as

is

suffi-

Quor. Quorum, Of which.
Q. V. Quantum volueris, As much as you wish.
Rad. Radix, Root.
Ras. Rasura, Shavings.

Rect. Rectificatus, Rectified.
Red. or Rldig. in Pulv. Redartus in puJro-

—
ABCES
it

ABDUCTOR.

11

rem, or Redigatur in pulverem, Powdered, or Let
be powdered.

Reg. Umbil. Regio umbilici, The umbilical
region.
Re pet. Repetatur, Let it be repeated.
S. A. Secundum artem, According to art.
Sum. Semen, Seed.
Bemi-DB. Semi-drachma, Haifa drachm.
Semi-h. Scmi-hora, Half an hour.
Serv. Scrva, Keep, preserve.
Sesijuih. Sesquihora, An hour and a half.
Sesunc. Sesuncia, An ounce and a half.
Si Non Val. Si non valeat, If it does not answer.
Si Op. Sit. Si opus sit, If there be need.
Si Viu. Perm. Si vires permittunt, If the
strength will permit.
Solv. Solve, Dissolve.
Sp. and Spim. Spiritus, Spirit.
Ss. Scrni, One half.
St. Stet, Let it stand.
Sub Fin. Coct. Sub fincm coctionis, Towaids
the end of the boiling.
Sum. Sumai, Let him take; also, Summitates,

Abscess, a. Scrqfuleux, see Abscess,
Soudain, see Abscess.

see

a.

ABDOMEN,

(F.) Ventre, V.injirieur,

Bas

ventre.

The

largest

of the three splanchnic cavities, bounded, above,
by the diaphragm; below, by the pelvis; behind, by the lumbar vertebne and at the sides
and fore part, by muscular expansions. It is
distinguished into three anterior regions, from
above to below; viz. the epigastric, umbilical,
and hypogastric, each of which is itself divided
into three others, one middle, and two lateral
thus, the epigastric region comprises the epigastrium and hypochondria; the umbilical, the umbilicus and flanks or lumbar regions; and the
hypogastric, the hypogastrium and iliac regions.
None of these regions has its limits well defined.
The chief viscera contained in the Abdomen
arc the stomach, intestines, liver, spleen, pancreas, kidneys, &.c.
It is lined by the perito;

neum.

ABDOMINAL, Abdomina' lis.
longs to the
Rectified

—

from al/dere, 'to conceal:'
Etron, Hijpogastrion, Epischion, Lap'ara, Hypochoilion, Gaster, Hypoutrion, Ntdys, Abdul men,
Venter imus, Venter in'fimus, Alvus, Uterus.

The

tops.
S. V. Spiritus vini, Spirit of wine.
S. V. K. Spiritus vini rectijicatus,

—

————

—

That which be-

Abdomen, as abdominal

muscles, ab-

dominal viscera, &c.

ABDOMINOSCOP'IA. A hybrid word,
of wine.
S. V. T. Spiritus vini tenuior, Proof spirit of from Abdomen, the lower belly,' and <ty.ottiw,
Laparoscop'ia, examination of the
I view.'
wine.
lower belly as a means of Diagnosis. See AusSyr. Syrupus, Syrup.
right
cultation.
To
the
dcxtro,
Temp. Dext. Tempori
LABIORUM, Levator anguli
temple.
oris.
T. O. Tinctura opii, Tincture of opium.

spirit

'

'

ABDUCENS

ABDUCEiNTES. Motor oculi externus.
Tr., Tr and Tinct. Tinctura, Tincture.
ABDUCTEUR 1>E UCE1L, Rectus externus
Trit. Tr Ultra, Triturate.
a. du
oculi
a. de iorcille, Abductor auris
V. O. S. or Vit. Ov. Sol. Vitello ovi solutus,
gros orteil, Abductor pollicis pedis a. du petit
Dissolved in the yelk of an egg.
Abductor minimi digiti pedis a. court
Z. Z. anciently myrrh: now zinziber, or gin- orlcil,
du poucc, Abductor pollicis brevis a. long du
ger.
pouce, Abductor longus pollicis.
ft, Libra, a pound.
ABDUCTION. Abductio, from abdu'ecre, to
§, Uncia, An ounce.
The moveseparate, (ab and ducere, to lead.')
•z, Drachma, A drachm.
ment which separates a limb or other part from
Q, Scrupulum, A scruple.
'

tr^ , Minimum, a minim.
ss, Scmissis, or half; iss,
j,

one;

ij,

two;

iij,

The same system
The

abbreviating.

one and a

three; iv, four,

half.

&c.

is not always followed in
subjoined will exhibit the

usual mode:

3

Jnfus. Colomb.
Tinct. gent. c.
Si/r. Cart. Aurant.
Tinct. Caps.

Capt. Coch.

ij.

p.

r.

iss

gtt.

XL.

is

ABDUCTOR,

—

M

n.

This, written at length,

the axis of the body.
The word has also been used synonymously
with Abrup'tio, Apag'ma, Apoctas'ma, a fracture
near the articular extremity of a bone, with
separation of the fragments.
same etymon. (F.) Abducteur.
A muscle which moves certain parts by separating them from the axis of the body.
Abductor Auricularis, Abductor auris
a. Indicis pedis, Prior indicis pedis, Posterior
a. Medii digiti pedis, Prior medii
indicis pedis

as follows:

—
—

Minimi digiti, Flexor parvus
Minimi digiti, Prior minimi
a. Pola. Oculi, Rectus externus oculi
dio-iti
licis manus, and a. Brevis alter, Abductor poldigiti

pedis

minimi

—

digiti

a.

a.

—

licis brevis.

Abductor Auris, Abductor

Recipe
Infusi Colombo, sesqui-unciam,
Tmctura Gentiana Composite, drachmam,
Syrupi Corticis Aurantiorum, scrupula duo,

Tinctura

Capsici,

guttas

quadraginta.

Mi see.
Capiat cochlearia duo pro re nata.

ABCES, Abscess.
ABCESAIGU,aee Abscess,— a. Chaud,see Abscess,—a. Chronique, see Abscess,— a. Par con-

see Abgestion, see Abscess,— a. Diathesique,
scess,— a. Froid, see Abscess,— a. Mitastatique,

auricula'ris.

(F.)

A

portion of the posteI'oreille.
rior auris, the existence of which is not constant, and which passes from the mastoid process to the concha.
Abductor In'dicis. Semi-interos'seus in'diA muscle which arises from the os trapeus.
zium and metacarpal bone of the thumb, and is
inserted into the first bone of the forefinger,
Its use is to bring the forefinger towards the

Abducteur de

thumb.

Abductor Min'imi

Dig"iti, Carpo-phalan-

ABDUMEN
•reus

min'imi

Carpo-phalavgien du

digiti,

doigt, Exten'sor

— (Douglas.)

ter'tii

petit

interno'dii ?ninimi digiti

Hypoth'tnur minor metacarpeus.
See Flexor parvus. It originates fleshy from the
os pisiforme,and from the annular ligament near
it
and is inserted, tendinous, into the inner side
of the base of the first bone of the little finger.
Use, to draw the little finger from the rest.
Abductor Minimi Digiti Pedis, Cnlco-subphalangeus minimi digiti, Culcaneo-phalangicn
du petit orteil, Paratk'enar major (Winslow,
by whom the muscle is divided into two portions. Parathenar major a.nd ?>ietatarseus.) Colcaneo-sous-phalangien du petit orteil (Ch.) (F.)
Abducteur du petit orteil. This muscle forms
the outer margin of the sole of the foot, and is
immediately beneath the plantar aponeurosis.
It arises, tendinous and fleshy, from the outer
side of the protuberance of the os calcis, and
from the root of the metatarsal bone of the little toe, and is inserted into the outer part of the
root of the first bone of the little toe. Use. To
;

—

—

draw the

little

Abductor

toe outwards.

Pol'licis Brevis, Abductor Pol-

Manus, Scaplio-carpo-super-plialanoeus Pollicis, Sus-phalangicn du pouce, A. pollicis manus
and A. brevis alter (Albinus.) (F.) Abducteur
court du pouce.
Carpo-sus-pha/angien du pouce
(Ch.) A short, flat, triangular muscle, which
arises from the anterior surface of the os scaphoides and the annular ligament of the carpus, and terminates at the outside of the upper
extremity of the first phalanx of the thumb. A
particular portion, on the inner side of this
muscle, is called, by Albinus, Abductor brevis

licis

—

—

alter.

Abductor Longcs Pollicis, A. I. P. Manus,
Extensor ossis metacarpi pollicis manus, Extensor primi internodii
(Douglas.) Extensor pri-

—

mus

Cubito-radi-sus-m6tacarpien du
pouce, Cubito-sus-mitacarpien du pouce,
(Ch.)
(F.) Abducteur long du pouce. A long, thin
muscle, arising from the posterior surface of the
ulna, radius, and interosseous ligament, and inserted at the outer side of the upper extremity
oi' the first metacarpal bone.
Abductor Pollicis Pedis, Calco-sub-phalangeus Pol'licis. (F.) Abducteur du gros orteil.
This muscle arises, fleshy, from the anterior
and inner part of the protuberance of the os calcis, and tendinous from the same bone where it
joins with the os naviculare.
It is inserted, tendinous, into the internal os sesamoideum and
root of the first bone of the great toe.
Use. To
pull the great toe from the rest.
Follicis,

—

The name Abductor has been given

also to

those interosseous muscles of the hand and
which perform the motion of abduction on
the fingejs or toes, and to muscles which execute the same function on other parts of the bodv.
all

foot,

ABDUMEN,

Abdomen.

ABEB.-E'OS, from « neg. and
infi.r'mus, deb'ilis.

ABEILLE,

Weak,

Qipaio?, ' firm,'
infirm, unsteady.

Bee.

ABELMELUCH. One

ABLUTION
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of the names of the
Ilicinus, according to some authors.
Prosper
Alpinus says that a tree, which grows about
Mecca, is so called. Its seeds, which are black
and oblong, are said to be a most violent ca-

—

thartic.

ABELMOSCHUS, Hibiscus Abelmoschus.
ABELMUSK, Hibiscus Abelmoschus.

ABENSBERG, MINERAL WATERS

OF.

A. is a city of Bavaria, where there is a cold,
sulphureous spring.
ABEKRATIO MENS1UM, Menstruation, vicarious.

ABERRATION,

Aberra'lio, from aberra're,
and err are,) 'to stray,' 'to wander from.'
This word has several meanings.
1. The passage of a fluid of the living body
The
into an order of vessels not destined for it.
passage of red blood, for example, into white
(ab

vessels.
In this sense

it is

synonj'mous with the Er-

ror Loci of Boerhaave.

The

2.

flow of a fluid towards an organ

dif-

ferent from that to which it is ordinarily directed
as in cases of vicarious hemorrhage.
Aberrations of sense or judgment are certain
errors in the images perceived or certain derangements of the intellectual faculties.
The word is used in optics to designate the
;

dispersion of the rays of light in passing through
a lens.
The Aberration or Spheric"itv, or spher1 ical aberra'tion, takes place, when the rays, as
in a common lens, which pass through the centre of the lens, and those which pass near the
circumference, are unequally refracted, so that
they do not meet at a common focus.
This aberration of sphericity in the human
eye is corrected by the iris.
The Aberration of Refrangibil'ity exists, when, as in a common lens, the rays that
pass near the circumference of the lens are decomposed, so that a coloured image is observed.
This aberration in the human eye is corrected
by the iris, which does not permit the rays to
fall near the circumference of the lens, and also
by the crystalline lens itself, which, owing to
its structure, serves the purposes of an achro-

matic glass.

ABESSI, Realgar.
A13EVACUATIO. Apoceno'sis, from ab, and
partial
evacuare, to empty.' An evacuation.
or imperfect evacuation. By some, it is applied
to an immoderate evacuation.
Kraus.
ABHAL.
fruit well known in India, and
obtained from a species of cypress. It passes

A

'

—

A

for

an emmenagogue.

ABIES, Pinus

Picea.

—
—

a. CanaPinus Canadensis.
Abies excelsa, see Pinus abies a. Gallica,
Pinus picea a. Rubra, Pinus rubra.
ABIGA, Teucrum Chamaepitvs.
ABIOTOS, Conium Maculatum.
ABIRRITATION. Ab-irrila'tio, from ab, privative, and irrita'tio, 'irritation.'
This word
strictly means, absence or defect of irritation.

Abies balsamea, Pinus balsamea

densis,

—

The

disciples of Broussais use it to indicate a
pathological condition, opposite to that of irritation.
It may be considered as synonymous
with Debility, Asthenia, &c.
1

ABLACTATIO, Weaning.
ABLATIO, Extirpation.

ABLUENS, Abstergent.
ABLUTION. Ablu'tio,

Aponip'sis, Cataclys'mus, from ablu'erS, (ab and luere,) to wash.'
given to legal ceremonies in which the
body is subjected to particular affusions. Ablution (especially of the extremities) with cold
or tepid water is employed, therapeutically to
'

A name

ABNORMAL

ABNORMAL,

Abnormous.

ABNORM1TAS, Anomalia.
ABNORMOUS, Abnormal, (F.) Anormal, from
' from,'
and norma,
to rule, irregular.

ab,

'

Not conformable

rule.'

ABSCESSUS
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reduce febrile heat. Also, the washing by which
medicines are separated from the extraneous
matters mixed with them.

ABOLFTION,

AboW'tio, destruction or suppression, from aft "and luerc (?) to wash.'
word,
often employed, especially by the French, to
express the complete suspension of any symptom or function. Abolition of the sight, e. g. is
the complete loss of sight.
ABOMA'SUS, Aboma'sum, Enys'tron, Rennet. The lowermost or fourth stomach of ruminating animals.

term expressing the number 365, and to which
the Cabalists attributed miraculous properties.
ABRACAUA'BRA: the name of a Syrian
Idol, according to Selden.
This word, when
pronounced and repeated in a certain form and
a certain number of times, was supposed to have
the power of curing fevers and preventing many
diseases.
It was figured on amulets and worn
suspended round the neck.

A

'

ABRACADABRA
BRACADABRA
RAC ADABRA
ACADABRA
C A D A B R A
ADABRA
D A B K A
A B R A

ABOMINA'TIO, Dis<nist.
ADOJVDANCE, Plethora.
ABORSIO, Abortion.

ABORSUS,
ABORTIF,

BRA
R A

Abortion.
Abortive.

ABORTION, Abor'tus, Abor'sus, Ahor'sio,
Dysto'cia aborti'va, Omotocia, Parucye'sis abortus, A inblo' sis, Amblo'ina, Diaphl'thoru, Ectro'sis,
Etamblo'ma, Examb/o's/s, Euros' mos, A//opalh'sis, Apopal'sis, Apoph'thora, Phlhora, Courid'sio u'tcri, Depcrdi'tio.
(F.)
Avortcment, Blessure, Miscarriage, from ab and oriri, 'to rise,'
applied to that which has arisen out of season.
The expulsion of the foetus before the seventh
month of uterogestation, or before it is viable.
The causes of this accident are refera(q. v.}
ble either to the mother, and particularly to the
uterus; or to the foetus and its dependencies.
The causes, in the mother, may be: extreme
nervous susceptibility, great debility, plethora;
faulty conformation, &c; and it is frequently
induced immediately by intense mental emotion, violent exercise, &c. The causes seated
in the foetus are its death, rupture of the membranes, like.
It most frequently occurs between
the 8th and 12th weeks of gestation. The symptoms of abortion are
uterine hemorrhage with
or without flakes of decidua, with intermitting
When abortion has once taken place, it
pain.
is extremely apt to recur in subsequent pregnancies about, the same period. Some writers
have called abortion, when it occurs prior to
three months, Effluxion. The treatment must
vary according to the constitution of the patient
and the causes giving rise to it. In all cases,
the horizontal posture and perfect quietude are
indispensable.
Aboiition is likewise applied to the product
of an untimely birth; A/nblothrid'ion, Ectroma,
Aborlment. (F.) Acorton, Avortin.

—

:

TO ABORT',

—

Abori'ri.

To

miscarry.

(F.)

Acortcr.

ABOR'TlVE,Aborti'vus, Amblo'ticus, Phthor'ius,Apophthoi'ius, Ectrot'icus, Parturient.

(F.)

A medicine to which is attributed the
property of causing abortion. There is probably ifo direct a<jent of the kind.
ABORTMENT, Abortion.
ABORTUS, Abortion.
ABOUCHEMEMT, Anastomosis.
ABOULAZA, a tree of Madagascar, used,
according to Flacourt, in the practice of the
country, in diseases of the heart.
ABOUTISSEMEA'T, Suppuration.
ABRABAX, Abrusax, Abraxas. A mystic
Abortif.

2*

ABRACALAN, A

cabalistic

term

Jews attributed the same virtue
word Abracadabra.

the

to

which

as to the

ABRASAX, Abrabax.
ABRA'SION. Abra'sio, Aposyr'ma, Apoxys'mus, from abra'derc, (ab and radere,) to rasp.'
A superficial excoriation, with loss of substance,
under the form of small shreds, in the mucous
'

membrane of

the intestines. (F.) Raclure des
Also, an ulceration of the skin, possessing similar characters. According to Vicq
d'Azyr, the word has been used for the absorption of the molecules composing the various
organs.

Boyaux.

ABRATHAN,
ABRAXAS,

Artemisia abrotanum.
Abrabax.

ABRKVIATIOjY,

Abbreviation.

ARRICOT, Prunus Armeniaca.
ABROSIA, Abstinence.

ABROTANUM CATHSUM,

Artemisia abMas, Artemisia abrotanum.
T U .m; ? ,(on U c, 'wine
understood.) Wine impregnated with the Ar-

rotanum

—

a.

'

ABROTONrTES,«,$o

temisia

Abrotanum

or Southernwood.

ABRUbTIO, Abduction.
ABSCESS, from abscedo,

(abs,

and

cedcre.)

'I depart,' or ' separate from.' Absces'sus, ./'/sces'sio, Apltistc'sis, Aposte'ma, Impos'tltume,

(F.) Abces,
Ecpye'ma, Ecpye'sis, Iieces'sus.
Depot. A collection of pus in a cavity, the reprocess.
morbid
See
Pyogenia
and
a
sult of
Suppuration.
The French have various distinctive terms
for Abscesses.
The Abces chaud, uigu, soudain, is one which
follows violent inflammation.
The Abces froid, chronique, scrofuleux, one
which is the result of chronic or scrofulous in-

flammation.
The Abces par congestion, A. melastatique.
A. diathisique is a symptomatic abscess, one
which occurs in a part at a distance from the
inflammation by which it is occasioned: e. g. a
lumbar abscess; (q. v.) in which the inflammation may be in the lumbar vertebra;, whilst tike
pus exhibits itself at the groin.
Abscess, perforating of the LOSS, See
Lung, perforating abscess of the.
Abscess, psoas, Lumbar abscess.

ABSCESSUS CAPITIS SANGUINEUS

NEONATORUM,

Cephalcematoma— a.

Gan-

—
ABSCISION

—

Anthrax a. Gangramosus, An- apart of the excrementitial secreted fluids, as they
Lumboru in, Lumbar abscess — a. Mam- pass over the excretory passages.

:rra3iiescens,
i

lirax

ma

—

a.

—

Mastodynia apostematosa a. Nucleatus,
Turunculus a. Oculi, Hypopyon a. Pectoris,
,

—

—

Empyema—a. Pulmonum, Empyema — a.

t.aosus,

Aneurism

ABSCIS'ION,

—

a.

Thoracis,

Spiri-

Empyema.

fibscis'io, Mscis'si.o,

sci'dere or abscin'dere,

from ab-

to cut off,' fipoc'ope,
Excision or extirpation
of a part, especially of a soft part. Fabricius
.

'

ipotkrau'sis, Diac'opB.

—

liildanus.
fracture or injury of soft parts with loss of

A

substance.

— Hippocrates.

—

Diminution, or loss of voice. Celsus.
Sudden and premature termination of a
ease.

—Galen.

dis-

ABSCISSIO PRJ3PUT1I, Circumcision.
ABSCONSIO, Sinus.
ABSINTHI'TES, cnpirtiTti?, fipsintki'tes,
'Vine impregnated with Absinthium or Wormwood.

— Dioscorides.

ABSINTHIUM,
!

Ilium

—

a.

(Ph. U. S.) Artemisia absin-

Maritimum, Artemisia maritima

—

—

a.

1'onticum, Artemisia pontica a. Romanum,
Artemisia pontica a. Santonicum, Artemisia

—

iantonica.

ABSOR'BENT,
and

Msor'bens, from absorberc,
sorbere,) 'to drink, to suck up.'
(F.)
That which absorbs.

Absorbant.

Absorbent System
sels

Absorption does not effect the decomposition
of the body immediately. It merely prepares
the fluid which has to be eliminated by the secretory organs.
The great agents of external absorption are
the veins and chyliferous vessels; of internal
absorption, probably the lymphatics. In the chyliferous vessels and lymphatics the fluid is always found to possess the same general properties. In them, therefore, an action of elaboration or selection must have taken place.
The veins, on the other hand, seem to exert
no selection. Any fluid, possessing the necessary tenuity, passes through the coats of the
vessel readily by imbibition, and proceeds along
Watery
with the torrent of the circulation.
fluids in this manner enter the blood when they
Substances that
are taken into the stomach.
require digestion, on the other hand, must pass
through the chyliferous vessels and thoracic
duct.

fiBSTkME, Abstemious.

ABSTE'MIOUS,

fibste'mius, fioVnos, from
without,' and teme'tum, ' wine.'
(F.)
Used by the. ancient writers as well
fibsthnc.
as by the French in the sense only of its roots ;
one who abstains from wine or fermented liquors in general.
ABSTER'GENT, from abstcr'gere,' to clean.'
(abs and tcrgere,) fibstersi'vus, fibster 'sive, fib'luens, fibsterso'rius, Deter'gens, Rhyp'ticus, Traumatieus. A medicine that cleanses the part to
which it is applied.
abs,

fiBSORBfiJYT, Absorbent.
(fib

ACACLE GUM.MI
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is

the collection of vesin the exercise

and glands, which concur

uf absorption.
A medicine used for absorbing acidity in the
stomach and bowels, as magnesia, chalk, &c.
Also, any substance, such as cobweb, sponce,
«&c, which, when applied to a bleeding surface,
retains the blood, and forms with it a solid and
adhesive compound, which arrests the hemor-

'

1

ABSTERGENT1A,

Detergents.

ABSTERSIVUS, Abstergent.
ABSTERSORIUS, Abstergent.
AB'STINENCE, Mslinen'tia, from abs,

'

from,'

rhage.

and

ABSORPTION, Resorp'tio, InhaWtio, hnbibi"tio,Msorp'tio, Catarrhophe'sis, Catar'rhophe,
same etymon. The function of absorbent vessels, by virtue of which they take up substances
from without or within the body. Two great
divisions have been made of this function.
1.
External absorption, or the absorption of composition, which obtains, from without the organs,
tiie materials intended for their composition:
and, 2. Internal absorption, or the absorption of
decomposition, which takes up from the organs
the materials that have to be replaced by the
exhalants.
By external absorption is meant not only that
which takes place at the external surface of the
body, but also that of the mucous membranes of
the digestive and respiratory passages. Hence,
again, the division of external absorption into
cutaneous, intestinal or digestive, and pulmonary
or respiratory.
Internal absorption is also subdivided into, 1.
Molecular or interstitial, nutritive or organic,
which takes up from each organ the materials
that constitute it, so that the decomposition is
nlways in equilibrio with the deposition. 2.
The absorption of recremcntitial secreted fluids,
*achas the fluid of serous membranes, synovia,
*&c. As these are constantly exhaled on surfaces, which have no external outlet, they would
augment iiwiefinitely, if absorption did not remove them in. the
proportion as that in
which they are Aepaiited. 3. The absorption of

Limocto'nia, Fasting. Privation, usually voluntary, as when we speak (A' abstinence from pi eusu7 e, abstinence from drink, &,c. It is more particularly used to signify voluntary privation of
Fasting is a useful
certain articles of food.
remedial agent in certain diseases, particularly
in those of an inflammatory character.
ABSUS, a kind of cassia C. fibsus which
grows in Egy|.t and in India, the seeds of

ame

tenere,

'

to hold,' fibrosia, fisitia, Lirnan'c/iia,

—

which, pulverized and mixed with powdered
sugar, have been employed, in form of a dry
collyrium. in the endemic ophthalmia of Egypt.

DE SOLMEME, Masturbation.
ABUTA, Pareira brava.
AB V ACUA'TIO, an excessive or colliquative

fiBUS

evacuation of any kind.
ACACIA (Ph. U. S.) Acacia; gummi.
Acacia Catechu, Catechu.
Acacia Germanioa, see Prunus spinosa
a. Nostras, see Prua. Indica, Tamarindus
nus spinosa a. Vera, see Acacia* gummi a.
Zeylonica, Hsematoxylon Campechianum.
ACACLE GUMMI, fica'ciu, from u»i„'a point,'
so called in consequence of its spines, G. ficc/cia firab'icce, G. firab'icum, G. ficantliinum, G.
Leucum, G. Thebaicum, G. Serapio'nis, G. Lamae,
G. Senega or Seneca, Gum.:lr' able. (F.) Gomme
firabique.
The gum of the Minwsa Xilot'ica,
fica'ciu. vera, Spina JEgyptiaca, of Upper Egypt.
Polygamia
Nut. Ord. Mimosese. Sr.z. Syst.
Moncecia. It is in irregular pieces, colourless,
or of a pale yellow colour, hard, brittle, of a

—

—

—

—

—

— ——
acajou

ACCLIMATED
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ACCELERATOR

shining fracture, transparent, soluble in water.

and insoluble

in alcohol,

—

URl'N JE, Bulbo-caverno

1

'-

— (Cli.)

g. 1.4317.

sus, Balbo-urelral

Ejacula'tor Semi'nis,
It is mucilaginous; but is rarely used, except
Bulbo-syndesmo-caverneux.
(F.) Accdlerateur,
in Pharmacy.
Sometimes it is administered from ad and celer, 'quick.'
muscle of the
alone as a demulcent.
penis, which arises, fleshy, from the sphincter
ACAJOU, Anacardium occidentale.
ani and membranous part of the urethra, and
ACAM'ATOS, from a priv., and y.aum,, I tendinous from the crus and beginning of the
labour.'
This word has been sometimes used corpus cavernosum penis. In its course it forms
for a good constitution of the body.
According a thin, fleshy layer, the inferior fibres of which
to Galen, it means that position in which a run more transversely than the superior, which
limb is intermediate between flexion and exten- descend in an oblique direction the muscles
sion; a position which may be long maintained of both sides completely enclosing the bulb of
without fatigue.
the urethra. It is inserted into its fellow by a
ACAMPSIA, Contractura.
tendinous line running longitudinally on the
ACANOS, Onopordium acanthium.
middle of the bulb. Its use is to propel the
Vertebral column. Also, Spi- urine or semen forwards.
nous process of a vertebra.
Sonus vocis, from ad, and canere,
ACANTHAB'OLOS, Acan'thulus, Vol sella, cantum, to sing. Inflection or modification of
from ax.*v&a,
a spine,' and (tu'iXia, ' I cast the voice, which consists in raising or dropping
out.'
kind of forceps for removing extra- it on certain syllables.
neous substances from wounds. Paulus of
The accent exhibits various alterations in
JEgina, Fabricius ab Acquapendente, Scultetus, disease.
s.

A

'

;

ACANTHA,

ACCENT,

'

A

—

ACANTHALZUCA, Echinops.
ACANTHE FAUSSE, Heracleum

spondy-

lium.

ACANTHIUM,

Onopordium acanthium.

ACANTHULUS, Acanthabolos.
ACANTHUS MOLLIS, Same etymon

ACAR'DIA,
The

from a

priv.,

state of a foetus

ACARICOBA. The

and xapdia; the
without a heart.
'

Brazilian

name

for the

Hydrocot'yll vmbella'tum, used by the Indians
an aromatic, alexipharmic, and emetic.

as

ACARON,

Myrica gale.
AC'ARUS, from a privative, and y.apijc, 'divisible.'
minute insect, noticed by several
observers, in the itch. The Acarus Scabiei Sar-

A

copte, Ciron.

Follicu-

lo'rum.
An articulated animalcule, discovered
in the sebaceous substance of the cutaneous follicles.

Scabif.i, see Psora.
from a privative, and ya-

ACATALEP'SIA,
ra\an(itxvu),

'

comprehend.'

I

Uncertainty in

—

Galen.
Catalepsia.
ACATAP'OSIS, from a privative, and *aranooic, ' deglutition.' Incapacity of swallowdiagnosis.

opposite

Its

is

Vogel has given this name to difficulty in
ing.
deglutition.
AT'lC,Acalastat'irus, from a priv.,
and ».aSiaTt;iit. to determine.' An epithet given
to fevers, &c, when irregular in their periods

AC AT AST

'

or

symptoms.

— Hippocrates.

ACATHAR'SIA,fromn
'I purge.'

purgative

priv.,

Sordcs, Impurities.

and xaSutfiLto,
Omission of" a

— Foesius.

terianus

a.

ammonia

a.

du pied d' Hippocumpe : see Cornu
du Sacro-lombaire see Sacro-lum:

balis.

ACCESSORIUS FLEXOR LONGUS DIGITORUM PEDIS: see Flexor longus digitorum pedis profundus perforans (accessorius)
Pedis hippocampi. See Cornu ammonis.

a.

ACCESSORY, Accesso'rius,

nxus.

Ophioxylum serpentinum.

ACCABLEMEJYT, Torpor.
ACCELERATEUR, Accelerator

(F.) Accessoire,

Annexe, same etymon. A consequence or dependence on any thing; as accessory ligament,

&c.
Accessory of the Parot'id is a name given
by Haller to a small gland, which accompanies
the parotid duct, and which is commonly a mere
muscle, nerve,

itself.

Accessory Sciences to Medicine are those
which do not relate directly to the science of

man

in

a state of health or disease

;

as physics,

chymistry, &c.
Accessory of the par vagum, Spinal nerve.
The term accessory is also given to several
muscles.

ACCESSUS,

Coition.

ACUIDENS, Symptoma

a. Consecutifs,

Con-

secutive phenomena.

ACCIDENT,

Ac'cidcns, from accidere., (ad

A casualty; an unforeseen event. The French use the term in
nearly the same sense as symptom. It means
and cedere,)

also

'

to happen.'

an unexpected symptom.

ACCIDENTAL,

adventitious. That which
happens unexpectedly.
The French give the name Tissus accidenteh
to those adventitious textures, that are the re-

a Malabar plant, which
A bath of it is
is astringent and aromatic.
used in the country in cases of Hemicrania. It
is supposed to be the Cussyilia fitlij'ormis of Lin-

ACATSJAVAL'LI,

ACAWERIA,

ACCESSOIRE, Accessory— a. du long J16commun des orteils: see Flexor longus
digitorum pedis profundus perforans (accessorius)
a. de V Obturateur interne, Ischio-trochan-

prolongation of the Parotid

Ac'arus Ciro, see Psora.

Acaros Follicui.o'rum, Entozo'on

Acarus

'

chisseur
as

Acacia, (q. v.) Melamphyl lum, Bran! caursi'na,
Brankur'sinc, Bear's Breech, (F.) PUd d'ours.
This plant is mucilaginous like the Althroa, and
is used as a demulcent.
ACAPATLI, Piper longum.
heart.'

ACCkS, Paroxysm.
ACCES'SION. Acces'sio, from acce'do, (ad
cederc,)
The invasion, apI approach.'
proach, or commencement of a disease.

and

urina;.

sult of a

morbid process.

ACCIP'ITER,

Hierax,

hw\, 'the hawk,'

Meto take.'
Epcvicr. A bandage
applied over the nose, so called from its likeness to the claw of a hawk.
ACCLl'MATED, Clima'ti assue'tus, from

and capio,)

from accipere (ad

ncc'ratis Accip'iter.

ad and

cliina,

a

'

(F.)

word of recent introduction

—

—

—

ACCL1MATEME.XT

from the French, which means accustomed to
a climate.'
ACCLIMATEMEKT, Acclimation.
ACCLIMATION, Seasoning. (F.) Acclimatement. The act of becoming acclimated, or accustomed to a climate.
The constitution of' a person, who goes to
live in another and very different climate,
usually experiences changes, which are frequently of an unfavourable character, and the
study of which is of considerable importance in
medicine.
ACCOM'PANIMENT,.0d/Wc£w»i. (F.) Ac'

(compagnon, an associate.')
compagnement.
That which is joined to any thing.
Accompaniment to the cataract is a whitish,
viscid substance, which sometimes surrounds
the opaque crystalline and remains after the
operation for cataract, causing a secondary
'

cataract.

ACCOUCHEE, Puerpera.
ACCOUCHEMENT, Parturition— a.

Labo-

rious, Dystocia a. Contre nature, see Presena. Laborieux, Laborious
tation, preternatural
labour.

ACCOUCHEUR,

(FA Adju'lor Partus, Ob-

He who

stet'ricans, Maieuter.

practises the art

of midwifery. A Physician-Accoucheur, a Surgeon-Accoucheur, A man-midwife, &c.
ACCOUCHEUSE, Midwife.
ACCOUTUMANCE, Habit.

ACCRETION,
cresccre,

'

from ad,
Augmentation;

Accre'tio,

to increase.'

'

to,'

and

also, in-

ACCROISSEMEJYT, Increase.
ACCUSATIO, Indication.
'

ACE'DIA,

Incuria, from a privative, and y.rfiic,
of care, neglect. Also, fatigue.

Want

care.'

—Hippocrates.
ACELLA

Axilla.

ACEPH'ALOBRACHUS,
Ktqahi,

head,'

'

and

(ioa^twv,

from a privative,
'

A

arm.'

foetus

without head or arms.

ACEPH'ALOCHRIUS,

from

head,' and x f "lt
KfyaZri,
without head or hands.
'

'

a
hand.'

privative,

A

foetus

ACEPH'ALOCYST*

Acephalocyst'is, from a
head,' and kuotis, bladder.'
An hydatiform vesicle, without head or visible organs, ranked amongst the Entozoa, although possessed of few animated characteristics. In no organ of the body, are acephalocysts
Generally
so frequently found as in the liver.
multiple acephalocyst,' A. socialis seu
it is the
At times, howprolifera, which is met with.
ever, it is the solitary acephalocyst,' A. eremila

privative, -/.eycdy,

'

'

'

'

seu

The

acephaJocystis endogena has a firm coat,
and is composed of different layers, which have
numbers of smaller hydatids within them, and
are thrown off from the interior of the parent
This species has hence been termed encyst.
dogena, to distinguish it from the A. exogena
of ruminant animals, in which the young vesicles are developed from the exterior of the pa-

— See Hydatid.

ACEPH'ALOGAS'TER,
from a privative,

xe<pa?.t;,

Athoracoccph'alus,
'head,' and yowrifj,

A

name given to monsters devoid
the beHy.'
of head, chest, and abdomen; or to those which
have an abdomen but no chest or head.
'

'

ACEPHALOTHO'RUS,

A

ACER,

Acrid.

Acer Sacchari'num.

Maple, Sugar Maple,
This tree contains a large amount
of sweet sap, whence a considerable quantity of
sugar may be extracted. When purified, this
sugar can scarcely be distinguished from that
obtained from the cane. See Saccharum.
ACERB, Acer'bus, Stryphnos, from acer,
' sharp.'
A savour, or taste, compounded of the
acid, bitter, and astringent; such as is met with
in unripe fruits, ike.
(F.) Krablc.

—

ACER'CUS, from a privative, and xtnuos, 'a
A monster devoid of tail. — Gurlt.
ACE'RIDES, from a privative, and k^qoc,

tail.'

—

Plasters devoid of wax.
Galen.
Achyro'des, Pithyri'nus, from
a/uQor, ' chaff.'
An epithet
Furfura'ccous.
used, by Hippocrates, for the coarsest bread,
made of flour not separated from the chaff.
Foesius.
'

wax.'

ACERO'SUS,

ACERVULUS CEREBRI.

See

Pineal

Gland.

ACES'CENCY,

Acescen'tia, from aces'cere,
'
a point,' acer, ' sharp.')
disposition to acidity. The Humourists believed that the animal humours are susceptible
of this change.
to

'

grow

sour,' (axig,

ACESIS,

Curation, Medicament.

ACESMA, Medicament.
ACESTOR, Physician.
ACESTORIS, Midwife.
ACESTOS, Curable.
ACESTRA, Needle.

ACETA MEU1CATA, Acetica.
ACETABULA UTERINA, Cotyledons.
ACETAB'ULUM,

from ace'tum, 'vinegar,'
because it resembles the old vinegar vessel oxybaphon, ohjpaipov. A measure capable of containing the tith part of a modern pint.
Athenaeus. Galen.
See Cotyloid. According to
Castelli, the lobes or cotyledons of the placentae of ruminating animals have been so.called.
Acetabulum, Cotyle, Cotyloid a. Marinum,
Umbilicus marinus.

—

—

ACETA'RIA, same

etymon.

A

salad

or

pickle.

ACETAS,

Acetate.

ACETATE,

steritis.

rent vesicle.

An acephahead,' and otcjuu, ' mouth.'
lous foetus, at the upper part of which there is
an opening resembling a mouth.
from a privative,
xt (/('/.»;, 'head,' and dvunil, 'chest,' Apectocephalus. A monster, devoid of head or chest.
ACEPH'ALOUS, from « priv., and xeirairj,
'head.'
monster born devoid of head. The
condition is called Acephalia.
ycAij,

A

crease by juxta-position.

'

ACETICUM
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ACEPHALOS'TOMA,

from u privative,

/.i

Ace'tas.
A salt formed by the
union of the acetic acid with an alkaline,

earthy, or metallic base. The acetates, chiefly
used in medicine, are the acetates of ammonia,
lead, potash, and zinc.
ACE'TICA, Ace'ta Medica'ta, (F.) Vinaigre*
Medicinaux.
Pharmaceutical preparations of

Vinegar.

ACETICUM

AC'TDUM, Acidum Ace'ticvm
fortius. A. A. forte. A. Ace'ticum purum, Ace'tum
rudica'IS, Oxos, Acc'tic Acid, Strang Ace'lous
Acid, Acidum Aceto 'sum, forts Rad'icul Vinegar,
Spii J itus Ycn'eris (when made from verdigris.)
Spirit of Verdigris.
Concentrated acetic acid,
prepared by decomposing an acetate and reacid
jceiving the acetic
by distillation, has a
,

ACETICA

ACH1LLEIS
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very pungent and grateful odour, and an acid
and acrid taste. Its s. g. is about 1.046, and
it is very volatile.
,
It is stimulant, rubefacient, and escharotic,
and is applied to the nostrils in syncope, asphyxia, headaches, &c. It destroys warts.
An Aromatic Spirit of Vinegar, Ad'idum
Ace'ticum Camphora'tum, A. aceto'sum camphora'tum, is formed of this strong acid, §vj, Camphor, ^ss, 01. Caryoph, g u xv.
A strong Acetic Acid is ordered by the London Pharmacopoeia prepared from wood. It is
called Vinegar of wood, Improved distilled Vinegar, Pyrolig'neous Acid, Ace'tum Ligno'rum,
and its strength is such, that 87 gr. of crystallized subcarbonate of soda should saturate 100

Ace'tum Scills, Acidum Ace'ticum
Vinegar of Squills, Vinaigre

icum.

(Sfa'/fecontus.giv; Acet. destillat. Oij; Alcohol^}.
It may also be made by displacement.)
Diuretic, expectorant, and emetic. Dose 53s. to
3'ij. as a diuretic and expectorant.

Ph. U.S.

.

-

grains of the acid.

The Ac"idum Ace'ticum Dilu'tum,

A.

a.

Ace'tum deslilla'tum, Acidum ace'ticum,
Acidum aceto'sum destilluftum, Acidum ace'ticum debil'ius, Distilled vin'egar, (F.) Acidc

ten'uB,

Acetiquefaiblc, Vinaigre distilli, is prepared by
distilling vinegar, until seven-eighths have
passed over. An Acidum aceticum dilulum, Diluted acetic acid is made by mixing half a pint
of the strong acetic acid with five pints of disIts properties are like
tilled water,— Ph. U. S.
"

those of vinegar.

JVCETOSA NOSTRAS, Rumex acetosa— a.
Rumex acetosa— a..Rorr ana, Rumex*
scutatus— a. Rotundifolia, Rumex scutatus— a.
Vulgaris, Rumex acetosa.
Pratensis,

ACETOSELLA,

Oxahs

acetosella.
ACE'TUM, ohic, Oxys, Ace'tum Vini, Common Vinegar, Acidum aceto'sum, A'legar, Ace'Cerevis'iw, (F.) Vinaigre; from axi;, '.a

tum

point,' acer,

'

sharp.'

A

liquor obtained by the

acetous fermentation. Vinegar has a pungspt
odour, and a pleasant acid taste. One fluid
ounce 6f the acetum of the United States Pharmacopoeia is saturated by about 35 grains of
It is refrigecrystallized bicarbonate of soda.
and
rant in fevers; antiseptic, and anti-narcotic;
externally is stimulant and discutient.

Ace'tum Aromat'icum, Acidum Ace'ticum

Scillit'-

scillitique.

Acetum Theriacale,

Theriacale aromati-

cum.

ACEYTE DE

SAL.

A

remedy

for

Bron-

chocele used in S.America. Roulin found it to
contain a portion of iodine.
ACHACANA. A species of Cactus, in the
province of Potosi in Peru. Its root is thick
and fleshy, and of a conical shape. It is a good
edible, and is sold in the markets of the country.

ACHANACA. A
Mely

in Africa.
antisyphilitic.

It is

ACHAOVAN,
mile.

plant of the kingdom of
used by the natives as an

a species of Egyptian chamo-

— Prosper Alpinus.

ACHAOVAN-ABIAT. The

Egyptian name

of the cineraria murilima, used in female diseases.

A CHAR, Atchar.
ACHE, Apium graveolens— a.des Montagues,
Ligusticum levisticum,
ACHEI'LIA, from a

A

t

priv. and yuloc, 'lip.
malformation, consisting in a deficiency of a

lip or lips.

a privative, and
Galen.
of hands.

ACHEIR, Demanus, from
vuo, hand.
'

One devoid

ACHEROIS,

—

Populus.

A

name given in India to
HI A, Achiar.
the pickled shoots of the bamboo.

AC

Achia, Atchar.

^

ACHIAR, Achia.
ACHIC'OLUM, Aohit'olus,

Ilidrote'rion, Su-

da'rium, Fornix, Tholus, Sudaio'rium.
sweatino-.room in the ancient bagnios.

The

ACHILLE'A AGE'RATUM, Balsanu'tafa1
minca, Eupalo'rium mesues, Age'ratum, Cos
Tansey.
Maudlin
Maudlin,
miner,
horto'rum
tus
Nat. Ord. Composite.
(F.) Achille Visqueuse.
Sex. Syst. Syngenesia
Sub. Ord. Anthemideae.

Polygamia superflua. Has the same properties
Aromatficum, Ace'tum Theriacale, Thieves' Viused in
as tansey, bitter and aromatic, and is
Marseilles
Thieves,
the
four
negar, Vinegar of
des like affections.
-my
V.
Aromatique.
Vinaigre
Vineaar, (F.)
Achille'a Atra'ta, Herba Gen'ipi ven, (* .)
Fol.
quatrc voleurs, (Rorismarin. cacum. sice,
similar virtues
has
Noire,
Achillee
Caryoph
Salvia: sing. 5j. Lavand.fior.sicc.^w.
Achille'a millefolium, Achille'a MynoMacerate 7 days, and
cont. zss. Acid. Acet. Oij.
Chihophyl phijl'lon, Chrysoc'oma, Millefolium,
and
aromatic.
pungent
Odour
filter. Ph. E.)
Straliotes,

Ion, Lumbus Ven'eris, Miiita'ris herba,
Used as a perfume.
Carpentaria, Spec'ulum Ven'eris, Common YarAce'tum Canthar'idis, Vinegar of Canlha- row or Milfoil. (F.) Millefeuille. The leaves
Acid. acet. f. §V,
rides, (Cantharid. in pulv. j§iij.
smell, and a

in pulv. crass,
Acid, pyro/ign. f. Jxy.: Euphorb.
powders; macerate
"ss Mix the acids; add the
express strongly,
tor seven days; strain, and
London Coland filter the liquor. Ph. E. The
in acid. acet. Oj.
lege macerates cantharid. gij

for eight days; expresses
used as a prompt vesicant.

and

strains.)

It is

Ace'tum Ool'chici, Vinegar of meadow

saf-

destillat.
(Colckic. rad. contus. gij; Acet.
It may also be
S.
Oij.; Alcohol, f. gj: Ph. U.
displacement.) It is used as a diuretic,

fron.

made by

Dose 39s to giss.
Acetum Distillatum: see Aceticum acidum
a. Mul—a Liffnorum: see Aceticum acidum—
sum dulce, Oxyglycus-a. Radicale, Aceticum
Acidum,
Ace'tum Opii, GutUe Nigra.
and also

in gout.

and flowers have an aromatic
They
rough, bitterish, somewhat pungent taste.
have been used in dyspepsia, flatulence, &c.
Achille'a Ptar'mica, Pseudo-pyre thrum,
Pyre'thrum sylves'trl, Draco sylves'tris, Tarchon
Dracun' cuius Prasii/rcs'tris, Sternutamento'ria,
Pel'litory, Ptar'miten'sis, Sneeze-wort, Bastard
roots and flowca (F.) Herbe a eternuer. The
approaching that ol
ers have a hot, biting taste,
as a
Pyrethcum. Their principal use is
the
masticatory and sialogogue.
ACH1LL&E NOIRE, Achillea

atrata— a.

Visqueuse, Achillea ageratum.
ey,
\CHILLE'IS, a beautiful species of bar
Theophrastus and Galen, called

mentioned by

after Achilles, a labourer.

The

decoction was

Hippocrates.
used in fevers and jaundice.—

—
AGHILL1S

——

—
ACIDUM
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ACHILL1S TENDO, Funis Hippoc'ratis,
Corda Hippoc'ratis, Corda magna, Nervus
Intus, (F.) Tendon d'Achillc. The strong tendon

Acid Hydrochlorokitric, Nitro-muriatic
|

.

acid.

Acid, Hydrocyanic, Hydrocyanic acid—
Igasunc: see Jatropha curcas— a. of Lemons, Citric acid a. Lithic, Uric acid— a. Dephlogisticated marine, Chlorine— a. Mephitic,
Carbonic acid— a. of Milk, Lactic acid.
Tendon.
Acid, Muriatic, see Muriaticum acidum.
ACHIMBASSI. An archiater or chief of
Acid, Nitric, see Nitric acid a. Nitro-hyA name given, at Grand Cairo, to
physicians.

of the gastrocnemii muscles above the heel; so
called, because it was the only vulnerable part
of Achilles, or because of its strength. See

a.

—

;

:

—

a magistrate

who

licenses physicians.

ACHITOLUS, Achicolum.
ACHLYS, Caligo.

drochlorio, Nitro-muriatic acid.
Acid, Nitro-Muriatic, see Nitro-Muriatlc
Acid a. Nitrous dephlogisticated, Nitric acid
a. Polygalic: see
a. Oxyseptonic, Nitric acid
Polygala senega a. Prussic, Hydrocyanic acid
a.
a. Pyroligneous: see Aceticum acidum
Pyrolignic, Pyroligneous acid a. of Sorrel,
Oxalic acid a. of Sugar, Oxalic acid.
Acid, Sulphuric, see Sulphuric acid a.

—

ACHMELLA, Spilanthus acmella.
ACHNE. Lint. See Linteum. Also,

small
mucous flocculi seen in front of the cornea.
Hippocrates.
A'CHOLUS, from a privative, and xot.r\,
Deficient in bile.
'bile.'
ACHOR, Porrigo larvalis.
ACHO'RES. A term often employed by the
ancients to designate both the crusta lac'tea,
and small superficial ulcerations on the skin of
the face and head. See Porrigo Larvalis.
Achorfs Capitis, Porrigo scutulata.
ACHORIS'TOS, from a priv., and ^wjtCw,
Any sign which necessarily ac'I separate.'
companies a state of health or disease.
ACHOUROU. The Caraib name for a species of myrtle used in dropsy.
ACHRAS SAPOTA. El Nispero. A very
abundant tree in South America, the fruit of

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Uric, Uric acid.

ACWEACETIQVE FA1BLE, see Aceticum

—

Sulphurous acid a.
acidum dilutum.
ACIDS, Ad'ida, Aco'res, from axis, 'a
Any liquid, solid or
point,' genitive axiSog.
gaseous body, possessed of a sour, more or less
caustic taste, and the principal character of
which is the capability of saturating, wholly or

acidum

a.

Sulphureux,

Su(/«n"(7we<Zc/a?/e,Sulphuricum

in part, the alkaline properties of bases.

Acids, in general, are refrigerant and antiTheir particular uses are pointed out
under the individual articles.

septic.

ACID'ITIES, Aco'res, Acidita'tio, Ac"idum
The
It is astringent.
is excellent.
leaves are likewise astringent. The seeds are morbo'sum, Ad'idum prima'rum ma'rum, (F.)
aperient and diuretic. It belongs to the family Aigreurs. Sourness of the stomach, the result
of indigestion, indicated by acid eructations,
Sapoteoe.
Sex. Syst. Hexandria"Monogynia.
ACHROI, from a privative, and ynw/Jiu, 'co- &c. The affection is very common in children,
Hippocrates. It is and must be obviated by absorbents, as magnePale individuals.
lour.'
nearly synonymous with Xtupatf^oi, persons sia, chalk, ifcc, and by regulated diet.
To ACID'ULATE. To render acidulous, or
without colour, bloodless.
ACHROMATIC, Ackrom.at'icus; same ety- slightly acid. (F.) Aiguiser, Aciduler.
ACID'ULOUS, AciiFulus, Oxo'des. (F.) Acidmon. A lens so constructed as to correct the
Substances are called
aberration of refrangibiiity of common lenses. ule, Aigre, Aigrelet.
acidulous, which possess a sourish taste, as taThe Crystalline is an achromatic lens.
ACHROMATOPSIA, Chromatopseudop'sia, marinds, cream of tartar, &c.
Acidulous Fruits, Oranges,gooseberries,&c.
from a privative, y_no.mu, 'colour,' and onro/nai,
' I see.'
Acidulous Waters, Aqua acid'ula. Mineral
Incapability of distinguishing colours.
defect situate in the cerebral part of the vi- Waters containing carbonic acid gas sufficient
to render them sourish.
See Waters, Mineral.
sual organ.
Simple Acidulous Water, Aqua Ad'idi
ACHYRODES, Acerosus.
Carbon'ici, (Ph. U. S.,) Aqua a'cris foci, A'qua
Furfur.
word used by acid'ula simplex. (F.) Eau Acidule simple, is
ACIA, from unic, a point.
Celsus, which has puzzled commentators; some water impregnated with fixed air.
Water, so impregnated, is cooling, and slightbelieving it to have meant a needle; others
the thread; and others, again, the kind of suture. ly stimulating. It is used beneficially in dys" Acia mollis, non nimis lorta." Celsus, Galen. pepsia, and in cases of vomiting, &.c.
ACETICUM, Aceticum acidum—
(Chifflet thinks it meant the thread, Antwerp,
a. Aceticum aromatioum, Acetum aromati1638.J
ACID, ACETOUS, STRONG, Aceticum cum a. Aceticum camphoratum: see Acetiacidum a. Aerial, Carbonic acid a. Antimo- cum acidum a. Aceticum empyreumaticum,
Aceticum Scilliticum,
Pyroligneous acidnious, Antimonium diaphoreticum a. Arseni
a.
ous, Arsenicum album a. Azotic, Nitric acid Acetum scillffi a. Acetoselloe, Oxalic acid
Allantoicum,
a.
Boric,
Acetum
a.
Benjamin,
flowers
of—
Acetosum,
Allantoic
Benzoic,
a.
Boracic acid a. Calcareous, Carbonic acid a. acid a. Amnicum, Amniotic acid.
Acidum Arsenicosum, Arsenious acid.
Carbonaceous, Carbonic acid a. Carbonous,
Acidum Arseniosum, (Ph. U. S.) Arsenious
Oxalic acid
which

—

A

ACHYRON,

A

1

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

ACIDUM

—

—

|

—

Acid, Cyanhydric, Hydrocyanic acid.
Acid, Cyanohydiuc, Hydrocyanic acid

—

—

—

—

|

—

acid.

Acidum Benzoicum, Benjamin, Flowers

a.

Gastric, Gastric juice.

Acid, Hippu'ric, Ad'idum Hippu'ricvm.

—

An

acid found in the urine of graminivorous animals.
It is contained in human urine after
benzoic acid has been taken.

—
—

of

Boracicum, Boracic acid a. Borussicum,
Hydrocyanic acid a. Carbonicum, Carbonic
a. Hydrocarboacid a. Citricum, Citric acid
nicum, Oxalic acid a. Hydrochloricum, Muriaticum acidum a. Hydrocyanicum, Hydrocya-

a.

—

—

—
—

—
ACIDURGIA

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Morbosum, Acidities.
Acidum Muriaticum, Muriaticum acidum

acieluin

a.

Muriaticum nitroso-oxygenatum, Nitro-mu-

a.

riatic acid

—

a.

Nilricum, Nitric acid.
Nitro-muriatic

Acidum Nitro-Muriaticum,

—

—

Oxalinum, Oxalic acid a. Phosphoricum, Phosphoric acid a. Primarum viarum,
Acidities a. Prussicum, Hydrocyanic acid
a.

acid

n.

—

—

ACOPON
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a. Hydrothionicum liquidum, see Hydrosulphuretted water a. Jatrophicum, see
Jatropha curcas a. Lacticum, Lactic acid a.
Ligneum, Pyroligneous acid a. Ligni pyrooleosum, Pyroligneous acid a. Lithicum, Uric
acid
a. Marinum concentratum, Muriaticum

nic acid

—

—

Pyro-aceticum, Pyroligneous acid.

Acidum Quercitannicum, Tannin

—

—

a.

Sac-

the word ought to be Acme, and, according to
Cassius, it is, at all events, derived from axui),
'vigour;' the disease affecting those in the
vigour of life, especially.

Willan and Bateman have adopted the term
Nosology of cutaneous diseases, and
placed it in the Order, Tubercula. Acne,
with them, is an eruption of distinct, hard, inflamed tubercles, sometimes continuing for a
considerable length of time, and sometimes
suppurating slowly and partially. They usually
appear on the forehead, temples, and chin; and
are common to both sexes; but the most severe
forms are seen in young men. They require
but little management, and consist of four varieties; Acne indura'ta, A. simplex, A. puncta'ta
(lon'thus varus puncta'tus, Puncta: muco'sat, Comedones or Maggot Pimple,) A. rosa'cea. See
Gutta Rosea.

in their

acid
a. Saccharinum, Oxalic
Muriaticum acidum a. Salis culinaris, Muriaticum acidum
a. Salis marini, MuAcne Rosacea, Gutta rosea.
riaticum acidum a. Succinicum, Succinic acid.
ACNES'TIS, from a privative, and nvoiir,' to
Acidum Sulphuricum, Sulphuric acid a.
Elixir
acidum
Halscratch.'
Sulphuricum alcoolisatum,
The part of the spine which extends,
a.
in quadrupeds, from between the shoulders to
a. Sulphuris volatile, Sulphurous acid
leri
the loins. According to Pollux, the middle of
Sulphurosicum, Sulphurous acid.
Acidum Tannicum, Tannin a. Tartari essen- the loins.

Oxalic

chari,

acid

—

a. Salis,

—

—

—

—

.

—
—

—

tiale,

—

Tartaric acid

—

—

ACNESTOS, Cneorum

Tartaricum, Tartaric

a.

tricoccum.

a. UriACGU'LIOS, from « privative, and xetXia,
Tartarosum, Tartaric acid
'belly.'
Devoid of belly. One who is so emaa. Vitriolicum, Sulphuric acid
a. Vitriolicum aromaticum, Sulphuricum aci- ciated as to appear to have no belly.— Galen.
ACOESIS, Audition.
dum aromaticum a. Vitriolicum alcohole aroACOLASIA, Intemperance.
maticum, Sulphuricum acidum aromat. a. Via.
ACOLOGY, Materia Medica.
triolicum vinosum, Elixir acidum Halleri
ACONE, Mortar.
Zooticum, Hydrocyanic acid a. Zootinicum,
ACONIT a GRAXDS FLEURS, Aconitum
Hydrocyanic acid.

acid

a.

cum, Uric acid

—

—

—

—

—

—

ACIDURGIA,
ACFER,

cammarum

Surgery, (operative.)
Chalybs.

ACIES, Chalybs

—

langes of the fingers

a.

—

,

Quies,

Esychia, Ertm'ia, from a privative, and y.inm,
Immobility. Also, the interval beI move.'
tween the systole and diastole of the heart.

'

ACINI OF MALPIGHI,

Corpora Malpig-

hiana.

ACINUS,

Ad'inus glandulo'sus, from ad'glandiform corpuscle
inns, 'a grape-stone.'
fancied termination of a
or granulation.
gland
in a granular body,
of
a
artery
secretory
in which the secretion is supposed to take
place, and the excretory radicle to take its rise.
Acini are the glob'uli arteria'rum icr'mini of
Nichols. The term acini glandulosi has also
hern <nven to glands, which, like the pancreas,
are arranged as it were in clusters. See Lobule.

A

A

'the top,' and
fever, which preserves an

ACMAIs'TICOS, from
<7Tu*>,

'

I

remain.'

A

axutj,

equal degree of intensity throughout its course.
The Greeks gave
It is also called Homot'onos.
and Syn'ochos, when
it the name Epacmas'ticos,

—

increasing, and Parucmas'ticos,
when it decreased. Galen.
Vigor, Status, Fasti' gium. The period of a disease at which the symptoms are
most violent. slQ/'h ' s ' the commencement;'
and a*ur„
artfaois, 'the period of increase;'
'
the height.'
it

went on

—

ACME,

Aconitum anthora.

ACONIT1A, See Aconitum

Digitorum manus, PhaDiurna, Hemeralopia.

a.

ACIESIS, Sterilitas.
ACINE'SIA, Akine'sia, Immnhil' itas

a. Salutaire,

ACONITE, Aconitum.
napellus.
napellus.

ACONITINE.

see

ACONPTUMJ

from AconS, a place

Aconitum

in BithyCynoc'tonon, Canici'da, Ac'onite, Wolfsbane, Monkshood. Nat. Ord.
Ranunculacea?. Sex. Syst. Polyandria Trigynia.
Aconitum, Aconite, in the Pharmacopoeia of
the United States is the leaves of Aconitum
Napellus, and of A. paniculatum.

nia,

where

it

is

common.

Aconi'tum An'thora. Aconi'tum Salittiferunx, An'thora vulga'ris, Antith'ora, Salutary
Monks' hood. (F.) Aconit salutaire. The root of
this variety, like all the rest, is poisonous.
is

used as a cathartic and anthelmintic.

It

Dose

t0 9JAconi'tum Cam'marum. A. paniculatum. (F.)
Aconit a grands flours, resembles the Aconitum

9 SS

Napellus in properties.

Aconi'tum Nafel'lus, JVapcl'lus verus, Aconi'tum, Common Monkshood or Wolfsbane, A.
(F.) Chaperon de Moine. The
jXeornonta'num.
leaves are narcotic, sudorific, and deobstruent (7)

They have been used

in chronic rheumatism,
scrofula, scirrhus, paralysis, amaurosis,
The active principle is called Aconitia or AcoIt has been used of late, applied externitine.
nally, in neuralgic cases, iatraleptically and

&c

endermically.
gr.

Dose of the Aconitum,

gr.

j.

to

iii.

ACONU'SI, from

axorn audition,' and rot>
Morbi anrium et auditus. Diseases of the ears and audition.
ACMON, Incus.
AC'OPIS. Same etymon. Pliny gives this
ACNE, Acna, Ionthus varus, Varus, Psydra'(F.) Dartre name to a precious stone, which was boiled in
cia Acne, Stone Pock, Whelk, Bubucle.
weariness.
pustuleuse disseminte. A small pimple or tu- oil and used against
ACOPON, from u privative, and kotos, weaon the face. Gorrseus. Foesius thinks
bercle

—

'

oos, 'disease.'

'

—

—

—

ACOR

—

A remedy against weariness. — Foesius,

riness.'

Acopum,—Cels\is, Pliny.

Gorraus, &c.
Anagyris.

See

BENZOINUS, Benjamin— a. Boracicus, Boracic acid a. Succineus, Succinic acid
a. Tartaricus,
a. Sulphuris, Sulphuric acid
Tartaric acid.

ACOR

—

—

—

ACORE BATARD, Iris pseudacorus— a.
Faux, Iris pseudacorus a. Odorant, Acorus
calamus.
ACORES, Acids and Acidities.
ACO'RIA, from a privative, and xoqcw, I
'

An

satiate.'

ACRITICAL
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inordinate or canine appetite.

Adventitious diseases, M. Adventi'lli.

—

—

'

in part.

ACRAS SAPOTA,

Hippocrates.

A wine made of the Acorus.—

Diseases

which occur after birth, and which are not dependent upon hereditary predisposition.
ACRAl'PALA, from a privative, and x(iaiRemedies against the
nait], 'drunkenness.'
Gorrsus.
effects of a debauch.
ACRA'LEA, from uxqos, 'extremity.' The
extreme parts of the body, as the head, hands,
Hippocrates and Galen.
feet, nose, ears, &c.
See Acrea.
ACRA'NIA, from a privative, and xqatior,
Want of cranium, wholly, or
the cranium.'
Sapota.

ACRASIA, from

a privative, or 'bad,' and
Intemperance. Excess of
KQaoi?, 'mixture.'
Dioscorides.
ACOR'MUS, from a ' privative,' and xoq/.io?, any kind. Hippocrates.
It has been employed to denote debility, sy'trunk.' A monster devoid of a trunk.
ACORN, JUPITER'S, Fagus castanea— a. nonymously with Acratia; but this may have
Oily, Guilandina moringa a. Sardinian, Fagus been a typographical inaccuracy.

ACORI'TES.

—

—

ACRA'PI'A, from a

castanea.

ACORNS.

See Quercus

ACORUS ADULTERINUS,

Iris

pseudaco-

'

rus.

A. Varus, Cal'amus Aromat'icus, C. Odora'tus, Cal'amus vuHgaris, Typha
(F.) Jonc
Aromat'ica, Acorus Brazilien'sis.
Roseau ou Cannc aromatique, Acore odorant.
Acoraceae
(Lindley.)
Sex.
JVat. Ord. Aroidear,
Cla.va rugo'so,
Syst. Hexandria Monogynia.

Ac'onos Cal'amus.

Cal'amus
Sweetflag or Adorus. The rhizoma
(Ph. U. S.)
is stomachic and carminative, but
is rarely used.
It is regarded a good adjuvant
to bark and quinia in intermittents.
Ac'orus Pai.ustris, Iris pseudacorus a. Vulgaris, Iris pseudacorus.

—

—

ACOS, Medicament.
ACOS'MIA, from «

privative, and xonuoc,
Disorder, irregularity in

ornament.'
the critical days, according to Galen, who uses
the word xoouoc for regularity in those days.
Others, and particularly Pollux, call bald persons uxuafioi, because they are deprived of one
of their most beautiful ornaments.
'

privative, and xqaroq,
Impotence; weakness.
ACRATIS'MA, from a privative, and xtqavA breakfast, consisting of bread
vvp.it to mix.'
steeped in wine, not mixed with water.
Galen, Athensus.
ACRATOM'ELl, from axQarov, pure wine,'
and ush, honey.' Wine mixed with honey.
ACRATURE'SIS, from Acratia, 'weakness,'
and uvnov, urine.' Inability to void the urine
from paralysis of the bladder.
ACRE. The extremity or tip of the nose,
See Acrimony.
A'CRE A, Acrote'ria, from axno?, the summit.'
The extreme parts of the body, as the feet, hands,

'strength.'

alba.

order,

'

'

'

'

nose, ears, &c.
Also, the extreme parts of animals that are

used as food.

ACRID,

Acroco'lia.

from

oxqoc;,
a point or summit,' or
a point,' Acer.
An epithet for substances which occasion a disagreeable sense of
irritation or of constriction at the top of the

from

ay.ig,

'

'

throat.

Acrid heat, (F.) Chaleur acre, is one that
ACOUOM'ETER, from axovio, I hear,' and causes a hot, tingling sensation at the extremiAn instrument designed by ties of the fingers.
uitqov, measure.'
Acrids, in Pathology, are certain imaginary
Itard for measuring the degree of hearing.
ACOUOPHO'NIA, Copko'nia; from axovw,'! substances, supposed, by the Humourists, to
hear,' and ipwvtj, voice,' "Auscultatory Percus- exist in the humours, and to cause various disSee Acrimony.
sion." A mode of auscultation, in which the ob- eases.
ACRIDOPH'AGI, from axn,g, 'a locust,' and
server places his ear on the chest, and analyzes
Donne.
Locust-eaters.
<p«y(u,
Acridophagous
I eat.'
the sound produced by percussion.
ACOUS'MA, an imaginary noise. Depraved tribes" are said to exist in Africa. Strabo.
'

'

'

—

'

ACOUS'TIC,

Acus'ticus, that

which belongs

to the ear; as Acoustic nerve, Acoustic trumpet,

&c.
Acoustic Medicine

is one used in diseased
Audition.
Acous'tics, Acustica, (F.) Acoustique. The
part of physics which treats of the theory of
sounds. It is also called Phonics.
ACOUSTIQUE, Acoustics.
BINELLI, Aqua Bincllii— a. di Naa. della Toffana, Liquor
poli, Liquor arsenicalis

ACQUA

arsenical

—

is.

ACQUETTA,

—

ACRIMONY,

sense of hearing.

WATERS

'

ACRINIA, from

u privative,

and

x<nv<a,

'I

A diminution in the quantity, or a
total suspension, of the secretions.
ACRIS, a sharp bony prominence. Also, the
separate.'

locust.

ACRIS'lA, from

a privative, and zqktic,
condition of disease, in which
no judgment can be formed; or in which an
unfavourable opinion must be given. Hipp,
and Galen.

'judgment.'

A

—

Liquor arsenicalis.

ACQUI, MINERAL

Acu'kas, Acrimo'nia, Acre,
from acer, acrid,' axig, 'a point.' Acrimony of
the humours. An imaginary acrid change of
the blood, lymph, &c, which, by the Humourists, was conceived to cause many diseases.

These
Piemont.

OF.

thermal sulphureous springs are in
Their temperature is 1G7° Fahr.; and they contain sulphohydric acid, and chloride of sodium.
ACQUIRED DISEASES, Morbi acquisiti,

ACRITICAL, Acrilos, from a privative, and
That which takes place
without any crisis, or which does not foretell a
crisis; as a critical symptom, abscess, &c.
xQiaig, 'judgment.'

—
ACRITOS
ACRITOS,

,

ACUPUNCTURE
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ACROT'ICA, from axoog

Acritical.

ACRIVIOLA, Tropjeolum

,

'

summit.' Diseases

majus.

affecting the excernent functions of the exterACROBYS'TIA, Acropos'lhia, from axnos, nal surface of the body.
'
The extremity of the
top,' and pvo>,
1 cover.'
Pravity of the fluids or emunctories that open
prepuce. Hippocrates. Rufus.
on the external surface; without fever or other
from
Acrocheir'on,
ACROCHEIR', Acrochir',
internal affection, as a necessary accompaniThe ment.
axoogj extremity,' and p^io, 'the hand.'
Gorraeus. Also, the hand.
fore arm and hand.
The 3d order of the class Eccrifica of Good.
from azoo?, 'extreACROTISMUS, Asphyxia.
tumour, which
mity,' and /ondij, a string/
ACT, Actus, from actum, past participle of
kind of hard wart.
Jiangs by a pedicle.
agere to do,' 'a thing done/ The effective exer•
of a power or faculty. The action of an
Celsus.
cise
Aetius,
from axqo?, 'extre- agent. Acte is used by the French, to signify
A kind of dance, the public discussion, which occurs in supportmity,' and xoQtvw, ' I dance.'
with the ancients, in which the arms and legs ing a thesis: thus, soutenir un Acte aux Acoles dc
Medecine, is, ' to defend a Thesis in the Schools
were violently agitated.
'

—

'

—

ACHROCHOR'DON,

A

'

A

'

ACROCHORIS'MUS,

—

ACROCOLIA,
ACROD'RYA,
cVjvc,

'

a tree.'

Acrea.

of Medicine.'

from uxnoc, 'extremity,' and

Autumnal

fruits, as nuts, apples,

tfec.

ACRODYN'IA, Erythe'ma acrod'ynum, from
axnog, 'extremity,' and oSwij, pain. A painful
affection of the wrists and ankles especially,
which appeared at Paris as an epidemic, in 1828
and 18iW. It was supposed by some to bffrheuinatic, by others to be owing to spinal irritation.
'

ACROLENION, Olecranon.
ACRO'MIAL,
Acromion,

Acromial'lis.

ACT^E'A RACEMO'SA,

Cimicifuga, C. ratrys racemosa. Black snakeroot
Rirhweed, Cohosh. (F.) Acte.e a grappes. Nat.
Ranunculaceae. Sex. Syst. Polyandria
Ord.
common plant in the United
Monogynia.
States. The root is astringent; and, according
to Barton, has been successfully used in the
form of decoction, as a gargle in putrid sore
throat.
decoction of the root cures the itch.
It is acronarcotic, and has been used in rheu-

cemo'sa.

Macro

1

A

A

Relating to the matism, acute and chronic; chorea, &c.

ACTE, Sambucus.

(q. v.)

Scap'ular, A.
ACTE, Act.
a GRAPPES, Actea racemosa.
Jlrte'ria Tltorac"ica kumera'lis, Artere troisieme
ACTIF, Active.
des Thoraciques, (Ch.) A. Thoracique humdralc,
axillary
arof
the
part
ACTION,
Actio, Opera''do, Energi'a, Praxis:
anterior
arises from the
Mode in which
tery, opposite the upper edge of the pectoralis from agere, actum, ' to act.'
minor. It divides into two branches: one, su- one object influences another.
The animal actions are those that occur in
perior; the other, inferior: the branches of
which are distributed to the subclavius,serratus the animal body: the vital, those that are seen
and
deltoid,
pecintercostal,
in
bodies endowed with life: the physiological.
major anticus, first
the pathological
toralis major muscles, as well as to the shoulder those of a healthy character
joint, &c. They anastomose with the superior or morbific, those that occur in disease, &c.
scapular, thoracics, and the circumflex arteries. The ancients divided the physiological actions
Acromial Vein. Has the same arrangement into vital, animal, natural, sexual, particular,
general, &c. See Function.
as the artery.
ACTIVE, same etymon. Dras'ticus, Acti'vus,
ACRO'MIO-CORACOIDEUS. Belonging to
Sthen'icvs, Hyper sthen'icus. (F.) Aclif. This adthe acromion and coracoid process.
The triangular ligament between the acro- jective is used, in Pathology, to convey the idea
mion and coracoid process of the scapula is so of superabundant energy or strength. Active
symptoms, e. g. are those of excitement. In
called.
ACRO'MION, Acro'mium, from axqo?, 'the Therapeutics, it signifies energetic: as, an acThe French use the expression
top,' and omo;, 'the shoulder,' Os Acro'mii, tive treatment.
Hu'merus summus, Armus summits, Mucro hit'- Medecine a gissante, in contradistinction to Memeri, Rostrum porci'num, Caput Scap'ulaz. The decine expectante. In Physiology, active has a
process which terminates the spine of the sca- similar signification, many of the functions being divided into active and passive.
pula, and is articulated with the clavicle.
ACTON. A village near London, at which
ACROM'PHALON,;ierow<p/ja7ion,fromax(>os,
1
the top,' and oucpaXoc, ' the navel.' The extre- there is a purgative mineral spring, like that at

Acromial Artery, External

ACTRE

—

:

—

mity of the umbilical cord, which remains

at- Epsorn.
ACTUAL, Same etymon as active. That
tached to the foetus after birth.
which acts immediately. A term usually reACROPOSTHIA, Acrobystia.
extremity,'
and
stricted
to the red hot iron, or to heat in any
from
ccxqo?,
ACROPSI'LON,
the glans penis. form; in contradistinction to the potential or
iptlot, 'naked.' The extremityof
ACROS,ajc()oc,'extremity,top.' The strength virtual, which is applied to caustics or eschaof the Athlete, and of diseases: the prominences rotics.
ACTUA'RIUS. Originally a title of dignityof bones: the extremities of the fingers, &c.
given to the Byzantine physicians.
See Acrocheir, Acromion, &c.
<

ACROTERIA, Acrea.
ACROTERIAS'MUS,

ACUITAS.

ACULEUS

Acrimony.

LIGNEUS, Splinter.
the
A'CUPUNCTURE, Acupunctural from acus,
extremities;' hence aKQOT>;Qtaitiv, 'to mutilate.
A
'a needle,' and punctu'ru, 'a puncture.'
Amputation of the extremities.
ACROTHYM'ION, from axoo?, 'top,* and surgical operation, much in use amongst the
which
consists
Japanese,
in
purtc
and
rugous,
Chinese
thyme.' A kind of conical,
$vuov,
bloody wart, compared by Celsus to the flower turing parts with a very fine needle. It has
been employed, of late years, in obstinate rlieu^
of thyme.
'

from

axQorr,oia,

'

—

—
ACURGIA
malic affections,

&c,

ADDUCTION
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and apparently with suc-

Acupuncture is likewise a mode of incess.
fanticide in some countries: the needle being
the brain through the fontanelles, or
into
forced
into the spinal

.

Additamentum

Coli, Appendix vermiformis
Necatum, Olecranon a. ad SacroSacro-lumbalis—
lumbalem, see
a.
Uncatuiu

exci

—

Olecranon

ulnae,

—

a.

—

a.

Ulnee, Radius.

ADDUCENSOCULI, Rectus internus oculi
ADDUCTEUR DE UCEIL, Rectus internus

marrow, &c.

ACURGIA, Surgery (operative.)
ACUS, Needle— a. Capitata, Pin.

oculi

a.

—

du gros

orteil,

Adductor

pollicis pedis

a. Premier ou moyen, Adductor longus feinoAces Invaginata, See Needle.
ris— a. du pouce, Adductor pollicis manus a
Acus Ophthalmica, See Needle.
Acus Faracentica, Trocar — a. Triquetra Second ou petit, Adductor brevis—a. Troisieme
vulgaris, Trocar a. Veneris, Eryngium cam- ou grand, Adductor magnus.

—

ADDUCTION,

pestre.

ACUSIS,

Audition.
ACUSTICA. Acoustics.

ducere,

which

ACUTE, Acu'tus, olvt, («x<c, a point.') (F.)
Aigu. A disease which, with a certain degree
of severity, has a rapid progress, and short duOzijnose'ma, Oxyn'osos, Oxynu'sos.
ration.
Diseases were formerly subdivided into Morbi
acutis'simi, very acute, or those which last only
'

'

Jidduc'lio,

from ad,

'to,'

and

Purago'gB. The action by
drawn towards the axis of the

to draw.'

parts are

body.

The muscles which execute

this function, are

called Jidduc'tors.

ADDUCTOR MEDII
terior

nus

medii

digiti pedis

—

DIGITI PEDIS,
a.

PosOculi, Rectus inter-

oculi.

Adduc'tor Metacar'pi min'imi Dig"iti, Metacarpeus, Car'po-metacarpeus min'imi dig, 'iti,
is situate between the abductor and flexor, next
to the metacarpal bone.
It arises, fleshy, from
the unciform process of the os unciforme, and
from the contiguous part of the annular ligaPorte-aiguille.
ment of the wrist, and is inserted, tendinous
ACYANOBLEP'SIA, a privative, xuavog, and fleshy, into the fore-part of the metacarpal
Defective vision, bone of the little finger, from its base to its head.
'blue,' and pXinw, 'Isee.'
Adduc'tor Pol'licis Manus, A. Pol'licis, A.
which consists in incapability of distinguishing
Gbthe.
ad min'imum dig"itum, Metaca?po-phalangm' us
blue.
ACYESIS, Sterilitas.
pol'licis— (Ch.)
(F.) Adducteur du pouce.
muscle which arises, fleshy, from almost the
ACYRUS, Arnica montana.
ADACA. The Sphceran' thus In'dicus, a Ma- whole length of the metacarpal bone of the
middle finger, and is inserted into the inner part
labar plant, which is acrid and aromatic.
ADjEMONIA, Anxiety.
of the root of the first bone of the thumb.
Malabar plant of the
ADAKO'DIEN.
Adduc'tor Pol'licis Pedis, Antith'enar Mefamily Apocineae, used in that country in dis- tatarso-subphalangaus pollicis. (Ch.) Tarsoeases of the eyes.
metalarsi-phalangiendu pouce. (F.) Adducteur
Malabar plant, which du gros orteil, arises by a long, thin tendon,
AD'ALI, Lip'pia.
the Orientals regard as an antidote to the bite from the under part of the os calcis, from the os
cuboides,os cuneiforme externum, and from the
of the naja.
Diamant.
root of the metatarsal bone of the second toe. It
ADAMFTA, Adami'tum.
very hard, white is divided into two fleshy portions, and is inParacelsus.
calculus.
serted into the external sesamoid bone, and root
The first word has been used for stone in the of the metatarsal bone of the great toe.
bladder: the second for lithiasis or the calcuBichat has given the general name, Adduc'tors, to those of the interosseous muscles of the
lous condition.
APPLE, Pomum Adami.
hand or foot, which perform the action of adDiGITATA, Baobab.
duction.
ADAR'CE, Adar'cion, Adar'cis.
concreAdductor Tertii Digiti Pedis, Prior tertii
tion found about the reeds and grass in the digiti pedis.
marshy regions of Galatia, and hiding them, as
Adductors of the thigh. These are three
in number, which have, by some anatomists,
it were: hence the name, from a privative, and
It was formerly in repute for been united into one muscle
StQxw, ' 1 see.'
the Triceps Adcleansing the skin from freckles, &c.
duc'tor Fem'oris.
three or four days: M. subacutis'simi, which
continue seven days: and M. subacu'ti, or those
which last from twenty to fort}' days.
The antithesis to acute is chronic. Acute,
when applied to pain, sound, cries, &c, means
sharp.

ACUTENACVLVM,

—

A

A

—

A

ADAMAS,

A

—

ADANIS
ADANSONIA

A

—

ADARIGO,

Orpiment.
ADARNECH, Orpiment.

—

ADARTICULATIO, Arthrodia.
ADDAD. A Numidian plant.

Bitter

and

poisonous.

ADDEPHA'GIA,
<j>*yt iv,

'

to eat.'

from

addiv,

Voraciousness.

Hoffman have given

this

name

appetite in children affected with

vages refers
of gluttony.

it

to

Bulimia.

'

much,' and
Galen and

to

voracious

worms. Sau- the linea aspera.

Also, the goddess

ADDER'S TONGUE, Ophioglossum

vulga-

tum.

ADDITAMEN'TUM. A
nonymously with Epiphysis,

Adduc'tor longus fem'oris, Adduc'tor fem'oris primus, Triceps minor, Pu' bio-femora' lis
(Ch.,)
Premier ou moyen adducteur.
(F.)
Arises by a strong tendon from the upper and
fore part of the os pubis and ligament of the
symphysis, at the inner side of the pectinalis.
It runs downwards and outwards, and is inserted by a broad, flat tendon into the middle of
1.

term once used syq. v.

It is

now re-

two cranial sutures, the lambdoidal and squamous.
stricted to the prolongations of

2. Adduc'tor brevis, A. fem'oris secun'dus,
Triceps secun'dus, Sub-pubio-femora'lis.
(Ch.)
(F.)
Second ou petit Adducteur. Arises tendinous from the os pubis, at the side of its symphysis, below and behind the last muscle.
It
runs obliquely outwards, and is inserted by a
short, flat tendon into the inner and upper part
of the linea aspera, from a little below the tro-

—

—

—
A DEC

ADIANTHUM
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chanter minor to the beginning of the insertion
AD EPS, Adeps Suilla. Oxyn'gium, ogvyyiov,
of the adductor longus.
Pinguedo. Pig's flare. The fat of the hog. In
3. Addudtor marrnus, Adduc'lor fcm'oris ter'- the Ph. U. S. the prepared fat of Sus scrofa,ftee
tius et quartus, Triceps magnus, hJ chio-femo- from saline matter.
ralis
(Ch.)
Troisihme ou grand adduc(F.)
Adeps Anseri'na, A'deps an'seris, or Goose
teur, is much larger than either of the others. grease, (F.) Graisse d'Oie, is also emollient.
It
It arises from the ramus of the pubis, from that has been used as an emetic.
of the ischium, and from the tuber ischii, and
Adeps Cantharidibus medicatus, Unguenis inserted into the whole length of the linea tum lyttae medicatum— a.Cortice Daphnes gnidii
aspera.
Near the lower part of the linea aspera medicatus, Unguentum epispasticum de Daphne
it is pierced by a kind of oblique, fibrous canal, gnidio
a. Humanus, Liquamumia
a. Hydrarthroujrh which the crural artery and vein pass. gyro medicatus, Unguentum Hydrargyri a. ex
ADEC. The inner man. Paracelsus.
Hydrargyro mitius dictum cinereum, UnguenADECTA, Sedatives.
tum oxidi hydrargyri cinereum a. Hydrargyri
ADELIPARIA, Polysarcia.
muriate oxygenato medicatus, Unguentum muADELODAGAM. A bitter Malabar plant, riatis hydrargyri oxygenati medicatum a. Hyused in asthma, catarrh, and gout.
drargyri nitrate medicatus, Unguentum hyA DELPHI A, see Adelphixia.
drargyri nitratis a. Hydrargyri oxido rubro et
ADELPHIX'IA, Adclphix'is; from adtXwog, plumbi acetate medicatus, Unguentum oph'brother.'
Consanguinity of parts in health or thalmicum a. Lauro medicatus, Unguentum
disease. Frater'nitas, Fratra'tio. Hippocrates laurinum
a. Papavere, hya. Ovilli, Sevum
used the epithet Adel'phia, for diseases that re- oscyamo, et belladonna medicatus, Unguentum
semble each other.
populeum a. Sulfure et ammonias muriate meADELPHIXIS, Sympathy.
dicatus, Unguentum sulphuratum ad scabiem
gland;'
ADEN, aStjv, 'a
hence Adenalgia, a. Sulfure et carbonate potassee medicatus, UnAdcniform, &c. See Gland.
guentum sulphuratum alcalinum ad scabiem
ADENALGIA, from aiijr, 'a gland,' and uXyoc, a. Tartaro stibii medicatus, Unguentum anti' pain.'
Glandular pain.
monii tartarizati a. Oxido zinci medicatus,
ADENEMPHRAX'IS,from aStiv, 'a gland,' and Unguentum oxidi zinci impuri.
ifxpna^ic, obstruction.' Glandular obstruction.
Adeps Pr^para'ta, Hog's lard, Barrow's
ADEN'IFORM, Adcniform! is, Adenoi'des, grease, Lard, Ax'unge, Axun'gia, Adeps suii'la
ccdivoetfiijc, from Aden, 'a gland,' and Forma, prapara' ta, A. praipara'ta, Axun'gia porci'na, (F.)
' form or resemblance.'
Glandiform, or resem- Graisse de Pore, Saindoux, is prepared by melting pig's flare, and straining it. This is called
bling a gland.
ADENI'TIS, from a!ftjv, a gland,' and Ms, a rendering the lard. Lard is emollient, but is
termination denoting inflammation. Glandu- chiefly used for forming ointments and plasters.
ADEPT, Alchymist.
lar inflammation.
KSENTEh c a, Mesenteric GanglioADEP'TA MEDICl'NA. Medicine, which
Adeni'tis
Inflammation of the mesenteric glands. treated of diseases contracted by celestial openitis.
ADENOUHIRAPSOLOG"IA, from aStjv, a rations, or communicated from heaven.
Adf.pta Philosophia, Alchymy.
gland,' %hq, 'the hand,' anruu 'I lay hold of,'
ADFLATUS, Afflatus.
and loyo;, a description.' The doctrine of
ADH^RENTIA, Adherence.
curing scrofula or the king's evil by the royal
ADH.ESIO, Adherence.
touch.
ADENOGRAPHY, Adcnogra'phia, from aSip; ADHATO'DA, Justic"ia adhato'da. The MaThat
part
labar
describe.'
Nut Tree. (F.) Noyer de Ceylon. Used
'a gland,' and yQaipw, 'I
in India for expelling the dead foetus in aborof anatomy which describes the glands.
tion.
The word is said to convey this meaning
ADENOIDES, Adeniform.
ADENOL'OGY, Adcnolog"ia, from «V, * in the Ceylonese.
ADHE'RENCE, Adhe'sion, Adhatren'tia,
A treatise on
jrland,' and Xoyug, a description.'
Concre'tio, Atre'sia, Pros'physis, Proscol/t'sis,
the glands.
ADE'iNO-PHARYNGEUS, from aS n v, 'a Adha'sio, from adha'rere, (ad and hairere,) ' to
These words are usually employed
gland,' and ipaovyi, the pharynx.' Some fleshy stick to.'
The French often use adheFibres which pass from the constrictor pharyngis synonymously.
inferior to the thyroid gland, have received this rence for the state of union, and adhesion for
the act of adhering.
name. Their existence is not constant.
ADHESION, Adherence.
ADE'NO-PHARYNGl'TIS. Same etymon.
ADHE'SIVE (INFLAMMATION,) is that
Inflammation of the tonsils and pharynx.
ADENOPHTHALMIA, Ophthalmia tarsi. inflammation which terminates by an adhesion
ADEiNOPHY'MA, Adenon'cus; from ufop>, 'a between inflamed and separated surfaces.
Swelling of a
Adhe'sive is also an epithet for certain plasgland,' and qvua, 'a swelling.'
(F.) Glandage. ters, which stick closely to the skin.
gland, or glandiform ganglion.
CAPIL'LUS VEN'ERIS,
signify
a
soft
ADIAN'THUM
to
some
Adenophyma is used by
glandular swelling; Adenon'cus, one of a harder from a, privative, and Staivu>, 'to grow wet,'
from the leaves not being easily moistened.
Kraus.
character.
Maiden hair. Nat. Ord. Filices. Sex. Syst.
Adenophyma Inguinalis. Bubo.
ADENO'SUS, (Absccs'sus.) A hard, glandu- Cryptogamia Filices. (F.) Capiltairede MontA European plant, of feeble aromatic
lar abscess, which suppurates Blowly.— M. A. pellier.
and demulcent properties. It is used for formSeverinus.
ADENOT'OMY, Adenotom'ia, from a<V, 'a ing the Sirop de Capillaire or Capillaire.
Adianthum Album, Asplenium ruta muraDissection of the
gland,' and rcutw, 'I cut.'
a. Aureuin, Polytrichum.
ria
viands.
Adian'thum Peda'tum, A. Canaden'se, Ca*
ADEPHAGIA, Bouliinia.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

'

'

M

i

'

'

'

'

'

—

—

—

—
ADIAPHOROSIS

Canaden'sis, Canada Maidenhair, (F.)
ADO'LIA. A Malabar plant, whose leaves,
du Canada, has the same properties. put in oil, form a liniment, used in facilitating

pil'lus

Capillaire
Capill aire

was once made from

labour.

this.

Adianthum Rubrum, Asplenium

ADOR, Zea Maya.
ADORION, Daucus

trichoma-

noides.

ADIAPHORO'SIS,

Adiaphore'sis, from a
privative, Sta, 'through,' and yoyo?, 'a pore.
Defect or suppression of perspiration, Adiapneus'tia.

ADIAPH'OROUS,
Neutral.

A

Adiaphorus, Indifferens,
medicine which will neither do

AD PONDUS OM'NIUM.
the whole.

ADRA

a privative, and diaoRetention of any excretion.

Qfiv, 'to flow.'

is

Urtica.

ADIPEUX,

it

of

means, that
weight

shall equal in

Aristolochia clematitis.

from

odoog,

ckJoo?,

'plump and

and
which

'great,*

The bdellium of

India,
in larger pieces than that of Arabia.

ADROS,

AD1CE,

full.'

Applied

the habit of body, and also to the pulse.
Hippocrates.
ADSAR1A PALA, Dolichos pruriens.
ADSPJRATIO, Aspiration, Inspiration.
ADSTITES GLANDULOSI, Prostate.
ADSTRICTIO. Constipation.
small
ADULAS'SO. The Justitia bivalvis.
shrub, used in India as a local application in gout.
AGE, Andri'a, from adoles'cere,
to grow to,' (ad and olere, olitum, to grow.')
Viril'ity. The age succeeding adolescence, and
preceding old age. Adult, Adul'tus, is also used
for one in the adult age.
to

Adipose.

ADIPOCERA CETOSA,

Cetaceum.
AiyiPOCIRE,Adipoce'ra, from adeps, 'fat,*
and cera, 'wax.' The base of biliary calculi,
called also Cholesterine, (F.) Gras des Cadavres,
Gras des Cimetihres. Also, a sort of soap,
formed from animal matter under certain circumstances. The human body, when it has
been for some weeks in water, assumes this appearance; and it has been a subject of legal inr
duce

R1ZA,

Stolof, 'mass.'

Hipp.

The weight

In a prescription

any particular ingredient
the whole of the others.

ADROBO'LON,

ADIARRHCE'A, from

carota.

ADOUCISSAj\T, Demulcent.

harm nor good.

quiry,

.EDOFTOSIS
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what length of time

is

necessary to pro-

This must, of course, depend upon
various circumstances, as climate, season, &c.
ADIPOCIRE DE BALEIJYE, Cetaceum.
AD'IPOSE, Ad'ipous, Adipo'sus, from adeps,
'fat.' (F.) Adipeux. That which relates to fat
as
Adipose membrane, A. vessels, &c. See Fatty.
An'iPosESAHCo'MAof Aberxf.thy, Emphi/ma
sarco'ma adipo'sum, is suetty throughout, and
enclosed in a thin capsule of condensed ceU
lular substance, connected by means of minute
vessels.
It is chiefly found on the fore and
back part of the trunk. See Sarcoma.
ADIPOSIS. See folysarcia.
Adip'osis hepat'ica, Pinelo'sis hepat'ica,
Fatty liver, Fatty degeneration of the liver. (F.)
Digenerescence graisseuse du Foie. Fatty disit.

—

ease of the liver.

A

ADULT

'

'

ADULTERATIO, Falsification.
ADURION, Rhus coriaria.
ADUST, Adus'tus, from adu'rere,

(ad and

urere,) 'to burn.'
The blood and fluids were
formerly said to be adust, when there was much
heat in the constitution and but little serum in
the blood.

ADUSTIO, Burn.
ADUS'TION, Adus'tio.
described under Adust.

State of the body
In Surgery, it signifies

cauterization.

ADVEiNTITIOUS DISEASES,

Acquired

diseases.

ADVENTIT1US,
ADYNA'MIA, Impoten'tia;

Accidental.

from a

priv.

and

Adyna'sia, Adyna'tia. Considerable debility of the vital powers; as in typhus fever. Some Nosologists have a class of
Suraitig, 'strength.'

ADIPOSUS, Fatty.
ADIPOUS, Fatty.

ADIP'SIA, Dipso'sis experg. Absence of thirst. diseases under the name Adynamia.
ADIP'SON, from a privative, and Stipa,
Adynamia Viiulis, Impotence.
'thirst.'
ADYNASIA, Adynamia.
A»y substance which relieves thirst.
Applied to a decoction of barley to which oxyADYNATIA, Adynamia.
mel was added. Hipp.
ADYNATOS, Sickly.

—

ADIPsOS,
AD'ITUS,

Glycyrrhiza.

,/EDGEA, Genital organs.
'an entrance,' 'an approach;'
^EDCEAG'RAPHY^ JEdaeagrafh'ia, from
from adere, aditum, to go to.' Pros'odos. The aidoia, 'organs of generation,' and yoayo), 'I
entrance to a canal or duct, as Aditus ad Aqua- describe.' A description of the organs of gene'

ductum

Fallopii.

ration.

ADIUUS'TOS,

from a privative, and StvXi'lu,,
iEDCEAL'OGY, JEdmalog"ia, from aidoia,
Unstrained wine for pharmaceutical 'the pudendum,' and Xoyog, 'a description.'
purposes.
Gorrseus.
A treatise on the organs of generation.
ADJUiNCTUM. Accompaniment.
^EDGCAT'OMY, JEdaeatom'ia, from aidoia,
ADJUTOR PARTUS, Accoucheur.
'the pudendum,' and rtftvat, 'I cut.' DissecAD'JUVANT, Adjvvans, from adjuva're, tion of the parts of generation.
'to aid.'
A medicine, introduced into a pre- ^EDCEPTIS. Inflammation of the genital
*

1 run.'

—

scription to aid the operation of the principal
ingredient or basis. Also, whatever assists in
the removal or prevention of disease.
ADOLES'CENCE, Adolescen'tia, Juven'tus,
.Etas bona, Youth, from adolescere (ad and olescere) 'to grow,'
(F.) Jeunesse. The period
between puberty and that at which the body
Acquires its full development; being, in man,
between the 14th and 25th year; and, in woman,

between the

l;2th

and 2 1st,

organs.

^EDCEOBLENORRHCSA, Leucorrhcea.
iEDCEOMANIA, Nymphomania.
jEDCEON, Inguen.
.EDOPSOPH'IA, from

atdo<a, 'the pudendum,' and yoqtir, 'to make a noise,' Emission
of wind by the urethra in man, by the vagina
in woman.
Sanvages and Sagar.
JEDOPTOSIS, Hysteroptosis— je. Uteri, Proijapsus uteri—
Uteri inversa, Uterus, inversion

—

ffi,

—
^EIGLUCES
of

"

the— ae.

Uteri retroversa, Retroversio uteri
Vaginae, Prolapsus V. ae. Vesicae, Exocyste.
^EEIG'LUCES, Aeig'luces, from an, 'always,' and ylvxvs, 'sweet.'
kind of sweet
wine or must. Gorraeus.
.EGAGROP'ILA, from uiyayQog, 'the rock
goat,' and mlo?, 'hair.'
Bezoar d'Jlllemagne,

—

se.

^EO'RA, from

iEQUALIS,

;

'

I

suspend.'

Gesta-

&c.

Equal.

^EQUAT'OR OCUL1. The

PUa Dama'rum

seu Rupicapra'rum. A ball,
hairs, found in the stomach of the
once used medicinally. See Bezoar.

J3GEIROS,

aiwpfw,

— Aetius, Celsus,

line

formed by

the union of the upper and under eyelid, when
they are closed. It is below the middle of the
globe.

.EQUIVOCUS,

AER

composed of
goat

Swinging.

tion,

A

—
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Equivocal.

Air.

AERATION OF THE BLOOD,
AERATUS, Carbonated.

Populus.

jEGER, Sick.
^EGIAS, JEgis,

Hajraatosis.

A1LRE, Carbonated.

JEglia, JEgides, from au,
.EREOLUM, JEreolus, Chalchus. The sixth
the goat ;' why, is not known. (F.) Aige or part of an obolus by weight, consequently about
Aigle.
There is obscurity regarding the pre- 2 grains.
cise meaning of this word.
It was used to
^E'RESIS, aiQicrtc, ' the removal of any thing.'
designate an ulcer, or speck on the transparent A suffix denoting a removal or separation, as
cornea.
Hippocrates.
Jlphmrgsis, DixrSsis, Ac.
Maitre Jean uses it for a calcareous deposite
AERIFLUX'US. The discharge of gas, and
between the conjunctiva and sclerotica.
the fetid emanations from the sick. Sauva<res.
iEGIDES, ^Egias.
AERO-ENTERECTASIA, Tympanites.
M! GILO PS, dn'chilops, An'kylops, from gig,
AEROL'OGY. Aerolog"ia, Aerolog"ici, from
'a goat,' and oii/>, ' the eye.' An ulcer at the at,!), air,' and loyoq, ' a description.' That part
greater angle of the eye, which sometimes does of Physics which treats of the air, its qualities,
not penetrate to the lachrymal sac, but at others uses, and its action on the animal economy.
does, and constitutes fistula lachrymalis.
GaJleromanti'a, from ar q, air,'
len, Celsus, Oribasius, Aetius, Paulus of Min- and uaiTtia, 'divination.' An art in judicial
na, &c.
astrology, which consists in the foretelling, by
.EGPRINON. An ointment of which the means of the air or substances found in the atfruit or flower of the poplar was an ingredient; mosphere.
from aiytipoc, the black poplar.'
AEROMELT, Fraxinus ornus.
jEGLIA, .Egias.
JiEROPARlTOME, see Tympanites.
JEGOCERAS, Trigonella Fcenum.
AEROPHO'BIA, from km, 'air,' and tpofSos,
iEGONYCHON, Lithospernum officinale. 'fear.' Dread of the air. This symptom often
^EGOPHONIA, Egophony.
accompanies hydrophobia, (q. v.) and sometimes
^EGOPODIUM PODAGRARIA,Ligusticum hysteria and other affections.
podagrarin.
jERUCA, Cupri subacetas.
.EGRIPPA, Agrippa.
.ERU'GINOUS, JErugino'sus, .(0%, from
^EGRITUDO, Disease— 83. Ventriculi, Vo- JErugo, verdigris.' (F.) llrngineux. Resemmiting.
bling verdigris in colour; as the bile when dis.EGROTUS, Sick.
charged at times from the stomach.
.EGYPTIA. An epithet for several medicines,
jERU'GO, to?, from a>s, 'copper.' The rust
mentioned by Galen, Paulus of ^Egina, and of any metal, properly of brass. See Cupri Sub-

'

—

—

'

—

AEROMANCY,

'

t

'

'

Myrepsu.-i.

acetas.

Moschata, Hibiscus abelmoschus.

JES, Cuprum.
^EGVP'TIA StypTE'RIA, AiyuTTiu OtVTrOfQHl,
^ESCHOS, aiaxoq. Deformity of the body
alum.
Recommended
by
HippocraJEgyptian
Hippoc.
o-enerally or of some part.
./Egvptia

—

^S'CULUS HlPPOCAS'TANUM.fromwea,

tes.

^EGrp'TtA Ul'cera; JEgyptian ulcers. Ul- food,' [?] Castan'ca equi'na, Pavi'na, Horsecers of the fauces and tonsils, described by chestnut, Buck-eye. (F.) Marronier d'Inde. Nat.
Aretaeus, as common in Egypt and Syria.
Ord. Hippocastaneae. Sex. Syst. Heptandria
iEGYPTIACUM, JEgyp'lion, Mende'sion, Monogynia. The bark has been advised as a
Mel JEgyptiacum, Phar'macum JEgyptiacum. substitute for the cinchona. Both bark and fruit
A preparation of vinegar, honey, and verdigris, are astringent. Externally, it has been emscarcely used now, except by veterinary surgeons ployed, like the cinchona, in gangrene.
See Linimentum JGrugims.
as a detergent.
iESECAVUM, Brass.
jEGYPTION, jEgyptiacum.
.ESTATES, Ephelides.
'

^BGYPTlUM MEDICAMENTUM AD
AURES, Pharmacum ad aures.
^EGYPTIUS PESSUS; JEgyptian pessary.

A

pessary, composed of honey, turpentine, butof lil}' or rose, saffron, each one part;
with sometimes a small quantity of verdigris.

ter, oil

AEICHRYSON.Sedum.
^EIPATHEIA, see Continent (disease.)
AEIPATHIA, see Continent (disease.)
iENEA, Catheter.

iEOLEC THYMA, Variola.
^EOLLION, Varicella.

iESTHE'JYlA,
sensation, a
Sensibility.

aio$,;uu,

perception.'

jESTHEMATONU'SI,

gen. aio&rjiarot, 'a
See Sensation and

from

aiaQrjua,

and

Diseases affecting sensation.
^STHEMATORGANO.N U'SI. Diseases of
sensation.
of
the organs
vovaoi,

'

diseases.'

jESTHE'SIS,
fraropat,

'

atad>i<itc, rfisthe'sis,

from

aia-

The

faculty of being affected
Sensibility, as well as the senses

I feel.'

by a sensation.
themselves. See Sense,

jESTHETERION, Sensorium.
from
.ESTHET'ICA, from aiaSuvouai, 'I feel."
Also the Diseases affecting the sensations. Dulness, despinal marrow.
See Medulla Spinalis.
pravation or abolition of one or more of the exThe 2d order, class
jEONESIS, Fomentation.
ternal organs of sense.
^EONION, Sedum.
Neurotica of Good.
.rEON, aiwv.

birth

till

death.

3*

The

entire age of a

— Hippocrates, Galen.

man

^ESTIVUS

JEthiops Mineralis, Hydrargyri sulphure-

JESTTVUS,Estival.

iESTUARIUM,
.ESTUATIO,

Stove.

Ardor, Ebullition,

tion.

^ESTUS,

Ardor.

Sudden

iEsTus Volat'iccs.

—

—
—
—
—

tum nigrum ee. Narcoticus, Hydrargyri sulFermenta- phuretum nigrum se. per se, Hydrargyri oxydum cinereum re. Saccharatus, Hydrargyrum
saccharatum re. Vegetabilis, see Fucus vesicu-

heat, scorching

or flushing of the face.
Vogel.
iETAS, Age ae. bona, Adolescence se. Decrepita, Decrepitude
a?, mala, Senectus.
jETHER, Ether, from ai&r,o, 'air,' or from

—

ai9u>,

'

—

—

Liquor athe'reus.

I burn.'

A

volatile

liquor obtained by distillation from a mixture
of alcohol and a concentrated acid.
^Ether Chloricus, Chloric Ether, has been
administered in spasmodic asthma, and in adynamic conditions of the nervous system, in the
dose of f. gss.
JEther Hydhocyaviicvs, JEther Prussicus, or
Hydrocyanic Ether, has been advised in whoop-

ing cough, and where the Hydrocyanic Acid
Dose, 6 drops.
./Ether Martialis, Tinctura seu Alcohol sulfunco-rethereus ferri re. Nitricus alcoolisatus,

—

Spiritus retheris nitrici.

./Ether

Vitriol'icus,
Sclphur'iccs,
JE.
Ether prepared from sulphuric ether and alcohol. (Sp. rect.ificat; Acid.
Sulph. aa Ibiss. Distil until a heavier liquid
passes over Ph. L.)
Rectified Ether, JEther rectifica'tus prepared by
distilling 12 oz. from a mixture of sulphuric ether,
f. £xiv, fused potass, ^S9, and distilled water, f.
^ij, is a limpid, colourless, very inflammable,
volatile liquor; of a penetrating and fragrant
odour, and hot, pungent taste. Its s. g. is 0.732.
It is a diffusible stimulant, narcotic and antispasmodic, and is externally refrigerant. Dose
Vilrioli.

#

g't

xxx

losus.

jETHOL'ICES, from
pustules on the skin.

ttiSw,

'

I

Fiery
considered

burn.'

Some have

them to have been boils.
./ETHU'SA MEUM, Meum, Meu,
Baldmoney. (F.) £thuse, Meum. The

Spignel,
root has

been advised as carminative, stomachic, &c.

iETIOL'OGY, JEtiolog"ia, Etiol'ogy, Aitiolog"ia, from atria, ' a cause,' and Xoyoq, ' a discourse.'
The doctrine of the causes of disease.
jETI'TES, from acroc, ' an eagle.' Eaglestone, Pierre d'Aigte, Hydrate de tritoxide de
fer. This stone was formerly supposed to facilitate delivery, if bound on the thigh; and to
is prevent abortion, if bound on the arm.
It was,
also, called Lapis Collymus.

indicated.

Naphtha

AFFLUENCE
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to giss.

JETOl PHLEBES, Temporal veins.
Aetoi Phlebes, Temporal veins.

^ETOLION, Cnidia grana.
AFFJDISSEMEJYT. (F.) from

fade,

'

in-

That condition of the digestive function
in which the appetite is diminished, the sense
of taste blunted, and the action of the stomach
enfeebled a state usually accompanied by gesipid.'

;

neral languor.

AFFAIRES,

Menses.

AFFECTIO HYPOCHONDRIACA,
chondriasis
panitica,

—

Hysterica, Hysteria

a.

—

a.

Hypo-

Tym-

Tympanites.

AFFECTION,

from

officio or affectare (ad and facere,) 'to move or influence.'
Any mode in which the mind or body is affected
or modified.

Affec'tio,

Affections of the mind, Affec'tus An'imi,
JElher Sulphuricus, of the Pharmacopoeia of
the United States, (1842,) is formed from al- (F.) Affections de tame, include not only the difsulphuric acid, Oj; polassa, Zvj; ferent passions, as love, hatred, jealousy, &c,
cohol, Oiv
distilled water, f. ijiij, distilling and redistilling but every condition of the mind that is accompanied by an agreeable or disagreeable feeling,
according to the process there laid down.
The Parisian Codex has an JEther ace'ticus, as pleasure, fear, sorrow, &c.
In Pathology, Affection, Pathos, Pathe'ma, is
an JElher muriat'icus or JEther hydrochlor'icus,
an JEther ni'tricus vel nitro'sus, and an JElher synonymous with disease: thus we speak of a
;

They all possess similar virtues. pulmonary affection, a calculous affection, &c.
J1FFECTIOJYS DE L'JME. Affections of
jEther Sulphdricus acidus, Elixir acidum
Halleri ae. Sulphuricus cum alcohole, Spiritus the Mind.

phosphora'tus.

—

—

cum

AFFECTIVE. That

which affects, touches,
Gall gives the term affective faculties, (F.)
.ffiTHEREA HERBA,Eryngium maritimum. Facultis affectives, to functions dependent upon
^ETHB'REAL, iLthdreal, Ethe'reous, JEthe1 - organization of the brain, and comprising the
reus. (F.) Elhe'rtc, Teinture 6lher6e. An aethe- sentiments, affections, &c.
AFFECTUS, Passion— a. Faucium pestilens,
real tincture is one formed by the action of sulsphuric ether, at the ordinary temperature, on Cynanche maligna a. Hyderodes, Hydrops.
AF'FERENT, Affer ens, from offer o, (ad and
medicinal substances.
I bring.'
The vessels which
fero to carry.')
^ETHEROLEA, Olea volatilia.
convey
stone.
LAPIS,
Ethiopian
IOFICUS
the lymph to the lymphatic glands, are
stone formerly supposed to be possessed of con- called afferent.
Oribasius.
AF'FION or OF'FIUM, O'pium. (q. v.) The
siderable virtue.
Bantamese thus designate an electuary of which
.ETHIOPIS, Salvia Sclarea.
J3THIOPS, from ai9ui, 'I burn,' and tnfj, opium is the basis, and which they use as an
' countenance.'
black or burnt countenance. excitant.
or ADFLA'TUS, Epipno'a,
The ancients gave this name to certain oxides
and sulphurets of metals, which were of a black from ad, to,' and flare, 'to blow.' When any
aetheris sulphurici

re.

Sulphuricus

alco-

&c.

hole aromaticus, Spiritus aetheris aromaticus.

—

'

MTU

'

A

—

A

AFFLATUS
'

body and produces disease, it is
^Ethiops Albus, Albino—se. Alcalisatus, Hy- thus called.
and AFFLUX, from afflu'erc,
Choroid.
».
Animal,
see
drargyrum cumcreta
./Ethiops Martial, Deutox'ydum Ferri ni- (ad and fluere, to flow,') 'to flow to.' A flow
grum. The black deutoxide of iron. Once in or determination of humours, and particularly
of blood, towards any part.
repute as a tonic.
air strikes the

colour.

—

AFFLUENCE
'

—

—

AFFLUXUS
AFFLUXUS, Fluxion.
AFFUSIO ORBICULARIS,
AFFU'SION, Pros'chysis,

,

AGIAHALID
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AGA'VE AMERICA'NA.
from ayuvog,

Placenta.

Epich'ysis, Affu'sio,

cese.

American Agave,
Nat. Ord. Bromelia-

admirable.'

'

Sex. Syst.

Hexandria Monogynia.

This

from ad

plant has been considered diuretic and antisy-

The

philitic.

'to,' and fundere, fusum, 'to pour.'
action of pouring a liquid on any body.
Affusions, cold and warm, are used in different
diseases. The cold affusion is sometimes very
beneficial in cutting short typhus fever and
scarlatina, if used during the first days.
It consists in placing the patient in a tub, and pouring
cold water over him; then wiping him dry, and
putting him to bed. The only precaution necessary, is, to use it in the state of greatest heat
and exacerbation; not when chilliness, or topical inflammation is present.

AFIUM, Opium.
AFTER BIRTH,

Helikia, JE'las.
Of uncertain
Period of life. Time that has elapsed
since birth, &c. Five ages are often designated
in the life of man.
1. First infancy (Infan'tia:)
2. Second infancy (Pueri"tia:) 3. Adolescence
(Adolescen'tia:) 4. The adult age (Viril'itas:)
5. Old age (Sr.nec'tus:) all which see.
AGEN'ESIS, from a privative, and ytvtoig,
generation.'
Imperfect development of any
part of the body; as cerebral agenesis, i. e. imperfect development of the brain in the foetus.
'rjXixia,

'

AGENNESIA, Sterilitas.
AGENT, Agens, from ag"ere,

Secundines.

AFTER PAINS, see Pains, labour.
AGACEMENT, (F.), from axatuv,

AGE,

etymon.

'

to sharp-

The setting on edge.
Agacement des dents.
disagreeable sensation experienced when acids are placed in contact with the teeth.
Tooth edge. Setting the

en.'

A

teeth on edge.
Agacement des nerfs. A slight irritation of the
system, and particularly of the organs of sense
and locomotion, corresponding nearly to the
English Fidgets.
AGALACTATIO, Agalactia.
AGALACTIA, Agalax'is, Agaladtio, and
Agalacta'tio, Defec'tus lac'tis, Oligoga'lia, from a
privative, and yula, 'milk.' Absence of milk
in the mammae.
AL AXIS, Agalactia.

AG

AGAL'LOCHUM,from ayaUouat, 'to become
splendid,' Calambac, Calambouk, Lig'num Agal'lochi veri, Lig'num Al'oes, L. Aspal'athi, Xyloresinous and very aroaloes, Aloes wood.
matic wood of the East Indies, from Excacaria
DioAgallocha. Used in making pastils, &.c.
scorides, Oribasius, Paulus.
genus of plants in the
AGARIC, Agaricum.
Linnsean system, some of which areedible, others
poisonous.
It was so called from Agaria, a
region of Sarmatia. Dioscorides. Among the
edible varieties of the Boletus, the following are
the chief. 1. The Agar 'icus edu''tis, (F.) Agaric
2. The
comestible et champignon de couche.
Agar'icus odora'tus, (F.) Mousseron. The most
common poisonous varieties are the Agar'icus JVeca'tor, (F.) Agaric meurtrier: and 2.
The Agar'icus acris, (P.) Agaric Acre.; besides

A

—

A

—

1

'

power which produces, or tends

to act.'

to

Any

produce an

effect on the human body.
Morbific agents,
(F.) Agens morbifiques, are the causes of disease.
Therapeutical agents, (F.) Agens thera-

pcutiques, the

means of treating

AGER NATURE,

it,

dec.

Uterus

AGERA'Sl A, lnsenescen'tia, from a privative,
andyi^«c,'old age.' A vigorous and green old age.
Achillea ageratum.
AGE'RATUS LAPIS. A stone used by
cobblers to polish shoes. It was formerly esteemed discutient and astringent. Galen, Oribasius, Paulus.

AGERATUM,

—

AGES, Palm.
AGEUS'TIA or AGHEUSTIA,

Apogeus'tia,
Apogeu'sis, Dysasthe'sia gustato'ria, ParageWsis, from a priv.. and ytuang, ' taste.'
Diminution or loss of taste.
Sauvages, Cullen.
AGGLOM'ERATE, Agglomera'tus, from agghmerare (ad and glomerare, to wind up yarn
to collect together.'
in a ball,')
Applied to
humours or glands in aggregation.
AGGLU'TINANT, Agglutinans, Collet'icus,
Giu'tinans, from gluten, glue.'
(F.) Agglulinant, Agulutinatif, Glutinatif. Remedies were
formerly so called, which were considered capable of uniting divided parts.
Paulus.
Plasters are called agglutinants, (V.) apglutinutifs, which adhere strongly to the "skin.
Certain bandages are likewise so termed. (F.)
Bandelettes agglutinatives.
AGGLUTINATE. The French use the word
agglutiner, in the sense of to reunite;' as aggtutiner les levres d'une plate, to unite the lips
of a, wound.'
AGGLVTINATIF, Asrglutinant.
AGGLUTINATIO, Coition.

—

'

'

'

—

'

'

the Auranite, a sub-genus, which includes seOne of the most delicate is the
veral species.
Agaricus Aurantiucus, but care must be taken not
AGGLUTINATION, Colle'sis, Epicolle' sis
to confound it with the A. Pscudo-Aurantiacus,
which is very poisonous. The A. aurantiacus is Proscolle' sis Glutina'tio, from agglutinare, ' to
The first degree of adhesion.
called, in French, Oronge. See Poisons, Table of. glue together.'
AGARIC BLANC, Boletus laricis— a. de Also, the action of agglutinants.
AGGLUTLYER, Agglutinate.
Cheat, Boletus igniarius.
AG'GREGATE, Aggrega'lus, from aggreAgaric Female, Boletus igniarius— a. of the
Oak, Boletus Igniarius. a. Odorant, Boletus gate, (ad anti gregare.) 'to flock together,' 'to
assemble together.' Glands are called aggresuaveolens.
AGARICUS, Boletus igniarius— a. Albus, gate, which are in clusters. Aggregate pills,
(F.) Pilules aggrigatives, signified, formerly,
a.
Boletus laricis a. Aurantiacus, Amanita?
Aurantiacus, Bolites a. Auriculseforma, Peziza those which were believed to contain the properlies of a considerable number of medicines,
auricula a. Chirurgorum, Boletus igniarius
a. Quercus, and to be able to supply their place.
a. Pseudoaurantiacus, Amanita?
,

—

—

—

—

—

AGIAHA'LID OR AGIHA'LID, OR AGRAAGATHOSMACRENATUM.Diosmacrenata. HA'LID. An Egyptian and Ethiopian shrub,
to the Ximrnia.
The Ethiopians use
similar
AGATHOTES CHIRAYTTA, Gentiana chi-

Boletus igniarius.

i'.

rayita.

as a vermifuge.

The

fruit is purgative.

—
AGHEUST1A

AIGRE
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Agbimonv hemp, Eupatorium cannabinum.
AGHEUSTIA, Ageustia.
AGRIOCASTANUM, Bunium bulbocastaAGIHALID, Agiahalid.
AGITA' L'10N,Agita'tio: Done' sis; from agcre, num, Lycoperdon tuber.
AGRIOC1NARA, Sempervivum tectorum.
Constant and fatiguing motion of the
'to act'
1

body (inquies,) or
(Animi agita'tio.)

AGRIORIGANUM,

distressing mental inquietude

AGRIOTHYM'IA,

AGITATORIUS,

Convulsive.
AGLOS'SIA, from a priv. and ylwaaa, the
tongue.' A malformation which consists in the
want of a tongue.
'

and dujuos,

— Sauvages.

'

'

—

'

—

olusatrum.

from ayp.oc,

ferocious,'

'

Ferocious insanity.

disposition.'

AGRIPAUME,

Aglossostothe tongue,'

mogra'phiu, from <t priv. yXwooa,
the mouth,' and ypa?w, ' I describe.'
arofia,
Description of a mouth without a tongue. Roland (of Saumur.)
AGLUTI'TION, Agluti'tio, from a priv., and
A hybrid term, designaglutire, to swallow.'
ting the impossibility of swallowing. Linnaeus.

'

AGRIPALMA GALLIS, Leonurus cardiaca.

AGLOSSOSTOMOG'RAPHY,

AGME.

Origanum majorana.

AGRIOSELIiNUM, Smyrnium

Leonurus cardiaca.

AGRIFPA or yEGRIP'PA, from ager partus,
'

difficult birth:'

or seizure,'

or perhaps from ayQu,

and novg, 'the

'

taking

This term

foot.'

has been given to those born by the feet. It is
pretended that the family of Agrippa obtained
their name from this circumstance.
Parturition where the feet present is called Agrippa
partus, Agrippinus partus.

Fracture.

AGRIPPINUS PARTUS. See Agrippa.
DI CEDRO. See Citrus medica.
of the fingers— a. Membrana, Amnios.
AGROSTIS, Bryonia alba.
AGNA'THIA, from a priv. and yvadog, 'jaw.'
A malformation which consists in the want of AGRUNA, Prunus spinosa.
AGRYPNIA, Insomnia.
the jaw, especially of the lower.
AGRYPNOCOMA, Coma vigil.
AGNOIA, from a privative, and ynoay.to, I
AGRYPJNO'DES, ayQwzvo>»t <;, from aypwknow.' State of a patient who does not recogc, 'sleepless.'
ro
Galen,
Characterized by sleeplessness,
Hippocr.,
Foesius.
nise individuals.
as Febris agrypnodes, a fever accompanied with
AGNUSCASTUS, Vitex.
AGO'GE, aywyi;. The order or condition of a sleeplessness.
AGRYP'NUS, ayouTTvo?, 'sleepless,' 'vigidisease,
Hippoc, Galen. Likewise the state
of the air. Hippoc, Galen, Gorraeus, Foesius. lant.' Hence Agrypnodes (Febris,) fever attendAGOGUE, ayiayog, 'a leader,' from ayv>, 'I ed with watching.
AGUE, from Gothic agis, trembling.' [?]
lead or expel.'
Hence Cholagogue, an expel ler
Intermittent fever.
of bile: Hydragogue, &c.
Ague and Fever, Intermittent fever.
AGOMPHI'ASIS, Jlgompho'sis, from a priA'gue Cake, Ptacen'ta febri'lis, Physco'nia
Looseness of the
vative, and yofAifouj, I nail.'
splen'icum, P. splenica, Splenis Tumor; (F.) G&~
Gorraeus. See Gomphiasis.
teeth.
teau fi.br He.
A visceral obstruction (generally
AGOMPHOSIS, Agomphiasis.
in the spleen,) which follows agues, and is disAGONE, Hyoscyamus.
tinctly felt by external examination.
AGOJNIA, Sterilitas.
To a
AGONIST1CA, from aywv, ' a combat.' The greater or less degree, it is not uncommon.
Ague, Dead. See Fever masked.
part of ancient gymnastics, which had reference
Ague, Dumb. See Fever masked.
to the combats of the Athletae.
to
Ague, Free, Laurus sassafras a. Leaping,
cold
water,
given
internally,
Also, very
see Leaping ague
calm febrile heat. Paulus of iEgina.
a. Quartan, Quartan
a.
AG'ONY, Ago'nia, An'gor, from ay an, 'a Tertian, Tertian fever a. weed, Eupatorium
combat.' The last struggle of life. Galen, perfoliatum.
Gorrasus, &c. The agony, which is of longer
or ALHA'GI, the Hedisarum alhagi.
or shorter duration, is characterized by great A thorny shrub of Persia and Mesopotamia,
change in the features, gradual abolition of sen- which affords manna. The leaves are purgative.
sation and motion, loss of voice, dryness or liAGY'ION, from a priv., and yviov, 'limb.'
vidity of the tongue and lips, rattling in the Mutilated, or wanting limbs.
Hippocr. Weak,
throat, small and intermittent pulse, and cold- ieeble.— Galen.
ness of the extremities. This state is not preAGYR'IAS, from ayvQis, a collection.' Opasent in those who die suddenly. See Facies city of the crystalline. Aetius, Pare.
Hippoc ratica.
AGYR'TA, from ayvoic, ' a crowd.' ForAGOS'TUS, from ayw, I lead.' The fore merly meant a stroller, who pretended to suarm from the elbow to the fingers. Also the pernatural powers. Subsequently, a quack or
palm of the hand. Gorrseus. See Palm.
illiterate pretender.
See Charlatan.
AGRA, ayQa, from ayoiw, I seize hold of,'
AGYRTIA, Charlatanry.
AHOUAI, Thevetia Ahouai.
A seizure, as Odontagra, a tooth seizure, toothache; Chiragra, Podagra, &c.
AHUSAL.Orpiment.

AGM INA DIGITORUM MANUS, Phalanges

AGRO

'

l

—

—

—

'

'

—

—

—

—

—

AGUL

—

'

—

'

—

'

AGRAHALID, Agiahalid.
AGREGATIVES PILULES.
AGRIA, Herpes

AIDE,
See Aggregate.

The .Igrimo'nia
Hepat'ica. (F.) Jiigremoine.
Etipato'riinn. JVat. Ord. Rosacese. Sex. Sijst. Icomild astringent and stosandria Disrynia.

A

Dose, in powder, from 9j

(F.) Ad'jutor minister.

An

assistant

surgeon in his operations.

AIDOROMANIA, Nymphomania.

exedens.

AGR1AMPELOS, Bryonia alba.
AGRICOCCIMELEA, Prunus spinosa.
AGRIFOLIUM, Ilex aquifolium
AG'RIMONY, Eupato'rium, Cafal, Lap'ptda

machic.

to a

to gj.

AIERSA, Iris Germanica.
AIGE, ^Egias.

A1GLE, MINERAL
the

city of this

name,

WATERS
in

OF.
Normandy,

chalybeate spring of Saint Xantin,
in the Kith and 17th centuries.

AIGLE, JEws.
AIGRE, Acidulous.

Near
is

much

the

used

—

——
A1GRELET

ALANFLTA
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AIGRELET, Acidulous.
AIGREMOINE, Agrimony.
AIGREURS, Acidities.

acid

—

AIGU, Acute.
AIGUILLE, Needle.

AIGUILLE
AIGUILLE

a. alcalin,

Ammonia

a.

Areola.

AIRELLE ANGULEUSE,

a

ACUPUNCTURE,

a

BEE DE

du feu, Oxygen

Azote a. vicii, Azote.
A IRA IN, Bell-metal, Brass.
a. gate",

AIRE,

Vaccinium myr-

see Needle. tillus a. ponctnde, Vaccinium vitis idsea.
LI&VRE, see NeeAIRIGNE, Hook.

AIRTHREY, MINERAL WATERS OF.

dle.

AIGUILLE a CATARACTE, see Needle.
AIGUILLE de DESCHAMPS, see Needle.
AIGUILLE ENGAINtiE, see Needle.
AIGUILLE a FISTULE,see Needle.
AIGUILLE a GAINE, see Needle.
AIGUILLE a LIGATURE, see Needle.
AGUILLE a MANCHE, see Needle.
AIGUILLE a SETON, see Needle.
AIGUILLE a SUTURE, see Needle.
AIGUILLON, (F.) Spina Helmontii. A term
used since the time of Van Helmont, to designate the proximate cause of inflammation. According to him, an inflamed part is in the same
condition as if an aiguilton or thorn were thrust
into

—

A.

about two miles north of Stirling,
Scotland. The waters are saline cathartics; containing chloride of sodium, chloride of calcium,
situate

is

sulphate of zinc, and chloride of magnesium.

AISSELLE, Axilla.
A1STHESIS, ^Esthesis.

AITHOMO'MA,
black condition of
A. Pare.
A1TIA, Cause.

AITIOLOGY,
A1TION,

from

all

the

'black.'

A

humours of the

eye.

ai9og,

jEtiologia.

Cause.

AIX-LA-CHAPELLE, MINERAL WATERS OF. Called by the Germans, A ache n.

A

it.

AIGUISER,

to Acidulate.

AIL, Allium.

AILE, Al a,

AILERON,

Aileron.
(F.)

Extre'ma ala

vel Pin'nula,

diminutive of (F.) Aile, a wing. The extremity
ofthe wing of a bird, to which the great feathers
are attached.

Ailerons de la matrice. Three folds at the
base ofthe broad ligaments of the uterus, which
are occupied by the ovary and its ligament, the
Fallopian tube, and the round ligament.
AIMA, 'am*, See Htema.

AIMANT, Magnet.

AIMATERA, Hepatirrhcea.
AIMORRHCEA, Heemorrhagia.
AIMORRHOIS, Hsemorrhois.
AIMORROIS,

Hsemorrhois.
AWE, Inguen.
AIP1, Jatropha manihot.
AIPIMA COXERA, Jatropha manihot.
AIPIPOCA, Jatropha manihot.
AIR, Aer, from aw, ' I breathe.' Common air,
Atmospheric air, is an invisible, transparent,
inodorous, insipid, ponderable, compressible and
elastic fluid, which, under the form of the atmosphere, surrounds the earth to the height of
15 or 16 leagues.
Air is essentially composed of two gases,
oxygen and azote, in the proportion of 20 of
the former to 80 of the latter. Oxygen is the
vital portion, but the azote is necessary to
Air also contains a small portion of
dilute it.
carbonic acid gas, and it has, always floating
in it, aqueous vapour, different terrestrial emaIts effects upon the human body
nations, &c.
vary according to its greater or less density,
temperature, moisture, &c; hence, change of
air is found extremely serviceable in the prevention and cure of certain morbid conditions.
See Climate.
Air Cells of the Longs, Bronchial cells;

thermal, sulphureous, mineral water, which
contains, in 1000 grammes, 23.54 cubic inches
of sulphohydric acid gas, 18.05 cubic inches of
carbonic acid gas, 0.1304 grammes of carbonate
of lime, 0.0440 grammes of carbonate of magnesia, 0.5444 grammes of carbonate of soda,
2.3097 grammes of chloride of sodium, 0.2637
of sulphate of soda, and 0.0705 of silica. The
temperature is 134° Fahr.
The factitious water of Aix-la-Chapelle, A' qua
Aquisgranen'sis, (F.) Eau d' Aix-la-Chapelle, is
made by adding pure water ^xvijss, to hydrosulphuretted water ^iv, carbonate of soda gr. xx,

muriate of soda gr. ix. Ph. P.
There are thermal sulphureous springs at
Aix in Savoy, (98°) and some thermal springs
at

Aix

in

Provence

(91°.)

AIZOON, Sempervivum tectorum.
AJU'GA. A.pi/ramida'lis, Consol'ida

Me'dia,

Bu'sula, Upright Bugloss, Middle Consound. (F.)
Bugle pyramidale. This plant is subastringent
and bitter. See, also, Teucrium Chamsepitys.
Aju'ga Reptans, Bu'gula, Common Bugle,
(F.) Bugle rampante, has similar properties.

AKATALIS,

AKATERA,

Juniperus communis.
Juniperus communis.

AKINESIA,

Acinesia.

AKOLOGY,

Materia Medica.
ALA, Pinna, Pteryx, ' a wing.' (F.) Aile. A
term often used by anatomists for parts which
project, like a wing, from the median line; as
the Ala: nasi. Aim of the uterus, &c. See Axilla
and Pavilion ofthe Ear.

Ala ExTREMA,see

Aileron.

ALABASTER, Alohas' tr urn. (F.) Albdtre,
A variety of compact gypsum

Alabastri'tes.

—

;

of which an ointment was once made; the
unguentum alabastri'num ; used as a discutient.
Alabaster likewise, entered into several dentifrices.

ALABASTRITES, Alabaster.
KL.M INTERNA M1NORES CL1TORIDIS, Nymphs — a. Majores, Labia pudendi —a.

Cellule— a. Dephlogisticated, Oxygen— a.
Empyreal, Oxygen— a. Factitious, Carbonic Minores, Nymphs.
ALAITER, To suckle.
acid— a. Fixed, Carbonic acid a. Inflammable,
ALALIA, Mutitas.
Hydrogen.
ALAMBIC, Alembic.
Air Passages, (F.) Voies aeriennes, aeriferes,
ALANFU'TA. A name given, by the Araare the larynx, trachea, bronchi, &c.
Air, Pure, Oxygen— a, Solid, of Hale's Car- bians, to a vein, situate between the chin and
lower lip, which they were in the habit of openbonic acid a. Vital, Oxygen.
AIR, ACIDE VITRIOLiqUE, Sulphurous ing in cases of fcetor ofthe breath. Avicenna.
see

—

—

—

—
ALAQUECA

fasciae or fasciculi, which constitute the tendons,
articular ligaments, and aponeuroses: hence the

name Albugineous membranes, given by Chaussier to the fibrous

ALATERNU3, COMMON, Rhamnus

respectively.

ALBUGO OCULORUM, Leucoma— a.
Albumen

ala-

Pterygn'des. One
project backwards like wings.

ALBUM

whose scapu-

Ovi,

ovi.

ALBULA,

ternus.

ALA'TUS.

membranes.

Gauthier considers that the rete mucosum
consists of four layers, to two of which he
gives the names, membra'na albugin'ea profunda, and membra'na albugin'ea superficia' lis

ALARES

la?

ALCALI
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ALAQUE'CA. The Hindusthanee name of
a stone, found in small, polished fragments,
which is considered efficacious in arresting
hemorrhage when applied externally. It is a
sulphuret of iron.
MUSCULI, Pterygoid muscles.
Ala'res ven^:. The superficial veins at the
fold of the arm.
Ala'ria ossa. The wing-like processes of
the sphenoid bone.

,

Leucoma.

CAN1S, Album grsecum— a.

Ceti,

Cetaceum.

ALBADA'RA. The sesamoid bone of the
Album Gr^cum, Cynotfoprus, Spo'dium Grametatarso-phalangal jointof the great toe. The co'rum, Album Canis, Stercus Caninum AlRabbis and Magicians attributed extraordinary bum. The white dung of the dog. It consists
virtues to it.
Arabians.
almost wholly of phosphate of lime, from the
ALBAGIAZI, Sacrum.
bones used as food. It was formerly applied as
ALBAMENTUM, Albumen ovi.
a discutient to the inside of the throat in quinALBAN, SAINT, MINERAL
OF. seys, but is now justly banished from practice.
A French acidulous chalybeate, in the depart- Album nigrum. The excrement of the
ment of the Loire.
mouse.

—

WATERS

ALBARA,

ALBU'MEN, from albus, white.*
An immediate principle of

Lepra alphoides.
Lepra nigricans.
ALBAR^ES, Lepra alphoides.
ALBAROS, Lepra alphoides.

ALBARAS NIGRA,

ALBATRE, Alabaster.
ALBICA N'TI A COR'PORA.

'

(F.) Al-

animals
and vegetables, which constitutes the chief part
of the white of egg. It is found in the serum,
chyle, synovia, serous fluids, &c. There is not
C. Candican'- much difference in chemical composition beWillis's glands tween animal and vegetable albumen.
bumin*.

£uz,from aVbico, I grow white.'
in the brain; anterior to the tuber annulare.
See
miliary Eminence.
'

Albu'men ovi, Albu'mor, Albu'go Ovi, Albor
Ovi, Can'didum Ovi, Albu'men, Clare'ta, Ovi
ALBIJY D'(EUF, Albumen ovi.
albus liquor, Albumen'tum., Lac avis or white of
ALBI'NO. 'White.' Leuca!thiops,JEthiops egg- (F.) Blanc d'auf, (Old F.) Albin d'auf, is
albus, Dondo,from alius, white.' (F.) Blafard, used in pharmacy for suspending oils, &c, in
JYegre-blanc.
Spanish word applied to indi- water. See Ovum.
viduals of the human race who have the skin
ALBUMIJYE, Albumen.
and hair white, the iris very pale, bordering on
ALBUMINURIA. hybrid term, from 'Albured; and the eyes so sensible, that they cannot men,' and ovqov, the urine.'
The condition of
bear the light of day. This condition, which the urine in which it contains albumen, the prehas been called Leucathio'pia,Alpho' sis Mlhiop' • sence of which is indicated by its coagulation
ica, Albinois'mus, Lcucopathi'a, is seen more fre- on the application of adequate heat.
quently in the Negro. Both sexes are exposed
ALBUM1JVURORRHEE, Kidney, Bright's
to it; but it does not seem to be true, that there disease of the.
are tribes of Albinos in the interior of Africa.
Albumen ovi.

Mam

'

A

A

1

'

ALBUMOR,

ALBINOISMUS.

AL'CAEST, At cahest, Al' chaest, perhaps from
(G.) all,' all,' and g e i s t, ' spirit.' A word
invented by Paracelsus to designate a liquor,
leprosy
Paracelsus.
which, according to him, was capable of reALBOT. Crucible.
moving every kind of swelling.
ALBOTIM,Terebinthina.
The same word was used by Van Helmont
ALBUGIN'EA, Tu'nicaalbugin'ea, A. Testis, for a fancied universal solvent, capable of rePeritestis, Membra 'na capsula'ris testis(F.) ducing every body to its elements.
Albuginde, 1 unique albugin'ee. A strong, fibrous,
Alcaest of Glauber is a thick liquor oband resisting membrane, which immediately tained by detonating nitrate of potass on hot
envelops the testicle, and has. at its upper part, coals, which transforms it into subcarbonate of
an enlargement, called corpus Highmorianum. potiss.
From its inner surface it sends off a number of
Alcaest of respour is a mixture of potass
flat, filiform prolongations or septa, between
and oxyd of zinc.
which are contained the seminiferous vessels.
A LCAH EST, Alcaest.
Externally, it is covered by the tunica vaginalis
ALCALES'CENCE, Alkalcs'cence, Alcalestestis.
cen'tia. The condition in which a fluid becomes
ALBUGIJYltE, Albuginea.
alkaline.

ALBOR

OVI.

AL'BORA.

—

A

See Albino.

Albumen

ovi.

kind of itch or complicated

ALBUGIN'EOUS.

A'lbugin'eus, 'white,' from
to textures, humours,
are perfectly white.
Albugin'eous Fibre, (F.) Fibre albuginic.

albus.

A

term applied

&c, which

A

name given by Chaussier

to

1

what he considers

one of the four elementary fibres.
The albugineous fibre is linear, cylindrical,
tenacious, elastic, but little extensible, and of a
shining, satiny appearance. It always forms

Alcalescence of the humours was an old
notion of the Humourists. It can only occur
during the putrid fermentation of animal matters, which contain azote, and produce ammonia.
Alcalinity is the quality of being alcaline.

|

or AL'KALI, from al (Arab.,)
and kali, the name of the Salso'la Soda.
plant which contains a large quantity of one

AL'CALI
'the,'
!

A

—
ALCALIGENE

—
—

—

—

—
—
—

ALCANA,

Anchusa

officinalis.

ALCANNA ORIENTALI3,

ALECTORIUS LAPIS
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of the principal alkalis soda. The alkalis are
substances soluble in water, possessing generally a urinous, acrid, and caustic taste, turning
the syrup of violets green, and restoring to
blue the infusion of litmus, which has been
reddened by acids; reddening the yellow of
turmeric, and having the greatest tendency to
unite with acids, whose character they modify,
and form salts with them. In medicine we understand by this term Potassa, Soda, or Ammonia (q. v.)
Caustic alcai.i, Al' kali Caus'ticum. A pure
alkali.
One deprived of its carbonic acid.
Fixed alcalis are soda and potassa; Volatilk Alcali, ammonia.
Alcali ammoniacum acetatum, Liquor ammonias acetatis a. Ammoniacum fluidum, Liquor ammonia? a. Fixum tartarizatum, Potass®
tartras
a. Minerale sulphuricum, Soda, sulphate of a. Tartari aceto saturatum, Potassae
acetas a. Vegetabile salito dephlogisticatum,
Potassa? murias hyperoxygenatus a. Vegetabile tartarizatum, Potassa? tartras
a. Vegetabile
vitriolatum, Potassae sulphas a. Volatile acetatum, Liquor ammonia? acetatis a. Volatile
aeratum, Ammonia? carbonas a. Volatile ex
sale ammoniaco. Ammonia? carbonas.
ALCALIGENE, Azote.
ALCALIN1TY. See Alkalescence.

—
—
—

—

—

spirit of wine.
See Spiritus rectificatus, or rectified spirit, distilled from dried subcarbonate
of potassa. In the Ph. U. S. Alcohol is rectified
spirit of the specific gravity 0.835.
Alcohol is an inflammable liquor, lighter than
water, of a warm, acrid taste, colourless, transparent, and of a pungent, aromatic smell. It is
the product of the distillation of vinous liquors;
is miscible with water in all proportions, and
is the direct solvent of resins, balsams, &c.
Various other vegetable principles are soluble
in it, and hence it is used, in different states of
concentration, in the preparation of elixirs, tinc-

&c.

tures, essences,

Alcohol acts on the animal body as a powerstimulus: as such, in a dilute form, it is
used in the prevention and cure of disease. Its
habitual and inordinate use is the cause of many
serious affections, of a chronic character especially, as visceral obstructions, dropsy, &c.
Alcohol sthereos ferratijs, A.sulfuricoa»thereus ferri
a. cum Aloe perfoliata, Tinctura aloes a. Ammonias et guaiaci, Tinctura
guaiaci ammoniata a. Ammoniatum, Spiritus
ammonia? a. Ammoniatum aromaticum, Spi-

ful

—

—

—

—

—

ammonia? aromaticus a. Ammoniatum
fcetidum, Spiritus ammonia? fcetidus a. cum
Aromatibus sulphuricatus, Sulphuricum acidum
aromaticum a. cum Aromatibus compositus,
Tinctura cinnamomi composita a. Castoria-

ritus

—

—
—

—

—

tum, Tinctura castorei a. cum Crotone cascarilla, Tinctura cascarilla?
a. Dilutum, Spiritus
tenuior a. Ferratus, Tinctura ferri muriatis
a. cum Sulphate ferri tartarisatus, see Ferrum
a. JEgypALCEA, Hibiscus
a. cum Guaiaco officinsile amiuotiaca, Hibiscus abelmoschus— a. Indica, Hibis- tartarizatum
niatus, Tinctura guaiaci ammoniata
a. Iodii,
cus abelmoschus.
Tinctura
Iodina?
a. cum Opio, Tinctura opii
Alce'a Ro'sea, Common hollyhock. EmolSulphuricatum,
Elixir
acidum
a.
Halleri
a.
Althtea.
like
the
lient,
Sulphuricum, Elixir acidum Halleri a. SulALCHACHENGE, Physalis.
phuris, Carbonis sulphuretum.
ALCHACHIL, Rosmarinus.
ALCOOL, Alcohol a. Campari, Spiritus
ALCHAEST, Alcahest.
ALCHEMIL'LA, said to have been celebrated camphora?.
ALCOOLAT, Tincture.
Common
vulga'ris,
with the Alchemists [?] A.
ALCOOLATUM, Tincture— a. AntiscorbuLadies' Mantle, Pes Leo'nis, Leontopu'dium (F.)
Pied de Lion. Formerly in great repute as an ticum, Tinctura de cochleariis a. Carminativum Sylvii, Tinctura carminaiivaSyivii a. de
astringent in hemorrhage.
Cochleariis, Tinctura de Cochleariis a. de
ALCHEMY, Alchymy.
Croco compositum, Tinctura de croco compoALCHITRAM. See Pinus Sylvestris.
sita.
Sylvestris.
ALCHITURA. See Pinus
ALCHYMY, Al'chemy, Alchemi'a, Alchimi'a, ALCOOLISEK(F.) Formerly, 'to reduce into
Adep'ta Pkiloso'pkia, from al, an Arabic particle, an impalpable powder.' No longer used.
ALCOOLOMETER, Areometer.
signifying 'superiority, excellence,' and Cliimia,
4
ALCOR.YOQUE (F.) Cortex Alc.ornoco. A
Chymistiy.' This word was formerly synonymous with Chymistry; but, from the 7th cen- bark but little known and distributed in France,
tury, it has been applied to the mysterious art which has been considered capable of curing
of endeavouring to discover a universal remedy, phthisis. It is bitter, tonic and slightly astrinand a mode of transmuting the baser metals gent. Dose of the powder ^i to gss.
AL'CYON, Hal'cyon. A swallow of Cochin
into gold: an operation to which they gave the
China, whose nests are gelatinous and very nuname Opus magnum, and Philosopher's stone.
Alchymy has also been called Scien'lia vel tritious. They have been proposed in medicine
Philosoph'ia Hermet'ica, from an idea that as analeptic and aphrodisiac.
ALCYO'NIUM, Bastard sponge. The ashes
Hermes or Mercury was its inventor.
Harris has well defined this chimerical art: were formerly employed as dentifrices: they
' Ars sine arte, cujus principium est mentiri, mewere believed proper for favouring the growth
of the hair and the beard, and were used in
dium lahorare, et finis mendicare.'
Al'chymist, Flatua'rius, Adept'. One pre- Alopecia.
ALDER, BLACK, Prinos, Rhamnus frangula.
tending to alchymy.
ALE, Cerevisia.
ALCOCALUM, Cvnara scolymus.
ALEACAS, Glycyrrhiza.
word,
Arabic
AL'COHOL, Al'coo'l, Al'kool. An
ALECOST, Tanacetum balsamita.
formerly used for an impalpable powder, and
ALECTO'RIUS LA'PIS, Alecto'rii; from
signifying very subtile, much divided.' At the
present day it is applied to highly rectified aAtz.iwy, a cock.' The name of a stone, sup-

Lawsonia

—
abelmoschus —

—

mis a. Spuria, Anchusa
Lawsonia inermis.

tinctoria

a.

iner-

Vera,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

'

'

ALEGAR
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ALFUSA, Tutia,
posed to exist in the stomach of the cock, or,
ALGALIE, Catheter.
according to others, in that of the capon, four
AL'GAROTH, M'garot, Algaro'thi Pulvis,
years old. Many marvellous properties were
Ox'idum seu submu'rias Stib'ii
formerly attributed to it, which are as ground- Pulvis AngePicus,
There are no stones in prcecipitan'do para' turn, Anlimo'nii Ox'ydum,
less as its existence.
JVilro-muriat'icum, Ox'idum
the stomach, except what have been swallowed. Ox'idum antimo'nii
Stib'ii Ac"ido Muriat'ico oxygena'to para'tum,
ALEGAR, Acetum.
Mercu'rius Vila, Mercu'rius Mortis, so called
ALE1MMA, Liniment.
from Victor Algarothi, a Veronese physician.
ALE1PHA, Liniment.
ALEIPTE'RIUM, from aXtupw, <I anoint.' The sub-muriate of protoxide of antimony, sepaThe place in the ancient gymnasium where the rated from the muriate of antimony by washing away some of its acid. It was formerly
combatants anointed themselves.
ALEIP'TRON. Same etymon. A box for much used as an emetic, purgative, and diaphoretic.
ALGE'DO, from aXyog, pain.' Violent pain
Farina.
Capitel'lium,
about
the neck of the bladder, occasionally ocALEM'BIC (Arab.) Moorshead,
Cockburn.
utensil made of curring in gonorrhoea.
Capil'ulum, (F.) Alambic.
Pain.
glass, metal, or earthen ware, and adapted for
Pain.
It consists of a body or cucurbit, to
distillation.
ALGESIS, Pain.
which is attached a head or capital, and out of
ALGETIC US. See Algos.
this a beak descends laterally to be inserted into

containing ointments.

ALEMA,

'

—

A

ALGEDON,
ALGEMA,

from algor, cold.' That which
accompanied by coldness.
Febris Al'gida, F. horrifica, F. quer'quera.

A L'GIDUS,

the receiver.

ALEM'BROTH

(Salt.)

The alchymists de-

is

'

signaled by this name, and by those of Sal
pernicious intermittent,
sapien'tia, Salvitce and «S. Scientia, the product (F.) Fievre algide.
often
resulting from the sublimation of a mixture of accompanied by icy coldness, which is
corrosive sublimate and sal ammoniac. It is fatal in the second or third paroxysm.

A

stimulant, but not employed.
ALESE, (F.) Aleze, Linteum, from aXtlta, ' I
cloth arranged in seveguard.
preserve.'
ral folds, and placed upon a bed, so as to guard
it from the lochial or other discharges.
AL'ETON, Farina.

A

A

ALGOR,
ALGOS,

Alget'icus
algetica.

Rigour.

See Pain, Hence,
ulyog, 'pain.'
painful,' as Epilepsia
aXyiTixoc,
The suffix algia has the same signifi'

cation, as in Cephalalgia; Pleuralgia, Neuralgia,

&c.

ALHAGI,

ALETRIS,

A. farinosa.
Al'etris, A. Farino'sa, Stargrass, Starwort.
Sex. Syst. Hexandria
jYat. Ord. Asphodelese.

Agul.

ALIBILIS, Nutritious.
AL'ICA, Hal'ica, Farina' rium,

Chondrus,
This plant is an intense and per- from alere, 'to nourish.' A grain from which
manent bitter, and is used as a tonic and sto- the ancients made their tisanes; supposed, by
some, to have been the Triticum Spelta. At
machic. It is common in the United States.
times, it seems to have meant the tisane itself.
• ALEURON, Farina.
AL'ICES, from cUitiu, 'I sprinkle.' Spots
ALEUROTESIS, See Cribration.
which precede the eruption of smallpox.
ALEXANDERS, Smyrnium olusatrum.
ALEXANDRI ANTIDOTUS AUREA. See ALIEN ATIO, Anomalia.

Monogynia.

Alexandrine.

ALIENATION, MENTAL,
ALIENUS, Delirious.
ALIFORMES MUSCULI,

,

Emplas'trum Mexan'dri.
A garlic plaster, invented by Alexander, contemporary of Mesue. Other ancient preparations were called 'Alexandrine;' as the Alex-

ALEXAN'DRINE,

an'dri antid'otus au'rca, used in apoplexy; the
' CollyCollyr'ium sictum Alexandri'num, or
King Alexander,'' mentioned by Aetius.
rium

of

ALEX1CACUM,

Amuletum, Alexipharmic.

ALEXIPHAR'MIC, Alexiphar'macus, Antiphar'macus, Atexica'cus, Caco-alezite'ria, Lexiphar'macus, (F.) Alexipharmaque, from cdsleiv,
A term
poison.'
to repel,' and (paQfiaxov,
formeily used for medicines which were considered proper for expelling from the body various morbific principles, or for preventing the
bad effects of poisons taken inwardly.
'

*

Insanity.

Pterygoid mus-

cles.

ALIFORMIS, Pterygoid.
ALIGULUS, Confection.
ALIMELL.tfJ, Parotid.

AL'IMENT, Alimen'tum, Ciba'rium, Broma,
Comis'te, Cibus, Esca, Nutri'tus, Kulrimen'tum,
Trophi, (F.) Aliment, JKourriture, from
Food. Any substance, which,
introduced into the system, is capable of nou-

Sitos,

alere,' to nourish.'
if

and repairing its losses.
of Aliments forms one of the most
important branches of Hygiene. They are confined to the organized kingdom: the mineral

rishing

it

The study

ALEXIPYRET1CUS,
ALEXIR, Elixir.

Febrifuge.

affording none.
As regards the immediate principles

ALEXITE'RIA, from

aXstao&ai,

predominate in their composition, they have
been classed but imperfectly, as follows.

*

to assist.'

was used synonymously
In more modern times it has

which

Originally, alexiterium

TABLE OF ALIMENTS.

with remedy.
been applied to a class of medicines, that coun-

teract poisons placed in contact with the exterior of the body, in contradistinction to alexi-

_

pharmic.

ALEXITERIUM CHLORICUM, see Disinfection— a. Nitricum, see Disinfection.
ALEZE,

Alhe.

i

1.

Feculaceous.

<

2.

Mucilaginous.

<

3.

Saccharine.

(
I

f
]
(

Wheat,

barley, oats, rye, rice, In-

dian corn, potato, sago, peas,
beans, &c.
Carrot, salsify, beet, turnip, asparngus, cabbage, lettuce, artilioke, melon, &.c.
Sugar, rig da e, raisin, apicot,
<

fee.

ALIMENTARY TUBE

currant,
gooseberry,
Orange,
chrry, peach, strawberry, rasp,

!

berry, mulberry, prune, pear, ap-

p
ufl

.

Caseous.

0.

useful in colica Pictonum.

(

Slc.

A

Different kinds of milk, cheese.
I Tendon,
aponeurosis, true skin,
skin.
<
celluuir texture;
very young

Gelatinous.

7.

animals.
Brain, nerve, eggs, &c.
Flesh and blood.

(

8.

Albuminous.

'J.

Fibrinous.

ALLANTOIC ACID,

Pabulum.

ALIMOS,

Glyeyrrhiza.
ALINDE'SIS, from a/.n&oucu, 'to be turned
about.'
A species of exercise, which consisted
in rolling in the dust, after having been anointed
with oil. Hippocr.
ALIP^ENOS, Alipaf num., Alipan'tos, from a

—

priv. and Xi/tavttv,
to be fat.'
An epithet formerly given to every external remedy, devoid
of fat or moisture; such as powders. Galen.
'

—

Alipaenos.

ALIP'TA, Aliptes, from al-aym, 'I anoint.'
He who anointed the Athletae after bathing.
The place where this was done was called
Alipteriuin.

ALIP'TICA, same etymon. The part of ancient medicine, which treated of inunction, as
a means of preserving health.

ALISfER BLANC, Crataegus
ALISMA, Arnica montana.

aria.

Alis'ma Plvnta'go, Water Plantain, (F.)
Plantain d'Eau. Mat. Ord. Alismacea?. Sea;.
Syst.
Hexandria Polygynia. The fresh root
and the dried leaves will vesicate.
The leaves have been proposed as substitutes
acrid,

for the

Uva

ALITURA,
AL'KALE,

A

ALLANTOTOX'ICUM, from aiiaS > 'asauand rohieov, 'a poison.' The Germanhave given this name to a poison developed in
sausages formed of blood and liver.
sage,'

ALLELUIA,

Oxalis acetosella.

ALLGOOD, Chenopodium bonus Henricus.
ALLHEAL, Heracleum spondylium.
ALLIA'CEOUS,.4///a'ccMS, from allium, ga.xBelonging to garlic, as alliaceous odour.
i

lic'

ALLIAIRE, Alliaria.
ALLIA'RIA, from allium,

its smell resembling garlic. Erys'imum allia'ria, Jack-in-thchedge, Stinking hedge mustard, Sauce-alone,
He?peris allia'ria, (F.) AUiaire. This plant
has been sometimes given in humid asthma
and dyspnoea. It is reputed to be diaphoretic,

and antiscorbutic.
Parisian Codex has a

diuretic,

The

compound syrup
which is

of alliaria, Shop d'erysimum compost,
used in hoarseness.
Fascia, Ligature.

ALLIGATURA,

oleo,

'

I

smell.'

A. sativum,

rustico'rum, Ampelop'rasum, Scor'oGarlic, (F.) Ail. Mat. Ord. Asphodelea.

Theriaca,

Anancient phar-

maceutical name for pullets' fat.
ALKALESCENCE, Alcalescence.

ALKALI, see Alcali — a. Ammoniacum causticum, Ammonia — a. Ammoniacum spirituo-

sum, Spiritus ammonia?

uri-

Inteslinalis, the
Allantoid Vesicle, from a/./ac,
a sausage,' and
uiiog,
shape.'
sort of elongated bladder, between the chorion and amnion of the foetus, and
communicating with the bladder by the uiachux.
It is very apparent in quadrupeds, but not in the
human species. The fluid of the allantoid has
been considered inservient. to the nutrition of
the foetus; but our ideas, in regard to the vesicle, in man, are far from being determinate.

AL'LIUM, from

Ursi.

Nutrition.
O'leum Galli'na.

Membra'na

Allantot'des,

Far amino,'lis, M.

'

nourishing,

ALIPANTOS,

allanto'icum.

cow.

ALLANTOIS,
'

AL1MENTUM,

Ac"idum

peculiar acid, found in the liquor of the allan-

tois of the

naria, M.

ALIMENTARY TUBE, Canal, alimentary.
ALIM ENTA'TION, Alimenta'tio. The act of

is

Echi'nus scandr.ns, Apoc" ynum

scan' dens. A shrub, native of Guiana, the infusion of whose leaves is said by Linna?us to be

olive, sweet
almond nut.
SV
walnut, animal
animi fat, oil, butler,

(

(.

j,,

e, .-oriel, &.C.

C.«,coa,
W*.

d/ftora, Gal'arips,

<
\

Oleaginous and K

5.
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—

don,

Sex. Sijst. Hexandria Monogynia.
Sicily, but cultivated for use.

A
The

native

at'

bulbs

or

have a strong, offensive, and
penetrating odour; and a sweetish, biting, and

cloves, Ag'lithes,

a. Minerale nitralum,
Soda, nitrate of a. Minerale phosphoratum,
Soda, phosphate of a. Minerale salinum, Soda,
muriate of a. Vegetable, Potash a. Vegetabile
cum acelo, Potassce acetas a. Vegetabile fixum
causticum, Potassa fu3a a. Volatile, Ammonia

caustic taste. Internally, garlic is stimulant,
diuretic, expectorant, emtnenagogue (?), diaphoretic, and anthelmintic. Externally, it is
rubefacient, maturative, and repellent.
Dose, one to six cloves, swallowed whole, or
from f. gss to f. £ij of the juice.

Volatile causticum, Ammonia a. Volatile,
concrete, Ammonia? carbonas a. Volatile nitratum, Ammonia? nitras a. Volatile tartarizatum,
Ammonite tartras a. Volatile vitriolatum, Ammonias sulphas.

Taylor's Remedy for Deafness, a nostrum,
appears to consist of garlic, infused in oil of
almonds, and coloured by alkanct root.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

a.

—

—

—

—

ALKANET, BASTARD, Lithospermum
cinale

—

a.

Dyer's,

Anchusa

den, Anchusa officinalis

—

—

tinctoria
a. Officinal,

a.

offi-

Gar-

Anchusa

officinalis.

ALKAR, Medicament.
ALKEKENGI, Physalis.
ALKER'MES, Confec'tio

Alker'mes, Alchcr'mes.
celebrated electuary, composed of a
multitude of substances. It was so called from
It was
the grains of kermes contained in it.
used as a stimulant.
ALKERVA. see Ricinus communis.
ALKITRAN, Cedfia.
ALKOOL, Alcohol.
/, LA I TEMEJfT, Lactation.
ALLAMAN'DA, A. Calhu' tica, Ore'lia gran-

A

.

I

4

Allium Ascalonicum, Echalotte.
Al'lium Cf.pa, Common Onion, Cepul'la,
Crom'myon. (F.) Oignon. Acrid and stimulating, and possessing very little nutriment
Onions have been used as stimulants, diuretics, and anthelmintics.
The boiled or roasted
onion, as a cataplasm, is emollient and maturating.

The

fresh

root

is

rubefacient.

The

expressed juice is sometimes used in otalgia
and in rheumatism.

Allium Gallicum, Portulaca. "
Al'lium Porrum, Porrum, Prasum, ttouoot.
the Leek or Point; (F.) Poircau, Porreau. Pos
sesses the same properties as the onion.
The virtues of the genus Allium depend upon
an acrid principle, soluble
acids, and alkalies.

in water,

alcohol,

Allium Redolens, Teucrium scordium.

—
AILOCHOOS

ALTERATIVE
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Ai.ofs Wood, Agallochum.
Victoria'i.k, Victoria'tis longa.
ALOET'IC, Aloet'icus. A preparation, which
which, when dried, loses its alliasaid
is
to
be
efficacious
contains
aloes.
taste,
ceous smell and
ALOGOTROPH'IA, from aXoyoc, 'disproin allaying the abdominal spasms of pregnant
portionate,' and ruutpij, 'nutrition.'
Irregular
women (?).

Al'lium

The

root,

ALLOC HOOS,

Delirious.

ALLOOHROMA'SIA,

A

nutrition.

Useil particularly to designate the

from alloc, 'another.' irregular manner in which the nutrition of
bones is operated in rickety individuals.
change of colour.

'colour.
Alteration.
ALOPECES, Psoas.
ALOPE'CIA, from akoniji, 'a fox:' (this
ALLOIOTICUS, Alterative.
animal being said to be subject to the affecAllopathist.
ALLOPATH'IC, Altopatk'icus, Heteropath'ic, tion.) Capillo'rum deflu' mum, At/nix depi'lis,
from aV.oq, another,' and nu&ac, affection." P/ialacro'tis, A'rea, Dtpilu'tio, Tricho'sis Atk'Falling off of the
Relating to the ordinary method of medical rix, Ganorm'na Alope'cia.
When this J3 confined
practice, in contradistinction to Homoeopathic. hair; loss of the hair.
ALLOP'ATHIST, Al'lopalk, same etymon. to the crown of the head, it is called calvities
(q. v.). although the terms are often used syOne who follows allopathy.

and

.vQuifta,

ALLOIOSIS,

ALLOPATH,

'

'

ALLOP'ATHY,
The

Alloputln'a.

opposite to Homoeopathy.

same etymon. nonymously.
Alopecia Areata, Porrigo decalvans.
The ordinary

ALOUCHE,

medical practice.

Crataegus aria.

ALOUCH'I. The name of a gum procured
aUorQioc, 'fo- from the canella alba tree.
Transplantation
of
ALOUCHIER,
tooth.'
Crataegus aria.
reign,' and udwg, a
ALPAM. A shrub which grows on the coast,
teeth.
of Malabar. Certain parts of this, infused in
ALLOTRIOPHAGIA, Malacia.
ALLOTRIU'RIA, from uXXotqioc, 'foreign,' oil, form an antipsoric ointment. The juice of
and ouqov, urine.' Admixture of foreign mat- the leaves, mixed with that of the calamus, is
employed against the bites of serpents.
ters with the urine.
ALPHENIC, Saccharum candidum.
ALLSPICE, see Myrtus pimenta.

ALLOPHAS1S. Delirium.
ALLOTRIODON'TIA, from
'

'

ALLUC1NATIO, Hallucination.
ALLURE, Influenza.
ALMA, Water.
ALMARIAB, see Plumbi oxydum

ALPHITEDON, see Fracture.
ALPH1TON, dlytTov, Polen'ta,

Fari'na.

Any

semivi-

treuin.

ALMEZERION, Cneorum tricoccum.
ALMOND, Amygdala.
Almond Uloom. A liquid cosmetic: formed
of Brazil dust, gi, water Oiij; boil and strain;
and add isinglass zvj, grand sylvestria gij, or
cochineal Sjij, alum $j,horax giij; boil again, and
strain through a fine cloth.

kind of meal. Toasted barley-meal.
Hippocrates. Polenta means also a food composed of Indian meal, cheese, &c. See Farina.

ALPHON'SIN,

Alphonsinum.

A

kind

of

bullet forceps, similar to a Porte-Crayon, so
called from the inventor, Alphonso Ferri, of
Naples
Scultetus.
ALI'HOS, Lepra alphoides.

—

ALPHOSIS ^THIOPICA. See Albino.
ALP1MIA CARDAMOMUM, Amomum Car-

Almond Cake, see Amygdala — a. of the Ear,
— a. Paste, see Amygdala — a. Powder, damomum.
ALPIS'TE, Phalaris Canadiensis.
see Amygdala— a. of the Throat, Tonsil.
ALSI'NE ME'DIA, from aXooc,
ALNUS NIGRA, Rhamnus frangula.
Tonsil

ALOEDA'RIUM. A compound
containing aloes.

— Gorraeus.

'a grove,'
medicine, because growing,abundantly in woods. Mor&us

Ftl A'atu'rce. The inspissated
juice of the aloe. JYat. Ord. Asphodelese. Sex.

AL'OLS, Al'oe,

Syst.

Hexandria Monogynia.

Aloes Caballi'na, A. Guiuien'sis, HorseUsed chiefly for horses. It is collected
aloes.
in Spain and Portugal, and is very coarse.
Aloes Hepat'ica, A. vulga'ris, A. Burbaden'sis, Hcputic aloes,
does aloes, A. vulgaris

Bombay

aloes,

Burba-

Galli'mt, Holos'teuiu A/sinS, Mouse ear, Chickwecd, (F.) Mouron des Oiseuux, Morgeline. This
plant, if boiled tender, may be eaten like spinach, and forms an excellent emollient poultice.
It was formerly regarded as a vulnerary
and detergent.

A LTAFOR, Camphor.

ALTER SEXUS,

Sex female.

A LTERANS, Alterative.
ALTERANT, Alterative.
ALTERATION, Allera'tio, from alter,

extraction, (F.) Aloes
en caltbasses, A. des Barbadoes. This species
'other,'
and an intensely Alloio'sis. This woid is used in France to exodour,
disagreeable
has a very
Properties
the
taste.
same
press
nauseous
a
morbid
change
which supervenes in the
bitter and
expression of the countenance (alteration de. la
as the last.
Aloes Succototu'na, Soc'olrine aloes, Turkey face,) or in the structure of an organ (ultiration
aloes, East India aloes, Aloes lu'cida, A. Zoctori- organique,) or in the nature of fluids excreted
nia, A. sj)ica'ta,A. spica'ta extradtnm, A. extrac- {alteration de Curiae, des larmcs, du lait, <^-c.)
Alteration is also used in an entirely differtion, An'ima Aloes, is the best species. Its odour
bitter, and slight- ent sense, to express intense thirst in disease.
is not unpleasant, taste very
ly aromatic" colour reddish-brown, with a shade In this case its etymology is different
It
of purple; mass hard, friable; fracture conchoi- comes from haleler, and was formerly written

dal and glossy; soluble in dilute alcohol. Powder of a bright cinnamon-yellow colour. It is
cathartic, warm, and stimulating; emmenagogue, anthelmintic, and stomachic. As a caDose, as
thartic, it affects the rectum chiefly.

a cathartic, gr. v to

7)j in pill.

hatetiration.

ALTERATIVE,

A

Al'terans, Alloiot'icus.
medicine considered to be capable of producing
a salutary change in a disease, but without
exciting any sensible evacuation.
As Medicine improves, this uncertain class of re-

—

—
ALTERCANGENON
raedies,

ALVLXE
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becomes, of necessity, diminished

in

number.

ta3— a. Pura, Argilla pura
Alumina? Sulphas.

—

a.

Sulphate

of,

(F.) AlUrant.
(The French term likewise
Alu'mince A ce't as, Acetate of Alu'mina. A
means, that which causes thirst; Siticulo'sus, deliquescent salt, obtained by the addition of
Dipset'icus, as Alltrer means both to change acetate of lead to sulphate of alumina and poand to cause thirst. S'alterer, is, to experience lassa. It possesses the same properties as the
a change for the worse. corrum'pi.)
sulphate of alumina.
ALTERCANGENON, Hyoscyamus.
Alu'mince et potass* hvpersulphas, AluALTERCUM, Hvoscyamus.
men a. et Potassae supersulphas, Alumen a.
ALTH.'E'A, from uldin; 'to heal;' A. qffi- sulphas, Alumen.
cina'lis, Malvavis'cum, Aristaltha-a, Hibis'cus,
Alu'mina Sulphas, Sulphate of Alu'mina.
Ibis'cha mismal'va, Bismat'va, Marsli-malluw. Simple sulphate of alumina may be made by the
(F.) Guimauve. Nut. Old. Malvaceae.
Sex. direct combination of alumina and sulphuric
Syst.
Monodelphia I'olyandria. The leaves acid, and contains 30 per cent, of the former,
and root contain much mucilage. They are to 70 per cent, of the latter. It is a deliquescent
emollient and demulcent, and are employed sail; and is an excellent antiseptic and detergent
wherever medicines, possessing such proper- to ulcers. It is chiefly used to preserve dead

—

—

are required. In the Ph. U. S., Althcea
the root of Althaea officinalis.

ties,

is

ALTHANAIHA, Orpiment.
ALTHEUS, Physician.
ALTHEXIS, Curation.
ALT1LIBAT, Terebinthina.
ALU'DEL, Alu'tel, Vilrum

—

bodies a strong solution being injected into
the arteries.

Aluminje Sulphas acidulus cum potassa,

Alumen— a. Sulphas fusus, Afumen exsiccatum.
ALUMIJYE FACTICE, Argilla pura.
ALUN, Alumen.
sublimato'rium.

ALUNSEL,

Gutta.

A

hollow sphere of stone, glass, or earthenware,
ALUS. Symphytum.
with a short neck projecting at each end, by
ALUSIA, Hallucination a. Hypochondriasis,
means of which one glass might be set upon Hypochondriasis.
the other. The uppermost had no aperture at
ALUTEL, Aludel.
the top. Aludels were formerly used in the
ALVAQUILLA, Psoralea glandulosa.
sublimation of various substances.
ALVEARIUM, Auditory canal, external.
ALUM, Symphytum a. Egyptian, JSgyptia ALVE'OLAR. Alveola'ris, from al'veus, 'a

—

—

cavity.'

stypteria.

Roche

Mu'men

de Rocki, (F.) Alun de
Roche. So called from Roccha in Syria, where
there was a manufactory. It is in pieces of the
size of an almond, covered with a reddish efflorescence.
Common Roche Mum. A. Rochi Gallis. Fragments of common alum, moistened and shaken
with prepared bole. It is white when broken.
Alum Root, Heuchera coitusa a. Solution
of, compound, Liq. aluminis compos.
ALU'MEN, (an Arabic term, alum.) Alum,
Hyper sul'phas alu'mince et Polas'sce, Sul'phas
Alumina Acid'ulus cum Potas'sd, Sulphas Alu'mina, Sulphas Kal' ico- alumiu' icum Supersul'pltas ulu'mina et potas'soe, Argil'la sulphu'rica
alcalisa'ta, A. vitriola'ta, Slyple'ria, Supersul'pltas Argil'lce ulcalisa'tum, Argilla Kulisulphu(F.) Alun.
rica.

Alum:,

—

,

Alumen Catinum, Potash of commerce — a.
Fixum, see Potash, a. Kinosatum, Pulvissul-

—

phatis alumina? compositus.

Alu'mkn Commu'ne, Common alum, English

(F.)

Alviolaire.

That which

relates

to the alveoli.

Alve'olak Arches.

Arcades alviolaires, are formed by the margins of the two
jaws, which are hollowed by the Alveoli (q. v.)
Alve'olar Artery, Supra-max'illary A.
(Artere sus-maxillaire) of Chaussier, arises from
the internal maxillary, descends behind the tuberosity of the upper jaw, and gives branches
to the upper molar teeth, gums, periosteum,
membrane of the maxillary sinus, and buccinator muscle.
Alve'olar Membranes are very fine mem(F.)

branes, situate between the teeth and alveoli, and formed by a portion of the sac or follicle which enclosed the tooth before it pierced
the gum.
By some this membrane has been
called the alveolo- dental periosteum.
Vein has a similar distribuAlve'olar
The
tion with the artery.
ALVEOLE, Alveolus.

ALVEOLO- LABIAL. Buccinator.
ALVE'OLUS, same etymon. Botrion, Both-

alum, Rock alum, Alu'men facti"tium, A. crys- rion, Frena, Mortariolum, Hol'micos, Prasepiolum,
(F.)
lull'inum, A. ru'peum, (F.) Alun d'Angleterre, Phat'nion, Prase'pium, Paine, Pathne.
The alveoli are the sockets of the teeth,
It is in octa- Alviole.
is the variety usually employed.
hedral crystals, but generally in large, white, into which they are, as it were, driven. Their
semitransparent masses; has a sweetish, styptic size and shape are determined by the teeth
taste; effloresces in the air, and is soluble in ]G which they receive, and they are pierced, at the
It is tonic and astringent, apex, by small holes, which give passage to the
parts of water at 60°.
and as such is used internally and externally. dental vessels and nerves.
ALVEUS, Auge a. ampullosus. ReceptaDose, gr. v. to xv.
Alu men Exsicca'tum, Alu'men ustum, A. culum chyli a. Ampullescens, thoracic duct
calcina'tum, Sulphas alu'mince fusus, Argil'la a. Communis: see Semicircular canals— a.
sulphu'rica usla, Burnt alum, dried alum. (F.) Utriculosus: see Semicircular canals.

—

calcine , (Alum melted in an earthen vessel
Escharotic.
until ebullition ceases.)

Alun

1

Alu'men Roma'num, Roman alum, A. Rulilum,
A. Rubrum. (F.) Alun de Rome. In crystals,
which are of a pale red when broken, and covered with a reddish efflorescence.

ALUMINA, ACETATE OF,

Alumina; Ace-

—

ALVI EXCRETIO,

—

Defecation— a

Fluxus

aquosus, Diarrhoea a. Profluvium, Diarrhoea.
ALV1DUCUS, Laxative.
ALVINE, Alvi'nus, from aivus. 'the abdomen.' That which relates to the lower belly,
as aloine dejections, a/vine flux, alvine obstruction, (q. v.)

&.C

——
ALVUS
ALVUS, Abdomen, Uterus— a.

—

Adstricta,

—

Dura, Constipatio a. Rea. Tarda, Constinum, Pelvis of the kidney
Constipation

a.

—

pation.

ALYCE,

Anxiety.

AL'YPON, from

An

acrid,

lus.

By

a privative,and Ivnri,

'

pain.'

purging plant, described by Matthiosome it has beea supposed to be the

G/ol/ula'ria

ulypum of botanists.

ALYSIS,

Anxiety.
Anxiety.
ALYSSUM PL1NII, Galium Mollugo.
AL'ZILAT. In some of the Arabian writers,
Ruland and Johna weight of three grains.

ALYSMUS,

—

son.

AMADOU, Boletus igniarius.
AMAD0UV1ER. Boletus igniarius.
AMMGRISSEMENT, Emaciation.
M1AJWES, See Amygdala.
A MA IN I'TiE

from u

priv.

and

fiavia,

A

aurantiacus and A. pseudoaurantiacus.
DULCIS, Solan um dulcamara.
AMARACl'NUM. An ancient and esteemed
plaster, containing several urom&tics, the mar-

AMARA

joram,

surgical machine for reducing dislocations of
the shoulder; the invention of which is ascribed
to H ippocrates. It is no longer used.— Hippocr.,
Scultetus.
AMBER. Succinum— a. Liquid: see Liquid-

ambar

bracintru'cea, A. ambrosiuca, Am' bar am, Succinum cine'rtum, S. gri'scum, Am'harum cineri"limn.
A concrete substance, of the consistence
of wax, cineritious colour, studded with yellow
and blackish spots, and exhaling a very pleasant
odour. It seems highly probable that ambergris
is formed in the intestines of the whale, and

voided with its excrements. Like all aromatic
substances, ambergiis is slightly antispasmodic
and excitant; but it is oftener employed as a
perfume than as a medicine.
liquid, yellow bitumen, the smell
AMB1A.
and virtues of which are similar to those of the
tacamahaca.
It is obtained from a spring
resin
in India.

AMBIDEX'TER,

Amphidcx'ios, from umbo,
One who uses both
hands with equal facility. Celsus says the surgeon ought to be ' non minus sinistra quant
One of the aphorisms of
dextra promplus.'
Hippocrates says, that a woman is never ambiThis is a mistake.
dexter.

Bitterness.
Bitterness.
Bitterness.
AMA'RUS, Pier os, bitter. (F.) Amir. The
bitter principle of vegetables is the great natural tonic, and hence bitters, as they are termed
Secollectively, belong to the class of tonics.
veral are used in medicine; the chief are, gen-

right.'

AMBLOMA,

Abortion.
Abortion.
AMBLOTHRIDION, Abortion.
AMBLOTICUS, Abortive.

AMBLOSIS,

AMAR1TUDO.
AMAROR,

quassia,

'

AMB!L^VUS,Ampharisteros.

Origanum majorana.

AMAR1T1ES,

tian,

and dexter,

both,'

'

aiiaouy.oQ, in particular.

AMARACUS,

styraciflua.

AM'BERGRIS. Ambra gri'sca, Ambor, Am-

A

'mad-

name given, by
i. e. not poisonous.
the Greeks and Romans, to the edible champresent day, a
at
the
forms,
Amanita
pignons.
genus, some of which are edible, otheis poisonAmongst others, it contains the Agaricus
ous.
ness:'

AMBULANCE
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cinchona, calumba, dog-wood,

AMBLUS,

Hence,
Amblyopia.
AMBLIO'PIA, from aup/Lvs, 'obscure,' and
Amblyos'mos, Ambhjog'mos,
the eye.'
wxp,
Amplio'pea (so called by some, according to
au(iXvc, 'obscure.'

AMBLYOGMOS,
'

Castelli, ob iarnorantiam

AMASE'SIS, Amasse'sis, from a privative,
and uaarjaig, mastication.' Mastication when
impeded or impracticable.
AMATORI1, Oblique muscles of the eye.
'

AMATORIUM VENEFICIUM,
rior oculi.

AMAURO'SIS,

a.

Ohfusca'tio, Offusca'tio, from

lingua',)

Hehe-

—

Amblyopia Chepusculatus, Hemeralopia
Dissitorum, Myopia a. Meridiana, Nyctalo-

—

—

Proximorum, Presbytia.
AMBLYOSMOS, Amblyopia.

pia

Philter.

AMATORIUSMUSCULUS,Obliquus supe-

Graca

Feebleness of sight. (F.) Vuefaiblc.
Hippocr.
First degree of Amaurosis.

tu' do visits.

&c.

a.

AMBON,

aii^oir, ' the raised rim of a shield
The fibroor dish,' from aufianvt, 'I ascend.'
cartilaginous rings or bourrelets, which surround
the articular cavities, as the glenoid cavity of
the scapula, the acetabulum, &.C., have been so

auuvooc, obscure.' Drop serene, Gutta sere'na,
Catarac'ta nigra, Par op' sis, amauro'sis, ImmoGalen.
(F.) Gouttc- called.
lil'itas pupil'la, Black cat' ar act.
Ambergris.
sereine, Cataracle noire, Anopticonervie (Piorry.)
AMBRA, Succinum a. Ambrosiaca, AmberDiminution, or complete loss of sight, without
any perceptible alteration in the organization gris a. Cineracea, Ambergris.
AMBRAGRISEA, Ambergris.
of the eye; generally, perhaps, owing to loss of
BLANC, Succinum (album)— a.
power of the optic nerve or retina. Counterirritants are the most successful remedial Javne, Succinum.
AMBRETTE, Hibiscus abelmoSchus.
agents, although the disease is always very
AMBRO'SIA, from a privative, and pnoroc,
difficult of removal, and generally totally inFood which makes immortal, or the
mortal.'
curable.
Amaurot'icus; same etymon. food of immortals. The food of the gods.
Homer. See, also, Chenopodium Botrys.
Affected with amaurosis.
Amaurotic Cat's Eye. A name given by
Ambro'sia Marit'ima. A plant which grows
Beer to an amaurotic affection, accompanied by on the shores of the Levant, and has a pleasant,
a remarkable change of colour in the pupil, bitter, and aromatic taste. It is given, in infuwhich presents, apparently in the fundus of the sion, as a tonic and antispasmodic.
AMBROSIE
MEXIQUE, Chenopodium
eye, a lighter tint, yellowish or brownish yellow,
Ambrosioides.
instead of its natural clear black.
Ambergris a. Cineritium, AmAMBULANCE, (F.) from ambula're, 'to
bergris.
walk.'
A military hospital attached to an army,
ascend;'
Amhi.
aii^unw,
'I
and
A
moving along with it. Also called llopilal
AMBE, from
a
bone.
on
Also,
an
eminence
old
ambulant.
superficial
'

—

AMBOR,

—

—

AMBRE

'

AMAUROTIC,

DU

AMBARUM,

—

—

.

AMBULANT
AMBULANT,
A

(F

)
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AMINjE'UM VISUM, Aminean

Am'bulans, Ambulati'vus,

A/u'bulative.
morbid affection is said to be
ambulant?., when it leaves one part and goes to
When
as
another;
Erisypelcs ambulants, &.C.
blisters are applied successively on different
parts of the body, they are called V6sicatuircs

.

?emc,highly

esteemed as a stomachic. Virgil distinguishes
it from the Falernian.
Pliny, Macrobius, &c.
A
A, Truss.

—

MM

AMMl, Ammi

majus, Bishop's weed, A. Vulga'rS. The seeds of this plant are aromatic and
pungent. They are said to be carminative and
ambulanls.
diuretic, and are tonic and stomachic.
AMBULATIO, Walking.
Ammi Vekum, see Sison Ammi a. des BouAMBULEIA, Cichorium intybus.
AM'BULI. The Brachinanic name for an tiques, see Sison ammi.
AMMION, Hydrargyri sulphuretumrubrum.
Indian aquatic herb, which appears to belong to
AMMOCHO'SIA, trom auuoc, 'sand,' and
the family Lysima.chia. The whole plant has
Arenu'tio.
I pour.'
Putting the human
a sweet smell. Its decoction has a very bitter Xiui,
It is also body in hot sand, for the cure of disease.
taste, and is an excellent febrifuge.
AMMONIA, Ammo'nia or Ammoni'acal gas.
taken in milk in cases of vertigo.
'

AM'BULO FLATULEN'TUS ET FURIO'SUS.

Flatus furio'sus, Vare'ni.

I'ainful,

and periodical tumours affecting different
parts, which were once considered as the effect
Michaelis. Their naof very subtile vapours
ture is by no means clear.
AMBUSTIO, Burn.
bile,

—

AMBUTUA, Pareira brava.
AMBUYA-EMBO. A very beautiful, creeping Aristolochia of Brazil, the decoction of
which is exhibited successfully in obstructions.
It is also used in fumigation and in baths as a tonic.

J1ME, Anima.

AM'ELI.

A

Malabar shrub, belonging

The

genus unknown.

decoction of

its

AMEN A. Amenorrhoea.
AMENORRHCEA Parame'nia

to a

leaves

Its roots, boiled in
is said to relieve colic.
are used to repel tumours.

oil,

I

obstruclio'-

nis, Menocryph'ia, Menosla'sia, Apopltrux'is,
Arrhafa, Defec'tus men'sium, Mcnstruu'tio impedi'ta, Ischome'nia, Ame'nia, from a privative,
a month,' and qeui, I flow.' Suppression
urjv,
of the menses. (F.) Suppression du flux menThis suppression is most commonly
struc.1.
symptomatic, and hence the chief attention must
be paid to the cause. Usually, there is an atonic
state of the system generally, or of the uterus
in particular, and hence chalybeates and other
'

'

of Amenorrhoea are comA. Emansio'nis,Eman'sio
men'sium, Mcnos'chesis, Menstrua' tio retenta, or
Retention of the menses, when the menses do not
appear at the usual age: and, 2, Suppres'sio
Men'sium, Amenorrhea' a Suppressio' nis, Interrup'tio menstruatio' nis, Menstrua'tio suppress a,
in which the catamenia are obstructed in their
regular periods of recurrence. See Emansio

Two

crreat varieties
1.

Mensium, and Menses.
Difficilis, Dysmenorrhea.
See, also, Fatuitas,

Amenorrhea

AMENTIA,

Dementia.

and Idiotism.
AMkR, Amarus.

AMERICAN UM TUBEROSUM,

Solanum

tuberosum.

AMERTUME,

Bitterness.

AM'ETHYST,
'I am

Amethys'tus, from a privative,
precious stone, to
drunk.'

uiSvu,

—

A

Magnus.

AMETR1A, Intemperance.
AMICULUM, Amnios.

AM1DUM, Amvlum.
AMIN/EA, Anime.
4*

caus'ticum,

—

—

—

—

mentum ammonise
ammoniac

—

a.

fortius

Muriatica,

Ammoniac

Nitrata,

—

—

a.

—

—

Liquid, Liquor

Ammoniac murias

nitras

—

Pracparata,
liquida, Liquor
a.

—

a.

Am-

moniac carbonas a. Pura
ammoniac a. Solution of, Liquor ammonias a.
Solution of, stronger, Liquor ammoniac fortior
a. Tartrate of, Ammoniac tartras.
AMMO'JNIAC, GUM, Ammoni'acum (Ph. U.

—

—

—

Gum' mi Ammoni'acum,

S.)

(F.)

Ammoniac.

Guinine ummoniaqiic, so called from Ammonia
Libya, whence it is brought.
gum-resin,
the concrete juice of Dure ma ammoni'acum, of
Persia: a species of a genus allied to Ferula.
It is in irregular, dry masses and tears, yellow
externally, whitish within. Its odour is peculiar, and not ungrateful: taste nauseous, sweet,
and bitter. It forms a white emulsion with
water: is soluble in vinegar; partially so in alcohol, ether, and solutions of the alcalies.
Gum Ammoniacum is expectorant, deobstruent (?) antispasmodic, discutient, and resolvent.
It is chiefly, however, used in the first capacity,
and in the formation of certain plasters.
Two varieties are met with in the market, the
Guttai ammoni'aci, the best; and Lapis ammoni'aci, the more impure.

A

'

—

AMMONIA(LE NITRAS,
a.

Ammoniac

nitras

Sulphas, Ammoniac sulphas.

AMMONIACUM, Ammonia, Ammo'niac
Gum — a. Succinatum, Spiritus ammonise fceti-

which the ancients attributed the property of dus
preventing drunkenness. It was also used as
an anti-diarrhceic and absorbent.— Pliny, Albertus

ammoni'acum

volat'ilB caus'ticum, Ammo'nia cans'ties, A.
pura, Ammoni'acum, A. caus'ticum, (F.) Arnmoniaque. Air alcalin, Gnz ammonia cal. An alcali
so called, because obtained principally by decomposing sal ammoniac (muriate of ammonia)
by lime. This gas is colourless, transparent,
elastic, of a pungent, characteristic odour, and
an acrid urinous taste. It turns the syrup of
violets green, and its specific gravity is 0.596.
When inhaled, largely diluted with common
air, it is a powerful irritant.
When unmixed,
it instantly induces suffocation.
Ammonia, Acetate, solution ov, Liquor ammoniac acetatis a. Caustica liquida, Liquor ammoniac a. Chlorohydrate of, Ammonise mua. Hydriodate of, see Iodine
rias
a.
Hydrochlorate of, Ammonia; murias a. Hydrosulof,
Ammoniac
sulphuretuin
phuret
a. Iodide
a. Liniment of, strong, Liniof, see Iodine

in

tonics are advisable.

monly reckoned.

Volatile ul'hali, Al.'caii

mo- A.

—

a.

Volatile mite.

Ammoniac carbonas.

AMMONITE ACETAS,

Liquor

ammonia.'

acetatis.

AmmonijE Car'bonas. A. Subcar' bonus, Salt
of bones, Sal Os'sium, Salt of wood-soot, Sal Fulig"inis, Salt of urine, Volatile Sal Ammoniac.
Baker's salt, Al'cali volat'ilS a'era'tum, A. volatile
ammoniaca! IB, A. volat'ilS ex salt ammonia' co

——

—
AMMONLE ACETAS
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.hixnoni'acum volat'ilS mitS, Ammo'nium cur-,
bon'icum, A. subcarbo'neum, Carbonas ammo'nia?
alkali'nus seu incompte'tus seu sup er ammo m'
ucus, Hypocar'bonas ammo' men, Flares sal is ammoni'aci, Sal cornu cervi volat'ilS, Sal volat'ilis
salis ammoni'aci, Concrete volatile alkali, Carbonate or subcarbonate of ammonia, Ammo'nia pro.(F.) Carpara'ta, Sal volat'ile, Smelling salt.
bonate d'ammoniaque, Sel volatil d'Angleterre,
(Ph.
(Ammo7i.muriat.lhy, Creta Ibiss. Sublime.)
U. S.) A white, striated, crystalline mass:
cdour and taste pungent and ainrnoniacal soluble in two parts of water: insoluble in alcohol:

—

:

It is stimulant, antacid,
Dose, gr. v to
diaphoretic, and antispasmodic.
xv.

and has been given in diabetes and d'ueises of
increased excitement. Dose, g». viij. to g«. xx.

Ammo'nia Tartras,
d'Ammoniaque. A
acid and ammonia.
retic;

—a

but not

salt

composed of

It is

much

tartaric

diaphoretic and diu-

used.

AMMONIAQUE, Ammonia

a.

Hydrosul-

Ammoniae sulphuretum a. Hydrosulfure
fate sulfure d' Ammonite sulphuretum— a. Lid,'

,

quide, Liquor
d',

ammonia?

a.

Sulfure hydrogine

Ammoniae sulphuretum.

AMMONIO-CUPR1CUS SUBSULPHAS,

effloresces in the air.

Ammonia et Ferhi Murias, Ferrum ammo-

At' kali volatile tarlari-

za'tum, S/d Ammoni'acum tarta'reum, Tar'lurus
ammo'nia:, Tartrate of Ammo'nia, (F.) Tartrate

Cuprum ammoniatum.

AMMO'NION, from auuog, 'sand.' An ancient collyrium of great virtues in many diseases of the eye, and which was said to remove
sand from that organ.
ARSENICUM, Arseniate of

Hydrosulphuretum, Liquor fumans
Hypocarbonas, Ammonia? Carbonas.
AMMOiNIUM
Ammo'ki* Mu'rias, Muriate of Ammonia, Hya. Carbonicum, Ammoniee carbonas
drochlo'rate of Ammo'nia, Cldorohydrate of Am- ammonia
a. Muriaticum mara. Iodide of, see Iodine
mo'nia, Sal Ammoni'acum, Sal Ammo' niac, Sal
Ammoni'acus, Ammo'nia Muriat'ica, Ammo'nium tiaturn seu martiale, Ferrum ammoniatum a.
Muria'tum, Hydrocldo'ras Ammo'nia, Sal Armo- Muriatum, Ammonia? murias a.Subcarboneum,
ni'acum, Sulmiac, Fuli'go Al'ba Phil osopho' rum, Ammonia? carbonas a. Sulphuricum, Ammonia
(F.) Muriate d'Ammoniaque.
A saline concrete, julphas.
formed by the combination of the muriatic acid
AMNA ALCALIZATA, Water, mineral, sawith ammonia. In Egypt it is manufactured line.
subliming
in large quantities by
the soot formed
AMNE'SIA, Amnes'tia, from a privative, and
by burning camels' dung 26 pounds of the soot ftvTjOtg, 'memory.' Moria imbed 'His amne'sia,

n Latum
Boylii

—

a.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

yielding C pounds.

It is also

prepared, in great

quantities, by adding sulphuric acid to the vo-

Obliv'io, Recollectio'nis jactu'ra, Dysasthe'sia inDcbil'itas memo'ria, Memo'ria dele'ta, (F.)
Perte de Mimoirc, loss of memory.' By some

ter' na,

from soot, bones, &c,
with common salt, and subliming. Nosologists, Amnesia constitutes a genus of
Muriate of ammonia is inodorous, but has an diseases. By most, it is considered only as a
acrid, pungent, bitterish, and urinous taste. symptom, which may occur in many diseases.
Three parts of cold water dissolve one. SoluAMNESTIA, Amnesia.
ble also in 4.5 parts of alcohol.
It is aperient
AMNIOCLEP'SIS, from Amnion,and xkenru,
and diuretic, but seldom used internally. ExI steal or take away clandestinely.'
Prematernally, it is employed, producing cold during ture escape of the liquor amnii.
its solution, in inflammations, &c.
AM'NIOS, Am'nion, Am'nium, Charta virAmmo'nije Nitras, Nitrate of Ammonia, AH- gin' ea, Armalu'ra,Agni'na membra'na, Pelln'cikali volat'ile nilra'tum, Sal ammoni'acus nitro'- da membra'na, Galea, Indu'sium, Amic'ulum,
sus, Ammo'nia nitra'la, JVitras ammoni' aiic, Ni
Membra'na foztum invol'vens. The innermost of
trumflammans. (F.) Nitrate d'Ammoniaque. A the enveloping membranes of the fcetus. So
salt composed of nitric acid and ammonia.
It called because first observed in the sheep. (?)
is diuretic and deobstruent.(?)
Externally, it is auvog, 'a sheep.' It is thin, transparent, perlatile

alkali obtained

mixing

'

this

'

discutient and sialogogue.
Ammo'nia Sulphas, Sulphate of Ammo'nia,
Sulphas ammoni'aca, Ammo'nium sulphu'ricum,
Alkali, volat'ile vitriola'tum, Sal Ammoni'acum
secrelum Glauberi, Sal secre'tus Glauberi,
Vitriolum ammoniaca'le, (F.) Sulphate d' Ammonia que. Formed by adding sulphuric acid either
to sal ammoniac or to ammoniacal liquor.
Its
properties are like those of the muriate of am-

monia.

spirable, and possesses many delicate, colourless vessels, which have not been injected.
It
sends a prolongation, which serves as a sheath
to the umbilical cord.
Its external surface is
feebly united to the chorion by cellular and

vascular filaments.
Its inner surface is poand is in contact with the body of the
foetus and the liquor amnii, (q. v.)
AMNIOTIC ACID, Ad'idam Am'nicum vel
peculiar acid, found, by Vauamniot'icum.
quelin and Buniva, in the liquor amnii of the
lished,

A

cow.
,

Sp. ft

mans Begui'm, Sulphure'tum ammoni'aca, Sp.
satis ammoni'aci. sulphura'tus, Liquor ammo' nil
hydrothiodis, Hydrosulphure'tum Ammonicum,
Hydrarg. ammoniaca'le aquo'sum. Hydros" enosulphure'tum ammoni'acie

liq'uidum, Spiditus
sulphuris vo/ut'ilS,

sul'phuris volat'ilis, Hepar
Boyle's or Beguine's fuming spirit. (F.) Hydrosu/fule sulfuri. d'Ammoniaque, Liqueur fumante de Bovle. Sulfure hydrogeni d'Ammoniaque.
Hydrosulfure d'Ammoniaque. Odour

very fetid; taste nauseous and styptic; colour
dark yellowish green. It is reputed to be sedative, nauseating, emetic, disoxygenizing,(?)

AMNI'TIS
itis,

or

AMNIl'TIS, from Amnion and

Inflammation. Inflammation of the Amnion.
FAUX, Sison amomum.

AMOME

AMO'MUM CARDAMO'MUM,,?.

racemo'-

sum, A. verum, Alpin'ia cardamo'mum, Caro'pi.
Mato'nia Cardamo'mum, Elctta'ria Cardamo'mum, Cardamo'mum Minus, Lesser or officinal

Car'diimom,Amo'mumrrpens.

(F.)

Cardamoms

de la Cote de Malabar, Cardamome. The seeds
of this East India plant have an agreeable,
aromatic odour; and a pungent, grateful taste,
They are carminative and stomachic: but are
chiefly used to give warmth to other remedies.
The fruit is called Amomis. Dose, gr. v. to $j.

AMOR

AMYELIA
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AM PHIDEXIOS,

Amomcm Galanga, MarantaG.
Amomum Ghanum Paradi'si, Cardamo'muml

I

majus, Meleguet'ta, Maniguel'ta, Curdamo'mum
pipera' turn, A. max'imum, (F.) Gruines de Paradis.
Greater cardamom seeds resemble the
last in properties.
They are extremely hot, and
are not much used.
Amomum Omenta: see Myrtus pimenta a.

i

Zedoaria, Kcempferia rotunda
Amomum Zin'giber, Zin'giber officinu'll, Zingiber album, Z. nigrum, Z. commit' ne, Zin'ziber,
Ginger, (F.) Gingembre. The white and black
ginger, Zin'ziber fuscutn and album, are the
rhizoma of the same plant, Zin'giber officina'le,
the difference depending upon the mode of pre-

alcohol, and

is

aromatic; taste warm,

ticulation, because, according to that anatomist,
it partakes both of' ginglymus and arthrodia.

AMPHIMERINA,

virtues to
It is
in a great degree to water.

Pertussis— a.

Hectica,

Hectic fever

AMPHIMERINOS, Quotidian.
AMPHION, Maslach.
AMPHIPLEX, Perinceum.
AMPHISMELA, Knife, double-edged.
AMPH1SM1LE, Knife, double-edged.
AiWHISPHAL'SIS,

Circumac'tio, Circum'around,' and cr<paXXv>, '1
movement of circumduction used

from

duc'tio,

uy.<?t,

wander.' The
in reducing luxations.

— Hippoc.

AM'PHORA, persyncop. for

It yields its

uu<pi,

'

on both

sides,'

and ytow,

ainpifonivc,
'

I bear:'

from

because

A

liquid measure among
it had two handles.
Also
the ancients, containing above 7 gallons.
called Quadrantal, Cera'mium, Ceram'nium,
the virtues of Callus.

carminative, stimulant, and sialogogue.
Preserved Ginger, Zingib'eris Radix Condi' ta,
Radix Zingib'eris condi'ta ex Indid ulla'ta is a

condiment, which possesses

uu$i, 'about,

and dictQ-dqwoit,
a movable joint.' A name
given by Winslow to the temporo-maxillary ar'

—

paring them.
The odour of ginger
aromatic, and acrid.

Ambidexter.

AMPHIDIARTHRO'SIS, from

all

AMPHORIC RESPIRATION,

ginger.

See Caver-

Ginger-Beer Powders may be formed

of nous Respiration.
AMPHROD1PLOPIA, Diplopia.
white sugar, gj and Qij. ginger gr. v. subcarboAMPLEXATIO, Coition.
nate of soda, gr. xxx vj in each blue paper: acid of
pint
AMPLEXUS, Coition.
tartar, J^iss in each white paper, for half a
AMPLIOPEA, Ambliopia.
of water.
AMPOSIS, Anaposis.
Oxley's Concentrated Essence of Jamaica
UL ES, Essera.
Ginger is a mere solution of ginger in rectified
AMPULLA, Cavitas elliptica a. Chylifera
spirit.

—

AMPO

AMOR, Love.
AMORGE, Amurca.
AMORPHUS, Anideus.
AMOSTEUS, Osteocolla.
AMOUR, Love.

AMOUREUX

(muscle,;

—

seu chyli, Receptaculum chyli.

AMPULL/E, Phlycttena.
AMl'UIWTXON ,Amimta'tio, from amputa're,
(am around,' and putare,) to cut off.' Apot'oml, Apolom'ia. The operation of separating
by means of a cutting instrument, a limb or a
part of a limb, or a projecting part, as the
mamma, penis, &c, from the rest of the body.
In the case of a tumour, the term excision, removal, or extirpation, (F.) Resection, is more commonly used.
Circular Amputation is that in which the
integuments and muscles are divided circularly.
The Flap Amputation, (F.) A. a lambeaux,
is when one or two flaps are left so as to cover
the stump, when the limb has been removed.
'

'

Obliquus superior

oculi.

AMPAC,^»ipacMS. An East India tree, the
leaves of which have a strong odour, and are
used in baths as detergents. A very odoriferous
resin is obtained from it.

AMPAR, Succinum.
AMPELOOARPUS, Galium aparine.
AMPELOPRASUM, Allium.
AMPELOS, Vit.is vinifera — a. Agria, Bryonia

—

alba a. Idaea, Vaccinium vitis idaea
phoros, Vitis vinifera.

—

a.

Oino-

Joint Amputation, (F.) A. dans iurticle ou
dans la conliguite des membres, is when the
limb is removed at an articulation.
Each amputation requires a different process,
Op-

AMPHAMPHOTERODIOPSIA, Diplopia.
AMPHARIS'TEROS, AmbiWvus, ''awk-

ward;" from au9i, and «o«jteoo5, the left.'
which is described in works on operative surgery.
posed to ambidexter.
AMULETTE, Amuletum.
AMPHEMERLNOS, Quotidian.
AMULE'TUM, from Amoli'ri, 'to remove.'
AMPH1, aupi, 'both, around, on all sides.'
Hence, a prefix in many of the following terms. An Amulet, Periam'ma, Apotropa'um, Periup'ton, Phylacte'rion, Apoteles'ma, Exarte'ma,
AMPH1AM, Opium.
'

—

Alexica'cum, {¥,) Amuletle. Any image or* substance worn about the person for the purpose
lation, in which the corresponding surfaces of of preventing disease or danger.
The marc or grounds reuuunytj.
bones are united in an intimate manner by an
intermediate body, which allows, however, of maining after olives have been crushed and desome slight motion. Such is the junction of prived of their oil. It has been used as an apthe bodies of the vertebrae by means of the in- plication to ulcers.
AMUSA, Musa Paradisiaca.
tervertebral cartilages. This articulation has
AMYCE, Excoriation, Scarification.
The
also been called Diarthrose de Conti/iuite.
AMYC'TICA, from auv<ram, 'I lacerate.'
slight.
is
but
motion it permits
Medicines, which stimulate and vellicate the
AMPHIHLESTRODIT1S, R-tinitis.
skin
Caelius Aurelianus.
AMPHIBLESTROIDES, Reticular.
AMYDRIAS1S, Mydriasis.
AMPHIBRAN'CHIA, from aufi, 'around,'
AMYE'LIA, from a privative, and ptutXoc,
and poay%iu, the throat.' Amphibron'chia. The
marrow.' A monstrous formation, in which
Hippoc.
tonsils and neighbouring parts.
there
is an absence of spinal marrow.
AMPH1CAUSTIS, Vulva.

AMPHIARTHRO'SIS,

and

a(jdnwo-t

?

,

from

'articulation.'

A

«,«?<,

'both,'

mixed

articu-

AMURCA,

—

'

—

'

—
AMYGDALA

—

ANACOLLEMA
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Am'yris Opobal'samum, (F.) Balsamier de la
AMYG'DALA, same etymon as Amyctica;
because there seem to be fissures on the shell. Mecoue, Bal'sem, Bal'samum. The plant from
The almond, of which there are two kinds; the which is obtained the balsam of Mecca, Bal'Amyg'dala umu'ra: and A. ilulces, (F.) Amundcs samum genui'num antiquo'rum, Balsamelafon,
JEgyptiacum. Bal'samum, Bal'samum Asiatfidouces, A. ameres, obtained from two varie
ties of the Amijn' dolus commu'nis; or A. sali'va, cum, B, Judu'icum, B. Syriacum, B, c Mecca,
n native of Barbary. Mu. Ord. Amygdaleae. Cocohal'samum, B. Alpi'ni, Oleum Bal'sami,
Opobal'samum, Xylobal' samum Balsam or Balm
Scar. Syst. Icosandria Monogynia.
The taste of the Amyg'dala dulcis is soft and of Gilead. (F.) Bourne Blanc, B. de Constantinosweet; that of the A amara, bitter. Both yield, ple blanc, B. de Galaud, B. da Grand Caire,
by expression, a sweet, bhind oil. The bitter B. Vrai, Tirebinthine de Gilead, T. d'Egypte, T.
almond contains Prussic acid. They aie chiefly du Grand Kaire, T. de Judie. A resinous juice
used for forming- emulsions.
obiained by making incisions into the Amyris
Almond Cake, Atnyg'dalaz Placenta, is the Gilcudensis of Linnaeus. The juice of the fruit
cake left after the expression of the oil. The is called Carpoind' sumum ; that of the wood and
ground Almond Cake, Almond Powder, Fari'na branches Xylobal' samum. It has the general
Amygdala' rum, is used instead of soap for properties of the milder Terebinthinates.
washing- the hands.
AMYRON, Carthamus tinctorius.
Almond Paste, a cosmetic for softening- the
AMYXIS, Scarification.
skin and preventing chaps, is made of bitter
ANA, uiu, a word which signifies 'of each.'
almonds, blanched, ^iv, white of one egg; rose It is used in prescriptions as well as a and aa,
water, and rectified spirit, equal parts, or as its abbreviations. As a prefix to words, it means
much as is sufficient.
upwards,' above,' in opposi'in,' 'through,'
,

'

Amygdala,

Tonsil.

AM YGDALE, Tonsil.
AMYGDALITIS, Cynanche tonsillaris.
AMYGDALUS COMMUNIS. See Amyg-

English

re.

'

tree. (F.) Ptcher.
The leaves and flowers have
been considered laxative. They are bitter and
aromatic, and have been given in haematuria,
nephritis, &c. The fruit is one of the pleasant

and wholesome summer

fruits,

kernels, Amyg'dala: Pcr'sicx,

when

ripe.

The

contain prussic

acid, as well as the flowers.

Peach Brandy

is

distilled

from the

and is much used in the United
Amygdalus. See Amygdala.

fruit,

States.

'I ascend.'

The

first period of a disease, or that of increase.
Galpn. See Augmentation.
ANABEXIS, Expectoration.

avu,

'again,'

and

Restoration to sight.

pXi/rot, "I see.'

ANABOLiE'ON, AnaboMus from avapaXXot,
'I cast up.'
Anointment for extracting darts
or other extrajieous bodies.

ANAB'OLE, from

uva, upwards,' and (taXXto,
Anago'ge. Anaph'ora, An evacuation
upwards. An act by which certain matters are
rejected by the mouth.
In common acceptation
'

'I

cast.'

it

includes, Expuition, expectoration, regurgitaand vomiting.

tion,

ANABROCHIS'MUS, Anabronchis'mus, from

AMYGMOS, Scarification.
AMYLEON, Amylum.
A'MYLUM, A'midum, Fec'ula,

aru, with,' and fao/os, a running knot.'
An
operation for removing the eye-lashes, when
they irritate the eye, by means of a hair knotted
around them. Hippocr., Galen, Celsus, &c.
'

'

Amyl'enn,
from « priv., and pt/Aife a mill,' because made without a mill; Starch. (F.) Amidon, Amylon. Starch of Wheat, Fari'na, Tril'ici
fari'na, Fe'cula amytn'cea, is inodorous and
insipid, white and friable.
It is insoluble
water and alcohol; but forms with
ill cold
boiling water a strong, semi-transparent jelly.
It is demulcent, and is used as an emollient
glyster, and as the vehicle for opium, when given
per anum. Starch is met with abundantly in
I' ion,

like the

Hence,

ANABLEP'SIS, from

Amyg'dalus Eer'sica, The common peach-

repetition,'

ANA B'ASIS, from aru/Sou'w,

dala.

Amy

'

tion to Cala, (q. v.;) also

AMYGDALJE PLACENTA. See Amycrdala.
AMYGDALATUM, Emulsio Amygdalae.

'

—

ANABRONCHISMUS,

Anabrochismus.

ANABROSIS,

Corrosion, Erosion.
ANACAMPSEROS, Sedum telephium.

ANACAR'DIUM OCCIDENTA'LE, Cassu'eium pomif'erum, Cashew (IV. Indies.) (F.)
jYut. Ord. Terebinthacece. Sex. Syst.
Enneandria Monogynia. The Oil of the Cashew
Nut, O'leum Anacar'dii, (F.) Huile d' Acajou, is
an active caustic, and used as such in the counof tries where it grows, especially for destroying

the cereal grains, in the stalks of many
the palms, in some lichens, and in many tuberous roots, particularly in the bulbs of the orchis.
all

AIiylum Iodatum.

See Iodine.

A'MYON,

Ac'ujou.

warts, &c.

Anacardium. Orientals, Avicennia tomentosa.

from a priv., and ^twv, a muscle.'
ANACATHAR'SIS from ava, 'upwards,'
Emuscula'tus, without muscle. Applied to the and xaftaiQiir, to purge.' Purgation upwards.
limbs, when so extenuated that the muscles Expectoration, (q. v.) See, also, Repurgatio.
cannot be distinguished.
Anacatharsis Catarrhalis simplex, Ca1

'

AMYOSIS.

Synezizis.

AftPYRIS ELEMIF'ERA,

tarrh.

(F.)

Balsamier

Ord. Terebinthaceae. Sex. Syst.
Octandria Monogynia. The plant whence it
is supposed the Gum el'emi is obtained.
This
Elemifere.

Js'at.

ANACATHARTICUS, Expectorant.
ANACHREMPSIS, Exspuition.
ANACHRON, Soda.

AN ACLASIS, Repercussion.
brought from the Spanish West
ANACLINTE'RIUM, Reculnto'rium, from
sottish, transparent, of a pale uray.Xivw,
1 recline.'
A long chair or seat, so
whitish colour, inclining a little to green, and formed, that the person can rest in a reclining
of a strong, though not unpleasant smell. It posture.
is only used in ointments and plasters, and is a
ANACOLLE'MA, from ova, 'together,' and
?um or

resin

ndies.

It

digestive.

is

is

'

xoXXuw,

'

1

glue.'

A

healing medicine.

——

—
ANACOLLEMATA

ANARRHEGNUM1NA
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ANACOLLEMATA,

Frontal bandages.
plant of" Malawhich, mixed with powdered
pepper, passes in India as a cure for epilepsy,
and as the only remedy for the bite of the naja.
It is supposed to be the Zapania Nodifiuia.
ANACOMIDE. Restauratio.

ANA£OLUP'PA. A creeping

ANAL, Ana'lis.
anus

ANACONCHYLISMOS,

Gargarism.

'

ANACTESIS, Restauratio.
ANACTIRION. Artemisia.

ANACYCLEON, Charlatan.
ANACYCLEUS PYRETHRUM, Anthemis

That which

refers

— as Anal reoion, &c.

ANALEP'SIA,

Analep'sis, Anahn'tia,

ANADIPLO'SIS,

Ana-

from ava, 'afresh,' and iaufiavtiv, 'to
Restoration to strength after disease.
Galen. A kind of sympathetic epilepsy, originating from gastric disorder. See Epilepsy."
Also, the support given to a fractured extremity. Appensio.
Hippocr.
ANALEPSIS, Restauratio.
take.'

—

ANALEP'TICA, same etymon
Fascia.

to the

Itm'sia,

pyrethi um.

ANADESMUS,

;

ANALEMSIA, Analepsia.
ANALENTIA, Analepsia."

bar, the juice of

Restorative

from ava, 'again,' and
Epanadiplo' sis, Epanalep'-

medicines or food

;

Analeptics.

such as are
recruit the strength durino- conva;

adapted to
lescence
as sago, salep, tapioca, jelly, &c.
James's Analeptic Pills consist of James's
curs in a
Pou-der, Gum Ammoniacum, and Pill of Aloes
its
type is double.
Galen, Alexander of and Mnrrh, equal parts, with Tincture of CasTralles.
tor sufficient to form a mass.
AN^EDQE'US, from at privative, and «kW,
AN ALGE'SIA, from a priv. and aXyoc, * pain.'
'organs of generation.' A monster devoid of Absence of pain both in health and disease
sexual organs.
See Anaesthesia.
DORA, Ecdora.
TISSUES, see Tissues.
ANAD'OSIS, from ava8i3uui, I distribute.'
ANALOSIS, Atrophy.
Purgation upwards, as by vomiting. Anadosis
ANALTESIS. Restauratio.
seems also to have .meant, occasionally, chylifiANAMNES'TIC, from ava, 'again,' and
cation, whilst diadosis meant capillary nutri- iivaofiut, '1 remember.' A medicine for imtion.
Hippocr.._Galen.
proving the memory. See, also, CommemoraANAD'ROME, from ava, 'upwards.' and tive.
dQtfAvi, 'I run.'
The transport of a humour or
ANANAS, Bromelia ananas a. Acostse ovapain from a lower to an upper part.— Hippocr.
tae, &c
Bromelia ananas a. Americana, BroAN^EMATOPOIE'SIS, from «, «, privative, melia pinguin a. wild, broad-leaved, Bromelia
'«(/(«, 'blood,' and n>etu>, 'I make.'
Impeded or pingfnin.
obstructed hsematosis.
ANANAZIP'TA. A word formerly scrawled
AN^E'MIA, Anamasis, Anha 'mia, Anha: 'ma- on amulets to charm away disease.
te/sis,
Polyanhat'mia, Anamo'sis, Oligw'mia,
ANAPETI'A, Erpan'sio mea'tuum, from ava,
Hypafmia (q. v.) Anc'mia, Exsanguin'ity, Dlood- and mraw, 1 dilate.' A state opposite to the
lessness: from a priv. and 'aiua, 'blood.'
Priva- closure of vessels.
Galen.
tion of blood.
The opposite to plethora, (q. v.)
ANAPHALANTl'ASIS, from ava<paXuvT<ag,
It is characterized by every sign of debility. 'bald.' Loss of the hair of the eyebrows. Also,
Also, diminished quantity of fluids in the ca- baldness in general.
pillary vessels:
ANAPHIA, see Anesthesia.
the opposite to Hyperemia.
Andral.
ANAPHONE'SIS, from ava,' high,' and ?onr„
AN.EMOSIS, Anemia.
the voice.' Exercise of the voice vociferation:
the act of crying out.
ANJEMOT'ROPHY, Ancemotroplt'ia: from «,,
Vocifera'tio, Clamor.
privative, 'uuia,
ANAPHORA, Anabole.
nourishblood,' and t<joo»j,
ment.'
A deficiency of sanguineous nourishANAPHRODIS'JA, from a priv. and ApooSirtj, 'Venus.'
Absence of the venereal appetite.
ment. Prout.
AN^ESTHE'SIA, Insensibil'itas, Anaph'ia, An- Sometimes used for Impotence and Sterility.
kapli'ia, Analge'sia, Parap'sis expers, (F.) AnesANAPHROMELI, Mel despumatum.
the'sie: from a privative and aiatiuvouui, 'I feel.'
ANAP'LASIS, from ava.iXanrw, 'I restore.'
Privation of sensation, and especially of that of Conjh tna'tio. Union or consolidation of a fractouch, according to some. It may be general tured bone. Hippocr.
ANAPLERO'SIS,from avanhjoow, I fill up.'
or partial, and is almost always symptomatic.
That part of Surgical Therapeutics
Repletion.
ANiESTHISIA, Insensibility.
ANAGAL'LIS, from ava and yaXu, ' milk,' whose object is to supply parts that are wanting.
from its power of coagulating milk. Ji. Phae- Also, Apposition or Pros' thesis, (q. v.)
ANAPLEROTICUS, Incarnans.
nid'eu, Red Pimpernel. Nat. Old. Primulacea?.
SmXoio,

'

I

double.'

:

—

The ledoubling which ocparoxysm of an intermittent, when

sis, Reduplica'tio.

ANA

ANALOGOUS

'

—

,

—

,

—

—

'

—

—

—

'

:

—

'

'

—

—

«

Sex.

St/st.

ron rouge.

(F.) MouEuropean plant; a re-

Pentandria Monogynia.

A common

puted antispasmodic and stomachic.
Anagallis Aquatica, Veronica Beccabunga.
ANAGARGALICTA, Gargarism.
ANAGARGARISTON, Gargarism.

ANAGLYPHE, Calamus scriptorius.
ANAGOGE, Anabole, Rejection.
ANAGRAPHE, Prescription.
ANAG'YRIS,

Adopon, Anag'yris

fcet'ida,

Slinking Bean Trefoil. Native of Italy. The
The juice is
leaves are powerfully purgative.
said to be diuretic, and the seeds emetic.
Dioscorides, Paulus.

ANAPLEU'SIS,
avanHetv, 'to

Pluctua'tio, fnnata'tio,

swim

above.'

The

from

looseness or

shaking of an exfoliated bone or of a carious
Hippocr Paulus.
or other tooth, &<:.

—

;

,

ANAPNEUSIS,

Respiration.
ANAP'OSIS, Am'posis, from ava, 'again,' and
'
nonq, drink.' A recession of humours from
the circumference to the centre of the body.

Hippocr.

ANAPSE,
ANAPSIA,

Auante.
Caicitas.

ANA PTYSIS, Expectoration.
ANARRHEGNU'MINA, from
'I break out a<iain.'

avcmqrffvvuai,

Fiactures are so called

—
ANARRHINON
when they become disunited;
when they break out afresh.

ANA RRHPNON,

as well as ulcers

from ava, upwards, and
That which returns by the
'the nose.'
Gorrceus.
nose.
According to others, that which issues by the
skin, from ara, and pivoe, 'the skin.'
Qtv,

ANATOMY
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'

—

ANARRHCEA, Anarrho'pia, Anas' tasis,

ANATHYMI'ASIS, from ava, upwards,' and
(Ede'ma fugaz, JE tin' via
dvpa, ' fumigation.'
spus'ticum, JEdc'ma hyster'icurn. Anasar'ca lu/stcr'icum.
An uncertain and transient swelling,
'

have been observed at times in nervous
and hysterical persons. It also means Exhalation, Fumigation, and Hypochondriasis, (which
said to

from see.)
ANIMATA, Physiology.
upwards,' and otto, 1 flow.' Afflux of fluid
VIVA, Physiology.
towards the upper part of the body.
AJYATOMIE, Anatomy.
ANARRHOPIA, Anarrhcea.
ANAT'OMIST, Anatom'icus. One who ocANAR'THROS, avunS>oc, from «v priv. and
aqdoov, a joint.'
One who is so fat, that bis cupies himself with anatomy. One versed in
Anatomy.
Hippocrates.
joints are scarcely perceptible.
ANAT'OMY, Anat'omS, Anatom'ia, from at a,
ANASAR'CA, from ava, through,' and oao%,
' the flesh.'
(F.) Anatomic.
Anasarclt'a, Aqua inter cittern, Hij- and rtuveiv, to cut.'
The word Anatomy properly signifies dissecposar'ca, Hydrops cellula'ris totius cor'poris, Katasar'ca, Episarcid'ium, Hi/deros, Hydrosar'ca, tion; but it has been appropriated to the study
Sarci'tes, Polylym'phia, Hyposarcid'ios, Leuco- and knowledge of the number, shape, situation,
phlegma'lia, General dropsy, Dropsy of the cellu- structure, and connexion, in a word of all the
lar membrane
(F.) Anasarque,
Commonly, it apparent properties of organized bodies. Anabegins to manifest itself by swelling around the tomy is the science of organization. Some have
ankles: and is characteiized by tumefaction of given the term a still more extended acceptathe limbs and of the soft parts covering the ab- tion, applying it to every mechanical decomdomen, thorax, and even the face, with paleness position, even of extra-organic bodies. Thus
and dryness of the skin, and pitting when any Crystallography has been termed the Anatomy
of these (especially the ankles) are pressed upon. of crystallized minerals. Anatomy has also been
Like dropsy in general, Anasarca may be active called Morphology, Somatology, Somatot'omy,
or passive; and its treatment must be regulated Organology, &c.
It assumes different names,
by the rules that are applicable to general according as the study is confined to one orgadropsy. See Hydrops.
nized being, or to a species or clas3 of beings.
Anasarca Hvstericcm, Anathymiasis a. Thus Androt'omy, or Anihropot'omy, or AnthroPulmonum, CEdema of the Lungs— a. Serosa, pog'raphy, or Anthroposornatol'ogy, is the AnaPhlegmatia dolens.
tomy of man: Zobt'omy, that of the other speANASARCHA, Anasarca.
cies of the animal kingdom: and Vtt' erinary
AJYASARQUE, Anasarca.
Anat'omy, is the anatomy of domestic animals:
ANASPADL^'US, Anaspadias, from ava, but when the word is used abstractedly, it
'upwards,' and wrum, 'I draw.' One whose means human Anatomy, and particularly the
urethra opens on the upper surface of the penis. study of the organs in a physiological or healthy
ANAS'PASIS, from avua^aw, I contract.' state. Physiological Anatomy is occasionally
Retr actio, Contraction, especially of the sto- used to signify the kind of anatomy which inmach. Hippocrates.
vestigates structure with a special view to funcANASSA. Bromelia ananas.
tion. The Anatomy of the diseased human body
ANASTALTICA, Styptics.
is called Patholog"ical or Morbid Anatomy, and
ANASTASIS. Anarrhcea.
when applied to Medical Jurisprudence, FoANASTCECHEIO'SIS.from ava,' again,' and rnn'sic Anatomy. Several of the organs possessfTToi^e/oi, 'element.'
Re-elementa'tio. Resolu- ing a similarity of structure, and being formed
tion of a body or its parts into their elements.
of the same tissues, they have been grouped into
Galen.
Systnms or Genera of Organs; and the study of,
ANASTOMO'SIS, from ava, 'with,' and <rro- or acquaintance with, such systems, has been
«a, 'a mouth.' Inoscula'tio, Exanastomo' sis, called General Anat'omy, Histol'ogy, or MorphotfConcur'sns.
(F.) Abomhement.
Communica- omy, whilst the study of each organ in particution between two vessels.
Hy considering the lar has been termed Descriptive Anat'omy.
nerves to be channels, in which a nervous fluid Descriptive Anatomy has been divided into
circulates, their communication has likewise Skeletol'ogy, which comprises Osteology and
been called Anastomosis. By means of anasto- Syndesmol'ogy; and into Sarcol'ogy, which is
moses, if the course of a fluid be arrested in subdivided into Mi/ol'ogy, Neurology, Angiol'one vessel, it can proceed along others.
ogy, Adenol'ogy, Splanchnology, and Dermol'ogy.
Anastomosis, Jacobson's. See Petrosal gan- Surgical Anat'omy, Medico- Chirurgical Anatoglion.
my, Topograph' ical Anat'omy, Regional AnatoANASTOMOT'ICS, Anastomot'ica. Same my, (F.) Anatomie Chirurgicale, At des Regions,
etymon. Certain medicines were formerly so is the particular study of the bones, muscles,
called, which were believed to be capable of nerves, vessels, &c, with which it is indispenopening the mouths of vessels: as aperients, sable to be acquainted before performing operadiuretics, &c.
tions.
Comparative Anat'omy is the comparaANASTOMOT'ICUS MAGNUS, RAMUS, tive study of each organ, with a view to an ac(F.) Artire collulirale interne, A. collate rale du quaintance with the modifications of its struccoude, is a branch of the brachial artery which ture in different animals or in the diffeient
comes off a little above the elbow, and bestows classes of animals. Transcendental or Philosobranches to the brachialis internus, to the under phical Anatomy inquires into the mode, plan, or
edge of the triceps, and to the muscles, ligaments, model upon which the animal frame or organs
&.c about the elbow joint.
are formed; and Artific"ial Anat'omy is the art
ANATAS1S, Extension.
of modelling and representing in wax or other
ava,

ANATOME
ANATOMIA

'

'

'

—

'

'

.

—

—

'

—

—

,

ANATON
substance, the different organs or different
parts of the human body, in the sound or diseased state.
Pkytolomy is the anatomy of vegetables.

Anatomy. Practical,

ANATON.

see Dissection.

ANCUNNUEN'TjE. A name formerly

given
females during menstruation.
ANGUS, Ankus, from uyxwv, 'the elbow.'
One who cannot extend his arms completely.
Also, the deformity resulting from a luxation
of the humerus or fore-arm.
Hippocr.
ANCYLE. Ankylosis.
ANKYLOBLEPHARON, Ankyloblepharon.
to

—

Soda.

ANATREPSIS, Restauratio.
ANATRES1S, Perforation, Trepanning.
ANATRIBE, Friction.
ANATRIPSIS, Friction.
ANATRIPSOL'OGY, Analripsolog"ia, from

ANCYLOGLOSSUM, Ankyloglossum.
ANCYLOMELE, Ankylomele.
ANC YLOMERISM US, Ankylomerismus.
ANCYLOSIS,

avarqiiptg,,' friction,' and Hoy os, 'a discourse.'
treatise on friction as a remedy.

A

ANATRON,

ANCYRA.

ANAT'ROPE,

from ara, ' upwards,' and
TQt/cw, 'I turn.'
subversion.
turning or
subversion or inverted action of the stomach,

A

A

—

characterized by nausea, vomiting, &c.
Galen.
still speak of the stomach turning against

We

any thing,

ANAUDIA, Catalepsy, Mutitas.
ANAXYRIS, Rumex acetosa.
ANAZESIS, Ebullition.
ANCHILOPS,

Ankylosis.

ANCYLOTOMUS,

Soda.

ANAZOTUR1A, see
ANCHA, Haunch.

ANECPYETUS
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Ankylotomus.

Hook.

ANCYROIDES PROCESSUS, Coracoid.
AN DA. A tree of Brazil. Anda Gomesii,
Jounncsiu princeps. Nat. Order, Euphorbiaceae.
Sex. Syst. Moncecia Monadelphia.
An oil is
obtained from the seeds by pressure, 50 to GO
drops of which act as a cathartic. The fruit is
an oval nut, containing two seeds. These have
the taste of the chestnut; but are strongly cathartic, and even emetic.
The shell is astringent, and used as such in diarrhoea, &c.

Urine.

AN I) ELY, MINERAL WATERS

JSgilops.

ANCHORALIS PROCESSUS, Coracoid.
ANCHU'SA OFFICINALIS, Mca'na, Lin-

OF.

A.

France, near Gysore, and 8 leagues from
Rouen. The water is a cold and weak chalybeate.
Jt is used in chlorosis and abdominal
is

in

gua

Bovis, Buglos'sum sylves'tre, OjJic''inal or obstructions.
AND1RA INERMIS, GeofiYaea inermis— a.
Garden M'kanet or Bugloss; Nat. Ord. Boracrinece. 6'e.r. Syst. Pentandria Monogynia.
(F.) Surinamensis, Geoffrsa Surinamensis.
ANDRACHAHARA, Sempervivum tectoBuglose. A native of Great Britain. The herb
was formerly esteemed as a cordial in melan- rum.
ANDRACHNE, Arbutus unedo, Portulaca.
cholia and hypochondriasis; but it is now rare-

ly used. It is also called Buglos'sa, Buglos'sum,
angustifo' Hum majus, B. vulga're rnajus, B.
sati'vum.

Anchu'sa tincto'ria, Mcan'na

spu'ria,

Dy-

Ane'bium, Buglos'sum Tincto'rum,
Lithospcr'mum villo'sum, Dyer's Mkaaet. (F.)
European
plant. The medical proOrcancUe. A
perties are equivocal.
It is used to give a beautiful red colour to ointments.

ANDRANATOM'IA,

Andranat'omB, AndroAndrot'ome, Anthropot'omy, from arrjn,
genitive, atdyog, a man,' and rifAitiv, to cut.'
The anatomy of man.

toru'ia,

ANDRl'A. Adult age.
AndrPa mo'ljer, Mu'lier

er's Bugloss,

A female hermaphrodite.
ANDROGEIVIA, from

— Hippocr.

ANCOHE,

ywi],

ANCON.
ANCOXE.

effeminate person.

Anconeus.
ANCON E'US, from ayxwv, 'the elbow.'
term once applied to every muscle attached

Winslow distinguished four:
great, external, internal, and small; the
first three being poitions of the same muscle,
the triceps brachialis. The last has, alone, reIt is the Anconc'us minor of
tained the name.
Winslow, the Anconc'us vel Cubita'lis Riola'ni
Douglass, the Epicondy/o- Cubita'lis of
of
Chaussier, the Brevis Cu'biti (F.) Ancone, and
is situate at the upper and back part of the forearm. It arises from the external condyle of the
os humeri, and is inserted into the posterior
edge of the upper third of the ulna. Its use is
to aid in the extension of the fore-arm.
Anconeus extkknus, see Triceps extensor
cubiti
a. Internus, see Triceps extensor cubiti
a. Major, see Triceps extensor cubiti.
the olecranon.

—

ANCTE'RES. Fibula: or Clasps, by which
the lips of wounds were formerly kept together.
Celsus, Galen.

—

ANCTERIASMUS. Infibulation.
AN CU'BITI JS, Petrifac'tio. An affection
which there

is

irritating the organ.

a sensation as

if

'

woman.'

a

—

'man,'

and

procreation of males.

from avrjo, a man,' and
hermaphrodite.
An
Hippocr.
'

An

ANDROMANIA. Nymphomania.
A ANDROM'EDA MARIA'NA. Broad-leaved
A decoction of this American plant
to Moorwort.

—the

were

Hermaphroditfica.
*»»#,

Al\DROG"YNUS,

Aquilegia vulgaris.
Elbow, Olecranon.

the eye, in

The

yirtots, 'generation.'

ANCHYLOSIS. Ankylosis.
ANCISTRON, Hamulus.

—

'

'

of

sand

have been successfully employed as a
a disagreeable affection, not uncomthe slaves in the southern parts
of the United States, called the Toe Itch, and
Ground Itch. Barton.
is

said to

wash,

—

in

mon amongst

—

—

ANDROPOGON CHCENANTHUS, Juncus
odoratus

Nardus

—

a.

Nardus, Calamus Alexandrinus,

Indica.

ANDROSACE, Umbilicus marinus— a.
thioli,

Mat-

Umbilicus marinus.

ANDROSiEMUM. Hypericum perforatum.
A NDROTOM Y, Andranatomia.
AN DRUM. An East India word, Latinized
by Ksempfer, signifying a kind of elephantiasis
of the scrotum, endemic in southern Asia.

ANEANTISSEMENT, (F.)
This word

is

often

ViTium

extinc'tio.

employed hyperbolically by

patients, in France, to signify excessive fatigue,
debility, or syncope.

ANEBIUM. Anchusa Tinctoria.
ANEBUS. Impuber.
ANEOPYE'TUS, from av, for uvtu,
out,'

and

nuiia,

'

I

promote suppuration.'

'

with-

That

—

—

ANEGERT1CE
which docs not suppurate, or

ANEURISM
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not likely to

is

Pharm. U. S. The root is said to be pectoand diuretic.
Anethum kceniculum, Anethum.
Ane'thum Grav'eolens, Anethum, A. /tor-

the
ral

suppurate.

a!«E6ER'TICE, from

avtytinw,

l

I

awaken.'

art of resuscitating the apparently dead.

The

-,

ANEILE'MA, Aneik'sis, from arttXtrQui, to
be rolled upwards.' Applied particularly to
the motion of air in the intestines and the tormina accompanying it. Hippocr.
ANEILES1S, Aneilema.
ANEMIA, Anaemia.
ANEMO'NE. 1'he Wind Flower: from arc
the wind,' because it does not open its
fios,
flowers till blown upon by the wind.
'

—

'

DES

AJV/ZMOJYE

A na(F.) Aneth, Fenouil puant.
south of Europe. The seeds are
to £j.
Dose,
gr.
xv
carminative.
stimulant and
Oleum Ane'thi, Oil of Dill, (F ) lluile d'Anelh, possesses the carminative properties of
the plant.
ten'sS, Dill,

tive of the

AN ETICUS, Anodyne.
ANETON, Anethum
ANETUS, Intermittent fever — a.

BOIS. Anemone nemo- Quartan

—

a.

Quotidianus, Quotidian

Quartanus,

—

a.

Tertia-

rosa.

nus, Tertian lever.

Anemo'ne Hepat'ica, Hepat'icanob'ilis, Her'
ha Trinito'tis, Hepat'ica or Herb Trinity, Hepat'icus Flos, Trifo'lium Hepat'icum, Anem'ony.
The plant is a mild astringentand tonic. Dose,
3j of the powder. It may be given in infu-

AN'EURISM, Aneurys'ma, Aneuris' ma, from
Diluta'tin
to dilate or distend.'
avsvQvntv,
Arteria'rum, Ecta'sia, Emboris'mri, Exangi'a
aneuris'ma, Artcrieuryst'ma, Absces'sus spirituo'-

sion.

Anemo'ne Nf.moro'sa, Ranun' cuius
Wood anem'ony. (F.) Anemone des bins

alius.

The

herb and flowers are poisonous, acrid, and corThey have been used as rubefacients.
rosive.
Anemo'nE Praten'sis, Pulsatilla nigricans.
This plant has similar properties with the last
(F.) PulsaIt is also called Meadow A nemony.
tille

noire, P. des pres.

The Anemo'ne Pulsatilla,

Pulsatilla vul-

garis, Herba ventis, Nola culinuria, Pasque
fiowcr, (F.) Coquelourde, possesses like properties.

ANEMONY, Anemone
dow, Anemone pratensis

—

hepatica— a. Meaa.

Wood, Anemone

nemorosa.

ANEMOS,

Wind.

tyxiya/.OQ, 'the encephalon,'

'nourishment.'

and

privaTQuytj,

Atrophy of the encephalon.

ANENCEPH'ALUS, from a priv. and f) y.tA monster devoid of brain.
(paXoc, brain.'
'

Also, one that has a part only of the
Paruceph'alus. A weak, silly person.—

Bonetus.
brain.

sus, Arteiitdtasis, (F.) Anivrysme, Aneurysme.
Properly, Aneurism signifies a tumour, pro-

duced by the dilatation of an artery; but it has
been extended to various lesions of arteries, as
well as to dilatations of the heart.
There are various kinds of aneurism. The
following are the chief.
I. When the blood, which forms the tumour,
is enclosed within the dilated coats of the artery.
This is the true aneurism, Aneuris'ma
verum, Hernia Arteria'rum. (F.) Anivrysme
vrai.
II. When the blood has escaped from the
opened artery, it is called spurious or false aneurism, Aneuris'ma spu'rium, Ru.pt ur a Arte'
riai, Arleiiorrhex'is, Arte! riodial' ysis Eccky mo'
ma artcrio' sum. (F. ) Anivrysme faux. The
,

divided into three varieties.
1. The diffused false aneurism, (F.) Anivrysme faux, primit/f dijfus, noncirconsci'it, ou
par infiltration, which occurs immediately after
the division or rupture of an artery, and consists
of an extravasation of blood into the cellular
texture of the part.
2. The circumscribed, false aneurism, (F.) A.
latter is

AKE JVC E P HA LOTROP HIE, from av
tive;

'

ou par rpanchement
ou sacciforme, tumcur hcmoirhngialc
ANEPITHYM'IA, from u priv. and tm9vpia, circonscrite, in which the blood issues from the
1
Many nosologists have used this vessel, some time after the receiptof the wound,
desire.'
word for a loss of the appetites as of those of and forms itself a sac in the neighbouring cellular membrane.
hunger, thirst, venery,«fcc.
Anepithvmia chlorosis, Chlorosis.
3. The An'eurism by Anaslomo' sis, or VarANERETHIS'IA, Jnirrilabil'itas, from a icose An'eurism, Phlebarteriodial' i/sis, Ancury'sand loiVtait;, 'irritability.' Defect of ma venoso-arteriosum, A. varia/sum, (F.) Anpriv.
Swediaur.
irritabilityevrysmc par anastomose ou variqueux, A. pur
ANESiS, Remission.
erosion, A. de Pott, A. des plus p elites artbres,
AKESTHKSIE, Anaesthesia.
which arises from the simultaneous wounding
Anesthesie EXTAT10.UE. The aggregate of of an artery and vein: the arterial blood passing
phenomena of impaired feeling produced espe- into the vein, and producing a varicose state
cially by the manipulations of the animal mag- of it.
Andral.
netize r.
III. Mixed Aneurism, (F.) Ancvrysme mixle,
ANESUN, Anethum.
is that which arises from the dilatation of one
ANESUM, Pimpinella anisum.
or two of the coats, with division or rupture of
ANET, Anethum.
the other. Some authors have made two vaHippocr.

faux

ANENTERONERV1A.

Colic.

consicutif, circonscrit

enkysti

;

—

—

AJYETH, Anethum

rieties of this.

ANETHUM,

1. Mixed external Aneurism, where the internal and middle coats are ruptured, and the cellular is dilated.
2. Mixed internal Aneurism, in which the
internal coat is dilated, and protrudes, like a
hernial sac, through the ruptured middle and
outer coats. This variety has been called Aneuris' via Hcr'niiim Arte'rue sis'tens.

graveolens.
Ane'son, Arte' ton, Anc'thum Fanic'ulum, Fcenic'ulum, F. vnlg'urS, F. Dulce.
Li^us'ticum fcenic'ulum, Fennel or Finckle,
Mar'allirum, Anet, Sweet Fennel, (F.) Fenouil
ou Anis doux. JYat. Ord. Umbelliferae. Sex.
The seeds, FccSyst. Pentandria Digynia.
nic'ulum, (Ph. U. S.) have an aromatic odour,
They
are carminataste.
sweetish
and warm,
tive.

The

oil

oleum

Fuenic'uli

—

is

officinal in

Aneurisms have been likewise termed Trau-

—

.

j
!

ANEURISMAL

-
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mat'ic and Spontaneous, according as they may sinuous depressions, of greater or less depth,
have been caused by a wound, or have origi- like those which separate the convolutions of
nated spontaneously. They have also been the brain from each other. These
divided into internal and external.
Cerebral ANFRACTUosmES,vln/Vae7tts Cer'The internal aneurisms are situate in the ebri, Gyri Cer'ebri, lntestin'ula Cer'ebri, (F.)
great splanchnic cavities, and occur in the Anfractuositis C&ribrales, are always narrow,
heart and great vessels of the chest, abdomen, and deeper at the upper surface of the brain
&c. Their diagnosis is difficult, and they are than at its base ; and are lined by a prolongaoften inaccessible to surgical treatment.
tion of the pia mater.
The external aneurisms are situate at the
The Ethmoid Cells are, sometimes, called
exterior of the head, neck, and limbs, and are Anfractuosites ethmo'idales.
distinctly pulsatory.
Anfractuosity— a. Cerebri,
Aneurisms, especially the internal, may be Anfractuosities (cerebral.)
combated by a debilitant treatment, on the plan
or
of Valsalva, which consists in repeated blood- Angeiograph' ia, from ay-yew, 'a vessel,' and youletting, with food enough merely to support <?>/, 'a description.' The anatomy of the veslife.
In external aneurism the artery can be sels.
obliterated.
ANGEIOHYDROG'RAPHY,^ragio/t?/d;-o/This is usually done by applying
a ligature above the aneurismal tumour.
raphy, Angeiondrog'raphy, Angeiohydrogra'
A Dissecting Aneurism is one in which, plan, from ayyeiov, a vessel,' 'vdujo, water,'
owing to rupture of the inner and middle coats and y(5a<pco, I describe.'
treatise on the
of an artery, the blood makes itself a channel lymphatics.
between these coats and the outer coat.
Angiohydrot'oIn many cases, the lesion appears to consist my, Angeiondrot'omy, Angeiohydrotom'ia, from
in a separation of the lamina of the middle coat, ayyuov, 'a vessel,' 'uSwq, 'water,' and rcuvur,
between which the blood forms itself a channel, to cut.' Dissection of the lymphatics.
Aneurisms of the Heart, Card ion' chi, CardieuANGEIOLEUCI'TIS, Lymphangei'tis, from
rys'ma, (F.) Anivrysmes du cceur, have been di- ayyuov, a vessel,' Xevy.og, ' white,' and itis, invided into active and passive. The former can flammation. (F.) Inflammation des tissus blancs.
scarcely be esteemed aneurisms, as they mostj Inflammation of the lymphatics
lymphatic or
commonly consist of increased thickness of the scrofulous inflammation.
ANGEIOL'OGY, Angiol'ogy, Angeiolog"ia,
parietes of the heart, which diminishes its caviThe term, Hyper- from ayyuov, 'a vessel,' and Xoyog, 'a disty instead of increasing it.
description of the vessels. The
trophy of the heart, (q. v.) better indicates their course.'
Passive aneurism, Cardiectasie, on anatomy of the vessels. It includes Arteriol '•
character.
the contrary, is attended with extenuation of o<ry, Phlebol'ogy, and Angeiohydrot' otry
the parietes of the organ, and enlargement of "ANGEION, Vessel.
the cavities. The physical signs of dilatation
Angeiohydroof the heart are the following: The action of graphy.
not
visible,
and
no
is
conimpulse
Angeiohydrotomy.
the heart is
ANGEIOPATHI'A, from ayyuov, 'a vessel,'
veyed to the hand. On percussion, there is a
Disease of the vessels.
loss of resonance over a larger surface than and na&oc, a disease.'
Hxmorrhagia activa.
usual, but the dulness is much less intense than
ANGEIOSTEO'SIS, Angiosto'sis, from aythat which accompanies hypertrophy. On auscultation, the action of the heart is only slightly yuov, 'a vessel,' and orrtuioi;, 'ossification.'
felt, and communicates at once the impression Ossification of vessels.
ANGEIOT'OMY, Angiot'omy, Angeiotom'ia,
of its diminished power. The impulse is feebler
than usual. Both sounds are widely trans- from ayyuov, 'a vessel.' and reaveiv, 'to cut.'
mitted over the thorax, and are not much fainter Dissection of the vessels.
ANGELTCA. Angel'ica Archangel' ica, Garat a distance from their point of origin.
The name Aneurism of the Valves of the heart den Angelica. (F.) Angilique, Racine de Saint
Esprit.
So called from its supposed angelic virto
pouch-like
projections
given
of
the
has been
tues. Nat. Ord. Umbellifera. Sex. Syst. Penvalves into the auricles.
ANEURIS'MAL, A neurys'mal,Aneurismat'ic, tandria Digynia. Native of Lapland. The
Aneurisma' Us That which belongs to Aneurism. roots, stalk, leaves, and seed are aromatic and
sweetmeat is made of the root,
Aneurismal Sac or Cyst, (F.) Sac ou Kyste carminative.
anivrysmal, is a sort of pouch, formed by the which is agreeable.
Angelica
Atropurpup.ea,
Angelica, (Ph. U.
coats
of
an
artery,
in
which
dilatation of the
the blood, forming the aneurismal tumour, is S.) Masterwort. An indigenous species, growing over the whole of the United States, and
contained.
admitted into the secondary list of the PharmaANEURISMATIC, Aneurismal.
copoeia of the United States.
Virtues, same as
Aneurism.
those of the Angelica of Europe.
AJYEURYSME, Aneurism.
Angel'ica Svlves'tris, A. sati'va, Wild
Dilatation.
AN1LVRYSME, Aneurism— a. de rAorte, Angel'ica. (F.) Angilique sauvagc. Possesses
similar properties to the last, but in an inferior
Aortourysma.
degree. The seeds, powdered and put into the
ANFION, Maslach.
AJYFRACTUOSlTtiS C&R&BRALES, An- hair, are used to destroy lice.
Angelica Svlvlstris, Ligusticum podagraa. EthmoXdales, see Anfractuosities, cerebral
a. Tree, Aralia spinosa.
ria
fractuosity.
ANGELl'NiE CORTEX. The bark of n
Y, Anfrac'tus, Gyrus, from
to
break.'
Grenada
tree, which has beln recommended as
am, around,' and franger e fractum,
groove or furrow. Used in anatomy to signify an anthelmintic and cathartic.

ANFRACTUS,

ANGELOGRAPHY

ANGIOGRAPHY,

'

'

A

'

!

ANGEIOHYDROT'OMY,

|

'

i

1

'

:

A

ANGEIONDROGRAPHY,

—

ANGEIONDROTOMY,
'

.

ANGEIORRHAGIA,

.

A

ANEURYSM,

ANEURYSMUS,

—

ANF RACTUOSTT

'

'

,

A

—
WGltLIQUE
AjXGELIQUE, Angelica—a. Saumge, An-

ANGELOCACOS, Myrobalanus.
ANGlECTASlA VENOSA, Varix.
ANGIEC'TASlS, from

'
a vessel,'
dilatation of

uyytiov,

Any

'dilatation.'

vessels.— Gr'afe and Alibert.
ANG11TE, Inflammation.
ANGI'NA, Fcbris Angino'sa, Islhmi'tis, Quinscu or Sore Throat; from angerc, to suffocate.'
Inflammation of the supra-diaphragmatic portion of the alimentary canal, and of the air passages. The Latin writers applied the term
to everv disease in which deglutition or respiration, separately or united, was effected, provided that such affection was above the stomach and lungs. Boerhaave speaks of the an'

—

gina of the moribund, which is nothing more
than the dysphagia or difficult deglutition preceding death.— See Cynanche.
Angina Aphthosa, Aphthae a. Bronchialis,
Bronchitis— a. Canina, Cynanche trachealis—
a. Epidemica, Cya. Cordis. Angina pectoris

—

—

nanche maligna— a. Epiglottidea, Epiglottitis—
a. Exudatoria, Cynanche trachealis— a. Externa, Cynanche parotidjea— a. Gangrenosa, Cynanche maligna a. Humida, Cynanche tracheal^ a Inflammatoria, Cynanche," Cynanche

—

.

—

a. Laryngea, Laryngitis— a. Linguatrachealis
a. Maligna, Cynanche maligna
ria Glossitis
parotidasa
a. Mema. Maxillaris, Cynanche
branacea, Cynanche trachealis.
Angi'na Nasa'lis, Nasi'lis posti'ca. An inflammation of the posterior portion of the
Schneiderian membrane lining the nose.
Angi'na OEdemato'sa, (F.) Engine azdema-

teusc,

—

—

(Edhne de

la

swelling of the glottis;
cynanche laryngea. See
tis.

Angina Palatina, Hyperoitis

ca, Pharyngoplegia —

a.

in which exudations or false membranes are
thrown out, during the phlogosis of mucous
membranes. Apht/uc, Tracheitis, when accompanied with the membraniform exudation, and
Diarrhoea tubular is are, with some, examples

of diphtheritic inflammation.

Angi'na Perniciosa, Cynanche trachealis

of the Glot-

—

Parotidafia

_
a.

,

ni'a

pcctoralis,

Angor

Stenocar'dia,

pec' tor is,

Diaphragmat'ic gout, Asthma convulsi'vum,
Asthma^arthrit'icum, A. dolorificum, Sijn'copc
angino'sa, Suffocative Breastpang. (F.) Angine
disease, the
de Poitrine, Nivrose du Caur.
precise pathology of which is not well known.
The principal symptoms are, violent pain about
the sternum, extending towards the arms;
anxiety, dyspnoea, and sense of suffocation. It
and is often conis an affection of great danger,
nected with ossification, or other morbid affecIt appears to be neuropathic,
tion of the heart.
and has been termed Neuralgia of the Heart.

A

—

—

Uvulitis.

ANGINE GUTTURALE,
laris

a.

Cynanche

Laryngee, Laryngitis

tonsil-

Larynge'e ct
a. (Esophagi-

a.

Cynanche , trachealis
a. Pharyngie, Cynanche
enne, Oesophagitis
a. de Poitrine, Angina pectoris
a,
parotidasa
a. St/uirrheuse, Angina
Seche, Angina sicca
squirrosa a. Tunsillaire, Cynanche tonsillaris.
tracheal e,

ANGINEUX,

Anginosa.
(F.) Angineux.
That which
accompanied with angina; as Scarlatina an-

ANGINO'SA,
is

gina' sa.

ANGIOGRAPHY,

Angeiography.

AJVGIOHEMIE, Hyperemia.

ANGIOHYDROGRAPHY,

Angeiohydro-

graphy.

ANGIOHYDROTOMY, Angeiohydrotomy.
ANGIOLOG Y. Angeiology.
ANGIOPYRA,

Synocha.
AJNGIO'SIS, from ayyf ior, 'a vessel.' Under this term, Alibert includes every disease of
the blood-vessels.

ANGIOSTOSIS, Angeiostosis.
ANGIOTEN'IC, Angeiotcn'ic, Angiottn'iais,

ma diaphragmaticum, Arthri'tis diaphragmatica,
Orthopnwa cardiaca, Stcrnodyn''{a syncoptica et
valpituns, Cardiog'mus Cordis sinistri, Aslhe-

—

Cynanche trachealis a. TraCynanche trachealis a. Ulcerosa, Cynanche maligna a. Uvnlaris, Staphyledema,
Sufibcatoria,

chealis,

.

nanche parotidrea.
Angi'na Pec'toius, A. cordis, Sternal'gia,
Asthma spas'tico-arthrit'icum inr.on'stans, Asth-

—

Angi'na Strepitosa, Cynanche trachealis
a.

Paralyti-

Externa, Cy-

—

Polyposa, Cynanche trachealis a. 1'olyposa
seu membranacea, Cynanche trachealis a.
Pulposa, Cynanche trachealis.
Angi'na Sicca, (F.) Angine seche, is a
chronic inflammation of the pharynx, with a
distressing sense of dryness and heat, in chroSee
nic diseases of the stomach and lungs.
Psedanchone.
Angi'na Squirro'sa, (F.) Angine sr/uirrheuse, consists in difficulty of deglutition,
caused by scirrhous disorganization of the pharynx or oesophagus, or by enlarged tonsils.
a.

An

02dema

——

——

ANGLE

oedematous
the effect of chronic

Glotic.

——
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gelica svlvestris.

and ixrumc,

— ——

seu Angciotcn'icus.

From

ayyuur,

'

a vessel,"

and Tnwic, 'to extend.' An epithet given to
inflammatory fever, owing to its action seeming
to be chiefly exerted on the vascular system.
ANGIOTOMY, Angeiotomy.
ANGLE, An'gulus, from ayy.vXoc, 'a hook.'
The space between two lines which meet in a
point.

Fa'cial Angle, pointed out by Camper,
formed by the union of two lines, one of
which is drawn from the most prominent part
of the forehead to the alveolar edge of the upis

per jaw, opposite the incisor teeth, and the
other from the meatus auditorius externus to
Some, however, employ this last term for an the same point of the jaw. According to the
acutely painful intermittent affection of the size of the angle it has been attempted to apheart, which seems to differ from angina pec- preciate the respective proportions of the cratoris more in regard to the small number of nium and face, and, to a certain extent, the departs, which are drawn into morbid consent gree of intelligence of individuals and of aniIn the white varieties of the species,
with 'the affected cardiac nerves, than in regard mals.
in the negro not
either to its nature or appropriate treatment. this angle is generally SO
narcotic
antipowerfulstimulatingand
more than 70°, and sometimes only (J5°. As
The most
during
the
paroxysm.
required
animals,
we
the
scale
of
the angle bedescend
spasmodics are
Angi'na Peli.icula'ris, Dipthcri'tis, Diph'- comes less and less ; until, in fishes, it nearly or
A name entirely disappears. Animals, which have the
thc'ria, Diphtheritic Inflammation.
given to those inflammations about the throat, snout long and facial angle small, are prover*
;

—

——

;

JINGO ISSE

ANIMAL

ANGUSTATIO CORDIS.

bially foolish ; at least they are so esteemed,
such as the snipe, crane, stork, &c, whilst in-

Systole.

ANGUS'TIA, Augusta' tio, Stenuclio'riu. Anx-

telligence is ascribed to those in which the an- iety or constriction.
gle is more largely developed, as the elephant
Angustia Abdominalis, Pelvis, (Brim) a.
and the owl. In these last animals, however, Perinoealis, Pelvis (Outlet.)
the large facial angle is caused by the size of
Cusparia febrifuga— a. Sputhe frontal sinuses: so that this mode of ap- ria, Brucea antidysenterica.
preciating the size of the brain is very inexact,
ANGUSTURE, FAUSSE, Brucea antidysenand cannot be depended upon.
terica
a. Ferrugineusc, Brucea anti-dysenteThe following is a table of the angle in man rica a. Vraie, Cusparia febrifuga.
and certain animals.
ANHJEMATOS1A, Asphyxia, Anemia.

—

ANGUSTURA,

—

ANHJEMIA,

FACIAL ANGLES.

Man
Guenon

from anhelo, I pant.' AnPunting, Anhelation. (F.) Essoi/flement.
Short and rapid breathing. See Dyspnoea.
Anhela'tio is sometimes employed synonymously with asthma.
ANHELITUS, Breath.

.-...-.

56 to 58
57

30 to

4'2

28

Pole-cat

31

Pug-dog

35
41
30
30
23

Mastiff

Hare

Ram
Hor»e

Optic Angle, (F.) Angle optiquc, is the
angle formed by two lines, which shave the extremities of an object, and meet at the centre
of the pupil.
ANG 1 SSE, Angor. *
ANGOLAM. A very tall Malabar tree,
which possesses vermifuge properties.
AN'GONE, Prcefoca! tio Fau'cium, Globus
hystericus, Orthopna'a hysterica, Dysphu'gia
globo'sa, D. hysterica, Nervous Quinseij.
A
feeling of strangulation, with dread of suffocation.
It is common in hysterical females, and
is accompanied with a sensation as if a ball
arose from the abdomen to the throat.
ANGOR, Anguish, (F.) Angoisse. Extreme
anxiety, accompanied with painful constriction
at the epigastrium, and often with palpitation
and oppression. It is frequently an unfavoura-

'

hel'itus,

(!5

Mamlrill
Coati

Anaemia.

ANHELATIO,

from 65° to 85°

Sapajou
Orang-Utang

ANHIS'TOUS, from

a, av, 'privative,'

and

anorganic' The tu\0T0g, organic texture,'
nica decidua uteri is termed by Velpeau the
ankistovs membrane.
'

'

ANHUIBA,Laurus sassafras.
ANICE'TON, Mcsia'mum, from

a privative,
and nxtj, ' victory,' invincible.' A plaster much
extolled by the ancients in cases of' achores. It
was formed of litharge, cerusse, thus, alum, turpentine, white pepper, and oil.
'

ANI'DEUS, from
'

I

Amorphus.

shape,'

av, 'privative,'

—J.G.St. Hilaire.
ANIDRO'SIS, from
1

a,

priv.

and

'idgag,

Sudo'ris nul'litas vel priva'do. Absence of sweat. Deficiency of perspiration.

'

•

and nSot,

A monster devoid of shape.

sweat.'

Hippocr.

ANILITAS. See Dementia.
AN'IMA, Ani'mus, Mens, Psyche. The mind,
breath,

&c,

Ame.

from anuos, 'wind or breath.'

The

principle of the intellectual
Also, the principle
ble symptom.
of life the life of plants being termed An'ima
Angok, Agony, Orthopncea a. Pectoris, An- vegetati'va, (F.) Ame vegetative ; that of man,
gina pectoris.
An!'ima sensiti''va, (F.) Ame sensitive.
Bubo, Uterus. Vessel.
Under the term Anima Mundi, the ancient
Cucumis sativus.
philosophers meant a universal Spirit, which
ANGUIS, Serpent.
they supposed spread over every part of the
Angor.
universe.
Anguish, Febrile, Angor Febri'lis. The comThe precise seat of the mind in the brain has
weakweariness,
pain,
anxiety
and
of
bination
given rise to many speculations. The point is
ness affecting the head and neck, which is so unsettled.
generally observed at the commencement of
Anima Aloes : see Aloes a. Articulorum,
Hermodactylus a. Hepatis, Ferri sulphas a.
fever.
;

(F.)

and moral manifestations.
:

—

1

ANGOS,
ANGOURION,
ANGUISH,

ANGULAIRE DE L'OMOPLATE,

;

—

—

Levator

scapula.

—

Pulmonum, Crocus.

AN'IMAL, Zoon,tu)ov. A name given to every

AN'GULAR,Ang7ila'ris, from angulus, 'an animated being provided with digestive organs
Angulaire. That which relates even if such be merely a simple tube, as in the

(F.)
angle.'
to an angle.

Angular Artery and Vein. A name

polypi.

The

greater part of animals have the

given,
I. to the termination of the facial artery and
vein, because they pass by the greater angle of
the eye ; and, 2. to the facial artery and vein
themselves, because they pass under the angle
of the jaw. See Facial.
Angular Nerve is a filament furnished by
the inferior maxillary, which passes near the
greater angle of the eye.
Angular Processes of the frontal bone are
seated near the angles of the eyes. See Orbitar.

power of locomotion some can merely execute
partial movements, such as contraction and

jor.

ture,

;

dilatation.

In other respects

it

is

often a mat-

ter of difficulty to determine what is an animal
characteristic.
The study of animals is called

ZoU'ogy.
An'imal, (adjective,) Anima'lis. That which
concerns, or belongs to, an animal.
Animal Heat, Valor anima' lis, Cal'idum anima' IS, C. inna'tum, Biolych'nion, (F.) C/udeur
animate, is the caloric constantly formed by
ANGULARIS, Levator scapulre.
the body of a living animal, by virtue of
ANGULI-SCAPULO-HUMtiRAL, Teres ma- which it preserves nearly the same tempera-

ANGU LUS OCULARIS, Canthus.
AN CURIA, Cucurbita citrullus.

whatever may be that of the medium
which it is placed. This formation seems
take place in the capillary system over

in
to

t!ia

—

—
ANIMALCULE
whole of the body, and

to be

—

ANKYLOBLEPHARON
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connected with

——

—

ANIMALLZA'TION,

The

Animalisa'tio.

transformation of the nutritive parts of food
into the living substance of the body to be
nourished.
To AN'IMATE, Anima'rS. To unite the
Temperatures. living principle with an organized body.
The
107
French use it in the sense of, to excite or renl
J05
der active ; as, animer un vesicatoire: to excite
J
a blister to suppurate.
104
\
ANIMATION, Zoo' sis, Anima'tio, from ani103
ma, 'the soul or mind.' The act of animating.
80 lo 84
The
state of being enlivened.
103

the action of nutrition.
The following are the natural temperatures
of certain animals ; that of man being 98° or

lOOo
Animals.

....
.-.-..

Arctic fox,
Arctic wolf,
Squirrel,

-

—

.i

Hare,

>

Whale,
Arctomys

citillus, zizil—in

when

Do.

summer,

torpid,

Goat,
Bat, in

summer,

Musk,

>

102

--.....
j

Marmota

bobac,

Bobae,

House mouse,
Arctomys marmota, marmot,— in summer,

when

Do.

101 or 102
101
101 or 102
43
100 to 104
100

-

torpid,

Rabbit,
Polar Bear,

Dog,

1

Cat,
-

.......
I

J

Guinea-pig,

Arctomys

100 to 103

)

-

100 to 102
99

glis, -

Shrew,

98
96

Young

wolf,
Fringilla arctica, Arctic finch,

•

-

-

nubecula, redbreast,

)

110 or 111

-

Falco palumbarius, goshawk,

\

Caprimulgus Europsus, European goat.

\

sucker,

111

\

Fringilla linaria, lesser redpoll,

---..-.)

Emberiza nivalis, snow -bunting,
Falco lanarius, lanner,
Fringilla carduelis, goldfinch,
Corvus corax, raven,
Turdus, thrush, (of Ceylon,)
Tetrao perdrix, partridge,
Anas clypeata, shoveler,

109 to 110
~]

109

">

-

....

Fringilla brumalis, winterfinch,
Loxia pyrrhula,

-

J
"l
I

108
-

Falco uisiif, sparrowhaw!:,
Vultur Barbatus,

Anser pulchricollis,
Colymbus Auritus, dusky

100

-

Tringa pugnax, ruffe,
Sffi lo ax limosa, lesser godwit,
Tetrao tettix, grouse,

f

Fringilla domestica, house sparrow,
Strix passerina. little owl,
Hcematopus ostralegus, sea-pie,
•
Anas penelopc, widgeon,
Anas>tre|>cra, gadwall,
Pelecanus carbo,

107
-

f

J
-

-

107 to 111

1

....*.
....

....

-

|

stdlaris,

Falco albicollis,
Picus major,
Cossus ligniperda,
Shark,

....

ANIMELL^E, Parotid,
ANIMI CASUS SUBITUS, Syncope— a.
Deliquium, Syncope

—

a. Pathemata, Passions.
from a?i'ima, 'the soul.' The
Animists are those who, following the example
of Stahl, refer all the phenomena of the animal

ANTMIST,

economy to the soul.
The soul, according

to Stahl, is the

imme-

and intelligent agent of every movement,
and of every material change in the body.
diate

therefore concluded, that disease was
nothing more than a disturbance or disorder in
the government of the economy, or an effort by
which the soul, attentive to every morbific
cause, endeavoured to expel whatever might be
deranging the habitual order of health.
ANIMUS, Anima, Breath.
ANIS, Pimpinella anisum a. Aigre, Cumi-

Stahl

num cyminum

a.

satum

Anethum

a.

doux,

de la Chine, Illicium ania. etoili, Illicium

ANISATUM, from Anisum, Anise. A sort
of medicated wine, formerly prepared with
honey, wine of Ascalon, and aniseed.
ANISCALPTOR, Latissimus dorsi.
ANISE PLANT. Pimpinella anisum.
ANISEED see Pimpinella anisum a. Tree,
yellow-flowered, Illicium anisatum.

—

See Pimpinella anisum.

That which

)

03 to 107

v
<.

103

)

lnaqua'li rob'ore, pol'-

unequal in strength from
a, priv. taog,
equal,' and tr&evoc, strength.' An
epithet applied particularly to the muscular contractility, which, in the sick, is sometimes augmented in certain muscles only: in the flexors,
for example.
ANISOT'ACHYS, from «, priv. (oo?,' equal,'
and Ta%ug, quick.' An epithet for the pulse
when at the same time quick and unequal.
lens.

is

:

'

'

104

89 to 91
83
74

Torpedo Marmorata,

when

has

It is

plant is also called Cour'baril.
An epithet applied to the counflorid, in health or disease.

ANISOS'THENES,

acuta, pintail-duck,
Falco milvus, kite, (wounded,)
Merops apiaster, bee-eater.

.--...

(F.)

ANISI SEM1NA.
105

Anas

Goose,

ANIME,

:

10G

J

Falco ossifragus, sea-eagle,
Fulica atra, coot,

Hen,
Dove,
Duck,
Ardea

The

not used.

It

anisatum.

j

j

gribe,

Tringa ranellus, lapwing, (wounded,)
Tetrao lagopus, ptarmigan,

from the trunk of liymena'a cour'baril.
been given as a cephalic and uterine.

tenance,

|

Swine,
Sheep,
Ox,

Animation, Suspended, Asphyxia,
an'iml, Amino! a, Can'camxj,
Gummi an'iml, Cun'camum. A resin obtained

ANTME, Gum

'

Gorrceus.

—

ANISUM, Pimpinella anisum a. Africanum
Rlgne Animal, com- frutescens, Bubon Galbanum a. Fruticosum
prises all animated beings.
galbaniferum, Bubon galbanum a. Sinense,
ANIMAL'CULE, Animal' cuhtm ; diminutive Illicium anisatum a. Stellatum, Illicium aniAnimal Kingdom,

—

(F.)

A

small animal. An animal perof animal.
ceptible only by means of the microscope.

ANIMAL'CULIST,

An'imalist. One who attempts to explain different physiological or pathological phenomena by means of animalcules,

—

—

satum.

ANKLE, Astragalus,
ANKUS, Ancus.

Malleolus.

ANKYLOBLE PH'ARON, Ancylobleph'aron,

Palpebrarum coal'itus, from ayy.uXrj, contracANIMAL1ST, Animalculist.
tion,' and (iXetpaQov,
eyelid.'
A preternatural
ANIMAL'ITY, Animal'itas. Qualities which union between the free edges of the eyelids.
distinguish that which is animated, That which Likewise called Symblepk'aron, Symblepharo'sis,
constitutes the animal,
and Pros' physis,
'

'

—

— —
ANKYLOGLOSSUM

ANODYNIA

49

Also, union between the eyelids and globe of
the eye. Aetius.
ANKYLOGLOS'SUM, Ancyloglos'sum, Concreftio linguce, from ayjtrP.o?,' crooked,' or' contracted,' and ylwoe-a., the tongue.'
Impeded
motion of the tongue in consequence of adhesion between its margins and the gums; or in
consequence of the shortness of the frcenum
the latter affection constituting Tongue-tie,
Olopho'nia lin'guce frozna'ta.
merely reIt
quires the fracnum to be divided with a pair of

—

'

:

scissors.

ANKYLOME'LE,^rtCJ/?^me7e,from ir w;.oc,
crooked,' and

—

——

Any thing relating to a ring, or
which has the shape or fulfils the functions of
a ring; from annutus, a ring,' itself.
Annular Finger, or Ring Finger, Dig"itus
annula'ris, Param'csos, is the fourth ringer; so
called from the wedding ring being worn there.
An'nular lig'ament of the ra'dius, is a
very strong fibro-cartilaginous band, which
forms, with the lesser sigmoid cavity of the
cubitus, a kind of ring in which the head of
the radius turns with facility.

'a circle.')

'

An'nular lig'aments of the carpus, Armanus membrano'sa, are two in number.

mil'la

A curved probe. The

one, anterior, is a broad, fibrous, quadrilaband, extending transversely before the
carpus, and forming the gutter, made by the
from ayy.vXi\, a contraction,' and /utoog, a wrist, into a canal. It is attached, externally,
part.'
to the trapezium and scapho'ides and internally
Morbid adhesion between parts.
to the os pisiforme and process of the unciforme.
AN'KYLOPS, .^gilops.
YLO'SIS, Ancylo'sis, Jinchylo' sis Ortho- It keeps the tendons of the flexor muscles, meco'lon, Orthocyllo'sis, An'cylB, Stiff Joint, from dian nerve, <Jfcc, applied against the carpus.
ctyxvi-og, 'crooked.'
An affection, in which The posterior ligament is situate transversely
there is great difficulty or even impossibility of behind the joint of the hand, and covers the
moving a diarthrodial articulation. It is so sheaths of the tendons, which pass to the back
called, because the limb remains, commonly, of the hand.
Its fibres are white and shining,
Anchylosis is and are attached, externally, to the inferior and
in a constant state of flexion.
said to be complete or true, when there is an outer part of the radius; internally, to the ulna
intimate adhesion between the synovial sur- and os pisiforme.
An'nular lig'aments or the tarsus are two
faces and union of the articular extremities of
the bones. In the incomplete or false anchylo- in number. The anterior is quadrilateral, and
sis, there is obscure motion, but the fibrous extends transversely above the instep.
It is
parts around the joint are more or less stiff and attached to the superior depression of the os
thickened. In the treatment of this last state, calcis, and to the malleolus internus. It emthe joint must be gently and gradually exer- braces the tendons of the extensor muscles of
cised and oily, relaxing applications be assi- the toes, the tibialis anticus, and peroneus anticus.
The internal is broader than the last. It
duously employed.
Ancylot'omus, from *y descends from the malleolus internus to the
'
posterior
and inner part of the os calcis, with
xvloq,
crooked,' and thuhv, to cut.' Any
kind of curved knife. Paulus. An instrument which it forms a kind of canal, enclosing the
sheaths of the tendons of the tibialis posticus,
Scultetus.
for dividing the fraenum lingure.
flexor longus digilorum pedis, and F. longus
Ring a. Crural, Crural canal
pollicis pedis, as well as the plantar vessels and
a.
a. Diaphrugmatiquc, Diaphragmatic ring
Femoral, Crural canal a. Inguinal, Inguinal nerves.
Annular vein, Vena annula'ris, is situate
ring a. Ombilical, Umbilical ring.
between the annular finger and the little finger.
Accessory, Appendix.
ANNI CRITIC1, Climacterici (anni)— a. De- Aetius recommends it to be opened in diseases
of the spleen.
a. Fatales, Clicretorii, Climacterici (anni)
ANNULARIS, Cricoid: see Digitus— a. Ani,
macterici (anni)
a. Genethliaci, Climacterici
(anni)— a. Gradarii, Climacterici (anni) a. Sphincter ani.
(anni)
Heroici,
a.
O-PHALAJYGIEJYS,
Hebdomadiei, Climacterici
Climacterici (anni) a. Natalitii, Climacterici Lumbricales manus.
ANNfJLUS, Dactylius, Vulva— a. Abdominis,
a.
Scalares, Climacterici (anni)
(anni)
a.
Inguinal ring a. Fossre ovalis: see Ovalis fossa
Scansiles. Climacterici (anni.)
Albidus, see Ciliary (body)— a. Cellua.
ANNOTA'TIO, Episema'sia. Under this
term some have included the preludes to an at- losus, Ciliary ligament a. Ciliaris, Ciliary
ligament
a. gangliformis, see Ciliary (body)
stretchtack of intermittent fever as yawning,
a. Repens, Herpes circinatus
a. Umbilicalis,
ino somnolency, chilliness, &c.
Umbilical ring a. Ventriculi, Pylorus.
See Terra Orleana.
ANO, avm. A prefix denoting 'above, up.'
DISE'ASES, Morbi an'nui, M.
ANOCC3LIA, Stomach.
annivcrsa'rii. (F.) Maladies annuelles. A name
ANO'DIA, from uv, priv. and cu<?ij, 'song.'
given, by some, to diseases which recur every
year about the same period. Febris annua is a An unconnected or dissonant mode of speech.
ANODIJS, Anodyne.
of
this
term used for a fancied intermittent
ANODOS, Edentulus.
(F.) Fieere annuelle.
type.
AN'ODYNE, Anod'ymts, Antod'ynvs, Antid'Rectus capitis internus minor.
ANNUIT"IO, Nod' ding, from ad, 'to,' and ynous, (improperly,) Paregor'icus, Hypnvt'icus,
nutus, a nod." A gesture denoting assent in Anet'icus, Antnl'gicus, (F.) Anodin ou Anodwi,
most countries. Also, the state of somnolency, from, a, uv, priv. and otJuwy, pain.' Anodynes are
(when the individual is in the erect or sitting those medicines which relieve pain, or cause it
posture, with the head unsupported,) in which to cease; as opium, belladonna, &c. They act
the power of volition over the extensor muscles by blunting the sensibility of the brain, so thai
of the head is lost, and the head drops forward. it does not appreciate the morbid sensation.

'

— Galen.

y-r^.t],

a probe.'

'

teral

ANKYLOMERIS'MUS,

Ancylomeris'mus,
'

'

;

ANK

,

;

ANKYLOT'OMUS,
'

—

—

ANNEAU,

ANNEXE,

—

—

—

—

—

—

A NNUL IT END IN

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

r

,

—

ANNOTTO.

ANNUAL

ANNUENS,
'

'

AN'NULAR,

Annula'ris, Cricoi'des, {annus,

ANODYN'IA,

Indolen'tia.

Cessation or ab-

—

—
'

ANODYNUM

—

—

ANTENNA RIA
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ANOSPHRESIA, Anosmia.
sence of pain. Vogel has given this name to a
ANSE (F.), Ansa (L.) signifies, properly, the
genus of diseases, characterized by a cessation
of pain, and the exasperation of other symp- handle of certain vessels, usually of an arched
form. By analogy, it has been applied to that
toms; as we see in gangrene.
MINERALE, Potassre nitras which is curved in the form of such handle.
Thus, the French speak of Anse intestina/e, to
sulphatis paucillo mixtus.
ANCEA, from a, privative, and roog, ' mind.' signify a portion of intestine, supported by its
Delirium, imbecility. See Dementia and Idiot- mesentery, and describing a curved line: also,
of Anse nerveuse, Anse Anastomotique, fyc.
ism.
Anse de fills used, in Surgery, to designate a
ANOMAL, Anomalous.
priv.
and
reoua).og,
thread, curved in the form of an Anse.
ANOMA'LIA, from av,

ANODYNUM

—

'

Abnor'rnitas, Aliena'tio. Anomaly, irregularity.
In Pathology, anomaly means something unusual in the symptoms proper to a disease.
Akomalia Nervorum, Nervous diathesis.
from av, privative,

ANSERINA, Potentilla anserina.
ANSERINE, Chenopodium ambrosioides

gular.'

AXOMALOTROPHIES,

A

regular,' and rjocp/, 'nourishment.'
class of diseases, which consist in modifications
oitus.og,

'

in the nutrition of organs.

— Gendrin.

cies.

ANOMALUS,

Irregular.

ANOMMATUS,

—

ANTACIDS

Anophthalmus.
from «, priv. vouog,
One whose head is
head.'

rule,'

and

deformed.

y.e<pa?.i],

'

— Geoffroi Saint-Hilaire.

ANOMTHALOS,

from av, privative, and
Devoid of navel. Many
t:infu).ug, the navel.'
writers have endeavoured to show that Adam
and Eve must have been avonyaXot, as they
could not have been nourished by umbilical
'

vessels.

ONYME, Innominatum.
ANON'YMOUS, Anon'ymus,
JJ\

Jnnomina'tus,

anti,

ANTI-ACIDS,

'

Antiacf'ida,

'

dies,

nia, ealcis carbonas, calx, magnesia, magnesia?,
carbonas, potassa, potassoe bicarbonas, p. carbonas, sodae bicarbonas, and s. carbonas. They
are, of course, only palliatives, removing that
which exists, not preventing the formation of

more.

ANOMOCEPH'ALUS,
'

or

against,' and acida, acids.'
Remewhich obviate acidity in the stomach.
They are chemical agents, and act by neutralizing the acid. Those chiefly used are ammo-

from

the same etymon.
(F.) Anomal.
In
Irregular; contrary to rule.
Medicine, a disease is called anomalous, in
whose symptoms or progress there is something
unusual. Affections are also called anomalous,
winch cannot be referred to any known spe-

AJ\OM'ALOlJS,Ano'malus;

a.

Chenopodium anthelminticum
a. Bon Henri, Chenopodium Bonus Henricus
Botrys a. Fetide,
a. Botrys, Chenopodium
Chenopodium vulvaria a. Vermifuge, Chenopodium anthelminticum.
Ant/ie/mintique,

ANTAGONISM, Antagonis'mvs,
'against,'

and

aytm'ituv,

'

from avrt,
Action in an
the action of

to act.'

opposite direction. It applies to
muscles which act in a contrary direction to
In estimating the force of the muscles,
others.
this antagonism must be attended to.

ANTAG'ONIST,

Jlnlagonis'ta.

A

muscle,

whose action produces an effect contrary
Every muscle has
that of another muscle.

to
its

antagonist, because there is no motion in one
direction without a capability of it in ano-

Anonyme, from av, priv. and uvoua, name.' ther.
That which has no name.
ANTALGICUS, Anodyne.
The word has been applied to many parts of
ANTAPHRODIS'lAC and ANTAPHROto the Anonymous bone or Os inno- DIT'lC, Jlntaphrodisiacus, Anterot'ir.ns, from
the body:
Anonymous
minatum : the
foramen or Fora- uvti, 'against,' and atpQudicituxug, 'aphrodisiac'
(F.)

'

—
—

men innominatum,
privative,

and

A

<!y-c.

ANOPHTHAL'MUS,

Anom'matus, from av,
A monster

devoid of eyes.

ANOPS'JA, from

av, priv.

and

orfj,

'the eye-

A

case of monstrosity in which the eye
orbit are wanting.

and

from av, priv. and o^tc,
Those born without testicles.

'a testicle.'
Fortunatus Fidelis.

av, priv.

and

oQtiig,

ap(F.)

'

Inappeten'tla, Limo'sis expers.
Perte d'appetit. Absence of appetite, without
loathing. A norexia or want of appetite is symptomatic of most diseases. Also, Indigestion,
petite.'

Dyspepsia

from

avtam odiimfit,

'1

return in exchange.' The succession and return of the .febrile periods. Hippocr.
ANTATROPH'IC, Antatroph'icvs, Antiatroph'icus, from avn,
against,' and aT/>o<p/a,

—

'

ANOR'CHIDES,

from

ANTAPOD'OSIS,

'

AJVOPT1COJVERVIE, Amaurosis.

ANOREX'IA,

substance capable of blunting the venereal

appetite.

oip&uX^og, 'an eye.'

(q. v.)

Anorexia Exhausto'ruji, Frigidity of the
stomach a. Mirabilis, Fasting.
ANORGANIC. See Inorganic.

—

ANORMAL,

Abnormous.
ANOS'IA, from <*, priv. and vocog, 'disease.'
Freedom from disease.
Health.
ANOS'MIA, from *, privative, and oa^,
'odour.'
Loss of smell. Diminution of the
sense of smell. Called, also, Anosphre'sia, Parosfmia, O/factus amis'sio, Dysasthe'sia o/faclo'ria, Odora'tus deperditus, Cuco'dia.

atrophy.'

A

remedy opposed

to

atrophy or

consumption.

ANTEBRACHIAL. See Antebrachial.
ANTKCENDEN'TIA. The precursory

or

warning symptoms of a disease.
ANTELA'BIA, Prochei'la, from ante, 'before,' and labia,
the lips.' The extremity of
'

the

lips.

ANTELOPE,

Antilopus.

ANTEMBALLOMENOS,

Succedaneum.

ANTEM'BASIS, from am, and
Mu'tuus ingres'sus.
Galen.
ception of bones.

enter.'

—

*«/** vcu, «I
(

The mutual

re-

ANTEMETIC, Antiemetic.
ANTENDEIXIS, Counter-indication.
ANTENEAS'MUS, from **n, 'against,'
and
self.

own

i

tar, 'audacious.'

One

furious against him-

Mania, in which the patient attempts his
Zacchias.
life.

—

ANTENNA'RIA DIOlCA,

Gnapha'Uum

Dioicum, Hispid'ula, Pescati. Elich'rysum mon-

—

—

—

ANTEPH1ALTIC

ANTHRAKOKALI
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ta'num, Catsfoot, (F.) Pied de chat. A com- sess tonic and sto machic properties, and are
mon European plant, which has been advised much given a3 a pleasant and cheap bitter. A
in hemorrhage, diarrhoea, &c.
simple infusion is taken to produce, or to assist
vomiting. Externally, they are often used in
ANTEPHIALT1C, Antiephialtic.
ANTEP1LEPTIO, Antiepileptic.
fomentations.
ANTERE1S1S, from avn, 'against,' and The O'leum Anthem'idis possesses the aroeQtidu),
I support.'
The resistance the soli- matic properties of the plant, but not the bitter
dity
and tonic.
of bones. Hippocr.
Consequently, the ' Chamomile
ANTERIEUR
MARTEAU, Laxator Drops,' as sold by the druggists, must be devoid
tympani a. de I'Oreillc, Anterior auris.
of the latter qualities. They are made by addANTE'RIOR, Anti'cus, from ante, 'before.' ing 01. anthem, f. _^j. to Sp. vini recti/. Oj.
Situate before. Great confusion has prevailed
An'themis Py'rethrum, Py'rethrum, Anawith Anatomists in the use of the terms be- cy'ctus pyretkrum, Pyrethrum verum, Buphfore, behind, &.c. Generally, the word anterior thal'mum cret'icum, Denta'ria, Herba saliva'ris,
is applied to parts situate before the median Pes Alexandra nus Spanish Chamomile, Pelliline, the body being in the erect posture, with tory of Spain, (F.) Pyrethre, Racine salivaire,
the face and palms of the hands turned for- Pied d' Alexandre. The root is hot and acrid ;

—

'

—

—

DU

,

wards

;

and the

feet applied longitudinally to-

gether.

Ante'rior Au'ris (Muscle,) Auricula'ris

ante'-

(F.) Auriculaire antirieur, Antirieur de

rior,

acrimony residing in a resinous principle.
never used except as a masticatory in
toothache, rheumatism of the face, paralysis of
the tongue, &c. It acts as a powerful sialogogue.
An'themis Tincto'ria, Buphthalmi Herba,
Dyer's Chamomile, a European plant, has a
bitter and astringent taste, and has been regarded stomachic and vulnerary, (F.) Camo-

its

It

A

small muscle,
Zygomato-oriculuire.
passing from the posterior part of the zygoma
to the helix.
To draw the ear forwards
Use.
I'oreille,

and upwards.
Anterior Mallei, Laxator tympani.

ANTEROTICUS,

is

Antaphrodisiac.
mille des Teinturiers, (Eil de Bauf
Cacalia anteuphorANTHE'RA, from a.^oo?, ' florid,' so called

ANTEUPHORBIUM,

its florid colour.
A remedy compounded
of several substances, myrrh, sandarac, alum,
saffron, &c.
It was used under the form of
liniment, collyrium, electuary, and powder*
Celsus, Galen.

from

bium.

ANTEVER'SION,

Antevcr'sio, from ante,
Disto turn.'
before,' and ver'lere, versuru,
placement of the uterus, in which the fundus
is turned towards the pubes, whilst its orifice
is towards the sacrum.
It may be caused by
extraordinary size of the pelvis, pressure of
the viscera on the uterus, &c; and is recognised
1

'

ANTHEREON,

Mentum.

ANTHORA VULGARIS,
thora.

Aconitum an-

—

ANTHOS

See Retroversio
:
see Rosmarinus
a. Sylvestris,
Ledum sylvestre.
ANTHRA'CIA, from «5mc, 'coal.' Car(F.) Anthilitragien.
of the proper muscles of the pavilion of the bun'cular Exan'them. An eruption of tumours,

by examination

-per

vaginam.

uteri.

ANTHEL1TRAGUS,
One

imperfectly suppurating, with indurated edges,
and, for the most part, a sordid and sanious
core.
A genus in the order Exanthcmatica ;
'before,' and tli%,
on the cartilage of the ear, in front of the helix, class Hamatica of Good, and including Plague
and extending from the concha to the groove and Yaws.
Anthracia, Anthracosis a. Pestis, Plague
of the helix, where it bifurcates.
a. Rubula, Framboesia.
ANTHELMIiN'TIC, Antihelmin'ticus, AnANTHRACION. See Anthrax.
tiscol'icus, Antivermino'sus, Vermif'ugus, VerAN'THRACOID, Anthraco'dcs, from av&Qa^,
mifuge, from ton, 'against,' and 'aXfiivt, 'a
worm.' A remedy which destroys or expels coal,' and nd-s, resemblance.' (F.) Charbonworms, or prevents their formation and deve- neux. That which is black as a coal. That
The chief anthelmintics are, the which is accompanied by, or resembles anthrax.
lopment.
Anthrax.
Chenopodiurn, Mucu'na, Oleum animale DipANTHRACOSIA, Anthrax.
pelii, Oleum Terebinth] nc3, Sodii Chloridum,
ANTHRACO'SIS, Anthra'cia, Carbo PalpeSpigelia, and Pulvis Stanni. See Worms and
brarum, from a.r9oxc, 'a coal.' A species of
Helniinthao-ogues.
carbuncle, which attacks the eyelids and globe
ERUPTIO, Exanthem.
AN'THEMIS COT'ULA, from «><W, '1 of the eye. Paulus of -Egina. Also carbunIt has been used recently for
flower.' Cot'ula, C.faztida, Cotn, Cijnan'thcmis, cles in general.
Chamame 'lumfat' idum, Mayweed, Stinking Cha- the black lung of coal minors.
ANTHRAKOK'ALI, from xv6oa£, 'coal,'
momile. Nat. Ord. Compositaj Corymbifera?.
(F.) Maroute, and kali, potassa.'
An article recently introSex. Sijst. Syngenesia Superflua.
disaIt
has
a
very
duced
as a remedy in cutaneous diseases.
plant
This
Camomillc fetidc.
greeable smell and the leaves have a strong, is formed by dissolving carbonate of potassa in
It is reputed to have been 10 or 12 parts of boiling water, and adding as
acrid, bitterish taste.
much slacked lime as will separate the potassa.
useful in hysterical affections.
An'themis No'bilis, Chamamc'lum, Chame- The filtered liquor is placed on the fire in an
ma'lum JWbilB, Chamomil'la Roma'ua, Euan'- iron vessel, and suffered to evaporate, until
themon, An'themis, Chamame'lum odor a' turn, neither froth nor effervescence occurs, and the
Lcucan'themum, Matricaria, (F.) Camomille Ro- liquid presents a smooth surface like oil. To
maine. The leaves and flowers, Anthemis Ph. this, levigated coal is added in the proportion
U. S.— have a strong smell, and bitter, nauseous of 160 grammes to 1!)2 grammes of potassn.
ear.

ANT'HELIX
l

or

ANTI-HELIX, from avu,
An eminence
'the helix.'

—

—

'

'

ANTHRACOMA,

ANTHEMA

—

1

'

;

taste.

The

flowers are chiefly used.

They

pos-

The mixture

is

stirred,

and removed from the

ANTHRAX
fire,

and the stirring

is

ANTICOLIC
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ANTI,

as a prefix, in composition, geneopposition.'
ANTIADES, Tonsils.

continued, until a black

homogeneous powder results. A sulphuretted
unthrakokali is made by mixing accurately 16
grammes of'sulpliur with the coal, and dissolving the mixture in the potassa as directed
above. The dose of the simple and sulphuretted preparations is about two grains three
times a day.
ANTHRAX, av&Qa^, ' a coal,' An'trax, Carlo,
Rubinus verus, Codesel'la, Erytke'ma gangreno'sum, Grantris'tum, Prima, Pcr'sicus Ignis,
Granatris'tum, Phyma anthrax, Erythe'ma antliraz, Carbun' cuius Anthroco'sia, Anthrocoma,
Absces'sus gangramascens, A. gangramo'sus,
F.
gangramosus,
mulig'nus,
Furun'culus
An inflammation,
Carbuncle, (F.) Charbon.
the
cellular
essentially gangrenous, of
membrane and skin, which may arise from an internal or external cause. In the latter case it is
called by the French pathologists, Pustule maUgne ; by others Anthra'cion, Boutun d'Atep,
Vesic'ula gangranes'cens, and Persian Fire, and
Is characterized at the outset by a vesication or
bleb filled with a sero-sanguinolent fluid, under
which a small induration is formed, surrounded
by an areolar inflammation, which becomes
gangrenous. It has been thought by some to
be induced altogether by contact with the matter of the carbuncle of animals, or of the exuviae
of bodies of such as had died with the disease.
But it is now known to arise primarily in the

Ai

rt,

means

rally

'

ANTIADITIS, Cynanche tonsillaris.
ANTIADON'CUS, from *.vria$tg, 'the tonsils,'
and oyxog, tumour.' A swelling of the tonsils.
Swediaur. Anti'ager has a similar meaning.
Antiadoncus inflammatorius. Cynanche
'

—

tonsillaris.

ANTI APOPLECTIC, Antiapoplec 'ticus
against,' and a.7ronhj$ix.,
remedy for apoplexy.

«vti,

'

ANTIARIS TOX1CARIA.

,

'

,

from

apoplexy.'

A

See Upas.

ANTIARTHRIT'IC,

Antarthrit'ic, Antiarthrit'icus, Antipodagric, from
'against,'
and aq&Qizig, ' the gout,' (F.) Antigoutteux.
remedy for gout.

am,

A

ANTIASTHMATIC,
am,
dy

'

for

Antiasthmat'icus, from
against,' and a.<r9ua, asthma.'
reme-

A

'

asthma.

ANTIATROPHICUS,

Antatrophic.
Antibrachw! lis.

ANTIBRA'CHIAL,

That
which concerns the fore-arm. Bichat. J. Cloquet suggests that the word should be written
antebrachial from ante, before,' and brachium,
the arm :'
as antebrachial region, antebrachial
aponeurosis, &c.
Antebrachial Aponeurosis, (F.) Aponevrose antebrachials, is a portion of the aponeurotic sheath which envelops the whole of the
upper limb. It arises from the brachial aponeurosis, from a fibrous expansion of the tendon of
human subject.
Anthrax is a malignant boil, and its treat- the biceps muscle, from the epicondyle, epiment is similar to that which is required in trochlea, and, behind, from the tendon of the
triceps brachialis.
cases of gangrene attacking a part.
Within, it is inserted into
the cubitus, &c.
ANTHROPE, Cutis.
and, below, is confounded
ANTHROPOCHYMY, Chymistry (human.) with the two annular ligaments of the carpus.
ANTHROPOGEN'IA, from av^Q^og, It is covered by the skin, by veins, lymphatics,
man,' and yivtotc, generation.' Knowledge and by filaments of superficial nerves; covers
the muscles of the fore-arm, adheres to them,
or study of human generation.
ANTHROPOL'OGY, Anthropolog" la, from and sends between them several fibrous septa,
discourse.'
'a
A which serve them for points of insertion.
av&Qumog, man,' and i.oyog,
treatise on roan.
By some, this word is used
ANT[CACHEC Ti.C,Anti-cachec'ticus,Antifor the science of the structure and functions cacochym'ic, from am, against,' and xa^sltu,
cachexy.' A remedy against cachexy.
of the human body. Frequently, it is employed
synonymously with Natural History, and PhyANT1CACOCHYM1C, Anticachectic.
siology of man.
ANTICAN'CEROUS, Anti-cancero'sus, AnANTH R O P O A N C Y, Anthropomanti'a, ti-cancro'sus, Anli-carcinom'alous, from am,
from a.v9oomog, 'a man,' and fiami*., divina- 'against,' and uuQunwux, 'cancer,' carcinoma.
tion.'
Divination by inspecting the entrails of Opposed to cancer.
a dead man.
ANTJCANCROSUS, Anticancerous.
ANTHROPOMETRY, from at9oo>jio S 'a ANTICARCINOMATOUS, Anticancerous.
man,' and uerooi, measure.' An acquaintance
ANTICARDIUM, Fossette du cwur, Scrobi'

—

'

;

1

'

'

,

'

'

M

'

,

'

with the dimensions of the different parts of culus cordis.

human body.
ANTICATAR'RHAL, Anticatarrha'lis, from
ANTHROPOPH'AGUS, from av^owros, a am, against,' and xaruy^oj, catarrh.' A reman,' and <paytx>, I eat.' A name given to one ined v for catarrh.
the

'

'

'

'

who

eats his

own

ANTICAUSOD'IC,

speeies.

ANTHROPOPH'AGY,

Anti-causot'ic, Anti'cau-

Anthropopha'gia, svd'icus, from *vxt, 'against,' and y.avoug, 'a
same etymon. Thecustomofeating human flesh. burning fever.' A remedy for Causus or inflammatory fever,
A disease in which there is a desire to eat it.
ANTHROPOSCOPIA, Physiognomy.
ANTICAUSOTIC, Anticausodic.
ANTH ROPOTOM Y, Andranatomia.
ANTICHE1R, Pollex. See Digitus.
A NTH Y PNOT'IC, Anthypnot'icus, from ttrti,
ANTICHOLERICA, Sophora heptaphylla,
A reagainst,' and 'u.TiioTtxoc, stupefying.'
ANTlC'ie ATlNG,Antic"ipans,Prolept'tcus.
'

'

medy

A

tor stupor.

ANTHYPOCHON'DRIAC,
dri'acus, from
*cc,

<*»>ti,

'

'hypochondriac'

Anthypochon-

and vrio/onhiu.remedy for hypo-

against,'

A

chondriasis.

rus.'

A

Anlihyster'ic, Antihyster'-

'xiti, -against,'

remedy

intermittent
tween the

is one in which the intervals be
paroxysms become progressively

less.

ANTHYSTER'IC,
icus, from

periodical phenomenon recurring at progressively shorter intervals. An anticipating

and uoiag*,

for hysteria.

*

the ute-

ANTICNEMION,

Shin.

.LYTICCEUR, Scrobiculus cordis.
ANTICOL'IC, Anticol'icus, from

m

,

—— —

—
ANTICUS
•

and zo^mo?,
opposed to colic.

against,'

is

A

That which

'against,' and Xi6og, 'a stone.'
substance
that prevents the formation of calculi in the

ANTICUS, Anterior.
AJYTIDARTREUX, Antiherpetic.

urinary organs.
The chief antilithics according as the calculi
are lithic acid or phosphatic
are alkalies or
acids; with revellents, especially change of

—

A

ANTIDIARRHCE'lC,

Anti-diarrhceHcus.
to diarrhoea.
ANTID1NIC, Antidin'icus, from am, 'against,'
and dtvog, 'vertigo.' Opposed to vertigo.

remedy

Opposed

Cor diarrhoea.

ANTIMONII BUTYRUM
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the colic'

'

ANTIDOTA'RI UM, from widow,

—

—

air; tonics, as the

—

diosma crenata,

and uva

(?)

ursi. (?)

an antiANTILLY, MINERAL
OF. A
dote.' A Dispensatory (q. v.) A Pharmacopoeia celebrated
French medicinal spring, near
or Formulary.
Meaux, in France. The waters have not been
ANTIDOTE, 4K*«fo<Mm, from uvn, against,' analyzed ; but astonishing and chimerical efand SiSwui, I give.' Originally this word sig- fects have been ascribed to them.
nified an internul remedy. It is now used syANTILOBIUM, Tragus.
nonymously with counter -poison, and signifies
ANTILOl'MIC, Antiloi'micus, Antipestilmany remedy capable of combating the effect of tia'lis, from uvn, 'against,' and Xoifiog, 'the
poisons, by decomposing them.
plague.'
A remedy for the plague.

WATERS

'

'

'

ANTIDOTUM HERACL1DIS, Enneaphar-

ANTIL'OPUS. The An'telope. (F.) Gazelle.
An African animal, whose hoofs and horns

macos.

Antidotum Mithridaticum,

ANTIDYNOUS,

ANTIDYSENTER'IC,

'

A

emetic'

remedy

Anti-

for vomiting.

A

nightmare.'

ANT1EP1LEPT1C

Antimonium muriatum

against,' and e<pifor nightmare.

'

remedy
or

ANTEPILEP'TIC,

Antiepilcp' ticus, from avrt, ' against,' and tniepilepsy.'
remedy for epilepsy.

itjiptz,

from avn, 'against,' and uiXayxoXta, 'melancholy.'
A remedy for melancholy.
AJYTIMOWE, Antimonium— a. Bcurre d',

ANTEPHIAL'TIC, monium muriatum

or

Anticphial' ticus, from uvn,
'

and

to dysentery.

ANTEMET'IC,

or

ANTIEPHIAL'TIC
a.).r>iQ,

difficulty,'

from a.vn, 'against,' and tiunxog,

emet'icus,

ANTILYSSUS, Antihydrophobic
ANTIMELANCHOL'IC, Antimelanchol'icus,

Anti-dysenter'icus,

Opposed

ANTIEMETIC

C3.SGS

'with

dvg,

intestine.'

'

were formerly given in hysteric and epileptic

Anodyne.

from avn, 'against,'
*vtipov,

Mithridate.

a. Chlorure d', AntiOxide blanc d\ Antimo-

nium diaphoreticum a. Sovfre dori. d\ Antimonii sulphuretum prtecipitatum a. Sulfuri
hijdrosulphurc rouge d' Antimonii sulphuretum
rubrum a. Verre d' Antimonii vitrum.
,

,

A

'

a.

ANTIMO'NIAL,

ANTIFEBRILIS,

Antimonia'lis,

Stibia'lis,

Febrifuge.
from Antimo'nium, antimony.' A composition
ANTIGALACTIC, Antigalac' ticus, Antilad- into which antimony enters.
preparation >sf
'
from
teus,
uvn,
against,' and yuX.u,
milk.' antimony.
(F.) Antilaiteux.
Opposed to the secretion of
Antimo'nial Powder, Pulvis antimonia'lis,
milk, or to diseases caused by the milk.
Ox'idum antimo'nii cum phos'phate calcis, PhosCOLLYR'IUM NIGRUM, phas calcis stibia'tus, P. Cal'cicum stibia'tum,
Black collyrium of Antig'onus. It was com- Pulvis Jame'sii, Pulvis stibia'tus, Pulvis do
posed of cadmia, antimony, pepper, verdigris, phos'phate calcis et stib'ii compos' itus Factitious
gum Arabic, and water.
James's Powder, Schwanberg's Fever Powder,
'

A

'

ANTIG'ONI

,

ANTIGUA.

See West Indies.

Chknevix's Antimonial Powder. (F.) Poudre
ANT1HECTIC, Anlithec' ticus, from avn, antimoniale composes ou de James. A peroxide
against,' and 'f;/c, habit of body.' The Anli- of antimony combined with phosphate of lime.
hcc'ticum Pote'rii is the white oxyd of antimo- (Take of common sulphuret of antimony, Ibj
ny: also called Diaphoret'icum Jovia'le.
hartshorn shavings, Ibij. Roast in an iron pot,
ANTIHELMINTICUS, Anthelmintic.
until they form a gray powder.
Put this into

1

'

;

ANTII1 EMORRHOID'AL,

Antilucmorrhoi-

against,' and 'ai/uoQQoideg,
' hemorrhoids.'
remedy for hemorrhoids.
Antitherpet'icus, from
avn, ' against,' and Honig, ' herpes.' (F.) Antifor
remedy
herpes.
dartreux.

from

da'lis,

avrt,

'

A

ANTIHERPETIC,
A

MSTlHYBliOPHOB'lC^An'tihydrophob'icus,
1

Anlilys sus from uvn,
and qolus. dread.'

'

,

'

A

against,' 'v8wq,

remedy

for

'

water,'

hydrophobia.

A NT1 HYDROITC,

Antihydrop'icus, from
uvn, 'against,' and 'vdowxp, 'dropsy.' A remedy for dropsy.
ANT1 H Y STER1C, Antihysteric.

ANTI-ICTERIC, from

avn,

'

long pot, with a small hole in the cover.
it in a red heat for two hours, and grind
to a fine powder.)
This preparation has long
been esteemed as a febrifuge: but it is extremely
uncertain in its action. The ordinary dose is
6 or 8 grains.
a

Keep

ANTrMONIALE CAUSTICUM,

Antimo-

nium muriatum.

ANTIMONIATUM SULPHUR,
sulphuretum proecipitatum

nium

—

a.

Antimonii

Tartar, Antimo-

tartarizatum.

ANTIMONII BUTYRUM, Antimonium mu-

—

riatum a. Calx, Antimonium diaphoreticum
against,' and a. Cerussa, Antimonium diaphoreticum
a. Mu-

—

Antimonium muriatum — a. Oleum, AntiANTI-IMPET1GENES, SOLOMON'S. See monium muriatum a. Oxydulum hydrosulphu-

ixTtooc,

'

jaundice.'

A

remedy

for jaundice.

Liquor hydrargyri oxymuriatis.
ANTILACTEUS, Antigalactic
A.VTH.AITEUX, Antigalactic
ANTILEP'SIS, Apprehen'sio, from avnXa/,1The mode of attaching
(S*vu>, 'I take hold of."
a bandage over a diseased part, by fixing it
upon the sound parts. Hippocrates. The mode
of securing bandages, &c. from slipping.
ANTILITH'ICS, Antilith'ica, from *»t«,

—

rias.

—

ratum

aurantiacum, Antim6nii sulphuretum
proecipitatum a. Oxydum, Algaroth a. Oxydum auratum, Antimonii sulphuratum prEecipitatum a. Oxidum nitro-muriaticum, Algaroth
a. Oxydum cum sulphure vitrifactum, Antimonii
vitrum a. Oxydum sulphuretum vitrifactum,
Antimonii vitrum a. Regulus medicinalis, Antimonium medicinale a. Sal, Antimonium tartarizatum a. Sulphur auratum, Antimonii sul-

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

ANTIMONIOUS

—

a. Sulphur prrecipitaAntimonii sulphuretuni prfficipitatum a.
Sulphuretum, Antimonium a. Tartras, Anti-

phuretum praecipitatum
tuin,

—

monium

—

ANTIMON1UM
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—

tartarizatum a. Tartras et Potassee,
Antimonium tartarizatum a. Vitruni hyacinthAntimonii
vitrum.
inum,
Antimonii et Potass* Tartras, (Ph. U. S.)
Antimonium tartarizatum.

—

which is insoluble. It is slightly diaphoretic
and alterative, and has been used in chronic
rheumatism, cutaneous diseases, &c.

Antimonium Calcinatum, Antimonium

dia-

phoreticum.

Antimo'nium Diaphoret'icum, Diaphoretic
Antimony Antimo' nious Acid, Minferal Bez'oard,
Antimo'nium Calcina'tum, Mineral Diaphoret'ic,
Antimo'nii Sulphure'tum Precipita'tcm, Matiere perMc de kerkring, Peroxide of Antiydrosul phurc' turn sti- mony, Calx Antimo'nii, Antimo'nium diaphoret'Sulphur antimonia'tum,
icum lotum, Cerus'sa Antimo'nii calx, Antimo'nii
bio' sum cum sul'phure, Oto'des stib'ii sulphur a! tum, Oxyd'ulum antimo'nii h y dr o sulphur a' tu/n clo'ta, Oxo'des stibii album, Ox'idum stibio'sum,
aurantiacum, Ox'ydum aura! turn antimo'nii, Sul- Deutoxide of An'timony, Ox'idum stib'ii album
phure'tum stib'ii oxydula'ti, H y dro- sulfur e' turn median'lenitro confectum. (F.) Oxide b lane d 'Anlu'ttum ox'ydi stib'ii sulfura'ti, Sulphur antimo'- limoine prepare par le moyen du nitre. ( Common
,

H

— Throw

by

nii prcBcipita'tum,

antimony,

Antimo'nii Sulphure'tum Pracipita'tum, (F.)
Soufrc dork, d'Antimoine, of the London Pharmacopoeia, is nearly the same as the old
Kermes Mineral. It is a powder of an orange
It is
colour, and of a metallic, styptic taste.

spoonfuls into a red-hot crucible ; powder and
wash. The flowers that stick to the side of the
crucible must be carefully separated, otherwise
they render it emetic. Dose, gr. x to xxx.
Antimo'nium Medicina'le, Reg'ulus Antimo'nii Medicina'lis, Medicinal Reg'ulus of Anti-

Sulphur aura' turn antimo'nii,
Golden Sulphur of Antimony.

and cathartic, according to
and has been chiefly used in chronic
rheumatism, and in cutaneous affections. Dose,

ernetic, diaphoretic,

the dose
gr.

j.

;

to gr. iv.

Antimonii Sulphuretum Prcecipitatum of the
United States Pharmacopoeia, (1842,) is made
by boiling together Sulphuret of Antimony, in
line powder, Solution of Potassa and distilled
tenter; straining the liquor while hot, and
dropping into it Diluted Sulphuric Acid so long
as it produces a precipitate.
Antimo'nii Sulphure'tum Rubrum, Red
Sul'phuret of An'timony, Hydrosulfure' turn stib'ii
rubrum, Sub- hydros ul'fas stib'ii, IJydrosulphure'

Ibj

;

purified nitre,

Jbiij.

it

mony. (Antimon. commun. £v, Kali ppt. £i.
Sodm muriat. §iv. Powder, mix, and melt.

When cold, separate the scoria? at top, powder
the mass, and wash it well. It is conceived to
be more active than common antimony.
Antimo'nium
rias,
stib'ii,

Chlor'uret

Muria'tum, Antimo'nii Mu'of An'timony,

Chlorure'tum

Spuma trium draco'num, Deuto-mu'rias

sullima'tus, Butter of Antimony Muriate
of Antimony, Chloride of Antimony Butt/rum
Antimo'nii, O'leum Antimo'nii, Buty'rum stib'ii,
Caus'ticum antimonia'lB ; Antimonium. suli'tum.
(F.) Chlorure d'Antimoine, Beurre d'Antimoine.
'(Common antimony and corrosive sublimate,
turn rubrum stib'ii sulphura'ti, Pulvis Carthu- of each equal parts: grind together, and distil
siano'rum, Kermes mineral. (F.) Hydrosulfure in a wide-necked retort, and let the butyraceous
rouge d'Antimoine sulfuri, Vermilion de Pro- matter that comes over, run, in a moist place,
vence. Properties the same as the last.
Dose, to a liquid oil.) A caustic, but not much used
gr.j. to gr. iv.
as such. Sometimes taken as poison.
Antimo'nii Vitrum, Glass of Antimony, AnAntimonium Salitum, Antimonium muriatimo'nii ox'ydum sulphure'tum vitrifac 'turn, Ox 1 - turn.
ijdum stib'ii semivit'reum, Antimo'nium vitriAntimo'nium Tartariza'tum, Tartris Antifac' turn, Ox'idum antimonii cum sul'phure vitri- mo'nii, Tartar Antimonia'tum, Sal Antimo'nii,
fuc'tum, Vitrum stib'ii, Antimo'nii vitrum hyacin'- Tartras Potas'sa: stibio'sus seu stibia'lis, Tartris
iliinum, Oxyd'ulum stib'ii vitrealurn
(F.) Verre lixiv'ioz stibia'tus, Deuto-tartras potas'sa et stib'ii,
d'Antimoine. (Formed by roasting powdered Tar'tarus emel'icus, Tar1 tarum emet'icum, Tarcommon antimony in a shallow vessel, over a tras antimo'nii, Tartras Antimo'nii et Potassce,
gentle fire, till it is of a whitish gray colour, and Antimo'nii et Potassa Tartras. (Ph. U. S.) Taremits no fumes in a red heat; then melting it, tarized Antimony, Emetic Tartar, Tartar Emetic.
in a quick fire, into a clean, brownish-red glass.) (F.) Tartre stibii, Tartre Emetique, filme'liqv.e. In
it has been used for preparing the tartarized some parts of the United States, vulgarly and
antimony and antimonial wine.
improperly called Tartar: (Made by digestANTIMONIOUS ACID, Antimonium dia- ing sulphuret of antimony in a mixture of nitric
phoreticum.
and muriatic acids with the aid of heat ; filtering
ANTIMO'NIUM, from avn, 'against,' and the liquor, and pouring it into water : freeing
:'
'alone
f*ovog,
i. e. not found alone ; or accordthe precipitate from acid, by washing and drying to others, from am, against,' and rnoine, ing it addding this powder to bitartrate of po' a monk :' because,
it is asserted, certain monks
tassa in boiling distilled water; boiling for an
suffered much from it. Stibi, Stib'ium, Reg'u- hour, and after filtering the liquor while hot,
lus Antimo'nii, Minera'lium, Gynace'um, Mag- setting it aside to crystallize.
Ph. U. S.) Tarne'sia Satur'ni, Marcasi'ta plum'bea, Platyoph- tarized antimony is emetic, sometimes cathartic
tlial'mon, Slim' mi, Aurum lepra' sum, Anti mo' n ium
and diaphoretic. Externally, it is rubefacient.
crudum, Antimo'nii sulphure'tum, Sulphure'tum Dose, as an emetic, gr. j. to gr. iv. in solution
stib'ii nigrum, Common Antimony, Sulphuret
as a diaphoretic, gr. one-sixteenth to gr. oneThe sulphuret quarter.
of Antimony. (F.) Anlimoine.
of antimony is the ore from which all the preThe empirical preparation, called Norris's
parations of antimony are formed. In Pharmacy Drops, consists of a solution of tartarized antiit is the native sesquisulphuret of antimony,
mony in rectified spirit, disguised by the addipurified by fusion.
When prepared for medi- tion of some vegetable colouring matter.
cal use, by trituration and levigation, it forms
Antimonium Vitrifactum, Antimonii via powder of a black, or bluish gray colour, trum.
stib'ii

,

,

'

;

—

:

—
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.
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ANTIMONY, BUTTER OF, Antimonium more vigorous, and makes him digest more
muriatum a Chloride of, Antimonium muria- readily in winter, to the augmentation of heat
tum a.Chloruret of, Antimonium muriatum
caused by Antiperistasis.
a. Deutoxide of, Antimonium diaphoreticum
ANTIPERTUSSIS, see Zinci sulphas.
a. Golden sula. Glass of, Antimonii vitrum
ANTIPESTILENTIALIS, Antiloimic.

—

—

—

phur

of,

ANTIPHAR'MACON,

Antimonii sulphuretum praecipitatum

from

avri,

'

against,'

a. Medicinal, regulus of, Antimonium mediciand qaouaxor, poison.' A counter-poison. An
nale
a. Muriate of, Antimonium muriatum
antidote.
Dioscorides.
a. Peroxide of, Antimonium diaphoreticum
a.
ANTIPHARMACUS, Alexipharmic.
'

—

—

—

—

Submuriate of, protoxide of, Algaroth a. Sulphuret of, red, Antimonii sulphuretum rubrum

—

a.

Tartarized,

Antimonium tartarizatum

—

a.

Vegetable, Eupatorium perfoliatum.

ANTINEPHRITIC,
phrct'icvs,

from

A

nephritis.'

'

avri,

'

and

against,'

'

inflammation;

to

Antiphlogis'ticus, from
'
I
burn.'
Opposed

tpXsyv),

— as

Antiphlogistic remedies,

A. regimen, &c.

Antinephret'ic, Amineagainst,' and vtqqiTig,
for inflammation of the

remedy

ANTIPHLOGISTIC,
avri,

ANTIPHTHEIRIACA; from am, 'against,'
and yStipiuvj, I am lousy.' A remedy which is
'

used to destroy

lice.

ANTIPHTHIS'iCAL,

kidney.

ANTINEUROPATH1C,

Nervine.
ANTINEUROTIC, Nervine.
ANTI'OCHI Hl'ERA. A preparation extolled by the ancients, in melancholy, hydrophobia, epilepsy, &c. It was formed of germander, agaric, pulp of colocynth, Arabian
stcechas, opoponax, sagapenum, parsley, aristopepper, cinnamon, lavender,
lochia, white
myrrh, honey, &c.
Anti'ochi The'iuaca. A theriac employed by
Antiochus against every kind of poison. It was
composed of thyme, opoponax, millet, trefoil,
fennel, aniseed, nigella sativa, &c.
ANTIODONTAL'GIC, Antodontal'gic, Anlodontal'gicus, Odontalgic, Odont'ic, Anliodontal'gicus, from avri, 'against,' and odovraAyia,
toothache.'
A remedy for toothache.
ANTIORGAS'TIC, Andorgas'ticus, from
avri, 'atminst,' and ooyaeu, I desire vehementremedy for orgasm or erethism, and for
ly.'
irritation in general.
ANTIPARALYT'IC, Antiparalyt'icvs, from
Opagainst,' and naQalvoiq, ' palsy.'
avri,
'

'

A

avri,

'

against,'

ANTIPARASITIC,

Andparasil'icus,

parasitics are Cocculus, Staphisagria,

Op-

'

ANTIPHYSICA, Carminatives.
ANTIPHYS'ICAL, Andphys'icus, from am,
blow.'
An expeller of
against,' and ipvoivi,
'

I

wind: a carminative, (q. v.)
It has also been used for any thing preterhere, the derivation is from avrt,
natural
;

'nature.'
The French
antiphisique.'
ANTIPLEURITiC, Antipleu'rcticus, Antipleuret'ic, from am, 'against,' and nXtupins,
Opposed to pleurisy.
pleurisy.'
ANTIPODAGRIC, Antiarthritic.
ANTIPRAX'IS, from am, 'against,' and
contrary state of different
7TQunow, ' I act.'
parts in the same patient: e. g. an increase of
heat in one organ, and diminution in another.
ANTIPSORTC, Antipso'ricus, from am,
(F.) Antiga'against,' and ywQa, 'the itch.'
'against,'

and

sometimes

say,

<pvai$,

l

Un gout

'

A

leux.

Opposed

to the itch.

ANTIPUTR1D,

Antiseptic.

ANTIPY'IC, Andpy'ieus, from am, 'against,'
and nvov,

posed to palsy.

from

'

posed to phthisis.

'

pus.'

'

Opposed

ANTIPYRETIC,

An-

from
am,
Parasiticide;
tiphtheiriacus,
'
against,' napa<riro<;, * a parasite,' (q. v.) An
agent that destroys parasites, as the different
vermin that infest the body. The chief anti-

Anliphthis'icus,

and y$iOis, consumption.'

'ao-ainst,'
(<\-

to suppuration.

Antipyret'icus, from avri,
'fever.'
febrifuge,

A

and nuQtrog,

v.)

ANTIPYROTIC,

Andpyrot'icnr, from km,
Opposed to burns.
ANTIQUARTANA'RIUM, Andqvar' ticum
remedy formerly used against quartan fever.

'against,'

Veratrum

and

ttvq, 'fire.'

album, and certain of the mercurial prepara-

A

tions.

ANTIRHACHIT'IC, AndrhachU'icus, from
am, 'against,' and rachitis. Opposed to ra-

ANTIPATHFA,

from

avri,

'against,'

and

A

na-

Aversion.
nu6o9', 'passion, affection.'
tural repugnance to any person or thing.
(F.)
Antipath'icus.

ANTIPATH'IC,

patkiquc.
site,

Belonging

contrary

;

mours opposed

to antipathy.

as

Humeurs

to

each other.

ANTIRHl'NUM

AndOppo-

Antipatldqv.es;

Hu-

Also, palliative,

(q. v.)

ANTIP'ATRI THE'RIACA,

Theriac of An-

tipateh. A farrago of more than 40 articles:
used as an antidote against the bites of serpents.

ANTIPERISTALTIC,

chitis, or rickets.

AndperistaV liens,

LINA'RIA, Lina'ria, Osij(F.) Liris, Urina'ria, Common Toad Flux.
naire. The leaves have a bitterish taste. They
are reputed to be diuretic and cathartic.
ointment made from them has been extolled in

An

hemorrhoids.
Antiriuii'num Elati'ne, Elati'ne, Flucllen
or Female Speedwell, was formerly used against
scurvy and old ulcerations.
AiNTISCOLICUS, Anthelmintic.

ANTISCORBUTIC,

Andscorbu'ticus, from

am, against,' and neQia- avri, 'against,' and scorbutvs, 'the scurvy.'
TtUuu I contract.' An inverted action of the Opposed to scurvy.
ANTISCROF'ULOUS, Anlistrumo' sus. Opintestinal tube.
ANTIPERIS'TASIS, from am, 'against,' posed to scrofula.
Andsepdcus, Antiputrid, from
ANTISEPTIC,
A
aggregation.'
and ntQiOTaoic, 'reunion,
union of opposite circumstances the action of am, 'against,' and aijTtrog, 'putrid.' Antipu-

Antivermic'ular, from

'

'

:

two contrary

qualities,

one of which augments

the force of the other. The Peripateticians asserted, that it is by Antiperistasis, that fire is
hotter in winter than in summer. Theophrastus attributes the cause, which renders man

tredino'sus.

Opposed

to

putrefaction.

The

chief Antiseptics, internally or externally employed, are Acidum Muriudcum, Acidum .Yilricvm, Acidum Suhhuricum, Carbo Ligni, Calx
chlorinata, Chlurinum, Cinchona and its active

—
ANTISPASIS
principles, Creosote, Dauci Radix,
Cerevisia, and Soda cli/orinata.

ANTISPASIS,

Fermentum

'

spasm. The whole operation of antispasmodics is probably revulsive. The following are the
chief reputed antispasmodics. JEther Sulphtiricus, Asofaitida, Castoreum, Dracontium, Moschus,
Oleum Animate Dippelii, and Valeriana with
the mental antispasmodics, abstraction, powerOf direct antispasmoful emotions, fear, &c.
dics, we have not an example.
to

—

ANTISPASTIC, Derivative.
ANTISTERlG'MA,from am.
BTijoiyjia,

crutch.

—

A

a support.'
Hippocrates.
*

ANTISTER'NUM,

from

'

and

against,'

fulcrum, support,

am,

'

The

and

against,'

—

Rufus.
back.
otcqvov,
ANTISTRUMOSUS, Antiscrofulous.
ANTISYPHILIT'IC, Antisyphilit'icus, Antisyphilit'ic,fTom am, ' against,' and syphilis, • the
venereal disease.' Opposed to the venereal dis'

the sternum.'

ease.

ANTITASIS,

Counter-extension.
Opponens pollicis— a. Metatarso-sub-phalangams pollicis, Adductor pol-

ANTITHENAR,

licis pedis.

ANTITHORA,

Aconitum anthora.

ANTITRAG'ICUS, or ANTITRA'GEUS,
(F.) Muscle de V Antitragus, M. antitragicn.
small
Belonging to the Antitragus.
(Ch.)
muscle is so called, the existence of which is

—

A

not constant.

It

by which the excrement is expelled.
dament. The seat. The body.

The fun-

Anus

Revulsion.

ANTISPASMODIC, Antispasmod'icus, from
am, against,' and nnaix), I contract.' Opposed
'

AORTIC

5G

occupies the space between

the antitragus and anthelix.

ANTITRAGIEJY,

Antitragicus.
arx;,' opposite to,' and
conical eminence on
XQayoc, the tragus.'
the pavilion of the ear, opposite the tragus.

ANTIT'RAGUS, from

A

also signifies the anterior orifice of the
By some, this Anus, called
also Fora'men commu'nS poste'rius, has been
supposed to form a communication between the
back part of the third ventricle and the lateral
ventricles.
It is closed up, however, by the tela
choroidea.and also by the fornix, which is inti-

Aqueduct of Sylvius.

this. The foramen is situbetween the commissura mollis of the optic
thalami and the pineal gland.
Anus, Artificial. An opening made artificially, to supply the natural anus.
The term

mately connected with

ate

is

often

used to include

preternatural anus,

(q. v.)

Anus, Contracted, (F.) Anus ri.trici.
of the anus when, from some cause, it

A state
is

con-

stricted.

Anus, Imperforate. A malformation in which
is no natural anus. See Atresia ani adnata.
Anus, Preternatural, (F.) Anus contre nature or A. anormal.
An accidental opening
which gives issue to the whole or to a part of
there

the fasces.

which

is

It

may

be owing to a wound, or,
to gangrene attacking

most common,

the intestine in a hernial sac.

This term is also employed, as well as Anus
devid, devious anus, to the case where the anus,
instead of being in its natural situation, is in

some neighbouring
gina, &c.

cavity, as the bladder, va-

ANXl'ETY, Anxi'ctas, Anxietude, Adcemo'nia, Dyspho'ria anxi'etas, Alys'mus, Al'yce,
Al'ysis, Ase, from angere, Gr. uyyttv, 'to strangle, to suffocate.'
state of restlessness and
agitation, with general indisposition, and a dis-

A

ANT1 VERMICULAR, Antiperistaltic.
ANT1VERMINOSUS, Anthelmintic.
ANTODONTALG1C, Antiodontalgic.

tressing sense of oppression at the epigastrium.
Inquietude, anxiety, and anguish, represent degrees of the same condition.
AOCHLE'SIA, from a, priv. and o%Xog, ' disturbance.' Tranquillity. Calmness.
AOR'TA, Arte 'ria magna, A. crassa, A. maxima. (F.) Aorte. This name was given by Aristotle to the chief artery of the body.
It may
have been derived from aoQTtouai, I am suspended,' as it seems to be suspended from the
heart j or from a»;o, 'air,' and rr^ew, 'I keep,"

ANTODYNUS,

because

'

ANTITYP'IA,

from

am,'

against,'

and

Resistance. Hardness.
ANTIVENE'REAL, Antivenc'rcus, from avn,
' against,'
and Venus, Venus.' The same as
Formerly it was used synonyAntisyphilitic.
mously with Antaphrodisiac.

rvnrw,

'

I

strike.'

'

'

Anodyne.

ANTRAX, Anthrax.
AJfTRE, Antrum

a.

d 'Hyghmore, Antrum

of Hi<rlimore.

ANTRUM.

'A cavern,' Cavern'a (q.v.) Bar'atkrum, (F.) Autre. A name given to certain
in bones, the entrance
smaller than the bottom.

cavities

to

which

is

—

Antrum Aimis, Tympanum a.Buccinosum,
Cochlea, Labyrinth— a. Pylori, see Stomach.
Antrum of Highmork, Antrum Higlimoria'num, Antrum Gam, Antrum maxilla're
illa:

superio'ris,

Genyan'trum.

vel

max-

The Maxillary

it was supposed to contain air.
It is
probable, that Hippocrates meant by aunrai, the
bronchia and their ramifications. The Aorta is
the common trunk of the arteries of the body.
It arises from the left ventricle of the heart,
about opposite to the fifth dorsal vertebra, passe.-i
upwards (ascending Aorta,) forms the great arch.
of the Aorta, and descends along the left of the
spine (descending Aorta,) until it reaches the
middle of the fourth or fifth lumbar vertebra,
where it bifurcates, to give origin to the common iliacs. The Aorta is sometimes divided
into the Thoracic or pectoral, and the Abdomi-

nal.
For the arteries which arise from it, &c,
deep cavity see Artery.
AORT'EURYS'MA, from aoort,, the aorta,'
in the substance of the superior maxillary bone
communicating with the middle meatus of the and ivqvc, dilated.' Aneurism of the Aorta.
nose. It is lined by a prolongation of the (F ) Anivrysme de V Aorte. Aortiectasie. By caieSchneiderian membrane.
fully auscultating over the dorsal vertebrae, a
bellows' sound, with a deep and not always perANULUS, Fossette.
ANURIA, Ischuria.
ceptible impulse, may be detected.
J
ANUS, Podex, Potex,MoFyne, Cath'edra, Cyi
AORTIC, Aor'ticus. Relating to the Aorta.
cion. Ci/s'saros, Cysthos, Hedra, Proctos, Archos, The Aortic ventricle, (F.) Ventricle aortique, is
opening
Sedes, Cuius, a circle.' The circular
the left ventricle. The Aortic valves are the
situate at the inferior extremity of the rectum, sigmoid valves at the origin of the Aorta. &c.

Sinus gena
Hyghmore, Sinus Maxillaire.

Sinus,
1

di

(F.)

pituita'rius.

Autre

A

<

'

'

—

—

AORTIECTASIE
AORTIECTASfE,

Aorteurysma.

itis,

Inflammu'tio Aor'ta, from Aorta,
denoting inflammation. Inflammation

AORTRA, AORTRON,
lobe of the lungs.

aooxqa, aoqrnov.

—

Hipp.
from a, privative, and
monster devoid of ears. Gault.

AO'TUS,

ovg,

'

an

A

'

from,'

APHASSOM'ENOS,

'

—

lnductio.
APALACHINE, Ilex vomitoria a.afeuilles
dc Prunier, Prinos a. Gallis, Ilex vomitoria.
APAL'LAGE, from anaXarrw, 'I change.'
Mutation, change. It is generally taken in a
good sense, and means the change from disease
to health.
Hippocr.

—

—

APALOT'ICA, from

a/iuXortjc, 'softness, tenderness.'
Fortuitous lesions or deformities affecting the soft parts. The first Order in the

Class

Ti/chica,

of Good.

APANTHIS'MUS,
av6ew,

pocr.

See Esaphe.

I

flower.'

from ano, 'from,' and

APHELI'A,
in teaching

APHELX'IA,from

—

APHILAN'THROPY, Aphilanthro'pia, from
privative, ifiXtw, '1 love,' and u.r9numo g, a
man.' Dislike to man. Love of solitude. Vowel
has given this name to the first degree of melancholy.
APHISTESIS, Abscess.

APARINE, Galium

aparine.
Diarthrosis.
Apathi'a, from a, privative and

APARTHROS1S,

a,

7ta9og, 'affection.'
(F.) Jlpathie.
Accidental
suspension of the moral feelings. It takes place
in very severe diseases, particularly in malig-

AFECHE'MA,

APHOR'ME,
ternal

APERIS'TATlON^pcnYtatiwra, from

a, pri-

Aperient.

APERITIV US, Aperient.
APERTOR OCULI, Levator

aqioQfiij,

'occasion.'

The

and manifest cause of any thing.

occasional cause of a disease.

ex-

The

— Hippocrates

APHRO'DES, 'frothy,' from a ^ 0? 'foam,'
and tidoc, resemblance.' Applied to the blood
and the excrements. Hippocrates.
,

'

—

APHRODISIA, Coition, Puberty.
APHRODIS'lAC, Aphrodisiacus, from

A<pi>

-

Siri], ' Venus.'
(F.) Aphrodisiaque.
Medicine
or food believed to be capable of exciting to the
pleasures of love; as ginger, cantharides, &c.
They are generally stimulants.

APHRODISIACUS, Venereal.
APHRODISIASMUS, Coition.
APHRODISIOG'RAPHY, from

AipQo6,i V ,

'Venus,' and yowpm, 'I describe.' Etymoloterm means a description of the
pleasures of love, but it has been placed at the
head of a work describing the venereal disease.
gically, this

An epivative, and iiinioTriui, ' I surround.'
thet for an ulcer not dangerous or considerable,
or surrounded by inflammation.
APERITIF,

Excrement.
Mutitas, Catalepsy— a. Surdo-

rum, Mutitas Surdorum.
APHORlA^Sterilitas.

—

the blood-vessels.

'

APHODOS,
APHONIA,

nant fevers.

A

Vo-

abstract.'

sion.

'

—

I

APHESIS, Languor, Remission.
Aph'esis, from tmfn^ui, *•! relax.' A remisThis word expresses sometimes the diminution or cessation of a disease; at others,
languor and debility of the lower extremities.
See Languor and Remission.

Despumation.
from a, priv.
and nupa/vto, I pour over.' The purest wine:
that which has not been mixed with sea-water.
Galen.

APARACH'YTUM VI'NUM,

—

'

pression Apharesis Sanguinis for excessive hemorrhage; and Sennertus, to express the condition of an animal deprived both of the faculties
of the mind and of the mind itself.

APAPHRISMOS.

from ano, ' from,' and tj/og,
Properly the action of reflecting
sound. In Medicine, it is synonymous with
the Latin Contrajissu'ta, a counter-fissure, a
counter-blow. Gorraeus, Celsus.
APECTOCEPHALUS, Acephalothorus.
APEL'LA or APPEL'LA, Leipodermos, from
One whose prepuce
a, priv. and pellis, 'skin.'
does not cover the glans. Galenus, Linnreus,
Vogel. Retraction or smallness of any other
soft appendage.
Sagar.
APEPSIA, Dyspepsia.
APE'RIENT, Ape'riens, Aperiti'vus, from
aperire, (ad and pario,) ' to open.'
A laxative,
medicine which gently
(F.) Aperitif.
(q. v.)
opens the bowels. The term had, formerly, a
much more extensive signification, and was
given to every substance supposed to have the
power of opening any of the passages, and even

a<p(Xx.u>,

APHE'RESIS or APHiE'RESIS, from a<$aigtw, 'I take away.' An operation by which any
part of the body is separated from the other.
Hippocrates, according to Foesius, uses the ex-

;

'sound.'

'simple.'
Simplicity.
the sect of Methodists

—

'

AP'ATHY,

ay?.)]?,

and practising Medicine.

luntary inactivity of the whole or the greater
part of the external senses to the impressions
of surrounding objects, during wakefulness.
Revery (F.) Reverie. Dr. Good has introduced
this into hisNosology, as well as Aphelx'ia socors
or absence of mind A. inten'ta or abstraction of
mind : and A, otio'sa, Stu'dium ina'ne, brown
study or listless musing;.
APHEPSEMA, Decoction.
APHEPSIS, Decoction.

The

—

—

The simple manners of

obliteration of parts,
previously inservient to useful purposes, as of
the ductus venosus and ductus arteriosus, which
are essential to foetal existence, but are subsequently unnecessary. See, also, Stuprum.
APANTHRO'PIA, from ano, 'from,' and
ar&£<Djrog, man.'
Detestation of man
desire
for solitude.
Hippocrates. One of the symptoms of hypochondriasis.
'

'I touch,

of the

tion,

APAGOGE,

from ayaoow,

The touching of the parts of generation
female as a means of diagnosis. Hip-

I feel.'

Apoclasfma, Apocecaulis'menon,
and uyto, I remove.' Separaabduction, (q. v.) Separation of a fractured bone. Galen us, Foesius.
a.To,

Rectum.

point or extremity of a part:
as the apex of the tongue, nose, &c.
APH^RESIS, Apheresis, Extirpation.

ear.

APAG'MA,

from

APEUTHYSMENOS,
APEX. The

of the aorta.

A

APERTO'RIUM, from aperio, I open.' An
instrument for dilating the os uteri during labour.
'

AORTl'TIS,
and

APHROSYNE

G7

APHROG'ALA, from ay fog,
'

milk.'

to

palpebral supe-

Lac spumo' sum.

'

foam,' and yaXa,

A name formerly given

milk rendered frothy by agitation.

APHRONIA, Apoplexy.
APHRONITRUM, Soda.
APHROSYNE, Insanity.

—

——
APHTH.E

APOGONUM
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APHTHA,

Aphta, Aptha, from bttoi, 'I
Thrush or sore mouth, Aphtha lacinflame.'
tu'cimen, A. Infant'um, Laclu'cimen, Lactucim'ina, Lactu'mina, White Thrush, Milk Thrush,
Em'phlysis aphtha, Ulcera serpen'tia Oris,
Pus'tula oris, Febris aphlho'sa, Angina aphtho'sa, Vesic'ula gingiva! rum, Typhus aphthoiIt consists of roundish, pearl-coloured
deus.
vesicles, confined to the lips, rnouth, and intestinal canal, and generally terminating in curdlike sloughs. In France, the Aphthae of children, Aphthes des enfans, is called Muguet,
Catarrhe buccal and Stomatite crirneuse pultacie,
Pultaceous Inflammation of the Mouth, and gethe mild or disnerally receives two divisions

—

APO,
out.'

u.7ro y

denoting

a prefix,

'

from,

of, off,

Hence

APOBAINON,

Eventus.
Eventus.
Death.
APOBIOSIS,
APOCAPNISMUS, Fumigation.
APOCATASTASIS, Considentia,

APOBESOMENON,

Restau-

ratio.

APOCATHARS1S, Catharsis.
APOCATHARTICUS, Cathartic.
APOCECAULISMENON, Apagma.
APOCENO'SIS, from

airo,

1

out,'

and

xivwtra;,

A

partial evacuation, according
evacuation.'
to some, in opposition to Cenosis, which signiCullen and Swefies a general evacuation.
diaur apply it to morbid fluxes.
'

—
—

Muguet benin ou discret, and the maApocknosis, Abevacuatio a. Diabetes mellilignant, (F.) Muguet malin ou confluent, the
Black Thrush. Common Thrush is a disease of tus, see Salivation a. Vomitus pyrosis, Pyrosis.
APOCHOREON, Excrement.
no consequence, requiring merely the use of abAPOCHREMPSIS, Exspuition.
sorbent laxatives. The malignant variety, which
APOCH'YMA, from ayro/tv, I pour out.'
is rare, is of a more serious character, and is
A sort of tar, obtained from old ships; which is
accompanied with typhoid symptoms.
impregnated with chloride of sodium. Aetius,
Aphthae Adultorum, Stomatitis, aphthous
Paulus, Gorrasus.
a. Serpentes, Cancer aquaticus.
creet, (F.)

—

'

—

APHTHES DES ENFANS, Aphthae.
APHTHEUX, Aphthous.

APOCIJY GOBE-MOUCHE, Apocynum

APH'THOUS, Aphtho'sus, (F.) Aphthevx.
Belonging to Aphthae; complicated with Aphas Aphthous Fever.
thae
;

API ASTRUM,

Melissa.

Corpora

striata.

APILEPSIA, Apoplexy.
APIOS, Pyrus communis.
APIS, Bee.
APITES, from amov, a pear.'
'

Perry.

— Gor-

APIUM GRAV'EOLONS,

Apium, Paluda'-

pium, Beli'num, Smallage. (F.) Ache. Nat. Ord.
<Sex. Syst. Pentandria Digynia.
Umbelliferae.
The plants, roots, and seeds are aperient and
Selery

is

'

to cut.'

of subFracture, with loss of part of the bone.

Amputation.

APOCOPUS,

Castratus.

APOCRISIS,

Contagion, Excrement, Secre-

tion.

raeus.

carminative.

APOCLASMA, Abduction, Apagma.
APOCOPE, from *no, and nonrtiv,
Abscission, (q. v.) A wound with loss
stance.

MEDULLA OBLON-

APICES CRURUM

GATA,

an-

drosaemifolium.

a variety of this.

Apium Petrjeum, Bubon Macedonicum.
Apium Petroseli'num, Apium Horten'se,
Eleoseli'num (?), Grielum, Petroseli'num or
Common Parsley. (F.) Persil. The root Pcand seeds are diuretic
troselinum, (Ph. U. S.)

—

and aperient.

APLAS'TIC,

Aplas'ticus, from a, privative,
and TiXaaoui, ' I form.' That which is not capable of forming; that which does not serve to

APOCROUS'TIC,

remedia,

Apocrous'tica

from *no, 'out,' and kqovw, I push.'
tringent and repellent
Galenus.
'

—

An

as-

APOCRUST1CA,
APOCYESIS,

Repellents.
Parturition.

APOCYNUM ANDROSAMIFO'LIUM,

a dog,' because esteemed,
(F.)
of old, to be fatal to dogs. Dog's Bane.
Nat. Ord. Apocyneoe.
Apocin gohe-mouche.
The root of
Sex. Syst. Pentandria Digynia.
this plant is found from Canada to Carolina.
Thirty grains evacuate the stomach as effectually as two-thirds of the amount of Ipecacuanha,
by which name it is known in various parts of
the eastern states. It is in the secondary list
of the Pharmacopoeia of the United States.

from a7ro,and xvmv,

'

Apoc"ynum Cannab'inum, Indian Hemp.
This American plant possesses emetic, catharAn Aplastic Element is one which is un- tic, diaphoretic and diuretic properties, and
susceptible of any farther amount of organiza- has been strongly recommended in dropsy.
^ij of the root
Gerber.
It has been given in decoction,
tion.
APLESTIA, Ingluvies, Intemperance.
boiled in three pints of water to two. A winea,
privative,
and
nXtvQOQ, glassful for a dose.
APLEU'ROS, from
Apocynum Scandens, Allamanda.
a rib.' One without ribs. Hippocrates. Ga-

form.

—

—

—

'

APODACRYT'ICUS,

len.

APLOT'OMY, Aplotom'ia,
ple,'

and

Ttfivu), 'I cut.'

APNEUSTIA,
ration,

cuiXooc, 'sim-

simple incision.

Apncea, Asphyxia.

APNGE'A, from
spire.'

A

from

and nvtta,
Asphxjzia, Apneustia. Absence of
or

thopncea,

a,

insensible

privative,

respiration.

'

I re-

respi-

Also, Or-

(q. v.)

APNCESPHYXIA, Asphyxia.
APNUS, anvooq, same etymon. One devoid
of respiration. An epithet applied by authors
to cases in which the respiration is so small and
Castelli.
It is
slow, that it seems suspended.
probable, however, that the word was always
applied to the patient, not to the disease.

—

Dclachrymati'vus,

from aro, from,' and day.Qvw, I weep.' A substance, supposed to occasion a flow of the tears,
and then to arrest them. Columella, Pliny,
Galenus.
'

'

—

APODYTE'RIUM,

Coniste'rium, Spoliato'-

strip off.'
I
rium, Spolia'rium, from ano&uai,
The anteroom, where the bathers stripped
themselves in the ancient Gymnasia.
'

APOGALACTISMUS, Weaning.
APOGALACTOS, Exuber.
APOGEUSIS, Ageustia.
APOGEUSTIA. Ageustia.
APOGLAUCOSIS, Glaucosis.
Al'OG'ONUM, from ano, and

viroju«i, 'I

—

,

APOLEPSIS

A

exist.'

living

in

foetus

utero.

— Hippo-

crates.

APOLEP'SIS, from
Retention,

artoXaufiavo), <I retain.'

suppression.

APOPLECTIC

59

— Hippocrates.

APOK/iVROSE SUPERFIC1ELLE DE
L'ABDOMEjX ET DE LA CUISSE, Fascia
supeificialis.

APONEVROSIS,
APON1A, from

As-

phyxia

APOLEX'IS, from

avoXyjyo,, <1 cease.'

Old

APOLLNO'SIS, from bto, and Xivov, 'a flaxen
The mode of operating; for Fistula in

ano, by means of a thread of Homolinon or Linum crudum. Hippocrates, Paulus.

—

APOLLINAR1S ALTERCUM,

•

Hyoscya-

mus.

arconuXXm, I throw off.'
Expulsion. ProtruHippocr. Also, Abortion, (q. v.)
sion.
'

—

APOPATE'MA

and

APOP'ATHOS. The

excrements, and the place where they are de-

— Dioscorides, Erotian.

APOPEDASIS,

Luxation.

APOPHLEGMATISANS PER NARES,

from anoXum,

'Iloosen.' Solution. Relaxation: debility of the
limbs or looseness of bandages. Erotian. Expulsion of the foetus and its dependencies. Termination of a disease. Hippocrates, Galen.

novo?,

APONIPS1S, Ablution.
APOPALLF/SIS or APOPAL'SIS, from

posited.

APOLUTICA, Oicatrisantia.
APOLYS'IA or APOL'YSIS,

and

privative,
pain.

Freedom from

'pain'

age, decrepitude.
thread.'

Aponeurosis.
a,

Errhine

—

—

a.

per os, Sialogogue.

APOPHLEGMATISAN'TIA,

Apophlegmafrom ano, out,' and tpXeyy.a, phlegm.'
Medicines which facilitate the upward expulAPOMATHE'MA or APOMATHE'SIS, from sion of mucus from the mucous membrane of
ano, and ua.v9avm, I learn.' Forgetfulness of the digestive or air passages as gargles, masthings tauofht. Hippocr.
ticatories, &c.
APOM'ELI, from ano, of,' and fteXt,' honey.'
APOPHLEG'MATISM, Apophlegmatis'mus.
An oxyinel (q. v.) or decoction made of honey. The action of Apophlegmatisantia. Galen.
Galen, Aetius, Paulus, &c.
APOPH'RADES, from *7ro ac, 'unlucky.'
APOMEXIS, Munctio.
An epithet applied to unlucky days, (dies neAPOMYLE'NAS, from mtopvt&ttiva, <I make fandi.) Days on which a favourable change is
a wry mouth.' One who pushes his lips for- not expected to occur in a disease. A. Lauwards, pressing them against each other. Oc- rentius.
casionally a symptom of nervous fever. Galen,
APOPHRAXIS, Amenorrhcea.
Erotian,
APOPHTHAR'MA and APOPH'THORA,
APOMYTHO'SIS, from ttnouvaom, I snore.' from ano, and 9551010, 1 corrupt.' Abortion, as
A disease in which there is stertor. Sauvages, well as a medicine to procure abortion.
tison'ta,

'

'

—

'

;

—

'

—

—

W

—

—

'

'

—

APON E U RO G' R A P H Y,

APOPHTHORA, Abortion.
APOPHTHOR1US, Abortive.
APOPHYADES, from *no, from,'

Aponeurogra'phia

from

a-TonvQvioig, an 'aponeurosis,' and 70291;, ' a
description.'
description of the Aponeuroses.

A

APONE UROLOGY,

Aponeurolog"ia, from

airovtvQwats, ' an aponeurosis,' and Xoyoc, ' a discourse.'
Aponeurosiology.
The Anatomy of

'

'I spring.'

APONEUROSIOLOGY, Aponeurolojry.
APONEUROSIS or APONKVRO'SIS, from
'

from,' and revnov,

'

a nerve.'

Pronerva!'-

Expan'sio nervu'sa. (F.) Aponeurose, Apontvrose. The ancients called every white part
vivnor, and regarded the Aponeurosis as a nervous expansion. The Aponeuroses are white,
shining membranes, very resisting, and composed of fibres interlaced. Some are continuous
with the muscular fibres, and differ only from
tendons, by their flat form. They are called
Aponeuroses of insertion, (F.) Aponlvroscs d'insertion, when they are at the extremities of
muscles, and attach them to the bone. Aponeuroses of intersection, (F.) Aponeuroses d' intersection, if they interrupt the continuity of the
muscle, and are continuous on both sides with
muscular fibres. The others surround the muscle, and prevent its displacement: they are
called Enveloping Aponeuroses, (F.) Aponevroses
Cio,

— a.

Aponeurosis, Fascia
a. Femoral, Fascia lata

Crural, Fascia lata
a. Iliac, Fascia iliaca.
APONEUROTIC, Apo neuroticus. What rethus we say, Aponeurolates to Aponeuroses:
tic expansion. Aponeurotic muscle, <&c.

—

a.

—

—

liPIKEUSES, Spinous

pro-

cesses of the vertebra?.

APOPH'YSIS, from

2710, 'from,' and yvto,
Proces'sus, Appendix. A process of a
the apophysis is yet separated
from the body of the bone by intervening cartilage, it is called Epiphysis.
The apophyses
or processes are, at times, distinguished by epithets, expressive of their form; as A. styloid, A.
Others are not preceded by the
coracoid, &c.
word apophysis; as Trochanter, Tuberosity, &c.
Apoph'ysis of Inoras'sias is a term applied
to the lesser ala of the sphenoid bone.
Apophysis of Rau, Grele apophyse du Marteau : see Malleus.
APOPIES'MA, from anonidloj, ' I compress.'
Hippocrates uses the term to signify a fancied
expression or forcing out of humours, by the application of bandages in wounds and fractures.
'

I rise.'

bone.

When

APOPLANES1S, Error loci.
APOPLECTIC, Apoplec'ticus.
Apoplexy.

d'enveloppc.

9™,

APOPHYSE

APOPHYSES

the Aponeuroses.

<tno,

—

and

ramifications of veins and ar-

Hippocr.
BASILAIRE, Basilary process
engainante ou vaginale. Vaginal process.

teries.

—

The

Referring to
This word has various significa-

To individuals labourTo remedies proper for
combating apoplexy: 3. To the constitution,
tions.

It is

applied,

ing under apoplexy

:

1.

2.

temperament, or make, Architcctura apop/ectica,
which predisposes to it: and, 4. To the sympAPONEUROT'OMY, Aponeurotom"ia, from toms, which characterize apoplexy as Apoplectic sleep, A. stroke, (q. v.) A. stertor, &c.
The
ttnovtunuHrti;, 'aponeurosis,' and tjuiw, 'I cut.
jugular veins have also, by some, been called
Anatomy of Aponeuroses.
Vena apoplec'tica.
It has, also, been proposed for the division, Apoplectic veins,
(debridement) of filaments, &c. in aponeurotic
Apoplectic Cell. The cavity remaining in
openings, and for the section of Fascice.
the encephalon, after the effusion of a clot into it.
;

—

—

—
APOPLEXIA CATALEPSIA

APOTIIECA

GO

Catalepsia—
APOS'CHASIS or APOSCHAS'MOS, from
Hydrocephalus, Hydrocephalus internus— a. cmoaxutw, I scarify.' Scarification. A slight
Hepatica, Hepatorrhagia— a. Medullaris, Apo- superficial incision in the skin. Also, bloodHippocr.
letting.
plexy, spinal— a. Myelitica, Apoplexy spinal
APOS'IA, Sitis defec'tus, from «, privative,
a. Nervous, see
a. Nervosa, Apoplexy nervous
Apoplexy a. Pulmonalis, see Haemoptysis a. and nociis, drink.' Want of thirst, absence of
Pulmonum, see Haemoptysis a. Spasmodica, desire for liquids.
APOSP'TIA, from arto, 'from,' and oitoc,
Apoplexy, nervous a. Spinal, Spinal hemorrhage a. Simplex, Apoplexy, nervous a. Te- 'food.' Aversion for food. Galen. See Disgust.
APOSIT'IC, Aposit'icus; the same etymology.
mulenta, see Temulentia.

APOPLEXIA CATALEPSIA,

'

a.

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

'

—

Apoplexia Myelitica

—

A. Medullaris (F.)
Apoplexie de la Mobile epiniere, Hemato-niyelie,
Hemo-myelorrhagie. Hemorrhage into the spi;

nal marrow.

APOPLEXIE CAPILLAIRE,

Mollities Ce-

APOPLEXIE FOUDROYAJYTE,
A

dering Apoplexy.'

'Thun-

form of apoplexy, which

intense and rapidly fatal.

APOPLEXIE DE LA MOELLE

EPIJV1-

liRE. Apoplexy, spinal.

APOPLEXY,

Apoplex'ia, Hamorrha'gia
Cer'cbri, Aphro'nia, Cams Apoplex'ia, Coma
Apoplex'ia, Pulpe'zia, Sidera'tio, Apilep'sia, Morbus atton'itus, Gutta, Theople' gia, Tkcoplex'ia,
from aToTA?jTTtiv, to strike with violence.' (F.)
Jipoplexie, Coup de sang. A disease, characterized by diminution, or loss of sensation and
mental manifestation; by the cessation, more
or less complete, of motion and by a comatose
circulation and respiration continuing.
state,
It generally consists in pressure upon the brain;
either from turgescence of vessels, or from extravasation of blood; hence the terms, Hamen'

;

—

ceph'alus,

Hemorrhagic

and Himoby some. The

cerebralc,

encephalorrhagie, applied to

it

general prognosis is unfavourable; especially
when it occurs after the age of 35. When A.
is accompanied with a hard, full pulse, and
flushed countenance, it is called Apoplexia sanguin'ea, Cataph'ora coma; when with a feeble
pulse and pale countenance, Apoplexia serosa,
and A. pituitosa, Serous apoplexy, Cataphora hydrocephalica, Hydro-encephalorrhee. (Piorry.)
In nervous apoplexy, Apoplexia nervosa, seu
spasmodica, A. simplex, Simple apoplexy, no
lesion whatever may be perceptible on dissection,
although the patient may have died under all the
phenomena that are characteristic of apoplexy.

Apoplexy, Pulmonary, see Haemoptysis

—

a.

Simple,

a. Nervous.
Apoplexy, Renal. A condition of the kidney, characterized by knotty, irregular, tuberculated eminences, some of a deep black colour.

APOPNIXIS,

Suffocation.

APOPSYCHIA,

relaxation of bandages.

APORRHGEA,

'I fall

—Erotian.

from unoQQiw,

down.'

'I flow from.'

An emanation, effluvium, contagion, (q.v.)— Moschion.

A falling off of the hair, according to some.

APOSCEM'MA,

and APOSCEP'SIS, from

down, I direct myself towards.'
Afflux of fluids towards a part. Metastasis.
The first word has been applied to the excrements. Hippocr., Galen.
et7ro(7itt;^Tio, 'I lie

—

APOSCEPARNIS'MUS,

Deascia'tio, from
cmo, and OKinaoror, ' a hatchet.' Wound of the
cranium, by a cutting instrument, in which a
piece of the bone has been cut out, as with a

hatchet.

APOSPAS'MA,

— Gorraus.

APOSCEPSIS, Aposcemma.

from anoanaw,

' J tear or
laLacera'tio ligamenta'ria. (F.) Arrachement, (q. v.)
solution of continuity, especially of a ligament.

Rhegma

g amenta! re

li

,

A

APOSPHACEL'ESIS,

Aposphacelis'mus,

from ano, and o<pani?.og, mortification.'
grene in wounds and fractures, owing
bandages being too tight. Hippocr.

Gan-

'

—

to the

APOSPHINX'IS, ttnooytyc,is; constriction,
The action of a tight bandage.

compression.
Hippocr.

APOSPONGIS'MUS,

artooTtoyyta^tog

—

;

the

any purpose. Gorrceus.
APOSTALAGMA, and APOSTAG'MA,
from tt-ro, from,' and <tto.).ulw, 'I flow.' The
ancient name for the saccharine liquor which
flows from grapes when not yet pressed.
APOS'TASIS, from a7ro,and ia-Tr,ia,'I stop.'
The ancients had different significations for this
word. It was most commonly used for an abscess. The separation of a fragment of bone
by fracture. Removal of disease by some excretion, &c.
act of sponging for
'

APOSTAX'IS, from «:roai-«;«>,
The defluxion of any humour, as

'

the nose.

— Hippocr.

Staxis

I distil from.'
of blood from

(q. v.)

APOSTE'MA,

from una, 'from,' and wt>ji*i,
'I settle,' or from atpurviffu, 'I recede from.'
This word is used by the ancients, somewhat
vaguely. It meant an affection in which parts,
previously in contact, are separated from each
other by a fluid collected between them. The
moderns regard it as synonymous with Abscess.
(q. v.) Some, even of the moderns, have applied
it to any watery tumour, and even to tumours
in general.

Apostema Empyema, Empyema
Parulis

—

Lumbar

a.

Phalangum, Fourclie

—

—

a.

a.

Psoaticum,

Parulis,

abscess.

APOSTERIG'MA.from a^o<rrr,<ntoy, 'I supAny thing that supports a diseased part,

port.'

—

A

Galen.
deepas a cushion, a pillow, &c.
seated and inveterate disease of the intestines.

—Hippocr.

Syncope.

APOPTO'SIS, from anommw,

A

substance which destroys the appetite, or
suspends hunger.
cerate.'

rebri.

is

Any

APOSTOLO'RUM UNGUEN'TUM,

Do-

dccaphar macum, Ointment of the Apostles. So
called, because as many solid ingredients entered into its composition as there were Apostles. 1 1 contained several resins and gum resins,
yellow wax, oil, vinegar, verdigris, &c, and
was formerly empjoyed as a vulnerary.
1

APOS'TROPHE, from a.no, and a-ro^pm, I
An aversion, disgust for food. — Paulus.
«

turn.'

APOSYRMA,

Abrasion, Desquamation.

APOTELES'MA,

from

a/ro,

and

-ttkarut,

'completion.' The result or termination of a
See, also, Amuletum.
disease.
APOTHANAS1A, see Death.

APOTHE'CA, Pharmace'um,
tk\ui, 'to place.'

Any

plr.ce

from arto, and
where things are

—— — —

;

APOTHECARIES' HALL
kept, and therefore

a shop.' A place where
See Pharmacopolium.

APOTHECARIES' HALL. The Hall of the
Corporation or Society of Apothecaries of London, where medicines are prepared and sold
under their direction, &c. This Company obtained a charter of incorporation in the 15th
year of James the First. No general practitioner can establish himself in England or
Wales, without having obtained a license from
the Court of Examiners of the Company.
APOTH'ECARY, Apotheca'rius, Dispensa'tor,

Pharmaco-

Pharmacopo'la, Pigmenta' rius,

paz'us, Rluzotfomus, Myropo'lcs,

same

derivation.

Apothicaire, Pharmacien, Pharmacopole.
every country, except Great Britain, it
means one who sells drugs, makes up prescripIn addition to these offices, which,
tions, &c.
indeed, they rarely exercise, except in the case
of their own patients, the Apothecaries in En(F.)

In

gland form a privileged class of practitioners—
a kind of sub-physician.

is analogy of structure ; in the latter,
analogy of functions.
Apparatus ai.tus, see Lithotomy.
Apparatus, Immovable, (F.) Appareil immobile, Immovable Bandage, Permanent Bandage. An apparatus used for fractures, which
is generally formed by wetting the bandages in

there

some substance, as starch or dextrin, which
becomes solid, and retains the parts in situ.
Apparatus Lateralis, see Lithotomy a.

—

to the centre of the organ, constituting
he calls appareils de re union. The first,
as a whole, form the organs of the mental faculties
the latter are commissures, which unite
parts of the organ that are double and in pairs.

APOTHERAPEI'A,from ot7io9fQanivw, ("-no tions
A perfect cure— Hip- what
dspuiiivvu) 'I cure.'

In the ancient Gymnastics, it meant
pocr.
inunclast part of the exercises:— the friction,
the

gar.

for the

— Galen.

APOTH'ESIS, from
The position proper to

APPAUVRI,

vermiformis
vermiformis coeci

dix

a warehouse, shop.'

as

o-tto,

and

tfxi|»o>,

from ano9Qavm

'
>

I

1

Appendic'ul.& epiploic^, Appen'dices

break.

a.

coli

texture and arrangement to omenta.
APPEN'DIX, Epiph'ysis, from appen'dere, to
hang from.' Any part that adheres to an organ
seeming as if added
or is continuous with it;
An appendage, an apophysis, (q. v.) (F.)
to it.
Appendice, Annexe.
'

—

Appen'dix

or

appendic'ula vermifor'mis

Ec'phyas, Additamentum Coli, Appen'dix Ccpxi. (F.) Appendice vermiforme, A., ca.cal
on dio-iial.
A vermicular process, the size
of a goose-quill, which hangs from the intestinum ccecuiii. Its functions are unknown.
Appendix cerebri, Pituitary gland a. ad
cje'ci,

ad and paThis word signifies,— a colany operation
lection of instruments, &c. for
whatever. (F.) Appareil.
arrangeIn surgery it means the methodical
necesment of all the instruments and objects
to prepare.'

—

Cerebrum, Cerebellum— a. to the Epididymis,
Vasculum aberrans a. Ventriculi, Duodenum.

—

By extendressing.
sary for an operation or
name Appareil, Capsa
sion, the French give the
in wh.ch the
chirurgica, to the case or drawers

APPENSIO, see Analeptia.
AP'PETENCE, Appeten"tia, from appeterc,
(ad and petere.) to desire.' An ardent, passion'

•

arranged.
to the
Apparatus has likewise been applied
of operating for the stone.-See
modes
different
is

...
Lithotomy.
(Appareil)
In Physiology, Apparatus

—

Proadipo'sa.
(F-) Appendices Epiplo'iques.
longations of the peritoneum beyond the surface
of the great intestine, which are analogous in

APOTOME, Amputation.
APOTROPiEUM, Amuletum.
APOTROPE, Aversion.
APOXYSMUS, Abrasion.
APOZEM. Decoction.
APPARATUS, ParasceuS, from

apparatus

Pituitary

APPENDICUL^ PINGUEDINOS^E, Epi-

'

'

CEREBRI,

a.

ploic appendages.

Fracture of a bone, with spicula remaining.
Extraction of a spiculum of bone.— Gorraus.
Also, Abscision, (q. v.)
APOT1LMOS, Evulsion.
APOT'OKOS, from ano, and tixto>, I bring
An abortive foetus.— Hippocr.
forth.'

ra'rB,

—

Vermiformis cceci, see Appendix
Epiploica, Epiploic appendage.

Anciently, the dregs, and somepress from.'
Gorrceus.
times the expressed juice of plants.—

APOTHRAU'SIS,

AppenAppendix

Ccecal,

Digital,

a. Sous-sternale,

APPEND1CULA
gland

from

a.

JLpipldiques, Appendicular

ploicx.

coto^/xi/,

Apotheca

also, a gallipot.

APOTHLIM'MA,

a..

a. Sus-spheuo'idale
a.

The same

casci

Xiphoid cartilage
du cervcau, Pituitary gland
Xipho'ide, Xiphoid cartilage.
Appendices coli adipose, Appendiculaeepi-

epiploic®

ototi^»ju«, 'I replace.

limb, after reduction.

1

Impoverished.

APPENDICE, Appendix— a.

be given to a fractured

APOTHICAIRE, Apothecary.
APOTHICAIRERIE, (F.) from

1

:

purpose of obviating
Gorraus.
fatio-ue, or curing disease.— Galen,
APOTHER'MUM, From *tio, and &s&*1t
and vine1
heat.' A pickle made of mustard, oil,

and bathing,

—

—

Major, see Lithotomy a. Minor, see Lithotomy.
APPAREIL, Apparatus, Boitier a. Grand,
a. Ima. Hunt, see Lithotomy
see Lithotomy
a. Later alisi, see
mobile, Apparatus, immovable
Lithotomy a. Petit, see Lithotomy.
APPAREILS DE FORMATION, (F.) Gall
admits, in the brain, two kinds of fibres; the
one, divergent, proceeding from the cerebral
peduncles to the convolutions, and constituting
what he calls appareil s de formation: the other,
convergent, and proceeding from the convolu-

and

tion,

—

—

—

APPETITE

Gl

'

medicines are kept.

—

ate desire for

Anorexia.

AP'PETITE, Appeti'tus, Appeten'tia,Appeti"Cupi'do, Orex'is, Orme, same etymology as
An internal sensation, which warns
the last.
us of the necessity of exerting certain functions,
especially those of digestion and generation.
In the latter oase it is called venereal appetite,
(F.) Aj/pctit viniricn: in the former, simply

ap-

tia,

all of which
plied to a collection of organs,
system of orwork towards the same end.
similar
all those formed of a

A

nans comprehends
An apparatus often comprehends ortexture.
the former,
gans of very different nature. In

object.

APPETIT, PERTE D\

.

is

anv

j

——

—
:

APPETITUS CANiNUS
ou Appetilion.

appetite, (F.) Jppetit

If the de-

occasioned by a real want, be carried to a certain extent, it is called hunger.
sire for food,

thirst, when lisolid food is concerned
Appetite and hunger ought not, however,
quid.
to be employed synonymously; they are difHunger is
ferent degrees of the same want.
an imperious desire : it cannot be provoked, like
the appetite. It is always allayed by eating
but not so the appetite ; for, at times, it may he
excited in this manner. They are very gene-

when

AQUA
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;

however, used synonymously.
Appetite, morbid, Limosis.

rally,

APYREXTA. The same etymology. Absence of fever: Dialeim'ma, Inter rnissia. Apyrexia is the condition of an intermittent fever
between the paroxysms: the duration of the
apyrexia, consequently, depends on the type of
Occasionally, the term has
the intermittent.
been applied to the cessation of the febrile condition in acute diseases.

APYROME'LE

lar

APPETITUS CANINUS, Boulimia.
APPLE, ADAM'S, Pomum adami.

APYRENOME'LE,

from
or
a nut,' and fnjXr,, a sound.'
sound or probe, without a button or nut. It is
the Melo'tis, Specil'lum uuricula'rium or Auricua, priv. TiuQtjr,

A

'

'

sound of Galen.

AQUA, Water— a. Acidi carbonici, Acidulous

—a.Acidula hydrosulphurata, Naples water
—
—
—
—
water

—

Apple, Bitter, Cucumis colocynthis a. Cu- (factitious) a. Aeris fixi, Acidulous water (sima. May, ple)
a. Alkalina oxymuriatica, Eau de Javelle
rassoa, Aurantium curassaventium
a. AluPodophyllum peltatum a. Tree, Pyrus malus.
a. Aluminis compositus, Liquor a. c.
APPLICA'TA, from applicare, (ad and pli- minosa Bateana, Liq. aluminis compositus — a.
care,) to apply.'
A word, unnecessarily intro- Ammonia?, Liquor ammonias a. Acetatis amduced into medical language, to express the monias, Liquor ammonias acetatis a. Ammonias
a.
objects which are applied immediately to the carbonatis, Liquor ammonias subcarbonatis
surface of the body, as clothes, cosmetics, baths, Ammonias caustica, Liquor ammonias a. Amnii,
Liquor amnii.
&c. Halle.
APPLICATION, Applica'tio, in a moral sigAqua amyodala'rum concentra'ta, (Y.)Eau
nification, is synonymous with Attention. Also d'Amandes ameres.
Water of hitler almonds.
as
another
the
Made by bruising well two pounds of hitter
the act of applying one thing to
blister,
&c.
of
bandage,
apparatus,
a
an
almonds;
adding,
A. of
whilst triturating, ten pounds
APPREHEN'SIO, from ad and prehtndere, of spring water, and four pounds of alcohol, letto take.'
This word is employed in various ting the mixture rest in a well-closed vessel,
senses.
It means catalepsy, (q. v.) or cato- and then distilling two pounds. Used instead of
chia.— Paul Zacchias. A kind of bandage for the Aqua Laurocerasi and the Hydrocyanic acid.
securing any part. Also, a therapeutical indiAqua Anisi Fortis, Spiritusanisi a. Aquis-

—

—

—

'

—

—

—

—

;

'

APPROCHE,

—

—

a. Ardiente,
see Aix-la-Chapelle
see Spirit a. Auditoria, Cotunnius, Liquor of
Aqua balsamica arterialis, Aqua Binelli a.
Bareginensis, Bareges water a. Bellilucana,

granensis,

cation.

Coition.

—

—

—

APPROXIMATION, Approxima'tio, from ad
and proximus, nearest.' Ettmuller gave this
name to a pretended method of curing disease, Balaruc waters a. Benedicta, Liquor calcis
by making it pass from man into some animal a. Benedicta composita, Liquor calcis composior vegetable, by the aid of immediate contact.
tus
a. Benedicta Rulandi, Vinum antimonii
APRAC'TA, from a., priv. and noxaro), 1 tartarizati.
Without action. An epithet for the parts
act.'
Aqua Binellii, Acqua Binelli, Aqua Balsam'of generation, when unfit for copulation or ge- ica arteria'lis. A celebrated Italian hemostatic,
neration.
invented by one Binelli. Its composition is
APRICATIO, Isolation.
unknown, but its virtues have been ascribed
APRICOT, Prunus Armeniaca.
to creasote; although there is reason for beAPROSO'PIA, Triocephal'ia, from «, priv. and lieving it to possess no more activity than cold
A malformation, which water.
lip otrumov, ' the face.'
consists in the face being deficient.
Aqua Brocchiari. A supposed styptic,
APSINTHA'TUM, from eupiv&iov, worm- which made much noise at Paris at one time.
wood.' A sort of drink made of wormwood.
It is devoid of efficacy.
Dr. Paris found nothing
Aetius.
in it but water perfumed by some vegetable es'

—

—

—

'

'

APSINTH1TES,

Absinthites.

sence.

APSYCHIA, Syncope.
APTHiE, Aphthae.

Aqua Borvonensis, Bourbonne-les-Bains,
mineral waters of— a. Bristoliensis, Bristol waand 7rrvw, I spit." ter a. Calcarias ustas, Liquor calcis— a. Calcis,
Devoid of expectoration. An epithet given to Liquor calcis a. Calcis composita, Liquor calcis
certain pleurisies, in which there is no expec- compositus
a. Camphor, Mistura camphoras
Hippocr.
toration.
a. Camphorata, Bates's, see Cupri sulphas
a.
AP YETOS, from «, priv. and nvov, ' pus.' An Catapultarum, Arqucbusade eau d\
external affection, which does not end in supAqua Cinnamo'mi, Cinnamon Water. Dispuration.
tilled water of Cinnamon Bark.
Prepared also
APYIQUE, Apyos.
in the following manner.
01. Cinnam. f. £ss;
AP'YOS, from «, priv. and twov, pus,' (F.) Magnes. Carbon, gss: Aq.destillat. Oij. Rub the
That which does not afford pus.
Jlpijiqiic.
oil and carbonate of magnesia; add the water
APYRENOMELE, Apyromele.
gradually and filter.
(Ph. U.S )
Apyrct'icus,
from
cc, priv.
APYRET'lC,
and
Aqua Cinnamojii Fortis, Spiritus Cinnamomi
Without
fever.
fever.'
This
epithet
vvn, 'fire,
a. Colcestrensis, Colchester, mineral waters
is given to days in which there is no paroxysm
of— a. Cupri ammoniata, Liquor c. a. a. Cupri
case
the
of
in
an
as
intermittent;
disease;
of a
vitriolati composita, Liquor cupri sulphntis
as well as to some local affections which do not composita— a. inter Cutem, Anasarca
a. Disinduce fever. Urticaria is sometimes called an tillata, Water, distilled— a. Fluviatilis, Water,

APTYSTOS, from

a,

priv.

—

'

—

—
—

—

—

'

—

api/rrtic

cranthem.

river.

—
—

—
AQUiE ACIDULjE

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—
—
dilutus —
Lucia?, Spiritus ammonia? succinatus —
Marina, Water, sea —
Medicata,
tis

a.

a.

a.

Water, mineral.
Aqua Mentha: piperi'ta:, Peppermint Water.

The

water of peppermint. It may be
prepared also like the aqua cinnamomi.
Aqua Mentha pipeiutidis spirituosa, Spiritus mentha; piperitse
a. Mentha?
viridis,
Spearmint water, see Aqua mentha? piperita? a.
Mentha? vulgaris spirituosa, Spiritus mentha?
viridis
a. Mineralis, Water, mineral— a. Mirabilis, Spiritus pimenta?
a. Mulsa, Hydromeli
a. Natri Oxymuriatici, Liquor soda chlorinata?
a. Neapohtana, Naples water (factitious)
a.
distilled

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Nephritica, Spiritus myristica? a. Nivata, Water, snow
a. Nucis moschata?, Spiritus myristica?
a. Ophtliulmica, Liquor zinci sulphatis
cum camphora a. Paludosa, Water, marsh
a.
Ficea, see Pinus sylvestris a. Pluvialis,
Water, rain a. Potassa?, Liquor potassse a. Pulegii spirituosa, Spiritus pulegii
a. Putealis,
Water, well a. Rabelii, Elixir acidum Halleri
n. Raphani composita, Spiritus armoracia? compositus a. Regia, Nitro-muriatic acid.
Aqua Rosa;, Rase Water. (Kos. centifol.
Ph.
Jbviij: Aqua, Cong. ij. M. Distil a gallon

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

U.S.)

Aqua Salubris, Water, mineral —a. Sappha-

—
—

a. Saturni, Lirina, Liquor cupri ammoniata
quor plumbi subacetatis dilutus a. Sclopetaria,
Arquebusade eau d? a. Seminum anisi compo-

—
—

Spiritus anisi a. Seminum carui fortis,
Spiritus carui a. Soteria, Water, mineral a.
Stygia, Nitro-muriatic acid a. Styptica, Liquor
cupri sulphatis composita a. Sulphurata sima. Sulphureti
plex, Hydrosulphuretted water
ammonia?, Liquor fumans Boylii a. Thediana,
Arquebusade eau d' a. Theriacalis Bezoardica,
sita,

—

—

—
—

—
—

—

—

Chylostagma diaphoreticum Mindereri a. Toa. Traumatica Thefana, Liquor arsenicalis

—
—

a. Vegeto-mineralis,
denii, Arquebusade eau d'
Liquor plumbi subacetatis dilutus a. Viciensis,
Vichy water a. Vitriolica camphorata, Liquor

—
—
Vitriolica
zinci sulphatis cum camphora —
ca?rulea, Solutio sulphatis cupri composita —
Zinci
—
Vulneraria, Arquebusade eau
a.

a.

d'

a.

vitri-

cum camphora, Liquor zinci sulphatis cum
camphora.
AQU^E ACTDULM, Acidulous waters— a.
Badigua?, Bath, Mineral waters of— a. Badiza?,
Bath, Mineral waters of— a. Bathonia?, Bath,
Mineral waters of— a. Buxtonienses, Buxton,
Mineral waters of— a. Cantuarienses, Canterolati

bury, waters of.
Aqua; Destilla'ta:, Distilled Waters, Hydro la' la, (F.) Hydrolats. These are made by
putting vegetable substances, as roses, mint,
pennyroyal, &.c. into a still with water, and
drawin" off as much as is found to possess the

—

——

AQUEOUS
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Aqua F<enic'uli, Fennel Water. The distilled
water of fennel seed. It may be prepared also
like the aqua cinnamomi.
Aqua Fontana, Water, spring a. Fortis,
Nitric acid— a. Hepatica, Hydrosulphuretted
water a. Hordeata, Decoctum hordei a. Juniperi composita, Spiritus juniperi compositus
a. Kali, Liquor potassse subcarbonatis
a. Kali
caustici, Liquor potass*
a. Kali praparati, Liquor potassse subcarbonatis a. Kali puri, Liquor potassas a. Kali subcarbonatis, Liquor potassse subcarbonatis
a. Labyrinthi, Cotunnius,
liquor of a. ex Lacu, Water, lake a. Lithargyri acetati composita, Liquor plumbi subaceta-

—

—

—

aromatic properties of the plant. To every gallon
of the distilled water, 5 oz. of spirit should be
added to preserve it. The simple distilled xoaters
are sometimes called Aqua stillatil" ia, sim'plices:
the spirituous, Aqua stillatit" i<£ spirituo' see, but

more commonly &pir'itus.
Aqua: Minerales Acidulje, Waters, minegazeous a. Minerales ferruginosa?, Waters,

—

ral,

—

mineral, chalybeate a. Minerales sulphurese ,
Waters, mineral, sulphureous a. Stillatitia?,
Aqua? destillata? a. Solis, Bath mineral waters.
AQUjEDUCTUS, Aq'ueduct, from aqua,

—

—

1

water,'

and ducere, ductuni,

'

to

lead.'

(F.)

Aqueduc.
Properly, a canal for conducting
water from one place to another. Anatomists
have used it to designate certain canals.
Aquaductus Cerebri, Infundibulum of the
brain
a. Cotunnii, Aqua?ductus vestibuli.
Aqu/Educ'tus Coch'leje, (F.) Aqueduc du
Lirnagon ; a very narrow canal, which proceeds
from the tympanic scala of the cochlea, to the
posterior edge of the pars petrnsa.
AqujEDuc'tus Fallo'pii, Canal spirolde de
1,'os temporal of Chaussier, Aqueduc de Fallope.
A canal in the pars pelrosa of the temporal
bone, which extends from the meatus auditorius internus to the foramen stylo 1 mastoideum,
and gives passage to the facial nerve. The
opening into this aquedifcCyis called Hia'tus

—

—

Fallo'pii.

Aquaduc'tus Syl'vii, Aqueduc de Sylvius,
ad quartum ventrical m, Cana'lis me'dius,
Canal inter midiaire des vcniriculcs of Chaussier.
A canal forming a communication between the
third and fourth ventricles of the brain.
Aqua:duc'tus Vestib'ulj or Aquaductus
Cotun'nii, (F.) Aqueduc du vestibule ou Aqueduc
de Cotugno. This begins in the vestibule, near
the common orifice of the two semicircular canals, and opens at the posterior surface of the
pars petrosa.
AQUALIC'ULUS, from aqualis, 'a waterpot.'
That part of the abdomen which extends
from the umbilicus to the pubes. See Hypogastrium. It has also been applied to the
stomach or intestinal canal.
AQUAS'TER. A word used, by Paracelsus, to
Iter

it

express the visions or hallucinations of patients.
AQUEDUC, Aqua?duct a. de Cotugno, Aqua?ductus vestibuli a. de Fallope, Aqua?ductus
a. du Limacon, Aqua?ductus cochlea?
Fallopii
a. de Sylvius, Aqusductus Sylvii
a. du Ves-

—

tibule,

Aqua?ductus vestibuli.
Aqua?ductus.

AQUEDUCT,
A'QUEOUS,
des,

from aqua,

Aquo'sus, Hydato'des, Hydro''

water,' (F.) Aqueux.

Watery.

The

absorbents or lymphatics are sometimes
called, in France, Conduits ou Canaux aqueux.

Aqueous Humour of the Eye, Humor
Aquo'sus, Albugineous humour, O'dei des, woudyg, Hydatoi'des, vdaroeidtjg, Ova'tus, or Ovifor'mis humor, (F.) Humeur aqueuse. The limpid fluid, which fills the two chambers of the
eye, from the cornea to the crystalline, and
which is, consequently, in contact with the two
surfaces of the iris. Quantity, 5 or 6 grains: s. g.
1.0003. It contains gelatin, albumen, chloride of
sodium, and phosphate of lime in small quantity;
and is enveloped in a fine membrane: the memTunica propria seu
brane of the aqueous humour
Vagi'na humo'ris a'quei, seu Membra' na Demuriana, seu Descemet'ii, Membrane of Demours, or
of Dcsccmet. Although these last terms are by

—

—
AQU1DUCA
some appropriated

ARANEOSUS PULSUS
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to a third layer of the cor-

nea.

A name

given to several membranes, which, by
extreme thinness, resemble spider-webs.
Celsus and Galen called thus the membrane of
their

AQUIDUCA, Hvdragogues.
AQUIFOLIUM, Ilex aquifolium.

the

humour,

vitreous

— the

now

tunica

hyaloidca.

one of the membranes of the brain, situate between the dura
It is a serous membrane,
sal ammoniac, precipitated mercury, arsenic, mater and pia mater.
sulphur, and the philosopher's stone. See Hy- and composed of two layers; the external being
confounded, in the greater part of its extent,
drargyri Submurias, and Sulphur.
Aq'uii.a Cgelestis; a sort of panacea, of with the dura mater, and, like it, lining the interior of the cranium and spinal canal: the
which mercury was a constituent.
Ao/uila Lach'crym.e; a liquor prepared from other being extended over the brain, from which
it is separated by the pia mater, without passseveral ingredients, especially from calomel.
Aq'uiLA Philosopho'bum. The alchymists, ing into the sinuosities between the convoluwhose terms were always mysterious, called tions, and penetrating into the interior of the

AQ.UILA, Hydrargyri submurias, Sulphur.

The

The moderns use

it

for

alchymists used this word for sublimed

mercury thus, when reduced

to

its

original

form.

Aq/uila Ven'eris; an ancient preparation,
sal ammoniac.

made by subliming verdigris and
AQUILiE VENjE, Temporal

veins.

AQUILE'GIA VULGARIS, Common

Co-

The seeds, herb, and
lombine, (F.) Ancolie.
flowers were formerly used in jaundice and cutaneous diseases. They are still retained in
many of the Pharmacopoeias of continental

brain by an opening at its posterior part under
the corpus callosum.
It forms a part of the
investing sheath of the nerves, as they pass
from the encephalic cavities. Its chief uses
seem to be; to envelop, and, in some measure, protect the brain, and to secrete a fluid
for the purpose of keeping it in a state best
adapted for the proper performance of its func-

—

tions.

ARACHNOIDITIS, Arachnitis.
A RACK', Arrack'; East Indian. A

Europe.

AQUO-C A PSUL1TIS, Aquo-membranitis.
AQ,{JO-MEMBRAM TlS,Keratoiri'tis,£quof

Inflammation of the anterior chamber of the eye. A badly compounded term, denoting inflammation of the capsule or membrane of the aqueous humour.
AQUULA, Ceratocele, Hydatid, Hydroa—
a. Acustica, Cotunnius, liquor of.
Aquol.v seu Aqua Morgagnii. The minute
portion of water, which escapes when an opening is made into the capsule of the crystalline.
PA RVA, a small altar; a kind of bandage invented by Sostratus, which represents
the corners of an altar. Galen.
AR'ABE; a wound, a blow. Erotian.
capsulitis.

—

ARA

—

—

ARAB'ICA ANTID'OTUS HEPAT'ICA,

A powder, comArabic Hepal'ic An'tidote.
posed of myrrh, costus, white pepper, &c. It
was administered in new wine.
ARABTCUS LAPIS. A sort of white mar-

liquor

made

spirituous

in India in various

ways, often from
rice, sometimes from sugar fermented alonowith the juice of the cocoa nut: frequently from
toddy, the juice which flows from the cocoa nut
tree by incision, and from other substances. It
is

a strong, heating spirit.

Mock Arack

is

made by adding

zoic acid to a quart

Vauxhall punch

is

J}ij of BenThe' celebrated

of rum.

made with such

arack.

ARACOUCHINI, Icica aracouchini.
ARACUS AROMAT1CUS, Vanilla.
AR'ADOS,

from aQ*diw, 'I am turbulent.'
agitation excited in the stomach by the
coction of aliments of different nature.
Hippocr.
Likewise, the motion produced by ca-

The

—

thartics.

ARiEOT'ICA, from aoaiou, ' I rarefy.' Medicines supposed to have the quality of rarefying the humours. See Rarefaciens.
ARAKI, see Spirit.

found in Arabia, and analogous to alabaster.
ARA'LIA NUDICAU'LIS,Fa/5c Sarsnparil'la,
was regarded as an absorbent and desicca- This American plant is said to be a mild stimulant and diaphoretic, and has been recommendtive. and was employed in hemorrhoids.
ble,
It

AR'ABIS MALAG'MA. An

anti-scrofulous

medicine, composed of myrrh, olibanum, wax,
sal

ammoniac,

iron pyrites,

&c.

— Celsus.

AR'ABS, MEDlCIiNE OF THE. The Arabians kept the torch of medical science illuminated, during a dark period of the middle ages.
Before the year of the Hegira, they had Schools
of Medicine; but these were most flourishing
during the 10th, llth,and I2th centuries. The
chief additions made by them to medical science were in the departments of pharmacy
and in the description of diseases. Their principal writers were Avicenna, Serapion, Averrhoes, Hali Abbas, Moses Maimonides, Avenzoar, Rhazes, Albucasis, &c.
ARACH'NE, eLqa/jt], a spider, a cobweb.'
'

Hence—

ARACHNITIS

or

ARACHNOIDITIS,

flammation of the Arachnoid.
phrenitis; which see.

A

fiSo?,

'

see Tarentula.
Cobweb, (F.) Toile d'AraigFormerly, this substance was much employed, and supposed to possess extraordinary

ARA'NEI TELA,

of

when applied to the wrist*.
has been recently used again in intermit tents.

virtues, especially
It

It is a mechanical styptic,
externally, at times.

and

is

so applied

ARANEO'SA URI'NA. A

In-

urine

when loaded with

term applied to the
filaments, like cob-

ARANEO'SUS PULSUS;

Meninx Me'-

from an«£>>;, 'a

form, resemblance.'
Tu'nica ara'nca, Tu'nica uraclmo'des, Menin'gion.

cobweb,' and

ARANEA TARENTULA,

n6e.

webs.

ARACH'NOID MEM'BRANE,
din. Arachnoiideus, Arar.hno'des,

variety

ed as a substitute for the sarsaparilla. It is
used, also, as a tonic. It is in the secondary list,
Pharm. United States.
Ara'lia Spino'sa, Angel'ica Tree, Prickly
Ask, Toothach Tree.
Its properties are not
clear.
The berries, and a tincture of them
have been employed, it is said, successfully in
tootkack.
A spirituous infusion has also been
used in colic.

a term employed

express extreme weakness of pulse; when
the movements resemble those of a delicate net
raised by the wind.
to

— —

—

—

—

—

—

ARANEUM ULCUS

ARCTATIO

G5

ARA'NEUM ULCUS, Astakil'los. A name part and a half: straining and agitating
given by Paracelsus to a malignant, gangrenous cold.
ulcer, extending from the feet to the legs.
ARCANSON, Colophon ia.
ARARA, Myrobalanus citrina.
ARASCON, Nymphomania, Satyriasis.
ARATRUM, Vomer.

till

ARCA'NUM, from ar'ca, ' a chest.' A secret,
a nostrum, (F.) Arcane.
remedy whose composition is kept secret; but which is reputed to
BEN1 VI, Benjamin— a. Indica,Lau- possess great efficacy.
rus cassia— a. Maris, Coral— a. Thurifera, JuArcanum Couallincjm, Hydrargyri nitriconiperus Lycia.
oxydum a. Duplicatum, Potassae sulphas a.
Ahbor Vitve, (F.) Aibre de vie.
name Tarlari, Potassoe acetas.
given to an arborescent appearance, observed
ARCATOS, Meros.
on cutting the cerebellum longitudinally; and
ARCEAU, Arculus, Cradle.
which results from the particular arrangement
ARCEUTOS, Juniperus communis.
of the white substance with the cineritious.
ARCHiE'US, Archeus, from <*(>£»/, 'comAlso, the Thuya occidentalis, (q. v.)
word invented by
mencement,' (F.) Archie.
AR'BORES.
morbid alteration of the skin, Basil Valentine, and afterwards adopted by
which precedes its alteration. Ruland.
Paracelsus and Van Helmont. The latter used
ARBOUSIER, Arbutus unedo.
it for the internal principle of our motions and

A

ARBOR

—

A

—

A

A

ARBRE DE VIE, Arbor Vita;.
ARBUSCULA GUMMIFERA BRAZILIENSIS, Hypericum Bacciferum.
AR'BUTUS UVA URSI, Arctostaph'ylos,

Uvce Ursi Fo'lia. J\at. Ord. Ericese. Sex. Sijst.
Decandria Monogynia. (F.) Busserolle ou Raisin d'Ours. The leaves— {Uva Ursi, Ph. U. S.)—
of this plant are tonic and astringent, and have
been employed, chiefly, in diseases of the urinary organs. Dose of powder from gr. xv. to
pjss.
The English name is Bear's Whortleberry.
Ar'butus U ne' do, Andrach'ne, Une'do, Une'do
papyru'cea, kouuqoc, (F.) Arbousier.
decoction of the leaves is astringent, and has been

A

used

in diarrhoea.

ARC

ARCH,

Arcus. Any part of the
body resembling an arch in form; as the Arch
of the colon, (F.) Arc du colon: the transverse
portion of that intestine:
Arch of the aorta,
Arcus aor'tce, (F.) Crosse de VAorte, &c: the
turn which the aorta takes in the thorax.
Anastomotic Aiich, (F.) Arcade anastotnotiquc, is the union of two vessels, which
anastomose by describing a curved line. The
vessels of the mesentery anastomose in this
or

—

manner.

This archoeus, according to Van Helan immaterial principle, existing in
the seed, prior to fecundation, and presiding
over the development of the body, and over all
Besides this chief arorganic phenomena.
actions.

mont,

is

seat Van Helmont placed in the
stomach, he admitted sevesubordinate
character, which had to
ral of a
one, for instance, in each
orders;
its
execute
organ, to preside over its functions; each of
them being subject to anger, caprice, error, and
chisus,

whose

upper

orifice of the

every

human

failing.

ARCHANGELICA, Lamium album.
ARCHS, ttQxt}, lnitium, Princip'ium, Inva'sio.
The first attack of a disorder.
ARCHliE, Archseus.
ARCH ELL, CANARY, Lichen

rocoella.

ARCHELOC'IA, from aqytj, 'beginning,' and
A treatise on the fundaHoyog, a discourse.'
'

mental principles of Medicine.

ARCHEN'DA. A powder

of the leaves of
the liguslrum, used, by the ^Egyptians, after
bathinsr, to obviate the unpleasant odour of the
feet.

— Prosper Alpinus.

ARCHIA'TER;
from

<*(>/);,

'

Protomed'icus, Protia'tros,
and tarnoc, ' physician.'

authority,'

Arches of the Palate. These are two in The original signification of this word is a
number on each side of the throat, one of matter of dispute. Some consider, with Merwhich

is termed anterior, the other posterior.
anterior arch arises from the middle of
the velum palati, at the side of the uvula, and
is fixed to the edge of the base of the tongue.
The posterior arch has its origin, likewise,
from the side of the uvula, and passes downwards to be inserted into the side of the pharynx. The anterior arch contains the circumflexus palati, and forms the isthmus faucium
The posterior arch has, within it, the levator
palati: and between the arches are the tonsils.

The

A RCA ARCANORUM, Hydrargyrum— a.
Cordis, Pericardium.

ARCADE ANASTOMOT1 QUE, Arch

anas-

tomotic a. Crurale, Crural arch a. Inguinale,
Crural arch a. Orbitairc, Orbitar arch a. Pubienne, Pubic arch a. Zygomatique,Zy gomatic
arch.

ARCADES DENTA1RES, Dental arches.
ARCADES PALMAIRES, Palmar arches.
ARCADI- TEMPORO-MAX1LLA1RE, Tem-

meant physician

to a prince,
others, with C. Hoffmann,
apply it to every physician who, by his situation, is raised above his colleagues. The former
opinion seems to have prevailed, Archiatre des
Rois de France, being applied to the chief physician to the king.
ARCHlG/EiM MORBI. Acute diseases; becurialis, that

it

king, emperor,

&c;

cause they hold the

first

rank

:

from

a.Qxn,

'

be-

ginning,' and yivoy.a.1, 'I am.'

ARCHIMAGIA,
ARCHINGEAY, MINERAL WATERS OF.
Chymistry.

Archingeay is situate in France, three leagues
from St. Jeand'Angely. The waters are prized
in all diseases.
They seem to contain carbonate of lime, a little chloride of sodium, carbonate of iron, and some bitumen.
ARCH1TECTURA APOPLECTICA, Apoplectic make.

ARCHOPTOS1S, Proctocele.
ARCHORRHA'GIA,froma ? ^-oc,

'the anus,'

Hemorrhage
I flow.' Archorrha'a.
and (jfo>,
ARC^E'US or ARCCE'US, BALSAM OF. from the anus.
soft
ointment
ARCHORRHCEA, Archorrhagia.
(F.) Baume d'Arcants.
A kind of
used in sores, contusions, &c. It is made by
ARCHOS, Arcus, Rectum.
melting two parts of mutton suet, one part of
ARCHOSYRINX, Fistula in ano.
hog's lard: of turpentine and rosin, each one
ARCTATIO and ARCTITU'DO, from arcporalis.

'

—

—

,.

ARCT1TLD0
to,

'

I

Contraction of a natural

make narrow.'

opening or of a canal, and especially of the
vulva, of the orifice of the uterus, or of the inConstipation.
Reunion by sutestinal canal.
Scribonius Largus, Paul
ture or infibulation.
Zacchias, &c.

—

ARCT1TUDO,

AREOMETER

GG

Arctatio.

ARCTIUM LAPPA.

pecia, (q. v.) in

which the

hair changes colour,

Porrigodecalvans, (q. v.)
of Are'ca Cut'echu, Cavn'ga; JVat. Ord. Palmae; Sex. Syst. Moncecia Monadelphia; (F.) Arte, is astringent and
tonic, and enters into the composition of the
Betel, the great masticatory of Orientals.
A REFACTION, Arefadtio, b oura ic, from
but does not fall

off; also,

ARE'CA. The

fruit

The root and seed
{Arere, to dry,' and
the Clit-bur, Burda'na, Arctium, l'laphis, Lappa arcfacerc, 'to make dry.
glabra, Lappa major, L. persona.'ta, Burdock, facere, to make. ') The process of drying sub(F.) Bardunc, Glouteron. JVat. Ord Compositae. stances, prior to pulverization.
Sex. Syst. Syngenesia aequalis. Root diuretic;
AMEN, Bole Armenian.
seed cathartic. It has been used in decoction in
A'TIO. Sand or Earth Bath; from
The application
are'na, ' sand.'
Saburra'tio.
diseases of the skin and in syphilis.
of hot sand to the body. Pedilu'via of sand
Arbutus uvaursi.
ARCTU'RA, from arclo, 'I straighten.' The were formerly used in Ascites.
A RENO'S A URI'MA. Sandy Urine. Urine
effects of a nail grown into the flesh, Arctu'ra
when it deposits a sandy sediment
unguis. Linnseus.
ARENO'SUS, Sabulous, (q. v.) Also, one
ARCUA'TIO, Concava'tio. An anterior gibwho passes sandy urine.
bosity or projection of the sternum.
OF. ArARE'OLA. A diminutive of A'rea. AnatoARCUEIL,
cueil is about one league south of Paris. The mists understand, by Areola, the interstices bewater contains carbonic acid, carbonate of lime, tween the fibres composing organs; or those
sulphate of lime, chloride of sodium, and some existing between lamina, or between vessels
which interlace with each other.
deliquescent salts.
celebrated society held its meetings at this
Areola is, also, applied to the coloured circle
village, of which Berthollet, Humboldt, La or Halo, which surrounds the nipple; and which
becomes much darker during pregnancy; as
Place, &c. were members.
diminutive of arcus,
an arch.' well as to the circle surrounding certain vesismall arch a cradle, (q. v.) (F.) Arce.au, Ar- cles, pustules, &c, as the pustules of the
A semicircular box or basket used for small-pox, the vaccine vesicle, &c. Chnussier,
chet.
preventing the coverings of the body from in such cases, recommends the word Aure'ola.
coming in contact with injured or diseased (F.) Aureole, Aire.
An ordinance of the Grand Duke of
parts.
AREOLAR, Areola'ris. Appertaining to an
Tuscany forbade mothers to sleep with an in- areola.
fant near them, unless it was put under a solid
Areolar Exhalations are those recrementitial secretions, which are effected within the
cradle.
organs of sense, or in parenchymatous strucArcula Cordis, Pericardium.
ARCUI^E. The Orbitar Fossa?: TrosXiStg.— tures, as the aqueous, crystalline and vitreous
humours, &c.
Rufus of Ephesus.
MEDULLARIS, Fornix— a. SeniAREOM'ETER, Gravim'eter, Alcoolom! eler
lis, Gerotoxon.
ASrostal'ic Bal'ance, from aoaiog,
light,' and
;

t

'

'

AREN
AREN

ARCTOSTAPHYLOS,

—

MINERAL WATERS

A

ARCULA,

A

'

;

—

ARCUS

'

ARDALOS, Excrement.
ARDAS, Excrement.
ARDENT. Ardens, from

measure:' i. e. measure of lightness.'
An instrument, so called, because first emar'dere,
to burn,' ployed to take the specific gravity of fluids
Ardent Fever, (F.) Fievre ardcnte. The lighter than water. The Areometer-of Beaume,
Causus, Synocha, or inflammatory fever.
which is the most used in Pharmacy, particuMal df.s Ardens. A name given to a spe- larly in France, consists of a tube of glass,
cies of pestilential erysipelas, or Saint Anthony's largely expanded towards its inferior extremity,
Fire, which reigned epidemically in France in and terminating, below, by a small ball, con1130.
taining mercury or lead, which serves it as a
Ardent, or Inflamed Eyes, (F.) Yeux ar- balance, so that it may remain upright in the
dens.
So called when they are injected, red.
fluid.
This tube is furnished with a graduated

Ardent Urine,
it is

ftiTQor,

(F.) Urines ardentes.

When

of a deep red.

Ardor Febrilis

a. d'

Urine,

a.

de la Fie-

Ardor Urinse.

Heat, (q. v.) A feeling of burning, of violent heat ; JEstus,JEslu1
a'tio, Causa ma.
Ardor Fkbri'lis, (F.) Ardeur de la Fievre.
The hot period of fever.

If the' fluid, into which the Areometer
plunged, be heavier than water, the instru-

scale.
is

a. de VEslomac, Ardor ventriculi

AR'DOR,

'

'

ARDES1A HIBERNICA, Hibernicus lapis.
ARDEUR, Ardor— a. du Cceur, Cardialgia—
vre,

'

ment

rises: if lighter,

it

sinks.

There are

vari-

ous Areometers, as those of the Dutch, of Fahrenheit, Nicholson, «&c. The Areometer is also
called Hydrom'eler, (F.) Ariomhre, P'eseliqueur

(F.) Ardeur.

Ardor Stomachi, Pyrosis.
Ardor \J ri' a x,(F.) Ardeur d' Urine.

A scald-

ing sensation occasioned by the urine in passing over the inflamed mucous membrane of the
urethra, or over the neck of the bladder.
Ardor Ventric'uli, (F.) Ardeur d'Estomac.
Heartburn. See Cardialgia and Pyrosis.
A'REA, 'a void place.' A Latin word used
by some authors to designate a variety of Alo-

SCALE OF THE AREOMETER WITH CORRESPONDING SPECIFIC GRAVITIES.
1.

Scale of

Beaume

Ascending Scale for light
(Beaume.)

liquids.

Specific

Gravi-

Substances.

ties.

700
715
742
782
792

Pure hydrocyanic acid.
j

— Gay Lus-

sac.

Very pure sulphuric ether.

The same

concentrated.

Equal parts of alcohol, and ether.

-

ARES
Scale of

Beaume.

ARGENTUM

67

ARGENTER1A, Potentilla anserina,
ARGENTI CHLORIDUM. See Argentum

Specific

Gravi-

Substances.

—

ties.

42

3-2

819
827
847
803
868

30

878

4(1

36
33

Very pure alcohol
t

pharmaceu-

for

Pure alcohol. Naptha.
Alcohol of commerce.
Essential

of turpentine-

oil

Cyanuretum, see Argentum

a.

see

—

a.

lodidum,

Argentum

Argen'ti Nitras, Argen'tum Nitra'tum, Sal
argen'ti, Argentum Nit'ricum, Nitrate of Silver.
This preparation is sometimes kept in

cal purposes.

the Nitras Argen'ti in crystal! los con-

crystals,

Nitrate d' Argent crislallise of the Codex of Paris, Crystalli Luna;, Argen'tum nit'ricre'tus,

Hydrocyanic acid of Scheele and
pu e hydrocyanic acid, mixed with
an equal portion of water, (/io-

900

biquet.)

Id.

Id.

22

923

Acetic ether.

Id.

II

935
948
980
98G
993

Bordeaux wine.

10

1000

Distilled water.

13

this
copoeias,

Liquid ammonia.
Olive oil.

20

12

Brandy.

Burgundy wine.

Descending Scale for heavy

2.

liquids.

{Dutch.)
Scale of

Beaume

Specific

Gravi-

Substances.

ties.

1000
1007
1009
1014

Common

distilled water.

)

Distilled vinegar.
\

Common

vinegar.

Cow's milk.

1032

1075)
1091

Concentrated acetic acid.

|

llfil

1180)
1210
1261

Liquid hydrochloric acid.

(

Boiling syrup.

Common

£

1384
1393
1454

41
45
Id.

Id.

50
60
66
70

1532
1714
1847
1946

nitric acid.

Very concentrated sulphuric acid.
Very concentrated phosphoric acid

—

AR'GEMA

pessary, mentioned by Paulus

and

AR'GEMON,

from aoyps,

A

white
Fos'suta, (F.) Encaoure.
'white.'
spot or ulceration of the eye. Hippocr. See

Leucoma.

_

ARGEMONE MEXIOA'NA,

Thorn Poppy.

native of Mexico, but naturalized in most
Nat. Ord. Papaveracese.
parts of the world.

A

Sex. Syst. Polyandria

Monogynia.

The

juice

resembles gamboge, and has been used as a hy~
The seeds are employed in the
drao-ogue.
West^Indies as a substitute for ipecacuanha.

Thev

are also used as a cathartic.

ARGENSON, MINERAL WATERS OR

chalybeate situate at Argenson in Dauphiny:
used in cases of obstruction, jaundice, &.C.

A

ARGENT,

Argentum.

in the fused state and
admitted into most Pharma:

which is
and which, besides the name Nitras

Argenti, is called, Ni'tras argen'ti fu! sus, Gnus'
ti'cum luna'rS, Lapis inferno! lis, Argen'tum nit'ricum fusum, and lunar caustic. (F.) Nitrate
d urgent fondu, Pierre infernale.
In the Pharmacopoeia of the United States,
it is directed to be prepared as follows: Take
of silver, in small pieces, ^j. ; nitric acid, f. £v,
Mix the acid with the
distilled water, f. 2jij.
water, and dissolve the silver in the mixture
in a sand bath; then gradually increase the
heat, so that the resulting salt may be dried.
Melt this in a crucible, over a gentle fire, and
continue the heat until ebullition ceases; then
immediately pour it into suitable moulds.
The virtues of Nitrate of Silver, are tonic,
and escharotic. It is given in chorea, epilepsy,
&c; locally, it is used in various cases as an
escharotic. Dose, gr. 1-8 to gr. 1-4 in pill,
three times a day.

When silver is combined with iodine, it is
said to have the same effect as the nitrate, and not
to produce the slate colour of the surface, which
is apt to follow the protracted use of the latter.
AllGENTINE, Potentilla anserina.
A
.Ar'o-yrus, from aoyog, ' white.'
Silver, Luna^ (F.) Argent.
solid metal of a
shining white appearance insipid ; inodorous ;
highly sonorous; malleable and ductile ; somewhat hard ; crystallizable in triangular pyramids ; fusible a little above a red heat, and volatizable ; s. g. 10.4. Not used at all in Medicine,
unless in some places for silvering pills. Silver Leaf, Argen'tum fo/ia'tum, is the state in
:

Phosphoric acid for medical use.

A

crystut'li-

Hydrago'gum Boy'lei.

it is

A

Concentrated nitric acid.

ARCS. A term invented by Paracelsus to
designate the principle on which depends the
form of mercury, sulphur, and salt. These the
Alchymists regarded as the three bodies that
give birth Jo every other.
AR'ETE, aoto;, 'virtue.' Mental or corpoHippocrates.
real vigour.
A' RE US.
of ^Egina.

Nitras argenti

lunu're,

RGEN'TUM,

Cold syrup.

1321

40

Nitrum

it is

Nitric ether.
Muriatic ether.

Id.

18

C ry stall isa' turn,

nus,

Generally, however,

9:10

915

cum

which

used for this purpose.
Divi'sum, metallic silver in very
fine powder, ha3 been recommended internally
it is

Argentum

in syphilis.

The Chloride Cyanuret and Iodide of
Silver, the Oxide and the Chloride of Ammonia and Silver, have been used in Syphilis.
At first, these different preparations were administered iatraleptically on the gums; the
chloride, the cyanide and the iodide in the dose
of a grain the chloride of silver and
in the dose of l-14th of a grain, and
the oxide of silver and divided silver in the
dose of l-8th and l-4th of a grain. M. Serre,
of Montpellier, who made many trials with
them, soon found that these doses were too
he therefore raised that of the chloride
small
to J -10th, and of the iodide to l-8th of a grain,
of

1-1 :2th

;

ammonia

;

The
without any inconvenience resulting.
dose of the other preparations was likewise increased in a similar ratio. M. Serre extols the
preparations of silver used internally, as well
as antisyphilitics, but they
as iatraleptically
are not to be depended upon.
The Cyanuret or Cyanide of Silver, Argenti

—

—

—

—

—

;

ARGUE

ARNICA

Cyanuretum. A. Cyanidum, Argentum cyanogena'tum, (F.) Cyanure d' Argent is thus directed to
be prepared in the Pharmacopoeia of the United
Argent. Mt. gxv. Acid HydroStates, (1842.)
cyan. Aq. destillat. aa Oj. Having dissolved the
nitrate of silver in the water, add the hydrocyanic acid, and mix them. Wash the precipitate with distilled water and dry it.

Aristolochia Fabacea, Fumaria bulbosa.
Aristolochi'a Longa and A. rotun'da, (F.)
Aristoloche longue et ronde, Long and round
Virtues the same as the preceding.
Birthioort.
Aristolochi'a Pistolochi'a, Fistolochi'a,
This variety has an
Aristolochi'a polyrrhi'za.
aromatic odour, and an acrid and bitter taste.

Argentum Fugitivum, Hydrargyrum — a. Fu-

(F.) Aristoloche cre'nelee.

Aristolochi'a Serpenta'ria, Serpenta'ria,
sum, Hydrargyrum a. Mobile, Hydrargyrum Vipera'ria,Viperi'na Virginia'na,Colubri'na Vira. Vivum, Hydrargyrum.
ginia'na, Contrayer'va Virginia'na, S. Virginia'-

—

—

ARGUE OCHREUSE

PALE,

Bolus

alba.

ARG1LLA FERRUGINEA RUBRA,
Armenian

—

a.

Kalisulphurica,

Alumen — a.

Bole
Pal-

Bolus alba.

lida,

Argilla Pura, Terra Alu'minis, T. bolaris
seu argilla'cea pura, pure Argil or Alumina,
Alumine factice. This substance, which is prepared by drying alum and exposing it, for
twenty or twenty-five minutes to a red heat,
until the sulphuric acid is driven off, has been

recommended

in indigestion as antacid, as well

as in vomiting and diarrhoea accompanied with
The dose to a very young child is
acidity.
from 3ss to xj ; for older children from gj to gij.

na, (F.) Serpentaire et Aristoloche serpentaire de
Virginie, Coluvrine de Virginie, Virginia Snake
root.
Virtues tonic, stimulant ; and, as such,
employed in debility, intermittents, &c. The

—

other varieties of Aristolochia have similar properties.

Aristolochi'a Triloba'ta.

(F.) Aristoloche
plant of Surinam and Jamaica
possessing the general virtues of the Aristolo-

trUobie.

A

chiae.

ARISTOLOCH'IC, same etymology. An old
for femedies supposed to have the property of promoting the flow of the Lochia.
Hippocr., Theophrastus, Dioscorides, &c.

term

ARIS'TON MAGNUM and ARISTONPARArgilla Sulphurica Alcalisata, Alumen
a.
VUM. These names were formerly given to
a. Sulphurica usta, Alumen exsiccatum
Supersulphas alcalisatum, Alumen a. Vitrio- pharmaceutical preparations, used in phthisis,
tormina, and fever. Avicenna.
lata, Alumen.

—

—

—

—

ARGOL, RED,
rus

—

a.

Potasses supertartras impuWhite, Potass® supertartras impurus.

ARGUMENTUM 1NTEGRITATIS, Hymen.

ARGYROCH^ETA, Matricaria.
ARGYROPH'ORA, from aQyuQog, 'silver,'
A name given, by Myrep'I bear.'
and
<?>spu>,

sus, to an antidote
tremely precious.

which he regarded

AUG Y ROTROPHEMA,

as ex-

Blancmanger.

ARGYRUS, Argentum.
ARHEUMAT'IC, Arheumat'icus, from «,

pri-

ARISTOPHANEI'ON. A

sort of emollient
with four pounds of pitch, two
of apochyma, one of wax, an ounce of opoponax, and half a pint of vinegar. Gorneus. Not
plaster, prepared

—

used.

AR'KANSAS, MINERAL WATERS OF.
About 5 miles from the Washita

fluxion or rheumatism.'
qsvuu,
One without fluxion or rheumatism.
aria.
ARIA, Crataegus
aoixvuviv, from aQi, an intenname
sive particle, and y.vttv, to conceive.'
given to a female who conceives readily.

affections,

Hippocr.

sulphohydric acid.

vative, and

'

ARICVMON,

A

'

ARIDE'NA. A

Latin word employed to designate the leanness of any part. Ettmuller,
Sauvages.
ARIDITY, Arid'itas, (F.) AridM, from arere,
1
The French use the word Aridite to
to dry.'
express the dryness of any organ, and particularly of the skin and tongue, when such dryness is so great as to render the organ rough to
the touch. AridiU, z\so, means the lanuginous
appearance of the hair in some diseases, in
which they seem covered with dust.
ARIDU'RA. Wasting or emaciation of the
whole or any part of the body. Marasmus,

—

—

Atrophy,

(q. v.)

ARIKA.

See

Spirit.

ARISTALTH^SA,

Althrea.

ARISTOLOCHFA,from uo^toc,'

very good,'
and Xo/eta.,' parturition ;' so called, because the
different varieties were supposed to aid parturiBirthwort. (F.) Aristoloche. Several vation.
rieties were once in use.
Aristolochi'a Clemati'tis, Aristolochi'a
Vuhm'ris, Adra Riza, Aristolochi'a tcn'uis. (F.)
The
Aristoloche ordinaire, Upright Birthwort.
root has been considered stimulant and eramenagogue,and as such has been used in ame-

norrhea, chlorosis, and cachexia.

river,

and

about a quarter of a degree north of the Louisiana line, there are 70 of those springs.
They
are thermal, and upwards of 100° Fahrenheit,
and are employed in rheumatism, cutaneous

&c.

AREA DA, Realaar.
ARLES, MINERAL WATERS

OF. Thermal sulphureous springs in the department of
Pyrenees Orientales, France. Their temperature is 103° to 145° of Fahr., and they contain

ARM, Brachium.
ARMA, Penis.
Arma

Ventris, Penis.

ARMAMENTARIUM, Arsenal.
ARMATORY UNGUENT, Hoplochrysma.
ARMATURA, Amnios.
ARME,

aouij, from *qu>, ' I adapt.'
Any physiological or mechanical junction or union of
parts.
Hesychius. A suture, as of the cranium.

—
— Galen.

ARMEN1ACA MALUS.

The

Apricot.

See

Frunus.

ARMENIAN STONE. Melochites.
ARMENITES, Melochites.
ARM1LL.E MANUS MEMBRANOSJE,
Annular ligament of the carpus.

ARMOlSE BLANC, Artemisia rupestris a.
Estragon, Artemisia dracunculus a. Ordinaire
Artemisia vulgaris.
ARMORACIA, Cochlearia armoracia. In
the Pharmacopoeia of the United States, the
fresh root of the Cochlearia armoracia.

ARMOUR, Condom.
ARMURE DES JAMBES.

See Cornu am-

monis.

ARMUS. Humerus,— a. Summus, Acromion

AyICA MONTANA.

Derivation unccr-

—
ARNOGLOSSUM

ARSENIC
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ARRlkREBOUCHE,

Arnica, Leopard's Bane, Doron'icum Ger-

tain.

man' icum, Alis'ma, Acyrus,

Diuret'ica, Arnica

Plaucn'sis, Pan/ice'a lapso'rum, Plar'mica monla'na, Caltha seu Calen'dula Mpi'na, (F.) Arnique, Bitoine des Montagnes. Tabac des Vosges.
Sex. Syst. Syngenesia, Polygamia superflua.

Pharynx.

ARRlkRE-FAIX, Secundines.
ARRIERE-GOUT, (F.) 'after

taste.'

owing probably

of the

to the papillae

Nat. Ord. Synanthereae. The plant and flower
are considered, or have been considered, narcotic, stimulant, einmenagogue, &c; and, as
such, have been given in amaurosis, paralysis,
all nervous affections, rheumatism, gout, chlorosis, &c.
Dose, gr. v to x in powder. In large
doses, it is deleterious.
Arnica Spuria, Inula dysenterica a. Suedensis, Inula dysenterica.
ARNOGLOSSUM, Plantago.
ARO'MA, aQviua, ' perfume:' (aoi,* very,' and

having imbibed the savoury substance.

Spir'ilus Rector.
odour.')
(F.)
Jirome. The odorous part of plants. An emanation frequently imponderable from bodies,
which acts on the organ of smell, and varies
with the body exhaling it.
Aromat'icus, (F.) Aromate.
Any odoriferous substance obtained from the
vegetable kingdom, which contains much volatile oil, or a light and expansible resin.
Aromatics are used in perfumes, in seasoning, and
embalming. In medicine they are employed
as stimulants. Ginger, cinnamon, cardamoms,

root

—

•of!i(ij

or oSurj,

'

—

—

AROMATIC,

mint,

belong to this class.
from *Qo>f ia, an odour.'
and nwXtui, ' I sell.' An apothecary or druggist.

One who

Chenopodium

AROPH. A

barbarous word, which had vaPararious significations with the ancients.
celsus employed it to designate a lithontriptic
remedy. The Mandragore, according to some.
Also, a mixture of bread, saffron and wine.

Van Helmont.
Aroph Paracelsi, Ferrum ammoniatum.
ARQUEBUSADE, EAU D\ Aqua traumatica Tkc.de'nii, Aqua Tkedia'na, Aqua sclopeta' ria,
Aqua vulnera'ria, Aqua catapulta'rum, Mistu'ra
A sort of vulnerary water,
vulnera'ria ad'ida.
from a farrago of aromatic plants.
(Rosemary ftiss, millefoil thyme, each Ibss.
Proof spirit 2 gallons— distil a gallon. This is

distilled

one form.)

ARRABON, Arraphon.
ARRACHEMEKT, (F.)

from arracher, 'to
tear out,' Apospus'ma, Abrup'tio, Avul'sio. Act
of separating a part of the body by tearing it
from the bonds connecting it with others. EvulLaceration (q. v.)
Arrachement,' is applied to certain operations,
as to the extraction of a tooth, the extirpation of
a polypus, &c.
ARRACK, Arack. See Spirit.
AR'RAPHON or AR'RABON, from a, priv.
without suture.' A term
and na<p>j,' a suture,'
sion (q.

v.).

—

'

applied to the cranium

when

it

presents no su-

tures.

ARRECTIO,
ARREPTIO,

Erection.
Insanity.

ARRESTA BOVIS, Ononis spinosa.
ARRET D'HILDAJV, Remora Hildani.
ARRETEBCEUF,

Ononis spinosa.
from a, priv. and Qua. 'I flow.'
The suppression of any flux. Amenorrhea, (q. v.)

ARRHCE'A,

ARRHOSTEMA, Disease.
ARRHOSTENIA, Disease.
ARRHOSTIA, Disease.
ARRHYT1IMUS, Cacorrhythmu

vulvaria.

ARROSEMEJYT, Aspersion.
ARROW ROOT, Florida arrowroot. The
fecula of the rhizomaof Maran'ta. Arundina'cea,
Fec'ula Maran'ta, which, like all feculae, is emollient

and nutritive, when prepared with water

or milk.

Dr. Carson has shown, that Florida arroiois derived from Zamia integrifolia or Z. pu Bermuda arrow root being obtained from
Maranta arundinacea. Florida arrow root as
well as the farina is known in the Southern
States under the name Coonti or Coontie.
Arrow Root, Brazilian. The fecula of
Jatropha Manihot.
inila;

Arrow Root, Common.

See Solanum tube-

rosum.

Arrow Root, East Indian. The fecula of
the tubers of Curcuma angustifolia or narrowleaved Turmeric.
Arrow Root, English, Arrow root, common.
ARS CABALISTICA, Cabal— a. Chymia-

'

sells spices.

mouth

ARRIERES JVARINES, Nares, posterior.
ARROCHE, Atriplex hortensis—a. Puanl,

&c,

AROMATOPO'LA,

The

by certain bodies in the mouth for
some time after they have been swallowed,
taste left

—

Chymiatria a. Clysmatica nova, Infusion
of medicines a. Coquinaria, Culinary art a.
Cosmetica, Cosmetics a. Culinaria, Culinary
a. Hermetica,
art
a. Empirica, Empiricism
Chymistry a. Infusoria, Infusion of medicines
a. Majoruin, Chya. Machaonia, Medicina
mistry a. Medica, Medicina a. Obstetricia,
Obstetrics a. Sanandi, Art, healing a. Sepaa. Spagirica, Chymistry.
ratoria, Chymistry
trica,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

ARSALTOS,

—

—

—

Asphaltum.

ARSATUM, Nymphomania.
ARSENAL (F.) Chirapolhe'ca,
rium.

work

—

—

Armamenta'-

A

A

collection of surgical instruments.
containing a description of surgical in-

struments.

>

A

A RSEN'IATE,

salt formed by
Arse'nias.
a combination of arsenic acid with a salifiable
base.
Arseniate of Ammonia, Arscn'ias Ammo'nia, Ammo'nium Arsen'icum, (F.) Ars6niate
This preparation is highly exd''Ammoniaque.
grain of the
tolled in cutaneous diseases.
salt may be dissolved in an ounce of distilled
be
commenced
with
drops
to
25
and
20
water,

A

as a dose.

Arseniate of Iron, Arscn'ias Fern, Ferrum
Arsenia'tum, F. Arsen'icum oxydula'tum, (F.)
Arseniate de Fer. This preparation has been
An
applied externally to cancerous ulcers.
ointment may be made of ^ss of the arseniate,
zij of the phosphate of iron and ^vj of spermaceti ointment ; the arseniate has also been given
internally in cancerous affections, in the dose
of one-sixteenth of a grain.
Arseniate of Protox'ide of Potas'sium,
Proto-arsen'iate of Potas'sium, Arsen'iale of
Potass, Arsen'ias Potassa, Arsen'ias Kali. Properties the same as those of the Arsenious Acid.
solid metal; of a
ARSENIC, Arsen'icum.
very britsteel-gray colour; granular texture
very combustle; volatilizing before melting
It is not dangerous of
tible and aeidifiable.

A

;

;

ARSENICAL PASTE
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and only becomes so, by virtue of the fawith which it absorbs oxygen.
Arsenic, Iodide of, Arsen'ici Io'didum, A.
lodure'tum, Arsenicum Iodu'tum. This preparation has been highly extolled by Biett in various cutaneous affections, applied externally.
The ointment he uses contains 3 grains of iodide

ARTEMISIA

itself,

lourless salt,

cility

Arsenicalis,

which forms the
which see.

ARSE-SMART,
gonum

basis of the Liquor

Persicaria— a. Biting, Poly-

hydropiper.

ART, HEALING, Ars

sanan'di, Medici'na,
appropriate application of the precepts of the best physicians, and of the results
to ^j of lard.
of experience to the treatment of disease.
Arsenic, Oxide of, Arsenious acid— a. White,
AR'TABA, uQTa[li]. Name of a measure for
Arsenious acid.
dry substances, in use with the ancients, equal,
1
Arsenic and Mercury, Iodide of. Hydrar - at times, to 5 modii: at others,
to 3; and at
gyri et Arsen'ici lo'di.dum, Double Iodide of others, again, to 7.
Galen.
Mer'cury and Ar' senic, lode-ars'enite ofMer'curij.
AR'TELSHEIM,
A compound, which has been proposed as OF. These German waters have been much
more efficacious than either the iodide of ar- recommended in hysteria,
gout, palsy, &c.
senic or the iodide of mercury. It is made Their physical or
chemical properties have not
by triturating 6.08 grains of arsenic; 15.38 been described.
grains of mercury; 50 of iodine, with a fluARTEMISIA, Anacti'rion. Called after a
id:achm of alcohol, until the mass has become queen of the name, who
first employed it; or
d/y, and from being deep brown has become from AQTtinc, 'Diana;'
because it was formerly
pale red.
Eight ounces of distilled water are used in diseases of women, over
whom she prepuured on, and after trituration for a few mo- sided. The Gauls called
it Bricumum.
ments, the whole is transferred to a flask half
Artemis'ia Abrot'anum, Abrot'anum Catha drachm of hydriodic acid, prepared by the sum, Abrot'anum
mas, Abralhan, South' ernwood,
acidification of two grains of iodine is added, {V.)
Aurone, Aurone mdle, Aurone des jardins,
and the mixture is boiled for a few moments. Garderobe, Citronelle.
When the_ solution is cold, make the mixture of stimulant properties.Supposed to be possessed
up to f. gviij with distilled water.
This is
Oil of Southernwood, O'leum Abrot'ani, (F.)
called by Mr. Donovan, the proposer, Liquor
Huile d' Aurone, possesses the aromatic properHydrioda'tis Arsen'ici et Hydrar'gyri; each ties of the
plant.
drachm of which by measure consists of waArtemis'ia Absin'thium, Absin'thium, Abter |$j, protoxide of arsenic gr. l-8th; protoxide
sin'thium vulga're, Barypi'cron, Common Wormof mercury gr. I-4th, iodine converted into hy- wood,
(F.) Absinthe.
Properties:— tonic and
driodic acid gr. 4-5ths. The dose is from M. xv to
anthelmintic. The Oil of Wormwood, O'leum
f. zss two or three times a day.
Absin'thii, (F.) Huile d' Absinthe, contains the
It has been used successfully in inveterate
aromatic virtues of the plant.
(q. v.)

The

—

MINERAL WATERS

;

cutaneous diseases.
ARSEN'ICAL PASTE, (F.) P&te Ars6nicale.
This application to cancers is formed of 70 parts
of cinnabar, 22 of dragon's blood, and 8 of arsenious acid; made into a paste with saliva,
when about to be applied.
ARSENICUM ALB UM; White Ar1 senic, Oxide
of Ar' senic, Ratsbane, Arsen'ici ox'ydum album,
Ac" idum Jlrscnico' sum, A. Arsenio' sum (Ph. U.S.)
Ar sen! urns acid, Calx Arsen'ici alba. An acid
which is met with in commerce, in compact,
white, heavy, fragile, masses; of a vitreous aspect, opaque, and covered with a white dust: of
an acrid and nauseous taste; without smell
when cold; volatilizable by heat, and exhalintr
the odour of garlic: soluble in water, alcohol
and oil; crystallizable in regular octahedrons.
It is this that is meant by the name Arsenic, as

commonly used.
Arsenicum Album Sublima'tum

in intermittents, periodical headachs, neuroses,
&c. Dose, gr. one-tenth to one-eighth in pill!
See Poisons, Table of.

Arsenicum Rubrum Factitium, Realgar

ARSENIS POTASS.E, Arsenite of protoxide of potassium— a. Potassae aquosus, Liquor
arsenicalis
a. Potassae liquidus, Liquor arse-

—

nicalis.

Ar'senis.

A

salt,

formed by a

combination of the arsenious acid with a

salifi-

able base.

Ar'senite of Protox'ide of Potas'sium
Proto-ar 'senile of Potas'sium, Ar'senite rf Potass,
Ar'senis Potassce. An uncryslallizable and co1

Artemis'ia Campes'tris, Field Southernwood,
Aurone des Champs. This possesses the
same properties as the A. Abrot'anum.
(F.)

Artemisia Chenopodium, Chenopodium botrys.

Artemisia Chinensis.

From

nese form their moxas.
Artemis'ia Dracux'culus,

this the

Chi-

Tar'agon,

(F.)

Armoise estragon. Virtues:— the same as the last.
Artemis'ia Glacu'lis or Silky Wormwood;
Artemisia Indica, Artemisia santonica;
Artemis'ia Marit'ima, Absin'thium Marit'imum, Sea Wormwood, Maritime Southernwood.
and
Artemis'i^ Pon'tica, A. Roma'na, Absinthium
Pon'licum sen Romanum, Roman Wormwood,
Lesser

or Sublimed Oxide of Arsenic is the one employed in
medicine. It is tonic and escharotic, and is
the most virulent of mineral poisons. It is used

AR'SENITE,

Artemisia Botrys, Chenopodium ambrosioides.

Wormwood, possess like

virtues;

— as well

as

Artemis'ia Rupes'tris, Creeping Wormwood
Gen'ipi album, (F) Armoise blanc, Genipi
blanc.
This variety has aromatic virtues, and is used
in intermittents and in amenorrhcea.
Artemis'ia Santon'ica, Santon'icum., Artemis'ia contra, Semen contra Vermes, Semen
contra, S. Zedoa'rioz, Canni Herba,
Chamacedris
Chamcecyparis'sus, Semen Cinaz, Hagiospermum.
Sanctum Semen, Absin'thium Santon'icum Sementi'na, Xantoli'na, Srheba Ar'abum,
Artemis'ia
Juda'ica, Wormseed, Tartarian Souther

—

mooed

Barbotme.
Virtues
anthelmintic and
Dose, gr. x. to ^j in powder.
Artemis'ia Vulga'ris, Artemis'ia rubra
et
alba, Cin'gulum Sancti Juannis, Mater
Uerba'rum Beren isecum, Bubastecor'diarn. Canapa'(F.)

:

stimulant.

,

cia^M H0rt,

(F.)

Armoise ordinaire, Utrbc de

———————— ——
——— — ————————————— —— ——————
ARTkRE
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Saint Jean. This, as well as some other varie- Tibial arteries—a. Malleolaris interna: see Tities, possesses the general tonic virtues of the
bial arteries
a. Mammaria externa, a. ThoraArtemisia. The Artemisia vulgaris has been cica externa, inferior a. Maxima, Aorta a.
highly extolled by the Germans in cases of Media anastomotica
a.
see Colic arteries
epilepsy. Dose of the powder in the 24 hours Meningsa media, Meningeal artery, middle
from 2ss to J5j.
a. Muscularis femoris, a. Profunda femoris
ARTERE, Artery a. Brachial, Brachial ar- a. Pharyngea suprema, Pterygoid artery a.
tery a. Brachio-ciphalique, Innominata arteria Profunda cerebri: see Cerebral arteries a. Pua. Bronchique, Bronchial artery
a. Ciliaire,
denda communis, Pudic, internal, artery a.
Ciliary artery
a. Clitorienne: see Clitoris
a.
Pudica, Pudic, internal, artery a. Ramulus
Cmcalc: see Colic arteries a. Collatirale du ductus Pterygoidei, Pterygoid artery a. Sphecoude, Anastomoticus magnus ramus a. Col- no-spinosa, Meningeal artery, middle a. Spilaterale externe, Arteria profunda humeri
a.
nalis, a. Profunda humeri
a. Sternalis, MamCollatirale interne, Anastomoticus magnus ra- mary, internal
a. Supra-orbitalis, Frontal armus a. Coronaire des levres, Labial artery a. tery a. Sylviana: see Cerebral arteries a.
Coronaire Stomachique, Coronary artery a. Thoracica axillaris vel alaris, Scapular artery,
Crurale, Crural artery a. Deuxieme des tho- inferior a. Thoracica humeralis, Acromial arraciques, Arteria thoracica externa inferior a. tery
a. Transversalis colli: see Cerebral arteEpineuse, Meningeal artery, middle a. Fimoro- ries a. Transversalis humeri, Scapular artery,
poplitee, Ischiatic artery
a. Fessiere, Gluteal superior
a. Ulnaris, Cubital artery— a. Uterina
artery a. Gastrique droite, petite, Pyloric artery hypogastrica, Uterine artery a. Vasta posterior,
a. Gutturo-rnaxillaire, Maxillary attery, inter- a. Profunda femoris.
nal
a. Honteuse externe, Pudic, external, artery
ARTE'RIAC, Arleriacus. A medicine prea. Honteuse interne, Pudic, internal, artery
scribed in diseases of the windpipe.
a. Humirale profonde, Arteria profunda humeri
ARTE'RLE ADIPO'S^E. The arteries which
a. lliaque primitive, Iliac artery
a. Innomi- secrete the fat about the kidneys, are sometimes
nie, Innominata arteria a. Irienne, Ciliary ar- so called. They are ramifications of the capsular,
tery
a. Ischiopcniennc: see Pudic, internal, diaphragmatic, renal, and spermatic arteries.
artery a. Midiane anterieure, Spinal artery,
Arteris Apoplectics, Carotids a. Capianterior a.Midianeposterieurc du. rac/u's,Spinal tales, Carotids.
artery, posterior
a. Meningee mmjcnne, MeninArteris Ciliares, Ciliary arteries a. Jugeal artery, middle a. Mentonniere, Mental gulares, Carotids a. Lethargicae, Carotids a.
foramen a. Mesoctphalique, Basilary artery
a. Somniferse,
Pijeparantes, Spermatic arteries
a. Mesocolique: see Colic artery
a. Musculaire
Carotids— a. Soporales, Carotids— a. Soporariae,
du bras, Arteria profunda humeri a. Musculaire Carotids a. Venosae, Pulmonary veins.
du bras, grandc: see Collateral arteries of the
ARTE'RIAL, Arteriosus. Belonging to ararm a. Musculaire grande de la cuisse, Arteria teries.
profunda femoris a. Opistltogastrique, Cceliac
Arterial Blood, (F.) Sang artiriel. Red
artery a. Orbitaire, Ophthalmic artery a. de blood is so called because contained in the arteV Ovaire, Spermatic artery a. Pelvi- crurale, ries. The pulmonary veins, however, also con-

—

—
—

—

:

—

t

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—
—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Crural artery a. Pelvi- crurale, Iliac artery a. tain red blood: hence the name arterial veins,
Pelvienne, Hypogastric artery a. Premikr des (F.) Veines artericl/es, applied to them.
thoraciques Arteria thoracica externa superior
Arte'rial Duct, Cana'lis arteriosus, Ductus
a. Rudio-carpienne transversale palmaire, Ra- arteriosus, D.Botalli,(F.) Canal artiriel, is the
dio-carpal artery a. Scrotale, Pudic, external, portion of the pulmonary artery which termiWhen this
a.
nates in the aorta in the foetus.
artery
a. Sous-claviire, Subclavian artery
Sous-pubio-femorale, Obturator artery a. Sous- duct is obliterated after birth, it is called Arte'Sous
sterartiriel.
a.
Ligament
rial Lig'ament, (F.)
pubiennc, Pudic, internal, artery

—

,

Arterial System includes all the arteries,
Mammary, internal a. SpMno-6pineu.se,
Meningeal artery, middle a. Stomogastrique, from their origin in the heart to their terminaCoronary artery a. Sus-mazillaire, Alveolar tion in the organs. See Vascular System.
a.
ARTERIALIZATION of the blood,
Sus-maxillaire, Buccal artery
a.
artery
Sus-Metatarsienne, Metatarsal artery— a. Sus- Haematosis.
ARTERURCTIE, from apr^ia, 'artery,'
pubienne, Epigastric artery a. Testiculaire,
Spermatic artery a. Thoracique humirale, Ac- and arcto,' I straiten.' Contraction of an artery.
ARTERIECTASIS, Aneurism.
romial artery a. Tracldlocervical, see Cerebral
ARTERIEURYSMA, Aneurism.
a. Trochanlirienne, Circumflex artery
arteries
nal,

of the thigh
romial artery

a.
a.

Troisieme des thoraciques, AcTympanique, Auditory artery,

external— a. Vviale, see Ciliary aitery— a. Vulvaire, Pudic, external, artery.

ARTERIA, Artery— a.

—

—

tid,

—
a.

Magna, Aorta— a. Malleolaris externa:

see

Arteritis.

ARTERIODIALYSIS,

see Aneurism.

ARTERIOGRAPHY, Arteriogra!phia;

from

A

a description.'
artery,' and
description of the arteries.
ARTERIOLA. A small artery.
ARTERIOL'OGY, Arteriolog'ia; from cqand koyog, 'a discourse.'
Titfita, 'artery,'
treatise on the arteries.
ARTE'RIO-PITU'ITOUS. An epithet applied to vessels which creep along the interior
of the nostrils. Ruysch.
ARTERIORRHEXIS, see Aneurism
aortjtnx,

Anonyma, Innominata

a. Cerebralis, Caroa. Aspera, Trachea
internal— a. Cervicalia, Basilary artery— a.
Coronaria dextra, Pyloric artery— a. Crassa,
Aorta— a. Externa cubiti, Radial artery— a.
Dorsalis metacarpi, Metacarpal artery— a. Dura;
matris media maxima, Meningeal artery, middle
Gastrica
a. Encephalica, Carotid, internal— a.
superior. Coronary artery— a. Ileo-colica: see
Colic arteries— a. Iliaca interna, Hypogastric
artery— a. Iliaca posterior, Hypogastric artery —

ar tery

ARTERIITIS,

yga^ij,

'

'

A

—

ARTE11IOSTEIE, from
and onrtuv, 'a bone,'

— Pjorry,

apr^ia,

'artery.'

Ossification of an aitery.

ARTERIOTOMY

ARTERY
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Arteriotom'ia, from aor«an artery,' and rcpvcs, 'I cut.' This word
has been used for the dissection of arteries.
Most commonly, however, it means a surgical
operation, which consists in opening an artery,
Arteriotomy is chiefly
to draw blood from it.
used in inflammatory affections of the head,
when the blood is generally obtained from the
temporal artery.

f Furnishes, 1, A. Thyroidea superior.
2. A. lingualis, which gives off the A. dorsalis
lingua; and A. sublingualis.
I
3. A- facialis or A. Maxillaris externa, which
furnishes the A. palatina inferior, the

ARTERIOT'OMY,

p<*,

I

'

Arterii'tis, Inflamma'tio ArteInflammation des arteres; from
uorr,Qta, 'an artery,' and ids, a termination
denoting inflammation. Inflammation of an

,

a.

(F.)

rotidea i

5.

and

because the ancients believed that it conThey, at first, gave the name, Arteair.
ry, to the trachea, aornpit TQa/eia, because it
used the
is filled with air; and afterwards they
same term for the arteries, properly so called,
found
them
probably because they commonly
empty in the dead body. We find, also, (pXepcg
by
the
Latins
called
arteries,
to designate the
Arteries, with the
Vena, micantes pulsatiles.
moderns, signify that order of vessels, which
arise from the two ventricles of the heart, and
have valves only at their origin. They are cyof a yellowish
lindrical, firm,and elastic canals
white colour ; little dilatable ; easily lacerable ;
and formed, 1. Ofan external, laminated or cellular membrane, of a dense and close character. 2.
Of a middle coat composed of fibres, which
does not, however, contract on the application
of the galvanic stimulus; and 3. Of an inner
coat, which is thin, diaphanous, reddish, and
air,'

tained

:

polished.

The

use of the arteries is to carry the blood
to the various parts of the sysIt will be obvious, however, that they

'

TABLE OF THE PRINCIPAL ARTERIES OF THE
BODY.

Furnishes A. transversalis faciei, A. auricularis
anterior, and A. temporalis media.

2.

(

Furnishes 13 branches,

I. Arteria Pulmonaris.
The Pulmonary Artery arises from

the right

and soon divides into a right and
branch, which are distributed to each lung.
ventricle,

The Aorta
the

common

from the

posterior, A. masseterina, A. plerygoidea, A.
buccalis, A- temporalis profunda anterior, A.
;
A. suborbitaris, A. vidiana, A.
na.
pterygopalatina or pharyngea superior, A.
sphenopalatma.
palatina superior, and
which gives off
f Furnishes, 1. A. uphthalmica,
A. lachrymalis, A. centralis retinae, A. supraorbital vel superciliaris, A. ciliares posteriores, A. ciliares longa;, A. musculariss
b.A.Ca- I
superior et inferior, A. ethmoidalis posterior
rotidea. •{
et anterior, A. palpebrals, superior et ininterna
2. A.
ferior, A. nasalis, and A. frontalis.
commtinicans, Willesii. 3. A. choroidea. 4.
A. cerebralis anterior . 5 A. cerebralis media.
I
gives off
( Furnishes, 1. A. Vertebralis, which
A. spinalis anterior et posterior, A. cerebellosa inferior, and forms by uniting itself with that of the opposite side the A.
basilaris. divided into A. cerebellosa superior and
cerebralis posterior. 2. A. ThyB. Arroidea inferior, which gives off A. cerviealis
teria
ascendens. 3. A. mammaria interna, which
Subclagives off the A. mediastina anterior and A.
via.
diaphragmatica superior. 4. A. inlercostalis
superior.
5. A. cerviealis transversa.
6. A.
scapularis superior. 7. A. cerviealis posterior
vel profunda. Farther on, the subclavian
artery continues its piogress under the name
[

ris inter-

Ialveolaris

A

\.

|

—

A.

A. Axillaris.

A

name A.
A. Bra!

chialis.

1.

bital arteries.

Gives off A. rccurrens radialis, A. dorsalis
carpi, A. dorsalis metacarpi, A. dorsalis
dialis.
pollicis, and terminates in forming the
)
Arcuspalmaris profundus.
\
( Gives off A. rccurrens cubitalis anterior and
posterior: A. interotsea anterior and poste2.A.Cu
rior, which latter furnishes A. rccurrens rabitalis.
dialis posterior. It terminates in forming

\.A.Ra

)

the superficial palmar arch, which
off A. Collaterals digitorum.

I

c.

It is

its origin.

T/icse
arteries
are,

furnished by the Aorta at

The arch of

the Aorta gives

—

1.

2.

the

or six.)
3.

4.

left,

—

(
(

A. mediastina; postrrinres.
A. intercostal s inferiores vel Aortica. (to
the number of eight, nine, or ten.)

Arteries furnished by the Aorta in the

iJollZJ,
uranclus

two considerable trunks the Arteria carotidea
primitiva, and A. subclavia; and, to the right
a single trunk, which is larger the A. innominutaor Brachio-ccphalica, which divides into the
primitive carotid and subclavian.
A- Arteria Carotidea pbimitiva.

A. Bronchica, dextra et sinistra.
A. oesophageal v to the number of four, five,

'

Abdo-

men.

its arch.

off, to

d.

gives

Arteries given off by the Aorta in the Thorax.

into five portions,

A. Cardiaca or coronaria anterior.
A. Cardiaca or coronaria posterior.

b. Arteries

brachialis.

Furnishes A. humeralia profunda or collateralis externa.
2. A. collateralis interna.
It
afterwards divides into the radial and cu-

f

left ventricle.

Arteries furnished by the Aorta at

2.

axillaris.

1. A. acromialis.
2. A. thoracica
superior. 3. A. thoracica inferior vel longa
vel mammaria externa. 4. A. scapularis inferior vel communis. 5. A. circ.uinfiexa posterior.
6.
circumfiexa anterior. Farther
on, the axillary artery continues under the

'Furnishes,

^

a.

—

A

left

trunk of the arteries of the body,

and may be divided

viz. A. meningea media,
inferior, A. temporalis profunda

I

Maxilla-

Arteria Aorta.

arises

A. dentaris

I

A.

f

All the other arteries take their rise from the
Pulmonary Artery, or the Aorta: and the names
generally indicate the parts to which they are
distributed.

II.

A. pharyngea inferior.

>

S

Tempo-

from the heart

tem.
cannot all convey arterial blood. The pulmonary artery, for example, is destined to convey
the venous blood to the lungs, there to be converted into arterial; whilst the pulmonary veins
convey arterial blood back to the heart.

inferior.

external carotid ultimately divides into the temand internal maxillary.

The

AR'TERY, Arteria, (F.) Artere, from aijo, 'air,'
to preserve,' quasi, 'receptacle of

and

occipitalis, which gives off the A. mastoidea posterior.
A. auricularis posterior, which gives off
A. stylo-mastoidea.

A.

poral artery

ralis.

'

rior
4.

6.

artery.
rijQuv,

A. submentalis, and A. coronaria supe-

i

externa

ARTERI'TIS,

ria'rum,

A. Ca-

Divides into A. Carotidea externa,
A. Carotidea interna.

arc,

l'

Tne

H

A

-

di «P'> r "gmalica vel

phrenka, dextra

s i n i sir(u

(

Which
(

divides into three branches,

1. A- coronaria ventriculi. 2. A- Hipalica, which
gives off A. pylorica, A. gastro-epiploica
dextra and A. cystica; and, lastly, the A.
splenica, which gives off A. gastro-epiploica

sinistra

Which

and vasa brevia.

gives off at its concavity the A. colica
dextra superior, media et inferior, and at its
convex part from i5 to 20 Rami intestinales.

—

—
1

ARTERY
4.

A.

Which

gives off A. colira superior madia, and
and divides into A. lnemorrhoidales
"uperiores.

Mesente-

inferior,

"&*£' (

The A. Cupsulurcs

5.

B.

7.
8.

media; (to the

number of two on

each side.)
.7. Renales or Emulgenles.
A. Spermnticai.
A. Lumbares Uo the number of four or

from

on each

five

the Bifurcation

of the

Aorta.

ARTETIS'CUS
who has

$Div ides

and A.

into A. iliaca interna

iliaca ex-

U

terna.

Furnishes, \.A.
teralis.

A.
A. II
iaca interna.

a.

ilia -lamb aris.

2.

A. sacra

la-

A. glutiea or iliaca posterior. 4.
5. A. vesicates.
6. A. obtuA. htfmorrlioidira media. 8. A.
!'.
A. vaginalis. 10. A. ischialira.

3.

uiubilicalis.

ral.oreii.

uterina.

7.

A pudenda interna, which gives oft' the
A. heii'Orrluiidales inferiores, Ji. of the siptarn, A. transversa perinei, A. corporis ca
veruosi, and A. dorsalis penis.
(_
'2. A. iliaca anb. A. II- ( Furnishes 1. A. epigastric*.
iaca ex- 2
teriur or eirotimflexa ilii, and is continued afterna. (
terwards under the name of Crural Artery.
2. A.
( Furnishes, 1. A. subeiitanea abdoiniiuilis.
pudenda superfieialis and profunda. 3. A.
muscularis superfieialis. 4. A, musculiris
A. Cru- I',
profunda, which gives offthe A. circumflexa
ralis.
1
externa and interna, and the three l'erforantes, distinguished into superior, middle,
and inferior. Further on, the crural artery
11.

I

|

continues under the name A. Poplitaja.

Furnishes, 1. A. articulares superiores, inlcrnn,
media, el externa. '2. A. gemellus. 3. A. ar
ticulares inferiores, interna et externa. 4. A.
tibinlis antica, which, at the foot, takes the
\. Popname, A Dorsalis Tarsi, and gives off the
litica.
tars il and metatarsal arteries. In the leg,
the popliteal artery divides into the peroneal and posterior tibial.
^
1. A.Pe- \ Divides into A. pcroatea antica and A.peronasa
(

|

j

1

ronaia.

(Divides into A. plant-iris inUrni and A .plantans externa. The latter, by anastomosing
with ihs A dorsalis tarsi, forms the plant ir
J

~.

a

postiea.

)

i

i-i-

liiilis

a'c'i, whence arise Rami superiores or perforantes poslici, R. inferior/s postici et an.tici, which give oft' Rami perforantes antici.

\

postiea.

1

I

ARTERY, ANGULAR,
ticular,

Facial artery— a. arCircumflex artery— a. Central of the

—

a. Central
retina, Central artery of the retina
of Zinn, Central artery of the retina a. Cea. Cerebral posterior, Vertephalic, Carotid
a. Cervico-scapular, see Cervical arteries
bral

—

—

—

—

a.

Coronary of the lips, Labial artery— a. CroTemporal artery a. Fibular, Peroneal

—

laphite,

—

artery a. Gastric inferior, Gastro-epiploic arGastro-hepatic, see Gastro-epiploic
a.
tery
a.
a Genital, Pudic (internal) artery
ar t er y
Guttural inferior, Thyroideal a. inferior— a.
Guttural superior, Thyroideal a. superior a.
Humeral, Brachial artery a. Iliac posterior,
Gluteal artery a. Iliaco-muscular, Ileo-Jumbar
a. Laryngeal
a. Labial, Facial artery
artery
superior, Thyroideal artery superior— a. Lateral
a. Maxillary inlarge, Spheno-palatine artery
ternal, Facial artery— a. Median of the sacrum,
Sacral artery, anterior a. Palato-labial, Facial
a.
a. Pericephalic, Carotid (external)
artery
Pharyngeal, superior, Pterygo-palatine artery
a. Postea. Phrenic, Diaphragmatic artery

—

—
—

.

—

—

—

—

'bread:' the

from uqt*c,
It

was formerly made

on the abdomen.

It

formed the Unguen'tum Ar-

thani'ta.

Arthasita Cyclamen, Cyclamen.
ARTHET1CA, Teucrium charmepitys.

ARTHllAL'Gl A, Jlrthroual'gia, from
'

a joint,' and aXyu;,

pain.'

'

ait&^ov,

Pain in the

joints.

u q3q(,v, ' a joint,'
I cast.'
An ancient instrutv,
in,' and ftulXw,
ment used in the reduction of dislocations.
ARTHRETICA, Teucrium chamcepitys.
ARTHRITIC, Arthrit'icus,from an&oov, 'a
joint.'
(F.) Arthrilique, Goutteux. That which
relates to gout, as arthritic symptoms, &c.
'

1

t_

One

a limb.'

ARTIlREM'BOLUS.from

i

{

'

into ointments, with many other substances,
and was employed as a purgative, being rubbed

a little above it> Bifurcation, g ves off ihe A.
sacra media, and divides inlo A. ilv/cce primitive.

primiti

from artus,

;

lost a limb.

ARTHANI'TA,

The Aorta,
A. Iliaca
a

artery— a. Vidian, Pterygoid

prostatic, Vesical
artery.

Ci/c'lamcn or Soiobreud.

side.)

e. Arteries resulting

ARTHR0S1A
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—

—

—

—

—

—
Exrior of the brain, see Cerebral arteries —
Spinal,
ternal scapular, Acromial artery —
Meningeal artery, middle — Subclavian right,
Innominata arteria— Subscapular, Scapular
Supramaxillary, Alveolar
artery, inferior—
artery — Suprarenal, Capsular artery — ThoUrethroracic, internal, Mammary internal —
Vesicobulbar, Transverse perineal artery —

—

a.

a.

a.

a.

a.

a.

a.

a.

a.

7*

'

ARTHR1T1CUS VERUS,

Gout.

ARTHRITIS, Gout, Arthrosia— a.

Aberrans,

— Acuta, Gout (regular)
Arthrodynia, Rheumatism, chronic —
Atonic, Gout (atonic) — Asthenica, Gout (atonic)
— Diaphragmatica, Angina Pectoris — Erralica, Gout wandering) —
Hydrarthros, HyGout (wandering)

a.

a.

a.

a.

a.

a.

—

a.

(

Inflammatoria, Gout (regular)
a. Nodosa, Gout (with nodosities)— a. Podagra,
Gout a. Rheumatismus, Rheumatism, acute
a. Retrograda, Gout (retrograde.)
drarthrus

a.

—

ARTHROC'ACE,from«oSo

r, 'a joint,' and
Disease of the joints; and espexaxog, 'bad.'
cially caries of the articular surfaces; Spina
ventosa. (q. v.)
from Arthrocacia,
according to Rust, a chronic disease of the
joints ; and Xoyos, ' a description.' The doctrine
of chronic disease of the joints.
ARTHRO'DIA, from aoSoor, 'a joint,'

—

ARTHROCACOLOG"IA,

A

Adarticula'tio.

moveable

joint,

formed by

the head of a bone applied to the surface of
a shallow socket, so that it can execute movements in every direction
Arthrodium is a
small joint ;' diminutive of Arthrodia.
ARTHRODYN'IA, Artkronal'gia, from w>duov, 'articulation,' and o<Wij, pain.'
Articular pain.
Pain in the joints. See Rheumatism, chronic.
from aoSoov, and ^XXm,
I cast.'
Coaptation, reduction. Reduction of
a luxated or fractured bone.
ARTHRON, 'a joint.' The ancients useJ
the word Arlhron, for the articulation of bones
with motion, in opposition to Symphysis, or ar'

'

ARTHROM'BOLE,

'

ticulation without motion.

ARTHRONALGIA,Arthralgia,Arthrodynin.

ARTHROPHLOGO'SIS,
joint,'

and

(pXiyu>,

'

I burn.'

from «o3»o>, 'a
Inflammation of

the joints.

ARTHROPUO'SIS,
and

nuiiv,

'

pus.'

from aodoov, 'a joint,'
Suppuration or abscess of the

joints.

ARTHRO RHEUMATISMUS,
-

Rheuma-

lism (acute.)

ARTHRO'SIA,
Arthritis,

from «o3oou>, 'I articulate.'
(of some.)
Inflammation mostly cm-

fined to the joints; severely painful; occasionally extending to the surrounding muscles.

A

genus of diseases in the Nosology of Good, including Rheumatism, Gout, Articular inflammation, Jointache, &c.
Arthrosia Acuta, Rheumatism, acute a.
Chronica, Rheumatism, chronic a. Luinbo-

—

—

—
ARTHROSIS

—

ARUNDO BAMBOS
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—

a. Podagra
A. contre nature, A. anormale. A false joint,
Podagra lar- formed between fragments of bone, that have
vata, Gout (atonic)
a. Podagra regularis, Gout remained ununited; or between a luxated bone
(regular.)
and the surrounding parts.
ARTICULATION EJY CHARNIkRE, GinARTHROSIS, Articulation.
ARTHROSPON'GUS, from aoSgov, 'a joint,' glymus a. dela Hanche, Coxo-femoral articulaand anoyyof, 'a sponge.' A white, fungous tion.
ARTICULI DIGITORUM MANUS, Phatumour of the joints.
ART1A. According to some, this word is langes of the fingers a. Digilorum pedi3, Pha-

rum, Lumbago

a.

Podagra, gout

complicata, Gout, (retrograde)

—

—

a.

—

synonymous with

aQTtjQia;

others use

it

syno-

langes of the toes.

ARTIFICIAL,

nj'mously with Trachea.

ARTICHAUT, Cynara

from ars,

ARTICHOKE,

That which

ARTICLE,

scolymus.
Cynara scolymus.

is

Artificia'lis.

(F.) Artificiel;
'
to make.'

and faccre,
formed by art.

artis,

'

art,'

Artificial Eyes are usually made of enamel,
and represent a sort of hollow hemisphere,
which is applied beneath the eyelids, when
joint ;' articulus, a smaller joint.'
That which the eye is lost.
relates to the articulations;
Artificial Teeth are teeth made of ivory,
as the articular
capsules, &,c.
porcelain, &c.
Artic'ular Ar'teries of the Knee, arise
PIkCES D'AJYATOMIE ARTIF1CIELLES
from the popliteal artery, and surround the are preparations of anatomy, modelled in wax,
tibio-femoral articulation.
Although of a small plaster, paper, &c.
size, they are important, as they furnish blood
ARTISCOCCUS
VIS, Cynara scolymus.
to the lower extremity after the operation for
ART1SCUS, from uoro?, bread.' See Tropopliteal aneurism.
They are distinguished chiscus. A troch of the shape of a small loaf.
into superior and inferior. The superior articu- Also, and especially, a troch made of vipers.
lar arteries, popliteal articular arteries, are comARTOCAR'PUS. The Bread-fruit Tree. An
monly three in number: one of which is inter- Otaheitan tree, so called because the fruit,
nal, another external, and another middle.
The which is milky and juicy, supplies the place of
first anastomoses by one branch with the ex- bread to the inhabitants, It grows to the height
ternal circumflex and by another with the ex- of 40 feet.
ternal superior articular.
The second anastoArtocarpus Integrifolia, Caoutchouc.
moses with the external circumflex, the superior
ARTOC'REAS, from goto?, 'bread,' and
internal articular, and the inferior external ar- xQeag
flesh.'
A kind of nourishing food made
ticular; and the third is distributed within the of various aliments boiled together.
Galen.
joint.
The inferior articular arteries are two in
ARTOG'ALA, from uotoc, bread,' and
number: an internal and external. The former yaAa, milk.' An alimentary preparation of
anastomoses with the internal superior articu- bread and milk. A poultice.
lar, and the external inferior articular.
ARTOM'ELI, from aoTo S 'bread,' and uili,
The
latter anastomoses with the recurrent branch of
honey.'
A cataplasm of bread and honey.
the anterior tibial, and the external superior ar- Galen.
Articulation.

ARTICOCALUS, Cynara scolymus.
ARTICULAR, Jlrticula'ris from artus,'a
:

'

—

hM

'

;

'

,

—

'

'

,

'

ticular.

ARTUS, Membrum.

Artic'ular Facettes are the contiguous
surfaces, by means of which the bones are ar-

ARTYMA,

ticulated.

Arum Dracun'culus,

ARUM,

Condiment.

see A. triphyllum.

Dracun'culus

poly-

Articular Veins of the knee follow the phyl'lus, Colubri'na Dracon'tia, Erva de Sundta
same course as the arteries.
Maria, Gig'arus serpenta'ria, Arum polyphyl'-

ARTICULATION,

Joint, Articida'tio, ArAssarthro' sis , Artic'ulus, Junciu'ra,
Cola, Conjunc'tio, JVodus, Comrnissu'ra, Compares, Syntax'is. (F.J Articulation, Article. Same

lum, Serpenta'ria Gallo'rum. Family, Aroidese.
Sex. Syst. Monoecia Polyandria.
The roots and
leaves are very acrimonious. The plant resembles the A. macula'tum, in its properties.

etymon. The union of bones with each other,

Arum Esculen'tum, Turo. The foliage and
roots possess acrid qualities, which are dissipated by baking or boiling ; in which form it is
used as food by the Polynesians.

thro' sis,

as well as the kind of union.

table of articulations.
Articulations are generally divided into Diarthroses or moveable articulations, and Synarthroses or

immoveable.
1.

Amphiarthroses.

2. Diarthroses, orbicu-

j

3.

(

( Enarthrosis.
lar vague.
j Arthrodia.
Alternative or Ginglymus, which admits of varieties.
Suture.

!1.
2. Harmony.
3. Gomphosis.
4.

Schindylesis.

Articulations are subject to a number of
diseases, which are generally somewhat severe.
These may be physical, as wounds, sprains,
luxations, &c; or they may be organic, as ankyloses, extraneous bodies, caries, rheumatism,
gout, hydrarthroses, arthropuosis, &c.
Articula'tion means also the combination of
See Voice.
letters which constitute words.
Articulation, Fai.se, Pseudarthrosis, Artic'ulus falsus, (F.) A. fausse, A. accidentellt

The

Arum Macula'tum, Cuckow

Pint, Barba
Serpenta'ria minor, Zin'giber Gcrman'icum, Wake Robin. (F.) Gvuet, Pied de
Veau. The fresh root is stimulant internally.
Dose, J}j. of the dried root. Externally, it is
very acrid. From the root of this Arum a starch
is prepared, which is called Portland
Island
Sago, Gersa serpenta'ria, Cerus'sa serpenta'ria,
Fec'ula ari macula'ti.
Aaro'nis,

Arum Triphyl'lum,

Indian Turnip, Dragon
This plant grows all over the United
States, and is received into their Pharmacopoeia
under the title of Arum. The recent root, or
Cormus— Arum, (Ph. U. S )— is very acrimonious, and has been employed in asthma, croup,
and hooping-cough. Boiled in lard, it has been
used in tinea capitis, and boiled in milk in consumption.
ARUMAR1, Caramata.
Root.

ARUNDO BAMBOS,

Bamboo- a

.

Brachii

—

—
ARVUM
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major, Ulna— a. Brachii minor, Radius— a. Indica, Sagittarium alexipharmacum— a. Major,
Tibia— a. Minor, Fibula— a. Saccharifera, see
Saccharuni.
ARVUM, Vulva.
Arvum Nature, Uterus.
ARYTiE'NA, upvrana, a ladle.' Hence,
ARYTiE'NO-EPIGLOT'TICUS. Aryta'noepiglottida'us.
That which belongs to the arytenoid cartilages and epiglottis. Winslow gives
'

ASARET, Asarum.

A

ASARI'TES, from uaaqor, ' the asarum.'
diuretic wine, of which asarum was an ingredient.
Dioscorides.
AS'ARUM, from a, privative, and e&iQitv, 'to

—

adorn :' because not admitted into the ancient
coronal wreaths; As' arum Euroj>a?um, JYardus
Monta'na, J\'ardus Rust'ica, Azarum. (F.) Asaret ou Cabaret, Oreille d'homme, Oreillette, Girard-Roussin, JVard Sauvage. Fam. Aroidese.

this name to small, fleshy fasciculi, which are Sex. Syst. Dodecandria Monogynia. The plant,
attached, at one extremity, to the arytenoid car- used in medicine, is the As1 arum Eurnpw'uni,
tilages, and, by the other, to the free edge of Asarabac'ca, and of this the leaves.
They are
the epiglottis. These fibres do not always exist. emetic, cathartic, and errhine, but are hardly
They form part of the arytenoid muscle of mo- ever employed, except for the last purpose.
dern anatomists.
A'sarum Canaden'se, Cunada Snnfceroot,
ARYTE'JNOID, Arytanoi'des, Arytenoida'us, Wild Ginger, Colt's Foot. The root As'arum
from aovraiva, 'a ladle,' and tiSog, 'shape.' (Ph. U. S.) is used as a substitute for ginger,
Ladle-shaped.
and is said to act as a warm stimulant and diaArytenoid Car'tilages, Cartilag"ines ary- phoretic.
tenoi'des, C. gultura'les, C. gutturi'nm, C. gutASCAIN, MINERAL
OF. Asturifor'mes, C. triq'uetrce, Guttur'nia, are two cain is a village, situate about a league from St.
cartilages of the larynx, situate posteriorly Jean-de-Luz in France. The water is a cold
above the cricoid, and which, by approximation, chalybeate.
diminish the aperture of the glottis. Their
ASCARDAMYC'TES, from a, privative, and
upper extremities or cornua are turned towards <rxot(>d2fxvTTv>, 'I twinkle the eyes.' One who
each other, and are now and then found loose, stares with fixed eyes, and without moving the
in the form of appendices, which are consi- eyelids. Hippocr.
dered, by some, as distinct cartilages, and termed
ASCARICIDA ANTHELMINTICA. Vercuneiform or tuberculated Cartilages, or Comic'- nonia anthelmintica.
ula Laryn'gis.
AS'CARIS, pi. ASCAR'IDES, from arxaArvt'enoid Glands, G/andu'lai Aryteno'ida'cc, QiLta, 'I leap.' A genus of intestinal worms,
are small, glandular, whitish bodies, situate an- characterized by a long, cylindrical" body, exterior to the A. cartilages.
They pour out a tenuated at the extremities; and having a mouth
mucous fluid to lubricate the larynx.
furnished with three tubercles, from which a
ARYTENOID^E'US. (F.) Arytenoidien. A very short tube is sometimes seen issning. Forsmall muscle, which passes from one arytenoid merly, there were reckoned two varieties of the
cartilage to the other, by its contraction brings Ascaris the As'caris lumbricoi'des, Lumbri'cus.
them together, and diminishes the aperture of L. Teres, or long round worm; and the As'caris
Winslow divided the muscle into I'ermicula'ris the Ascaris proper the thread
the glottis.
the Arytenoids!'us transver'sus, worm or maw worm. The former rs alone inthree portions
cluded under the genus, at present a new geand two Arytenoidafi obli'qui.
ARYTH'M, Arytk'mus, from a, privative, nus having been formed of the A. vetmicularis
Irregular.
rythm,' 'measure.'
under the name Ox37 uris.
and Qvduo$,
Ascaris Trichuria, Trieocephalus.
This word is applied chiefly to the pulse.

WATERS

—

—

;

—
—

—

—

'

ASA, Asafcetida.
ASAFCE'TIDA,

Assafo/tida, Stercus diab'oli,
Asa, Devil's dung. A gum resin— the concrete
Order, Urnjuice of the FePula Assafat'ida.
belliferaB.
It is in small masses of a whitish,
together.
adhering
hue,
violet
and
reddish,
Taste bitter and subacrid: smell insupportably
The Asiatics use it regularly as a
alliaceous.

condiment.
Its medical properties are antispasmodic, stimulant, and anthelmintic. Dose, gr. v. to xx,
in

pill.

AS'APES, ' crude,' Asep'ton. A term applied to the sputum, or to other matters evacuated, which do not give signs of coction.
ASAPH'ATUM,from «, privative, and <rayii$,
'
This term has been applied to collecclear.'
tions in the sebaceous follicles of the skin,
which may be pressed out like little worms,
with a black head. See Acne.
ASAPHI'A, from a, privative, and <r*<p V g,
'

clear.'

Dyspho'nia immodtda'la palati'na, Pa-

rapho'nia guttura! lis
articulation,

;

P.

-palati'na.

dependent upon diseased

Defective
palate.

Hippocr., Vogel.

ASARABACCA,

Asarum.
from a, privative, and v*$,
Devoid of flesh. Aristotle uses the

ASAR'CON,
'flesh.'

head when it is but little fleshy,
compared with the chest and abdomen.
term

for the

AS'OELES or AS'KELES, Carens cru'ribus,
from a, privative, and oxikog. 'a leg.' One who*
has no legs.

ASCELLA, Axilla.
ASCEN'DENS, from ascen'dere, (ad and
scandere,) ' to ascend.'
(F.) Ascendant. Parts
are thus called, which are supposed to arise
in a region lower than that where they terminate. Thus, Aorta aseende.ns, is the aorta
from its origin to the arch: Vena cava ascendens, the large vein, which carries the blood
from the inferior parts to the heart: Obliquus
ascendens (muscle,) the lesser oblique muscle
of the abdomen, &c.

ASCEN'SUS MORBI. The

period of in-

crease of a disease.
ASCESIS, Exercise.

ASCHIL,

Scilla.

ASCHJSTODAC'TYLUS,

Syndac'tylus;
cleft:' and SauTvXo?,
'a finger.'
monster whose fingers are not
separated from one another.
Gurlt.
ASCIA* Axine, an axe,' Scepar'nos, Dolabra, Fas'cia spira'lis. Name of a bandage mentioned by Hippocrates and Galen, and figured
by Scultetus, in the shape of an axe or hatchet.
Galen. See Doloire.

from

a. privative, o^ioro?,

'

A

—

'

—

ASCILLA,

Axilla.
aaxoc,

ASCI'TES, from

'

a bottle:'

Askitrs,

Hydrocele Peritonei, Hy' drops Abdom'inis, Hy-

ASCMPIADE
Dropsy

the lower
(F.) Ascite,
Hydropiritonie, Hydropisie. du Bas-ventre.
collection of serou3 fluid in the abdomen.
Ascites proper is dropsy of the peritoneum
and is characterized by increased size of the
abdomen, by fluctuation and the general signs
of dropsy. It is rarely a primary disease; but
is always dangerous, and but little susceptible
of cure. Most generally, it is owing to obstructed circulation in some of the viscera, or
to excitement of the vessels of the abdominal
organs. The treatment is essentially the same
Paracentesis, when
as that of other dropsies.
had recourse to, can only be regarded as a pal-

drogos'ter,
belly,

Ascli'tes.

Dropsy of

the

ASH, BITTER, Quassia.
Ash TuKE,Fraxinus excelsior — a. Mountain,

of

Peritonc'um

A

Sorbns acuparia

Ascites HEPATo-CvsTicus,Turgescentia

—

felleffi
a. Ovarii, Hydrops ovarii
catus, Hydroarion, Hydrops ovarii.

ASIT'lA, from

ASJA GAN,

tic, cathartic, sudorific, diuretic.

Asclepias, Flesh-coloured, A. lncarnata.
Asclepias Gigantea. The milky juice is
very caustic. It is used in Malabar against
herpes; and, mixed with oil, in gout.
Ascle'pias Incarna'ta, Flesh-coloured asclepias.
The root of this plant, which grows
in all parts of the United States, has the same
virtues as the A. Syriaca.

Asclepias Proc"era

(?)

ASKITES.

and mro;,

'food.'

Ab-

Want of appetite
An Indian tree, the

Ascites.

ASPALASO'MUS, from ao7r*\*l, 'a mole,'
and awua, body.' A genus of monsters in
'

which there

—

I.

G.

is

imperfect development of the

St. Hilaire.

ASPALTUM, Asphaltum.
ASPARAG1NE. See Asparagus.
ASO'DES,
'satiety.'

A

and nausea.

Asso'des, from =*n»;,
disgust.'
fever accompanied with anxiety
Ft'bris aso'des vel azo'des.
'

ASPAR'AGUS, Aspar'agus
mon Asparagus,

Spar'aarus,

officinalis,

Com-

Sparrow Grass,

Grass. Nat. Ord. Asphodeleae. Sex. Syst. Hexandria Monogynia. Aspar'agi officinalis Tu(F.) Asperge.
The fresh roots are
diuretic, perhaps owing to the immediate,
crystallizable ptinc\[Ae, Aspuragine. The young
shoots are a well known and esteemed vegetable diet.
They communicate a peculiar odour
to the urine.
A syrup made of the young
shoots and an extract of the roots has been
recommended as a sedative in heart affections.
ASPA'SIA. A ball of wood soaked in an
infusion of galls, and used by females for constringing the vagina.

rio'nes.

ASPERGE, Asparagus.
ASPERITAS ARTERLE ASPERSE,

Beidel-ossar; Be.i.dd-

AnJEgyptian plant, the leaves of which
are made into plaster, and applied to indolent
tumours. The milky juice is caustic, and is

priv.
(q. v.)

ASJOGAM, Asjagan.
ASKELFS, Asceles.

— a.Sac-

Asclepias Vincetoxicum.
Asclepias Asthmat'ica. (F.) Ipecacuanha
blanc del'Iledc France. A creeping plant of the
Isle of France, regarded as a specific in asthma.
Asclepias Curassav'ica. The leaves are
emetic in the dose of one or two scruples. It
is the Ipecacuanha blanc of St. Domingo.
Asclepias Decum'bens, the root. Escharo-

a.,

As'jogum.

juice of whose leaves, mixed with powdered
cumin speds, is employed in India, in colic.

ve-

ASCLtiPIADE,

Prickly, Aralia spinosa,

a.

stinence from food

eyes.

liative.

—

Xanthoxylum clava Herculis.

;

sicular

ASPHALTUM
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sar.

Rau-

cedo.

ASPilRlTK DES PAUPIkRES, Trachoma.

used as such.
ASPER'ITY, Asptr'ilas, roughness. AspeAsclepias Svriaca, Common Silkwecd, Milk rities are inequalities on the surfaces of bones,
Weed, (F.) Herbe a la houette. The cortical which often serve for the insertion of fibrous
part of the root has been given, in powder, in organs.
asthmatic and pulmonic affections in general,
ASPERMATIS'MUS, from a, priv.and rire§*
and, it is said, with success.
lit,
sperm.' Reflux of sperm from the urethra
Ascle'pias Tubero'sa, Butterfly Weed, Pleu- into the bladder, during the venereal orgasm.
risy Root, Flux Root, Wind Rout, White Root.
ASPERSIO, Catapasma, Fomentation.
JVat. Ord. Aselepiadeae.
Sex. Syst. PentanASPER'SION, Asper'sio, from uspergere (ad
dria Digynia.
Said to have been first re- and spargcre,) (F.) Arrosemcnt. Act of sprinkcommended by AoxXtntuS>ic. In Virginia and ling or pouring a liquid gutlatim over a wound,
the Carolinas, the root of this plant lias been ulcer, &c.
long celebrated as a remedy in pneumonic
ASPERULA, Galium aparine.
affections. It is sudorific, and the powder acts
Asper'ula odorata, Malrisyl'va, Hepu'tica
as a mild purgative. Its chief powers are said stella'ta, (F.) Aspe.rule odoiante ou Muguet des
to be expectorant, diaphoretic, and febrifuge. bois,H(':paliquedloilec. Farn. Rubiacete. Sex.Sysl.
It is occasionally given to relieve pains of the Tetrandria Monogynia. Sweet-scented Woodroof.
stomach from flatulence and indigestion.
Said to be diuretic, deobstruent, tonic, and vulAsclepias Vincetox'icum.
Called from nerary.
iEsculapius probably.
The Swallow Wort.
ASpERULE ODORANTE, Asperula odorata,
'

(F.) Asclipiade, Dompte-venin.
The root is
said to be stimulant, diuretic, and emmena-

tum.

gogue. but

bar vertebra.

hardly ever used.
also, Hirundina'ria.
is

It is called,

ASPHALTI'TES, same etymon

A name

ASPHAL'TUM,

ASCL1TES, Ascites.
ASCO'MA, from aay.og,

as asphal-

given by some to the last lum-

— Gorraus.

Ncp'ta, Arsal'tos, Aspal'tvm,

from «(Hj«J.iLnr, 'to strengthen.' With the'
'a bottle.'
The Greeks, this word signified any kind of bitueminence of the pubes at the period of puberty men. It is now restricted chiefly to the iln'Rufus of Ephesus.
in females.
umi.n oi' luDMA.B.Juda'icum, B.sol'iduni, Jew's
ASE, Anxiety.
Karabl of Sodom. (F.) Asphalie.
Pitch, or
It

—

ASELLI,

Onisci

aselli.

ASEU.US, Oniscus.
ASE'MA CRISIS, KQioie

solid, friable, vitreous, black, shining, inflammable, and of a fetid smell. An oills obtained from it by distillation.
It enters into the
composition of certain ointments and plasters
It is collected on the surface of the water
of
the Dead Sea, or Lake Asphaltites, in Judaea.
is

aor ua, from a, priv.
t

and oi,iia, ' a sign.' A crisis occurring unexpectedly and without the ordinary precursory digits.
ASEPTON, Asapes.

ASPHARINE

ASTAKILLOS
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ASPHARINE, Galium aparine.
ASPHOD'ELUS RAMO'SUS,

ASPLE'NIUM,

Asphodelus,
A. Albus, A. Maris, Has'tula Regis. (F.) Lis
asphodele. The bulbs of this southern European plant have an acrimony, which they lose
in boiling water. They contain a fecula with
which bread has been made, and have been
considered diuretic. They have been Used as a

spleen.'

from

a, priv.

and

on-X^r,

'

the

Spleenwort,Miltwaste.

Asple'mum Cet'erach,

Doradil'la, Blcchnum squamo' sum, Seal open' dria, Athyfrion, Cet'erach officina'rum. (F.) Doradille. Supposed

subastringent and mucilaginous, and has
been recommended as a pectoral. It has also
been given in calculous cases.
succedaneum for the squill.
Asple'nium Huta Mura'ria, A. mura'le, PaASl'HYX'lA,froma,priv. ando<|iv|i?, 'pulse.' ronych'ia, Wallrue, White Maidenhair, Tentwort,
Defedlus Pulsus, Jicrolis'mos. For a long time, Adian'lhum album, Ruta mura'ria, Salvia Vital.
Asphyxia was confined to the sense of sus- (F.) Rue des murailles, Sauvevie. Used in the
pension of circulation or Syncope,' (q. v.) It same cases as the last.
now generally means suspended animation,
Asple'nium Scolopen'drium, Scolopen' drium
produced by the nonconversion of the ve- officino/rum, Hart's Tongue, Spl.eenwort, Phylli'nous blood of the lungs into arterial blood. tis, Lingua cervi'na, Blechnum lignifo'lium.
Apnafa, (q. v.) Apneus'tia, Apnazsphyx'ia, An- (F.) Scolopendre, Langue de ccrf. Properties
fiamato'sia.
Owing to the supply of air being like the last.
cut off, the unchanged venous blood of the
Asple'nium Trichomanoi'des, A. Trichom'pulmonary artery passes into the minute radi- anes, Calliphyl'lum, Trichom'anes, Adian'thum,
cles of the pulmonary veins, but their peculiar rubrum, Common Maidenhair, Polyl'ricum comProperties like the last.
irritability requiring arterial blood to excite mu'nS, (F.) Polytric.
to be

'

them, stagnation takes place in the pulmonary
radicles, and death occurs chiefly from this
cause, not owing to venous blood being dispoisoning
tributed through the system, and
it, as was the idea of Bichat.
Carus asphyx'ia,
Mors apparens, Mors putalica, or Apparent
death, is characterized by suspension of respiraSeveral
tion, of the cerebral functions, &c.
varieties of Asphyxia have been designated.
1. Asphyx'ia of the New-Born, A. neonatorum. This is often dependent upon the

—

'

'

feeble condition of the infant, not permitting
respiration to be established.
2. Asphyx'ia by Nox'ious Inh ala'tion, or
inhalation of Gases, some of which cause death
by producing a spasmodic closure of the glottis: others by the want of oxygen, and others
are positively deleterious or poisonous.
3. Asphyx'ia by Sthangula'tion or Suffo
edtion; produced by mechanical impediment
to respiration, as in strangulation.
4. Asphy'xia by Submer'sion, A. by Drown
ing, A. Immerso'rum, as occurs in the drowned,
who perish in consequence of the medium in
which they are plunged being unfit for respi-

ASPREDO, Trachoma— a. Miliacea,

Miliary

fever.

ASPRELE, Hippuris Vulgaris.
ASSA DOUX, Benjamin— a. Dulcis,

BenjaOdorata, Benjamin.
A Guinea shrub whose leaves
are considered capable of dispersing buboes.

min

—

a.

AS'SABA.

ASSAFCETIDA, Asafcetida.
ASSAIERET. A compound

of bitter, stomachic, and purgative medicines in the form of
Avicenna.
a pill.

—

ASSAISOMYEMEJYT, Condiment.

ASSAKUR,

Saccharum.

ASSALA. See Myristica moschata.
ASSARTHROSIS, Articulation.
ASSA'TIO, Opte'sis. The boiling of food or
medicines in their own juice, without the addiVarious kinds of cooking
tion of any liquid.
by heat.— Galen.

ASSELLA, Axilla.
AS'SERAO, Assis. A

opium
Turks as an

preparation of

or of some narcotic, used by the
excitant.
Splint.

ASSERCULUM,

ASSERVATION,

Conservation.

AS'SIDENS, from

ad, 'to,' and sedere,' to
Mr. Chevalier has used the term Asphyx'ia be seated.' That which accompanies or is conAn epithet applied to the accessory
Jdiopath'ica, for fatal syncope owing to relaxa- comitant.
symptoms and general phenomena of disease.
See Suffocation.
tion of the heart.
Assimila'lio, Appropria'ASSIMILA'TION,
NeoGangrene—a.
Asphyxia, Local. See
ration.

See Submersion.

nato'rum,

a.

of the new-born.

tio,

ASPHYXIE LEJYTE DES JYOUVEAU-

Eromoio'sis, Homoio'sis, Threpsis, Threp'-

from assimila're, (ad and similare,) to
render similar.' The act by which living bodies
Induration (of the cellular tissue.)
ASPHYX'lED, same etymon. Jn a state of appropriate and transform into their own substance matters with which they may be placed
asphyxia.
in contact.
In man, assimilation is a function
ASPIC, Aspis; also, Lavendula.
of nutrition.
ASPIDISCOS, Sphincter ani externus.
ticl

'

:

N£S.

—

ASPlDlUMOORIACEUM,Calagualaeradix

ASSIS, Asserac.

A

sort of
AS'SIUS LAPIS, A'sius Lapis.
stone or earth found near the town of Assa in
Inspiration.
ASPIRA'TION, Adspira'lio, Aspira'tio, from the Troad, and which had the property of deThe stroying proud flesh.
aspira're (ad and spirare) ' to breathe.'
ASSODES, Asodes.
French sometimes use the term synonymously
ASS0UP1SSEMEJYT, Somnolency.
with inspiration. It also means the act of atSee Myrtus pimenta.
Imbibition,
tracting or sucking like a pump.
a. Filix

mas, Polypodium

filix

mas.

ASPIRATIO,

the pronunciation of a vowel
with a full breath.
name given by the anASPIS, oionii.
(q.

v.)

Also,

A

— the Egyptian,

cients to a venomous serpent
viper, of Lacepede. (F.) Aspic.

Its bite is very
dangerous, and it is supposed to have been the
reptile which Cleopatra used for her destruction.

ASSOURON.
ASSUETUDO,

Habit.

ASSULA, Splint.
ASSUMPTIO, Prehension.
ASTACI FLUV1ATILIS CONCREMENTA, Cancrorum chelse.
ASTACUS FLUVIATILIS, Crab.

ASTAKILLOS,

Araneura, ulcus.

a

ASTASIA
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ATRAGALUS

ASTASIA,

Asthma Infantum Spasmodicum, A. ThymiDysphoria.
ointment, composed of cum.
spawn, &c. Also, camphor disAsthma Koppian, A. Thymicum.
solved in rose water.
Paracelsus.
Asthma Montanum, A. pulverulentum.
ASTER ATTICUS, Bubonium— a. Ingui- Asthma Nocturnum, Incubus.
nalis, Erynorium campestre.
Asthma Pulverulen'tum, A. gyp'seum, A.
ASTE'RIA GEMMA, Astt'rius, Astroi'tes, monta'num. The variety of asthma to which
As'trios, Astrol'olus.
The ancients attributed Millers, Bakers, Grinders and others are subject.
imaginary virtues to this stone, that of disAsthma Siccum, so called when the paroxpersing Nceci Materni, e. g.
ysm is sudden, violent, and of short duration
ASTHEJNI'A, from u, privative, and adtvoc, cough slight, and expectoration scanty : spasforce,'
strength.' Want of strength, debility. modic constriction.
Asthma Spastico-Arthriticum Inconstans,
A word used in this
(q v.) Infirmity, (q. v.)
sense by Galen, and employed especially by Angina pectoris.
Brown, to designate debility of the whole ecoAsthma Spasticum Infantum, A. Thymicum.
nomy or diminution of the vital forces. He disAsthma Thv'micum, A. T. Koppii, A. spasti'tinguished it into dlrrxl and indirect: the former cum infan'tum, A. infantum spasmod'icuni, Cyproceeding from diminution of stimuli; the nan'che truchca'lis spasmod'ica, Croup-like inspilatter from exhaustion of incitability by the ration of infants Child-crowing, Spastnodiccroup,
abuse of stimuli.
Pseudo-croup, Spu'rious croup, Cer'cbral croup,
Asthenia Deglutitjonis, Pharyngoplegia.
Suffocating nervous catarrh, Spasmus glottidis,
Asthenia Pectoralis, Angina pectoris.
A. intermittens infan'tum, A. Dentienlium, A.
ASTHENO'PJA, Debil'itas vhvs. (F.) Af- period! icum acu'tum, Koppian Asthma, Thymic
faiblissiment de la Vue, from a, privative, a&ivuc, Asthma, Laryngis'mus strid'ulus. A disease of
strength,' and ty^, 'the eye.' Weakness of sight. infants, characterized by suspension of respiraASTHMA, from ar&ua, 'laborious breathing;' tion at intervals great difficulty of breathing,
from ao>, I respire.' A. spas'ticum adulto'rum, especially on waking, swallowing, or crying,
A. Senio'rum, A. Convulsi'vum, A. spas'ticum in- ending often in a fit of suffocation with contermit' tuns, Dyspna'a ct orthopncc'a convvlsi'va, vulsions.
The pathology of the disease has
Broken-winderfness, JVervons uslkma, (F.)Ast.hmc, been supposed to consist in enlargement of the
A. nerveux. Difficulty of breathing, recurring Thymus gland, or of the glands of the neck
at intervals, accompanied with a wheezing pressing on the pneumogastric nerves.
The
sound and sense of constriction in the chest; eaf, on auscultation, af a distance from the
cough and expectoration.
chest, detects an incomplete, acute, hissing inAsthma is a chronic disease, and not curable spiration, or rather cry whilst the expiration
with facility. Excitant and narcotic antispas- and voice are cronpal, both at the accession and
modics are required.
termination of the paroxysm. The heart's acThere are no pathognomonic physical signs tion has been observed to be distinct and feeble.
of asthma. In some cases, the respiration is
These symptoms are often accompanied by
universally puerile during the attack. In the rigidity of the fingers and toes ; the thumb
spasmodic form the respiratory murmur is very being frequently drawn forcibly into the palm
feeble or absent during the fit and in all forms of the clenched hand, whence the name Carpercussion elicits a clear pulmonary sound. popedal spasm, (q. v.) applied, at times, to the
The disease generally consists in some source disease.
of irritation, and occasionally, perhaps, in paraASTHMATTC, Asthmat' icus ; one affected
lysis of the pneumogastric nerves; more fre- with asthma.
What relates to asthma.
quently of the former— all the phenomena indiASTHME AIGU, Asthma acutum— a. Kercating constriction of the smaller bronchial ra- veux, Asthma.
mifications. The treatment is one that relieves
AS'TOMUS, arrouog, from a, privative, and
spasmodic action— narcotics, counter-irritants, oroita, 'a mouth.' One without a mouth. Pliny
change of air, &c.
speaks of a people in India without mouths,
Asthma Acu'tum, of Millar,^, spasticum in- who live anhelatu et odore!
fantum, Cynan'chi trachea' lis spasmod'ica, (F.)
ASTRAGALE COL D\ Collum astragali.
Asl/une aigu.
Probably spasmodic croup. (?)
ASTRAG'ALUS, Talvs, the Ankle, Qua'trio,
See Asthma Thyinicum.
Diab'ctws, Peza, Cavic'ula, Cavil'la, Tetro'ros,
Asthma Aerium, Pneumothorax.
As'trion, Os Ballist'a, from aoTfayaXoc, 'a die,'
Asthma Akreum ab Emphvsemate Pulmo- which it has been considered to resemble. (?)
nic, Emphysema of the Lungs.
short bone situate at the superior and middle
Asthma Aiithriticum, Angina pectoris.
part of the tarsus, where it is articulated with
Asthma, Car'diac
Dyspnoea dependent the tibia. It is the ankle bone, sling bone or first
upon disease of the heart.
bone of the foot. The anterior surface is conAsthma Convulsivum, Angina pectoris—
vex, and has a well-marked prominence, supDiaphragmaticum, Angina pectoris— a. Dolo- ported by a kind of neck, and hence has been
rificum, Angina pectoris— a. Emphysematicum, called the head of the Astragalus. The astragaPneumothorax.
lus is developed by two points of ossification.
Asthma Gvpseum, A. pulverulentum— a. Hay
Astrag'alus Exs'capus, Ste?nless Milk-vetch,
Fever, hay.
(F.) Astragal e a gousscs velus.
JVat. Ord. LeAsthma Hu'midum, Humid, Common or spit- guminosae. Sex. Syst. Diadelphia Decandria.
ling astlima, is when the disease is accompanied The root is said to have cured confirmed sywith expectoration. It is also called A. humo- philis.
ra'le, A. Jhilulen'turn, A. pneumon'icum, BlennoAstragalus TnAGACANTHus,seeTragacanth.
tho'rax cliro'nicus, &c.
Astrag'alus Verus, Goat' s thorn, Mil k-vctch
Asthma Infantum, Cynanchc trachealis.
Spina hirci, Astrag'alus uculei/tus. The plant

ASTARZOF. An

litharge, frog's

—

—

:

'

'

,

'

;

'

;

;

A

'

,

ASTRANT1A
which

affords

Gum
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See Traga-

Trag'acanth

1

oantha.

that characterizes nervous fevers, and the nervous condition.

ASTRANT1A, Imperatoria.

Ataxia Spirituijm, Nervous

diathesis.

ATCH

AR, Ackia, Achar. A condiment used
Corusca'tio, Fulgur, Lightning.
Galen reckons it amongst the remote causes of in India. It is formed of green fruits of various
kinds, garlic, ginger, mustard, and pimento,
epilepsy.
ASTRIC'TION, Astric'tio, vxvxpig, from as- pickled in vinegar.
ATECNIA, Sterilitas.
trin'gere, (ad, and stringere,) ' to constringe.'
AT'ELES, uTiXtjs, 'imperfect,' 'defective.'—
Action of an astringent substance on the ani-

AS'TRAPE,

—

Hence,

mal economy.

ATELECTASIS PULMO'NUM.

ASTR1CTORIA, Astringents.
ASTRINGENTS, Astringen'tia,

Katastal'tica, Constrin gen' tin, Cuntrahen'tia, Stegno'tica,
Syncrit'ica, Astricto'ria. Same etymon. Medicines which have the property of constringing
the organic textures. External astringents are

called Styptics.
The following are the chief astringents

— Tamiicum,

Alumeii,
Argenti Nitras,
Catechu,
C'ipri Sulphas,

"

Zinci Sulphas,

Gallu:,

Creasoton.

ASTRION, Astragalus.
ASTRIOS, Asteria gemma.
ASTROB'LES, from uotqov,
'

'a

'

—

'

'

star,'

One struck by
One who is in a state

—

ASTROBOLIS'MOS, same

etymology.

Si-

on a person.
Gorreeus.
gemma.
Asteria
ASTROBOLOS,
ASTROITIS, Asteria gemma.
ASTROL'OGY, Astrolog"ia, from uotqov, 'a
The art of dia discourse.'
star,' and Xoyog,
vining by inspecting the stars. This was forand
Medicine
of
merly°considered to be a part
was called Judicial Astrology, to distinguish it

dera'tion or action of the stars

Apoplexy— Theophr.,

'

;

from Astronomy.

ASTRON'OMY, Astronom'ia, from

dilatation.'

ATELOCHEl'LIA,

strike.'

I

'

Imperfrom arehjg,

}

the stars
of sidera(sidcra'tus.)
in an apoplectic state.— Gorraeus.
tion

(jaUm,

imperfect,' and exraatg,

birth,

'

:

Tinctoria,

Ferri Chloridi, Tinct.
Ferri Nitratis, Liquor,
Ferri Sulphas,

'

expansion of the lungs at

from anlr,g, 'imperfect,'
and %tt/iog, lip-' A malformation which consists in an imperfect development of the lip.
ATELOENCEPHAL'IA, from «te^?, 'imperfect,' and tyxsQulov, theencephalon.' State
of imperfect development of the brain. Andral.
ATELOGLOS'SIA, from areX> g, 'imperfect,'
and yXuxro-a, tongue.' A malformation which
consists in an imperfect development of the
tongue.
ATELOGNA'THIA, from anX^g, 'imperthe jaw.' A malformation
fect,' and yvubog,
which consists in an imperfect development of
the jaw.
ATELOMYEL'IA, from arsXtjg, 'imperfect,'
State of imperfect deand and ^(UE/ioc; 'marrow.'
velopment of the spinal marrow.— Beclard.

Hiematoxylon,
Kino,
Krameria,
Liquor Calcis,
Plumb. Acetas,
Cluercus Alba,

Acidum Sulphuricum,

fect

aTXQor,

a

ATELOPROSO'PIA,from cm*!;?, 'imperfect,'

A malformation which
development of the face.
ATELOSTOM'IA, from anXtjg, 'imperfect,'
and crroua, mouth.' One whose mouth is im-

and rcQoruiTtovSthe

face.'

consists in imperfect
'

perfectly developed.

ATER SUCCUS,

Atrabilis.

ATHAMAN'TA, from Athamas,
Thessaly. A genus of plants.

a place in

Athaman'ta Aureoseli'num, Oreoseli'num,
Black Mountain Parsley. (F.) Pcrsil de MonThe plant, seed and roots are aromatic.
tague.
It^has been considered attenuant, aperient, de-

The

obstruent, and lithontriptic.
has been used in toothache.

distilled oil

and voaog, 'a law,' 'rule.' A science
Athaman'ta Creten'sis seu Oret'ica, Dauwhich makes' known the heavenly phenomena, cus Creticus ; D. Candianus, Myrrhis annua,
Hippocrates
them.
and the laws that govern
Candy Carrot. The seeds of this plant are acrid
places this and Astrology amongst the neces- and aromatic. They have been used as carminaphysician.
a
of
studies
sary
tives and diuretics.
ASTYSIA, Impotence.
ATHANASIA, Tanacetum.
ASUAR. Myrobalanus Indica.
Athana'sia, from a, privative, and ^avaror,

star,'

ASQLCI, Lapis lazuli.
ASYNODIA, Impotence.
AT ACTOS, Erratic.
AT'WISM; from At'avus,

An antidote for diseases of the liver,
death.'
jaundice, gravel, &c. It consisted of saffron,
cinnamon, lavender, cassia, myrrh, j uncus odoratus, honey, &c. and was esteemed to be su'

old grandsire
' an
The case in which
or ancestor, indefinitely.'
is
an anomaly or disease, existing in a family,
generation and reappears in the fol-

one
lowing.

dorific.

ATHARA, Athera.
ATHELAS'MUS, from a, privative, and

lost in

privative,
In' to make.
Taoay.ro;, troubled,' and ttouiv,
quality of which actrepidity, firmness.
ought to
cording to Hippocrates, the physician

ATARAOTAFOIE'SIA,

from

a,

'

A

a breast or nipple.'

ATHELXIS, Sucking.
ATHE'NA. Name of a

trouble,'

'

emotion.'

of mind.
'

word

in its

„

.

or-

of pulse

;

M?Z,nL;:Z^

of oxide of

ammoniac,
of resinous
Aelius, and

P. iE^ineta.

ATHENIO'NIS CATAPO'TIUM. A pill,
emcastor, and opium;
most extensive accepta- composed of myrrh, pepper,

Galen applies it, especially, to irregularity
and Sydenham speaks of Ataxia Spisystem
rituum for disorder of the nervous
tion.

recommend-

—

,

.

ATAX'IA, from a, privative, and ragig,
Disorder, irregularity. Hippocrates
der
ploys the

plaster,

ed by Asclepiades, and composed
copper, sublimed oxide of zinc, sal
verdigris, gall nuts, and a variety
Moral tranquillity peace and other ingredients. Oribasius,

be possessed in the highest degree.
ATARAX'IA, from a, privative, and rana^ig,
'

6^

Impracticability of giving
sucR; from want of nipple or otherwise.

'

used to allav coughing.

ATHE'RA, Atha'ra,
corn.'
A kind of pap

— Celsus.
from
for

«%,

'an ear

children:

kind of nnhncnt-Dioscondes, P!,nv.

also,

of
"

—

,

ATHEROMA
ATHERO'MA,

from «S>;oo, 'pap or pulp.'
cncys'tis athero'ma, JMollus'cum.
formed by a cyst containing matter like

A

Emp/u/ma
tumour
pap or

Bouillie.

A

ATRIC1
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Molluscum

variety of the

ATMOSPIIERIZATION, Hrematosis.
ATOL'MIA, from a, priv. and rolua,

'conof confidence discouragement.
A state of mind, unfavourable to health, and
It is the antithesis of
injurious in disease.
Eutol'mia.
AT'ONY, Aton'ia, Infir'miias et Remis'sio

Want

fidence.'

;

has been esteemed communicable, and therefore
termed Mollus'cum contagio'sum.
ATHEROMATOUS, Atheromatoses. Having
vi'rium, Languor, Lax'itas, from a, priv. and
the nature of Atheroma.
ATHLE'TA, from a$Xog, 'combat.' Athletes roros, tone,' 'force.' Want of tone. Weakwere men, who exercised themselves in combat ness of every organ, and particularly of those
Violent gastritis has been
Vitruv.
at the public festivals.
that are contractile.
ATHLETIC, Athlet'icus ; concerning Ath- described by Scribonius Largus under a similar
Strong in muscular powers. Foesius.
name, aroror, At'onon.
le'ta.
ATHORACOCEPHALUS, Acephalogaster. ATRABIL'IARY, Atral/il'iovs, Atrabilia'Tis,
Atrabilio'sus. from ater, black,' and bilis, bile.'
ATHR1X DEPILIS, Alopecia.
ATHYM'IA, An'imi defec'tus et anxi'etas, An epithet given by the ancients to the melanand
priv.
from
demis'sio,
Tiistia,
a,
cholic
and hypochondriac, because they beAn'imi
Jv/uos, 'heart,' 'courage.' Despondency. The lieved the Atrabilis to predominate in such.
Atrabiliary Capsules, Arteries, and
prostration of spirits, often observable in the
Hippocr. Melancholy. Swediaur. See Veins. The renal capsules, arteries, and veins:
sick.
the formation of Atrabilis having been attriI'anophobia.
buted to them.
ATHYRION, Asplenium ceterach.
ATHYRIUM F1L1X MAS, Polypodium filix ATRABI'LIS, same etymon. Ater succus,
Black Bile or Melancholy. According to the
mas.
'

—

—

'

—

—

ATLANTION, Atlas.
ATLAS, Atlantion, from

a-iXaw, 'I sustain.'

so called, from its
supporting the whole weight of the head, as
Atlas is said to have supported the globe on his
shoulders. Chaussier calls it Moid. This vertebra in no respect resembles the others. It is
a kind of irregular ring, into which, anteriorly,
the processus dentutus of the second vertebra is
Posteriorly, it gives passage to the
received.

The

'

first cervical ver'tebra

medulla

;

Hippocrates, Galen, Aetius, and others ascribe
great influence to the Atrabilis in the production
of hypochondriasis, melancholy, and mania.

There

is

really

no such humour. It was an
Areteeus, Rufus of Ephe-

imaginary creation.
sus,

—

&c.

ATRACHELOCEPH'ALUS,

from a, priv.
head.' A monster
wholly deficient.

rpa/r^ot,' neck,' and xt^aXi;,

spinalis.

ATLOFDO-AXOID,

(F.J

Atloido-axoidien.
the Axis or Ver-

Relating to both the Atlas and
tebra Dentata.
Atloi'do-axoid Articulation.

between the

ancients, a thick, black, acrid humour, secreted
in the opinion of some, by the pancreas ; in
that of others, by the supra-renal capsules.

whose neck

The

articu-

verte-

partially or

ATRACHE'LUS. Same
is

two cervical

is

very short-necked.

'

etymon. One who

—Galen.

ATRAC'TYLIS GUMMIF'ERA,

Car'duus

Gummy-rooted Atractylis, Pine
Thistle.
The root, when wounded, yields a
bra.
Atloi'do-axoid Lig'ameKts. These are two milky, viscid juice, which concretes into tenain number; one anterior and another posterior, cious masses, and is said to be chewed with the
same views as mastich.
passing between the two vertebrae.
lation

first

pineus,

Ixine,

Relating to the
ATRAGENE, Clematis vitalba.
The Mloi'do-occip 'ital Arand occiput.
ATRAMEN'TUM, A. Suto'rium, Ink, Calticulation is formed by the condyles of the oc- can'lhon, (F.) Encre. It has been advised as an
cipital bone and the superior articular surfaces astringent, and as an external application in
of the Atlas. The Atloido- occipital muscle is herpetic affections.
the Rectus capitis posticus minor.
Atramentum Sutorium, Ferri sulphas.
ATLOIDO SOUSMASTOID/EJV, Obliquus
ATRESIA, Adherence, Imperforation.
superior oculi a. Sous-occipitale, Rectus capitis
Atresia Ani adnata, Anus imperforatus,

ATLOI'DO-OCCIPTTAL.

atlas

Impcrforatis ani, (F.) Imperforation de I'anus.

lateralis.

ATMIATRI'A,
*

vapour,' and

Almidiut'rice,
lazptia, ' treatment.'

from aruo?, Congenital imperforation of the intestinal
caTreatment nal.

of diseases by fumigation.

ATM1D1ATRICE, Atmiatria.
ATM1STERION, Vaporarium.
ATMOS, Breath.
AT'MOSPllERE, Atmosphcdra,

from aruo?,
as it were,
vapour,' and oouiya. a sphere:'
Sphere of vapours. The atmosphere is a spherical mass of air, surrounding the earth in every
part; the height of which is estimated at 15 or
16 lean-ues. R presses on the surface of the
earth and this prsssure has, necessarily, sensible effects on organized bodies. The surface of
the human body being reckoned at 15 square
that a pressure of 33,U00
feet, it is computed
pounds or more exists under ordinary circumstances: and this pressure cannot be increased
without modifying the
or diminished materially,
circulation and all the functions.

«

'

—

ATRETISMUS, Imperforation.
ATRETOCEPH'ALUS, from «
perforate,' and KiipaXt;,
head.'
A

W

oc, «i

m

.

monster in
which some of the natural apertures of the head
'

are wanting.

— Gurlt.

W

ATRETOCOR'MUS,

from «
o,-, -imperand xooiys,
trunk.'
A monster, in
which the natural apertures of the trunk are

forate,'

'

wanting.

— Gurlt.

ATRETUS, from
rate.'

are imperforate.

AT'RICES.
CES.

and tqxw, ' I perfoor parts of generation

a, priv.

One whose anus

Small tumours, which appear

illy around
occasionally
arwui.u the
me anus. Some common.
com
tators consider the word to be synonymous
with
condylomata. Forestus.
AT'RICI. Small sinuses in the vicinity
of
the anus, not penetrating the rectum.

—

—
ATR1PLEX FCETIDA
ATRIPLEX FCETIDA, Chenopodium

vul-

Sati'va.

Ar-

(F.)

-

AUDITION
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varia.

At'riplex Horten'sis, A.

—

from

tcn'ui.s,

Medicines which augment

thin.'

'

the fluidity of the humours.
A TTIRANT, Attrahent.

ATTITUDE,

Bonne Dame. The herb and seed of this
plant have been exhibited as antiscorbutics.
At'riplex al'imus, A. Portula.coi' des and A.
Patula, are used as pickles, and have similar

Situs Cor'poris. Low Latin,
aptitu'do ; from Latin aptare, to fit' Situation,
position of the body. The attitudes are the dif-

properties.

suming.

roche,

,

'

ferent

postures which

man

is

capable of as-

Cordis sinistrum, Sinus pulmonalis.
from Atjotzoc, 'immutable,' the
goddess of destiny j' so called from its fatal

In General Puthobgy, the attitude
will often enable the physician to pronounce at
once upon the character of a disease, or it will
aid him materially in his judgment.
In St.
Vitus's dance, in fractures, luxations, &c, it is
the great index. It will also indicate the degree of nervous or cerebral power: hence the

effects.

sinking

At'riplex Odorata, Chenopodium botrys
Olida,

a.

Chenopodium

vulvaria.

ATRIUM CORDIS DEXTER, Sinus Dexter
cordis

—

a.

AT'ROPA,

'

Atropa Belladon'na,

Belladon'na, Deadly

Nightshade, Sula'num letha'lg, Sola'num maniarum, S. Furio' sum, Sula'num melanocer'asus. (F.)
Belladone, Morclle furieuse, Belle Dame. Nat.
Ord. Solanete. Sex. Syst. Tetrandria Monogynia.
The leaves Belladonna (Ph. U. S.) are power-

—

fully narcotic, diaphoretic, diuretic, and repellent.
They are occasionally used where narcotics are indicated.
Sprinkling the powdered
leaves over cancerous sores has been found to
allay the pain; and the leaves form a good
poultice.
Dose, gr. ^ to gr. j. of the powdered
leaves.

Atropa Mandrag'ora, Mandrag'ora, Mandrake.
The boiled root has been used in the
form of poultice

in indolent swellings.

ATROPHIA, Tabes— a. Ablactatorum, Brash,

Weaning — a.
a.

Glandularis, Tabes mesenterica
a.. Mesenteri-

Infantum, Tabes mesenterica

ca,

—

Tabes mesenterica.

AT'ROPHY,

down in bed is an evidence of great
cerebral debility in fever. The position of a
patient during an operation is an interesting
subject of attention to the surgeon.

ATTOL'LENS AUREM, Attol'lens Auric'
ula, Leva'tor Auris, Supe'rior Auris, Attotlens
Auric'ulum, (F.) Auriculaire supirieur, Temporo-auriculairc.
A muscle of the ear, which
arises, thin, broad, and tendinous, from the tendon of the occipito-frontalis, and is inserted
into the upper part of the ear, opposite to the
anti-helix.

Atro'phia, Atro'phia, Maras'rnus, Macies, Contabescen'tia, Tabes,
Marco'res, Analo'sis, from a. privative, and too<prh
nourishment.' (F.) Atrophic, Desseche'

raises the ear.
oculi,

Co-

hesion, force of.

ATTRACTIVUM. See Magnet.
ATTRACT1VUS, Attrahent.
ATTRACTORIUS, Attrahent.

ATTRAHENT,
tracto'rius,

Maras'rnus

It

Attollens Oculi, Rectus superior

ATTOUCHEMENI, Masturbation.
ATTRACTION OF AGGREGATION,

from ad

At'traliens, Attractions, At'

and tra/io, 1 draw.'
Remedies are so called,
the parts to which they
rubefacients, &c.

to,'

(F.) Atlractif, Attirant.

which attract fluids to
are applied, as blisters,

ATTRAPE-LOURDAVT,

'

(F.)

A

bistoury

ment. Progressive and morbid diminution in
the bulk of the whole body or of a part. Atrophy is generally symptomatic.
Atrophy of the Heart. See Heart, Atrophy of the.

invented by a French surgeon, called Biennaise, and used in the operation for hernia. See
Bistouri cache.

AT'ROPINE, Atro'pina, Atro'pia, Atro'pium.
The active principle of Atropa Bella'donna,

fing.

separated by Brandes, by a process similar to
that for procuring Morphia.
Insertion.

Friction or bruising.
ChaAlso, a kind of cardialgia.
Sennertus.
Likewise, a violent contusion.
ATYP'IC, Atyp'icus, Al'ypos, from a. privative,

ATTACHE,
ATTAGAS, Attagen.
ATTACK, Insul'tus, Irrept'io, Jnva'sio, Eis'bolt, Lepsis, (F.) Attaque. A sudden attack, invasion or onset of a disease. A seizure.
AT'TAGEN, At'lagus, the Fran'colin. Celebrated with the ancients both as food and mediMartial, Aristophanes.
cine

—

ATTANCOURT, MINERAL WATERS
OF. A mineral water in France at Attancourt in Champagne; about 3 leagues north
of Joinville. The water is a chalybeate, and
contains sulphate of lime. In large doses it is
purgative.
ATTAQUE, Attack— a. des Nerfs, Nervous

ATTRITA, Chafing.
ATTRITION, Altri"tio,
terete,

'

Ecthlimma, from

to bruise.'

— Galen.

—

and tli.toc, 'type.' That which has no
type.
Irregular.
Chiefly applied to an irregular intermittent.
Febris atypica.
ATYPOS, Erratic.

AUAN'TE,

Anap'se, from avxitri;, 'desiccaHippocrates gave this name to a dissymptom of which was emaAtrophy.
ciation.
AUBE-VIGNE, Clematis vitalba.
AUBllPINE, Mespilus oxyacantha.
tion.'

ease, the principal

—

AUBERGINE, Solanum
AUBIFOIN, Cyanus

Melongena.
segetum.

AUCHEN, Collum.
AUDG, Voice.
AUDINAC, MINERAL WATERS OF.
Audinac

is situate in the department of ArFrance. The water contains a small
quantity of sulphohydric acid, carbonic acid,
OF, in Bavaria. The water contains carbonic sulphates of lime and magnesia, carbonates
acid, carbonates of lime and soda, sulphates of of lime and iron, and a bituminous sub67° Fahr. It is much used in
lime and magnesia, chloride of sodium, iron, and stance. Temp.
alum. It is much used in skin diseases, fistula, chronic rheumatism, herpes, scrofulous dis-

attack.

A TTELLE, Splint.
ATTENOTING, MINERAL

riege,

WATERS

old ulcers, calculi, and hemorrhoids.
ATTEN'UANTS, Attennan'tia Leptun'tica,

eases,

&c.

AUDITION,

from audi're,

'

to hear.'

Aco€,

—

,

AUDITORY

Audi"tio, Audi'tus, Acoe'sis, Acu'sis. Hearing.
The act of hearing. The sensation arising
from an impression made on the auditory nerves
by the vibrations of the air, produced by a so-

The Physiology

of Audition is
1. By the
obscure. It probably takes place
vibrations being communicated from the membrana tympani along the chain of small bones
2. By
to the membrane of the foramen ovale.
means of the air in the cavity of the tympanum
is
agiof
foramen
rotundum
the
the membrane
3. The transmission may be made by
1ated.
means of the bony parietes. In these three
ways the vibrations, produced by a sonorous
body, may reach the auditory nerves. Audition
may be active or passive : hence the difference
between listening and simply hearing.
AU'DITORY, Audita' rius, Auditi'vus. That

norous body.

AURICULAR
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:

—

which relates to audition.
Auditory Arteries and Veins, are vessels
which enter the auditory canals, and are, like
them, distinguished into internal and external.
The external auditory artery, A. Tympanique

—

(Ch.), is given off by the styloid, a branch of
the external carotid: the internal is a branch of
the basilary artery, which accompanies the auditory nerve, and is distributed to it. The Auditory Veins empty into the internal and exter-

country of Caux. Several springs of ferruginous mineral waters are found there, whose
odour is penetrating, and taste rough and as-

and employed in

They are tonic,
tringent.
debility of the viscera, &c.

AUNE NOIR,

Rhamnus

frangula.
a. Dysenttriquc,

AUJYAE, Inula helenium
Inula dysenterica.

AURA, Pno'e. A vapour or emanation from
any body, surrounding it like an atmosphere.
Van Helmont regarded
a gas

and

volatile spirit,

the vital principle as

which he

called

In Pathology, Aura means the sensation of
a liirht vapour, which, in some diseases, appears to set out from the trunk or limbs; and to
This feeling has been
rise towards the head.
found to precede attacks of epilepsy and hysteria, and hence it has been called Aura epilep'tica and A. hyster'ica.
Aura San'gujnjs. The odour exhaled by
blood newly drawn. See Gaz Sanguinis.
Aura Sem'inis or A. semina'lis; an active
principle fancied to exist in the sperm, and regarded by some as the fecundating agent. Such
is not the case.

—

AURANCUM.
AURAJYITE.

See Ovum.
See Agaric.

AURAN'TIA CURASSAVEN'TIA,

nal jugulars.

Exter'nal Au'ditory Canal, Mea'tus audito'rius exler'nus, Atvea'rium, (F.) Conduit auditif cxterne, Conduit, auriculairc, commences
at the bottom of the concha, at the Fora'men

anditi'vum extcr'num, passes inwards, forwards,
and a little downwards, and terminates at the
membrana tympani. It is partly cartilaginous,
partly osseous, and partly fibrous.

Internal Auditory Canal, Mea'tus

audita'-

Aura

vitalis.

Curas-

Immature oranges,
apples or oranges.
checked, by accident, in their growth. They
are a grateful, aromatic bitter, devoid of acidity.
Infused in wine or brandy they make a good
stomachic. They are also used for issue peas.
Aurantia Curassavica, see Citrus aurantium a. Ponia. see Citrus aurantium.
Aurantii Cortex. See Citrus aurantium.
AURANTIUM, Citrus aurantium.
AUREOLA, Areola.

so'a

—

rius inter'nus, Cyar, (F.) Conduit auditif inAURI
terne, C- labyrintliique, is situate in the posteNATR1I, see Gold a. Chloridum, Gold, muririor surface of the pars petrosa of the temporal
bone. From the Fora'men auditivum internum, ate of a. Chloretum, Gold, muriate of a.
where it commences, it passes forwards and Cyanidum, see Gold a. Cyanuretum, see Gold.
outwards, and terminates by a kind of cul-de-sac, -7-a. et Nitrii chloruretum, see Gold a. Murias.
perforated by many holes, one of which is Gold, muriate of a. Nitro-murias, see Gold—
a. Terchloridum, aee
the orifice of the Aqueeductus Fallopii and the a. Oxidurn, see Gold
Gold a. Tercyanidum, see Gold.
others communicate with the labyrinth.
Auditory Nerve, JVcrf labyrintliique (Ch.)
Brass.
It
AURICULA. Diminutive of auris, an ear.
is the l'ortio Mollis of the seventh pair.
arises from the corpus restiforme, from the floor The auricle of the ear.
See Pavilion.
Auricles of the Heart, Cavita'tes innowiof the fourth ventricle, and, by means of white
na'tce, (F.) Oreilletles, are two cavities; one
striae, from the sides of the calamus scriptorius.
As it leaves the encephalon, it forms a flattened right, the other left, each communicating witli
with
the
facial
nerve
through
proceeds
the ventricle of its side. These two cavitku
cord, and
the foramen auditivum internum, and as far as receive the blood from every part of the body.
separates
meatus,
where
the
it
of
bottom
Into the right auricle, the two vense cava? and
the
from the facial and divides into two branches, coronary vein open: into the left, the four pulone going to the cochlea; the other to the ves- monary veins. Chaussier calls the former the
Sinus of the Vena Cava: the latter, the Sinus
tibule and semicircular canals.
Al'veus. Some of the older Ana- of the Pulmonary Veins.
See Sinus.
Auricula Juda:, Peziza auricula a. Muris.
tomists gave this name to a reservoir, into
an
interrupted
manner, Hieracium Pilosella a. Muris major, Hierawhich liquids flow in
Such cium murorum.
so that it is alternately full and empty.
auricles
and
of
the
heart.
ventricles
AURICULAIRE, see Digitus— a Pustiricur,
are the
from auger e, 'to in- Retrahens auris— a. Supiricur. Attollens aurem.
R Ork'ular, Auricula' ris, from
Augmen'tum, Jncremen'tum, Anab'asis,
crease.'
Audtio, Auxe'sis. The stage of a disease in auric'ula, 'the ear.' That which belongs to the
ear, especially to the external ear.
which the symptoms go on increasing.

CHLORETUM CUM CHLORETO

—
—

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

AURICHALCUM,

—

AUGE,

—

—

AUGMENTATION,

AURICULA

AULISCOS, Canula.
AULOS, Canula. See

Vagina, and Fora-

"'aUMALE, MINERAL WATERS
Aumale

is

a

town

of

Upper Normandy,

Auric'ular Ar'teries and Veins, Oricu(Ch), are divided into anterior and

laires

—

posterior.

OF.
in the

The

anterior are of indeterminate

number. They arise from the temporal nrterv,
and are distributed to the meatus auditorius

—

—

—

—

AURICULARIS

externus, and to the pavilion of the ear. The
posterior auricular is given off by the external
carotid, from which it separates in the substance
of the parotid gland.
When it reaches the inferior part of the pavilion of the ear it bifurcates;
one of its branches being distributed to the inner surface of the pavilion, the other passing
over the mastoid process, and being distributed
to the temporal and posterior auris muscles, &,c.
Before its bifurcation it gives off the stylomastoid artery.
The Anterior and Posterior Auricular Veins open into the temporal and external
jugular.
Auricular Finger, (F.) Doigt auriculaire, is
the little finger, so called because, qwing to its
size, it can be more readily introduced into the

(

—
—

Aurum OxYDATUM,see Gold a. Oxydulatum
muriaticum, Gold, muriate of a. Nitromuriaticum, see Gold a. Salitum, Gold, muriate

—

of.

AUSCULTATE, TO;
listen.'

To

from auscultare, 'to
practise auscultation, (q. v.)
Ausculta'tio, act of listen-

AUSCULTATION,

ing.
Buisson has used it synonymously with
Laennec introduced auscultation to
listening.
appreciate the different sounds, which can be

heard in the chest, and in the diagnosis of diseases of the heart, lungs. &c. This may be
done by the aid of an instrument called a stethoscope (q. v.), one extremity of which is applied to the ear, the other to the chest of the
This mode of examination is called
patient.
Mediate Auscultation, (F.) Auscultation mediate,
the application of the ear to the chest being

Auricular Nerves are several. 1. The auricular branch, Zygomata-auricular, is one of
the ascending branches of the cervical plexus.
It ramifies and spreads over the two surfaces of
the pavilion.
2. The auricular or superficial
temporal, Temporal-cutaneous (Oh.), is given
off from the inferior maxillary.
It ascends between the condyle of the jaw and the meatus
auditorius externus, sends numerous filaments
to the meatus and pavilion, and divides into
two twigs, which accompany the branches of
the temporal artery, and are distributed to the
integuments of the head. There is also a posterior auricular furnished by the facial.

—

—

ANTERIOR,

then the whole are ground together, and sublimed in a bolthead. The aurum musivum lies
at the bottom.)
It is used in some empirical
preparations.

meatus auditorius.

AURICULARIS

AUTOPHONIA
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immediate auscultation.
The act of exploring the chest is called Stethosco'pia, and Thoracoscop' ia; of the abdomen,
Abdominoscop'ia, (q. v.)

AUSCULTATORY PERCUSSION,

see

Acouophonia.

AUSTE'RE, Auste'rus. Substances, which
produce a high degree of acerb impression on
the organs of taste.

AUSTRUCHE, Imperatoria.
AUTALGIA DOLOROSA, Neuralgia,

Anterior

auris.

AUR1CULE, Pavilion of the ear.
AURIC'ULO-VENTRIC'ULAR,

Pleurodynia

Auric'ulobelongs to the au-

—

a.

Pruriginosa, Itching

—

facial.

a.

Ver-

tigo, Vertigo.

That which
AUTARCl'A, from avrog, 'himself,' and
and ventricles of the heart. The com- aoxtvi, 'I am satisfied.' Moral tranquillity.
munications between the auricles and ventri- Galen.
cles are so called.
The Tricuspid and Mitral
AUTEMES'IA, from avrog, 'self,' and tfitmg,
vomiting.'
Valves are auriculo-ventricular valves.
Spontaneous or idiopathic vomitAURI'GA. A species of bandage for the ribs, ing. Alibert.
described by Galen. See, also, Liver.
AUTHE'MERON. A medicine which cures
AURIGO, Icterus a. Neophytorum, Icterus on the day of its exhibition; from euros, 'the
same,' and nutQx, 'day.'
Infantum.
AUTOCHIRIA, Suicide.
AURIPIGMENTUM.Orpiment— a.Rubrum,
vcnlricula'ris.
ricles

'

—

—

AUTOC'RASY,

Realgar.

AURIS,

Autocrati'a,

Autocrat&ria,

from avrog, himself,' and x.oxrog, strength.'
Independent force. Action of the vital prinAURISCALPIUM, Earpick.
AURIST, from auris, 'the ear.' One who ciple, or of the instinctive powers towards the
occupies himself chiefly with the diseases of preservation of the individual. See Vis Medicatrix Naturae. Also, the vital principle.
the ear and their treatment.
AUTOCRATIA, Autocrasy, Vis medicatrix
AURIUM FLUCTUATIO, Bombus— a. Marmorata. Cerumen a. Sibilus, Bombus a. So- natures.
AUTOCRATORIA, Autocrasy— a. Physiaa. Susurnitus, Bombus
a. Sordes, Cerumen
Ear.

'

'

—

—

rus,

—

—

—

Bombus.

trice,

avrog, 'himself,' Xtdog, 'a stone,' and reuvtir,
'to cut.'
One who operates upon himself for
the stone.

tanum.

AURUGO, Icterus.
AURUM, 'Gold,* (q.

v.)

Aurum Chloratum,

—

Gold, muriate of

—

Vis medicatrix natural.

AUTOCTON1A, Suicide.
AUTOLITHOT'OM US, Autolithot' omist, from

Artemisia, abrotanum a. des
Champs, Artemisia campestris a. des Jardins,
Artemisia abrotanum a. Male, Artemisia abro-

AUROJVE,

AUTOMATIC, Automat' icus, from cturoua-rog,
spontaneous.' That which acts of itself. Those
movements are called automatic, which the pa-

'

a.

Chloratum natronatum, see Gold a. Foliatuni,
Gold leaf— a. in Libellis, Gold leaf— a. Le- tient executes without any object; apparently
prosum, Antimonium a. Lirnatum, see Gold without volition being exercised.
AUTOMJYALE, Autumnal.
a. Muriatia. Muriaticum, Gold muriate of
AUTONOMIA, Vis medicatrix naturs.
cum, see Gold a. Muriaticum natronatum, see
AUTOPEP'SIA, from bwto£, 'self," and tt.ttoi
Gold.
Aurum Musi'vum, Aurum Mosa'icum, Sul- I concoct.' Self-digestion, as of the stomach

—

—

—

—

—

'

phuret of Tin, Dcutosulphuret or persulphuret
(Quicksilver, tin, sulphur, sal ammoof tin.
niac, iia, equal parts.
The tin being first
melted, the quicksilver is poured into it, and

after death.

AUTOPHIA, Autopsia.
AUTOPHO'NIA, from am?, 'self,'
'
[

voice.'

An

and

<?w>ij,

auscultatory sign pointed out by M.

—
AUTOPHOSPHORUS

—

—

AXILLA
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Hourmann, which consists in noting the character of the observer's own voice, while he
speaks with his head placed close to the patient's chest.
The voice, it is alleged, will be
modified by the condition of the subjacent organs.

sati'va. Nat. Ord. Gramineae.
Set. Syst.
Triandria Digynia. (F.) Avoine. Oats are used

na

as food for man, in some parts, particularly in
the North of England and Scotland. When deprived of the husks they form Groats, which
see.
Reduced to meal, Avence Fari'na, Oatmeal they are applied as cataplasms, to pro-

—

AUTOPHOSPHORUS, Phosphorus.
AUTOPLASTY, Morioplastice.
AUTOP'SIA or AUTOP'SY; from

The dry meal is sprinkled
over erysipelatous parts.
AVENtE FARINA. See Avena.
mote suppuration.

avro?,
Autoph'ia. At-

'himself,' and oxpig, 'vision.'
tentive examination by orie'3 self. Improperly
used occasionally for the following:
Autop'sia Cadavku'ica, (F.) Autopsie, Ouverture cadaverique. Attentive examination after
death, Examination post mortem, Sectio Cadav'praccris, Dissection, JVec'roscopy, JVcc'ropsy :
tised for the purpose of investigating the causes
and seat of an affection of which a person may
have died, &c.

—

AUTOPYROS,

AVENHEIM, MINERAL WATERS

Avenheim
near

it is

OF.

three leagues from Strasburg
an aperient mineral water.
is

:

AVENNES, MINERAL WATERS

OF.
department of He-

Avennes is a village in the
rault in France
near it is a saline spring, the
:

temperature of which rises to 84° Fahrenheit

AVENS, COMMON, Geum urbanum— a.
Geum rivale.
AVERICH, Sulphur.

Water,

Syncomistos.
AVERRHO'A BILIM'Bl, Bilim'hi, Bilimbing
from avroc, 'self,' and airo?,
An Indian tree, which has a fruit, that
nourish ment.' A single monster, capable of de- teres.
is
too acid to be eaten alone.
It is used as a
riving nourishment from its own proper organs,
condiment,
and in the form of syrup as a recontradistinction
Omphalosite,
v.)
in
to
(q.
AUTUMN, Autum'nus, Plithiropo'ron, (F.) frigerant.
AvERitiio'A Caram'bola, called after AverAutomnc. One of the seasons of the year, between the 23d of September and the 21st of De- rhoes Malum Co'en'se, Prunum Stella'turn, Tam'cember. In all climates, the Autumn or Fall is ara, Conga, Curam'bolo. An Indian tree, whose
The bark, bruised,
liable to disease; a combination of local and fruits are agreeably acid.
atmospheric causes being then present, favour- is employed as a cataplasm, and its fruit is used
as a refrigerant in bilious fever and dysentery.
able to ils production.
AVER'SION, Aver'sio; Apot'rope, from averAUTUM'NAL; Autumna'tis. (F.) Avlomtere, (a and vertere)
to turn from.'
no.le. Relating to Autumn; a.s Autumnal Fruits,
Extreme
repugnance for any thing whatever.
Autumnal Fevers, &c.
AVERSION (F.) also means, in TherapeuAutumnal Fever, j/enerally assumes a bilious
aspect. Those of the intermittent kind are much tics, the action of medicines which turn the
more obstinate than when they appear in the afflux of fluids from one organ, and direct them
to others; being synonymous with counter-irrispring.
tation, or rather revulsion or derivation.
AUXESIS, Augmentation, Increase.
AVERTIJY, (F.) A disease of the mind, which,
AUXIL'IARY, Auxilia'ris, from auxil'ium,
according to Lavoisien, renders the patient
aid.'
(F.) Auxiliare.
That which assists
obstinate and furious.
from which assistance is obtained.
AVEVGLE, C»cus.
Auxiliary Medicine is one which assists
AVEUGLEMENT, Ceecitas— a. de Jour,
the principal medicine or basis. It is synonyNyctalopia a. de Nuit, Hemeralopia.
mous with Adjuvant.
AVICEN'NIA TOMENTO'SA, called after
Auxii/iary Muscles are those which concur in the same movement. Some Anatomists Avicenna. The plant which affords the Malac'have applied the term to several ligaments, as ca Bean or Anacar'dium Orienta'le of the Pharwell as to the fleshy fibres, which hang from macopoeias, Semecar'pus Anacar'dium. The oil
drawn from the bark of the fruit is a corrosive,
the sacro-spinalis muscle.
and active vesicatory, but it is not used.
AUX1LIUM, Juvans, Medicament.
AVAILLES,
OF. A small vilAVICULA CIPRIA, Pastil— a. Margaritilage in France, 13 leagues S. S. E. of Poitiers, fera. See Pearl.
AVOW, Avena.
at which there is a cold saline chalybeate.
It
contains chlorides of sodium and calcium, sulAVORTEMENT, Abortion.
phate and subcarbonate of soda. iron. &c.
AVORTER, to Abort.
AVAjXT-BOUCHE, (F.) Os anti'cum. This
AVORTIN, Abortion.
name has been applied by some to the mouth,
A VORTOJX, Abortion.
properly so called, in contradistinction to the
AVULSIO, Arrachement.
Arriere-bot/chc or Pharynx.
AVULSION, Evulsion.
AVANT-BRAS, Forearm.
AX, MINERAL WATERS OF. Ax is a
AVANTCCEUR, Snrobiculus cordis.
small town in the department of Arriege,
AVANT-GOUT,(F.) Prcegusta'tio ; a Fore- France where there are several sulphurous
springs; the temperature of which varies from
taste, Prreo-ustalion.
AVANT-MAIjY, (F.) Adver'sa Manus. The 77" to 162° of Fahrenheit.
AXE, Axis— a. de I'OZil, Axis of the eve
inside of the hand, when extended.
AVANTPIED, (F.) The most advanced part
AX^EA COMMISSU'RA, Trochoi'des.' A
See Trochoid.
pivot-joint.
of the foot.

AU'TOSITE,

'

'

'

;

WATERS

;

AVANTP01GNET,

(F.)

The

anterior part

Al ELLXE, Corylus avellana

AVELLANA,
AVL'-NA,

AXIL'LA,

(nut.)

Cathartica, Jatropha curcas.
Oats, Bromos. The seeds of Ave'-

Ala, Ascel'la, Asscl'la,

Ascil'la,

Cordis emuncto'rium, Mule, Ilypo'mia
Fovea axillaris, Mas' ckule, (F.) Aissclle. The'
cavity beneath the junction of the arm with the
shoulder; the armpit. L is bounded, anteriorly
Acel'la,

of the wrist.

AZYMUS

AXILLARY
by a portion of the pectoralis major; posteriorly,
by the latissimus dorsi. It is covered with hair,
contains much cellular membrane, lymphatic
ganglions, important vessels and nerves, and
numerous sebaceous follicles, furnishing an
odorous secretion. In consequence of such secretion, the ancients called it emuncto' rium

and durauig,

'
strength.'
tion of the vital powers.

Privation or diminu-

— Gilibert.

AZORES, CLIMATE OF. The Azores or
Western Islands are said to afford one of the
best examples of a mild, humid, equable climate to be met with in the northern hemi-

sphere. It is slightly colder and moister than
Sir
that of Madeira, but even more equable.
AX'ILLARY, (F.) Axillaire, from axil'la, James Clark thinks, that a change from Azores
the armpit.'
to Madeira, and from thence to Teneriffe, one
Belonging to the armpit.
Axillary Artery, Jlrte/ria Axilla' ris ; a con- of the Canaries, would prove more beneficial
tinuation of the subclavian, extending from the to the phthisical valetudinarian than a residence
passage of the latter between the scaleni mus- during the whole winter in any one of these
cles as far as the insertion of the pectoralis ma- islands.
jor, when it takes the name Brachial.
A'ZOTE, AZO'TUM, from a priv. and Cmi/,
Ax'illarv Glands are lymphatic glands, life.' A'zote or Ki'trogcn, A/caligene, Gas
seated in the armpit; into which the lymphatic azolicum, Zoogen'ium, (F.) Air go,te, Air vicid,
It is not
glands of the upper extremity open.
is a gas which is unfit for respiration.
Ax'illahv JNerve, Scap'ulo-hu'meral (Ch.), positively deleterious, but proves fatal, owing
constifrom
the
of
the
arises
one
to the want of oxygen.
It is
Kerf circonfiexe, Articular nerve;
posterior part of the brachial plexus, particu- tuents of atmospheric air, and is the distinVegetables
larly from the last two cervical pairs and the guishing principle of animals.
first dorsal.
It is chiefly distributed to the pos- have it not generally diffused, whilst it is met
terior margin of the deltoid.
with in most animal substances. It has been
Axillary Vein, Vena Axilla! ris Vena Subu- variously called, phlogistic air, vitiated air, &c;
artery
corresponds
with
the
has been looked upon as sedative, and recomThis vein
la'ris.
anterior to which it is situate. It is a continua- mended to be respired, when properly diluted,
tion of the brachial veins ; and, at its termina- in diseases of the chest.
Azote, Protoxide of, Nitrogen, gaseou3
tion, assumes the name Subclavian.
oxide of.
AXINE, Ascia.

cordis.
'

'

,

;

AZOTEJYkSES, from azote, and io<7cs, disAXIRiNACH, An Arabic word, used by Albucasis to designate a fatty tumour of the up- ease.' Diseases fancied to be occasioned by
children.
particularly
in
observed
the
predominance of azote in the body.—
per eyelid,
'

A

right line which
AXIS, Axon, (F.) Axe.
passes through the centre of a body.
Axis, Cerebro Spinal. See Encephalon.
Axis of the Eye, (F.) Axe de I'ail, called,
also, Visual Axis and Optic Axis, is a right line,
which falls perpendicularly on the eye, and
passes through the centre of the pupil.
Axis, is also the second vertebra of the neck,
Axon, Epistropheus, Maschalister ; the Ver'tebra Denta'ta. (F.) Essieu. So called because
itformsakindofaxison which the head moves.
Chaussieur calls it Axoide, from aiuiv, axis,'
'

and nSog,

'

shape.'

AXOIDE, Axis—a.

Occipitale,

posticus major.

Rectus

capitis

What refers to
as Axoido-atloidean ar-

AXOI'DO-ATLOIDEUS.
both the axis and atlas

;

ticulation.
The lesions of the Axoido-atloidean articulation are, 1 Fracture of the Processus Denta'.

Rupture of the odontoid ligaments, and
consequently passage and pressure of the protus.

2.

cesses behind the transverse ligament: and, 3.
rupture of the odontoid and

The simultaneous

transverse ligaments.
dents are fatal.

These

AXOIDO-ATLOWIEK,

different acci.

.

Obliquus inferior

capitis.

AXON, Axis.
AXUNGE, Adeps prseparata.
AXUNGIA, Einguedo— a. de Mumia,
row—a. Articularis, Synovia— a.
Adeps prffiparata.

MarForcma,

AZARNET, Orpiment.
AZARUM, Asarum.
AZEDARACH, Melia Azedarach.
AZOODYNA'MIA, from a priv., Cwij,
8*

Baumes.

AZOTURIA. See Urine.
AZUR, Coral, Smalt.
AZU'RIUM. A compound

of two parts of
mercury, one-third of sulphur, and one-fourth
Albert the Great.
of sal ammoniac.
AZ'YGES, Az'ygos, sine pari, from * priv.
Unequal. The sphenoid
and. tuyog, 'equal.'
bone, because it has no fellow.
Also, a process.
Proces'sus Az'yges, projecting from under the
middle and forepart of this bone.
MUSCLE, Azygos Uvula, is the
small muscle, which occupies the substance of
the uvula. Morgagni. The name is, however,
inappropriate, as there are two distinct fasciculi, placed along side each other, forming the
Palato-staph ijli' ni Si.aphyli'ni, or Epistaphyli'ni
muscles, Stop fry li'ni me'dii of Winslow.
Azygos Vein, Vena Azygos, Veine Pre'lombolhoracirpie
(Ch.) Vena sine pari, Vena pari
carens.
This vein was so called by Galen. It
forms a communication between the V. cava inferior and V. cava superior, permitting the blood
It rises from
to pass freely between the two.
the vena cava inferior, or from one of the lumbar or renal veins, passes through the diaphragm, ascends along the spine to the right of
the aorta and thoracic duct, and opens into the
V. cava superior, where it penetrates the pericardium. On the left side, the semi-az'ygos,
Left Bron' chial or left superior intercos'tal vein,
V. demi-azygos, Veine petite pi'elombo-thora(Ch.) presents, in miniature, nearly the
cique

—

AZYGOS

—

,

—

—

same arrangement.

AZ'YMUS,
Azymous
p

'

llfe >

bread.

—

from

bread
Galen.

is

a.

priv.

and

i»,i";>

'

leaven.'

unfermented, unleavened

——
— —
BABEURRE

———

—

—

,

BALARUC

SG

B.

BABEURRE, Buttermilk.
BABILLEMENT, Loquacity.
BAC'ARIS, Bach' ai is. A name

hydrosulphurous and thermal: 109° Fahrenheit.

BAGNOLES, MINERAL WATERS

OF.

given by the
nncients to an ointment described by Galen
under the name Ointment of Lydia. It was

Bagnoles is a village in the department of Orne.
The water resembles that of the Bagnlres dc

sometimes employed

Luchon.

— Hippocr.

in diseases of the

BACCJE BERMUDENSES,
naria

—

lus

b.

—

—

b.

rial,

womb.

seu Grana actes, see Sambucus ebuMyrlillorum, see Vaccinium myrtillus

b.

Norlandicse, Rubus arcticus
see Menispermum cocculus.

BACCAR, BAC'CARIS,

or

—

b.

Piscato-

BAC'CHARIS.

An

herb used by the ancients in their garlands,
to destroy enchantment.
Perhaps the Digitalis purpurea (q. v.)
Some authors have erroneously thought it to be the Jlsarum.
BACCHFA, from Bac'chus, wine/ A name
applied to the red or pimpled face of the drunk'

See Gutta rosea.

aid.

BACCHICA, Hedera-helix.
BACHAR1S, Bacaris.
BACHELOR'S BUTTONS.

See Strych-

nos nux vomica.

BACILE, Crithmum maritimum.
BACIL'LUM, Bac'ulus, Bac'culus:

'

a stick.'

This name has been applied to a kind of troch,
composed of expectorants, and having the shape
of a stick. Buciliuvi was used by the ancient
chemists for several instruments of iron.

BACKSTROKE OF THE HEART,

Bahamas is not considered
adapted for consumptive patients, on
account of the rapid alternations of temperature,
and the prevalence of winds, often of a dry,

The

cold character.
Still the phthisical valetudinarians from most portions of the United States
might derive advantage from a residence there
during the winter months. The accommodations are not, however, good, or numerous.
BAHEL, Colum'nea longifo'lia. A labiated
plant of Malabar, whose leaves, bruised, are applied as cataplasms to suppurating tumours.
Bahkl Schulli, Genista spinosa Indica.
BAIGNEUR, Bather.
BAIGNOIRE, (F.) Baptiste'rium, a Bathing
The vessel or
tub, Bagnio, Solium, Pisci'na.
place in which bathing is performed. Baiga small vessel for
noire oculaire, an eye-bath,
bathing the eyes.

—

BAILLEMENT, Yawning.
BAILLOJY, Speculum oris.
BAIN, Bath— 6. Chaud, Bath, hot— b.

OF.

Ba-

a town six miles from Vienna.
Here are
12 springs, containing carbonates of lime and
is

magnesia; sulphales of lime, magnesia, and
soda; and the chlorides of sodium and aluminum.
The water is used in diseases of the skin, rheumatism, &c. There are two other towns of the
same name one in Suabia, and the other in
Switzerland, about 12 miles from Zurich, where
;

are mineral springs.
The waters of the last
two are thermal sulphureous.
BADIAGA. A kind of sponge, sold in Russia; the powder of which is said to take away
the livid marks from blows and bruises in a few
hours. Its nature is not understood.
BADIANE, Illicium anisatum.

BADISIS. Walking.

BAINS.

mal by some

department of the Hautes Pyrinies,
having a great number of mineral springs;
some, cold chalybeates; others, thermal salines; but the greatest part sulphureous and

others

deny them any medical

BALAMPULLI, Tamarindus.
BALANCE, AREOSTAT1C, Aerometer.
BALANDA, Fagus Sylvalica.

BALANEUM,

Bath.

BALANITIS, Gonorrhoea

spuria.

BALANOBLENNORRHCEA,

Gonoirhcea

BAGNERES DE LUCHON is

Bunium

Bolbocas-

tanum.

BALANORRHCEA,

Gonorrhoea spuria.
glans/
an acorn.'
The glans penis. Hence, Bulanoblcnnorrlia'a
Blennorrhoea of the glans; and Balanitis, Inflammation of the glans. Suppositories and

BA'LANOS,

'

'

fialuros,

pessaries were, also, so called.

warm.

Balanos Phcenicos, Date.
a small

BALANUS, Glans— b.

town

in the department of Haute Garonne, on the
It has been for a long time
frontiers of Spain.

Myrepsica, Guilan-

dina moringa.

BALARUC, MINERAL WATERS OF.

numerous sulphureous springs, Balaruc

the temperature of which
Fahrenheit

is

from 69°

to 148° of

BAGNIGGE WELLS. A saline mineral
spring in London, resembling the Epsom.
BA(JNIO,

;

properties.

BALANOCASTANUM,

the

for its

These

OF.

spuria.

Capparisbadukka.
Found.

BAGNERESADOUR, MINERAL WATERS OF. Bagneres-Adour is a small town

famous

MINERAL WATERS

are situate at Plombieres, department of the
Vosges. They are said to be saline and ther-

BADUKKA,

in

iLlcc-

Bath, electric b. £lectriuue, see Electrib. dc Fauteuil,
city
b. Entier, Bath, general
Bath, hip— b. Froid, Bath, cold— b. Mnric, Bath,
b. de
salt-water b. Medicinal, Bath, medicated
Pied, Bath, foot, Pediluvium b. de Sable, Bath,
sand b. de Siege, Bath, hip b. tempdrd, Bath,
tepid— b. de Tete, Bath, head— b. Tilde, Bath,
tepid
b. de Vapeur, Bath, vapour.
trique,

BACOVE, Musa sapientum.
BACULUS, Bacillum.
BADEN, MINERAL WATERS

BAGED1A,

climate of the

to be well

Im-

pulse, diastolic.

den

BAGOAS, Castratus.
BAGUENAUDIER, Colutea arborescens.
BAHAMA ISLANDS, CLIMATE OF.

Sapindus sapo-

Baignoire.

BAGNOLS, MINERAL WATERS

OF.

two leagues from Mende,
Bagnols is
in the department of Lozcre. The waters are
a village,

is a town in the department of Heiault,
France. The waters are saline and thermal.
They contain carbonic acid, carbonate of lime,
carbonate of magnesia, chlorides of sodium,
calcium, and magnesium, sulphate of lime, and
a little iron. They are considered tonic, and

in

are largely used.
J

Their temperature

is

about

18° Fahrenheit.

Factitious Balaruc

Water,

(F.)

Eau

dc

BALATRO

Balaruc ; Aqua Bellilucana, is made of simple
acidulous water (containing twice its bulk of
carbonic acid) gxxss chloride of sodium, jiss
chloride of calcium, gr. xviij
chloride of rnognesium, gr. 5(j ; carbonate of magnesia, gr. j.
;

;

;

BALATRO, Bambalio.
BALAUSTINE FLOWERS.

See

Punica

Any

oblong

granatum.

BALBIS,

puXptg,

'

a foundation.'

cavity.

— Galen.

on the

joints, gives the

Hippocrates, in his treatise

name

Balbito'dcs to the

olecranon cavity of the humerus.
BALBUS. (F.) Begue. One habitually
fected with stammering. A stammerer.

af-

BALBU'TIES,

Psellis'mus, Psel'lotes, Blm'sitas, Buryglossia, Dysla'lia, Mogila'lia, Battaris'mus, Bamba'lia; (F.)
Balbutitmcnt, Begaiement. Stammering, St. Vitus' Dance of
the Voice. Also, vicious and incomplete pronunciation, in which almost all the consonants
are replaced by the letters B and L.
Traulis'-

mus.

BALCHUS,

Bdellium.
jEthusa Meum.
BALENAS, Leviathan penis.
BALIMBAGO, Hibiscus populeus.
BALINEA.TOR, Bather.

combut very odorous, bitter, and piquant
posed of resin, benzoic acid, and sometimes of
an essential oil
which allow benzoic acid to
be disengaged by the action of heat readily
dissolve in volatile oil, alcohol, and ether; and,
when treated with alcalis, afford a soluble benWe know of
zoate, and throw down resin.
only five balsams: those of Peru, and Tolu,
Benzoin, solid Styrax or Storax, and liquid
Styrax. See those different words. There are,
however, many pharmaceutical preparations,
and resinous substances, possessed of a balsamic
smell, to which the name balsam has been
given; but they differ essentially in composition and properties: hence the distinction of
balsams into natural and artificial. The natural balsams include the five before mentioned;
the artificial the remainder.
Balsam, Acous'tic, Bal'samum Acous'ticum.
A mixture of fixed and
(F.) Baume acoustique.
essential oils, sulphur, and tinctures of fetid
gums. Used in cases of atonic deafness, dropped
:

;

—

;

—

into the ear.

BALDMONEY,

BALL,

BALSAM
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Balsam, American, see Myroxylon peruifeb. Anodyne. Bates's, Linamentumsaponis

rum

—

et opii.

Balsam, Apoplec'tic, Bal'samum. Apoplecfticum,

Pila.

(F.

)

Baume

apoplectique.

A

medicine,

BALL1SMUS,

composed of several balsams properly so called,
resins, and volatile oils.
It is of a stiff' consistBAL'LOTA FOZ'TIDA, Marru'bium ni- ence, is worn in ivory boxes about the person,
Marheadachs,
Stinking
(F.)
and
is
smelled
at
in
&c.
H.
grum, Black Horehound,
Balsam Apple, Momordica balsamina.
rube noir. This plant is esteemed to be antiBalsam of ARCffi'us, Bal'samum Arcwi, Unspasmodic, resolvent, and detersive. (J)
Ballota Lana'ta, Leonu'rus lana'tus. A guen'tum Elemi, (F.) Baume d'Arcaus. A soil
plant of the Nat. Family Labiate, Sex. Syst. ointment; sometimes employed in wounds, ulDidynamia Gymnospermia, which grows in cers, &c. R is made by melting, with a gentle
Siberia.
The whole plant, with the exception heat, two parts of mutton suet, one of lard, one
of the root, has recently been recommended in and a half of turpentine, and as much resin.
Balsam, Canada, see Pinus balsamea b.
Dropsy, and in Rheumatism and Gout, as a
b. Capivi,
It is usually given in decoction (:$ss Canary, Dracocephalum canariense
diuretic.
Chorea.
BALLONJVEMEJYT, Tympanites.

—

to Si, to f §viij of water.
(F.) Agitation,

BALLOTTEMENT

Succession, Mouvement de Baltottcment, Repercussion,
means the motion impressed on the foetus in
utero, by alternately pressing the uterus by
means of the index finger of one hand introduced into the vagina the other hand being
applied on the abdomen. R is one of the least
equivocal signs of pregnancy.
SPA. This village is situate
The spring
in Saratoga County, New York.
Sans Souci belongs to the class of Acidulous
Chalybentes. R contains iodide of sodium.
There is also a sulphur spring.
;

BALLSTON

BALM, Melissa— b.

Apple, Momordica

bal-

samina— b Bastard, Melitis Melisso-phyllum—
b. of Gilead, Solomon's, see Tinctura cardamomi— b. of Gilead tree, Dracocephalum canariense.

BALNEA CCENOSA,

Boue dcs eaux,

BAL.NEAKIUM, Hypocaustum.

BALNEARIUS, Bather.
BALNEATOR, Bather.
RALNEOL'OGY, Balncolog"ia,
rtior,

tise

'

a bath,'

from faXaand Xoyo;, a description. A trea-

on baths.

BALNEUM, Bath— b.

—

Copaiba.
Balsam of Carpa'thia, Bal'samum Carpath'icum. (F.) Baume de Carpathie. The resin
of the Pinus Ccmbra, (q. v.) a tree, which grows
in Switzerland, Libya, and the Krapack moun-

Hungary.
Balsam, Chalvb'eate, Bal'samum Chalybea'tum, (F.) Baume d'acier ou d'aiguilles. A
mixture of nitrate of iron, alcohol, and oil, pre
tains in

pared by dissolving needles in nitric acid. It
was, formerly, employed in frictions in pains of
the joints.

Balsam, Commander's, Tinctura benzoini
b. for cuts, Tinctura benzoini com-

composita

—

posita.

Balsam, Cordial, of Senner'tus*,

Bal'saCordia'le Senner'ti, (F.) Baume cordiale
stimulant medicine, composed
de Scnnert.
of the essential oils of citron, cloves, and cinnamon, of musk, and ambergris. Dose, 6 to
15 drops.
Balsam, Spir'ituous, of Fioraventi, Bal'samum Fioraven'ti spirituo' sum, (F.) Baume de
Fioraventi spirituexix. Different products of the
distillation of resinous and balsamic sub-stances,
and of a number of aromatic substances, pre-

mum

A

ani- viously macerated in alcohol, have been thus
Maria;, Bath, called. The Spirituous Balsam of Fioraventi,
medicated.
Bath,
the only one now used in friction, in chronic
salt-water— b. Medicatum,
BALSAM, Bal'samum, (q. v.) Bol'e.son, Bel'- rheumatism, is the first product of the distillaThis name is given to na- tion from a sand-bath, it is entirely alcoholic.
rson.
(l'\) Baume.
tural vegetable substances, concrete or liquid, The Oily Balsam of Fioiavenli is obtained by

mal— b.

Arenffi,

Bath,

Animale, Bath,

sand— b.

—

—
BALSAM

an

distilling it in

It has the appeariron vessel, at a white heat.
ance of a citrine-coloured oil. The Black Balsam of Fioravcnli, is the black oil, obtained
when the temperature is sufficient to carbonize
the substances, in the cucurbit.
Balsam of Fourcroy or of Laborde, (F.)
Bourne de Fourcroy ou de Laborde. A kind of

composed of aromatic plants, balsams,
resins, aloes, turpentine, theriac, and olive oil.
Used in chaps of the skin and nipples.
liniment,

Balsam, Fkiar's, Tinctura benzoini composita.

Balsam of Genevieve, (F.) Baume de GeneAn ointment composed of wax, turpenUsed in
tine, oil, red saunders, and camphor.

vieve.

contused wounds, gangrene, &c.
Balsam of Honey (Hills.) A tincture made
of toht, honey (aa By) and spirit, (a gallon.) A
The committee of
pectoral, used in coughs.
the New York College of Pharmacy recommend
(Gum Benzoin §v,
the following formula
.

Toht

|j, Metis,

digest for 10'days and

f.

gviij, Alcohol

See Mel.
(Ford's.)

Oiij—

filter.)

Balsam of Horehound

A

tinc-

ture of horehound, liquorice-root, camphor, opium, benzoin, dried squills, oil of aniseed, and
honey. It has the same properties as the above.

See Marubium.
Balsam, Hungarian, see Pinus mughos.
Balsam, Hypnot'ic, Bal'samum Hyunot'icum,
(F.) Baume Hypnotique. A preparation of which
opium, hyoscyamus, camphor, and some other
sedative substances form the basis. It is used
externally in friction, to provoke sleep.
Balsam, Hyster'ic, Bal'samum Hyster'icum,

A preparation made
(F.) Baume Hysteriquc.
of opium, aloes, asafcetida, castor, distilled oils
of rue, amber, &c. It is held to the nose, applied to the navel, or rubbed on the hypogastrium in hysterical cases.
Balsam, Indian, see Myroxylon peruiferurn.
Balsam of Leic'tourk, of Condom or Vinceguere, Bal'samum Lectorensl. A strongly
stimulant and aromatic mixture of camphor,
saffron, musk, and ambergris, dissolved in essential oils. The ancients burnt it for the purpose of purifying the air of a chamber, when
infested with a disagreeable odour.
Balsam of Life, of Hoff'man, Bal'samum
Vita Hoffman'ni, (F.) Baume de vie d' Hoffman.
A tincture, composed of essential oils and ambergris,

BALSAM
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removing the residue; and

Bals.

——

employed internally and externally

as

a stimulant. A mixture of essential oils without alcohol constitutes the Saxon Balsam, Bal'samum apoplec'ticum, B. aromal'icum, B. cephal'icuyi, B- Saxon'icum, B. nervinum, B.
Scherzeri, B. Stomacli'icum. Employed in fric-

posed of oils, resins, and balsams, which have
experienced an incipient state of carbonization
from concentrated sulphuric acid. It wasgiven
in the dose of 15 to 30 drop3 in certain affections of the kidneys.

Balsam, Nervous,

Nervinum,

Bal'samum

A kind of ointnervin ou nerval.
ment, composed of fatty bodies, volatile oils,
balsam of Peru, camphor, &c. It is employed
by friction in cases of sprains and rheumatic
Baume

(F.)

pains.

Balsam, Paralyt'ic, of Mynsicht. A sort
of liniment or soft mixture of the essential oils
of different aromatic plants, oils of turpentine
and amber. Lemery.
Balsam of Parei'ra-brava, Bal'samum Parci'rm-brava.
soft mixture of balsam, resin,
muriate of ammonia, and powder of the root of
Pureira-lrava. It is given, internally, to excite the urinary secretion.
Balsam, Peruvian, see Myroxylon peruifeb. of Peru, red, see Toluifera balsamum
rurn
b. of Peru, white, see Myroxylon peruiferurn.
Balsam of Rackasi'ra or of Rakasi'ri. This
substance is of a yellowish-brown colour semitransparent; fragile, when dry, but softening
by heat; adhering to the teeth, when chewed.
It has a smell similar to that of the Balsam of
Tolu, and is slightly bitter. It is brought from
India in gourd shells, and has been employed
in diseases of the urinary organs, especially in
gonorrhoea.
Balsam, Riga. Prepared from the shoots of
the Scotch Fir, macerated in spirit of wine.
Internally, stimulant and diuretic; externally, a
vulnerary. See Pinus Cembra.

—

A

—

—

;

Balsam of Sat'urn, Bal'samum

Satur'ni.

A

solution of acetate of lead in spirit of turpentine,

concentrated

by evaporation

;

and

to

which camphor has been added. This balsam was applied to hasten the cicatrization of
wounds.

Balsam of the Samar'itan, (F

)

Baume du

Samaritain. A sort of liniment, prepared by
boiling together, at a gentle heat, equal parts of
wine and oil. It is said to have been the ointment used by the Samaritan of the Gospel to
cure a patient covered with ulcers.
Balsam, Saxon, Balsam of Life of Hoff-

mann.
Balsam of Sulphur, Bal'samum Sul'phuris,

Baume de Soufre.

A

solution of sulphur in
sulph. anisa'lum, (F.) B. de Soufre
anis6.
solution of sulphur in essential oil of
aniseed; given as a carminative. B. Sulph.
succina'tum, (F.) B. de soufre succini,
solution of sulphur in oil of amber.
B. Sulphuris
terebinlhina'tum, Common Dutch Drops, (F.) B.
de soufre tiribinthini.
solution of sulphur in
essential oil of turpentine, administered as a
(F.)

oil.

B.

A

A

A

tion as a stimulant.

Balsam of Life, Decoctum aloes compositum — b. of Life, Turlington's, see Tinctura
benzoini composita.

diuretic.
is

— The

Balsam of Sulphur of Ruland

a solution of sulphur in linseed oil or nut

oil.

Balsam of Locatel'li or Lucatel'li, Bal'Balsam of Sym'pathy, Balsamum Sympath'samum Lucatel'li, (F.) Baume dc Lucatel. A sort icum, (F.) Baume de Sympathie. A balsam, used
of ointment, composed of wax, oil, turpentine, in the days when sympathetic influence was
sherry, and balsam of Peru, coloured with red strongly believed in. It was composed of the
saunders. It was once administered in pulmo- raspings of a human skull, of blood, and human
fat, and was applied to the instrument which had
nary consumption.
Balsam of Mecca, see Amyris opobalsamum inflicted the wound.
b.
Balsam, Thibaut's. A tincture of myrrh,
b. Mexican, see Myroxylon peruiferurn
aloes, dragon's blood, flowers of St. John's wort,
Natural, see Myroxylon peruiferurn.
Balsam, Nkphuit'ic, of Fuller, Bal'samum and Chio turpentine. Internally, diuretic; exNephret'icum Fullcii. A liquid medicine, com- terna//?/, vulnerary.

—

—

—
BALSAMADENDRON
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Balsam of Tolu, see Toluifera Balsamum.
cum, Tinctura benzoini composita— b. Cepha(Balsam Tranquil, Bal'samum tranquil' turn licum, Balsam of life of Hoffmann b. Copaibse,
(F.) B.tranquille. A liquid medicine employed, Copaiba
b. Genuinum antiquorum, see Amyexternally, in the shape of friction: it is pre- ris opobalsamum b. llyperici simplex, see Hypared by macerating and boiling, in olive oil, pericum perforatum — b. Judaicum, see Amyris

—

—

—

—

— b.

and poisonous plants, belladonna,
mandragora, hyoscyamus, &c. and afterwards

opobalsamum

infusing, in the filtered decoction, different aro-

Amyris opobalsamum b. Mercuriale, Unguentum hydrargyri nitratis b. Nervinum, Balsam
of lift of Hoffmann b. Ophthalmicum rubrum,

narcotic

—

matic plants.

It was employed as an anodyne.
Balsam, Turkey, Dracocephalum Cana-

Balsam of Tur'pentine, Dutch Drops, Batoil

Libani, see Pinus cembra
see Fagara octandra b. e. Mecca, see

—

—

Unguentum

riense.

samum

b. Marise,

Terebin'thinoe.

Obtained by

distilling

of turpentine in a glass retort, until a red
is left.
It possesses the properties of

balsam

the turpentines.
Balsam, Green, of Metz, Bal'samum Vir1 ide Meten'sium, Bal'samum Viride, (F.) Baume
vert de Metz, Baume de Feuillet, Huile verte,
O'leum. ox'ydi cupri vir'ide. This is composed
of several fixed oils, holding, in solution, subcarbonate of copper, sulphate of zinc, turpentine, aloes, and the essential oils of cloves and
juniper. It is green and caustic, and is employed to hasten the cicatrization of atonic
ulcers.

Balsam, Vervain's, Tinctura Benzoini com-

—

hydrargyri nilrico-oxydi

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

BAMBA'LIO,

j}au(S*ivm,

'I

One who stammers

or

vulnera'rium Mindere'ri, (F.) B. vul'niMinderer. A kind of liniment, composed of turpentine, resin elemi, oil of St. John's
wort, and wax. Employed in friction, and as a
dressing to wounds.
Balsam, Wound, Tinctura Benzoini com-

speak inarticulately.'

lisps, or utters inarticulate

posita.

young shoots of

BALSAMELJEON,

Myroxylon Peruiferum.
'bal-

sam.' Possessing the qualities of balsams. Balsamic odour
a sweet, faint, and slightly nauseous smell. A balsamic substance; One resembling the balsams in property.
BALSAM 1ER ELllMlFkRE, Amyris elemifera
b. de la Me.cque, Amyris opobalsamum.
BALSAMIjYE, Momordica balsamina.
FCEMINEA, Achillea ageraturn
b. Mas, Tanacetum balsamita.
Balsami'ta Suav'eolens, B. odora'ta, B.
maris, Mentha Saracen' ica, M. Roma'na. Fam.
:

—

According
to Kuaus, one who speaks as if he had pap in
his mouth, or as if the tongue were paralyzed.
BAMBOO, (F.) Bumbou, Bambu. Fam. Grammes. Sex. Syst. Hexandria Monogynia. The

—

the

sounds.

Bambos arundina'cea

BAMBOS ARUNDINACEA, Bamboo— b.
Verticillati,

Bamboo.

BAM1X MOSCHATA,

Hibiscus abelmos-

chus.

BAMMA,

from (ianrv), I plunge,' a paint;
a dye.' Anciently, liquids were so called, in
which certain bodies were plunged, to moisten
or soften them.
In the case of tea, for instance,
into which bread is dipped, the tea would be the
'

'

bamma.

BANANA, Musa

sapientum.

Composite Corymbiferffi.
Polygamia superflua. A

BAJVAJVIER, Musa sapientum.

south of France, and
where it bears the names Menthecoq, Grand
baume, Baume des Jardins. Its smell is strong
and aromatic, and taste hot. It is used for the
same purposes as the tansey, i. e. as a stimulant,
vermifuge, &.c.

BAjYC D'HIRPOCRATE, Bathron.
BAJYCAL, (F.) One who has deformed

Sex. Syst. Syngenesia
plant, common in the
cultivated in the gardens ;

Balsamita Suaveolens, Tanacetum

balsa-

mita.

BALSAMO-SACCHARUM,

Elseo-Saccha-

rum.

BALSAMUM, see Balsam, Amyris opobalsamum b. iEgyptiacum, see Amyris opobalsa-

—

mum— b.
b.

Alburn, see Myroxylon peruiferum—

Dracocephalum canariense— b. AlAmyris opobalsamum b. Anodynum,

Alpini,

pini, see

—

—

liinimentum saponis et opii b. Apoplecticum,
Balsam of life of Hoffmann— b. Aromaticum,
Balsam of life of Hoffmann— b. Asiaticum, see
Amyris opobalsamum b Braziliense, Copaiba
b. Catholib. Calaba, see Fagara octandra

—

—

—

or

Arun'do bambos, and of the Bambos verticilla'ti
contain a saccharine pith, of which the people
of both the Indies are very fond. They are
sometimes made into a pickle.

—

BALSAM1TA

—

Balbuties.
Bula'tro, from

samum

BALSAM'IC, Balsarn'icus, from (ialou^ov,

—

—

raire de

See

Persi-

—

—

BAMBALIA,

BALSAMADENDRON MYRRHA.

b.

Unguentum plumbi superacetatis b. Scherzeri,
Balsam of life of Hoffmann b. Stomachicum,
Balsam of life of Hoffmann b. Styracis, Styrax
b. Succini,
b. Styracis benzoini, Benjamin
see succinum b. Sulphuris Barbadense, Petroleum sulphuratum— b. Sulphuris simplex,
Oleum sulphuratum b. Syriacum, see Amyris
opobalsamum b.Tolutanum, see Toluifera balsamum b. Traumaticum, Tinctura benzoini
composita b. Universale, Unguentum plumbi
superacetatis b. Viride, Balsam, green, of Metz
b. Viride, see Fagara octandra.
BALSEM, Amyris opobalsamum.
BAMBA, Bamboo.

Bal'-

Myrrha.

—

—

cum, Tinctura benzoini composita b. Feruanum,see Myroxylon peruiferum b.Saturninum,

posita.

Balsam, Vul'nerary, of Mindere'rus,

—

BANAUSIA,
It

Charlatanry.
legs.

includes the valgus compemis, and varus,

which

see.

BANCROCHE,

(F.)

A

vulgar epithet for a

rickety individual.

BAN'DAGE, Desma, Hypodes'mis, from Sax.
bindan, 'to bind.' This word, with the French,
is generally used to express the methodical application of rollers, compresses, &c, to fix an
apparatus upon any part: corresponding to the
words dcliga' tin fascia' tio, fascia' rum applica! tio,
Epid'csis.
With us, the noun is usually applied
to the result of the application ; or to the bandage itself;— a sense in which the French
employ the Bande. Bandages are simple or
compound. The simple bandage is equal, if the
,

turns are applied circularly above each other;
unequal, if the turns are not accurately applied
upon each other. If each turn of the bandage

—— —

y
,

BANDAGE

BAOBAB

no

be only covered one-third, it forms the doloire
of the French if the edges touch only slightly
it is the movssd; if the turns are very oblique
and separated, it is the spiral or creeping, (F.)
;

rampant : if folded upon each other, it is termed
the rcveised, (F.) renverse. By uniting various
kinds of bandaging, we have the compound ; and
these compound bandages have received various
names expressive of their figure, or of the parts
to which they are applied, as cnpi.strum, spica,
&c. Bandages are divided, also, as regards
their uses, into uniting, dividing, retaining, ex-

Scultf.tus, Fascia fasciolis scpara'tim dispos'iseu Sculte'ti, (F.) Bandage a bandelettes separees ou de Scu/tet. This is formed of linen
strips, each capable of surrounding, once and a
half, the part to which they have to be applied,
and placed upon each other, so as to cover,
successively, one-third of their width. It is
used chiefly for fractures, requiring frequent
tis

dressing.

BANDAGE
b.

en

DIVISIF, Dividing bandage—
Doloire— b.

Doloire,

Unissant,

Uniting

bandage.

BAN'DAGIST. One whose business it is to
&,~c.
Roller, Fascia, (q. v.) Tamia, make bandages, and especially those for hernia.
Epides'mos, Vin'culum, the Bande of the F rench
BANDE, Bandage. The word Bande, in
is derived from (G.) bin den, 'to bind.'
It Anatomy, is used by the French for various,
may be made of linen, flannel, or other stuff narrow, flat, and elongated expansions. Bande

pelling, compressing

Bandage

,

or

capable of offering a certain resistance. The
two extremities of a bandage are called tails,
(F.) chefs, and the rolled part is termed its
head, (F.) globe. If rolled at both extremities,
it is called a double-headed roller or bandage,
(F.) Bande a deux globes.
Bandage, Body, Manti'le, (F.) Bandage de
Corps, is used for fixing dressings, &c. to the
trunk. It is formed of a towel, napkin, or some
large compress, folded three of four times; the
extremities of which are fastened by pins.
This is again fixed, by means of the scapular
bandage, which is nothing more than an ordinary bandage, stitched to the anterior and middle part of the napkin, passing over the clavicles and behind the head, to be attached to the
back part of the napkin.
Bandage, Compiiessing, or Roller, Fascia
compressi'va seu convolu'ta, (F.) Bandage compressif ou rouli, is the simple roller with one
head and is employed in cases of ulcers, varices, «fcc. of the limbs.
Whenever this roller
is applied to the lower part of the limbs, it is
carried upwards by the doloire and reversed
;

methods above described.
Bandage, Eighteen-tailed, Fascia octod'ecim capit'ibus, (F.) Bandage a dix-huit chefs.
This bandage is made of a longitudinal portion
of a common roller and with a sufficient num;

ber of transverse pieces or tails, to cover as
much of the part as is requisite. It is a very
useful bandage, inasmuch as it can be undone
without disturbing the part.
Bandage, Galen's, or B. for the Poor, Fascia Galeni seu Pau'perum, (F.) Bandage de
Galicn ou des pauvres, Galea, is a kind of cucul'las or hood, (F.) Couvrechef, divided into
three parts on each side; and of which Galen
has given ,a description. See Cancer Galeni.

For Hernial Bandages, see Truss.
Bandage, Immovable, Apparatus, immovable.
Bandage, Inguinal, Fascia inguina'lis. A
bandage for keeping dressings applied to the
groin. It consists of a cincture, to which is
attached a triangular compress, adapted for
covering the groin. To the lower extremity
of this, one or two bandages are attached,
which pass under the thigh, and are fixed to
the posterior part of the cincture. This bandage may be either simple or double.
Other bandages will be found described under their various names.

Bandage, Permanent, Apparatus, immova-

—

See Cancer Galeni and
b. of the Poor.
Bandage, Galen's.
Bandage of separate strips, or B. or

ble

;

d'HeTiodore, is a kind of bandage for supporting the mamma?.
(F.)
A kind of simple band age,
which consists of a piece of cloth, folded four
times, and applied round the head. There is
also the Bandeau ou Mouchoir en triangle or
triangular bandage, a kind of Couvrechef
(which see,) made of a square piece of cloth, or
of a handkerchief, folded diagonally, and applied
round the head.

BANDEAU

BANDELETTE

(F.)

Diminutive of Bande,

Fasciola, Taniola, Vitta ; a narrow bandage,
strip or fillet. Also, Tamia semicircularis (q. v.)

Bandelettes Agglutinatives, small strips,
covered with a glutinous plaster. Vitta agglutinan'tes. See Agglutinant,
Bandelettes Decoupees, are strips of linen,
notched on one edge, and covered, on one side,
with ointment. They are applied to wounds
to prevent the lint from sticking, and the laceration of the cicatrix.
Bandelette Semicirculaire, Taenia semib. des Comes d'ummon, Corpus fimb. des Eminences pyriform.es, Tamia
Corpora
semicircularis b. de VHippocampe,

circularis

briatum

fimbriata.

BANDURA,

BANGUE

Nepentha

distillatoria.

Indian
or BKNG.
hemp, Gunjah. Adanson believes this to be the
Nepenthes of the ancients, Can'nabis ln'dica.
or

BANGI

Family, Urticeae. Sex. Syst. Dicecia Pentandria.
Its leaves and flowers are narcotic and astringent.
They are chewed and smoked. Its
seeds, mixed with opium, areca, and sugar,
produce a kind of intoxication, and are used
for this purpose by the people of India.
See

Gunjah and Churrus.

BANICA, Pastinaca sativa.
BAN1LAS, Vanilla.
BANILLA, Vanilla.
BAN1LLOES, Vanilla.
BANISTE'RIA ANGULO'SA.
in Brazil

This plant,
and the Antilles, passes for a powerand an antidote to the poison of

ful sudorific,

serpents.

BANNIERES, MINERAL WATERS OF.
Banniexes is a village in Quercy, Diocess of
The waters are probably
Cahors, France.
chalybeate. They are celebrated in amenorrhoea, cachexia, jaundice, &c.
BA'OBAB. The Adanso'nia digitata of Afone of the largest
rica ; Nat. Ord. Bombaces
productions of the vegetable kingdom.
Its
fruit is called, in the country, Pain de singe.
;

is sourish, and agreeable to eat ; and
a refreshing drink is made from it, which is

The pulp

—

—

—
BAPTISTERIUM

BARYODYNE
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—

used in fevers.
Prospero Alpini and Dr. L. Magnolia glauca b. Essential salt of, see CinFrarick, think that the Terra Lemnia was pre- chona b. Georgia, Pinckneya pubescens b.
pared, in Egypt, from the pulp. All the parts Gray, see Cinchona b. Huanuco,see Cinchona
of the Baobab abound in mucilage.
b. Indian, Magnolia glauca
b. Jesuit's, CinBAPTISTERIUM, Baignoire.
chona b. Loxa, Cinchona lancifolis cortex
BARAQUETTE(F.) Anamegivenby Rasous, b. Pale, Cinchonae lancifoliae cortex b. Peruphysician at Nunes in France,to a catarrhal epide- vian, Cinchona b Pitaya, Cinchonas Caribasae
iny, which occurred there in 1761. See Influenza. cortex
b. Red. Cinchonas oblongifoliae cortex
Juniperus sabina.
b. Saint Lucia, Cinchonte Caribasas cortex
Antrum.
b. Silver, see Cinchona
b. Yellow, CinchoBARBA, Beard b. Aaronis, Arum macu- nas cordifolias cortex.
latum b. Caprce, Spirtea ulmaria b. Jovis,
BARLERIA BUXIFOL1A, Cara schulli.
Sempervivum tectorum.
BARLEY, PEARL, see Hordeum— b. Scotch,
See West Indies.
Hordeum.
Barbadoks leg. See Elephantiasis.
BARM, Yest.
Erysimum Barbarea.
BARNET,
OF. BarBARBAROS'S^E PIL'UL^E, Barbarossas net is not far from London. The water is of a
Pills.
An ancient composition of quicksilver, purging quality, like that of Epsom, and about
rhubarb, diagridium, musk, &c. It was the half the strength.
first internal mercurial medicine, which ob
BAROMACROM'ETER; from pago?,' weight,'
tained any real credit.
/uaxQog, long,' and turgor, measure.'
An inBARBE, Beard b. de Bouc, Tragopogon.
strument, invented by Stein to indicate the
Cvanus segelum.
length and weight of a new-born infant.
BARBER-CHIRUR'GEONS. A Corpora- BAROM'ETER, from p*gos, 'weight,' and
tion of London, instituted by king Edward IV. ptrgov, measure.' (F.) Barometre. An instruThe Barbers were separated from the Surgeons, ment which measures the weight of the air.
by 18 Geo. II. c. 15 ; and the latter were erectcertain degree of density in this medium is
ed into a Royal College of Surgeons at the com- necessary for health : when we ascend high
mencement of the present century.
mountains great inconvenience is experienced,
BARBERIE,
OF. owing to the diminished density. Changes of
These mineral waters are half a league from this character are indicated by the Barometer
Nantes. They con tain carbonic acid, chlorides of or Weatherglass.
magnesium and sodium, sulphate of magnesia,
BA'ROS, p*go?, heaviness.' Employed by
carbonates of magnesia, lime, and iron. They the Greek physicians to designate the feeling
are used as chalybeates.
of lassitude and heaviness observable in many
Oxycantha Galeni.
diseases.
Hippocrates, Galen.
BARBITIUM, Beard.
Diosma crenata.
BARBOTIJYE, Artemisia santonica.
BA
SALITUS, Baryta, muriate of.
CAPRINA, Spiraa ulmaria.
BARRAS. See Pinus sylvestris.
BARDADIA, Pound.
(F.) Bur'rure, Vara, <a bar.'
Arctium lappa b. Minor, Xan- projection or prolongation of the symphysis puthium.
bis
a deformity rendering delivery difficult.
BARDAJYE PETITE, Xanthium.
(F.)
term applied, in France, to
OF. females whose pelves have the deformity deBareges is a village in the department of scribed under Barre.
Dents Barrees. The molar teeth, when
Haules Pyrenees, near which are several
springs. They are sulphureous and thermal, the roots are spread or tortuous, so that they
the heat varying from 85° to 112° Fahrenheit. cannot be extracted without being broken ; or
They contain chlorides of magnesium and sodi- without a portion of the alveolar arch being reum, sulphates of magnesia and lime, carbonate moved.
BARRE,
These springs have long
OF. Barre
of lime, sulphur, &c.
enjoyed a high reputation, and are daily ad- is a small town, six leagues from Strasburg.
vised in cutaneous and scrofulous affections, The waters are thermal, and contain much
iron, calcareous salt, &c.
They are diuretic
&c.

—

—

BARATHRUM,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

BARATHRON,

—

—

—

—

BARBADOES.

MINERAL WATERS

BARBAREA,

'

'

BARBEAU,

'

A

MINERAL WATERS

'

—

BARBERRY,

BAROSMACRENATA,
ROTES

BARBULA

BARDANA,

—

BAREGES, MINERAL

WATERS

BARRE
;

A

—

BARR£

A

MINERAL WATERS

I

Factitious Bareges Water, Aqua Bare- and tonic.
BARREL
ginen'sis, (F.) Eau de Bardges, is made by
adding, hydrosulphuretted water, f. §iv, to pure
water, f. _^xvijss, carbonate of soda, gr. xvj,
chloride of sodium, gr. ss.
Bottle closely.
BARGADA, Convolvulus pes caprias.
BARIGL1A, Soda.
BAR11 CHLORIDUM, Baryta, muriate of.
Barii iodiuum, Baryta, (hydriodate of.)
BARILLA, Soda— b. Alicant, Soda— b. Carthagena, Soda b. Turkey, Soda.
BARILLOR, Soda.
BARIUM, CHLORIDE OF, Baryta, muriate
of b. iodide of, Baryta, (hydriodate of.) Pro
toxide of, Baryta.
BARK, Cinchona—b. Calisaya, Cinchona
cordifolia cortex
b. Caribaean, Cinchonas Caribreas cortex
b. Carthagena, see Cinchona
b. Crown, Cinchona? lancifolias cortex— b. Elk,

—

—

—

—

,

OF THE EAR, Tympanum.
BARRENNESS, Sterilitas.
BARROS, Terra Portugallica.
BARRURE, Barre.

BARYCOCCALON,

Datura stramonium.

BARYCOITA, Baryecoia.
BARYECOIA, Deafness.
Baryecoi'a or Barycoi'ta, Paracu'sia

obtu'-

sa,

Disecoi'a, Dysecai'a, Audi'tus diffic"ilis,
Obaudi"tio, A. gravis, A. imminu'tus, Hypocopho'sis, (F.) Durete d'Oreille. from
ftuQvc,
'
Hardness of
heavy,' and aKotj, ' hearing.'
hearinor, incomplete deafness.
See Cophosis.
Balbuties.
IODATI, Baryta, hydri-

BARYGLOSSIA,
BARY1 HYDRAS

odate

of.

BARYOD'YNE,
oJim;, 'pain.'

from fiagvc, 'heavy,' and
heavy pain.

A dull

—
BARYPHONIA
BARYPHO'NIA,
ifwvtj,

'

voice.'

from

(lac-vs,

BASILICUM

92
'heavy,' and

Difficulty of speech.

Ocymum

Basilicum— b. Small,

phvllatum

—

b.

Ocymum

caryo-

Wild, Chenopodium vulgare.

BARYPICRON,

Artemisia abrotanum.
BAS'ILARY, Basila'ris, (F.) Basilaire. That
from puove, heavy,' Terra pon- which belongs to the Base, from fianic, 'base.'
dero'sa, Bar'ijtes, Protox'idc of Ba'rium, Heavy This name has been given to several parts,
Earth, Ponderous Earth, (F.) Baryte, Terre which seem to serve as bases to others. The
pesante.
This earth and its soluble salts are sacrum and sphenoid have been hence so
It is never em- called.
all highly corrosive poisons.
ployed in medicine in the pure state. When
Basilary Ar'tery, A. basila'ris, A. cervical externally applied, it is caustic, like potassa lis, (F.) Artere ou 1 rone basilaire, A. mesociand soda.
phalique (Ch.) The union of the two vertebral
Car'bonate of Bar'yta, Ba/yta Car'bonas, arteries. It ascends along the middle groove
on the inferior surface of the tuber, and is supis only used officinally to obtain the muriate.
It terported, beneath, by the Fossa basilaris.
Baryta Carbonas, Baryta (Carbonate.)
Baryta
Hydriminates in the posterior cerebra arteries.
Hydriodate of Baryta,
Basilary Fossa, (F.) Goultiere ou Fosse basiodas, Baryta Hydriod'ica, Hydras Baryi IoIodide of Barium, laire, is the upper surface of the basilary proda'ti, (in "the dry state,
Barii lodidum, B. loda'tum,) has been given cess, so called because it is channeled like a
The Tuber annulare rests
in scrofulous and similar morbid conditions. Fossa or Gutter.
It may be administered internally in the dose upon it.
Basilary Process, Proces'sus basila'ris ossis,
of one-eighth of a grain three or four times a.
day, and applied externally to scrofulous swell- occipi'tis, P. cuneifor'mis ossis occipi'tis, (F.)
to
^i
of
Apophyse Basilaire, Prolongemcnt so us- occipital,
ings, in the form of ointment, (gr. iv.
Cu'neiform Process, is the bony projection,
lard.)
Mu'riate or Hydrochlo'rate of Barvta, formed by the inferior angle of the os occipitis,
Chlo'ride of Ba'rium, Barii Chloridum (Ph. which is articulated with the sphenoid.
Basilary Surface, (F.) Surface basilaire, is
U. S.) Chlo'ruret of Ba'rium Terra pond&ro'sa
sali'ta seu muria'ta, Sal muriat'icum barot'icum, the inferior surface of this process. It is covered
Baro'tes sali'tus, is the combination chiefly by the mucous membrane of the pharynx.
Basilary Vertebra. The last vertebra of
The Muriate of Baryta may be formed
used.
as follows: Baryt. Carbon., in fragments, ftj. Acid. the loins.
with
the
acid
Oiij.
Mix
BASIL'IC,
Basil'icus, from paaiXty.o;, 'royal.'
Muriat.f.gx\].Aqua,
the water, and gradually add the Carbonate of This name was given, by the ancients, to parts,
Baryta. Toward the close of the effervescence, which they conceived to play an important part
apply a gentle heat, and, when the action has in the animal economy.
Basilic Vein, Vena Basil' ica, V. Cu'biti inte'ceased, filter the liquor, and boil it down so that
rior, (F.) Veine Basilique, Veine cubilale cutanie
crystals may form as it cools. Ph. U. S.
This vein is one of those on
It is given in the form of the Solu'tio Mu- of Chaussier.
ria'tis Baryta, Liquor Burii Chloridi, (F.) So- which the operation of blood-letting is perBaryta,
formed. It is situate at the internal part of the
lution de Muriate de Baryte. (Muriate of
one part distilled water, three parts,) and is fold of the elbow, in front of the humeral aremployed in scrofulous cases, worms, and cu- tery and is formed by the anterior and posterior
taneous diseases. Externally, to fungous ulcers cubital veins, and by the median basilic. It terminates, in the armpit, in the axillary vein.
and to specks on the cornea.
Baryta Hydkiodica, Baryta, Hydriodate of. The ancients thought, that the basilic of the
See Barium.
right arm had some connexion with the liver,
and hence they called it hepatic. The vein of
BAS-FOND. See Urinary Bladder.
the left arm, for a similar reason, they called
BAS LASSJi, Stocking, laced.

BAR'YTA,

'

—

;

,

BARYUM

BAS VENTRE, Abdomen.
BASAAL. The name of an

Indian tree, the
decoction of whose leaves, in water, with ginger, is used as a gargle in diseases of the fauces.
The kernels of the fruit are vermifuge.

splenic.

The Median

Basilic Vein, (F.) Veine

mtdiane

basilique, is one of the branches of the
preceding vein. It joins the median cephalic
at an acute angle, or rather by a transverse
branch, and receives some branches of the deep

BASANASTRA'GALA,

from paaxrog, 'tor- radial and cubital veins, and a considerable suband a<rroa.y!t).oe, the 'astragalus.' Pain cutaneous vein the common median.
BASILIC COMMUN. Ocymum basilicum.
in the ankle joint, gout in the foot.
BASANIS'MOS, from fixaanttiv, 'to ex- BASILIC
AGE, GRAND, Chenopo-

—

ture,'

SAW

plore.'

'

A

touch-stone.'

Investigation or ex-

— Hippocr., Galen.

dium

vulgare.

BASIL/ICON

«
or BASIL'ICUM.
Royal,' or
Ba'sis, from flairw, 'I proceed,' 'I of great virtue.
An ointment, composed of
That which serves yellow wax, black pitch, and resin, of each one
rest,' ' 1 support myself.'
Hence it was called
as a foundation or support. That which en- part, olive oil four parts.
ters, as a principal matter, into a mixture or / ngiicn'tum Tetraphar' macum, (rtroawunttsLxa
combination. In Anatomy, it is employed in four drugs.') Celsus. Scriboniusljargus.
Basilicon or Basilicum, of the Parisian
the former sense, as Base of the Cranium, Base
of a Process, fyc, Base of the Heart, Basis vel Codex, is the Ongucnt de Poix et de Cite.
In
the
art
of
prescribing,
Basis
In
most Pharmacopoeias, it is represented by the
coro'na cordis.
into
a
which
enters
comsubstance
or
Cera'
Unguen'tum
turn
Resi'na. It is used as
is the chief

amination.

BASK,

'

pound formula.

I).

—

'

a stimulating ointment.

See Ceratum Resina?

and Unguentum Resinse Nigra?.
BASIATIO, Coition.
BASILICUM, Basilicon, Ocymum basilicum
BASIATOR, Orbicularis oris.
BASIL, BUSH, Ocymum caryophyllatum— — b. Citratuin, Ocymum basilicum — b. Maius
Citrcn, Ocymum basilicum— b. Common, Ocymum basilicum.

—

—

:
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BASIO CERATO-CHONDRO-GLOSSUS,
-

nf'Sww^rw.rn^ ~T~^.r~
B.VSIO-CER'ATO-GLOSSUS,
'base,'

,

from

*so*c, 'cornu,'

ces'sio, is one adapted for half the body.
One,
for re ceiving only the hips or extremities, ia
,9*01?,! also so called,
i

and yAwoax, tongue.'
Hand Bath, Manulu'vium, (F.) Bain dc
part of the hyoglossus, Mains ou Manuluve, is a bath for the hands,
which is inserted into the cornu of the os hyHead Bath, Cavitilu'vium. (F.) Bain dc
SUe
Tke ou Capitiluve, a bath for the head.
.
ua
u
BASIOCES'TRUM,
from fiaaie, the
base,'
Hip Bath, Coxalu'vium, (F.) Bain de Fauand xeaxQa, 'a dart.
An instrument for open- teuil, Bain de SCege, is one in which the lower
ing the head of the fffitus in utero, invented by part of the trunk and
upper part of the thisrhs
6
a German
are immersed.
™
BA ,,'SIO-GLOS'SUS, Hypseloglos'sus, Hyo- Hot Bath, Balneum cal'idum, (F
)
Bain
liaswglossus, Ipseloglos'sus, from /Sua.c;, < base,'* chaud, is a bath,
the temperature of which is
rmd y/.maoa, 'the tongue.'
name formerly 9«° and upwards ; the Tepid or Warm Bath
given to the portion ot the hyoglossus, which (F.) Bain Hide, B.
tcmpM, Balneum trr/idum
is inserted into the base of the os hyoides.from 6'2* to 98°; the Cold Bath,

A

'

j

name given

to a

^^l^V°?

-

,

<

-

|

]

A

Balneum

Thomas Barthohne.

Riolan,

See Lingual Mus- frig»idum, Frigida'rium, (F.) Bain
froid, be,ow C2 ° and the Va pour Bath, Balneum Vana
dua nvvi- ivrre c
BASIO-PHARYNG^'US,from^cr
ts ,«base; po'ris,
(F.) Bain de Vapcur, ituve
and (fuQvyz, 'the pharynx.
A name given to from 100° to 130°, and upwards. See Humide
Vaporal
some fibres of the constrictor pharyngis medius. rium. A Warm
Bath, or Hot Air Bath,

am

;

,

Am

j

jR4««iroi'iri IName
^vr
e a medicine
BAbbl-CUL/ICA.
of
com-;

consists

I

•

posed

of

aromatics

and

honey.

— Scribonius

of air the temperature of which

Medicated Bath, Balneum medica'tum,

JLargus.

is

raised.
(F.)

Bain medicinal,

BASSIJY, Pelvis

b.

Oculaire,

is a bath, formed of decoctions
or infusions of vegetable substances, or of any
ingredient, introduced into the water for therapeutical purposes.

Scaphium ocu-

lare.

BASS1JYER,

to

BASSLYET,

Pelvis of the kidney,

Foment.

Ranuncu-

Bath, Nitro-muriatic Acid, Scott's acid bath
Sand Bath, Balneum Are'nce, (F.) Bain de
Sable, consists of a vessel filled with sand, and
placed over the
^.-^-^.w
fire.
»». mc.
Into this
intu
mis vessel, the one
is put, which contains the substance to be
eva-

lus bulbosus.

BATA, Musa

paradisiaca.

BATABAS, Solanum tuberosum.
t* a t< a i^r a o
u-i
c
BAT A TAS. rru
The inhabitants
of
\

me

r,

Peru gave

this appellation to several tuberous roots, espe- porated.
cially to the Convolvulus Batatas, or Sweet Po-\
Sea
1

tato.

(q.

v.)

Our word,

Water Bath, Balneum

Potato,

comes from Bain Marie,

Mar'ia

(V)

consists of a vessel filled with boilsea water ' or sa]t water in which the ves£
tj n.
athro "10
placed,
UeFis
that contains the substance to be
.
J,
f'
,
B , , evaporated.
BAlH,Anglo-Saxon,ba©,i?«'ne?im,
Balane'-,
urn, Loutron, (F.) Bain.
Immersion, or stay,
Shower Bath, Implu'vium, is one in which
for a longer or shorter duration, of the whole or the water is made to fall
like a shower on the
a part of the body, in some medium, as water, body. See Douche.
Act of plunging into a liquid, sand, or other
Steam Bath may be formed by introducing
substance, in which it is the custom to bathe, steam into the first of those
vessels properly
Also, the vessel in which the water is put for closed, in place of water.
bathing. Also, a public or private establishBath, Vapoi'r, Vaporarium.
j

th

in

^ATPRiow
R
SS
^

<

i

*

I

I

j

ment

for bathing.
Bathing is much employed in the treatment
In Pharmacy, a vessel, placed over a fire, and of disease. The cold bath is a
sedative and inwith any substance, into which another direct tonic, and especially the cold
sea bath
vessel is placed, containing matters for diges- the warm bath is a relaxant; and
the hot bath
tion, evaporation, or distillation.
stimulates.
Animal Bath, Balneum Anima'le,
consists
in
---.
The
uocui
of the
liic bath
;-"- regular
uaiii is extremely oon....
..
'-s"'" 1 use
wrapping an animal, recently killed, or its skin, ducive to health ; but if too much indul/ed
in
around the body, or some part of it.
it is apt to produce injurious effects
Dry Bath is one made of ashes, salt, sand,
BATH,
Amuc
The ancients used these frequently for Batho'nia vel Bad'izm, Aqua Soils Aqua
<fcc.
Bad'
\igua
therapeutical purposes.
Celebrated thermal
filled

.'

,

'

—

—

i

MINERAL WATERS OF

[

springs' at Bath in
England. They contain but littlemipregnation.
and are chiefly indebted to their temperature
from 112° to 1 17° Fahrenheit for their utility'
,

Bath Earth,

Arenat.o
Llec'tric Bath, (F.) Bain ilcctrique, conperson upon an insulated
placing
the
sists in
stool, communicating, by a metallic wire, with;
the principal conductor of the electrical machine in action. The Electric Bath produces
general excitement ot all the functions, and
especially of the circulation and secretions.
See Electricity.
Foot Bath, Pcdilu'vium, (F.) Bain de Pieds,
a bath for the feet: and the

I

j

.

General Bath, (F.) Bain entier, is one, in
which the whole body is plunged, except the

The main

ingredients are sulphate of lime'
chloride of sodium, sulphate of soda carbonate
of lime, protoxide of iron, free carbonic acid
and azote
These waters are employed in the most heterogeneous cases; and are serviceable where the
simple thermal springs are indicated, as in rheu-

matism, paralysis, &c.

BATHER, Same
nea'tor, Balnea/tor.

etymon
(F.)

;

Balnea'rius, Bali-

Baigncur.

One who

head; in contradistinction to the partial bath, bathes. Anciently, the name was given
to
Merofalundum, Merobal'neum.
those that administered baths to the diseased,—
Half Bath, (Semicuf pium, Excathis'ma, In- the Etuvistcs of the French
9

— ——— —————————————— — ———— —— ——
BATHMIS

bebeeru
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EATHM1S, Bathma, ' base, support.' The
cavity of a bone, which receives the eminence
of another and especially the two Fossettes at
the inferior extremity of the humerus; into
which the processes of the ulna are received,
during the flexion and extension of the fore
;

mann, Balsam of Life, of Hoffmann b. de Vie
de Lelievre, Tinctura aloes composita b. Vrai,
see Amyris opobalsamum b. Vulneraire de
Mindtrer, Balsam, vulnerary, of Mindererus.
BA U RAC, {Arab.) Nitre, or salt in general.
From this word comes Borax.

BAURIN, MINERAL

arm.

BATH RON,

Scamnvm

Hippodralis, (q. v.)
Bate'rion, 'a step, a ladder.'
(F.) Banc a" Hip
An instrument, used for the extension
pocrate.
of a limb, in cases of fracture or luxation. The
description of it is found in Galen, Oribasius.
and Scultetus, with a figure.

BAT1A, Retort.
BAT1SSE, MINERAL

WATERS OF.

Ba-

leagues from Clermont in France.
The water is tepid, and contains subcarbonate
and sulphate of soda, sulphates of lime and
iron, muriate of magnesia, and carbonate of lime.
tisse is three

BATOS, Rubus

Idaeu?.

BATRACHOS,

Ranula.

BATTARISMUS,

BATTATA

with salivation.

BAY, ROSE, Rhododendron

mum — b.

Sweet, Laurus

—

chrysanthe-

White, Magno-

b.

glauca.

BDELLA,

Hirudo.

BDEL'LIUM,

BAUDRICOURT, MLNERAL WATERS
Baudricourt is a town of France, two
leagues and a half from Mirecourt. The waters are sulphureous.

OF.

BAUDRVCHES. Condom.
BAUHIN, VALVE OF, Valve of Tdlpius,
Fallopius or Varolius, Il'co-ccrcal Valve, IleoValvula Coli, V. Cceci,

(tftiltov;

Myrrha imperfecta,

A gum-resin,
brought from the Levant and India; and supposed to be obtained from a species of Amyris,
little known. It is solid, brittle, of a deep brown
colour, of an acrid and bitter taste, and sweet
odour. It was much vaunted by the ancients,
but is now little employed.
BDELLOM'ETER, from pStUa, a leech,'
and utToiv, measure.' An instrument, proposed as a substitute for the leech; inasmuch
as we can tell the quantity of blood obtained
by it. whilst we cannot by the leech. It conMadelcon,

Bolcbon,

Pulsation.

colic Valve, Val'vula Jlei,

OF. Bau-

is

BDALSIS, Sucking.
tu-

berosum.

BATTEMEJVT,

WATERS

a village four leagues from Roye, department of Somme. The waters are strongly
chalybeate.
BAVE. (F.) Sali'va ex orefluens, Spuma, Humor Sali'vus. Frothy, thick, viscid saliva, issuing from the mouth.
This driveling, or,
slavering', (q. v.) we see in children, old people, &c.
The term is, also, applied to the
frothy liquid, which flows from the mouth of
rabid animals. Sauvages uses it synonymously
rin

lia

Balbuties.

VIRG1NIANA, Solanum

——

——

Balchus.

'

'

Ojier'culum llei, S/jhincler Jlei. This name is
to the valve situate transversely at the
place where the ileum opens into the ccecum.
and which Bauhin says he discovered at Paris, sists of a cupping-glass, to which a scarificator and exhausting syringe are attached.
in 1759.
It had, however, been previously described by several Anatomists; as by Vidus
BDELLUS, Fart.
TREE, Melia Azedarach.
Vidius, Postius. &c.
TREE. WHITE, Crataegus aria.
BAUME, Balsam b. d'Acier, Balsam, chalyb.
b. Aromalique, Balsam aromatic
BEAN,
beate
Habilla de CarApoplec- thagena b. Egyptian, Nymphsa nelumbo
b.
d' Aiguilles, Balsam, chalybeate
b.
b. d'Arceeus, Arcaeus,
French, Phaseolus vulgaris b. Garden, comtique, Balsam, apoplectic
balsam of b. d'Arca?us, Balsam of Arcaeus b. mon, Vicia faba b. Kidney, Phaseolus vulgab.
ris
d'Arceus, Unguentum elemi compositum
b. Malacca, Avicennia tomentosa
b. Ponh. Blanc, see Amyrus OpoBenjoin, Benjamin
tic, Nymphaea nelumbo
b. St Ignatius's, lgna1>.
Copaiba
du
Brisil,
b.
de
Cantia
amara
balsamum
b. Trefoil tree, see Cytisine.
b. de Carpathie,
BEAR'S BREECH, Acanthus mollis.
nelle, Laurus cinnamomum
Balsam of Carpathia b. de Carthagenc, see
Bear's Foot, Helleborus fcetidus.
Toluifera baJsamum b. dc Constantinople blanc,
Bear's Whortleberry, Arbutus uva ursi.
b. de Copahu, CoBEARD, Barba, Pogon, Gencion, Barbitiuvi,
see Amyris opobalsamum
paiba b. Cordi<ile de Sennerte, Balsam, cordial, (F.) Barbe. The hair which covers a part of
of Sennertus b. d'Eau a feuilles ridies, Men- the cheeks, the lips, and chin of the male sex,
tha crispa b. de Feuillet, Balsam, green, of at the age of puberty.
Metz b. de. Fioraventi spiritueuse, Balsam, spi
Veratrum viride.
b. de Fourcroy on de
rituous, of Fioraventi
BEASTINGS, Colostrum.
OF
Laborde, Balsam of Fourcroy or Laborde b. de
HEART. See Heart
Galaad, see Amyris opobalsamum b. de GeneOF.
b. Grand, TanaBeaugency is a quarter of a league from Orvih>e. Balsam of Genevieve
The waters contain subcarbonate of
cetum balsamita b. du Grand Caire, see Amy- leans.

given

—

—

BEAD
BEAM

—

CARTHAGENA,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

BEARWEED,

BEATING
THE
BEAUGENCY, MINERAL WATERS

ris

opobalsamum

b.

Hypnotique, Balsam, hyp-

Hystirique, Balsam, hysteric
b. des
Jardins, Mentha viridis b. de Lucatel, Balsam,
JVervin,
Balsam,
nervous
b. de
b.
Lucatelli's
Perov, see Myroxylon peruiferum b. du Sab. Saxon.
marilain, Balsam of the Samaritan
Balsam, Saxon b. de Soufre, Balsam of sull, de Sympathie, Balsam of sympathy
f
Tranquilh, Balsam, tranquil b. de Tolv,see
I).
Toluifera balsamum b. de Vanille, Vanilla b.
b. Vert de Metz.
Vert, see Fagaea octandra
Balsam, green, of Metz— b. de Vie, d 'Hoffnotic

m

l).

soda, iron, magnesia, and lime. They aie tonic
and aperient.
ROOT. Gillenia trifoliata

BEAUMONT

BEAUVA1S, MINERAL

WATERS

These waters are chalybeate.

Beauvais

OF.
is

in

Picardie.

BEAVER,

Castor fiber— b.

Wood, Magnolia

glauca.

BEBEERINE.
BEBEERU. A

See Bebeeru.
tree of British

Guiana, which

yields an active principle
Bebeerine; and in
its properties resembles the Cinchona.
The

— ——
BEC

BELLON
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Sulphate of Bebeerine has been employed in

BEHMEN ACKMAR, Statice limonium.
BEIAHALALEN, Sempervivum tectorum.
BEIDELSAR, Asclepias procera.

in-

termittents.

BEC (F.) Rostrum, (q. v.) Beak. This name
has been applied to various parts.
BEJUIO, Habilla de Oarthaaena.
Cor'acoid Beak, (F.) Bee Coracoidien, is
BELA-AYE or BE-LAHE. A tonic and
the end of the coracoid process.
The beak of astringent bark of a Madagascar tree. Du-petitthe Calamus Scripco'rius.
(F.) Bee de la plume Thouars and Sonnerat think it may be substia f.crire, is a small cavity at the superior part tuted for the Simarouba.
of the medulla oblongata, which forms part of
BE-LAHE, Bela-aye.
the 4th ventricle.
BEL'S EYE.Belloculus.
BEC CLe,) MINERAL WATERS OF. Bee BELADAMBOC. A species of convolvulus
is six leagues from Rouen in Normandy.
The of the Malabar coast, which contains an acrid
water is strongly chalybeate.
milky juice. From this a liniment is formed
BEC
CUILLER, Ham'ulus. An instru- with oil and ginger, which is used against the
ment used for the extraction of balls. It con- bites of rabid animals.
sists of an iron rod, 7 or 8 inches long, having
BELA-MODAGAM. A kind of Sccevola of
at one extremity a small cavity, into which the the Malabar coast, the leaves of which are conball is received to be drawn outwards.
See sidered diuretic and emmenagogue.
Cochleariformis.
BELAJVDRE, (F.) A litter, surrounded with
BEC
GRUE MUSQUE', Geranium Mos- curtains, in which patients are sometimes carchatum b. de Grue Rdiertin, Geranium Ro- ried to hospitals.
bertianum b. de Lttvre, Harelip.
BELCHING, Eructation.
BECCABUNGA, Veronica Beccabunga.
RELEMNOID, Belenoid.

DE

DE

BE'CHIC, Bechica, Btcha, Bec'chica, Be'data, from (i>)i, 'cough,'
Me(F.) Bechique.
dicines adapted for allayino- cough.
BECHITA, Bechic.
BECHIUM, Tussilago.

BECHORTHOPNCEA,

Pertussis.

BECUIBA,Ibicuiba.

BELEMNOIDES PROCESSUS, Styloid proCf?SSCS

BEL/ENOID, BEL'ONOID, BEL'EMNOID
or BELOID, Belenoi'des or Belemnoi'des Pro/*s/o?, an arrow,' and udog, shape.'
This name has been given to the styloid pro-

cessus, from

BEDEGAR, BEDEGUAR, or BEDEGUARD,

BELESON, Balsam, Mussamda
BELI OCULUS, Belloculus.

Fungus Rosa'rum, F. Cy(F.) Pomme mousseuse, Eponge d'egAn excrescence, which makes its

Spon'gia Cynos'bati,
tios'bati.

lantier.

'

'

cesses in general.

BEL1LLA, Mussrenda

frondosa.

frondosa.

BELINUM, Apium graveolens
BELL, CANTERBURY, Campanula

appearance on different species of wild
traand which is produced by the puncture of a chelium.
It was forthe Cynips Rosa.
BELLADONNA, Atropa belladonna. In the
merly employed as a lithontriptic and vermi- Pharmacopoeia of the United States it is the
fuge, but is not now used. It is slightly astrin- officinal name of the leaves of Atropa Belladonna.
OF.
BELLE DAME, Atropa belladonna.
BEDFORD, MINERAL
Westgreat
the
BELLEGU, Myrobolanus.
situate
on
village,
Bedford is a
BELLEREG1, Myrobalanus.
ern Turnpike road from Philadelphia to PittsBELLESME, MINERAL WATERS OF
burg, a few miles east of the chief elevation
of the Alleghany mountains. There are various Bellesme is about three leagues from Montagne
roses,

small insect,

—

WATERS

springs, saline, chalybeate, and sulphureous.
celebrated contains carbonic acid,
sulphate of magnesia, chlorides of sodium and
calcium, and carbonate of iron.

in

The waters

France.

BELLEY, MINERAL

The most

are chalybeate.

WATERS OF.

The

waters at Belley department of Ain, in France,
,

are saline aperients.

BELLIDOIDES, Chrysanthemum leucanBEDSTRAW, LADIES', GREATER, Gathemutn.
lium mollugo, Galium verum.
BELLIS, Bellus ('pretty,') B. peren'nis, B. miBEE. Sax. beo. Apis, Melts' sa, Melitta. (F.)
(F.) PaqueMeille. This insect was formerly exhibited, nor, Bruisewort, Common Daisy.
diuretic.
The leaves and
as
a
rette
vivace, petite Marguerite.
powdered,
when dried and
flowers are rather acrid. They were, at one
BEEBREAD, Propolis.
BEECH, Fagus sylvatica—-b. Drops, Oro- time, considered to cure different species of
banche Virginiana— b. Mast, see Fagus sylva- wounds. It is called also Sym'phytum min'imum.
tica.
Bellis Major, Chrysanthemum leucantheBEER, Cerevisia.
BEET,

mum.

Beta.

BEGAIEMENT, Balbuties.
BEGMA, pwna, according to

BELL METAL,
some Bregma, Mital des

(iQwua, from fitjaaeiv or (iorjva-iir, ' to expectorate
The sputum or expectorated
after coughing.'
Hipp.
matter.
BEGO'NIA. The Begonia grandiflora and
B. tomentosa have astringent roots, which are
used in Peru in cases of hemorrhage, scurvy,

—

low fevers, &c.

BEGUE, Balbus.
BEHEJY ABIAD,

Centaurea behen— b. Alb. Officinarum, CucuRouge, Statice limonium.

bum, Centaurea behen
balus behen

b.

—

tin,

cloches.

Cal'cocos.
(F.) Airain,
alloy of copper, zinc,

An

and a small quantity of antimony, used

making

The mortars

for

of the apothecary
are often formed of this material.
They require to be kept clean, to avoid the formation
of verdigris.
BELLOCULUS, Beli Oculus. A kind of
gem, which the Assyrians considered efficacious in the cure of many diseases. They imagined that the figure of an eye could be seen
in

it.

bells.

and hence

BELLON,

its

name, Bd's Eye.

Colic, metallic.

—

—
BELLOTAS
BELLOTAS.

obtained from

See Ilex major.

Bruit de soufflet—b.
Encephalic, see Bruit de soufflet b. Placental,
Bruit placentaire.

—

Bellis.

Dry, Colic, me-

BELMUSCHUS,

Hibiscus abelmoschua.
BELNILEG, Myrobalanus.
BELOID. Belenoid.

BELOIDES PROCESSUS,

Styloid

'a

dart,'

pro-

and

'

BEN,

—

Guilandina moringa b. of Judoea,
b. Nut, Guilandina moringa.
BENMOENJA. A Malabar tree. An ale xipharmic decoction is made of its roots, in the
country, which is much praised in cases of malignant fever.
Its bark, boiled with Calamus
aromalicus and salt, forms a decoction used in
biles of poisonous serpents.

—

BENATH,

Pustule.

BENEDICTUM LAXATIVUM,

Confectio

sennas.

it by sublimation.
The purest
amygdaloid matscs: hence called

(F.) Benjoin umygdaloide.

Ben'jaimin.

Flowers

of, or Benzo'ic Acid,

Ad'idum Benzo'icum, Flores Benzoes, Flores
Bcnzu'ini, Ad'idum Benzo'icum per sublima-

it is

obtained by sublimation.

It is

and

of herbivorous animals. Its odour is
and fragrant; taste hot, slightly acidulous, and
agreeable. The crystals consist of white, satiny
It is probably stimuflakes, slightly ductile.
lant; and has been used, as such, in chronic
catarrh ; but it has little efficacy.

aromatic

BENJAOY, Benjamin.
BENJOINUM, Benjamin.
BENJUI, Benjamin.

BENNE, Sesamum orientale.
BENNET, HERB, Geum urbanum.
BENOITE, Geum urbanum— b. Aquatique,
Geum rivale b. des Ruisseaux, Geum rivale.
BENZOE, Benjamin.
BENZOEN1L, Vanilla.
BENZOIN, Benjamin.
BERBERIS, Oxycantha

Galeni.

BERCE, Heracleum spondylium.
BERENDAROS, Ocymum basilicuro.
BERENICE, Succinum.
BERENICIUM, Potassae nitras.
BERENISECUM, Artemisia vulgaris.

BERGAMOTE, Bergamot'ta, (P.) BergaA small orange, of a very agreeable

motte.

BEJ\£FICE

DE LA NATURE, Beneficium

de Ventte, see Beneficium naturae.
NATU'R.E, (F.) Benefice
de la nature. This term is used, by the French
Pathologists, for cases, in which diseases have
got well without medical treatment. With
them, B6nefi.ce de nature, or B.de ventre, is synonymous also with Alvi Proflu'vium; a spontaneous diarrhcea, often acting favourably either
in the prevention or cure of disease.
naturae

in

in the vanilla, canella, the urine of infants,

iXkw,
An instrument, used for
I draw out'
extracting darts or arrows. Many instruments
of this kind have been noticed by surgeons.
Ambrose Pare, Fabricius ab Acquapendente.

Benjamin

is

from which

cesses.

BELONE, Needle.
BELONODES, Styloid.
BELONOID, Belenoid.
BELUL'CUM, from Qtlog,

Benjamin

tio'nem. (F.) Acide Benzoique. This acid exists
in all the balsams, but chiefly in the Benzoin,

tallic.

BELZOE, Benjamin.
BELZOIM, Benjamin.
BELZOJNUM, Benjamin.

BERS
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BELLOWS' SOUND,

BELLUS,
BELLY-ACHE, Colica— b.

—

b.

BENEFICIUM

—

BENEL, Croton racemosum.
BENEOLEN'TIA, from bene,
'
to smell.'
dicines, as gums,

ole're,

BENG,

Euo'des.

'well,*

and

Sweet-scented me-

&c.
Bangue.

BENGAL ROOT, Cassumuniar.
BENGALE INDORUM, Cassumuniar.
BENGl, Hyoscyamus.
BENIGN',

Benig'nus, Euethes, (F.) Binin,

Btnigne.

Diseases of a mild character are so
called ; as well as medicines, whose action is
not violent, as a Benign Fever, Febris benig'na
imputris, &.c.

BENIN, Benign.
BEN'J AMIN or BEN'ZOIN, Benzo'inum, (Ph.
U. S.) Benzo'inum verum, Belzo'inum, Assa odoBenjuin, Assa dulcis, Ben'jaoy, Ben-

ra'ta, Benjui,

jo'inum, Belzoe, Belzoim, Benzoe, Sti/racis Benzdini Bal'samum, Liquor Cyreniacus, Croton
Benzoe, Ben of JudaJa, Acor Benzo'inus, Sal
Ad'idum seu essentia'le seu volatile Benzoes.
A
(t\) Benjoin, Baumc Bcnjoin, Assa doux.
resinous, dry, brittle substance, obtained from
Styrax Benzoin, Arbor Benivi, of Sumatra. The
odour is extremely fragrant, and taste slightIt is principally used for the
ly aromatic.
It
preparation of the acid which it contains.
is also employed in some vulnerary tinctures,
Benzoic
The
Acid
is
and as an expectorant.

and peculiar odour. From its bark an
Oleum Bergamii, (Ph. U. S.) is obtained,
which is much employed as a perfume, and

taste

;

oil,

sometimes

in medicine.

BER'IBERI,

Beribdria, Syn' clonus Beribe'ria,
Paral'ysis Bei J iberi. This word is said to be
Hindusthanee, and to mean a sheep. Bontius.
The Beriberi is an Indian disease, little known
in Europe.
It consists in debility and tremors
of the limbs, sometimes, indeed, of the whole
body; with painful numbness of the affected
parts, &c:
the patient walking doubled; and
imitating the movements of sheep
Some authors have esteemed it rheumatic; others, paralytic ; others, to be a kind of chorea.
It is,
almost always, incurable, but rarely fatal and
is treated by exercise, stimulant frictions, sudorifics, &c.
It is sometimes called Bar'biers.

—

—
—

!

;

BERICOCCE,

Prunus armeniaca.
Sium.
Metamorphopsia.

BERLE NODIFLORE,

BERLUE,
BERMUDAS, CLIMATE

OF.

Pulmonary

invalids are occasionally sent to Bermuda, but
the principal objection to a winter residence
there, is the prevalence of strong winds ; especially of the dry, sharp, and cold north-west
winds, during the winter and spring. Still, it
affords a good winter retreat for the phthisical,
from any part of the United States, provided
due care be selected in choosing a suitable locality.

The neighborhood of Hamilton has been
recommended with this view.

strongly

BERNARD THE HERMIT,

Cancellus.

BERRIES, INDIAN, see Menispermum
culus

—

b.

coc-

Turkey, yellow, see Piper cubeba.

BERS. A sort of electuary, composed of
pepper, seed of the white hyoscyamus, opium
euphorbium, saffron, &c. The Egyptians used'
Prospero Alpini.
it as an excitant.

—

—
BERU
BERU, MINERAL
in
ly

WATERS

Champagne, France.

The

Beru

OF.

BEX,

is

waters are slight- Humida,

chalybeate.

—

—

Tussis b. Convulsiva, Pertussis b.
Expectoration b. Theriodes, Per-

—

tussis.

BESASA, Ruta.
BESICLES, Spectaclea.
BESOIJY, Want— b. dc la Vie, Necessary oflife.

BESSANEM. A

BEXIS,

Tussis.

BEXU'GO. Under
root

this name, a purgative
was formerly introduced into Europe, from

word used by Avicenna, Peru. It is supposed
and face, pro- Hippocratea.

for redness of the skin, limbs,
duced by the action of cold.

BESSONNE.
BETA. The

BEZOARDICUM
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See Geme,lus
5
Beet,

to

have been the root of a

BEZ'OAR, BEZ^AAR, BEZ'EHARD,

ZAHAR, from
-

Sic'ula,

(F.)

Bette, Bet-

Family, Chenopodeae. Sex. Syst. Pentandria Digynia. A genus of plants, of which
the following are the chief varieties.
Beta Hyb'rida, Root of Scarcity. Root red,
outside; white, within.
Very nutritive; yields
terave.

sugar.

Beta Vulga'ris Alba, White Beet. The
root yields sugar, and the leaves are eaten as a
substitute for spinach.

'

Beta Vulga'ris Rubra, Red

Root

Beet.

red and nutritive; yields a small quantity of
sugar.
species of pepper,
BETEL, Piper Betel.
cultivated in several parts of India. The Indians are in the habit of chewing the leaves
with lime and areca and they give the name
Betel to this preparation. It is used in all the
Betel is said to
equatorial countries of Asia.
be tonic and astringent. It is also called Bette, gris, &c.
Bctrc, Betle.
See Areca.
Bez'oar

A

;

BETISE, Dementia.
BETOIJYE, Betonica

officinalis— b.

tagues, Arnica montana.

B£TOjY. Colostrum.

BETONICA

PA'-

Persian Pa, against,' and zahar,
poison.'
Lapis Bezoar'dicus, Enteroiithus BeA calculous concretion,
zoar'dus, Bezoard.
found in the stomach, intestines, and bladder of
animals. Wonderful virtues were formerly atThere were two
tributed fo these Bezoars.
great varieties; the Bez'oar orienta'lB, An'imal
formed
in the fourth
Bezoar' licum orienta'/S,
stomach of the gazelle of India (Gaztlla Indica,
or rather Anlilope cervicapra :) and the Bez'oar
occidentals, An'imal Bezoar' ticum occidenta'le,
found in the fourth stomach of the loild goat or
chamois of Peru. These substances were esteemed to be powerful alexipharmics; but the
former was the more valued. It was believed,
that no poison, and no eruptive, pestilential, or
putrid disease could resist its influence. As so
many virtues were ascribed to it, other animal
concretions were substituted for it and factitious Bezoards were made of crabs' eyes and
claws, biuised and mixed with musk, amber'

AQUATIC A,

;

Bovi'num, (F.) Bizoard de Bceuf,
Bezoard of the Beef. A concretion formed in
des Mon- the fourth stomach of beeves also, a biliary
calculus found in the gall-bladder.
:

Bez'oard of Cayman. This was once much
Scrophularia prized. It is now unknown.

BEZOARD d'ALLEMAGME,

aquatica.

Bkton'ica Officinalis, Cestron, Beton'ica

iEgagrophila.

Bez'oard of the Chamois, Horse, &.c, ex-

&c,

Bel'ony, Psy- hibits its origin in the name.
purpu'rea, Veton'ica Cordi,
chol' rop/ium, Veroni'ca purpu'rea, (F.) Betoine,
Bez'oard of the Indian Por'cupinf., Bez'-

Family, Labiate. Sex Syst. Didynamia Gymiiospermia. Betony was in much esteem amongst
the ancients, who employed the flowers and
jeaves in decoction, in gout, sciatica, cephalalgia, &.c.
It was so called, according to Pliny,
from being in great repute among the Vettones,
or Bettones, an ancient people of Spain. Antonius Musa is said to have written a volume in
praise of it;

recommending

it

in

no

less

than

however, little or
no virtue. The leaves are said to be aperient,
and the root emetic.
47 different diseases,

it has,

BATRE,

cen'sis, Petro del Porco, (F.) Bezoard de PoreEpic, was formerly the dearest of all the Bezoards, and was sold at an enormous price in
Spain and Portugal.
Bez'oard Mineral, Antimonium diaphoreticum b. Vegetable, see Calappite.
BEZOAR'DIC, Bezoar'dicus, (F.) Bizoardique; concerning the Bezoard. Bezoardic medicines are those supposed to possess the same
properties with the Bezoard as antidotes, alexiteria, alexipharmics, cordials.
RADIX, Dorstenia contrayerva.

—

;

BEZOARD1CA

Betonica Pauli, Veronica.

BETONY, Betonica
Scrophularia aquatica.

oar Hys'tricis, Lapis Porci'nus, Lapis Malu-

officinalis— b.

Water,

BEZOAR'DICUM SATUR'Nl. A

pharma-

ceutical preparation, regarded by the ancients
as antihysteric.
It was formed of protoxide of
lead,
butter of antimony, and nitric acid.
RAVE, Beta.
ALBA. The Birch, (F.) Bouleau Bezoar'diccjm Huma'num. Urinary calculi
commun. The young leaves are slightly odo- were formerly employed under this name as
rous, astringent, and bitter. They are applied powerful alexipharmics.
Bezoar'dicum Jovia'lk.
sort of greenish
to wounds and ulcers. They have been regarded as antiscorbutic and anthelmintic. The tree powder, used as a diaphoretic, and formed of

BETTE,

Betel.
Beta.

BETTE

BET'ULA

A

considered antimony,

tin, mercury, and nitric acid.
furnishes a saccharine juice, which is
Bezoar'dicum Luna're. A medicine formerantiscorbutic and diuretic.
of
Butter
ly
Bambouc,
regarded
de
as a specific in epilepsy, convulb.
Butter—
BEURRE,
bavnbouc b. de Cacao, Butter of cacao— b. de sions, megrim, &c. It was prepared of nitrate
of silver, and butter of antimony.
Coco, Butter of cocoa.
OF.
Bezoar'dicum Martia'le. A tonic mediBEUVR1GNY,
Beuvrigny is in the vicinity of Bayeux in Nor- cine, used by the ancients in diarrhcea. It was
prepared
from the tritoxide of iron and butter
mandy. The water is chalybeate.
of antimony.
BEVUE, Diplopia.

MINERAL WATERS

y*

—

;

Bezoar'dicum Mercuria'lk. A medicine,
formerly vaunted as an antisyphilitic, and prepared from the submuriate of mercury, butter
of antimony, and nitric acid.
Bezoar'dicum Minera'le. The deutoxide of
antimony; so called, because its properties were
supposed to resemble those of animal Bezoard.
Bezoar'dicum Sola're. A diaphoretic medicine, prepared of gold filings, nitric acid, and
butter of antimony.
Bezoar'dicum Ven'eris. A pharmaceutical
preparation, formerly employed in lepra, diseases of the brain, &c; and which was made
from filings of copper, butter of antimony, and
nitric acid.

same

BI, as a prefix to words, has the

signi-

fication as Di.

B1BITORIUS, Rectus

internus oculi.

BIBLIOGRAPHY, MEDICAL,

from piplog,

and yoapoi, 'I describe.' Skill in the
The most distink nowledge of medical books.
guished medical bibliographers have been J. A.
Van der Linden, Amstelod. 1662, 8vo. (L.)
'

BILE
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a book,'

:

M. Lipenius, Francf. ad Mcbn. 1679, fol. (L.)
G. A. Mercklein, Norimb. 1686, (L.) J. J.
Manget, Genev. 1695 to 1731, (L.) Tarin
A. Von Hal(anatomical,) Paris, 1753, (F.)
Vigiliis Von
i.er, Zurich, 1774, &c. (L.)
Creutzenfeld (surgical,) Vindob. 1781, (L.)
C. G. Kuhn, Lips. 1794, (L.) C. L.Schweickard (anat., phys., and legal medicine,) StuttG. G. Ploucquet,
gard, 1796 to 1800, (L.)
Tubing. 1808 to 1814, (L.) C. F. Burdach,
Gotha, 1810 to 1821, (G.) J. S. Ersch, (since
Th. Ch. Fr. Enslin,
1750,) Leipz. 1822, (G.)

BICHIOS, Dracunculus.
BICHO, Dracunculus.
Bicho di culo, (S.) A disease about the
anus, said to be endemic in Brazil. It is attributed to bad food the use of pimento, &c.
;

and

is

treated by astringents.

A

B1CHOS. Portuguese name for the worms
that get under the toes of people in the Indies ;
and which are destroyed by the oil of the
cashew nut.
BICIPITAL, from biceps (bis and caput)
'
two-headed.'
Relating to the biceps.
Bicip'ital Groove, (F.) Coulisse ou Gouttiere bicipitale, Coulisse humerale, (Ch.,) is a
longitudinal groove, situate between the tuberosities of the os humeri, and which lodges the
long head of the biceps.
Bicip'ital Tu'bercle or Tuberos'itv, (F.)
Tuberosity bicipitale; a prominence near the
upper extremity of the radius, to which the
tendon of the biceps is attached.

—

BWORjYE RUDE,

Ditrachyceros.
Bicuspida'tus, from bis, ' twice,'
a spear.'
That which has two

BICUS'PID,
and cuspis,

'

points or tubercles.

Bicus'pid Teeth, Dentes Bicuspida'ti, (F.)
Dents bicuspidees, the small molares.
See

Molar.

BIECHO,
BIkRE,

Bische.
Cerevisia.

BIEST1NGS,

Colustrum.

BfFEMORO-CjlLCMJYlEJV, Gastrocnemii.
BIF URCA'TION, Bifurcatio; from bis, 'twice,'

and furca, 'a fork.' Division of a trunk into
two branches; as the bifurcation of the trachea,
(of Germany, since 1750,) Berlin, 1826, (G.) aorta, &c.
BIGASTER, Digastricus.
J. B. Montfalcon, Paris, 1 827, (F.) J. Forbes,
BIGGAR. A disease of Bengal, remarkable
M. D.,F. R. S., Lond. 1835.
Retrahens
auris.
BICAUDAL1S,
for the intensity and danger of the cerebral
BICAUDA'TUS, Cavda'tus, 'double-tailed.' symptoms. Twining.
having
two
tails.
monster
BIGLES. See Strabismus.
A
BICEPHA'LIUM. A hybrid word, from bi
BIGNONIA CATALPA, Catalpa.
Bigno'nia In'dica. The leaves are employed
and xiqali], 'head.' Sauvages applies this epithet to a very large sarcoma on the head, which in India, as emollients, to ulcers.
BIJON. See Pinus sylvestris.
seems to form a double head.
BICEPHALUS, Dicephalus.
BILAZAY, MINERAL WATERS OF. Bifrom
his,
twice,'
and
caput, ' head.' lazay is a town in France, two leagues from
BICEPS,
has
two
heads.
This
name
has
which
Thouar, department of Deux Sevres, near
That
been particularly given to two muscles one which is a thermal sulphureous spring. Tembelonging to the arm, the other to the thigh.
perature about 77° Fahrenheit.
Biceps Exter'nus, Mus'culus. The long
BILBERRY, Vaccinium myrtillus— b. Red,
Douglas.
portion of the Triceps Biachia'lis.
Vaccinium vitis idaea.
Biceps Flexor Cruris, Biceps Cruris, BiBILE, Bilis, Fel, Chol'os, Chole, (F.) Bile,

—

'

;

—

1
ceps, (F.) Biceps Crural, Biceps Fem'oris, ls (Ch.)
muscle on the
chio-fem'oro peronier
posterior part of the thigh ; one head arising
from the tuberosity of the ischium, and the
other from a great part of the linea aspera. It
It serves
is inserted into the top of the fibula.
to bend the leg on the thigh.
Bicefs Flexor Cu'biti, Biceps Brachii^
Cor aco- radio! lis Biceps, Biceps manus, Biceps inter'nus, Biceps inter'nus ku'meri, (F.)
Biceps Brachial.
Scap'ulo-radial (Ch.,)
muscle, situate at the anterior and internal part
of the arm; extending from the edge of the
glenoid cavity and from the top of the coracoid process to the tuberosity of the radius.
fore-arm upon the arm.
It bends the

—

A

1

A

FieL A yellow, greenish, viscid, bitter, nauseous fluid, secreted by the liver. It is distinguished into hcpat'ic and cystic; according as it
flows immediately into the duodenum from the
liver or from the gall-bladder.
It contains, according to Muratori, water, a peculiar fatty
matter, colouring ma.l\.ei—bilivcrdin; cholesterin combined with soda; picromel or bilin
;
extract of flesh, mucus; soda, phosphate of
soda phosphate of lime, and chloride of so;

dium.

The use of the bile is to remove from the
body superfluous hydro-carbon; and it is probably inservient to useful purposes in digess
tion.

Bile, Furunculus.
Black, Atrabilis— b. de Bauf see
Bile
BICHICH'LE. Pectoral medicines, comb. Repandue, Icterus.
Bile or Gall of the Ox, Ox Gall, Fel Tauri
posed of liquorice juice, sugar, blanched alRhazes.
FelBovis, (F.) Bile de Bauf, was once reputed
monds,

BICHET,

Terra Orleana.

&c—

—

Bile,

.

BILIARY

BIST0UR1
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cosmetic and detergent, antiotalgic and emBIRTHWORT, Aristolochia.
menagogue as well as to possess the power of
B1SCHE, Biecho. A malignant kind of dyfacilitating labour.
sentery, which often prevails in the Island of
It has also been given as a
bitter stomachic and anthelmintic.
Trinidad.
Bile or Gall of the Bear, Fel Ursi, was
BIS'CUIT, Biscoctus, twice baked.' A kind
thought to be antiepileptic; and that of the Eel, of dry, hard bread, or cake, which is variously
Fel anguil'lce, to facilitate labour.
made and, when without eggs or butter, is
BILIARY, Bilia'ris, Bilia'rius. That which easy of digestion. It was formerly called Dipy~
;

'

;

relates to bile.

ri'tes,

;

;

BILIEUX,

BISMUTH,

Bismu'tkum, Wismu'thum, Reg-

ulus of Bis'muth, Marcasi'ta, Tin Glass. (F.)
metal, in spicular
ittain gris, E. de Glace.
plates, of a yellowish- white colour ; s. gr. 9-85J5J.
Fusible at 400° Fahrenheit, and volatilizable at
a high temperature. It is used only in the preparation of the subnitrate.
Bismuth, Subnitrate of, Marcasi'ta alba,
Plumbum cine'reum, Magiste'rium Marcasi'ta;,
Bismu'thum Nit'ricum, B. Subnit'ricum. JVitras
Subbismu'tkicum, Nitras Bismuthi, Calx Vismu'-

A

Bilious.

BILIMBI, Averrhoa

Salvia sclarea.

BISFERIENS, Dicrotus.
BISHOP'S WEED, Ammi.
BISLINGUA, Ruscus hypoglossum.
BISMALVA, Altheea.

—

cretion and excretion of bile
viz. the liver,
pori biliarii or tubuli biliferi
hepatic, cystic,
and choledoch ducts and gall-bladder.
Bil'iary Concre'tions are concretions found
in some parts of the biliary apparatus.

and Di'pyros.

BISERMAS,

Bil'iary Apparatus, B. organs, B. passages.
The collection of parts, that concur in the se-

bilimbi.

BILIMB1NG TERES,

Averrhoa

bilimbi.

BILIN, Picromel.

BIL'IOUS, Bilio'sus, Epich'olos, Picroch'olos,
(F.) Bilieux. That which relates to bile, contains bile, or is produced by bile.
An epithet
given to certain constitutions and diseases,
which are believed to be the effect of superabundance of the biliary secretion ; as Bilious
temperament, B. Symptoms, B. fever.

Bismu'tkum oxydula'tum album, Oxyd of
Bismuth, Mag"istery of Bismuth, Pearl White,
BILIVERDIN, from Bilis, bile,' and viridis, Spanish White, (F.J Sousnitrate de bismuth, Oxide
'green.' The colouring matter of bile, ltcon- blanc de B., Blanc de fard, Blanc de perle.
tains no azote. That of the ox appears to be (Bismuth, in frustulis, ^ j.
Acid nitric, f. £iss.
identical with the chlorophylle or green colour- Aq. destill. q. s. Mix a fluid ounce of distilled
ing matter of plants.
water with the nitric acid, and dissolve the
BILUMBI BITING-BING, Malus Indica.
bismuth in the mixture. When the solution is
BIM'ANUS, from bis and manus, a hand.' complete, pour the clear liquor into three pints
One that has two hands. A term applied only of distilled water, and set the mixture by, that
Lastly, hnving pourto man, because he is the sole mammiferous the powder may subside.
animal that possesses two perfect hands.
ed otf the supernatant fluid, wash the subniBINDWEED, GREAT, Convolvulus sepi- trate of Bismuth with distilled water, wrap it
um b. Lavender-leaved, Convolvulus canta- in bibulous paper, and dry it with a gentle heat.
Ph. U. S.) It is considered to be tonic and
brica b. Sea, Convolvulus soldanella.
antispasmodic, and has been chiefly used in
BINKOHUMBA, Phyllanthus urinaria.
BINOC'ULUS, Bin'oclc, Diophthul'mica Fas- gastrodynia.
BISPIRUS, Dipnoos.
twice,' and ocutus,
cia, Oculis duplex, from bis,
B1SSUS. The silky filaments, which fix the
'an eye.' (F.) (Eil double. A bandage applied
over both eyes. It was, also, formerly called Pinna Mari'na to the rocks. In Italy and Corsica, clothes are made of these, which are conDiophthaV rnus
BIN'SICA. Disorder of the mind. Accord- sidered to favour perspiration, and are recommended to be worn next the skin in rheumaorgan
Van
of
the
to
Helmont,
an
atrophy
ing
See Byssus.
tism, gout, &c.
of imagination.
BISTORT, OFFICINAL, Polygonum bisBIOCHYMIA, Chymistry, vital.
BIODYNAM'ICS, Biodynam'ica, Blodynam'- torta.
BiSTORTA, Polygonum bistorta.
icS ; from jliog, 'life,' and Svvuuig, 'power,'
' force.'
BISTORTIER, (F.) A name given, by the
The doctrine of the vital activity, or
Pkurmacien,
to a long wooden pestle used for
forces.
reducing soft substances to powder, and in the
BIOGAMIA, Magnetism, animal.
preparation of electuaries.
BIOLOGY, Physiology.
thi,

'

'

—
—

'

—

BIOLYCHNION, Animal
BIOLYCH'NIUM, from

BISTOURl,

heat.
(ito?,

'life,'

and

Xv/viov, 'a lamp.' Innate heat, vital heat. Also,
a secret preparation of which Beguin and Bur-

grave make mention.

BIOMAGNETISMUS,
BIOS,

(iiog.

Magnetism, animal.
Also, what is ne-

Life, (q. v.)

life.

Life.

BIOTHAN' ATI,— from
varog, 'death.'
or as if there
death.

fro?,

'

life,'

and ^«-

Those who die very suddenly,
was no space between life and

BIR, Thorax.
BIRA, Cerevisia.

BIRCH,

Betula alba.

BIRTH, CROSS,

;

A

Presentation, preternatuial.

from

scal'pere,

A

—

which was formerly celebrated for the
manufacture of those instruments. A bistoury
has the form of a small knife, and is composed
of a blade and handle. The blade, which is
most commonly movable in the handle, maybe
fixed by a button, spring, &c.
When fixed in
the handle, the bistouri is called by the French,
B. a lame fixe ou dormante.
The chief bistouries are:— 1. the straight
B. (Y.) B. droit, in which the blade and cutting
edge are straight: the point being fine, round,
or squaie. 2. The convex B. (F.) B. convexc;
the blade of which is convex at the cutting
Pistori,

cessary for the preservation of

BIOTE,

(F.) Pistorien'sis gla'dius, Scal' to
cut,'
Bistoury.
small cutting knife, used in Surgery, so
called, according to Huet, from the town of

pel'lus

—
BIT

NOBEN

Bistouri royal, (F.) A Bistouri,
used in operating upon Louis XIV., for fistula
in ano.
8. Bistouri gastrhjue, (F.)
A complicated instrument, invented by Morand, for dilating wounds of the abdomen. 9. Bistouri
cache. B. herniaire, ou Attrappe-lourdaud de
Biennaise. A curved bistouri, the blade of which
is placed in a canula, whence it issues on press7.

ing a spring.

The word
times, where

mering. See Balbuties. Sauvages understands
by it a defect in pronunciation, which consists
in substituting soft consonants for those that
as the % for s, the d for t, the s for g
are hard
and j, &c. Also, Lisping, Traulis'mus Trau';

,

Bli (parler.)
BL/ESUS. A distortion; especially the outward distortion of the legs. Also, a stammerer.
BLAFARD, (F.) Pal'lidus, Pallid' ul us. This
epithet is sometimes given to the skin, when
pale and dull ; but, most frequently, to the flesh
of a wound, when it has lost its colour, and become white. The word is, also, sometimes used
synonymously with Albino, (q. v.)
lotts, (F.) Bltsite,

BLAJVC

is

rotic

b. d'eevf,

Albumen

b.

ovi

b.

de /'<£?/, Sclede Perle, Bis-

of.

BLANC MANGER,

(F.) Cibus albus, Leucopha'gium, Argyrotrophe'ma. An animal jelly,
(so called on account of its colour,) combined
with an emulsion of sweet almonds, to which
sugar has been added, and some aromatic. It
is sometimes prescribed as a nutrient in convalescence and chronic diseases.

BLANC RHAZ1S

or

BLANC-RAISIN. An

ointment composed of cerusse, white wax, and
oil.

BLANCA, Plumbi subcarbonas.
TO BLANCH, from (F.) blanclur,' to whiten,

used by the French, at

knife.
Salt of Bitumen, Padnoon,

BALEIjYE, Cetaceum— h. de

muth, subnitrate

we would employ

BIT NOBEN,

DE

Fard, Bismuth, subnitrate of

olive

Bistouri

Soucherloon, Khala mimuc.
A white, saline
substance, which is a Hindoo preparation of
great antiquity, and has been supposed to be
the Sal asphalti'tes and Sal Sodome'nus of the
ancients.
It is used by the Hindoo in the prevention or cure of almost all diseases.
BITHNIMAL'CA or GAS'TERANAX. Two
unmeaning words, used by Dolasus, to designate
an active principle supposed to have its seat in
the stomach, and preside over chymification,

&c.
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edge, concave at the back. 3. The concave
B. (F.) B. concave; the blade of which is concave at its edge, and convex at the back. 4.
blunt-pointel» B. (F.) B. boutonni ; the blade
of which has a button at its extremity. 5. The
BLUNT OH 1'ROBE-POINTED BISTOUIU OF PoTT;
concave at its cutting edge, and its point blunt;
so that it can be carried on the palmar surface of the index finger, to divide the stricture, in strangulated hernia. Sir Astley Cooper
has recommended a useful modification of this,
to avoid wounding the intestine, should it come
in contact with the edge of the knife. His
Bistouri has an edge of not more than eight
lines in length, situate about five lines from
the point.
6. Bistouri a. la lime, (F.) is a
straight Bistoury; the blade fixed in the handle,
the extremity with a button, and the edge
made with a file. It is chiefly used for dilating
parts.

——

To

deprive of the outer rind; as
;'
i. e. to peel them.
(F.) A blanket. A term given,
by the French Pharmaciens, to the woollen
strainer, through which they filter syrup and
other thick fluids.
to bleach.'

'

to blanch

almonds

BLAjYCHET,

BLANCNON

ORIBASII, Polypodium

filix

mas.

BLAS. An unmeaning term, invented by
Van Helmont, to designate a kind of movement
in the

body;

at times,

local, at others,

under

extraneous influence. Thus he speaks of the
BITTER, Amarus b. Holy, Hiera picra.
Bias rneteoros, or of the heavenly bodies, and the
BIT'TERNESS, Amaritu'do, Amarit'ies, Am- Bias huma'num, that which operates in man.
dlror, Picria,(F.) Amertume. A particular taste,
BLASE, (F.) An epithet given to one whom
which belongs to many substances. In some the abuse of enjoyment has prevented from any
diseases there is a sense of bitterness felt in the longer deriving satisfaction or pleasure from it.
month.
BLASTE'MA, Blaste'sis, from (Mortarta, 'I
BITTERS, COLUMBO, Tinctura Oalumba; bud.' A germ, (q. v.) The sense of this word,
b. Spirit, Tinctura gentianoe composita
b. which is often used by Hippocrates, is obscure.
Wine, Vinum gentians compositum.
Castelli thinks it means the eruption of some
BITTERSWEET, Solanum dulcamara.
morbific principle at the surface of the body.
BITTERWOOD TREE, Quassia.
BLASTODERMA. See Molecule.
BITTOS. A disease, in which the chief
BLATTA BYZAN'TIA, Unguis odoru'tus,
symptom is an acute pain in the anus. Choinel. (F.) Blatte de Byzance. This name seems, forBITUMEN, GLUTINOUS, Pissasphaltum— merly, to have been given to a marine producb. Judaicum, Asphaltum
b. of Judaea, AsphaU tion, from some of the Conchylia.
It had an
turn b. Petroleum, Petrolseum
b. Malta, Pissagreeable smell, a reddish tint, and the shape
asphaltum— b. Salt of, Bitnoben b. Solidum, of a nail. It was prescribed in epilepsy, hysteAsphaltum.
ria, and hepatic obstructions.
Rondelet affirms
BI VENTER, Digastricus— b. Cervicis, Com- that it was the production of the shellfish muplexus musculus.
rcx or purpura ; and that the name Blatla is deB1XA ORLEANA, Terra Orleana.
rived from the Greek (iXurrog, purple.'
BLABE, Wound.
BLAVELLE, Centaurea cyanus.
BLACCLE, Rubeola.
BLAV&OLE, Centaurea cyanus.
BLACKBERRY, AMERICAN. See Rubus
BLAVEROLLE, Centaurea cyanus.
fruticosus.
BLE, Bladum.
This word* answers, in
BLACKWATER, Pyrosis.
France, to the word Corn (q. v.) in England
BLADDER, IRRITABLE, Cysterethismus. i. e. any kind of grain employed for making
BLADUM.fl/d.
Wheat being most commonly used for
bread.
BLJ3SITAS, Balbuties.
this purpose, Bli is sometimes restricted to
BljEsi'tas, Blasa lingua. Some authors have this. Bli milcil'xs a mixtuie of wheat and rve
used this word as synonymous with stamBLA, CORjYU, Ergot— A. d'Espagne, Zea

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

'

;

—
BLE
mays

b. d'ltalie,

Zea Mays— b.

num fagopyrum— b.

Polygo- Urinalis, Cystorrhoea— b. Ventriculi, Gastror-

JVoir,

rhoea

de Turquie, Zea. Mays.

BLEACHING LIQUID,

BLEAR EYE,
BLECHNON,

BLEOHNUM

—

Polypodium

nia notha
filix

mas.

Squamosum, Asplenium

—

'

mucus.' AfAlibert

—

Catarrh, Peripneumo-

Chronicus, Asthma humidum.

b.

BLENNUR1A, Cystorrhoea.
BLEPHARELOSIS, Entropion.
BLEPHARIDES, Cilia.
BLEPHARIDOPLAST1CE, Blepharoplas-

ce-

terach.

BLECHROPYRA. See Blechros.
BLECHROPYRUS, Typhus mitior.
BLECHROS, (UiXQog, weak, feeble, slow.'

tice.

BLEPHARITIS, Ophthalmia tarsi.

'

BLEPHAROBLENNORRHOEA,

An

epithet, applied to different affections, and
particularly to fevers.
Hence Blechrop'yra, a
slow fever:' Blechrosphyg'mia, 'a slow pulse.'
'

BLED,

from pXivva,

mucous membranes.

BLENNOTORRH02A, Otirrhoea.
BLENNURETHRIA, Gonorrhoea.

LIGNIFOLIUM, Asplenium

BLECHROSPHYGMIA.

Cy3torrhoea.

BLENNOTHORAX,

Eau de javelle.

Lippitudo.

b.

b. Vesica?,

fections of the

Bulla.

scolopendrium

—

BLENNO'SES,

BLi. {P ABLER,) Blcesitas.
BLEABERRY, Vaccinium myrtillus.

BLEB,

BLINDNESS
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See Blechros.

Corn.

BLEEDING FROM THE NOSE, Epistaxis.

BLEPHARODYSCHRCE'A,

BLENNA, Mucus— b. Narium, Nasal mucus.
BLENNELYT'RIA, from (IXevva, mucus,'

from jMif^ov,

the 'eyelid,' Sv?, 'with difficulty,' and x$ oa i
'
colour.'
Discoloration of the eyelid. Nsbvus
of the eyelid. Von Ammon.

—

BLEPHARCEDEMA AQUOSUM,

BLkME,

(F.) This word has nearly the same
signification as Blafard. Generally, however, it
includes, also, emaciation of the countenance.

Ophthal-

mia, purulent.

Hydro-

blepharon.

BLEPHARON, Palpebra—b.

Atoniaton, Ble-

pharoptosis.

BLEPHARONCO'SIS,

'

and tXvTQov, 'a sheath.' A discharge of mucus from p.Kfaqov,
lid.
from the vagina. Leucorrhoea. (q. v.) Alibert.

Palpebra'um Tumor,

A tumour on

'eyelid.'

the eye-

BLEPHAROPHTHALMIA, Ophthalmia
Blennoem'esis, Vom'itus
from (SXtvra,
mucus,' and tuaris, tarsi b. Neonatorum, see Ophthalmia.
BLEPHAROPHTHALMITIS GLANDU'vomiting.' Vomiting of mucus.
LOSA, Ophthalmia, purulent, of infants.
BLENNENTERIA, Dysentery.
BLEPHAROPLAS'TICE, Blepharidoplaa BLENNISTH'MIA, from (SXuva, 'mucus,'
and to-duog, the gullet.' Increased flow of ticl, Insisio Cilio'rum, from (!Xi<puQov, the eyemucus from the pharynx and larynx. Alibert. lid,' and nXuorixog, forming,' formative.' The
formation of a new eyelid.
BLENNOEMES1S, Blennemesis.
BLENNOG"ENOUS, Blennog"enus ; from BLEPHAROPLEGJA, Blepharoptosis.
BLEPHAROPTO'SIS, Blepharople'gia, CaForming
pXivva, mucus,' and yiraw, I form.'
or generating mucus. Breschet and Roussel sus pal'pebra superi'oris, Delap'sus pat'pebrce,
de Vauzeme describe an apparatus of this kind Prolap'sus pal'pebra, Propto' sis palpebral, Pto'sis
for the secretion of the mucous matter that con- pal'pebra, Ato'niaton blepharon, from pXtyapor,
the eyelid,' and nrwois, fall.' A falling down
stitutes the cuticle, composed of a glandular parenchyma or organ of secretion situate in the of the upper eyelid over the eye, caused by a
paralysis
of the Levator pal'pebra superioris
substance of the true skin, and of excretory
This paralysis is an unfavourable
ducts, which issue from the organ, and deposite muscle.
symptom, as it is generally connected with a
the mucous matter between the papilla?.
BLENNOPHTHALMIA, Ophthalmia, (pu- state of the brain favouring apoplexy or palsy.
Blepharoptosis Ectropium, Ectropium b.
rulent^
BLENNOP'TYSIS, from (IXivva, and muu, Entropion, Entropion.
BLEPHAROSPAS'MUS; from px, 9aQ or,
'I spit.' Expectoration of mucus. Catarrh (q. v.)
BLENNOPYR'IA, from pXiwa, and nvq, 'eyelid;' and anaaf.iog, 'spasm.' A spasmodic
action
of the orbicularis palpebrarum muscle.
under
this
head,
Alibert has classed,
'fire.'
BLEPHAROT1S, Ophthalmia tarsi.
various fevers with mucous complications; as
BLEPHAROTITIS, Ophthalmia tarsi.
Mesenteric fever, Adeno-meningeal fever &c.
BLENNORRHAGIA, Gonorrhoea— b. Geni- BLEPHAROTOSIS, Ectropium.
BLEPHAROXYS'TUM,from pXvpeQo*, eyeLeucorrhoea— b. Notha, Gonorrhoea
talium,
lid,' and Ivto, 'I scrape.'
An instrument used,
spuria b. Spuria, Gonorrhoea spuria.
by
the ancients, for removing callosities, which
HerBLENNORRHAGIC EPIDIDYMITIS,
made
their
appearance
in
the affection called,
humoralis.
nia
BLEJYJVORRHAG1E FAUSSE, Gonorrhoea by the Greeks, TQuxtapa. Paulus of iEgina,
Gorrreus.
spuria b. du Gland, Gonorrhoea spuria.
BLENNEM'ESIS,

piluito'sus,

—

'

1

'

'

—

'

'

'

'

'

'

—

,

'

—

—

BLENNORRHINIA,

Coryza.

BLESITti,

BLENNORRHEA,

Blennorrho'e, Blennor-

BLESSURE, Abortion, Wound.
BLESTRIS'MOS. Restlessness

rhag"ia, Ph/rgmorrhwa, Phlegmorrhag"ia, from
Inordinate
pXivia, mucus,' and qiw, ' I flow.'
secretion and discharge of mucus. Also, Go'

Blaesitas.

— Hippocr.

of the sick.

BLETA. A

word, used by Paracelsus for
white or milky urine, arising from diseased
norrhoea.
Blennorrhea Chronica, (gleet,) see Go- kidneys. Biota alba has the same meaning.
BLEVILLE, MINERAL
OF.
b.
Genitalium, Leucorrhoea
norrhoea
b.
Luodes, Gonorrhoea impura b. Nasalis, Co- Bleville is a village about two miles from
Havre.
The
waters
chalybeates.
are
Oculi
goacidulous
ryza b. Oculi, see Ophthalmia b.
BLIGHT IN THE EYE, Ophthalmia, canorrhoea, see Ophthalmia b. Oculi neonatorum, see Ophthalmia b. Oculi purulenta, see tarrhal.
BLINDNESS, Caecitas.
Gonorrhoea— b.
Ophthalmia b. Urethrals,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

WATERS

BLISTER

BLISTER, Vesicato'rium, Emplas'tTum Vesicato'rium, Emplas'tTum Lytta, Epispas'ticum,
from Vesi'ca, 'a bladder, (F.) Vesicatoire, Vesicant.
Any substance which, when applied to
the skin, irritates it, and occasions a serous secretion, raising the epidermis, and inducing
a vesicle.

Various articles produce this

effect,

as aintharides, mustard, garou, euphorbium, garlic, ammonia, fyc.
Blisters are used as counterirritants.
By exciting a disease artificially on
the surface, we can often remove another,
which may be at the lime existing internally.

A perpetual

blister is one, that is kept open for
a longer or shorter time by means of appropriate

dressings.
vesication also
produced by vesicatories.

means the

vesicle

BLISTERING FLY, Cantharis.
BLOOD, Anglo Saxon, blob, from

ble&an,
animalis,

Sanguis, Cruor, Lapis
An animal fluid,
(F.) Sang.
formed chiefly from the chyle; acquiring important properties during respiration ; entering
every organ through the circulation; distributing the nutritive principles to every texture,
and the source of every secretion. The blood
is white in the molluscous and inferior animals, which have been, hence called white'to

bleed.'

Hmma,

magnesia, phosphate of lime, magnesia and
iron, peroxide of iron, 1.414; loss, 2.586.
The
following table exhibits the computations of
different physiologists regarding the weight of
arterial and venous.
the circulating fluid

—

Harvey,

~\

Lister,

f

Moulins,
Abilguard,
lllumenbacb,
Lobb,

i

Lower,

'atfia,

lbs.

"

•»»#•«

Miiller

g

j
>

19

V
)

10 to 15

Sprengel,

and Burdach,

20
27

,

Quesnai,
F.

Blister or
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28
28 to 30
40
80
100

Hoffman

Haller

Young,
Hamberger
Keill,

The proportion of arterial blood to venous is
about 4 to 9.
Dried human blood was, at one time, considered to be antiepileptic; that of the goat,
dried, Sanguis hirci sicca'tus, sudorific, and antipruritic.

Blood, Black, vasculati system of, see
Vascular b. Casein, Globulin b. Corpuscles,
Globules of the blood b. Disks, Globules of the
blooded, to distinguish them from the red- blood b.Loss of, Haemorrhagia
b. Red, system
blooded; which class includes the mammalia, of, see Vascular b. Spitting of, Haemoptysis
b.
birds, reptiles, and fishes.
Human blood is Vomiting of, Hsematemesis b. White, Lymph.
composed of water, albumen, fibrin, an animal
BLOODLESSNESS, Anaemia.
colouring substance, a little fatty matter, and
BLOOD-LETTING, Missio Sanguinis, Hcedifferent salts; as muriates of potass and soda, maxis. (F.) Saignee. A discharge of a certain
phosphate of lime, subcarbonate of soda, lime, quantity of blood produced by art: an operamagnesia, oxide of iron, and lactate of soda, tion, which consists in making an opening into
united with an animal matter. Arterial blood a vessel to draw blood from it. When practised
is of a florid red colour, strong smell, temp.
on an artery, it is called Jlrteriot'omy ; on a
100°; s. g. 1 .049. Venous blood is of a brownish- vein, Phlebot'omy; and on the capillary vessels,
in
red: temp. 98°; s. g. 1.051.
This difference
local or capillary, in contradistinction to the
colour has given occasion to the first being former, which is termed general. Blood-letting
called red blood; the latter black. The former, is used both during the existence of a disease,
which is distributed from the heart, is nearly as in inflammation, and in the way of prophythe 6ame through its whole extent: the latter laxis. It is employed to fulfil various indicais the remains of the arterial blood after the
l.To diminish the actual mass of blood;
tions.
different elements have been taken from it, in
when it is termed, by the French Patholonutrition, and probably differs in composition. gists, Saignt.e evacuativc.
In such case, fluids
It likewise contains different substances abought not to be allowed too freely afterwards.
sorbed. Venous blood, taken from a vessel and 2. To diminish the turgescence in any particuleft to itself, becomes solid; and separates into lar organ
Saignde revulsive, when per( (F.)
two distinct parts; the serum or watery, su- formed far from the part affected; and Saignie
pernatant fluid; and the cruor, coag'ulum, cras- derivative, when near.) 3. To diminish the
samen'tuin, hcpar sanguinis, placen'ta, in'sula, consistence, or the red particles, of the blood,
or clot. The serum is chiefly water, holding ( (F.) Saignie spoliative.)
The immediate efalbumen in solution and the salts of the blood. fects of blood-letting are: diminution of the
The clot contains the fibrin, colouring matter, mass of blood and of heat; retardation of the
a little serum, and a small quantity of salts. pulse, and sometimes syncope.
Blood letting
The colouring portion of the blood consists of from the veins, or phlebotomy, is practised on
red globules, which contain iron; and this is the subcutaneous veins of the neck, the face,
probably one of the agents of the coloration the fore-arm, and the leg; sometimes on those
operated in the lungs: the oxygen of the air of the hand or foot. The necessary apparatus
combining with the venous blood in the pul- consists of a bandage or riband, a compress of
monary artery. In diabetes, the blood contains rag, and a lancet or phleam.
a large quantity of sugar formed at the expense
The veins selected for the operation, are, I.
of the system. M. Lecanu found the blood to In the fold of the arm, five;— the cephalic, babe composed— in 1000 parts of water 785.590; silic, the two median, and the anterior cubital.
albumen, 69.415; fibrin, 3.565; colouring mat- 2. In the hand, the cephalic and salvatella. 3.
ter, 119.626; crystallizable fatty matter, 4.300,
In the foot, the great and little saphena. 4. In
oily matter, 2 270; extractive matter soluble in the neck, the external jugular. 5. In the forealcohol and water, 1 920; albumen combined head, the frontal. 6. In the mouth, the ranine.
with soda, 2.010; chlorides of sodium and po- The operation of phlebotomy in the limbs is pertassium, alkaline phosphate, sulphate, and sub- formed by tying a circular bandage round the
carbonates, 7.304; subcarbonate of lime and limb, in order that the subcutaneous veins may
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become

turgid, by the course of the blood being
obstructed: the bandage not being so tight,
however, as to compress the arteries of the
limb.
puncture is made into the vein, and
the desired quantity allowed to flow. The ligature is now removed; and a compress and retaining bandage applied.
Capillar]/ or local
blood-letting is practised on the skin or mucous
membranes, by means of leeches, the lancet, or

A

when the leg has been fractured in a complicated manner. Boile is, also, a kind of case
put before an artificial anus to receive the faeces,
which are continually being discharged. The
vulgar, in France, give the name Boite to various articulations,— B. de genou, B. de la
hanche; Knee-joint, Hip-joint.

BOlTEMEJVT,

BLOODROOT, Sanguinaria Canadensis.
BLOODSTONE, Htematites.

BLOOD VESICLE,

Globule of the blood.

BLOODVESSEL, BREAKING, BURSTING, HUI'tcring of

a.

— Hasmorrhagia.

BLOTA ALBA, Bleta.
BLOW, Ictus, PLegB, (F.)

Coup.

Effect pro-

—

segetum.

BLUE STONE, Cupri sulphas.
BLUET DES MOTSSOJVS, Cyanus
BLUSH, CUTANEOUS.
BOA. An

segetum.
See Efflorescence.

eruption of red, ichorous pimples.

See, also, Hydroa and Sudamina.
Boa Upas, Upas.

Pliny.

BOBERR1, Curcuma

longa.

BOCHIUM, Bronchocele.
BOCIUM, Bronchocele.
BOOKLET, MINERAL WATERS OF. The
springs of Booklet in Eavaria are acidulous chalybeates.

BODY, Corpus, Soma, (F.) Corps. From
boden, the 'fundus or bottom.' (?) The human body is the collection of organs, which
compose the frame. At times, however, body
is used synonymously with trunk.
say,
also, body of the femur, of the sphenoid, &,c,
to designate the shaft or middle portion of those
bones; body of the uterus, &c.
Body, coming down or the, Proctocele.
Resurrectionist.

We

BODYSNATCHER,
BOETHEMA, Medicament.
BOGBEAN, Menyanthes trifoliata.
BOHOjN UPAS,

Upas.

BOIL, Furunculus — b. Gum,

Parulis.

B01SDE CAM PEC rXE,Ha!matoxylum Cam-

pechionum

de Chypre, Rhodium lignum
b. de Couleuvre, see Strychnos
b. Puant, Prunus padus b de Rose, Rhodium lignum b.
dt Sappan, Caesalpinia sappan b. Sudorifique,
b.

Wood, sudorific.
BOISSE, MINERAL

ria.

A Dressing-case. A

WATERS

OF. These

waters are situate about half a league from Fontenay-le-Conite in France. They are purgative,
and seem to contain carbonate and sulphate of
lime and chloride of sodium.
BOISSOJY, Drink.

BOITE, (F.) A box or case, Capsa, Pyxis.
An apparatus for the reception of any matters,
which it may be desirable to preserve. In Surgery and Anatomy, Buries a dissection, B. a amputation, B. a trepan, B. a cataracte, &c, mean
the cases in which these various instruments
are kept.
Butte du Crane is the bony case
which receives the brain. Boite is, also, the
portion of the stem of the trephine, which receives the pyramid or centrepin. Boile de Petit
is a machine, invented by M. Petit, to retain
the fractured portions of bone-in apposition,

box, containing salves

and different apparatus, used more particularly
by the dressers in hospitals.

—

BOL, Bolus— b.
b.

d'Arme'nie, Bole,
Blanc, Bolus alba.

BOLA,

duced by one body striking another. The impression made by any body, which strikes us,
or against which we strike; a common cause
of wounds, contusions, fractures, &c.
BLUE BOTTLE, Centaurea cyanus, Cyanus

Claudication.

B0IT1ER,(F.) Appareil, Cap'sula unguenta'-

cupping.

Armenian

Myrrha.

BOLCHON, Bdellium.
BOLE ARME'NIAN, BOLE ARME'NIAO
AR'MENIC,

or B.

Argil' la ferrugin'ea rubra,

Arena'men, Bolus Orienta'lis, Bolus
Armeniaca, B. Armc'nia, B. rubra. (F.) Bol d'Arme'nie.
A red, clayey earth, found not only in
Armenia, but in several countries of Europe,
in Tuscany, Silesia, France, &c.
It was once
esteemed a tonic and astringent, and was applied as a styptic. It is now scarcely, if ever
used. It consists of Argil, mixed with lime
and iron.
Sinapi'sis,

BOLESIS,

Coral,

BOLESON,

Balsam.

BOLET ODORAJYT, Dcdalea suaveolens.
BOLETUS ALBUS, Boletus laricis.
'

Bole'tus Esculen'tus, (F.) Morelle. An
eatable mushroom, found in the woods in
Europe, and much admired by Gastronomes.
It
was formerly esteemed to be aphrodisiac.
Bole'tus Ignia'rius. *The systematic name
for the Agaricus of the Pharmacopoeias,
Aoar'icus Chirurgo'rum, Agar'icus Quercius,
Is'ca,
to-net,

Bole'tus Ungulalus, Spunk, Am'adou, Punk,
Ignia'rius, Fungus Querci'nus, Aaarie

Fungus

of the Oak, Touchwood Boletus, Female Atraric.
(F.) Agaric de chine, Amadouvier. It was
formerly much used by surgeons as a styptic.

Bole'tus Lar'icis, B. Larici'nus, Fun'gus
Polyporus officinalis, Agar'icus a/bus,
A> albus op'timus, B. purgans, B. albus, (F.)
Agaric blanc. On the Continent of Europe it
has been given as a cathartic and emetic, as
well
as to moderate the sweats in phthisis—
(De
La'ricis,

Externally, styptic.
Boletus Purgans, Boletus laricis— b. SaliciB
Dsedalea suaveolens.
Bole'tus Suav'eolens, Fungus sal'icis, Fungus albusjialig'neus, Dadalefa suav'eolens. (F.)
Agaric odor ant. It has been used in
phthisis
pulmonalis, and asthma, in powder. Dose
from
gss to gij.
Boletus Touchwood, Boletus iffniarius
llaen.)

BOLI MARTIS, Ferrum tartarisatum
BOLISMOS, Boulimia.
BOLITES. The mushroom; perhaps

*

the
Agar'icus Aurantiacus.
Pliny, Martial
Seutonius, Galen.
It was so called, in
consequence
of its shape, from Bolus.

—

BOLUS, (ioiXog, a morsel, a mouthful, a bole
A pharmaceutical preparation, having

(F.) Bol.

a pilular shape, but larger; capable, however
of being swallowed as a pill.
Bolus Alba, Terra Si gilla't a, Argil' la -pallid!
lor.-— called sigilla'ta, from being commonly
made into small cakes orflat masses and stamped
or sealed with certain impressions.
(F.) Bol
Ulanc, Terre sigillee, Argil e ochrease pale.
It

—
BOMAREA SALSILLA
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like the Bolus Armenia, and was
brought from Etruria. See Terra.
Bolus, Alimen'tary. Bolus alimenta'rius. Bones oi
the
The bole, formed by the food, after it has unTrunk.
dergone mastication and insalivation in the
mouth and been collected upon the tongue

was used

(

A

I

Sternum

1

24

Ribs

Innominatum
j

der.

j

The Arm.
(

Forearm.

'(

2
2

Clavicle

Scapula

Humerus

2
2

Ulna
Radius

2
2

2

fNaviculare

f

Trapezium

2
2
2
2

Trapezoides

2

l.unare

BOMA'REA SALSIL'LA. The inhabitants
of Chili use this plant as a sudorific. It is

Bones of
the U>--| s
per Ex- &!
tremity.

given in infusion, in cutaneous diseases.

Cuneiforme

r,

Carpus
j
;

Wrist.

{

BOMBAX. Gossypium.
BOMBEMENT, Bombus.

orbiculare

|

Magnum

[

Unciforme

2
2
10
28
2
2
2

Metacarpus
Phalanges

The

fluctua'tio, A. sib'ilus, A.

A

kind
son'itus,A. susur'rus, (F.) Bombement.
of ringing or buzzing in the ears; characterby
the
perception
ized, according to Sauvages,
of blows or beating repeated at certain inter-

—

See Flatulence, and Tinnitus Aurium.
BOMBYX MORI, See Sericum.

vals.

,

I

1
(

The Thorax.
The Pelvis.
The Shoul-

Armenian.
Bolus Rubra, Bole, Armenian.

BON

5

Sacrum
Os Coccygir

kind of bolar earth
only distinguished from Bole Armenian, in being brought from Constantinople. See Bole,

Au'rium

12

Lumbar

prior to deglutition.

BOMBUS,

7

Dorsal

Vertebra.

;

Bolus Orienta'lis.

(Cervical

f

Femur

Thigh.

( Patella
< Tibia

The Leg.

(

~

Bones of
THE LOWerExtre-

Tarsus

2

Fibula

f Calcis

f

Os

2
2

Ast
Astragalus
j
or
-{Cuboides
Naviculare
\ Instep.
(.Cuneiforme
Metatarsus
Phalanges
|

|

2
2

I

M1TV.

Coffea Arabica.
Phaseolus vulgaris.

6
10

I

BONA,
BONE,

28

(.

Os, Osteon, oortov, (F.) Os. Saxon,
Total 240
are the solid and hard parts,
Bone, Back, Vertebral column—b. Blade,
which form the basis of the bodies of animals,
of the superior classes; and the union of which Scapula b. Boat-like, Osscaphoides b. Breast,
b. Share, Pubis
constitutes the skeleton. The human body has, Sternum b. Haunch, llion
at the adult age, 208 bones, without including b. Splinter, Fibula.
Bone Nippers, Tenadula, from le'neo, 'I
the 32 teeth, the ossa Wormiana and the sesamoid bones. Anatomists divide them, from hold.' (F.) Tenaille incisive. An instrument
their shape, into, 1. lLong Bones, which form used for cutting off splinters and cartilages. It
part of the limbs and represent columns for is a kind of forceps, the handles of which are
supporting the weight of the body, or levers of strong, and the edges, which touch each other,
different kinds for the n\uscles to act upon. 2. cutting.
BONEBINDER, Osleocolla.
Flat Bones, which form the parietes of splanchBONES, BR1TTLENESS
THE, Fraginic cavities: and, 3. Short Bones, met with in
b. Friability of the, Fragilitas osparts of the body, where solidity and some mo- litas ossium
Bones are formed of two sium b. Salt of, Ammonia? carbonas b. Sofbility are necessary.
spongy and compact. They tening of the, Mollities ossium.
different textures
BONESET, Eupatorium perforatum.
afford, on analysis, much phosphate and carBONIFACIA, Ruscus hypoglossum.
bonate of lime, a little phosphate of magneDAME, Atriplex hortensis.
sia, phosphate of ammonia, oxides of iron and
manganese, some traces of alumina and silica,
OF.
gelatin, fat, and water. The uses of the bones Bonnes is a village six leagues from Pau, in the
are mentioned under each bone. They give department Basses Pyrini.es, France.
Here
shape to the body, contain and defend the vis- are several thermal springs. They were celebrated as early as the time of Francis I., under
cera: and act as levers to the muscles.
the name Eaux a" Jirquebusade. They contain
chlorides of sodium and magnesium, sulphates
TABLE OF THE BONES.
No. of magnesia and lime, sulphur, and silica.
The

ban.

The bones

—
—

OF

—

—

—

—

—

;

BONNE

BONNES, MINERAL

fFrontal

1

Parietal
D«-„ n „r.K«.
of the'
Bones

2

'

2

I

^T
SkuU

Temporal
Ethmoid

-

(.Sphenoid
Superior Maxillary
Jugal or Cheek

f
I

Bones of the
Face.

Bones of
the
i
Head.
I

I

Na~sal

2

!

I.a'hrymal

2
2
2

J
I

Palatine
Inferior

Spongy

Vomer
(.Inferior Maxillary

I'

„

.

DenUsoi

rmA
|

I

(Incisures
>
Cu idaU

fMolares

Bone of the
Tongue,

I

Ear.

1
1

8
4

20

Hid
'

Malleus
Incus
Orbiculare
[Stapes

i

|

The

2
2
2
2

is

from 76°

to

98° Fahrenheit.

Eau de Bonnes

is
made of
Hydrosulphuretted icater, f. giv; pure water, Oj
and f. gss; chloride of sodium, 30 grains; sulphate of magnesia ,\ grain.
BONNET, Reticulum.

factitious

BONNET A DEUX GLOBES, Bonnet d'Hippocrate.

BONNET D'HIPPOCRATE,

Cap of Hip-

pocrates, Mitra Hippocrat'ica, Fascia capita'lis,
Pilcus Hippocrat'icus. A kind of bandage, the

invention of which is ascribed to Hippocrates.
It consists of a double-headed roller, passed over
the head so as to envelop it like a cap.
The

French,

j

(

Bones of the

1

1

2
2

temperature

WATERS

also,

pel in e de

la.

name

it,

Bonnet a deux globes, Cu-

tete.

BONNYCJ.ABBERfrom
and clubar,

'

mire.'

Irish,

Sour milk.

tame, 'milk,'

-;

BONPLANDIA

BONPLAND1A TRIFOLIATA,

Cusparia

febrifuga.

BOiNUS GENIUS, Peucedanum— b. Henricus,

Clicnopodium bonus Henricus.
Upas.
Phaseolus vulgaris.

BORAC'TO kC\D,Ac!'idum

BO'SA. An ^Egyptian name for a mass, made
of the meal of darnel, hempseed, and water. It
Prospero Alpini.
is inebriating.

—

BOSOM.
BOSSE,

BOON UPAS,
BOONA,

BOTTLYE
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Mamma.
Hump, Protuberance— 6.
See

Xasale,

Nasal protuberance.

Borac"icum,Sal

BOSWELLIA SERRATA.

See Juniperus

Homber'gh, Boric Acid. An acid ob- lycia.
BOTAL FORA'MEN, Fora'mcn Bota'le; the
tained from Borax, which was once looked upon
Fora'mcn ova'le, (F.) Trou de Botal. A large
as sedative.
It was also called Acor Borad'icus,

scdati'vus

exists in the foetus in the partinarcolkum, Sal volatile Bora'cis, and opening which
tion between the two auricles of the heart; and
by means of which the blood passes from one to
BORAGE, Bongo officinalis.
Its discovery is generally attributed
BORA'GO OFFICINALIS, Buglos'sum va- the other. Botallus
or Botal, who wrote in 15G2.
rum, Bag. latifo'lium, Borra'go, Corralgo, Bo- to Leonard
spoken of, however, by Vesalius, and
rag, horten'sis, Borage, (F.) Bourrache. Nat. It was
Galen.
0?d. BoraginesE. Sex. Syst. Pentandria Mono- even bv
BOTAJYIQUE MEDICALE, Botany, medigynia. The leaves and flowers have been con-

Sal

vilrioli.

Floras Bora'cis.

cal.

sidered aperient.

HOT' ANY, MEDICAL, Bojtan'icn. Med' tea
Media' na Botan'ica, Phytolog"ia med'ica ; from
an herb,' (F.) Botunique Medicate. The
BORAX, Boras Soda, Soda Bibo'ras, Subbo- (joT*vr},
knowledge of the properties, differences, &c,
ras Soda, Boras supcrsat'urus soda, Soda Boof those vegetables which are used in Mediraxata, Chrysocol'la, Capis'trum aitri, Subborate
Sodi- cine.
of prolox'ide of Sodium, Subprotobo'rate of
BOTAR'GO, (F.) Bolargue. A preparation
um, Boras Soda atcales'cens seu alcali'taim,
made in Italy and the south of France, with the
Boras super so' dicus, Borax Ven'etus, Subl/o'ras
&c. egffs and blood of the Mugilccph'alus or Mullet;
A'a'tricum, Borax' trion, Mtrum facW'tium,
strongly salted, after it has become putrescent.
Subbo' rale of Soda, (F.) Sous-borale de Sonde,
a condiment.
It is found in It is used as
Borate sursature de sonde.
BOTARGUE, Botargo.
is
an impure state in Thibet and Persia. It
BOTHOR. An Arabic term for abscess in
inodorous; taste. cool, and somewhat alkaline
Borax is seldom the nares. It means, also, tumours in general
soluble in 12 parts of water.
especially those which are without solution of
used except as a lotion in aphtha.
continuity.
Borate of Mf.ucurv has been recommended

BORAS SUPERSODICUS, Borax.
BORATHRON, Juniperus Sabina.

,

'

,

BOTHRIOCE PIT ALUS or BOTRIOCEPH'ALUS LATUS, from ^odqiov, a small pit,' and

an antisyphilitic.

as

'

Borax.
BORBORYG'MUS, from (joqPoqulw, [I

BORAX'TRION,
a dull

noise.'

make

Murmur, Motus Intestino'rum,

xi (/>«>.»;, ' head,' Ta'nia lata, T. vulga'ris, Lumbri'cuslatus, Plate' a, T. os'culis lateral' ibus gem'
inis, T. grisea, T. membrana' cea, T. tenet' la, T.

Gargouilhment, Grouillemcnt d'Entrai/les.
denta'ta, T. huma'na iner'mis, Hal'ysis memThe nois°e made by flatus in the intestines. brana' cea., T. prima, T. os' cutis lateral' ibus solinerThis happens often in health, especially to
T. os'cutis superficial' ibus,
tariis, T. aceph'ala,
vous individuals.
_
Anato- T. a anneaux courts, Ver solitaire, the Broad
BO RD (F.), Margo, Edge, Margin.
in Switzerland, Russia,
Common
of an organ. Tape Worm.
mists have so named the boundaries
lords as and some parts of Fiance. It inhabits the inhave
&c.
muscles,
bones,
the
Thus
to an enormous
edge,' bord Libre, is testines of man, and extends
well as bodies. The free
A broken specimen has been obtained
ad- length.
the
not connected with any part;
,,iie
one that is con- GO vards long. Goeze.
hering edge,' bord adherent,
BOTH RION, from (Jo^os, 'a pit, cavity,' &c.
or 'articular
nected; and the bord articulaire.
another An alveolus, (q. v.) or small fossa. A small
margin, or edge,' that which is joined to
deep ulcer on the cornea. Galen, Paulus of
bone.
jEn-ina.
See Fosse.ttc.
Ciliary margin

(F

)

'

'

—

—

BORD CILIMRE,
BORDEAUX, MINERAL WATERS

OF.

south-west of France,
It contains ox.de
spring.
is a salinerchalybeate
of lime, chloof iron carbonate and sulphate
subcarbonate of
rides of sodium and calcium,
soda, and sulphate of magnesia.
BORGNE, (F.) Codes, Unoc'ulus, Luscus.
One who has only one eye, or sees only with
The word has been used, figuratively, tor
,ne

Near

this Treat city, in the

,

Surgery and Anatomy. See Cjecus.
Ethiopian names for a
Zael.
attacks the
disease very common there, which
have conof generation, and appears to

blind, in

BOR'OSAIL,

..rgans
siderable analogy with syphilis.

BORRAGO,

Borago

BORSE, MINERAL
a village in
beate.
is

10.

Beam.

WATERS

BOTIUM,

Bronchocele.

BOTOTHINUM. An obscure term, used by
Paracelsus to denote the most striking sympthe Flos Morbi.
BOTOU, Pareira brava.
BOTR1 OC EPH A LU S, Bothriocephalus.
BOTRION, Alveolus.

tom of a disease

:

—

BOTRYS, Chenopodium

—

botrys, see

Vitis

Chenopodium amChenopodium amMexicana, Chenopodium ambro-

vinifera b. Ambrosioides,
brosioides
b. Americana,

—

brosioides— b.

BOTTIKE, (F.) A thin boot or buskin, O'crea
An instrument, which resembles a small

le'vior.

longa.

The waters

BOTIN.Terebinthina.

sioides.

officinalis.

BORRI, Curcuma longa.
BORR1BERR1, Curcuma

BOTHRIUM, Fossette.
BOTHROS, Fovea.

OF.

Borse

are chaly-

boot, furnished with springs, straps, buckles,
&.c.,and used to obviate distortions of the lower

extremities in children.

— —

—

BOTTLE NOSE

BOURDONNET
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BOUILLONNEMENT,

BOTTLE NOSE, Gutta rosea.
BOUBALlOS,Momordica elaterium, Vulva.
BOUBON, Bubo.
BO U CAGE MAJEUIi,
b.

Pimpinella magna—
Miacur, 1'impinella saxifraga b. Petit, Pim-

pinella saxifraga.

BOUCHE, Mouth.
BOU CLEMENT, Infibulation.
BOUES DESEAUX, (F.) Boues

//.

sheim, Ferrum tartarizatum
rum tartarizatum.

BOULIM'IA,
Minirales.

A

A

mechanically.

Medicated Bougie, (F.) B. midicamentevse,
has the addition of some escharotic or other
substance to destroy the obstacle ; as in the
Caustic Bougie, which has a small portion of
Lunar Caustic
its

Common Caustic, inserted
Ducamp has recommended

or

extremity.

in
a

Bougie, which swells out near its extremity for
the better dilating of the urethra. This he calls
3. a ventre. The metallic Bougie, invented by
Smyth, is a composition of metal, allowing of
great flexibility; and a holloio Bougie is one,
with a channel running through it, to be used
in the

same manner

as the catheter, or other-

wise.

BOUILLIE,

(F.) Pullic'ula,

Pap, from (F.)

Flour, beaten and boiled with
milk. It is a common food for infants.
BOUILLON, (F.) from houillir,' to boil,' Jus,
liquid food, made by boiling the
Sorbi'tio.
flesh of animals in water. The osmazome gelasalts dissolve; the fat melts,
and
soluble
tin,
and the albumen coagulates. B. is nourishing,
owincr to the gelatine and osmazome. The Jus
dc Viande is a very concentrated Bouillon, prepared of beef, mutton, veal, &c.
houillir, 'to boil.'

A

Bouillon, in common language, in France,
a round fleshy excrescence, sometimes

means

seen in the centre of a venereal uicer.

Bouillon Blanc, Verbascum nigrum.
Bouillons Medicinaux ou PharmackuTIQUES. Medicinal or pharmaceutic Bouillons,
contain infusions or decoctions of medicinal
herbs. The Bouillon aux herbes is generally
composed of sorrel or beet.
Bouillon n'Os, (F.) or Bouillon from Bones,
is obtained by treating bones with muriatic
The
acid, in order to dissolve the earthy parts.
gelatin, which remains, is then boiled with a
D'Arcet.
Bouiltittle meat and vegetables.
lon, however, can be easily obtained from the
bones of roast meat by simple coction.

de Nancy, Fer-

Betula alba.

Bulim'ia, or Bulirn'ius, Bouli-

Bolisitios, Fames cani'na, Apcaninus, Appcten'tia cani'na, Adepha'gia, Cqnorex'ia, Bupci'na, Phagce'na, Phagr.da/na, Fames Bovi'na, F. Lupina, from (love, an
ox,' and /.>uu:, 'hunger;' or from (in, augmentative particle, and kiuos, ' hunger.'
(F.) Boulimic, Faun canine.
An almost insatiable hunger.
A canine appetite. It is sometimes seen
in hysteria and pregnancy; rarely under other

mos, Bu/imia.iis,

'

circumstances.

BOULIMIE,

Boulimia.

BOULOGNE, MINERAL WATERS
B.

Candtl'ula,
Candc'la ce'rea, Cande'la medica'ta, Cc'reum
medica'tum, Cereolus Chirurgo'rum, Dafdion,
Virga ce'rea, Cereola.
Specill'um ce'reum.
flexible cylinder, variable in size, to be introduced into the urethra, oesophagus, rectum, &c.
for the purpose of dilating these canals, when
Simple Bougie is composed of
contracted.
solid and insoluble substances ; as plaster, elasIt acts of course only
tic gum, catgut, *&c.

b.

peti'tus

—

BOUFFISSURE, Purfiness.
BOUGIE, (F.) A wax candle,

Ebullition.

BOU1S, Buxus.
BOULE D'ACIER, Ferrum tartarizatum—
de Mars, Ferrum tartarizatum b. dc Mot-

BOULEAU COMMUN,

Balnea Cmno'sa. The mud or swamp, formed
near mineral springs; impregnated with the
substances contained in such springs, and consequently possessing similar properties. The
Boues are applied generally and topically, in
France, at the springs of St. Amand. Bagneres
de Luchon, Bagnols, Bareges; in the United
States, the White Sulphur, Virginia, &c.
BOUES MINKRALES, Bouts dex caux.
BOUFFE, (F.) The small eminence, formed
by the junction of the two lips. Dulaurens.

—

is

in the

The waters

OF.

department, Pas-de-Calais, France.
are chalybeate.

BOUQUET ANATOM1QUE DE RIO LAN,
from bouquet, a collection of flowers or
other substances tied together. A name given,
by some anatomists, to the collection of ligaments and muscles, inserted into the styloid
process of the temporal bone.
(F.)

Bouquet Fkver, Dengue.

BOURBILLON.

See Furunculus

(core.)

BOURBON-LANCY, MINERAL WATERS OF. Bourbon- J, ancy is a small village
in the

department of Saone-et-Loire, France;

where there

are thermal, saline springs, containing carbonic acid, chloride of sodium, and
sulphate of soda, chloride of calcium, carbonate
of lime, iron, and silica. Their heat is from
10(i° to 135° Fahrenheit.

BOURBON L'ARCHAMBAUT, MINERAL WATERS OF. This town is in the department of the Allier, six leagues west from
Moulins, and has been long celebrated for its
thermal chalybeate waters. They contain sulphohydric acid, sulphate of soda, magnesia, and
lime, carbonate of iron, and silica. Their temperature varies between 13o° to 145° Fahrenheit.

BOURBONNE-LES-BAINS, MINERAL

WATERS

OF. These springs are seven
leagues from Langres, department of HauteMarne, France. They are thermal and saline,
and have been long celebrated. Temperature
from 10(i° to 133° Fahrenheit. The Factitious
water, (F.) Eau de Bourbonne-les-Bains, Aqua
Borvonen'sis, is composed of water, containing
twice itsbulk of carbonic acid, f. ^xxss; chloride
of sodium, f. Zj, chloride of calcium, or. x &c

BOURBOULE, MINERAL WATERS OF.
A village near Mount d'Or, where there are two
thermal saline springs.

BOURDAINE. Rhamnus

BOURDONNEMENT,

frangula

(Y.)
Bruissement,
Murmur,
A sensation of buzzinw or
humming in the ear, which may be either dependent on some modified condition of the ear
itself, or may be seated in the brain
PulvU'lus.
term used in
French surgery for charpie rolled into a small
mass of an olive shape, and which is used

Susurrus.

BOURDONNET,

A

for

plugging wounds, absorbing the discharge, and
preventing the union of their edges. In cases
of deep and penetrating wounds, as of the
abdomen or chest, a thread is attached to them by

.

BOURGkNE

BRAN
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which they may he readily withdrawn, and be
prevented from passing altogether into those
cavities.— J. Cloquet.

Brachial Veins are two in number, and accompany the artery, frequently anastomosing

—

with each other: they terminate in the axillary.
Under the term Brachial Vein, Chaussier inChar- cludes the humeral, axillary, and subclavian.
nu, Granulation.
BRACHIALE, Carpus.
BOURGEONS, Gutta rosea.
BRACHIAL1S EXTERNUS. See Triceps
BOURRJiCHE, Borago officinalis.
extensor cubiti.
BOURRELET, (F.) A Pad, a Border. A
lO-CU'BITAL, Brachio-cubita' lis
fibro-cartilaginous border, which surrounds cer- That which belongs both to the arm and cubitain articular cavities, such as the glenoid ca- tus.
This name has been given to the internal
vity of the scapula and the acetabulum; and lateral ligament at the elbow-joint because it
by which the depth of those cavities is aug- is attached to the os brachii or os humeri and
mented.
to the cubitus or ulna.

BOURGkNE, Rhamnus frangula.
BOURGEON, Granulation, Papula— b.

BRACH

;

BOURRELET ROULE~, Cornu
BOURSES, LES,

BOURSOUFFLURE,

Puffiness.

BOUTOJY, Papula— b. d'Mep,
b.

Brachio-Radial, Brachio-radia'lis. That
which belongs to the brachium and radius.
This name has been applied to the external

ammonia.

Scrotum.

d'Or, Ranunculus

see

Anthrax—

acris.

BOUTONNlkRE,{V\);

ligament of the elbow-joint, because it
attached to the humerus and to the radius.
See Supinator Radii longus.
BRACHIUM, Lacer'tus, (F.) Bras, the arm.
The arm from the shoulder to the wrist, or the
part between the shoulder and elbow.
See
Humeri, Os.
lateral
is

Fissu'ra, Jncis'io.

A

small incision made in the urethra to extract a
calculus from the canal, when it is too large to
be discharged.
Also, a small incision or puncture, made in
the peritoneum, or above the pubis, to peneBkachium
trate the bladder in certain cases of retention dorsi.

BRACHUNA, Nymphomania, Satyriasis,
BRACHYAU'CHEN, from fca X vg, 'short,'

of urine.

BOVILL^E,

Rubeola.

BOVISTA,Lvcoperdon.
BOX TREE.'Buxus.

BOXWOOD, Cornus

and

'

One who has a

neck.'

short

BRACH YCHRO'NIUS, from

BOYAU, Intestine.
BRABYLON, Prunum Damascenum.
BRACHERIOLUM, Truss.
BRACHERIUM, Truss.

and ynorog,

Brachla'lis, Brachice'us,

'

^Qa X vg, 'short,'
That which continues but

time.'

a short time. A term applied to diseases which
are of short duration. Galen.
BRACHYGNA'THUS, from pqa X ug, short,'
and yi'odo;, the under jaw.' A monster with
too short an under jaw.
Gurlt.
BRACHYNSIS, Abbreviation.

—

'

Internus, Bra-

chials anterior.

BRA'CHIAL,

avxv,

neck.

Florida.

BRACHIiEUS, Brachial— b.

Movens Quartus, Latissimus

from

'

—

belongs to the arm.
BllACHYPNCEA, Dyspnoea.
An aponeurosis,
BRACHYP'OTI, from (ioa X vg, 'short,' and
formed particularly by expansions of the ten- norrfi, drinker.' They who drink little, or
dons of the latissimus dorsi, pectoralis major, who drink rarely. Hippoc, Galen, Foesius.
and deltoides muscles, and which completely
BRACH YRHYN'CH US: from PQa X vg, 'short,'
and ovy X og, snout.' A monster with too short
envelops the muscles of the arm.

Bra'cliium,

'

the arm.'

What

Brachial Aponeurosis.

'

'

Brachial Artery,

Arte'ria brachia'lis,

Hu- a

meral Artery, (F.) Artere on Tronc brachial. The
artery, which extends from the axilla to the
bend of the elbow; where it divides into Jl
cubilalis and A. radialis.
It passes along the
internal edge of the biceps, behind the median
nerve and between the accompanying veins.

nose.

BRACHYSMOS,

Abbreviation.

BRACING, Corroborant.
BRADYMASE'SIS, Bradymasse'sis,
fioudug, 'difficult,'

and

from

/xartjdig, 'mastication.'

See Dysrnasesis.
BRADYPEP'SIA, Tarda cibo'rum concoc'tio,
Under the name Brachial Artery, M. Chaussier from fiou.5vg, 'slow,' and ntmta, 'I digest.'
Galen.
includes the subclavian, axillary, and humeral; Slow dio-estion.
See Dyspepsia.
BRADYSPERMATIS'MUS, from (toaSt,?,
the last being the brachial proper.
Brachial Muscle, Anterior, us' cuius Bra- slow,' and anto^.*, sperm.' A slow emission
chia'lis Ante'rior, Bra'chia'lis internus, Brachice'- of sperm.
BRADYSU'RTA, Tenes'mus vesi'ca, from
us, Brachice'us interims, (F.) Muscle brachial inThis muscle is I?(>»c5i>c,' difficult,' and ovoitv, 'to pass the urine.'
terne, Humero-cubital—(Ch.)
situate at the anterior and inferior part of the Painful evacuation of the urine, with perpetual
It arises, desire to void it.
arm, and before the elbow-joint.
BRAG'GET, Braggart, Bragwort. A name
fleshy, from the middle of the os humeri; and
is inserted into the coronoid process of the ulna. formerly applied to a tisan of honey and water.
See Hydromeli.
Use. To bend the forearm.
BRJil, LIQUIDE, see Pinus sylvestris— b.
Brachial Plexus, Plexus Brachia'lis, is a
nervous plexus, formed by the interlacing of Sec, Colophonia.
BRAIN, LITTLE, Cerebellum.
the anterior branches of the four last cervical
OF.
BRA1NE, MINERAL
It is deeply seated
pairs and the first dorsal.
as
far
extends
Braine
is a small village, three leagues from
in the hollow of the axilla, and
It Soissons, France, which has purgative waters
as the inferior and lateral part of the neck.
gives off the thoracic nerves, supra and infra similar to those of Passy.
scapular, and the brachial (which are six in
BRAKE, COMMON, Pteris aquilina.
BRAMBLE, COMMON, Rubus fruticosus.
number,) the axillary, cutaneous, musculo- cutaneous, radial, cubital, and median.
BRAN, Furfur.
Difficult mastication.

—

M

'

'
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BRAKC URSIKE BATARDE,

The

Heracleum

B

spondylium.

BRANCA URSINA, Acanthus mollis— b.
Germanica, Heracleum spondylium.
BRANCH, from (F.) Branche, originally
probably from (ioaX'w, 'an arm ;' (?) because
branches of trees, &c, go off like arms. A
term applied, generally, to the principal division of an artery or nerve. The word is commonly used synonymously with Ramus: but
often, with the French, Branche signifies the
great division; Rameau, Lat. Ramus, the division of the branches; and Ramuscules, Lat.

b.

B. Sabcl'lica of the Romans,
belongs to this variety.

Broc'coli,

ltal'ica,

Brassica Marina, Convolvulus soldanella
Pompeiana. Brassica Florida.
Bras'sica Napus, Napus Sylves'tris or

Bu'nias, Rape, (F.) Navette.
a quantity of

The

seed yields

oil.

Bras'sica Rapa, Rapa rotun'da, Rapum majus, Rapa napus, the Turnip. (F.) Chou navel,
Navet, Rave. The turnip is liable to the same
objection (but to a less extent) as the cabbage.
Juniperus sabina.
Juniperus sabina.

BRATHU,
BRATHYS.
BRAYER, Truss.
BRAY'ERA ANTHELMIN'TICA. An

Ramusculi, the divisions of these last.
AbysThe French, also, speak of the branches of
the pubis, for the Rami of that bone, branches sinian plant, of the Family Rosacea?. Sex. Syst.
Icosandria Digynia. The flowers have been
of the ischium, for the rami of the I., &c.
BRANCHES DE LA MOELLE ALLOJY- highly extolled as anthelmintic, especially in
cases of tapeworm. They are given in decocG&E (PETITES,) Corpora restiformia.
BRANCHI or BRANCHY. Swellings of tion.
BRAZIL WOOD, Caesalpinia sappan.
of
the tonsils, or parotid, according to some
BREAD, See Triticum— b. Household. Synthe thyroid gland, according to others.
comistos.
BRANCHUS, (iQay/og, Rauce'do (q. v.) A
TREE, Artocarpus.
B11EAD-FRU1T
mucous
membrane
of
of
the
affection
catarrhal
BREAST, Thorax, Mamma— b. Abscess of
Galen.
the fauces, trachea, &c.
the, Mastodynia apostematosa.
BRANCIA, Vitrum.
BREAST-PANG, SUFFOCATIVE, Angina
BRAND'S. (G.) Br ant we in, Dutch,
Brandwijn,' burnt wine.' Aqua Vita. (F.) pectoris.
BREATH, Sax. b^refte, Hal'itus,Anhcl'itvs,
Eau de vie. The first liquid product obtained by
The
(F.) Haleine.
distilling wine. It is composed of water, alcohol, An'imus, Spir'itus, Atmos.
and an aromatic, oily matter, which gives it its air expelled from the chest, at each expiration.
It
requires
powerful
and
diffusible
to-be
studied
in
the
of
thoBrandy
is
diagnosis
flavour.
a
stimulant, and as such is used in medicine. It has racic diseases especially.
Breath, Offensive; Fmtor Oris. An offenbeen also called Liquor Aquile'gius. See Spirit.
;

—

—

BRANKS, Cynanche parotidcea.
BRANKURS1NE, Acanthus mollis.
BRAS, Brachium — 6. du

Cervelet,

Corpora

restiformia.

BRASEGUR, MINERAL WATERS OF.

sive condition, which is usually dependent upon
carious teeth, or some faulty state of the secretions of the air passages. The internal use of
the chlorides may be advantageous.

Breath, short, Dyspnoea.

BREATHING,

a place in the diocess of Rhodez,
DIFFICULTY OF, Dyspare cathartic waters.
noea.
Pyrosis.
BRASH,
BRECHET, (F.) The Brisket. This name
Brash, weaning, Atroyh'ia, Ablactato'rum. is given in some parts of France to the cardsevere form of diarrhoea, which supervenes at lago ensiformis, and sometimes to the sternum
times on weaning. The Maladie de Cruveilhier itself.
appears to be a similar affection.
BRED1SSURE, (FA Trismus Capistra' tus.
BRASIUM, Malt.
Incapacity of opening the mouth, in consequence
BRASMOS, Fermentation.
of preternatural adhesion between the internal
BRASS, Sax. bpap, Welsh, pres.
yellow part of the cheek and gums; often occasioned
metal, formed by mixing copper with calamine. by the abuse of mercury.
Aurichal'cum, Orichal'cum, JEsecavum, ChrysoBREDOU1LLEMEJVT, (F.) Tituban'tia.
ehalcos, (F.) Airain.
The same remarks ap- precipitate and indistinct mode of utterance, in
ply to it as to copper. See Cuprum.
which a part only of the words is pronounced,
BRAS'SICA, CrambS, KQafApr,. Bras'sica ole- and several of the syllables viciously changed.
ra'cea: B. capita' taseucuma' na of the old Romans. This defect is analogous to stuttering, but difThe Cabbage. (F.) Chou potagcr. Family, Cru- fers from it in being dependent on too great raciferse. Sex. Syst. Tetradynamia Siliquosa. Cato pidity of speech: whilst stammering is characwrote a book on its virtues. It is a vegetable terized by continual hesitation, and frequent reby no means easy of digestion when boiled; petition of the same syllables.
when raw, it appears to be more digestible. When
from fcif^en,' to sprinkle;' Fortforming a solid globular mass, like a head, it tancll'a (q. v.), Sin'ciput (q. v.) The top of the
is the B. Capita' ta, {T.) Chou-Cabus,
Chou head was thus called, because it was believed

Brasegur

is

where there

WATER,

A

A

A

BREGMA,

Pommi.

to be humid in infants; and, according to some,
Brassica Canina, Mercurialis perennis.
because it was conceived to correspond to the
Bras'sica Eru'ca, Eru'ca, Garden Rocket, most humid part of the brain.

Roman

Rocket, &c.
(F.) Chou-Roquette, RoThis was considered, by the Romans,
an aphrodisiac, Columella. The seeds were
quette.

—

ordinarily used.

—

Bras'sica Flor'ida Bras'sica Pompeia'na
of the ancients the Cauliftoioer, Cuulis Florida, (F.) Chou-fleur is a more tender and diges-

—

tible variety.

BRENNING, Burning

BRKPHOCTONON,

Conyza squarrosa.

BRESfLLET, Ccesalpinia sappan.
BRE'VIA VASA, Short Vessels. This name
has been given to several branches of the
splenic arteries and veins, which are distributed to the great culdesac of the stomach

BREVIS CUB1TI.

See Anconeus.

-

BRIAR
BRIAR, WILD, Rosa canina.
BRICK, (F.) Brique. Hot bricks
times used to apply heat to a part, as

domen

BRONCHIA
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BROCHOS, poofo?, Laqueus,
are someto the ab-

in colic, or after the operation for popli-

teal aneurism: or, reduced to very fine powder,
and mixed with fat, as an application to herpetic and psoric affections.
Bricks, Foma'cea. Testa or T/Jes, were formerly bruised in vinegar, and the liquid used

as a specific in cutaneous affections. They entered, also, into a cerate used for scrofulous
humours, &c. To the Terra Forna'cum, or
Brick earth, the same virtues were assigned.
Artemisia.
BRIDE, (F.)
bridle. Frenulum, Retinae'
ulum. This term is given, in the plural, to
membranous filaments, which are found within
abscesses or deep-seated wounds, and which
prevent the exit of pus. The term is, also, applied to preternatural adhesions, which occur
in cicatrices in the skin, in the urethra, or in
inflamed serous or synovial membranes.

BRICUMUM,
A

(q. v.).

A ban-

dage.

BROCH'THUS, (too'/So?, Gula. The throat.
Also, a kind of small drinking vessel.

—

Hippocr.
This name has been
given to one who has a very prominent upper
lip.
Castelli.
According to others, it means
one, whose teeth project in front of the mouth.
BRO'DIUM. A synonym of Jus or Jus'culum.
Broth, or the liquor in which any thing
Bro'dium salts a decoction of salt.
is boiled.
BROIEMENT. See Cataract.
BROKEN-W1NDEDNESS, Asthma.
BROMA, Aliment.
BROMATOG'RAPHY, Bromatograph'ia.
from /Spam*, food,' and yQayi], a description.'
Bromnu'raphy. A description of aliments.

BROCHUS,

(ioo^og.

—

—

'

'

BROMATOL'OGY, Bromatolog"ia, SitioVogy, from pQwfAa, 'food,' and }.oyo;, 'a disA treatise on food.
BROME, Bromine.
BROME'LIA ANA'NAS,

course.'

called after Olaus
Bromel, a Swede. Cur'duus Brazilia'nus, Analsee Kidney, Bright's disease of the.
nas acostm ova'tce seu acu/ealus, Mnas'sa, CapoBRIGHTON, CLIMATE OF. The air of Jsiuh'ka Ana'nas, or Bine Apple. A West Inthis fashionable watering place, on the south dian tree, which produces the most delicious of
coast of England, is dry, elastic, and bracing. fruits.
According to Sir James Clarke, its climate apBkome'lia Pinguin, Ana'nas Arnerica'na,
pears to the greatest advantage in the autumn Pinguin, Broad-leaved wild Ana'nas, &c. The
and early part of the winter; when it is some- West India plant, which affords the Pinguin
what milder and more steady than that of Has- fruit. The fruit is refrigerant, and the juice,
tings.
Accordingly, it is adapted for all cases when ripe very austere. It is used to aciduin which a dry and mild air at this season of late punch.
A wine is made from the Pinguin,
the year proves beneficial.
In the spring which is very intoxicating, and has a <n>od flamonths, owing to the prevalence of, and its vour.
exposure to, north-east winds, the climate is
BROMIDE OF IRON, see Bromine— b. of
It is Mercury, see Bromine— b. of Potassium, see
cold, harsh, and exciting to the delicate.
convalescents,
and for all who Bromine.
well adapted tor
require a dry and bracing sea air.
BROMINE, Bro'minum, Brome. A simple
BRIMSTONE, Sulphur.
body, of a very volatile nature, and highly ofBRINE, Muria.
fensive and suffocating odour, whence its name,
BRION, Corallina.
from (Sg«uos, a stench.' It is met with chierly
BRIQUE, Brick.
in sea-water, and in many animal and vegeta-

BRIGHTS DISEASE OF THE KIDNEY,

'

BRIQUFBEC, MINERAL WATERS OF.

This town

is

three leagues from Cherbourg, in
contains chloride of iron.

The water

France.

BRISEPIERRE ARTICULE,
strument invented by Jacobson

for

(F.)

An

in-

crushing the

—

stone in the bladder.

BRISTOL HOT WELL,
Bristol

is

acid,

Fah.

Bristolicri sis

Aqua.

about thirteen miles from Bath, in

England. The water is an
mal; slightly acidulated. It
of magnesium and sodium,
sulphate of lime, carbonate

almost pure thercontains chlorides
sulphate of soda,
of lime, carbonic
Temperature 74°

oxygen and azote.
The Hot Well has been long

ble bodies that live therein.
It has like\vise
been found in many mineral waters of this and
other countries.
In its chemical relations, it
may be placed between chlorine and iodine
With oxygen it forms an acid, the Bromic, and
with hydrogen another the Hydrobromic.
Puke Bromine, Bromide of Iron, (dose «r.
i or ij) and
Bromide of Potassium or Hydro*
bromate of Potassa, (dose gr. iv to viij in the
day,) have been used medicinally, and chiefly
in scrofulosis, internally, as well as applied externally.
Bromine may be dissolved in forty
parts of distilled water, and six drops be commenced with, as a dose. Bromide of MEitcum

celebrated.

of the thermal waters in
general. The climate of Bristol is mild, and
hence the water has been celebrated for the
cure of incipient pulmonary consumption. See
Its action is like that

(Hydrar'gyri Bro'midum) has been given in
syphilis.

Brominum, Bromine.

BROMOS. (Squ)hos. One
posed, by some, to be oats.

Clifton.

Sax. bpafe, Lalus, (F.J Large. Any
body is so termed whose transverse extent is
considerable compared with its length. The
Broad Bones, such as the frontal, parietal, occiparietes of
pital, iliac, aid in forming the
splanchnic cavities. Broad Muscles generally

BROAD,

BROACHES,

of the cerealia, sup-

See Avena.

Bronchia— b. Ganglions lym-

phaliques des. Bronchial glands.
BRON'CHIA, Bron'chia, Bronchi, from
The Latins used the
Pq°YX°?i the throat.'
term Bronchus. Cot the whole of the trachea;
whilst they called its ramifications Bronchia.
occupy the parietes of cavities, and especially Bronchia, Bronchiee, and Bronchi, (F.) Bronchc?.
The epithet now mean the two tubes, with their ramificnthose of the chest, and abdomen.
has also been applied to other parts as to the tions, which arise from the bifurcation of the
liirii
womb,
&c.
of
broad,
mints
the
trachea, and carry air into the lungs.
BROCCOLI, Brassica sabelhca.
Bronchia, Dilatation ok the.
Dilated

—

10*

'

—

—
;

BRONCHIAL

BROSSARDIERE
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Bronchia. The physical signs of this condition
Percussion usually clear,
are the following:
but not unfrequently less so than natural, although very seldom quite dull. Auscultation
detects coarse mucous or gurgling rhonchi, increased by the cough, combined with, or replaced by, bronchial or cavernous respiration,
which is often effected as if by a sudden puff or
The resonance of the voice is increased,
whiff.
but it seldom amounts to perfect pectoriloquy.
most
The
common situations for dilated bronchia are the scapular, mammary, or lateral regions.
They are almost always confined to

chronic

Winter cough,

Catarrh,

may

be con-

founded with phthisis: from which it must be
distinguished mainly by the absence of hectic
fever and of the physical signs that are characteristic of the latter, as well as by the nature of the expectoration, which is generally
mucous, although at times muco-purulent.
When the expectoration is little or none, the
bronchitis is said to be dry, dry catarrh, (F.)

Catarrhe Sec.

Bronchitis, Catarrh

neumonia
bronchialis

—

b.

Asthenica, Perip-

notha— b. Membranacea, Polypus

—

Polypus bronchialis

Plastic,

b.

Summer, Fever, Hay.

one side.
Bronchia, Obliteration on Compression
ok the. The inspiratory murmur on auscultation is weaker or wholly suppressed over a

b.

limited portion of the chest; the expiration is
generally more distinct and prolonged: all the
other conditions are natural.

An inaccurate name
chus,' and Ktjh;,' tumour-'
for the affection which is called, also, Bo'chiunt,
Botium, Hernia gut'turis, Guttur tu'midvrn,
Triichclophy'ma, Hernia guttura'lis, Tht/rocelS,
Th ijr toed 12, Thijremphraxis, Thyreon' cus, Thy-

BRON'CHJAL orBRONCHIC.

That which

relates to the bronchia.

BRON'cuiAr. Arteries, (F.) Aj teres BronThese are generally two in number,
one going to each lung
They arise from the
thoracic aorta, and accompany the bronchia in
chiques.

1

.

all

their ramifications.

Bpon'chial Cells,

(F.) Cellules bronchiques.

The Air-cells; the terminations of the bronchia.
Bronchial Cough, (F.) Tom; bron eh; que,
T. tultaire.

This generally accompanies bron-

chial respiration.
They both indicate obstruction to the entrance of air into the air-cells.
Bron'chial Glands. (F.) Glandcs bronchiques ou Ganglions lymphaliques des branches,
are numerous glands of an ovoid shape; of a
reddish hue in the infant, and subsequently
brown and black, seated in the course of the
bronchia. Their functions are unknown. The

BRONCHI US, Stemo-tliyroideus.
BRONCHLEMMITIS, Polypus bronchialis.
BRONCHOCE'LE, from (tnoy/o?, a bron'

rtm'cus, Deironcus, Thyrophrox'ta,

Gossum, Ex-

Struma, Bociurn,
Gongi'o'na,
echebron'chus,
Hernia bronchia'Hs, Tracheloce'le, &,c, the Derbyshire neck, Swelled neck, Ven,&.c. (F.) Goitre,
Gouetre
This is no ruptuie, but consists
of an enlargement of the thyroid gland.
It is
common at the base of lofty mountains in every
has
been
supposed
to
part of the world
and
be
owing to the drinking of snow-water, but it
occurs where there is no snow. The tumour
is
Iodine has
sometimes very extensive.
great power over it, and will generally occasion
its absorption, when the case has not been of such
duration as to be in a cartilaginous condition.
;

BRONCHOPHONY, Resonance.
BRON C HOPL AS'TIC, Bronchoplas'ticus
from

finoy/oc, the throat,' and nXuaam, 'I form.'
epithet given to the operation for closing
fistula? in the trachea.
from fooy/og, ' bronchus,' and pttxt, I flow.'
An increased secretion
of mucus from the air passages, unaccompanied
by inflammation: a gleet (q. v.) as it were, of
the pulmonary mucous membrane.
Bkonchoruhiea Acuta Bronchitis (chronic.)

Bronchial glands may be presumed to be affected by scrofulosis, when, in addition to the
existence of tumours in the neck, percussion
gives a dull sound under the upper and central
part of the sternum, whilst there is no appreciable lesion of the lungs.
Bron'chial Nerves, (F.) Nerfs Bronchiques,
are furnished by the two pulmonary plexuses.
Bron'chial Respiration. See Murmur, Re-

An

spiratory.

PQoyjrog and

'

BRONCHORRHOZ'A,
'

—

.

BROXCHOTOME,

Bronchot'omus,
from
itiivtir, to cut.'
A kind of lancet,
Bron'chial Veins, arise from the last divi- with a blunt and rounded point, mounted on a
sions of the arteries of the same name, and pass, handle, and fitted to a canula, which passes in
on the right side, into the vena azygos; on the along with it, and is allowed to remain in the
left, into the superior intercostal.
opening made in the trachea. The instrument
BRONCHIC, Bronchial.
is not used.
'
BRONCHIECTASIS, from ppoy X o ? a bronBRONCHOT'OMY, Bronchotom'ia, (F.) Bronchus,' and szTart/?,' dilatation.' Dilatation of one chotomic. Same etymology. A surgical operaor more bronchial tubes.
tion, which consists in making an opening either
BROJVCHfTE CONVULSIVE, Pertussis.
into the trachea, (Tracheot'omy.) into the larynx,
BRONCHI'TIS, [nflamma'tio bronchio'rum, (Laryngot'omy;) or into both, (Tracheo-larynCotarrhns Pulmo'num, Pleuri'tis hu'mida, P. got'omy,) to extract foreign bodies or to permit
bronchia' lis, Put' i nonary Catarrh, Angi'na bron- the passage of air to the lungs.
These different
In- parts are divided transversely or vertically, acchiulis.
(F.) Inflammation des Bronches.
flammation of the lining membrane of the bron- cording to circumstances.
chial tubes. This is always more or less preBRONCHUS, Trachea.
sent in cases of pulmonary catarrh; and is acBROOKL1MK, Veronica beccabunga.
mucous
expectoration,
cough,
companied by
BROOM, Sophora tinctoria, Spartium scopadyspnosa, and more or less uneasiness in rium--b. Butcher's, Ruscus b.Rape, of Virginia,
The acute form is accompanied Orobanche Virginiana.
breathing.
BROSSARDIERE,
with all the signs of internal inflammation, and
requires the employment of antiphlogistics fol- OF. Brossardiere is a chateau in Bas-Poitou,
lowed by revulsives. The chronic form, Tussis France. The waters contain carbonates of iron
senilis, Catar'rhus stni'lis,Rhcuma catarrhal!, Pe- and lime, chloride of sodium, and sulphate of
They are aperient.
ri pneumo'nia notha (q. v.), Bronchorrhoz'a am' to,
lime.
'

,

—
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BROSSE, Brush.
BROUILLARD, Calitro.
BROUSSAIST. One who

Bruit Hydropneumatique, Bruit humoriquc.
Bruit Musculaiue. The sound accompanyis a believer in, ing the fiist sound of the heart, referred by
and professor of, the physiological and patho- some to muscular contraction. Called, also,
logical opinions of Broussais. The system itself Bruit rotatoire, in consequence of its having
Biioussaism or the PhysiologicalDoctrine. been thought to resemble the rumbling of distant wheels.
Front.
Brow-Aguk, Neuralgia frontalis.
Bruit de Parchemin, 'Parchment tone.'
BROWN-RED, Colcothar.
sound as if produced by two sheets of parchBROWNIAN, BROWNON1AN, or BRU- ment applied to each other. It is said to be
NO' iNIAN. Relating to the system or opinions produced by thickening and rigidity of the
of John Brown.
valves of the heart.
BROWN1SM, BRU'NONISM, or BRU- Bruit Placentaire, B. de soufflet placentaire,
NO'N IAN1SM. The doctrines of Brown.
Placental bellows' sound, Utero-placen'tal murBROWiNIST, BROWN'ONIAN, or BRU- mur, Uterine murmur. The bellows' sound heard
NO'NIAN. A follower of the system of Brown. on auscultating over the site of the placenta in
BRUCEA ANTIDYSENTER'ICA. Called a pregnant female. It does not appear to be
after Bruce, the Abyssinian Traveller.
B.fer- awing to the placental vessels but to the urine
rugin'ea, Anguslu'ra spuria, (F.) Fausse Angus- tumor pressing upon the large vessels of the
ture, Ji. Ferrugineu.se.
The systematic name of mother.
the plant, whence is obtained the false AngusBruit df. pot fele, 'Sound of a cracked
vessel.'
This sound is heard on percussion,
tura Baric. It affords Brucia.
BRUCIA, Brucine.
when a cavern in the lungs is filled with air,
BRUCINE, BRUCIA, BRUCINA, Vom'icine. and has a narrow outlet.
Bruit de Raclement, Sound of scraping.'
An organic, salifiable base, discovered in the
Brncea anti-dysenterica, and A sound produced by the scraping of a hard,
false Angustura
obtained from Strychnos nux vomica. It is of bony substance against the pericardium.
Bruit de Rape, Sound of a rasp.' A sound
a pearly white ; crystallized in oblique prisms
with a parallelograrnmatic base; very bitter, heard during the contraction of either the aurislightly acrid and styptic, and soluble in water, cles or ventricles. It is constant; and the conbut more so in alcohol. Brucia is a less active traction of the cavity is more prolonged than
poison than strychnia. It resembles it, how- natural, and emits a hard, rough, and as it
stifled sound.
ever, and may be used as a substitute for the were
It indicates contraction of the valvular oriextract of nux vomica. Dose, half a grain.
OF.
by
cartilaginous deposites or ossification,
MINERAL
fices,
BRUCKENAU,
These springs are in Bavaria, and contain car- and accompanies the contraction of the auricles
if the auriculo-ventricular valves be concerned,
bonic acid and iron.
OF.
that of the ventricles if the semilunar valves
BRUCOURT, MINERAL
Brucourt is three leagues and a half from Caen be the seat of the disease.
Bruit Rotatoire, Bruit musculaire.
The waters contain carbonic
in Normandy.
Bruit de Scie, or saw-sound,' and Bruit
acid, chloride of sodium, and sulphate of soda,
de lime a bois, or file-sound,' resemble the
much sulphate of lime, &c.
Bruit de Rape, (q. v.)
BRUISE, Contusion.
Bruit de Soufflet, 'bellows' sound.' A
BRUISEWORf, Bellis Saponaria.
BRUISSEMEJYT, (F.) Frem'itus. This word sound like that of a bellows, beard occasionally
has much the same signification as Bourdonne- by the ear applied to the chest during the contraction of the ventricles, auricles, or large armenl, (q v.) as well as Bruit.
BRUIT (F.) Sound.' A term applied to va- teries. It coexists with affections of the heart,
rious sounds heard on percussion and ausculta- but is heard, also, without any disease in that

is called

BROW,

A

:

'

'

—

—

WATERS

WATERS

—

'

'

'

—

organ, whenever, indeed, an artery is comBruit de Craquement, B. de Tiraillcment, pressed. An Encephalic bellows' sound, has been
Bruit de cuir neuf, sound of crackling, or burst- described by Dr. Fisher, of Boston. It is heard
ing, or of new leather.' A sound produced by on applying the ear to the occiput or to the top
tion, viz.

'

the friction of the pericardium, when dried and
roughened by inflammation.
Bhuit de Cuir Neuf, Bruit de craquernent.
Bruit de Diable, Ronflement de Diabie, noise
of the diable or humming-top.' Venous Hum. A
high degree of Bruit de soufflet, heard on ausculIt denotes an impoverished
tating the arteries.
state of the blood.
Bruit de frottement ascendant et descendant, Sound of friction of ascent and deSounds produced by the rubbing of the
scent.'
lung against the parietes of the chest, as it rises
andT falls during inspiration and expiration.
It is distinctly heard in pleuritis, when the
pleura has become roughened by the disease.
Friction sounds or To-and-fro sounds, are also
heard in pericarditis and peritonitis.
Biiuit Humorkjue, B. Hydropneumatique.
The sound afforded on percussion when organs
are filled with liquid and air.
'

'

of the head ; and is considered to indicate turgescence of vessels, or inflammation. When
such turgescence exists, the vessels are compressed, and the compression gives rise to the

sound in question.

Bruit de Soufflet placentaire, Bruitplaccntaire,

—

b.

de Tir ail lenient, Bruit de craquernent.

Bruit Tympanique, Tympanic sound.' The
clear sound afforded by percussing the stomach
'

and intestines when containing
BRULURE, Burn.

BRUJYELLE,

air.

Prunella.

BRUNNER'S GLANDS,

Brunneri Glan'dula, Glandula solita'rim.
Muciparous follicles
of a small size, seated between the mucous and
muscular coats of the stomach, along the two
curvatures of that organ, and in the small intestines, especially the duodenum; so called
from their discovery having generally been attributed to Brunner.

—

-

BRUNONIAN

BUCCAL
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BRUNONIAN, Brownian.
BRUNONIAN ISM, Brownism.

and they generally distinguish, 1. Simple or
sympathetic Bubo, which is independent of any

BRUNUS, Erysipelas.
BRUSCUS, Ruscus.
BRUSH, Scop'ula, (F.)

virus in the economy.
Bubon ventrien, which

Brosse.
A well
instrument, used in Medicine chiefly
following
for the
purposes. 1. To clean the
2 To remove the saw-dust, which adteeth.
heres to the teeth of the trephine, during the
operation of trephining. 3. To rub the surface
of the body, for the purpose of exciting the
skin, and favouring transpiration.
Westring,
a Swedish physician, has recommended metallic brushes for the purpose of conveying galvanism to a part. These brushes consist of a
plate of ebony fitted to another of gold, in which
the brush
threads of the same metal are fixed
being connected with one of the poles of the,
galvanic pile.

known

;

Brush, Stomach, Excutia

BRUTA,

ventriculi.

Juniperus sabina.

BRUT1A.
from Brutia

—

A

sort of thick pitch, obtained

in Italy.

From

the Pix Brutia was

obtained the Oleum Picinum.

Brctia,

Instinct.

BRUTINO, Terebinthina.
BRUXANELI. A Malabar

tree, the

and leaves of which have a strong

bark

smell, and

are astringent.
On the coast of Malabar, its
juice, mixed with butter, is applied to boils.
Its bark is esteemed to be diuretic, and its roots
anti-arthritic.

BRUYliRK VULGMRE,

Erica vulgaris.

BRUYERES, MINERAL WATERS
Bruyeres
Luneville.

OF.

a small village, 7£ leagues from
are acidulous and cha-

is

The waters

Venereal Bubo, (F.)
occasioned by the venereal virus. 3. Pestilential Bubo, or B. sympThe last two have by
tomatic of the Plague.
some been called malignant Bubo, (F.) Bubon
Primary Bubo, (F.) Bubon primitif,
malin.
shows itself with the first symptoms of syphilis:
the consecutive not till afterwards.

BUBON,

Inguen

Ammoniac gum.
Bubon Gal'banum.

—

b.

Gummiferum,

see

The

systematic

which has been supposed
Galbanum. Meto'pion. The plant

a plant

name of

to afford the
is also called

Fer'ula Africa! na, Oreoseli'num Africa' mint, Ani Africa'
num. frutes' cens. The long-leaved or lavageleaved Gal'banum. J\'at. Ord. UmbelliferaB. The
plant can scarcely, however, be considered to be
determined. Galbanum is the gummi-resinous
juice of this tree.
Its odour is fetid, and taste
bitter and acrid
the agglutinated tears are of
a white colour, on a ground of reddish-brown.
'

sum frutico' sum galbanif erum, Anisum

:

It forms an emulsion, when triturated with
water, and is soluble in proof spirit of wine,
and vinegar s. g. 1.212. Jt has been given as
an antispasmodic, and expectorant, in pill or
emulsion. Dose, from gr. 10 to GO. Externally,
:

it is

applied as a cataplasm.

Bubon Macedon'icum, Pelroseli'num Macedon' icum, A' piumpetra? uin, Petra'pium, (F.) Perde Macedoinc, Macedo'nian Parsley.
Its properties are similar to those of common parsley,
but weaker and less grateful. The seeds are
an ingredient in the celebrated compounds

sil

Mithndate and Theriac.

lybeate.

BRYCHETHMOS,

Rugitus.
BRYGMUS.ft-uyjKos, Stridor Den'tium. (q. v.)
Grinding of the teeth.
ALBA; White Bry'ony, Vitis
alba sylves'lris, Agros'tis, Agriam'pclos, Am'peArclieos'tris,
Echclro'sis, Bryo' ilia as'agria,
los
pera, Ccdros'tis, Chelido'nium, Lubrus'ca, Melo'lhrum, Ophrostaph' ylon, Psilo' thrum, Bryonia
Nat. Ord. Cueurbitacea:. Sex. Syst.
Dioica.
MoncEcia Monadelphia. (F.) Coulcuvrde, Vigae
The root is large and succuviergc, V. blanche.
lent, and has an acrid, bitter, and disagreeable
Externally, it
It is a drastic cathartic.
teste.
has been applied, in form of cataplasm, in gout.
When repeatedly washed, a good starch is obtained from it. The active principle has been
separated from it, and called Brfoninc.
Bryonia Mechoacanna Nigricans, Convolvulus jalapa b. Peruviana, Convolvulus jalapa,

BRYCN1A

—

BRYONINE.

See Bryonia

BRYTIA, Marc

of grapes.

alba.

BUBO'NIUM, Aster At'ticus, Golden Starwort. A plant, anciently supposed to be efficacious in diseases of the groin, from fJoi'/iior,
the irioin.'
'

BUBONOCE'LE,

from povfav, 'the groin,'
'tumour,' 'rupture.' Hernia, inguina'inguinale, In'guinal Hernia, or
Rupture of the Groin. Some surgeons have
confined this term to hernia when limited to the
groin, and have called the same affection, when
it has descended to the scrotum, Oscheocele or
Scrotal Hernia. The rupture passes through
the abdominal ring: and, in consequence of the
greater size of this opening in the male, is more
frequent in the male sex.

and

*)iXt],

lis,

(F.)

Cerevisia.
BU, pov, abbreviation of (iiug, 'an ox;' in
excess, greatness.'
composition expresses,
Hence Bulimus, Buphthal'mia, &,c.
'

BUBASTECORUIUM.

Artemisia vulgaris.

Pustule.
povpwv, Pano'chia, Panus inguina.'lis,
Adcnopky'ma inguinalis, Bubonopa'nus, Cambu'ca, Angus, Boubon, CodocelB, Codoscel'la, (F.)
Bubon, Poulain. In the works of Hippocrates
and Galen, this word, sometimes, signifies the
groin; at others, the inguinal glands; and at
others, again, swelling or inflammation of these
The moderns apply the term to an inparts.
flammatory tumour seaUd in the groin or axilla,

Hemic

BUBONOPANUS,

Bubo.
from (*ov/?uir, the groin.'
A name given to bubonocele when accompanied with a division of the
peritoneum, or when, in other words, it is de-

BUBONOREX'IS,

and

otitis,

'

'

a rupture.'

void of a sac.

BRYTON,

BUBE,
BUBO,

Bubo,

2.

is

BUBON'ULUS. A

diminutive of Bubo,

A

(q.

painful swelling of the lymphatics of the
penis, extending along the dorsum of that organ
It is an occasional accompanito the groin.
ment of Gonorrhoea.
Terra Portugallica.
v.)

BUCAROS,
BUCCA, Gnathos. The

mouth. The cheeks
and hollow of the cheeks. Also, the vulva
BUCCAC'RATON, from Bucca, and y. Qa w,
A morsel of bread sopped in wine'
1 mix.'
which served of old for a breakfast. Linden.
BUCCAL, Bucca'lis, from Bucca, 'the mouth
or rather 'the cheek.'
That which concerns
the mouth, and especially the cheeks.
Buccal Artlrv, A. Sus-muxiUuire,—{Ch.)
'

—

'

'

BUCCEA

BUNA
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from the internal maxillary or from some
branches, as the Temporalis -profunda antica, or the Alveolar.
It distributes its branches
to the buccinator muscle, and to the buccal

BUGLE, Prunella— b. Common, Ajuga

arises

of

its

Mucous

folli-

saliva,

and lubricates the

b.

BUGLOSE, Anchusa officinalis.
BUGLOSS, Dyer's, Anchusa tinctoria— b.
Garden, Anchusa

officinalis

BUGLOSSA, Anchusa

cles, seated in the buccal membrane, opposite
the molar teeth. They secrete a viscid humour,

which mixes with the
mouth.

rep-

Pyramidale, Ajuga b. Rampante, Ajuga reptans— b. Weed, Lycopus.
tans

membrane*

Buccal or Molar Glands.

——

— —

—

—

b.

Upright, Ajuga.

officinalis.

BUGLOSSUM ANGUSTIFOLIUM MAJUS, Anchusa
go

officinalis

—

officinalis
b.

—

Latifolium. Bora-

b.

Sativum, Anchusa

officinalis

Buccal Membrane, (F.) Membrane Buccale. b. Sylvestris, Anchusa officinalis— b. TinctoThe mucous membrane, which lines the inte- rum, Anchusa tinctoria b. Verurn, Boracic
rior of the mouth.
acid — b. Vuloare majus, Anchusa officinalis.
Buccal Nerve, or Buccinator Nerve, BuccoBUGULA, Ajuga.
labial
BUGRJiNDE EPIJYEUSE, Ononis spinosa.
(Ch.,) is given oft' by the inferior maxil-

—

—

It sends its branches to the cheek, and
especially to the buccinator muscle.
Buccal Vein, follows the artery.
and BUCCEL'LA. the fleshy excrescence of nasal polypus, so called because it
was believed to proceed from the mouth. PaAlso, a mouthful.
racelsus.
BUCCELA'TON or BUCCELA'TUS. A
loaf-shaped cathartic medicine ; made chiefly
of scammony. Aetius, Paulus of iEgina.
BUCCINA, Turbinated bones.
BUCCINA'TOR, from buccinare, 'to sound
the trumpet.' The Buccina'tor Muscle, Relrac'tor An'guli Oris, Bucco-JHvdolo-maxillaire, Alveolo-lu bial— (Ch.,) Manso'rius, is situate in
the substance of the cheeks. It extends between the posterior portions of the alveolar
arches of the two jaws and the commissure
of the lips, which it draws backwards. It
assists in mastication, by pushing the food back
towards the teeth; and, if the cheeks be distended by air, its contraction forces it out.
BUCCO. One who is blub-cheeked, or wide-

lary.

BUGRJlNE, Ononis spinosa
Ononis arvensis.
BUIS, BUXUS.

BUCCEA

—

—

mouthed.

us,

(F.)

Bucco-pharyngien.

BUC'CULA,

—

fleshy

BULB,
ble, in

Belonging

to

the

< the
mouth.' A
part beneath the

—

BUCHULEAVES, Diosma crenata.
BUCKBEAN, Menyanthes trifoliata.
BUCKET FEVER, Dengue.
BUCKEYE, /Esculus hippocastanum.
BUCKHO, Diosma crenata.
BUCKTHORN, PURGING, Rhamnus.
BUCKWHEAT, Polygonum fagopyrum— b.
Polygonum divaricatum.

BUCNEMIA.

See Elephantiasis— b. TroSee Elephantiasis.

BUCTON, Hymen.
BUFF, INFLAMMATORY,
gisticum.

BUG, BED, Cimex.

BUGANTIA,

Chilblain.

lime.

A

name, given
which resemshape, certain bulbous roots. The Bulb
to different parts

of the Aorta is the great sinus of the Aorta.
Bulb of a Tooth; the vascular and nervous papilla contained in the cavity of a tooth.
The
Bulb or Root of the Hair is the part whence
the hair originates. The Bulb of the Urethra is
the dilated portion formed by the commencement of the Corpus spongiosum towards the
root of the penis.
of the eye.

We say,

Bulb, Rachidian.

also, Bulb, for Globe,

See Medulla oblongata.

BULBE DE LA VOUTE A TR01S
LIERS, Mamillary

PI-

tubercles.

BULB! PRIORUM

—

A mode of arresting hemorrhage, by applying a pledget of lint to the
bleeding vessel. Avicenna, Fallopius.
BUCERAS, Triffonella fcenum.

pica.

contains chloride of cal-

Bulbus, (F.) Bulbe,

by Anatomists

CRURUM

FORNICIS,

Corium

phlo-

BULBO CAVERNOSUS,
6.

Accelerator urinaa

Syndesmo- caver neux, Accelerator urins

b.

Uritral, Accelerator urina;.

BULBOCASTANEUM, Bunium

bulbocas-

tanum.

BULBONACH, Lunaria rediviva.
BULBUS ESCULENTUS. The

Esculent

Bulb: a particular kind, so denominated by the
ancients.
It is supposed to have been the Cepa
Ascalonica.

— Dioscorides,

Bulbus Vomito'rius.

Celsus, Pliny, &c.
plant, said by DiosIt is the
Ray : the

A

corides to be emetic and diuretic.
Musk-grape flower, according to

—

Hyacinthus Muscari.
BULGA, Vulva.

BULIMIA,

BUCELLA'TIO.

Plant, eastern,

The water

cium and carbonate of

nerve.

The Bucco-Pharynge'al

from Bucca,

is

France.

Bucci-

Aponeurosis, or Inter max' ill ury Lig'ament, extends from the internal ala of the pterygoid
process to the posterior part of the lower alveolar arch, and affords attachment, anteriorly, to
the buccinator, and posteriorly to the constrictor pharyngis superior.
small mouth. The
Bartholine.
chin.

WATERS OF. Buitwo leagues from Chateau-Thierry, in

BUISARD, MINERAL
sard

BUCCOPHARY NGFJAL,Bucco-pharyr,ge'mouth and pharynx.

des Champs,

Mamillary tubercles.

BUCCO-J)LV£OLO-MAXILLAIRE,
nator.

BUCCO-LABIAL NERVE, Buccal

b.

Boulimia.

BU'LITHOS, from (iovg, 'an ox,' and Xi9o ? ,
a stone.'
bezoar or stone, found in the kidneys, gall-bladder, or urinary bladder of an ox
or cow.
BULLA. (F.) Bulle.
Bleb.
A portion of
the cuticle, detached from the skin by the interposition of a transparent, watery fluid. It forms
the 4th Order in Willan's and Bateman's ar'

A

A

rangement of cutaneous diseases, and includes
Erysipelas, Pemphigus, and Pornpholyx. By
some, Bulla has been used synonymously with
Pemphigus, (q. v.) See, also, Hydatid.

BULLACE PLUM, Prunus invitia.
BULLjE ROTUNDiE CERVICIS UTERI,
Nabothi glanduloe.
BULLF1STS, Lycoperdon.
BUMELLIA, Fraxinus excelsior.
BUNA, Coffea Arabica.

BUNDURH

BUTTER
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BUNDURH, Corylus avellana.

have unsuccessfully endeavoured

BUiMAS.

strate the antiquity of syphilis.

Brassica napus.

BUNITES VINUM. A

made by

wine,

fusing the Bunium in must.
but scarcely ever used.

It

is

demon-

BURRHI SPIRTTUS MATRICA'LIS. The

in-

stomachic,

to

— Parr.

Burrhus for diseases of the Womb. Jt
prepared by digesting, in alcohol, equal parts
of myrrh, olibanum, and mastic. Boerhaave
frequently prescribed it.

Spirit of
is

BUNIUM BULBOCAS'TANUM,(So,nnv, so
growing on
it has been supposed, from
from pcvrog, 'a hill.' Balanocas'tanum.
The systematic name of a plant, whose root is
called the Pig nut, (q. v )
Jigriocas'tanum,
Nu'cula terres'liis, Bulbocasta'neum, Bulbocus1
tanum majus et minus. Earth-nut, Hawk-nut,
Kipper -nut. (F .) Terrenoix. The root is tuberous, and is eaten raw or roasted.
It has been
supposed of use in strangury. It is not employed in Medicine.
called,
hills,

BURSA TtlSTIUM, Scrotum— b.

Virilis,

Scrotum.

BURS^E MUCOSAE,

Synovial Crypts or
Bourses Sijnoviales. Small membranous sacs, situate about the joints, particularly about the large ones of the upper and
lower extremities, and, for the most part, lying
under the tendons. They are naturally filled
with an oily kind of fluid, the use of which is
to lubricate surfaces over which tendons play.
BUNNIAN, Bun von.
BUN'YON, Bun'nian, from powo?, 'an emi- In consequence of bruises or sprains, this fluid
nence. '(?) An enlargement and inflammation sometimes collects to a great extent. The Bursa
of the Bursa mucosa at the inside of the ball of are, generally either of a roundish or oval form,
and they have been arranged under two classes,
the great toe.
the spherical and vaginal.
BUPEINA. Boulimia.
BURSALIS, Obturator internus.
BUPHTHALM1 HERBA.Anthemis tinctoria.
BUPHTHAL'MIA, Buphthal'mos, from (*>u ?)
BURSE'RA GUMMIF'ERA, Terebinth'us
'an ox,' and ov9ali.ioq, 'an eye.' Ox eye. Un- gummifera, Jamaica Bark Tree. A resin exder this name, the generality of authors have udes from this tree, which is solid externally,
designated the first stage of hydrophthalmia. as met with in the shops: softish internally of
Others, with Sabatier, mean, by this term, the a vitreous fracture transparent of a pale yelturgescence of the vitreous humour, which, by low colour: turpentine smell, and sweet, perpushing the iris forwards, forms around the fumed ta3te. It has been used like the Balsams
and Turpentines in general, and is called, by
crystalline a sort of border.
MAJUS, Chrysanthe- the French, Cachibou, Chibou, and Resine de
Gomart.
mum lencanthemum.
BURSU LA, Scrotum.
Buphthalmum Cketicum, Anthemis Pyrethrum.
BUSSANG, MINERAL
OF.
BUPHTHALMUS, Hydrophthalmia. Sem- Bussang is a village in the department of Vospervivum tectnrum.
ges, France. The waters are acidulous chaly-

Follicles, (F.)

,

:

:

:

BUPHTHALMUM

WATERS

BUPLEUROIDES, Bupleurum

rotundifo-

BUPLEU'RUM ROTUNDIFO'LIUM,

Bu-

pleu'ron, Bupleuroi'des, from piu, augmentative,
and n/LevQov, 'side.' (F.) Buplevre, Percefeuille,
Round- leaved Hares-Ear, or Thorowwax. The
herb and seeds are slightly aromatic. It was

formerly celebrated for curing ruptures, being
made into a cataplasm with wine and oat-

meal

BUPLtiVRE, Bupleurum

BURAC,
(Arabic

Borax.

rotundifolium.
Also, any kind of salt.

)

BURDOCK,

Arctium lappa

—

b.

Lesser, Xan-

th iu in

BURIS. Hernia, accompanied by scirrhous
tumefaction or, perhaps, a scirrhous tumour
Avicenna.
only.
BURN. Sax. ber-nan or byj-nan to burn

—

;

,

or bren.'

Usiio,

'

Jimbus'tio, Adus'tio, Tresis
Jimbus'tio, Causis, Encau'sis,

Causis, Erythe'ma
Combustu'ra, Catacau'ma, Combus'tio,

An

(F.)

Bru-

injury produced by the action of too
great heat on the body. Burns are of oreater
or less extent; from the simple irritation of the
integument to the complete destruction of the
part. The consequences are more or less severe,
according to the extent of injury, and the part
Burns of the abdomen, when appaaffected.
rently doing well, are sometimes followed by
Their treatment varies: at times,
fatal results.
the antiphlogistic being required ; at others,
one more stimulating.
BURNEA. See Pinus Sylvestris.
disease menBURNING, or BRENNING.
tioned by old historians, from which authors
lure.

beates.

BUSSEROLLE,

lium.

A

Arbutus uva ursi

BUSS 11 SPIRTTUS

BEZOAR'TICUS.

A

The

Bezoar'dic Spirit of Bussius.
preparation, regarded as sudorific, diuretic, and antispasmodic: obtained by distilling subcarbonate
and muriate of ammonia, amber, oil of cedar or
juniper, &c.

BUTE, ISLAND

OF,

CLIMATE OF.

This island is in the Frith of Clyde, about 18
miles below Greenock. The climate is mild
and equable, but rather moist; and, as a winter
residence, it holds out advantages for such only
as appear to demand such a condition of the
atmosphere. The climate resembles, in character, that of the S. W. of England and France,
and the channel islands; although its temperature

is

lower.

BUTEA FRONDOSA.
BUT1GA,

BUTOMON,
BUTTER,
'ox,'

and

See Kino.

Gutta rosea.
Iris

pseudacorus.

from povrvpov, itself from povg,
any thing coagulated.' Buty'rum,

tl^jo?,'

Pice'rion, (F.) Beurre.
A sort of concrete oil,
obtained from the cream which forms on the
surface of the milk furnished by the females of
the mammalia especially by the cow and the
goat. Fresh butter is very nutritious, whilst
the rancid is irritating. The ancient chemists
gave the name Butter to many of the metallic
It has also been applied to vegetachlorides.
ble substances, which resemble, in some respects, the butter obtained from milk.
;

Butter of Bambooc orBAMBuc, (F.) Beurre
de Bambouc ou Bambuk.
A vegetable oil
obtained from a species of almond, and used

BUTTERBUR
in Senegal
pains.

in

CACALIA
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rheumatismal which thermal springs, in general, are recommended. They contain little or no mineral imButter of Cacao, Oil of Cacao, Oleum Ca- pregnation.
cao spissa' turn, 0. Tlieobro'mce Cacao expres' sum,
BUXUS. Buxus sempervi'rens. The Box(F.) Beurre dc Cacao, Huile de Cacao. A fat tree.
(F.) Buis ou Bouis.
The leaves are bitsubstance of a sweet and agreeable taste, ob- ter and aromatic, and, as such, have been used
tained from the Tkeobroma cacao, or Chocolate in medicine, in cases of worms,
dyspepsia, &c,
Nut.
in the form of decoction
They are sometimes,
Butter of Cocoa, (F.) Beurre de Coco. A also, added to beer. The seed was anciently
fatty, concrete substance, which separates from called Carthefgon.
the miik of the Cocoa nut. It is sweet and
BY'RETHRUM. A sort of cap or Couvre-

and

neuralgic

agreeable.

chef, filled

BUTTERBUR, Tussilago petasites.
BUTTERCUPS, Ranunculus acris.

BUTTERFLYWEED, Asclepias

BUTTERMILK,

(F.)

BUTUA,

tan

stuff,

with

'

'

tan.'

f

BYSAU'CHEN,
vulgaris.

«!.'/>,!',

•

the neck.'

from (Svu.
A morbid

'

stop up,' and
stiffness of the
I

neck.

Butter— b.

Confection

(almond)

Unguentum plumbi

spread

to

which CjElius Aurelianus sprinkled wool,
which he applied in certain cases to the umbilical region: from (Svooa,
leather,' and de\ptu,

Pareira brava.

BUTYRUM,
dulcium,

A

BYRSODEP'SICON.

tuberosa.
Babmrre, Lait de

Beurre. The thin, sour milk, separated from
the cream by churning.
It contains caseum
and a little butter. It is a refreshing drink when

newlv made.
Buttkhwort, Pinguicola

— Forestus.

with cephalic substances.
fivQaa.
A leather skin

fiYRSA,

plasters upon.

BYSSOS,

Amygdalarum

—

b.

superacetatis

—

Zinci chloridum.

Vulva.

Saturni,
BYSSUSorBYSSUM. The ancients gave
b. Zinci, this name to
several vegetable substances,

which were used

BUVEUR, Rectus internus oculi.
BUXTON, MINERAL WATERS OF,

for the fabrication of stuffs,
fineness, colour, and rarity
now chiefly applied to the
filaments, by the aid of which the acephalous
mollusca attach their shells to the rocks. B.
was formerly also applied to the female puden-

prized

Buxtonien'ses Aqua..
Buxton is a village in Derbyshire.
The springs are thermal, and about 82°
Fahrenheit. They contain sulphate of soda,
chloride of calcium, chloride of sodium, chloride of magnesium, carbonate of lime, carbonic
acid, and azote.
They are used in cases in

for

their

R

of material.

is

dum.

BYTHOS,

(ivSo

by Hippocrates

An epithet used
fundus of the stomach.

depth.'

<

?,

for the

c.
C. This

letter in the

R

is also
nifies Nitre.
scriptions for Calx.

CAA-AP'IA,

—

chemical alphabet sig- tion with spirits: the knowledge being thus
sometimes used in pre- acquired by inspiration, and incapable of inducing error. It was also called Ars cabalis'tica,

Dorste'nia Brazilian' sis.

root, according to Piso, is
and anti-diarrhceic.

CAA-ATAY'A. A

employed

The

as emetic

'

cabalistic art.'

CABAL'HAU. A

plant of Mexico, accordDalechamps, which passes for an antiplant of Brazil, supposed dote to white hellebore, and yet is used for poi-

ing

to

It is very bitter,
to be a species of Gratiola.
and considered to be one of the best indigenous

soning arrows.

cathartics.

the Cabal.

CAACICA. Euphorbia capitata.
CAA-GHIYU'YO, Frutexbacfdfcr BraziUen'sis.
A shrub of Brazil, whose leaves, in powder, are considered detersive.

CAAOPIA, Hypericum bacciferum.
CAAPEBA, Pareira brava.
CAAPONGA, Crithmum maritimum.
CAAROBA. A Brazilian tree, whose leaves,
in decoction,

promote perspiration.

— See

CAB'ALIST,

It is

unknown to botanists.
One instructed

Cabalis'ta.

CABALLATION,

in

Cynoglossum.

CABARET, Asarum.

CABBAGE,

Brassica— c. Skunk, Dracontinm fcetidum— c. Tree, Geoffraea inermis— c.
Baik tree, Geoffrsa inermis.

CABUREIBA; Myroxylon Peruiferum.
CABURE1CIBA. See Myroxylon Peruiferum.
CACLE'MIA,

Cera- and

'uii/a,

'

Caclue'mia, from y.ay.oe,
bad,'
faulty or morbid condi-

blood.'

'

A

tion of the blood.
Cab'ala, Cabal'la, Cal'bala, Caba/ia,
CAC'AGOGUE, Cacagu'gus, from x.ay.y.r\,
Kabala, Ga bulla. This word is from the He- 'excrement,' and etysiv, to expel.' An oint-

tonia.

CABAL,

'

brew, and signifies knowledge transmitted by
Paracelsus and several authors of
tradition.
the 16th and 17th centuries have spoken much
of this species of magic, which they distinguished into Judaic or theologian, and Hermetic
or medicinal; the latter being, according to
them, the art of knowing the most occult properties of bodies by an immediate communica-

ment, composed of alum and honey; which,
when applied to the anus, produced an evacuation.
Paulus of jEgina.
CACA'LIA ANTEUPHOR'BIUM, Anteuphor'bium. A plant, which Dodoens and others
considered to be capable of tempering the caustic properties of the euphorbium.
It is also

—

called Kleinia.

— —

—
CACAO

CACOSTOMACHUS
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Many varieties of the Cacalia are used, in of Europe. It is aromatic and astringent. Its
seeds are extremely acrid.
different countries, chiefly as condiments.
CACHUN'DE. An Indian troch or pastile
CA'CAO, Ca'coa, Co'cua Cacavifera, Caca'vi,
amber, mastic, musk, cinnamon,
Quahoil, Cacava'ta. The Cocoa or Chocolate composed of
galanga, pearls, rubies, eme]Nut; fruit of Thwbro'ma ; Family, Malvaceffi. aloes, rhubarb,
It is regarded by the peoralds, garnets, &c.
Sex. Sijst. Polydelphia Pentandria.
ple oflndia as an antidote, stomachic, and antiDefecation.

CACATION.
CACATORIA, Diarrhoea.
CAC'ATORY, Cacato'rius,

spasmodic.

CACO-ALEXITERIA, Alexipharmic.
CACOCHO'LIA, from xa*oc,' bad,' and

from caca're, * to
go to stool.' Febris cacato'riu; a kind of intermittent fever, accompanied by copious alvine

'bile.'

evacuations.

tion of the bile.

— Sylvius.

CACAVATA, Cacao.
O AC A VI, Cacao. Jatropha

CACOCHROI,
'colour.'

manihot.

CACCE, Excrement.
CACCION'DE. A sort of pill, chiefly formed

yolr
t

,

Diseases induced by a depraved condi-

from xanog, 'bad,' and x octa,

Diseases in which the complexion

morbidly changed

is

in colour.

CACOCHYL'IA,

from xaxog, 'bad,' and
Depraved chyliricalion.
CACOCHYM'IA, Corrup'tio Humo'rum,itom
tery.
CACHANG-PARANG. A sort of bean of xaxoc, 'bad,' and y.vuog, 'juice,' 'humour.'
the humours.
Sumatra, mentioned by Marsden, whose seeds Cacoch'ymy. Depravation of
Cacochymia Scorbutica. See Purpura
given in pleurisy. Jussieu considers it to

of catechu,

recommended by Baglivi

in dysen- /"?.og,

'

chyle.'

are

c. Venerea, Syphilis.
CACOCH'YMUS, Cacochym'icus. One atCachedticus, same etymon
cacochymia. Belonging to cacoas Cachexia. One attacked with cachexia. Be- tacked with
longing to cachexia. Cachec'tica remedia are clivmia.
CACOCJNE'MOS, Malts suris pradi'ivs; from
remedies against cachexia.
LAGUEN, Chanchalagua, Chi- xaxog, 'bad,' and nvr^ij, 'the leg.' One who
has bad legs.
ronia chilensis.
CACOCORE'MA, from *a*oc,'bad,' and xoqcw,
'bad.' and '«£«?,
from xazo

be the Mimo'sa scandens.

CACHECTIC,

CACHEN

CACHEX'IA,

?,

A

medicine which purges
A condition in I purge, or cleanse.'
Status cached ticus
bad off the vitiated humours.
which the body is evidently depraved.
CACOD^E'MON, from xaxcc, 'bad,' and 8aihabit of body; chiefly the result of scorbutic,
evil spirit, to which were
cancerous, or venereal diseases when in their fxmr. 'a spirit.' An
Hence we hear of a Scorbutic C, ascribed many disorders. The Nightmare.
last stage.
'

1

habit.'

.

A

CACODIA, Anosmia.
Cancerous C, &c. Sauvages and Cullen have
CACOrJTHES, from xaxoc, bad,' and rr9o ?
included under this head a number of diseases
vitiated
consumptions, dropsies, &.c. Cachexia has disposition, habit,' &c. Of a bad or
been sometimes confounded with diathesis character.
CACOGALAC'TIA, from ***:?, bad,' and
The Cachexia Jctcrica is jaundice or icterus itThe fluor albus yaxu, ten. yalux.ro:, milk.' A bad condition
self, or a disposition thereto.
of the milk.
is sometimes called Cachexia Uterina.
CACOMORPH1A, Deformation.
Cachexia Airicana, Chthonophagia— c.
CACOPATHI'A, Passio Mala, from x«xoc,
c.
Calculosa, Lithia— c. Cancerous, see Cancer
A distressed
Chlorotic, Chlorosis— c. Dysthetica, Dyscrasia? 'bad,' and nadoc, 'affection.'
Hippocr.
state of mind.
c. Icterica, Icterus.
CACOPHO'NL\, from tan»?', 'bad,' and <pv>rr„
Cachexia Londinensis. The paleness and
A dissonant condition of voice:
other evidences of impaired health presented 'voice.'
by the inhabitants of London: a similar cachexia vitia'la vox.
CACOFRA'GIA, from kdiko?, 'bad,' and
is seen in those of other crowded cities.
Cachexia, Scorbutic, see Purpura c. Scro- TTQccTTw, 'I perform.' Depraved condition of
'

,

—

'

'

—

—

—

—

phulosa, Scrofula.
Cachexia Sple'nica.

the chylopoietic orjans.

CACORUHACHI'TIS, from *«*<?, 'bad,'
and Qayig, ''he spine.' Cacorrhu'chis, SponDisease of
dylalgia. Deformity of the spine.
the spleen, especially in India. Twining.
Cachexia Venerea, Syphilis— c. Virginum, the spine. Spontaneous luxation of the vertebrae and ribs dependent upon internal causes.
Chlorosis.
CACORRHYTH'MUS, Arrhyth'mus, from
CACHIBOU. See Bursera gummifera.
CACHLNNA'TIO, from cachin'no, 1 laugh xux-.c, 'bad,' and qudfiog, 'rhythm,' 'order.'
A tendency to immoderate laughter, Irregular.
aloud.'
CACO'SIS. Mala disposi"tio, Vice. A bad
as in some hysterical and maniacal affections
CACH1RI. A fermented liquor made, in condition of body. Hippocr.
CACOSO'MIUM, from Kanog, 'bad,' and tfiou*,
Cayenne, from a decoction of the rasped root
the body.' An hospital for leprosy, and incuof the manioc. It resembles perry.
The

state of scorbutic

Cachexia, which often accompanies diseases

—

of

'

—

'

CACHLEX. A

small stone or pebble, found rable affections.
CACOSPHYX'IA, from naxog, 'bad,' and
on the sea-shore. One of these, when heated in
pulse.'
Vitio'sus pulsus.
Bad state of
the fire, and cooled in whey, communicates an nifuzig,
Galen.
astrirxrency to the liquid, so that it was ancient- pulse.
from
'bad,'
xukoc,
CACOSSIT'lA,
and airnr,
ly esteemed to be useful in dysentery.— Galen.
CACHOS. An Oriental fruit, apparently ot aliment.' Disgust or aversion for food. Fas'

—

'

esteemed
Catechu.

a Solanum, which

is

lithontriptic.

lid'ium cibo'rum.

CACOSTOM'ACHUS,

from ^r-c, 'bad,'
What disagrees
umbellife- and nr<juax'J ?, 'the stomach.'
the stomach. Indigestible.
Gorraius.
rous plant, which grows in Africa and the South with

CACHOU,

CACHRYS

LIBANO'TIS.

An

—

—

—

CACOSTOMUS
CACOSTOMUS,
e-Toaa.

a mouth.'

'

from

Having

and

*«*<>?, 'bad,'
a bad mouth.

Vit'ium An'imi, from
'bad,' and Sv^o;, mind,' 'disposition.'
tious state of mind.
Linden.

A

—

vi-

CACOTRIBULUS, Centaurea calcitrapa.
CACOTROPH'IA, from xaKog, 'bad,' and
'nutrition.'

Vitio'sa nutri"tio;

—

CICATRIX,

Cicatrix.
Blindness, Anap'sia, Typhlotcs,
Typhlo'sis, (F.) Jiveuglement, C'ecite. C. may
be dependent upon many different diseases,
as upon amaurosis, specks, hypopyon, cataract,

C/E'CITAS,

x.axo<;,

'

TQo<pt],

(CESAREAN
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CACOTHYM'IA,

—

— disor-

dered nutrition. Galen.
CACOU Cagot, Catechu.

glaucoma, ophthalmia, atrophy of the eye, »tc.
Gecitas Crepuscularis, Hemeralopia c.
Diurna, Nyctalopia.

—

GECUM

or CCECUM, Intesti'num ccecum,
Monom'achon, Monocolon, Monoculum, TyphloCoucin'ea Coccin'- teron monocolon, lni"tium intesti'ni crassi, Saccvs,
ea, Schousba'a coccin'ea, Tikimma.
perennial Ccecum Caput Coli, Prim.a cella coli, from cacus,
twining shrub of South America, the plant of 'blind.' The Blind Gut, so called from its bewhich, as well as the fruit, is possessed of erne- ing perforated at one end only. That portion
to-cathartic properties.
of the intestinal canal, which is seated between
CACT1ER, Cactus opuntia.
the termination of the ileum and commenceOPUN'TIA, Opuntm. The Indian ment of the colon; and which fills, almost
Fig, (F.) Cactier, RaqueUe, Figuier d'Inde. wholly, the right iliac fossa; where the peritoThis plant grows in South America, Spain, Italy, neum retains it immovably. Its length is about
Its fruit, which has the shape of the fig, is 3 or 4 fingers' breadth.
The Ileo-cacal valve
of a sweetish taste, and colours the urine red when or Valve o/Bauhin shuts off all communication
eaten. Its leaves are considered refrigerant.
between it and the ileum ; and the Appendix
CADA'BA, Stro'e'mia. A genus of the family vermiformis cad is attached to it.
Capparidea, natives of India and Arabia. The
Cscum, Phlegmonous Tumour op the, Tyyoung shoots of the Cada'bafarino'sa are consi- phlo-enteritis.
dered to be an antidote against venomous bites.
CjECUS. 'Blind.' One deprived of sight.
CADA'VER, Ptoma, Necron, vtxqav.
dead (F.) Aveugle, Borgne. In anatomy, it is used
body; a subject; a carcass, (F.) Cadavre. The to designate certain holes or cavities, which
word has been supposed to come from cado, end in a cul-de-sac; or have only one openintr.
I fall ;'
and by some, to be a contraction
Blind Ducts of the Ure'thra, (F.) Conduits
from caro data vermibus, flesh given to the aveugles de Vurllhre, are the Mucous Lacu'na of
,

CACOU'CIA COCCIN'EA,

A

CACTUS

&C
•

A

'

'

worms

!'

the Ure'thra.

CADAVEROUS,

Cadavero'sus, JYecro'des.
(F.) Cadavireux.
Belonging to the dead body;
as cadaverous smell. The Cadav'erous or Hippocrat'ic face (see Face,) is an unfavourable sign
in disease, and generally denotes a fatal termination.

CADEJI-INDI, Malabathrum.

CADEL-AVANACU,

Croton tiglium.
Egyptian, leguminous plant.

CADIA. An
The Arabs

attribute to its fresh leaves the

power

of relieving colic.

CADMIA, Calamina, Tutia.
CAD'MII SULPHAS, Cad'mium

Sulphn'ri-

cum, Sulphas Cad'micus. Meli'ni Sulphas, Klapro'thii Sulphas, Klapro' thiurn Sulphuricum, Melinum Sulphu'ricum, Sulphate of Cad'mium.
Used in spots on the cornea, and in chronic
torpid inflammation of the conjunctiva, in the
quantity of half a grain to a grain to the ounce
of water.
SULPHURICUM, Cadmii Sulphas.

CADMIUM

CADTCHU,

Catechu.

CADUCA HUNTERI,
CADU'CITY,

—

Decidua.

Imbecil'litas, Debil'itas, Cadu''

of the limbs not usually possessing sufficient
strength to support the body. The precise age
must of course vary in individuals.
CADURCUS, Vulva.
CADUS, y.aSoc. A Greek measure, equal to
ten gallons English.
Pliny.

—

—

H.emourhoi'ijes Cjeck, Blind Piles, (F.) Hemorrhoidcs aveugles, are those unaccompanied
by any discharge.
CJELA-DOLO, Torenia Asiatica.
Lute.

CEMENTUM,
CERULEUM BEROLINENSE,

blue

from cadere, to fall.' The French use
the word CaducM, for the portion of human
life, which is comprised generally between 70
and 80 years. The age, which precedes decrepitude.
It is so termed in consequence
citas,

Fora'men Ccecum of the frontal bone is a
small cavity at the inferior extremity of the internal coronal crest or crista
Ft onto- ethmoidal
foramen— (Ch.), (F.) Trou aveugle ou borgne.
Morgagni has given the same name to the small
cavity, in the middle of the upper surface of the
tongue, near its base; the sides of which are
furnished with mucous follicles— Lacune de la
languc. (Ch.)
Foram'i.na G<eca, Anterics et Posterius,
are situate at the fore and back parts of the tuber annulare of the brain, and at the extremities of the depression made by the vertebral
artery.
The former is placed between the
nerves of the 3d, and the latter between those
of the 6th pair.

—

c.

Prussian

Borussicum, Prussian blue.

CiERULOSIS NEONATORUM, Cyanopathy
CLESALPI'iNIA SAPPAN, (F.) Brhillet.
Bois de Sappan.
A small Siamese tree, the
wood of which is used in decoction, in cases of
contusion.
Brazil Wood or Fernambuco wood, formerly
used as an astringent, is the wood of Gesalpin'ia echina'ta.

The

kernel of Gesalpin'ia

Bonpucell'a,
which is called in India Kutkuleja
and Kutoo Kurunja is given as a febrifuge
tonic.
Dose ten grains.
GESA'REAN SECTION on OPERAthe seed of

Cadus, Amphora.

TION,

CiECAL,

casc/rcus, Opera 'tio casarea, Metro/om'ia, from
cadere, ' to cut.'
An incision made through
the parietes of the abdomen and uterus to ex-

Cacalis. Belonging to the caecum,
from ccccus, 'blind, hidden.' The Cacal arteries
and veins, are the branches of the Arteria et vena
coUca dextra inftriores, distributed to the caecum.

li

Tomoto'cia,

tract the foetus.

Casa'rea

In this

sect.io,

Partus

manner Julius Ctesar

c

(LESARIES

—

Pliny.
It is
said to have been extracted.
also called Hysterotom'ia, Hysterotomato'cia,
and Gastrohysterot'omy, (F.) Operation CisariAn incision has been made into the
tnne.

is

uterus through the vagina; constituting the
Vaginal Cmsurean Section, (F.) Operation cesarienne vaginale. The Caesarenn Section may
be required when the mother dies before de-

—

when there is some invincible obstacle
livery;
to delivery, from the faulty conformation of the
pelvis; or when the child has passed into the
abdominal cavity in consequence of rupture of

New York, conremarkable analogy between
the Cainca and the Apocynum cannabinum.
Dr. John H. Griscom, of

siders there

CiESARIES, Capillus.
C^ESIUS, Glaucoma.

(LESONES,C#:SARES.

Children brought
into the world by the Caesarean operation.
gray eyes.
who
have
They
C.-ESU'LIiE.
C.ESURA, Cut.
CiETCHU, Catechu.

CAF, Camphor.

CAFAL, Acrimony.
CAFAR, Camphor.
Coffea.

CAFU A LA SULTANE.

This name has
been given to an infusion or decoction of the
ground coques or pericarps which surround the

Cafe Citrin. The aqueous infusion of unroasted coffee, so called on account of its yeltint.

CAFE YER,

CAISSE, Case,— c.du Tambour, Tympanum.

CAITCHU,

Catechu.

CAJAN, Phaseolus creticus.
CAJUPUT1, Cajeput.
CAKES, WORM, STORY'S. These were
made

composed of calomel and jalap,
cakes, and coloured with cinnabar.

into

CALABASH TREE, NARROW-LEAVED,
Crescentia Cujete.

CALAF,

Salix JEgyp'tiaca.

A

large-leaved

Egyptian willow, called, also, Ban. The distilled water of the flowers, called Macahalef,
passes, in that country, for an excellent antiaphrodisiac. It is also used as an antiloimic,
antiseptic, and cordial.
CALAGERI, Vernonia anthelmintica.
CALAGIRAH, Vernonia anthelmintica.

CALAGUA'L.E RADIX,

Calague'la Radix.

root of Folypo'dium Calagua'la, or Aspid'ium coria'ceum. It has been exhibited in
Italy in dropsy, pleurisy, contusions, abscesses,
&c. Its properties are not, however, clear.

CALAMBAC,

Coffea Arabica.

CAGASTRUM.
diseases,
sus.

The

principle or

which are communicable.

CAG.VEUX,

germ

of
Paracel-

Cagot. See Kyllosis.
Ipecacuanha.

CAGOSANGA,

CAGOT, (F.) A name given to deformed
and miserable beings, met with in the Pyrenees, Bern, and Upper Gascony in Fiance,
where they are also called Capots. In other
they are called, Gizits, Gi.zitai.ns, CreGahets, Capons, Coliberts, Cacous, Cagneux,

districts

&c. See

Cretin.

This word has had various significations. Some
have used it for an oblique fracture of a bone ;
the fractured portions having the shape of the
nib of a pen.
Others have used it for a longitudinal fracture, and others, again, for one that
is

comminuted.

— Dictionaries.

CALAMI'NA,

Cal! amine, from cal'amus,' a
from its reed-like appearance.
Cudmia, Cathmir, Cadmia lapido'sa aero'sa,
Cadmia Fos'silis, Lapis Aero'sus, Calirn'ia,

reed,' so called

The word Cagot is supposed Lapis
Cam* Gothus, Dog Zinci

to be an abbreviation of

'

of a Goth.'

CAGUE-SANGUE,

Caqucsangue.

CAH1NOE

RADIX, Caincee radix.
CAl'EPUT or CAJ'EPUT, OIL OF.
pvt'ty, Cojvjni'ti

Agallochum.

CALAMANDRINA.Teucrium chamaedrys.
C A LAM BO UK, Agallochum.
CALAME'DON, from xaXauos, 'a reed.*

CAFFA, Camphor.
CAFIER. Coffea Arabica.

tins,

Mala-

bar plant, the fruit of which has a pyriform
shape. The juice is drunk in that country for
the purpose of arresting hiccough. The fruit,
when unripe, is emetic.

The

coffee.

lowish

is a

CA1N1TO, Chrysophyllum Cainito.
CAIPA SCHORA. A cucurbitaceous

the uterus.

CAF&,

CALAMUS
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The

Oleum.

Kya-

volatile oil of the

leaves of Melulcu'ca Cajapu'ti, a native of the
Moluccas. The oil has a strong, fragrant smell,
like camphor; taste pungent and aromatic: limpid.
It is stimulant, and useful where the essential oils in general are employed. It has also
been called Oil of Witneben, from the person

who first distilled it.
CAILLE. Tetrao coturnix.

—

Melissa nepeta c. Mountain, Melissa grandic. Spotted. Melissa nepeta.
CALAM1NTA HtfMILIOR, Glecoma hede-

—

racea.

CALAMINTHA,

Galium verum.
CAILLOT, Coagulum.

Vraie,

Melissa nepeta— c.

Caincee radix.

Radix

CALAM1NARIS, Calamina.
CALAM1NT, Melissa Calamintha— c. Field,
flora

CAILLEBOTTE, Curds.
CA1LLELAIT BLAJS'C, Galium mollugo—

CAINAN^E RADIX,
CAINCEE RADIX.

Calamina'ris, Calamina'ris, Car'bonas
impu'rus, (F.) Pierre calaminaire. NaCalamine is
tive impure carbonate of zinc.
chiefly used for pharmaceutical purposes in the
form of the Calamina prjepara'ta, Lapis Calamina'ris prmpara'tus, Car'bonas zinci impu'rus
prapara.'tus, Zinci car'bonas prapara'tus, Prepared Calamine;— Calamine reduced to an impalpable powder by roasting and levigation. In
this state it is sprinkled or dusted on excoriated
parts, or to prevent excoriation, &c.

flora

R

—

c.

Melissa

C—

c.

Anglica,
grandi-

Magno flore, Melissa

Montana, Melissa grandiflora

—

c.

Pu-

Melissa nepeta.
CALAMUS, xzXauos, the reed.' In the
Cainana, Caninana, Cahincce, Kahinca, Serpenta'ria Brazil ien' sis, Cainca Root. The bark Pharmacopoeia of the U. S. the rhizoma of
of the root of Chiococc'a anguifuga, a plant of acorus calamus (q. v.)
Calamus Alexandrinus. Celsus has thus
the Family Rubiaceoe, Sex. Syst. Pentandria
Monogynia, of Linnaeus. It is bitter, tonic, called a medicine, which was long confounded
and diuretic, but has not been long introduced. with Calamus Aromatieus. It is not a root,
however, but the stalk of a plant of India and
Dose of the powder from gj to ^ss.
Chiococ'cm,

legii odore,

'

—

—
CALAPPITE

E SyP t

—

—

1

CALCIS BICHLORURETUM
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probably the Andropo'gon JYardus.
CALCA'REOUS, Calcdreus, Caka'rius; from
entered into the theriaca, and has been regarded calx,' lime.' (F.) Calcaire. Containing lime
1

.

:

antihysteric and
malicus verus.

emmenagogue

;

Calamus

as calcareous concretions, C. depositions,

aro-

&c.

Cai.carkus Carbonas, Creta.
Calamus Ahomaticus, Acorus calamus c.
CALCAR1A CHLORATA, Calcischloridum
aromaticus verus, Calamus Alexandrinus c.
c. Chlorica, Calcis chloridum
c. PhosphoIndicus, see Saccharum— c. Odoratus, Acorus rica, see Cornu cervi c. Pura,
Calx— c. Pura
calamus, Juncus odoratus.
liquida, Liquor calcis.
Calamus Rotang. The systematic name of
CALCARIJ3 CHLORUM, Calcis chloridum.
a plant, whence Dragon's Blood, Sanguis DraCALCATOR, Ferri sulphas.
co nis, Cinnab'aris Graco'rum, Dracontha/ma,
CALCATREPPOLA, Centaurea calcitrapa.

—
— —

(F.)

Sang-Dragon,

is

obtained.

CALCE'NA, CALCE'NON, CALCENO'-

the red,

It is

—

—

resinous juice, obtained, in India, from wound- NIA, CALCINO'NIA.
Words employed by
ing the bark of the Calamus Rotang. It has Paracelsus, to designate the concretions of tarbeen used as an astringent in hemorrhages, &c; trate of lime, which form in the human body.
but is now rarely employed.
CALCENOS, Calcetus.

Calamus Saccharincs, see Saccharum.
Calamus Scripto'rius, Ana g'lyphe Rhom-

CALCEOLA'RIA,

boi'dal

Sinus.

from

calceolus,

<

a small

slipper;' Slipper wort.

,

'A

Writing pen,' (F.) Fossette
angulaire du quatrieme ventricule. A small,
angular cavity, situate at the superior extremity
of the medulla, in the fourth ventricle of the
brain, which has been, by some, supposed to
resemble a pen.
Calamus Vulgaris, Acorus calamus.
CALAPPITE. Rumphius has given this
name to calculous concretions, found in the interior of some cocoa nuts.
The cocoa tree itself
the Malays call Calappa.
These stones are,
likewise, termed Vegetable Bezoards. The Malays attribute potent virtues to them, and wear

nTiQta.,

them

who walks on

Calceola'ria Prima'ta

is

used in Peru as

a laxative.

Calceola'ria Trif'ida

is

esteemed

to

be

febrifuge.

CALCE'TUS,

Calceno'nius, Calcc'nos. That
in tartrate of lime.
An adjecParacelsus, in speaking of the
blood Sanguis calce'tus. Hence came the expression Calcined blood, Sang calcint.

which abounds

tive

used, by
;

CALCEUM EQUINUM,Tussilago.
CALCIGEROUS CELL, see Tooth.
CALCIG'RADUS,

as amulets.

'

Pternobates, from Calx,
the heel,' and patvu),
I walk.'
One
'

his heels.

— Hippocr.

CALASAYA, Cinchonee cordifolias cortex.
CALCII CHLORURETUM, Calcis murias
CALBALA, Cabal
Oxychloruretum, Calcis chloridum — c.
CALBIA'NUM. The name of a plaster injOxydum— c. Calx viva— c. Protochloruretum,
Myrepsus, the composition of which we know Calcis chloridum.
j

CALCINATION, CaZciW^'o, Calci'non,ConUrema'tio, from calx.
lime.'
The act of subCALCAIRE, Calcareous.
mitting to a strong heat any infusible mineral
PETIT substance, which we are desirous of depriving
ORTE1L, Abductor minimi digiti pedis c. Pha- either of its water, or of any other volatilizable
langinien commun, Extensor brevis digitorum substance, that enters into its composition ; or
pedis c. Sous-phala,ngettien commun, Flexor which we wish to combine with oxygen. Alum
brevis digitorum pedis c. Sous-phalanginien is calcined to get rid of its water of crystallizacommun, Flexor brevis digitorum pedis c. Sous- tion; chalk, to reduce it to the state of pure
phalangien du petit orteit, see Abductor minimi lime, by driving off' the carbonic acid; and cerdigiti pedis
c. Sus-Phalangeltien commun, Ex- tain metals are subjected to this operation to
tensor brevis digitorum pedis.
oxidize them.
CALCA'NEUM, from calx, the heel.' CatMAJUS POTER1I, HyThe largest drargyrum pracipitatum.
ca'neus, Calcar, Os Calcis, Plerna.
of the tarsal bones ; that which forms the heel.
CALCINONIA, Calcena.
It is situate at the posterior and inferior part of
CALCIS BICHLORURETUM, Calcis chloabove
and a little ante- ridum c. Carbonas, Creta c. Carbonas durus,
the foot is articulated
riorly with the astragalus; anteriorly, also, with Marmor.
called
Its posterior surface,
the os cuboides.
Calcis Chlo'ridum; Chlo'ride of Lime,
Heel, Talus, Calx, (F.) Talon, gives attach
Calx chlorina'ta, (Ph. U. S.) Protoxi-chlor'uret
ment to the tendo achillis; the lower has, pos- 'of Calcium, Calca'ria clilorata, Clilorum Galea!teriorly, two tuberosities, to which the superfi- ria, Chlore'tum Calca'ria, Calcaria Chlorica,
cial muscles of the sole of the foot are attached. Oxychlorure'tum Calcii, Protochlorure'tvm CalThe small Apoph'ysis or lateral Apophysis of the cii, Chlorure'tum Oxidi Calcii, Bichlorure'tum
not.

CALCADINUM,

Ferri sulphas.

'

CALCAKE0PHALANG1EN DU

—

j

I

—

j

!

—

CALC1NATUM

<

—

—

Calca'neum, (F.) Petite Apophyse ou Apophyse
du Calcanium, is a projection at the upper surface of this bone, on which is formed the
posterior portion of the cavity, that. receives
the astragalus. The great Apoph'ysis, anterior
Apoph'ysis of the Calca'neum is the projection,
which corresponds, on one side, with the ouboides; and on the other forms the anterior
part of the facelte, which receives the astra-

Calcis, Oxymu'rias Calcis, Bleaching Powder,
Tennant's Powder. A compound resulting from
the action of chlorine on hydrate of lime° The
Chloride of Lime is a most valuable disinfecting agent, (see Disinfection,) when dissolved
in the proportion of one pound, to six gallons
of water. It has likewise been employed both
internally and externally in various diseases,

laterale

Atramentum.
Calcaneum, Ergot.
Calcak Avis, Hippocampus minor.

CALCAR,

&c. &c.
Calcis Hk.par, "Calcis sulplmret.um.
Calcis Murias Muriate of Lime, Calx sa-

|as in scrofula, fcetor oris, foul ulcers.

galus.

CALCANTHON,

—

—

;

|

;

Chlorure'tum sen Chloridum, Chloride of calcium.
This salt has been given, in

\lita,

Calcii

—

;

CALCITEA

CALCULI
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solution, as a tonic, stimulant, &c, in scrofu- scure.
Often they occasion no uneasiness, anrl
lous tumours, olandular obstructions, general at other times the symptoms may be confounded
debility, &c.
The Solu'tio Muria'tis Calcis, with those of hepatitis. At times, they are reLiquor Calcis Muria'tis, Solution of .Muriate of jected by the mouth, or by the bowels, along
Lime, Liquid Shell, is composed of muriate of with a considerable quantity of bile, which had
li/ue^}, dissolved in distilled water §iij.
The accumulated behind them; at other times, they

Liquor

Calcii Chloridi, or Solution of
Chloride of Calcium, of the Pharmacopoeia of
the United States is formed as follows
Marble, in fragments, Six. Muriatic acid, Oj
Distilled water, a sufficient quantity.
Mix the acid
with a half pint of the water and gradually add
the marble.
Towards the close of the effervescence apply a gentle heat, and, when the action has ceased, pour oft' the clear liquor and
evaporate to dryness. Dissolve the residuum
in its weight and a half of distilled water, and
Dose, from gu. xxx to f. £j in a cupful of
filter.
water.
Cai.cis Oxymurias, Calcis chloridum.
:

;

Calcis Sulphure'tum

;

Hepar

Sul-

Calcis,

phuret of Lime, (F.) Proto-hydrosv-lfate de Calcium. Hydrosulfate de chaux. Principally used
in solution, as a bath, in itch and other cutaneous affections.

CALCITEA,

Ferri sulphas.

CALOITEOSA,

CALCITHOS, Cupri subacetas.
CALCITRAPA, Centaurea Calcitrapa — c.

—

Centaurea calcilrapa.

CALCITRAPPA, Delphinium
CALCIUM, CHLORIDE OF,
c.

—

CALCO-SUBPHALANGEUS MINIMI

—

G1TI, Abductor minimi digiti pedis
phalangeus pollicis, Abductor pollicis

c.

DI-

Sub-

pedis.

CALCOCOS, Bell-metal.
CALCOIDEA. (ossicula,) Cuneiform
CALCOTAR, Ferri sulphas.
CALCUL,

biliary.

Calculs lacry-

maux. Concretions sometimes, but rarely, form
in the lachrymal passages, where they occasion
abscesses and fistula, which do not heal until
they are extracted. No analysis has been made
of them.

consolida.
Calcis murias

Protohydr a sulfate de, Calcis sulphuretum
c.
c. Protoxi-chloruret of, Calcis chloridum
Protoxide of, Calx.

—

Calculi Fellei, Calculi,

Cal'culi, Lach'ryimal, (F.)

Plumbi oxydum semivi-

treum.

atellata,

occasion violent abdominal inflammation, abscesses, and biliary fistula?, rupture of the gallbladder, and fatal effusion into the peritoneum.
The passage of a gallstone is extremely painful
yet the pulse is not affected. Antiphlogistics,
when there is inflammatory action, and strong
doses of opium, to allay the pain and spasm,
with the warm bath, are the chief remedies.
Solvents are not to be depended upon. They
cannot reach the calculi.
Cal'culi in the Ears, (F.) Calculs de VOreille.
Hard, light, and inflammable concretions, which occur in the meatus auditorius externus, and are merely indurated cerumen.
They are a frequent cause of deafness. They
can be easily seen, and may be extracted by
appropriate forceps, after having been detached
by injections of soap and water.

bones.

Calculus.

CALCULEUX, Calculous.
CAL'CULI, ARTICULAR.

See Calculi
Arthritic; and Concretions, Articular.
Calculi, Arthrit'jc, Tophi, Tuber'cula arthrit'ica, Chalk stones, (F.) Pierres crayeuses,
Calculs arthritiques J\"ceuds. Concretions, which
form in the ligaments, and within the capsules
of the joints, in persons affected with gout.
They are composed of uric acid, soda, and a
little animal matter; very rarely, urate of lime
and chloride of sodium are met with. Similar
calculi are found in other parts besides the

Calculi of the MammjE, (F.) Calculs des
Mamelles. Haller gives a case of a concretion, of a yellowish-white colour, which had the
shape of one of the excretory ducts of the mammary gland, having been extracted from an
abscess seated in that organ.
Cal'culi of the Pancreas, (F.) Calculs du
Pancreas. These are but little known.
Analogy has induced a belief that they resemble
the salivary. Some have supposed that certain
transparent calculi, rejected by vomiting, or
passed in the evacuations, have proceeded from
the pancreas, but there seems no reason for this
belief.

Cai/culi of the Pineal Gland, (F.) CalThese have been
frequently met with. No symptom announces
their presence during life. They are composed
of phosphate of lime.
Calculi of the Prostate. These are not
very rare.
They have generally the same
culs de la Glande Piniale.

composition as the preceding. They usually
present the symptoms common to every tumefaction of the prostate, and sometimes those of

joints.

calculi in the bladder.

Cal'ccjli, Bil'iary, Calculi bilio'si sen
fell'ei seu bilia'rii, Cysthepatolithi'asis, Biliary

Cal'culi Pul'monary, (F.) Calculs pulmonaires. These concretions are very frequently met with in the dead body, without

Concre'tions, Gall-stones, Chololithus, Cholel'ithus, Cholelith'ia. (F.) Calculs biliuires, Pierres
av fiel. Some of these contain all the materials

seeming to have produced unpleasant symptoms during life. At other times, they are
accompanied with all the symptoms of phthisis,

bile, and seem to be nothing more than
that secretion thickened. Several contain Pi- Phthisic calculeuse of Bayle. At times, they are
er ome I ; and the greater part are composed of expectorated without the supervention of any
from 88 to 94 parts of Cholestciin, and of from unpleasant symptom. They are usually formed
6 to Yi of the yellow matter of the bile. Bi- of carbonate of lime and animal matter.
liary calculi are most frequently found in the
Cal'culi Salivary, (F.) Culculs salivaires.
gall-bladder: at other times in the substance of Concretions, usually formed of phosphate of
the liver in the branches of the Ductus hejiati- lime and animal matter, which are developed
cus, or in the Ductus Communis Choledochus. in the substance of the salivary glands or in
The first are called Cystic ; the second Hepatic ; their excretory ducts. In the first case, they
The may be mistaken for a simple swelling of the
and the last, sometimes, Hepatocystic.
causes which give rise to them are very ob- gland; in the second, they maybe generally

of the

:

.
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detected by the touch. They may be extracted
by incision in the interior. of the mouth.
Cal'culi, Spermat'ic, (F.) Calculs spermatiques. These have been sometimes found

Calculi of the Tonsils.

Calculous con-

cretions, which sometimes form in the tonsils.
(F.) Calculs des Amygdalcs.
They are easily
recognised by the sight and touch: sometimes
they are discharged by spitting, either alone
or with the pus of an abscess occasioned by
their presence.
They have not been analyzed.

in the vesiculae seminales after death. They
cannot be detected during life. No analysis
has been made of them.
Cal'culi of the Stotiach and Intestines,
Enterol' ithus E. Cal'culus, Concre'tio alvi'na,
(F.) Calculs de iestom'ic, C. intestinaux, Pierres
stercorales, Concretions intestinales. Calculi of
the stomach are rare, and have almost always
been carried thither by the antiperistaltic action
of the intestines. The symptoms, occasioned
by them, are those of chronic gastritis. It has
been imagined that the continued use of absorbent powders, as magnesia, will give occasion to them.
Intestinal concretions, (F.) Calculs intestinaux, are not uncommon in animals (see Bezoard:) but they are rare in man. The causes
which give rise to them are little known:
sometimes a biliary calculus affords them a
nucleus. Their composition varies. They are
light, hard, very fetid, and not inflammable.
They are formed, ordinarily, between the valvulae of the small intestines, or in the cells of
the large, and sometimes in old hernise. Whilst
they do not obstruct the passage of the alimentary mass, they produce no unpleasant symptom. At times, the movable tumour, which
they form, may be felt through the parietes of
the abdomen. They are generally evacuated

Cal'culi, Urinary, Urol'ilhi, (F.) Calculs
urinaires, Pierres urinaires. Concretions, which
form from the crystallizable substances in the
urine, and which are met with not only in the
whole course of the urinary passages, but in
fistulous openings wherever the urine stagnates naturally or accidentally.
Their causes
are but little known. They are more common
at the two extremities of life than at the middle, and more so in some countries and districts than in others.
At times, a clot of blood,
a portion of mucus, &c, will form the nucleus.

,

The symptoms and treatment vary according
to the seat of the calculus.
There is no such
thing probably as a medicinal solvent. See
Urinary Calculi.
Modern chymists have demonstrated the
existence of several components of urinary
calculi, viz. Lithic Acid, Phosphate of Lime,
Ammoniaco-Magnesian Phosphate, Oxalate of
Lime, Cystic Oxide, and Xanthic Oxide, with an
animal cementing ingredient. The varieties of
calculi, produced by the combination or intermixture of these ingredients, are thus represented by Dr. Paris.

per anum.

A TABULAR VIEW OF THE DIFFERENT SPECIES OF URINARY CALCULI.
SPECIES OF
CALCULI.

EXTERNAL
»**»».

1

Lithio or
Uric.

1.

CHYMICAL COMPOSITION.

CHARACTERS.

REMARKS.

|
|

u.
It consists principally of Litluc\
It is ilie prevailing
Colour, Acid When treated with nitric acidlspecies ; but the surgenerally exceeds 1.500.
Surface, a beautiful pink substance results, lace sometimes occurs
brownish or fawn-like.
This calculus is slightly soluble inlfinely tuberculated. It
smooth. Texture, laminated.
water, abundantly so in the purejfrequently constitutes
alkalies.
the nuclei of the other

Form, a

flattened oval.

S.

[species.

MULBER-

2.

RY.

It is oxalate oj lime, and is decom'texture,
This species
inColour, dark brown.
harder than that of the other spe- posed in the flame of a spirit lamp, cludes some varieties,
cies. S.G. from 1.42810 1.976. Sur- swelling out into a white efflores- which are remarkacence, which is quicklime.
bly smooth and paleface, studded with tubercles.
coloured,
resembling

htmpseed.

brown or gray; sur-\
smooth and polished: struc- is

Colour, pale
face,

BONE EARTH.

3.

Principally phosphate of lime.
soluble in muriatic acid.

It

regularly laminated; the laminae easily separating into conture,

crete crusts.

Colour, generally brilliant, white.
uneven, studded with
shining crystals, less compact than
the preceding species. Between its
laminae small cells occur, filled with
sparkling particles.
Colour. Grayish white.
Surface,

4.

TRIPLE.

It

an

ammoniaco magncsian
This species attains
mixed with a larger size than any

generally

phosphate of lime.

decompose

it,

Pure alkalies of the others.

extracting

its

ammo

nia.

A

compound of the two foregoing

species.

fusible.

5.

is

phosphate,

It
is
very fusible,
melting into a vitreou>

globule.
It consists ot cystic oxide.
Under
like the triple calculus, but
unstratified and more compact the blowpipe it yields a peculiarly
fetid
odour. It. is soluble in acids
homogeneous.
and in alkalies even if they are
fully saturated with carbonic acid.

Very
it

6.

ct»tic.

7.

ALTER-

NATING.

is

and

Compounded ot several species,)
Its section exhibits different con-|
lalternating with each other.
centric laminae.
The ingredients are separable!
No characteristic form.
'only by chymical analysis.
!

j

8.

COMPOUND.

It is

11*

a rare species.

—
UALCULIFRAGUS

——

—

—

——

;
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Renal Calculi, (F.) Calculs renaux. These
always a very irregular shape: at

Inlcstinaux, Calculi of the stomach and intestines
c. LucrijmauX; Calculi, lachrymal
c. dcs
times, there will be no indication of their pre- Mamclles, Calculi of the mamma; c.de /' Oreille,
others,
they
occasion
ears
du
Pancreas,
sence: at
attacks of pain Calculi in the
c.
Calculi of
in the kidneys, sometimes accompanied with the Pancreas
c. Places hors dcs voics urinuires,
bloody or turbid urine. Often, they cause in- Calculi in fistulous passages— c. Pulmonaires,
flammation of the kidneys, with all its unplea- Calculi, pulmonary c. Renaux, Calculi, renal—
sant results.
They are generally formed of c. Saliraires, Calculi, salivary c. Spcri/iatirjues,
uric acid, animal matter, and oxalate of lime, Calculi, spermatic
c. Urinaires, Calculi,
uriwith, sometimes, phosphates.
The treatment nary c des Ureteres, Calculi in the ureters—
will have to vary, according to the absence or c. de i Uterus, Calculi of the uterus
c. Visi'
presence of inflammatory signs, relieving the caux, Calculi, vesical.
irritation by opiates.
surgical operation can
Lapis,
Lithos,
lidog.
CAL'CULUS,
dirarely be applicable.
minutive of calx, a lime-stone. (F.) Calcul,
2. Calculi in the Ureters.
(F.) Calculs dcs Pierre.
Calculi are concretions, which may
Ureter es. These come from the kidneys, and form in every part of the animal body, but
do not produce unpleasant effects, unless they which are most frequently found in the organs
are so large as to obstruct the course of the that act as reservoirs, and in the excretory
urine, and to occasion distention of the whole canals.
They are met with in the tonsils,
of the ureter above them; or unless their sur- joints, biliary ducts, digestive passages, lachryas
to
irritate
the
mucous
face is so rough
mal ducts, mammae, pancreas, pineal gland,
membrane, and occasion pain, hemorrhage, prostate, lungs, salivary, spermatic and urinary
abscesses, &c. The pain, during the passage, passages, and in the uterus. The causes which
is sometimes very violent, extending to the
give rise to them are obscure.
testicle of the same side in the male; and occaThose that occur in reservoirs or duct3, are
sioning a numbness of the thiah in bolh sexes. supposed to be owing to the deposition of the
The treatment consists in general or local substances which compose them, from the fluid
blood-letting, warm bath, arid opiates.
as it passes along the. duct; and those which
Calculi, Vesical, Stone in the Bladder, occur in the substance of an organ are re3.
Lithia Vesica'lis, Lilhi'asis cys'tica, Lilhi'asis garded as the product of some chronic irritavesica'lis, Cysto-lithi'asis, Dijsu'ria calculo'sa, tion.
Their general effect is to irritate, as exD. irrita'ta, Cat' cuius vesi'ca, (F.) Calculs v6si- traneous bodies, the parts with which they are
caux. These are the most common. Some- in contact; and to produce retention of the
times, they proceed from the kidneys: most fluid, whence they have been formed.
The
commonly, they are formed in the bladder symptoms differ, according to the sensibility
itself.
Sense of weight in the perinseum, and of the organ, and the importance of the partisometimes of a body rolling when the patient cular secretion, whose discharge they impede.
changes his position ; pain or itching at the Their solution is generally impracticable:
extremity of the glans in men: frequent de- spontaneous expulsion or extraction is the only
sire to pass the urine; sudden stoppage to its way of getting rid of them.
flow; and bloody urine
are the chief signs
Calculus, Encysted, Calcul chatonne" c.
which induce us to suspect their existence. Vesica;, Calculus, vesical.
cannot, however, be certain of this without
OF. Caljlas is a small
sounding the patient. Sometimes, when of a town, ten leagues from Lisbon, where are minesmall size, they are expelled: most commonly, ral springs; containing carbonic and hydrosulthey remain in the bladder, the disorganization phuric acid gases, carbonates and muriates of
of which they occasion, unless removed by a lime and magnesia, sulphates of soda and lime,
surgical operation.
sulphuret of iron, silica, and alumina. They
4.
Calculi, Ure'thral.
They almost always are much used in atonic gout. They are therproceed from the bladder. The obstruction, mal. Temperature 93° Fahrenheit.
which they cause to the passage of the urine,
ITAL'ICjE.
baths in
the hard tumour, and the noise occasioned the neighborhood of Ferrara, in Italy, much
when struck by a sound, indicate their pre- employed in dysuria.
sence. They are removed by incision.
CALEBASSES, Cucurbita lagenaria.
5. Calculi in Fis'lulous Passages.
These
CALEFA'CIENTS, Calefacien'tia, Thermariarise when there is some fistulous opening into ticu, from cal'idus, ' warm,' and fa'cio, 1 make.'
the urethra. They can be readily recognised, (F.) Echauffants. Substances which excite
1.

—

brave almost

—

—

—

A

A

—

—

We

CALDAS, WATERS

CALDE'RLE

Warm

'

and may generally be extracted with

facility.

Calculs places hors des voies urinuires.
See Urinary Calculi.
Calculi of the Uterus. (F.) Calculs de
t Uterus. These are very rare. The signs, which
indicate them during life, are those of chronic
engorgement of the uterus. Their existence,
consequently, cannot be proved till after
death.
CALCULIFRAGUS, Lithontriptic.
CAL'CULOUS, (F.) Calculeux, Gravekux.
That which relates to calculi, especially to
those of the bladder.
CALCULS BILIAIRES, Calculi, biliary— c
de I'Estomac, Calculi of the stomach c. de la
(Jlande piniale, Calculi of the pineal gland— c.
(F.)

—

.

a
degree of warmth in the part to which they are
applied, as mustard, pepper, &c.
They belon<*
to the class of stimulants.
CALEFACTIO, Echavffemcnt.

CALENDULA
Calen'dula

ALE'INA, Arnica montana.

Arven'sis, Caltha Arven'sis,
(F ) Souci des Champs. This

Wild Mar
sometimes, preferred to the last. Its juice
has been given, in the dose of from f. Si. to
f.^iv., in jaundice and cachexia.
Calen'dula Okkicina'lis, C. Sali'va, Cliry1

igold.

is,

Sponsa soils, Caltha vulaa'ris
Single Mar'igold, Garden Mai'igold.
Family,
Sy nanlherese, Sy ngenesia necessaria, Linn.; (F.)
So called from flowering every ca'lend
Souci.
The flowers and leaves have been exhibited as

san'themum,

—
CALENDULA
aperients,

diaphoretics,

&c, and have been

highly extolled, of late, in cancer.

CALENDULA MARTIALES,

served in old wounds, old ulcers, fistulous passages,

Ferrum am-

moniatum.
from cahre, 'to be warm.'
The word, in Spanish, signifies fever. A species of furious delirium, to which sailors are
subject in the torrid zone :— a kind of phrenitis,
the attack of which comes on suddenly after a
broiling day, and seems to be characterized by
a desire in the patient, to throw himself into
the sea. It is only a variety of phrenitis.
CALENTU'RAS; Palo de Calentu'ras. Pomet and Lemery say, that these words are,
sometimes, applied to the cinchona. Camel li
says, they mean, also, a tree of the Philippine
Isles, the wood of which is bitter and febrifuge.

CALF OF THE LEG, Sura.
CALICE,

heat.

hardness.'

Calln'sus, Ochlho'des, from cal(F.) Calleux.
That which is

hard or indurated. A Callous Ulcer, is one
whose edges are thick and indurated.
VULGARIS, Erica vulgaris.

CALLUNA
CALLUS or CA LUSor CALLUM.

(F.) Cal.
matter, thrown out between the fractured extremities of a bone, which acts as n
cement, and as a new bony formation. The
vvord3, are, likewise, used occasionally in the
same sense as Callosity.
CALMJIjXTS, Sedatives.
C.1LME, (F.) The interval that separates
the paroxysms of an acute or chronic disease.
When the type is intermittent, the word intermission is used.

The bony

Calumba.

CALOMELANOS TURQUE'TI. A

'A mist.' ° Achlys. (F.)Brouilobscurity of vision, dependent upon
a speck on the cornea: also, the speck itself;
Caligo cornea, Macula cornea, M. semipellu'cida,
Phtharma caligo, C. a nephelio, Hebetu'do visits,
C. a leuco'mate, Nebula, (q. v.) Opakc cornea,
Web-eye. (F.) JYouage de la Cornie, Taye, Obscurcissement de la, vue.
Caligo Lentis, Cataract c. Pupilla, Syner.isis
c. Synizesis, Synezisis
c. Tenebrarum,

CALI'GO.

An

—
—

Hemeralopia.

CALIHACHA CANELLA,

name

given, by Riverius, to purgative pills, prepared
with calomel, sulphur, and resin of jalap.

CALOMELAS,
CALO'NIA,

Hydrargyri submurias.

An

xaXmvia.

given to myrrh.

CAL1GATIO, Dazzling.

—

'

CALOMBA,

Calix.

CALICES RESALES. See Calix.
CALICO BUSH, Kalmia latifolia.
CALIDARIUM. See Stove.
CALIDUM ANIMALE, Animal heat— c.
Innalum, Animal

&c.

CALLOUS,
lus,

CALENTU'RA,

lard.

CALUMBA
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— Hippocr.

CALOPHYLLUM

epithet, formerly

See Myrrha.
1NOPHYLLUM. See Fa-

gara octandra.

CALOR, Heat — c. Animalis, Animal heat.
CALORIC ITA,(F.) Caloric" itas. The faculty

possessed by living bodies, of generating a sufficient quantity of caloric, to enable them to
resist atmospheric cold, and to preserve, at all
times and in every part, a temperature nearly
equal.

See Animal Heat.

CALORIFICATION,
color,

'

heat,'

and fieri,

'

to

from

Calorifica'tio,

become.'

The

func-

tion of producing animal heat.

CALORWESES, from calor, 'heat.' The
name, under which M. Baumes proposes to ara cup.' range all diseases, characterized by a sensible
(F.) Calice, Enlonnoir, Anatomists have given change in the quantity of animal heat.
The
this name to small membranous canals, which Calorineses form the first class of his Nosoloo-y.
surround the papillae of the kidney, and open
CALOTROPIS MUDARI1, Mudar.
into its pelvis, whither they convey the urine.
CALOTTE, (F.) Pileolum. Anatomists, someCalices rinales, Cylind'ri membrana'cei Renum, times, give the name
Calotte aponevrotique
to
the aponeurosis of the occipito-frontalis musurefterum
Canales
membra'
Fis'tula
renum,
nei
Renum, Tu'buli pelvis renum. Their number cle, which covers it externally; and that of Cavaries from 6 to 12 in each kidney.
lotte du crane to the scull cap.
Calix Vomitoiua, Goblet, emetic.
Calotte is also applied to an adhesive plaster,
with which the head of a person, labouring
CALLEUX, Callous.
CALLICOCCA IPECACUANHA, Ipecacu- under tinea capitis, is sometimes covered, after
the hair has been shaved off. This plaster is
anha.
pulled suddenly and violently off, in order to
CALLICREAS, Pancreas.
remove the bulbs of the hair. It means, also,
CALLIOMARCHUS, Tussilago.
CALLIPJDDIA, from xaHog, beautiful,' and a sort of coif made of boiled leather, worn by
natg, natSo?, 'a child.' The art of begetting those who have undergone the operation of
beautiful children. This was the title of a poem trepan, &c.
Laurus

CALIPERS. See Pelvimeter.
CALIX, Infundib' ulum, from xaXi%,

cassia.

'

—

'

CALOTTE
CALTHA

by Claude Quillet, in 1655. Cullipadia, sive de
D'ASSURAJYCE, Condom.
The author abpulchraz prolis habendw rationc.
ALPINA, Arnica montana— c. Arsurdly supposes, that the beauty of children is vensis, Calendula arvensis c. Vulgaris, Caaffected by the sensations which the mother lendula officinalis.

—

experiences during her pregnancy.
CALLIPESTR1A, Cosmetics.

CALLIPHYLLUM,

Asplenium

trichoma-

noides.

CALLOSITAS,

Induration— c.

Scleriasis.

CALLOSITY,

Palpebrarum,

CALTROPS. See Trapa natans.
CALUM'BA, COLOM'BO, CALOM'BA,
COLOM'BA (Ph. U. S); Radix Calumba: (F.)
.

Calumbe ou Columbe. The root of Menispcr'palmatum, Coc'culus palma'tus, indigenous in India and Africa. Its odour is slightly

mum

Callos'itas, Scyros, Tylo'ma, aromatic taste unpleasantly bitter.
It is tonic
Ecphxjma Callus. Hard- and antiseptic. Dose, gr. 10 to sjj. in powinduration, and thickness of the skin, der.
;

Tylo'sis, Dermatol' ylus,

ness,

which assumes a horny consistence, in places
Frabe'ha WALTF.ni, F. Car olinien'sis, Amewhere it is exposed to constant pressure. (F.) rican or Marietta Columbo, is used in the same
which
is
Durillon. Also, that induration,
ob- cases as the true Calumba.

— —
CALUS
CALUS,
CALVA,

Cranium.

—

Calva, Calva'ria. The cranium
the upper part especially ;
the Vault of the Cranium,
;

—

Camara.
Cranium.

CALVA'TA FERRAMEN'TA.

Surgical instruments, which have a head or button.

CALVP'TIES. Cahi"tium,
bri"ties,

Ophi'asis,

Pltalacro'sis, Gla-

Dcpila'tio

Phala-

Cap'itis,

cro'ma, Madaro'sis, &c. from calvus,
bald.'
(F.) Chuuveti. Absence of hair, particularly
at the top of, and behind, the head.
Calvi"lics
palpebrarum : loss of the eye-lashes.
CALX, Lime, Ca'riuui Terra, Protoxide of
Cal'cium, Cal'caria pura. The lime, employed
in Pharmacy, should be recently prepared by
'

—

calcination.

Calx Chlorinata, Calcischloridum

cum

—

—

c.

—

calce

Calx Viva, Ox'idum Calcii, Calx recens, Fumans nix, Calx usta, Calx ct Calx viva. Lime
or Quicklime. (F.) Chaux vice. The external
operation of calx viva is escharotic, but it is
rarely used as such. Lime is a good disinfecting agent. It is employed internally in the
(q. v.)

CALYSTEGIA SOLDANELLA, ConvolvuCAMARA, Calva.
CAMAREZ, MINERAL WATERS
is

CAMBU'CA, Cambuc'ca membra' ta. Buboes
and venereal ulcers, seated in the groin or near
Paracelsus. See Bubo.
the genital organs.

—

CAMEL&E, Cneorum

CAMERA, Chamber,
dis,

tricoccum.
Fornix, Vault— c. Cor-

Pericardium.

CAMERATIO, Camarosis.
CAMINGA, Canellaalba.
CAMISIA FOETUS, Chorion.
CAMISOLE, Waistcoat, strait.

CAMMARUS,

Crab.

CAMOMILLE FATIDE,
c.

Anthemis cotula—

Romaine, Anthemis nobilis

riers,

Anthemis

tinctoria

c.

Teintuc. des
Vulgaire, Matri-

caria chamomilla.

WATERS OF. C. is a cantwo leagues from Marseilles, where are

CAMOS1ERS,
ton,

springs containing carbonate of lime, sulphur,
chloride of sodium, &c.
They are purgative,
and used in skin complaints.

CAMPAGNE, MINERAL WATERS OF.
Campagne is in the department of Aude, France.
The waters contain sulphate and chlorohydrate
of magnesia.

Temperature 80° Fahr.
Diminutive of Campa'na.

CAMPAN'ULA.

lus soldanella.

Camarez

mel, squill, &c.

c. Salita,

;

form of Liquor Calcis,

;

Cum

Calcis
murias c. Bismuthi, Bismuth, subnitrate of.
Calx e Tkstis lime prepared from shells.
It has probably no medicinal advantages over
that prepared from marble.
kali puro, Potassa

Camboge is obtained. It is inodorous,
of an orange-yellow colour; opake and brittle:
is a drastic cathartic, emetic,
fracture glassy
and anthelmintic ; and is used in visceral obstructions and dropsy, and wherever powerful
Dose,
hydragogue cathartics are required.
from gr. ij. to vi. in powder, united with caloofficinal

Callus.

CALVARIA,

CAMPllRli
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A bell.
OF.

a small canton near Sylvanes, in

the department of Aveyron, France, where
there are some acidulous chalybeates.
CAMARO'SIS, Camaro'ma, from KauaQa., ' a
vault;' Camera tio, Testudina'tio Cranii. A
species of fracture of the skull, in which the
fragments are placed so as to form a vault, with
its base resting on the dura mater.
Galen,
Paulusof ^Egina.
CAMPING. A tree of the Molucca Islands,
from the bark of which a kind of gum-resin exudes, which has been highly extolled in dysentery.
It appears to have some resemblance to
the simarouba. Rumphius.
CAMBIUM, < Exchange: A name formerly
given to a fancied nutritive juice, which was
supposed to originate in the blood ; to repair
the losses of every organ, and produce their increase.
Sennertus.

—

—

—

CAMBO, MINERAL WATERS OF. A

vil-

lage in the

department of Basses Pyrenees,
France, where there are two mineral springs ;
the one an acidulous chalybeate, the other sulphureous. Temperature, 62° to £9° Fahrenheit.

Campanula Trache'lium, Canterbury Bell
or Throatwort, was formerly used in decoction,
in relaxation of the fauces.
It is, also, called
Cei vica'ria.

CAM PE, Flexion.
CAMPH1RE, Camphor.
CAMPHOR, from Arab, Kaphur or Kam'pkur,
Cam'phora,

Cam'phura, Caffa, Caf, Cafar,
Caph'ora, Altafor, Camphire, Camphor, fyc. (F.)
Camphre.
concrete substance, prepared, by
distillation, from the Laurus Cam'phora, an inOrder, Laudigenous tree of the East Indies.
rinese.
Its odour is strong and fragrant: it is
volatile, not easily pulverizable; texture crystalline.
Soluble in alcohol, ether, oils, vinegar;
and slightly so in water. Its properties are narDose, gr. v. to
cotic, diaphoretic, and sedative.
^j. Dissolved in oil or alcohol, it is applied ex-

A

ternally in rheumatic pains, bruises, sprains,

&c.

Camphor Water, Mistura Camphorse.

CAMPHORATA HIRSUTA SEU MONSPELIENSIUM, Camphorosma

monspeliaca.
Camphora'tus, (F.) Camphr6. Relating to camphor; containing camphor;
as a camphorated smell, a camphorated draught.

CAM'PHORATED,

CAMBODIA,

Cambogia.
CAM'PHOROSMA MONSPELIACA, from
from Cambodia, in the East Camphor, and oa-fitj, 'odour.' Sela'go, Camwhere it is obtained. Hence, likewise, phordta hirsu'ta seu Monspelien'sium, Hairy
its names Cambo'dia, Cambo'gium, Gambo'gia,
Camphoros'ma, (F.) Camphr'ee de Montpellier.
Gambo'gium. It is called, also, Gutta, Gutta Family, Atriplicese.
Sex. Syst.
Tetrandria
gamba, Gummi Gutta, Catagau'na, Caltagau'- Monogynia. This plant, as its name imports,
ma, Chrijso'pus, Luxati'vus Fndicus, Gummi has an odour of camphor. It is regarded as
Bogia, G. guman'dra, G. de Goa, G. de Jentu, diuretic, diaphoretic, cephalic, antispasmodic,
Ghittu jemoco, Gutta Gamandra, Gummi ad <fcc.
It is also called Chammpeucl and StinkPodasram, Gamboge or Gamboge, <fcc. (F.) ing Ground Pine.
Gomme Gutte. Grd. Guttifera?. A yellow juice
CAMPHRE, Camphor.
obtained from Stahigmi''tis Cambogioi des and
CAMPHRE, Camphorated.

CAMBO'GIA,

Indies,

other plants of the natural family Guttiferoe,
but it is not known from which of them the

CAMPHR&E DE MONTPELLIER, Cam-

phorosma monspeliaca.

— — —— — —

—

—

—

CAMPSIS
Bone

xuptftt, Flez'io, Cmva'tio, Inflex'or cartilage, forcibly bent from its

—

proper shape, without breaking. Good.
Campsis depressio, Depression.
CAMPYLORRHACH1S; from Kctuitvlog,
'crooked,' and rxnis, 'spine.'
A monster,
whose spine is crooked. Gurlt.
CAMPYLORRHl'NUS; from uqucwto,
crooked,' and fir, nose.'
monster whose
nose is crooked. Gurlt.

—

'

A

'

—

CAMPYLOTIS,

Cataclasis.

CAMPYLUM, Cataclasis.
CAMUS (F.) Simus, Rcsi'mus.
a short nose.
short nose.'

One who has
of Nez camus,

The French speak

'

CANAL,

Cana'lis, Ductus, Meatus, Poros,
Och'ctos, (F.) Conduit.
channel, for affording passage to liquids or solids or to certain or-

A

gans.

Canal, Alimen'tary or Diges'tive. Cana'lis
ciba'rius vel digesti'vus, Diges'tive Tube, Alimentary Duct or Tube, Ductus cibarius. The canal,
extending from the mouth to the anus.

;

CANCER

13o

CAMPSIS,
w.

—

—

Lachrymal or nasal duct c. Medius,
c. Nerveus fistulosus renum, Ureter c. Orbitoe nasalis, Lachrymal or
nasal duct c. Scalarum communis, Infundibumalis,

Aquteductus Sylvii

—

—

lum of

—

—

the cochlea c. Urinarius, Urethra
Vidianus, Pterygoid canal.

—

c.

CANALS, NUTRITIVE or FOR THE NUTRITION OF BONES, Ductus nutri'tii, (F.)

—

Canaux nourriciers ou de. Nutrition des os.
Conduits nourriciers ou nutricicrs. The canals,
through which the vessels pass to the bones.
They are lined by a very fine lamina of compact texture, or are formed in the texture itself.
There is, generally, one large nutritious canal
in a long bone, situate towards its middle.
CANAPACIA, Artemisia vulgaris.
CANARIES, CLIMATE OF." The climate of
the Canaries greatly resembles that of Madeira.
That of the latter is however more equable, and
the accommodation for invalids much superior.
CANAUXAQUEUX, see Aqueous— c. Demi-

Semicircular canals c. Ejaculateurs,
Ejaculatory ducts c. Nourriciers, Canals, nuCanal, Arachnoi'dian, Cana'lis Bichat'ii, tritive c. de JYutrition des os, Canals, nutriCanal of Bichat. A canal formed by the exten- tive.
sion of the arachnoid over the transverse and
TRANSMISSION. Accordlongitudinal fissures of the brain, and which ing to Bichat, the bony canals intended to give
surrounds the vena magna. Galeni.
passage to vessels and nerves going to parts
CANAL ARTERIEL, Arterial duct— c. de more or less distant; as lheCana'lisCarot'icus,&.c.
CANAUX VEINEUX. Venous Canals. The
Bartholin, Ductus Bartholinus c. of Bichat,
Canal, arachnoidian c. Bullular, of Petit, God- canals, which convey venous blood, situate in
ronni canal c. Carotidien, Carotid canal c. the diploe.
CAN'CAMUM. A mixture of several gums
Choledoquc, Choledoch duct c. Goudronne, Godronne canal c. Hfpatiqite, Hepatic duct c. and resins, exported from Africa, where it is used
Infra-orbitar, Suborbitar canal
Dioscorides calls, by the
c. Inflcxe de I'os to deterge wounds.
temporal, Carotid canal c. Interiuediare dts name xa.yxxi.iui>, the tears from an Arabian tree,
which
are
similar
to
myrrh, and of a disagreeventriculcs, AquaBductus Sylvii.
Canal, Intes'tinal. Cana'lis seu Ductus in- able taste. He advises it in numerous diseases.
testina'lis.
The portion of the digestive canal, This name is given, also, to the Anime, (q. v.)
rircu/aircs,

—

CANAUX DE

—

—
—

formed by the

—

—

—
—

intestines.

Canal de Petit, Go dronne

canal

—

CANCAMY, Anime.

c.

Rachi-

dian, Vertebral canal.

Canal of Schlemm.

A

minute circular ca-

nal, discovered by Professor Schlemm, of BerIt is situate at the point of union of the
cornea and sclerotica.

lin.

Canal Spinal,

Vertebral canal c. Spiro'ide
temporal, Aquseductus Fallopii c. de
Stenon, Ductus salivalis superior c. Tkoracique,
Thoracic duct c. Veineux, Canal, venous c.
Vulvo-uterine, Vagina c. de Wurthon, Ductus

de

I'os

—

salivalis inferior.

Canal Venous,

Cana'lis seu Ductus veno'sus,
Canal veineux. A canal, which exists only
It extends from the bifurcation
in the foetus.
of the umbilical vein to the vena cava infeit opens, below the diaphragm.
which
into
rior,
At times, it ends in one of the infrahepatic
veins. It pours into the cava a part of the
blood, which passes from the placenta by the
umbilical vein. After birth, it becomes a fibro(F.)

cellular cord.

CANALES CIRCULARES,

Semicircular

—

canals— c. Lachrymales, Lachrymal ducts c.
Membranei renum, see Calix c. Tubasformes,

—

Semicircular canals.

CANALICULATUS, Cannele, Grooved.
CANALICULI LACHRYMALES, Lachrymal ducts— c. Limacum, Lachrymal ducts

—

c.

Semicirculares, Semicircular canals.

CANALIS ARTERIOSUS, Arterial duct— c.
Bichatii,

Canal arachnoidian

Gorget— c.

—

c.

Canaliculars,
c. Lacry-

Caroticus, Carotid canal

—

CANCEL'LI. Lattice-work. The Cellular or
Spongy Texture of Bones, (F.) Tissu celluleux
consisting of numerous cells, communicating
with each other. They contain a fatty matter,
analogous to marrow. This texture is met with,
principally, at the extremities of long bones ;
and some of the short bones consist almost
wholly of it. It allows of the expansion of the
extremities of bones, without adding to their
weight and deadens concussions.
CANCEL'LUS, from cancer, 'a crab.'
species of crayfish, called the Wrong Heir, and
Bernard the Hermit: which is said to cure rheumatism, if rubbed on the part.
CANCER, xuoxivog, Carcinos, Lupus cancro'sus, Ulcus cancro'sum, 'a crab.' (q. v.)
A disease, so called, either on account of the hideous
appearance which the ulcerated cancer presents,
or on account of the great veins which surround it and which the ancients compared to
the claws of the crab.
Called also Carcino'ma.
It consists of a scirrhous, livid tumour, intersected by firm, whitish, divergent bands; and
occurs chiefly in the secernent glands. The
pains are acute and lancinating, and often extend to other parts. The tumour, ultimately,
terminates in a fetid and ichorous ulcer. It is
distinguished, according to its stages, into occult and open; the former being the scirrhous,
At times,
the latter the ulcerated condition.
there is a simple destruction or erosion of the
organs, at others, an encephaloid or cerebriform,
and at others, again, a colloid degeneration.
;

A

;

:

CAXCER
For

its

production,

The use of irritants, in cancerous affections,
strongly to be deprecated. When the disease
is so situate that excision can be practised, the
sooner it is removed the better.

The following table exhithesis, or cachexia.
bits the characters of the three species of carci-

is

noma, from Dr. Walshe

Scirrhus,

Colloid.

Resembles rind of bacon traversed
by cellulo-fibrous septa.

the appearance of particles of
jelly inlaid in a regular alveolar bed.
The contained matter is strikingly
transparent.

Encephaloid.

Resembles tabulated cerebral matter.
Is
liest

commonly opaque from

Its

ear-

CANCHALAGUA
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requires a peculiar dia-

it

Has a semitransparent

glossiness.

formation.

Is of

Has a clear whitish or bluish
low tint.

dead white colour.

Contains a multitude of minute
vessels.
Is less hard

Is comparatively

ill

yel-

supplied with

vessels.

and dense than

scir-

—

;

,

Is

exceedingly firm and dense.

Has

Greenish yellow
hue.

and

Is frequently found in the veins
issuing from the diseased mass.
The predominant microscopical
elements are globular, not always
distinctly cellular,

and caudate

cor-

puscula.
Occasionally attains an enormous
bulk.

Has been observed

in

almost every

tissue of the body.

Very commonly coexists
parts or organs of the

in several

same

Has not been distinctly detected in
this situation.

The main microscopical constituents are juxtaposed nuclear cells
caudate corpuscula do not exist in it.
Rarely acquires larger dimensions
than an orange.
Its seat as ascertained by observation, is somewhat more limited.
Is not unusually solitary.

Is rennrkable for its occasional
vast rapidity of growth.
Is frequently the seat of interstitial
hemorrhage and deposition of black
or bistre-coloured matter.
When softened into a pulp appears
as a dead white or pink opaque matter of creamy consistence.
Subcutaneous tumours are slow to
contract adhesion with the skin.
Ulcerated encephaloid is frequently the seat of hemorrhage, followed
by rapid fungous development.

The progress of the disease after
ulceration is commonly very rapid.

Ordinarily grows slowly.

suffi-

a colloid
resisting.

;

mass

is,

however, firm

pultaceous variety has been
detected in the veins.
Is composed of shells in a state of
emboitement.

The

Observes a mean

in this respect.

Has so far been seen in a limited
number of parts only.
Has rarely been met with in more
than one organ.
Grows with a

subject.

predominant

The jelly-like matter is exceedingly
soft

rhus.

is its

have not been
ciently examined as yet.
(Its vessels

medium

degree of

rapidity.

comparatively rarely the seat of
these changes.
Is

Resembles, when softened, a yellowish brown semitransparent gela-

Undergoes no visible change of the
Kind.

tinous matter.
Scirrhus thus situate usually becomes adherent.
Scirrhous ulcers much less frequently give rise to hemorrhage; and
fungous growths (provided they retain the scirrhous character) are now
more slowly and less abundantly developed.
There is not such a remarkable
change in the rale of progress of the
disease after ulceration has set in.

Is the most common form under
which secondary cancer exhibits itself.

Is the species of cancer most frequently observed in young subjects.

Is

much

less

common

Has

so far

been observed

in adults

only.

um maculatum— c. du

Cancer Aqu amicus, Gan'grenous stomati' lis
Canker of the mouth. Gangrenous soremouth, Sloughing Phageda.no of the
mouth, Water Canker. Called, also, Aphtha serpen'tes, Gangrafna Oris, Noma, Noma, Stomac'(F.) Cancer aquatique,
act gangrenosum, 4'C.
Stomutite gangrtneuse, S. Charbonneuse. Certain sloughing or gangrenous ulcers of the
mouth, so called, perhaps, because they are
often accompanied with an afflux of saliva.

Cancrum

before pu-

berty.

Oris,

c.

Foie, Hipatosarcomie

—

de Galien, Cancer Galeni.

A
(F.) Cancer de Galien.
head, to which Galen gave the
name Cancer, from its eight heads resembling,
rudely, the claws of the crab. It is now supplied by the bandage with six chefs or heads,
which is called the Bandage of Galen or B. of
the Poor.
Cancer Ijjtestinorom, Enteropathia canceThe disease is not uncommon in children's asy- rosa c. des Intestins, Enteropathia cancerosa
lums, and demands the same treatment as hos- c. of the Lung, Phthisis, cancerous c. Lupus,
the employment of caustics, Lupus c. Mollis, see Encephaloid
c. Munditopital gangrene;
and internal and external antiseptics.
rum, Cancer, chimney-sweepers'— c. Oris, StoCancer
AQUATIQUE,
aquatiSpina
ventosa c. PuriratoCANCER
macace c. Ossis,
c. Astacus, see Cancrorum ris infumiculi, Cancer, chimney-sweepers'
cus, Stomacace
c.
chelae— c. Caminariorum. Cancer, chimney Scroti, Cancer, chimney-sweepers' c. Soft,
sweeper's c. Cirebriforme, see Encephaloid.
Haeinatodes fungus c. Uteri, Metro-carcinoma.
Canceh, Chimnky-sweepers', Sootwart, CanCAjYC£REUX, Cancerous.
CANCER-ROOT, Orobanche Virginiana,
cer mundito'rum, Cancer purgato' ris infumic'uli,
Cancer scroti, Cancer caminario'rum, Oscheocar- Phytolacca decandra.
CAN'CEROUS, Cancro'sus, (F.) Cancereux.
cino'ma, (F.) Cancer des Ramoneurs. This affection begins with a superficial, painful, irre- Relating to cancer ; as Cancerous ulcer, Canand
elevated
edges,
hard
occerous Diathesis, &c.
gular ulcer, with
CANCHALAGUA, Cachen laguen, Cachin
cupying the lower part of the scrotum. Extirpation of the part affected is the only means of lagua, Chance lagan, Erythrafa Chilcn'sis.
bitter Chili plant, which is considered aperient,
effecting a cure
Cancer, Davidson's Remedy for, see Coni- sudorific, stomachic, vermifuge, and febrifuge
Cancer Gale'ni,

bandage

for the

—

—

—

—
—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

A

|

—
CANCRENA

— ——
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CANCRENA, Gangrene.

illary

CANCROID,

attachment

Canerol'dcus, from cancer and
tidog, form.' That which assumes a cancerous
appearance.
A name given to certain cutaneous cancers by Alibert: called also Cheloid or
'

Keloid (xtlvg, 'a tortoise,' and uSog, likeness,')
from their presenting a flattish raised patch of
integument, resembling the shell of a tortoise.
'

CANCRO'RUM

CHELAE, Oc'uli vel Lap'ides Cancro'rum, Lapilli cancro'rum, Concremen'ta As'taci fluviat/ilis, Crab's stones or eyes,
(F.) Yeux d'ecrevise.
Concretions found, particularly, in the Cancer As'tacus or Crayfish.
They consist of carbonate and phosphate of
lime ; and possess antacid virtues, but not more
than chalk.

CANCROSUS,

Cancerous, Chancreuse.

CANCRUM ORIS, Cancer aquaticus, Stomacace.
CANDELA FUMALIS, Pastil— c. Medicata,
Bougie

—

c.

Regia, Verbascum nigrum.

CANDELARIA.

Verbascum nigrum.
CAND1, Candum, Canthum, Cantion; 'white,
bleached, purified.' Purified and crystallized
sugar. See Saccharum.

CANDIDUM

OV1, Albumen

ovi.

Canel'la Alba, diminutive of Canna,

'

a

DodecandriaMonogynia. This
bark is a pungent aromatic. Its virtues are
alcohol,
rartly extracted by water; entirely by
t is a stimulant, and is added to bitters and caSex.Syst.

thartics.

Canella Caryophyllata, Myrtus caryo-

—

•phyllata c. Cubana, Laurus cassia
barica et Javensis, Laurus cassia.

—

c.

CANELLIFERA MALABAR1CA,

Mala-

Laurus

cassia.

A

fine lamb's skin or goat's
CANEP/N. (F.)
skin, used for trying the quality of lancets.
CANICACEOUS, Furfuraceous.
CAN'ICjE. Meal, in which there is much
bran. Also, coarse bread; or bread in which
there is much bran. Panis Canica'ceus.

CANICIDA, Aconitum.
CANIC'ULA; the Dogstar,

A

modic contraction of the Caninus muscle. Probably, this expression, as well as Cynic spasm,
Cani'nus spasmus, may have originated in the
resemblance of the affection to certain movements in the upper lip of the dog.

Canine Teeth, Denies Cani'ni, Cynodon'tes,
D. Lania'rii, D. angulares, cuspida'ti, columella'res, ocula'res, morden'tes, Eye Teeth, (F.) Dents
canines, laniuires, angulaires, oculaires, milleres,
ou conoides. The teeth between the lateral incisors and small molares of each jaw;
so
named because they resemble the teeth of the
dog.
CANINUS, Levator anguli oris c. Sentis,
Rosa canina.

—

—

CANIRAM, Strychnos nux vomica.
CANIRUBUS, Rosa canina.
CANIS INTERFECTOR, Veratrum

sabaPonticus, Castor fiber.
canus, ' white.'
Whiteness
or grayness of the hair, and especially of that of
the head, (F.) Canitie.
When occurring in
consequence of old age it is not a disease.
Sometimes, it happens suddenly, and apparently
in consequence of severe mental emotions. The
causes, however, are not clear.
See Poliosis.
CANKER, Stomacace c. of the mouth, Cancer aquaticus c. water, Cancer aquaticus.
CANNA, see Tous-les-Mois, Cassia fistula,
Trachea c. Brachii, Ulna c. Domestica cruris, Tibia
c. Fistula, Cassia fistula
c. Indica,
Sagittarium alexipharmacum c. Major, Tibia
c. Minor, Fibula, Radius
c. Solutiva, Cassia

—

c.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

canis,

'a

formerly believed to exert a powerful influence
The Dog-days occur
at a period of the year when there is generally
great and oppressive heat, and therefore—
liability to
ft has been conceived— a greater

on the animal economy.

disease.

CAJYIF, Knife.
CAJYIN, Canine.

CANINAN^E RADIX, Caincaj radix.
CANINE, Cani'nus, Cyn'icus, nvvtxo?,

from

That which has a
ranis, a dog,' (F.) Canin.
resemblance to the structure, &c. of a dog.
Canine Fossa, Fossa Cani'na, (F.) Fosse CaA small depression on the superior maxnine.

—

—

fistula.

CANNABIS INDICA, Bangue. See also,
Churrus, and Gunjah.
Can'nabis Sati'va, (F.) Chancre, Chambrie.
The seed of this Hempseed, Sem'ina Can'nabis,
(F.) Chenevis, is oily and mucilaginous.
The
decoction is sometimes used in gonorrhoea.
CANNACORUS RADICE CROCEA, Curcuma longa.
CAJYJYAMELLE.

See Saccharum.

CANAE AROMATIQUE, Acorus calamus—
c.

—

Congo, Costus c. de Riviere, Costus c. a
Saccharum.
CAXNEBERGE, Vaccinium oxycoccos—c.

Sucre, see

Ponctuie, Vaccinium vitis

from

This star,
dog;' ItiQiaq, Sirius, (F.) Canicule.
which gives its name to the Dogdays, because
they commence when the sun rises with it, was

'

Canine Laugh, or Sardon'ic laugh, Risus Cani'nus, Risus Sardon'icus, Sardi'asis, Sardoni'asis, (F.) Ris canin, sardonique, moqueur.
sort of laugh, produced particularly by the spas-

CANl'TIES, from

reed,' so called because the bark is rolled up
Cortex Winter a' nus spu'rius, Calike a reed.
nella Cubana, C. Wintera'nia, Cinnamo'mum album, Cortex Antiscorbu'ticus, C. Aromat'icus,
Costus cortico'sus, Camin'ga, Canella of Linneeus, and of Ph. U. S. Canella Bark, Canella,
(F.) Canellc ou Canelle blanche, Faussc &corce de
Fam. MagnoliWinter, £corce Cariocostine.
aceffi.

bone, above the dens caninus, which gives
to the caninus or levator anguli oris

muscle.

billa

CANE, SUGAR. See Saccharum.
CANELd, Grooved.
CANELLA. See Canella alba.

—

CANNELA

or

idaea.

CAKELlt

(F.) from cana'lis,

'a canal;' Sulca'tus, Stria'tus, Canalicula'tus.
Having a canal or groove as, Muscle cannel6
(Lieutaud,) the Gemini; Corps canneli-s ou
stries, the Corpora striata ; Sonde cannelUe, a
grooved sound, &c. See Grooved.

—

C A NJY E L L E, Laurus cinnamomum — c.

—

Blanche, Canella alba c. de la Chine, Laurus
cassia c. de Coromandel, Laurus cassia c.
Fausse, Laurus cassia c. Giroflee, Myrtus caryophyllata c.des Indes, Laurus cassia c. de
Java, Laurus cassia c. de Malabar, Laurus
cassia
c.
Matte, Laurus cassia c. Officinale,
Laurus cinnamomum c. Poivrbc, see Wintera
aromatica.

—

—
—
—

—

—

CANNULA, Canula.
CANOPUM. See Sarnbncus.
CANTABRICA, Convolvulus cantabrica.

—
CANTABRUNO
CANTABRUNO, Furfur.
CANTARELLUS, Meloe
CANTATIO,

CAPITULUM

12d

tures of the acromion, clavicle and spine of the
the bandage
scapula.
C. of an amputated limb
applied round the stump.
BUSH, Capparis spinosa.
CAPERS. See Capparis spinosa.
CAPETUS, Imperforation.

—

proscarabams.

Cliarm.

CANTERBURY, WATERS

OF. Aquee Canof Canterbury in Kent,
England, are impregnated with iron, sulphur,
and carbonic acid.
CANTERIUM, Cantherius.
tuarien'ses.

— —

—

The waters

CAPER

CAP HORA,

Camphor.

CAPILLAIRE,

Adianthum

see

Capillary,

CjI.VTHARIDE TACHETEE, Lytta vittata. capillus veneris c. du Canada, Adianthum
CANT H A RID NE. See Cantharis.
pedatum c. de Montpellier, Adianthum capillus
CAN'THARIS, from Kavdaaoc, 'a scaraba'us; veneris.
I

,

CAPILLAMEN'TUAT,

Musca Hispan'ica, Mel'oe

vesicato'rius, Canvesicalo'ria; Blister-

tkaris tesicato'ria, Lytta
ing Fly, Spanish Fly, (T.) Cantharides, Movents,

M. d'Espagne.

This

much employed

fly is

in

It is the most common vesicatory.
internally, and even when absorbed from
the skin, it affects the urinary organs, exciting

CAP'ILLARY,

medicine.

Given

strangury.

This

maybe

prevented, in cases of

by interposing between the blistering
plaster and skin a piece of tissue paper. Diluents will relieve the strangury. Dose, half a
grain to one grain.
Jf kept dry, the flies will
retain their activity for many years. Their acblisters,

tive principle, Canthar'idin, Cantharidi'na, has

been separated from them.
Cantharis Vittata, Lytta

vittata.

C A N T H E'R 1 U S,

Cante'rium. The cross
piece of wood in the apparatus, used by Hippocrates forreducinor luxations of the humerus.
CANTHI'TIS. Inflammation of the Canthus
of the eye.

CANTHUM,
CANTHUS,

Kar-dog,

A

'

Candi.
or

capil'lus,

CAN'NULA,

Au'liscos, Aulos.

Diminutive of Canna, a reed;' Tu'bulus, (F.)
Canute ou Cannule. A small tube, of gold, silver, platinum, iron, lead, wood, or elastic gum,
used for various purposes in surgery.
'

CAOUTCHOUC. The Indian name for Indian
Rubber, Elas'tic Gum, Cauchuc, Resi'na elas'tica,
Cayenne Resin, Cautchuc. A substance formed
from the milky juice of the Harcea Guianen'sis,
Jat'ropha elas'tica, Ficus In'dica, and Jirtorar'pus

a

hair.'

Ca pi lla'ceus, from
Capillaire.
Hair-like ;

Capilla'ris,

(F.)

small.

Cap'illary Vessels, (F.) Vaisseaux capilextreme radicles of the arteries
and veins, with perhaps a spongy tissue or parenchyma between the two. These, together,
laires, are the

constitute the Capillary, intermediate, or peripheral vascular system. In this system, all the
secretions are performed, and animal heat probably elicited. They possess an action distinct
from that of the heart, and are the seat of febrile
and inflammatory diseases.

CAPILLATIO,
CAPILLATUS.

Trichismus.
Impuber.

CAPlLLlTlUM,Capillamentum, Entropion,

—

Alopecia.
quasi Capitis Pilus, Coma,
ChatS, Crinis, Pilus, Thriz, Ccesu'ries, (F.)
Chcveu. This term is generally applied to the
hair of the head, the characters of which vary,
according to races, individuals, &c. Hairs
arise in the cellular membrane, where the bulb
one,
is placed, and are composed of two parts
external, tubular, and transparent, of an epithe
other,
internal
and
character;
sui
dermoid
generis, which communicates to them their
colour. The hair is insensible, and grows from
the root.

CAPIL'LUS,

Capillus

softens and swells it.
It is soluble in the essential oils and in ether, when it may be blown into
bladders. It is used in the fabrication of catheters, bougies, pessaries, &c.

Bromelia ananas.

CAPBERN, WATERS OF.

C.

is

Canadensis,

Adianthum peda-

tum.

CAPIPLE'NIUM, from

caput,

common

at

'full.'

head.'

Rome, like

of the Greeks.

CAPISTRATIO,

—

CAPISTRUM,
c.

the naQt^uniot, Carebaria,

— Baglivi.

Phimosis.

Capeline, Chevestre,

Trismus

Auri, Borax.

Capis'trum, Phimos, Cemos, KtyiOf, a halThis name has been given to several
bandages for the head. See Capeline, Che•

ter.'

—

vestrc.
in

the

department Hautes- Pyrenees, France. The waters contain sulphates, and carbonates of lime
:md magnesia, and chloride of magnesium.
Temperature, 75° Fahrenheit. They are pur-

CAPITAL! A REMEDIA, Cephalic
CAPITALIS, Cephalic.

caput,
the head,'
bath for the head.
caput, the head.'
Foetuses whose heads aie so large as to render labour difficult.
CAPITULUM, Alembic, Condyle, see Caput
c. Martis, Eryngium campestre— c. Santorini,
Corriiculum laryngis.

CJiPELET, Myrtus caryophyllata.
and larare, to wash.'
CAPELLXE. 'A Woman's Hat,' in French;
CAPITO'NES, from
•

Capis'trum, from caput, head.' A sort of bandage, which, in shape, resembles a riding-hood.
There are several kind; of Capelincs. 1. That
of tiie head, C. dc la titt. See Bonnet d'Hippocrate.
C. of the clavicle^ employed in frac-

remedies.

CAP1TELLIUM, Alembic.
CAPITELLUM. See Caput.
CAPITEUX, Heady.
CAPITILU'VIUM, from

gative.

'

the

'

A

word, employed with
different significations. Avariety of catarrh.
Schneider. A heaviness or disorder in the head

and plenum,

South American trees. It is inintegrifo'lia:
soluble in water and alcohol ; but boiling water

CAPA-1SIAKKA,

'

CAPILLORUM DEFLUVIUM,

Candi.

Epican'this, An'guhis
The
ocula'ris; the corner or angle of the eye.
greater canthus is the inner angle, liir'quus,
Rhanler ; the lesser canthus, the outer angle,
Puro'pia, Pega.
cordial powCANTIA'NUS PULVIS.
der, known under the name, Countess of Kent's
powder,' composed of coral, amber, crab's eyes,
prepared pearls, &c. It was given in cancer.

CANTION,
CAN'ULA,

CapiHns, 'a

from

Capilli"lium, Tricho'ma, Trichoma' tion.
Any villous or hairy covering. Also, a small
fibre or fibril.

hair.'

—

<

A

'

CAPITULUVIUM
CAPITULUVIUM, Bath, (head.)
CAPNISMOS, Fumigation.
CAPNIT1S.

CAPUT

V2D

Capsular Lig'ament, Ligamen'tum capsulars, Cap'svla

articula'ris, Artic'ular

capsule,

Fibrous capsule, &c, (F.) Ligament capsulaire,
Capsule articulaire, Capsule jilireux, &c. MemCAPNORCHIS, Fumaria bulbosa.
branous, fibrous, and elastic bags or capsules,
CAPNOS.Fumaria.
CAPOJY, Cagot.
of a whitish consistence, thick, and resisting,
which surround joints.
CAP Or, Cagot.
CAPSULE, Cap'sula, Capsa, a box, or case,
CAP'PARIS SPINO'SA, Cap'paris, Cappar,
Cu'priu, Prickly Cuper Bush, (F.) Caprier. Fa- (F.) Capsule. This name has been given, by
mily, Capparideoe.
Sex. Syst. Polyandria Mo- Anatomists, to parts bearing no analogy to each
nogynia. The bark of the root, and the buds other.
have been esteemed astringent and diuretic.
Capsule, Fibrous, Capsular ligament.
The buds are a well known pickle: Engl.
Capsule, Gela'tinous, Cap'sula gelatince,
A recent invention by
Capers, (F.) Caprcs.
Capsule of gelatin.
Capparis Baduc'ca, Baduk'ka. Aspeciesof which copaiba and other disagreeable oils can
caper, cultivated in India, on account of the be enveloped in gelatin so as to conceal their
beauty of its flowers. The Orientals make a taste.
Capsule of Glisson, Cap'sula Glisso'nh,
liniment with its juice, with which they rub
pained parts
C. commu'nis Glisso'nh, Vagi'na Porta. V.
The flowers are purgative.
CAPPONE, WATERS OF. AtCappone.in Glisso'nh. A sort of membrane, described bv
the isle of Ischia, are waters containing carbo- Glisson, which is nothing more than dense celnate of soda, chloride of sodium and carbonate lular membrane surrounding the vena porta and
its ramifications in the liver.
of lime. Temp. 10()o. Fah.
Capsule of the Heart, Capsula cordis. The
CAPREOLA'RIS, from capreolus, a tendril,'
Cissoidcs, Elicoldes, (F.) Capriolaire. Twisted. Pericardium, (q. v.)
Capsule, Renal or Supra re'nal or AtraVasa Capreola'ria. Some have called thus
the spermatic arteries and veins, on account of bil'iarv, Renal. Gland, Glan'dula suprarena'lis,
Cap'sula rena'lis, suprarena' lis vel atrabilia'ris,
their numerous contortions.
Ren succe.nturia' Lus, (F.) Capsule surr6nale ou
CAPREOLUS, Helix.
atrabiliaire.
spinosa.
A flat, triangular body, which covers
Capparis
CYPRES. See
the upper part of the kidney, as with a helmet.
CA PRI A. Capparis spinosa.
A hollow cavity in the interior contains a brown,
CAPRICORN US, Plumbum.
reddish or yellowish fluid. The renal capsules
C.fiPRIER, Capparis spinosa.
were long supposed to be the secretory organs
CAPRIFOLIA, Lonicera periclymenum.
CAPRIZANS, Dorcadizon,8uQr.adi$u)v. That of the fancied atrabilis. They are much larger
in
the foetus than in the adult. Their uses are
Herowhich leaps like a goat. An epithet used by
philus for the pulse when irregular and unequal. not known.
Capsule, Sem'inal, Capsula semina'lis. BarCAPSA, Baile, Capsule, Case— c. Cordis, Petholine thus designates the extremity of the
ricardium.
Tutia.

—

<

See Capsicum annuum.
Cap'sicum An'nuum, from kixjztw, 1

CAPSICUM.

'

bite.'

of the plant whence Cayenne Pepper is obtained. Piper In'dicum, Sola'Plinii, Piper Brazilia trum
Sil
iquas'
nurn urens,
num, Piper Guineen'se, Piper Calecu'ticum, Piper
Tur'cicum, C. Hispan'icum, Piper Lusitan' icum,
Cayenne Pepper, Guin'ea Pepper, (F.) Piment,
Capsique. Poivre d'Jnde, Poivre de Guinee, CoThe pungent, aromatic prorail des Jardins.
perties of Baccaz Cap'sici, Capsicum Berries,
Capsicum (Ph. U. S.),are yielded to ether, alcoThey are highly stimulant and
hol, and water.
rubefacient, and are used as a condiment.

The systematic name

Their active principle

is

alcaloid,

and

is

called

vas deferens, which is sensibly dilated in the
vicinity of the vesicular seminales.
Some anatomists apply this name to the vesiculse themselves.

Capsule, Syno'vial, Capsula

Capsicum Hispanicum, Capsicum annuum.
CAPSIQUE, Capsicum annuum.

CAPSITIS,

CAPSULA,

—

Phacitis.

Bottier—c Articularis, Capsular
Cordis, Pericardium— c. Nervo-

ligament c.
rum, Neurilemma.

CAPSULE SEMINALES,

Vesiculse

s.

CAPSULAIRE,

Capsular.
CAPSULAR. Relating to a capsula or capsule, Capsula'ris, (F.) Capsulaire.
or Suprarenal Arteries and
Vessels, belonging to the suprarenal
They are divided into superior,
capsules.

Capsular

Veins.

middle, and inferior. The first proceed from
the inferior phrenic, the second from the aorta
itself, and the third from the renal artery. The
corresponding veins enter the phrenic, vena
cava, and renal.

12.

A

bag, surrounding all the movable
articulations and canals, which gives passage to
tendons.
Synovial capsules exhale, i'rom their
articular surface, a fluid, whose function is to
favour the motions of parts upon each other.

See Bursa Mucosa, and Synovia.

CAPSULE, SURR&JYALE OU ATRAB1LIARE, Capsule, renal.
CAPSULITIS. See Phacitis.

CAPUCHOjY,

Trapezius.

CAPUCIJVE, Tropaeolum

Cupsicin.

Synovia'lis.

membranous

CAPULUS,
CAPUT,

majus.

Scrotum.

the head,' (q. v.; Also the top »f
a bone or other part, (F.) T&le. The head oi'
the small bones is sometimes termed capil'ulum,
capitell'um, cephalid'ium, cephal'ium.
Also, the
glans penis.
'

Caput Asper*: Arteries, Larynx.

Caput Gallinag''inis, Veruiuonla'num, (F.)
Crete uritrale. A projection, situate in the
prostate, before the neck of the bladder.
It is
hke the head of a woodcock in miniature, and,
around it, open the seminal ducts and the ducts
of the prostate.
Caput Genitale, Glans c. Lubricum, Pe-*

—

—

—

nis
Leontodon Taraxacum c.
c. Monachi,
Obstipum, Torticollis c. Penis, Glans.
Caput Purgia. Remedies, which the ancien's

—

—
CAQUESAXGUE

CARBUNCULUS
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regarded as proper for purging the head: errhines, sternutatories, apophlegmatisantia, &c.
Caput Scapulae, Acromion.
Caput Succf.da'neum. A term sometimes
used for the tumefied scalp, which first presents
in certain cases of labour.
Caput Testis, Epididymis.
CAQUE-SAJYGUE ou CAGUE SANGUE.
Old French words, which signify Bloody eva-

They
cuations, (F.) Dejections sanguinolentes.
come from cacare, ' to go to stool,' and sanguis,
'
Under this term was comprehended
blood.'
every affection, in which blood is discharged
from the bowels.

Pour the muriatic acid, previously
f. ?xij.)
mixed with the water, gradually upon the charcoal, and digest with a gentle heat for two days,
occasionally stirring the mixture. Having alaa

lowed the undissolved portion to subside, pour
off the supernatant liquor, wash the charcoal
frequently with water until it is entirely free
from acid, and lastly dry it.
Caiibo Huma'num. The human excrement

—Paracelsus.

Carbo Minekalis, Graphites
rum, Anthracosis.

—

c.

Palpebra-

A car'boor CARBO'NAS.
Carbonate. A salt, formed by the
CARABAC'CIUM. An aromatic wood of combination of carbonic acid with a salifiable
India, of a yellowish colour, and a smell like base. The carbonates are either full, or with
i. e. Suhcarbonalcs.
Its decoction and infusion an excess of base
that of the clove.
Carbonas Natkicum. Sodce carbonas.
are given as stomachic and antiscorbutic.
AmmoCAR'ABUS. A genus of coleopterous inTwo species, the chrysoceph'alus and nia carbonas.
sects.
CAR'BONATED, Carbona'tus, Aera'tus, (F.)
ferrugin'eus, have been recommended for the
toothache. They must be pressed between the Carboni, Aer6. That which is impregnated
fingers, and then rubbed on the gum and tooth with carbonic acid.
CARBON&, Carbonated.
affected.
CARACTkRE, Character.
CARBOiVIC ACID, Ac"idum Carbon'ir.um,
CARAGNA, Caranna.
Solid Air of Hales. Factitious Air, Fixed Air,
Arumari. A tree in the inland Carbona' ccous Acid, Calca'reous Acid, Aerial
parts of Pomeroon, which furnishes a febrifuge Acid, Mtphit'ic Acid, (F.) Acide Carbonique.
bark, which Dr. Hancock says may be used in This gas, which neither supports respiration
typhoid and remittent fevers in which the cin- nor combustion, is not often used in Medicine.
chona is either useless or pernicious.
It is the refreshing ingredient in effervescent
Averrhoa carambola.
draughts, poultices. &c. It is often found occuCaragna,
Tacamahaca
CaCARAN'NA,
pying the lower parts of mines (when it is
Gum'
mi,
G.
Breli'sis,
(F.)
Caran'nte
ragna,
called the choke damp,) caverns, tombs, wells,
Caraane, Gomme Caragne ou Carane. A gum- brewers' vats. &c, and not unfreqnently has
resinous substance, obtained from South Ame- been the cause of death. Lime thrown into
rica in impure masses, which flows from a such places soon absorbs the acid.
large tree in New Spain. It preserves its softCARBO'NIS SESQUI-IO'DIDUM, C. Sesness for a long time, Uas an aromatic smell, and qui- lodure'tum, Svsqui-Iodide. or Scsqui-Juduret of
a slightly acrid and bitter taste. It. was formerly Carbon. This is made by mixing concentrated
alcoholic solutions of iodine and potassa, until
used as a vulnerary and in plasters.
CARA SCHULLI, Frutex Ind'icus spino'sus, the former loses its colour; a solution is obA Malabar plant, which, tained from which water throws down a yellow
Barle'ria buxifo'lia.
when applied externally, is maturative and re- precipitate the sesqui-iodide of carbon. It has
solvent. The decoction of its root is used, in been used in enlarged glands and in some cutathe country, in ischuria.
neous affections, applied externally, (^ss, to gvj.
Carum.
of cerate.)
CAR'BASUS, Linleum Carptum, Carpia,
Carbo'nis Svi.j>Hvnr.'TVM, Sutphurc'tum CarMotos, Linumen'tum, from xaovoc, a filament,' bo'nii, Carbo 'neum Sulphuraftum, Al'cohol Sul'card.'
to
Celsus.
Charpie,
or from car'pere,
phuris, Bisulphure'tum Carbo'nii, Sulphuret of
The filaments, obtained by unravelling Carbon, Carburet of Sulphur, (F.) Sulfure de
Lint.
old linen cut into small pieces; or by scraping Carbon.
This transparent, colourless fluid,
The former is termed Charpie which has a very penetrating, disagreeable
it with a knife.
Charpie is ap- odour, and a taste which is cooling at first, but
brute, the latter Chaipie rap6e.
plied to many useful purposes in Surgery. Of afterwards acrid and somewhat aromatic, is a
it are formed compresses, tents, &c.
It is diaphoretic, diuretic,
diffusible excitant.
CARBO, Carbo Ligni, Charcoal, (F.) Char- and has been said to have proved emmenagogue.
Fresh charcoal is antiseptic. It is used It is also used in nervous diseases as an antibon.
to improve the digestive organs in cases of spasmodic.
Dose, one drop to four, repeated
worms, dyspepsia, &c .; as a cataplasm to gan- frequently.
grenous and fetid ulcers, tinea, &c, and forms
externally,
where a cooling influIt is used
a good tooth-powder. Dose, gr. x to 3J. Also, ence has to be rapidly exerted.

CAR'BONAS

nale, (F.)

—

CARBONATE DAMMOMAQUE,

CARAMATA,

CARAMBOLO,

—

CARAWAY,

'

'

Anthrax,

(q. v.)

Anima'lis, Carbo carnis, Animal charIn the Pharmacocoal, (F.) Charbon animal.
poeia of the United States, it is directed to be
prepared from bones. It is given in the same
cases as the Carbo Ligni, and has been extolled
in cancer. Dose, gr. ss to gr. iij.
The Pharmacopoeia of the United States contains a formula for the preparation of Cahbo

Carbo

CARBUNCLE, Anthrax— c. Fungous, Terminthus c. of the Tongue, Glossanthrax c.
Berry, Terminthus.
Carbuncled Face. Gntta rosea.

—

—

CARBUNCULAR EX ANTHEM, Anthracia.
CARBUNCULUS, Anthrax— c. Anginosus,
Cynanche maligna.

Carbun'cui.us Rubi'nus. A red, shining,
and transparent stone, from the Isle of Ceylon;
animal
Purificatus.
purified
charemployed in medicine as a preservaformerly
Animalis
coal (Carbon, animal, fcj; Acid, muriut., Aqua, tive against several poisons, the plague, &c.

—
CARCAROS

Cahbunculus ULcu8cuLosus,Cynanche ma-

CAR'CAROS,

from K*oxaiou>, 'I resound,'
'I tremble.'
A fever, in which the patient has
a general tremor, accompanied with an unceasing noise in the ears.
CARGINODES, Carcinomatous, Chancreuse.
CARCINO'MA, from y.aoxivog, 'a crab.'
Some authors have called thus, indolent tumours different from cancer; others, incipient
cancer; and others, again, the species of cancer in which the affected structure assumes the
appearance of cerebral substance
but the
;

majority of authors use Carcinoma in the same
sense as Cancer.
Carcinoma. HjEmatodes, Haematodes fungus
c. of the Liver, llipatosarcomie
c. Melanoticum, Melanosis c. Spongiosum, Haematodes
fungus.

—

—

CARCINOMATOUS,
Relating

no'i'des.

CARCINOS, Cancer.
CARDAMAiNTICA, Cardamine

pratensis,

Iberis.

nasturtium.

Cardami'ne Praten'sis, Cardami'ne, Cardaman'tica, JYastur'tium Aquat'icum-, Car'damon,
Culi flos, Ibe'ris sop/iia, JYastur'tium praten'si,

Ladies-smock, Cuckoo flower. (F.) Cresson elegant, Cresson des pres, Passerage sauvage.
Ord. Crucifene. The flowers have been considered useful as antispasmodics, in the dose of
They are probably inert.
3J to gij.

LESSER, Amomum

carda-

momum.

CARDAMOME, Amomum cardamomum —
Amomum cardamomum.
CARDAMOMUM MAJUS, Amomum grana
paradisi — c. Minus, Amomum cardamomum
c. Piperatum. Amomum grana paradisi.
c.

de la Cote de Malabar,

Cardamine

i

CARDIACA CRISPA,
c.

CARDIAGMUS,

CARDIAG'RAPHY,

CARD1A,

CAR'DIAC, Cardi'acus, from xaQiha,
heart;' or the upper orifice of the stomach, (F.)
Cardiaque. Relating to the heart or to the
'

the

of the stomach.

Cor'onarv Ar'terif.s,

(F.) Ar-

tires cardiaques ou coronaires, are two in
ber.
They arise from the aorta, a little

numabove

the free edge of the sigmoid valves, and are
distributed on both surfaces of the heart.
Cardiac Nerves, (F.) Ncrfs cardiaques.
These are commonly three on each side; a supcrior, middle and inferior, which are furnished
by corresponding cervical ganglia. Commonly,
the upper
there are but two on the left' side
and middle, which draw their origin from the
the sucalls
Scarpa
ganglia.
last two cervical
C. profunperior
C. superficialis; the middle
dus or C. Magnus; and the inferior C. parvus.
There are, besides, Cardiac fil'aments, (F.) Filets
cardiaques, furnished by the par vagum or
pneumo-.rnstric nerve, and which become confounded with the above.
;

—

—

Col'iea

Ventric'uli,

—

Cardialgia

Inflammatoria,

Gastritis

—

c.

Sputatoria, Pyrosis.

CARDIALOG"IA, from xaoSta, 'the heart,'
and Xoyoc, a discourse." A treatise on the heart.
'

CARDIARCTIE,

Heart, concentric hyper-

trophy of the.

etymology. A name
have been found in the

CARDIA'RIUS; same
given

worm,

to a

said to

CARDIATOM'IA,
and

rtfivtiv,

'•

from xaoSia, 'the heart,'
Dissection of the heart.
See Aneurism of the

to cut.'

CARD1ECTASIE.
and

(q. v.)

—

Spasmus

from

a description.'

Cardiacus Morbus, Cardiog'mus: from xagdia,
the cardiac orifice of the stomach,' and aHyus
'pain:' pain of the stomach, (F.) Douleur da
I'Eslomoc, D. nevralgique de I'Estomac: also,
Heartburn, (F.) Cardialgie, Ardeur d Estomac, A.
du Cosur. Impaired appetite, with gnawing or
burning pain in the stomach or epigastrium,
Mors us vel ardor ventric'uli, Soda, Limo'sis cardial' gia mordens, Rosio Stom'achi:
a symptom
of dyspepsia.

Heart,

or

'

'

heart.

Cardiac

Cardiagra'phia,

the heart,' and yyuyrj,

Perodyn'iu,
Cordo'lium, Cardila'a, Dyspepsodyn'ia, Cardiod'ynl, GastraUgia, Gastrodyn'ia, Stomacal'gia,

Kaodia, 'the heart,' Stom'achus,
Orific"ium sinistrum ventric'uli. The superior
or oesophageal orifice of the stomach. Also, the

orifice

'

An anatomical description of the heart.
CARDIAL'GIA, Cardiaca Passio,

heart or pericardium.

pratensis.

CARDkRE, Dipsacus sylve.stris— c. Cultivi,
Dipsacus fullonum.

upper

Leonorus cardiaca—

Passio, Cardialgia.
CARD1ACUS, Cordial, Stomachal.
Cardialgia.

Ventric'uli,

CARDAMINDUM MINUS, Tropsolum majus.
CARDAMINE FONTANA, Sisymbrium

CARDAMON,

numerous branches, which are distributed to
the heart and great vessels.
The name Cardiac
has also been given to the glands, vessels, and
nerves, which surround the superior or cardiac
orifice of the stomach.
Cardiac or Cor'onarv Veins, (F.) Veines
Cardiaques, are commonly four in number; two
anterior and two posterior. They open into tne
right auricle by one orifice, which is furnished
with a valve, and is called, by Portal, Sinus coronaire du Cceur.

xaqdia,

Hoematodes

fungus.

CARDAMOM,

Cardiac Plexus, Ganglion cardiacum. A
nervous network, formed by the different nerves
above mentioned. It is situate at the posterior
part of the aorta, near its origin. It afford*

Card-

Carcino'des,

to cancer.

CARCIJiOME SAJYGLAJYTE,

Lepidium

CARDIOGMUS
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ligna.

—

—

CARDIELCOSIS
'tXxo?,

;

'an ulcer.'

from xafSta, 'the

heart.'

Ulceration of the heart.

CARDIEURYSMA. See Aneurisma.
CARDIL^A, Cardialgia.
CARDIM'ELECH, from xaodia, the heart.'
and "\^o, Meleck, (Hebr.,) 'a governor.'
A
'

supposititious active principle seated in the heart,
and governing the vital functions. Dolaeus. v

—

CARDINAL FLOWER, BLUE,

Lobelia

syphilitica.

CARDINAMENTUM,

Ginglymus,

Gom-

phosis.

CARDIOBOTANUM,
CARDIOCE'LE,
and

from

Centaurea benedicta.
zuotf.a,

'the heart,'

rupture.'
Rupture of the heart, especially into the abdominal cavity.
Cardialgia.
Kt]Xi],

'

CARDIODYNE,

CARDIOG'MUS. Hippocrates employed this
word synonymously with Cardialgia. In the
time of Galen it was used, by some writers, for
pulsations of the heart, analogous to
Sauvages understood, by Cardiogmus, an aneurism of the heart or great vessels, when still obscure.

certain

palpitations.

—

.

CARDI0MALAC1A

CARMOT
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pec- bore, sandarach, copper, lead, sulphur, orpiment,
cantliarides, and oil of cedar.
Hippocrates.
CARDIOMALA'CIA, Malaco'sis Cordis, (F.)
CJ1RIE, Caries.
Dental
gangrene.
Dents,
the
Carik des
Ramollissement du Caur, from xuodtu,
CJIRlJt, Carious.
Softening of
heart,' and fiuXaxia, 'softness.'
CA'RIES, Nigri'ties os'sium. An ulceration
the heart, caused by inflammation of the organ,
Necrosis being the death of the bone.
or a consequence of some lesion of the function of bone,
Hence
It resembles the gangrene of soft parts.
of nutrition.

Cardiogmus Cordis Sinistri, Angina

—

toris.

'

—

CARDIONCHL

See Aneurism.

CARDIOPALMUS, Cardiotromus.
CARDIORRHEX'IS, Rup'tura Cordis,
^ijjic,

'

laceration.'

(F.)

the heart,' and
Laceration of the heart.

Rupture du Caur, from

CARDIOTROMUS.

xuotSta,

'

Falpita'tio Cordis trep'-

idans, Cardiopal'mus, Trepida'tio Cordis, from
xunSta, the heart,' and roouoc, ' tremor.' Rapid
and feeble palpitation, or fluttering of the heart.
CARDIOT'ROTUS, from uaqiia, the heart,'
and rtrntuoy.u), I wound.' One affected with a
'

'

'

wound

of the heart.

— Galen.

CARDIPERICARD1TIS.
CARDITIS, from KuoSta,

See Pericarditis.

Caries gangreno'sa, Ganit has been termed
grcena Caries, G. Ossium, Tere'do, Kuros, (F.)
It is recognised by the swelling of the
Carie.
bone, which precedes and accompanies it by
the fistulse which
the abscesses it occasions
form; by the sanious character, peculiar odour
and quantity of the suppuration, and by the
evidence afforded by probing. The most common causes of caries are blows ; the action of
some virus, and morbid diathesis. When dependent on any virus in the system, this must
When
be combated by appropriate remedies.
entirely local, it must be converted, where practicable, into a state of necrosis or death of the
affected part.
For this end stimulants are applied, the actual cautery, &c.
Caries Dentium, Dental gangrene c. of the
Vertebrae, Vertebral disease
c. Vertebrarum,
Vertebral disease.
CARIE UX, Carious.
;

;

—

the heart,' and the
termination Ms. Inflammation of the fleshy
substance of the heart. Empres'ma Cardi'tis,
Cordis,
Inflamma'tio Cardi'tis,
Inflamma'tio
Cauma Carditis, Inflammation du Caur, (F.)
Cordite. The symptoms of this affection are
by no means clear. They are often confounded
CARIM CURINI, Justitia ecbolium.
with those of Pericarditis; or the inflammation
Carditis,
CARINA, Vertebral column.
of the membrane investing the heart
the
inflarn
includes
both
CA'RIOUS, Cario'sus, (F.) Carie, Carieux.
indeed, with many,
rnation of the investing membrane and that of Affected with caries.
CARIUM TERRiE, Calx.
the heart itself. See Pericarditis, and EndoCAR1VE, Myrtus pimenta.
carditis.
'

—

—

CARDO, Ginglymus.
CARDOPATIUM, Carlina

CARDUUS
c.

CAR1VILLAJNDI, Smilax sarsaparilla.
CARLL'NA. 'Carline Thistle.'

acaulis.

ALTIL1S, Cynara scolymus—

lianus, Bromelia ananas

—
—

—

Carli'na Acaulis, Chama'leon album, Cur-

Brazi- dopa'tium, (F.) Carline sans tige, which grows
Domesticus capite in the Pyrenees, and on the mountains of

Benedictus, Centaurea benedicta
c.

c.

Hemorrhoidalis, Switzerland, Italy, &c. has been recommended
as a tonic, emrnenacrogue, and sudorific.
CARLINE SANS TIGE, Carlina acaulis.
Car'duus Marh'nus, Car'duus Mdria, SiVCARLO SANCTO, RADIX. St. Charles's
ybum, Car'duus lac'teus, Spina alba, Common
Milk Thistle or Ladies' Thistle, (F.) Chardon- Root:' found in Mechoachan, in America. The
Marie. The herb is a bitter tonic. The seeds bark is aromatic, bitter, and acrid. It is conIt is not used.
sidered to be sudorific, and to strengthen the
are oleaginous.
Carduus Pineus, Atractylis gummifera c. gums and stomach.
tinctorius
c.
Sativus
non
CARLSBAD, MINERAL
Sativus, Carthamus
OF.
spinosus, Cynara scolymus c. Solstitialis, Cen- Carlsbad is a town in Bohemia, 24 miles from
taurea calcitrapa c. Stellatus, Centaurea calci- Egra, celebrated for its hot baths. The water
trapa c.Tomentosus, Onopordium acanthium. contains about 47 parts in the J00 of purging
CAREBA'RIA or CAREBARl'A, from y.uorh salts. It is a thermal saline; temperature 121°
1
weight. Scordine'rna, to 167° Fahrenheit. The constituents are
the head,' and fiaqog,
Hippoci., carbonic acid, sulphate of soda, carbonate of
Cardine'ma. Heaviness of the head
Galen.
soda, and chloride of sodium.
CARE'NA, Kare'na. The twenty-fourth part
CARMANTINE, Justitia pectoralis— c. PecRuland
and
Johnson.
drop.
torale, Justitia pectoralis.
of a
CAREUM, Carum.
CARMEN, 'averse,' because charms usually
ARENARIA, Sarsaparilla Germa- consisted of a verse. A charm (q. v.): an amulet.
CARMINANTIA, Carminatives
nica.
CARIACOU. A beverage, used in Cayenne, CARMIN'ATIVES, Carminan'tia or Carand formed of a mixture of cassava, potato, and minati'va, from carmen, 'averse,' or 'charm,'
Antiphys'ica, Xanlica, zamxa, (F.) Carminatifs
sugar, fermented.
CARICA, Ficus carica.
Remedies, which allay pain, and cause the exCar'ica Papaya. Eapaw tree, (F.) Papayer. pulsion of flatus from the alimentary canal.
native
of
America,
A
India,
They are generally of the class of aromatics.
Ord. Artocarpea?.
The FourGheater Carminative Hot Seeds,
and Africa. The fruit has somewhat of the
flavour of a pumpkin, and is eaten like it. The Quaftuor sem'ina cal'ida majo'ra carminati'va,
milky juice of the plant, and the seed and root were, of old, anise, carui, cummin, and fennel.
The Four Lesser Carminative Hot Seeds,
have been regarded as anthelmintic.
CAR'ICUM; said to have been named after Qua'tuor sem'ina cal'ida minora, were bishop's
Cur'ycum. A detergent weed, stone parsley, smallage, and wild carrot.
its inventor Caricus.
CARMOT, A name given, by the alchyapplication to ulcers; composed of black helle
rnajori,

Cynara scolymus

c.

Cirsium arvense.

'

—

—

—

—

—

'

—

—

CAREX

—

WATERS

—
CARNABADIA
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mists, to the matter, which they believed to
constitute the Philosopher's Stone.

Rowan, there are mineral

springs.

They

be-

long generally to the sulphureous or acidulous

CARNABADIA, Carum, (-seed.)
saline.
CARNABADIUM, Cuminum cyminum.
CAROLINA, SOUTH, MINERAL WACARNATIO, Syssarcosis.
TERS OF. They are numerous. Pacolet
CARNELIAN, Cornelian.
Springs, on the west bank of Pacolet River,
CARNEOLUS, Cornelian.
contain sulphur and iron. Many, with similar
CARNEOUS, Car'neus, Carno'sus, Sarco'- properties, but not held in estimation, are scatfrom euro, flesh,' (F.) Charnu. Consisting tered about the state.
resembling flesh.
ULE, Caruncle c. Lachrymale,
Colum'nje Carney of the heart, (F.) Colon- Caruncle.
ncs charnues, are muscular projections, situate
CARONCULES MYRTIFORMES, Carunin the cavities of the heart. They are called, cula? myrtiformes
c. de I Urttrc, Carnosities
also, Musculi Papilla'res.
of the Urethra.
Carneous, Fleshy or Muscular Fibres, (F.)
CAROPI, Amomum cardamomum.
Fibres charnues ou musculaires, are fibres beCAROS1S, Somnolency.
longing to a muscle.
CAROTA, see Daucus Carota.
Pannic'ulus Carnosus, (F.) Punnicule charCAROTIC, (ARTERIES,) Carotids.
nu ; Curnosa Cutis; a muscular membrane,
CAROTICA, Narcotics.
adhering to the skin of certain animals, whose
CAROTICUS, comatose, from *aooc, 'stuuse is to move the integuments with the hair, por,' (F.) Carotique. Relating to stupor or

des,

of

'

—

CARONC

flesh, or

—

cams — as

a carotic state, &c.
Curot'ides (Artiria,) Carol! ica,
terianus.
Carotidea, Capita'les, Jugula'res, Sopora'les,
Diminutive
of
Caro,
CARNIC'ULA.
flesh.' Sopora'ria, Soporiferai, Somnif'era, ApoplecThe gums. Gingiva?, (q. v.) Fallopius.
tics, Lethargicce, the Carot'id Ar'teries, Cephal'ic
CARNIFICA'TION, Carnifica'lio, from caro, Ar'teries, (F.) A. Carotides; from x.aoag, stuflesh,' and fieri,
to become.'
Transformation por.' The great arteries of the neck, which
into flesh.
A morbid state of certain organs, in carry blood to the head. They are divided
which the tissue acquires a consistence like that into, 1. Primitive or common; the left of
of fleshy or muscular parts. It is sometimes which arises from the aorta, and the right from
observed in hard parts, the texture becoming a trunk, common to it and the subclavian. 2.
When it occurs External or pericephal'ic, a branch of the primisoftened, as in Osteo-sarcoma.
in the lungs, they present a texture like that of tive, which extends from the last to the neck
Hepatization is, however, the term more of the condyle of the lower jaw: and, 3. inliver.
ternal, Arte'ria cerebra'lis vel enccphalica, anousually applied to this condition.
CARNIFOR'MIS ABSCES'SUS. An ab- ther branch of the primitive, which, arising at
and
hard,
the
sides
thick
the same place as the external, enters the
scess, whose orifice is
callous; and which ordinarily occurs in the cranium, and terminates on a level with the fisneighbourhood of the articulations. M. A. Se- sure of Sylvius, dividing into several branches.
Carotid Canal, Cana'lis Curot'icus, Canal,
verinus,
Carniv'orus, Sarcoph- inflexe de Cos temporal
(Cli.) Canal carotvagus, Crcatopk'agus, Crcoph'agus, (F.) Carni- dien, is a canal in the temporal bone, through
eat.'
That
which the carotid artery and several nervous
vore, from caro, flesh,' and voro, 1
which eats flesh. Any substance which de- filaments pass.
feathers, &.c.

CARNEUM MARSUPIUM, Ischio-trochan-

CAROTTDS,

<

—

'

'

'

—

—

CARNIVOROUS,

'

'

stroys excrescences in wounds, ulcers, &c.
CARNOS'lTAS. Camos'ities or Car' uncles
in the Ure'thra, (F.) Carnositis ou Caroncules
de Curhre, (F.) Carnositis, are small fleshy

Carotid Foramina, Foram'ina

Carot!ica, (F.)

Trous carotidiens, are distinguished into internal
and external. They are the foramina at each
extremity of the Canalis Caroticus.

CAROITE, Daucus

excrescences or fungous growths, which were,
at one time, presumed to exist in the male urethra, whenever retention of urine followed

CAROUA,

Carum,

carota.
(seed.)

CAROUBIER, Ceratonium siliqua.
CAROUGE. See Ceratonium siliqua.
gonorrhoea.
CARPA'SIUM, CAR'PASUM, CAR'PAM. Cullerier uses the term CarnosM vineDioscoride.s, Pl.nv,
rienne for a cutaneous, cellular, and membra- SUS, and CARPE'SIUM
nous tumour, dependent upon the syphilitic
See, also, Polysarcia.

virus.

Galen, &c, have given these names, and thai.
of Carpasos, to a plant, which cannot now be

CARNOSUS, Carneous.
CARO, Flesh— c. Accessoria, see

determined, and whose juice, called OpocarpnFlexor lon- son, onoxaqnaoov, passed for a violent, narcotic
gus dioritorum pedis profundus perforans, (ac- poison, and was confounded with myrrh
Excrescence— c.
CARPATHICUM. See Pinus cembra.
Excrescens,
cessories)— c.
CARPE, Carpus.
Funaosa, Fungosity c. Glandulosa, Epiglottic
CARPENTORIA, Achillea millefolium.
gland c. Luxurians, Fungosity— c. OrbiculaParenchyma
CARPESIUM, Carpasium.
ris, Placenta— c Parenchymatica,
Quadratus
CARPHOLQG"JA, Tilmus, Carpolog"i,t,
c. Quadrata, Palmaris brevis— c.
pedis
proCrocidismus,
digitorum
longus
Flocco'rum vena'tio, Tncholog" in,
Sylvii, see Flexor
Viscerum,
Crocidix'is
c.
from xaQqiog, 'floc'culus,' and ksyw,
(accessorius)—
perforans,
fundus
I collect,' or' pluck,' (F.) Carphologie. Action
Parenchyma.
of gathering flocculi. A delirous picking of the
CAROB TREE, Ceratonia siliqua.
CAROBA ALNABATI, Ceratonium siliqua. bedclothes, as if to seek some substance, or to
CAROLl'NA, NORTH, MINERAL WA- pull the flocculi from them. It denotes great
TERS OF. In the counties of Warren, Mont- cerebral irritability or debility, and is an unfagomery, Rockingham, Lincoln, Buncomb and vourable sign in fevers,

—

—

—

'

&c

12*

—

—

—— ——

CARPHOS
CARPHOS,

CARREAV,

Trigonella fcenum.

CARPLEUS,
CAR'PIAL

or

Palmaris brevis.
Carpia'nus, CarBelonging- to the Car-

pus.

Car'pial Lig'aments,

(F.)

Ligaments Car-

piens, are, 1. The fibrous fasciae, which unite
the bones of the carpus: and, 2. The annular
ligaments, anterior and posteiior, (q. v.)
CARPIAN, Carpial.
CARPIEN, Carpial.

CARP1SMUS,

CARPOBALSAMUM.

See Amyris opobal-

Carphologia.
Spasmodica, Subsultus tendi-

Carpologia
nurn.

CARPO-METACARPEUS MINIMI
TI, Adductor metacarpi minimi digiti
c.

du

petit doigt,

DIGIc.

Opponens minimi

Mitacarpicn du ponce, Opponens

Mi-

digiti

pollicis

—

Phalangeus minimi digiti, Abductor minimi
digiti
c. Phalangien du petit doigt, Abductor
minimi digiti c. Phalangien du petit doigt,
Flexor parvus minimi digiti c. Phalangien du
c.

(F.)
Acus triangularis. A
two or three inches long, the
is triangular; and which the

ancients used in different operations. Also, a
wooden, triangular frame for fixing a cloth
through which different pharmaceutical preparations are passed.

CARROT, CANDY, Athamanta
c.

Deadly, Thapsia

—

c.

cretensis—

Daucus

Plant,

—

—

pouce, Flexor brevis pollicis manus c- Susjjhalangien du povcc, Abductor pollicis brevis.
CARPO-PEDAL, from carpus, ' the wrist,'
and pes, pedis, the foot.' Relating to the wrist

carota.

Am'yron,

Cnicus, Crocus German' icus, Crocus Saracen'-

Carthamum

officina'rum, Car'duus sati'vus,
Safra'num, Sujjlowcr, Bastard
Siffron, Dyer's Saffron, (F.) Carthame, Safran
batard, Carthame des Teinturiers. Family, Cynarocephaleae.
Sex. Syst. Syngenesia Polygamia sequalis. The seeds are aromatic, cathartic,
and diuretic; yet to the parroquet they are an
article of food, hence their name, Graines de
Paroquet. The flowers, Car'thamus, (Ph. U.
S. ), are employed as a cosmetic, and are a reputed diaphoreticf?]
CARTHEGON. See Buxus.

ievs,

CARPOLOGIA,

tacarpir.n

straight needle,
point of which

CAR'THAMUS TIMCTO'RIUS,

Carpus.

samum.

—

CARRELET,

CAR'PIAN,

Carpien.

(F.)

Tabes mesenterica.

See Flexor longus digitorum
pedis profundus perforans, (accessorius )

CARRJiE.

CARPlA,Carbasus.

pia'lis,

CART1LAGO
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Saffron flower,

CARTILAGE AJYOJYYME,

—

lage)
tenoid,

Epiglottic, Epiglottis

c.

Corniculum

laryngis

Cricoid, (carti-

—

—

c.

Supra-aryTarsal, see

c.

'

and foot.
Caiipo-pedal Spasm, Cerebral spasmodic
croup. A spasmodic affection of the chest and
larynx in young children, accompanied by general or partial convulsions. The disease generally occurs between the third and ninth
month, and is characterized by excessive dyspnoea, accompanied by a loud croupy noise on
inspiration ; the thumbs being locked, and the
hands and feet rigidly bent for a longer or
shorter period.
The seal of the disease is evidently in the cerebro-spinal axis, primarily or
secondarily; perhaps it is owing to erethism,
seated elsewhere, being communicated to the
cerebro-spinal centre and reflected to the respiratory and other muscles concerned.
It
seems to be connected with dental irritation,
and consequently, in the treatment, where
such is the case, the gums should be freely divided after which, cathartics and revulsives,
with the use of narcotics and appropriate diet,
will generally remove the affection; for although
extremely alarming, it is often not attended with
;

great dunger.

CARPOS,

Fruit.

—

c.

Aryte-

Triquetrte, Arytenoid carti-

lages.

Capitulcm,

Cartilacinis Arytenoipjeje
Corniculum laryngis.

CARTILAGINOUS,

Cartilagin'eus, Cartilagino' sus , Chondro'des, Chondral' des, (F.) Cartilagineux.
Belonging to, or resembling cartilage.

CARTILA'GO,

A

Chondros,

Car'tilage,

(F.)

animal body, of
a medium consistence between bone and ligament, and which in the foetus is a substitute for
bone, but in the adult exists only in the joints,
Caitilage.

solid part of the

at the extremities of the ribs, &.c.

Cartilages

are of a whitish colour, flexible, compressible,

and very

and some of them apparently
are composed, according to J.
albumen, .55 water, and .01 phos-

elastic,

inorganic.

Davy, of

They

.44

phate of lime.

Articular Cartilages,

or Obdu'cent Carti-

lages, invest bony surfaces, which are in coutact; hence they are called investing or incrusting cartilages, (F.) Cartilages de revetement ou

d encroutcment.

CARPOTTCA, from xaqnoQ, 'fruit.' Diseases affecting impregnation. Irregularity, difficulty or danger produced by parturition
the
3d order, class Genetica, of Good.
CARPUS, Carpis'mus, Brachidll, Rasceta,
Rastela, the wrist, (F.) Carpe, Poignel.
The
Eight
part between the forearm and hand.
bones compose it, (in two rows.) In the supethe
rior row there are, from without to within
Scaphoides or naviculafre, Luna'rt or semilunars,
J
and
Orbicularis
or
pi'sifoi me.
Cuneifoi'mS,
In the lower row Trape'zium, Trapezoides.
Magnum, and Un'cifor'me.
:

—

—

—

CARTILAGINES GUTTURALES,
noid cartilages

CARRAGEEN MOSS, Fucus crispus.
CARR£ DE LA CUISSE, Quadratus femoris

c. du
c. des Lombcs, Quadratus lumborum
Menton, Depressor labii inferioris c. du Pied,
Extensor brevis digitorum pedis.

Intkkahticular Cartilages are such as are
situate within the joints, as in the knee-joint.
Cartilages of Ossifica'tion are such as, in
the progress of ossification, have to form an
integrant part of bones; as those of the long
bones in the new-born infant. These are
termed temporary; the others being permanent.
All the cartilages, with the exception of the
articular, are surrounded by a membrane analogous to the periosteum, called Perichon'drium.
Cartilages of THE-Rmsare, in some respects,
only prolongations of the ribs. Those of the
nose, of the meatus auditorius, and Eustachian
tube, present a similar arrangement.
Other
cartilages resemble a union of fibrous and cartilaginous textures; hence their

name, Fibro-

cartilages.

Cartilago Clypkalis, Thyroid

cartilage

c.

—
CARUM

—

—

—

Thyroid cartilage c. Scutiformis,
Thyroid cartilage— c. Uvifer, Uvula— c. Xiphoides. Xiphoid cartilage.
CARUM, from Caria, a province of Asia.
Peltalis,

CASSIA
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Ensiformis, Xiphoid cartilage— c. Innominata,
Cricoid c. Mucronata, Xiphoid cartilage c.

Ca'reum,

— ——

—

CAS RARES, (F.) Rare cases. This term is
used, by the French, for pathological facts,
which vary from what is usual. See a celebrated article under this head in the Dictionnaire des Sciences Medicates, Vol. iv.

CASAMUM, Cyclamen.
CASAMUNAR, Cassumuniar.

Carum

Ca/n'i, Carvi, Cumi'num praten' si, Car us, Car'uon, the Car' away, (F.) Carvi,
Cumin des pris. Family, Umbelliferoe. Sex.
Syst. Pentandria Digynia.
The seeds, Carnaba'dia, Car'oua, are carminative.
Dose, gr. x
1° "5 'J> swallowed whole or bruised.
The oil,
1
Oleum Car vi, (F.) Huile de Carvi, has the
properties of the seeds. Dose, gtt ij to vj.

CAR'UNCLE, Carun'cula, diminutive of caro,
flesh.'
A small portion of flesh, Sar'cion. A
fleshy excrescence, Ecphy'ma carun'cula, (F.)
Caroncule.
Caruncle, Carnositas.

CAS'CARA,CASCARIL'LA. Spanish words
which signify bark and

Utile baric,

under which

appellations the baric (Cinchona) is known in
Peru. They are now applied to the bark of the

Croton Cascarilla.

CASCAR1LLA, Croton
CASCHEU, Catechu.
CASE, Capsa, Tlte'ca,

cascarilla.

(F.) Caisse.
This
given to boxes for the preservation of
instruments; or for medicines necessary in
We say, e. g. A.
hospital or other service.
case of amputating, or trepanning instruments.
Carun'cula Lachrvma'lis, (F.) Caroncu/e
Case, Casus, from cadere, casum, 'to fall.*
lacrymah. A small, reddish, follicular body, The condition of a patient; as a case of fever,
situate at the inner angle of the eye.
It secretes &c.
(F.) Observation.
Also, the history of a
a gummy substance.
disease.
CARUNCULjE CUTICULARES,Nymphffi. CASEARIUS, Cheesy.
Caruncul;e Mamilla'res. The extremities
CASEIN, Caseine, Caseum, Caseous matter ;
of the lactiferous tubes in the nipples.
The from caseus, cheese.' The only nitrogenized
olfactory nerves (q. v.) have been so called by constituent of milk. It is identical in composition with the chief constituents of blood
some.
Caruncul« Myiitifor'mes, C. vagina'les, fibrin and albumen. A similar principle exists
Glan'dula myrtifor'mes, (F.) Caroncules myrti- in the vegetable, Vegetable Casein or Legumin.
formes. Small, reddish tubercles, more or less It is chiefly found in leguminous seeds peas,
firm, of variable form, and uncertain number, beans, lentils, and, like vegetable albumen, it
situate near the orifice of the vagina, and formed is soluble in water and the solution is not coby the mucous membrane. They are regarded agulable by heat.
Casein, Blood, Globulin.
as the remains of the Hymen.
CASEOSUS, Cheesy.
Caruncula: Papillares, Papillae of the kidCASEOUS MATTER, Casein.
ney.
CARUN'CULOUS. Relating to caruncles CASEUM. Casein.
CASEUS, Cheese c. Equinus, Hippace.
Carun'cular.
or catnosities
CASEUX. Cheesy.
CARUON, Carum.
CASHEW, Anacardium occidentale.
CARLS, nayoc, Sopor caro'ticus, Profound
complete
with
CASHOO.
An aromatic drug of HindusTlTe last degree of coma,
sleep.
insensibility, which no stimulus can remove, than, said to possess pectoral virtues.
CASHOW, Catechu.
even for a few instants. Sopor, Coma, LetharCASIA, Lnurus cassia.
gia, and Carus, are four degrees of the same
CASMINA, Cassumuniar.
condition.
CASSA, Thorax.
Carus Apoplexia, Apoplexy c. Asphyxia,
CASSADA ROOT, Jatropha manihot.
Asphyxia c. Catalepsia, Catalepsy c. EcstaHydrocephalus
CASSAVA ROOT, Jatropha manihot.
Hydrocephalus,
c.
sis, Ecstasis
CASSE AROMATiqUE, Laurus cassia— e.
interims c. ab Insolatione, Coup de soleil c.
Lethargus, Lethargy c. Lethargus cataphora, en batons, Cassia fistula c. en Bois, Laurus
Somnolency— c Lethargus vigil, Coma vigil— cassia c. des Boutiques, Cassia fistula c. Senk,
c. Paralysis, Paralysis— c. Paralysis paraplegia, Cassia senna.
CASSE LUNETTES, Cyanus segetum, EuParaplegia c. Wternus, Lethargy.
*

name

is

—

'

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

CARVI, Carum.

CAKYA,

phrasia officinalis.

CASSEENA, Ilex
CASSENOLES.

Juglans regia—c. Basilica, Juglans

regia.

CARYEDON CATAGMA.

See Fracture.
CARYOCOSTINUM,Confectio scammoniaj.

CARYOCOSTINUS. An electuary

See Quercus infectoria.
cassia
c. Absus, Absus
Cinnarnomea, Laurus cassia c. Caryophyl-

CASSIA, Laurus

c.

vomitoria.

—

—

—

prepared lata, Myrtus caryophyllata c. Canella, Laurus
of the costus and other aromatic substances, &c. cassia c. Egyptian, Cassia senna.
Cas'sia Fis'tula, Cas'sia nigra, Cassia fistuIt was cathartic
PONTICON, Corylus avellana la'ris, C Alexandri'na, Canna, Carina soluti'va,
Canna fistula, Cathartocar'pus, Purging Cas(nut)
sia, (F.) Casse Caneficier, Casse en batons. Casse
CARYOPHYLLA, Geum urbanum.
des Boutiques.
The pulp of Cassia Fis'tula
CARYOPHYLLATA,Geum urbanum.
Dianthus or Cathartocar'pus Fis'tula; Fam. Leguminoste;
Sex.
Syst. Decandria Monogynia, Pulpo Cas'siic,
caryophyllus.
AMER1CANUS, see Cassie Aramentum, Cassiuj Fistula; Pulpa, (Ph.
caS.),
Eugenia
U.
which is obtained in long pods, is black,
Aromaticus,
c.
Myrtus pimenta
ryophyllata— c. Hortensis, Dianthus caryophyl- bright, and shining; sweet, slightly acid and
inodorous. It is laxative in the dose of Ziv.
lus
c. Vulgaris. Geum urbanum.
CARYO'Tl. The best kind of dates.— Galen. t°5>

CARYON

CARYOPHYLLUM RUBRUM,
CARYOPHYLLUS

—

—

—

—
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Cassia Lignea, Lnurus cassia

.

Lignea and colour orange-brown. It is antispasmodic,
and often employed. Dose, gr. x. to ji)j.

Malabarica, Laurus cassia.

CASTRANGULA,

Cassia Maiulan'dica, American Senna. The

CASTRAT,

leaves of this plant are similar, in virtue, to the
They are, however, much infecassia senna.

Scrophularia aquatica.

Castralus.

CASTRATION,

Castra'tio, Ec'tomS, Evira'Excustra'tio, Etesticvla'tio, Dclcsta'tio, ExCassia, Purging, Cassia fistula.
sec'tio virilium, Eunuchis'vnts, Cclotom'ia, OrCassia Senna. The name of the plant which chotom'io, Orcheot'omy, Orcliidot'omy. The opeaffords senna.
Sometimes,
It is yielded, however, by seve- ration of removing the testicles.
ral species of the genus cassia.
The leaves of the term is employed for the operation, when
senna, Senna Folia, Senna Alexandri'na, Se?ina performed on one testicle
hence the division
ItaL'ica, Sena, Sen?ia or JEgyptian Cassia, (F )
into complete and incomplete castration. CastraSene, Casse Seni, have a faint smell, and tion renders the individual incapable of reprobitterish taste. The active part is extracted by duction.
alcohol and water.
Their activity is injured
Castratus.
by boiling water. They are a hydragogue caC A STRATUS, (I.) Castra'lo, Ectomius,
thartic, and apt to gripe.
Dose of the powder, Emasculatvs, Evira'tus, Exsectus, Desec'tus,
Exlesticula'tus, Intc stab' His, lntesta'tus, Spado,
9J- 1° J5J' Infusion is the best form.
see Cassia fistula Apod opus, Bago'as, from castra'rl, 'to castrate.'
c. Fistuloe pulpa, see Cassia fistula
c. Flores,
One deprived of testicles, (F.) Castrat. Chdtre.
see Laurus cinnamomum.
This privation has a great influence on the derior in strength.

tio,

;

CASTRATO,

—

CASSIA ARAMENTUM,

—

CASSIALA, Hyssopus.
velopment of puberty. It is adopted to procure
CASSIDE BLEUE, Scutellaria galericulata. a clearer and sharper, voice and in the East,
CASSINA, Ilex vomitoria.
the guardians of the Harem, for the sake of seCASS1NE, EVERGREEN, Ilex vomitoria. curity, are converted into Castra'ti or Eu'nuchs,
;

CASSIS, Ribes nigrum.

twov/oi. Eunuchs have generally both
and penis removed.

CASS1TEROS, Tin.
CASSUMU'NIAR, Casamu'nar,

Casmina,

Risagon, Bengale Indo'rum, Bengal Root, (F.)
Racine tie Bengale. A root, obtained from the
East Indies, in irregular slices of various forms;
some cut transversely, others longitudinally. It
is an aromatic bitter, and is consequently tonic
and stimulant. It was once considered a panacea.

CASSUVIUM POMIFERUM,

CATA,

Kara,

also

'

—

c.

downwards;'

'after,'

applied

common prefix, as in
CATAB'ASIS, from xara(i*tiu>, I descend.'
An expulsion of humours downwards.

to

time

:

a

'

CATABLE'MA,
'any thing

ma, Perible'ma.
secures the

Fagus castanea, see

Prolapsus

Blepharoptosis.

>Uji',)

Anacardiurn

Occidentale.

CASTANEA,

CASUS,

testes

Palpebral superioris,

xa-iafHwa, (y.ara and p*X-

let fall, as a curtain,' Epible'-

The outermost bandage which

rest.

CATABYTHISMOMANIA,

Fa-

from uarapv
gus castanea pumila c. Equina, iEsculus Hip- dtouof, 'submersion,' and uatvia, mania.' Inpocastanum.
sanity, with a propensity to suicide by drowning.
Castanea Pumila, Fagus castanea pumila.
CATACAUMA, Burn.
CASTELLAMAREDISTABI A, WATERS
C ATA C A U S S, Combustion, Human c.
OF. Castellamare di Slabia is a town in Na- Ebriosa, Combustion, human.
ples, in the Principato Citra, 15 miles S. S. E.
CATACERAS'TICUS, from waxtoam-vu,,
of Naples. There are two springs here, the one 'I temper,'
The same as EpicrasI correct.'
sulphureous, the other chalybeate.
ticus,
A medicine capable of blunting the acriCASTELLETTO ADONO, WATERS OF. mony of humours.
These waters, situate near Acqui, in Italy, are
CATACHASMOS, Scarification.

—

'

—

1

'

sulphureous.

CASTERA-VIVENT, WATERS

CATACHRISIS,
OF. Cas-

tera-Vivent is a small village in the department of Gers, near which is a cold acidulous
chalybeate, and another which is sulphureous
and thermal. Temp. 84° Fahrenheit.
CASTIGANS, Corrigent.

CASTJOE, Catechu.
CASTLE-LEOD, WATERS OF.

sul-

in Ross-shire, Scotland, celebrated for the cure of cutaneous and other dis-

eases.

FIBER,

Fiber,

Canis

Pon'ileus.

Beaver, (F.) Castor.

It furnishes the CasRondelet recommends slippers made of
bile, and fat,

skin in gout. Its blood, urine,
were formerly used in medicine.

its

—

Cam'pylum, Campylo'tis. Distortion
spasmodic fixation of the eyes; spasmodic
occlusion of the eyelids; also, fracture of a
Hippocr., Vogel.
bone
CATACLEIS'; from Kara, 'beneath,' and
King, the clavicle.' This term has been applied to many parts, as to the first rib, the
acromion, the joining of the sternum with the
pieces.'

—
'

CASTOR
tor.

from

Affusion with cold
y.at*yn», '1 pour upon.'
water.
Hippocr. Decantation, (q. v.)
CATAC'LASIS, from Kxrax.?.atw, • 1 break to
or

A

phureous spring

The

Inunction.

CATACHRISTON, Liniment.
CATACHYS1S, Effu'sio, Perfu'sio,

ribs, (tc.

CATACLYS'MUS,

Catuclys'ma, from Karasubmerge, inundate.' A Clyster.
mean,
Others
Hippocr.
by the term, a showerbath, or copious affusion of water; Cataone' sis
Ablution, (q. v.) Douche, (q. v.)
CATJEONESIS, Cacantlema, Cataclysmus

y.Xviin;

Castor Oil Plant. Ricinus communis.

CASTOREUM,

'

to

—

Castor, Cas'toreum Ros'si
cum ct Canaden'se, from y.aarwQ, ' the beaver,'
quasi ystj-Tuin, from yanrrfi, the belly,' because
of the size of its belly; or a caslrando.
pecuCambogia.
liar matter, found in bags, near the rectum of
Fracture— c. Fissura, Fissure
the beaver, Castor fiber. Its odour is stioncr, see Cnntrafissura
c. Fractura, Fracture.
unpleasant, and peculiar taste bitter, subacrid ;
CATAGMAT'ICS, Cutagmut'ka
'

A

CATAGAUNA,
CATAGMA,

—

;

reme'dia

.

CATALEiNTIA
from

Anodyne.

r.ajayfAa, ' fracture.'
Remedies supposed
to be capable of occasioning the formation of
callus.

CATALEX'TIA.
disease resembling

Epilepsy,

it.

(q.

— Paracelsus.

v.) or

Cat'ochus,

talep'sis, Aphonia

C. Lini,
C. Panis,
C. Mali maturi.

some
c.

C. Carbonis,
C. Dauci,
C. Fermenti,
C. Aceto8<e.
C. Cumini.

Cat'-

Congelaftio, Dcten'lia, Enca(Hippocr., ) Anau' dia— (Anti-

—

Tonic and
AsTRINOENT.
C. Alum,

Emollient.

C. Cictitffi,
C. Digitalis.

Antisept

CATALEPSIA SPURIA, Ecstasis.
CAT'ALEPSY, Catalep'sia, Catalep'sis,
ache,

CATARACT
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C. Goulard,
C. Rosie.

Irritating.
C. Si no pi s,
C. Muriatia Sodae,
C. (luercus Marini.

genes.,) Apprehen'sio.Contempla?tio,Stvpor vig''The Parisian Codex has some other officinal
ilans, Preken'sio, Carus Catalep'sia, Trance
]. Cataplas'ma anod'ynum, made
(?) cataplasms.
Oppres'sio, Comprehen'sio
(Csel. Aurelian.), of poppy and hyoscyamus. 2. Cataplas'ma emol'-

—

Apoplex'ia Catalep'sia, from x.ura.lafi(iavm. 'I
seize hold of,' (F.) Calalepsie. A disease in
which there is sudden suspension of the action
of the senses and of volition
the limbs and
trunk preserving the different positions given
to them.
It is a rare affection, but is seen, at
times, as a form of hysteria. Some of the Greek
writers have used the word in its true acceptation of a seizure, surprise, &.c.
CATAL'PA, C. Arbo'rea, Bigno'nia Catalpa,
Catal'pa Cordifo'lia, C. Ai borcscens. The decoction of the pods of the Catalpa, an American
tree, of the Nat. Fam. Bignoniacese, Didynamia Angiospermia, has been recommended in
chronic nervous asthma.
;

CATALYSIS,

Paralysis.

CATAMEN1A,

Menses.

Catamenia Alba, Leucorrhoea.

CATAMENIORUM FLUXUS IMMODICUS, Menorrhagia.

Basilicon.

4.

tipleurit'icum,

Cataplas'ma rubefa' ciens vel anformed of pepper and vinegar.

The only

cataplasms, the preparation of which
important to describe, are the following:
Cataplas'ma Feumen'ti, C.efferves'cens, Yeast
Cataplasm or Poultice, (F.) Cataplasme de Levure.
(Take of meal ftj, yeast ffiss. Expose to
a gentle heat.) It is antiseptic, and a good apit is

plication to bruises.
Cataplas'ma Sina'pis, C. Sina'peos, Sin'apism, Mustard Cataplasm or Poultice, (F.) Ca-

taplasme de Moutard ou Sinapisme. (Mustard
and Linseed meal or meal aa equal parts. Warm,
vinegar, or water, q. s.) A rubefacient and
stimulant applied to the soles of the feet in.
coma, low typhus, &c, as well as to the pained,
part in rheumatism,

CATAPLEX'IS,

' upon,' and xir/Laia,
I
and Cat&one'sis. Ablution with warm
water.
A fomentation. Moschion, Marcellus

Jt*Ta,

'

ne'sis

«fcc.

from x* T « and
act of striking with
amazement. Appearance of astonishment as exhibited by the eyes in particular. See Haemodia
pour, CaleoCATAPOSIS, Deglutition.

CATANANCE, Cichorium intybus.
CATANGELOS, Ruscus.
CATANTLE'MA and CATANTLE'SIS,
from

lir.ns, made of meal and pulps.
3. Cataplas'ma
ad suppuratio'nem promoven'dam, of pulps and

—

TcXtjo-auj,

'I strike.'

CATAPOTION,

Stupor,

The

Pilula.

CATAPSYX'IS, from

xaT*\pv X o>, 'I refrigePeripsyx'is. Considerable coldness of the
from koltxttzvctu,, <I sprin- body, without rigor and horripilatio
Galen.
kle,' Catapas'tum, Consper'sio, Epipas'ton, Pas- Perfriclio.
Coldness in the extreme parts of
ma, Sympas'ma, Empas'ma, Xerion, Asper'sio. the limbs. Hippocr.

Empiricus.

•

rate.'

—

CATAPAS'MA,

—

CATAFTO'SIS, Deciden'tia, a fall. This
medicines, in the form of powder,
the ancients to sprinkle on word expresses, sometimes, the fall of a patient,
Paulus of attacked with epilepsy, (q. v) or apoplexy; at
ulcers, absorb perspiration, &c.
others, the sudden resolution of a paralytic limb.
^Egina.
CATAPH'ORA, a fall,' from x*T*</>f<><u, ' I CATAPULTA VIRILIS, Penis.
sleep,
with
CATAPUTIA, MINOR, Euphorbia lathyris,
resembling
down.'
A
state
throw
privation of feeling and voice. Somnolency, Ricinus communis.
CAT'ARACT, Catarac'ta, Catarrhal ta, SufAccording to others, Cataphora is sim(q. v.)
ply a profound sleep, which it is difficult to fu'sio Ocuti, Plharma catarac'ta, Cali'go lentis,
rouse from in this sense being synonymous Gutta opaca, Hypoc'hyma, Hypoc'hysis, Phacoscoto'rna, Parop'sis catarac'ta, Glauco'ma Woulwith Sopor, (q. v.)
Cataphora Hvdrocephalica, see Apoplexy hou'si, from xuTapaaoeiv (»«ra and paaativ), 'to
tumble down.' A deprivation of sight, which
Londinensis.
Theriaca
Cymini,
c.
CATAPHRAC'TA, a Cuirass, from xara- comes on, as if a veil fell before the eyes. Caname given by Galen to taract consists in opacity of the crystalline lens
qqiooui, I fortify.'
a bandage applied round the thorax and shoul- or its capsule, which prevents the passage of
the rays of light, and precludes vision.
The
It was also called Quadri'ga.
ders.
CAT'APLASM, Cataplas'mu, Epiplas'ma, causes are obscure. Diagnosis. The patient
is
(«ut*
blind,
narartXaaonv,
the
opake
from
pupil
seems
closed
by
an
Baos, Poultice, Pultice,
and /iXaa-aur, to form or mould,') to besmear,' body, of variable colour, but commonly whitish:
A medicine to be applied ex- the pupil contracting and dilating. Cataracts
(F.) Cutaplasme.
Cata- have been divided, by some, into spurious and
ternally, under the form of a thick pap.
plasms are formed of various ingredients, and genuine. The farmer, where the obstacle to
They may be anodyne, vision is between the capsule of the lens and
for different objects.
A the uvea: the latter, where it is in the lens or
emollient, tonic, antiseptic, irritating, <fcc.
simple poultice acts only by virtue of its capsule. A lenticular cataract is where the afwarmth and moisture. Meal, fatty substances, fection is seated in the lens; a capsular or
leaves of plants, certain fruits, crumb of bread, membranous, in the capsule. The capsular is
The chief divided again, by Beer, into the anterior, postetfcc, are the most common bases.
f)Oultices which have been officinal are the fol- rior, and complete capsular cataract. When the
capsule is rendered opake, in consequence of
owing.
Compound

employed

by

—

'

—

—

A

'

—

'

«

—

—

—

—

—
CATARACTA

—

— —

—— — — —
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an injury, which cuts or ruptures any part of French use this term, both for the eye affected
it, it thickens, becomes leathery, and lias been
with cataract and the patient himself.
called Cataract ta arida. siliquo'sa.
Calaruc'la
CATAR1A, see Nepeta.
Morgag nia' na laden vel purifor'rnis, is the milky
CATARRH', Catar'rhus, Cutar'rhopus, Cuvariety, in which the crystalline is transformed tarrheu'ma,
Rheuma, Deftuxfio, from xun,
into a liquid similar to milk, (F.) Cataracte lai- ' downwards,' and (>tci>, I flow.' A discharge of
The ancients
teuse; or, as generally defined, in which there fluid from a mucous membrane.
is opacity of the fluid" situate between the lens
considered the catarrh as a simple flux, and not
and its capsule. The cap'sulo-lentic'nlar affects as an inflammation. Generally it partakes of
Catarrh is. with us,
both lens and capsule, and Beer conceives the this character, however.
liquor Morgagni, in an altered state, may con- usually restricted to the inflammation of the
tribute to it.
Cataracts are also called stony, mucous membrane of the air-passages; the
(F.) (pierreuse,) milky or cheesy (laiteuse ou French extend it to that of all mucous memcas6use,) according to their density:
white, branes. (T.) Flux muqueux, Fluxion catarrhal.
pearly, yellow, brown, gray, green, black, (F.)
Catarrh, in the English sense, Rheuma Pec'

—

Catar'rhus Pec'toiis, Blennnp'tysis, Tus'sis
catarrha'lis simplex, Anucathar' sis catarrha'lis
simplex, Gravefdo (of many,) Febris Catarrha'lis, Blennotho' rax, Bronchi' tis, Catar'rhus a frigorS, (F.) Catarrhe pulmonaire, Rheume de Poilikewise called Calarac'ta marmora'cia, fenes- trine, a Cold, is a superficial inflammation of the
tra! ta, Stella' ta>, puncta'ta, dimidiu'tae, &c, acmucous follicles of tie trachea and bronchi. It
cording to the appearances they present.
is commonly an affection of but little conseThey may also be simple or complicated with quence, but apt to relapse and become chronic.
adhesion, amaurosis, specks, &c ; and primary It is characterized by cough, thirst, lassitude,
or primitive, when opuke before the operation; fever, watery eyes, with increased secretion of
secondary, when the opacity is the result of mucus from the air-passages. The antiphlothe operation.
gistic regimen and time usually remove it.
Cataract is commonly a disease of elderly in- Sometimes, the inflammation of the bronchial
dividuals, although, not un frequently, congeu'- tubes is so great as to prove fatal.
ital.
It forms slowly: objects are at first seen
Catarrh, Acute, of the Uterus, see Meas through a mist; light bodies appear to fly tritis
Chronic, Bronchitis, (chronic) c.
c.
before the eyes, and it is not until after months Dry, see Bronchitis c. Pulmonary, Bronchitis
or years that the sight is wholly lost. No means
c. Suffocating nervous,
c. Rose, Fever, hay
will obviate the evil except an operation, which Asthma Thymicum
c. Summer, Fever, hay.
consists in removing the obstacle to the passage
Epidemic,
Catur'rhus epidem'icus,
Catarrh',
of the light to the retina. Four chief methods C. a conta'gio, Rheuma epidem'icurn. Catarrh
are employed for this purpose.
1
Couching or occurring owing to some particular Constitutio
Depression, (F.) Abaisscment, Diplacemtnl de la a'eris, and affecting a whole country:
ItiftuCataracte. This consists in passing a cataract enzu, (q. v.)
needle through the sclerotica and subjacent
Cataract.
membranes, a little above the transverse diaL'UTtiRUS, see
meter of the eye; and at about two lines dis- Metritis— c. Buccal, Aphthae c. Convulsive,
tance from the circumference of the transparent Bronchitis c. Gastrique, Gastritis c Guttural,
cornea, until the point arrives in the posterior Cynanche tonsillaris c. Intestinal, Diarrhoea
chamber of the eye. With this the crystalline c. Laryngien, Laryngitis c. Ocula'ne, Ophthalis depressed to the outer and lower part of the
mia— c. de f Oreille-, Otirrhcea c. Pharyngien,
globe of the eye, where it is left. 2. By ab- Cynanche parotidsea c. Pulmonaire, Catarrh
sorption,
by the French termed broiement, or
c. Sec, see Bronchitis
c. Stomacal, Gastrorbruising. This is performed in the same manner rhcea c. Uterine, Leucorrhrea c. Vesical, Cysas the former; except that, instead of turning tirrhcea.
the crystalline from the axis of the visual rays,
OATARRHEC'TICA, from K«ianQ,1Y rvui, <l
it is divided by the cutting edge of the needle,
break down.' Remedies considered proper for
and its fragments are scattered in the humours dissolving; as diuretics, cathartics, <&c.
of the eye, where they are absorbed. 3. By ex- Hippoc.
traction, which consists in opening, with a partiCatarrh.
ticular kind of knife, the transparent cornea and
EUX, (F.) Catarrho'sus. One
the anterior portion of the capsule of the crystalsubject to catarrh, affected with catarrh.
line; and causing the lens to issue through the
EX'IA, Cutarrhexis ; same etyopening. Each of the processes has its advan- mon as Catarr hecticu; the action of Catarrhectages and disadvantages, and all are used by tica. Also, effusion; evacuation of the bowels.
surgeons. 4. Some, again, pass a cataract needle
CATARRHEX1S, Catarrhexia, Excrement,
through the transparent cornea and pupil, to (q. v.) c. Vera, Hosmatochezia.
the crystalline, and depress or cause its absorpCATARRHCE'CUS, from y.*T*<,Qt U ,, 'I flow
tion.
This is called Keratonyxis, which see.
from.' An epithet for disease, produced by a
Cataract, Black, Amaurosis.
discharge of phlegm; catarrhal.
blanche, perlie, javne, brune, grisc, verte, noire,
or vacillating,
to their colour:
vel trcm'ula, (IP.) fixe ou branlante, according as they are
They are
fixed or movable behind the pupil.

toris,

according

fixed
—catarac'ta capsulo-lenticulu'ris
fiza

—

I

I

|

I

—

i

I

—
—
—

—

i

I

—

i

.

I

J

CATARRHACTA,
CATARRHE AIGUE DE

—

—

—

—

CATARRHEUMA,
CATARRH

CATARRH

—

CATARACTA GLAUCA, Glaucoma— c.

CATARACTE, ABAISSEMENT DE LA,
see Cataract c. Deplacement de la, see Cataract
c. Noire, Amaurosis.
CATARACTE. (F.) Catarac'tus, Caiauu'tti

—

viliu'lus.

One

affected

with cataract.

CATAR'RHOPA PH Y'MATA,

Ni-

gra, Amaurosis.

The

from *«r«o-

Qonoc, nuTaQQonr^, 'sloping downwards.' Tubercles tending downwards, or with their apices

downwards.

CATARRHOPHE,
CATARRHO'PIA,

1

Absorption.

Cutar'rhysis, from ** T a,
downwards,' and own,,' inclination.' An afflux

—
—
CATARRHOPUS

parts.

CATARRHOPUS, Catarrh.
CATARRHYSIS, Catarrhopia, Defluxion.
CATARRHUS, Defluxion, Tussis—c. JEsti-

cuations.
Some substances act upon the upper
part of the intestinal canal, as calomel
and
colocynth; others, on the lower parts, as aloes;
and some on the whole extent, as saline purgatives.
Hence a choice may be necessary. Cathartics are divided into Purgatives
and Laxa-

—

Aloe,
Cassia Marylandica,
Colocynthis,

Gonorrhoea c. Intrstinalis, Diarrhoea
ad Nitres, Coryza c. Pulmonum, Bronchitis

—

—

Oxydum nigrum,
Hydrarp. cum Magne-

Ma;

Sinapis,
Sodte et Potassre Tartras,

Pho-phas,
Sulphas,

nrsia,

Carbonas,
Sulphas.

Distillation.

Manna,

Sulphur,
Veratria,

Mannita,
Oleum Enphorbiie La-

Aquoe Minerales Sulphu-

Enemala,

Tiglii,

Suppositoria.

CJlTHARTiqUE,

Oppression.

CATHERET'IC,
Sarcoph'agus, from
stroy.'

granulations,

of the Jicacia Cal'echu, Caatchu, an oriental
tree.
The drug is also called Terra Japon'ica,
Extrac'tum Catechu, Japan Earth, Cascheu,
Cadtchu, Cashow, Caitchv, Castjoe, Cacan, Cate,
Kaath, Cuti, Cutch, Co'ira, Succus Jnpon'icus.
(F.) Carhou.
It is a powerful astringent, and
is used in diarrhoea, intestinal hemorrhage, &c.
Dose, gr. xv. to ^ss in powder.
CATEIAD'ION, from y.ara, and act, 'a blade
©f grass.' A long instrument, thrust into the
nostrils to excite hemorrhage in headache.

mild caustics.

'

Extenuation or exhaustion, owing
to forced exercise.
Hippoc.
minution.'

—

CATH^ERETICUS, Catheretic.
CATHARETICUS, Cathartic.
CATHARISMOS, Depuration.

CATH A R'M A, Purgament'um.

Matters evacuated by a purgative, or by spontaneous purg-

tion.

— Hippoc.

magic.

etymon; a purga-

Also, the cure of a disease by

«fcc.

CATHAR'SIS,from

xa&mQtiv, (xa& and aipar,
Purga'tio, Apocato take away,') to purge.'
thar'sis, Copropho'ria.
A natural or artificial
purgation by any passage; mouth, anus, vagina, &c.

'

send.')

eat

'

—

'

to

to warts,

them down.

eat,'

'

de-

exuberant

They

from «o5i^t, (xad, and

are

itui,

'

thrte'ris,

word catheter for the solid sound or
"staff; and
algulie and sonde for the hollow instrument

CATHETERIS.

Catheter.

CATHE TERIS'MUS, Catheterisis, same ety-

mon.

The

introduction of a catheter into the
bladder, or Eustachian tube.

CATHID'RYSIS, from na^dqvm.
together.'
situation.

Reduction of a part

'I place

to its natural

CATHMIA, Plumbi oxydum semi-vitreum
CATHMIR, Calamina.
CATHOLIC HUMOURS, (F.) Humours Cothohqucs, are the fluids spread over the
whole
body.

CATHOL'ICON

or CATHOL'ICUM.from
and olixoi;, ' universal.'
remedy, believed to be capable of curing all diseases—

A

xad'

ing, also, a cathartic, (q. v.)

CATHAR'MUS. Same

to

Httfraiqetv,

I explore.'
JEnt'a,, Al'gaiie. CaDemissor, lmmis'sor. A hollow tube
introduced by surgeons into the urinary bladder, for the purpose of drawing off
the urine.
Catheters are made of silver or elastic
gum
See Bougie. The French generally use
the
'

Are tie us.
Catantlema.

&c, to

CATH' ETER,

fistula.

Cathmret'icus, Ertylot'icus,

Substances applied

extract of various parts

CATGUT, Galega Virgirviana.
CATH TRESIS, y.*6 al Qs <rtg, subtraction, di-

See Convolvulus jalapa.
'
Cathartic.

CATHARTOCARPUS, Cassia
CATHEDRA, Anus.
CATHEMERUS, Quotidian.

Fracture.
FLY, Silene Virginica.

CATEONESIS,

reae et Salinae,

Riciui,

CATHART1NE.

CATAXIS,

CATENA MUSCULUS, Tibialis anticus.

Sodii Chloridum,

thyridis,

—

Ketchup.

Senna,

sia,

'

CATE, Catechu.
CAT'ECHU. The

Scammonium,

Jalapa,
Juglans,

—

CATCHUP,

of the

—

mite,

thing.
Hippoc. Also the reduction of a bone.
See Constitution, and Habit of Body.
CATAT'ASIS, from xaronctivm, I extend,
extension,' (q, v.)
The extension and reduction of a fractured limb.
Hippoc.

CATCH

list

Potassa? Acetns,
Bisulphas,
Sulphas,
Supertartras,
Tartras,
R Ileum,

Hydraigyri Chloridum-

CATAS'TASIS,from Kadio-r^u,' I establish.'
The constitution, state, condition, &c. of any

CATATHUPSIS,

a

is

Podophyllum,

Haterium,
Gambogia,

c. Senilis, Bronchitis (chronic)
c. Suftbcativus Barbadensis, C. trachealis— c. Urethralis,
Gonorrhoea— c. Vesica?, Cystirrhcea.
CATARTIS'MUS, from xaraQTiLctv, 'to repair, replace.'
The coaptation of a luxated or
fractured bone.
CATASCEUE, Structure.

CATASTAGMOS, Coryza.
CATASTALAGMOS, Coryza,

following

chief Cathartics

—

—

The

tives, (q- v.)

vus, Fever, hay— c. Bellinsulanus, Cynanche
parotidaia— c. a Contagio, Influenza— c. Epidemicus, Influenza, Catarrh, epidemic c. Gonorc.

CATO
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of fluids towards the inferior parts, and especially towards the viscera of the abdomen. The
v»reek word aiannajit*. expresses an opposite
phenomenon, or a tendency towards the upper

rhoea,

a

:

panacea.

Cathoi/icon Duplex. An ancient, purging
composed of cassia, tama"
rinds, rhubarb, senna, &c.
CATIL'LIA. A weight of nine ounces.
CATILLUS, Cup.

electuary, chiefly

CATINUS FUSORIUS,
CATLIiNG,

Crucible.
Knife, double-edged.

CATO, itaro, 'below,'
in

'beneath.' This word
the writings of Hippocrates, is often used

Same etymon, (F.) for the abdomen, especially the intestines,
Cathartique.
A medicine, which, when taken When he advises a remedy— katw, he means a
internally, increases the number of alvine eva purgative; when *vu>, above or upwards,
au
fjipac'ticus, Apocathar'ticus.

—
CATOCATHARTIC
a prefix, Cato means

As

emetic.

'

CAUDATUS,

beneath,'

CATOCATHARTIC,

diez is a small town, nine leagues from Perpignan, where there is a thermal spring, containing a little sulphate of soda and iron.
CAUL. The English name for the omentum.
Also, when a child is born, with the membranes
over the face, it is said to have been " Lorn wil/i
a caul. 7
In the catalogue of superstitions, this
is one of the favourable omens.
The caul itself is supposed to confer privileges upon the
possessor; hence the membranes are dried,
and sometimes sold for a high price. (L.) Pilus,
Pilcolus, Galea, Vitta.
(F.) Coeffe. Coijf'c
(Etrend co&ff'd " to be born with a caul.") See
Epiploon.

Catocalhar' ticus from
'downwards,' and Ka-9a.iQni>, 'I purge.'
A medicine, which purges downwards. One
that produces alvine evacuations. The antithe.

/.arm,

Ana-cathartic
or CAT'OCHEIS.from jcot^w,

CAT'OCHE

This word has, by
I hold fast.'
1 retain,'
some, been used synonymously with CataComa vigil by
with
lepsy
(q. v.) by others,
'

Bicaudatus.

CAUDIEZ, MINERAL WATERS OF. Cau-

as in

sis to

CAUSE
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'

'

;

:

others, with Tetanus.

CATOCHUS,

Ecstasis— c. Cervinus, TetaHolotonicus. Tetanus— c. Infantum,
Induration of the cellular tissue.
CATOMIS'MOS, from x*tw, ' beneath,' and
CAULE'DON, Sicye'don, from x*i>;.o?, 'a
ouioc,' shoulder.' Subhumera'tio. A mode with
the ancients, of reducing luxation of the hume- stalk.' A transverse fracture.
Paulus
of
CAULIFLOWER,
arm.
Germ. Kohl, cabbage, and
rus by raising the body by the
flower [ ? j Brassica Florida.

nus— c.

—

—

—

Catoptric examination of the

'

When

Cau'liflower Excres'cence,

a lighted candle is held before
two erect,
the eye, three images of it are seen
and one inverted :— the former owing to reflection from the cornea and anterior surfaces of

EYE.

—

the crystalline; the latter owing to reflection
from the posterior layer of the crystalline.
This mode of examining the eye has been proposed as a means of diagnosis between cataract
and amaurosis. In the latter, all the images are

of sour wine,
prepared with the orchis and black grape, or
dried figs. It was formerly employed as a diu-

— Dioscorid.

Called,

c.

'

to cicatrize.'

—

See Amau-

xotovUhv, (y.aia
A remedy for re-

CAUCHEMAR,

Patella.

Incubus.
Incubus.

CAUCHUC,

Caoutchouc.
Coccyx, Penis.

hence the name.

Queue de Cheval, Q. de
See Medulla Spinalis.

(F.)

Causes, Accessoiiy, (F.) Cavses Acassoires,
which have only a secondary influence in the production of disease.
Accidental Causes, or Common Causes,
(F.) Causes Accidentelles, are those which act
only in certain given conditions and which do
not always produce the same disease. Cold,
e. g., may be the accidental cause of pneumonia,
rheumatism, &c.
External Causes, (F.) Cavses externes, are
such as act externally to the individual as air,
cold, &c.
Causes Formei.les (F.) are such as determine the form or kind of the disease. They
differ from the Causes mutirielles, which are
;

Cauda Salax,

Penis.
An extraordinary elongation
of the clitoris.— Blasius.

—

—

;

Equi'na. The spinal marrow, at its
termination, about the 2d lumbar vertebra, gives
off a considerable number of nerves, which,
when unravelled, resemble a horse's tail,

Cauda

la Mo'elle Epiniere.

— c.

are those

CAUCHEVIEILLE,

CAUDA,

Continens, Cause, proximate.

sary.

for

CAUCALOIDES,

Areca.

predisponent or
Actuales, Causes, occasional
c.
c. Proegumenae, Causes, predisponent.
CAUSE, Cau'sa, umu, Aitia, cunav, Ailion.
An act which precedes smother, and seems to
be a necessary condition for the occurrence of
the latter. The causes of disease are generally
extremely obscure; although they, sometimes,
The predisponent and ocare evident enough.
casional causes are the only two, on which any
stress can be laid; but as authors have divided
them differently, a short explanation is neces-

Galen. A medicine, proper
cicatrices.
producing cicatrization.
CATU-TR1PALI, Piper longum.

moving

—

Prceincipientes, Causes, procatarctic

Antennaria Dioica.
Cambogia.

CATTITEROS, Tin.
CATULOT'ICUS, from

—

CAUSAE ABDITiE, Causes,

remote

CATTAGAUMA,
tutotiv,)

—

CAUNGA,

rotic.

and

—
—

CAUSA CONJUNCTA, Cause, proximate—

CATOT'ICA, from xotw, 'beneath.' DisPravity of
eases infecting internal surfaces.
the fluids or emunctories, that open on the internal surfaces of organs.
The second order in
the class Eccritiai of Good.

CATSFOOT,

—
—

—

CATORETICUS, Purgative.
CATOTERICUS, Purgative.

CAT'S EYE, AMAUROTIC.

'

—

CATOPTER, Speculum.
CATOPTRON, Speculum.
CATORCH1TES. A kind

— Galen.

and vulva, and which resembles, in appearance,
the head of the cauliflower.
CAULIS, Penis.
Caulis Florida, Brassica Florida.
CAULOPLE'GIA, from xai//oc, the male
organ,' and ttAjj/j;, a wound,' or stroke.'
An
injury or paralysis of the male organ.
xavfA*, 'a burnt part,' from xoim,
1
burn.'
Great heat of the body or atmosphere.
Synocha (q. v.) Empresma (q. v.)
Cauma Bronchitis, Cynanche trachealis c.
Carditis, Carditis
c. Enteritis, Enteritis
c.
Gastritis, Gastritis
c. Haemorrhagicum, Haemorrhagia activa c. Ophthalmitis, Ophthalmia c. Peritonitis, Peritonitis c. Phrenitis,
Phrenitis c. Pleurilis, Pleuritis c. Rheumatismus, Rheumatism, acute.
'

mirror.

also, Sycitcs.

A

CAUMA,

'

and emmenagogue.

Chovfleur.

'

CATOPTROMANCY, from KaronrQor, (Wa,
and o.inpai,) a mirror,' and /kscvtcm, divination.'
A kind of divination by means of a

retic

(F.)

'

seen.
'

Excrescen'tia
syphilitic excrescence, which appears about the origin of
the mucous membranes, chiefly about the anus
Syphilitica,

CAUDA'TIO.

j

—

;;

CAUSES CACI1EES
common

to a set of diseases
roses, phlegmasia, &.c.

;

as, to the

CAUSTICA

—

;

—

long continued. They are opposed to positive
causes, which, of themselves, directly induce
disease;
as the use of indigestible food, of spirituous drinks, &c.
Occasional or Exciting Causes, Causa actuates, (F.) Causes occasionellcs, are those which
immediately produce the disease.
Occult or Hidden or Obscuwe Causes, (F.)
Causes occultes ou cachees ou obscures. Any
causes with which we are unacquainted ; also,
certain inappreciable characters of the atmo-

—

—

epidemics.
Physical Causes, (F.) Causes Physiques,
those which act by virtue of their physical properties; as form, hardness, &c. All vulnerating bodies belong to this class.
Physiological Causes, (F.) Causes Physiologiques, those which act only on living matsphere, which give rise

ter

;

— narcotics,

Caustic Bearer, Porte-caustique.

neu-

Internal Causes, (F.) Causes internes, are
which arise within the body; as mental
emotions, &c.
Mechanical Causes, (F.) Causes micaniques, are those, which act mechanically, as pressure upon the windpipe in inducing suffocation.
Negative Causes, (F.) Causes negatives,
comprise all those things, the privation of which
may derange the functions
as abstinence too
those,

CAUTERIZATION
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to

—

ADUSTIO, Cauterization.
CAUSTICITY, Caustic' itas, from kuvotikoc,
that which burns,' (*aiw, I burn.') The impression, which caustic bodies make on the
organ of taste; or, more commonly, the property
which distinguishes those bodies.
Potassa fusa
c. Americanum, Veratrum sabadilla
c. AntiAntimonium
moniale,
muriaturn c. Commune,
Potassa fusa c. Commune acerrimum, Potassa
fusa c. Commune fortius, Potassa cum calce
c. Lunare, Argenti nitras
c. Potentiale, Potassa
fusa c. Salinum, Potassa fusa.
Causticum Commu'ne, Poten'tial Cau'tery,
Common Caustic, Caute'rium potentiale, Lapis

'

'

—

CAUSTICUM ALKALINUM,

—
—

stp'ticus,

—

—

Caus'licum commu'ne mit'ius. This
and black soap, aa equal

consists of quicklime
parts.

CAUSTIQUE, Caustic.
CAU'SUS. from xuito,

'T burn'
A highly
ardent fever; Dcu'rens. Pinel regards it as a
complication of bilious and inflammatory fever;
Broussais, as an intense gastritis, accompanied
with bilious symptoms. See Synocha.
Causus, Endemial, of the West Indies,
Fever, yellow c. Tropicus endemicus, Fever,
yellow.
Cauter, Cauterium.

—

CAUTERE,

e. g.

Predisponent or Remote Causes, Causa
pro'egu'mena, Causa ab'dita, Causa remo'ta
Causes predisponantes, Causes iloignies,
those which render the body liable to disease.

rent,

They may be general, affecting a number of
people, or particular, affecting only one person.
Principal Causes, (F.) Causes principals
those which exert the chief influence on the
production of disease, as distinguished from the

—

accessory causes.

Puocatarc'tic Causes, Causa procalarc' tica,
praincipien'tes, from nQoxaranxrixog
the origin or beginning of a thing, (xaThese
tuo/o), 'I°begin,' and tiqo, 'before.')
words have been used, in different significasynonySome have employed them
tions.
mously with predisponent or remote causes,

Causa

—

others, with occasional or exciting causes.

Cauterium, Fonticulus— c. InheInherent cautery.

CAUTERKTICUS, Caustic.
CAUTERETS, MINERAL WATERS

(F.)

—

—

—

OF.

a bourg seven leagues from Bareges (llauThe waters are hydrosulphurous and thermal temperature 123° F.
They are used in the same cases as the Bareges
water.
CAUTE'RIUM, Cauter, Cautery, Tnusto'rium,
Ruplo'rium, from xaiw, I burn,' (F») Cautere,
Feu actuel. A substance, used for burning or
disorganizing the parts to which it is applied.
Cauteries were divided, by the ancients, into
actual and potential. The word is now restricted
to the red-hot iron; or to positive burning.
It
was, formerly, much used for preventing hemorrhage from divided arteries; and also, witii
the same views as a blister. The term Potential Cautery, Cauterium potentials. (F.) Feu potcnliel, was generally applied to the causticum

C.

is

tes-Pyr'enees,) France.

—

'

Proximate Cause, Causa prox'ima vel
em'tinens vel conjunc'ta (F.) Cause cantinente commune, (q. v.) but is now used synonymously
ou prochaine, is the disease itself. Superabun- with caustic in general.
Cautere also means an issue.
dance of blood, e. g., is the proximate cause of
CAUTERIZATION, Cauter isa'tio, Exus'tio,
plethora.
Specific Causes, Essential Causes, &c. Jnus'tio, Cavs'tica Adus'tio. The effect of a
(F.) Causes specifiques, C. essentielles Causes cautery. The French, amongst whom cautedeterminantes ; those, which always produce a rization is much used, distinguish five kinds:
I. Cauterisation inherente, which consists in apdeterminate disease; contagion, for example.
CAUSES CACHtiES, Causes, occult— c. plying the actual cautery freely, and with a
degree of force, so as to disorganize deepEloignees,
certain
Determinantes, Causes, specific— c.
Causes, predisponent— c. Prochaines, Causes, ly. 2. Cauterisation transcurrente, which consists in passing the edge of the Cautere cultelproximate.
CAUSIS, Burn, Ebullition, Fermentation, laire,or the point of the Cautere ennique lightly,
,

so as not to disorganize deeply.

Incendium. Ustion.

CAUSOMA, Inflammation.
CAUSTIC,

Caus'ticus,

Cauterct'icus,

Dia-

Ero'dens, Pqrot'icus from xaiw, ' I
"
burn,' (F.) Caustique. Bodies, which have the
property of causticity ; and which, consequently, burn or disorganize animal substances.
The word is also used substantively. The most
Caustics are also
active are called Esclauotics.

rtt'icus,

called

'

corrosives.'

13.

3.

Cauterisation

par pointes, which consists in applying on the
skin here and there, the hot point of the conical
cautery with sufficient force to cauterize the
whole thickness of the skin. 4. Cauterisation

by means of the moxa.
Cauterisation objective, which consists in
holdinir the cautery at some distance from the
part to be acted upon by it.
To Cauterize. Caus'ticoadu'rere,{F.) Can-

lente,slow cauterization,
5.

—
CAUTERY

—
CAY AN
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To burn with cavernc
•nous respiration has been called amphoric,
from amphora, 'a flask.' (F.) Respiration amPotential, Caus- phorique.
The Veiled Puff, {¥.) Souffle voile, is a modification of the cavernous respiration, in which,
CAVA, Vulva.
Cava, Vena. The hollow or deep-seated according to Laennec, "a sort of movable veil
name given to the interposed between the excavation and the ear "
vein, (F.) Veine cave.
two great veins of the body, which meet at the seems to be agitated to and fro. It is a sign
right auricle of the heart. The vena cava su- which is not attended to.
Cavernous Sinus, Sinus Caverno'sus, Sinus
pe'rior. tlwrac"ica vel dacen'dens, is formed by
the union of the subclavians; and receives suc- polymor'phus seu Receptac'ulum, S. sphenoidalis,
the
upper
before
its
termination
at
(F.)
Sinus caverneux. The Cav' ernous ISi'nusts
cessively,
part of the right auricle, the inferior thyroid, are venous cavities of the dura mater, filled
with a multitude of reddish, soft filaments, inriorltt internal mammary, superior diaphragmatersecting each other; and, as it were, reticutic, azygos, &c. The vena cava infe'rior, abdomiThey commence behind the inner part
na'lis vel asccn'dens, arises from the union of lated.
the two primary iliacs, opposite the fourth or of the sphenoidal fissure, pass backwards on
fifth lumbra vertebra, receives the middle sacral, the sides of the fossa pituitaria, and terminate
the lumbar, right spermatic, hepatic, and inferior by opening into a cavity, common to the sudiaphragmatics, and opens at the posterior and perior and inferior petrosal sinuses. They receive some meningeal veins, the ophthalmic
inferior part of the right auricle.
veins, &c.
CAVATIO, Cavity.
ttriscr.

To

apply the cautery.

a cautery.

CAUTERY, Cauterium— c.
ticuni commune.

A

Cav'ernous Texture or Tissue, (F.) Tissu
CAVEA, Cavity— c. Narium, Nares.
CAVER'NA^/iirw/rt. 'A cavern.' This term caverneux. The spongy substance which forms
has been used for the female organs of geneSee Cavity, and Vulva.
ration.
Caverna Narium, Nares.
FRONTIS, Frontal sinuses.
CAVERNEUX, Cavernous.
CAVERNOUS, Caverno'sus, (F.) Caverneux. Filled with small cavities or caverns,
as a sponge.
Cavernous Bodies, Cor'pora Cavernos'a, of
the Penis, Cor'pova ncrvo'sa, C. JYer'veo-sponThe corpus
rriosa Penis, (F.) Corps caverneux.
cavernosum is a kind of cylindrical sac, sepawhole
extent,
by
a
vertical, inits
rated, through
complete septum; and forming nearly two-thirds
of the penis. The corpus cavernosum, on each
side, arises from the ascending portion of the
ischium, and terminates obtusely behind the
The arteries of the corpora cavernosa
glans.
come from the internal pudic. See Helicine
Nerves are found on the surface of
Arteries.
the outer membrane, but they do not appear to
substance.
the
penetrate
Miiller's researches have led him to infer,
that both in man and the horse, the nerves of
the corpora cavernosa are made up of branches
proceeding from the organic as well as the animal system, whilst the nerves of animal life alone
provide the nerves of sensation of the penis.
Cavernous Bodies, Corpora Cavernosa, of
the Clitoris, are two hollow crura, forming

CAVERNS

the greater part of the penis and clitoris.
It
seems to consist of a very complicated lacework of arteries and veins; and. probably, of
nervous filaments, with small fibrous plates,
which form, by their decussation, numerous
cells, communicating with each other.
This
spongy texture produces erection, by dilating
and swelling on the influx of blood; and probably, also, by virtue of some property inhe-

rent in

it.

CAVIARE,

A

Kaviac.
culinary preparation,
used by certain people, and made on the
shores of the Black and Caspian Sea, from the
roe of the sturgeon, mixed with salt and other

much

condiments.

CAVIC'ULA or CAVIL'LA, from cares,
hollow.'
The Ankle, or space between the
malleoli.
Some have given this name to the
os cuneiforme.
See Astragalus.
'

—

CAVICULiE PEDIS NODUS, Tarsus.
CAVILLA, Astragalus, Cavicula.
CAV1TAS ANTROSA AURIS, Tympanum

—

Buccinata, Cochlea c.Cochleata, Cochlea.
Cav'itas Ellip'tica, Ampul' la. A dilatation
at one end of the semicircular canals of the ear.
Cavitas Narium, Nares c. Pulpoe, see
Tooth.
c.

—

CAVITATES CEREBRI,

Ventricles of the
Duroe matris, Sinuses of the dura
mater c. Innominate, Auricles of the heart.
CAVITE, Cavity— c. Dentaire, Dental cavity
the clitoris.
Cavernous Body of the Vagina, Corpus
des Epiploons, see Peritonaeum
c.
c.
du
Caver no' sum Vagt'nw, Plexus retiformis, is a Tympan, Tympanum.
substance, composed of blood-vessels and cells,
CAVITY, Cav'itas, Cavum, Ccclotrs, Cwlov,
similar to those of the penis and clitoris, which Cnvea, Cavcr'na, Cava'tio, (F.) Caviti.
Everycovers the outer extremity of the vagina, on thing hollow, as the cranium, mouth, nasal
each side. It serves to contract the entrance fossa?, &c.
Splanch'nic Cav'ities, (F.) Cavitds splanchto the vagina during coition.
Cavernous Respiration, (F.) When a niqucs. are those which contain the viscera.
and
lungs,
the
one
or
in
more
exists
They
are three in number;
cavity
the cranium, chest,
ramifications of the bronchia terminate in it, a and abdomen. The cavities of bones, connected
loud tubal noise is emitted, provided the cavity with joints or otherwise, are described under
be not filled with fluid, which is called cavern- their particular denominations.
brain

—

c.

—

—

—

CAVUM, Cavity.
ous respiration. In this condition the cough is
Cavum Cranii, Venter Supre'mus. The cavity
cavernous likewise, (F.) Toux Caverneuse.
When the capacity of the cavern is very great, formed by the proper bones of the cranium.
Cavum Narium, Nares— c. Oris,
the sound of respiration is like that produced
by blowing into a decanter, with the mouth at Tympani, Tympanum.
neck.
This
the
kind
of
from
CAYAN, Phaseolus creticus.
a Jittle distance

Mouth— c.

———
CAZABI
CAZABI,

Jatropha manihot.

CEANOTHOS,

Cirsium arvense— c. Ameri-

Fissure.

CEBI GALLI'NtE.

The

liver of the fowl,

bruised.— Castelli.

CEBIP'ARA. A

Cel'lular Mem'brane, Membrdna ccllulo'M. Cellularis, M. adipo'sa, pinguedmo'sa,

—

sa,

canus, Celaslrus.
GEAR, Heart.

CEASMA,

CENDRES GRAVE LEES
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whose
and astringent bark is used in making
anti-rheumatic baths and fomentations.
CECES. See Quercus alba.
CKCITJi, Cacitas.
large Brazilian tree,

bitter

—

of some, Pannidulus adipo'sus, Membrane
formed of cellular tissue, (F.) Membrane cellulaire.
Generally, it is used for the tissue itself.
Cel'lular System. The whole of the cellular tissue of the human body.

CellularTissue,

Tela. cellularis, T.cellulo'sa:

laminated, crib'riform,
porous, are'olar, and mucous Tissue, Reticular
or cellular substance, Conlex'tus cellulo'sus, (F.)
Tissu cellulaire, riticuli, lamineux, cribleux, poCEDAR, RED, Juniperus Virginiana.
reux, areolaire, muqueux, &c, is the most comCEDEIA, Embalming.
mon of all the organic tissues. Anatomists do
CED'MATA, Ktduara. Rheumatic pains of not agree, regarding its intimate structure. It
the joints, especially of the hips.
form of seems to contain cellules or irregular areolce
gout or rheumatism.
between the fibres and plates as well as serum,
CEDRELE'UM, from «t ctnoc, the cedar,' and fat, and the adipous tissue. The cellular tissue
iXaiov, 'oil.'
or texture unites every part of the body; deThe oil of the cedar. Pliny.
CE'DRIA, Ce'drium, Ce'drinum, Cedri lack'ry- termines its shape, and by its elasticity and
ma, Alkitran. The oil or resin which flows from contractility, and by the fluid, which it contains
the Cedar of Lebanon. It was supposed to pos- in its cells, facilitates the motion of parts on
sess great virtues.
Hippocr., Foesius, Scribo- each other.
Cellular tissue has been divided by anatomists
nius Largus,Dioscorides. It has been supposed
See into the external, general or common cellular
to be the same as the pyroligneous acid.
tissue
textus cellularis intermedius seu laxus,
Pinus Sylvestris.
CE'DRINUM VINUM, Cedar Wine. A wine, which does not penetrate the organs, the celprepared by steeping half a pound of bruised lular texture which forms the envelopes of
cedar berries in six French pints of sweet wine. organs textus cellularis strictus; and that which
penetrates into the organs, accompanying and
It is diuretic and subastringent.
reticuia! ted, filamentous,

A

;

'

—

—

—

CEDRl'TES.fromxstSoo;, 'the

cedar.'

A wine

prepared from the resin of cedar and sweet wine.
It was formerly employed as a vermifuge, &c.

CEDRIUM.Cedria.

CEDROMELA.
CEDRONELLA,

See Citrus medica.
Melissa.

CEDROS.

Juniperus lycia.
CEDR.OSTIS, Bryonia alba.
CEDRUS BACCIFERA, Juniperus sabina.
CEINTURE, Cingulum, Herpes zoster.

CEIJYTURE BLANCHE DE LA CHOROIDE, Ciliary ligament.
CEINTURE DARTREUSE,HeTpes zoster—
de Hildane, Cingulum Hildani
gent, Cingulum mercuriale.
c.

CELANDINE COMMON,

jus

—

c. lesser,

Ranunculus

—

c.

de Vif Ar-

Chelidonum ma-

ficaria.

C&LIAQUE, Coeliac.
CELAS'TRDS, Celas'tus, Ceano'tlius
Used by the
ca'nus, New Jersey Tea.

—

enveloping

all their parts,
the textus cellularis
stipatus, constituting the basis of all the or-

gans. It has likewise been termed Textus organicus seu parenchymalis.
Cellular Tissue of Bohes. See Cancelli.
CEL'LULE, Cel'lula, diminutive of cella, ' a
small cavity, (F.) Cellule. Cellules
cavity.'
are the small cavities between the lamina; of
the cellular tissue, corpora cavernosa, &c.
Bronchic Cellules or Cells, Cellula BronThe air-cells of
chicce, Vcsidula pulmonales.
the lungs.

A

CELLULES BRONCHIQUES,

Bronchial

cells.

CELLULITIS VENENATA.
CELOSO'MUS, from it>;>b;, 'a

See Wound.
and
A monster in which the trunk
otaua, 'body.'
is malformed, and eventration or displacement
rupture,'

AmeriAmeri-

of the viscera exists.
CELOTOM'IA, Kllotom'ia, from * n \ n , « a tumour,' and rturetv, 'to cut.' An operation,
can Indians, in
formerly employed for the radical cure of inIt is
lia, for the cure of syphilis.
guinal hernia; and which consisted, principally,
and somewhat astringent.
CELATION, (F.) Concealment, from celare, in passing a ligature round the hernial sac and
'
word used by French medico- spermatic vessels. It necessarily occasioned
to conceal.'
and did not
legal writers for cases where there has been atrophy and loss of the testicle
secure the patient against the return of the disconcealment of pregnancy or delivery.
CELE, y.t]Xrj, 'a tumour, protrusion, or rup- ease. The intestines were of course not inSee Castration.
ture ;' a very common suffix, as in Hydrocele, cluded in the ligature.
CELSA. A term, used by Paracelsus for a
Bubonocele, &c, see Hernia.
CEL'ERY, (F.) Celeri. The English name cutaneous disease, dependent, according to him,
on a false or heterogeneous spirit or vapour,
for a variety of the Apium graveolens, (q. v.)
CE'LIS, y.^/Lig, 'a spot, a stain.' A macula concealed under the integuments, and endeavouring to escape. Perhaps the disease was
(a. v.) or spot on the skin.
CELL. APOPLECTIC, see apoplectic Cell Urticaria. (?)
the same manner

as the lobeslightly bitter

A

;

—

Cytoc. Calcigerous, see Tooth.— c. germ,
blast— c. germinal, see Cytoblast— c. nucleated,
see Cytoblast.

CELLA TURCICA,

Sella Turcica.

CELLULE BRONCHIOLE.
CEL'LULAR,
Composed of cells
lula,

'

a cell.'

See Cellule.

Celluldris, (F.) Cellulaire.
or cellules, from cclla or cell-

CELSUS,

METHOD

CEMBRO NUTS.

OF. See Lithotomy.
See Pinus cembra.

CEMENTER1UM, Crucible.
CEMEN'TUM, see Tooth.
CENCHRON, Panicum miliaceum.
CENDRE DU LEVANT, Soda.
CENDRES GRAVELEES, see Potash—
Sarment, see Potash.

c.

dt

—

—

c

:

CENDRE
CENDRll,

Cineritiou?.

CENEANGI'A,
ayyaov,
vessels.

a vessel.'

'

— Galen.

from

CEP.EA
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litre

xtvog,

Inanition.

CENEMBATE'SIS, from

'empty,' and
Empty state of

Kivog, 'empty,'

and

Also,
fupairu, 1 enter,' Paracentesis, (q. v.)
the act of probing a wound or cavity, Melo'sis.
CENEONES, Flanks.
'

CENIGDAM.Ceniptam.

—

CENIPOTAM,

Ceniplam.
CEJNO'SIS, from xtroc, 'empty.' Jne'sis,
Inethmos. Evacuation. It is sometimes employed synonymously with inanition, (q. v.)
and opposed to repletion; Exinani"tio.
CENOT'ICA, from xtvuoig, 'evacuation.'
Diseases affecting the fluids. Morbid discharges
or excess, deficiency or irregularity of such as
are natural.

Good;

The

first

order, class Genetica, of

also, Drastics, (q. v.)

CENTAU'REA BE HEN,

Behen abiad, Be-

hen album or White Behen.
Astringent.

Ord. Gentianeae.

Centau'rea Benedic'ta, Car'duvs

benedic-

Cnicus sylves'tris, Cnicus benedic'tus, Cardiobot'anum, Blessed or Holy Thistle, (F.) Char-

tus,

don binit. Fam. Cynarocephales.
Syngenesia Polygamia frustranea.

Sex. Syst.

A strong
decoction of the herb is emetic
a strong infusion, diaphoretic (?) ; a light infusion, tonic
and stomachic. Dose, gr. xv to ^j of powder.
:

Centau'rea Calcitra'pa,

—

Calcitra'pa, Cal-

catrep'pola, Car'duus solstit.ia' lis, Car'duus stcllatus, Jacca ramosis'sima, Cacotrib'ulvs, Calcitrap'pa stellu'ta, Slella'ta rupi'na, Centau'rea
stella'ta,

(F.)

Common

Centaur 6e

troppe, Pignerole.
perties, and has

dyspepsia, &c.

Star-Thistle, Star-Knapweed,

Char don

itoilee,

It is

eloilt, Chausscpossessed of tonic pro-

been given in intermittents,

It is

not

much

used.

Centau'rea Centau'rium, Rhapon'ticumvulmagnum, "Centau'rium mujus,

ga'rS, Centau'rium

Greater Cen'taury, Centau'rium qfficina'ls, (F.)
Ccntaurde grande. It is a bitter ; and was formerly used as a tonic, especially the root.
Centau'rea Cy'anus, Cy'anus, Blue-bottle,

to nearly ten
2.7053 fluidrams.

giammes

or a spoon-

CENTIMkTRE, Cevtim'eter; the hundredth
part of a metre equal to about four lines.
.3037 English inch.

—

CENT1MORBIA, Lvsimachia nummularia,
CENT1NERV1A, Plantago.
CENTINODE, Polygonum aviculare.
CENTINODIA, Polygonum aviculare.

CENTO VIRGINALiS, Hymen.
CENTRAL AR'TERY OF THE

CENIGOTAM. Ceniplam.
CENIPLAM, Cenigdam, Cenigotam,

Cenipolam. The name of an instrument anciently
used for opening the head in epilepsy. Paracel.

— equal

ful.

RET'-

INA,

Arte'ria Centra' lis Rct'ince, Central Artery of Zinn. This artery is given oft* from the
arteria ophthalmica, and penetrates the optic
nerve a little behind the ball of the eye ; running in the axis of the nerve, and spreading'
out into many small branches upon the inside
When the nerve is cut across
of the retina.
near the eye, the orifice of the divided artery
is observable.
This was formerly called Porus
op'ticus.

CENTRE OF ACTION.

The

viscus in

which the whole or a great part of any function
is executed, and to which several other organs
contribute. Thus, the vital activity seems to
be wholly centred in the stomach, during chymification
in the duodenum, during chylification.
In like manner, the uterus becomes a
centre of action during gestation.
Centre, Epigas'tric. The ganglions and
nervous plexuses, formed by the great sympathetic and pneumogastric nerves, in the epigastrium, around the cosliac artery
where the
impressions received from various parts of the
body seem to be centred.
;

;

Centre of Fluxion.
which

The

part

fluids are particularlj' attracted.

towards

An

irri-

tated organ is said to be a centre of fluxion.
Centres, Nervous, or Nervous Centres,
(F.) Centres nerveux.
The organs, whence the
nerves originate; as the brain and spinal marrow.

Centre, Oval, Centrum ova'le, C. 0. VicusTegmen'tum vcntriculo'rum cer'ebri.
the two hemispheres of the brain are
sliced away, till on a level with the corpus cal-

—

se'nii,

When

losum, the medullary part is of an oval shape
hence called centrum ova' It. Vieussens supposed all the medullary fibres to issue from that
Cornflower, (F.) Blavelle, Blaviole, Blaverolle. point, and that it was the great dispensatory of
The flowers were once much used as cordial, the animal spirits.
tonic, &c.
Centre, Phrenic, or Ten'dinous Centre of
They are now forgotten.
Centaurea Stellata, Centaurea calci- the Di'aphragm, Centrum Phren'icum, C Nerveum or C. Tendino'sum, (F.) Centre phrinique
trapa.
CENTAUREE ETOILtE, Centaurea calci- ou C. tendincux du Diaphragme. The central
trapa c. Grande, Centaurea centaurium c. aponeurosis of the diaphragm.
petite. Chironia centaurium.
Centre of Svmpathet'ic Irradia'tions,
CENTAURIUM MAGNUM, Centaurea cen- (F.) Centre d' irradiations sympathiques. Any
taurium c. Minus vulgare, Chironia centau- organ, which excites, sympathetically, the acrium c. Officinale, Centaurea centaurium c. tion of other organs, more or less distant from
Parvum, Chironia centaurium.
it
and with which it seems to have no immeCENTAURY, AMERICAN, Chironia angu- diate communication. Marjolin.
Centre, Tendinous of the Diaphragm,
c. Greater, Centaurea centaurium
laris
c.
Centre phrenic.
Lesser, Chironia centaurium.
CENTROMYRINE, Ruscus.
CENTES1S, Paracentesis.
CENTRUM COMMUNE, Solar plexus—
CENTIGRAMME, (F.) from centum, 'a
Centigram'- Nerveum, Centre, phrenic c Tendinosum,
hundred,' and yqauua, gramme.'
The hundredth part of a gramme. A Centre, phrenic.
via.
CEiNTUM CAPITA, Eryngium campestre.
centigramme is equal to about the filth part of
CENTUMNODIA, Polygonum aviculare.
a gratn, (F.) gr. .1544, Troy.
from
centum,
CEPA ASCALONICA. Bulbus esculentus,
Centili'tra,
'a
CENTILITRE,
hundred,' and Xirna, 'litre,' an ancient Greek Echalotte.
CEPJ3A, Veronica beccabunga,
measure for liquids:— the hundredth part of a
.

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

'

—

—

.

CEPHiELIS

CEPHjELIS IPECACUANHA,

Cephai/ic Rem'f.dies, CephaHica vel Capi-

Ipecacu-

anha.

reme'dia, are remedies capable of relieving affections of the head, especially headache:
ta'lia

CEPHAL.E'A,

Headache, (F.) C'ephaUe,
head.'
Some use the term synonymously with Cephalalgia. Others, for a periodical headache:
others, again, for a more
violent headache than Cephalalgia implies; and
others for a chronic headache. The last was

from

Ketpaki;,

'

— Cephalai

Cephalalgia

spasmod'ica, C. JYauseo'sa or Sick- headache, is characterized by partial, spasmodic pain ; often
shifting from one part of the head to another
chiefly commencing in the morning, with sick:

ness and faintness. It is extremely apt to recur,
notwithstanding every care.

Cephaljea HEMicnANiA.Hemicrania
Spasmodica

c.

—

c. pulsatilis,

—

'«(««,

'

c.

Nau-

Crotaphe.

CEPHAL.EMATO'MA,
and

tica

tongue.

— Gorrseus.

CEPHALITIS,

root of the

Phrenitis.

CEPHAL1UM.

ancient signification.
Cephala'a spasmod! ica,

seosa,

J

CEPHALIDIUM. See Caput.
CEPHALI'NE. The base or

—

its
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from Kup a Xr„ head,'
blood;' Absces'sus Cap'itis sanguin'

See Caput.
from xtipaXr,, the
and «£toov, measure.' An instrument
for measuring the different dimensions of the
foetal head, during the process of accouchement.

CEPHALOM'ETER,

head,'

A

'

'

kind of forceps.

CEPHALON'OSUS.

from x«paX v 'the head,'
,

'
This term has been apdisease.'
plied to the Febris Hungar'ica, in which the
head was much affected. See Fever, Hungaric.
Others have so called any cerebral disease or
fever.

and voao?,

neonato'rum, Cephalophy'ina.
A sanguiCEPH'ALO-PHARYNG^'US. from KtoaXy,
neous tumour, sometimes developed between the
the head,' and (paQvys,, the pharynx :' belongpericranium and the bones of the head of new- ing to the head and pharynx. Winslow has
born children. Similar tumours are met with given this name to the portion of the constrictor
occasionally above other bones, and at all pe- pharijngis superior, (q. v.) which is attached,
eus

'

riods of existence.

CEPH'ALAGRA,
and ayo*,

'

from

xtipaXt],

'the head,'

Gout

in the head.
from y.MpaX n , 'the
anatoa description.'

seizure.'

CEPHALAGRA'PHIA,

An

head,' and yQ a 'P rn '
mical description of the head.

CEPHALAL'GIA,

Cephalopo'nia,

Homono-

pa'gia, from xtipaXtj,'\.he head,' and aXyoc, 'pain,'
Eacephalal' gia, Dulor Cap'itis, Pain in the head;
Headache, (F.) Cephalalgie, Mai a tele. Every
kind of headache, whether symptomatic or idioIt is ordinarily symptopathic, is a cephalalgia.
matic, and has to be treated accordingly.
Cephalalgia Contagiosa, Influenza c. ln-

—

flammatoria, Phrenitis— c. Pulsatilis, Crotaphe
c. Spasmodica, See Cephalcea.

—

CEPHALALOG"IA, from xupaX,,, 'the head,'
and Xuyog, a discourse.' An anatomical dissertation on the head.
'

CEPHALARTICA, Cephalic remedies.
CEPHALATOM'IA, Ccphalotom'ia, from
the head," and tiuvhv, to cut.' Anaxt(pu/.ij,
tomy or dissection or opening of the head.
CEPHALE, Head.
CEPHAL'IC, Cephal'icus, Capita! lis, from
'

'

xKpakr],

'

the head.'

(F.) Cephalique.

Relating

to the head.

Cephal'ic Vein, Vena Cephal'ica, Vena Cap'itis, (F.) Veine cephalique, Veine radiate cutanee
of Chaussier. The great superficial vein at the
outer part of the arm and forearm. It begins
on the back of the hand, by a number of radicles, which unite into a single trunk, called the
Cephalic of the Thumb, Cephal'ica Pol'licis, (F.)
Veine cephalique du pouce. It ascends along
the anterior and outer part of the forearm,
where it forms the superficial radial. At the
fold of the elbow it receives the median cephalic,
ascends along the outer edge of the biceps, and

opens into the axillary vein.

The name Cephalic was given to it by the
ancients, because they thought it had some
connexion with the head, and that blood-letting must be performed in it. in head affections.

Chaussier calls the internal jugular, Veine
cephal que, and the primary or common carotid,
Artire cephalique.

13*

'

above, to the inferior surface of the basilary
process of the os occipitis. The Ceph'ulo-phurynge'al Aponeuro'sis is a thin, fibrous membrane, which is attached to the basilary process,
and gives insertion to fibres of the constrictor
superior pharijngis.

CEPHALOPAGES, Svmphyocephalus.
CEPHALOPHYMA, Cepha'lssmatoma.
CEPHALOPONIA, Cephalalgia.
CEPHALO-RACHIDIAN.Cephalo-spinal.
CEP H' A L O-S P I N A L, Cephalo-spina'lis,
Ce'phalo-rachid'ian.
spine.

Belonging

to the

head and

CePh'aLO-SPINAL, Or CEPHALO-RACHIDIAN
Fluid, Cerebro- spinal fluid, Flui'dum cei J ebroan exhaled fluid, which is found
between the encephalon and pia mater; and
which seems to have a protecting office, and
to keep up a certain degree of pressure on the

spina'lE, is

organ,

— at least

in

ihe spinal canal.

CEPHALOTRIBE, (F.) An instrument invented by Baudelocque, the nephew, for crushing the head of the foetus in utero; from nnpaX^,
'the head,' and Tqtpw, I bruise.' It consists
of a strong forceps, the blades of which are
The handles
solid: 10 lines broad, and 3 thick.
are perforated at their extremity to receive a
screw with three threads, the direction of which
is very oblique, so as to allow great rapidity of
rotation, and the screw is moved by a winch (!
inches long, to increase the force of the presThe bones of the head are easily crushed
sure.
by it.
'

CEPHALOTRYPESIS, Trepanning.
CEPHALOX1A, Torticollis.
CEPULLA, Allium cepa.
CEU,

Heart.

CERA FLAVA

CERA

et
ALBA, Ceros,
Yellow and White Wax, (F.) Cire Juune et
An animal substance, prepared by
Blanche.
the bee, and by some plants, as the Ceror.'ylon.
and Myr'ica ccrifera. Its colour is yellow, and
smell like that of honey, but both are lost by
bleaching.
It is demulcent and emollient; is
sometimes given in the form of emulsion, in
diarrhrea and dysentery, but is chiefly used in

cerates and ointments.

—

— — —
CERJEJE

CERjE'jE,

CERATOTOMIA
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from xtoa;, 'a horn,

The Cor'nua

of the U'terus,

Ephesus.

_

Cerate, Marshall's.

1

y.to*iai,

— Rufus

(Palm

oil

^vi, calo-

CERAMIUM, Amphora.
CERAMN1UM, Amphora.
CERAMURIA. See Urine.
QERANTHEMUS, Propolis.

mel ^j, sugar of lead £ss, ointment of nitrate of
mercury, §ij-)
Cerate. Resin, Compound, Ceratum Resinoe
cornpositum.
Cerate, Savine, Ceratum sabina; c. Soap,
Ceratum saponis c. Spermaceti, Ceratum cec. of Superacetate or Sugar of lead, Cetacei
ratum plumbi superacetatis c. Turner's, Cec. of Carbonate of Zinc, Cerate of calamine

CERAS,

rate of calamine.

CERAMICE,

Cerami'tis, from ntcauoQ,

'

of

pot-

A sort of earth, used as a cataplasm

ter's earth.'

peripneumony.

in

(q. v.)

— Hippocr.

xii)i.g,

—

—

—

—

—

'genitive,' y.tnaTog, 'horn,'

CERATECTOM'IA, from xtoac, the corCornea (q. v.) Hence
An incision
Ceratectomia Ceratocele, &c.
nea,' and ix-Touog, 'cut out.'
•through the cornea. See Ceratotomia.
CERASION. See Prunus cerasus.
Ceratonium
siliqua.
CERATIA.
CERASMA, from xtoavwut, to mix:' someCERATION,Siliqua.
thing mixed. A mixture of hot and cold water.
CERATPT1S, from y.ioa?, the cornea,' and
Metacerasma. Gorraus.
Inflammation of the corCERASUM. See Primus cerasus.
itis, 'inflammation.'
CERASUS AVIUM, Prunus avium— c. Lau- nea, Kerati'lis, Ceratodei'tis, Ceratomeningi'tis,
rocerasus, Prunus laurocerasus c. Padus, Pru- Cornei'tis, Infiamma'tio cornea.
nus Pad us c. Raeemosus sylvestris, Prunus
CERATIUM, Ceratonium siliqua.
padus c. Serotina, Prunus Virginiana c. VirC ERATO, in composition, in the names of
giniana, Prunus Virginiana.
muscles, is used for the cornua of the os hyCERAT BLAJVC ou DE GJ1LIEN, Ceratum oides; as Cerato-glossus.
Galeni c. de Blanc de Baieine, (Jeratum cetacei
CERATOCELE, Aquula, Vva'tio, Hernia
horn,' and
c. de Goulard, Ceratum plumhi
c. pour les
Cor'nia?, Ceratodeocc'le, from xtoac,
I. hires, Cerate for the lips
y.ijh],
tumour.' A protrusion of the transpac. de Plomb compose,
Ceratum plumbi cornpositum c. de Savon, Ce- rent cornea, or rather of the membrane of the
jatum Saponis c. de Suracetate de plomb, Cera- aqueous humour through an opening in the
tum plumbi superacetatis.
cornea.
CE'RATE, Cera'tum, from xyoac, wax,' CERATODEITIS, Ceratitis.
Comu,

(q. v.)

also, the

'

,

'

—

—

'

—

—

—

—

—

—

'

'

'

Cerela'um, Cero'ma, Cero'nium, Ccro'tum, Ceratomalag'ma, (F.) Cerat. A composition of
wax, oil, or lard, with or without other ingre-

horn,' and y?.v>rs-a,
the
y.tnac,
muscle, extending from the great
cornu of the os hyoides to the base of the tongue.

Cerate, Simple Cerate, Cera'tum, Cera'tum
simplex, P. L. (F.) Cirat simple. (Yellow wax
^iv, olive oil^iv.)
It is applied as an emollient
to excoriations, &c.
Cerate of CAL'AMiNE,Cera'tawi Calami'na?, C.
Curbnnu'lis zinci impu'ri, C- Zinci Carbona'lis,
(Ph. U.S.) Cera''turn lap'idis Calamina'ris, Cera'tum epulol'icum, Cerate of Carbonate of Zinc, Turner's Cerate, Healing Salve, (F.) Cerat de Pierre
Galaminaire, C. de Calamine. C. (Zinci Carbon,
prarpur. Ccraflava., aalbss. udipis, Ibij. Melt the
wax and lard together, and, on cooling, add the
carbonate of zinc and stir till cool.
Ph. U. S.)

—

Cerate of Canthar'idf.s, Cera'tum Canthar'idis, Blister

Ointment, Ointment of Spanish

Unguen'tum ad

•vesicuto' ria,

Pharmacopoeias is used to keep open blisters,
See Unguentum Lyttse. For the
issues, &c.
cerate of Spanish flies of the U. S. Pharmacopoeia, (see Emplastrum) Lyttse.
Cerate, Goulard's, Ceratum Plumbi cornpositum.

Cerate, Kirkland's, Neutral.

(Diachyl.
prepared chalk _^iv: when
nearly cool, add Acet. dist. %iv, plumb. super acet.
A cooling emollient.
triij.)
^viij, olive oil 31V,

Cerate or Pomma'tum for the Lips, Cera'tum labia' le rubrum, Pomma'tum ad labia demulPh. P. (F.) Ctrat ou pommade pour les
ren'da.
9 parts;

oil

10 parts

;— coloured

Cerate, Lead, Compound, Ceratum plumbi
cornpositum.

a part of the hyoglossus. (q. v.)

CERATOIDES,

Cornea.

CERATO-MALAGMA,

Cerate.

CERATO-MENINGITIS, Ceratitis.
CER'ATO-PHARYNGE'US or KER'ATOPHARYNGE'US, from **o« ? a 'horn,' and
,

The great and small
Cer'ato-phurynge'i are small fleshy bundles,
forming part of the Hyophuryngeus of Winslow.

<panvy£, 'the pharynx.'

CER'ATOSTAPHYLI'iNUS
STAPHYLl'NUS, from ttoax;,

or KER'ATOhorn,' and nrufleshy fibres of the
'

the uvula.'
Some
Thyro- Staphylinus of Winslow.

QvXt],

'

CERATO'NIA-SIL'IQUA. The

Unguen'tum

Pul'veris Mel'oes vesicalo'rii, Ung. epispus'ticum
fortius, Cera'tum Lytla, (F.) Cerat de Cunthu(Spermaceti cerate gvj, Cantharides in
rides.
powder. 5jj. The cerate being softened by heat,
This cerate of the European
s»(ir in the flies.)

llvrrs, (Wax
with alkanet.)

It is

*

'

A

tongue.'

dients.

Flies,

CERATODEOCELE, Ceratocele.
CKRATOGLOS'SUS or KERATOGLOS'SUS, from

Carol Tree.

Cera'lium, Ccra'tia, Sil'iqua dulcis, Caro'ba Atnabati, the Sweetpod, (F.) Caroubier (Fruit,
Carouge.) This the fruit of the Ccratonia
siliqua

—

—

is

mucilaginous, and employed where

mucilaces are indicated,

in decoction.

CERATONYX'IS or KERATON YX'IS, from
and rviro-w, 'I puncture.'
operation by which the crystalline is depressed by means of a needle introduced into
Some divide the
the eye through the cornea.
crystalline into fragments with the needle, and
leave them to the action of the absorbents. The
operation is as old as the 17th century.
CERATOPLAST1CE, from *tQa? t the cornea,' and nKuariKo:, forming, formative.' The
operation for the formation of an artificial cornea. It has not been practised on man.
CERATOTOM'IA, Ceratcctom'ia from kiq«c,

xtQag, 'the cornea,'

An

'

'

'

horn,'

'

cornea,' and rtfirnr,

of the transparent cornea.

'

to cut.'

This incision

Section
is

used

in the operation for cataract: to give exit to
pus effused in the eye, in case of hypopyon, &c.

—
CERATOTOMUS
CERATOT'OMUS,

CEREBELLOU9
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Cera'tum Sabi'nje, Unguent. Sabina, Saving
Cerate, (F.) Cirut de Sabine.
(Savine in powhis knife for di- der, §ij. Resin Cerate By. Ph. U. S.)
Irritative,
viding the transparent cornea, in the operation drawing.' Used in the same cases as the cerate
for cataract.
Many modifications of the instru- of cantharides.
ment have been made since Wenzel's time.
Ceratum Saponis. Soap Cerate, (F.) Cerat
See Knife, cataract.
de Savon (Liq. Plumb, subacetat, Oij, Sapon, g vj;
Cerate.
Cera alba, §x; Ol. olive, Oj. Boil the solution:
Ceratum Album, Ceratum cetacei, Ceratum of subacetate of lead with the soap over a slow
Galeni c.de Althsea, Unguentum de Althtea fire to the consistence of honey, then transfer
c. Calamine, Cerate of Calamine
c.Canthari- to a water bath, and evaporate until all the
dis, Cerate of Cantharides, Emplaslrum Ly Us
moisture is dissipated; lastly, add the wax,
c. deCerussa, Unguentum plumbi subcarbonatis. previously melted with the oil, and mix
Ph.
Cera'tum Ceta'cei, Cera' turn spermaceti, U. S.) It is applied in cases of sprains or fracCcra'lum album, Cera'tum simpler, C. Ceti, Un- tures.
guen turn adipoce1 ra ceto'rum, Linimen' turn album,
Ceiiatum Saturni, Ceratum plumbi comEmplas'trum Spcrm'atis Ceti, Spermaceti Cerate, positurn c. Simplex, Ceratum cetacei, Cerate
(F.) Ckrat de blanc de baleine.
( Spermaceti Jji, simple
Spermaceti, Ceratum cetacei c.
c.
white wax gij; olive oil 3-vi. Ph. U. S.)
Subacetati plumbi medicatum, Ceratum plumbi
good emollient to ulcers, &c.
compositurn c, Tetrapharmacum, Pisselseun*
Ceratum Ceti, Ceratum cetacei c. Cicutce,
c. Carbonatis zinci impuri, Cerate of calaCeratum conii c. Citrinum, Ceratum resinse. mine.
Cera'tum Coni'i, Cera'tum Cicu'ta. (Ung.
CERAU'JSION, from xtoattrog, ' thunder,' ' a
conii Ibj, cetacei ^ij, ceree alba ^iij)
formula thunderbolt.' Lapis fulmineus.
kind of stone,
in Bnrtholomew's Hospital: occasionally ap- which was believed to be formed during thunplied to cancerous, scrofulous sores, &.c.
der; and to be possessed of the power of inducing
Ceratum Epuloticum, Cerate of calamine. sleep, and numerous other prophylactic virtues.
Cera'tum Gale'ni, Cera'tum album, C. re- It was rubbed on the knee, breast, &c. in swellfrig"erans Galeni, Ungucn'tum cera'tum, V. ings of those parts. A. Chiocci.
amygdali' num, U. simplex, Emplas'trum ad fonTRICEPS, Pulvis cornachini.
Kerafo-

Keratot'omus,

mus, from Jttoac, cornea,' and
A. name given by Wenzel to
'

rtfiivnv,

'

to cut.'

•

CERATUM,

—

—

—

—

—
—

A

—

—

—

—

—

A

A

CERBERUS

Oleo-ceratumaqudsubactum, Cold Cream,
ou de Galien. (White wax A
parts; oil of sweet almonds 16 parts; add, when
melted, water or rose-water 12 parts. Ph. P.) A
mild application to chaps, &c.
Ceratum Labiai.e Rubrum, Cerate for the
lips
c. Lapidis calaminaris, Cerate of calamine
c. Lithargyri acetati compositurn, Ceratum
plumbi compositurn c. Lyttse, Cerate of canc.Mercuiiale, Unguentum hydrargyri
tharides
c. Picatum, Pisseloeum.
Ceratum Plumbi Compos'itum, Cera'tum
Lithar gyri Acela'ti Compos'itum, Goulard's
Ointment, Cera'tum sul acela'ti plumbi medico?tum, C. Plumbi Subar.etatis (Ph. U. 8.), Cera'tum
Saturni, Compound Lead Cerate, Goulard's
(F.) Cirut de Goulard, C. de Plomb
Cerate.
compost" (Liq. plumb, subacet. §iiss, cera flava,
Its
5iv, ol. oliv. gix, camphora gss. Ph. U. S.)

tic'ulos,

(F.) Cerat blanc

—

—

—

—

—

1

.

virtues are the

same as the

—

CERCA'RIA. A genus of agastric, infusory
animalcules, one of the most curious of which
inhabits the tartar of the teeth.
The spermatozoa are presumed by some to belong to thisgenus.
CERCHNOS, Cerchnus, from xtQ/rtut, ' I
render hoarse.' A rough voice produced by
hoarseness.
See Rattle.
CER'CIS, ynQHig. A sort of pestle for reducing substances to powder. Also, the radius
or small bone of the arm.
See Pilum and Radius.

CERCLE,
ary ligament

Circulus— c. de

—

c.

la Choroide, CiliCiliaire, Ciliary ligament.

CEIICO'SIS, from

*fojioc, a tail.'
Men' tula
the Clit'oris. Some authors have
employed the word synonymously with Nymphomania and elongation of the clitoris; and
with Polypus Uteri, the Sarco'/na Ctrco'sis of
'

mulie'bris,

Sauvages.

next.

Ceratum Plumbi Superaceta'tis, Unguen'1

tutn Cerus sa Acclu' la, Cerate of Superacetate or

Cercosis Externa, Clitorism.
CERKA, Cerumen.

CERE A'LIA, from Ceres, goddess of corn,'
Suirar of Lead, Ceratum Plumbi Acelatis, Unguentum Acetatis Plumbi. (F.) Chut de sura- (F.) Ctr'eulcs (I'lunles.) The cerealia are gra7etate de Plomb. (Acetate of leu d gij. while wax mineous plants, the seed of which serve for the
nourishment of man; as wheat, barley, rye,
Cooling and astringent.
gij, olive oi/ffiss.)
Ceratum Refrigerans Galeni, Ceratum &c. At times, the same term is applied to some
of
the leguminous plants
Galeni.
CEREBEL'LA URINA. Urine of a whitish
Cera'tum Resi'n^e, C. Resi'na flava, C. c';l'rhium, Ungucn'tum basil' icon flarum, Ung. Resi'- appearance of the colour of the brain, from
na flava, Ung. Resi.no' sum Resin Cerate or which Paracelsus thought he could distinguish
Ointment, Yellow Basilicen, Basilicon Ointment. diseases of that organ.
CEREBELLI'TIS, from cerebellum, and His,
(Resin, flux., Zv. Cera flav., gij Adipls gviij.
Ph. If. S.) A stimulating application to old denoting inflammation. Inflammation of the
cerebellum:
a variety of Phienitis or EncephaDigestive.
ulcers, <Xlc.
Dr. Smkllome's Ointment for the Eyes con- litis.
CEREBEL'LOUS. Cerebello'svs, from cerebel'sists of finely powdered verdigris ,^ss, rubbed
with oil, and then mixed with an ounce of cera- lum, 'the little brain.' (F.) Ci rebel leux. Chaussier has given this epithet to the vessels of the
tum rcsina.
Ceratum RksiVjE Compos'itum, Compound cerebellum. These are three in number; two
da
Ibj
of which are inferior: the larger, Inferior CereResin Cerate, (Resin Sevi, Cera flava,
Melt together, belli, which arises from the posterior cerebral
Terebinth. Ibss Ol. Lini, Oss.
strain through linen, and stir till cool. Ph. U. S.) or vertebral; and the smaller, whose existence
'

—

,

i

,

.

CEREBELLUM

.

not constant, from the meso-cephalic or
the third, called, A. ceribelleuse suptrieure (svperior cerebelli,) is also a branch of
the basilary.
Ckrebel'lous Ap'oplexy, Apoplex'ia cerebello'su: apoplexy of the cerebellum.
It is
often accompanied with irritation of the genital
organs, as erection, &c.
CEREBEL'LUM. Diminutive of Cer'ebrum,
C. parvum, Appen'diz ad cer'ebrum, Cer'ebrum
paste' rius, Encra'nion, Encra'nis, Epencra'nis,
Parenceph'alis, the Little brain.
(F.) Cervtkt.
A portion of the medullary mass, contained in
the cavity of the cranium. It fills the lower
occipital fossae below the tentorium, and embraces the tuber annulare and medulla. Jt is
composed, like the brain, of cortical and medullary substance, arranged in laminae, as it were,
so that, when a section is made of it, it has an
arborescent appearance, called Arbor vita. The
cerebellum is divided into two lobes or hemispheres or lateral masses, and each lobe is again
subdivided into Monticuli or Lobules. In the
cerebellum are to be observed the Crura cerebelli, the fourth ventricle, the valvula magna
cerebri, the processus veimiculares, superior and
is

basilary:

inferior,

—

&c.

CER'EBRAL,
brain.'

Internally, the brain has, on the median
the corpus callosum, septum lucidum, fornix,
pineal gland, and third ventricle: and, laterally, the lateral ventricles, in which are the corpora striata, optic thalumi, &c. It is contained
Its texin a triple envelope, (See Meninges.)
ture is pulpy, and varies according to age. Two
substances may be distinguished in it the metrosa.
linn,

—

—

dullury,

and

A

child of six years
lb. 2, oz. 3 1-2.

(From
to

— the anterior or artery of the

1-35

3 oz. to

lb. 3,

3 3-4 oz.
1-48

(Simia.)

originate, cerebral.

Mouse
Wild Boar

are those>-\vhich

arise

within the cranium, all of which, perhaps, with
the exception of the olfactory, arise from the
medulla oblongata. See t Nerves.
In Pathology, an affection is called cerebral
which specially occupies the brain. Fievre
Czribrale, Cerebral fever, is a variety in which
the head is much affected.
CEREBRIFORM, Encephaloid.
CEREBROSPINAL, Cephalo-spinal.

CEREBRO-SP1NANTS, Narcotics.
CER'EBRUM. The brain. (F.) Cerveau,
sometimes applied to
the whole of the contents of the cranium
at
others to the upper portion;
the posterior and
is

:

—

inferior being called cerebellum.

The

from
from
from
from

Lemur

Fox

This term

lb. 2,

Ape
Baboon
side:

bruin,

1-22

j

Soemmering.)

corpus callosum,
and the middle, Arte''ria Sy/via'na, are furnished
by the internal carotid: the posterior or posterior and inferior artery of the brain, A. profunda
cerebri, arises from the vertebral.
Chaussier
calls these arteries lobaires, because they correspond with the anterior, middle, and posterior
lobes, whilst he calls the trunks, whence they

Cervelle.

)

Sapajou

Cerebral Apophysis, Pineal gland.
Cerebral AR'TERiEsare three on each

Cerebral Nerves

(Haller)

Adult (Haller)

1

(F.) Ci.ri.bral.

The former is

cortical or cineritious.

white; and occupies all the interior and base of
the brain. The latter is grayish and softer. It is
situate particularly at the surface of the organ.
The brain receives several arterial vessels,
furnished by the internal carotid and vertebral.
Its veins end in the sinuses.
It is the material
organ of the mental and moral manifestations.
According to M. Gal), each part is the special
seat of one of those faculties, and the brain and
cerebellum, inclusive, are called by him "the
nervous system of the mental faculties." The
following Table, from Haller and Cuvier, exhibits the proportion between the mass of the brain
and that of the body in man and in animals.

from cerebrum, the
the brain, and similar to Oibbon

Cerebra'lis,

Belonging

the brain.

CEREL.-EUM

143

Hat

(

141
1-48

1104
1-84

fespcrtilio JVoclnla)

1

Mole
Bear
Hedgehog.
Wolf.

to 1-22
to 1-21
to 1-80
to 1-61

96

1-36
1-205
1-168
1-205
1-230
1-290

.

Beaver.
Hare...
Rabbit
Rat

1

228

1-140 to 1-153
1-76
1-43

Domestic, do
Elepbant (7 or

lb.

1-672
1-512 lo 1-412
1.500
1-290

JO)

Stan
Iloebuck (young)

194

Sheep

1-351 to 1-193
750 to 1-860

Ox

1

Calf.
1 1 «i se

Ass
Dolphin
Ea K le
Goose

,

1-218
1-700 to 1-400
1-154
1-25, 1-36, 1-60, 1-103
1-260
1-360

Cock

125

Canary-bird...

1-14
1-11

Humming-bird.
Turtle
Tortoise

Fro»
Shark
Pike
Carp

1-5688
1-2240
1-172
1-2496

i

1-131 '5
properly so called, extends from the os frontis
1560
to the superior occipital fossae.
Anteriorly, it
rests on the orbitar vaults: behind this, on the
The substance of the nervous system has
middle fossae of the base of the cranium; and, been analyzed by Vauquelin, and found to conposteriorly, on the tentorium cerebetlo super-ex- tain water 80.00; white fatty matter 4.53; red
tensum. The upper surface is divided by a deep fatty matter, called cerebrine, 0.70; osmazome,
median cleft (Scissure interlobaire, Ch.) into 1.12; albumen, 7.00; phosphorus, 1.50; sulphur,
two halves, called hemispheres, which are united acid phosphates of potassa, lime, and magnesia,
At its sur- 5.15.
at the base by the corpus callosum.
face are numerous convolutions. The inferior
Cerebrum Abdominale, Solar plexus c.
from
before
to
behind,
three Elongatum, Medulla oblongata c. Parvum
surface exhibits,
into
anterior,
distinguished
middle
and
lobes,
Cerebellum c. Posterius, Cerebellum.
The middle is separated from the
posterior.
CEREFOLIUM, Scandix cerefolium— c. Hisanterior, by the fissure of Sylvius; and from panicum, Chaerophyllum odoratum
c. Sylvesthe posteiior, by a shallow furrow which cor- tre. Chaerophyllum sylvestre.
responds to the upper portion of the pars peCEREL.EUM, Cerate.
,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

— —
CEREOLA

CERVUS
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OEREOLA^omWc.

CERVARIA ALBA,

CERERISIA,

CERVEJ1U, Cerebrum.

Cerevisia.

CEREUM MEDJCATUM,

CKRVELET,

Bougie.

Laserpitium latifolium.

Cerebellum.

CEREVIS'IA, quasi, Cererisia, Zytltos, Liquor
CERVELLE, Cerebrum.
Vinvm hordea'ceuin, Barky Wine, Bira,
CERVI ELAPHI CORNU, Cornu
Bryton, (Sodtov, from Ceres, 'corn;' whence it See Cervus.
Cer'eris,

cervi.

made.

Ale, Beer, Porter, (F.) Biere, Cercoise.
CERVICAL, Cervica'lis, from cervix, 'the
fluids are drunk by the inhabitants of back of the neck.'
Trache'lian. Everything
many countries, habitually, and in Great Bri- which concerns the neck, especially the back
tain more than in others. They are nourishing, part.
but not very easy of digestion. The old dispenCf.kvical Ah'teries are three in number:
satories contain numerous medicated ales, which 1. The ascending, anterior, or superficial, a
are no longer in use.
branch of the inferior thyroid, distributed to
is

These

CERFEUIL, Scandix

cerefolium c. Musqui, the scaleni muscles and integuments. 2. The
Ch.,) a branch
c. Sauvage, Chaaro- transverse (Ccrvico-scupulaire
of the axillary artery, or of the subclavian: disCERION, Favus, Porrigo favosa.
&c. 3.
trapezius,
scapula:,
tributed to the levator
C£~RISIER, Prunus cerasus c. a Grappes, The posterior or profound, A. transversa! lis colli
Prunuspadus c.de Virginie,Prut\us Virginiana. Trachilo- cervical c—Ch.) a branch of the subclaCERiNIN, SAINT,
OF. St. C. vian, distributed to the deep-seated muscles on
is a parish in the diocess of St. Flour, Upper the anterior and posterior parts of the neck.
Auverjrne, France. The water is a chalybeate.
Cervical Gan'glions. The three ganglions
It is called Eau da Cumbon.
of the great sympathetic. The cervical glands or
CERNOS, Capistrum.
lymphatic glands of the neck are, also, so called.
CEROE'NE, CEROU'NE, or CIROUE'NE,.
Cervical Lig'aments. These are two in
Ceroe'num, from r.tjQos, 'wax,' and onoc, 'wine.' number. 1. The anterior, extending from the
A plaster composed of yellow wax, mutton suet, basilary process of the occipital bone to the
2.
pitch, Burgundy pitch, Bole Jlrmeniac, Thvs and anterior part of the first cervical vertebra.
wine.
It was used as a strengthening plaster. The posterior or supraspinous, Ligamen'tum
Sometimes it contained neither wax nor wine. JYu'cha, which extends from the outer occipital
protuberance to the spinous process of the
CEROMA, Cerate.
CEROMAiNTPA, from x o ? 'wax,' and seventh cervical vertebra. In animals with
uxvrita, 'divination.' The art of foretelling large heads it is very strong.
the future, from the figures which melted wax
Cervical Nerves are eight in number, on
assumes, when suffered to drop on the surface each side and form the eight cervical pairs,
which are the first given off from the spinal
of water.
CERONIUM, Cerate.
marrow.
CEROPIS'SUS, from xijqoc, 'wax,' and mnaa,
Cervical Plexus, Plexus Trachilo-souscu' pitch.'
A depilatory plaster, composed of pitch tant (Ch ) The nervous net-work, formed by
the anterior branches of the first three cervical
and wax.
nerves, above the posterior scalenus muscle,
CEROS, Cera.
and at the outer side of the pneumogastric
CEROSTROSIS, Hystriciasis.
nerve, carotid artery, and jugular vein.
CEROTUM, Cerate.

Chajrophyllum odoratum
phyllum sylvestre.

—

—

WATERS

W

,

;

CEROXYLON.

See Cera flava et

Ceru'men
Au'rium, Ce'rea, Jiurium Sordes, Marmora'ta
Humor,
Gyp'Ceru'minous
Cyp'sele,
Jiu' Hum,
'

A name
Fu'gile, (F.) Cire des Orcilles.
to the unctuous humour, similar to wax
in its physical properties, which is met with in
the meatus auditorius externus. It is secreted by
follicles, situate beneath the membrane lining
the meatus. It lubricates the meatus, preserves
the suppleness of the lining membrane, prevents the introduction of bodies floating in the
atmosphere, and by its bitterness and unctuousness prevents insects from penetrating.
selis,

Cervical Veins have nearly

alba.

CERUA. Ricinis communis.
CERU'MEN, from cera, wax.'

tribution as the arteries.
Cervical Vf.r'tebrjE.
tebra of the spine.

The

the

first

CERVICALIS DESCENDENS.

same

dis-

seven ver-

See Sacro-

lumbalis.

CERV1CARIA,

given

Campanula-trachelium.

CERVIC1-D0RH0SCABULJHRE, Rhom-

—
—

boideus
perior

c.

Splenius

dorso-costal, Serratus posticus sudorso-mastoidien el dorso-trachelien,
r. Mustoidien, Splenius.

c.

CERVISF1NA, Rhamnus.
CERVIX, Galium, (q. v.) The

neck.

A

neck.

Cervix Obstipa, Torticollis.
Cervix U'teri. The neck of the uterus;

Ccrumino'sus, (F.) Cerumi- also the vagina. The term cervix is applied to
other parts, as the cervix of a bone, or the part
Relating to cerumen.
or Follicles, (F.) between the head and body, &c. See Collum.
Glands
Ceru'minous
CERVOISE, Cerevisia,
Glandes cirumineuscs ou Follicules C6rumiCERVUS,CERVA. The horn of the Cervus
Glands or follicles, which secrete the
neuses.
El'aphus, called Cornu, Cervi El'aphi Cornu,
cerumen.
CERUSSA ACETATA, Plumbi superacetas Cornu Cervi'nvm, Hartshorn, (F.) Come de
gelatine in the 100.
c. Alba Hispanica, Plumbi subcarbonas— c. cerf, contains 27 parts of
Alba Norica, Plumbi subcarbonas— c. Psym- A jelly made from the shavings is emollient
mithron, Plumbi subcarbonas c. Serpentarioe. and nutritive.
The Stag's Pizzle, Priu'pus Cervi, was
See Arum maculatum.
once considered to be aphrodisiac. Dose, ^j to
CERUSSE. Plumbi subcarbonas.
CERUS'SEA URI'NA. Terms used by Pa- 3J in powder.
Cervus Al'ces. The Elk, (F.) Elan. The
racelsus for the urine, when of a colour like cerusse.
hoof of this animal was anciently used as an

CERU'MINOUS,

ncux.

—

—

'

—

,

CESTRITES

CHAMBERLAIN
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The animal, it was asserted, was
subject to attacks of epilepsy, and always cured
them by putting its hoof into the ear. The
hoof was also worn as an amulet.
Cornu Vstum or Burnt Hartshorn has been
used as an antacid, but it consists of 57 parts
of phosphate, and but one of carbonate of lime.
It is, therefore, not of much use.

CHALEUR,

anti-epileptic.

CESTPJ'TES.
tony,

(zEOT'ioi',

'

A

wine prepared from be-

belony.')

CESTRON, Betonica officinalis.
CETA'CEUM, from xijto?, 'a whale.' Album
Adipoce'ra ctto'sa, Spermaceti, (F.) Blanc
Baleine, Citine, Adipocire de Buleine. An
inodorous, insipid, white, crystallized, friable,
unctuous substance, obtained from the brain
of the Physe'ter Macroceph' aius or Spermaceti
Whale, and other varieties of whale. S. g.
.9433: melts at 112°.
It is demulcent and
emollient; has been given in coughs and dysentery, but is mostly used in ointments. Dose, gss
to ziss rubbed up with sugar or egg.
Ceti,

cle

CETERACH OFFICINARUM,

'

Chalybs Tartarizatus, Ferrum

CHAMA, Cheme.
CHAM.EACTE, Sambucus ebulus.
CMAMiEBATOS, Fragaria.
CHAM.ECEDRIS, Artemisia santonica.
CHAM.ECISSUS, Glecoma hederacea.
CHAM^ECLEMA, Glecoma hederacea.
CHAM.ECYFARISSUS, Artemisia santo-

Veratrum

CUAM.EDROPS, Teucrium chamredrys.
CHAM^EDRYS, Teucrium Ch., Veronica—

CEVAD1LLE, Veratrum Sabadilla.
CHAA,Thea.
CH.ERHFOLIUM,Scandix cerefolium.

CHiEROPHYL'LUM,

from

/«,ou),

'1

re-

leaf'.'

icum, Sweet

It

—

the Chamaflea or

impregnated

Daphne Alpina.

CHAM^ELEA, Cneorum tricoccum.
CHAM^EL^EAGNUS, Myrica gale.

ra'la,

weed, (F.) Cerfeuil sauvage, Persil d'Ane.
is a slightly fetid aromatic; but is not used.

—

CHAM.EGE1RON, Tussilago.
CHAMiELAlTES. A wine,

Ch^rophyl'lum Odora'tdm, Scandix Odo- with
Myrrhis Odora'ta, Cerefo'iium Hispun'Cic"ely, (F.) Cerfcuil musquei on
d'Espagne, has the smell of aniseed, and is cultivated on account of its aromatic properties.
ChjEiiophyl'lum Sylves'tre,
Cicuta'ria,
Charophyl'lum.
Tem'ulum, Cerefo'lium, sylves'tre, Bastard Hemlock, Wild Chervil or Cow-

—

Incana maritima, Teucrium marum c. Minor
Teucrium Ch. c. Palustris, Teucrium
scordium c. Vulgaris, Teucrium Ch.
CHAM^EDRY'TES. A wine, in which the
Teu'crium Chamaidrys has been infused.

c.

repens,

CHAMELEON ALBUM, Carlina acaulis.

CrLyVLELEUCE,

Tussilago.

CHAMjELINUM, Linum cathartioum.
CHAMJ3MELUM, Anthemis nobilis— c.Fcetidum, Anthemis cotula
nobilis

—

c.

—

c.

Nobile, Anthemis

Odoratum, Anthemis

nobilis

—

c.

Vul-

gare, Matricaria chamomilla.

CHAMjEMORUM,

Ch^erophyl'lum Temdlum, Chaerophyllum

Teucrium Chamaepitys,

Rubus chamaemorus.

eylvestre.

CH.ETE,

tartariza-

tum.

nica.

CEVAD1LLA HISPANORUM,

<pw/Uov, 'a

c.

Red, Rubrica fabrilis—
Stones, Calculi arthritic.
Ferru gin' eus,
Chalybea'tus,
CHALYB'EATE,
Fcrragino'sus, Martia'lis, (F.) Ferrugineux,
from chulybs, iron or steel.' Of, or belonging
Any medicine, into which iron enters:
to iron.
See
as, chalybeate mixture, pills, waters, «&c.
Waters, Mineral.
CHALYBIS RUB1GO, Ferri subcarbonas.
CHALYBS, from ChaL'ybes; a people of
Pontus, who dug iron out of the earth; A'cies,
The Proto-car buret of iron, (F.) Acier.
Steel.
As a medicine, steel does not differ from iron.

Asplenium

Sabadilla.

and

Acre, see Acrid

c.

CHALK, Creta— c.

CETRARIA ISLANDICA, Lichen Islandicus.
CETRAR1N. See Lichen Islandicus.

joice,'

—

c.

ceterach.

CliTIJVE, Cetaceum.

Heat

Animate, Animal heat.

CHAMJEPEUCE, Camphorosma

Capillus.

CH AFIN G, Erylhc'ma Intertrigo, Intertrigo,
Paratrim'ma, from echavffer 'to heat.' Fret,
erosions of the skin, Attri'ta, (F.) Jtchuuffemens
Jlcorchures.
The red excoriations which occur
in consequence of the friction of parts, or between the folds of the skin, especially in fat or
neglected children. Washing with cold water
and dusting with hair powder is the best preventive.
CHAIR, Flesh.
CHALASIS, Relaxation.
Relaxation.
CHALAS'TICUS, from X akaw, I relax.' A
medicine proper for removing rigidity of the
Galen. An emollient or relaxant, (q. v.)
fibres.

CHALASMOS.

'

—

CHALA'ZA, CHALA'ZrQN, CHALAZO'SIS, Poro'sis, Grando, Hail,:(F-) Grele, GraTelle. Certain hard, round, transparent tumours,
developed in different parts of the body; more
especially in the substance of the eyelids.

CHALCANTHUM,Ferri sulphas— c. Album,
Zinci sulphas.

CHALCEDONIUS.
CHALCITES,

Cornelian.
Colcothar.

CHALCOIDEUM,

(os

CHALCOS, Cuprum,

1

)

Cuneiform Bone.

.Eieolum.

monspe-

liaca.

CHAM.EPITUI'iNUM V1NUM. A wine, in

.

which the leaves of the Chama'pitys, the Teu'crium Chama'pit.ys, have been infused.

CHAM.EPITYS, Teucrium
c.

Anthyllus, Teucrium iva

crium

—

c.

chamaepitys—
Moschata, Teu-

iva.

CHAM^EPLION, Erysimum.

CH

AM^ERAPH'AJNUM, from /«/mi, on the
So Paulu3
ground,' and oatparog, the radish.'
of yEgina calls the upper part of the root of the
'

'

Avium.

CHAMBAR, Magnesia.
CHAMBER, Camera. (F.)

Chambre.

This

used in speaking of the eye in which
an anterior and a posthere are two chambers

term

is

:

;

—

(F.) Chambre o.nterieure et postirieure.
anterior is the space between the cornea
the anterior part of the iris
the posterior,

terior.

The
and

:

—

the space between the iris and anterior surface
of the crystalline. They are filled with the
aqueous humour, and communicate by the opening in the pupil.

CHAM'BERLAINS RESTOR'ATIVE
PILLS. This nostrum, recommended in scrofula, and all impurities of the blood, has been
1

—

—

— ——

—

CIIAMBRE

—
CIIATOX
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analyzed by Dr. Paris, and found to consist of
odeu'tes, Pscudomcd'icus, Agyrta, Anacyc'lcon,
cinnabar, sulphur, sulphate
of lime, and a little A Quack, an Empirical Pretender, Empiric.
vegetable matter. Each pill weighs 3 grains.
Probably, one who goes from place to place to
CHAMBRE, Chamber.
sell any medicine, to which he attributes mar-

CHAMBRIE,

Cannabis

sativa.

By extension— any indiviwho endeavours to deceive the public by

vellous properties.

CHAMELEA, Daphne Alpina.
CHAMOMILE, DOGS', Matricaria

dual,

chamo- passing himself off as more skilful than he
milla— c. Dyer's, Anthernis tinctoria— c. Ger- really is. According
to Menage, the word
man, Matricaria chamomilla c Spanish, Anthe- comes from
circulatanus, a corruption of circumis pyrethrum— c. Stinking, Anthernis cotula. lator.

—

CHAMOMILLA NOSTRAS, Matricaria cha-

momilla— c. Romana, Anthernis

CHAMPAOA,

CHAR'LATANRY,

Agyrtia, Banau'sia, the
(F.) Charlatanerie, Chart atanis me, Quackery, Empiricism.

conduct or action of a charlatan.

nobilis.

Michelia champaca.

CHAMPIGjVOJY, Fungus— c.

CHARM,

de VAppareil
Lat. Carmen, whence comes the
de Cnuche, see Aca- Italian Ciarma, (F.) Charme with the same sigde Make, Cynomorion coccineum.
nification, Cantu'tio, Incanta men' turn.
Trick.
LAGUA, Canchalagua.
A sort of magic, or superstitious practice, by
(F.)
Ulcus cancru'sum, Ulcus'- which it was believed, that individuals might
culum cancru'sum.
sore, which arises from be struck with sickness or death, or be restored
the direct application of the venereal virus; to health.
hence it is almost always seated, in men, on the
CHARNIERE, Gino-lymus.
penis.
The French use the word Chancre, in
CHARNU, Carneous.
popular language, for cancerous ulcers, the maCHARPIE, Carbasus.
lignant aphthae of children, &c. Formerly, the
VI RG1NEA, Amnios.
terms Caroli and Caries pudendo'rum were used
CHARTRE, Tabe3 mesenterica.
for venereal pustules or sores on the parts of
(F.) Acus foramen.
The eye of a nce>
generation.
die.
Sometimes, this opening is near the point
REUX, Chancreuse. (F.) Cancro'sus, of the instrument, as in the ligature needle.
Carcino'des. Having the nature of chancre, or
Yawnino-.
of cancer.
CHASPE, Variola.
Bouton Chancrcux.
small tumour of a canCHASSE (F.) Manu'hrium. A kind of handle
cerous nature, which makes its appearance on composed of two movable laminae of horn,
shell,
the face
most frequently on the upper lip
or ivory, united only at the extremity, which
Noli me lanser e.
holds the blade of the instrument,— as in the

des Fractures, Clavnria

nc — c

c.

-

CHANCE

CHANCRE,

A

CHARTA
CHAS

CHANG

CHASME,

A

—

CHANT~DES ARTERES, Sifflement moduli. common bleeding lancet.
CHANVRE, Cannabis sativa.
CHASSIE (F.) Lema, Lippa, Glama, GraCHAOMANTPA. The Alchymists meant, mia the gum of the eye. A sebaceous humour,
;

by this word, the art of predicting the future secreted by the follicles of Meibomius, which
from observation of the air. The word Chaos sometimes glues the eyelids together.
was used by Paracelsus for the air, (partita,
CHASSIEUX (F.),Lippus; covered with
1

divination.')

CHAOSDA,

Chassie
Pla<rue.

CHAPERON BE MOINE,

Aconitum

na-

— as

Vitex.

Fagus castanea

c.

d'Eau,

Trapa natans.

pellus.

CHAPPETOKADE, (F.)

Vom'itusrahio'sus.
Vomiting, accompanied with furious delirium,
attacking strangers in hot countries.
CHAR'ACTER, /^iuzt.,0. A mark or impression, (F.) Caractere. In Pathology, it is
used synonymously with stamp or appearance.
say, u A disease is of unfavourable character," " The prevailing epidemic has a bilious
character," &c. In Mental Philosophy it means
that which distinguishes one individual from
another, as regards his understanding and pas-

We

—

CHATAIGMER COMMUN, Fagus castanea

— c.Nain,

Milan thus

calls a bird,

The word
to cure jaundice.
the plover.
CHARANTIA, Momordica elaterium.
CHARBON, Anthrax, Carbo.

which was reputed

now means

CHARBONNEUX, Anthracoid.
CHARCOAL, Carbo.

Fagus casfanea pumila.

CHATEAU-LANDON, WATERS

OF. A
town three leagues from Nemours, in France.
The waters contain alum and iron.
CHATEAU-SALINS; a town in the department of La Meurthe, France. The waters contain carbonate of lime, sulphates of lime and
magnesia, and chlorides of magnesium and
sodium.

CHATELDON, MINERAL WATERS
Chateldon

sions.

CHARA'DRIUS.

Paupieres chassieuses.

CHASTE TREE,
CHATAIGNE, see

France.

is

in the

OF.

department of Puy-de-D6me,
contain carbonic acid and

The waters

iron.

CHATEL-GUYON, MINERAL WATERS

OF. A village in France, in the department
Puy-de-D6me, near which there are five thermal and acidulous springs.

Temperature, 8C°

Fahrenheit.

Charcoal, Animal, Carbo animalis.
CHATON{Y.), 'a husk.' In Pathology, it
CHARDON AUX ANES, Onopordium acan- means a funda or cavity formed by the irregu-

—

c.
Binit, Centaurea benedicta c. a lar or hour-glass contraction of the uterus, in
Bonnetier, Dipsacus fullonum c. EtoiU, Cen- which the placenta is often retained or enchataurea calcitrnpa c. u Foulon, Dipsacus fullo- tonni after the birth of the child. It is detected
num c. Himorrhoidal, Oirsinm arvense c. by passing the fingers along the cord as far as
Marie, Carduus Marianus— c. Roland, Eryngium the part which is contracted, when the placenta
campestro.
will not be discoverable.
CHAR'LATAN, from Ital. ciarlare, ' to talk
The treatment consists in relaxing by a large
much ;' Circula'tor, Circumfora'neus, Peri- dose of an opiate, then passing the fingers along

thium

—

—
CHATON

CHELONE
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CHEILOC'ACE, from /tiXo?, <a lip,' and
the cord, and gradually dilating the opening
through which it passes, until it permits the y.ttxo?, 'evil.' Labrisul'cium. A disease, chahand to go through. The placenta must then racterized, it is said, by swelling, induration,
and slight redness of the lips without inflambe grasped and gently withdrawn.
mation; reputed, but without any authority, to
CHATON, Vaginal process.
CALCUL CHATONNE (F.) Calculus incar- be common in England and Scotland, amongst
cera'tus, Encys'ted Calculus, Calcul enkystd. A children. Also, the thickness of the upper lip of
urinary calculus, adherent to the inner surface scrofulous children. See Stomacace, and Canof the bladder, so that it is immovable, and can- cer aquaticus.
CHEILOCARCINO'MA, from x^'-os, a lip,'
not pass to the different parts of that organ.
This happens when calculi form in some natu- and xaoKivviua, cancer.' Cancer of the lip.
CHEILOMALACIA, Stomacace.
or when
ral or accidental cavity of the bladder
CHEILON, Chilon.
the organ by ulceration, gives rise to fungi,
CHEILOPLAS'TICE, Chiloplastice, from
which surround the calculus; or when it is
forming.' The
lip,' and nlaaxixoQ,
X*iXoc,
lodged in the orifice of the ureter or urethra.
operation
for an artificial lip.
plaPLACENTA CHATONNE (F.) The
CHEILOS, Lip.
centa when retained as above described. See
CHEIMA,Cold.
Chaton.
'

'

;

'

'

CHE1METHLON, Chilblain.
(F.) Incarcera.'tio, ChaHourCHE1MIA, Rigor.
lonnemenl du placenta, Enkystement.
CHE1R, Manus.
See Chaton.
glass contraction of the uterus.
CHATOLTLLEMENT (F.) This word some- CHEIRAN'THUS CHEIRI.from X "Q, ' the
times means the action of tickling (q. v.) or hand,' and ur6o?,' flower.' The systematic name
titillation (lltillatio,) and, at others, the sensa- of the Common Yellow Wall-Flower, Vi'ola lu'tion which gives rise to the action (Pruritus,) tea, Leuco'i'um lu'teum, Keyri, Cheiri, (F.) Ge-

CHATONNEMENT

—

'

rojlee ou Violier jaune.
The flowers have been
esteemed nervine, narcotic, and deobstruent.
CHAUDEBOURG, MINERAL WATERS CHEIRAP'SIA. The action of rubbing or
OF. C. is three quarters of a league from Thi- scratching, from %tip, the hand,' and anrw,
A troublesome symptom in the itch.
onville in France. The waters contain iron, I touch.'
CHEIR1ATER, Surgeon.
sulphate of lime, sulphate of magnesia, and

Itching.

CHATRE, Castratus.

'

'

CHEIRIS'MA,

carbonate of lime.

Cheiris'mus.

The

act of touch-

— handling. Any manual operation.
CHEIRIX1S, Surgery.
CHAUDES- A1GUES, MINERAL WA- CHEIRONOM'IA, Chironom'ia, from X tiQoTERS OF. A small town in the department routw, I exercise with the hands.' An exerCHAUDEPlSSE,Gonotrh(Zd. impura—c Cor-

ing:

die, Gonorrhoea cordata.

'

of Cantal, France, where there is a number of cise, referred to by Hippocrates, which consaline springs containing carbonic acid, carbo- sisted in using the hands, as in our exercise of
nate of soda, and chloride of sodium. Temp. the dumb-bells.
CHEIROPLETHES, Fasciculus.
190° Fahrenheit
CHAUFFOIR (F.) Linteum Calefacto'rium. CHEIROSIS, Subactio.
CHELA, xijlrj. This word has several signithe
Academic,
a
warmed
cloth,
to
According
used either for the purpose of warming a pa- fications. Chela, a forked probe used for exChela chaps,
tient, or to apply to a fema le recently delivered. tracting polypi from the nose.
CHA USSE (F.) Chausse d' IJippocrate, Manche or cracks on the feet, organs of generation, &c.
d'Hippocrate, Man'ica Hippoc'ratis, Man'ica, Chela likewise means claws, especially those of
Hippocrates' Stecve. A conical bag, made of the crab. See Cancrorum Chelae.
Chelj: Palpebrarum. See Tarsus.
flannel, for straining liquids.

—

CHAUSSE-TRAPPE, Centaurea calcitrapa.
CHAUVET&, Calvities.
CHAUX, HYDROSULFATE DE, Calcis

—

Sax. ce^e, (L.) Ca'seus, Tyros,
An aliment, prepared from the
(F.) Fromagc.
caseous and oleaginous parts of milk. Fresh
cheeses owe their chief medical properties to
the immediate principle, essentially cheesy, to
which the name ca'seum or casein has been
Those, which have been recently
applied.
salted, are digested with comparative facility.
The flavour of cheese is owing to an ammoniaOn the whole, cheese itself is not
cal caseate.
easy of digestion, although it may stimulate the
stomach to greater exertion, and thus aid in the
digestion of other substances.

(F.) Caseux ou Casiux.

of cheese.

CHEF, Bandage
CHEILITIS,
lip.'

or

(tail.)

Ranunculus
Hirun'do.

ficaria.

the hollow at the bend

(q. v.)

CHELIDON A ROTUNDIFOLIA MINOR,
r

Ranunculus

ficaria.

CHELIDONIUM,

Bryonia alba.

Chelido.n'ium Majus, from

-/tXidmv, 'a

swal-

low,' because its flowering coincides with the
appearance of the swallow. Pupa'ver Cornicula'tum, P. lu'teum, Common Celandine, Tttterwort, (F.) CIMidoine grande, L''Eclair e.
Family, Papaveraceae.
Sex. Syst. Polyandria Monogynia. The root and recent plant have been
considered aperient and diuretic. Externally,
the juice has been employed in some cutaneous
diseases.
ficaria.

A

Caseo'sus, Tyro'dcs,
CHELIDON'lUS LAPIS.
name given
Having the nature to stones, which, it was pretended, existed in
the stomach of young swallows.
They were
formerly believed capable of curino- epilepsy.

CHILITIS. from

Inflammation of the

Petite,

Chelidohmpm Minus, Ranunculus

Galium Verum.

Casea'rius,

c.

of the arm.

CHEESE,

CHEE'SY,

Convolvulus jalapa.

CHEUDOINE GRANDE, Chelidonium maCHELIDON, ^..(W,

sulphuretum c. Vive, Calx viva.
CHEEK, Gena.

"CHEESE RENNET,

CHELAPA,
jus

lip.

/t<Xo<;,

See Chilon.

'

a

CHELOID.Cancroid.

CHELO'NE,

/sawnj, 'a tortoise.

An

in-

—
CIIELONIA MYDAS
strument

for

cause, in

its

— Oribasius.

—

'

CHEL'SEA PEN'SIONER. An
remedy

for

rheumatism, sold under

empirical
this

name.

(Gum

guaiac, pjj, powdered rhvharb gij, cream
of tartar §j, flowers of sulphur"^], one nutmeg,
finely powdered: made into an electuary with
a pound of clarified honey.) Dose two spoonfuls.

CHELTENHAM, MINERAL WATERS
0. is a town in Gloucestershire, England, nine miles from Gloucester, and 94 W.
of London. Its water is one of the most celebrated natural purgatives in England. It is a
saline, acidulous clialybeate, and is much frequented. Its main constituents are chloride of
sodium, sulphate of soda, sulphate of magnesia,
carbonic acid and carbonate of iron.

OF.

Artificial Cheltenham

made of Epsom

Water may

salt, gr.

nes.sulphat.^sodre sutph., aa ffij: dissolve, filter,
evaporate to dryness, then add Ferri sulph. , gss.

Thorax.

CHELYS'CION, X tXv<r-/.iov,ftom

A

chest.'

short, dry cough.

^ifc/c,

Mexico Tea. Spanish Tea, Artemis' ia Botrys, (F.)
A?is6rine, The du Mexique, Ambrosie du Mexique.
The infusion was once drunk as lea. It
has been used in paralytic cases.

Chenopo'dium Anthelmin'ticum, Chenopo'dium, Wormseed, Worm-goosefoot, Jerusalem
Oak of America, Goosefoot, Stinkweed, (F.) Anserine anthelmintique, A. vermifuge. This plant
grows plentifully in the United States. The
fruit
Chenopodium (Ph. U. S. )— is much used
in cases of worms.
Dose of the powder, from
a tea-spoonful to a table-spoonful or more. The
oil, Oleum Chenopo'dii (Ph. U. S.), from 8 to 10
drops,

'the

— Galen, Hippocr.

Foesius.

CHE'ME,CHA'MA,CHE'RAMIS. An ancient measure, equivalent to about two teaspoonfuls.
CHIiMEUTICE, Chymistry.
CHEMIST, Chymist.

is

more frequently exhibited.

It

is

as

much

used in America as the Semen Santon'ici
with the English.
Chenofo'dium Bonus Henri'cus, Chrysolach'anum, Mercuria'lis, Bonus Henri'cus, Tola
bona, Lap'athum unctuo'sum, Chcnopo'dium,
English Mercury, Allgood, Angular-leaved goosefoot, (F.) Ansdrine Bon Henri, Epinardsauvoge.
The leaves are emollient, and have been applied
to ulcers, &c.
It has also been considered refrigerant and eccoprotic.

Chenopo'dium: Botrys, Botrys, Botrys vulga'Ambrosia, Artemis' ia Chcnopo'dium, At'riplex odora'ta, At'riplex suav'eolens ; the Jerusalem Oak, (Eng.) (F.) Ansirine Botrys.
It
ris,

was once given in, diseases of the chest, palsy,
&c. It is useless.

Chenopodium F<etidum, Chenopodium

be

xij, iron filings, gr.
j: Glauber's salt, ^iv: water, 4 gallons: impregnated with the gas from marble powder and
sulphuric acid, aa. §ij.
Cheltenham Salts. These are sometimes
made from the waters; at others, factitiously.
The following is a formula. Sodii chlorid.,mag-

CHELYS,

CHEZANANCE
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extending a limb; so called beslow motions, it resembled a torSee Testudo.
CHELO'NIA MYDAS, The Green Turtle.
This species of turtle abounds on the coast of
Florida. It is the one so prized by the epicure.
CHELO'NION, Chelo'nium, from x^tXiavri, 'a
tortoise,' from its resembling in shape the shell
of that animal. The upper, gibbous part of the
back.
Gorraeus.
CHELONOPH'AGI, from xduv,,, ' the tortoise,' and <puyco, I eat.'
An ancient name for
certain tribes, who dwelt on the coasts of the
Red Sea, and who lived only on tortoises.
Pliny, Diodorus of Sicily.
toise.

—

vul-

varia.

Chenopo'dium Vulva'ria,

At'riplex fat'ida,
At'riplex ol'ida, Vulva'ria, Guros'murn, Raphex,

Chenopo'dium

Fcet'idum, Stinking Orach or
Goosefoot, (F.) Vu.l.vaire, Arroche puant, Ansi-

The fetid smell has occasioned
be used as an antispasmodic and nervine.

rine fetide.
to

CHFOP1NA,
CHERAMIS,

it

Chopine.

Cheme.
Veratrum album.

CHERBACHEM,
CHERBAS,

Lettuce.

CHERMES, Kermes.
CHERN1BIUM, Urinal.
CHERRY, BIRD, Primus padus— c.Tree.red,

Prunus cerasus — Tree, black, Prunus avium
— Tree, wild, Prunus Virginiana — Water,
Kirschwasser — Wild cluster, Prunus padus
— Winter, Physalis.
c.

c.

c.

c.

c.

CHERS.E, Faces.
Chymistry.
CHERVIL, Scandix cerefolium— c. Wild,
CHEMO'SIS, from />,,»>;, 'an aperture,' or
given
to
Choerophyllum
name
sylvestre.
from xv/utog, 'an humour.' A
CHEST, Thorax.
ophthalmia, when the conjunctiva, surrounding
CHESTNUT TREE, Fagus castanea.
tiie cornea, forms a high ring, making the corCHEVAUCFIEMEJYT, (F.) Os'sium supernea seem as it were at the bottom of a well.
By some, it is used synonymously vyith ophthal- posi"tio vel equita'tio, Parallax' is, Purallagma.
The
riding of one bone over another after fracmia rnernbranarum. See Ophthalmia.
CHEN AY, MINERAL WATERS OF. C. ture; giving rise to shortening of the limb.
Rheims. See Ridinc of Bones.
is a town in France, two leagues from

CHEMISTRY,

CHEVESTRE or CHEVETRE, Capis'tram,
The waters are chalybeate.
CHEjVE, Quercus alba— c. Marin, Fucus ve- from caput, the head.' A bandage, applied
siculosus— c. Petit, Teucrium chamxdrys—c. round the head in cases of fracture or luxation
of the lower jaw. According to the mode in
Vert, Ilex aquifolium.
which it is made, it is called simple, double, obCHEjXEVIS. See Cannabis sativa.
'

CHENOBOSCON,
CHENOC'OPRUS,

Potentilla anserina.
' a goose,' and
dung of the goose is so

from X qv,

dung.' The
designated income old Pharmacopoeias. It was
formerly employed as a febrifuge and diuretic.

nnrrio;,

'

CHENOPO'DIUM AMBROSIOI'DES, from
Botrys

'a goose,' and none, 'a foot.'
Mexico,' na, Chenopo'dium Mexica'num, Botrys,

/»jv,

Ambrosial! des

14.

Mexico! na,

Botrys America'na,

lique,

&c.

CHEVEU, Capillus.
CHEVILLE DU PIED, Malleolus.
CHEVREFEUILLE, Lonicera Periclymenurn.

CHEZANAN'CE, from

'
go to stool,'
ointment composed of honey and alum, and rubbed on the anus
to occasion evacuations.
Paulus of /E^ina.

and

urayx-t;,

•

necessity.'

—

yt lw,

An

1

—
CHIROPODIST
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CHIA

CHINESE, MEDICINE OF THE, Medici'na
kind of white earth, Sin'ica. Medicine has been long, but most imperfectly, practised by the Chinese.
From
formerly used for burns. Galen.
CHIACUM COLLYR'IUM. A collyrium their therapeutics we have obtained the old
operations of Acupuncture and Moxibustion.
consisting of several drugs and Chian wine.
CHIN1CUS ACETAS, Quinine, acetate of
Paulus of iEgina.
c. Citras, Quinine, acetate of.
CHIADUS, Furunculus.
CHIN1I ACETAS, Quinine, acetate of.
CHIAS'MOS, Chias'ma, from xia%m ; to form
CHININI ACETAS, Quinine, acetate of.
The crucial union of parts,—
like the letter %.
CHININUM, Quinina.
as the decussation (q. v.) of the optic nerves.
CHINIOID1NE, Chinoidine, Chinoidina;
CHIASTER, Kiaster.
CHIAS'TOS. Same etymon. A bandage, from China, 'Cinchona.' A substance presumed to be an alkaloid by Sertiirner, which he
so called because it resembles the letter %,
separated from cinchona. It has been supposed
Oribasius.
to be a mixture of quinia, cinchonia, and a peCH1BOU. See Bursera gummifera.
CHICA. A drink made in Peru with Indian culiar resinous matter.
CHINIUM ACETICUM, Quinine, acetate
meal dried in the sun, and fermented with
of— c. Ferrocyanogenatum, Quinine, FerrocyaIts taste is that of bad cider.
water.
nate
of— c. Hydrochloricum, Quinine, muriate
CHICKENPOX, Varicella.
of c. Muriaticum, Quinine, muriate of— c. NiCH1CKWEED, Alsine media.
CHICORliE DES JARDIJVS, Cichorium tricum, Quinine, nitrate of— c. Phosphoricum,
Quinine, phosphate of— c. Salitum, Quinine,
endivia— c. Sauvage, Cichorium intybus.
muriate of.
CHIEJVDEJVT, Triticum repens.
CHINNEY WEED, Lichen roccella.
CHIL'BLAIN, Pcr'nio, Bugan'tia, Erylhe'CHIA, Chia

where

it

terra,

was found.

from Chios, an island

A

—

—

—

—

CHINWHELK,

Erythe'ma a Frigore, Cheimeth'lon,
and Main, a pustule,' (F.)
Eavelure. An erythematous inflammation of
It is
the'feet, hands, &c, occasioned by cold.
very common in youth not so in the adult or
It is apt to degenerate into
advanced age.

ma

Pcr'nio,

from

chitl, 'cold,'

CHIOLI, Furunculus.

—

indolent ulcerations, called Kibes.
Chilblains are prevented by accustoming the
parts to exposure; and are treated by stimulant terebintliinate and balsamic washes, ointments, and liniments.
CHILD-BED STATE, Parturient state.
painful,

Sycosis.

CHINQUAPIN, Fagus castanea pumila.
CHIOCOCOE RADIX, Caincce radix.

<

CHION, Snow.
CHIQUE, (F.) Pulex

Penetrans, Tick.

A

small insect in America, which gets under the
epidermis, and excites great irritation.
CHI R or CHEIR. X nq, the hand,' hence
CHIRAGRA, from /ciq, hand,' and *yQ<x,
a seizure.'
Gout in the hand.
CHIRAPOTHECA, Arsenal.
'

:

'

'

CHIRETTA, Gentiana chirayita.
CHILI. See Lima.
CHI RIATER, Surgeon.
CHIL'I, MINERAL WATFRS OF. The
CHIRIATRIA, Surgery.
most celebrated mineral springs of Chili, in
CHFROMANCY, Chiromanti'a, from y.m,
South America, are those of Peldehues and
the hand,' and uetvrsta, divination,' (F.) ChiCauquenes. The former are not far from St.
They consist of two springs, one ther- romancie. Art of divining by inspection of the
Ja<*o.
'

'

mal, the other cold. The hot spring is clear, hand.
CHIRONAX, Surgeon.
inodorous, and contains sodaand carbonic acid.
CHIRO'NIA, (from Chiron, Xnowv, the CenThe cold spring contains iron and sulphate of
by
resorted
to
invamuch
taur,
who is said to have discovered its use.)
is
Cauquenes
soda.
Mineral
waters
are
genus of plants. Fam. Gentianese.
summer.
A
the
lids durin<r
Chiro'nia Angula'his, American Ccntavn/,
very common in Chili.
Sahba'tia, S. Angula'ris.
Every part of this
CHILIOGRAMMA, Kilogramme.
CHILIOt'HYLLON, Achillea millefolium. plant is a pure and strong bitter, which property
is communicated alike to alcohol and to water.
CHILITIS, Cheilitis.
It is used as a tonic and a stomachic.
CHILL, Rigor.
Cheilitis,
from
-/nl-H:
Chiro'nia Centau'rium, Centau'rium. minus
CHI'LON, Chei'lon,
Vogel. One vulga'rS, Centau'rium parvum, Gentia'na cen'
a lip.' Inflammation of the lips.
lip.
Centau'rium minus, Erythrec'a Centhick
tau'rium,
who has a
tau'rium, Smaller Centaury, Lesser Centaury,
CHILOPLASTICE, Cheiloplastice.
(F.) Centaur ee petite. The tops of the lesser
CH1MAPHILA, Pyrola umbellata.
Centaury, Centuurii Cacu'minu, are aromatic
CHIMIA, Chymistry.
and tonic, and are sometimes employed as such.
CHIMIATER, Chymiater.
Chiro'nia Chh.en'sis, Gentia'na CachenlaCH1MIATRIA, Chymiatria.
huen, Cach en-la guen, Erythrai'a Chilcnsis, GenCHIM1E. Chvrnistry.
very bitter plant, indigetiana Peruviana.
CHIMISTE, Chymist.
nous in Chili. It possesses the virtues of the
CHIMON, Cold.
china—
Given
Smilax
in
c.
Ameriinfusion
Cinchona,
Chironece.
CHINA.
(gj, to water

—

A

—

—

can or West India, Smilax pseudo-china c. Oj.)
CHIRONI'UM, from /tiouiv, 'bad, maligOccidentalis, Smilax pseudo-china c. Root,
of a swolSmilax china c. Spuria nodosa,Smilax pseudo- nant.' An ulcer difficult of cure
Galen. Some
len, hard, and callous nature.
china.
have supposed the word to come from Chiron,
CHINCAPIN, Fagus castanea pumila.
who was unable to cure such
the Centaur
CHINCHE.Cimex.
ulcers.
CHINCH1NA, Cinchona.
Cheironomia.
CHfllONOMIA,
CHINCHUNCHULL1, lonidium marcucci.
CHIROPODIST, (F.) PUicurc. One who
CHINCOUGH, Pertussis.

—

—

:

—

;

—

—

•
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treats diseases of the

whose

profession

hands and feet, or rather nated Muriatic Acid Gas, Dephlogisticatcd Mato remove corns and bu- rine Acid, Hal'ogene, Ma'rigene, Chlorum.
So
the hand,' and mug, the far as we know, this is an elementary substance.

it is

nyons, from
X i w,

<

'

toot'

It is a greenish, yellow gas, of a strong suffocating smell, and disagreeable taste : incapable of

CHIRORRHEUMA, Chirrheuma.
CH1ROS1S,

maintaining combustion and respiration, and
from x»iq, 'the hand,' and very soluble in water. One of its character£'/*»/, 'a sheath.'
A bandage for the hand; a istics is, that of destroying, almost immediately,
kind of bandage in which the fingers and hand all vegetable and animal colours. It is emare enveloped in spiral turns. When the whole ployed in fumigations, as a powerful disinfecting
hand and fingers are covered, it is called the agent. A very dilute solution has been admiSubactio.

CHIROTHE'CA,

double or complete Chirotheca, Ch. complc'ta,
Vinctu'ra omnibus dig"itis ; and when only a
finger is covered, the half or incomplete, Ch.
inconiple'ta, Vinctu'ra pro uno dig"ito.
See

nistered internally, in certain cases of diarrhoea

and chronic dysentery. Immersion of the hands
and arms in it has often removed itch and other
cutaneous affections. It has also been inhaled

Gantelet.

in a dilute state in the early stage of phthisis,
"the hand,' and but it is of doubtful efficacy, and is better
rub.'
Friction with the hand.
Ac- adapted for chronic bronchitis.
to others, dexterity in an art.
HippoFecula, green.

CHIROTRI'BIA, from X eiQ,
ToijSw,

'

cording

I

—

CHLOROPHYLLE,

CHLORO'SIS, from x^'Q

crates, Galen.

CHIRRHEU'MA,
tis'mus rnunus, from
'

the hand,' and qtvfta,
the hand.
Surgeon.
Surgery c. Anaplastica,

y.hiu,

'

Rheumatism of

flux.'

CHIRURGEON,

CHIRURGIA,

?'

'green,' Pal'li-

Chirorrhcu'ma, Rheuma- dus Morbus, Fwdus Vir' ginum color, Pal'lidus

—

color virgin'cus, lcteril"ia alba, Ic'tcrus albus,
Morbus virgin' ens, Morbus Parthenius, Dyspcp'sia chloro'sis, Febris amato'ria, Cachcx'ia vir'gi-

num, Febris vir'ginum, Febris alba, Anepithi/m'ia
Morioplastice c. Curtorum, Morioplastice c. chloro'sis, Green- sickness, Chloras'ma, Cilio'sis.
Infusoria, Infusion of medicines
c. Transfuso- (F.) Chlorose, Pdlcs-couleurs.
A disease which
ria, Transfusion.
affects young females, more particularly those
CH1RURGICUS, Surgical.
who have not menstruated. It is characterized
CHIRURG1E, Surgery— c. Militaire, Sur- by a pale, lurid complexion, languor, listlessgery, military.
ness, depraved appetite and digestion, palpitaCHIRURGIEJY, Surgeon— c. Hernieux, see tion, &c. The disease generally goes off on
Hernial.
the occurrence of the menstrual flux but someCHIRURGIQUE, Surgical.
times it is long before this is established. On
CHIRURGUS, Surgeon.
auscultation, a bellows' sound has been almost
CHIST. An Arabic word, which signifies invariably detected over the heart, and a conthe sixth part. The sixth part of the Congius tinuous blowing sound in the larger arteries,
or gallon.
(especially the carotids and subclavians,) re-enCHITON, Tunic.
forced by each systole of the ventricle, and reCHITONISCUS, lndusium.
sembling the buzzing of a humrning-top, the
VINUM. From Chios, the island cooing of doves, the whistling of air through a
where it was produced Chian wine, used by keyhole, &c, (see Bruit.) Very similar sounds
the physicians of antiquity in cases of deflux- are heard in the arteries after copious hemorrhage they seem, therefore, to coincide with
ions and ophthalmias. Scribonius Largus.
CHLl'AROS, x.Xi*qos, 'tepid.' A name enfeebled circulation.
Tonics are usually required in the treatment:
given to slight fevers, in which the heat is not
great.
the disease most commonly occurring in those
Galen.
CHLIAS'MA, /Xtae-fitt, same etymon. A tepid in whom there is considerable torpor of the
and moist fomentation. Hippocr.
system.
CHLOAS'MA, Pityriasis versicolor, &phe- Chlorosis Amatoria, Hectic fever.

—

—

—

;

CHIUM

;

—

:

—

—

fde scorbutique. Macula hepatica,

P annus he.pal!

Taches h&pa.tiques, Liverspot, from
/Xoog, a greenish-yellow colour. A cutaneous affection, characterized by one or more
broad, irregular-shaped patches, of a yellow or
yellowish-brown colour, and occurring most
frequently on the front of the neck, breast, abdomen, groins, &c. The patches do not geneThere is usually
rally rise above the surface.
some degree of itching.
The causes are not very evident. Sulphur
generally
externally
in any and every form
removes it speedily. Should there be difficulty,
the external use of the remedy by baths or fumigations may succeed.
CHLORA, Chlorine.
KAL1CUS DEPURATUS, Potassae murias hyperoxygenatus.
icus,

(F.)
'

—

—

CHLORAS

CHLORASMA,

Chlorosis.

CHLORETUM CALCARLE,

Calcis chlo-

CHLOROT'IC,

—

CHLORUM, Chlorine.
CHLORURE D'OR, Gold, muriate of.
CHLORURETUM OXIDI CALCII, Calcis
chloridum.

CHOA,

Chu.

CHOA'CUM EMPLAS'TRUM NIGRUM.
A

black plaster, mentioned by Celsus, and composed of equal parts of litharge and resin. The
litharge was first boiled in oil.

CHOAK,

Cynanche

trachealis

—

c.

wolf,

Ly-

canche.

CHOANA,

Pelvis— c. Cerebri, Infundibulum

of the brain.

CHOANE, Infundibulum.
CHOANORRHAGIA, Epistaxis.

CHOA V A, Coffea
CHOCOLATE,

ridum.

Cldorot'icus, (F.) Chlorotique.

Affected with chlorosis, or pertaining to chlorosis;
as a chlor-otic female, chlorotic symptoms,

Arabica.
Chocolatum, Chocola'ta,Suc-

CHLORINE, from ^;.o.?o?, green." Chlo'- cola'ta. Dr. Alston says, tint this word is comrinum, Chlora, Oxymuria/ic^ Acid Gas, Oxyge- pounded of two Indian words: cltoco, sound,'
«

'

—
CHOCUS

water,' because of the noise made in
preparation. An alimentary paste prepared
from the kernels of the Theobro'mn cacao or
Cacao, with sugar, and often aromatics. (See

and ntk,

Eastern ch., Orien'tal ch., Cholera oricnta' I in,
Ch. ln'dica, Ch. Epidem'ica, Ganglionitis penpher'ica et medulla'ris, Cholerrhce'a hfmphatica,
Psorente'rias, Typhoid Fever of India, Cholera
asphyxia, Trisplanch'nia, Morbus oryzcus, Rice
disease, (because supposed by Tytler to be
caused by damaged rice,) (F.) Mori de Chien, is
frightful in the rapidity of its progress, the patient sometimes dying- in a few hours from the
first onset.
In temperate climates, common
cholera is not usually a disease of much consequence. It requires, that the stomach and
bowels should be cleared, and afterwards the
irritation be allayed by full doses of opium. In
the malignant cholera of India, bleeding at the
outset, without regard to the signs of apparent
depression, and large doses of calomel, with
opiates, form the great reliance of the practich.,

'

its

The chocolate thus simply prepared
in commerce
is called

Cacao.)

—

met with, indeed,

as

it is

in

France, Chocolat de sant6.

It is

not very easy

of digestion.

The chocolat a la vanille contains three ounces
ofranilla and two of cinnamon to twenty pounds
of common chocolate. The addition of the aromatic renders it somewhat more digestible.
Chocolates may likewise be medicated.

CHOCUS,

CHOLOLITHUS

15C

Chu.

CHCENICIS, Trepan.

CHCENION, Cord.
CHCENOS, Cord.
CHCERUS, Scrofula.
CHOIROS, Vulva.

tioner.

CHOLAGO, Cholas.
CHOL'AGOGUE, Cholago'gus,

Cholera Infan'tum,

Choi' eric

A

Fever of

Chole'gon, Infants; Cholera of Infants.
disease, so
The an- termed by American physicians. It occurs, geyo'^i,
cients gave this name to cathartics, which were nerally, in the middle states of the Union, in
June or July, and continues during the hot
reputed to cause the flow of bile.
CHOLAS, xoX*g, e\ur. X oXadt?. The cavity weather, hence called the 'summer complaint.'
of thehypochondres; Cholago. The intestines. The chief symptoms are vomiting, purging of
Homer.
green or yellow matter, slime or blood, attended
CHOLASMA, Cholosis.
with pain or uneasiness and swelling of the
and CHOLOS, X ohh and X oXog, abdomen, with some pyrexia, generally. The
' bile,'
Hence
heat of the weather seems to be the predis(q. v.) in composition.
CHOLECYST, Gallbladder.
posing, if not the exciting, cause. It is a fatal
CHOLECYSTl'TIS, Inflamma'tio Vesi'ca disease in towns; differing little, if at all, from
fell' em, I. cystidis fell'em, Cysti'tis fellea; from what is vulgarly called the Watery Gripes in
y»h], bile,' and xvang, bladder.'
(F.) Inflam- England.
Clearing, gently, the alimentary camation de la Vesicule du Fiel, Cholicystite. In- nal, so as to remove the offending matter, and
flammation of the gall-bladder.
then exhibiting chalk mixture and laudanum,
CHOL'EDOCH, Choled' oc.hus; from X ol n , with counter-irritants, as sinapisms to the ab'bile,' and So X og, 'containing or receiving/ domen, is the most satisfactory plan of treatThe Ductus choledochus, Ductus communis cho ment.
ledochus, (F.) Conduit, ou Canal Chole'doque, is
Cholera Sicca,' Tympanites.
the duct, formed by the union of the hepatic
CHOLERAPHOBIA, Choleromania.
and cystic ducts, which pours the hepatic and
OHOL/ER1C, Cholericus. Belonging to cholera morbus or to the bile.
cvstic bile into the duodenum.
The French use the
"
CHOLEDOCI'TIS, from choledochus, and itis; term Fievre cholerique for the fever accompaa suffix denoting inflammation. Inflammation nying cholera.
of the choledoch duct.
Choleric Fever, of Infants, Cholera in-

from

'

bile,'

and aym,

I expel.'

'

—

;

CHQLE

—

'

:

'

CHOLEDOG'RAPHY,

Choledogrdphia, fantum.

and yQaipc iv, to describe.' A
Choleric Temperament is the same as
what relates to the bile.
Bilious Temperament.
CHOLEDOL'OGY, Choledolog"ia, from X oX n
CHOL'ERINE. A diminutive of cholera.
bile,' and Xoyog,
a discourse.' A treatise on The first stage of epidemic cholera; also, the

from

yoXr\,

'

bile,'

'

description of

,

'

'

the

precursory symptoms of cholera.

bile.

CHOLEGON,

CHOLEROMA'NIA, Cholerapho'bia,
and mania. A dread of cholera to

Cholagogue.

CHOLEH^MIA,

Icterus.

cholera

CHOLEIA, Claudication.
CHOLELITH1A ICTERUS, Icterus.
CHOLELITHUS, Calculi, biliary.
CHOLEN'CHYSIS, from X »X V 'bye,'
,

utyvatg,

'

effusion.'

CHOL'ERA

and

Effusion of

an extent that the individual fancies himself
affected or threatened by it.

CHOLERRHAGIA, Cholera.
CHOLERRHCEA LYMPHATICA, Cholera.
CHOLES'TERIN, CHOLES'TERINE,

and

bile.

CHOL'ERA-MORBUS, CHOLOSTERI'^A,

Cholerrha'gia, Passio cholerica, Fcllif'lua passio,
Morbus fellif'luus, Holera, from £o?.»;, ' bile,' and
According to others, from X oX.uSig,
ntoi, 'I flow.'
intestines,' or from X oXiqu, ' the gutter of a
disease, chahouse to carry off the rain.'
racterized by anxiety, gripings, spasms in the
legs and arms, and by vomiting and purging
(generally bilious): vomiting and purging are,
indeed, the essential symptoms. The disease is
most common in hot climates, and in tempeIn India, the
rate climates, during summer.
spasmod'ic chol'era, Asiatic cholera, Malignant
'

A

—

c/i.,

In'dian cholera, Epidem'ic

from
such

ch., Pestilen'tial

'

bile,'

and

from X o).

Cho/es'tearine,

otiqioc, 'solid,' or ortup,

'

ri ,

An

suet.'

inodorous, insipid substance, in white, shining
scales; fusible and crystallizing in radiated
Soluble in alcohol. It forms
fibres, on cooling.
the crystalline part of certain biliary calculi.
See Adipocire. _

CHOLICE'LE, from x»"U

A

'bile,'

and

njjfy,

swelling, formed by the bile morbidly accumulated in the gall-bladder.
'

tumour.'

CHOLICYSTIECTASIE,

Turgescentia ve-

S1CA3 fcll(?3B»

CHOLICYSTITE,

CHOLOLITHUS.

Cholecystitis.
See Calculi, biliary.

CHOLOMA

CHOLO'MA, from /taHog, 'lame, maimed.'
Distortion of a limb incapacity of moving it.
Also, the act of limpimr, claudication, (q. v.)
CHOLOS, Bile, Chole.
CHOLO'SIS, from /iaXog, lame.' Cholotes,
Cholas'mu, Cluudica'tion. (q. v.)
Hippocrates
employs this word particularly for a lameness
of the hand, which renders a person one-handed,
:

'

manchot, (F.)
Cholo'ses, from

dura mater
Willis.
cord-like

M. Alibert

in-

CHOLOTES, Cholosis.
CHONDRITIS, Injlamma'tio

so called from their

:

;

'

lumna carnea of

the ventricles of the heart to
the valves, &c.
Choroa, Intestine c. Veneris, Chordee.
CHORD.E, Chordee— c. Ferrenii, Chords,

—

vocal.

Two

Longitudina'les Lancisii.

or three longitudinal elevations and lines on
the upper surface of the corpus callosum.
Chordae Vocales, Chords, vocal.
from X oq3ii, 'intestine,'
lntussusceptio. Conand amtiv, ' to tie.'
striction or twisting of the intestines.
Celsus.
The Colica Ileus. See Enteritis and Ileus.
or
E', Chorda Veneris,
painful afChorda, Chorda' tu Gonorrhoea.

—

CORDE

CHORDEE'

tilage.

CHONDRODES, Cartilaginous.
CHONDROGENE'SIA, Chondrogen'csis;
xoiS(jog, a cartilage,' and yertaic, 'formation.'
Formation of cartilage.
morbid conversion of parts into cartilage.
'

A

CHONDROGLOS'SUS,

from /orfyo?, 'a
and yZwooa, 'the tongue.' A fasciculus of fleshy fibres, passing from the lesser
cornu of the os hyoides to the tongue. It forms
part of the Hyoglossus.
G'RAP H Y, Chondrogra!phia,
from ^oi'ctyoc, 'cartilage,' and yuuipy, 'descripcartilage,'

CHONDRO

A description of cartilages.
CHONDROID, Chondroi'des, from

tion.'

cartilage,'

describer

CHORDAP'SUS,

Cartilaginis

from ^okJooj, cartilage,' and itis, a termination,
denoting inflammation. Inflammation of car-

from

first

Chorda Tmdin'ea; the tendinous and
substances, which connect the co-

Chord*
/oa>j, 'bile.'

cludes, under this head, every morbid affection
of the liver and spleen.

'

CHORION
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A

fection of the penis, attending gonorrhoea, and
happening chiefly at night. It occurs when
the violence of the inflammation is such, that
the urethra cannot expand as much as the corpora cavernosa during erection, and consequently the glans seems painfully drawn downwards. The application of cold water topically and the administration of opium internally palliate it.
A, Chorea Sancti Viti, Ch. Sancti Mo'
Sometimes called
des'ti, from /ooiia,' a dance.'
Scelotyr'be, Viti Saltus, Salta'tio Sancti Viti,

CHORE'

xovSooc,

Ballis'rnus, Convul'sio habitua'lis, Siph'ila pra-

Resem-

va, Syn' clonus Chorea, Myoty/be, Choreoma'nia,

and t«hs, 'resemblance.'

Orchestroma'nia, Epilepsia Saltato'ria, Morbus
Chondrolog"ia, from sallato'rius, ScelolyrbB tarantismus, St. Vitus's
Xov$Qog, ' a cartilage,' and Xoyog, a discourse.' Z><mte,becausethe movements resembledancing.
(F.) Choree, Danse de Saint- Witt, Danse de
A treatise on cartilages.
CHONDRO' MA, Enchondro'ma, from ^ov- St. Guy. The charcteristics are: irregular
' cartilage.'
involuntary motions of one or more limbs,
and
growth
proA cartilaginous
Sgog,
ceeding from bones, including spina ventosa, and of the face and trunk. It is a disease,
which usually occurs before puberty; and is
osteo-sarcoma, &.c. of many,.
CHONDRO-PHARYNGE'US, from ^<"'^oc, generally connected with torpor of the system,
'a cartilage,' and ipaQvyi, ' the pharynx.' Fi- and of the digestive system in particular. It3
bres of the muscular coat of the pharynx, which duration is long, but it is usually devoid of
arise from the lesser cornua of the os hyoides, danger; although frequently but little under
and form part of the Constrictor medius. See the control of medicine. The spasms do not
continue during sleep. The indications of treatConstrictor Pharyngis.
CHONDROS, %uv3qos, ' a cartilage.' (q. v.) ment are; to strengthen the general system,
and stimulate the intestinal canal. Purgatives,
The Xiphoid cartilage, (q. v.) in particular.
CHONDROSYNDES'MUS, from xovSqos, a once or twice a week, and chalybeates, with
Union appropriate regimen will fulfil these.
cartilage,' and awSeouuc, a ligament'
CHOREA, CHRONIC, see Tic,— c. partial,
of bones, by means of fibro cartilage. Galen.
CHONDROT'OMY, Ckondrotom'ia, from see Tic.
CHORE'GIA, from xooog, 'a troop of danto cut.'
a cartilage,' and ninety,
yoidoo?,

bling cartilage.

CHONDROL'OGY,

'

—

—

'

'

—
'

'

Dissection of cartilages.

CHONDRUS,

Alica, Fucus crispus— c Crisc. Polymorphus, Fucus
crispus

pus, Fucus
crispus.

—

CHONOS, Infundibulum.

CHOPINE, CHOPI'NO, CHEOPI'NA. A

Hippocers and singers,' and cyio, I lead.'
crates uses this term for the whole of the apparatus necessary for a physician or surgeon.
'

OHOREOMANIA,
CHORIODEl'TIS,

Chorea.
Ckorioidei'tis,

Chorioi-

from xovoudqs, the choroid,'
Inflammation of the choroid coat of

ditis, Chtoroidi'tis,

'

measure, which contains 16 ounces. A pint and His.
the eye.
measure.
CHORION, /ogiov, 'skin,' from x u >Q l v to
CHORA, x°>Q a 'region.' Any void space.
'include.'
Camis'ia Fwtus: the die
contain,'
Also, the orbit of the eye.
CHORD, TESTICULAR, Spermatic chord. mise or shirt of the foetus in utero. A thin,
the
or CORDA. A string of an in- transparent membrane, which surrounds
on every side. It is exterior to
strument. It has several meanings. A tendon, foetus in utero
—the intesWies (Chorda.) Paracelsus calls the the amnion.
Chorion also means the true skin. See
Chorda or Funidulus
genital organs, chorda.
Ti/mpaw'.; a branch of the 7th pair of nerves, Cutis.
'

'

^

i

CHORDA

—

Chorion Fungosum, Decidua c. reticulawhich passes through the tympanum, JYerf
Tympanique—(Ch.) Corde du Tambour ou du tum, Decidua c. Shaggy, Decidua c. SponTympan, Chorda Willis'ii, Trabec'ula Willis'ii, giosum, Decidua c. Spongy, Decidua c. Tothe small fibres which cross the sinuses of the mentosum, Decidua.

—

14*

—

—

—

— ——

—— — — ——

.

CHOROID
CHOROID,

CHTHONOPIIAGIA
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Choroidms, Chorol'des, from
and tidog, sliape,' re-

ynoiav, 'the chorion,'

'

'

semblance.' Several parts are so called, which
resemble the chorion, in the multitude of their
vessels.

the papilla?, and presenting special excretory
ducts, which pour out the colouring matter on
Breschet.
the surface of the true skin.

—

CHROMATOPSEUDOPSIA,

Achromatop-

sia.

Membra'na,

Choroidea, or simply the Choroid, Tu'nica vasculo'sa Oc'tdi. (F.)
Membrane choroids, Choroidc.
thin membrane, of a ve: y dark colour, which lines the
sclerotica, internally.
The part, behind the
iris, is called Uvea.
It is situnte between the
sclerotica and retina, has an opening, posteriorly, for the passage of the optic nerve; and
terminates, anteriorly, at the great circumference of the iris, where it is continuous with
the ciliary processes. According to Ruysch, the
choroid consists of two layers, to the innermost
of which his son gave the name Tunica Ruyschiana. The internal surface of the membrane
is covered with a dark pigment, called Pigmen'turn nigrum, JElhiops animal, (F.) Enduit choro'idien.
Its use seems to be, to absorb the rays
of light after they have traversed the retina.
Plexus Choiioi'des, Plexus clwro'ideus, Choroid Plexus. Two membranous and vascular
duplicatures of the pia mater, situate in the lateral ventricles.
They are fixed to the Tela
choroidea by one edge, and are loose and floating at the other.
Tela Chohoidea, (F.) Toile choroldienne
A kind of vasculo-membranous prolongation of
the pia mater, which lines the lower surface of
the fornix, united with the corpus callosum. It
is stretched
above the third ventricle, and
covers the posterior commissure and corpora
quadrigemina. Anteriorly, the tela choroidea
id continuous with the plexus choroides.
Vy.kje Choroideje. Vena Gale'ni, (F.) Veines
chnroidiennes. Two veins, which creep along
the tela choroidea; and into which almost all
hose of the lateral ventricles, of the upper part
of the cerebellum, of the pineal gland, and
the corpora quadrigemina open. The Venae
Galeni open into the sinus quartus or fourth

CHROMOP'SIA,

vel Tu'nica

A

-

I

sinus.

CHOROIDE, CEIKTURE BLANCHE DE
r,A, Ciliary ligament
c.
Commissure
Ciliary ligament.
CHOROIDITIS, Choriodeitis.

CHOSES CONTRE NATURE,

de la,

Res contra

Chromop'ia, Chrup'sia, VI-

sus coloru'tus, from /avfix, 'colour,' and oif'tg,
vision.'
A state of vision in which a coloured
impression is made on the retina. Said to be
occasionally observed in jaundice.
Menstruation.
CHRONIC, Chron'icus, Chro'nius, Polyclno'nius, from ynovo?, 'time.'
Of long dura'

CHRONAGUNEA,

tion.

Chronic Diseases, Alorbi chronici, (F.) Maladies Chroniques, Mucronos'ia, Macro' sia, are
those

whose duration

toms proceed slowly.
is

is

long, or whose sympantithesis to chronic

The

acute, (q. v.)

CHRONO,

A

from %povc$, 'time.'

prefix to

terms denoting inflammation of a part, to show
that such inflammation is chronic.
Piorry.
CHRONO- H&PAT1TE, Hepatitis, Chionic.
CHRONONJiPHRlTE, Nephritis (chronic.)
CHRUPSIA, Chromopsia.

—

CHRYSALEA,

Nitro-muriatic acid.

CHRYSANTHEMUM, Calendula officinalis.
Chrysan'themum

Leucan'themim, from
'a flower.'
The Oxeye daisy, Maudlin-Wort, Bellis major, Buphthatmum majus, Lcucan' themum vu/<ra're. Belli-

XQvaos, 'gold,' and a.r&o?,

Consolida media, Oc'ulus Bovis, (F.)
Chrysantheme, Ckrysene, Grande Marguerite des
The flowers and herb are slightly acrid ;
and were nnce used in pulmonarydiseases.
CHRYSE, from xquoo?, 'gold.' The name
of a yellow plaster, described by Paolus of
iEgina, and composed of thus, alum, lead, colophany, resin, oil, and orpiment, boiled in
dio'i'des,

pr'es.

vinegar.

CHRYSkNE, Chrysanthemum
mum.
CHRYSITIS.

leucanthe-

See Plumbi oxydum semivi-

treum.

CHRYSOBALANUS GALENI.
ristica

See My-

moschata.

CHRYSOCALIS, Matricaria.
CHRYSOCHALCOS, Brass.
CHRYSOCOLLA, Borax.

CHRYSOCOMA,

Millefolium.

Naturelles, Res naturales
c. non
CHRYSOLACHANUM, Chenopodium boRes non naturales.
nus Henricus.
CHOU CABUS, Brassica capitata— c. Croute, CHRYSOLTTHUS, Chrysolite, from /yaoc,
Sauer Kraut c. Fleur, Brassica Florida, Cauli- 'gold,' and ).i$oq, 'stone.' A precious stone,
flower excrescence c. Marin, Convolvulus of a golden colour, regarded by the ancients as
soldanella c. Navet, Brassica rapa c. Pomme cardiac, cephalic, &c.
Brassica capitata e. Polager, Brassica c. RoCHRYSOMEL1A. See Citrus aurantium.
CHRYSOPHYL'LUM CAIN1TO, from
quetf.a, Brassica eruca.
CHR.ISIS, -/qiaic, from xQ W) 'I anoint.' XQwoc, 'gold,' and <$vUor, 'a leaf Cdinito,
The action of anointing. Inunction (q. v.)
Siderox'ylon, Broad-leaved Star-apple.
A tree
CHRISTI MAN US. Troches, prepared from of the Antilles, which produces one of the best
refined sugar boiled in rose-water, with or with- fruits of the country.
There are several varie-

naturam

c.

JVaturelles,

i

out prepared pearls

ties

CHRISTOS, -/mrroq, from
Anv medicine applkd under
ment

or ointment.
Scrofula.

CHRCEAS,

ymi», 'I anoint.'
the form of lini-

of

it.

CHRYSOPUS, Cambodia.
CHRYSOS, Gold.

CHRYSOSPERMUM,

Sempervivum

tecto-

rum.

from /own*, 'coCHTHONOPHA'GIA, Cachcx'ia Africa'na,
from x^"° r > <eart h)' and fctyto, I eat.' A disorAppara'tus.
A pirti- der of the nutritive functions observed amongst
Chromatog"knous
cular apparatus for producing the colouring the negroes of the West Indies, in which there
matter of the skin, composed of a glandular or is an irresistible desire to eat earth. It is acsecreting parenchyma, situate a little below companied with most of the signs of chlorosis.

CHROMATOC'ENOUS;

lour,'

and ytrvao,

'

I

make.'

'

—

— —

CHU
A

or Cltus, /us, Clwcus.
liquid
measure amonjrst the Greeks, answering to
the Congius of the Romans, and containing six
sextarii, or twelve attic cotylse, or nine pints.

Galen.

CHURRUS.

The resinous juice of Cannabis Jn'dica, which, in certain seasons, and
in warm countries, exudes and concretes on the
leaves, slender stems and flowers.
In it reside
the narcotic powers of Indian Hemp. See
Gunjah.

CHUTE,
tocele

—

c.

Prolapsus

c.

du Fondcme.nt Procc. du
,

de la Matrice, Procidentia uteri

Rectum, Proctocele.
CHYLMRE, Chylosus.
CHYLAR, Chylous.

CHYLARION, Chyle.
CHYLE, Chylus, Succus
/m>u),

'

1

jmtrit"ius,

The word,

flow.'

means Tisane

from

Hippocrates,

in

or Decoction of Barley, Chyla'-

rioa, xvlaotiv. Galen first used it in its present
sense; i. e. for a nutritive fluid, extracted
from the food by intestinal absorption; after
the food has been subjected to the action of the
digestive organs. It is of a whitish appearance; is separated from the chyme in the duodenum, and the rest of the small intestines:
and is absorbed by the chyliferous vessels,
which arise at the mucous surface of the intestine.
Along these it passes through the mesenteric glands to the thoracic duct, and is finally
poured into the left subclavian. It is composed,
like the blood, of a coacnilable part and of serum.
CHYLEUX, Chylous.

—

CHYLIFEROUS, VESSELS,
Vena

era,

Vasa

lacteal,

lactea.

Vasa chylif-

The

Lacteals.

Vaisseaux chyliferes, V. Lactes. Vessels
which convey the chyle from the intestines to

(F.)

CHYLIFICA'TION,

ChyVfica'tio, Chylo'sis,
Chylopoie'sis,from chylus, 'chyle,' and facere,
to

make.'

Formation of chyle by the diges-

tive processes.

OHYLINE, Cyclamen.
CHYL1SMA, Extract.
CHYLOCYST1S, Receptaculum chyli.
CHYLOG'RAPHY, from X vHo ? 'chyle/ and
,

A description of the
'a description.'
anatomy, &c. of the chyliferous vessels, &c.
Chylification.
CHYLOPOIESIS,
yjt'fpt;,

CHYLOPOIET'IC,
'/.',:,

'chyle,'

Chylopoict'icus, from ^v-

and nono),

Anything

'I make.'

connected with the formation of chyle. Chiefly
applied to the organs immediately concerned
in it; as the stomach, intestines, omenta, and
mesentery. Assistant Chylopoietir, :— those viscera which aid in the formation of chyle, as the
liver and pancreas.

CHYLORRHGEA,
Chylothorax— c.

Caeliac flux- c. Pectoris,
Renalis, Chyluria— c. Urinalis,

Chyluria.

CHYLOSIS,

Chylification.

CHYLOSTAG'MA DIAPHORET'ICUM
A compound

prepared by disof Andromachus, the mithridate of Damocrates, and other alexipharmics,
It is nearly the same preparation as the
&,c.

MINDERE'RI.

tilling the thcriaca

Aqua

CHYLOUS or CHYLAR,

Chylo'sus vel ChyChyleux, Chylaire. Relating to the
some analogy with that fluid.
•
CHYLU'RIA, Diabe'tes lactea, D. chylo'sus,
Gii/ucta'ria, Fluxus ca'liacus per Renes, Pyu'ria
lactea, P. Chylo'sa, Catliaca urina'lis, C. rena'Chylorrhce'a urina'lis, Ch. rena'lis, from
lis,
%vAo?, 'chyle,' and ovqov, ' urine.' (F.) Diabete
chyleux.
A discharge of milky urine, without
any apparent lesion of the kidneys or bladder.
CHYME, Chymus, /vfioe, 'juice,' from ;^t/o>,
1 flow.'
A kind of grayish or homogeneous
pulp, formed by the food, after it has been for
some time in the stomach. It continues in the
state of chyme as far as the biliary and pan-

ln'ris, (F.)

chyle; or having

'

creatic ducts, which open into the duodenum,
where the conversion into chyle occurs, which*
is absorbed by the chyliferous vessels:
the excrementitious portion of the food traversing the
large intestine to be evacuated per anum.
Castelli asserts, that Chyme and Chyle were
used in an inverse sense, by the ancients, from
that accepted at present.

—

CHYMI, Humours.
CHYMIA, Chymistry.
CHYMI A^TER or CHIMIA'TER,

Tlieriacdlis Bezoar'dica.
Plcurorrhcc'a

CHVLOTHO'RAX,

chylo'sa,

Chylorrhm'a Pectoris, Hydrotho'rax chylo'sus;
the chest.'
from 71/tec, ' chyle,' and 6mnc^,
Effusion of chyle into the chest, owing to the
rupture of a chyl ferous vessel.
'

from X v

chymi9try,' and ixtqoc, 'a physician.'
A chemicnJ physician.
CHYMIATRl'A or CMIMIATRFA, latrochym'ia, Jirs Chymiut'ricu, from /v/jua, 'chymistry,' and (UT051*, ' cure ' The art of curing

fAia,

'

Iatro-clii/iuir.us.

by chemical means.

CHYM'ICAL

or

CH EM'ICAL. A

formed by the aid of cnymistry,

medicine

in contradis-

tinction to Galenical,

CHYM1COPHANTA,

Chymist

CHYMICUS, Chymist.
CHYMIE, Chymistry.
CHYMIFICA'TION,

the thoracic duct.

'

CHYMISTRY

ISO

CHU, Choa

iing, 'juice,'

of c hy me

.

and facere,
Ch ymo'sis.

from piFormation

Chymifica'tio,
'

to make.'

CHYM'IST orCHEM'IST,

Chymicophan'la,
Chym'icus, (F.) Chimiste or Chymiste.
One
acquainted with chymistry. In Great Britain
it has, also, the signification of " one who sells
chemicals."

CHYMISTE, Chymist.
CHYM'ISTRYor CHEM'ISTRY,

Chym'ia,

Chi in' in, Chemcu'ticS, Philosoph'ia per ignem,
Spngyr'ia, Pyrotech'nia, Pyrosoph'ia, Mrs hermet'ica, Archima'gia, Ars mugo'rum, Ars separate'ria, Ars spagir'ica; from X vuo;, 'juice,' or
from Arab, chema, 'a secret,' (F.) Chimie or
Chymie.
A branch of the natural sciences,
whose object is to investigate the principles of
bodies
to examine the properties enjoyed by
the different compounds, produced by the union
of those principles: and to study the force or
power, by virtue of which every combination
is effected.
It investigates the action between
the integrant molecules or atoms of bodies.
Animal Chym'istry is the chymistry of substances, afforded by the dead or living animal
body. This branch of chymistry has been farther subdivided into physiological, when it considers the changes produced in animal substances by the action of life; pathological, when
it regards those produced by organic or other
diseases.
A nlhropochymy is the chymistry of
the human body. Chymistry is called Therapeu'u'cal or Pharmaceu'ticnl, when it is engaged
in the analysis of simple medicines; in improving the prescribing and preparing of che;

—

CHYMCCHEZIA

—

—

.

CILIA

ICO

mical and Galenical medicines; in the means
of preparing them, and detecting adulterations,
«Vc.
Hygien'ic Cliym'istry is that which is applied to the means of rendering habitations
healthy, of analyzing the air we breathe, preventing the occurrence of disease, pointing out
healthy aliments, and appreciating the influence
of professions, &c. on the health of man. All
these different subdivisions, with vegetable chymistry, are, at times, included under the head
of Medical Cliym'istry: at others, the term comprehends only the Animal, Vegetable and Pharmaceutical subdivisions.
Vital Chemistry, Bio-chijm'ia, is that which
is executed under the influence of vitality.
A knowledge of chymistry is of great importance to the physician. Many of the functions
are of a chemical nature : many diseases require a chemical mode of treatment; and, without an acquaintance with it, two or more substances might be given in combination, which,
by forming a chemical union, might give rise
to other compounds, possessing very different
virtues from the components taken singly, and
thus the prescriber be disappointed in the re-

Erelin'thus, (F.) Cicerole, Pois Chiche. The
seeds are ground into flour, and used as bread
in

Small

— of

pills of turthe size of a

systematic

name of

the Endive, Endiv'ia, Endi'va, ln'tubum, In'tybum (Antiq.), Scariola, In'tybus hortea'sis, (F.)
Chicoree des Jardins, Scariole.
Family, Cichoracea?. Sex. Sijst. Syngenesia Polygamia aqualis. It is a common pot herb, and
is eaten as salad.
Cicho'rium In'tybus, Seris, In'tubum errat'icum. The systematic name of the Wild Suc'cory, Wild
Cich'ory, Cich'ory, Wild Endive,
Ambaleia, Heliotro'pion, Catanan'ce, Cichoreum,
(F.) Chicore'e sauvage.
It is bitter, and was
once used as a tonic. The root, roasted and
ground, is often used instead of, or mixed with,
coffee

C1CHORY, WILD,

Cichorium intybus.
CICl, Ricinis communis.

CICINDE'LA, Lam'pyris, JVoctil'uca, Nited'The Glow-worm, (F.) Ver luisunt. Thi3

ula.

Lientery.

CHYMOSIS, Chymification.
CH YTLEN, RADIX. A cylindrical root, bitand inodorous, brought from China. It is
held by the Chinese to be stomachic. Murray.
CHYT'LON, yvrXoy, from /ei», I pour out.'
liquid formerly used for rubbing the body
after bathing.
ter

countries.

CICERBITA, Sonchus oleraceus.
CICEROLE, Cicer arietinum.
CICHO'RIUM ENDIV'IA. The

sults.

CHYMOCHEZIA, Cceliac flux.
CHYMORRHCEA, Cceliac flux,

some

CI'CERA TAR'TARI.

pentine and cream of tartar
vetch or cicaVt

—

insect

was once thought anodyne and lithon-

triptic.

CICIS.

See Quercus infectoria.
an ancient measure, contain-

CICON'GIUS

;

ing Vi pints.

CICUTA, Conium

maculaturn.
Cicu'ta Aquat'ica, Cicu'ta viro'sa, Cicuta'ria, aquatlicn,
Water Hemlock, Cowbane, (F.)
CIBAR1UM, Aliment.
Cigue aquatique ou vireuse. Family, UmbelliCIBA'RIUS PAN1S. Coarse bread.' Bread, ferce. Sex. Syst. Pentandria Digynia. A viomade of second flour. Celsus.
lent poison, often eaten by mistake for the
CIBATIO. Trophe, TQo<f^. The taking of Wild Smallage, Apium Graveolens. It produces
food.
In Pharmacy, it is the same as Incorpo- tremors, vertigo, burning at the stomach, and
ration.
all the symptoms occasioned by the jYarcoticoCI BUS, Aliment c. Albus, Blanc manger.
Acrid class of poisons.
CICATRICE, Cicatrix.
Cicuta Major, Conium maculaturn c. MaCICATRIC'ULA. Diminutive of Cica'trix. jor fcetida, Conium maculaturn c. Terrestris,
A small cicatrix. The term is, also, applied to Conium maculaturn c. Virosa, Cicuta aquatica
a small white spot, called the tread, observable
c. Vulgaris. Conium maculaturn.
at the surface of a fecundated egg.
See MoleCICUTARIA, Chcerophyllum sylvestre c.
cule.
Aquatica, Cicuta aquatica, Phellandrium aqua'

A

'

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

CICATRISAN'TIA,

Epulot'ica, Synulol'ica, ticum.
Apulot'ica, Ulot'ica.
Remedies formerly consiCIDER, Poma'ceum, (F.) Cidrc. This word
dered to be capable of producing cicatrization. is said to have been, formerly, written sidre,
CICA'TRIX, Caca'trix, UlS, Oule, from crncare, and to have come from Sicera, awiQu, which
* to conceal,' because it conceals the wound
(F.) signifies any kind of fermented liquor other
The union of parts, which have been than wine. It i3 made from the juice of apples,
Cicatrice.
divided.
scar or formation, of a reddish co- and, when good, is a wholesome drink.
lour, afterwards whitish, and more or less thick,
CIDRE, Cider.
which takes place at the surface of wounds or
CIGNUS; an ancient measure, which conulcers after their cure.
cicatrix may vary tained about two drachms.
much in shape, consistence, and thickness.
AQUATIQUE, Cicuta aquatica— c.
The cicatrix of a bone is called Callus.
vic"- d'Eau, Phellandrium aquaticum
c.
Grande
ious cica'trix (F.) Cicatrice vicieuse, is one Conium maculaturn c. Ordinaire, Conium mawhich interferes with the action of the parts on culaturn c. Vireuse, Cicuta aquatica.
which it occurs. The scars, after small-pox,
CILIA, Blephar'ides. The eyelashes. The
are called Pits or Pockmarks, (F.) Coutwes par hairs on each eyelid, (F.) Cils. Their use seems
la petite vfrole.
to be, to prevent the entrance into the eye of
CICATRIZATION, Cicatrisa'lio, Epulo'sis. light bodies flying in the atmosphere; and to
The process by which a cicatrix is formed. diminish, in certain cases, the intensity of lio-ht.
Every tissue, except the nails, epidermis, hair, Also, the tarsi. Also, a peculiar sort of moving
and enamel, is probably, capable of cicatriza- organs, resembling small hairs, Cil'ia vibrato'ria
,

A

A

CIGUE

A

tion.

CICELY, SWEET,

Chserophyllum odora-

tum, Scandix odorata.

C1CER

ARIETI'JNUM.

The

Clctr plant.

—

which are visible with the microscope in many
animals. These organs are found on parts of
the body, which are habitually in contact with
water, or other more or less fluid matters, and

CILIAIRE
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produce motion in these fluids, impelling them
Cil'iary Proc"esses, Processus cilia'res,
along the surface of the parts. Cilia have been liad'ii cilia'res, Ra.ijnns
sous iriens (Ch.,) (F.)
found to exist in all vertebrated animals except Proces ciliaires. Triangular folds, sixty or eighty
fishes, having been discovered on the respira- in number,
placed at the side of each other, and
tory and uterine mucous membranes of mam- radiating, so as
to resemble the disk of a radiated
malia, birds, and reptiles.
flower. They are lodged in depressions at the
The terms "vibratory motion" and "ciliary anterior part of the vitreous humour. The uses
motion" have been used to express the appear- of these processes are not known.
ance produced by the moving cilia; and it is
Ciliary Stria; are numerous, pale, radiated
probable, that this motion is concerned in the striae, in the posterior portion of the Corpus
progression of fluids along the mucous mem- ciliare,but so covered by the Pigmentum nigrum,
branes.
As yet, the motion has been observed as not to be distinctly seen till the paint is reonly in the direction of the outlets of canals.
moved. The ciliary processes are formed by

—

CILIAIRE,
CIL'IARY,

Ciliary.
Cilia'ris.

these

Relating to the eye-

lashes, or to cilia, (F.) Ciliaire.
This epithet
has, also, been applied to different parts, which

enter into the structure of the eye; from the
resemblance between some of them (the ciliary
processes) and the eyelashes.
Ciliary Aii'teries, Arte'rice cilia'res, (F.)
Arteres ciliaires. These are furnished by the
ophthalmic artery. They are distinguished into
1. Short or posterior (Art. uvea/es,
Chauss.)
30 or 40 in number, which are distributed to the
ciliary processes.
2 Long, (Art. Iriennts of
Chauss.,) two in number, which, by the anas-

—

tomoses of their branches, form two arterial circles at the anterior surface of the iris: and, 3.
The anterior, Arte'ria cilia'res nnterio'res of
Haller, the number of which is variable. These
pierce the sclerotic a few lines from its union
with the cornea; and are principally distributed
to the iris.

Cil'iary Body, Corpus Cilia' rS, (F.) Corps
A ring, of the choroid surrounding the
crystalline in the manner of a crown; placed
behind the iris and the ciliary circle. It resembles the disk of a radiated flower, and is formed
by the union of the ciliary processes.
Ciliary Ligament, or C. Circle, Ligamen'tum cilia're, An'nulus cilia'ris, A. celtulo'sus,
Com'missure of the Uvea, Commissure cle la
Clioreide,
(Ch.,) (F.) Ligament ou Cercle
ciliaire.

—

Cercle de la Clint aide, Ccinture blanche
species of grayish ring, of a
pulpy consistence, situate between the choroid,
It seems to be nothing
iris, and sclerotica.
more than cellular tissue. The internal surface
of the choroid is uniform, until it approaches
within ten lines and a-half of the edge of the
cornea; here a dentated line is observed, termed
ora serrata. The outer surface presents the
an'nulus al'bidus seu gangliform'is, the anterior
edge of which unites to the inner surface of the
sclerotica and constitutes the ciliary ligament.
Cil'iary or Tarsal Margin of the eyelids;
(F.) Bard ciliare, the edge in which the cilia or
eyelashes are situate.
See Cil'ia.
Cil'iaiiy Motion.
ciliaire,

de

la

Chot aide. A

The
Cil'iary Muscle, Mus'culus cilia'ris.
part of the orbicularis palpebrarum in the vicinity of the ciliary margin.
Ciliary Nerves (J\'erfs Mens, Chauss.)

—

These are 12 to 1 in num(F.) JS'erfs ciliaires.
ber.
They arise from the nasal nerve, and particularly from the anterior part of the ophthalmic ganglion. They unite in two fasciculi,
which pass around the optic nerve, and pierce
the sclerotica near ihe entrance of that nerve
into the eye. They are lost in the ciliary ligament.

stria}.

Ciliary Veins, (F.) Veines ciliaires, follow
nearly the same course as the arteries. In the
choroid they are so tortuous, that they have received the name Vasa vortico'sa. They open
into the ophthalmic vein.
Ciliary Zonk, Zo'ncla Cilia'ris vel Membran'ula Coro'n;e Cilia'ris. Under the corpus
ciliare, the capsule of the vitreous humour sends
off an external lamina, which accompanies the
retina, and is inserted, with it, into the forepart
of the capsule of the lens, a little before its anterior edge.
This is the Zonula ciliaris or
Zonula Zinnii. It is of a striated appearance
and circular form, and assists in fixing the lens
to the vitreous humour.

CILLEME.XT, Nictation.
C1LLO. A name given by some

authors to
those whose upper eyelid is perpetually tremuatremblincr, which in some cases is called
lous;
Life's blood. " To have life's blood in the eye,"
Vogel
in other words, is to have this affection.

—

calls

it

Cillo'sis.

CILLOSIS,
CILS,

Cillo.

Cilia.

CI MEX, Koris, iconic, Cimex lectula'rius. The
Wall or House or Bed Bug or Chinche. (F.)
Punaise. Six or seven of these, given interThere
nally, are said to have prevented asjne!
is scarcely any thing which is sufficiently disthis
exhibited
for
purgusting, that has not been
pose, and with more or less success. The bug
lias also been esteemed emmenajrogue.
CIMICIFUGA, Actsea Racemosa.

CIMO'LIA PUHPURES'CENS, Terra Sapima'ria, Terra Eul/on'ica, Fuller's Earth.
compact, bolar earth, employed in the arts.
Used at times as a cooling application to inflamed nipples, &c.
Cimo'lia Terra, Cimo'lia alba, Smectis,
Stnectris, Cimo'lus; from Kijuco^oc, an island in
the Cretan Sea, where it is procured. It was
formerly used as an astringent, &c. Scribonius Largus, Pliny. Probably, the same as the

A

—

last.

CINACIN A,

Cinchona.

CINABAR1S, Hydrargyri sulphuretum

ru-

brum.

CINABARIUM,

Hydrargyri

sulphuretum

rubrum.

CINARA HORTENSIS. Cynara
ClNCHO'iMA.

So

scolymus.

called from the Spanish

Viceroy's Lady, the Countess de Cinchon, who
was cured of fever by it at Lima, about 1638.
Called also Cortex or Pulvis Jesuit'icus, Jesuit's
Bark or Powder, Cortex Patrum, because it was
introduced into Europe by the Jesuits; and also
Pulvis Comitissa or the Countess's Powder, and
Cardinal del Lugo's Powder, Cortex Cardina'Us

CINCHONA

dc Lugo, because he introduced it at Rome. It
the pharmacopoeial name of several kinds of
barks from various species of the Cinchona,
from the western coast of South America. JVof,
Order, Cinchonaceae.
Sex. Syst.
Pentandria
Monogynia. Called, also, Cortex, Bark, Peru! vian Bark, English Remedy, Cortex Chinee, Cortex Chime Regius, China, Chinchi'na, Polos de
Culentura, Kina Kina, (Bark of Barks,) Kinki'nu, Cina Cina, Quina Quina, Quinqui'na, Magis

num

Dei donum. (F.) Quinquina.

Cincho'n;e Cauibje'je Cortex, from Exoste'7na Cariba'um, Caribaan Bark; the Saint Lucia
Bark, (F.) Ecorce de Saint Lucie, Quinquina
Piton, from Ezostoma floribuudum, and the
Pitaya Bark, Qtmiquina bicolor, from an exostema (?) or from the Strychnos pseudoquina (?),
are useful substitutes for the cinchona of Peru.
These are the most important spurious barks.
They contain neither quinia nor cinchonia.
Cinchona Cordifo'lk« Cortex, Cortex flavus Cinchona ojficina'/is cortex Jiavus, YeLloio
Bark, Calisaya Bark. (F.) Quinquina jaune ou
jaune royal, Calasaya. Odour aromatic; taste
strong-,

bitter,

astringent.

Not

without the epidermis, which
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rolled

;

often

very thick and
inert: light, friable; fracture fibrous. Active
principle Quinia.
Cinchona: Lancifo'li.5: Cortex, Cortex
Peruviu'nus, Cortex pal'lidus, Cinchona qfficina'lis cortex cummu'nis, Cinchona pulllida.
Pale
Bark, Loxa Bark, Crown Bark. (F.) Quinquina gris de Loxa, Quinquina Orange. Its odour
is aromatic; taste pleasant, bitter, and astringent. The pieces are rolled in double or single
quills.
Epidermis brown, cracked; fracture
resinous.
Internally of a cinnamon colour. Its
active principle is Cinchonia.
Cinchon.se Oblongifo'lia: Cortex, Cortex
is

—

every disease in which there is deficient
but in cases where the stomach is much
debilitated, the powder had better be avoided,
in consequence of the woody fibre, which might
Externally, it is used in enemata,
disagree.
in

tone

:

&c, and

in gangrenous ulcerations.
excites nausea, an aromatic may be
added to it: if purging, opium, if costiveness,
rhubarb, &c. Dose, ^ss to £j or more.
Esskntial Salt of Bark, as it is called, is
an extract, prepared by macerating the bruised
substance of bark in cold water, and submitting
the infusion to a very slow evaporation.

garbles,

When

it

CINCHONIA,

Cinchonine.

CINCH'ONINE,

Cinchoni'na, Cinchonin,

Cincho'nia. The active principle of the Cincho'na lancifo'liu. An organic, crystalline alkali
of a white colour, and bitter, slightly astringent taste; very soluble in alcohol and
ether, but almost insoluble in water.
;

Sulphate of Cinchonia, which

is

formed

di-

rectly from cinchonia, is soluble in water and
alcohol. . The action of the sulphate of cinchonia is similar to that of the sulphate of quinia; but it is less energetic, and consequently
requires to be given in a stronger dose.
Cinchonine, Tartrate of. See Quinine,
tartrate of.

CINC'LISIS,

Cinclis'mus, xtyx.liarapid and frequent motion.'
Hipthe thorax in dyspnoea.
pocr.
It has been used, also, synonymously
with Nictation, (q. v )
CINE'MA, Cine'sis, from kivko, '1 move.'

uog,

xiy/.li<ru,

'agitation;

—

The movement of

Motion.

CINERARIA

MAR1T1MA,

Achaovan,

Abiat.

C1NERES CLAVELLATI,
Gravellati, see

Potash

—

c.

see Potash— c.
Russici, Potash of

ruber, Cinchona officinalis cortex ruber.
Red commerce.
Bark, (F.) Quinquina rouge. Odour and taste
CINEREUS. Cineritious.
the same as the pale, but more intense in large
CIN ER
I O U S, Cinercus, from cineres,
flat pieces, solid, heavy, dry:
fracture short 'ashes;' (F.) Cendri. Of the colour of ashes.
and smooth of a deep brownish-red colour. The cortical substance of the brain has, by some,
Although this variety of bark is assigned to the been so called. See Cortex Cerebri,
Cinchona oblongifolia by some, it would seem,
CINESIS, Cinema, Motion.
that nothing is certainly known as to its source.
CINETH'MICS, from *tr«D, I move.' The
Active principles, Cinchonia and Quinia.
science of movements in general.
The last three are the only officinal varieties
CINET'ICA. Same etymon. Diseases afin the Pharmacopoeia of the United States. fecting the muscles, and characterized by irreThere are many other varieties, however, which gular action of the muscles or muscular fibres,
are genuine cinchona barks, and yet have not commonly denominated Spasm.
The 3d order
been considered worthy of an officinal position. in the class Neurotica of Good.
The Edinburgh Pharmacopoeia admits, indeed,
CINETUS, Diaphragm.
Cinchona cincrea, Gray bark, Silver bark, or
C1NGULARIA, Lycopodium.
Huanuco bark, which is obtained around HuaCIN'GULUM, Zone, from cingo, 'I bind:
nuco in Peru, and belongs to the class of pale (F.) Ceinture. The part of the body, situate
barks. Amongst the genuine but inferior barks below the ribs, to which the girdle is applied.
are the Carthagena barks, which are exported The waist.
from the northern Atlantic parts of South
Cin'gulum Hilda'ni, Zo'nula Hilda' ni. (F.)
America.
Ceinture de Hildane. A leathern girdle formerCinchona Officinalis, (Cortex Flavus,) ly used for the reduction of luxations and fracCinchonas cordifolioe cortex c. Pallida, Cin- tures of the extremities.
chona; lancifolise cortex c. of Virginia, MagCin'oulum Merccria'le, C. Sapien'tia, C.
nolia glauca.
A woollen girdle, containing merStulti"tia.
All these barks are bitter, astringent, tonic, curial ointment.
It was used as an antisyphiand eminently febrifuge. The yellow bark, is, litic, and in diseases of the skin. (F.) Ceinture
at least, equal to any of the others, although the de vif argent.
red contains more active principle. The disCingijlum SanctiJoannis, Artemisia vulgaris.
covery of their active principles is one of the
CINIS F^3CUM,see Potash— c. lnfectorius,
most important gifts of modern chymistry. see Potash.
Still, in pernicious intermittents, the bark, in
Hydrargyri sulphuretum
substance, is often demanded. It is employed rubrum c. Grascorum, see Calamus rotan"'.

FT
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;

'

—

—
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CINNAMOMUM,

Laurus cinnamomum-c. or svsTE5i'ic,is that through the rest of the sysAlbum, Canella alba— c. Aromaticum, see Lautem.
rus cinnamomum— c.
Indicum, Laurus cassia
CIRCULATOR, Charlatan.
c. Malabaricum, Laurus cassia— c. Sinense,
CIR'CULUS. A circle or ring Cyclus, CiTaurus cassia— c. Zeylanicum, Laurus cinna- rios, (F.) Cercle. Any
part of the body which
momum.
is round or annular, as Cir'cnlus Oc'uli
the
CINNAMON, see Laurus cinnamomum— c. globe, bulb, or orb of the eye. Hippocr., Galen.
Malabar, Laurus cassia— c. Wild, Laurus cassia. It is, also, applied to objects, which by no
CINON'OSI.fronmutoj, 1 move,' and vooog means form a circle, as to the Circle of Willis,
' a disease.'
Diseases of motion.
which is an anastomotic circle at the base of the
CINOPLANE'SIS, from mr«a>, I move,' and brain, formed by the carotid and basilary arteries.
7rlavi;ois, 'a wandering about.'
Irregularity of
Ciuculus Arteriosus i'ridis. The artery
motion.
which runs round the iris, and forms a circle.
CINQUEFOIL, Potentilla reptans.
Circulus Membranosus, Hymen.
CINZILLA, Herpes zoster.
Circulus Quat'ruplex a kind of bandage
CION, Uvula.
used bv the ancients.
CI'ONIS. The Uvula (q. v.) Also, tumeCIRCUM AGENTES, Oblique muscles of the

—

;

—

—

—

'

<

;

faction, or elongation of the

uvula; Staphylo-

eye.

CIRCUMCAULALIS MEMBRANA,

dial'ysis.

CIONl'TIS, from
'inflammation.'

Kiovt?, the uvula,' and His,
Inflammation of the uvula,
•

uvuli'lis, (q. v.)

Con-

junctiva.

CIRCUMCIS'ION.

Circumcis'io,

Prcccis'io,

Mscis'io Prcepu'lii, Circumcisu'ra, Circumsec'-

CIPIPA. See Jatropha maniiiot.
tio. Pcrit'ome, from circum, around,' and cadere,
CIRCLE' A LUTETIA'NA, 'Parisian Circmu,' 'to cut.' (F.) Circoncision. An ancient operafrom Circe, the enchantress; Enchanters' Night- tion, performed by some nations as a religious
shade, (F.) Herbe de Saint Etienne, Herbe avx ceremony. It consists in removing, circularly,
'

borders. This plant, common in the vicinity
of Paris, was formerly considered to be resolvent and vulnerary. It was also supposed
to possess wonderful magical and enchanting
properties.

CIRCLE, CILIARY, Ciliary ligament.
CIRCOCELE. Cirsocele.
C1RCONCISION, Circumcision.
CIRCOKFLEXE, Circumflexus.
CIRCOJYSCRIT,

Circumscribed.
Convolution.

CIRCONVOLUTION,

CIRCUIT, Circuities; in pathological language, generally means ' period,' ' course.'
CJRCUITUS, Period, Circuit.
CIR'CULAR, Circula'ris, from cir''cuius, 'a

a portion of the

prepuce of infants:

— a custom,

which was probably suggested with

a

view to

In cases of extraordinary length
of prepuce, or when affected with disease, the
operation is, sometimes, undertaken by surgeons. A similar operation is performed on the
female, by removing a portion of the nymphse,
amongst the iEoyplians, Arabians, and Persians.
CIRCUMCISURA, Circumcision.
cleanliness.

CIR.CUMUUCTIO,

Perisphalsis.

CIRCUMDUCTIONS OPIFEX,

Obliquus

superior oculi.

CIRCUMFLEX,

Circumflex' us, from circum,
' around,'
and flexus, 'bent.' CF.) Circonflexe.
Curved circularly.
name given to several
Having the form or organs.
circle.' (F.) Circulairc.
Circumflex or Articu'lar Ar'teries of
figure of a circle; as Circular Amputation, &c.
The French use the expression " Une circu- the arin are distinguished into; anterior and
late," for a turn of a bandage around any posterior. They arise from the axillary, aad
are distributed around the shoulder.
part.
Circumflex Arteries of the Thigh are
CIRCULATION, Circula'tio, Cyclophor'ia,
from cir'cuius, ' a circle :' or rather, from circurn, distinguished into external and internal {A.
(F.)
Sous-trochanteriennes Ch.)
They are given
'around,' and ferre, latum, 'to cany.'
Physiologists give this name to off from the Profunda, and surround the head
Circulation.
the motion of the blood through the different of the thigh bone.
Circumflex Muscle, Circumflexus Mils' cuto that function, by
vessels of the body
which the blood, setting out from the left ven- ius, Tensor Pala'li, Peristaphyli'nus cxter'nus
tricle of the heart, is distributed to every part vel infe'rior, Circumflex'us Pala'ti Mollis, Spheproceeds into the no-salpin' go staphyli'nus seu Staphyli'nus cxter'of the body by the arteries;
veins, returns to the heart, enters the right nus, Mus'culus tuba, nova, Paid'to-salpingeus,
ven- Ptcr'yrro-staphyli'nus, Petro-salpin go-slaphyli''corresponding
into
the
auricle, and passes
tricle, which sends it into the pulmonary artery nus, Spheno-pter'ygo-palati'nus, (F.) Palato-salmuscle, which arises from the
to be distributed to the lungs, whence it issues pingien.
by the pulmonary veins, and passes into the spinous process of the sphenoid bone, and is
From this it is sent into the left inserted into the velum pendulum palati. Its
left auricle.
ventricle, and is again distributed by means of use is to stretch the velum.
Circumflex Veins follow the arteries.
the arteries.
Charlatan.
Cap'illary Circulation, C. des ParenCIRCUMFU'SA. Halle, has thus desigchymes, is that which takes place in the capil-

A

—

:

—

—

1

A

CIRCUMFORANEUS,

lary vessels; and which is, in some measure, nated the first class of subjects that belong to
independent of the action of the heart. It is Hygiene as atmosphere, climate, residence,
in this capillary circulation, that the various &c; in short, every thing which acts constantly
secretions are effected
and that animal heat is on man externally and generally.
CIRCUMLIT"10, from circundino, 'I anoint
evolved. It is the seat of nutrition.
Pulmon'ic or lesser Circulation, is the all over,' Peri'chrisis, Perichris'ton. A term
circle from the right to the leftside of the heart formerly used for liniments, but especially for
by the lungs. The greater or systematic those applied to the eyelids.

—

;

—

—

—
CIRC J MOSS ALE

CIRCUMOSSALE,

Periosteum.

des Oreilles,

Cerumen.

CIRON, Acarus, Psora.
CIRIOS, Circulus.

hemorChardon hemorrhoida'lis, Ccano'thos, (F.)
rhoidal.
A common plant used in France in
the form of cataplasm in hemorrhoids
and
worn as an amulet.
CIRSOCE'LE, Cir'coce'le, from mnocg, vaCar'duus

;

'

and jcj;*)/, hernia.' Va'ricose Hernia. The
greater part of authors have employed the term
synonymously with Varicocele, (q. v.) Pott
Varicocele,
gives it a different signification.
he calls the tumour formed by the veins of the
scrotum; Circocele, Funiculus vurico'sus, the
varicose dilatation of the spermatic veins. The
scrotum feels as if it contained earthworms. It
is commonly an affection of no consequence,
demanding merely the use of a suspensory
'

bandage.

;

internally as a stomachic.

C IT ERNE LOMBAIRE,

CITHARUS, Thorax.
CITRAGO, Melissa.
CLTRARIA,

from h.oooc, 'varix,' and
Varicose dilatation of the

veins surrounding the navel. The term, has,
likewise, been applied to the aneurismal dilatation of the arteries of that region ; called, also,
Varicomphalus, (F.) Hargne untvrysmale, Aneurismal Hernia.

CIRSOPHTHAL'MIA, from y.ioroc, varix,'
and o<p6alu»St ' the eye; Varicose ophthal'mia,
Ophthalmia varico'sa, Varicos' itas conjuncti'va.
A high degree of ophthalmia, in which the
<

vessels of the conjunctiva are considerably injected.
Cirsotom'ia, from rtigcros, « a
Any operation
varix,' and roiiy, ' an incision.'

Melissa.

CITREA MALUS. See Citrus medica.
C1TREOLUS, Cucumis sativus.
CIT'RIC ACID, Acidum cit'ricum, Acid of
Lemons, Ad'idum Li-mo' num, (F.) Acide Citrique. This acid is found in the lemon, orange,
&c. It is in rhomboidal prisms, which slightly
effloresce on exposure to the air.
It dissolves
in a twelfth part of its weight of boiling water,
and has an extremely acid but agreeable taste.
It is employed in medicine as antiseptic, refrigerant, and diuretic.
Rubbed up with sugar
and with a little of the essence of lemon, it
forms the dry Lemonade, (F.) Limonade seche.

CITRON, see Citrus
Citrus medica.
CITROJVELLE,

'

CIRSOM'PHALUS,

Receptaculum

chyli.

xtorog, varix, nnc\ tiSog,

resemblance.' Varicose, or resembling a varix.
Rufus of Ephesus, according to James,
applies this term to the upper part of the brain,
as well as to the spermatic vessels. (?)
'navel.'

Cistus Creticus, Cistus Ladanifera, Cis'thorus, Cissarus, Dorycin'ium, Gum Cistus.
Sex. Sijst. Polyandria Monogynia.
The systematic name of the plant whence the Lad'anum
Gum' mi Lad'anum. Lad'anum is
is obtained
a gum-resinous substance, of a very agreeable
smell, found in the shops in great masses. Its
colour is blackish-green taste, warm and bitter.
It is but little used now.
Formerly, it was a
component of warm plasters, and was prescribed

l

4

oiiyuloc,

Cistus creticus.
Cistus creticus.

CISTUS, GUM,

A

CIRSOl'DES, from

—

CISTHORUS,

Cirronosis.
CIRRHO'SIS, Cirrono'sis, Kirrhono' sis, from
xijjoos, 'yellow.'
yellow colouring matter,
sometimes secreted in the tissues, owing to a
morbid process. Also called Cirrho'sis or Kirrko'sis. It is not uncommon in the liver, when
it is called, also, granula'ted, gran'ular, mammilla' ted, tubercula'ted, nutmeg, and hub-nailed
liver, (F.) Cirrhose du Foie.
Under the name Cirrhosis of the lung, Dr.
Corrigan lias described a condition of the lung,
the general characters of which are a tendency
to consolidation or contraction of the pulmonary
tissue, with dilatation of the bronchial tubes.

rix,'

,

See Receptaculum Chyli.

C1RRAGRA, Plica.
CIRHOSE DU FOIE,

CIR'SIUM ARVEN'SE,

CISTER'NA,from K IQ rr (L.) Ciata, 'icheit/
(F.) Citcme. This term has been applied to various parts of the body, which serve as reservoirs
The fourth ventricle of the
for different fluids.
Aranlius.
brain has, also, been so called.
Lumbar Cistern, Cister'na lumba'ris or Reservoir of Pecquet, consists of a dilatation, which
the thoracic duct presents in the lumbar region.
t

tumours, which are distinct at their base from
the surrounding parts.
CIRCUMSECTIO, Circumcision.
CIREJAUJYE ET BLANCHE, Cera flava
c.

CITRUS

1G4

CIR'CUMSCRIBED, Circumscrip'tus, (F.)
A term applied, in Pathology, to
Circonscrit.

et alba

—

medica— c. Tree,

Artemisia abrotanum,

see

Me-

lissa.

CITRUL, SICILIAN, Cucurbita citrullus.
CITRULLUS, Cucurbita citrullus.
CITRUS.

See Citrus medica.

Citrus Auran'tium. The systematic name
of the Orange Tree, Auran'tium, A. Hispalcn'se,
Malus Auran'tia Major, Malus Auran'tia, Auran'tium vulga're, Malus Auran'tia vulga'ris.
Ci'lrus vulga'ris.

Nat. Ord. Aurantiaceae. Sex.
Polydelphia Icosandria. The fruit are
called Mala Aurea, Chrysome'lia, JVernn'tia,
Marlia'na Poma, Poma Auran'tia, Auran'tia
Curassavica, Oranges, Poma Chincn'sia. The
Flowers of the Orange, Florcs Kapha, are highly odoriferous, and used as a perfume.
On distillation, they yield a small quantity of essential
Syst.

Oleum vel Essen'tia Nero'li. They were
once used in convulsive and epileptic cases.
The leaves, Fo'lia Auran'tii, have a bitterish
for the removal of varices by incision.
taste, and furnish an essential oil.
They have
CIRSUS, Varix.
been used for the same purposes as the flowers.
CISEAUX, Scissors.
The yellow rind of the fruit, Cortex Auran'tii,
OISSA. Malacia.
Orange Peel, is an aromatic bitter, and is used
CISSAMPELOS, Pareira brava.
in dyspepsia, and where that class of remedies
The Juice, Succus Aurantii, Orange
CISSARUS, Cistus creticus.
is required.
CISSl'NUM, klOb-ivov, from xio<roc, 'ivy.' juice, is a gratei'ul acid, and used as a beverage
Name of a plaster of ivy, used in wounds of the in febrile and scorbutic affections.
Citrus Meu'ica, C. Lim'onum. The systenerves or tendons. Paulus of iEgina.
oil

C1RSOTOMY,

—

CISSOIDES, Capreolaris.
C1SSOS, Hedera helix.

matic name of the

Lemon

Tree.

The Lemon

Limo'num nudum, Limonum Dacca, Malus Med'-

—

;

C1TTA
tea,

Mains

Limo'nia

CLAVICLE

1G5

Limon,

from clarus, 'clear,' and facio. 'I make.'
Malus, Citrus, (F.) Citron, has a fragrant odour, A pharmaceutical operation,
which consists in
depending upon the essential oil, O'leum Lima) separating from a liquid every insoluble
subJ3c"ida,

Cit'rea tion,

nis, of the rind.
The juice, Succus Limo'nis, is stance held in suspension by it, and which
sharp but gratefully acid, the acidity depending affects its transparency. Decanting
and filtering
°
u pon the citric acid it contains. The outer rind are the operations necessary
for this purpose.
Cortex Limo'num, Lemon Peel, Zest, Have' do
CLARY, COMMONS. Salvia sclarea.
Cor'ticum Citri, is used in the same cases as the
CLASIS, Fracture.
Cortex Jluran'tii. The juice is given as a refriCLASMA, Fracture.
gerant beverage in febrile affections.
Alone
CLASS, Clas'sis, (F.) Classe. An assemor combined with wine, it is prescribed in scurvy, blage of a certain number of objects. In
Natural
putrid sore throat, &c. Its general properties History and in Medicine, a class is a group
of
are refrigerant and antiseptic. Sweetened and objects or individuals having one
or more
diluted, it forms a Lemonade.
common characters. The classes are divide'd
Cithon Tree is likewise considered to belong into orders, the orders into genera, the genera
to the same species
Citrus Med'ica. Its fruit into species, and these last into varieties.
is called cedrome'la.
It is larger and less sucCLASSIFICATION, Classified tio, from
culent than the lemon. Citron juice, when clas'sis,
a class,' and facio,
I make.'
The
sweetened with sugar, is called by the Italians formation of classes. A methodical distribution
Agro di Cedro.
of beings, or any objects whatever into classes,
Citrus Mella Rosa of De Lamarck, another orders, genera, species, and varieties. See Novariety of the Citrus Medica, affords the Berga- sography and Nosology.
mote, (which see.)
CLASSY, MINERAL WATERS OF.
Citrus Vulgaris, Citrus Aurantium.
Classy is near Laon in Picardy, France. The
waters are chalybeate.
C1TTA, Malacia.
'

CITTARA, MINERAL WATERS OF.

These springs

CLAUDICATION,

are in the Isle of Ischia, near the
contain carbonate and sulphate of
lime, and chloride of sodium. Their temperature is 100° Fahrenheit.
sea.

They

CITTOS, Hedera helix.
CITTOSIS, Chlorosis, Malacia.
CIVET'TA, Zib'ethum, Civ'et. (F.)

'

from clau-

Claudica'tio,

to be lame.'
The act. of halting or
limping. Lameness, Clau'ditas, Cholo'sis (q°v.)
Choki'a, Cholo'ma. (F.) Claudication, Bottement.
This condition is not any particular disease,
dica're,

but

is

tions.

'

produced by different causes or
It

may

Civette. elongation of

affec-

be the effect of the shortening or

one of the lower limbs, of anchy-

An

unctuous perfume, of a very penetrating losis of the joints, palsy of the muscles, pain, &c
odour, obtained from different mammalia of the
CLAUD1TAS, Claudication.
Vivcr'ra kind, particularly from the Vivcr'ra
GUTTURIS, Isthmus of the
fauces—
civet' ta.
It is contained in a fold of the skin,
c. Palati, Velum pendulum palati— c.
situate between the anus and the organs of ge- Virginitatis, Hymen.

CLAUSTRUM
CLAUSU'RA,

neration.

from

clau'dere, 'to shut.'

CLA DISCOS, Ramusculus.
CLADONIA ISLANDICA, Lichen Islandicus.

An

imperforation of any canal or cavity.
Clausu'ra Uteri. Preternatural imperforaClado'nia Rangiferri'na. The ancients tion of the uterus.
MYOSA, Acorus calamus.
regarded this European plant as pectoral and
CLAVJ1HER A FEUILLES
stomachic. It enters into the composition of
FRENE,
Xanthoxylum clava Herculis.
the Poudre de Chypre.

CLAVA

DE

CLADOS,

Ramus.

CLA1RET,

Claret.

CLAVA'RIA CORALLOI'DES,

CLAIRVOYANCE, (F.) 'Clear-seeing.' A
clearness of sight, said to be communicated by
animal magnetism, which not only enables the
magnetized person to see in the dark, through
stone walls, &c, but even to observe prospects,
whilst he fancies he is flying in the air, which
he has never seen previously. It need hardly
be said, that the possession of such powers is
fabulous.
Paraphonia.

CLANGOR,

CLAP, Gonorrhoea
CLAPIER, (F.) A

A

A

CLARF-TA, Albumen
15

ovi.

Claret.

CLARIFICATION,

Clarifica'tio,

Said to be corroborant and
kind of clavaria, called Digital,

astringent. A
blanc, Digital humain, Champignon de 1'appa.rtil
des fractures, formed of digitations, grouped together, and two or three inches iiT length, is
said to have been often found, formerly at the
Hotel Dieu of Paris, on the splints of white
wood used in the treatment of fractures, in au-

tumn.

— H.

Cloquet.

CLAVATIO,

Gomphosis.

CLAVES CALVARl^, Wormiana ossa.

CLAVICLE,

impura.

clapper, Latib'ulum, from
purulent focus of
altuxtiv, 'to conceal.'
disease; concealed in the flesh or under the
skin.
See Sinus.
CLAR'ET, (Fin clair[?]) Clare' turn, Vin de
pleasant French
Bordeaux. (F.) Clairet.
wine, which may be used, whenever wine is
required. Also,a"wine impregnated with spices
and sugar, called likewise Vinum Hippocrat'icum, or Potus Hippocrat'icvs, Hip'pocras, Hyp'pocras. Schroder speaks of a Clare' turn ai'terans, and a C. purgans.

CLARETUM,

Corallold.s

Fungus, Coralwort.

Depura'-

Clavic'ula, Clavis, Clavidulus,
Lig'ula, Fur'cula, Os Jug'uli, Cleis, Clei'dion,
from clavis, 'a key,' (F.) Clavicule. The collarbone.
The clavicle is shaped like the letter 5,

and

is placed transversely at the upper
part of
the thorax.
It is articulated, at one extremity
with the sternum; at the other with the acro-

mion process of the scapula.

It gives attachthe Stcrno-cleido-mastoideus
below, to the Subclavius; before, to the Pectoralis Major and Deltoides; and behind, to the Trapezius.
It serves as a point of support for the
muscles of the arm, and protects the vessels and
nerves passing to that extremity.
The fibres, connecting the lamella? or plates
ofbones,have, also been called Clavic'uliorJVaik.

ment, above,

to

—

-

CLAV1CULE

CLAVWULE,
CLAV1S,

Clavicle.
Clavicle,

Key—c.

c. Secalinus, Ergot.
nail,

CLAVUS. A

Helos,

CLIMATE
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Anglica,

Key—

Gomphos,
employed in

'ijJUj,

This word is
y«,u9o?, (F.) Clou.
Medicine in various senses. It

CLEPSYDRA, from xXtnxw, 'I conceal,'
and uSwq, water.' An instrument contrived by
Paracelsus to convey fumigations to the uterus.
CLEVES, MINERAL WATERS OF. This
spring is a quarter of a league from Cleves in
Westphalia. It contains carbonate and sulphate
'

means, 1. A
resemblance to the head of iron.
CLIFTON, CLIMATE OF. The vicinity of
of a nail. 2. Certain condylomatous excrescences of the uterus. 3. A callous tumour, which Clifton and of Bristol, England, appears to be
forms on the white of the eye, and resembles the mildest and driest climate in the west of
Clavus Oc'uli, (F.) Clou de Vail. England, and, consequently, the best winter
;t nail, the
This last, by some, is considered to be synony- residence, in that part of the country, for invamous with staphyloma; by others, with staphy- lids. It is, also, a favourable summer climate,
and is surrounded by numerous places of agreeloma of the cornea. Also, the Penis.
Clavus Hystericus, Monopa'gia, (F.) Clou able resort, suited for those who may pass the
Corn.,

(q. v.)

from

its

hysUrique. An acute pain, confined to a small
point of the head, described by the sick as resembling that which would be produced by a
It has been particunail driven into the head.
larly noticed in hysterical females, hence its
name. It is called Ovum hyste/icum, when the
pain occupies a greater extent.
Clavus Siliginis, Ergot.
CLEANSINGS, Lochia.
CLEAR-SEEING, Clairvoyance.
CLEAVAGE; from Anglo-Saxon, cleopan, < to
The natural line of separation exhibited
split.'
by certain substances, as minerals, when subjected to mechanical force. Recently, the term
has been applied to the separation of muscles into longitudinal and circular strite, when mechaBowman.
nical violence is used.
CLEAVERS, Galium aparine.
Cleavers' Bees, Galium aparine.
CRAKE, Wormianum, os— e. de
CLEF
Oarengeot, Key— c. a Koix, see Key c. a Pivot,
c. a Pompe, see Key.
see Key
CLEIDAGRA, Cleisagra.

—

DC

—

CLEIDION, Clavicle.
CLEIDO COSTAL, Costo-clavicular.
CLEl'DO MASTOIDEUS. Albinus

thus
designates the posterior portion of the sternocleido-mastoideus, (q. v.) which he considers
a separate muscle. It has been corrupted into
clino-mastoideus.
CLEIS, Clavicle, Key.
CLEIS'AGRA, Cleid'agra, from *Ui?, 'the
Gout in the
clavicle,' and uyg*, 'a seizure.'
A. Pare.
clavicle.

—

CLEMATIS DAPHNOIDES MAJOR,

Vin-

ca minor.

Clem'atis Recta, Flam'mula

Jovis, Upright

Family
Virgin's Bower, (F.) Clematite droite.
Sex. Syst. Polyandria Polyllanunculacese.
gynia. The leaves contain an acrid principle.

They have been esteemed

anti- venereal

;

and,

in the form of powder, have been used as escharotic.
Clematis Vital'ba, Vital'ba, Vior'na, AtrolTraveller's Joy, Common Virgins
arene", the
Bower, (F.) Clematite, Herbe aux gueux, AubeIt lias been used in the same cases as
vi<rne.
the former. In infusion it has been applied in
cases of itch. The leaves of the Clematis crispa
have similar properties.
CLEMATITE, Clematis vitalba— c. Droite,

season there.

CLIGKEMENT,

Nictation.
Nictation.

CLIGJYOTEMEjYT,
CLIMA, Climate.

CLIMACTERIC, Climactcr'icus or Climafrom xXiuant^q, ' a step,' (F.) Climadliriqut ou Climathique.
word, which properly signifies, by degrees. It has been applied
to certain periods of life, regarded to be critical.
At present, the word Climacteric is chiefly
applied to certain periods of life, at which great
ter'icus,

A

changes occur, independently of any numerical estimate of years.
Such are the period of
puberty, in both sexes, that of the cessation of
the menses in women, &c.

Climacteric Years, Anni
according to some,

all

Climacterici, are,

those in the

life

which are multiples of the number 7,
ads.
Others have applied the term

of man,
Septejini-

to years,
resulting from the multiplication of 7 by an odd
number. Some have admitted only three climacterics; others, again, have extended them to
multiples of 9.
Most, however, have considered the 63d year as the Grand Climacteric;
63 being the product of the multiplication of 7
by 9; and all have thought that the period of
three, seven, or nine, which they respectively
adopted was necessary to the entire renewal of
the body; so that there was, at these times, in the
economy, none of the parts of which it had previously consisted. The climacteric years, have

—

also been called, (Anni) hebdomad' ici, scala'res,
gradafrii, scan'siles, genethliaci, natali" tii, fata'
les, crit'ici, decreto'rii, htro'ici,

&c.

The whole

of the notions on the subject are essentially
allied to the doctrine of numbers of Pythagoras.
CLIMATE, Clima, (F.) Climat. In Geography, the word climate is applied to a space of
the terrestrial globe, comprised between two
parallel to the equator, and arbitrameasured according to the length of the
In a Hygienic point of view, we understand by climate, 6ince Hippocrates, a country
or region, which may differ from another in
respect to season, qualities of the soil, heat of
atmosphere, &c. Climate, indeed, embraces,
in a general manner, all the physical circumstances belonging to each district: circumstances which exert considerable influence on
living beings. The dark complexion, e. g. of
circles
rily

days.

the inhabitants of the torrid zone is easily distinguishable from the paleness of those of the
collyrium, frigid, so are the diseases. They are all moCLEO'NIS COLLY RTUM.
described by Celsus, composed of equal parts of dified, more or less, by climate or locality. Hot
Samian earth, myrrh, and thus, mixed with climates predispose to abdominal complications
in febrile affections, cold climates to thoracic, &c.
white of egg.
One of the most important considerations
Cleo'nis Gluten. An astringent formula
with regard to climates, is their comparative
of myrrh, frankincense, and white of egg.

Clematis recta.

A

—

..

.

CLIMATE

fitness for the residence of invalids, and especially of those who are liable to, or suffering
under catarrhal or consumptive affections. The
great object, in such cases, is to select a climate
which will admit of regular and daily exercise
in the open air, so that the invalid may derive
every advantage, which this form of revulsion
is capable of effecting.
To an inhabitant of the
northern and middle portions of the United
States and the same applies to Great Britain,
France, and the northern parts of the old world
a more southern climate alone affords these
advantages in an eminent degree. During the
summer months, there are few, if any, diseases,
which require a milder climate than that of the
United States, or of the milder districts of Europe. The temperature of the winter months
is, consequently, the most important object of
attention.
Equability of temperature is essential, inasmuch as all sudden changes interfere
with the great desideratum exercise in the
open air. In the whole continent of North
America the changes are very sudden and extensive.
It is not uncommon for the range to
be 40°, between two successive days. So far,
therefore, as this applies, the American climate
In the
is not well adapted to the invalid.

—

—

—

1.

Latitude.

temperature of
several

Monticello,

Washington, D. C.
Smithville, N. C
Charlestown, S.
Natchez, Miss

C

.

Pensacola, Flor

Augustine, do..
Tampa Bay, do
St.

Vera Cruz,
Havanna,.

19

.11

23 .10
20 .40

Bahamas,

to

27

of different

41 .74

14 .18
.44

37 .89
38 .04
38 .58

.82

41 .40

.76

43 .09
47 .66
46 .38
46 .87
51 .44

.98

.38
.82
.18

51 .26
54 .14

.84

ture of

warmest
Summer. Autumn. month,

48°.38
61 .83

68
GO
68
69
70
72
68
73
79
72
73
75
80
80
79
82
82
80

.00
.54

.70
.78
.70
.84

.70
.94

.16

.86

.90
.67

54

.80

53.83

.44

64 .76

.09
.13

66 .73
65 .48
69 .67

.29

71 .47

.24

72 .93

77 .72
78 .08

71 .96
71 .24

77 .90
78 .98

81 .50

78

71.

77.

.3

Mean tempera-

seasons.

.56

.67

.33
.90
.46

33°.44

43
46
45
45
46
49
48
53
56
54
54
56
56
68
67
6G
69
75
75

.18

510.80
62 .87
73 .40
63 .52
73 .67

.74

71 .34

.82
.60

72 .86
75 .92

.83

71 .46

.48

77
80
74
75
79
82
82
79
83
83
80

.94
.04

.43

.50
.86
.50

.59
.15
.55

coldest

mouth

11°20
Go

12
13

.81

20

.91

17 .95

.30
.00

20
29
27
32
32
25
30
36

.13

34 .66

.93

.00

.78

.14
.84

.19
.14

.72
.34

.20
.00

.72

50 .69
49 .43
46 .94
53 .80
56 .60
58 .70

81 .86

71 .06

83 .30

78 .62
78 .98

83 .84

69 .98

83.

80.

90.

64.

84 .38

79 .16

.89

.16
.57
.73
.14

.02

.05
.15
.28

.81

.70
.55
.94

.5

Barbadoes,

13 .10

Cumana,

10 .27

..

&c.

Mean temperature

23
20
23
33
27
51 .02 33
53 .42 32
53 .78 29
53 .73 32
55 .40 37
55 .56* 36
58 .88 53
60 .18 51
64 .76 48
68 .771 55
72 .23 59
72 .37 61

Va

—

—

23°.60

42 .44
44 .50
45 .52
50 .36
50 .82

York,

America, Europe, Africa, &c, as deduced from
the excellent paper of Von Humboldt on Isothermal Lines, the Meteorological Registers
kept by the Surgeons of the United States Army,
the work of Sir James Clark on Climate, &c.
The subsequent tables show the mean monthly temperature, maximum, minimum, and range,
as well as the greatest daily, and mean daily
range during the corresponding months but of
different years
at some of the prominent retreats for the valetudinarian, in Great Britain, on
the continent of Europe, and in the African
islands.
It is proper, however, to remark, that
in no situations, except in those to which an
asterisk is affixed, was the register thermometer
used. In the others, the observations were made
during the day only, and consequently the numbers given are far below the real range throughout the twenty-four hours.
The "places are
ranged in the order of their mean temperature.

0°.60
14 .09

Eastport, Me
Fort Howard, Mich..
Fort Crawford, Miss.

Cincinnati

—

41 .37

260.42

Philadelphia,

The following Tables exhibit the mean temperature of the year, and of the different seasons with the mean temperature of the warmest and coldest months of different places in

Winter.

Nain, Labrador, ....
Fort Brady, Mich...
Quebec, L. C

.

tages.

Spring.

years.

Cambridge, Mass.
Council Bluffs, Miss.
Newport, R. I

southern portions, however, of the Union, this
is counterbalanced by many advan-

objection

AMERICA,

Mean

New
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79 .3t
81 .86

76
80

79.

.7

83

.24

81.
.66

82

80.
.04

80 .24

* St. Louis, Missouri, Lat. 38°.4G'. Mean temperature 55- 86. New Harmony, Lat. 38".ll'. Mean tern
perature ofi-'.74.
_
„,.„ „,
„
30°.
Mean temperature G9°.01. Baton Rouge, Lat. 30°.2G'. Mean temperature
t New Orleans, Lat.
,

>8°,07.
I

Jamaica, coast,

Mean temperature

80 a .6.

.

.
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2.

EUROPE, AFRICA,
Mean

Latitude.

Places

temperature of

Newport, Isle of Wight,
Sidmouth,.. ..,
Penzance,

52.11

Undercliff,

Hastings,
Bute,
Cove of Cork,
Jersey,
Paris,

Pau,
Sienna,
Nantes,
Montpelier,

Avignon,
Florence,
Nice,
Marseilles,

Toulon,
Leghorn,
Genoa,
Pisa,

Rome,

Madeira, Funchal,

Spring.

34.70
40.44
40.31
40.43
44.03
42.14
40.11
39.62
43.90
43.82
38.66
41.79
40.50
42.23
42.08
44.20
42.60
44.30
47.82
45.50
43.30
46.30
44.57
46.03
45.86
48.50
57.83
52.90

47.66
47.63
49.00
50.66

55.621
56.48
57.60
58.20
59.00
59.48
59.50 }
59.90
60.00 §
60.37
60.60
60.40
61.40
62.40
62.88

Bordeaux,

Naples,
.St. Michael's, Azores,
Cadiz,

Winter.

49.28
50.24*
51.00
52.10
51.80
51.11
57.00
48.25
51.58
53.06
51.08
54.95
55.60

„

.

32.37
36.48
28.28
30.02

. .

Algiers,

Canaries, Santa Cruz,
Cairo,

&c.
Mean

tempeiature of different

59.50

64.56
69.98
70.94
72.32

6152
64.65
58.46

tempera-

ture of

seasons.

several
years.

48=
48
50

Geneva,
Gosport,

Mean

cvarm<

-i

Summer Jlutumn month,
50.00
50.88
51.63
53.50
53.36
52.76
51.00

49 63
29.26
45.77
46.66
49.43
50.97
49.28
54.96
54.10
53.10
56.46
53.33
57.13
56.00
56.23
57.56
53.70
57.60
58.60
57.20
57.74
58.50
61.17
59.53

64.94
62.00
63.09
63.83
60.70
60.28
60.45
58.02
61.26
62.84
64.58
67.41
70.80
70.73
70.88
71.30
74.66
74.00
72.26
72.50
74.30
74.10
75.03
75.15
75.20
70.83
68.33
70.43

56.30
61.30
59.00
60.70
61.63
60.08
59.00
62.00
62.94
62.80
62.78
64.50
62.33
65.35

62.20
65.66
68.87
73.58

69.33
80.24
76.68
85.10

67.23
72.50
74.17
71.42

66.56

34.16

65.30

3G.14

70.52
73.04

39.02
41.00

77.00

42.26

82.76

60.08

85.82

56 12

48,5!)

51.73
54.63
51.44
55.64
57.10
56.41

* London, Lat. ">l°.3(/'. Wean temperature 50°.3G. Environs of London, Mean temperature 1- '.81.
Lynn-, Mean temperature 55°.7U.
f
J Perpi-jnan.Mean temperature 5^.54.
§ Nismes, Mean temperature l;0°.2(>.

Table of Mean Temperature.
Places.

December.

January.

February.

March.

43 00
46 .50
41 .53
46 00
48 60
49 62
50 50
60 50

36 30
43 00
38 .89
42 00
45 85
47 65
46 50
59 .50

42.00

45 00
46 50
46 .80
47 00
51
45
52 05
52 00
61
06

.

Pau,

.

.

Nice

44
44

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

50
96
00
00
45

45
49
49
48 .50
58 50

.

.

.

April.

00

.

51

.

48.50

.

55

.

79

53.00

.

57 00
56 40
57 .00
62 50

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

Table of Ma ximum, Minimum and Range of Temperature.
December.
Places.

January.

March.

February.

6

a
a

54
Sidmouth,*
Penzance,* .... 56
56
Pau
Montpelier, .... 57
59
60

9B

25 29
34 22
25 31
32 25
40 19
31 29
61 34 27
68 52 16

April.

6

to

a

.5

s

47
54
56
53
58
58
58
69

=

Sf
1

a

3

21 J26 52
28! 26 55
21 35 60
27 26 55
27j 31 58
29j 29 60
29 29 60

50

19

(58

60

a

S
03

a
S

27 25 56
33 22 59
35 25 65
30 25 58
37 21 65
33 27 65
31 29 69
51 17 69

S

5

26 30
34 25
35 30
35 23
41 24
37 28
38 31
51

coldest

month.

18

V

H
=

60

62

to

=

31

B

29~

30 26
43 28
41 23
46 23
44 30
43 35
72 55 17

71
64
69
74
78

—

.

CLIMATERIC

CLOISOJV

ICO

Table OF

D iiLY

Range of Temperature.

Jam

December.

February.

ary.

bo

gg
E

— in
2 «

« 6

a

c ^

2 «

•a Mi

S *
s

M

Monlpellier,

.

.

9
6
9
9
11

15
13
14

9

14

11

11

17

9

England, Torquay and Undercliff, are to
Chronic rheumatism and gout
are benefited by a warm climate, which, again,

who

are predisposed to
cerebral diseases, especially to diseases that are
and
mobility of the
debility
characterized by
nervous system as paralysis, epilepsy, mania,

—

Hypochondriasis and dyspepsia require
rather change of climate and travelling exer(See the Aucise than a sojourn in any one.
thor's Elements of Hygiene, Philad. 1835.)
different
countries
and
For the mortality of

&c.

cities, see Mortality.

CLIMATERIC,
CLIMAT'lC,

Climacteric.

Climat'icus.
climate.

to, or

e
jj

'a be

e =

25
K ^

s

£,

| =

Se
5

ti

12

8
9
14

16
18

9

18
19
13

12

17

13
9
8

18

14
17
19
18
14

11
10

18
20
20
13

11

10
14
9

gland rests. They are divided into anterior and
posterior. Each of the anterior terminates in a
point called Transverse Spinous Process.

CLINOPODIA, Thymus mastichina.
CLINOPO'DIUM VULGA'RE, from

xXivy,

a bed,' and novg,
foot,' so called from the
shape of its flowers.
Wild Basil. (F.) Grand
Basilic sauvage.
European plant, which was
formerly considered to be an antidote to the
bites of venomous animals, to facilitate labour,
relieve strangury, stop diarrhoea, &c.
CLlQUETfS. Crepitation.
CLISEOM'ETER.from xhatg, 'inclination,'
and [ttTQov, a measure.' An instrument, intended to measure the degree of inclination of
the pelvis, and to determine the relation between the axis of the pelvis and that of the
body. Osiander, Stein.
'

'

A

'

—

CL1TBUR, Arctium lappa.
CLITORIDIS 1NFERIORIS LAT1 ET
PLANI MUSCULI, Constrictores cunni.
CLITORIS, from nhjrviQ, a servant who
'

invites

guests.' (?)

Dulce'do Amoris,

Venus,
Myrton, (Estrum, Penis mulie'bris, Mentula mulie'bris,

Belonging

23

5

73 io

12

16
16

in

y M

Si

11

14

8
8

,;

S

16

be preferred.

unfavourable to those

60

6
9
9
9
10

7

>>

s>>

a

- s

4

13

—

is

c

ex

In the United States, the most favourable
region for the phthisical invalid is that of FloSt. Augustine
rida,
especially of Pensacola.
is frequently chosen, but is liable to north-east
storms, which interfere with the movements of
the valetudinarian, and are the source of much
discomfort. Still, great benefit has often been
derived from it as a winter retreat. Of the Atlantic Isles, Madeira appears to be best adapted
for the consumptive; and those affected with
chronic bronchitis.
In Italy, Rome and Pisa,

and

«

13

13
3
7

Pau,

April.
>.

>>

>»

«

Places.

March.

>>

>>

^

—

—

sis,

(q.

Membrum
v.)

mulie'brS, Superla'bia, Cerco'small, round organ,
Crista.

A

situate at the upper part of the vulva, and
dependent upon
Climatic Diseases, Morbi climat' id, are such separated by a small space from the anterior
of the labia. Its base is surrounded
commissure
climate.
as are caused by
by a slight fold, similar to the prepuce; and it
CL1NE. din), a bed.' Hence:
CLIN'ICAL, Clinicus, (F.) Cliniqm. Re- is, internally, of the same structure as the corpora cavernosa penis. The artery of the Clilating to a bed.
Clinical Lecture, (F.) Lecon clinique. One toris, (F.) Clitorienne, is a branch of the ingiven at the bed-side, or on a particular case or ternal pudic. The vein communicates with
the internal pudic, and the nerve with the
cases.
Clinical Medicine, (F.) Midecine clinique. pudic.
CLIT'ORISM; a word, invented to express
That which is occupied with the investigation
the abuse made of the clitoris. Also, an unof diseases at the bed-side, or individually.
'

CLIJYIQUE,

Clinical.
Clinique, in French, is occasionally used substantively, for £cole clinique, or Clinical School;
a school in which Medicine is taught, by
examining diseases on the patients themselves.
Thus, the French say, La Clinique de la

—

usually large clitoris, Cercosis externa.

CLITORIUM, Vulva.
CLOA'CA, (F.) Cloaque,
wash.'

The pouch

at the

from xXulu, 'I
extremity of the in-

which the solid and liquid
excretions are commingled in birds, fish and
Charite; "The Clinical School of the Hospital reptiles. In the male it gives exit to the exLa Charite"." The term has been introduced crements, sperm and urine: in the female, to
the eggs, faecal matters, and urine.
into this country.
CLOANX, Orpiment.
CLINOID, Clinoi'des, from •JUvifr a bed,'
and ados, form.' Resembling a bed.
CLOAQUE, Cloaca.
CLOCHE, (F.) A popular expression in
Clinoid Pboc"esses, (F.) Apophyses clinoides,
are four processes at the upper surface of the France, for a blister or other vesicle.
sphenoid bone, which have been compared to
CLOISON, Septum c. desfosscs nasales, Septhe posts of a bed. On them the pituitary turn narium c. Transparenle, Septum lucidum.

—

'

'

15*

testinal canal, in

—

—

;

CLONIC

COALITION
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CLONIC, Clon'icus, from xlovo;, agitation,'
'motion.' (F.) Clonique.
Irregular convulsive
motions. Convulsion with alternate relaxation; in contradistinction to tonic, which signifies a constant rigidity.
Clonus, Cloitici par-

Acnes' tos, Chamai'lea, Widow-wail, Spurge-Olive,
This plant, a native of Southern
(F.) Camelie.
Europe, contains a very irritating, acrid prinThe ancients employed its leaves as a
ciple.
powerful purgative. It is now sometimes used

tia'lcs.

for

'

CLONICI UNIVERSALES,
CLONISAI,
nic spasm.

same etymon.

— Baumes.

'

and and

agitation,'

Galen ap-

Convulsive.

CLONOS EPILEPSIA,

Hy-

Epilepsy— c.

CLONUS, Synclonus— c.

Nictitatio, Nicta-

—

c. PandiculaPalpitatio, Palpitation
Pandiculation c. Pandiculatio maxillarum,
Yawning c. Singultus, Singultus c. Sternutatio, Sneezing
c. Subsultus, Subsultus ten-

—

—

—

—

dinum.

CLOPEMANIA, Klopemania.
CLOPORTES ORDIKAIRES, Onisci
CLOT OF BLOOD. See Blood.
CLOTHING, Vestitus.
CLOU,

aselli.

Clavus, Furunculus c. Hystdrique,
e. de t'CEil, Clavus oculi.

Clavus hystericus

CLOUDBERRIES, Rubus

CLOUDBERRY TREE,

chamaemorus.
Rubus chamasmo-

rua.

CLO V E, see Eugenia caryophyllata— c. Bark,
see

Myrtus caryophillata

caryophyllus

—

c.

—

Pink, Dianthus
July flower, Dianthus caryoc.

phyllus.

CLUBFEET, Kyllosis.
CLUBMOSS, Lycopodium— c.
dium

selacro

—

CLUNES,

c. Upright,
Nates.

Fir,

Lycopo-

Lycopodium

selago.

CLUNE'SIA,from dunes,'
talgia, Procti'tis.
tocks.
Vogel.

—

An

tZaiov,

the nates.' Procinflammation of the but-

The

Yellow-billed
Sprat; a very poisonous fish of the West Indies.

CLYDON, Flatulence.
CLYSMA, Clyster — c, Tonicum, Enema

CNICUS, Carthamus

foe-

CNIDEL.E'ON,
'

cnidia,'

and

carthamus,'
Diosco-

tinctorius

—

—

Sylves-

c.

Cnidelce'um, from unSac,
Oil made from the
oil.'
Berries.
Diosco-

tkaiov,

Grana Cnidia

'

—

Mezereon

or

rides.

nid'ia, JEto'lion,

Cnid'ii

—

Cocci, Coc'cogberries of the

The

Coccum.

Daphne Cnidium. Foesius.
CNIDO'SIS. A pungent

itching,

compared

produced by the Urtica urens or Kettle.
{y.ynhj.)
HippoC.
CNIP'OTES, Pruri'tus. Itching. The dry
ophthalmia, Xerophthal mia.
CNISSA. See Nidorous.
CNISSOREG'MIA, from y.nro*, 'thesmel!
of burnt fat,' and uQiyw, '1 put forth.' A nidoto that

—

rous eructation.
slight itching.
CNYMA, KWfi*.
puncture or vellication. Galen.

A

Also, a

—

COAGMENTATIO, Gomphosis.
COAG'ULANTS, Coagulun'tiu, from coaguitself from co and agere, to act together.'
Remedies, or poisons, supposed to possess the
power of coagulating the blood, or to give consistency to animal fluids.
The word, and the
absurd notions connected with it, are equally
abandoned.
lare,

'

COAGULATION, Coaguldtio. The conversion of a liquid into a more or less soft and
tremulous mass. Many animal and vegetable
fluids are capable of coagulation.
Grumus,

(F.)

A

Caillot.

formed in a coagulable liquid. The
Clot of the Blood is particularly so called
the

soft mass,

—

Placen'ta, Hepar San'guinis,
Crassamen'tum; the red mass, composed of
fibrin,

An

apparatus consisting of
a long funnel-shaped tube of elastic gum, furnished with a pipe at the apex; for administering enemata.
(F.)

'

Centaurea benedicta.

Cruor,

tid um.

*vixot,

Oil of Carthamus.

oil.'

COAG'ULUM,

CLUPEA THRYSSA.

CLYSOIRE,

'

pain-

Cnesis, Itching, Prurigo.

rides.
tris,

A

Cnesmos, xv^auog.

CNIDIA GRANA,

drophobia, Hydrophobia.

tio,

CNESMOS,

Clo-

plies this term to the pulse, when convulsive,
as it were, and unequal. He compares the
sensation it communicates to the finger to that
produced by a bundle of sticks or rods in vibration.

tion— c.

Kvt]at:,

— Galen.

CNICELJS'UM, from

from xkovog,

'resemblance.'

tidoz,

ful itching.

Clonic.
Ctonis'mus;

CLONO'DES,

deterging ulcers.

CNESIS,

Synclonus.

CLOMQUE,

Insula,

—

serum, and colouring matter, which se-

when the
The word

parates

Blood.

blood
is

is

left to itself.

See

also applied, in Pathology,

sanguineous concretions, which form in
different natural and accidental cavities; and
CLYSTER, Clyste'rium, Clysma, Enclijs'ma, which, when they occur at the mouth of a diClysmus, Edema, (q. v.) from y.lvtjiv,
to vided artery, sometimes suspend the flow of
(F.) Clysterc, Luvement, Reme'dc.
wash.'
A blood. This is, indeed, one of the means by
liquid, thrown into the large intestine by which hemorrhage is arrested.
or
bladder
and
pipe
syringe,
proCoag'ulum Alu'minis, Coug'ulum Jlhimino'means of a
perly prepared, &c; the nozzle of the syringe sum. This is made by beating the white of
or pipe being introduced into the anus. See egg with a little alum, until a coagulum is
formed. It is applied in cases of ophthalmia,
Enema.
Clyster, Anodyne, Enema anodynum c. where an astringent is necessary.
COALES'CENCE, Coalesced lia, from coaCommon, Enema commune c. Domestic, Enema commune c. Fetid, Enema foetid um c. lescere, to run together,' (from cum, with,'
Pipe, Elasma— c. Purging, Enema catharti- and alerc, 'to nourish.') Sym'physis. The adcum c. Starch and opium, Enema anodynum hesion or union of parts previously separated
as in case of wounds and preternatural adhec. Tobacco, Enema tabaci— c. Turpentine,
to the

*

—

—

—

—

'

'

—

Enema terebinthinse— c.
CLYSTkRE, Enema.

CNEME, Leg, Tibia.
CNEORON, Daphne

Uterinus, Sparallium.

ffnnhum.

CNEORUM TRICOC'CUM,

Mmezc'rior,

sions.

COALIT'TON. The same etymon as coalescence. It has been used in the same cases
as well as to express the action of several parts
of the frame, which have the same nutrition.

COALTERN^E

COCHLEARIA
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COALTER'NJE FEBRES. A name

given

two interrnittents, which attack a person at
the same time, but whose paroxysms are disto

—

Coccus Ilicis, Kermes c. Indicns tinctoCoccus cacti — c. In'dicus, see Menisper-

rius,

—

mum cocculus c. Polonicus, Coccus cacti.
COCCYCEPH'ALUS, from coccyx (q. v.)
and x.s<fttX>j, the head.' A monster whose
head has the shape of the os coccygis.
COCCYGEUS, from xo**v§, because it is
Coupta'tio, from cum,

tinct:

so that the attack of one supervenes
the other has ceased. The term Double
Intermittent expresses the same meaning.

when

COAPTA'TION,

'with,' and aptare, 'to adjust,' 'adapt;' 1'arago'gS. The act of adapting the two extremities of a fractured bone to each other or of
restoring a luxated bone to its place. Coaptation must be effected gently.
Usually, extension and counter-extension are, in the first place,
necessary.
COARTICULATIO,Diarthrosis, Synarthro;

sis.

COARCTATIO, Stricture.
COARCTA'TION, Coarcta'tio,
tare,

COBALT, PROTOXIDE OF,

OF.

Cobham

is seven miles from Kingston, in SurEngland.
The waters are weak saline

purgatives.

COBRA DE CAPELLO, Crolalus horridus.
COBWEB, Aranei Tela.
COCCA'RIUM. A very small pill.
COCCHIA, Cochia.
COCCI GRANUM, Kermes— c.
see

Menispermum

Orientales,

cocculus.

COCClGW-CUTANl SPHINCTER,

Sphincter ani externus.

COCCINELLA,

Coccus

)

coccyx.

the

into

Jschio-coccygien.

Iscliio-Coccygeus,

Belonging both to the
The muscle Ischio-coccy-

ischium and coccyx.
geus, Leva'tor Cocci/gis, Triangularis CoccifIt arises from the spinous process of the
gis.
ischium, and is inserted into the extremity of
the sacrum; and into nearly the whole length
of the os coccygis laterally. It retains the
coccyx in place, and prevents it from being
forced backwards during the evacuation of the

COCCYGIO-ANAL, Sphincter ani externus.
COCCYGIO-CUTANJt SPHINCTER,

COCCYMELEA, Primus domestica.
COCCYX, a cuckoo ;' whose bill it is said to
resemble.
Os Coccy'gis, Cauda, Ossis sacri
acu'men, Os Al'agas, Rump Bone, Cu' cuius,
Uropygion.
An assemblage of small bones,
attached to the lower part of the sacrum ; the
curvature of which it prolongs, and of which
it seems to be an appendage.
Generally, it
consists of four bones.
Behind the base of the
coccyx are two small tubercular eminences.
These are called Cornua of the Coccyx.
COCHEMAR, Incubus.
'

COCHEJVILLE, Coctus

cacti.

Coccinel'la Septejwpuncta'ta. Lady-bird,
Lady-cow, Lady-bug. This insect, bruised upon
an aching tooth, has long been regarded antiodontalgic.

COC'CION,

(F.

Sphincter ani externus.

Smalt.

COBHAM, MINERAL WATERS
rey,

inserted

from coarc-

Avicenna speaks

to straiten.'

Stricture.
of Coarctation of the Pulse.
'

'

A

weight, mentioned
xoxxiov.
the same as the Siliqua.

cacti.

COCHERIA, Cochia.
COCHIA, COCCHIA, COCHE'RIA,
xokzos,

'

berry,'

'

seed,' or

from

from

xo/t/w, ' to flow
for several offi-

profusely.'
An ancient name
cinal purgative pills; thus called, either be-

cause they produced copious evacuations, or
because they were shaped like a seed.
Coccus cacti.
opobalCOCHIN LEG. See Elephantiasis.
Amyris
See
COCCOBALSAMUM.
COCHINEAL, Coccus cacti.
samum.
COCHINELIFERA COCHINILLA, Coccus
COCCOGNIDIA, Cnidia grana.

by Myrepsus;

COCCIONELLA,

COCCOLOBA UVIFERA.

See Kino.

cacti.

COCCONES. See Punica granatum.
COCCULJE OFF1CINARUM. See Menispermum

cocculus.

COCCULI 1NDI AROMATICI.

See Myr-

tus pimenta.

COCCULUS CRISPUS,

—

Menispermum

tu-

berculatum c. Indicus, see Menispermum cocculus— c. Palmatus, Columba— c. Suberosus,
see

Menispermum

cocculus.

Kermes— c. BaCOCCUM,
phicum, Kermes— c. Infectorium, Kermes— c.
Scarlatinum, Kermes— c. Tinctorium, Kermes.
Cnidia grana,

COCCUS,

Coccus

nus, Coccus cacti.
Coccus Cacti.

cacti

The

— Coccus

systematic

America-

name of the

Coccinel'la, Vochinit'la, CocCocli'incul Insect.
cionel'la, Coccinil'la, t'icus In'diie grana, Coc-

cus Polon'icus, Scaraba/olus hemispha'ricus,
Cochinelifera cochinil'la, Coccus America'nus,
Coccus In'dicus Tincto'rius, Cochinclle, Coccus.
The Coch'ineal Animal, (F.) Coclicnille, Graine
The cochineal insects have a
de I'Ecartate.
faint, heavy odour; their taste is acrid, bitcolour blackish-red exterish, and astringent
ternally,— purple-red within. They are used
chiefly for giving a red colour to tinctures, &c.
They were, at one time, esteemed astringent,
stimulant, diuretic, and anodyne.
:

COCHINILLA, Coccus cacti.
COCHLEA. A Snail's shell, (F.) Limucvn,
Co quill e. Anatomists have given this name to
the most anterior of the three cavities, which
constitute the labyrinth of the ear, the Pelvis
Avlriwm or Concha auris inter' nu, Car'itas
cochlea' ta, C. buccina'ta, Antrum buccino'sum,
Concha Labyrin'thi; and that of Scala: of the
Cochlea, (F.) Rampes du limaqon, to two spiral
cavities in the interior of the cochlea.
One of
these scales terminates at the Fenes'tra rotun'da,
and is called Scala Tympani: the other opens
at the anterior and inferior part of the vestibule.
It is called the Scala vcstib'uli.

—

—

Cochlea, Scal* of the.

See Cochlea.

COCHLEAR AURICULARE,
COCHLEA'RE,
sembling a

from cochlea;

—a

Earpick.
its

bowl

re-

spoonful; (F.) Cuillerie,
abbreviated in prescriptions usually to cock.
See Abbreviation. Also, a scoop, (q. v.)
Cochlea're Magnum, a table-spoonful; C.
Me'dium, a dessert or pap-spoonful; and C.
Min'imtiin, a tea-spoonful.
COCHLEA'RIA, from cochlea're, 'a spoon,'
so called from its resemblance.
shell:

Cociilea'ria Armora'cia, Raph'anus rustiRaph'anus mari'nus, Raph'anus sylves'tris, Horseradish. Family, Crucica'nus, Armora'cia,

'

—
COCHLEARfFORMIS
ferae.

Tetradynamia Siliculosa. (F.)
Le cran. The root of horsefrequently used at table; and has long

Sex. Syst.

liaifort sauvage,

radish

is

been in the Materia Medica. It is stimulant
and diuretic. Externally it is rubefacient.
Cochlea'ria Coron'opus, Coron'opus, Coron'opus Ruel'lii, Wild Scurvy Grass, Swine's
Cress. This European plant is considered to
(F.) Come de
be diuretic and antiscorbutic.
The term Coron'opus was given, by the
Cerf.
ancients, to various plants.

Cochlea'ria Hortensis, Cochlearia

offici-

nalis.

Cochlea'ria Officina'lis, C. horten'sis, LeScurvy Grass, Common Scurvy Grass, (F.)
Cranson, Herbe aux cuillers. It has been con-

mon

sidered a powerful antiscorbutic.

It is

some-

times eaten in salad.

COCHLEARIFOR'MIS,

from

cochlea're,

'

a

shape.' (F.) Bee de Cuiller.
small, very
Proces'sus Cochleariformis.
thin plate, which separates the bony portion of
the Eustachian tube from the canal for the

spoon,' and forma,

'

A

passage of the_ tensor tympani.
COCHO'NE, xo^tov>j. The junction of the
ischium, near the seat or breech. Foesius.
The breech properly, from the hip bones to the
anus. The perineum, (q. v.)
COCIL'IO. A weight of eleven ounces.

—

COCKLES, INDIAN.

See Menispermum

Cocculus.

COCKM1NT,

Tanacetum

balsamita.

COCLES, Borgne.
COCO, Cocos nucifera.
It

was formerly termed, in the shops,
and enjoyed great reputation.

j\'ux Med'ica,

COCOA CACAVIFERA,

Cacao.

COCOBAY, Mai de San Lazaro.
COCOS BUTYRA'CE A. The name
plant,

which

affords the

palm

oil,

of the
O'leum Palma,

obtained chiefly from the fruit, by bruising and
mixing the kernels with water, without the aid
of heat, by which the oil is separated and rises
It is of the consistence of an
to the surface.
ointment, with little taste, and a strong, though
not disagreeable, smell. It is applied to sprains,
&,c; but has no advantages over other oils. It
has been called, also, O'leum Palmcc seia'ceum,
0. fixum
fat.

nucum

It is

cocos butyra'cem and

Mackaw

procured likewise from the Ela'is

Guineen'sis,

and Ela'is Occidental lis, two species

Cocotier.
Order,
(F.)
systematic name of the plant
whose fruit is the Cocoa nut, (F.) Coco. It is
an agreeable kernel, but not easy of digestion.
Emulsions, orgeat, &c. are made from it. The
juice of the cocoa, when fermented, forms wine,
and arrack is distilled from it.

Cocos

Nucif'era,

The

COCOTIER,

Cocos nucifera.

COCTIO, Digestion.
COCTION, Coctio, Pepsis, Pepan'sis, Pcpasmos, Concodtion, from coquere, to boil.' This
word has been employed in various senses. 1.
'

With

COCYTA,

COD
CODAGAPALA BARK,Nerium

the ancients, coction

antidysen-

tericum.

CODE, Codex.
CODEIA, Codeine.
CODEINE, Codeia, from kwSih,
head.'
An alkaloid, discovered, by

'

a

poppy

Robiquet,
in opium, in 1832.
It is soluble in water, alcohol and ether, and unites readily with acids.
As a hypnotic, Magendie thinks one grain of
Codeia equal to half a grain of morphia. The
muriate of Codeia appears to be stronger than
the pure Codeia,
CODESELLA, Anthrax.
CODEX, a collection of laws. (F.) Code.
By extension, a collection of approved medical
formula?, with the processes necessary for forming the compounds, referred to in it. The
Parisian Pharmacopoeia is styled Codex Medica-

menta

rius.

Codex Medicamentarius, Formulary,

see

Codex.

CODIA, Papaver

('capsule.)

CODOCELE, Bubo.
CODOSCELLA, Bubo.
CCECUM, Csecurn.
COEFFE, Caul.
CCE'LIA, xoiZtx, koia<j, 'a hollow place.'
This word generally meant a cavity in the
body: the abdomen, in particular. It has also
been used for the alimentary canal, &c: ana
Kot'/.ia. 'the stomach,' xaru> xoiXia, 'the abdomen.' Also, an alvine evacuation.
CCE'LIAC, Ca'liacus. (F.) Cmliague ou Celiaque, from xoikta, 'the abdomen,' 'intestine.'
Relating to the abdomen or intestine.
Cceliac Artery, Ji. Ca/liaca, (Ji. opistogastrique Ch.), A. Cmliaque, Tronc caliaque, Trdpied de la cmliaque, is situate above the pancreas,

and behind the upper part of the stomach. It
from the anterior part of the abdominal
where it passes between the pillars of the
diaphragm, and soon divides into the coronaria

arises
aorta,

ventriculi, hepatic,

meant the

particular

kind of alteration, which the food experiences
in the digestive organs, particularly in the stomach. It meant a preparation from its crude state.
2. It expressed the maturation or change, which
the HumeralPathologists believed morbific matter to experience before elimination. It was con-

and

splenic arteries.

C(eliac Flux or Passion, Cmliaca chylo'sa,
Diarrhm'a chylo'sa, D.chymo'sa, Fluxus cmliacus,
Passio cceliaca, P. Ventriculo'sa, Chymoche'zia,
Fluor albus intestino'rum, Chylorrhm'a, Chymarrhce'a, Cceliaca lac' tea,

Morbus

cmliacus. (F.)

Flux

A

species of diarrhoea, in which the
food is discharged by the bowels in an undigested condition. By some, defined to be diarrhoea
attended with discharges of chyle or chyme. Jt
is, i
general, symptomatic of tubercular disease of the mesenteric glands. See Lientery.
cmliaque.

of palms.
Palmoe.

sidered, that coction was produced during the
violence of the disease ; and hence this was
See Humorism.
called the Period of Coction.
Malis.
Scrotum.
or CODS,

—

Coco of the Maldives, Cocos de Maldi'vA.
The fruit of a palm, called Lodoice'a by Cominerson.

CCELIACA
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Cceliac or Solar Plexcs, Plexus mesenterii
proprius et maximus, P. ganglifor 'mis semil.una'ris, (Plexus medianou opistogastrique Ch.), (F.)
PI. Cceliaque ou solaire, Ganglion de Vieussens,
is formed of numerous nervous filaments, which
proceed from the semilunar ganglia of the great
It is strengthened by several
sympathetic.
branches of the right and left pneumogastric
nerves', is seated around the trunk of the cceliac artery, behind the stomach, and furnishes
the secondary plexuses— the diaphragmatic, coronary of the stomach, splenic and hepatic, which
accompany the arteries of the same name.
CCELIACA, from noihcmo;, 'cceliac,' (q. v.)
1

—

—

—

CCELIALGIA

— —

—
C0LCH1CUM
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Diseases of the digestive organs ; the 1st class
COHABITATIO, Coition.
in Good's A'osology.
It comprises two orders,
COHABITATION, Cohabita'tio, from cum,
Enterica and Splanchnica.
'with,' and habita're, 'to dwell.' The act of
Cceliaca Chvlosa, Cceliac flux c. Lactea, dwelling together. In Legal Medicine, it means
Cceliac flux— c. Renalis, Chyluria— c. Urinalis, the consummation of marriaee:
Copulation.
Chyluria.
COHE'SION, Cohce'sio, from cum, 'with,'

—

CCELIALGIA, Tormina.
COZLIAQUE, Tripled de la, Cceliac artery.
CCELIOCELE. See Hernia, hypogastric.
CCELIOPYO'SIS, from xod<«, 'the abdomen,' and rcvwaig, 'suppuration.' Suppuration
in the

abdomen

or

its

parietes.

CCELIORRHCEA,

and ha'rere,

to stick.
Vis cohcesio' nis Vis udVis attractio' nis Force of cohesion,
Attraction of cohesion, A. of aggregation, is that
force, in the particles of matter, whereby they
are connected in such a way as to resist any
attempt towards their removal or separation.
This force has to be attended to, in the management of disease. Emollients, rubbed into a
part, act by diminishing the cohesion.
'

,

'

hmsio'nis,

,

Diarrhoea.
xuiXoc, hollow.'
A round
ulcer of the cornea, broader and deeper than
that described under the name Bothrion.
COHOBA'TION, Cohoba'iio, Coho'bium-, Co'OCELON, Cavity.
already
hob, Co'hoph.
Distillation of a liquid,
CCELOPHTHAL'MUS, from xo.Aoc, 'hollow,* distilled, on the same substances. When this
and o<p6u).uoc, eye.' One who is hollow-eyed. is repeated three or four times, it is called
CCELOSTOM'IA, from xoiHog, hollow,' and Recohobation.
aroua, mouth-'
defect in speaking, when
COHOL. Synonym of Alcohol. Also, a
the voice seems as if it came from a cavern ;
dry collyrium. Avicenna.
that is, obscure, and as if at a distance.
COHOSH. See Actaea racemosa.
CCELOS'TOMUS, same etymon. One who
COIFFE, Caul.
has a hollow voice.
COIGN. See Pyrus cydonia.
CCELOTES, Cavity.
COIGJVASSIER, Pyrus cydonia.
COZNiESTHL'SIS, from hoivos, 'common,'
COINCIDEN'TIA. Some authors have transand aio&tjot:, feeling.' Conasthesis. Common lated, by this term, the word naQiiinrwoi?, used
feeling.
Some German writers mean, by this, by Galen to designate the occlusion of the foraa sixth sense. It is the feeling of self-existence men opticum by a humour, proceeding from the
or individuality, and is manifested by the sense base of the brain, and occasioning blindness.
of buoyancy or depression, which we experience Castelli.
without any known cause; by involuntary
COIN'DICANT, Coin'dicans, from con,
shuddering, feeling of chill or glow, &c.
with,' and indico, I indicate.'
CCENOLOGIA, Consultation.
Coin'dicant Signs are those which furnish
CCE'NOTES, xom'ot>;;, 'commonness,' from the same indications; or which confirm the
Koivog, 'common.'
The physicians of the Me- indication afforded by another sign
ovvtv
thodic Sect asserted that all diseases arise from dsixvvfitva.
relaxation, stricture, or a mixture of both. These
COIRA, Catechu.
were called Canotes: or what diseases have in
COIRAS, Scrofula.
common.
COIT, Coition.
COETUS, Coition.
COFTION, Co'itus, Coetus, from coco, (con,
CCEUR, Heart.
and eo, to go,') to go together.' Copula' tion,
COF'FEA ARAB'ICA, (F.) Cafier and Ca- Copula' tio, Copula carna! l>s, Aphrodis'ia,AphroFamily, Rubiaceae. Sex. Stjst. Pentan- disiasm'us, Acces'sus, Basia'tio, Amplexa'tio,
feycr.
dria Monogynia. The plant, which affords the Amplex'us. Conven'tus, Complex'io, Conju'gium,
coffee. Jus' minum Arab' icum,Choava, Bon. Ori- Agglvtina'tio, Lagncia, Syndyas' mus Concu'biginally from Yemen. Buna. (F.) Cafi.
tust Congres'sus, Cohabita'tio, Venus, Res veneThe infusion of coffee is an agreeable and rea, Concu'bitus cene'reus, Venery, Sexual interwholesome article of diet. It is, to a certain course. (F.) Coit, Ap-proche. The carnal union
extent, tonic, and is employed as such in con- of the sexes.
In
valescence, especially from fevers, &.c.
COL, Collum.
cases of poisoning by opium, and in old asthCOLA, Articulation.
mas, its use has been extolled. For this purCOLATO'RIUM, from colore, ' to strain.'
term,
pose the Moha is the best. It ought to be newly strainer of any kind. (F.) Couloir.
torrefied, but not too much burnt; should be by which the ancient physicians described
Factievery
which
the
exgrinding.
canal or conduit, through
strong, and drunk soon after
tious Coffees have been, from time to time, re- crementitious humours of the body are evacucommended, but they are infinitely inferior to ated. Ulcers, fistula?, setons, caustics, &c,
the genuine.
Various substitutes have been have been called artificial or accidental Colatoria,
proposed; lohcat, barley, hollyberries, acorns, because they were considered to be passages by
sunflower- seeds, beechmast, peas, beans, succory- which the animal economy is freed from some
root, seeds of gooseberries and currants left in morbific matter.
COLATU'RA, from colare, 'to strain.'
making wine, and washed, sliced turnips, &c.
These have been roasted, with the addition of a filtered or strained liquor. It likewise means
little butter or oil
but they have not the aroma straining a liquid. (F.) Colature.
of coffee. The best substitute is said to be the
COL'CHESTER,
Gladiolus luteus OF. Aqua Co/cestrcn'sis. The waters of Colseeds of the Yellow water flag
chester are of the bitter purging kind, similar
or Iris pseudacorus.
Hunt's CEconomical Breakfast Powder to that of Epsom.
consists of rye, roasted with a little butter.
It
COLCH1CIA, see Colchicum Auturnnale.
is a good substitute for coffee.
COL'CHICUM AUTUMNA'LE, from the
COGNITIO PHYSIOLOGICA, Physiology, county Colchis. Meadow Saffron; Cat'ckifium,

CCELO'MA,

from

'

—

—

'

'

A

'

—

'

—

'

'

:

'

'

,

A

A

A

:

—

MINERAL WATERS

;

CO LC HI QUE
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Count, (F.) Colchique, Tue-chien, Mort auz
chiens, Safran des pres, Safran batard. Family,
Uolchicaceae.
Class, Hexandria.
Order, Mo-

nogynia. The bulb or root (Bulbus vel Radix
yel Cormus,) and the seeds are the parts used
in medicine.
The taste is acrid, excoriating
the mouth ; but the acrimony is lost by dry-

Colic Lobe of the

liver is the great lobe

of

that organ.

Colic, Co'lica Passio, Colica, Bellyache, CoI'icC, Colicodyn'ia, Dolo'res intestino'rum, Dolor
colicus, Dysenteroner'via, Anenter oner 'via, EnterIn its etymological
al'gia, Gripes, Mulligrubs.
acceptation, this word signifies an affection or

ing.

It is narcotic, diuretic, and cathartic
and has been given in dropsy, gout, and rheumatism. Dose, from gr. j to vj of the fresh

pain in the colon. But it is employed in a more
extensive signification. It includes every acute
pain of the abdomen, aggravated at intervals.

bulb.
It is supposed to be the active ingredient
ot the Eau me'dicinale d'Husson.
The active
principle is called Colchic"ia,orCol'chicin. The
Colchicum, in an overdose, is an acro-narcotic

The word

poison.
Dr. Wilson's Tincture for the Gout,
merely an infusion of Colchicum.

is

said to be

Colchicum ZEYi.ANicuM,Kffimpferia rotunda.

COLCHIQUE, Colchicum autumnale.
COL'COTHAR, Col'cothar Vitrioli, Henri'ens rubens, Chalci'tis,

Brown

red,

Rouge, Cro-

Oxidum Ferri rubrum, Tritox' ydum Ferri,
Sulphas Ferri calcina 'turn, Feirum vitriolaf turn
vstum, Terra vitrioli dulcis, Crocus martis vitrioldtus seu adstrin' gens. (F.) Rouge d' Angleterre, Safran de Mars astringent.
The red oxid
of iron, obtained by calcining sulphate of iron
to redness, with or without the contact of air.
It possesses the general properties of the preparations of iron, and has been applied to stanch
cus,

has, however, epithets affixed to it,
See Torit more or less precise.

which render
mina.

—

Colic, Devonshire, Colic, metallic c. Horn,
Priapismus c. Lead, Colic, metallic— c. Mac. Menstrual, Colica
drid, Colica Madridensis
menstrualis c. Metallica, Colica metallica c.
Painters', Colic, metallic
c. Plumbers', Colic,
metallic c. of Poitou, Colic,- metallic c. Saturnine, Colic, metallic c. of Surinam, Colic,
metallic c. Worm, Colica verminosa.
COLICA ACCIDENTALIS, Colica crapulosa
c. Acuta, Enteritis.

—
—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

Colica Bilio'sa, Bilious

Colic, (F.) Colique
Colic, occasioned by an accumulation
of bile in the intestines or in its own passages.
The treatment required resembles that proper
for the next variety.
Colica Callo'sa. Colic, attended with sense
of stricture in some part of the intestinal canal;
often of flatulency and pain ; the flatulency
the
gradually passing off by the stricture
bowels tardy ; at length discharging small libilieuse.

blood, &c.
COLD, Frigus, Psychos, (F.) Froid. The
sensation produced by the abstraction of caloric
from our organs.
Cheima, Chimon, x u h a quid stools.
See Heat.
Xtiutuv.
Colica Convulsi'va, C. spasmod'ica, C. piThree degrees of cold are generally distin- tuito'sa, C. nervo'sa, C. idiopalh'ica. Colic, not
guished in disease. 1. The simple feeling of
the symptom of any other affection. It is chacold (Jllgor),2. Chilliness {Horror), and 3. Shiracterized by griping pain in the bowels, chiefly
vering (Rigor). Cold is employed in medicine,
about the navel, with vomiting and costiveness,
chiefly, as a refrigerant and sedative.
the pain increasing at intervals. The indiCold in the Eve, Ophthalmia, catarrhal— c. cations are to clear the intestines, and allay
in the head, Coryza.
spasm. Calomel and opium castor oil and
COLEIT1S, Colposis.
opium emollient and cathartic enemata, with
COLEOPTOS1S, Prolapsus vagince.
fomentations, wet or dry, to the abdomen usuCOLEOSITIS, Leucorrhoea.
ally succeed.
COLERE, Rage.
Colica Crapui.o'sa, C. accidenta'lis, C. hclCOLES, Penis.
luo'num, Surfeit, (F.) Colique d' Indigestion.
COLEUS, Testicle.
colic, arising from eating indigestible aliments,
CO LI BERT, Cagot.
or digestible aliments in too great abundance.
COLIC, Cdlicus, from xwXov, 1 the colon.' (F.) The remedy is obvious.
Colique.
Relating to the colon.
Colica Damnoniorum, Colic, metallic c.
Colic Arteries, Arte'ria co'lica-.. (F.) Ar^
Febricosa, Colica inflammatoria c. Figulorum,
teres cohques, are six in number,
three of which, Colica metallica.
given off' by the superior mesenteric, are called
Colica Flatulen'ta, lvflatio, Gastrodyn'ia
Colica: dextra; and three, proceeding
from the flutulen'ta, Physospas'mus, (F.) Colique flatuinferior mesenteric, Colica: sinis'tra*
All pro- lente, C. flatueuse, C. venteuse. Colic, arising
ceed towards the colon, passing between
the from an accumulation of air in the intestines.
two laminas of the peritoneum, which form the
It is very common in infants, and may be remeso-colon, where they ramify and anastomose
lieved by aromatics, especially when combined
with each other. The first, Colica dextra, Ramus
with antacids e. g. oil of aniseed with magcolica dexter, is called C. dextra
superior, (Me'so- nesia.
colique,—Ch.) The second. C. dextra media,
Colica Helluonum, Colica crapulosa.
Colica media, Ramus colicus medius, Arteria
Colica Hemorrhoidals, Hemorrhoid' al Comedia anastomol'ica, (C. droite,—C\\.,) and the
A kind of colic,
lic, (F.) Colique himorrhdidale.
third, C. dextra inferior, or Ileo-colica,
(A. cce- supposed to precede hemorrhoids or to supercale,—Ch) Of the three Colica: sinistra:, the vene on their suppression.
first or superior is called, by Chaussier, Colica
Colica Hepat'ica, Hepatic colic. Pain in
magna sinistra; the second or media is not dis- the region of the liver, chiefly about the galltinguished from the preceding, as they often bladder, occasioned by the passing
of a biliary
arise from a common trunk; and the tiiird is calculus through the cystic and choledoch
ducts.
called by Chaussier Colica parva sinis'tra.
Colica Idiopathica, Colica convulsiva c.
To these arteries as many veins correspond, Ileus, Ileus— c. Lapponica, see Seta equina
c.
which open into the great, and little mesenteric! Loehialis, Dyslochia— c. Madridensis,
Colic of
;

>

—

—

—

A

—

—

—

—

—

COLICODYNIA

Nervosa, Colica convulsiva, Colic,
metallic— c. Fhlogistica, Colica inflammatoria.
Colic*. Jnflammato'kia, C. phlogis'tica, C.

plethor'ica, C. ftbrico'sa, C. pulsat'ilis,
Inflam'matory colic. The same as enteritis, (q. v.)

Colica Madriden'sis,

Colic of Madrid, Main seve-

A species of colic, endemic

provinces of Spain, whose nature is not
clear.
Its symptoms resemble those occasioned
ral

by

lead.

Colica Menstrua'lis, Men'strual Colic, (F.)
Colique menstruelle. Colic, which precedes or
accompanies the menstrual evacuation, or which
is

COLLIQUAMENTUM
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Madrid— c.

drid' Colic.

.

pulosa

tale,

nine Colic, Lead Colic, Plumbers' Colic, Rachial'gia Pic'tonum, R. Pictavien'sium, Morbus Metalticus, Colicople'gia, Colica Rachial'gia, Rachial'gia, Colica Dumnonit/rum, C. Plumbario'rum,
Paral'ysis rachial'gia, Colica nervosa, Colica
Picto'rum, Palmus Plumba'rius, (F.) Dysenteronervia Saturni'na, Colique de Poitou, Colique
vig'ttale, (?) Colique des peintres, (F.) Colique
de plomb. Under this head is generally described the colic produced by lead, as well as the
other colics mentioned in the synonymy, and
they certainly resemble each other greatly, although some of them are more like the bilious
colic.
There is not much to distinguish this
variety of colic from others. The same violent
pain about the navel is present, with retraction
of the abdornen towards the spine. It is apt
also to occasion palsy. The only difference of
treatment is, the necessity of employing more
opium along with the purgative. The paralytic
sequelae must be treated by change of air, rubbing the spine, exercise, &c. Treating the
disease upon general principles is infinitely
more philosophical, and more successful than
the empirical management at la Charite, Paris,

Colic, metallic.

COLIQUES,

Pains (after.)
COLI'TIS, from ntu/ov, ' the colon,' and itis,
denoting inflammation.' Coloni'tis, Enteritis
colica, (F.) Inflammation du colon.
Inflammation of the peritoneal or mucous membrane of
the colon. The former is termed Sero-coli'tis,
and Exocoli'tis; the latter Dysentery, (q. v.)

'

COLIX,

owing to the suppression of that evacuation.
Colica Mktal'lica, Metal'lic Colic, Painters'

Colic, Colica pic'tonum, Colic of Poitov, Colica
Saturni'na, C. Figulo'rum, Colic of Surinam',
Bellon, Devonshire Colic, Dry Bellyache, Satur-

—

c. de Miserere, Ileus— c. de Misdricorde,
Ileus— c. des Peintres—Colic, metallic— c. de
Plomb, Colic metallic— c. de Poitou, Colic metallic— c. Venteuse, Colica flatulenta— c. Vege-

Trochiscus.

COLLA PISCIUM,

Ichthyocolla.
Collapse, Conciden'tia:—col,

COLLAP'SUS,

and labor, lapsus, to fall.' A
sudden and complete prostration of strength,
or cum,

'

with,'

'

commencement

either at the
of a disease.

COLLAR-BONE,

or in the progress

Clavicle.

COLLATERAL,
'

with,'

and

Collatera'lis, from cum,
tatus, 'side.'
That which accom-

panies or proceeds by the side of another.
Collateral ar'teries of the Arm, Arte'ricc CoUatera'les Brachii, (F.) Artires collate-

du

They are given off by the braare distinguished into, 1. The
collateral— superior or external ( Grandes muscural es

chial.

laires

bras.

They

du bras— Ch.) which arise from the inner
and extend as far as the

part of the brachial,

inferior and external .part of the arm. 2. The
collateral— inferior or internal (Collaterales du

Coude—Ch.) which

arise

from the brachial,

near the elbow-joint, and descend towards the
upper part of the fore-arm.

The vessels which pass to the fingers
toes, are also called collateral.

and

Speaking generally, collateral branches are
those which follow nearly the same course as
the vessel, whence they emanate.

COLLATE RAL1S, Ischio-cavernosus.
COLLE-CHAIR,

Sarcocolla.

COLLE DE POISSOjX, Ichthyocolla.
which it is unnecessary to detail.
COLLECTION, Collec'tio, from collig"ere,
Colica Nephret'ica, Nephret'ic Colic, (F.)
to collect.'
This word is often united to the
Colique Niphritique. Acute pains, which ac- epithet purulent, serous, &c,
to express a facompany nephritis, and especially calculous thering of pus, serum, &c.
<

nephritis, or the passage of a calculus into the
ureters.

Colica Pictonum,
rum. Colic, metallic

—

Colic, metallic
c. Pictoc. Pituitosa, Colica convulsiva c. Plethorica, Colica inflammatoria
c. Plumbariorum, Colic, metallic
c. Pulsatilis,
Colic, inflammatory
c. Rachialgia, Colic, me-

—

—

—

—

—

—

Saturnina, Colica metallica c. Spasmodica, Colica convulsiva, Ileus c. Stipata,
Colica stercorea c. Ventriculi, Cardialgia.

tallic

c.

—

—

Colica Sterco'rea,

Stercora'ceous
Colic,
Colica Stipdta, (F.) Colique ste.rcorale.
species of colic, ascribed to the retention of faecal
matters in the intestines. The retention is
itself, however, an effect, that may be caused in
the same manner as the colic pains themselves.
Colica Uteri'na, Uterine Colic, (F.) Colique
uterine.
Pain seated in the uterus, sometimes
called Hysteral'gia.

A

Colica Vermino'sa, Worm Colic, (F.) Colique vermineuse. Abdominal pain, occasioned
by the presence of worms in the intestines.

COLICODYNIA,
COLICOPLEG1A,

Colica.
Colic, metallic.

COLLESIS,

Agglutination.
Agglutinant.

COLLETICUS,
COLLIC'LE.
vey away water.'

'

Drains to collect and conSee Gouttiere. Union of

the ducts passing from the puncta lachrymalia.
Collie" ia.

punctorum lachrymalium

COLLICULA VAGINAE, Nymph*.
COLLICULI NERVI ETHMOIDALS,

Corpora striata— c. Nervorum opticorum,
ami nervorum opticorum.

ThaL

COLLICULUS CAVE^E POSTERIORY
VENTRICULORUM LATERALIUM, Hin-

pocampus minor.

COLLIER,

(F.)

certain eruptions
a collar.

A collar. A name

COLLIGAMEN, Ligament.
COLLINSONIA CANADENSIS.
digenous plant

given to

which surround the neck

like

This

in-

possessed of diuretic propera volatile oil. Infusion is the best form of administration.
The
leave*, in domestic practice, are applied
to
ties,

is

which seem

wounds and

to reside in

bruises.

COLLIQUAMEN'TUM.from

COLIMACOjY, Limax.
and liquere,) 1 melt.'
COLIQUE, Colic c.d' Indigestion, Colica cra- an embryo. — Harvey.
'

The

first

colli'queo,

(con

rudiments of

—
COLLI QUATION

COLL1QUAT10N,

Colliqua'tio, Eliqua'tio,
Syniex'is, Ectex'is, Solu'tion, Dissolution. The
ancients meant, by this term, the progressive
diminution of the solid parts, with copious excretion of liquids by one or more passages.

They thought, that all the solids melted ; and
that the liquids, and particularly the blood, lost
a portion of their density.

COLLIQUATIVE,

Colli quati'vus, Colliqurs'cens, from colliques'ccrc, ' to grow liquid.' (F.)
Colliqualif.
An epithet, given to various discharges, which produce rapid exhaustion.
Hence we say, Colliquative sweats, Colliquative

diarrhaa, &c.

COLL1QUESCENS, Colliquative.
COLLISIO, Contusion.
COLLIX. Trochiscus.

COLLODES, Glutinous.
COLLOID, from xoXXa,

'glue,' and nSoc,
epithet applied to a product
of morbid secretion, resembling glue, or particles of jelly inlaid in a regular alveolar bed.
The three species of cancer or carcinoma are,
Enccplialoid (q. v.), Scirrhus (q. v.), and Col*

resemblance.'

An

laid.

COLLOSTRUM,
COLLOURIOIN,

COLLUM,

COLON
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Colostrum.
Collyrium.

Cervix, Trache'Ios, Auchen, (F.)
The part of the body situate beCol, Cou.
tween the head and chest. Also, a part of an
organ resembling the neck, as in the following

the scapula, which seems to separate it, as it
were, from the rest of the bone.
Collum or Cervix U'teri. Keck of the Utenarrow, cylinrus, (F.) Col de la Malrice.
drical, and flattened portion of the uterus,
which terminates it inferiorly, and opens into
This
the vagina by the Os Uteri or Os Tinea.
neck is perceptible on examination* per vaginam, until near the end of utero-gestation.

A

the uterus enlarges, however, it becomes
shorter and wider, so that a manifest difference
exists between its condition at seven and nine

As

months.

Collum or Cervix Vesi'ck. Keck of the
The anterior
Bladder, (F.) Col de la Vessie.
part of the base of the bladder, which resembles the neck of a bottle, and is continuous
with the urethra.
Collum Obstipum,

Torticollis.

COLLUR1UM, Collyrium.
COLLUTOR1UM, Gargarism— c.

Adstrin-

gens, Mel Boracis.

COLLU'VIES,

from colluo,
I cleanse.'
Filth, excrement. Discharge from an old ulcer.
Coli.uvies Gastkica, Embarras gastrique.
COLLYRIUM, Collu'rium, Collou'rion, from
xto/ueo,
I check,' and otto,
I flow,' or from
xo^.Aa, 'glue,' and wna, 'tail.'
(F.) Co/lyre.
'

'

'

The

ancients designated, by this term, a solid
medicine, of a long, cylindrical shape ; proper
to be introduced into the vagina, anus, or nostrils.
They are said to have given it this name
cases.
Collum or Cervix Astrag'ali, Neck of the because it was shaped like a Rat's Tail, and
Astragalus, (F.) Col de rastraga/e. A depres- because there entered into its composition,
Celsus, Orision, which separates the anterior extremity of powders and glutinous matters.
basius, Scribonius Largus.
At the present day,
the astragalus from its body.
Collum or Cervix Costa'rum, Keck of the Collyrium means an application to the eye.
Jlibs, (F.) Col des Cotes.
The narrow part of Some are pulverulent and dry, but the greatest
part are liqidd; when they receive different
the ribs, between the head and tubercle.
Collum or Cervix Dentium. Keck of the epithets, as astringent, emollient, &.c. The term
Teeth, (F.) Col ou Collet des Dents. The part is now little more than synonymous with Eyeof the teeth between the corona and fang, which water. Collyria are generally extemporaneous
formulae.
is embraced by the gum.
Collyrium Siccum Alexandrinum.
See
Collum or Cervix Fem'oris. Keck of the
Thigh-bone, (F.) Col du Femur. The long, nar- Alexandrine.
"
COLOBO'MA, y.o).o^ia, any thing trunrow, and oblique portion of the os femoris,
which separates the head from the two tro- cated or shortened." A mutilated or maimed
organ.
chanters.
Collum or Cervix Fib'cl^:. Keck of the
Colobo'ma Iridis. A congenital peculiarity
Fibula, (F.) Col du Perone. A slight narrow- of the iris, consisting in a fissure of its lower
ness, seated below the head or upper extremity portion, and a consequent prolongation of the
of the fibula.
iris to the margin of the cornea.
Collum or Cervix Hu'meri. Keck of the
COLOBOS1S, KoUflwois. The act of curHu'merus.
A circular, depressed portion, tailing or mutilating mutilation.
which separates the head of the os humeri
COLOCYJMTH, Cucumis colocynthis.
from its two tuberosities.
COLOMBIiNE, COMMON, Aquilegia vulSome surgeons
place the neck below the tuberosities, no pre- garis.
cise line of demarcation indicating its extent.
COLOMBO, Calumba.
Collum or Cervix Mandib'ulje vel Maxil'COLO.N, Colum, Intesti'num majus, I. cellul* Inferio'ris. Neck of the lower jaw. (F.) la'tum, I. crassum et plenum, 1. grande, 1. laxum.
Col de Vos maxillaire inferieure. A depression That portion of the large intestines which exobservable on each side of the lower jaw, im- tends from the caecum to the rectum. It is said
mediately below the condyles.
to have been so called from xqiIov, hollow,' or
Collum or Cervix Ossis Magni vel Capi- from y.utXum, ' 1 arrest,' because the excrements
the
Magnum,
Keck
Os
(F.)
are
arrested, for a considerable time, in its sacs.
Col
ta'ti.
du
of
grand Os. A circular depression beneath the The colon is usually divided into four portions.
1. The right lumbar or ascending, Colon dexhead of this bone of the carpus.
Collum or Cervix Radii. Keck of the Ra- Lrum, situate in the right lumbar region, and
A narrow portion of commencing at the caecum. 2. Transverse colon
dius, (F.) Col du Radius.
the radius, which supports the head of th "bone. Colon transver'sum, or transverse arch of the
Collum or Cervix Scap'ulje, Keck of the colon, the portion of the colon, which crosses
A narrow from the right to the left side, at the upper part
Scapula, (F.) Col de POmoplate.
portion, observable below the glenoid cavity of of the abdomen. 3. The left lumbar or descend-

—

;

'

—

—

—

COLON ITIS

ng> Colon sinis'lriim, extending from the left
part of the transverse arch, opposite the outer
portion of the left kidney, to the corresponding

*

iliac fossa.

of the colon,

The

Sigmoid flexure
(F.) Colon iliaque ou S. du colon,

4.
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Iliac colon or

the portion of the intestine which makes a double curvature in the left iliac fossa, and ends in
the rectum.
Colon, Membranum c. inflammation of the,

—

Accidental colour, or colour of
the ocular spectrum.
Bluish-green.
Blue

Colour of the

Wafer.
Red
Orange

-

YHloio

Indigo.
Violet, with a little red.

Green
Blue
Indigo
Viobt

-

Black
White

-

Orauge-red.
Orange-yellow.
Yellow-green.

-

White.
Black.

If all the colours of the spectrum be ranged
Colon, Toiipor of the.
disease in which in a circle, in the proportions they hold in the
the muscular coat of the colon acts with defi- spectrum itself, the accidental colour of any
cient energy; giving occasion to distention of particular colour will be found directly oppothe intestine, which, by pressing upon other or- site. Hence, the two colours have been termed
gans may interfere so much with their func- opposite colours. It will follow from what has
tions, as to lead to distressing gastric, cardiac been said, that if the primary colour, or that to
and other disorder.
which the eye has been first directed, be added
ITIS, Colitis, Dysentery.
to the accidental colour, the result must be
COLOjXNE, Columna— c. Vertibrule, Verte- the same impression as that produced by the
bral column.
union of all the rays of the spectrum white
COLOJVJVES CHrfRJYUES, Carnea? colum- light. The accidental colour, in other words,
c. Charnues du ca>ur, Column® carnece.
nar
is what the primitive colour requires to make

Colitis.

A

COLON

COLOPH.HNE, Colophonia.
COLOPHO'NIA, so called from Colophon,
a city of Ionia; Phrycte, Fricla, Pix Grceca,
Resina nigra, Black Rosin, Pitch, Broicn Rosiri,
(F.) Colophone, Colophane, Arcanson, Brai sec.
The black resin, which remains in the retort,
after the distillation, by means of a strong fire,
of common turpentine. It is used like the turpentines in general, and in some pharmaceuti-

The primitive and accidental
it white light.
colours are, therefore, complements of each other;
and hence accidental colours have also been

cal preparations.

and

COLOQULVTE, Cucumus colocynthis.
COLOQU1NT1DA, Cucumus colocynthis.
COLOR VIRGINEUS PALLlDUS, Chlorosis

—

c.

Virginum

fcedus, Chlorosis.

COLORECTITIS, Dysentery.
COLOSTRA'TION, Colostra' tio.
'

'food,'

(?)

(F.)

Bkon.

The

They have

like-

wise been termed harmonic, because the primitive and its accidental colour harmonize with
each other in painting.

COLPITIS, Colposis.
COLPOPTO'SIS, from

yolnog, ' the vagina,'
Prolapsus of the vagina,

nrwo-iQ, 'fall.'

(q. v.)

COLPORRHA'GIA,
and fjijyvi/fu, I break
from the vaoina.
'

from xoXnog, vagina,'
Discharge of blood
<

forth.'

COLPORRHAPHY,

The

dis-

eases of new-born children, attributable to the
colostrum.
COLOSTRUM, Colos'tra, Col/ostrum, Colus'trum, Tropk'alis, Protog'ala, Ncog'ala, (Biestings or Beaslings in the cow, &c,) from
x»;.oi>,

called complementary colours.

first

milk

accouchement, 'it contains more serum
and butter, and less caseum than common milk;
and seems to possess an evacuant property,
after

Elytrorrhaphy.
Sinus, Vagina.
COLPO'SIS. Inflammation of the vagina.
Synonymous with El.ytroi'tis,Elylri'tis, Colei'tis,
See Leucorrhcea.
Colpi'tis.
COLPOSTEGNO'SIS, from xzlno?, 'vagi
ajtyvam,
and
I close.'
Atresia or oblitena,'
ration of the vagina.
COLT'S FOOT, Asarum Canadense, Tussi-

COLPOS,

'

lago.

COL'UBER BERUS. The systematic name
expulsion of of the viper, Vi'pera, (F.) Couleuvre, Vipere.
an
meant
Colostrum formerly
A poisonous reptile the poison lying in small
emulsion prepared of turpentine and yolk of sacs near its teeth. The flesh is innocent, and
has been often taken in scrofula, and in cutaCOLOURS, ACCIDENTAL. Opposite co- neous disorders in general, but it is ineffica-

which renders
the meconium.

lours,

it

fit

to aid in the

Complementary and Harmonic

—

colours.

If

the eye have been for some time regarding a particular colour, the retina becomes insensible to
this colour; and if, afterwards, it be turned to
a sheet of white paper, the paper will not seem
to be white, but will be of the colour that
arises from the union of all the rays of the solar spectrum, except the one to which the retina has become insensible. Thus, if the eye
be directed for some time, to a red wafer, the
sheet of paper will seem to be of a bluish-green,
in a circular spot of the same dimensions as the
wafer. This bluish-green image is called an
ocular spectrum, because it is impressed upon
l he eye and
may be retained for a short time;
and the colour bluish- green, is said to be the
accidental colour of the red. If this experiment
be made with wafers of different colours, other
accidental colours will be observed, varying
with the colour of the wafer employed, as in

the following table:

16.

cious.

COLUBRINA DRACONTIA.Arumdracun-

—

—

culus c. Lusitanica, Euphorbia capitata c.
Virginiana, Aristolochia serpentaria.
COLUM, Colon.
COLUMBO, AMERICAN, see Calumba— c.
Marietta, see Calumba.

COLUMELLA, Pillar, Uvula.
COLUM'NA, Column, (F.) Colonne.

Ana-

tomists use this word for parts which resemble
a column or pillar, (q. v.)

Columna

Adstans

Inguinibus, Penis

—

—
—

c.

Dorsi, Vertebral column
c.
c. Oris, Uvula
Spinalis, Vertebral column
c.
Virginitatis,
Hymen c. Foraminis ovalis, see Ovalis fossa
c. Valvular Vieussenii, see Valvula Vieussenii
c. Vertebralis, Vertebral column.
COLUM'N/E CAR'NE^E, Colum'nm Cordis,
Lacer'li vel Laccr'tuli vel Funes vel Fascic'vti
ter'etes Cordis, Trubes Cordis, (F.) Colonnes
Small, fleshy columns,
charnues du ceeur.

—

—

—

—

—

—
COLUMNEA LOiNGIFOLIA

which project, more or less, into the auricles
and ventricles of the heart, whose use appears
to be

to
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prevent too great dilatation of those

COMBUSTURA, Burn.
COMEDONES, see Acne.
COMES ARCHIATRORUM.

cavities.

chiater.

Coldm'n^: Nasi. The cartilaginous part of
the septum of the nostrils.

'to eat.'

COLUMNEA LONGIFOLIA, Bahel.
COLUMNS OF MORGAGNI, or OF THE
RECTUM. See Rectum.
COLUS JOVIS, Salvia sclarea.
COLUSTRUM, Colostrum.
COLU'TEA ARBORES'CENS,

DE VIRGIME, Aristolochia

COLYM'BADES,

Pickled Olives. These,
when bruised and applied to a burnt part, were
supposed to be able to prevent vesication. Di-

—

oscorides.
it

is

the individual.

many

A profound state of sleep,
extremely difficult to rouse
It is a symptom, which occurs

KOHia.

from which
in

diseases.

Two

varieties

are distin-

guished^ 1. The Coma vigil, Coma agrypno'des,
Pervigilium, Vigilia nim'ice, Typho'nia, Veter'nus, Jigrijpnoco'ma, Carus lethar'gus vigil, Typhoma'nia, (q. v.) which is accompanied with
delirium. The patient has his eyes closed, but
opens them when called; and closes them again
immediately. This state is accompanied with
considerable restlessness. 2. Coma Somnolen'in which the patient
ttim, C. Comato'dcs;
speaks when roused, but remains silent and
immovable in the intervals. Coma is a deeper
sleep than sopor, but less so than lethargy and

—

ear us.

—

Coma, Capillus— c. Apoplexia, Apoplexy c.
Cmsarea, Plica c. Somnolentum, Somnolency.
COMACON, Myristica moschata.
COMAROS, Arbutus unedo.
CO'MATA. from nwna. Diseases characterized by diminution of the powers of voluntary motion, with sleep or impaired state of the

—

senses.

word

is

English,

(¥.) Edu'lis, from comederc
Eatable. Esculent (q. v.)
When this
used substantively, in French as in

it

means

solid food.

COMEZ. Haifa drop.— Ruland.
COMFREY, Symphytum— c. Spotted,

Pul-

COMISTE,

Aliment.

COMMANDUCATIO, Mastication.
COMMEM'ORATIVE. Commcmorati'vus,
from commemoru're, (con and mernor,) to cause
to remember.'
That which recalls, or rather
'

which

is

recalled.

Commemorative Signs,

serpentaria.

COMA,

COMESTIBLE,

monaria.

Bladder
Senna, (F.) Baguenaudier, Faux Sine. Fam.
Decandria.
Sez.%s£.Diadelphia
Leguminosae.
The leaves are slightly purgative, and are often
mixed with those of the cassia senna.

COLUVRIJ\"E

See Exar-

— Cullen.

COMATEUX, Comatose.
COMATODES, Comatose.

(F.) Signes

commem-

oratifs are those,

deduced from circumstances

which have gone

before: or rather, according

to others, those which point out the preceding
condition of the patient.
They are also called

Anamnes'tic signs.

COMMERClUM,

Sympathy.

COMMI, Gummi.
COM'MINUTED,

Comminu'tus, from commito break to pieces.' ^F.)
Comminutif. A comminuted fracture is one in
which the bone is broken into a number of

nuere, (con and minuo,)

'

pieces.

COMMINU'TION,
into a

Comminu'tio, Thrypsis,
Fracture of a bone

Same etymon.
number of pieces.

Leio'sis.

COMMISSURA, Articulation— c. Magna
rebri,

Corpus callosum

ce-

— c. Ossiumcarnea, Sys-

sarcosis.

COMMISSU'RAL; same etymon

as comcommissure.
Compa'ges,
Compagina'tio, Sym'physis, Sym'bole; from cornmit'to, (con and mitto.)
I join together.'
A
point of union between two parts: thus, the
commissures of the eyelids, lips, &.C., are the
angles, which they form at the place of union.
Com'missure, Ante'rior, of the Bkain,
Commissu'ra ante'rior cer'ebri, (F.) Commissure
anterieure du cerveau. A small medullary fas-

missure.

Of or belonging

to a

COM'MISSURE, Commissura,
'

ciculus, situate transversely at the anterior
part of the third ventricle, and uniting the two

COM'ATOSE, Comato'des, (F.) Comatcux.
Relating to or resembling coma: as comatose
sleep, comatose fever, &c.

—

COMBUSTIBILITY, PRETERNATURAL,
Combustion, human.
COMBUSTIO, Burn.

COMBUS'TION,HUMAN,Spon«aneoMsCorre-

hemispheres.

Commissure, Great, of the Brain, Commissu'ra Magna Cer'ebri, (F.) Grande commissure du cerveau, which unites the two hemispheres for some extent, is the Corpus callo'-

sum.

Commissure, Oblique or Intercerebral.

bustion, or Preternatural Combustibility, Cata-

See Valvula Vieussenii.
Commissure, Posterior, of the Brain. A
cau'sis, Incen'dium sponta'neum, Catacau'sis
cbrio'sa, Combustion humaine, C. spontanie. similar medullary band, situate at the posterior
These terms have been applied to the extraor- part of the third or middle ventricle.
Commissure of the Uvea, Ciliary Ligament.
dinary phenomenon of a rapid destruction of
COMMISSURE DE LA CHOROIDE, Cithe human body, (being reduced to ashes,)
the
contact
of an liary Ligament.
either spontaneously or by
have
is
said
to
It
always
COMMO'SIS, from xouftota, I adorn.' The
iornited substance.
occurred in the aged, and in those that were art of concealing natural deformities, as by
In such, Dr. Traill has painting the face.
See, also, Propolis.
fat and hard drinkers.
COMMO'TICE, in the older writers, meant
found a considerable quantity of oil in the serum of the blood. Vicq d'Azyr, Lair, and Du- the art of communicating factitious beauty to a
puytren think it necessary, that the body should person. Painting the face, Comopor'ia.
COMMOTIO, Motion.
be placed in contact with an ignited substance.
COMMOTIOJY, Concussion c. du Cerveau
Le Cat, Kopp, and Marc are of opinion that
The former appears to Concussion of the brain.
this is not necessary.
COMMU'NICANS, from communis, combe the true view.
'

—

'

—
COMPACT

—

——
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COMPOSITUM, Compound.
TO COMPOUND. Same etymology;

mon.'

Conjun'gcns.
That which communicates or establishes a communication.
Commu'nicant. There are two Arterial Cornmunican'tes; both within the cranium; the one anterior, very short, and extending transversely
from one anterior cerebral artery to the other,
the other posterior, called also Commu'nieans
Willis' ii, which passes from the internal carotid
to the posterior cerebral artery.
It is a branch
of the basilary.
COMPACT, Compac'tus, from con and pangere, to strike, to fix.'
Solid, close, (F.) Compaclc.
The term Compact Tissue is given, to
the hardest and closest parts of bone.
COMPAGES, Articulation, Commissure c.
Vertebrarum, Vertebral column.
'

—

COMPAGINATIO,

Commissure.
See Pelvimeter.
Sympathy.

-

to

mix medicines. To mingle different ingredients
into one whole.
Used adjectively, Compound
signifies the result of the union of several me"
dicinal agents, as
a compound medicine."

COMPREHENSIO,

Catalepsy.

COM'PRESS, Compres'sa, Sple'nium, Flu!
gula, PenicU'lum, Penic'ulum, from comprim'eie,
(con, and premere, ' to press,') 'to press togeFolded pieces of lint
fF.) Compresse.
or r;ig, so contrived as, by the aid of a bandage,
to make due pressure upon any part.
According to their shape, direction, and use, com-

ther.'

presses have been called long ( (F.) longuettes,)
square (carries,) triangular, prismatic, gradu-

COMPAS D'ltPAlSSEUR.

ated (gradudes.) split (fcndues,) fenetries, criblies croix de Make, oblique, circular, dividing

COMPASSIO,

(divisives,) uniting.(unisantes,) cribriform, (q. v.)

COMPEBA, Piper cnbeba.
COMPEPER, Piper cubeba.
COMPER'NIS; from
mon of bacon with the

con,

COMPRESSEUR DE DUPUYTREN, Com-

and perna, 'a gam-

One who has
leg on.'
case of distortion

his knees turned inwards.
of the legs

COMPLETIO. Plethora.
COMPLEX, Compkx'us,

A

COM

from con,

'

with,'

'
Embracing several
to twist.'
distinct things.
Chaussier uses this term in
his anatomical descriptions for complicated.

and pkctere,

COMPLEXIO,

pressor of Dupuytren c. du Nez, Compressor
nasi
c. de la Prostate, Compressor prostatse.
COMPRESSIO, Thlipsis.
P RES' SION, Comprcs'sio, Enereisis.
Same etymology. Pressure, Methodical Compression.
An agent, frequently had recourse
to in Surgery.
compress a limb, affected with aidema, varices, hydrops articuli, callous ulcer, &c. The abdomen is compressed
after delivery, after paracentesis abdominis. &c.

Coition, Confusio,

Tempera-

We

The compression

ment.

COMPLEX'ION,

Complexfio. This is often
employed, in English, for the colour of the
face, as" He has a good complexion,"
a " sallow
complexion" &c. It formerly had a more extensive signification, and still has in France.
It signifies the aggregate of physical characters
presented by any individual: considered with
respect to his external arrangement or condi-

—

means more than constitution, for
used synonymously in many cases;
and differs from temperament, which is less the
tion.

It

which

it is

external condition of the body than the state or
disposition of the organs in health. H. Cloquet.

—

COMPLEX'US,
Complexus

Complex.

Mm or. Mastoideus latera'lis, Tra-

cheal o-masto'ideus , (F.) Trackelo-mastoidien, Mus-

Complexus. It arises from the transverse processes of the last four cervical verteis inserted into the mastoid process.
and
brae,
cle petit

is

produced by means of the

&c. according to the part,
particular case.
Moderate pressure
aids the contractility of parts, and excites the
action of the absorbents; so that large tumours
roller, laced stocking,

and

to the

times disappear after it has been used for
A greater degree of pressure ocstill more, the emaciation of the part,
but it is apt to impede the circulation. Pressure is often used to stop or moderate the flow
of blood in cases of aneurism or wounds of arat

some time.
casions,

teries and veins.
In such cases, the compression may be immediate, when applied upon the
artery itself, or it may be mediate, when applied through the integuments and soft parts.
The French use the term Compression immediate laterale
for that which is exerted perpendicularly to the axis of a vessel, so as to flatten
its sides.
It is practised with the finger, forceps, tourniquet, compresses, &,c.

—

Complexus Mus'culus, Biven'ter Cervi'cis,
Compression of the Brain. This may arise
Complexus Major, Dorso-tracheion-occtpital T/a- either from coagula of blood, a soft tumour, a
chth-occipital (Ch.) (F.) Muscle grand complexus. bony excrescence, a depressed portion of the
A muscle, situate at the hind part of the neck, skull, or the presence of some foreign body.
where it extends from the interval that sepa- The effects vary, according as the compression
rates the two prominent ridges on the posterior takes place suddenly or gradually.
When sudsurface of the os occ'pitis to the transverse and denly, the symptoms are of the comatose or apo,

articular processes of the last six cervical vertebrte, as well as to those of the first five dorsal.
It serves to straighten, incline, and turn the

head.

COMPLICATION, Complica'tio, from con,
and plicare,' to fold.' In medicine, it means
the presence of several diseases, or of several
adventitious circumstances, foreign to the pri'with,'

mary

COMPRESSIVE.

plied

COMPRES'SOR OF DUPUYTREN,

disease.

COMPOSITION,

Composit"io, from componere, (con, and ponere,
to place,') 'to place together.'
Syn'thesis.
The act of composing or
compounding. Also, the Compound, Compos1 itma. or thing compounded. Likewise, a com'

bination.

character.
When gradually, mania,
convulsions, &c, are more likely to occur.
Compression, arising from a depressed portion
of skull, requires the use of the trephine.
Compressivus.
That
which compresses. A compressive bandage is
one that compresses the parts to which it is applectic

(F.)

Compresseur de Dupuytren. An instrument for
compressing the femoral artery, invented by
Dupuytren. It is constructed on the same principles as the tourniquet of J. L. Petit, from
which it only differs in this respect; that, instead of being maintained in its place by a strap,

—

—
COMPUNCTIO
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CONCEPTACULUM, Uterus.
CONCEPTIO VITiOSA, Pregnancy,

which always compresses more or less the circumference of the limb, the two pads are placed

extra,

at the extremities of a semicircle of steel, which, uterine.

by passing from one to the other without touching the parts, limits the pressure to two opposite points of the thigh, and permits the collateral circulation to go on.
Compressor Naris, Rina'us, Nasa'lis, TransJ
versu'lis JS'asi, Myrtifoi mis, Dilatato'res ala'rum
nasi, Constric'tur JS'asi, C. JVarium, C. JYaiis,
Triangularis Nasi, (F.) Maxillo-narinal, SusCompresseur du nez,
(Ch.,)
maxilio-nasal.
Transversal du nez. A muscle, situate at the
sides of the nose; flat and triangular. It arises
from the inner part of the fossa canina, and
passes to the dorsum of the nose; where it is
confounded with that of the opposite side,
Compressor or Constrictor of Nuck. An
instrument for compressing the urethra, to obviate incontinence of urine. It consists of a
girdle of iron, which surrounds the pelvis, to
which is fixed a plate of the same metal, that
compresses the urethra in Perincco.

CONCEPTION,

Concep'tio, Cye'sis, from
1 conceive.'
The impregnation of the ovum in the ovarium, by the
positive contact of the male sperm, whence
In order that conception
results a new being.
may take place, it is necessary that there should
be a uterus, and that the female should be capable of menstruating in a healthy manner.
There is every reason, also, to believe that,
occasionally, the male sperm is not fecundating ,

concip'io, {con

—

and

capio,)

'

-

but of this we know little. The whole subject
of conception is a most mysterious one. It
seems to occur as follows. During the sexual
union, the male sperm passes along the uterus
and Fallopian tubes: the fimbriated extremities
of the latter seize hold of the ovarium and the
sperm, in this manner comes in contact with an
ovum, and impregnates it. The fecundated
ovum remains some time in the ovarium, but at
length bursts its covering, is laid hold of by the
Compressor Pros'tat^e, Prostat'icus superior, fimbriated extremity of the Fallopian tube, and
Pubio prostat'icus, Sub-pubio-prostat'icus, (F.) passes along the tube into the cavity of the uteCompresscur de la prostate. A muscle, admitted rus, where it remains for the full period of uteroby Albinus, which is formed of the anterior gestation.
False Concep'tion, Falsus Concep'tus, Spu'fibres of the Levator ani, that embrace the pros-i
tate. Itisthe Prostat'icus supe'rior of Winslow. Hum germen, (F.) Fausse conception, Faux
Compres'sor Ure'thrje. A muscle consist- germe. An irregular, preternatural conception,
ing of two portions one of which is transverse the result of which is a mole or some similar
in its direction, and in consequence of its production, instead of a properly organized foehaving been particularly described by Mr. Guth- tus. See Mole.
CONCEP'TUS. The first rudiments of the
It arises
rie, has been called Guthrie's muscle.
from the ramus of the ischium, and passes in- foetus, after conception.
The
Conceptus
Falsus, Conception, false.
urethra.
membranous
wards to embrace the
CONCHA, y.oyyri. A liquid measure, amongst
other portion is perpendicular, descending from
Anatothe pubis and passing down to be insetted into the Athenians, equal to half an ounce.
the transverse portion of the muscle. This mists apply this term to several hollow parts of
Concha
portion has been considered by many to be only the body;— as the Concha of the Ear,
Having Auris, Concha auridulte; (F.) Conque, the hollow
the anterior fibres of the levator ani.
been described by Mr. Wilson, it has been called part of the cartilage of the external ear. It has,
also, been applied to the genital organs of the
Wilson s muscle.
COMPUNCTIO, Paracentesis, Puncturing. female; to the patella, &c.
Concha, Patella, Turbinated bone, (middle,)
Ccentesthesis.
CONJLSTHESIS,
Vulva c. Auris interna, Cochlea c. Cerebri,
CONARIUM, Pineal gland.
Infundibulum of the brain c. Inferior, TurbiCONATUS, Effort.
CONCMSSER, (F.,) from conqvassa're, (con, nated bone, (inferior) c. Labyrinthi. Cochlea.
CONCHJE NARIUM, Turbinated bones.
and quassare, to shake much,') to break to
A'RUM ANTIFEBRILE. A febripieces;' 'to comminute.' To reduce roots, woods,
<&c. into small fragments, in order that their fuge and sudorific preparation in Bates's Pharactive principles may be more readily separated inacopuda. It was composed of vinegar, musselshells, and water of Carduus benedictus
from them.
j

:

|

j

—

—

—

—

—

—

'

'

CONCH

.

CONCAU'SA

or

CONCAUS'SA,

Synce'tion.

A cause which co-operates with another, in the
production of disease.

CONCAV1TAS CONCHULARIS CEREBRI, Infundibulum of the brain.
CONCAVUM PEDIS, Sole.
1

CONCENTRANT1 A, from con, and centrum,
A name once given to acids and

a centre.'
absorbents.

CONCHO-HELIX. A

small, fleshy fasciculus, attached to the concha of the ear and helix.
It is also called the small muscle of the helix.
CONCHUS, xoyxoi. The cranium, (q.v.) In
Castelli.
the plural, it means theorbitarcavities.
CONCHYLIA, Turbinated bones.
CONCIDENT1A, Collapse.
CONCIL'IUM. A milky plant, referred to
by Pliny as aphrodisiac and antiphthisical.
Adanson considers it to be a Campanula.
CONCOCTION, Coction.

—

CONCENTRATION, Concentra'tio. A word
sometimes used, in medical theories, to express
COjYCOMBRE ORDLYAIRE,Cucum\s satian afflux of fluids, or a convergence of sensiIt is vus
c Sauvage, Momordica elaterium.
bility or of vital force, towards an organ.
CONCOMTTANT, Concom'itans, from con
applied, also, to the pulsation of arteries, when
and comitare, (itself from comire, cum and ire,)
not easilv felt under the finger.
POULS COMCEJVTRJi, (F.) is a term ap- to go with.' That which accompanies. A
plied by the French to a pulse of the above symptom which accompanies others.

—

'

character.

CONCEPTACULA SEMINARIA, Vesicuk
Beminarice.

CONCREMATIO, Calcination.
CONCRETIO, Adherence-c.

Alvina, see
Calculus of the stomach and intestines.

— ————— ——
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and
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'
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CONCRETION, Concretio, from concrcs'cere,
(con,

to condense, thicken, be-

—

—

improve the savour of food, and contain but
nutritive

tle

matter.

Such

are

pepper,

come solid:' Pexis, Sympex'is, mj;i;, auy.ni}iic. cinnamon, &c. Almost all condiments
The act of becoming thick or solid. It was sessed of stimulant properties.
once used

synonymously with adhesion or
growing together, as, " concretion of the toes.''
Most commonly, it is applied to extraneous and
inorganic bodies, of a solid character, met with
in different textures, after certain chronic inflammations ; or which make their appearance
in the joints or in the reservoirs for excrementitial fluids.
Concretion is, therefore, frequently
synonymous with Calculus, and is then rendered, in Latin, by the word concrementum. But
Concretion has a more extensive signification
than Calculus ; thus, accidental ossifications or
deposits of phosphate of lime in certain organs,
and especially in the liver and lungs, are properly called osseous concretions. They could
not well be called osseous calculi.
Concretions, Fibrinous, Polypiform or
Polypus, of the Heart, see Polypus c. Intestinalis, Calculus of the Stomach and Intes-

—

tines.

CONCUBITUS,

Coition— c. Venereus, Coi-

tion.

CONCUR'SUS,
currere, cursum,

'

from concur'rere, (con, and
to meet together,'

to run,')

'

Syn' dromi (q. v.) The congeries or collection
of symptoms, which constitute and distinguish
a particular disease.
.

CONCUS'SION

Comma' tion,' from concu'to shake,')
I shake toConcus'sio, (F.)
Thlasma
gether.'
Concus'sio,
Commotion. In Surgery, it is used for the agitation often communicated to an organ by a fall
upon another organ; as to the brain from a fall
on the breech, &c.
Concussion of the Brain, Encephalosis' mus,
(F.) Commotion du Cerveau, sometimes gives
rise to alarming symptoms, even to abolition of
the functions of the brain, yet without any senand

tio, (con,

or

quatere,

'

'

Slight concussion of the
brain, called stunning, consists in vertigo, tinnitus aurium, loss of memory, and stupefaction ;
When more severe,
nil these being temporary.
there is instant loss of sensation and volition,
vomiting, the patient being as if in a sound
sleep, but there is no stertorous breathing. Pulse
variable, generally more rapid and feeble than
Little can
in compression; extremities cold.
be done here, till reaction has occurred; after
according
to getreated
be
must
case
the
this,
neral principles,
by bleeding, blisters, cold apsible organic disease.

—

plied to the head,<fcc. After severe concussion,
a patient, although apparently well, is not safe
till some time after the accident.
from con, and densius,

CONDENSANTIA,

'

dense.'

lncrussan'tia, (q. v.) Medicines once
for inspissating the humours.

esteemed proper

CONDENSATIO, Stegnosis.
CONDENSATION, Condcnsu'tio,

Inspissa'-

Increase in density of the blood and other
liquids, or of the solids, which enter into the
composition of the human body.
CON'DIMENT, Condimcn''tarn, Ar'tyma, Hetio.

diis'ma,
(F.)

CONDIT, Confection.
C O N D IT U M, same

—

Conditu'ra, from condi're,

Assaissonnement.

Some

'

to season.'

substances are

called, at times, aliments, and at others, condiments, according as they may constitute the
basis or the accessary to any dish: such are
cream, butter, mushrooms, olives, &c. Others

ure always condiments, as they are only used to

1G*

A

etymon.

lit-

salt,

are pos-

pharma-

ceutical compound of wine, honey, and some
aromatics, especially pepper. Also, a confection.

CONDITURA CADAVERUM,

Embalming.
Armour, (F.) Baudruches, Redingotes Anglaises, Gants des Dames, Calottes

CONDOM,

d' assurance.

The

intestina caeca of sheep, soaked

some hours

in water, turned inside out, macerated again in weak, alkaline ley, changed
for

—

—

and scraped carefully to
abstract the mucous membrane, leaving the
peritoneal and muscular coats, exposed to the

every twelve hours,

vapour of burning brimstone, and afterwards
washed with soap and water. They are then
blown up, dried, cut to the length of 7 or 8
inches, and bordered at the open end with a
riband. They are drawn over the penis prior to
coition, to prevent venereal infection and pregnancy.
CONDUCTIO, Tonic spasm, convulsion.

CONDUCTOR, Director, (q.v.)
(F.)
'

Conductcur ; from con,

to lead.'

'

Itinera' rium,

with,'

That which conducts.

and ducere,

The Conduc-

was an instrument, formerly used in the
high operation for the stone, for directing the

tor

forceps into the bladder.

CONDUIT, Canal— c. Auditif externe, Auditory canal, external
c. Auditif interne, Auditory canal, internal
c. Auricu/aire, Auditory
canal, external
c. Choledoque, Choledoch duct

—

—

c. Defirent, Deferens vas
c. d Eustache Eustachian tube c. Guttural c dc loreille, Eustachian tube c. Labyrinthique, Auditory canal,
internal
c. Plirygoidir.ii, Pterygoid
canal c.
Sousorbitaire, Suborbitar canal
c. Spermatiquc,
Deferens (vas) c. Thoracique, Thoracic duct
c. Vidi.cn, Pterygoid canal.
COJYDU1TS ADIPEUX, Fatty canals— c.
Aqaeux, see Aqueous c. Aveugles de Vurethre,
see Caecus c. Dcntaires, Dental canals— c.
Ejaculateurs, Ejaculatory ducts
c. Lacrymuux,
Lachrymal ducts c. Lactiferes, Lactiferous vessels
c. A'our riders, Canals, nutritive
c. JVuJ

,

—

—

—

—

—

Canals nutritive.
CONDULODES, Condyloid.

tricicrs,

COND' Y L E, Cond'ylf., Con'dylus, Capit'ulum,
a knot, eminence.'
An articular eminence,
round in one direction, flat in the other.
kind
of process, met with, more particularly, in the
gingly moid joints; such as the condyles of the
occipital, inferior maxillary bone, &c.
Some

'

A

—

Anatomists have applied the term, however, to
eminences, that are not articular; as to the
lateral tuberosities at the inferior extremity of
the os humeri, and even to certain depressions;
as to the concave, articular surfaces or faces at
the upper extremity of the tibia. Chaussier
calls the transverse root of the zygomatic process Condyle of the Temporal Bone.
CONDYLl DIGITORUM MANUS, Phalanges of the fingers.
CON'DYLOID, Condyloideus, Condulo'dts,
from y.urSvloQ, a condyle,' and udoc, shape.'
Having the shape of a condyle.
Condyloid Foram'ina, Foram'ina Condyloidea. (F.) Trous condyloidiens. (F.) Fosses condyloid iennes. These are distinguished Into unU'

'

—
CONDYLOMA
tier

and

posterior.

They

tteated in llie occipital

are four in

number.

bone; two anterior, and

two

posterior to the condyles or condyloid processes of the same bone, and to depressions,
which are called Fossa Condyloidca.

—

As the word Condy/o'idien means " that
which has the shape of a condyle," it has been
judiciously proposed, by some French anatomists, that condytien should be used in preference, in the case of the foramina and fossae.
CONDYLO'MA, Con'dylus, from y.orSvlog,
1
a knot,'
an eminence.'
soft, fleshy excrescence, of an indolent character, which appears near the orifice of the genital organs and
rectum, and occasionally on the fingers and
toes.
It is the consequence of the syphilitic
virus.
Such tumours are also called Dermophy'mata venerea.

—

'
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A

CONDYLUS, Condyloma.
CONESSI CORTEX, Nerium

antidysen-

tericum.

Confectio Damocratis, Mithridate.
so called from an AraConfectio Hamec
bian physician,— was composed of the bark of
;

—

the yelloio myrohalans, black myrobulans, violets,
pulp of co/ocynth, the po/ypodium of the oak,
leuves of wormwood, thyme, aniseed, fennel, red
roses, pulps of prunes, raisins, sugar, honey,
senna, rhubarb, &.c. It was used as a purgative in glysters.

Confectio Hyacin'thi,

Ily'acinth

Confec-

Elecluarium seu Confectio de Croco emenda'A tonic and
ta olim dicta de hyacin'this (P.)
slightly astringent confection, composed, according to Baume, of terra sigillata, crab's
stones, cinnamon, leaves of the dittany of Crete,
myrrh, saffron, syrup of lemon, camphor, Narbonne honey, oil of lemon, &,c and formerly
the hyacinth was added, whence its name.
Confectio Opii, E/ectua'rium Opia'tnm, Confectio Opia'la, Philo'nium Londinen'sl, Theriaca
Edinen' sis Philo'nium Romanum, Opium Confection, Elecluarium Theba'icum.
(Hard opium
in powder, givss; Pulv. aromat. ^vj; Mel. despumat gxiv; mix thoroughly. One grain of
opium in 36; Ph. U. S.) It is narcotic and stimulant. Dose, gr. x to QjConfectio Paulina, Confectio Archi<reni
c. ex Capitibus papaveris, Diacodium.
Confectio Pip'eris Nigri, Ward's Paste for
Fistula.
(Black pepper, elecampane root, each
seed Ibiij, white sugar Ibij.)
lljj, fennel
Dose,
of
nutmeg
three or four times a day.
size
a
Confectio Rale ighana, Confectio aromatica.
Confectio Ros;e Cani'nje, (L.) Conscrva
Rosa Canina, Conscrva Cynosbati, C. Cynorrhudi, Rob Cynosbatos, Confection or Conserve
(Pulp of dog rose Ibj, sugar Sxx.
of Dog Rose.
Incorporate.)
It is chiefly used as u vehicle for
tion,

;

,

COJNFEC'TIO,

Confec'tion, from cor,fi"cio,
'I make up.'
(con, and facere, 'to make.')
In general,
Alig'ulus. (F.) Confiture, Condit.
it means any thing made up or preserved with
sugar. In the late London Pharmacopoeias, it
includes the articles before called electuaries
and conserves. Confec'tio or Confec'tum also

means Confectionary.
Confectio Alkermes, Alkermes.
Confectio Amygdala'rum, Almond Confection, Almond Paste, Pasta rc'gia, P. Amygdali'na, Pasta Ernulsi'va, Butyfiuru Amygdala'rum
(Sivett
(F.J Confection d'Amandes.
almonds Sj, gum acacia gj, white sugar giv.
Blanch the almonds, and beat into a paste.)
A good mode of keeping almonds in a state fit

Dulcium.

making emulsions.
Confectio Aiichig"eni, C. Fault' na.

for

—

(Cas- other remedies.
long pepper, black pepper, storax, galbanum,
Confectio Ros.rc Gal'lics:, (L.) Conserva
opium, of each ijss. saffron gij, syrup of Rosa Gal'lica, Conserva Rosa, C. Florum Rosa'wormwood gij.) It was much recommended as rum Rubra'rum, C. Florum Rosa Rubra, Rhodosae'eharum, C. Rosa Rubra, Confection of the
a stimulant in nervous affections.
Confectio Aromat'ica, Electua!'rium Aro- Red Rose. (Petals Ibj, sugar Ibiij. ) In the
muticum, C. Cardiaca, C. Raleigha'na, Aro- Pharmacopoeia of the United States, (1842.) the
matic Confection, Sir Walter Raleigh's Cordial. Confectio Rosa is directed to be prepared as
The following is the Ph. U. S. formula. Pulv. follows. Red Roses, in powder, Siv Sugar, in
oromat. ^vss., croci, in pulv. ?ss. syrup aurant. powder, §xxx; Clarified honey, £vj; Rose waRub the aromatic ter, f. gviij Rub the roses with 'the rose water
^vj., Mel. despumat. 31J.
powder with the saffron; then add the syrup at a boiling heat then add gradually the sugar
and honey, and beat together until thoroughly and honey, and beat until thoroughly mixed.
mixed. ) Dose, ^j. to gj.
It is astringent, but chiefly used as a vehicle
Confectio Aurantio'rtjm, C.Auran'tii Cor'- for other remedies.
tiris (Ph. U. S.), Conser'va Cor'ticum AurunConfectio RuTjE, Confection of Rue. (Rue
tiorum, C. Cor'tic.is Exterio'ris Aurantii Hispu- leaves dried, carraway seeds, bay berries, of each
len'sis, C. Flaved'inis Corticum Aurantiorum £iss, sagapenum ^iv, black pepper gij, honey
Hispalen'sium, Conser'ta Aurantii, C. Citri 3-wj. Mix.) It is given in clysters, as an antiAurantii, Confection of the Orange, Conserve of spasmodic and carminative.
Orange Peel. (Yelloio part of the peel of the
Confectio de San'talis, Confection of the
orange fljj, rectified sugar Ibiij, beat into a con- Sanders, (F.) Confection de Sandaux. (Sandal
It is stomachic, and an agreeable veserve.)
wood, red coral, bole armeniac, terra sigillata
hicle, corrigent, and adjuvant for other reme- kermes berries, tormentil root, dittany, saffron,
myrtle, red roses, calcined hartshorn, cloves.)
dies. Dose, ^ss.
It
Confectio Cardiaca, Confectio aromatica. was formerly used as an astringent.
tor,

costus,

;

;

Cas'sije, Electua' rium Cassia;
E. Cassia, E. e Cassia, E. laxati'vum,
'Conscrva Cassia, ElectuariumCassia tamarinda
turn seu leniti'vum, Electa'rium e Cassid, Diacas'(Cassia
sia cum Mannd, Cassia Confection.
pulp Ibss, manna |ij, tamarind pulp |j, syrup
Bruise the manna, dissolve by
of roses Ifess.
heat, mix the pulp_, and evaporate ) It is gently
Dose, gss.
laxative.

Confectio Scammo'mje, Electua' rium Scam-

Confectio

Fis'tu/a,

1

mo'nii,

Electuarium

e

Scamrnonio,

Curyocosti-

num, Confection of Scam'mony.
(Powdered
scammomj ^iss, bruised doves, powdered ginger,
oil of carrattay gss, syrup of roses,
q. s .)
stimulating cathartic. Dose, gss to zj.
Confectio Sennje, Electuarium Cassia Senna, E. Senna cum Pulpis, E. Senna compos1 Bencdic'tum
iturn,
Laxati'vum, Electuarium

aa gvj,

A

—

—— —
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ape runs, E. cathoU'cum commu'ne~, E. diapru'nurn, E. eccoprot'icum, Elect. Senna, E. e Senna,
E. lenili'vum, Confection
of Senna. &c. (Senna
leaves ^ viij, figs Ibj, tamarind pulp, cassia pulp,
pulp of French prunes, each Ibss, coriander seed
Zjv, liquorice root ^iij, sugar fijiiss, water Oiv.
Rub the Senna and Coriander together; separate ]() ounces of the powder with a sieve.
Boil the residue with the figs and liquorice
root in the water to one half; press out the
liquor, and strain.
Evaporate the liquor by
means of a water bath to a pint and a half;
add the sugar, and form a syrup. Rub the pulps
vvith the syrup, gradually added; throw in the
sifted powder, and beat till thoroughly mixed—

CONFU'S.E FEBRES.
whose paroxyms are

Intermittents,

irregular and confused.

Bellini.

CONFU'SIO, from

confundo, (con, and fan-

dere, ' to pour,') 'I mix together;' Sydchysis.
A disease of the eye, which consists in the mixture of the humours. Galen. It has, also, been

—

used synonymously with Cornpkxio.
CONGELANTIA, Congelativa.
CONGE LATIO, Catalepsy.

CONGELATION, Congelddo, Conglacia'tio,
Gela'tio,

from eongelo, (con and gelare,)

'

I

con-

The

action of congealincr, of
passing to the solid state by the abstraction of
heat; as congelation of water, mercury, &c.
The term had once other acceptations. 1. It
geal,' 'I freeze.'

Ph. U. S.) It is a laxative, and is used in
habitual constipation, and in constipation during was synonymous with concretion. 2. With copregnancy. Dose, Zss to gss.
agulation, in which sense it is still occasionally
Confectio de Thure, Frank'incense Con- employed, 3. The ancients called all diseases,
fection, (F ) Confection d'Encens.
A compound produced by cold, congelations, as well as those
of the coriander seeds, nutmeg, thus, liquorice, in which there was a kind of stupor or torpor
mastich, cubebs, prepared hartshorn, conserve of particularly catalepsy.
red roses, sutrar, &c.
CONGELATI'VA
Con-

COAFECTIOJY D'AMANDES, Confection,

almond

—

d'Encens, Confectio de Thure c.
Frankincense, Confectio de Thure c. of the
Orange, Confectio aurantiorum c. of the Red
rose, Confectio rosae gallicoe
c. of Rue, Confectio rutae
c. de Sandaux, Confectio de santalis
c. of the Sanders, Confectio de santalis.
CONFECTUM, Confection.
c.

—

—

—

—

CONFERVA HELM1NTHO-CORTOS,

Corallina Corsicana.
Confer'va Riva'lis. This species of River
Weed has been recommended in cases of spas-

modic asthma,

phthisis,

MEDICAMENTA,

dered

CON'GENER,

Congen'erous, from con/ with,'
kind,' (F.)
Congenere. Of the
kind or species. Resembling each other

and genus,

same
in some manner.
When applied to muscles it
means that they concur in the same action in
opposition to the word antagonist, or that which
;

acts in an opposite direction.

In France, Congenkres

is

applied to those whe*

join in the dissection of the

same

subject.

Congen'itus, from con, ' with,' and gen'itus,
'begotten.' (F.) Congenial ou Congenital. Diseases which infants have at birth; hence, Congenital affections are those that depend on faulty
conformation ; as congenital hernia, congenita/
lis,

CONFLUEiNT,

Con'ftuens, from con, and
An epithet for certain exanfluere, to flow.'
thematous affections, in which the pimples,
pustules, &c, run together.
It i3 particularly
'

applied to small-pox, under such circumstances.
authors have called Scarlatina or Scarlet
Fever Confluent. Measles, Morbil' li Confiuen'tes.

cataract, &,c.

CONGESTION,

Some

COjYFLUEJVT DES SINUS,

Torcular He-

ropbili.

CONFLUEN'TIA,

Canfcederdtio; same etymon. A term, employed by Paracelsus to express the concordance between a disease and
its remedies.

CONFLUXIO. Sympathy.
CONFCEDER\TIO, Confluentia.
Conformu'tio, Diasta-

from conforntare, (con, and formare, ' to
The natural
form,') 'to arrange,' 'dispose.'
disposition or arrangement of the body. Faulty
conformation, (F.) Vice de conformation, is vice
existing, of course, from
of original formation
sis,

;

'

CONGENITA NOTiE, Nfevus.
CONGENITA L,CON'GENITE, Congenid-

CONFIRMANTIA, Tonics.
CONFITURE, Confection.

—

French Surgery, Conformation is
used synonymously with Coaptation, and both
it Diaplu.sis and Anaplusis, mean, also, restoraas in fractures, &c.
tion to the original form

birth.

capable

wounds, &c.

&c.

CONFORMATION,

Medicines, consiof uniting, or consolidating

glutinan'tia, Congelan'tia.

Conges'tio,

from

conge'-

accumulate,' &c. Symphore'ma, Synathroism'us, Engorgement. Accumulation of blood or other fluid in an organ.
It is
an important symptom in febrile and other disrere,

'

to amass,'

orders.

It

may

'

arise, either

from an extraordi-

nary flow of blood by the arteries, or from a
difficulty in the return of blood to the heart by
the veins.
More often, perhaps, it is owing to
the latter cause, and is termed venous congestiun, stasis or stagnation,
being not unusually
attended with symptoms of oppression and

—

collapse.

CONGESTIVE FEVER.

See Fever, con-

gestive.

CONGLAC1ATIO, Congelation.
CONGLO'BATE, Congloba'tus, from conglo-

In

and globus, a ball,') to collect,'
gather into a ball,' (F.) Conglobi.
Conglo'batf, Gland, Glan'dula congloba'ta,
Glandula Muco'sa, Globule gland, Lymphat'ic
CONFORTANTIA, Tonics.
COMFORTER, (F.) ConfirmdrB, Confortd- gan'giion, (F.) Glande conglob'ee, Ganglion lymre, Corroborate.
To make stronger to give phatique. A round body, formed of lymphatic
to strengthen vessels, connected together by cellular strucenergy.
Conforter Vestomac,
ture, but having neither a cavity nor excretory
the stomach.'
CONFRICATION, Confricdtio, from confri- duct. The mesenteric, inguinal and axillary
care, (con, and fricore,)
The glands are of this class.
to rub against.'
fiction of reducing a friable substance to powCOXGLOBE. Conglobate.
der, by rubbing it between the fingers; and of
Conglomerdtus, from
c
expressing the juice of a plant with the hand.
on, and glomerare, to gather in a heap,' Glom'-

—

ba're, (con,
'

'

to

—

'

'

CONGLOMERATE,
'

'

—

—

—

CONGLUTINANTIA

Heaped

Conglomerate Glands, Glan'dulm conglothose whose
lobules are united under the same membrane;
as the liver, kidney, testicle, &c.
CONGLUTINANTIA, Congelativa.
COJVGRkS,(F.) Congress, Congres'sus, from
congredi, congrcssus (con, and gradi, to go,'j
to go together.'
This term, which has often

mtra'tae, Glandulai vasculo'sce, are

'

'

been used synonymously with Coition, means,
also, the ocular proof, formerly ordered by judicial authority, in the presence of surgeons
and,matrons, to test the impotence or capabilities of the parties;
a most unsatisfactory and
indecent exhibition. It was forbidden by the
Parliament of Paris in the year 16G7.

—

Conical bundles,

formed by the vasa efferentia of the testis ;
having their base towards the epididymis.
CONIA, Kona. A wine, prepared by fermenting the must of the grape on tar previously washed in sea-water.
Orfila. See, also,
Lixivium.
Conia, Lixivium.

—

CONIASIS, Incrustation.
CONIOSTOSIS, Pulverization.
CONIS, I'ulvis.

CON1STERIUM, Apodyterium.
CONl'UM MACULATUM, *m>ei*v,

Coni'Cicu'ta, Cicu'ta major, Mi'otes, Cicuta lerres'tris, Cicuta major foz'tida,, C.vulga'ris, Common HemlocJc, Hemlock, (F.) Cigue ordinaire,
C. grande. Nat. Ord. Umbelliferae. <S"ex. Syst.

Pentandria Digynia. The leaves and seeds
are narcotic and poisonous in an over-dose.
Light destroys the virtues of the leaves ; and,
therefore, the powder should be kept in opake
bottles, well corked.
It.
has been used as a
palliative in cancer and other painful affections; but is not equal to opium.
Externally,
it has been applied in fomentation to cancerous
and scrofulous ulcers. Dose, gr. ij to x.

Da'vidson's Remedy foh Cancer is said to
consist of powdered hemlock and arsenious acid.
COJVJOJYCTIVE. Conjunctiva.
see

Ophthalmia— c.

Blennorrhagique, see Ophthalmia.
COJYJUGJ1ISOJY, Conjugation.
CONJUGATION, Conjuga'tio, from conjugare, (con and jugum, a yoke,') ' to yoke together.' (F.) Conjugaison. Assemblage, union,
Conju' gium.
Foram'ika Conjugatio'nis, (F.) Trous de
conjugaison. The apertures at the sides of the
spine, formed by the union of the notches of
the vertebrae. They give passage to the nerves
of the spinal marrow, and to the vessels, which
enter, or issue from, the vertebral canal.
CONJUG1UM, Coition, Conjugation.
CONJUNCTI (MORB1,) from conjungere,
(con and jungere,) ' to join together.' Diseases
joined together. Authors have distinguished
two kinds of these: one, in which the diseases
simultaneously morbi connex'i; the
<to on
morbi
other, in which they succeed each other
'

—

—

conscquen'tes.

CONJUNCTIO,

Articulation.

CONJUNCTIVA MEMBRA'NA,

Circum-

Tu'nica agita'la, Tu'nica
adnu'la. T. conjunctiva, (F.) Conjonctive, Membrane adnee. A mucous membrane, so called
caula'lis, Epipeph'ycos,

because

unites the globe of the eye with the

it

eyelids.
It covers the anterior surface of the
eye, the inner surface of the eyelids, and the

caruncula lachrijmalis.

possesses great general
to it by the fifth

It

communicated

sensibility,
pair.

CONJUNCTIVITIS, Ophthalmia— c. ^Egyp-

—

Ophthalmia, purulent c.Blennorrhagica,
see Ophthalmia c. Catarrhalis, Ophthalmia,
catarrhal
c. Gonorrhoica, see Ophthalmia
c.
Puro-mucosa catarrhalis, Ophthalmia, catarrhal
c. Puro-mucosa contagiosa vel iEgyptiaca,
Ophthalmia, purulent.
tiaca,

—

—

—

—

CONJUNGEiNS, Communicans.

CONNATE, from core and

natus, 'born with.'
Maladies connees,
Morbi conna'li, fire such as an individual is born
with:
connate having the same signification as
difference has been made by some,
congenital.
however; those diseases or conditions, which
are dependent upon original conformation, being
called congenital
whilst the diseases or affections, that may have supervened during gestation or delivery, are termed connate.

Connate Diseases,

(F.)

A

—

CONNECTICUT, MINERAL WATERS
OF.

There

is a mineral spring at Stafford in
twenty-four miles from Hartford,
which has obtained more celebrity than any
one in New England. Its principal ingredients
are iron and carbonic acid.
It, consequently,
belongs to the class of acidulous chalybeates.
There are other springs in the state, of which,
however, little that is accurate is known.

this

um,

CON.JONCT1VITE,

CONSENT OF PARTS
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crate, Glomera'tus, (F.) Conglomtre.
together.

CONGRESSUS, Coition.
CON I VASCULO'SI.

;

state,

CONNEXIO OSSIUM CARNOSA,

Syssar-

cosis.

TR

O

C NNU
l'T U S, Syn'trophos, from con,
with,' and nutrior,
I am nourished.'
A disease is so called which has grown up, as it
were, with an individual, or has been connate
'

'

with him.

— Hippocr., Galen.

CONOID,

Conoide.us, Condi' des, from nwro;,
a cone,' and t idog, shape,' (F.) Conoide. Resembling a cone.
Conoid Lig'ament.
ligament, passimr from
the coracoid process to the scapula, and forming part of the coraco-clavicular, (q. v.) ligament of some anatomists.
CORPUS, Pineal gland.
'

'

A

CONOIDES

COJYQUASSAJVT,

(F.)

ConquaJsans, from

'with,' 'together;' and quassa're, 'to
shake.' Douleurs conquassantes are the pains of
parturition, at the time of their greatest intensity, when the head is engaged in the pelvis.
con,

CONQUASSA'TION.

Same etymon.

A

pharmaceutical operation, which consists in
dividing, with a pestle, fresh vegetables, fruits,
&c. See Confiscation.

COJVQUE, Concha.

CONSECUTIVE,

Consecuti'vus, from con,
and sequor, to follow.'
Consecutive Phenom'ena or Symptoms, (F.)
Plienomenes ou accidens consicutifs, are such
'with,'

'

as appear after the cessation of a disease, or,
according to others, during its decline ; but
without having any direct connexion with it.

CONSENSUS,

Consent of parts, Sympathy.
Consen'sus Oculo'rum. The intimate association between the two eyes, as exemplified in
their consentaneous action in health, and often
in disease.

CONSENT OF PARTS,
sen'sus
stnti're,

par'lium,
'

Consen'sus, Con-

Sijmpathi'a, from con, and
to feel.' (F.) Consentement des Parties.

CONSENTEMENT

CONSTITUTION
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That

relation of different parts of the body with
CONSISTENTLY A Latin term, employed
each other, which is more commonly denomi- in two senses. I. When joined to the word
nated sympathy, (q v.)
Morbi or JEtatis, it expresses the acme of a disCONSEJVTEMEJYT DES PARTIES, Con- ease, or the age at which the constitution has
CONSEJYTEMEJVT

sent of parts

CONSERVATION,

Conserva'tio, Phyla* is,
from conserva're, (con, and servare,) ' to preserve.' (F.) Conservation des Drogues, Asserva-

The art of preserving any object of pharmacy; any remedial agent, &c, from decay.
CONSER V A, Conserve. Same etymon. A
pharmaceutical preparation, composed of a vegetable substance and a sufficient quantity of
sugar. The London and American pharmacopoeias prefer the term Confection,
(q. v.)
tion.

Conserva Absin'thii, C. Absin'thii marit'imi,
Conserve of Wormwood.
(Leaves Ibj, sugar
Jt has been employed as a tonic, stomachic, and vermifuge.
Conserva of Angel'ica (P.,) Conserve d'Ang&lique, C. of Angel'ica. (Pulp of root 250
ftiij.)

acquired
humo'ris

its full

is

strength.

2.

By

meant the density of

CONSOLIDA MAJOR,

a

Consislen'tia

humour.

Symphytum— c.

Media, Ajuga, Chrysanthemum ieucanthemum

—

—

c. Regalis, Delphinium
c. Minor, Prunella
consolida c. rubra, Tormentil c. Saracenica,
Solidago virgaurea.
CONSOL1DANTIA, Consolidate va Medicomen' ta, from con, and solidus, solid. Substances,
formerly given for the purpose of consolidating

—

—

wounds, or strengthening

cicatrices.

CONSOLIDAT1VA,

Consolidantia.
COJYSOMM/Z, Consumma'tum, Zomos. Soup,
strongly charged with gelatin, and consequently very nutritious, although not proportionably easy of digestion.

COKSOMPTWN,

Consumption.

parts; white sugar, boiled in a decoction of the
and reduced to the consistence of a solid
electuary, 1000 parts.) It is tonic, aromatic,

CONSORTIUM, Sympathy.
CONSOUDE, GRANDE, Symphytum.
CONSOUND, MIDDLE, Ajuga.

and stomachic.

CONSPERSIO, Catapasma.
CONSPIC1LLA, Spectacles.
CONSPIRATIO, Sympathy.

root,

Conserva de Apio Graveolen'te

(P.)

Con-

serve d'Achc, Conserve of Smallage.
Prepared
like the preceding.
Reputed to have the same
properties.

Conserva Art, Conserve of Arum. (Fresh
root ffiss, sugar ffiiss.)
Esteemed diuretic and
stimulant.

Conserva Auranth, Confectio aurantiorum
c. Cassias, Confectio cassiae
c. Citri aurantii,
Confectio aurantiorum c. Corticis exterioris
aurantii Hispalensis, Confectio aurantiorum—
c. Corticum aurantiorum, Confectio aurantiorum c. Florum rosarum rubrarum. Confectio
rosae gallicae
c. Cynosbati, Confectio rosae caninae c. Cynorrhodi, Confectio rosae caninae
c. Flavedinis corticis aurantiorum Hispalensium, Confectio aurantiorum c. Rosae, Confectio rosae gallicae
c. Rosae caninae, Confectio rosae
canina; c. Rosa? Gallicce, Confectio rosae Gallicae.
Conserva Cochlea'rije Horten'sis, Conserve of Lemon Scurvy Grass. ( Leaves Ibj, sugar
ftii j.) Reputed to be stimulant and antiscorbutic.

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

CONSTELLATUM UNGUENTUM. An
ointment, composed of cleansed earthworms
dried and pulverized; and of the fat of the bear
or wild boar.
It was formerly employed in
toothache, and to hasten the cicatrization of
!

wounds.

CONSTERNATIO, Stupor.
CONSTI PATIO, Stegnosis.
CONSTIPATION, Constipa'ti.o,
pa're, (con

and

stipa!'do ,
lia,

cram

from

consli-

ObAdstrid'tio Obstipa'lio alvi'na, Ischocoi'Alvus adsirir.'ta. A. Tarda, A. Dura, Obstruc'stipare,)

'

to

close.'

,

Ductus alimenta'rii, O. intestina'lis,
Torpor intestino'rum, Stijpsis, Constipa! tio alvi,

tio alvi, O.

Copros'tasis,

Ventre resAlvinc obA
which the
evacuations do not take place as frequently as
usual; or are inordinately hard, and expelled
with difficulty. It may be owing, either to diConserva Lu'jul*, C. Folio' rum lu'jula, Con- minished action of the muscular coat of the inserve of Woodsorrel.
(Leaves Ibj, sugar Ibiij.) testines, or to diminished secretion from the
mucous membrane, or to both. Cathartics will
Gratefully acid and refrigerant.
Conserva Menthje, C. Mentha, folio' rum, C. usually remove it; after which its exciting and
Menthai sati'vm, Conserve of Mini.
(Leaves Ibj, predisponent causes must be inquired into and
sugar Ibiij.) Stomachic in nausea and vomiting. obviated, to render the cure permanent.
Conserva Pruni Sylves'tris, Pu/pa pruno'CONST1TUTIO, Habit of body— c. Nervosa,
rum sylces'ti-ium condi'ta C. Prunm suhestris, Nervous diathesis.
Conserve of Sloes, (Pulp 1 part, sugar 3 parts.)
CONSTITUTION, Constitu'tio, Catas'tasis,
Status, from con, and statuere, from stare,
Possessed of astringent properties.
to
Conskrva Scill^:, Conserve of Squill. (Fresh stand.' A collection of several part*, forming
squills ^j, sugar ^x.)
Possesses the diuretic a whole. In Medicine, Constitution means the
state of all the organs of the human body, conand other virtues of the squill.
D'ACHE, Conserva de apio sidered in regard to their particular and regraveolente c. Lemon scurvy grass, Conserva spective arrangement, order, or activity.
cochlearite hortensis c. of Mint, Conserva good constitution is one in which every organ
menthae c. of Orange, (red.) Confectio auran- is well developed, and endowed with due entiorum .c. of Aloes, Conserva pruni sylvestris ergy, so that all perform their functions with
c. of Smallage, Conserva de apio graveolente equal facility.
Any want of equilibrium in
c. of Woodsorrel, Conserva lujulao
o. of their development and energy, forms a difference in the constitution.
Wormwood, Conserva absinthii.
say that a man
is of a good or robust, a delicate or iccak constiCONSERVES, Spectacles.
CONS1DENTIA. This word has two ac- tion, when he is commonly healthy, or comceptations.
monly labouring under, or unusually suscepti1. It is synonymous with Apocatastosis; and, 2. It signifies contraction of any ble of, disease.
cavity or canal:— See Syneziaia.
Constitu'tion of the At'mosphere, Consti-

—

—

(F.)

Echauffement,

serr6, Costiveness, Fcecul Reten'tion,
struction.
state of the bowels, in

'

CONSERVE

—

—

—

—

A

—

—

—

We

'

—
CONSTITUTIONAL

CONTAGION

1SG

A'eris, (F.) Constitution Atmosphirique.
condition of the atmosphere, as regards dryness and humidity, temperature, heaviness, direction of the winds, &c, considered as respects
their influence on the animal economy.

11'tio

The

the internal ala of the pterygoid process, from
the inter-maxillary ligament, from the internal
oblique line of the jaw, and from the base of
the tongue to the posterior part of the pharynx.
The constrictors of the pharynx contract it.

Epidem'ic Constitution or Med'ical Con- They can likewise approximate the ends to each
Chaussier considers those and the styloother.
pharyngeus as but one muscle, and includes all
under this last name.

stitution, (F.) Constitution mbdicale, C. tpidt.miquc. The aggregate of meteorological conditions, so far as they are appreciable, during
which diseases prevail epidemically.
CONSTITUTIONAL, (F.) Constitutional.
Belonging to the constitution of an individual;
to his manner of being; as, constitutional phthisis, c. gout, &.c.
By some, this epithet has
been given to diseases, produced by the constitution of the atmosphere, but this acceptation
is not common.

CONSTRINGBNTIA,

COiNSUETUDO,

Astringents, Styptics.

Habit— c. Menstrua,

Menses.

CONSULT A'TION, Consulta'tio, Delibera'tio,

Gavnolog"ia, Conten'tio, Symboleu' sis, from conThis word
sulere, consultum, ' to hold council.
has several acceptations. In English, it means,
almost always, the meeting of two or more
LA VULVE, Con- practitioners, to deliberate on any particular
CONSTRICTEURS
du Vagin, Constrictores case of disease. In France, it signifies the
strictores cunni
c.
written result of such deliberations, as well as
cunni.
the opinion of a physician, given to a patient,
CONSTRICTIO, Systole.
CONSTRICTIVA, Styptics.
who consults him, either personally or by
CONSTRICTOR, from const ring ere, (con, and writing.
PHYSICIAN or SURstringcre.) to bind.'
(F.) Constricteur.
That
which binds in a circular direction.
sphinc- GEON. One, who consults with the attending
ter (q. v )
Different muscles are so called.
practitioner, regarding any case of disease.
Constrictor Ani, Sphincter ani externus.
Some physicians, surgeons, and accoucheurs
Constrictores Alarum Nasi, Depresssor confine themselves to consulting practice.
Ala; Nasi
Consommi.
c. Isthini faucium, Glossostaphylinus c. Nasi, Compressor naris c. Oris, Orfrom consu'mcrc, (con and
bicularis oris
c. Palpebrarum, Orbicularis pal- sumere.) 'to waste away.' Consump'tio, Syntex'is,
pebrarum.
Progressive emaciation or
(F.) Consomption.
Constricto'rf.s Cunni, Clitor'idis inferio'res wasting away. This condition precedes death,
lati etp/ani mus'culi, Sphincter I'agi'na (F.)Con- in the greater part of chronic diseases, and parstricteurs du Vagin, C. de la Vulve.
Small ticularly in phthisis pulmonalis : on this account
muscles, which originate beneath the clitoris, it is. that phthisis has received the name condescend along the sides of the vagina, and sumption. See Phthisis. Fievre de Consumpterminate by becoming confounded with the tion, Consumptive fever, is the same as Hectic
transversus perinai and external sphincter ani fever, (q. v )
muscles. Their use is to contract the entrance
Consumption, Pulmonary, Phthisis pulmoof the vagina.
nalis.
Constric to'res Laryn'gis. Lieutaud deCONSUMPTI'VA. Same etymology. Causscribes, under the name Grand constricteur du tics, used for the destruction of fungi
as burnt
larynx, the muscle Crico-arytenoideus latera'lis alum, lunar caustic, &c were formerly so called.
with the Thyro-arylenoideus.
CONTABESCEN'TIA, from contabes'cere,
Constrictor CEsoph'agi, Constrictor of the (con and tabescere,) to grow lean.' Consump(Esoph'agus, (F.) Constricteur de ICEsophagc, tion, marasmus, atrophy, (q. v.) &c.
Muscle cesophagien. A fasciculus of fleshy, cirContac'tus, from con and tancular fibres, at the upper part of the oesopha- gere, to touch.' The state of two bodies that
gus.
touch each other. In the theory of contagious
Constricto'rf.s Pharyn'gis, Constrictors of diseases, we distinguish immediate or direct conthe Pharynx, Sphincter Gulce.
Muscular ex- tact, as when we touch a patient labouring
pansions, which assist in forming the parietes under one of those diseases; and mediate or inof the pharynx. Three of these are generally direct contact, when we touch, not the patient
admitted.
I. The Constrictor Pharyngis infe'himself, but objects that have touched or ema'

DE

CONSULTING

'

A

—

—

—

CONSUMMATUM,

—

CONSUMPTION,

—

;

,

'

CONTACT,
'

Crico-pharyngeus and Thyro-pharyngeus,
Cricothyropharyngien. It is broad, very thin,
quadrilateral, and seated superficially, extending from the thyroid and cricoid cartilages as
far as the midd:e of the pharynx, and uniting,
on the median line, with that of the opposite
side.
2. The Constrictor Pharyngis Medius,
Hyopliaryngeus and Chondro-pharyngeus, Syndes'mopharyngeus, Hyo gl osso-basi-phar yngitn,
occupies the middle part of the pharynx. It is
triangular, and attached, anteriorly, to the great
and little cornu of the os hyoides to the stylohyoid ligament; and terminates, posteriorly, by

rior,

The air is, most commonly,
medium by which this last kind of contact

nated from him.
the
is

effected.

CONTA'GION,

Conta'gio,

Conta'ges,

Con-

tufgium, Jiporrhai'a, Apodrisis. Same etymon.
The transmission of a disease from one person
to another, by direct or indirect contact.
The
term has, also, been applied, by some, to the
action of miasmata arising from dead animal or
vegetable matter, bogs, fens, &o., but in this
sense it is now abandoned. Contagious diseases
are produced, either by a virus, capable of
causing them by inoculation, as in small-pox,
joining its fellow of the opposite side. 3. The cow-pox, hydrophobia, syphilis, &c, or by miConslrictor Pharyngis superior, Ceph' alo-pha- asmata, proceeding from a sick individual, as in
ryngeus, Glosso pharyngeus, MijIo-jiharyngeusA plague, typhus gravior, and in measles and scarPter'ygo-pbaryngeus, Ptcrigo-syndesmo-sluphi(i-\\a.Una.. Scrofula, phthisis pulmonalis, and canphurtjngun, is quadrilateral, and extends from |cer, have, by some, been esteemed contagious,
;

—
CONTAGIOUS

CONTRACTURA
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but apparently without foundation. Physicians
are, indeed, by no means unanimous in deciding
what diseases are contagious, and what not.
The contagion of the plague and typhus, especially of the latter, is denied by many.
It
seems probable, that a disease may be contagious under certain circumstances, and not under others. A case of common fever, arising
from common causes, as from cold, if the patient be kept in a close, foul condition, may be
converted into a disease, capable of producing
emanations, which will excite a similar disease
in those exposed to them.
Contagion and infection are generally esteemed sjnonymous. Frequently, however, the former is applied to diseases not produced by contact; as measles,
scarlet fever, &c, whilst infection is used for
those that require positive contact; as itch,

of two things between each other, so that they
cannot be separated without fracture or laceration.

DlARTHRo'sES OF CONTINUITY, (F.) D'uirContinuity, are movable joints, in
which the bones are continuous, but do not
touch immediately, there being, between them,
a ligamentous substance, whose flexibility per-

throses de

mits motion.
itv,

The

vertebral articulations are

Diarthroses of Contigu'Contiguite, on the other
movable articulations, in which the

examples of

this.

Diathroscs de

hand, are

bones are not continuous, but touch by surfaces covered with a cartilaginous layer, which
is always moistened by synovia.
Solution of Continuity is any division of
parts, previously continuous.
Wounds and
fractures are solutions of continuity. The word
syphilis, &c, and conversely.
Diseases, which Continuity is opposed to Contiguity; the latter
cannot be produced in any other way than by meaning the condition of two things which are
contagion, are said to have their origin in spe- near each other, or touch without uniting.
cific contagion ; as small-pox, cow-pox, measles, There is contiguity between the head of the
hydrophobia, syphilis, &c. Those, which are humerus and the glenoid cavity of the scapula,
produced by contagion, and yet are sometimes but not continuity.
owing to other causes, are said to arise from
CONTONDANT, Contunding.
common contagion; as typhus, cynanche paroCONTOR'SION, Contor'sio, from contor'-

and

queo, (con

torquere,

'

to wring,')

'

I

twist

CONTA'GIOUS, Contagio'sus. Capable of about.' Violent movement of a part, accombeing transmitted by mediate or immediate panied with a kind of torsion; as contortion of
contact; as a contagious disease, contagious fever, contagions effluvia, &c.

CONTAGlUiVI, Miasm.

COA'TEMFLATIF,

—

(F.)

The predominant

Contemplati'vus,

—

is

CONTEMPLATIO, Catalepsy.
CONTENSIO, Tension.
CONTENTIO, Consultation.
CONTEX'TURE, Contextu'ra,
from con and
to cover')

'

texere, (quasi tegsere,
to

weave,' 'to

—

to

contem-

idea of the melan-

cholic
of the monomaniac
called contemplative.

'

CONTRA-APERTU'RA,

make

sometimes

from

contra,
counteropening.
Conlra-incis'io, Incis'io priori opposita, (F.) Contre-ouverture.
An incision, made
in the most depending part of a wound or abscess, when the first opening is not situate in a
manner favourable for the discharge of the pus.

and aperio, 'I open.'

'against,'

Appertaining

(con and tr.mplum.)
plation.

the face.

OONTIIA-EXTENSIO,

A

Counter-extension.

CONTRACTILE, Conlrac'tilis,
here, (con

Contea/tus,

from tegere,
a web.'
Ar-

and

trahere,)

pable of contracting.

'

to

draw

The

from contratogether.' Ca-

fibre of

muscles

is

contractile,

CONTRACTIL'ITY,

Contractu' itas

:

same

texture.
A name given, etymon. (i\) Contractiliti That vital proparts;
metaphorically, to the structure of organized perty, which gives, to certain parts, the power
bodies as the contexture of muscles, fibres, &c. of contracting. The muscles of locomotion
are endowed with a power of voluntary conSee Tissue and Texture.
CONTIGUlT\, DIARTHROS1S OF. See tractility, or one dependent immediately on the
action of the brain
the muscles of the viscera
Continuity.
CON'TiNENCE, Continentia, from contine- of digestion, and other internal organs, enjoy
to hold or keep,') to con- an involuntary contractility.
re, (con and tenere,
Contractility and
Abstinence from irritability are frequently used synonymously
tain oneself ;' 'to restrain.'
love.
to
physical
signify
the
property
of
possessed by any tissue
the pleasures
CONTINENT, Con'tinens. This word is sy- of contracting on the application of an appropriate stimulus.
nonymous with Continued. (F.) Continu.
CONTRACTION. Same etymon. Sys'tole.
Continent Cause, Causa conjunc'la, is a
When we speak of the
cause, real or presumed, which, having given Action of contracting.
rise to a disease, continues to act during the contraction of a muscle, we mean the phenoconsidered
be
may
menon
it
exhibits
during the time it is in action.
whole of its duration. It
CONTRACTURA. Same etymon. Acampsynonymous with proximate cause. A continent fever, Febris continens, is one which pre- sia, Enta'sia articula'ris, Mus'cular Stiff-joint.
serves, during its whole course, the same de- A state of permanent rigidity and progressive
gree of intensity, without any remission or sen- atrophy of the flexor muscles, which prevents
sible exacerbation. A disease, which continues the motions of extension beyond a certain
uninterruptedly, has been, also, called JEipa- limit. The affected muscles form hard cords
beneath the skin. On dissection, they are found
thci'a, or Jieipathei'a, aeiTa9eia.
CONTIN'UED FEVER. Febris contin'ua, converted into tendinous fibres, the fleshy fibres
F. continens, F. anabat'ica, F. assid'ua. A fe- having almost disappeared, when the disease
ver which presents no interruption in its course. has been of any duration. It succeeds, freContinued fevers form a division in the class quently, other diseases, particularly rheumatism, neuralgia?, convulsions, syphilis, colica
Fyrexiie of Cullen, and include three genera,
pictonum, &c. The warm bath, vapour bath,
Synocha, •Si/nnchus, and Typhus.
adhesion
An
or thermal waters, oleaginous embrocations,
CONT1NUTTY, Continu'itas.

rangement of

.

;

;

'

'

——

—

'

CONTRA-FISSURA

,

CON VALLA RIA
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are ago, to a new medical doctrine, of which he
was the originator La nvova Dottrina Mediae
CONTRA-FISSURA, from contra, 'against,' llaliana. It is founded on the contro-stimuand findo.fissum, 'I cleave.' Repcrcus'sio, Re- lant property, attributed to a certain number of
In this doctrine, as in that of
son'ttus, Cotag'ma Fissura contrujacens, Ape- medicines.
che'ma, (F.) Contre-coup, Conlre-fente, Contrc- Brown, under the name excitability, a fundaA fracture, contusion, or injury, pro- mental principle of physiology is admitted, by
fracture.
duced by a blow in a. pait distant from that virtue of which living beings ure endowed
which is struck. Five species of conlra.-Jissurce with an aptitude for feeling the action of exor conlre-coujis may occur in the skull. L When ternal agents or exciting influences, and of reWhen this
the internal table yields and fractures. 2. When acting on these same influences.
the bone breaks in any other part than the one excitability is loo great, there is excess of stistruck. 3. When a bone, which has been struck, mulus or Hypersthenic : when too little, there
remains uninjured, and its neighbour is frac- is deficiency or Hyposlheni'a. Diseases, genetured. 4. When the bone is fractured in a ral and local, are divided into three great
place diametrically opposite to that struck, as classes, or into, 1. Hypersthenic ; 2. HypostheThe contro-stimulant phyin fractures at the base of the cranium, from a nic; 3. Irritative.
fall on the vertex ; and lastly, when the violence sicians admit only two classes of medicines
of the blow produces a separation of the neigh- stimulants and contro-stimulants.
CONTUND'ING, Contu'sing, (F.) Contonbouring or distant sutures. These fractures of
the skull are also called Fractures par rison- dant, Contundens, from contun'dere, (con and
to bruise.'
That which causes contnndcre)
nanre.
tusions. An epithet given to round, blunt, vulCONTRA-INCISIO. Contra-apertura.
INDICATIO, Counter indication. nerating projectiles, which bruise or lacerate
CONTRA-] RRITATIO, Counter-irritation. parts without cutting ihem.

mechanical extension of the limbs,
the chief

&c,

means of treatment.

'

CONTRA-

CONTRACTILITE PAR DEFAUT D EX-

TENSION,

Elasticity— c. de Tissu, Elasticity.

CONTRACTILITY,

Irritability.

CONTKACTIO CORDIS, Systole.
CONTRAHENTIA. Astringents, Styptics.

CONTUS, Contused.
CONTUS, Penis.
CONTU'SED. Same
lus.

etymon.

Affected with contusion.

a contused

(F.)

Con-

Thus we say

wound.

A

CONTUSION, Contu'sio.
Bruise; Colepithet for a woman lis'io, Phlaema, Thlasis, Ihlas'ma, Th. Contuwho conceives during the menstrual discharge. si.o,(F.) Meurlrisiure. Sameetymon. An injury
arising from the shock of a body
or lesion
Dietrich.
CONTRA-STIMULANS, Controstimulant. with a large surface, which presents no loss of

CONTRA- LUNA'RIS.from con<r«, 'against,'

and luna,

'

the moon.'

An

—

—

CONTRAYERVA,

contrayerva substance, and no apparent wound.
If the
c. skin be divided, the injury takes the name of
The differences of contusion,
When
ralea pentaphylla c. Lisbon, Dorstenia contra- as to extent, are of course infinite.
yerva c. Virg-iniana. Aristolochia serpentaria slight, the blood stagnates in the capillaries of
the skin, or is effused into the subcutaneous
CONTRECOUP, Contra -fissura.
E- EXTENSION, Counter-exten- cellular tissue. Time and cold applications
C
remove it.
When the texture of the parts
sion.
has been lacerated, there is effusion of blood,
CONTREFENTE, Contra fissura.
with more or less torpor in the part. Cooling
CONTREFRACTURE, Contra-fissura.
CONTRE-INDICATION, Counter-indica- applications, general or topical V. S., emollients,
poultices, compression, &c, are here
tion.
CONTREOVVERTURE, Contra-apertura. necessary, according to circumstances. In the
severest kinds of contusion, all the soft and
CONTREXEVILLE.MINERAL
OF. Contrexeville is a town in France, in the solid parts, except the skin, are bruised, and, at
department of Vosges, four leagues from Neuf- times, reduced to a kind of pap. When the
The waters contain carbonate of disorganization is to this extent, there is no
chateau.
A deep contusion
iron, chloride of calcium, and carbonate of lime, hope except in amputation.
of
sodium,
a bituminous substance, and of the soft parts has been called Sarcothlasis
chloride
acid.
They
are
frequented
carbonic
by
Sarcothlas'ma.
and
free
Convalcscen'tia,
those labouring under cutaneous, scrofulous, and
calculous affections.
from convales'cere, (con and valescere) to grow
CONTRIT'lO, Syntrimma, Sijnlripsis, Tri- well.' Exanas'trophS. Recovery of health,
The time which elapses between
tu'ra, Tritus, Tri"tio, from con'tero, I bruise or after disease.
the termination of a disease, and complete resmake small ;' Comminu'tion, Trituration.
CONTRO-STIM'ULANT, Contrasting ulans toration of strength.

—

c.

Dorstenia

Balls, Pulvis contrayerva; compositus

—

Mexican, Psoralea pentaphylla— c. Nova, Pso- contused wound.

—

—

NTR

WATERS

CONVALES'CENCE,

'

'

,

CONVALLA'RIA MAIA'LIS, from convalHyposthenic, from contra, ' against,' and stimusubstance that lis, ' a valley,' from its abounding in valleys.
that which excites.'
lus,
debilitating
particular,
property,
a
possesses
Lil'ium Conval'lium, Convalla'ria, Maian'theacting upon the excitability in a manner oppo- mum, Lily of the Valley, May Lily, (F.) Muguet,
A name given to therapeuti- Muguet de Mai. The recent flowers are reputed
site to stimulus.
cal agents, which, according to the Italian theory to be aromatic, cephalic, errhine, cathartic.
of Conlro- stimulus, are endowed with the pro- They are not used.
Convalla'ria Polygona'tum.
The sysperty of diminishing excitement by a specific
Sigil'lum
action. These agents are by no means clearly tematic name of Solomon's Seal.
Polygona'tum.
The root was once
Salomo'nis,
defined.
astringent
an
and
Same
etymon.
tonic.
used as
CONTRO-STIM'ULUS.
It is, also, a
The name given by Rasori, about thirty years reputed cosmetic.
'

A

—
CONVERSION
CONVERSION,

,

CONYZA
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—

Conver'sio, from con, and
state into

Convolvulus, Sea, c. Soldanella.
Convolvulus Se'pium, Convolvulus major

Conversion of Diseases, (F.) Conversion
des maladies, is the change or transformation

albus, Great Bindioeed, (F.) Liseron des Haies:
Grand Liseron. The juice of this plant is violently purgative, and is given in dropsical af-

of one disease into another.

fections.

vertere,

'

to turn.'

Change from one

another.

CON VENTUS, Coition.
CONVOLUTION, Convolu'tio,

Convolvulus Soldanel'la. The systematic
name of the Sea Convolvulus Bras'sica Mari'-

from convol-

vere, (con and volvere) ' to entwine.'
rion, Gyrus, (F.) Cir convolution.

,

Epispha!-

Cerebral Convolutions, Gyri seu Proces'sus enteroidei Cerebri, are the round, undulating,
tortuous projections, observed at the surface of
the brain. In them, Gall's organs, of course,
terminate.
Intestinal CoNvoLCTroNS are the turns made
by the

intestines in the abdomen.
Intussusceptio, Ileus.

CONVOLVULUS,

Convolvulus Bata'tas.

Same etymon.

C.

In'dicus. The Sweet Potato, Spanish Potato.
is the only esculent root of the genus Convolvulus.
It is much eaten in the United
States.

This

Convolvulus Cantab'rica, Cantabrica, Lavender-leaved Bindweed. It has been considered
anthelmintic and actively cathartic.
Convolvulus Indicus, C. Batatas.
systematic name of
Convolvulus Jala'pa.
the Jalap plant, properly Ipomaa Jalapa; Jala'pium, Mechoaca'na nigra, Jalappa, Jalapa,
Jalap Root, Gi.a/appa, Xalappa, Bryo'nia Mechoachun'a nigricans, Bryo'nia Pcruvia'na,
Clicla'pa, Rhabar' barum Nigrum, Gelappium,
(F.) Jalap, is procured from South America.
Its odour is nauseous; "taste sweetish and
slightly pungent. .It is solid, hard, heavy, britinternally, light gray
tle ; fracture resinous
externally, covered with a deep brown, wrinkled bark. Its operation is cathartic, the resinous part griping violently. Dose, lOgr. to gss.
A drop or two of any essential oil may prevent
An active principle has been
it from griping.
separated from Jalap, to which the names Jalapine and Cathartine have been given.

A

;

;

Convolvulus Major Albus, Convolvulus

—

Maritimus, Convolvulus soldanella.
Mechoachan, Mechoaca'na
Radix, Jalappa alba, Rkabar'barum album, Me-

sepium

c.

Convolvulus

choacan,

(F.)

Rliabarbe blanche.

A

Calystegia Soldanella, Sea Bindweed, Convolvulus Maril'imus, Soldanella, (F.) Chou Marin.
The leaves of this plant are said to be drastic
cathartic; but they are notmuch,ifat all, used.
na,

Mexican

Convolvulus Svriacus, Convolvulus scammonia.

Convolvulus Turpe'thum, Turpethum. The
systematic name of the Turbith plant, (F.) RaThe cortical part of the root of
cine de Turbith.
this species of convolvulus is brought from the
East indies. It is a cathartic, but not used.

CONVULSIB1LITAS.

See Subsultus ten-

dinum.

CONVULSIF,

Convulsive.

CONVULSIO HABITUALIS,

—

Chorea— c.

—

Indica, Tetanus c. Raphania, Raphania c.
Soloniensis, Ergotism c. Tonica, Tonic spasm
c. Uteri, Abortion.
Coax €i.aioCEiiK a.' Lis,ConvulsioabUstilag"inS,
Cereal Convulsion, (F.) Convulsion ciriale, ~Er<rotisme convulsif, Convulsion de Sologne.
singular disorder, of the convulsive kind, attended
with a peculiar tingling and formication in the
arms and legs. It is said to be endemic in some
parts of Germany, and to arise often from the
use of spoiled corn.
CONVUL'SION, Spasmus, Convul'sio, from
convel'lere, (con and vellere,
to tear,')
to pull
Condudlio, Hieran'osos, Disten'tio
together.'
Clonic
Spasm,
ncrvo'rum,
Convul'sio clon'ica,
Eclamp'sia, Syspa'sia Convul'sio. This word
has several acceptations.
It means any violent
perversion of the animal movements. The word
Convul'sions generally, however, signifies alternate contractions, violent and involuntary, of
muscles, which habitually contract only under
the influence of the will.
This alternate contraction, when slight, is called Tremor : when
strong and permanent, tetanus, trismus, &c.
Spasms, Cramp, Risus Sardonicus, and St. Vitus' s Dance are convulsions.

—

—

A

'

'

convolvulus, the root of which possesses aperient properties, and was once extensively used
instead of jalap.
Convolvulus Pandura'tus, Wild Potato,
Mech'ameek, Wild Rhubarb, Wild Potato-Vine,
Kassauder, Kassader. In Virginia, and some
other parts of the United States, the root of this
plant has been much recommended in cases of
gravel. It is used either in powder or decoction.
Convolvulus Perennis, Humulus lupulus.
Convolvulus pes Ca'pre.e, Bargada. A
plant used in India as a cataplasm in arthritic

Convulsion, Salaam. A name given to a
singular kind of convulsion in children, in
which there is a peculiar bowing of the head
forward. Sir Charles Clarke.

cases.

during the

Convolvulus Scammo'nia,

C. Syriacus.

The

systematic name of the Scam mony Plant.
Scammo'nia. Scammonia Gummi-Resi'na, Scammonium, S. Syriacum, Diagryd' ium, Dacrydion,
Scammony, Mahmoudy, (F.) Scamrnonie d'Alep.
A Syrian and Mexican plant; the concrete
gummi-resinous juice of which comes to us in
blackish-gray fragments, becoming whitishyellow when touched with wet finders.
It is
a drastic, hydragogue cathartic.
Dose, gr. iij.
to gr. xv., triturated with su"ar.

17

—

CONVULSION DE SOLOGNE,

Convulsio

cerealis.

CONVULSIONS OF CHILDREN,
sia

—

c.

Eclampc. des femrnes
Eclampsia gravidarum et
Puerperal, Eclampsia gravi-

des Enfans, Eclampsia

enceintes ct en couches,

parturientium— c.

darum

et parturientium.

CONVULSIONNJ1IRE,

(F.)
A name given
century, to individuals, who had,
or affected to have, convulsions, produced by
last

religious ideas.

CONVUL'SIVE,

Convulsi'vus, Spasmo'des,

Agitato'rius, (F.) Convulsif.

companied by, or

is

That which

analogous

is

ac-

convulsions,

to,

as convulsive cough, convulsive disease.

—

CONYZA, Inuladysenterica
Solidago Virgaurea c. Media,

—

c.

Coma aure.n,

Inula dysen-

terica.

Cony'za Squarro'sa, Brephoc'lonon, Great
Fleabaneor Spikenard, (F.) Herbe uux Mouchti.

—

—

—

COOKERY
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COPPER-NOSE, Gutta rosea.
COPRACRATIA, Scoraerasia.

A

European plant, whose strong and disagreeable odour was formerly considered to be destructive to flies, fleas, &c. Its infusion in wine
was once used as an emmenagogue and anti- ayo>,
cens.
in vinegar as an anti-epileptic.
icteric

COPRAGO'GUM, from Konqog,
'

1

A

;

COOKERY, Culinary art.
COOPERTORIUM, Thyroid
COOS'TRUM.

— Ruland.

The

'

fceees,'

and

Slercus e primis viis editThe name of a laxative

bring away.'
cathartic.

electuary, mentioned by Ruland.
HE.M'ETOS, Copro'em'etos, from Konooq,
cartilage.
middle part of the dia- 'excrement,' and eiifoi, '1 vomit.' One who

COP

—

Hippncr.
vomits fhjces.
COPROCRIT'ICUS, from xotiqoc, 'excreCopaiba.
COPA'IBA. The resinous juice of the Copriif- ment,' and y.nnw, 1 separate.' A mild catharan eccoprotic.
era officinalis, and other species of Copaifera. tic, (q v.)
COPROEMETOS, Copremetos.
Family, Leguminosip.
Sex. Sijst. Decandria
COPROPHORIA, Catharsis.
Monogynia. It is the Copaiferte officinalis RcCOPRORRHCEA, Diarrhoea,
sina, Bid' samum Copaiba, B. Brazilicn'sS, B.
COPROS, Excrement.
dt Copaiba, B. Capi'vi, Balsam of Copaiba or
COPROSCLERO'SIS, from kottqo ? ' excreCopaita, (F.) Copahu, Bourne de Copaliu, B. du
Induration of
I harden.'
Its odour is ment,' and try.'/.i^ow,
Bre.sil, TerebuU/te de Copaliu.
peculiar, but not unpleasant; taste pungent, faecal matters.
COPROSTASIS, Constipation.
bitter; consistence, syrupy; colour yellowish,
COPTE, or COPTON, from kotitw, ' I beat
and transparent. It is soluble in alcohol, ether,
or
pound.' A sort of cake, composed of vegeIts
proexpressed
oils.
S.
0.950.
and the
g.
perties are stimulant and diuretic: in large doses table substances, which the ancients adminisIt acts on the lining membrane tered internally, and applied to the epigastric
it is purgative.
of the urethra, and on mucous membranes, in region in the form of cataplasm.
COPT1S, Gold Thread, Coptis Trifo'Ua,.\igeneral. It is given in gonorrhoea, gleet, leucorrhoea, &c: in the dose of gtt x to ^j, twice gella. The root of this
Coptis, (Ph. U. S.)
is
or thrice a day. Should sy'mptomsof urticaria much used in Massachusetts, in aphthous and
or diarrhoea aiise, the dose is too large, and must other ulcerations of the mouth, as a local apbe diminished. It can be inspissated by means plication. It is a pure bitter, and can be used,
of magnesia so as to be made into pill?, and re- wherever such is indicated.
Coptis Teeta, Mistime Teeta, (Upper Assam)
cently a plan has been devised for enveloping
The root of this plant is
it in gelatin, so that its taste is entiiely con- Honglane (Chinese.)
See Capsules, gelatinous.
cealed.
considered to be a powerful tonic and stomachic.
COPAIFERA OFFICINALIS. See Copaiba. COPTON, Copte.
COPULA, Ligament c. Carnalis, Coition.
COPAL' or COPALE, Resina Copal. The
resin, which flows spontaneously, from the c. Magna Cerebri, Corpus Callosum.
Elaocux'pus Copalif'era, a Guinea plant. It is
COPULATION, Coition.
a stimulant, like all the resins; and, dissolved!
COPYO'PIA, Kopyo'pia, (F.) Lassitude ocuin rectified spirit of wine, has been used in laire, from xuaug, fatigue,' and toip, ' the eye.'
cases of spongy gums and looseness of the Fatigue of vision.
Weakness of sight. Inateeth; but it is now only employed in varnishes. bility of the eye to sustain continued exerCOPK, Cut.
tion.
COPHONIA, Acouophonia.
COQ. Phasianus Gallus.
COPHO'SJS, Sur'ditas, Epicopho'sis, Par-\ CO QUE
LEVANT, see Menispermum
acu'sis, Dysasthe'sia audito'ria from xuxpoc. cocculus
c. d'(Euf, see Ovum
c. Levant, see
'deaf.'
Surditd.
Diminution
(F.)
or loss of Menispermum cocculus.
hearing.
Cullen uses the word synonymously
COqUELICOT, Papaver rhceas.
with Dysecora, and Pinel with Paracou'sia or
COqUELOURDE. Anemone Pulsatilla.
Parai/oS. According to Sauvages, Cophosis difCOQUELUCHE, Inflnen/.a, Pertussis.
fers from both: from Dysecaa, because, in it the
COyUEN'TIA MEDICAMEN'TA, from en'sonorous rays cannot reach the labyrinth: and qiiere, to digest.' Medicines, which were forfrom Paracous'.a, which consists in a confused merly believed to be proper for favouring the
6tate of hearing.
coction or digestion of food.
Cophosis seems, usually, to be synonymous
COQUERET, Physalis.
with deafness, (q. v.) Paracu'sis Sur'ditas.
COqUETTE, Influenza.
COPOS, y.onog, Lassitu' do Fatigu'tio, LasCOqUILLE, Cochlea— c. d'(Euf, see Ovum.
situde, Fatigue.
A state of the body in which
COR, A corn. Also, Heart, (q. v.)
the greater part of the animal functions are
COR'ACO-BRA'CHIAL, Cor'aco-brachia'/is.
exerted with less promptitude and vigour than Belonging both to the coracoid process and arm.
common. The ancients admitted three species:
Cohaco-Brachiams (Muscle,) Coraco-humd1. That arising from plethora, Lassitu do ten- rul— (Ch.) Perfora'tns Casse'kh, Pcrfnratus,
si'va, Tono'des, tovoSijc, 2. From plethora and Coraco-braehia/us, is situate at the inner and
increased heat combined, Lassitu' do phlegmo- upper part of the arm. It arises from the cono'sa, astuo'sa, phlegmono'dcs, and, 3. Owing racoid process of the scapula, and is inserted at
to a morbid condition of the humours, Lussitu'do the middle part of the inner side of the humerus.
It carries the arm forwards and inwards, raisin*
ulcer o'sa, hclco'des.
COPPER, Cuprum c. Ammoniated, Cu- the humerus a little. It can, also, by acting in°
prum ammoniatum c. Subacetate of, Cupri versely, depress the shoulder.
CORACO-CLAVIC'ULAR, Coraco-clamcusubacetas c. Sulphate of, Cupri sulphas c.
Ammoniacal sulphate of, Cuprum ammoniatum. la'ris. Belonging to the coracoid process and
COP PERAS^Ferri sulphas— c. While, Zinci clavicle.
CoitACO-CLAVicu.i.An Ligame-nt, called, aleo,
sulphas.

phragm.

COPAHU,

'

—

,

'

—

—

i

'

—

j

!

!

'

I

,

'

—

—

—

—

DU

—

—

—

OORACO-HUMERALlS

Omo clavicular, serves to unite the clavicle to
the coracoid process. It is very irregular, and
torrned of two fasciculi, which the greater part
of anatomists have described as particular ligaments, under the names Conoid and Trapezoid.

—

CORA'CO-llUMERALIS,

c. llyoideus, Oaiohyoideui
ceps flexor cubiti.

Coraco-hrachialis

—

c.

Radialis, Bi-

Coraco'ideus, Coraco'ides, C
Proces'sus, Cornicula'ris Processus, Crow's-beakProcess, Pruccs'sus anchor a' lis, rostriformis,
ancyroides, from kuqz'-, a crow,' and tiSo?, resemblance.'
Resembling the
(F.) Coracoide.
beak of a crow. A name given by Galen, (and
still retained.) to the short, thick process, situate at the anterior part of the upper margin
of the scapula; which has some resemblance
to the beak of a crow.
This process gives attachment to the Coraco-clavicular and Coracoacro'miul ligaments, and to the Coracobrachial •

l.ihe

'

'

Pectora'lis minor, and Biceps muscles.
Coracoid Ligament, hLga/fnen! turn coracoidf.um, (F.) L. Coracoldien. This name is given to
the small fibrous fasciculus, which converts the
notch, at the superior margin of the scapula,
into a foramen.
lis

Coral

c.

Mousse de Corse. It is a mixture
of several marine plants and zoophytes, as the
fucus, ceramium, ulm, coralline, conferva, &c,
and has gained great reputation for destroying
all kinds of intestinal worms, when given in
the form of strong decoction.
The Geneva
Pharmacopoeia directs an officinal syrup the
line de Corse,

—

Strep de Coralline.

COR'ACOID,

CORAIL,

COREMORPHOS1S

101

des Jardins,

CORALLINE DE

CORALLOIDES FUNGUS,

CORALWORT,

Clavaria coralloides.
Funis, Funic'ulus, Chanos, Chafnion, /oiioc, ^onior; from the Latin Chorda,
which is itself derived from /ooStj, 'intestine;'
and, afterwards, was applied to musical cord3
or strings, made of the intestines of animals.

CORD,

See Chorda.
Cord, Umbilical, Funiculus umbilicalis.
Cords, Vocal, Cords of Ferrein, Chorda:
voca'les, Ch. Ferre'nii.
A name given to the
ligaments of the glottis, which Ferrein compared to stretched cords, and to which he atSee Thyrotributed the production of voice.
arytenoid Ligament.

—

—

£j in powder.

Corallina

Helmintho-corton,
Elmintho-corton, Muscus helmintho-corlos, Melitho-corton, Muscus coralli'nus, M. Mari'nus, Conf r'ra llclininthocorlos, Coralii' nu rubra, Corali'na melito-corton, Lemitho-corlon, Pucus HelmiiUho-corton, Corsican Worm-weed. (F.) Corali

Corsica'na,

—

CORDA,

Chorda c. Hippocratis, Achillis
Maena, Achillis tendo.
Chorda Tympani
du Tijinpan, Chorda Tympani.

tendo

'

Clavaria Co-

r;:lloiiles.

CORAL,

Coral' Hum, Cored' lus, Arbor Maris,
Azur, Bolesis, from koqsio, "I adorn,' and uXg,
One of the most beauthe sea.'
(F.) Coruil.
tiful productions of the deep.
It is fixed to
submarine rocks, in the form of a shrub; and is
is
the
habitation
of a
of a bright red colour. It
multitude of animals, of the Zoophyta order,
and is formed of a calcareous substance, secreted by the animals themselves.
It is in
very hard, concentric layers; covered, externally, by a species of porous bark, full of cellules, each of which contains one of these animals.
Linnaeus calls the red coral, Isis nob'ilis,
and M. de Lamarck, Coral' Hum rubrum. It is
much fished for, on the coasts of Barbary and
Sicily.
Coral was formerly esteemed tonic,
absorbent, astringent, &c ; but analysis has
shown, that it contains only carbonate of lime
and a little gelatin. Dioscorides, Pliny, OriThe Corallntm albasius, the Geoponica, &c.
bum is a hard, white, calcareous, brittle substance, the nidus of the Madrep'ora oculata. It
lias been exhibited as an absorbent.
CORALLI'NA. Diminutive of Cor allium:
Muscus marit'imus, CoralUna officinalis, Brion,
Corallina alba, Sea Cur'alline, While Wormweed. The production of an animal, which
belongs to the genus Pol'ypi, and which is
found in all the seas of Europe; particularly
It has the appearance
in the Mediterranean.
of a plant, is homogeneous, an inch or two in
or greenish colour,
reddish,
height, of a white,
It contains gelasalt taste, and marine smell.
tin, albumen, chloride of sodium, phosphate,
carbonate and sulphate of lime, carbonate of
magnesia, silica, oxide of iron, and a colouring
principle.
It was once much used as a vermiiuge: but is not now employed. Dose, ^ss to

Corallina Corsi-

cana.

Capsicum

annuum.

CORSE,

—

—

c.

CORDE DU TAMBOUR,
c.

COllDKE.Chordee.

CORDIA MYXA,

Sebestina— c. Smooth-

leaved, Sebestina.

CORDIAL,
cordis,

Cordia'lis, Cardi'acus, from cor,
Tonic or excitant mediwere judged proper for exciting

the heart.'

'

cines, which
the heart.

Cordial, Nervous, Brodum's, see Tinctura
c. Sir Walter Raleigh's,

—

gentiana? composita
Confectio aromatica
tura rhei et senna;.

—

Warner's, see Tinc-

c.

CORDINE'MA,

from nana, 'the head,' and
Headache, accompanied
I move about.'
Siveai,
with vertigo. See Carebaria.
'

CORDIS EMUNCTOR1UM,
CORDOLIUM, Cardialgia.
CORDON, (F.) Funiculus,
funis,

'

A

a cord.'

which resemble

term applied

Axilla.

diminutive of
to

many

parts,

a small cord.

CORDOjX jXERVEUK; Ramus nervosus. A
principal division of a nerve or the

nervous

tru:ik itself.

CORDOjY OMBILICALE,
bilicalis

—

c.

teslicu laire ,

Funiculus umSpcrmatique, Spermatic chord c.
Spermatic chord.

CORDONS

SUS-PUBIEJVS,

ments of the

uterus

—

c.

Round

Vasculaircs,

liga-

Round

ligaments of the uterus.
COKE, Pupil. See Furunculus.
CORECTOMIA, Coretomia.
COKECTOP'IA, from koq>j, 'the pupil;' •*,
'out of,' and toto;, 'place.' A condition of
the iris in which one segment is larger than
the other; so that the pupil is not in the centre.

— Von

Amnion.

COIIEDIALYS1S,

CORE'MATA,
Remedies proper

Coretomia.
from koo=«, '1 cleanse.
Pau-

for cleansing the skin.

—

lus of iEgina.

COREMORPHO'SIS,
artificial lis;

from

'formation.'

The

See Cohetomu.

Conforma'tio Papilla:
the pupil,' and uopywft;,
operation for artificial pupil.

jc5/j.;,

'

—
C0RE0NC10N

Coron'cion, from y.onr, the
a hook.' An instrument,
used for the formation of artificial pupil by
Langenbeck. It is hooked at its extremity.
donhle-hoohed forceps, used by Von Gr'afe, is similarly named.

and

oyntvov,

'

'

A

CORETODIALYS1S, Coretomia.
CORETOM'IA, from nogy, 'the pupil,'

and

Corotom'ia, Corelolom'iu, Iridotom'ia, Corcctom'ia, Coretoncctom'ia, Iridectom'ia, Irideclomedial.'ysis, Corediafysis, CoroTfiMf/i,

'

to cut.'

dial'ysis, Coretodial'ysis, Iridodial'ysis.

Various

operations for the formation of artificial pupil
are so termed. The last four signify the separation or tearing asunder of the iris from the
ciliary ligament; the four preceding the incision of the iris, with loss of substance; and the
remainder signify a simple incision of the iris,
without loss of substance. When a portion of
the iris is left strangulated in the wound, it is

termed

CORJYETS
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COREON'CION,

pupil,'

— —

—

;

Iridencleisis.

CORETONECTOM1A, Coretomia.
CORETOTOMIA, Coretomia.
CORIANDER, Coriandrum sativum.
CORIAN'DRUM SATI'VUM, Corian'der,
xopiawov, Corian'non, (F.) Coriandre. Family,
Umbellifera. Sex. Syst. Pentandria Digynia.
The systematic name of the Corianf drum of the
Coria'non.
The seeds of the
pharmacopoeias.
coriander have an aromatic odour, and grateful,
pungent taste. They are carminative; but are
chiefly used to cover the taste of other medicines.
CORIANNON, Coriandrum sativum.

DE

—

BERTIJY

the other portion, which serves as its base, is
buried more or less deeply in the integuments,
and occasionally extends as far as the tendons
and periosteum. Corns may, sometimes, be removed, by immersing the feet in warm water,
but commonly they return. They can, likewise, be destroyed by the knife or caustics;
but these operations are not as simple as they
seem. In the way of palliation, they must be
constantly pared; and, for the purpose of preventing pressure, any soft plaster, spread upon
linen or leather, may be applied, with a hole in
the centre, to receive the corn: and layer after
layer of plaster be added, until they attain the
When very irritable, the
level of the corn.
lunar caustic, merely rubbed over the surface,
will generally diminish irritability surprisingly,
and in a mode not easy of explanation.

—

—
chamomilla —

Corn, Zea mays

cum — c.

Indian,

c.

Guinea, Panicum Italic. Wild, Matri-

Zea mays

—

Flag, Gladiolus vulgaris
c. Flower, Centaurea cyanus
c. Salad, Valeriana dentata.
CORNALINE, Cornelian.
caria

—

c.

—

CORNE, Cornu —

monis

c.

de Bdlier,

c.
d'Ammon, Cornu amCornu ammonis c. de Cerf,

Cervus, Cornu cervi, Cochlearia coronopus
de Chamois, Cornu rupicaprse c. de la Peau,
Cornu.
CORJYti, Corneus.
CORNEA, Cornea transpa'rens, C. pellu'cida,
C. lucida, Ceras, Sclerotica ceratofdes, Ceratoi'des, Membra'na cornea; from cornu, ' horn.' The
crispus.
transparent
cornea.
(F.) Cornde.
Fucus
One of the
CORIGEEN,
CORION, Corium, Hypericum perforatum. coats of the eye, so called because it. has some
CORIS, Cimex c. Monspeliensis, Symphy- resemblance to horn. It is termed transparent,
to distinguish it from the opake
Cornea opufea
tum Petraum.
CORIUM, Corion, (FA Cuir. The skin of or Sclerotic. It is convex, anteriorly ; concave,
several animals is so called, especially when posteriorly ; forming nearly one-fifth of the antanned. The cutis vera fq. v.), or the thickest terior part of the eye, and representing a segment of a sphere about seven lines and a half,
part of the human skin.
Corium Phlocis'ticum, Crusta pleuret'ica, or in. 0.625 in diameter. It seems to be constituted
of laminae in super-position, but of the
phlogistica,
C.
Infammatory
ria,
C. ivfiamrnato'
Crust or Buff. (F.) Coutnne, C. Vlcuritique, precise number anatomists are not agreed.
C. inflammatoire. The grayish crust or buff, Heule assigns it four; the third, a very solid
varying in thickness, observed on blood drawn cartilaginous lamella, being called Membrane de
from a vein during the existence of violent in- Demours or M. de Descemet.
Cornea, Opake, Caligo c. Opaca, Sclerotic
flammation, and during pregnancy. It is parc. Susrarloaf. Staphyloma of the Cornea.
ticularly manifest in pleurisy, and hence one
reason
of
it is by no means
C0RN6E, Cornea.
of its names. The
CORNE'LIAN, Came'linn, Chalcedo'nius,
easy of appreciation. When the blood presents
Carneolus, Lapis Carneolus, Cornelus, Corneothis appearance, it is said to be bvffy.
lus, Lapis Sardius.
(F.) Cornaline. A preCORK, Suber.
cious, semi-transparent stone, found in Sardinia.
CORMIER, Sorbus domestica.
CORMUS, xoquoc. In Botany, when the The ancients ascribed to it a number of absurd
stem of a plant, without creeping or rooting, is properties.
CORNELUS, Cornelian.
distended under ground, retaining a round or
CORNEOLUS, Cornelian.
oval form, it is so called. The Cormus is vulroot
radix.
a
COR'NEOUS,Co™eiu?,(F.) Cornd. Having
garly termed
(G.)
Kern.
(Saxon,)
corn,
the
nature or appearance of horn.
In
CORN,
Corneous Tissue is that which forms the
England, this word means the Cerealia, or those
The corneous membrane is the cornea.
seeds, which grow in ears, not in pods. In the nails.
LIMACOJY, (F.) Snail's Horns.
CORJYES
United States, Corn always means Indian Corn.
Its English sense corresponds to the French A name given, by Anel, to the lachrymal puncta
and ducts.
Bit, or Bled.
LA MATRICE, Cornua uteri
CORNES
Corn, Clavus, Clavus Pedis, Ecphyma Clac. de la Peau, Horny excrescences.
ws, Gemu/sa, (F.) Cor, Ognon, from cornu,
Retort.
corneous
tumour,
which
CORNESTA,
horn.' A small, hard,
CORNET ACOUSTIQUE, Ear-trumpet— c.
forms upon the foot, generally on the toes ; and
Turbinated bone, middle c. de Morthe
produced
on
most
proMoyen,
commonly
which is
jecting parts, by the pressure of too tight shoes. gagni, Turbinated bone, superior.
BERTIJY, Sphenoidal corCORJYETS
A part of the corn is raised above the skin, and
nua c- Sphenoidauz, Sphenoidal cornua,
forms a round tumour, like the head of a nail
c.

—

—

—

—

DE

DE

—

1

—

—

DE

—

;

CORXICHOjY

CORNICHON. See Cucumis sativus.
CORNICULA'RIS PROCES'SUS, Coracoid
process.

CORNIC'ULUM,

diminutive of cornu, 'a
A species of cupping instrument, shaped like a trumpet, having a hole
at the top for sucking the air out, to diminish
the pressure in its interior.— Scultetus, Hildanus.
Corniculum Laryn'gis, Capit'ulum Sanlornti,
Supra-arytenoid Cartilages, Capit'ulum
Oartilag1' inis arytenoidate. A small, very movahle, cartilaginous tubercle, found on the arytenoid cartilace3. (q. v.)

horn,'

'

a

little horn.'

CORMER, Cornus Florida.
CORNO UlLLER, Cornus Florida—

c.

a

fen-

tiles urrondits, Cornus circinata
c. a grandcs
Jlcurs, Cornus Florida c. Soyeux, Cornus sericea.
Ccrus, Corn, Horn. (F.) Come.
conical, hard, epidermeous projection, which
grows on the heads of certain animals, serving
them as a weapon of offence and defence.
Anatomists have given this name to parts of the
human body, which have nearly the same shape
as the horns of animals.
Cornu.
horny excrescence.
Corneous
Wart, which occasionally forms on the skin,
and requires the use of the knife. (F.) Corne
do la Pcau. See Corn. Also, Cornu Cervi.
See Cervus. Also, a Retort, (q. v.)
(q. v.)

—

CORNU,

A

A

A

Counu Acusticum, Ear-trumpet.
Cornu Ammon'is, Cornu Arie'tis, Hippocam'pus major, Protuberan'tia cylin'drica, Vermis
Pombyd'inus, Processus ccr'ebri lateralis. (F.)
Corne d' Amnion, Come de Bclier, Grande Hipjjocampe, Pied de cheval marin, Protubtrunce cylindroide (Ch.), Bourrelet rouli.
A broad, considerable eminence, curved on itself, and situate at the posterior part of the lateral ventricle.
Its surface presents two or three tubercles separated from each other by shallow grooves.
The Accesso'rius Pedis Hippocam'pi, (F.) Accessoire du pied d'hippocampe, is a prominence,
usually formed by the base of the inferior cornu
of the lateral ventricle of the brain. It is
merely a fold of the hemisphere, and was by
Malacarne called Cuissart ou Armure des

Jambcs.

Counu Antehius Ventuic'ui.i Latera'lis;
Anterior Cornu of the Lat'eral Yen'tricle. The
portion of the lateral ventricle of the brain,
which is lodged in the middle of the lobe, and
forms the commencement of that cavity.
Counu Cervi, Cornu, Hartshorn, Cornu Cervi'nurn, Cervi El'aphi Cornu.
(F.) Corne de
The horns of various species of the stag.
cerf.
They contain about 27 per cent, of gelatin. The
shavings, Raspatu'ra seu Ras'ura Cornu Cervi,
C. C.ra spa' turn, boiled in water, have, consequently been esteemed emollient and nutritive.
When burnt, they constitute the Cornu cervi
calcina'tum or Cornu ustum. Phosphus Calcis,
,

Calca'ria phosphorir.a, (F. ) Corne de cerf catcinie, which consists of 57 5 per cent, of phosphate of lime.
It has been used as an antacid,
but is wholly inert, as its composition would
indicate.
It contains only 1 per cent, of carbonate of lime.
Hartshorn was once supposed to possess a
bezoardic power. J. Vesti.
Counu (Cekvinum Cervus, Plsrtitago coronopus— c. Ethmoidal, Turbinated bone, middle.

—

"\

17*
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Cornu Descen'dens Vf.ntric'uli

Lateba.'-

Cav'ity, Distending or inferior
cornu of the lateral ventricle. The termination
of the lateral ventricle in the middle lobe of
the brain, behind the Fissure of Sylvius.
lis,

Dig'itul

Counu, Middle, Turbinated bone, middle.

Cornu Rupica'pr;e, (F.) Come de Chamois.
The horn of the Chamois. It has the same
Cornu Cervi.

properties as the

CORNUA,

Turbinated bones
Cornua Cartilag"inis Thvroidf./E. Eminences on the thyroid cartilage, distinguished

—

which are articulated
with the great cornu of the os hyoides; and
into small or inferior, united with the cricoid
cartilage.
Cornua Coccy'gia, Cornua of the Coccyx.
Two small, tubercular eminences at the base of
the coccyx, which are articulated with those of
into great or superior

—

the sacrum.

Cornua Cutanea, Horny excrescences.
Cornua Hyoidei Ossis. Cornua of the Hyoid
Bone. Four fragments of the os hyoides, situ*
ate above the body of the bone, and distinguished into the small or superior, and the great
or lateral.

—

Cornua Lachrymalia, Lachrymal ducts c.
Limacum, Lachrymal ducts.
Cornua Poste'rius Ventuic'uli Latera'lis,
Posterior Cornu of the Lateral Yen'tricle. The
triangular prolongation of the lateral ventricle
of the brain into the substance of the occipital
lobe.

Cornua Sacra'lia, Cornua of

the

Sacrum.

Two

tubercles, situate at the posterior and inferior surface of the sacrum, which are sometimes united.

Counua U'teri, Cornua of the

Uterus, Ccrrece,

PI ec' tana, (F.) Comes de la Malrice.
angles of the uterus, where the Fallopian
tubes arise. Sometimes applied to the Fallopian
tubes themselves.
y.toaiut,

The

CORNUE.

Retort.

CORNUMUSA, Retort.
CORNUS CIRC NAT A,

Round-leaved Dogwood, (F ) Cornouiller a feuillcs arrondies. The
bark of this variety has been used for similar
purposes with the ne.xt.
Cornus Flor'ida, Dogwood, Boxwood, (New
England,) (F.) Cornouiller, Cornier, C. it
grandes fteurs. The bark of this beautiful tree,
which grows every wherein the United Slates,
has been long employed as a substitute for the
cinchona. Dose, from sjss t» gj. Its active
principle has been separated from it, and received the name of Corninc.
Co UN as Mas Odorata, Laurus sassafras c.
Sanguinea, Sebestina.
I

—

Cornus Seri"cea, Swamp Dogwood, Red
Willow, Hose Will oic, (F.) Cornouiller soy tux.
bark, it is said, has been found little inferior to the Cincho'na Pal'hda in intermittents.
Barton.
Retort.

The

—

COKNUTA,

CORODIALYSIS,

Coretomia.

CORONA, Crown — c.
tooth

—

terior

c.

Glandis,

ulnee,

—

Olecranon

melilotus
c.
Ulna?,
Crown of Venus.

CORONA
Ciliaria

Denlis, Crown of a
of the glans c. Posc. Regia, Trifoliwn
Olecranon— c. Veneris,

—

Crown

—

CILIARIS

MEMBRANULA,

(zonula)— c. Palpebrarum.

COR'ONAL,

Corona'lit,

See Tarsu>.
Ccrona'rius.
Re-

—
CORONALE

CORPS

104

the croxcn; from corona, a crown.'
formerly given to the frontal bone, because on it partly reposes the crown of kings,

nion, Bandelette dc niippocampe.
The thin,
flattened, and very delicate band, situate along
concave
edge
of
cornu
the
the
animonis, and
which is a continuation of the posterior crura
<&c
Coronal Suture, Sutu'ra corona'lis, S. Fronto- of the fornix.
The
Corpora Genicula'ta, (F.) Corps genicules.
pariftn'lis, Puppis Sutvra, S. Jircuu'lis.
suture of the head, which extends from one Two tubercles, situate at the lower and outer
temporal bone to the other, over the croicn of part of the optic thalami, which furnish several
the head, and unites the parietal bones with the filaments to the optic nerves.
Corpora Globosa Cervicis Uteri, Nabothi
The Suture Coronale, of the French
frontal.
anatomists, is the suture which unites the two glandulae.
Cor'pora Malpighia'na, Malpig'Iiian Bohalves of the os frontis at the early period of
dies, JlcJ'ini of Malpig'hi.
Scattered through
life.
It is a prolongation of the sagittal.
OF. the plexus formed by the blood vessels and uriThese waters are found near Lucca, in Italy. niferous tubes in the kidney, a number of small
They received their name from an erroneous dark points may be seen with the naked eye,
notion, that they are particularly adapted for which received the name from Malpighi, their
curing diseases of the os frontis. Their tem- describer. Each of these, under the microperature is 95° Fahrenheit. They contain free scope, is found to consist of a convoluted mass
carbonic acid, sulphates of lime and magnesia, of blood vessels. It was at one time supposed,
chlorides of sodium and magnesium, &c, and that the tubuli uriniferi originate in them ; but
this does not appear to be the case.
Their use
some iron.

hting

to

'

A name

CORONALE, MINERAL WATERS

•

CORONARIUS, Coronal.
COR'ONARY, Corona'rius,

is not known.
Coronaire,
Corpora Nerveo-Spongiosa Penis, Corpora
from corona, 'a crown.' Resembling a crown. cavernosa c. Nervosa, Corpora cavernosa.
Corpora Oliva'ria, C. ova'ta, Eni/nen'tia
Arte'ria Corona'ria Ventric'uli, A. Gas'Oblong,
trica svpe'rior, (F.) Artere coronaire stomachique, Olivares, (Eminences latirales, Ch.)
A Stomogastrique (Ch.), is one of the brandies whitish eminences, situate at the occipital surof the coeliac, which passes towards the supe- face of the medulla oblongata, exterior to the
rior orifice of the stomach, extends along its corpora pyramidalia.
Corpora Ovata, Corpora olivaria.
lesser curvature, and ends by anastomosing with
Corpora Pyramid a'li a, Eminen'tia pyramithe pyloric branch of the hepatic. This artery
furnishes branches to the inferior part of the da'les, (F.) Corps pyramidaux, Pijramides antecesophagus, the cardiac orifice, the great cul-de- rieures {Gall,) Eminences pyramidnles (Ch.)
sac, the middle part of the stomach, the lesser Two small medullary eminences, placed alongomentum, and anastomoses with the other ar- side each other, at the occipital surface of the
medulla oblongata, between the corpora olivateries of those organs.
Coronary Ligament of the liver is a reflec- ria. These bodies have also been called Corpora
tion of the peritoneum, which surrounds the Pyramidalia anti'ca, to distinguish them from
posterior margin of the liver. The same term the C. olivaria, which have been called Corpora
Pyramidalia latera'tia.
is likewise applied to ligaments, which unite
Corpora Pyramidalia Posteriora, Corpora
the radius and ulna.
Vena Coronaria Ventric'uli accompanies restiformia c. Quadrigemina, Q. corpora.
Corpora Restifor'mia, Crura medul'la obthe artery and terminates in the vena porta.
Sommering, and some other anatomists, call all longata, Pedun'culi medulla: oblongata, Corpora
the four arteries of the stomach Coronaria pyramidalia posterio'ra, Ped'uncles of the mcdul'la obionga'ta; (F.) Corps restiformes, Cuisstomachica.
ses posterieurcs, Pyramides postdrieures du cerCORONCION, Coreoncion.
zoownj,
a
crow.'
CORO'NE,from
Thecoro- velet, Racines, Bras ou Jambes du cervelet, Pclites branches de la nio'elle allongie, Pcdoncules
noid process of the lower jaw.
COR'ONOID, Coronoi'des, from xoowrtj, 'a du cervelet. Two medullary projections, obcrow,' and tiioc, shape," 'resemblance.' Re- long, and of a whitish appearance, which prosembling the beak of a crow. This name has ceed from each side of the upper extremity of
been given to two processes. One, situate at the medulla oblongata, and contribute to the
the anterior and superior part of the ramus of formation of the cerebellum.
Corpora §tria'ta. Grand ganglion supethe os maxillare inferius, and affording attachment to the temporal muscle the other, called, rieur du cerveau (Gall,) Couches des nerfs elhsituate
at
the
process,
superior
part moidaux. Corps canneles, Eminen'tia Lenticualso, sharp
of the ulna, anterior to the great sigmoid fossa, lo'res, Collic'uli Ncrvi Ethmo'ida'lis, jjp'ices
of
the
hinge
of
part
the
a
elbowCrurum medul'lm obionga'ta, (F.) Corps stri.es
forming
and
Pyriform eminences, of a slightly brownishjoint.
gray colour, which form part of the floor of the
C0R0N0P0DIUM, Plantago coronopus.
CORONOPUS, Cochlearia coronopus c. lateral ventricles of the brain. When cut, a
mixture of gray and white substance is seen,
Ruellii, Cochlearia coronopus.
arranged alternately, to which they owe their
COROTOM1A, Coretomia.
ALB1CANTIA, Mamillary tu- name. All the white bands aie continuous
bercles— c. Arantii, Noduli Arantii, Tubercula with the primary fasciculi of the corpora oli^ C- Bigemina, Quadrigemina corpora c. varia. Willis considered the soul resided there.
Corpora Striata Supkrna Posteriora
Candicantia, Albicantia corpora, Mamillary tu-

(F.)

—

—

'

'

:

—

CORPORA

—

bercles— c. Fibrosa, Corps Jiln-eux.
Cor'i'ora Fimbria'ta, Tamia Hippocam'pi,
Fimbriated or fringed bodies. (F.) Corps ft anBundelettes des Cornes d' Ama'ts C. Bordes,

Thalami nervorum opticorum.
CORPS u Body— c. Bordis, Corpora fimbriata
Calleux, Corpus callosuni
c.
c.
Canneles
Corpora striata— c. Caverneux, Corpora caver-

—

——

—— —

——

——

—

CORPULENTIA
nosa

CORPUS
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—
—

Cendre, Corpus dentatum c. CiUaire,
Corpus DiscoiDEs,Crystalline c. Externum,
Corpus dentatum c. DenteU, Corpus dentatum Extraneous body c. Extraneum, Extraneous
Atranger, Extraneous body c. Festonne, Cor- body c.Glandiforme, Prostate c. Glandosum,
pus dentatum.
Prostate
c. Glandulosum, Prostate.
Corps Fibreux, Corpora fihro'sa. Bayle has
Corpus Glandulo'sum Mulie'rum, Gland'given this name to adventitious, fibrous pro- ula; Pros'tatce Mulierum. A vascular, spongy
ductions, of a round form, more or less adhe- eminence, which surrounds the orifice of the
rent, and sometimes having a pedicle,
which urethra, and projects at its under part.
form in certain parts of the body, particularly
Corpus Highmo'ri, C. Highmoria' num,Mea'in the substance of the uterus.
(F.) Corps d'Hygmorc on
tus semina'rius,
Corps Franges, Corpora fimbriata c. Geni- d' Highmore, Sinus des vaisseaux seminifercs,
cules, Corpora geniculata
An oblong eminence, along the superior
c. Ht/aloide, Corpus (Ch.j
vitreum c. d'Hijgmore ou d' Highmore, Corpus edge of the testicle, which seems formed of a
Highmori c. Jaunt, Corpus luteum c. Mu- reflection of the tunica albuginea, through
queux, Corpus mucosum c. Organises, Orga- which the principal trunks of the seminiferous
nized bodies c. Pampintforme, Corpus pam- vessels pass before they reach the epididymis.
piniforme c. Pyramidaux, Corpora pyramidaCorpus Lu'teum, (F.) Corps jaune. A small
lia
c.
body, perceived in the ovarium,
Restiform.es, Corpora restiformia
c. yellowish
rhornboide, Corpus dentatum
c. Strips, Corpora owinff to the rupture of one of the vesicles.
It
striata
c. Thyroide, Thyroid gland
c. Varici- was, for a long time, considered an evidence of
but it is now mainformc, Epididymis c. Variqueux, Corpus pam previous impregnation
piniforme, Epididymis c. Vilre, Corpus vi tained, that Corpora lutea may be met with in
c.

—

c.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

:

—

treum.

unquestionable virgins.

CORPULEN'TIA, Corpulence, from corpus, Cohpus Muco'sum, C. reticula'rt, Retg muco'the body,' and lentus, thick,' is synonymous sum, Mucus Malpig'hii, Rets Malpig'hii, Muwith Obesity and Polysarcia. (q. v.)
cous web, (F.) Corps muqueux.
The second
Corpulentia Carnosa, Torositas.
layer of the skin has been so called. It is
CORPUS, Soma, <rwua.
Body. (q. v.) situate between the cutis vera and cuticle, and
Any object, which strikes one or more of our gives colour to the body. In the white varieties
senses. Gases, liquids, metals, vegetables, ani- of our species it is colourless; in the Negro,
mals, are so many bodies. Natural bodies have black.
been divided into animal, vegetable, and mineCorpus Okense, Corpus WolfKanum.
ral; or into inorganic, including the mineral
Corpus Pampinifor'mk, C. varico'sum, from
kingdom; and organized, including the ani- pam'pinus, a tendril.'
Cor'pus pyramida'le,
mal and vegetable. The chief differences be- Hedtraf ceus plexus, (F.) Corps pampiniforme,
tween organized and inorganic bodies consists C. variqueux. The plexus or retiform arrangein the former having an origin by generation, ment of the spermatic arteries and veins, in the
growth by nutrition, and termination by death cavity of the abdomen, anterior to the psoas
the latter, a. fortuitous origin, external growth, muscle.
and a termination by chemical or mechanical force.
Corpus Papilla'r'e. The nervous and vasMany parts of the frame have, also, been dis cular papillfe, situate beneath the epidermis,
tinffiiished by this name, as Corpus Callosum, called by Breschet Neurothelic apparatus.
Corpus Phacoides, Crystalline c. Pituitare
C. Mucosum, &c. See Body.
Corpus Adeniforme, Prostate c. Adenoides, Pituitary gland c. Psalloides, Lyra c. PyraProstate c. Adiposum, Pinguedo c. Alienum, midale, Corpus pampiniforme c. Reticulare,
'

'

A

—

'

—

—

—

Extraneous

—

c.

—
—

Annulare, Pons

varolii.

Trabs Medulla'ris, Trabec'ula Cop'ula magna cerebri, (F.) Corps calleux, Voute medullaire,
Plafond des ventricules du cerveau, Mesolobe
(Ch ) A white, medullary band, perceived on
separating the two hemispheres of the brain,
which it connects with each other. La Peyronie regarded it as the seat of the soul.
Corpus Ciliare, Ciliary Body, Corpus dentatum, see Ciliary c. Cinereum, Corpus dentatum c. Conoides, Pineal gland c. Crystal-

—

—

vel Df.nticitla'tum, C.
A
Cilia'rE, (F.) Corps denteU, Corps festonne.
central, oval nucleus, of cineritious substance,
met with in the cerebellum the circumference
of which exhibits a number of indentations,
Vicq
surrounded by medullary substance.
d'Azyr. It is seen by dividing the cerebellum
The same
vertically into two equal parts
body has been called Corps cendre on ciliaire,
ou rhornboide, Corpus Cine'reum, C. Rhomboid nan. Ganglion du cervelet, Noyau central
des Pedoncules du cervekl. AWeatJ denlntus seu
fimbria.' tint sen cmlrn'lis seu rhomboid a' lis. Sub;

—

—

r

—

—
—

spongio'sa ure'thrce. This substance arises before the prostate gland, surrounds the urethra,
and forms the bulb. It then proceeds to the
end of the corpora cavernosa, and terminates in
the glans penis, which it forms.

Corpus Vit'reum, Humor

Corpus Dk.nta'tum

stan' I'm

—
—

ho mho idea, Ganglion

cilia' rS,

—

—

loides, Crystalline.

ccrcbclli.

—

Corpus mucosum c. Rhomboideum, Corpus
c. Thymianum, Thymus
c. Thymicum, Thymus c. Thyreoideum, Thyroid
gland— c. Turbinatum, Pineal gland c. Varicosum, Corpus pampiniforme, Spermatic chord
c. Varicosum testis, Epididymis.
Corpus Spongio'sum Ure'thh^:, Substantia

Corpus Callosum, Commissu'ra Magna cer'- dentatum
cbri,

—

—

—

Vitreus,

H. Hya-

bides, Gloria' lis humor, Vitreous humor.
(F.)
Corps vilri, C.hyalo'ide, Hnmeur hyaloide. The
transparent mass of a srelatinous consistence,
which fills the eye, behind the crystalline. It
is

contained in

cells,

formed by the tunica hya-

loidea.

CoRrus Wolffia'num. Corpus Oken'se. At
a very early period of foetal formation, bodies
are perceptible, which were first described, as
existing in the fowl, by Wolff, and in the mammalia, by Oken. According to
tiller, they

M

disappear in man very early, so that but slight
remains of them are perceptible after the 9th or
Gang/ion HUli week of pregnane v. They cover the region of the kidneys and renal capsules, which

;
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are formed afterwards ; and they are presumed
to L>e the organs of urinary secretion during the
first periods of festal existence.
CORPUSCLES, BLOOD, Globules of the
Mood c. Glandiform, Acinus c. Lymph, see
Lymph c. Splenic, see Spleen.

Coriiuga'tor Supercil'ii, from corrvga're,
same etymon. Mas'cuius super'
Supaciiia'ris, Mas' cuius fronta'lis rents
cil'ii,

<

to wrinkle;'

seu Corruga'tor Coitc'rii; (F) Cutanio-sourcilier,
Muscle Sourcilier on Surcilier, M. Fronto SourA muscle, situate in the eyebrows. It
cilier.
CORPUSCULA ARANTII, Tubercula
is attached, by its inner extremity, to the superc. Glandularum similia intestinorum, Peyeri
ciliary ridge, and is confounded, externally,
glandulse c. Globosa cervicis uteri, Nabothi with the occipito-frontalis and orbicularis palglandulae.
pebrarum. It carries the eyebrow inwards, and
ARANTII, see Sigmoid wrinkles the skin of the forehead.
valves c. Sesamoideum, see Sigmoid valves.
CORRUP'TION, Corrup'tio, Phthora, DiCORRAGO, Borago officinalis.
apk'tkora, from corrumpere, corruptum, (con,
CORRE, CORSE, noooij, zoom;, from xtipi», and runrpere, 'to break, )' to destroy.' Act of
' I shave.'
The temples or the part of the corrupting. State of being corrupted. Reac(?)
jaws, which it is usual to shave. Gorraeus.
tion of the particles of a body upon each other.
CORKECTIF, Corrigent.
It is probable, that something like corruption
CORRECTION, Correc'tio, from corrigere, may take place even in the living body.
(con, and regere, to rule or order,') 'to correct.'
CORSE, Corre.
The act of correcting medicines that is, of
CORSET, from (F.) corps, ' the body.' Stediminishing their energy or obviating un- thode.s'mium, Tu'nica Thora'cis, Thorax. An
pleasant effects, by mixing them with sub- article of dress, which closely embraces the
stances which mitigate their operation.
trunk, and is much used by females in civilized
CORRECTORIUS, Corrigens.
When corsets or stays are worn
countries.
CORR1GEEN MOSS, Fucus crispus.
very tight, many serious evils result from the
COR'RIGENT, Co/rigens, Correclo'rius, unnatural compression.
Ca.iti'gans, Infrin'gens, Emen'duns : same etyDifferent bandages, more or less complicated,
mon. (F.) Carrcelif. That which corrects. A which embrace the greater part of the trunk,
corrigent, in a pharmaceutical formula, is a sub- are likewise so called.
stance added to a medicine to mollify or modify
Corset de Brasdor. The name of a banits action.
In the following formula, the aloes, dage, invented by one Brasdor, to keep in situ
if not corrected, might induce tormina.
The the fragments of a fractured clavicle.
Oleiwi Mentha, is added as a corrigent.
CORTALON, Senecio.
CORTEX, Phloios, Phloos, Phlous, tpXoiog,
iy
Aloes,
5Jj
This word has
tpZoos, <pXuu$, Bark, (F.) Ecorce.
{
Olei Mentha,
g tv
often been applied, exclusively, to Cinchona:
Syrup, q. s. utjiant Pilula xvj
the cortex or bark xuF »£othus, we say Bark
CORRP'GIA. A leathern strap. By exten- Xyv. It means, also, any bark.
sion, the term has been applied to the tendons
Cortex Alcosioco, Alcomoque c. Anisi stellati, see Illicium anisatum
c. Antiseorbuticus,
and licraments.
CORROB'ORANT, Corrob'orans, Rob'orans, Canella alba c. Aromaticus, Canella alba c.
Bracing, from corroborate, (con, and robur, Aurantii, see Citrus Aurantium c. Canellaj
(F.) Corroborant, Malabaricas. Laurus cassia
c. Cardinalis del
strength.") to strengthen.'
Corroborate/, Fortifiant. Any substance, which Lujro, Cinchona c. Caryophyllatus, see Myrand
tone.
JVine,
caryophyllata
Caryophylloides,
gives
e. g., is a
tus
c.
Laurus
strengthens,
corroborant. See Tonic.
culilawan.
CORROBORANTI A, Tonics.
Cortex Ceii'ebri. The Corticalox Cincritious
CORROBORAT1F, Corroborant.
substance of the Brain. The gray portion obCORRODAJYT, Corrosive.
served at the exterior of the cerebrum and ceCORRODENS, Corrosive.
rebellum; so called, because it forms a kind of
CORROSIF, Corrosive.
bark to the medullary substance. Gall conCORRO'SION, Corro'sio, Diabro'sis, Anabro'- siders, that this substance forms the nerves
and
rodere,
rosum,
to and. therefore, calls it Substance matrice des
sis, Ero'sio, from con,
jrnaw.'
The. action or effect of corrosive sub- nerfs.
to
stances.
The name cortical is likewise given to the exCORRO'SIVE, Corro'dcns, Diabrot'icus, Cor- ternal substance of the kidneys, because it is of
(F.) Corrosif, Corro- a deeper colour than the inner part of the organ,
rosi'vus, same etymon.
(hint.
Corrosives are substances, which, when and forms a kind of envelope to it.
placed in contact with living parts, gradually
Cortex Ciiacarilla;, Crolon cascarilla c.
Caustic alkalies, Mineral China?, Cinchona c. China? regius, Cinchona
disorganize them.
They
Laurus cassia c. Culilawan,
acids, Corrosive sublimate, are corrosives.
c. Crassior,
c. Eleutherire, Croton casact either directly, by chymically destroying the Laurus culilawan
inflammation
causing
and
by
Flavus,
Cinchona? cordifolias cortex
indirectly,
or
c.
part,
carilia
gangrene.
c. Magelc. Lavola, see Illicium anisatum

—

—

—

A—

—

CORPUSCULUM

—

—

'

;

—

—

'

—

—

'

—
—

—

—

—

'

—

—

CORRUGA'TION,
rvga, 'a wrinkle.'

Corrvga'tio, from con, and

Wrinkling. Frowning. (F.)

Froncemr.nt; tht contraction of the Corrugato'res
Corrugation of the skin is
Siipcrcil'ii muscles.
often owing to the application of styptic medi-

cines:
j ugous.

it

Is

rendered by them unequal and

CORRU GATOR
su|H-.r c/!u.

COITERII,

Corrugator

—

lanicus. see

—
—

—

—

—

Wintera

aroinatica.

Cortex Ovi, Cortical Membrane. This membrane, so called by Boer and Granville, is usually regarded as a uterine production, and desig.
nated Dccidua rr.jlexa. They consider it to surround the ovule when it descends into the
uterus, and to enclose the shaggy chorion.
It
is absorbed during the first months of uterogestation, so as to expose the next membrane

——

;
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to the contact of the decidua, with which a con- all the preparations intended for the toilet, fall,
nexion takes place at the part where the pla- also, under this head.
centa is to be formed. In that part, Boer and
COSM/iTfqUE, Cosmetics.
Granville consider, that the Cortex Ovi is never
COSMOS, from xoauo?, the world,' ' order,*
altogether obliterated, but only made thinner, &c. The order, which was supposed to preside
and in process of time is converted into a mere over critical days. Hippocrates and others have
pellicle or envelope, which not only serves to so termed bracelets, employed not only as ornadivide the filiform vessels of the chorion into ments (koouiiv, to adorn,') but as therapeutical
groups or cotyledons, in order to form the pla- agents.
centa, but also covers those cotyledons. This,
COSS/V, Haunch.
Granville calls the memhra'na pro'pria. See
COSSUM. A malignant ulcer of the nose,
'

'

—

Decidua Membrana.

Cortex Pallidos, Cinchona?
tex

—

—

lancifolim corc. Proflu vii, Nerium

c. Fatrum, Cinchona
antidysentericum c. Ruber, Cinchona; oblongifoliae cortex
c. Striata dentium, Enamel of the
teeth
c. Thuris, Croton cascarilla
c. Winteranus, see Wintera aromatica c. Winleranus
spurius, Canella alba.
COR'TICAL, Cortica'lis, from cortex, ' bark.'
Belonging to bark. See Cortex Cerebri.
Cortical Membrane, Cortex ovi.
CORU. An Indian tree, the bark of whose
root furnishes a milky juice, which is employed

—

—

—

—

in diarrhoea and dysentery.
Coru Canar'ica.

—

It is also called

CORUSCATIO, Astrape.
CORYBAN'TIASM, Corybantias'mns, from
KoQvfias, one of the Coryb antes. A name formerly given to a kind of phrensy, in which the
sick were tormented by fantastic visions, and
perpetual want of sleep.
CORYDALUS BULBOSUS, Fumaria bul-

COR'YLUS AVELLA'NA.

Bundurh, Cor'-

The

Hazel-nut Tree. (F.) Coudrier,NoiFamily, Amentaceae. Sex. Syst. Monoecia Polyandria.
The nut of this tree is much
eaten in many countries. Like all nuts, it is
by no means easy of digestion. It is the Nux
avella'na, y.aovov uovtikov, of the ancients; (F.)
(the nut) Eveline, Noisette.
setter.

CORYMBETRA, Hedera
CORYPHE, Vertex.

helix.

CORY'ZA, Grave'do, Catastag'mos, Catastalag'mos, Stillici.d'ium Narium, Phi egmatorrha' gia, Blennorrhea nasalis, Destilla'lio, Catar'rhus
ad Nares: vulgarly, 'running at the nose,' A
cold in the head:' In French, Rhume de cerveau,
Enchiftenement ; in Old English, Pose or Mur
whence Murren and Murrain; Blennorrhin'ia;
from xopvq, or x*pa, the head,' and tfu>, 'I boil.'
Inflammation (attended with increased discharge) of the Schneiderian membrane lining
the nose, and the sinuses communicating with
it The affection generally subsides without
any medical treatment.
Coryza ENTONicA,Ozsna c. Malig'na, Ozaena c. Ozsnosa, Oza?na c. Virulenta, Ozsena.
COSCINISMUS, Cribration.
COSC1NOI. See Cribration.
COSMES1S, Cosmetics.
COSMET'ICS, Ars cosmet!ica, Call /pis'tria,
Cosme'sis, (F.) Cosmetique, from aoOfitiv, ' to
adorn,' to embellish.' The art of preserving
the beauty.
Cosmetic, Stilbo'ma, is, also, used
for the different means employed for that purpose as the compounds into which enter the
oxides of lead, bismuth, mercury, arsenic, &c.
All these, however, injure the skin, and often
give rise to unpleasant cutaneous affections.
Frequent ablution with cold water and bathing
are the best cosmetics. Essences, soaps, and
'

'

—

—

'

;

A

been given to those small vermiform pimples on
the face, which arise from inflammation of the
sebaceous follicles.
COSTA. A Rib, from custodire, 'to guard,'
defend:' (F.) Cote. The ribs are 24 in number;— 12 on each side. They are irregular,
long, bony curves: slightly flattened, and situate obliquely at the sides of the chest. The
'

intervals between them are called Intercostal
spaces, (F.) Espaces intercostaux, and they are
numbered first, second, third, &c, reckoning

from above to below. They have been distinguished into Costa: vera, True ribs, (F.) Vraies
Cotes, Cotes sternales, Cotes vertebro-sternales

fCh;i and into Costa spu'ria, Mendo'sa Costa,
False ribs, Cotes asternales, (Ch.,) Fausses Cotes.
true or sternal ribs, as they have also been
called, are the first 7; which are articulated, at
one extremity, to the spine, and at the other,
by means of their cartilages, to the sternum.
The false ribs are the remaining 5 the uppermost three being united, by means of their cartilages, to the cartilage of the last true rib. The
others are free at their external extremity, and,
hence, have been called Floating ribs, Cotes
jlottimtes.
The vertebral extremity of each rib
It is called the head of
is slightly expanded.
Capit'ulum, Costa: the space between
the rib
Anthis and the tubercle is the collum or neck.
The angle
terior to the tubercle is the angle.
is the part where the bone bends to form the
lateral part of the thorax.
COSTIVENESS, Constipation.
COSTMARY, Tanacetum balsamita.
COSTO-ABDOM1JYAL, Obliquus externus
abdominis c. Basi-scapulaire, Serratus Magnus
c. Claviculairc, Subclavian muscle.

The

bosa.
rjhts.

Paracelsus.
often of a syphilitic character.
sort of white, short,
COSSUS or COSSIS.
thick worm or larve, found in trees, logs of
wood, &c, and used by the Romans as a great
They were, also, aparticle of gourmandise.
plied to ulcers.— Pliny. The term has, likewise,

—

:

—

Costo-Clavic'ular, Costo-clavicula'ris. Beto the ribs and clavicle.
Costo-Clavic'ular Lig'ament, Cleidocostal
L., is a fibrous, flattened fascia, which extends,
obliquely, from the cartilage of the first rib to
longing

the inferior surface of the clavicle.
COSTOCORAC01VIEJY, Pectoralis minor
c. Scapulaire, Serratus magnus.
Costo-Sternal, Costo- Sterna' lis. Relating
to the ribs and sternum.
The articulation of
the sternum with the anterior extremity of the

—

first

seven

ribs.

Costo-thacheua'nus.
and

Relating to the ribs

to the trachelian or transverse processes

of

the name Costo-trache'lian,
Chaussier designates the anterior and posterior
the neck.

Under

scaleni.

Costo-transvers a'rius. Relating to the ribs,
and to the transverse processes. Bichat gave

—

COSTUS

COUP DE MAITRE
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COUCH GRASS, Triticum repens.
COUCIIEoa COUCHES (F.) from

name to the articulation of the tuberosities
of the ribs with the transverse processes of the
this

covcher,

with the vertebras, and to the ligaments
connected with it.

This word is used, 1. For parturition, (q. v.) accouchement or delivery (puerpe'rium,parturi"tio:) hence une couclie lienreuse,
A happy delivery;' une fausse couclie, a premature delivery:' and, 2. For the time during
which a female remains in bed on account of

Costo-xvphoid, Costo -xyphoideus The name
of a ligament, which unites the cartilage of the
seventh rib to the xyphoid or ensiform carti-

Tcmpus puerpe'iii, the childbed state.
The Lochia have been termed Suites de couches.
It also means a bed or thalamus (q. v.) as,

'

spine.

Costo-ver'tebral,
to the ribs and

longing
this

name

Be-

Costo-rcrtebra'lis.

—

Bichat gave
vertebrae.
to the articulation of the head of the

ribs

.

lage.

COSTUS. The

ancients seem to have given
this name to several plants. One has borne the
the
appellation, since the time of Dioscorides,
Coslus Arub'icus, CosLus In'dicus, C. ama'rus,

—

to lie

down.'

'

'

delivery,

—

COUCHES DES NERFS ETIIMOWAUX,

Corpora striata— c. dcs Nerfs oculuires, Thalami

nervorum opticorum— c. des Nerfs optiques,
Thalami nervorum opticorum— c. Optiques,
Thalami nervorum opticorum.

Canne Congo, Canne
Amomece, Sex. Syst. Monandria Monogynia; the root of which is aro-

COUCHER, Decubitus.
COUCHING. See Cataract.

matic, and has been considered tonic, carminaThe virtues
tive, diuretic, emmenagogue, &c.
of the ancient costus are highly extolled. Theophrastus, Dioscorides. Pliny, Galen.
Costus Corticosus, Canella alba c. Hortorum, Tanacetum balsamita c. Hortorum mic. Nigra, Cynara sconor, Achillea ageratum

COUDE,

dulcis, orienta'lis, Tsia'na,

de Riviere: Family,

—

—

—

—

lymus.

COSTYLE, Cotyle.
COTA, Anthemis cotula.
COTARO'NIUM; an obscure

term, used by
Paracelsus for a universal solvent: such a thing
as does not exist.
COTE, Costa.
COTES, COL DES, Collum costarum.
COTIG'JVAC. A kind of conserve or preserve, prepared from quinces, not entirely ripe,

and sugar.

It is

esteemed stomachic and

COUCLNEA COCCINEA.Cacoucia coccinea.

and remaining for life.
rium Phlogisticum.

cotula.

COTUN'NIUS, LIQUOR OF.

Liq'uor Coof Colug'no, Aquula ucus'tica, Aqua
audito'riu, Perilymph, (F.) Lymplie de Cotugno.
tnn'nii, L.

A

transparent, slightly viscid fluid, which fills
the cavities of the internal ear,and of which
Cotugno made mention. It is also called J3qua
Labyrinthi.
COTURNIX, Tetrao coturnix.
COT'YLE, Col'yla, Cotyle'don, Cos'tylS; the
hollow cavity in a
same as Acetabulum.
bone, which receives the head of another bone:
particularly the cotyloid cavity. KoTvXrj signified
a drinking cup, and, indeed, any thing hollow,
Athenaeus.
as the hollow of the hand.

all

A

—

COTYLEDON,

Cotyle— c. Marina, Umbili-

cus marinus.

Cotyledons, (KorvXiiSmv, 'a cavity,') Acetab'ula uteri'na. The lobes which, by their union,
form the placenta.
Cotyldi'des, Cotylol'deus, Co' a
drinking cup,' and
Resembling the ancient xoxv7.r\.
ttdoc, 'form.'
The name of a hemispherical cavity, situate in

from

«.orvXi],

the os innominatum, which receives the head
of the os feinoris. Fossa cotyloidea, Sinus Coxa,
Acetabulum, Pyxis.

Cot'yloid Lig'ament, Ligamen' turn Colylo'ideum, (F.) Llgam ent cotyloiaicn, is a very thick,
fibrocartilaginous ring, surrounding the cotyloid cavity, the depth of which it increases.
COU, Collum.

also, Noevus,

Co-

phlogisticum— c. Pleuritique, Corium phlogisticum.
COUGH, Tussis— c. Winter, Bronchitis,
(chronic.)

COULER, To strain.
COULEUVRE, Coluber

berus.

COULEUVRtiE, Bryonia alba.
COULISSE, (F.) A groove, a gutter.' Ana'

designate, by this name, every deep
groove or channel in a bone, in which a tendon plays; such as the Coulisse Bicipitale or
Bicipital Groove of the Humerus.
COULISSE BICIPITALE, Bicipital groove
c. Humerale, Bicipital groove.
COULOIR, Colatorium.
COUM. Colchicum autumnale.

tomists

—

—

COUNTER-EXTEN'SlON,Conira-cx*cn's?'0,
Contre- extension, from contraextend in a contrary direction.'
retaining firmly and immovably
the upper part of a limb, whilst extension is
practised on the lower, in cases of fracture or
luxation.
COUNTER-INDICATION, Contra- Indica'An indication contrary to
tio, Antendeix'is.
another, (F.) Contre-indicalion. Any circumas
an obstacle to the employacts
stance, which
ment of such therapeutical means as seem to be
indicated by other circumstances.

Antit'asis,

(F.)

exteii'dere,

'

to

It consists in

COUNTER-IRRITATION,

COT'YLOID,

tylo'des,

See

COUEJVJVE IJVFLAMMATOIRE, Corium

as-

Gossypium.
Anthemis cotula.

term given

human

skin, which are
prominent, hard, brownish, and often covered
with rough hairs, so as to form patches not very
unlike the skin of the hog. It is a mal-formation, occurring during intra-uterine existence,
to various parts of the

COTOJY, Gossypium.

COTTON,
COTULA,

Instep.

COUDAE, Cubitus.
COUDRIER, Corylus avellana.
COUENNE, (F.) Cutis suilla. A

tringent.

Cotula Fcetida, Anthemis

Elbow.

COUDEPIED,

An

Contra-irritu'Uo.

excited in a part of the body,
with the view of relieving one existing in another part. The remedies used for this purpose
irritation,

are called Counttr-ir'ritants, and
valuable class of remedial agents.

form a most
See Deriva-

tion.

COUP, Blow— c.
C.

de Feu,

Wound, gunshot—

de Simg, Apoplexy.

COUP DE MAITRE ou TOUR DE MAIA masterly stroke or performance.
(F.)

TRE,

A mode

of introducing the sound or catheter

—

—

COUP DE SANG
into the bladder,

which

—

——

—

consists in

first passing-

with its convexity towards the abdomen ol
the patient, and afterwards giving it a half turn
towards the right groin, when its extremity has
reached the root of the penis under the symphysis pubis. There is no advantage in this
mode of introduction.
COUP
SANG, (F.) A common term,
used by some physicians in France, to designate the loss of sensation and motion, which
result from hemorrhage in the brain, or from
simple congestion in the vessels of that organ.
See Apoplexy.
Some authors have comprehended, under the same denomination, different
hemorrhages, which occur in the cellular tex-

DE

ture of the face, lungs, skin, &c.

——

——

-
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it

—

—

amputation c. a Cataracte, Knife, cataract c.
Courbc, Knife, crooked c. a Crochet, Knife,
crotchet c Desarticulateur, Knife, doubleedged c. Droit, Knife, amputation c. de Feu,
Cu /tell aire c. lntcrosseux, Knife, double-edged

—

—

Lenticulaire,Kn\i'e, lenticular
c. Litholomc,
Knife lithotomy c. en Scrpette Knife en serc.

Symphysien. see Symphyseotomy c. a
tranchans, Knife, double-edged.
ALBA, Ex'acum spica'tum,
Pi'crium spica'tum. A plant of Guiana, which

/jette—c.

Deux

COUTOU'BEA

is

to

very bitter, and is considered, in the country,
be emmenagogue, anthelmintic, and anti-

dj'speptic.

COUTURESPAR LA PETITE V&ROLE.
See Cicatrix.

COUP DE

COUYERCLE.

See Crucible.
SOLEIL, (F.) Siriasis, Seiriasis,
Siriasis JEgyp'tiaca, fetus solis, Iclns sola' r is, InCOUYRECHEF,(F.) Cucul' his, Fascia' tio cusola'tion;
bandage, applied to the head for
a stroke of the sun.
Egyptian Star- culla'ta.
stroke or Sunstroke. Any affection produced retaining certain dressings, &c. in situ. The
by the action of the sun on some region of the French surgeons distinguish two kinds. J. The

—

A

bod}';

— head,

mon

effect of

hands, arms, &c. A very com- Grand Couvrechef ou Serviette en carre (Cucul'
exposing the naked head to the I us major,) which is formed of a napkin or
eun is inflammation of the brain or its meninges, large square compress: and, 2. The Petit Couwhich Sauvaees calls Carus ab Insolu! done".
rreclief ou Mouchoir en triangle (Cucul'lus miCOUPE-BRIDE, Kiotome.
nor,) formed of a napkin or other square comCOUPEROSE, Gntta rosea.
press, folded from one angle to the other diagoCOUPUP.E, Cut, Wound, incised.
nally opposite to it.

COURAJYTE, Diarrhoea.
COURAl'. A distemper, very common

COUVRECHEF.

in

India, in which there is a perpetual itching of
the surface, and eruption. It is of an herpetic
character, and appears chiefly on the axilla,
groins, breast, and face.

COURBARIL. See Anime.
COURBATURE, (F.) Acei'ba

lassitu'do, Vio-

See Bandage, Galen's.
OF.) On the northern
Harbour,
in Ireland, is the Island
side of Cork
of Cove. The town of Cove is on the southern
acclivity of a hill running from east to west.
It is, consequently, sheltered from the north
winds, and receives the full force of the sun.
It is one of the mildest climates in Great Britain; and corresponds in its influence on disease with the southwest of England. It is well
adapted as n winter retreat for the phthisical.
COVOLAM, Cratce'ca Marmeios. The bark

COVE, (CLIMATE

lent lassitude, fatigue.
An indisposition, characterized by a sensation, as if the limbs were
bruised; general feeling of debility, extreme
lassitude; and, sometimes, slight fever.
It appears immediately after severe exercise, but of this tree is tonic: the unripe fruit
sometimes not till the next day. Rest re- gent; but, when ripe, is delicious.
Cicuta aquatica.
moves it.

COURBURE, Curvature.
COURGE, Cuourbita pepo.
COURMI or CURMI, kovqui,

is

astrin-

COWBANE.
COWBERRY, Vaccinium vitis idaea.
COWHAGE, Dolichos pruriens.

A

COWITCH,

Dolichos pruriens.
Accessory glands,
(F.) Glandes uccessoires, G. de Cowper, ProsCOURON'DI, Couron'do. An evergreen tree tates inferieures ou pclites prostates. Two small
of India, the juice of which, mixed with warm ovoid groups of mucous, reddish follicles, situate behind the bulb of the urethra, before the
whey, is said to cure the dysentery. Ray.
CI LIAIRE, Godronne, canal prostate, the excretory ducts of which open
Gland, into the bulbous portion of the urethra. They
c. du Dent, Crown of a tooth
c. du
Crown of the Glans c. du Trepan, Crown of are also called Glan'dulce antepros'tatai, and G.
pros' tut 02 inferio' res.
c. de Venus, Crown of Venus.
the- Trepan
Cowi'Eu's Glands in the Female, Glands
COUROJYjYE RAYOJYjYAJYTE,(F.) A term
terminations
given by Reil to the fan-shaped
of Durerney, Glands of Bartholinus, are situate
at
each side of the entrance of the vau-ina, becerebri
brain.
in
the
crura
of the
COUROjYJYEMEJYT,(F.) Corc/na. A vulgar neath the skin covering the posterior or infeexpression, sometimes used to designate the cir- rior part of the labia. They are rounded but
cular ring, which the os uteri forms around elongated, flat, and bean-shaped; their lonothe head of the child at a certain period of ac- diameter varying from five to ten lines; their
couchement: the head seeming to be sur- transverse, from two and a half to four and a
and their thickness from two and a
rounded, as it were, by a crown. The head is quarter
quarter to three lines. Like Cowper's Glands
then said to be an couronnement.
COUROU-MOELLI. An Indian tree, the in the male, they are not invariably present.
The secretion from them is a thick, tenacious,
bark of which is said to be anti-venom ms.
grayish-white fluid, which is emitted in great
COURSE, Running
quantity during sex lal intercoime; and is proCOURSES, Menses.
bably the fl uid, supp >sed, of old, to be the female
COURT, Short.
OT.S7.V, (Julex.
(
sperm.
COUSSLYET. Pad.
COVVl'OX, Vaccina c. Inoculation, VacciCOUTE.iU, Knife— r. a Jl ipttatin, Knife, nat'o'i.
xvq/u,.

liquor, made from barley.
Dioscorides.
ale or beer.

mented

—

A

fer-

kind of

COWPER'-S GLANDS.

—

—

COURONNE

—

;

—

—
COW RAP
COWRAP,

Impetigo.

COWSLIP, Primula veris — Jerusalem,
Pulrnonaria.
COW WEED, Chaerophyllum sylvestre.
c.

COXA, Haunch.
COX.ELUVIUM,

Bath, hip.
Neuralgia femoro-poplitiEa.
COXAL'GIA, Osphyal'gia. A word of hybrid origin, from coxa,
hip,' and aXyog,
pain.'
Pain in the hip. A sign of rheumatic or other
inflammation, or of some disease about the hipjoint.
See Neuralgia femoro-poplitsea.

COXAGRA,

'

'

COXA'RUM

or
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COXEN'DICUS

or

COX-

of this kind, in order that no accident might
arise

from overlaying.

CRJE'PALE, from

r.Q<tina\r„Crap'ula, 'drunkenness, surfeit.' A derangement of the funcproduced by wine or
&c,
brain,
of
the
tions
any other fermented liquor. Galen.
CRAIE, Creta.
CRAMA, xputia, from xioam, 1 mix.'
mixture of any kind. Dilute wine.

—

A

'

CRAMBE,

Cabbage.
from «m^ij, cabbage.' A
Hippocr.
decoction of cabbage.
CRAMP, from (G.) krampfen, 'to con-

CRAM'BION,

'

—

ARIUS (Morbus). Hip disease. A scrofulous tract,' Crampus, Enta'sia systrem'ma, Tet'anus
and spontaneous luxation and disease of the dolorificus. A sudden, involuntary, and highly
os femoris is generally understood by this painful contraction of a muscle or muscles. It
term.
is most frequently experienced in the lower
COXENDIX, Haunch. This word has also extremities, and is a common symptom of cerbeen used synonymously with ischium. The tain affections: as of Colica Pictonum and
haunch (q. v.) Anatomists, too, have called the Cholera Morbus. Friction and compression of
ilia, Ossa Cozendicis.
the limb, by means of a ligature applied round

—

COXO-FEM'ORAL, Coxo-femora'lis. Belonging to the coxal bone or ilium, and to the
os femoris. Ilio-femoral has the same signification.

Coxo-Fem'oral or Il'io-Fem'oral ArticuLa'tion, (F.) Articulation de la Hanche, is the
Hip-joint.
The head of the femur and articular cavity are covered by a diarthrodial cartilage and synovial capsule; and by a very strong
capsular or articular ligament attached to the
circumference of the cotyloid cavity, and to
the neck of the femur.
There is, also, a round
or interarticular ligament, passing from the inferior notch of the cotyloid cavity to the rough
depression at the top of the caput femoris; and
a cotyloid ligament, a sort of thick, cartilaginous ring, situate on the edge of the cotyloid
cavity, and converting the inferior notch into
a foramen. These are the great means of union
in this extensive articulation.
CRAB, As' locus Jluviat'ilis, Cancer, Gammarus, Cam'marus. (F.) Crabbe, Ecrevisse, Escrevice.
A shell-fish much used as an article
of diet. Like other shell-fish it is apt to disagree, and excite urticaria, &c.
CRABE, Crabyavvs.
CRABLOUSE; a species of Pedic'ulus, P.
Pubis, which infests the pudendum and axilla.
(F.) Morpion.
It is easily destroyed by the
white precipitate of mercury, or by mercurial

—

ointment.

CRABS* EYES, Cancrorum

chelse.

Crabs' Stones, Cancrorum chelae.

CRAB YAWS.

A

(F.) Crabe.
name, in the
West Indies, for a kind of ulcer on the soles of
the feet, with edges so hard, that they are difficult to cut.

CRACHAT, Sputum.
CRACHEMEJVT, Excreation— c.
Vomica, Phthisis pulmonalis

—

c.

de Pus,
de Sang, Hae-

moptysis.

CRACKLING OF LEATHER,

see Craque-

merit de cuir.

CRACOW GROATS,

above the muscles affected, will usually rethe spasm.
Cramp of the Stomach, (F.) Crampe de
VEstomac. A sudden, violent, and most painful affection of the stomach, with sense of constriction in the epigastrium.
It seems to be the
effect of the spasmodic contraction of the muscular coat of the stomach, and requires the use
of the most powerful stimulants and antispasmodics, of which opium is the best.
Cramp, Writers', Stammering of the Fingers.
it

move

A

condition of the fingers, in which they are
unable to hold the pen, or in which one or more
of the muscles of the fingers are irregularly and
irresistibly contracted.

CRAMPE DE L'ESTOMAC,

CRADLE. Sax. crar>el, Ar 'cuius, Solen, (F.)
Arceau ou Archet. A semicircle of thin wood,
or strips of wood, used for preventing the conAn ortact of the bed-clothes in wounds, &c.
dinance of the Grand Duke of Tuscany forbade
with
a child near
mothers and nurses to sleep
them, unless it was placed under a solid cradle
1

of the

CRANBERRY,

Vaccinium oxycoccos.
c. Humain, Cranium hu-

CRANE, Cranium
manum.

CRANE'S BILL, Geranium— c. Stinking,
Geranium Robertianum.

CRANIOL'OGY

or CRANIOS'COPY, Craniolog"ia, Phrenol'ogy, Cranioscop'ia, C. Gallia'na,

Encephaloscop'ia,

Doctri'na

Gallia' na.

Words, introduced, since Gall, into medical
language. The first two terms are respectively
derived from

xQciytov,

'cranium,'

JLoyoc;,

'a dis-

course,' and irxoTittv, 'to examine.'
They signify the description, or, simply, the examination of the different parts of the external surface of the cranium, in order to deduce from

thence a knowledge of the different intellectual
and moral dispositions. Strictly speaking, it is
by Cranioscopy that we acquire a knowledge
of Craniology or of Organology or Cranology,
as it has, also, been termed.
These words are
generally, however, used in the same sense.
The cranium being exactly moulded to the
brain, there are as many prominences on the
bone as there are projections at the surface of
the brain.

which he
Semolina.

Cramp

stomach.

According to Gall, each projection,
an organ, is the seat of a partiand all per-

calls

cular intellectual or moral faculty,

sons endowed with the same faculty, have, at
the same part of the brain, a prominence, which
is indicated, externally, by a bump or projection in the bony case.
The System of Gall is
mnde to comprise 27 prominences, which answer to 27 faculties. The following Table exhibits these supposed organs, and their seat.
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CEREBRAL ORGANS, AND THEIR SEAT, ACCORDING TO GALL.
1. Instinct

of generation, of reproduction; amativeness; instinct of propagation; venereal instinct.

(

Seated in
surface
ranees,

Ze ugungst rieb,
Fortpflanzungstrieb,
Geschlechtstrieb.

German.)

the cerebellum,
of the cranium

one

on

each

It

is

side

manifested at the

two round protube*

by

of

nape

the

the

of

neck.

Love of progeny; philoprogenitive-

2.

ness.

Jungenliebe, Kinder-

(G.)
1

e b e.

i

(G

About the middle of the posterior margin of the

i

Freundschaftsinn.

)

i

(^

Attachment; friendship.

3.

< Indicated at the external occipital protuberance.

bone; anterior to the

\

parietal

last.

of defending self and pro- f
perty; love of strife and combat;
Seated a little above the ears ; in front of the
last, and towards the mastoid angle of the parietal
combativeness; courage.
\

4. Instinct

(G.)Muth, Ranfslnn,

bone.

Zanksinn.

(_

Carnivorous instinct; inclination

5.

murder; destructiveness ;

to

cruel-

f

J

ty.

Cunning; finesse; address;

6.

I

Wurgsinn, Mordsinn.

(G.)

(_

secre-

tiveness.

List, S c h a u h e

(G.)

1

he

i

i

t,

\

Above

the meatus auditorius externus,
noidal angle of the parietal bone,

j

K

u g-

1

t.

7. Desire

of property; provident instina; cupidity; inclination to robbery; acquisitiveness.
(G.)

j

Anterior to that of cunning, of which it seems to be a
prolongation, and above that of mechanics, with which
it contributes to widen the cranium, by the projection
which they form at the side of the frontal bone.

|

rity; elevation.

I

Stolz, Hochmuth, Hohensinn, Herrschsucht.
Vanity: ambition; love of glory.
s u c h
L'
t e 1 k e i t, It u h

G.)

m

i

\

i

t,

E hrgeiz.
10.
(

I

sa-

Situate at the side of the last, near the posterior internal
angle of the parietal bone.

Circumspection; foresight.

Behutsamkeit, Vo r s
Vorsichtigkeit.

G.)

Memory

11.

i

c h

1

t,

Corresponds to the parietal protuberance.

(

of things; memory of (

facts; sense of things; educability;
perfectibility; docility.

Sachgedachtniss, Erziehungsfahigkeit, Sacli-

(G.)

12. Sense of locality; sense of the relation of space: memory of places.
s i n n.
(G.)Ortsinn,
a u

R

13.

Behind the top of the head, at the extremity of the
gittal suture, and on the parietal bone.

j

G.)

0.
(

j

Pride; haughtiness; love of autho-

8.

(

upon the sphe-

[
C

Eigenthumssinn, Hang}

u
stehlen, Einsammlungssinn, Diebsinn.
7.

all the carnivorous animals; forms
a prominence at the posterior and superior part of the
squamous surface of the temporal bone, above the
mastoid process.

Greatly developed in

Memory of

j

j Situate at the root of the nose,

brows, and a

|

little

between the two eye

above them,

j

to the frontal sinus, and is indicated externally by two prominences at the inner edge of the
eyebrows, near the root of the nose, and outside of
the organ of memory of things.

(Answers

m

persons; sense of per-

At the inner angle of the orbit.
o n e n s i n n.
{
14. Sense of words; sense of names; ? Situate at the posterior part of the base of the two
anterior lobes of the brain, on the frontal part of
verbal memory.
the bottom of the orbit, so as to make the eye promi(G.) Wordgedachtniss, N a- j
sons.
(G.) Pe

r s

mensinn.

nent.

Sense of spoken language; talent
of philology; study of languages.
(G.) Sprachforschungssinn,

15.

orbit, between the preceding and
knowledge of colour.

Also at the top of the
that of the

Worts inn, Sprachsinn.
16. Sense of the relations of colour;
talent of painting.

(G.)

Farbensinn.

17. Sense of the relations of tones;
musical talent.
(G.) T o n s i n n.
18. Sense of the relations of numbers;
mithematics.
(G.) Zahlensi nn.

IS

i

i

The middle

part of the eyebrows; encroaching a

little

on the forehead.

A little above
i

and to one side of the last; above the outer
third of ihe orbitar arch.

On

the outside of the organ of the sense cf the relations
of colou-r, and below the last.

;
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of mechanics; sense of con-

A round

protuberance at the lateral base of the frontal
bone, towards the temple, and behind the organs of

struction; talent of architecture; industry.

music and numbers.

Kunstsinn, Bausinn.

(G.)

20. Comparative sagacity.
(G.)

Vergleicbender Scharf-

i

i

sinn.

s

Metaphysi scher Tief-

22. Wit.

Witz.

(G.)

23. Poetical talent.

Dichtergeist.

(G.)

bone,

confounded witli the preceding. Indicated,
the outer side of the last, by a protuberance,
which gives to the forehead a peculiar hemispherical
shape.
"At the lateral and outer part of the last; and giving
greater width to the frontal prominence.
On the outer side of the last; divided into two halves by
the coronal suture.

n n.

i

frontal

part,

at

mind.
G.)

At the middle and anterior part of the
above that of the memory of things.

'In

21. Metaphysical penetration; depth of
(

CRASSE

Goodness; benevolence; mildsensibility
compassion ;
;
moral sense; conscience; bonhom-

24.

ness

mie.
(G.) Gutmiithigkeit,

den,

-<;

Indicated by an oblong prominence above the organ
of comparative sagacity; almost at the frontal su-

Mitlei-

ture.

moralischer Sinn,

Gewissen.
2-V Imitation; mimicry.

At

Nachahmungssinn.

((?.)

God and

26.

(G.)

the frontal bone and at the superior angles of the parietal bone.

Theosophisches Sinn.

27. Firmness; constancy; perseverance;
obstinacy.

(G.)

the outer side of the last.

At the top of

religion: theosophy.

The

Stetigkeit, Fester Sinn.

top of the head; at the anterior and most elevated
part of the parietal bone.

nineteen of these, according to Gall, (oTtvo?,' narrow,') or Ethiopian variety. 2. The
Mesobregmat.e, (acjooc,
middle,') or Caucasian
variety
and 3. The Platybregmate, (n?.arve,
broad,') or Mongolian variety.
consequently, the attributes of humanity.

The

first

common to man and animals; the remaining eight, man possesses exclusively. They are.

'

are

;

'

Organs according to Spurziieim.
1.

Amativeness.

18.

19. Wit.
20. Ideality.
21. Imitation.

2. I'hiloprogenitiveness.

3.

Inhahitiveness.

4.

Adhesiveness or Attachment.
Combativeness.

5.

22. Individuality.
23. Form.
24. Size.
25. Weight and Resist-

Destructiveness.
7. Constructiveness.
8. Acquisitiveness.
9. Secretiveness.
10. Self-esteem.
11. Love of Approbation.
12. Cautiousness.
6.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Marvellousness.

ance.
26. Colour.
27. Locality.
28. Numeration.

Justice.

29. Order.
30. Eventuality.
31. Time.
32. Melody of Tune.
33. Language.
34. Comparison.

Hope.

35. Causality.

Benevolence.
Veneration.

Firmness.
Conscientiousness or

A

Cranium Huma'num, Human Cra'nivm, (F.)
This was anciently much used
prescriptions, and was considered anti-epileptic, alexipbarmic, antiloimic, &c.
Crane humain.

in

CRA'NOMANCY, Cranomanti'a from Knarov,
'the head,' and iiavnta, divination,' (F.) Cranomancie. The art of divining— from the inspection of the head or cranium
the moral dispositions and inclinations of individuals.
CRANSOjV, Cochlearia officinalis.
'

—

CRANSSAC, MINERAL WATERS

OF.

Cranssac is a village in the department of Aveyron, six leagues from Rhodez, which possesses
acidulous chalybeate springs, that have been
known for a long time.
CRANTER, from xqantiv, to finish,' render perfect.' The Dens Sapien'tia. has been so
'

'

fundamental principle with the Craniolo- called.

—

that the brain does
or Phrenologists, is,
not act as a single organ, but that it consists of
but,
were we able to adorgans
of
a plurality
mit this, the assignment of the seat of different
faculties could not but be considered premature.
CRANIOSCOPY, Craniology.
CRA'NIUM, Cra'nion, Calva'rim, Sca'phion,
Conchus, Calva; the skull; from xoaio?, 'a
helmet,' or from koovov, head.' (F.) Crmne.
The collection of bones, which form the case
for lodging the brain and its membranes, as
well as their vessels, and some of the nerves.
These bones are eight in number the frontal,
occipital, two parietal, two temporal,lhe sphenoid x
and ethmoid. Besides these, there might be
considered, as belonging to the cranium, the
cornua sphenoidalia, the bones of the ear, and
the ossa wormiana. Dr. Prichard has characterized the primitive forms of the skull according to the width of the Bregma, or space between the parietal bones 1. The Stcnolregmate,
erists

;

'

—

:

CKAPULA.

Crspale.

CRAQUEMENT DE
of leather.'

A sound

CUIR, (F.) ' Crackling
like the crackling of new

sometimes heard on examining the
heart with the stethoscope. It has been supposed to be symptomatic of pericarditis.
CRASIS ; ypaaic, from nsQwwpn, 1 mix.' A
mixture of the constituents of a fluid; as the
crasis of the blood, humours, &c.
The word
has, also, been employed in a more extensive

leather,

'

signification, as

Temperament,

synonymous with
&c.

Constitution,

(q. v.)

CRASPEDON, Staphyledema.
CRASSAMENTUM, from nasrus,

'thick.'
thick part or deposit of any fluid.
It is
particularly applied to the clot of the blood.

The

Crassamentum Sanguinis, See Blood.

CRASSE, (F.) Dirt or impurity. A sort of
layer or enduit, which covers the skin, where
cleanliness is not attended to; and which is
sometimes the result of the cutaneous exhala-

—
CRASSENA

tion ; at others, of extraneous matter adhering
to the surface of the body.

CRASSE'NA. A term by which Paracelsus
designated the saline, putrescent, and corrosive
principles, which, he thought, gave rise to ulcers and tumours of different kinds.
CRASSULA, Sedum telephium.
CRAT.-E'GUS A'RIA, from xp* r og,' strength,'
owing to the hardness of the wood. Mts'pihis,
Brui seu Sorbus, While Benin Tree, (F.) Alisicr
blanc; Alouclie, A/ouc/iier. The fruit, which is
of the size of a small pear, is slightly astringent,
and somewhat agreeable to the taste. It has

been employed

in diarrhoea.

CRATiEVA MARMELOS, Covolam.
CRATE V CESIUM, Sisymbrium nasturtium.
CRATOS,

Force.

CRAUTE, MINERAL WATERS

OF.

Craute is a village five leagues from Autun, in
France, where are mineral springs, containing
sulphnhydrate of magnesia, chloride of sodium,
chloride of lime, sulphate of lime, and carbonate
of magnesia.

CRAYON

NOIR,

CRAZhXESS,
CREA, Shin.

CREPITUS
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Graphites.
Insanity.

from the internal oblique muscle; passes
through the abdominal ring, and vanishes around
the tunica vaginalis; serving to draw up the
testicle, and to move it slightly.
It has been,
also, called Tunica Erythroides and Suspenso'itself

rium

Testis.

CRtME, Cream — c. de

Soufre,

Sulphur

prteci-

de Tartre, Potassee supertartras.
for a disease
frequent in Hungary, which is produced by excess in eating and drinking.
Chomel.
»
CREMNOl, plural of xnijuvos, "a steep bank.'
The lips of an ulcer. The Labia Puden'di, (q. v.)
Hence:
Hippocrates, Foesius.
CREMNON'CUS, from y.Q,,tnoc, 'the labia
pudendi,' and oyxo;, a tumour.' A swelling
of the labia pudendi.
pitatuin

c.

CREMER. The common name

—

—

'

CREMOR, Cream— c.

Tartari, Potassse suUrinre, see Urine.
Dentic'vlus,
(F.) Crtne.CRENA, Crenatu'ra,
lure.
In the plural, the small teeth or projections in the bones of the cranium, by means of
which an accurate junction is formed at the
sutures.
Crenilure has also been used, in Surgery, for the gutter or groove in certain instruments, which is generally intended to secure
the passage of cutting instruments;
thegroove
pertartras

— c.

—

CREAM, Crcmor, (F.) Crime. A thick, unctuous matter, of a yellowish-white colour, and for example, ofa director.
sweet, agreeable taste, which rises to the surface
CRENATURA, Crena.
of milk, if kept at rest. It is composed of butter,
CREJYELURE, Crena.
serum, and casein.
CREOPHAGUS, Carnivorous.
Creme is a name given in France to boullies
CREPANELLA, Plumbago Europsea.
prepared with farina of different kinds; as the
CREl'A'TJO, Crepatu'ra, from creparc, 'to
Cream of Rice, Crime de Riz, C. of Barley, make a noise.' The action of bursting any seed
C. d'orge, &c.
by ebullition.
Coque ad crcpatu'ram, Boil till

—

Cream, Cold, Ceratum Galeni, Unguentum
Aqua; Rosa? — c. of Tartar, Potassa? supertartras.

it

bursts

'

'

CREPATURA, Hernia.
Cre'osote, Creaso'tum, Kre'aCREPIUINIS PALPEBRARUM. See Tarsus.
CREPITA'TION, Crep'itus, from crepita're,
Creasoton; from fsota?, 'flesh,' and <7o)TV>
* a
preserver.'
A substance discovered a few to make a noise.' Crackling. Crepitation or
years ago by Reichenbach. It is obtained from crepitus, (F.) Cliquetis, has been used, in Surtar, by distillation, and appears to be the active gery, to designate the noise occasioned by the
antiseptic and medicinal agent in tar-water and friction of fractured bones, when the surgeon
crude pyroligneous acid. It is a colourless moves them in certain directions. When it
transparent fluid, of a penetrating and disagree- cannot be heard at a distance, it may be deable odour, and is freely soluble in alcohol and tected by the immediate application of the ear,
It or by the use of the stethoscope.
acetic acid.
Its taste is bitter. S. g. 1.037.
Crepitus or
coagulates albumen, whence its haemostatic crackling is, likewise, met with in cases of ganand grene, when air is effused into the cellular
power.
It is a most powerful antiseptic
has been largely administered in hemorrhages membrane provided the part be carefully exboth internally and externally. As an external amined with the fingers. The same term is
application, it has been used in burns, ulcers, used for the cracking of the joints in health or
especially those ofa sloughing character, chronic disease.
Crep'itus, Physa, Plu/sB, Porde, Flatus,
cutaneous affections, and has been applied to also means a discharge of wind per anum. See
tapeworm when protruded, &c. Internally, it Fart.
CREPITANT, Crep'itating, Crepitans; same
has been administered in phthisis, vomiting, diabetes mellitus, nervous diseases, chronic glan- etymon. Crackling.
one
or
two
Ralk Crepitant Sec a Grosses Bulles,
ders, &c.
The dose internally is
dry crackling noise with formation of large
drops. Externally, it is sometimes applied pure;
at others diluted, and commonly with water, bubbles,' is heard in pulmonary emphysema,
when thedistention becomes greaterand greater,
(f. Jss to f. §vj;) or in the form of ointment, (g"and is followed by rupture of the vesicles. The
xv to 5j of cerate.)
air forcing itself a passage in the interlobular
CREATOPHAGUS, Carnivorous.
cellular tissue, gives rise to this Pale during inCREMASOJY, Pyrosis.
Eleva'lor
spiration.
C R E A S'T E R, Suspendic'ulum,
Rale Crepitant Sec, of Laennec The
Testic'idi, Mus'culus Testis. M. Testicon'dus.
That which suspends from y.oeuau>, I suspend/ crepitant rattle, heard, during respiration, in
The Greeks designated, by this term, the sper- severe pneumonia and in oedema of the lung;
matic chord, or all the parts by which the tes- so termed on account of the analogy between
ticle is, as it were, suspended; but, since Vesa- the sound and that occasioned by pressing a
lius, it has received its present limited meaning. healthy Inner between the fingers.
The Cremaster is a very thin, muscular fascia
CREPITUS, Crepitation, Fart— c. Lupi, Lysometimeshardly perceptible— which detaches coperdon.
CRE'ASOTE,

sote,

'

;

—

'

M

;

—

'

——

—

— —

—
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CRESCENTIA

—

—

CRICO-CRET1-J1RIT&NOW1EX
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Lame criblee, Crib'riform plate, is the horizontal
CRESCENTIA, Growth.
CRESCENTIA CU JE'TE, (called after Cres- lamina of the ethmoid hone — so called because
perforated like a sieve. Through the perforations the olfactory nerves pass.
La'mina Cribro'sa of Albums; a circular
spot, perforated with small holes, seen when
the optic nerve is regarded from the inside,
From
after removing the retina and choroid.
these holes the medullary matter may be expressed.
CRIBRA. See Cribration.
Cribra'tio, Coscinis'mus,

centio, an Italian writer on agriculture;) Cujete,
Narrow-leaved Calabash Tree. The pulp of the
fruit of this West India plant is acidulous.
It
is used in diarrhoea and headache; and, in syrup,
for diseases of the chest.
Waxintr kernels.
CRESERA. See Cribration.

it is

—

CRESCENTIA,

CRESPINUS, Oxycantha Galeni.
CRESS, GARDEN, Lepidium sativum— c.

—

CRIBRATION,

Indian, Tropaeolum majus c. Penny, Thlaspi
A pharmaceuto sift,' Sifting.
c. Swines', Cochlearia coronopus
c. Water, from cribare,
tical operation, which consists in separating the
Sisymbrium nasturtium.
CRESSES, DOCK, Lapsana— c. Sciatica, finest parts of drugs from the coarser. Sieves
These were formerly
are used for this purpose.
Lepidium Iberis.
called Cribra; Coscinoi.
A sieve for separating
CRESSI, Sisymbrium nasturtium.
termed
Cre'stra, Meuthe
bran
from
meal,
was
sativum—
CRESSON, ALEJVOIS, Lepidium
rote'sis, Cribrum Pollina'rium.
c. Elegant, Cardamine pratensis
c. de Fontaine,
CRIBRATUS, See Crible
Sisymbrium nasturtium c. des Indes, Tropceolum majus c. des Jardins, Lepidium sativum
CRIB'RIFORM, Cribrifor'mis, from cribrum,
c. du Mexique, Tropoeolum majus
a sieve,' and forma,
form.' The ethmoid
c. de Para,
Spilanthus oleraceus c. des Pres, Cardamine; bone was formerly so called; Os cribrifor'mS.
pratensis.
Cribriform Compress. A square piece of
CRETA, Car'bonas calcis, Car'bonas cakaf- linen pierced with a number of holes. This is
reus, Giisomargo, Melia Terra, Chalk, Carlo- spread with cerate and applied to a suppurating
uate of Lime, (F.) Craie.
Native friable carbo- surface, the holes being intended for the esnate of lime.
cape of the pus.
CRIBROSUS, see Crib/6.
Creta Prepara'ta, Car'bonas Calcis prmpara'tus, Prepared Chalk.
(Prepared by leviCRIBRUM POLLINARIUM. See Cribration.
gation.)
Used, externally, as an absorbent; inCRICK IN
NECK.
painful rheuternally as an antacid. Dose, gr. x to g j or more. matic affection of the muscles of the neck,
CRETE, Crista— c. de Coq, Crista galli— c. which causes the person to hold his head to
c. Urilhrale, Galli-, one side in a characteristic manner.
de VEthmotde, Crista galli
naginis caput c. Uritrale, Caput Gallinaginis.
C R IC O- A R VT'ENOI D, Cri'co-arytendidaCRETES
us.
COQ. See Crista.
Relating to the cricoid and arytenoid carCRETIN. One affected with cretinism. The tilages.
word is said to come from Chretien, " Christian,"
Crico-Aryt'knojd Muscle, Crico-arytenoidm' because the Cretin, being in a state of idiocy, is us latera'lis, Crico-lutcri-arittnoidien.
muscle
incapable of committing any sin. See Cagot.
which proceeds from the lateral partofthe supeCret'inage, Cyrto'sis Cre- rior edge of the cricoid cartilage to the outer and
tinis'mus, Cretinis'mus. An epidemic affection anterior part of the base of the arytenoid carin the low, deep, narrow situations of the Va- tilage. It carries the arytenoid cartilage outlais; in the valley of Aost, Maurienne, apart of wards and forwards.
Switzerland, the Pyrenees, Tyrol, &c. It is a
Crico-Aryt'enoid, Poste'rior; Crico-arytestate of idiocy, commonly accompanied by an noida'us posti'cus, Crico-creti-arit6no'idien, Dienormous goitre, and is often hereditary. The latateur poste'ricur du Larynx. A small, trianunfortunate Cretin is little better than the ani- gular muscle, seated at the back part of the lamals around him. He rarely attains an ad- rynx. It extends from the prominent line, at
vanced age. Like idiocy, cretinism has been the middle of the posterior surface of the cridivided into complete and incomplete.
coid cartilage, to the outer and posterior part
CREUSET, Crucible.
of the base of the arytenoid cartilage.
UESTOMAC, Fossette du cceur. Crico-Arytenoi da/us Supe'kiok, of T insOF, low, forms a part of the Arytenoid^ us of moThe springs of Creuznach are in Germany. dern anatomists.
They contain iodine, bromine, and the chlorides
CR] CO- CRETI-ARlTJtA~01DlEX, Cricoof sodium and calcium.
arytenoid, posterior c. Lntcro-arytinoidien, CriCREUZOT, MINERAL
OF. C. co-arvtenoid c. Pharyngaius, C. pharyngeal.
is a mountain to the north-east of Mount Cenis.
CRICO-PHARY NGEAL, Crico-pharyngaius.
Near it is a saline chalybeate spring.
Belonging to the cricoid cartilage and pharynx.

—

—

'

1

.
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—

'

'

;
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CRET'INISM,

1

I

CREUXDE

W

CREUZNACH, MINERAL WATERS

WATERS

CREVASSE,
break or crack.'

(F.)

A

Rima, from

Crack, a

crever,

'

a sieve,'

Winslow

Cjiico-TuYnoip Muscle, Crico- Thyroidal us,

is

employed

to

'

CRIBLi., (F.)

of

from

Sometimes, crevasse

designate the solutions of continuity or ruptures, which supervene in distended parts, in
the urinary passages, uterus, &c: it is then
svnonvmous with rupture.
CRT. Cry.
Cribrum,

muscle

Having' holes like a sieve.

crevasse, gercure, fissure, and rhagade are often
used synonymously for small longitudinal
cracks or chaps of a more or less painful character.

Crico-Pharyncs'us

'to

The words

a fleshy bundle, which forms part of the
Constrictor Pharyngis inferior, (q. v.)
He
calls the other part Tht/ro-pharyngic'us, and
proposes to call the whole Thyro-crico-pharyngo! us.
CRICO-THYROIDEAN, Crico- Thyroid. Belonging to the cricoid and thyroid cartilages.
Ciuco-Thvroio Membrane is of a fibrous
nature; and extends from the upper edge of the
cricoid cartilage to the inferior edge of the
thyroid.

Cleft.

Cribra'tus,

Cribro'sus,

is

—
CRWO-THYRO.PHJmYjXGlEN

;

CRITICAL
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Dilutateur anterieur du larynx, is a small, fleshy after an operation, the blood does not flow from
bundle, of a triangular shape, at the anterior them. The skin is said to be crispee, when
and inferior part of the larynx. It extends contracted, and the bulbs of the hair become
from the outer surface of the cricoid cartilage more prominent. Crispation of the nerves is
to the lateral parts of the inferior margin of the a slight convulsive motion of external or interthyroid cartilage; and its use is, to approximate, nal parts, much less than that which occurs in
anteriorly, the corresponding margins of the convulsion.
cricoid and thyroid cartilages; and thus to
CRISTA. A crest, (Y.) Crete. A name
stretch the ligaments of the glottis, which it given to several bony projections; also, to
contracts by separating the thyroid cartilage the clitoris.
from the arytenoid.
The word Crf.tes (F.), Crista, is also used,
CRICO-THYRO-PHARYJVGIEJY,Constnc- in France, for fimbriated excrescences, which
tor pharyngis.
form at the anus, and near the genital organs ;
CRICOEIDES, Annular.
and are commonly owing to the syphilitic virus.
CRICOID, Cric.cn' deus, Cricdi'des, Annula'- Cretes de Coq are syphilitic excrescences,
ris, Cymbula'ris, Cartila'go innomina'ta, from resembling, in form, the crest of the cock.
x-oiy.oz,
a ring,' and jiJjc, form.'
Having the
Crista Galli two Latin words, signifying
form of a ring, (F.) Cartilage anoiiymc. A the comb of a cock, (F.) Crete de ietlnnoide, C.
name given to one of the cartilages of the de Coq. A flat, triangular process, rising above
larynx, which is situate at its lower part, be- the cribriform plate of the ethmoid bone, and
tween the thyroid and first ring of the trachea. resembling a cock's comb. It gives attachment to the anterior part of the falx cerebri.
It is much hi "her behind than before.
CRICOS, Ring.
Crista of the Il'ium is the superior margin
CRIMNO'DES, Crimnot'des, from xqi/ivop, of the ilium: the Crista of the Tib'ia, the an'coarse meal,' and eiJo;, 'resemblance.' Re- terior edge the shin. Winslow calls the nymphae, Crista of the Clit'oris; and Chaussier, the
sembling meal.
Uhi'na Crimno'des. Urine that deposits a verumontanum, Crista Urethra' Lis.
Crista Urethralis, Gallinaginis caput c.
sediment like meal.
'

'

;

—

;

—

CRIMNON,

Farina.

CRINA'LE, from crinis, hair.'
ment, formerly used to compress,
'

An

instru-

cases of
It has its name from the
fistula lachrymalis.
circumstance of its having at one end a small
cushion stuffed with hair. Scultetus.
species of fumigation, used
CRINA'TUM.
by Paulus of iEgina. The roots of lilies entered into the process; hence its name, from
koivov, the lily.'
CRINES, Hair.
CRINIS, Capillus.

—

'

CRINOMY RON, from
'

ointment.'

*qivw, 'the

Ungven'tum

CRISTALLINE, Mesembryanthemum

in

A

fivnnv,

Interna, Frontal spine.
CRISTJLUJY, Crystalline.

lily,'

lilia'ceum,

and
U.

JEgyp'tium alburn, U. Susi'num. An ointment,
composed of lilies and some aromatic plants.

crys-

tallinum.

CRITHE, Hordeolum, Hordeum,
CR1THIDION, Hordeolum.

Penis.

CRITHMUM MARITTMUM,

Crithmum,

Samphire, (F.) Passc-pierre, Pcrce-pierre, Fenouil marin, Bacile. Famil y, Umbelliferae. Sex.
Syst. Pentandria Digynia. A plant which grows
on the sea-coasts, has a spicy, aromatic flavour,
and is used, pickled, as a condiment.
The Caaponga of Brazil is a kind of Crith*

mum.
CRIT'ICAL,

Crit'icus. Belonging to a crisis.
Critical Days, Dies crit'ici, D. judicato'rii,
D. Dccreto'rii, D. Prin'cipes, D. Radica'les, (F.)
Gorrceus.
Jours critiques, are those on which a crisis, it
CRINON, Lilium candidum.
one
was imagined, would be likely to happen. AcCRIOMYX'OS, HQtofiv-o?. In antiquity,
who had much mucus flowing from his nasal cording to Hippocrates and Galen, the greatest
fossse, like the ram, from zoio?,'aram,' and^t/50?, number of fevers terminate favourably on the
7th day, and many on the 14th;
these two
mucus.'
CRISIS, Diacrisis, Judgment; from xQivta, days being the most propitious. Next to these
This word has been used in various come, in order of efficiency, the 9th, 11th, 20th
I judge.'
acceptations. Some mean by crisis of a disease, or 21st, 17th, 5th, 4th, 3d, 18th, 27th, and 2tith.
when it augments or diminishes considerably, The sixth day was called by Galen, the Tyrant,
becomes transformed into another, or ceases Tvyavroi, because the crises, that happened then,
Some have used the word to signify were generally unfavourable. After this, the
entirely.
only the favourable changes, which supervene most unfavourable were the 8th, 10th, 12th,
The 13th was a sort of neutral
in disease; others, for the change going on in 16th, and 19th.
the acme or violence of the disease. Others, day, the crises, which happened on it, being
Days
again, have given this name only to a rapid neither favourable nor unfavourable.
and favourable change joined to some copious were, also, divided into Intercalary, in which
have
apothers
the
crises
happened
whilst
were
less
frequently,
and
eruption;
or
evacuation
plied the term to the symptoms that accompany less complete than on the critical or indicator]/
and into vacant and non- decretory, in which
such change, and not to the change itself;
thus including, under the same denomination, a crisis hardly ever occurred. According to
this division, they were enumerated as follows.
the critical phenomena and the crisis.
7lh, 14th, 2Qth, 27th, 34th,
CRISPA'TION, Crispatu'ra, from crispa're, Critical days,
* to wrinkle.'
conspasmodic
or
40th, 60th, &o.
A contraction,
4th, 1 1th, 17th. 24th, &c.
striction, which supervenes in certain parts, Indicatory days,
3d, 5th, 6th, 9th, &.c.
either spontaneously or by the influence of Intercalary days,
s >me morbific cause or therapeutical agent. Non-deactory days, 2d, 8th, 10th, 12th, 13th,
&c.
The capillary vessels of a wound are, by the
French, termed crispis, when, immediately
Fortunate crises were considered to be indi-

—

'

'

;

—

18*

—
.

CROCHET

CROUP
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cated by favourable signs appearing three days

Its

before.

raltlo in its tail.

CROCHET, Crotchet.
CROCIDISMUS, Carpholoo-ia.
C ROC DIXIS, Carphologia.

bell

CROC'IlNUM, from
;

'

saffron.

from

'

Made

xqoko?,

saffron,'

and

Certain troches into which
Paulus of
as an ingredient.

'resemblance.'

saffron entered

'

—

jEgina.

OROCODI'LEA,

Stercus Lacer'loz. The excrements of the crocodile, which the Arabists
extolled as a remedy for cutaneous diseases,
and which was long used as a cosmetic.

CROCODILIUM,

Echinops.
CROCOMAG/MA, from xooko?, saffron,'
and uuyua, a kneaded or squeezed mass.' A
kind of troch, composed of saffron and spices.
Galen, Dioscorides, Paulus of ^Egina, Scribonius Largus.
CROCUS, C. sati'nts, C. Austriacus. Mcdici'na Trislit"ia, Panace'u vegetab'ilis, Zaffran,
<

'

An'ima Puhno'num, C.

Orienta'/is, Saffron.

Or-

The stigmata are
der, lridea?.
(F.) Snfran.
the parts used in medicine. They are brought
from the East. The od,onr is aromatic, and the
the cotaste aromatic, pungent, and bitter:
lour deep orange red. Rs virtues are yielded
to alcohol, wine, vinegar, and water. Its operalion has been considered stimulant, exhilarating, and diaphoretic. It is not much used.
Cake Saffron is sometimes met with. It consists of one part of saffron and nine of marigold,
made into a cake with oil and pressed.

—

;

—

Crocus, Colcothar c. Antimonii, Oxydum
sulphuratum c Germanicus, Carthamus
c. Martinctorius
c. Indicus, Curcuma longa
stibii

—

—

—

—

adstringens, Colcothar c. Martis aperiens,
Ferri subcarbonas
c. Martis vitriolatus, Colcothar c. Metallorurn, Oxydum stibii sulphuratum c. Saracenicus, Carthamus tinctorius.
CROISti (F), Crossed. An epithet given to
paralysis, when it attacks the arm of one side,
and the leg of another.
tis

—

—
—

virulent.

CROISSAJYCE, Growth.
CROISSAJYCES, Waxing kernels.
CROISSANTS, Waxing kernels.

It is so called

{KqujuXov,

'

from the

a rattle,'

'

a small

.')

CROTA'PHIUM,

CROT'APHE

coloured with saffron.

CROCO'DES,
nfioc,

xnuKo;,

is

from
Cephalalgia Pvlsat'ilis ,
Cephatafa Pvlsnt'iUs, Sphygmoctpkabn.8. A pulsatory pain, chiefly in the temples, with drumor
'temple.'

ynoTUipoc,

I

with saffron

poison

ming

in

the ours.

CKOTAPHITES, Temporal

muscle.

CROTA PHUS, Temple, Temporal bone.
CROTCHET, Hamvs. A small hook

or
Crochet. An obstetrical instrument, whose name indicates its shape; and
which is used in the extraction of the foetus,

crook.

when

(F.)

becomes necessary

to destroy it to expeCrotchets are differently formed;
some are sharp, others blunt; some contained
in a sheath, others naked.
it

dite delivery.

CROTON BENZOE,

Benjamin.

Croton Cascarm/la, Cortex

Eleuthc'ria, Cro-

Eleuthe'ria, Thus Judwo'ium, Chacaril'lm
cortex, Cascaril'la. Elnte'ria, Gascnril'ln. Order,

ton

Sex. Syst. Mnncecia MonadelQuinquina aromatique, CascarUle.
The bark of the Croton Cuscarilla of the Bahamas, Cortex Thuris, has a slightly aromatic
odour, and bitterish, aromatic taste. The smoke
has the odour of musk. The active parts are
an essential oil and bitter extractive. They are
completely extracted by proof spirit. It is tonic
and stomachic. Dose, gr. xv to gss or more in
powder.
Croton Eleutheria, Croton cascarilla c.
Oil, Croton tiglium.
Croton Rackmo'sum, Beenet. A small Malabar tree, whose aiomatic root, boiled in oil of
sesame, is employed, by the orientals, as a liniment in headache and rheumatism.
Croton Tig'lium, CadelAvanacv. A Ceylonese plant, every part of which is endowed with
medicinal power. The root is a drastic cathartic
the wood, {Lignum Pava'ncr.,) Pucnna
uood, and the seeds, have like virtues. The
seeds have been long known under the names,
Grana Moluc'ca, Tilii Grana, and Grana Tiglii.
From these seeds the Croton Oil, O'leum Tiglii
is expressed.
It is of a pale, brownish-yellow
colour, and hot, biting taste
and is a most
powerful drastic cathartic. Dose, from half a
drop to three drops, made into pills with crumb

Euphorbiacea3.
phia.

(F.)

—

:

;

CROIX DE MALTE,

Sple'nium Crucia'tum,
Maltese Cross, Cross of Malta. A compress,
having the form of the Maltese cross. It is of bread. It is also applied externally as a
made of a piece of square linen, folded in four, rubefacient, 3 to 5 drops being rubbed on the
and divided with scissors from each angle to a part; or one part of the oil and three parts of
It is used espe- olive oil may be added together, and a little of
small distance from the centre.
cially after amputation of the fingers, penis, this be rubbed on.
and limbs.
CROTO'NE, y.notwry. A fungus, which
When the compress is cut in two of its angles grows on trees, and is produced by an insect,
only, it is called the Half Maltese Cross,
Demi- from xnoTwr, 'a tick.' By extension, applied to
Croix de Malte.
a fungous tumour developed on the periosteum.
Allium
cepa.
CROMMYON,
CROUP, Cynanche trachealis c. Cerebral
CROMMYOXYREG'MIA, from xoofiuvov, spasmodic, Carpo-pedal spasm c. Cerebral,
'an onion,' oivs, 'acid,' and Qrjyvv/ti, to break Asthma thymicum c. Faux, see Cynanche traSour, fetid eructations, exhaling a smell chealis.
out.'
similar to that of onions.
Croup Hysteric. A spasmodic affection of
CROPALE, Nerium antidysentericum.
the laryngeal muscles, by no means unfrequent
the paroxysm consisting
CROSS. MALTESE, Croix de Malte.
in hysterical females,
VAORTE, Arch of the aorta. in a long, protracted, loud and convulsive couorl)
CROSSE
CROSSES PALMAIRES, Palmar arches.
followed at times by crowing respiration, and
by dyspnoea so great as to threaten suffocation.
CROSSWORT, Eupatorium perfoliatum.
Crotalus
horridns.
CROTALOPHORUS,
The treatment is that advised for Hysteria, (q. v.)
Croup Pseudo, Asthma thymicum c. SpasCROT'ALUS HOR'RIDUS, Crotaloph' orus
The Rattlesnake, Cobra de Capelln, (F.) Cro- modic, see Cynanche trachealis, and Asthma
venomous reptile of North America thymicum c. Spurious, Asthma thymicum.
tale.
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CROUPIOjY (F.), Uropys'ium, the Rump. individual, when it has not yet been prepared
he region of the coccyx. The Crupper.
or concocted by the action of the organs.
CROUP-LIKE INSPIRATION OF IN- The word is used in the plural, Crudities,
FANTS, Asthma thymicum.
synonymously with crude matters. It is applied
CROUTE, Ciirsta c. de Lait, Porrigo larva- to those, when contained in the stomach and
* ls
c Laiteuse, Porrigo larvalis.
inteslines.
CROUTEUX, Crustaci.
CRUENTA EXPUITIO, Heemoptysis.
Coro'na, Sleph'anS.
In Anatomy,
CRUOR. The signification of this word is
this name is given to parts of a circular form, very vague.
It has been used to designate
which surmount other portions of the same blood (q. v.) in general, venous blood, extrabody. Thus, the Crown of a Tooth, Coro'na vasated or coagulated blood, and the colouring
I

—

-

CROWN,

Dentis, (F.) Couronne du Dent, is the portion of matter.
the tooth which projects above the gum.
Chuor Sanguinis, see Blood.
Crown of the Glans, Corona glandis, (F.)
CRUORINE. IlEematine.
Couronne du gland, is the round, almost circuCRUPPER, Croupion.
lar, ring, which circumscribes the base of the
CRUPSIA, Metamorphopsia.
glans.
CRURA. The plural of Cms, <a leg.' (F.)
Crown of the Trepan, Modiolus, (F.) Cou- Cuisse. Applied to some parts of the body, from
ronne de Tripan, is a species of saw, in form of their resemblance to a leg or root; as the Crura
a crown, or rather of a portion of a cylinder, cerebri, Crura cerebtlli, &c.
having grooves on its external surface; and
Crura Anteriora Medullj. Oblongata,
teeth at its lower extremity
the other beino Peduncles of the Brain
c. Medulla? oblongata?,
fitted to the handle of the trepan.
Corpora restiformia c. Medullas oblongata?,
Chown of Venus, Coro'na Vcn'cris, Gutta Thalami nervorum opticorum c. Posteriora
Rosa'cea Syphilit'ica, (F.) Couronne de Venus. medullas oblongata?, Peduncles of the CerebelRed, rosy pustules, dry or moist, on the face; lum.
but particularly on the forehead and temples,
CRURiEUS, Cruralis.
owing to constitutional syphilis.
CRURAL, Crura'lis, from crus, 'the thigh
BULBOUS-ROOTED, Ra- and the lower limb.' What belongs to the thigh
nunculus bulbosus c. Marsh, Ranunculus scele- or lower limb.
ratus
c. Meadow, Ranunculus acris
c. Water,
Crural or Fem'oral Artery, (F.) Artere
smaller, Ranunculus Flammula.
cruralc, A. Pelvicrurale,
(Ch ;) is the continuPROCESS, Coracoid ation of the external iliac. It extends from the
process.
crural arch to the aperture in the triceps, or to
CRU'CIAL, from crux, cruris, a cross,' Cru- the ham. Chaussier applies the name Arthre
Having the shape of a cross.
cia'lis.
crurale to the trunk, which extends from the
Crucial Bandage, T. bandage.
primitive or common iliac to the tibial arteries;
Crucial Ikcis'ion, (F.) Incision cruciate. An embracing, of course, the external iliac, femoral,
Often and popliteal.
incision, made in the form of a cross.
Crural or Fem'oral Canal or Ring. M.
employed for exposing the cranium, for the
Jules Cloquet has described this canal with
purpose of applying the trepan.
Crucial Lig'aments, (F.) Ligaments croises, minuteness; and given it the name Jinneau
It is nearly an inch
L. cruciformes. Two strong ligaments within crural, Jinneau femoral.
the knee joint. The anterior passes obliquely long, is triangular, more spacious above than
from a depression anterior to the spine of the below, and shorter and broader in the female
Its upper orifice is bounded,
tibia to the posterior and inner part of the ex- than in the male.
posteriorly, by
the other, the anteriorly, by the crural arch
ternal condyle of the femur
posterior, extends from the posterior part of the the crista of the pubis on the outer side by the
spine of the tibia to the anterior and outer part psoas and iliacus muscles, covered by the iliac
aponeurosis, and, at the inner, by Gimbernat's
of the internal condyle.
CRU'CTBLE, from crux, cruris, ' a cross ;' so ligament. This orifice is covered by the peribeen
supposed
from
being
made
toneum, and, according to M. Cloquet, is closed
it has
called
in the shape of a cross, or from having a cross by a more or less resisting septum, which he
impressed upon it; Crucib'ulum, Cati'nus fuso'- has named, Septum crurale. In its course, the
(F.) Creu- crural canal has its anterior paries formed by
rius, Tigil'lum,Albot, Cemcnte'rium.
A vessel of earth, silver, platinum, gold, the superficial expansion of the fascia lata the
set.
black-lead, &c, for receiving substances, which posterior by the pectineus, covered by the deephave to be exposed to a strong heat. It is some- seated expansion of the fascia; and more extimes covered with a top or lid, (F.) Couvercle. ternally by the psoas and iliacus muscles, coCRU'CIFORM, from crux, cruris, 'across,' vered by an expansion of the fascia iliaca. Its
and forma shape ;' Crucifor'mis, Cross-shaped. inferior orifice is formed by the foramen of the
A name given to the ligaments, which close the fascia lata, which gives passage to the vena
and likewise to sapha?na. It is at the upper orifice of this canal,
articulations of the phalanges
that Femoral or Crural Hernia, the Hernia inthe crucial ligaments.
CRU'DITY, Cru'ditas, from crudus, crude,' guinale of Chaussier, occurs which would be
' unprepared.'
word
This
more common, were it not for the fibrous celcrudeness.
Rawness,
has received several acceptations. 1. It ex- lular septum there situate.
Crural or Inguinal Arch, (F.) Arcade crupresses the quality of certain aliments, which
have not experienced the action of fire. 2. The rale, A. inguinale (Ch.), Poupart's Lig'ament,
condition of matters in the digestive tube, which L. of Faf/o'pius. This arch is formed by the
have not undergone the digestive changes: and, internal portion of the inferior edge of the apo3. In the language of the Humorists, it means neurosis of the obliquus externus muscle, which
the condition of the morbific matter in a sick is attached, at one end, to the pubis; at the
:
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other, to the anterior and superior spinous process of the ilium. At its posterior and inner
part, the aponeurosis, forming the arch, sends
off a falciform reflection, which is attached
along the crest of the pubis, and is known under the name of Gimbernat's Ligament. Beneath this arch, the vessels, nerves, and muscles make their exit from the pelvis to the thigh.
Crural Nerve proceeds from the lumbar
plexus, and is situate at the outer side of the

psoas muscle and crural artery. After it has
passed under the crural arch, it divides into
cutaneous and muscular branches. One of the
branches, which is larger than the rest, is called
the Saplta'na nerve. It gives off filaments to
the integuments of the knee, to the inner part
of the leg, and to the dorsal surface of the foot.
The remainder of the branches of the crural are
distributed to the anterior and inner part of the
thigh. The Ac'ccssory of the Crural Nerve, is
a term given to the 4lh and 5th pairs of lumbar
nerves.
Crural Plexus of Chaussier is the union of
the anterior branches of the last four pairs of
lumbar nerves, and the first four sacral forming
the lumbar and sacral plexuses of most anato;

CRUS'TULA.

A

CRUSTUMINA'TUM. A

Crural

or Femoral Vein has the same aras the artery.
It receives only one
great branch, the saphsna.

CRURAL, Triceps cruris.
CRURA'LIS <5r CRUR^E'US.

A

part of the
Triceps crural of the French, or of the Triftmoro-rotulien of Chaussier. The Cruralis is
situate at the anterior, outer, and inner part of
the thigh. Jt arises, fleshy, from between the
two trochanters, adheres firmly to most of the
fore part of the os femoris ; and is inserted, tendinous, into the upper part of the patella, behind the rectus. Its use is to assist the vasti
and rectus in the extension of the leg. Under
Muscle Triceps Crural, the French describe the
cruralis and the two vasti. Some small muscular slips, sometimes found under the crurseus
muscle, and inserted into the capsular ligament
of the knee-joint, have been called Sub-crura'i.
CRURIS RADIUS, Fibula.

from

Pyra Crustumi'na or Crustumeri'na (so
from Crustuminum, a town in Italy,
where they grew,) boiled with honey or in

called

rain-water.

— Aetius.

CRUX CERVI. An

ancient appellation for
It was once
the bone in the heart of the stag.
considered useful in diseases of the heart.
CRY, Clamor, (F.) Cri. The sound of the
unarticulated voice. The native voice, which
the idiot and deaf possess equally with the man
of genius and hearing. The cry of the newborn child has been called Vagi'tus, (F.) Yagissement. We say, " A cry of joy, of pleasure, of
pain," &c according to the expression, which
,

it

may convey

to the hearer.

CRYMO'DES,

from k^oc, 'cold.' A continued fever, in which the internal parts feel
hot, and the external cold; and which was attributed to an erysipelatous inflammation of the
lungs
Aetius, Gorrreus.
CRYMODiNTA, from kquuoc, 'cold,' and

—

oSvri\,

'

pain.'

modifications.

caused

Chronic rheumatism, and

— Baumes.

all its

KQvpog, 'cold.' Diseases
by the action of cold. Baumes.

—

CRY PSOR'CHIS, from

xqvrtw, I conceal,'
and uo/ii;, a testicle,' Crypt or' chis, Testicon'dus.
One in whom the testes have not descended
'

'

into the scrotum.
The state
chidis'mus, Parorchid'ium.

is

called, Cryptor-

CRYPTA,

from kquuto::, 'concealed.' Folgland, Lacuna, Fotlic'ulus, (F.) Cryptc,
A crypt or follicle is a small, roundish,
hollow body, situate in the substance of the skin
or mucous membranes, and constantly pouring
lic'ulose

Follicule.

the fluid, which it secretes, on their surfaces.
The use of the cryptal or follicular secretion,
is to keep the parts, on which it is poured, supple and moist, and to preserve them from the
action of irritating bodies, with which they have
to come in contact.
The little rounded appearances at the ends
of the small arteries, in the cortical substance
of the kidney, are also called Crypta.

CRYPTE, Crvpta.
CRYPTOCEPH'ALUS,

Leg, Thigh.

CRUST, Eschar.
CRUSTA. A crust or scab,

.

rob, prepared

the

CRYMO'SIS, from

rangement

An

small shell or scab.

ecchymosis of the conjunctiva.

mists.

CRUS.

CRYSTALLINE
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from Kpvmoc, conA monster whose
assemblage of small flakes, formed by the dry- head is excessively small, and does not appear
a
fluid
secreted
of
by
skin.
the
externally.
ing up
G. St. Hilaire.
The lining membrane of the stomach and inCRYPTODID'YMUS, Fa-tus in fcetu. A
testines has been called Crusta villa' sa.
monstrosity, in which one foetus is found con(F.) Croute.

An

cealed,' and y.tyaZt],

'

'

head.'

—

Crusta Adamantina Dentium, Enamel of

tained in another.

the teeth.

CRYPTOPHYICUS,

Crusta Genu Equi'n*, Sweat or Knee Scab,
Mock or Encircled Hoof Knees, Hangers, De.ic

CRYPTOPY'IC,

Cryptopyic.

W

Cryptophy'icus, from xo
t«,
pus.' A state of disease,
1 conceal,' and sri/ov,
Claws, Night Eyes, Horse Crust. This morbid kept up by an occult abscess.
secretion from the horse has been advised in
CRYPTORCHIS, Crypsorchis.
It is used in the form of
cases of epilepsy.
CRYPTS, SYNOVIAL, Bursa? mucosa.
CRYSTAL, MINERAL, Potassa* nitras fusus
powder, (gr. ij to gr. xx ;) and of tincture.
Crusta Inflammatory, Corium phlogisti- sulphatis paucillo mixtus.
CRYSTAL'LI. Vesicles, filled with a watery
cum c. Lactea, Porrigo larvalis, V lupinosa
c. Petrosa, see
They are also called crystal' li nee. Profluid.
c. Membranacea, Peristroma
bably the pemphigus of modern writers.
Tooth e. Phlogistica, Corium phlogisticum
c. PruriCrystalli Luna:, Argenli nitras.
c. Pleuretica, Corium phlogisticum
CRYSTJLLIJV, Crystalline.
ginosa, Gutta rosea c. Serpiginosa, Gutta rosea
c. Villosa linCRYSTALLINE, Crystal linus. Having the
c. Verrnicularis, Peristroma
of crystal.
appearance
gua:, see Tongue.
Crys'talline, Crys'talline humour, C. Lens
CRUSTAC£,(F.) Alibert has substituted this
word, in his Nosology, for crouteux, crusty.' Crys'talline body, Cryslallinus, Lens crystal Una, Lens crystallo'i'des vel Corpus crystal''
Having crusts or scabs; as Dartre crustac6e.
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Imurn, C. Discol'des, C. Crystallol'des, C. Pha- poste'rior or exter'nus, Exten'sor Carpi ulna'ris,

Humor crystal' linus, H. glacia'lis, Gem- Ulna'ris exter'nus, Cubite'us exter'nus, CubitoOculi, (F.) Cristal/in ou Crystal/in, Humeur sus-metacarpien
(Ch.), is situate at the posteCorps crystal/in, Lenli/le crystalline. rior part of the forearm. It arises from the
lenticular, transparent body, situate between external condyle of the os humeri, and is in-

coldes,

ma

—

crystalline,

A

the vitreous and aqueous humours of the eye,
at the union of the anterior third with the two
posterior thirds of this organ. It is composed
of a soft, exterior substance; and an interior.
forming a solid nucleus, in which a number of
elliptical layers are perceptible.
It is contained

serted into the superior extremity of the fifth
bone of the metacarpus. Its use is to extend
the hand, inclining it a little inwards.

Cubital Nerve, Ulnar

— (Ch.),

nerve, Cubito-digital,

furnished by the last two or three
nerves of the brachial plexus, and is distributed
in a capsule, called Tunica aranca vel crystal'to the inner and anterior side of the forearm;
hna, and receives, at its posterior surface, a to the inner part of the palm and of the b;ick of
small branch of the central artery of the retina, the ha.id, and to the last two or three fingers.
which is always readily distinguishable in the
Deep-seated Cubital Veins and the recurfetus, prior to the 7th month of utero-gestation. rent cubital veins accompany the corresponding
The use of the crystalline is to refract the rays arteries. The Superficial Cubital Veins beof light, and to serve as an achromatic glass: long to the basilic. Chaussier calls themcMki'for which its lamina? or layers, composed of neous cubital
substances of different refractive powers, adCUBITALE (OS), Cuneiform bone.

mirably adapt

is

CUB1TALIS RIOLANI. See
CU
T
EXTERNUS.

it.

CRYSTAL'LINA, from

Anconeus.

xqvotaXXoq, 'crystal.'
BI EUS
See Cubital
vesicle or phlyctsena, filled with serum, and muscles.
appearing on the prepuce or in the vicinity of
CUBITO-CARPIEN, see Cubital muscles—
the anus, surrounded by a reddish extravasated c. Cutand (nerf), Cutaneous nerve c. P/ialanaureola.
It may be syphilitic or not.
See getlien commun, Flexor profundus perforans
Crystalli.
c. Radi sus-metacarpien du pouce, Abductor lon-

A

CRYSTALLION, Plantago psyllium.
CRYSTALLOID, Crystalloides from
,

ral.Xog,

gus

blance.'

pollicis

—

c.

Radial, Pronator radii quadra-

xqvo- tus.

and uSoc, 'form,' 'resemResembling crystal or the crystalline.

'crystal,'

C U BITO- SU PR A-P A LM A'RIS.
and

to the cubitus

Belonging

supra-palmar or dorsal
The capsule or membrane of the crystalline, also, surface of the hand. Chaussier gives this
the crystalline itself.
name: 1. To a small artery, which is given off
CRYSTALLUS MINERALIS, Potass® ni- by the cubital or ulnar, a little above the wrist.
tras fusus sulphatis paucillo mixtus.
2. To a vein, which accompanies this artery.
CRYTHE, Hordeolum.
CUBlTO-SUSMHTACARPIEjY,see Cubital
CTEDON, Fibre.
muscles c. Sus-me'tacarpien du pouce, Abductor
CTE1S. Pubes.
longus pollicis c. Sus-phalangettien de I'index,
CTESIPHON'TIS MALAG'MA. A plaster, Extensor proprius indicis— c. Sus-phalangettien
du pouce, E. longus pollicis c. Sus-phalangien
employed and described by Celsus.

CUBA,

du pouce, E-

Havannah.
SINI, Piper cubeba.

see

CUBAL

to the

pollicis brevis.

CU'BITUS,

CUBEBA, Piper cubeba.
CUB1FORMIS, Cuboid.

(q. v.)

CUBIT, Ulna— c. Top of the, Olecranon.
CU'BITAL, Cubita'lis. Connected with,

KvptTov, Cybiton.
The Elbow,
Also, one of the bones of the forearm.

See Ulna, and Forearm.
Cubitus, (F.) Coudi.e; the ancient name of
or a measure 18 inches long.

CUBOID, Cubol'des, Cubifor'mis, Cyboi'des,
relating to the cubitus, or to the inner and posCyrtoi'des, Grandino' sum Os, Tes'sara, Tessera,
terior part of the forearm.
Cubital Artery, Arte'ria cubita'lis, A. ul- os, Os varinm, from xvpog, 'a cube,' and mhc,
Having the form of a cube. This
na'ris, arises from the humeral a little below ' form.'
the bend of the elbow; proceeds along the an- name was given, by Galen, to one of the bones
terior and inner part of the forearm; passes of the tarsus, and is still retained.
It is situate
anterior to the ligamentum annulare of the car- at the anterior and outer part of the tarsus;
of
the
hand, and is articulated, behind, with the calcaneum;
pus, and goes to form, in the palm
Besides the nu- before, with the last two metatarsal bones, and
it gives off within, with the third os cuneiforme, and somein its course, it sends, posteriorly, the common times with the scaphoides. Its inferior surface
trunk of the interosseous arteries, and internally, has an oblique groove for the tendon of the
the two cubital recurrents, anterior and posterior, peroncus longus.
FLOWER; Cardamine pratensis.
articular branches, which anastomose on the
CUCKOWBREAD, Oxalis acetosella.
inside of the elbow with the divisions of the
the superficial palmar arch.

merous muscular branches, which

—

CUCKOO

CUCKOW

humeral artery.

PINT, Arum maculatum.

CUCU'BALUS

in number.
1.
BEilEN,Bchen officina'rum.
The Cubita'lis ante'rior, C. inter'nus, Flexor This plant was once considered alexipharmic
It is the Spoiling Poppy.
carpi ulnaris, Ulnaris inlernus, Epitrocldicubito- and cordial.
(Ch.), is a long musMAJUS. ~A barbarous term,
carpien, Cubito-carpien
cle, situate at the interior and inner part of the used by Ruland, for brandy and spirit of wine.
condyle
of
inner
forearm. It arises from the
Trapezius.
the os humeri, at the inner side of the olecranon,
Sanicula.

Cubital Muscles

are

two

—

CUCULA'TUM

CUCULLARIS,
CUCULLATA,
CUCULLUS, Couvre-chef

and from the posterior edge of the ulna, and is
inserted, by a tendon, into the os pisifonne. dibulum of the cochlea.
Its use is to bend the hand on the forearm, by
CUCULUS, Coccyx.
directing

it

slightly inwards.

2.

The

cubita'lis

CUCUMBER,

Cucumis

Cucupha, Infun-

sativus

—

c.

Squirt-

—
CUCUMER

CUC U MIS,

Cucumis

—

c.

CUISSAKT. See Cornu ammonis.
CUISSE, Thigh, Crus— c. poslerieure du

Tree,

sativus.

Penis.

CU1S&OX, (F.) A smarting, burning pain.
CUIVRE, Cuprum c. et Aminoniaque sul-

—

when

It
it is called a Gherkin.. (F.) Cornichon.
not a fruit easy of digestion. The seeds are
mucilaginous.
Cucumis Sylvestiiis, Momordica elaterium.

cer-

Corpus restiforme.

velet,

Cucumis Agrestis, Momordica elaterium c.
Asininus, Momordica elaterium,
Cu'cumis Colocyn'this. The officinal name
of the Col'ocynth or Bitter Apple.
Colocyn'this,
Culoquin'tida, Bitter Gourd, Bitter Cucumber,
(F.) Culoquinte.
Family, Cucurbitacece. Sex.
Syst. Moncecia Monadelphia.
A Turkey and
Cape of Good Hope plant. The spongy part or
medulla of the fruit, Colocyn'thidis Pulpa, Cucu'meris Colocyn'thidis Pulpa, has a bitter, nauseous, and acrimonious taste; and is a strong
cathartic, acting chiefly on the upper part of
the intestines. It is scarcely ever used, except
in combination.
Cucumis Melo. The systematic name of the
Melon Plant, Melo, Common Melon, (F.) Melon.
The fruit is an agreeable article of diet, but not
very digestible, unless when ripe. The seeds
possess mucilaginous properties.
Cucumis Sati'vus. The systematic name of
the Cu' cumber plant, Cucumis, Angou'rion,
Cilreolus, Cu'earner, or Curvimer, from its
curved shape, (F.) Concombre ordinaire. The
cucumber is used, when young, as a pickle,

——

—
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ing or wild, Momordica elaterium
.vjagnnlia acuminata.

CUCUMER,

—

c. Limuilles de,
fate de, Cuprum ammoniatum
Sous-ace tatc de, Cupri subc.
see Cuprum
acetas— c. Sulfate de, Cupri sulphas.
CU1VREUX, (F.) Copper- coloured. Ttint
1

cuivreux; a copper-coloured complexion, such
as

observed

is

in

Syphi-

cancerous affections.

ulcers of the throat, &c. are often coppercoloured.
CUJETE, Crescentia cujete.
litic

A Latin word, employed by
synonymous with ardor urinse

CULBIC'IO.
old writers, as

and gonorrhoea.

CULBUTE,

tumble head-over-heels.'
fcetus has been supposed to execute, at the end of the 7th month
of utero-gestation ; and by means of which, it
was presumed, the head presented towards the
orifice of the uterus: a change of situation,
which is impracticable in ordinary circum-

A

(F.) 'a

movement, which the

stances.

CU'LEUS;

a measure, containing 20 barPliny,

or 40 urns, equal to lbO gallons.

rels

—

Gorra»us.

CULEX,

A

(F.) Cousin.

genus of insects,

unhappily too well known in almost every part
of the world, on account of their bites, which
give rise to painful, local inflammation. The
CU'CUPHA, Cu'cullus, Pi'leus, Sac' cuius gnats and musquitoes belong to this genus.
A sort of coif or cap, with a doucephal'icus.
CULI FLOS, Cardamine pratensis.
CU'LLNARY ART, from culina, a kitchen.'
ble bottom, between which is enclosed a mixture of aromatic powders, having cotton for an Cookery, Res culina'ria, Res coquu'ria, Ars culiThe art of
It was formerly used as a powerful na'ria, A. coqui.na'ria, MageiricS.
excipient.
cephalic.
preparing meats for the table. In judging of
CUCURBITA, acurvitate, owing to its shape. the dietetic properties of various kinds of aliment, the culinary process to which they have
A gourd. See Cupping-glass.
Cucur'bita Citrul'lus. The systematic been subjected will always have to be consiname of the Water-melon plant. Citrul'lus, dered. Many of the writers on the culinary art
Angu'ria, Tetrangu'ria, Sicilian Citrul, Water- have been physicians.
Family, Cucurbitaceae
melon.
Sex. Syst.
CULLITLAWAN, Laurus culilawan.
(F.) Melon
Moncecia Monadelphia.
d'eau,
CULTELLA1RE, (F.) from Cultel'lus, a litPastique. The juice of this fruit is very abun- tle knife.' Le cautere cultellaire. known also
dant, whence its name. The Water-Mclon is under the name Couteau de feu, Fire-knife, is
extremely refreshing and agreeable, when made used for what the French term the Cautere
cool, and is eaten like the common melon.
It
transcurrente. (See Cauterization,) It is shaped
is very much used in the United States.
like a small hatchet.
Cucur'bita Pepo. The systematic name of
CULTELLUS, Culter, Knife^c. Anceps,
the Common Pompion, Cucur'bita. The seeds Knife, double-edged c. Uncus, Knife, crotchet.
of this plant, as well as those of Cucur'bita
CULTER, Cultel'lus, from colo, cultum, I

is

'

;

'

—

'

la<rena'ria or Bottle-gourd, contain a large pro-

portion of oil, capable of forming emulsions:
but they are not used.
Both the fruit of Cucur'bita Lagena'ria,
( (F.) Calebasses,) and that of Cucur'bita
Peto, ( (F.) Potiron, Courge,) are eaten.
CUCUKBITJUY, Cucurbitinus.
CUCURBITI'NUS, (F.) Cucurbilain. This
name was formerly given to the Tamia solium,
because composed of rings which resemble the
seeds of the gourd, cucurbita. The ancients
believed, that the rings, which are sometimes
discharged, were so many separate worms.

scarificator— c. cum Ferro, Cupping
scarificator— c. Siccce, Cupping, dry.
CUILLERIlE, Cochleare.

Corium.

coulter, a knife,

v.)

(q.

from some

third lobe of the liver, so called,

fancied resemblance.

— Theophilus

the
with the

scalpel,

Also, the

machasra, niucha:rion,machwris.

(q. v.)

Protospata-

rius.

Knife, crooked— c. Falc. Lenticularis, Knife,
catus, Knife, crooked
c. Rectus, Knife, amputation.
lenticular

Culter Curvus,

—

—

CULTRIV'OROUS,
ter,

'

Cultriv'orus,

a knife,' and vora're,

1

from

to devour.'

cul-

Indivi-

who have seemed to swallow knives with
impunity, have been so called; Knife- Eaters.
duals,

CULUS,

Anus.
Piper cubeba.

CUMIN, Cuminum cyminum— c.

Cupping-glass.

Cucurbitul* CruestjE, Cupping with

CUR,

A

CUMAMUS,

SeeTrenia.

CUCURBITULA,

cultivate.'

des Prls,

Carum,

CUMI'NUM CYMI'NUM. The

systematic

of the Cummin plant, Cumi'num, Carnaba'dium. Family, Uinbellift-rte.
Sex. Syst.
Pentandria Digynia. (F.) Cumin, jinis aigre.

name

CUMMIN
The

seeds of

Cummin, which

is a native of
bitterish, disagreeable
extracts their odour, and spirit
takes up both odour and taste. They are not
used, except in a plaster, which bears their
name. When drunk in wine, the ancients believed they produced paleness; hence, Horace
called Cummin, exsangue; and Juvenal, pailens.

Lgypt.,
taste.

have a warm,

Water

— Dioscorides, Pliny.
Cuminum Nigrum,

Nigella

CUPRI
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—

c.

Pratense, Ca-

rum.

of two cups
ounces.

is,

consequently, one of eight

CUPIDO, Appetite.
CUPOLA. See lnfundibulum of the cochlea.
CUPPING. (F.) Couper, to cut;' or to draw
blood in vessels resembling cups. A species of
'

blood-letting, performed by a scarificator and
glass, called a cupping-glass; Cucurbit'ula, Cucur'bita, aixva, Sicua, (F.) Ventouse.
The lancets are placed in such a manner, in the scari-

CU'MULUS, 'a heap or pile.' A rounded
prominence, in the centre of the proligerous
disk, in which there is a small opake cavity,

when it is applied upon the affected
whole are, by means of a spring, pushed
suddenly into it. After scarification, the cupping-glass, which has been previously exhausted
by heat, or by an exhausting syringe, is applied.

that contains the ovum.

The

ficator, that,

CUMMIN, Cuminum

cyminum.

part, the

CUNEA'LIS SUTU'RA. The suture, formed
between the great and little alae of the sphenoid
bone and the os fronlis. Blasius.

—

CUN6EN (F.)

Cuneanus.

Relating to the

cuneiform bones.
Articulations Cuneennes; the joints between the cuneiform bones, as well as between
them and other parts.
Ligaments Cuneennes; the ligaments which
hold the cuneiform bones together.

—

CU'NEIFORM,

Cuneifor'mis, Sphenoides,
shape.'
a wedge,' and forma,
Wedge-shaped. This name has been given to
several bones. 1. To the sphenoid. 2. To a
bone of the carpus, situate between the os lunare and os orbiculare. It is, also, called Os
Pyramida'le, Os Triq' uetrum, and Os Cubila'le.
3. To the basilary process of the occipital bone:
and 4. To three of the bones of the tarsus,
which are distinguished, according to situation,

from cu'neus,

'

'

reckoning from within outwards, into first,
or internal, middle, and exsecond, and third,
ternal; and according to size, reckoning in the
same order, into great, small, and middle-sized.
The posterior surface of these bones is united

—

to the anterior face of the scaphoides; the anterior surface with the corresponding metatarsal

bones; and, in addition, the external surface
of the third is articulated, behind, with the
cuboides. They are also called Chalchoidea or
Calcnidra ossic'vla.

CUNFO-CUBOID,

BeCuneo- cuboid eus.
cuneiform bones and cuboides.
Cuneo-Cuboid Articulation is formed by
the third cuneiform bone and cuboides. It is
furnished with a synovial capsule, and two
a dorsal and a plantar.
cunno-ctiboid ligaments;
CUNEO-SCAPHOID. Cuneo- scaplwideus.
Belonging to the cuneiform bones and sca-

longing

to the

—

phoid.

Cunko-Scaphoid Articula'tion, is formed
by the posterior surfaces of the three ossa cuneiformia, and the anterior surface of the scaphoid.

It is

furnished with a synovial capsule

and ligaments; some of which are dorsal, others
•plantar.

CUNILA, Satureia capitata— c. Bubula, Origanum— c.Mu3Cu la, Inula dysenterica— c. Pulegioides, Hedeoma pulegioides
reia hortensis.

CUNFLAGO, Inula
CUNNUS, Vulva.

—

c.

Saliva, Satu-

pressure of the air within the glass being
thus diminished, the necessary quantity of blood
may be drawn. See Bdellometer. Dry cupping, CucurbitulcB sicca, is the application of the
glasses, without previous scarification, (F.)
Ventouscs seches. It is used to prevent the activity of absorption from any wounded part;
occasionally, to excite suppuration in indolent
abscesses; and to remove the pus when an abscess is opened.
Cupping, taken without any
epithet, means the abstraction of blood by means
of the scarificator and cups:
(F.) Ventouses
(L.) CucurbitulcB cruentm, C. cum
scarifie.es,
Ferro. The verb 'to cup,' signifies to draw
blood by cupping.

—

CUPRES'SUSSEMPERVI'RENS. The systematic name of the Cupres'sus, Cyparis'sus,
Cypress, (F.) Cypres. The berries, leaves, and
wood, have been considered astringent and useful in intermittents.
The whole plant abounds
with a bitter, aromatic, and terebinthinate fluid

CUPRI ET AMMONLE SULPHAS,

prum ammoniatum

c.

Cu-

Diacetas, C. Subacetas.
(F.)

Limuill.es de Cuivre, have been used in hydrophobia. It has been remarked, under Cuprum,
that they are inert.
Cupri Rubigo, Cupri subacetas.
Cupri Subace'tas, C. Diace'tas, JEru'go,
Ver'digris. Hispan'icum vi/ide, Prasi'num viride, Cupri Rubi'go, Crystals of Venus, Vir'ide
JEris, JEruca, Calcithos. Subacetate of Copper,
(F.) Sous- acetate de Cuivre, Vert-de-gris, Crystaux de Venus, Verdet. Impure subacetate of
copper. This, as usually met with, is in masses,
difficult to break; not deliquescent; foliaceous;
of a fine bluish-green colour, and salt taste. It
is tonic, emetic, escharotic, and detergent; but
scarcely ever employed internally.
Chiefly
used in detergent ointments. Dose, as a tonic,
under ^ gr.: emetic, from gr. j to gr. ij. Powdered verdigris appears to be the active ingredient in Smellojne's Eye-Salve, which may be
imitated by rubbing half a drachm of finely
powdered verdigris with a little oil, and then
mixing it with an ounce of yellow basilicon.

An
finely
lard or

ointment composed of one drachm of
powdered verdigris, with an ounce of
spermaceti ointment, is used in psoria-

&c.
Cupri Sulphas,

sis, tetter,

Vcn'eris, V.

dysenterica.

—

Cupri Limatu'ra, Filings of Copper,

leum,

V.

Vitriol urn Cupri, Vitriolum

Cyp'rium,

Cypri'num, V. Caru'Vitriola'tum, LaSulphite of Copper. Blue Stone,
V.

Roma'num, Cuprum

CUP, Sr.utel'la. Catil'his, Patel'la, Excip'ula, pis Cw.ru'leus,
(F.) Palette, Poe/ette, PoVette, Vase a saigner. Blue Vitriol, Roman Vitriol, Morlooth, (F.) Sulsmall vessel, of a determinate size, for re- fate de Citivre. is in rhomboidal. rich blue, semiceiving the blood during venesection. It gene- transparent, efflorescing crystals. The taste is
bleeding harsh, styptic, and corrosive. It is soluble in
rally contains about four ounces.

A

A

,

CUPRUM

four parts of water at (50°, and is tonic, emetic,
astringent, and escharotic.
As a tonic, it has
been used in epilepsy, intermittents, &c. Dose,
as a tonic, gr. £ to gr. ij in pill; as an emetic,
gr. ij to x in water.
A very weak solution is

sometimes used in ophthalmia and in gleet; and
it forms the basis of Bates's Aqua camphor a' ta
which has heen recommended in the purulent
ophthalmia of children, diluted with sixteen
parts of water.

Cupui Sulphas Ammoniacalis, Cuprum am-

moniatum

—

c.

CUPRUM,

Vitriolum, Cupri sulphas.
Chalcos,JEs, Venus of the Alchy-

mists: Copper, Cyprium, (F.) Cuivrc. Its odour
is peculiar and sensible when rubbed; taste disS.
agreeable and metallic; colour red-yellow.
G. 7-87: ductile, very malleable: less hard than
In its metallic state, it
iron: easily oxidized.
When swalexerts no action on the system.
lowed, it undergoes no deleterious change.
Copper cannot be dissolved whilst tin is in the
mixture, and hence the utility of tinning copper vessels. Copper culinary vessels are harmless under ordinary cleanliness, provided the
substances be not suffered to remain in them
The salts of copper are very deletetill cold.
rious.

Cuprum Ammonia'tum,

CURVED LINES
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Ammoniaca'lS, C.
Ammoniacum, C. Ammoniaco-sulphu'ricum, Ammonia'ted Copper, Ammoniacal Sulphate, of Copper, Ammonium' turn Cupri, Sal anti-epilcp'ticus
of Weissman, Sulfas Cupri ammoniaca''tis S.
C.

.

CU RATION,
tio,

(F.) Cura'tio, Mede'la, Sana'-

Ac'esis, Althex'is, Althax'is, Therapei'a, lusis,

&c. The aggregate of means employed for the
cure of a disease. See Therapeutics.
CU'RATIVE, San'ative. Relating to the
Curative Indications are
cure of a disease.
those which point out the treatment to be emCurative Treatment, that employed in
ployed.
the cure of the disease, in opposition to preser-

We

vative or prophylactic treatment.
Curative Process, Curative Means,

CUKATOR INFIRMORUM,

Cur'cuma, Borri,
Bor'riborri, Bober'ri, f HindusthanJ Crocus In'dicus, Terra .Merita, Cannac'orus radi'cS croceo,
Sex. Syst. Monandria MoFamily, Amomese.
nogynia. Maycl'la, Kua Kaha, Turmeric, (F.)
Racine de Safran, Safran des Indes, Souchet des
Turmeric root the rhizoma of curhides.
cuma longa is brought from the East Indies
but is possessed of very little, if any, medicinal efficacy.
It is one of the ingredients in
the Curry Poicdcr.
CURDS, Curds of Milk, (F.) Caillebotte, Lait
cailli.
Milk, decomposed by some agent.
CURE; from cura, 'care.' Cura'tio felix,

—

—

;

Sana'tio, San'itas, (F.) Gu6rison.
tion to health ; also, a remedy.

A

toise-shell,

&c, shaped

rhcea.

'

Cupulah Cautery, Cautere

cupulaire,

is

an

iron in the shape of a cupula, formerly used to
cauterize the skin of the cranium in certain diseases, as epilepsy, chronic headache, &c.
CURA, CURATIO. Attention to, or treatment or cure of, a disease. R. Keuchen defines Cura, 'medicine,' and Curator, the phyCuratio, also, sometimes means purisician.'
'

fication;

as,

Adeps

suil/a

curata.

— Scribonius

Largus.

Cura Avena'cea. A decoction of oats and
succory roots, in which a little nitre and sugar
Used

are dissolved.

Cura Mkdeana,

CU'RABLE,

That which

(F

)

susceptible of cure.
Guerissable.
An epithet applied to both patients and diseases.
very energetic, vegetable poiCURARE.
is

A

son, employed by the South American Indians
It is obtained from the
to poison their arrows.
bark of a species of convolvulus, called Vcjuco

de Mavacure.

CURE-OREILLE, Earpick.
CURETTE, Scoop.
CURMI, Courmi.
CURRANT, BLACK, Ribes nigrum— c.

Red,

Ribes rubrum.

CURRANTS. See Vitis Corinthiaca.
CURRY or CURRIE POWDER. A condiment, formed of various spices; and eaten with
particularly in India.
The following is
one of the forms for its preparation. Sent. co~
rice,

Hand, ^xviii,

pip. nigr. "±\\,-cayen. §j, rad. curcumae, sem. cumini, aa ^iij, sent, fainugr. giv

:

mix.

CURSUMA H^MORRHOIDALIS HERBA, Ranunculus ficaria.
CURSUS, Running

—

Matricis,

c.

Leucor-

CURVAMEN,
CURVATIO,

Curvature.
Campsis.

CURVA'TOR COCCY'GIS.
name

Simmering

a small bundle of fleshy
fibres, which descends on the middle of the
coccyx, uniting on each side with the ischiococcygei muscles. It is a part of those muscles
R' V ATURE, Curvatu'ra, Curva'men, from
curvns, 'crooked,' Cyrto'ma,(V.) Courburc. The
condition of a line or surface, which approximates more or less to the form of an arc as
the curvatures of the spine, duodenum, sto-

gives this

to

CU

;

mach, &c.

as a refrigerant.

Transfusion.

Sanab'ilis, Jlcestos, Idsimos,

A

scal'pium.
of ivory, torlike a knife or rasp, for
coating, which covers

pula.

A

A restorarestorative.

CUREDEJVT, Dentiscalpium.
CURE-LAJVGUE, (F.) Lingua
Tongue-scraper. An instrument
removing the mucous
the tongue after sleep, &c.

—

Infirmier.

CUR'CUMA LONGA,

amntoni'acce cupra'tus, Sub- sulfas Amiao'nio-cu' •
Cupri el Ammo'nia, Dcuto- Sulfas
Cupri et Ammo'nia:, (F.) Sulfate de cuivre et
d'ummoniaque. (Cupri Sulph. £ss; Amnion.
Carb. gvj. Rub in a glass mortar till effervescence ceases. Wrap the ammoniated copper
in bibulous paper, and dry with a gentle heat.
Keep in a well-stopped glass bottle. Ph. U. S.)
crystalline powder, of a rich violet colour,
and hot, styptic taste. By exposure to air, it
becomes partly converted into carbonate of
copper. It is tonic and astringent, and has
been chieflv employed in epilepsy, and other
obstinate spasmodic diseases. Dose, gr. £ gradually increased to gr. iv, in pill.
Cuprum Vitrioi atom, Cupri sulphas.
CUPULAIRE, (F.) Cupula'ris,C\ip\i\ar; from
cu'pula, a small cup.' Of or belonging to a cu-

pricus, Sulfas

say, also

&.C

Accidental curvatures of bones are

the effect of rickets, or Mollities ossium.
Greeks called the curvature of the spine,

The
<v$o<;

or Xofjdot, accoiding as the deviation
backwards, laterally, or forwards

<rx.o?.io:,

was

CURVED LINES, (F.) Courbes Lignes. Two
crooked lines or projections on the posterior
surface of the occipital bone.

They

guished into siijxrior and inferior.

on the os innominatum are

are distin-

Some

also so called.

lines

—
CURVIMER

CYANOPATIIY
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CURVIMER, Cucumis sativus.
CUSCUTA EPITH'YMUM. The

back of the hand, the thumb, and index finger ;
and an inner, which descends on the muscles
Ep- of the thumb, into the palm of the hand, and

syste-

matic name of the Dodder of Thyme.

A parasitical plant, pos- divides into fine filaments, which may be traced
sessed of a strong, disagreeable smell and a to the fingers.
Nervus Cutaneous Minor, of Wrisberg, also
pungent taste, very durable in the mouth. It
takes its origin from the axillary plexus, but is
was once used as a cathartic in melancholia.
Cuscu'ta Euiiope'a, was conceived to pos- more particularly connected with the ulnar
It soon separates from the ulnar,
nerve.
sess similar properties.
CUSPA'RIA FEBRIF'UGA, Bonplan'dia running afterwards between it and the inner
A little below the axilla it
trifolia'ta, Angvstura, Gulipcc'a febrif'vga.
Or- side of the arm.
der, Rutaceffi. The .South American tree, which divides into two branches, which are distributed
arm.
Burl;.
to
the
furnishes the Cuspa'ria or Angustu'ra
Chaussier calls the cephalic and basilic veins
(F.) Angusturc vraic, Quinquina faux de Virginie.
According to Hancock, however, the the Radial and Cubital Cutaneous.
CUTCH, Catechu.
Angustnra Bark is derived from the Gulipa'a
CUTI, Catechu.
officinalis. Sex. Syst. Decandria Monogynia, Nat.
CUTICULA, Epidermis.
Ord. Diosmeas; and this view has been adopted
CUTIO, Oniscus.
in the Pharmacopoeia of the United States. Its
CUTIS, Pe/lis, Co'rium, Derma, Deris, Anodour is peculiar; taste intensely bitter, and
slightly aromatic
pieces thin; externally, gray thro' pc. Anthro'pcn, Skin, {F.) Peau. A dense,
nud wrinkled;
internally,
yellowish-lawn; resisting membrane, of a flexible and extensible
fracture, short and resinous. It yields its vir- nature, which forms the general envelope of the
tues to water and proof spirit. It is tonic, sti- body and is continuous with the mucous memmulant, and aromatic.
Dose, gr. v. to xx or branes, through the different natural apertures.
It is formed of three distinct layers
more in powder.
the epiderCUSP1S. A spear. This name has been mis, rete mucosum, and corium. Some anatogiven to the glans penis, (q. v.) Rolfink. It mists, however, separate it into several others.
Its outer surface is covered by a number of
meant, also, a kind of bandage.
small eminences, called papillae, which are geCUSTODIA V1RGINITATIS, Hymen.
nerally regarded as eminently nervous and vasCUSTOS, Vulva.
CUT, from (F.) coutcau, 'a knife,' or from cular. The skin is our medium of communicaWest Gothic kota, to cut ;' or from Konroi, ' 1 tion with external bodies. It protects the subis the seat of touch, and, through
cut.' .Casu'ra, TomB, Incis'io, Vulnus simplex, jacent parts
A it, are exhaled the watery parts of the blood,
Tresis vulnus simplex, Cope, (F.) Coupure.
are
not
needed in the nutrition of the
common expression for the division or solution which
body. The state of the skin, as regards heat
of continuity, made by a sharp instrument.
CUTAM'BULUS, from cutis, 'skin,' and and dryness, affords us useful information in
ambu/o, '1 walk.'
Walking in the skin. An our pathological investigations. Its colour, too,
epithet given to certain parasitical animals, requires attention the paleness of disease is as
such as the characteristic as the rosy complexion of health.
which creep under the skin
Guinea-worm; and to certain pains felt be- The co'our of the skin varies according to the
age, sex, &c. As a general principle, it is finer
as
it
were.
flesh,
tween the skin and
CUTAJVEO-SOURCILIER, Corrugator su- in the female and child than in the male and
In old age it becomes light-coloured,
adult.
percilii.
CUTA'NEOUS, Cuta'neus, from cutis, the thin, and dry. It likewise varies according to
the races, &c.
Belonging to the skin.
skin.'
Cutis Anserina, Horrida cutis c. Carnosa,
Cutaneous Diseases, Eruptions, Epiphy1 Carnosus
panniculus c. Extima, Epidermis
affections
of
a
morbid
numerous
mata, are the
c. Linguee, see Tongue
c. Suilla, Couenne
character, to which the skin is liable.
Cutaneous Exhalation and Absorption, c. Summa. Epidermis c. Ultima, Epidermis.
CUTITIS, Ervsipelatous inflammation.
are those which take place from the skin.
GRIPE. See LiCutaneous or Cutaneal Nf.kves, so called,
are two in number, and belong to the upper thotomy.
FISH,
the
Sepia.
from
braextremity. They are given off
CUTUBUTH. The Arabian physicians have
The internal cutaneous, Cubitochial plexus.
cutard, (Ch ,) descends along the inner part of given this name to a species of melancholy, acthe arm, and divides, above the elbow, into two companied with so much agitation, that the
branches; the outermost of which follows the patients cannot remain tranquil for the space of
outer edge of the biceps, and spreads over the an hour.
CANELLA, Laurus cinnamoanterior and inner part of the forearm and the
innermost accompanies the basilic vein; pass- mum.
hand
and
the
side
of
Cyanopathi'a, Cyano'sis,
corresponding
the
ing to
The external cutaneous, Radio- Kyann'sis, Morbus cam' I eus, Carulo'sis neonato'little finger.
culane, (Ch.,) Mus'culo-Cutaneus, Per'forans r urn, from ituaroe, 'blue,' and na&of, 'affecCasse'rii, passes outwards, perforates the co- tion,' (F.) Maladie blcue, Ictere bleu. A disease,
raco-brachialis; descends along the anterior in which the whole of the surface of the body
It is often symptomatic,
and outer part of the arm passes as far as the is coloured blue.
middle of the fold of the elbow, under the me- and commonly depends on a direct communicadian cephalic and descends along the anterior tion between the cavities of the right and left
and outer edge of the forearm. At some dis- side of the heart. Such communication does
tance above the wrist, it divides into two not, however, always occasion the blue disease,
branches; an outer, which is distributed on the but it is generally thought that the disease
ith'ymum Cuscu'ta.

;

;

;

—

—

'

;

:

;

'

—
—
—

CUTTING ON THE
CUTTLE

;

CUURDO

CYANOFATHY,

;

;

19.

—

—

—

1

CYANOSIS

CYNANCIlE

21

never exists without

CYCLUS, Circulus.
CYDONIA'TUM, Cydonatum,

this state of parts
or without some obstacle to the circulation in the right
;

A

side of the heart.

CYANOSIS,

Cyanopathy.

CYANURE T U M

FERRO-Z1NCICUM,

Zinci Ferro-hydrocyanas.
CYANUS, Centaurea cyanus.

CYDON1UM
CYE'MA,

Moissons, Barbeau, Aublfoin, Cusse- Lunettes.
flowers of this European plant, when distilled with water, have been used in ophthalmia.
CYAR, kv<xq. 'The eye of a needle,' 'a

The

xvr^ia, from xvw, 'I conceive.'
Likewise the product of conception
Sec Embryo and Foetus.
CYESIOL'OGY, Cycsiohg"ia, from xvr,a,c,
pregnancy,' and Xoyug, a description.' The

Conception.

'

CYATHIS'CUS,

diminutive of kvuSoc, <a
bowl.' The concave part of a sound, made like
a small spoon, as in the case of the earpick.
CY'ATHUS, 'a bowl.' A measure, both of
the liquid and dry kind, equal to about an ounce
and a half, or to the 10th part of a pint. According to Pliny and Galen, about 10 drachms.
Cyathus Cerebri, Infundibulum of the

C

CYBITON, Cubitus.
CYBOIDES, Cuboid.
CYC'EON, from nunaio,
ancient

name

mix

together.'
'I
of a medicine of the consist-

ence of pap, composed of wine, water, honey,
Hippocr.
meal, and cheese.

—

flour, barley

CYCLAMEN

EUROP.E'UM,

CYESTEINE,Kiesteine.

CYLICH'NE,
earthenware
cup.'

Jl.

see Villous

membranes

or
'

—

a
c.

Cylindroi' des from xvXnSoot;,
' cylinder,'
and tidus, form.' Having the form
of a cylinder. Chaussier calls the Cornu Am'

monis,

— Protuberance cy/indroide.

Teres.
xvXXwotc.
Lameness, mutilation, or vicious conformation.'
Hippocrates.
Galen. See Kyllosis.
CYMATO'DES, Vndo'sus, from xv f ia, 'a
wave,' and etdog, 'resemblance.' The vacillating, undulatory character of the pulse in weak
individuals.
'

—

CYMBA, Vulva.
CYMBALARJS, Cricoid.
CYNAN'CHE, Angi'na, from xvw,
and

ayx<*>,

'

'

a dog,'

suffocate,' (?) Sore Throat,

I

Para-

cynan'che, Paristh'mia, Synan'che, Prunel'la,
Squinan'thla, Emprcs'ma Paristhmi'tls, Cauma
Paristhmi'tis, Isthrni'lis, Paristhmi'tls, lnflammu'tio Fan' cium ,
Dog chuak.' Inflammation
of the supradiaphragmatic portion of the alimentary canal, and of the lining membrane of
the upper part of the air-passages. (F.) Angine,
Esquinancie, Mai de Gorge, Synancle, Squinancie, Kinancie.
It comprises the following chief
'

varieties.

CYCLIS'MOS. A
The name was

troch, Trochis'cos, (q. v.)
also given to a circular kind of

as well as Cyclis'cus.
etymon as cycle.

They have

the

'a circle,'

A

monster, whose eyes
Ktqafaj, ' head.'
are in contact, or united in one.
from
kvhXoc, 'a circle,'
CYCLOPHOR'IA,
and </)soo, 1 bear.' The circulation (q. v.) of
the blood or other fluids.
Same etymon as Cyclops.
State of a monster that has both eyes united
Called, also, Monopsia and Rhinenceinto one.

and

'

CYCLO'PIA.

vhalia.

CYCLOPS,

xvx.Xw<p, from xvkXo?, an orb or
and w\p, an eye.' Monoe'ulus, Monops,
Monophthal'mus,Monom'matos, Unioc'ulus, Unoculus. A monster having but one eye, and that
placed in the middle of the forehead, like the
'

'

fabulous Cyclops.

CYC'LOTOME,
and rtpvttv,

Cyclot'omus, from xvxXos, 'a
'

to

cut'

An

instrument,

composed of a ring of gold and a cutting blade,
by means of which the ball of the eye can be
fixed, whilst the cornea is cut. It was invented
by a surgeon of Bordeaux, named Guerin, for
extracting the cataract.

It is

Cynanche Epidemica, Cynanche maligna

—

Faucium, C. tonsillaris c. Gangrenosa, Cynanche maligna c. Laryngea, Laryngitis.

c.

—

Cynanche Mamg'na,

CYCLOCEPH'ALUS,fromxi;xAos,

circle,'

pill-box

cup; from xvXt$,

CYL'INDROID,

eye' I amen,

number.

circle,'

— Galen, Foesius.

CYLINDRI,

A

Cylich'nis.

pot, or small

Membranacei renum, see Calx.

Arthani'ta,

Cyclaminus, Cyssan'themon,
Cyssophyl' Ion, Pauls porci'nus, Cas'umum, Chyli'nS, 'sow-bread.' Fam.PrimuIacesB. Sex.Syst.
Pentandria Monogynia. (F.) Pain de Pourceaii.
The fresh root is said to be acrid, bitter, drastic,
and anthelmintic. Dose, Jjj. For external use,
see Arthanita.
CYCLE, Cyclus, from kvuXoc, 'a circle.' A
period or revolution of a certain number of
years. The Methodists gave this name to an
aggregate of curative means, continued during
a certain number of days. Nine was the usual

same

Conception, Fecundation, Preg-

CYLLO'SIS,

CYBE,Head.

;

YE SIS,

nancy.

CYLINDROIDES,

brain.

rasp

'

doctrine of Gestation.

small hole.' The Meatus audito'rius internus.
See Auditory Canal, (internal.)

(q. v.)

—

nia.

Cvanus zEgvptiacus, Nymphoea nelumbo.
Cy'anus Seg"etum, Bluebottle, (F.) Bluet tics

The

Dyacydoni'tes.

composition of the Cydonia mala or quinces,
with the addition of spices. Paulus of JEeina.
MALUM. See Pyrus cydo-

not used.

C. gangrano'sa, Angi'-

na ulcer o' sa, Febris epidem'ica cum Angi'na,
Empres'ma Paristhmi'tis Maligna, Tonsilkt'rum
gangraf'na, Cynanche epidem'ica, C. pur'puroparotldaza, Cynanche ulcero'sa, Epidem'ica gutfuv'clum affedtus, Pcedan'Gangra'na Tonsilla'rum, Ulcus Syr'io-

turls lues, Pes'tilens

chonS, (?)

Garrotll'lo,

curn,

Ulcusculo'sa,

A.

Carbun'culus angino'sus, C.

Angina epidemica, A. gangrano'sa,

malig'na, Putrid,

Ulcerous

Sore

Throat,

Gangrenous Inflammation of the Pharynx. (F.)
Anglne gangrineuse, A. Malignc. It is characterized by crimson redness of the mucous membrane of the fauces and tonsils; ulcerations,
covered with mucus, and spreading sloughs, of
an ash or whitish hue ; the accompanying fever
typhus. It is often epidemic, and generally
contagious; and is frequently found accompanying scarlet fever, giving rise to the variety,
Scarlatina maligna.
The general treatment is the same as in typhus and stimulant antiseptic gargles must be
used, consisting, for example, of the decoction
of bark and muriatic acid.
;

.

CYNANCHE
Cynanche

M axillaris,

c.

CYNARA
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parotidaea

Cynanche maligna.
Cynanche Parotide' a, Empres ma

—

c.

Pur-

puro-parotidoea,

1

Laryngi'tis

et

Trachei'tis infanti'lis,

Larynno-

Laryngo -tracheitis with diph' iheritic
exuda'tion, A. exsudato'ria, Orthopnw'a cynan'chica, Pcedan'chonB, (?) A. Trachea'lis, Morbus
Strangulato'rius, Trachi'tis, Trachei'tis, Trachelitis, Diphtheri'tis trachea'lis, Expectora'tio Solida, Cauma Bronchi'tis, Angina canina, Croup,

trachelitis,

Paroti'tis,

Parotitis, Perot'ia, Parotiditis, Cynan'che Parotides. Angina Maxilla' ris, Gissa, Angina externa,
Angi'na parotides! a exter'na, Parotis epidem'ica, P.
contagio'sa, P. spu'ria, Parotis sero'so glu'tine

ta'mens, Cynan'cliB maxilla'ris, Inflamma'tio pa- Roup, Hives, Choak, Stuffing, Rising of the
(F.) Angine laryngee et trachtnle, Laro'tidum, Infla'tio paro'tidum, Catar'rlius Bel- lights.
linsulu'nus, Branks (Scotch,) Mumps, (F.) In- ryngite avec production de fausses membranes
Luryngitepseudo-membraneuses.
Parotide,
Oreillons.
The
flammation de la
chaA disease characteristic symptoms are
a painful tumour of racterized by sonorous and suffocative breathino-;
the parotid gland, not of the suppurative kind; harsh voice; cough, ringing or like the barking
frequently extending to the maxillary gland. of a dog; fever, highly inflammatory. It is apt
It is very conspicuous externally, and is often
to be speedily attended with the formation of a
accompanied with swelling of the testes in the false membrane, which lines the trachea bemale, and of the mamma? in the female; the neath the glottis and occasions violent dyspnoea
testes being sometimes absorbed afterwards. It and suffocation, but is sometimes expectorated.
is epidemic, and apparently contagious.
The The dyspnoea, as in all other affections of the
treatment is very simple; the adoption merely air-passages, ha3 evident exacerbations. It difof the antiphlogistic plan, under which it usual- fers in its character in different situations;
When inflammation of the being infinitely more inflammatory in some
ly soon disappears.
mammas or testes supervenes, it must be treated places tiian in others, and hence the success
obtained by different modes of treatment. It
as if idiopathic.
Cynanche Pharvnge'a, Empres'ma Paris- chiefly affects children, and is apt to recur, but
the subsequent attacks are usually less and less
thmi'tis Pharyngea, Islhmi'tis, Pharyngi'tis, Inflammu'tio Pharyn'gis, Parasynan'che, Angina severe.
(Boerhaave.) (F.) AnAs a general principle, it requires the most
inflammatories, Sp. iv.
active treatment; bleeding from the arm or
gine PharyngAe, Catarrhe pharyngien.
This disease can hardly be said to differ, in neck, so as to induce paleness leeches applied
pathology or treatment, from the Cynanche to the neck, &c, according to the acre, the
The same may be remarked of the warm bath, blisters, to the neck or chest, and
tonsillaris.
purgatives. Formidable as the disease may be,
Cynanche' (Esopkage'a, (Esophagi''tis.
if this plan be followed early, it will generally
Cynanche Prunella, C. tonsillaris.
be successful. Many specifics have been reTonsillaris,
Emprisma
ParisCvnanche
thmi'tis Tonsillaris, Synanche, Cynanche fau'- commended for it, but the search has been idle
cium, Amygdali'tis, Tonsilli'tis, Cynanche Pru- and fruitless. The majority of cases of what
injlammato' ria, Antiadi'tis, are called croup are not of this inflammatory
ne!,' la, Dyspha'gia
Angina inflammuto'ria, Inflamma'tio Tonsilla'- cast; but are more of a spasmodic character,
rum, Antiadon' cus injlammato' rius, Inflammatory and have been termed by the French faux
Sore Throat, Common Squinancy, Squinsy or croups, and with us are occasionally termed
Quinsy, (F.) Amygdalite, Inflammation des spasmodic croup. They generally yield to an
Amygdales, Angine tonsillaire, Esquinancie, emetic and the warm bath.
Cynanche Trachealis Spasmodica, Asthma
Squinancie, Catarrhe guttural, Angine gutturate
inflammatoire. The characteristic symptoms of acutum, A. Thymicum— c. Ulcerosa, Cynanche
this affection are, swelling and florid redness of Maligna.
CYNAN'CHICA. Medicines used in cases
the mucous membrance of the fauces, and especially of the tonsils; painful and impeded de- of quinsy were formerly so called.
CYNAN'CHUM. Same etymon.
glutition, accompanied with inflammatorj' fever.
genus
It is generally ascribed to cold, and is one of of plants, of which the following are used in
the most common affections of cold and tempe- medicine.
Cynanchum Monspel'iacum, Scam'mony of
It usually goes off by resolution,
rate climates.
Montpclie.r. The plant furnishes a blackish kind
but frequently ends in suppuration.
affection
of
no
con*
of
throat
is
an
gum resin, which is purgative, and but little
sore
Common
sequence. It requires merely rest, and the ob- used.
Cynanchum Vomito'rium, Ipccacuan'ha of
servance of the antiphlogistic regimen. When
more violent in addition to this, purgatives, the Isle of France. As its name imports, this
inhalation of the steam of warm water, acid, or plant resembles the ipecacuanha in properties.
emollient gargles; rubefacients externally, or It is emetic, in the dose of from 12 to 24 grains
:

—

—

;

A

.

—

sinapisms or

blisters.

—

When

suppuration must

inevitably occur, the continued use of the inhaler must be advised, and an opening be made
into the abscess as soon as it shall have formed.
If the patient be likely to be suffocated by the
tumefaction, bronchotorny may be necessary.

Cynanche Stridula, C. trachealis.
Cynanche Trachea'lis; the Cynanche larxjngta of some, Suffoca'tio strid'ula, Angina

in

powder.

CYNANTHEMIS, Anthemis cotula.
CYNANTHRO'PIA, from xvutv, dog,' and
uv&aumos, a man.' A variety of melancholia,
«

'

in

which the patient believes himself changed
and habits of

into a dog; and imitates the voice
that animal.

CYiN'ARA or CIN'ARA SCOL'YMUS. The
name of the Ar'tichoke, Alcoc'alum,

systematic

pernicio'sa, Asthma Infati'tum, Cynanche stridula, Catar'rlius suffocati'vus Barbaden'sis, Angina
polypo'sa sive membrana'cea sive pulpo'sa, Em-

Articoc'ulus, Artiscocfcus lavis, Costus nigra,
Ca/duus Sati'vus non spino'sus, Cinara horten'sis, Scolymus Sati'vus, Cur'duus sati'vus, Car'-

pres'ma Bronchi'tis, E. Bronchlemmi'tis Angina
injlammato' ria, A. suffocato' ria, A. strepito'sa,

duus damesticus
(F.) Artichuut.

capite majors, Carduus al'tilis,
Family, Carduacea;. Sex. Syst.

CYNICUS
Syngenesia Folygamia

ccqualis.

CYPRI'iNUM O'LEUM,

Oil of Cypress; precypress flowers, calamus,
iflyrrh, cardamom, inula, bitumen of Judea,
&c. It was formerly employed in certain diseases of the uterus, pleurisies, Arc, and was
regarded to be both stimulant and emollient.

Indigenous in

the southern parts of Europe; much used as an
agreeable article of diet. The juice of the leaves,
mixed with white wine, has been given in drop-

pared of olive

sies.

CYN'ICUS, from xvtov, ' a dog.* Cijnic. Relating to, or resembling, a dog.
Cynic spasm
is a convulsive contraction of the muscles of one
side of the face
dragging the eye, cheek, mouth,
nose. &c. to one side. See Canine.
CYJN1PS QUERCUSFOLII.

CYRTOMA, Curvature, Cyphoma.
CYRTONOSOS, Rachitis.

See Quercus

infectoria.

CYRTOSIS, Cyphoma — c.

CYNOCOPRUS, Album graecum.
CYNOCRAMBE, Mercunalis perennis.
CYNOCTONON, Aconitum.

tinism

'

I bite.'

Rosa canina.
from xvmv, 'a dog,' and
One who has been bitten by a

'

Cretinismus, Cre-

Rachia, Rachitis.

'

and

dog,'

c.

CYSSOTIS, from kuo-oc, the anus.' Inflammation of the lower part of the rectum:
Proctitis, (q. v.) tenesmus.
CYST, Kyst.
CYSTAL'GIA, from x watt?, 'the bladder,'
and aXyoc, pain.' Pain in the bladder.

— Dioscorides.

CYNODEJNTES, Canine teeth.
CYNODESM10N,Fraenum penis.
CYJMOGLOS'SUM, from r.vwv, a

—

CYSSAJNTHEMON, Cyclamen.
CYSSAROS, Anus, Rectum.
CYSSOPHYLLON, Cyclamen.

CYNOCYTISUS,
CYNODEC'TOS,
door.

oil,

CYPRIUM, Cuprum.
CYPSELE. Cerumen.
CYRCEON, Anus.
CYRTOIDES, Cuboid.

—

dtpcw,

CYSTIC

2IG

C'tjnoglos'sum officinale,
yXwaaa, 'a tongue.'
Lingua Cani'na, Hound's tongue, Caballation,
(F.) Langue de Chien.
Family, Boraginea3.
Rex. Syst. Pentandria Monogynia.
It is aromatic and mucilaginous, and has been supposed to
be possessed of narcotic properties.
CYNOLOPHOI, Spinous processes of the

'

CYSTAUCH ENOTOMTA,

Cystotrachelotothe neck,'
incision into the neck

mia, from hv<ttk;, 'a bladder,' avyrt v,

and

Toiiy,

'

An

incision.'

'

of the bladder.

CYSTECTASY, Lithectasy.
CYSTENCEPH'ALUS, from kvo-ti?, 'bladder,' and xnpu'/.rj,
head.'
A monster having a

vertebra?.

'

—

CYNOLYSSA, Hydrophobia.
CYNOMOIA, Plantar psyllium.

head with a vesicular brain. G. St. Hilaire.
CYSTEOL'ITHOS, from kvtti?, the bladder,' and /.i&og, a stone.'
Stone in the bladder.
Also, a medicine, employed to dissolve or break
<

CYNOMO'RIUM COCCIN'EUM,from tevav,

'

(F.) Chama dog,' and uwqiov, 'the penis.'
Matte. Improperly called Fungus
Melit.en'sis or the Fungus of Malta, as it is not
a fungus. The powder has been given as an
astringent in hemorrhage, dysentery, &c.

'

pignon de

CYNOREX1A,

stone.

CYSTERETHIS'MUS,

Boulimia.

CYNORRHODON, Rosa

the frasnum of the prepuce; at others, the penis.

CYOPHORIA,

Pregnancy.

Lawsonia

in-

ermis.

Cy'perus Longus, from xvnaQo?, a round
which its roots have been said to resem-

CYSTIC, Cys'ticus, from xt/ori?, a bladder.'
Belonging to the gall bladder.
Cystic Artery, Artcria Cys'tica, is given off
from the right branch of the hepatic, and divides into two branches, which proceed to the
gall-bladder. It is accompanied by two cystic
veins, which open into the vena porta abdo'

—

a

more gratefully

'

CYSTHITIS. Kysthitis.
CYSTHOS,Anus.

Galangale, (F.) Souchct odorant. It possesses aromatic and bitter properties, but is not
used. See, also, Dorstenia Contrayerva.
Cyperus Odorus, Dorstenia contrayerva c.
Peruanus, Dorstenia contrayerva.
Cyperus Rotun'dus; the Round Cyperus,
ble.

It is

'

ary.

'

vessel,'

(F.) Souc/iet rond.

Irritabil'itas,

'

'

sempervirens.

CYPERUS ANT1Q.UORUM,

xuffTic,

1

canina.

CYNOSBATOS, Rosa canina.
CYNOSORCHIS, Orchis mascula.
CYNOSPASTUM, Rosa canina.
CYON, xvwv. This word sometimes signifies
CYPARISSUS, Cupressus

Vcsi'cce

the bladder.' and tpiQitw, I irritate.'
Irritability of the bladder.
CYSTHEPAT'ICUS, from xvarig, 'the bladder;' and >jjiuq, ' the liver.'
Belonging to the
gall-bladder and liver. This name was given,
formerly, to imaginary excretory ducts for the
bile, which were supposed to pass directly from
the liver to the gall-bladder.
CYSTHEPATOLITHi'ASIS, from kvoti?,
the bladder,' 'tjnaQ,
the liver,' and Xidiaotg,
'pain, caused by a calculus.' It has been proposed to call thus, the symptoms caused by the
presence of biliary calculi. See Calculi, bili-

from

aro-

matic bitter than the C. Longus.
CYPHO'MA, Cyphos, Cypho'sis, Cyrlo'ma,
Cyrto'sis, Opistlwcypho'sis, from xv<pog,
gibGibbosity of the spine. See Vertebral
bous.'
Cyrtosis
forms
&c.
a
genus
Column,
in the
order Dyslhet'ica, and class Hamat'ica of Good,
and is defined: 'head bulky, especially anteriorly; stature short and incurvated; flesh flabby, tabid, and wrinkled.' It includes Cretinism

Cystic Duct, Ductus cys'ticus, Mea'tus cys'The duct proceeding from the gall-bladticus.
der, which, by its union with the hepatic, forms

and

the ductus

minalis.

Cystic Bile.

'

Gibbositas.

See

Cystic Calculi,

Hump, and

CYPRfcS, Cupressus sempervirens.
Cupressus sempervirens
Tree, Liriodendron.

—

Calculi formed in the gall-

communis choledochus.

Cystic Oxide Calculi, see Calculi.
Cystic Sarco'ma, of Ab'ernethy, Emphtf.
ma Sarcoma cell ulo' sum. Tumour, cellulose or

Kyphosis.

CYPRESS,

the gall-

bladder.

Rickets.

CYPHOSIS,

Bile contained in

bladder.

c.
j

cystose; cells oval, currant-sized or grape-sized
containing serous fluid: sometimes caseous!

CYSTICA

CYSTOTOME
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Found in the thyroid gland (forming bronchocele,) testis, ovarium, &.c.

mour.' Hernia of the bladder through the abdominal ring.

CYS'TICA, Cystic Remedies. Such medicines as were formerly believed proper for combating diseases of the bladder.

bladder,'

CYSTICER'CUS,

from hvoti?, 'a bladder,'
and Kif,H.o<;, a tail.' A genus of Entozoa of the
Family of the Hydatids, distinguished by the
caudal vesicle in which the cylindrical or
slightly depressed body of the animal terminates.
The Cysticercus celluhsa has been often
found in the cellular membrane.
'

CYST1NUR1A, Urine, Cystinic.
CYSTINX, Vesicula.
CYSTIPHLOGIA, Cystitis.
CYSTIRRHA'GIA, from y.vong,
der,'

and

ntjyrvo),

'

I

break

forth.'

'the blad-

Hemorrhage

from the bladder; (F.) Hemorrhagic de la Vessie.
By some used synonymously with Cystirrhoea.

CYSTIRRHCE'A.from

* vane, 'the bladder,'

and

qiu), ' I flow.'
Paru'ria Stil/aW'tia Muco'sa, Blcnnu'ria, Blennorrha'a urinalis, B. vesi'c<B, Cystoblenorrhaa, Cystorrhaz'a, Urina mucosa, Cystocatar'rhus, Dysu'ria Mucosa, Pyu'ria
Mucosa, P. vis'cida, P. sero'sa, Morbus cystophlegmat'icus, Cutar'rhus vesi'cai, (F.) Cystite

inuqueuse, Flux

muqucux de

la vessie,

Caturrhe

A

risical.
copious discharge of mucus from
the bladder, passing out with the urine, and
generally attended witli dysuria. It is commonly dependent upon an inflammatory or subinflammatory condition of the lining membrane.
The treatment must be regulated by the cause.
If it be not produced by an extraneous body;
the antiphlogistic plan, the exhibition of warm
diluents, and keeping the surface in a perspirable state, by wearing flannel. Some of the turpentines may, at times, be given with advantage; and astringent or other appropriate injections be thrown into the bladder.
CYST1S, Urinary bladder c. Choledochus,
Gall-bladder— c. Fellea, Gall-bladder— c. Sero-

—

—

sa,

Hygroma.

CYSTITE MUQUEUSE,

Cystitis.

CYSTI'TIS, from Kvang, the bladder,' Inflamma'tio Vesi'cai, Empres'ma Cysti'tis, Cysti''

tis

vrica, Uro- cysti'tis, Cystiphlo'gia, Cystophlo'-

gia, Inflammation of the bladder. (F.) Inflammation de la vessie; characterized by pain and
swelling in the hypogastric region; discharge
of urine painful or obstructed, and tenesmus.
It may affect one or all of the membranes; but
commonly it is confined to the mucous coat.
In the chronic condition, it appears in the form
of cystirrhoea. It must be treated upon the
same energetic principles, that are required in
V. S.
other cases of internal inflammation.
general and local, the warm bath, and warm fomentations, warm, soothing enemata, diluents,
&c. Canlharides must be avoided, even in the
way of blisters, unless with precautions, as the
disease is often occasioned by them.
Cystitis Fellea, Cholecystitis c. Urica,

—

Cystitis.

CYS'TITOME,

Cystil'omus, Kibisti'tome,

from Kuan?, the bladder,' and teuvsiv,
An instrument, invented by Lafaye,
'

'

for

di

Cystirrhoea.
CYSTO-BU'BOiNOCE'LE, from y.uong, ' the
bladder,' fiovpmv, 'the groin,' and *>;^>?, 'a tu

19*

and

*>;*>/,

'

Hernia of

'a tumour.'

the
the

(F.) Hernie de la Vessie.
It is not
common. It occurs, most frequently, at the
abdominal ring; less so at the crural arch, peri-

bladder.

neum, vagina, and foramen thyroideum. It
may exist alone, or be accompanied by a sac,
containing some abdominal viscus. The tumour

is soft and fluctuating; disappears on
pressure, and increases in size, when the urine
is retained.
It must be reduced and kept in poThe Vaginal, cystucele is
sition by a truss.
kept in place by a pessary.
Cvstoce'le Bilio'sa, Turgcscen'tia vcsic'ulce
fell' C(B»
'

CYSTODYN'IA,
and

oduvij,

ticularly

'pain.'

from Kvcrrts, the bladder,'
Pain of the bladder; par'

rheumatic pain.

CYSTO-LITHIASIS, Calculi, vesical.
CYSTO-LITHIC, Cystolith'icus, from Kvortg,
'the bladder,' and XiSoq, 'a stone.'
to stone in the bladder.

Relating

CYSTO-MEROCE'LE,

from xwttic, 'the
bladder,' niQag, 'the thigh,' and ntjit], 'hernia.'
Femoral hernia, formed by the bladder protruding beneath the crural arch.
CYSTOiM'CUS, from Kvartc, 'the bladder,'
and cyxog, ' tumour.' Swelling of the bladder.

CYSTO-PHLEGIVIAT'JC,

Cystophlegmat'-

from xixtti;, 'the bladder,' and (fUtyfta,
mucus, phlegm.' Belonging to the vesical
mucus. Morbus cystophlegmat' icus, Cystirrhoea.

icus,
'

CYSTOPHLOGIA. Cystitis.
CYSTOPLASTIC, Cystoplasticus:

from xvaand nlaaam,
I form.'
An
epithet for operations for the cure of fistulous
openings into the bladder; sometimes restricted
to the cure by translation of skin from a neighbouring part.
CYSTOPLEG"IC, Cyslophg"icus. Belonging to paralysis of the bladder; from y.vong,
the bladder,' and nXr/oooj, 'I strike.'
CYSTOPLEX'IA, same etymon. Paralysis

ti?, 'the bladder,'

'

'

of the bladder.

CYSTOPTO'SIS, from xvang
and Ttinrnv,

'

to fall/

CYSTOPY'lC,

'
,

the bladder,'

Relaxation of the inner

membrane of the bladder,
the canal of the urethra.

which projects into

Cystopy'icus,from xvang,

bladder,' and nvov, ' pus.'
Relating to
ration of the bladder.
Cystirrhoea.

'

the

suppu

CYSTORRHCEA,

C Y STOSOMATOM'IA,

Cystosomalotom'ia,

from xvang, 'the bladder,' ow^a, 'body,' and
Tour],
incision.'
An incision into the body of
'

the bladder.

CYSTOSPASMUS, see Cystospastic.
CYSTOSPAS'TIC, Cystospas ticus,
1

from

'the bladder,' and anaio, 'I contract.'
Relating to spasm of the bladder, and particularly of its sphincter, Spasmus Vesi'cm, Ischuy.vorig,

ria spasmod'ica. (F.)

Spusmede

CYST OTHROM'BOID,

to cut.'

viding the anterior part of the capsule of the
crystalline in the operation of extracting the
cataract.
It was formed like the Pharyngotome.

CYSTOBLKNNORRHCEA,

CYSTO-CATARRHUS. Cystirrhoea.
CYSTOCE'LE, Cystoce'liaJtomKuorig,

from
clot

'the bladder,' and -9oouftoc, 'a
Relating to the presence of clots in the

y.vaxig
'

la Vessie.

Cystothromboi'des,

,

bladder.

CYS'TOTOME,

Cystot'omus, from y.varig,

the bladder,' and rtuvtir, ' to cut.' An instrument, intended for cutting the bladder. In-

'

struments of this kind have

been more

fre-

CYSTOTOMIA

D ACT Y LOS
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The seeds of the Cyacts as an acrid poison.
tisus Laburnum, (F ) .Ivbours, have been long

fluently, although very improperly called Litltotomes.

CYSTOTOM'IA, same etymon. Incision of known to produce vomiting and purging.
ECZEMA, Eczema.
the bladder, Sectio vesica'lis. Cystotomia means
Cytisma Herpes, Herpes.
cutting into the bladder for any purpose. (F.)
CYTISO-GEiMSTA. Spartium scoparium.
Incision de la vessie. Commonly, it is applied
See Cytisine— c.
CYTISUS
to the puncturing of the bladder, for the purpose of removing the urine; whilst Lithotomy Scoparius, Spartium scoparium.
CYTI'TIS, Scyti'tis, Dermatitis, Dermi'tis,
has been employed for the incisions, made with
skin,' and ilis, 'denoting inflamthe view of extracting calculi from the bladder. from x.vTtg, 'the
Inflammation of the skin.
mation.'
See Lithotomy.
CY'TOBLAST, from xuroc, 'cell,' and (Mae-roc,
Cystaucheno'germ,' Cell-germ, Nu'cleus. A primary granule,
tomia.
CYT'INUS, Cijtinus Hypocis'tus, Hypoast'us. from which all animal and vegetable bodies are
formed.
When the nucleus or
small, parasitical plant, which grows in the presumed to be
and is attached to its
south of France and in Greece, on the roots of cytoblast forms a cell,
the germinal cell, thus formed, is called
the woody cistus. The juice of its fruit is walls
When the nucleus contains a
It is extracted by a nucleated cell.
acid, and very astringent.
expression, and converted into an extract, which simple oranule,the latter is termed a nucleolus.
CYTOBLASTE'MA; same etymon. Interwas called Succns Hypocis'ti, and was formerly

CYT1SMA

LABURNUM.

CYSTOTRACHELOTOMIA,

—

A

—

much used in hemorrhages, diarrhoea, &c.
CYTISl'NA, Cytisine. An immediate

Hyaline substance, Substan-

cellular substance,

ve-

getable principle, discovered by Chevalier and
Lassaigne, in the seeds of the Cytisus Laburnum or Bean-Trefoil tree. Family, Legumi-

CySex. Syst. Diadelphia Decandria.
nosae.
In
tisine has analogous properties to emetine.
voproduces
the dose of one or two grains, it

seu liyali'na.
The gum or mucus, in
the vegetable, and probably the liquor sanguinis
after transudation from the vessels, in the animal, in a state fully prepared for the formation
of the tissues. Schwann and Schleiden.
By
tia vit'rea

—

many, Blastema is preferred, inasmuch as it does
not convey the idea of cellular development.

CYTTAROS,

miting and purging; and, in a stronger dose,

Glans.

D.
I weep,' and Xi6oe, 'a stone.'
A concretion
found in the lachrymal passages.
Same
etymon.
DACRYO'MA.
The effuDABACH,
DACNE'RON, SaxvtjQov. from Saxveiv, 'to sion of tears, occasioned by an occlusion of the
An ancient name for a collyrium,' com- puncta lachrvmalia. Vogel.
bite.'
DACRY ON, Tear.
posed of oxide of copper, pepper, cadmia, myrrh,
DACRYOPCE'US, from Suyqvw, <[ weep,'
saffron, sum Arabic, and opium.
DACRY, Dac'ryon, da/.qv, Say.ovor, 'a tear:' and nonw, 'I make.' A substance, which excites the secretion of tears, as the onion, horseHence

figure of the Greek A, according to
len, was the sign for the quartan fever.

The

Ga-

'

Viscum album.

—

'

:

DACRYADENAL'GIA,

Dacnjoadenal'gia,
adijv, 'a gland,' and
Disease or pain in the lachrymal

from daxovw, 'I weep,'
u^yoc,

'

pain.'

gland.

DACRYADENI'TIS,

Dacryoadeni'tis: from
weep,' afyv, a gland,' and itis. Inflammation of the lachrymal gland.

AaxQvu),

'

'

I

DACRYDION,

Convolvulus scammonia.
from daxovw, 'I weep,'

DACRYGELO'SIS,

and yiXam, I laugh.' A kind of insanity, in
which the patient weeps and laughs at the same
'

radish, garlic,

&c.

DAC'RYOPS,

from Saxovw,

the eye,' a weeping eye.'
of the lachrymal passages.
coV,

'

'

'

I

A

weep,' and
tumefaction

DACTYLE'THRA, DACTYLI'THRA,
a finger.' A name given by
the ancients to different topical applications,
having the form of a finger; and proper for
being introduced into the throat to excite

from Saxrvloc,

'

vomit'intr.

DACTYLETUS,

Hermodactylus.
Dactyiium, from SaxrvXot,
The union of the fingers with each
'a finger.'
This affection is generally congenital.
other.

DACTYL'ION,

time.

DACRYNOMA, Epiphora.
DACKYOADENALGIA, Dacryadenalgia.
DACHYOADENITIS, Dacryadenitis.
DACRYOBLENNORRHCE'A, from daxovw,

But

it

may

be

owing

to

burns, ulcerations, in-

flammation of he fingers, &c.
(
DACTYL'IOS, from SuktvXos, 'a finger.' A
'mucus,' and Qtw, 'I flow.'
I weep,' SXtvva,
troch or lozenare, when shaped like a finger.
Discharge of tears mixed with mucus.
from
Suxqvw,
DACTYLITIS, Paronychia.
'I
DACRYOCYSTAL'GIA,
DACTYLIUS. from Suh-tvAioc, an'nulus, 'a
weep,' xvang, 'a sac,' and aXyog, 'pain.' DisThe Dactylitis aculealus is a worm of a
ring.'
ease or pain in the lachrymal sac.
DACRYOCYSTITIS, from Saxovor, a tear,' light colour, annulated, cylindrical, but tapering
and xuotic, ' bladder.' Inflammation of the slightly towards both extremities; from twofifths to four-fifths long, which has been found
lachrymal sac.
DACRYO'DES, Lachrymo'sus, from Saxovw, in the urine.
DACTYLODOCHME, Dochme.
A sanious ulcer, a weeping sore.
1 weep.'
DAC'TYLOS, 3u*tv?.o ? Digitus, (q. v.) « a
DAC'RYOLITE, Dacryo'lithus, from Sukovw,
1

'

'

.

— —

— —
DACTYLOTHEKE

,

DATE
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The plant
The smallest measure of the Greeks, Spurge Flax, Flax-leaved Daphne.
which furnishes the Garou bark. (F.) Daphne
the sixth part of a foot. _
used
when
Y
E'KE, ScMTuXodm, from Garou, Sain-buis. It is chiefly used, skin. The
the
danrvXog, a finger,' and (3/j*»;, a case or sheath.' at all, for exciting irritation on
acrid
An instrument for keeping the fingers ex- Grana Gnid'ia, (see Cnid'ia grana,) are when
poisons, like all the plants of this genus,
tended, when wounded. Ambrose Pare.
taken in quantity. According to others, the
DACTYLUS, Date.
obtained from
Sali- n-arou bark and grana gnidia are
finger.'

LOTH

DACT

'

'

—

D^EDA'LEA SUAV'EOLENS,

Bole'tus

(F.) Bulet odorant.
A champignon, whicli the daphne laureola.
Daphne Laureola. The systematic name
grows on the trunks of old willows. It has a
The bark of
smell of anise, which is penetrating and agree- of the Spurge Laurel, Laureola.
properties to the last.
able; and has been recommended in phthisis this plant has similar
Daphne Meze'reum. The systematic name
pulmonalis in the dose of a scruple four times

cis.

(F.)
of the Mezt'rcon, Meze'reum, Spurge olive.
Daphne Boisgentil. The bark of the mezereon,
analogous
proMezereum, (Ph. U. S.) possesses
D7EDALUS, Hydrargyrum.
It is
perties to the other varieties of Daphne.
D.EDION, Bougie.
considered stimulant and diaphoretic; and, in
Demonomania.
DJE
It has been employed in
large doses, is emetic.
BJES, Taeda;.
syphilitic cases, but its efficacy is doubtful.
DAFFODIL, Narcissus pseudonarcissus.
other varieties ot
Bellis— d. Ox-eye, Chry- Soaked in vinegar, like the
DAISY
Daphne, it has been employed to irritate the
santhemum leucanthemum.
celebrated skin, especially to keep issues open.
DALBY'S CARMIN'ATIVE.

a day.

D^dalea Suaveolens,

Boletus suaveolens.

MONOMANIA,
,

COMMON,

A

empirical remedy,

much used

preparation:

ol.

DARSENI,

gtt. iij, tincl. castor. gtt.

aaf.jjij. M.)

MounTree, Prunus do-

DAMSON, Frunum Damascenum— d.
tain,

Quassia sirnarouba— d.

mestica.

DANCING,

Salta'tio, (F.)

Danse.

kind of
A.,.,/

sucexercise and amusement, composed of a
cession of motions, gestures, and attitudes,
the
of
executed by measured steps to the sound
healthy
voice or musical instrument. It is a

exercise.

DANDELION,
DANDRIFF,

DANDY,

A

'oil.'

is

nuc.moschat.
xxx, tinct. asafatid. gtt.
xv, tinct. opii, gtt v, sp. pulegii, g«. xv, tinct.
cardam. c. gtt. xxx, aqua mentha pip. 5ij. M.)
A Committee of the Philadelphia College of
Pharmacy recommend the following form:—
(Aquas, Ox, Sacchar. alb. gxxxij, Carbon. Pogvj,
tass. §ss, Carb. Mag. gxij, Tinct. Opii f.
Ol. menth. piper. Ol. Carui, Ol. Anethi Fcemcul.
gtt. j,

O'leum Lauri'num, from

a form for its datprr;, 'the laurel or bay tree,' and tXaiov,
(Magnesia alb. Qij, ol. mcntlta Oil of Bay.
DAPHNINE. See Daphne Alpina.
gtt iij, ol. anisi,

The following

for children.

piper.

DAPHNEL^E'ON,

as a carminative

Leontodon taraxacum.

The Greek physicians seem

to

'

I skin.'

have used this

word to designate the anatomical preparation,
which consists in removing the skin for exposing the organs covered by it.
DART A, Impetigo.
Same derivation; Memhra'na,
carndsa, Tu'nica musculo! ris, T. rubimn' da.
scroti, Marsu'pium musculo' sum ; from 8uozoc T
skinned.' A name, given to the second covering of the testicle, which the ancient anatomTsts conceived to be muscular, but which is
merely cellular. Its external surface is toward*
the internal, towards the tunica
the scrotum
Frederick Lobstein and Breschet
vaginalis.
consider, that it proceeds from an expansion of
the cellular cord, known by the name, Guber-

DARTOS.

'

:

naculum

Pityriasis.

Laurus cinnamomum.

DARSINI, Laurus cinnamomum.
DARSIS, from Siquj, '1 excoriate,'

Testis.

Herpes.. Impetigo— d. Crustacec,
Ecthyma Impetigo— d. Crustacie flnvr.scentr

DARTRE,

Dengue.

OF.
DAN EVERT, MINERAL WATERS
Upsal, in
spring a league and a half from

Porrigo lupinosa

d.

Ecuilleuse,

Psoriasis

d.

Fongveuse, Ecthyma— d. Furfuracee arrondie,
sulphate Lepra— d. Furfuracee arrondie, Lepra vulgaris
holding in solution carbonate of iron,
d. Furfuracee volante, Lichen—*/. Furfuracee
chloride of
of iron" sulphate of soda and lime,

Sweden" The waters contain carbonic

acid,

—

Pityriasis— d. Phlycleno'ide, Herpes
phlyctaenoides— d. Pustuleuse couperose, Gutta
d. Pusrosea d. Pustuleuse disseminie, Acne
WORT, Sambucus ebulus.
mentagra, Sycosis— d. Rongcante, HerDANICH; an Arabic word, signifying the tuleuse
Eczema
d.
Squammeuse,
pes exedens d.
weight of 8 grains.
d. Vive, Ecd. Squameuse lichenoide, Psoriasis—
Chorea—
Guy,
St.
d.de
DAJYSE, Dansing—
zema.
de St. Witt, Cborea.
DARTREUX (F.), Herpetic. Participating
DAPHNE, Laurus.
Also,
in the characters of Dartre or Herpes.
Chamalaa.
Daphne Alpi'na, Chamale'a,
Dartre has been used,
Sex. byst. one affected with dartre.
Widow wail. Family, Thymelffis.
disease
dwarf-olive. at one time or other, for almost every
Octandr.a Monogynia. A sort of
Herpes.
principle has been of the skin— See

sodium, and

silica.

It is frequently

volants,

—

in medicine.

DANE

An

employed

alkaline

acrid, volatile,
DASYM'MA, from duavg, 'rough,' 'hairy.'
plant by M.
separated from the hark of this
as Trachoma,
the name A disease of the eye— the same
given
has
he
which
to
Vauquelin,
owe their but less in degree. Aetius, Gorraus.
Dapluunc. The plants of this genus
DAS'YTES. Same etymon. Roughness,
vesicating property lo this principle.
tongue and voice.
BOISGEJYTlL,m\>hne mezereum particularly of the
DATE, Pal'mula, Dactyl us, Bul'anos P> a/d. Garou,
d. Flax-leaved, Daphne gnidium—
:
n cos, the fruit of the Phanix Dactylifera, (F.)
Daphne gnidium.
,
The unripe date is astringent. When
ton, Dulte.
Unco
Thymelcda,
Gmd'ium,
Daphne

—

—

DdPHXE

—

—
.

DATE PLUM, INDIAN
ripe it resembles the fig.
refrigerant.

The

It may be the effect of acute or chronic inflammation of the internal ear, paralysis of the auditory nerve or its pulpy extremity, or of some
mechanical obstruction to the sonorous rays.
In most cases, however, the cause of the deafness is not appreciable, and the treatment has
Syringing the ear,
to be purely empirical.
dropping in slightly stimulating oils ; fumiga-

juice of the tree

is

DATE PLUM, INDIAN,
DATTE, Date.
DATU'RA, Daturine.

DEATH
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Diospyrus lotus.

Datura Stramo'nium, Stramo'nium, Barycot'colon, Sola'num mani'acum, Stramo'nium spino'sum, Solanum fat'idum, Stramo'nium majus
album, Thorn Apple, James-town Weed, Jimston Weed. (F.) Stramoine, Pomme epineusc.
The herbaceous part of the plant and the seeds
are the parts used in medicine. They are narare given internally as
cotic and poisonous;
narcotics and antispasmodics, and applied exthe form of fomentasedatives,
in
ternally as
tion.
The seeds are smoked like tobacco, in
asthma. The dose of the powder, is gr. j to

tions,

&c,

are the

most

likely

means

to afford

relief.

Deafness, Taylor's Remedy for.

See Al-

lium.

—

DEAMBULATIO,

Walking.

DEAIITICULATIO, Diarthrosis.
DEASCIATIO, Aposceparnismus.

DEATH,

(Sax. t»ea»,) Apobio'sis, Le'tkum,

Mors, Death, Than'atos, (F.) Mort. Definitive cessation of all the functions, the aggregate of which constitute life. Real Death, Jipothana'sia, is distinguished from asphyxia or
apparent death: the latter being merely a suspension of those same functions. But it is often
difficult to judge of such suspension, and the
only certain sign of real death is the commencehe' turn,

gr. viii.

DATURINE, Daturi'na, Datu'ria, Datu'rium.

active principle of the Datura Stramonium,
separated by Brandes, a German chemist. It
has not been rendered available in medicine.
DATURIUM, Daturine.
DAUCI'TES VINUM. Wine, of which the
Daucus or Wild Carrot was an ingredient. The ment of putrefaction. At times, therefore, great
seeds were steeped in must. It was formerly caution is requisite to avoid mistakes. Death
used in coughs, convulsions, hypochondriasis, is commonly preceded by some distressing
symptoms, which depend on lesion of respiradiseases cf the uterus. &c.
CARO'TA. The systematic name tion, circulation, or of the cerebral function,
of the Carrot Plant Daucus, Daucus sylvestris, and which constitute the agony. That which
Pastina'ca sylvestris tenuifo'lia officinarum, Ado'- occurs suddenly, and without any, or with few,
The precursory signs, is called sudden death. It is
Order, Umbelliferas, (F.) Carotte.
rion.
(Eh. U S.) have been ordinarily caused by disease of the heart; aporoot, and seed, Carota
used in medicine. The root is sweet and muci- plexy; the rupture of an aneurism, or by some
laginous and the seeds have an aromatic odour, other organic affection. Death is natural, when
and moderately warm, pungent taste. The root it occurs as the result of disease: violent, when
has been used, as an emollient, to fetid and ill- produced by some forcible agency. It may likeconditioned sores. The seeds have been re- wise affect the whole body, or a part only:
garded as stomachic, carminative, and diuretic; hence the difference between somatic and mobut they have little efficacy. The seeds of the lecular death.
All sudden deaths must begin by the interwild plant are, by some, preferred to those of
ruption of circulation, of the action of the brain,
the garden.
One of these functions stops
or of respiration.
Daucds Candianus, Athamanta cretensis
d. Cyanopus,
first; and the others terminate successively;
d. Creticus, Athamanta cretensis
Pimpinella magna d. Seprinius, Scandix cere- the series of phenomena ceasing nearly as follows.
folium d. Sylvestris, D. carota.

The

—

DAUCUS

—

—

—

;

—

DAUPH1NELLE,
DAV1ER,

—

—

Delphinium staphisagria.

Dentagra.

DAWLISH, CLIMATE
Devonshire, frequented by

A

town

in
phthisical invalids,

It is well protected from
northerly winds, and also from the violence of
the south-westerly gales. It offers, however,
but a confined space.

durino- the winter.

DAX, MINERAL WATERS OF. Daxisa

two leagues from Bordeaux, where there
are four springs, that are almost purely thermal:
containing only a very small quantity of chlocity,

ride of magnesium, and sulphates of soda and
lime. Temperature 76° to 133° Fahrenheit.

DAYMAKE.

Vision,

He

meralopia.

DAZZLING,

in

the Heart.

2.

7.

The phenomena

CaHga'tio, (F.) Zblouissement.
disturbance of sight, occasioned
either by the sudden impression of too powerful
a lio-ht, or by some internal cause ; as plethora.
DEAF-DUMBNESS, Mutitas surdorum.
DEAFNESS, from Anglo-Saxon »eaF. But*.
ditas, Copho'sis, Dijseroi'a, Dysetm'a organ' ica.
Baryecoia, Hardness of hearing, H ypocopho' sis
Suhsur'ditas, (F.) Surdit.i, Dureie dr. iouic
Considerable diminution or total loss of hearing.

of nutrition

in the Brain.
Interruption of the brain's action.
mixed
muscles.
2 That of voluntary and
Mechanical phenomena of respiration.
respiration.
phenomena
of
4 Chymical
5. Cessation of heart's action.
6 Cessation of general circulation.
7. Functions of nutrition.

Death beginning

1.

.')

in the Lungs.
Mechanical Phenomena are interrupted, as

Death beginning

Incubus vigilantium.

DAY-SIGHT, Hemeralopia—d.

A momentary

Death beginning

Impulse received by the brain.
Action of the brain.
3. Action of the voluntary muscles.
4 Action of the mixed muscles.
5 The mechanical phenomena of respiration.
6, The chymical phenomena of respiration.
1.

OF.

I.

When

the

in

Suffocation.

Mechanical phenomena.
2 Chymical phenomena.
:!.
Action of the brain
Extinction of animal life.
1.

1

Cessation of the general circulation.
Of the functions of nutrition.
II. Whin the Chymical Phenomena are interrupted.
Interruption of chymical phenomena.
2. Action nfthe heart.
3. Action of the brain.
4. Sensation, locomotion, voice, and mechanical pheno5,

0.

I

mena
5.

df respiration.

Functions of nutrition, generally.

—
DEBIL1TANTS
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Death, Apparent, Asphyxia.
Death, Black. The plague of the 14th
century was so called, which is supposed to
have proved fatal in Europe to 25,000,000 of
people— Hecker.
DEBlL/iTANTS, Dcbilltan'tia, from debilitare, itself from debit is, quasi dehabilis, 'weak,'
to weaken.'
Remedies exhibited for the purpose of reducing excitement. Antiphlogistics
are hence, debilitants.

Membrd'nacadu'ea

called

Hunle'ri,M.flocculcn-

sinuo'sa, M. communis, M.
praexistans , Decidua externa, Ta'nica exterior
ovi, T. cadu'ea, T. crassa, Membra'na cribro so,
Memlira'na ovi mater'na, M. muco'sa, Decidua,
ta,

M.

cellul.o'sa,

M.

spongio'sa, Epione, Perionc, Membra'na u ten

interna cvolu'ta, Nidamen'tum, Anliis'tous memCho'rion spongio' sum, C. tomento'sum,
Jungo'sum, relicula'tum, &c. Ta'nica jilamento sa, (F.) Membrane caduque, Shaggy Chorion,
DEBILITAS ERETHISICA, see Irritable— Spongy Chorion, &.C. Great diversity has pred. Nervosa, Neurasthenia
d. Nervosa, see Ir- vailed, regarding this membrane and its reritable
d. Visus, Asthenopia.
flected portion. It has been conceived by some
'

brane,

—

—

DEBIL'ITY, Debil'itas, Asthcni'a.
Weakness, (F.) Faiblesse.
condition, which may
be induced by a number of causes. It must

that
rus,

not be confounded with fatigue, which is temporary, whilst debility is generally more per-

new

manent.

stein,

Debility may be real, or it may be apparent;
and, in the management of disease, it is important to attend to this.
At the commencement
of fever, for example, there is often a degree of
apparent debility, which prevents the use of ap
propriate means, and is the cause of much evil.
Excitement is more dangerous than debility.

the decidua to be a sac, completely lining the
uterus, and without apertures, and that when
the ovum descends through the tube, it pushes
the decidua before it, and becomes enveloped
in it, except in the part destined to form the
placenta. That portion of the membrane, which
covers the ovum, forms the Membra'na decid'ua,
reflex' a, (F.) M. caduque reflfchic, according to
them; the part lining the uterus being the Decidua U'teri. Towards the end of the fourth
month, the decidua reflexa disappears. The
very existence of a Tunica decidua rrjhxa has,
however, been denied. This membrane has received various names. Dr. Granville, regarding it as the external membrane of the ovum,
has termed it Cortex ovi, (q. v.) It has also

A

DEBOITEMENT, Luxation.
DEBORDEMENT (F.) from dehor der, {dr.
and border.) to overflow.' A popular term for
one or more sudden and copious evacuations
from the bowels. It is chiefly applied to bilious
evacuations of this kind D'ebordemcnt de Bile.
'

DEBRIDEMENT
from

(F.) Frceno'rum sola'lio,
(F.) dibrider, (de and brider,) 'to unbri-

The removal of filaments, &c. in a wound
or abscess, which prevent the discharge of pus.
In a more general acceptation, it means the cutting of a soft, membranous or aponeurotic part,
which interferes with the exercise of any organ
whatever: thus, in paraphymosis, debridement
of the prepuce is practised to put an end to the
inflammation of the glans: in strangulated hernia, debridement of the abdominal ring is had
recourse to, to remove the stricture of the indle.'

testine,

&c.

DECAGRAMME,
ynauua,

'

a

from

gramme.'

dma,

'ten,'

The weight

and

of ten

grammes, 154.44 grains Troy.

DECAMYRON, from

8»xa, 'ten,'

it

exists before the

— as

rial

the

germ

arrives in the ute-

has been met with in tubal and ovapregnancies; and that it is occasioned by a
it

assumed by the uterine vessels at
of conception. Chaussier, LobGardien, Velpeau and others consider

action,

moment

—

been termed Invotucrum membrana'ceum, Membra'na retifor'mis cho'rii, Membra'na filamcnto'sa,
M. adventitia and M. crassa, Ovuline and Decidua
The decidua becomes thinner and
protrusa.
thinner, until the end of gestation. Its use
seems to be, to fix the ovum to the uterus, and
to fulfil some important purposes in the nutrition of the foetus.
To the membrane which is
situate between the placenta and the uterus,
according to Bojanus, and which he considers
to be produced at a later period than the decidua
vera, he gives the name membra'na decid'ua serotinu.

and uvnov.

Decidua Protrusa, Decidua

reflexa.

DECIGRAMME,

Decigram' ma, from ded'i'ointment.' An ancient cataplasm, composed
of malabathrum, ma stick, euphorbium, spikenard, vius, 'the tenth part,' and yoxuua, 'gramme.'
styrax calamila, carbonate of lime, common pep- The tenth part of the gramme in weight: equal
to a little less than two grains, French; 1.544
per, unaruentum nardi, opobalsamum, and wax.
DECANTA'TION, Decanta'tio, Defu'sio, Troy.
DECIMA'NA FEBRIS, from decern, ten.'
Elulria'tio, Metangismos, Catach' ysis. A pharmaceutical operation, which consists in pnnring An intermittent, whose paroxysms return every
10th day or every 9 days. It is supposititious.
off, gently, by inclining the vessel, any fluid,
DECLAMA'TION, Declama'tio, from de, and
which has left a deposit.
clumare,
to cry out.'
The ait of depicting the
DECARBONIZATION, Hajmatosis.
sentiments,
by inflections of the voice, accomEcpiesma.
DECESSIO,
panied with gestures, which render the meanDECHARJVE, Demusculatus.
(F.) (de and chausser.) ing of the speaker more evident, and infuse into
The state, in which the gums have fallen away the minds of the auditors the emotions with
from the teeth, as in those affected by mercury, which he is impressed. Declamation may bein old persons, &c. Also, the operation of come the cause of disease: the modification,
produced in the pulmonary circulation, acLancet.
lancing the gums. See
companied with the great excitement, someDECHAUSSOIR, Gum lancet.
limes experienced, is the cause of many morDECH1REMEJVT, Laceration.
bid affections: particularly of pneumonia, haeDECHIRURE, Wound, lacerated.
DECID'UA MEMBRA'NA, Decid'ua, from moptysis, an*d apoplexy. In moderation, it gives
The out- a healthy excitement to the frame.
decidere, to fall off,' (de, and cado.)
Decline.
ermost membrane of the foetus in utero. ChausDECLINE, Declina'tio, Inclina'lio, Deeresier calls it Epicho'rion; by others, it has been
'

'

DECHAUSSEMENT

—

Gum

—

'

DECUN,

—

—
D&CLIVE

DEGOCTUM

2+2

men'turn, Remis'sio, Parac'mS, (F.) Declin, from
de, and dinar
to bend.'
That period of a dise,
order or paroxysm, at which the symptoms
'

begin to abate in violence. We spe'ak, also,
of the decline of life, or of the powers. (F.)
Diclin de I'age, Lage de declin, when the physical and moral faculties lose a little of their activity and energy.
See Phthisis and Tabes.
DUCLIYE, (F.) Dccli'vis, from de, 'from,'
and dims, 'declivity.' Inclining downwards.
This epithet is applied to the most depending

Fliarm. L. The gum and extractive are dissolved in this preparation. The alkali is added
The tincture
to take up a little of the resin.
prevents it from spoiling. It is gently cathartic.

Dose,

f.

gss

to ?ij.

Decoctum Althje

s.,

D. Althaa

officinalis;

Decoction of Marsh- mallows, (F ) Decoction de
Guimauve. (Rad. althaa sice. 5iv. war pussar
gij aqua, Ovij.
Boil to Ov. Pour off the clear
liquor.
Pharm. E.) It is used as a demulcent.
Decoctum Ama'rum; Bitter Decoction. (Rad,
part of a tumour or abscess.
gent. 3J, aqua Oijss.
Boil for a quarter of an
DECOCTION, Decoc'tio, from decoquere, hour; add species amara gij. Infuse for two
hours
'to boil:' [de, and coquere,) Epse'sis, Apkepsis.
and filter, without expressing. Fharm.
The operation of boiling certain ingredients in P.) It is tonic. Dose, f. §ss to :§ij.
a fluid, for the purpose of extracting the parts
Decoctum Anthem'idis Nob'ilis, D. diasoluble at that temperature. Decoction, like- mante' li; Decoction of Cham' ovule. (Flur. anBoil
wise, means the product of this operation, to thernid. nobil. gj, sem. carui 31 v, aqua Ov.
which the terms Decoctum, Zema, Jiphepse'ma, for fifteen minutes, and strain. Pharm. E.). It
Ap'ozem, and Epse'ma, have been applied ac- contains bitter extractive and essential oil, discording to ancient custom, in order to avoid solved in water. It is used, occasionally, as a
any confusion between the operation and its vehicle for tonic powders, pills, &c, and in foproduct; as praparatio is used for the act of mentations and glysters; but for the last purpose, warm water is equally efficacious. The
preparing; praparatum, for the thing prepared.
Decoction of Aloes Compound, Decoctum Dublin College has a compound decoction.
Decoctum AralijE JNudicau'lis; Decoction
aloes compositum
d. of Bark, Decoctum cinchona— d. of Barley, Decoctum hordei— d. of of False Sarsaparilla. (Jiralia nudicaul. §vj,
Barley, compound, Decoctum hordei composi- aqua Oviij. Digest for four hours, and then boil
tum— d. Bitter, Decoctum amarum— d. of Cab- to four pints; press out and strain the decoction.
bage tree bark, Decoctum geoffroea; inermis d. Former Ph. V. S.) It is used as a stomachic, but
of Cassia, Decoctum cassiae— d. of Chamomile, it is an unnecessary and laborious preparation.
Decoctum Cassia: Decoction of Cassia.
Decoctum anthemidis nobilis d. of Cinchona,
Decoctum cinchonas d. of Cinchona, com- (Cussia pulp, Sjij, aqua Oij. Boil for a few
pound laxative, Decoctum kina? kinse composi- minutes, filter without expression, and add
tum et laxans— d. of Colomba, compound, De- syrup, violar. gj, or manna pur.^Vy Pharm. P.)
coctum Columbcs compositum d. of Dandelion, It is laxative, in the dose of gvj.
Decoctum Cetra'rijE, Decoction of Iceland
Decoctum Taraxaci— d. of Dogwood, Decoctum Cornus Floridae— d. of Elm bark, Decoc- Moss. (Cetrar. gss, aqua Oiss. Boil to a pint,
and
strain with compression.
Pharm. U. S.)
tum ulrni— d. of Foxglove, Decoctum digitalis
d. de
Gayac composee, &c, Decoctum de Dose, f. giv, to Oss and more.
Decoctum Chamjemeli, Decoctum AntheGuyaco compositum— d. of Guaiacum, compound, Decoctum Guaiaci compositum d. of midis nobilis.
Decoctum Chimaph'ila:, Decoction of PipsisGuaiacum, compound purgative, Decoctum de
Guyaco compositum— d. of Hartshorn, burnt, sewa. (Chimaph. contus. 3J, aqua Oiss. Boil to
Mistura cornu usti— d. of Hellebore, white, a pint, and strain. Pharm. U. &) Dose, f.giss.

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

Decoctum veratri— d. of Iceland Moss, Decoctum Getrariae— d. of Liverwort, Decoctum
lichenis d. of Logwood. Decoctum Haematoxyli
d. of JYlarshmallows, Decoctum althseae— d. de
Mauve composee, Decoctum malvae compositum
d. of Oak bark, Decoctum quercus— d. d'Orge,
Decoctum hordei— d. d'Orge compose' e, Decoctum hordei compositum d. of Pipsissewa,
Decoctum chimaphilce— d. of Poppy, Decoctum papaveris— d. of Quince seeds, Decoctum

—
—

—

—

cydoniae

d. de Quinquina composee et laxative,
kinse kins compositum et laxans
d.
de Salsapareille composie, Decoctum sarsaparilkE compositum
d. of Sarsaparilla, Decoctum
sarsaparillte— d. of Sarsaparilla, compound, Decoctum sarsaparilitB compositum d of Sarsaparilla, false, Decoctum A rails nudicaulis
d.
of Squill, Decoctum scillae d. of Uva Ursi,
Decoctum uva; ursi d. of the Woods, Decoctum Guaiaci compositum d. of Woody nightshade, Decoctum dulcamara?.

Decoctum

—

—

—

—

—

—

Decoctum Cincho'nje, Decoctum Cinchona
D. Cor'ticis Cinchona; Decoction of
Cinchona, D. of Bark, Decoctum Kina Kina.
(Cinckon. cort. contus. gj, aqua Oj. Boil for ten
minutes, in a slightly covered vessel, and strain
while hot. Pharm. U. S.) It contains cinchonia and resinous extractive, dissolved in water.
Long coclion oxygenates and precipitates the

lancifolia,

can be given where the powder
&c. Dose, f. 5J to giv.
Decoctum Colom'bje Compos'itum; Compound Decoction of Colomba. (Colomb. contus.
quassia, aa gij, cort. aurant. gj, pulv. rhej. J^j,
potussa carbonut. ^ss, aqua £*xx. Boil to a pint,
arid add tinct. lavand. f. gss. Former Fh. U. S.)
Given as a tonic, but not worthy of an officinal
extractive.

does not

sit

It

easy,

station.

Decoctum Commune pro Clystere,
vae

compositum

cornu

—

d.

Cornu

cervini,

D

mal-

Mistura

usti.

Decoctum Cornus

Flor'idje, Decoction of
(Cornus Florid, cont. sjj, aqua Oj.
minutes
in a covered vessel, and
Boil for ten
Decoctum Al'oes Compos'itum, Balsam of strain while hot. Pharm. U. S.) Dose, f. giss
Life, Compound Decoction of /Jlocs.
(Ext. glue.
Decoctum Cydo'him, Mucila'go Scrn'mis Cy%iv, potass, subcarb. J^ij, aloes spicat. czt.; do'nii Mali, M. Sem'inum Cydonio'rum; Decocmijrrha contrit.: croci stigmat. aa 7,], aqua Oj. tion or Mu'cilage of Quince Seeds.
(Cydonice
Boil to f. gxij: strain, and add tinct, card. c. f. ^iv. sem. ^ij, aqua Oj. Boil for ten minutes over

DECOCTUM,

tura cornu usti.

Decoction— d. Album, Mis-

Dogwood.

—

•,

DECOCTUM

DECOCTUM
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a gentle

fire, and strain.
Pliarm. L.) It is
merely a solution of mucilage in water, and is
used as a demulcent.
Decoctum Daphnes Meze'rf.i, Decoctum

Meze'rei;

Decoction of Mczercon. (Cort. rad.
daphn. mezerei, ^i], rad. glycyrrh. cont. gss, aqua
Oiij.
Boil over a gentle lire to Oij, and strain.)
The acrimony of the mezereon and the saccharine mucilage of the liquorice root are imparted

Commune. (Ilord. gij, aqua Oivss. Wash the
barley well, boil for a few minutes in water
Oss: strain this, and throw it away, and add the
remainder, boiiing. Boil to Oij, and strain.
Pharm. L.) It is nutritive and demulcent,
and is chiefly used as a common drink, and in
glysters.

Decoc'tum Horoei Compos'itum, Decoctum

Ptisana commu'nis; Compound DeIt is somewhat stimulant, and coction of Barley, (F.) Decoction d'Orge comhas been used in secondary syphilis; but is de- posie. (Decoct, hord. Oij, car ica fruct. concis.
void of power. Dose, f. §iij to gvj.
3'ji gly c y rrn ra d- concis. et contus. gss, uvarum
Decoctum Diaphoreticum, D. Guaiaci com- pass, demptis acinis. §ij, aqua Oj. Boil to Oij,
positum d.pro Euemate,D.malv» compositum. and strain. Pharm. L.) It has similar properDecoctum Digita'lis, Decoction of Foxglove. ties to the last.
(Fol digit, sice. £],aqua q.s. utcolentur f.gviij.
Decoctum Kin^: KiNjE Compos'itum et
Let the liquor begin to boil over a slow fire, Laxans, De'coction de quinquina composie el laxand then remove it. Digest for fifteen minutes, ative; Compound lax'ative decoction of Cinchona.
pectora'le,

to the water.

'

—

and

strain.

D)

Pharm.

It

possesses the pro-

perties of the plant.

Dose, gij to sriij.
Decoctum Dulcima'iia; Decoction of Woody
Nightshade. (Dulcamara cont. ^j. aqua Oiss.
Boil to Oj, and strain. Pharm'. U. 6.) This
decoction has been considered diuretic and diaphoretic, and has been administered extensively
in skin diseases.
cacy.

It is

probably devoid of

effi-

(Cort.cinchon. ^j, aqua Oij.
Boil for a quarter
of an hour, remove it from the fire; then infuse
in it for half an hour, fol. senna, soda sulph. aa.
gij; add syrup, de senna f. §j.) Its title indicates
properties.

its

Decoctum

Liche'nis, Decoctum Liche'nis
Islan'dici; Decoction of Liv'erwort. (Lichen gj,
aqua Oiss. Boil to a pint, and strain. Pharm.
L.)

It consists of bitter extractive

and fecula,

Decoctum pro Fomento, D. papaveris.
dissolved in water, and its operation is tonic
Decoctum Geoffr.s:'je I.nermis; Decoction and demulcent. Dose, f. §j to giv. It is also
of Cabbage- Tree Bark. (Cojt. goeffr. inertias in
pulv .gj, aqua Oij. Boil over a slow fire to a
pint, and strain.
Pharm. E.J It is possessed
of anthelmintic, purgative, and narcotic properties, and has been chiefly used for the first
of these purposes. Dose, to children, f. gij to

—

adults,

f.

gss

to ^ij.

Decoctum Gua'iaci Compos'itum, D. Guaojjictna'lis compos'itum, Decoctum Ligno'rum, D. de Guya'co compos'itum, D. sudor if

iaci

icum, D. diaphorct'icum; Compound Decoction
of Guaiacum, Decoction of the Woods. (Lign.
guaiac. rasur. §uj, fruct. sice, vitis vinifer. 3 j
rad. lauri sassofr. concis., rad. glycyrrh. aa 5J,
aqua Ox. Boil the guaiacum and raisins over
a slow fire to Ov; adding the roots towards the
end, then strain. Pharm. E.) It is possessed
of stimulant properties, and has been given in
syphilitic, cutaneous, and rheumatic affections.
The resin of the guaiacum is, however, insoluble in water, so that the Guaiac wood in it
cannot be supposed to possess much, if any,
The Parisian Codex has a
effect.

nutrient, but hardly worthy of the rank of

Decoctum LiGNORUM,D.Guaiaci compositum.
Decoctum Malv* Compos'itum, Decoctum
pro enem'ate, Decoctum commu'ne pro clyste'rl;
Compound Decoction of Mallow, (F.) Decoction
de Mauve cornpose'e. (Malva exsicc. gj, anlliemid. for. exsicc. gss, aquse Oj.
Boil ior fifteen
minutes, and strain.) It consists of bitter extractive, and mucilage in water, and is chiefly
used for clysters and fomentations. It is unworthy a place in the pharmacopoeias.

Decoctum Mezerei, D. daphnis mezerei

1

Decoctum de Guyaco Compos'itum etPurgans, (F.) Decoction de Gayac Composie et purCompound purgative Decoction of Guaiacum. (Lign. guaiac. rasp., rad. sarsap. aa ^j,
Macerate for twelve
potass, carbonat. gr. xxv.
hours, agitating occasionally, in water Oiv,
until there remain Oiij. Then infuse in it fol.
gative;

senna

gij, rhej.

:jj,

lign. sassofr., glycyrrh. rad.

aa 3'ij, sem. coriund. gj. Strain gently, suffer
it to settle, and pour off the clear supernatant
The title sufficiently indicates the
liquor.)
properties of the composition.
Decoctum HjEmatox'yli, Decoction of Logwood. ( ILcmatoxyl. rasur. ^j, aqua Oij. Boil
to a -pint,

and

strain.

Pharm.

Decoctum Hellebori

U. S.)

albi, D. veratri

—

d.

Decoctum Hor'dei, Decoctum Hordei

d.

Fectorale,

D

hordei compositum.

Decoctum Papav'eris, Decoctum pro Fomen'to, Fotus communis; Decoction
(Pupav. somnif. capsul. concis. giv,
Boil for fifteen minutes, and strain.
It contains the narcotic principle of
and mucilage in water: is anodyne
lient,

of Poppy.
aquse Oiv.

Pharm.

L.)

the poppy,

and emoland employed as such in fomentation, in

painful swellings, ulcers,

&c.

Decoctum Poi.ygal;e Senegje, D. senegas.
Decoctum Quercus alb^e, D. Quercus Ro'boris ; Decoction

of White Oak Bark. (Quercus
Boil to a pint, and strain.
It is astringent, and used as

cort. gj,

aquse Oiss.

Pharm.

U. S.)

such, in injections, in leucorrhaea, uterine hemorrhage, &.c, as well as in the form of fomentation to

unhealthy ulcers.

Decoctum

Sarsaparil'l.5:, D. Smilacis Sar(SarsuDecoction of Sarsaparil/a.
Maceparill. rad concis. ^\v,aq. fervent Oiv.
rate for four hours, near the fire, in a lightly
covered vessel: then bruise the root; macerate
again for two hours; then boil to Oij, and strain.
Pharm. L.) It contains bitter extractive, and
mucilage in water; is demulcent, and has been
saparilla;

used, although

it is

doubtful with what efficacy,
Dose, f. 31V. to Oss.

in the sequela; of syphilis.

Kinie kina;, D. Cinchonas.
Dis'-

Ptisana Hippocral'ica, Tipsa'ria or Tapsal ria, Aqua Uoideu'ta, Barley Water, Decoc'tion of barley, (F.) Decoction d'Orge, Tisane
tichi,

an

officinal preparation.

Decoctum Sarsaparil'ljE Compos'itum;
Compound Decoction of Sarsaparil'la, (F.) DeComposee. (Sarsaparill.
concis. et contus. gvj. Sussafr. Cort. concis.,
coction de Sa/sapareille

—
DECOLLEMENT

DEFERENS
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Lign. Guaiac. rasur.; Rad. Glycyrrhiz. contus.
aa 3J. Mezerei, concis. sjiij; Aqua, Oiv. Boil
fifteen minutes, and strain. Pliarm. U. S.) This
is considered to be possessed of analogous pro-

perties with the celebrated Lisbon Diet- Drink,
Decocftum Lusitan'icum, which it resembles in
composition.
Scillje; Decoction of Squill.
(Scilla 5jiij, juniper ^iv, senega snake-root ,§i<j,
tcater Oiv.
Boil till one half the liquor is consumed; strain, and add spirit of nitrous ether
f. 5iv.
P harm. A.) Dose, f. j§ss.
Decoctum Sen'ece, D. Poh/gala senega;
Decoction of Senega. (Rad. sencg. £\ aqua Oiss.
Pliarm. L.)
It is reBcil to Oj. and strain.
puted to be diuretic, purgative, and stimulant,
and has been given in dropsy, rheumatism, &c.

Decoctum

Decoctum Smilaos Sarsaparill.e, D.
saparillte

—

d.

sar-

Sudorificum, D. Guaiaci composi-

tum.
Decoction of Dande(Taraxac. contus. ^ij; aqua Oij. Boil
lion.
Ph. U. S.) Dose, f. §iss.
to a pint and strain.
Decoctum Ulmi, D. Ulmi Campes'tris ; De-

Decoctum Tarax'aci,

Elm

(Ulmi cart, recent, cont.
Boil to Oij, and strain. Pliarm.
It is reputed diuretic; and has been used
L.)
in lepra and herpes; but, probably, has no efficoction of
3EiVj

Bail;.

aqua Oiv.

Dose,

cacy.

f.

§iv to Oss.

Dose, f. giss.
strain.— Ph. U. S.)
Decoctum Vera'tri, Decoctum Helleb'ori alhi;
Decoction of White Hellebore. (Veratri rad. cont.
Boil the watery
^j, aqua Oij, spir. rect. f. §ij.
decoction to Oj and, when it is cold, add the
;

Phann.

stimulant, acrid,
and cathartic; but is used only externally. It
is a useful wash in tinea capitis, psora, &c
Should it excite intense pain on being applied,
it must be diluted.
BECOLLEME.XT, (F.) Deglutinu'tin, ReL.)

It

is

(from de, and coller, 'to glue.') The
an organ that is separated from the
surrounding parts, owing to destruction of the

glutina'tio,

state of

membrane which united them

the
skin is decollie; i. e. separated from the subjacent parts, by a burn, subcutaneous abscess, <&c.
Decollement du Placenta is the separation or detachment of the whole, or a part, of
the placenta from the inner surface of the uteDecollement, from de, from,' and collurn,
rus.
' the neck,' obtruncatio, also
means the separation of the head of the foetus from the trunk, the
latter remaining in the uterus.
DECOLORA'TION, Decolordtio, Discolora'to colour.'
tio, from de, 'from,' and colorulre,
Loss of the natural colour.
D£COMPOS/lE, (F.)*from de, 'from,' and
to compose.'
Decompo'sed, Discompon'cre,
An epithet, applied to the face, when
solu'tus.
cellular

'

'

'

about the eightieth year.
or protracted.

It
lis

character consists in the progressive series of
phenomena, which announce the approaching
extinction of life.
DECU'BITUS, from decumb'ere, (de, and
cumbere, to lie,') to lie down.' Lying down.
Assuming the horizontal posture. (F.) Coucher.
'

'

Ilord

say
for,

decubitus,

'

at

bed time.'

The French

Decubitus horizontal, sur le dos, sur le cote,
lying in the horizontal posture, on the batk

or side.

DECURTA'TUS,

or /utiovQituv,
shortened, curtailed,'
point.'
When applied to
the pulse, it signifies a progressive diminution
in the strength of the arterial pulsations, which,
at last, cease.
If the pulsations return and
gradually acquire all their strength, it is called

from

de,
'

and curtus,
running to a

finounog,
'

short,'

'

—

Pulsus d ecu rlu' tu s recip'rocus. Galen.
DKCUSSA'TION, Decussatio, Chios' mos, Incrucia'tio, from decussis, (that is, decern asses
;)
also, the figure of the letter X.
Union in the
shape of an X or cross. Anatomists use this
term chiefly in the case of the nerves, as for
the decussation of the optic nerves, which cross
each other within the cranium.
DECUSSO'RIUM, from decu'tio, (de, and
quatio,)
I shake down.'
An instrument used,
by the ancients, for depressing the dura mater,
and facilitating the exit of substances, effused
on or under that membrane. It is described by
Scultetus, Pare, &c.
See Meningophylax.
DEDAIGjXEUR, Rectus superior oculi.
DEDOLA'TION, from dcdola're, (de, and
dolure,) to cut and hew with an axe.
This
word has been used by surgeons to express the
action, by which a cutting instrument divides
obliquely any part of the body, and produces a
wound with loss of substance, [t is commonly
on the head, that wounds by dedolation are observed.
VV hen there was a complete separation of a portion of the bone of the cranium, the
ancients called it Aposccpamis' ntos.

—

'

Decoctum Uxm Ursi, Decoction of uva ursi,
(Vva ursi, gj aqua. f. ^xx. Boil to a pint and

spirit.

dinarily occurs

may, however, be accelerated

1

'

DEERBFRRY,

Gaultheria.

DEFAILLAJS'CE, Syncope.

;

DEFECA'TION,
faces, 'excrements.'

Difcca'tio,
The act,

from de, and
by which the

excrement

is extruded from the body, Cat.a'Excre'tio alvi, E. alvi'na, E. facum alcina'rum, Dcjccti.o alvi, Secessio, Expulsio vel Ejcctio
facum. The faeces generally accumulate in the
colon, being prevented by the annulus at the
top of the rectum from descending freely into
that intestine. In producing evacuations in obstinate constipation, it is well, therefore, bymeans of a long tube, to throw the injection up
into the colon, as suggested by Dr. O'Beirne.
In Pharmacy, defecation means the separation
of any substance from a liquid in which it may
See Clarification.
be suspended.
tio,

extensively changed in its expression and coDEFECTIO ANIMI, Syncope.
lour; as in the moribund.
DEFENSI'VUM, from defen'dere, (de, and
DECORTICATION, from de. 'from,' and fendere,) to defend.'
preservative or deAn operation, which consists in fence. The old surgeons gave this name to
cortex, bark.'
separating the bark from roots, stalks, <fcc.
different local applications, made to diseased
DECOS'TIS, Jipleu'ros, from de, priv., and parts, for the purpose of guarding them from
One who has no ribs.
the impression of extraneous bodies, and particosta, a rib.'
Decline.
cularly from the contact of air.
DECREf'lTUUE, Decrepittfdo, JEtas deDEFERENS, from defero, (de, and ferre )
I transport.'
I bear away,'
crep'ita, Ultima senee'tus, from decrep'itus. (de,
Vas Deferens or ductus deferens, (F.) Conand crepare, 'to creak,') very old.' The last
period of old age, and of human life; which or- duit spcrmutique, Conduit deferent, is the excre-

A

'

'

'

DECREMENTUM,

'

'

'

—
DEFLECTENS

DELIRIOUS
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tory canal of the sperm, which arises from the
epididymis, describes numerous convolutions,
and with the vessels and nerves of the testicle
concurs in the formation of the spermatic chord,
enters the abdominal ring and terminates in the
ejaculatury duct.
DEFLECTENS, Derivative.
DEFLECTIO, Derivation.

he and his school admitted cold, warm, moist,
and dry medicines, and four different degrees
of each of those qualities. Thus, Apium was
warm in the first degree, Agrimony in the
second, Roche Alum in the third, and Garlic in

the fourth. Bedegar was cold in the first, the
flower of the Pomegranate in the second, the
Sempervivum in the third, Opium in the fourth,
DEFLORATION, Stuprum.
&c. The French use the term de.gre to indiDeflora'tion, Dcfloru' tio, Dcvirgina' tio from cate, 1 The intensity of an affection as a burn
defioreseere, (de, and florescere,)
to shed flow- of the first, second, third degree, &c.
2. The
ers.'
The act of depriving a female of her particular stage of an incurable disease, as the
virginity.
Inspection of the parts is the chief third degree of phthisis, cancer of the stomach,
criterion of defloration having been forcibly &c.
accomplished ; yet inquiry must be made,
DEGUSTA'TION, Degusta'tio, from de, and
whether the injury may not have been caused Sustare, to taste.' Gustation. The appreciaby another body than the male organ. Recent tion of sapid qualities by the gustatory organs.
defloration is infinitely more easy of detection
DEICT1COS, Index.
than where some time has elapsed.
DEJECTIO ALVI, Defecation— d. Alvina,
DEFLUXIO, Catarrh, Diarrhoea.
Excrement.
DEFLUX'ION, Defiuxio, Defluxus, Catar1DEJECTION, from de.jicere, dejectum, (de,
rhysis, Cutur'rhus.
A falling down of humours and jace.re,) 'to cast down,' Dtjectio, Subdue''do,
from a superior to an inferior part. It is some- Ifypngo'ge, Hypochore'sis. The expulsion of
times used synonymously with inflammation.
the faeces. Also, afsecal discharge:
generally,
DYSENTERlCUiS,Dysentery. however, with alvine prefixed, as an atvine
DEFORMA'TION, Deformu'tio, Cacomor'- Dejection, Dcjectio alci'na, Ejec'tio, Eoes'tio.
phia, Deform' Uas, Disfigura' lion, Deformity, (F.)
REMEDIUM, Cathartic.
,

:

.

'

'

——

DEFLUXUS

Morbid alDifformit.6, from de, and forma.
teration in the form of some part of the body,
deformity
as of the head, pelvis, spine, &.c.

A

may

be natural or accidental.
Yin cuit, from defruta're, 'to
Grape must, boiled down to
boil new wine.'
one half and used as a sweetmeat. Flin. ColuSee Rob.
mell. Isidor.
DEFUSIO, Decantation.

DEFRUTUM,

—

DEGEiNERA'TlON,

Notheu'sis,

JYothi'a,

from deg"ener, 'unlike one's ancestors,' (de,
and genus, 'family,') Degen' erar.y. A change
for the worse in the intimate composition of

DEJECTORIUM
DELACHRYMATIO, Epiphora.
DELACHRYMATIVUS, Apodacryticus.
DELAPSIO,

Prolapsus.
Blepharoptosis.
Indication.
DEMYJIJVTS, Diluentia.
DELETE'RIOUS, Pernicio'sus, from d^kim,
That which produces destructive
I injure.'
disorder in the exercise and harmony of the
functions.

DELAPSUS PALPEBR.E,
DELATIO,

'

DELETERIUM,

Poison.
Ligature, see Bandage.

DELIGATIO,

DELIGA'TION,

Deliga'tio,

Epidei'sis, Deli-

the solids or fluids of the body. In Pathologi- gatu'rn, Vul'neruin deliga'tio, Fascia' rum Apcal Anatomy, degeneration means the change plica'tio, Plngti'rum Vinctu'ra, Fascia' tio, from
which occurs in the structure of an organ, deligare, (de, and ligo,) to bind.' The deligawhen transformed into a matter essentially tion of wounds formerly embraced the applicamorbid; as a cancerous, or tubercular, degene- tion of apparatus, dressings, &c, the denomination Deliga'tor Pl.aga'rum being synonymous
ration.
Digenirescence is, by the French pathologists, with Medicus Vulncra'rius, and in derivation,
u n d a r z t, wound physician,' or
with the
employed synonymously with Degeneration.
surgeon, of the Germans. Deligation is hardly
DEGENKREnCENCE, Degeneration.
GRJISSEUSE
now
as an English word.
In France,
ever
used
DEG/tiV£REVCEJ\CE
it is applied to the regular and methodical apFOIE, Adiposis hepatica.
plication of bandages, and to the ligature of
DEGLUTINATIO, Decollement.
'

—

W

'

DU

DEGLUT1TIO DIFF1CJLIS, Dysphagia—
Impedita, Dysphagia— d. Leesa, Dysphagia.
DEGLUTI'l'ION, DeglutW'io, Catap'osis,
from de, and glutire, 'to swallow.' The act,
by which substances are passed from the mouth
into the stomach, through the pharynx and oesophagus. It is one of a complicated character,
and requires the aid of a considerable number
of muscles ; the first steps being voluntary, the
remainder executed under spinal and involund.

tary nervous influence.

DEGMOS, Morsus;— a bite in general, from
A gnawing sensation about the
I bite.'

iWvco,

upper

'

orifice of the

stomach, which was once

attributed to acrimony of the liquids, contained
in that viscus.

DISGORGEMENT, Disgorgement.
D6GOUT, Djsgust,
DEGREE', from degri, originally from gradus, ' a step.'
Galen used this expression to
Both
indicate the qualities of certain drugs.
20.

arteries.

DELIQUES'CENT,
and liquescere.)
salt,

'

from dcliquescere, (de,
to melt,' 'to dissolve.'
liquid by attracting mois-

Any

which becomes

The deliquescent salts reture from the air.
quire to be kept in bottles, well stopped.
The
chloride of lime, the acetate of potassa and carbonate of potassa are examples of such salts.
The ancient chemists expressed the condition
of a body, which had become liquid in this manner, by the word Dcliquium.

DELIQUIUM
DELI RANS,
DIlLIRAJYT,

AJNIMI, Syncope.

Delirious.
Delirious.

DELIRATIO, Delirium.
DELIRE, Delirium d. Tremblant,

Delirium

tremens.

DELIRIA, Insanity.
DELIR'IOUS. Same etymon

as

Deliriom.

Dek'rans, Ezcerehra'tus, Mlochoos, Alie'nus,
One who is in a state
raving, (F.) Dclirant.

—

—

DELIRIUM
of delirium.

Thift

which

is

attended by deli-

i

use the term Fierre perviricuse ddliranle for a febrile intermittent, in
which delirium is the predominant symptom.
DELIR'IUM, from de, 'from,' and lira, 1 a.',
ridge between two furrows;' Parac'opS, P/oi ni'Us, Phledoni'a, Desipien'tia,Paraphros'yne,Emo'Straying from the rules of
tio, Leros, /»,ooc.
reason, wandering of the mind; Paranwa, Jil-

j

d' esprit,

Delira'tio,

word

uevta,

the

rid

:

&C.

D6lire,

(F.)

Kgarement

Transport.

Hippocrates used the

mania,

delirium

for

sine febre,

Greek words given above

for

deli-

Indifferent authors, also, we
find the words, Paraph' or a, Paraph' rotes, Parajilircn/sis, Paraphrenia, Phrenefsis, PhrenetiaDelisis, &c, for different kinds of delirium.
/,

um rum fehre.

rium

is

usually symptomatic

—

D tremens d. EpiFuriosum, Mania d.
Potatorum, D. tremens—

Delirium Ebriositatis,
leptic, see

Epilepsy

— d.

Maniacum, Mania— d.
«J.

—

Tremifaciens, D. tremens.

Delirium Seni'le,

Senile Insanity.

The

in-

sanity of the aged, a form of moral insanity, in
wh<ch the whole moral character of the individual is changed.
Delirium Tremens, Ma'nia a Potu, QHnoma'nia, Ma'nia e tcmulevlid, D. potato'rum, D. cbriosita'tis, D. tremifa'ciens, Ercthis'rnus ebrioscfrum, (F.) Encephalopalliie crapulcuse, DiliA state of delire trcmblant. Folic des Ivrognes.
rium and agitation, peculiar to those addicted
sleeplessness.
great
with
liquors,
spirituous
to

preceded by indisposition, lassitude, watchfulness, headache, and anorexia, the delirium
and tremors most commonly recurring in paIt is caused by the habitual and inroxysms.
temperate use of ardent spirils or opium: or
rather by abandoning those excitants after prolonged use. The treatment is various. Many
iiave regarded stimulants with large doses of
opium to induce rest to be indispensable. It is
It is

certain, however, that the expectant system
will often, if not generally, be successful, and
it is probable, a cure effected in this manner
will be

more permanent than when produced

by excitants

DELITESCENCE.
DELIVJtJJJVCE,

(F.)

See Repercussion.

An

expression, which,

—

Family, Ranuncnlacca?.
Sex.
(F.) Pied d'alanttte
(/'<? champs.
It has been employed as a vermiThe flowers have been used in ophthalfuge.
seeds
have the same property as
mia, and the

ing Larkspur.
Si/.-t.

I'olyandria Trigynia.

those of the Stavesacre.

Delphin'ium Staphisa'gria.

I

Jcph'asis,

—
de\:i
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The French

riu in.

—

a

The system-

name

of the Staves' acre, Staphisagria,
Phtheiroc'tonum, Phthei'rium, Staphis, Pedienla'ria, (F.) Stapllisaigre, Herlir-aux Faux, DavjiliiThe seeds have a disagreeable smell; a
nclle.
nauseous, bitterish, hot taste; and are cathartic,
emetic, and vermifuge: owing, however, to the
violence of their operation, they are seldom
given internally, and are chiefly used in powder,
mixed with hair powder to destroy lice. The
active principle of this plant has been separated,
and received the name Delphiniu. It is extremely acrid, and has been recently used, like
veratria, in tic douloureux, paralysis and lheumatism. It is used in the form of ointment,
or in solution in alcohol, (gr. x to xxx, or more,
to ^j,) applied externally.
Ui.Ll'HYS, Uterus, Vulva.
DELTA. Vulva.
DELT1FORMIS, Deltoid.
atic

DELI Ol D, Deltoi'des, Delta' des. Dcltiform'is,
from the Greek capital letter A, c5»/.t«, and ndu:,
resemblance.'
Sous-acrominc/ari-lnuucraL of
Dumas; sus- acromio- humeral of Chaussier.
triangular muscle, forming the fleshy part of
the shoulder, and covering the shoulder-joint.
It extends from the outer third of the clavicle,
from the acromion and spine of the scapula, to
near the middle and outer part of the os humeri, where it is inserted by means of a strong
tendon. This muscle raises the arm directly
upwards, when the shoulder is fixed, and carries it anteriorly or posteriorly, according to
'

A

the direction of the fibres, which are thrown
into action. If the arm be rendered immovable,
the deltoid acts inversely and depresses the

shoulder.

DLM EL MUCA. A

name given by Pros

per Alpinus to a cerebral disease, which, he
says, is proper to Egypt.
He considers it to be
inflammation of the brain; but others describe
it as a pernicious intermittent.
AKGE.fi I SON. Itching.

DEM

in common language, signifies the action of delivering, libera'tio, but, in the practice of ob-

DKM'AlNUS,

Acheir.

DEMEJYCE,

Dementia.

DEMENTIA,

means the extrusion of the secundines.
Amen'tia, Fatu'itas, (a. v.)
either spontaneously or by the efforts of art. Jlnce'a, Parana:' , Mo'ria demens, from de, from,'
This completion of delivery partus scamda'- or ' out of,' and mens, ' mind,' or ' reason.' (F.)
In common parlance, and
rius, secwidina'rvm expvl'sio vel exlradtio, is Dimence, Betise.
produced by the same laws as the expulsion of even in legal language, this word is synonySometimes,
the
after-birth
follows
mous with insanity. Physicians, however, have
the foetus.
the child immediately; at others, it is retained; applied it to those cases of unsound mind,
and requires manual interference to remove it. which are characterized by a total loss of the
The following are the chief cases in which this faculty of thought, or by such an imbecility of
becomes necessary. 1. Intimate adhesion be- intellect, that the ideas are extremely incohetween the placenta and parietes of the uterus. rent; there being at the same time, a total loss
of the power of reasoning. Mania and melan2. Spasmodic contraction of the orifice of the
4. Torpor cholia are apt to end in this, if possible, more
3. Hour-glass contraction.
uterus.
after
the
expulsion
of the child, deplorable state.
Dotage is the Dementia of
or hemorrhage
5. Insertion of the placenta at the orifice the aged— Mo'ria demens Uzre'ma,
Lerc'nta,
an(j
stetrics,

'

j

—

of the uterus.

DlXIVERY, FALSE, False
DEL1VRE, Secundines.
DKLOCATIO, Luxatio.

Anil'itas.

DEMI,

water.

DELPHLVHJM CONSOL'IDA,

from

deXipig,

or itktftv, a dolphin,' which the flowers resemCulcitrap'pa, Consol'ida Pegu' lis, Branchble.
'

Semi

d.

Bain,

Semicupium— d.

tpineux, Semi-spinalis colli d. hpiueux dn
dos, Semi-spinalis dorsi— </. Cantelct, Ganlclit
du pouce. Flexor brevis polli</. Interosseux
d. Lunaire. Semi-lunar
cis manus
d. MemLraneux, Seini-membranoBUs d. Orbicularis,

—

—

—

—

—

DEMISSOR

DENTALIS
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DENIGRA'TIO, from denigrdre, (de, and
The act of benigtr,) 'to become black.'
coming black, as in cases of sphacelus, sugillaDEMONOMA'NIA, Damonomdnia, from tion, &c.
d*/juw)'
DENS, Tooth d. Leonis, Leontodon taraxademon,' a spirit of good or evil, and
Orbicularis oris

d.

Tendineux, Semi-tendino-

sus.

DEMISSOR,

Catheter.

'

}

—

—

—

'madness.' Religious Insanity. A va- cum d. Sapientia;, see Dentition d. Sophroriety of madness, in which the person con- reticus, see Dentition.
ceives himself possessed of devils, and is in conDENT, Tooth d. de Sagesse, see Dentition.
tinual dread of malignant spirits, the pains of
DEN'TAGRA, Den'ticeps, Dentar'paga, Denhell, &c
tid'ueum, Denla'lis for/ex. For/ex denta'ria,
DEM'ONSTRATOR, from demnnstrare, 'to Odon'tagra, odontago'gon, from dens, 'a tooth,'
show;' 'exhibit.' One who exhibits.
and ayoa, 'a seizure.' (F.) Davicr. A toothDem'onstrator of Anat'omy, One who ex- forceps.
hibits the parts of the human body.
A teacher DENTAL, Denta'lis, Denla'rius, from dens,
of practical anatomy.
That which concerns the teeth.
a tooth.'
DEMOTl'VUS LAPSUS, Repenti'na mors, Dental Arches, (F.) Arcades dentaires are
from dcmooere, (de, and moiere,) to move off,' the arches, formed by the range of alveoli in
remove,' and lapsus, a fall.' Sudden death. each jaw.
DEMUL'CENTS, Demulcen'tia,, Fnvolven'tia, Dental Ar'teries are those arteries which
Obvulvcntia, from demulcere, (de, and mulcere,) nourish the teeth. They proceed from several
'to sooth,' 'to assuage,' (F.) Movcissant. Me- sources.
The teeth of the upper jaw, e. g.,
dicines, supposed to be capable of correcting receive their arteries from the infruorbitar and
certain acrid conditions imagined to exist in superior alveolar,
themselves branches of the
the humours.
Substances of a mucilaginous or internal, maxillary. The teeth of the lower jaw
saccharine nature belong to this class. Demul- receive their branches from the inferior dental
cents may act directly on the parts with which or inferior maxillary, which is given off, by the
they come in contact; but in other cases, as in internal maxillary and runs through the dental
catarrh, their effect is produced by contiguous canal, issuing at the mental foramen, after
sympathy;— the top of the larynx being soothed having given numerous ramifications to the
by them first, and indirectly the inflamed por- teeth and jaw.
Dental Canals, (F.) Conduits dentaires,
tion of the air-passages.
In diseases of the
urinary organs, they have no advantage over Maxfillary canals. The bony canals, through
which
the vessels and nerves pass to the inteand
Emollients.
simple diluents. See Diluents
rior of the teeth.
The following are the chief Demulcents:
Dental Caii'tilage, Cartila'go denta'lix.
Acaciiu Gummi; Althaea; Folia et Radix; Amygdala?; Amylum; A venae Farina; Cera; Ceta- The cartilaginous elevation, divided by slight
ceum-; Cydoniae Semina; Fucus Crispus; Gly- fissures, on the biting margins of the gums in
eyrrhiza; Hordeum; Lichen; Linum; Olivec infants, prior to dentition. It is a substitute for
Oleum; Sassafras Medulla; Sesamum; Sevum; the teeth.
Dental Cav'ity, (F.) Caviti dentaire. A
Tragacantha, and Ulmus.
DEMUSCULA'TUS, from de, and musculus, cavity in the interior of the teeth, in which is
'a muscle.' (F.) Deckarni. Emaciated, devoid situate the dental pulp.
Dental Fol'licle, (F.) Follicide dentaire.
of flesh.
DENA'RIUS; a Roman coin, equal in value A membranous follicle, formed of a double
lamina,
in which the teeth are contained before
was
English.
It
to about 10 cents, or 8 pence
marked with the letter X, to signify 10 asses. they issue from the alveoli, and which, consequently, aids in the formation of the alveoloAlso, the 7th part of the Roman ounce.
dental periosteum, and of the membrane that
DENDROLIBANUS, Rosmarinus.
DENGUE, Dingee, Dunga, Dandy, Bouquet envelops the pulp of the teeth. The dental
and Bucket Fever, 111k umatis' mas febri'lis, Scar- follicles are lodged in the substance of the jaws.
Dental Gangrene, Caries Den'tium, Odonlati'na rheumat'ica, Exanthe'sis arthrd'sia, ErupA talg"ia curio' sa, Necro' sis Den'tium. (F.) Cwrie
tive articular fever, E. rheumatic feccr.
disease, which appeared, in the years 1827 and des Dents. Gangrene or caries of the teeth.
1828, in the West Indies, and in the Southern See Caries.
Dental Nerves. (F.) Nerfs dentaires.
States of North America. It was extremely
violent in its symptoms, but not often fatal. It Nerves which pass to the teeth. Those of the
upper
incisors and canine are furnished by the
chilliusually commenced with great languor,
ness, and pain in the tendons about the smaller infra-orbitar nerve, a branch of the superior
joints.
To these symptoms succeeded burning maxillary; and those of the molares by the
heat and redness of the skin, pains in the mus- trunk of the same nerve. The teeth of the
cles of the limbs or in the forehead, with vo- lower jaw receive their nerves from the infemiting or nausea. The fever continued for one, rior maxillary, which, as well as the superior
two, or three days, and usually term^ted by maxillary, arises from the 5th pair.
Dental Pulp. (F.) Pulpe dentaire. A pulIn different places, it put
copious perspiration.
on different appearances; but seems in all to taceous substance, of a reddish-gray colour,
have be«n a singular variety of rheumatic fever. very soft and sensible, which fills the cavity of
The usual antiphlogistic treatment was adopted, the teeth. It is well supplied with capillary
fictvia,

'

'

'

'

—

—

vessels.

and successfully.

DENIACH, MINERAL WATERS OF.

De-

Dental Surgeon,

Dentist.

Dental Veins have a similar distribution
niach is a village in Swabia, at the entrance of
the Black Forest. The waters contain carbonic with the arteries.
DENTALIS, Odontoid— d. Forfex, Denacid, carbonate of iron, carbonate of lime, sultag ra.
phate of magnesia, and carbonate of soda.

——

—

)

DENTALIUM

DENTITION
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DENTA'LIUM, from dens, <a tooth,' the
genus of shells in the
dog-tike tooth shell.
shape of a tooth. They formerly entered into
.several pharmaceutical preparations, but were
useless ingredients; consisting— like shells in
general of carbonate of lime and gelatin.

A

—

and scal/icre, to scrape,' Odonlog/mibu/it. This
word has been applied to the instrument used
for scaling the teeth; to the tooth-pick, (F
Cure-dent; and to the gum lancet, (q v.) the
dichavssoir of the French.
DENT'IST, Denta'rius, Dental Surgeon, Sur'

—

One who devotes himself to the
study of the diseases of the teeth, and their

DENTjjRI.l, Anthemis Pyrethrum, Plum- geon-Dentist.
bago Europaea.

DENTARIU3,

treatment.

Dentist.

DENTARPAGA, Dentaara.

DENTISTRY,

DENTELARIA.

Plumbago Europaa.
DEjYTE Li. .iNTK RIEUR, PE TIT, Pec toral s
minor d. Grand, Serratus magnus d. Posti-

ny.

rieur

et

d.

infer ieur, petit, Serratus posticus infeSupirieur , petit, Serratus posticus su-

perior.

DENTES ANGULARES,

—

Canine teeth— d.

Canini, Canine teeth d. Columellares, Canine
d. Cuspidati,
teeth
d. Ctenes, Incisive teeth

—

—
— d. Difchasteres, Incisive teeth —
Gelasini, Incisive teeth —
Incisores, Incisive
Lactei, see Dentition —
teeth —
Laniarii,
Canine teeth — Molares, Molar teeth — MorCanine
teeth
—
dentes,
Oculares, Canine
Primores, Incisive teeth —
leeth —
Rasorii,
Serotini, see Dentition — d.
Incisive teeth —
Canine teeth

d.

d.

d.

d.

d.

d.

d.

d.

d.

d.

Tomici,

Inci.-ive teeth.

DR.NT1CEPS,

Denta<rra.

DENTICULATUM, (Ligamentum,) diminuA

a tooth.'
slender cord, situate
between the anterior and posterior fasciculi of
the spinal nerves, and between the tunica arachnoidea and pia mater. It is attached to the dura
mater, where that membrane issues from the
cranium, and accompanies the spinal marrow
Jt sends oft', from its
to its inferior extremity.
outer edge, about 20 slender processes, in the
form of denlicvli, each of which is fixed by
minute fibres to the dura mater in the interstices of the fasciculi.
tive of dens,

'

DENT1CULUS,

Dental Surgery, Odontotech'-

art of the dentist.

DENTITION,

i

rior

The

DenW'io, Odontophi/ia,Teeth-

ivg, Odonti'asis, from d entire, * to breed teeth.'
The exit of the teeth from thp alveoli and gums;
or rather the phenomena which characterize the
diiferent periods of their existence. The germs
of the first teeth, dentes lactei or milk teeth, (F.)
dents de luit, are visible in the foetus about the
end of the second month; and they begin to be
ossified from the end of the third to that of the
sixth month.
At birth, the corona of the incisors is formed, but that of the canine is not
completed; and the tubercles of the molares
are not yet all united. Gradually, the fang becomes developed; and at about G or 8 months
begins, what is commonly called, the fust dentit' ion,
Odon'tia dentitio'nis lactan'tium.
The
two middle incisors of the lower jaw commonly

appear first; and, some time a/terwards, those
of the upper jaw; afterwards, the two lateral
incisors of the lower jaw; and then, those of
the upper; followed by the four anterior molares; the canine or eye-teeth, at first, those of
the lower, and afterwards, those of the upper
jaw next appear; and, subsequently and successively, the first 4 molares
2 above and 2
below, 1 on each side. The whole number of
the primary, temporary, deciduous, sheddino-,
or milk-teeth, (denies tempora'ni,) (F.) Dents de

—

lait, is

now

20.

The

Crena.
Dentagra.

second denti'lion or shedding of the teeth,
puerilis, begins about the
DEjYTIER, (F.) from dens, 'a tooth,' Den- age of G or 7. The germs or membranous folliture.
A set or row of teeth, mounted on metal cles of these second teeth to the number of 32
or ivory, to be adjusted to the alveolar margin.
as well as the rudiments of the teeth themDentiers are simple or double. To the latter, selves, are visible, even in the foetus, with the
the name Rdteliers is given, i. e. to the full set. exception of those of the small molares, which
DEIN'TIFORM, Dentiform' is, from dens, 'a do not appear till alter biith. They are contooth,' and forma, ' form.'
Resembling a tooth tained in alveoli of the same shape as those of
in shape.
the first dentition.
Their ossification comDEiNTIFORMIS, Odontoid.
mences at from 3 to G months after birth, in the
DEiN'TlFRICE, Dentifrid'ium, Tooth poio- incisors and first molares; at 8 or nine months
1
der, Odontotrim'ma, Odontosmcg ma, from dens, in the canine; about three years, in the moa tooth,' and friea're, to rub;' a name, given lares; 3j in the second gieat molares, and
to different powders and pastes proper for about 10 years n t ne \ as t
As the alveolus of
cleansing the enamel of the teeth, and removing a new tooth becomes gradually augmented, the
the tartar which covers them. Powdered bark, septum between it and that of the correspondand charcoal, united to any acidulous salt as ing milk tooth is absorbed, and disappears. The
cream of tartar form one of the most common root of the milk tooth is likewise absorbed; its
dentifrices.
corona becomes loose and falls out, and all the
Electuaire ou Opiate Dentifrice, of the first teeth are gradually replaced by the permaCodex, consists of coral r^w, cuttlefish bones and nent leeth, Dentes scrot'ini. This second dencinnamon aa gij, cochineal gss, honey gx, alum tition beapnes necessary in consequence of the
increasea*size of the jaws. The new teeth
gr. iv or v.
Poudre Dentifrice of the Parisian Codex have neither the same direction nor the same
Armeniac,
red coral, [pre- shape as the old; and they are more nur^erous;
is composed of Bole
pared, j and cuttlefish bones, aa Ijvj, dragon's amounting, till the age of 25 (sooner or later,)
blood ziij, cochineal ^j, cream of tartar, gix, cin- to 28. About this period, a small molaris appears at the extremity of each jaw, which is
namon J)ij, cloves, gr. xij, well mixed.

DENTIDUCUM,

odon'tia. dentitio'nis

—

—

•

'

,

—

%

—

Charcoal, finely powdered and mixed with
chalk, forms as good a dentifrice as any.
DENTINE. See Tooth.
DENTISCAL'iTUM, from dens, 'a tooth,'

Dens sapiential or wisdom tooth, Dens
Dens soplnorel'icus, (F.) Arriere dent.
Dent de sagesse, making the whole number of
permanent teeth 32. During the period of den.

called the

serot'invs,

—

——

—

— —
DEPURATION

DENT1UM CORTEX

—

as depravation
bad.' Perversion, corruption ;
of the taste, &c.
DEPREHENSIO, Diagnosis, Epilepsy.
DEPRESSION, Depressio, from deprimere,
deprcssum, (de, and premere,) to depress;' EsIn Anatomy, it means an excavation,
phlasis.
hollow, or fossa.
In Surgery, it is applied to a
fracture of the cranium, in which the portions
of fractured bone are forced inwards; (F.) Subgrondalion, Entablement; called, also, Campsis
mus,
CORTEX, Enamel of the teeth Depres'sio, Thlasis Depres'sio. Depression also
See Cataract.
d. Dolor, Odontalgia
d. Nitor, Enamel of means Couching.
D£PRESSOIRE, Meningophylax.
the teeth— d. Scalptura, (Lancing the gums,)
DEPRES'SOR, (F.) Muisscur. Same etysee
lancet.

tition,

i. e. of the
first dentition, the infant is
especially liable to disease. The irritation, produced by the pressure of the tooth on the superincumbent gum, sometimes occasioning pyrexia, convulsions, diarrhoea, &c, which symptoms are often strikingly relieved by a free
division of the distended gum. This disordered
condition is called teething, Odon'tia dendtio'nis, Odonti'usis, Odontalgia dentitio'nis, Odaxis'-

—

DENTIUM

'

'

—

—

Gum

DENTOIDEUS,

Odontoid.

DEJVIS BICUSPIDEES,

Bicuspid teeth—
d. Conoides, Cad. Col des, Collum dentium
nine teeth d. de Lail, see Dentition d. Machelieres.

—

d.

Molar teeth

d.

Multicuspidees,

iEitl'eres

Molaircs, Molar teeth
d.
teeth, great

Molar

— Canine

DENTURE,

mon. Several muscles have been so termed,
because they depress the parts on which they
act.

Depressor Als. Nasi, D.
nasi,

alceque

Incisi'vus

labii supcrio'ris

me'dius, Myrtifor' mis.

Depressor Labii supcrio'ris proprius, Constricto'rcs ula'ruia nasi ac depresso'res la'bii supcrio'-

teeth.
Dentier.

DEN UDA'TION, Denudu'tio,Gymno''sis ,from
denude/' re, (de, and nudare,) to lay bare.' Condition of a part, deprived of its natural coverings, whether by wounds, gangrene, or abscess.
It is particularly applied to the bones, when de'

prived of their periosteum, and to the teeth
when they lose their enamel or dental sub-

—

—

part of the labialis
Maxillo-alveolinasal:
It arises
(Ch.,) (F.) Maisseur de I'aile du nez.
from the superior maxillary bone immediately
above the junction of the gums witli the two
incisor and canine teeth; and passes upwards
to be inserted into the upper lip and root of the
ala nasi, which it pulls downwards.

ris

Depressoh An'culi Oris, Triangularis, Depressor labio'rum commu'nis, Depressor labiarum, Sousmazil/o- labial, Maxilla- labial (Ch )
(F.) Abaisseur de iangle des levres on Muscle
A muscle, situate at the lower
(F.)
Triangulaire.
nbstru'ere, (ob, and struere,) to obstruct.'
D6sobst.rua.nt, Desobstructif, Disopilatif, Desopi- part of the face. Its form is triangular. It arises
Medicines, given with the view of re- from the outer, oblique line on the lower jaw
lant.
moving any obstruction. The word corresponds bone, and terminates in a point at the commisto aperient, in its general, not in its particular sure of the lips, which it pulls downwards.
Depressor La'bii Inferio'ris; Quadra'tus,
It is now almost abandoned, and, when
fcense.
Quadra'tus menti, Depres'sui labii inferio'ris proused, conveys by no means definite ideas.
Mcntonier-labial,Mento-labiul, (Ch.) (F.I
prius,
DEOPPILAT1VUM, Deobstruent.

—

DEOB'STRUENT, Deob'strvens, Dephrac'ticum, Deoppilans, Deoppilati'vum, from de, and
'

—

DEPAUPERATUS,

Impoverished.
DEPERDITIO, Abortion.
DEPHRACT1CUM, Deobstruent.

Carri. du Menton, Houppe du Menton, rfbuisseur
small, thin, and quadde la levre infi.rie.ure.
rilateral muscle, which arises from the external

DEPILATIF, Depilatory.
DEPILATIO, Alopecia— d.

oblique line of the lower jaw, and ascends to
the lower lip, where it becomes confounded
with the orbicularis oris. It pulls the lower

Capitis,

A

Cani-

ties.

DEPILA'TION,

Depila'tio,

downwards and outwards.
Depressor Labii Superioris Proprius, D.
Ate nasi d. Labiorum communis, D. Anguli

Dropaas'mus,

lip

Madt'sis, Ma/U'sis, Psi/o'sis, from de, and pilus,
Loss of hair, either spontaneously or
hair.'
•

by

.

DEPIL'ATORY, Dcpilato'rium,

Dropax, Psi-

(F.) DeEpilato'rium.
Any thing, which causes
pilatoire, Dipilatif.
usually,
the loss of the hair. Depilatories are,
caustic applications, in which quicklime or

lo'thron,

Ectillot'icus,

&c,

—

d.

DEPRKSSOR1UM, Meningophylax.
DEPRlMEiNS AURICULA, Retrahens

some other alkaline substance, sulphuret of
iron,

—

Oculi, Rectus inferior oculi.
Depressor Pal'pebrje Inferio'ris. A fleshy
bundle, which forms part of the palpebrals musHeister describes it separately, but it is
cle.
not admitted now.
oris

art.

ris

enters.

—

d. Maxillae biventer,

Digastricus

—

d.

auOculi,

Rectus inferior oculi.
DEPURANT1A, from depura're, (de,and pu(F.) Depuratifs.
Medicines
rus,) to purify.'
were formerly so called, which were supposed
to possess the property of removing, from the
mass of blood or humours, those principles
which disturbed their purity; and of directing
blood-lettinsr,
them towards some one of the natural emuncinordinate evacuation.
DEPLUMA'TIO, Ptilo'sis, from deplu'mis, tories. The juices of what were called anti.
without feathers.' A disease scorbutic herbs, sulphur, and many other medi(de and plum*,)
of the eyelids, in which they are swollen, and cines were ranked under this class.
DliPURATlPS, Depurantia.
the eyelashes fall out. See Madarosis.
DEPURA'TION. Same etymon. Catharis'DEPOSIT, Feculence.
DEPOT Abscess, Sediment d. Laitiuse sur mos, Munda'lio. In Pathology, depuration has
been used for the process by which nature purila Cuisse, Phlegmasia dolens.
DEPRAV ATION, Deprava'tio, from pravus, fies the animal economy, either by the agency
Coi.lev's Depilatorv seems to consist ot
potass.
quicklime and a portion of sulphuret of
A pitch plaster is sometimes used as a depilatory.
by the roots.
It, of course, pulls the hair out
DEPLETION, Dcple'tio, from depleo, 'I unThe act of unloading the vessels, by
load.'
and the different evacuants. Also,

'

,

'

I

|

I

I

20*
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DERMATAGRA,

of some eruptive disease, or some spontaneous
evacuation, or by the assistance of medicine.

DERMATITIS,

Pellagra.
Cjtilis, Erysipelatous

in-

flammation.

See Clarification.

DER'MATOID, Dermaioi'dcs, from SiQfat
etymon. DepuraThat which causes depuration, as the the skin,' and tiSoc, 'form.' That which i'
This name is given to difto the skin.
similar
urinary and cutaneous depurations. Applied,
tissues, which resemble the skin.
The
also, to diseases, which have been considered ferent
DEP'URATORY, Same

to'rius.

called by some.
capable of modifying the constitution advan- dura mater has been so
ATOL'OGY, Dermatolog"ia, DermoVtageously, by acting on the composition of the
such as certain eruptions, intermittent, ogy, from diQ^ia, 'the skin,' and Aoyoc, a disfluids
The word is, also, appropriated to medi- course.' A discourse or treatise of the skin.
dec.

DERM

—

'

and

cines

by which the same effect

diet,

DERMATOLYLUS,

is

DERANGEMENT,

Callosity.

DERM.4TOSIES VMOLEUSES, Syphilides

to be induced.

sought

DERMIT1S,

Insanity.

Cytitis.

DERMOG'RAPHY, Dermograph'ia,from 3to-

DERBI A, Impetigo.
DERENCEPH'ALUS,

from^ij, 'the neck, fia, the skin,' and yoa</)u>, J describe.' An anatomical description of the skin.
and itt<p*A»j, 'head.' A monster whose head,
DERMOHiE'MIA, from Static*, 'skin,' and
with the brain, is in the neck. G. St. Hilaire.
blood.'
Hypersemia or Congestion of
a.iua,
DERIS, Cutis.
'

'

—

:

'

the skin.
Derivative.
DERIVATION, Derivalio, Defied do, Paro- DERMOID, Dermoldcs, Dermo'des, from deoform.'
Resembling,
'a river/ ^u, the skin,' and nSog,
rhtttu 'sis,Revul st'on, from de, and rivus,
n consistence, texture, and configuration, the
When a centre of fluxion' is established in a skin:
dermoid
texture,
applied
as
to mucous
excited
abstracting the
part, for the purpose of
manifestations from some other, a deriva- membranes, &c.

DkRIVATlF,

'

'

'

—

vital

DERMOLOGY, Dermatology.
,,.,..
DERMOS YPHJLIDIES, Syphilides.
likewise been ap-

tion is operated.

The term Derivation has

DERMOT'OMY,

Dcrmotom'ia, from Stopa,
heart,— an implied to the suction power of the
the skin,' and reurnv, ' to cut.' The part of
blood.
portant agency in the circulation of the
Defledtens, from dcriva're, anatomy which treats of the structure of the
skin.
drain off ,' Antispas' tic, Revcllent, Revulsive.

DERIVATIVE,
-

to

«

Same etymon. A remedy,
(FA Dirivatif.
some
winch by producing a modified action in
conorgan or texture derives from the morbid
Reveltexture.
dition of some other organ or
important of remelents are amongst the most
physical and
dies- they include, indeed, every
moral agent, which is capable of modifying the
almost
function of innervation, and therefore
every

materia medica. The folof the chief local Derivatives.

article of the

owing

1

1.

is

a

list

EpISPASTICS.

Acidum Aceticum,
Nitricum,

Sulphuricum,
Allium Sativum,

Ammonia,
Ammoniacum,

Mezereum,
Pix Abietis,
Sabina,
Tiglii

Oleum,

Fonticulus,

Capsicum,
Galbanum,
Olea Essentialia,
Pix Abietis,
Sinapis,
Caloric,
Friction.

Vesicants.

a.

calor,

Erodcnts,

eases,
heat.

Acidum Aceticum,
Acida Mineralia,

b.

Hydrareyri Iodidum
rubrum,
Ranunculus,

c. Potential

— Vittata,

Sinapis,

Caloric

3. SOFFURANTS.
Acida Mineralia,

AntinioKiietrotassaE
Tartras,

W

Caloric
|

%^

Cavterants,

Acidum Arseniosum,

——

Nitricum,
Sulphuricum,
Antimonii Murias,
Argenti Nitras,
Calx,
Potassa,

cum

heat.'

'

from,'

Baumes

and

to dis-

which are characterized by diminished

DESECTUS,

Ir° n '

la Matrice,

Pro-

Castratus.
Dtitumescence.

DESICCATIO, Diaining.
DESICCATION, Drying.

DESICCATI'VA,
from

S,ccan'tia,

Exsiccati'va,

and siccare.) to dry up.
Remedies, which, when ap-

desicca're. (de,

(F.) Dessiccatifs.
plied externally, dry
ture from a wound.

'

up the humours or mois-

DESIPIENTIA, Delirium.
DES'M A, Des'mS, Desmos. A bandage,
gament,

Calee.

de,

A name, given by

DE SEAT LURE.

Actual Cauterants,

Argenti Nitras,
Cantharis,

used by

cidentia uteri.

Saccharum Purissimum,

Ammonia,

'

DESCEKTE, Hernia— d. de

Alumen Exsiccatum,
Argenti Nilras,
Cupri Acetas,
Sulphas,
Sabina,

is

Hippocrates, signified, according to some, the
omentum or peritoneum, butaccording to others,
See Epiploon.
the small intestine.
DISARTICULATION, (F ) from de, and artidulus, 'a joint.' Disjointing. A word used
to express the part of the operation, in amputation at an articulation, which consists in dividing the ligaments, and separating the articular surfaces. The word has, also, been used
for that kind of anatomical preparation, the object of which is, to separate the different bones
of the skeleton, and especially those of the
head.

DESCALORIJ\ESES, from

Setaceum.
4. ESCHAROTICS.

Asafoetida,

2.

Cantharis,

DERODYMUS, Dicephalus,
DERTRON. This word, which

(q. v.)

a

li-

Hence:

DESMEDION,

Fasciculus.

DESMOCHAUNO'SIS, from Stauo?, 'ligaDERMAL'GIA, from dtoua, the skin.' and ment,' and yuvrwati;, relaxation.' Relaxation
Fain in the skin. Neuralgia of of an articular ligament.
aXvos, 'pain'
DESMOG'RAPHY, Desmograph'ia, from
Rheumatic Dermalgia or Rheumatism
the skin.
a ligament,' and ypcuf.i;, a description.'
is a form of neuralgia, which
ha/toe,
of the skin,
at times, to the nervous trunks, An anatomical description of the ligaments.
is referred,
DESMOID TISSUE, (*«<*««, a ligament,'
muscles &c., but appears to be seated in the
and tido?, shape.') Ligamentous Tissue, Texutaneous nerves.

DERMA,

Cutis.

'

'

'

'

'

'

•

—

—
DESMOLOGY

tus desmo'sus.
This tissue is very generally
diffused over the human body; has a very close
connexion with the cellular tissue, and is continuous with it in divers places. It constitutes the ligaments, aponeuroses, &c.

DESMOL'OGY,

Desmolog"ia, from deouog,
a ligament,' and ioyog, a discourse,' a treaThat part of anatomy, which describes
the ligaments
'

'

tise.'

DESMOPHLOGY, Desmophlog"ia, from diaa ligament,' and ipXuyiog, inflamed.' Inflammation of the ligaments.
DESMORR.HEX'IS, from deguog, 'a ligament,' and nr^ig, rupture.' Rupture of an ar-

log,

'

'

'

ticular ligament.

DESMOS,

Ligament.
'

animal economy.
Infirm soldiers, formerly
charged with the office of removing the wounded
from the field of battle: perhaps from dcsporta'The class of Destor, ' one who bears away.'
potats was introduced by Leo VI., at the commencement of the 9th century.
DESPUMA'TION, Despuma'tio, Jlpaphris'mos, Epnphris'riios, from despuma'rc, (de, and
spuma,) to skim,' to remove the froth.' The
separation of the froth and other impurities,
which rise, by the action of the fire, to the surface of any fluid.
D E S Q U A MA'TION, Desquama'tio Cutis,
Echp'isis, Aposyr'ma, from desquama're, {de, and
'

(F.)

'

Exfoliation, (q. v.) or
to scale off.'
separation of the epidermis, in the form of
This affection
scales, of a greater or less size.
is a common consequence of exanthematous

squama,)

'

diseases.

DESQUAMATORIUS,
DESSECHE.MEJVT,
DESSICCJ1TIFS,

Atrophy, Draining.

Desiccativa.

from desuda're,

(de,

Sudam'ina, Hiand sudare.) Desu-

means a profuse and inordinate sweating;
most commonly, the term is applied to an

zation.

DETROIT ABDOMIJYAL,

Pelvis (brim)—
Pelvis (outlet) d. Pirineal, Peld. Supeiieur, Pelvis (brim.)
DETROjYCATIOJY, Detruncatio.

d. Infirieur,

vis (outlet;

DETRUNCA'TION.

Dctrunca'tio, (Y.)DeIroncation, from de, and truncus, 'a trunk.' Separation of the trunk from the head of the foetus,
the latter remaining in the uterus.

DETRU'SOR
and trudere,)

URI'N.E.from

to thrust out.'

delru'dere, (de,

The muscular

D£T UME SCENCE, (F.) Detumescen'tia,

from

detu'nierc, (de,

A

swell.'

Rhyp'lica, (F.) Detersifs, Mondijicatifs. Medicines, which possess the power to deterge or
cleanse wounds, ulcers, &c. They belong to
the dass of stimulants, or to that of emollients.

Detergents.

DETE8TATIO, Castratio.
DETORSE, Sprain.
deter'ere, (de,

The

to

cease to

This word

DEUNX. The

name of a weight of
pound to consist of 12.
(FEBRIS), Causus.
ancient

11 ounces, supposing the

DEURENS
DEUTERA,

Secundines.

DEUTERI'A, from StvjtQog, 'the second.'
Vogel has used this term for the symptoms
produced by retention of the secundines. The
word was also applied, by the Greeks, to a
second or inferior wine.
DEUTEROPATHl'A, Mor'bus seconda'rius,
from dtvrcQog, 'the second,' and notSog, 'disease.' A secondary disease. One produced by
another, and of which it is only, in some measure, symptomatic, or the sympathetic effect.

DEUTO, SivTtPtg, 'second.' A prefix denoting two or double, as deutoxide, having two
degrees of oxidation.
DEVEL'OPEMENT, from (F.)
In Physiology,

unfold.'

increase
is

;

and

it

developer,

'

to

means growth or

in Pathology, its signification is

By development

of the pulse, e. g.
understood an increase in its strength and

similar.

fulness.

DEVIATION, Dcviu'lio,from de,

from," and
By this word
the way.' Out of the way.
a vicious curvature of the spine or
is meant
faulty direction of the teeth or
other bones;
other part: the passage of blood, bile, urine,
milk, &.c. into vessels not natural to them, &c.
'

'

—

—

DEVIATION DES REGLES,

and

terere,)

inorganic resi-

Menstruation

(Vicarious.)

DEVIL IN A BUSH, Nigella.
DEVIL'S DUNG, Asafcetida.
DEVIRGINATIO, Defloration,

xuqSi*,

1

'to bruise or wear out.'

'

word Disenflure. The latter, is, however, more
particularly applied to the diminution of oedema or anasarca: the other, to the resolution of
a tumour, properly so called.

sius

DETERMENTS,

and tumere,)

diminution of swelling.

has nearly the same signification as the French

from deter gere, (de, and
Deter gen' tia, Alislergcn'tergere,) ' to cleanse.'
Emundan'tia, Mundijicali'va,
Smec'tica,
tia,

DICTRl'TUS, from

'

coat of the urinary bladder was formerly so
called.
It was, also, named, Constrictor Vesi'ae

eruption of small pimples, similar to millet seed,
which appears chiefly on children, and is owing
to want of cleanliness.
DETENTIA, Catalepsy.
DETERGENS, Abstergent.

DETERSIFS,

the place of the organic tex-

which have undergone disorgani-

—

dation
but,

ture of parts

via,

Exfoliative.

DESTILLATIO, Coryza.
DESUDA'TIO. Ephidro'sis,
dro'a,

duum, occupying

Urina'riic.

DESMOT'OMY, Desmotom'ia: from dtouog,
a ligament,' and Ttftvetv, to cut.' The part
of anatomy which teaches the mode of dissecting the ligaments.
DESOBSTRUJJVT, Deobstruent.
DESOBSTRUCT1F, Deobstruent.
D&SOPILATIF, Deobstruent,
DISORGANISATION, Disorganization.
DESOXYGEjVESES. M. Baumes includes
under this title, an order of diseases, which
he considers dependent upon a diminution in
the quantity of the oxygen necessary for the

'

DESPOTATS.

DEXTRINE
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DEVOIEMEJYT,

Stuprum.

Diarrhoea.

DEWBERRY, AMERICAN, see Rubus

—

Plant.

d.

Rubus

cx-

cssius.

DEWCLAWS, Crusta genu equinoe.
DEXOCARDTA; from dehog, 'right;'
A

and,.

case in which the heart
It is met
is found to beat on the right side.
pneumothorax.
with in pleurisy and
weight of 10 ounces, supDEX'TANS.
posing the pound to consist of 12.
DEXTRINE, from Dexter, 'right-handed.'
So called, from its refracting the rays, in the
polarization of light, more to the right hand
substance obthan any substance known.
tained by the continued action of ii luted gul'

the heart.'

A

A

— —
DI

—

—

;

DfACOPE
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phuric acid upon starch at the boiling' point.
DIACAR'YON, from <?i=c, and x«ot>vj, a nut.'
Rob nuciiiu. The rob of nuts or of walnuts.
It is used in the treatment of fractures, by the
MANJSA. ConfecCo
A
"immovable apparatus." The bandages are
DI
soaked in a solution, in water, of the dextrine cassia;.
DIACATHOL'ICON, Diacathol'icum, from
previously moistened thoroughly with tincture of camphor, to prevent it from leaking (5<«,and y.uSui.moc, 'universal.' The name of a
when the water is added. The solution should purge, so called from its general usefulness. It
was an electuary, and composed of the pulp of
be of the consistence of molasses.
DI, Si, dig, ' bis, twice, double.' Hence, Di- cassia, tamarinds, leaves of senna, root of polypody, flowers of the violet, rhubarb root, aniseed,
cratus, Digastricus, &c.
D1A, dm, in composition, 'through, asunder, sugar, liquorice, and fennel.
DiACAU'SIS, from dtaxauw, I burn.' Exout of, separated.' When prefixed to any theraOverheating.
peutical agent, it meant, in ancient pharmacy, cessive heat.
DIACAUS'TIC. Same etymon. Diacaus'a preparation into which that a^ent entered.
ticus.
That which is caustic by refraction; as
D1ABEBOS, Astragalus, Malleolus.
DIABkTE CHYLEUX, Chyluria— d. sucrie, a double convex lens, which has been someused
times
for cauterizing an ulcer by directing
Diabetes (Mellitus )
DIABF/TES, from $<«, through,' and /?«<rw, the sun's rays upon it
'
D1ACELTATESSON PARACELSI, Pulvis
Urina proflu'vium, Sipho urina, Uror1 pass.'
rhag"ia, Polyu'ria, Hydrops ad mal'ulam, H. Cornachini.
DIACHALA'SIS, from Jia^aAasir, to be open
Matel'la, Melitu'ria, Glucosu'ria, Polyure'sis,
Hippocrates uses this word for
Dip'sacos, Diarrlicc'a in Urina, (F.) Flux d' Urine. or relaxed.'
A disease, characterized by great augmentation fracture of the bones of the skull; or for relaxand manifest alteration in the secretion of urine; ation and separation at the sutures, in consewith excessive thirst, and progressive emacia- quence of a wound of the head. Hippocrates.
Cullcn has described two species: DiaD1ACHALC1TEOS, from <W,and X <t?.Kin;,
tion.
chalcitis or colcothar.'
A plaster, whose combetes insip'idus and D. Melli'tus, (F.) Diabetc
faux ou insipide, et Diabetc; the former being, position is the same as that of the diapalma, exsimply, a superabundant discharge of limpid cept that, in place of the sulphate of zinc, a
mixture of oil and colcothar is subslituted.
urine, of its usual, urinary taste: the latter:
DIACHEIRIS'MOS, Tiuctu'lio munua'ria
the D. Melli'tus, called, also, Paru'ria Mellitu,
Diabetes An' glicus, D.vcrus, Melitu'ria,Phtbisu' - from 8iu, and /fin, the hand.' The preparation,
ria Dyspep'sia sacchaiig"ena, Mpoccno'sis Dia- administration, and dispensing of medicines.
betes Mellitus, Diabete sacre, Uyperurorrhie sac- Hippocr.
DIACHORE'MA, Diachore'sis, from dtu/wpivy,
falls under the definition given above.
charine,
The quantity of urine, discharged in the 24 1 separate from.' Every kind of excreted mathours, is sometimes excessive, amounting to 30 ter and excretion
but more particularly the
Foesius, Gorraeus.
"pints and upwards: and each pint containing faeces and alvine excretion.
sometimes 2^ oz. of saccharine matter. This See Excrement.
DIACHORESIS, Excretion.
replaces the urea; which is not found in quanD1ACHRISIS. Inunction.
tity in the urine of those labouring under
Where the disease is situate is not
diabetes.
D1ACHR.ISTA, from Sia, and /Qtw, 'I anoint.'
clear. The whole system of nutrition, however, Medicines, applied as abstergents to the velum
morbidly
implicated.
palati,
Proto
be
the palate itself, the tongue, &c.
seems
A part of
Paulus of JE'nna..
the urine must be formed at the expense of the bably gargles.
system, as the egesta frequently far exceed the
DIACH'YLON or DIACH'YLUM, from flic,
solid and liquid ingesta. On dissection, no mor- and /v?.oc, 'juice;' i. e. composed of juices.
bid appearance is met with, sufficient to enable The plaster of this name was formerly made of
us to fix on the seat of this distressing affection. certain juices. The term is now confined to the
All the remedies, that have been tried, have Emplastiu'm Plumbi or Lead Plaster.
usually been found insufficient in the D. MelliDiachylon cum Gummi, Emplastrum gum'

CUM

AGASSI

—

'

'

'

—

'

'

—

'

;

tus.

The D.

insip'idus, Hijperure'sls

aquo'sa,

Hydrure'sis,

Paru'ris incon'tinens
aquo'sa, Diabe'tes spu'rius, Urorrlim'a, Hi/pcrurrorrhie, which occurs in hysterical habits, and
has, hence, been called D. hystericus, is of comparatively trifling moment. Exclusive diet,and
attention to the state of the cutaneous transpira-

Hydru'ria,

which have sometimes produced good effects in D. Mellitus, have most commonly failed.
Diabetes Chvlosus, Chyluria d. Laclea,
tion,

—
—

—

Chyluria d. Spurious, see Diabetes
Diabetes (Mellitus.)

DIABOT'A NUM. from
herb.'

A

Sia,

d.

d.

Gomme, Emplastrum cum gummi-

— d. Gum, Emplastrum gummosum — d.
Magnum cum gummi, Emplastrum galbani
comp. — d. Simplex, Emplastrum plumbi — d.
resinis

White, Emplastrum plumbi
plastrum

—

d.

Yellow,

Em-

-/vm,

pour

gummosum.

DIACHYT'ICA,from

<*,«,

and

'

1

Medicines, which discuss tumours.
DIACIiNE'MA, from <ha, and »uiro, 1 move.'
A slight dislocation. Celsus, Galen. A subVerus, luxa ion.
DIACLYSMA, Gargarism.

and

medicine, prepared

mosum

—

pa-iuvr,, 'an
with herbs.

Galen.

DIABROSIS, Erosion, Corrosion.
DIABROT'ICUS, from &*, and pommm,

'

I

out.'

'

—

DIACOCCYMELON,
DIACODION,

Diaprunum.
Syrupus papaveris.

DIACO'DIUM. Confec'tio ex Capit'ibus Papnv'tris; from 6iu, and xwdta, 'a poppyhead.'
The ancients had various forma
(F.) Diacode.

—

eat or corrode.' A substance, capable of causing for preparing it. The Syrup of Poppies Syru'is now substituted for it.
It pus Vapor? ens
erosion of the part to which it is applied.
DIACOPE, Abscission, Dissection, Intersecordinarily means a medicine, whose activily
places it between escharotics and caustics. See tion.
Diac'oj e. En' cope, from (5iu,and kotituv, to
Corrosive.

—

'

—
DIACOPR.EUIA
cut.'

A

fracture.

cut, incision, fissure, or longitudinal
When used, since Galen, °t genean oblique incision, made in the
by a sharp instrument, without the

rally signifies

cranium

piece being removed.

It is

not

DIAPHORESIS
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DIALEP'SIS,
'I intercept.'

from diaXcx^iSarw,
employs this word
intervals, left between the

Inlercep'tio,

— Hippocrates

for the interstices, or

turns of a bandage.

DIAL'YSJS,

now employed.

Dissolu'tio,

from

dtx,

and

~/.u<rtc,

solution.'
A dissolution (q. v.) or loss of
excrement,' and aii, atyo?, 'a goat.' A name given, in strength. Weakness of the limbs. Also, a soBlancard's Lexicon, to a medicine, composed of lution of continuity.
goat's dung, which the ancients praised in disDiamond.
eases of the spleen, parotids, &c.
Dl
ASTEMA, Masticatory.
DIACRISE.'S; from diu, and zoivw, I sepaDIAM'BR-E SPE'CIES. A name given, by
rate.'
A class of diseases characterized by al- the ancients to powders, one of which bore the
terations of secretion.
name Spe'cics diam'bree sine odora'tis; the other,
Gendrin.
DIACYDONITES, Cydoniatum.
that of Spe'cics diam'bim cum odora'tis. The
DIADE'MA, Fascia ca.p'itis, Iledirnic'ulum, former was composed of cinnamon, angelica root,
from Siudsu), (Six, and Sav, to bind.') I sur- cloves, mace, nutmeg, galanga, cardamom, and
round.' A sort of bandage; advised in head- numerous other substances; the latter, besides,
ache, in which relaxation of the sutures was had ambergris and musk. These powders were
apprehended. Forest us.
used as tonics, in cases of debility of the stomach,
DIADKRMIATRl'A, from <5i*, dioua, 'the and in certain nervous affections.
skin,' and lotTQtia, ' healing.'
D1AMNES, Enuresis.
Treatment by the
skin, as by the endermic and iatraleptic meDl'AMOND, Ad'amas, from «, privative, and
thods.
Invincible;
Safxam,
I conquer,' (F.) Diamant.
DIADEX'IS, Diad'ocke, Metaloplo'sis, from so called from its hardness. It is the most preSiudtyouai, (tha. and dz/ouxt, 'to take or re- cious of all stones, and was formerly conceived
ceive.') 'I transfer.''! succeed to.'
A trans- to possess extraordinary cordial virtues.
formation of a disease into another differing from
DIAMO'RUM, Rob ex maris, from Sia, and
the fonrler, both in its nature and seat.
An ancient syrup prepared
fiaQov, 'a mulberry.'
DIADOCHE, Diadexis.
with honey and mulberry juice. It was emDIAD'OSIS, from SiadiSwpi, ' to distribute.' ployed as a gargle in sore throat Galen.
In some authors, it means the distribution of
DIAMOTO'SIS, from poro?, charpie,' 'lint.'
nutritive matter over the whole body,
in other The introduction of lint into an ulcer or wound.
words, nutrition ; whilst, in others, it is synoDlANAlSCAS'MOS,D. ana)icas'mus, from din,
nymous with the remission or cessation of a and cci'seyjtuLM, 1 force.' Coaptation, reduction
disease.
of a fractured or luxated limb.
DI^E'RESIS, from (Jiuiptu), Sict, and ciiQtvy, I
DIANCEMA, Imagination.
take away," I divide,' 'I separate.'
division
CARYOPHYL'LUS, from A l?
A surgical Jove,' (?) av&og, flower,' and caryopkyl'lum,
(q. v.) or solution of continuity.
operation, which consists in dividing any part 'the clove.' Clove Pink. Also called car i/opkyl'of the body.
lumrubrum, Tu'nica, Tu'jilca korten'sis, T. rubra,
DLERETICUS, Caustic.
Carijophyl'lus kortensis, Clove July flower, (JiliiDIJETA, Diet.
flower. Order, Caryophy lies, (F.) (llillelgirafi.ee.
DLETE'MA. It has the same signification The flowers were once much used; but are now
as Diet with most authors.
Galen gives it a only employed in syrup, as a useful and pleasant
more extensive meaning; comprising, under it, vehicle for other medicines.
DIAPAL'MA, Pkaznid'iumEmplas'irum.
what constitutes Hygiene.
DIAGNO'SIS, Digno'Lio, Diagnos'tice, De- plaster composed of equal paits of litharge, olive
prehen'sio, from Stx, and ytrotiKu>,
I know.' oil, axunge, water, a certain quantity of sulphate
Discrimination, (F.) Diagnose, Diagnostique. of zinc dissolved in water, and white wax. It is
That part of Medicine whose object is the dis- classed amongst the topical, desiccative, emolcrimination of disease;
the knowledge of the lient, resolvent, detersive, and cicatrizing mepathognomonic signs of each. It is one of the dicines. Mixed with a quarter of its weight of
most important branches of general Pathology. olive oil, it acquires the consistence of an ointDIAGNOSTIC, Discretions, Diagnos'licus ; ment, and forms the Cerate of Diapalma.
DIAPAS'MA, from diu/tacrtrnv, 'to sprinkle.'
same etymon. A symptom which is characteA medicine reduced to powder, and sprinkled
ristic of a disease.
over the body, or some part of it.
DIAGRYDIUM, Convolvulus scammonia.
D I A P E D E'S I S, Transuda'tio, Persuda'tio.
Diaghyd'ium CvnoNiA'TUM,from diagrydium,
from
A
phar'quince.'
ihunijSuw, I leap through.'
Exhalation of
scarnmony, and cydonium,
maceutical preparation, obtained by inspissating blood, in the form of dew, at the surface of the
and drying, by means of heat, two parts of scarn- skin, or of any membrane. Sweating of blood.
mony and one of quince juice. It was formerly (F.) Sueur de Sang. Hamori ha'gia per diapedd
sin, Ifw.matopcde'sis, Hamidro'sis.
used as an energetic purgative.
DIAPENSIA CORTUSA, Sanicula.
Dvagryd'u'm Glycykuhiza'tum. An analoDIAPEN'TES or DIAPENTE, from c5««,and
gous preparation, containing extract of liquorice
ntrtij,
five.'
A medicine composed of five inin place of quince juice.
Scarnmony, gredients. See Diatessaron.
Diagryd'ium Sulphura'tum.
DIAPHCE'NICON, Diupkae'nix, Medicamen'which has been exposed to the vapour of burning sulphur. These diagrydia are not now turn ex Pal' mul is, from dm, and (jiomi, a date.'
A drastic electuary, of which the date was the
used.
chief excipient
D1ALEIMA, Apyrexia.
DIALEIPSIS, Intermission.
DIAPHORE'SIS, from diaw*>, (Sat, and
DIALEIPYRA, Intermittent fever.
greater de_
I dissipate.*
<foQto>, '1 convey,')

DIACOPRJE'GIA, from

8ia, r.onnog,

'

'

DMMANT.

AM

'

—

—

'

'

—

'

—

'

—

:

'

'

DIANTHUS

A

'

'

,

'

A

'

—

'

'

'

'

'

A
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gree of perspiration than natural, but loss than
in sweating.
Every kind of cutaneous evacua-

The

superior diaphragmatic vein* follow the
as the arteries, and empty themthe right, into the vena cava superior;
selves
DIAPHORETIC. Same etymon; Diapno'- the left, into tiie corresponding subclavian vein.
ieus, Diaphortt'icus.
Medicines which excite The two inferior diaphragmatic veins open into
diaphoresis. They are very uncertain as a class. the vena cava inferior.
The following is a list of the chief reputed DiaDiaphragmat'ic Hernia, Phrenic Hernia,
phoretics:
Ammonias Acetatis Liquor; Ammo- Diiiphragmatocelc. The abdominal viscera arc
nias Carbonas; Antimonialis pulvis; Antimonii occasionally protiuded through the diaphragm,
et Potassee Tartras
Antimonii Sulphuretum either through some of the natural apertures in
praecipitatum; Asclepias tuberosa; Camphora
the muscle, or through deficiencies, or wounds,
Contrayerva; Dulcamara; Eupatorium perfolia- or lacerations in it.
tum; Guaiaci Lignum; Guaiacum; Ipecacuanha;
Diaphragmat'ic or Phrenic Nerves are
Mezereum; Opium and its active principle two in number; one on the left side, the other
Morphia, Sarsaparilla; Sassafras; Serpentana; on the right. They arise from the second and
Spiritus iEthens JNitrici; Sulphur; Xanthoxy- third nerves of the cervical plexus, about the
lum ; Caloric ; Exercise, (active ;) and Fric- middle of the neck. They receive two or three
filaments from the brachial plexus, after which
tion.
The epithet Diaphoretic has also been given they descend into the chest at the sides of the
by some to continued fever, accompanied with pericardium, and are distributed on the diaphragm.
constant perspiration.
Diaphragmat'ic Plex'uses are two in numDiaphoretic, Mineral, Antimonium diaphoThey arise
reticum.
ber; one right, and the other left
DIAPHORETICUM JOVIALE. See Anti- from the upper part of the solar plexus, by a
hectic.
small number of branches, which are distriDI'APHRAGM, Diaphrag'ma, dia<p<yjyua. buted to the diaphragm, following exactly the
Discrelo'rium, Phrenes, Septum transver'suin, branches of the inferior diaphragmatic arteries.
Diaphragmat'ic Ring, (F.) Anneau diaphragDiscri'men Thora'cis et
renins, Disceptum,
Cine'tus, Diazo'ma, Disscp' turn, Pracor'dia, 5//e- matique of Chaussier, is a name given to the
cin'gens membra' na vel Mas' cuius; the Midriff, irregularly quadrilateral aperture, by which the
from Jet, between,' and if.ouoou), 1 close.' A vena cava inferior passes through the diastretched transversely phragm.
large, azygous muscle
between the thoracic and abdominal cavities,
D1APHRAGMATIT1S, Diaphragmitis.
which it separates from each other; tendinous
DIAPHRAGMI'TIS, from t,a jayu«, 'the
in the centre; thin, almost circular, and un- diaphragm,' and itis, a suffix denoting inflamDiaphragmati'lis, lnjlamma'tio septi
equally convex, upwards. It is fleshy at its mation.
circumference, which is attached to the caiti- transver'si, Puraphreni'tis, Empresrna Pleuri'tis
lago ensiformis, to the last six ribs, to the apo- Diaphragmat'ica, Paraphrene'sis DiuphragmatfThe
neurosis stretched from the last rib to the trans- ica, Infiumma'iion of the Diaphragm.
verse process of the first lumbar vertebra; and, terms, Paraphreni'tis and Paraphrene'sis have
lastly, to the bodies of the first three or four been obtained from the Peripatetic Philosophy,
lumbar vertebrae. When it contracts, its fibres which supposed the seat of the tporjv or soul to
become straight, the cbest is enlarged, and the be the praecordia. The essential symptoms of
painful constriction around
abdomen diminished. It is then an inspiratory diaphragmitis are
muscle. It may, also, diminish the capacity of the praecordia, with small, quick, laborious
the chest; and be an expiratory muscle. This breathing. It is a rare disease.
DIAPH'THORA, from Sta, and tp&tiQtiv, to
muscle plays an important part in sighing,
yawning, coughing, sneezing, laughing, sob- corrupt.' Corruption (q. v.) in general; more
bing, crying, hiccoughing, singing, vomiting, especially corruption of the foetus in ulero.
the excretion of the faeces and urine, the ex- Hippocr. Also, corruption of the blood in the
pulsion of the foetus,
stomach. Galen. See Abortion.
CEREBRI, Tentorium— d.
DIAPHYLACTIC, Prophylactic.

tion.

same cnurse

—

—

;

—

'

'

;

r

:

—

'

DIAPHRAGMA

—

&c

Nanum, Septum narium — d. Ventriculorum

Dl APH'VSIS, from

Siaipvta,

'

I

rise

between.'

Septum lucidum.

Intersti'tium, Discrimina'tio : an interstice, inDIAPHRAGMAL'GJA, from <S<*< r o*v-,ua, the terval, division. Any thing that separates two
'diaphragm,' and uXyos, 'pain.' Pain in the bodies. Also, the middle part or body of a long
diaphragm.
bone, Corpus Ossis. One of the ligaments of
Hippocrates, Pare.
Diaphragmat'icus. Be- the knee.
longing to the diaphragm.
name given to
DIA'PIA. Some lexicographers use this
several vessels and nerves.
word synonymously with Diapyesis, or SuppuDiaphragmatic or Phrenic Ar'tf.ries.
ration ; others have employed it, in opposition
These are distinguished into superior and infe- to Myopia.
DIAPLASIS, Conformation.
The former, called, also, supradiaphragrior.
DIAPiNOE, Perspiration.
matic, are two in number, one on each side.
internal
mammary,
and
They arise from the
See
descend along the phrenic nerve, to be distri- Perspiration.
DIAPNOICUS, Diaphoretic.
buted on the upper surface of the diaphragm.
DIAPORE'MA. Anxiety, jactitation; from
The latter, or infradiaphrugmatic, are also two
in number. They arise from the upper part of StaTToinw, 1 doubt.'

lateralium cerebri,

—

DIAPHRAGMATIC,

A

—

D1APNOGENOUS APPARATUS.

'

A

DIAl'RU'MUM, Diacoccyme'lon
the abdominal aorta or from the cceliac artery
purgaand divide into two principal branches, which tive electuary, of which the pulps of prunes and
By adding to the diaare distributed on the lower surface of the dia- rhubarb form the base.
pruttu/n simplex a 24th part of powdered scamphragm and in its substance.

—

—d
DIAPYEMA
mony,

DIASTOLE
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Diapru'num resoluti'vum or compos'- hones to move freely on each other in every
It is more active than the direction, as in the case of the shoulder-joint.
former.
DIASATYKI'ON, from Sia, and euTtiOior,
DIAPYEMA, Empyema. Suppuration.
the orchis mas'cu/a.' An electuary, of which
DlAPYESIS, Suppuration— d. Oculi, Hy this plant formed the base. (?) Myrepsus The
iitttn

I

lie

is, formed.

—

popyon.

indents attributed to it the faculty of exciting
Dijapije'mata, from J<*Ti/>;«a. the organs of generation.
DIASCINC1 ANTIDOTUS, Mithridate.
dianvyaie, (3ia, and rtt/or, ' pus,') ' suppuration.

DIAPYET'ICA,

Medicines, which promote suppuration.
DIAPYKTICUS, Suppurative.
DIARJEMIA, (F.) Diarimie, from
'through,' o£uj, 'I flow,' and 'cm<«,
blood.'
'

dice,

A

pathological condition, said to be common in
sheep, in which the globules of the blood are
diminished in quantity the blood itself thinner,
and transuding through the coats of the vessels
into the cavities.
Delafore.
;

—

DIAREMIE,

Diaramia.

DIARIA, Ephemera.

DIARRHAGE,

Fracture.

DIARRHCE'A,

from

astrin''grnx vel tluiscor'dium.

(R.fol. scord. 5iss,
rosar. rubr., bistort, rad.'gentianw, torment ilia,
scm. brrbcr. aa ^ss zingib., piper, long, aa ^ij,

cassia lignccc, cinnamom., dictamn. cretens., styrac calamil., galban., gum. acacia aa ^ss. bol.
oriental, prapar. _^ij, extract, vinos opii gij, mel.
rosat. prop, flsij, vin. hispan. Ibss flat clectuarium ) Jn place of the styrax calamita, the
balsam of tolu or benjamin may be used. The
opium is, in this preparation, in the proportion
of 1 to 184. The diascordium is employed in
diarrhoea and dysentery, as a tonic, stomachic,
and astringent. The common dose is from a
scruple to a drachm and a half. See Pulvis
:

through,' and Qtto,
Enterorrlue'a, Incontinentia alri. .iri.
I How.'
proflu'riiim, A. fitaus aquo'sus, Ventris proflu!Sia,

DIASCOR'DIUM, from Sia, and oxonSt'ov,
the water germander.' An electuary, so called
because this plant enters into its composition
The Parisian Codex has a formula for its preparation, under the title, Electua'i iiun opia'tum

'

'

'

a, Caruto'ria, Coprarrliaz'a, Catar'rhus intcstinn'lis, Alci fluxus, Drflnx'io, Lax,
Looseness, (F.) Diarrliie, Devoiemtnt, Cntarrlic
disease
intestinal, t lux de Ventre, Courante.
characterized by frequent, liquid, alvine evacu- cretse compositus.
inflamD1ASOST1C, Prophylactic.
generally
owing
to
ations, which is
DIASPASIS, Divulsio.
mation or irritation of the mucous membrane

vium, Cwliorrka:

A

of the intestines. It is commonly caused by
errors in regimen, the use of food noxious by
its quality or quantity, &c, constituting the
Diarrha'a stercora'ria, D. crapulo'sa of writers.
Many varieties
It may be acute or chronic.
have been made by some Nosologists e. g. mucous, bilious, serous : dependent upon the matDiarrhoea requires different
ters evacuated.
treatment, according to its nature. If caused,
as it often is. by improper matters in the intestinal canal, these must be evacuated; and the
astrinuent plan of treatment must not be

—

DIASPER'MATON. The

ancient

two cataplasms, composed of

seeds.

name of

— Galen,

Paul us.

DIASPHYX1S.

Pulse.
(F.) Diastas6mic, from
'separation,' and 'aiua, ' blood.'
pathological condition, characterized by a separation of the elements of the blood globules;
the fibrin and albumen separating also from
the colouring matter, whilst the fibrin attaches
itself to the valves of the heart.— Delafore.
DIASTASE. Same etymon as the next.
vegetable principle, allied in its general properties to gluten, which appears in the germination
of barley and other seeds, and, by its presence,
converts their starch into suorar and cum.
DIASTAS/tMIE, Diastascemia.

DIASTASJE'MIA,

A

diixaTix<ric,

A

adopted, unless the discharges seem kept up by
irritability of the intestines, or unless they are
The indiscriminate use of astrincolliquative.
gents is to be deprecated.
A very fatal diarrhoea prevails amongst the
DIAS'TASIS. from Sia, and inrtjui, to place,'
native inhabitants of India, to which Mr. Ty tier
has given the name Diarrhw'a liec'tica, because, 'separation,' distance.' Diaste'ma, Dissiilen'tia.
like hectic fever, it seems to obtain habitual A separation of bones from each other, and parpossession of the constitution, to operate upon ticularly of the bones of the cranium of the
it with scarcely any perceptible intermission, radius from the ulna, and the fibula from the
and, in general, to defy the most powerful re- tibia. The ancients used this word to designate
the three dimensions of the body,
length,
medies.
Diarrhea Adiposa, Gfos-fondure d. cum breadth, and thickness for the interval separating the patient from the physician the swellApepsia, Lientery d. Camosa, Dysentery
Chylosa, Coeliac flux d. Chymosa, Coeliac flux ing of varicose veins; the time at which some
d. Crapnlosa, see Diarrhoea— d.Cruenta, Hoe- chancre occurred in disease, &c.
DIASTEMA, Diastasis, Interstice.
matochezia— d. Dyspeptica, Lientery— d HepaDIAS'TOLE, from SianrtXXw, {Sia, and onXXw,
tica, llepatirrhoea— d. Ingestorum, Lientery
DiarStercoraria,
see
send,') 1 dilate,' I open.'
d.
I
Dilatation of the
Lientery—
d. Lienteria,
heart and arteries, when the blood enters their
rhoea— d. in Urina, Diabetes.
DIARTHRO'DIAL, Diurthrodia'lis. Rela- cavities. It is the opposite movement to systole,
ting to diarthroses or movable articulations, as in which the heart and arteries contract to send
Diarthro'dial carti- forth the blood. Diastole and systole are, condiarthro'ilial articulation.
lages or incrusting cartilages are the cartilages sequently, successive movements. Diastoleocof bones '•urs simultaneously in the two ventricles. The
extremities
which invest the articular
DIARTHRO'SIS, from SiaodQooi, (Sia, and almost inappreciable time, which elapses beoq6qoo<, •[ separate the limb,') "I articulate.' tween the diastole and systole has been called
Dearticiila'tii), Pri>surth>o'sis, Apartkru'sis, Mar- perisystole, and that which succeeds to the diasA tole, peridiastnle When we speak of the conticula'tin,
Coartirula'tio.
(F.) Emboiture.
movable articulation. One which permits the traction or systole of the heart, as well as of its
'

'

;

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

;

•

'

'
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DIASTOLIC

diastole or dilatation, we mean that of the venThis dilatation is active.

tricles.

DIASTOLIC IMPULSE UE THE HEART
See Impulse,

diastolic.

DIASTOMO'TRIS,

from

Si'aerofteu, (<Ji«,and

Diarouu, 'mouth,') 'I dilate an aperture.'
lating instruments, such as the different kinds of
speculator the mouth, anus, vagina, &c.
Distortion, Perversion,
Sprain.
DIASTROPHE,Distortion, Perversion, Sprain.

D1ASTREMMA,

DIAT'ASIS,

from Siarnvta,

Disten'sio,

(<5i«,

Tension
distend.'
stretch,')
reduction of a fracture, by extension and counter-extension.

and

xtivm,

'

'

I

I

The

(q. v.)

Sia, and zeaoaoic,
the composition ol
viz. the roots ol
rrentian and aristolochia rotunda, and bay-ber-

'

DIATES'SARON, from
An electuary, into

four.'

which entered four medicines;

each gij, honey Ifeij. The whole was incorporated with extract of juniper. The diapentes is nothing more than this electuary,
mixed with two ounces of ivory shavings. Th<
diutessaron is tonic, and it was formerly employed in cases of stings and bites of venomous
animals. It was regarded as emmenagogue,
alexiterial, and alexipharmic.
ries,

DIATH'ESIS, from Siari-9t]iu,

(Sia,

and

ri6rjui.

dispose/ Disposition, constitupredisposition to
tion, affection of the body
certain diseases rather than to others. The
'

to place,')

'

1

:

principal diatheses, mentioned by authors, are,
the cancerous, scrofulous, scorbutic, rheumatic,

gouty and calculous.
Diathesis Hjemotirhoidalis, see Haemorrhoids— d. Nervosa, Nervous diathesis d.Sthe-

—

DIATRAGACAN'THUS. A

powder, com

tragacanth. §ij, gum Arabic gj and
^ij. starch §ss, liquorice guj, as much of the
'seed of the melon and. white poppy ; seeds of tin
water-melon, cucumber, and gourd, and sugai

candy

gum

R

5iij-

DIATRl'ON
tqsi?,

'

three.'

ingredients.

was used

as a demulcent.

DIATRI'UM, from

or

dice,

A medicine, composed of three
There were formerly two kinds

first was called Diatri'vm Pipe'reon species.
and was formed of black and long pepper, ani
It was highly slimu
seed, thyme, and ginger.
The second species was known undei
lating.
talon,
Diatri'um Santalo'
Diatrinsan!
the name,

jntlxis, or

Powder of

the

three

Sanders

1

A

grow.'

disease of the hairs, in

which

and grow forked.
DICLIDOSTO'SIS, from itnltg, a double
Ossification
door,' and oarvtaic, 'ossification.'
split

<

of valves

— as of the heart.

DICOR'YFHUS,
and

xoouyij,

Dicranus; from

crown of the

the

'

head.'

8t,

'

A

double,'

monster

with a double vertex or cranium.

Dicohyphus Dihvpogastrius, Hemipages.

DICRANUS,

Dicoryphus.

DP-CROTUS,
and

ynovui,

pulse,
usual.

'

when

Bisfer'iens, from Si?, 'twice,'
An epithet, given to the
seems to beat twice as fast as

strike.'

I

it

synonymous with

the term, reartery rebounding after
striking, so as to convey the sensation of a
double pulsation. It has been considered, and
with truth, to frequently foretell hemorrhage.
In bad cases of typhus, it certainly announces
such a tendency.
D1CTAMNE, Dictamnus albus— d. de Crete,
It is

bounding pulse,

— the

Origanum dictymnus.

DICTAM'NUS ALBUS;

from Dictamnus, a

in Crete; White Frazinel'la or Bastard
Dit'tany, Frazinel'la, (F.) Dictame, Frazinellt

town

The fresh root has been considered nervine,
It is not
anthelmintic, and emmenagogue.
used.

Dictamnus Creticus, Origanum Dictamnus.
DICTYI'TIS, Retinitis.

DICTYON,

Rete.

DIDYMAL'GIA,

from dtdvpoi, the testicles,'
Pain in the testicles.
DIDYM1TIS, Hernia humoralis.
D1DYMOS, Gemellus.

and ulyoQ,

'

'

pain.'

DIDYMUS,

Testicle.

— d.Symphyohypogastrius,Hypogastrodidymus
— d.Svmpbyoperinaeus, Pygodidy mus — d.Symphyothoracogastrius, Thoracogastrodidymus.

DIECBOL/ION,from cW.and sxjSaAJlco, 'I cast
A name given, by the ancients, to a re-

out.'

abortion,

DIERENBACH, MINERAL WATERS OF.
Dierenbach is a city in Bavaria, two leagues
from which is a sulphurous spring.
DIES, He'mera. A Day. The day is, property, the period during which the solar light
llumines our horizon: but commonly, also, we
designate by the word day, the period of 24
hours, or Nycthc'nieron, which is frequently dimorning, midday, evenvided into four parts
In antiquity, great imporng, and midnight.
tance was attached to the observation of days
The Medical day is usually reck:n disease.
med at 24 hours universally, in estimating the
In parts of the United
luration of a disease.
States, it comprises only the time when the sun
as
regards
the administrahorizon,
the
is above
If a medicine be ordered to
tion of medicine.
be taken four times a day, it is understood to
mean during the 12 hours of day. (F.) Jour.

—

They were considered diaphoretic.
DIATRITA'RII. The Methodists were
called, who pretended to cure all diseases

s<

bj

subjecting the patients for three days to a rigid
diet.

;

DIATR1TOS.

Diet of three days. Tin
means used by the Methodists to cure disease.

DIAZOMA,

Diaphragm.

DIAZOS'TER, from
Lu»it/i<(,

'

medy, which they believed capable of producing
and

The

rum

tpvw,

they

Didymus Symphyogastrius, Gastrodidymus

nica, Sthenia.

posed of

DIET

'

to

gird,')

'

I

Siatiovwui, (dia, and
surround.' The twelftii

vertebra of the back, because
the girdle,

it

corresponds

ti

taorrtf).

Bireph'alus, Derod'ymus et
Jod'ynnts, from 8i t double,' and tttqaAi], head.'
monster with two heads.
RUDE, Dilrachyceras rudis. See

DICEPH'ALUS,
'

'

A

D1CERAS

Worms.

DICHAL'CON. A

part of an obolus.

weight, equal to a third
i

DICHROMOS, Verbena officinalis.
D1CHOPHYTA, from Si/a, 'double,'

and

—

Dies Contempi.antes, Indicating days d.
Critical days
d. Decretorii, Critical
days d. Indicatorii, Indicating days d. InOritici,

—

—

—

days— d. Judicatorii, Critical
days d. Radicales, Critical days.
Ru'tio
victus.
Diaefta,
Originally, this
DIET,
word signified nearly the same thing as Hygiene and Regimen, i. e. Diet was the employment of every thing, necessary for the preserAt the present day,
vation of health and Me.
dices, Indicating

—

.

—

.

DIET

DIET
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signifies a particular kind of food, and, at
See Aliment, Dietetics, Hygiene, and Regitimes, a privation of food and drink; absti- men.
nence. To put any one upon diet, (F.) Mettre,
Diet Scaie. Every well regulated hospital
quelqu'un a hi di.i/e, means to deprive him of his has certain dietetic regulations. The following
usual nourishment; milk diet, means a diet of; Table of Dietary shows the particular regimen
selected for the sick, in certain hospitals
milk, «&c.
it

—

I

DIET-TABLE OF DIFFERENT HOSPITALS OF GREAT BRITAIN, IRELAND, AND
THE UNITED STATES.
I.

ENGLAND.

London Hospitals.
London Hospital.

1.

COMMON

12 oz. Bread.
1 pint Porter, Men.
pint do. Women.
}3

(

8

r

LOW DIET.

MIDDLE DIET.

DIET.

MILK DIET.

]

with
oz.
Beef,
Potatoes, thrice a

The

week.

J

8 oz. Mutton, with
Potatoes, twice a

same

8 oz. Bread.

12 oz. Bread.

Gruel.

Gruel.

Broth.

1

pint Milk.

Gruel or Broth.

1

pint Milk.

except

that 4 oz. of Meat
he given instead of 8 oz.

("shall

week.
Potatoes and
Soup, with Vegetables, twice a week.
1 pint of Broth.

8
1

oz.

J

Bartholomew' 's Hospital.
1

2. St.

COMMON

THIN OR FEVER DIET.

BROTH DIET.

DIET.

12 oz. Bread.
6 oz. Mutton or Beef.

Milk Porridge.

pint Broth [with
Peas or Potatoes, 4
times a week.]
2 pints Beer, Men.
1

12 oz. Bread.
2 pints Broth,

1

1

pint, Women.
oz. Butter, twice a

r

•<
!

...
(

St

Tito

DRY

DIET.

FEVER DIET.

week.

12 oz. Bread.

Men.

George's Hospital.

St.

ORDINARY

FISH DIET.

FEVER DIET.

12 oz. Bread.

12 oz. Bread.

DIET.
12 oz. Bread.
1 pint Beer.

BROTH

!

MILK DIET.

DIET.

12 oz. Bread.

Barley Water
ad libitum.

2 pints Beer.

Women.
Beer.
pint Tea,

lj pints

Breakfast

1
.

i pint Milk.
12 oz. Meat,

1

}

pint Tea.
pint Milk.

Slipper

.

.

.

.

...

{

}

21

1

pint Tea.

1

pint Tea.

i pint Milk.

J pint

4 oz. of plain
boiled white

Arrow -root,

Milk.

1

pint Tea.

J pint Milk.

1

pint Tea.

1 pint Milk.

roasted

Dinner

3

when

14 oz. of Bread, 2 12 oz. of Bread; 2
2 pints of Beer; 14 oz. of 12oz.of Bread.
pints of Beer.
Bread.
pints of Beer.
Water Gruel.
1 pint of Milk.
Water Gruel.
Waler Gruel.
£ lb. of Beef, when dress- 1 pint of Milk four 4 oz. of Butter, four i of a lb. of Beef, for
times a week, Rice tea.
times a week.
ed, twice a week; 4 oz.
Pudding and 4 oz.
of Butter, or (i oz. of Rice Pudding thrice
of
Butter, three
Cheese, thrice a week:
a week.
times a week.
i lb. of Mutton, when
boiled, thrice a week.
1 pint of Milk.
1 pint Broth, four times a

BXTRA DIET.

[

Pudding,

mas's Hospital.
MILK DIET.

4.

Daily

oz. Butter.

1

Bread

FULL DIET.

i

Barley water.

times a week,
ordered.
3.

\

Barlev water.

week.

I

•••)

Sapo, or Rice, as
may be prescribed.

Sago, or Rice,
be
pre-

root,

as may
scribed.

pint Beer.
1 oz. Butter.
1

i

i

MILK DIET.

Milk Porridge.
12 oz. Bread.
12 oz. Bread.
1 pint of Milk, with 2 pts. Milk, with TaTapioca,
Arrow- pioca, Arrow-root.

Milk Porridge.

Milk Porridge.

r

(weighed
with the bone

One

before it is
dressed) four
days,— boiled
three days. §
lb. Potatoes.
1 pint Gruel.
I pint Milk.

ed

half the

meat allow-

fish (as

for extra

Plaice,
Flounders, or

I lb.

1

Potatoes.

pint Gruel.

J pint Milk.

pint Broth.
6 oz. light

Pudding.

specially directed.

ting,

diet

1

&.C, must be

Whi-

}

pint Gruel.
pint Milk.

Tea.

1

\ pint Milk.

I

1

pint

Milk four
days,
i lb. Bread
or Rice Pudding three
days.

Haddock.)
1

1J pints Rice

pint Gruel.
pint Milk.

J pint

Milk.

.

DIET

DIET
Gvy's Hospital.

5.

MIDDLE DIET.
12 oz. Bread.
1* oz. flutter.
1 pint Table Ileer.
4 oz. Meat, when

H

Daily.

LOW

FELL DIET.
14 oz. Bread.
oz. Butter.
1 quart Table Beer.
8 oz. Meat when
dressed.

diet,

G oz. .Bread.

Tea and Sugar.

2 pints Milk.

Tea and

Haifa pound of Beef,
or Sago,

LOW

ordered.

SPOON, OR
FEVER DIET.

DIET.

Fixed.
J lb. Bread.

10 oz. Bread.

DIET.

Cttsuat.
1 lb.

Bread.

i lb. Bread.
i lb.
i lb.

(

1

Breakfast.. <
(
r

Dinner

pint Milk
Porridge, or
Rice Gruel.
lb.

J

J

.

..

.<
t

lb.

No

fixed Diet
for Dinner.

Meat

roasted.
boiled, or
chops.
i lb. of Pota-

1

pint of Broth,
or i lb. of
Bread, or Rice

1

DIJETA CARNIS,

pint Tea,
with Sugar

and Milk.

Hos pital.
DI.ETA LACTIS,

D1.ETA SIMPLEX,

OR

OR
MILK DIET.

OR
SIMPLE DIET.

SOUP DIET.

DIET.

12 oz. Bread.

12 oz. Bread.

1

and Milk.

DI.ETA JUSCULt,

OR

MEAT

—

1

j Mi ilil lc sex

7.

Pudding, or
pint Beef Tea,
or a Chop,
or Fish.

pint Tea,
with Suear

pint Milk
Porridge, or
thin Gruel.

pint Tea,
with Sugar
and Milk.
Barley Water.
1

1

toes.

pint Milk
Porridge, or
Rice Gruel.

1

(

Supper

J

toes.

{

1

Meat.

Potatoes,
i pint Milk.
1 pint Porter.

—

pint Tea,
with Sugar
and Milk.

pint Milk
Porridge, or
thin Gruel.

1

Meat

roasted,
boiled, or
chops.
i lb. of Pota-

Sugar.

Arrow-root

(for Beef-tea,) or

Gruel or Barley-water, as required

MIDDLE DIET.

14 oz. Bread.

when

oz. Butter.

1

IVestviinster Hospital.

0.

TOLL DIET.

FEVER DIET.

12 oz. Bread.
1 oz. Butter.

dressed, and
i pint Broth.

For each

MILK DIET.

DIET.

12 oz. Bread.
1 oz. Butter.

12 oz. Bread.

6 oz. Bread.

CANCER DIET.
12 oz. Bread.
| lb. Meat.
h lb. Potatoes.
1

Breakfast ...

pint Milk.

1

1

pint Milk.

pint Milk.

1

1

pint Milk.

pint Barley-water.

r

i

i

Dinner

....-{

Physicians'' Patients.
lb. Potatoes, 4 oz.

\

1

Surgeons' Patients.
lb. Potatoes, 4 oz.
dressed meat (beef
or mutton,) roast and
boiled alternately.
1 pint Gruel alternately, with 1 pint of Barley-water.

pint

Soup made

i pint

with 4 oz. Beef,
alternately with

dressed meat (beef
or mutton,) roast and
boiled alternately, 4
days.
4 oz. Meat in Soup, 3
days.

pint of Broth

1

Milk with

1

pint Gruel.

1

pint of Gruel or
Barley-water.

Rice Pudding, 4
days, and w itli
Batter Pudding
3 days.

with Barley.

i

1

I
s

Smpp er ....<

1

Milk, or
pint of Gruel.

pint Gruel.

i pint

middle diet.

foll Diet.

1

LOW

MILK DIET.

pint Beer, or
14 oz. Bread.
j pint Porter.
14 oz. Bread.
1 pint Milk Por
1 pint Milk Por

FEVER DIET.

DIET.

1

Daily
Breakfast

ridge.

J

i lb

Dinner
j

Supper

)

ridge.
\ lb. Meat.

Meat.

\ lb. Potatoes.
I pint Milk Porridge.

9.

1
1

1

8 oz. Bread.

1

pint Milk.

1

pint Gruel.

1

pint Milk.

1

pint Broth.

pint Gruel.

1

pint MilkPor-

1

ridge.

FULL DIET.

ORDINARY DIET.

pint Tea.
lb. Bread.

Ditto.
Ditto.

Meat.

i lb

I

J lb. Potatoes.
2 pints Beer, (if
ordered )

pint Broth.

Bread.

ridec.

pint Gruel.

1

2 pints
1

Barley

Water.
pint Milk Por

ridge.

Dreadnought's Hospital Ship.

r

1

Potatoes.
pint Milk Por-

A lb.

1 lb.

i Hi.
i lb
I

1

Me

LOW

MILK DIET.

DIET.

i lb.

Bread.

FEVER DIET.

Ditto.

Ilitto.

Bread.

Ditto.

1

pint Milk.

Gruel.

1

pint Milk.

1

lb.

it.

Potatoes.

pint Beer,
ordered,)

1

pint Broth or
Gruel.

pint of Beef

Tea.

il

1

pint Gruel or
Milk, 'if or

Gnu

1

or

Water.

Barley
'
,

DIET

DIET
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10.

Nortk London Hospital.
MIDDLE DIET.

FULL DIET.

MILK DIET.

16 oz. Bread.
',

m

pi
Milk.
Meat anil Jib
Potatoes 4 days.
pint S nip or Rice
three days.

Jib.

Daily

1

1G oz. Bread.
I pint Milk.
1

pint
Rice.

8 oz. Bread.
i pint Milk.
Oatmeal for

Soup or

17 oz. Bread.
2 pints Milk.

Gruel.

'

1

Hospitals.

Low

Ordinary Diet.

Diet.

Breakfast.— A pint of milk porridge, breaded every
morning,
Consists throughout the day of
5, 7*)— Boiled beef and vegetables.
milk porridge, common batter,
(2)— Rice, milk, and bread.
(3j— Stewed beef and
potatoes.
or rice pudding.
(4)— Pea soup and bread.
^6;— Ale,

Dinner.— (1,
Liverpool.

and bread.

gruel,

Supper.— A pint of broth and bread on Sunday and The ale and beer are bought.
Thursday. A pint of milk and bread on the other days.

Full Diet.

— The same as the ordinary diet.

i

Breakfast— A wine quart of milk!
Breakfast.—On Sunday, Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturporridge or milk.
day, milk porridge; Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, Dinner.— A wine quart of weak
meat broth 12 oz. of bread on meat day-i 14 oz. on broth.
;

;

the other days.
Supper.— The same as breakfast,,
Dinner. tl, 3,5)— Three-fourths of a pound of meat,
14 oz. of bread, and barley wa-|
with vegetables; two pints of beer daily.
ter for common drink.
(2,4,6,7)
A pint of gruel or pap.
Twenty bushels of malt, 15]
Supper.— A wine pint of gruel of meal broth, on Sunday; pounds of hops, to 14 gals, of
2 oz. of cheese for the men, one-fourth of an oz. of butstrong ale; 21 bushels of mall,
ter for the women, on Monday, Wednesday, Friday,
and 12 pounds of hops, to 3G0
and Saturday.
gals, of ale; 11 bushels of malt.;
Full Diet. The patients have meat every day.
7 pounds of hops, to 300 gals, of;
small beer.

—

Bristol.

—

—

—To each

man a pint and a-half of milk porridge, with 4 oz. of bread added 10 it. To each woman
or child, one pint of milk porridge, without bread. To
each patient 2 oz. of bread daily.
Dinner . (1, 3, 5) To each man 8 oz. of baked or boiled
meat to each woman or child, 6 oz. To each patient, Breakfast.— The same asordinary
<i oz. of vegetables, and one pint of beer daily.
diet.
(2)—
To each man, a quart of rice or barley broth, made
with a variety of vegetables; to each woman or child, Dinner.
pint of broth or rice
one pint and a-half.
milk, IS oz. of baked rice or
C4)— Twelve ounces of boiled
rice or bread pudding.
(0)— Four oz of boiled or bread pudding to each patient
baked meat, a pint of rice or barley broth, made with every day.
a variety of vegetables.
(7)
Six oz. of baked rice
or bread pudding, or a pint of rice or barley broth, made Supper.— The same as ordinary

Breakfast.

—

—

;

—A

Birmingham,
Revised 1819.

—

with a variety of vegetables.

—

diet.

Supper. A pint of broth, milk porridge, or gruel.
Full Diet. Breakfast the same as in ordinary diel.
Dinner, G oz. of boiled or baked meat, G oz. of vegetables, 6 oz. of baked rice or bread pudding.
Supper, the
same as ordinary diet.

—

II.

SCOTLAND.

—

Breakfast. One mutchkin of porridge, three gills of milk
or beer or five and one-fourth ounces of fine bread,
milk or beer.
Dinner.— (1, 4)— One choppln of broth, 8 ounces of
butcher's meat boiled in the broth, or beef-steak five
and one-fourth ounces of bread.
(2, 5, 7)— A choppin of broth made of beef and bones, barley, groats, At discretion.
potatoes, and vegetables; five and a-half ounces of
bread.
(3, G)— Potato soup, with beef and veal, or
bones bread as above.
Supper.— As the breakfast each day.
;

;

Edinburgh.

;

Full Diet.— At

discretion.

Breakfast.— Milk porridge, quantity not limited, with
half a mutchkin of sweet milk, or one mutchkin of
buttermilk or beer.
of barley, vegetables, and the
dripping of the meat roasted during the week, with a
quartern loaf to am in, and half to a woman.
(2,4)
8 oz. to the men, and li oz to the wolieef boiled
men a quartern loaf to a man, and half to a unman, At discretion.
or vegetables.
3, 6)— Broth, made with beef, bara quartern loaf to men, and half
ley, and vegetables
to women.
(5 j— Potato sou]), with cow heels, bones,
(7)— Six oz. of cheese to men, 4 oz. to women
&c.
bread as above.
Supper.— As the breakfast each day.

Dinner— (1 )— Rroth made

—

Glasgow.

;

;

;

;

Full Diet.— At
*

The

discretion.

figures in parentheses denote the days of the

week.

—
DIET

DIETETICS

SMO

IRELAND.

III.

Low

Ordinary Diet.

Hospitals.
l\r diem.

— Sixteen oz. of while

bread, one quart of

milk, and one quart of buttermilk for whey.
5. Hospitals of
House of Industry. Full Diet.— Two ounces of bread per diem, one quart

of broth, one quart of

new

Diet.

new One

milk.

pint of (limine
one quart of new

one quart
whey.

milk, anil
of buttermilk for

—

Stephen's Hospital.

breakfast. Haifa pound of bread, one pint of milk.
Dinner.— (1, i>, :t, 5, 7)— One quart of soup, half a pound Daily, half a pound of bread, two
quarts of new milk, and one
of bread, or two pounds of potatoes; one pint ofmilfc
quart of buttermilk.
or beer.
(4, (i)— Twelve oz. of bread, one quart ot
sweetened gruel.
Breakfast.— One pint oi oatmeal or rice gruel.
Dinner. Half a pound of meat, three-fourths of a pounc
Breakfast.— Tea.
of bread one pound of potatoes.
Supper. — One pint of oatmeal or rice gruel.
Full Diet. Three-fourths of a pound of meat, one Dinner. Half a pound of bread
pound of bread, half a pound of potatoes, one quart of made into panada or pudding.

—

Royal Hospital,
Phoenix Park.

;

—

—

beer.

Richmond Hospital.

—

One quart of stirabout, one pint of new milk
Breakfast.
Breakfast.— Flummery, one pint;
Dinner. Bread, 8 oz.; soup, one quart.
new milk, one pint.
Supper. Bread, 4 oz. new milk, one pint.
Full Diet. Breakfast, bread, 8 oz. new milk, one
Supper. Half a pound of bread
pint.— Dinner, bread, 8 oz
mutton or beef, 8 oz.
one pint of milk.
Supper, bread, 4 oz
new milk, one pint.

—
—

—

;

—

;

;

;

1

Breakfast
One pint of stirabout, one pint of new milk.
Dinner. Haifa pound of bread, one pint of new milk. Per iliem.— Quarter of a pound of
Supper. — One pint of flummery, one pint of new milk.
bread, one quart of gruel, three
Belfast Hospital. Full Diet. Breakfast, one quart of stirabout, one pint pints ol new milk, ball' a pint
of new milk.— Dinner, 2 lbs of potatoes, one pint of
of flummery. Barley water at
milk.— Supper, one pint of fluinmeiy, one pint of new occasions.

—

—

milk.

—

Cork Fever
tal.

Breakfast. One half quartern loaf for every four, and
one pint of new milk each. Under 12 years, half a Breakfast.— One-fourth of a lb. of
bread, with milk and water
quartern loaf for every eight.
Dinner.— (1, 3, 5)— One pound of beef, and two pounds sweetened.
Hospiof potatoes. Under 12 years, half a pound of beef,
Gruel, broth, w ine, and
and one pound of potatoes.
(2, 4, b', ?)— Potatoes Dinner.
porter, as ordered by the Phyand milk.
sicians.
Supper.— One pint of milk and one of stirabout, for
adults; half do. for children,

—

Breakfast.
lasses
tion.

:

IV. UNITED STATES.
— Tea, coffee, or chocolate, with sugar or mo-

and milk, and common baker's bread at

discre-

Pennsylvania Hos. Dinner. — Soup, always; meat of two kinds— mutton Gruel, gum- water, barley-water;
VITAL,
and other articles prescribed by
and beef, generally— pork frequently; vegetables, actlie Physician.
Philadelphia.
cording to the season potatoes and rice, always.
Supper.— Tea and bread: no butter allowed either to

—

;

breakfast or supper, unless prescribed.

House Diet.— Arrow

root, gruel, sago, tapioca, rice
beef tea, beef essence, chicken water, rice water, bar
ley water, gum water, flaxseed tea, lemonade. (The
diet on which the sick are placed on entering the house,
Philadelphia Hosuntil otherwise directed.)
pital,
Moderate Diet.— Tea, crackers, broth, rice, mush, milk,
(Blockley.)

The kind and quantity left to the
Physician.
The House Diet

may

be regarded as low diet.

potatoes, &c.

New York

Hospi-

tal.

New York

City.

Full Diet.— Bread, coffee, tea, white meat, mutton,
beef, ham, eges, butter, soup, potatoes, &c
Breakfust.— Bread and black tea, one ounce of tea to
every six, and a pint, ofmilk to every eight patients.
Dinner.— Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays, and Sa- Special diet is directed by the attending Physician, and adapted
turdays, beef soup, with beef and potatoes, and bread.
to each case.
On Mondays, boiled rice, with one gill of molasses.
Supper. — The same as breakfast.

The Diet Scale of the British JVavy allows from
31 to 35j ounces of dry nutritious matter daily;
of which 26 ounces are vegetable, and the rest
animal 9 ounces of salt meat, or <H ounces
of fresh. In the Edinburgh workhouse the
total allowance of dry food is about 7 ounces
13 ounces vegetable, and 4 ounces animal.
In the Edinburgh children's poorhouse, the diet
consists of milk and porridge, barley broth and
bread, amounting to 13 ounces of vegetable
food to 3 ounces of animal. These allowances
have been found ample for the maintenance of
Perhaps the case of the smallest quanhealth.
tity of food on which life was vigorously supported was that of Cornaro, not more than 12

—

—

—

ounces a day, chiefly of vegetable matter, for a
period of 58 years.

DIET DRINK. A decoction or potion, variously composed, and used in considerable quantity, for the purpose of purifying the blood.
The Decoctum Lvsitunicurn, or Lisbon Diet-drink
is one of the most celebrated.
See Decoctum
Sarsaparilla?

Compositum.

DIETETICS, DliETET'KJE, DliETET'1CA, Medici' na Dicetet'ica; same etymon, (F.)
branch of medicine, comprising
Diettlique.
the rules to be followed for preventing, reliev-

A

ing, or curing diseases by diet.
Dietetics is
diet administered according to principle.
It is

an important part of Hygiene, (which see

)

A

..

DlKTKTiqiE

DIGESTIBLE
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well regulated system of diet has great power
in checking disease, and likewise in preventing
it.
A proper knowledge of dietetics is, indeed,
as important as that of the Materia Medica,

thin and tendinous at its middle. It is attached
to the mastoid groove of the temporal bone, and
to a fossette at the side of the symphysis inenti.
Its tendon passes through an aponeurotic ring,

strictly so called.

which

Dietetics

is

used, also,

synonymously with

Hygibie,

DlETETIQUE,

Dietetics.

DIETET'ISTS, Diseteiis'tx. Physicians who
apply only the rules of dietetics to the treatment of disease.

D1EU-LE-FILT, MINERAL WATERS OF.
The waters of Dieu-le-filt, in France, are chalybeate, and much sought after.

DIEURYSMUS,
DIEX'ODOS,
way

Dilatation.

from

Sia,

and

i$odo?,

'

an exit

Di'odos. Any opening, by
an excretion takes place.

or

out.'

DIFFICULTAS 1NTESTINORUM,

which

Dysen-

tery.

DIFFLATIO,

Perspiration.

D1FFORMITE,

Deformation.

DIFFU'SIBLE,

(stimulants) from diffundere,
(dis and fundcre, fusum, 'to pour,') 'to pour
apart or abroad.' Those stimulating medicines,
which augment the action of the vascular and
nervous systems in an acute but transitory

manner.

DIGAS'TRICUS, from

f5,

?,

and

'twice,'

a belly :' Bivenfter, B. Maxill';/?, Dcp'rimens Maxillx Biven'ter, Bigaster, Masto'idolajogenien, Mastoldo-gtnien
(Ch.,) (F.) Digastrique, Abaisseur de la machoire infirievre. The
name Digastricus, was formerly given to several muscles.
It is now restricted to one of the
muscles of the superior hyoid region. The diyaoTt'Q,

'

—

gastricus

is

thick and fleshy at

its

extremities;

attached to the os hyoides.
use of the digastricus is, to depress the
lower jaw, or to raise the os hyoides, and to
carry it forwards or backwards, as in deglutition.
The strong double-bellie'J muscle, which forms
the gizzard of birds, is also called Digastricus.
Digastricus Cranii, Occipito-frontalis.
DIGASTRIQUE, Digastricus.
D1GERENTIA, Digestives.
DIGES'TIBLE, Concoc'lus hib'ilis. Capable of being digested.
All food is not equally
digestible, and some of the most nourishing is
the least so:
the fat of meat, for example.
Certain substances again are entirely rebellious.
The following table exhibits the time required
for the stomachal digestion of different alimentary substances, in a well-known case, which
fell under the care of Dr. Beaumont. The table
is taken from the Author's Elements of Hygiene, Philadelphia, 1835, p. 505. The most digestible substances are taken as the standard,
which has been arbitrarily fixed at 1,000; and
accordingly, aponeurosis, the first article in the
table, requiring 3 hours, whilst pigs' feet soused,
rice, &c, require but one, its digestibility, compared with that of these aliments, is as 333 to
1000; and so of the others. It need scarcely be
said, that all these tabular results apply, in
strictness, to the individual concerned only;
yet they afford useful comparative views, which
with exceptions depending upon individual pe
culiarities, may be regarded as approximations,
applicable to mankind in general.
is

The

—

-

Form of

Aliments.

tion.

Aponeurosis

boiled

Apples, mellow

raw

2

do.
do.
boiled

2 50
1 50
2

broiled
boiled
do.

3

Do.

.

Barley
Bass striped, Iresb
Beans, pod
Do. and green corn..
Beef, fresh, lean, rare.
Do. do. do. dry
Do. do. steak

.

.

Do. with salt only
Do. with mustard, &c.

Do
Do. old, hard salted
Beets
Brains, animal
Bread, com
Do.
wheat, fresh
Butt erf
Cabbage, head.
Do.
with vinegar..

Do
Cake, corn
Do. sponge
Carrot, orange

I

-2
:i

30
45

roa^-ted
do.

3

broiled
boiled

3

do.
fried

3 30
4
15

boiled
boiled
boiled

baked
baked
melted

:i

30

2 45

I

:s

t5

1

-15

II:
333
500
352
545
500
333
400
266
333
285
333
363
285
250
235
268

15
i
3 30
3 30

571
302
285
285

h

in.

Corn (green) and beans.

boiled

3

45

Custard
Duck, domesticated
Do. wild
Dumpling, apple

baked
roasted

2 45

Eggs, fresh
Do.
do
Do.
do
Do.
do
Do.
do
Do.
do
Flounder, fresh
Fowl-, domestic
Do.
do
Gelatin
Goose, wild

Mean, animal
Lamb, fresh
Li ver, beef's, fresh

> 311

400

Marrow, animal, spinal,
.Meat and vegetables. ..

j

501)

Milk

boiled

t

2-2-2

baked

3

raw
do.

do.

2>

prepara2

sour, hard
sweet, mellow.

cd

Form of

preparation.

Do.

1;

2

30

30

boiled

3

15

Cartilage.:
Catfish, fresh

do.
fried

4

15

Cheese, old, strong

raw

3 30

Chicken, full grown
Codfi-h. cured dry

fricasseed
boiled

2 45

A 311

333
400
302
235
285
2*5
963
500

Do
.Mutton, fre.-h
Do.
do

Do.

do---

Oysters, fresh
Do.
do
Do.
do
Parsnips
Pig, Bin

king

do.
boiled
hard boiled
soft boiled

4

30

4

3
3 30

3

333

tried

3 30

roasted

2

raw

•i

whipped

15

30

1

fried

3 311

boiled

4

roasted
30
20

boiled

roasted

268
363
250
222
333
285

Tied

4

boiled
do.

2 30
2
40

boiled

2

hashed
boiled

2 30
2

raw

•2

]

roasted

3

broiled
boiled

3

raw

2

roasted

3

1.

stewed

3

y

hoi led

2 :i

roasted

-2

15

3
5:

:«

285
444
500
666
285
250
250
400
400
250
400
500
375
400

500
444
307
333
333
342
307
285
400
400

* Pigs' feet soused, rice, and trip:' soused, being the most digestible articles in the table, arc estimated at 1000.
t In the case of oil-, and other substances of similar nature, which undergo little digestion in the stomach,
the
lime merely indicates the period that elapse? before ihey are sent into the duodenum.

21*
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Form of
prepara-

Form of
Aliments.

prepara-

and lean

Do. receutlv salted..

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

..

do
do

I

roasted

3

1.1

boiled

I

30

2-J2

15

235

Suet, beef, fresh

Do. mutton
Tapioca
Tendon, boiled

1(100

broiled

3 15

302

raw

3

:txi

do

stewed

3

Potatoes, Irish

boiled

(

Do.
Do.
Rice

roasted

J

baked

3

boiled

1

do
do

Sago
Salmon, salted

do.
do.

Sausage, fresh
Soup, barley
vegetables
and bread.. ......
Do. chicken

:m
30
30
20
45

I

285
400
400
1000
571

3

250
300
666
333

1

250

3

333

4

broiled
boiled
do.

Do. hean

Da.

190

do

,

;

I

20
30

beef,

do.
do.

DIGESTIO DEPRAVATA, Dyspepsia— d.
difficilis,

Dyspepsia

—

d. Laesa,

Dyspepsia.

DIGESTION,

Digestio, from digerere, 'to
dissolve.' Coc'tio, Pep'sis. Digestion is a function, exclusively belonging to the animal kingdom, by means of which alimentary substances,
when introduced into the digestive canal, undergo different alterations. The object of this
is to convert them into two parts; the one, a
reparatory juice, destined to renew the •perpetual waste occurring in the economy, the other,
deprived of its nutritious properties, to be rejected from the body. This function is composed of a series of organic actions, differing
according to the particular organization of the
animal. In man they are eight in number, viz.
1. Prehension of food. 3. Mastication. 3. Insalivation. 4. Deglutition. 5. Action of the stomach.
<Si.
Action of the small intestine. 7. Action of
the large intestine. 8. Expulsion of the faces.
Digestion is also a pharmaceutical operation,
which consists in the solution of certain solid
substances in water, alcohol, or other menstruum, at a slightly elevated temperature; for
example, in a sand-bath, or by leaving them
exposed for some time to the sun.

DIGESTIVE TUBE, Canal, alimentary.
DIGESTIVES, Digesli'va,Digeren'lia; same

A

term given, by surgeons, to those substances, which, when applied
to a wound or ulcer, promote suppuration; such
as the Ceratutnresinse, warm cataplasms fomenDr. Paris uses the term Digestive
tations. &c.

etymon.

(F.) Digestifs.

a

k m.

Soup marrow bones
Do. mutton

boiled

fried

a

C

i'ork, fat

B

•1

£

km.
Pips' foot, soused

4

4

tion.

boiled

Do. oyster

Tripe, soused
Trout, salmon, freshDo.
do

-

•

•

Turkey, domestic
Do.
do
Do.
wild
Turnips, flat
Veal, t'n sh
Do.
do
Vegetables and

hashed
Venison, steak
Syst.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
ftied

roasted
boiled
roasti d
boiled
broiled
fried

15

','35

3 30
3 30
D 30
30

285
285

4

i.-l
t).).l

I

->

5 30
1

30
1
SO
3 30
8 25
2 18
3 30
4
4 30
1

500
181

1000
GOO
666
400
511

435
285
250
229

meat,

warmed
broiled

Didynamia Angiosperma

2 30
1 35

400
631

(F.)

Digitale,
;
Ganls de noire dame. The leaves of this plant,
which are indigenous in Great Britain, are
powerfully sedative, (diminishing the velocity
of the pulse,) diuretic, and soibefacient. In
over-doses, Digitalis causes vomiting, purging,
dimness of sight, vertigo, delirium, hiccough,
convulsions, and death: all the symptoms, in
short, which characterize the Acro-narcotic class
of poisons. Its active principle has been called
Dig"italinc. Digitalis has been administered in

—

inflammatory diseases, phthisis, active hemorrhage, dropsy, &.c; and although it is a powerful remedy, it has not been as much employed,
as it probably would have been in particular

owing to the over-strained eulo<jiums,
which many have passed upon it in almost all

cases,

diseases. The dose is from one to three grains,
in the form of pill, which may be repeated
every six or eight hours.

Digitalis Minima, Gratiola

officinalis.

DIGITA'TION, Digitaftio, Produc'tio

denta'ta,
Inser'tio denticula'ta, 1. digita'ta. A Division, in
the form of a finger.
Several muscles, as the
serrati, exhibit digitations, similar to those
which the fingers form, when held separate.
DIGIT"1UM. Desiccation or atrophy of the
fingers.
Linnaeus. Sauvages calls the same

—

affection,

Paronychia Digitrium.
Extensor

DIG1TORUM TENSOR,

brevis

digitoram pedis.
DIG'TTUS, Daetylos, a Finger, (F.) Doigt.
A name, given to the prolongations, which
Texture, for the particular organic condition of form the extremity of the hand.
There are
five on each hand: the first, or the thumb, jintisubstances, which affects their digestibility.
DIG'TPAL, Digita'lis: from dig"itus, 'a cheir, Pollex, Munus parva majtfri udjutrix.
digitated; Dig"il.us primus, D. magnus, Proninnos, (F.)
finger;' having the shape of a finger
Pouce; the second, the index or indicator, hyxor belonging to the fingers.
The Appen'dix vermifor'mis can is some- rog, Lichanos ; the third, the mi'dius, uteoe
(F.) Doigt da milieu, middle finger or Umir
times called Dig"ital Appen'dix.
Digital Arteries, Veins, and Nerves are finger; the fourth, the ring finger, unnula'ria
jiuo*ui<ros, Para/u'esos,(V.) Annulaixe ; and the
those distributed to the fingers.
Digital Impressions are the slight impres- Utile finger, Oti'tes, entrtjQ, Dig"'Has auricularis
All of these have
sions observable on the inner surface of the (F.) Auriculairc, Petit doigt
bones of the cranium, which correspond to the three phalanges, except the first, which has
only two.
cerebral convolutions.
DIGITAL BLAXC, Clavaria— d. Cavity, Dig"itus Annularis, Annular fincrer d. InCornu descendens ventriculi lateralis d. IIu- dicatorius, Index.
Dic/'iTts Pedis. A Toe. (F.) OrUil. The
main, Clavaria.
,

DJGITAL1NE. See

toes are five in

Digitalis.

dig"itus, 'a finger,' beThe Dicause its flower represents a finger.
grita'lis purpu'rea. For-glore, Biideharis, Bac-

DIGITA'LIS, from

ci./.r.

r,

c

;.-.

r

\

JFkmify.Hcn fedarireoj.

«.<;r.

number, and distinguished nu-

merically, reckoning from with in "to without.
The first is. also, calied great toe, (F.) grog orteii
the fifth, the liule toe, petit irleU.
They have
«rjpa'aa>MjQ an the fim^ra

—

—

DIGNATHUS
'

DIGNATHUS; from Si,
A monster

lower jaw.'

jaws

— Gnrlt.

<

double, ondyvoflos,

having two lower

DIGNOTIO, Diagnosis.
DIHYSTE'RI A, Dime'tra;
and
is

'ua-Ttprj,

<

The

uterus.'

from

state in

Si,

'double,'

which there

a double uterus.

DILACERATIO, Laceration.
DILATANTS, Dilating agents.

D I LA TATE UK, Dilator— d.Antirieur du

larynx, Crico-thyroid muscle
d. Postirieur du
larynx, Crico-arytenoid, posterior.

DILATATION,

from

Dilata'tio,

dilata're,

(latum fucere,) to enlarge ;' Eurys'mus, Aneurys'mus, Dieurys'mus. Augmentation of the
bulk of a body, occasioned by a separation of
some of its molecules. Caloric has the property of dilating all bodies. In Surgery, it
means the accidental or preternatural augmentation of a canal or opening; as in aneurisms,
varices, &c, or the process of enlarging any
aperture or canal. When used so as to obtain a
view of parts, as by the speculum, it is termed
Dioptrismus.
'

D1LATATOIRE,

Dilator.
Dilatan'tia, (F.) Dilatants.
Certain substances used in surgery,
either to keep parts separate, which have a tendency to unite as after opening an abscess, to

DILATING AGENTS,

—

prevent the edges of the incision from uniting;
or to increase and dilate openings or canals,
either when natural, or formed accidentally or
artificially. These agents differ from each other:
the chief are, prepared sponge tents, gentian
root, bougies, sounds, dried pens for issues, &.c.
DILATOR, Dilato'rius, (F.) Dilatateur, ou

A

Dilatatoire.
muscle, whose office it is to
dilate certain parts
such as the inspiratory
muscles, which dilate the chest.
;

DiLATon, Dilatato'rium, (F.) Dilatateur. An
instrument, used for dilating a wound, excretory canal, or other natural or artificial opening.
employed to obtain an inspection

When

termed, Spec'ulum, Dioptra or Diop'tron. There are several instruments
of this kind, each taking its name from the part
to which it is applied; as the Speculum Oris,
of internal parts,

it is

S. Nasi, S. Uteri, i&c.
modification of the
Dilator, Arnott's.
old dilators for strictures of the urethra. It
lined with the
consists of a tube of oiled silk
thin gut of some small animal to make it air
tight, and fixed on the extremity of a small

A

;

can nla, by which it is distended with air or
water, from a bag or syringe at the outer end,
whilst a stop-cock or valve serves to keep the
As soon as the
air or water in, when received.
bag is passed within the stricture or strictures,
as much air is to be injected into it as the patient can easily bear.
The instrument is not

much

used.

Dilatores Alarum Nasi, Compressor
DILL, Anethum graveolens.

DILUEiNTIA, from

D10TA
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1

diluo, (dis,

naris.

and here,)

diseases, where it is considered necessary to
abstract blood largely, diluents should not be
given too freely. The abstraction of blood occasions activity of absorption, and the mass is
speedily restored. In cases of inflammation of
the mamma?, in nurses, it is also obvious, that
diluents should not be freely allowed, as they
increase the secretion of milk, and add to the

When demulcents are exhibited in
irritation.
cases of urinary disease, they act simply as diluents, for their mucilaginous portion is digested
in the stomach and small intestine,
the watery
portion alone being separated by the kidney.
DIMETRA, Dihysteria.

—

WATERS

D1NANT, MINERAL
OF. Dinant is a small town, six leagues from St. Malo,
in France, where are mineral waters, containing carbonate of iron, chloride of sodium, &.c.
Thej- are much esteemed.
DIN GEE, Dengue.
DIN'JCA, from Strew, I turn round.'
which relieve vertigo.
'

Medi-

cines,

DINOS, Vertigo.
DIN US SCOTOMA, Scotody nia— d. Vertigo,
Vertigo.

DIOBOLON,

Scruple.

DIOCRES, Pastil.
DIODOS. Diexodos.
DICECESIS, Dispensation.
DIONCO'SIS, from Stu, and oyxoc, 'a tumour.' The Methodists applied this name to a
sort of tumefaction or plethora, occurring either
directly from too great a quantity of fluid circulating in the system, or owing to the retention of
substances, which ought to be excreted. It is the
antithesis to symptosis. See Intumescence.
DIOl'HTHALMUS, Binoculus.

"DIOPTRA, Speculum,

see Dilator.

DIOPTRON, Speculum, see
DIOPTRISMUS, Dilatation.

DIORTHO'SIS,
straight.'

Dilator.

from diogtom, 'I make

The reduction of a

fractured or lux-

ated limb.

DIOSCOREA.
DIOS'MA,

See Yam.

D. crenata.

Dios'ma Chena'ta, from

Stog,

'

divine,'

and

oT/urj, 'odour.'
Buros' nia crena'ta, Agatkos'ma
crena'tum, Buc/iu Leaves Diosraa (Ph. U.S.)
BucUia. A South African plant, the powder of
whose leaves is used by the Hottentots to perfume their bodies. It has been employed in chronic arlvetions of the bladder and urinary organs
in general. It has also been given in cholera.
DIOS'PYROS LOTUS, apparently from Stoc,
'divine,' and tiuqos, 'wheat,' but why is not
clear Faba Graca, the Indian Date Plum. (F.)
Plaqueminier d' Europe. This tree grows in
some of the southern parts of Europe. Its fruit
is very astringent, and has been recommended
in dyservtery and hemorrhages.
Dios'i'yros Virginia'na, Lotus Virginiu'nti,
Per sin i! mon.
common tree in the middle
parts of the United Stales.
The fruit, which
is only eatable after frost (when it is tolerable)

—

;

A

wash away.' (F.) D&laijants. Medicines, is, sometimes, made into cakes with brai:.
which have been conceived proper for augment- These, being dried in an oven, are kept to make

1

1

ing the fluidity of the blood and other animal
All aqueous drinks are diluents. They
are administered, with great advantage, in various diseases. In fever, water, which is the most
familiar diluent, may be freely allowed; the only
precaution being to give \lliot in the cold stage,
cold in the hot, and tepid in the sweating. In
liquids.

beer.
When bruised in water, fermentation
takes place. The unripe fruit is distressingly
acerb and astringent. The bark of the tree is
extremely bitter, Diospyros (Ph. U. S.); and
may be used where bitters are indicated.
DIOTA or. DYOTA. A wooden cup, lined

with a composition of resin, cinnamon,

cloves,

—
DIPIIRYGES

more flavour to beer. It was,
used in the north of Europe.
DIPH'RYGES. The oxide of copper, more
or less pure. The ancients reckoned three
kinds of diphryges, which they used as as-

and ginger,
formerly,

to oive

much

tringents.

DIPHTHERIA, Angina pellicularis.
D I V II TH ER1T E BUCCALE, Stomatitis
DIPHTHERITIS, Angina

Diphtheiu'tis Trachea'lis, Cynanche

Same etymon

DIPSO'SIS.

tra-

A

Duplication.

DIP'LOE, from SinXom, 1 double.' Diplo'sis,
Mcditul! Hum, Medium Calvaria Discri'mea. The
'

cellular structure, which separates the two
The anbles of the skull from each other.
cients applied the term, also, to the proper coat
of the uterus (?)— Rolfink, in Castelli.
The Diploe has the same use as the cellular
structure of bones in general. See Cancelli.
ta-

Sinkoog, 'double,' and
'generation.' An organic deviation,
which is owino- to the union of two wrms.

DIPLOGEJVES1S;

ytvsais,

DIPLOLEPSIS

GALL^ TINCTORLE.

See Quercus cerris.
DIPLO'JVIA. A letter or writing conferring
some privilege. Usually applied to the document, certifying that a person has obtained
the title of Doctor. It was so called because
formerly written on waxed tables, folded toDiploma is also used in pharmacy for
gether.

See

Morbid

;

thirst.

DIPLO'PIA, from Sm?.ooc, 'double,' and
amo^ai, 'I see.' Yisus Duplica'tus, Ditto'pia,
Ditlop'sia, Amphamphoterodiopsia, Jlmphodiplopia, Double Vision. (F.) Bivue. An affection of
the sight, in which two distinct sensations are
produced by the same object, which consequently seems double. Sometimes more than
are seen; but still the disease is termed
This afDiplo'pia and Suffusio MuUipiicans
fection arises from some derangement in the
visual axes; in consequence of which, the
images are not impressed on corresponding
parts of the retina of each eye.
D1PLOSIS, Diploe, Duplication.
DIPLOSO'MA; from Smloo?, double,' and
The Diplosoma crcnata, is an
body.'
<rmua,
imperfectly described entozoon, which has been
urinary bladder. It varies
the
from
passed
in length from four to six or eight inches, and
is thinnest at the middle, where it is bent at an
acute angle upon itself, so that the two halves
hang nearly parallel, and give to it an appearance as if two worms had been tied together
by their heads. It has been confounded with
the Spiroptera hominis, (q. v.)

two

.

'

'

DIPiNOOS, from Sic, and nrot], breath.'
Having two vent holes. Bispirus. «An epithet applied to wounds which pass through
'

part,

desire, for drinking, excessive or impaired.
genus in the class Cwliaca, order Enterica, of

Good.

Avens,

Dipso'sis
Adipsia.

Polydipsia

DIPYRE'iNON, from

—

d.

Expers,

and *VQt]v,
A specifhim or probe with two buta kernel.'
tons or kernels one at each end.
Si?,

'

twice,'

'

—

DIPYRITES, Biscuit.
DIPYROS, Biscuit.
DIREG'TOR, Itinera'rivm,

from dirig"ere,

directum, (dis, and regere, to rule,') to direct.'
A Conductor, (q. v.) A grooved sound for
guiding a knife, in dividing any part. (F.)
Sonde Cannilee.
Director Penis, Ischio-cavernosus.
'

'

DISCEPTUM, Diaphragm.
DISCHARGE', {dis, and

charge,) Edroe,
Fluxus, Profiu'vium.
(F.)
Kcoulement.
In
Pathology, an increased discharge from any
part, that naturally secretes a fluid.

DTSCHROA,Dyschrcea.

sand-bath.

and admit the

air at

both ends.

DISCREET', from

discernere, discretum, ' to
Discre'lus, Interline!'tus, Separated,
This epithet is given to certain
(F.) Discrel.
exanthemata, in which the spots or pustules are

separate,'

separated from each other. It is opposed to
confluent.
Discre'ta Purga'tio. The purgation or expulsion of some particular matter.

DISCRET, Discreet.
DISCRETIVUS, Diagnostic.
DISCRETORIUM, Diaphragm.
DISCRI'MEN, Separation, Division. A bandage, used in bleeding from the frontal vein ;
so called, because, in passing along the sagittal suture, it divides the head into two equal
parts.

—

Discrimen Calvaria Medium, Diploe d.
Narium, Septum N.
Discrimen Nasi; a bandage, in the form of
the letter X, intended to support the nose, in
transverse

DIPROSO'PUS,

Iriod'ymus, et Opod'ymus,
'double,' and tzqoowtiov, 'countenance.'

from Sic,
A monster having a double

DISCUSSIFS,

Discutients.
Discutients.
Resolution.
D1SCUSSORIA, Discutients.

D1SCUSSIVA,
DISCUSSIO,

DISCUTIENTS, Discuticn'tia, Rcso/cen'tia,
Discussi'va, Discusso'ria, from discu'lere ' to
(dis,

from

Sirpa,

be so called owing to the leaves
Cultivated
beino- so placed as to hold water.
Teasel, (F.) Cardere. The roots of the European plant are diuretic and sudorific. The

and quatere,

'

to

shake.')

Substances, which possess the
power of repelling or resolving tumours.
ease: Morbus,

Thirst.
DIPSACOS, Diabetes.

DIP'SAGUS SYLVES'TRIS,

apart,'

(F.) Discussifs.

DISEASE', from

face.

PSA,

thirst,' said to

wounds of the organ.
Thoracis et Ventris, Dia-

Discrimen
phragm.

shake

Galen.

'

A remedy,

dtrpa,' thirst.'

The

D1PLASIASMUS,

I

DlPSET'ICOS,from
Alterative.

pellicularis.

chealis.

D

water, which collects at the base of the leave*,
has been recommended as an eye-water.
Dip'sacub Fr/LLo'NUM, llcrla Ciirdui Veneris;
(F.) Cardere cultivi, Chardon afoubn, Chardon
a bonnetier, has had similar properties ascribed
Both have been also regarded as stoto it.
machic.

believed to be capable of exciting thirst.

pseudomembranous.

any

DISEASE
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old

French

desaise, dis,

and

Nosos,No8t'ma, Pathos, Pathe'rna
JEgrilu'do, Arrhos'tia, appuitrr,-/., Arrhoste'ma
nf/HooTijffa, Arrhostenia, (F.) Maladie.
An opposite slate to that of health, which consists in
a change, either in the position and structure
of parts, or in the exercise of one or more of
their functions.

—
DISECOIA

DISTENSIO
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— d.

more commonly applied to the weighing, measuring, and arranging the articles, which have
to enter into a formula, prior to combining them.

Feigned disease d. Simulated,
Feigned disease d. Surgical, External disease.

DISPFNSATOR, Apothecary.
DISPEN'SATORY, Dispeu'sato'rium; same

Disease,

Cyanopathy— d.

blue,

Kidney, Bright's Disease of the
Rachitis

—

Extrinsic,

d.

—

of Bright,
English,

d.

External

disease

—

Pretended,

—

etymon. Jlntidotu'rium, (F.) Dispensaire. A
book which tieats of the composition of mediDigorgement, from cines. A Dispensatory differs from a Pharma-

DISECOIA, Baryecoia.
DISFIGURATION, Deformation.

DISGORGEMENT, (F.)

and goigc, the throat.' An opposite condition to that of Engorgement. The discharge
or abstraction of a certain quantity of fluid,
which had previously collected in a part; as
Disgorgement of bile. It also means, particularly, a vomit.
DISGUST', from de, and gusta're, ' to taste.'

de,

'

copoeia, in containing the physical and medical
history of the various substances; whilst the
Pharmacopoeia is restricted to the mode of pre-

Cibifastid'ium, AposW'ia, Momina'tio, Siecha'(F.)
Loathing. An aversion for food.
Disgust is not the same as Anorexia.
The latter is only a want of appetite; the former

paring them, &c. The Pharmacopoeia, too, is
published under the authority of, and by, the
members of a college or association whilst a
dispensatory contains the whole of the Pharmacopoeia or Pharmacopoeias, with additions by
the author, under whose authority, alone, it
usually appears. The Pharmacopoeia, in other
words, is official; the Dispensatory, generally,

consists in real repugnance for food.

private.

sia,

Digout.

DISINFECTING LIQUID, LABARRAQUE'S,

Liquor soda chlorinatae.

DISINFECTION, from

dis,

and

The

—

or

Oxymuriat'ic Fumiga'tion,

Sclu'tio alexite'ria Gaubia'na, Fumiga'tio andkiim'icu Gaubii, Alexite'rium chlo' ricuin, Fumiga'tio Guylonien'sis, is made by adding common salt 3 iij, to black oxide of inungancse ijj,
sulphuric acid 5J, and icatcr f. 51J. This may be

carried
in

Formerly, the words were used inSee Formulary and Pharma-

discriminately.
copoeia.

infect.

act of destroying miasmata, with which the
Various
air, clothing, &c, may be infected.
means have been proposed for this purpose.
Those, most commonly employed, are: chlorine, sulphurous, and chlorohydric acid gases,
vapours of vinegar, nitrous acid; and, what is,
perhaps, the most manageable of any, and the
most efficacious, the chlorinated lime, or any
of the chlorides of the alkalies. It is probable,
that a true chemical action occurs between
these agents and the miasmata; whence results
a compuund, which is harmless.

Chlorine

;

through an apartment, or be shut up

it.

Nitrous Fumiga'tion, Alexite'rium Nitricum, Fumiga'tio Smithia' na, may be formed by
placing nitrate of potass giv, and sulphuric acid
rrij, in a saucer on hot sand.

DISJUNCTI MORBI.

(Fromdis,nn<ijungcrc,
Femejunction, to join,') Disjoined diseases.
lius has thus denominated diseases which occupy different organs, and are not produced by
'

DISPLACEMENT, Percolation.
DISPOSITION, Disposi"tio; from die, and
ponere,
to put or set.'
A particular condition
'

of the body, which renders it susceptible of
altering, suddenly, to a state of health or disease;
of improving, or becoming changed for
the worse. The disposition to phthisis pulmonalis is sometimes so strong, owing to original
conformation, that the disease will make its

—

DISPUTATIO,

disrum'pere, 'to break
puncture, which interests the deep-

A

seated parts.

DISSECTING ANEURISM, see Aneurism.
DISSECTION, Dissec'tio, from disseca're,
(dis, and secure, ' to cut,') 'to cut open;' Diuc'An opeopS, Practical Anatomy, Necrotomy.
ration, by which the different parts of the dead
body are exposed, for the purpose of studying
Dissection
their arrangement and structure.
has received various names, according to the
Osteotomy,
Syndesinotomy,
organ concerned; as

—

Myotomy, Ai/giolomy, Neurotomy, Desmotomy,
&c.

DISSECTOR,

Prosec'tor, Pro'tomvs, same
practical Anato(F.) Prostcteur.
One who prepares the parts for the Ana-

A

etymon.
mist.

tomical Lecture.

pia.

rium.

Luxation.

DISORGANIZATION, Organo'rvm destruc-

A

complete morbid
Disorganization.
change in the structure of an organ or even
In sphacelus
total destruction of its texture.
and sloughy ulcers we have examples of this

tio, (F.)

;

change.

DISI'EXSJIIRE, Dispensary, Dispensatory.

DISPENSARY, Dispensa'rium, from dispen'dtre,(dis, and pendere,' to weigh,')' to take from a
weight or mass,' ' to distribute.' The shop or
place, in which medicines are prepared. Also, an

which the poor are furnished with
(F.) Dispenadvice and necessary medicines.
sairc.
This word is also used by the French
synonymously with Dispensatory.
DISPENSATION, Dispensa!tio, Diace'sis.
The composition and distribution of medicines,
according to prescription.
In France, it is
institution in

Thesis.

DISRUP'TIO, from
off'

each other.
Dislocatio Lienis, seu Splenis, Splenecto-

DISLOCATION,

See

appearance, notwithstanding ever}' care.
Diathesis.

DISSEPIMENTUM NARIUiM, Septum
DISSEPTUM, Diaphragm.
DISSERTATION, INAUGURAL,
DISSIDENTIA, Diastasis.
DISSOLUTIO VENTRICULI,

na-

Thesis.

Gastromala-

cia.

DISSOLUTION,
and
This woid is

Dissolu'tio, Dial'tjsis,

from

loosen,' ' to
melt,'
in frequent use, in the
writings of the Humorists. It is employed, parto desigticularly, in speaking of the blood;
dissol'vere, (dis,

solvere,)

'

to

—

nate, not
tion,

its

entire decomposition or putrefac-

— but a diminution in

DISSOLUTION,
DISSOLVENTS,

its

consistence.

Solution.
Dissolventia.

DISSOLV BN'TIA, Solvents, (F.) Dissolrants.
Medicines believed to be capable of dissolving
swelling's, concretions,

DISTENSIO,
(q. v.)

&c.

Diatasis,

Tension, Tetanus,

DISTEjXSIOjY
Distensiu Nervorum, Convulsion.

of increasing the secretion of urine. Diuretics
act by producing a discharge of the watery and
other parts of the blood; and, by such discharge,
indirectly promote absorption over the whole
system. Hence, they are employed in dropsy.
The following are the chief Diuretics: Cantharis; Cantharis Vittata; Potassa: Acetas; Potassa; Liquor; Cahinca; Colchici Radix; Colchici
Semen; Digitalis; Diosma Crenata; Juniperus;
Oleum Terebinthina;; Potassa; Nitras; Potassaj
Bitartras; Scilla, Sodse Sales, and Spiritus iEthe-

DISTENSION DE LA VE'SICULE DU
F1EL, Turgescentia

D1ST1CHIASIS,

vesica? fellere.
DisticU'ia,
Districhiasis,

'double,' and ur^t;, 'a row.'
An
increased number of eyelashes; some turned
towards the eye, and irritating the organ; whilst
others preserve their natural direction.
Galen,
Paulus of iEgina. See Entropion.
D1STILLATIO UTERI, Leucorrhcea.

from

dig,

—

—

DISTILLATION, Staiag'mosfiom
and

DOCIMASIA
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dislilh're,

drop, little by little.' ris Nitrici.
Catastalag'mos.
DIURETICA, Arnica montana.
An operation, by which by
the aid of heat and in close vessels
DIVARICATIO, Ectropion.
the volatile are separated from the fixed parts of bodies,
CHYLI, Receptaculum
with the view of collecting the former, when
condensed, in appropriate receivers. The anSPIRITUUM AN1MAcients distinguished distillation per lulus, per LIUM, Ganglions, nervous.
ascen'sum, and per descen'sum, according to the
'A turning;' from didirection, which the volatilized matters were ver'tere, (di, and vertere,) to turn aside.'
An
made to take.
organ, which is capable of receiving an unusual
DIS'TOMA HEPATICUM, from Si$, and quantity of blood, when the circulation is obaroua, 'mouth.' Fasci'ola hepal'ica, Plana'ria structed or modified elsewhere, is said to act as
latius'culn, Fasciola huma'na, F. lanceolu'ta, the a diverticulum.
Also, a malformation or disGourd-worm or Fluke. (F.) Douve. An obo- eased appearance of a part, in which it goes out
vate, flat worm, an inch in length, and nearly of its regular course.
It is sometimes applied
an inch broad; sometimes found in the gall- to such a condition of the alimentary canal.
bladder of man, whence it occasionally passes Also, a hole to get out at.
by-passage. See
into the intestinal canal.
It is one of the most Ectrope.
common varieties of worms, infesting the livers
Nuc'kii. The opening
of the sheep, goat, ox, stag, fallow-deer, horse, through which the round ligaments of the
ass, hog, hare, &c.
The treatment is like that uterus pass. Parr.
required for other worms.
Diverticulum Pharyngis, Pharyngocele.
DISTORSIO, Sprain, Strabismus— d. Oris,
DIVI'DING, Div'idcns, from di or dis, and
Risus Sardonicus.
the Hetruscan verb iduo, ' to part or portion.'
DISTORTION, Distar'sio, from distorquere, That which divides or separates.
(dis, and torquere,)
to wrest aside.' Diastrem'Dividing Bandage, Fascia div'idens, (F.)
ma, Dias'trophe, Ligys'ma, (F.) Distorsion. Bandage divisif, is a bandage, employed for the
Usually applied to the preternatural curvature purpose of keeping parts separated from each
of a bone as distortion of the spine, limbs, &.e. other. It is used particularly to prevent imIt signifies, also, a convulsive slate of the mus- proper union ; as in cases of burns of the neck
cles of the eye, constituting squinting or stra- or other parts.
bismus.
DIVISION, Divis'io, Dicdresis. The acciORIS, Zygomatics major.
dental separation of parts, naturally united; in
DISTRIBUTORIA
THORACICA, other words, a wound or solution of continuity.
Thoracic duct.
Most frequently, however, it means an operaDISTRICHIASIS, Distichiasis.
tion, which consists in cutting certain parts,
DISTRIX, from dtq, double,' and -Sou, the with the view of fulfilling some therapeutical
hair.'
Trichio'sis distrix, Fissu'ra capillo'rum. indication.
Hairs of the scalp, weak, slender, and splitting
DIVUL'SIO, Dias'pasis. Has been used in
at their extremities.
Surgery, to express the rupture or laceration of
IT R A C Y
E R AS, from 8i$, two,' organs by external violence.
tqh/k, 'rough,' and ztouc, 'horn.' A genus
Divul'sio Uri'n^e, from divel'lerc, (dis, and
of intestinal worms. The Dilracliyd eras rudis, vellcre,) to pull asunder.' Cloudiness of urine.
Diceras rude, called, also, Bicorne rude. This
See Enaeorema.
Entozoon was first observed in the evacuations
DIZZINESS, Vertigo.
of a female by M. Sulzer of Strasburg. It is of
DOCCIONE.
OF.
a fawn colour, from 3 to 5 lines in length, with This spring is at Lucca, in Italy. It is a theran oval head, flattened and terminating in a mal saline.
point posteriorly; contained in a membranous
DOCH'ME, So^ut;.
measure of the Greeks,
s>ac, and furnished, anteriorly, with a bifurcated, equal to about four fingers' breadth.
Dacttjlorugous horn. Laennec considers it a vesicu- doch'mS.
See Worms.
lar worm or hydatid.
DOCIMA'SIA, Docimas'tice, from doni/xa^m,
DITTANDKR, Lepidium sativum.
I try or prove the quality of any thing.'
(de,

slillare,)

'

to

—

—

DIVERSORIUM

DIVERTICULA

DIVERTICULUM.

'

A

Diverticulum

—

'

;

DISTORTOR

LACTEA
'

«

i

D

H

C

<

'

—

MINERAL WATERS
A

i

[

DITTANY. BASTARD, Dictamnus albus—
d.

of Crete,

Docima'sia Medicamento'iujm ET Veneno'the testing of medicines and poisons.
Docima'sia Pulmo'num, Lung proof, Respi-

Origanum dictamnus.

rum means

DITTOPIA, Diplopia.
DITTOPSIA, Diplopia.

ration proof.
I

DIURE'SIS, from

'

Different proofs, to which the

through or by,' and organs of respiration, of a new-born child are
An abundant excre- subjected, for the purpose of detecting whether
ovQtw, 'I pass the urine.'
tion of urine.
it has or has not respired after birth
in other
DIURET'IC, Diuret'icus, same etymon; words, whether it was born alive or dead.
has
the
property
medicine,
which
consist,
chiefly
Urct'icus.
These
]. In testing-them with
A
$ia,

«

;

;

—

—
DOCK

DOLOIRE
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water, for the purpose of seeing whether the
lungs ore specifically heavier or lighter than
that fluid. This is called the Docimasia Pulmonum lujdrostat'ica. If lighter, it would be
some evidence that the foetus had respired 2.
In comparing the weight of the lungs with that
of the whole body the weight of lungs in which
respiration has taken place being nparly twice
as great.
This is the Docimaf sia Pulmo'num
Stat'ica, or Ploucquet's Test: and, 3. By measuring the circumference of the thorax and
lungs; and comparing their dimensions with
those of an infant, which has not respired. This
is Daniel's Test.
These tests, singly, afford
only probable evidence; but, when united, the
deductions may be more conclusive.

They have received

this name from the dogstar,
Canidula, 2t<nto?, Sirius a very brilliant star
in the constellation of the great dog, which
rises and sets, at this time, with the sun
It
was formerly believed to be a period particularly unpropitious to health; that it was dangerous to purge during it ; and other phantasies
were indulged.
DOGMATIC, from the Greek toyua, from
Dogrnat'icus. The name of
<5o*fu>,
I think.'
an ancient medical sect; so called, because its
members endeavoured, by reasoning, to discover
the essence of diseases and their occult causes ;
whilst the Empirics, their rivals, confined themselves strictly to experience; i.e., to the observation of facts. The union of the two modes
DOCK, BLOODY, Rumex sanguineus— d. of investigation makes the rational physician.
blunt-leaved, Rumex obtusifolius d. Cresses, These sectarians are likewise called Dog' matisls,
Lnpsana d. Sour, Rurnex acetosa d. Water, and their doctrine Dog'matism. The founders
Rumex hydrolapathum d. Wild, Sharp-pointed of this sect were Hippocrates, Thessalus, Draco,
Rumex acutus.
and Polybius; and the most celebrated of its
SURA, MINERAL
OF. supporters were Diodes of Carysta, Praxagoras
Krapach
mountains.
This spring is in the
The of Cos, Chrysippus of Soli, Herophilus, Erasiswater contains sulphate of soda, carbonate of tratus, &c.
soda, chloride of sodium, carbonate of lime,
DOGS' BANE, Apocynum androscemifolium.
silica, and iron.
DOGS' GRASS, Triticum repens.
DOCTOR, Med'icus, from doctus, ' learned ;'
DOGS' STONES, Orchis mascula.
DOGSTAR, Canicula.
7/7i homme qui devrait etre docte.'
A Physician.
Frequently applied to any one who practises
DOGWOOD, Cornus Florida— d. Jamaica,
medicine; although properly confined to him Piscidia erythrina d. Round-leaved, Cornus
who has received his degree of Doctor of Medi- circinata d. Swamp, Cornus sericea.
DOIGT, Digitus d. Aurictdaire, Auricular
cine.
finger
DOCTRINA GALL1ANA, Craniology.
d. Milieu, see Digitus
d. Petit, see

—

:

;

—

—

'

—
—

—

WATERS

DOCNA

'

—
—

—

DOCTRINE, MED'ICAL, Doclri'na Med'ica. Digitus.
principles or positions of any medical sect
DOLABRA, Ascia, Doloire.
Medicine has been too full of docDOL'ICHOS, from SoXi/o?, ' long.' A genus
or master.
trines.
One of the first was that of Herodicus of plants of the leguminous family. It includes
of Selivrasa, who recommended gymnastic ex- a number of species, generally indigenous in
ercises in disease. The chief founders of doc- India or America. The Dol'ickos Lalilab, or
(Prospero Alpini.)
trines have been Hippocrates, Serapion of Alex- Lablab, is found in Egypt.
andria, I'hilinus of Cos, Herophilus, Ascle- Its fruit is eaten there, like the Haricot with
piades, Themison of Laodicea, Thessalus of us. The Dol'ickos Sinen'sis is eaten in China,
Tralles, Soranus of Ephesus, Leonides of Alex- and is stored up as a provision for long voyages.
andria, Athenoeus of Attalia, Archigenes of The Dol'ickos Tubero'sus, (F.) Pais palate of
Apamaea, Agathinus of Sparta, Galenus, Para- Martinique, has tuberous roots of the size of
celsus, John Baptist van Helmont, Sylvius de both fists, and has the consistence and taste of
the turnip. The Dol'ickos Bulbo'sus, of the West
le Boe, Keill, Hamberger, Pitcairne, H. Boerhaave, J. E. Stahl, Frederick Hoffmann, George Indies resembles the turnip ; and from the
Baglivi, Cullen, Darwin, John Brown, Bed- Dol'ickos Soja, the Japanese prepare the welldoes, Girtanner, Reil, Rush, Rasori and Brous- known sauce Soy, which they term Sooja. The
most important, in medicine, is the
sais.
Dol'ichos Piuj'riens, Dol'ickos, Slizolo'bium,
Doctrine, Physiolooical, Broussaism.
Cuscuta epithy- Mucuna prur'iens, Cowkage, Cowitch, Jldsaria
Pala. Order, Leguminosse. (F.) Pais agratter.
mum.
The stiff" hairs of the Dolichos Pods, called DolDODECADACTYL1TIS, Duodenitis.
ichos Pubes, D. prurien'tis pubes, Dolicki Seta:
Duodenum.
The

—

DODDER OF THYME,
DODECADACTYLON,

DODECAPHAR'MACUM,

from Mtxa,

Lcgu'minum, Lanu'go Sil'iquse hirsu'lse, Mucuna,
(Ph. U. S.,) are the parts used in medicine.
They excite an intolerable, prurient sensation
when applied to the skin; but do not irritate
the mucous membrane over which they pass,
unguentum.
DODECATH'EON, from dmdix*, 'twelve,' when administered internally. The Dolichos
and Tidr^n, I put.' An antidote, consisting of is a mechanical anthelmintic, and is useful in
the ascarides lumbricoides, and oxyures vermitwelve simple substances. Paulus of iEgina.
Dodkcatheon, Sanicula— d. Plinii, Pingui- culares. Dose, gr. v to x of the pubes, in molasses.

An antwelve,' and ifaouuy.ov, ' a medicine.'
cient name given to all medicines which conApostolorum
See
sisted of twelve ingredients.

'

'

—

DOLOIRE,

cola Vulgaris.

DODONjEA, Myrica gale.
DODRANS, Spithama.

DOGCHOAK,

Cynanche.

DOGDAYS, (F.) Jours Caniculaircs. During
these days, comprised between the 24th of July
and the 23d of August, the temperature of the
air in Europe is generally high and oppressive.

ter's

axe.'

A

(F.) Jls'cia Dola'bra,

Bandage en

doloire

'

a carpenone in

is

which the turns are so placed, that each one
covers two- thirds of that which is immediately
beneath it. It has received the name Dohiirc
from its representing the obliquity of the ed^e
of the instrument, whose name it bears. See
Bandage.

— —

:

DOLOR
DOLOR, Pain—

il.
Capitis, Cephalalgia— d.
Crucians faciei. Neuralgia,
facial
d. Dentium, Odontalgia
d. Dentium a
stridore, Hsemodia
d. Faciei, Neuralgia, facial
d. Ischiadicus nervosus. Neuralgia, femoropoplitana
d. Nephreticus, Nephralgia
d. Pectoris externus, Pleurodynia
d. Rheumaticuset

Colicus, Colic

—

—

—

d.

—

—

—

nor CUE
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gay Dorsum penis, Dorsum nasi, for the upper
part of those organs.
Dorsum. Vertebral column.

DORYCIMUM,

Costus creticus.

DOS, Dorsum.

—

DOSE, Dusis, Pnrbinm. The quantity of any
substance, which ought to form part of a compound medicine, or ought to be exhibited singly,
DOLORES AD PARTUM, Pains, labour— to produce a desired effect. Many circumstances
d. Intestinorum, Colic— d. Partunentis, Pains, influence the doses of medicine. Women require
labour— d. Post partnm, Pains, after d. Puer- smaller doses, as a general principle, than men.
perarum, Pains, after.
Habit has a great effect, as well as climate, age,
DOMES'TIC, Domes'ticus, from domus, ' a idiosyncrasy : all these, and other circumstances,
house.'
This term has been given, as well as must be taken into account; and every general
Pop'ular Med'ieine, to treatises, written for th-e rule, on the subject, will be found to have nupurpose of enabling those who are not of the merous exceptions. Some of the mechanical
profession to treat the diseases, which may oc- physicians laid it down as a rule, that the doses
cur in their families, without the necessity of of medicines must always be as the squares of
calling in the physician. The term, likewise, the amslitution ! A matter not easy of calculasignifies
Medicine, when thus practised. Jt tion.
is probable, that such works have been attended
The following Tables will exhibit an approxwith more mischievous than advantageous re- imation to the proper doses (according to age)
sults.
of most substances.

—

Rheumatism.

arthriticus.

—

—

A

DOMINA'RUM

AQUA.
medicine described by Myrepsus, which he considered eraDlfMPTE-VEjYLX,

DONDO.

Table of Doses according to Age.
Age 24

nienagogue.

18
14
7
4
3
o

Asclepias vincetoxicum.

Albino.
Agitation.

DONESIS,

DORAD1LLA, Asplenium ceterach.
DORCADIZON, Caprizans.
DOREA,

full

dose be

will require

drachm.

1

J

2-3ds.

2 scruples.

half.

\

drachm.

1 scruple.
15 grains.
10 grains.
8 grains.
5 grains.

1.3d.
l-4th.
1-C.lll.

L-8lh.

112th.

1

Hemernlops.

DOREMA AMMONIACUM.
Gum.
DORMITIO,

See

Ammo-

niac,

Sleep.

DORONIC, Doronicum

pardalianches.

DORONICUM GERMAN1CUM, Arnica
montana.
Doron'icum PArtnALiAN'crir.s, D. Roma'num,
Roman Leop'ard's Banc, (F.) Dornnic, Alort aux
Pant/tires.

Let the

The table of doses, recommended by Dr.
Thomas Young, according to age, differs in some
respects from the above. Either affords a sufficient general approximation. His rule is, that
For children, under twelve years of age, the
doses of most medicines must be diminished in
the proportion of the age to the age increased by
tice/ve

^The root of this plant resembles the

Arnica Montana,

in its properties.

DORSAL, Dorsa'lis; from dorsum, 'the
back,' Notix'ns. Relating to the back of the
body, or of one of its parts as the Dorsal vertebrae, nerves, &c; Dorsal artery of the tongue,
penis, &c; Dorsal region of the foot, hand, &.c;
;

Dorsal Consumption, &c.
DORSAL, LOJYG, Longissimus dorsi.
DORSO- COSTAL, Serratus posticus superior
d. Lombo-costal, Serratus posticus inferior
d.
Lombo- sacro-humiral Latissimus dorsi d. Susacromien, Trapezius
d.
Trachelon-occipital,

—

,

2
thus, at

—

Complexns.

DORSTENIA BRAZILIENSIS, Caa-apia.
DoftsTr.NiA Contrayer'va, called after Dr.
Dorsten, Contrayer'va, Drake'na, Cypcrus longus,
1
o'dorus. perua'nus, Bezoar dica Radix, Dorste'nia
Jlousto'uii. Lisbon Contrayer'va, (F.) Rucine de
Chords, R. de Drachc, Rucine des Philippines.
Family, Urticese. Sex. Syst. Tetrandria Monogynia. A plant of South America, whose root,
Contrayer'va, (Ph. U. S.,) is aromatic, bitter,
and astringent. It has been given as a tonic,
stimulant and sudorific. Dose, gr. xij to gss.
DORSUM, jXotos, Nolon. The back. Metoph'rcnon, Tergum. (F.) Dos. The posterior
part of the trunk, extending from the inferior
and posterior region of the neck as far as the
The back of the fool, Dorsum pedis, is
loins.
the upper part of that organ, opposite the sole
the burl; of the hand, Dorsum mantis, the part
opposed to the palm. In the same sense, we
:

two years,

to l-7th

;

i.

e.,

1-7:=

2+12
At twenty-one the

full

dose being given.

DOSIS. Dose.

DOTAGE, Dementia.
DOTHIEN, Furunculus.
DOTHINENTERPTIS, from Jo^ijr,
tule,'
lirilc,

and

'
a pus(F.) DothinenGastroenteritis.

tvTeoor, 'intestine.'

Dothinenterie, Follicular

An

inflammation of the glands or follicles of
Peyer and Brunner, which Bretonneau considers to be the essence of a large class of fevers
particularly of those of the typhoid character.
See Typhus.
:

DOTTRINA MED1CA ITALIANA,

Con-

tro-stimulus, (doctrine of.)

DOUBLE-HEARING.

Paracu'sis duplica'ta,
The action of the one ear inacP. imperfecta.
cordant with that of the other sounds heard
doubly, and in different tones or keys.
:

DOUCE-AMkRE. Solanum dulcamara.
DOUCHE, (F.) In Italian, doccia ; modern
Cataclys'mxis. This term is apLatin, ducia.
plied to the shock of a column of fluid, of a de-

terminate nature and temperature, let fall upon
Pumping is a variety of the Douche.
the body.
In using this kind of bath, the fluid is directed
upon the part on which we are desirous of acting. The douches descendantes are those in
which the fluid falls from a height the douches
ascenduntes, those administered in diseases of
the uterus— douches horizontales, where the fluid

—

—

— —
DOULEUK

—
DRUNK
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impelled horizontally, &c. They may be
worm, according to circumstances The
apparatus consists of a reservoir of water having
a pipe or plug, by means of which the water can
be directed as the practitioner may desire. The
Douclu. communicates a considerable and peculiar shock to the nervous system; and is one of
is

other substance. Care must be taken not to
break it, as great pain and obstinate suppuration
might be the consequence.
Considerable obscurity rests on this subject.
Some even deny that the cases of Dracunculus,
on record, are really those of worms.
Dracunculus Polyphyllus, Arum dracunt.he most successful means for taming the furious cuius
d. Fratensis, Achillea ptarmica.
maniac. It is, also, useful in chronic rheumaDRAGEES, (F.) Almonds or dried preserves,
tism, stiff joint3, Ac.
.covered with white sugar. Sugar plums.
Douches of air are, also, occasionally used, as
Dragees de Keyser; a pharmaceutical prein cases of obstruction of the Eustachian tube paration, formerly much celebrated in syphilis,
by mucus. The Douches are sent from an air- It was composed of acetate, of mercury, manna,
press of which Deleau and Kramer have in- starch, mucilage, and gum tragacanth.
vented one each through a catheter introduced
DRAGMIS, Pugillus.
through the nose into the tube.
DRAGON, (F.) Dragon. Some authors have
DOULEUR, Pain d. de Cote, Pleurodynia given this name to opake spots on the cornea,
d. dr.i Dents, Odontalgia
d. de V Estomac, Car- and to cataract.
dialgia d. Newa/giaue dc I'Estomuc, Cardialgia
Dragon Root, Arum triphyllum.
d. I'ulsative, see Throbbing.
DRAGON'S BLOOD. See Calamus rotano-.
Pains, labour— d. ConquasDRA G OjXXEA U, Dracuncul us.
suntes, see Conquassant.
DRAINING, Desicca'tio, (F.) Dessechement.
Distoma hepaticurn d. Petite, Ra- The act of drawing off the water from marshes,
nunculus flammula.
for the purpose of destroying the unhealthy
DRACHION, Pugillus.
emanations, which proceed from them. It is a
DRACHM, Drachma, Dram, (F.) Gros. The well known fact, that from marshes arise cerancienl name of a' piece of money, weighing the tain emanations or miasmata, with the nature
eighth part of an ounce. At the present day it of which we are, however, totally unacquainted,
is used for this weight.
but which are the fertile source of intermittents
M1TIGATUS, Hydrargyri submu- and other diseases. Draining the soil and conrias
d. Sylvestris, Achillea ptarmica.verting it into arable land changes its character,
DRACOCEPH'ALUM CANARIEN'SE, D.'and the malaria ceases to be given off. It has
Molduv'icum, Melis'sa Tur'cica, Turkey Balsam, happened, however, that although, in such siCunu'ry Balsam, Balm of Gil' cad Tree, Alpi'ni tuations, intermittents have been got rid of,
Bal'samum, (F.) Me/isse de Moldavie. A Turk- consumption has taken their place,
ish and Siberian plant, which has an arornaDRAKEN A, Dorstenia contrayerva.
tic taste, joined with an agreeable flavour.
DRAPEAU, (F.) Vexil'lum, from drup, 'cloth.'
It
has been used as a tonic.
'A bandage, used in wounds, &c. of the nose,
DRACONTH^EMA. See Calamus rotang. to keep the dressings insitu. It is composed of
DRACONTIUM, Dracunculus. See, also, a small triangular compress, having two openDracontium foetidum.
ings at its inferior part, corresponding to those
Dracon'tium Fcet'idum, Dracon'tium, Ieto'des of the nostrils. It is fixed by means of a banfir'tidus, Si/m/>locar'pus fwtidus, Pothos fa.tida, dage, passing from its superior angle over the
Skunk Cabhage. Nat. Ord. Aroidere. Sex. Syst. head and another passing round the head,
Tetrandria Monooynia. This indigenous plant, under the orbits, so as to join the first at the
as some of its names import, is extremely fetid, nape of the neck. Also, Pterygion (q. v.)
The property, on which its medical virtues are
DRAP-FANON. See Fanon.
dependent, resides in a volatile principle, which
DRASTIC, Drasticus, Cenot'ic, from doaui, I
is impaired by long keeping, especially in pow- operate strongly.'
Active (q. v.) An epithet,
der.
Dose, of the dried root, Dracontium, (Ph. given to purgatives, which operate powerfully;
U. S), ten to twenty grains. It resembles asa- as elaterium, oil of croton, &e.
f'oetida and other fetid gums in its properties;
DRAUGHT, Haustus— d. Black, see Infusum
in other words, belongs to the class of reputed sennas compositum.
antispasmodics.
DRAX, Pugillus.
DREAM, Somnium— d. Waking, HallucinaDRACUN'CULUS, Dracon'tium, Vena Medi'va A'lahum, Gor'dius Medinen'sis, Vermidulus tion.
DRkCHE. Malt.
Capilla'ris, Diacvn' cuius Gordius, Fila'ria MeDREGS, Feculence.
dinen'sis, Ma lis dracun'culus, Malis Gordii, Muscular Hairworm, Bichios, Bicho.
DREPANOIDES, Falciform.
The Guinea
DRESS, Vestitus.
Worm, (F.) Dragonnt.au, Ver de Guinee. A
genus of worms, frequently met with in Indian
DRESSER, from (F.) dresser, l to put right*
and African climes. They are characterized An hospital assistant, whose office it is, to dress
by a filiform body, and are smooth and nearly wounds, ulcers, &c. He corresponds in funcof equal thickness throughout. The Guinea tion to the Eleve externe of the French hospiworm, when small, insinuates itself through tals.
DRESSING, Cura, Curatio. (F.) Pansement.
the cutaneous pores, and penetrates into the
cellular membrane and between the muscles; The methodical application of any remedy or
especially between those of the lower limbs, apparatus to a diseased part. Also, the remedy
where it occasions a tumour like a boil, which or apparatus itself.
subsequently suppurates, and the head of the
DRIMYPHA'GIA, from Sqi/ivs, * acrid,' 'aroworm appears and emerges gradually. The matic,' and <puyw, ' I eat.' An aromatic and exhead must then be seized, and the worm be cau- citing diet.
tiously rolled lound a small cylinder of linen or
DRINK, from Sax.v->pencan, Potus, (F.) Boiscold or

|
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DRIVELLING

Table of Ordinary Drinks, according to
e

<
t
f

Spring water,
River water,
Well water, &.c.

Lemon

and infusion? of Ani- J Whey,
and Vegetable substances.
s.\ Tea,

I

3.

Fermented Liquors.

^
(

I

4.

Spirituous Liquors.
j

I

Ale,
Beer,
Cider,
Perry,
Alcohol,
Ether,

Arrac,
Gin,

— d.

—

de mentha piperita

—

d.

Wade's, Tinctura benzoioi
White, Ward's, see Hydrargyri
d.

Ditras.

DROPSY, Hydrops— d.

of the lower belly,
Ascites— d. of the Brain, Hydrocephalus d.of
d. of the
the cellular Membrane, Anasarca
Chest, Hydrothornx d. of the Eye, Hydrophthalmia d. General, Anasarca d. of the Head,
Hydrocephalus d. of the lachrymal Sac, Fisd. of the lachrymal Sort, Latula lachrymalis
chrymal hernia d. of the Pericardium, Hydropericardium— d. of the Peritoneum, Ascites
d. Water of,
d. of the Pleura, Hydrothoiax

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

Spiraa hlipendula.

The systhe Sundew, Ros'solis, Drosiobot'unon, Dro'sium, Rorel'la, (F.) Rossolis. This
plant has a bitter, acrid, and caustic taste.
It
has been used as a rubefacient, and to destroy
warts and corns. It has, also, been regarded
as a pectoral.
Drosera rotundifolia.
DROSIUM. Drosera rotundifolium.
DROSOMELl, Fraxinus ornus.
Medicamenium, (P\) Drogue.
name ordinarily applied to simple medicines,
but by extension, to every substance employed
Menage derives it from
in the cure of disease.
droga ; and this from the Persian droa, odour;'
because many drugs have a strong odour. It is
from the Teutonic Irocken, Sax. Bjiizan, 'to dry.'
name of

A

DRUG,

Whiskey,

Ratafies,
(.Cordials, &.c.

Slavering.

'

DROGUE, Druff.
DROGUIER, (F.) Same

A

etymon as drug.
collection of different simple medicinal substances.

DROGUISTE,

Pastilli

DROSIOBOTANON,

Rum,

I

DRIVELLING,

composita

tematic

Wines,

Kirschwasser,
I

Peppermint,

Soot, see Fuligo

DROSERA ROTUNDIFO'LIA.

[Brandy,
I

d.

d.

Norma,

DROPWORT,

Coffee,

[Mattee,&.c.
(

tum —

—

Nitre, Spiritus telheris
see Antinionium tartarizad. Pectoral, Pectoral drops, Bateman's

— d.

—

Juices
inal

oitrici

Serum of Serous- membranes — d. Wind, Emphysema — d. of the Womb, Hydrometra.

juice,

Currant juice,
2.

compositus

dula?

—

their Chemical Composition.
Water.

DUCTUS

£.-.0

son. Every liquid introduced into the alimentary canal for the purpose of repairing the loss
of the fluid parts of the body. The necessity
for its use is indicated by the sensation of thirst.
Fluid, taken during a meal, aids in the digestion of the food.
Some drinks are exciting
and tonic, as the different v;uieties of beer,
wine, and spirit, which we use at table. In a
therapeutical point of view, drinks are used to
appease the thirst which prevails in febrile affections, or to act as diluents in those and other
cases.

1.

—

DRUGGER, DRUGSTER.

DRUGGIST,
Same etymon.

Pharwacopo'la, Mater talis

1

la,

One who sells drugs.
OF THE EAR, Tympanum.

(F.) Droguiste.

Druggist.

DRUM

DROIT DE L'jiBDOMEK, Rectus abdomiDRUNKENNESS, Temulentia.
d. Anterieur de la rvisse, Rectus femoris
nis
DRYING, Desic.ca'lion, Sicca' tio, Xcran'sis,
rL Anterieur de la lete, Rectus capitis internus
minor d. Anterieur de la lete, grand, Rectus Desicca'tio, Exsicca'lio ; same etymon as Drug.
d. externc de Vail, Rec- Evaporation or removal of the superfluous hucapitis internus major
d. Infe'rieur de Vail, Rectus midity in a body.
tus externus oculi
Drying or Desiccation of Plants. Those,
d. Interne de la cuisse, Gracilis
inferior oculi
internus oculi d. which are very succulent, should be dried
(I. Interne de Vail. Rectus
capitis
quickly.
They must be spread upon lattice
lateralis
Rectus
d.
Lateral de la tele.
Posltrieur de la tele, grand, Rectus capitus pos- work, covered from the light, and exposed to
the heat of the sun or to that of a stove, not exd. Posliiieur de la tele, petit, Recticus major
The drying of less
d. Super ieur, Rectus ceeding 110° Fahrenheit.
.tus capitis posticus minor
succulent plants can be effected at a lower temsuperior oculi.
perature. Flowers must be dried very carefully,
DROP, Gutta, (q. v.)
excluding the light. Seeds are dried in a place,
Drop, Ague, tasteless, Liquor arsenicalis
Pulpy
d. Black, Guttce nigra— d. Red, Ward's, see where there is a free current of air.
Serene,
tartarizati
d.
Amaufruits may be exposed to a gentle heat in a stove,
Vinum antimonii
be
gradually
may
elevated".
which
Roots
may
rosis.
also be dried in the stove the tuberous require
DROPACISMUS, Depilation.

—

:

DROPAX, Depilatory.
DROPPED HANDS, see Hands, dropped.
DROPS, ABBE ROUSSEAU'S, Laudanum

—

to be cut in slices.

DRYMIS W1NTER1, Wintera aromatica.
DUCT, ALIMENTARY, Canal alimentary,

—

\bbatis Rousseau d. Anodyne, Liquor morphinse acetatis d. Antiscorbutic, Marsden's,
see lnfusum gentianse compositum— d. Antivenereal, see Tinctura ferri muriatis— d. Chamomile, see Anthernis nobilis d. Dutch, Balsam of sulphur, Balsam of Turpentine— d. Fit,
Spiritus ammoniee fcetidus, see Fuligo— d. Golsen alcohol sulfuriden de la Motte's, Tinctura
ferri— d. Green's, see Liquor Hy-

Thoracic duct

Jesuit's, Tinctura bendrargyri oxymuriatis— d.

Duct, (F.) Canal de Bartholin.
tory duct of the sublingual gland.

—

—

co-ffithereus

aoini

composita— d. Lavender. Spiritus Lavan-

d.

Nasal,

d.

of Bellini, Uriniferous tube

Lachrymal duct— d. of Pecquet, Thod. of Wirsung. see Pancreas.

racic duct

—

DUCTOR CANALlCULATUS,
d. Urinse,

d.

—

Arteriosus,

Auris palatinus, Eustachian
Belleniani, Uriniferous Tubes

Duct

d.

Ductus

Gorget—

Ureter.

DUCTUS. Carnl— d.

Bartholinia'nus,

Arterial

Tube

Bar'thoi.ine's
The excre-

d

DUELECH
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—

Ductus Botai.li, Arterial duct d. Choledochus, Choledoch duct d. Chyliferus, Thoracic
duct d. Cibarius, Canal, alimentary d. Ferreini, Ferrein, canal of— d. Hepaticus, Hepatic
duct d. Incisivus, Palatine duct (anterior)
Intestinalis, Canal, alimentary
Lacteus,
d.
Thoracic duct d. Lachrymalis, Lachrymal
d.
duct
Lacrumalis, Lachrymal duct
d.
Nasalis orbittB, Lachrymal or nasal duct d.
Nasalo-palatinus, Palatine duct (anterior)
d.
ad Nasum, Lachrymal or nasal duct d. Nutritii, Canals, nutritive
d. Pancreaticus, see Pancreas d Pecqueti, Thoracic duct d. Punctorum lachrymalium. Lachrymal ducts d. Riviniani, see Sublingual gland
d. Rorifer, Tho-

denum,

racic duct.

um,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

——

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Ductus Saliva'lis Inferior, Ductus Warthoniu'nus, (F.) Canal de Warthon.
The ex-

chylifleation takes place after the

ad-

mixture of the biliary and pancreatic fluids with
the

chyme.

DUO-STER'NAL. Beclard thus names the
second osseous portion of the sternum, which
corresponds to the second intercostal space.
DUPLICATION, {duo, 'two,' and plicare,
'to fold. ') Duplica'tio, Duplic"itas, Diplasias'species of malformation, chamus, Diplo'sis.
racterized by the parts concerned being doubled.

A

— Meckel.

DU'PLICATURE,

Duplicatu'ra, Reflcc'tion,
double,' 'two-fold.'
The folding
or reflection of a membrane upon itself; as
Duplicature or reflection of the pleura, peritone-

from duplex,

'

Sec.

DUPON'DIUM. A

weight of four drachms.

— Galen.
DUR,

cretory duct of the submaxillary gland.

Hard.

DURA

Ductus Saliva'lis Superior, Ductus StenoMATER, Crassa meninx, Dura menia'nus, Ste'no's Duct, (F.) Canal de Stenon. ninx, Meninx exle'rior, Meninx sclera, jmcliei'a of
The excretory duct of the parotid gland which Galen, Dura membra' na cer'ebrum am'uiens, Cuopens into the mouth opposite the second upper ticula'ris membra'na, M. dermato'des, Meninge,
molar tooth.
(Ch.J Jt has been called dura, because of
Ductus Seiiosi, Lymphatic vessels d. Ste- its great resistance; and, mater, because it was
nonianus, Ductus salivalis superior d. Tho- believed to give rise to every membrane of the
d. body.
racicus, Thoracic duct d. Urinre, Ureter
(F.) Dure mere.
Dure- Tayc (Par6.) It
Urinarius, Urethra d. Uriniferi Bellini, Uri- is a fibrous, semitransparent membrane, of a
niferous tubes d. Varicosi uteri, Tuba Fallo- pearly-white colour, thick, and very resisting
pianas
d. Venosus, Canal, venous
d. Walthe- lines the cavity of the cranium, and contains
d. Warthonianus, the spinal marrow
protects the brain and marriani, see Sublingual gland
Ductus salivalis inferior.
row and, by its various expansions the falx
supports the different
Dulech.
cerebri, tentorium, &c
DUELLA. The ancient name of a weight, parts of the cerebral mass. The largest artery
of the dura mater is the A. meningsda me'dia.
which was equivalent to eight scruples.
Dura Mater, Lateral Processes of the,
DUG, Nipple.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

;

;

DUELECH,

,

DULCAMARA, Solanum

dulcamara.

—

—

Tentorium.

DULCEUO AMORIS, Clitoris.
DULECH or DU'ELECH. A

DURE MERE,

Dura mater.

DYCTOIDES,

Reticular.

term emDURE TAYE, Dura mater.
D URATE D OREILLE, Baryecoia— d. de
ployed by Paracelsus and Van Helmont, to de
substance,
which I'Ouie, Deafness.
signate a pretended tartarized
DURILLOJY, Callosity.
forms in the human body, and produces acute
DURUS, Hard.
pain, accompanied with great danger.
DWARF, Nanus.
DULSE, Rhodomela palmata d. Pepper,
DWARFISH, see Nanus.
Laurentia pinnatifida.

—

DUMBNESS, ivlutitas.
DUNBLANE, MINERAL WATERS OF
The

springs of Dunblane, in Scotland, contain
sulphate of soda, chlorides of sodium and calcium, and carbonate of iron.
Fimus d. Cow's, Fimus Vaccse d.
Goose, Fimus anseris d. Stone-horse, Fimus
equinus.

—

DUNG,

DUNGA.

—

—

Dengue.

DUODFNI'TIS,

Dodecadactyli'tis.

A hybrid

term, from duodenum, and itis, denoting inflain
Inflammation of the Duodenum, chamation.
racterized by 'white tongue; bitter taste; ano
rexia; fulness and tenderness in the region of
the duodenum and often yellowness of skin;
along with the ordinary signs of febrile irrita-

DYNAMETER, Dynamometer.DYNAMIC. Same etymon. That

which
Those influences of
agents on the organism, which are ascribablo

relates to the vital forces.

mechanical nor chemical causes, are
sometimes termed dynamic.
to neither

DYNAM1S. Force.
DYN A MOM'ETER, Myodynamometer, Myodynamometer, from duvautg,
power,' and uitqov, measure.'
'

'

force,'

'

vital

An instrument,

by M. Regnier, for measuring the
comparative muscular strength of man and animals. It consists of a spring, which, when
pressed upon, causes a needle to move upon a
portion of a circle, furnished with a scale of
kilogrammes and one of myriagrammes. To
tion.
DUODE'NUM, Ventric'ulus Succenturia'tus. measure the strength of the hands, the two
Ecfphysis seu jlppen'dix seu Proces'sus Ventri branches of the spring are firmly grasped, and
culi, Portona'rium, Dodecadac' tylon, from dunhx.u, brought as near together as the force can carry
The duode them. This effort makes the needle traverse,
twelve,' and (Wriv.o;, a finger.'
num is the first part of the intestinal canal, and indicates, on the scale of kilogrammes, the
commencing at the pyloric orifice of the sto strength of the experimenter's hands. A man,
mach, and terminating in the jejunum. Its '23 or 30 years of age, exerts a force commonly
length is about 112 fingers' breadth, and as it is equal to 50 kilogrammes or 100 pounds.
The strength of the loins of a man, about 30
only partially covered by the peritoneum, it is
susceptible of considerable dilatation; hence its years of age, as indicated by this instrument,
the
duois
usually about 13 inyiiagrammes, or iJU5
name Ventriculas succtnturiatus. In
;

'

'

contrived

—

-

DYOTA

DYSMASESIS
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pounds, which shows the weight he is capable
DYSCO'RIA, from dug, and xoqy], ' the pupil.'
of raising.
Irregularity of shape of the pupil.
From experiments made by Peron, in his
DYSCRA'SIA, from dug, and xozotg, tempevoyage, on 12 individuals of Van Dieman's rament.' Inlcmpe'ries (q. v.) A bad habit of
Land, 17 of New Holland, 56 of the Island of body.
Timor, 17 Frenchmen belonging to the expeDyscrasia Scrofulosa, Scrofula d. Tuberdition, and 14 Englishmen in the colony of culosa, see Tubercle.
New South Wales, he found their comparative
DYSCRASLE. Dysthetica.
strength, indicated by the dynamometer, to be
DYS'CRITOS, from dug, 'with difficulty,'
as follows
and y.Qi<rig, 'judgment.' That, which it is difHippocr.
ficult to judffe of.
Table.
DYSECCEA, Baryecoia, Deafness.
Strength
'

—

;

—

DYSEL'CIA,

Natives of

of the arm.

of the loins.

difficulty,'

and

difficult to heal.

.Kilog.

lbs.

Myri.

101.2
101.6

10.2

1174

116

138.4

15.2
15 2

1.

Van Dieman's

2.

New

3.

Timor*

1.

France

50.6
50.8
58.7
69.2

England

71.4

Land

5.

Holland

1424

a given quantity of any other of the same
The instrument is more ingenious than

class.

useful.
difficult, faulty

'

:'

mostly answering to the
;
particles dis, in, mis, or un, in English. Hence:
DYSJESTHE'SIA, from tag, < with diffi-

and aio-9aro[tai, ' I feel.' Obscure, diminished, or even abolished sensation.
Dysesthesia Auditoria, Cophosis d.Gusd. 01titoria, Ageustia
d. Interna, Amnesia

culty,'

—

—

—

Anosmia.
Dysjesthe'sia Visua'lis, Parop'sis.

iactoria,

of sight vitiated or
a-ittyw,

'

1

from

dug,

bring up.'

'with

diffi-

That which

is

An epithet given,

writers, to the sputa,

when

expectorated with difficulty on account of their
viscidity.

DYSANNARRHOPHE'SIS,
ia ; from dug,
'
absorption.'

'

Dysanarrhoph'
with difficulty,' and avaQootptjate,
Diminished absorption from mor-

bid causes.

DYSCATABROSIS, Dysphagia.
DYSCATAPOSIS, Dysphagia.
DYSCATAPO'TIA, from dug, and
I

Difficulty

drink.'

'

'

'

'

—

DYSCOPHO'SIS, from dug, with difficulty,'
nnd x<.<pow, I am deaf.' A defect in the sense
of hearing.— Hippocr.
'

'

DYS'ENTERY,

Difficul'las

intestino'rum,

from dug, and trrenur, an intestine.' Dissolu'tus
morbus, Diarrhw'a carnosa, Coli'tis, Coloni'tis,
'

Colo-recli'tis, Endocoli'tis, Esocoli'tis, Drflux'us
Dysenter'icus, Fcbris Dysente/ica, Flurncn dysenter'icum, Fluxus dysenter'icus, F. cruen'tus
cum Tenes'mo, Rheumatis'mus intestino'rum

cum

id'ecre,

nente'ria.

Tor'mina Celsi, Tor'mina, Blen-

The Bloody Flux;

the Flux,

Flux dysent'erique, Flux de sang.

(F.)

Inflamma-

tion of the mucous membrane of the large intestine ; the chief symptoms of which are:
fever, more or less inflammatory, with frequent

or bloody evacuations; violent tormina
When the evacuations do not
contain blood, it has been called Dysenter'ia
alba or simple Dysentery.
The seat of the disease is, generally, in the colon and rectum. It
occurs, particularly, during the summer and
autumnal months, and in hot climates more
than in cold: frequently, also, in camps and
prisons, in consequence of impure air, and imperfect nourishment: and is often epidemic.

and tenesmus.

Sporadic cases

of dysentery are, generally,
but when the disease occurs
epidemically, it often exhibits great malignancy. Generally, it yields to mild laxatives,
as castor oil, combined with diaphoretic narcotics, such as the pulvis ipecacuanhas composi-

managed

;

and counter-irritants to the abdomen; but,
at times, the inflammation runs on so speedily
to ulceration, that, unless a new action be ratus,

pidly excited, death will be the consequence.
In such cases, mercury must be rapidly introduced into the system, and narcotics may be

combined with it. The whole management in
acute dysentery must, of course, be strictly
y.aTamvto,

of swallowing liquids.
This term is recommended by Dr. Mead as a
substitute for hydrophobia, which means dread
of liquids. The dread seems to be partly caused
by the difficulty of deglutition.
DYSOHRCE'A, from dug, with difficulty,'
and /po* or /nota, colour.' Dischro'a. Sickly
or unhealthy colour of the skin. Used synonymously with the maculae (q. v.) of Willan.
DYSCTNE'SIA, from dug, with difficulty,'
and zirtoi, I move.' Difficulty or utter incaGalen.
pability of moving.
'

Vomiturition.

tallica

easily

expectorated with difficulty.

by the Greek

Sense

lost.

DYSANAGO'GOS,
and

witli

ulcer,

mucous

Diota.

dug, in composition,

sometimes privative

culty,'

*

Dysenteronervia Satdrnina, Colica me208.08
238.64
310.08
332.52

purpose of showing the quantity of active mat-

DYS,

An

an ulcer.'

DYSENTERIA HEPATICA, Hepatirrhcea.
DYSENTERONERV1A, Colic.

ter contained in a given weight or measure of
any officinal compound, with the dose of any
preparation, which will be equivalent in strength

DYOTA,

'

— Hippocrates, Foesius.

DYSEMESIA,

lbs.

Dynamometer or Dynameter, Medicinal.
An instrument, invented by Dr. Paris, for the

to

Dysepulo'tus, from dug,
'tly.og,

antiphlogistic.

DYSEPULOTOS,

Dyselcia.

DYSH^EMORRHCE'A,
and

from

due,

<

with

dif-

pass blood.'
Diminution or suppression of the hemorrhoidal flux.
Also, symptoms occasioned by its diminution
Sagar.
or suppression.
ficulty,'

^ai/noQQtu),

'

I

—

DYSIATOS,
ficulty,'

and

duo, arog, from dug, < with diflauat, 'to heal;' Cura'tu diffic"ilis.

Difficult of cure.

— Hippocr.

DYSLAL1A, Balbuties.
DYSLOCHI'A, Colica lochia'lis,
lochialis,

turition.'

Hysteral'gia

from dug, and XoXiog; 'relating to parDiminution or suppression of the lo-

chial discharge.

DYSMASE'SIS,

Dysmasse'sis, Bradymasd-

;

DYSMENIA
from dug,

sis,
'

mastication.'

<

with

difficulty,' and uam.ntg,
Difficult or impeded mastica-

tion.

DYSMENIA, Dysmenorrhea.
DYSMENORRHCE'A, Dysme'nia,

Paramediffi"cilis, Menorrhagia stillati" tia, Amenorrhea diffic"ilis, Menses dolorificx, Menorrhagia difficilis, Menstrua! lio difficilis, M. dolorif'ica, Lubo'riuus Menstrua' tion.
Catamenia
nia

passed with great local pain, especially in the
loins
with sometimes a membranous discharge. Dysmenorrhoea is very difficult of removal, and prevents conception. In the married female, if she should be able to pass one
period without pain, and subsequently become
pregnant, the morbid action may be broken in
upon, by gestation, and a perfect cure be obtained
Change of air, soon after marriage,
will sometimes give occasion to this desirable
result.
The affection generally depends upon
subinflammation of the interior of the uterus,
called into action at each catamenial period.
The violence of the pain requires the liberal
use of narcotics.
YSMPIIROJYER VIE, Nephralgia.
:

—

D

DYSO'DIA;

' foe tor,'
from 8vg,
smell.'
(F.) Puanlcur.
this generic name to all

duauidiu,

and otto, 'I
Sauvages has given

'badly,'

by fetid emanations,
from whatever part proceeding; from the
inoulli, nasal fossse, bronchia, stomach, axillae,
groins, &c. Also, a stench or stink.
characterized

diseases,

DYSPNOEA

853

It is usually dependent on irregularity ol
living; either in the quantity or quality of the
food taken: and the most successful treatment
is, to put the patient on a diet easy of digestion; to combat the causes, where such are
apparent; and, by proper remedies and regimen, to strengthen the system in every practicable manner.
A great error exists in regarding it as always a disease of debility. It is
often connected with an inflammatory or subinflammatory condition of the mucous lininrr
of the stomach, and of course a very different
plan of treatment is required in the two cases.
Dyspepsia is often attended with too great a
secretion of the gastric acids; but, on other
occasions, they would appear to be too small in
quantity, so as to constitute alkaline indigestion
or neutral indigestion.
Dyspepsia Chlorosis, Chlorosis d. Hypochondriasis, Hypochondriasis d. Pyrosis, Py-

—

—

rosis.

DYSPEPSODYNIA,
DYSPERMA'SIA,
'with

dug,

difficulty,'

— sometimes

Difficulty
the sperm.

D\SPHA'GIA,
Deglulitio

Cardialgia.

Dyspermatis'mvs,

and

from

'sperm.'
of voiding

o-jicquoc,

incapacity

—

Dyscatabro'sis, Dyscatap'osis,
D. Lffsa, D. impedi'la, from

difficilis,

with difficulty,' and <puya), 1 eat.' Difficulty of deglutition.
Dysphagia is almost always symptomatic either of inflammation or
of other disease of the organs of deglutition, or
DYSODONTI'ASIS, from dvg, 'with dif of incomplete obstruction of the oesophagus, by
ficulty,' and oduiTiioig,
dentition.'
Difficult some obstacle within it, or by a neighbouring

—

dvg,

'

'

;

'

dentition.

tumour. At times, it is produced by spasm or
from dvg, with difficulty,' paralysis of the oesophagus. The prognosis and
Insomnia, with rest- treatment vary according to the cause.
lessness.
Dysphagia Atonic a, Pharyngoplegia d.
DYSO'PIA, from dvg, ' with difficulty,' and Pharyngea, D. Constricta d. CEsophagea, D.
oarouut, 1 see.' Difficulty of seeing: obscu- Constricta d. Spasmodica, CEsophagismus d,
rity of vision.
Callosa, D. Constricta d. Paralytica, PharynDvsopia DissiTORUM, Myopia.
goplegia d. Torpida, Pharyngoplegia d. GloLater
a'
Dvsopia.
lis, Parop'sis lulera'iis, bosa, Angone
d. Hysterica, Angone
d. InSkuesight, Sight askew. Vision only accurate flammatoria, Cynanche tonsillaris d.Linouosa,
when the object is placed obliquely. This state Paraglossa d. Ranula, Ranula d. Uvulosa,
is generally caused by some opacity of the Staphylcedema.
cornea.
Dyspha'gia Constric'ta, D. Pharyngea, D.
Dvsopia Lominis, Nyctalopia d. Proximo- CEsophagea, D. Callosa, Strictu'ra Pharyngis
Tenebrarum,
Hemeralopia.
rum, Presbytia d.
seu (Esoph'agi vera, S. (E. Callosa, Slenocho'ria
DYSOREX'IA, from dvg, 'with difficulty,' (Esoph'agi, (Esophagiarc'tia. Stricture of the
and oosiic, appetite.' Diminution of appetite. pharynx and oesophagus, is an affection which
DYSOS'MIA, from dug, with difficulty,' may be the result of pharyngitis or oesophagitis
and oaun, 'smell.' Diminution of smell.
but more frequently of malignant disease in the
DYSPEPSIA, from Sue, 'with difficulty,' parietes of the tube. The only remedy is the
Dyspep'sia,
and nenru), I concoct.' Limo'sis
Bougie.
Anorex'ia. Apep'sia, Diges'tio deprava't.a, D.
from iu e and tpm* V , the
diffic"ilis, D. Ixsa, Gastro-alon'ia, Indigestion,
voice.' Difficulty of producing and aiticulatinjp
A state of the stomach, sounds; voice imperfect or depraved.
Difficulty of Digestion.
Apho'in which its functions are disturbed, without
nia (of some,)
the presence of other diseases, or when, if other
Dysphonia Immouulata NASALis,Rhinophodiseases be present, they are of but minor imnia d. Immodulata palatina, Asaphia.
very
of dyspepsia

DYSONEI'ROS,

and

>

ovttqog, 'a dream.'

—

—
—

—

—

'

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

'

'

'

DYSPHO'NIA,

are
portance. The symptoms
various.
Those affecting the stomach itself
loss of appetite; nausea; pain in the
are:
epigastrium or hypochondrium ; heart-burn;
sense of fulness, or weight in the stomach;
acid or fetid eructations; pyrosis, and sense of
fluttering or sinking at the pit of the stomach.
The sympathetic affections are of the most diversified character.
Dyspepsia, being generally of a functional nature, is devoid of danWhen arising from disease of the stomach
ger.
itself, it is, of course, more serious.

—

22*

'

,

—

DYSPHOR'IA,

lnquietu'do,Asta'sia, Dissat-

isfaction, Restlessness, Suffering;
'
I bear,'
<f foci,

from

dig,

and

Dysphoria Anxietas, Anxiety— d. Nervosa,
Fidgets— d. Simplex, Fidgets.

DYSPNCE'A,from dug,and srr«w,'I breathe.'
Pseudo-asthma, Anhcla'lion, Shori. Iirrath, Brachypnw'a, Difficulty of breathing, (F.) Courto
Ha/einc.
Dyspnoea may be idiopathic or symptomatic; the latter accompanies almost all thoracic diseases.
Urgent Dyspncsa hag been

—
DYSTHANATOS
amphipneu'ma,

called

— Hippo-

—

——
i

-

E.1U

254

a.u(pi7rvtv(*a.

crates.

—— —— —— ——

DYSTHYM'IA, from Sv ? , and 9»ff ti 'mind.'
Depression, Despondency. A bad sign in acute

Dyspncea Convclsiva, Asthma d. Hydro- diseases.
Hydrothorax d. Physothoracica,
D Y ST O C"i A, Mogosto'cia, from dvc, and
A laborious accoucheroxog, 'accouchement.'
Pneumothorax d. Pinguedinosa, Pursiness
d. Pneumatica, Pneumothorax
d. Pyothora- ment, Parodynia, morbid labour, difficult labour.
Partus diffic"ilis. See Laborious.
cica, Empyema.
Dystocia Abortiva, Abortion d. DyscyeDYSTHAN'ATOS, from 8v(, and 9avart<;,
Pregnancy, morbid d. Dyscyesis extrasis,
'death.' That which causes a slow and painful death.
One who experiences this kind of uterina, see Pregnancy, preternatural.
DYSTCECHIASIS, Hispid' itas, from dvc,
death. Hippocr. Galen.
Irregular position
had,' and cttoi^o?, order.'
thoracica,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

'

'

DYSTHERAPEU'TOS,

Difficiliter euro!'bills;

of the eye-lashes

— Forestus.

and deoitntia,
medical treatment.'
DYSU'RIA, Vri'nx diffic"ilis excre'tio, from
That which is difficult of cure.
3vc,
with difficulty,' and ovqcv, urine.' Stran'
DYSTHE'SIA. Bad humour. Impatience in gury (q. v.) (of some.) Difficult}' of passing
disease; from Svg, 'badly,' and Tid*if*ai, 'I am the urine.
In this affection the urine is voided
Erotian.
situate.'
with pain, and a sensation of heat in some part
DYSTHET'ICA, Cachcx'iw, Cachexies; same of the urethra. Dysuria is the first degree of
etymon. A mordid condition of the blood or retention of urine. It differs from strangury,
blood-vessels; alone or connected with a morbid in which the urine can only be passed in drops
state of other fluids, producing a diseased habit. and with great straining.
Dysuria Calculosa, Calculi, vesical d. IrriThe 4th order in the class Hsematica of Good,
tata, Calculi, vesical
d. mucosa, Cystirrhcea.
including Plethora, Hsemorrkagia, &-c.

from

Svg,

'

'

'

—

—

—

E.
EAGLE-STONE, JEtites.
EAR, Auris, Ous, ov?, Saxon,

The

eape,

(F.)

The organ of audition. It is comOreille.
posed of a series of more or less irregular cavities, in which the sonorous rays are successively
received and reflected, until they agitate the
nerves which are destined to convey the impression to the brain. The ear is contained
partly in the substance of the temporal bones;
and a part projects externally, behind the joint
of the lower jaw. It may be divided into three

auditory nerve is distributed to the caviof the internal ear.
Ear, Flap, Proptoma auricularum.
EAR-PICK, Otoglyphis, Cochlear auricula'r?,
(F.) Cure-oreille, Auriscal'pium.
A species of
small scoop, used for extracting hardened cerumen from the meatus auditorius externus; or to
remove foreign bodies from the ear. If carelessly
used, it is apt to excite inflammation of the tube.

ties

EAR-TRUMPET,

Tubus

acus'ticus, Acus'ti-

cum Cornu, (F.) Cornet acouslique. An instrument for collecting sound and increasing its
portions; — the outer or external ear,
intensity, used by those who are hard of hearauditorius;
the
middle
meatus
the auricle and
ing.
It is, commonly, a kind of cone, formed
car, comprising the cavity of the tympanum
and its dependencies; and the internal ear, com- of silver, tin, or elastic gum, the base of which
prehending the three semicircular canals, the is turned towards the person who is speaking,
formed by

cochlea and the vestibule; which, together,
Within the
constitute the osseous labyrinth.
cavity of this labyrinth are contained memof
vestibule
shape
the
branes having nearly the
and semicircular canals, but not extending into
the cochlea. These membranes form the membranous labyrinth. Between the osseous and
the membranous labyrinth is situate the liquor
of Cotunnius,and within the membranous labyrinth, is a fluid termed by De Blainville, vitrine
auditive, from its supposed analogy to the vitreous humour of the eye. The form of the membranous vestibule is not an exact imitation of
the osseous cavity, being composed of two disthe
tinct sacs, which open into each other,
one termed the Saeculus vestibuli; the other the
Succvlus (q. v.) Each sac contains in its inte-

—

rior a small

mass of white calcareous matter

resembling powdered chalk, which seems to be
suspendecTin the fluid of the sacs by means of
a number of nervous filaments proceeding from
the auditory nerve. These are the otocomes and
vLolithcs of Breschet.

and the apex placed

in the entrance of the
tus auditorius externus.

mea-

EARTH, FULLER'S, Cimolia purpurescens

— Heavy, Baryta — Japan, Catechu —
Lemnian, Terra Lemnia — Ponderous, Baryta
— Samian, Sami terra — Sealed, Terra
e.

e.

e.

e.

e.

e.

sigillata.

EARTHNUT,

Pignut,

Bunium

bulbocasta-

num.

EA U, Water— e. d' Mx-la- Chapel 'c, see Aixla-Chapelle e. de VJlmnios, Liquor amnii
e.
d'Arnandcs ameres, Aqua amygdalarum concentrata
e. d'Armagnac, Tinctura cinnamomi composita
e.deBalaruc, Balaruc waters e. de Bae. de Bonfermc, Tinctura
reges, Bareges water
cinnamomi composita c. de Bonnes, Bonnes
mineral waters of e. de Boule,see Ferrum tartarizatum e. de Bourbonnc- Its- Bains, Bourbonne-les-Bains, mineral waters of e. des Carmes, see Melissa e. de Chuux, Lieu or calcis
e. de Chaux composic, Liquor calcis compositus
Cuirre ammontar.ul. Liquor cupri nrnc. de
moniati— e. distilUe, Waler distilled— e. dc Ion-

—

——

—— ———
— ————— — —
— — —— —
EAU DE LAC

Water, spring e. des Fontaines de la
Mareguerie, Rouen, mineral waters of— e.contre
Gangrene, Liquor hydrargyri nitrici e. dt
Goudron, see Pinus sylvestris e. d'Husson,

taint,
la

—

Want's Vinum

colchici

e.

Serum of serous membranes

Ilydropiques,

des
e.

Hydrosulfurie

simple, Hydrosulphuretted water.

Eao de Javelle,
alkali' na oxymuriat'ica,

iCHARDE

25S

Bleaching

{Common

liquid,

ECBRAS'MATA,

from 9*fa*tu, ' I boil up.'
Hippocrates uses this word for
certain burning eruptions.
Ecchym'uta.

ECCATHARTI CUS, Cathartic.
ECCHYLOMA, Extract.
ECCHYMATA, Ecbrasmata.
ECCHYMO'MA, Ecchymo'sis,

Aqua Pclio'ma, from

salt Ibij, black

ik,

'out

of,'

and

'humour.' Effu'sio,Exsucca'tio.

Pelidno'ma,

y^vfiog, 'juice,'

A

liquid black,

manganese Ibj, water Ibij. Put into a or yellow spot, produced by blood effused into
and add, gradually, oil of vitriol Ibij. the cellular tissue from a contusion. SpontanePass the vapour through a solution of subcar- ous effusions, occurring as the result of disease

oxide of
retort,

bonate of potass 3iij, in water ^xxix, applying or after death, are called sugillalions. It is imporheat towards the last.
S. G. 1.087.)
It is tant, at times, in a medico-legal point of" view,
stimulant, detergent, and antiseptic, applied to distinguish between the ecchymosis, produced
externally.
during life, and sugillation, occurring after
LAC, Water, lake— e. de Luct, death.
Spiritus ammonia; succinatus e. de Marais,
Ecchvmoma Arterioshm, see Aneurism e.
Water, marsh— e. Midicinale d'Husson, see Col- Hyponychon, Hyponychon e. Lymphaticum,
chicum auturunale e. de Mer, Water, sea e. Phlegmatia dolens e. Melasma, Melasma.

—

EAU DE

—

—

Mercuriel/e, Liquor hydrargyri nitrici

Minede Naples, Naples water, factitious
e. de JVcige, Water, snow
e. de
Pluit, Water, rain
e. de Potasse, Liquor potassse
e. de Puit, Water, well
e. Regale, Nitromuriatic acid e. de Source, Water, well e.
Sucr&e, Hydrosaccharum
e. de
Vichy, Vichy
water e. de Vie, Brandy— e. de Vie Allemande,
Tinctura jalapii composita e. de Vie camphre,
Spiritus camphoree.
EAUX, LES, Liquor amnii — e. H'epatiques,
Waters, mineral, sulfureous e. Min6ral.es arlie. Minirales
ficielles, Waters, mineral, artificial
e. Miniralcs
faclices, Waters, mineral, artificial
ferrugineuses, Waters, mineral, gaseous, &c.
e. Min6rules gaseuses ou acidules, Waters, mineral, gaseous, &c. e. Miniralcs salines, Waters,
mineral, saline e. Min6rales sulfureuscs. Wae. Sulfurics, Waters,
ters, mineral, sulfureous
mineral sulfureous.
rale,

Water, mineral

ECCHYMOSIS,

e.

e.

—

—

EBEAUP1N, MINERAL WATERS OF.

—

—

Ecchyrnoma.

ECCLISXS,
EC'COPE, from m, and xotttciv, 'to cut.'
The act of cutting out: also, a perpendicular
Luxation.

division of the cranium, by a cutting instru-

See Entaille.
ECCOP'EUS. Same etymon. A knife or
instrument for cutting. An ancient instrument
the raspatory used in trepanning.
ment.

—

—

ECCOPROT'IC,

Eccoprot'icus,

Ectoprot'ic,

from ej, 'out of,' and non-oos, 'excrement.'
Mild purgatives or laxatives, whose operation
is confined to simply clearing out the intestinal canal.

ECCORTHAT'ICUS, from e*,
collect.'
I
An ancient

«

KOQ&ao),

out

of,'

and

epithet for
remedies to which was attributed the property
of evacuating collections of humours.
ECCRINOL'OGY, Eccrino/og'ia, from ikiqxfinoi,) 'I separate,' and Xoyo?, 'a
»'<d, (f*, and
A treatise on the secretions.
discourse.'
'

EC'CRISIS. Same etymon. Excre'tio. The
acidulous chalybeate, in the department of
excretion or egeslion, either of an excrementiLoire Inf6ritvre, near Nantes.
tious, or morbific matter, by any of the outlets.
EBLOUISSEMENT, Dazzling.
ECCRIT'ICA. Diseases of the excernent
EBRIECA'SUM. A term employed by Parafunction. The 6th class in Good's Nosology.
of
the
reason,
denote
a
disturbance
to
celsus
ECCYE'SIS, Pregnancy, preternatural— e.
similar to what occurs in drunkenness.

An

EBRIETAS, Temulentia.
EBULLITIO, Strophulus.
EBULLITION, Ebvllitio,

—

JEstua'tio, Anaz'Causis, from ebutli're, to bubble up.' B- tilmotion of a
The
Bouillonncrnent.
(F.)
ing.
liquid, by which it gives off bubbles of vapour,
by heat or fermentation. The boiling point of
liquids varies, according to the pressure to which
they are subjected. For the point of ebullition
of different substances, see Heat.
Ebullition is used in France, in a vague
manner, for every kind of transient eruption of
the skin, occurring without fever or with a
slight febrile attack.
EBULUS, Sambucus ebulus.
EBUR, Ivory.
EC, (I efore a vowel Ex,) iy.,i$, out of, from,
Hence, Ecchyrnoma, Eclectic, &c.
of.'
tCAlLLE, Scale.
'

esis,

'

ECAILLES D'FIUITRES,
ECAILLEUX, Squamous.

ECBESOMENON,

Ostre®

testes.

Eventus.

ECBOLIO, Abortive.
ECBOLICUS, Abortive.

ECBOLIUM ELATERIUM,
elaterium.

—

Abdominalis, Pregnancy, abdominal e. Ovaria, Pregnancy, ovarial
e. Tubalis, Pregnancy,

Momordica

tubal.

EC'DORA, from

tz,and 9tQu, I flay.' Anad'Excoriation in general, but
more especially of the urethra.
<

ora, Excoria'tio.

ECHALOTTE,

Eschalottc,

Allium Ascalon'-

icum, Cepa Ascalonica.
The shallot'. A species
of allium, employed in culinary preparations.
&CHAJYCRURE, (F.) Emargina'tio, Emarginatu'ra. A French word, employed by anatomists to designate depressions and notches
(q. v.) of various shapes, observed on the surface or edges of bones.
Echancrure Ethmoidale is on the nasnl
bone, which it unites with the ethmoid. See

Ethmoid.

EchancruheNasale, •/VasaZJVbfc/i, belongs
the os frontis,and
of the nose.

is

to

articulated with the bones

Echancrcre Parotidien.ve is a triangular
space, comprised between the parotidean edge
of the inferior maxillary bone and the mastoid
process, so called because it lodges the parotid
gland.
Splinter.

ECHARDE,

——
llC HARP E

GRANDE

&CHARPE GRANDE,

—

—

—

ECPLEXIS

2.'G

EMOYEJf,

see •I lick.'
(F.) Looch, (q. v.)
A medicine, of a
thick, syrupy consistence, chiefly used to allav
Sling.
oough; and consisting of pectoral remedies. It
ECHAUBOULURES, (F.) Sudam'ina, Hidte'a. was formerly sucked from the end of a liquorice
word whose meaning is not fixed. It is ap- stick, made into a kind of pencil hence its
plied to any eruption on the surface of the body, name Linctus, from lingere,' to lick.' Although
accompanied with pricking and other uneasy the linctus is usually exhibited in thoracic afsensations.
fections, it may have tonic virtues combined
ECHAUFFANTS. Calefacients.
with it.
E.CHAUFFEMENT, (F.) Califactio, EccalcALBUM, Looch album— e. Gumfac'tio, from echavffer cat cfacere,' to make warm.' moso-oleosum, Looch alburn.
economy;
Augmentation of heat in the animal
ECLEIPI SIS, Exfoliation.
the symptoms of which are a more than ordiECLEPISIS, Desquamation.
nary sensation of heat, disposition to perspiraECLEPISITREI'ANON, Exfoliative trepan.
tion, great thirst, general indisposition, flushed
ECLIGMA, Eclectos.
JiCLlSSE, Splint.
countenance, &c. It goes off by the use of anIn the vulgar
tiphlogistics and abstinence.
EC'LYSIS, Exsolulio; from wlvw, ' I loosen.'
language, it is often used synonymously with Resolution, prostration of strength; faintness.

Sling

—

<*.

et

de J. L. Petit, see Sling

e.

Petite, see

A

;

ECLEGMA

,

ECMYZESIS,

and sometimes for simple
and for chafing, (q. v.)
ECHECOL'LON, from t X u>, 'I have,' and

constipation, (q. v.)

gonorrhoea,

EC OLE.

(q. v.)

Any

Exsuctio.
School.
(Econom'ia, from

ECON'OMY,

oixia,

'a

'family,' and ifu<», 'I rule.'
By the
term animal economy is understood, the aggreECHELLES DU LIMACOjX, Seal® of the gate of the laws, which govern the organism of
animals. The word economy is, also, used for
cochlea.
ECHENEIS, Remora Ilildani.
the aggregate of parts, which constitute man or
ECHETROSlS, Brvonia alba.
animals.
ECH1NE, Vertebral column.
ECORCE, Cortex e. Cariocostinc, Canella
y.oU.a,

'

glue.'

tinous remedy.

—

Echecol'lum.

— Gorraeus,

topical, glu- house,'

Galen.

ECHINOCOCCUS, HOMINIS,
Humanus, Hydatid.

e.

ECH1NOGLOSSUM,

tum.

—

Worms

de Saint Lvcie, Cinchona Caribseae corde Winter, see Wintera aromatica e.
Ophioglossum vulga- Fausse de Winter, Canella alba.
ECORCHURES, Chafing. Excoriation.
see

alba
tex

—

ECHINOPHTHAL'MIA, from f /iw?, 'a
hedgehog,' and oySaXuia, inflammation of the
Ophthalmia of the eyelids in which the
eye.'
cilia project like the quills of the hedgehog.
ECHI'NOPS, from yiro?, hedgehog,' and
Crocudil'ion, Acnnthalthe appearance.'
w\p,
zuca, Scabio'sa carduifo'lia, Sphxroceph'ula ilatior, Echinopus, Echi'nops Sphserocepk' ulus. The
globe thistle. The root and seeds are reputed to
be moderately diuretic.
ECHINOPUS, Echinops.

£..

e.

ECOULEMEJYT,

Discharge, Gonorrhoea— t.

blanc, Leucorrhoea

'

6.

de Sang par I'lnlcstin,

Hsematochezia.

ECPHLYSIS, Vesicula— e. Herpes, Herpes
e. Herpes circinatus, Herpes circinatus
e.
Herpes exedens, Herpes exedens e. Herpes
miliaris, Herpes phlyctenodes— e. Herpes zoster, Herpes zoster
e.
Pompholyx, Pompho-

—

'

'

—

lyx

—

—

—

e.

Rhypia, Rupia.

ECPHRAX'IS, from
obstruction.'

ECHINUS SCANDENS, Allamanda.
ECHOS, Tinnitus Aurium.

medies.

ECLACTIS'MA, Ecla/np'sis, Eclamp' sia.' Epi-

Melancholy.

The

ECPHRONIA,

txipoannw, 'I remove
action of deobstruent re-

Insanity— e. Melancholia,

ECPHYAS,

lamp'sis, Effulgescen'tia, from fW.uznioi, I kick.'
Appendix vermiformis ca?ci.
Epilepsy is often accompanied with flashings of
Excrescence, Tumour— e. Callight: and hence Hippocrates has used the last lus, Callosity
e.
Caruncula, Caruncle e.
two words for epilepsy. They have all been Clavus, Corn e. CEdematicnm, Phlegmatic
applied to the convulsions of children.
dolens e. Physconia, Physconia e. Verruca,
'

ECPHYMA,

£C LAIRE,

Ranunculus

—

Chelidonium majus

e.

Petite,

—
—

—

Verruca.

ECPHYSE'SIS, from

ficaria.

—

txtpvoaa,
I breathe
convul- through,' Exsuffla'tio. A quick and forced exsions of children, Epilcp'sia acu'la infan' turn, E. pulsion of air from the lungs.
febri'lis infan'tum, (F.) Convulsions des Enfans.
ECPHYSIS VENTRICUL1, Duodenum.
EcLAMP'siA GRAVIDARUM ET PaRTC RIEN'E C P I ES'MA from tzntiLut, 'I compress.'
tium Convulsions des femmes enceintes et en Effructu'ra, Implication, Deces'sio. A fiacture
Convulsions of of the cranium, with depression of the fragcouche, Puerjjeral Convulsions.
pregnant and parturient women.
ments and compression of the brain.
Eclampsia Tvphodes, Raphania.
ECPIES'MOS, Expressio, (q. v.) Ex'itus,
(PHYSICIANS,) Eclcc'tici Erpies'mon, same etymon, Celsus uses these
A sect of phy- words to signify the forcing of the eye from
Med'ici, from ty.Xtyw, I choose.'
sicians, who professed to choose, from other the orbitar cavity, with apparent but not real
sects, all the opinions which appeared to them augmentation of the organ.
See Exophthal.
Agathinus of Sparta, master of mia.
best founded.
ECPLERO'MA, from «x, and nltooa,, ' [
Archigenesof Apamaea, in Syria, was its reputed
Hippocrates means, by
founder; and Archigene3 and Aretseus were fill,' a cushion, a pad.
ornaments.
term, a small pad or ball of leather or
this
its greatest
Every judicious physician must be an eclec- other substance intended to fill the hollow of
the armpit; used probably in reducing luxatic.
Eclig'ma, Elig'ma, Elix'is, tions of the shoulder.
ECPLEXIS, Stupor.
Lambiti'vum, Linclus, Linctua'rium, from xxla-^m,

ECLAMPSIA, Convulsion:

also, the

;

ECLECTIC,

'

ECLEC'TOS,

J

<

ECPJSEUMATOSIS

ECPNEUMATOSIS,

ECTILLOTICUS, Depilatory.
ECTILMOS, Evulsion.

Expiration.
Expiration.
Expiration.

ECPNEUSIS,
ECPJNOE,

E C P T O' M A, Ecpto'sis, Erciden'tia; from
txnmrte, I fall out.' This word has been used
in varjous senses.
1. Synonymously with luxanon. H. For the separation of <ranorenous
parts.
3. For the expulsion of the secundines.
4. For the prolapsus of the womb: and 5. For
intestinal or omental hernia, &c.
'

ECPTOSIS,

Luxation.
Incrassantia

—
—

ECPYESIS, Abscess, Pustule, Empyema e.
Impetigo, Impetigo
e. Porrigo, Porrigo
e.
Porrigo Crustacea, Porrigo larvalis e. Porrigo
favosa, Porrigo favosa e. Porrigo furfuracea,
Porrigo furfurans e. Porrigo galeata, Porrigo
scutulata e. Porrigo lupinosa, Porrigo lupinosa
e. Scabies, Psora.
ECPYETICUS, Suppurative.
ECPYISCONTUS, Suppurative.
JiCREFISSE, Crab.
ECREX'IS, Ruptu'ra, from ex.or]yvvfii, 'to
break.'
Rupture, laceration.
ECRHYTH'MOS, at, and qv&uo?, 'rhythm.'

—

—

A

—

—

term applied to the pulse, particularly when
Galen.
Discharge.
JiCROUELLES, Scrofula— 6 Mesenteriques,

irregular.

—

ECROE,

Tabes mesenterica.
EC'RYSIS, from

ty.oua,

'

I

A

run from.'

dis-

charge.

ECSARCO'MA
A

from

fleshy excrescence

**,

and

awl

'

flesh.'

of vaiious kinds.

Fungosity and Sarcoma.
EC'STASIS, from z^tarauai,

See

'
I am beside
myself.'
An cc'stacy or trance, Carus ec' stasis,
Cat'ochus, Ex'tasis, Catalep'sia spu'ria. (F.)
Extase. A state in which certain ideas so completely absorb the mind, that the external sensations are suspended, the voluntary movements arrested, and even the vital action retarded.
In catalepsy, there is, in addition, complete suspension of the intellectual faculties.
This last condition is in general described as
trance.
See, also, Luxation.
ECTASIA, Aneurism e. Venarum, Varix.

—

EC'TASIS,

out of place.' Morbid displacement
See Luxation.
Ectopia Ani, Proctocele e. Cordis, Displacement of the heart. e. Herniosa, Hernia.
ECTOPOCYSTICUS, from exxonog, out of
place,' and zvoti?, bladder.' A disease dependent upon displacement of the bladder.
exToico?,
of parts.

'

—

—

'

ECPYEM A, Abscess, Suppuration, Empyema.

—

ECTOME, Castration, Entallle, Excision.
ECTOMIUS, Castratus.
ECTONION, Helleborus niger.
ECTOP'IA, Eclop'isis, Ectopis'mus, from

'

ECPYCTICA,

—

ECZEMA
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ECTOPROTIC, Eccoprotic.
ECTRIM'MA, from txTQipm,

'I rub off.'
Ulceration of the skin; and, particularly, that
which arises from the pressure of the bed on
different parts of the body, after a protracted
confinement. Hippocr.
ECTROMA, Abortion.

—

ECTRO'MELES:

from ixtquoi?, 'abortion,'
and fit^oc, 'a limb.' A genus of monsters, in
which the limbs are nearly or altogether deficient as in the ordinary cetacea.
J. G. St. Hi-

—

laire.

EC'TROPE,

Diverticulum, from ixtqitiiu, 'I
turn off,' divert.' Any duct by which peccant
or morbific matter was supposed to be drawn
Hippocr.
off.
'

—

ECTROPION,

same etymon.

Ectropium,

Ever'sio pal'pebrse, Blcpharopto'sis Ectropium,
Bkpharoto'sis, Pal'pcbra infe'rior exlror'sum
flexa, Divarica'tio, (F.) Jtraillement
piercs, Renversement des Paupieres.

des Puu-

Eversion

of the eyelids, so that they do not completely
cover the globe of the eye. It happens more
commonly to the lower than to the upper eyelid.
It may be owing to the retraction of the
skin, after the cure ofan ulcer, wound, or burn
of the eyelid; or it may depend on tumefaction
or relaxation of the conjunctiva. In the majority of cases, removal of a portion of the conjunctiva will operate a cure; but there are
many which defy the efforts of art. The ancients called Ectropion of the upper eyelid, lagopldhahnia.
ECTROSIS, Abortion.
ECTROSMOS, Abortion.
ECTROT'IC,from ty.TQv)fta,(tx,and tctqwoxu,

Extension,' (q. v.) Expansion.'
Ec'tasis Phidis, is the extension or expan- 'I wound,') 'abortion.' Ectrot'icus, Abortive,
sion of the iris, which occasions diminution of (q. v.) An epithet applied to methods for prethe pupil.
venting the development or causing the aborECTEXIS, Colliquation.
tion of any disease
as of chancres by the use
ECTHLIM'MA, Exulccra'tio, from txdXifiw, of caustic; small pox pustules, by the use of
Attrition (q. v.)
I express,' 'I bruise.'
Cha- mercurial ointment, &c.
fings or excoriations, produced by external viECTYLOTICUS, Catheretic.
Hipponr.
olence.
ACUMEUX, Frothy.
ECTHLIPSIS, Expression.
ECZEMA, from iklm, 1 boil out.' Eczes'from iy.9vo,, 'I break out.' mn, Pus'tula ardens, Cytis'ma ec'zema, Humid
Ecpyc'sis ecthyma, Phlysis ecthyma, Phlyza'cin,,
Tetter, Running Scall, (F.) Dartre squammeuse,
agria, Scabies Vera, Fuiunculi atonici, (F.) D. vive.
Heat eruption. An eruption of small
Dartre crustacie, D. fongueuse. A cutaneous vesicles on various parts of the skin, usually
eruption, characterized by large round pustules set close or crowded together; with little or no
always distinct and seated upon an indurated inflammation around their bases, and unattendand highly inflamed base. In the course of a ed by fever.
Ec'zf.ma Mef.coria'l£, Ec'zema nibrum,
day or two the pustules generally break, and
olive-brown incrustations are formed, which ad- Erythema mercuria'le, Hydrargyria, Hydrarhere firmly to the skin. These separate in gyro'sis, Hydrargyriasis Morbus mcr curia''lis,
about a fortnight. The disease requires the Mercu'rial lepra. A variety of eczema, arising
from the irritation of mercury. The treatment
antiphlogistic treatment. Under the Ecthymata
Vogel has designated certain hard, unequal tu- is chiefly palliative, consisting in ablution with
mours, which appear transitorily on the skin mucilaginous infusions or decoctions; mild
dressings, where the cuticle has exfoliated;
See Efflorescence and Pustule.
'

'

—

'

—
ECTHYMA,

'

,

—
ECZESIS

avoiding all irritation; keeping the bowels
open; with the use of the sulphuric acid and
cinchona. The Ec'zcma Impetigino'des, Gall
or Grocer's Itch, is produced by the irritation of
sugar.

Eczema Rurrum, Eczema
ECZES1S, Effervescens.

mercuriale.
tropicus.

EDEJNTULUS,

from c, and dens, dentis, 'a
Jbno'dos, Curens den'tibvs, (F.) Adente.
without teeth. This defect can only be

tooth."

One

artificial

plish a function, which has become naturally
laborious; such are, the act of pushing away, it
of drawing a body towards us, and the more or
less painful ellbrls used by the mother to cause
the expulsion of the foetus. In France, the word
([fart is often used synonymously with hernia;
signifies likewise, the painful twitches of
muscles, occasioned by over-exertion, or by the
rupture of some of their fleshy fibres. Sauvages calls Efforts des reins, Lumbago a msii,
the pain in the loins occasioned by bearing too
heavy a burden.
EFFORT, Hernia— e. des Reins, see Effort.

and

ECZESMA, Eczema, Lichen
EDENTE, Edentulus.

remedied by

E1L01D
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means.

EDERA, Hedera helix.
EDULCORA'TION. Glycan'sis, Edulcord'tio,
from edulcoru're, (dulcis, sweet,') to sweeten,'
'to render mild.'
An operation, the object of
which is to deprive a substance of its acrid and
'

'

EFFRACTURA,

Ecpicsma.
Cranii, Enth/a'sis Cra'nii.
Fracture of the cranium, with depression.

Effractu'ra

Fare.

EFFUSION,

Effu'sio,

from effundere,

(c,

and

(F.) Epanckcment, (Indisagreeable taste, or at least to disguise it. fundere,) 'to pour out.'
Also, the addition of a saccharine substance to jiltrution is the term generally employed for efThe pourcellular
membrane.)
a medicine, whose taste it is desirable to modify fusion into the
ing out of blood or of any other fluid into the
agreeablv.
cellular membrane, or into the cavities of the
EDULIS. Comestible
EFFERENT, Effcrens, from rffero, (c, and body. The effusion of serum or of cougulablc
Vasa efferent tia arc lymph, e. g. is a common result of inflammation
ferro,) 'I carry,' transport.'
those lymphatics, which issue from the lym- of serous membranes.
ESPRIT, Delirium, InEUJREMEJVT
phatic glands to convey their lymph to the thoracic duct; so called to distinguish them from sanity.
OF THE. In
EGER,
those which pass to those glands, and which
have been termed vasa afferen'tia. See Affe- the valley of the Eger, at the western extremity
of Bohemia, there are several acidulous springs.
rent.
EFFERVES'CENCE, Effervcscr.n'tia, Zesis, One of the most frequented of these, is FranEdzesis, from efferves'cere, (e, and fervescere,) zensbad, (q. v.)
'

D

MINERAL WATERS

That agitation, which
to grow hot.'
duced by the escape of gas through a

'

is

pro-

EGESTAS, Want.
EGESTIO, Dejection,

Excretion.
Solanurn melongena— e.
independently of the heat of the mixture; such
acetic
of,
Albumen
ovi.
White
as, e. g. results from the mixture of the
EGLAJVTIER DE CHIEJY, Rosa canina— c.
acid and carbonate of potassa.
In Pathology it has a similar signification. Sauvacre, Rosa canina.
EGObRONCHOPHONY. See Egophony.
It expresses, in the language of the Humorists,
EGOFH'ONY, jEgopho'nia, from ai£, a goat,'
a sort of ebullition in the fluids of the living
body; produced either by elevation of tempera- and tpwvi], voice.' Goat's Voice, Bleating Voice,
ture or by the reaction on each other of the (F.) Pectoriloquie chevrotante. Laennec has deprinciples contained in the fluids in circulation. signated, by this name, the kind of resonance
of the voice through the stethoscope, when we
EFFETUS, Impoverished.
EFFICA'CIOUS, Efficax, from effi'cere, (e, examine the chest of one labouring under modeliquid,

EGG-PLANT,

'

'

and facere,) 'to accomplish.' That which produces a great effect, as an efficacious remedy.
Medici'na efficax, La medecine efficace, is a term
sometimes applied to surgery.

EFF1LA,

Ephelides.

EFFLORATIO. Exanthem.
EFFLORFS'CENCE, Effloru'tio. Efflorescent
tia,

from

rfflores'cere, (e,

and fiorescere,)

'

to

blow

rate effusion into one of the pleurae. The voice,
which strikes the ear through the cylinder, is

more sharp and harsh than usual, and tremulous and broken like that of the goat. The
Bouillaud
patient himself is called Agoplione.
affirms that the " bronchial and bleating voice,"
(tgobronchophonie) is the principal symptom of

pleuropneumonia.

Stribili'go, Ecthyma.
The conas a flower.'
EGREGOR'SIS, from tyosyootw, 'I watch,'
version of a solid substance into a pulverulent VigiHia.
watchfulness.
morbid want of
In salts this is sleep.
Galen.
state by exposure to the air.
generally owing to the loss of a part of their
VENTRICULI. Pylorus.
water of crystallization.
EIDOS, iiSog, ' form, resemblance.' The it,
In Pathology, efflorescence has the same is often changed into w, at the termination of a
meaning as exanthema; and, in the nosology word. Thus, Hamatoi! des or Ilaimutodes.
EILAMIDES, Meninges.
of Sauvages, the name is given to that order of
Sometimes, it is confined to the cudiseases.
EILE'MA, from ciXtos, ileus, (nXi'D, I roll,')
Vogel has given this name to
taneous blush, the ezanthe'sis of Good.
'a convolution.'
EFFLORESCENT1A, Exanthem.
a fixed pain, occupying some portion of the inElivures.
testinal canal, which the patient compares to
EFFLUVIUM, Emanation— e. Latrinarium, the sensation that would be produced by a nail
driven into the part.
Mitte.

—

A

A

EGRESSUS

'

EFFLORESCENTLE,

Effluvium Palustre, Miasm, (Marsh.)

EFFORT,

EILEON,

Ileon.

and fords, strong.') JYisus,
EILF.US, Ileus.
EILOID, (Tumour,) Eilo'ides, from alua, I
A muscular contraction of
Conatus, Peira.
greater or less strength, the object of which is, roll,' and tiSoc, resemblance.' A morbid growth
J. C. Warren.
either to resist an external force, or to accom- of the cutis, coiled or folded.
(e,

'

'

'

—

—
EISBOLE
EISBOLE,
EISPNOE,

from iXavvw,

The

property by

Attack, Inject

sion,

Inspiration.

which certain bodies return to their proper size
and shape where these have been modified by

EJACULATION,

from

e,

and

jac.vlare, itself

from jur.erc. * to throw.' Gonobolia, Gonobolis'ntus, Ejaculatio Semi'rris, Expatra' tio Paira' tio.
,

The

emission of sperm. The act, by which
that fluid is darted out through the urethra.

EJ A CU LA' TOR. Same

which

ELECTRO-MAGNETISM
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effects

That
See
the emission of sperm.
etymon.

Transversus Perinaei.
E.iacilatoh Si-minis, Accelerator

EJAC'IJLATOKY,
same etymon.

'

I

impel.'

pressure or otherwise.

It

dead as well as living

solid.

ELATE,

is

possessed by the

Firms picea— e. Theleia, Pinus

rubra.

ELATER, Elasticity.
ELATERINE. See Momordica elaterium.
ELATERIUM, Extractum elaterii, Momordica elaterium.

urina*.

Ejucu/ato'rius, Ejac'ulans:
in the ejaculation

Concerned

of sperm.

ELATES,

Elasticity.

ELATIN. See Momordica elaterium.
ELATLNE, Antirhinum ehtine.

Ejaculatouy Ducts or Canais, (F.) ConELBOW, Sax. elboja, from ell, and boic; the
Canaux ijaculatevrs, are formed by the bend of the ulna, Cu'bilus,Ancon, Pec/iys, Ulna,
union of the vasa deferentia with the ducts of (q v.) (F.) Coudc. This word, abstractedly,
the vesicul.c scrninales. They open at the lateral means the angle formed by the union of two
and anterior parts of the verumontanum, and straight bodies. It is particularly applied to
convey into the urethra the sperm which is the articulation of the arm with the forearm,
discharged from the vesicula?, as well as that and- especially to the projection formed by the
wliicli comes directly from the testicle by the
olecranon process at the posterior part of the
vas deferens.
joint.
EJECTIO, Excretion e. Frecum, Defecation.
Elbow, Miners.' See Miners' Elbow.
EJECTION, Ejec'tio from ejiccre, (e, and
ELCOMA, Ulcer.
The excretion
jacere,) to throw out or eject.'
ELCO'SIS or HELCO'SIS, Elco'ma or Helco'ma, from 'tXxoc, 'an ulcer.'
of the fasces, urine, sputa, &c.
Ulceration in
general. An ulcer, (q. v.)
EL NISPERO, Achras sapola.
A deep ulceration
ELABORATION, Elabora'tio; from c, and of the cornea, in consequence of a blow or of
labora're,
to work.'
This word is used, by violent inflammation.
Galen, Pare.
Sauvages applies the term to a state of the
physiologists to signify the various changes,
which substances, susceptible of assimilation, body, in which there are numerous ulcerations,
undergo through the action of living organs, of an obstinate character, complicated with
before they are capable of serving for nutrition. caries, putrescency, low fever, <&c.
The food is said to be elaborated in the stomach
ELCUSTER, Embryulcns.
during the formation of chyme; the chyme is
ELDER, Sambucus e. Common, Sambucus
elaborated in the small intestine before it is Canadensis e. Dwarf. Sambucus ebulus.
ELECAMPANE, Inula helenium.
chyle, &c.
e C A SSI A, Confectio
KL.E. Olea Europaea.
e.
Cordo,
MyEL^EAGNUS, Myrica Gale—
duits ou

—

'

—

'

—

—

ELECTAR1UM

rica gale.

EL.^OCARPUS COPAL1FERA,

Copal
EL.EOM'ELI, from iXatov, oil,' and tieXi,
honey.'
Dioscorides means, by this, an oil
thicker than honey, and of a sweet taste, which
Hows from the trunk of a tree in Syria. It is
acrid and purgative; and sometimes occasions
serious symptoms, according to that author.
'

'

Gorrceus.

EL^EON,

Oil.

ELjEOPH'ANES,
<paiiouat,

'

I

pearance of

from

eXatov, 'oil,'

and

appear.' That which has the apas Uri'na elscoph'anes.

oil;

EL^E'O-SAC'CHARUM,

from

tXaiov,

'oil,'

and ouK/uto, sugar.' O'leo-Sadcharum, Balsamo- Sad char um. A medicine, composed of esIt was made by pouring
sential oil and sugar.
upon an ounce of sugar, reduced to an impalpable powder, Jjss or gj of an essential oil; the
mixture being' triturated until the two substances were perfectly united. Rolfink.
ELAIS GUtNEENSIS, see Cocos hutyracea
e. Occidentalis, see Cocos butyracea.
ELA.\\ Cervus alces.
ELANCEMENT. See Lancinating.
'

—

—

ELAPHOBOSCUM,

Pastinaca sativa.
Luxation.
AS' MA, from tXavvw, 'I drive up.'
Linden.
Clyster Pipe.

ELAPSUS,

EL

A

—

ELASTES. Elasticity.
ELASTICITY, Elastid'itas,

Elater, Elas'tes,

E.'ates, Vis elastica, Tone, Tonid'ily, Contractiliti

de Tissu, Contractilite" par defaut d'exten-

—

ELECTRICITAS ANIMALIS,
e.

Galvanica, Galvanism

—

e.

Galvanism

Metallica,

Gal-

vanism

ELECTR1C"ITY,

Electric" Has, from v X*kamber,' the substance in which it was
noticed. Electricity is used medicinally
as an excitant. It has been occasionally em-

tqov,

—

'

first

ployed with success in paralysis, rheumatism,
accidental deafness, amaurosis, amenorrhea, &c.
but it is uncertain, and not much used; and
the cases are by no means clear in which it
could be of service. It may be communicated
by means of the electric bath
Bain ilcctrique,
as it has been called; which consists in placing
the patient upon an isolated stool, and connecting him with the prime conductor, of which he
thus becomes a part. The fluid may be communicated by points, sparks, or by shocks, according to the required intensity.

—

ELECTRICITY, MAGNETIC,
Majrnetism

—

e.

Electro-

Voltaic, Galvanism.

To ELECTRIFY, from

electric,

and

fio,

'

I

make.' (F.) Electriser. To produce the electrical condition in a body, or to render it susceptible of producing electrical phenomena. It
is often used to signify the act of communicating the electric fluid to man.

ELECTRISER, to electrify.
E L E C T R O'DE S, from ijJU*to«,
and fi(Jo«, 'resemblance.' An epithet
cuations,
Foesius.

which shine like amber.

ELECTRO-MAG'NETISM,

'

amber,'

for eva-

— Hippocr.

Magnetic

elec-

—
ELECTRO- P UNCTUKE

—

ELEVATOR

2(i0

An electro-magnetic apparatus is occasionally used in cases of paralysis.
A convenient form consists of a battery of six curved
permanent magnets, and an intensity armature,
around whose cylinders 1500 yards of fine insulated copper wire are coiled. The ends of the
wire communicate respectively, with a pair of
directors, each of which holds a piece of sponge,
dipped in vinegar or a solution of common salt.
"When the armature is rotated, and a portion of
the body is interposed between the directors, a
succession of shocks is received.
Electropuncturu'
tri'city.

—

—

Lepra Arahum, (of some.) In this the tubercles
are chiefly on the face and joints. There is loss
of hair, except on the scalp', voice, hoarse and
nasal; and the disease is said to be contagious
and hereditary. It most frequently attacks the
feet; and gives the lower extremity a fancied
resemblance to the leg of the elephant, whence
The seat of the disease seems to be
its name.
in the lymphatic vessels and glands, and in the
subcutaneous cellular tissue: the inflammatory

is accompanied with genemorbid symptoms. Medicine has little or no
See Lepra.
effect on this loathsome complaint.
ELEC'TROPUNCTURE,
Elephantiasis of Cayenne, Mai rouge de
tion. Gal'vanopuncture.
The operation of inserting two or more wires, and then connect- Cayenne, seems to be a variety of Lepra, chaing them to the poles of the Galvanic apparatus. racterized by red and yellow spots, occupying
the forehead, ears, hands, loins, &c, afterwards
ELECTRUM, Succinum.
ELECTUAIRE DENTIFRICE, Dentifrice. extending and becoming scaly, with deformity
an
of
the parts where they are seated, particularly
Electa'rium;
ElectuaELECTUA'RIUM,
(F.) Elec- of the face; and ultimately producing cracks,
to make choice.'
ry, from eligere,
tuaire.
A pharmaceutical composition of a soft ulcers, caries, and sometimes death.
Elephantiasis of the Greeks, E. Grxco'consistence, somewhat thicker than honey, and
formed of powders, pulps, extracts, syrup,honey, rvm, is probably the same disease as Lepra,
&c. In the London and American Pharmaco- which see.
poeias, electuaiies are called Confections, which
Elephantiasis of India is characterized by

condition of which
ral

'

red,

see.

livid, or

yellowish

spots,

slightly

pro-

Electuarhjm de Aloe, Opiatum mesente- minent, to which succeed indolent tumours,
ricum e. Aperiens, Confectio sennae e. Aro- formed in the cellular texture. At a more admaticum, Confectio aromatica e. Cassias, Con- vanced period the phalanges swell, and become

—

—

—

—

fectio cassias e. Cassias fistulas, Confectio cassis— e. Cassias sennas, Confectio sennas e.

ulcerated the bones of the nose carious, the
lips thickened, and emaciation gradually carries
Cassias tamarindatum sen lenitivum, Confec- off the patient.
It belongs, likewise, to lepra.
tio cassia;
e. Catholicum commune, ConfecElephantiasis Italica, Pellagra.
e. Cinchonas, Opiatum febrifugum
Elephantiasis of Java is likewise a variety
tio sennas
e. de Croco emendatum, Confectio hyacinof lepra, characterized by large, white tumours
e. Diaprunum, Confectio sennas
on the toes and fingers, resembling scrofulous
e. Ecthi
coproticum, Confectio sennas e. de Kina kini'i, tumefactions.
These tumours ulcerate, and
Opium febrifugum e. Laxitivum, Confectio the ulcerations spread from the extremities
Lenitivum, Confectio sennas e. towards the trunk, destroying even the bones.
cassias
e.
Opiatum, Confectio opii e. Scammonii, Con- Amputation can alone arrest its progress. The
e. e Scammonio, Confecfectio scamrnonias
disease is often accompanied by alopecia, and
e. Sennas, Confectio sennas
tio scammonitt
by an eruption of red spots.
Confectio sennas e.
Barbafdoes Leg, Glandular disease of Barbae. Sennas compositum,
Sennas cum pulpis, Confectio sennas e. The- does, is the Elephantiasis of many writers,
baicum, Confectio opii.
Buc'nemia. It is characterized by the leg being
ELELISPHACOS, Salvia.
enormously tumid and misshapen: skin thickEL'EMENT, Elemen'tum, from ancient eleo; ened, livid, and rugose: often scaly; scrotum,
for oleo, ' to grow,' (?) Princip'ium, P. primiti'- arms, or other parts sometimes participating in
vum, Stock cion. A simple, ultimate constituent the affection. The Bucncmia Tropica or Cochin
or principle in the human body, which forms leg is an affection of this kind.
the basis of a fibre or tissue. Also, a constiELEPHANT'INUM EMPLAS'TRUM, tittuent of a compound organ. The inorganic ifavTivov. An ancient plaster, composed of 30
elements are simple principles.
An organic ele- parts of ceruss, 45 of wax, oil fliss, icater fbj.
ment, proximate principle or compound of orga- Castelli. Oribasius and Celsus both mention a
nization, results from the union of certain in- plaster of this name, but by no means similar
organic elements. Oxygen, hydrogen, carbon in composition.
and azote are inorganic elements; fibrin, albuELEPHAS, Elephantiasis, Ivory.
men, osmazome, &c, organic elements.
ELETTARIA

—

;

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

1

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

CARDAMOMUM, Amomum

Elements, Organic,

Principles, immediate.

ELEMENTUM

cardamomum.

ACID1FICUM, Oxygen.
ELEUTKRIA, Croton cascarilla.
ELEOSELINUM, Apium petroselinum.
&L&VATEUR, Elevator— e. Commundel'aile
ELEPHANTl'ASIS. Elephanti'a, Elephan- du nez et de la levre superieure. Levator labii
tias'mus, EFephas, Laz'ari morbus vel malum,
Phanid'eus morbus, Phymato' sis Eiephanti'asis,
from tZvpag, an elephant.' Various affections
have been described under this name, by adding
an epithet. It is ordinarily and generically

'to

applied to a condition, in which the skin is
thick, livid, rugous, tuberculate, and insensible

function
inserted

'

to feeling.

Elephantiasis Arab'ica, Maladie glanduLadrcrie, Tyriasis, tvniaois, El'ephas, Eiephanti'asis, E. In'dica, Elephantia .Ir'abum,
laire,

t. de V Qi.il, Rectus susuperioris alasque nasi
6. de la Puupihre supdrieure, Leperior oculi
vator palpebras superioris.

ELEVA'TOR,
lift

up.'
it is

from

elezare,

(F.) Elivateur.

(c,

A

—See Levator.

Elevator Ani, Levator

ani

and levare

)

muscle, whose

to raise the part into

—

which

it

is

Labii inferiors, Levator labii inferioris
e. Labii superioris proprius, Levator labii supe ioris proprius
e. Labiorum communis, Levator anguli oris

—

—

e.

——
—
-

ELEYE LXTERNE

— Oculi, Rectus superior oculi — Patienlicc,
Levator scapula; — Scapulae, Levator Scapula;
— Testiculi, Cremaster — Urethra, see
e.

e.

e.

e.

e.

Transversus perintei.
Ellva'toh, Elevato'rium, Vectis elevato'rius.
A name given to different surgical instruments,
employed for raising portions of bone, which
have been depressed, or for raising and detaching the portion of bone, separated by the crown
of the trepan.
Common Ei.kva.tok. This is a mere lever;
the end of which is somewhat bent and made
rough, in order that it may less readily slip
away from the portion of bone which is to be
raised.
The instrument is used, by forming a

fulcrum

either on the hand which holds
upon the fingers of the other hand; or by
making a fixed point for it on the edge of the
opening made with the trephine.
Elevator or Louis differed from the last
only in the circumstance of the screw-peg being united to the bridge by a kind of pivot instead of hinge, so that greater extent of motion

it,

is

for

ELIXIR
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it,

or

permitted.

Elixir Antipodag'ricum,

E. Antinephret'icum,
Sulphvfrico-ad'idum, Guttas nc"idas ton'icse,
Aqua Rabe'lii, Liquor ad'idus HaLleri, Mistu'ra
sulphu'riro-ac"ida, JEther sulphu' ricus ad'idus,
Ac"idum sutphu'ricum alcoolisa'tum, A. vitrioli ic.um vino'sum, Al'cohol Sulphur ica' turn, A. Sulphu'ricum, is a mixture of concentrated sulphuric acid and alcohol:
in the Eau de Rabelle, of
one part of the former to three of the latter.
It is employed as an astringent in hemorrhages, &c.
E.

—

—

Elixir Aloes, Tinctura aloes composita e.
Anthelminticum Succorum, Tinctura jalapii
composita.

Elixir, Anti-Asthmat'ic, of Boerhaave.
This elixir is composed of alcohol, aniseed,
camphor, orris, asarabacca root, calamus aromaIt is given in
ticus, liquorice, and elecampane.
asthma, in the dose of 20 or 30 drops.

Antihvpochondriacum,

Elixir

Tinctura

—

cinchonas amara e. Antinephreticum, E. acidum Halleri e. Antipodagricum, E. acidum
Halleri
e. Aperitivum, Tinctura aloes com-

—

—

posita.

Elevator of Petit consists of a lever mounted on a handle, and straight throughout its
whole length, except at its very end, which is
slightly curved, in order that it may be more
conveniently put under the portion of bone, intended to be elevated. The lever is pierced at
various distances from its but-end with several
holes, intended for the reception of a movable
screw-peg, fixed on the top of a kind of bridge.
This part of the instrument consists of an arch,
the ends of which are long, and covered with
small pads, and on its centre is the screw-peg
already mentioned. By means of these holes
the arm of the lever can be lengthened at plea-

Elixir, Anti-Scrof'ulocs, of Peyrilhe;

composed of weak alcohol, subcarbonate of potassa, and gentian root.
It is administered in
scrofula.

Elixir Carminative, of Sylvius, Tinctura
e. Daffy's, Tinctura sennae
comp. e. Danorum, E. pectorale regis Daniae
e. Foetid um, Tinctura castorei composita
e. of
Garus, Tinctura de croco composita e. Guaiaci
volatilis, Tinctura Guaiaci ammoniata
e. Jalappa? compositum, Tinctura jalapii composita
e. of Long Life, Tinctura aloes composita
e. de Longue vie, Tinctura aloes composita
e.
d'Or de J\l. le G6n6ral de la Matte, Tinctura seu
sure.
alcohol sulfurico-selhereus e. Paregoric, EdinTriploid Elevator, Ycctis tripfoi'dcs. This burgh, Tinctura opii ammoniata e. Paregoriwas so called from its consisting of three cum, Tinctura camphors compositum e. Pecbranches, uniting above in one common trunk
torale dulce, E. pectorale regis Daniae.
The latter part was traversed by a long screw,
Elix'ir Pectora'le Regis Danije, Elix'ir
having below a kind of hook, and above a han- Dauo'rum, E. Ringelman'ni, E. ex succo Glydle for turning

it.

By

turning the screw, the

hook was drawn up, and the bone thus elevated.
lever is the only one now used,
owing to the want of facility and advantages in
the use of. the others.
ELliVE INTERNE, House surgeon.
generic
JlLEVURES, (F.) Efflaresccntias.
name, including all the exanthemata, in which
there is tumefaction of the tissue of the skin.

The simple

A

carminativa Sylvii

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

E

pectora'le dale?, E. i succo liquiri//,;.
(>>ucc. g/ycyrrhiz. p. 1; Aq. Fanicul. p. 2.
formula in many of
Alcohol, ammoniat. p. 6.
the Pharmacopoeias of continental Europe.)
With the addition of opium it constitutes the
Elixir ammoninto-opia'tum, Eztractum thebal
cijrrhi'zse,

A

sodden.'
This word has been used synonymously with Decoction. The act of boiling.

icum ammoniaca! U of some Pharmacopoeias.
Elixir Proprietatis, Tinctura aloes composita— e. Purgans, Tinctura jalapii composita
e. Radcliffe's, see Tinctura aloes composita
e. Ringele. Ilfiej dulce, Vinum rhej palmali
manni, E. pectorale regis Daniae e. Roborans
VVhytlii, Tinctura cinchonas amara
e. Sacrum,
Tinctura rhej et aloes e. Salutis, Tinctura
sennaa comp. e. Squire's, see Tinctura camphora: composita e. Slomachicuin, Tinctura
irentianae composita
e. Stomachicus spirituosus, Tinctura cinchonas amara
e. Stoughton's,
see Tinctura gentians composita
e. ex Succo

The
Lemery

glycyrrhizas, E. pectorale regis Danis
e. Succo
e. Sulliquiritis, E. pectorale regis Danorum

An
chymistry.'
medicine, composed of various sub-

phurico-acidum, E. acidum Halleri e. Traumntieum, Tinctura Benzoini compositum.
Ei.ixiu VitjE of Matiu'olus; composed of
alcohol and 2'2 aromatic and stimulating substances. It was formerly employed in epilepsy.
Elixir of Vitriol, Sulphuric acid, dilute

See Exanthem.

ELI ASTER,

llech.

ELICHRYSUM,

Montanum, Antennaria

Solidago virgaurea— e.
dioica.

ELICOIDES, Capreolaris.
EL G MA, Eclectos.
EL1QUATIO, Colliquation.
Epse'sis, from eliz'us,

'

boiled,'

'

ELIX'IR, Isir, lxir,
etymology of this word is not clear.
derives it from iXxm, I extract;' and also from
Others believe it to be from
k/u^u,
I aid.'
Queltcs, Alex'ir.

'

l

Arabic, alecsir, or ul-eksir,
elixir

is a

'

stances held in solution in alcohol. The name
has been used, however, for preparations, which
contain no spirit of wine.
Elixir Ac"idum Halleri, seu Dipfe'lii,

23

—
—

—

I

ELIXA'TIO,

—

e. Vitrioli,
e. Vitrioli

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—
—

Sulphuricum acidum aromaticum
acido-aromaticum, Sulphuricum

aci-

—
ELIXIRIUM
dum aromaticum — e.

EMBOITEMENT
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excess;'— frequently used in this last lent*
by Or. Good. A common prefix, generally
maticum— e.
answering to the prefixes int and in, in Engricum acidum aromaticum e. Vitrioli Myn- lish. In composition, before p, :i, </>, i/», and ft,
sichti, Sulpliuricum acidum aromaticum
e. of the r is changed into ft) before •/, /., _ and /,
Vitriol, sweet, Spiritus aetheris aromaticus
e.
into y; before X, into X, and before p generally
Vitrioli cum tinctuni aromatica, Sulpliuricum into f.
acidum aromaticum e. of Vitriol, Vigani's,
EMACIATION, Emacia'tio, from emaciate,
Spiritus aetheris aromaticus e. Whyttii, Tincto <rrow lean.' Extcnua'tio, Macics, Maaitn'do,
tura cinchona? amara.
Macror, Marco'res, Shelcti'a, Liptysm'ns, PinELIXIRIUM ANT1SEPTICUM DOCTO- gued'inis diminutio. (F.) Amaigiisscmenl, MaiRIS CH A USSIER, Tinctura cinchona; elberea gre.ur. That condition of the body, or of a part
composita.
of the body, in which it grows lean. The state
Leanness; Isclt'nolcs.
EhlXlS.Eclectos.
of one who is lean;
Vitrioli

dulce, Spiritus

'

tetheris aromaticus,

Sulpliuricum acidum aroVitrioli Edinburgensium, Sulpliu-

—

—

—

;

,

—

—

'

EMAIL PES DENTS, Enamel of the teeth.
EMANA'TION, Emanatio, Efflu'vium, from

EL1XIVJATION, Lixiviation.
ELK, Cervus alces.

ELLEBORASTER,

emanare,

ELLEBORliSMUS,

from.'

ELLEBORUM

Helleborus fcetidus.
Helleborismus.
ALBUM, Veratrum album.

ELLYCHiNIO'TOS, from
ancient

'the

tXXv/viov,

A

sort of tent, used
surgeons, so called, because

wick of a lamp.'

shaped like a wick, or because
a similar material.

it

by the

and manure,)

to issue or flow
applied to bodies, which
proceed or draw their origin from other bodies;
such as the light which emanates from the sun;
the miasmata, which arise from the putrid decomposition of animal or vegetable substances,

it was
was made of &c.

(e,

The term

'

is

See Miasm.

EMAJN'SIO MEN'SIUM.from

e, and manere,
This term has been applied to
amennorrhoea (q. v.) or obstruction of the
menses before they have been established.
ELMJNTHO-CORTON, Corallina Corsi- Some have used it for the retention which
cana.
occurs even after they have been established.
ELO'DES. .Marshy. Febris Elodes, Hclodes, The former is the general acceptation.
EMARGINATIO, Echuncmre, Notch.
Helop'yra, Helopyretos, from 'fioc, 'a marsh,'
and uSog, resemblance.' Marsh fever. Also, a
EMARGINATURA, Echancrwe, Notch.
Emasculu'tio, from
kind of fever, characterized by great moisture,
emascvla're, (e, and masculus, 'a male,') 'to
or sweating.
ELOME, Orpiment.
render impotent.' The act of removing or deELOXGA'TIO, Parathroma, from elongare, stroying the generative organs of a male aniAn mal.
(e, and Ion gits,) 'to lengthen,' 'extend.'
incomplete luxation, in which the ligaments of
EMASCULATUS, Castratus, Eunuch.
an articulation are stretched and the limb lengthEMBALM'ING, from cm, en, in,' and balBalsuma'tio, Smyrnis'mos, Cedeia,
ened, without total luxation. The word has, samitni.
nlso, been used for the extension required in Pollivctu'ra, Condilu'ra Catlac'erum, from Balsamuin, Balsam, (F.) Embaumrnt, hnbalsamathe reduction of fractures and luxations.
An operation, which consists in impregELUTR1ATIO, Decantation.
tion.
ELU'VIES, from eluo, 1 wash out.' An nating the dead body with substances capable
inordinate discharge of any fluid, and also the of preventing it from becoming putrid, and thus
In the works of some authors it is putting- it in a condition to be preserved.
fluid itself.
particulaily applied to the mucus which flows
EMBAM'MA, from tufiumu>, '1 immerse in.'
from the vagina in cases of leucorrhcea.
A medicated pickle or sauce. Gorrceus.
ELUXATION, Luxation.
EMBARRAS, Emphraxis.

ELM, COMMON, Ulmus— e.

Red, Ulmus
Americana e. Rough-leaved, Ulmus Americana e. Slippery, Ulmus Americana.

—

—

'to

stay.'

'

EMASCULATION;

'

'

—

ELYTRITIS,

EMBARRAS

Colposis. Leucorrhcea.

ELYTROBLENJNORRHCEA,
fvaginal.)

Leucorrhcea

_

EL'YTROCE'LE,

from tXvrqor, 'an enveVogel has given
'a tumour.'
Coipoce'le.
this name to vaginal hernia.
ELYTROITIS, Colposis.
EL'YTRON, from iXvw, 'I involve.' A
sheath. The vagina. The membranes which
envelop the spinal marrow are called elytra.
lope,'

and

xt,/.rn

ELYTROJN

/

CUS,£/j/tro^/ij/'ma,from^ ;T^ov,
vagina or sheath,' and oyxog, a tumour.' A
swelling of the vagina.
ELYTROPHYMA, Elytroncus.
ELYTROPTO SIS, from tXvtqov, a sheath,'
and nrwoic, fall.' Callisen gives this name to
inversion of the vagina. Also, Prolapsus va-

'

l

'

a

'

'

ginae, (q- v.)

ELYTROR'RHAPHY,

Elytrorrhaph! ia; Col-

porrhaphy, Koljwrrliaphy; from

t/.tryoi-,

'

the

The opeiation
vagina,' and f>u<f>;, 'a suture.'
of closing the vagina by suture in cases of proand EN,

ing; this state being

tv,

'in, into, within.'

Also,

accompanied with head-

ache, lassitude, and pain in the back and limbs.
Embaeras Gastiio-intestinal. Gastr'o-inSlight gastro-enteritis, actesti'nal disorder.
cording to the Broussaist, in which the symptoms of the embarras gastrique and E. intestinal
are united.

Embarras Intestinal, Intes'tinal disorder.
The principal characters assigned to this are:
tension of the abdomen, colic, borborygmi, discharge of flatus per anum, constipation or diarrhoea.

&c.

EMBARRURE,

EM H.I

I

Ernnsoma.

MEj\T. Embalming.

EMBOITEMENT, (F.) Encasing,' from
em, in,' and botte, a box.' Enadclphia. This
term has been applied to that theory of genera'

'

cidentia uteri.

EM

GASTRIQUE, (F.) Gastric disorder or impediment, Collu'vies gas'trica. Irritation of the stomach, in which there is loss of
appetite, bitterness and clamminess of mouth,
white and yellow tongue, feeling of oppression
in the epigastrium, and sometimes pain in that
region, with nausea and bilious or bitter vomit-

'

—
EMBOITURE

—

——

——

—

EMISSION
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lion, which considers that the germs are encased in each other in the ovary of the female,
in such sort that they are developed in succession after impregnation. It ia the theory of
encasing of germs, or of monstrosity by inclu-

EMFNDANS,Corrigent.

EMERAUDE,

Smaragdus.

EMESIA, Vomiturition.
EMESIS, Vomiting.

EM ETI A, Emetine.
EMET'IC, Emet'icum,

sion.

Vomito'rium, from
vomit.'
Every substance capable of
EM'BOLE, from ipfluXXm, ' I put in place.' producing vomiting. (F.) Em'elique. [This
Reduction of a luxated bone. Reposi'tio.
term is also restricted by the French to tartarized
Intercalary.
antimony the emetic, as it were, par excellence.']
CEREBRI, Infundibulum of Vomitif. The tartarized antimony, emetine.
the brain.
ipecacuanha, and sulphate of zinc, are the chief
EMBOJYPOIJYT. (F.) "In good point or emetics. Emetics are valuable agents in displight."
Bona corporis habitu'do. The state ease. They may either act primarily on the
of the animal body when in full health. Ex- stomach, or secondarily on other parts of the
cessive embonpoint constitutes corpulence and system: the sympathy between the stomach
obesity, and mav become a morbid condition.
and other parts of the body being very extenAneurism.
sive, and an important object of study.
EMBROCA'TION, Embroca'tio, Embreg'ma,
The following are the chief emetics: AntiEtn'broche, haplv! vium, from tufiQtyv>, 1 sprin- monii et Potassre Tartras Cupri Acetas; Cupri
kle.'
A fluid application to be rubbed on any Sulphas; Emetina; Gillenia; Hy drargyri Sulplns
part of the body. It is often used synonymously Flavus; Ipecacuanha; Lobelia; Sanguinaria;
with liniment. Originally, it was employed in Scilla; Sinapis, and Zinci Sulphas.
the sense of Fomentation.
Emetic Tartaii, Antimonium tartarizatum

EMBOITURE,

Diarthrosis.

tfitto,

'

I

—

EMBOLIMOS.

EMBOLUM

—

EMBORISMA,

—

'

;

Embkocation,Guestonian. See Oleum Tere-

EMBROCHE,
EMBRYEMA,

Embrocation.
Embrocation.
EM'BRYO, Em'bryon, from «v, in,' and
The fecundated
grow.'
Cye'ma.
I
fiovut,
:

'

the early stages of its development in
a certain period of its increase, the
name fatus is given to it, but at what period
Generally, the embryo slate
is not determined.
is considered to extend to the period of quickening.
EMBRYOC'TONY. Foetus Trucida'tio, from
tufjouov, the embryo,' and xrovog, destruction.'
The act of destroying a foetus in utero, when insurmountable obstacles as certain deformities
of the pelvis oppose delivery.

germ,

at.

At

utero.

'

'

—

—

Weed, Lobelia

e.

inflata.

A

EM'ETINE,

binthintB rectificatum.

EMBRYOG'RABHY,

Embryogra'phia, from

mfiQvov, 'the embryo,' and yQxipy, 'a descripThe part of anatomy which describes
tion.'

Emeti'na, Emet'ia, Vomitine.
vegetable alkali, discovered by M. Pelletier in
ipecacuanha, and to which ipecacuanha owes
its emetic power.
It is obtained from different
ipecacuanhas, but chiefly from the psyclwtria
emetica callicocca. ipecacuanha, and viola emetica.
It is in transparent scales, of a reddish-brown
colour, almost inodorous, of a bitter, slightly
,

acrid taste ; is unchangeable in the air, soluble
in water and alcohol, and insoluble in ether.

Three grains of impure emetia or one grain
of pure are equal to 18 of ipecacuanha. See
Ipecacuanha.

EM ET I QU E,

Embryolhlus'tes,

Em-

bryothlas'tum, (F.) Embryotome, from tupouov, 'the
embryo,' and Miw, " I break.' An instrument
for dividing the foetus piecemeal, i-fl order to
crotchet or other instrument
effect delivery.
used, in certain Cases of laborious parturition,
to break the bones of the foetus, for the pur-

A

tartarizatum,

EM'ETO-CATHARTIC,

Emeto-cathar'ticus,
from f/inof, ' vomiting,' and x.u9af>Tixo<;, ' a purremedy, which at the same time exgative.'

A

cites vomitin

EMETOL

the embryo.

EMBRYOTHLAS'TA,

Antimonium

Emetic.

'

vomiting,'

on vomiting

»

.<:id

purging.
i\metolog"ia, from tut to;,
a discourse.'
treatise

i

A

ai'
a.-

...etics.

,

EM'INENOE, Eminen'tia, Protuberan'tin
A projection at the surEx'oche, Exanthe'ma.
face of a healthv or diseased organ.

,

EMINENCE PORTE ANTERIEURE,
bulus

anonymus

Lo-

Porte posttrieure, Lobulus
Sus-pubienne, Mons veneris.
e.

Spigelii
e.
pose of extracting them, with greater facility
EMINENCES BIGEMINEES, Quadrigellippocr., Galen.
mina corpora e. LaUrales, Corpora olivaria
EMBRYOTOME, Embryothlasta.
Embryotom'ia, from tp- e. Pyramidales, Corpora pyramidalia e. Vermicut.'
A
to
and
riurstv,
formes
du ccrrelet, Vermiformes processus.
an embryo,'
tfot/or,
EMINENT! A ANNULARIS, Pons varolii—
division of the foetus into fragments, to extract
e. Fvramidalis Tympani, Pyramid.
it by piecemeal, when the narrowness of the
EMINENTLY CANDICANTES, Mamillary
pelvis or other faulty conformation opposes detubercles e. Lenticulares, Corpora striata e.
livery.
EMBRYUL'CIA, Embryusterulcia, from tp- Magna; cerebri, Thalami nervorum opticorum
e. Olivares, Corpora olivaria
e. Pyramidalia,
fiqvov, 'embryo, foetus,',and tl.y.oi, 'I extract,'
A surgical operation, by which the Corpora pyramidalia e. Quadrigeminse, Quad«I draw.'
foetus is extracted by means of appropriate in- rigemina tubercula.
EMISSM1RE, Emunctory.
struments, when a faulty conformation or other
EMISSA'RIA SANTORI'NI. A name given
circumstances prevent delivery by the natural
to some small veins, which communicate with
efforts.
etymon.
the
sinuses of the dura mater, by apertures in
EMBRYUL'CUS, Elcus'ter, same
An iron hook or crotchet, described by Fabricius the cranium. Such are the parietal, posterior
ab Acquapendente, which was used to extract condyloid, mastoid veins, &c.
EMIS'SION, Emis'sio, from emk'tere, («, and
the fetus in some cases of laborious labour,
The act by
mittere,)
to send out,' drive out.'
EMBRYUSTERULCIA, Embryulcia.

EMBRYOTOMY,
'

'

—

—

—

—

—

'

'

—

;

EMMENAGOGUES

EMPHYSEMA
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which any matter whatever

is thrown from the
Hippocrates uses this term to designate the obThus, we say Emission of urine, Emis- stacle to delivery on the part of the
foetus, when
sion of semen, &c.
the presentation is preternatural.
EMMEiN'AGOGUES, Emmcniago'ga, from
Emphrag'ma Laciikymale, Fistula lachryiUfttjva, 'the menses,' and <xyw, 'I drive' or
malis e. Salivare, Ranula.
expel.' Men'agogucs. A name given to mediEMPHRAX'JS, Obstruc'tio, Oblura'lio, Opcines, believed to have the power of favouring pila'tio.
Same etymon. 'Obstruction.' An
the discharge of the menses. It is doubtful E/nbarras or repletion of canals or cavities by
whether there be any substance which possesses any substance, which is either morbid from
this power directly. According to different con- quantity or quality.
ditions of the system, the most opposite remeEMPHYMA, Tumour— e. Encystis, Encystis
dies may act as emmenagogues. The black
e. Encystis atheroma, Atheroma
e. Encyshellebore, savin, madder, po/ygala senega, and tis ganglion, Ganglion, Testudo
e. Encystis
ergot, are reputed to be specific emmenagotrues. meliceris,
Meliceris e. Encystis steatoma,
The following list comprises the chief of them; Steatoma e. Exostosis ossea, Exostosis e. ExCunila Pulegioides; Helleborus Niger; Men- ostosis periostea, Node— e. Sarcoma, Sarcoma
tha Pulegium; Rosmarinus; Rubia; Sabina
e. Sarcoma adiposum, Adipose sarcoma
e. SarSecale Cornutum; Senega, and Tanacetum.
coma cellulosum, Cystic sarcoma e. Sarcoma
EMMEN AGOLOG"lA,from tuutpaywya, and mammarum, Mammary sarcoma— e. Sarcoma
Xoyig, 'a discourse.'
A treatise of emmena- pancreaticum, Pancreatic sarcoma e. Sarcoma

body.

—

•

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

gogues.

scirrhosum, Scirrhous sarcoma— e. Sarcoma tuberculosum, Tuberculate sarcoma e. Sarcoma
vasculosum. Sarcoma, vascular.

EMMENIA, Menses.
EMMENIAGOGA, Emmenagogues.

—

EMMEJNOLOG"IA,
and

f.ayo$,

'

from tfi^va, ' menses,'
a discourse.' A treatise on Men-

struation.

EMMYXIUM

ART1CULARE,

Hydrar-

EMOL'LIENTS,

Emollien'tia, Malthac'tica,

Relaxant tia, Epiceras'tica, Malaclica, from emollire, (e, and mollire,)
to soften.'
Substances,
which relax and soften parts that are inflamed,
or too tense. They are used both internally and
externally; the former, however, consisting
of mucilaginous substances, being generally
reckoned as demulcents ; the latter or proper
emollients consisting of oils, cataplasms, fomen'

&c. Oleaginous bodies, rubbed on a
part, act by diminishing its cohesion.
Fomentations, in cases of internal inflammation/act
tations,

probably through contiguous sympathy. The
following are the chief emollients: Adeps;
Amygdala; Oleum; A venae Farina; Cera; Ceta-

—

ceum; Linum;

Olivce

Oleum; Sesamum;

Farina, and Ulmus.

tfupvoaca,

(n, and

Emphyse'ma pneumatosis, Physon'cus, TuPneumatosis, Infta'tion, Winddropsy.
This term is commonly applied to any
flululcntus,

white, crepitant, shining, elastic, indolent tuair into the
cellular texture. Injuries of the larynx, trachea,
or lungs fractures of the ribs or wounds penetrating the chest are the most frequent causes
of this affection, which is owing to the air escaping from the air passages and insinuating
itself into the cellular texture surrounding the
wound. There are some cases of emphysema,
which are owing to internal causes and hence
a division has been made into the accidental and
symptomatic, and the spontaneous and idio-

mour, caused by the introduction of
;

;

pathic.

Emphysema Abdominis, Tympanites.
Emphyse'ma of the Lungs, E. Pulmo'num,

Tri-

EMOLLITIO VENTRICULI,Gastromalacia.
AMOXCTOIRE, Emunctory.
EMOTIO, Delirium, Luxation.
EMPASMA, Catapasma.
EMPATHE'MA, Ma'niaapatMmatl, Manic

from

lu're,

mor

thrus.

tici

EMPHYSE'MA,

(pvaaw, ' I blow,') ' I inflate,' Infla'lio, Empneumato'sis, Sarci'tes flatuo'sus, Emphyse'ma cellu-

Asthma aereum ab Emphysem'ate Pulmo'num,
(F.) Pneumoectasie, Emphysbne du Poumon. A

considerable pressure or contusion of the chest
or any violent concussion of the lung, may
produce a laceration in that viscus, without injury being done to the parietes of the thorax,
sans dilire; ungovernable passion, from tu, or tr, and may give place to the infiltration of
air into
' in,' and nu&ug,
suffering.'
Good.
the cellular texture, interlobular emphysema.
EMPEIRIA, Experience.
Laennec has described another species of emHerniaria glabra.
physema of the lungs, Vesicular cmphi/sema,
SIS, from ip, or tv, in,' and '(plveic
consisting in excessive dilatation of the air-cells
* a
vesicular tumour or eruption.'
Ich'oroiis some of which become as large as hemp-seed
Exan'them. An eruption of vesicular pimples, ultimately break, and give rise to irregular
vesifilled progressively with an acrid and colour- cles at the surface of the lung,
some of which
less, or nearly colourless, fluid; terminating in are as large as a hazel nut. Physical
Signs. The
ecurf or laminated scabs.
genus in the order thorax externally, generally or locally, appears
Exanthematica, class Hvematica of Good.
unnaturally convex and prominent. The interEmphlysis Aphtha, Aphthae, and Stomatitis, costal spaces are widened, but depressed.
The
aphthous e. Erysipelas, Erysipelas e. Milia- inspiratory efforts are increased. The
sound on
ria, Miliary fever— e. Pemphigus, Pemphigus percussion is morbidly clear, but not
tympanitic.
Vaccina inserta, Vaccina e. Varicella. On auscultation the inspiratory murmur is
e.
feeble'
Varicella.
or suppressed. The expiration, which is more
EMPHRACTICA. Physconia.
frequently audible, is prolonged, laborious and
EMPHRAC'TICUS,fromt i^oarTw,'Iclose,' wheezing. There are no certain physical siirns
Emplas'ticus, lun'/.ac-Tixoz, Em- which can distinguish interlobular
'I obstruct.'
emphysema
plattom 'enos. Any substance which closes the from the vesicular.
'

—

EMPETRUM,
EMPHLY

'

A

—

—

—

—

/

Emphysema

pores.

E.MPHRAG'MA.same etymon. Obturamen'
turn, Impedimen'lum.
Any thing that obstructs.
|

Pectoris,

Pneumothorax

e

Scroti, Physocele— e. Tympanites,
Tympanites
e. Uteri, Hysterophysis, Physometra.

—

——
EMPHYSkME DU POUMO.Y

EMPHYSiiME DU POUMON, Emphysema
of the

luni>s.

EMP'IKIC, Empi'ricus, from timtioia, (iv,
vsiQst, 'a trial,') 'experience.'
One who
follows only experience. A sect of physicians,
who rejected all theory and took for their guide
experience alone. It was opposed to the dogmatic sect. The Empiric sect prevailed till
near the time of Galen. Amongst its most
eminent members, after Fhilinus and Serapion,
were Apollonius, Glaucias, Bacchius of Tanagra, and Zeuxis,
both disciples of Herophilus,
Heraclides of Tarentum, Cleophantus, master of Asclepiades, Menodotus of JNicomedia,
nnd Theudas of Laodicea. They occupied themselves, chiefly, with discovering the properties
of drugs, and did important service, in this manner, to medicine.
At the present day, the word Empiric is only
taken in a bad sense, being employed in nearly
the same signification, as charlatan, (q. v.) or
quack.

and

—

—

EMPLASTRUM
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and evaporate

to the consistence of honey : add
the lead plaster and wax previously melted together, stir the mixture well, and evaporate
to the proper consistence.
Ph. U. S.) Used
as an antispasmodic and anodyne plaster.
Emplastrum Attrahexs, E. cerae.
Emplastrum Bellakon'nje, Plaster of Belladonna. (Empl. resin. %u), Ext. Belladon. %iss.
Add the extract to the plaster, previously melted
Ph. U. S.)
in a water bath, and mix.
Emplastrum Calefa'ciens, E. Picis cum
(Ph. U. S.)
cantharide.
Calefacient plaster,
Warm plaster. (F.) EmplAtre ichavffant. Ccrat.
canthurid. (Ph. U. S.) Ibss, Pints abiet. Ibiijss.
Melt together, and form into a plaster. Ph. V. S.
It is rubefacient and stimulant.

—

Emplastrum Cantharidis,
tharidis vesicatorii

—

e.

E.lyttse

compositum, E.

Cephalicum, E.

—

Cancomp.

e.

lyttse

picis corn)).

Emplastrum Cer*, E. simpfa^ Wax plaster,

(Cerse flavsc, Scvi Prsep. aa. ttriij,
Melt them together and strain.
Ph. L) It has been considered drawing. It is
EMPIRICISM; same etymon. Empirica stimulating.
Emplastrum Cicu'tje, E. de Cicuta, E. coni'i
Medicine,
Ars, Empirics, (F.) Empirisme.
founded on experience. It generally, at the macula' ti, Unguentum solidum de cicuta, Hem(F.) Emplatre de Cigue,
loch plaster.
(Rcsinsc
present day, signifies quackery.
Cerse flav. ()40 p.
Picis albas, 448
abiet. 960 p.
EMPIRISME, Empiricism.
01. cicutse per decoct prseparat. 128 p.
Fol.
p.
EMPLASTICUS, Emphracticus.
Melt the resins, wax and
cicut. recent. 2000 p.
from the Greek, itivXarru, oil ; add the cicuta leaves, and boil strain and
spread upon.' add, after having dissolved it in vinegar of
to form,')
(tr, and nhtnauv,
A solid and tenacious com- squills and cicuta juice, gum ammoniac, 500 p.
(F.) Emplatre.
pound, adhesive at the ordinary heat of the hu- Ph. Par.) It is used as a discutient, especially
man body. Some of the plasters owe their con- to scirrhous tumours.
Emplastrum Citrinum, Unguentum de aland others to the
sistence to wax and resin
chemical union which takes place between the thaea e. Commune, E. plumbi e. Commune,
semivitreous oxide of lead and oil. Most of cum resina, E. resin»— e. Conii, E. cicutae.

EM PIRICE, Empiricism.

E. attrahens.

re.sinse fiavx Ibj.

EMPLASTRUM,

;

'

'

I

;

When
too consistent by age.
the case, they may be re-melted by a
added
to
them.
be
oil
and
gentle heat,
them become

such

—

—

is

Emplastrum Adhjesivum, Emplastrum

re-

sinae— e. Adhaesivum Woodstockii, see Sparadrapum adhsesivum e. Alexandri, Alexandrine

—

Emplastrum Cumi'ni,

Cummin

(Cumin, scmin., carui sem., lauri

plaster.
bacc. sing.^iij.

picis aridse

Melt the pitch

Ibiij,

cerse fiavx 5iij.

and wax together, then add the other ingrePh. L.) It is used as a warm, discudients.
tient plaster.

Emplastrum Diachylon, E. plumbi — e. DiUnguentum de Althaju.
Emplastrum Ammoni'aci, Ammnni'acum vinum Nicolai, see Magnet — e. Emolliens, UnPiaster, (Ammoniac, pur 3V acidi acelici Oss. guentum de althaea — e. Epispasticum, E. lyttoe.
Emplastrum Ferri, E. rob'orans, Iron PlasDissolve the ammoniac in the vinegar, and

—

e.

de Althsa,

.

,

then evaporate the solution by means of ter, Strengthening Plaster. (Ferri subcarb. ^iij,
a water bath, stirring constantly until it ac- Emp. plumbi, Ibij, Picis abietis, Hiss. Add the
It is subcarbonate of iron to the lead plaster and
Ph. U. S.)
quires a proper consistence.
Burgundy pitch previously melted together,
used as a discutient plaster.
Emim-astrum Ammoniaci cum Hydrar'gyro, and stir constantly until they thicken upon
Ammoniacum plaster toith mercury (Ammoniaci, cooling. Ph. U. S.)
Emplastrum Ferri Rubri, E. oxidi ferri
pur. Ibj, hydrarg. pur. giij, olei sulpli. !jj. Rub
the mercury w/th the oil until the globules dis- rubri— e. Flavum, Unguentum de althroa e. ad
Ceraturn Gileni.
Fonticulos,
previously
appear, then add the ammoniac,
strain

:

—

—

—

melted, and mix. Ph.

Emplastrum Gal'bani, Galbanum

L)

Emplastrum Andre/e de Cruce,E.

de pice

(Empl. lithurg.

Ibij,

gum. gulban.

plaster,

Ibss, cerse fiavse

Melt the galbanum before adding the
plaster and wax, then melt all together. Ph.D.)
drapum adhaesivum.
and discutient.
stimnlant
Emplastrum Aromat'icum, Aromatic plaster. A
Emplastrum Galbani Compos'itum, E. ft(Thuris giij, cerse fiavai %ss, pulv. cort. ciimam.
,ol. ess. Limnn. aa Jij. Melt tha/gyri compositum, Diach'ylon magnum cum.
•Jvj, nl. ess. piment
(Gall,
strain; gtimmi, Compound galbanum plaster.
"the frankincense and wax together, and
§viij, emp. plumbi. Ibiij, tcrtb. rufg. %x,
then add, as it cools, the cinnamon, previously pur.
Melt the galbanum
rubbed with the oils, and form a plaster. Ph. abietis resin, contas. 3 j
and turpentine together, then mix in the resin,
Used as a stimulating plaster.
)
afterwards
and
the
previously melted.
plaster,
Emplastrum As afoe'tid*, Asafatidn. plaster,
and discutient.
E. anfihyster'icvm, (Empl. plumb. Assafwt sing. It is stimulant
Emplastrum Glutinosum, see Sparadrapunj
Galhan Cera flavse ail Ibss, Alcohol, ditui.
Ibj,
et resinis

glutinans— e. Anglicum, see Spara- giv.

.

i

i

DM

.

Dissolve the asafretida and galbanum in
Oiij.
the 'alcohol, in a water bath, strain while hot.

23*

adhssivum
sum.

—

e.

cum Gummatibus, E gumow-

—

—
EMPLASTRUM
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Emplastrum Gcmmo'sum, Gum plaster, Em- add the Spanish flies, and stir the mixture conlithar' gyri rum gummi, E. turn gum- stantly until cool.
matibus, E. e gum'mis resino'sis, E. Oi-'i/di
Emplastrum Lyttt: Compositum, E. can-

plastrum

Plumbi semivitreum gummo'sum, Yellow
ylun,

Gum

(Emp.
i.

Diachylon cum

diach'-

plumbi semicitr. p. viii, g. resin.
g. resin, bubon galbani. Cera flavse,

Ph. E.)

ihar'idis resicato'rii

Properties and uses like the

last.

EMPLASTRUM E GoMMIS ReSINOSIS, E. gummosum.
Emplastrum cum Girann Resi'nis, Ernpltitrc

compositum,

/'.

viel'oes vesiplatter of canthai ides or Spanish flies. (Resin, lit], pini laricis,
p. 18, rcsinie concret. pini abic.tis, melius vesicat.
aa p. 12, cerse flavse, p. 4, subacet. cvpri, p. ij,
semin. sinapis alb. fruct. pip. nigr. aa p. j.
Melt the pitch and wax, then add the turpentine, and as these cool, sprinkle in the other
substances in the form of powder, so as to make

gumrhi. catorii compositum,

oxid.

ammoniac,
aa, p.

diachylon,

Compound

de gomrnc risine, Diachylon gomrne, Plaster of a plaster. Ph.E.)
The same properties as the
resins.
(Emplastr. simpl. p. KiOO, cerse last, but more energetic and speedy in its action.
Emplastiium Meloes Vesicatorii, E. lyttae
flavse, p. 96, picis albsn, p. 96, terebinth, p. 96.
Melt by a gentle heat, and add gam ammoniac.
e. Meloes vesicatorii comp., E. lyttx comp,
e.
p. 32, bdellium 32, galban. 32, and sagapemtm, p. e. Mucilaginosum, Ungnentum de althaea
alcohol,
Nigrum,
sufficient
quantity
of"
32.
Dissolve in a
of Augsburg, see Magnet.
evaporate to the consistence of honey, and mix
Emplastrum Norimbergen'se, E. ex ox'ido
A discutient. plumbi rubro camphoralum, Empliitrc dc Nuremcarefully all together. Ph. P.)
Emplastrum Hydrar'gyri, Mtrcu'rial plas- berg, Nuremberg plaster. (Oxid. plumb, rubr. p.
(Hy- 300, ol. oliv. p. 600, aquse, q. s. Boil until the
ter, Emplaslr. lithargyri cum hydrargyro.
drarg. purif pond, gvj, oh oliv. resin, aa gij, oxide is dissolved, and almost to dryness. Recmplast. plumbi, Ibj. Melt the oil and resin to- move the vessel from the fire and add, yellow
gether, and when cool rub the mercury with wax, p. 500. Put the vessel again on the fire,
them till the globules disappear then gradually and after the wax is melted, add, before it conadd the lead plaster, previously melted, and mix geals, camphor, p. 24, mix. Ph. P.) It is conall.
Ph. U. S.) It is a stimulant, resolvent and sidered a desiccative, and has been employed
discutient. Applied as a discutient to venereal in gangrene.
and other tumours.
Emplastrum Opm, Opium Plaster. (Opii in
Emplastrum Hydrargyri Compositum, E. pulv. ^ij, Picis abiet. ?iij: emp/astr. phnubi ttj,
dc hydrargyro compositum, E. de Vigo cum mer- aq. bullient. f. giv. Melt together the lead
cu'rio cmeiula'tum, Compound plaster of "mercury. plaster and Burgundy pitch; then add the opium
(Empl. simpl. p. 1250, cerse flavse, p. 64, resinse, previously mixed with the water, and boil over
Melt, and before it congeals, add pulv. a gentle fire to the proper consistence.
p. 64.
Ph.

gum

—

—

;

—

ammoniac, p. 20, bdellium, p. 20, oliban, p. 20,
myrrh, p. 20, saffian, p. 12. Mix carefully.
Take of mercury, p. 380, pure turpentine, p. 64,
Triturate in an
liquid and pure storax, p. 192.
Now
iron mortar till the globules disappear.
and
before
congealing add esmelt all together,
lavender,
Pliarm.
oil
S.
P.)
The
sential
p.
of
g.

same properties

It is

employed

as an anodyne,

and

to

Emplastrum Oxidi Ferri Rubiu,

E. Ferri
rubri, E. Rob'orans, Plaster of red oxide of iron,
Strengthening plaster.
(Empl. oxid. plumb,
semivitr. p. xxiv, resinse pin. p. vi, cerse flavse,

olei olese Europ. sing. p. iij, oxidi ferri rubr.
p.
viij.
Rub the red oxide of iron with the oil,
1NDUC- anil add the other ingredients melted. Ph. E.)
Irritans, It is employed as a strengthening plaster.

as the last.

EMPLASTRUM 1CHTHY0C0LL.7E

U. S.)

give support.

TEL^E

—

tum, see Sparadrapum adhsesivum e.
e. Litharlyttae
e. Lithargyri, E. plumbi
Emplastrum Fhenicf.um, Diapalma— e. ex
gyri compositum, E. galbani compositum — e. Oxido plumbi rubro compositum, E. Norimber-

—

E.

—

—

Lithargyri cum gummi, E gummosum e. Lithargyri cum hydrargyro, E. hydrargyri e.
Lithargyri cum resina, E. resinse e. Lithargyricum cum resina pini, E. resinae.
Emplastrum Lytt/e, E. canlhar' idis E. cantharidis vesicatd rii, Plaster of the Spanish or

—

—

,

blistering fly, Blistering Plaster,

E. mel'oes

vesi-

gense.

Emplastrum Picis Compositum, E. picis Burgun'dicce, E. cepha/'icum, Cephalic pi aster, Compound pitch plaster. (Picis arid. Bsij. abietis
resina:

resina: flava, cerce flavee

aa 5tv, myrist.
the pitch, resin, and wax, melted
together, add the other matters and mix. Ph. L.)

ol.f,].

Ibij.

To

cato'rii, E. vesicatorium, E. rpispasticum, E. e It is stimulant and rubefacient.
Sometimes
cantharid' ibus epispas'ticum solid' ius ct tena'cius used in headache,
applied to the temples.
hxrens,E. irri'tans, E. rubeflans. (Cantharides
Emplastrum ex Oxido plumbi semivitreo,

—

in powder, Ibj, Emp. cerse Ibiss, Adipis prsev. E. plumbi— e. Oxidi plumbi semivitreum, E.
Melt the plaster and lard together, and as plumbi— e.. Oxidi plumbi semivitreum gummoIbj.
tlie mixture becomes thick on cooling, sprinkle sum, E. gummosum.
Pharm. L.) This is the
Emplastrum de Picl f.t Resi'nis Glu'tiin the flies, and mix.
common blistering plaster. Too much heat nans, E. Andrea de Cruet, Empldtre d'Andrt de
must not be used in its preparation. It requires la Croix, E. col/ant de poix ct tie resines. Adheto remain on 6 or 8 hours before its full effect sive plaster of pitch and resins.
(Picis albtc, p.
is induced, and acts sufficiently well, provided 128, resin, clemi p. 32, terebinth, pur. p. 16, v /.
gauze
of
thin
or
tissue
paper be laur. p. 16. Melt with a gentle heat, and pass
even a piece
placed between it and the skin, whilst absorp- through linen. Ph. P.)
Used in contusions
prevented.
thus
is
See
flies
Blister. and fractures as a support.
the
tion of
of
the
Plaster
Pharmacopceia
of
Emflastrum
Blistering
Pj.umhi,
E.hjthar'rryri, E comThe
the United States, Cera'tum Cantharidis, is mu'nS, E. diarh'y/am, E. or'idi plumbi scmiri'made as follows: Cantharid. in pulv. subti- treum, E. ex ox'ido plumbi ttmivi'treo, Diach'yIbj, cerse flavse, rcsinir, adipis, kk, ^viiij Ion simplex. White Diach'ylon Lead plaster
ltss.
DiTo the wax, resin., and lard, previously melted, ach'yl on plaster. (Plumbi oxid. scnuvttr. in pulv.
,

—

—

-

emplAtre

old oliv., Oviij. aquee Oij. Boil together
over a slow fire, stirring constantly until the
oil and oxide of lead cohere. Ph. U. S
)
Emplastrum Poi yr niiKSTu.M, E. resinte.
Emplastrum Resi'nje, E. adhasi'vurn, E

ftv.

athtt/gyrt cum resi'na, E. resino'sum. Resin
plaster, Adhe'sive or sticking plaster. Emplastrum comma' nS cum resina, E. Pol ychres' turn,
E. lithargijr'icum cum resi'na pini. (Resin flav.
Hiss, emp plumb. Ibiij.
Melt the plaster, with a
gentle heat, add the resin, and mix. Ph. U. S.)

Employed in wounds and ulcers.
Emplastrum Resinosum, E. Resina)

—

e.

Ro-

borans, E. Ferri (Ph. U. S.) E. oxidi ferri rubri
e. Rubefians, E. lyttae.
Emplastrum Sapo'nis, E. sapona'ceum, Soap
plaster.
(Saponis concis. Ibss, emplastr. plumb.
Ibiij.
Mix the soap with melted plaster, and boil
to a proper consistence. Pit. U. S.) It is a mild

—

Applied to tumours, corns, &c.
Emplastrum Simplex, E. cerae e. Sperma-

discutient.
tis ceti,

—

Ceratum

cetacei.

Emplastrum Thuris, Frank' incense plaster.
(Emp. lithargyri, Ibij, thuris, Ibss. oxi.d. ferri.
rubr.zWy Ph. D.)
ter

—

Use:

— the same as the

plas-

ofred oxide of iron.

Emplastrum Vesicatorium,
e.

de Vigo

EMPYREUMA
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Blister, E. lyttae

cum mercurio emendatum,

E. hy-

drargyri compositum.

EMPLATRE,

Emplastrum— e. d'Andri de la
Croix, Emplastrum de pice et resinis glutinans
e. Collant
e. de Cigue, Emplastrum cicutae
de poix et de resincs, Emplastrum de pice et
resinis glutinans
e. de Gornme rcsine, Emplas-

—

—

trum cum gummi resinis c. de Nuremberg,
Emplastrum Norimbernrense.

under the fingers is analogous to that which
would be caused by the unequal teeth of a saw.
E M P ROSTHOT'ONOS, Emprosthoton'ia,
Entafsia tet'anus anti'cus, Tetanus amicus, from
m tqooSiv, forwards,' and rtnw, I stretch,'
'

•

I

body

is

'

A

extend.'

drawn

variety of tetanus, in which the
forwards by the permanent con-

traction of the muscles.

EMPSYCHO'SIS,

EMPOISO.V.YEME.YT,

EMPO'RIUM,

Poisoning.

and nono?,)
brain was so called,
the mental affairs are

The
all

EM PTOSIS,

Imbibition.

EMPTYSIS,

Haemoptysis.

EMPYE, Empyema.
EMPYE'MA, Empye'sis,

Impression.

EMPRES'MA,

from iutiqtj9w, 'I burn

inter-

Phlcgmn'tia; membrano'sm et parenchyvtatu'sa?, Phlegm'*' tici, Febres continua: inflammato'rue, fnflamma'tio inter'na, Cau'ma, Inter'nal inflammation: a genus in the class hamatica, order phlngotica of Good.
nally-'

—

Empresma Bronchitis, Cynanche trachealis
Bronchlemmitis, Cynanche trachealis — e.

e.

Carditis, Carditis— e. Cephalitis, Phrenitis— e.
Enteritis, Enteritis e.
e.
Cystitis, Cystitis
e. Hepatitis, Hepatitis— e.
Gastritis, Gastritis
e. Nephritis, Nephritis— e.
Hysteritis, Metritis

—

—
—

—

Orchitis, Hernia humoralis—e. Otitis, Otitis— e.
Paristhmitis, Cynanche— e. Paristhmitis tonsile. Paristhlaris maligna, Cynanche maligna
mitis pharyngea, Cynanche parotidasa— e. Paristhmitis tonsillaris, Cynanche tonsillaris— e.

—

Parotitis,

Cynanche

parotidsea

—

Peritonitis,

e.

Peritonitis— e. Peritonitis mesenterica, Mesene.
e. Peritonitis omentalis, Epiploitis
teritis
Picis cum Cantharide, E. calefaciens— e. PleuriDiadiaphragmatica,
tis, Pleuritis— e. Pleuritis

—

—

phragmitis— e.

Pneumonitis,

Pneumonia— e.

Splenitis, Splenitis.

EM'PRION, from
rated.'

when

•», and nQtwv,
Galen has given this name

the

sensation

produced

'

Em'pye from

tr,

A

pus.' Aposte ma empyema.
collection of blood or pus, and conventionally
'

in,'

and

rcvov,

'

of other fluid, in some cavity of the body, and
Empyema
particularly in that of the pleura.
is one of the terminations of inflammation of
the pleura, and is called, also, Pyotho'rax verus,
Pleurorrhafa purulen'la, Diapye'ma, Ecpyema,
Ecpye'sis, Empye'sis pectoris, Pyo'sis pec'toris,
liydrotho'rax purulen'tus, Dyspna'a pyothorac"
ica, Pneumo'nia suppurato'ria, Absces'sus pec'toris, A. Thora'cis, A. Pulmo'num, Pynplcurite.
The operation for empyema properly means the
making of an opening into the thorax, for the
purpose of giving issue to the matter collected
in the cavity of the pleura, although it has been
used for the operation required for the evacuation of any fluid from the chest, or synonymouslv with Paracentesis thoracis.

Same etymon. Suppuration.
phlegmonous pimples, gradu-

Pus'tulous Exan'them.
scabs.
A genus in the
order Exanlhematica, class Hxmatica of Good.

See Empyema.
Empyesis Oculi, Hypopyon— e. Pectoris,
Empyema e. Vanola, Variola.
EM'PYOCE'LE, from tv, 'in,' nvov, <puV
and xijXtj, tumour,' hernia.' A tumour, formed
by an accumulation of pus in the scrotum. Different diseases have been described under this
name, such as suppuration of the testicle, empyema of the tunica vaginalis, accumulation of
pus in the cavity of a hernial sac, abscesses of
different kinds formed in the cellular texture
of the scrotum, &c.
EMPYOM'PHALUS, from tv, 'in,' nvor,
This word
'pus,' and ouipaXog, 'the navel.'
has been used to designate a suppurating tu-

—

Emporium Spirituum, Sensorium.

EMPREIJYTE,

and

ally filling with a purulent fluid, and terminating in thick scabs, frequently leaving pits or

tiinuQiov, (cu or tv,

a market or depot.'
of old, because there
transacted.

(tr,

'

EMPLATTOMENOS, Emphracticus.
EMPYE'SIS.
EMPNEUMATOSIS, Emphysema, Inspira- An eruption of
tion.

1

from tuipyxoto,

'I animate,'
I vivify.'
A word
formerly used for the act of animating, or the
union of the soul with the body.
EMPTOE, Haemoptysis.
EMPTOICA PASSIO, Haemoptysis.
ipv%rj, 'life,)

a saw,' serto the pulse,

by the artery

'

'

mour

at the umbilicus; or, at limes, umbilical
hernia, the sac of which is filled with blood.

EMPYOS, Purulent.
EMPYREU'MA,from

tunvqtvv, (t»',and nvp,
smell and acrid
gaseous and litaste, which volatile products
quid contract, when animal or vegetable substances are decomposed with a strong heat.
The cause of this smell is seated in an oil, called
empyreumat'ic, which does not exist in the substance subjected to the operation, but is the reIf the empyreuma
sult of its decomposition.
occurs when the organic substance is placed in
a still with a liquid, it is owing to the solid
matter touching the bottom of the vessel to
which the fire i3 applied.

'fire,') 'I kindle.'

—

The burnt

—

—
EMPYROS
EMTYROS,
fever.'

Febric"itans, from ttvq,
has lever. Hippocr.

One who

EMS, MINERAL

ENANTUESJS

2G8
'

—

fire

or

like the preceding, substituting
for the jalap.

WATERS

only

scammony

Emulsio Simplf.x, E. amygdala?.
EMULSION, Emulsio e. Almond, Emulsio
amygdala; e. Camphor, Emulsio camphors e.
Fahr.,) and carbonated salines, containing car- Castor oil, Emulsio olei ricini — e. Gum Arabic,
bonic acid, bicarbonate of soda, and chloride of Emulsio acaciae Arabicre e. Hui/euse, Looch ex
sodium; and are much used in gastric and in- ovo e. of Oil of almonds, Emulsio olei amygtestinal affections, &c.
dalarum e. of Oil of turpentine, Emulsio olei
EMUL'GENT, Emulgens, from emu! % ere, (c, teiebintbinae e. Purging with resin of jalap,
and mulgere,) to milk out,' to draw out.' A Emulsio purgans cum jalapae resina e. Purgname given to the renal artery and vein, be- ing with scammony, Emulsio purgans cum
cause the ancients imagined they milked, as it scammonio.
were, the urine through the kidneys.
EMULSIVE, Emnlsi'vus, same etymon. An
EMULSIO, Emulsion; same etymon. A epithet given to seeds whence oil may be exbrated

Nassau.

OF. Celethe river Lahn, ducliy of
are thermal (from S3 to 115 J

springs on

They

—

'

—

—

—

—

—

—

'

1

,

pharmaceutical preparation, of a milky-white tracted by expression; such as almonds, apriopaque appearance, which is composed of a cots, peaches, hemp, rape, melons, gourds;
fixed oil, divided and held in suspension in those of the nut kind and cucurbitaceous and
water by means of mucilage. Emulsions have cruciferous plants in general.
EMUNC'TORY, Emuncto'rium, from emun'been divided into the true and oily, and into
the false or not oily; the latter being composed gere, (e,and mungere,) 'to drain off, to cleanse.'
of resinous substances, balsams, or camphor, Emissa'rium, (F.) Emonctoire, Emissaire. Any
rubbed up with dilute alcohol, mucilage, or organ, whose office it is to give issue to matyolk of egg.
ters, which ought to be excreted.
The ancients
Emulsio Aca'cije Arab'ics:, Emulsio Ara- believed that some organs were more particubica; Gum Arabic Emulsion.
{Nuclear, amygd. larly destined to serve as emunctories of others.
comm. :|j, aquas lbijss, mucilag. acac. gij, sacch. The nasal fossa, for example, they believed to
While beating the decorticated almonds be the emunctories of the brain.
^iv.
EMUNDANTIA, Detergents.
with the sugar and water, add the mucilage.
EMYS PALUSTR1S, Salt water Terrapin.
Used in the same cases as the
Ph. E.)
This species of turtle is found exclusively in
last.
Emulsio Amyg'ijalje, Lac amygdala;, Emul- salt or brackish waters, near the sea shore,
sio simplex, Amygdala' turn, Mistu'ra amygdalae, along the whole Atlantic coast.
It is much
Emulsio sive Lac Amygdala' rum, Almond Emul- prized by the epicure, and is nutritious and

—

sion, Almond Milk, (F.) Lait d'amandcs. (Amyg
dal. dulc. j$ss; Acacias, in pulv. ^ss; Sacchar. Jjij;
Aquas destillot. f. gviij. Macerate the almonds
in water, and having removed their external

coat, beat them with the gum Arabic and sugar,
in a marble mortar, till they are thoroughly

mixed: then rub the mixture with the distilled
water gradually added, and strain. Ph. U. S.)
It is used as a diluent and demulcent.
Emulsio Antihysterica, Mistura asafcctidee.
Emulsio Arabica, Emulsio acaciae Arabics.
Emulsio Cam'phorje, E. Cnmphora'ia, Mis(Camtu'ra Campltorae; Camphor Emulsion.
phoras ^jr amygd. com. decortic, sticch. pur., ail
Ph. E.) A convenient form
!Ziv, aquas §vj.
for giving camphor.
Emulsio Guaiacina, Mistura guaiaci e. Leiiiens, Looch ex ovo.
Emulsio Olf.i Amygdala'rum Emulsion of
(01. amygd. gj, gum acac.
Oil of Almonds.

—

—

tolerably easv of digestion

ENADELPHIA,
EN.'EMON,
I

lift

up,'

'

dressed plain.

Styptic.

EN^EORE'MA,
'

when

Emboitement.

that

from ir, 'in,' and aiwotm,
which hangs or floats in.'

The

Neph'ele, Nubes, Sublimamen'tum, Suspen'sum, Nibec'ula or cloud, which is suspended in

the urine, as

it

cools.

ENAMEL OF THE TEETH,

Den'tium

Nitor, Cortex, Cortex stria'ta, Substantia fila-

mentosa of

Malpighi,

Crusta Den'tium ada-

man'tina. The substance which covers the corona: of the teeth, and which has, also, been
called the vitreous substance, Substantia vit'rea,
Substance vitree ou imaillec, (F.) Email des
Dents. The enamel is of a milky-white colour,

A

and sufficiently hard to strike fire with steel.
Its surface is very smooth and polished, and it
forms a thicker layer towards the part where
the teeth come in contact, and becomes thinner
towards the cervix. The fibres of the enamel

Emulsio Olf.i Tehf.bin'thinje; Emulsion of

are perpendicular to the surface of the teeth,
on the ivory of which they seem, as it were,
planted.
This gives them a velvety appearance, when examined by the microscope. The
enamel has no blood-vessels, and is not renewed

;

pulv. ^ij, syrup. 5], aquas distill, giv. Mix.)
good pectoral or cough mixture.
Emulsio Olei Ric"ini; Castor Oil Emulsion.
(01. ricini gss, vitelli ovi q. s., aquas dcstillat.
?j.

—

)

An

aperient draught.

(01. tereb. red. Qij, sacch.
Oil of Tur'ptntine.
alb. §ss, vilell. ovi j, emuls. amygd. vel aquas
In rheumatic and nephridestillut. gvj. Mix.)
Dose giss.
tic affections
Emulsio Oleoso, Looch ex ovo.

Emulsio Purgans cum Jala'p.s Rfsi'na;
Resin of Jalap. (Julapaz
Triturate for some
time, and add gradually half 1he yolk of an
adding
triturate,
by degrees
ecr£-. continue to
Ph. P.)
tmuls. timpl. §v, aq.ftor. anrant. jij

Fuming Emulsion

icilh

resin, gr. xij, sacch. alb. gij.

Emulsio Purgans cum Scammo'nio; Purging Emulsion

irith

Sram'mony.

It

is

prepared

when removed.

It is

formed of phosphate of

lime, and a very small portion of animal matter.
same etymon as the next.
A name recently given to certain eruptions of
the mucous membrane, as exanthema is to certain eruptions of the skin.

ENANTHE'MA,

ENANTHE'SIS,
flourish.'

from •«., in,' and ar$e», I
Hash exan'them. Eruption of red, level
'

'

or nearly level patches, variously figured irregularly diffused, often confluent, and terminating in cuticular exfoliations. A genus in the

order Exanthematica, claai Hmmatioa of Cullen
and including scarlet fever, measles, &c.

ENANTIOPATH10

Enanthesis Rosalia, Scarlatina—e. Urticaria, Urticaria.

'

Hyperemia

blood.'

or congestion of the en-

cephalon.

ENANTIOPATHIC, Palliative.
E N A R T H R O'S S, lnariicula'tio, Ball and
1

Socket-joint,

ENCCELITIS
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from

ENCEPH'ALOID,

Encephaloides, from t Y the brain,' and tiSog, 'resemblance.'
Laennec has given the term Enceph'aloid or
Cer'ebriform matter to one of the morbid substances, commonly formed by scirrhous or cancerous tumours. It is either encysted, in irregular masses without cysts, or infiltered into
the texture of the diseased organ. This name
was given to it in consequence of its resemblance, when fully developed, to the medullary
substance of the brain. It is also called Fungus
medul/a'ris, F. cancro'sus medulla'ris, Surco'ma
medul/a'rS, Spongoid inflammation, Fungus cerebra'lis, Cancer cer ebr ifor' ml, Cancer mollis, Tela
xttpaXov,

'

an arin,' and appoints,
tv,
kind of diarthrodial articulation,
a bone is received into
the cavity of another, and can be moved in all
directions. The joint of the os femoris with the
os innoininatum is one of this character.
ENAUSMA, Fomites.
ENCANTHIS, from tv, in,' and K ar9o t ' the
angle of the eye.' A tumour, formed by an increase in size, or a degeneration of the caruncula lachrymalis.
Encanthis Benig'na or simple excrescence
of the caruncula commonly yields to astringent accidenta'lis medulla'ris.
'

A

ticulation.'

in

'

which the head of

'

,

See Cancer.

Encephaloid Tumour ok the Lung, Phthi-

collyria.

Encanthis Malig'na has often

a cancerous
requires extirpation before it has

character, and
attained any considerable size.
ENCARPOS, Presrnant.

ENCATHISMA,

ENCEPHALOMALACIA, Mollities

cerebri.

ENCEPH'ALON,

Encephalum, properly Enceph'alos, tyntqaXo?; from tv, in,' and xt<pccXtj,
the head.'
That which is situate in the head.
This name has generally been given to the
brain, cerebellum, and mesocephalon.
At times,
'

E INCASING, Emboitement.
ENCATALEPSIS, Catalepsy.

'

Semicupium.

ENCAU'MA,from

cancerous.

sis,

tv,
in,' and xaiu, 'I burn.' it includes likewise the medulla spinalis, when
Epicau'mis, Epicau'sis, Encau'sis. A tumour it is also called the Cerebrospinal axis.
produced by a burn. A Burn. Also, an ulcer
EXCEPHALOPATHIE CRAPULEUSE,
of the transparent cornea, occasioning the loss Delirium tremens.
of the humours
Aetius, Gorraeus.
ENCEPHALOSCOPIA, Craniology.
<

—

ENCAUSIS,

Burn, Encauma, Moxibus-

tion.

ENCEPHALOS1S OF THE LIVER,

Hepa-

tosarcomie.

ENCAUSSE, MINERAL WATERS

OF.

ENCEPHALOSISMUS,

Concussion of the

Encausse is a village in the department of the brain.
Haute- Garonne, which possesses several saline,
ENCEROS1S, Inceration.

ENCHARAXIS,

acidulous springs.

EJVCJ VURE, Argema.

Scarification.

E N C H E I R E'S I S,

ENCEINTE, Fregnant.
ENCENS, Juniperus lycia.

%uq,

'

the hand.'

Enchei'ria, from tv, and
this term as a part

Galen uses

of the title to one of his works, which treats of
Cephalalgia— e. Hy- dissection. It means the manual treatment of
dropica. Hydrocephalus internus.
any subject.
ENCEPHAL'IC, Enccphal'icus, from tv, in,' EjYCHIFRtJVEMENT, Coryza.
and xeifiuXt}, the head.' That which is situate
ENCHORIOS, Endemic.
in the head.
ENCHRISTON, Liniment.
name given to several parts
which relate to the encephalon, as the encephaENCHYLOSIS, Extraction.
lic membranes, muscles, &c.
Infusum, Plethora.

ENCEFHALALGIA,

'

'

A

ENCHYMA,

ENCEPHALI'TIS. Same etymon. This term
ENCHYMO'MA, Enchymo'sis, from er, and
has been used, by some Nosologists, synony- XVio, I pour.' By the ancients, this word was
mously with Cephali'tis and Phreni'tis, (q. v.) used to designate the sudden effusion of blood
By others, it has been appropriated to inflam- into the cutaneous vessels which arises from
mation of the brain, in contradistinction to that joy, anger, or shame in the last instance constituting blushing.
of the membranes.
It differs from ecchymosis
Enckpmau'tis Essudatoiua, Hydrocephalus in there being, in the latter, extravasation of
blood into the cellular texture, and its being
interims.
ENCEPHALOCE'LE, from tyxt?*Xov, the produced by an external cause; a contusion, for
brain,' and xijXtj, 'a tumour,' Hernia Cer'ebri, example.
Hippocrates.
ENCHYSIS, Infusion.
Fungus Cerebri, Hernia of the Brain. This may
EXCLAVEE. Wedged.
be a congenital or accidental affection. In the
ENCLAVEMENT. See Wedded.
former case, it is dependent upon tardy ossifiENCLVVE, Incus.
cation of the fontanelles or some faulty conforENCLYDAS'TICOS, intus fluctuans, from
mation. In the latter, it is owing to some conApplied to liquids,
siderable loss of substance in the parietes of the tf-KludaLOfxat, to float in.'
cranium, produced by fractures, wounds with a e. g. to serum, pus, &c, contained in any cacutting instrument, caries, the application of vity.
ENCLYSM A, Clyster.
the trephine, &c.
In slight congenital enceENCCE'LIA, from tv, in,' and noiXiu, the
phalocele, gentle pressure may be exerted upon
When the disease is of belly.' The abdominal viscera. The entrails,
the protruded portion.
'

;

'

—

'

'

considerable extent, it is fatal. In the accidental
encephalocele, similar means must be used for
confining the tumour, and preserving it from
the action of external bodies.

ENCF.FHALOH.E'MIA,
Cervcau, from tyxK$a\ov,

'

'

(q. V.)

ENCCELIALGIA INFLAMMATORY, Ercceli is.
I

ENCCE LITIS,

Enccrlii'tis,

Enccelial'gia in-

Hyperemia (hi llamniato'ria, Inflnmma'tio abdominal lis, from
the brain/ and 'atfia,\t) xotXiu, 'the abdominal contents,' and itis, in
(F.)

—
ENCOPE
^animation.

ENEMA
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Inflammation of any of the abdo-

ENDO-COLITIS,

Dysentery.

ENDODONT1TIS,

minal viscera.

Odontitis, Inflammation
dc la Vuljie dentaire, Inflammation of the Dental
'
membrane, from tvdor, within,' oiove;, a tooth,'

ENCOPE, Diacope, Incision.
ENCRANION, Cerebellum.
ENCRANIS, Cerebellum.

'

and

EJYCliE, Alramentum.
Fecundation, Pregnancy.
ENCYMON, Pregnancy.
ENCYMOS1A, Fecundation, Pregnancy.
ENCYSTED, Cystide obduc'tus. Enclosed
in a kyst or cyst; from tv, 'in,' and nvon?,
' bladder.'
(F.) Enkysti.
An epithet given to
certain tumours, or solid or fluid collections
enclosed in a particular envelope or cyst.
They are movable, and often elastic to the
touch.

membrane of the

ENDO-ENTERITIS,see

EN DO GASTRITIS,

trior,

'

Inflammation

denoting inflammation.

of the lining

ENCYES1S,

ENCYSTIS, Tumor

itis,

within,'

and

tooth.
Enteritis.
Esogastri'tis

gastritis, (q. v.)

'

from
;
inflamma-

Inflammation of the lining
the stomach.
Vitrinc auditive.
from trior, 'within,' and
Inflammetritis, inflammation of the uterus.'
lining
membrane
mation of the
of the uterus.
tion of the stomach.'

membrane of

ENDOLYMPH,
ENDOMETRITIS,
'

ENDOSIS, Remission.
ENDOSMO'SE, Imbibition,

from trior,
term used
by Dutrochet, to express the action by which
encysted tumour.
fluids pass through organic membranes.
This
ENDEICTICOS. Indicant.
EJNDEIXIS, Indication.
is done by the porosity of the tissue, in the same
ENDEM'IC, Endcm'ical, Regiona'lis morbus, manner as it is effected through inorganic subEndem'icus, from tv, in,' and itj/uoc, the peo- stances, as through fissured glass. The rapidity
ple;' Encho'rios, Vernac'ulus mor'bus, Ende'- with which it is accomplished varies according
mia. A disease is said to be endemic when it to the nature of the penetrating body, and the
arises from some peculiarity* in a situation or penetrability of the tissue.
locality.
Thus, ague is endemic in marshy
ENDOSTEITIS, from trior, within,' oartov,
countries goitre at the base of lofty mountains, 'a bone,' and itis, denoting inflammation. In&.C. Some authors use the term in the same flammation of the internal periosteum.
sense as epidemic. We have no accurate knowENDUIT, (F.) from induere, 'to put upon,*
ledge of the emanations or other circumstances, 'to put on.' A coat; a fur. This term is often
which give occasion to endemic affections. applied to a layer of greater or less thickness,
We seem to know that some emanation from which covers the surface of certain organs, and
marshy lands does produce intermittent; but we particularly the tongue and interior of the
are ignorant of the nature of such emanation.
mouth. The enduit is designed variously, acENDER'MIC, Endcr'vucns, from tv, in,' and cording to its appearance, enduit bilieux.jaune,
the skin.' An epithet given to the blanc, &c.
a bilious, yellow, wliite coat or fur,
StQua,
method of treating diseases by placing the the- &c. It is at times owing to the evaporation of
rapeutical agent in contact with the skin, espe- the watery portions of a secretion
generally,
cially after the cuticle has been removed. Mor- to both causes combined.
phia, strychnia, &c, are often administered in
ENDUIT CHOROIDIEJV. See Choroid.
this way.
UR CISSEMEJYT. Induration— e. du
EN'DESIS, from tv, 'in,' and d«»,'I bind .Tissu cellu/aire, Induration of the cellular tissue.
A ligature, bandage, connexion. Hippocrates ENECHEMA, Tinnitus aurium.
has so termed the ankle-joint.
ENECIA CAUMA, Synocha.
ENDIVE, Cichorium endivia—e. Wild, Ci- Enecia Synochus Puerperarum, see Peri-

Emphy'ma

encys'tis,

tunica' tus, T. cys'ticus,

same etymon. Lupia. An 'within,' and

'

(q. v.,)
taapoc, 'impulse.'

A

*

'

;

'

—

'

;

END

choriutn intybus.

tonitis.

EN'EMA,

ENDIVIA, Cichorium

ENDO, from

trior,

'

endivia.
within.'

A common pre-

An

inject.'

from

trirju,

(tr,

and

ujui,)

'to

Injection, Clyster, (q. v.) (F.) Clys-

tere, Lavement.
A well known form of conveyENDOCARDITIS^ from Endocardium, the ing medicine into the body, under certain morlining membrane of the heart, and ids, inflam- bid circumstances.
See Clyster.
mation. Inflammation of the lining membrane
Enema Anod'ynum, Enema O'pii; An'odyne
of the heart. In this disease, the heart's action Clyster Starch and Opium Clyster. (Gelat.amyli
is visibly increased, and very manifest to the Oss, linct. opii g" 40 vel GO.") Exliibited in cases
touch; the hand is strongly repelled, and, at of severe diarrha-a or dysentery.
moments, is sensible of a trembling vibratory
Enema Commu'nk; Common Clyster, Domes'motion. Percussion gives a dull sound over a tic Clyster. (Water gruel or molasses and -water
surface of several inches, owing, according to Oss or Oj: add a little oil or lard, and a, spoonful
Bouillaud, to the inflammatory turgescence of of common salt.)
Given as a cathartic enema
the heart, and the engorged slate of its cavities. and, without the common salt, as an emollient.

fix, as in the

following terms.

,

t

;

On

auscultation, a bruit dc soafHct is generally
heard, masking one or both sounds of the heart;
and the ear is sensible of a metallic ringing with
each systole of the ventricle. The pulsations
are rapid as well as strong, and, with few exceptions, irregular, unequal and intermittent.
The pulse, by the way, does not always indicate the force or number of the heart's contractions.

ENDOCAR'DlUM.from
The
xaaSia, the heart.'
the interior of the heart.
'

iviov,

'

Enema

Cathar'ticum
Purging
(Mannse ^j, decoct, chamwm. camp. _^x.
;

Clyster.
olei oliv.

Ph. D.)
Fcet'idum, Fetid Clyster; Mistu'ra
pro
clys'matS,
Clysma. lon'icum et
asafxt'idx
antispasmod'icum seu in'citans et sedens, (F.)
Lavement antispasmodique. (The last with the
addition of jjjij of the tincture of asafwtida.
Ph.
Given as an antispasmodic and anodyne.
D.)

gj, sulph. magnes. ^ss.

Emma

within,' and
IInf.ma Nicotia'n.*: ; Tobac'co Clyster. This
that lines generally consists of from half a pint to a pint
of the Infusum Tabaci. It is employed incases

membrane

—

—
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of strangulated hernia; but occasionally acts
as a fatal poison when given in this way. The
smoke of tobacco is sometimes thrown up the
rectum to produce the same medicinal effects

carried to it. There is said to be Engouement
des bronches, when the mucus accumulates
there; and Engouement des intestins, when the
matters, which ought to pass through them, are
as the infusion.
detained; as in a case of strangulated hernia.
Enema Opii, E. anodynum.
Engouement des poumons, E. of the lungs, in
Enema Terkbin'tiiin.*; Tur'penline Clyster. Pathological Anatomy, signifies that state of
In- the lungs, in which a mixture of air and thin
( 01. tereb. f. ^iij, gruel Oss, one yolk of egg.
corporate tlie turpentine with the yolk, then fluid escapes from them when cut into.
add the gruel.) To be administered in cases of
ENGOURDISSEMENT, Torpor.
ascarides, (oxyures.)
EjYGRENURE, Suture.
ENEPIDERM'IC, Enepider'micus, from tv,
ENKYSTE. Encysted.
'in,' t.ii, 'upon,' and Stnua, 'the skin.'
YS
ENT, Chatonnement.
An
epithet given to the method of treating disENNEAPHAR'MACOS, from twta, nine,'
eases, which consists in the application of me- and ipanux.Kov, 'a medicine.'
A medicine, comdicines; as plasters, blisters, <&c, to the skin.
posed of nine simple ingredients. A pessary,
ENERE1S1S, Compression.
Galen, Paulus. An Antid'otus Heso formed
ENERGIA, Action, Force.
racli'dis, described by Galen, and some plasters
EN'ERGY, Energi'a, from tvtqytm, {iv, and by Aetius and Celsus are, likewise, termed
tQyor, 'action,')
I act.' Action.
Acting power. Enneapharmaca, Gorrseus.
Also, vigour; as the 'muscular energy;' the
ENOR'MON, noftutuv, from tv, in,' and
brain acts wilk energy.'
oo«aco,
I rouse,'
excite.'
A word used by
Enerva'tio, from e, ' out of,' Hippocrates in the same sense as vital principle
and nervi, strength.' The act of weakening
is by modern physiologists.
the state of being- weakened. See Debility.
ENOSIS, Insertion.
ENFANCE, Infancy.
ENRHYTH'MOS, from tv, and quVuoc,
ENFANT, In fans.
'number.' Having rhythm. An epithet, apENFLURE, Swelling e. des Jambes et des plied to the pulse when its pulsations occur
cuisses de la femme accouchie, Phlegmatia do- with some degree of order.
It is opposed to

ENK

TEM

'

—

—

'

'

'

'

'

ENERVATION,
'

lens.

ENFONCEMEJST

Arytlt'mos.

SCAPHOIDE,

It differs

from Eurhythmos which
,

Sca- signifies 'regular.'

ENROUEMENT,
ENS. A being.

phoides fossa.

ENGASTERION, Laboratory.
ENGASTRIMY'THOS, Englot'togastor,

Raucedo.

Paracelsus meant, by this
Gas- term, the power exerted by certain beings on
tril'oquist, Eu'rycles, Eurycli'lus, from tv, in,' our body.
He speaks of the Ens Dei, the Ens
ya<rTi;Q,
the belly,' and ^vdio^iai, I discourse." Astro'rum, the Ens natura'le, the Ens virtu'tis,
Ventriloquist.
(F.) Ventriloque.
Individuals Ens morbo'rum, Ens de potcn'tibus spirit'ibus,
have been so denominated, who have possessed &c. These absurd denominations suggested to
the art of modifying their natural voice, so that some of the ancient Chymists a name for certain
it seemed to come from a greater or less dis- chemical preparations.
The muriate of ammotance, and from different directions. It was nia and iron was called Ens martis: the muriate
formerly believed, that such persons spoke from of ammonia and copper, .Ens veneris; and Ens
their belly; hence their name. It is an imita- primum was, with tlie Alchymists, the rrame of
a tincture, which they considered possessed of
tive art, and is called Ventriloquism.
the power of transmuting metals.
ENGELURE, Chilblain.
'

'

'

A

ENGHIEN MONTMORENCY, MINERAL
WATERS OF. A hydrosulphurous water, four
leagues from Paris, near Montmorency, which
possessed of some celebrity.
It contains
chloride of sodium, chloride of magnesium, sulphate of magnesia, sulphate of lime, carbonate
of magnesia, carbonate of lime, silica, sulphohydrate of lime and magnesia, sulphohydric
acid, carbonic acid and azote.
is

Ens Mahtis, Ferrum ammoniatum
Boylei, Ferrum ammoniatum.

—

Vene-

e.

ris

EN'SIFORM, Ensifor'mis, from ensis,
sword,' and forma, 'form.' Sword-like.
Ensiform Apoph'vses
the lesser

ala?

or

'a

Proc"esses, are

of the sphenoid bone.

Ensiform Appen'dix or Car'tilage is the
xiphoid appendix of the sternum, &c. See

Xiphoid.
Ensiformis, Xiphoid.
ENGISO'MA, Engizo'ma, from tyyitio, 'I
Ensi-Sternal.
Relating to the ensiform
of
approximate.'
(F.) Embarrure.
species
A
Beclard gave this
fracture of the skull, in which a splinter passes process of the sternum.
beneath the sound portion of the bone, and corn- name to the last osseous portion of the sternum.
Galen. Also, a kind of in- He also called it Vos ultimi- sternal. See Ultimopresses the brain.
sternal.
strument used in fractures of the clavicle.
ENSOMATOS1S, Incorporation.
ENGLISH DISEASE, Rachitis.

—

ENGLOTTOGASTOR, .Engastrimy thos.
ENGOMPHOSIS, Gomphosis.

ENGORGEMENT, from

en, 'in.'

ENSTALAX'IS,

(q. v.)

the throat.' An obstruction occurring in the
vessels of a part, giving rise to augmentation of
volume. A congestion, (q. v.)

'

ENGORGEMENT DES MEMBRESABDOM1NAUX A LA SUITE DES COUCHES,
Phlegmatia dolens

—

ENGOUEMENT,

e.

Hepatic, Hepatohsemia.

(F.)

Ohstruc'tio. Iner'tia,

from angere, 'to choke.' Accumulation, in a
hollow organ, of the matters secreted by it or

The

Instillu'tio, Instillation,

act of pouring by drops.

ENTABLEMENT, Depression.
ENTAILLE (F.), from en, 'in,'

and gorge,

to cut.'

Ed

and

tailler,

A

Excis'io,
cope, Ec'tomB.
deep
wound, made by a sharp instrument obliquely.
Entail/es and Taittades are, also, used to desig'

nate deep scarifications, made for the purpose
of producing a speedy digorgement of any tumefied part ; such, e. g., as are made in the tongue
in certain cases of glossitis.

ENTASIA, Tonic spasm— e. Articularis, Con-

—
ENTATICOS

—

—

e. Loxia, Torticollis
e. Priapismus,
Priapismus e. Systremma, Cramp e. Tetanus, Tetanus e. Tetanus anticus, Emprosthotonos e. Trismus, Trismus.
ENTAT'ICOS, Intensi'vus, from siTtivw, I
make tense.' A medicine, which excites the

tractura

—

—
—

—

'

venereal appetite.

ENTEL1PATHIA, Nymphomania.
ENTEjYDEMEKT, Intellect.
ENTERA'DE'JSES, from
and uSr v,

tvxtfov,

'an intes-

'

t

ENTERADENOCRAPHY,

A

tvrtfov,' intestine,' a<5i/v,' gland,' and Aoyoc,
a treatise.' That part of Anatomy which treats
of the intestinal glands.
ENTERAL'GIA, from tvitpov, 'intestine,'
and aXyog, ' pain.' Pain in the intestines. Colic

from
*

(q. V.)

Enteralgia Acuta,
toria, Enteritis

—

e.

Enteritis

—

ay/w,

—

'I

strangle,'

hibited until the inflammation and spasm are
abated by the use of the bleeding and opium.
When the physician is called early, this plan
Sometimes, Enteritis
will usually succeed.
passes into a chronic state, requiring much
careful management. Broussais considers inflammation of the mucous coat of the stomach
and intestines as the proximate cause of the
phenomena of fever.

—

Enteritis Colica,
ploitis

—

e.

Colitis
e. Epiploitis, EpiFollicular, Typhoid fever
e. Me-

senterica, Mesenteritis
e.

Inflamma-

from

and

trttqov,

tfi<poxoou>,

Obstruction of the intestines by
strangulation or otherwise. Ploucquet.
EJNTERELE'SIA. Pain, caused by invagination or strangulation of the intestines. Ali-

—

—

Infarc'lus Intestinlncurcera'tio intestinu' rum interna, (F.)

orum,
Etranshmcnt des Intcstins, from trrtyor, in
Obstructestine,' and t/ut.q>Qaiic, 'obstruction.'
tion of the Intestines from accumulation of faeces
'

in the intestines or otherwise.

ENTEREJN'CHYTA.from imQov, an intesAny surgical
in,' and ^eu>,
I pour.'
'

tine,' ev,

'

instrument

ENTERO,

from

compound words

administering injections.

— Scul-

telus.

trrifov, 'an intestine.'
In
signifies intestine, as in the

ENTEROBRO'SIS,
from svriQor,
of gnawing.'

EIN'TER'ICA, from tmnor, 'an

ENT&RITE EOLLICULEUSE.
phus

tiTiQor,

Enter or r hex' is, Perfora'(F.) Perforation des Intcstins;
an intestine,' and (iewaig, 'the act
Perforation of the intestines.

'

intestine.'

e

See Ty-

Typhoh6mique, Typhoid fever.
an intestine,'
from irreuov,
denoting inflammation. Inflammation

ENTERITIS,
itis,

Or-

'

no'rum, F.

ivflammato' ria, Enieropyr'ia,
The
(F.) Entcrite, Inflammation des Intcstins.
essential symptoms of this disease are:
violent abdominal pain increased on pressure;
with vomiting and inflammatory fever. Enteritis may affect both the peritoneal and the
mucous coat of the intestines; and, in violent
cases, all the coats may be implicated. The
structure of the mucous and peritoneal coats
is different; so are their functions in health
and disease. The inflammation of the serous
coat, Sero-cnteritis, resembles that of the cellular membrane: the inflammation of the mucous
coal that of the skin. The former is usually,
Inflamtherefore, of a more active character.
mation of the mucous coat, Esocnttri'tis, Eniliaca

—

doenteri'tis,

Muco-cnteri'tis,

Phlegrnymem'tis
with diarrhcea, and

its

Mucous

Enteritis,

generally attended
pathology is identical

enter'ica, is

from

a hernia,'

ENTERO-EPIPLOCE'LE.fromf.Tfeo,,' intestine,'

enmkour,

tumour.'

'

the omentum,'

and x^ij,

Hernia, formed by intestine and

omentum.

ENTERO EPIPLOM'PHALUS,

from i*w-

intestine,' i n mkeev, 'the omentum,' and
cuyaXos, 'the umbilicus.'
Umbilical hernia,
containing intestine and omentum.
Almost
all umbilical hernioe are of this kind.
ENTEROG'RAPHY, Entcrogra'pltia, from
qov,

'

Cauma

intesti-

'

portion of intestine.

testines.

E. inflammato'ria, Eebris

intestinu' lis,
k?;A»;,

'

The

Enteritis, Enterop/dog"ia, Col'ica acuta,
C. inflammato'ria, ll/eus inflammato'rius, En-

Hernia
and

intestine,'

tumour.'
Abdominal herniae are so called,
which contain only a portion of the intestine.
EJNTEROCYSTOCE'LE, from irriQur, 'an
intestine,' xuang,
a bladder,' and *>//.?;, 'a tumour.' Hernia formed by the bladder and a

of the intestines. Empres'ma Enteritis, Intcstino'rum influmma'lio, Ileo-colitis, Cliordap'sus,

teral' gia acuta,

an

'

'

'

Diseases affecting the alimentary canal.
der I, Class I, (Caliaca,) of Good.

See En-

tio Intestine' rum,

'

for

—

Mucous.

e.

following.

ENTEROCE'LE,

ENTEREMPHRAX'IS,

—

teritis.

bert.

and

Purgatives ought not to be ex-

relied upon.

Saturnina, Colica metallica.

ENTERANGIEMPHRAXMS,
'intestine,'
1
I ohstruct.'

with that of Dysentery, which see. Inflammation of the peritoneal coat is, on the other hand,
generally attended with constipation. Enteritis of the peritoneal coat, for such usually is
the meaning of the word in the abstract, requires
Copious bleeding,
the most active treatment.
followed up by a large dose of opium and if the
symptoms be not decidedly ameliorated, rewarm fomenpealing the bleeding and opium
tations, and blisters are the chief agents to be

—

a gland.' The mucous glands
of the intestines. See Peyeri Glandulco.
Entcradenogra'phia, from ivrtpov, 'intestine,' uSt;r, 'gland,'
and yQacpy, ' a description.'
description of
the intestinal glands.
ENTEK.ADEiNOL'OGY, Enterodenolog"iu,
tine,'

ENTEROMALACIA
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erriQcv,

'

intestine,'

and yQ u( *!>
description.'
which describes the in'

I

part of anatomy,

ENTERO-HYDROCE'LE,

from ivt^v,

water,' and *>^>j,

<

in-

tumour.' Intestinal hernia complicated with hydrocele.
from ,,«testine,'

v$u>(>,

'

'

ENTERO-HYDROMTHALUS,

intestine,' vdwQ, water,' and o/uufaXic, 'the
navel.'
Umbilical hernia, in which the sac
contains, along with a portion of intestine, a

qov,

'

'

quantity of serum.

ENTERO-ISCHIOCE'LE, from tvx^v,

<

in-

m^tov, 'ischium,' and *»,x>/, 'tumour.'
Ischiadic hernia, formed of intestine.
EiNTEROLITHUS, Calculi of the stomach
and intestines e.Bezoardus, Bezoar e. Scybalum, Scybala.
ENTEROL'OGY, Enterolog"ia, from tvTt testine,'

—

—

quv,

'

and /.oyog, a discourse.' The
anatomy which treats of the intestines

intestine,'

part of

'

ENTEROMALA'CIA, Enter o malax! ia, (F.)
Ramollisscmenl dc Vlntcstin; from itrfQor, an
intestine,' and //u/xoo-oj, 'I soften.'
Softening
of the mucous or other coats of the intestine.
'

ENTEROMALAXIA

ENURESIS
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ENTEROMALAXIA,

Enteromalacia.
from trrtoov, 'inthe thigh,' and xijAij, tumour.'
Crural hernia, formed of intestine.

ENTERO-MEROCE'LE,

testine,' ,10/ooc,

'

'

ENTERO-M ESENTER'IC,

Febris enteroMessrs. Petit and Serres have
given this name to a species of adynamic fever
or typhus, in which the intestines are ulcerated,
with enlargement of the corresponding mesenteric glands.

mes enter' ica.

ENTERO-MESENT&RITE,

ENTHELMINTHES,

Esphlasis, from ir, 'in.' and
A fracture of the cranium
with comminution, in which the bone is depressed or has lost its level.
Enthi.asis Crash, Effractura cranii.

ENTOMA,

Tension, Tonic spasm.
EjYTOjV^VOIR, Calix, Infundibulum— e. du
Moyen du Cerveau, Infundibulum of

Ycntricule

the Brain.

EjYTORSE,

Tabes mesen-

ENTEROMORTHIA COMPRES'SA.

ENTOZOA, Worms.
ENTOZOAR1A, Worms.
ENTOZOON FOLLICULORUM,

One

of the Algae, used by the Sandwich Islanders
as an esculent.
ENTEROM'PHALUS, from s.-rtnor, 'intestine,' and oiHfa).og, umbilicus.'
Umbilical hernia, formed of intestine.

ENTERON, Intestine.
ENTEROPATHl'A, Enteropathy; from tvttintestine,'

of the

and na&oc,

intestines in

'

disease.'

Disease

general.

Enterofathi'a Cancero'sa,

Enterosarco'-

Acarus

Folliculorum.

ENTR.ilLLES, Entrails.
EN'TRAILS, Splanckna,

'

'

Sprain.

ENTOZOAIRES, Worms.

terica.

pov,

Worms.

ENTH'LASIS,

&Xaoi, '1 break.'

from
from

entcia'lia, a

Encce'lia, Viscera,

word of bad Latin, corning

fvTtrior, ' intestine.'
It is used for the viscera enclosed in the splanchnic cavities, and
especially for those in the abdomen; Bowels,
Guts.
(F.) Entrail/es, Visceres.

EiNTRlCHO'MA, from tv, in,' and roixwya,
mia, Indura'tio seu Scirrhus seu Cancer Intestihair.'
The tarsal cartilage, and the edge of the
no'rum, (F.) Cancer des Intestins. Cancer of
eyelids, in which the cilia are implanted.
the Intestines.
'

'

ENTEROPERIS'TOLE,
testine,'

and

from

trrsoor, 'in-

niQiaTtZku), 'I conceal,' 'I

enve-

Constriction or obstruction of the intestines, from a cause which acts either within
the abdomen or without it, as in strangulated
hernia.
lop.'

ENTEROPHLOGIA,

Enteritis.

ENTEROPYRIA, Enteritis.
ENTERORRA'PHIA orENTEROR'RAPHE,
from ivtiqov, 'intestine,' and oaytj, 'a suture.'
Suture of the intestines, for the relief of injuries done to them.
ENTERORRHAGIA SIMPLEX, Haemato-

ENTERORRMEXIS, Enterobrosis.
ENTERORRHCEA, Diarrhrca.
ENTEROSARCOCE'LE, from tvnqov,

'in-

nani, 'flesh,' and y.r Xrj, 'a tumour.'
Intestinal hernia, complicated with fleshy excrescence, or rather sarcocele.
testine,'

t

ENTEROSARCOMIA,

Enteropathia cance-

_

rosa.

ENTEROSCHEOCE'LE,

from tvfiQov, 'an
and xtjirj, 'tu-

intestine,' on/tor, 'the scrotum,'

mour.'

Scrotal hernia consisting of intestine.

ENTERO'SES,

from bvtsqov, 'an intestine.'
class of diseases, comprehending all those
Alibert.
that are seated in the intestines.

A

—

ENTEROTOME,

Enter ol'omus, from

ivrt-

ENTROPION,

from tv, 'in,' and tostko, 'I
lnver' sio palpebral rum, Capilli"tium, Trichiasis, Introsuscep'tio tntropium, Blepharelo'sis,
Blepharopto'sis entropium, Tri'chia, Tricho'sis.
A name given to the inversion or turning inwards of the eyelids, so that the eyelashes are
directed towards the globe of the eye; irritate
and inflame it, and give rise to the affection
called Trichiasis.
The contact of the hair with the surface of
the eye occasions considerable irritation of the
turn.'

conjunctiva, which is soon followed by chemosis, ulceration of the eye and other symptoms, such as fever, watchfulness, &c.
If the disease be entropion, as above defined,
that is, dependent upon the inversion of the
eyelids, it must be remedied,
either by dispersing the cedema or swelling of the eyelids,
or by cutting out a portion of the skin.
When
the disease is dependent upon a vicious direction of the cilia, they must be plucked out and
the bulbs be cauterized.
ENTYPOSIS. See Glene.
ENUCLEATION, EnucIea'tioSvomcnuclea're,
(e, and nucleus,) 'to take out a kernel.'
This
term has been proposed for the operation of removing tumours, &c, without cutting into
them. Percy.
The word is used, in Pharmacy, for the operation of shelling or removing the kernels of
the almond or of any nut.
CAMPANA, Inula Helenium.
ENU'LON, from tv, 'in,' and ovXov, 'the
gum.' The inner part of the gums. The ex-

—

—

and rtuvw, 'I cut.' A name
by J. Cloquet to an instrument for
ENULA
promptly opening the intestinal canal through
It consists of a pair of scisits whole extent.
than
longer
much
which
is
of
sors, one blade
the other, and rounded at its extremity. This ternal part was called
05)',

'intestine,'

(riven

is

passed into the intestine.

ENTEROTOM'IA, same etymon. In anatomy, it signifies dissection of the intestines.
In surgery, it means an operation, little used,
which consists in opening the intestine, in
order to evacuate the fa?cal matters accumulated in it, e. g. in certain cases of hernia, accompanied with contraction of the intestinal
canal; in operations for an aitificial anus, performed on the new-born, where the rectum is
imperforate or not existing, (Sic.

ENTEROZOA,
24.

Worms.

the teeth aoiioc.

cvfor,

— Pollux.

ENURE'SIS, from

and that between

tvovoiui,

(tv,

and

ou/i»o>,)

void the urine in bed.' Paru'ria inr.on'tincn?.
Incontinentia vri'nx, Excrc'tio Urinse involunta'ria, Mi.c'lio involunta' ria, E. inopportu'na, liracra'sia, brorihw'a, Pcrirrhala, Strangu'ria (Galen,) Hyperure'sis, Diamines, Inxolvntary discharge of the urine, Incontinence of urine. This
'

I

affection

is

most common

may depend on

in

advanced

life.

It

too great irritability of the bladder, or on distention, or injury of llie fibres
about its neck, paralysis of the organ, the pre-

—

:

EM'IE
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sence of an irregularly shaped calculus, impacted in the urethra near its. commencement;
rupture of the bladder and urethra; renal disease; or on pressure exerted on the bladder by
the distended womb or by some tumour. It
often occurs after difficult labour, but generally
yields, in the course of a week or ten days; the
catheter being introduced twice a day in the

mean time.
The treatment must of course vary according
to the cause; and when the affection, on which
it is dependent, cannot
be removed, the discharge of urine may be prevented by exerting
a degree of compression on the urethra, by
means of appropriate instruments; or a urinal

may be employed to receive the urine as it
passes off.
EXVIE, Malacia, Ndevus— e. de romir, Nau-

Epieliro'sis, Mar'vla sola'ris, Ewht
the sun.'
U$ lentic'ula, Yitilig"ines, Phaci, Pannus lentiLentic'vla,
Lentigo, Ephi/is Lentigo,
cular is,
Evhelis a soli, Nigredo a sole, Spi/o'sis iphelis,
JEsta'tes, EJI'ila Free Ides, Sunburn
(F.) Taches
de roussure, Hale. This term includes, not only
the yellow lentigines, which appear on persons
-

•

,

of fair skin, and the larger

brown patches, which

also arise from exposure to the direct rays of
the sun, but also those large dusky patches
which are very similar in appearance, but occur on other parts of the surface, that are constantly covered. See Chloasma.
They do not
extend farther than the skin. Many cosmetics
hive been recommended for their removal.
Simple spirituous lotions or weak mineral acids,
applied a few times in the day, are as effectual
as any other means.

Ei'helis Lentigo, Ephelides

sea.

ENYPNION, Somnium.
ENYSTRON, Abomasus.
addition, increase, reciprocal action, repetition.'

Hence

EPACMASTICOS,
An

cpaemas'tiese,

from tm, and axuatu,, ' I
epithet applied to fevers, Febres

whose symptoms go on augment-

commencement

ing in violence, from the

Such

the termination.

to

fevers are, also, called

Epanadidontes.

EPAGOGIUM,

e.

a

Sole,

Ephe-

EPHE'MERA,

EP, EPH, EPI, tn,tif,t7ii, 'upon, above;' in
composition, generally means, 'augmentation,

increase.'

—

lides.

Prepuce.

EPANADIPLOSIS, Anadiplosis.
EPANALEPSIS, Anadiplosis.
EPANASTAS1S, Pustule.
JtPANCHEMEjYT, Effusion.
EPANETUS HECTIOA, Hectic fever— e.
Malignua flavus, Fever, yellow

—

Mitis, Re-

Dia'ria, from int, 'during,'
and '7;ut()a, 'a day.' That which continues a
day. This epithet is given to diseases, and particularly to fevers, which last only a day.
Febris dia'ria, Ephemerop'yra, Ftbris simplex, F.

Ephe'mera. The term prolonged ephem'era is
sometimes used for fevers, which cease after
two or three days' duration.
Ephemera Anglica Pestilk.ns, Sudor anglicus e. Maligna, Sudor anglicus e. Sudatoria,
Sudor anglicus.
EPHEMEROPYRA, Ephemera.

—

—

EPHEMERUS, Quotidian.
EPHJALTES HYPOCHONDRIACA,

—

In-

—

cubus vigilantium e. Nocturnus, Incubus e.
Vigilantium, Incubus vigilantium.
EPHIDRO'SIS, from wrt, upon,' and 'tdooo>,
'

A

copious sweat. Epkidrosis profu'sa, E. spontu'nea, E. idiopalh'ica sudor, Hymittent Fever.
EPAPHTE'RESIS, from tnayaiQtw, 1 take dropede'sis, Exsuda'tio, Exuda'tio, Hyperephiaway.' Repel i'ta subla'tio vel evncua'tio. A re- dro'sis, Suda'tio, Sudalo'ria, (F.) Flux de Sueur.
peated abstraction orevacuation. It was formerly An excessive sweating, inducing debility and
used synonymously with repealed blood-letting; emaciation. A colliquative sweat. Such copious perspirations are generally owinor to debiGalen.
P'liebiitom'ia itera'ta.
lity of the exhalants, and require the use of toEPAPHRISMOS, Despumation.
nics, especially of the mineral acids, opium, &c.
EPARMA, Tumour.
e.

'I sweat.'

'

—

EPARSIS, Tumour.
HPJiVLE, Humerus.

EPENCRA.MS,

Ephidrosis, Desudatio

EPENDYMA, Membrane.
£PEROA Hippocampus minor
r

,

tires,

c.

des Ar-

Accipiter.

&PERV1ERE DES MURAILLES,

Hiera-

cium murornm.
itti,

'

'

—

of puberty,

EPHE'BUS.

Hc'pialos.
name given by the
ancients to fever, when the hot stage was mingled with irregular chills.

EPIALTES, Incubus.
EPIAN, Frambcesia.
EPIBLEMA, Catablema.
EPIBOLE. Incubus.
EPICANTHIS, Canthus.
EPICAJN'THUS, from btw,

(q. v.)

One who has

attained the age

'upon,' and xur'the angle of the eye.' A defective formation, in which a fold of skin passes from the
root of the nose over the inner canthus of the
eye.
E P 1 C A R'P I U M, Pericar'pivm, from mt ,
upon,' and xttqnvf, the wrist.' Applications

6oc,

of puberty.

EPHEDRANA,

Nates.

EPHEL/CIS, from tm,
an ulcer.'

A

E'PIALOS,

EPHEBOSYNE, Puberty.
EPHEBOTES, Puberty.

'

and orW, 'a

way,' 'a road or avenue to a place.' Hippocrates uses this word in three senses:
1. For
the vessels or canals, which give passage to the
excrements of the body. 2. For a periodical
attack or accession of fever
and 3. For the
approach of similar or dissimilar things which
may be useful or hurtful to the body. Castelli.
iPI, Spica.

EPHEBEUM.
The ace

Sella turcica.

;

upon,' and 'rftj,
EPHEBiE'ON,
The parts of generation: also, the repubes.'
gion of the pubes, as well as the hair upon the
pubes. It was likewise a part of the ancient
gymnasium in which the rhetoricians, philosophers, &c, disputed.
Mons veneris.
EPHE'BIA, Ephebi'a, Pubertas. Same ety-

from

mon.

Cruentum, Sudor

e.

EPHIPP1UM, Pituitaria fossa,
EPH'ODOS, from tnt, 'upon,'

Spur.

EPERVIER.

—

cruentus.

Cerebellum.

The

'upon,' and 'tXxoc,

crust of an ulcer.

j PHELIDE SCORISUTIQUE, Chloasma.
EPHE'LIDES, from «/u, 'upon,' and Mtog,

'

'

—

—

— —

EPICAUMA
made
were

EPIGASTRIC

to the wrist or to the region of the pulse
so called. These were plasters, ointments,

combined influences may act in the
causation of several of those serious and fatal
complaints, which at times visit a district and
are never afterwards met with, or at least not
until after the lapse of a considerable period.
tion, these

febrifuge cataplasms, &c.

EPICAUMA,

Encauma.

EP1CAUSIS, Encauma.

EPICERASTICA, Emollients.
EPICHOLOS, Bilious.
EPICHORION, Decidua.
EP1CHRIS1W,

Inunctio.

EPICHRO'SIS,

See Vanilla.

'

'

:

from tm, and with others, the clitoris;
with others, again, the
Simple discoloration of the
prepuce of the clitoris.
Ephelides, (q. v.)
EPIDER'MIS, Epidermion, Cutic'ula, C. c-S-

ZQunia, 'colour.'
surface —Good.

EPIPHYSIS,

EPIDENDRUM VANILLA.

EPID'ERIS, Epider'rhis, Hijpod'eris, or Hypomi, upon,' and Stoats, the skin.'
This word, with some, means the nympha?
der'mis, from

Spilo'sis,

Affusion.

Cutis extima, C. summa, C.
EPICCE'MASIS, from mixoiuaouai, (s7ri,and
ultima, Peilis summa, Pellic'ula summa, P. suy.oiuuufiai,) to lie down to rest,'
to sleep.' Deperior Lam'ina prima cutis, from sm, upon,'
cubitus ad dormieri dum el Dormi'tio. The poand dtQuuc, the true skin.' Scarf-skin, cuticle.
sition
tima, C. extre'ma,

'

'

'

'

of sleeping, as well as sleeping itself.
(F.) Surpeau,Cuticule. A transparent, dry, thin
EPICOL'IC, from mi, 'upon,' and y.uXov,
membrane, devoid of nerves and vessels, which
'the colon.' The epicolic regions, regio'nes epicol'covers all the surface of the body, except the
icas, are those parts of the abdomen which corparts that correspond to the nails.
It appears
respond to the colon.
to consist of minute scales, placed one above
EPICOLLESIS, Agglutination.
the other.
Chaussier considers it to be formed
EP'ICONDYLE, Epicon'dylus ; from tm, and
reproduced by an excretory action of the
upon,' and xov8v).<>g,
a condyle.'
A name true skin;
to act like a dry varnish, which pregiven, by Chaussier, to an eminence at the
vents the immediate contact of bodies with the
outer part of the inferior extremity of the os
nervous papilla?, and consequently to deaden
humeri so called, because it is seated above
tactile impressions, which, without its interthe condyle. The epicondyle gives attachment
vention, might be painful. The Epider'mic,
to the outer lateral ligament of the elbow joint,
Epider'meous, or Epidermoid (as Bichat called
and to a very strong tendon to which several of
it)
System, in general anatomy, comprises
the muscles of the posterior part of the forearm
three parts. 1. External Epidermis. 2. Epiderare attached.
mis spread over the mucous membranes. ^.
EP1CONDYLO-CUBITALIS, see Anconeus The
Nails and Hair.
c. Radial, Supinator radii brevis
e. Sus-metaEpidermis Linguae. See Tongue.
rarpien, See Radialis
e. Sus-phalangettien comEPIDERRHIS, Epideris.
mun, Extensor digitorum communis e. Susphalangettien du petit daigt, Extensor proprius
EPIDESIS, see Bandage— e. Hemostasia,
minimi dio-iti.
Ligature.
EPICOPHOSIS, Cophosis.
EPIDES'MOS, from tm, 'upon,' and <?«.,
EPICRA'NIUM, from tm, ' upon/ and xqu- I bind.' A Fascia, (q. v.) bandage, (q. v.) or
nov, ' the cranium.' A name given to different ligature, by which dressings are secured.
parts seated on the cranium. The skin, aponeu- Hippocr.
rosis between the occipital and frontal muscles,
EPIDlD'YMIS,froms3-i, 'upon,' and SiSvuog,
and the whole of the scalp have been so called. a testicle.' Epidid'ymus, Parns'tata, Testic'Portal includes under this name the occipito- ulus acccsso'rius, Caput testis, Corpus varico'frontalis muscle, pyramidalis nasi, and superior sum seu varicifor'tne testis, Corps vuriqueux on
and anterior auricular muscles.
variciforme, Super gemina! lis : that which is
EPICRANIUS, Occipito-frontalis.
placed upon the testicle. A small, oblong, verEPICRA'SIS, Contempera'tio, from mixt- miform, grayish body lying along the superior
Qarvvut, (fm,and xtqawviu, 'I mix,') 'I temper.' margin of the testicle. The Epididymis is a
A term used by the Humorists for an ameliora- canal, formed by the union of all the seminifetion of the humours.
They called Cure by Epi- rous vessels, folded several times upon themcrasis, per cpicrasin, a mode of treatment by selves, after having traversed the Corpus Highimagined alteratives, which they supposed to morianum. Its lower portion or tail Cauda.
be possessed of the power of gradually correct- vel globus minor, is curved upwards, and is
ing the vitiated humours.
continuous with the vas deferens; the opposite
EPICROUSIS, Percussion.
extremity is called the head, globus major. The
EPICYEMA, Foetus, Superfoetation.
length of this canal, folded as it is upon itself
EPICYESIS, Superfoetation.
and describing numerous curvatures, is accordEP1CYSTOTOMIA. See Lithotomy.
ing to Monro, 32 feet.
EP1DEISIS, Deligation.
EPIDIDYMITIS, BLENNORRHAGIC, HerEP'IDEMY, Epidem'ic, Epide'mia, Epide'- nia humoral is.
mios, Epide' mos, Pancoz'nos, Pande'mios, Morbus
EPID'OSIS, from mi, ' upon,' and 9i6mui, to
'

'

;

—

'

'

j

j

;

j

j

j

j

'

I

A

popula'ris, from mi, ' upon,' give.' Augmentation, increase.
word applied
and iijftof, the people.'
disease, which at- to the natural increase of the body or to the intacks, at the same time, a number of indivi- crease of a disease.
duals, and which is depending upon some parEPID'ROME, from utiSqiuu, (mi, and $qi U u>,)
ticular conslitutio aeris, or condition of the ' 1 run upon.'
An afflux or congestion of huatmosphere, with which we are utterly igno- mours. Galen.

pub'licus,

Morbus

j

A

'

j

!

j

j

—

rant.

It differs

owing

to locality

from endemic, the

latter being!

EPIGASTRAL'GIA, from

tniyna^ioy, 'the
obvious, that should epigastrium,' and atyo;, pain.'
Pain at the
a particular epidemic constitution of the air epigastrium,
exist along with a favourable endemic condi-,
Epigas'tricus, from tm,
;

but

it is

'

EPIGASTRIC,

—
EPIGASTRIUM

and yu&n\Q, the stomach.' This name
been given to several parts.
Epigastric Ar'tery. Artc'ria epigas'trica,
It arises from the exterA. sus-pubicnne, (Ch.)
nal iliac, on a level with the crural arch; sometimes by a trunk proper to it, at others by a
trunk common to it and the Obturator artery.
It ascends upwards and inwards, behind the
spermatic cord, follows the outer edge of the
rectus abdominis muscle, and anastomoses, towards the umbilicus, with the internal mammary. The epigastric artery anastomoses, also,
with the obturator, spermatic, lumbar, and inupon,'

'

EPIGLOTTITIS,

'

lias

tercostal vessels.

Epigastric Region, Regie

EPILEPSY
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epigas'trica,

cardi'aca, R. stomach' ica, R. stomachalis,

is

EPIGLOTTUM.
EPiGLOUTIS,

«ri,

'

upon,' and

yAoti-

—

EP1GONION,

EPIGONON,

Fcetus.
Superfcetation.

EP1GOUNIS,

Patella.

EP1LATORIUM.

Depilatory.

EP1LEMPSIS, Epilepsy.
EP1LENTIA, Epilepsy.

the

course as the artery.

from

The superior region of the
toc, ' the buttocks.'
Gorrseus.
nates.
EPIGONATIS, Patella.

R

superior region of the abdomen, comprised between the false ribs on each side, and extending
from the lower surface of the diaphragm to two
It is difingers' breadth above the umbilicus.
1vided into three parts, one middle, the epigas
trium,—and two lateral, the lujpoclion' dria.
Epigastric Vein follows nearly the same

Inflamma'tio Epiglottitis,

Inflammation de I'Epiglalte, Jlngi'na epiInflammation of the epiglottis.
=alottidea.
An instrument, mentioned by Paracelsus, for raising the eyelids. It
resembled the epiglottis in shape.
(F.)

EPILEPSIA ACUTA INFANTUM,

Eclampsia

—

e.

Algetica, see Algos

—
Chorea—

infantum, Eclampsia
e.

Saltatoria,

e.

e.

—

e.

Febrilis

Nocturna, Incubus
Uterina, Lorind nia-

tricis.

EPILEPSIE YERTIGE, see Epilepsia.
E P'l LE P S Y, 'teoij ruvou;, fftXrjvaia rovaoe,
Epikp'sia, Epilep'sis, Ep Hemp' sis, Epilen'tia,

Morbus comi'M. cadu'eus, M. Hercu'leus, Heracle'us
EPlGASTROCE'LE, from tiri, 'upon,' yxo- morbus, M. sacer, M. pueri'lis, Deprelien'sio,
Hierun'o.-os, Pre/icn'sio, Morthe stomach,' and x>,/.> h a tumour.' Efer- Clonus epikp'sia,
rtjQ,
This bus ma gnus, M. major, M. Interlu'nius, M. divi'nia, formed by the stomach; Gas'trocc'le.
name has been given more especially to her- nus.M. dwmo'nius, M. son'ticus, M. Seleni'acus,
mensa'lis, M. dcif'icus, M.sceles'nia, which occurs towards the upper part of the M. lunal'icus, M.
viridellus. M. Sancti Valinea alba or in the epigastric region, whether tvs, M. viiriola'tus, M.

EPIGASTRIUM. Same etymon. The belly;

the epigastric region.

St/spa'sia Epilep'sia, Cutuleu'tia,

tialis,

_

'

'

lenti'ni, Analepsia, Catupto''sis, The falling sickness, (F.) Mai caduc, Mul dicin,Mal Saint-Jean,
Epigenesis.
EPIGEN'ESIS, from tm, upon,' and ytvtaig, Mai dc Terre, Haut-maL The word is derived
A theory of conception accord- from tni/.uiiparv), 'I seize upon.' It is a disgeneration.'
which may either be idiopaing to which the new being is created entirely ease of the brain,
spontaneous or accidental,
anew; and receives at once from each parent thic or symptomatic,
and which occurs in paroxysms, with uncerthe materials necessary for its formation.
paroxysms are
Epigenesis, as well as Epigene'ma, is also, tain intervals between. These
of sensation and convulapplied to any symptom occurring during a dis- characterized by loss
Frequently, the
the muscles.
ease, without changing its nature. An acces- sive motions of
at other times, it is presary symptom. Epiginom'enos, Superve'niens, fit attacks suddenly;
ceded by indisposition, vertigo, and stupor. At
has a similar acceptation.
times, before the loss of consciousness occurs,
EPIG1NOMENOS, Epigenesis.
EPIGLOTTIC, Epiglol'ticus, same etymon. a sensation of a cold vapour is felt, hence called
aura epilep'tica. This appears to rise in some
Relating to the epiglottis.
Epiglottic Gland, Periglot'tis, Cam glan- part of the body, proceeds towards the head;
A collection of small, glandular gra- and as soon as it has reached the brain the padulo'sa.
ordinary duration of a
uula, situate in the adipose, cellular texture at tient falls down. The
Sometimes it goes
the base of the anterior surface of the epiglot- fit is from 5 to 20 minutes.
anteriorly off" in a few seconds; at others, it is protracted
tis, in a triangular space, bounded
by the thyro-hyoid membrane and thyroid car- for hours. In all cases, there is a loss of sensation, sudden falling down, distortion of the eyes
It pours out an unctuous and mucous
tilage.
countenance of a red, purple or violet
fluid, which lubricates the epiglottis, keeps it and face;
supple and movable, and prevents the larynx colour; grinding of the teeth; foaming at the
from being irritated by the constant passage of mouth; convulsions of the limbs; difficult respiration, generally stertorous; and sometimes inthe air, in the act of respiration.
EPIGLOTTIS, from ent, 'upon,' and ylvn- voluntary discharge of fajces and urine. After
Epiglottic cartilage, Lig'ula. the fit, the patient retains not the least recolttg, ' the glottis.'
what has passed, but remains, for
A fibro-oartilage, situate at the upper part of the lection of affected
with head-ache, stupor, and
larynx, behind the base of the tongue. Its form some time,
greater below lassitude.
is oval; texture elastic; thickness
The disease is in the brain, and is generally
than above, and greater in the middle than at
By its smaller extremity, which is organic; but it may be functional and symptothe sides.
of irritation in other parts, as in the stothe lower, it is attached to the thyroid carti- matic
the mucous mach, bowels, &c. The prognosis, as to ultilage; its two surfaces are covered by
is unfavourable.
It does not,
membrane of the pharynx and larynx. The mate recovery,
however, frequently destroy life, but is apt to
special use of the epiglottis would seem to be
Dissection has not
at the moment lead to mental imbecility.
to cover the glottis accurately
thrown light on its pathology.
of deglutition, and, thus, to assist in opposing
To the attacks of epilepsy which are unacthe passage of alimentary substances into the
companied by convulsions, as is sometimes the

formed or not by the stomach.

EP1GENEMA,

'

'

tt.it

tubed.

—

—

——

—

—

EPILEPTIC

EPIPLO-ISCHIOCELE

case the French give the
name Petit-mal, and
Epilepsia Vertige.
When furious mania succeeds to a paroxysm, it is termed Mania
epileptica and Epileptic Delirium.
In the treatment, the cause must he sought
after, and if possible removed. In the
paroxysm,
but little can be done ; but as the tongue is liable to be injured by the teeth, the jaws may be
kept open by putting a cork or piece of wood
between them. If the fit have been brought on
by indigestible food, the stomach must becleared.
It is between Ihe paroxysms that the
great effort
must be made. Generally, there is considerable irritability and debility about the brain, and
hence tonics have been found the best remedies.
Of these, perhaps the most powerful, in epilepsy,
is the argenti nitras, given
regularly and continued for months, if necessary. Preparations,
of iron, copper, and zinc have, also, been used,
and the general class of the vegetable tonics
and antispasmodics. Counter-irritants, as blisters, moxa, &c, may be employed, if necessary,
along with this course.
Unfortunately, in many cases, these means
are found insufficient, and all that can be done
is to palliate, removing carefully all excitinocauses; such as the use of spirituous liquors',
strong emotions, violent exercise, &c, and
regulating the diet.
EPILEP' TIC, Epilep' ticus ; same etymon.
One attacked with epilepsy. Any thing relating to epilepsy; as an epilep' tic individual, an
epikp'tic

of

Some

symptom.

authors, also, speak

epileptic remedies.

EPIM'ANES. A name given
when in a paroxysm.

EPIMELE'TAI,

to a

'

divide.'

1

An

;'

from

epithet applied

when unequal. — Galen.
itPLYARD, Spinacia,

;

—

<

•

veins are very

Aretseus.
from int, 'upon.' and
Violent inflammation or
burning heat in any part. Hippocr.
E P 1 P H' O R A, Dacryno'ma, Lachryma'tio,
Delachryma'tio, Illachryma'lw, Oc'ulus lach'ry'

I

inflame.'

—

mans, from int<piQu), (tn, and i/iiow,) '1 carry
to.'
Weeping, (F.) Larmoiement." The watery
eye ;— an involuntary and constant flow of
tears
upon the cheek. It is almost always symptomatic of some disease of the lachrymal passages, and occurs when the tears cannot
pass
into the ductus ad nasum.
Occasionally, it is

owing

to the tears

being secreted in too great
as in certain cases of ophthalmia.
be directed to
the removal of the cause.
quantity;

The treatment must of course

Epiphora, Ophthalmia— e. Ptyalismus,

Sali-

vation.

EPIPHYMATA,

Cutaneous

diseases.

EPIPH'YSIS, Additamen'tum,

(q. v.)

from

f*i, upon,' and 9 vw, ' I arise.'
Any portion of
a bone, separated from the body of
the bone by
a cartilage, which becomes converted
into bone
by age. The epiphysis of the foetus
becomes
the apophysis of the adult.
'

Epiphysis Cruris Longioris Lncudis, Os

( t7r/,

and

8,-ri,

and ,c<E<ga),

EP1PLASM,

or-

tTr,,

EPIPLERO'SIS, from

to the pulse

Sauvage, Chenopo-

from

'upon,' and nXctoow,
A cataplasm. Galen uses it espe1 spread.
cially for an application of wheaten
flour, boiled
in hydrelseum, and applied to
wounds
EPIPLEG1A, Hemiplegia.

and
6.

apparent— Hippocr.,

EPIPHLOGIS'MA,

<pXoyi$v,,

maniac

'

EPIMOR'IOS, unequal
'

same

Post appa' tens;

biculare.

from imuiX^iai,

I take care
of.'
A name by which the
ancient Persians called the curers of wounds,
who followed their armies.

fiiXw,)

EPIPILENOM'EINON,

etymon. Any kind of adventitious symptom,
which occurs during the progress of an affection
and which is not as intimately connected
with the existence of the disease as the symptoms properly so called.
EPIPH'LEBOS, from iti, upon,' and yXtipc,
a vein.' An epithet given to those
whose

n/. n owon,

'

'augmentative'
Exoessive repletion

s/ii,

repletion.'

'

distention.

dium bonus Henricus.

EPIPLOCE'LE,

EPLYE,

from nrnrXoov,

<

omentum

'

Spine e. du Dos, Vertebral column and x-,^1, tumour.'
Epiploic hernia. Zirba'lis
i. Gvtturuk, Nasal spine, inferior and poste- hernia,
Omental hernia, (F.) Hemic del' epiploon
rior
6. Sphenoidale, Sphenoidal spine
e. ViOmental hernia is recognised— but at
times
nctte, Oxycantha Galeni.
with difficulty— by a soft, unequal,
pasty tuEPINEPH'ELOS, JVubilo'sus. Presenting a mour, in which no
gurgling sound is heard on
cloud. Applied to the urine.
Hippocr.
pressing or reducing it. It is less
dangerous
EPINEUX, Spinous e. du Dos, grand, Spi- than hernia of the intestines
nalis Dorsi major: see Interspinals Dorsi et
EPIPLO-ENTEROCE'LE, from ,WI *
lumborum e. du Dos, petit, see Interspinals the omentum, t TS oo.,
intestine,' and *,;„'
dorsi et lumborum.
tumour.
Hernia, formed by the epiploon
and
EPIJVGLE, Pin.

—

•

—

,

EPhNOTION, Scapula.
EPINYC'TIDES, from

a Portion of the intestines. It
called Enter ocpiptocele.

monly
mii,

'

upon,' and rv-,

EPIPLOIC,

the night.'
Eruptions, which appear on the
skin in the night, and disappear in the day.

epiploon.

Pus

ph

'

1

tula livens et noc'tibus inquie' tarts.

— Pliny.

EPINYCTIS PRQRIGIJNO'SA, Urticaria.
EPIONE, Decidua
EPIPAROXYS'MUS. A paroxysm, superadded

an ordinary paroxysm.
Catapasma.
EPIPE'CHU, irtintj/v, from mi, ' upon,' and
rr,/vs,
the elbow.'
The upper part of the
elbow. Gorraeus.
EPIPEPHYCOS, Conjunctiva.
EPIPHA'JSIA, from c*i, upon,' and ^smw,
The external appearance of the
'I exhibit.'
body. Castelli.
to

EPIPASTON,
'

—

'

—

24*

W

'

Epip/o'kus.

Epiploic Appen'dages;

is

more com-

Relating
6 to the
Jippendic'ulte

epU

ice, A.ptnguedino'sue, Eim'brise
carno'sx colt
Prolongations of the peritoneum
beyond the
surface of the large intestine,
which are analogous, in texture and arrangement,
to

the

epiploon.

Epiploic Aii'ter.es; Artc'rise
Epiploic*.
Die arterial branches, which are
distributed to
the epiploon, and which are
given off by the

gastro epiploic®.

EPIPLOISCHIOCE'LE,from
epiploon,

,a x , ov ,

««*** 'the

'the ischium,' and y. n \ v
a
Hernia, formed by the
epiploon
f
through the ischiatic notch.

tumour

,

<

—
epiploitis

EP1PL01TIS, from ittivXoov, the omentum,' and itis, denoting inflammation.
Inflammation of the omentum. Omenti'tis, Empresvia peritoni'tis omenta' lis, Omenti inflamma'tio,
Enlcri'lis cpiploi'tis,
menu'sis: a case of par'

'

EPIPLOSCHEOCE'LE.from

the

imi-biv,

«

the

RO'M

EPIP

iroQou>,)

EPiPLOMTHALON,

Epiploom'phalon, Hernia umbilica'lis, from sninXoov, the omentum,'
and ou(pu>.og, 'the navel.' Umbilical hernia,
formed by the epiploon
EPIPLOM'PHHASIS, from &rmUtv t 'the
Induepiploon,' and ifJHpoaoow, • I obstruct.'
ration of the epiploon.
EPIPEOOCOMIS'TES,from tvi*Xa»v, 'the
One who has
epiploon,' and y.o^itu), 'I carry.'
the omentum morbidly large. Also, one labouring under epiplocele.
EPIP'LOON, from tnt, above,' and nXcw, I
'

;

Dertron; The Cuul. A prolongation of the peritoneum, which floats above a portion of the
intestines; and is formed of two membranous
layers, with vessels and fatty bands distributed
through it. Anatomists have described several
epiploons. The uses of the omerftum are but
The chief one seems to be, to
little known.
retain the viscera in situ, and to give passage
to vessels.

Colic Epiploon or Omentum, 0. co'licum.
Third Epiploon or Omentum, is a duplicature
of the peritoneum, situate along the ascending
portion of the colon, as far as its junction with
the transverse portion. It is behind the great
epiploon; and fills up the angle, formed by the
junction of the ascending with the transverse
Its two lamina? aie separated by colic
colon.

'

I

A

harden.'

tophaceous concretion,

which forms in the joints.
ture.
_
EPIR'RHOE, from twi,
Afflux
Hippocf.
flow.'

The

callus of frac-

upon,' and qua,
congestion of humours.

or

'

'

I

EPISARCIDIUM,

Anasarca.
Retention; from tmoyvw,' I
restrain.'
A suppression of excretions.
EP1SCHION, Abdomen, Pubes.
EP1SEION, Pubis os, Vulva, Labium Puden-

EPIS'CHESIS.

di,

Tressoria.

EPISEMA'SIA, from

'

Rete, Relic'tilmu

'

'

«

Omen' turn,

and oiup*Xoc,

epiploon,' or/tov, the scrotum,' and *>,?.>;, 'tumour.' Scrotal hernia, formed by a displacement of the epiploon.
A, from nrmotooo), (»ni, and
O

'

float.'

Oaf}%, 'flesh,'

Umbilical hernia, formed of indurated

omentum.

EPIPLOMEROCE'LE, from tmnloov, the
omentum,' ji»,ouc, llie thigh,* and xq/lif, * a tomour.' Femoral hernia, formed hy the epiploon.

'

the epiploon,'

navel.'

tial peritonitis.

swim, or

EPISTAXIS
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im0i)fiaivm, {iti, and
some sign.' Semasia.
has been used synonymously with sign, and

a>;ua,
It

'

a sign,'

'

I

affbid

also with the invasion of

an attack of fever.

See Annotatio.

EPISIOCELE. See Hernia
EP1SION, Episeion.

vulvar.

EPISIOJNC'US, from i?rioetor, (modern,) 'the
Tulabium pudendi,' and oyxog, a tumour.'
mor labio'rvm. A swelling or tumour of the
labia pudendi.
EPISIOR'RAPHY, Episiorrhaph 'ia, from
nriouur, (modern,) 'the labia pudendi,' 'the
An operation pracvulva,' and quyi], suture.'
'

'

tised in cases of prolapsus uteri,

which consists

paring the opposing surfaces of the labia
pudendi, bringing them together and uniting
them by suture, so as to diminish the outlet of
in

the vulva.

free

EPISPADIAS, from ijri, 'above,' and o*-aa>.
The opposite to Hypospadias Epispadias consists in a preternatural opening of
the urethra at the upper part of the penis.
E P I S P S'T I G S, Epispas'tica. fielc'tica;

It is quadrilateral,

same etymon.

arteries

and veins.

Gastro-Colic or Great Epiploon or Omentum, Omentum go stro- co'licum, Omentum mujus,
consists of an extensive duplicature, which is
and floating on the folds of the intestines.
and longer on the left side
than on the right: its base being fixed, anteriorly, to the great curvature of the stomach

—

;

It is
and, posteriorly, to the arch of the colon.
formed of two lamina:, each consisting of two
In this epiploon a number of vessels is
others.
distributed, and there is much fat.

Gastro-Hepatic Epiploon or Lesser Epiploon or Omentum, Omentum hep' uto-gus' tricum
or Omentum minus, Membra' na macilen'tior, is a
duplicature of the peritoneum, which extends
transversely from the right side of the cardia
to the corresponding extremity of the fissure
of the liver, and downwards from this fissure
to the lesser curvature of the stomach, the pyBelow it is the foramen
lorus and duodenum.
or hiatus of Winslow; and between its laminae
It
are lodged the biliary and hepatic vessels.
contains but little fat. If air be blown in at the
foramen of Winslow, the cavity of the omentum will be rendered perceptible.

Gastro-Splenic Epiploon or Omentum,
Gastro-sple'nicum.

A

0.
peritothe concave sur-

reflection of the

neum, which passes between

face of the spleen and the stomach, from the
cardiac orifice to near its great curvature, and
which lodges the vasa brevia and splenic vessels

between

its lamiiite.

EPIPLOSARCOM'PHALUS, from

nwrXstv,

'I draw.'

A

An epithet, for every medicinal
substance, which, when applied to the skin,
excites pain, heat, and more or less redness,
followed by separation of the epidermis, which
Cantharides and
is raised up by effused serum.
mustard are epispastics. See Blister and Derivative.

EP1SPASTICUM,

Blister.

EPISPH^E'RIA.from

«««, upon,' and
physiologists have
applied this expression to the different convolutions and sinuosities, presented by the external surface of the brain.

otpaiQa, 'a sphere.'

EPISPILERION,

'

Some

Convolution.
Signature.

EPISPHAGISMOS,
EPIS'TASIS,

lnsiden'lia

(q.

v.)

from

tnt,

upon,' and ontta, 'I rest.'
A substance, which
swims at the surface of urine. It is opposed to
Epistasis has also
the hypostasis or sediment.

'

been employed synonymously with suppression.
EPISTAX'IS, from earij upon,' and orutta,
Hwmorrhu'gia activa
I flow, drop by drop.'
na'riinn. Ejiistux'i.s junto' rum, Epistuz'is arttrio'sa, llwmorrhin'iu, Choanorrhug" ia, Rhinor'

'

rhug"ia, Hemorrhage from the pituitary membrane, Bleeding at the nose, (F.) Ittmorrhagie
nasale, Saignemcnt du ncz.
This is one of the
most common varieties of hemorrhawe; the organization of the Schneiderian membrane being

——
EP1STERNAL

—

— ——

:

EQUINIA
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the unequal, round protuberance, situate on
the inside of the inferior extremity of the humerus above its articular trochlea. It is the
Puberty is the period, at which it is most, com- part usually called the inner condyle or lesser
mon. Its exciting causes are: any thing that condyle of the humerus. From it originate
will excite local congestions, such as running, several muscles of the forearm, to which it hascoughing, blowing the nose, &c, provided there given part of their names, according to the
be a predisposition to it.
common case of system of Chaussier.
Palepistaxis requires but little treatment, especially
if in a young person.
Light diet and a dose or maris longus e. Cubito-curpien, see Cubital
two of the sulphate of magnesia will be suffi- muscles e. Metacarpien, Palmaris magnus e.
cient.
In more severe attacks, cold and astrin- Pkalanginien comuiun, Flexor sublimis perforagent washes of alum, sulphate of zinc, weak tus— c. Radial, Pronator radii teres.
sulphuric acid, or creasote may be used, and
EPIZOO'TIA, Epizootij, from mi, upon,'
the nostrils be plugged anteriorly, but if the and iwov, an animal.' A disease which reigns
bleeding goes on posteriorly, the posterior nares amongst animals. It corresponds, in the vetemust be plugged likewise: the patient being rinary art, to Epidemy, in Medicine.
kept with the head raised. To prevent the reEP'OCHE, from mi, and i/io, to have or to
currence, stiict diet must be inculcated.
hold.'
Doubt, suspension of judgment SusSometimes employed in the
Epistcrna'lis; from mi, pen! sa senten'tia.
'upon,' and artqvov, the sternum.' An epithet same sense as epischesis or suppression.
applied to two bones, which form part of the
EPOCHETEUSIS, Derivation.
EPODE, Incantation.
sternum, and are situate upon its superior and
lateral part. In the young subject, they are
EPO'MIS, Su'perltumera'lB, from mi, ' upon,'
attached to the sternum by a synovial mem- and wiiog, 'the shoulder.' The upper part of
Hippocr., Galen.
brane, and a fibrous capsule. They have some- the shoulder.
EPOMPHA'LION, from mi, « upon,' and
what the appearance of the pisiform bones, but
ou<|>ayloc,
the navel.' A medicine, which, when
are of a greater size.
EPISTHOT'ONOS.from mio9er, 'forwards,' placed upon the umbilicus, moves the belly.
muscles,
of
the
spasm
Paulus of ..Egina.
and reuco, I extend.'
IlPONGE, Spongia 6. d'Eglantier, Bedegar.
drawing the body forwards. The word emprosUPOQUES, Menses.
tkotonos is more commonly employed.
EPISTROPHEUS, Axis.
liPRElNTES, Tenesmus.
EPISYNAN'CHE, (mi, and synanche or
El'SEMA, Decoction.

favourable to it, as the blood vessels are but
slightly supported. It does not generally flow
from both nostrils, and is very apt to recur.

—

A

EPLTROCHLOCARPI-PALMMRE,

—

'

—

'

—

'

EPISTER'NAL,
'

—

'

A

'

cynanche,) Episynangi'na. A Greek word,
used by a modern writer for spasm of the
pharynx, by which deglutition is prevented,
and the solid and liquid food driven back to-

wards the mouth or nasal

aw, and

ridtjfu,)

'to collect, ac-

cumulate.' The name of a medical sect, whose
object it was to reconcile the principles of the
Methodists with those of the Empirics and Dogmatists. Leonides of Alexandria seems to have
been one of the first partisans of this sect; of

which we know

little.

EPIT'ASIS, from mi, and

to exteusiv,
The period of violence of a fever, attend.'
tack or paroxysm. Sometimes it is used in the
same sense as epistasis, for ' suppression.'
EPITHE'LIUM, Epitke'lis, frommi, ' upon,'
and 3 »;*>/> ' a nipple.' The thin layer of epider-

—

—

brain.

Epith'ema, or Epithe'ma, from
upon,' and ti&^ui, I put.' This term is

EPTTHEM,
tm,

som

is

a town

London.

in Surrey, about 15 miles
is a simple saline;

'

applied to every topical application, which cannot be classed either under ointments or plasThree sorts of epithems have been
ters.
usually distinguished,— the liquid, dry and soft,
which comprise jommtations, bags filled with

dry substances, and cataplasms.
EPITH'ESIS. Same etymon. The rectification of crooked limbs by means of instruments.
EPITROCH'LEA, from tvi, upon,' and
'

That which is situate
rpox<iha, 'a pulley.'
above a pulley. Chaussier gives this name to

Epfrom

— con-

The water

which

has consequently received the name of Epsom
Salts, though no longer prepared from the Epsom water.

JlPUISEMENT,
EPU'LIS, from

Exhaustion.

'upon,' and ovAor, 'the
Odmi'tia excres'cens, Sarco'ma epu'lis,
Ulon'cus, Excrescen'tia gingi'vsa.
An excrescence on the gum, sometimes ending in cancer.
£,ii,

gum.'

EPULOSIS,

'

mis, which covers parts deprived of derma,
properly so called, as the nipple, mucous memModern histological rebranes, lips, &c.
searches have shown, that it exists, in different
forms, in various other parts the blood vessels
for example, and even in the ventricles of the

'

Decoction, Elixatio.

EPSOM, MINERAL WATERS OF.
sisting chiefly of sulphate of magnesia,

fossa?.

EFISY NTH.ET1C, Episyntliet'icus, from miourrt&tjut {mi,

EPSES1S,

Cicatrization.

EPULOTICA, Cicatrisantia.
EQUAL, JEqua'lis. An epithet

applied particularly to the pulse and to respiration.
The
pulse and respiration are equal, when the pulsations and inspirations, which succeed each
other, are alike in every respect.

EQUILIB'RIUM,
librure,

'to weigh.'

sometimes used
organs, fluids, and
is

from sequus, 'equal,' and
In Medicine, this word
designate that state of

to

forces,

which constitutes

health.

EQUi'iNIA, from equi'nus, 'belonging to a
Glanders.
(F.) Morve.
A dangerous
contagious disorder, accompanied by a pustular
eruption, which arises from inoculation with
horse.'

certain diseased fluids generated in the horse,
the ass and the mule. Two forms are met
with,
the E. mitis, contracted from horses affected with giease, and E. glaudulo'sa, a dan-

—

gerous and commonly

fatal disease communicated to man, either in the acute or chronic
form, from the glandered horse. The veteiinary surgeons make two varieties of the disease
in the horse
glanders; and farcy glanders, Farcino'ma, (F.) Morve furcineusc
the former af-

—

—
EQU1SETUM ARVENSE

cling the pituitary membrane and occasioning
a profuse discharge from the nostrils, with pustular eruptions or small tumours, which soon
suppurate and ulcerate, being attended by symptoms of malignant fever and by gangrene of
various parts: the latter being the same disease,
but appearing in the shape of small tumours
about the legs, lips, face, neck, &c. of the horse;
sometimes very painful, suppurating and degenerating into foul ulcers. They are often seen
ft"

—

together.

The mild
rest; the

cases require

treatment, but

little

more severe generally

ERGOT
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resist all

reme-

dies.

triffli'di,

'

I irritate.'

EQUITATION,

Equita'tio, Hippei'a, Hippa'Horsesia, Hippeu'sis from cquus, ' a horse.'
kind of exercise, advisable in
hack exercise.
many diseases, although improper in others
It has been
in uterine affections, for instance.

A

much recommended

in phthisis pulmonalis.

It

fatiguing than walking, and consequently
But to prevent disavailable in disease.
ease, where exercise is required, the latter is
preferable.
V'O C A L, JEquiv'ocus, from se'quus,
Those symptoms
'equal/ and vox, 'voice.'
are occasionally so denominated, which belong
Generation is said to be
to several diseases.
equivocal,' when it is, or seems to be, spontais less

more

EQUI

'

neous.

EQUUS, Hippos, Nicta'tio. Aperpetual motion
of nictation, which some individuals have naturally, and others from disease.
JlRABLE, Acer saccharinum.
ERADICATION, Eradicn'tio, from e, from,'
'

and

radix.,

'

The

a root'

completely removing

act of rooting out, or
a disease.

ERAD'ICATIVE, Eradi'cans: same etymon.
Any thing possessed of the power of completely
rooting out a disease.

ERAILLEMENT DES PAVPlkRES, Ectropion.

EREBINTHUS,

Acer arietinum.

ERECTILE TISSUE,

from erigere,

(e,

and

A tissue,
rivere,) to erect,' ' to become erect.'
whose principal character is: to be susceptible
of dilatation, i. e. of turgescence and increase
of size. It is formed of a collection of arteries
'

—

Augmentation

Orgasm.

described a state of the constitution produced
by mercury acting upon it as a poison. He
It is charactercalls it Mercurial Eret/u'smus.
anxiety
ized by great depression of strength
action of the
irregular
about the preBcordia;
heart; frequent sighing; tremors; small, quick,
sometimes intermitting, pulse; occasional vomiting; pale, contracted countenance, and sense
of coldness; but the tongue is seldom furred,
nor are the vital and natural functions much
In this state any sudden exertion
disturbed.
;

EQUISETUM ARVENSE, &c, see Hippuris may prove fatal.
ERETHISM A,
— e. Minus, Hippuris vulgaris.

vulgaris

Irritation.

phenomena in any organ or tissue.
Under this name, Mr. Pearson has

of the vital

Rubefacient.

ERETHISMUS, Irritation—e. Ebriosorum,
Delirium tremens e Hydrophobia, Hydrophobia
e. Oneirodynia, Incubus
e. Oneirodynia,
Paroniria e. Simplex, Fidgets.

—

—

—

—

EREUGMOS,

Eructation.
Flatulence.

EREUXIS, Eructation,
ERGASMA,Myrrha.

ERGASTERION SPIRITUS,

Pulmo.

ERGOT,

(F.) Ergot, 'a spur,' Ei 'gota, Scca'lc
cornv? turn, CI avis secali'nus, Calcar, Seca' Us muter,
Seca'/e luxu'rians, Ustila'go, Clavis silig"inis,
Spurred or Horned Rye, the Spur, Hornseed. (F.)
Seigle ergolee, B16 cornu. Ergot is generally
considered to be the result of a disease in rye,
occurring most frequently when a hot summer
succeeds a rainy spring. Decandolle, however,
regards it as a parasitic fungus, and calls it
Sclcro' tium clavus ; whilst Leveille esteems it
to be a fungus giving a coating to the diseased
grain ; the medical virtues residing in the coating. This parasitic fungus, he calls Sphacc'liii
scg'etvm. More recently, it has been maintained,
that it is a diseased state of the grain occasioned by the growth of a fungus not previously
detected, to which the name Ergotstftia ahortans,
or E. abortifa'ciens, has been given. It is found
projecting from among the leaves of the spike
or ear ; and is a long, crooked excrescence, resembling the spur of a cock; pointed at its extremities; of a dark-brown colour externally,
and white within.
This substance has been long used in Germau t ny to act on the uterus, as its names

M

terkorn

and

Geb'arpulver

('wombAbout 30

and veins, intermixed with nervous filaments; grain, pulvis parturiens ') testify.
which form, by their numerous anastomoses, a years ago, it was recommended in this country,
spongy substance, whose areola? communicate by Dr. John Stearns, of Saratoga County, New
and since
with each other. This tissue exists in the cor- York, for accelerating parturition
pora cavernosa of the penis and clitoris, at the that period, numerous testimonials have been
lower and inner surface of the vagina, in the offered in its favour. Half a drachm of the
spongy part of the urethra, the lips, nipples, powder is gently boiled in half a pint of water,
Sometimes it is developed acciden- and one-third part given every 20 minutes,
iris, &c.
;

tally,

and constitutes a kind of organic trans-

formation.

ERECTION,

etyErec'tio,
mon. The state of a part, in which, from having
and
swollen
hard,
by
stiff,
becomes
been soft, it
the accumulation of blood in the areola? of its
tissue.

ERECTOR CLITOR1DIS,
su?

e.

Some recommend
until proper pains begin.
others advise the
the clear watery infusion
and
others
the wine. It
oil,
others
the
powder;
is obvious, that in many cases the uterine efforts
would return in the period which would necessarily elapse in the administration of ergot, so
that several of the cases, at least, of reputed efficacy, may not have been dependent upon the
assigned agent. Ergot also possesses it is affirmed narcotic virtues, which have rendered
it useful in hemorrhagic and other affections of
;

Arredtio; same

Ischio-caverno-

Penis. Isehio-cavernosus.

—

—

from t^ioc, waste,' and
xavatc, combustion.' A term applied by Liebig
to the 6low combustion, oxidation, or decay of excitement.
Bread, made of spurred rye, has been atorganic matters in air.
tended with the effects described under EugoEREM1A, Acinesia.
ER'ETIrlISM, Erclhis'mus, Erethis'ia, from TISM.

EREMACAU'SIS,
'

'

—

;

ERGOT
ERGOT, Hippocampus minor.
ERGOTA, Ergot.
ERGOT.ETIA ABORTANS,

spasms, and convulsions.

Cerealis.

the nose.' A remedy, whose action is exerted
on the Schneiderian membrane; exciting sneezing and increased discharge. Errhines have
been chiefly used as local stimulants in head
Asari Folia, Euaffections. The chief are
phorbias gummi-resina, Hydrargyri sulphas fla•

see Ergot— e.
abortifaciens. see Ergot.
ER'GOTISM, Ergot or Mildew Mortified! Lion.
An affection produced by the use of the spurred
rye. At times, the symptoms are limited to vertigo,

ERYNG1UM

231

See Convulsio

Most commonly, there

is

torpor with

:

Tabacum, and Veratrum album.

vus.

ERRH1NUM,

Sternutatory.

ER'RHYSIS, from

—

tv,

in,'

'

and

oto),

'

I

flow.'

numbness of the hands and feet, which waste With some, a draining of blood. A trifling
away; lose sensation and the power of motion, hemorrhage.
ERROR LOCI, Apoplane'sis. (F.) Erreur de
and separate from the body by dry gangrene.
This

is called
Ergotisme gangreneux. Necrosis
ustilaginca, Gangrene des Sohnais, Convul'sio

Soloniett'sis,

Gungrse'nu ustilagin'ea.

term, frequently used by Boerhaave
Lieu.
to express deviation of fluids, when they enter
Boerhaave advessels not destined for them.

A

mitted several orders of capillary vessels; the
diameters of which went on decreasing. The
ERl'CA VULGA'RIS, Callu'na vulga'ris. largest received red blood: those which came
Common Heath. (F.) Bruyere vu/gaire. This next received only white others only lymph
whilst the last of all were destined for yet more
has been reoarded as diuretic and diaphoretic.
ERIG'ERON PHILADEL'PHICUM, Sca- subtle fluids for a kind of vapour. When the
bious, Skevisch, Philadelphia Flea-Bane. (F.) red o-lobules entered vessels destined for the
The plant has been white, or the white those intended for the thinVergerette de Fhiladelphie.
used in decoction or infusion for gouty and ner fluids, there was, according to the theory of
gravelly complaints, and it is said to operate Boerhaave, an error loci: the proximate cause
of inflammation and other mischiefs. See Aberpowerfully as a diuretic and sudorific.

ERGOTISME CONVULSIVE, Convulsio ce-

realis.

;

:

—

—

Ekioeuon Canauen'sk, Cau'ada

Fleabane,

considered to be allied in properties to the
above, and the same may be said of the Erigeron Hetcrophyllum, or various-leaved Fleabane ; all of which are in the secondary list of
the Pharmacopoeia of the United States.
ER1GERUM, Senecio.
is

ERIGNE. Hook.
ERLYE, Hook.
ERIA', egi|. This word
the upper part of the liver.

ERODENS,

signifies, in

ration.

ERUCA, Brassica eruca, Sinapis.
ERUCTATION, (e, and ruciarc.)
'

ERUGATORIA, Tetanothra.
ERUGLVEUX, JErusrinous.
ERUPTION, Erup'tio, from

Galen,

Caustic.

crum'pere,

ERODIUM MOSCHATUM,

Geranium mos-

E ROMANIA, Erotomania.
EROS, Love.
EROSIA, Corrosion.
ERO'SION, Ero'sio, Diabro'sis,

(e,

and rumpere,) to issue with violence,' to break
This word has several meanings. 1. The
out.'
sudden and copious evacuation of any fluid
of serum, blood, pus,
from a canal or cavity
&c, for example. 2. The breaking out of an
exanthem and, 3. The.exanthem itself, whether simply in the form of a rash, or of pustules,
See Cutaneous Diseases.
vesicles, &c.
Eruption, Violet, lonthus.
'

'

chatum.

Ructa'lio,

Ercvo'mos, Er'yge, Eructa'tio, Ructus, Ereuafis,
Ruft, (j\'.»f England,) from cructa're, to belch.'
{V.) Rut, Rtippoi I. A sonorous emisBelching.
sion, by the mouth, of flatus proceeding from
stomach.
the

;

—

:

Jinabro'sis,

—

to eat away.'
(e, and rodere,)
action of a corrosive substance, or the
ERUPTIVE, Eruptivus. That which is acgradual destruction of a part by a substance of
Thus small-pox,
that kind. It is often employed in the same companied by an eruption.
measles, scarlet fever, miliaria, &.c. are eruptive
sense as ulceration, spontaneous erosion.
EROT'IC, Erot'icus, from tqeit, love.' That fevers. The term eruptive disease is nearly sywhich is produced by love;— as Erotic melan- nonymous with cutaneous disease.
MARIA, Arum dracholy, E. delirium, &c.

from erodere,

'

The

'

ERVA DE SANCTA

'

EROTICOMANIA, Erotomania.
EROTION, Melissa.
EROTOMA'NIA, Eroma'nia, from
A species of
love,' and uavict, 'mania.'

cunculus.

ERVUM

ERVIL'IA.

Or'obus.

(F.) Lentiltc

ou Orobe. In times of scarcity, the seeds
men- have been made into bread, but it is said not to
Erotic melan- be wholesome. The meal was once much used
taws,

alienation, caused by love.
Some authors write
choly is Love melancholy.
Also, Nymphomania, (q. v.)
it Erot'ico-mania.

tal

ERPES,

Herpes.

ERRABUNDUS,
ERRATIC,

Planetas.
Erral'icus, Mac'tos,

Ers,

in

poultices:

was formerly called Orobion,

Ervuji Lens, Lens, Phacos, the
like

peas

Lentil.

(F.)

seeds are eaten in many places
they are flatulent and difficult of di-

The

Lentillc.

At'ypos

it

ooojiior.

:

Wandering, irregular. gestion.
ERYGE, Eructation.
That which disappears and recurs at irregular
ERYNGIUM, see E. Aquaticum.
The name is given to intermittent,
intervals.
Eryn'gium Aquat'icum, fVater Eryn'go, Butit
is
which observe no type. Most commonly,
Order, Umbelliferoe. This
applied to pains or to any diseased manifesta- ton Snuhe Root. Nat.
but moves from one root, Eryngium, (Ph. U. S.,) is nearly allied to
tion, which is not fixed
the contrayerva of the shops, and acts more espart to another, as in gout, rheumatism, &.c.
pecially as a sudorific. Jt is a secondary article
ERREUR DE LIEU, Error loci.
ER'RHINE, Errhi'num or Er'rhinum, Ster- in the Pharm. U. S.
Euyngium Campes'trk, (F.) Panicaut, Cennutato'rium, Sternutatory, Ptafviicum, Apophlegmutisuns per narcs, from £*, 'into,' and Qir, tum Cap'ila, Lyrin'gium, Aster inqvinu'lis, Ca-

from

errare,

'

to err.'

:

—
ERYNGO

pit'ulum Martis,Acus Vcn'eris, Char don- Roland,
is sometimes used for E. maritimum.
Ervngiiim Marit'imum. The Sea Holly or
Eryngo. JEtlie'rca Hcrba. (F.) Pankaut Maritime.
The eryngo root has ;i slightly aromatic
odour, and sweetish and warm taste. It is considered to be diuretic and expectorant, but its
powers are so weak, that it is scarcely ever
used.

ERYNGO, SEA,

ERYS'IMUM, Erysimum officina'tt,

tagious." Many varieties are described by Dermatologists.

Erythema Acrodynia, Acrodynum — e. AmBurn — e. Anthrax, Anthrax— e. Endemi-

bustio,

—

—

cum, Pellagra e.a Frigore, Chilblain e. Ganorcenosum, Anthrax e. Intertrigo, Chafing e.
Mercuriale,

—

—

Eczema mercuriale — e. Pellagrum,

Pellagra— e. Pernio, Chilblain.
Erythe'ma Sola're. A name given by the

to the Pellagra, (q. v.) owing to its
being attended with an eruption of small red
Chamx'- spots or patches on the parts that are exposed

Eryngium maritimum— e.

Water. Eryngium aquaticum.
plion, the Hedge-mustard.

ESO

2S2

Italians

(F.) Velar, Tortelle, to the sun.

ERYTHOS. see Erythema.
Herbe aux chantres. This was, formerly, much
ERYTHRiEA CEMTAURIUM, Chironia
used for its expectorant and diuretic qualities.
centauriuin e. Chilensis, Canchalagua, ChixoThe seeds greatly resemble mustard.
nia Chilensis.
Erysimum Alliaria, Alliaria.
ERYTHREMA, Erythema.
Erysimum Barba'uea, Barha'rea, (F.) Herbe
ERYTHRODANUM, Rubia.
de Sainte Burbe, has been ranked amongst the
ER'YTHROID VESTCLE, Vesi'cula Eryantiscorbutic plants.
See Alliaria.
ERYSIP'ELAS, from cqvw, I draw in,' and throidea. A vesicle of the fcetus described by
It is pyriform, and much
Febris erysipelato'sa, Febns cry- Pockels and others.
TriXuc, near.'
sipela'cea, Emphlysis Erisip'elas, St. Anthony's longer than, although of the same breadth as,
Velpeau, Weber, and
fire, Ignis sancti Anlonii, Hierop'yrus, Icleri" da the umbilical vesicle.
rubia, Ignis sacer, Rose, Rul/ea ictcri"tia, Vici- others qpubtits beino-a physiological condition.
ERYTHRONIUM, see E. Amencanum.
nitra'ha, Vi.cinhrac'Uis, Brunus, (F.) ErysipHe,
Euythko'nium America'num, Common EryFen St. Mnloine, Feu sacre, Mai Saint- Jintoine.
A disease, so called because it generally extends, thronium. This plant is possessed of emetic
gradually, to the neighbouring parts. Supeifi- properties, but is rarely, if ever, used. The
cial inflammation of the skin, with general root and herb, Erythronium, (Ph. U. S.,) are in
fever, tension and swelling of the part; pain the secondary list of the Pharmacopoeia of the
and heat more or less acrid, and redness diffused, U. S.
ERYTHROS, Erythema.
but more or less circumscribed disappearing
ES'APHE, from loatpau), I touch with the
when pressed upon by the finger, but returning
(F.) Le Toucher.
The introduction of
as soon as the pressure is removed. Frequently, fingers.'
small vesicles appear upon the inflamed part, a finger or fingers into the vagina, for the purpose
of
examining the condition of the uterus.
which dry up and fall off, under the form of
branny scales. Erysipelas is, generally, an It is employed to verily the existence or nonacute affection: its medium duration being from existence of pregnancy and its different stages;
10 to 14 days. Jt yields, commonly, to general to detect certain affections or faults of conforrefrigerant remedies. Topical applications are mation in the genital organs and pelvis
and,
rarely serviceable. At times, when the disease during the process of accouchement, to examine
approaches the phlegmonous character, copious into the progress of labour, &c.
ESC A, Aliment.
bleeding and other evacuants may be required,
as in many cases of erysipelas of the face
but
ESCARA, Eschar.

—

'

'

;

'

;

;

commonly necessary. In particular
cases, indeed, the general action seems deficient, and it becomes necessary to give tonics.

this is not

ESCARGOT, Limax.
ESCHALOTTE, Echalotte.
ESCHAR, Es'chara,

Es'cara, a slough, a crust

Ehysipelas Periodica Nervosa Chronica, or scab. The crust or disorganized portion,
Pellagra e. Phlyctenoides, Herpes zoster — e. arising from the mortification of a part, and
Pustulosa, Herpes zoster e. Zoster, Herpes which is distinguishable from the living parts
zoster.
by its colour, consistence, and other physical
E RYS1 PEL'AT O U S, Erysipelatous, be- properties. The inflammation, which it excites
erysipelas;
as an erysipelatous af- in the contiguous parts, gives occasion to a
longing to
Erysipelatous inflammation, Cuti'tis, secretion of pus between the living and dead
fection.
Dcrmali'lis, is the character of inflammation, parts, which ultimately completely separates
which distinguishes erysipelas, Erythe'ma ery- the latter.

—

—

ESCARA,

sipelato'sum.

ERYSIPELE,

Erysipelas

e.

Pustuleux, Her-

pes zoster.

ERYSOS,

Vulva.

ESCHAROT'ICS, Escharot'ica, from
Any substance, which, when
'eschar.'

ta X aQit,

applied
upon a living part, gives rise to an eschar, such
Erythos, as caustic potassa: the concentrated mineral acids,

Erythema.
from Erythraios,
Erythros, 'red, rose-coloured;' from iqudriog,
This name is, sometimes,
ESCHELLOHE, MINERAL WATERS OF.
Erythre'ma.
red.'
given to erysipelas, especially when of a local This water rises at the foot of a mountain near
character. It is, also, applied to the morbid the convent of Etal in Bavaria. It is a sulfuroand on saline.
redness on the cheeks of the hectic
ESCORZONERA, Scorzonera.
It
the skin covering bubo, phlegmon, &c.
ESCREVISSE, Crab.
forms the 6th genus of the 3d order, ExantheES'CULEINT, Esculen'tus, from esca, food,'
mata, of Bateman's classification of cutaneous
diseases; and is defined, " a nearly continuous (F.) Comestible. Such plants or such parts of
see

ERYTHE'MA,

'

;

«

redness of some portion of the skin, attended plants or animals as may be eaten for food.
ESO, tow, within.' A prefix which signifies
with disorder of the constitution, but not con'

— ———— — — ——

— —

—— —

ESOCHE

ETHMOID

283

affection of an internal part; as Esoenteritis,
An essential disease is synonymous with an
inflammation of the inner membrane of the in- idiopathic disease; that is, one not depending on
testines
Esogastri'tis ; inflammation of the any other;— not symptomatic.

sin

\

:

inner

membrane

ES'SERA, ES'SERE, SORA, or SAIRE,
Sare, Morbus porci'nus, Rosu saltans, Urtica'ria
porcetlana, (F.) Ampoules, Porvelaine.
species of cutaneous eruption, consisting of small,
ESOGASTR1TIS, Endn<rastritis.
reddish tubercles over the whole body, accomIjVTERCOSTAUX. See Costa. panied by a troublesome itching. It seems to
ESPECE, Powder, compound.
be a variety of lichen or urticaria. See Lichen
VULNERAIRES, Falltranck.
tropicus.
ES'PH LASIS, from ipXuv, 'I break, bruise,'
ESSIEU, Axis.
&c. A fracture of the skull by comminution,
ESSOUFLEMEJYT, Anhelatio.
the fragments being depressed. See Depression,
Vestitus.
and Enthlasis.
ESTHES1S, Vestitus.
ESPRIT, Spirit e. d'Ammoniaque. Spiritus
ESTHIOM'ENUS, Esliom'enus, from to&soj,
ammonias e. iCAnis, Spiritus anisi e.de Cam- 1 eat,' Ex' t dens. That which devours or eats
pkre, Spiritus camphors c. dc CanneUe, Spiri- away.
Certain ulcers and eruptions are so
tus cinnamomi
c. de Carvi, Spiritus carui
e. called.
de Genievre compose, Spiritus juniperi composiESTl'VAL, JEsti'vus; happening in summer,
tus e. de Lavande, Spiritus lavandulfe
belonging to summer. This epithet is given to
e. de
Lavande compose, Spiritus lavandula? composi- summer diseases, so called, because they reign
tus e. de Menlhe poivrie, Spiritus menthoe pi- at that season, and appear to depend on the inperitse
e. de Muscade, Spiritus myristiea?
e. de
fluence exerted by it on the economy. In the
Pouliot, Spiritus pelegii
e. de Raifort compose, United
States, the term summer disease or
Spiritus armoracioe compositus
e. de Romarin, complaint,
means disorder of the bowels, as
Spiritus rosmarini c. de Via delayi, Spiritus diarrhoea, cholera jnorbus, &c.
tenuior e. de Vin rectifie, Spiritus rectificatus.
ESTOMAC, Stomach.
of the stomach, &.c.
fooi^t;. A tumour within the anus.

ESO'CHE,
ESOCOL1T1S, Dysentery.
ESO-ENTEHITIS, see Enteritis.

A

ESPACES

ESPECES

E>THEMA,

'

ESPRITS AJVIMAUX,
ESQUILLE, Splinter.

Nervous

ESULA MAJOR,

fluid.

ESqUlJVANCIE, Cynanche, Cynanche

ESURIES, Huno-er.
ESUR1GO, Hunger.

ton-

sillaris.

ESQUINE, Smilax China.
ES'SENCE, Essentia, corrupted

ESURITIO, Hunoer.

from existenBy some used synonysia, standing out.'(?)
mously with volatile oil; by others, with simple
The oil of peppermint is the oil, obtincture.
tained by distillation the essence, the oil diluted
with spirit. See Tinct. Olei menthae.
Essence of Coltsfoot, see Tinctura benzoini composita e. of Musk, Tinctura moschi
e. of Mustard Pills, Whitehead's, see Sinapis
e.
e. of Mustard, Whitehead's, see Sinapis
of Peppermint, Tinctura Olei Mentha piperita;
e. of Spearmint, Tinctura Olei Mentha? vi-

ESYCHIA, Acinesia.
&TAGE, Stage.
ETAW, Tin— 6. de Glace, Bismuth— 6.

'

—

—

Gris,

Bismuth.

ETAT GRAJYULEUX DU REIN,

;

—
—
—

Euphorbia palustris— e.

Minor, Euphorbia cyparissias.

Kidney,

Bright's Disease of the.

ETERNUMENT,

Sneezing.

ETESTICULATIO,
ETHER, /Ether— e.

Castration.
Acetic, see .Ether— e.
Chloric, .Ether chloricus e. Hydrochloric, see

.Ether

—

—
—
—

Hydrocyanic, .Ether hydrocyanicus
e. Nitric, see .Ether
e.
e. Phosphoric, see
ridis.
JEther e. Rectified, .Ether sulphuricus e.
ESSENCES, Olea volatilia.
ESSENTIA, Tincture— e. Aloes, Tinctura Sulphuric, .Ether Sulphuricus.
ETHEREAL, .Ethereal.
e. Absintbii amara, Tinctura A. comaloes
£THER/tE, .Ethereal.
composita, Tinctura A.
posita
e. Absinthii
ETHEREOUS, .Ethereal.
composita e. Antimonii seu stibii, Vinurn anETH'MOID. The ethmoid bone, Os ethmoitimonii tartarizati e. Antiseptica Huxhami,
Tinctura cinchona? composita e. Aromatica, deum, Os multifor'me, Os spongio'sum, Os sponTinctura cinnamomi composita e. Castorei, goi'des, Os cribro'sum, Os cribrifor'me, OsforaTinctura castorei e. Catholica purgans Rothii, minulen' turn, Oscoliforme; from rftuoq, a sieve,'
Tinctura jalapii composita e. de Cedro, Oleum and titfo?, 'form.' (F.) Os Cribleux. One of
cedrinum e. China?, Tinctura cinchona? com- the 8 bones which compose the cranium; so
e. called, because its upper plate is pierced by a
posita
e. Cinnamomi, Tinctura cinnamomi
e. Corticis Pe- considerable number of holes.
Neroli, see Citrus aurantium
The ethmoid
ruviani antiseptica Huxhami, Tinctura cin- bone is situate at the anterior, inferior, and
e. Corticis Peruviani composita, middle part of the base of the cranium.
chonas comp.
It
seems to be composed of a multitude of thin,
Tinctura cinchonoe amara.
fragile,
essensemi-transparent lamina?, which form
ESSEN'TIAL, Essentiu'lis. The word
tial has been applied to the immediate or active more or less spacious cells, called the Elhmoi'principles of vegetables, which were believed dal labyrinth or cells, distinguished into anterior
These communicate with the
to be endowed with the properties of the plants, and posterior.
from which they were extracted. Essential oil nose, and are lined by a prolongation of the piwas so called because it was regarded as the tuitary membrane. The ethmoid bone is cononly immediate principle which was essential. stituted of compact tissue, and is surrounded
This expression is retained. Essential salts are by the Ethmoid suture. It is articulated with
true salts or extracts, which exist, ready formed, the frontal and sphenoidal, bones, the cornua
in vegetables; and which are obtained by dis- sphenoidalia, the superior maxillary bones, the

•

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

e.

e.

Muriatic, see ./Ether
Nitrous, see .Ether

—

—

—

'

—

—

—

—

tillation; incineration, or

some other

process.

palate bones, the ossa lurbinata inferiora, the

—

— —
ETHMOIDAL

vomer, the proper bones of the nose, and the
lachrymal hours.

ETHMOIDAL,

Ethmoidals.

Belonging

to

the ethmoid bone; as, Ethmoidal cells, E. suture,
&c. The Ethmoidal apoph'ysis or process is
the advanced part of the sphenoid bone, which
articulates with the ethmoid. The ethmoidal arteries are two in number, the anterior of which
arises from the ophthalmic artery.
The origin
of the other varies. The Echancrvre elhmoidale
of the os frontis receives the ethmoid bone.
The Ethmoidal veins correspond to the arteries
of the same name.
Habit.
ETHOS, Habit.

ETHMOSYNE,

ETHUSE

MI'AM. JEthusa meum.
ETIOLA'TIOiN, (F.) Etiolement. That

state

of plants, which occurs in consequence of privation of light, when they become pale and
watery. In pathology, it is sometimes used to
denote the paleness produced in those persons,
who have been kept long without light; or a
similar paleness, the result of chronic disease.

ETIOLEMENT, Etiolation.
ETIOLOGY, ^Etiologia.
ETISIE,

Hectisis

M6senlerique, Tubes

6.

Stunned.

ETOUFFEMENT,

Suffocation.

twr,, 'the bed,'
Castra'tus, Excastra'tus,

and cyw, '1 keep.'

Evira'tus, Emascula'tus, Spado, Exsectus, ExExtom'ius, Sem'ivir, Semimuscula!'-

tcsticula'tus,

One, whose organs of generation have
been removed or so altered, that he is rendered
incapable of reproducing his species, or of exercising the act of venery. Eunuchs were common with the ancient Romans. In Italy, this
tus.

horrible mutilation still takes place to improve
the voice: and, in the East, Eunuchs have the
surveillance of the seraglios.
Castration.

EUNUCHISMUS,
EUJSUCHIUM MECOJNIS, Lettuce.
EUNUCHUS, Castratus.
EUODES, Beneolentia.
EUONYMUS, Quassia Simarouba.

EUPAT01RE D'AVICENNE,
dcs

EUPATORIUM,

Enter emphr axis.

Eupatorium

cannabinum.

Agrimony, Eupatorium

ETRIER,

Stapes.

perfoliatum.

ETRON,

Abdomen, Hypogastrium.

Eupato'rium Cannab'inum, (called after Mithridates EupatorJ Eupato'rium, E. Arab' icum,
Hemp agrimony, Eupato'rium of Avicen'na, Herb

ETRON'CUS,

from

ijtqov,

A

and oyxoc,'a tumour.'

'the lower belly,'

tumour of the lower

belly.

&TUVE, Stove e. Humide,
ATUVER, to Foment.
EU,
words.

ev,

'

good,

Bath, vapour.

when

proper,'

prefixed

to

Hence:

EU^E'MIA,
'blood.'
nelius.

'well,' and 'aiua,
condition of the blood. Fer-

Good

from

cv,

—

full vigour,

from

cv, 'well,'

and

senses are in

ttioQavouat, 'I

feel.'

EUANTHEMON, Anfhemis nobilis.
EUCALYPTUS RESINIFERA. See
EUCHYM'IA, from cv, 'well,' and
A good state of the humours.

Kino.
yvuog,

'juice.'

EUCRA'SIA, from
temperament,'

tv,

A

(a. v.)

EUDIAPNEUSTIA,

well,' and xnamc,
good temperament.
'

.from

cvSianvcvorog,

'one who breathes well.' Easy respiration.
EUELCES, from cv, 'well,' and O.y.o<;, 'an
One whose ulcers are readily
nicer;' iviXkijq.
healed.

EU'EMES,

Euem'etos, from

cv, 'well,'

and

That which readily excites
miv>, ' 1 vomit.'
vomitino-. One who vomits with facility.

EUKT F1ES,

Benign.

EUEX'IA, from

cv,

'

Guaco,

and

'the,

'

consti-

A

EUGE'iMA CARYOPHYLLA'TA,

Guaco

—

e.

Mesues,

Achillea ageratum.

Eupatorium Perfoi.ia'tum, Eupatorium
(Ph. U. S.) Boncset, Thor'oug/ncort, Thor'oughstem, Thor'oughicax, Vegetable antimony, Crosswort, Agu.eweed, Fevcricort, Indian sage, is a
plant which grows in low, wet meadows throughout the United States. It is considered to be
stimulating, tonic, emetic, purgative, diuretic,
and sudorific. Dose, gr. xv. of the powder, as
a gentle purgative.

Eupatoiuum, Purple-stalked, E. purpureum.
Eupatorium Purpu'reum, Mohawk tassel,
Purple-stalked Eupato'rium, Trumpet weed, is
used in similar cases, as well as the
Eupatorium Teucujfo'lium, Wild horchound,
or Germander-leaved horehound.

EUPEP'SIA, from
well,'

good constitution.
EUFR.1ISE, Euphrasia officinalis.

tution.'

of Saint Cnncgonde, Trifo'lium cervi'num, Orig'anurn aquat'icum, (F.) Eupatoire d'Jlvicennc. Family, Synantherece; Sex. Syst. Syngenesia tequalis.
The juice of this plant proves violently
emetic and purgative, if taken in sufficient
quantity. It has been considered diuretic, cathartic and emetic.

Eupatorium

EILESTHE'TOS. One whose

'

—

EUGION, Hymen.
EUJNUCH, Eunu'chus, from

health.

ETOURDISSEMEJYT, Vertigo.
ETRAA'GLEMEJYT, Strangulation— e.
Intestins,

—

'

Stella.

ETONM,

pungent and acrid. Like all substances, whose
virtue depends upon essential oil, it is stimuIt is generally used as
lant and carminative.
a corrigent to other remedies, and in cases
where substances containing the essential oils
The oil, (F.) Huile de Gcrojle
are demanded.
Oleum caryopbyl'li, Oil of Cloves has the
properties of the cloves.

EUPATH PA. Enpho'ria, from tv, well,' and
naSoc, 'suffering.' A disposition for being
affected by pain easily.
Also, a good state of

mesenterica.

ETOILE,

EUPHORBIA CAP1TATA

2S4

A

digest.'

tv,

'well,'

good digestion.

and -rwrxm,

The

«t
antithesis to

dyspepsia.

EUPHLO'GIA,
called

Garrophyl'lus, Caryoafter Prince Eugene.
phyl'lus aromal'icus. The Indian tree which
Myrtacere.
The Cloze
Order,
affords the clove.
or Carijopln/I'lus. C. aromntievs, is the unex-

pended bud, (F.) Giroflr, Ghofe, Gyrophtt. Its
cdour is strong aromatic, and peculiar; taste,

from tv, 'well,' and <pX,yo>,
Mild inflammation. Variola, (q. v.)
EU'PHONY, Eupho'nin, from f0 well,' and

'I burn.'

,

•

An agreeable or regular voice
EUPHORBE CYPRkS, E. cyparissiosh-e.

micotjj,

'

Yoice.'

des Marais, E. palustris

—

e.

Vomitive. E. ipe-

cacuanha.

EUPHOR'BIA CAPITA'TA, Caacka.

Ord.

—
EUPHORIA

EVAPORATION

ssr>

Euphorbiaceae. A Brazilian plant, which is
strongly astringent, and not poisonous. It is
considered to be one of the best remedies for
the bites of serpents. It is, also, called Colubrina Lusitanica.

EUSEMl'A, from

A

sign.'

tu,

collection of

'

well,'

good

EUSTACHIAN TUBE,

and

otjuttor,

'a

signs.

Tuba Enstachia'na,

Mcu'tus csecus, Tuba Arislotel'ica, Ductus auris
palati'nus, Iter a Pala'to ad Aurem, (F.) Trompe ou

Euphorbia. Corolla'ta, or Large flowering Conduit d'Eustache, Conduit guttural, de Voreille
spurge, Milkweed. Snakes' milk, Ipecacuanha, — (Ch.) This tube was so called from its disIndian Physic, has similar properties to the last. coverer, Euslachius.
It is partly bony and
The dose of the root is the same.
partly cartilaginous
extending from the cavity
Euphorbia Ovparis'sias, Es'ula minor, Ti- of the tympanum to the upper part of the phathym'alus Cyparis'sia. The Cypress spurge, rynx. Its length is about two inches; the bony
(F.) Euphorbe cypres. This, like most of the portion, which belongs to the temporal bone,
spurges, is very acrimonious. Amongst the is about 3-4ths of an inch long. It is lined, inrustics, it was formerly called poor man's rhu- ternally, by a prolongation of the lining membarb, and was, consequently, a laxative. It is brane of the pharynx
Its nerves are furnished
not used.
by the palatine branches of the ganglion of
Euphorbia Hvpericifo'lia. A native of Meckel, and its vessels proceed from those of
the United States. It is astringent and tonic. the pharynx and velum pendulum. The use of
Used in infusion ^ss to Oj of boiling water. the tube seems to be, to permit the renewal of
Dose, a tablespoonful.
air in the cavity of the tympanum.
Euphorbia Ipecacuan'ha, Ipecacuanha
Eusta'chian Vai.ve, Valve of Eustach'us,
spurge, (F.) Euphorbe vomitive. This species of Valvule d'Eustachi ou d'Eustache. A membrais
common
nous,
spurge
in the southern and middle
semilunar fold, which corresponds to the
parts of the United States.
The root is a pow- opening of the vena cava inferior into the right
erful emetic, in the dose of from five to fifteen auricle of the heart.
grains: twenty grains act as a cathartic likeEUSTHENI'A, Vigor, Exubcran'tia, from eu,
well,' and o6evcg, strength.'
wise. In large doses, it acts as a narcoticoFlourishing, exuberant health. Hippocr.
acrid.
Euphorbia Latii'yris. The systematic name
EUTAX'IA, from iv, well,' and rznru), I
of the plant which affords the lesser catapu'tia arrange,' Euthe'sia. A well ordered constituseeds, Catapu'tia minor, Caper spurge, Latii'- tion, in which every part has its proper relayris, Gar' den spurge, Tithym'alus latifo'lius. tion.
EUTHANA'SIA, from *</, well,' and ,9«i*The seeds possess cathartic properties, and an
expressed oil
Oleum Euphorbise Lathyr'idis
toc, death.'
An easy d°ath.
EUTHESIA. Eutaxia.
of the seeds has been given as a cathartic in the
dose of six to twelve drops.
EUTHYENTERON, Rectum.
Euphorbia Officina'rum. The systematic
EUTHYM'IA, An'imi tranquil' litas, from tv,
name of the plant which affords the Euphorbium, 'well,' and dvuoc, 'mind.' Tranquillity of
Euphorbise gummi-resi'na,\n greatest abundance. mind. A good state of the mental faculties.
EUTROPH'IA, from tv, 'well,' and too^,
The euphorbium is an inodorous gum-resin, in
yellow tears, which have the appearance of 'nourishment.' A good state of nutrition.
EUTROPH1C, Eutroph'icum, same etybeing worm-eaten. It enters into the composition of some plasters, and has been used as an
mon.
A term introduced into medical terminology by the author for an agent whose
errhine.
Euphorbia Palus'tris. The greater spurge. action is exerted in the system of nutrition,
Es'ula major, Tithym'alus, .Marsh spurge, (F.) without necessarily occasioning manifest inEuphorbe des marais. The juice is given, in crease of any «f the secretions.
Russia, as a common purge. It is used, too, as
The chief eutrophics are mercurials, the
preparations of iodine, bromine, cod liver oil, the
an irritant in tinea, warts, &c.
Euphorbia Para'lias, Tithym'alus paralias, preparations of gold and silver, sulphur, sugar,
This is violently cathartic and and sarsaparilla.
Sea spurge.
EVAC'UANTS, Evacuan'tia. from e, and vairritating; and is seldom used.
spurges
are vesicant and rube- cua're, to empty,' (F.) Evacuatfs.
the
Medicines
flZTAU
are so called, which occasion a discharge by
facient, whf-n applied externally.
some emunctory; such as purgatives, emetics,
EUPHORIA, Eupathia.
;

—

1

'

—

'

'

<

—

'

'

EUPHRAGIA, Euphrasia officinalis.
EUPHRASIA OFFICINALIS, Ocula'ria,
Ophthal'mica, Eyebright, (F.) Eu/raise, Casse- Lunette. 1 1 has been recommended
in diseases of the eye, but is unworthy of notice.
EUPNOZl'A, from eu, well,' and nrtw, I reFreedom or facility of respiration.
spire.'
EURHYTH'MIA, from w, well,' and qv&hoc, rhythm.'
Regularity of the pulse.
Ev/ilira'gia,

'

'

'

'

EURIBALI.Juribali.
mould,
t vQuig,

EUROS,
Caries,

(q. v.)

putrefaction,' Mucor,
Corruption of the humours.
'

EURYCHORIA, Sinus.
EURYCLES, Engastrimythos.
EURYCL1TUS, Engastrimythos.
EURYSMUS, Dilatation.
EUSAR'COS,
•

flesh.'

One who
25.

from
is

iv,

'well,'

fleshy, robust.

and

oaQz,

&c.

EVACUATIFS,

EVACUATIO.

Evacuants.
Excretion.

EVACUATION. Same

etymon.

The

dis-

charge of any matter whatever, by the natural
passages or by an artificial openincr.

EVJJVOUISSEMEJVT, Syncope!

EVAPORATION,

Evapora'tio, Vapora'tio,
Exhala'tio, from e, and vaporare, ' to emit a
vapour.' Transformation of a liquid into vapour, in order to obtain the fixed matters contained in it dry and separate from the liquid.
When the vapour is received in a proper vessel
and condensed, the process is called Distilla-

Evaporation produces cold,
tion, (which see.)
and this is one of the processes by which the
body is cooled, through the evaporation of the
perspiratory fluid.

EVAUX

EXCCECARIA

286

EVAUX, MINERAL WATERS OF. Evaux

EXANGI'A,from

ifayy/tco, (fj, and ayyos, 'a
evacuate from a vessel.' Exangeia.
An enlargement or rupture of a blood-vessel,
EVENTRATION. Eventra'tio, Hypogast.ro- without external opening. A genus, in the
out of,' and renter, the belly-' order Dyslhetica, class Hxmatica of Good. It
rix'is, from e,
A tumour, formed by a general relaxation of comprises aneurism and varix.
Exangia Akeurisma, Aneurism.
the parietes of the abdomen, and containing a
Eix'mos, Exsan'guis,
great part of the abdominal viscera. Also, venout of,' and sanguis, blood.' One
tral hernia, or that which occurs in any other from ex,
way than through the natural openings of the who seems bloodless; as a female, who has sufabdominal parietes. Lastly, any very exten- fered largely from uterine hemorrhage.
EXANIA, Proctocele.
sive wound of the abdominal parietes, with
EXANIMATION, Exunima'tio, from ex, 'out
issue of the greater part of the intestines.
EVENTUS, from e, out of,' and venire, to of,' and anima, the spirit.' This word has
come;' Apobainon, Apobesom'enon, Ecbcsom'- two acceptations. Sometimes, it means real
The event or issue of death, corresponding with the Greek -dxraTcc:,
enon, Termina'tio morbi.
mors. At others, it signifies, apparent death,
a disease, either favourable or unfavourable.
EVERRIC'ULUM, SpecifLum. A sort of corresponding with the Greek *.\pu%ia, ty.\fjv/iu,
sound or scoop, used for extracting sand or ly./.vmc. An'imi deli'quium.
EX ANTHEM, Exanthe'ma, Anlhe'ma erup'.
fragments of stone or clots of blood from the
bladder, after or during the operation of litho- tio, Epanthe'ma, Efflorescen'tia, Eranthis'ma,
from i^arHtm, (f J, and avdtei,)
Effiora'lio,
I
tomy.
flourish.'
A rash. (F.) Mevures. Under this
EVERSIO PALPEBR^E, Ectropion.
term is comprehended, by some, every kind of
RVIGILATIOjV. See Sleep.
EVIL, THE, Scrofula— e. King's, Scrofula. eruption, of which the skin ia the seat. Others
comprehend by it those eruptions, that are acE VI RATIO, Castration.
companied with fever, Fibres exanthemat' ir.x :
EVIRATUS, Castratus. Eunuch.
EVOLUTION, SPONTANEOUS, from e. including, under the head of the Major Exanand volvere, to turn.' A term, applied, by Dr. themata, those which attack a person but once
Denman, to what he considered to be a sponta- in his life, and which are communicated by
neous turning of the fetus in utero, in an arm specific contagion; and, under the minor exanpresentation, in consequence of powerful ute- themata, those, which are not marked by these
Smallpox, measles, cow-pox,
rine contractions forcing out the breech and characteristics.
It is now usually &c, belong to the major
Chicken-pox, herpes,
feet, whilst the arm recedes
considered to be a doubling of the fetus, so lichen, &c, to the minor.
Exanthem, CAnBUNcur.AR, Anthracia e.
that the arm changes its position but little,
whilst the breech is forcibly expelled before the Ichorous, Emphlysis e. Pustulous, Empyesis
e. Rash, Enanthesis.
upper extremity; the case becoming similar
Eminence— e. Miliaria,
to a breech presentation.
fever e. Pestis, Plague e. Serosum, PemphiEVOMITIO, Vomiting.
EVUL'SION, Avulsion, Evul'sio, from evel'- gus e. Strophulus, Strophulus e. Urticatum,
to pluck out,' Apotil'mos, Urticaria
e. Vaccina, Vaccina
e. Varicella,
/ere, (c. and vellere.)
Ectil'mos, Tilmos. The action of plucking out; Varicella.
(F.) Arrachement.
EXANTHEMAT'ICA. Same etymon. ErupThis
forcible extraction.
word is oftener used by the French than by tive fevers. Cutaneous eruptions, essentially
the third order in
the English surgeons, for the act of extracting accompanied with fever;
certain parts, the presence of which is injuri- the class Hxmatica of Good.

Auvergne.in France.
are hydrosttlfurous, and thermal.

is

The waters

situate in

'

vessel,')

'

I

«

EXAN'GUIOUS,

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

:

—

—
—
EXANTHEMA,
—
—
—
—

—

'

—

—

—

—

—

EXAjYTHjUME 1NTESTMALE.

&c.
ous,
EXAOKRBATIO, Paroxysm.
as the teeth,

EXACERBATION, Exacerba! lio

,

EXANTHESIS,

Exaspera'-

Excrescen'tia, from txucerba're, (ex, and throsia, Dengue
An beola, Rubeola
acerbus.) 'to provoke,' (F.) Ridoublement.
increase in the symptoms of a disorder. Often
tio,

used svnonvmnusly with paroxysm,

EXACUM SP1CATUM,
EX^MATOSIS,

(q.

Coutoubea

Ha?matosis.
EXiEMOS. Exansruious.
EX.53RESIS. Extraction.

See Ty-

phus.

v

—

e.

Efflorescence— e. Ar-

see

Roseola, Roseola

—

e.

Ru-

EXANTHISMA, Exanthem.
EXANTHROP1A, Misanthropia.
EXARAG'MA, fiom zu(iuonu>, I tear away,'

)

alba.

t

'

1

break.'

'

Collision, violent fracture

or fric-

tion.

EXARCHIATER. Chief of the archiatri,
'out of,' and uM.ouat, or chief'of physicians, a title, like thatof Comes
Eralsis.
Hipp< crates calls thus the Archiatro'rum, given to the chief physician of
'1 leap.'
an emperor or king.
d'splacemenl of the vertebra.
EXALTATION OF THE VITAL FORCES. EXAR'MA, from tiaiQouat, (t£, and atoouat,)
This word has been used, I am raised.' A prominent tumour.
Exalta'tio vi'rium.
EXAR'SIO. A burning heat.
by modem pathologists, to designate a morbid
EX A RTF, MA, Amuletum.
increase in the action of organs, and partly
EXARTHREMA, Luxation. Sprain.
that which occurs in an inflamed organ. Some
EXARTHROMA, Luxation.
use exaltation of the vital forces, and inflammaEXARTHROS1S. Luxatio, Sprain.
tion synonymously.
EXARTICULATIO, Luxatio.
EX AMBLOMA, Abortion.
EXARYSIS, Exhaustion.
KXAMBLOS1S, Abortion.
EXASPIRATIO, Exacerbation.
EXANASTOMOS1S. Anastomosis.
EXCCECARIA AGALLOCHA, A<rallochum.
EXANASTROPHE, Convalescence.
EXAL'.V! A. from

iz.

'

—
EXCALEFACTIO

EXERCISE

2^7

EXCALEFACTIO, Kchauffement.
EXCARN ATION, Excarna'tio, from ez,and
caro, flesh.'
A mode of making anatomical

incapable of administering to the nutrition of
the body.

EXCREMENTORECREMENTIT'MAL,

'

preparations, which consists in separating injected Vessels from the parts in which they are
situate.
This is done by means of corrosion
by an acid or by putrefaction.
EXCASTRATTO, Castration. Eunuch.
Bath, half, Semicupium.
Delirious.

Animal

Excremento-recremcntitious.

fluids, in-

tended to be partly absorbed and partly

re-

jected.

EXCRES'CENCE,

E.rcrescen'tia,

Ecpby'ma,

Phymato'sis, Hyper sarco' sis, S/trcophyia, Caret

EXCATHISMA,
EXOEREBRATUS,

excrescens, from excres'ecre, (ex, and cresccre,)
'to grow outwards.'
(F.) Excro/ssance.
tumour, which forms at the surface of organs,
EXCIP'IENT, Excip'iens, from excip'ere, and especially on the skin, mucous membranes,
(ex, and caper e,) to receive.'
(F.) Intermhde. or ulcerated surfaces. Excrescences differ in
substance, which, in a medicinal prescrip- [size, shape, cause, <fec, and each requires its
tion, gives form and consistence to it and serves own treatment.
Warts, condylomata, polypi,

EXCIUENTIA,

A

Ecptomu.

'

|

A

i

as a vehicle or medium for the exhibition of the hemorrhoids, helonc to this head.
other ingredients.
EXCRESCENTIA, Exacerbation, ProtubeEXC1PULA, Cup.
rance, Tumour e. Carnosa, Sarcoma e. GinEXCISIO, Entaille.
giva, Epuli.--.
EXCIS'lON, Excis'io, from excid'ere, (ex,
EXCRETIO, Eccrisis, Excrement— e. Alviand cxdere,) 'to cut off;' Ec'tomB.
surgical na, Defecation
e. F cecum alvinarum, Defecaoperation, by which parts of a small size are jtion e. Urina? involuntaria, Enuresis.
removed with a cutting instrument.
EXCRE'TION, Eic.re' tio .Ecacua' tio, Ejec'tio,
EXCITABIL'ITY, Excitabil'itas. Irritabi- lEtpitl/sio, Eges'tio, Din chore' sis, from excemere,
lity (q. v.)
The faculty, possessed by living (ex, and cernere,) to separate.' The separation
beings, of being sensible to the action of ex- jor throwing off of those matters from the bodv
citants.
The doctrine of excitability forms an lof an animal, which are supposed to be useless,
important part of the Brunonian system.
as the urine, perspiration, and faeces.
EXCITANT, Stimulant.
EX'CRETORY, Excreto'rius; same etymon.
or EXCITE'MENT. Same An Excretory vessel or duct is one, which transetymon., from excita're, (ex, and citare,) to ex- Imits the fluid secreted by a gland, either extercite,' Excita'tio.
Act of exciting or state of an nally or into the reservoirs in which it has to
organ or organs excited. Excitement is, some- be deposited. The existence of an excretory
times, used synonymously with arterial action. duct is a distinctive character of the glands
The effect of the excitincr powers acting on the properly so called.
excitability, according to Brown, constitutes
Ex'cretory Organ means any one charged
excitement.
Cullen used the term to express with the office of excreting: thus, the skin is
the restoration of the energy and action of the said to be an excretory organ, because through
brain, which had been interrupted by sleep or it the perspiration takes place.
some debilitating cause, a state opposite to
EXCRETUJM, Excrement.
that of collapse.
EXCROISSAJVCE, Excrescence.
EXCITO-MOTORY. An epithet applied by EXCU'TIA VENTRIC'ULI, Stomach Brush.
Dr. Marshall Hall to those nerves which are An instrument, composed of iron or brass wire,
true spinal, and are concerned in certain reflex at one of the extremities of which is a pencil
functions. See Nerves.
of bristles. Some ancient authors proposed this
EXCORIATIO, Ecdora.
to extract foreign bodies from the oesophagus,
EXCORIA'TION, Excoriu'tio, Excoriatu'ra, as well as to cleanse the stomach of viscid and
Am'ychl, from ex, and corium,
skin.'
(F.) tenacious matters adhering to it.
\

—

—

A

—

—

'

|

)

EXCITATION

I

'

—

'

itcorchure.

A

slight

EXECHEBRONCHUS,

wound, which removes

EXECHEGLUTI,

only the skin.

EXCORIATURA, Excoriation.
EXCREATION, Excrea'tio, Rasca'tio,

Bronchocele.

Exischioi.

EXELCOSIS. See Ulceration.
EXELCYS'MOS,from tj, 'from,' and

from
tlxvw,
and screare, 'to spit.' Act of spitting. (F.) I draw.' Extraction. Also the act of breaking
Crachement. See Exspuitio.
out into ulcers.
EX'CREMENT, Excremcn'tum, Excre'tum, EXELCYSMUS, Extraction.
Jiph'odos,
EXENTERIS'xMUS, Exenteri'sis, from tS,
Excrc'tio, Perito'ma,' Diachure'ma,
Apocho'reon, Apoc'risis, Ardas, Ar'dalos, from 'out of,' and tvrsQov, 'an intestine.' The opeto separate,' ration of disemboweling or eviscerating.
exce/nere, (ex, and cernere,)
EXERAM'A, from t'-iouw, 'I throw out.'
'cleanse.'
Every thing, which is evacuated
from the body of an animal as superfluous, by Any thing cast out. Vomiting; or the matter
Hippocr.
the natural emunctories: such as the frecal mat- vomited.
EX'ERCISE, Exercita'tio, ExercW'ium, Asce'ters, the urine, perspiration, nasal mucus, &c.
Generally, however, the term is restricted to sis, Gymna'sion, from exerce're, to work.' Every
the fiscal evacuations;
Purgamenta, Hedra, motion of the body, arising from the contracSedes, Fseces (q. v.,) Stercus, CaccB, Spal'i/S, tion of muscles subjected to the will. Also,
Exercise
(especially when
Dejec'tio alvi'na, the action of any organ whatever.
liquid,)
O'nera alvi, Sordes ventris, CatarrhexUs, Cop- may be active or passive. The passive are referred to, under the head of Gestation.
The
ros, Scor.
ex,

'

'

—

'

E X C R E M E N T I T'T A L,

—

Excrementitious, chief active exercises are:
walking, running,
Excrimenteux, Excre- dancing, hunting, fencing, playing at ball,
mentiiiel.
That which is similar to excrement, cricket, raoket, quoits, swimming, declamation,
and forms part of it. Excrementitial humours singing, &.c. Exercise is an important prophyor parts are those destined to be evaouated, as] lactic, particularly in those disposed to be pieExcrcmenlitius.

(F.)

.

EXiERESIS
thoric.

It

improves the digestion; augments the

secretions; and, when used in moderation, gives
strength to the body; but when carried to excess, produces debility

EX^E'RESIS, from

and disease.
out of,' and

aiQcta, 'I
surgical operation, which consists in drawing, extracting, or removing, from
the human body, every thing that is useless,
noxious, or extraneous. It is a generic term,
which includes extraction, evulsion, evacuation,
excision, ablation, amputation, &c.
EXERKHO'SIS, from •£, out of,' and qiw,
I flow.'
The discharge, which takes place by
insensible perspiration.

take away.'

e|,

'

A

'

'

EXFCETATJON.

See Pregnancy.

EXFOLlA'TIOiN,
Eclep'isis,

from

ex,

EXOMPHALUS

2S8

Exjolia'lio, Dcsguama'tio,

and fu'lium, 'a

leaf.'

By

purposes.

The sweat

is

a liquid, exrremenli-

tious exhalation; the serous fluid of the pleura
a liquid, recrementitious exhalation.
Exhalation is, also, applied to that which exhales from any body whatever, organic or inorganic, dead or living.

Exhalation, Pulmonary.

EXHAUSTION,
from

See Perspiration.
Exur'ysis, Vires cxhaust'ai,

and haurire,) to draw out,'
Loss of strength, occasioned

exhiLuri' re, (ex,

(F.) Epuisement.

'

by excessive evacuations, great fatigue or privation of food, or by disease.
EXHUMA'TION, Exhuma'tio, from ex, and
humus, the ground.' The disinterment of a
corpse. The circumstances, which render this
'

necessary, are:

—

1.

Judicial investigations, re-

body of the person inhumed. 2.
The removal of a body from one cemetery to
another: and, 3. The evacuation of cemeteries
or sepulchral vaults. The operation is attended
with much unpleasant smell and annoyance,
and requires the use of disinfecting agents, of
which the most powerful is chlorinated lime.
See Disinfection. The putrid effluvia from animal substances are not, however, found to exlative to the

this is meant the separation of the dead portions
of a bone, tendon, aponeurosis, or cartilage,
under the form of larnellse or small scales. Exfoliation is accomplished by the instinctive action of the parts, and its object is to detach the
dead portion from those subjacent, and which
are still alive. For this purpose the latter throw
out fleshy granulations; and a more or less
tibundant suppuration occurs, which tends to cite endemic disease.
separate the exfoliated part, now become an
EXIS'CHIOS, from .£, 'out of,' and ia X iov,
txtraneous body. The ancients distinguished 'the ischium.' A luxation of the os femoris.
exfoliation into sensible and insensible, accord- All those with large nates, and prominent hips,
ing as the dead portions of bone were detached were called Exischioi and Exechegluti.
in fragments of greater or less size, or in very
EX1TU RA. According to some, any abthin pieces, and in an almost insensible man- scess, which discharges. Paracelsus calls thus
ner. When the dead part embraces all or almost every kind of putrid excrement.
EXO'CHAS, Exo'chB, from jjjco, without," and
all the substance of a bone, it takes the name
Sequestrum
t^uj, 1 have.'
A soft tumour without the anus:

—

'

'

EXFOLIATIVE, Exfoliati'vus,Desquamato'rius.

That which takes away by leaves

or

The term has been

applied to certain
medicines, which were regarded as proper to
hasten exfoliation, such as alcohol, oil of turpentine, tincture of myrrh. &c.
scales.

Exfoliative Tkepan,

Eclepisitre.p'anum,

is

an ancient raspatory, or instrument for scraping
exfoliating portions of bone.
EXHALAISOjY, Exhalation.
EXHA'LANT, Eiha'lent, Exha'lans, from
cxhala're, {ex, and halare, 'to breathe,') to exhale,'
throw out.'
Exhalant Vessels are very minute, and
arise from the arterial capillary system.
They
are situate in every tissue of the body, and on
the surfaces of the mucous and serous membranes and skin; on which each pours its particular fluid. Bichat distinguished three sets. 1.
The external, terminating on the mucous and
external dermoid system, where they pour the
matter of perspiration. 2. The internal, comprising those of the cellular and medullary tis'

'

sues, and of synovial surfaces: and,
tive exhalants,

which vary

in

3.

The nutri-

each organ where

they are found; and preside over the phenomena
of composition and increase of every part of the
body. The exhalants are the antagonists of the
absorbents. They nre imaginary vessels, inasmuch as they cannot be detected.

EXHALATIO,

Evaporation.

EXHALA'TION, Exhalutio; same etymon.
Mnathymi'asis, (F.) Exhalaison. A function, by
virtue of which certain fluids, obtained from the
Llood, are spread, in the form of dew, in the
different textures, or at the sur; reolffi of the
face of membranes; either for the sake of being
thrown out of the body, or to serve for certain

outward

piles.

EXOCIIE, Fminence.

EXOCOL1T1S. See Colitis.
EXOCYS'TE, Exocys'lis, from t |, out
and xvorig, the bladder.' A prolapsus of
'

of,'

the
bladder into the urethra. Also called Pro/ap'sus vesi'cas, JEdoplo'sls vesi'ese. (F.) Rcnvcrsement de la vessie.
Exocys'tI Noeha'na; when the inner membrane of the bladder is protruded. So called
from M. Noel, who first accurately described it
Exocys'te Solingknia'na; when the neck
of the bladder is protruded. Called after M.
Solingen, who first accurately described it.
EXCEDES1S, Swelling.
Extraction.
'

EXOGOGE,
EXOINE or EXOEjXE,

from

ex,

'

out

of,'

or rather from exonera're, to
In France, a certificate of excuse,
exonerate.'
exemption, or dispensation, given to those summoned to appear before a court of justice, and
who are unable to do so.
EXOLCE, Extraction.

and ido'neus,

'

'

fit,'

EXOMETRA,

Prolapsus

EXOMOIOSIS,

uteri.

Assimilation.

EXOMPHALOCELE, Exomphalus.
EXOM'PHALUS, Exumbilica'tio, Exnm'phaloce'll,

Om'phaloce'le, Hernia umbilica'lis, (F.)

Heinie ombilicale, H. du nombril, Umbilical Hernia, from »£, out of,' and ofupaXog, the navel.'
Hernia, occurring at the navel. This affection
happens more frequently in infants, and takes
place by the umbilical ring itself.
In adults, it
occurs more commonly in females than in
when
it
and,
does
so,
males;
the sac passes in
'

'

the vicinity of the umbilicus. The organs, found
in this kind of hernia, are particularly,— the
epiploon, the jejunum, the arch of the colon,

EXONCOMA

EXPERIMENT
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and sometimes the stomach. The tumour is, in drugs, which are procured from abroad, are so
general, round, and presents all the characters called. It is opposed to indigenous.
of hernia. It is, commonly, readily reducible,
EXOTICADE'NIA, from "Exotic, and adtoi,
and not subject to strangulation. It must be
I dislike.'
Aversion for exotic druas.
reduced, and retained by an elastic bandage,
EXOTICH.EMATOS1S, Transfusion.
made in the form of a girdle, and furnished with
EXOTICOMA'NIA. The opposite to the
a pad at its middle part.
When strangulated, preceding. Fondness for exotic remedies.
the stricture may be divided upwards and toEXPAN'SION, Expan'sio, from expan'dere,
wards the left side.
to open,') ' to spread out.'
(ex, and pandere,
Exohphalus Aquosus, Hffimomphalum.
A prolongation, or spreading out, presented by
EXONCO'MA, from t"-, and oy/oc, a tu- certain organs. Thus, we say an aponeurotic
mour.' A large, prominent tumour. Used, by expansion, &c.
'

'

'

EXPATRATIO, Ejaculation (of Sperm.)
EXPECTANT, Expec'tans, from expectu're,

Galen, for protuberance of the vertebrae after
luxation.

EXONCOS1S LINGUAE,

Glossoncus.

EXONEIROSIS,

Pollution.

EXONEURISM,

Magnetism, animal.

EXORHTHAL'MIA,

Ptosis B.dbi Oculi,
Ophthal'moce'le, Opltthalmopto'sts, Oculi totius prominen'tia, from t%, ' out of,"
and oipSaiuog, eye.' (F.) Procidence de Vail.
protrusion of the eye from its orbit, occasioned
by an abscess or tumour in the cellular texture
of the orbit; by exostosis of the parietes of the
orbit, &c.
In Exophthalmia, the eye i3 pressed
forwards; the eyelids are raised and separated,
that the}' can no longer cover the eye, and
defend it from the action of extraneous bodies;
it becomes inflamed, and the sight is disturbed
or destroyed. The treatment of course depends
upon the cause.
Exorlntis'rnus,

'•

A

m

EXORBITISMUS, Exophthalmia.
EXORMIA, Papula— e. Lichen, Lichen— e.
Prurigo, Prurigo

—

e.

Strophulus, Strophulus.

EXOSMO'SE, Exosmosis,Transuda'tion,f\om
out of,' and uif/nog, impulse.' The opposite
to Endosrnose: the act by which substances
transude from within to without an animal or
other membrane.
EXOSSATIO, Exostosis
CARIB^EA, Cinchonas cari-

tz,

'

'

EXOSTEMA

bxse cortex.

EXOSTOSE DES DENTS,

Exostosis den-

tium.

and spectare, 'to look,') 'to wait.' That
which waits : as Expectant Medicine, La M6~
decine expectante. See Expectation.
Expecta'tio; same etymon.
The word expectation has been applied, in Medicine, to that method, which consists in observing the progress of diseases, and removing
deranging influences, without prescribing active medicines, unless such shall be imperiously
required.
It consists, in fact, in leaving the
disease, almost wholly, to the efforts of nature;
and has been termed the art of curing diseases
by expectation or waiting. Ars sanan'di cum
expectations.
(ex,

EXPECTATION,

—

EXPECTORANT, Expec'torans, Anaeathar'from ex, out of,' and pectus, the breast.'
medicine, capable of facilitating or provokimr
expectoration. There is probably no such thin^
as a direct expectorant
They all act through
the system, or by impressions made on parts at
a distance, which, through the medium of general, continuous, or contiguous sympathy, excite the secretory vessels of the an-passau-es
into action.
The following are the ohief reputed expectorants: Ammoniacum
Asafceticus,

Hyperostosis, Emphy'ma Exostosis os'tea, Exossa'tio, Ossis eminen'tia, from
An osseous
•J, 'out of,' and ootjov, ' a bone.'
tumour, which forms at the surface of bones, or
in their cavities.
Various kinds have been
enumerated. The l'cory Exosto'sis, Exostosc
eburnee; that which has the appearance and
consistence of ivory. Lam'inar Exosto'sis, E.
Laminee; that which is formed of laminae in
superposition or of distinct filaments. The
Spongy Exosto'sis is that, whose structure is
analogous to the spongy tissue of bones. Exostoses are sometimes distinguished into the
true, which seem to be a projection of the osseous substance, and which have the same organization and hardness as that substance; and
the false, or osteosarcoma. Exostosis may depend on syphilis, scrofula, rickets, gout, &c.
J n such cases, it is important to get rid of the

—
—

primary disease.

Those exostoses which occur within bones,
have, by some, been called Enostoses.
Exostosis, Spina ventosa.
Exostosis Dkntium, (F.) Exostose des Dents.
Exostosis of the Teeth.
Exostosis SrfAro.MATODES, Osteosteatoma.
EXOTIC, Exo'ticus, from i-w, 'without.'
That which comes from abroad. Plants or

2b*

'

'

A

—

;

Galbanum; Ipecacuanha; Myroxylon;
Myrrha. Inhalations, (of Iodine, Stramonium,

tida;

Tar, Burning Wool, Tobacco, &o.;) Scilla; Senega, and Tolutanum.

EXFECTORATIO SANGUINIS,
tysis

EXOSTO'SIS,

—

—

—

e.

Solida,

Cynanche

Hfemop.

trachealis.

EXPECTORA'TION, Expectora'tio, Bex hu'~
mida, Anap' tysis, AnacutUar'sis, Anabeodis, same
etymon. The act of expelling from the chest
matters or secretions there collected or existing.
It is, likewise, used for the expectorated matter
EXPELLENS, Expulsive.
EXPEDIENCE, Experien'tia,Peira, Empei'ria,from t$, and irttoa, 'a trial.' A knowledge
of things acquired by practice. In Medicine,
this knowledge can be obtained both by the
practitioner's own experience, and by that obtained from tradition and from books. To profit
by experience requires a mind capable of appreciating the proper relations between cause and
effect; and hence it happens, that false experience, Experien'tiafallux, is extremely common;

man had better, in many instances,
which he has learned from others,'
than to his own fallacious observation.
The union of accurate observation by the
physician with that handed down by meilicai

and that a

trust to that

writers constitutes perfect experience, so far
it is attainable in anv individual case.

EXPIiRlEXCE,

EXPERIMENT,

Experiment.
Expcrimen'lum; same

ass

et)

Experience. A trial, made on the
bodies of men or animals, for the purpose of
detecting the effect of a remedy, or of becoming

mon.

(F.)

—

-

EXPERT

EXTENSOR
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better acquainted with their structure, functions, or peculiarities.
In a more general sense,
it means any trial instituted with the intent
of
Lecoming belter acquainted with any thing. By
experiments on living animals, we have ob-

tained

much

valuable information in

—
—

—

mation, in which the organ opens above the
pubes so that in the hypogastric region there
is a red, mucous surface, formed by the inner
coat of the bladder and on which two prominences are distinguishable, corresponding to the
the various openings of the ureters,
;

;

departments of Medicine but paiticularly in!
EXSUCCATIO, Ecchymoma.
Physiology and Toxicology.
fl
EXSUC'TIO, Svctio, Ecmyze'sis, from
EXPERT, (F.) Exper'tus, from ex, and pcritus,s, out of,' and succus, a juice. The action of
skilled.'
Skilful, or of good experience.
A sucking.
physician, charged with the duty of making a
EXSUDATIO, Ephidrosis.
report upon any case of legal medicine.
EXSUFFLATIO, Ecphysesis.
EXPlRA'TiON, Edpnoe, Ecpneumato'sis,
EXTAS1S, Ecstasis.
Ecpneu'sis, from cxpirare, (ex, and spirare.) 'to
EXTEMPORANEOUS, Extempora'neus,
breathe out.' The act of expelling, from the Extempora'lis, from ex, and tempore, 'out of the
chest, the air received in during inspiration.
Those prescriptions are called extemtime.'
EX'PIRATORY, Expirutio'ni inser'viens.\ poraneous,'or magistral (q. v.), which are made
The expiratory muscles are all those which on the spot, and composed according to the precontribute to diminish the cavity of the chest scription of the physician.
DES DOIGTS,
EXTEJYSEUR
for the purpose of expelling the air contained
c. Commun des
in the lungs, or of producing expiration. These Extensor digitorum communis
muscles are, chiefly, the intercostals, triangu- ortcils. Extensor communis digitorum pedis c.
e.
laris sterni, quadratus lumborum, serratus pos- Court du pouce, Extensor pollicis brevis
e.
ticus inferior, the oblique and recti muscles of Long du pouce, Extensor longus pollicis
abdomen,
digitorum
the
the sacro-lumbalis, &c.
Petit des oitcils, Extensor brevis
EXPLORA'TION, Explora'tio, from explo- pedis e. Propre du petit doigt, Extensor prorare,
to search into.'
The act of observing prius minimi digiti e. Propre de I Index, Exand attentively examining or investigating tensor proprius indicis.
ivery thing connected with a case of disease.
EXTENSIBILITY, Extensibil' itas. A proThe word is chiefly used, in this sense, by the perty, possessed by certain bodies, of being ca;

'

'

'

'

I

j

COMMUN

—

—

'

French

pable of extension or elongation.

practitioners.

EXPLORATORIUM, Sound.
EXPRES'SION, Expres'sio,Ecpies'mos,

EXTENSIO, Tetanus.
EXTEN'SION, Exten'sio,

Ecth-

I/psis,
ex, 'out of,' and premere, to press.'
The act of compressing a substance, for the
purpose of separating from it the fluids which
Also, the manner in which impresil contains.
oions, made upon us, are depicted; especially
in the traits of the countenance.
Sweat of Expression, (F.) Sueur d'expression, is a term given to the passive perspiration,

from

'

observable in very debilitated individuals.
EXPULSIO, Excretion— e. Fsecum, Defecation.

Tasis, Entasis, CaAnat'asis, from exten'dtre, (ex, and
out.'
An operation, in
stretch
to
tendere,)
Surgery, by which we pull strongly, either
with the hands alone, or by straps, a fractured
or luxated limb, to restore it to its natural posiIt is the opposite of Counter-extension.
tion.
tat'asis,

'

1

EXTEN'SOR.

A

muscle,
seur.
tain parts.

Same etymon.
whose

office is to

(F.) Extenextend cer-

Extensor Brevis Digito'rum Pedis, Ped'Cakaneo-vhatanginien commun, of Dumas;

icus,

EXPUL'SIVE,

Expel'lens, Expulso'rius, from Muscle pidieux, Muscle petit exttnseur desorteils,
An expulsive hand- Calcaneosus-phalangettiencommun (Ch.,) Cardage, (F.) Bandage expulsif, is one constructed rt du pied; Short Extensor of the Toes.
muswith the view of compressing a part,from which cle, situate on the dorsal region of the foot. It
we are desirous of expelling pus, serum, &c. arises from the external surface of the calcaCertain medicines were, formerly, called expul- neum, and at the anterior edge of a ligament,
si.ves, which were believed to have the power of which unites that bone to the astragalus.
Andriving the humours towards the skin ; as dia- teriorly, each of its divisions terminates by a
phoretics and sudorifics.
successively,
fixed,
at
is
which
small tendon,
Ancemia.
the superior part of the posterior extremity of
EXSANGUIS, Exanguious.
the first phalanx of the great toe, and to the
Sarcoma.
second and last phalanges of the next three
VIRIL1UM, Castration.
Its use is to extend the first four toes,
toes.
EXSECTUS, Castratus, Eunuch.
and to direct them a little outwards.
expellere,

'

—

to drive away.'

A

—

EXSANGUINITV,

EXSARCOMA,
EXSECTIO

EXSICCATIO,

Drying.

EXSICCATIVA, Desiccativa.
EXSOLUTIO, Ec.lysis.
EXSPUIT'lON, Expidfio, Spuitf'io,

Extensor Carpi Radialis Brevis, see Radialis— e. Carpi radialis longus, see Radialis e.
Carpi ulnaris, see Cubital muscles.

—

Sputa'
tio, Ptysma, Anachremp'sis, Apochremp'sis, Pty' out of,' and
spuo, ' I spit.' Resis, from ex,
jection of the matters accumulated in the pha-

rynx and larynx

;

spitting.

Extensor Digitorum Commu'nis, Extensor
digitorum communis manus cum extenstfrg proprio auricula'ris, Digitorum Tensor ; Epiconf Ch ,)
dylo-sus-phalangetlien commun
Com-

mon Extensor of the
'out commun des Doigls.

—

'

Fingers.

(F

—

Extrnscur
long, flattened muscle;
)

Ex'strophy, from i|,
A
Extrover'sio, Extro- simple above, and divided into four portions
used
by
M.
Chaussier
for
situate
at the posterior part of
cer- inferiorly. It is
version. A term,
tain displacements of organs, and especially of the forearm; arises from the external tuberosity of the humerus; from the aponeurosis of
the urinary bladder.
ExsiKOPHiAor Exstrophy of the Bladder, the forearm, and from the aponeurotic septa
is a faulty confor- situate between it and the neighbouring mus(F.) Reiiversement de la Vessie,

EXSTROPH'IA,

of,'

and

OTQoipii,

'

turning.'

1

EXTENSOR

and is inserted at the posterior surface of
the second and third phalanges of the last four
The muscle extends the phalanges of
the last four fingers upon each other, and upon
the metacarpal bone. It can, also, extend the
hand on the forearm.
Extensor Commu'nis Digitorum Pedis, E.
Longus Digitorum Pedis, E. Digitorum longus,
Pironeo-tibi-sus-phalangetlien commun, Cnernodactyl se us, Peroneo-sus-phulangettien commun..
(F.) Extenseur commun des Orteils. This muscle also, is, situate at the anterior part of the
leg.
It is long, thin, flattened, simple, and
fleshy above, and divided into four tendons below.
It arises from the outer tuberosity of the
tibia and the anterior surface of the fibula, and
is inserted into the superior part of the posterior extremity of the second and third phalanges
of the last four toes. It extends the three phalanges of these toes.
Extensor Digitorum Longus, E. communis
digitorum pedis e. Longus digitorum pedis,
E. communis digitorum pedis e. Proprius hallucis, E. proprius pollicis pedis
e. Indicis, E.
proprius indicis e Internodii ossis pollicis, E.

cles,

fingers.

—

—
longus pollicis —

e.

longus

EXTRACT
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—

—

Primi internodii, Abductor

pollicis.

Extensor Proprius Min'imi Dig"iti, Epicon-

—

dylo-sus-plialangetlien dupetit doigt,
(Ch.,) (F.)
Extenseur propre du petit doigt. Situate on the
inside of the Extensor communis digitorum. It
arises from the external condyle of the os hu-

meri and the aponeurotic septa seated between
it, the extensor communis digitorum, and the
extensor carpi ulnaris; and is inserted into the
Its use
last two phalanges of the little finger.
is to extend the little finger, and even the hand

posterior part of the npper extremity of the
second and third phalana of the index finger.
It extends the three phalanges of the index
finger; and has, besides, the same uses as the
other extensors of the fingers.
Extensor Pro'prius Vol'ucis Pedis; E. proprius Hal'/ucis, E. longus (Douglas.) E. Pollicis longus, Ptroneo-sus-phalangien du pouce,

du

P6ron6o-sus-phalangtttien

pouce,

— (Ch.)

This muscle

is situate at the anterior part of the
fleshy, broad, flat above ; small and
tendinous below. It arises from the anterior
part of the middle third of the fibula; and is inserted into the posterior part of the superior
extremity of the last phalanx of the great toe.
It extends the last phalanx of the great toe upon

leg.

It is

the first; and the
pal bone.

first

upon the

Extensor Primi Internodm,

—

first

E

metacar-

pollicis bre-

Secundi internodii, E. pollicis brevis,
Extensor longus pollicis e. Secundi internodii indicis proprius, E. proprius indicis
e. Tere. Tertii intii internodii, E. longus pollicis
vis

e.

—

—

ternodii indicis, Prior annularis
ternodii minimi digiti, Abductor

—

— e.

—

Tertii in-

minimi digiti
manus, Abductor

e. Ossis metacarpi pollicis
longus pollicis e. Pollicis longus, E. proprius
pollicis pedis— e. Pollicis secundus, E. Longus

—

pollicis

brevis

—

—

e.

e.

Minor
Primus

pollicis

manus, E. pollicis
Abductor longus

pollicis,

pollicis.

Extensor Tarsi Magnus E. Tarsi sura'lis.
name given, by some anatomists, to the gas;

A

trocnemius and soleus combined.

Extensor Tarsi Minor, Plantar muscle.

EXTENUATIO.

Emaciation.

EXTERNAL DISEASES,

E.ctrin'sic

Dis-

upon the forearm.

euses, Morbi extrin'seci. Surgical Diseases, (F.)
Extensor Pol'licis Brevis, Extensor minor Maladies externes. Those diseases which ocpollicis mantis, E. primi interno'dii, E. pol'licis cupy the surface of the body, and which form
primus, E. secun'di interno'dii (Douglas,) E. the object of Surgical Pathology, requiring,

secun'di interno'dii ossis pol'licis;

—

Cubilo-sus-

generally, external

means

or surgical opera-

phalangien du pouce, (Ch.,) (F.) Court exten- tions.
EXTERNUS AURIS, Laxator tympani— e.
seur du pouce. Seated at the posterior and inIt is thin, long, and Mallei Laxator tympani.
ferior part of the forearm.
EXTEST1CULATUS, Castratus, Eunuch.
broader at its middle than at the extremities.
EXTINC'TIO VOCIS, (F.) Extinction dc
It arises from the posterior surface of the ulna
and the interosseous ligament, and is inserted voix. The French use this term for cases in
behind the superior extremity of the first pha- which the voice is not wholly suppressed, but
lanx of the thumb. It extends the thumb, and produces only feeble sounds. Incomplete aphonia.
Extinction of Mer'cury, Extinc'tio Mercu'aids in supination.
Extensor Poi/licis Longus; Extensor major rii vel Hydmr'gyri. Trituration of mercury
pol'licis manus, Extensor sccundi interno'dii, Ex- with lard or other substance, until the metallic
tensor pollicis secun'dus, Extensor ter'tii inter- globules disappear. The mercury is then so
no'dii (Douglas), Extensor interno'dii ossis pol'- divided, that it forms a black powder, generally
(Ch.,) considered to be a protoxide of mercury, but,
licis, Cubito-sus-pkalangettien du pouce,
(F.) Muscle long extenseur du pouce. This mus- perhaps, erroneously.
at
and
seated
fusiform;
is
and
EXTIRPATION, Extirpdtio,Mla'tio, Apace1 flat,
long,
cle is
the posterior part of the forearm. It arises from resis, from exlirpa're, (ex, and stirps,) to root
the posterior surface of the ulna and the inte- out.' The complete removal or destruction of
rosseous ligament, and is inserted at the poste- any part, either by cutting instruments or the
Thus, we speak of the exrior part of the superior extremity of the first action of caustics.
phalanx of the thumb. It extends the last pha- tirpation of a cancer, polypus, encysted tumour,
first.
&c.
lanx of the thumb upon the
EXTOMIUS. Eunuch.
Extensor Pro'prius In'dicis; E proprius
EXTRA- PELVIO-PU BITROCIIANTERIprimi dig'iti manus, E. In'dicis, Indica'tor, Ex~
tensor sccun'di. interno'dii in'dicis pro'prius, Cu- EJY, Obturator externus.
EXTRACT,Extractum-e. of Aconite, Extracbito-susplia/angettien de I' Index,— (Ch.,) (F.)
Extenseur propre de I'Index. This muscle is tuin Aconiti- e. of Aconite, alcoholic, Extractum
than
at
Aconiti Alcoholicum e. of Aloe3, purified, Exlong and thin; broader in the middle
the extremities; and js situate at the posterior tractum Aloes purificatum e. of Bark, Extracpart of the forearm, it arises from the poste- tum cinchonas e. of Bark, resinous, Extractum
e. of Belladonnas, Extracrior btafice of the ulna, and is inserted at the cinchona? resinosum
,

—

'

—

—

—

—

EXTRACTION
turn Belladonntc

—

e.

of Belladonna, alcoholic,
e. of Bit-

Extractum Belladonna; alcolmlicum
tersweet, Extractum e. of Broom

—

EXTRACTUM
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—

extract. Gelatinous extracts are those composed
resinous extiacts, those
especially of gelatin
;

of a resinous character extract'to- resinous those
tractum cacuminum genista
e. of Butternut,
composed of extractive or colouring matter and
Extractum Juglandis— e. of Cascarilla, resinous, resin. Gum-resinous, those containing gum and
Extractum Cascarilla? Resinosum e. of Chamo- resin; and sapona'ceous or saponu'eeous saline,
mile, E. anthemidis e. of Cinchona, Extrac- those containing a notable quantity of saline
tum Cinchona?— e.ofColocynth, Extractum Co- substances and a resinous matter, so combined
locynthidis e. of Colocynth, compound, Ex- with mucus and other soluble substances, that
tractum Colocynthidis compositum e. of Dan- they cannot be separated.
delion, Extractum taraxaci
Extractum Absin'thii Cacu'minum, Extract
e. of Elaterium,
Extractum Elaterii e. of Gentian, Extractum of wormwood. (A decoction defecated and evapoGentianre e. of Hemlock, Extractum cicuta? rated.) The flavour is dissipated along with the
Dose, gr. x.
It is a bitter tonic.
e. of Hellebore, black, Extractum Hellebori essential oil.
to J}j in pill.
e. of Hemlock, alcoholic, Extractum Conii
Extractum Aconi'ti, Extract of aconite. SueAlcoholicum e. of Henbane, Extractum hyoscyami e. of Henbane, alcoholic, Extractum cus spissa'tus aconiti napclli, (from the inspissaHyoscyami alcoholicum e. of Hops, Extrac- ted juice without defecation.) It is esteemed to
tum humuli e. of Jalap, Extractum Jalapa? be narcotic and diuretic; and has been given in
e. of Li- the cases referred to under aconitum. Dose, gr.
e. of Lettuce, Extractum lactuca?
quorice, Extractum glycyrrhiza? e. of Log- j, gradually increasing it.
Mayapple,
hasmatoxyli
e.of
Extractum Aconi'ti Alcohoi/icum, AlcoholExtractum
wood,
Extractum Podophylli e. of Meat, sapona- ic Extract of Aconite, (Jiconit. in pulv. crass.
ceous, Osmazome e. of Oak Bark, Extractum Ibj Alcohol, dilut. Oiv. Moisten the aconite with
half a pint of diluted alcohol
e. of White Poppy, Extractum
corticis quercus
let it stand for
papaveris e. of Quassia, Extractum Quassia? 24 hours: transfer it to a displacement apparatus and gradually add the remainder of the
e. of Rhae. of Quinia, Extractum Quinia?
tany, Extractum Krameria? e. of Rhubarb, Ex- diluted alcohol. When the last portion of this
tractum rhei e. of Rue, Extractum ruta? e. has penetrated the aconite, pour in from time to
of Sarsaparilla, Extractum Sarsaparilla?— e. of time water sufficient to keep the powder coSavine, Extractum foliorum sabina? e. of Stra- vered Stop the filtration when the liquid which
monium, Extractum Stramonii e. of Valerian, passes begins to produce a precipitate, as it falls,
Extractum Valeriana? e. of Wormwood, Ex- in that which has already passed. Distil off the
alcohol, and evaporate to a proper consistence
tractum cacuminum absinthii.
EXTRACTION, Extrac'tio, Exafresis, Ex- Ph. U. S)
Extractum Al'oes Purifica'tum, Pu'rifad
o<ro'ge, ExolcS, Exelcys'mus, Enchylo'sis, from
The extract of aloes. (The gummy part extracted by
extrahere, (ex, and trahere,) to draw out
an
extraneous
from
boiling
removing
substance
water, defecated and inspissated.) Dose,
act of
any part of the body. Thus, a splinter is said gr. v. to gr. xv.
It is, also, applied to the remoExtractum Anthem'idis, E. anthemidis no'to be extracted.
val of certain parts. The cataract is said to be bills, E. chumseme'li,E. florum chamarme'li, Exextracted : a tooth is extracted, when carious, &c. tract of Cham'omile. The volatile oil is dissiSame etymon. A pecu- pated in this preparation. It is a pure, grateful
liar, immediate principle, which has been ad- bitter, and is tonic and stomachic.
Dose, gr. x
mitted in extracts. Thus bitter extractive is the to gr. xx in pills.
principle
of
bitter
vegetables,
&c.
immediate
Extractum Asparagi, see Asparagus.
Extrac'tum,Opos, Chylis'ma,
Extractum Belladon'nje, Succus spissa'tus
Ecchyli/ma, (F.) Extrait. An extract is pre- at'ropae belladon'na, Extract of Belladon'nn, (an
pared by evaporating vegetable solutions, till expressed juice, inspissated.) Properties, same
a tenacious mass is obtained. When prepared as those of the plant. Dose, gr. £, gradually
from an infusion or decoction, it is called a wa- increased to gr. v. Dilates the pupil when aptery ; from a tincture, a spirituous extract. Both plied to the eye.
kinds contain all the principles of the vegetable,
Extractum Belladonna Alcoholicum, Althat are soluble in the menstrua with which they coholic Extract of Belladonna. (Prepared like
are prepared; butthe volatile parts aredissipated, the Extractum Aconiti Alcoholicum. Ph. U.S.)
and some of the fixed parts are decomposed;
Extractum Cascaril'ljE Resino'sum, Res'the proper extractive is oxygenized, and the inous extract of cascarilla, (Cort. cascarilla. in
virtues of the vegetable substance consequently pulv. crass. Ibj Sp. vini rect. ftiv.
Digest for
altered or destroyed. Extracts are hard or soft; four days; then decant and strain; boil the
the consistence of the soft being such as to re- residuum in ten pints of water to two; filter
tain the pilular form without the addition of and evaporate the decoction, and distil the tinca powder. A patent was taken out some years ture in a retort, till both are thickened ; then
ago by a Mr. Barry, of London, for preparing mix and evaporate to a pilular consistence.)
them in vacuo; and, as the temperature is much Dose, gr. x to gr. xx in pills.
lower than in the ordinary method, the virtues
Extractum Catharticum, E. Colocynthidis
of the plant are less altered, and the extracts compositum e. Catechu, Catechu e. Chaine. Cicutre, E Conii.
are generally green. Extracts are also prepared mremeli, E Anthemidis
Extractum Cathol'icum, (F.) Extrait Cathoby Displacement or Percolation, (q v.) They
have, likewise, received different names accord- litjue. This epithet is given to pills composed
ing to their predominant principle. The Gun of aloes, black hellebore, and colocynth, resin
my or mucous, or mucilaginous, are those which of jalap, and scammony. See, also, Extractum
are mainly composed of gum or mucilige. Gum colocynthidis compositum.
Extuactum Ciscuo'sm, Extract of Cincho'tragacanth may be considered a pure gummy
1

—

—

—
—

;

,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Ex-

—

—

—

tops,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

:

—

—

—

—

—

—

'

—

'

EXTRACTIVE

EXTRACTUM,

—

—

—

—

—

EXTRACTUM

na, E. Corticis Peruvia'ni, E. Cincho'na Molll,
E. nf Bark.
(A decoction evaporated.) The
active principles are similar to those of the
bark in substance but it is not so effectual
owing to the chymical change induced in the
drug, during the boiling. When reduced, by
drying, to a state fit for being powdered, it is
called the Hard Extract of Bark, Extrac'tum
Cor'ticis Peruvia'ni durum, E. Cincho'na: du;

rum.

Dose,

gr.

x

to £ss.

Extractum Cinchona Resino'sum, E.

Cin-

E. Cinchonx rubrx resino'sum, Res'inous Extract of Bark, E. Cincho'nx
chonce. luncifo'lix,

Resinx. The aqueo-spirituous extract contains
both the extractive and resin of the bark. Dose,
gr. x. to xxx.
Extractum Cinchona of the Pharmacopoeia
of the United States, (1842,) is directed to be
prepared as follows
Peruvian Bark, in coarse
powder, fljj
Alcohol, Oiv; Water, a sufficient
quantity.
Macerate the Peruvian Bark with
the alcohol for four days; then filter by a dis:

;

placement

apparatus, and when the liquid
ceases to pass, pour gradually on the bark water sufficient to keep its surface covered. When
the filtered tincture measures four pints, set it
aside, and proceed with the filtration until six
pints of infusion are obtained.
Distil off the
alcohol from the tincture and evaporate the infusion till the liquids are respectively brought
to the consistence of thin honey; then mix and
evaporate to form an extract. Ph. U. S )
Extractum Colocyn'thidis, Extract of Col'ocyntli.
A cathartic, in the dose of from gr. v

—

Extractum Colocyn'thidis Compos'itum,
Extractum

Cathar'ticum,

E.

Cathol'icum, E.
Querceta'ni.
Compound Extract of Colocynth
(Colocynth. pulp, cuncis. ^vj. Aloes pulv. ^xij;
Scammon. pulv. giv ; Cardamom, pulv. gi.j Alcoliol. dilut. cong.
Macerate the pulp in the
spirit, al a gentle heat, for four days; strain;
add the aloes and scammony; then distil off
the spirit and mix in the cardamom seeds. Ph.
U. S.) It is a powerful cathartic, and is used
in obstinate visceral obstructions, &c. Dose,
gr. vj to 3ss.
Extractum Coni'i, E. Cicu'ta, Succus ciculx
spissa'tus, Extract of Hemlock, Succus spissatvs
{Expressed juice, inspissated,
conii mucula'ti.
Employed in the same
without defecation.)
cases as the Conium. Dose, gr. iij to Qj.

Extractum Conii Alcohol'icum,

Alcoholic

(Prepared like the ExExtract of Hemlock.
tractum Aconiti alcoholicum. Ph. U. S.)

—

Extractum Convolvuli Jalapa,

E. jalapse
e. Cin
e. Corticis Peruviani, E. Cinchona?
chonae.
Extractum Dulcama'ra, Extract of Bittersweet.

sweet

displacement— Ph. U.

S.)
Properties like the
x to zss.
Extract of Li;
quorice.
(The evaporated decoction.) It is demulcent, taken, ad libitum.

Gentian.

Dose,

—

(Prepared by displacement from
powder. Ph. U. S.)

in coarse

—

Extractum Elate'rii,

bitter-

Elate'rium, Extract

Thefccula of the expressed juice.")
It is violently cathartic, hydragogue, and sometimes emetic. Dose, gr. ss. every hour till it
of Elaterium.

(

gr.

Extractum Glycyrrhi'za

Refined Liquorice, which is sold in the form
of cylinders, is made by gently evaporating a
solution of the pure extract of liquorice with
half its weight of
Arabic, rolling the mass
and cutting it into lengths, and then polishing,
by rolling them together in a box.
Extractum H/ematox'yli, E. Hxmatox'yli
Campechia'ni, E. Scobis Hxmutoxyli, Extract of
Logwood.
(The evaporated decoction.)
It is
astringent Dose, gr. x to £j.

Gum

Extractum Radi'cis Helleb'ori Nigri,
Ext. of Black Htlt'ebore root, E. Hellebori nigri.
(The evaporated decoction.) In large doses, this
is cathaitic; in smaller, diuretic, resolvent (?)
and ernmenagogue (?). Dose, as a cathartic, gr.
x to Qj; as an ernmenagogue, "&c. gr. iij togr. x.
Extractum Hellebori, of the Pharmacopoeia,
of the United States (1842) is prepared from
Black Hellebore, in coarse powder, like the

Extractum Aconiti Alcoholicum.
Extractum Hu'muli, Extract of hops,
evaporated decoction.) It is tonic, anodyne

(the
(?),

Dose, gr. v to Zj.
Extractum Hyoscy'ami, Extract of Henbane,
Succus spissa'tus Hyoscyami nigri, Succ Spiss.
diuretic

(?).

Hyosctjami. (The expressed juice, inspissated
without defecation.)
Its virtues are narcotic.

Dose,

gr. v. to

ijj-

Extractum Hyoscyami Alcohol'icum,
holic Extract

to %ss.

—

EXTRACTUM
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Alco-

of Henbane. (Prepared from leaves

of Hyoscyamus, in coarse powder, like the Extractum Aconiti Alcoholicum. Ph. U. S.)
Extractum Jala'pje, E. Convol'vuli Jalapx,
E. Jala'pii, Extract of Jalap, E. Jala'pi. (A

—

spirituous tincture, distilled; and an aqueous decoction evaporated; the residua being mixed together: kept both soft and hard.) It is cathartic

and hydragogue.

Dose,

gr.

x

to Qj.

Extractum Jalaps Resino'sum,
Extract of Jalap.

This

Extractum Jalafa

Res'inous

cathartic.
of the Ph. U. S.
is

is

pre-

pared like the Extractum Cinchonas Ph. U. S.
Extractum Juglan'dis, Extract of Butternut.
(Prepared by displacement from Butternut, in coarse powder. Ph. U. S
)
Extractum Krame'ria, Extract of Rhatany
(Prepared by displacement from Rhatany, in
coarse powder. Ph. U. S.)
Extractum Lactu'ca, Extract of Lettuce,
Succus spissa'tus Lactucx sati'vx. (Leaves of
fresh lettuce fljj; beat them in a stone mortar,
sprinkling them with water; then express the
juice and evaporate, without allowing it to subside, until it acquires a proper degree of consistence.)
It is said to be narcotic and diaphoretic.
Dose, gr. iij. to gr. x.
An extract is, sometimes, made from the juice
of the wild lettuce, Lactuca viro'sa, which is regarded as diuretic.

—

—

Extractum Nucis Vomica Spirituosum,

see

Strychnos nux vomica.

Extractum Opii, E. Opii aquo'sum, E. Theba'Extractum Genis't^e Cacu'minum, Extract icum, Extract of Opium, E. Opii guinmo'sum,
Broom
Dose,
Lau'danum
and
stomachic.
Tops.
opia'tum seu simplex, Opium cola'Diuretic
of
tum seu depuja'tum. (A watery solution defecated
3 SS t0 3JExtractum Gkntia'na,!^. Genlia'nx lu'tex, and evaporated.) Dose, gr. ss. to gr. v.
Ext. Radi'cis Gentiu'nx, Extract of Gen'tian.
Extractum Papav'eris, E. Papaceris somnioperates.

{The evaporated decoction.

Prepared also by feri, E. Papaveris

albi,

Extract of white poppy.

—

-

EXTRAVASATION

g

r -'j

plumbi subacetalis— e. Scobis hoematoxyli, E.
hspmatoxyli.

Extractum Stramo'nii, Extract

to9J.

Extractum Panchymago'gum.

A

drastic

medicine, composed of colocynth, bruised icith
its seeds; senna bruised; black hellebore root,
Agaric, Scammony in powder, Extract of Aloes
and pvicder of Diarrhodon.

Extractum Podophylli, Extract of MayPrepared from the Podophyllum, in
coarse powder, in the same manner as the Extractum Cinchona;.— Ph. U. S.
Extractum Purgans, see Hedera helix e.
Quercetani, E. Colocynlhidis compositum.
Extractum Quassia, Extract of Quassia.
(Prepared by displacement from Quassia rasped.
—Ph. U. S.)
Extractum Cor'ticis Qujercus, Extract of
apple.

—

oak bark.

(The decoction, evaporated.)

It

is

;

EXTUMEFACTIO
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(The decoction evaporated.) It possesses nearly
the same virtues as opium, but is weaken Dose

—

(Seeds of stramonium,

1
of Slramo '

boiling water,
one gallon. Macerate for four hoars in a vessel
slightly covered, near the fire; then lake them out
and bruise them in a stone mortar and return
them again to the fluid when theij are bruised.
Boil the liquor down to 4 pints, and strain while
niuin.

lb),

Finally, evaporate to a proper thickPh. L.) In the Pharm. U. S., Extractum
is the expressed juice inspissated,
The Extractum Stramonii Scminis is made as
follows:
Stramonium seed, groux\d into powder,
Diluted Alcohol, q. s. Having rubbed the
lbj.
powder with diluted alcohol, Oss, introduce the
mixture into an apparatus for displacement, and
pour upon it, gradually, diluted alcohol, till the
liquid passes colourless.
Distil off the alcohol
from the filtered liquor, and evaporate the residue to the proper consistence. Used as a narcotic in asthma and other spasmodic affections.

it

is hot.

ness.

Stramonii

astringent and tonic.
Extractum QuiNia:, Quinix sulphas impu'rrvs. This is made by evaporating the liquor
poured off the crystals of sulphate of quinia to Dose, gr. ij to gr. x.
the consistence of a pilularmass. Twenty-four
Extractum Tarax'aci, Ext. Herbse el Radi'grains will generally arrest an intermittent.
cis Tarax'aci, Extract of Dandcli'on. (A strained
Extractum Rhei, Extract of Rhubarb. Uses, decoction evaporated.) It has been considered delike those of the powdered root.
Dose gr. x. to obstruent, laxative, and diuretic. Dose,gr. x tozj.
ss
Extractum Thebaicum, E. Opii.
o
Extractum Ru'dii, Extract of Riidius, (F.)
Extractum Valehia'nje, Extract of Vale'Extrait de Radius. Pills made of Colocynth, rian. (An expressed decoction, evaporated.) The
agaric, scammony, Roots of black hellebore and virtues of the valerian being dependent upon
jalap, socotrine aloes, cinnamon, mace, cloves, its essential oil, this is an objectionable prepaand alcohol.
ration.
Dose, gr. x to ^j.
Extractum Rutje Graveolen'tis, E. folio'
There are some other extracts in the Amerirum Rutae, Extract of Rue, Extractum Rutm. (A can and other Pharmacopoeias, but they are
decoction evaporated.)
Tonic, stomachic. The prepared in the ordinary mode, and possess
volatile oil being dissipated in the boiling; this merely the virtues of the plants.
They are,
besides, generally of an unimportant character.
is not a good preparation.
Dose, gr. x to ^j.
EXTRAIT, Extract— e. Alcoholique de noix
Extractum Folio'rum Sabi'n^e, Extract of
Savine. (A decoction evaporated ) Tonic. The vomique, see Strychnos nux vomica
e.
des
same remarks may be made on this preparation Fruits, Rob.
'
as on the last. Dose, gr. x to gss.
EXTRA'NEOUS BODY, from extra, withExtractum Sarsaparil'l^;, Extract of Sar- out.' Corpus extra! ncum, C.ixter'num, C.alie'saparil'la.
num,
(F.) Corps Hrangcr. Any solid, liquid, or
strained
decoction,
(A
evaporated.)
Virtues the 6ame as those of the powdered root. gaseous substance, inanimate or animate, proDose, gr. x to gj.
ceeding from without or formed in the body
Extfactum Sarsaparills: of the United and which constitutes no part of the body, but
States Pharmacopoeia, (1842,) is prepared from occupies, in the substance of the textures or
Sarsaparilla, in coarse powder, like the Extrac- some of the cavities, a place foreign to it.
tum Aconiti Alcoholicum.
Extraneous bodies may be grouped as in the
Extractum Saturni, Goulard's, Liquor following table:
'

1.

Proceeding from

v>ith~

out.

Inanimate Bodies
2.

Formed

1.

Participating inthe life

in the body.

They may be introduced by the natural
( These are numberless.
ways or by accidental openings.
}
(Calculi.
< Effusion of blood, pus, urine, or air, into parts not naturally
(

Animated Bodies.

of the individual.
2. Having a separate existence.

EXTRA VASA'Tl ON,

S

containing them.
Cysts, &x. of every kind developed in the different organs.

)

Parasitic animals, as worms, &c.

EXTRIN'SIC, Extrin'secus. That which
from
Escape of comes from without. This term has been used
fluids from the vessels containing them, and for muscles, which surround certain organs and
infiltration or effusion of those fluids into the attach them to the neighbouring parts in order
surrounding textures.
to distinguish them from other muscles, which
EXTREM'ITY, Extrem'itas; from extremus, enter into the intimate composition of these
'the outermost;' the end or termination of a organs, and which have been named intrinsic.
thing. The limbs have been so called, as the Thus, there are extrinsic and intrinsic muscles
upper and lower extremities. It has been, also, of the tongue, ear, &c.
EXTROVERSIO, Exstrophia.
used to express the last moments of life; as
extra,

'out

of,'

and vasa,

Extravasa'tio,

'vessels.'

;

—

when we

say, a patient

is

mulade est a V extrtmiti
See Membrum.

le

in 'extremity,' (F/)
a toute extrdmite .
,
1

EXTUBERANTIA, Protuberance.
EXTUBERATIO, Protuberance.
EXTUMEFACTIO, Swelling.

—

—
EXTUSSIO
EXTUS'SIO,
1

from

ex,

and

tussis,

'

a cough.'

Size of pupil seen through the cornea,
0.27 to 0.13
cize ol pupil diminished by
magnifying

cough with expectoration.'

EXU'BER,

FACHUNGEN
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from ex, 'out

of,'

'devoid

power ot cornea to,
.
.
0.25 to 0.12
Radius of the anterior surface of the crys-

of,'

and u'bera, the breasts;' Apogalac'tos. 'A child,
which has been weaned.'
EXULCERATIO, Ecthlimma, Ulceration.
EXUMB1LICATIO, Exomphalos.
'

talline,

Radi us of posterior surface, Princip il local disance of lens,
Distance of the ceuire of the optic nerve
from the foramen crntrale, of Stimmeriri",
Cauterization.
Distance (if the iris from the cornea,
.
Sax. ea 5) Teuton.
O'culus, Dist.mce of the iris from the antei'ior surlace of the crystalline.
Ops, Omma, Ophthal'mos, Illos, Op'titos, (Doric,)
Field of vision above a horizontal line,
50
(F.) (Eil.
The eye is the immediate organ of Field
of vision below a horizontal line,
70
vision.
It is sealed in the orbit, whilst its de- Field of vision in a
horizontal plane,
pendencies, called, by Haller, Tutam'ina Oduli, Diameer of the crystalline in a woman
above fifty ve«rs of age,
occupy the circumference of the cavity, and
are composed of the eyebrows, the eyelids, Diameter of the cornea,
Thickness of the crystalline,
cilia, glands of Meibomius, &c.
The Bali, Thickness of the cornea,
.
.
-

EXUSTIO,
EYE,

0.30
0.-22

1.73
0.11

0.10

Auge,

0.0-2

120°
'

150"

I

Globe, or Bulb of the Eye,

0.378
0.400
0.172
0.042

covered anteriorly
EYEBRIGHT, Euphrasia officinalis.
is moved by six
Eve Glass, Scaphiuru oculare e. Cat's,
muscles, four straight and two oblique, and is
Amaurotic,
see Amaurotic e. Gum of the,
constituted of membranes, as the sclerotic, cornea, choroid, tunica Jacobi, retina, iris, hyaloid, Chassie e. Lashes, Cilia e. Purulent, Ophthalmia, Purulent, of infants— e. Salve, Singleand in the foetus, the membrana papillaris;
and of fluids, called Humours or Media,— the ton's, Unguenturn hydrargyri nitiico-oxydi;
aqueous, crystalline, and vitreous. The vessels Eye-salve, Smellome's, see Cupri subacetas
of the eye proceed from the ophthalmic artery. e. Sight of the, Pupil.
Evestonf.. The shelly opercula of small turThe nerves, except the optic, are chiefly furnished from the ophthalmic ganglion. The fol- binideffi. Used at Guernsey to get things out
lowing are the dimensions. &.C. of the organ, on of the eyes. Being put into the inner corner
the authorities of Petit, Young, Gordon, and of the eye, under the eyelid, it will work its
way out at the outward corner, rfnd bring out
Brewster:
any strange substance with it. Gray.
Length of the anteroposterior diameter of
Eve of Tvi-hon, Scilla e. Water, common,
the eye,
0.9] Liquor
zinci sulphatis cum camphora— e. Water,
Vertical chord of the cornea,
0.45
Versed sine of the cornea,
•
n.n blue, Liquor cupri ammoniati— e. Watery, Epiis

by the tunica conjunctiva;

—

.....

Horizontal chord of the cornea,

-

-

—

0.47

—

—
—

—

—

phora.

F.

—

FABA JGGYPTIACA,

Nymphtea nelumbo

—

Cathartica, Jatropha curcas f. Crassa, Sedum telephium f. Febrifuga, Iornatia amara
f. Graca,
Diospyros lotus f. Tndica, Ignatia
f.

—

—

tention to medical physiognomy, we can often
detect the seat of the disease.
Hippocrates has well depicted the change,

which it experiences in one exhausted by lontr
Pechurim, Tetranthera pechurim f. sickness, by great evacuations, excessive hunPurgatrix, Ricinus communis f. Sancti Igna- ger, watchfulness, &c, threatening
dissolution.
tii. Itfnatia amara
f. Suilla, Hyoscyamus.
Hence this state has been called the Fades

amara

—

—

f.

—

—

FABAGELLE, Zygophyllum fagabo.
FABARIA CRASSULA, Sedum telephium.

FACE, Fades Vultus, Proso'pon. The face
is the anterior part of the head.
It is formed
of 13 bones, viz the tioo superior maxillary, the
two malar, the two ossa nasi, the two ossa unguis, the vomer, the two ossa spono-iosa infe-

Hippocral'ica, or Fades Cadaver'ica, F. TorIn this, the nose is pinched; the eyes
are sunk; the temples hollow; the ears cold,
and retracted; the skin of the forehead tense,
and dry; the complexion livid; the lips pendent, relaxed, and cold, &c.
lua'lis.

The term Face, (F.) is likewise given to one
two palate bones, and the inferior of the aspects of an organ; thus, we say. the
maxillary, without including the frontal portion superior face of the stomach.
of the os frontis, and the 32 teeth, which may
FACE, JNJEC TEE, see Vultueux—f. Vulbe considered to form part of it. Its numerous tueuse, see Vultucux.
muscles are chiefly destined for the organs of
FACETTE'. (F.) Diminutive of
rior a, the

sight, hearing, taste,

and smell.

A

Its

arteries

proceed from the external carotid; its veins end
in the jugular, and its nerves draw their origin
immediately from the brain.
The face experiences alterations in disease,
which it is important to attend to. It is yellow
in jaundice, pale and puffy in dropsy; and its
expression is very different according to the
seat of irritation, so that, in infants, by an at-

face.
small face: a small, circumscribed portion of
the surface of a bone, as the articular facette of

a bone.

FACHUNGEN, MINERAL WATERS

OF.

These springs are at no great distance from those
of Geilenau (q. v.) They contain free carbonic
acid
carbonate, sulphate, and phosphate of
;

soda; chloride of sodium, carbonate of lime,

magnesia and

iron.

—
FACIES
FACIES, Face—

FALMOUTH

20G

f. Cadavcrica, see Face— f.
was given internally like the balsams generally.
pedis, Sole
Vir'idS,
f. Hippocratica, see Face
The East India Tucamahac, Hal' so
f. Inferior pedis, Sole
f. Tortualis, see Face
O'leurn Ma'ria:, Bul'somum Cul'aba, Batsamum
by
yielded
the
Culoplnjtvert,
is
Baume
FACIAL, Facia'lis; belonging to, or con- mariae,
nected with, the face.
lum inophy/'lum.
Fagara Piperi'ta, (F.) Fagarier poivre ; a
Facial Artery, Labial artery, Angular or external maxillary artery,
(Ch.); native of Japan, posbesses the qualities of pepper,
palato-labial

Concava

—

—

mum

—

—

A

a branch of the external carotid, which rises
beneath the digastricns, and is distributed to almost every part of the face. It furnishes the
inferior palatal, submental, superior labial, inferior labial, and dorsalis nasi.
Facial Nerve, Portio dura of the 7th pair,
Ramus durior sep'thnse conjugatio'nis, Sympathel'icus minor, Res'piratory nerve of the face,
is

Par sep'timum

sivefacia'le,

Commu'nicans faciei

This nerve arises from the inferior and
lateral part of the tuber annulare, in the groove
which separates it from the medulla oblongata
external to the corpora olivaria,and by the side
It issues from the craof the auditory nerve.
nium by the meatus auditor ius interims; enters
the aqueduct of Fallopius; receives a branch of
the Vidian nerve; sends off filaments to the internal muscles of the malleus and stapes; furnishes that called Corda Tympani; makes its
e*it at the foramen stylo-mastoideum, and divides into two branches the temporo-fucial,a.nd
nervus.

,

used, as such, by the Japanese. It
as a rubefacient cataplasm.
POIVRE, Fagara octandra.

and

is

also,

employed

is,

FAGARIER
FAGOPYRUM, Polygonum fagopyrum.
FAGUS CASTA'NEA. The systematic name
Casta'nea, C. vulgaris,
of the Chestnut Tret.
Casta'nea vesca, Lo'pima, Mota, Glans Jovis
Th e»ph rasti,«/m'p iter's Acorn, Sardin'ian Acorn;
the Common Chestnut, (F.) Chataignitr comman. Family. Amentucea?. Sex Syst. Moncecia
Polyandria, The Chestnut, Casta'nea. nux, (F.)
Cliataigne, is farinaceous and nutritious, but
not easy of digestion.

Fagus Castanea Pu'mila.

The Chin'capin

or Chinquapin, Castanea Puntilu, (F.) Chataignier nain. The nut of this American tree is
eaten like the chestnut. The bark, Castanea,
(Ph. U. S .) has been used in intermiltents.
Fagus Syi.vat'ica. The systematic name of
the Beech, Fagus, Oxya, Baton' da, Valanida ;
the Beech Tree, (F ) lletre. The Beech nut or
Beech-mast, (F.) Faine, affords an oil, by excervicofacial^
Vein, Pal'ato-labial (Ch.,) arises pression, which is of a palatable character, and
between the skin and frontalis muscle, and bears is eaten in some places instead of butter. It has
the name V. Fronta'lis; (F.) Veine frontal e ou been supposed to be a good vermifuge, but it is
It then descends vertically, to
no belter than any mild oil.
V. preparate.
FAItiLESSE, Debility.
wards the greater angle of the eye. where it is

—

—

Facial

called Angulu'ris ; and afterwards descends,
FAIM, Hunger—/.
obliquely, on the face, to open into the internal Loup. Fames lupina.

Canine, Boulimia—/. de

jugular, after having received branches, which
FAINE See Fagus sylvatica.
correspond with those of the facial artery. It
FAINTING-FIT, Syncope.
FA1RBURN,
OF.
is only in the latter part of its course that it is
called Facial Vein. Chaussier calls the external The mineral waters at this place, which is in
carotid artery, Facial Artery.
the county of Ross, in Scotland, are sulphureous,
FA'CIENT, faciens, making,' from facio, and frequented.
'
as
in
suffix,
Calefacient, RubefaFAISCEAU PETIT, Fasciculus.
I make.'
Warm making,' red making.'
cient, &c.
FALCAUINA, Scherlievo.
FACTICE, Factitious.
F A L'C I F O R M, Falcifor'mis, Drepano'ides,
FACTITIOUS, Factitius, (F.) Factice, from from falx, 'a scythe,' and forma, 'shape.'
That which is made by art, Having the shape of a scythe. This term has
facere, to make.'
in opposition to what is natural or found al- been applied to different parts.
See Falx and
ready existing in nature. Thus, we say, facti- Sinus.
tious mineral waters, for artificial mineral waters.
Falciform Expansion of the Fascia Lata
Facultas, Power, Virtue. The is the scythe-shaped reflection of the fascia lata,
power of executing any function or act. The which forms, outwards and upwards, the opencollection of the intellectual faculties constitutes ing for the vena sapha?na, and is attached to
say, also, vital faculties the crura] arch by its superior extremity, formthe understanding.
for vital properties, &,c.
ing (lie anterior paries of the canal of the same
FAECAL RETENTION, Constipation.
name
or FALTRANCK, (G.)
FiECES, Plural of Fecx ; Chersx, 'the dregs
of any thing.' Feculence, (q. v.) The alvine literally, a drink against falls. A vulnerary.
evacuations are so called ; (F.) Garde-robes : It is a mixture of several aromatic and slightly
plants, which grow chiefly in the
the excrements; Fseca I matter. See Excrement. astringent
=
Vulniraire
FiECOSITAS, Feculence.
Swiss Alps, and hence the name
F^ECULA, Fecula.
Suisse given to such dried plants, cut into
FjECULENTIA, Feculence.
fragments. They are called, also, Especes Vul-

MINERAL WATERS

'

A

'

'

'

FACULTY,

We

FALLTRANCK

—

FjECUNDATIO, Fecundatio.
FJDCUNDITAS, Fecundity.

nhaires and The

FJEX, Feculence.

FAGA'RA OCTAN'DRA,
beech,'

which

it

resembles.

from fagus,

The

Suisse.

infusion of the Falltranck is aromatic,
and slightly agreeable, but of no use in the
the cases for which it has been particularly recom-

The

<

systematic mended.

FALMOUTH, CLIMATE

OF. Theclimate
name of the plant, which affords Tacamahaca,
a resinous substance, that exudes from the tree. of Falmouth in Cornwall. England, resembles
Tacamahaca, which has a fragrant, delightful that of Penzance (q. v.:) and like it, is in many
smell, was formerly in high estimation, as an respects, a favourable retreat for the phthisical
ingredient in warm, stimulating plasters, and during the winter months.

,

FALSA VIA
FALSA

FALSIFICATION

20;

ter.
The catheter is sometimes passed through
Falsus, JYothus, Pseudo, Spurious, into the rectum.
Fai.se
Wateiis, Hydrallan'te, False Delivery.
Bastard, (F.) Faux. This epithet has been fre-

VIA, False passage.

FALSE,

Water, which sometimes collects between the
amnion and chorion, and is commonly dis-

quently added to peiipneumony, pleurisy, &c,
to designate a disease similar to these, but less
severe. Most commonly, a severe catarrh or
pleurodynia has received the name. See Pe-

charged before the birth of the child.
We say, also, False Ribs, False Rhubarb, &c.
FALSI FICATION, Adultera'tio, from falsus,
ripneumonia Notha.
false,' and facere,
to make.'
A fraudulent
False Passage, Falsa Via, (F.) Fausse Route. imitation or alteration of an aliment or mediAn accidental passage, made in surgical opera- cine by different admixtures. It is synonymous
tions, and particularly in introducing the cathe- with adulteration and sophistication.
'

'

TABLE OF COMMON FALSIFICATIONS OF SOME OF THE MOST USEFUL
DRUGS, &c.
Mode

Adulterations.

Medicines.

of Detection.

G. S. is clammy and tenacious. The A. G. is petfectly
j
soluble in water, and itj solution limpid.
Acetate of harytes causes a white precipitate
( Sulphuric Acid.
evaporating it, the residuum deflagrates, when thrown
By
(
Tu-,
a
1
JVdricAua.
j
^
on burning charcoal.
Copper
Supersaturate with ammonia a blue colour is produced
Lead.
Sulphuretted hydrogen causes a dark precipitate.
D posites by evaporation the salts it may contain; preci<
< Sulphuric Acid.
pitates with solution of hydrochlorate of baryta if it
contains sulphuric acid.
The
presence of chloiine is indicated by a precipitate
'
Muriatic and Sulphuric
with nitrate of silver: that of sulphuric acid by the same
Acid.
result with hydrochlorate of baryta.
The presence of muriatic and nitric acid is indicated by
Muriatic and Nitric Acids.
the smell, when the acid tested is strongly heated.
i
C Their presence is indicated by forming a granular sedi•? Tartaric and Oxalic Acids. <
merit in a concentrated solution of a neutral salt of po<

Gum

Acacia: Gummi.

Senegal.

)

Acetum Destillatcm.

—

I

|_

AclDDM MuRIATICUM.
NlTRICDM.

AciDUM SCLPHURICUM.
ClTRICUM.

Too

dilute.

Its S.

Sulphuric Acid

^Ether Recti ficatus.

-.
AU
°hol
,

,

I

j

Aqua Ammonia.

Carbonic Acid.

Ammonia: Carbonas.
j

\

\

Ammoniacum
r

Antimonii
TUM.

Lead.

Sulphure-

tassa.

(

(

J

solution

is

A

precipitation occurs on adding a solution of muriate of
lime.
should be capable of complete volatilization by
It
heat.
The Guttxe Ammoniaci are white, clear, and dry.
The lump Ammoniacum, lapis Ammoniaci, is often adulterated with common resin.
It ought to be entirely volatilized by a red heat
Imparts a foliated texture, and is not vaporizable.
smell of garlic is emitted when thrown on 1"ive coals,

(A

a
Arsenic

j

I

{Manganese and

G. detects this.

By acetate of barytes. Precipitate white.
With phosphorus a milky instead of limpid
fom/ed

&c

_

Are not vaporizable
solution assumes a blue colour, when supersaturated
with ammonia. It may be suspected when the salt de-

Iron.

The
Copper.

liquesces.
f
j

Argekti Nitras.
Nitrate of Potassa.

Chalk, Sulphate of Lime,
Sulphate of Barytes.
mixture of Resin and
some Volatile Oil, with
Benioin.

'

Arsenicum Album.

The

adulteration with
nised by the fracture
pure and granular if
solution of the salts

nitrate of potassa is easily recogof a stick, which is radiated when
adulterated; or by precipitating a
with a sufficient quantity of muriatic acid, and evaporating the clear liquor: the nitrate
of potassa or other salts will remain.

Not

volatilizable

Not

easily detected.

by heat.

A
Balsamum Peruvianum.

f

C
I

Calumba.

{

^
[

L

Muriate of Soda.

Capsicom.

Castor.

<
1

i

Castoreum.

fA

tion of sulph. iron, which gives to the infusion of the
false Calumba, a greenish black colour; but produces
no change in the other.

This disposes it to deliquesce.
Digest in acetic acid, and add a solution of sulphuret
of ammonia— a dark-coloured precipitate will be pro
duced.

C

Red Lead.

Cayenne Pepper.

true is distinguishable from the false Calumba by
adding to an infusion of the root, a few drops of solu-

The

mixture of dried blood,}
ammoniac, and

gum
I

j

|

liltlercul castor, stuffed ),Smell
into the scrotum of a
g'>at.

1|

and

taste will generally detect the fraud.

1

I

j

I

f

Earth or Pcasmcal

and colour
>>e suspected when the cake is brittle
grayish.
resin,withthe
dissolve
will
which
alcohol,
cold
Put it in
out ac.ing on the wax.
and unctuosily, and its
( Is known by the greater softness
?
smell when melted. Turmeric is generally added in this
paleness.
obviate
the
to
case
(
j
(

Cera

Fi.ava.
Yellow Wax.

I

R cs

i

n

.

Tallow

26.

-

May

a
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Mode

Adulterations.

Cera Alba.

LraU
Tallow
»l

White Wax.
Cinchona.

kite

This

Bark.

I

tie

wax,

of Detection.

ihe Olide will sulfide.

The rule has not its ordinary translucency
Can only b<- detected by practice, and examining

/

variously aaultc-

is

Melt

I

\

into the

quantity of quinia or cinchonia it contains.
dough formed in i
mould.--,
and coloured! Throw it into water, ilie adulteration will appear.

rated.

Pans

Coccus.
Cochineal.

\

nf

Willi cochineal.

Cop mba.
Balsam of Copaiva.

{

(If it does not retain its spherical form when dropped into
water, it- adulteration may be inferred
Mix one' pan of strong liquid" ammonia of 83°, with three
J
""i
pans of copaiba. If pure, the mixture will, in a few
minutes, become transparent; if not, it will remain
opaque.
_
Fibres of smoked Beef.
Affrds an unpleasant odour when thrown on live coal
Pitnls of the Calendula of- Infuse ihe specimen in hot water, and the difference will
ficinalis, and Carthamus
be perceptible

r

J Q-,

I

I

(_

.

Cpocus.

.

j

Saffron.

j

TinctoriuK.

Turkey Y/Ilmr Brrrirs.ar

(

CUBEBA.

P.hamnus Catharticus.

(

Ocsparis Cortex.
Anguslura Bark.

times sold for

I

Hydrargyri NitricoO.VYDIIM.

Red

i

Angostura

Fal$e

i

r

Guaiaci Resina.
Rutin of Guaiacum.

Detected by attentive examination.

the dried fruit of the

<

Cnbebs.

The epidermis of

the true Cusparia is characterized by
bring coveied with a matter resembling the crust of

sunt:

it.

iron.

Detected by the turpentine smell emitted when thrown
upon hot coals.
Add to ihe tincture a few drops of spiiit of nitre, and digliai cum js p rt c pit atcd-the
]ute wjU) wflter
adulteration floats in the white stria;.
(
i Digest in acetic arid; add sulphurct of ammonia, which
?
Itshouldbe
wjll produce a dark-coloured precipitate.
totally volatilized by heat.
(
A precipitation will be produced by the carbonate of
potass, from a solution made by boiling the suspected
sample with a small portion of muriate of ammonia in
distilled water; or, the pre>ence of deuto-chloride of
meicuiy is indicated, by warming gently a small quantity of calomel in alcohol, filtering and adding to the
clear liquor some lime-water, by which a reddish yellow precipitaie is afforded. When calomel is rubbed
with a fixed alkali it ounht to become intensely black
and not exhibit any orange hue.
I
(Digest in areiic acid, and add sulphuret of ammonia—
black precipitate will be produced.
Throw a suspected portion on hot coali— the residuum

Common Resin

I

\

•J

;

«
Gum

7
ir
^ancluneel

(
S

,„„

if

i

s

Precipitate.

R

T ,„i "

(

.

^

.,

,

j

|

I

HtdRAROYRiSuBKCRIAS.^ corrosive Sublimate
Calomtl.

',

Hydrargyri Sulpiiure
TBM HlTBRUM

Red Lead

HvOiiAROYR! SULPIIURETUM JNlGRUM

Ivory Black.

,,

will detect the fraud.
tests of its purity are— that it is perfectly soluble in
ether.
Heated on a piece of glass or porcelain, it sub-

The

Iodine.

Jalapje Radix.
Jalap Root.

limes without residuum.

Bryony Root.
,.

i

\

(Detected by the solution in dilute sulphuric acid affording a precipitate with oxalate of ammonia.
moigU ued Ule smell of BU i phu rettcd
hydrogen,
|
r Detected by adding dilute sulphuric acid to the suspected
substance, when, if chalk be present, there will be a
white insoluble piecipitate.
Boil in disiilled water, and test the solution by a barytic

\

Magnesia.

<£ ^ J^

i c,,;*,;,,,,./,/ „t Lime
(Sulphurct
of r, m *

Magnksi* Sub-CaR-

I

(
I

bonas.
Carbonate of Magntsia.

Biyony root is of a paler colour and less compact texture,
and does not easily burn at ihe flame of a candle.

Chalk

Gypsum.

e

}
(
f

Morphia et ejus Sales.
Morphine and

its Salts.

Moscnus.
Musk.

I

•{

|

[
j
|

Dried Blood

Asphaltum
Fine particles of Lead.

(

Fixed Oils

(

Alcohol

(.

(

Olea Destili.ata.

(

Essential Oils.

Oleum

Ricini.

I

Castor

Oil.

\

(
|

j
j

Olive or Jllmond or
0il

Poppy
,FJ

j
j

Extract of Liquorice, Builets and Slant a sometimes
Extract nf Poppy,
i;i

I

of the Chclid.nitum ma-\
jus, G. Arabic, G. TraI

gacavth.
t

Potassii Iodidum.
fodide of Potassium.
Potassa Hydriodat.
Hydriodalc of Polassa.

"Cow's

Linseed

Dung.

Oil,

fixed oil leaves a stain of grease.
A milkiness and increase of temperature
occurs
Alcohol S. G. .830, will mix with any proportion of castor
oil, whilst it dissolves very little of the others.

Add water.

best opium is covered with leaves and the reddish
capsules of a species of Rumex. The inferior kinds have
capsules adherent. It is bad when suit and friable,
when intensely black or mixed with many impurities
and when sweet. The quantity of morphia affords
the best test.

I

adulteration is ascertained by precipitating a solution
of the salt with nitrate of silver, and I renting the precipitate with ammonia, which dissolves the chloride
of silver, without acting upon the iodide of this

I.

metal.

(

Chloride of Potassium

Rub with water. The metallic particles will subsde.
Touch writing paper with it. and hold it before the fire:

\.

I

-!

are perfectly soluble in warm alcohol, and acidulated
warm water. When morphia is mixed with narcotina,
the adulteration is ascertained by mixing them with
sulphuric ether, which dissolves the narcotina, without
sensibly affecting the morphia.
The bag must not appear to have been opened.
This may be suspected, if it emits a fetid smoke when inflamed.
Discovered by its melting and running, before it in-

fT ne
|

('(.'

Opium.

factitious article, consisting of honey or sugar mixed
with seammony, is sometimes sold for it; but the colour,
weight, transparency, and taste detect it.
Mori hia and its salts, when placed in contact with nitric
acid, arecnloured red; with persaltsof iron, blue. They

A

flames.

I

(_

,

and oxalic reagent.

j

Manna.

.

i

The

,

FALTRANCK
Medicines.

Mode

Adulterations.

UUINI*

:

Strychnia et ejus
Sales.

{Strychnia and

its Salts.

Brucia

<

(They

are free from brucia when no colour
by contact with nitric acid.

.

)

ZlNCI OXYDU.M.
\Flov>ers of

FALX.
to several

White Lead

this

name

having the

reflections

shape of a falx or scythe.
Falx Cer'kbri, (F.) Faux du cerveau, Septum Cerebri, Falx major, Ver'tical supe'riur Itmgitu'dinul prod' ess, Mediastinum cerebri, Repli
longitudinal dc hi, meninge, (Ch.,) Proces'sus
ftdciforinis durx matris.
The greatest process
of the dura mater. It extends from the fore to
lie hind part of the skull, on the median line;
is broad
behind and narrow before, and is
lodged in the groove, which separates the hemispheres from each other the interlobar fissure.
At its superior part is seated the longitudinal sinus, (superior.) and at its lower, corresponding to the edge of the scythe, the inIts anterior extreferior longitudinal sinus.
mity is attached to the crista galli; its posterior
is continuous with the tentorium cerebelli, and
contains the straight sinus.
Falx Cerebel'li, (F.) Faux du cervelct,
1

—

Falx minor, Septum

du

CcrebcL'li.

Septum median

cervelct, (Ch.,) Proces'sus falcifor'mis Cere-

Septum Parvum occipitale, is a triangular
process of the dura mater opposite the internal

belli,

Its base is attached to
the middle of the tentorium, and its top or apex
bifurcates, to proceed to the sides of the foramen magnum. Its convex surface is towards
the cranium, and its concave in the fissure or
groove, which separates the two lobes of the

occipital protuberance.

cerebellum.

Falx Major, Falx

cerebri

produ

ce('

FANCY MARK,Ntevus.

Falltranck.

Anatomists have given

membranous

is

Sulphuric acid excites an effervescence.
Sulphuric acid forms an insoluble sulphate of lead.

C'kiIIc

Zinc

FALTRANCK,

of Detection.

.Leaves no residue when submilteil lo calcination is per
Cecily soluble in warm alcohol, and in water slightl)
acidulated with sulphuric acid.

SlJMMlAS.
Sulphate oj Quanta,

1

FARINARIUM
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—

f.

Minor, Falx

FANG,

Radix.
FslJYOJY, (F.) from (G.) F a h n e, a banner,' 'ensign,' 'standard.'
Fe/ula, Lcc'tttlus,
Thor'ulus slramin'eus.
A splint of a particular
shape, employed in fractures of the thigh and
leo- to keep the bones in contact.
The Fanons were divided into true and false.
The true consists of a cylinder of straw, strongly
surrounded with a cord or riband, in the centre of which a stick is usually placed to ensure
its solidity.
The false consists of a thick piece
of linen, made flat, like a compress, and folded
at the extremities.
It was placed between the
fractured limb and the true fanon.
The JJrapfunon is a large piece of common cloth placed
beneath the fractured limb, and in which the
fanons or lateral splints are rolled.
'

FANTOM

or PHANTOM, from ? avraai>«,
Phantome, Fantome, Mannequin,
Man'nekin. This word has two acceptations. It
means the spectres and images, which the ima<

'a spectre.' (F.)

gination presents to the sick, when asleep or
awake; and, also, the figure on which surgeons
practise the application of bandages, or the accoucheur the manual part of midwifery.
FARCINOMA, Equinia.
FARCTU'RA, Farlu'ra; from fare,re, 'to
The operation of introducing medicinal
stuff.'
substances into the cavities of animals, or of
fruits, which have been previously emptied.
GLANDERS, see Equinia.

FARCY

FARD, Paint.
FARFARA, Tussilago—

f.

Bechium, Tussi-

lago.

cerebelli.

FARI'NA, Mphiton, Crimnon, Al'elon, Aleu'Falx Great of the Peritoneum, Falx Pecorn,' of which it is
ritonei masfima, (F.) Grande faux du peritoine, ron, Ale'ma, from far,
Faux dc la Ycine Umbilicale, Falx of the umbili- made. Meal or flour. The powder, obtained
cal vein, is a reflection of the peritoneum, which by grinding the seeds of the gramineous, leo-uascends from the umbilicus to the anterior and minous, and cucurbitaceous plants in particuIt is highly nutritious, and is much used,
lar.
inferior surface of the liver.
Falces Less En of the Peritone'um, Fakes dietetically as well as medicinally.
piriAmygdalarum. See Amygdala.
du
Farina
Petites
(F.)
faux
min'imse.
Peritone'i
Faiiina Trit'ici, wheaten flour; F. Scca'lis,
toine., are the lateral ligaments of the liver and
the reflections which the peritoneum forms, Rye flour or meal; F. Hordei, Barley meal; F.
Aoendcea, Oat meal, &c.
raised up by the umbilical arteries.
Faring Resolventes, (F.) Farines RisoluFalx of the Umbilical Vein, Falx great,
tives.
This name was formerly given to a mixof the Peritoneum.
'hunture
of the farina of four different plants; the
from
fames,
FAMEL'ICA FEBRIS,
Fever accompanied with insatiable hun- lupine, lupinus albus, the Ervum Ervilia, the
ger.'
'

ger.

— Sylvius.

Vicia faba and the Barley,

FAMES, Hunger—

f.

Bovina, Boulimia— f.

Canina, Boulimia.
Fames Lupi'na, Lijcorcx'is, Faim de Loup.
Authors have described, under this name, a
kind of Bulimia, (q. v.) or depravation of the

They were recommended

Hordeum

distichum.

form cataplasms.
FARINA'CEOUS, Farina1 ecus, Farino'sus,
Mealy. Having the appearance or nature of
farina.
A term given to all articles of food,
which contain farina. The term Farinacea in-

digestive function, in which the patient eats
voraciously, and passes his food, almost immediately afterwards, per anum-

to

cludes all those substances, called cerealia, legumina, &c, which contain farina, and are employed as nutriment. In Pathology, the epithet
FAMIGEKATIS'SIMUM EMPLAS'TRUM, farinaceous, (F.) farineux, is applied to certain
from farna, fame," and gero, I wear.' A plas- eruptions, in which the epidermis exfoliates in
ter, extolled in ague, and made of aromatic, small particlps similar to farina.
'

irritating substances.

'

It

was applied

to the wrist.

FARINARIUM,

Alica.

—
FAR LYES
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FARLXES RESOLUTIVES,

Farina; resol-

lata,

which

it

stretches and raises

when

it

con-

tracts.

ventes.

FARINOSUS, Farinaceous.
FART, Sax. Fat**, from Teut. fahren,

—

Fascia Sculteti, Bandage of separate

strips,

—

Taenia semicircularis f.
Ascia f. Stellata, Stella f. Submussee Vaginal, (of the eye.)
A sonorous or other cular,
Fascia Superkicia'lis, Superficial aponeudischarge of wind from behind. A low word,
rosis of the abdo'iuen and thigh. (F.) Apoiu'nbut of respectable parentage.
de I' abdomen el de la cuissr.

— fart,

a voyage.' (G.)
Crepitus (q. v.), (F.) Pet.
'

FARTURA,

Furz,

'

to go:'

f.

Semicircularis,

Spiralis,

(L.) bdel'lus,

—

—

rose svpcrfir.iclle
very thin aponeurosis,

A

which covers the
abdomen;
lio, Ligatu'ra, Alligalu'ra, Anadcs'/nus, Vin'- passes before the crural arch, to which it adrula, Spar'ganon, Epidcs'mos, a bandage, (q. v.), heres with some degree of force; sends a memThe aponeurotic branous sheath, which surrounds the spermatic
fillet, roller, ligature, (q. v.)
expansions of muscles, which bind parts toge- chord; and is continuous with the dartos, which
Farctura.

FAS'CIA, from

fascis,

ther are, likewise, so

'

a bundle.'

termed:

IJga'-

Aponeurosis,

Perimysium.
Fascia Aponeurotica Femoris, Fascia
aponeurosis

—

f.

—

Capitis,

f.

Capitalis,

Diadema—

f.

Bonnet

</'

lata

Hippocrate

Digitalis, Gantelet—i'.

—

Diophthalmica, Binoculus f. Dividens, Dividing bandage.
Fascia Ili' ac a, Il'iac aponeurosis. An aponeurosis, which proceeds from the tendon of the
psoas minor, or which arises from the anterior
surface of the psoas magnus, when the former
muscle does not exist. It is attached, externally, to the inner edge of the crest of the ilium;
below, and anteriorly on one side, to the crural arch, sending an expansion to the fascia
Iransversalis ; and on the other, continuous
with the deep-seated lamina of the fascia lata,
which forms the posterior paries of the crural
Within and behind, the fascia iliaca is
canal.
attached to the brim of the pelvis, and is continuous with the aponeurosis, which M. Jules
Cloquet has called Pclci.au. The iliac aponeurosis covers the iliac and psoas muscles, which
it separates from the peritoneum.
Fascia Inguinalis, Spica.
Fascia Lata. A name given by anatomists
to an aponeurosis, and to a muscle.
Fascia Lata Aponeurosis, Fascia aponeuro'tica fern' oris, Crural or Fern' oral Aponeurosis,
is the most extensive in the body, and envelops
Above, it is atall the muscles of the thigh.
tached to the outer edge of the ilia; before, it
arises from the crural arch by two distinct laminae, separated by ihe femoral vessels and be-

—

muscles and aponeuroses of the

The fascia superficialis
assists in forming.
presents, beneatli the crural arch, very distinct
fibres, whose direction is parallel to the fold of
the thigh.
It is applied over the fascia lata
aponeurosis, and is attached, internally, to the
ascending ramus of the ischium, near the root
of the corpus cavernosum. Before the descent
of the testicle from the abdomen, the fascia
it

superficialis is very manifestly

the

Gubernamlum

testis.

continuous witli

—

Fascia Tformis, T. bandage f. Tortilis,
Tourniquet.
Fascia Tuansvehsa'lis. An aponeurosis,

which separates the transversalis muscle from
peritoneum in the inguinal region.
It
arises about the posterior edge of the crural
arch, where it seems to be continuous with the
the

aponeurosis of the greater oblique muscle.
Above, it is lost in the cellular tissue at the internal surface of the transversalis abdominis.
IVithin, it is continuous with the outer edge of
the tendon of the rectus muscle and Gimbernat's ligament; below, it is continuous with the
aponeurosis of the greater oblique, and receives
an expansion from the Fascia Iliaca. Towards
its middle and a little above the crural arch,
the fascia transversalis has the wide orifice of a
canal, which is occupied, in the female, by the
round ligament of the uterus; and in man,
furnishes an expansion, that serves as a sheath
to the spermatic vessels.

FASCLE, Swathing clothes.
FASCIA LIS, Fascia lata muscle, Sartorius.
FASC1ARUM APPLICATIO, Deligation.
FASCIATIO, Deligation, see Bandage— f.

coming confounded a little below the part
where the great vena saphoena opens into the Cucullata, Covvreclief.
crural vein. Of these two lamina?, the one is
FASCICULI TERETES CORDIS, Columnar
more anterior and thicker than the other, and carneas.
be considered as a prolongation of the
aponeurosis of the external oblique, [t is inThe
timately united to Poupart's ligament.
other, which is thinner, is behind, and deeper
its
union
with
the
after
former,
seated; and,
proceeds to be inserted into the pubis. Inferioily, the fascia lata becomes confounded with
the tendon of the triceps, and is attached to the
external tuberosity of the tibia. The use of the
fascia lata, like that of other aponeuroses, is to
strengthen the action of the muscles, &c.

may

FASCICULUS, from fascis, 'a bundle,'
Desme'dion, 'a small bundle.' In Anatomy, it
is employed in this sense ; as a fasciculus of
(F.) Petit Fuisceau, Trousseau.
fibres.
In
Pharmacy, it means manipulus, Clieirople'thes,
Musa Brassavolus,
X*iQ on xi;#»;c, 'a handful:'
as much as can be held in two fingers.
savs,

—

—

Fasciculus Cuneatus, Reinforcement, fasciof— f. of Reinforcement, Reinforcement,

culus
F.

of.

FASCINUM,
FASCIOLA,

Penis.

Bandelette—f. Cinerea, TuberFascia Lata Muscle, Tensor ragi'nx fern'f. Hepatica, Distoma hepatioris, Fascia'lis, Membrano'sus, llio-aponivrosi- culum cinereurn
f Humana, Distoma hepaticum f. Lanfimoral, MuSculus aponeurosis vel fascise cum
(Ch.)
Tenseur ceolata. Distoma hepaticum.
llio aponi.vr otifimoral
tatse,

—

—

—

—

FASELUS, Phaseolus vulgaris.
de laponevrose femorale. A muscle, situate at
FAST1DIUM CIBI, Disgust.
the upper and outer part of the thigh. It arises,
the
anterior and
FASTIGIUM, Acne.
above, from the outer part of
and
is
inserted,
FASTING, from Sax. pn» r r:in, Limo'sis exilium;
s-iiperinr spine of the
of the fascia pcrs pruirac'ta, Anorcx'ia inirab'ilis, Ine'dia, Jel/UUW, between the two lamina;

—

—

..
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ju'nivm. Loss or want of appetite, without
any other apparent affection of the stomach
so that the system can sustain almost total abstinence for a long time without faintness.
Some wonderful cases of this kind aie on record. See Abstinence.
;

FAT, Pinguedo — Mackaw, see Cocos
f.

Falx cerebelli—/. Grande du peri*
of the peritoneum—/. Petite du
piritoine, Falx, lesser, of the peritoneum—/, de

du

la

Vcine omhlirale, Falx, great, of the perito-

neum.

FAVEUX, Favosus.
FAVJFORMIS.Favosus.

buty-

FA VO'SUS.

tacea.

FATTY,

Cervtlet,

loine, Falx, great,

Similar to a honey-comb, Favi-

form' is, Favous, from favus, Ce'rion, 'a honeyciple of pe-oan, to feed,
adipous.
Relating to comb,' (F.) Faveux. An epithet given to a spefat.
The cellular system has been called fatly cies of porrigo. Cerion, Favus, means also a
or adipous; from an opinion that, in its areola; state of ulceration, resembling a honey-comb.
the fat is deposited. The cellular membrane,
FAVUS, Porrigo, Porrigo favosa, see Favohowever, merely lodges, between its lamella sus.
Adipo'sus,

Sax. pet;

and filaments, the vesicles

in

past

which the

parti-

fat is

FEATHERFEW,

Matricaria.
Feb'riens, Enip'yros. One
attacked with fever, from febricitare, 'to have
a fever.'
FEBRICOSUS, Feverish.

FEBR1C1TAJNS,

contained.

Fatty or Adipocs Lig'ament. This name
has been given to a reflection of the synovial
membrane of the knee joint, which passes from
the liinimentum patella: towards the cavity that
separates the condyles of the femur.
Fattv or Adipous Membrane, or adipous

FEBRIC'ULA. Diminutive

A

term employed

offehris, 'fever.'

express a slight degree of

to

fever.

FEBRIENS, Febricitans, Feverish.
FEBRIF'EROUS, Feb'rifer, tromfebris,

The subcutaneous cellular tissue, or
that containing the fatty or adipous vesicles,

tissue.

<

fe-

ver,' and/e»o, 'I carry.'
Fever-bearing, as a
Fatty or Ad'ipous Ves'ict.es, Sac' cult adi- febriferous locality
This name is given to small bursas or
po'si.
Lexipyiet'icus, Pyret'icus,
membranous vesicles, which enclose the fat Alexipyret'icus, Antifcbri'lis, Antipyrel'ic, Feband are found situate in the areola; of the cel- rif'ugus, from febris, a fever,' and fuga're, to
lular tissue.
These vesicles vary much in size. drive away.' A medicine which possesses the
Generally, they are round and globular; and property of abating or driving away fever.
FE'BRILE, febri'lis. Relating to fever, as
in certain subjects, receive vessels which are
very apparent. They form so many small sacs febrile movement, febrile pulse, &c.
FEBRIS, Fever— f. Acmastica, Synocha— f.
without apertures, in the interior of which are
filaments, arranged like septa. In fatty sub- Acuta, Synocha f. Adeno-meningea, Fever,
Plague
f. Adeno-nervosa,
jects, the adipous vesicles are very perceptible, adeno-meningeal
being attached to the cellular tissue and neigh- f. Agrypnodes, see Agrypnodes and Agrypnos
Raspail
Chlorosis
Amatoria,
f.
Alba,
f.
Chlorosis,
bouring parts by a vascular pedicle.
f. Americana, Fever, yellow
f.
affirms that there is the most striking analogy Hectic fever
between the nature of the adipous granules and Amphimerina hectica, Hectic fever f. Amphimerina latica, Latica (febris) f. Ampullosa,
that of the amylaceous grains.
Fatty or Adipous Vessels. The vessels Pemphigus f. Anabatica, Continued fever f,
(q. v.)

FEBRIFUGE,

'

'

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

connected with the fat. Some anatomists have
called Adipous canals, (F.) Conduits adipeux,
the vessels to which they attribute the secretion of fat.
Fatty degeneration of the Liver, Adiposis hepatica.

Fatty Lives, Adiposis

FATUTTAS, Moro'sis,

hepatica.
StultW'ia, Stupor men-

Amcn'tia; from fafvus, 'foolish.' Mental
Dementia, (q. v.)
Idiotism, (q. v.)
imbecility.
FAUCES, Pharynx, Throat.
tis,

FAUMO'RUM LUDIB'RIA.

The sports of

Some authors have called thus the
the Fauni.
incubus; others, epilepsy.
(F.) Vanum partu'rium.
Some authors have used this term for the expulsion of different bodies constituting false

FAUSSE COUCHE,

conceptions; such as moles, hydatids, clots of
blood, &c. The greater part of accoucheurs
use the term synonymously with abortion.
FAUSSE POSITION, (F.) False position.
The French use this term, in vulgar language,
to indicate the torpor, and tingling, and loss
of power over the motion of a part, produced by
too strono- contraction or painful compression.
FAUSSE ROUTE, False passage.

FAUST l'NI

PASTIL'LI.

Faustinus's Loz-

They were

—

—

—

—
—

Angiotenica, Synocha f. Anginosa, Angina f.
Annua, see Annual diseases f. Anomalus, Fever, anomalous
f. Aphonica, Fever, aphonic
f. Aphlhosa, Aphtha — f. Apoplectica, Fever, apoplectic
f. Ardens, Synocha
f. Arte promota,
Fever, artificial— f. Arthiitica, Gout f, Asodes,
Fever, bilious, see Asodes f. Assidua, Con-

—

—

—

—

—
—
—
tinued fever — Asthenica, Fever, asthenic —
Asthmatica, Fever, asthmatic — Ataxo-adynamica, Fever, ataxo-adynamic — Biliosa, Fever,
bilious —
Bullosa, Pemphigus —
Cardialgia,
Fever, cardialgic—
Catarrhalis, Catarrh—
Catarrhalis epidemica, Influenza — Causodes,
Synocha — Cephalalgia, Fever, cephalalgia —
Cholerica, Fever, bilious, Fever, choleric —
Chronica, Fever, chronio — Colliquativa, Fever, colliquative —
Comatodes, Fever, apoplectic — Communicans, see Subintrantes F,
— Confusa, see Confusa? febres — f Continens, Synocha — Continens non putrida, Synocha —
Continens putrida, Synochus —
Continua inflammatoria, Empresma —
Continua putrida, Synochus —
Continua putrida
icterodes Caroliniensis, Fever, yellow —
Con.
tinua non putris, Synocha — f Continua sanguinea, Synocha — Convulsiva, Fever, convulsive — f Culicularis, Miliary fever — cum Def.

f.

f.

f.

f.

f.

f.

f.

f.

f.

f.

f.

f.

f.

f.

f.

f.

f.

f.

f.

f.

f.

f.

f,

—

Fever, delirious f. Depuratoria, Fever,
enges. These were once celebrated.
composed of burnt paper, quick-lime, oxide of depuratory f. Deurens, Synocha f. Diaphoretioa, Fever, diaphoretic
f. Diaria, Ephemera
arsenic, sandarach, lentils, &c.
Duodeoimana, Fever, duodecimane— f,
f.
FAUX, False—f.du Cerveau, Falx cerebri—/.
lirio,

—

26*

—

—

—

—
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Dysentery— f. Elodes, see Elodes
Elodes icterodes. Fever, yellow— f. Enlerolnesenterica, see Entero-mesenteric
f. Epac-

Dysenteries,

—

f.

—

Ephemera, Fever, simple

—

f.Singultosa, Fever,
Soporosa, Pever, apoplectic
f.
f. Slhenica,
Synocha f. Stomachica inflammatoria, Gastritis
f. Sudatoria,
f. Subintrans, Fever, subintrant
Fever, diaphoretic, Sudor anglicus f. Syncopalis, Fever, syncopal— f. Syphilitica, Fever,
syphilitic— f. Tabida, Fever, colliquative, HecFever, tertian, Tertian
f. Tertiana,
tic fever
fever f. Tonica, Synocha— f. Topica, Neuralf. Tragica,
gia facial
f. Toxica, Fever, yellow
Fever, tragic f. Traumatica, Fever, traumatic
Fever, yellow f. Typhodes, Tyf. Tropica,
phus f. Urticata, Urticaria f.Uterina, Metritis
f. Vaga, Fever, anomalous
f. Variolosa, Vaf. Verriola
f. Verminosa, Fever, verminous
Vesicularis, Miliary
nalis, Fever, vernal
f.

singultous

—

f.

Stercoralis, Fever, stercoral

—

—

—

mastica, see Epacmaslicos— f. Ephemera, Ephemera— f. Epidemica cum angina, Cynanche maligna—f. Epileptica, Fever, epileptic— f. Erotica, Fever, erotic— f. Erratica, Fever, anomalous,
Fever, erratic— f. Erysipelacea, Erysipelas— f.
Erysipelatosa, Erysipelas— f. Esserosa, Miliary
fever f. Flava, Fever, yellow— f. Gangrtenodes, Fever, gangrenous f. Gastrica, Fever,
bilious, Fever, gastric— f. Gastro-adynamica,
Fever, gastro-adynamic— f. Hsemoptoica, Fever, hremoptoic
Hectica, Hectic fever f.
f.
Hectica maligna nervosa, Typhus rnitior f.
Hepalica, Fever, bilious f. Hepatica inflammatoria, Hepatitis
f.
Horrifica, see Algidus
f.
Humoralis, Fever, humoral f. Hungarica, Fe- fever, Pemphigus f. Virginum, Chlorosis.
ver, Hungaric
f.
Hydrocephalica, HydroceFtiCONDATlON, Fecundation.
phalus internus f. Hydrophobica, Fever, hyFtiCONDITE, Fecundity.
drophobic f. Hysterica, Fever, hysteric f. Icterica, Fever, icteric
FEC'ULA orF^'CULA, diminutive of fsex,
f.
Iliaca inflammatoria,
Enteritis
An immediate principle of vegetables,
f. Infantum rernittens, Fever, infan'lee.'
tile remittent
f.
Inflammatoria, Synocha f. composed of hydrogen, oxygen, and carbon. It
Intermittens, Intermittent fever f. Intestinalis exists in several plants, and has different names,
ulcerosa, see Typhus
according to that which furnishes it. When
f. Intestinorum, Enteritis
extracted from wheat or barley, it is called
f. Irregularis, Fever, anomalous
f. Lactea,
Fever, milk f. Larvata, Fever, masked— f. starch, Jlm'yJum, (q. v.) When from the Cycas
Lenta, Hectic fever, Synochus f. Lenta ner- circina'tis, Sago; from the Orchis morio, Salep.
vosa, Typhus mitior, Fever, nervous
say, also, Fecula of the Potato, Bryony,
f. Lethargica, Fever, apoplectic— f. Lochialis, Fever, lo- Arum, Manioc, &c.
chia!
f. Lyngodes, Lyngodes febris
Green Fecula. This name is given to a
f. Maligna, Fever, malignant
green, solid matter of variable character, which
f. Maligna biliosa AmeFever,
ricas,
yellow f. Maligna flava Indise is believed to be resinous, and which renders
occidentalis, Fever, yellow— f. Marasmodes, turbid several kinds of juices, extracted from
Hectic fever f.Mesenterica, Fever, adeno-me- vegetables. It is, also, called Chlorophylle.
ningeal, Fever, mesenteric
Fecula Amylacea, Amylum f. Marantae,
f. Miliaris, Miliary
fever
f. Minuta,
Fever, syncopal— f. Morbillo- Arrow root f. Tapioka, see Jatropha man hot.
f. Mucosa,
so, Rubeola
Fever, adeno-meninFxculen'tia, Faecos'itas, Fxx,
geal
f. Nautica pestilentialis, Typhus gravior
In Pharmacy,
Fx'ces, Lee, Deposit, Dregs.
f. Nephritica, Fever, nephritic
f. Nervosa,
feculent, albuminous, or other substances, which
nervous
Fever,
f. Nonana,
Fever, nonane f. are deposited from tuibid fluids, are so termed.
Nosocomiorum, Typhus gravior f. Octana,
Fseculen'lus, Trygo'des, Foul,
Fever octane f. Oscitans, Oscitant fever f. dreggy, excrementitious ;' as a feculent fluid,
Pemphingodes, Pemphigus f. Pemptaea, Quin- feculent evacuations, &.C
tan
f. Pemphygodes, Pemphigus
f. Periodica,
FECUNDA'TION, Fxcunda'tio, ImpregnaFever, periodic f. Perniciosa, Fever, perni- tion, Impregna'tio,Cye'sis, Eucye'sis, Encymosia,
cious f. Pestilens, Plague f. Pestilens malig- (F.) Fecondation. The act by which, in organa, Typhus gravior
f. Pestilentialis, Fever, pesnized beings, the germ, contained in the genePetechialis, Typhus gravior
tilential
f.
f.
rative organs of the female, receives from the
Phthisica, Hectic Fever f. Pleuritica, Pleuri- male organs that which is necessary for its detis— f. Pnlycholica, Fever, bilious f. Puerpera- velopment.
rum, Puerperal fever f Puncticularis, Miliary
FECUN'DITY, Fxcun'ditas, (F.) Feconditt
f. Puerperalis,
fever, Typhus gravior
Fever, The faculty of reproduction, possessed by orpuerperal
rubra et alba miliaris, ganized bodies.
f. Purpurate
Miliary fever f. Purulenta, Fever, purulent
It has been estimated that, throughout a
f. Putrida nervosa,
f. Putrida, Typhus gravior
country, taking one marriage with another, not
mitior
Quartana,
f.
Typhus
Quartan f. Quer- more than 4 children are the result; and in
quera,see Algidus— f. Quinta,Quintan f.Quin- towns onlv 35 children to 10 marriages.
f. Quotidiana,
tana, Fever, quintan, Quintan
FEIGNED DISEASES, Simulated diseases.
Fever, quotidian, Quotidian f. Regularis, Fe- Pretend'ed diseases, (F.) Maladies dissimultes,
f. Rernittens,
Remittent fever f. M. simul'ees, M. feintes, M. suppos6cs. The
ver, regular
Rernittens infantum. Fever, infantile remittent tricks employed, by impostors, to induce a belief
inflammatoria, Rheumatism, that they are attacked with diseases when they
f. Rheumatica
acute f Rubra, Scarlatina f. Rubra prurigi- are not. These are generally assumed by begby criminals, to escape
nosa, Urticaria f. Sanguinea, Synocha f. Sa- gars, to obtain alms
propyra, Typhus gravior— f. Scarlatinosa, Scar- punishment; and by soldiers, to be exempt
Fever,
Scorbutica,
scorbutic
f. Seplatina f.
from duty.
tana, Fever, septan— f. Sesquialtera, HemitriThe following Table exhibits the chief
sextan—
Fever,
f.
Sexlana,
Simplex,
f.
feigned diseases, with the means of detection.
taea—
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A TABLE OF FEIGNED, PRETENDED, SIMULATED,

OR EXCITED DISEASES OR

DISQUALIFICATIONS.

How

Diseases, &c.
1.

Abortion.

2.

Abstinence.

3.

Amaurotic

)

I

How

Feigned.

By constant and minute attention.
Amaurosis is characterized by dilated
pupil.
Where these substances have

By applying

the extract of belladonna or
the datura stramonium to the eye.

NE33.

falling down as if deprived of sensa
tiou and consciousness.

By

Apoplexy.

Detected.

By staining ihe clothes ami body with
borrowed blood.

been applied, the effects will go off in
ten days or a fortnight.

By powerful stimulants, an electric shock;!

(

]

application of ho water, sternutatories,!
ai
actual cautery, &c.
Using substances to make the face appear I By examining if the pulse be strong, anon
5. Cachexia, Anemia
the skin hot, and whether there be loss,
pale and livid.
Indulging freely in 1
and Debility.
wine, and privation of sleep prior toy of appetite or of strength, or swelling ofj
'
the limb*.
examination.
By the aid of chymistry.
are ac6. Excretion of Calquainted with the chymical composition
Putting sand, pebbles, &.C into the urine. <
culi.
of urinary calculi.
(
By gluing on a portion of a spleen with / „
h h
jd
he smooth side to the skin, leaving on 1 y
7. Cancerous Ulcer.
cachexiil ; alld b attelltive examination
the outside the appearance ot an ulce-i
of the 'nart
'
rated suiface.
f By powerful stimulants, as recommended
under apoplexy. Letting fall a drop of
motionless,
seeming
to
suddenly
By
be
3. Catalepsy.
boiling water on the back. Proposing
the joints remaining flexible, and exter- {
^
to use the actual cautery and seeing.
nal objects making no impression.
•
whether the pulse rise.
f
( By examining the patient whilst he may
By assuming the convulsive motions of a ) imagine himself unobserved, and seeing:
9. Chorea.
J
whether the convulsive motions go oni
\
part which characterize chorea.
\
'
then,
{
C Mode of discrimination sometimes so oh-'
j
f
J
10. Contraction of
scure as to deceive the most practised:
Joints in General. (
nild attentive.
(
f Introduce a cord between the fingers and
1
the palm of the hand, and gradually ap1
ply weights so as to expand the fingers
II. Contraction
Confine him so that he cannot obtain
1
the Fingers.
his food without using his clenched
4.

f

We

(.

I

I

(.

(_

1

!

I

hand.

fWhen
12.

Convulsions.

feigned, they do not present the

rigidity of muscles or the rapidity of action which characterize the real.
The

I

^
I

mode

L

in epilepsy.

of detection must be the

same as

Produced by the application of a strong
*
.»
acid, by acrid powders, as quicklime f The existence of the opacity can be de
i
lected by attentive observation.
&c.
(
/Some articles of diet will bring on urti/

13.

Opaque Cornea.

caria or nettle rash, in particular indias shell fish, bitter almonds,
vidua!
By acrids, acids, or any irritants
&.C
applie
ed to the surface. An ointment of S
tartarized antimony causes a painful
pustular eruption. See Porrigo, in this
I

14. Cutaneous Diseases.-;

By care fiil examination on the part of
practitioner and nurse.

|

list.

(

possess the power of sus- r [f suspected, the plan, recommended impending or moderating the action of the J
der Apoplexy, will be found most effica-

Some persons
heart.

(
C

16.

Deaf-Dumbness.
It

may

17.

Deafness.

pression
pre

(

which
wl

difficult to

assume.

not expected, and see

I

|

<
^

thrown

I

t

Debility, see

when

countenance varies or pulse rises.
if-the
if
p ul t0 g j eep D v opium, and then fire a
Pu
pistol
close to the ear, when he may be
P"

I

18.

and dumb acquire an ex
of countenance and gestures

it is

be assumed orexcitedby puttinga ("Make
f Maki a noise

in the ear, or by inserting irritants,
so as to induce inflammation a id ternporary loss of function.

pea

cious.
really deaf

The

<

'"'

off

to see if
there.

"

is
hi:

anny

Examine

guard.

trirk has

the ear

been pliyed

Cachexia.

Examine
19.

Deformity.

5
a
parts

Delivery.

I

!

Diarrhoea.

!

articulation,

with the oppo-

be positively detected by exami
Soon aft.
after deli
very, the vagina will be relaxed and the
loehial discharge h flowing— in greater
abundance, the shorter the time that
may have elapsed since delivery.

„nr vasinam.
naUo n. pur
vaginam.

[When

21.

its
it

fCan only

subsidence of the tumefaction; file
being moistened by borrowed blood and
the child of another substituted as the 4
female's own.
I

20.

the part and
t

naked, a nd compare

Said to have been caused by a mixture of
vinegar and burnt cork, v?) May be oc- J
casioned by the use of any of the purgative roots, &c.
]

1

diarrhoea

is

feigned by the lower

classes, inspect the linen; if clean, the

bowels are probably not much out of
order.
Let every individual have
close stool of his own; and inspect the
evaluations, taking care that one suffering under the disease does not lend
his evacuations to another

FEIGNED DISEASES
How

Diseases, &c.

May

I

Dysentery.
|

24.

t'i'iy

ued, like

How

Feigned.
p.egnancy, hy wear

ins pad-. The anasarcous condition of
the lower limb has been caused by apBy inplying a ligature round I hem
flating the cellular membrane of llie ah
(iomen.
May bi' feigned, like diarrhoea, by adding
a little blood to the evacuations, or by
introducing a soap or some more irritating suppository.

.

23.

be

FEIGNED DISEASES
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The foaming of the mouth Ins been

Epilepsy.

Can
I

matin

Same

it.

acrid tent, such as the tout of wkitt hel-

,

lebore,

27.

Fractures.

28.

H.KMATEMESIS.

By

I

Ano.

accompanies and

rules as

under diarrhoea.

1

'By making an incision near the verge of
the anus and introducing into it an
36. Fistula, in

\% liicli

Sensation in Fpllepsy is totally abolished.
If any remain, disease probably feigned.
Incontraclility of pupil, which occurs
Same
in epilepsy, cannot be feigned.
means to be used as in feigned ii| opli \y.
The deceit is generally developed by a day
or two's examination. Where flour or
chalk has been used to whiten the
tongue, the line of demarcation, betw ecu
the whitened part and the clean, healthy
margin of the tongue, is too well marked
to escape observation.

pepper; swallowing a sma'l quantity of
tobacco, or Introducing it into the anus.
Floor or chalk used to whiten the tongue.
Redness of skin, caused by friction with
a hard brush.

Fever.

habit,

characterizes dropsy.

|

By various stimulants, as wine, brandy,
i5.

be detected by attentive examination.
will be a want of that teucophleg-

There

I

J

pro-

duced by keeping a piece of soap in

Dktkcted.

careful examination.

&c

'Generally nothing, here, but the man's
own testimony. He complains of pain
in the part; if fracture of the skull he
feigned, he states perhaps, that he becomes deranged on tasting liquor.
By drinking the blood of some animal, or
using some coloured liquid, and then

1
I

By attentive examination.

}

'

throwing

!9.

By cutting off the supply of the
careful examination.

1

1

up.
By secreting bullock's b'ood for the purpose of colouring the saliva; making
email incisions in the mouth; using bole

H.EM0PTYSI3.

fluid,

and

it

is frothy and light
Mouth and fauces must In
coloured.
caref.dly inspected, and the individual
be observi d.

Blood from the lungs

armeniac or paint of vermilion
rats or of small
partly into the rectum.
linen lias also been stained with bor-

By introducing bladders of
10.

HEMORRHOIDS.

fish

I

The

The means are obvious.

•

I

rowed
31.

Heart, Diseases

blood.

i

see Palpi iation.
f
I

I

i

32.

Hepatitis.

33.

Hernia.

I

Unless the person be a well educated im
poster, acute inflammation of the liver
will be detected by the absence of
marks of strong inflammatory action
Chrovic liver disease is, frequently, not
characterized by well marked symptoms
and hence, when assumed, is difficult of
detection.

In the

same manner as hydrocele.

By

in-

The

flation.
34.

Hydrocele.

35.

Hydrocephalus.

By puncturing the skin of the scrotum,
and inflating the cellular membrane.
By opening the integuments of the head,
near the vertex,

e. g.

and blowing

detection

is

easy.

Do.
1

in t

Do.

air.

Does not easily
36.

resist the application of
strong sternutatories to tie nostrils. At

Hysteria.

tentive examination necessary.

(The expression of countenance cannot
easily be feigned. Nor can the affection
37.

Insanity.

38.

Jaundice.

be kept up so long as in re
mental
alienation. The individual cannot de
so long without food, sleep, &c.
'( By colouring the skin with an infusion of fThe eyes
cannot be coloured, although
turmeric or tincture of rhubarb. Claysmoke has been used for this purpose.
co 'mired stools produced by taking daily
The skin must be washed to remove
J
J
a small quantity of muriatic acid. High-}
the colouring matter if any exist, and
^
coloured urine by rhubarb taken infer- j
the supply of acid and rhubarb be prenally.
vented
(
(
(By two persons taking hold of the individual and moving rapidly along with
By keeping the limb in a contracted state,
him; and when they are tired, having
and resisting any efforts to move it.
relays.
The imposter will generally
give in
10
a"d
""" B cutti off ,he SU,
1

I

|

39.

Lameness.

40.

Menstruation.

j

^rowed^" *"

^

>'

f
|

41.

Myopia.

>

.

{

Miurt-sightcdness1

J
'

"S

'

p,y

)

Present an open book, and apply ihe leaves
close to the nose. If it cannot be read
distinctly, when thus placed, or when
glasses, proper fur short-sightedness are
used, the disease is feigned.

Excited by a variety of acrid and corro- (
sive substances applied to the eye; as
When ophthalmia is thus excite its prolime 4c
A portion of black muslin, spread over the{ gress is, ordinarily, very rapid, arriving
at its height within a few hours.
cornea. The eyelashes are sometimes
extracted, and caustic applied to excite
disease in the palpebrse.
j
I

42.

Ophthalmia.

•4
I

I

L

I

|

J

,

1

FEIGNED DISEASES

How

Diseases, &c.
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How Detected.

Feigned.

By impregnating a piece of sponge with
some offensive juices or oils, mixed with

13.

Ozjkna.

44.

Palpitation.

\

f

decayed chee.-e, and putting the imbued t
sponge into the no<tri s.
;
White hellebore, given in the dose of 10 j
or li grains, and repeated, will occasion f cut off the supply.
general indisposition, and undue action {
of the heart.

The

1

detection

is

here.often difficult.

The

non-existence of pain cannot be proved,
and great pain may be present without

any appearance externally.
is more frequently detected
by inconsistencies and contradictions in

The imposition

46.

the patient's history of the case, than in
any other manner.
May be suspected, if the person be in an
ordinary state of vigour. Try violent re-

Shaking Palsy.

medies and means, recommended under
Chorea.
Violent remedies are here required. Cold
<
affusion, actual cautery, electric shocks,
(
&c.
(

)

47.

Paralysis.

\
)

with long necks and contracted shoulders have simulated phthisis, by By attentive examination of the
covering the chest with blisters, c ca- r turns.
trices of issues, &c; and by taking drugs,
which cause paleness
By introducing ihe testicle of a young cock
or the kidney of a rabbit into the nbstril.and retaining it there by means of a
sponge, fastened to it
("By applying nitric acid to the head, afterl
protecting the fice with fatty substances;
but the chronic staie is imitated by the I
use of depilatories of different kinds ap( Individuals

I

48.

Phthisis Pdlmonalis.

symp

I

^

I

I

I,

49.

Polypus Nasi.

'

Porrioo.
Scalled Head.

|

plie'i sometimes in patches, so as to
semble the Puni^o dcculouns

(,

re|

By

(

51.

Pregnancy.

J

By wearing pads, and assuming the long-^

)

ing after
fter particular articles of diet, &c.

By
32.

Prolapsus Ani.

13.

Prolapsus Uteri.

54.

Pulse,Weaknes3or
Defect of.

.

Chronic

a portion of the intestine of the ox, in

the absence of the areola ; the presence
an d, if necessary, by examinaf a |ia{)
;

Moil per vaginam.

(
f

which a sponge, filled with a mixture of C
blood and milk is placed.
\

By a similar

5

Bv

fraud.

j

By examining whether the
two arms beat alike; and

ligatures applied to the corresponding)

arteries of the
a ligature be

if

placed on the arm.

i

Rheuma-

tism.

See Pain.

general habit, and observing, whether the ulcerations be glandular, and the discharge of a scrofulous
character.
By covering the teeth with wax, and then i By examining the general habit; whether
debilitated, cachectic, and possessing
acrid,
corrosive
substances
applying
to<
the usual general signs of scorbutus.
(
the gums.
Simulators
of this defect generally state
f
that it is connate, or ascribe it to a fit of
apoplexy or severe fever. Where the
organs of speech were perfect, and the
moral evidence of the previous existence
I
}
of the infirmity was not satisfactory, the
French authorities used to confine the
soldiers, and not supply them with food,
until they called for It without stam

By examining the

i

By
56.

Scrofula.

57.

Scurvy.

exciting ulcers below the angles of the

jaw.

1

)
'

I

[

58.

Stammering.

|

(.

Stricture

i

Urethra.
Swelling o

the

j

j

the

(

By

ligatures

Examine

round the thighs.

Legs.
61.

the bougie.

the limbs uncovered.

By using sternutatories. By the absence
of some of the symptoms of syncope
Examine the naked arms. Wash the

Ligatures are sometimes used to prevent
the pulse being felt. Ity applying lotions
to the face to make it pale.

SfNCOPE.

mering.

By passing

face.

Persons have possessed the power of swal- i
lowing air, so as to distend the stomach, [
)
and simulate tympany.
By introducing a tent, imbued with hlis-^

Tympany.

tering plaster, into the ear, and repeating
the application, until the tube becomes
ulcerated, and a discharge of puiiform
matter is esiablished. The fetid smell )
is imitated, by dropping into the ear a
mixture of empyreumatic oil, asafcetida
and old cheese. Also, by introducing a
little honey into the meatus.
J
|

,63.

Ulcer of the Ear.

-

|

|

By

careful examination.

;

FEL
Diseases, &c.

How
f

64.

Ulcers of the
Legs,

By corrosives,

How Detected.

Feigned.

or irritants.

Sometimes by

ulcers have, usually, a more dis
tinct margin, and
are more readily
healed than others; the latter being gc
uerally indicative of an impaired con

f Artificial

abrasion, by nibbing sand on tin; shinbone. At others, they are pretended, by {
gluing on a piece of a spleen or the skin
of a frog.

I

|

{

&.c.

FERMENTATION

30G

I

|

(.

Btitution.

[_

patient pass his urine in

65.

fThefrultofthe Indian Pig {Coctus oputtta) fBy making the
the Presence of the physic.a o, and ex;..
colours the urine as red as blood
Canmining the vessel btlore and afer. Bj
tharides will cause it.
Blood mav also <
c """'g " ff l he S "I'P v ol any substance.
mixed
with
the
urine.
be procured
and
r
which couldA cause the appearance.
detection. Give the
f Difficult, at times, of
persona full dose of opium, and intro{
duce the catheter, when he is asleep.
If there be urine, the incontinence is

Bloody Urine.

,

I.

66.

Incontinence
Urine.

67.

Varicose Veins

|

feigned.

I,

By

—

FEL,
see

—

f.

a ligature, placed tightly round the
They may be excited in this manner, or aggravated if already existing.

limb

—

Bile
f. Angnilloe, see
Bile
f. Bovis,
Naturae, Aloes— f. Tauri, see Bile
Ursi, see Bile— f. Vitri, see Vitrum.

Bile— f.

FELLIS OBSTRUCTIO,
fusio, Icterus

—

f.

icterus— f.

'

GynB.

Jn

animals, the one that engenders and bears the
young. It is, also, used adjectively; as, Ihe

FEMELLE, Female.
FEMEN, Thigh, Vulva.
FEMINA,

I

I

Female.

FEMME EJY COUCHE,

Puerpera.

FEM'ORAL,

Femora'lis, from femur, ' the
thigh bone.' Belonging or relating to the thigh;
as Femoral artery. Femoral hernia, &c.

FEMORALIS.

—

Plantar

Popliteal, great, Sciatic nerve, great,
/. Popliti-tibial, Poplitaeus muscle.

—

f.

FEM'ORO-TIB'IAL,

BeThe Femoro-

Femoro-tibia'lis.

longing to the femur and

tibia.

tibial articulation is

the knee-joint.
UR, Meros, Osfem'oris. The thigh bone.
(F.) L'os de la Cuisse.
The strongest and
longest of all the bones of the body, extending
from the pelvis to the tibia, and forming the
solid part of the thigh.
The femur is cylindrical, slightly curved anteriorly, unsymmetrical
and oblique downwards and inwards. The body
of the bone is prismatic, and has, behind, aprominent ridge: the Lhica aspera.

FEM

—

Head supported on a
lum or neck.
Great trochanter.
w Lesser trochanter.

Processes.

Pupil.

Fenestra! tus, from fenestra,
(F.) Fenetre et Fenestr6.
'a window.'
Bandages, compresses, or plasters with small perfo-'
rations or openings, are so called. The openings
prevent the detention of the discharge.
FENESTRATES, Fenestral.
FENESTRA. Fenestral.
FENETRE, Fenestra.
FENETRA, Fenestra].

FENNEL, Anethum—

Triceps cruris.

FEMORO- CALCANIEN PETIT,
muscle

with the cavity of the vestibule. The other is
the Fenestra rotun'da or F. Cochlea 'ris.
It is
closed by a fine, transparent membrane, called
Memhra'na Tym'pani secundaria, and corresponds to the inner scala of the cochlea.

FENES'TRAL,

&c.

sex,

tympanum.

Fenestra Oculi,

—

Female

limb,

(

on the inner parietes of the cavity
The one of these is the Fenestra ova' lis, F. vestibularis. It is oval shaped
Super- situate at the base of the stapes, and corresponds
of the

Fissure, glenoid.

FELWORT, Gentiana lutea.
FEMALE, (F.) Femelle, Fcm'ina,

By examining the

tures, situate

Suffusio, Icterus.

FELON, Paronychia.
FELVRE DE GLASER.

C

<

<

External coiuh le.
Internal cond) le.
External tuberosity.
Internal tuberosity.

col-

Hog's,

f.

Flower, Nigella— f.

PeuceJanum — f. Sweet, Anethum — f.

Water, Phellandrium aquaticum.
FENOUJL, Anethum—/. d'Eau, Phellandrium aquaticum—f Marin, Crithmum maritimum—/. de Pore, Peucedanum—/. Puant, Ane-

thum graveolens.

FENTE, Fissure—/. Capillaire,see

—

Pilatio—/.

Gl'enoidale, Fissure, glenoid /. Orbitaire, Orbitar fissure—/. Orbitaire ivferieure, Spheno-maxillary fissure—/. Spb'enoniaxil/aire,

Upheno-max-

fissure—/ Sphenoidale. Sphenoidal fissure.
Trigonella fcenum.
FER, ferrum— f. Chuud, Pyrosis—/ Hydrate

illary

FANUGREC,

de tritoxide de,

—/

Utiles—/. Iodure de, see Iodine
Lactas—/. Limail./e de,

[dictate de, Ferri

Ferri limatura.

Fer et de Potassium, Protocyanuiie
Potassii

de,

Ferrocyanuretum.

FERINE, Feri'nvs;

'savage, brutal;' Theriu1 term, applied to any malignant or noxious disease.
In France, it is used only when
joined to Toux
Toux ftrine, a dry, obstinate,
des.

A

,'

and painful cough.
The femur ossifies from five points: one on
FERMENT, Fermen'tum, (quasi fervimrnthe
pelvic extremity; one in turn.) Zymt, Zymo'ina, Levcn, (F.) Liriiin.
each process of
The
the body of the bone; and two on the condyles. Iatrochy mists applied this name to imaginary
It is articulated with the pelvis, tibia, and pa- substances, to which they attributed the power
See Thigh.
tella.
of producing diseases, by exciting a fermentaFAMUR COL DU, Collum femoris— f. Mo- tion in the humours.
ventium septimus, lliacus internus f. MovenFERMENTATION, Fermcnta'tio, Zymo'sis,
tium sextus, Psoas magmis.
JEstudtio, Causis, Brasmos.
An intestinal
Femur Summum, Vulva.
movement, occurring spontaneously in a liquid
FENESTRA. A Window. (F ) Fevetrc. whence result certain substances, that did not
Anatomists have given this name to two aper- previously exist in it.

—

—

—

—
FERMENTUM

The chemical physicians attributed all diseases to an imaginary fermentation of the humours.
Fermentation, Putrefactive, Putrefaction.

FERMENTUM CEREV1SDE,

FERRI
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Yest.

of iron with water, and dry it with a gentle
heat.— (Ph. U. S.) Dose, 5 to 10 grains as a
chalybeate. Rarely used.
Ferri Limatu'ra Purifica'ta, Purified Iron
purified by means of the magnet, for
Filings:

—

The filings are, also, called Ferri
internal use.
Scobs, F. Ramen'la et Pila, Martis Limalu'ra,
Polypodium fj|j x mas.
In'dic.um,
Ferri in pulverem resolu'tio,
Spec'ulum
Casalpinia sappan.
They are considered to
Siderian, Insirumen' turn (F.) Limaiilc de Fer.
the iron
frr'reum. Any surgical instrument, made of possess the general properties of iron:
iron.
By the vulgar, in France, the word fer- becoming oxidized.

FERN, FEMALE,

Pteris aquilina— f. Male,

FERNAMBUCO WOOD,
FEKliAMENTUM,

—

remcnts means the instruments used in

Ferri Oxidum Fuscum, F. subcarbonas — f.
Oxidum Nigrum, Oxydum ferri nigrum — f.
Oxidum rubrum, Colcothar — f. Oxidum hyA dratum, Ferrum et Oxydum hydratum — Pila,

difficult

labours.

FERRARIA, Scrophularia aquatica.
FERREIN, Canal ok, Ductus Ferre.ini.

triangular channel, which Ferrein supposed to
result from the approximation of the free edges
of the eyelids applied to the globe of the eye
and which he considered adapted for directing
the tears towards the puncta lachrymalia, during
The canal is, probably, imaginary.
sleep
The same name is, likewise, given to the
cortical canals,— the first portions of the uriniferous ducts, whilst still in the cortical substance of the kidney.
Ferrein, Pvr'amid of, Pyr'amis Ferrei'nii.
Each of the papilla? of the kidney, according to
Ferrein, consists of, at least, 700 subordinate
cones or pyramids. To these last, the name
* pyramid as
of Ferrein'' has been given.
;

FERRI ET AMMONITE MURIAS, Ferrum

ammoniatum — f.

—

Borussias, Prussian blue f.
Carbonas, F. subcarbonas f. Carbonatum, Graphites
f. Carbinetum, Graphites.
Ferri Citras, Citrate of Iron. Two citrates
of Iron have been prepared of late the SesnuiCitrate or Citrate of the sc.squioxide; and the

—

—

—

They resemble, in
Citrate of the protoxide.
their medical properties, the tartrate and the
metal.
the
of
lactate

—

Ferri Cyanuretum, Prussian blue f. Deutocarbonas fuscus, F. subcarbonas f. Deutoxydum nigrum, iEthiops martial— f. Ferrocyanas,
Prussian blue f. Hydrocyanas, Prussian blue
f. Hypercarburetum, Graphites.
Ferri Io'didum, Iodide of Iron, {Iodin.^ij,
Ferri rament. §j, An. destillat. Oiss. Mix the
Iodine with a pint of the distilled water in a
porcelain or glass vessel, and gradually add the
Iron filings, stirring constantly. Heat the mixture gently until the liquid acquires a light
greenish colour: then filter, and after the liquid
has passed, pour upon the filter half a pint of
When this has
the distilled water, boiling hot.
passed, evaporate the filtered liquor, at a temperature not exceeding 212°, in an iron vessel
to dryness, keep the dry Iodide in a closely
stopped bottle. (Ph U. S.) See, also, Iodine.
Ferri Lactas, Lactate of Iron, Lactate of
Protoxide of Iron, (F.J Lactate de Fer. Prepared
by digesting in a sand bath, at a low temperaIt is
ture, lactic acid diluted with iron filings.
employed in the same cases as the precipitated
chloroin
subcarbonate of iron, and especially
Twelve grains of the lactate may be given
sis.
in the 24 hours, in the form of lozenges.
Ferri Phosphas. Phosphate of Iron, Ferri
Sulphat. gv, Sodas Phosphat. ^vj, Aqux, cong.
Dissolve 'the sulphate of iron and phosphate of
soda, severally in four pints of the water; then

—

—

—

mix the solutions, and set the mixture by, that
the powder may subside lastly, having poured
off the supernatant liquor, wash the phosphate
;

F. limatura

—

f.

f.

et Potasste tartras,

Ferrum

tar-

tarizalum.

Ferri

Protocarbonas, Protocarbonate of
protocarbonate of iron, thrown down
from a solution of the sulphate of iron by the
carbonate of soda, readily attracts oxygen and
becomes converted into the sesquioxide. To
prevent this, it may be associated with honey
and sugar, and the mixture be reduced by evaporation to a pilular consistence. The mass
Iron.

The

—

constitutes the Ferruginous Pills Pilules fcrrugineuses, of Vallet
Vallet's Pills. See Pilulas
Ferri Carbonatis.
The protocarbonate is given in the same diseases as the lactate of iron. Ten or fifteen
grains in the course of the twenty-four hours.
Ferki Protosulphus Viridis, F. sulphas f.
f Ramenta, F. limaPrussias, Prussian blue
subcarbonas f. Scobs, F.
tura
f. Rubigo, F.
limatura f. Sesquioxidum, F. subcarbonas pras-

—

—

—

—

—

—

cipitatus.

Ferri Subcar'bonas, F. Car'bonas, Ferrum
prsecipita'tum, Chal'ybis Rubi' go prwpara' tu Ferri
Rubiao. (The last two terms, as well as Fcrrvtgo, are applied to the subcarbonate or rust,
,

air on metallic
protoxide of iron, oxidized by the decomposition of water; the carbonic acid being
attracted from the air. Dose, gr. v to £ss and
more.
The Ferri Subcarbonas may be precipitated from
sulphate of iron by carbonate of soda. The following is the formula of the Pharmacopoeia of
Ferri sulph. 5viij; sodse
the United States:
curb. §ix; aquse bullient. cong.
Dissolve the
sulphate of iron and carbonate of soda severally
in four pints of the water, then mix the solutions, and having stirred the mixture, set it by
that the powder may subside; having poured
off the liquor, wash the subcarbonate with hot
water, wrap it in bibulous paper, and dry with
a gentle heat. It is, also, called Ferri sesquioxidum. Ox'idum ferri fuscum, Dcuto-car' bonus
Ferri, fuscus, Crocus martis ape'riens, (F.j Sufran de Mars api-ritif.
Ferri Sulphas, Sal Martis, Vitriolum Martis, Vitriolum Ferri, Ferrum Vitriol*' turn, Sulphas vel Protosulphas Ferri vir'idis, Calcadi'num, Cal'cator, Cal'cotar,Chalcan'thunt, Cukite'a,
Atramcn'tum suto'rium, Vit'riol, Vitriolum virid2, Jin'inui Hep'atis, Sulphate of Iron, Green
Vitriol, Copperas.
The Pharmacopoeia of the
United States directs it to be made by the action
of sulphuric acid §xviij, on Iron wire, cut in
evaporating, cryspieces, §xij
water, a. gallon
tallizing, and drying the crystals on bibulous
paper. This salt is inodorous, and of a strong
The crystals are light-green,
styptic taste.

formed by the action of moist
iron.)

A

—

——
FERRIC US

transparent, rhomboidal ; and soluble in two
It is tonic and anthelmintic.
parts of water.

Dose,

gr.

j

to vj

FEVER
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and more.

—

to be more than sufficient to convert 1 part of arsenious acid into the basic salt
of iron.

would seem

Ferrum Oxydulatum Hydrocyanicum,
Ferri Sulphas Caloinatum, Colcothar f.
f. Potabile, F. tartarizatum— f.
Tartarurn, Ferrum tartarizatum f.Tritoxydum, Prussian blue

—

Colcothar.

FERRICUS HYDRAS, Ferrum oxydum

hy-

dratum.

FERRUGINEUS,

Chalybeate.
Chalybeate.

FERRUGliNOSUS,

FERRUGO,

Ferri Subcarbonas,

Ferrum oxy-

datum hydratum.

FERRUM,

Mats,

Side'rrs, Iron.

(K.) Fer.

A

metal of a bluish-gray colour: fibrous texture; brilliant and finegrained fracture. Specific gravity 7.000 to 7.800: hard, ductile, malThe medicinal virtues
leable, and magnetic.
of iron are tonic producing fetid eructations,
to its meeting with
owing
effect,
lakes
when it
acid in the stomach, which oxidizes it, and
causes the evolution of hydrogen gas. When
given in the metallic state, the tilings are chiefly
used but the oxides and salts are most commonly employed.
Ferrum Ammonia'tum, Mu'rias Ammo' nix
ft Ferri, Flores rnartia'les, Floras suit's ammonifaci rnartia'les, Ens Martis, Ens Ven'eris Boijlci,
Sal Martis muriat'icum sublima'tum, Sal ammoni'acum martia'lS, Ammo'nium muriat'icum martidtum seu martia'lS, Aroplt Paracel'si, Calen'dulx minerdles, Ferrum ammoniacale, Ammo(F.) Muriate d 'ammoniaque ct de
niatcd Iron.
fer. A submuriate of ammonia witli red muFerri Subcarl). §iij; acid muriat.
riate of iron.
f. 3x5 amnion, muriat. lbijss; aq. dcstillut. Oiv.
Mix the subcarbonate with the acid in a glass
vessel and digest for two hours then add the
muriate, previously dissolved in distilled water,
and having filtered the liquor evaporate to dryDose, gr.
ness. Rub to powder.— (Ph. U. S.)
;

;

;

iij

to gr. xv.

Ferrum Ammoniacale,
Borussicum, Prussian Blue

—

ammoniatum

F.

—

f.

—

f.

Cyanogenatum,

Haematites, Haematites.
Ferrum Oxyda'tum Hydra'tum, Ferri Ox1 idum Hydra'tum (Ph. U. S ) Ferrugo, Hydras

Prussian blue

f.

—

Prrccipitatum, Ferri subcarbonas.
Fkhrum Tartariza'tum, Tartras Potas'sx
et Ferri, Tar'tarvm Ferri, Ferri it Polnssx Tartras, Tar' tarns chulybca'tus, Mars sola' bills, Tartras l.al'icofer'ricus, Ckulybs tartariza'lus, Tartarus martia'lis, Tartras Potas'sx ferrugino aus,
Ferrum potab'ile, Globus martin' Us, (F.) Boulc
de Mars, Boule de Nancy, B. de Motsheim,.B.
d'Acier, Glob'uli Ta/tari rnartia'les seu rnartia'les solu'ti seu martia'ti seu tar'tratis ferri ct
lixiv'ix, Boli Martis, Pyri rnartia'les, Tar'tarizcd
Iron, Tartrate of Potass and Iron, {Ferri subcarb. 3 iij, Acid, muriat. f. 3xj Liquor Potassx,
Ovss; Potass Bitart. 3"vijss, Aqux destillat.cong.
iss.
Mix the subcarbonate of iron and the muriatic acid, and digest for two hours; pour the
solution into a gallon of the distilled water; set
aside for an hour, and pour off" the supernatant
liquor.
To this add the liquor potassre wash
the precipitate formed frequently with water,
and while yet moist, mix it with the bitartrate
of potassa and half a gallon of the distilled water.
Keep the mixture at the temperature of
140° for 30 hours, frequently stirring; filter
the solution, and evaporate by means of a water bath, at the same temperature, to dryness.
Ph. U. S.) It is one of the mildest of the salts
of iron, and not unpalatable. Dose, gr. x to gss.
The Tinctu'ra Martis Apcriti'ca, Tincture of
Ludwig ; Al'cohol cum sulphate Ferri tartarisa'tus; Tinctura Martis Glaubcri, is essentially,
an aqueous solution of this salt, which is, also,
called Eau de Boule, and is used in contusions.
Helvetius''s Styptic was composed of the filings
of iron and tartar, mixed to a proper consistence
with French brandy. It was called in England
Eaton's Styptic; but this is now formed of Sulphate of Iron.
Ferrum Vitriolatum, Ferri sulphas f. Vit1

;

riolatum ustum, Colcothar

—

—

f.

Zooticum, Prus-

sian blue.
FERULA, Fanon, Palette, Splint— f. AfriFer'ricus, Hydro-oxide of Iron, Hydratcd Oxide
of Iron, Hydratcd peroxide of Iron, Hydrated cana, Bubon gaibanum f. Asafoetida, see AsaTritoxide of Iron. It may be prepared by taking foetida f. Persica, see Sagapenum.
FESSES, Nates.
a solution of sulphate of iron, increasing its dose
FESSIER, Gluteal—/. Grand, Glutams maxiof oxygen by heating it with nitric acid, and
precipitating the oxide by adding pure ammo/. Mnyen, Glutams medius—/. Petit, Glunia in excess, washing the precipitate and teus minimus.
FETUS, Foetus.
keeping it moist.
ACTUEL, Cauterium—/. Pcrsiquc,
The following is the formula, adopted by the
Pharmacopoeia of the United States, (1842,) Herpes zoster—/. Potential, see Cauterium /.
Ferri Sulpli. 31V; acid, sulphuric, f. giiiss; Liq. Sacre, Erysipelas—/. St. Antoine, Erysipelas /,
ammonias (q. v.,) aqux Oij. Dissolve the sul- Sauvagc, Ignis sylvaticus -/. Volage, Ignis sylphate of iron in the water, and having added vaticus.
VOLAGES, Porrigo larvalis.
the sulphuric acid, boil the solution: then add
FkVE, Vicia faba—-f. de Carthngene, Habilla
the nitric acid in small portions, boiling the
liquid for a minute or two after each addition, de Carthagena—/. a Cochon, Hyoscyamus f.
until the acid ceases to produce a dark colour. llpnisse, Sedum telephium—f. des Marais, Vicia
Filter the liquid, allow it to cool, and add the faba /. de Sainte Ignacc, Ignatia amara /.
liquor ammonia? in excess, stirring the mixture Purgadf, Ricinus communis.
FEVEll, Febris, from fervor, ' heat,' or from
briskly, wash the precipitate with water, until
the washings cease to yield a precipitate with feb'ruo, 'I purify:' Pyr, Pyr'elos, nvocioc, (F.)
chloride of barium, and keep it in close bottles Fievre. One of the most frequent and dangerous affections, to which the body is liable.
with water sufficient to cover it.
of late, as an person has an attackof fever, when he is affected
It has been brought forward,
antidote to arsenic ; and many cases of its effi- with rigours, followed by increased heat of skin
quick pulse, languor, and lassitude. Rigours, incacy have been published.
From 10 to 20 parts of the hydrated oxide creased heat, and frequency of pulse have each

—

—
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no9

been assumed as the essential character of
It

fever.
Fever, Apoplec'tic, Febris apoplec'tica,
isnotcharacterized,however,byany<we,butde- Com'atose Fever, Febris romati/des, F. Lethur'1

pends upon the coexistence of many symptoms, \gica, F. soporo'sa. An intermittent or continued
Fevers have been usually divided into idiopathic fever, attended with apoplectic symptoms.
or essential, and into symptomatic. The idiopaFever, Artificial, Febris artijiciu' lis, Fethic arise without any obvious local cause. The bris arts promo' ta. Fever, produced designedly
symptomatic are dependent upon local irrita- by the internal or external use of stimulants,
Fever, Articular, eruptive, Dengue f.
tion.
Idiopathic fevers maybe divided into!
three classses
1. Those attended with distinct Articular, rheumatic, Dengue,
Fever. Asthen'ic, Febris astken'ica. Fever,
paroxysms: interrnittents. 2. Remittent and
continued fevers: and, 3. Fevers, complicated accompanied with debility. It may include
with eruptions, or the exanthematous. These every variety of fever under certain circumdivisions admit of great variety owing to cli- stances, but is generally appropriated to tymate, season, soil, age, &.c. All ages and cli- phns.
Fever, Asthmat'ic, Febris asthmat'ica. A
mates are liable to fever-; and its exciting causes
with
are very numerous. These causes may be com- pernicious intermittent, accompanied
|

j

—

:

—

I

i

.

mon

symptoms of asthma.

intestines ; external
; as irritations in the
or they may be
injuries, stimulants,
as miasmata, contagion, &c.
The
specific;
greatest diversity has prevailed regarding the
Its primary seat has been
theory of fever.
placed in the brain, mucous membrane of the
stomach and intestines, skin, nerves, blood-ves-

&c;

P'ever, Ataxo-adynam'ic ; Febris atax'o-adynam'ica. Fever, characterized by symptoms of
ataxia and adynamia.

Fever, Barcelona, Fever, yellow

—

f.

Bas-

tard, Illegitimate fever.

Fever, Bilious, .Fein's

vena cava, pancreas, &c. It would
seem, however, that although, in fever, the
whole of the fuctions are morbidly impressed,
the arguments in favour of the impression being first made on the nervous system and the
capillary system of vessels are the strongest.
The exciting cause of fever, whatever it may
be, produces an irregular action of the capillary
system, which is soon conveyed to the rest of
the system, owing to the extensive sympathy which exists between every part of the
body; and it is probable, that all those local
inflammations and congestions are the consequence, rather than the cause, of this tiisordered condition of the system. Many phenomena of fever are influenced by that perio

F. polychotica,
Syn'ochus bilio'sus, F. aso'des, F. choler'ica, F.
gas'lrica, F. hepat'ica.
The common remittent
fever of summer and autumn ; generally supposed to be owing to, or connected with, derangement of the biliary system.
Fever, Bilious Remitting, Yellow, Fever,
yellow f. Bladdery, Pemphigus f. Bouquet,
Dengue f. Brain, F. cerebral, Phrenitis f.
Bucket, Dengue f. Bulam, Fever, yellow f.

sels, liver,

bilio'sa,

—

—

—

—

—

Camp, Typhus

—

gravior.

Fever, Cardial'gic, Febris cardial'gica. A
variety of pernicious intermittent, accompanied
with violent cardialgia during the paroxysm.
Fever, Caroitic Intermittent fever, aceompanied with pain at the heart.
Fever, Catarrhal, F. adeno-meningeal.
Feveh, Cephalal'gic, Febris cephulal'gica.
dieity, which we notice in the execution of
The A pernicious intermittent, accompanied with
several of the functions of the body.
types of interrnittents are strong evidences of intense pain of the head. Also, intermittent
cephalalgia.
such an influence.
Fever, Cer'ebral, Brain fever. Fever,
In the treatment of fever, it is important, 1
To bear in mind its tendency, particularly in generally of an ataxic character, in which the
definite
brain
run
is considerably affected.
to
a
exanthemata,
the case of the
Fever, Childbed, Fever, puerperal, Puercourse, and terminate in restoration to health.
i

—

f. Childbed, Low, see Peritonitis.
Fever, Chol'eric, Febris choler'ica. A variety of pernicious intermittent, accompanied
with symptoms of cholera morbus.
Fever, Choleric, of Infants, Cholera In-

The disposition to local determinations or hythe most frequent cause of the fatal
percemix
terminations of fever ; a circumstance requiring
the vigilant attention of the physician. 3, That
the symptoms must be attentively studied, in
order to deduce, as far as possible from them,
the indications of cure. Lastly, Attention must
be paid to the prevalent epidemic. There are
particular seasons in which fevers are very malio-uant; and others in which they are as mild
circumstances which necessarily have an effect
upon the treatment.
Fever, Ade'no-Mkningf/al, Febris ade.'nomeningea, Febris meseul.ei'ica (Baglivi,) Morbus mvco's us, Febris muco'sa; Pitu'ilovs Fever,
Catarrhal Fever, Cvntin'ned Lymphatic Fever,
Phlegmop'yia, Pklegmatop'yra, Gastro- Bronchi'Fever, accompanied with considerable mutis.
cous secretion; especially from the digestive

peral fever

tube.

difficult

Febris anom'ahis, F.
'trral'ica, F. irregularis, F. vaga. A fever, whose
progress and type are irregular.
vaFever, Apiion'ic, Febris aphnn'ica.
riety of intermittent, in which the voice is lost
during the paroxysm.

various parts
of this country, especially in the fall; and they
are very common in India.
Fever, Co^vul'sive, Febris convulsi'va.
pernicious intermittent, accompanied by convulsions.

2.

:

—

;

Fever, Anom'ai.oi.s,

A

21.

fantum.

Fever, Chronic, Febris cbron'ica.
Some
authors apply this name to protracted fevers;
others to hectic fever.
Fever, Colliquative, Febris tab'ida, Febris
cnlliquali'va.
Fever, characterized by rapid
emaciation, copious evacuations, and rapid prostration of strength.
Fever, Comatose, F. apoplectic f. Continent, see Continent
f. Continued, common,

—

—

Synochus
Fever, Congf.s'ti ve, Febris congesti'va. Fever accompanied by obscure symptoms; or by
great oppression and depression in which it is
tion.

—

;

— to induce reac-

and often impossible
Congestive fevers occur

in

A
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Fever, Delir'ious, Febris cum dclir'io, (F.) cribed in England to the effluvium of hay, but
F,ecre ddliranle.
A pernicious intermittent, this is not the probable cause. It is a catarrh
characterized by delirium in the paroxysms.
with sneezing, headache, weeping, snuffling
Ff.ver, Dkp'uratory, Febris depurato'ria. A and cough, with, at times, fever and general
fever, to which was attributed the property of discomfort.
It is not uncommon in this counpurifying the blood; or which indicated, that try, it disappears spontaneously. to recur on
about the same period.
such a supposed depuration had occurred.
years
subsequent
Fever, Diaphoret'ic, Febris diaphoret'ica,
Fever, Hebdom'adal. A supposititious feFebris sudato'ria.
pernicious intermittent, ver, whose paroxysms return weekly, and on
with excessive sweating during the fit.
the same day.
Fevkr, Diges'tive. The chilliness, followed
Fever, Hectic, see Consumption, and Hectic
by increased heat and quicknessof pulse, which Fever.
Fever, Hepatic or Hepatai/gic. A perfrequently accompanies digestion.
Fkver, Double, (F.) Fievre double ou doub/ee. nicious intermittent, with violent pain in the
An intermittent, whicn has two paroxysms in a nsrht hypochondrium.
Fever, Hill. A modification of remittent,
given time, instead of one.
Fever, Double-Quartan. A fever, whose occurring in the hilly districts of India.
Fever, Hospital, Typhus gravior.
paroxysms occur two days in succession, and
Fever, Hun'garv, Febris Hungar'ica, Morfail the third day: the first paroxysm resembling
bus Ungar'irus, Cephalon'osus, (F.) Fievre Honthe 4th; and the second the 5th.
Fiver, Double-Quotidian. An intermit- groise ou de Hongrie. An endemic typhus,
tent, whose paroxysms return twice every day common amongst the soldiers in barracks, in
Hungary.
at corresponding hours.
Fever, Hu'moral, Febris humora'lis. Fever,
Fever, Double-Tertian. An intermittent,
paroxysms
return
every
day;
the
first
in which an alteration or deterioration of the
whose
corresponding with the 3d, the second with humours is suspected.
Fever, Hydrophobic, Febris hy drop hob' ica.
the 4th. and so on.
Fever, Duodec"imane, Febris duodecivwna. Pernicious intermittent with dread of liquids.
Fever, Hyster'ic, Febris hysterica. HysA supposititious intermittent, whose paroxysms
teria, accompanied by fever.
recur on the 12th day, or every 11 days.
Hysteria, occurFever, Epilep'tic, Febris epikp'tica. A va- ring with each paroxysm of an intermittent.
Fever, Icter'ic, Febris icter'ica. Fever, acriety of pernicious intermittent, accompanied
companied by jaundice. Some intennittents
with attacks of epilepsy.
Fever, Erot'ic, Febris erol'ica, (F.) Fievre exhibit this complication at each paroxysm.
chronic fever, occasioned by unFever Infantile, Remittent, Febris infand'amour.
tum remittent. A fever occurring in childhood,
love.
j ropitious
Fever, Errat'ic, Febris err at' ha. An in- which often assumes many of the characters
It appears generally to
termittent, the recurrence of whose paroxysms of the hydrocephalus.
be dependent upon a morbid condition of the
is irregular.
Fever, Eruptive, Exanthematica f. erup- stomach and bowels.
Fever, Inflammatory, Synocha f. Intermittive articular, Dengue.
Fever, Gan'grenous, Febris gangrsmo'des. tent, see Intermittent Fever.
Fever. Insid'ious. Fever, which, at first,
Fever, accompanied by gangrene of various
parts, and especially of the limbs and genitals. seems devoid of danger, but subsequently becomes of a more or less malignant character.
Senac describes an intermittent of this kind
Fever, Jail, Typhus gravior f. Jungle,
Fever, Gastral'gic An intermittent accompanied with acute burning tearing pain at see Jungle Fever.
Fever, Lo'chial, Febris lochia'lis. That acthe stomach.
Fever, Gastric, Febris gas' trica, Stomach'ic celeration of the circulation which sometimes
name,
Syn'ochus
Bilio'sa.
given
occurs
by
during the discharge of the lochia.
fever,
some to biliovs fever, which has appeared to
Fever, Lymphatic, Continued, F. adenothem to be dependent on an affection of the menin^eal.
stomach. Also, called Menin'go- gastric fever;
Fever Malig'nant, Febris malig'na. Fever,
Harvest fever, (F.) Fievre de la. Moisson.
which makes its approaches insidiously, and
Ff.ver, Gastro-Adynam'ic, Febris gastro- subsequently becomes formidable. Any fever
fever, in which the symptoms which exhibits a very dangerous aspect.
ndynam'ica.
of bilious fever are joined with those of adynaFever, Malignant, Typhus gravior f. Malignant, pestilential, Fever, yellow
mic fever.
f. Marsh,
Gastro-Angioten'ic
A
fever,
Fever,
in Elodes, (febris.)
which the symptoms of the bilious are united
Fever. Masked, Febris lurvafta, (F.) Fievre
larvee, Dead Ague, Dumb jJgue. Anomalous
with those of the inflammatory fever.
fever, in which intermittent, the paroxysms of which have not
Fever, Gastro-Ataxic
the symptoms of bilious fever are united with the regular stages.
Fi:vt'it, Mf.ningo-gastric, Fever gastric.
those of ataxic fever.
Fever, Mesenteric, Febris mrsenter'tca. A
Fever. Gibraltar, Fever, yellow f. Harname given, by Baglivi, to a specie* of lever,
vest, F. Gastric.
Fever. H^mop'toic, Febris hsemopto'ica. A which appears to have belonged either to the
variety of masked intermittent, in which peri- niveous or bilious.
Fi-.VT.it, Milk, Febris lacftea, (F.) Fievre de
odical hcemoptysis is the chief symptom.
Fever, Hay, Catarr'hus asti'vus, Summer lait ou laitense, F. lactic, Galactop'yra. The
Catarrh, Hay Asthma, Rose Catarrh, Summer fever, which precedes or accompanies the seBronchi' tis. A catarrh to which certain persons cretion of milk in women recently delivered.
are subject in summer, and which has been as- It comes on generally, about the third day

—

A
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—
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and is characterized by quick
increased heat; redness of face; diminution or temporary suppression of the lochial
discharge; tumefaction and tension of the
breasts.
It commonly terminates in twentyfour hours, and often with profuse perspiration.
It. requires the use
of antiphlogistics, with dry
after delivery,

pulse;

in certain affections after having
such as the secondary fever, which
comes on at the time of the suppuration of the

which recurs

ceased;

variolous

pustules, or after the
scarlatina, Ate, has disappeared.

eruption of

Fever, Septan, Febris septa'na. An intermittent, whose paroxysms recur every six days,
diet.
and consequently on the seventh.
Feveh Mixed, Synochus.
Feveh, Sextan, Febris sexta'na. A fever,
Fever Nephrit'ic, Febris nephret'ica. In- which recurs every five days, and consequently
termittent fever, accompanied with nephritic on the sixth.
pain daring the paroxysm.
Fever, Simple, Febris simplex. Simple feFever, Neuvous, Febris ncrvo'sa, Febris lenta ver, is that which has no predominant characnervu'sa.
A variety of Typhus; the Typhus ter bilious, inflammatory, or nervous; and
mitior (q. v ) of Cullen. By many, however, which is unaccompanied by any local determiit is esteemed a distinct disease.
See Typhoid nation, hyperaemia, or complication. It may

—

Fever.

be continued, remittent, or intermittent.

Fever, Non'ane, Febris nona'nu. A suppowhose paroxysms recur every

sititious fever,

ninth day, or every eight days.

Feveh, Oc'tane, Febris ocla'na. An intermitwhose paroxysms recur every eighth day.
Fever, Period'ical, Febris periud'ica. An

tent,

This is the
Fever, Simple Continued.
most favourable form of continued fever, and
has a tendency to wear itself out, provided
only the lasdentia be avoided. The prognosis
is consequently favourable, and the treatment
simple; consisting in perfect repose of body
and mind, abstinence, and relieving the thirst
by cold acidulated drinks.
Fever, Singul'tous, Febris singulto'sa. Fever, accompanied with singultus or hiccough.

intermittent or remittent fever.
Fever, Perni'cious, Febris pernicio'sa. Intermittent fever, when attended with great
danger, and which destroys the majority of
those affected by it in the first four or five" paFever, Spotted, Typhus gravior.
roxysms; sometimes in the very first.
Fever, Ster'coral, Febris slercora'lis. FeFever, Pestilen'tial, Febiis pestilentia'Hs. ver, produced by an accumulation of feces in
The Plague. Also a severe case of typhus. the intestines.
The yellow fever and sweating sickness have,
Fever, Stomachic, Gastric Fever.
likewise, been thus designated.
Fever, Strangers'. Yellow, or remittent
Feveh, Pitu'itous, F. adeno-meningeal.
fever, which is endemic in certain places, and to
Fever, Pleurit'ic; an intermittent, accom- which strangers are especially liable.
panied with inflammation of the pleura.
Fever, Subintrant, Febris subin' trans. An
Fever, Pneumon'ic; an intermittent, accom- intermittent, in which one paroxysm is scarcely
panied with inflammation of the lungs s
finished before the other begins.
Fever, Puer'peral, Febiis puerpera'lis,
Fever, Syn'copal, Febris syncopa'lis, F. miChildbed fever, (F.) Fievre puerperale. This nu'ta. A variety of pernicious intermittent, in
name has been given to several acute diseases, which there is, in every paroxysm, one or mor«
supervening after delivery. It means, gene- faintings.
rally, a malignant variety of peritonitis, which
Fever, Syphilit'ic, Febris syphilitica. Feruns its course very rapidly, and passes into a ver, accompanying syphilis, or supposed to be
typhoid condition, unless met, at the very owing to a syphilitic taint.
onset, by the most active depleting measures.
Fever, Ter'tian, Febris Tertia'na. A fever,
By the generality of practitioners, it is es- whose paroxysm returns on the third day, and
teemed to be eminently contagious; some, how- consequently every two days.
ever, deny that it is so.
Fever, Tragic, Febris Trag"ica. A low feSee Peritonitis and
Puerperal Fever.
ver, in which the patient declaims like an actor
Fever. Puerperal, Adynamic, or Malig- during the delirium.
nant, see Peritonitis.
Fever, Traumat'ic, Febris traumatica. The
Fever, Pu'kulent, Febris purulen'ta. Fever, fever, which supervenes on wounds or great
surgical operations.
which accompanies suppuration.
Fever, Typhoid, of India, Cholera.
Fever, Putrid, Typhus gravoir.
Fever, Ver'minous, Febris Vermino'sa, FlelFeveh, Quintan, Febris quinta'na.
fever,
whose paroxysms return every fifth day. It mint/top' yra, worm fever. Fever, produced by
the presence of worms in the digestive tube, or
is seen rarely, if ever.
accompanied by their expulsion.
Fever, Quotid'ian, Febris quotidia'na.
Fever, Vernal, Febris Vernalis. An interfever, whose paroxysms recur daily.
mittent or other fever occurring in the spring.
Feveh, Red Tongue, see Typhus.
Fever, Regular, Febris regula'ris. An in- Vernal intermittents were formerly considered
termittent whose paroxysms follow a determi- salubrious.
" An aenc in thfi spring
nate type. It is opposed to atypic. Sometimes

A

A

Is physic for a king."

opposed to anomalous.

—
remittent infantile, see fever, infantile remittent.
Fever, Riieumat'ic, Rheumatism, acute —
Fever, Remittent, see Remittent Fever

f.

f.

Root, Triosteum perfoliatum.
Fever, Scorbu'tic, Febris scorbu'tica.
febrile

The

movement, which sometimes accompa-

nies scorbutus or scurvy.

Feveh,

Secondary.

A

febrile

condition,

Fever, Vesicular, Pemphigus.
Fever, Walchehen, Gall- sickness. The remittents and intermittents to which the British
troops were exposed, who were attached to the
expedition to VValcheren, in 1809.

Fever, Winter. See Tongue, black.
Fever, Worm, Verminous F.
Fever, Yellow, Febris jiaca, F. Americu'na,

—
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Pedis occidenla'lis, Yom'itus niger, Epanetus ma
lignus flatus, Remitt'ens ictero'des, Tritzophy'a
America' na, Typhus ictero'des, F. trvp'icus, F.
canlin'ua pu'trida ictero'des Carolinknsis, Elo'des ictero'des, Febris maligna bilio'sa Americx.
Ochrop'yra, Syn'ochus ictero'des, Fievre matelote,
Febris malig'naflava In'dive Occidenta'lis, Endc'rnial Causus of the West Indies, Causus tropicus endem'icus, Bilious remitting yellow fever,
Mulig'nunt pestilen'tial'fever, Fievre jauned'Amcrique, Fievre gaslro-adynamique, Typhus miasmalique ataxique putride jaune, Yoiuito prieto,
Vomito negro, Mai de Siam, Fievre de la Barhade, Black vomit, Febris toxica, Febris tropica,
Typhus d'Amirique, Bulam Fever, Gibraltar Fever, Barcelona Fever.
A very acute and dangerous, febrile affection; so called, because complicated, in its second stage, with jaundice, and
accompanied by vomiting of black matter. Sauvages, Cullen, and others regard it as a variety
of typhus; and Pinel as a species of gastro-adynamic, or bilious putrid fever. It occurs, endemically, only within the tropics; but it has
been met with epidemically in the temperate
regions.
Broussais regards the disease as gastro-enteritis, exasperated by atmospheric heat;
so that it runs through its stages with much
greater rapidity than the gastro-enteritis of our
climates. The yellow colour of the skin, according to him, is owing to the inflammation of
the small intestine, and especially of the duodenum, augmenting the secretion of the liver,
and at the same time preventing its discharge
into the duodenum. The pathology of this affection, as well as its origin, is still unsettled.
The treatment must generally be of the most
active nature at the onset; consisting in bleeding largely, and exhibiting mercury so as to
excite a new action if possible;
the other
symptoms being combated according to general
principles.
It must vary, however, according
to the epidemic.
Matricaria.
FE'VERISH, Feb'riens,Febrico'sus, (F.) Fiefrom
That which causes
vreux,
febris, 'fever.'
fever, sat feverish food, feverish diathesis, &c.
Also, the state of one labouring under fever.
Eupatorium perfoliatum.
FIBER. Castor fiber.
Fibrin.
FIBRA
FIBRE, Fibra, Is, Ctedon, Filum, Filamcn'tum. An organic filament, of a solid consistence, and more or less extensible, which enters
into the composition of every animal and vegetable texture. The simple or elementary fibre of
the ancients, from a particular assemblage and
arrangement of which every texture of the body
was conceived to be constituted, seems entirely
ideal. The moderns usually admit, with Haller
and Blumenbach, three elementary fibres or tisThe cellular or laminated, formed
1.
sueschiefly of thin plates, of a whitish colour and
extensible, and which seems to consist of concrete gelatin. 2. The nervous, pulpy, or med'ullary, formed of a soft substance, contained in
a cellular sheath, and consisting of albumen
3. The muscular,
united to a fatty matter.
composed of round filaments, of a grayish or
reddish colour, and formed of fibrin. Chaussier has added to these the albugincous fibre,
but it seems to differ from the cellular fibre
only in the greater condensation of the mole-

A

very small fibre is called a Fibril, Fibrilla.
Fibre, Ai.buginkous. See Albuginea.

FIBRIL. See Fibre.
FIB'RIN, Fibrins, Fibrina, Fibra san'guinis,

An immediMote' r in fibre/ sa, Lympha plaslica.
solid, white, and inodoate animal principle
rous; insipid; heavier than water; without action on the vegetable blues: elastic, when
moist; hard and brittle when dry. It enters
into the composition of the chyle and the
blood, and forms the chief part of the muscles
of red-blooded animals. Fibrin is very nutritious.
In certain diseased actions, Fibrin or
Coagulabte lymph, gluten, is separated from the
blood, and is found in considerable quantity on
the surfaces of membranes, and in the cavities
of the body. The name, Coagulable lymph,
has also been given to that part of the serum which coagulates when heated, and is of
an albuminous nature. Fibrin is likewise a
proximate principle of vegetables, and differs

—

but

in

chemical composition from animal

FIB'RINOUS,
composed of

That which is
Fibrirw'sus.
has the appearance of

fibrin, or

fibrin.

FIRRO-CAR'TILAGE,

An

Fibro-cartildgo.

organic tissue, partaking of the nature of the
fibrous tissue, and of that of cartilage.
It is
dense, resisting, elastic, firm, supple, and flexible.
Fibro-cartilages are distinguished into,
1. Memhruniform,or those which serve as moulds
2.
to certain parts, as the aloe nasi and eyelids.
Vaginifvrm, or those which form sheaths for
the sliding of tendons.
3. Inter articular, those
which are met with in the movable articula-

—

—

little

fibrin.

tions.

4.

Uniting.

(F.) Fibro-cartilages d'union,

which form a junction between two bones,
Fibro-cartilages are,
as the symphysis pubis.

—

sometimes, formed adventitiously, as the
sult of a morbid process
in different

re-

or-

gans.

FEVERFEW,

Fibro-Cartilages, Tarsal.

FIBRO-MUCOUS,

See Tarsus.
Fibrous

Fibro-muco'sus.

membranes, intimately united with other

mem-

branes of a mucous nature, as the pituitary membrane, the membrane of the urethra.

FEVERWORT,

FIBROSE ROUS, Fibro-sero'sus. Possessing the nature of fibrous and serous membranes.
Membranes, composed of a fibrous, and a serous
as the Dura Mater,
sheet, intimately united:
Pericardium, Tunica albuginea testis, &c.
FIBROUS, Fibro'sus. Composed of fibres.
Certain membranes, as the dura mater, periosteum, ligamentous capsules of the joints, &c.
are fibrous. The fibrous system of Biclmt includes the system of organs, formed by the
albugineous fibre of Chaussier. It comprises,
particularly, the periosteum and perichondrium;
the articular capsules and ligaments; the tendons; the dura mater, pericardium, tunica sclerotica, tunica albuginea testis, outer membrane
of the spleen, &c.

SANGU1MS,

—

Fibrous Membranes, see Membranes, fibrous.
FIB'ULA, Cruris radius, Carina minor, Os
pe'ron?.,

Foc"ile minus, Sura, Arun'do minor,

vun'ima, a clasp.' The
of the leg. (F.) Perone. The
long, small bone, situate at the outer part of the
leg.
The superior or tibial extremity of the
fibula is rounded and forms the caput or head.
It is arti-culated with the tibia.
Its inferior r>r
tarsal extremity is broader than the superior.
Fistful a Cruris, Tih'ia

splinter bone

cules.
I

'

—
FIBULATIO

FIMUS
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Tt is articulated with the tibia and astiagnius,
and forms the malleolus externus or outer ankle
by means of its corouoid process. The body of
the bone has three faces, having more or less
prominent edges. It is separated from the tibia
by the interosseous space; and is developed by
three points of ossification; one at the body, and
one at each extremity. It prevents the foot
from turning outwards.

FIBULATIO,

—

Fever, puerperal—/. Quarte, Quartan—/
Quotidienne, Quotidian—/, Remittente. UcnuU

rale.

tenl

—f.

fever—f.Rhumatix male. Rheumatism, acute
Rouge, Scarlatina—/. Scmitierce, Hemi-

tritppa

Tertian fever.
Feverish.

f. Tierce,

FlAVREUK,

FIG, INDIAN, Cactus opuntia.

FIGUE, Ficus carica.
FIGUIER, Ficus carica—/

d'Inde, Cactus

opuntia.

lnfibulatio.

FIC, Ficus.

FICAIRE, Ranunculus ficaria.
F1CARIA, Scrophularia aquatica — f. Ranunculoides. Ranunculus ficaria.
FICATIO, Ficus.
F1COSA EMINENTIA, Ficus.
F1U US, Syco'sis, Syco'ma, Fica'tio, Fico'sus
Tumor, Fico'sa eminen'tia, Maris'ca, (F.) Fie.
fleshy excrescence, often soft and reddish,
sometimes hard and scirrhous, hanging by a

A

FIGURATIO, Imagination.
FIGURE, (F.) An epithet for a compressive
bandage, applied over the head after bleeding
from the frontal vein. It has also been called
bandage royal.
FIGWORT, Scrophularia nodosa— f. Water,
greater, Scrophularia aquatica.
FIL'AMENT, Fi/amen'tum, from filum, 'a
thread.' This word is used synonymously with
fibril; thus, we say, a nervous or cellular fila-

peduncle, or formed like a fig; occurring on ment. Also, the glairy, thread-like substance,
the eyelids, chin, tongue, anus, or organs of which forms in the urine, in some diseases, and
generation. The fini, seated on the last men- which depends on a particular secretion from
tioned parts, are generally of a syphilitic cha- the mucous membrane of the urinary passao-es.

FILAMENTUM, Fibre,

racter.

Ficus, F. Carica.
Ficus Cak'ica. The systematic
fig

tree.

(F.)

Figuier.

Carica,

of the
Ficus, Ficus

Ficus commu'nis, Syce,

vulga'ris,

name

avxtj,

cially in

gum

boils.

f.

see

—

f.

Worms.

FILELLUM, Frsenum.
FILET {DE LA LAjYGUE,) Fraenum—/

(F.)

Figue.
The fig— Ficus, (fh. U. S.)— is a pleasant fruit when ripe; as well as when dried in
the state in which it is found in the shops. It
is used, at times, in place of a cataplasm; espe-

Frsenum.

FILAKIA HOMINIS BRONCH1ALIS, see
Worms — Medinensis, Dracunculus — Oculi,

la

Vetgc, Frcenum

penis—/ Operation

de

du, see

Fisenum.

FILICULA, Poly podium filix mas.
FIL'IFORM, Filiform' is, from filum,

'a

Ficus Inih.* Ghana, Coccus cacti f. Indica, thread,' and forma, 'form;' having the shape of
Musa paradisiaca. See Caoutchouc.
a thread; as the filiform papil'las of the tongue.
FIDGETS. Of doubtful etymology. Dys- See Papillae.
phoria simplex, D. nerva'sa, Erelhis'mus simFIL1PENDULA, Spirsea filipendula.
FIL1US ANTE PATREM, Tussilago.
plex, Tiluba'tio, (F.) Fretillement. General restlessness and troublesome uneasiness of the
FILIX FCEMINEA, Pteris aquilina— f. Flo.
nerves and muscles; with increased sensibility; rida, Osmunda regalis f. Mas, Polypodium
and inability of fixing the attention, accom- filix mas f. Nymphaea, Pteris aquilina.
FILLE, Girl
panied with a perpetual desire of changing the
position
FILLET, Fascia.
See Jlgacement des JYerfs
FILTRA'TION, Filtra'tio, Percola'tio.
FJDICINALES, Lumbricales nianus.
A
pharmaceutical operation, which consists in
FIEL. Bile
FlkVRE, Fever—/ d'Acces, Intermittent fe- passing a fluid through a filter or strainer, for
ver—/. Adtjnamique Typhus—f.Algide, see Al- the purpose of clarifying it. In ancient physic
gidu»—/. d' Amour, Fever, erotic—/. Annuelle, ology, it meant the action by which the different humours of the body are separated from
see Annual Diseases—/. Ardent, Ardent fever
/. Alaxique, Typhus—/ dr. la Barbade, Fever, the mass of blood.
FILTRUM. A filler. Any porous mateyellow—/ des Camps, Typhus gravior—/. Cerebrate, Cerebral fever —•/. Ciribrule des Enfans, rial; such as .sand, some kinds of freestone,
Hydrocephalus intern us—/ Cholerique, Chole- powdered charcoal, pounded glass, flannel, unsized paper, &c, through which a fluid is
ric, (fever)—/ de Consomption, see Consumption—/ Dilirante, Fever, delirious—/ Double, passed for the purpose of separating it from
Fever, double—/ Doublie, Fever, double—/ the matters suspended in it.

—

—

,

Entiro-mesentirique, Typhoid fever—/ Etique,

FILUM.

Hectic fever—f. gastro-adynamique, Fever, yellow—/ Heclique, Hectic fever, /. de Hongrie,

Filum T.*niakorme,

Hungaric—/

Fibre.
Tae-niola.

FIM'BRIA, Parur'ma.

A

band; a fringf;

Typhus gravior as the fimbria or fimbriated extremity of the
Fallopian Tube.
•/. Inter mitlnnte, Intermittent fever—/ Jaunc
FIMBRIA CARNOSiE COLI, Epiploic
d'Amerique, Fever, yellow—/ Lactee, Fever,
milk—/ de Luil, Fever, milk—/ Loileusc, Fe- appendages.
FIMUS, Stercus, Dung.
ver, milk—/ Larvie, Fever, masked—/ LentiFimus seu Stehcus An'seris or Goose-dung,
culaire, Typhus gravior—/ Matelote, Fever, yelFever,

—

•

d'Hdpital,

M'escnterique, see Typhus—f.de la Aloisson, Fever, gastric—/ Morbilleuse, Rubeola—/

low—/

Nerveuse,

Typhus mitior—-f. Nosocomiale, TyOscitante, Oscitant fever—/

phus gravior—/

Peripncumonique, Pneumonia—/ Pernicieuse
dclirante, see Delirious—
Pleurttique, Pleuriay—/ des Prisons, Typhus gravior—/ Puerpe-

/

27*

was applied as a poultice to the feet in malignant fever. See Chenocoprus.
Fimus Equi'nus, Stercus equi non castn/ti,
Stone-horse dung, was once thought anti-pleuritio.

Fimus Vacc* or Cowdung, was employed ss
a cataplasm, especially in gout.

—
FINCKLE

FINCKLE, Anethum.
FINGER, Digitus— f. Rinnr, Annular finder.
FINIS ASPERSE ARTERLE, Larynx. °
FIOLE,

Phiala.

FIR-MOSS, UPRIGHT, Lycopodium selago— f. Scotch, Pinus sylvestris— f. Spruce,
Norway, Pinus abies f. Tree, silver, Pinus
Picea

—

—

f.

Yew-leaved, Pinus

abies.

FIRE, PERSIAN, AnthracioS.
FIRE, ST. ANTHONY'S. Erysipelas.

FISHSKIN, Ichthyosis.
FISH TONGUE. An instrument— so

—

from its shape used by some dentists
removal of the dentes sapiential.
FISS1CULATIO, from fissicuk'rc,
off,'

'open,'

'make

incisions.'

An

called
for the

<

old

to cut

word

an openino- made with a scalpel.
FISSURA OAP1LLORUM, Distrix— f. Con-

for

trajacens,
uius.

Contra- fissura

—

f.

Pilaris,

Trichis-

FISSURE, Fi ssu' ra, fTom fin' (1 ere, 'to cleave;'
a lone and narrow cleft or opening in a bone
(F.) Fissure,
likage, ouyti, Ceasma, xtaofiot.
Feme. See Rhagades.
Fissure, Capillary, see Pilatio— f. of Glaserius

—

f.

Glenoid.

Ckntral Fissure

is the aggregate of the
or ventricles of the brain.
Meckel
considers this but one cavity in the form of a

cavities
cross.

FLADELLATION
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incomplete fistulx are kept up by caries or necrosis of bones, by extraneous bodies in any of
the livinor textures, or by purulent cavities, the
Inwalls of which have not become united.
ternal incomplete fistula:, generally, soon become
escapes
which
complete; since the discharge,
from them into the cavities where they open,
has a constant tendency to make its way outwardly, and soon occasions ulceration of the
integuments. Fistula? have received different
names, according to the discharge, which they
afford, and the organs in which they are seated,
as luchrymal, biliary, salivary, synovial, urinary. The great object of treatment, in fistulous sores, is to bring on an altered condition of
the parietes of the canal; by astringent or
stimulating injections, caustics, the knife, pressure, &c.
Those which are dependent on diseased bone, cartilage, tendon, &c. do not heal
until after the exfoliation of the diseased part.
Fistula; of excretory ducts are produced, either
by an injury of the duct itself, or by the retention and accumulation of the fluids to which
they have to give passage.
Thus, Fis'tula lachryma'lis, Emphrag'ina lachryma' l€, Hydrops sacci
lachryma'lis, Dropsy of the lachrymal sac, Mucocele of the lachrymal sac, commonly proceeds
from the obliteration of the nasal duct, or from
atony of the lachrymal sac; which circumstances prevent the tears from passing into the

—

Glenoid Fissure,

or Fissi/re of Glase'rius, nostrils.
Fissure ou Scissure de Glaser, Fente gleFistula in ano, Jlrchosi/rinx, generally occurs from some mechanical pressure or impediito'idale ou Filure de Glaser, divides the glenoid
bone
into
two
the
temporal
parts,
and
of
ment. The principal indication, in the treatcavity
ment of these fistula? of the excretory canals,
gives passage to the corda tympani, &c.
Fissure of Sylvius, Fissura vel Fossa Magna being, to put a stop to the constant discharge
A deep, narrow sulcus, which ascends of the secretions, &c. through the preternatuSylvii.
obliquely backwards from the temporal ala of ral channel, the fistulous passage is at times
the sphenoid bone to near the middle of the pa- laid open, and a communication established
with the natural excretory canal; at others,
rietal bone ; and which parts the anterior and
middle lobes of the cerebrum on each side.
strong pressure is employed to procure its obinferior,
Spheno-maxilFissure Orbitar,
literation.
f Orbitar, superior, Sphenoidal
Fistula Bklleniana, Uriniferous tube f.
lary fissure
f. Cruris, Fibula— f. DuCibalis, Oesophagus
Fissure f. of Sylvius, Ventricle, fifth.
Fissure. Same etymon. 1. A fracture, Ca- rae matris, Sinus of the dura mater f. Lachrytng'ma fissu'ra, in which the bone is cracked, malis, see Fistula f Nervorum, Neurileina f.
not separated, as in fracture. 2. A narrow, long, Sacra, Medulla spinalis, Vertebral column f.
and superficial solution of continuity, around Spiritalis, Trachea— f. Urinaria, Urethra— f.
the external openings of the mucous mem- Ureter urn renum, see Calix f. Ventrieuli,
branes. A sort of chap, observed on the hands, OZsophamis.
particularly on the callous hands, of workmen,
FISTULES STERCORAIRES. See Sterco3. Small,
raceous.
in certain mechanical employments.
chapped ulcerations, sometimes noticed in
FIXED, Fixus, from figere, ' to fasten.' A
young children, owing to the contact of the body not capable of being volatilized by fire is
Thus, we 6ay fixed oils, in
freces and urine with the fine, delicate skin of said to be fixed.
the thighs, nates, and genital organs. 4. Clefts, contradistinction to volatile oils.
OF. This
FIXEN,
of a more or less deep nature, occurring on the
genital organs, in the vicinity of the anus, in sprino is four leagues from Waldsassen, in Bathose labouring under syphilis. These are usu- varia. It contains carbonic acid, holding in solution carbonates of lime and magnesia, chloally called rhugndes. (q. v.)
FIS'TULA, Syrinx. A solution of continuity, rides of lime and magnesia, carbonate of soda
of greater or less depth, and sinuosity; the open- and silica. In Bavaria, it replaces the Seltzer
ing of which is narrow, and the disease kept up water.
F1XI DENTES. The teeth of the second
by an altered texture of parts, so that it is not
disposed to heal. A fistula is incomplete or dentition.
FLABELLA'TION, Flabella'tio, from flabelblind, when it has but one opening; and complete
when there are two, the one communicating la're, to agitate the air. An operation, recomwith an internal cavity, the other, externally, mended by Ambrose Pare, which consists in
course, by a membrane, keeping fractured limbs cool, as well as the
it is lined, in its whole
which seems analogous to mucous membranes. dressings surrounding them, by the renewal of
Incomplete fistulas may be internal or external. the air around them, either by the use of a fan,
The former are those which open internally; the or the repeated change of position of the parts
External affected.
latter, those which open externally.
(F.)

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

MINERAL WATERS

—
FLABELLUM
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FLABELLUM ET VENTILABRUM UOR-

pan of an animal

soft

is

so

named

;

but more

j

DIS, Pulmo.

I

FLACOID'ITY,
<ftah>,.,
ttabby,'
>

Flaccid' itas, from flac'cidus,

-/•
o_r.
.
_. ._ .J
Softness of La part"
so as to
resistance on pressure.
..„<•»

>

i
'soft.'

offer little

FLAG, BLUE,

FLAMBE,

Iris

Batard,

Iris

pseudacorus.

FLAM MA,

Fleam.

FLA MM E, Fleam.
FLAMMETTE, Fleam.

in a

FLAMMULA, Fleam—

Clematis

Jovis,

f.

recta.

FLANCS, Flanks.
FLANKS, Ilia, Lu'gones,

'

FLEXOR. Same etymon.

FLATUS, Crepitation, Flatulence— f. Furiosus, Ambulo-fktulentus.
See Ci-

trus medica.

usitatissimum—
Purging, Linum catharticum f. Seed, see
Linum usitatissimum f. Toad, Antirhinum

—

—

linaria.

FLEABANE, GREAT, Conyza squarrosa—

—

f.

Erigeron heterophylluin f.
Bane, Canada, Erigeron Canadense f. Bane,
Erigeron
Philadelphia,
Philadelphicum
f.
Wort, Planlago psyllium.
FLEAM, Flamma, Flam'mula, Schasle'rion,
Fosso'rium, Phkbot'omus. A surgical instrument, used for the operation of phlebotomy.
It consists of a small
(F.) Flamme, Flammetle.
metallic box, containing a spear-pointed cutting
instrument, which, by means of a spring, can
be forced into the vein. It is much used in
Germany and some other European countries
and is not unfrequently employed in America;
but is scarcely ever seen in France or Great
Various-leaved,

—

it

is

(F.) Fltchisseur.
to

bend certain

—

FLATULENTUS, Windy.
FLATUOS1TY, Flatulence.

f.

office

Flexor Brevis Digito'ruih Pedis Perfora'tus, F. Subli'mis, Flexor brems, Flexor digito'rum brevis sive perforatus pedis, Perfora'tus
seu flexor sccun'di interno' dii digito'rum pedis;
Calcun&osousphalnngettien commun.
Calcwneo-sous phulanginien commun,
(Ch.)
(F )
Muscle court fltchisseur commun des orteils. A
muscle, placed at the middle part of the sole of
the foot. It is narrower and thicker behind
than before, where it is divided into four portions.
It arises from the posterior part of the
inferior surface of the os calcis, and is inserted
at the inferior surface of the second phalanx of
the last four toes. It bends the second phalanges of the toes on the first, and the first on the
metatarsal bones; in this manner augmenting
the concavity of the vault of the foot.
Flexor Bkevis Minimi Digiti, F. parvus

Clydon, Physa, Polyphy'sia, Wind, Limo'sis Fla'tus, Ereujfis, Bombus, (F.) Ventosite.
Emission of wind by the mouth or anus; or
accumulation of wind in the digestive tube.

FLAVUS, Yellow.
FLAX, COMMON, Linum

muscle, whose

parts.

uos'ily,

CITRI.

marked manner.

FLEXIO, Campsis.
FLEX'ION, Flei'io, Campe, from flcctere,
The state of being bent. The acto bend.'

A

Flutulen'tia, Flatus, Flat-

FLAVEDO CORT1CUM

thus-

tion of a flexor muscle.

Lap'ara, Ccneo'nes,
The regions of the body,
(F.J Fluncs, Les lies.
which extend on the sides, from the inferior
margin of the chest to the crista ilii.
FLATUARIUS, Alchyrnist.

FLATULENCE,

which are called

Fungosity.
FLEURS, Flowers, Menses—/. Blanches,
Leucorrhcea—f. de Muscade, Mace—/, de Soufre. Sulphur sublimatum.
FLEXIBILITY. A physical property of the
tissues, which varies greatly according to the
structure. The tendons exhibit this property

Iris versicolor.

Gennanica—/.

particularly the muscles,
cular flesh
it. I
Flesh, Proud,

minimi

—

digiti.

Flexor Brevis Min'imi Dig"iti Pedis, Pa-

—

ra! thenar
orleil,

(Ch

i

minor, (F.) Court fltchisseur du petit

Tarsosousphalangicn du

petit

muscle, situate at the anterior and
outer part of the sole of the foot. It arises
from the posterior extremity of the fifth metatarsal bone, and is inserted into the posterior
part of the first phalanx of the little toe, which
it bends.
Flexor Brevis Pol'licis Manus, Flexor secun'di intcmo'dii, Thenar, Flexor primi et secun'di ossis pol'licis
Court fltchisseur du povct
)

—
— Curpophulangiendu poaee,— (Ch.)

;

—

orleil

A

Demiin-

lerossevx du pouee. A muscle, situate at the
FLRCHfSSEUR, Flexor—/. Court commun outer part of tl>e palm of the hand. It is divided into two portions by the tendon of the
digitorum
brevis
pedis
Flexor
des orteils—f.
It arises from the os
/. Court du petit doigt, Flexor parvus minimi Flexor longus pollicis.
digiti—/. Court du petit orleil, Flexor brevis magnum, the anterior annular ligament of the
minimi digiti pedis—/. Profond des doigts, Flex- carpus and the third metacarpal bone; and is
or profundus perforans—f. Sublime des doigts, inserted into the superior part of the first phaFlexor sublimis perforatus—/. Superfir.iel des lanx of the thumb, and into the two ossa sesadoigts, Flexor sublimis perforatus—/. Court du moidea at the articulation of the first phalanx
gros orleil, Flexor brevis pollicis pedis—/. Grand with the first metacarpal bone. Its use is to
commun des orteils, Flexor Longus digitorum bend the first phalanx of the thumb on the first
pedis profundus perforans—/. Long commun des metacarpal bone and the latter upon the trapezium.
orteils, Flexor longus digitorum pedis profunFlexor Brevis Pol'licis Pedis, Flexor
dus perforans—/ Long du gros ortcil. Flexor
longus pollicis pedis—/. Court du pouce, Flexor breris, Flexor hul'lvc.is vel brcris pol'licis, Tarsvphalungicn
du pouce, Court fltchisseur du gros
brevis pollicis manus.
Quadra- orttil, Tarso-sousphalungeiticn du premier orleil,
(Ch.) It is situate at the anterior and inner
lus lumborum.
part of the sole of the foot; is thin and narrotv
Flemen.
tumour about the behind. thick and divided into two portions beFLEMEN, Flegmen.
fore.
It arises from the inferior part of Hie os
ankles. Also, chaps of the feet and hands.
calcis and the last two cuneiform bones, and is
FLERECIN, Gout.
FLESH, Caio, Sarz, (F.) Chair. Every inserted at the inferior part of the base of the

Britain

I

;

FLECTENS PAR LUMBORUM,

FLEGMEN,

A

—

—

o

FLEXOR

first phalanx of the great toe, and into the two
sesamoid bones of the corresponding metatarsophalangien articulation. It bends the first phalanx of the great toe on the first metacarpal

bone.

—

Flf.xoii

FLOUR
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Carpi Radialis, Palmaris magnus

—

Carpi ulnaris, see Cubital (muscles) f. Hallucis, F.brevis pollicis pedis
f. liallucis longus,
F. longus pollicis pedis.
f.

—

Flexor Longus Digito'rum Pedis Profundus Per'forans Per'forans sea Flexor profundus, Perodactyle'us, Flexor digito'rum, longus
;

Primi et secundi ossis

f.

pollicis, F. brevis pol-

manus.
Flkxok Profun'dus Per'forans, F. Profun-

licis

dus, F. Per'forans, F. Per'forans vulgo profun/
?u<inus
dus, Flexor ler'lii inlerno'dii digit
vel Per'forans manus; Cubito-phalangettien commun (Ch.,) Fiechisseur profond des doigts.

mm

—

A

long muscle, seated beneath the
Flexor sublimis perforatus. Its upper extremity is simple, and arises from the anterior surface of the ulna and from the interosseous ligament. Its inferior extremity terminates by tour
tendons which, after having passed through
thick,

flat,

sive Ferforans pedis, Perforans seu Flexor ttrtii
internodii digito'rum pedis ; Tibio-phalangetticn, the slits in the sublimis, are inserted into the
(Ch.,) Grand ou long fiechisseur commvn des anterior surface of the last phalanges of the four
orteils.
A muscle, situate at the posterior and fingers. It bends the third phalanges on the
deep-seated part of the leg. It is broader at its second; and, in other respects, has the same
middle than extremities, the inferior of which uses as the following.
Flexor Secundi Internodii Digitorum
It arises from the
is divided into four portions.
f. Tertii
inposterior surface of the tibia; and its tendons Pedis, F. brevis digitorum pedis
are attached to the posterior part of the lower ternodii, F. longus pollicis manus f. Tertii insurface of the three phalanges of the last four ternodii digitorum manus, F. profundus perforans f. Tertii internodii digitorum pedis, F.
toes.
It bends the three phalanges on each
other, and the toes on the metatarsus, and ex- longus digitorum pedis profundus perforans
f. Ossis metacarpi pollicis, Opponens pollicis
tends the foot on the leg.
Perforatus pedis, F. brevis digitorum pedis
The Accesso'rius Flexo'ris Longi Digitorum
quadra' ta Syltii, Caro accesso'ria, f. Sublimis, F. brevis digitorum pedis.
Pedis,
Planta'ris verus, Jiccessoire du long fUchisse.ur
Flexor Subli'mis Perfora'tus, F. Perfora'commun des orteils, Carree, is a small muscle of tus, Fiechisseur sublime ou superjiciel des doigts,
the sole of the foot, which passes obliquely from Epitroh/o-phalanginien commun:
(Ch.)
It is
the os calcis to the outer edge of the flexor a thick, flat muscle, seated at the anterior part
force
augments,
and
longus, whose
it
corrects of the forearm.
Its upper extremity, which is
its obliquity.
simple, arises from the internal condyle of the
Flexor Longus Pollicis Manus, Flexor lon- os humeri; from the coronoid process of the
gus pollicis, Flexor terlii internodii, Flexor ttrtii ulna, and from the anterior edge of the radius.
internodii sive longis'simus pollicis; Radio-pha- Its lower extremity divides into four tendons,
(Ch.) Situate at the an- which slide under the anterior annular ligalangettien du pouce,
It
terior and profound part of the forearm.
ment of the carpus, and are inserted into the
arises from the upper three-quarters of the an- second phalanges of the last four fingers, after
terior surface of the radius and interosseous having been slit to allow the tendons of the
ligament, and is inserted, by a tendon, into the flexor profundus to pass through them. This
anterior surface of the last phalanx of the thumb. muscle bends the second phalanges on the first;
It bends the second phalanx of the thumb on
these on the carpal bones, and the hand on the
the first; the first on the corresponding meta- forearm.
carpal bone, and this upon the radius. It can,
Sisymbrium sophia.
also, bend the hand on the forearm
FLOCCI. See Villous membranes.

—

—

—

—

—

i'.

Caw

—

—

—

FLIXWEED,

FLOCCORUM VENATIO,

Flexor Longus Pollicis Pedis,

Flexor HalPironeo-phalangien du
fiechisseur du gros orteil, P6-

lucis vel Pollicis longus,

gros

orteil,

Long

—

Toneo-sous-phalangcttien du pouce,
(Ch.)
It is
situate at the posterior and profound part of the
It arises from the posterior surface of the
leg.
fibula and the interosseous ligament, and is inserted, by means of a long tendon, into the
inferior part of the first phalanx of the great
It bends the third phalanx on the first,
toe.
and this upon the corresponding metatarsal
bone. It augments the concavity of the sole of
the foot, and extends the foot on the leg.
Flexor Parvus Min'imi Dig"iti, Mduc'tor
minimi digit i, Hypoth'enar Riola.'ni, Flexor bre-

minimi digiti manus, Hypoth'enar minimi
digiti, Curpophalangien du petit doigt
(Ch.,)
Court fiechisseur du petit doigt. It arises from
the anterior annular ligament of the carpus and
the process of the os unc'forme, and is inserted
at the inner side of the superior extremity of
the first phalanx of the little finger. It bends
Uie first phalanx of the little finger.
Flexor Perforans, F. profundus perforans
f. Perforatus, F. sublimis perforatus— f. Primi

vis

—

—

internodii,

Opponens pollicis— f. Primi

nodii digitorum manus, Lumbricalis

inter-

manus—

Carphologia.

FLOCCULI.

See Villous membranes.
FLORENCE, CLIMATE OF. This agreeable Italian city is by no means a favourable
residence for the phthisical invalid. Sir James
Clark affirms, indeed, that he does not know
class of invalids for wbom Florence offers

any

It is subject to sudden
a favourable residence.
vicissitudes of temperature, and to cold piercing

winds during the winter and spring.
FLORES BENZOES, Benjamin, flowers of

—

—

—

Boracic acid f. Macis, Mace f.
f. Boracis,
f. Salis amMarliales, Ferrum ammoniatum
martiales,
Ferrum ammoniatum.
moniaci

—

FLOR'IDA, CLIMATE OF.
Augustine.
Flor'ida,

See Saint

Waters

Florida, U. States,

of.
Near Long Lake, in
which communicates with

John's River by a small creek, there is a
vast fountain of hot mineral water, issuinir from
Fiom its odour it would
a bank of the river.
seem to be sulphureous.
FLORIOjV, Influenza.
St.

FLOS SALIS,

Soda,

subcarbonate

of— f.

Sanguineous monardi, Tropreolum majus
Vir^initatis,

f.

Hymen.

FLOUR, POTATO.

See Solanu.n tuberosum.

——

.

FLOWER
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FLOWER DE LUCE, Iris Germanica.
FLOWERS, Flares, (F.) Flturs. The

—

—

FLUX,

Fluxus, Proflu'vium, from fluere, 'to
discharge. Rhysis. In Nosology, it
cient chymists gave this name to different solid comprises a series of affections, the princiand volatile substances, obtained by sublima- pal symptom of which is the discharge of a
tion.
The term is not yet entirely banished fluid. Generally it is employed for dysentery,

A

an- flow.'

chymical and medical language, as Flow- (q. V.)
Flux, Bilious, Fluxus bilio'sus. A discharge
Benjamin, Flowers of Sulphur, &c.
Four Carmin'ative Flowers, Quat' uor flores of bile, either by vomiting or by stool, or by
carminuti'vi, were camomile, dill, feverfew, and both, as in cholera.
melilot.
Flux, Bloody, Dysentery—/, de Bouche, SaFour Cordial Flowers, Quat'uor flores livation—/. Dysenterique, Dysentery—/. Hecordidles were, formerly, borage, bugloss, roses, patique, Hepatirrhcea—/. Muqueux, Catarrh
and violets.
/. Muqueux de lestomac, Gastrorrhcea —/. MuFlowers, Menses.
queux de la vessie, Cystirrhoea f. Root, AscleFLUCTUATION, Fluctua'lio, from fluctus, pias tuberosa—/. Salivaire, Salivation—/, de
a wave.'
Undulu'tio, (F.) Ondulation.
The Sang, Dysentery f. Sebaceous, Stearrhcea—/.
undulation of a fluid, collected in any natural \de Sparine, Spermatorrhoea flde Sueur, Ephior artificial cavity, which is felt by pressure orldrosis f. Weed, Sysimbrium sophia—/. d' Urine,
1'rom

ers of

—

—

1

—

by percussion, properly

practised.
In ascites,
the fluctuation is felt by one of the hands being
applied to one side of the abdomen, whilst the
other side is struck with the other hand. In
abscesses, fluctuation is perceived by pressing
on the tumour, with one or two fingers alternately, on opposite points.

FL'UELLEN, Antirhinum

elatine.

FLUELLIN, Veronica.
FLUEURS, Menses.
FLUID,

Flu'idus, from fluere,

'

to flow.'

The

human body is chiefly composed of fluids. If
a subject, weighing 120 pounds, be thoroughly
dried in an oven, the remains will be found not
to weigh more than 12 or 13 pounds: so that
the proportion of fluids to liquids in the body is
about!) or 10 to 1.

Diabetes

—-/

de Ventre, Diarrhoea.

FLUXIO ALBA,

Leucorrhoea— f. Arthritica,

Gout.

FLUXION, Flutfio, Afflux'us. A flow of
blood or other humour towards any organ with
greater force than natural.
determination.
Thus we say, in those disposed to apoplexy,
there is a fluxion or determination of blood to
the head.
FLUXIOJY CATARRHALE,C*tMrh—J. Surles dents. Odontalgia.

A

FLUXION DE POITRINE,

(F.)

By

this

name, the French often understand acute pulmonary catarrh or pleurisy, but most commonly
peripneurnony.

—

FLUXUS, Discharge f. Coeliacus, Cceliac
flux
f. Coeliacus per Renes, Chyluria
f. Cruentus cum tenesmo, Dysentery f. DysenteriTable of Fluids of the Human Body.
cus, Dysentery
f. Hepaticus, Hepatirrhcea, see
1
Blood.
Hepateros f. Lientericus, Lientery f Lunaris,
2. Lymph.
Menses f. Matricis, Leucorrhoea f. Menstru'Transpiration of the mucous, alis, Menstruation
f.
Menstruus, Menses f.
serous, and synovial memMuliebris, Leucorrhoea— f. Saliva;, Salivation f.
branes; of the cellular mem- Venereus, Gonorrhoea
impura.
Exhaled or
brane; of the adipous cells;
FOC'ILE. This name was formerly given
Perspiratory {
of the medullary mem- to the
bones of the leg, as well as to those of
Fluids.
brane ; of the interior of the the forearm.
thyroid gland the thymus;
Focile Majus, Tibia f. Inferius seu majus,
suprarenal capsules; eye; Ulna
f. Minus, Fibula
f. Minus seu superius,

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

,

—

;

—

—

ear; vertebral canal, &c.
Radius.
Sebaceous humour of the
FCEMEN, Perinaeum.
skin; cerumen gum of the
FCENICULUM, Anethum— f. Aquaticum,
eye; mucus of the mucous Phellandrium aquaticum
f. Erraticum, Peuceglands and follicles that of danum silaus
f. Porcinum,
Peucedanurn f.
i
the tonsils, of the glands of Vulgare, Anethum.
the cardia, the environs of
FGENUGREEK, Trigonella fcenum.
the anus, of the prostate,
odoratus
;

4. Follicular

Fluids.

&c.

Glandular
Fluids.

—

FCENUM CAMELORUM,

—

Juncus

Grcecum, Trigonella foenum.
FCETAB'ULUM. An encysted abscess.—
fluid; bile; cutaneous transMarcus Aurelius Severinus.
piration; urine; oftheglands
FCETAL, Fata'lis. Relating to the foetus.
of Cowper; sperm milk
A name, given to parts connected with the
fluid of the testes and mam- foetus.
Thus we say the fatal surface of the
mas of the new-born child. placenta, in contradistinction to the uterine or

Tears
5.

—

—

;

;

saliva:

pancreatic

;

f.

;

—

I

Fluid, Cephalo-rachidian, Cephalo-spinal maternal surface.
F(Etal Circulation differs from that of
f. Cephalo-spinal, Cephalo-spinal fluid
the adult in several respects.
Commencing
f. Cerebrospinal, Cephalo-spinal fluid.
FLUIDUM NERVEUM, Nervous fluid— f. with the placenta, the foetal blood is sent from
Cerebro spinale, Cephalo-spinal fluid.
the placenta, where it probably undergoes 3ome
FLUKE, Distoma hepaticum.
change analogous to what occurs in the lungs
FLUMEN DYSENTERICUM, Dysentery. in extra-uterine existence, by the umbilical vein
FLUOR ALBUS lNTESTL\ORUM,Ccoiiac as far as the liver, where a part of it is poured
flux
f. Albus malignus, Gonorrhoea impura
into the vena porta; the other proceeds into
Muliebris, Leucorrhcea f. Muliebris non the vena cava inferior the latter, having ref.
Gallicus, Leucorrhooa.
ceived the suprahepatic veins, pours its blood
fluid

—

—

—

;

—
FCETATION
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into the right auricle.
From the right auricle,
a part of the blood is sent into the right ventricle
the rest passes directly through into the
left auricle, by the foramen ovale.
When the
right ventricle contracts, the blood is sent into
the pulmonary artery; but as the function of
respiration is not going on, no more blood passes
to the lungs than is necessary for their nutrition
the remainder goes directly through the
ductus arteriosus into the aorta. The blood,
received by the left auricle from the lungs, as
well as that which passed through the foramen
ovale, is transmitted into the left ventricle
by
the contraction of which it is sent into the aorta,
and by means of the umbilical arteries, which
arise from the hypogastric, it is returned to the
placenta.

By xvr,ua, Hippocrates meant the fecundated, hut still imperfect, germ. It Corresponded
witli the term embryo, as now used; whilst
suHovov, embryo.' signified the foetus at a more
advanced stage of utero-gestation. The majority of Anatomists apply to the germ the name
embryo, which it retains until the third month
of gestation, and with some until the period of
quickening; whilst foetus is applied to it in its
latter stages.
The terms are, however, often
used indiscriminately. When the ovule has
been fecundated in the ovarium, and remained
there for some days, it descends into the uterus,
with which it becomes more or less connected
by means of the placenta. When first seen,
the foetus has the form of a gelatinous flake,
which some have compared to an ant, a grain
F(Etal Head. The diameters of this at the of barley, a worm curved upon itself, Ac. The
full period, are as follow:
I. The Biparietal
foetal increment is very rapid in the first, third,
or transverse, extending from one parietal pro- fourth, and sixth months of its formation; and
tuberance to the other, and measuring 3j inches. at the end of nine months, it has attained its
2. The Temporal, from one temple to another, full dimensions.
Generally, there is but one
3 inches. 3. The Occipito-mcntul, from the oc- foetus in utero; sometimes, there are two; rarely
ciput to the chin the greatest of all, 5 inches. three. The foetus presents considerable differ4. The Occipitofrontal or (inter o -posterior A\ ence in its shape, weight, length, situation in
or 4^ inches. 5. The Cervicobregmatic, from the womb, proportion of its various parts to
the nape of the neck to the centre of the ante- each other, arrangement and texture of its
rior fontanelle.
6. The Fronto-mental, from organs, state of its functions at different periods
the forehead to the chin, about 3^ inches. of gestation, &c.
All these differences are
The
7.
Trachelo-bregmutic, from the front of the important in an obstetrical and medico-legal
neck to the anterior fontanelle, 3> inches. point, of view. The following table exhibits the
8. The Vertical diameter, from the vertex to the length and weigfit of the foetus at different pebase of the cranium.
riods of gestation, on the authority of different
FCETATION, Pregnancy.
observers.
Their discordance is striking. It
FCE'TICIDE, Fcelicid'ium; from fatiis, and is proper to remark, that the Paris pound— Poi<i
cse'dere,
to kill.'
Criminal abortion.
de Marc of 16 ounces, contains 9216 Paris
grains, whilst the avoi»dupois contains only
ORIS, Breath, offensive.
FCETUS, Fetus, Cye'/na, Epicye'ma, Epigo'- 8532.5 Paris grains, and that the Paris inch is
nion, from feo,
unborn
bring
The
1.065977 English inch.
I
forth.'
child.

;

'

;

;

—

;

,

—

'

FCETOR

'

Beck.

Maygritr.

Maygrier.

Beck.

Granville.

Length.

Granville.

Weight.
'

At 30

days.

2 months.
3
4

5
6
7
8

3 to 5 lines. 10 to 12 lines.
2 inches.
4 inches.

3j

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.

5 to 6 do.
7 to 9.

9 to

12.

12 to 14.
16

6
8
10
12
14
16

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

inch.
3 inches.
1

9 inches.
12 do.
17 do.

2 ounces.
2 to 3 do.
4 to 5 do.
9 or 10 do.

9 or 10 grs.
5 drachms.
2j ounces.
7 or 8 do.
16

20 grains.

H ounce.

do.

2 pounds.
3
do.

1

pound.

2 to 3 do.

2

to 4 do.

3 to 4 do.

4

4 to 5 do.

1

to

2

lbs.

do.

—

Foetus in Fostu, Cryptodidymus f. Zephy- rical vesicles, from 15 to 20 in number, in each
Mole.
ovary, which are filled with an albuminous fluid.
FOIE, Liver—/. d'Antimoine, Oxydum stibii They exist in the foetus. The ovum ovule of
Bulphuretura—f. de Soufre, Potassa? Sulphure- some is contained in them.
tum.
FoLLICULI RoTUNUI ET OfiLONGl Cf.RVICIS
FOLIACEUM ORNAMENTUM. See Tuba IJiinii, Nabothi glandulse f. Sanguinis, Glorius.

—

—

Fallopiana.

FOLIE,

bules of the blood.

tremens.

Crypta.
f.

Fellis,

FOLLETTE,

bladder.

FOLLICLE,

To FOMENT, Fovefre, (F.) &tuvcr,
To apply a fomentation to a part.

a bag

Influenza.
FolUc'ulus, diminutive of Follis,

See Crypta.

Foli.ici.es, Ciliary,

Meibomius. glands of—

Palpebral, Meibomius, glands
Bursoe mucosae.

f.

FOLLICULOSE GLAND,
FOLL1CULUS, Vulva —

Insanitv.

FOL1EDES IVROGA'ES, Delirium

of— f Synovial,

FOLLICULE, Crypta—/. Ciliairc, Meibomius, gland of—/. Dentaire, Dental follicle—/.
Pa'pebral, Meibomius, gland of.
FOLLIC'ULI GRAAFIA'NI, Ovnla
na, Follicles or Vesicles of de Grauf.

Granfia'-

Small sphe-

FOMENTATION,

Gall-

Bassiner.

Fomenla'tio, Fotus, Py.
Therrnas'ma, JEone'sis, Ferfu'sio, Aspe/sio,
Fomcn'tum, (quasi fovimenlum,) from fovere,
A sort of partial bathing, by the
to bathe.'
application of hot cloths, which have been previously dipped in hot water or in some medicated decoction. They act, chiefly, by virtue
of their warmth and moisture, except in the

ria,

'

—

—
FOMENTUM
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FOOT, Pes— f. Flat, see Kyllosis-f. Griffon's,
Gryphins pes.
obtained.
dry fomentation is a warm, dry application
FORA'MEN, Trema, from foro, <I pierce.'
to a part;
as a hot brick, wrapped in flannel; Aulas, (F.) Trou. Any cavity, pierced through
a bag, half filled with camomile flowers made and through. Also, the orifice of a canal.
hot, &c.
Foramen Alveolare Anterius, see Palatine
Fomentation Herbs, Herbx -pro fotu. The canals f. Alveolare posterius, see Palatine caherbs, ordinarily sold under this title by the nals— f. Amplum pelvis, Obturatorium foramen
English apothecary, are southernwood, tops of
f. Aquoeductus Fallopii, F. stylornastoideum
sea wormwood, camomile flowers, each two parts: f. Auditorium externum, see Auditory canal,
bay leaves, one part, ^lijss of these to Ovj of external f. Auditorium internum, see Auditory
tcater.
canal, internal
f. Ccecum ossis maxillaris suFomentation.
perioris. see Palatine canals
f.
Carotid, see
MORBI. Fomes mail The focus Carotica foramina.
Fora'men
Ckntra'le
et Limbus Lu'teds
or seat of any disease.
(F.) Foyer.
Ret'in;e the central foramen and yellow spot
Fomes Vkntiuculi, Hypochondriasis.
from fomes, fuel, any thing oftheretina; discovered by Sommering. Mac'which retains heat.' Enaus'ma, Zop'yron, ivaun- ula lu'tea. (F.) Tache jaunc. It is situate about
A term, applied to substances two lines to the outside of the optic nerve, and
fiu, Lonv(jo>v.
which are supposed to retain contagious efflu- in the direction of the axis of the eyes.
Commune Anterius, Vulva f.
via; as woollen goods, feathers, cotton, &c.
Commune posterius, see Anus f. Condyloid,
FOA'CTION, Function.
see
Condyloid
f. Conjugationis, see ConjugaFOJVD, Fundus.
tion
f. Ethmoideum,
Orbitar foramen, interFONDANT, Solvent.
nal
f. Incisivum.see Palatine canals
f. InfraFONGOSJTA, Fungosity.
orbitarium, see suborbitar canal f. InfrapubiaFONGUS, Fungus.
num, Obturatorium foramen f. Jugulare, LaFontanella— f. Medicatus, Water cerum posterius foramen f. Lacerum in basi
mineral f. Pulsans, Fontanella f. Pulsatilis, cranii, Lacerum posterius foramen f. Lacerum
Fontanella f. Salutarius, Water, mineral f. inferius, Sphenomaxillary fissure f. Lacerum
Soterius, Wnter, mineral.
superius, Sphenoidal fissure
f. Oculi, Pupil

case of the narcotic fomentations, where some
additional effect

A

is

—

—

—

—

—

—

FOMENTUM,
FOMES

—

;

FOM'ITES,

'

Foramen

—
—

FONS,

—

—

—

FONSANGE, MINERAL WATERS

—

—

OF.

near Nismes in France.
The water is sulphuretted.
FONTANA,
OF. A canal, of a triangular shape, at the inner side of the ciliary
circle
partly formed by the groove at the inner
edges of the cornea and sclerotica.
FONTANEL'LA. A fontanel, diminutive of
fans, a fountain.' Fans pulsat'ilis, Fons pulsans, Vertex pal'pitans, Fons, Bregma, Fontic'The opening of
iilus (q. v.) Lacu'na, Mould.
the head.
A name, given to spaces occupied by

Fonsange

is

situate

CANAL

;

'

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Orhitarium internum, Orbitar foramen, interOrbitarium superius, Orbitar foramen,
nal
f.
superior, F. Supra-orbitarium
f. Ovale, Botal
foramen, Obturatorium foramen f. Palatinum
anterius, see Palatine canals
f. Palatinum posterius, see Palatine canals
f. Palato-max Hare,
see Palatine canals
iSphenospinosum, Spif,
nale foramen
Thyroideum, Obturatorium
f.
foramen f. of Winslow, Hiatus of Winslow.
FORCE, from fortis, 'strong,' Vis, Poten'Ha, Energi'a, Dy'namis, Cratos. Any power,
which produces an action.
Those powers,
which are inherent to organization, are called
We say, also, organic forces, and
vital, forces.
muscular forces, to designate that of the organs
in general, or of the muscles in particular.
To
f

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

a cartilaginous membrane, in the foetus and
new-born child; and situate at the union of the
angles of the bones of the cranium. There are
1. The great or sincipital or
six fontanels.
anterior, situate at the junction of the sagittal the latter the word Dyna.mi.s, Svvaun; correand coronal sutures. 2. The small or bregmatic sponds; and the absence of this force is termed
or posterior, situate at the part where the pos- adynamia. The vital forces have to be studied
terior and superior angles of the parietal bones carefully by the pathologist.
The doctrine of
unite with the upper part of the os occipitis. diseases is greatly dependent on their augmen3. The two sphenoidal, in the temporal fossae; tation or diminution; freedom or oppression,
and, 4. The two mastoid, or of Casserius,at the &c.

union of the parietal,

occipital,

bones.

and temporal

Force of Nutrition,

Plastic force

—

f.

of As-

similation, Plastic force.

Fons— f.

Medicati Plumbarii,
FORCE REAL, MINERAL WATERS OF.
Plombieres, Mineral Waters of— f. Sulphurei The name of a mountain, situate four leagues
Calidi, Waters, mineral, sulphureous.
from Perpignan in France. The water is chalybeate.
FONTICULE a POIS. See Fonticulus.
FORCEPS, quasi, fer'riceps, from ferrum,
FONTIC'ULUS, Fontanel'la, (F.) Fonticvlc,
Pincers, Labis,
Cautlre. A small ulcer produced by art, either 'iron,' and ca.pio, 'I take.'
by the aid of caustics or of cutting instruments; lafliq, Volsel'lse. An instrument for removing
view
a
bodies,
with
which it would be inconvenient or imthe discharge from which is kept up
of fulfilling certain therapeutical indications. practicable to seize with the fingers. (F.) Pinces,
The Pea issue, (F.) Fonticule a pais, is kept up Pincettes. There are various kinds of forceps,
1. The ordinary kind, contained in every
by means of a pea placed in it. This pea, (F.)
Fois a cautere, is sometimes formed of wax; at dressing-case, for removing the lint. &c. from
2.
(F.) Pinces ft annenvx.
others, the young, blasted fruit of the orange is wounds or ulcers.
employed. The common dried garden pea an- The Dissecting or Lig'ature or Ar'terial Forceps,
an
also
(F.)
ligature,
to
lay
Pinces a dissection, P. a
swers every purpose. The seton is
hold of delicate parts. 3. Pol'ypus Forceps,
issue
FOOL'S STONES, MALE, Orchis mascula. Tooth Forceps, Forceps of Museux, for laying

FONTES,

see

—

—

—
FOREARM

hold of the tonsils or other parts to be removed.
Bullet Forceps, Strombul'cus, (F.) Tirebalk. &c. The Lithot'omy Forceps, Lithol'ubon,
Tenac'ula, Volsel'la, which resembles the Craniotomy Forceps, (F.) Tenettcs.
Forceps is also an instrument used by obstetrical practitioners to embrace the head, and
bring it through the pelvis. It consists of two
branches, bladps or levers one of which, in the
case of the short forceps, is passed over the ear
of the child, and the other opposite to the former, so that the blades may lock. When the
head is securely included between the blades,
the operation of extraction can be commenced.

The

;

See Parturition.
FOREARM, Pars infe'rior Irachii, Cu'bitus,
(F.) Avanl bras. The part of the upper extremity, comprised between the arm and the hand.
radius and ulna
It is composed of two bones
and 20 muscles.

—

FOREHEAD, Front.
FORENSIC ANATOMY,

see

Anatomy— f.

Medicine, Medicine, legal.
FORESKIN, Prepuce.
FORFEX, Scissors— f. Dentaria, Dentagra.

FORGES, MINERAL WATERS

OF.

situate four leagues from Gournay,
in the department of Seine Inferieure, France.
There are three springs, which are acidulous

Forges

is

chalybeates. They are called Royal, Reinetle,
and Cardinal, in honour of Louis XIII., Queen
Anne of Austria, and Cardinal Richelieu, who

used them.

FORMI'CA, Myrrnex, /nvnfir,i, the ant or pismire, (F.) Foiirmi. It contains an acid juice
and gross oil, which were formerly extolled as
aphrodisiacs. The chrysalides of the animal
are said to be diuretic and carminative; and
have been used in dropsy. 2. Also, the name
of a black wart with a broad base and cleft surface; so called because the pain, attending it,
resembles the biting of an ant, fivQLiijxia, myrForestus.
3. A varicose tumour on
me'eia.
the anus and glans penis. 4. Also, any miliary
herpes.
Formica Ambulatoria, Herpes circinatus
f. Corrosive, Herpes exedens.
FORM'ICANT, Myrme'cizon, Formi'cans,
from formi'ca, an ant.' (F.) Fourmillant. An
epithet, given to the pulse when extremely
small, scarcely perceptible, unequal, and communicating a sensation like that of the motion
of an ant through a thin texture.
FORMICATION, Formica'tio, Myrmecins'mos, Myrmeciasis. Same etymon. (F.) FourmWement. A pain, compared with that, which
would be caused by a number of ants creeping

—

'

on a

part.

FOR'MULA,from/orw?ffl,'aform,'

(F.) For-

mule, Ordonnonce. The receipt for the formation of a compound medicine; a prescription.

FOR'MULARY,

A

comenta'rius.

—
FOSSETTE
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Formulu'rivm, Codex rnedi-

collection of medical formula?

which constitutes its anterior pillar or a us, (F,)
Pilicr ant6rieur, and posteriorly by two similar
prolongations, called posterior pillars or crura.
See Achicolum, and Vault.

FORPEX,

Scissors.

FORTIFIAJVT,

Corroborant, Tonic.
Hysteralgia.

PORTRAITURE,

A

caFOSSA, from fodio, ' I dig,' Scamma.
vity of greater or less depth, the entrance to
which is always larger than the base. The fossae of bones have been called simple, when they
belong to one bone only, as the parietal fossx;

and compound, (F.) Fosses composees, when
several concur in their formation, as the orbitar
fossx, temporal fossx, &c.
Fossa AmyntjE. A kind of bandage, used in
fractures of the nose; so called by Galen from
Amyntas of Rhodes, its inventor. It consisted
of a long band, applied round the head, the
turns of which crossed at the root of the nose.
Fossa Cerebel'li, (F.) Fosse c6rebcllev.se.
The inferior occipital fossa, which lodges the
corresponding portion of the cerebellum.
FossjE Cerebra'les, Cerebral fossx.
Fossa?
or excavations at the base of the cranium.
They are nine in number; three occupy the
median line, and three are placed at each side.
They are distinguished into anterior, middle,

and posterior.
Fossa Corona'lis. Coronal or frontal fossa.
A depression on the orbitar plate of the frontal
or coronal bone,
lobe of the brain.

which supports the anterior

A

Fossa Coronoidf/a, Coronoid fossa.
cavity before the inferior extremity of the humerus, in which the coronoid process of the ulna
is engaged during the flexion of the forearm.

Fossa Cotvloidea, see Cotyloid,
Fossa Ethmoida'lis, Ethmoid fossa. A shallow gutter on the upper surface of the cribriform
plate of the ethmoid bone, on which is lodged
the expanded portion of the olfactory nerve.
Fossa Guttura'lis, Guttural fossa.
The
depression, which forms the gullnral region of
the base of the cranium, between the foramen
magnum and posterior nares.
Fossa Hyaloidea, see Hyaloid (Fossa) f.

—

Magna

Muliebris, Vulva.
Fossa Occipitalis, Occip'ital fossa. The oc-

cipital fossae are four in number; the superior
or cerebral, and the inferior or cerebcllous. They
are separated by a groove, which lodges the
lateral sinus.
Fossa Palatina, Palate f. Pituitaria, Sella
turcica f. Scaphoides, Naviculnris fossa f.
Supra-sphenoidalis, Pituitaria fossa f. of Sylf. Magna Sylvii, Fissura
vius, Ventricle, fifth
Sylvii
f. Umbilicalis, see Liver.
Fossa Poplite'a, Poplite'al fossa. The hollow of the ham or the popliteal region.
FOSSE BASILAIRE, Basilary fossa—/. Soustpinevse, Infra-spinata fossa
Sus dpineuse,
Fossa supra-spinata.

—

—

—

—

—

—

f

FOSSES COKDYLOWIENNES, Condy-

or receipts.

FORMULE,

loidea foramina.

FORNIX,

FOSSES NASALES, OUVERTURES POSTiRIEURES DES, Nares posterior.
FOSSETTE {¥.), Diminutive of fossa, Scro-

Prescription.
an arch or vault,') Cam'era,
Fornix trilal'erns, Psalis, Testu'do, Arcvs me('

Trigone c6r6bral—(Ch.), Voute a
medullary
trous piliers. Triangle Medullaire.
body, observed in the brain, below the corpus
callosurn and above the middle ventricle, on the

ilulla'ris, (F.)

A

niedian line. This body, which is curved upon
by a prolongation,
itself, terminates anteriorly

Several depressions are so
dimpled chin, Fossette dn mr.nOm,

bic'vlus, Bothrion.

called.

A

consists in a slight depression, which certain
persons have on the chin. 2. A dimple of the
(F.) Fossette ties joues, a depression,
clietk.

1
.

FOSSETTE

FRAGMENT
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which occurs on the cheeks of

certain persons apparatus. The position must vary according
they laugh. (F.) Fossetle du emir, Scro- to the kind of fracture. Commonly, the fiac"
bidulus cordis, Anticardion, Praxo/dium. The tured limb is placed on a horizontal or slightly
depression observed on a level with the xiphoid inclined plane, in a state of extension; or rather
cartilage at the anterior and inferior part of the in a middle state between extension and flexion,
chest. It is, also, called pit of the stomach, (F.) accordinor to the case.
Or tux de festomnc.
FRACTURE EjYRAVE, Raphanedon.

when

FOSSETTE ANGULAIRE DU QUATRltME VEJYTRICULE, Calamus scriptorius

—

du Cirur, Scrobiculus cordis.
Fossette, Fos'sula, Anulus, Bothrium,

FRACTURES PAR RESONNANCE.
FRiENA MORGAGNI1,

•/.

is

See

Contrafissura.
F. of the valve of

Bauhin.

also

FRENULUM,

a small ulcer of the transparent cornea, the
Frsenum, Bride— f. Clitoridis,
centre of which is deep.
Fraenum clitoridis f. Novum, Tenia semicir-

FOSSOR1UM, Fleam.
FOSSULA, Argema, Fossette.
FOTUS,

tum

Fomentation

—

f.

FFLENUM, Frenulum, Frenum,

Communis, Decoc- FUamen'tum.

Pteris aquilina—/.
Grande, Pteris aquilina—/. male, Polypodium

Frjenum Glandis, F. Penis.
FbjENum or Fr;en'ulum Clitor'idis.
slight duplicature, formed by the union of the
internal portions of the upper extremity of the

A

mas.

FOULURE, Sprain.
FOURCHE, (F.), from fourche,
furca,

'

a

from
Phalan'gum. A nymphs.

Aposte'ma

fork.'

Filel'lum,

A bridle, a small bridle. A name

given to several membranous folds, which bridle
and retain certain organs.

papaveris.

FOUGkRE FEMELLE,

filix

—

cularis.

'cleft,'

French provincial term, for small abscesses,
Frjf.num Labio'rum, (F.) Frein des Itvres.
which form on the fingers and hands of work- There are two of these: one for the upper, the
other for the lower lip. They unite these parts
to the maxillary bones, and are formed by the

ing people.

Also, an instrument, invented by
compressing the ranine artery,
in cases of hemorrhage from that vessel.
Furcil'la, a little fork, Fur'cula.
A surgical instrument used for raising
and supporting the tongue, during the operation of dividing the framum.
Fourchette, in Anatomy, is, 1. The posterior
commissure of the labia majora, called also,
Frw.num and Fur'cula. 2. The cartilago-ensiformis; so called from its being sometimes
cleft like a fork.

M.

J. L. Petit for

mucous membrane of the mouth.
Frenum or Fr^n'dlum Lingoje,

FOURCHETTE,

FOURMl, Formica.
FOURMILLANT, Formicant.

FOURMILLEMENT,

The French call this, V operation dufilet.
Fraenum Penis, F. Prxpu'tii, F. Glandis, Cy-

scissors.

nodes' mion, (F.) Filet ou Frtin de la verge, is a
membranous reflection which fixes the prepuce
to the lower part of the glans. When too short, it
prevents the prepuce from sliding over the clans.
Frjenum: Prjeputii, F. Penis.

Formication.

A
Buthros.
fodio, < I dig.'
slight depression; the pudendum muliebre; see
Vulva. Also, the fossa nacicularis.
vapour
bath for the lower extremities.
FO'VEA, from

A

Fovea Axillaris, Axilla
chrymal

—

f.

Frjena of the Valve ok Bauhin. A name
given by Morgagni to the projecting lines
formed by the junction of the extremities of
the two lips of the ileo-ccecal valve. They are
also called Fraena and Retinacula Morgagnii.
FRAGA'RIA, from fragro, 'I smell sweetly.'
The Strawberry, Fraga'ria vesca, Cha.mse'batos,
(F.) Fraisier. The fruit is agreeable and wholesome, and the roots have been used as tonic
and slightly diuretic. The fruit is the Fragum,
(F.) Fraise.
xofianor, of the ancients.
FRAGILE VITREUM, Fragilitas ossium.

Lacrymalis, La-

fossa.

FOXGLOVE,

Digitalis.

FOYER, Fomes

morbi.

FRACTURE ,Fractu'ra, from jran' gere,fracturn, 'to break,' 'bruise,' Catag'ma, Catag'ma
Fractu'ra, Catazfis, Clasis, Clasma, Agme, Disolution of continuity in a bone.
ar'rhagg.
A simple fracture is, when the bone only is divided.
A compound fracture is a division of

A

the bone with a wound of the integuments
communicating with the bone; the bone, indeed, generally protruding. In a comminuted
fracture, A/phite don, uXipirt^or, Carye'don Catag'ma, y.unv^ihy xcciayua, the bone is broken
into several pieces: and in a complicated fracture there is, in addition to the injury done to
the bone, a lesion of some considerable vessel,
nervous trunk, Arc. Fractures are also termed
transverse, oblique, &c, according to their direction. The tieatment of fractures consists, in
general, in reducing the fragments when displaced; maintaining them when reduced; preventing the symptoms, which may be likely to
arise; and combating them when they occur.
The reduction of fractures must be operated by
extension, counter-extension, and coaptation.
(See these words ) The parts are kept in apposition by position, rest, and an appropriate

—

28

(F.) Filet

de la langue, is a triangular reflection, formed
by the mucous membrane of the mouth, and
situate between the inferior paries of that cavity
and the inferior surface of the tongue. When
the fraenum extends as far as the extremity of
the tongue, it cramps its movements, interferes
with sucking, &c. This inconvenience is remedied by carefully snipping it with a pair of

FRAGILTTAS OS'SIUM,
Brit'tleness of the bones.

Puros'tia frag" His,
gists
cility

!

j

Osteopsathyrosis,

Friabil'ily of the bones,

Frag" He

vit'reum.

Patholo-

have given this name to the extreme fawith which bones break in certain dis-

eases of the osseous texture. It
deficiency of the animal matler.

is

owing

to a

FRAGMENT,

Fragmen'tum, Frogmen, Ramen'tum, from frangcre, to break.' The French
use this term for the two portions of a fractured
bone; thus, they speak of the superior and infe'

J

rior fragment.
|

Fragments, Precious. A name formerly
given, in Pharmacy, to the garnet, hyacinth,
emerald, sapphire and topaz. The Arabs falsely
attributed to
perties.

them

cordial and ali.uterial pro-

FRAG ON

FRAG ON, Ruscus.
FRAGUM. See Fra<raria.
F RAISE. See Fragaria.
FRAISIER,

Fragaria.

FRAMBCE'SIA,fromFmm6o('5e,(F.)

A

rasp-

berry, Syph'ilis In'dica, Anllira'cia ru'bula, Thymio'sis, Lues In'dica, Vari'ola Amboinen'sis, Lepra fungi'fera mvco' sis. The Yaws, Epian, Pian.
A disease of the Antilles and of Africa; characterized by tumours, of a contagious character,
which resemble strawberries, raspberries, or
champignons; ulcerate and are accompanied
with emaciation. The Pian, for so the Indians
call it, differs somewhat in America and Africa.

Pian ofAmer'ica, Framba'sia America'na, Antkra'cia Ru'bula America'na, occurs under similar circumstances with the next, and seems to
be transmitted by copulation. The tumours have
a similar form, and are greater in proportion to
their paucity. In some cases they are mixed
with ulcers.
Pian of Guinea, Frambce'sia
Ru'bula Guineen'sis,
Anllira'cia

Guineen'sis,
is

common

amongst the negroes, especially in childhood
and youth. It begins by small spots, which
appear on different parts, and especially on the
organs of generation and around the anus;
these spots disappear, and are transformed into
an eschar, to which an excrescence succeeds,
that grows slowly, and has the shape above
described.

The treatment is nearly the same in the two
The tumours will yield to mercurial
When large, they must
friction, when small.
varieties.

be destroyed by caustic. In both cases, mercury must be given to prevent a recurrence.

FRAMBOISE, Rubus idaeus.
FRANCOLIN, Attagen.

—

f.

True, Juniperus

lycia.

FRANZENSBAD, MINERAL WATERS
OF. A celebrated water at Eger in Bohemia,
which contains sulphate of soda, carbonate of

iron, and carbonic acid gas>
also called Franzensbrunnen.

—

The

springs are

FRASERA CAROLlNlENSIS,seeCalumba
Walteri, see Calumba.
FRATERNITAS, Adelphixia.
FRATRATIO, Adelphixia.
f.

FRECKLES,

Panophobia.

Ephelides.

FRE1N DES LEVRES, Frsenum

labiorum—

f. de la Verge, Fratiuin penis.

FREINWALDE, MINERAL WATERS

OF.

These springs are in Brandenburg,
twelve leagues from Berlin.
They contain
muriate of soda, sulphate of magnesia, muriate
of magnesia, sulphate of lime, carbonates of
lime and magnesia, iron, &c, and are used in
asthenic diseases.

FR&M1SSEMENT,

Shuddering.

FREMISSEMENT CATAIRE,

'
(F.)
Cat's
purr.'
Laennec has given this name to the
agitation, which is sensible to the hand, when

applied on the praecordial region, and which he
considers a sign of ossification or other contraction of the auriculo-ventricular openings.
This name was chosen by him from the analogy
of the sound to the purring of a cat.

FREM'ITUS,

Bruissement,

Frimissement,

Shuddering.

The

Pec'toral Fremitus or Pectoral Vibra'tion
an obscure diffused fremitus, owing to the
resonance of the voice, which is felt when the

hand

applied to the chest.
Alveolus.
Fraxinus excelsior—/. £pineux,
Xanthoxylum clava Herculis.
is

FRENA,

FRENE,

FRENUM,
FRET,

Fraxinus Macedonica, F. excelsior.
Fraxinus Ornus. Fraxinus Melia. The systematic name of the tree whence manna flows.
This substance is also called Manna Valabri'na,
Ros Calabri'nus, Aerom'eli, Drosom'eli, DryMel a'e'rium. In Sicily, not only the
yiim'eli,

Fraiiitus Ornus, but also the rotundifolia and
cultivated for the purexcelsior are regularly
procuring manna, which is their con-

pose of

it is

assigned

Fraenum.

Herpes.

FRETILLEMENT,

Fidgets.

FRICATIO, Friction.
FRICATORIUM, Liniment.
FRICE, Fricum, Frico'nium. Any medicine
which the ancients employed under the form
cum and F.

matic name of the Ash tree, Frax'inus, Ornus
seu Fraxinus sylves'tris, Bume'ha seu Macedan' ica Fraxinus, Bumelia. Ord. Oleinece. (F.)
Frene. The fresh bark has a moderately strong,
It has been said to possess rebitterish taste.
solvent and diuretic qualities, and has been
uiven in intermittents. The seeds, called Birds'
tongues, Lingux avis, Ornithoglos'sas, have been
exhibited as diuretics, in the dose of a drachm.
extolled against deafness.
Its sap has been

In the Ph. U. S.

FRAYEUR NOCTURNE,

of friction.

FRAXINELLA. WHITE, Dictamnusalbus.
FRAX'INUS EXCEL'SIOR. The syste-

densed juice.

Manna is inodorous,
to the Ornus Europasa.
sweetish, with a very slight degree of bitterness; in friable flakes, of a whitish or pale yellow colour; opaque, and soluble in water and
It is a laxative, and is used as a puralcohol.
gative for children, who take it readily on account of its sweetness. More generally, it is
employed as an adjunct to other purgatives.
Dose, ^ss to £ij. Its immediate principle is
called Munnite. This has been recommended
by Magendie as a substitute for manna. Dose,
gij for children.
Fraxinus Rotundifolia, F. ornus.

is

F RANGES SYNOVIALES, Synovial glands.
FRANGULA ALNUS, Rhamnus frano-ula.
FRANKINCENSE, COMMON, see Pinus
abies

FRIGIDITY
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They

distinguished the Frice,

—

sic-

molle.
Gaubius.
Frice.

FRICONIUM,
FRICTA,

Colophonia.

FRICTION,

Friclio, Frica'tio, Anut'ribS,
Anatrip'sis, Irypsis, from fricare,
to rub.'
The action of rubbing a part of the surface of
the body with more or less force, with the
hands, a brush, flannel, &c, constituting Xerotrib'ia, Frica'tio sicca, or dry friction; or with
'

ointments, liniments, tinctures, &c, constituting moist friction.
It is a useful means for
exciting the activity of the vital properties of
the skin.

Friction Sound, Bruit de frottement.

FRICTR1X,

Tribade.

FRICTUM, Liniment.
FRICUM, Frice.
FRIGIDARIUM, Bath.
FRIGID'ITY,

A

cold.
Frigid'itas, from frig"idum,

sensation of cold.
Also, impotence,
and sterility. Frigidity of the stomach is a state
df debility of that organ, imputed to excessive
venery— the Anorexia exhauslorum of'Sauvages.
'cold.'

;

''

1

FR1G0RIFIC
4

1

FRONTAL
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FRIGORIF'IC, from frigus, 'cold,' and fio,
make.' That which has the power of procold. The best Frigorific Mixtures

FRISSON, Rigor.
FRISSOjYjVEMENT,

FROG TONGUE,

ducing

are the following. Their effects are owing to
the rapid absorption of heat when solids pass
into the liquid state.

Therm,

falls.

Snow,

or pounded ice, two
parts by weight
Muriate of Soda,
Snow or pounded ice,
Muriate of Soda,

Mur. of Ammonia,
Snow or pounded ice,
Muriate of Soda,
Muriate of Ammonia,
Nitrate of Potash,
Snow or pounded ice,
Muriate of Soda,
Nitrate of Ammonia,
Dilut. Sulph. Acid

5.

to— 12°

by disease.

FROMAGE, Cheese.
FROMEJYT,

{

Triticum.

FROJYCEMENT, Corrugation.
FROKCLE, Furunculus.
FRONDE. Funda.
FRONT, Frons, Mcto'pon, Forehead,

to— 18°

5.
5.

12.

Brow.

That part of the visage, which extends from

to— 25° one
temple

5.

5.j

2.)
3. 5

Concentr. Mur. Acid,
Concentr. Nitrous Acid,

5.5
8.5
4.)

Snow,

7. 5

from-|-32
to— 23°

Snow,
Snow,

%

'Grazing or touching

Rustling noise
of the pericardium. A sound resembling that
produced by the crumpling of a piece of parch-

1.

24. }
10.

Glacial, Ice-cold.
(F.)

ment or of thick silken stuff, accompanying
the systole and diastole of the heart.
It indicates roughness of the pericardium induced

to— 5°
1.

2.

FROLEMEJfT,
lightly.'

Frolement Pericardicjue.

Frigorific Mixtures with Snow.
Mixtures.

FROID. Cold—/.

Horripilation.

Ranula.

to the other, and is comprised, in a
vertical direction, between the roots of the hair

and the superciliary ridges.

FRONTAL, Fronta'lis.

from+32° ing to the
to— 27° to several
from-t-32
to— 30°

Relating or belongThis name has been given

front.

Winslow, Sommering, and

parts.

others, call the anterior part of the occipitofrontalis
the frontal muscle or fronta'lis, Musculo'sa Fronlis Cutem movens substantia Par
(Vesalius.)

—

from+32°
to— 40°
Crystall. Mur. of Lime,
3.
from +32°
Frontal Artery, A. snpra-orbita'h's, is given
Snow,
2.
to— 50° off by the ophthalmic, which
is itself a branch
Fused Potash,
4.
from+32° of the internal carotid.
It makes its exit from
Snow,
3.
to— 51° the skull at the upper part
of the base of the
Frigorific Mixtures may also be made by the orbit, and ascends the forehead between the
rapid solution of salts, without the use of snow bone and the orbicularis palpebrarum; dividing
or ice. The salts must be finely powdered and into three or four branches, which are distri-

Muriate of Lime,

5.

Snow,

4

dry.

buted

Therm,

Mixtures.

Mur. of Ammonia,

5.

Nitrate of Potash,

5.

Water,

;

1C.

Mur. of Ammonia,

5."

Nitrate of Potash,
Sulphate of Soda,

5.

Water,]
Nitrate of

from+50
to— 10°
from +50°

to+10°

8.

16.

Ammonia

Water,
Nitrate of

falls.
c

1

from-r-50°
to-f- 4°

1.
1.

Ammonia,

].'

from -r-5fl°

Carbonate of Soda,
Water,
Sulphate of Soda,
Dilut. Nitrous Acid,
Sulphate of Soda,

6."

Mur. of Ammonia,

4.

from +50°

Nitrate of Potash,
Dilut. Nitrous Acid,

2.

to— 10°

Sulphate of Soda,
Nitrate of Ammonia,
Dilut. Nitrous Acid,
Phosphate of Soda
Dilut. Nitrous Acid,
Phosphate of Soda,
Nitrate of Ammonia,
Dilut. Nitrous Acid,
Sulphate of Soda,
Muriatic Acid,
Sulphate of Soda,
Dilut. Sulphuric Acid,

6.

FRIGUS,

Cold.

Frigus Tenue, see Rigor.

I.

1.'

to—

7°

3.

from +50°

2.

to—

,

4.

>

9.
]

6.

4.'
8.
5.

5.
4.

,

<

\
\

fronlis,

Os

corona'le,

from

+ 50

to— 12o
from

+ 50°

to—2lo
from-f50o

to—
from

0°

+ 50°

to-

3°

Os

to the falx cerebri.

Frontal Nerve, Palpcbro-frontal,—(Ch.,)
the greatest of the three branches of the
ophthalmic nerve. the first division of the 5th
pair.
It proceeds along the superior paries of
the orbit, and divides into two branches: the
one, internal, which makes its exit from ihe
orbitar fossa, passing beneath the pulley of th?
oblique muscle:
the other, external, issuing
from the same cavity, by the foramen orbtarium superius.
Frontal Sinuses, Fronta'les Sinus, Sinus
Supercilia'res, S. pituitalrii frontis, Cavernse
frontis, are two deep cavities in the substance
of the frontal bone, separated from each other
by a medium septum, and opening, below, into
the anterior cells of the ethmoid bone.
Frontal Spine, Crista inter' na, is situate in
the middle of the under part of the bone, and is
formed by the coalescence of the inner table?
for the attachment of the falx cerebri.
is

from +50°
to— 14o

£).

neighbouring muscles.

inverecun'dum, Meto'pon, Os puppis, Os Ratio'nis.
A double bone in the foetus, single in the
adult, situate at the base of the cranium, and
at the superior part of the face.
It forms the
vault of the orbits; lodges the ethmoid bone in
a notch at its middle part; and is articulated,
besides, with the sphenoid, parietal, and nasal
bones, the ossa unguis, superior maxillary, and
malar bones.
Frontal Furrow extends upwards from the
frontal spine, and becomes gradually larger in
its course, to lodge the upper part of the superior longitudinal sinus, and to give attachinen

3°

4.^
5.
4.

to the

Frontal Bone, Os

Frigorific Mixtures without Snow.

—

—

—

FRONTALIS

FUMIGATION

32-1

—

Surgeons have given the name Frontalis, Querents Mariana of the Dublin Pharmacopoeia,
bandage or topical application to the fore- which is used, like the burnt sponge, in bronSuch have, also been called jtqofitrot- chocele and other scrofulous swellings. Its
mdiaand cxvaxoXXr uara.
efficacy depends on the iodine it contains.
FRONTALIS ET OCCIPITALIS, Occipi- Dose, gr. x to ^ij, mixed in molasses or honey.
to-frontalis
f. Verus, Corrugator supercilii.
See Soda.
FRONTO-ETHMOIO FORAMEN, Cjecum
FUGA D/EMONUM, Hypericum perforaforamen—/, nasal, Pjramidalis nasi—/. Sour- tum.
cilier, Corrugator supercilii.
FUGA'CIOUS, Fugax, from fugere, to fly.'
FROTHY, from Gr. a<?po<;; 'froth.' (?) Spumo'- An epithet given to certain symptoms, which
shs, (F.) Spumeux, Ecumcux, Mousseux. An epi- appear and disappear almost immediately afterthet given to the feces or sputa, when mixed wards; as a fugacious redness, &-c.
to a

head.

t

—

'

with

HORJEI,

FRUGI V'OROUS,
'

fruits,'

and voro,

'

(summer.)
Frugiv'orus, from frvgcs,

I eat.'

Fruit,

One

—

but afford

little

FRUMENTUM,

A common

'

I

'an expeller.'

expel,'

Hence

Febrifuge,

Vermi-

nourishment.
Triticum.

_
FU'GILE.

tions.

ear.

2.

—
—

FULGUR,

Astrape.
Fuligino'sus, from fuligo,
Having the colour of soot.
'soot.' Ligmjo'des.
An epithet given to certain parts, as the lips,
teeth, or tongue, when they assume a brownish
colour, or rather are covered with a coat of that

FULIG"INOUS,

colour.

Any liquor, taken a
(F.)
short time after eating, for the purpose of assistdifficult.
Sugared water,
when
ing digestion,
eau sucr'e, or water with the addition of a little
brandy, or some aromatic substance,
monly used for this purpose.

This term has several acceptameans, 1. The cerumen (q. v.) of the
The nebulous suspension in, or the de-

It

position from, the urine. 3. An abscess near
Ruland and Johnson. 4. Abscess in
the ear.
general. Forestus.

FRUSTRATOIRE

is

com-

FRUTEX BACCIFER BRAZILIENSIS,

FULFGO,

Soot, (F.) Suie,

&c.

Wood

soot,

Fuligo Ligni, consists of a volatile alkaline salt,
empyreuinatic oil, fixed alkali, &c. A tincture,
Tinctu'ra Fulig"inis, prepared from it, has been
recommended as a powerful antispasmodic in
hysterical cases.

{Fulig. lign.

^ij, potass, sub-

amnion, muriut. _^j, aquxfluviut Oiij.
Caa-ghivuyo f. lndicus spinosus, Cara schulli. Digest for three days.) This tincture bears the
name Soot drops and Fit drops. An ointment
FUCUS, F. vesiculosus, Faint.
Fucus Amyla'ceus, Ceylon Moss, Marine of soot has been used in various cutaneous disMoss. This moss belongs to the natural order eases.
Fuligo Ai.ea Philosophoruji, Ammonias
It was introduced some years ago into
Algae.
England, from India. It is white, filiform and murias.
FULIGO'KALI, from fuli'go, soot,' and kali,
fibrous, and has the usual odour of sea-weeds.
potassa.'
This is an analogous preparation to
Its medical properties are similar to those of
anthrakokali; soot being used in the place of
Irish moss, (q. v.)
coal.
It is employed in the same diseases.
Fucus, Bladder, F. vesiculosus.
Fucus Crispu s, Lichen Carrageen, Chondrus, What might be regarded as a weak solution of
Ch. crispus, Sphxrococ'cus crispus, Ulva crispa, fuligokali has been used for many years in PhiChondrus pohjinor phus, Irish moss, Carrageen ladelphia, under the names medical lye, soot
or Corrigeen nioss, (F.) Mousse d'lslande, M. tea, alkaline solution, and dyspeptic lye.
FULNESS, Replc'tio, Plen'itudc, Plelho'ra,
per lee. This Fucus of the Natural Family Algx,
Also, a feeling of weight or distention
is found on the coasts of England, Ireland, West(q. v.)
ern France, Spain, and Portugal, and as far as in the stomach or other part of the system.
It is also a native of the United
FUMA'RIA, Fuma'ria officinalis, Fumus terthe Tropics.
States. In Ireland, it is used by the poor as an ra;, Capnos, Herba melancholifuga, Fu'mitory,
As met with in America, it is Common Fu'mitory, Fumiter'ra, Sola' men Seaarticle of diet.
of a light yellow colour, and resembles plates bioso'rum, (F.) Fumctcrre. The leaves are exand translucent. An agreeable tremely succulent, and have a bitter, somewhat
crisped
of horn,
The infusion of the dried leaves
jelly is obtained from it by boiling in water or saline, taste.
milk which forms a good article of diet in con- and the expressed juice of the fresh plant have
sumptive cases. Its properties are indeed ex- been extolled for their property of clearing the
skin of many disorders of the leprous kind.
actly like those of the Iceland Moss.
Fuma'ria Bulbo'sa, Jlristolochi'a fuba'cea,
Fucus Helmintho-coiiton, Corallina CorsiCoryd'alus bulbo'sus, Capnor'chis. The root of
cana f. Saccharine, Rhodomela palmata.
Fucus Vesiculo'sus, Quercus Mari'na, Fucus, this plant was formerly given as an emmenaBladder Fucus, Sea Oak, Sea Wrack, Yellow gogue and anthelmintic." (F.) Fumelerre butcu.se
Bladder Wrack, (F.) Varec vesiculeux, Chine
FUMETERRE, Fumaria.
marin. It has been said to be a useful assistant
cure
of
the
disorders
in
FUMIGATIO ANTILOIM1CA GAUBII,
of
the
sea-water,
to
When the wrack, in fruit, is dried, see Disinfection— f. Guytoniensis, see Disinglands.
cleaned, exposed to a red heat in a crucible fection— f. Smythiana, see Disinfection.
FUMIGA'TION, Fumiga'tio, from fumvs,
with a perforated lid, and is reduced to powder,
smoke.' Sujji'tus, Siijjinicu7tuin, Apucapnis'mus,
JE'lhiops vegetal/Uis— the Pulvis
it forms the

—

*

suffix.

that eats fruits. fuge, &c.

FRUIT, Fructus, from frui, 'to enjoy :' Carpos. In a medical sense, it may be defined to
he ;
that part of a plant which is taken as
food.
The effects of fruits on the body, in a
medical as well as a dietetical point of view, are
various. They may be distinguished into classes;
for, whilst the Cerealia, for example, afford
fruits, which are highly nutritious, the Summer
Fruits (Fructus Horsei,) which include strawberries, cherries, currants, mulberries, raspberries, figs, grapes, &c. are refrigerant and grateful,

FUGAX, Fugacious.
FUGE, from fugo,

air.

FRUCTUS

carb. Ibss,

'

'

1

;

—

i)

1

—
FUMITERRA

—
FUREUR
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Thym'ama, Cupn:s' mos, Ilypocapnis'mos, Jinathymi'asis, from fumus, ' smoke.' An operation,
the object of which is to fill a circumscribed
space with a gas or vapour ; with the intention
cither of purifying the air, of perfuming it, or
of charging it with a substance proper for acting
upon a part of the surface of the human body.

nated, from
cranium.

Hence, fumigations have been distinguished

michculares, Semicircular canals.

its

being situate at the base of the

FUNDUS, (F.)
which ends
as the

ture ;
the Vulva.

Fond. The base of any organ

in a neck, or has an external aperFundus vesicae, F. uteri, &c. Also,

FUNES CORDIS, Column®

carnese— f. Se-

EUNG'OID, Fungo'i'des, from fungus, a
mushroom,' and eidoc, 'resemblance.' That
which has the shape of a fungus, or which
migating Pastilles, to which any variety of grows in some measure like a mushroom.
odoriferous substances may be added. The folFUNGOS'ITY, Fungos'itas, Caro luxu'rians'
lowing is one formula
C. fungo'sa, Ecsarco'ma, Proud Flesh, Hyper'
gi. Benzoin, ^j, cascarilliB J^ss, myrrh. Qj, ol.
sarco'sis, (F.) Fongositi.
The quality of that
myrist., ol. caryoph. aa gtt. x, potassae nitrat. gss, which is fungous
fungous excrescence. The
carbon, tign. gvj, mucil. trag. (q. s.)
fungosities, which arise in wounds or ulcers, are
Fumigation, Chlorine, see Disinfection f. easily repressed by gentle compression, dry lint,
Nitrous, see Disinfection f. Oxymuriatic, see the sulphas cupri, or other gentle caustics. At
Disinfection.
times, the more powerful are necessary, and,
FUMITERRA, Fumaria.
sometimes, excision is required.
FUMITORY, Fumaria.
FUNGUS, Myces, (F.) Fongus, Champignon.
into aqueous, aromatic, sulphureous, mercurial,

'

disinfecting, Guytonian, &c.
Benzoin generally constitutes the chief ingredient in the Fu-

:

:

—

FUMUS ALBUS,

nus, Sulphur

—

f.

Hydrargyrum— f.

Terra?,

Citri-

Fumaria.

FUNCTION,

Functio, (F.) Fonction, from
fungor, I act,' perform." The action of an
organ or system of organs. Any act, necessary
for accomplishing a vital phenomenon. A function is an action, which fulfils a special office in
the animal economy, and which has, as its instrument, an organ or apparatus of organs.
Thus, respiration is a function. Its object is,
the conversion of venous into arterial blood,
and its instrument is the lungs. The ancient
physiologists divided the functions into vital,
animal, and natural. They called vital functions those which are essential to life, as innervation, circulation, and respiration; animal
functions, those which belong to the encephathe functions of the intellect, the
lon ; viz
affections of the mind, and the voluntary motions ; and natural functions, those relating to
assimilation, such as the actions of the abdominal viscera, of the absorbent and exhalant vesBichat divided the functions into
sels, &c.
those, which relate to the preservation of the
'

—

—

'

:

The mushroom

order of plants ; class Cryptogamia, in the Linncean system. In Pathology,
the word is commonly used synonymously with
fungosity.
M. Breschet has proposed to reserve the latter name for the vegetations, which
arise on denuded surfaces, and to apply the term
fungus to the tumours which form in the substance of the textures, without any external
ulceration.
Fici,
fungi of the skin.

and warts,

e.

would be

g.

Fungus Albus Saligneus, Boletus suaveof. Articuli,
Spina ventosa f. Bleeding,
Heemalodes, fungus f. Cancrosus hocmatodes,
Haeinatodes F.
f.
Cancrosus medullaris, see
Encephaloid f. Cerebralis, see Encephaloid
f. Cerebri, Encephalocele
f. Cynosbati, Bedef. lgniarius, Boletus igniarius
f. Laricis,
ffuar
Boletus laricis f. of Malta, Cynomorion coccineum f. Medullaris, see Encephaloid f.

lens

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Melitensis,

Cynomorion coccineum

—
—

—

—

f.

Petrseus

marinus, Umbilicus marinus f. Quercinus,
Boletus igniarius f. Rosarum, Bedeguar f.
Salicis, Boletus suaveolens
Sambucinus,
f,
Peziza auricula.
FUNICULUS,
Cord—
f.
Spermaticus,
into
animal
SperThe former he subdivided
species.
and organic. The animal functions are those of matic chord f. Tympani, Chorda tympani.
Funic'ulus Umbilica'lis, Funis umbilica'lis,
the intellect, sensation, locomotion, and voice.
The organic functions include digestion, respi- Umbilical cord, Navel string, from Funis, a

—

—

—

'

ration, circulation, exhalation, absorption, the
secretions, and nutrition. The functions, whose
object is the preservation of the species, are all
those that relate to generation ; such as con-

—

Cordon ombilicale. A cord-like substance, which extends from the placenta to the
umbilicus of the fcetus. It is composed of the
chorion, amnion, an albuminous secretion called
cord.'

(F.)

ception, gestation, accouchement, &c. Each of the Jelly of the Cord, cellular substance, an umthese admits of numerous subdivisions, in a bilical vein, and two umbilical arteries. The
complete course of Physiology; for so the doc- former conveys the blood from the placenta to
the fcetus
the latter return it.
Its usual
trine of the functions is called.
FUNDA, Spheridonl. (F.) Fronde. A band- length is from 16 to 22 inches.
Funiculus
cleft
Varicosus,
Cirsocele.
long
compress,
fillet
or
of
a
age, composed
FUNIS, Cord, Laqueus f. Hippocratis,
a? its extremities to within about two inches of
Achillis tendo
f. Umbilicalis, Funiculus umbiIt is used in diseases of the nose
its middle.
and chin, and especially in cases of fracture of licalis.
FUR, Enduit.
the lower jaw. In such case it has, also, been
INFERIOR, Xiphoid cartilapp,
called Mentonniere, because placed beneath the
chin.
( (F.) Menton, 'the chin.')
OF OF. These Bavarian springs contain carbonic
acid, sulphuretted hydrogen, carbonates of lime
THE. Proctocele.
from fundare, 'to lie and soda; chlorides of lime and magnesium,
deeply.' Some anatomists have called the sa- oxides of iron and magnesia, &c.

—

—

—

—

FURCELLA

FUNDAMENT, FALLING

DOWN

FURCHMUHL, MINERAL WATERS

FUNDAMENTAL,

crum Os Fundamenla'le, because it seems to
serve as a base to the vertebral column. The
sphenoid bone has, likewise, been so denomi-
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FURCILLA,

FURCULA,

Fourchette.
Clavicle, Fourchette.

FUREUR UT&RWE,

Nymphomania.

—

—
FURFUR

GALACTOSIS
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FURFUR,

A

Bran, Pil'yron, Ach'yron, Canta- \sus nucha' tus.'
Furuncle, a Boil, a Bile, (F.)
hru'no, (V.) Sou.
The skin of the grain of the \Furoncle, Fronde, Clou.
small phlegmon,
cerealia, when bruised and separated from the which appears under the form of a conical,
The decoction is sometimes employed hard, circumscribed tumour, having its seat in
farina.

A

as an emollient.
Scarf.

FURFURA,
FURFURA'CEOUS,

from furfur, 'bran.'
Scurfy, Canica'ceous, Pithyri'nus.
Resembling
bran. A name given to eruptions, in which the
epidermis is detached in small scales resembling bran. Also, a bran-like sediment observed
at times in the urine.

FURFURATIO,

the dermoid texture. At the end of an uncertain period, it becomes pointed, white or yellow,
and gives exit to pus mixed with blood. When
it breaks, a small, grayish, fibrous mass sometimes appears, which consists of dead cellular
tissue.
This is called the Core, Ycnlridulus
Furun'culi, (F.) Bourbillon. The abscess does
not heal until after its separation. The indications of treatment are,
to discuss by the application of leeches and warm fomentations;
or,

—

Porrigo, Pityriasis.

—

A kind of vermiform insect, scarcely two lines long, and com- if this cannot be done, to encourage suppuramon in Sweden, which flies about and stings tion by warm, emollient cataplasms. When
both man and animals, exciting the most ex- suppuration is entirely established, the part
cruciating torture.
may be opened or suffered to break, according
FU^RIA IJNFERNA'LIS.

MINERAL WATERS

FURNAS,
OF. A to circumstances.
thermal chalybeate water in St. Michael's,
Furunculus Gangr.enosus, Anthrax f. MaAzores, which contains carbonic acid, and carbo- lignus, Anthrax f. Ventriculus, see Furunnate of iron.
culus.

—

—

FUROMCLE,

FUROR

Furunculus.

BREVIS, Rage— f.

Uterinus,

Nym-

phomania.

FUSiE PURULENTE, (F.) The Jong and
sinuous route, which pus takes, in certain cases,
making

in

FURUNCULI ATON1CI,

its

way

to the surface.

These Fusdes

Ecthyma.

almost always form beneath the skin, between
FURUN'CULUS, from furiare, to make the muscles; or along aponeuroses, bones, tenmad.' Chi'adus, Chi'oli, Doth'ien, Furun'culus dons, &c.
suppurato'rius, F. Yerus, F. benig'nus, Msces'FUTUTOR, Tribade.
«

The Greek G, T, with the ancient Greek
physicians, signified an ounce. Rhod. ad Scri-

—

bonium.

GABALLA,
GABEL'LA

or

GLABEL'LA. The
is

space ple, with whom milk appears to constitute the
devoid of chief nourishment.

GALACTOPHORA, Galactopoietica.
GALACTOPH'OROUS, Lactiferous, (q. v.)

hair in the majority of persons.

GABIR'EA,

yapioea.

A

fatty

kind of myrrh,

mentioned by Dioscorides.
GAGEL, Myricagale.

GAGUESAJVG,
GJiHET,

C TOPH'AGOUS,
A

Cabal.

between the eyebrows, which

G

ALA
Gala staph' a gus,
Lactiv'orus, sometimes used substantively; from
'
yaXa, 'milk,' and cfaytu,
1 eat.'
That which
feeds on milk.
name given to certain peo-

from yaXa, 'milk,' and

Caque-sanrr.

Cagot.

GAIAC, Guaiacum.
GAILLET ACCROCHJ3JYT, Galium aparine

tpequj, 'I carry.'
That
which carries milk.
Galactoph'orous, or Lactif'erous Ducts
are those, which convey the milk, secreted by
the mammary gland, towards the nipple, where

The

—g. Crockant,

their external orifices are situate.

styhide, Vaginal process of the temporal bone
g. de la veine porte, Vagina or sheath of the

tended to facilitate sucking, when the faulty
conformation of the nipple prevents the child

Lactcals

Galium aparine g. Jaune, Ga- have also been so called.
lium verum g. Vrai, Galium verum.
GALACTOPH'ORUS. Some accoucheurs
GAlSsE, Vagina or sheath— g. de VApopKyse have given this name to an instrument, in-

—

vena

porta.

GALA,

from laying hold of

yaXa, genitive yaXaxrog, milk, (q. v.)

nXartj,

GALACTACRASIA,

Galactia.
Galnclirrha/a, from yaXa,
' milk.'
Lactis rcdundan'tia, Galactacra'sia.
redundant flow of milk, either in a female who
or in one who is not.
suckling,
is
It may oc-

GALAC'TIA,

GALACTIRRHOZA, Galactia.
GALACTO'DES, from yaXa,

'milk,' and
nSo?. resemblance.' In Hippocrates, the term
and
likewise
a milky cosignifies milkwarm,
lour, as of the excrements, &c.
'

'

'

milk,' and

wandering.' Extravasation of milk into

the cellalar

membrane.

GALACTOPOIESIS. Galactosis.
GALACTOPOIETICA, Gakctoph'ora; from

A

cur without being provoked by sucking. When
to a great extent, it sometimes causes wastinoGood uses GalacTabes lac'tea, T. nutri'cum.
tia, in his Nosology, for ' morbid flow or deficiency of milk.'

it.

GALACTOPLA'NIA, from yaXa,

milk,' and non co, 1 make.'
Substances,
which has been attributed the property of
favouring the secretion of milk and augmenting

yaXa,

'

'

to

quantity.

its

GALACTOPO'SIA,
noeig,

'drink.'
milk.

from yuXa, 'milk,' and
Treatment of a disease by

means of

GALACTOP'OTES,
tor.

Same etymon.

A

Galactop'otus, Lactipo-

drinker of milk.

One

subjected to a milk diet.

GALACTOPYRA,
GALACTO'SIS,

Fever, milk.
Galactopoie'sis,

from y«-

*

——

—

—

GALACTUR1A
laxToouai, 'I am changed into'milk.'
cretion or formation of milk.

GALACTURIA,

The

se-

GALAJYGJ/LE, Cyperus

GALAXIA,

longus.

see Bubon
Bubon galbanum.

Galbanum— g.

—

—

Psora

aire, Psoriasis

ancient composition, in which

were an ingredient; the Galiapura. There
was, also, a Galia uroinut'ica, moscha'ta vel
musca'ta, which consisted of a mixture of several perfumes, such as musk.

galls

GAL'BULUS, from galtws, 'yellow.' A
kind of congenital jaundice, in which the yellow colour continues through life. It is rather
a defect in colour than a disease. Vogel.
GALE, Myrica gale g. Odorant, Myrica
gale g. Sweet, Myrica gale.
GALE,

An

GA'LIA.

Allamanda.
Thoracic duct.

GALBANUM,
long-leaved,

Galkop'sis Versicolor, and the G. Villoma, are possessed of the same virtues.
Galeopsis Ociiroi.kucha, G.grandiflora g.
Segetum, G. grandirlora.

—

Chyluria.

GALANGA, Maranta galanga.
GALANGAL, Maranta galantra.
GALARIPS,

GALLS
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g. Canine, Psoriasis g. Milig.Se~che, Lichen, Psoriasis.

GALlPiEA FEBR1FUGA,

Cnsparia febriCusp.uia febrifu;r;i.
GALIPOT. See Pinus sylvestris.
GALIUM, (from yala, milk,' because some
species curdle milk.) G. veruin.
Galium Album, G. mollugo.
Ga'lium Apaki'nk, Aparine, Lappa, Philanthropus, Ampelocar' pus Omphalocar'pus, Izus,
fuga

— g. officinalis, see

'

,

Asphari'nB, Asper' ula, Goose-grass, Cleaver's
helmet, from yaXrj, a cat;' of bees, Cleavers, Goose-shure, Hayrijf. Family,
the skin of which it was formerly made.
Rnbiacea?. Sex. Syst. Tetrandria Monogynia.
name given to the amnios, (q. v.) and also, to (F.) Gaillet accrocbant, G. crochant, Gratteron.
the bandage of Galen, (q. v.)
In Pathology, it The expressed juice has been given as an apeindicates a headache affecting the whole head. rient diuretic in incipient dropsies; also, in
See, also, Caul.
cancer.
Galea Aponeuro'tica Cap'itis, Ga'lea tenGalium Luteum, G. verum.
din' ca Santori'ni, Membra' na epicra'nia.
The
Galium Mollu'go, Galium album, Greater
tendinous expansion, which unites the frontal ladies' bed-straw, Alys'sum Plin"ii, (F.) Cailleand occipital portions of the occipito-frontalis lait blanc. The herb and floweis have been
muscle.
used, medicinally, in epilepsy.
GALEAN'THROPY, Galeanthro'pia, from
Ga'lium Vkrum, Ga'lium, G. In'teum, LayaXij, a cat,' and arSpmTro;, a man.'
A variety dies' bed-straw, Cheeseren.net, (F.) Gaillet jaurte,
of melancholy in which the patient believes G. vrai, Vrai Caillelait. The tops were used
himself changed into a cat. An affection simi- in the cure of epilepsy. The leaves and flowers possess the property of curdling milk.
lar to the lycanthropy and cynanthropy.
GALL, Bile, Glass, see Vitrum and Eczema
GALE'GA OFFICINA'LIS, Gakga, Ruta
g. Nut, see Quercus infectoria
caprafria, Goat's rue (F.) Rue de chivre, Faux Impetiginodes
and
was
once
slightly
aromatic,
is
Indigo. It
g. Sickness, Fever,
g, of the Ox, see Bile
used as a sudorific and alexiterial, in malig- Walcheren.
GALL-BLADDER, Vesk'ula fellis, Chol'nant fevers, &c.
Galega Virginia'na, Virginia goat's rue ecyst, Follic'ulus fellis, Cystis fel'lea, Vesi'ca
or cat gut, is used in some parts of the United fellea, Vesidula bi/is, Vesi'ca bil.iaria, Follie'States as an anthelmintic. The decoction of ulus fellcus, Cystis choled'ochus, (F.) Vdsicule
dufiel ou Vesicule biliare, Reservoir de la bile.
the roots is given.
GALEN'IC or GALEN'ICAL. Galen'icus, A membranous, pyriform reservoir, lodged in
That which relates to the a superficial depression at the inferior surface
from Gale'nus.
Used, of the right lobe of the liver. It receives, by
doctrine of Galen or to Galenism.
substantively, for drugs that are not chymi- the hepatic and cystic ducts, a portion of the
bile secreted by the liver, when the stomach is
cal.

GA'LEA.

A

'

A

'

'

—

—

—

empty, which becomes in it more acrid, bitter,
and thick. It receives an artery called the
cystic.
Its veins empty into the vena porta.
follower of the doctrines of Its nerves come from the hepatic plexus, and
its lymphatic vessels join those of the liver.

Galenic Medicine, Galenism.

GA'LENISM,

Galen'ic med'icine.

trine of Galen.

GA'LENIST. A
Galen.

GALEOBDOLON,
GALEOPDOLON,

The

doc-

GALEOPSIS, Lamium

album.
Galkop'sis, Galeob' dolon, Galcop'dolon, La'tnium rubrum, Urti'ca incrs viagna fwtidis' shna,
Stachys fat'ida, Hedge nettle, (F.J Ortie morte
des bois. This plant was formerly reckoned a

vulnerary and anodyne.
Galkop'sis Grandiflo'iia, G. Ochrolcu'ca, G.
Segetum, Herba Sideriti'dis. This plant is regarded in Germany as a bitter resolvent. It
the
is the basis, also, of a celebrated nostrum,

Blank en hcimer Tea, called, likewise, Lieber's
and phthisical herbs (Liebersche

pectoral

Brust oder Auszehrungs-Krau-

e r,) which has enjoyed great repute in pecThe tops of the plant are
toral complaints.
given in decoction, (3J, boiled in a pint of
water for a quarter of an hour.) This quantity
to be taken in the day.
t

GALLSTONES, Calculi, biliary.
GALLA, see Quercus infectoria — g. Maxima

Galeopsis.
Galeopsis.

See Quercus

orbiculata.

GALL.E QUERCUS,

— Tinctoria;, see
Turcica;, see Quercus
ria

g.

GALL

I

infectoria.

Quercus infectoQuercus infectoria g.
see

—

infectoria.

GALLINACEl CAPUT,

Galli-

nairinis caput.

GALLINAG'INIS CAPUT,

Galli gallina'eei
Caput, Verumonta'num, Crista, urethra' lis, Crete
iireibralc,
(Ch.,) from Gallinago, ' a woodcock.'
An oblong, rounded, projection, formed
by the mucous membrane in the spongy portion
of the urethra, at the sides of which theejacu-

—

latory ducts open.

G AL'LIPOT.
A

Perhaps from gala, 'finery.'(?)
pot painted and glazed or merely glazed, and

commonly used

for medicines.

GALLITRICHUM,

Salvia sclarea.

GALLS, see Quercus infectoria— g.

Nut, see

—
GALREDA
Quercus

infectoria
infectoria.

GALREDA.

—g.

Turkey) see Quercus

Galvanis'mus, Electric" Has
anima'tis, E. Galvan'ica vel metal'lica, lrritamentum metal it/ rum vel metal' licum, Vol'taism,
Volta'ic Elect) icity. A series of phenomena, consensible

in

movements, executed by

animal parts, which are

remnant of

irritability,

,

these nervous centres, to the parts to which the
nerves proceeding from them are distributed.
kn6w not, however, their precise uses, although it is probable that they may be connected with the nutrition of the part, on which
the nerves proceeding from them are dispersed.

We

Gelatin.

GAL'VANISM,

sisting

——

——
GANGRENE
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endowed with a
when placed in constill

nexion with two metallic plates of different
nature, between which a communication is
established by direct contact or by means of a
metallic wire.
Galvanism has been employed
medicinally in the same cases as electricity.
and especially in neuralgic affections. It is
In asthma,
often applied in the form of plates.
for example, a small blister, the size of a dollar, may be placed on the neck over the course
of the phrenic and pneumogastric nerves, and
another on the side in the region of the diaphragm. One metal is placed mediately or immediately over the vesicated surface on the
neck, and another over that in the side. They
are then connected by means of a wire. The
new nervous impression, in this way induced.

Ganglion Abdominale, G. semilunar — g.
Adenoid

—

g.

glandiform— g. of Andersch, Pe-

—

—

g. Auricular, Oticum G.
trous ganglion
g.
Cerebelli, Corpus dentatum
g. Ciliare, Corpus
dentatum g. Cirebral infirieur, grand, Thalami nervorum opticorum g. du Cervelct, Cor-

—

pus dentatum.
Ganglion of Ehrenrit;tef, Ganglion ncrvi
glosso-pharynge'i supe'rius, G. jugula'rS supe'rius, G. Ehrenritl'eri seu Mull eri.
A reddish
gray mass on the glosso-pharyngeal nerve in
the foramen lacerum, above the ganglion of

Andersch.

Ganglion of Gasse'rius. A semicircular
knot on the 5th pair of nerves, before its division into three branches.
Ganglion Jugulare Suferius, G. of Ehrenritter
g. Lenticular
g. Ophthalmic— g. Lymphatic, Conglobate gland
g. Maxillo-tympanique, Oticum G.
g. of Meckel, Sphenopalatine G.
g. Mulleri, G. of Ehrenritter
is often signally beneficial.
g. Nervi
GALVANOPUNCTURE,Electropuncture. glosso-pharyngei superius, G. of Ehrenritter
g. Oticum, Oticum
GAMBOGIA, Cambogia.
g. Orbitar, G. ophthalmic
G. g. Sanguineous, G. glandiform g. Solare,
GAMMARUS, Crab.
GAM'MATA FERRAMEN'TA, Cauteries, G. semilunare— g. Sphenoidal, Spheno-palatine
having the shape of the Greek letter I"; which ganglion g Splanchnicum, G. semilunare g.
Sap'eririir du cerveau (grand,) Corpora striata
were used for cauterizing hernias.
GAMMAUT. The Italians, according to g. Surrinal, G. semilunare g. Transversum,
g. Vascular, G. glandiform
Scultetus, gave this name to a kind of crooked G. semilunare
g.
de Vieussens, Cceliac plexus.
bistouri, used for opening abscesses.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

GAMPHELE.Gena.
GANGLIA CEREBRI POSTICA,
nervorum opticorum

Same etymon.

Ganglion.

Thalami

— g. Nervorum, Ganglions,

nervous.

GANG'LIFORM

or GANG'LIOFORM,
Ganglifor'mis. Having the shape of a ganglion.
given
to a knot-like enlargegenerally
name
ment, in the course of a nerve.
yayy'Aiov, 'a knot.'
A name
given to organs differing considerably from
each other in size, colour, texture, functions,
&c. They are divided into glandiform, lym1. Glandiform ganglions,
phatic, and nervous.
called also adenoid, vascular, and sanguineous
glands,
oporic glands, &c, are
blind
ganglions,
organs of whose functions we are, in general,
ignorant; and which have the appearance of
glands. They are formed of agglomerated globules, pervaded by blood-vessels, surrounded
by cellular membrane, and contain a milky or
yellowish fluid. To this class belong the thymus, thyroid, and supra-renal glands. 2. Lyinplial'ic ganglions. See Conglobate. 3. Nervous
ganglions, Ganglia seu Nodi seu Nod'uli Nervorum, Ganglio'nes, Tumo'rcs seu plexus gang Hoformes, Plexus glandifor'mes, Tuber'cula nodo'sa
Nervv'rum, Divertic'uJa spirituum anima'lium.
Enlargements or knots in the course of a nerve.
They belong, in general, to the system of the
great sympathetic. One, however, exists on
the posterior root of every spinal nerve, and one
of the cerebral, the 5th. Bichat regarded them
as so roanv small brains, or centres of nervous
action independent of the encephalon, and

A

GANGLION,

—

intended exclusively for organic life. Being
formed by the union of the cerebral and spinal
nerves, they may send out the influence of both

—

Emphy'ma

englobular, hard, indolent
tumour, without change in the colour of the
skin; of a size varying from that of a pea, to
that of an egg, and always situate on the course
of a tendon. The tumour is formed of a viscid
albuminous fluid, contained in a cyst of greater
or less thickness. The cyst is sometimes loose;
but in the majority of cases it communicates,
by a narrow foot stalk, with the sheath of a
tendon, or even with the synovial capsule of a
neighbouring articulation. The causes are generally unknown. The treatment consists in
compression, percussion, the use of discutients,
extirpation, or incision.

ganglion.

cys'tis

A

GANGLION ES GANGLIOFORMES,

Gan-

glions, nervous.

GANGLIONIC,

Ganglion' icus. Nerves, in
the course of which ganglions are met with;
as the greater part of the branches of the great
sympathetic or trisplanchnic, the posterior roots
of the spinal nerves, &c.
Ganglionic Nerve, Trisplanchnic nerve.

GANGLIONITIS PER1PHERICA

et

ME-

DULLARIS. Cholera.
GANGR.<ENA ALOPECIA,
Caries,

Caries

—

— g.

Alopecia— g.
Nosocomiorum, Hospital
Cancer aqualicus— g. Ossis,

gangrene g. Oris,
Spina ventosa g. Ossium, Caries jr. Pottii
see Gangrene
g. Pulmonum, Necropneumonia g. Sphacelus, Sphacelus g. Tonsillarum, Cynanche maligna g. Ustilaginea Er-

—

gotism.

—

—

—
—

GANGRENE, Gangrsefna, Cancre'na.
tion of life or partial death of an organ.

Priva-

Au-

thors have generally distinguished mortification
into two stagesj.naming the first incipient or

—

—

—
GAAVRkJYE

gangrene. It is attended with a sudden diminution of feeling in the part affected; livid discoloration; detachment of the cuticle, under
which a turbid fluid is effused; with crepitation, owing to the disengagement of air into the
cellular texture.
When the part has become
quite black, and incapable of all feeling, circulation, and life, it constitutes the second stage,
or mortification, and is called sphacelus. Gan-

grene, however, is frequently used synonymously with mortification, local asphyziabe'ing
the term employed for that condition, in which
the parts are in a state of suspended animation,
and, consequently, susceptible of resuscitation.
When the part is filled with fluid entering into
putrefaction, the affection is called humid gangrene; on the other hand, when it is dry and
shrivelled, it constitutes dry gangrene. To this
class belongs the gangrae'na seni'lis, G. Pot'tii, or
spontaneous gangrene of'old people, which rarely
admits of cure. Whatever may be the kind of
gangrene, it may be caused by violent inflammation, contusion, a burn, congelation, the
ligature of a large arterial trunk, or by some internal cause inappreciable to us.
The treatment, both of external and internal
gangrene, varies according to the causes which
produced it. Gangrene from excessive inflammation is obviated by antiphlogistics; and that

from intense cold by cautiously restoring the
circulation by cold frictions, &c.
When the
gangrene has become developed, the separation of the eschars must be encouraged by
if there be considerable
reaction; or by tonics and stimulants if the reaction be insufficient.

emollient applications,

Gangrene

or the Lungs, Necropneumonia.
Hospital gan-

GANGRkNE D'HOPITAL,

g. du Poumon, Necropneumonia g.
des Solonois, Ergotism.
(F.) Chirothe'ca, Fascia digitdsort
lis, Gauntlet; from (F.) gant, a glove.

GARGAREON,

GANTELET,

A

of bandage, which envelops the hand and fingers, like a glove. It is made with a long roller,
about an inch broad; and is applied so that the
fingers are covered to their tips, when it is
called Gantelet enticr ou complet. The Demigantelet includes only the hand and base of the
fingers.
Both bandages are used in fractures
and luxations of the fingers, burns of the hand,

See Chirotheca.

GAKTS DES DAMES,
Dame,

Condom—g. de Notre

Digitalis.

GAPING,

Yawning.

GARAJYCE,

GARGOUILLEMENT,

GAROSMUM, Chenopodium vulvaria.
GAROU BARK, Daphne gnidium.
GARRETUM, Poples.
GARROPHYLLUS, Eugenia
GARROT,

sys-

GARDEROBES, Faeces.
GARDOVCHES, Vesiculae seminales.
GARETUM, Poples.
GAR'GALOS, Gargalis'mos, Titilla'lio,IrriTitillation, irritation, itching.

GARGALJSMOS, Gargale.
GARGALOS, Gargale,

caryophyllata,

from garrotter, to tie fast.'
A small cylinder of wood, used for tightening
the circular band, by which the arteries of a
limb are compressed, for the purpose of suspending the flow of blood in cases of hemorrhage, aneurism, amputation, &c.
(F.)

'

GARROT1LLO,

Cynanche maligna.
Loquacity.
The ancient Romans gave
GARUM,
this name to a kind of pickle made by collecting the liquor which flowed from salted and
half putrefied fish. It was used as a condiment.
The Geoponics, Humelberg on Apicius, Mar-

GARRULITAS,

yuoov.

—

tial,

&c.

GAS AMMON1ACAL, Ammonia— G.

Ani-

—

male sanguinis, G. sanguinis g. Azoticum,
Azote g. Azoticum oxygenatum, Nitrogen,
gaseous oxide of— g. Hepaticum, Hydrogen,
sulphuretted g. Hydrogenium sulphuretum,
Hydrogen, sulphuretted g. Intoxicating, Nitrogen, gaseous oxide of
g. Laughing, .Nitrogen, gaseous oxide of g. of the Lungs, Gas,
pulmonary g. Nitrous, dephlogisticated, Nitrogen, gaseous oxide of g. Oxygenated muriatic acid, Chlorine
g. Oxymuriatic acid,
Chlorine g. Palustre, Miasm, marsh g. Paradise, Nitrogen, gaseous oxide of g. Sulphuris,
Sulphurous acid.
GASCARILLA, Croton cascarilla.
GASTEIN M1N ERAL WATERS OF. Gas-

—

—

—

—
—
—
—

—

—

—

—

,

tematic name of the Mangos' tan or Mangous'tan tree, Mangostana. It grows in great abundance in Java and the Molucca islands. The
fruit, which is about the size of an orange, is
delicious, and is eaten in almost every disorder.
The dried bark is used medicinally in dysentery and tenesmus; and a strong decoction has
been much esteemed in ulcerated sore throat.
GARDE-MALADE, Nurse.
GARDEROBE, Artemisia abrotanum.

ta'tio, Pruri'tus.

Borborygmus, Gur-

See Rale muqueux.
GARLIC, Allium.

gling.

the Noric Alps, Austria. The waters
are thermal.
Temp. 10G° to 118° Fahr.
tein

Rubia.

GARCINTA MANGOSTA'NA. The

Uvula.

GAR'GARISM, Gargaris'mus, Gargaris'ma,
Anagargalic'ta, Gargaris'mum, Co/luto'rium,
Dyaclys'rna, Ana garnans''ton, Anaconchyl is'mos,
from yaoyaoitm, 'I wash the mouth.' Any liquid medicine, intended to be retained in the
mouth, for a certain time, and to be thrown in
contact with the uvula, velum pendulum, tonFor this purpose, the liquid is agisils, &c.
tated by the air issuing from the larynx, the
head being thrown back. Gargles are employed in cynanche tonsillaris and other diseases of the fauces, and are made of stimulants,
sedatives, astringents, refrigerants, &c, according to circumstances.
The term coUutorium or collutorium oris, is
generally restricted to a wash for the mouth.

grene

&c.

GASTRIC
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is in

GASTER,

yaarrjo.

The abdomen,

Also, the stomach, (q. v.) in particular;

GASTERANAX. A name given by

(q.

v.)

Hence:
Doteus

hypothetical vital principle, corresponding
Archasus of Van Helmont, the seat of
which he placed in the lower belly. See Bithnimalca.
GASTERANGIEMPHRAX'IS. Obstruction
of the pylorus, from yuortjo, stomach,' uy/w,
Vogel.
I strangle,' and i^upQaaou), I obstruct'
to a

to the

'

'

'

GASTRALG1A, Cardialgia.
GASTRIC, Gas'tricus, from yaarr^,

—
'

the sto-

Belonging or relating to the stomach.
Gastric Ar'teries are three in number.

mach.'

Arte'ria gastro-cpiplo'ica deztra, A. gastro-epiand A. corona'ria ventri'culi.
Gastric Juice, Succus gas'tricus, (F.) Sue

plo'ica sinis'tra,

—

—
GASTR1C1SM

GASTRO-HEPAT1C

Gastrique, Gastric Acid. A fluid, secreted from
the mucous membrane of the stomach. As met
with, it is a mixture of the fluids secreted by
that organ with those of the supra-diaphragmatic portion of the alimentary canal.
Owincr to
such admixture, the most contrary properties
have been assigned to it. That such a fluid is
secreted, which concurs powerfully in diges-

istence of which has been doubted by many.
See Epigastrocele.
GASTROCNE'JVUI, from yoonfti the belly.'
and *>>;.»»;, 'the leg.' The name of the two
fleshy masses, which occupy the posterior and
'

|

superficial part of the leg; (F.) Gastrocne'niiens,

Jumeauxdelajambe,GemeUi,Bifemoroculcanicn
(Ch.); the two constituting the Gastrocnt'These
tion, is evident from many considerations, and mius extefnus of English anatomists.
has been positively proved by the author and muscles are distinguished into internal and exnumerous others. It is always found to contain tonal, which are distinct above, but united at
chlorohydric and acetic acids. The gastric fluid, their inferior extremity. They are long, flat,
in cases of sudden death, sometimes corrodes and thick, and arise
the former, from the posand perforates the stomach; giving rise to inte- terior part of the outer condyle of the femur;
resting questions in medical jurisprudence.
the latter, from the posterior part of the inner
Gastric Nerves. The two cords by which condyle of the same bone. The aponeurosis,
the pneumogastric nerves terminate, and which which unites these muscles below, joins with
descend on the two surfaces of the stomach; as that of the Solaris, and forms, with it, a large
well as the filaments of the great sympathetic, tendon, which, under the name Tendo Aclullis,
which accompany the gastric vessels.
is inserted at the posterior part of the calcaGastric Plexus, Plexus corona'rius vcntri'-\ neum. These muscles extend the foot on the
culi.
A nervous net-work, formed by the solar leg, and the leg on the foot. They can, also,
plexus.
It accompanies the Arteria caronaria bend the leg and the thigh reciprocally on each
ventriculi, and passes along the lesser curvature other.
For the Gastrocnemius internus, see
of the stomach, to which it gives brandies.
Soleus.
Gastric Veins follow the same distribution)
GASTRODID'YMUS, Did'ymus, Symphyoas the arteries, and open into the Vena jiorta gas'trius, Psod'ymus ; from yaOTijp, the belly,'
abdominis.
and SiSvpog, a twin.' A monstrosity in which
GAS'TRICISM, Gastricis'mus, from yaaTv q,\ twins are united by the abdomen,
'the stomach.' A name, by which is desigGASTRODYNIA, Cardialgia— g. Flatulenta,

—

—

j

;

'

'

t

nated the medical theory, that refers all, or al- Colica flalulenta.
most all, diseases to an accumulation of saburrse
GASTRO-ENTERI'TIS, from yaorrg, 'the
in the digestive passages.
stomach,' evtbqov, an intestine,' and itis, a sufGASTR1LOQUIST, Engastrimythos.
fix denoting inflammation. Inflammation of the
GASTRINUM, Potash.
According to
stomach and small intestine.
GASTRI'TIS, from yaaryjp, 'the stomach,' Broussais, the essential fevers of authors are
and itis, denoting inflammation. Ventric'uli in- gastroenteritis, simple, or complicated.
G A STRO-EPIP'LOIC, 6 astro -cpiplo'icus,
flamma'tio, Cauma gastritis, Empres'ma gastrithe stomach,' and tnm'/.oor, ' the
tis, Infiamma'tio gastritis, Cardial''gia inflam- from yaarrjo,
mato'ria, Febris stomach'ica inflammato'ria, In- epiploon.' That which relates to the stomach
flamma'tio ventric'uli, I. stom'achi, Phleg'mone and epiploon.
ventric'uli, Inflammation of the stomach, (F.)
Gastro-Epiploic Arteries or Gastric infeJnflammation de V Estomac, Gastrite, Catarrhe rior are two in number, and distinguished into
gastrique. A disease, characterised by pyrexia; rigid and left. The right, also called Gustrogreat anxiety; heat and pain in the epigastrium, hepatic, Gas'trica infe'rior dextra, Gustro-epiplo''
increased by taking any thing into the stomach; ica dextra, is furnished by the hepatic artery,
vomiting and hiccup. Gastritis may either be It descends behind the pylorus, and passes from
seated in the peritoneal or mucous coat. It is right to left, along the great curvature of the
most frequently in the latter (Esogastri'tis, or stomach. It gives branches to the pancreas,
Endogastri'tis,) being excited directly by acrid duodenum, stomach, omentum majus, and teringesta.
It requires the most active treatment; minates by anastomosing with the Gastro-epibleeding, blistering, fomentations, diluents, ^plo'ica sinis'tra, Gas'trica sinis'tra, Gas'trica
&c. Some degree of inflammation of the mu- infe'rior sinis'tra. This the left arises from
cous coat of the stomach is considered by the the splenic artery. It is of considerable manfollowers of Broussais to be present in almost nitude, and passes from left to right, along the
all fevers; and the various forms of dyspepsia great curvature of the stomach, distributing its
have been supposed by some to be nothing more brandies more particularly to the stomach and
than chronic endogastritis
omentum majus. It terminates by joininc the
GASTRO-(ARTHRITIS,) Gout— g. Bronchi- right gastroepiploic,
Gastko-Epiploic Ganglions are the lymphatis, Fever, adeno-meningeal
g. Entdrite intense, Synocha
g. Entdrite, with nervous af- tic ganglions or glands, situate towards the great
fection of the brain, see Typhus
g Enteritis, curvature of the stomach, between the two anfollicular, Dothinenteritis; see Typhus.
terior lamina; of the omentum majus.
GASTROATONIA, Dyspepsia.
Gastro-Epiploic Veins are distinguished,
GASTROBRO'SIS, Perfora'tio Ventric'uli, like the arteries, into right and left. They
the former, into the supeGastrorrhex'is, (F.) Perforation, from yaffrt/g, empty themselves;
' the stomach,' and fiowoig, ' the act of gnawing.'
rior mesenteric: the latter, into the splenic
Alibert.
vein
Perforation of the_stomach.
GASTRO-HEPAT'IC, Gastrolupat' iais or
GASTROCE'LE, from yaorr^o, the stomach.'
and xr^i], a tumour.' Hernia of the Stomach, Hcp'ato-gas'tricus; from yam^o, the stomach,'
Hernia ventric'uli, (F.) Hemic de I Estomac. and 'nftag, 'the liver.' Relating to the stomach
Hernia, formed by the stomach through the and liver. This name has been aiven to sereupper part of the linea alba: a disease, the ex- ral organs. See Epiploon, Gastio-epiploic,&,c
'

j

!

'

'

—

—

—

—

—

—

'

!

'

'

—

—
GASTRO-HYSTEROTOMY

GASTRO-HYSTEROTOMY,

GELLY
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Cesarean or Gazes properly so

called, are

numerous, and

may

Bection.

GASTRO-MALAX'IA,

Gastro-maldcia, Dis-

solu'tio ventric'uli, Emolliti'o venlriduli, Pseudophtogo'sis ventric'uli resoluti'va et colliquati'va,

Metamorpho'sis ventric'uli gelatinifor'mis. (F.)
liumollisserncnt de VEstomac, from yaorrg, the
stomach,' and yoirtc, the diaphragm.' Belonging to the stomach and diaphragm.
GASTRO- PHRENIC, Gastro-phren'icus, from
yaoTijn, ' the stomach,' and ipntveg,
the diaphragm.' Belonging to the stomach and dia-

be divided into four sections with regard
to their effects on the animal economy.
Irrespirable

gazes.

J
j

'

'

\^

2. Negatively de- C

leterious gazes.

\
(

G

ASTRO' RA PHY, Gastrorra'phia, Sutu'ra
abdomina'lis, from yuartjo, ' the belly,' and (><*?»;,
a suture.' The suture, used for uniting wounds
penetrating the abdomen, when they are too
extensive or too unequal to be kept in contact
by position, adhesive plaster, or appropriate
bandages.
The interrupted and quilled sutures
are those chiefly employed.
•

u

j
•*

"

'

Z ° e'

Oxygen, protoxide of

azote,

carburetted hydrogen, car

'

phragm.
GiSTno-PHKEKic Ligament is a reflection of
the peritoneum, which descends from the inferior surface of the diaphragm to the cardia.

acid, ammoniacal
gaz, muriatic acid gaz, deutoxide of azote, nitrous acid
gaz, and chlorine.

f Carbonic
1.

3 Posiliveh, de-

tted
j

hydrogen, and arsenuretted

^ hydrogen.
It is proper to remark, that the term respirable has been very differently employed by different writers.
Sometimes it has meant, the

power of supporting
blood in the lungs.

life,

when

applied to the

At

others, all gazes have
been deemed irrespirable, which are incapable
of being introduced into the lungs by voluntary
efforts,
without any relation to their power of

—

vitality; and this is perhaps the
The gazes were, at one time, employed in Medicine, under great expectations,
especially by the enthusiastic Beddoes; but
<
sto- they are now scarcely ever had recourse to.
,'
and
mach
Qtu>, ' I flow.' Blennorrhea a venlriduli. They differ, considerably, in their effects on the
(F.) Flux muqueux de I'estornac, Catarr/ie stom- animal economy. Some, as oxygen, are exacal.
A morbid condition of the stomach, which citing; others, as nitrogen, depressing; whilst
consists in the secretion of an excessive quan- others, again, as the Protoxide of azote or laughtity of mucus from the lining membrane of the ing gaz, produce the most singular effects.
stomach.
Gaz, Pul'monary, Gaz of the Lungs. A name
GASTRO'SIS. A generic name for diseases, given to the expired air; which contains, bewhich are seated in the stomach. Alibert.
sides common air, an increase of carbonic acid,
from yaar^o, the belly,' water, and some animal matter.
and Tout;, incision.' Several different operaSang'utnis, Gaz anima'le san'guinis,
tions have been so called.
lial'itus san'guinis, Aura san'guinis.
1. The Caisarean
The haSection, which see. 2. An incision, made into litus or vapour, given off by freshly drawn
the abdomen for the purpose of removing some blood.
internal strangulation or volvulus; or to reduce
GAZELLE, Antilopus.
hernia, Laparotomy : and, 3. The opening made
GEBARPULVER, Ergot.
into the stomach, to remove a foreign body
GEILENAU, MINERAL
OF.
which has passed into it through the oesopha- Geilenau is a village in the grand duchy of
gus.
Nassau, at no great distance from Frankfort.
The waters contain carbonic acid, carbonate,
FEBRILE, Ague cake.
GATTILIER, Vitex.
sulphate and phosphate of soda, chloride of soFCEDA, Masturbation.
dium; carbonate of lime, magnesia and iron.
GAULTHE'RIA, G. procum'bens, Mountain
GEISMAR, MINERAL
OF. The
Tea, Partridge Berry, Berried Tea, Grouseberry, mineral waters of Geismar, in Bavaria, are aciand Deerberry. An American plant, which is dulous chalybeates.
one of the principal articles of the Materia MeGELAPPIUM, Convolvulus jalapa.
dica of some Indian tribes. The infusion of the
GELASMUS, Risus Sardonicus.
leaves is stimulant and anodyne, and is said to
GEL'ATIN, Gel'atine, Gelati'na, Galreda, from
have been used, with advantage, in asthma. (F.) Gelee, 'gelly or jelly.' An immediate aniThe oil Oleum Gaultherix, Ph. U.S., is used mal principle. Itissemitransparent, insipid, inochiefly on account of its pleasanf flavour to dorous, insoluble in cold water, very soluble in
hot; which it thickens, and transforms into
cover the taste of other medicines.
gelly on cooling.
Gelatin is a very nutritious
GAUNTLET, Gantekt.
substance; and, when dissolved in a consideraGAUQUAVA, Smilax China.
ble quantity of water, forms an emollient fluid,
AC, Guaiacum.
GAZ, or GAS, Air. Van Helmont first de- much used in therapeutics, but not the most
signated by this name, the etymology of which easy of digestion.
Gelatin of Wharton, Gelati'na Whartois unknown,
the carbonic acid developed in
the vinous fermentation.
Afterwards, the term nia'na, Jelly of the Curd. A soft, dense, fluid,
was appropriated to every permanently elastic gelatinous substance, which envelops the umfluid
that is, which preserves its aeriform state bilical cord, and is conceived, by some, to be inat all temperatures: and ultimately, it was ex- servient to the nutrition of the foetus.
tended to all aeriform bodies; which were
GELATIO, Congelation.
divided into permanent and non-permanent gazes.
GELEE, Gelly.
The latter are generally termed vapours: they
GELLY or JELLY, Jus gela'tum, Gelu, Jus
to
return
the liquid state, when a portion of coagula'tum, (F.) Gelde. A substance of a soft
their caloric is abstracted. The permanent gazes, consistence, tremulous, and transparent, which

GASTRORRHAGIA, Hsematemesis.
GASTRORRHEXIS, Gastrobrosis.
GASTRO RRHCE' A, from yoor./o, the

maintaining

best sense.

—

—

—

GASTROTOMY,

'

Gaz

'

WATERS

GATEAU

GAUDIA

WATERS

—

GAY

—

—

;

—

—

—
GELOS

GENEROUS
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taneous generation, (Hetero gen'esis, genera'tio
heterogen'ea,sequiv'oca,primiti'va,primog"ena,ori'
gina' ria, sponta'nea,) which they considered applicable to the very lowest classes only, as the
mushroom, the worm, the frog, &c. There are
latin, left to cool.
many distinguished naturalists who consistill
Vegetable Jelly is found in the juice of the
currant, mulberry, and of almost all acid fruits, der that beings low in the scale of animality,
when ripe. It is of itself colouiless, but almost are produced in the latter way. As to the mode
is obtained, by an appropriate treatment, from
animal and vegetable matters: hence the distinction into animal and vegetable jelly. The
former is merely a concentrated solution of ge-

always retains a little colouring matter of the in which regular generation is accomplished,
which has furnished it. It has an agree- there have been many views. According to the
able taste is scarcely soluble in cold water, doctrine of Hippocrates, and of the ancient
but boiling water dissolves it readily: the gelly philosophers, the ovaries of the female furnish
similar to that of the male ; and
is, however, almost all deposited on cooling. a prolific fluid,
If this aqueous solution be boiled for a long the foetus results from the mixture of the two
Sleno and others conseeds
copulation.
and
in
mucilage,
to
time, it becomes analogous
ceived, that the ovaries contain ova, which are
loses the property of being gellied on cooling.
not developed until vivified by the male sperm.
GELOS, Risus.
GELSEMI'NUM NIT'IDUM, Yellow Jes- Bonnet and Spallanzani believed in the pre-exsamine. The flowers, root, &c, of this shrub istence of germs, created since the origin of
are narcotic, and the effluvia from the former the world, but encased in each other, and becoming developed in succession; whence it
are said sometimes to induce stupor.
would follow, that the ovary of the first female
GELU, Gelly.
must
Ischio-trochantehave contained the germs of all subseGEMELLI, Gastrocnemii,
quent
generations; and that the number of
rianus, Testicles.
GEMEL'LUS, Gem'inus, Did'ymos, SiSvuog, these germs must go on always diminishing,
This was the system
(F.) Jumeart, Jumelle, Bcsson, Bcs- until ultimately extinct.
a twin.'
According to Leesonne. One of two children, born at the same of the evolution of germs.
uenhoek, the ovaries do not contain eggs, but
accouchement.
Gemellus Mcs'cplcs. Cowper applies this vesicles destined to receive animalcules; which,
name to the long portion of the triceps bra- in his view live in the sperm. Thousands of
fruit

;

'

chials united to the inner portion.

GEMINI,

Ischio-trochanterianus, Testicles.

GEMINUM CENTRUM

SEMICIRCU-

LARE, Trenia semicircularis.
GEMINUS, Gemellus.

GEMMA,
l'

ne

—

Granulation— g. Oculi,

_«_

-

Crystal•

,

GEMUR'SA, a Corn; also, a name given by
the ancients to a disease, seated between the
toes;— the nature of which is unknown to us.
GEN,
make.'

Gen'esis,

'

generation,' from yevrata, 'I

Hence Hydrogen, Osteogeny, &c.

GENA,The Cheek, Genys, Pareia, Gamphe'le,
Gnathos, Mala. (F.) Joue. The cheeks form
the lateral parts of the mouth. Externally, they
have no precise limits: they are continuous,
above, with the lower eyelid: below, they descend as far as the base of the jaw. before, they
terminate at the alse nasi, and at the commissures of the lips; and behind, at the ear. Their
thickness varies, according to the degree of fatness of the individual. They are formed of three
one dermoid, another muscular, and
layers;

—

the third mucous.

GENCJVES,

Gingiva:.

GENEI'AS, Lanu'go

prima.

The downy

which first cover the cheek. Also, a
bandage which passes under the chin.
GEN LION, Beard, Mentum.
hairs,

GENERAL ANATOMY,
GENERALE,

see

Anatomy.

Influenza.

GENERATION,

Genera'tio, Gen'esis, from

Under

name,
ytvm, or yivvau, 1
physiologists comprehend the aggregate of
organized
in
beings,
concur,
functions, which
towards the production of their kind. The act
means the union of the sexes.
of aeneralion
5
writers of antiquity believed,
See" Coition. The
are produced either by
that all organized bodies
or regular generation,
is termed univocal
'

engender.'

these animalcules are thrown into the uterus
during copulation, arid the most expeditious
and vigorous reaches the ovary, after having
scattered and destroyed its competitors. Buffon
admitting the hypothesis of the two seeds
supposed that they were formed of molecules
proceeding from every part of the body of each
parent; and that, by a kind of respective affinity, those which were furnished by the head, the
trunk, or the extremities of the male parent,
could only unite with those proceeding from
the same parts of the female.
Before him,
Maupertuis, admitting, with many of the ancient philosophers, the system of E/rigenesis,
and adopting, as regarded the composition of
the sperm, a theory analogous to that of Buff'on,
had supposed that the molecules, capable of
being organized, were attracted towards a centre
that the nose attracts the two eyes
the
body, the arms; the arms, the hands, &c,
nearly as the particles of a salt, dissolved in a
liquid, arrange themselves in regular crystals
around the same nucleus. These and various
other systems have been successively proposed
and rejected, and the mystery of generation remains impenetrable. There are, in all organized
bodies, three chief modes of reproduction.
1. The Viviparous.
2. The Oviparous ; and, 3.
Generation by shoots, called Gemmiparous.
The last is the most simple kind of generation,
as it is nothing more than an extension of the
immediate life of the maternal stalk in the new

this

;

;

individual.
All the acts, comprising the function of generation, may be referred to five great heads.
2.
Conception or fecundation.
1. Copulation.
3. Gestation or Pregnancy.
4. Delivery or Acconrhement: and, 5. Lactation.
Gkni-.uation, Organs of, FEMi
See

Vulva.
GLWEKOUS, Gencro'su*. A name given
(Hnmovcn'esis, aenera'tio homogeu'm, propathe upper claws of to wines, which contain
jreut qiiuattty of
gation which applies to
tquicocal
or
alcohol.
sponanimals and vegetables, or by

what

—
GENESIS
GENESIS,

Generation, Gen.
G£\N"ET, Spartiura scopariiun.
GENETHLIACUS, from y ir«0Aio Sl 'natal,'
' pertaining to
nativity.'
A name, given by the
ancients to certain astrologers, who, from the
state of the heavens at the time of the birth of
an individual, predicted his future character
and the events of his life.
GENET'ICA, from yeveoi$, 'origin,' 'rise.'

Diseases of the sexual functions: the 5th class
in Good's Nosolocy.

GENETlCOS,°Genital.

GENEVA, Gin— g.

P. naturelles, les Parties. These parts are inservient to the reproduction of the species, and
are very different in the male and female.
In
man, they are numerous: some secreting the
sperm, as the testicles and their appendages:
others retaining it, as the vesiculce seminales;
and another for carrying it into the organs of
the female,— the penis.
In the female, the
parts of generation form an apparatus, perhaps
more complicated than that of the male. Some
are inservient Jto copulation, as the vulva, vagina, &c. others to conception and the preservation of the product for a determinate time;
as the uterus and its appendages; whilst others
concur in the alimentation of the infant after
birth, as the mamma?.
;

Hollands, see Spirit.

GENEVRIER. Juniperus
GENGIV1TE, U litis.

communis.

GEJYl, Genian.

GE'NIAN, Geniu'nus, from ytvitov,' the chin.'
The Genian apophysis or Process, (F.) jjpo-

GENITALE, Sperm— g. Caput, Glans.
GENITALIA, Genital organs.
GENITU'RA. That which is fecundated

p/iyse Ginienne ou gdni, is situate at the posterior part of the symphysis menti, and is formed

or

engendered in the maternal womb. This word
has been used synonymously with embryo,
foetus, and infant.
Also, the sperm; (q. v.) and
the penis.
See Gone.
GENNETICON'OSI, from ytrv n rty.o:, 'genital,' and voaoq,
disease.'
Diseases of the

of four small tubercles.
GJljXIE, Ge'nius.
The French sometimes
apply this term to diseases, nearly synonymously with nature; as Genie inflammatoire, G.
bilieuz, G. adynamique.
Some use it in the
same sense as type; as G6nie intermittent. The
unwonted predominance of any mental faculty
is

GENTIANA
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'

genitals.

GENOA, CLIMATE

also so called.

OF.

The

climate of

and its vicinity has been often
selecled as favourable for the phthisical valetudinarian during the winter, but it is now admitted to be decidedly improper for pulinonarv
affections, being subject to frequent and rapid
this Italian city

G&MEJf,

Genian.
GEjyiEVRE, Gin, Juniperis communis (the

berry.)

GENrO-GLOSSUS,GcMw-/(7/oo'/os'sMs,from
ymuov, the chin.' and yXwoaa, the tongue.' changes
of temperature, and to dry cold
Mesoglossus, Nonus linguae mus'culus.
The winds from
name of a flat, triangular muscle, which extends moist winds the north, alternately with warm
from the south-east.— Sir James
from the genian apophysis to the inferior surClark.
face of the os hyoides and tongue, which it
GENOS, Sex.
'

'

carries forward.

GENOU, Genu.
GENRE, Genus.
GENT1A, Gentianinn.
GENTIAN, BLUE. Gentiana Catesbra—g.

GENI'O-HYOIDE'US, from ywtior, ' the
chin,' and 'vociStjq, ' the os hyoides.'
muscle,
which arises from the genian apophysis, nnd is
inserted at the anterior part of the body of the

A

White, Laserpitium latifolium—g. Yellow, Gen-

os hyoides.

Its use is to raise the os hyoides,
forwards.
It may, also, contribute
to depress the lower jaw in contracting towards
the os hyoides.

and carry

tiana In tea

GENTIANA, G. lutea—g. Alba, Laserpitium
latifolium— g. Caclienlaguen, Chironia Chileng. Centauiium, Chironia centaurium.
Gentiana Catesbje'i Blue Gentian, U. S.
It is a pure and simple bitter, and the root
may
be used wherever that of the Gentiana lutea is

it

GENI'O-PII ARYNGE'US, from

yevs.ov,

'

sis

the

—

;

and <paovy;, the pharynx.'
A name
given, by some anatomists, to a bundle of fibres,
which passes from the lower jaw to the sides of proper.
the pharynx, and forms part of the constrictor
Gentia'na Chiravi'ta, Henrietta Pharmaphari/ngis superior.
chin,'

'

GENIFI ALBUM,

cear'cha, Siccr'tia Chirayi'ta, Jjoatho'tcs chirayi'ra,
Chirct'ta.
native of India, which has
been much employed in that country, in dyspepsia, and as an antiperiodic in intermitterits.

Artemisia rupestris—g.

A

Blanc, Artemisia rupestris.

GENISTA,

—

Spartium scoparium g. Canadensis, see Rhodium lignum g. Tinctoria,
Spartium scoparium.
Genis'ta Spino'sa In'dica, Bahel Schulli.

—

It is preferred by some to sarsa pari 11a,
wheie
the latter is considered to be indicated,— as after large quantities of mercury have been taken,
An Oriental tree, a decoction of the roots of or where profuse salivation
has been induced.
which is diuretic. The leaves, boiled in vine- It has also been
advised in atonic leucorrhcea.
gar, have the same effect.
Ray.
It yields its virtues to alcohol and water.

G E N'l T A L,

—

Genita'lis,

Gcnct'icos.

Same

Gentia'na Lu'tea. The svstematic name
of the officinal gentian
Gentia'na major, G
belongs to generation.
vet'erum, Gentia'na rubra, Yellow Gentian, FelGen'ital Organs, Scx'ual Organs, Puden'da, wort, Gentia'na,
Ord. Gentianes, (F.) Gentiane.
jYatura'lia, Natu'ra JEdis'a, Me'dia, Me'zea,
jaune. This is a plant common in the mounMe'sa, Mo'rion, Inttrfemine'um, Genital parts. tains
of Europe. The root is almost inodorous,
Noble parts, Natural parts, Private parts, Privi- extremely
bitter, and yields its virtues to ether,
ties, Privy parts, Privy Members, the Parts,
alcohol, and water.
It is tonic and stomachic
Partes genita'les, Partes generatio'ni inservien'- and in
large doses, aperient. Dose,

etymon

as

Generation,

(q. v.)

That which

:

;

tes, Genila'lia,

Or'gana generatio'ni

gr. x.

inservicntia,

(F.) Organes genitaux, Parties genitales, P.
honleuses, P. genitoires, P. nobles, P. sexuellts,

29

I

I

to

most frequently, however, used in
infusion or tincture.

3i.j-

It is

Gentiana Major, G.

lutea.

——

—
GEJYTJANE

GESTA
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resembled. A bandage, used by the anciVntu
cases of fractured clavicle. Some authors
attribute it to Hippocrates; others, to PeriGENTIANI'NA, Gentianine, Gentianin, Gen- genes.
An alkali, obtained from gentiania, Gentia.
GERA'NIUM, same etymon, because its
tian, and, according to some, supposed to be its pistil is long, like the bill of the crane.
The
active principle. It is intensely bitter. Dose, Crane' i Bill.
gr. j to iv.
Geranium Moscha'tum; Erod'ium MoschaGF.NT1LIUS, Hereditary.
turn, (F.) Bee de grut musque.
A European
GENU, Gony, yow, (F.) Genou. The arti- plant, esteemed to be excitant and diaphoretic.
culation of the leg with the thigh
the FemoGeranium Robertia'num: Stinking Crane's
ro-tibial joint. It is the most complicated in the
Bill, Herb Robert
(F.) Her be a Robert, Bee de
body. It is formed by the inferior extremity of Grve Robertin. This plant was, at one time,
the femur, the superior extremity of the tibia, used as an antispasmodic and slight stimulant;
and the rotula. The articular surfaces of the as well as foF an external application in various
bones are covered by layers of cartilage more painful sores and inflammations.
Most of the species of geranium have been
and by the synovial membrane of
or less thick
the articulation. The soft parts of this, joint used as astringents.
In some of the northare,
the ligamentum patcllse, two lateral liga- western parts of the United States, the root of
ments, distinguished by the names internal and the Geranium macula'turn Gera'nium, (Ph.
external: a posterior ligament two crucial liga- U. S.)— is called Racine a Becouet, after a perments, the one anterior, and the other poste- son of that name. It is highly extolled by the
two interarticular fibro-cartilages ; some Western Indians as an antisyphilitic.
rior
albugineous fibres, which form an imperfect
Geranium Maculatum, see G. moschatnm.
capsule, &c. The knee receives its arteries
GERAS, Senectus.
from the femoral and popliteal. They bear the
GERM, Gcrmtn, Blaste'ma. The rudiment
name articular. Its veins have the same distri- of a new being, not yet developed, or which is
bution as the arteries, and discharge their still adherent to the mother.
blood into the saphena and crural veins. Its
GERMANDER,
Teucrium chanerves are furnished by the sciatic, popliteal, moedrys— g. Creeping, Teucrium chamsdrys
protected
by the ten- g. Marum, Teucrium marum g. Small, Teuand crural. The joint is
crium chama:drys— g. Water, Teucrium scordons and muscles which surround it.
The French use the term Articulation en dium.
genou for the joints, in which the head of one
GERMAKDRllE AQVATIQVE, Teucrium
bone is received into a bony cavity, where it scordium g. Maritime, Teucrium marum g.

Gestiana Peruviana, Chironia Chilensis—
Rubra, G. lutea— g. Veterum, G. lutca.
GEJVT1A.YE JAVJYE, Gentiana lutea.

g.

it

in

_

;

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

;

COMMON,

—

rolls

and moves

GENUGRA,

GENUIJNUS,
GEINUS,

Officinale, Teucrium chamcedrys—g.
Teucrium scordium.

in all directions.

Gonagra.

GERME FAUX,

Legitimate.

(F.) Genre.

A collection or group
each other; and which

of species, analogous to
When
can be united by common characters.
a species cannot be referred to a known genus,
it constitutes a distinct one.
GENYANTRAL'GIA, from ytmov, 'the
1
chin, urroor, 'the antrum,' and uXyoq, 'pain.'
Pain in the antrum of Highmore.
Antrum of Highmore.

GENYANTRUM,
GENYS, yev vg,

'

the jaw;' also the chin.

See

Gkna.

GEOFFRjE'A USERMIS,

Geoffrae'a,,

Geof-

Cabbage-Bark Tree, AnLeguminosae. Sex.
Nat. Ord.
'/lira inermis.
Geoffrxa JamaiSyst. Diadelphia Decandria.
The odour of the
ccn'sis, Worm-Bark Tree.
anthelmintic
and
bark is very unpleasant. It is
cathartic. Dose, of the powder, Qj to Qij.
Surinamen'sis,
Andira
SurinaGeofkrje'a
mensisAiis similar properties.
Huttenschmidt has separated their active
principles, to which he has given the names
Jamaicine and Surinarnine. They are alkaline.
GEOFFROYA, Geoffraea inermis g. Jamaifroy'a,

Cabbage

Tree,

—

censis. G. inermis.

GEOG'RAPHY, MEDICAL,

Gcogra'phia

description of the surface of the
influence of situation on
irlobe as re^aids the
the health, vital functions, and diseases of its
inhabitants— vegetable and animal; but princiMed'ica.

The

pally o" those of man.
ytj, 'earth,' and aiayut,
act or practice of eating earth.

GEOPH'AGISM, from
'

I

eat.'

The

See Chthnnophagia.

GER'AMS,

from yiqarof, 'a crane,' which

Conception,

GERMEN, Germ— g.
rium, Conception,

Falsum,

Scorodinc,

false.

Mole— g.

Spu-

false.

GERMINAL CELL.see Cytoblast— g. Membrane and Vesicle; see Molecule g. nucleus,
see Molecule
g. spot, see Molecule.

—

—

GERMS, DISSEMINATION OF,

Pan-

spermia.

GEROCO'MIA,

Gerocom'icS, Gerontocom'ire,

from yiQOr, an aged person,' and y.outiv, to
take care of The part of Medicine, whose
object is the preservation of the health of the
aged:
the hygiene of old people.
GEROCOMICE, Gerocomia.
GEROCOMPUM, Gerontocomi'um, same ety'

'

—

An hospital for the aged.
GEROFLE. See Eugenia caryophyllata.
GEROFLtiE JAVNE, Cheiranthus cheiri.

mon.

GERONTOCOMICE, Gerocomia.
GERONTOCOMIUM, Gerocomium.
GERONTOTOXON, Gerotoxon.
GERONTOXON, Gerotoxon.
GEROTOX'ON,

Gerontox'on, Gerontotoxfon,

Macu'la cor'nex arcua'ta, Arcus seni'lis; from
yiQov, 'an old person,' and rolov, 'a bow.'
A

bow-shaped obscurity at the under margin of
the cornea,

common

to old people.

GERSA, Pkinibi subcarbonas — SerpentariiE. see Arum maculatum.
GESTA, things done,' from gr.rr.ie, geslum,
carry.'
'to do,'
A Latin term, introduced by
jr.

'

'

into medical language, to
designate
the objects which belong to hygiene',
the functions which consist in the

Halle,

among

movementG of musclts and

voluntary
In the

orgar.s.

—
GESTATION

GESTA'TION,

waking

stale,

from gesThe time, during which a female who has conceived, carries the embryo in
her uterus. See Pregnancy. Gestation, like-

wise, signifies the bearing or carrying of an individual; a kind of exercise, easier than that in
which he moves by virtue of his own powers.
Thus, we speak of gestation on horseback, in a
<Scc.

GESTICULATION,

same

etymon. The act of making many gestures; a
symptom in disease, which always indicates
very vivid sensations. It is met with in numerous affections.
G. Hivale— g. Palustre, G. rivale.
Gecm Riva'le, G. jtalus'trS, Water av ens. (F.)
Binoite aquatique, B. dcs Ruisseaux.
Family,
Gesticula'tio,

GEUM,

Rosaceee. Sex. Sijst. Icosandria Polygynia. The
root of this plant is astringent. Jt has been
much extolled in the cure of intennittents, diarrhoeas, hemorrhages,

Geum

&c.

Urba'nuiw,

Caryophylla'ta,

Caryo-

Sanamun'da, LagophthaTmus
Oaryophyl'Ta, Janamun'da, Common arms, Herb

phyl'lus vulgu'ris,

The
benedicta, (F.) Btnoile.
root
Geum (Th. U. S.) of this plant has a
Taste bitsmell, not unlike that of cloves.
terish, austere; virtues yielded to water and alcohol.
It has been used in intermittents, dysentery, chronic diarrhoea, debility, &c. Dose,
Bennct,

p^j

Ilerba

—

of the powder.

GEi/'MA, Taste.

GEUSION'OSI, from
roffoc,

organ

ytvoie, 'taste,'

and

Diseases of the

disease.'
Geusionu'si.
or sense of taste.

'

Taste.
Taste.
GEZIR. See Pastinaca opoponax.
GEZIT, Cagot.
GRZITALK, Cagot.

GEUTHMOS,

A

particularly in rickets and caries of the verte-

See Hump.
Gibbositas Cariosa, Vertebral Disease.

brae.

Gibbositas.

GIBBUS, Hump— g. Pottii, Vertebral Disease.
GIBLETS. According to Minsheu, from
Gobbet, Goblet; but, according to Junius, from
The word seems to be the

(F.) Oibier, 'game.'

Gibelez, Gibelet,

&C,

i.

It

e.

GILLA THEOPHRAST1,
g. Vitrioli,

Zinci sulphas—

Zinci sulphas.

GILLE'iMA TRIFOLIA'TA,
common Gille'nia, Indian

Spiraea trifoPhysic, Beau-

lia'ta,

mont

root.
Nat. Ord. Rosacea.
Sex. Si/sl. Icosandria Pentagynia. The root of this shrub,
(Ph. U.S.)
which grows plentifully in the United States, is a safe and efficacious emetic, in the dose of about 30 grains.
It resembles, in its properties, the ipecacuanha.

— Gillc'nia,

—

G1LLIFLOWER, Dianthus Caryophyllus.
GIM'BERNAT'S LIGAMENT. A fibrous,
triangular, expansion, which is detached from
the posterior and inner part of the crural arch,
and is inserted into the crest of the pubis. This
ligament forms the inner part of the superior
aperture of the crural canal. It is one of the

most frequent causes of strangulation

in crural

hernia,

GIN, Hollands, Geneva,

(F.) Genievre. This
is distilled from corn and juniper
from some substitute for them, is
largely used in Great Britain; and is extremely
detrimental, to the lower classes particularly.
It possesses the properties of other spirituous
liquors: but is, in popular medicine, more used
than other varieties, in cases of colic or intestinal pain of any kind. See Spirit.
spirit,

which

berries, or

GLXGEMBRE, Amomum

zingiber.

GINGER, Amomum

zingiber g. Beer powder, see
zingiber g. Jamaica, concentrated essence of, see
zingiber
zingiber g. Wjld,
g. Preserved, see

Amomum

G1NGIPEDIUM,

(F.) Gibbeux, (L.) Gibbus, ' something
arched or vaulted, prominent.' Gibbos'ity, Gib'bousncss. Curvature of the spine, Hybo'ma.
symptom which occurs in different diseases;

Cibarium, food, (¥.) Abattis.
rally, the parts which are cut

strait.

—

Gikgibrachium, Porphyra nautica.
Cypho'sis,

from

old (F.)

Waistcoat,

GINGIBRA'CHIUM, from gingivx, 'the
gums,' and brachium, • the arm.' A name given
to the scurvy, because the gums and arms are
chiefly affected by it.
It has, also, been called
Gingipe'dium, because the lower limbs are in
many cases the seat of scorbutic spots.

See Oucumis sativus.
Cambogia.
Convolvulus jalapa.

GIALAPPA,
GIBBA, Hump.
GIBBEROSITAS, Gibbositas.
G I B B O S 'IT AS. Gibberos'itas,

GILET DE FORCE,

GILL, Glecoma hederacea.
(in l-go-by-cround, Glecoma hederacea.

Asarum Canadense.

GH1TTA JEMOCO,

GIBBOUSNESS,

See Amyris opobal-

Amomum
Amomum

GEUSIS,

GHERKIN.

GILEAD, BALM OF.
samum.

Gestuftio, Phora,

ture, 'to carry.'

carriage,

—

GINGLYMUS
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class of Gesla are found sleep, the
movements or locomotion, and rest.

jjss to

— —

,

Gibier, (L.)

means, genefrom a goose

see

Gingibrachium, Por-

phyra nautica.

GINGI'V^E, from

to beget,' begignere,
cause the teeth are, as it were, begotten in
them (?) The Gums, oi^a, Via, Car nit' via (F.)
Gencives. The portion of the mucous membrane
of the mouth, which covers the maxillary bones
to the level of the alveolar arches.
The gums
are formed of a red tissue; more or less solid,
and of a fibro-mucous nature, which adheres
strongly to the necks of the teeth, and transmits,
between their roots and the alveoli, a very thin
expansion; the a Iveolodenta! periosteum. The
gums fix the teeth and contribute greatly to
their solidity.
In the aged, after the loss of the
teeth, they become fibrous and very solid, and
'

oft'
are inservient to mastication.
before it is roasted. Also, the extremities of
GING'LYMOID, Ginglymoideus, from yiyfowls, such as the head, wings, feet; to which yXvuog, a ginglymus,' and aSu;, resemblance.'
&c.
gizzard,
are sometimes added, the liver,
Resembling a ginglymus or hinge. An epithet
Soup made from these, is moderately nutri- applied to joints, which resemble a hinge, as a
'

ginglymoid joint.

tious.

GIDDINESS, Vertigo.
GJGARU9 SERPENTARIA, Arum
culus.

GILA RUM, Thymus

'

serpyllum.

GIN'GLYMUS,

dracun-

ytyylhuoc, Car dinamen 'turn,
(F.) Arti(F.) Charniere.
culation en charniere.
A species of diarthrodial

Cardo, «a hinge.'

articulation,

which only admits of motion

in

—

—
GINSENG
two directions, like a hinge,
or elbow-joint.

knee-joint

GINSENG, Panax quinquefolium.
GIRARD-ROUSSlN, Asarum.
GIRL. This seems, formerly, to have been
nn appellation, common to both sexes. From
the Su. Goth. Karl, 'a man,' many etymologists deduce the word.
It means a younj female, (L.) Filia, from wiXuv, 'to love,' Virgo.
(F.) Filk.

GIROFLE.

—

Glans g. Globate, Conglobate
gland g. Prostate, Prostate g. Salivary, abdominal, Pancreas.

—

parotidaea.
Ventriculus callosus.

GIZZARD,
GLABELLA, Gabella, Mesophryon.
GLABRITIES, Calvities.
GLACE, Ice.
GL/ICLiLE, Mesembryanthemum
num.

vascular, and that the excretory ducts are immediately continuous with the Mia affucntia,
Arc.
The best view, perhaps, is, that the exhaling or secreting vessel is distributed on the
animal membrane, that forms the blind extremity of the excretory duct, and that the secretion is effected through it.
The term glandt (F.) is sometimes appropriated to the tumour, formed by inflammation or
engorgement of a lymphatic ganglion.

GLAND)

See Eugenia caryophyllata.

GISSA, Cynanche

GLACIES,

GLANDULOSUS
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— as the

——

—

—

GLJJ\1).1GE, Adenophyma.

GLAKD'E.

Glared

gland.

— g. Thyro'ide,see Thyroid

GLANDERS,

crystalli-

Equinia— g. F*rcy,

see

Equinia.

GLJNDES BROXCHIQUES,

Ice.

Bronchial

GLADIOLUS, Machcerion — g.Caeruleus,Iris

g. Conglohees, Conglobate glands g.
dc Croissanct, Waxing kernels g.de Meibomius,

Gladiolus Commu'nis,

Meibomius, glands

Germanica.

G.vulga'ris, Mctoria'rotun'da, Cornflag, Victoria' lis femine' a. (F.)
The
root
of
this
plant has been conGlayeul,
sidered aphrodisiac. Applied in cataplasm, it
has been extolled against scrofulous tumours.

glands

Gladiolus

Luteus,
Vulgaris, G. communis.

GLADIUS,

Iris

pseudacorus

—

g.

Penis.

GLAMA, Lippitudo,
GLAND, Glan'dula,

Chassie.
from glans, (q. v.) 'an

acorn, a kernel,' Aden. The ancient anatomists
gav£ this name to a number of organs, of a texture generally soft, and a shape more or less
globular, but differing greatly in their nature
and functions. They applied it, for instance,
1. To those organs, which separate from the

blood any fluid whatever. When such organs
were composed of several lobules, united by
common vessels, they received the name conglomerate glands, as the parotid, pancreas, &c.
•2. To the reddish and spongy, knot-like bodies,
which are met with in the course of the lymphatics. These they called conglobate glands.
See Ganglion, (lymphatic;) and 3dly and lastly,
to various other organs, whose intimate texture
and functions are still unknown, as the Pineal
gland, Pituitary gland, Glands of Pacchioni,
Thyroid gland, Thymus gland, Supra-renal
glands, &c. Chaussier restricts the word gland
to those softish, granular, lobated organs, composed of vessels, nerves, and a particular texture, of which there are but 8 kinds in the human body, viz. the lachrymal, salivary, and mammary, the testicles, the ovaries, the liver, pancreas, and kidneys. These are all destined to
draw from the blood the molecules necessary
for the formation of new fluids; and to convey
these fluids externally, by means of one or more
excretory ducts. Several glands, besides their
excretory ducts, have especial reservoirs, in
which the fluids, secreted by them, collect, remain for a greater or less space of time, and
undergo slight modifications before being evacuated^ such are, the gall-bladder for the liver,
the urinary bladder for the kidneys, &c. Each
gland has an organization peculiar to it, but
we know not the intimate nature of the glandular texture. Malpighi believed that the" vessels terminate in small, solid masses, to which
he crave the name glandular grains. In these,
he considered, the excretory ducts originate,
lluvsuh thought that the glands are entirely

—

—

of.

GLANDIFORM CORPUSCLE,

l's

Acinus— g.

Ganglion, see Ganglion.

GLAND1UM, Thymus.
GLJ1NDS,

see

Quercus alba — g. Accessory,

— g. Aporic, Ganglions, glandiform— g. Blind, Ganglions, glandiform — g. Ilavers's, Synovial glands — g. of Bartholinus,
Cowper's glands of the female — g. Cowper's,
see Cowper's glands — g.of Duverney, Cowper's
glands of the female — g. Lenticular, Lenticulares glandules — g Lieberkiihn's, Lieberkiihn's
glands — g. Miliary, Sebaceous glands — g. PeyPeyeri glandular — g. Renal, Capsules, renal
of
corpora,
Cowper's glands

eri,

—

Mamillary

g.
Willis, Albicantia
tubercles.

GLANDULA, Gland— g.

ad Aures, Parotid
Bartholiniana, Sublingual gland
g. Basig. Innominata Galeni,
lars, Pituitary gland

—

—

g.

Lachrymal gland

—

—

—

g.

Mucosa, Conglobate gland

—

g. Pituitosa, Pituig. Pinealis, Pineal gland
g. Riviniana, Sublingual gland
tary gland
g.
Pancreas g. Thymus,
Salivalis abdominis,

—

—

—

Thymus — g. Thyreoidea, Thyroid gland.
Glandule Articulares, Synovial glands

—

g. Brunneri, Brung. Assistenles, Prostate
g. Cervicis uteri, Nabothi glanner's glands
Pacchioni g. Durae
matris,
G.
dular
Duros
g.

—

—

—

—
—

meningis. G. Pacchioni g. in Agmen congregate intestinorum, Peyeri glandular g. Intestig. Meibomian®, Meinales, Peyeri glandulse
bomius, glands of g. Mucosa; coagminatae intestinorum, Peyeri glandulae g. Muciparee
racematim congestar intestinorum, Peyeri glang. Myrtiformes, Carunculne myrtiformes
dular

—

—

g.

—Peyerianar,

—

—

Peyeri

glandular

— g.

Plexi-

— g. Prostatas mulierum, Corpus glandulosum mulierum — g. Sebacea;
ares, Meibomius, glands of— g. Solitariae, BrunSpuria;, Peyeri g. — g. Suprarener's glands —
nales, Capsules, renal — g. Vasculosar, Congloglands.
formes, Peyeri g.

cili-

g.

merate

GMJS'DUMIRE. Glandular.
GLAND'ULAR, Glandularis,

Glandula' sus,
Glanduluirc, Gianduleux, having the appearance, form, or texture of glands; as a
rrlandvlar body, a glandular texture, &,c.
(F.)

GLANDULEUX,

Glandular.

GLANDULO'SO-CARNEUS. Ruysch gives
this epithet to fleshy

found

in

excrescences, which he

the bladder.

GLANDULOSUS,

Glandular

—

—
GLANS
GLANS,

('an acorn.')

B/ii'anus, Cyt'taros,

Cuspis, Caput, C. Penis, Genitalia caput. (F )
(Hand. The extremity of the penis and of the
clitoris. The glans penis is of a conical, slightly
flattened shape.
It is continuous with the
urethra, which opens at its apex and is circumscrihed by a projecting edge called the Corona glandis. It is covered by a thin mucous
membrane is furnished, at its base, with sebaceous follicles, called g Ian' dulse odorif eras
Tijso'ni, the secretion from which is termed
Smegma prepu'tii; and can, almost always, be
covered by the reflection of the skin, called the
prepuce. Lastly, it is formed of a spongy texture, susceptible of being thrown into erec;

;

tion

tend n of the long head of the biceps brachials,
and surrounds the glenoid cavity of the scapula
the depth of which it increases.

GLlLXOID.ILE. Glene.

GLISCHRAS'MA,

Glis'chrotes,
(yXia, ' glue,')
1
become
Lentor, viscidity. Hippocrates.

ynairu),

'

from y'uoglutinous.'

—

GLISCHROCH'OLOS,

from yXitr/oic, visand %oh], bile.' Excrements, which are
glutinous and bilious.
GLISCHROTES, Glischrasma.

cid,'

'

'

GLISOMARGO,

Greta.
(head.)

GLOBE, Bandage

GLOBULMRE PURGATIVE,

Globularia

alypum.

GLOBULA'RIA AL'YPUM,

.

Glans Clitor'idis

GLOBULIN
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is

smaller.

It is

imperfo- Montptl'lier Turbith.

Globula'ria,
(F.) Globulaire purgative,

and likewise covered with a sort of pre- Turbith blanc. The leaves of this plant are
puce, formed by the mucous membrane of the
bitter; and have been used in intermittents and
vulva.
See Alypon.
in constipation.
Glans Jovis Theophrasti, Fagus castanea
GLOB'ULE, Glob'ulus, Spha/rion : a small
g. Ulna?, Olecranon
g. Unguentaria, Guilanglobe.

rate,

—

—

dina moringa.

Globules of the Blood, Blood -corpuscles,

GLARFA, Gravel.
GLASS, Vitrum.

GLAUBER'S SALTS,

Soda, sulphate

Blood-disks, Blood-vesicles, (F.) Globules du sang,
Globuli, Vesiculse seu Follicu/i sanguinis, are
small, spherical bodies, which are particularly
observable, when the transparent parts of coldblooded animals are examined by the aid of the

of.

GLAUCEDO,

Glaucoma.
GLAUCO'MA, from yluvxac, 'sea-green.'
microscope. They were first seen by Malpigbi,
Glauco'sis, Glauce'do, Catarac'ta glaucn, Odulus
and are met with in the blood of all animals.
Cx'sius, I'htharma glauco'ma, Parop'sis

csefsius,

Amongst the older The globules of blood are circular in the mamglauco'sis, Apo glauco'sis.
malia, and elliptical in birds and cold-blooded
pathologists, this word was used synonymously
They are, also, flat in all animals,
with cataract. It is now ordinarily applied to animals.
and composed of a central nucleus enclosed in
opacity of the vitreous humour or of the tunica
a membranous sac.
liyaloidea; which manifests itself by a grayish
Size of the Globules.
or greenish spot, apparent through the pupil.

The

diagnosis

is

generally difficult

;

and

it

is

almost always incurable.
Glaucoma Woui.housi, Cataract.

GLAUCOSIS, Glaucoma.
GLAYEUL, Gladiolus vulgaris

Home

and Bauer, with

colouring matter,

g. Puant,

GLECHON. Mentha pulegium.
GLECHONITES. Wine, impregnated with
the Glechon^xij/iuy, mentha pulegium or penny-

Home and Bauer, without colouring matter,

lledcr'ula,

'

pupil of the eye.'

Gle'noid or Glenoid'al, Glenoida'Us,
noi'des, G/ino'des,

the P U P''»' and
(F.) Glenoide ou Glcnoi-

from

>**>;>•/>

'

resemblance.'
shallow, articular cavity, which receives the head of a bone; such as, 1. The glenoid cavity or fossa of the scapula, Fossa glenoidea, Omocot'yU, Entypo'sis, is situate at the
anterior angle- of the scapula; and is articulated with the head of the humerus. 2. The glenoid cavity or fossa of the temporal bone. It
is seated between the two roots of the zygomatic process, and receives the condyle of the
udo«,

dale.

'

Any

Lister

and

Ru-

dolphi,

7
j

gyQQ

5

Cavalfo,

1.3000 to 1.3500
1.3000 to 1.4000
1.3330

L3G00
13900
1.4000
1.4000 to 1.6000
1.4056
1.5000
1.0060

GLOBULE
valves

g.

D'JRJlJYTlUS, see Sigmoid
du Sang, Globule of the blood.

GLOBULI ARTEIUARUM TERMINI,

see
g. Sanguinis, Globules of the blood
g.
tartarizatum
Ferritin
marliales,
Tartari
g.
Tartratis ferri et lixivia?, Ferrum tartariza-

Acinus

—

—

—

tum.

GLOB'ULIN,

Glob'vline,

Blood casein.

The

Gle'-

colourless substance that remains after the abstraction of the colouring matter, and that forms
It is a pethe capsule of the blood corpuscle.
The globulin of
culiar albuminous principle.
Berzelius consists of the envelopes of the blood
globules, and of the part of their contents that

cartilaginous ring or bourrekl,
skeins formed by the expansion of the

remains after the extraction of the haematosin
Lecanu regards it as identical with albumen;

lower jaw.

Glenoid Lig'amf.nt,
tioidir.n is a fibro

which

^OOO

1.2300 to 1.3500

Hodgkin,

Young
Gle-

j

)

L2000

Ckamxcle'ma, Calamin'tu liumil'ior, Cltamsccis'- Blumenbach and Senac,
sus, lied' era terres'tris, Ground ivy, Gill, Gill- Tabor
go-by-ground. (F.) Lierre terrestre, Terreite. Milne Edwards,
This plant has a strong smell, and a bitterish, Wagner
somewhat aromatic, taste. It has been con- Kater,
sidered expectorant and tonic.
Prevost and Dumas,
GLEET. See Gonorrhoea.
llaller, VVollaston,and Weber,

GLENE, yXtjvrj, the
GLENOID, Glene.

1.1700th part of
an inch1.1930

)

Jurin,
Miiller

Sprengel

royal.

)

5

Elier,
Sir E.

Iris fectidissima.

GLECO'MA HEDERA'CEA,

Sir E.

29*

(F.)

Ligament

GLOBULUS
and, according to Mulder,
binations of protein.

it

GLOTTIS
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belongs to the com- writers, a Glossocomon of Hippocrates, of
phodorus, Galen, &c.

GLOBULUS STAPEDIS

OSSIS, Os

GLOSSO-EPIGLOT'TICUS.

orbi-

Nym-

That which

belongs to the tongue and epiglottis. Some
GLOBUS HYSTER'ICUS, Kodus hyster- anatomists have so denominated certain fleshy
icus, An! gone, (q. v.)
A sensation, experienced fibres, which pass from the base of the tongue
by hysterical persons, as if a round body were towards the epiglottis. These muscles are more
rising from the abdomen towards the larynx, evident in some of the mammalia than in man;
and producing a sense of suffocation.
and their use seems to be, to raise the epiGlobus Martiai.is, Ferruin tartarizatum.
glottis, and to remove it farther from the glottis.
Gr.oBus Uteri'nus. A term applied by ac- Santorini, who described them after Eustachius,
coucheurs to the round tumour, formed by the calls them lxctracto'rcs Epicr/ot'tidis.
uterus in the lower part of the abdomen, immeGLOSSOG'RAPIIY, Glossogra'phio, from
diately after delivery.
yXwoaa, 'the tongue,' and yoatpi], 'a descripGLOMERATE, Conglomerate.
tion.'
An anatomical description of the tongue.
A, Glot/a, yXuoacc, yXcurru, 'the
GLOSSO-HY'AL. A name given, by Geoftongue,' (q. v.)
Hence
froy-Saint-Hilaire, to the posterior cornua of

c nl are.

—

GLOSS

:

GLOSSAGRA, Glossalgia.
GLOSSAL'GIA, Glos'sagra,

the os hyoides.

from yXoioaa,
GLOSSOLOGY, Glossolog"ia, from ylmaan,
Pain in the 'the tongue,' and Xuyog, 'a treatise,' 'a dis-

f

the tongue,' and aXyog, 'pain.'
tongue.

course.
A treatise of the tongue.
from ylwoaa, the
GLOSSOL'YSIS, Glossople' gia, from yXwaaa,
tongue,' and av&Qa^, a carbuncle.'
Carbuncle the tongue,' and Xvai?, 'solution.' Paralysis
of tilt tongue. A disease more common in cattle of the tongue.
than man.
GLOSSOMANTPA, Prognosis ex lingua,
GLOSSIANUS, Lingual muscle.
from yXowaa, the tongue,' and uuvjtia, divinaGLOSSl'TIS, from y/.o>nna, the tongue,' tion.' Prognosis from the state of the tongue.
and ttis, a suffix denoting inflammation. Glos
GLOSSON'CUS, from yXmoaa, the longue,'
son'cus injlammato'rius, Angi.'na lingaa'ria, In and oyy.oc, turnout.' Exonco'sis linguiv. SwellJiammaiion of the tongue. (F.) Inflammation ing of the tongue.
When confined to the mucous Gi .ossoncus Inflammatorius, Glossitis.
dc la Languc.
rane, it is of slight importance. That
GLOSSO-PALATLNUS,Glosso-staphylinus
jr. Pharyngeal, Pharyngo-glossal
which affects the whole of the longue is a se-i
nous disease, and requires the vigorous use of
GLOSSO-PIIARYNGEUS, from yXmnna, 'the
Belongantiphlogistics.
It is rare.
tongue,' and tpaqvyt;, ' the pharynx.'
GLOSSOCAT'OCHUS, from yXwam, the ing to the tongue and the pharynx. Some anatongue,' and y.cnt/o\, I arrest.' Lingux Dctcn'- tomists thus designate certain fleshy bundles,
tor, Spcc'ulum Oris, (F.) Jilxiisseur tic. la languc. which arise from the lateral parts of the base of
An instrument, the invention of which is at- the tongue, and are inserted into the parietes of
tributed to Paulus of ^Egina, and which was the pharynx. They form part of the constrictor
employed to depress the tongue, in order to ex- pharyngis superior, (q. v.)
amine diseases of the fauces. It was composed
GLOSSOPLEGIA, Glossolysis.
of two branches one of which had, at its exGLOSSOSCOP'IA, from yXwaoa, the tongue,'
tremity, a plate for depressing the tongue; and ay.ontw, I view.' Inspection of the tongue
whilst the other, shaped like a horse shoe, was as an index of disease.
applied under the chin. The finger, or the
GLOSSOSPAS'MUS, Ghssoco'ma, from yXwahandle of a spoon, or a spatula, is now alone aa, the tongue,' and anao^tog, spasm.' Cramp
used in similar cases.
or spasm of the tongue.
G LOSSOCE'LE, from yXwnaa, ' the tongue,'
GLOSSO-STAPHYLl'NUS, from ylwaa,
and y.^X)], ' hernia,' tumour.' Hernia of the the tongue,' and orayvXt], 'the uvula.' GlosTongue. Projection of the tongue from the, sopuhdi'nus, Constrictor Jsthmi Faucium.
mouth. It depends, generally, on an inflam- small, thin, narrow, and long muscle, which
inatory swelling of the organ. At times, how-arises from the base of the tongue, and is inever, a clironic glossocele. or sort of cedematous serted at the inferior and lateral part of the
engorgement, is met with which proceeds to a] velum palati, in the anterior pillar of which it
great length; and deforms the dental arches, is situate. Its use is to contract the isthmus
the lips, &c. Inflammatory glossocele must be! faucium, by depressing the velum palati, and
combated by antiphlogistics. In the cedematous raising the base of the tongue,
kind, such as is sometimes caused by excessive
GLOSSOT'OMY, Glossotom'ia, from yXwoaa,
Dissection
salivation, the infiltrated fluid may be pressed
the tongue,' and Ttfivtiv, to cut.'
back by the hand of the practitioner, to get the of the tongue. Amputation of the tongue.
tongue behind the teeth and it may be kept
GLOTTA, Glossa, Tongue.
GLOTTIS, y/.ciTT(c, (also, the mouth-piece
there by a piece of gauze tied over the mouth.
kind
sometimes
elongated
requires
chronic,
The
of a flute,') Lig'ula. A small oblong aperture,
amputation of a portion of the organ.
This
situate at the upper part of the larynx.
GLOSSOCOMA. filossospasmus.
aperture is comprised between the chordae, xoGlossodomum, Glossoco- culcs. It is narrow, anteriorly; wider, posterimi'on, from yXviaaa, 'the tongue,' and xou-ttv, orly; and is capable of being modified by musThe ancients gave this name to a cular contraction, as may be required by the
to o-uard.'
small ease for holding the tongues of their voice. It is by the chordae vocales, that voice
wind-instruments. By extension, it wis ap- is produced. The glottis is nearly an inch lonir
less in the female and child.
plied to the box or cradle, in which fractured in the adult male:
find, in the ancient
Glottis is, by some, used synonymously with
limbs were kept.
'

GI.OSSANTHRAX.

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

—

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

A

;

'

'

;

'

GLOSSOCOMON,

'

—

We

—

,

CLOUCLOU
ventricle of the larynx: with others,
thewhnle of the larynx.

it

includes

GLOUGLOU D'UNE BOUTEILLE,

Gurg-

ling.

Arctium Lappa-o-.

Petit,

Xanthium.

GLOUTIUS,

Gluteal— g. Maximus et extimus, Gluteus maximus g. Secundus et medius, Gluteus medius
g. Tertius et intimus,
Glutams minimus.

—
—

GLOWWORM,

Cicindela.
Glutinous.
GLUCOSURIA, Diabetes mellitus.
GLUE, FISH, Ichthyocolla.

G.

GLUEBONE, Osteocolla.
GLUTEUS MAGNUS, G.

major— g. Major,
maximus — g. Minor, G. minimus.

GLUTE'AL, Gluu'tius, Glutw'us, from ykwroc,
'

the

nates

or buttocks.'
(F.) Fcssicr.
or relates to the nates.

which belongs,

name has been given
compose the

to

many

parts,

posterior or inferior
into contraction.
Glutx'us minor, Ilioischii-troehantirien, Te/tius et In'timus Glou'tius
(F.) Petit Fessier;— Petit Ilio-trochantirien, (Ch.)
This muscle, which is situate beneath the preceding, is flat, triangular, and with radiated
fibres. It is attached, above, to the external surface of the os ilium, from the inferior curved
line to the acetabulum; and, below, is inserted
into the anterior part of the great trochanter.
It has the same uses as the preceding.
GLUTEN, Ghi'tiiium, Unto r, glue, paste.'
An immediate principle of vegetables. It is
soft, of a grayish white, viscid consistence, and
very elastic. Exposed to the air, it becomes
hard, brown, and fragile; and, in moist air, putrefies.
Water and alcohol do not dissolve it.
It is soluble in vegetable, and in weak mineral
acids, at a high temperature.
The Farinas, in
which it is found, are those preferred for the
preparation of bread; on account of the property
it has of making the paste rise.
It is a compound of protein, and hence has been ranged
amongst the " proteinaceous alimentary principles" by Dr. Pereira.
its

thrown separately

Gi.utje'us

Min'imus,

'

GLCjIXT,

_

wards, according as

fibres are

Glottis, Lips of the, Thyreo-ary tenoid LigaJ
B
ments.

GLOUTERON,

CLYSTER
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That
This

which

nates.

Glute'ai, Ar'terv, or Posle.'rior U'iacAr'tery,
one of the largest branches
It makes its exit from the
pelvis at the upper part of the superior sciatic
foramen; gains the posterior part of the pelvis,
and divides into two branches;— the one superfirinl, the other deep-sealed. The last subdivides
into three secondary branches, whose ramifica(F.) Arterc fessiere, is

Gluten Articulorum, Synovia.

of the hypogastric.

GLUTIA. See Quadrigemina corpora.
GLUT1NANS, Agglutinant.
GLUTINATIF, A</glutinant.
GLUTINATIO, Agglutination.
G V TINE UX, G u nous.
GLU'TLNOUS, Glulino'sus, Colh'des, from
I.

ti

1

tions are distributed particularly to the Glutsei,
Longissimus Dorsi, Sacro-btmoalis, &c, and
anastomose with the sciatic and internal cir-

gluten, ' paste, glue.'
(F.) Glutineux, Gluant.
An epithet given to substances taken from the
animal or vegetable kingdom, and endowed

cumflex

with unusual viscidity. The decoctions of
marsh-mallows, and figs, and the jelly of harts-

arteries.

Glute'ai. Nerve, (F.) Kerf fessier, is a large
branch, furnished by the oth pair of lumbar
nerves.
It
muscles.

is

chiefly distributed to the giutaei

Glute'ai Vein, (F.) Veine fessiere, follows
the same march as the artery of the same name.
Glutw'us Max'imus, Glutie'us major, Maximus et ex'timus glou'tius, G. magnus, Ilio-sacroSacro-fe" moral (Oh.) (F.) Muscle grand
This muscle is situate at the posterior
fessier.
part of the pelvis, and at the upper and posterior part of the thigh.
It is large, thick, and

f6 moral;

,

quadrilateral and is attached, above, to the posterior part of the crista ilii, to the part of the
ilium comprised between the crista and the upper curved line, to the posterior surface of the
sacrum, coccyx, and great sacro-sciatic ligament; and below, it terminates, by a broad aponeurosis, which is inserted into the rugged surface, that descends from the trochanter major
to the linea aspera of the femur. This muscle
extends the thigll on the pelvis, and rotates the
thigh outwards. It is powerfully concerned in
station and progression.
i;'is Me'dios,
Glou' tius secun'dus et
Gr
;

i

i

mc'tJius,

llio IrocliantAricn;

Grand

llio-troclmn-

This muscle
tirien, (Ch.) (F.) Moijeu Fessier.
is situate, in part, beneath the preceding; it is

horn, are said to he glutinous.
GLUTINUM, Gluten.
GLUTOI, Nates.

GLUT'TONY, from glutio,
tus,

'the gullet.'

Gourmandise.

Limo'sis

I swallow,' glutHelluo'num, (F.)

'

Excessive appetite, owing to

habitual indulgence.

GhUTTQS,

CEsophagus.

GLYCANS1S,

GLYCAS'MA

Edulcoration.

from yXvxvc sweet.'
wine, prepared from must.
Linden.
,

'

—

A sweet

GLYCERATON, Glycyrrhiza.
GLYCIPICROS, Solatium
GLYCOSIDE, Pieonia.

dulcamara.

GLYCYPHYTON,

Glycyrrhiza.
GLYCYRRHI'ZA, from ylvxvs, sweet,' and
'n"~-a,
a root.'
Glycyrrhi'za Glabra, Liquori'tia,
Scylh'ica (Radix,)
G/yceraton,
Gtycyph'yton,
Liq'uorice, Jldip'sos, Mcocas, Mimos, (F.) R&glisse.
Order, Leguminosae.
Sex. Syst. Diadclphia Decandria. The root of this southern
European plant is inodoroujAj has a sweet taste;
is mucilaginous; and leaves, when unpeeled, a
degree of bitterness in the mouth. It is used
<

'

.

as a demulcent, and chiefly in catarrh.
The
extract, made from it and sold in the shops, is
known under the name Spanish Liquorice or
Liquorice Juice, (F.) Jus de Reglisse.

broad, very thick, radiated, and triangular; atPectoral Balsam of Liquorice a quack
tached, above, to the crista ilii, and to the part
of the outer surface of that bone comprised be- preparation is said by Dr. Paris to consist
tween the three anterior fourths of its crista, its chiefly of Paregoric Elixir, strongly impregupper curved line, and its lower; and. below, it nated with Oil of Aniseed.
ends by a tendon. inserted at the upper edge of
GLYSTER HERBS, Hcrbx pro Encm'atl.
the great trochanter.
It is an abductor of the
The herbs, ordinarily sold by the English apothigh; but can turn the thigh outwards or in- thecary under this title, are:
mallow leaves,-

—

—

——— —
GNAPIIALIUM
one part; chamomile flowers, one
O] of watpr.)

—

——
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enlargements. Dose, gr. 1-Slh to gr. ss, rubbed
on the tongue or gums. Internally, one-sixteenth of a grain, in pill.
Various other preparations, a9 the Cyanide,
d'mica.
GNATHOS, from xiaw, I scrape, rub.' The or Tcmj'anidc, (Auri Ctjan'idum, A. Cijnnurc'Also, the part of the jaws lunt, A. Tereyan'idum;) the metallic gold in a
rhcclc, the upper jaw.
Hippocr., Foe- state of division (Aurum mttallicum, Pulris
in which the teeth are fixed.
See Bucca, and Gena.
Auri) obtained by amalgamating gold with
s<ius.
mercury and driving the latter off by heat, and
GNESIOS, Legitimate.
GNOSIS, yvwatg, 'knowledge.' A common in the form of filings (Aurum limatum;) the
Chloride of Gold and Sodium (Aurum muriat'suffix, as in Diagno'sis, Progno'sis, «fce.
icum natrona'tum, A. muriat'icum, A. chlora'GOACONAX. See Toluifera balsamum.
GOATS' BEARD, COMMON, Tragopogon. tum natrow/tum, Chlore'tum Au'ricum CIt lore'to
natrii. Marias Aurico-na'lricum, Chlorui t'tu m
Goats' Thorn, Astragalus verus.
auri el natrii, llydrochlorate or muriate of Gold
GOBELET HMETIOUE, Goblet, emetic.
GOBLET, EMETIC, Podulum emct'icum, and Soda, (F.) llydrochlorate ou Muriate dor;
A
vesthe Nitromuriate of Gold, (Aurum NilricoiuuriCalix vomiio'ria, (F.) Gubelet imitique.
sel, made by pouring melted antimony into a aticum, A. Nitromu'rias) and the Oxide of Gold
mould. By putting wine into this, and allow- (Auri Oxidum, Aurum On/datum.) have been
ing it to stand some time, it acquires the pro- employed in the like affections and with simiThis kind of lar results.
perty of producing vomiting.
Gold-Beatek's Skin. The intestina recta
emetic has been long rejected; as the practitioner could never be certain of the dose he of the ox, which have been beaten quite smooth,
for the manufacture of gold leaf.
Used as a
exhibited.
GODFREY'S CORDIAL. Acelebrated nos- defensive dressing for slight cuts, &.c.
the
followParis
has
given
Gor.u,
C
n
of,
muriate
Dr.
i.ou
IDE
of
g.
Cyanide
which
G.
trum, for
ing formula. Infuse §ix of sassafras and of of, see Gold <r, Nitromuriate of, see Gold
the seeds of carraway, coriander, and anise, of g Oxide of, see Gold g and Sodium, chloride
each Sj, in six pints of water. Simmer the of oxide of, see Gold g. and Sochi, hydiochlomixture until reduced to lbiv: then add lbvj of rate of, see Gold g. and Soda, muriate of, see
treacle, and boil the whole for a few minutes. Gold.
Gold Leaf, Aurum folia'tum, Aurum in liWhen cold, add giij of tincture of opium. The
following form is recommended by a committee bel'lis. Used to gild pills, and to plug carious
College
of
Pharmacy.
teeth.
Tina.
Philadelphia
of the
Gold Thread, Coptis.
Opii, Oiss; Syrupi Nigri, Oxvj; Alcoholis, Oij;
GOLDEN ROD, Solid;igo virgaurea.
Aqusc, Oxxvj; Carbonatis Polassx, §ijss; Olei
GOLDWASSER. See Spirit.
It is anodyne.
Sassafras, f. Viv, M.
GOLUjVCHA, Menispermum cordifolium.
GODROTsNlt (Canal,) Cana'lis Ptlitia'nus,
GOMME, Gummi g. Adrogant/lrairzcinlh,
Couronne ciliaire. Canal de Petit, Canal gouPetit
gave
Petit.
this
g. Ammonioque, Ammoniac gum
g. Arahique,
dronnd, Bullular canal of
fold,')
plait
to
'a
or
Acaciae
gummi g. Caragne, Caranna g.
godron,
name (from (F.)
formed
by
the
tunica
Carane,
<r.
canal,
Caranna
Guaiac,
Guaiacum
semicircular
g.
the
hyaloidea around the edge of the crystalline; Gulte, Cambogia g. de Licrre.see Hedera helix
g. du Pays, Gummi nostras—g. Seraphique,
because it appears, as it were, plaited or fesSagapenum.
tooned.
GOMPHl'ASIS, Gomphias'mus, Agomphi'GOGGLE-EYE, Strabismus.
a nail.'
asis, from 701190?,
A disease of the
GOITRE, Bronchocele.
Or.
A
solid,
Chrysos,
(F.)
teeth, and particularly of the molares; looseGOLD, Aurum,
ductile,
malhard,
very
ness
of
in
their
sockets.
brilliant,
the
teeth
Pain in the
yellow, very
leable, tenacious, and heavy metal; found in teeth.
GOMPI1IASMUS, Gomphiasis.
nature either in its native state, or combined
GOMPHIOI, Molar teeth.
with a little silver, copper, or iron. 8. G.

GNAPHALIUM

part.

(5iss to

DIOICUM, Antcnnaria
'

—

—

—

—
—

—

—
—

'

GOMPHOMA,

19.25.

Muriate of Gold, Chloride of Gold, Auri Clilo'ridum, A. Terchlo'ridam, A. Marias, A. Cldorure'iu/u, A. Muriat'icum, A. Chlora'tum, A. Oxydula'tum muriat'icum, A. Sali'tum, (F.) Cldorure
d'or, Muriate d'or, has been admitted into the
Pharmacopoeia of the United States, and into
that of Paris, &c. The formulae, however, difThat of the United States is a muriate
fer.
with two bases; and is prepared, according to
the form of Dr. Chrestein, by dissolving the
gold in a mixture of nitric and muriatic acids,
and adding muriate of soda to the residuum
after evaporation; then redissolving and evaporating slowly to dryness. The Parisian formula
seu Cldorure' turn
for the Muriate dor, Marias
Auri, consists in simply dissolving the gold in
dryness. It has
the acids, and evaporating to
been recommended as an antisyplnlitic in old.
exostoses, and
affections,
rebellious, venereal
in venereal, scrofulous, or cancerous glandular

GOMPHOS,

Gomphosis.

Clavus.

GOMPHO'SIS,
Gomplto'ma,

Curdinamen'lum, Claru'tin,
Inchirit'tio, from

Coagtncnta'tio,

701190?, a nail.' Engompho'sis.
articulation, in which one bone

An immovable

'

received into
another, like a nail or peg into its hole.
Gomphosis is only met with in the articulations of
the teeth with the alveoli.
It is, also, called
Articulation par implantation.

GONAC'RASIA.

is

Spermatorrhoea

GONACRATIA, Spermatorrhoea.
GON'AGRA, from you;,' the knee,'
'

a prey.'

and ayoa,
That which attacks the knees. Gout

in the knees.

Paracelsus calls

GONAI/GIA,

from yovv,

'

it

Gr.nvnrra.

the knee,' and aX-

Pain in the hnre. Gonyatgia. This
pain.
almost always produced by gout. It may
however, depend on some other disease, either
of th- knee or of another part;— particularly of

yoc,

'

is

the hip-joint.

—
GONDOLE

GONFLEMEKT,
GONGUONA, Bronchocele.
GONGYLION, Pilula.
GONOBOLIA, Ejaculation, spermatic.
GONOCELE, Spermatocele."

Some other varieties of gonorrhoea have been
enumerated, but they are of little moment.
In consequence of repeated attacks of gonorrhoea, or of the debility induced by a single attack, it not unfrequently happens, as already
remarked, that a constant, small discharge occurs, or remains behind, after all danger of infection is removed. The great difference between it and gonorrhoea is, that it is uninfectious.

GONOI'DES,

The

GONDOLE OCULAIRE, Scaphium oculare.
GONK.

Gonos,Genitu'ra. The semen; (hence,
gonorrhoea) the uterus. Hippocr.
Swelling.

—

—

from yon;, 'the seed,' and eiAoc,
Genitu'rx sim'ilis. Similar to
sperm. Spermatic or Sperm' atoid. A term appropriated to any substance, which resembles

'
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appearance.'

sperm.

GONORRHOEA.

Erroneously called from

the sperm,' and paw, I flow,' because the
older writers believed it to be a flux of semen.
Blennorrha'giv, Blcnnorrhal a, Blennurcfthriu,
Phallorrhw'a, Mcdorrha'a, M. viri'lis, Catur'rhus
Gonorrhoea, C. ure' three, Urcthri'lis, lnjlamma'tio ure'thnv, urethral''gia, Proflu'vium muco'sum
urc'thrtr, Blennorrhea urclkra'lis, Catar'rhvs

yort],

'

'

Econkment, Ur&lhritc, Uretrite.
An inflammatory discharge of mucus from the
membrane of the urethra in both sexes; and
from that of the prepuce in man, and. the vaIt may be excited spontagina in woman.
neously, or by irritants applied directly to the
membrane; but is, usually, produced by impure
connexion. Two great varieties have been gevrelhra'lis, (F.)

nerally reckoned:

—

1.

Gonorrhoea Pura vel

Bknig'na. That which does not follow an impure connexion; (F.) lichuuffement; the Bknnorrhagia benigna: and2, Gonorrhoea Impu'ka,

—

rnalig'na, contagiosa, syphilU'ica, et virulen'ta;
Fluor alius vialig'nus, Fluxus vene'reus, Blennorrhea luo'dcs, Clap, (F.) Chavdepisse. That

which is the result of impure commerce. The
French, also, distinguished the Chaudepisse
shhc, or that, unaccompanied with discharge;
and the Chaudepisse cordee, Gonorrhoea corddta,
or that accompanied with chordee, and which,
of course, occurs only in the male. It is the
kind, which most frequently engages the attention of the practitioner, and is characterized by
mucous discharge from the urethra or vagma,
intermixed with'specific matter, and accompanied bv burning pain on micturition. It is decidedly infectious. It is, however, a distinct
disease from syphilis, and never produces it.
inflammatory
Jts duration is various, but the
symptoms usually subside in four or five weeks;
less of the
or
leaving generally behind more
gonorrhoea mucosa or gleet. Gonorrhoga of
every kind, attended with any inflammatory
symptoms,— is best treated by the antiphlogiskind of irritation,
tic rerrimen; avoiding every
and keepino- the body cool by small doses of
the mildest
salts; and the urine diluted by
After the inflammatory symptoms have
fluids.
copaiba, exsubsided, cubebs, or the balsam of

discharge consists of globular particles,
contained in a slimy mucus, and generally devoid of that yellow colour, which characterizes
the discharge of gonorrhoea virulenta. It is
unattended "with pain, scalding, &c. To this
state the names Gleet, Gonorrhoea mueo'sa,
Blennorrhea chron'ica, Blenorrho'a, &c, have
been given. It is commonly a disease of some
duration, and demands the use of the copaiba,
astringent injections: and, if obstinate, the introduction of the bougie.
Gonorrhoea Balani, G. spuria— g. Benigna,
Leucorrhosa— g. Chordata, Chordee g. Dormientium, Pollution.
Gonoruhge'a Bormien'tium, G. Oneirog'onos.
The seminal discharge, which occurs during
sleep, and is occasioned by libidinous dreams.
Gonorrhoea Laxo'rum, G. libidino'sa, Spermorrhai'a aton'ica, consists of a pellucid discharge from the urethra, whilst awake, without
erection of the penis, but with venereal thoughts.
Gonorrhoea Libidinosa, G. laxorum, Pollution— g. Mucosa, (gleet.) see Gonorrhoea— g.

—

inveterata, Leucorrhoaa— g. Onciiogonos, G. dorrnientium, Pollution— g. Vera, Pol-

Nolha

lution.

GONORRH&E

BATARDE,

Gonorrhoea

spuria.

GONOS, Gone.
GONY, yorv, Genu, (q.

the knee;' hence:
'the knee,' and
in the knee.
v.)

«

GONYAG'RAJrompru,

uyfja,

'

a seizure.'

Gout

GONYALGIA, Gonalgia.
GONYON'CUS, from yorv, the knee,' and
A swelling of the knee.
oyxoQ, a tumour.'
GOOSEFOOT, Chenopodium anthelminti'

'

cum.
Goosefoot, Angular-leaved, Chenopodium
bonus Henricus— g. Stinking, Chenopodium
vulvaria.

GOOSEGRASS, Galium aparine.
GOOSESHARE, Galium aparine.
GOOSESKIN, Horrida cutis.
GORDIUS MEDINENSIS, Dracunculus.
GORGE, Throat.
GORGERET, Gorget—g. Lithotome, Gorget,
g, a Repoussoir, see Gorget.
(F.) gorge, ' the throat.
na'lis canalicula'tus, Duclor canalicula' tus.

Lithotomy

GORGET, from

Ca(F.)

Gorgeret. An instrument representing a long
gutter, in the shape of a throat, which is especially employed in the operations of lithotomy

three times
hibited in the dose of a teaspoonful,
indeed, during and fistula in ano.
a day will be found effectual:
Lithot'omy Gorget, (F.) Gorgeret Lithotome,
symptoms, it
the existence of the inflammatory
in the operation
Injections are Cutting Gorget, is the one used
often affords decided relief.
dividing the
for the° stone, for the purpose of
rarely required.
so as to
bladder,
the neck of the
and
prostate
when
glans;
the
affects
Sometimes, gonorrhoea
and
enable the suro-eon to introduce the forceps,
Bal'ani,BalaG.
Spu'ria,
Gonorrhoea
it is called
At the end of tins gorget is
stolie.
nflblennorrha/a,Balanorrha/a,Balam'tis,Blennor- extract the
ot the start,
du a crest or beak, which fits the groove
rha'gia spuria vel nolha, (F.) Blennorrhagic
along it
and admits of the gorget being passed
gland, Gonorrh'ee batarde, l-'ausse BlennorrhaBesides cutting, there are
bladder.
the
into
cooling
and
It requires only cleanliness
gie.
introduced
blunt gorgets, intended to be
lotions.

also

—

——

;-

GOKGONEI

—— —

—

—
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wound their concavity serving aa a in the affected joint, attended with tumefaction,
guide for the forceps into the bladder.
tension, and redness. One or more joints may
chief
The
modifications in the <rorget have be attacked, either at tie same time or in sucbeen made by Andouillet, Bell, Blicke, Brom- cession; and, in either case, the attack termifield, Cline, Desanlt, Poubert, Hawkins, Larrey, nates by resolution in a few days.
This is the
Lefevre, JNIichaclis, Thomas, &a.
Arthti'lis acu'La, influm/itato'ria vel regula'rit,
Gorget for Fistula in Ano consists of a Regular gout, Artliro'siu pod'agra ngula'ris,
semi-cylindrical, wooden staff"; four inches Goutte reguliire chaudc. At other times, pains
long, without including the handle, and fur- in the joints exist, of more or less acute charac
nished with a wide groove. This is introduced ter; the swelling being without redness. These
into the rectum to prevent the point of the bis- pains persist, augment, and diminish irregulartoury from injuring the intestine, when the in- ly, without exhibiting intermission, and, conternal orifice of the fistula is deeply situate sequently, without having distinct paroxysms.
and it is desirable to perform the operation by The disease is then called alon'ic, or aslhen'ic,
incision.
This instrument, invented by Mar- imperfect or irregular gout, Chronic G., Art/iritis
chettis, has been modified by Percy, Runge, &c. atonica vel asthenica, Arthro'sia Podagra larva'Desault invented an instrument tor conduct- ta. It is, also, commonly called in France
ing the wire by the anus, in the operation for Goutc froide, Goutc blanche. It may appear
fistula by- ligature.
He called it Gurgeret a primarily, or succeed attacks of regular gout.
repoussoir.
Gout does not always confine itself to the
into the

t

I

Gorget, Cutting,

see

Gorget and Litho-

tomy.

it is

GORGO'NFI FONTES.

when
Poda-

Fountains, de- gra aberrans, Yan'ni, Wandering, misplaced, or
anomalous gout, (F.) Goutte vague.
Retrograde goat, Arthritis rctrog' rada, Poda-

scribed by Libavius, as containing water, which
possessed a petrifying property; probably, water holding in solution super-carbonate of lime.

GOSIER, Pharynx,

It may attack the internal organs;
called Arthritis aber'rans, crrat'tca,

joints.

gra retrog'rada, Arthro'sia Podagra complica'ta,

Rece'dent, mispia'ced gout, (F.) Goutte remontie,
G. malplacie, G. rentrie, is when it leaves the
joints suddenly and attacks some internal organ,
Gossip' ion Xylon, Bombax, Cotton. (F.) Coton. as the stomach, intestines, lungs, brain, &c.
Family. Malvaceco. Srx. Syst. Monadelphia
Gout is also called, according to the part it
Polyandria.
The seeds of the Cotton Tree, may affect, Podagra, Gonagra, Chiragra, &c.
Gossip' ium arbor'cum, have been administered It may be acute or chronic, and may give rise
in coughs, on account of the mucilage they to concretions, which are chiefly composed of
It
contain. The cotton wool is used in medicine urate of soda. See Calculus, (Arthritic.)
for making tnoxas, &c.
may, also, give occasion to nodosities, when it

Throat.

GOSSUM,Bronchocele.

G08SYF1 UM,

GOUDRON.

Gossyp'iu

See Pinua

m

Hcrba'ceum

sylvestris.

GOL'ET, Arum maculatum.

GOUkTRE,

Bronchocele.

— g.Bitter, Cucumis colo-

called Arthritis nodosa, (F.) Goutte nou6e.
The treatment is of the antiphlogistic kind,
and the local disorder should be but little inter-

is

to have great
forms the basis of
the Eau midicinale d'Husson; a celebrated
GOVRMAJfDISE, Gluttony.
French gout remedy. The bowels must be
GOUSSE, Legumen.
kept regular by rhubarb and magnesia; and a
GOUT, Artliri'tis, Morbus artiada'ris, Gutta, recurrence of the disease be prevented by abArthro'sia Pod'agra, Podal'gia, Pod'agra, Arthrit'
stemious habits.
icus verus,Ailhri'tis Podagra, Podagra Artliri'Gout, Diaphragmatic, Angina pectoris g.
g. Weed,
tis, Flux'io arthrit' ica, Febris arthrit' ica, Flerecin, Rheumatic, see Rheumatism acute
Gastro-arthri'tis,Misopto'chos,(F.) Goutte. The Ligusticum podagraria.
gout was formerly regarded as a catarrh, and
Gout, Taste.
received its name from the (F.) goutte, (L.)
GOUTTE, Gout, Gutta—g. Blanche, Gout
a
drop;'
gutta,
because it was believed to be (atonic) g. Froide, Gout (atonic) g. Malplaproduced by a liquid, which distilled, goutte a tie, gout, (retrograde) g. Nou6e, Gout (with
goutte, 'drop by drop,' on the diseased part. nodosities) g.Reguliere chaude, Gout (regular)
This name, which seems to have been first used
g. Rentrie,
g. Rcmonlie, Gout (retrograde)
about the year JiJTO, has been admitted into the Gout, (retrograde)—"'. Rose, Gutta rosea—g,
different languages of Europe.
Gout is an in- Sciatique, Neuralgia femoro-poplhum g. Seflammation of the fibrous and ligamentous parts reine, Amaurosis g. Vupue, Gout (wandering.)
of the joints. It almost always attacks, first, the
GOUTTEUX, Arthritic.
great toe; whence it passes to the other smaller
GOUTTIkRE, (F.) Collie" ix. A groove in
joints, after having produced, or been attended a bone; like that used for carrying off rain.
with, various sympathetic effects, particularly Some of these cavities are intended to facilitate
in the digestive organs; after this, it may attack the sliding of tendons, such as the Goutticre
the greater articulations. It is an affection Bicipitale or Bicip'ital groove. Others, as the
which is extremely fugitive, and variable in its Gouttihe sagittate or Sagittal groove, lodge
Others,
recurrence. It may be acquiied or hereditary. blood-vessels and especially veins.
In the former case, it rarely appears before the again, are merely intended for the support of
the
Gouttilre
as
basilaire
or
age of thirty-five; in the latter, it is frequently certain organs;
observed earlier. It is often difficult to dis- Bas'ilary fossa (q. v.) which supports the metinguish it from rheumatism. A combination dulla oblongata.
GOV'ITlkRE BICIPITALE, Bicipital groove
is, indeed, supposed to exist sometimes; hence
During the paroxysm
callpd Rheumatic goat.
g. Lacrymale, Lachrymal groove— ,g. i>aere t
or fit, a burning, lancinating pain is experienced Sacral groove.

GOURD,(Jucurbita

cynthis

— g.

GOURD

Cucurbita pepo.
WORM, Distoma hepaticum.
Bottle,

fered with.

The colchicum seems

power over the

disease.

It

—

'

—

—

—

—— — —

——

GOUTY

—
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GOUTY RHEUMATISM.

See Rheuma- suppurating wounds and ulcers. They are the
product of inflammatory excitement, and may
GOUVERKAIL DU TESTICULE, Guber- be produced in indolent ulcers, by exciting the
naculum testis.
parts by proper stimulants.
They form the
GOWN, RED, Strophulus— g. Yellow, Icte- basis of the cicatrix.
rus infantum.
Granulation is, likewise, a name, given by
GRACILIS, 'slender,' Rectus inte'rior fern'- the modern French physicians, to an organic

tism, acute.

oris sive Gratf' ilia interior, Sous pubio-critilesion, consisting in the formation of small,
tJiinl, Suuspnbio-jnetibinl (Ch.)
Droit ougreie round, firm, shining, semi-transparent tumours,
interne dc la cvisse. This muscle is situate at of the size and shape of millet seed
or of a pea;
the inside of the thigh. It is thin and very which are met with in the lungs
particularly,
long; and arises from the descending ramus of and in considerable quantity; often
without mathe pubis, to be inserted at the inner and infe- terially interfering with their functions.
rior part of the tuberosity of the tibia.
Jt bends
Miliarv Granulations, or Miliary tuberthe leg and causes abduction of the thigh. See cles, are the small transparent grains, of
varia(Jrelc.
ble size, from that of a millet seed to that of a
Gracilis, Anterior, Rectus femoris.
grain of hemp, which are presumed to be the
GRAIN, Granum; the GOth part of a Troy, primitive state of Tubercles.
and the 72d part of a Poids de Marc, drachm.
CltREBRALES, Glan-

GRJilNE DECARLATE, Coccus cacti—g.

Muse, Hibiscus abelmoschus

g. de

GRAN'ULE,

Tvrquie,

Aspic, see Ehalaris Canadensis
g.
—g. mays—
de Pttradis, Ainomum grana paradisi g.
Zea.

GRANULATIONS

dulse Pacchioni.

d'

num;

'a grain.'

Gran'ulum; diminutive of graA small grain; a small com-

pact particle, a cytoblast, (q. v.)
de Pe.rroquet, Carthamus tinctorius (seed.)
Sem'inal Guan'ui.k.s, Gran'ula Sem'inis. MiGRAISSE, Pinguedo g. de Mouton, Sevum nute, rounded, granulated bodies, observable
g. d'Oic, Adeps anserina g. Oxygenize, Un- in the semen, which are, in all cases, much
guentum acidi nitrosi g. de Pore, Adeps prae less numerous than the spermatozoa.
See

—

parata.

GRAMEN

iEGYPTIACUM,

Sperm.
G. crucis cype

GRAPE.

— Caninum, Triticum repens.
Gramen Crucis

rioidis

g.

Grape,

See Vitis vinifera.
Sea-side, see Kino.

Cvperioi'dis,
Gramcn
Grapes, Dried, Uvse passa?.
JEgyptiacum, JEgyp'tian Code's foot grass.
GRAPHIOIDES, Styloid.
The roots and plants possess the virtues of the
GRAPHIS'CUS, Graphis'cus
Triticum repens, and have been recommended instrument invented by Diodes
in the earlier stages of dropsy.
merly, considered to possess
perties.

They were, formany other pro-

—

Gramen Dioscoridis, Triticum repens g.
Major. Sarsaparilla Germanica g. Orientate,
Juncus odoratus g. Repens, Triticum repens
g. Rubrum. Snrsaparilla Germanica.

—

—

GRAM1A, CHASSIE,

Lippitudo.

GRAMME, ynaiiuri. An ancient weight, equivalent to the xMth part of an ounce, or to 24
grains, or a scruple, avoirdupois.

At the

pre-

sent day, the gramme is equal in weight to a
cubed centimetre of water; or to 18 grains, poids
de marc 15.444 grains, troy.

—

Gramme,

GRANA,
tiglium

Iris,

Line.

Hemicrania— g. Molucca, Croton

— g. Moschi,

Hibiscus abelmoschus

Orientis, see Menispermum cocculus
Croton tiglium.

— g.

GRANAD1LLA, APPLE-SHAPED,

— g.

darts.

Di'oclis.

An

for extracting

described by Celsus.

GRAPH I'TES, Plnmba'go,

Super car bur e'turn
Carbure'tum Fcrri, Fcrri Carbona'tum,
F. Supercarb are' lum, Carlo miner a' Us, Carburet of iron, Black lead, Wad, (F.) Crayon noir,
Plombagine. This substance has been esteemed
slightly astringent and desiccative. It has been'
advised by Wcinhold in the cure of herpes.
GRAS DES CADAVRES, Adipocire—g. de
Jamie, Sura g. des Cimetieres, Adipocire.
GRAS FOJfDVRE, (F.) Diarrhwa adipo'su,
A species of diarrhoea,
literally molten grease.
referred to by old writers accompanied with
great emaciation, and in which the evacuations
According to Saucontain fat-like matter.
vages, the Gras-fondure differs from colliquative
diarrhoea in not being attended with hectic
Fcrri,

;

fever.

Tilii,

— g. Canary, cultivated,
Couch, Triticum re—
Dogs', Triticum repens — g. Egyptian
pens —
cock's foot, Gramen crucis cyperioides — g.
Goat's, Scorzonera — g. Knot, Polygonum aviVipers', Scorzonera.
GRASS,

Asparagus

Phalaris Canadensis

Passi-

g.

g.

flora rnaliformis.

GRANATI RADICIS CORTEX, see

It is

Punica

granatum.

GRANATRISTUM, Anthrax.
GRANATUM, Punica granatum.
GRAND DORSAL, Latissimus dorsi.

culare

—

g.

GRASSEYEMEJYT,

(F.) Sonus blsesus, Rofrom (F.) gras, 'thick,' 'speaking
GRANDEB'AL.E. The hair, which grows thick.' According to Sauvages, a vicious pronunciation of the letter r. They who speak
in the arm pits.
thick, like the inhabitants of Newcastle, in
GRANDO, Chalaza.
England, or of Havre, in France, have diffiGRANTRISTUM, Anthrax.
GRANULAR DEGENERATION, OR DIS- culty in pronouncing the r, and they frequently
ORGANIZATION OF THE KIDNEY, Kid- substitute for it the letter I; but this does not
It consists
properly constitute Grasseyement.
ney, Bright's disease of the.
in this: that, in words in which the letter r is
Granular Liver, Cirrhosis.
joined to another consonant, a sort of burring
GRANULATED LIVER, Cirrhosis.
GRANULATION, Gramda'tio, from gra- or guttural rolling is heard, nearly like that
vum, 'a grain.' Gemma, (F.) Bourgeon, B. produced by gargling. See Rotacism.
GRATELLE, Psoriasis.
Granulations are the reddish, conical,
charnu.
GRATIA DEI, Gratiola officinalis.
flesh-like shoots, which form at the surface of
lacis'nius,

.

———

g

GRATIOLA

GRATIOLA CENTAURIODES,

G.

offici-

-

it was already known to FabrinbAcquapendente and toCa:ciliu.s Follius.

GRELE,

Digita'lis min'ima'

Chalaza

Gra'tia dei, Gratiola Cenlaurio'ides. Hedge hys- Gracilis.
sop, Herb of Grace. It is a native of the South

GREMIL

g. Interne de la cuissc,

OFFICINALE, Lithospermum

officinale.

GREMIUM, Vulva.
GRENADE, Influenza.
GRENADIER, Punica granatum.
GRENADIN, see Punica granatum.

ous. It is possessed of anthelmintic, purgative,
emetic, and diuretic properties.
Dose, ten

grains.

GRATTERON,

—

Rau, although
cius

of Europe, (F.) Herbe au pauvre homme. The
plant is inodorous; taste strong, bitter, nause-

—

GROSSESSE
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nalis.

Gratiola Officina'lis,

—— — ——— — ——

GRENIERS, Vcsicuhu seminalea.
GRENOVILLE, Rana esculenta.
GRENOU1LLE TIE. Baoula.

Galium aparine.

GR.JTTOIR, Raspatorium.

GRAVAT1F, Heavy.

GREOULX, MINERAL WATERS

GRAVE, Serious.
GRAVEUO, Catarrh, Coryza— g.

Neonato- Sulphuretted springs in the
Basses-Alpcs, France.
Lith'ia rena'lis areno'sa, Lithiasls
GRESSURA, Ferinajum.

OF.

department of

rum, Snuffles.

GRAVEL,

nephrit'ica, L. rena'lis, (F.) Gravelle.

A

GRESSUS,

disease

Walking.

occasioned by small concretions, similar to
GREVEURE, Hernia.
sand or gravel, Gla'rea, (F.) Gravier, which
GR1ELUM, Apium pctroselinum, Smyrnium
form in the kidneys, pass along the ureters to olusatrum.
the bladder, and are expelled with the urine.
GRINCEMENT DES DENTS, Stridor den-

These concretions, which

are

commonly com-

tium.

posed of uric acid and an animal matter, are deGRIND RRS, Molar teeth.
posited at the bottom of the vessel, immediately
GRIPES, Tormina, Colic.
after the excretion of the urine
and, by their
A popular name for a
Gripes, Watery.
hardness and resistance under the finger, differ dangerous form of diarrhoea, common in Engconsiderably from the ordinary sediment of that land, which does not differ essentially from the
liquid.
A vegetable diet and alkaline drinks cholera infantum of this country.
See Calculi, Uriare the best prophylactics.
GRIPPE (F.), from grippcr, to gripe,'
nary. A fit of the Gravel, Nephralgia calculo'sa, catch hold of.'
A vulgar name for several
Col'ica nephrit'ica, (q. v.) is the excruciating catarrhal diseases, which have reigned epidesuffering induced by the passage of gravel from mically; as the Influenza, (q. v.), which see.
the kidney to the bladder. It can only be reCRIPPA, Pinched.
lieved by opiates, the warm bath, &c.
GROAN See Suspirium.
;

'

'

GRAVELEUX, Calculous.
GRAVELLE, Chalaza, Gravel.
GRAVIDA, Pregnant.

GROATS. German Grutze;

Grutum;

Oats, hulled but unOatmeal, (Yorkshire.)
ground, (Lancashire.) Hulled oats, half ground.
GRAVIDITAS, Pregnancy— g. Interstitialis, Oats that have the hulls taken off: Grits.
Pregnancy, interstitial g. Molaris, Mole g. When crushed, they are termed Embden grouts.
Spuria, Pregnancy, false g. Tubaria, SalpinA decoction of these is administered as a
gocyesis g. Uteri substantia, Pregnancy, in- diluent and demulcent.
terstitial.
Groats. Cracow, Semolina.

—

—

GRAVIER,

—

—

GROGBLOSSOMS, Gutta rosea.
GROGROSSS, Gutta rosea.
GROMWELL, Lithospermum officinale.
GROOVE, Farrow, Sulcus. (F.) Ruinure.

Gravel.

GRAVIMETER,

Areometer.

GRAVIS. Heavy.

GRAVITY, SPECIF'IC,

Grav'itas specif ica,

Pesanteur sp6cifique.
The relation between the weight of a body and its bulk; thus,
supposing four bodies to be of the same size,
but which weigh, one four, another three, another two, and the fourth one; the specific gravity of the lirst will be four times greater than
that of the last. The specific gravities of different bodies are, therefore, as the weights,
bulk for bulk. For solids, and liquids, water is
taken as the unit; atmospheric air for the
gases. Thus, water is 1.000; mercury at the
common temperature, 13.58. Whence, we conclude mercury is between thirteen and fourteen
times heavier than water.
GREASE, BARROW'S, Adeps suilla—
Goose, Adeps anserina g. Molten, Gras-fon(F.)

—

durc.

GRREN SICKNESS, Chlorosis.
GRELE (F), Gracilis, long and thin.
epithet
as the

is

given by the French

A chanIcelandic, grafa. Sax. snaJ-'an, to dig.
nel or gutter, in a bone or surgical instrument.
See Coulisse.
GROOVED. Same etymon. Suka'tus, Stria'
tus, Canalicula'lus, (F.) Canneli ou Canele.
Havinnr a small channel or gutter.
GROS, Draohm.

GROSEILLIER NOIR,

Ribes

nigrum— or.

Rouge, Ribes rubrurn.

GROSSESSE, Pregnancy g. Abdominale,
Pregnancy, abdominal g. Afcetale, Pregnancy,
afoetal
g. Bigeminale, Pregnancy, bigeminal
g. Complexe, Pregnancy, complex g. Composite, Pregnancy, compound
g. Cunlrc nature,
Pregnancy, extra-uterine g. Fausse ou appafalse
rente, Pregnancy,
g. Fmtule, Pregnancy,
foetal—g. Gazohystaique, Pregnancy, gazohysteric g. I [liniato-lt ystdrique. Pregnancy, heThis mato-hysteric g. Hydro- hysterir/ue, Pregnancy,

to various parts,

hydro-hysteric

—

complex

g.

Inter-extra- uterine,

Oraricnnc,

Preg-

Pregnancy,
Apophyse Grele du Martead, the slender ovarial g. Sarco-hysttriquc, Pregnancy, sarcothe
mal'leus,
process
a long pro- hysteric
apophysis or
of
g. Sareqfcetalt, Pregnancy, sarcof'cetal
cess, situate at the anterior part of the neck of
g. Simple, Pregnancy, solitary— g. Solitaire,
the malleus, which passes out by the fissure of Pregnancy, solitary g. Trigeminals PregnanGiastrius. It is also called the Apophysis oj cy, trigeminal g. Triple, Pregnancy, trigeminancy,

—

g.

GR0S3ULAPJA
rial

—
—

——

—

Tiibn'nr,

g,

GUM MI

SMC

Pregnancy, tubal— it.

Vtero

Pregnancy, utero-abdominal
g.
Uteroovarienne, Pregnancy, utero-ovarian g.
Utiro-tuhcdre, Preanancv, uterotubal.
GROSSULAR1A NON SPINOSA, Ribes

uliiliiiiiinale,

casion the descent of the testicle, it lengthens
the fibres of the lesser oblique muscle; so as to
produce the cremaster, and is itself expanded
to constitute the dartos.

Gl El'E. Wasp.

nigrum.

GUiRISOft, Cure.

GliOUlLLEMENT D'ENTRAILLES,

(it Jilt fSS

Bor-

borygmus.

(ill.

GROUNDNUT,

Pignut.

GROUNDPINE,
French, Teucrium

GROUNDSEL,

Teucrium chamcepitys

— g.

iva.

from Dutch a roe yen, CresCrouetmce. Tlie developement of
the body; particularly in the direction of its
height. Also, any adventitious tissue: thus,
We speak of a morbid crowlk or formation.
1

cen'tia, (F.)

GRUMUS,

Coagulum.

GRUTUM.

Grutum Mil'nnn,
'Groats.'
Mil'ium. A hard, white tubercle of the skin,
resembling, in size and appearance, a milletSee, also,
seed.
It is confined to the face.
Groats.

GRYPH'IUS PES. The

Griffon's foot, (F.)

Pied de Griffon. An instrument of which Ambrose Pare speaks; and which was used for
extracting moles from the uterus.
GRYPO'SIS, from yqvnovi, 'I incurvate.'
Incurva'lio.
nails

;

Crookedness or incurvation of the

Unguium

GUACO,

aduncu'tio.
Ihiuco.
The

Curable.

name

which

affords the

nephritienm.

It is

plant,
Ben nut, and the Lignum
also called Morin'ga Oleifera,

M.

Senecio.
Gaultheria.

GROUSEBERRY-,

GROWTH,

ABLE,

Viscum album.

GUILANDl'NA MORIN'GA. A

of a plant,

Zeylan'ica, Ben, Glaus unguenlu'ria, Ben Nux,
Bnl' anus Myrep'sica, the Oily Acorn or BniJ\'ut
is a West India nut which furnishes an oil,
O'livi/i Buloni'num, that does not become rancid by age, and is hence used by perfumers. It

purgative.

is

The wood of the Guilandina is called Lignum .Vr/tltrit' icum, and has been us p d,in decoction, in affections of the urinary organs.
Althea— g. Yeloutit, Hibiscus

GUIMAVVE,

abelmoschus.
GULA, Oesophagus. Pharynx.

GUL.E IMBECILLITAS,Pharyngoplegia—
Principium, Pharynx.
CEsophagus.

g.

GULLET,

GUM ANIME,

—

Anime — g.

Arabic, Acacitc

—

guinmi g. Dragon, Tragacantha g. Elastic,
Caoutchouc g. Falling away of the, Ulatrog. Hemlock, see Pinus Canadensis
phia
g.

—
Indigenous,

—

Gummi

nostras

—

—

g.

Juniper, Sau-

darac.

Gum Orenburg, See Pinus larix g. Red,
Guuco, described by Humboldt
and Bonpland under the name Mikania Gruaco, Strophulus g. Resin, Guinmi resina g. Sanwhich grows in the valleys of Madalena, llio- darach, Sandarac g. Seneca, Acaciss gummi
The negroes g. Senega. Acaciae gummi or. Shrinking of the,
(Jauca, &c. in South America.
use the juice against the bites in poisonous Ulatrophia g. Sweet, Liquidambar styraciflua
g. Tree, brown,
g. Tragacanth, Tragacanth
reptiles;
both in the way of prevention and
g. White, Strophulus
g. Yellow,
cure.
It has been, of late, brought forward as see Kino

—
—

Eapato''riiirn

—

—

—

a

remedy

Icterus

in cholera.

GUAIACUNE.
GUA'IAOUM,

—

—

—
—
infantum.

—

—

Gpm-Lanckt, Dentiscal'pium, Odontog'lyphon,

See Guaiac.

G America'- (F.) Dachanssoir. An instrument for separating
L benedic'tiim, ilie gum from the cervix of the tooth, prior to
much like a fleam.
It is formed
Pal.us sanctas. Lignum In'dicum, Magiox'ybim, extraction.
The resin The operation itself is called Lancing the gums,
(F.) Gayac, Game; Gomme Guaiac.
Their Den'tinm scalptu'rn (F.) Dechaussemenl.
n ud wood are both used in medicine.
GUMBOIL, Parulis.
odour is slightly fragrant; taste warm and bitGUMMA. An elastic tumour, formed in the
ter, of the resin more so than of the wood.
The resin is concrete, brittle; colour, externally, periosteum; occupying particularly the craWater dissolves nium and sternum, and produced by the syphigreenish; internally, grayish.
about one-tenth; alcohol 35 parts. It is soluble, litic virus, when it has been long in the constiIt is so called, because, when opened,
also, in /it/nor potassae 15 parts, liquor ammonia tution.
parts.
The powder is whitish, but changes it contains a matter like gum.
GUMMI,
Commi, xoiifti, (F.) Gomme. An
of
guaiacum
The base
the
to green in the air.
immediate principle of vegetables. It is a solid
is a peculiar resin, called Guaiacine.
The guaiacum is stimulant and diaphoretic: uncrystalh'zable, inodorous substance, of a mawand, in large doses, purgative. It is adminis- kish taste, unchangeable in the air, insoluble
tered in chronic rheumatism, gout, cutaneous in alcohol, but soluble in water, with which it
Dose, forms a mucilage. It is obtained from various
diseases, and the sequelae of syphilis.
species of the mimosa and prunus; and conseto purge, gr. xx to xl.
of resin, gr. v to xx:
quently there are many varieties of gum. They
GUARANA, Paullinia.
are used in medicine as demulcents, emollients,
GUARD (for a bed.) Mhe.
GUARERBA ORBA, Momordica elaterium. and relaxants, particularly in catarrh, intestinal
irritations, &c; and in Pharmacy, they are
GUAVA APPLE, Psidium pomiferurn.
GUBERNAC'ULUM TESTIS, (<r„bernacu- employed in the formation of emulsions, pills,
him, 'a rudder,') Ligament turn suspenso' rium &,c.
Gummi Acacia Arabics, Acacire gummi
A trianTestis, (F.) Gouoernail du testicule.
g. Adstringens
gular, fibro-cellular cord; which, in the foetus, g. Acanthinum. Acacia: guinmi
g. Ammoniacum, Ammoniac
arises from the ramus of the ischium and the Fothergilli, Kino
g.
Anime, Anime g. Arabicum, Acaciae
skin of the scrotum, and proceeds to the posteg. Astragali Tragacanthje, Tragacanrior part of the testicle, before this organ issues gummi
or.
Boiria, Oambogiar-g. Brelisis, Caranna
from the abdomen. It is a continuation of the tha
num. Lignum

G.

nt;r, L.

officinale;
zone ooi.

'.)i>

—

—

—

— —

fiuoia superfici dis, and, by contracting to OC-

30.

— g.

"Gam.indra;,

—

—

Gunbogia— g.

Gambiense

GUMS

de Goa, Cambogia — g. Gutta, Camde
g. HederoE, see Hedera helix — g.
— Cambogia
g. Juniperi, Sandarac — g.
Jemu,
—
Laccae, Lacca — g Ladanum, see Cistus creticus — g. Lamac, Acacia3 gummi — g. Leucum,

Kino

— g.

bogia

Acaciae

GYMNAST
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gummi.

It is clear, however, that the weight must vary
according to the nature of the liquid: a drop
of ether, e. g., cannot weigh as much ;is one of
sulphuric acid. The form of the mouth of the
phial likewise alters the size of the drop. These
and other circumstances have induced the 1, cmdon College to institute the minim, which is
the sixtieth part of a fluid drachm.
See Mini-

—

(F.) Gomme du Pays; InThese generic names are
given to several species of gum, which flow- mum.
Gutta
spontaneously from certain European fruit

Glmmi-nostras,

<liar"enous

trees,

Gum.

— such

almond, cherry, peach,
The indigenous gums have nearly
as

the

&c.
the same properties
apricot,

are inferior to

as

gum

Arabic, but they

it.

—

Gummi Panacis, see Pastinaca opoponax g.
ad Podagram, Cambogia.
Gummi-Resi'na, Gum-Resin. A milky juice,
obtained by making incisions into the branches,
and roots of certain vegetables. Gumresins are compounds of resins, gum, essential
oil, and different other vegetable matters. They
are ;solid, opake, brittle, of a strong odour,
acrid taste, variable colour, and are heavier than
water. Water dissolves a part of them, and
alcohol another: hence proof spirit is the proper menstruum. The generality of the gumresins are powerful stimulants to the whole or
The chief are asafwto parts of the economy.
tida, gam ammoniac, evpliorbium, galbanum,
stalks,

camboge, myrrh olibanum, opoponax, scammony,
,

aloes,

Gambiense,
Kino— g. Serapionis, Acacias gummi g. Thebaicum, Acacia gummi g. Tragacantha, Tra-

Gummi-Rubrum Adstringens

—

—

GUMS, Gingiva.
GUNJAH. The dried hemp

plant, which has
flowered, and from which the resin has not
alcohol
to
20 per cent,
yields
been removed. It
of resinous extract, composed of the resin,
rkurrus q. v. and green colouring matter. The
(iunjah is used for smoking. The larger leaves
;ind capsules, without the stalks, constitute

Sidhee, Sul/jee or Bang, which is used to form
with water an intoxicating drink. See Bangue.

GURG1TELLO, MINERAL WATERS

OF. A thermal spring in the Isle of Ischia.
Temp, at its source, J?(P Fah. It contains carbonic acid, carbonates of lime, magnesia, iron
and soda, sulphates of lime and soda, chloride
if

sodium and

silica.

GURGLING.

'Gushing with

noise,' as
(F.) GargouUhme.nl, same
rhonchus
The
or
v.)
etymon as gargle, (q.
rale, heard on auscultation when there is a cavity in the lungs containing pus. It is the
cavernous rattle,' Rale caverneux. If the cavern be large, this rale will nearly resemble the

water from a

bottle.

•'

gurgling of a bottle (glouglou d'une bouteille ;)
if on the contrary, the cavern be small, it will
not differ from the rale mnqueux, (q. v.)
GURGULIO, Penis, Uvula.
GUSTATION, Degustation, Taste.

GUST US, Taste.

GUT, Intestine — g. Blind, Caecum.
GUTS, SLIPPER1NESS OF THE,

Lien-

GUTTA, Apoplexy, Cambogia, Gout— g. Gamandrse, Cambogia— g. Gamba, Cambogia— g.
Opaca, Cataract.
Drop, Stalagrna, Atun'sel, Stilla,
Gutta.
quantity of liquid, generally
(F.) Goutte.
valued, in Pharmacy, at the weight of a grain.

A

of
co-

rymb'ife.r, Cru'sta serpiginu'sa, C. prurigino'sa.
Ac/iB rosa'cea, Bnrchia, Butiga,
Carbunded

Face, Rosy Drop, Welk, Copper-nose, Bottle-new,
Grog-blossoms, drogroses.
(Y.)
Couperose,
Goutte Rose, Bourgeons, Dartre past a I case couperose.
An eruption of small, suppurating tubercles, with shining redness, and an irregular
granular appearance of the skin of the part of
the face which is affected. The redness commonly appears first at the end of the nose, and
then spreads on both sides. It is often produced by hard drinking. Its cure must he attempted by regular regimen, and cooling means
internally: weak spirituous or saturnine lotions
externally.
The affection is usually very obstinate.

Gutta Serena, Amaurosis.

GUTT7E ABBATIS ROUSSEAU,
abbatis

moniac

Rousseau

gum — g.

—

Halleri
g.
reus ferri.

Lauda-

— g. Ammoniaci, see Am-

Acidas tonicee, Elixir acidum
Nervinrc, Alcohol sulf'urico-aithe-

Nigrjf., Ace'tvm opii Common Black
Drop. (Opii §viij, aceli distill at. Ibij, Infuse.)
It is milder than the tincture of opium.
GraV.
The celebrated Black Drop. Lan'caster or
Quaker's Black Drop, may be made as follows:
take half a pound of opium, sliced; three pints
of good verjuice, (juice of the wild crab,) and
one and a half ounce of nutmegs, and half an
ounce of saffron. Boil to a proper thickness,
and add
quarter of a pound of sugar, and two
spoonfuls of yeast. Set the whole in a warm
place, near the fire, for six or eight weeks then
place it in the open air until it becomes a syrup.
Lastly, decant, filter, and bottle it up, adding a
little sugar to each bottle.
One drop is equal
to three of laudanum; and it is nearly devoid
of all the unpleasant exciting effects of the

—

;i

;

latter.

GUTTUR. The

throat (q. v.); the larynx

;

the trachea.

Guttur Tumidum, Bronchocele.

GUTTURAL,

Gul'turalis, from guttur, ' the
Relating or belonging to the throat.
The Superior Thyroidcul Artery is sometimes
called Guttural Artery.
A Guttural Cough is one occasioned by irritation of the larynx or trachea.
A Guttural Sound is one pronounced, as it
were, in the throat.
throat.'

GUTTURNIA, Arytenoid cartilages.
GYMNASION, Exercise.
GYMNA'SIUM, from yvpvoe, 'nafced.'
An

Pa-

establishment, amongst the ancients, intended for bodily exercises, as wrestIses'tra.

tery.

A

Gutta Rosa'cra, lon'lhus

Guttje

gacantha.

<

Gutta Rosea,

num

&C.

Rosacea Syphilitica, Crown

Venus.

ling, runninir,

&c.

GYMNAST,

Gymnas'tes, Gymnns'la; same
of a gymnasium. One,
it is to pic vent or cure diseases by gymnastics.

etymon.

The manager

whose profession

—

:

GYMNASTICS

GYMNASTICS,

HEMATEMESIS
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' a breast.'
A man, whose breasts
are as large as those of a woman.
Galen, Ingrassias.

and uaarof,

Gymnas'lica, Samacet'ics

same etymon. Tliat part pf Hygienic Medicine, which treats of bodily exercises.
It is

—

The ancients hud,
A considerable enlargement of the breasts of
and Military Gymnas- a female was, formerly, called G ynxcomas' ton.
Herodicus of Selivrsea first proposed gymGYNECOMYSTAX, fromtyimj, woman,'
nastics for the cure of disease.
and uvoraz, the beard.' The hair on the pubes
GYMNOSIS, Denudation.
of women. Rolfink.
GYNECEl'A, Gynxa'a, from yi/nj, a woGYNANDRUS, Gynanthropus.
man.'
The catamenia
also,
the lochia.
GYNANTHRO'PUS, Gynan'drus. An herHippocr. Galen, Foesius.
maphrodite, who belongs more to the male than
GYNECEUM, Antiinonium, Vulva.
to the female sex.
GYNiECIA, Gyneceia, Menses.
GYNATRE'SIA, from yin»;, a woman,' and
GYN/ECOLOG"lA, from yv'vr,, a woman,' OT01JTOS, 'imperforate.' Closure or imperforation
and Xuyoe, a description.' The doctrine of the of the external parts of generation of the female.
nature, diseases, <Slc. of women.
GYNE, Female.
GYNECOMANIA, from yv*t), 'woman,' GYNIDA. Hermaphrodite.
called Medical Gymnastics.

also, Athletic Gymnastics,
tics.

'

'

—

'

J

—

'

<

'

rage.'
That species of insaGYRI CEREBRI, Anfractuosities (cerebral),
from love for women. Some Convolutions (cerebral.)
have used the word synonymously with nymGYROPHLE See Eugenia caryophyllata.
phomania, (q. v.)
GYROPHORA. See Tripe de Roche.
GYNECOMASTIA, from ywij, woman,' GYRUS, Anfractuosity, Convolution.

^tavio,

nity,

'

mania,'

which

'

arises

'

H.
HAB-EL-KALIMBAT, Pistacia terebinthus.
HABE'NA. A Bridle, Tel'amon. A bandage
for uniting the lips of wounds ; which, in
instances, replaced the suture.
Galen.

—

HABIL'LA DE CARTHAGE'NA,

many

Bejuio,

(F.) Five de Carthagene.
kind of bean of South America, famed as an
effectual antidote for the poison of all serpents,
if a small quantity be eaten immediately.
HABIT, Ilabitu'do, from habere, 'to have or
to hold ;' Assuetu'do, Mos, Usus, Consuetu'do,

Curtliage? no, Bean.

A

Ethos,

Etltmos'ynS.

'ill?, llexis,

(F.) Habitude,

Accoutumance. Habit is the aptitude for repeating certain acts: or, a facility, which results from the frequent repetition of the same
acts.
It is, according to vulgar expression,
' a
second nature.' Habit may predispose to
certain diseases, or it may protect us against
them. It ought not to be lost sight of, in atto tending the progress of disease, or its treatment.
Habit of Bodv, Constitu'tio, Hab'itus, Halt'-

—

itus

Cor'poris, Catas'tasis,

Hexis,

(F.)

't^tg.

Habitude exlirieure, Habitude du corps. The
aggregate of the physical qualities of the hu-

man

body.

HABITUDE, Habit— h.
body—

HABITUDO.

HjEMA,

'aiua,

'atuarog,

'blood.'

(q. v.)

:

HEVIACHROINE, Hsematine.
HiEMADON'OSOS, from 'aiua,

<

blood,'

and

Disease

of the blood-vessels.

HEMADOSTO'SIS,

and

from 'aiua,
bony tumour.' Ossification of the
'

blood,'

blood-vessels.

HEMADYNAMETER, Hremadynamometer.
HEMADYNAMOM'ETER, Hsemadynam'
eter:

from 'aiua,

fteTQur,

'

HEMALO'PIA,
blood,' and u>r/<,
blood into the eye.
'

'

blood,'

a measure.'

An

'

from

Hxm'alops,
the eye.'

'aiua,

An

effusion of
blood-shot eye.

— Galen. A
HEMALOPS, Htemophthalmia.
HEMAPERITONIRRHAG'IA,

(F.) He'maperitonirrhagie; from 'aiua., 'blood,' ntftrovcttperitoneum,' and pay>; } 'a violent rupture.'
or,
An exhalation of blood into the peritoneum.
'

fainting.

HEMAPOR'IA,
from

'aiua,

'

blood,'

Swauig, power,' and
instrument for mea'

Hxmatopor'ia,

and

ariuoog,

'

Oligemia,
Pau-

poor.'

See Anaemia.

HEMASTATICA,

Ho3matostatica.

HEMASTAT'ICE,

from

Wo,

'

blood,'

and

remain,' reside.' A science, which
treats of the strength of the blood-vessels.
HytOTt-ut,

Hxmatangion'osis.

voaog, 'a disease.'

a

'

city of blood.

bit of body.

'

from «ai/««, 'blood,' and
A medicine, which promotes
I drive off'
the menstrual and hemorrhoidal discharges.

—

It.

ckitcooic,

HEMAGOGUM,

HEMAGO'GUS,

ayto,

HEMAPH'OBUS, Hxmoph'obus, from 'a,ua,
'blood,' and ipo/iug, 'dread.'
One, who has a
du Corps, Habit of dread of blood: who cannot look at it without

Extirieure, Habit of body.
Habit.
HABITUS, Habit of body— h. Corporis, Ha-

Hence

suring the force of the blood in the vessels. It
consists of a bent glass tube, the lower bent
part of which is filled with mercury. A brass
head is fitted into the artery, and a little of a
solution of soda is interposed between the mercury and the blood which is allowed to enter
the tube, for the purpose of preventing its coagulation. The pressure of the blood on the
mercury in the descending portion of the bent
tube, causes the metal to rise in the ascending
portion; and the degree to which it rises indicates the pressure under which the blood moves.
Faonia.

'

'

1

mastat!ics.

HjEMATANGIONOSIS,
HEMATEM'ESIS, from

Hasmadonosos.
'aiua,

'

blood,*

and

Yom'itus emeritus: Hamor
rha'gia Hamatem'esis, Yom'itus San' guilds, Gastrorrha'gia, (Esophagorrha' gia, Hwmorrhag"ia
ventric'uli, Vomiting of Blued. (F ) Hfmatimese,
Yomissement de sang. Hccmatemesis is generally preceded by a feeling of oppression
tfieto,

'I

vomit.'

,

—

—
H.EMATERA

1LEMAT0PS
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weight; and dull or pungent pain in the epiand in the hypochondriac regions; by
anxiety, and, occasionally, by syncope.
Blood
is then passed by vomiting, and sometimes,
also, by stool
the blood being generally of a
gruinous aspect.
Haematemesis may be active
or passive acute or chronic. The blood eft'used
proceeds, almost always, from a sanguineous
exhalation at the surface of the mucous membrane of the stomach. Jt is often observed in
iemales, whose menstrual secretion is irregularly performed.
It is not of much danger, except when connected with diseases of some of
the solid viscera of the abdomen. On dissection
of those who have died from protracted hsemalemesis, for the acute kind is comparatively
devoid of danger, the mucous membrane of
the stomach is found red and inflamed, or black,
and the vessels considerably dilated. Complete
abstinence from food; rest; the horizontal posture; bleeding, if the hemorrhage be active;
old, acidulous drinks, &c, constitute the usual
treatment.
HiEMATERA, Hepatirrhcea.
gastric,

:

*

;

U.F.MATO'DES

ILEMATOI'DES,

SanappearThat which contains blood, or has the
ance.'
colour of blood.
Fungus ILv.iiatodes, Fungus emcro'sus Im-

guineus, from 'uu/u,

or

'

blood,'

and

ttSof,

'

mulo'drs, Mi la' nit fungo'su curciuo'dcs. Tumor
fungo'sus sanguineus, Spon'goid inflammation,
Pulpi/ or Med'ullary Sara/ ma, Carcinafraa llamato'des, Caicino'iua spongiosum, Bleeding
Fungus, Soft Cancer, (F.j Curcinome sanglante,
Hematoncie fongoide. An extremely alarming,
carcinomatous affection, which was first described, with accuracy, by Mr. John Bums, of

Glasgow. It consists in the development of
cancerous tumours, in which the inflammation
is accompanied with violent heat and pain, and
with fungous and bleeding excrescences. Even
when the diseased part is extirpated, at a very
early period,
and this is the only wise plan
recovery rarely follows
that can be adopted,
other organs being generally implicated at the
same time. Fungus ha-matodes was the term
first applied to the disease by Mr. Hey of Leeds.
Mr. J. Burns called it Spongoid injlammution,
HjEMATHORAX, Hsematothorax.
from the spongy, elastic feel, which peculiarly
HiEMAT'ICA, from 'aiuu, blood.' Diseases characterizes it, and continues even after ulceof the sanguineous function
the third class ration has taken place. The disease has, most
in the Nosology of Good.
frequently, been met with in the eyeball, the
Sudor
H^EMATIDROSIS,
cruenlus.
upper and lower extremities, testicle and mamH.E'MATIN, Hcmotine, Has'matosin, Hema- ma but it occurs in the uterus, ovary, liver,
tosine, Zoohematin, Hemachroin, Cruorin, Ru- spleen, brain, lnn^s, thyroid gland, and in the
hr in, Glob'ulin of some: from 'cuua, 'blood.' hip and shoulder-joints.
The colouring principle of the blood. It resides
Some French surgeons designate, by this
in distinct particles or globules of the blood, name, those tumours which were formerly
and, in the opinion of the best observers, in the termed anor males, caverneuses, zariqueuses,
envelope of the globules.
called Errxliles by Dupuytren, llitnatoncies by
H./EMA'! TTErf, from 'ceifi*', blood,' so called Alibert. Telangiectasia by Griife.
Il/EMATOGRA'PHIA, from 'atua, blood,'
from its colour, or from its fancied poweis of
stopping blood. Lapis llcmnti'les. A beautiful and YP u<P'h a description.' A description of
ore of iron, called, also, Bloodstone, O'clirca the blood.
null'i ulira, Oxfydum fcr'ricum CTystalliza' turn
H.EM ATOLOGY, Hsmatolog"ia, from 'atua,
rum, Fcrrum Haematites. When finely levi- 'blood,' and Xoyog, 'a discourse.' That part of
from
the grosser parts, by fre- medicine which treats of the blood.
gated, and freed
quent washings with water, it has been long
HiEMATO'MA, Thrombus (q. v.) A bloody
recommended in hemorrhage, fluxes, uterine tumour, especially of the scalp of the new-born.
obstructions. &c, in doses of from one scruple
Hematoma Oculi, Httmophthalmia.
H-EMATOMTHALOCE'LE, Hssmatom'to three or four.
HiEMATOCATHAR'TICA, from 'aifta, pha/ur/i, from 'uuiu, 'blood,' o/ucpufog, 'the navel,'
Umbilical hernia, the
'blood,' and y.u&uonig, 'purification or purga- and xijiij, 'a tumour.'
Remedies for purifying the blood.
tion.'
sac of which encloses a bloody serum or which
from
H^EMATOCE'LE,
'blood,' and has, at its surface, a number of varicose veins:
tumour.' A tumour formed by blood. constituting the Yiiricoin' phulns.
*>;.r,
By some, this term has been applied to a tumour
H.EM ATOMPH ALUM, Hrematomphalocele.
formed by blood effused into the cellular texH.EMATOVCUS. (F.) Hematuncie, from
Others have used it for 'atfia, blood," and oyxog, 'a tumour.' Alibert
ture of the scrotum.
tumours arising from effusion of blood into has given this name to the Nseti matcr'ni or
the tunica vaginalis: hematocele, according Varicose tumours. He admits three varieties:
to them, differing from hydrocele only in the the //. fongoides, 11. framboisee, and H. tubtHeister.
character of the effusion.
Others, reuse,
HJEMATOPEDESIS. See Diapedesis.
again, have applied it to effusions of blood into
HJEMATOPHEEBES'TASIS. Sudden supihe interior of the tunica albuginea itself.
from aiaotg 'aifiuxog
Richter. The first is the usual acceptation. It pression of a hemorrhage;
tj'/.ipvn; 'suppression of the blood of the veins.'
is, most commonly, caused by wounds or contusions and requires the use of antiphlogistics,
Galen.
Sometimes it is necessary to
H.EMATOPHOB'IA, from '^a'blood,' and
discutients, &c.
Dread or horror atthe sight of
evacuate the effused blood.
ipopu;, dread.'
HiEMATOCHE'ZIA, from 'aiua, 'blood,' blood, producing syncope, &c.
stool.'
go
to
Catarrkesfis
Menstruation, vicarious.
vciu.
HiEMATOPLAMA.
and /itw, I
H-EMATOPOIES1S. Hamiatosis.
Enterorrhag" ia simplex, Diarrha'a cruen'ta, Hae
H.EMATOPOR1A, Hremaporia.
iuorrkug"iu inlestino'rum. (F.) Hemorrhagic
ILE'MATOPS, (P.) ll'tmatopisie. M. Cades intestins, Jicoulement de sang par i Intestin.
puron, of Paris, has applied the term lU-.mnDischarge of blood by stool.
topisit uterine, from analogy with Ihjdropisie,
HiEMATOCH YSJS, Ijamiorrhagk.

—

—

—

—

:

c

'

:

—

:

'

'

'

;

W«>

'

'

—

—

—

—

;

'

'

HJEMATOSIN

utirine, to a collection of blood, which sometimes takes place in the uterus, when, owing to
faulty conformation, the exit of the menstrual
[

flux

is

HEMOPTYSIS
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prevented.

BLEMATOSIN,

HiEMOCERCH'NOS. This term has received two acceptations, owing to the different
senses in which y.fn^roc is employed; signifying, sometimes, hissing; at others, dry. "Consequently, the Hellenists have translated the
compound word, at times, by spitting of blood,
with hissing in the throat; at others°by evacuation of dry matters.
Eebetu'do Den' Hum, from
'aiptudeu, 'I stupefy.'
Pain of the teeth, and

Haematin.
FL'EMATO'SJS, Exiemuto' sis, Hscmatopoie1 sis, Decarboniza' tion, Atmospheriza' tion, Sanguifica'tion, from 'uiua, 'blood.'
The transformation of the venous blood and chyle into arterial
blood by respiration. Called, also, Aeraflion,
Arterializa'tion of the blood. Formation of blood more especially Agacement, (q. v.) or the setin general.
ting on edge of those bodies by acid or acerb
H^EMATOSTAT'ICA, from 'a.ua, 'blood,' substances. It is also called Odon'lia Stupo'ris,
and aranxij, 'statics.' Ischxfmia, Hsemastat'ica, Odontalgia hxmo'dia, Dolor den'tiu/n a strido'rS
Haemustat' ics. The doctrine of the motion of Toothedge, Cataplexfis.
the blood in living bodies. Also, remedies for
HEMOPHTHAL'MIA, from 'auia, 'blood,'
stopping blood.
and o<p&a/.pos, 'eye.' Effusion of blood in the
HjEMATOSTEON, from
When the extravasation is external, it is
'blood,' and eye.
ooteov,
a bone.'
Effusion of blood into the called H. externa, Hyposphag'raa and Heema\

HEMO'DIA,

—

Wa,

'

bones or

lops exler'nus;

joints.

when

internal,

Hxmophthal'mia

HiEMATOTHO'RAX,

Haematho'rax, Hx- interna: Hydrophlhal'mus cruen'tus, Hypoch'ysis
P/eurorrlice'a
sanguin'ea, hmmato' des, Hzemato'ma Oc'uli, and Hacfmalops

mop'tysis

inter'na,
Pneumorrha'gia interna, Hemorrhag"ic Pleu'risy, from 'aiua, ' blood,' and 6wpag, the chest.'
Extravasation of blood into the chest.
'

HjEMATOX'YLON CAMPECHIA'NUM.
Aca! cia Zcylon' ica, Logwood. The part of the
tree, used in medicine, is the wood, Hsematox'yli Lignum, Lignum Campechen'se, L. Carnpechia' nam, L. Campesca'num, L. In'dicum, L.
Sappan, L. Brasilia num rubrum, L. cseru'leum,
Family, Leguminosae.
(F.) Bois de Campeche.
Sex. Syst. Decandria

Monogynia.

Logwood

is

almost inodorous; of a sweetish, subastringent
Its virtues are extaste; and deep red colour.
tracted both by water and alcohol. Jt is astrinis
used
in the protracted
and
and
tonic,
gent
stage of diarrhoea and dysentery.

H/EMATU KES1S, Hematuria.
HJEMATU'RIA,

Hscmature'sis, from 'aipa,
Voiding
'blood,' and ovqcu, '1 make urine.'
Hsemorrhafgia hasmatu'ria,
urine.
of blood by
Mictio cruen'ta, Hmmoure'sis, Jtf. Sanguin'ea,
Mictus cruen'tus, Bloody urine, (F.) Pissement
de sang, H&rnaturie. Hemorrhage from the
mucous membrane of the urinary passages.
Like other hemorrhages, it may be active or
It may proceed from the kidneys,
passive.
The essential symptoms
bladder, or urethra.
blood evacuated by the urethra; preceded
are:
by pain in the region of the bladder or kidneys,
and accompanied by faintness. Whencesoever
it proceeds, hoematuria always takes place by
exhalation. Rupture of vessels is by no means
common in the mucous membranes. Active
hmmaluria requires general or local blood-letting; diluent and cooling drinks; absolute rest,
and the horizontal posture. The chronic kind
It requires acidulated or
is more troublesome.
aluminous drinks; chalybeates and tonics in
When hematuria is excessive, cold
general.
injections may be thrown into the rectum or
into the vagina of women, and topical applica-

—

tions be

made

to the

HVEMAXIS,

perinoeum.

Blood-letting.

ILEMENCEPHALUS,
H.EMIDHOSIS.
ILEMI'TIS, from
suffix

Apoplexy.
See Diapedesis.
'at/nu,

'blood,' and

denoting inflammation.

jtis,

a

Inflammation of

The alteration of the
the blood.
(F.) Ilemite.
blood, which occurs in inflammatory diseases.
Piorry.
H/E MO- ARTHRITIS, Rheumatism, (acute.)

—

30*

internus.

ILEMOPTOE,

Haemoptysis.

ILEMOPTOSIS, Haemoptysis.
ILEMOP'TYSIS, from ««,.««,

—

'blood,'

and

I spit.'
Spitting of blood.
Ilxmurrhu'giu
Uxmop'tysis, Emp'toS, Empto'ica pas'sio, Hsemoptys'mus, Hasmopto'sis, Sputum sang'uinis,
Cruen'ta expui'tio, Hasmorrha'gia pulmo'nis,

7TTuu),

'

Pas'sio hsemopto'ica, Rejec'lio sang'uinis e putmo'nibus, Expectora'tio sang'uinis, Hxmorrha' via
Bron'chica, Pncumorrha'gia, Bronchorrha' <ria,
Emp'tysis, Hxmop'tol, Sputum cruen'tum, (F.J
Hemoptysie, Crachement de sang. Hemorrhao-e
from the mucous membrane of the lunas; characterized by the expectoration of more or less
florid and frothy blood.
It is generally preceded by cough; dyspnoea; sense of heat in the
chest, &c. It is important to discriminate between haemoptysis, produced by some accidental cause acting irregularly or periodically
on the lungs; and that which is, as it were,
constitutional, and dependent on some organic
affection of the lungs, or some faulty conformation of the chest. These two varieties differ as

much in their prognosis and method of treatment, as in their causes. Constitutional haemoptysis is a serious disease, almost always announcing phthisis pulmonalis. The accidental
variety is chiefly dangerous by frequent recurrence, or too great loss of blood.
The general causes of haemoptysis are the same
as those of other kinds of hemorrhage. It has
besides, particular causes; such as too great exercise of the lungs;— loud speaking, playing on
wind instruments, breathing acrid vapours, &c.
It usually occurs between puberty and the age
of 35. A sudden and terrific kind of haemoptysis is sometimes met with; consisting in a great
afflux of blood into the lungs.
This has been
called Pul'monary Ap'oplexy, Apophx'ia pulmona'lis, A. pulmo'num, Pneumorrha! gia, (F.) Apo~
plexie pulmonaire.
The infiltration of blood
into the air cells may occur without any haemoptysis.
Physical signs. Percussion may not always
aid us in haemoptysis, but generally a circumscribed dulness will be perceived. The inspiratory murmur, on auscultation, is feeble or
ibsent. locally; and is replaced by bronchial
respiration and bronchophony. A fine liquid
crepitus is detected around the affected part;

—

—
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—

and in the larger tubes, near the spine, a liquid
The direct causes may be: previous active
bubbling rhonclius is usually heard. The value hemorrhage; scorbutus, or any thing oapabla
of these signs is determined by the nature of of inducing atony or asthenic hyperemia of tin;
the expectoration. The treatment of haemop- small vessels. These hemorrhages are not pretysis must be like that of internal hemorrhage ceded by excitement or by any signs of local
in general.

Hemoptysis

Interna,

Haematothorax

— h.

Phthisis, Phthisis pulmonalis.

fLEMOPTYSMUS,

—

Hemoptysis.

H.EMORRH A'GIA.from 'aiua,

'

blood.'

and

break forth.'

San'guinis profiu'vium
Sanguiflux'us, Ihrmatocli'ysis, JliProfu'sio Sang'uinis,
viorrba: 'a', Hxmorrha'a
Hem'orrhage, Loss of blood, rupturing, bvrstin<r, or breaking of a blood-vessel, (F.) Hemorrhagic ou Hemorhagie, Perle de sang. Any
discharge of blood from vessels destined to contain it; with or without rupture of their coats
Hemorrhages may be spontaneous or traumatic;
the first belong to the domain of medicine, the
They may. also, be
latter to that of surgery.
internal or external; general as in scurvy, or
The hemorrhages by exhalation; those
local.
which chiefly interest the physician may be
classed, with Pinel, as follows:

Qtjyt

vi.ii,

'

I

eopio' sum,

,

&c,

Hemorrhage

internally.

also oc-

j

|

creasote, astringents,

f Epistaxis.
|

Haemoptysis.

Hemorrhage of the J Hsematemesis.
Hemorrhoids.
Mucous Membranes,
Hematuria
(^Uterine Hemorrhage,

1.

f

Hemorrhage of the j

Cutaneous.

W

Cellular.

|

—

Ac.

Hemorrhagia Activa Narium,

Epistaxis
Bronchica, Haemoptysis h. Cerebri, Apoplexy h. per Diapedesin, Diapedesis h. Haematemesis, Haematemesis h. Hematuria, Haematuria
h. Haemoptysis, Haemoptysis
h. Heh. Intestinorum, Haermv
patis, Hepatorrhagia
h. Natochezia
h. Mucosa, see Haemorrhois
h. Penis, Stimatosis
bothi, see Parturition
h.
Pulmonis, H-.emoptysis h. Universalis, Purpura hemorrhagica h. Uterina, Metrorrhagia
h.

Serous.
^Synovial.
Hemorrhages have generally been distinguished into active and passive: in other words,
into those dependent upon augmentation of the
organic actions, and those dependent upon deAccording to Broussais, no spontaneous
bility.
hemorrhage is passive; all are active, that is,
produced by increased action and excess of irThey may occur
rigation of the blood-vessels.
vth debility, but not from debility. He calls
which are owing
hemorrhages,
passive
those only
Hemorto an external lesion of the vessels.
rhages have been, by some, divided into constitutional, or those depending on original conformation: accidental, or those produced by
some adventitious cause; supplementary, or those
v hich succeed others; symptomatic, critical, &c.
Active Hemorrhage. Hem.orrha.giu ucti'Tissues.

acids,

curs from mechanical hyperemia, as when hemoptysis is produced by tubercles in the lungs;
haematemesis by disease of some of the solid
viscera of the abdomen, &c.
In Traumatic Hemorrhages, orthose which
are the consequence of wounds of arterial or
venous trunks, the blood is of a florid red colour, and issues by jets and impulses, if it proceed from an artery; whilst it is of a deeper
red, issues slowly and by a continuous jet, if
from a vein.
the capillary vessels be alone
divided, the blood is merely effused at the surOf the means used for arface of the wound
resting these traumatic hemorrhages, some act
mechanically, as absorbents, ligature, and compression; others chymically, as fire, caustics,

—

2.

determination. They are usually accompanied
by paleness of the countenance; feeble pulse;
fainting, &c.
The indications of treatment
to restore the action of the small veswill be:
sels and the general tone of the system; hence
the utility of styptics and cold externally; and
of tonics and astringents, creasote, mineral

—

—

—

—
—
—
—

—

—

h.

flow.'

Epistaxis.
from 'auta, 'blood,'

Hxmorrha' gia,

(q.

v.)

Some writers have proposed to
this name to passive hemorrhages.
Hemorrhoja Petechials, Purpura

blood.

rhaoica

— h.

latino-

Hxaiorrho'ida'iis,
to

and

Lass of
restrict

haemor-

Uterina. Metrorrhagia.

ILEMORRHOTDAL
DAL,

—

Hematemesis.

Ventiiculi,

HjEMORRHINIA,
HiEMORRHCE'A,
ntv), '1

—
—
—

—

hemorrhoids;

or

hemorrhop-

Hxmun htiideus.

Re-

as hemorrhoidal flux,

hemorrhoidal, tumours, Sec.

va H. arlcrio'sa, Cwuma, hxmorrha' gicum, Anireiorrhagia, occurs chiefly in the young and
Good living; the use of fermented
plethoric.
liquors; excessive exercise, or too sedentary a
life, may perhaps be ranked as predisponent

Hemorrhoidal Arteries have been distinguished into superior, middle, and inferior. I.

They are commonly preceded by heaviand pulsation in the part, owing to the
afflux of blood and consequent hyperemia,
and by coldness of the extremities. The blood,
evacuated, is generally of a florid red. In such
active hemorrhage*, the great indications of
treatment will be, to diminish plethora, where
the heart's action. Bleedit exists, and to lessen
ino-. purgatives, and cold, will be the chief

and posterior part of the rectum

causes.

—

ni'ss

The

first is the termination of the inferior mesenteric artery, which assumes the name superior hemorrhoidal, when it reaches the upper

2

The mid-

furnished by the hypogasIt ramifies on the infetric or internal pudic.
3. The
rior and anterior part of the rectum.
inferior hemorrhoidal ai terns are branches of
the internal pudic, furnished to the inferior part
of the rectum and to the muscles of the anus.
dle

hemorrhoidal

is

Hemorrhoidal Nehves.

These

emanate

who

from the sciatic and hypogastric plexuses; and
cover the rectum with their numerous filaments.
Hi -lOTUtiioirjAi. Veins follow the same distribution, and generally empty themselves into

have been debilitated by protracted disease,
poor diet, lung watching, excessive evacua
lions. &c.

Some of them assist in
the lesser mesenteric.
the formation of the hypogastric vein.
Hemorrhoidal Vessels, Yasa stda'liu, are

agents.

Passive Hemorrhage. Hamorrhagia pasH. Yeno'sa, Profu'sio, P. /Hemorrhagica,

si'ta,

occurs

in those of a

weak

constitution; or

'

1LEM0RRH0IS
717,.

S '' at of lle ">orrhoids.

H^.yiOlt'IUJOlS, ,l,WrAo* from
Wood, n t.d «„,,«I fl ow
f

.-

Mans

en

Mans C a,
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those vessels which
are distributed to the rec««,,«,

Aimor'rois,Froc'tica

rious; at times, it is very trifling;
sufficient to induce great debility,

at other?,

and even

death.
It is announced and accompanied
by
the same symptoms, as precede and attend

ProOal'gia Hemorrhoid a' lis, hemorrhoidal tumours. Like
other hemorrhages
Morbus HumorrhmdaUs, Piles,
it may be active or passive;
( p.) Htmorrkdtde*.
accidental or consti1 he essential symptoms of this
affection are:- tutional.
The prognosis is rarely unfavourable.
l^ivid and painful
tubercles or excrescences. The affection may, almost
always, be relieved
{Il.imorrlioid'al Tumours,) usually
attended with by properly adapted means.
These resemble
a discharge of mucus or
blood, ( Hemorrhoid al such as are necessary in
hemorrhages in geneJiuz.)
I he most common
causes of piles are- ral. Perfect quietude, mental
and corporeal,
a sedentary hfe, accumulation
of feces in the light diet, cooling drinks; bleeding,
if the symprectum; violent efforts at stool;
pregnancy, &c. toms indicate it; astringents, (if the disease
be
I he precursory symptoms
are:— Pains in the protracted and passive,) such as the
Tinctura
loins; stupor of the lower
limbs; and uneasiness Ferri C/iluridi; aspersions of
cold water on the
in the abdomen and rectum,
with more or less anus; astringent injections; plugging and
comgastric, cerebral, and indeed
general disorder- pression. Such will be the principal
remedial
constituting the Diath'esis
Hxmorrhoida'lis, agents.
When
the hemorrhage has become
Molus Hxmorrhoida'lis, and Moli men Hemorhabitual or is vicarious, some caution may be
rhoidals, (q. v.) of most of the writers
of Con- required in checking it; and, if
tinental Europe.
To these symptoms follow arise from a sudden suppression, inconvenience
its return may
one or more round, smooth, renitent, painful,
be solicited by the semicupium, sitting over
pulsating, and erectile tumours, around
the mar- warm water; aloetic purgatives, glysters,
irrigin of the anus, or within the anus; some pourtating suppositories, &c; or leeches may be
ing out blood occasionally. After having
reapplied to the anus.
mained, for a time, tense, and painful, they
Some authors have described a species of
gradually shrink and disappear.
The chief Leucorrhoe'a Ana'lis; or whitish discharge
symptoms, occasioned by hemorrhoidal tumours, from the
anus, which often attends ordinary
when much inflamed, are: constant pain, liable, haemorrhoids. This
they have called, Proctica
however, to exacerbations, obliging the patient
maris'ca muco'sa, Hxnw'rhois albu, Hxrrtorto preserve the horizontal posture, and
to ber/m'gia muco'sa, Leucor'rhois, &c. It requires
come augmented by the least pressure, or by no special mention.
the passage of the feces.
H^morriiois ab Exania, Proctocele h.
Haemorrhoids have generally been distin- Procedens, Proctocele.
guished into— H. Fluen'tes, Pioc'tica Maris'ca
H M O RRH OSCO P'l A Hxmorrhoiscop'ia,
cruen'ta, Bleeding or Open Piles; and into
//.
Haemal' ica, from 'u/««, 'blood,' otto, '1 flow'
nonflucn'tes, Pioc'tica Maris' ca cscca, Hxninrand a-xu/uai, 'I view.' The art^of forming a
rhoi'des excx. Shut or blind piles.
They have, judgment of the state of the system from blood
also, been divided into internal or occult, and
drawn.
externa/, according to their situation; and into
HjEMOSPASTIC, (F.) Himospasiquc, from
accidental or constitutional.
blood," and maw, I draw.' An agent
'aiiia,
Hemorrhoidal Tumours are extremely which draws or attracts blood to
a part; as a
troublesome, by their disposition to frequent cupping-glass.
The operation is termed Hxrecurrence; and they are apt to induce fistula, mospasia, (F
) Himospusie.
otherwise, they are devoid of danger.
When
HJEMOSTA'SIA, Hxmos'lasis, Epid'esis,
anatomically examined, they are found not to from 'uiuu, 'blood,'
and cruvic., stagnation.
consist in a varicose dilatation of the veins of Stagnation
of blood. This name has, also, been
the rectum; but to be formed of a very close,
given to any operation, the object of which is
spongy, texture; similar to that which sur- to arrest the flow of
blood.
rounds the orifice of the vagina; and to be
HEMOSTATICS, Hsmatostatica.
erectile, like it.
They are surrounded by a deH JEM OT'ROPH Y, Hxmotroph'ia; from ««,,,«,
licate membrane, and have no internal cavity.
•blood,' and rpscft,, 'nourishment.'
Excess of
Tile treatment, in mild cases of hemorrhoidal sanguineous
nourishment. Prout.
tumours, is simple. Rest; the horizontal posILEMOURESIS, Hematuria.
ture; the use of mild laxatives, as sulphur,
HiEVEA GUIANENSIS. See Caoutchouc.
castor oil, and emollient glysters, will be suffiHd G.i R D, Haggard.
cient.
If they be much inflamed, leeches may
HAGE'NIA ABYSSIN'ICA. An Abyssinian
be applied; and warm cataplasms or cold lotions, tree, which the natives
plant round their habiaccording to circumstan es. be prescribed, with tations, as an ornament.
The infusion of its
abstinence; and cooling drinks. Afterwards, flowers mixed with beer
is employed by them
an ointment, composed of powdered galls and as an anthelmintic. It is called,
there, Cusso.
opium, will afford relief
It is in
the relaxed
HAGGARD, (F.) Hagard. The French use
kind, that such ointment, and the internal use the term, Mr Hagard,
(Eil hao-urd, 'Haggard
of Ward's Paste, can alone be expected to afford air,''
Haggard eye,' for a physiognomy, in
much benefit. If, after repealed attacks, the which there is at once an expression of madtumours remain hard and painful, and threaten ness and terror.
fistnl.i, they may be removed.
These remarks
HAGIOSPERMUM, Artemisia Santonica
apply to hemorrhoidal tumours.
HAGIOXYLUM, Guaiacum.
1

—

—

M

,

'

'

'

—

'

Rv Hemorrhoidal

Fi.lx, FLuxus hxmorProcturrlur'gia, is meant the hemorwhich takes "place from the rectum,

rluiidii'Ls.

rhage,

owing

to

tion.

The

hemorrhoids
It is a common
quantity of blood discharged

affecis

va-

HAIL.
HAIR,

Chalaza.

Sax. hsji, Crines, Pilvs T.<rix, (F.)
conical, corneous substance; issuing
to a greater or less distance from the skin, t>
the tissue of which it adheres, by a bulb sealed
Poil.

A

—

r

HAL

hare

—

in the cellular membrane,
where alone il is
sensible.
The hair receives various nanus in
as Beard, Cilia, Eyebrows, Hair
different parts
of the head (Cupilli,) &c.

—

—

Hair, Falling okf of the, Alopecia h.
Matted, Plica— h. Plaited, Plica.
Hair-worm, Seta equina— h. Muscular, Dracunculus.

HAL, Salt.
HALCHE'MIA. The

alchy mists so called
from 'ukg, salt,' and ztw,

the art of fusing salts:
I pour out.'
Libavius.

—

'

'

HALCYON, Alcyon.
HALCYOJS1UM ROTUNDUM,

HALS,

'aXg, 'salt;'

-

l.i

(q. v.)

hence Hulogene,

Haloid, &c.

HALYSIS MEMBRANACEA, Bothrio— h. Solium, Taenia solium.

cephalus lalus

HAM, Poples.
HAMAME'LIS VIRGINIA'NA. The
The bark

hazel.

of this tree, which

is

witch
a native

of the United States, is somewhat bitter and
sensibly astringent; but it has not been much
used.
A cataplasm of the inner rind of the
bark is said to have been found efficacious in
painful inflammations of the eyes.
HAM'MA, Nodus, a tie.' A knot, used for
retaining handaoes on any part.
Hippocr.
'

Pila ma-

—

HAMPSTEAD, MINERAL WATERS OF.
These waters, situate in tiie neighbourhood of
HALE, Ephelides.
London, are a good chalybeate.
HALEIjXE, Breath h. Courte, Dyspnoea.
HAM'ULUS. Diminutive of hamus, a
HALELJE'ON, Halelse'um, from 'aXg, 'salt,'
and tXutov, oil.' Oleum Suli mixtum. A mix- hook.' A hook or crook: rfneistron. Also, any
ture of oil and salt, for removing swellings of hook-like process; as the hamulus of the pteryrina.

'

'

the joints

— Galen.

goid process.

HALETERJ1TION,
HALICA, Alica.

H.LYCHE, Haunch.

Alteration.

HAND, Manus.
HANDS, DROPPED. A

HALICACALUM,

Physalis.
Pandiculation.

HALIOES,

HALINA'TRUM.

A

name, given by the

ancients to subcarbonate of soda, containing a
little subcarbonate of ammonia, which is found
ready formed on the plaster of damp walls, in
places inhabited by man or animals; from 'uXg,
'

salt,'

and nutrum or natron.

Potassai nitras.
US, Halituo'sus, from hal'itus,
IT'
' vapour,' (F.)
The skin is said to
flalitueux.
be halilueuse, when covered with a gentle moisture. The vapour, exhaled in all the cavities
of the body, so long as the blood is warm, is
The odorous vapour, exhaled
called Hal'itus.
by the blood itself whilst warm, is called Hulitus

HAL

UO

Sanguinis.

Halitus, Breath

—

h.

Sanguinis, Gaz san-

Crusta genu equina?.
HJJSrJYEB.1JYE, Hyoscyamus.

H APHli.'uipi;,

'

feel nir, touch,' (q. v.)
i

HALL, MINERAL WATERS OF.
Hall, in

The

Upper Austria, contain

iodine.

HALLUCINATIO HYPOCHONDRIASIS,
Hypochondriasis— h. Vertigo, Vertigo.
Hallucina'tion, Hullucina'tio,

Jltu'sia, I/lu'-

Parora'sis, Waking dream,
Allucina! tio
to err;'
Phan'tasm, Ido'lum, from ullucinari,
morbid error in one or
'to be deceived.'
more of the senses. Perception of objects,
which do not in fact exert any impression on
the external senses. Hallucination, almost always, if not always, depends on disorder of the
brain, but is not an index of insanity, unless the
patient believes in the existence of the subjects
of the hallucination.

sion,

,

'

A

Hence:

HAPHON'OSI,

Hoplwnu'si; from 'aipn,
the
Morbi tactus. Diseases of the sense of
'

touch.

HAPLOTOM'IA,
'anXog, simple,' and
incision.
'

To/tij,

Simplex
'

sec'tio,

incision.'

from

A simple

HAPSIS, Touch.

HARD, (G.) h a r t, Durus,,Sr.leros, (F.) Dur.
That, which offers much resistance. In Anatomy, the hard parts are those which compose
the osseous basis of the body: in other words,
the skeleton.
See Pulse, hard.
HARDESIA,Hibernicus

guinis.

springs of

HANGERS,

touch.'

HALINITRU.W,

popular term for

the paralysis of the hands, induced by the action of lead.

lapis.

HARDHACK,

Spirsa tomentosa.
HARE-LIP. Lagochci'lus, Lagos' toma, La'
bium Lepori'num, Olopho'nia Labii Loba'la,
Lepori'nu labia, Lepori'num rostrum, (F .) Bee
do Lievre.
A fissure or perpendicular division
of one or both lips. It has been so called, in
consequence of the upper lip of the hare being
thus divided. Hare-lip is generally congenital;
at other times il is accidental, or produced by a
wound, the edges of which have not been
brought into contact, and have healed separately.
It is simple, when there is but one di-

when there are two ; and complithere is, at the same time, a division or cleft of the superior maxillary bone and
of the palate: or projection of the teeth into the
separation of the lip.
Muria.
Salsugino'sus, from
In the Hare-lip Operation, there are two indiFirst, To pare, with the
'aluvQic, ('ftAijjj, sea- water,' 'aXg, 'salt,') 'a salt cations to be fulfilled.
any
affection,
given
to
in knife or scissors, the edges of the cleft, and,
An epithet
liquor.'
preserve
them
in contact; in order
to
acrid
under
the
finger
afterwards,
feels
of
heat
which the
This last object is accomto cause adhesion.
the physician. Hippocrates.
SIGNA'TUS. The impression made plished by means of pins, passed through the
by the ciliary processes on the anterior surface edges of the division; in oth?r words, by the
of the vitreous humour. So called from its con- twisted suture. The projecting teeth must, of
Sir C.Bell. course, be previously removed.
If there be sesisting of a circle of indentations.
Called by Haller, Strix retinae subjectse ligamento paration of the palate, it will become less and
union
of
the
lip,
after
the
or the operation
less
ciliari.
of staphyloraphy may be performed upon it.
Chlorine.
Hare's Ear, Bupleurum rolundifolium.— h.
Potassse
vision

cated,

;

double,

when

HALME.

HALMYRO'DES,
'

—

HALO

—

HALOGENE,

HALOIDUM OXYGENATUM,

Murias hyperoxygenatus.

Eye, Lagophthalmia.

—
IIARGNE
HJiRGNE, Hernia— A. Anevrysmak,

phalus.

3M
Cirsom-

Hip, Cossa, (F.) Hanche.

The

region of the

trunk which

HARICOT,

Phaseolus vulgaris— A. Grand dc
Perou. Jatropha curcas.
HARMONY, llmmn'nia, Harmoa, primarily
irom aq m I adjust.' Anatomists liave
called—
future by Harmony, or simply
Harmony, False
or superficial suture,— an
immovable articulation, in which the depressions
and eminences,
presented by the bony surfaces, are but slightly
<

,

marked; so that it might be presumed, that the
junction of the bones took place by simple apposition of their surfaces. An instance of
harmony occurs in the union of the superior maxillary bones with each other.

HARMOS,

HEART

Harmony.

HAR'ROGATE, MINERAL WATERS

The

OF.

villages of High and Low Harrogate are
situate in the centre of the county of York,

is formed by the lateral parts of
the pelvis and the hip joint, including the soft
parts.
In woman, on account of the greater
width of the pelvis, the haunches are more

marked and prominent than

HAUSTUS. A

Draught.

in

men.

A

liquid medicine,

which can be taken at a draught.
Haustus Niger. See Infusum sennai compositum.

HAUTMAL, Epilepsy.
HAVANNAH, CLIMATE

OF.

The

cli-

mate of Cuba is often selected for the phthisical
invalid during the winter months, and so far as
regards elevation and comparative equability of
temperature, it is more favourable for those of
weak lungs, than that of the United States.
The mean annual temperature is high {78°,)
but the difference between the mean temperature of the warmest and coldest months is twice
as great as at Madeira.
Bunium bulbocaslanum.
WHITE, Mespilus oxyacan'

near Knaresborough, twenty miles irom York,
and fifteen from Leeds. Here are several valuable sulphureous and chalybeate springs. The
sulphureous springs contain chloride of sodium,
chloride of calcium, chloride of magnesium, bi- tha.
carbonate of soda, sulphohydric acid, carbonic
HAY, CAMEL'S, Juncus odoratus.
acid, carburetted hydrogen and azote.
The
HAY- ASTHMA, Fever, Hay.
chalybeate springs contain protoxide of iron,
HAYRIFF. Galium aparine.
chloride of sodium, sulphate of soda, chloride
CROTTLES, Lichen pulmonarius
of calcium, chloride of magnesium, carbonic
b. Nut tree, Corylua
avellana h. Witch,
acid, azote and oxygen.
For'the former, Harro- Hamamelis Viririniana.
gate is celebrated and frequented.
HEAD, Sax. heapo», heapo, heaved; the past
Artificial HiR'nuGATK Water may be participle of heapan, to heave up.' Caput, Ccformed of common salt §v, water Oiij, impreg- pkate, xttaXt}, xu|»i7, Cy'bl, (F.) Tele
The head
nated with the gas from sulphate of potass and forms the upper extremity of the body, and tops
sulphuric acid, iia giv. The following form has the skeleton. It consists of the cranium and
also been recently recommended.
*. Sulphat. face.
The first, which comprises all the supePotass, cum sulph. (Ph. Ed.) zj: Potass, bitart. rior and posterior part, has the encephalon in
^ss: Magnes. sutphat. jvj: Aq ax destillat. Oij. its cavity: the latter forms only the anterior
One half to be taken for a dose.
part; and serves as the receptacle for the greater
The Artificial Harrogate Salts are part of the organs of the senses.
much employed, and not unfreqnently by those
Head, Water in the, Hydrocephalus h.
who drink the genuine water for the purpose of Ache, Cephalrca, Cephalalgia h. Ache, sick,
increasing its aperient power. They may be Cephalaea spasmodica.
made as follow. Sulph. Potass, cum sulph. ^vj;
HEADY, same etymon. (F.) Capitcux. That
Potass, bitart. 5J; Magnes. Sulph. in pulv. 5 v'j. M. which inebriates readily.
An epithet, applied
The usual dose is a tea-spoonful in a small tum- to wines, which possess this quality.
blerful of tepid water early in the morning.
HEALTH, Sanitas.

HAWKNUT,
HAWTHORN,

.

—

HAZEL

—

'

—

HARTFELL, MINERAL WATERS"
Spa

Hartfell

about

OF.

miles from Moffat, in
a chalybeate, and is

—

HEARING, HARDNESS OF, Deafness— h.

Perverse, Paracusis perversa.
is
Sax. heor-r, Germ. Herz, Cor,
much used.
Cear Cer, Cardia, y.eao, y.ijn, y.aodia, (F.) Caur.
Cervus, Cornu cervi, Liquor An azygous muscle, of an irregularly pyramidal
cornu cervi h. Red, Spiritus lavandulae com- shape; situate obliquely and a little to the left
positus
h. and Oil, Linimentum ammonia; carside, in the chest;
resting on the diaphragm
bonatis.
by one of its surfaces; suspended by its base
HARTS'
Asplenium scolopen- from the great vessels; free and movable in the
drium.
rest of its extent, and surrounded by the periMARSEILLES, Seseli tor- cardium. The right side of the body of the heart
tuosum.
is thin and sharp, and is called Margo acu'tus:
HASTA, Penis— h. Virilis, Penis.
the left side is thick and round, and termed
Margo obtu'sus. It is hollow within, and conHASTELLA, Splint.
HASTINGS,
OF. This place tains four cavities; two of which, with thinner
has the reputationof beingoneofthe mildest and and less fleshy walls receive the blood from the
most sheltered winter residences on the south lungs and the rest of the body, and pour it into
coast of England. Owing to its low situation, two others, with thick and very fleshy parietes,
and the height of the neighbouring cliffs, it is which send it to the lungs and to every part
protected in a great degree from all northerly of the body. Of these cavities, the former are
winds; and hence is found a favourable resi- called auricles, the latter ventricles. The right
dence generally for invalids labouring under auricle and right ventricle form the Pulmonic
diseases of the chest.
or right or anterior heart, (F.) Caur du poumon,
C. du sang noir, C. droit, C. antirieur: and the
REGIS, Asphodelus ramosus.
Coxa, Coxen'dix, of the Latins; left auricle and ventricle the systemic, corporeal,
ay/»i, or (cr^ior, of the Greeks, Ancha, Ischion, left, or aortic heart, (F.) Cccur du corps, C.

Scotland.

is
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The water

HEART,
,

HARTSHORN,

—

—

—

TONGUE,

HART WORT OF

CLIMATE

HASTULA
HAUNCH,

—

—
HEART
gauche, C.

aurtiijue, ou C. rovge.
In the adult,
these are totally distinct from each other, being
separated by a partition;— the septum Cordis.
Into the right auricle, the venae cava;, superior
and inferior,— and the coronary vein, open;—
the pulmonary artery arises from the right
ventricle— the four pulmonary veins open into
the left auricle, and the aorta arises from the
left ventricle.
The mean weight of the heart,
in the adult, from the twenty-fifth to the sixtieth year, is. according to Bouillaud, from eight
to nine ounces.
The dimensions, according to
Lobstein and Bouillaud.are as follow:— Length,
from base to apex, five inches six lines; breadth,
at the base, three inches; thickness of the walls
of the left ventricle, seven lines; at a fingers'
breadth above the apex, four lines; thickness
of the walls of the right ventricle, two and a
quarter lines; at the apex, half aline; thickness
of right auricle one line; of the left auricle, half
a line. The heart is covered, externally, by a
very thin, membranous reflection from the pericardium. The muscular structure of which
it is constituted is much thicker in the parietes
of the ventricle than in that of the auricles. Its
cavities are lined by a very delicate membrane,
the endocardium, which is continuous with the
inner membrane of the arteries, as regards the
left cavities; and with that of the veins, as regards the right. Its arteries the coronary
arise from the commencement of the aorta. Its
nerves proceed, chiefly, from the pneumogastric
and the cervical ganglions of the great sympathetic.
The heart is the great agent in the
circulation. By its contraction, the blood is
sent over every part of the body. The heart's
action does not seem to be directly owing to
nervous influence, received from the brain or
spinal marrow or from both. 1'he circulation
may, indeed, be kept up, for some time, if both
brain and spinal marrow be destroyed.
When the ear is applied to the chest, a dull,
lengthened sound is heard, which is synchronous with the arterial pulse. This is instantly
succeeded by a sharp, quick sound, like that
of the valve of a bellows or the lapping of a dog,
and this is followed by a period of repose. The
first sound appears to be mainly produced by the
contraction of the ventricles; the second by the
reflux of the blood against the semilunar valves.
These are what are called the Sou?ids of the Heart.
Dr. C. J. B. Williams thinks that the word tupdup, conveys a notion of the two sounds. The
Beating or Impulse of the heart, against the parietes of the chest is mainly caused, perhaps, by
the systole of the heart, which tends to project
it forwards.
It is doubted by some, whether
the impulsion be produced by the dilatation or
the contraction of the ventricles.
The heart is subject to different organic diseases; the chief of which are aneurism, contraction of the apertures, and rupture of its parietes.
Heart, Atrophy of the. A condition of
the organ in which there is a diminution in the
thickness of the parietes of the organ, rather
than smallness of the whole organ.

—

—

—

Heart, Dilatation of the.
rism

—

h. Neuralgia of the,

HEAT
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Angina

See AneuPectoris.

Heart, Hypertrophy of the. Hypertroph'ia
Cordis, Hypercardia. (F.) Hypertrophic da Cceur.

Supernutrition of the muscular parietes of the
heart, which are thicker than usual; the caviThe physical
ties being generally diminished.
signs which indicate it are the following. In
pra;cordial
region is
cases of long standing, the
generally prominent; the pulsations of the heart
are visible over a greater extent than natural;
and a marked vibration is communicated to the
hand when placed on the cardiac region. The
dull sound on percussion is more extensive than
natural; and on auscultation there is a permanent increase of the force and extent of the
heart's action; there is no increase, however, of
frequency, and the rhythm is regular. The pulseis generally strong, full, and hard.
Heart, Hypertrophy with Dilatation of
the. Active an'eurism, Eccentric hy pcrlrophy.
In this affection, the pulsations can Le seen
and felt over a larger space, and the apex is
more to the left and lower down than natural.
The impulse is less steady, but at times more
violent than what accompanies simple hypertrophy.
Percussion gives more distinct evidence of the enlargement, the sound being
more extensively dull. On auscultation, the
impulse is often violent, but irregular: in extreme cases it produces the sensation of a large
mass of flesh rolling or revolving beneath the

The
The shock

pulse is strong, full and vibratory.
of the heart's action is often transmitted to the whole person, and to the bed on

ear.

which he is lying.
Concentric Hypertrophy, Cardiarctie, is
when the parietes augment at the expense of
the cavities.

—

Heart's Ease, Viola tricolor h. Lymph,
Lymphatic hearts h. Lymphatic, Lymphatic

—

hearts.

HEARTBURN,

Ardor ventricnli, Cardialgia.
Laserpitium album.

HEARTWORT,
HEAT,

past participle of Sax. hreran,

'

to

make warm.' Calor, 7herm£,-9tQfJi.rr (F.) Chaleur.
The material cause, which produces the
sensation,

— or

the

particular sensation

itself

produced by a body of an elevated temperature,
on our organs, especially on the organs of
touch. Modern chymists have given the name
Caloric to the principle, whatever may be its

When we
nature, which is the cause of heat.
touch a body of a temperature superior to our
own, a portion of caloric passes from the body
to the hand, and produces the sensation of heat.
If, on the contrary, we touch a body of a temperature inferior to our own, we communicate
a portion of our caloric to it, and experience
the sensation of cold. Our own sensations are
but imperfect indexes of temperature. Two
men meeting at the middle of a mountain,
will
the one ascending, the other descending,
experience different sensations. The one ascending, passes from a warmer to a colder atmosphere; the one descending from a colder
The chief instrument for meato a warmer.
suring heat used in Medicine, is the thermomeare three kinds;
there
this
Of
ter.
that of
Fahrenheit, that of Reaumur, and that of CelThe following Table
sius or the Centigrade.
exhibits the correspondence of these different

—

—

—

theimomelric scales.
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Water boils (Barom. HO inches.)
Heat ©fa stove, borne by Dr. So-

landcr.

Heat of a stove, borne for 10 minute* by Sir Joseph Banks and Dr.
c

Solander.

t

Temperature at which

liquids

are often drunk.
j Heat, observed in Scarlatina.
Temperature of the rommon hen.
I Temperature of arterial blood (?)
m Temperature of venous blood.
/.-

Phosphorus melts.

d Water simmers.
e

distils.

Been' wax melts.
h Spermaceti melts.
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Falir.

i

1

1

n jEther boils, o Nitric ether boils.
p Muriatic ether boils.
q

'Medium temperature of the globe.

r Ice melts.

Milk freezes.
t Vinegar freezes.
u Strong wine freezes.
v A mixture of one part of alcohol
and three of water freezes.
s

w Cold

at the bat

I

•

of Eylau. 1807.

x A mixture of equal parts of alcoand water freezes.
y A mixture of two parts of alcohol and one of n ater freezes.
2 Melting point of quicksilver.
hoi

— —

—
HEATH

The human body can benr a high decree of
heat diffused in the atmosphere. There are
cases, on record, where air of 400° and upwards
of Fahrenheit's scale, lias been breathed with
impunity for a short time. It can likewise
withstand very severe cold. In the expedition
of Capt. Back to the Arctic regions, the thermometer was as low as 70° of Fahr. Excessive heat disposes the body to gastric and intestinal diseases, and particularly to inflammation and enlargement of the liver; hence, the
frequency of such affections within the torrid
zone.
Heat is often used therapeutically: the
actual cautery, at a white heat, disorganizes the
parts to which it is applied: a lesser degree occasions violent inflammation. Heat higher than
that of the human body, is excitant; of a lower
degree, sedative. Excessive cold acts as a powerful sedative
inducing sleep, the tendency to
which, after long exposure, becomes irresistible.
See Cold. Many of the topical applications
act wholly by virtue of their
as cataplasms
warmth and moisture.
Internal Heat, (F.) Chaleiir
In Pathology;
interne, is a sensation of heat felt by the patient,
but not sensible to the touch. External heat,
(F.) Cltfileur extcrievre, that which can be felt
by others. Heat, Ardor, is called moist, (F.)
Iialitcusc, when accompanied with moisture, like
that felt after bathing; dry, (F ) seche, when the
skin has not its ordinary suppleness.
It is
called acrid and pungent, (F.) dcre et mordirante,

—

—

—

—

HEDYSMA

35G

pnra, Frhris marnsmo'drs, Fierrr Ilertique, F.
Etique, Febris tab'ida, Leucopyr'ia. Epun'etus
hrc'lica. Febris leilta, F. ainphuiur inn hie'tirn,
Febris aiiiato'ria, Chloro'sis amato'ria, from
'{lie, 'habit of body;' because in this disease
every part of the body is emaciated; or perhaps,
from (zri/ci. 'I consume,' 'I am exhausted. 1
The name of a slow, continued, or remittent
fever, which generally accompanies the end of
organic affections, and which has been esteemed
idiopathic, although it is probably always symptomatic.
It is the fever of irritability and debility; and is characterized by progressive emaciation; frequent pulse; hot skin; especially of
the palms of the hands and soles of the feet:
and, towards the end, colliquative sweats and
diarrhoea.
Being symptomatic, it can only be
removed by getting rid of the original affection.
This is generally difficult and almost hopeless
in the disease,

panies

which

most commonly accom-

it

— consumption.

HECT1CA,

Hectic

Fever— h.

Phthisis, Ph.

pulmonalis.

HECT1COPYRA, Hectic fever.
HKCT1COPYRETOS, Hectic fever.
HEC'TISIS,
state of those

(F.} £tisie. Same etymon.
hectic fever.

The

who have

HECTOGRAMME,

Hectogram' ma,

from

hundred,' and yauuua. A measure of
100 grammes, i. e. 3 ounces, 1 drachm, and 44
grains, Troy.
HECTOLITRE. A measure, containing 100
when it conveys a disagreeable tingling to the litres or 26.42 wine pints.
The French employ the terms nervous
HEDEO'MA, Hedeo'ma pulegio'i'des, Cuni'la
fingers.
Sex. Syst. Diandria
//cut and crrat'ic heat, Chaleur nerveuse and Cha- pvlegiu'i' des, Pennyroyal.
leur erratique, for that which comes by flushes, Monogynia; Nat. Ord. Labiate. An indigenous
alternating with chills, and which moves ra- plant, common in all parts of the United States,
pidly from one part to another. M. Double has and which, where it is abundant, perfumes the
used the term septic heat, (F.) Chaleur septique, air for a considerable distance. It is employed
for that which produces a piquante sensation on in the same cases as the mints and the English
the hand, similar to that of the acrid heat, but pennyroyal. In popular practice, it is used as
milder and more uniform, and which is ac- an emmenagogue.
The Oleum Hede.omx (Ph. U. S.) or Oil of
companied with feebleness and frequency of
Pennyroyal is used as a stimulating carminapulse, &c.
dropped on suo-ar. Dose, 2 to (j drops.
tive,
H eat, Acrid, see Acrid h. Prickly, Lichen
ARBOREA, II. Helix.
tropicus.
Hkd'eka Hki.ix, Hed'era arbo'rea, Bac'chica,
HEATH, COMMON, Erica vulgaris.
Cissos, y.mauc, Cittos, xittus, Ed'era, C'mymhe'HEAVINESS, Somnolencv.
HEAVY, Gravis, (F.) Gravalif, from Sax. tra, Corym'bos. The ivy. (F.) Lierre.. The
heajran, 'to heave.' An epithet given to any taste of ivy leaves is bitter, styptic, and nauseous.
According to
pain, which consists in a sensation of weight They are not used in medicine.
or heaviness, or is accompanied by such sensa- Haller, they were recommended in Germany
against
children;
the
atrophy
of
and the comtion.
ARIA, Octanea.
mon people of England sometimes apply them
HEBE, '»(Jij. This word has been employed to running sores and to keep issues open. The
to designate, 1. The hair which grows on the berries were supposed, by the ancients, to have
pubes. 2. The pubic region, and 3. Puberty. an emetic and purgative quality; and a watery
extract was made from them, called by Quer(q- v )
•
HEBETUDODENTIUM,HaBmodia— h.Vi- cetanus Extr actum purgans. From the stalk
Caligo.
of the tree a resinous juice exudes in warm clisus, Amblyopia,
HEBREWS, MEDICINE OF THE. Medi- mates, called Gummi Hederm, Gommt dc lierre,
cine seems to have been at a very low ebb with Resine de lierre. It is possessed of tonic and
Of anatomy they knew astringent properties, but is not used.
the ancient Hebrews.
Ht.dera Terrestris, Glecoma hederacea.
nothing. Their physiology was imperfect and
HEDERULA, Glecoma hederacea.
filled with superstitions, and their therapeutics
ALKAGI, Agul.
unsatisfactory. Hygiene appears to have been
HEDRA, 'tdoa, 'tdQtj, a vestige.' A fracture
most attended to. Of the other departments of
of
of
the
judge
their
bones
cranium, in which the trace
knowledge.
of
the
medicine we cannot
HEC'TEUS, 'ty.Tivc. A Greek measure, con- of the fracturing instrument is still perceptible.
It was, also, used, by the ancients, for the anus,
taining about 72 chopines or pints.
HECTIC FEVER, Febris hee'tica, Hcctico- (q. v.) excrement, (q. v.) and for the bottom of
pyra, Hecticopyr'ctos, Herticu,Amphimer'ina hec'- an abscess.
Syntecop'yra, SyntecticoHEDYSMA, Condiment.
tica, 'Febris plains' ha,

—

'ty.uTuv, 'a

HEDERA

HEBDOMAD

HED1SAUUM

'

—
HELCODES

from

'O.xo$,

Hence:
Jii:u;osis,Eicosi 8

h.

small

HELCYS'TER,

ulcer,'

(q. v.)

ulcer.

'tXxvSoior,

— Galen,

Paulus,

from 'tlxw, «I draw.'

An

See Crotchet.

HEL'ICINE,

Inula helenium.
from Helix, the tendril of the
'

vine.'

Hklicine Arteries of the

penis, as described
by Miiller, are short vessels given off from the
larger branches as well as from the finest
twigs of the artery of the organ; most of those
come oft* at a right angle, and project into the
cavity of the spongy substance, either terminating abruptly or swelling out into a club-like

process without again subdividing. Almost all
these vessels are bent like a horn, so that the
end describes half a circle or somewhat more.
They have a great resemblance to the tendrils
of the vine, whence their name. A minute examination of them, either with the lens or the
microscope, shows that, although they at all
times project into the venous cavities of the
corpora cavernosa, they are not entirely naked,
but are covered with a delicate membrane,
which, under the microscope, appears irranular.
HEL'ICIS MAJOR. A muscle of the ear,
which originates from the anterior, acute part
of the helix, upon which it ascends and is inserted into the helix. It pulls the part into
which it is inserted a little downwards and
forwards.

Hklicis MiNon. This muscle originates
from the under and fore part of the helix, and
inserted into the helix, near the fissure in
Its use is
the cartilage, opposite the concha.
to contract the fissure.
helix,
cochfrom
HELICOTRE'MA,
'•lifc,
The hole by
lea,' and TQTjua, 'a foramen.'
which the two scalce of the cochlea communicate at the apex.
is

HELLEBORIS'MUS or ELLEBORIS'MUS.
treating diseases, amongst the
ancients, by hellebore. This comprised not
only the choice, preparation, and administration of the medicine, but, likewise, the knowledge and employment of preliminary precautions and remedies, proper for aiding "its action,
and preventing the pernicious effects which it
might occasion.

HELLEBORUS, H. Niger-h. Albus, Veratrum album.
Hei.leb'ords Fqs'tidi s, Helleboras'tcr, Elleboruster, Stinking Hellebore or Bear's Foot.
(F.) Hellebore ou Ellebore fitide, Pied de
The leaves of this plant are said to
Griffon.
be anthelmintic. The smell of the fresh plant
is extremely fetid, and the taste bitter and
acrid.
It usually acts as a cathartic.

Helleborus Niger, Melampn'dium,

Ec'lofxroitov, Black Hellebore, Christmas Rose.
(F.) Hellebore noir.
The root of this European
plant
Helleborus, (Ph. U. S.)
has a disagreeable odour, and bitter, acrid taste.
It is pos-

mon,

—

sessed of cathartic properties, and has been recommended as an emmenagogue. It has been
given in mania, melancholia, dropsy, suppressed menses, &c. Dose, gr. x. to ^j, as a
cathartic.

HELMIN'THAGOGUES,

HELIKLA, Age.
HELIOSIS, Insolation.

worms;

Anthe.lmin'thics, Ver'mifuo-es.

HELMINTH Worms.
HELM1JNTH1A, Helminthiasis— h.
I,

Verru-

The He'lio trope.

Helmin'thia Errat'ica. Worms, introduced
by accident and without finding a proper habitation in the stomach or intestines; producing
spasmodic colic, with severe tormina, and occasionally vomiting or dejections of blood; the
13th genus of the order Enterica, class Cceliuca,

of Good.

Helminthia Podicis, Worms.

HELMINTHIASIS,

from 'thing, a worm.
generic name for the condition which gives
occasion to the presence of intestinal worms.
It is, also, called Hclmin'tbia, Vermina' tic Morbus vermino'sus, Status vervuno'sus, Sabur'ra

(F.) Tournasol, Herb*
plant is considered to pos-

vermi/io'sa, Scoleci'asis, Porasuis
Worm disease, Jnvermination.

Helix, Limax.

Helix Poma'tia. A large kind of snail,
transported from the south of Europe to England by Sir Kenelm Digby for his lady, when

was considered highly

resto-

HELLEBORASTER, Helleborus fcetidus.
HELLEBORE, AMERICAN, Veratrum vi-

—

ride— h. Black, Helleborus niger /;. Blanc,
Veratrum album— It. JVoir, Helleborus niger
31.

Corsi-

H E L M N THOL'OGY,
I

A

'

Hehnir>tholog"ia,
a worm,' and Aoyoc,' a descrip-

treatise

'

on worms.

H E L M N TH OPTRA, Helminthopyr'etos,
1

from 't^iiic, 'a worm,' and nvq, 'a fever.'
Fever occasioned by worms. See Fever, verminous.
HELMINTHOPYRETOS, Helminthopyra.

HELMINTHUS GORD1I,
HE LODES, Elodes.

Seta equina.

HELOPYRA, Elodes (febris.)
HELOPYRETOS, Elodes (febris.")
HELOS.

Clavus, Marsh.
Hclotis: from uXo>, I turn.'
Inversion of the eyelids, and convulsions of the
muscles of the eye.

HELO'SIS,

rative.

Worms

cana.

tion.'

'

intestinaf-

See

HELMINTHICS, Helminthagoo-ues.
HELMINTHO-CORTON, Corallina
from 'fiunj,

'

mus

lis.

destroying cutaneous excrescences; hence one
of its names.
HELIX, Capre'olus,from ei/.tu; to envelop,'
surround.'
The fold is thus called, which
forms the outer circumference or ring of the
external ear.

It

'

A

sess aperient properties; and to be capable of

in a decline.

Alvi,

Worms.

,

HELIOTROTIUM EUROP^E'UM,
This

'

1

HELIOTROPE, Heliotropium Europseum.
MELIOTROPION, Cichorium intybus.
aux vermes.

Helminthago'ga,
a worm,' and aye.-,
Remedies, used against intestinal

Helmin'thics, from 'tXitn:,
'I expel.'

'

ca'ria.

Swamp,

The method of
.

iron hook or crotchet for extracting the foetus.

HELENIUM,

Stinking, Helleborus fcetidus— h.

Veratrum viride— h. White, Veratrum album.
'an

HELCTICA, Epispastics.
HELCYD'RION, Hekyd'rium,
nlcus'culum, a
Foesius.

HELXINE
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HELCODES. Ulcerous..
HELCOMA, Ulcer.
HEL'COS,

——

HELOTIS, H'elosis, Plica.
HELX1NE, Paric taria.

'

—

—
HEMACHROIN

—

and

from

'ia;

rtffTVfti,

'

break

I

peritonaum,

'ccua, 'blood,'
forth.'

Hemorrhage

into

the peritoneum.

HEMATIN,

Hmmatin.

HJlMATOjXCI E, Haimatoncus,
Fungus

see Ilania-

Fongoide, Haimatodes iungus.
HEMAT0EIS1E, Haematops.
HEMATOSIN, Hasmatin.
HEMERA,'>;j/{£>a,'aday,' Dies. (q. v.) Hence:
HEMERALOPIA. See Nyctalopia.

todes

h.

'rjttoa, ' the day.' and
Dyso'pia Tcvebra'rum, Cali'go
lenebra'rum, Parop'sis Noctif'uga, Visus diur'nvs, Nyctalo'pia, (of some,) Amblyo'pia crepusculn'ris, Ca'citas crepuscula'ris, A'cies diurnu.
Day-siaht, Day vision, Hen blindness. Night
blindness. (F.) Vue diurne, .Qrevglcment de A'uil.
A disease, in which the eyes enjoy the faculty
of seeing, whilst the sun is above the horizon:
but are incapable of seeing by the aid of artifiIts causes are not evident.
The
cial lio-ht.
eye, when carefully examined, presents no al-

Hemeralo'pia, from

Oiirofdai,' I see.'

membranes

teration, either in its

or humours.

HEM'ERALOFS, Dorea. One labouring under hemeralopia.

HEMEROPATHFA

from '^vtoa,
a day,'
an affection.' A disease, which
continues only a day; or, which is only observed during the day.
half,'
semi.'
Hence:
'>;«/. '>;i(!oi'c,
HEMICEPH'ALUS, from V., 'half,' and

and na6og,

'

'

HEME

'

'

One who

xtwaXij, 'head.'

HEMICRA'NIA. Migra'na,

Gruna, Hcmipa'Monopa'gia, Cephalli! a Hemicra'nia,Megrim,from 'tjuktvj, half,'
and xoaviov, cranium.' (F.) Migraine. Pain,
confined to one half the head. It is almost always of an intermittent character; at times,
continuing only as long as the sun is above the
horizon; and hence sometimes called Sun pain,
and is cured by cinchona, arsenic, and the remedies adapted for intermittents.
Hemicrania Idiopathica, Neuralgia, facial.
giu, Hemipe'gia, Heterocra'nia,

'

'

—

—

HEMIEC'TON, HEMIEC'TEON, SemisrxA vessel, capable of containing 36 choturn.
pine6 or pints, and in which fumigations were
in diseases of the uterus and vagina.

made

Hippocr.

HEMIMCERION, from 'tjuiavg, and poioa,
part.'

drachm.

'

One

half.'

— Erotian.

— Foesius.

HEM'INA. A Greek

Also,

< a
half a

measure, answering

to

the Cotyle, xoru?.rj, i. e. one half the sextarius,
or about half a pint, English.
or HEMIOB'OLON.
Half the obolus. A weight of about five grains.

HEMIOBO'LION,

HEMIO'LION.

— Galen.

HEMIO'PIA,

A

weight of 12 drachms,

See Sescuncia.
Hemiop'sis, Visus dimidia'tus,

Hippoc'ratis, from 'rjuavg, 'one
and ott^/uhi, 'I see.' Depraved vision,
which the person sees only one half of an

Marmor'ygS
half.'

in

object.

HEMIOPSIS, Hemiopia.
HEMIPA'GES, Dicor'yphus
wtffivui, 'I fasten.'

A

dihypogas'trius,

and
monstrosity, in which

Octopus synapheocephalus,ixom

i

twins are united from the navel
I. G. Saint Hilaire.
HEMIPAGIA, Hemicrania.

—

Parnl'ysis Hemiplegia, Epiplt'gia, from 'ij/uis-vc, 'one half,'
and i/.ioaw, or n'AtjTu), 1 strike.' Paralysis of
one side of the body. See Paralysis. One, so
palsied, is said to be htmipleg"ic, simi-sidcia'lus.
'

HKMIPLEXIA.

Hemiplegia.
Hemisphe'rium ; from
one half,' and cxfutna, a sphere.' One
'i,i<(<u'c,
half of a sphere or of a body having a spheroidal shape. The hemispheres of the brain are the
upper spheroidal portions of the brain, separated from each other by the falx cerebri.

HEM'ISl' II E R E,
'

'

HEM1TE,

rl y.t,

'

HaBinitis.

HEMITRITiE'A,

Sr.mi-tcrtia'na, Fievrc dcmiFebris scaquiul'lera. (F.) Semi- tierce.
semi-tertian fever, so called because it seems
to possess both the characters of the tertian and
quotidian intermittent.— Galen, Spigelius,

A

tierce,

HEMIUN'GION,

half,'

to the vertex.

Half an ounce.

Se.rnun'cia.

Conium maculatum — h. Bastard, Chscrophyllum sylvestre — h. Common,
Conium maculatum — h. Dropwort, CEnanthe

HEMLOCK,

— h.

—

h. Waier,
Pitch, see Pinus Canadensis
fine-loaved, Phellandrium aqualicum
h. Water, Cicuta aquatica.
Hemlock Gum, see Pinus Canadensis.

Hemlock Spkuce. Pinus
//

E

M

—

Canadensis.

ENCEPHALORRHAGIE,

-

Apo-

plexy.

lUiMOH£PATORRHAGlE,ne?*.\.on[\Vig\a.

IIEMOMYELORRHAGIE,

Apoplexy,

spi-

na).

Haemoptysis.

HEMORRHAGE,

Haemorrhagia— h. From

—
—

the bladder, Cystirrhagia h. From the pituitary membrane, Epistaxis
h.Spinal, Apoplexy,
spinal
h. Uterine, Metrorrhagia.

—

HEMORRHAGIC PLEURISY,

Hsmato-

thorax.

HEMORRHAGIE BUCCALE, Stomatorrhah. C&r'thrale, Apoplexy
h.duFoit, Hepagia
torrhagia h. des fntestins, Haematochezia h.
de la Malrire, Metrorrhagia h. Nasalc, Epistaxis
/;. de la Vusie, Cystirrhagia.

—

HEMORRHOWES,

Hamiorihois-A. Aveu-

gles. Caecae hremorrhoides.

HAMOSPASIE, Haemospasia.
HEMOSPASIQUE, Haemospastic.
HEMP, INDIAN, Apocynum cannabinum,
Bangue.

HEMPSEED. See Cannabia sativa.
HEN-BLINDNESS, Hemeralopia.

HENBANE,
HENNA,

Hyoscyamus.
Lawsonia inermis.

HENRICEA PHARMACEARCHA,

Genti-

ana Chirayita.

HENR1CUS RUBENS,
HEPAR,

Gorrseus.
or oz. 1£.

UEMIPEGIA. Hemicrania.
HEMIPLEGIA, lhmipltx'ia,

HEMOl'TYSIE,

has half a head.

—

HEPAR
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HEMACHROIN, Htematin.
PER I TOJS1RRHA GIF, HmmapmiH£MA
g"

tonirrha

——

—

'tjTian,

Colcothar.

'genitive,' 'rjTTurog, 'liver,'

ancient name for the liver of sulphur, Hepar sutphuris; which is sometimes a
compound of sulphur and potassium; at others,
of sulphur and potassa. See Potasses Sulphuretum.
Hepar Antimonia'tum is a compound of a
sulphuret of antimony and an alkali. See Oxy(q. v.)

The

dum Stibii Sulphuretum.
Hepar Martia'le. A compound

of sulphu-

and an oxide of iron.
Hepar Sanguinis, see Blood h. Sulphuris
salinum, Potassce sulphuretum h. Sulphuris
volatile, Ammoniae sulphuretum
h. uterinum,
ret of potass

Placenta.

—
—
—

HEPATALGIA

11EPAT0H/CMIA

35!)

HEPATAL'GIA,

from '>,nuQ, 'liver,' and
Pain in the liver. Neuralgia of
Nivralgie du Foie.
II kpatalgia Petitian a, Turgescentia vesi—
cuIsb felleae
h. Phlegmonoides, Hepatitis.
ll EPATAPOSTE'MA, from 'ij.Taj), 'the liver,'
and u/iooo,«u, 'an abscess.' Abscess of the

via'tio he'patis, I. Jecino'ris, Febris hepat'ica injlamiauto' riu, Hepatal'gia phlcgmonoi'des, Injlarnmation of the liver.
(F.) Hdpulite, Inflammutton du foie, Piece (Provincial.) It may be
seated either in the peritoneal covering, Scrohepatt'tis, or in the substance of the liver, or in
both, Puro-hepati'tis, and may be acute or
liver.
chronic. The peculiar symptoms are
pain in
Hepaticus.
the right hypochondrium, shooting to the back
from '>;7j«q, 'liver,' and right shoulder, and increased on pressure
and ctupnunov), ' I obstruct.' Hepatic obstruc- difficulty of lying on the left side; sometimes
tion.
Ploucquet.
jaundice and cough, and synocha.
Its termiHEPATE'ROS, Hepat'icus, Jecora'rivs. A nation is generally by resolution: in tropical
variety of dmrrhaaa, Fl uxus hepaticus. Gorrams. climates it often runs on to suppuration; the
HEPAT'IC, Hepat'icus, Hepala' rius, Jccora'- abscess breaking either externally, or forming
rius, from 't/.iuo, the liver.'
Belonging or re- a communication with the intestines or chest,
lating to the liver.
or breaking into the cavity of the abdomen.
Hepatic Ar'tery, Arte'ria Hepat'ica, one of The cavses are those of inflammation in genethe three branches given off by the coeliac. It ral. Heat predisposes to it; hence its greater
passes towards the inferior surface of the liver; frequency in hot climates. On dissection of
where it divides into two branches, a right and those who have died of it, the liver has been
left, which proceed towards the corresponding' found hard and enlarged ; colour of a deep purparts of that organ. The right branch gives pie; or the membranes have been more or less
off the cystic artery.
Before dividing, the he- vascular: or adhesions, or tubercles, or hydatids,
patio artery sends off two considerable branches, or abscesses, or biliary calculi have been met
with. The treatment must be bold. Bleeding,
the A pylorica and A. Gastro-epiploica dextra.
Hepatic Duct, (F.) Canal hepatique, Ductus general and local fomentations, blisters, purgaIn hot
lupaticus, is about three fingers' breadth in tives, and the antiphlogistic regimen.
length, and of the size of a quill. It is formed climates especially, a new action must be exby the union of the biliary ducts, and joins the cited by mercury as early as possible,
Chronic Hepatitis, Hepati'tis chron'ica, Incystic duct at a very acute angie, to form the
ductus choledochus. Its function is to convey ftunima'tio hc'palis lent a, Hepatitis occui'la,
Chrono- hepatite, or Chronic licer disease, is not
the bile from the liver towards the duodenum.
Hepatic Plexus, Plexus Iteputirus, consists as common as is believed. It may be suspected
from
the existence of the symptoms above menplexus
of nervous filaments, sent by the cceliac
to the liver, which accompany the hepatic ar- tioned, but in a minor degree; with enlargement and constant dull pain in the region of
tery.
Hepatic Veins or Supra hepatic veins, Venx the liver; sallow countenance; high-coloured
The great
cavse hepaiicse, Intra-lobalar veins, do not follow urine; clay-coloured fceces, &c.
the course of the arteries of the same name, object of treatment is, to excite a new action by
counter-irritants,
mercury
and
and
to
keep the
conthe
liver;
substance
of
They arise in the
verge towards the posterior margin of that vis- liver free by cathartics,
Hepatitis Occulta, H. chronic,
cus^and open into the vena cava inferior. They;

alyog,

pain.'
the liver, (F.)
'

•

;

HEPATARIUS,
HEPATEMPHRAX'IS,

—

;

—

—

'

\

,

;

HEPATIZATION, Hepatisu'tio, from 'i\naq,
liver by
the liver.' Conversion into a liver-like subSpleniza' tion.
stance.
Applied to the lungs
given
to
HEPAT'ICA. A name formerly
medicines which were believed capable of re- when gorged with blood or plastic matters, so
that they are no longer pervious to the air.
In
moving diseases of the liver.
HepItica, Anemone hepalica, see H. tri- such state they are said to be hepalized.
HEPATOCE'LE, from '<;/ru(>, the liver,' and
loba— h. Americana, H. triloba— h. Fontana,
Marchantia polyinorpha h. Nobilis, Anemone *>,;.>;, a tumour.' Hernia of the Liver. The
liver
has never been found entirely out of the
odorata.
hepalica— h. Stellata, Asperula
Hepatica Tril'oba, H. America' na, Trifo'- abdominal cavity. Increase of its bulk or injulium anreum, Liverwort, (F.) Hepatique des lies of the parietes of the abdomen have been
This plant— Hepatica (Ph, U. S.)— is the sole cause of the protrusions, which have
jardins.
a gentle astringent, but not possessed of much been occasionally met with, especially in infants, in whom the upper part of the linea a"lba
v r ue#
HEPATICUS, Hepateros— h. Flos, Anemone is very weak, and indeed scarcely seems to exSauvages has distinguished two species of
is *heualica
HEPATIQUE KTOILAFj, Asperula odorata hepatocele: the ventral (in the linea alba,) and
h des Fontaines, Marchantia polyinorpha— It. the umbilical or lupatomphalum.
HEPATOCO'LICUM. A ligament of the
its Jardins, Hepatioa triloba,
HEPATiRRHOB*A. Flux us hepat'icus, Dys liver, described by Haller, as passing from the
and contiguous sinus portarum,
enter' ia hepat'ica, Diarrha'a hepat'ica, Hepa- gall-bladder
Another
torrha'ina, Hnmate'ra, AimaHra,r(*\) Flux he- across the duodenum to the colon.
from the root of
patique; from 'wuo, the liver,' and(nu>, 'I flow." termed Htpato-renal, descends
They are both penspecies of diarrhoea in which the excreted the liver to the kidney.
convey away the blood carried to the
the hepatic artery and vena porta.

j

'

I

'

—

;

I

:

j

i

—

—

|

'

T>

'

A

matters seem to come from the liver, or are toneal.
HEPATOGASTRIC, Gastrohepatic.
much mixed with bile.
Hepatogra'phta; from
EMUNCTORIA, Inguen— h.

HEPATIS

&c

HEPATOGRAPHY,

Suspensorium, Ligament, suspensory, of the Hprog, 'the
j

HEPATITIS, EntprcSma

htpati'tit, Infiam-

\

liver,'

and

yQ«< f

>,

'a description.'

Anatomy which describes
HEPATOiLii'MlA, Hyperemia

The

jve r

part of

the liver.
he'patis,

—— — — —— —
— —————
IIEPATOLOGVf

——

— ——

HERMAPHRODITE
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—

Rumcx hydrolapathum h. Canni, Artemisia
Con- santonica h. Cardiaca, Leonurus cardiaca h.
Cardui veneris, Dipsacus fullonum h. Dorea,
HEPATOL'OGY, Hepatol'og" ia; from 'rptuq, Solidago virgaurea h. Felis, Nepela h. Geh. Ignis, Lichen pyxidathe liver,' and loyo?, a discourse,' treatise.' nipi, Achillea atrata
tus
h. Melaticholifuga, Fumaria
A treatise on the liver.
h. Militaris,
HEPATOMALA'CIA, Malaco'sis he'patis, Achillea millefolium b. Papillaris, Lapsana
(F.) Rumoltissement du Foie.
Softening of the h. Patse lnpins, Leonurus cardiaca h. Pulicaris, Plantago psyllium
h. Quercini, Lichen
liver.
HEPATON'CUS, from 'rpxaQ, 'the liver,' plicatus— h. Sacra, Verbena officinalis— h. Saand oyzos, a tumour.' Tumefaction of the liver. livaris, Anthemis pyrethrum— h. Sideritidia,
HEPATOPAREC'TAMA, from n naQ, the Galeopsis grandiflora h. Tabaci, Nicotiana
h. Trinitatis, Anemone hepatica
liver,' and /zaotxTuuct, 'considerable extension.' tabacum
b.
Trinitatis, Viola tricolor
h. Ventis, Anemone
Augmentation of the liver.
HEPATOPATHIE CANCF.REUSE, Hlpa- Pulsatilla — h. Zazarhendi, Origanum.
Hepatic Engorgement, (F.) Hypcrimit du Foie,

from

the liver,'
gestion of the liver.
'tjTiap,

'

'

and

'

'atfta,

—

blood.'

'

—

—
—
—

'

—

—

—

—

—

—

'

'

—

'

—

tosarcomie

—

/(.

Tubcrculeuse, Hepatostrumosie.
Hepatirrhcea, (q. v.)

HEPATORRHAGIA,

Also Hemorrhage from the

liver,

—

Hemorrhagic

h.

Clyster herba

pro fotu, Fomentation herbs.

HERBE AUX CHAJfTRES, Erysimum—

du Foie, Hemohepatorrhtigie.

HRPATOSARCOMIE,

HERBJE^ PRO ENEMATE,

HERBALIST, Herborist.
HERBARIUS, Herborist.

Hxmorrhag" ia

he'patis, Apoplex'ia hcpat'ica, (F.)

—

—

from

'r.naQ,

'the

h.

aux Cltarpentiers, Justitia pectoralis

—

//.

ttnx

Hepatopathic can- Chats, Nepeta, Teucrium marum It. au Coq,
h. aux Cuillers, Cochcereuse, En cep halo' sis of the liver, Carcinoma of Tanacetuni balsamita
h. aux F.crouelles, Scrophuthe liver, (F.) Cancer du Foie. Cancer of the liver. learia officinalis
laria
nodosa
h. aux Ecus, Lysimachia nuiiiinuHEPATOSTRUMOSIE, Tuber'cula he'patis,
k. a Eternuer, Achillea ptarmica
/(. aux
(F.) Tubercules du Foie, Hipatopathie tubercu- Iaria
It.
the liver,' and struma, a Gucux, Clematis vitalba
a la Houetlc, Asleuse; from 'rjiraQ,
tumour,' 'a scrophulous tumour.' Tubercles clepias Syriaca h. aux Mamelles, Lapsana h.
aux Mouches, Conyza squarrosa It. au Fauvre
of the liver.
HEPATOT'OMY, from 'nnuo, the liver,' homme, Gratiola officinalis h. aux Perles, Lithospermum officinale It. a la Poudre de Chypre,
and Tfuvu), I cut.' Dissection of the liver.
Hibiscus abelmoschus It. aux Poux, DelphiIIEP1ALOS, Epialos.
liver,'

and Sarcoma

(q. v.),

—

'

'

'

'

nium staphisagria
HEPS. See Rosa canina.
HEPTAPHAR'MACUM.from'tTTTa, 'seven,' Plantago psyllium

It.

aux

Puces

commune,

a Robert. Geranium Romedicine, com- bertianum //. de Sainte Barbr, Erysimum barcerusse, litharge, barea It. de Saint Ftienne, Circa;a lutetiana
ft.de Saint
pitch, wax, colophony, frankincense, and bul- h. de Saint Jean, Artemisia vulgaris
It. aux Sorciers, Circcea
It was regarded as laxative, suppu- Rock, Inula dysenterica
lock's fat.
Lutetiana It. aux Venues, Heliotropium Eurorative, and healing.
HERACLEUM, see H. lanatum— h. Gummi- pium.
HERBIVOROUS, Herbiv'orus, from herba,
ferum. See Ammoniac gum.
Heracle'um Spondyl'ium, Branca ursi'na 'grass,' and voro, 1 eat.' An epithet applied
German'ica, Spondyl'ium, Cow Parsnep, All- to animals which feed on herbs.
HER'BORIST, Herba'rius. One who deals
heal, (F.) Berce, Branc-ursine bdtarde, Fausse
Family, Uinbelliferce. Sex. Syst. Pen- in useful plants. An Herbalist or Herborist.
Acantlie.
HERBORIZA'TION, Herba'rum inquisi'tio.
tandria Digynia. The root of this plant has a
and a pungent, almost caus- An excursion, made with the view of collecting
stroner, rank smell
Such excursions are directed by the
It has been given as a tonic, stoma- plants.
tic taste.
chic, and carminative; both in powder and in Apothecaries' Company of London, for the use
Russians,
Lithuanians,
of
their
The
apprentices,
and
&.C.
decoction.
HERCULES ALLHEAL, Pastinaca opoPoles obtain from its seeds and leaves, by fermentation^ very intoxicating spirituous liquor, ponax.
HEREDITARY, Hcredita'rius, Gentil'ius
which they call Pant.
The root of the Heracle'om Lana'tum or Sym'phytos, Syn' genes, from hanes, 'an heir.
Masterwort, Heracleum (Ph. U. S.) is in the An epithet given to diseases, communicated
secondary list of the Pharmacopoeia of the from progenitors. Such diseases may exist at
birth
or they may supervene at a more or less
United States.
advanced period of existence.
HERB, Herba.
HERMAPHRODETTY, Hermaphrodis'mus,
Five Capillary Hehbs, Quinque herba cavilla' res, were hart's tongue, black, white, and Hermaph'rodism ; from 'Eo/utjc, 'Mercury,' and
Appertaining to Mercury
Atpoodtrr;, Venus.'
golden maiden-hair, and spleenwort.
Five Emollient Herbs, Quinque herba and Venus. Union of the two sexes in the same
beet, mallow, individual.
cmollien'lcs, were, anciently;
a remedy.'
and
posed of seven substances;
tpuintaxov,

'

It.

—

A

'

;

—

—

;

'

—

HEKMAPH'RODITE. Same etymon. HerMas- maphrodi'tus, Gym'da, Androg' ynus. One, who
Mas- possesses the attributes of male and female:
tich,
A term,
tich, Syrian, Teucrium marum— h. Robert, who unites in himself the two sexes.
Geranium Robertianum h. of Saint Cune- applied to an animal or plant which is, at the
gonde, Euputorium Cannabinum h. Sophia. same time, both male and female. True herSisymbrium sophia— h. Trinity, Anemone He- maphrodites ^re only met with in the lower
marsh-mallow, French mercury, and

Herb

violet.

of Grace, Graiiola officinalis

common, Thymus

mastichina

—

—

h.

— h.

—

pntica.

Herba Alexandria, Smyrnium olusatrum
—h, Uencdicla, Geuui Urbanum— h, Britamuca,

degrees of the aninuil scale, amongst the zoophytes, mollusca, or gasteropodes.
The individuals of the human species, regarded as her-

—

—
HERMETIC A

maphrodiles, owe this appearance to a vicious
conformation of the genital organs: a kind of
monstrosity, which renders thern unfit for generation, although an attentive examination
may exhibit the ttue sex. Hermaphrodites
have, likewise, been described, who, instead of
uniting the attributes of both sexes, cannot be
considered male or female. These have been
called neutral hermaphrodites.

HERMET'ICA DOCTM'NA,

(F.) Hcrmidoctrine of Hermes, a celebrated
Egyptian philosopher, who is considered the
father of Alchemy. That part of chymistry,
whose object was the pretended transmutation
of the metals.

The

tique.

HERMODAC'TYLUS,

Dactyle'lus, Anima
articulo'rum, from 'Eomjj<t, Mercury,' and Sax.tuXog, a finger;' or rather from Hermus, a river
in Asia, upon whose banks it grows, and dax.cvXo$, a date ;' or from 'EQfttjg, Mercury,' and
(ianTuXog, 'a date.'
(F.) Hermodactyle, Hermodacte ou Hermodate. The root of the Herinodactyl was formerly used as a cathartic. By
some it is supposed to be identical with the Iris
luberosa.
The best testimony seems to be in
favour of its being a variety of the colchicum,
the Colchicum Illyricum.
'

'

'

'

HERMODATE,

HERNIA

no i

Hermodactylus.

—

ing to the viscera forming them. into EnteroEn'tero epiploce'le, Gastroct'le,

ce'le, Epiploce'le,

Cystocr'/e, Hepatoce'le, Splenoce'll,

&c.

Conge.n'ital Hernia, Hernia congen'ita, is a
protrusion of some of the contents of the abdomen into the Tunica vaginalis testis, owing to a
want of adhesion between its sides, after the
descent of the testicle.
When a hernia can be restored to its natural
cavity, by the aid of pressure, &c, properly applied, it is said to be reducible.
It is, on the
contrary, irreducible, when adhesion, bulk, &c.
oppose its return. When the aperture, which
has given passage to the hernia, occasions more
or less constriction on the protruded portion,
the hernia is said to be incarcerated or strangulated: and, if the constriction be not removed,
constipation, hiccough, vomiting, and all the
signs of violent inflammation, followed by gangrene, supervene, with alteration of the features, small pulse, cold extremities, and death.
The therapeutical indications are, 1. As regards reducible hernia; to replace the viscera
in the abdomen by the taxis; and to retain them
there by the use of a truss, which, if properly
adapted, may effect a radical cure. 2. As regards irreducible hernia; to support the tumour
by an appropriate suspensory bandage. 3. As
regards strangulated hernia; to have recourse
to the taxis; blood-letting; warm bath; tobacco
glysters; ice to the tumour; and, if these should
not succeed, to perform an operation, which
consists in dividing the coverings of the hernin,
and cutting the aponeurotic ring, which causes
reducing the displaced visthe strangulation;
cera, unless their diseased condition should redressing
quire them to be retained without:
the wound appropriately, restoring the course
of the feces by means of gentle glysters; preventing or combating inflammation of the abdominal viscera; conducting the wound to
cicatrization, by appropriate means; and afterwards supporting the cicatrix by a bandage.
Hernia Aneukismal, Cirsomphalus h. Arteriarum, see Aneurism h. of the Bladder, Cysh. Car noh. Bronchialis, Bronchocele
tocele
h. of the Cerebellum, Parensa, Sarcocele
cephalocele--h. Cerebri, Encephalocele— h. Cornea, Ceratocele h. Crural, Merocele h. Epih.
h. Femoral, Merocele
ploic, Epiplocele
Gutturis, Bronchocele.

—

—

—

—

HERNIA, Ramcx, Ruptu'ra, Crepatu'ra, Echernio'sa, Cell, Rupture.
(F.) Hargne,
Descente, Effort, Greveure, Rompeure. Any tumour, formed by the displacement of a viscus
or a portion of a viscus, which has escaped
from its natural cavity by some aperture and
projects externally.
Hernia have been divided
1. Hernia of the Brain ; Encephalocele
into,
2. Hernia of the Thorax ; Pneumocele ; 3. Hernia of the Abdomen.
Mdom'inal Hernias, are remarkable for their
frequenc}', variety, and the danger attending
them. They are produced by the protrusion of
the viscera, contained in the abdomen, through
the natural or accidental apertures in the parietes of that cavity. The organs, which form
them most frequently, are the intestines and the
epiploon. These herniae have been divided, according to the aperture by which they escape, into:
These
1. Inguinal Herniae or Supra-Pubian.
issue by the inguinal canal; they are called
Bu'bonoce'le, when small; and Scrotal Hernia or
Oscheocele in man, when they descend into the
Hernia Humora'lis, Empres'ma Orchi'tis,
Vulvar Hernia or Puden'dal or Lascrotum;
tio test'ium, Inbial Hernia, Episioce'll in women, when they Didymi'tis, Orchi'tis, Infiamma'
extend to the labia majors. 2. Crural or Fe- flammation of the Testicle, Swelled Testicle, Htmoral Herniae, Me'roce'le, when they issue by nia ven'eris, Orchioce'le, Orchidocels, Orchidon'-

top'ia,

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

the crural canal. 3 Infra-Pubian Hernia, (?.)
Hernies souspubiennes, where the viscera escape
through the opening, which gives passage to
the infrapubian vessels. 4. Ischiadic Hernia;
when they take place through the sacro-sciatic
notch. 5. Uinbil'ical Hernia, Exom'phalos, Omphaloce'lS; which occurs at the umbilicus or
Epigas'tric Hernia;— occurring
6.
near it.
through the linea alba, above the umbilicus.
7. Hypoans trie or Infra umbilical Hernia, Cceliowhich occurs through
ct'le, Hypogastroce'le,
1

—

the linea alba, below the umbilicus. 8. Perimeal Hernia; Mesoscelocele,— which takes place
through the levator ani, and appears at the perineum. 9. Vag"inal Hernia;—through the

—

—
—
—

—
—

—

—

Inflammation du testiade. Swelling and
inflammation of the testicle is a common symptom of gonorrhoea; but it may arise from exterIt is a disnal injuries, or from other causes.
ease, which cannot be mistaken, and the treatment must obviously be strongly antiphlogistic,
supporting the testicle during the treatment,
and for some time afterwards; methodical compression has also been found useful. The disease is not generally of a serious character, going oft' as suddenly as it comes on. As it affects
the epididymis more especially, when supervening on gonorrhoea or blennorrhoea, it is sometimes termed blcnnorrhagic epididymitis.
Hernia Inguinalis, Bubonocele h. Intestinalis, Enterocele— h. lschiatica, Ischiocele— li.
cus,

—

parietesof the vagina. 10. Diaphragmatic Herof the Liver, Hepatocele— h. Omental, Epiplonia: which passes through the diaphragm.
Parorchido-enteHernias are likewise distinguished, accord- cele— h. Parorchido-enterica,

—

31*

—

—

—

—

—

11ER.X1AIRE
rocele--h. Pharyngis.Pharyngocele

—

—

h.

Phrenic. Zona, (F.) Ccinlure, C. dartrcuse, Feu Persiqne,
Erysiplle, pusluleux, Shingles: in which the ve-

Diaphragmatic hernia li. of the Pleuta, Pleurocele
h. Pudendal, Pudendal hernia
h. Sacci
lacrymalis, Lachrymal hernia
Scrotalis,
h.
Scrolocele
h. tSeininalis scroti, Spermatocele
h. of the Stomach, Gastrocele
h. Suprapubian.H. inguinal h. of the Tongue, GIossocele
h. Umbilicalis, Epiplomphalon, Exom-

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

phalos h. Varicose, Cirsocele h. Varicosa,
Varicocele h. Venarum, Varix h. Veneris,
Hernia humoralis h. Ventosa, Phvsocele h.
Ventriculi, Gastrocele
h. Zirbalis, Epiplocele.
Her'nia Lit'rica,
e Divertic'ulo Intesti'ni.
Hernia first described by Litre, in which the
proper caliber of the intestinal canal is not
included in the hernial sac, the protruded portion of intestine consisting of a digital prolongation of the ilium, which Litre concluded was
formed by the gradual extension of a knuckle
of the bowel, that had been engaged in the
inguinal canal.
HERNIAIRE, Hernial, Herniaria glabra.
HER'NIAL, Hernia'rius, (F.) Herniuire. Belonging to, or concerning, hernias: as Hernial
Bandage, Hernial Sac, &c.
The (F.) Hernie, is applied to a part enveloped in a hernial sac; Hernieux means one
affected with hernia; and Chirurgien herniaire,
one who devotes himself to the treatment of
hernia.
HERNIA'RIA GLABRA, Milligra'na, Em'petrum: Ruptwe-7Cort, from hernia, 'rupture.'
(F.) Herniaire, Turqvette, Hernwle.
This plant,
which, as its name imports, was formerly considered efficacious in the cure of hernia, seems
destitute of all virtues.
CIIARJVUE, Sarcocele—h. de
V Epiploon, Epiplocele h. de VEstomac, GasIt. duJVomtrocele
h. Inguinale, Bubonocele

—

—

—

—

—

H

—

—

HERNIE

Exomphalos h. Ombilicale, Exomphalos
h. de la Vessie, Cystocele.
HERNIA, Hernial.
HERNIEUX, Hernial.
HERJYIOLE, Herniaria glabra.
HERNIOT'OMY, Herniotom'ia, from hernia,
and Tfui-oi, I cut.' The operation for hernia.
HERPES, Erpes, from 'tone), '1 creep;' because it creeps and spreads about the skin.
Ecphlysis Herpes, Cytis'ma Herpes, Tetter, Fret,
(F.) Dartre, Olophhjclide.
vesicular disease,
which, in most of its forms, passes through a
regular course of increase, maturation, decline,
and termination in about 10 or 14 days. The
vesicles arise in distinct, but irregular clusters,
which commonly appear in quick succession,
and near together, on an inflamed base; generally attended with heat, pain, and considerable
constitutional disorder. The term, like all others
which refer to cutaneous diseases, has not been
accurately defined. The ancients had three varieties; the mil'iary, y.ty yinum;; vesic'ular,<fXijKBateman
TuiviaSr\t, and ero'ding, (o&iofxtro$.
has the following varieties. 1. Herpes Phlyct^no'des, Herpes milia'ris, Ecphlysis Herpes
Miliaris, (F.) Dartre phhjctenolde, in which the
vesicles are millet-sized; pellucid: clusters commencing on an uncertain part of the body, and
being progressively strewed over the rest of the
surface; succeeded by fresh crops. 8. Herpes
Zoster, Zoster, Zona ig'nea, Z. serpigino'sa, Ignis Pcr'sicus, Cinzilla, Sacrr ignis, Ecphlysis
zoster,

Herpes

pcris'celis,

Erysip'elas

zoster, Erysip'elas phlyctanoi'dcs, E. pustulo'sa,

the clusters spi

round the body, like a girdle: at times confluent, and occasionally preceded by constitutional
3. Herpes Cihcina'ti's, Furnti'ca
irritation.
ambulalo'ria, Jln'nulus repens, Herpes Serpigo,
Serpigo, Ecphlysis Herpes Circina'tus, Ringworm, consisting of vesicles with a reddish base,
uniting in rings: the area of the rings slightly
discoloured, often followed by fresh crops. 4.
Hkri'ks Labia'lis. 5. Herpes Prj<eputia'lis,
appearing, respectively, on the lips and prepuce: 6. Herpes Iris, Iris, Rainbow-worm,
occurring in small circular patches, each
of which is com-posed of concentric rings of
different colours.
To these may be added,
Herpes Ex'edens, Ecphlysis Herpes exedens,
Herpes esthiom' eniis H. depas'cens, Jlgria, H.
cstiom'enus, Lupus vorax, Formi'cu corrosi'va,
I'ap'u/a fera, Ul'cerativc Ringworm, JVirles, II.
ferus, (F.) Dartre rongcunte, in which the vesicles are hard; clusters thronged; fluid dense,
yellow or reddish, hot, acrid, corroding the subjacent skin, and spreading in serpentine trails.
All the varieties demand simply an antiphlo-

—

—

,

when attended with febrile
herpes circinatus, alone, requires the use of astringent applications, which
have the power of repressing the eruption.
Herpes Depascens, H. exedens h. Eslhiotreatment,

gistic

The

irritation.

—
— h. Estiomenus, H. exedens
Ferus, H. exePityriasis —

menus, H. exedens

—

h.

Farinosus,

—

h.

—
—

dens h. Furfuraceus, Pityriasis h Furf'uraceus circinatus, Lepra, H. exedens h. Miliaris,
H. plilyctffinoides h. Periscelis, II. zoster h.
Serpigo, H. circinatus.
HERPET'IC, Herpet'icus, (F.) Dartreux.

—

—

Possessing the nature of herpes.

HERPE'TON, Herpet' icon, from 'tontrv,'tO
A creeping eruption or ulcer.— Hippoc.

creep.'

HERPYLOS, Thymus serpyllum.
HESPER1S ALLIAR1A, Alliaria.
HETEROCL1TE. See Homology, and

Tis-

sues.

HETEROCRANIA,

'

A

pearl-sized;

sicles are

bril,

Herpes
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Hemicrania.

HETEROCRlN'IA, from
'

•irtftp,

'

other,'

and

Modification in the situaAndral.
tion of secretions
HETEROGEN'ESIS. See Generation.
TISSU ES. See Tissues.
xoirut,

I

separate.'

—

HETEROLOGOUS
HETEROMORPHISM,

from

'tTfooc,

'

and

other,'

Heteromorphis'mus,
itooq-tj,

'

shape.'

A

deviation from the natural shape of parts.
HETEROPATHIC, Allopathic.
HETEROPHO'NIA, from 'm^?, 'other,'
and (/icon;, voice.' A cracked or broken voice.
'

HETEROPLASTY,
'treoog,

'

Ileteroplas'tic.e :
from
and nXaanw, 1 form.' Irreguoperations, that do not admit of exact

other;'

lar plastic

'

classification.

HETEROPROSO'PUS;
and uQooumov,
having two faces.

ferent,'

ster

HETEROREXIA.

from

'itiqoc, 'dif-

countenance.'
Gurlt.
Malaria.
'

—

A

mon-

HETERORRHYTH'MOS, having another
rhythm.' An epithet given to the pulse, when
it is such, in any individual, as is usually felt
'

at a different age.

HETEROS.
'

the other.'

from

'titnog,

'the one of two,'

Hence:

HETEROSARCOSES, from
flesh.'
A class of
oo.nl,

and

'

'««$<>?, 'other,'

diseases which

—
HETER0TAX1A

HIPPOSTEOLOGY

3G3

consists in the formation of
accidental tissues.
Ixendrin.

Hiera of Coi.ocynth, H. Diacolocy nthidos.
Hi era Looabii, Hiera picra.

—

HETEROTAX'IA,

(F.) Heterotaxie :
from
t«; I? , 'order.' A malformation,
consists in the general transposition of

IT *Q°S, and

which
organs.

METRE,

Fagus

HEUCHERA,

sylvatica.
see H. Cortusa.

Heucuf/ra Cohtu'sa,

//.

America'na,

Alum

Root, Amer'ican Sun'icle.

The root, Hntrhrru—
S.)
is
a powerful astringent, and
is the basis of a cancer powder.
The American
(rh.

—

U.

Indians apply the powdered root to wounds,
ulcers, and cancers.
It is said to have been
sold for the colchicum.
HEX'IS, '§gif, habit, (q. v. ,) habit of body,
(q. v.,)

constitution.

Hence— hectic,

cachectic,

&c.

Uikiia Picra, from

and ttixooc,
formerly
called Hiera logol'dii, when made into an electuary with honey. It is now kept in the form
of dry powder ;— prepared by mixing socotrinc
aloes one pound, with 3 ounces of cunella alba.
See Pulvis aloes cum Canella.
Hi
a Syrinx, Vertebral column, Epilepsy.
HIERACI'TES, 'itoaztTi,?, from 'tepa€, 'a
hawk,' Lapis accip'itrum. The ancient name
of a precious stone; believed to be capable of
arresting the hemorrhoidal flux.
Pliny, Galen,
'

i

hia're,

'

to

gape,'

'

to open.'

A foramen or aperture. The vulva. Also,
yawning, (q v.)
Hiatus Fallopii, see Aqureductus Fallopii;

'/ f (,r,,',

Pubis

•

holy,'

aluet'icus,

it

—

Paulus.

IIIERA'CIUM MURO'RUM, Pulmona'ria
Auridula mu'ris major, (F.) Epervihe
murailks, Pulmonaire des Francois.
A

Gall'icu,

des

HIA'TUS, from

Hiily bitter.

bitter.'

European plant, which is a slight tonic.
Pilosf.l'la.
HieRa'cium
The systematic

name

of the Auridula Muris, or Mouse-ear, Pi-

losel'la,

Myoso'lis, (F.) Filoselle, Oreille de Sour is.

Lacerum posterius foramen; This plant contains a bitter, lactescent juice
/(. Sphinopitreux, Lacerum anterius foramen.
which has a slight degree of astringency. The
Hiatus or Fora'men of Winslow, is an roots are more powerful than the leaves.
opening situate behind the lesser omentum,
HIERAX, Accipiter.

h. Occipitopelreux,

:

—

and behind the vessels and nerves of the liver
which forms a communication between the
peritoneal cavity and that of the omenta.

—

HIBER'NICUS LAPIS,

Teg'ula Hiber'nica,
Ardt'sia Hiber'nica, Harde'sia, Irish Slate. A
kind of slate or very hard stone, found in different parts of Ireland, in masses of a bluishblack colour, which stains the hands. Jt has
been taken, powdered, in spruce beer, against
inward contusions.

HIBISCUS,

Althaea.

Hmis'cus Abei.mos'chus. The name of the
plant whose seeds are called Grana Moschi or
Musksccd.

It is the Belmus'chus, Abchnos'chus,
Moschi, Kel'mia JEgyp'tiaca, Moschus
Ar'abum, JEgyp'tia moscha'ta,Bamix moscha'ta,
Atcea, Alcea lndica, Akea JEgijptiaca. Villo'sa,
Abelmosch, Abelmusk, Musk-mullow, (F.) Graine
de Muse, Herbe a la poudre de Chypre, Ambrelte,
Guimauve. veloutec. It is indigenous in Egypt
and the Indies. The seeds are chiefly used as
perfumes and especially in the formation of
the Cyprus Powder.
Hibis'cus Popule'us, Balimba! go. A small
Molucca tree. The fruit is full of a juice similar to camboge
The root is emetic. Itisused
in chronic diarrhoea, colic, dyspepsia, &.C.
HICCOUGH, Singultus.
HICCUP, Singultus.
HIUROA, Desudatio, Echauboulures, Hydroa,

Granum

;

Sudamina.

HIDRONOSOS, Sudor anglicus.
HIDROPHOROUS, Sudoriferous.
HI'DROS,

',<V"<, Sudor, (q
Hidropyra, llidrosis, &.c.

Hence

v.,)

'sweat.'

HIDROTERION. Achicolum.
HIDKOT1CUM, Sudorific.
HlEBLE,

Sanibucus ebulus.

HI'ERA DIACOLOC^N'THIDOS,

from

An

elec-

'itooc,

'

holy.'

Hiera of Col'orynth.

tuary, composed of 10 parts of colocynth, as
much agaric, germander, white horehound, sta5 parts of opoponax, as much saga pi nam,
chas:
parsley, round birthwort root, and white pepper;
4 parts of spikenard, cinnamon, myrrh, and
saffron; and 3 pounds, 3 ounces, and 5 drachms

—

—

of

honcij.

HIEROBOTANE. Verbena officinalis.
HIEROGLYPH'ICA, from '.egos, 'holy,'
A name given to lire
medicine; and also to the
folds in the hands, feet, and forehead, which
afford Chiromancy its pretended oracles.

and

yXvipui,

siinis

•

1

carve.'

employed

in

HIEROPYRUS, Erysipelas.
HILL FEVER, see Fever hill.
HIMANTOSIS, Himas.
H1MAS, 'uia;, 'a thong of leather.' The
uvula; likewise, elongation and extenuation of
the uvula. It is also called Himanto'sis, Himanto'ma.
HIP, Haunch

—

h.

Bone, Ischium

—

— h. Joint,

Coxofemoralarliculation h. Tree, Rosa canina.
HIP'PACE, 'innaic)], from 'innot, a horse.'
A cheese prepared from mare's milk. Ca'seus
'

Equi'nus.

HIPPANTHRO'PIA, from Uttttoc, 'ahorse,'
and ardnw/iog 'a man.' A variety of melancholy, in which the patient believes himself
changed to a horse. The Greek word mnav
&Qomof means the fabulous Centaur.
'HI PPASIA, Equitation.
l

HIPPEIA,

Equitation.

HI PPEUSIS, Equitation.

HIPPIATRI'A, from 'innoc, 'ahorse,' and
medicine,' (F.) Hippialrique.
la-TQtxt],
A science, whose object is the knowledge of the diseases of the horse, and of other domestic animals.
HIPPOCAM'PUS MINOR, Unguis, Unciform Em'inence, Co/lic'ulus cavern poslerio'ris
ventriculo'rum latera'lium, Culcar avis.
(F.) Ergot, Epcron.
A medullary tubercle or projection, observed in the posterior cornu of the
lateral ventricle of the brain.
HIPPOCRAT'IC, Hippocrnt'icus. Relating
to Hippocrates, or concerning his doctrine,
as
Hippocratic doctrine, Hippocra tic face, &c.
HIPPOC'RATIST.
partisan of the Hippocratic Doctrine.
HIPPOPATHOL'OGY, Hippopatho!og"ia,
from 'i.t.voc, 'a horse,' na&o:, a disease,' and
Hoyos, 'a discourse.'
A knowledge of the disPathology of the horse.
eases of the horse.
HlPPOSTEOL'OGY, Hipposteolog"ia, from
'

—

A

'

,

)

:

,

HIPPOTOMY

a bone,' and Zvyuc, 'a
Osteology of the horse.
HIPPOT'OMY, Htppotom'ia, from 'innas, a
Anatomy of the
horse,' and tckvcii', 'to cut.'

'i,t,7oc,

'

a horse,' oinior,

'

discourse.'

'

horse.

HIPPURIC ACID, see Acid, hippuric.
HIPPU'KIS VULGA'RIS, from 'tnno?,
horse,'

and ovoa,

'a

tail.'

iio.\ia:oi\\THY
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<a

term is also more particularly appropriated to
the minute anatomy of the tiutuei
HISTORY. MEDICAL, llisto'ria Medici' nee.
A narration of the chief circumstances, and the
persons connected with them, in the progress
of medicine.
HIVE-SYRUP, Syrupus scillac compositus.

The systematic name

The same
tum

virtues are attributed to the Equise'-

arven'sE,fluviat'ile, limo'sum, &c.
'innos, a horse.'

HIPPUS, from

A

disease
of the eyes, in which, from birth, they perpetually twinkle, like those of a man on horseback. Also, a tremulous condition of the iris,
which occasions repeated alternations of contraction and dilatation of the pupil.
HIPPIATRIQUE, Hippiatria.
'

HIPPOCAMPE GRANDE, Comu ammonis.
HIPPOCAMPUS MAJOR, Comu ammonis.
HIPPOCRAS, Claret.
HIPPOCRATES, CAP OF,
crate

— h. Sleeve,

VES, Cynanche

Ill

HOARSENESS,

of the Horse's Tail or Mare's Tail, Equise'tum
minus, Equise'tum, (F.) Prele, Pres/e, Asprele.
It is an astringent, and frequently used, by the
vulgar, as tea, in diarrhoea and hemorrhage.

HOG-LICE,

d' Hippo-

Varicella.

Onisci aselli.
Galen.
a dram.'
HOL'CIMOS.'o/.xi^os.from'o/xi;, a weight.'

HOLCE, 'oiifjj,

—

'

'

A

tumour of the

liver.

HOLCUS SORGHUM,
HOLERA, Cholera.
HOLLANDS, Gin.
HOLLY, COMMON,
Dahoon,

Ilex vomitoria

bellata

h.

—

Sea,

Panicum

Ilex

Italicum.

aquifolium— li.

— h. Ground, Pyrola um-

Eryngium maritimum.

HOLLYHOCK, COMMON,

Alcea rosea.

HOLMICOS, Alveolus.
HOLMOS, Mortar.

HOLOCYRON, Teucrium chama:pitys.
HOLOPHLYCT1DES, Phlyctama.

HOLOSTEUM
Bonnet

Chausse.

See

trachealis.

Raucedo.

ALSINE,

A! si ne media.

HOLOSTEUS, psteocolla.
HOLOTON'ICUS,

'oAo S ,

'the

whole,'

and

HIPPOLAPATHUM, Rumex patientia.
7fi>u),
stretch.'
A spasm of the whole body.
HIPPOMARATHRUM, Peucedanum silaus. A variety of tetanus, (q. v.) — Sauvages.
HIPPOS, Equus.
IIOL'YWELL, MINERAL WATERS OF.
'

H1PPOSELINUM, Smyrnium
HIPS, Sax. heopa.

The

olusatrum.
the dogchiefly used as a
Rosse Canins.

fruit of

Rosa Cani'na, (q. v.,):
See Confectio
HIRCUS, Tragus.
HIRQUUS, Canthus (greater.

rose,

confection.

HOM AGRA, Omagra.
HOMIOSIS,

Hair'iness, Tricho'sis Hirsu'Growth of hairs in extraneous parts, or
ties.
superfluous growth in parts ; as in cases of

HIRU'DO,

Holywell is a town in Wales; and takes its name
from the famous well of St. Winifred. It is a
simple cold water, remarkable for its purity.

HOMEOPATHY,

HIRSU'TIES,

bearded women.

I

— Good.

Homoeopathy.

Homoiosis.

HOMME, Homo.
HOMO, (F.) Homme,

Man, the chief and
in Greek,
most perfect of the mammalia
upwards,' and -rytjiio, I
ar-dQ o)7i o?, from ara,
turn,' because man, alone, of all animals, possesses the natural power of standing erect. He
is,
also, the only animal whose incisor teeth,
;

'

•

Leech. Sanguisu'ga, Bdella.
In medicine, the Hiru'do Medicina' lis Bdella
Medicina'lis or Medicinal Lccclt is employed.
It lives in fresh water, and feeds
wedged in a projecting jaw, are absolutely ver(F.) Sangsue.
on the blood of animals, which it sucks, after tical. Man is especially distinguished from
having pierced the skin with its three sharp other mammalia by the faculty, which he posThis habit has been taken advantage of, sesses, of classing his ideas; comparing them
teeth.
In applying the with each other
and connecting, representing
to produce local blood-letting.
and if there and transmitting them by signs and articulate
leech, the part must be wiped dry
be difficulty in making the leech bite, a little sounds. He possesses, in the highest degree,
milk or cream may be applied. When satiated, all the attributes of intelligence, memory, judgment, and imagination. He inhabits all counit will drop off, and by applying a little salt to
A good tries, the burning regions of the torrid zone,
its head it will disgorge the blood.
English leech will take about half an ounce of and the chilling atmosphere of the polar climes.
blood, including that which flows by fomenting In different situations, he presents, in his figure,
the part subsequently. The American takes colour, and stature, some differences, which
have caused the human race to be divided by
less.
HIRUNDINARIA, Lysimachia nummulana. naturalists into different races or varieties. The
sticknumber of such races can only be approximated.
hceren'do,
HIRUN'DO, Cliel'idon, from
ing;' because it sticks its nests against the Cuvier admits but three, the Caucasian, Negro,
The nests of the Mongolian; to these may be added W\e American.
houses. (?) The Swallow.
swallow were once employed as rubefacients, Every division must necessarily be arbitrary,
and the individuals composing each variety are
boiled in vinegar.
far from being alike.
V1RIDE, Cupri subacetas.
Homceopathist
HISPIDITAS, Dystcechiasis, Phalangosis.
Tiie

,

;

;

—

'

HISPANICUM

HISPIDULA,

HIST'OS,

Antennaria dioicum.
'«tto?, 'the organic texture.'

Hence
HISTOGEN'IA,i#sro/'e?2i/, from 'mro?, the
'

organic texture, 'and ynnrig, 'generation.' The
formation and developement of the organic textures.

HISTOLOGY, Anatomy

(general.)

The

H0MC3OPATH,
HOMCEOPATHIST, HomaopatL One who

follows Homoeopathy.

HOMOEOPATHY, Homeop'ulluj, from 'epettf
and nudog, affection.' A fanciful docwhich maintains, that disordered actions
in the human body are to be cured by inducing
other disordered actions of the same kind, and
this to be accomplished by infinitessimally small

'like,'

trine,

'

—

'

HOMCEOZYGY

HOSPITAL

doses, often of apparently inert agents the
decillionth part of a grain of charcoal, for example, is an authorized dose.
;

HOMCEOZ'YGY,

^

tvyov>,

'

I

from

'

0/

u°«>«, 'like,'

— Serres.

HOMOETHNI A, Sympathy.
UOMOlO'SIS./foOTjVaw.from Vo«o),' I resemble,' 'I assimilate.'
An elaboration of the
nutritious juice, by which it becomes proper
for assimilation, (q. v.)

HOMOLINON. See Apolinosis.
H O M O L 'O G Y, from 'auottt, Mike,'

and

xoyo?, ' a description.'
The doctrine of similar
parts.
Thus, the two sides of the body are
said to be ' homologous.'
Homologous tissues,
are those that resemble others; in opposition to
heterologous or heleroclite, which are new for-

mations.

HOMOPII'AGUS,
tpttyv),

I eat.'

'

Cephalalgia.

from

One who

HOMOPLATA,

'c )(MU?:

eats

raw

'

of

Hordeum,

Barley,' Scltrophthatmia, Crith?, a Stye, a
Styon, Crithid'ion, Crythl. (F.) Orgelet, Orsmall, inflammatory tumour, of the
gfolet.
nature of a boil, which exhibits itself near the
free edge of the eyelids, particularly near the
inner ancle of the eye.
CrithE. The seeds of Hordeum
vulga'rE, or Scotch Barley, are ranked amongst
the Cerealia. (F.) Orge. They afford a mucilaginous decoction, which is employed as a diluent and antiphlogistic. The seeds of the Hordeum dis'tichon and H. hcxas'tichon possess similar properties. Barley is freed from its shells
in mills; and, at times, is rubbed into small,
'

A

HOMOGEN'ESIS, see Generation.
HOMOIOPATHIA, Sympathy.

HOMONOPAGIA,

HOQUET, Singultus.
HORDE'OLUM, diminutive

and

The law of association

join together.'

of organs, by which like parts adhere to like
parts.

embraced the whole body like armour; and
the figure of which is given by Fabricius ab
Acquapendente.

raw,' and

HORDEUM,

round grains, somewhat

like pearls,

when

it is

Hordeum

pcrla'tum, or Pearl Barley, (F.)
Orge per/6, and forms the Hordei sem'ina tu'nicis nuda'ta, of the pharmacopoeias, Hordeum
(Ph. U. S.)

called

Hordeum Causticum, Veratrum sabadilla.
HOREHOUND, Marrubium— h. Black, Bal-

flesh.

Scapula.

—
—

HOMOT'ONOS, JEqua'lis, from V?, lota foelida h. Germander-leaved, Eupatorium
equal,' and toio?, tone.'
That which has the teucrifolium h. Stinking, Ballota foetida — h.
same tone. Continued fevers, whose symptoms Wild, Eupatorium teucrifolium.
HORMINUM, Salvia horminum.
have an equal intensity during the whole course
'

'

of the disease, have been so called.
masticos and Synocha.

—

HONESTY, Lunaria rediviva.
HONE WORT, FIELD, Sison amomum.
HONEY, Mel— h. Balsam of, Hill's, see Mel
h.

of Borax,

despumatum
h.

See Ac-

—

Mel boracis— h. Clarified, Mel
Prepared, Mel prreparatum

h.

of Roses, Mel rosre— h. of Squill, compound,
Scillse Compositus.

Syrupus

HONEYCOMB-BAG, Reticulum.
HONGLANE, Coptis teeta.
HONTEUX, Pudic.
HOOK, Sax. hoce, hooc, Dutch,

HORN,

Cornu.

IIORNSEED, Ergot.
HORNY EXCRES'CENCES,
Cornua

Ichthyiasis cornig" era,

Lepido'sis
(F.)
cuta'nea.

Corncs dr. la praa. Certain excrescences, which
occasionally form in some part of the skin, and
resemble, in shape, the horns of animals.
HOR'RIDA CUTIS, Goose-skin, Cutis anstate of the skin accompanying the
seri'na.

A

rigor of an intermittent.

HORRIPILATION,

h o e c k,

Horripila'tio, Horror,
Phricas'mus, from horrere, 'to
(F ) Horripilahair.'
bristle up,' and pilus,
General chilliness, pretion, Frissonnement.
ceding fever, and accompanied with bristling
of the hairs over the body.
tpQixtj,

Pin

ice,

Uncus, Unci' mis, Ancfyra, (F ) ilrigne, Mrigne,
An instrument, consisting of a steel
wire, flattened at the middle, and having the
extremities crooked and pointed. Some hooks
HORROR, Horripilation.
are furnished with a handle at one extremity
HORSE-CHESTNUT, .Esculus hippocastathe other having one or two hooks; constituting the single and double hook. The Hook num.
HORSE CRUST, Crusta genu equinee.
is used by anatomists and surgeons, to lay hold
House Radish, Cochlearia armoracia.
of, and raise up, certain parts, the dissection of
HORSES TAIL. Hippuris vulgaris.
which is delicate, or w liter! would slip from the
HORTULUS CUP1DIN1S, Vulva.
fingers.
HORTUS, Vulva.
The Tenaculum is a variety of the Hook.
1TAL, primarily from hospes, a guest,'
The Blunt Hook is an instrument which is
lnjirmapassed over the flexures of the joints to assist Nosocomi'um, Injir'mary, Infirma'rium,
An estato'rium, Nosodochi'um. (F.) Hopital.
in bringing down the foetus in parturition.
in which
sick,
the
reception
of
blishment
for
the
HOOPING-COUGH, Pertussis.
medically.
Hooping Cough, Roche's Embrocation for they are maintained and treated
Hospitals were first instituted about the end
the, see Roche.
of the 4th century; a period at which the word
IIOPITAL, Hospital.
loaoxoptitv was employed, for the first time, by
PILLOW, see Humulus Lupulus.
St Jerome.
PLANT. Humulus lupulus.
Hos'pital Gangrene, Phageda:'na gangra.'HOPLOCHRYS'MA, from 'o.iXor, 'a weaPutrid or Malignant Ulcer, Gungra'na.
no'sa;
armaUnguentum
pon,* and /?«ff/ua, 'salve.'
was A'osocomio'rum, Hos'pital Sore, Gcaigralna conrium, Arm'atonj Unguent. A salve which
tagio'sa, Put re' do, (F.) Pourriture ou Gangrene
supposed to cure wounds by sympathy:— the
Gangrene, occurring in wounds or
d'liopital.
instrument with which the wound was inflicted
ulcers, in hospitals, the air of which has been
with
it.
anointed
beinc
by the accumulation of patients, or
HOPLOMOCITLION, 'o7iXouo X Xior, from vitiatedother
circumstance. Hospital gangrene
The some
a lever.'
'071x0., a weapon,' and uo^o?,
many different varieties of which are met
name of an iron machine or apparatus, which
'

ou Erine.

—

HOST

HOP
HOP

'

'

—

— — ——— ————————— — ———— —
——
HOSTIARIUS

—
-

HUM OR ISM
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with, and always preceded or accompanied by
fever commonly commences with suppression
of the suppuration of the wound, which becomes covered with a grayish and tenacious
sanies.
The gangrene then manifests itself.
It extends from the centre of the ulcerated surface towards the edges; these become swollen,
painful, and everted; and the patient dies with
all the signs of typhus.
The treatment must
be varied, according to circumstances. Sometimes, it requires the use of stimulating, acid,
caustic, and antiseptic applications; with, occasionally, the actual cautery, aided by the exhibition of tonics, internally:
at others, the
antiphlogistic regimen and emollient applications may be necessary.
HOSTIARIUS, Pylorus.
HOTSFR1NGS, see Virginia, Mineral Wa-

—

—

HUIT DE CHIFFRE.

Figure of 8.

A

ban-

which the turns are crossed in the form
of the figure 8. Such is the bandage used after

dage

in

bleedinjr from the arm.

HUITRE.

Ostrea.

HUM, VENOUS, Bruit de diable.
HUMECTAN'Tl A. A name formerly given
which appeared to possess the proaugmenting the fluidity of the blood.
HU'MERAL, Humera'lis. That which belongs to, or is connected with, the arm or hu-

to drinks,

perty of

merus.
Hu'M>:RAr. Ah'tekv, Artc'ria humera'lis. See
Brachial Artery.
CUBITAL, Brachialis anterior—
h. Sus-metacarpien, see Radialis
//. Sus-radial,
Supinator radii longus.

HUMERO

—

HU'MERUS,

Omos, Armus,

Scu'pula,

(F.)

ters of.

Apaule. The most elevated part of the arm.
The bones, which concur in forming it, are;
the scapula, head of the humerus and the clavicle, united together by strong ligaments, and
du covered by numerous muscles.
Mentnn, Depressor labii inferioris, Levator labii
Hu'merus, Os Hu'meri, Os bra'chii, Os adjuinferioris.
to'rium, Os brachial ll, Brachium, is the cylindriHOUSELEEK, Sempervivum tectorum.
cal, irregular bone of the arm; the upper extreHOUSEMAID'S KNEE, see Knee, House- mity of which has a hemispherical head conmaid's.
nected with the scapula; and two tuberosities or
HOUSE-SURGEON, Resident Surgeon. Usu- tubercles, a greater and lesser, for the attachally a senior pupil or graduate, who attends in ment of muscles, between which is the Bicipan hospital, to every accident and disease, in ital groove or Fossa. At the inferior extremity
the absence of the regular physician or surgeon. may be remarked
the inner condyle, the outer
condyle.; the small head, which is articulated
It answers, in the British hospitals, to the Eleve
interne of the French.
with the radius; the trochlea articulated with
HOUX, Ilex aquifolium h. petit, Ruscus h. the ulna, &c. The humerus is developed by
seven points of ossification; one for the body;
Apalachinc, Hex vomitoria.
one for the head; one for the greater tuberosity;
HUACO, Guaco.
one for the trochlea; one for the epitrochlea;
HUDSON'S PRESERVATIVE FOR
GUMS. See Tinctura Myrrhse. one for the epicondyle, and another for the
HU1LE, Oil A. d' Absinthe, Artemisia absin- lesser head.
Humerus Sumcmus, Acromion.
thium (oil of,) It. d'Acajou, see Anacardium
AOUEUSE, Aqueous humour—
occidentale.
HUILE ACOUSTIQUE, (F.) Oleum acus'- It. Hyaloide, Corpus vitreum.
ticum, Acoustic oil.
An oil for deafness, pieFROIDES, Scrofula.
pared of olive oil, 5ij, garlic, ox- gall and bayRADICALE, Humidum radicale.
leaves, each gj; boiled for a quarter of an hour,
ARTICULORUM,

HOUBLON, Humulus lupulus.
HOUGH, Poples.
HOUNDS' TONGUE, Cynoglossum.
HOUPPE NERVEUSE, see Papilla-/*,

—

—

THE

TEETH AND

—

HUM EUR

HUMEURS
HUMIDE
HUMIDUM NAT1VUM

and strained.

—

HUILE D'AMANDES, Oleum amygdalarum

d'Anclh, see Anethum graveolens h. Animate, Oleum animale h. Animale de Dippel,
Oleum animale Dippelii h. Animalisee par infusion, Oleum animalizatum per infusionem
h. Aromntique,
h. Anis, see Pimpinella anisum
Oleum animalizatum per infusionem li. d'Auh. de Cacao,
rone, Artemisia abrotanum (oil of)
Butter of cacao h. de Carvi, Carurn (oil) fide Cedrat, Olenm cedrinum h.de petits chiens,
Oleum animalizatum per infusionem h. dc
Come de Cerf, Oleum animale Dippelii h. de
Gabian, Petrolteum h. de Girofle, see Eugenia
caryophyllata h. de Laurier, Unguentum laurinum h. de Lis, see Lilium candidum h. de
h. de Morve, Oleum jeciMorelle, see Solanum
/*. dc
h. d'lEillette, Fapaver (oil)
noris aselli
Ricin,see Ricinus communis h. de Succin, see
Succinum— h. Verte, Balsam, green, of Metz h.
de Vin, douce, Oleum eethereum.
h.

—

HUILESANIMALES,Ole&an\maha—k.Empyreumatiquts, Olea empyreumatica— h. Essen-

Olea volatilia—h. Fixes ou grasses, Olea
Fugaces, Olea fugacia It Mtdicinales,
Olea medicinalia— It. Volatiles, Olea volatilia.
tidies,

fixa

h.

—

Synovia h. Primigenium, H. radicale.
Hu'midum Radica/le, Hu'midum primige'
nium; Rad'ical Moisture, (F.) Humidc radicale.
This name was formerly given to the liquid,
which, by means of the circulation, was conceived to give flexibyity and proper consistence
to the different

organic textures.

HUM1LIS, Rectus inferior oculi.
HUMOR GENITALIS, seu Seminalis seu

—

Venereus, Sperm h. Albugineous, Aqueous
humour h. Articularis, Synovia h. Ceruminous, Cerumen h. Uoridis, Water, sea h. Geh. Glacialis, Crysnitalis seu seminalis, Sperm

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

Corpus vitreum h. Hyaloides, Corpus
vitreum h. Ovatus, Aqueous humour h. Ovih. Purulentus, Pus
formis, Aqueous humour
h. Vitreus, Corpus vitreum.
HU'MORAL, Humora'lis, from humere, 'to
moisten.' Proceeding from, or connected with,
the humours.
HU'MORISM, Hu'moral Pathology. A medical theory, founded exclusively on the part
which the humours were considered to play in
the production of disease. Although tiaces of
this system may be found in the most remote
talline,

—

antiquity, the creation, or at

—

all

events, the ar-

—
HUMORIST
rangement of

may

I

HYDRAMNIOS
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be attributed to Galen,
metaphysical subtleties,

exterior covering of the vitreous humour, and
transmits within it prolongations, which divide
it into cells.
Fallopius discovered this membrane, and gave it the name Hyaloid. On a
level with the entrance of the optic nerve into
the eye, the hyaloid membrane forms, by reflection, a cylindrical canal, which pierces the
the body
vitreous humour from behind to before, as far
Every fluid substance of an or- as the posterior part of the crystalline. To this,
ganized body; as the blood, ch vie, lymph, &c. its discoverer gave the name Canal liyaloldien
The Humours, /uuui, Chymi, Humor es, differ or Hyaloid Canal.
considerably, as to number and quality, in the
Vitrum.
different species of organized beings; and even
A. Gibbos'itas.
in the same species, according to the state of
Hydrarthrus.
health or disease. The ancients reduced them
Hydrarthrus.
to four; which they called cardinal humours;
HY'DATID, Hi/datis, Bulla, Aquula,Hydro'a,
the blood, phlegm, yellow bile, and atrabilis or
Txnia hijdatig"cna, Echinocod cus huma'nus,
black bile. The modern classification of the hufrom 'vSivq, ' water.' This name was long given
mours is given under Fluid.
to every encysted tumour which contained an
Perhaps from umbo, ' the boss of a
aqueous and transparent fluid. Many patholobuckler' Hunch, Gibbus, Gibba, Tuber, (F.)
gists, subsequently, applied it to vesicles, softer
Bosse. A prominence, formed by a deviation
than the tissue of membranes, more or less
of the bones of the trunk. Commonly, it is
transparent, which are developed within organs,
formed by the spine or sternum, and is seated
It is by
but without adhering to their tissue.
at the posterior or anterior part of the trunk.
no means clear, that these formations are really
It may, also, be produced by deviation of" the
entozoa.
They have been found in various
ribs or pelvis. The spine may be curved in
parts of the body; sometimes in the uterus, octhree principal directions. 1. Backwards, and
casioning signs nearly similar to those of pregthis is the most common case; this the ancients
nanc}', but being sooner or later expelled. The
called xvipwoif, Cypho'sis, gibbos'itas. 2. Forexpulsion is generally attended with more or
wards, loodtaGii;, Lordo'sis, recurtu'tio; and, 3
See Acephalocyslis.
it.

who enveloped

it

in

relating to the union between the elements and
the four cardinal humours.
HU'MORIST. The Galenical physicians,
who attributed all diseases to a depraved state
of the humours, or to vicious juices collected in

HUMOUR.

—

HYALOS,

HYBOM

HYDARTHROSIS,
HYDARTHRUS,

—

HUMP.

less

hemorrhage.

Most
Hydatis, Af/uu/a, Phlycta'nula, Vtrru'ea Palcurvatuies occur at a very early age, and are pebra'rum, Milium, also, meant small, transcaused by scrofula, rickets, &c; and, not un- parent tumours of the eyelids. Galen, C. Hoffrequently, they are accompanied by caries of mann.
the vertebra. See Vertebral Disease.
HYDATIDES CERVICIS UTERI, Nabothi
Lateral///, oxo'/.twatc, Scoho'sis, obstipa'tio.

—

HU'MULUS LU'PULUS,

Convolvulus

pe-

rrn'nis; the Hop-plant. Nat. Ord Urticeoe. (F.)
Houblon, Vigne du. nord. Its cones or strobiles,

Hu'muli strobili (Ph. L ,) Hamulus, (Ph. U. S.,)
have a fragrant odour; and bitter, aromatic taste,
depending on a peculiar principle, named Lu'pulin, extractive and essential oil; which may
be extracted, equally by water and spirit, from
the dried strobiles. 'The Hop is employed as a
tonic and hypnotic, and enters into the composition of ale and beer.
Pulvi'nar Hu'muli, has long
been used for producing sleep.

The Hop pillow,

HUNCH, Hump.
HUNGER, Anglo-Saxon,

hunsep, Fames,

Peine", Esuries, Jc.ju'nium, Jcju'nilas, F.suThe necessity for
(F.) Faint.
ri'tio, Esuri'go.

[Amos,

taking food." Hunger is an internal sensation,
which some authors have attributed to the friction between the sides of the stomach in its
empty state; others, to the compression of the
nerves, when the organ is contracted; others,
to the action of the gastric juice,

&c.

It is dic-

tated by the wants of the system: farther
know not. See Appetite.

HYACINTHUS MUSCARI,

torius.

HYALINE SUBSTANCE,

we

Bulbus vomi-

„

Cytoblastema.

HY'ALOID, Hyalo'des, Hyaloid.es, Vu'reus,
from 'vuXoc, 'glass,' and tidog, 'resemblance.'
Resembling

glass.

hyaloide'a, is a cupthe vitreous humour, in

Hyaloid Fossa, Fossa
like

excavation in

which the crystalline is imbedded.
Hv'm.oid Membrane, Tunica Hyaloidea,
Mcmbra'na Arnchnoidea, T. vitrea, is the exthe
tremely delicate membrane, which forms
'

glandules.

H Y DATIDOCE'LE, Hydatoce'

2, from Warn;,
'a tumour.' A tumour,
containing
Oscheocele,
formed by hydatids.
hydatids. The Oscheoce'k lujdalido'sa, of Sau-

'

hydatid,'

and

xqAij,

vain'S.

HYDATIS'MUS,

from 'vSuq,

'

The

water.'

noise caused by the fluctuation of pus conAurelian, Foesius.
tained in an abscess.

—

HYDATOCELE, Hydatidocele.
HYDATOCH'OLOS, from 'vSwq,

'water.'
An epithet
Aquoso-bilious.
given to evacuated matters, when mixed with
water and bile. Hippocr., Foesius.

and

/oXtj,

'

bile.'

—

HYDATODES, Aqueous.
HY DATOID, Hydatoi'des,A'queous,Aquo'sus,
Hydulo'des, from 'vdu>Q, water,' and tidog, 'resemblance.' Resembling water. This name
has been given to the membrane of the aqueous
humour; and, also, to the aqueous humour
'

itself.

HYDATOIDES, Aqueous humour.
HYDEROS, Anasarca, Hydrops.
HYDOR, 'vSwq, 'genitive,' 'vdarog,

'water.'

Hence:

HYDRACHNIS,

see Varicella.

HYJDR.EMIA, Hydrotemia.

HY'DRAGOGUES,

Hydrago'ga,

Hydrop'-

Hydrot'ica, Jiquid'uca, from 'vSv>q, ' water,'
and oycu, ' I expel.' Medicines, believed to be
capable of expelling serum effused in any part
of the body. These are generally cathartics or
ica,

diuretics.

HYDRAGOGUM BOYLEI, Argenti
HYDRALLANTE,
HYDRAM'NIOS,

nitras.

False Waters.

from 'vSwo,

'

water,'

and

—

—
HYDRARGYRANATRIPSIS
'

amnios.'

An

excessive quantity of the liquor

HYDRARGYRANATRIPSIS,
in.'

The rubbing

from <v8qoqrubbing
of an ointment of quick-

and

quicksilver,'

'

in

uraToi\pic,

'

Hydrargyrotrip' sis.

silver:

HYDRARGYRI ACETAS.Hydrargyrus
acetatus — h. Borussias, H. cyanuretum — h.
Bromidum.see Bromine

— h.Calx alba, Hydrar-

gyrum praecipilatum.
Hydrargyri Chloridum Corrosivum, H.
oxymurias

— h.

chloridum

mite,

H.

submu-

rias.

Hydrar'gyri Cyanuhe'tum, H. Borns'sias,
Hydrar'gyrum Cyanogena' turn, H. llydrocyanicum, Prussias Hydrar'gyri, Cyun'uret or Prus( F.) Cyanure
dc Mercure.
of Mercury.
(Ferri Ferro-cyanuret.fr'w; Hydrarg. oxid. rubr.

siate

HYDRARGYRI

3G3

Amnii
yvoo$,

—

It is used in the formation of the Soluble
Mercury of Hahnemann.
Ward's ll'hite Drops, a once celebrated,
were prepared by disantiscorbutic nostrum,
solving mercury in nitric acid; and adding a so-

—

—

lution of carbonate of Ammonia; or, frequently,
they consisted of a solution of sublimute with
carbonate of ammonia.

Hydrargyri Ni'trico-Ox'ydum, HydrurgyMercu'rius corrosi' cus
ruber,
Mcrcurius prwcipita'lus corrosivut, M.
pracipita'tus ruber, Area' num. corallinum, Mirrus

nitra'tus

ruber,

curius cora/linus, PuL'vis prin'cipis, Pracipitalus ruber, Oxlydum hydrargyri comple'lum, 0.
hydrargyr' icum, Panace'a mercurii rubra, Pulvis Joau'nis de Vigo, Oxo'dcs hydrargyri rubrum, Hypcroxo'dcs hydrargyri, A'ilric oxide of
mercury, lied precip'itate, Ox'ydum hydrar'gyri

But the nit'ricum, Oxydum hydrargyri rubrum per uc"vel q. s.; aqux destillit. Oiij.
Ferro-cyanuret and three ounces of the oxide idum nit'ricum, (F.) Oxide nilrique dc mercure.
of mercury, previously powdered and thorough- It is a stimulant and escharolic, and used as
ly mixed together, into a glass vessel, and pour such in foul ulcers; being sprinkled on the
on two pints of the distilled water. Boil the part, in fine powder, or united with lard into
mixture, stirring constantly; and if, at the end an ointment.
Hydrargyri Oxydi Murias Ammoniacalis,
of half an hour, the blue colour remain, add
small portions of the oxide of mercury, conti- Hydrargyrum proecipitaium h. Oxodes runuing the ebullition until the mixture becomes brum, Hydrargyri nitrico-oxydum h. Oxyduof a yellowish colour; then filter through paper. lum nigrum, H. Oxydum cinereum h. OxyWash the residue in a pint of the distilled wa- dum nigrum, H. oxydum cinereum.
Mix the solution and evaporate
Hydrargyri Oxydum Cihe'beum, Oxydum
ter, and filter.
hydrargyri nigrum, JE'thiops per se, Mercutill a pellicle appears, and set the liquor aside
that crystals may form. To purify the crystals, rius niger Moscati, Oxydum hydrar gyro' sum,
subject it to re-solution, evaporation, and crys- Oxydum hydrargyr' icum pracipita'lum, Oryil'This preparation has ulum hydrar'gyri nigrum, Pulvis mercuria'lis
Ph. U. S.)
tallization.
been strongly recommended as a powerful anti- cine'reus, Mcrcurius cine'reus, Turpc'thum nisyphilitic, and is admitted into the Parisian grum, Mcrcurius pra-eipita'tns niger, Gray or
codex. Twelve to twenty-four grains may be black oxide of Mercury, (F.) Oxide de mercure
dissolved in a quartof distilled water, and three cendri, Oxide gris ou noir de mercure. This
or four spoonfuls of the solution be taken daily, oxide is made in various ways. It may be
formed by boiling submuriate of mercury in
in a glass of any appropriate liquid.
lime water. The dose of this, Pulvis hydrarHYDRAnGYRi Df.uto-Ioduretum, see Iodine
gyri cinereus, is from two to ten grains. There
h. hyperoxodes, Hydrargyri nitrico-oxydum.
Hydrar'gyri Io'didum, Iodide of Mercury, are four other preparations of it in estimation,
(Hydrarg. ^j, lodiii. gv, Alcohol q. s. Rub the viz: Plenck's solution, made by rubbing merMercury arid Iodine together, adding sufficient cury with mucilage. 2. By rubbing equal parts
Alcohol to form a soft paste, and continue the of sugar and mercury together. 3 A compound
4.
trituration till the globules disappear. Dry the of honey or liquorice and purified mercury.
Iodide in the dark, with a gentle heat, and keep The blue pill and ointment. All these possess
the usual properties of mercury.
it in a well stopped bottle, the light excluded.
The Hydrargyri Oxidant, Nigrum of the Ph.
Ph. U. S.) For properties and doses, see IoU. S. is made as follows: Hydrarg. chlorid. mil.
dine.
Hydrargyri Iodidum Rubrum. Red Iodide Potassa ki\,£\v,aquce Oj. Dissolve the Potassa
(Hydrarg. corros. chlorid. ^j; Po- in the water, allow the dregs to subside, and
of Mercury.
Dissolve pour off the clear solution. To this add the
tassii lodid.7,%, aqua destillat. Oij.
the chloride in a pint and a half, and the Iodide chloride, and stir constantly till the black oxide
Pour off the supernatant liquor,
of Potassium in half a pint of distilled water, is formed.
and mix the solutions. Gollect the precipitate wash the black oxide with distilled water, and
on a filter, and having washed it with distilled drv with a gentle heat
The Mei-curius solu'bilis of Hahnemann is
water, dry it with a moderate heat, and keep
For formed from a black oxide of mercury. It is
it in a well stopped bottle.— Ph. U. S.)
the Mcrcurius solu'bilis Hahneman'ni seu oxiproperties and doses, see Iodine.
Hydrargyri Morias basi Oxydi impf.r- dum hydrargyri nigri median'le ariimo'nia ex
hydrar'gyri prccci pita' turn.
corrosivum,
protonitra'tB
It is
h.Murias
H.
fecti H. oxymurias
oxymurias h. Murias dulcis sublimatus, H. used in the same cases as the Hydrargyri Oxysubmurias— h. Murias oxygenatus, H. oxymu- dum cinereum.
Hydrargyri Oxydum Nigrum Mediantb
j.j as
n Murias spirituous liquidus, Liquor
hydrargyri oxymuriatis— h. Murias suboxyge- Ammonia kx Protonitratk Hydrargyri Vrkh. Oxydum
natuspraicipitatione paratus, Hydrargyrum pra?- cipitatum. H. Oxydum cinereum
nitricum, Hydrargyri nitrico-oxydum.
cipitatum.
Oxydum
Hydrargyri
Rubrum, Mnrnrius
Hydrargyri Nitras, hdras hydrargyri in
Mercury. It is cnhina'ttis. Ilydrtirrryrus ('alriniitas, (F.) Oxide
crystallos cowrtftvs,— Nitrate of
Hid
rouge.
mercure
oxide
de
Hyof mrr'rurij
employed in syphilis; and, externally, in fundrarg. *xxxvj; acid, nitric, f^xiv; aqua; Oij.
gous, obstinate ulcers.
5iij,

—

—

—

—

—

.

—

—

,

HYDRARGYRI

HYDRARGYRUM

3G9

Dissolve

tlie mercury, with a gentle heat, in the
acid and water previously mixed, and evaporate to dryness.
Rub into powder, and heat in
a very shallow vessel till red vapours cease to
rise.— Ph. U. S.)
It is stimuliint and escharotic; and, in large
doses, emetic.
Owing to the violence of its
operation it is seldom given internally, but is
chiefly used as an escharotic.

HVDRAKGVRI O.XYDUM RtJBRUM PER
Nitricum, Hydrargyri nitrico-oxydum

AdDUM

— h. Oxy-

ptyalism.
Gr. v to xx, purge.
larger doses than adults.

The Black Wash,
is

vitrio-

latus.

Hydrargyri Oxymu'rias, H. Chlo'ridum
Corrosi'vum, (Ph. U. S.) Hydra/ gyrus muria'Marias hydrargyri corrosivus, Marias hydrargyri oxygena'tus, Sublimit' tits corrosivus,
Mercurius corrosivus, Mercurius corrosivus
subH.malns, Bicldo'ridt of mercury, Hydrargyri
permu'rias, Super•mu'rius hydrargyri, Manas
hydrargyri basi oxydi imperfcc'ti, Marias hydrargyri corrosivum, (F.) Muriate ozygenri dc Mcrcure, Sublime corrosif, Oxymuriatc of mercury,
(Hydrarg. Ibij Add. SulCorrosive sublimate.
phur. Ibiij. Sodii Chlorid. Ibiss. Boil the mercury with the sulphuric acid until the sulphate of
mercury ie left dry. Rub this, when cold, with
the chloride of sodium, in an earthenware mortar then sublime with a gradually increasing
Ph. U. S.) It is used as an antisyphilitic
heat.
stimulant, in venereal complaints old cutaneous affections, &c. gr. iij to Oj of water forms
a good gargle in venereal sore throats, or an injection in gonorrhoea. Externally, it is applied
in cases of* tetter, and to destroy fungus, or stimulate old ulcers. Dose,gr. 1-lGtogr. 1-8 in pill,
once in twenty-four hours. White of egg is the
best antidote to it, when taken in an over-dose.
tits,

;

—

;

Periyiurias, Hydrargyri oxymuProto-ioduretum, see Iodine h. Prototartras, H. tartras— h. Prussias, H. cyanuretum

Hydrargyri

rias

—

— -h.

—

h.

Saccharum

vermifugum, Hydrargyrum

saccharatum.

Hydrargyri Submuhias Ammonhtuv, Hydrargyrum prnecipitatmn h. Subsulphas flavus,
Hydrargyrus vitriolatus h. Subsulphas peroxidati, Hydrargyrus vitriolatus
h. Sulphas. Hydrargyrus vitriolatus, H. S. Havus, Hydrargy-

—

—

—

rus vitriolatus.

Hydrargyri Sulphurf/tum Nigrum, Hydrargyrus vel mercurius cum sul'phure, JEthiops
miner a' lis, Hydrargyrus e sul'phure, Pulvis
hypnol'icus, JEthiops narcol'icus, (F) Sulphurs
dr. mercure
voir, Black sulphurct of mercury,
JEthiops mineral. (Hydrarg., Sulphur, aa Ihj.
Put together till the globules disappear.) Used
chiefly in scrofulous and cutaneous affections.
Dose, gr. x. to ^ss.
Hvdrargyri Sulphure'tum Robtium, Hydrargyrus sulphura1in S raher, Min'ium puruin,
Minium Grieco' rum, Ma g nes Epilep'sitf, Amotion,
Purpuris'sum, Cinnab aris, Mercurius CinnabarVitus, Cinabaris, Cinaba'rium, Red Sulpharet of Mercury, Cinnabar, Vermilion, (F.) Sulphwe de Mercure rouge, Cinabre. [Hydrarg.
gxl Sulphur, ,^viij. Mix the mercury with the
sulphur melted over the fire; and as soon as the
mass begins to swell, remove the vessel from
the fire, and cover it with considerable force to
Rub the mass into powprevent combustion.
der and sublime. Ph. U. S.)
It is antisyphilitic, but is chiefly used in fumigation against venereal ulcers of the nose,
mouth and throat; ""Jss being thrown on a red
hot iron. This preparation is the basis of a
nostrum, called Bocrhaavc's Red Pill.
vdrargyhi Supf.rmurias, H. oxymurias.
Hydrargyri Tartras, H. Proto-Tartras,
Tartrate of mercury. Antisyphilitic. Dose, one
or two grains twice a day.
Hvdrargyri et Arsenici Iodidum, Arsenic
;

—

I

!

and Mercury, iodide

Hydrargyri Submu'ri as, H. Chlo'ridum mite,

of.

HYDRARGYRIA, Eczema mercuriale.
HYDHARGYRIAS1S, Eczema mercuriale.
HYDRARGYROSIS, Eczema mercuriale.
HYDRARGYROTRIPS1S, Hydrargyrana-

Calom'elas, Draco mitiga'tus, Submu'rias hydrargyri mitis, Submu'rias Hydrargyri sublima' turn
dulcis sublima'tus; when
Mercu'rius dulcis,

M

precipitated, M. dulcis prccipita'tus, Panace'a
Mcrcuria'lis (when nine times sublimed,) Murias hydrargyri dulcis sublima'tus, Mercurius
sublimatus dulcis, Aq'uila, Manna Mctallo'rum,

Lotio Hydrargyri nigra,
Lime water Oj. Used

""jij,

to syphilitic sores.

durn saccharatum, Hydrargyrum saccharatum

— h.-Oxydum sulphuricum, Hydrargyrus

formed of calomel

Children bear

tripsis.

HYDRARGYRUM, Hydrargyrus, from'u<Ju>o,

water,' and ttQyvqog, 'silver;' Mercu'rius, Armo'bile, A. fusum, A. fugiti'Panchymago'gum miner ale, P. Quercetanus, genlum vivum, A.
Fumus albus, Area arcanorum, Dazd'alus,
mild Chloride of Mercury, (F.) Mercure doux, vum,
The mild chloride of Mercury, Quicksilver, (F.) Mercure, M. cru, Vif
'

1

Protochlorure de mercure.
Mater Mctallo'rum. A fluid, brilliant
mercury is thus directed to be prepared in the Arcrent,
of a slightly bluish white colour ; fluid
Pharmacopoeia of the United States. Mercury metal
39°
of ° Fahr. and under G5G°. S. G.,
above
Ibiv; Sulphuric Acid, ffiiij. Chloride of Sodium,
Boil when liquid, 13.568 (Cavendish ;) easily oxyJbiss. Distilled water, a sufficient quantity.
Metallic quicksilver does not act on the
two pounds of the mercury with the sulphuric dized.
body, even when taken into the stomach. When
acid, until the sulphate of mercury is left dry.
combined with acids, it acts powRub this, when cold, with the remainder of the oxydized and
It has been exhibited in cases of conerfully.
mercury, in an earthenware mortar, until they
bowels and in intussusception,
the
of
Then add the chloride striction
are thoroughly mixed.
from a notion that it must certainly pass through
of sodium, and rub it with the other ingredients
sub- the bowels by its gravity. The water, in which
till all the globules disappear; afterwards
mercury has been boiled, has been recommendlime. Reduce the sublimed matter to a very
ed as a vermifuge; but it probably enjoys no
fine powder, and wash it frequently with boilproperty, as chymical tests do not exhibit
ing distilled water, till the washings afford no such
presence of the metal. When the crude
precipitate upon the addition of Liquor Ammo- the
metal is distilled in an iron retort, it forms the
nite; then dry it. Properties. Antisyphilitic and
purifiralum.
sialagogue; in large doses, purgative. Dose, one Hydrargyrum
Hydrargyrum: Ammoniato Mdriaticcm. H.
or two g/ains given at night gradually excite
;

—

32.

-

HYDRARGYRIA
pra?cipitatum

—

h.

Cyanogenatum, Hydrargyri

cyanu return.

Hydrargyrum cum Creta,

(Ph. U. S.) HlJcreta, Mercurius alkalisa'tus,
chalk, (F.) Mercure arrr la crctie,
JE'thiops alcalisa'tus.
(Hydrarg. giij; Cretse
vraeparat.^v. Rub them together 'till the glo-

drurgyius cum

Mercury with

bules disappear.

Ph. U. S.)

HYDROA
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A

protoxide of

This preparation has been recomtcd mercury.
mended in cases of inveterate venereal ulcers,
but

it is

now

scarcely used.

Sulphuratus Ruber, Hy-

Hydraiigyhus

—

h. cum Suldrurgyri sulphuretum rubrum
phure, Hydrargyri sulphuretum nigrum h. e
sulphure, Hydrargyri sulphuretum nigrum.

—

Hydrargyrus Vitriola'tus, Turpe'thum

mi-

mercury, formed by trituration with carbonate
of lime. It is somewhat uncertain; and consequently not much employed as a mercurial. It

nera'le,

in cases of diarrhoea in children, dependent upon
Dose, gr. v to
acidity and vitiated secretions.
tjss. twice a day, in any viscid substance.
Hydrargyrum cum Magne'sia of the Dublin
Pharmacopoeia resembles it in proper-

(F.) Sous-sutfate
pcroxida'ti, Turhith rnin'cral.
de mercure ou turbith minSrul.
(Hydrarg, ziy.
Acid. Sulph. 5vj. Mix in a glass vessel and

ties.

boiling water.
the yellow precipitated powder repeatedly with
hot water; then dry it. Ph. U. S.) Two grains
of this mercurial act on the stomach violently
It is sometimes recommended as an errhine in
amaurosis.
Hydarthrus, Hydrar'thrus synovia'Vs, Hydrops arliculo'rum, llydar'thron, Hydar'thros, Melice'ria, Spina venlu'sa of
Rhazes and Avicenna, Arlhri'lis Hydar'thros,
Hydurthro'sis, Emmyx'ium articula'rS, Tumor
albus;
White swelling; from 'vSwq, water,' and
an9ni,r, 1 a joint.'
(F.) Tumeur blanche, T.lymphatique des articulations. The French surgeons apply the term Hydrar thrus to dropsy of
White swelling is an exthe articulations.
tremely formidable disease. It may attack any
one of the joints; but is most commonly met
with in the knee, the haunch, the foot, and the
elbow, and generally occurs in scrofulous children.
It consists, at times, in tumefaction, and
softening of the soft parts and ligaments, which
surround the joints; at others, in swelling and
caries of the articular extremities of bones; or
both these states may exist at the same time.
The treatment consists in the employment of
counter-irritants; the use of iodine internally
and externally, &c.
CANADENSIS, Yellow Root.
It is used in Kentucky as a mouth water, and as
an outward application in wounds, and local
inflammations.
HYDRELjE'ON, Hydrolas'um, from 'vSwq,

Mercurius emet'icus fiavus, Calx mercurii vitriola'ta, Mercurius cans' liens flavus, M.
S. flavus, (Ph. U.
luteus, Hydrargyri sulphas,
possesses the properties of the black oxide of S.) Subsulphas Hydrargyri flavus, Oxydum hymercury, and may be advantageously exhibited drargyri sulphu'ricum, Subsul'phas hydrargyri

Hydrargyrum HyDROCYANicuM,Hydrargyri

— Iodatum, see Iodine — lodalum navum, see Iodine — Iodatum rubrum,
Iodidulatum, see Iodine — h. Pesee Iodine —

cyanuretum

h.

h.

h.

h.

riodatum, see Iodine.
Hydrargyrum Pr^cipita'tum,.//. ammonia'
turn, (Ph. U. S.) Hydrargyrum ammonia' to- murial'icum, Mercurius cosmet'icus, Mu'rias oxidi
hydrurgyri ammo niaca' lis, Submu'rias ammoni'o co-It ydrurgyr'icus, Calx Hydrargyri alba, Submu'rias Hydrargijri ammonidtum S. H. PraeMurias hydrargyri sub-oxygena'tus
cipila'lum
prxc'qntatio' ne para'ius, Prxcipita'tum album,
White precip'itate of Mercury, White precipitate,
Calcina'tum majus Potc'rii, (F.) Sous-muriate de
mercure pr&cipitt ou Prdcipit'e blanc. (Hydrarg.
chlorid. corros £V],aquse destillut. cong., Liquor
ummonisB f. §vuj. Dissolve the chloride in the
water, with the aid of heat, and to the solution,
when cold, add the solution of ammonia, frequently stirring. Wash the precipitate till it is
Ph. U. S.)
tasteless, and dry it.
A peroxide, combined with muriatic acid and

—

—

—

ammonia, forming a
powder,

to destroy

triple salt.

It is

used, in

vermin; and, united with

jard, for the same purpose, as well as in scabies
and some other cutaneous affections.
Hydrargyrum Sacchara'tum, JEt.hiops sacchardtus, Mercu'rius sacchara'tus, Ox'idum hy-

drargyri sacchara'tum, Sac'charwn hydrargyri
A mild mercurial formula in
several of the Pharmacopoeias of Continental
Europe; formed by triturating one part of mercury with two of white sugar. It is used in the
venereal affections of children.

vervdfugum.

HYDRARGYRUS, Hydrargyrum.
Hydrargyrus Aceta'tus, Sperma

merci/rH,
Terra folia' ta mercurii, Mercurius aceta'tus, Hydrargyri Ace'tas, Acetas vel Proto-ace'tas HyThis was the
drargijri, M'etate of mercury.
basis' of Kcyser's pills, and was once much
celebrated in the cure of the venereal disease.
The dose is from three to five grains, but it is

much used.
The formula

not

for Keyscr's Anti-venereal pills

Hydrarg. Met. giv, Manna
Muc. G. Trag. q. s. into pills
pills.
of gr. vj. each. Dose, two
Hydrargyrus Calcinatus, Hydrargyri oxy<vas

as

5 xxx,

follows:

Amyl

§ij,

dum rubrum— h. cum Creta, Hydrargyrum
cum crelA— h. Muriatus, Hydrargyri oxymunas— h. Nitratus ruber, Hydrargyri nitneooxydurn.

Hydrargyrus Phosphora'tus,

Phosphuret'-

H

mains.

a dry white mass repowder, and throw it into
Pour off the liquor, and wash

sana bath,

boil in a

Rub

till

this into

—

HYDRAR'THRUS,

—

'

HYDRASTIS

'water,' and tXatuf,

and

A

'oil.'

mixture of water

oil.

HYDRELYTRON. See Hydrocele.
HYDRENCEPHALOCELE, Hydrocephalus
chronicus.

HYDRENCEPH'ALOID,

from 'vSwq,

<

wa-

lyxttfulog, 'the brain,' and nSog, 'resemResembling hydrencephalus. Spu'blance.'
ter,'

rious hydrocephalus. Diseases of the bowels,
and exhaustion are at times attended with

hydrencephaloid symptoms.

HYDRENCEPHALUS,

Hydrocephalus

in-

ternus.

HYDRENTEROCE'LE,
ter,' ti'Tfooj', 'intestine,'

Intestinal

and

from 'v<W>,
*»;/»;,

hernia, the sac of

'

'

wa-

a tumour.'

which encloses

fluid.

HYDRTATRIA, Hydrosudotherapeia.
HYDRIODAS KALICUS. See Potassse hydriodas.

HYDRO'A,
An

'water.'

Hidro'a, Aq'uula, Boa, from'i^oio,
which consists in an

affection,

—

—

I1YDR0/EM1A
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accumulation of water or serous fluid under the
epidermis. Some have used hydro'a synonymously with sudamina; (q. v.) others with pemphigus. In the first case, it has generally, however, been written hidro'a, from '«totuj, sweat,'
and in the latter hydro'a. See Hydatid.
'

HYDKOvE'MlA, Hydremia;

from

gradually produces distention of the
brain, and of the skull, with separation of the
sutures.
It commonly proves fatal before puberty.

fluid

Hyduocephalus Externus
infiltration into the

of some

a

is

mere

subcutaneous cellular tissue

'vdwo,
'water,' and 'uu<u, 'blood.' The state of the
blood in which the watery constituents are in

of the cranium.

a morbid proportion.

phalal'gia hydrop'ica, Encephalitis exsudalo'rii,
1'liri nic'ulu hydrocephal'ica Hydrencepk'altts, I'eIjris Hydrocephal'ica, Apoplex'ta hydroccphai'ica,
Cants hydrocephalus, is generally seated, according to modern observeis, in the meninges
and surface of the encephalon, and is a
cular meningitis.
It is observed particularly in
childhood. Its march is extremely acute and
often very rapid admitting, generally, however,
of division into three stages. The symptoms of
Ihejirst stage are those of general febrile irritation, with head-ache, intolerance of light and
sound, delirium, &c.
Those of the second,
which generally denote, that the inflammation
has ended in effusion, are, great slowness of
pulse, crying out as if in distress, moaning,
dilated pupil, squinting, &c.; and lastly, in the
third stage;
profound stupor, paralysis, convulsions, involuntary evacuations, quick pulse,
and frequently death. The disease is of uncertain duration; sometimes, destroying in two or
three days; at others, extending to two or three
weeks. The prognosis is unfavourable. The
treatment must be most active during the stage
of excitement, and precisely that necessary in
phrenitis. In the second stage, the indication
is;
to promote the absorption of the effused
This must he done by counter-irritants,
fluid.
and mercury, chiefly. On dissection, in these
cases, water is generally found in the ventricles, or at the base of the brain; or there are
signs of previous, vascular excitement, effu(F.) Hydrocesions of coagulable lymph, &c.
phale aigu, Fieri e cirebrule des Enfans.

HYDROAEROPLEUR1E,

Hydropneumo-

thorax.

HYDROA'RION,

Hi/ drops

ova'rii,

ovarii, A. sacca'lus, (F.) Hydropisie
from 'vdoo, ' water,' and wuoiov,

Asci'tes

de iovaire,
'

ovarium.'

Dropsy of the ovarium.

HYOROBLErH'ARON, Hi/drops PalpeBlephcrccde'ma uquo'sum. An oedema or
watery swelling of the eyelids; from 'vdwq,
'water,' and SleipctQov, eyelid.'
HYDROCARDIA, Hydropericardium.
HYDROCELE, Hydrops Scroti, Oscheocele,
Oscheophi/ma, Ilijdror'chis, from 'vdoiq, water,'
and xrjXi), a tumour.' A collection of serous
fluid in the cellular texture of the scrotum or in
bral,

'

'

'

some of the coverings,

cither of the testicle or

spermatic cord. To the first of these varieties
the names
External Hydrocele, H. oedemata' des,
(F.) H. par infiltration have been given; and
to the second, those of Hydroce'lB interna, II.
tu'nicee vagina'lis tes'lis, Hydrel' ytron, (F.) H.
par Cpanchemcnt. When the collection occurs
in the envelope of the testicle, it is called II.
of the tunica vaginalis; and the epithet congenital is added, when the interior of the membrane, in which it is situate, still communicates
When
freely with the cavity of the abdomen.
it exists in the spermatic cord, it is called encysted, or diffused Hydrocele of the spermatic
The tumour of the
cord, as the case may be.
distended scrotum is oblong; greater below
indolent and semi-transparent.
than above
When it becomes inconveniently large, the
;

fluid

be evacuated by puncturing with a
but, as the fluid collects again, this

may

trocar,

operation can only be considered
The radical cure consists, usually, in injecting,
through the canula of the trocar, which has
been left in, after puncturing, some irritating
This is kept in the tunica valiquid, ns wine.
ginalis for a few minutes, and then withdrawn.
The coat inflames; adhesion takes place, and
the cavity is obliterated.
Hydrocele Peri to.nvei, Ascites h. Spinalis,
Hydrorachis.
palliative.

—

HYDROCEPHALE

AIGU, Hydrocephalus

internus.

HYDROCEPHALOECTASlE,HydrocephvLlus chronicus.

HYDROCEPH'ALUS,

Hydroccph'alum, Byfrom 'uSwo, 'water,' and kkp*^;,
Water in the head, Dropsy of the
head, Hydrops Cap'itis, Dropsy of the brain.
A collection of water within the head. It may
droceplt'alB,
'
the head.'

be internal or external.

Hydrocephalus Acutus, H. internus— h.

Hydrocephalus
acutus,

II.

Inter'nus, Hydrocephalus
meningeus, Hydrops ecr'ebri, Emc-

;

—

—

Hydrocephalus Spuhius, Hydrencephaloid,
(disease.)

HYDROCIILORATE DOR.

See Gold.

HYDROCHLORIDES NATRICUS,
muriate

Soda,

of.

HYDROCIRSOCE'LR,

from W«e, water,'
A tumour,
tumour.'
varix,' xr,hn
of tlie veins
distention
varicose
by
the
formed
of the spermatic cord, and by the accumulation

jttgtro;,

'

'

'

of serous fluid in the cellular texture of the
scrotum, Hygrocirsocele.
Acari-

HYDROCOTYLE UMBELLATUM,

coba.

HYDROCYAN'IC ACID,

Ac"idum Hydro-^
'water,' and *iwoc,'blue,'
i'lussic Acid, Acidum Prus'sicum, A Burus'sicum,A- Zoot icum, A. Zobtin icum, Cyanoliy'dric
Acid, Cyanhy'dric Acid. This acid exists in a
crreat variety of native combinations in the
vegetable kingdom, and imparts to them certain

cyan'icum; from

properties,

'itfion,

which have been long known and

in the bitter almond, Cherry laurel,
leaves of the Peach tree, kernels of fruit, pips

esteemed; as

liquid,
df apples, &.c. When concentrated, it is
colourless, of a strong smell and taste, at first
at 7- centis.
Hydrocephalus Chron'icus, Hydrencepha- cool, afterwards burning. Its g. and enters
grade, is 0.7058. It is very volatile,
loce'le, Hydrops Cap'itis, Hydrocephalus exter26° .5, Cent. It speedily unnus, (F ) Hydroefphale, Hydrociphaloectusie, into ebullition at
decomposition, sometimes in less than
of some, commonly commences at an early dergoes
of a peculiar gazeousand
period of existence, and the accumulation of an hour, and consists

Externus, H. chronicus— h. Meningeus, H.
ternus.

in-

——
HYDR0CYST1S

produce.' This gas, when breathed, kills the
When dianimal, by depriving it of oxygen.
luted with two-thirds of atmospheric air, it
occasions some diminution of muscular power
and sensibility, and a reduction of the force of
the circulation.
It has been respired in catarrh,
haemoptysis, and phthisis.
Cibbdrittid Hydrogen, obtained by
passing the vapour of water over charcoal, at
the temperature of ignition, in an iron tube
has been found possessed of similar properties,
whin diluted, and has been used in like cases.
Sulphuretted Hydrogen, Hydrothi'on, Ota
hepat'icum, Gat hydrogen' ium sulphuratum, Mephi'tis hepat'ica may be disengaged from any
of the sulphurets by the addition of a strong
acid.
It is a violent poison, but has been recommended to be inhaled, diluted, to allay the
increased irritability which occasionally exists
after diseases of the lungs.
See Hydro-sulphu-

highly inflammable compound of carbon and
azote, to which the name Cyanogen has been
assigned; and of hydrogen, which acts as the
acidifying principle hence its name Hydrocyanic acid. In the Pharmacopoeia of the United
States, (1842,) two formulas for its preparation
are given, the one from the Ferro-cyanuret
of Potassium; the other from the Cyanuret ot

—

—

Silver.

According

Magendie, the

to

—

—

acid, pre-

pared after Scheele's method the one in common use is of irregular medicinal power; he,
therefore, recommends Gay Lussac's acid, diluted with 6 times its volume, or 8.5 times its
weight of distilled water, for medicinal purposes, and this he calls Mtdicinai Prussia Acid.
Dr. Ure has proposed, that the specific gravity
.should indicate that which is proper for medicinal exhibition; and, after comparative experiments of the gravity of the acids, obtained
v different processes, he states, that the acid,
usually prescribed, is of s. g. U.9D6 or 0.997.
Great caution is, however, necessary. One
drop of pure prussic acid instantly destroys,
and the animal shows hardly any traces of irIt has
liability, a few moments after death.
been advised in tracheal phthisis, in tubercular
phthisis, pulmonary inflammation and irritation, dyspepsia, uterine affections, hectic cough,
cancer, chronic rheumatism, and mania, and as
a local remedy in impetiginous affections; but,
although possessed of powerful sedative properties, it is so unmanageable and the preparation
so uncertain, that it is not much used. The
Dose of Scheele's Acid, or of the Medicinal
Prussic Acid is from a quarter of a drop to two

—

1

1

retted

name
to
lie

from <i<W>,

water,'

'

intestine,'

and

'

'

which contains a serous

H Y D RO-EJNTERO-EPIPLOMPHALUM,
'water,' fvrtqov, 'an intestine,'
'vdtan,
tntnloov, 'the caul,' and ouyuXoc, 'the navel.'
Umbilical hernia, the sac of which contains intestine, epiploon, and serum.
Hydrcntewater,' tvnoov,
an
roiu' phalum; from 'vSoiq,
Herintestine,' and ouipaXog, 'the umbilicus.'
nia umbilicalis; the sac of which contains in-

from

HYDRO-ENTEROM'PHALUM,

'

and serum.

HYDRO-EPIPLO-E1NTEROCELE,

Hydro-

IlYDRO-EPlPLOCE'LE,from't/<5u. e ,'water.'
omentum,' and xtjXt;, a tumour,'
nriv/.oov,
Hernia, formed by omentum; the sac of which

HYDROLOTIF,

HYDRO-EPIPLOMPH'ALUM,
'

from

<„«Ju,

s

,

water.' {titt/ooj', 'the omentum,' and o/utpaXog,
Umbilical hernia; the sac of
the umbilicus.'

which contains epiploon and serum.

HYDROG'ALA,
vaXa,

'

milk-'

'

A

from 'v<5o>g, 'water,' and
mixture of water and milk.

HYDROGASTER,
HY'DROGEN,

Ascites.

Hydroge'nium, Infiam'muhh

air, Phlogiston, Princip'ium, liydrogencticum, P.
hydrpticum, from 'ulwo, ' water,' and ye»ia<u, • I

Lotion.

HYDROMA'JNIA, from 'vdwg, 'water,' and
liana, 'mania.'
A name given by Strambi to
which the patient has a strong
propensity to drown himself.
HYDRO-MEDIASTI'NA. Effusion of serous
Pellagra, in

fluid into the

mediastinum.

HYDROM'ELI, from Wo^,' water,'

and

fttXi,

Aqua mulsa,

Mehti'tis, Mulsum, Meliquid medicine,
lie'ratum, Braggart, Medo.
'

honey.'

A

prepared with an ounce and a half of honey and
a pint of tepid water. It is used as a demulcent
and laxative, and is generally known under the
name Simple hy'dromel, Vinous ht/dromcl, Mead.
Hydrom'eli vino'sum is a drink made by fermenting honey and water. It is much used in
countries.

HYDROMETER, Areometer.
HYDROME'TRA, Hydrops u'teri;

'

contains serum.
'

destillatae.

'

some

en lero-epiplocele.
'

Aquae

Aqua: destillatae.
Hydrolog"ia; from '«,<*<,.§,
water,' and /.oyoc, a discourse.'
A treatise on
waters.
By the term Medical Hydrol'ogy is
meant that part of physics, whose object is the
study of water, considered as it respects medicine; and consequently embracing that of mineral waters.
Medical Hydrography comprises
the study of the influence exerted by the sea
or bv navigation on the health of man.

'

fluid.

testine

hydrolapa-

HYDROL/OGY,

Apoplexy,

'

LIQU1DUM, Ammoniac sulphuretum.

H YDROLATS,

from vdwj, water,' tvrtoov,
and tntnXoor, omentum.' Entero-

epiplocele, the sac of

depend upon disturbed kydrogenation. In it
includes intermittent and remittent fevers.

HYDROLATA,

HYDRO-EN'TERO-EPIPLOCE'LE./fyrfi-o'

Baumes gives this
fancifully considers

thum.

serous.
;

lie

HYDROGENO-SULPHURETUM AMMO-

or serous fluid.

cpiplo-enteroci'/S

which

HYDROGLOSSA, Ranula.
HYDROL.EUM, Hyrfretaon.
HYDROLAPATHUM, Rumex

A cyst containing a watery

HYDRODES, Aqueous.
HYDRO-ENCEPH.1LORRH&E,

to diseases

JNIAC.f]

drops.

HYDROOYS'TIS,

Water.

HYDROGENESES.

i

zt>(7Tic,'a bladder.'

HYDROMPHALUM
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and

from '</<?wS

,

the womb.'
Dropsy of the
A disease characterized by circumwomb.
scribed protuberance in the hypogastrium,
with obscure fluctuation, progressively enlarging, without ischury or pregnancy. If it
ever occur, it must be a rare disease.
'

water,'

jo;Tga,

'

—

H Y DROM'PHALUM, Hydrops umhilica'lis,
Exom'phalus auuo'sus, from 'u<5o)g, water,' and
A tumour, formed by
ofjiyuXoc, 'the navel.'
the accumulation of serum in the sac of umbilical hernia; or simply by distention of the na.'

vel in cases of ascites,

HYDROMYIUNGA

— ——

— —

a

HYDROPPv'EUMOTHORAX
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HYDROMYRIN'GA, from <u3u*, 'water,' should always be excised, where practicable;
and myringtt or myrinx, the membrana tym- and cauterized.
pani.
Dropsy of the drum of the ear; giving
In some cases, symptoms like those which
nse to difficulty of hearing.— the Duseca'a hy- follow the bite of a rabid animal,
are said to
have come on spontaneously. This affection
HYDRONEPHROSIS; from 'udo*, 'water,' has been termed nervous or spontaneous hydroand vttyog, kidney.' A cyst in the kidney, phobia.
filled with urine, and formed, owing to the obHYDROPHOBIC, Lyssodectus.
'

'

struction of the tubes of the papillte°— Rayer.

HYDROPHTH AL'MI A, from W«.<, water,'
Hydrops.
and o(p9uX/uog, the eye.' Dropsy of the Eye,
Hydrops Oduli, Buphthal'mus, Oc'ulus Bori'nits,
HYDROPATHY, Hydrosudotherapeia.
HYDROPEDE'SIS, from Wwg, water,' and Oculus Bu'bulus, Ocuias Eiepban'tinus, OphtlmlTrtjduw, I break out.'
Ephidro'sis, (q. v.)
Ex- mopto'sis, Parop'sis Staphyloma simplex, (F.)
Hydrophthalmic, Hydroipisie de I' ail. This affeccessive sweating.
tion is caused, at times, by an increase in the
HYDROPEGE, Water, spring.
'

HYDROiNOSUS,

'

'

'

HYDROPERICARDITIS,

Hydropericar-

dium.

HYDROPERICAR'DIUM,

Hydropcricardia,

Hydropcricardi'lis, from 'vdcen, ' water,' and pericardium; Hydrops Pericardii, Hydrocur'dia,
Dropsy of the pcricar'dium. (F.) Hydropisie du
Piricarde. This is not a common disease. Palpitations ; irregular or intermitting pulse; excessive dyspnoea, amounting often to orthopnoea,
and dulness over a larger space on percussion,
will cause the pericardium to be suspected.
The treatment is that of dropsies in general.
It is, usually, however, of the active kind.

—

HYDROPERlONE,from 'vSojq,

'
water,' vtpt,
war, 'an egg, or ovum.'
The
sero-albuminous substance secreted in the uterus, prior to the arrival of the impregnated ovum
Breschet.
in that cavity.

'around,' and

—

HYDROP£RITONIE, Ascites.
H Y D RO P ) 13' A ruraphob'ia, Phobodij/son,

quantity of the aqueous, at others, of the vitreous, humour.
In the former case, the iris is

concave anteriorly, and pushed backwards:
in the latter, it is convex, and pushed forwards,
Most commonly, the disease seems to depend
on both humours at the same time. Hydrophthalmia sometimes affects both eyes; at others,
only one. Children are more exposed to it than
adults or old persons. The treatment must vary
according to the causes; its longer or shorter
duration; greater or less extent, &c.
Hence,
according to circumstances, hydrujrogue rnedicines,purgatives,general and local blood- letting,
blisters, setons, moxa, cupping-glasses, fomentations, collyria, and fumigations of different
kinds have been employed. When all means
fail, and the disease continues to make progress,
the fluid may be evacuated, by a puncture made
with a cataract needle at the lower part of the

transparent cornea.

1 1 (
1
HYDROPHTHAL'MION. Same etymon.
Pheu'gydron, Pheugophobia, Cynulys'sa, Aero- An (Edematous swelling of the conjunctiva in
phobia, Phrcni'tis latrans, Lyssa cani'na, Pan- hydropic persons.
tophobia, Rabies cani'na, Erethis'mus hydrophoHYDROfHTHALMUS CRUENTUS, Hcebia, Clonos hydrophobia, Hygrophobia, Canine mophthalmia.
madness, (F.) Rage, from v5u>o, water,' and
RYVRO-P11YSOCE' LEJTydropyieumatoce'k,
dread.'
(pofiog,
from 'i/<5u)g, water,' iiuau, wind,' and >c>,X);, a
The term Rabies is more appropriate for the tumour.' Hernia, which contains a serous fluid
aggregate of symptoms resulting from the bite and gas.
of rabid animals. Hydrophobia literally signiHYDROPHYSOME'TRA; from Wtoj, ' wafies, a 'dread of water;' and, consequently, ter,' quoavi, 'I inflate,' and /u^t/iu, 'the vvornb.'
ought to be applied to one of the symptoms of A morbid condition of the womb in which both
rabies, rather than to the disease itself. It is a fluid and air are contained in it.
symptom which appears occasionally in other
H YDROP'IC, Hydropicus, Hy'phydros, 't/<pi/nervous affections. Rabies is susceptible of S^oq, (F.) Hydropique. One labouring under
spontaneous development in the dog, wolf, cat, dropsv.
and fox, which can thence transmit it to other
HYDROPICA, Hydragogues.
quadrupeds or to man; but it has not been
HYDROPIPER, Polygonum hydropiper.
proved that it can supervene, without their
HYDROPISIE, Hydrops— A. du Bas-ventre,
Laving been previously bitten, in animals of
Ascites A. de l(Eil, Hydrophthalmia h. de
other species; or that the latter can, when bitb. du Pericarde, Hydro,
Many facts in- I'Ovaire, Hydroarion
ten, communicate it to others.
pericardium—/*, des Plctrts, Hydrothorax h.
duce the belief, that the saliva and bronchial
Hydrothorax
b. de la Visicule du
Poilrine,
mucus are the sole vehicles of the rabid virus; de
Fiel, Turgescentia vesicae felle®.
the effects of which upon the economy appear,
HYDROPLEURIE, Hydrothorax.
sometimes, almost immediately after the bite,
HYDROPJNEUMATOCELE, Hydrophyso.
and are, at others, apparently dormant for a con,

k

'

'

'

•

'

—

—
—

—

—

The chief symptoms are
sense of dryness and constriction of the throat;
excessive thirst; difficult deglutition aversion
for, and horror at, the sight of liquids as well as
of brilliant objects; red, animated countenance;
great nervous irritability frothy saliva, grinding of the teeth, &c. Death most commonly
happens before the fifth day. Hydrophobia has
siderable period.

:

;

cele.

IlYDROPiNEUMO'NIA,

Hydrops,

HYD O

N UM

water,' Tirtu^a, 'wind, air,' and o^l, flesh.'
An abscess, containing water, air, and matters
similar to flesh.— M. A. Severinus.
1

'

hitherto resisted all therapeutical means. Those
which allay irritation, are obviously most called
In the way of prevention, the bitten part pleuric, from
for.

HYDROPNEUMOTHO'RAX,

32*

Pulwo.

num., from Wo>£, ' water,' and nvtvfiav. ' the
See OZdema
Infiltration of the lungs.
lung.'
of the Limsrs.
from 'u3wn,
R'C
A,
O
S
A
R P E

Way,

'

water,'

Hydroaero.

nnvuwv, the
'

lung,'

— —
HYDROPOIDES

from W«>§,

«

and

water,'

Watery excretions, such as
Touio, 'I make.'
sometimes take place in Hydropics.

HYDROFOTA,
'

water,'

and

ttoti}?,

;

HYDROTHORAX
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and Oiona;, 'the chest.' Pneumothorax with
effusion of fluid into the chest.'

HYDROPOIDES,

—

Pota'tor Aquse. from W«. §:
'a drinker.'
Water Drinker.

A

Hidropyretos would be more proper, from
sweat.'
See Sudor Anglicus.

'i<tyo>{

1

HYDRO'RACHIS,

from 'vdwq, « water,' and
Hydrorachi'tis, llydrorrhdCavitaftis Columnw Vcrtcbra'lis,

na/ic, 'the spine.'

Hydrops

chia,
i>pi?ia

drocele

bifida, Hydrops medul'lx spina'tis,
spinalis, Hydrorachi'tis spino'sa,

A

HyHy-

frequently transOne who drinks only water, or drinks it in an
parent, tumour; formed by the membranes of
extraordinary quantity.
spinal marrow being distended and projectHYDROPS, from vSwq, < water,' Phlegmasia, the
ing backwards from the vertebral canal, the
Dropsy, Hi/ deros, Affec'tvs hydero' des,Hydropisis,
posterior paries of which is wanting to a cerHijdron'osus, (F.) Hydropisie. A preternatural
tain extent.
The disease is often accompanied
collection of a serous fluid in any cavity of the
with paralysis of the lower extremities. It is
body, or in the cellular texture. When the celcongenital, and situate in the lumbar or sacral
lular texture of the whole body is more or less
regions.
It is almost always fatal:
the tufilled with fluid, the disease is called Anasarca
mour rupturing, and death occurring instantaand when this variety is
or Leucophlegniatia;
neously.
On dissection, a simple separation or
local or partial, it is called (Edema. The chief
complete absence of the spinous processes of
dropsies, designated from their seat are:
Ana- the vertebra?
is perceived, with, at times, desarca, Hydrocephalus,Hijdrorachitis, Hydrothorax,
struction or absence of spinal marrow. The
Hydropericardium, Ascites, Hydrometra, Hydrotreatment is the same as in hydrocephalus chrocele, &c. Encyst' ed Dropsy, Hydrops sacca'lus,innicus; and, as in it, advantage seems occasioncurcerdtus vel cys'ticus, is that variety, in which
ally to have been derived by puncturing with a
the fluid is enclosed in a sac or cyst; so that it
fine needle.
has no communication with the surrounding
HYDRORACHITIS, Hydrorachis.
Dropsy of the Ovarium, Hydrops Ova'parts.

drops spinas, Spinola.

soft,

1

—

—

rii,

Asci'tes Ova'rii, Asci'tcs sacca'tus, is an in-

Dropsy may be active
or passive. The former consists in an increased
stance of this variety.

action of the exhalants, so that those vessels
pour out much more fluid than is absorbed the
/ utter arises from a state of atony of the absorbent vessels, which allows of an accumulation
of fluid. It may also be mechanical, or produced
by obstructions to the circulation, as in cases of
diseased liver. Active dropsy, occurring accidentally in a sound individual, generally ends
favourably. That which supervenes on other
diseases, or is symptomatic of some internal
The treatment
atfection, is rarely curable.
consists in the use of all those remedies, which
act on the various secretions: so that the demand being increased, the supply will have to
be increased accordingly; and in this manner
some of the collected fluid may be taken up by
the absorbents. To this end, bleeding, if the
dropsy be very active; purgatives, diuretics,
sudorifics, sialagogues, &.c, are the remedies
:

depended upon.
Hydiiops Abdominis, Ascites h. Abdominis
h. Articulorum, Hydraraereus, Tympanites
thrus h. Capitis, Hydrocephalus h. Cavitatis
columnar vertebralis, Hydrorachis h. Capitis,
Hydrocephalus chronicus h.Cellularisartuum,
CEdema h. Cellularis totius corporis, Anasarca
h. Gloth. Cerebri, Hydrocephalus internus
h. ad Matulam,
tidis, OEdema of the Glottis
Medulla
spinalis,
Diabetes h.
Hydrorachis
h.Metellae, Diabetes— h.Oculi, Hydrophthalmia
h. Palpebra?, Hydroh. Ovarii, Hydroarion
blepharon—h. Pectoris, Hydrothorax h. Perih. Pulmonis, Hydrocardii, Hydropericardium
chiefly

—

—

—

—

—

GSdema

—

—

—
—

—

ihorax

—
—
—

—

—

h.

—

Pulmonum,
Hydropneumonia,
Lungs — h. Sacci lachrymalis,

of the

—

Fistula lachrymalis— h. Scroti, Hydrocele
h.
Siccus et flatulentus, Tympanites h. Spince

—

Hydrorachis— h. Thoracis,
Tympanites, Tympanites

dromphalum —
felleffi,

h. Uteri,

—

h.

Turgescentia vesiculse

HYDROPYR'ETOS,
and nintros,

'fever.'

Hydrothorax— h.
Umbilicalis, Hy-

Hydrometra

— h. Vesicae

felleae.

from Won, 'water,'
Fever with sweating.

HYDRORCHIS, Hydrocele.
HYDROSAC'CHARUM, Aqua
Eau

sacchara'ta,

Sugared water.
HYDROSAR'CA, from 'uSwq, 'water,' and
<ra(4,
flesh.'
A tumour, containing a fluid, as
(F.)

sucree.

'

well as portions of flesh.

Also, Anasarca,

H YDROSARCOCE'LE, from 'vdwQ,

'

(q. v.)

water,'

and x»/At;, a tumour.' Surcohyil.rotumour, formed by a sarcocele, complicated with dropsy of the tunica vaginalis.
HYDROSUDOPATHY, Hydrosudothera(Tao^,
ce'lE.

'

flesh,'

'

A

peia.

IIYDROSUDOTHERAPEI'A,

Hydrop'athy,

Hydro sudop'athy, Hydriatri'a, from Woio, water,' sudo,
1 sweat,' and 6i uuntvui,
I remedy.'
A badly compounded word, formed to express
the mode of treating diseases by cold water,
'

'

'

sweating, &c.

HYDROSULPHURET'TED WATER^ua
hydrosulphura'ta simplex, Aqua hepat'ica, (F.)
Eau hydros ulphuree simple. (Sulphuret of iron
1000 parts, sulphuric acid 2000 parts, distilled
toater 4000 parts; add the water to the acid, and
put the sulphuret of iron into a retort, to which
a Wolff's apparatus of f> or 6 vessels is adapted
the last containing about an ounce of polassa,
dissolved in a quart of water. Pour the diluted acid gradually on the sulphuret: and,
ultimately, throw away the water in the last
Ph. P.) It is stimulant, diaphoretic,
vessel.
and deobstruent,(?) and is used in rheumatism,
diseases of the skin, &c.
It has been, also, called Ad'idum Hydrothion'-

icum liq'uidum.

HYDROSULPHURETUM
CUM AQUOSUM, Ammonia?

AMMONIA-

sulphurelum
h. Ammonicum, Ammonia? sulphuretum.
Hydrogen,
sulphuretted.
HYDROTHION,
HYDROTHO'RAX, from *v6wq, 'water,' and
Hydrops
Thori/cis,
chest,'
Hydrops
'the
6wqu$,
pectoris, Hydrops pulmonis, Dyspuw'a ct Orthopnea hydrothora! cica, (F.) Hydropisie dt
Poitrine, H. des Plevres, Dropsy of the Chest.
Idiopathic Hydrothorax, termed by Laennec,
Hydropisie des plevres, Dropsy of the Pleurx, by
Piorry Hydroplcurie, is a very rare disease, and
very

difficult

of diagnosis.

It

generally exista

HYDR0T1CA
only on one side; which,

HYOEP1GLOTTICUS
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if the fluid

temperature.
The hygrometer ought, consequently, to form part of every apparatus for
medical meteorological observations.
HYGRON, Liquor.
HYGROPHOBIA, Hydrophobia.
HYGROPHTHALMIC1, Hygroblepharici.
HYGROPISSOS. See Pinus sylvestris.

effused be

considerable,

projects more than the other.
Dyspnoea, and fluctuation perceptible to the
ear, are characteristic symptoms.
When the

chest

is examined with the stethoscope, respiration is found to be wanting every where, except at the root of the lung. The sound is also
dull on percussion.

HYGROSCOPIA, Hygrometry.
HYGROTES, Liquor.

Effusion into the chest, as a result of inflam-

mation of some thoracic viscus,
It

common

HY'LE,

usually a fatal symphas been called symptomatic hydro-

as the other

tom.

as

is

is

rare.

Medica;

It is

Hvle

l

u?.t,

Mate'ria,

Materia

'Matter.'

also, the Philosopher's Stone.

Iatrice, Materia medica.

HYLOPH'AGOUS,

from <ul n
wood,' and
In Hydrothorax, the course of treatment, (puyw, I eat.' One that feeds upon the young
proper in dropsies in general, must be adopted. shoots of trees, roots, &c. Hylophagous tribes
Diuretics seem, here, to be especially useful; yet exist in some parts of Africa.
HYMASTAT1CS, Haemastatice.
probably on account of the great activity of
HYMEN, 'vurjv, which signifies 'marriage,'
pulmonary absorption. Paracentesis can rarely,
nuptial song,' membrane or pellicle.' Clausif ever, be serviceable.
trum,
seu Flos, seu Sigitlum, seu Custodia, sen
Hydhothorax Chylosus, Chylothorax h.
Columna, seu Zona virginita'tis, Cir'culus memPurulentus, Empyema.
brano'sus, Bucton, Inter sep'turn virgina'lB, Cento
HYDROTICA, Hydragogues.
HYDROT1S, from Wu>§, ' water,' and wg, virgina!lis, Jirgumentwn Integrita'tis, Munimen'tum seu Zona Castita'tis, Pannid ulus hymense"gen. virus, the ear.' Dropsy of the ear.
us,Eugion,Valvulu vagi'nse, Membran'ula lundla
HYDRURESIS, Diabetes.
The semilunar, parabolic, or circular
vaginae.
HYDRURIA, Diabetes. See Urine.
HYERES. This small town, agreeably situ- fold, situate at the outer orifice of the vagina in
ate on the declivity of a hill, about 2 miles from virgins, especially during youth, and prior to
the Mediterranean', and 12 from Toulon, is the menstruation. This membrane is ordinarily
least exceptionable residence in Provence for ruptured by the first venereal act, and is efthe pulmonary invalid. It is in some measure faced by accouchement; some irregular flaps
protected from the northerly winds; but not remaining, to which the name Carun'culae Myrsufficiently so from the mistral to render it a tifor'mes has been given, by reason of their re-

thorax.

'

,

'

'

'

—

'

very desirable residence for the phthisical.

Sir

James Clark.

semblance to the leaves of the myrtle. Many
circumstances of an innocent character may

occasion a rupture or destruction of this membrane. It is often, indeed, found absent in
children soon after birth; whilst it may remain
Hence, the presence
entire after copulation.
and pro- of the hymen does not absolutely prove virabsence,
incontinence;
its
does
nor
ginity;
'health.'
Hynounced Hy'geen,) from 'vyuiu,
although its presence would be primd facie evitrie'sis, Hygiei'a; ConservaU'vu medici'na; HygiThe part of dence of continence.
healthy.'
eiolog"ia, from 'uynj?,
Hymen, Membrane h. Diaphratton, Medimedicine whose object is the preservation of
astinum.
It embraces a knowledge of healthy
health.
COURBARIL. See Anime.
man, both in society and individually, as well

HYGEIA, Sanitas.
HYGIEIA, Hygiene, Sanitas.
HYGIEINOS, Salutary.
HYGIEIOLOG1A, Hygiene.
HYGIENE, (generally Anglicised
'

—

as of the objects used and enjoyed by him,
with their influence on his constitution and
organs. See Regimen.

HYMEN.EA
HYMENODES,

Membranous.
HYMENOG'RAPHY,Hi/TOenooTa'p/iia,from

'ui<>;i',

'a membrane,' and

yoaupto, 'I describe.'

object is the deHYGIEN'IC. Same etymon. Relating to That part of anatomy whose
membranes.
Hygiene— as hygienic precautions, hygienic scription of the differentymenolog"ia, from
HYMENOL'OGY, H
'vw,
rules,' &c &c.
•a membrane,' and Xoyog, a description.' A
HYGIESIS, Hygiene.
membranes.
'

'

HYGRA,

mid.'

from Wu>g,

water,' or 'uygo?, 'hu-

'

Hygremplas'tra.

Liquid plasters.

'hu-

't/ygoc,

Hygrophlhal'mici^
The excretory ducts of the lachrymal gland
have been so called.
YGROL'OGY, Zodch'ymy; from <</ygo?, humid,' and aiitp ai or,

'

eyelid.'

H

a discourse.'

mid,' and

Xoyog,

the

of the body.

fli.ids

HYGRO'MA,

'

The anatomy of

lumor
from uy^o?, 'humid.
Dropsy of the
l

cys'ticus scro'sus, Cys'tis sero'sa.

burs® mucosa?.

,

.

Hygromet'riu, Hygrosco me avia; from '<wo ? 'humid,' and A"**"',
concerns 4the
which
physics
of
part
The
sure.'
of the
measurement of the dryness or humidity
are as
atmosphere. It is probable, that diseases
moisture of
frequently caused by the varying
in its weight or
the atmosphere, as by changes

HYGROM'ETRY,

'

,

on the

HYMENOR'RHAPHY, Hymenorrha'vlda;
from 'vutjv, 'the hymen,' and ^uiprj, 'a suture.'
A form of Elytrorrhaphy, (q. v.,) in which the
operation is performed in the natural situation
.'

HYGREMPLASTRA,

Hygra.
HYGROBLEPHAR'ICI, from

treatise

of the hymen.

H YMENOT'OMY, Hymenotom'ia,from 't^iji,
a membrane,' and ninw, I cut,' 1 dissect.'
The part of anatomy which treats of the dissection of membranes. The term has also
been applied to the incision of the hymen, practised in certain cases of imperforation of the
vairina, in order to give exit to the blood, retained and accumulated in the cavity of the
'

'

'

uterus.

HYOBASIOGLOSSUS, Basioglossus.
HYOCHONDROGLOSSUS, Hyoglossus.
HYODEOGLOSSUS, Hyoglossus.
HYO EPIGLOTTIC US. Belonging to the

,

os

hyoides and epiglottis.

Some anatomiaU

—

—
HY0-GL0SS0-BAS1-PHAR YXGIEM

have given the name Hyo-epiglottic ligament to
a bundle of condensed cellular tissue, which
passes from the posterior part of the body of the
hyoid bone to the base of the epiglottic fibro-

HYPAGOGE,

H YO- GLOSSO-BASLPHAR YNG IE X,Conslrictor pharyngis.

spreading ointments.

A

glossus.
large, thin, quadrilateral muscle,
situate at the anterior and superior part of the
neck. Its insertions, at three different points
of the os hyoides, permit it to be divided into
three portions:
the first (Cerato-glossvs of Albinus) is attached to the great cornu of the os
hyoides; the second, (Basio-glossus of Albinus,)
arises from the superior part of the body of the
same bone; and the third, (Ckondro-glnssus of
Albinus,) arises from the lesser cornu and the
cartilage, situate between the body and the
greater cornu. The fibres of these three bundles are inserted into the lateral and inferior
parts of the tongue. This muscle depresses the
base of the tongue, or raises the os hyoides,

—

BOJNE, Hyoides, os.
HYOl'DES, OS, Os Bicor'nS, Oshypseloi'des,
Os Lambdoi'des, Os Gvt'turis, Os Lingux, Os
Lingua'/S, Upsiloi'des, Ypsiloides. The Hyoid
Bone; from the Greek u, and sidog, 'shape:'
having the form of the upsilon.' The hyoid
'

a very movable, osseous arch ; of a
parabolic shape; convex before, and suspended
horizontally in the substance of the soft p;irts
of the neck, between the base of the tongue
and the larynx. This bone, separated entirely
from the rest of the skeleton, is composed of
five distinct portions, susceptible of motion on
is

each other. The first and most central is the
body of the hyoid, Ossiculum mc'diuut Hyoidis,
which affords attachment to several muscles;
the two others are lateral, and bear the name of
branches or greater cornua. The last two are
smaller, situate above the other, and are known
under the name lesser cornua. The os hyoides
is ossified from five points.
Hyoides Primus, Sterneo-hyoideus.
HYOIDIS QUARTUSMUSCULUS, Oino-

under the chin, according
upper lip. Vesalius.
HY'PER.'vTifo. above,'

—

HYOSCY'AMUS,

from

V(, 'a

'

swine,* and

Faba suil'la, Bensi, Jusquiamus, Henbane, Hyoscyamus niger, JlpoUina'ris
'

under,' and

'

a bean.'

which nrows
some. Also, the

to

in excess.'

'

Hence:

HYPERACU'SIS,

Hyperac'oS, from V, f? ,
above,' and ay.otj, audition.'
Excessive sensibility of the organ of hearing.

'

'

HYPEREMIA,

Hyperhm'mia, (F.) Hypereabove,' and 'ai/ia,
Preternatural accumulation of blood
blood.'
Congestion, (q. v.)
in the capillary vessels.
Andral.
Hyperemia Activa, Inflammation h. Hemie, Angiohemie, from vnie\,
l

'

'

—

patic, Hepatohffiinia.

HYPEREMIE, Hyperamia— h.
Encephdlolicemia

du Cerveau,
du Foie, Hepatohoemia

h.

Hypermyelohscmia.
Hyperesthesia, (F.)
Hyp6resthesie, from 'u.ifg, 'above,' and aid,
Excessive sensibility.
the faculty of feeling.'
HYPERAPH'IA.from 'vntg, in excess,' and
Excessive acuteness of touch.
touch.'
'aipij,
HYPERAUXE'SIS, from 'vnto, 'over,'
Hyperabove,' and ao%i}Oig, 'augmentation'
Excessive increase or enlargement
epidosis.
Ir'idis,
an excesof a part
as Hyperavxc'sis
sive enlargement of the iris, so as to stop up the
de la

.Mo'elle ipinihre,

HYPER.ESTHESIS,

'

'

'

'

:

pupil.

—

.

H YPERBOL'IC /.^Wej, 'vrttfuhy.oq,
cessive.'

'ex-

Galen, by this term, designates cer-

tain extraordinary attitudes, in which the limbs
and vertebral column are in a state of complete

extension or flexion.

HYPERBORE'AN, from «««r«g, 'beyond,'
and po£tu?, the north wind.' A race of men,
found at the extreme north of the two conti'

nents, in the vicinity of the polar circle.
It
includes the Thibetans, Ostiaks, Kamtschadales, Laplanders,

Samoiedes, Esquimaux, &c.

HYPERCARDIA, Heart, hypertrophy
HYPERCATHAR'SIS, Hyperine'sis,

hyoideus.
y.vauo?,

<

amaurosis, Mcramau-

HYPELATOS, Cathartic.
H Y PE'NE, 'vntjvtj. The beard,

h.

fixed.

HYOID

bone

from 'vno,

Imperfect

umaurosis.

Ccr'atoglossns of

Douglas and Cowper: Basio-Cerato-Chondro-

is

—

HYPAMAURO'SIS,

Hyodeo-glossus Hyochon-

Hypsiloglossus,

the tongue

'vnuXimrqov, HypaltM.
A sort of spatula for
Hippocr.

train. Specif lum, Spatha.

TO'SIS*

HYOGLOS'SUS,

when

Dejection.

HYPALEIE'TRON,

cartilacre.

dro-glossus,

HYPERDYNAMIA
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of the.

Hype-

rinos, Superpurga'tio, from 'v-rig, in excess/
and y.i&a^nic, ' purgation.' Superpurgation.
HYPERKERATOSES, Staphyloma of the
cornea.
'

aller'cum, JUtercum, Ag'onE, Altercan' genon.
NERVOSA, see Irritable
(F.) Jusquiaume, Feve a Cochon, Hannebane,
The leaves and seeds are the parts
Potilee.
h. Uterina, Hysteria.
used in medicine. Their odour is narcotic and
HYPERCINESIS GASTR1CA, Hypochonpeculiar; taste insipid and mucilaginous. The driasis.
are
yielded
to proof spirit.
virtues
The hyosHYPERCONJOJ\ CTlVlTE,scv Ophthalmia.
f? , 'above,' and
cyamus is narcotic, anodyne, antispasmodic,
HYFERCORYPHO'SIS,
and slightly stimulant It is used as a substi- * 5 « u <p;> ' lne vertex >' tne extreme point of any
tute for opium, where the latter disagrees; and thing.' The lobes of the liver and lungs.
is applied, externally, as a cataplasm in cancer
Hippocr.
and glandular swellings. Dose, gr. iij to x of
HYPERCRIN'IA, from 'vntn, 'above,' and
A morbid increase in the
the powder.
y.ni (,!, 'I separate.'
Hyoscyamus Albus or White Henbane, pos- quantity of the secretions.
sesses similar virtues.
HYPER'CRISIS, Hypcrdiac'risis, same etyHyoscyamus Luteus, Nicotiana rustica h. mon. Super excre'tio, Suptrctuc.ua 'tio. An exA very
Peruvianus, Nicotiana tabacum.
cessive crisis, or evacuation; a flux.
Cathartic.
violent, critical effort, or too copious critical

—

HYPERCINESIA

W

'

1

—

HYPACTICUS,

HYPJU'MIA, from '11710,
'blood,'

blood.

—

—

Galen.
'beneath,' and 'ui/ua, evacuations.
Amrfmia. Deficiency of
1IYPERDIACRIS1S, Hypercrisis.
Also, Extravasation of blood.
HYPERDYNAMIA, Uypersthenia.

Oligx'rnia,

— Andral.

1

——

—
HYPERENCEPHAL0TR0PH1E

HYPOOAUSTUM
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HYPEREKCEPHJiLOTROPIHE;
'""»«?,

HYPERPIMELE. See Polysarcia.
HYPERSARCHIDIOS, Physconia.

from

in excess,' eyxe<puXov, 'the encephalon,'

'

—

and roocp.;, nourishment.' Hypertrophy of the
HYPERSARCO'MA, Hyper sarco sis, Hyperencephalon
Piorry.
surx'is, from 'unit,, 'above,' and fag?, 'flesh.'
H YPERENC E PIT ALUS, from W. § 'above,' A soft fungous excrescence, especially such as
and xfipuktj, 'the head.' A monster whose appears upon ulcerated parts. Galen.
brain is situate in the skull.— G. St. Hilaire.
HYPERSARCOSIS, Excrescence, Fungo<

—

,

—

H YPER EJfDOSMOSE,

Inflammation.

HYPEREPHIDROSIS, Ephidrosis.
HYPERKPIDOS1S, Hyperauxesis.
HYPERERETHIS'IA, from
?
't/*-«

cess,'

and

,

sity.

HYPERSARXIS, Hypersarcoma.
HYPERSPLE.VOTROPII1E, Splenoncus.

HYPERSTHENIC,

'in ex-

Hyperdynamia, Hyper-

zooilyna'mia, Status injlamniato'rius verus; from
bility.
'i/7iag, 'beyond,' and o8iro$, 'strength.'
SuperHYPERES'IA, 'uTiyQioiix, ' a ministry.' This excitement.
morbid condition, characterized
word is sometimes applied to the organs;
vital
by over-excitement of all the
phenomena.
when it means function.
Active.
'um^, beyond,' and rovog,
E8TH&SIE, Hyperesthesia.
HYPEIIETRIA, Midwife.
tone.'
Excess of tone in parts. It is opposed
HYPERGEN'ESIS, from Wfg,«in excess,' to atony.
and yenotc, generation.' The excess of formaHYPERTROPHiE'MIA, from 'u7Tf ? ,' above,'
tive power, which gives occasion to monstrosi- rnotptj,
nourishment,' and 'uifia, ' blood.'
ties by excess of parts.
state in which the plastic powers of the blood
HYPERGEUS'TIA, Hypergeu'sis, from 'unto, are increased.
' above,' and
CORDIS, Heart, hyperyiuartc, ' taste.'
Excessive sensitrophy of the h. Hepatis, Hyperliipatotrophie
bility of the organ of taste.
Lienis,
Splenoncus
h.
h. Splenis, Splenoncus.
Inflammation.
toetJiLio,

'

Excessive

excite.'

1

irrita-

A

HYPERSTHENICUS,
HYPERTONIA,

HYPER

'

'

'

A

'

HYPERTROPHIA

—

HYPERH.EMATOSIS,

HYPERTROPHIE DU

HYPERH.E'MIA, Hyperemia.

HYPE R HE PA TO TR O PHIE,

—

—

Hyper troph' la pertrophy of the

—

C(EUR,

Heart, hy-

du Foie, Hyperhepatotro-

h.

Hypertrophic du Foie ; from 'unto, phie h. dn la Rate, Splenoncus.
' the liver,' and Too<pi;,
HYTERTROPHY, Hypertroph'ia,from Hm*i,
noubeyond,' and xqou>tj, nourishment.' The state
Hypertrophy of the liver.
a part, in which the nutrition is performed
of
BACCIF'ERUM, Arbus'cula
gummif era Brazilieii'sis, Caa-opia. A Brazilian with greater activity and which, on that actree, whose bark emits a juice, when wounded, count, at length acquires unusual bulk.
I1YPERURESIS, Enuresis— h.Aquosa, Diawhich resembles Camboge.
hep'atis, (F.)

'in excess,'
rishment.'

'>;<-;«",

'

'

'

HYPERICUM

;

Hypericum Pkufoka'tum, Fvga Dgemonum,

betes.

HYPERURORRHEE, Diabetes— h. SacchaCu'riim, Perforated or Ctimmon
Wort, Hyper'icam, (F ) Millepcrtuis rine, Diabetes (Mellitus.)
St.
Hypersthenia.
ordinaire. It is aromatic and astringent, and
HYPEX'ODOS, 'iMttodos, from 'uno, 'beenters into a number of aromatic preparations;
and, amongst others, into the Falltrancks. The neath,' and t!-o8os, passing out.' An alvine
Hippocr.
Oil of St. John's Wort, O'leum hyper'ici, Balsa- discharge or flux.
HYPH.EMOS, Subcruentus.
mum hyper'ici sim'plex, is made by infusing *iv
HYPHYDROS, Hydropic.
of the flowers in a quart of olive oil. It is vulHYPNOBAS1S, Somnambulism.
nerary.

Androsafmum,
John's

HYPERZOODYNAMIA,

•

'

—

HYPERIDRO'SIS,
1

sweating

from 'onto, and
Excessive sweating.

.'

HYPER1NESIS, Hypercatharsis.
HYPERINOS, Hypercatharsis.
H YPERMETROHJ&MIE, Metroha?mia.
HYPERMYEOLOH.E'MIA, (F.) Hyperemie
de la Motile Epiniere, from 'unto,
pue/Lo?,

emia of

'

marrow,' and 'uipa,

'

in excess,

Hyper-

blood.'

the spinal marrow.

HYPNO'DES,'u.Trcicl»,c, from 'uno, 'under,'
One, in a state of slumber

and 'ujtvof, sleep.'
or somnolency.
'

HYPNOL0G"ICA, Hypnolog"icE. The part
of Hygiene which treats of sleep.
HYPNOL'OGY, Hypnolog"ia, from 'vnro?,
a discourse.' Same etymon.
and Xoyos,

from

•u7ii i

,

treatise

'

HYPERO-PHARYNGEUS,

Palato-pharyn-

'

'

Hypo, Hypochondriasis.

geus.

HYPERO'A, from 'ut*§, upon,' and euov, a
high place.' The palatine arch,— the base of
the cranium.
'

Hyperoa,

(F.)

Angi'na Palati'na,

In-

<

HYPEROS, Pilum.
HYPEROSMIA, Hyperosphresia.
HYPEROSPHRE'SIA, Hyperos'mia,
ofl<fg>jois,

'wo,
One who
a heavy sleep.'
Hippocr.
cams.
approaching
is in a state
HYPOCATHAR'SIS, from 'vno, beneath,'
and xxSaQOit, purgation.' Too feeble purgaA word opposed to hypercatharsis.
tion.
HYPOCAUS'TUM.from'yTo, 'beneath,' and
A name given to a stove, or
*aiw, I burn.'
any such contrivance, to sweat in. Also, a
furnace in any subterraneous place, used for
heating baths l 'vnoxaovror, Balnearium, Va'

flammation du Palais, (torn llypcrn'a, the painflammation.
late,' and ids, a suffix denoting
Inflammation of the velum palati.

and

HYPOCAPNISMA, Suffimentum.
HYPOCAPNISMOS, Fumigation.
HYPOCARO'DES, Subsopora'tus, from

'

Palate.

HY PEROPTIS,

'vnii,

on sleep.

HYPNOS. Sleep.
HYPNOTICUS, Anodyne, Somniferous.
HYPO, 'uno, under,' sub.' Hence:

kidney,' and Tg5<p>;, 'nouHypertrophy of the kidney.

in excess,' iti/^oc,

rishment'

A

'

HYPERNEPHROTROPHIE,
'

'

HYPNOUATES, Somnambulist.
HYPNOBATESIS, Somnambulism.

'iSguois,

'

smell.'

HYPEROSTOSIS, Exostosis.

'

—

'

'

'

from

Excessive acute-

ness of smell.

under,' and xwjog,

poiarium.

-

HYPOCERCHALEON
HYPOCERCHA'LEON,
Xaltoi;,

'

lioarse.'

affecting the voice.

— Hippocr.

HYPOGLOSSUS
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from <t,To,and * f§

Roughness of

.

the

-

fauces

H-YPOCHLOROM'ELAS, Subpaflidl nigricans, from 'vno,
X Xl"i<J<;i 'green.' and
'black.'
term applied to one whose skin is
pale, with a blackish hue.— Hippocr., Galen.

A

HYPOCHOILION, Abdomen
HYPOCHOlNDRE, Hypochon'drium,

A

xoiXor, 'a cavity.'

cavity, situate above the

upper eyelid.

H YPOCOPHOSIS, Baryecoia, Deafness.
HYPOCRA'NIUM, from '««, under,' and
the cranium.'
A collection of pus
tQavtov,
'

'

between the cranium and dura mater.

HYPODER1S,

Epideris.

HYPODERMAT'OMY,
Sub-

earning ui' cum, Rcgio Hypochondri'aca, Hypochondriac Region, from 'vno,
under,' and

from

'v.isp,

'incision.'

HypodermatonJia;

'under,' <5e^(*,'the skin,' and Ttftq,
The section of subcutaneous parts,

as of tendons and muscles.
^oxVioc,' a cartilage.' Each lateral and supeHYPODERMIS, Epideris.
rior region of the abdomen is so called, beHYPODESM1S, Bandage.
cause it is bounded by the cartilaginous marHYPOGALA, Hypopyon.
gin of the false ribs, which forms the base of
HYPOGASTRIC, Hypogas'tricus. Relating
the chest. There is a right and a left hypochon- or belonging to the hypogastrium.
drium.
Hypogastric Artery, A. IWaca inter na, A.
N'DRIAC, Hypochondri'acus; Iliaca poste'rior, A. pel'vitunc, ^Ch.) is the
same etymon. Belonging to hypochondriasis. more internal of the two branches into which
One labouring under hypochondriasis.
the primary iliac divides. It descends into the
HYPOCHOiMDRIACISMUS, Hypochondri- cavity of the pelvis, and gives off a considerable
asis.
number of branches, which arise, at times, seHYPOCHONDRIASIS. Same etymon. Alu'- parately, at others, by common trunks. These
sia hypochondriasis, Morbus hypochondri'acus, branches are, I. The posterior, i. e. the ilioMalum h-ypochondri'acum, Hailucina'tio hypo- lumbar arteries, lateral, sacral, and gluteal. M.
chondriasis, Hypochondriasis' mus,
Dyspep'sia The anterior, i. e. the umbilical, vesical, and
hypochondriasis, Pas'sio hypochondriacs, Jtffsd'• obturator. 3. The internal, the middle hemortio hypochondriacal Anuthymiasis, Hypercint' sis rhoidal arteries, uterine, and
vaginal in wogastrica, Splenes, Melancholia nervea,M.flatulo'
men. 4. The inferior, i. e. the tschiulic artesa, Fomes ventriduli, Hypochondriem, Hi/po, ries, and internal pudic.
'Spleen,— the Vapours, the English Malady, Low
Hypogastric Opera'tion of lithotomy, (F.)
Spirits, (F.) Hijpochondrie.Maladie imaginaire,
Taille hypo gastri que. The high operation, or
Maladie Anglaise. This disease is probably so that practised above the pubes.
called, from the circumstance of some hypoHypogastric Plexus, Plexus sousmesentichondriacs having felt an uneasy sensation in rique of Winslow is situate at the lateral and
the hypochondriac regions. The disease seems posterior parts of the rectum and tire basfond
really to be, as Pinel has classed it, a species of of the bladder.
It is formed by the sacral
neurosis, and of mental alienation, which is nerves and the inferior mesenteric plexus, and
observed in persons, who, in other respects, are gives off numerous filaments, which accompany
of sound judgment, but who reason erroneous- the arteries, that pass to the rectum and genily on whatever concerns their own disease. tal organs.
Hypochondriasis is characterized by disordered
Hypogastric Vein furnishes nearly the same
digestion, without fever or local lesion ; flatu- branches.
lence
borborygrni ; extreme increase of sensiHYPOGASTRION, Abdomen.
bility
palpitations; illusions of the senses; a
HYPOGAS'TKIUM, Hypogastrion, from
succession of morbid feelings, which appear to 'vno, under,' and yaOTrjQ, 'the stomach or belsimulate the greater part of diseases panics
ly;'
Etron, tjTQov, Venter intus, V. parvus,
exaggerated uneasiness of various kinds, chiefly slqualic'ulus, Sumen, Rumen. The lower part of
in what regards the health, &c.
Indigestion the abdomen. The Hypogastric region, which
has, usually, been considered the cause of hy- extends as high as three fingers' breadth bepochondriasis.
They are, unquestionably, neath the umbilicus, is divided into three semuch connected with each other but there is condary regions one middle or pubic, and two
every reason to believe, that the seat of the af- lateral or inguinal.
fection is really, though functionally, in the
HYPOGASTROCE'LE, from Wo, « under,'
brain. The disease almost always appears at yaoTiflJ, 'the stomach or belly,' and Kylr/, a tuthe adult age, most commonly in irritable indi- mour.' Hernia in the hypogastric region, ocviduals ; and, in those exhausted, or rather in curring through the separated fibres of the
the habit of being exhausted, by mental labour, lower part of the linea alba.
overwhelmed with domestic or public affairs,
Hypogastrooelf, Hernia, hypogastric.
'

1

HYPOCHO

—

;

;

'

;

;

—

:

'

HYPOGASTRODID'YMUS,

&c.

The treatment

almost entirely moral. The
condition of the digestive function must, however, be accurately attended to.
HYPOCHONDRISM, Hypochondriasis.
is

HYPOCHORESIS, Digestion.

HYPOGHYMA, Cataract.
HYPOCHYSIS HiEMATODES,

.

—

Ranula.

HYPOGLOSSUM,

Ruscus

hypoglossum,

Rami la.

thalmia.

HYPOCTSTUS, Cytinus.
HYPOCLEP'TICUM, from 'vno, beneath,'
and yXt-rTv). 'I steal.' A chymical vessel, for<

merly used

'

HYPOGLOSSIS,
Hremoph-

Dta'ymus Sym-

phyuhypogastrius, Ischiopagcs, from 'vno, 'unthe belly,' and Si8up.it, 'a twin.'
der,' yaovqp,
A monstrosity in which twins are united by the
Gurlt
hy pogastri u rn
HYPOGASTRORIX1S, Eventration.

for separating oil

HYPOCO.l'LON, from

from water.

'vno, 'under,'

HYPOGLOSSUS,
yXmaaa., 'the tongue.'

from 'wro, 'under,' and
is under the

That which

tongue.

Hypoglossus, Hypoglossal Nerve, Nerf
and Hypoglosse ou Grand Hypoglosse,Hypogiossien
t

-

HYP0GLUT1S
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(Ch.,) Lingual JV., Gustatory JY^ Lingua' lis Me'
dins, is the ninth pair
of nerves of many anatomists. It arises by ten or tvelve very
fine filaments from the grooves, which separate the
corpora pyramidalia from the C. olivaria; issues
from the cranium by the foramen condyloideum
antenus; and divides, near the angle of the
jaw, into two branches; the one the cervica'lis
descen'dcns or descen' dens noni. It forms, with
the cervical plexus, a large anastomotic arch,
and furnishes branches to several of the muscles of the neck. The other, the Ungual branch,
is the continuation of the principal trunk, and
gives its numerous filaments to the muscles of
the tongue and pharynx. The ninth pair communicates motion to the muscles to which it is

HYPSELOGLOSSUS

entirely or in part.
It requires the use of
and general antiphlogistics, and sorbefacients. At times, it is necessary to puncture the

it

local

cornea and evacuate the pus.

HYPOPYUM LACTEUM,

Hypopyon.

HYPORIN'ION, from Wo, 'under,' and oiv,
the nose.' That part of the beard which grows
beneath the nose. The mustaches. Also, the

'

upper

lip.

HYPOSAR'CA.from Wo,

'

under,'

and aaq%,

Hyposarcidios, Anasarca (q. v.)
In
Linne's and in Cullen's Nosology, it is synonymous with Physconia (q v )
HYPOSARCIDIOS, Anasarca, Hyposarca.
HYPOSPADIAS, Hypospadia, from 'vno,
under,' and ottuoj, I draw.'
A malformation,
distributed.
in which the canal of the urethra, instead of
HYPOGLU'TIS, from Wo, 'under,' and opening at the apex of the glans, terminates at
yXouxog, the nates.' The lower and projecting its base, or beneath the penis, at a greater
or
part of the nates.
Gorraeus.
less distance from the symphysis pubis. When
HYPO'MIA, from 'wo, under,' and ojfioc, the orifice of the urethra is very near the root
the shoulder.'
The projecting part of the of the penis, the scrotum is divided, as it were,
shoulder.
Caslelli, Galen.
into two great labia; and this malformation has
Hypomia, Axilla
often been taken for a case of hermaphrodism.
HYPONARTIUlCIE, Hyponarthe'cia, from Hypospadias is ordinarily incurable; and an
'«mo, 'under,' and vxp&tj!;, 'a splint.'
A term idea has been entertained that it is the cause of
used by M. Mayor for his mode of treating impotence. It is not exactly so; but it renders
fractures by position only, the limb resting impregnation less probable.
upon a properly cushioned board or splint.
HYPOSPHAG'MA, from Wo, ' under,' and
Y PON'OMOS, Ulcus subtus depas'cens, from <f<fato), 'I kill.' The coagulated blood, which
'uno, under,' and viy.ta, 1 feed.' A deep fistu- is collected when an animal is killed and used
la or ulcer.
Also, an effusion of blood, especially
for food.
HYPON'YCHON, from Wo, 'under,' and under the conjunctiva.
owl, 'the nail.' Ecchymo'maHyponychon. EffuHyposphagma, Hsemophthalmia.
sion of blood under a nail.
HYPOSTAPHYLE, Staphylcedema.
'flesh.'

'

'

'

—

'

I

'

—

—

H

'

'

HYPOPE'DIUM,
nous, 'the
the foot.

A

foot.'

from W°, 'under,' and
cataplasm for the sole of

HYPOSTHENIGContrastimulant.

HYPOS'TROPHE,
position,

HYPOPH'ASIS,

Wo,

'under,' and
1
appear.' That state of the eyes in
<potiro),
which the white only is seen through the openHippocrates.
ing of the eyelids.

from

from 'vno, and

Wocrroow, change of
o-r(>i?o>, 'I turn.'
Act

and kp^u/.uoc, the eye.' That part under the
eye where oedema generally commences in

Also, relapse,
of a patient turning himself.
Hippocrates, Foesius.
return of a disease.
HYPOTH'ENAR, Sub'vola, from 'i/n-o, 'under,' and $%van, ' the palm of the hand or sole
of the foot.'
Htpothxhar Eminence is the fleshy projection of the palmar surface of the hand, which
corresponds with the little finger, and is supported by the fifth metacarpal bone. This eminence is formed by four muscles: the Pal maris
l/rrris, Jidduclor minimi digiti, Flexor brevis

chronic diseases

minimi

'

—

HYPOPI1LEGMASIA, Subinflammatio.
HYPOPH'ORA, from Wo, 'under,' and
<»sf<i>, 'I

A

carry.'

fistulous ulcer

— Galen.

HYPOPHTHALMIA, Hypopyon.
HYPOPHTHAL'MION, from Wo,

'under,'

'

— Hippocrates.

HYPOPHYSIS CEREBRI,

Pituitary gland.

II \ POPLEURIOS, Pleura.
HYPOPO'DIA, from Wo, 'under,'

and

jrst/f,

Remedies, as sinapisms, which are
'the foot.'
applied under the foot.
HYPO'PYON, Hypopyum, Hypophtkal'mia,
'
Pyophthal'mus, Empye'sis Oc'vli, Diapye'sis Oc'
Hypog'ala,
uli, Oc'ulus purulentus, Lunclfa,
Hypopyum laclcum, Pyo'sis, Abscessus Oc'uli,
Parop'sis Staphy/o'/na purulentum ; from "vnof
1
under,' and nvov, 'pus;' because the pus is
under the cornea. This name has been given
the
to small abscesses between the laminae of
cornea, as well as to different purulent colhence,
lections in the chambers of the eye
some pathologists have distinguished Hypo'pyon
Cor'nea.
the
of the chambers, and Hypo'pyon of
In abscesses of the chambers, the purulent matter is mixed with the aqueous humour, which
particularly
it renders turbid; and is deposited
at the lower part of the eye; forming behind
;

the
rises

cornea a kind of whitish crescent, that

more or

less before the pupil,

and closes

—

digiti,

and

Opponens

minimi

digiti.

The name Hypothcnar

has also been given to
different muscles of the hand. The Hypolhenar
minimi <li»'iti of Riolan comprehended the ^46<l actor, Flexor brevis and Opponens minimi digi-

and his muscle, Hypothenar pollicis, corresponded to the Adductor, and a portion of the
ti ;

Flexor brevis pollicis. Winslow called muscle
hypothcnar ou hypothenar da petit doigt,

petit

the Adductor minimi digiti.

Hypothenaji Minimi Digiti, Flexor parvus
minimi digiti h. Minor metacarpeus, Abductor
minimi digiti h. Riolani, Flexor parvus minimi digiti.

—

—

HYPOTHETON, Suppository.
HYPOTROPE, Relapse.
HYPOTROPIASMOS, Relapse.
HYPOUTRION, Abdomen.
IIYPOZO'MA,
tvm,

from

'I bind round.'

membrane

Wo,

'under,' and uorsuccin'gens.

Membrana

A

or septum, as the mediastinum, dia-

phragm, &c.

HYPPOCRAS, Claret.
HYPSELOGLOSSUS,

Basioglossus.

:

HYPSILOGLOSSUS
HYPSILOGLOSSUS,
HYPSOSIS,

I1YSTRIX
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HYSTERO-CYSTIC,

Hyoglossus.
Sublimation.

HYPT1ASMA, Supination.
HYPTIAS'MOS, from 'tnrrtrta,

'1 lie with
the face upwards.' Lying in a supine posture.
Also, inversion of the stomach, as in nausea,
regurgitation, or vomiting.— Hippocrates, Ga-

Hys'terocys'ticus, from
:
'vojtga, 'the uterus,' and y.vanc, the bladder.'
and bladder.
to
the
uterus
Some
Relating
authors have called Hystero -cystic Retention of

which is caused by the compression
of the bladder by the uterus, during pregnancy.

urine, that

HYSTERO-CYSTOCE'LE,

len.

HYSSOP, HEDGE.

Gratiola officinalis.
HYSSOPI'TES. Ancient name of a wine,
of which Hyssop was the chief ingredient, and
which Dioscorides extolled in chronic inflammation of the chest. It was regarded as diu-

from

'vartoa,

the womb,' xixrrtc, the bladder,' and xi,k>;, a
tumour.'
Hernia of the uterus complicated
with displacement of the bladder.
Hystero' des, Hysteroi'des,
from hysteria,' and ttdug, ' resemblance.' Resembling hysteria; as a hysteroid disease,

'

'

'

HYS'TEROID,
'

—

and emmenagogue.
HYSSO'PUS, from the Hebr. Azob, Cassi'- symptom, &c.
HYSTEROLOX'IA, Hysterelo'sis, Obliq'uitas
ala, Hyssopus officinalis, Common hyssop. It
has been chiefly used as an aromatic, stimulant, u'teri, Situs obli'quus uteri, Flezio seu versio incomple'ta uteri, Inclina'tio uteri, Metroloz'ia,
and pectoral, in the form of infusion.
HYSTERA, 'uo-Ttga, 'voxt^,, the uterus.' Uterus Obli'quus, U. Inclina'lus; from vartQa,
Hence
the uterus,' and lo%og, oblique.' An oblique
(q. v.)
position of the uterus, occurring during pregHystera, Secundines.
HYSTERAL'GIA, (F.) Fortraiture, from nancy. Anteversion of the uterus, Hysterolox'ia
Pain anterior, Jjntcver'sio u'teri, Prona'tio uteri, Ven'varcoa, the uterus,' and af.yoc, pain.'
Irritable uterus, (F.) Neuralgic ter propendens ; and Retroversion of the uterus,
in the uterus.
de lutirus. Hippocrates uses the epithet Hys- Hysterolox'ia posterior, Retrover sio uteri, Reteralges, 'vartQa'/.yr c, for any thing that excites flexHo uteri complela, are varieties.
retic

l

'

'

'

'

'

1

t

YSTE

H
ROMALA'CIA, Hysteramaluco'sis,
uterine pain; and, especially, for vinegar.
Malaco'sis uteri, Putrcscen'lia u'teri gravidi,
Hysteralgia Lochialis, Dyslochia.
' the
Hysteroloxia.
from
'voTioa,
uterus,' and paXaxtu, ' softHYSTERELOSIS,
HYSTE'RIA, Hystcricis'mus, Hysteris'mus, ness.' Softness of the uterus, during pregHyp er cine! sia uteri'na, Utero adscensus, Svffocaf- nancy, which renders it liable to rupture in
tio hysterica, Prsefoca'tio matri'cis, Syspa'sia labour.
HYSTEROMANIA, Nymphomania.
hysteria, Malum hysler'icum, Vapo'res uteri'ni,
HYSTERON'CUS, from 'var^a, 'the uteVapours, Hyster'ics, Hysteric fit, Affec'tio hysler'rus,' and oyy.og, ' tumour.'
A tumour of the
tea, Passio hysterica, Morbus hystericus, Strangula'tio uteri'na, from 'uarega, ' the uterus.' uterus.
HYSTEROPHYSE, Physometra.
(F.) Hystdrie, Mai de Mere, Maladie imaginaire.
HYSTEROPH'YSIS, from 'vartoa, the utespecies of neurosis, classed amongst the
in
rus,'
and tpvnrj, 'wind.' Distention of the uteand
the
and
Cullen,
Sauvuges
by
spasmi
Mvroses de la generation, by Pinel. It received rus with air. Emphysema uteri.
the name hysteria, because it was reputed to
HYSTEROPSOPHIA, Physometra.
have its seat in the uterus. It generally occurs
HYSTEROPTO'SIS, from <vot*qv, 'the
in paroxysms; the principal characters of which
womb,' and nriuotg, fall.' Prolapsus uteri.
consist in alternate fits of laughing and crying,
Also Inversio uteri. In a general sense, a prowith a sensation as if a ball set out from the trusion of any of the genital organs or of exuterus and ascended towards the stomach,
crescences from them into the genital passages:
chest, and neck, producing a sense of stranguJEdoptosis.
If the attack be violent, there is, somelation.
Hysteroptosis, Prolapsus uteri h. Vagina?
times, loss of consciousness (although the preprolapsus, Prolapsus vagina?sence of consciousness generally distinguishes
HYSTEROSTOMAT'OMUS, from 'vortoa,
The durait from epilepsy) and convulsions.
'the womb,' <rro,ua, 'orifice,' and re/mm, 'to
It appears
tion of the attacks is very variable.
cut.'
An instrument invented by Coutouly,
to be dependent upon irregularity of nervous
distribution in very impressible persons, and is for dividing the os uteri, when it is important
not confined to the female; for well marked to deliver immediately, as in cases of convulcases of hysteria are occasionally met with in sions.
Cesarean secmen. During the fit: dashing cold water on
the face; stimulants, applied to the nose or ex- tion.
HYSTEROTOMIA, Caesarean section.
hibited internally, and antispasmodics form the
Exercise, tranquillity of
therapeutical agents.
from Wtga, 'the
mind, amusing and agreeable occupations con- womb,' and iiuvnr, to cut.' An instrument
for dividing the womb by the vagina.
It is a
stitute the prophylactics.
HYSTERICISMUS, Hysteria.
kind of Bistouri cachi, and is intended to divide
Hysteria.
the cervix uteri.
HYSTERICS.
HYSTRIAS1S, Hystriciasis.
HYST6RIE, Hysteria.
HYSTERISMUS, Hysteria.
HYSTRICl'ASIS, Hystriasis, Hys'trix, Hys-

A

'

'

—

—

HYSTEROTOMATOCIA,

HYSTEROT'OMUS,
'

HYSTERITIS,

Metritis.

HYSTEROCE'LE, from 'vonna,
and
is

a

xrfo],

'

hernia.'

rare disease.

Hernia of

'

the womb,'

the icomb.

This

The womb may protrude

through the inguinal or the crural canal, or
throuch the lower part of the linea alba.

Hysterocele JNuda, Prolapsus

uteri.

tricis'mus, Cerostro'sis, Tricho'sis seto'sa,

fiom

a hedgehog or porcupine.'
disease
of the hairs, in which they stand erect like the
quills of a porcupine.

'LOTtoi;,

'

II YSTRICISMUS, Hystriciasis.
HYSTRIX, Hystriciasis.

A

—
IAMATOLOGY

Pus malig'num, Tabum.

Materia medica.
Curable.

IATERIA,
I

ICHOROIDES, Ichorous.
ICH'OROUS, hhoro'sus,

Medicina.

ATRALE IP'TICL,

iaTQaX(i7rnxrj

same etymon.

Ttyvrj,

The method

of treating diseases adopted by the Iatraleiptes,
that is, by friction chiefly.

IATRALEP'TES

A

TATRALEIP'TES,

or

thin, aqueous,

and

Ichoroi'des.

Be-

acrid discharge.

1ASIS, Curation.

Ialralerptic method,

ICTERUS
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IAMATOLOGY,
IASIMOS,

—

—

latralip'ta, Med'icus Unguenta'rivs; from iutqoc,
' a physician,' and
uXityu>, I anoint.'
One who
treats diseases by unguents, frictions, and by
'

longing to or resembling ichor.
ICHTHYOCOL'LA, from iX9 vg , 'a fish,'
and y.oHu, 'glue.' Colla Piscium, I'singlass,
Fish-glue.
(F.) Ictkyocolle, Colle de Poisson.
A name given to the dried fish bladder of the
Acipen'ser huso, and other species of acipenser,
which is almost wholly composed of gelatin,
and is employed in medicine in the formation

external means generally. Prodicus, a disciple of nutritive jellies. It is, also, occasionally,
of ^Esculapius, was the chief of the Iatraleptes. used in anatomical injections. The English
lATREUSIOLOG"IA, from lazgivois, < the Court Plaster is made with it.
exercise of the art of healing,' and Xoyo?, a
ICHTHYOPH'AGtST, Ic.thyoph'agvs, from
description.'
The doctrine of the exercise of i/9vg, a fish,' and 9«y«), 'I eat.' People, who
the healing art. Reil.
feed habitually on fish; generally the most
lATREU'SIS, taTQiuoig. The exercise of the uncivilized of mankind.
healing art.
ICHTHYOSIS, from X 9vc, 'a fish,' from
JATRICE, Medicina.
the resemblance of the scales to those of a fish
IATRFNE, earginj. A female practitioner
Ltpido 1 sis Ichthyi'asis, Lepra Ichthyosis, heof medicine.
pido'sis lcltlhyo'sis, Fishskin, Porcupine Disease.
IATRI'ON, latre'on, Iatron. The house of A permanently harsh, dry, scaly, and, in some
a physician or surgeon. Also, the physician's cases, almost horny texture of the integuments
fee or honorarium.
of the body, unconnected with internal disorder.
1ATROCHYMIA, Chymiatria, Chemistry, Willan and Bateman have two varieties, I. simmedical.
plex, and I. cornea.
Alibert has three, the /.
Iatrognom'icS; from nacr'ee or pearly, the /. cornee, and the 7. pel'
larqog, a physician,' and yivoioxui,
I know.' lagre or pellagra.
knowledge of medical objects. Hufeland.
Ichthyosis Pellagra, Pellagra.
'

'

—

—
t

—

lATROGNOM'ICA,
'

A

—

IATRO-MATHEMATICAL PHYSI-

CIANS, Mechanical

Ichthyosis Seba'cea, Seba'ceous

A

physicians.

Ichthyo'sis.

morbid incrustation of concreted sebaceous

IATRON, latrion.
IATROPHYSICS, Physics, medical.
IATROS, Physician.
IATROTECHiNICE, Medicina, Therapeu-

substance upon the surface of the epidermis,
confounded, according to Mr. E. Wilson, with
ichthyosis, to which it bears a close resemblance. In many cases there is neither redness
nor heat, nor is the affection often accompanied
tics.
IBERIS, Lepidiurn iberis i. Sophia, Carda- by constitutional symptoms.
I'CICA ARACOUCHI'NI. Aracouchini is a
mine pratensis.
IB1CUIBA, Becuiba, or Becuiba nux. A spe- balsam extracted, by incision, from this tree
Brazil,
in
Guyana. The Galibis use it for healing
the emulsive kernel of
cies of nut from
wounds.
which is ranked amongst balsamic remedies.
ICTkRE, Icterus i. Bleu, Cyanopathy i.
IBIS, (|?ic. A bird held sacred by the EgypWhen sick, it is asserted, that it was des JVouveau-ne's, Icterus Infantum i. Noire,
tians.
wont to inject the water of the Nile into its fun- Melsena.
ICTERITIA ALBA, Chlorosis— i. Flava,
dament; whence, according to Langius, was
Icterus i. Rubea, Erysipelas i. Rubra, Erysilearned the use of glysters.

—

—

IBISCHA MISMALVA,
IBIXUMA, Saponaria.

ICTERUS,

ir, Glacies, Frozen water.
(F.)
Iced water is much used internally, as
the best refrigerant in fever. It is, also, applied externally, in cases of external inflammation, as well as in phrenitic, and hernial

ICE, Sax.

Glace.

affections,

—

pelas.

Althaea.

&c.

Idtcrus flavus, I. verus, from
ixtic, a species of weasel, whose eyes are yellow(?) Morbus arcua'tus vel arqua'ius, Auru'tro,
Jluri'go,

Morbus regius, Morbus

lelith'ia ic'terus,

lute'olus,

Cho-

Cholihadmia, Suffu'sio auriaino'-

sa,

Icteritia flava, Il'eus flavus, I.
Cachexia icte/ica, Fellis suffu'sio,

Icteroides,

Fellis obSupcrfu'sio, Jaundice, (F.) Ictere,
Jaunisse, Bile rdpandue.
disease, the principal symptom of which is yellowness of the skin
and eyes, with white fasces and high-coloured
OF. urine. It admits of various causes; in fact, any
Hot springs are found in every part of Iceland. thing which can directly or indirectly obstruct
The most noted of these is one called Geyser, the course of the bile, so that it is taken into
two days' journey from Hecla, and near Skal- the mass of blood and produces the yellowness
The diameter of the basin is 59 feet; and of surface; the bile being separated by the kidholt.
the height, to which the water is thrown, often neys causes yellowness of urine, and its being
more than 100
The heat of the water is 212°. prevented from reaching the intestine, occaMesembryanthemum crystalli- sions the pale-coloured faces. The Prognosis, in ordinary cases, is favourable;
when
num.
ICHOR, t/tuj, Sanies, (_q. v.) Sordes, Vii-us, complicated with hepatic disease, unfavourable

A

ICE-COLD,

Icy cold, (F.) Froid glacial.
very strong morbid sensation of cold, compared
by the patient to that which would be produced
by the application of pieces of ice.

struc'tio, F.

A

ICELAND, MINERAL WATERS

_

ICEPLANT
33.

—

ICTODES

—

The

treatment is simple: an emetic or purgagiven occasionally so as to elicit the return of the bile to its ordinary channels; light
tonics; unirritating diet; cheerful company,
tive,

&c.
Icterus Albus, Chlorosis.
Icterus Infan'tum, 1. JYeoiiato'rum, or Yellow gum, Yellow gown, Paedict'erus, Auri'go
neopliyto'rum, (F.) Ictere des nouveau-nes is a
common affection and frequently dependent
upon obstruction of the choledoch duct, by the
meconium. It requires time; and castor oil,
occasionally.

Icterus Melas, Melaena
Infantum.

—

i.

Neonatorum,

I.

Dracontium

foeti-

dum.

A

ICTUS. ' stroke or blow;'
Ictus solis, a stroke of the sun.

Plege, Plaga,
See Coup de
soleil.
Ictus, also, means the pulsation of an
artery; and the sting of a bee or other insect.
Ictus, Blow i. Cordis et arteriarum, Pulse
i. Solis, Coup de soleil.
IDE' A, Ido'lum, Ideach ( ? Paracelsus) (F.)
Idte.
The image or representation of an object
in the mind; from £«Jcu, 1 see.'
IDEACH, Idea.

—

'

IDEE,

Idea.

IDEN'TITY (PERSONAL),

Iden'tilas,

from

idem, the same.' Sameness. It is sometimes
a question in legal medicine to decide upon
personal identity; that is, whether an individual be the same he represents himself to be.
Physical marks form the great criteria.
'

IDEOLOGY,
and

ldcolog"ia, from

Xiyoc, 'a discourse.'

The

«c*u>,

«

I see,'

science of ideas.

Intellectual philosophy.

JDIO-M1ASMATA.
1DIOCRAS1S,

See Miasm.

Idiosyncrasy.
Suicide.

IDIOCTONIA,
IDIOPATHI'A

or

proper,' and na&og,
primary disease; one not

Propecu-

from idioq,
an affection.'
A
depending on any
'

'

IDOLUM,

IDIOPATHIC,

Pro'prio hab'itu; ConstiluPrimary
tio'nS pro'prio, pendens, Idiopath'icus.
and
their
symptoms are so denomiaffections
nated.

IDIOSYN'CRASY,

Idiosyn'crasis, Idiotro'phia, Idioc'rasis, Idiosyncris'ia, from idtog, 'peculiar,' am, 'with,' and y.Qanic, 'temperament.'
peculiarity of constitution, in which one person is affected by an agent, which, in nume-

A

rous others, would produce no effect. Thus
shell-fish, bitter almonds, produce urticaria in
some, by virtue of their idiosyncrasies. Others
faint at the sight of blood, &.c.
ID'IOT, Idit/ta, 'foolish, stupid, ignorant.'
One who is fatuous or who does not possess
sufficient intellectual faculties for the social

and

for

Idiosyncrasy.
Hallucination, idea.

IF, Taxus baccata.
IFFIDES, Plumbi subcarbonas.
IGNA'TI A AMA'RA. The systematic name

Faba

Faba Sancti

St.

preserving himself from

Ignatius's Bean.

Fabaftbrifuga. (F.) Ignatie, Feve de Saint Ignace. The
seeds are bitter and poisonous; containing
Strychnia, which see.
IGNATIE, Ignatia amara.
In'dica,

IGNAVIA,
IGNIS,

Igna'tii,

Inertia.

Hence:

'fire.'

Ignis Cal'idus.
'A hot fire.' A violent
inflammation, about to degenerate into gangrene.
Ignis Frig"idus. 'A cold fire;' a sphacelus.
Ignis Persicus, Anthrax, Herpes zoster i.
Sacer, Erysipelas, Herpes zoster i. Sancti Antonii, Erysipelas.
Ignis Sapien'tium. The ancient name for
the heat of horses' dung.
Ignis Svlvat'icus, /. syhes'tris, I. volat'icus,
I. vola' grius
Strophulus syhes'tris, S. volatfiProbably,
cus.
(F.) Feu sauvage, F. volage.
the Porri'go larva'lis or crusta laclca of infants.
Also, a transient redness of the face and neck,
sometimes observed in hysterical and chlorotic
females.
Ignis Svlvestris, l.sylvaticus i. Volagrius,
i. Volaticus. I. sylvaticus.
I. sylvaticus

—

—

,

IGMVORUS,

—

Pyrophagus.

IGNYE.Poples.
IGNYS,' Poples.
ILAPH1S, Arctium lappa.

ILECH,

other.

condition,
danger.

IDIOTROPHIA,

—

IDIOPATHEI'A,

topatld'a, Pro'prius affec'lus,
liar,

Idiotism exists in various deafter birth.
grees. Some idiots are mere automata; exhibiting scarcely any sensibility to external impressions; others are capable of articulating a
few words, and possess certain mental emotions
The physiognomy is usuto a limited extent.
ally vacant, step unsteady, and articulation
imperfect or broken. The affection is almost
always incurable.

on

of the plant, which affords

ICTODES FCETIDUS,

—

ILEO- LUMBAR
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Y'lech, I lei' as, Ilias'ter, Ylia'ter, Eli-

Ilei'dos, Ilei'adum,
Hi'adus. Terms, used by Paracelsus to desigthe beginning of every
nate the first matter:
thing.
ILEIADOS, Ilech.

as'ter, Ilias'trum, Ilei'ados,

—

ILEIADUM,

Ilech.
Ilech.
ILFIDOS, Ilech.
ILEITIS; from ileum, ' the intestine, ileum,'
and ids, a suffix denoting inflammation. In-

ILEIAS,

flammation of the jejunum.

1LEO-COLITIS,

Enteritis.

1LEODICLIDITE. See Typhus.
ILEO-LUMBAR, lleo-lumba'lis, or
balis.

Belonging

to the ilium

Ilio-lum-

and lumbar

re-

gion.

Ileo-lumbar or Iliolumbar Artery, Iliaw

mus'cular (Ch.), is given off by the hypogastric,
ID'IOTISM, ID'IOCY, lmOTVY-fldiotis'- opposite the base of the sacrum. It ascends beetymon.
Mo'ria
demens
Anm'a, hind the psoas muscle, and divides into two
mus. Same
A spe- branches; an ascending and transverse, which
Mo'ria, Mori/ sis, Fatu'itas, Amen'tia.
cies of unsound mind, characterized by more or give off numerous ramifications to the neighless complete obliteration of the intellectual and bouring parts.
Ileo-i.umbar Lig'ament, llio-lumbo-ver'lebral
moral faculties. It may supervene on mania
and melancholia, when it is termed Dementia, ligament, Vertebra- Iliac ligament, is a broad,
but more commonly depends upon original con- membraniform, triangular ligament, extending
It may, also, be symptomatic of horizontally from the transverse process of the
formation.
organic disease of the brain, which has come 5th lumbar vertebra to the upper and posterior

—

—

—
ILEON

ILIASTER
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part of the iliac crest. It unites the vertebral
column with the pelvis.
IL'EON, ll'cum, Ed' eon, Intesti'num circumvolu'tum, from ti\nv, ' to turn,' to twist.' Anatomists have given this name to the longest
portion of the small intestine, which extends
from the ji-junum to the csecum. It was so
called, from its forming a considerable number
of convolutions.

ILIA, Flanks.

ILIAC, Ili'acus, from Ilia, ' the flanks.' Relating to, or connected with, the flanks.
Iliac Ar'teries, Arte'rim Iliacx. This term
has been given to several arteries. The Primary Iliacs, (F.) A. Iliaques primitives, Pelvicrurales, (Ch.) arise from the bifurcation of the
aorta, opposite the body of the 4th lumbar vertebra, and descend, in a divergent manner;
until, opposite the sacro-iliac symphysis, they
divide into two considerable trunks,
the internal iliac or hypogastric (which see) and the
Portion Iliaque de la crurale, (Ch.)
external iliac
This proceeds from the sacro-iliac juncture as
far as the crural arch, when it assumes the name
Femoral Artery. Before passing under the arch,
it gives off two pretty considerable branches,
the Epigastric and the Circumflexa llii. This
last, which is called, also, anterior Iliac by some
anatomists,
Circonflexe de /' Ilium; (Ch.) leaves
the external iliac at the crural arch. It ascends
along the outer edge of the iliacus muscle, and
divides into two branches, an internal and ex-

'

—

ILEOSIS, Ileus.
ILES, Flanks.

—

ILEUS,

EU'eos, from ciXau, 'I twist or contract.'
Co'lica Ileus, Colica spasmod'ica, Ileus
spasmod'icus, Chordap'sus, Passio Iliaca, the
Iliac Passion, Vul'vulus, Ileo'sis, Misere'ri mei,
Convol'vulus, Tor men' turn. (F.) Colique de Misiricorde, C. de Miserere. A disease, characterized by deep-seated pain of the abdomen, stercoraccous vomiting, and obstinate constipation.
It is often occasioned by hernia obstructing the
passage of the faeces through a part of the intestinal canal.
The term Ileus has been applied to various affections
to simple nervous
colic, intussusception, and to strangulation of ternal.
the small intestine, &c. Various remedies have
The Iliaca Inte/na Minor vel Ilio-lumbalis is
been employed; the majority for the purpose a small artery, which sometimes arises from the
of procuring alvine evacuations: e. g. purga- hypogastric ; at others, from the beginning of
tives, in draught, pill, or glyster; suppositories, the gluteal. It is sent, chiefly, to the psoas and
tobacco glysters; pure mercury; leaden bullets; iliacus internus muscles.
antispasmodics and narcotics; blisters to the
Iliac Crest, Crista llii, is the upper margin
epigastrium; ice by the mouth or injected into of the ilium. (F.) Crete Iliaque. It is verythe rectum. Some of these have, occasionally, thick, and curved like the Italic S. It affords
succeeded, especially the tobacco glyster, and attachment to the broad muscles of the abdoice to the tumour, where the disease has been men.
Iliac Fossa: are two in number: the internal,
occasioned by strangulated hernia. It is very
the depression
presented by the ilium on its
dangerous.
Ileus Flavus, Icterus i. Icteroides, Icterus interior, and at the upper part in which the
Iliacus internus is lodged:
and the external, an
i. Inflammatorius, Enteritis.
ILEX AQUIFO'LIUM. The systematic excavation on the outer surface of the same
name of the Common Holly, Aquifo'lium, Agri- bone, occupied by the Glutaei muscles.
Internal Iliac Muscle, Iliacus Internus
fo'lium. (F.) floux, H. commun ou Chene vert.
The leaves of this plant have been recom- Muscle, Iliacus, lliaco-trochant&rien (Ch.); Femended as tonic, astringent, and antiseptic, mur moven'tium sep'timus, Iliac muscle, is situand have been prescribed in atonic gout; in- ate in the fossa iliaca, and at the anterior and
termittents; dyspepsia, &c. The Ilicine or ac- superior part of the thigh. It is broad, radiated,
triangular; and is attached, above, to the two
It is obtive principle has also been advised.
tained by dissolving the alcoholic extract of the upper thirds of the fossa iliaca, and to the inbelow, it termiand
ternal part of the iliac crest:
water,
successively
leaves of the holly in
treating it with the subacetate of lead, sulphu- nates by a tendon, which is common to it and
The filtered the psoas magnus, and is fixed into the lesser
ric acid, and carbonate of lime.
and evaporated product is then dissolved in al- trochanter. When this muscle contracts, it
cohol: the mixture filtered and evaporated in bends the pelvis on the thigh, and conversely.
It is also a rotator of the thigh outwards, and
shallow vessels.
Ilex Major. From the berries of this tree, prevents the trunk from falling backwards.
Iliac Region is the side of the abdomen becalled by the Spaniards, Bellotas, a juice may
be expressed, which forms a slightly astringent tween the ribs and the hips.
Iliac Spines, or Spinous Prod'esses of tht
emulsion with water, and has been recommended by some Spanish physicians in humid cough, Ilium, are four in number. They are distinguished into anterior and posterior. Of the anhffimoptysis, &c.
Ilex Paiiagoen'sis. A native of Paraguay, terior, one is superior. It bounds the crista ilii
which affords the celebrated Mattee, or Mali, anteriorly, and affords origin to the sartorius
drunk in place of the Chinese tea by the people muscle. The other is inferior, and receives the
tendinous origin of the rectus femoris.
of Paraguay.
The two Posterior Iliac Spines are divided,
Ilex Vomito'hia, Ilex Casi'ne, Cassi'na, Dakoon holly, ApalachinS Gallis, South-Sea Tea, like the anterior, into superior and inferior.
They
afford insertion to strong ligaments,
Ev'ergrcen Cassi'nl, Cassee'na, Yaupon, Yopon. (F.) Th6 des Apalaches, HouxApalachine, which unite the ilium with the sacrum.
ILIAC0-TR0CHANT£R1EN, Iliacus intertree, inApalachine, Thi. de la Mer du Sud.
digenous in the southern parts of the United nus.
ILIACUS, I. internus— i. Externus, PyramiStates.
The leaves, when dried, are aromatic,
stimulant, stomachic, and expectorant, and are dalis.
1LIADUS, Ilech.
used as tea. When fresh, they are emetic and

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

A

cathartic.

,

ILIASTER,

Ilech.

—

— ——

— —

—

—

——

ILIASTRUM
ILIASTRUM,
1LINGOS,

Ilech.

i.

Costal,

Fascia

lata

Quadratus lumborum i.
i. Femoral, Coxo-femo-

—

i. lschii-trochanthien, Gluto;us minimus
Lombo-costo-abdominal, Obliquus internus ab-

ral
i.

Stella' turn,

Anisum

Si-

Semen Badian, (F.) Anis de la Chine, A.
Fum. Magnoliacece. Sex. Sijst.
e'toile, Badiane.
The seeds are used
Polyandria Polygynia.
The same tree is supposed to
like the aniseed.
furnish the aromatic bark, called Cortex Anisi
Stellat.i. or Cortex Lavo/a.
ILLITIO, Inunction.
ILLOS, Eye.

nen'sS,

dominis— £. Aponevrosi-fimoral,
Cresti-tibial, Sartorius

Ani'sum

Tree,

An'iseed

Vertigo.

IL10- ABDOMINAL, Obliquus internus ab-

muscle

IMPETIGO
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dominis— i.

Lurnbalis, lleo-lumbar, Uiaca inlerna minor arteria i. Lvmbi-costal, Quadratus
lumborum i. Lumbo-vertebral ligament, lleolumbar ligament— i. Prctibial, Sartorius i.
Pubo-costo-abdominal, Obliquus externus abdominis i. Rotulien, Rectus femoris i. Sacral

—

—

articulation, Sacro-iliac articulation

i.

Sacro-

fdmoral, Glutseus major i. Trochanti.rie.rt, Gluteus medius i. Trochantirien petit, Glutaeus

ILLO'SIS,

from

tlXvwig,

iXXoc,

Distortion of the eyes. Strabismus,
ILLUSION, Hallucination.

ILLUSTRATIO,

'

the

eye.'

(q. v.)

Illutamentum.

ILLUTA'TIO, from

in, • upon,' and lutum,
mud.' A word used, by the ancients, for the
act of covering any part of the body with mud,
with therapeutical views.
'

IMAGINATION,

minimus.

hnagina'tio, Figura'tio,

ILIO-PECT1NEA, belonging

to the ilium Phunta'sia, Diunoe'mu, from ima'go,
image.'
pecten or pubis.
The faculty of forming in the mind an assemIlio-pectineal Eminence is so called, from blage of images and combinations of ideas,
being foimed by the junction of the ramus of which are not always in connexion with exthe ilium with that of the pubis. It affords at- ternal objects.
tachment to the psoas minor.
IM BALSAMATI ON, Embalming.
Linea Ilio-Pectinea, or Linea innomina'ta,
I
B E C 1 L'l T Y, Imbecil'iitas. Weakness,
is the projecting line or ridge of the ilium and
especially of the intellect.
pubis, which forms part of the brim of the
IMBER'BIS. One devoid of beard.
pelvis.
IMB1BITJO, Absorption.

and

'

to the

M

ILIO-SCROTAL,

Ilio-scrota'lis.

Professor

Chaussier calls thus the external twig, furnished by the anterior branch of the first lumbar pair of nerves. It distributes its ramifications to the muscles cl the abdomen, and to
the integuments of the groin, pubes, and scrotum.

IL'ION, Il'ium, Haunch Bone. The largest of
the three bones, which constitute the os innominatum in the foetus and child. It was probably so called, from its seeming to support the
intestine ileon; or, perhaps, because its crest is
curved upon itself, from tiXew, 1 twist,' I roll.'
This portion of the os innominatum is usually
'

'

so called in the adult. The posterior surface is
called Dorsum, the internal Venter. The upper
semicircular edge is the Crista or Spine; at the
anterior part of which is the anterior and superior spinous process; and, below, the anterior
and inferior spinous process. At the back part
of the spine are two spinous processes, the posterior and superior, and posterior and inferior.

See

Iliac.

ILITHYFA, tilu6vta, Luci'na, Juno Lucina.
The Goddess who presided over parturient fe-

IMBIBITION,

Imbibi'tio, Emp'losis,
EnAspiration, from imbib'ere, (in,
and bibere,) 'to drink, to imbibe.' The action,
by which a body becomes penetrated by a liquid.
See Endosmose. Many of the phenomena of
absorption are owing to imbibition.

dosmose,

IMBREX NARIUM,

Ilkeston is in Derbyshire, England, about eight
miles from Nottingham. The water contains
carbonates of lime and soda, chloride of calcium,
sulphate of magnesia, sulphate of soda, carbonic
acid, sulphohydric acid,

and a

im, and
staying over, or upon; imauthors have designated, by
this term, the period which precedes the invasion of a disease; and when certain indications
foretell its approach.
IMMISSOR, Catheter.

manere,
pending.

i.

phi um.

'

to

stay,'

Some

lMMOBILITAS,Acinesia— i.Pupilla?, Amaurosis.

IMMOVABLE APPARATUS.

See Appa-

Immovable.

ratus,

IMPACTION,

Impac'tio, from impin'gere,
(im, and pangere,) 'to strike against.'
A fracture of the cranium, ribs, or sternum, with depression of some of the fragments and projecSee Ecpiesma.
tion of others externally.

IMPEDIMENTUM,Emphrairma.
J. Ostru'thium,
I M P E RATO'RIA.

Ostru-

Astrau'tia, Mogislran'tia, Masterwort,
Fr.) Austruche.
The roots of this plant

thium,
(old

were formerly considered divinum rcmcdiuni.
are merely aromatic and bitter, and are

They

not used.

IMPERFORA'TIO AN1, Atresia
IM PERFORATION, from im,

little iron.

ILLACHRYMATIO, Epiphora.
lLLECEBRA,Sedum— Major, Sedum tele-

Septum narium.

IMMERSUS, Subscapularis muscle.
IM'MINENCE, Imminen'tia, trom

males, with the Greeks and Romans.

ILKESTON, MINERAL WATERS OF.

(q. v.)

'

through,' and forare,

'

to bore.'

ani adnata.
'in,' per,
Impcrfora'lio,

Alrt'sia, Alretis'mus,

ILLEGIT'lM ATE,

Ulegil'imus, from in, < negation or opposition,' and legit'imus, 'legitimate;' from lex, legis, 'law.' That which is
contrary to law: which has not the conditions
one
required bv law, as an illegitimate birth

—

—

out of wedlock, sometimes requiring medicolegal discrimination.
Illegitimate or Bastard Fevers, are those
whose protrress is anomalous.
ILLr'CfUM ANISA'TUM, Yellow flou/cred

Cup'etus.
Absence of a
natural aperture; as, of the mouth, anus, vulva,
It is congenital, being dependent
nostrils, &c.

upon

faulty conformation.

IM PERFORATION

DE UANUS,

Atresia

ani adnata.

IMPETI'GO, from

impeto,'l

infest.'

Darla,

Dcr'biu, Im'petus, Peli'go, Ecpye'sis impe.t.i'go,
Phhjsis impeti'go, Running Srull or Tetter,
Crusted Tetter, Pustular or Humid Tetter, Stan,

Cowraj), (F.) Dartre, D.crustacce, Leprehumide,

—
IML'ETUS
Melttagre.

tis,

&c.

In

A

some

elephantiasis, lepra, the itch, tinea, scrofula,
It forms, also, a genus in the class Ca-

ckexix of Cullen. In Bateman, it is the first
genus of the 5th order, Pustules, and is defined

—the

humid

or running tetter; consisting of
small pustules, denominated Psydracia. It is

unaccompanied by fever; not contagious, or
communicable by inoculation.
He has five
species:

— the

luto'des, I.
asis.

jigura'ta, I. sparsa,
scab'ida, and /. rodens.
I.

I.

erysipe-

See Psori-

I

NAN

IMPLICITI MORBI,
Diseases, which

—

i.

Pel-

or-

gans.

IMPLUVIUM, Embrocation. See Bath.
IMPOSTHUME, Abscess.
1MTOTENCE, Acrati'a, Impoten'tia, (F.)
Irnpuissance, from im, priv.,' and patens, 'able.'
Loss of power over one or more of the members.
Commonly, it means want of sexual vigour;
'

incapacity for copulation, Asly'sia, Asyno'dia,
Adynamia riri'lis. It has, also, been used synonymously with sterility. Impotence may be
absolute or relative, constitutional or local, direct
or indirect, permanent or temporary.

IMPOTENT1A, Adynamia.
IMPOVERISHED, Effe'tus,

T O N,

Depaupera'lus,

(F.) Appauvri.
Having become poor,' originally from (L.) pauper, poor.' The Humorists
applied this epithet to a humour, deprived of a
part of its constituents, and particularly to the
blood.
This fluid was considered to be im'

'

'

luses.

1NCANTAMENTUM,
INCANTA'TION,

Charm.

Incantamen'tum, Ep'odS, from in, and canlare, to sing,'
magical
song.
mode
A
of curing
for example, a
diseases by charms, &c, defended by ParacelIncanta/tio,

—

'

Van Helmont, and

others.

INCARCERATIO, Chatonnement—l
norum
'

in,'

Intesti-

interna, Enteremphraxis.

from

Incarcera'tio,

and career, 'prison.'

A

hernia

in,

said to

is

be incarcerated, when, owing to constriction
about the neck of the hernial sac or elsewhere,
Incarcerait cannot be reduced with facility.
tion is sometimes used in the same sense as
strangulation.
I N C A R'N A N S, Incarnati'vus, Sarco'ticus,
P/ero'ticus, Anaplero'ticus, from in, and euro,
Medicines, which were fancied
carnis, flesh.'
to promote the regeneration of the flesh.
Certain bandages and the sutures have, also, been
'

so called.

JNCEN'DIUM,

from incen'dere, (in, and can'to burn.'
Pyrcx'a. ttu^kziu, Causis,
burning
Ph/ogo'sis.
fever or any burning
heat
Incen'dium febri'le, Incen'sio. Willis.

dere,)

A

—

Inflammation, (q. v.) Phlegmon, (q. v.)
1no:ndium Spontanf.um, Combustion human.
INCENSIO, Incendium.

ULCERATION,

Incera'tio, Encero'sis,

from

act of incorporating wax
or, rather, that operation whose object is to communicate to a dry
substance the consistence of wax.
cera,

'

wax.'

The

with some other body;

poverished, when it was pale; without the proper consistence; and abounding in serum. It
was, on the contrary, rich, in their opinion,
when of a scarlet colour; possessing consistence, when it coagulated promptly, and the
quantity of serum, compared with that of the
clot, was by no means considerable.
There is

cernere.)

truth in these

cxdere,)

ideas'.

from

Innvitns,

I/iani'tio,

I

to

'

INCARCERATION,

Imptica'ti, complied' ti
exist in an organ; and

produce, concurrently, disorders in other

I

empty.'
Exhaustion for
Ccno'sis.
want of nourishment. To die from inanition
is to die from such exhaustion.
INAl'PETENTIA, Anorexia.
INARTICULATTO, Enarthrosis.
I N A U R A'T I O N, lnaura'tio, from in, and
aurum, gold.' The gilding of pills or boinanire,

sus,

Impetigo, Figurata, Porrigo lupinosa
lagra, Pellagra— i. Ulcerata, Zerna.
IMPETUS, Impetigo, Paroxysm.
Morbi.

INCISIVUS
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word, used in various acceptawriters, it is synonymous with
itch.
In others, it means a variety of herpes.
Sauvages employs it as a generic term, under
which he comprises syphilis, scorbutus, rachitions.

•

INOERNIC'ULUM, from incer'nere,
to sift.'
A strainer or sieve.

(t'«,and

'

INCESSIO,
1NCESSUS, Walking.
N C J D E N'T I A, from

Bath, half, Semicupium.

I

incid'ere, (in,

and

This name
(F.) Incisifs.
formerly given to medicines to which was
'

to cut.'

IMPR^EGNATIO.

was

IMPREGNATION,

attributed the property of outting thick or
coagulated humours. The fixed alkalies, hydrosulphurets of alkalies, sulphurous water, &c.
were considered to belong to this class.

Pregnancy.
Fecundation.
IMPRES'SION, fmpres'sio, (in, and premere,
pressum, to press,') Pros'bole, (F.) Empreinte.
A more or less deep indentation which certain
organs seem to make on others. The inequalities observable on the bones, which appear
to be made by the suprajacent organs.
'

Dig"ital Impres'sions, are the depressions
of various forms, observable at the inner surface of the cranium, which look, at first view,
as if they were made with the fingers.

IMPU'BER, Impu'bes, Impu'bis, Ane'bus,
Capilla'tus, from in, 'negation,' and puber'tas,
pubeity,' (F.) Impubere. One who has not
attained the age of puberty.
'

IMPUBKS, Impuber.
IM PUISSANCE, Impotence.
IMPULSE, DIAS'TOUC, Back stroke of the
heart.
A jog or stroke, which has been termed
the

'

tion,

back stroke,' felt at the end of each pulsaand which would seem to be owing to the

refiHing of the ventricles.

Impulse ok tub Hkakt. see Heart.
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JNCISIFS, lncidentia.
INCISIO, Cut.
INCIS'lON, Jncis'io, En'copB,
(F.)

Incisu'ra,

Tome,

A methodical division of the
with a cutting instrument.

Taillade.

soft parts,

INCI'SIVE,

Incisi'vus.

The Fossa

incisiva,

F. myrlifor'mis, is a depression in the superior
maxillary bone, above the incisor teeth.
Incisive or Incisor Teeth, Den'tes inciso'res,
tom'ici, denes, dichastercs, gelasini, primo'res,
raso'rii.
The teeth which occupy the anterior
part of the upper and lower jaws are so called,
because they are used for cutting the food in
the

manner of cutting instruments.

INCISIVUS, MUSCULUS, Levator

—

labii

superioris proprius i. inferior, Levator labii
Levator
inferioris
i. Lateralis et pyramidalis,
labii superioris aleeque nasi— i. Mcdius, Depre*'
sor als nasi.

—

-

1NCIS0RIUM
INCISO'RIUM, Tomi'on. An

A

operating table.

scalpel, (q. v.)
INCISURA, Incision.

INCISURES
fissures

DE SANTORWI,

—

Santorini,

Irritability.

INCITAMENTUM, Stimulus.
INCITATIO,

formerly ascribed to the person's being posand the male spirits were called incubes
the female, succvbes.
The disease requires
particular
no
treatment. The causes must be
avoided.
Incubcs Vigilan'tium, Ephiattcs vigi/an'lium, E. hypochondri'aca, Daymare.
This is
produced during wakefulness; the sense of
pressure being severe and extending over the

sessed,

of.

INCITAB1L1TY.

INDIGO

m->

Stimulus.

INCLAVATIO, Gomphosis.
abdomen; respiration frequent, laborious, and
INCL1NATIO, Decline.
INCLUSION, MONSTROSITY BY, Em- constricted; eyes fixed; sighing, deep and violent; intellect undisturbed.

boitement.

INCUNABULA,

INCLUSUS, Wedged.

INCOMPATIBLE,

Swathine

clothes.

1NCUNEATIO. See Wedged.
1NCURIA, Acedia.
1NCURSUS ARTERIARUM, Pulse.
INCURVATIO. Gryposis.

negation,' and
substance, which
to agree.'
compel'erc,
cannot be prescribed with another, without interfering with its chemical composition or medicinal activity.
INCONTl NENTIA, from in, • negation,' and

INCUS, (/re, and cudo,' I hammer,') 'an anvil.'
Acmon, Osincu'di sim'ile, Ossiculum lncvdisea

cmitineo, 1 contain.' 'Incontinence.' Inability
Abuse of the
to retain the natural evacuations.
pleasures of love.
Diarrhoea—
Urinoe,
i.
Alvi,
Incontinentia

mola'ri denti compara'tum. (F.) Enclume. One of
the small bones of the ear, so called from its fancied resemblance to a smith's anvil. It is situate
in the cavity of the tympanum, between the

Enuresis.

malleus and orbiculare. Its body is articulated
with the malleus; its horizontal, ramus which
is the shortest, corresponds with the entrance
of the mastoid cells, and its vertical ramus is
articulated with the os orbiculare.
The incus

from

in,

'

A

'

1

INCORPORATION, Incorpora'tio, Corpora'
Ensomato'sis, from in, and corpus, * a body.'
operation, by which medicines are mixed
with soft or liquid bodies, in order to give them
a certain consistence. Also, the thorough admixture of various substances.

tio,

An

INCRASSAN'TIA,
tia, Spissan'tia,

lncrassati'va,

Ecpyc'tica,

Inviscun'-

Condcnsantia, Pa-

from in, and crassvs, 'thick.'
Medicines, which were formerly believed to
possess the power of thickening the humours,
when too thin. All mucilaginous substances
chyn'tica, Pycnot'ica,

were so regarded.

INCRASSATIVA, Incrassantia.
Incremen'tum, Auxe'sis, from
(F.) Accroissement.
in, and cres'cere, to grow.'
Augmentation of the size or weight of a body,
by "the application of new molecules around
those which already exist.

IN'CREASE,

'

1NCREMENTUM. Augmentation,
INCRUCIATIO,

Increase.

Decussation.

INCRUSTATION,

Incrusta' tio, from in,

and

The act of forming a
crust on the surface of a body, as well as the crust
Also, the calcareous deposits or cartilaitself.
ginous plates, which sometimes form in organs.
Incuba'tio, from incuba're,
This word,
and cubart,) 'to lie upon.'
which is used in natural history for the sitting
of birds upon their eggs, is employed, figura-

INCUBATION,

(in,

period that elapses
tively, in medicine, for the

between the introduction of a morbific prinand the invaciple into the animal economy
sion of the disease.

IN'CUBUS. Same etymon. EpiaJtes,Ephinoctur'nvs, Ephial'tcs, Epikp'sianocturna,
Suc'cubus, Onei-

Asthma noctur'num, Pnigalion,
gravans,

rodynia

Erethis'mus

INDEX,

MINERAL WATERS

INDIAN'A,

OF.

A medicinal spring,

near Jeffei'sonville, is much
waters are strongly impregnated,

frequented. Its
with sulphur and iron.

LN'DICANT, ln'dicans,
Same etymon as

Endeic'ticos, (F.) ln-

index.
Any thing
which, in the course of a disease or in what
precedes or accompanies it, concurs in pointing
out the means to be used for its cure.
dicatif.

JND1CJ1TIF, Indicant.

INDICATING DAYS,

Dies In'diccs, D. In-

D. contemplan'tes. (F.) Jours indiand others have thus called
the middle day of the septenary; because they
imagined, that indications were sometimes given,
then, of the crises which would occur in the
last day of the septenary.
dicatu"rii,

crusla, 'a crust,' Cvninsis.

al'te.s

composed of a compact tissue, and is developed from a single point of ossification.
Dig" it us indicato'rius, Licit' anos,
Deic'ticos, from indica're, ' to point out.'
The
forefinger, index finger.
See Digitus.
is

oneirodynia,

fioctur'na°oppres'sio, Epib'ole, Nightmare, (F.)
Cochemar, OneiroCouchentar, Cauchtvieille,

mavatite. Same etymon. A sensation
weight at the epigastrium
of a distressing
impossibility of motion,
during sleep, and of
or respiration; the patient at length
(hinie

cateurs. Hippocrates

INDICATION,

Indica'do, Accusa'tio, Dela'Endeix'is, Boelhcmat'icum Semei'on.
The
object proposed in the employment of any
means, which are had recourse to for the cure
of disease. It may also be defined— the manifestation afforded by the disease itself of what
is proper to be done for its removal.
tio,

INDICATOR, Extensor proprius

indicis.

See

Digitus.

INDICUS COLOR, Indigo.
INDIGENCE, Want.
INDIG"ENOUS, lndig"er,a.

Whatever

is

native in a country, in opposition to exotic; as
an indigenous remedy, indigenous disease, &,c.

INDIGESTION,
see Dyspepsia

—

—

Dyspepsia
i.
Alkaline,
Neutral, see Dyspepsia.

i.

INDIGITATIO,

Intussusceptio".

The

INDIGNABUNDUS, Rectus externus oculi.
INDIGNATORIUS, Rectus externus oculi.

often, the effect of difficult digesAt
position of the body.
tion or of an uneasy
consequence of severe
times, it occurs in

IN'DIGO, Indigum, lndicus color, Pigmen'tum In'dicum. A dye-stuff, in small solid masses,
of a deep azure blue colour, and devoid of smell

BDeech

awaking

in terror, after

nightmare

other
emotions.

extreme anxiety.

is,

The

sensation of suffocation

was and

taste.

It is

obtained, by a fermentative

——

—
LVDIGO
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process, from the Indigo/era anil, I. argcntea, and
/. Unctoria ; and is sometimes used by the apo-

Thp murderofachild newly born,oron the point
of being born. It may be perpetrated by the mo-

thecary for colouring certain preparations. It
has likewise been administered internally, of

sion,

late, in

spasmodic diseases, especially

lepsy.

The

in epi-

dose may be at first grains, but
be elevated to drachms.

may
INDIGO, fM£/X,Galega
Sophora

tinctoria

—

1NDIGOFERA,

—

officinalis— i.

it

Wild, Sophora tinctoria.
Sophora tinctora— i. Anil,

—

—

necessary for the preservation of the new-born.

INFARCTUS INTESTINORUM,

Enterem-

Weed. phraxis— i. Lactei extremelatum, Phlegmatic

i.

see Indigo i. Argentea, see Indigo
toria, see Indigo.

ther, or by some other person; either by commisi. e. in consequence of a direct, voluntary
act;
or by omission of those cares, which are

doleri3.

INFECTION.

See Contagion.

INFERNAL,

Tincto-

A

Infcrnus; 'relating to hell.'
name applied to a caustic Lapis Infernalis— on
1ND1GUM, Indigo.
account of its strong, burning properties.
INDISPOSITION, Mala disposi'tio. (F.)
I O, Fibula' tio, Infibula' Hon,
I N F I B U L
Malaise. A slight functional disturbance, which Anclcrias'mus; from fibida, 'a clasp,' (F.) Bouscarcely bears the name of disease.
formerly practised, which
operation,
clement. An
IN'DOLENT, In'dolens, from in, privative, consisted in passing a ring through the prepuce,
and dolere, 'to be in pain.' Exhibiting little or after having drawn it over the glans; in order
no pain. An epithet, particularly applied to to prevent coition. The ancients employed incertain tumours.
fibulation with their gladiators, to preserve all
INDOLENTIA, Anodynia.
their strength by depriving them of venery. In
IJNDL/C'TJO, Apago'gE, from inducere, in, the women, to preserve their chastity, the ring
and duetre, to lead.' It is used especially for was passed through the labia majora.
the action of extending a plaster upon linen.
INFILTRATION, Ivfiltra! tio, from filtra're,
INDUCULA, Waistcoat, strait.
to filter.'
Effusion (q. v.) The accumulation
CORDIS, Pericardium— i. of a fluid in the cells of any texture, and parNervorum, Neurilema.
ticularly of the cellular membrane.
The fluid
INDU'RANS, (in, and duras,) Selerol'icus. effused is ordinarily serous; sometimes blood
medicine, which hardens the parts to which or pus, feces or urine. When infiltration of
it is applied.
serum is general, it constitutes anasarca; when
i.

AT

—

'

'

INDUMENTUM

—

A

INDU RATIO INTESTINORUM,

—

Entero-

i. Maligna, Scirrhus
neonatorum, see Induration.

palhia cancerosa
cellulosa?

— i.Tela?

INF1RMAR1UM, Hospital.
INFIRMARY, Hospital.
1NFIRMATORIUM, Hospital.

INDURATION,

fndura'tio, Callus'itas, InduEndurcissement. That hardness,
which supervenes, occasionally, in an inflamed
part.
It is one of the terminations of inflamma-

rescen'tia, (F.)

tion,

and

is

owing

to a

change

in the nutrition

Induration of the Cellular tissue,
Indura'tio tr.lx cellulo'sse neonato'rum, Compact
(Ede'ma, Cat'ochus Infan'tum, Induratio cellulo'sa, Sclere'mia, Sclere'mvs, Skinbound Disease,

adema.

local,

IJVFIRMIER,

(F.) from infir'mns, (in, negaand firmus,) Infirma'rivs, JYosoc'omus, Cura'tvr infirmu' rum.
One employed in an hospitive,

or infirmary to take care of the sick.

tal

INF1RMTTY,

of the part.

Any

tu'do.

Infir'mitas, Jtstkeni'a, Invaledisease, which has become habitual,

owing to its chronic character, or its numerous relapses.
INFLAMMATIO, Phlegmon— i. Abdomina(F.) Endurcissement du tissu cellulaire, (Edeme
du tissu cellulaire des nouveaunis, Aspliyzic lis, Encoelitis i. Auris, Otitis — Bronchiorum,
Ca?ci, Typhlo-enteritis
i.
i.
Caplente des nouveau-n'es, is a disease which at- Bronchitis
tacks infants a few days after birth, and which sular lentis, Phacohymenitis — i. Conjunctiva;,
Chaussier has proposed to call ScMreme, from see Ophthalmia— i. Cornea?, Ceratitis i. Cyseither

—

e-yXr^ac,

'

tidis fellea?,

hard.'

INDURESCENTIA,
INDU'SIUM,

Induration.

Chilonis'cos.

glottitis—!.

Strictly, 'a shirt,'

«a small tunic;' but some anatomists have so
called the amnion, (q. v.)

INEDIA,

Fasting.

INERTIA,

from

'art,'(?) Igna'via.
Iner'ti a of the
trice.

in, privative,

and

ars, artis,

Sluggishness, inactivity.

Womb,

(F.) Inertie de la

The diminution and even

ma-

total cessation of

the contractions of the uterus during labour; as
well as the species of languor into which it sometimes falls after the expulsion of the foetus.
LA MATRICE, Inertia of the
INERTIE

DE

womb.
1NESIS,

Cenosis.
INETHMOS, Cenosis.

IN'FANCY,

Infuntia,

and fans, from fan,

'

to speak.'

'negation,'

Early child-

hood, Childhood, A"epiotes,Faidi'a. (F.) Enfance.
generally includes the age from birth till the
seventh year.
INFANS, Paidion, Nepion, (F.) Enfant. An
infant; a child; one in infancy.
It

INFANTICIDE,
from

fnfanticid'ium, Tecnocton'ia,
infans, 'a child,' and csfdere, 'to kill.

Cholecystitis

—

—
—

i.

Epiglottidis, Epi-

Faucium, Cynanche, Isthmitis

—

i.

—

Gingiva?, Ulitis i. Hepatis, Hepatitis
i.
Hepatis lenta, Hepatitis,
(chronic i. Interna, Empresma i. Intestinorum, Enteritis i. Iridis, Iritis i. Jecoris, Hepatitis
i. Laryngis, Laryngitis
i. Lienis, Splenitis
i. Medulla? Spinalis, Myelitis
i. Nervorum,
Neuritis i. Oculorum, Ophthalmia— i. Oesophagi, Oesophagitis i. Omenti, Epiploitis i.
Ovarii, Oarilis
i.
Pancreatis, Pancreatitis i.
Parotidum, Parotitis, Cynanche paroiidxa i.
Pectoris acuta, Pneumonia
i. Pericardii, Pericarditis
i.
Peritona-i, Peritonitis
Pharyngis,
i
Cynanche pliaryngea i. Phrenitis, Phrenitis

—
—

—

—
—

i.

—
—

—

—

—

—

—
—
—

—

—

—

Pneumonica, PneumoPulmonum, Pneumonia i. Renum, Ne-

Pleura?, Pleuritis

—

—

—

—

nia
tn,

i.

Gastritis, Gastritis

i.

from

—

i.

i.

—

phritis— i. Retina?, Dictyitis, Retinitis— Sclerotica?, Sclerotitis— i. Septi transversi, DiaphragHermitis
i. Stomachi, Gastritis
i. Testium,
nia humoralis
i.
Tonsillarum, Cynanche tonsillaris
i.
Tympani, Tympanitis i. Urethra,
Gonorrhoea i. Uteri, Metritis i. Uteri catari. Venrhalis,see Metritis
i. Uvula?, Uvulitis
triculi, Gastritis— i. Vesica?, Cystitis
i. Vesicae,
i

—

—

—

—

—

—

fellea?, Cholecystitis.

—

—

—

—

——— —

———

— —

——

—— —
—— —

i

INFLAMMATION
INFLAMMATION,

— ———
——— ———— —

IN F II A- SPIN AT US
from

Inflamma'tio,

in,

'within,' and

flamma,' flame,' 'fire;' J'hkg'mwui,
Phlogo'sis, Phlegmasia, Causo'ma, Hyperendos-

Membrane scrcuse

—

cr/>hulu-ruchidir.nnc,

Menin-

of the Mesentery, Mesententis i. de
i.
la Moelle epiniere ou rachidicnne, Myelitis
mose (Dutrochet,) Incendium, HyperluemaU/sis, of the Mouth, pseudomembranous, Stomatitis
Hypera/mia acti'ca, Phlcboplero'sis ecphrac'tica, pseudomembranous i. of the Mouth, pultaceAngide, is so called in consequence of the ous, Aphtha? i. des Nerfs, Neuritis i. de I'iEiL,
acute or burning pain, felt in a part affected Ophthal mia i. de V Oreille, Otitis i. de /' Ovaire,
with it. An irritation in a part of the body occa- Oaritis i. du Palais, Hyperoitis i. du Par ensioned by some stimulus; owing to which the chyme pulmonuire, Pneumonia i. de la Paroblood flows into the capillary vessels in greater tide, Cynanche parotidsea i. du Pericarde, Peabundance than natural, and those vessels be- ricarditis i. of the Pericardium, Pericarditis
come over-dilated and enfeebled; whence result i duPeritoinc, Peritonitis i of thePeritonreum,
pain, redness, heat, tension, and swelling; symp- Peritonitis
i. of the Pleura, Pleuritis
i. de la
toms, which appear in greater or less severity, Plevre, Pleuritis i. de la Rate, Splenitis i. des
according to the structure, vital properties, and Reins, Nephritis i. Spongoid, Hamiatodes Funfunctions of the part affected, and its connexion gus, see also Encephaloid
i
of the Stomach,
with other parts, as well as according to the Gastritis i. de la Testicule, Hernia humoralis
The inflammaconstitution of the individual.
i. des
i. of the
Testicle, Hernia humoralis
tions of the cellular and serous membranes Tissus blancs, Angeioleucitis
i. of the Tongue,
and those of the mucous and Glossitis i. des Veines, Phlebitis i. de la Ytgreatly agree;
skin; the former being more active, and con- sicuk du Fiel, Cholecystitis i. de la Vessie,
stituting the phlegmonous variety;
the latter, Cystitis
i. of the Womb, Metritis.
the erythemntic or erysipelatous. Inflammation
INFLAMMATIUN'CULA, Subinflamma' tio
end
by
resolution,
may
suppuration, gangrene,
(q v.) A superficial and often insignificant inadhesion, effusion, or induration. Each of the rhimmation of the skin, as in many cutaneous
inflammations of internal organs has received a affections. Most.
name according to the organ affected; as, gasInflammato'rius ; beBesides
tritis, cephalitis, enteritis, hepatitis, &.c.
longing to inflammation; as, inflammatory tuthe inflammations, essentially morbid, there is
mour, inflammatory fever, &c. The blood is said
an instinctive kind established for the union of
to be inflammatory when cupped or buffy.
parts, which have been divided; whether the
INFLATlO, Emphysema, Puffiness, Colica
union take place immediately or by the aid of
flatulenta
i. Parotidum, Cynanche parotidcea
body.
intermediate
This
is
an
the adhesive ini. Uteri, Physometra.
flammation. See Adhesion, Callus, Cicatrix.
INFLEXIO.Campsis
Broussais considered that the term inflammation
INFLUENZA. The Italian for ' Influence,'
should include every local exaltation of the orEuropsefa, Catar'rhus epidcm'icus, Feganic movements, which is sufficiently great to Influenza
bris catarrha'lis epidem'ica, Catar'rhus a contu'disturb the harmony of the functions, and dis
gio, Rheuma epidcm'icum, Morbus Verveci'nus,
organize the texture in which it is situate. He,
M. Arie'tis, Cephalalgia contagio'sa (epidemics
farther, extended the name inflammation to irriof the 113th and 17th centuries:) (F.) Tac, Latations, which do not induce disorganization of
dendo, Q,uinte, Florion, Coqueluche, Baraquette,
the textures, and which had been previously,
G&neratc, Grippe, Folktte, Grenade, Coquette,
and are still, called fevers.
Courier, Allure, Epidemic caExternal inflammation is easily detected by Petite Paste, Petit
tarrh.
A severe form of catarrh occurring epiinternal, by
the characters already mentioned
demically, and generally affecting a number of
disturbance of fjnction and pain upon pressure;
community. See Catarrh, Epibut the last sign is often not available. Both persons in a
his investigations, consiforms require the removal of all irritation, and demic. G luge, from
following is the chronological orthe reduction of vascular excitement and ner- ders, that the
influenza:
14th cenvous irritability; hence, blood-letting local der of the return of the
century, 1410, 1411,
and general sedatives, refrigerants, and coun- tury, 1323, 1320— 15th
1574,
1557,
1502,
1414— 16th century, 1510,
ter-irritants become valuable remedies in almost
1580, and 1593— 17th century, 1658, 1669, 1675,
all cases of inflammation.
1729,1732,1733,
INFLAMMATION DESJiMYGDJiLES, Cy- 1693— 18th century,1708, 1712,
1742, 1743, 1761, 1762, and 1775— 19th century,
nanche tonsillaris i. des Ar tires, Arteritis
and 1833. To these may be
of the bladder, Cystitis i. de la Bouclte, Stoma- 1800, 1803, 1831,
added 1837, and 1843.
titis
i. du Caecum,
i. des Bronches, Bronchitis
Influenza Euhopjea, Influenza.
Typhloenteritis i. of the Caecum, TyphloenINFRA-ATLOID^US, Sub-atloidjeus.
i. du Ccrveau el du Ce.rcelel,
Phrenitis
teritis
INFRA-AX01DJ3US, Sub-axoidseus.
i. du Colon, Colitis
t. du Caur, Carditis
i.
gitis

i.

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

INFLAMMATORY,

—

—

,

—

:

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

i.
of the
de la Conjonctive, see Ophthalmia
Diaphragm, Diaphragmitis i. Diphtheritic, Angina pellicularis i. of the Ear, Otitis i. de
i.del'Estomac, GastriI Epiglotte, Epiglottitis
i. du Foie, Hei. of the Eye, Ophthalmia
tis
i.
General, Syi. des Gencives, Ulitis
patitis
Empresma
i. des Jntestins,
nocha i. Internal,
Iritis—
of
Iris,
the Kidney,
the
i.
Enteritis i. of
Nephritis i. de la Langue, Glossitis i. of the
Larynx, Laryngitis i. of the Liver, Hepatitis
de la Luetic, Uvulitis— i. of the Lungs,
i.
Pneumonia— j. de la Matrice, Metritis— i. de la
Membrane alceolodenlaire, Periodontitis t. de

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

INFRA-COSTALES.

See Intercostal mus-

cles.

INFRA-ORB1TAR, Sub-orbitar.
INFRA-SCAPULARIS, Subscapularis.
INFRA-SPINA'TUS, from infra, beneath,'
'

Situate beneath the spina
Infra Spina.' lis.
of the scapula.
Infha-Spina'ta Fossa, (F.) Fosse sous-epineuse. A large excavation on the posterior surIt is
face of the scapula, beneath its spine.
filled by the
Infra-Spina'tus Muscle. Grand Scapulo-trochilerien, Superscapula'ns inferior (Ch.), (F.J

and spina,

'a spine.'

—

—

;
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positum— i. of Pinkroot, Infusum Spigelije — i.
of Quassia, Infusum quassia;— i. of Rhatany,
Infusum Kramerias i. of Rhubarb, Infusum
rhei
i. of the Ros'e, Infusum rosae compositum
i. of Sarsaparilla, Infusum Sarsaparillse
i. of
Senna, Infusum senna? compositum i. of Simarouba, Infusum simaroubae — of Slippery elm,
Infusum ulmi i. of Thoroughvvort, Infusum

Sous-tpineux, which is broad, flat, and triangular.
It is attached, by its base, to the three
inner quarters of the fossa; and is inserted, by
a long tendon, in the middle part of the great
tuberosity of the humerus, (Trochiter.)
It
turns the arm outwards, and, when the arm is
elevated, carries it backwards.
INFRINGENS, Corrigent.
INFUNDIB'ULUM, (in, and fundere, 'to
pour out.') A Latin word signifying a Fun
nel:—Choa'nE, Ckonos.
(F.) Entonnoir. A

—

—

—

—

—

i.

—

—

—

Eupatorii i. of Tobacco, Infusum tabaci i. of
Valerian, Infusum Valeriana? i. of Virginia
Snakeroot, Infusum Serpentaria? i. of VVildname, given to many parts which, more or less, cherry, Infusum Pruni Virginianse.
resemble a funnel. It is particularly appropriINFU'SUM, En'cltyma. The product of an
ated to the following organs:
infusion.
Infundib'ulum of the Brain, (F.) Pelvis sen
Infusum AcAcia: Catechu, I. Catechu comCkoana, seu Cy'athus, seu Scypltus, seu Concha, positum i. Amarum vinosum, Vinum gentianae
seu Lucu'iiUjseu E/n'bolum, seu Aquxduc' tus,sea compositum i. of Angustura; 1. Cuspariae.
Labrum, seu Concav'itas conchula'ris, seu ProcesInfusum Anthem'idis, Infusion of Cham'sus orbicularis Cer'ebri, Entonnoir du ventricule omile. (Antliemid. ftor. ^ss aq. fervent. Oj. Manioyen du cervcau
Tige pituitaire, Tige sus- cerate for ten minutes in a covered vessel, and
sphdnoldale.
depression in the inferior paries strain. Ph. L.) Dose, f. §j to f. ^iss.
of the middle ventricle, above the pituitary
Infusum Armora'ci* Comi-os'itum, Comgland. It was, anciently, regarded as a canal pound Infusion of Horseradish. (Armorac. rud.
by which the fluid, collected in the ventricles concis., sinapis cont. sing, ^j, aqua: fervent.
of the brain, was evacuated and poured into Oj. Macerate for two hours, and strain. Dose,
the nasal fosses.
f. 5j to f. giij.

—

—

—

—

—

A

Infundibulum of the Cochlea, Scyphus
Vieussenii,

Infusum Auran'tii Compos'itum, Compound
Infusion of Orange Peel. (Aurant. cort. sice. gij.
limon. cort. recent, gj, curyoph. cont. gss. aq. fervent. Oss. Macerate for 15 minutes, and strain.
Ph. L.) Dose, f. ^iss to f. §ij.

audito'rius,

Cucul'lus, Cana'lis
Scala'rum commu'nis. This, with the modiolus,
forms the nucleus around which the gyri of the
cochlea pass. It is an imperfect funnel, the
apex of which is common with that of the modiolus; and the base is covered with the apex
of the cochlea, termed Cu'pola.
In Surgery, infundibula are used to direct
steam or vapours; to conduct the actual cautery to certain morbid parts, &c.
S.

Infusum Calumbae,

/.

Catombx.

I.

Colombx,

Infusion of Calumba, (Calumb. rad. concis. sjss.
aq. fervent. Oj. Macerate for two hours, and
strain. Ph. U. S.) Dose, f. ^iss to f. 5iij.
Infusum Caryophyl'li, Infusion of Cloves.
(Caryoph. contus. gij. aq. fervent. Oj. Macerate
for two hours, and strain.) Dose,f. giss tof. gij.
Infusum Cascaril'lje, Infusion of Cascarilla.

Infundibulum of the Ethmoid Bone. It is
one of the anterior cells of that bone, which is
broad and expanded above, and narrow below
(Cascaritl. cont. ^j. aq. fervent. Oj. Macerate
opening, above, into the frontal sinus; below, for two hours, and strain. Dose, f. §iss to f. gij.
into the anterior part of the middle meatus of
Infusum Cassije Senn.e, 1. Sennae composithe nasal fossae.
tum.
Infusum: Cat'echu Compos'itum. Infusum.
Infundibula of the Kidneys. See Calix.
Infundibulum Lachrymale, Lachrymal Catechu, I. Aca'cix Catechu ; Infusion of Catechu.
Sac.
I. Ventriculi, CEsophagus.
(Catechu, in pulv. ~ss. cinnum. cont. 5J)
INFU'SION Jnfvfsio, En'chysis, from infun'- aq.ferv. Oj. Macerate for an hour, and strain.)
to intro- Dose, f. giss to f. ^ij.
dere, (in, and fundere.) to pour in,'
Infusum Cincho'n^e, /. Cinchonas lancifo' Use,
duce.' A pharmaceutical operation, which consists in pouring a hot or cold fluid upon a sub- I. Cinchonx sini calo're; Infusion of Cinchona.
stance, whose medical virtues it is desired to (Cinch, conlus. gj. aq. fervent. Oj. Macerate
extract Infusion is, also, used for the product for two hours, and strain. This infusion may
Chirur - also be made from the same quantity of bark in
of this operation. In Surgery, infusion
gia infuso'ria, Jirs clysma'tica nova is the act of coarse powder by the process of displacement.
i

—

'

'

1

—

introducing into the veins medicinal substances, by aid of an instrument called Infusor.
This mode of introducing medicines was called
the Ars infuso'ria.
Infusion of Ancustura, Infusum Cuspariae
i. of Calumi. of Buchu, Infusum Diosmae
ba, Infusum calumbae
i. of Cascarilla, Infusum
cascarillae— i. of Catechu, Infusum catechu
compositum i. of Chamomile, Infusum anthei.
midis^-i. of Cinchona, Infusum cinchona?
of Cloves, Infusum caryophyllorum— i. of CusIni. of Foxglove,
paria, Infusum cuspariae
fusum digitalis i. of Gentian compound, Infusum gentians? compositum i. of Hops, Infusum Humuli— i. of Horseradish, compound,
Infusum armoraciae compositum i. of Linseed,
Infusum lini compositum i. of Mint, compound, Infusum menthae compositum i. of
Orange-peel, compound, Infusum aurantii com-

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Dose, f. gj to f. giij. The Pharmacopoeia of the
United States has an lnfu'svm Cinchu'nx Com'
position, which is made as follows, (Cinchon.
in pulv. §j:, Add. Sulph. aromi. f. gj. aqux Oj.
Macerate for twelve hours, occasionally shak-

and strain. Dose same as the last.
Infusum Colombo, I. Calumbre.

ing,

Infu'sum Cuspa'jiije,
of Cuspa'ria. (Cuspur.
Oj.
f:

1.

Angusii/rx, Infusion

cort.

contus. §ss. aq.ferv.

Macerate for two hours, and

strain.

Dose,

3J tof-3''j-

Infusum Digita'lis, /. Digitalis purpurex;
Infusion of Foxglove. (Digital £j aq. fen. Oss.
,

Macerate, and add sp. cinnam. Dose, f. 5J.
Infusum Dios' mm, Infusion of Buchu. (Diosm.
hours
3J.; aq. butlienl. Oj. Macerate for four
in a covered vessel, and strain.— Ph. U. S.)

Dose

f.

3Jss.

Infusum. Eupato'rii, Infusicn of Thorough-

—

—
INFUSUM
( Eupator.

wort.
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Macerate Snakeroot. (Serpentar. ^ss, aq. bullient. Oj.
Dose f. Macerate for two hours, and strain. Ph. U. S.)
Dose, f. §iss.
Infusum Gentia'n,e Compos'itum, Compound
Infusum Simarou'bjE, Infusion of Simarouba.

for

§j

aq. bullient.

;

two hours, and

strain.

—

— Ph. U. S.)

(Simaroub. cort. cont. gss, aq. fervent. Oss. Macerate for two hours, and strain. Ph. L.) Dose,

Infusion of Gentian. (Gentian, contus. ^ss,
Aurant. cort., Coriandr. contus. aa £j; Alcohol
dilut. f. ^iv, Aquae f. gxij.
First pour on the
alcohol, and three hours afterwards, the water;
then macerate for twelve hours, and strain.
Ph. U.S.) Dose,f. gj to f.Jij.
Marsden's Antiscorbu'tic Drops, an empirical
preparation, consist of a solution of corrosive
sublimate in an infusion of gentian.
Infu'sum Hu'muli, Infusion of Hops. (Humid, ^ss; Aq. bullient. Oj. Macerate for two
hours, and strain. Ph. U. S.) Dose, f. ^iss to

Infu'sum Spige'lije, Infusion of Pinkroot.
Maceiate for two
Ph. U. S.) Dose, f. £iv
hours, and strain.
(Spigel. ^ss, aq. bullient. Oj.

—

to Oss.

Infusum Tab'aci, Infusion of Tobacco. (TaMacerate for an hour,

baci.fol. 3J, aq.fcrv. Oj.
and strain.

Infusum Ulmi, Infusion of Slip'pery Elm.
This preparation, in the Pharmacopoeia of the
United States, is made by infusing one ounce

—

Infu'sum Krame'ris, Infusion of Rhatany. of slippery elm bark, in a pint of boiling water.
(Kramer. contus. §j; Aq. bullient. Oj. Macerate
Infusum Valeria'nje, Infusion of Vale'rian.
for four hours, and strain.
Ph. U. S.) Dose f. (Rad. valerian, in crass, pulv. ^ss, aq. fervent.
Oj. Macerate for an hour, and strain. Ph. D.)
§ tea.
Infusum Lini, I. L. compositum.
Dose, 5iss to Sij.
Infusum Lini Compos'itum, /. Lini, (Ph. U.
INGE'NIUM, (Morbi.) The genius of a disS.) /. Lini usilatis simi; Infusion of Linseed. ease.
This word is employed, especially by the
They
§ss,
(Lini sem. cont.
glycyrrh. rad. cont. £ij, French, synonymously with nature.
aquas fervent. Oj. Macerate for four hours, and speak, for instance, of Ginie inflammatoire,
strain.) Dose, a teacupful, ad libitum
Some, also, use genie in the place
bilievx, &c.
Infusum Menthje Compos'itum, Compound of type of an intermittent.
Infusion of Mint. (Fol. menlh. sat. sice, £ij, aq.
INGES'TA, from in, and gcrere, gestum,' to
Substances, introduced
Macerate for 'bear or carry into.'
fervent, q. s. ut colentur. f. ^ vj.
half an hour; and, when cold, strain: then into the body by the digestive passages; as food,
gtt.
add sacch. alb. -jij, ol. menth. sat.
condiments, drinks, &.c.
jjj, dis
solved in linct. card. c. f.^ss. Ph. D.) Dose, f. ^j
INGLU'VIES, Aplestia, Victus intemptran'to f. giij.
tia:— Gluttony, Insatiableness; also, the Crop
Infusum Picis Empyreumaticje Liquids. or Craw of Birds, and the Pharynx, (q. v.)
See Pinus sylvestris i. Picis liquidum; see
INGRAS'SIAS, APOPH'YSES OF. The
Pinus sylvestris.
lesser ate of the sphenoid bone.
Infusum Pruni Virginians, Infusion of Wild
INGU EN, Bubon, (iuvfiun, the groin,' JEdaon,
The
(F.) Aine.
Cherry Bark. (Prun. Virginian, contus., ^ss, aiSoiv, Hep'atis emuncto'ria.
Aquas, Oj. Macerate for two hours, and strain. oblique fold or depression, which separates the
properly
only,
is
It
Ph. U.S.)
abdomen from the thigh.
Infusum Quassia, /. Quassias excefsas; Infu- speaking, a line that extends from the anterior
sion of Quassia. (Quassias lign. cone, gij, aq. and superior spinous process of the ilium to the
ferv. Oj. Macerate for two hours, and strain.) middle part of the horizontal ramus of the
pubis.
Dose, f. 3J to f. !§iv.
IN'GUINAL, Inguina'lis, from inguen, the
Infusum Rhei, Infusion of Rhubarb. (Rhei
Macerate for two hours, groin.'
Belonging or relating to the groin.
cont. 3J, aq. ferv. Oss.
and strain.) Dose, f. §j to f. giv.
This epithet has been given to various parts,
Infusum Ros^e Compos'itum, I.Rosas Gal'licas; met with in the region of the groin or inguinal
Infusion of the Rose. (Ros. gallic, petal, exsicc. region.
^iv, aq. fervent. Oiiss, acid, sulph. d. f.^iij, sacch.
Inguinal Artery is that portion of the femopurif.giss. Add the water, and afterwards the ral artery, situate immediately beneath the crumacerate for half an hour; strain, and ral arch in the inguinal region.
acid
add the sugar.) Dose, f. §iss to Oss.
Inguinal Canal is a canal, about two inches
Infu'sum Sarsaparil'lje, Infusion of Sarsa- in length, proceeding obliquely downwards, in(Sarsaparill. contus. §j, aquas bullient. wards, and forwards at the lower part of the
parilla.
Digest for two hours in a covered vessel, abdomen; through which passes the spermatic
Oj.
and strain. —Ph. U.S.) It may also be prepared cord, in man, and the round ligament of the
uterus, in women. This canal is formed, infeby displacement. Dose, f. gij to f. §iv.
Infusum Sennje, I. S. Compos'itum, /. Cassias riorly and anteriorly, by the aponeurosis of the
Sennas, I. Sennas simplex, Infusion of Semia. greater oblique muscle; posteriorly, by the
(Sennas §j, coriandr. contus. Jfj, aq ferv. Oj. fascia transversalis, which is joined to the preMacerute for an hour, and strain.) Dose, f. §j ceding aponeurosis, and forms with it a deep

—

1

j

|

i

—

'

'

;

—

I

to

f.

channel, into which are received the lesser obThe inguinal
lique and transversalis muscles.

5iv.

The Black Draught, Havstus niger, is usually
formed of this infusion. It may be made of
^v, aq cinnam. f. %\, mannas 3'iv,
magnes. sulph .gvj. Dose, a wine-glass.
Selicay's Prepared Essence of Senna is a concentrated infusion of the leaves, in combination
with an alkali.
Infusum Sennje Compositum, I. sennse.
Infusum Serpenta'rijE, Infusion of Virginia
infus. sennas

canal has two apertures: the one, the lower and
is called the inguinal or abdominal ring,
It is bounded by two strong tendinous pillars,
which fix it— the innermost to the symphysis,
the outermost to the spine of the pubis. The
upper and outer aperture is formed by the fascia
From the edge of this aperture
transversalis.
arises a membranous funnel,— a prolongation of

inner,

f.

j

1

——
—— —
1

.
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—

the fascia transversalis, which receives the three kinds chiefly used by anatomists, the
spermatic vessels; forms their proper sheath, coarse, the fine, and the minute. The following
and accompanies them as far as the testicle. are formulae for each.

On

inside lies the epigastric artery.
Above
the lower edge of the transversalis muscle; and, below, it is bounded by the channel
of the greater oblique. By following the oblique direction of this canal, and passing, consequently, on the outside of the epigastric
artery, the viscera are displaced, so as to constitute internal inguinal hernia.
its

Coarse Injection.

it, is

Inguinal
abdom' inis

or
(F.)

,

Abdom'inal Ring, An'nulus
Anneau inguinal,is the inferior

aperture of the inguinal canal.

INGUINO CUTA'NEUS. A

name, given
middle ramus of
the anterior branch of the first lumbar nerve
because it sends its numerous filaments to the
groin, scrotum, and to the skin of the superior

by Professor Chaussier

NH^RENS, Inherent.

1NHALATIO, Absorption.
INHA'LER, MUDGE'S. An

apparatus for
inhaling the steam of hot water, in affections
consists
of a pewter
It
air-passages.
of the
tankard, provided with a lid, into which a flexible lube is inserted. Through this, the vapour
inhaled.

INHE'RENT,

Inhafrens, (in, and hserens.)
That which adheres, or which is joined or
thing.
any
united to
Inherent Cautery, (F.) Caulere inherent,
is the actual cautery, left in contact with a
part until it is reduced to the state of a deep
eschar.

INHUMA'TION,

from

inhumo, (in, and

put into the ground.' Inkuma' l.io
humus.)
The sepulture of the dead. This belongs to the
subject of medical police.
INIODYMUS, Diprosopus.
INION, iiiov. Some of the Greek physicians gave this name to the occiput (q. v.):
others, to the back part of the neck, and the
muscles of the occiput. Blanchard says it is
the commencement of the spina] marrow.
IlN I'TIS, from i?, gen. ivog, a fibre,' and itis,
a suffix denoting inflammation. Fibrous in'

Bleached rosin, oz. viij.
Turpentine varnish, by measure, oz.

No.

I

vj.

2.

Yellow rosin, lb. ij.
Yellow wax, lb. j.
Turpentine varnish, a sufficient quantity to
make the mixture flexible when cold.

No.

3.

Tallow, lb. ij.
While wax, oz. x.

Common

oil, oz. vj.

Venice turpentine, oz. iv.
Mix and liquefy over a slow
water.

part of the thigh.

is

I.

oz. xvj.

to the

:

I

No.
Pureyellow wax,

To make any
Red

r>

iij.

oz. iiss.

best flake while, oz. vss.
( best flake white, oz. iiiss.

1

i

vermilion, oz.

King's yellow,

White

or over boiling

of these mixtures

— add

Yellow

fire

rale-blue

,.'
r
,,
IJine blue smalt, oz. Hiss.

I

Dark-blue blue verditer oz. xss.
Black lamp-black, oz. j.
C powdered verdigris, oz. ivss.
,

Green

< best flake white, oz. iss.

( powdered gamboge, oz.

j.

Fine Injection.

Brown

spirit varnish, oz. iv.

White spirit varnish, oz. iv.
Turpentine varnish, oz. j.

To make

this

Red — add

Yellow
White

mixture
vermilion, oz.

j.

King's yellow,

oz.

jL

best flake while,

oz

ij.

t
i_i 1 1
( Jfine blue small, oz. iss.
.
Light-blue
<
a i
a
( best flake white, oz. j£.
Dark-blue blue verditer, oz. iv.
•

,

Black

lamp

,

i

black, oz. ss.

'

flammation.

Minute

Take of

Injection.
transparent size, broken to pieces, or

Isinglass, oz. viij.
INITIUM, Arche — Asperse arteria?, Larynx.
Water, lb. iss. Dissolve.
INJACULA'TIO. A term employed by
Van Helmont to designate an acute pain of the To make this mixture
i.

stomach, with rigidity and immobility of the
body-

INJECT'ED,

from

injic''ere, (in,

and jacere,)

The face and other parts are
'to throw into/
said to be injected, when the accumulation of
blood in the capillary vessels gives them an
evident red colour. A subject or part of a subject is, also, said to be injected, when its vessels
have been filled, by the anatomist, with an appropriate composition.

same etyof introducing, by means of a

INJECTION,
mon.

The

act

Injec'tio, Eis'bole:

syringe or other instrument, a liquid into a
cavity of the body. The liquid injected is also
Anatomists use injections
called an injection.
for filling the cavities of vessels, in order that
they may be rendered more apparent, and their
dissection be facilitated. For this purpose, they
employ syringes of different dimensions, and
various materials. The most common injections
are made of soot, wax, and turpentine, coloured
with lamp-black, vermilion, &c. There are

—

Red add vermilion, oz. v.
Yellow King's ye/low, oz. iv.
White best flake white, oz. v.
Blue—;fine blue smalt, oz. viij.
C powdered verdigris, oz. iij.
Green •? best flake white, dr. ij.
poiodered gamboge, dr. j.
(_
Black lamp black, oz. j.

Cold Injection.
While lead and red lead, each oz. iv ; linseed
oil, enough to form a thick paste, when
they are rubbed well together. Liquefy
this paste with turpentine varnish, oz. viij.
The advantage of this mixture is, that the
subject need not be heated.
In order to inject the arteries, the injection

must be forced from the great trunks towards

To inject the
ultimate ramifications.
veins, on the contrary, it is indispensable, on
account of their valves, to send the injection
from the smaller divisions towards the greater.
their

—

—
INK

The lymphatics are usually injected with merThe practitioner injects, by forcing,
cury.
with a syringe, liquids., such as emollient, narcotic, stimulant, and other decoctions or infusions, into different hollow organs, e. g. the rectum, vagina, nasal fossae, urethra, tunica vaginalis, auditory canal, &c. to fulfil various therapeutical indications.

Injection, Matthews's.

See Tinctura can-

tharidis.

INK, Atramentum.
IN'NATE, (Diseases,) from

and natvs,

1NNERLLITHEN, MINERAL WATERS
These springs,

INNOMINATUS, Anonymous.
INOCULATION, Inocula'lio, Insi'tio,

from
and oculus, an eye,') to inAny operation by which small-pox,
graft.'
cow-pox. &c. may be artificially communicated,
inocula're, (in,

situate near the

Tweed,

and supposed to be the scene of " St. Ronan's
well," contain chlorides of sodium and calcium,

'

;.

term

meant,

—

—

INOSCULATIO, Anastomosis.
INQUI'ETUD E, Inquietu'do, Jaclita'tio, from

Innerva'lio, from in, 'in,'

By

'

by introducing the virus of the particular disease into the economy, by means of a puncture
or scratch made in the skin.
When the word
inoculation is used alone, it usually means that
for the small-pox.
Inoculation, Cowrox, Vaccination i. Jennerian, Vaccination.
INORGAN'IC, Inorgan'icus; from in, priv.
and or'ganum, an organ.' A term applied to
bodies which have no organs
such as minerals.
At the present day, naturalists admit of
but two classes of bodies, the organized and
inorganic.
Parts of the body, which, like the
epidermis, are devoid of blood-vessels and
nerves, have been called anorganic.

and carbonate of magnesia.

INNERVATION,

'

—

in,

'born.'
Morbi cogna'ti, M. congen'iti, (F.) MaDiseases, with which the infant
ladies innies.
is born.
They are not always hereditary, as
hereditary diseases are not always innate.

OF.
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and qui'es, 'rest.' Agitation or trouble,
and nervus, a nerve.'
nervous influence, necessary for the caused by indisposition. Restlessness.
1NQU1NAMENTUM, Miasm.
maintenance of life and the functions of the
INSALIVA'TION, lnsuliva'tio, from in, and
an influence, of whose chavarious organs
racter and source we are ignorant. It seems to saliva. The mixture of the food with the saresemble the galvanic or electric agencies. See liva, and other secretions of the mouth.
'

— the

;

this

is

in, priv.

—

INSALU'BRIOUS,

Nerves.

Insalu'bris,

JVWnw,

INNOMINA'TUM, Anon'ymum, from in, priv.

JYo-

—

;

'sound.' Mental aliena'tion, Miena'tio
Mentis, Airep'tio, Unsound Mind, Derangc'ment,
Deranged intellect, Cra'ziness, Aphros'yttE, Ecphro'nia, Delir'ia, Vesa'nix, Dclir'ium, (Crichton,) Insipien'tia. (F.) Folie, itgarement d Esprit.
This term includes all the varieties of unsound
mind, Mania, Melancholia, and Idiocy, which

(F.) sa?ius,

Artere innominie, is the trunk common to the
right primitive carotid and to the subclavian.
It arises from the anterior part of the arch of
the aorta ascends obliquely to the right, along
the trachea ; and, after a course of about an
inch in length, divides into two trunks, which
go off' at right angles. The one is external—
the right subclavian proper: the other superior
the primitive carotid, of the same side.
cavity of the outer
Cav'itas Isnominata.

—

—

That which is unhealthy, which inso'des.
Having jures the health.
INSANIA, Mania i. Lupina, Lycanthropia.
brachio-cephalique,
INSAN'ITY, Insa'nia;i'romin, privative, and

a name,' (F.) Jlnonyme.

and nomen,
no name.
Arte'kia Innomina'ta, A
(Ch.) Arte'ria anonyma, Right Subclavian,
'

y

—

see.

Insanity,

Delirium

A

Moral, Pathomania

—

i.

Senile,

senile.

INSCRIPTIO'NES TENDIN'EjE

MUS-

CULO'RUM, Intersectin'nes tendin'ese musculo'between the helix and anthelix.
Fora'men Innominatum. A foramen, near rum. The tendinous portions which cross sevethe middle of the anterior surface of the pars ral muscles, and especially the straight muscles
petrosa of the temporal bone, leading back- of the abdomen.

ear,

IJNSENESCENTIA, Agerasia.
wards, for the passage of the Vidian nerve, ieINSENSIBILITY, Amvsthc'sia. Lossorabflected from the 2d branch of the 5th to the
sence of sensibility. It is very common in cereportio dura of the 7lh pair.
Nervi Innominati vel Anonymi. Some ana- bral affections, and may extend to every part,
tomists have thus called the nerves of the fifth or be limited to one or more. Some organs are
much more sensible than others. The bones,
pair.
Os Innominatum, Os Coxen'dicis, Os Coxa, cartilages, ligaments, &c, are insensible in
anonyme,
&c.
Os
health, but acutely sensible in disease.
(F.) Os innomine, Os Coxal,
A very large, flat bone, which forms the an- INSEN'SIBLE, Sensibilila'te carens. That
This word is
It is which is devoid of sensibility.
terior and lateral paries of the pelvis.
curved upon itself in two opposite directions. applied, also, to phenomena which cease to be
In the first periods of life, it is composed of three appreciable to the senses. Thus, we say, the

—

the ilium, ischium, and pubis, which pulse becomes insensible.
portions ;
It is artiINSERTION, lnser'tio, Symph'ijsis, Eno'sis,
join each other in the acetabulum.
culated before with its fellow, behind, with the from inse'rere, (in, and serere, ' to join or knit,')
the
femur.
The attachment of
to ingraft,' (F.) Attache.
Sicrum; and laterally, with
Ossa Innominata Mino'ka, Lesser Ossa in- one part to another. Insertions occur chiefly
nominata. Some anatomists have given this on bones, cartilages, and fibrous organs ; thus,
name to the three cuneiform bones of the we speak of the insertion of muscular fibres
into a tendon or aponeurosis; the insertion of a
tarsus.
Venje Innominatje. Vieussens has given tendon, aponeurosis, or ligament, into a cartiveins, which arise on lage or bone. The word insertion has likewise
this name to two or three
pathologists, for the act of inocuthe anterior surface and right margin of the been used, by
heart; and open into the auricle, towards its lating or introducing a virus into the body.

—

right margin.

'

INSES'SIO, from

ins'.dtre,

(in,

and

sedere,)

A

INSIDE NTI
to sit in.'
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This term

given to muscles, which, by their contraction,
the size of the chest, and thus produce inspiration. The diaphragm and intercostal muscles are the chief agents of inspiration.
In cases where deep inspirations are necessary, the action of these muscles is aided by
the contraction of the pectoralis major and pectoralis minor, subelavius, serratus major amicus, scaleni, serratus posticus superior, &c.
Most of these muscles become inspiratory, by
taking their fixed point at the part which they
INSOLATION, Insolu'tio, from in, and sol, ordinarily move, and elevating the ribs.
'the sun ;' /tprica'Uo, HeUo'sis, Siriasis. ExpoINSTEP, (F.) Coudepied. The projection
sure to the sun. Exposure of a patient to the at the upper part of the foot, near its articularays of the sun is, sometimes, had recourse to, tion with the leg the metatarsus, (q. v.)
with the view of rousing the vital forces, when
1NSTILLATIO, Enstalaxis.
languishing, or of producing irritation of the
INSTILLATION, Enstalax'is, lnstilla'tio,
skin.
It is occasionally used in the same sense from in, 'into,' and still a,
a drop.'
The act of
as coup de soleil, (q. v.)
pourinrr a liquid drop by drop.
In pharmacy, insolation means the drying of
INSTINCT, (L.) Instinc'tus, '\n\vard\y moved.'
chemical and pharmaceutical substances.
Bru'tia.
The action of the living principle,

is, sometimes, applied to
a vapour bath, the person being sealed in a perforated chair, beneath which a vessel, filled
with hot water, or the hot decoction of some
plant, is placed.
See Semicupium.
INSIDENTIA, Epis'lasis, (q.v ) Anything
which swims on, or in, the urine. It is opposed
to the Hi/pos'tasis, or subsidentia.
INStPlENTIA, Insanity.
1NSISIO CILIORUM, Blepharoplastice.
1NS1TIO, Inoculation.

augment

—

'

LVSOLjjZW^E DE PRIMIVERJ1,

Pellagra.

INSOM'NIA,

Insom'nium, fnsom'nitas, SahaPervigilium, Jigryp'nia, ayQvftvta,
Ahyp'nia, avTcvia, Anyp'nia, Typhoma'nia, Sleeplessness, Vigilance; from in, privative, and s'omnus, sleep,' 'absence of sleep.' This may exist
ra,

Zaaru,

'

alone, and constitute a true disease

or

;

it

may

whenever manifestly directing its operations to
the health, preservation, or reproduction of a
living frame or any part of such frame. The
law of instinct is, consequently, the law of the
living principle, and instinctive actions are the
actions of the living principle.
It is natural.
Reason is acquired.

be connected with another affection. It is an
INSTITUTES OF
unequivocal sign of suffering in some organ; of medicine.
even when the patient experiences no pain.
INSUFFLATION,

1NSOMNIUM, Somnium.
INSPIRATEUR, Inspiratory.

MEDICINE,

Theory

see

Insvffla'tio, from in, sub,
The act of blowing a gas

and flare, ' to blow.'
or vapour into some cavity of the body; as when
INSPIRA'TION, Inspira'tio.Empncumalo'sis, tobacco smoke is injected into the rectum; or
Eisp'noe, Mspira'lio, Aspira'tio, from in, in,' when air is blown into the mouths of new-born
and spiro, 'I breathe.' Action by which the children to excite the respiratory functions.
IN'
air penetrates into the interior of the lungs.
CER'EBRI. The intermediate
movement opposed to that of expiration. As lobe of the brain. Lobus inlerme' dius cer'ebri.
Insula Sanguinis. See Blood.
regards the average quantity of air received
INSULTUS, Attack, Paroxysm.
into the lungs at each inspiration, there is much
INTEG'UMEINT,
Intcgumen'tum, Tegumen'discrepancy amongst observers. The following
tvm, Teg'umen, Involu' crura seu Velamen'tum
table sufficiently exhibits this.
corp'oris comma' nc. from in, and tegere, ' to
Cubic inches at
each inspiration.
cover.'
(F.) Tigument.
Any thing, which
Reil,
42 to 100
serves to cover, to envelop. The skin, in~)
Menzies,
cluding the cuticle, rete mucosum, and cutis
Sauvages,
vera is the common integument, or tegument of
Hales,
the body.
'

SULA

A

Haller,
Ellis,

INTELLECT,

Intcllec'tus,
Nous, Noe'sis,
Syn'esis, from intelligere, {inter, ' between,' and
legere, 'to choose;') 'to understand,' 'conceive,' ' know.'
(F.) Entendement, Intelligence.

40

i»

Sprentjel,

Sommering,

Thomson,
Bostock,

—

The aggregate of

the intellectual faculties
perception, formation of ideas, memory, and judg-

J

Jurin,

35 to 38

Fontana,
Richerand,
Dalton,

35
30 to 40
30
20 to 29
20

Herholdt
Jurine,

Allen and Pepys,

I

<>4

Sir H.

15 to 40
14
13 to 17

Keutsch,

12
6

J. Borelli,

Goodwyn,
Davy,
Abernethy and Mojon,

ment.
Intellect,

12

Insanity.

Intellect.

INTEM'PERANCE,

Intemperan'tia; Acrasia, Acola'sia, Plcs'mone, Amet'ria, Aples'tia,
from in, 'negation,' and tempera're, 'to temper.'
Immoderate use of food and drink, especially the latter;
a fruitful source of dis-

—

ease.

INTEMPE'RIES.
sia.

to

Deranged,

l.YTELLIGENCE,

Derangement

Same etymon.

Dyscra'-

in the constitution of the

atmosphere and of the seasons; bad constitution; derangement, or disorder in the humours

Inspiration or Venous Blood. By this is
aspiration of blood towards the heart, of the body.
1NTEN8IVUS, Entaticos.
occasioned by the approach to a vacuum proINTENTION, Inten'tio. from
duced by the dilatation of the thorax during

meant the

inspiration.

'

IYSPIRATORY. Same
tiu'/ii

iruer'ritns.

34.

etymon.

(F.) Inspirattur.

Inspira- proposes.
A name by the first

in,

and

tendere,

The object which one
In surgen/, a wound is said to heal
intention, when cicatrization occurs

to stretch,' Propos' itvm.

INTF.RARTICULAR

without suppuration; union by tlie second inten
being that, which does not occur until the
surf ices have suppurated. To obtain union bv
the first intention, the edges of a recent wound

tercostals ate directed obliquely

be brought

downwards and
downwards

forwards; and those of the internal

tian

rnmt

].NTi:ilMISSION
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Both are inspiratory or expiratory muscles, according as they take their
of
support
on the upper or lower rib.
point
Some small, flesh}' fibres, seen occasionally at
the inner surface of the thorax, descending obliquely from one rib to another, have been
called Infracostales.
and backwards.

in

apposition and kept togetier by means of adhesive plasters and a
proper bandage. Delpech has substituted for
those expressions, Reunion primitive, and Reunion fccondtiirc.
IN T E R A RT I C ' U L A R, Intevarticula'ris.
Parts situate between the articulations are so

Intercostal Nkrve, Trisplanchnic Nerve.
Intlrcostal Nerves, Brunches sovscustalts,

(Ch.) Costal or Dorsal, nerves, proceed from the
They
anterior branches of the dorsal nerves.
are twelve in number; and are distributed, espeden' da, from inter, 'between,' and cadere, 'to cially, to the muscles of the parietes of the chest
fall.'
Disorder of the arterial pulsations, so and abdomen.
that, every now and then, a supernumerary
Intercostal Spaces are the intervals which
pulsation occurs. The pulse, in such case, is separate one rib from that immediately above
said to be intercurrent.
or below it.
LNTERCAL'ARY, Inter cala'ris; from interIntercostal Veins are distinguished like the
cnlare,
to insert,' Embol'imos, Interpola'tus, arteries.
The right superior intercostal vein is
£,orocato'rius. The days which occur between often wanting.
When it exists, it opens into
those that are critical. The term has, also, the back part of the subclavian. The same vein
been Applied to the days of apyrexia in inter- of the left side is very large. It communicates
mittent fevers.
with the demi-azygos, receives the left bronsee chial vein, and opens into the corresponding
Cvtoblastema.
subclavian. The right inferior intercostal veins
LNTERCEP'TIO, from inter, between,' and open into the vena azygos; and those of the left
to take.'
bandage, by the aid of into the demi-azygos.
capere,
winch the ancients proposed to arrest the proR'RENT, Intcrcur'rens, from inter,
Diseases are
gress of the material cause of gout and rheu- between,' and currere, to run.'
matism; and which consisted in covering the so called, which supervene at different seasons
affected limbs with carded wool; surrounding of the year; or which cannot be considered as
them, afterwards, with broad bandages, applied belonging to any particular season. Sydenfrom the fingers to the axilla, or from the toes ham.
disease is likewise so called which
occurs in the course of another disease, as Into the efroin.
Interspinals colli.
tercurrent Pneumonia.
called; as interarticulur cartilages, interardculur ligaments,

&c.

LNTERCA'DENCE,

Inter caden'da,

Interci-

'

INTERCEL'LULAR SUBSTANCE,
«

'

A

1NTERCU

'

'

—

A

LXTERCERV1CAUX,

IXTERC1DENTIA,

1NTERCUTANEUS,

Intercadence.

Subcutaneous.

INTERCLAVICULAR,

Interclavicular is
lNTERDKN'TJUM, from inter, 'between,*
from inter, ' between,' and clavicvla, a clavi- and dens, a tooth.' The interval between teeth
That which is placed between the clavi of the same order. Linden.
cle.'
'

'

—

lNTERDIG'TTlUM,

from inter, 'between,'
a fibrous and digitus, 'a finger.' The corns or warts,
bundle, placed transversely above the extre- which grow between the fingers and toes, espemity of the sternum, between the heads of cially between the latter. Pliny.
IJ\'TER£PINEUX CERVICAUX, Interspithe two clavicles. This ligament is flat. Its
fibres, which are always longer above than be- nals colli.
low, are separated by small apertures, which
INTER FEMINEUM, Perinaeum, Vulva, Geare traversed by vessels.
It prevents the sepa- nital organs.
ration of the two clavicles in the forced depresJNTERF1NIUM NAR1UM, Septum narium.
INTERFORAMINEUM, Perinceum.
sion of the shoulder.
INTERCOSTAL, Inter costa''lis, from inter, INTERM A X'lLLARY Inter maxilla' r is,—
'between,' and costa, 'a rib,' Mesopleu'rios. from inter, 'between,' and maxilla, 'a jaw.'
That .which is situate between the ribs. (F.) That which is situate between the maxillary
Sous-costaux.
bones.
cles.

Interclavicular Lig'ament

is

—

.

Intercostal Ar'teries vary in number.
Intermaxillary Bone, lnci'sive, Pal'atine,
There is constantly, however, a supt'rior, Ar- or labial bone, is a bony portion, wedged in bele'ria Intercosta'iis supe'rior vel Intercost.a'lis tween the two superior maxillary bones, which
This bone is
subcla'via, which is given off from the poste- supports the upper incisors.
rior part of the subclavian, and which sends found in the mammalia; and, also, in the hubranches to the first two or three intercostal man foetus.
spaces; and, generally, eight or nine inferior or
These arise from the lateral
aortic inlercoslals.
and posterior parts of the pectoral aorta, and
ascend obliquely in front of the vertebral column, to gain the intercostal spaces, where
they divide into a dorsal branch and an intercostal, properly so called.
Intercostal Muscles are distinguished-into
and
Inter-pievrocustavz of Dumas,
inferno/,
The former are inserted into the
external.
outer
lip
the
of
into
the
inner lip, the latter
edre of the ribs. The fibres of the external in-

—

LYTERMtDE, Excipient.
INTERMEDIATE VASCULAR SYSTEM,
Capillary system.

INTERMIS'SION,
from
send.'

inter,

Intcrmis'sio, Dialeip'sis,

'between,' and miltere, 'to put or

(F.) Inter mitten cc.

—

—

1

The

interval

which

occurs between two paroxysms of an intermitduring which the patent or other disease
There is
tient is almost in his natural state.
intermission
of the pulse, when, in
said to be
a given number of pulsations, one or more may
be wanting.

—
INTERM1TTEXCE
l-VTERM [TTE.XCE,

INTEROSSEOUS
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Intermission.

INTERM 1TTE.NT, Intermittens. Same ety-

Phalanges of the fingers
=
Phalanges of the toes

—

i.

Digitorum pedis.

mon. That which has intermissions.
INTERN US AURIS, Tensor tympani— i.
Intermittent Fkver, Febris intermit' tens, Mallei, Tensor tympani.
Dialcip'yra, Intermittens, An'elus, Ague, Ague
INTEROS'SEl PEDIS, Melatarso-phalunand Fever, (F.) Fiecre inter mitlentc, F. iVAcces, gien- lateral, (Ch.) The number, arrangement,
is a fever chiefly produced by marshy miasms,
shape, and use3 of these are the same as in the
and consisting of many paroxysms, there being case of the preceding muscles. Four are dorsal,
a complete state of apyrexia in the intervals".
The chief types are the Quotidian, Tertian, and
Quartan. The symptoms of intermittent are
those of a decided and completely marked cold
stage; attended with paleness; collapse; impaiied sensibility; and coldness, more or less
diffused, followed by general rigors. After this
occurs the hut stage; the heat returning partially and irregularly, and, at length, becoming
universal, and much above the standard of
health.
The pulse becomes hard and strong;
tongue white; urine high-coloured; thirst considerable. At length, the sweating stage makes
its appearance; the moisture usually beginning
on the forehead, face, and neck, and soon extending universally; the heat abating; thirst
ceasing; the urine throwing down a sediment,
and the functions being gradually restored to
their wonted state.
The tertian type is the
most common, and the quartan the most severe. The quotidian more readily changes into
a remittent and continued fever. The quartan
has, generally, the longest cold stage, the tertian the longest hot.
The exciting causes are

and three plantar; six belong to the three middle toes and one to the little toe. The oreat
toe is devoid of them.
As in the hand, they are
distinguished, in each toe, into abductor and
adductor.

INTEROS'SEOUS,

Interos'scus. That which
between the bones; from inter, * between,' and os, a bone.'
Interosseous Ar'teimes of the Foreirm
and Hand. Of these there are several. 1. The
common interosseous artery arises from the posterior part of the ulnar, a little below the bicipital tuberosity of the radius
passes backwards
and divides into two branches: the one called
is

situate

'

;

and engorgements, which may end in dropsy.
In some countries, however, the disease is of a

anterior interosseous descends vertically, anterior to the interosseous ligament ; the other,
called posterior interosseous, passes above that
ligament,appears at its posterior part and divides
into two great branches,
the posterior recurrent
radial and the posterior interosseous, properly so
called.
In the hand, are
1. The dorsal metacarpal interosseous arteries, given off by the
dorsalis carpi, a division of the radial artery.
2. The Palmar interosseous arteries, which arise
from the convexity of the deep palmar arch,
and give off the middle interosseous arteries.
3. The dorsal interosseous of the index, proceeding directly from the radial artery. In the foot,
I.
The dorsal interosseous
are distinguished
arteries, three in number, which arise from the
the
metatarsus,
artery of
a branch of the dorsa2. The plantar interosseous arteries,
lis tarsi.
which are, also, "three in number, and arise
from the plantar arch.

very pernicious character. The indications of
treatment are, 1. To abate the violence of the
paroxysm; and 2. To prevent its return. The
first indication requires the adoption of the general principles and remedies required in ordinary fever. The second is the most important.
The period of apyrexia is that for action. The

Interosseous Lig'aments. Ligaments seated
between certain bmes, which they unite such
are the ligaments between the radius and ulna,
and between the tibia and fibula.
Interosseous Muscles. These occupy the
spaces between the bones of the metacarpus
and metatarsus; and, consequently, belong,

means

some

marsh miasmata. Ague, also, occurs in districts where there are no marshy emanations.

Such

districts are, generally,

ture; farther

we know

not.

of a volcanic na-

When

the disease

has once attacked an individual, it is apt to recur. The prognosis is, in general, favourable,
as far as regards life; but long protracted intermittents are apt to induce visceral obstructions

for fulfilling this indication are:

— the use

of emetics, purgatives, cinchona, quinia, &c,
arsenic, and forcible impressions made on the
mind of the patient.
INTERMUSCULAR, Intermuscula'ris, from
inter, 'between,' and musculus, 'a muscle.'
That which is placed between muscles.
Intermuscular Aponeuro'ses are aponeurotic lamina? or septa, situate between muscles
to which they often give attachment.

INTER'NAL,

Inner, lntcr'nus.

That which

placed on the inside. This epithet is given
to parts that look towards an imaginary central
plane, which divides the body into two equal
and symmetrical portions, as well as to those
which correspond with a cavity. Thus, we say
the inner surface of the arm or thigh the inner
surface of the skull, &c.
Internal Diseases, Morhi inter'ni, are those
which occupy the inner parts of the body.
Their investigation belongs to the physician;
is

—

external diseases tailing under the

management

of the sunreon.

1NTERNODIA DIGITORUM MANUS.

—
—

—

;

to the

hand, others to the

foot.

Interosseous Nerve is a branch, given off
by the median nerve, which descends before
the interosseous ligament,
artery of the same name.

accompanying the

Interosseous Veins have the same arrange-

ment

as the arteries.

Interosseus Manus, (F.) Muscle interosscux
de la main Mitacarpo-phalangien-lalcral sus-

—

palmaire et metacarpo-phala.ngien latiral, (Ch.)
These muscles are seven in number; two for
each of the three middle fingers, and one for
the little finger. Four are situate on the back
of the hand, and three only in the palm. They
are inserted into the metacarpal bones, and
send a tendon to the tendon of the extensor
communis. According to their office, they are,
to each finger, an adductor and an abductor.
The index has a dorsal abductor and a palmar
one. The middlefinger has two dorsal muscles
for adductor and abductor; the ring finger has
a dorsal adductor and a palmar abductor; and
the little finger has only one interosseous abThese muscles productor, which is palmar.

—
I.VTEROSSEAUX

INTESTINAL
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duce abduction and adduction of the finders, in extending the vertebral column; and incline
W liicli they can also extend, owing to their con- it a little to one side, when they act on one side
nexion with the extensor tendons.
only.
Interosseus, Secundus, Prior medii digiti
IN'TERSTICE. Intersil! Hum, from inter, 'bei. Quarlus, Prior annularis.
tween,' and sto, 'I stand,' Diastema, IntervalINTEROSSEVX DE LA MAW, Interosseus lum. Anatomists have given this name to the
manus.
intervals between organs.
The iliac crest
INTERPELLA'TUS {Morbus.) from inter- crista ilii, for example, has two lips and an inpello, 'I interrupt.'
A term, by which Paracel- terstice between them, which affords attachsus designated those diseases whose progress is ment to the lesser oblique muscle of the abdomen.
unequal, and paroxysms ii regular.
Interstice, Pore.
I

!

—

INTER RLE yROCOST4UX,lnteicoatoi

INTEIITINCTUS,

INTERPOLATE, Intercalary.
NT E RSC A P' U L A R, Intc, scapula' ris, (inter.

colli.

INTE RTRAKSVE R SA I R

1

and scapula.)

That which

between

is

Discreet.
Intertransversales

WTERTRACH&L1ENS,

muscles.

ES

DES

LOMBES, Intertransversales lumborum.
INTERTRANSVERSA'LIS, Intertransver-

the

shoulders; as the interscapular region,
LNTERSCAPU'LIUM. The spine of the se rius. That which is placed between the
transverse processes of the vertebra?.
scapula.
INTERSECTION, Diac'ope, from inter, be- Intertransversales Colli, (F.) fntertianstween,' and seco, 'I cut.' The point where versaires cervicaux, Intertracheliens, (Ch.) These
two lines meet and cut each other. The name, are small, muscular bundles; quadrilateral;
aponeurotic intersection, is given to fibrous thin and flat; situate, in pairs, in the intervals
bands, which certain muscles present in their between the transverse processes of the neck,
length, and by which they seem intenupted. except between the first and second, where
Aponeurotic intersections are found in the recti there is only one. They are distinguished into
muscles of the abdomen; in the semi-mem- anterior and posterior. The former are six in
number; the latter five. These muscles bung
branosus, complexus. sterno-thyroideus, &c
MUS- the transverse processes of the neck nearer each
other,
and contribute to the lateral flexion of
Inscriptiones tendinea?.
Muscuthe neck.
lorum.
INTERSEPTA
Intertransversales Lumbo'rum, Mus'culi
PACinter tr an sv erst lumbo'rum, (F.) IntertransverCHIONL Tentorium.
INTERSEPTUM, from inter, between,' and saires des lorubes. These are almost entirely
septum, 'a partition,' Cion, xiotr. The uvula; fleshy, and ten in number; five on each side.
They are similar to the preceding in general ar(q. v.) also, the septum narium.
Inteuseptum Narium, Septum narium i. rangement; except that they are more marked,
and not placed in two rows. Each intertransVirginale, Hymen.
INTERSPINAL, Inter spina! lis, from inter, verse space oontains only one. They are quadbetween,' and spina, the spine.' That which rilateral, and flat. The first occupies the space
between the transverse processes of the first
is seated between the spinous processes.
Intkkspi'nal Lig'ament, Membra' na inter- lumbar and last dorsal vertebra; and the last is
spinalis, (F.) Ligament intcripineux.
These between that of the fourth and fifth lumbar
occupy the intervals between the spinous pro- vertebra?. These muscles incline the lumbar
cesses in the back and loins. In the neck, they region laterally ; and straighten it when inare replaced by the muscles of the same name. clined to one side.
INTERTRIGO, Chafing.
They prevent the too great flexion of the spine,
JNTERV ALLUM, Interstice.
and keep the spinous processes in situ.
INTERS PIN A'LES COLLI, Spina'ks Colli
Intervertebrals, (inwino' res, Spina 'ti, (F.) latere pineuxecrvicaux, ter, and vertebra.) That which is situate beInterccrvicaux, (Ch ) These are twelve in num- tween the vertebra?.
ber, and occupy, in two parallel rows, the inIntervertebral Car'tilages, Intervertetervals between the spinous processes of the bral jib ro -cartilages Ligamen'ta intervcrtebrd lio.
cervical vertebra*, from that of the atlas and These organs are of a fibro-cartilaginous navertebra dentata to that between the last cervi- ture sections of a cylinder; flexible; whitish
cal and first dorsal vertebra?.
They are flat resisting ; and situate between the bodies of the
thin, and quadrilateral.
These muscles con- vertebra?, from the space between the second
tribute to the extension of the neck and to and third as far as that between the last vertethrowing the head backwards.
bra and sacrum. Their form is accommodated
Inteuspinales Dorsi et Lumbo'rum por- to that of the vertebra? with which they are in
tions of the Tiansversaire-'epineux of Boyer and connexion so that, in the neck and loins, they
These muscles are oval, whilst in the dorsal region they are
the sacrospinal of Chaussier.
The one (Muscle grand 6pi- nearly circular.
are of two kinds.
JNTESTABILIS, Castratus.
neux du dos, of VVinslow) representing fleshy
INTESTATUS, Castratus.
bundles of different lengths, applied upon the
LXTESTIJW Intestine.
lateral surfaces of the spinous processes, from
I N T E S'T I N A L, Inteslina'Us, from intus,
the third dorsal vertebra to the second lumbar
The others (Muscle petit cpiucux du dvs, Win- within.' That which belongs to the intesslow) are covered by the preceding. They are tines, as intestinal canal, &.c. Bordeu uses
situate on each side of the interspinal ligament, the term Fouls intestinal for a pulse, which he
in the form of small, short, flat bundles, which conceived to announce an approaching crisis
pass from one spinous process to the second, by the intestines.
These muscles aid
Intestinal Juice, Succus entericus,
third, or fourth above it.
'

INTERSECTIONS TENDINE^
CULORUM,

HORIZONTALLY
'

—

'

'

INTERVERTEBRAL,

—

;

;

—

;

;

1

—

INTESTINE
INTESTINE,

Inlesti'num, En'teron, Chorda.
Gut, JYedyia, Pan' decs (pl.),(Y.) Intestin, Boyuu.

A

musculo-membranous canal, variously convoluted, which extends from the stomach to
the anus, and is situate in the abdominal cavity;
the greater part of which it fills.
In man, its
length «a six or eig-ht times that of the body.
It is divided into two principal portions, called
small intestine, and large intestine. The former,
(F.J Intestin grelc, Intestinum tenuB, I. grac'ilB,
constituting nearly four-fifths of the whole
length, begins at the stomach and terminates
in the right iliac region.
It is divided into
duodenum, jejunum, and ileum. Some anatomists give the name small intestine to the two
latter only
which are kept in place by the
mesentery, and form" a large paquet, occupying
the umbilical and hypogastric regions, a partof
the flanks, of the iliac regions, and of the cavity
of the pelvis. It is composed of, 1. A serous
;

membrane, which

peritoneal.

is

2.

Of

a

—

;

;

—

lymphatic vessels, which are

much

less

INTRIN'SIC, Intrin'tecus; from intra,' withand secus, ' towards
Applied to the internal muscles of certain organs; as those of the
ear, tongue, and larynx.
Linnaeus gave the
in,'

'

name

Intrinseci to internal diseases.

1NTROSUSCEPTIO, lntussusceptio— Eni.

tropium, Entropion.

1NTUBUM,

Cichorium endivia
cum, Cichorium intybus.

—

i.

Errati-

INTUMESCENCE,

Inlumcsccn'tia, Dionco'sis, from intumescere, (in, and tumescere,)
to
swell.'
Augmentation of size in a part or in
the whole body.
Sauvages uses the word Intumescen' tix for an order of diseases, in which
he comprehends polysarcia, pneumatosis, anasarca, oedema, physconia, and pregnancy.
'

INTUMESCENT1A LACTEA MAMMARUM,

Sparganosis

—

i.

Lienes, Splenoncus.

INTUSSUSCEP'TIO,
and

suscip'io,

mus- physiology;

cular coat, whose fibres are very pale, and are
placed, in part, longitudinally; but the greater
part transversely. 3. Of a whitish, mucous
membrane; villous, and forming folds or valves
oalvulx connivences at its inner suiface,
and furnished with a considerable number of
mucous follicles, called glands of Peyer. The
arteries of the small intestine proceed from the
superior mesenteric
its veins open into the
vena porta. Its nerves proceed from the superior mesenteric plexus.
The great intestine,
Intestinum crassum, (F.) Gros intestin, Megaloca'lia, forms a sequence to the small.
It is
much shorter, and is solidly attached in the regions of the abdomen which it occupies. It
begins in the right iliac region; ascends along
the right flank till, beneath the liver, it crosses
the upper part of the abdomen, descends into
the left iliac fossa, and plunges into the pelvic
cavity, to gain the anus. The great intestine
is usually divided
into three portions,
the
caecum, colon, and rectum.
It receives its arteries from the superior and inferior mesenteries.
Its veins open into the vena porta.
Its nerves
are furnished by the mesenteric plexuses. Its

—
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'

— the

,'

from tnfcw, « within
receive,' Introsuscep'tio.
In

I

mode

'of increase peculiar to

organized bodies. In pathology, like Convolvulus, Volvulus intestino'rum, Chor dap's us, Indigita'tio,
Toimen'lum, and Invagina'lio, it
means the introduction of one part of the intestinal canal into another, which serves it as a
sort of vagina or sheath.
Generally, it is the
upper part of the small intestine, which is received into the lower, when the intussusception is said to be progres'sive.
At times, however, it is ret'rograde. As the disease cannot
be positively detected by the symptoms, it must
be treated upon general principles. At limes, the
invaginated portion hasseparaled and been voided peranum, the patient recovering. The disease is, however, of a very dangerous character.
INTYBUM, Cichorium endivia.
HORTENSIS, Cichorium endi-

—

INTYBUS

via.

—

INULA, see i. Helenium i. Common, Inula
helenium.
In'ula Dysenteii'ica. The systematic name
of the Lesser Inula, Conyzame'diu, A/nica Sueden' sis, Ar'nica. spu'ria, Cuni'la mus'cula, ConyCunila'go,

Jiunie antidysenterique,
SYut. Ord. Composure.
to possess great
antidysenteric virtues. The whole plant i»
acrid and somewhat aromatic.
Inula Hele'nium. The systematic name of
the Elecampane— En' ul a campa'na, Helenium,
Common Inula, (F.) Jiunie. The root, Inula
(Ph. U. S ), was formerly in high esteem in
dyspepsia, cachexia, pulmonary affections, &c.
It is now scarcely used.
Inula, Lesser. Inula dysenterica,
za,

(F.)

Herbe de Saint Roch.

nume- This plant was once considered

rous than those of the small intestine, pass into
the ganglions or glands seated between the different reflections of the peritoneum, which fix
The use of the
it to the abdominal parietes.
intestines is,
in the upper part, to effect the
chylification of the food and the absorption of
the chyle;
in the lower, to serve as a reservoir,
where the excrementitious portion of the food
collects and, also, as an excretory duot, which
INUNCTIO, Liniment.
effects its expulsion.
INUNCTION, lnunc"tio, Jlli'tio, Chnsis,
INTESTINOIIUM L^EVITAS, Lientery.
Diach'risis, Epich'risis, Unctio.
Catach'risis,
Anfractuosities
INTESTINULA CEREBRI,
A
liniment. Also, the act of rubbing in. (F.)
(cerebral.)
Colon—;. Onrtinn.
INTESTINUM

—

—

;

CELLULATUM,

Circumvolutum, Ileon— i. Crassum, Colon— i.
Grande, Colon i. Laxum, Colon— i. Majus,
Colon— i. Medium, Mesentery— i. plenum, Colon
i.
Rectum, Rectum.

—

INUNDATIO,
JNUSTIO,

Depuration.

Cauterization.

LNUSTOR1UM,

—

Cauterium.

INVAGINATED, Invagina'tus, from in, and
vagina, a sheath.' Applied to a part, which
INTOXICATIO,
EYTOXICJiTIO.Y DES M/MAIS, see Miasm. is received into another, as into a sheath.
The invaginated or slit and tail bandage is
LYTOXICATIQjY SATURjYLYE PRIMITIVE, The aggregate of symptoms, which one in which strips or tails pass through appropresent themselves prior to an attack of lead priate slits or button-holes.
INVAGINATIO, lntussusceptio.
colic.
Tanqaerel des Planches.
JNVALETUDO, Infirmity.
EXTRA 1> EL 170- TROCHAXTERIEjY, ObINVALID, Valetudinary.
turator internum.
Poisoning.

—

34*

'

—
INVASIO
INVASIO. Arche,

—
IPECACUANHA
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Attack, Paroxysm.

dose of 1-lGth of a grain; the
Iodide of Starch, (Io'didum vel Iodure'tum Am'ifINVERSIO
Entropion li, Am'ylum lodn'tum,) a weaker preparation
i. Uteri,
Hysteroptosis, Uterus, inversion of than the usual forms of iodine; the Iodide of
the.
Quinia, (lodidum Quinix,) used in scrofulous
INVERSION
LA MATRICE, Uterus, cases, where iodine and tonics are indicated;
Inversion of the.
the Iodide of Lead, (Plumbi Io'didum, P. IoduINVISCANTIA, Incrassantia.
re'tum.) used externally in strumous swellings;
[NVISCA'TIO OC'ULI.
adhemorbid
the Iodide of Potassium (in solution, Hydriosion of the eyelids to each other, or to the globe date of Potassa,) see Fotassre Hydriodas;
the
of the eye.
lodo-kydrar gyrate of Potassium, (Polas'sii IodoCORDIS, Pericardium— i. hydrar' gyrus, P. Hydrargyro-iodidum,) made by
^
Corporis commune, Integument i. Linguae, adding ei grains of iodide of potassium, dissolved
see Tongue
i.
Membranaceum, Decidua re- in JO or J5 minims of water, toll grains of the
flexa
i. Nervorum, Neurilema
i. Reticompadeuto-iodide of mercury, the properties of
ratum. Retina.
which are like those of the iodides of mercury;
INVOLVENTIA, Demulcents.
the Iodide of Sulphur, (Iodure'tum Sulph'uris,
IODE. Iodine.
Sulph'uris Io'didum, Sulphur lodu'lum,) used
10DES. iEruginous.
externally in cutaneous diseases, (gr. x. to cesee Iodine— i. rate gj.) and the Iodide of Zinc, (Zinci Io'didum,
IODIDE OF
of Arsenic, see Iodine i. of Iron, see Iodine
Z. Ioda'tum,) externally, (ji to lard £\.)
The
of Potassium, see Iodide of Ammonium, (Io'didum, see Iodure'tum
i.
of Lead, see Iodine
i.
Iodine i. of Quinine, see Iodine i. of Starch, Ammonix, Hydriodate of ammonia, (Iodide of
i.
of ammonia) used in lepra, psoriasis, &c. in the
see Iodine i. of Sulphur, see Iodine
Zinc, see Iodine.
form of ointment, Qj Zj a.d adipisi,);) and the
AMYLI, see Iodine— i. Hydrar- Iodide of Arsenic, (Arsenici Io'didum,) given ingyricum, see Iodine i. Hydrargyvosum, see ternally insimilaraffectionsgr. 110th three times
Iodine i. Plumbi, see Iodine i. Sulphuris,see a day; or used externally (gr. iij ad adipis §j.)
Iodine.
IODINIA. See Iodine.
I'ODINE, from itrdtjs, viola'ceus, of a violet
IODINIUM, Iodine.
colour.
Io'dina, Io'dinum, lodin'ium, Io'dum,
IODINUM, Iodine.
lo'dium, so called from the violet vapour it exIODISM. See Iodine.
It is con(F.) lode..
hales when volatilized.
IOD1UM, Iodine.
tained in the mother waters of certain fuci, and
POTASSIis obtained by pouring an excess of concenUM. See Iodine.
IODOSIS. See Iodine.
trated sulphuric acid on the water, obtained by
burning different fuci, lixiviating the ashes and
JODUM, Iodine.
concentrating the liquor. The mixture is placed
see Iodine— i.
i. Sulphuris, see Iodine.
in a retort to which a receiver is attached, and Amyli, see Iodine
IODYMUS, Dicephalus.
The iodine passes over and is conis boiled.
ION, Viola.
densed. It is solid, in the form of plates; of a
brightness,
of
a
metallic
IONIA, Teucrium chamaspitys.
bluish gray colour,
IONIDIUM MARCUCC1, Cinchunchulli—
and smell similar to that of the chloride of sulphur. Its sp. gr. is 4.94(5. When heated, it a South American plant. Sex. Syst. Pentandria
becomes volatilized, and affords the vapour Monogynia. Nat. Ord. Violaria: said to be exwhich characterizes it. With oxygen, it forms tremely efficacious in the Mai de San Lazaroof
the Iodic acid, and with hydrogen the Hydrio- Colombia.
ION'THUS, Varus, Violet Eruption, from
dic. The tincture of iodine and the hydriodates
have been employed, with great success in the iov, the violet,' and av&og, a flower,' or orSog,
scrofulous
and
some
afof
'foulness.'
treatment of goitre
An unsuppurative, tubercular tuIt must be administered in a very
mour; stationary; chiefly on the face. A genus
fections.
small dose and for a long period. It is said to in the class Hxmatica, order Phlogotica of
be apt, however, to induce cholera morbus, Good.
Ionthos Corvmbifer, Gutta rosea i. Varus,
signs of great nervous irritability and emaciaWhen these symptoms, Acne.
tion of the mamma;.
IOTACIS'MUS, from the Greek letter Iota.
collectively termed Iodism, Iodosis, and Iothe patient not being
din'ia, are urgent, the dose may be diminished, Defective articulation,
or it may be wholly discontinued, and after- able to pronounce the palataisj and g soft.
In
common parlance,
IPECACUAN'HA.
wards resumed.
Various preparations of Iodine are employed often abridged to Ipecac. The pharmacopoeial
in medicine; as The Iodide of Iron, (Ferri Io'- name of the Cephx!lis ipecacuan'ha, or Callidid urn, F. Iodure'tum, (F.) lodurc defer, which coe'ea ipecacuan'ha, Cagosanga, Ipecacuan'ha
root, Ipecacuan'hx radix, Radix Brazi lien' sis.
is sorbefacient and tonic, in the dose of 3 or 4
J
It is also obtained
grains: the Proto-lodide of Mercury, (Hydrar - Nat. Ord. Cinchonaceae.
from the Psycho' tria cmct'ica of Peru. The
cryri Froto- Iodure'tum, H. Io'didum (q. v.) Hydrar'tryrum lodn'tum jluvum, H. lodidula'tum, odour of the root Ipecacuanha, (Ph. U. S.)
H. lodn'tum, Io'didum Hydrargyro'sum, Hydrar- is faint and peculiar; taste bitter, subacrid and
gyri Proto- Io'didum,) sorbefacient and antisy- mucilaginous: both water and alcohol extract
philitic in the dose of l-12th of a grain; the its virtues, which depend on a peculiar princi1
Dcuto- Iodide of Mercury] (Hydrar gyri Deuto- ple, called Emetia. It is emetic in large doses;
Hydrargyrum
Dose, as an emetic, gr.
rubrum,
sudorific in smaller.
Io'didum
Jodure'tum,
xx to xxx, alone; or united with tartarized anJoda'tvrrl rubrum, H. Pirioda'tum, Io'didum Hy.
era gy'ricum, Biniodide of Mercury,) with simi- timony, gr. or ij.
lar virtues, in the

IN VERMIN AT10N, Helminthiasis.
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—
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—
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—

—
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White Ipecacuan'ha is obtained from different species of Richardsonia and Ionidium.
The Vio'la. ipecacuan'ha also affords it. It is
weaker than the gray.
Ipecacuanha, Euphorbia" corollata—i. Bastard, Triosteurn perforatum
i. Blanc tie l'Ite\
de France, Asclepias asthmatica
Blanc de
St. Domingue, Asclepias curassavica
i. of the
Isle of France, (Jynanchum vomitorium.

the acrimony is lost, or nearly so, and the smell
very agreeable. It is indebted to its agreeable flavour for its retention in the pharmacopoeias, although it is ranked as an expecto-

is

rant.

j

—

»'.

—

Convolvulus Jalapa.

IRA, Roee.

IRACUNDUS,

Rectus externus oculi.

IRALGIA; from
1

pain.'

Pain

iqis,

'the

and uXyog,

iris,'

in the iris.

IRASCIBLE, Rectus externus oculi.
IRIANCIS'TRON, Iridancist'ron, from

,nig,

and ayxioroor, a hook.' A hooked instrument,
used by Schlagintweit in the formation of an
'

artificial pupil.

lRID.E'A EDU'LIS. One of the
in Scotland

Algse, eaten

and the south-west of England.

IRIDANC1STRON, Iriancistron.
IRIDECTOMEDIALYSIS, see Coretomia.
IR1DECTOMIA, Coretomia.
IR1DENCLE1SIS,

see Coretomia.

IRIDERE'JVIIA, from iQig, and eQiju-og, 'deof.'
Absence of iris, either apparent or

prived
real.

IRIDOD1ALYSIS, Coretomia.
IRIDOPERIPHAK1T1S; from

Q ,g, 'the
around,' and phacitis, inflammation
hemianterior
of the lens. Inflammation of the
sphere of the capsule of the lens.
iris,' nfiii,

,

'

IR1DOTOM1A,

Coretomia.

IRIS, iftg, Gramrni. So called from its
sembling the rainbow in variety of colours.

re-

A

membrane, stretched vertically at the anterior
part of the eye, ill the midst of the aqueous
humour, in which it forms a kind of circular,
flat partition, separating the anterior from the
posterior chamber. It is perforated by a circular opening, called the pupil, which is constantly varying its dimensions, owing to the
varying contractions of the fibres of the iris.
Its posterior surface has been called uvea, from
the thick, black varnish which covers it. The
greater circumference of the iris is. adherent to
the ciliary processes and circle. It has an external plane of radiated fibres and an internal
one of circular fibres: which serve the one to
dilate, the other to contract the aperture of the
The iris receives the irian nerves. Its
pupil.
arteries are furnished by the long ciliary arteries, which form two circles by their anastomoses; the one very broad, near the great circumference; the other, smaller, and seated
around the circumference of the pupil. The
veins of the iris empty themselves into the
Vasa vorticosa, and into the long ciliary veins.
The use of the iris seems to be:— to regulate,
by its dilatation or contraction, the quantity of
luminous rays, necessary for distinct vision.
The different colours of the iris occasion the
variety in the colours of the human eye.

—

Iris.

See Herpes Iris— i. common,

manica— i. Commun,

I.

Germanica— i.

The

pvant.

\

IPO, Upas.

IPOMEA JALAPA,

Iius F(Etiris'sima, Spath'ula fwt'ida, Xyris,
slinking iris.
(F.) his puunt, Glayeut

— the

I.

Ger-

de Flo-

rence, 1. Florentina.
Iuis Florenti'na, Flo'rcntine iris or orris.
(F.) Iris de Florence. The rhizoma of this plant
when
is extremely acrid in its recent state ; and,
chewed, excites a pungent heat in the mouth,
When dried,
that continues for several hours.

root has been held antispasmodic

and narcotic.
Ikis Gkkman'ica.

The

systematic

name of

the Flower-de-Luce, Iris nostras, Jiie.r'sa, Iris
eulgu'ris, Common iris or orris, Gl adi' ultts cseru'
The fresh roots
leus, (F.) Iris common, Flambe.
have a disagreeable smell and an acrid, nauseous taste. They are powerfully cathartic, and
are given in dropsies, where such remedies are
indicated.

IRISDES MARAIS,
I.

Germanica — i.

litis

Pseudac'orus.

tras,

I.

pseudacorus— i. Nos-

Palustris,

I.

pseudacorus,

The systematic name of

the Yellow water-flag, Iris paius'tris, Gladi'olus
lu'tcus, Jlc'orus vulija'ris, Ad or US adulteri!nns T
Pseudac'orus, Bu'tomon, Ac'orus paius'tris. ( F .)
Iris des marais Fauxacore,Flambebalard,Acorc
batard. The root has an acrid, styptic tasteIt is an errhine, sialogogue, and acrid astringent. The expressed juice is diuretic, and said
to be a useful application to serpiginous ami
other cutaneous affections. Rubbed on the gums,
or chewed, it is said to cure toothache.
,

IRIS PUAJYT,

foetidissima— i. Stinking,

I.

I.

foetidissima.

Versic'olor, Blue flag. The rhizoma.
of this is an active cathartic; and has been much
used, as such, by the American Indians. It isreputed to be diuretic.
litis

litis Vulgaris, I. Germanica.
IRISITIS, Iritis.

iris, Itiflamma''
chief symptoms are;
change in the colour of the iris; fibres less
movable; tooth-like processes shooting into the
pupil; pupil irregularly contracted, with the
ordinary signs of inflammation of the eye. If
the inflammation do not yield, suppuration
takes place; and, although the matter may be
absorbed, the iris remains immovable. It is
The general princioften caused by syphilis.
ples of treatment are, to deplete largely and
exhibit mercury freely; along with attention toother means advisable in ophthalmia.
The
free use of quinia is sometimes serviceable.
When the inflammation is seated in the serous
covering of the iris, it is termed Iritis serosa.

IRI'TIS, Inflammation of the

The

tio I'ridis, lrisi'tis.

IRON, Ferrum — Ammoniated, Ferrum ami.

— Carburet Graphites— Black
Oxydum ferri nigrum — Citrate of,
oxyde
Filings, purified, Ferri limatura
Ferri citras —
Hydrated oxide
purificata —
Ferrum oxyHydrated peroxide of,
datum hydratum —
Ferrum oxydatum hydratum — Hydrated
moniatum

of,

i.

i.

of,

i.

i.

of,

i.

i.

tri-

i.

Ferrum oxydatum hydratum — Hydro-oxide of, Ferrum oxydatum hydratum i.
toxide of,

i.

—

—

i. Iodide
Iodide of, see Iodine
of, Ferri lodiPhosphate
Ferri Lactas
i.
durn
i. lactate of,
Pii.
compound,
phosphas
Pills
of,
Ferri
of,
luhe ferri composite i. Protoxide of, lactate of,
i. Protocarbonate of, Ferri ProtoFerri lactas
carbonas i. Sulphate of, Ferri sulphas i.TarTrito-hydroi.
tarized, Ferrum tartarizatum
ferrocyanate of, Prussian blue— i. and Potass,
tartarizatum.
of,
Ferritin
tartrate

—

—

—

—

—
—

IRREDU'CIBLE,

—

(F.) Irreducible.

—

An epitln

t

—

—
MRADUCIBLE
£~iven to fractures, luxations, hernia,

&c. when

they cannot be reduced.

IRREDUCIBLE, Irreducible.
IRREGULAR, Irregularis, arwfiaXog, from in,
and reg'ula, a rule.' A term, chief-

•privative,'

'

ly applied to the types of a disease; and, also, to
the pulse, when its beats are separated by unequal intervals.
1RRKPTIO, Attack.
IIUUGA'TION. hriga'lio: the act of watering or moistening.' The methodical application
of water to an affected part, to keep it constant-

volcanic isle, five miles from .Naples, tlu re arc
several thermal waters: one of which— that of
Gurgitello raises the thermometer of Fahr. to
J 67°.
ISCH'IAGRA,fromm/io., 'the haunch,' and
name given to ischiatic
ayoa, 'a seizure.'
gout.
Fenioro-poplileal neuralgia (q. v.) has,
also, been so called.
ISCHIALGIA. Neuralgia femoro-poplilrea.

—

A

ISCHIAS

'

ly wet.

IRR1TABILITAS MORBOSA.
tendinwn

tus

—

i.

See Subsul-

Vesica:, Cyslerethismus.

IRRITABILITY,
and

Irritabii'itas,

from

irri'to,

usual manner,')
Vis irritabilita'tis, Vis Vitx, Vis
I provoke.'
(?)
in'sita of Haller, Vis vita' lis, of Gorter, Oscillu'tio of Boerhaave, Tonic power of Stahl, Inherent
power, Contractu' ity, Excitability, Incitability,
•&c. A power, possessed by all living, organized
bodies, of being acted upon by certain stimuli,
and of moving responsive to such stimulation.
It is the ultimate vital propert}'.
{in,

'

privative,'

ritus, 'the

'

IR'RITABLE, hritab'ilis. That which is
endowed with irritability. Every living organized tissue is irritable; that is, capable of feeling an appropriate stimulus, and of moving responsive to such stimulus. Irritable is often
used in the same sense as impressible, as when
we -speak of an irritable person, or habit, or
temper. This last condition has been variously

termed Dcbilitas nervo'sa, D. Ercthis'ica, Hijpercine'sia nervo'sa, Neuruslheni! a, JVcurosthejrij'tf, Sensibilitas anom'alu, S. morbu'sa, S.aucta.

1RRITAMENTUM METALLIC UM,

Galva-

NERVOSA ANTICA,

—

Neuralgia

femoro-pretibialis
Nervosa Cotunnii, Neui.
i.
ralgia femoro-poplitasa
Nervosa digitalis,
Neuralgia cubito-digitalis i. Nervosa postica,
Neuralgia femoro-poplitcea i. a Sparganosi,
Phlecrmatia dolens.
ISCHIAT'IC or ISCHfAD'lC, fschiat'icus,^
Isthiad'icus, from tartar, the haunch;' whence
the> word Sciatic.
An epithet given to parts

—

—
—

'

connected with

the

ischium.

~

The Sciatic

Notches,

(F.) Achancrwes Isckiutiques, are
formed by this bone; the Ischiatic Spink be-

longs to it, and gives attachment to the small
sacrosciatic ligament. The Tubeiios'ity ok th r.
Ischium, Os sedenta' rinrn
Tuber Ischii, (Y )
Tuberosity sciutique, is formed by it. It receivt s
the insertions of different muscles of the thigh,
and forms the projection on which the body
rests when seated.
Ischiatic or Sciatic Artery, A. FdmornPoplitee (Ch.) arises singly from the hypogastric, or with the gluteal; and seems to be really
a continuation of the trunk of the hypogastric
It issues from the pelvis, at the lower part of
the great sciatic notch; and, afterwards, divides
into a considerable number of branches, which
are distributed particularly to the posterior and
superior region of the thigh.
,

Ischiatic Veix presents the same arrange-

nism.

IR'RITANT,

ISCHIOCELE

400

Irri'tans.

irritation or pain, heat

That which causes ment.

ISCHIATICUS,

and tension; either me-

Sciatic.

1SCHIATOCELE,

chanically, as punctures, acupuncture, or scarification; chemically, as the alkalies, acids,
;

Ischiocele.
,a X w, 'I restrain,' and
Suppression of perspiration.
'k5<iu)c, ' sweat.'
or in a specific manner, as cantharides, &c.
ISCHIOBLEN'NIA, Ischoblen'nia, from lOX";
Irritants are of great use in the treatment of
The supdisease.
'I restrain,' and AXtvva, 'mucus.'
IRRITATIO, Gargale.
pression of a morbid but habitual discharge of
IRRITA'TION, Irrita'tio, Erethis'mus. The mucus.
VERNO'SUS. Belonging to the
state of a tissue or organ, in whic.h there is ex1SCHI0

&c

ISCHIDRO'SIS, from

;

CA

cess of vital movement; commonly manifested
by increase of the circulation and sensibility.
Broussais defines irritation to be; the condition of an organ, the excitation of which is
carried to so high a degree, that the equilibrium
resulting from the balance of all the functions
In this signification, he also uses
is broken.
the word sur-irrilation, which he considered as
a higher degree, and as the essential cause of
ferer. Irritation is the precursor of inflamma-

Erector penis, Ischio-ure'thral (Ch.)
a small, long, flat muscle, which surrounds
It is
the origin of the corpus cavernosum.
fixed below to the inner side of the tuberosity of
the
root
of
above
to
and
the
penis,
ischium,
the
where it is confounded with the fibrous membrane of the corpus cavernosum. It draws
the root of the penis downwards and back-

tion.

wards.

—

Morbid Ihrita'tion

or constitutional irrita-

tion is that excitement which occurs alter injuries done to the body, or to any part thereof;

constituting cases of diseased sympathy.
IS, Fibre.

ISCA, Boletus

ischium and corpus cavernosum.
Ischio-Caveknosus muscle, Cotlateraflis, Direc'tor penis,
is

Ischio-Cavernosus of the female, Erectorclitor'idis,

Ischio-clitoridien, Superior rotun'dvs

is arranged
less bulky.
It
by aponeurosis, from the tuberosity of
the ischium, and terminates by embracing the
corpus cavernosum of the clitoris, to the erection of which it appears to contribute.

clitor'idis, Ischio sous-clitorien

nearly as in the male, but

(Ch.),

is

arises,

igniarius.

ISCHEMIA, from io/o>,

I retain,' and '«/"<*>
Morbid retention or suppression of an
ISCHIOCELE or ISCHIATOCE'LE, Herhabitual flux of blood, as of the hemorrhoidal or
the ischium,' and
menstrual flux or of epistaxis. (q v.) See nia ischia'tha; from iffjficy,
tumour.' Isrhintic hernia. One in which
y.rlr,,
Haematostatica.
issue
by
the
great
sciatic notch.
It
JSCHiE'MON. Same etymon. A medicine, the viscera
The protruded parts must be
is a rare disease.
which restrains or stops bleeding.
the
patient
being
p'aced
WATERS
OF.
reduced;
in
favourIn
this
a
ISCHIA, MINERAL
'

blood.'

'•

'

;

—

——

——— — —

—

ISCHI0-CL1T0RIANUS
able position, and they

Isciuo-Clito'rian Artery of Chaussier

Ischio-Clitorian Neiive, of the same professor, is the superior branch of the pudic
distributed to the clitoris.

ISC1II0-CLIT0R1DIEJ\; Ischiocavernous

— i.Coccygeus,Ooccygeus
tendinosus

—

i.

Creti-tibial,i$emi-

Femoralis, Adductor inagnus i.
F&mom-ptronier, Biceps flexor cruris i. Perineal, Transversus perina>i
i.
Popliti-femoral,
Semimembranosus i
FopUti- tibial,
Semii.

membranosus

i. Prdtibial, Semi-tendinosus— i.
Sous-clitoricn, lschio-cavernosus
Sous-lroi.
chanltrien, Quadratus fernoris
i. Spini-trochan-

Ischio-trochanterianus i. Urethral, lschio-cavernosus.
lS'CHION, Ischium, Os ischii, Os cozen' dicis
Hip bone, Scut bone, (F.) Os dc Vassiette. The
lowermost of the three portions, which compose the os innominatum in the foetus and
young individual. The inferior region of the
same bone has, also, been called ischium, in the
According to Hesychius, the ancients
adult.
designated by the word ischion, the capsular
ligament of the coxo-femoral articulation, as
well as the articulation itself. Some derive the
word from lo^ig, the lumbar region; others
from the verb io-^uj, I arrest,' I retain ;' because that bone serves as a base or support for
the trunk, when we are seated.
Ischion, Haunch.
terien,

'

—

'

ISCHIOP'AGES, from

Ischion, and nayw, I
monstrous union of two foetuses, in
which they are attached to each other by the
Geoffroy St. Hilaire. See Hypogas'Iachia.
trodidymus.
ISCHIO-PROSTAT'ICUS. Winslow, Sanctorini, Albinus, and Sommering, have given

name

to the fibres of the transversus perimuscle, which go towards the prostate.
ISCHIOSIS, Neuralgia fernoro-poplitsea.

nffii

ISCHIO-TROCHANTERIA'NUS,
Gemel'li.

Gem'ini,
Part of the Marsvpia'lis of Cowper,

Secun'dus
Muscle cannelc,
rien,

et

ter'tius

Ischio-spini-trochantequadrigem' inus, (F.)

Accessoire a Vubturateur insmall, fleshy bundles, long and
the superior on the outside
flat, which arise,
of the sciatic spine ; the inferior behind the
Both pass horizontuberosity of the ischium.
tally outwards, and are attached to the tendon
of the obturator internus, which they accompany into the fossa of the trochanter. These
musoles are rotators of the lower limb outwards. They can, also, turn the pelvis on the

Two

—

femur, in standing

ISCHL,

on one

foot.

MINERAL WATERS

springs, which are in
iodine and bromine.

OF. These
Upper Austria, contain

ISCHlNOPHO'NIA, from
and

Hipp

ifvirt],
,

'

'slender,'
Slenderness of voice.

voice."

ta x <o;,

ISCHN'OTES, Emaciation.
ISCHO, la/w, 'I keep back,'
Hence

Same

Ischurct'kum.

A

medicine

ety-

for relieving

suppression of urine.

ISCHU'RIA,
from

Uri'iuc snppres'sio, Stoppage of
lo'tii, Paru'ria retentio'nis
arrest,' 'I retain,' and ov^ui

Suppres'sio

urine,

to/u),

'I

Impossibility of discharging the urine.
Generally restricted to suppression of the secretion, or to renal Ischuria or Anu'ria.
Ischuria Vera is that in which the urine
having accumulated in the bladder, the patient
is unable to pass it, notwithstanding the incliIn
nation, which constantly distresses him.
the False ischuria, Paru'ria iimps, Paru'ria retentio'nis rena'lis, Ischuria notha sen spu'rin,
(of some,) (F.) Suppression d' Urine, owing to
some disease of the kidney or ureters, the urine
cannot reach the bladder.
Ischuria has likewise received various other
names, according to the seat and character of
the obstacle, which opposes the exit of the urine:
hence the expressions Renal, Ureteric, Vesica!,
Urethral, and Calculous Ischuria.
The Vesical
Ischuria is synonymous witli Retention of Urine,
'

urine.'

which see.
IscHuniA

—

Phimosica, see Phimosicus i.
Spasmodica, Cystospasmus i. Spuria, see Ischuria i. Urethralis a phimosi,see Phimosicus
i. Vera, see
Ischuria i. Vesicalis, Retention

—

—

—

—

of urine.

ISINGLASS,

Ichthyocolla.

ISIR, Elixir.
ISIS NOBIL1S.

See Coral.

ISLE OF WIGHT,

CLIMATE

OF.

This

beautiful island is a favourable summer retreat
Undercliff, (q. v ) is the situation
chosen as a winter residence for phthisical valetudinarians. Cowes, Niton, Sandown, Shanklin, and Ryde, are delightful summer residences.
ISOOH'RONOUS, Isod'romus, from taoc,
'equal,' and yoovoi;, ' time.'
That which taked
place in the same time, or in equal times. The
pulsations of the arteries, in various parts of
the body, are nearly isochronous.
for invalids.

ISOC'H'RYSON, Auto com par ; from

iao ? ,

A

equal,' and ^uvaog, ' gold.'
collyrium, described by Galen as worth its weight in gold.
'

Libavius has also given this

gam, made with equal

name

parts of

to

an amal-

antimony and

mercury.

ISOC'RATES; from taoc, 'equal;' and xenavmm, I mix.' A mixture of equal parts of wine
'

and water.

— Hippocrates.

ISODROMOS,

Isochronous.

ISOLUS1NE. See Polygala senega.
ISSUE PEAS, Aurantia Curassaventia,

see

Fonticulus.

ISTHME DU G OSIER,

Isthmus of the

fauces.

ISTHMION,

Isthmus, Pharynx.
InInfiamma'iio Fau'cium.
flammation of the fauces. See Cynanche Pha-

ISTHMI'TIS,

Galen.

hold firm.'

on ISC110LOCHI'A,from

ISCHOMENIA, Amenorrhea.
ISCHURET'IC,
mon as the next.

'

—

Cur'neum Marsu'pium,

and yaXu,

tazw, 'I restrain,' and Xu/nu, the lochial discharge.'
Suppression of the lochial discharge.

A

fasten.'

x <»i

ta

'

is

division of* the internal pudic, which
the two arteries of the clitoris— the superficial
and decp-scatcd.

is

from

of milk in the mamma?.

ISCHOLO'CHIA

is

a
furnishes

nerve, which

Want

milk.'

'

That which
connected with the ischium and clitoris.

terne.

ISCHOGALAC'TIA,

must be retained by a

ISCHIO-CLITORIA'NUS.

;,

ISTHMUS

401

bandage.

this

—

,

'

1

restrain,' 'I

:

1SCIIOBLENNIA, Ischioblennia.
ISCHOCQIL1A, Constipation.

rynijea and Angina.

ISTHMOS, Pharynx.
ISTHMUS, Isth'mion. A

tongue of land

joining a peninsula to a continent

;

or

which

—
ITCH

—
J. \T
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separates two seas.

Tertium

name Isthmus

Urethra

Anatomists have given the
of the Fauces, Isthmus Fuu'citim,
Claustrum Gut'turis, (F.) Isthme du gosicr, to
the strait which separates the mouth from the
pharynx. It is formed above by the velum palati and uvula; at the sides, by the pillars of
the fauces and the tonsils; and below, by the
base of the tongue.
Isthmus of the Fossa Ova'i.is, Isthmus
Vieusse' nii, is the prominent arch, formed above
the fossa ovalis by the union of the two pillars

RO I'll A

ventriculum,

ITHYPHAL'LUS,
An
(fuXXog, penis.'

Vulva— i. Urinarium,

from ,duc,

'

straight,'

and

amulet, in the form of a
penis, anciently worn round the neck, to which
'

were attributed

alexiterial properties.

ITINERARIUM,

Conductor, Director.
ITIS from m;s, bold,' 'rash.' A suffix, denoting inflammation as encephalitis. Inflammation of the Encephalon. Pleurals," inflammation of the pleura.
'

;

—

—

which bound the cavity.
IVA, Teucrium iva
Arthritica, Teucrium
Isthmus of the Thyroid Gland is a narrow chameepitys i.Moschata Monspeliensium. Teuband that unites the two chief lobes composing crium iva
Pecanga, Smilax sarsaparilla.

—

Isthmus Hepatis, see Lobulus anonymus
Vieussenii, Isthmus of the fossa ovalis— i.

Vieussenii, see Ovalis fossa.
ITCH, Psora i. Bakers', see Psoriasis— i.
Barbers', Sycosis i. Grocers', see Psoriasis i.

—
—

Weed, Veratrum

—

viride.

ITCHING, Parap'sis pruri'tus, Au'talgia
prurigina'sa, Pruri'tus, Pruri'go, Cnesmos, (F.)
sensation, more inPrurit, Demangeuison.
convenient than painful; seated especially at
the surface of the body, and which provokes
the patient to scratch the part. It may be either
an external or an internal sensation that is,
produced by an external body, or by some modification in the organic actions of the part to

A

;

which

Teucrium iva— i. PeTeucrium chama?pitys.
I VOl RE, Ivory.
I'VORY; Ebur, El'ephas, (F.) Icoirc. The
tusk of the elephant. It is chiefly composed of
phosphate of lime, and is used for the fabrication of pessaries, artificial teeth, handles of instruments, &c
Formerly, it entered into some
pharmaceutical preparations, when calcined to
whiteness.
It was regarded as astringent and
anthelmintic, and was called Spodium.

IVY, Hedera helix, Kalmia angustifolia
Ground, Glecoma hedenicea.
IX1A, Varix, Viscum album.
IX1NE, Alractylus gummifera.
1XIR, Elixir.

AD

ITER
1NFUND1BULUM, Vulva— i. a
Palato ad aurem, Eustachian tube i. ad Quartum ventriculum, Aquaiductus Sylvii i. ad

—

—

—

JAMAICINE.

THE HEDGE,

JAMB1ER, Tibial—j. Antirieur, Tibialis antictfs—j. Grele, Plantar muscle j. Posterieur,
Tibialis posticus.

Alliaria.

Senecio Jacobaea.
Senecio Jacobaea.

JACOBEE,
JACOBSON'S ANASTOMOSIS.

JAMESTOWN WEED, Datura stramonium.

See Pe-

JANAMUNDA, Geum

trosal ganglion.

or

JACTITA'TION,

ORIEJ\'TALE,Xe-

JARRETIERE,

from
low Latin, the ham.
A kind of furfuraceous herpes, which occupies
the part of the leg where the gaiter is worn.
JASMIjV. Jasminum officinale.
(F.) Peris'celis, a garter,

garetum or garretum,
jalapa, Phytolacca de-

candra.

JALAP1NE.
JALAP1UM,

See Convolvulus jalapa.
Convolvulus jalapa.
JALAP PA, Convolvulus jalapa—j. Alba,
Convolvulus mechoacan.

JALEYRAC, MINERAL WATERS

Tarantismus.

JARRETIER.PopYdxus, muscle.

lapis.

JAGRE. See Tari.
JALAP, Convolvulus

Jatropha manihot.

JANITOR, Pylorus.
JANITRIX. Porta vena.
JJiXOtf- TJ1RENTISME,
JARRET, Poples.

—

JADEMiPHRITE OU

urbanum.

JANIPHA MAN1HOT,

Jarta'tio,

Rhiptas'mns, Jnctita'tio, from jactare, ' to toss
Extreme anxiety; excessive restlessabout.'
ness; a symptom observed in serious diseases.
JACTITATIO, Inquietude.
phreticus

resti-

formia.

taurea calcitrapa.

JACTA'TION

See Geoffnea inermis.
Corpora

JAMBES DU CERVELET,

j.

IN

i.

different authors for
the ilia, flanks, and loins; most frequently for
the last.
Hippocr.

JACA 1NDICA, Thymus mastichina.
J ACE A, Viola tricolor — Ra'mosissima, CenJACOBiEA,

—

1XOS, Viscum album.
1XUS, Galium aparine.
IXYS, Ixyg. Used by

referred.
Salix.

JACK

i.

tite,

it is

ITEA,

i.

1VETTE MUSQUE'E,

the thyroid gland.
i.

—

in

JASMINUM ARABICUM,

Coffea Arabum.
Jasminum Officina'le, Jasminum, JesemiJes'samine.
the
(F.)
Jasmin.
num;
The flowers
OF. of this beautiful plant have a very fragrant

These waters are situate two leagues from smell, and a bitter taste. They afford, by disMauriac in France, on the road from Clermont tillation, an essential oil which is much esin Auvergne. The waters contain lime and teemed in Italy, for rubbing paralytic limbs, and
carbonate of soda, and are esteemed to be tonic, in he cure of rheumatic pains.
JAT'ROPIIA CURCAS, Rid'inus major,
aperient, &c.
JAMAICA, see West Indies j. Bark tree, Rieintffdes, Pi'neus purgans, Pinho'ncs In'dici,
Faba cathar'tica, Arellano, culhur' Ilea ffvx caBursera jrummifera.
;

i

i

i

—

,

—
JAUNDICE

thar'tica America'na, J\'uz Barbaden'sis ; Physic
Nut. (F.) Pignon d'Inde, Medi.cinier r.atltartique, Grand huricot de P6rou, Pignon de Bar-

JOANNETTE, MINERAL WATERS OF.
\

j

baric, JVoix cathurtique, N. Antericaine ou

des
Jiarbudes. Nat. Order, Euphorbiaceee. The
seeds of this plant afford a quantity of oil, given,
in many places, like the castor oil; to which,
indeed, it is nearly allied. They contain a peculiar acid, the Jatrophic or Igasuric.
The seeds of Jatkopha Multif'ida are
called Purging Nuts, and give out a similar oil.

Jatkopha Elastica.

The

plant affording the Cassa'da or Casaa'va Root,
Caca'vi, Cassa'ce, Caza'bi, Painde Madagascar,
llic" tnus minor, Man'ioc, Mugnoc, Man'iot, Yucca,
Maniibar, Aipi, Aipima coxera, Aipipoca, Janipita.
The juice of the root is extremely acrid
and poisonous. What remains, after expressing
it, is made into cakes or meal; of which the
This
Cassada or Cassava bread is formed.
bread constitutes a principal food of the inhabitants of those parts where it grows.
The fecula of the root forms the Tapioca,
Cipipa, Fcc'ula Tapio'ka, which is very nutritious.
factitious

A

Several springs are found at Joannette, about
The wafive leagues from Angers, in France.
ters are both cold and warm, and contain sulphate of lime; subcarbonate of soda; chloride
of sodium; some iron; chloride of calcium, and,
sometimes, a kind of saponaceous matter.
They are chiefly used as a tonic in chlorosis,
leucorrhoea, &c.

JOHNE, MINERAL
is

a village near

is

met with

in the shops,

in

—

—

kylosis.

JONAS, MINERAL WATERS OF.

and aperient.

Jouan

St.

MINERAL WATERS

ST.,

WATERS

Saint-Malo, in
a cold chalybeate.
water
ACRE, Sedum—j. des Toils,
tectorum—j. des Vignes, Sedum

JOUR,

;

MINERAL

Critiques,

OF.

CANICULAIRES, Dog days—j.
Critical days

JUCATO

dissolved in an excess of carbonic acid.

JECORARIA, Marchantia polymorphia.
JECORARIUS, Hepateros, Hepatic.
JECTIGA'TIO. A word, used by Van Heltnont for a species of epilepsy or convulsion.
JECUR, Liver— j. Uterinum, Placenta.

JEJUN1TAS, Hunger.
JEJUNITIS a term of hybrid
;

from Jejunum,
itis,

a suffix

'

formation,—

the intestine, Jejunum,' and

denoting inflammation.

Inflamma-

tion of the jejunum.

JEJUN1UM, Hunger, Fasting.
JEJU'NUM, from jejunus, 'empty

;'

Nestis,

The

Wharton.

JERSEY, CLIMATE OF.

Jersey is the
largest of the islands of the British Channel,
and is most frequented by invalids. Its climate
closely resembles that of the south-west coast
of England, and especially of Penzance, (q. v.)
and it is adapted to the same class of invalids.

JERUSALEM OAK OF AMERICA,

nopodium anthelminticum.
JESEMINUM, Jasminum

JESSAMINE, Jasminum

Che-

officinale.

officinale— j. Yel-

low. Gelseminum nilidum.
.//: I \Yi:s S£, A dolescence.

JEWS

EAR.

j.

Indicaleurs,

CALLELOE,

Phytolacca

Peziz-i auricula.

JIMSTON WEED, Datura stramonium.
JOANNESIA l'RINCEPS, Anda.

Indi-

de-

JUDiE'US, JUDA'ICUS,

(Lapis,) Phanici'tcs Lapis, Tecol'ithos, (F.) Pierre Juduique.
Called,
stone, found in Judsea, Palestine, &c.

A

Lapis Syriacus. It was formerly esteemed
be diuretic and lithontriptic.

also,
to

JUDGMENT,

Judicium,

(F.)

Jugemmt.

faculty of the intellect, by which ideas are
compared with each other, and their relative
worth appreciated.

The

JUDICIUM, Judgment.
JUGAL PROCESS, Zygomatic

process.
'a yoke.'
The suture, which unites the Os Malm or Os
Juga'lc with the superior maxillary bone. Also,
the sairittal suture.

JUGA'LIS SUTU'RA, from

part of the small intestine comprised between the duodenum and ileum. It
has been so called, because it is almost always
found empty in the dead body.
JELLY, Gelly—j. of the Cord, Gelatin of

17/nri.-.

is

Julus.
Dies.

JOURS

These waters are situate two cating days.
leagues from Billom in Auvergne. They contain chloride of calcium, and carbonate of mag- candra.
nesia

OF.

village, near

a

is

JOULOS,

JAUNE, Yellow—j. d'(Evf, see Ovum.
JAUNESSE, Icterus.
JAW BONE, Maxillary Bone.
ST.,

This

spring is situate to the south-west of Bourbonl'Archambault, in France. The waters contain
chloride of calcium and sulphate of lime; chloride of sodium, and sulphate of soda; carbonate
They are tonic
of iron and carbonic acid gas.

which is in very small, smooth, spherical grains, France. The
JOUBARBE
and is supposed to be prepared from potato
Sempervivum
starch.
It is sold under the name pearl tapioca.
JAUNDICE, Icterus—j. Black, Melama—j. telephium.
JOVE, Genu.
Red, Phenigrnus.

JEAN-DE-GLAINES,

WATERS OF. Johne
Franche-Comte, France,

is

JOUAN,
Tapioca

Dol

a mineral spring, which contains subcarbonate of soda, and subcarbonates of inagnesiaand iron. It is used chiefly asabath in certain
diseases of the skin, and other atonic affections.
JOINT, Articulation—j. Ball and socket,
Enarthrosis j. Dove-tail, Suture j. Stiff, An-

where

See Caoutchouc.

M an' iuot, Jun'ipha. Ma'nihot.

Jatp.opha

JUGLANS
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ivyor,

JUGEMENT, Judgment.
JUGLANS C1NEREA, Butter

Nut, Oil nut,
the root of

The inner bark of

White Walnut.

Juglans (Ph. U. S.1, which is abunUnited States, is used in medicine,
in the form of extract, as an efficacious and
mild laxative, in doses of from 10 to 20 grains.
It is in the secondary list of the Pharmacopoeia
of the United States.
Jugi.ass Recia, Juglans, Nux Juglans, Carya
The Walnut, (F.) Noyer
basil' ica, koqvu, Carya.
The unripe fruit,
(the tree;) Naix (the nut.)
this

tree,

dant

in the

in the state in

which

it is

pickled,

wa3 formerly

esteemed to be anthelmintic. The putantcn or
green rind of the walnut has been celebrated
as a powerful anlisy philitic; and used as a .sort
of diet drink. The kernel is an agreeable article of dessert;
digestion.

but, like

all

nuts, difficult of

—
JUGULAR

JUSTICIA
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Various preparations of the leaves have been

recommended

in scrofulous affections.

JUG'ULAR,

Jugu/a'ris, from jugulum, ' the
Relating to the throat.
Jugular Fossa, Fossa Jvgula'ris, is a cavity
in the pclro-occipital suture.
It is formed by
the petrous portion of the temporal bone, and
by the occipital bone, and lodges the origin of
the internal jugular vein.
It is, sometimes,
called thimble-like cavity.

Jugular Veins, VenxJugala'rcs,

V. sphagit'-

ides, V. apoplec' licx, V. sopora'les.
These are
situate at the lateral and anterior parts of the
neck. They are two on each side; one external,

the other internal. 1. The External Jvgular
Vein,
Trachib sous-cutand, (Ch.) is of Jess
It descends, almost vertically, along the anterior and lateral part of
the neck, from the cervix of the lower jaw to
the subclavian vein, into which it opens, a
little above the internal jugular.
It is formed
by the internal maxillary superficial temporal.
and posterior auricular reins. It is this vein,
which is commonly opened in bleeding in the
neck. 2. The Internal Jugular Vein, V. Ciphalique (Ch.) Vena apoplectica, is much larger
and more deeply seated than the preceding. It
descends, vertically, along the anterior and lateral part of the neck, from the posterior part
of the foramen lacerum posterius as far as the
subclavian vein. It commences at the sinus of
the jugular vein, and receives the blood, which
returns by the sinus of the dura mater, and that
of the facial, lingual, pharyngeal, superior thy-

—

size than the internal.

,

Dicecia

Monadelphia.
The
Juniperus (l'h. U. B.), are
ordered in the pharmacopoeias. Their odoui is
strong, but not unpleasant. Taste warm, punSex. Syst.

feroe.

tops

throat'

—

—

—

and

berries,

Properties dependent upon essential oil,
which they yield to both water and alcohol.
Dose, T}j to ^ss, rubbed with sugar. In Holland, juniper berries are used for flavouring the)
gin. The oil, Oleum juniperi, possesses the
virtues of the plant. It is called by Roland,
gent.

Targar. (F.) Gtntvrier
(the berry.)

(the

plant,) Gcni'etre

Juniperus Lycia. This plant Tliurea, Th.
virga, Arbor thurifcra, has been supposed to
afford the true frankincense, Cedros, Olib'anvm,
Thus Libano'tos, Lib'anos, Thus mtis'culnm,
Thus vcrum. (F.) Enccns. By some, however,
supposed to be the produce of an /imyris.
and by others of the Bosvel'lia serrd'fa. The
odour of olibanum is peculiar and aromatic:
taste bitterish and slightly pungent; partly soluble in alcohol, and forming a milky emulsion,
when triturated with water. It was formerly
used in dysentery and hemoptysis, but is now
never employed, except as a perfume in a sick
it is

room.

Juniperus Sabi'na, Sabina, Savina, Sabina

Bruta, Ccdrus baceifera, Common or
barren savin; Brathu, Brathys, Barathron,
Borathron, (F.) Sabine, Savinier. The odour of
savin leaves is strong and disagreeable. Taste
hot, acrid, and bitter, depending on an essential oil.
Its operation is stimulant, emmenagogue, anthelmintic, and abortive; externally,
roid, occipital, and diploic veins.
escharotic. Dose, internally, gr. v to x of the
JUGULUM. Throat.
powder.
As an escharotic, it is applied in
PENIS, Presse-urethre.
powder or formed into a cerate. The essenJUJUBE, Jujuba, Ziz'yphum. The fruit of tial oil, Oleum Sabinse, (Ph. U. 8.), has the
Rhamnus Zizyphus, a native of the south of virtues of the savine.
Dose two to five
Europe. It was formerly ranked amongst the drops.
pectoral fruits.
Juniperus Virginia'na, Red cedar.
It has an agreeable sweet taste.
This
Jujube Paste, Paste of jujubes.
tree is known throughout the United States by
JULAPIUM, Julep—j. Camphoroe, Mistura the name of savine, and is often used for the
camphors.
same purposes.
ster'ilis,

JUGUM

JULEB,
JULEP,

JUNK.

Julep.

Jula'pium,

Jule'pns,

Zula'pium;

of the Persians. A sweet drink.
A
demulcent, acidulous or mucilaginous mixture.
Julep, Camphor, Mistura camphors
j.
Camphri, Mistura camphorse.

Juleb

Pad.

JUNO LUCINA,

Ilithyia.

JUPITER, Tin.
JURIBAL1, Euribali.

A

tree in the forests

Nat. Fam. Meliacea?.
Class,
of Porneroon
Octandria. Order, Monogynia. The bark is
JULUS, Julos, Joulos, iovI.oc. The first febrifuge, and may be given in powder or indown that appears upon the chin. Rufus of fusion. (5i ad aq. bul/ient. O. ij )
Epliesus.
JURISPRUDENCE, (Medical.) from jus,
JUMEAU. Gemellus.
juris, law,' and prudentia, knowledge,' JurisLA JAMBE, Gastrocnemii. pruden'tia Med'ica. This word is often used
;

—

'

'

JCMEAUX DE
JVMELLE,

Gemellus.

JUlNCTURA,

Articulation.

JUNCUS ODORA'TUS,
nan' thus,

Andropo'gon

chat-

Fcenum camelo'rum, Juncus aromat'-

— Camel's

hay, Sweet rush, Schanuu' tints,
Cal'amns odora'tus, Squinan' tints, Gramc.n ori(F.) .Tone odorant.
entals.
The dried plant.
which is generally procured from Turkey and
Arabia, has an agreeable smell, and a warm,
It was formerly used as a stobitterish taste.
machic and deobstruent.
FEVER. A variety of remittent
occurring in the jungley districts of India.
icus

JUNGLE

JUNIPER TREE, Juniperus communis.
JUNIP'ERUM VJNUM. Wine impregnated
JU'MP'ERUS COMMU'NIS,
tree; Akat'alis, Akat'era.

that

relate

to the

teaching

and

practice

of

medicine.

JUS. Zomos. Soup, broth,
Jus Coagulatum, (Jelly.
Jus D'Herbes, (F.) The

or bouillon.

juice of certain
vegetables administered as depuratives; as the
burdock,
fumitory,
water
of
trefoil, &c.
juices
Jus Jelatl'm, gelly j. dr Rtglisse, see Glycyrrhiza j. de Viatidc, see Bouillon.

JUSQUIAMUS, Hyoscyamus.
JUSQUIAUME, Hyoscyamus.
JUSTICIA BIVALVIS, Adulasso-j. Adhatoda, Adhatoda.

with juniper berries.
Juniper

synonymously with Legal Medicine, which
It is now, as frequently perhaps, emsee.
ployed for the embodied laws and regulations

Arceu'tos, The

Family, Coni-

JustV'cia Ecboi/ium, Carim curini. A Maroot of which, and the leaves,

labar plant, the

—
JUVANS

KEY

40G

JUVENTUS, Adolescence.
JUXTAPOSITION, from juxta,

in decoction, are considered in the country to
be lithontriptic.

A West India plant,

Josti"cia Pectora'lis.

Which

slightly astringent.
(F.) Carmantine,
C. Pectorale, Hvrbe aux Charpe.ntie.rs.
JUVANS, Auxil'ium, Rcmed'ium. A medicine or substance of any kind, which relieves a
is

and ponere, positum,

'

to

place.'

'near

to,

The mode of

increase, proper to minerals; which consists in
the successive application of new molecules

upon those that form the primitive nucleus.
is

It

opposed to intussusception.

disorder.

K.
K. This letter was formerly used
nate a compound of gold.

to desig-

KAVIAC, Caviare.
KAYL, Kaib.
KELOID, Cancroid.

KAATH, Catechu.
KAA WY. Ancient name of an Indian drink, KELOTOMIA, Celotomia.
prepared from maize.
KELP, Varec. The impure mineral alkali,
KA13ALA, Cabal.
obtained by burning certain marine plants. See
K^EMPFERIA GALANGA. See Maranta Soda.
Galanga.
KENNELWORT, Scrophularia nodosa.
K^mpfe'ria Rotun'da. Called after KsempKENTUCKY, MINERAL WATERS OF.
the
naturalist.
Zedoa'ria,
Amo'mum
ier,
ze- The Olympian Springs in this state are near
doaria, Col'chicum Zeylan'icum, Zed'oary. (F.) the sources of Licking river. There are three
Z'tduaire road. The roots of this Ceylonese different kinds, in the space of half a mile.
plant have a fragrant smell, and warm, bit- One of these is saline, impregnated with sulThey are in wrinkled, phur; another is a chalybeate, and a third a
terish, aromatic taste.
gray, ash-coloured, heavy, firm, short pieces; of a sulphureous spring. In various parts of Kenbrownish red colour within; and are stimulant tucky, there are saline waters, which are freand carminative- Dose, Qj to jjj of the powder. quented by invalids. The Salines at Bigbone,
formerly employed in the manufacture of salt,
KAH1NCJE RADIX, Cainca; radix.
KA1B, Kayl. A word employed by the are now resorted to by invalids. A spring, near
Harrodsburg in Mercer county, is strongly imalchemists for sour and coagulated milk.
pregnated with sulphate of magnesia.
KAJEPUT, Cajeput.
KERATITIS, Ceratitis.
KALI, Potash k. Acetas, Potassse acetas
KERATOGLOSSUS, Ceratoglossus.
k. Causticum,
k. Aeratum, Potassae carbonas
K ERATO-IRITIS, A quo-Membranitis.
Potassa fusa k. Causticum cum calce, Potassa
KERATOMUS, Ceratotomus.
cum calce k. Chloricum, Potassa; murias hyKERATONYX1S, Ceralonyxis.
peroxygenatus k. Hydriodinicum, see PotusKERATOPHARYNGEUS, Ceratopharynnitras
k.
k.
Nitricum,
Potassse
soe hydriodas
Oxalicum acidulum, Potass, oxalate of— k. Pra> geus.
KERATOSTAPHYLINUS, Ceratostaphyparatum, Potassa; subcarbonas k. Prceparatum
linus.
e tartaro, see Potash k. Purum, Potassa fusa
KERATOTOMUS, Ceratotomus, Knife, cak. Subk. Spinosum cochleatum, Salsola kali
carbonas, Potassx subcarbonas k. Sulphas, Po- taract.
KERMES
on CHERMES. One of the spePotassse
sulphas
Sulphuricum,
k.
tassa^ sulphas
k. Sulphuretum, Potassa; sulphuretum— k. cies of the genus kermes lives on a green oak,
Tartarizatum, Potassa; tartras k. e Tartaro, see and is called Coccus il'icis, Kermes animal, Coccum, Cocci granum, Coccum baph'icum.infecto'Potash— k. Vitriolatum, Potassa; sulphas.
rium, tincto' riuni, scurlati' num., &c. The oak
KALICUM HYDRAS, Potassa fusa.
to which allusion has been made, is known by
hyPotassa;
IODATUM. See

—

—

—

—
—
—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

KALIUM

KALMIA ANGUSTIFO'LIA.
Kalm.

under the name Querr.us coccifera,
and grows abundantly in the uncultivated lands
of southern France, Spain, and in the islands
of the Grecian Archipelago. The kermes, inhabiting it, has the appearance of a small,
botanistsi

driodas.

the botanist,

hy,

Called after

JVarroic-lcaved laurel,

This plant has the same virtues

Dwarf laurel.
as the next.

Kalmia Latifo'lia, CaVico lush, BroadThis plant kills sheep and other
leaved laurel.
animals. The Indians use it as a poison. The
powdered leaves have been applied successfully
in tinea capitis; and a decoction of it has been
used for the itch. The powder, mixed with
lard, has been applied in herpes.

KAMPHUR,

Camphor.

KAIMIUR, Camphor.

KARABE,

Asphaltum.

KARABITIS,

Phrenitis.

KARENA, Carena.
KASSADER, Convolvulus panduratus.
KASSAUDER, Convolvulus panduratus.
K \TAS \KCA, Anasarca.

KATASTA LTICA,
35

Astringents.

spherical, inanimate shell.

brown; and

Its

colour

is

reddish-

covered with a slightly ashcoloured dust. This is the kermes of the shops.
It is now only used in dyeing; but wasformerlv
reputed to possess aphrodisiac, analeptic, antiabortive, and other virtues.
Kermes Mineral, see Antimonii sulphure-

tum

it

is

prrecipitatum.

KERUA,

Ricinus communis.

KETCHUP

or

CATCHUP. A

pickle pre-

pared from the liquor of the mushroom, walnut,
tomata, &c.
KETMIA jEGYPTIACA, Hibiscus abelrnoschus.

KEY, Sax. cses, Claris, Clcis, Claris An'glica,
An instrument, used
(F.) Clef de Garangcot.

KEYRI

KIRSCHWASSER

40G

It consists of a firm hanfor extracting teeth.
dle, with a claw at right angles to it, and moving
upon a pivot. This claw embraces the tooth.

whitish, opalescent, slightly granular, and may
be compared to the fatly substance that swims
on the surface of soups, after they have been

has undergone several modifications; and allowed to cool.
When taken in conjunction
hence various instruments are used under this with the other phenomena it is an aid in the
denomination. The French have the Clef a diagnosis of pregnancy.
pompe, Clef a pivot, and Clrf a noix.
KILBURN,ML\ERAL WATERS OF. These
It

KEYRI CHEIRI, Cheiranthua
KHALA MIMUC, Bit noben.

springs contain carbonic acid, sulphohydric
acid; carbonates of lime, magnesia, and iron;
sulphates of soda, lime, and magnesia, and chloride of sodium.

cheiri.

KIAS'TER,

Ckiastcr, from ytuiin, 'to cross.'
species of bandage, having the form of the
Chiliogram'ma, from x<* l0 '>
letter %, which the ancients used for approximating, and maintaining in contact, the 'a thousand,' and ynuuuu, *a gramme.' The
fragments of the patella, in cases of fracture of weight of a thousand grammes; two pounds,
It was applied in the form of the eight ounces, one drachm, and twenty-four
that bone.
grains, Troy.
figure 8.
KILOLITRE, from yilioi, 'a thousand,' and
KIBISTITOME, Cystitome.
measure, containing a thouKIDNEY. Its etymology is uncertain. Se- liTQa, a litre.'
from
sand
fancifully
Su.
Goth.
litres.
renius derives it
(quasi,
quidney.)
and
nigh,
KIN
A
KINA,
Cinchona.
belly;
the
quctt,
KINANCIE. Cynanche.
Ren, Nephros, Protmc'sis. (F.) Rein. The kidPertussis.
neys are the secretory organs of the urine. They
Pertussis.
are two glands, situate deeply, the one on the
in the hyKING'S EVIL, Scrofula.
light, and the other on the left side,
KINIUI ACETAS, Quinia, acetate of.
pochondres at the sides of the lumbar verteKININUM, Quinina.
brae; behind the peritoneum; and in the midst
cellular
tissue,
called
KINKINA, Cinchona.
of an abundant, fatty
KINO, Gummi Gambicn'st, Gummi rubrum
Tunica adiposa. The kidney is of a reddishand
flattened
on
two
adstrin'gens
oval
form;
Gambien'sS, African kino, East
colour;
brown
surfaces. It has, at its internal margin, a deep India kino,Amboifna kino, Gummi adstrin'gens
The trees, whence one variety of
fissure, by which the renal vessels and nerves Fothergil'li.
enter or quit the organ, and the ureter issues. this resin is obtained, are not botanically ascerIt resembles, pretty accurately, the haricot or tained. The'London college ascribe it to the
kidney-bean. Two substances are readily dis- Pterocar'pus crina'cea; the Edinburgh to the
tinguishable in it; the outer, Secerning or Cor- Eucalyp'tus rcsinif'era, and the Dublin to the
Butea frond o'sa. On wounding the bark, the
tical, Substantia cortica'l.is, S. glandule/ sa, which
secretes the urine; and the inner, Tubular, Me- kino flows drop by drop. The East India or
dullary or Vriniferous, Substantia medulla' r is, Amboyna kino is thought to be the produce of
Sex. Syst. Pentandria
S. Tubulo'sa, S. Fibro'sa, which appears under the Nau'clea gambir ;
Westtnthe form of small cones or unequal papillae, Alonogynia. JVut. Ord. Rubiaceae.
each resulting from the union of small capillary dia variety is said to be derived from the Coccolubes, adherent by one of their extremities to loba uvifera or Sea-side grape; and a Botany
the cortical substance; and opening, by the Bay kino is said to be the concrete juice of the
other, at the summit of the cone, into ccdices, a Eucalyp'tus rcsinifcra, or brotcn gum-tree of
species of membranous tubes, more or less New Holland, Sex. Syst. Icosandria Monogynia.
numerous, which transmit the urine of the pa- Nat. Ord. Myrtaceoj. Kino consists, chiefly, of
By this (pelvis) is meant a tannin, gallic acid, oxide of iron, and colouring
pillae to the pelvis.
It is inodorous; the taste a sweetish
small, membranous sac. of an irregularly oval matter.
shape, at the base of which are the orifices of bitter; and it is sometimes gritty between the
the calices; and the other extremity of which teeth. It comes to us in fragments of a dark
The kidney is ruby red colour, and is easily pulverized. Its
is continuous with the ureter.
surrounded by a fibrous membrane proper to it. properties are powerfully astringent. Dose, gr.
of
the Morbus x to or. xx, in powder.
Bkight's
Disease
Kidney,
albuminen'Staphyloraphy.
Briirht'ii, jXcplni'tis albvmino'sa,
KI'OTOME, Kiot'omus; from xitav, a pillar,'
siSjJYeph'ria, Disease of Bright, Gran'vlar Dege(F.) Coupeneration or Disorganization of the Kidney, Gra- 'support,' and rtfivttv, 'to cut.
nular Kidney of Bright, (F.) Maladiede Bright, bride. An instrument, invented by Desault,to
A cut any accidental brides or filaments in the
jttat Grauuleux du Rein, Albuminurorrhe'e.
granular disease of the cortical part of the kid- rectum and bladder; and which he, afterwards,
occasion
to
the
gives
secretion
of used for the removal of the tonsils. It is comney, which
urine that contains albumen, and is of less spe- posed of a flat, silver sheath; open at one edge.
This sheath is provided with a cutting blade,
cific gravity than natural, and which destroys
by inducing other diseases. It was first de- which can be forced through the opening, and
scribed by Dr. Bright of London, about ten or thus all the parts can be divided with which it
comes in contact.
twelve years ago.

A

KILOGRAMME,

Greek

—

'

—

A

K1NCOUGH,
KINDCOUGH,

—

;

—

A

M

KIONORKHAPHIA,

'

of Bright, Kidney,
1 d n e v, Granular,
Bright' s disease of the.
KI'ESTEINE, Ki'estein, properly Ky'esteine,
Kt/estein, Cy'cstcine or Cy'estcin, from tvuv,
a garment or
*
to be pregnant,' and ioi)> g,
A peculiar substance, which forms
pellicle.'
a pellicle on the urine of a pregnant female,
when allowed to stand for a few days. It is

KIPPERNUT, Bunium bulbocaslanum.
K IRATE. A weight of four grains, according

K

to Blancard.

KIRRHONOSIS,
K1RKHOSIS,

'

:

i

I

Cirrhonosis.
Cirrhonosis.

KIRSCHWASSER, (G

)
'Cherry water.'
alcoholic liquor, obtained from cherries
bruised with their stones, by subjecting thein to

An

—
KISS1NGEN
distillation, after

ment.

See

having caused them

to fer-

Spirit.

K1SSINGEN, MINERAL
These springs,

WATERS OF

in Bavaria, contain carbonic acid

and chloride of sodium.
KIST. A weight of 1 4 grains. Paracelsus.
KLAPROTHII SULPHAS, Cadmii Sulphas.
KLAPROTUIUM SULPHURICUM. See
Cadmii Sulphas.
KLEPTOMA'NIA; from y.Unrw, 'I steal,'
and mania. Insanity, with an irresistible pro-

—

pensity to steal.

KLOPEMA'NIA,
'theft,'

an

and uuvut,

'

Clopema'nia from

mania.'

jtxonij,

Monomania,

witii

irresistible desire to steal.

KNARESBOROUGH, MINERAL WA-

TERS OF. See
KNEADING,

KUTUBUTH
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Harrogate, mineral waters

of.

Shampooing.

KNEE, HOUSEMAID'S. An

inflammation

straight and sharp on both sides. It is used for
disarticulating bones; and for cutting the soft
parts situate between the bones, in amputation
of the leg and forearm.

Knife en Skrpette,
pttte.

A

(F.) Couteau en sersort of knife, of the shape of a scr-

petle or pruning-knife,

invented by Desault for
dividing the bony paries of the maxillary sinus,
for the purpose of extracting fungi from it.
Lentic'ular Knife, Culter lenticula'ris, (F.)
Couteau lenliculuire. An instrument, used in
the operation of trepanning, for removing inequalities in the inner table of the skull, which
may have been left by the crown of the trephine
around the opening made by it. It is formed
of a lenticular button, fixed at the extremity of
an iron staff, which is convex on one side, flat
on the other; sharp at both edges,and mounted
on an ebony handle.
Lithot'omy Knife, (F.) Couteau Uthutomc.
A name, given by Foubert to a large knife, the
narrow blade of which, four and a half inches
in length, was sharp in its whole extent, and
made an obtuse angle with the handle. He used
it in the lateral operation.

of the bursa, which in most individuals is in
front of the patella, and is apt to inflame and
enlarge from effusion in those in whom it is
subjected to much pressure. Hence its name.
It is a form of capsular rheumatism, (q. v.)
KNEE-SCAB, Crusta genu equina? k. Encircled hoof, Crusta genu equina?.
KNOT, PACKER'S, (F.) Nw.ud d'emhallcitr.
KNIFE. Sax. cniF. Swed.
n f. Dan. A compressive bandage, used for arresting hen i v. (F. ) Cariif. Culter, SinilS, Cullell'us, morrhage from the temporal artery or its
Tomei'on, Tomeus, Maclisefra, Machsfrion, Ma- branches. The naud d'cmballcur is made with
chx'ris, (F ) Coutcau.
A cutting instrument, a double-headed roller, five ells long. A graused in surgery to divide the soft parts, and duated compress is placed over the opening in
which only differs from the bistouri or scalpel the artery, and the bandage is applied over it;
/ip being commonly larger.
the balls of the roller being carried horizontally
The most common knives are the following: round to the opposite temple, where they are
Amputa'tion Knife, (F.) Coutcau a amputa- crossed obliquely and carried back to the part
tion, C. droit, Culler rectus.
This is the largest where the compress is situate. The hands are
of the knives used in surgery. Formerly, they then changed with the rollers, crossing them so
were curved; now they are straight, and pro- as to form a knot, and taking one above the
vided with one or two edges.
head; the other beneath the chin. They are
Cat'aract Knife, Ccratol'omus, Kcratot'- then crossed again, so as to form several knots,
omus, (F.) Coutcau a cataructe. The cataract one above the other. This bandage is called,
knives of Richter, Wenzel, Ward, and others, by some surgeons, Solar or oblique chevestre, or
being intended to perforin the section of the capistrum.
transparent cornea, are so shaped as to exactly
Knot. Surgeon's, (F.) Kmud du chirurgien.
fill the small wound made by them; and thus
A double knot, made by passing the thread!
to prevent the discharge of the aqueous hu- twice through the same noose.
This knot is
mour, until the section is completed. The blade used frequently in the ligature of arteries, in the
of the knives of Wenzel and Ward resembles umbilical cord, &c.
a very narrow lancet, blunt in the posterior
KNOTBERRIFS. Rubus chamsmorus.
five-sixths of one of its edges.
The blade of
KNOTGRASS, Polyo-onum aviculare.
that of Richter is pyramidal, cutting through
KOINO-MIASMATA. See Miasm.
the whole length of its inferior edge, and also
KOLERUS. A name given by Paracelsus to
blunt in the live-sixths of the upper.
dry ulcers.
Ciiksei.dkn's Knife. A knife with a fixed
Elytroirhaphy.

—

K

K

i

KOLPORRHAPHY,

handle; very convex on its edge, concave on
the back, which was used by Cheselden in lithotomy.

Crooked Knife,
vus, (F.)

Culler falca'tus, Culter curCoutcau courbe. A knife, which is

crooked and concave on its cutting edge. It
was formerly employed in amputation of the
limbs.

Crotchet Knife,

Cultcl'lus uncus, (F.) Cou-

A

steel instrument, composed
tcau a crochet.
of a round staff, furnished with a handle at one
extremity, and at the other with a curved knife.
It was formerly used to cut to pieces monstrous
foetuses in utero; and to open the head when
necessary.

Double

Edged Knife, Anccps

cultcl'lus,

Jlmphist me/a, .Im phis' mile, Catling, (F.) Coutcau a dtux tranchans, Coutcau disartievtatevr,
A knife, the blade of which is
C. inlc/osscux.
.

KOLTO,

Plica.

KOPYOPIA.

See Copyopia.

KOIIFS, Cimex.

KRAME'RIA,

Ratan'hia, Rhatan'ia, Rat'anhij

(F.) Ratanhie, Ratankia.

meria triandra;

l

The krameria,

Sex. Syst.

KruTetrandria Mono,

—

gynia. j\'at. Orrf.Polygaleae, is a native of Java.
The root has a bitter taste; and is astringent,
diuretic, and detergent.
Dose, £)j to gj.
Khaiie'ria Ixi'na, or Ratanhy of the Antilles
has similar virtues.
Creosote.

KREOSOTON,
KUA KAHA, Curcuma lonora.
KUTKULEJA, Caeaalpinia Bonducella.
KUTOOKURUNJA,Ca-salpinia

13

KUTUBUTH. An

for a

Arabic name

.nducella.

species
of melancholy in which the patient is never
quiet at any one place, but wanders about here
and thore. Also, the name of an insect, which

—
KYANOSIS

LABYRINTH
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lives at the surface of stagnant waters, and is
in a constant state of agitation.
Some lexicographers imagine that it is on account of this
last circumstance, that the name of the insect
has been given to the disease.

KYANOSIS, Ovariopathy.
KYAPUTTY.Caieput.

KYST

CYST,

or
Kystus, Ctjstus, from *,,.Tis, 'a bladder, ''pouch,' (F.) Kyste.
This term
is generally applied to pouches or sacs, without

opening, and commonly of a membranous nature, which are accidentally developed in one
of the natural cavities, or in the substance of

organs. Many theories have been successively
emitted to explain the formation of cysts, but
KYLLO'SIS,from xuHos, 'crooked,' 'lame,' none are entirely satisfactory. Some are formed
Cijllo'sis.
Professor Chaussier so calls congen- by a thin, translucent membrane; having scarceital distortion of the feet, Clubfoot, Tal'ipes, (F.) ly the thickness of the arachnoid; others of a

KYESTE1NE,

Kiesteine.

Of this there are many varieties. In whitish, fibrocellular membrane, more or less
the foot, instead of resting on the soil, thick. Somecontain cartilaginous or bony flakes.
by the whole plantar surface, touches it only The greater part have but one cavity; others,
with the metatarso-phalangian articulations. It on the contrary, have several; separated by
seems as if turned backwards and broken upon complete or imperfect septa, as is frequently
the leg, (Pes Equinus.) In the other cases the seen in those developed in the ovaries. The
foot is twisted inwards, (Varus, (F.) Cagneux,) matter, contained in cysts, is sometimes limpid,
so that it rests only on the ground on its outer serous, yellowish, white, reddish, and, at others,
edge; or it may be twisted inwards, (Valgus,) more or less thick, albuminous, adipous, or caseor rest only on its inner surface.
In the flat- ous.
The tumour, formed by them, is called
foot, Sar'apus, (F.) Pied plat, the plantar sur- Encysted, which see.
face of the foot is flattened instead of being
Pied

the

but.

first,

KYSTE AJYEVRYSMAL, Aneurisma) sac.
KYSTH1TIS, Cysthi'tis, from xvodo?, the
These deformities are rarely accidental. They
Inflammation of the vulva and of the
are almost always congenital, and may be rec- vagina.'
tified, at an early period, by proper mechanical mucous membrane of the vagina.
means to strengthen the foot gradually and reKYSTHOPTO'SIS, ftom-y.vado?, the vagistore it to its proper shape and direction; and if
na,' and j-k/itcu, I fall.'
Prolapsus or inversion
these means fail, the tendons and muscles conof the vagina.
concave.

'

'

'

deformity may be divided.
KYTTARRHA'GIA, from xvtt*qiov, an alPastinaca opoponax.
KYPHOSIS, see Cy pilosis k.Inflammatoria, veolus,' and nrjruui, 'I break forth.' Discharge
Vertebral Disease k. Paralytica, Vertebral Dis- of blood from an alveolus.

cerned

in the

KYNA,

'

—

—

LA BE,

from

Xctft^avw,

'I seize,' 'I lake,'

act of grasping.' Invasion. Also, employed to denote the first paroxysm of fevers.

'

the

LAB LAB, Dolichos Lablab.
LAB'ORATORY, Laborato'rium, ErgasWrion, from laborare, 'to work.'
A name given

to any place for preparing chemical
LABIA INTERNA seu MINORA, Nymphae. maceutical products, &c.
LABO'RIOUS. Delivery is said
Labia Pudendi, Lips of the Vulva.

Galen, Hippocr.

or pharto be la-

a lip.'
borious, (F.) Accouchement luborievx, when atOrbicularis oris.
tended with more difficulty and suffering than
Labial Aktery. Haller and Sabatier call usual. With some, laborious labour means one
thus the facial artery of the majority of anato- that requires the use of instruments.
See
mists. The labial jarteries, properly so called, Dystocia.
LABOUR, Parturition 1. difficult, Dystocia
or coronary arteries of ike lips, (F.) Coronaires
Morbid, Dystocia 1. Pains, see Pains 1.
1.
des li'vrcs, are two in number. The superior
arises from the facial, above, and very close to, Show, see Parturition.
LABRISULCIUM, Cheilocace, Stomacace.
the commissure of the lips. It is large and torLABRUM, Lip— 1. Cerebri, Infundibulum of
tuous, and is distributed to the upper lip. The
lower arises from the facial, at a considerable the brain.
LABRUSCA, Bryonia Alba.
distance from the commissure, and proceeds, in
LAB'YRINTH, Labyrinth' us, Antrum luca serpentine course, into the substance of the
place, full of turnings, the exit of
cino'sum.
lower lip, to which it is distributed.
Labial Glands. This name is given to a which is not easily discoverable. Anatomists
this
name to the aggregate of parts,
muciparous
follicles,
given
of
of
some
have
multitude
size;
round, prominent, and separate from each other; constituting the internal ear, Lubyrinth'ns auris
which are found on the inner surface of the lips, intimsE, ln'tima pars or'gani audi'tus. The Labyrinth is situate between the tympanum and
below the mucous membrane.
Labial Veins are distinguished, like the ar- meatus auditorius inteinus. It is composed of
They open several cavities, which communicate with each
teries, into superior and inferior.
a division of the internal other in the dried bone; as the vestibule, cochinto the iacial vein;
It is lined by pelea, semicircular canals, &c.
jugular.
riosteum, and also by a pulpy membrane, conLABIALIS, Orbicularis oris.

LABIAL,
LABIAL,

Labia' Us, from Labium,

'

—

—

—

—

A

—

LABIS,

stituting

Forceps.

LABIUM, Lip—

1.

Leporinum, Harelip.

t' ie

membranous

the auditory nerve

is

labyrinth, on

regularly dispersed.

which
This

—

—

LAC
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membrane forms two

sacs in the vestibule,
called sac' cuius vrstil/uli and sac' cuius, (q. v.)
respectively, which resemble in shape, that of
the bony cavities containing them. Each sac

inferius; and is seated in the outer paries of the
nasal fossae.
It is lined by a prolongation of
the mucous membrane of the lachrymal sac ;

and its inferior orifice is furnished with a valvular duplicature.
This duct transmits the
and Oioconies. When the sac is laid tears, which have been absorbed at the great
open, upon the upper and outer part, a partition angle of the eye by the puncta lacry
malia, into
appears, partaking of the nature of the sac, and the nasal fossae.
called by Meckel, Septum vestib'uli nerco'soLach'rymal Caruncle. See Caruncula lamembrana'ceum.
crymalis.
LAC, Milk 1. Ammoniaci, Mistura ammoLachrymal Fossa, Fossa seu Fo'vea lacryma'niaci
1. Amygdala;, Em ulsio amygdalae
1. Asalis, is a slight depression at the upper part of
foetidte,
Mistura asafcetidffl 1. Avis, Albu- the orbit, which lodges the lachrymal gland.
men ovi— 1. Guaiaci, Mistura Guaiaci— 1. Gurn,
LachrymalGlan i), Glan'dula inuomina'ta GaLacca 1. Luna;, Marga Candida 1. Maris, le' ni seu lacryma'lis, is seated in a depression
Sperm— 1. Seed, Lacca— 1. Shell, Lacca— 1. of the frontal bone at the upper, anXerior, and
Stick, Lacca—!. Sulphuris, Sulphur pracipi- outer part of the orbit.
It is of about the size
latum— 1. Terra;, Magnesia? carbonas— 1. Vir- of an almond; and of an oval shape, flattened
ginia, Virgin's milk.
above and below: its great diameter being the
LACCA, from lakah, Arab. Gummi htcrnc, anteroposterior. It is composed of several
Slick-lac, Gum4ac,Seed-lae,Shell-lac, (F.) Laque. small lobules, united by cellular tissue, and
Lac is a substance formed by an insect, and separated by it as well as by vessels and nerves
deposited on different species of trees, chiefly which creep in the intervals.
This gland has
in the East Indies.
The various kinds, distin- seven or eight excretory ducts, which open beguished in commerce, are; stick-lac, which is hind the upper eyelid. Its use is to secrete the
the substance in its natural state, investing the tears, and pour them on the globe of the eye
small twigs of the tree: and seed-he, which is by the excretory ducts.
the same broken off. When melted, it is called
Lachrymal Groove, (F.) Gout Here lacryshell- lac.
male, is the bony channel, which ledges the
Lac was, at one time, used in the form of lachrymal sac. It is sealed at the anterior and
tincture, as a tonic and astringent; and it still inner part of the orbit, and is formed by the os
forms part, of particular dentifrices.
unguis and the ascending process of the upper
LACERATION, Lacera'tio, Rhegma, Ruptu'- jaw bone.
ra, Rupture, from l-acerare, 'to tear:'
DUacera'Lachrymal Hernia or Tumour, Hernia Sacci
tio, Sparagmn, (F.) Arrach.em.ent, Ddchirement,
Lacry mails, is when the tears eater the puncta,
Dilaceration.
The act of tearing or rendino-. hut cannot pass to the nose, and accumulate.
The breach, made by tearing or rending; as a By Anel, this was called Dropsy of the Lachrylacerated wound, Tresis vulnus lacera'tum, La- mal Sac.
ceratu'ra, Vulnus lacera'tum.
Lachrymal Nerve is the smallest of the
LACERATURA. See Laceration.
three branches formed by the ophthalmic nerve.

contains calcareous matter, constituting the
Ololilhes

—

—

—

—

—

—

'

—

LACFRTA, Lizard.
LACERTI CORDIS.

It is

distributed, particularly, to the lachrymal

gland and to the upper eyelid. In its course
Columnre carnea?.
LACER ITJLI CORDIS, Columnar cameos. it gives off a sphxiw- maxillary and a malar filaLACERTUS, Brachium, Muscle.
ment.
LAC'ERUM. Same etymon. Any thing
Lachrymal Passaces, Vtx lacryma'les, (F.)
Voles lacrymal s. The organs concerned in the
secretion of tears, in spreading them over the
eye, and taking them up again to transmit them
into the nasal fossae. The lachrymal passages
are composed of the lachrymal gland, caruncle,
puncta, ducts, the lacltrymal sac, and the nasal

torn, or appearing as if torn.

Foea'mes Lac"eritm Ante'rius,
dic/iire"

(F.) Trou

antdrieur, Hiatus sphino-petrevx, (Ch.)

an irregular opening, formed by the sphenoid
and petrous portion of the temporal bone. This
foramen transmits the third, fourth, and sixth
pair of nerves and the first branch of the fifth
pair to the eye and its appendages.
Foramen Lace rum I'oste'rius, Foramen
is

duct.

Lachrymal Puncta, Puncta Lacrymalia, (F.)
Points lacrymaux, are two small, round, and
contractile openings, situate in the centre of a
tubercle, about a line and a half distant from
the inner commissure of the eyelids, and continuous with the lachrymal duets. These ducts,
(F.) Conduits laerijuiaax, Lacry ma' I es Carta/ic'uales seu Ductus lacryma'les, D. lacryma'les, Darius lacryma'les lateru'lcs, D. punrio'rum

jugula'rB, F. lacerum in Basi Cranii, (F.) Trou
declare, paste rieur, Hiatus occipito-petrcut, (Ch.)
is formed by the occipital bone and the inferior
edge of the petrous portion of the temporal
bone. Through it, the internal jugular vein,
the eighth pair of nerves, and accessary nerve
pass out of the cranium.

LACIIRYMA.Tear.

1

Sec.also, Vitis vinifera.

lacrijma' Hum, Car' nua I (tcryma'lia, Collie" ixpunc-

Lacryma'lis, from lae'ruma,
Belonging to tiie tears. This epithet
a tear.'
is given to various parts.
Lachrymal Artery proceeds from the ophthalmic and distributes its principal branches
to the lachrymal gland.
Lachrymal or Nasal Canal or Duct, Ca-

to'rum lacry ma' Hum, Canalic'uli lima' cum, Cornua Lima'cum, are two in number a superior
and an inferior which extend from the puncta
to the lachrymal sac.
They seem formed by a
very delicate prolongation of the conjunctiva,
which is continuous with the mucous membrane of the lachrymal sac, (F.) Reservoir des
larmes;
the Sacr.us seu Sinus seu Lacus lacryma'lis, Infundib'ulum lacry ma' le, Siccus lacry-

LACH'RVMAL,

'

—

;

itasa'/is, DucCana' lis sacci lacryma'lis,
Ductus ad Ntisum, is formed by the superior
maxillary bone, os unguis, and os turbinatum

na'lis lucryntulis,

—

Canalis or'hitx

tus nasa'lis orbits,

35*

—

ma'lis.
i

Lachrymal Veins accompany

the artery of

—

—

'

LACHRYMATIO

the same name, and open into the ophthalmic
und palpebral veins.
LACHRYMA'TIO, Epiphora. Also, a profuse secretion of tears from any cause
Weep-

—

LAIT
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stronger degree of bitterness than the L. saliva.
has similar virtues with the next.
Lactuca Viro'sa, L. grav'eolcns, Strongscented Lettuce, (F.) Laitue vireuse. The odour
ing.
of this plant, the leaves of which are used in
IS, Plexus.
medicine, is strongly narcotic, and the taste
TINCTORIUS, Lichen roccella. bitter. They are narcotic, diuretic, and apeLACONICUM, Vaporarium. See Stove.
rient: and have been used in dropsies. Lactu'LACQ, Laqueus.
ca clonga'ta, or Wild Lettuce of the United States,
LACRUMA, Tear.
lias been employed for the L. virosa.
LA CRY MA. Tear.
LAOTUOIMEN, Aphthae.
LACTATION, Tithcncsis, Tkela'sis, Tltehis'LACTUCIMINA, Aphtha;.
)
mus, Lacta'tlo; from ladtco, (lac, mil k,' I suckle,'
Porrigo larvalis.
'I give milk.' Suckling:
LACTUMINA, Aphths.
the giving of suck, (F.)
Alluitement. The French have four varieties of
LACU'N A, from tacus, ' a lake or deep ditch.'
lactation.
Mater mil A Fossa or Ditch. Anatomists have given this
1. Allaitcment matcrncl,
Lactulion, when the mother suckles the child. name to small cavities in the mucous mem2. A. Stranger, mercenairc,
when another branes, the parietes of which secrete a viscid
suckles it. 3. A. artificiel, when the child is humour. Certain lacunar are but the excretory
brought up by hand. 4. A. animal, when the orifices of mucous crypts. They are very visible in the rectum, vagina, urethra, &c. Somechild is suckled by an animal.
times, lacuna is used synonymously with crypt.
LACTEALS, Chyliferous vessels.
LACTEUS, Lactic.
Lacuna, Fontanella 1. Cerebri, InfundibuLACTIC, Lac'leus, from lac, milk,' apper- lum of the brain, Pituitary gland 1. Folliculus,
taining to milk.
Crypta.
Lactic Acid Ac''idum Lad'teum, Acid of milk,
VENTRICULI QUARTI SUAcidum Lactis. This has been recommended PERIOR, Valvule Vieussenii.
LA LAJYGUE, Caecum foraas a therapeutical agent in atonic dyspepsia,
owing to its being presumed to be one of the men.
LACUS LACRYMALIS, Lachrymal sac.
gastric acids secreted in health. It is given
Lacus Laciiryma'rum. A small space in the
cither in the form of lemonade or of lozenges.
The acid is obtained either from milk or from inner angle of the eye between the lids, towards
which the tears flow, and at which the trianguthe juice of the red beet.
lar canal formed between the closed lids termiLACTICA, Typhoid.
It

—

:

LAC

LACMUS

LACTUMEN,

'

—

—

—

—

—

'

LACUNAR

LACUNE DE

LACTICIN1A, Parotid.
LACTIF'EROUS, Galactoplt'orus,
from

Laclif'erus,

nates.
(q.

LADA,

v.)

Lactiferous
Ductus

'

LADENDO, Influenza.
LADIES-MANTLE, Alchemilla.
LADIES-SMOCK, Cardamine pratensis.
LADRERIE, (F.) from Xaidoog, 'deformed.'

Vaisseaux ou
conduits lactiferes, are the excretory ducts of
the Mammary Gland, which see.
lactifcri vel

Piper nigrum.
See Cistus creticus.

LADANUM.

milk,' and fe.ro, 'I carry.'
Vessels or Ducts, Tub'uli

lac.

lactiferi, (F.)

Lactiferous or Lacteal Swelling. A tu- (F.) Liproserie, Muladrtrie. A vulgar name
mefaction of the breast, supposed by Sir Aslley for the elephantiasis (q. v.), or Lepra. Also, an
Cooper to arise from a large collection of milk hospital for the reception of the leprous.
LADYBIRD, Coccinella septempunctata.
in one of the lactiferous tubes, the result of
LADYBUG, Coccinella septempunctata.
chronic inflammation of the tube near the nipLADYCOVV, Coccinella septempunctata.
ple, with closure of its aperture, and obliteraLJBMOS, Pharynx.
tion of the canal for an inch or more. The tube
LJ'.SION, Lesion.
requires to be punctured.
LiETIFICANTIA, from Isetifico, (hr.tus, and
LACTIF'UGA, Lac'lifugc, from lac, 'milk,'
and fugo, I drive away.' Medicines which facio,) I make glad.' Medicines, formerly used
'

'

dispel milk.

LACTIN'IA, from

lac,

'milk.'

Food

pre-

as cordials, in depression of spirits,
LAGNEIA, Coition.

&c.

Furor Fcemininus, NymphoFuror masculinus, Satyriasis 1. Sa-

LAGNES1S,

pared with milk.

LACTIPOTOR. Galactopotes.
LACTIS REDUJNDANTIA, Galactia.
LACTIVORUS, Galactophagous.
LACTU'CA, from lac, 'milk;' so called

mania

1.

—

lacitas, Satyriasis.

L\GOCHEILUS,

Harelip.

LAGONES, Flanks.
LAGONOPONOS, Pleurodynia.
LAGOPHTHAL'MIA, from ;.uyc.c,

from
Gar-

milky juice. Lactvea sati'va, Lettuce,
Lettuce, Eunu'chilim Meco'nis, Thridax,
Cherbas, (F.) Laitue ordinaire. It is used as a
wholesome salad. The seeds possess a quantity of oil, which, when formed into an emulsion, has been advised in ardor urinee, &c.
its

—

den

'a hare,'

and o<t&aAfj.og, 'an eye,' Hare's Eye; Lcpori'A vicious arnus Oculus, (F.) (Eil dc Liivre.
rangement of the upper eyelid, which is so retracted, that it cannot cover the globe of the
sleep.
It has been asserted, that
The inspissated juice, Lactuca' rivm,, Thrid'- eye during
this condition of the eye is natural in the hare
ace, resembles, in odour and appearance, that
asleep.
of opium, and is, like it, narcotic, but uncertain. when
L\GOPHTHALMUS, Geum urbanum.
Dose, gr. j to x and more.
Harelip.
LAGOSTOMA,
Lactuca Elongata. See L. Virosa.

Lactuca Graveolens,
tris,

Lactuca Scariola,
(F.)

L.

Laitue

Scariole.

L

LAICUE.

Virosa— 1. Sylves-

L. scariola.

LAIT, Milk

L. Syhes'tris, Scariola,

saurage, possesses a

Sarsaparilla

bles, Sarsaparilla

I.

I.

Germanica

l.dcs Sa-

Germanica.

Looch ex ovo
iVAmandes, Emulsio

Adoucisiiut.,

d'Anesse, Milk, asses'

—

/.

LAIT REPANDU
amygdakc—

/.
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LAMLYEUX, Lamellar.
LA'MIUM ALBUM, Urli'ca

d'Atafatida, Mistura asafcetidaj-

Brebis,M\\k, ewes'
— Bf.vrre,Umivnm\k~l
Caillc, Curds—/, dc Cfibre, Milk, goats'—/.
Epandte, L. repaadu—l. dc Femme, Milk, human
— dc Jument, Milk, mares'—/, de Eoule, see
t-de

.

,le

/.

1.

Ovum-/.

( /c Vuchc, Milk of the
Virgin's milk.

LAIT RKl'AXDU,
popular expression in

cow—/.

Virginal,

Lait

A
is

in uterine

—

hemorrhage, and in

to diffusion or deposition of milk.

Laxium Montanum,
1.

Melittis melissophyllum

—

LAKEYVEED, Polygonum
LALIA,

for

LAMBDACISMUS,

LAMBDOID

or LAMBDOl'DAL, Lambfrom the Greek letter A, /.aupdu, and
'shape,' resemblance.' Anatomists have
'

given the name Lambdoiual Suture, Sutu'ra
lambdoida'lis, S. Prurw, to the suture, formed bv
the parietal bones and the occipital, because it
resembles the letter A, lambda, of the Greeks.

—

the Occip' itu-parictal suture,
Suture occipiIn this suture, the ossa Wormiana
(Ch.)
are most frequently met with; and the denticulations are most distinctly marked.
LAMB1TIVUM, Eclectos.
LAME, Lamina /. Cornie, Taenia semicircularis
/. Ruyscluennc, Ruyschiana tunica.

It is

tale,

—

LAMELLA, Lamina.
LAMELLAR, Lamcllo'sus,

—

,

Claudication.

Lamella, (F.) Lame. A thin, flat
part of a bone; a plate»or table, (q. v.,), as the
cribriform lamina or plate of the ethmoid bone.
Lamina and Lamella are generally used synonymously; although the latter is properly a
diminutive of the former.
Lamina Cribkosa, see Cribtt 1. Prima cutis,
Epidermis.

LAM'INA,

—

Lamina

Spira'lus,

A

Zinci oxydum.
Saponaria, Verbascum nigrum.

LANCE BE MAURICEAU,

(F.)

An

in-

strument invented by Mauriceau for perforating
the head of the fuelus.
A perforator.

LANCET,

Lunce'ola, Lancet' ta, Sckaste'rion,
(F.) Lancctte,
diminutive of lancca, ' a lance.'
surgical instrument, used in the operation of

—

phlebotomy. It is composed of two parts, the
handle, (F.) Chasse, and the blade, (F.) Lame.
is made of two small
plates of
ivory, bone, or shell, movable on the blade, for
whose preservation they are intended. The
blade is formed of well polished steel. Lancets
are made of different shapes; some beingbroad-

The former

shouldeicd— others, spear-pointed.
distinguish

three kinds:

The French

Lancctte a grain
d'urge, which, on account of the almost oval
shape of its point, makes a large opening, i.
The L. a langue dc serpent, which is very narrow towards the point; and, 3. The L. a grain
d'avoine, which holds a medium station between the two former, and is generally pre1.

ferred.

Lamina' ted, (F.)
Lamclleux, Lamineux, composed of thin lamina or leaves as the Lamellar or lam! incited Tissue ; i. e. the cellular tissue.
LAMELLEUX, Lamellar.

LAMENESS,

Xanthium.

Lapsana.
Cicindela.

A
Lallation.

dol'des,

—

OF.

LANA PH1LOSOPHORUM,
LANARIA,

hydropiper.

r

It.

ttdog,

LAMPYRIS,

\ oice, articulated.

LALLA'T ION, LuUu'tio,Lainbdacis'inus, Lullaby speech.
Sauvages uses this term for a vicious pronunciation, in which the letter L. is
improperly doubled, or softened, or substituted

France.

LAMPriANA,

—

WATERS

the department of
Temperature, 184°.

LAMPOURDE,

Lactuca scariola /. Scariole, Lactuca scariola
/. Vireuse, Lactuca virosa.

It

rubrurn, Galeopsis.

Isere,

LAITEROJf DOUX, Sonchus olerao.cus.
LAITUE ORDINAIRE, Lettuce—/. Saumge,

leucorrhrjea.

not used.

comprehended every kind of disease (and partiLAMOTTE, MINERAL
cularly vague pains) occurring after delivery; all These thermal springs
are in
being ascribed

Ga-

Dead Nettle, While Arch'nngr.l Nettle, (FT) Ortie blanche, Ortie morte. Infusions of this plant have been recommended
is

epaneU.
France, under which
(F.)

mor'tua,

Icop'sis, Arehangel'iea,

Septum

Septum
partition between the
scalx,

The
for the

Abscess Lancet is merely a large lancet
purpose of openino- abscesses.

LA NCEOLA, Lancet.
LANCETTE, Lancet.
LANCIA'A.Yr, Lancinating.

LAN'CINATING,

Lan'cinans, from lancina(lancca, 'a lance,') 'to strike or thrust
through.'
(F.) Lancinanl, (substantive, Glancewent.)
A species of pain, which consists in
lancinations or shootings, similar to those that
would be produced by the introduction of a
sharp instrument into the suffering part. It is
especially in cancer, that this kind of pain is
rc,

v

felt.

LANDS

END, CLIMATE OF.

The

cli-

mate of the Land's End, in England, resembles
that of the south of Devonshire, but it is more
modiolus
is
the
relaxing.
next
It is considered to be most likely to
mainder, or that part next the opposite side of prove beneficial in consumptive cases, in which
the scnl.-e, is composed of a cartilaginous mem- the disease is accompanied by an irritated state
brane, called, by Valsalva, Zona Cucltlcx. By of the pulmonary mucous membrane, producing
some anatomists, the lamina is divided into a a dry cough. Where the system is relaxed,
Zona os'sea, and Z. mollis. By others, it is con- and the secretion from the lungs considerable,
coch'lex t/udito'rix.
scalae of the cochlea.

The larger part of this,
formed of bone. The re-

consist of four lamina', when exa strong glass: a Zona ossea, next
a Zona coria'cea, on the outer
to the modiolus
and a Zona
side of this: a Zona vcsicula'ris
membrana'cea, which is, perhaps, the lining

sidered

to

amined with

—

—

membrane of the cochlea.
Lamina Spongjosa Nasi, Turbinated

bones.

LAMINA'RIA DIGITA'TA,

Tangk. One
Scotland, and hawked

of the Alga; eaten in
about the streets with the Pepper-dulse,

LAMINATED,

Lamellar.

(q. v.)

the climate, it is conceived, will generally prove
injurious.
As a brumal ietreaf, the southern

coast of Devonshire would seem to be preferable to

it.

LANG E AC, MINERAL WATERS OF.—
Acidulous, mineral waters at Langeac, in the
department of Haute- Loire, France! They are
employed as refrigerant, aperient, and diuretic.

They contain carbonic

acid, carbonates of soda

and magnesia, and a little iron.
LAN Gil AQUA EPILEP'TICA, Epilep'tic

——

—
1

LAXGUE

LARYNGEAL
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Water of Langius, formerly employed against fusus sulphatis paucillo mixtus— 1. Bard in s, CorSepticus, Causticum commune
It was composed of the flowers of nelian
1.
1.
the convallaria and lavender, Spanish vine, cin- Septicus, Potassa fusa
Specularis, 8, lucimistletoe,
SyderitiB,
Magnet
Syriacua, Ju
namon, nutmeg,
peony and dittany dum 1.
Viui, Potasses Bupertartras impurua.
1.
roots, long pepper cvbebs, and rosemary flowers. (lapis)
UiNGUE, '1'ongue I. dbaisseur tic la, Glos- LAPPA, Galium aparine, Lippiludo— 1. Misocatoclius /. de Carpc,see Lever /. de Cerf, nor, Xanthium.
LAPPULA HEPATICA, Agrimony.
Asplenium scolopendrium (. de Ckien, CynoLAPSA'NA, Lampsa'na, Napium, Papilla'glossum /. de St7/.i<:;i/,Ophioglossum vulgatum.
ris herba, Dock-cresses, Nipple- Wort. (F ) Lamp'
LJNGUEUR, Languor.
LANGUOR, Jipk'esis. (F.) Longueur. A sane, lleibc aux Mame/lis. This plant is a lacspecies of atony, (q. v.) depression, or debility, tescent bitter. It has been chiefly employed,
however, as an external application to sore
winch generally comes on slowly.
LANUGO PRIMA, Geneias— 1. Pudendorum, nipples, &c.
LJIQ. Laqueus.
Pubes I. Siliquee hirsute, seeDolichos pruriens.

—
—

cpileps}'.

—

—

,

—

—

I.

—

—

—

—

1

—

LANUVIUM.

LAQUE,

Vulva.

Lacca.

LA'QUEUS, Funis. A cord or ligature or
LAON'l'CA CUKA'TIO. A mode of treating
the gout, which consisted in the employment bandage, with running knots; — a Noose, a loop,
of local applications, proper for evacuating the Brochos, Pach'etos. (F.) Laq ou Lacq. The
is applied to a bandage or fillet of any
kind, attached by means of a loop upon any
part with the view of fixing it; as in certain
cases of labour, where a hand or foot presents
LAPARA, Abdomen, Flanks, Lumbi
LAPAROCE'LE, from "/.anuoa, the lumbar or to facilitate extension in luxations and fracregion,' and />,'>,. a tumour.' Lumbar Hernia, tures.
Laqueus Gut'toris, Noose of the throat'
through a separation of the fibres of the quadratus lumborum, and a protrusion of the apo- Violent inflammation of the tonsils, in which
neurosis of the transverse muscle, on the out- the patient appears as if suffocated bv a noose.
LARCH. Pinus larix.
side of the mass common to the sacro-lumbalis
LARD, Adeps smlla.
and longissimus dorsi. Cloquct.
LAPARO-ENTEROT'OMY, Lap'aro entero- LARDA'CEOUS, from lardum, * lard ;' the
An epithet given to certain ortom'ia ; from Xanaqa, the lumbar region,' the fat of bacon.
'abdomen;' trrtQov, ' intestine.' and tuid;, in- ganic alterations in the textures, whose aspect
cision
The operation of opening the abdomen and consistence resemble lard.
LARGE, Broad.
and intestinal canal, for the removal of disease.

term

morbific matter.
LAOS. Tin.

LA FACTIOUS,

Cathartic.

;

'

'

'

—

'

'

'

LAPAROCYSTOTOMIA. See Lithotomy.
LAPAROSCOPE, Abdominoscopia.

LARIX.

Pinus

larix.

LARKSPUR, BRANCHING,

Delphinium

consolida.
LA PA liOTOM Y. See Gastrotomy.
L.IIIME. Tear.
LAPATHOS, Rumex acutus.
LAPATHUM, Rumex acutus — 1. Aquaticura, L.I RM 1 EM EAT. Epiphora.
LA-ROCHE POSAY, MINERAL WATERS
Rumex hydrolapathum l.Chinense, Rheum
Rheum — I. Sanguineum, Rumex OF. Simple sulphurous waters in the depart1. Orientate,

—

sanguineus 1. Unctuosum, Chenopodium bo- ment of Vienne, Fiance.
LARVA. Mask.
nus Ilemicus.
LAPIUIL'LUM. Blasius has given this L.iliYNGE, Laryngeal.
LARYNGE'AL, Laryngeus. (F.) Larrjnge,
name to a kind of scoop, used, in his time, for
Same etymon as Larynx, (q. v.J
Laryngien.
extracting stone from the bladder.
That which belongs to the larynx.
LAPIS, Calculus.
Laryngeal Arteries are given off from the
Lapis Accipitrdh, Hicracites 1. Aerosus,

Calamina

—
—

—

—

1.

Ammoniaci, see Ammoniac gum thyroid

— Armenius, Melochitee
Aureus, Urine — Bezoardicus, Bezoar —
sulphas
— Calaminaris, CalaCaeruleus. Cupri
Carneolus, Cornelian —
Cnusticus,
mina —
Potassa cum calce — Causticus, Potassa fusa
— Collyinus, iEtites — ContrayervoD, P. conCyanus, L. lazuli —
trayervffi compositus —
Hematites, HaemaFulmineus, Ceiaunion —
lleracleus, Mao-net —
lnfernalis, Artites —
Infernalis alkalinus, Potassa
genti nitras —
fusa— Infernalis sive septicus, Potassa. cum
calce — Judaicus, Juda?us
)
1.

Aninialis, Blood

1.

1.

1

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

I.

1.

1.

I.

1.

(lapis.

1

Lapis Laz'uli. Lapis Cyanus,

J] sulci,

;

;

—

—

—

—

;

laryngis
inferior.
off from

the trunk of the pneumogastric, at the upper
and deep part of the neck. It passes downwards and inwards, behind the internal carotid
artery, and divides into two secondary branches:
the one. external, which distributes its filaments

on the outside of the larynx, to the sternothyroid, hyothyioid, constrictor inferior, cricothyroid muscles, &c. The other, the internal,
which crosses the thyro-hyoid membrane, and

Laz'- ijives filaments to the epiglottis, the

Pierre d'azur, Outremer.
A stone, of
and closea beautiful blue colour; opake
grained fracture dull. It is composed of silex;
alumine; carbonate and sulphate of lime; oxide
of iron, and water. It was formerly looked upon
as a purgative and emetic, and given in epilepsy
Lapis Malucessis, Bezoard of the Indian
porcupine 1. Nautir us, Magnet 1. Phcenicites,
Judnsus (lapis) !. Tnrc'mns. Bezoard of the InPrunellce, Potassa? nitras
1.
dian porcupine
utile, (F.)

arteries.

Laryngeal Nekves, (F.) Nerfs
are two in number — a superior and
The superior laryngeal tier re is given

mucous

the pharynx and larynx, to the
arytenoid gland, the arytenoid and cricothyroid
muscles, and ultimately anastomoses with the
inferior laryngeal nerve. The inferior laryngeal

membranes of

nerves or rccur'renls, Kervi reversi'vi, RameaUT
TrackiauX (Cliaus.), arise from the trunk of
They
the pneumoaastric within the thorax.
ascend in the furrow, which separates the trachea from the oesophagus, to be distributed on
the neck, after having been reflected ;— the left

—

—
LARYNGEAL

LATENT
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around the arch of the aorta; the right, around by a number of muscles, and lined by a mucous
the corresponding subclavian. They send oft' membrane, having certain membranous reflecfilaments to the cardiac plexuses; to the pari- tions, constituting the superior ligaments of the
etes of the oesophagus, and trachea; to the thy- glottis, &c.
roid gland
to the inferior constrictor of the
Parts composing the Larynx.
pharynx; the posterior and lateral cricoarytef Thyroid,
noid and thyro-arytenoid muscles; and to the
Cricoid,
,-i
mucous membrane of the pharynx and larynx. i1. />
Cartilages,
< ^
.,
,
'
1 wo Arytenoid,
Laryngeal Veins open into the internal
^Epiglottis.
jugular.
Winslow gives the name Laryngeal to
f
( Sterno-thyroid.
the superior tin/raid artery, (q. v.)
Constrictors of the
LA 11 YNGEAL, Laryngeal.
;

'

|

|

LARYNGISMUS STRIDULUS,

pharynx.

Extrinsic, {

Asthma

All the muscles of
the hyoid region.
Crico-thyroid.
Crico-arytenoid, pos-

thymicum.

LAKYNGITE (EDEMATEUSE, CEdemaof
the glottis

—

/. avec
production de Fausses mem- 2. Muscles,
branes, Cynanche trachealis /. pseudomembraneuse, Cynanche trachealis /. avec secretion de
Pus, Phthisis laryngea.

—
—

terior,

Intrinsic,

^ Crico-arytenoid,

Larynx, and itis, a
suffix denoting inflammation ; Inflamma'tio Laryn'gis, Cynanche larynge'a, Angina laryngea,
(F.) Calarrke laryngien, Angin'e laryngi, Injlamiua' tion of the Larynx. This disease, in
some measure, resembles croup; but is usually
devoid of that peculiar, sonorous inspiration,
which attends the latter. There is, also, pain
upon pressing the larynx; and, whilst laryngitis is a disease of more advanced life, croup
attacks children. The membraniform exudation is, also, alisent; probably, because the inflammation, being seated above the glottis, the
coagulated lymph is readily expectorated. It
requires the most active treatment.
Laryngitis, Chronic, Phthisis laryngea 1.
CEdematous, (Edema of the glottis 1. Submucous, CEdemaof the glottis Let Tracheitis

—

—

infantilis,

Cynanche

trachealis.

LARYNGOG'RAPH Y,
from XaQvy^,

'

An

scription.'

Laryngogra'phia;

the larynx,' and YQ a 'P'h a deanatomical description of the
'

larynx.

LARYNGOL'OGY.fronUaovyl,

'the larynx,'
treatise on the larynx.

a treatise.' A
LARYNGOPH'ONY, Trackcoph'ouy,

and loyo?,

'

Laryn-

Tra' cheat voice, from Larynx, and
(/ion);,
The sound heard in health,
voice.'
when the stethoscope is placed over the larynx or trachea, at the time the person speaks.
The voice appears to pass immediately up
similar
to the ear of the Auscultator.
physical sign exists when there is a cavity in
the luncfs, and the instrument is placed over it,
whilst the patient speaks. See Pectoriloquy.

geal

voice,
'

A

LARYNGOT'OxMY,

Laryngotom'ia,

la-

teral,

LARYNGI'TIS, from

Thyro-arytenoid,
3.

A

(^Arytenoid.

[

Mucous Membrane
Epiglottic,

*•<*•»*
5.

6.

ysgs?
(Thyro-hyoid

Membranes,

£ Crieo-tnvroid.

Cricoarytenoid
^Thyro-arytenoid.

Ligaments,
'
°

\

The vessels and nerves of the
called laryngeal.
The larynx

larynx are

destined to give passage to tho
air in the act of respiration, and to impress
upon it certain modifications, which constitute
the voice. Its dimensions vary in different individuals.
In men, it is always larger and
situate lower than in women.
is

Larynx, Pellicular or Plastic Inflammation of the, Cynanche trachealis.
LASER, Laserpitiuin /. a Larges feuilles,
Laserpitium la ti folium.
LASERPIT'IUM, Laser, SiFphium, o-io? a,X(ptor.
A term applied, anciently, both to a
plant and its juice, with the nature of neither
of which we possess any precise information.
Bentley, Laurence, GeofTroi, &c, regarded it
to have been the same as our asafoetida:
Theophrastus, Dioscorides, and the ancient Scholiast
on Aristophanes, however, by assigning a sweet

—

—

and agreeable flavour to the laserpitium, discountenance the idea. From whatever plant
obtained, it was so rare, and consequently so
costly,

the

that

from public treasury.

Romans
It

deposited

it

in

the

was obtained from Cyrene

—

the larynx,' and refivtiv, to cut.' A Succus Cyrenaicus and likewise from Persia,
eurgical operation, which consists in opening the latter being the most valuable. The Laserthe larynx, either to extract a foreign body, or pitium is called, by Avicenna, Altih.it.
Laskium"tium Latifo'lium, Gentia'na olbo,
to remedy any obstruction of the glottis. The
operation is, sometimes, erroneously called White Gentian, Ccrva'ria alba. (F.) Laser a
larges feuilles. The root of this plant is bitter
Bronchotomy and Tracheotomy.
Xativyi,

'

'

LAUYNUO-TRACHEIT1S, Cynanche

tra-

chealis.

Laryngo-Tkachf.itis

with

and tonic.
Laserpitium

LASSITUDE OCULAIRE,
LASSITUDO, Copos.

Caput seu
a whistle.')
superior seu
superior sea Pars prima as'pcnr arte'apparatus of voice is situate at the
('

Operculum seu Initium seu Finis
Terminus
rix.

The

The

monta'num;

seeds and roots

are possessed of aromatic properties.

Esui)\tio^, Cynanche trachealis.

LAR'YNX, AuQvy'i,

Sii.er, Ses'eli, Silcr

Diphtheritic Heart-wort, Sermountain.

LATENS

Copyopia.

IN ORE, Pterygoideus intern us,
Latens, from latere, 'to lie hid,'

LATENT,

applied to
superior and anterior part of the neck and at lying hid,' concealed.' An epithet
in which
the top of the trachea, with which it communi- certain diseases or stales of disease,
and obscure, as
cates.
It is composed of four cartilages,— the the symptoms are so concealed
physician.
thyroid, cricoid, and two arytenoid; is moved to escape the observation of the
'

;

'

—
LATERITIOUS
Thus, wo say
of smallpox.

from

Lateri' tins ;

later, 'a

An

epithet applied to the brick-like
sediment, occasionally deposited in the urine
of people afflicted with fever.

brick.'

LATESCENTJS CHORDS,

Palmaris lon-

focus of febrile poison; whence
every part to induce a paroxysm.

LAT'ICA.

Same etymon.

it

spreads to

LAURENT, SAINT, MINERAL WATERS
A thermal spring, five leagues from Joy-

euse

in

Temp.

France.

127° Fahr.

its

Latis'simus Donsi, Aniscalp'tor, Dorsi-lumbosacro-hum6ral,Brachium movens quartus,Lombohumeral, (Ch.,) (F.) Muscle grand dorsal, M. tres
large du dos. A flat muscle; broad, especial I}'
below: thin; quadrilateral; and situate at the
posterior, lateral, and inferior region of the
trunk. It is attached to the posterior half of
the outer lip of the crest of the ilium; to the
posterior surface of the sacrum; to the spinous
processes of the six or seven last dorsal vertebrae, to all those of the loins, and to the last
four false ribs, and is inserted by a strong tendon at the posterior edge of the bicipital groove
of the humerus.
Its upper fibres are almost
horizontal: the middle very long and oblique
upwards and outwards: and the anterior almost vertical. This muscle carries the arm
backwards, depressing it, and making it turn
on its axis. It also draws backwards and downwards the prominence of the shoulder. When,
suspended by an arm, we make an effort to
raise ourselves, it draws the trunk towards the
arm. It can, also, raise the ribs by assuming
its fixed point on the humerus, and become an
inspiratory muscle.
1.

enjoy,'

Also,

'

praised.'

the latter.

Laudanum Abba'tis Rousseau,

Guttse AbbaRousseau, Vinurn opia'tum ferment alio' nt
para'tum. Abbe Rousseau's Drops, (Mel. Norbonntns. ^xij, aquxcalidm Oiij. Set in a warm
place, and, as soon as the mixture ferments,
add opium f. ^iv, dissolved in water f. gxij. Let
it ferment for a month, and evaporate to f. ^x:
strain, and add rectified spirit of wine f. ^ivss.)
Laudanum Ford's, Vinurn opii 1. Liquid,
Tinctura opii 1. Liquidum Hoff'manni, Vinurn
tis

—

—

—

Liquidum Sydenhami, Vinurn opii 1.
Opiatum, Extractum opii— 1. Simplex, Ex1.

1.

laugh.

Kalmia

Cherry, Prunus lauro-cerasus

mon, Prunus lauro-cerasus

/.

—

oleander.

LAURO-CERASUS. Prunus lauro-cerasus.
LAURUS, Laurus nob'ilis, Daphne, the Sweet
Bay.

Nut. Ord. Laurineae. (F.) Laurier. The
leaves and berries have a sweet, fragrant smell,
and an aromatic, astringent taste. Sweet bay
has been advised as a stomachic and carminative, but is now rarely used.
It is, sometimes.
employed as a fomentation and in glysters
and the berries are an ingredient in the Em-

plastrum Cumini.

Laurus Alexandria Angustifolia, Ruscus hypoglossum 1. Camphora, see Camphor.
Laurus Cassia. The species of laurus which
yields the Cassia lig'nea, Casia, Cassia cinnamo'mea, Cortex Canel'lx Malabar'icse, Cassia
lignea Malabar'ica, Xylo-cassia, Cunel'la Malabarica el Javen'sis, Canclla Cuba'na, Arbor Juda'ica, Cassia Canel'la, Canel/if'era Malabar' tea,
Cortex crussior, Cinnamo'mum Malaba/icum, C.
In'dicum, C. Sinen'sS, Calihac'ha canel'la, Wild

—

Cinnamon, Malabar Cinnamon, Cassia. (F.)
Cannelh dc Malabar ou de Java, ou de la Chine,
ou des Indes, ou de Coramandcl, C. fausse, C.
matte, Cassc en bois, Casse aromatiquc.
The
bark and leaves abound with the flavour of cinfor which they may be substituted; but
they are much weaker. The unopened flower
buds are used in the same manner.

namon,

Darse'ni,

Cinnamo'mum, C.

Darsi'ni,,

Canel'la.

Cinnamon,
(F.) Can-

Baume de Cannclle, Canndle officinale.
Cinnamon bark, which is obtained also from
Cinnamo'mum aromat'icum, is stimulant

nelle,

and carminative, and

—

1.

—

1.

lati-

Com-

Dwarf, Kalmia

is

employed, chiefly, as a

grateful aromatic, to cover the taste of nauseous remedies. Dose gr. x. to ^j. The Floicers,
called Cassias Flores in the shops, possess aromatic and astringent virtues, and may be used
wherever cinnamon is required. The volatile
Oleum Cinnamomi Oil of Cinoil of the bark
namon, is officinal in the Pharm. U. S.
Laurus Culu/awan. The tree that affords
the Cortex Cul Hawaii, Cullitlawan, Cortex caryopbyl bides, C. Caryophijlloidcs Aiuboinen'sis.
This bark resembles the sassafras in appear-

—

ance and properties, and
condiment.

is

Laurus Malabathrum,
1.

used in Java as a

see

Malabathrum

Nobilis, Laurus.

Laurus

Sas'safras,

Cornus mas

opii.

LAUGH, SARDONIC, Canine
LAUGHING, Risus.
LAUREL, BROAD-LEAVED,

—

I.

Nerium

—

Xyto-cinnamomum, Cuurdo

Perhaps from laus, praise;'
Every preparation of
opium, (q. v.) solid or liquid, but more particularly the extract and tincture, and especially

tractum

Alexandrin, Ruscus
Amandicr, Prunus lauroceraCerise, Prunus lauro cerasus
/.
Rose,

hypoglossum
sus

laureola.

/.

the

LAUD'ANUM.
'

Daphne

LAURIER, Laurus —

Laurus Cinnamo'mum,

— Gorraus.

lauda'tum,

LAUREOLA,

Zeijian'icum,

ani.

LAU. See Spirit.
LAUCA'NIA, Leuca'nia, from kavtu, 'I
I take.'
The fauces and oesophagus.

the chin.

with Laminaria digitata, or Tangle.

name.

LAT1CES LACTEI. Receptaculum chyli.
LATISSIMUS COLLI, Platysma myoides.

LATTICE WORK, Cancelli.
LATUS, Broad — Ani, Levator

Vt VV ir-

One of the Aljjaa, eaten in Scotland, and
hawked about the streets of Edinburgh along

Amphimer'ina

of Sauvages. A species of quotidian remittent, whose paroxysms are very long, and
which is accompanied with latent heat (?)

whence

1

OF.

See Ctapier.

lat'ica

folia

—

—

dulse.

The

hid.'

'

—

—

—

EAUREN'TIA PINNATIF'IDA,

LATHYRIS, Euphorbia lathyris.
LATI B'ULUM, from laleo, I lie

opii

LAURUS

angustifolia 1. Narrow-leaved. Kalmia anfrus1. Poison, Prunus lauro-cerasua
tifolia
Water, see Prunus lauro-cerasus
1. White, Magnolia glauca,

gus.

'

;
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latent inflammation, latent period

LATERITIOUS,

—

—

Sassafras,

odora'ta, Anliuiba.

Ague-free,

Indigenous in

Sassafras wood and root,
the United States.
and especially the bark of the root, Sassafrat
Radicis Cortex (Ph. U. S.), have been considered stimulant, sudorific and diuretic. The
virtues depend upon essential oil, Oleum Sassa-

—

—

LAUTISSIMA

chronic rheumatism, &c.
The pith of the stems, Sassafras medulla,
abounds in a gummy matter, which it readily
imparts to water, forming a limpid mucilage,
which is much employed as a collyrium°in
ophthalmia, and as a drink in dysentery, catarrh, &c, (one dram of the pith to a pint of
boiling water.)

LAUTIS'SIMA VINA. Wines were formerly
so called, which were strongly impregnated
frith

myrrh.

LAVAKDE. Lavendula.
LAVANDULA, Lavendula.
LAVEMENT, Clyster, Euema—
modiqve,
^

Enema

shin, to express, that those parts

I.

Antispas-

Lavendula— 1.

lost

some

(I.) lazzero,
a leper
A solitary edifice in most
seaports of magnitude, intended for the disinfection of men and goods, proceeding from
places where contagious diseases are. prevail'

'

ing.

LAZULITE, Lapis lazuli.
LEAD, Plumbum— Black,
Iodide

of,

see Iodine

—

1.

1.

Oxyd

of,

Graphites— 1.
semi-vitrified,

Plumbi oxydum semivitreum— 1. Protacetate
of, Plumbi superacetas
Red, Plumbi oxy1.
dum rubrum 1. Subcarbonate of, Plumbi subcarbonas 1. Sugar of, Plumbi superacetas 1.
Superacetate of, Plumbi superacetas 1. Tannate of, see Tannin 1. White, Plumbi subcar-

—

—

—

—

—

bonas.

LEAMINGTON, MINERAL WATERS OF

Sea, Statice limonium.

LAVEN'DULA, from lavo,'l wash;'

have

of the tenseness proper to them.
LAZARETTO, Lazaret, Lazar -house, from

—

fcptidum.

LAVENDER, COMMON,

LEG
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fras, the odour of which is not
unlike that of
fennel. It has been used in cutaneous diseases,

so called

Saline waters at Leamington, about two miles

Laxen'dula spica, L.
vera, Common lavender, Lavandula, (Ph. U. S.)
(F.) Lavandc, Aspic, Spic. The odour of lavender flowers is fragrant and agreeable; taste
wann and bitterish depending upon an essential oil.
It has been used as a stimulant; particularly in the form of the oil,
Oleum lavendulse.
The dried leaves have been employed

east of Warwick, England, which contain chloride of sodium, sulphate of soda, and chlorides

from being used

in baths.

—

as an errhine.

The French use the Lavendula stazchas or
French lavender, of which they have a compound syrup, Syru'pus de stach'adc compos' itus:

of calcium and maonesium.
LEANNESS, Emaciation.

LEAPING AGUE. This disease is said by
the Scotch writers to be characterized by increased efficiency, but depraved direction of the
will, producing an irresistible propensity to
dance, tumble, and move about in a fantastic
manner, and often with far more than the natural vigour, activity and precision
!

LEBANON, MINERAL WATERS

OF.

The

given as a pectoral.

spring at Lebanon, 2b' miles east of AlGERMANICUM, Veronica becca- bany, New York, is an almost pure thermal.
bunga 1. Odoratum, Sisymbrium nasturtium. Temp. 72° Fahr.
LAVIPEDIUM. Pediluvium.
LECHENEION, Torcular herophili.
MEDICINE, Medicine, legal.
LE CRAJY, Cochlearia armoracia.
LAWSO'NIA INER'MIS, Alcan'na vera, A.
LECTISTER'NIUM, from Uctus, 'a bed,' and
Oriental'lis, Cyprus antiquo'rum,
Ligusftrum sterncre, to spread.' The arrangement of a
JEgyp'tiacum, Smooth Lawso'nia, (F.) Hcnnt. bed, so as to adapt it to a particular disease.
An East Indian and African plant, the root of Also, a supplication, with the Romans, in times
of public danger, when beds or couches were
which is slightly astringent.
In India, the root of the Lawso'nia spinosa is spread tor the gods, as if they were about to
employed in lepra and other cutaneous affec- feast, and their images were taken down from
their pedestals and placed upon these couches
tions.
around the altars. The lectisternium was first
LAX, Diarrhoea.
introduced
in the time of a pestilence.
LAXANS, Relaxant.
Livy.
LECTUA'LIS, from leclus, a bed.' An epiLAX'ATIVE, Laxati'vus, from laxare, 'to
loosen.' Minorati'vus, Soluti'vus, Alvid'ucus. A thet applied to a lone, chronic disease.
LECTULUS, Fanon.
medicine which gently opens the bowels; such
LUBE SALVAGE. Ledum sylvestre.
as tamarinds, manna, &c.

LAVER

—

LAW

'

—

'

LAXAT1VUS INDICUS,

Cambogia.

LAXATOR AURIS INTERNUS,

L. tym-

LEDUM PALUS'TRE.

tris,

Anllios sylves'tris.

(F

Rotmaii'nus sylves') Lede ou Romarin

Order, Ericineap.
Sex. Sust.
Laxator Minor Tympani. A very small Decandria Monogynia. This plant has a bitter,
muscle, which extends from the upper part of subastringent taste, and was formerly used in
the external auditory canal, and is inserted at Switzerland in place of hops; the virtues are
the inferior part of the process of the handle of equivocal.
LEE, Feculence, Lixivium.
Its existence is denied by most
the malleus.
sauvage,

pani.

anatomists.
L. major tym'pani, Exter'nus mallei, Anttfrior mallei, Obli'quus auris,
Externus auris vel Laxator inler'nus, Eusta'chii
mus'culus, Spheni- salpingo- mallien, (F.) Anterieur da marteav. A muscle, which arises from
the spine of the sphenoid bone and from the

Laxa'tok Tvim'pani,

cartilage of the Eustachian tube, and is insertIt
ed, by a tendon, into the apophysis of Rau.
relaxes the membrana tvmpani.

LAXITAS, Atony—
LAX'ITY,
tissue, w ben
wants lone.

1.

Ingestorum, Lientery.

Lax'itas, Lazness. Condition of a
loose or relaxed; or of one which
say laxity of fibre, laxity of

We

Nat.

LEECH, Hirudo.
LEEK. Allium porrum.

LEES, SOAP, Liquor potassae.
LEG, (DanishJ Crus, Scelos, CnemS.

The

portion of the lower extremity, which extends
from the knee to the foot. It consists of three
bones;
Tibia, Fibula, and Patella, and, also, of
a great number of muscles, vessels, and nerves.
The projection, formed by the muscles at the
back part of the leg, has received the name of
Calf of the leg. It is the special attribute of
man, and proves that he is destined to be biped.
Leg, Swki.i i.i>, Phlegmatia dolens— 1. Cochin, see Elephantiasis.

;

LEGITIMATE

LIPIDOSES

41G

LEGIT'IMATE, Legitfimus, from lex, Itgia,
'law.' Geniiinus, Gnesius. An epithet, applied
to things which are according to rule.
legitimate child is one conceived or born during

medicine.

marriage. Legitimate diseases are those which
follow a regular march.
LEGNA, from Xtyvov, a fringed edge.' The
orifice of the pudendum inuliebre, or of the
uterus.

line.

A

'

LEGUME,

Legumen.

LEGU'MEN,

A lenitive electuary is one

that purges

irently.

LENOS, Torcular herophili.
LENS, Ervum lens — Crystalline,

Crystal-

1.

Dim. of lens, a lentil. A
Also, the eruption of lenticular fever.
See Ephelides.

LENTIC'ULA.

freckle.

LENTICULAR GANGLION, Ophthalmic (J.
LENTICULA'RES GLAN'DULiE, Lentic'-

lego, 'I
glands.
Mucous follicles, having the
(F.J
Legume, Gousse. So called because it is usu- shape of a lentil, which are observed especially
ally gathered by the hand, instead of being towards the base of the tongue.

from

ular

gather:'

reaped. All kinds of pulse, as peas, beans, &c,
are thus termed.
LEGUMIN, Casein.
LEICH EN. Lichen.
LEIOP'ODES, from Uio S, 'smooth,' and
a foot.' Affected with flat-footedness,
7iovg,
Individuals, the soles of
splay- footedness.
whose feet are flat, instead of having the concavity, which they commonly present.
LEl'OPUS, Li'upus, from keioc, 'smooth,'
and novg, 'a foot.' One that is flat- footed,
'

LENTIGO, Ephelides.
LENTIL, Ervum lens.
LEJVTILLE, Ervum lens— crystalline,
Crystalline — Ers, Ervum ervilia.
LENTIS'CINUM VINUM. Wine, impregI.

1.

nated with mastich; from Lentiscus,
tich tree

'

the mas-

'

LENTISCUS VULGARIS, Pistacia lentiscus.
LENTITIS,

Phacilis.

LENTOR,

from lentus, clammy.' A viscidity or siziness of any fluid.
See Gluten.
splay-footed.
LEONTIAS1S, Leontion, from Zswy, a lion.'
A
LEIOSIS, Comminution.
name given to lepra of the face, from some
fancied resemblance between the countenance
LEIPILEMOI, Achroi.
LEIPPLE'MOS, from A«.toi, 'I want,' and of those labouring under it and that of the lion.
A word sometimes used adjec- To this kind of lepra the epithets, le'onine and
'atfia, blood.'
tively; at others, substantively, either for a le' online, have been given.
'

'

'

vicious state of blood, or rather for a sort of
anamiia or for the patient who labours under

—

Caput

this condition.

LEIPO,

Lipoder'mos, from P.e.Trcu,
One who wants a
want,' and dtQua, skin.'
It is especially applied to
part of his skin.
those who want the prepuce. See Apella.
'

I

LEIPOMERIA, Lipomeria.
LEIPOPSYCHIA, Syncope.

mon'aclii,

Order

Dens

Vrina'ria,
Piss-

leo'nis, Da.ndeli'on,

Compositce.

(F.) Pissentit, Liondent.
The young leaves are sometimes eaten
a3 salad.
The roots are, also, roasted and used
as a substitute for coffee. The root, Tarax-

a-bed.

Lipo.

LEIPODER'MOS,

1

LEONTION, Leontiasis.
LEON'TODON TARAX'ACUM,

acum, (Ph. U. S.), is, moreover, reputed to be
aperient and diuretic; hence its vulgar name.

Its efficacy is doubtful.
LEONTOPODIUM, Alchemilla.
Xtmto, 'I want,' and
LEONU'RUS, from ilfoic, a lion,' and ovoa,
species of continued
TivQ, fire' or 'heat.'
' tail.'
Lion's tail.
fever, referred to by the Greek physicians, in
Leonurus Cardi'aca, Agripalma Gallis,
which there is burning heat of the internal
Marru'bium, Cardi'aca crispa, Herba cardiaca,
parts and coldness of the extremities. AviH. Patx lapi'nx, Motherwort, (F.) Agripaumt.
cenna described, under this Mine, a kind of Its
properties are those of a nauseous bitter
hemitritrea.
and hence it has been used in hysteria and
LEiMA, Cliassie.
other nervous affections.
LEME, Lippitudo.
Leonurus Lanatus, Ballota Innata.
LEMITHOCORTON, Corallina Corsicana.
ROMAN, Arnica

LEIPYR'IAS, from

A

'

LEMNISCUS, Tent.
LEMON PEEL, see Citrus medica—

Citrus medica.

'

LEOPARD'S BANE,

1.

montana, Doronicum pardalianches.
Tree,
LEPAS and LEPIS, Una:, gen. UnaSof,
).imc, gen ItmSoc., a scale.'
Hence:
'

Limonude. Lemon juice,
LEPlDTUM.from Itnif, 'a scale;' socalled
diluted with water and sweetened. See Citrus from its supposed usefulness in cleansing the
skin
from scales and impurities. Pepper-wort,
medica.
Lepid'ilm Iberis, Ibe'ris, Cardamantica SciDry Lemonade, (F.) Limonade sec/te. Citric
This plant possesses a warm,
or tartaric acid reduced to powder and mixed at'ica a-csscs.
with sugar. Lemonade Powders may be made penetrating, pungent taste, like other cresses,
Pound 315 of citric acid, with a and is recommended as an antiscorbutic, antias follows:
few drops of essence of lemon-peel, and %i or septic, and stomachic.
Lepidiuh Sati'vum, jYast.ur'tium horten'sS,
more of lump sugar. Divide into six papers,
each of which will make a glass of lemonade, Garden rress, Diltandrr, (F.) Cresson alenois,
CrcssondesJardins. This plant possesses warm,
see Citric acid.
Nitric Lemonade. Nitric acid considerably stimulating properties, and is used like the last.
LEPIDOSARCO'MA, Tumor squamifor1 mis
diluted with water and sweetened.
Sulphuric Lemonade and Tartaric Le- carno'sus. A fleshy tumour, covered with
monade are made with the sulphuric and tar- scales; from ).i?ri:, 'a scale,' and aan/.oma, 'a
Marcus Aurelius Severinus
fleshy tumour.'
taric acids.
LEN'ITIVE, Leniti'vus, Lenis, Ltnicns, from describes tumours of this kind in the interior of
A medicine, which allays the month.
I assuage.'
lenio,
LEPIDOSES. Scaly diseases.
irritation or palliates disease; also, a laxative

LEMONADE,

(F.)

,

—

'

——

.

LEPIDOSIS

LEPIDOSIS ICHTHY1AS1S,
1.
1.
1.

Ichthyosis—

lchlhyiasis cornigera, Horny excrescences
Lepriasis, Lepra— 1. Pityriasis, Pityriasis—
Psoriasis, Psoriasis.

LEP IRA,
LEP1S,

LEUCOPHAGIUM
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LtiPROSERIE,

Ladrerie.
1. black, Lepra nigricans
—1. Norwegian, Radzyge— 1. white, Lepra alphoides.

LEPROSY, Lepra—
LEPS1S, Attack.

Lepra.

LEPTOPHOiNIA, Oxyphonia.
LEPTOS, /(7,to<:, thin,' light.' Hence
LEPTOTROPH'lA,from^7iTo ? ,Might,' and

Scale.

LEPOR1NA LABIA, Harelip.
LEPORLNUM ROSTRUM, Harelip
LEPORINUS OCULUS, Lagophthalmia.
LEPRA,

<

'

:

nourishment.' Light nutrition
LEPTUNTICA, Attenuants.
LEPTYSMOS, Emaciation.
LEREMA. See Dementia.
LEROS, Delirium.
LE'SION, Lsdsio, from Isesus, 'hurt, injured.'
Derangement, disorder; any morbid change,
either in the exercise of functions or in the
texture of organs.
Organic lesion is synonymous with organic disease.
LESSlVE, Lixivium /. de Tartre, Liquor

rooifi],

'

Lepira, from Xcmg, 'a scale,' LeLepra Grseco'rum,
circina'tus, Leprosy, (F.)
Lepre, Mai Saint-Main, Dartre furfuracie arrondie.
This term has been applied to various affections, very different in character.
1. To the
Leprosy of the Jews, Leuc€, Lepido'sis Lepriasis
canes' cens.
A variety of the Alphas or Lepra
alphoi'des. The leuce was, generally, not scaly,
but consisted of smooth, shining patches, on
which the hair turned white and silky, and the potassa; subcarbonatis.
Bkin, with the muscular flesh, lost its sensibiLETHALIS, Lethiferous, Mortal.
lity.
It was incurable.
2. To the Elephantiasis
LETHAL1TAS, Mortality.
or Lepra of the Arabs. See Elephantiasis; and
LETH'ARGY, Ltthur'gits. Cams letharirus,
3. To the Lepra of the Greeks, which includes
Veter'nus, Lethur'giu, Obliv'io iners, from i.l,&r
l}
all the varieties met with at the present day.
oblivion,' and anyta,
idleness.'
A constant
It is characterized by scaly patches of different state of stupor from which it is almost impossisizes, but having always nearly a circular form. ble to arouse the individual; and, if aroused,
Bateman and Willan describe three chief va- he speedily relapses into his former condition.
rieties of this lepra.
LETHIFEROUS, Lethif'er, Letha'lis, Lethif1
Lepra alphoi'des, Lepido'sis Lepri'asis al'- icus, Mortifer, from Xt]6rj, * death,' and <ft(iu>, I
lida, Jilphos, Morphea alba, Vitiligo alphas, bear.' Death-bearing, deadly.
Albara, Albarxs, Albaros, Lepre icailleuse of AliLETHUM, Death.
bert, While leprosy.
An affection, characterized
Lactuca— 1. Strong-scented,
by white patches, surrounded by a rose-coloured Lactuca virosa 1. Wild, Lactuca elongata.
areola, which appear here and there on the surLETUM. Death.
face; depressed in the middle, and
LEUCiETHIOPIA. See Albino.
2. Lepra nigricans, Lepra melas
Vitili'go
LEUC^ETHIOPS, Albino.
melas, V. Nigra, Morphea nigra, Lepra macuLEUCANIA, Laucania.
lo'sa nigra, Al'baras nigra, Melas, Lepidvsis
Anthemis nobilis,
lepriasis nigricans, Blade leprosy; in which the Matricaria chamomilla
1.
Vulgare, Chrysanscales are livid; the size of half a dollar; and themum leucanthemum.
diffused over the body, but less widely than in
LEUCE, Lepra (of the Jews.;
the Alphoides. The French pathologists usually
Succinum (album.)
admit three species of lepra, to which they
LEUCOIUM, Lunaria rediviva— 1. Luteum,
give the epithets scaly, (squameuse,) crustaceCheiranthus cheiri.
ous, (crustacee,) and tubercular, (tuberculease,)
LEUCO'MA, from Xivxo?, white.' Oculo'according as the skin may be covered with
lum albu'go, Albu'go, Al'bula. Leucoma and
scales, crusts, or tubercles.
Albugo are often used synonymously to denote
3. Lepra vulga'ris, Lepido'sis lepriasis vulgaa white opacity of the cornea.
Both are escharis, Dartre furfuracie arrondie, of Alibert,
sentially different from the nebula of the corracterized as follows: scales glabrous, whitish;
nea; the nebula being usually the result of
size of a crown piece; preceded by smaller
chronic ophthalmy and an effusion of a milky
reddish and glossy elevations of the skin, enserum into the texture of the delicate continucircled by a dry, red, and slightly elevated boration of the conjunctiva over the cornea;
the
der; often confluent; sometimes covering the
others are the result of violent, acute ophthalwhole of the body except the face.
mia. In this state, a thick, coagulable lymph
Lepra appears to be endemic in Egypt, in is extravasated from the arteries,
sometimes
Java, and certain parts of Norway and Swesuperficially, at other times deeply, into the
den.
Imperfect and faulty nutriment appears substance
of the cornea. On other occasions,
to contribute to its developement. The means,
the disease consists of a firm, callous cicatrix
best adapted for its removal, are: a mild, un- on
this membrane,
the effect of a wound or
sulphuirritating diet, emollient fomentations
ulcer with loss of substance. The affection is
reous baths, fumigations, &c. but, often, all more difficult of cure in proportion to its duraremedial agents will be found ineffectual.
tion and to the age of the individual; the acLkfka Arabum, Elephantiasis Arabica— 1. tivity of the absorbents being greater in youth.
pido'sis Lepri'asis, Vitili'go,

Herpes furfura'ceus

-

'

—

'

'

'

LETTUCE,

—

—

LEUCANTHEMUM,

—

LEUCELECTRUM,

'

—

—

—

Fungifera, Frambcesia

—

1.

Grrecorum, Lepra

Ichthyosis, Ichthyosis— 1. Lombardica, Pellagra— 1. Maculosa nigra, L. nigricans— 1. MeMercurial, Eczema
1.
diolanensis, Pellagra
mercuriale 1. Taurica, Mai de Crimes.
Lepra—/, des Cossaques, Mai de
Crimie /. Ecailleuse, Lepra alphoides 1. Hu1.

—

LkPRE,

—

jnide, Impetigo.

36

—

—

—

—

inflammation still exist, antiphlogistics must
be persevered in; and, afterwards, gentle stiIf

mulants be used to excite absorption; along
with the internal use of mercury or iodine.

LEUCONYMPHvEA, Nymphasa alba.
LEUCOPATHIA SeeAlbino.
LEUCOPHAGIUM, Blanc-mar, ger.

-

LEUCOPHLEGMASIA
LEUCOPHLEGMASIA DOLENS PUERPERARUM,

Phlegmatiadolens.

LEUCOPHLEGMA'TIA,

from l»u*o S ,
phlegm.'
A dropsical
use the word synonymously with anasarca, (q. v.;) others with emwhite,' and tpXtypta,
hibit.
Some writers

'

'

physema.

LEUCOPYRIA, Hectic fever.
LEUCORRHCE'A, F/uxus vel
hris,

fiuor mulie'Proflu'vium mulie'br?,, Cursus malri'cis,

FIuxus

matri'cis, Elytri'tis, Coleosi'tis, Colpi'tis,
Fluxio alba, Fieurs blanches,

Distilla'lio u'teri,

Perils blanches, itcoulement blanc, Catarrhe uti.The whites, Perte uterine blanche, Catame'nia alba, Menses albi, Menstrua alba, Menorrha'gia alba, Fluor mulie'bris non Gal' lieu s, Blennelyt'ria, Gonorrhoea bcnig'na, notha invet' era, Purgo!'tiomnlie' brisalba,Jllba purgamen ta,Cachez'ia
rin,

1

utcri'na,

Rheuma

u'teri,
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Uteri Cory'za, Mcdorrhw'a

upper concavity of which is opposed to that of
It is attached, above, to the
the diaphragm.
posterior surface of the body of the pubis, to
the upper part of the obturator foramen, and to
the spine of the ischium; and it is inserted into
the coccyx, into an aponeurotic line common
to it and its fellow, and into the lateral parts of
the rectum. This muscle supports the rectum;
raises it, and carries it upwards during the
evacuation of the excrement. It can, also,
compress the bladder and vesicular seminales,
and thus favour the expulsion of the urine and
sperm.

—

Levator Ani Parvus, Transversus perinrei
Coccvgis, Coc1. Auris, Attollens
aurem

cygeus

—

—
oculi —
1.

1.

Menti, Levator

labii

inferioris

—

1.

Oculi, Rectus superior
1. Proprius scapula, L. scapula?.
Levator Labii Inferio'ris, Levator menti,

femina'rum insons, Blennorrhea seu Btennor- Elevator labii inferio'ris, Incisi'vus infe'rior,
rha" gia genila'lium, JEdaobl ennorrha! a seu Me- Elevator labii inferioris pro'prius, Mns'culus
doblennorrhoz'a femina'rum; from Xivxos, 'white,' penicilla'lus.
A portion of the mento- labial of
and qiw, 'I flow.' A more or less abundant Chaussier. (F.) Houppe du menton, Releveur de
discharge of a white, yellowish, or greenish la levre infirieur, Releveur du menton. A small
mucus; resulting from acute orchionic inflam- muscle situate before the symphysis menti. It
mation or from irritation of the membrane is thick, conical; attached by its apex to a fosVa- sette at the side of the symphysis in the inlining the genital organs of the female.
ginal Leucorrhaa has been termed Blenorrhaa ferior maxillary bone. Its fibres proceed disea Fluor albus vaginas, Leucorrhm'a, Medor- verging and vanishing in the manner of a tuft,
Vaginitis, Elytroblennor- (F.) Houppe, on the skin of the chin. This
rhcr'a vaginae, and
Uterine Leucorrhcea has received the muscle raises the chin, and pushes upwards the
rka'a.

—

names Fluor

albus uteri, Leueorrhaz' a, Medorrha' a uteri, Metroblennorrha! a. It is often atpain
tended with
and a sense of heaviness in
the loins, abdomen and thighs; disordered digestive functions, &.C., so that, at times, the
health suffers largely, although there are few
females, who are not occasionally subject to
moderate leucorrhcea. Attention to the general
health, change of air, keeping up a perspirable
state of the surface by flannel worn next the
skin, the horizontal posture, &c, do more than
pharmaceutical agents; which are almost entirely confined to astringent injections.
These
may be employed, when the discharge is so
great as to require them.
Lf.ucorrhoia Analis, see Hremorrhois 1.
Nabothi, see Parturition.
LEUCORRHOIS. See Haamorrhois.

lower

lip.

Levator Labii Superioris

Ar.a:QUE Nasi,

Incisi'vus latera'lis et pyramida'lis, Grand susmaxi/lo-labial (Ch..) (F.) Ele.valcur commun de
faife du nez et de la levre superieure.
This
muscle is a fleshy, thin, triangular bundle, situate at the sides of the nose.
It arises from the

ascending process of the superior maxillary
bone: thence its fibres descend in a diver<jinj
manner, a part being inserted into the ala of
the nose, and a part losing themselves in the
upper lip. This muscle raises the upper lip and
ala nasi, which it draws a little outwards.
Levator Labii Superioris Proprius, Mus1 -

eulus incisi'vus, Elevator labii superioris proprius, Moyen sus-maxillo-labial, (Ch.,) Orbitomaxillo- labial.
This thin, flat, quadrilateral
muscle is situate at the middle and inner part
or
of the face. It arises from the os malce and the
OF. Saline, chalybeate waters, about six leagues os maxillare superius and is inserted into the
distant from Sion. They contain chloride of upper lip. which it raises, at the same time carsodium, with a little sulphate of magnesia; sul- rying it a little outwards.
phate of lime, carbonate of magnesia, carbonic
Levator Pala'ti, Levator Palati Mollis, Peacid, and protoxide of iron.
trosalpin' go-staphili' nus vel Salpin' go-slaphili'
LEVAIJV, Ferment.
nus inter'nus, Salpingo-staphilinus, Pterigo-staAN'GULI ORIS, Abdu'cens philinus externus, Spheno-staphilinus, SphenoEleva'tor
labiorum
commu'nis,
labio'rum,
Cani'- palatine, Peristaphylinus internus vel superior,
nus, Sus-maxillolabial, Petit sus-maxillo-lnbial Pdtro-staphylin, (Ch.)
This muscle is long,
small, flat, long, narrow, and almost round above; broader and
(Oh.) (F.) Muscle canin.
quadrilateral muscle, which arises from the flatter inferiorly.
It arises from the lower surfossa canina, and is inserted at the commissure face of the pars petrosa; from the cartilage of

—

LEUK

LOCCHE, MINERAL WATERS

LEVATOR

A

where

is confounded with the
corner of the mouth,
the
ear.
and draws it towards
Levator
ma
gnus seu internus.
Levatou Ani,
Latus ani, Elevator ani, Sedem attol'lens, Pubiococcygien annulaire, Sous-pubio-coccygien, (Ch.)
muscle, situate at
(F.) Releveur de Partus.
It is broad, flat,
the lower part of the pelvis.

of the

lips,

triangularis.

it

It raises the

A

and broader above than below.
represents a kind of membranous partition,
which closes the outlet of the pelvis, and the
quadrilateral,

It

the Eustachian tube; and is inserted into the
substance of the velum palati. Its use is to
raise the velum palati.

Levator Pal'pebr;e Superioris, Palpebrx
superioris

primus,

Palpebrarum

Apertor

Ocfuli,

Aperiens

rectus,
Orbitn-pal ptbral
(Ch.)
Urbito-sus-pa/pebral.
(F.) Elevateur de la paupiere superieure.
long, small, thin muscle,
situate at the upper part of the orbitar cavity.
By its posterior extremity, it is inserted into
the little ala of the sphenoid bone, immediately
,

A
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LICHEN

in front of the

foramen opticum, and, by its (from levis, 'light,') 'to polish.')
Porphyriza'tion.
anterior extremity, which is expanded,
it terAn operation, by which bodies are reduced to
minates at the upper margin of the tarsal car- very
fine powder.
It is performed by putting
tilage of the eyelid.
This muscle raises the substances, already pulverized,
into water; the
upper eyelid; draws it backwards, and sinks it coarser
parts are not long in being deposited,
in the orbit.

Levator Pros'tat/e,

(F.) ReleveurdelaprosSantorini has given this name to the anterior fibres of the levator ani, which
embrace
the prostate.
tote..

Levator Scap'ul/e, Elevator Scapula:, Elevator seu Mus'culus Patien'tiiB, Angula'ris vulgo
Levator pro''prius,— Trach6lo-scapul'aire (Ch.)
(F.) Jingulaire de iomoplate, Rcleveur de
I'omoplate.
This muscle is so called, because it is
attached to the upper and internal angle of the
scapula.
It is situate at the posterior and lateral part of the neck, and at the upper part of
the back. It is long, flat, and broader above

whilst the finer molecules remain suspended
in
the water. The liquid is decanted into another
vessel, and suffered to remain at rest, until
the
fine particles are all collected at the
bottom of
the vessel. The fluid part is then separated by
decantation.

LEVISTICUM,
LkVRE,Up.

I.

/.

LEWRE, Yest—

LEVATORES
LEVEN, Ferment.

/.

de la Biere, Yest.

LEXIPHARMACUS,

Alexipharmic.

LEX1PYRETIGUS, Febrifuge.
LEY, Lixivium — Soap, Liquor
LIZARD, Lizard.
LIBANOS, Juniperus lycia.

potasss.

1.

than below. In

this latter direction, it is inserted
into the superior internal angle of the scapula;
and, in the former, into the tops of the transverse
processes of the first four cervical vertebra. It
depresses the prominence of the shoulder, by
raising the posterior angle of the scapula, on
which it impresses a kind of rotary motion.
It can, also, draw the head to one side.
Levator Urs'thr*, (F.) Releveur de VUrhthre.
Santorini describes under this name a
portion of the transversus perinsi muscle.
UOSTARUM, Supracostales.

Ligusticum levisticum

LkVRESGRANDES, Labia pudendi— Petites, Nymphs—
de la Vulve, Labia pudendi

LIBANOTIS CORONARIA,
LIBl'DO. Desire,
of Libido
it

necessity.

Rosmarinus.
Authors speak

uri'nse, Libido intesti'ni.

synonymously with Prurigo;

Some employ
others, with

Salacitas.

LIBOS, from

—

Ittfita,

'

I distil.'

A

defluxion

from the eyes. Galen.
LIBRA, Pound.
LICHANOS, Index, see Digitus.

LICHEN, Xetjfqy or /i/»;r, Exo/mia Lichen,
Leichen, Snrpi'go, Volat'ica, Pap'ulx, P. siccse,
'to lift up.'
Vectis, Pus'tulx skew, Sca'bies sicca, Scabri'ties, SunPorrec'tum. An inflexible rod, moving round rash, (F.) Gale slche, Dartre
furfurucie volatile,
a fixed point, and used for moving bodies, bear- Poussie. The cutaneous affection,
described
ing burdens, or raising them. The point, on under this name by the Greek writers, is not
which the lever moves, is called the Fulcrum clearly defined. Some have believed it to be
or Hijpomoch'lion. The force, which moves the the Impetigo, but this is doubtful. The name
lever, is called the power; and the weight to be is, now, generally applied to a diffuse eruption
moved, the resistance. There are three kinds of red pimples, accompanied by a troublesome
of levers.
lever of the first kind has the ful- sense of tingling or pricking.
Drs. VVilcrum between the power and resistance.
leIan and Bateman define it,
" an extensive
ver of the second kind has the resistance between eruption of papuls affecting adults, connected
the fulcrum and power; whilst a lever of the with internal disorder, usually terminating in
third kind has the power between the fulcrum scurf; recurrent, not contagious." One of their
and resistance. In the locomotive system of varieties, however, the Lichen Tropicus, does
the human body, we have examples of all the not accord well with this definition; for it afthree kinds. The bones represent levers: the fects children as well as adults, and is unconmuscles of locomotion are powers; the weight nected with internal disorder.
of parts to be moved constitutes the resistance.
Lichen A'grius, Exo/mia Lichen ferus,Lichen
The fulcra are, at times, the joints; at others, agrius, Pap'ula agria, is distinguished by pimthe ground, &c. The head moves on the neck ples in clusters or patches, surrounded by a red
as a lever of the first kind; the first cervical halo; the cuticle growing gradually harsh,,
rise on tipthickened, and chappy, often preceded by gevertebra forming the fulcrum.
toe by a lever of the second kind, the fulcrum neral irritation.
In addition to antiphlogistics,
being the ground under the toes: and we have a cooling ointment may be used, to allay itchexamples of a lever of the third kind in the ing.
Lichen Circumscrip'tcs is characterized by
flexion of the fore-arm on the arm, in the eleclusters or patches of papuls, having a well devation of the arm, &c.
Lever, Vectis obstetric" ius, Vectis, (F.) Lcvier, fined margin, and an irregularly circular form:
continuing for six or eight weeks. These vais an instrument, curved at the extremity, and
having a fenestra. It is used to assist the ex- rieties require but little medicinal treatment.
traction of the child's head, when instrumental The antiphlogistic plan is all that is necessary.
Lichen Liv'idus. The papulrehaveadarkred
Levers are, also, used by
aid is necessary.
the dentists for extracting stumps, &c. The or livid hue, without any fever. The papuls
Levierde C/icluse, Langue de Carpe, is employed are more permanent in this variety. It requires
the mineral acids and bark.
for extracting the molar teeth.
Lichen Pii.a'ris, Exormia Lichen pilaris, is
PENIS, Pria'pus Ctti, Bale'The penis of the whale. This singular merely a modification of the preceding; the panas.
medicine was, at one time, given in powder in puls appearing at the roots of the hair.
Lichen Simplex, Exoi'min Lichen simplex,
cases of dysentery and leucnrrhcea.
consists of an eruption of red papuls, appearing
LEVIER, Lever—/, de I' Ac/use, see Lever.

LEVER,

from

leva're,

A

—

A

We

LEVl'ATHAN

LEVIGA'TION,

Lcciga'tio,

from Uvigare,

first

on the face or arms, and afterwards extend-

—

—

—

LICHEN

—

:

itching, and pricking, as if by needles.
It is
local; produced by excessive heat; and disappears when the weather becomes cooler, or the
individual is inured to the climate.

Lichen Urtica'tus, Exor'mia Lichen

urtico'-

The JYettle Lichen
sus, is another variety.
consists of papulae, accompanied by wheals like
those of nettle rash.

—

Lichen Arbotium, Lichen pulmonarius /.
Blanc de Neige, L. Caninus I. Boitier,L pyxidatus.

Lichen Cani'nus, Lichen cinereus terres'tris,
Muscus cani'nus, Phys'cia niva'lis, Peltig"era
cani'na, Jish-colourcd Ground Liverwort. (F.)
Lichen contre-rage, Lichen blancde neige. This
for a long time, considered capable of preventing and curing Rabies
canina. It has, also, been used in mania and in

cryptogamous plant was,

Lichen Cinereus Tehrestris,

—

L. caninus
Cocciferus, L.

Carrageen, Fucus crispus 1.
pyxidatus /. Conlrerage, L. caninus

—

I.

Enton-

pyxidatus.

Lichen

Lichen Stellatum, Marchantia polymorphs.

LICHENIASIS STROPHULUS,

Strophu-

lus.

LIEBERKUEHN'S GLANDS,
CLES,

so called from their

fine, capillary , blind sacs, the

first

or FOLLIdescriber, are

openings of which

are from l-2l)th to l-30th dT a line in diameter.
so closely placed over the whole of the small
intestine, as to give the mucous membrane a
general sieve-like or perforated appearance.
They are supposed to secrete the succus entericus, (q. v.)

LIEBERSCHE JIUSZEHRUJYG'S KRAUTER.

See Galeopsis grandiflora.

LIEBERSCHE BRUSTKR.4UTER.

See

Galeopsis grandiflora.

LIkGE, Suber.
LJEN, (F.) Vin'culum.

A

band, strap, or
garter, used in certain operations; as to tie
patients during the operation of lithotomy; to
fix the apparatus in fracture, &c; also, the

Spleen,

L

I

(q. v.)

EN TERY
'

,

Licnter'ia,

'smooth,' and tntaov, 'intestine.'

from Xuog,
Lse'vitasin-

Fluxus LienChymorrha'a, Diarrhafa seu Laxfitas
ingesto'rum, D. dyspep'tica, D. cum apepsict,
Slip'periness of the Guts.
Frequent liquid evacuations, the food only half digested. This
condition is always symptomatic of great irritestino'rum, Diarrhas'a Licnter'ia,

spasmodic asthma.

noir, L.
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in? over the body; preceded for a few days by
slight febrile irritation, which usually ceases
when the eruption appears, with an unpleasant sense of tingling during the night. It generally dies away in ten days or a fortnight.
Lichen Trop'icijs, Exor'mia Lichen tropicus,
Eczes'ma, Es'sera, (?) Sudam'ina, (.-') Prickly
Heat, Summer Rash. The pimples are bright red,
and of the size of a small pin's head with heat,

1.

—

Muscus

Isj.an'dicus,

Islandicus,

M.

ter'icus,

cathar'ticus, Clado'nia Islandica, Physcia Islandica, Cctra'riu Island'ica, Iceland Lichen or Liverwort or Moss. (F.) Lichen d' Is/ande. This plant

tation in the intestinal canal; the sensibility of

inodorous, with a bitter and mucilaginous
It is esteemed to be tonic, demulcent,
and nutrient. Dose,5J to^iv, being first steeped
in water holding in solution some carbonate of
potass, to extract the bitter, and then boiled in
milk. A bitter principle has been extracted
from it, termed Cetrarin, which has been given
in intermittents.
Lichen Plica'tus, Muscus arbo'reus seu
Querci'ni Herba. This plant is applied, as an
astringent, to bleeding vessels; and to parts
which are excoriated after long journeys, by
the Laplanders.

LIERRE, Hedera
ma hederacea.

is

taste.

Lichen Pulmona'riub, Muscus pulmonarius
Pulmonaria arbo'rea, Loba'ria pulmonaria, Lichen ar'borum, Oak Lungs, Tree
querci'nus,

Lungwort, Hazel Crotlles. (F.) Lichen pulmoThis plant is sub-astringent, and rather
It was once in high repute for curing

niire.
acid.

diseases of the lungs.

Lichen

Pyxida'tus, Muscus Pyxida'tus,
Scyphoph'orus pyxidatus, Mils' cuius pyxoi'des
terres'tris, Lichen pyxidatus major Lichen cocciferus, Cup Moss, Htrba Ignis. (F.) Lichen entonnoir, Lichen Boitier, L. Pyxide. This plant
is sub-astringent, and has been used in decoction in hooping-cough.
Lichen Roccel'la, Roccei'la, Litmus, I.acmus tincto'rius, Orchill, Cana'ry Jirchell, Chin,

ney-iceed,

Herb Archel.

(F.) Orseille.
The
as a blue dye. It has
to allay cough in phthisis, &c.

chief use of this plant

is

been employed
Lichen Saxat'ilis, Muscus Cra'nii huma'ni,
Us'nea. This moss, when found growing on a
human skull, was formerly in high estimation
against head affections, &c.

which is so much augmented, that
bear the sojourn of the food in it.

it

cannot

helix—/. Terrestre, Gleco-

LIFE, Sax. lip, ly F Vita, Bios, Biotl, ZoS.
The state of organized beings, during
which, owing to the union of an immaterial imponderable principle with matter, they are capable of performing functions different from
those that regulate other natural bodies; all of •
which functions, however numerous and diverLife has only a limited
sified, work to one end.
duration; beyond which, the organic functhe body is given
tions ceasing to be executed,
Hence
up to the agency of chymical affinity.
Bichat has defined life to be the aggregate of
On account of
the functions which resist death.
the difference that exists amongst the vital functions, he has applied the term Organic Life to
the functions inservient to composition and decomposition; as digestion, respiration, circu,

(F.) Vie.

—
—

—

lation, calorification, absorption, secretion, and
nutrition; and Animal Life, to those functions

which connect man and animals with external
bodies; as the understanding, sensations, loco-

motion, and voice.

Life's Blood, Cillo.

LIG'AMENT, Ligamen'tum, from ligare, ' to
bind;' Desrnos, Syndes'mos, Colliga' men, Cop' name, given to fibrous structures, which
ula.

A

serve to unite bones, and to form articulations;
hence the division of interosseous and articular
ligaments. They are of a white, close texture;
are but little extensible, and difficult to break.
The name ligament has, also, been given to any

membranous
situation.

fold,

which retains an organ

in its

LIGAMENT

LIGAMENT
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TABLE OF THE PRINCIPAL LIGAMENTS.
Capsular ligament.

'Capsular.
Brachio-ulnar.

J"

Of the Lower) Suspensory ligament

1.

5

Head with

Rrachio-radial.

the

and second
Vertebrx. and
these with each

and

first

axis.

Intertransverse.
Capsular.
^Posterior or internal common.
'Capsular of the heads of ribs.
Capsular of the tubercles.
Ligamenta transversaria interna.

Ligamenta transversaria externa.

externa.

Ligamentous fibres running
from the margins of the ex-

the Ribs,

Sternum,

fyc.

tremities of the ribs to the

corresponding cartilages.
Radiated ligaments from cartilage of ribs to the sternum.
Capsular ligaments of the cartilages of the ribs.
Proper membrane of sternum.
L. of cartilago ensiformis.
Tendinous expansions over
|^

the intercostales, &c.

("Two transverse,

— one

Iliosacral.

Capsular of the
synchondrosis.

Two
5.

Of the

Pelvis

J

rior

sacro-iliac

—

sacro-ischiatic,
posteand anterior, with the

superior and
pendices.

sory.

Intermuscular of the os humeri.

Carpal Ex-

«"-lou

and

betioeen f
those bones.
J

11.

|

Between Fore-

arm and

IVrist.

inferior

ap-

Longitudinal of os coccygis.
Inguinal ligament.
Capsular of symphysis pubis.
Ligament of foramen thyroi-

Ligamentum rhomboideum.
Claviculo- acromial.

Conoid

,

8.

Of the

Scapula. $

Of thr.

Shout\
der-Joint.
\

Trapezoid.
Anterior triangular.
Proper posterior.

c
La P sular
,

36*

-

lateral.

^Annular.
Capsular.
Carpus.
Of
ligaments,— oblique,
{ Short
I

12.

j

l_

Between Carpal and Meta-

13.

transverse,
proper.

capsular,

and

Articular lateral.

Straight, perpendicular, &c.
carpal Bones.
14. Between the\ ,
"terosseous, at the bases and
extremities
of
he ad 3 ,_dorsal, lateral, palthe Metacarpal
]

.

I

f
J

'

Bone,.

mar

-

At the base of)
the Metacarpal
Bone of the [Capsular.

15.

Thumb, and

at [Lateral.

the first joint of
the Fingers.
J
!

16.

Of

and
joints

the first'

second
of the

Capsular.

Thumb, and second and third
joiyits

of
Fingers.

Lateral.

the

J

Annular.
Vaginal or flexor tendons.
Vaginal or crucial of the pha-

Retaining the
Tendons of the
langes.
Muscles of the\ Accessory of the flexor tendons.
Han*/ and FinPosterior annular.
gers in situ.
Vaginal of extensors.
Transverse of extensors.
C Capsular and accessory slips.
18.
Connecting Round or teres ligament.
the Os Femoris
Cartilaginous ligament.
j

\

with the Os in-* Double

nominatum.

cartilaginous

liga-

ment.

j

^Ligamenta mucosa.
'

Lateral,

— internal and exter-

nal.

External short lateral ligament.

Capsular.

"

Two

<

Interclavicular.
•{

cubiti.

Ca P suIar

( Mucous.

'Radiated ligament.

Of the Clavicle.

-

C Capsular.

deum.

G.

ro9seousl gament
i
e ° r chorda
transver-

T
«>«

hl
dius and Ulna, *>°

17.

supe-

one inferior.

rior,

Coronary of the radius.
Anterior and posterior acces-

I

"S

j

Ligamenta cervicis costarum

Of

Joint.

10.

Perpendicular ligament
Two lateral or moderator liother.
gaments.
Transverse ligament and its
appendices.
V.Anterior
common.
Crucial intervertebral.
Ligaments running from the
edge of the bony arch and
spinous process of one verOf the other
tebra to that of the next.
Vertebrx.
Interspinous ligament.
Ligamentum nuchce.

4.

Of the Elbow-

9.

Two

capsular ligaments between atlas and head.
Circular ligament.
Two capsular between atlas

Connecting the

2.

of the

stylo glossus.
Lateral ligament.

Posterior ligament.
19.

Ligament of the

Of the Kneei.

Joint.

patella.

Capsular.

Ligamentum

alare,

— majus et

minus.

Ligamentum mucosum.

Two

crucial,

posterior.

(^Transverse.

— anterior

and

— — — —
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Cervical supraspinal, see Supraspinosa ligaI. Ciliaire, Ciliary ligament
1.
CostoXiphoid, Xiphoid ligament 1. Dorso-lumbosupraspinal, see Supraspinosa ligamenta 1. of
1. Infra-pubian, TrianFallopius, Crural arch
gular ligament l.lnterepineux, Interspinal liga-

\

—

Connecting
Fibula and Tl\

20.

?*l™*™Anterior
superior.
.

^Posterior superior.
f Anterior ligament of the fibu-

Connecting
la.
the Tarsal with -\ Posterior of fibula.
Deltoides of tibia.
the Leg Bones.
Capsular.
'Capsular.
Short ligaments.
Capsular, broad superior, and
lateral ligaments, connecting astragalus and navicular.
Superior, lateral, and inferior,
fixing os calcis to os cuboides.

Long, oblique, and rhomboid,
forming the inferior ligaments.
Superior superficial, interosseous and inferior transverse
ligaments, fixing the os navicular and os cuboides.
Superior lateral, and plantar,
which fix the os naviculare
and cuneiforme.
Superior superficial and plantar, connecting the os cuboides and os cuneiforme

externum.
Dorsal and plantar, uniting
the ossa cuneiformia.
The proper capsular of each
bone.
C Capsular.

23. Ligaments beTarsus < Dorsal, plantar, lateral, straight,
luceen
and Metatarsus. ( oblique, and transverse.
fDorsal, plantar, and lateral,
24. Connecting
connecting the metatarsal
the Metatarsal
\

Bones.

bones.

^Transverse ligaments.

25. Of the Pha-[
Capsular.
langes of the
Lateral.

1

26. Retaining

the

I

Annular.
Vaginal of the tendons of the
peronei.
Laciniated.
Vaginal of the tendon of the

flexor longus pollicis.
Tendons of the
Muscles of the< Vaginal and crucial of the
tendons of the flexors of
Foot and Toes

in situ.

the toes.

1.

Metacarpal ligament

inferior,

Poupart's, Crural arch

tum

Kond, Ligamen-

I.

Sur-epineux cervical, see Supraspinosa ligamenta I. Sur-ipineux-dorso-lombairc, see Supraspinosa ligamenta.
teres

I.

LIGAMENTA INTERVERTEBRALIA.Intervertebral cartilages.

Ligamenta Rotunda Uteri, Round

liga-

ments of the uterus.

—

LIGAMENTS CROIS&S,

Crucial ligaments

Cruciformes, Crucial ligaments I. Jauncs,
Yellow ligaments 1. of the Larynx, inferior,
Thyroarytenoid ligaments I. Roads de I'uterus, Round ligaments of the uterus.
NUCrLE, Cervical ligaI.

—

L1GAMENTUM

ment

—

1.

Suspensorium

testis,

Gubernaculum

testis.

LIGATIO,

Fascia, Ligature.
Fascia.
Ligatu'ra, Liga!tio,AlUgatu'ra,
DeligaHio, Vinctu'ra, Fascia, Epid'esis, from
ligo, 'I bind.'
This word has various accepta-

LIGATURA,
LIGATURE,

tions.

It

means,

artery or vein

1.

The

thread with which an

to

prevent or arrest he-

is tied,

The

cord or thread or wire, used
for removing tumours, &c. 3. The bandage used
Ligature is, also, sometimes
for phlebotomy.
applied to the act of tying an artery or considerable vessel. When the artery alone is tied, the
ligature is said to be immediate; When any of
the surrounding parts are included, it is said to
be mediate. The ligature occasions obliteration
or adhesion of the arterial parietes, by cutting
through its middle and internal coats; the adhesion being favoured by the formation of a
coagulum, which acts, in some degree, as a barrier against the impulse of the blood, and subsequently disappears by absorption.
Sax. leohr, lihe, (G.) L i c h t—
(F.) Lumiere.
An exLux, Lumen, Phos.
tremely rare fluid, diffused over the universe;
emanating from the sun and fixed stars; traversing more than four millions of leagues in a
minute; passing through transparent bodies,
which refract it according to their density and
combustibility; and arrested by opake bodies,
by which it is reflected at an angle equal to the
angle of incidence. It is the cause of colour in
being entirely reflected by white
all bodies
It is decomsurfaces and absorbed by black.
posed in passing through a transparent prism
into seven rays, viz. into red, orange, yellow,
green, blue, purple, and violet.
Light acts upon the body as a gentle and
salutary stimulus. It urges to exercise, whilst
privation of it induces sleep and inactivity, and

morrhage.

2.

;

Accessory of the flexor tendons of the toes.
Transverse of the extensor
tendons.

Cor'onarv Ligament of the Liver

—

—

LIGHT,

Toes.
(

—

—

ment —I. Palmar

^

22. Ligaments of
the Tarsus.

1.

menta

l

I

21.

—

LIGHT
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[Capsular.

——

is

a re-

flection formed by the peritoneum, between the
posterior margin of the liver, and the lower surSee Falx.
face of the diaphragm.

disposes to obesity.

Hence

it

is,

that, in rural

economy, animals, which are undergoing the

process of fattening, are kept in obscurity.
When vegetables are deprived of light, their
reuevuuii,
lormea Dy trie pe- nutrition is interfered with, and they become
larcre, triangular
the
superior
between
surface of the etiolated. To a certain extent this applies to aniritoneum
It is constituted of mals, and there is every reason to believe, that
liver and the diaphragm.
two layers, and is continuous, below, with ano- want of light prevents the due developement
It has been found, that
ther reflection, called the Falx of the Umbilical of organized bodies.
when tadpoles were deprived of light, they did
Vein. See Falx.
ARTERIEL, Arterial ligament not undergo the perfect metamorphosis into the

LIGAMENT
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frog, but that monstrosities from arrest of deve-

lopement were induced.

LIGHTNING, Astrape.
LIGHTS, RISING OF THE, Cynanche
trachealis.

LlGJYE,

—

—

Line /. Apre, Linea aspera /.
Blanche, Linea alba—/. Courbe, Curved line—/.
Mtdiane de [abdomen, Linea alba—/. Sous
trochantirienne, Linea aspera.
L1GN1N, from Lignum, wood.' Ligneous

LINCTUS

cordial.

It

entered into the composition of the

theriacal elixir,

&c.

LILY, MAY, Convallaria maialis— 1. of the
Valley, Convallaria maialis— 1. Water, white,

Nymphaea alba— 1. Water, yellow,' Nymphaja
lutea— White, Lilium candidum.
LIMA, (CLIMATE OF.) The climate of
1.

Peru does not appear to be favourable to the
generation of consumption; and Lima would
seem to be a good residence for the phthisical
or woody fibres, the fibrous structure of vege- valetudinarian.
Many have been benefited by
table substances.
a residence there
but when they have gone
LIGNUM ALOES, Agallochum— 1. Aspala- farther south, as to Chili, the effect,
according
3
thi, Agallochurn— 1. Benedictum, Guaiacum— to Dr. M
Burrough, has generally been fatal.
1. Brasilianum rubrum, Hamatoxylon campeLIMAC1EN, (F ) from limacon, the cochlear,?
chianum 1. Cseruleum, Hcematoxylon campe- the ear. A branch of the acoustic or
labyrinthic
chianum 1. Campechense, Hajmatoxylon cain- nerve sent to the cochlea.
pechianum 1. Campechianum, Hsematoxylon
LIMACQjY, Cochlea, Limax— /. Rampes du,
campechianum 1. Campescanum, Hoematoxy- see Cochlea.
lon campechianum
1. Colubrinum, see StrychLIMANCHIA, Abstinence.
nos 1. Haematoxyli, Hasmatoxylon campechiaLIMAX, Helix, the Slug or Snail. (F.) Linum 1. Indicum, Guaiacum, Hcematoxylon macon, Colimacon, Escargot. A syrup has
been
campechianum— 1. Infelix, Sambucus 1. Ne- prepared from these animals, which has been
phriticum, Guilandina Moringa (the wood) 1. given in phthisis, &c. The
raw snails have
I'avanae, Croton tiglium
1. Quassice, see Quasalso been taken in consumption.
They were
sia
1. Sanctum, Guaiacum
1. Sappan, Hsemaused as food.
toxylon campechianum 1. Serpentum, OphiLIMB, Membrum.
oxylum serpentinum 1. Vitae, Guaiacum.
LIMBUS LUTEUS RETINA, see Foramen
LIGNYODES, Fuliginous.
centrale— I. Posterior corporis stnati, Tcenia
'

;

—
—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

LICULA

—

—

—

on LliVGULA.

The

clavicle,

(q. v.;) also, the glottis, (q. v.) and epiglottis,
Also, a measure containing 3 drachms
(q. v.)

and a scruple. Scribon. Also,
bandage or ligature. Scribon.

—

a species of

LIGUSTICUM FCENICULUM,

semicircularis.

LIME.

A

fruit.like a small lemon, the juice
strongly acid, and much used for
It is, also, used in long voyages as an antiscorbutic, &c. It is a species of

of which

is

making punch.

Anethum. lemon.
Ligus'ticum Lf.vis'ticum, from Atyuonxoc,
Lime, Calx— 1. Carbonate of, Creta— 1. Chloappertaining to Ligur'ia. Levisticum, Lascrpi- ride of, Calcis chloridum— 1. Muriate of, Calcis
tium Gerrnan'icum, Ligusticum, Lovage. (F.) chloridum— 1. Muriate of, solution of, see Calcis
The properties ol murias— 1. Sulphuret of, Calcis sulphuretum—
LivecJie, Ache, des rnonlagnes.
this plant are said to be stimulant, carminative, l.Tree, Tilia— 1. Water, Liquor calcis— 1. Waemmenagogue, &c.
ter, compound, Liquor calcis compositus.
Ligusticum Podagra'ria, JEgopo'dium pcLIM1TROPI1ES. See Trisplanchnic nerve.
dagraria,Scs'elisrgopo'divm,Angtl'icasylvcs'tris,
LI MNE. Marsh.
Gout weed. A British plant, once considered
Ll\WE'MlC,Limnae'mic,Limnhe'mic,Limnsc/ useful in cases of gont.
mievs, Limnhsc'micus, from imi^'a marsh,' and
LIGUSTRUM ^EGYPTIACUM, Lawsonia 'uifiu, 'blood.' An epithet given to affections
induced by paludal emanations. (F.) Affections
inermis.
LI GYSMA, Distortion.
Umnh'emiqucs.
LILI, Lilium Paracelsi.
LIMOCTONIA, Abstinence.
LIMOiN. See Citrus medica.
L I L I A'G O. Dim. of Lil'iuw, the lily;—
Spiderwort; Lilias'trum. This plant was forLIMONADE, Lemonade /. Seche, Lemonmerly said to be alexipharmic and carminative. ade, dry see Citric acid.

—

—

;

L1LIASTRUM,
LILIUM CAN'DIDUM,

L1MONIUM,

Liliago.

Statice

limonium— 1. Malum,

Crinon, L. album. see Citrus medica.
white lily. (F.) Lis blanc. The infusion ot
BACCA. See Citrus medica.
.L1MOS, Xiuo?, hunger.' (q. v.) Hence:
the flowers of the lily in olive oil is emollient,
LIMO'SIS, from Xi f ,og, 'hunger.' Stomach
and often applied externally, under the name
of Lily oil, (F.) fluile de lis. The scales of the disease, Morbid a p' petite. A genus in the class
employed
as
maCa-liaia,
sometimes
order Entcriai, of Good.
bulb, roasted, are
Limosis Cardialgia Mordkns, Cardialtria
turatives.
1. Cardialgia
sputatoria, Pyrosis— 1. Dyspepsia,
Lilium Convallium, Convallaria maialis.
Lilium Pahacf.l'si, or Tinctu'ra Mktallo'- Dyspepsia— 1. Expers, Anorexia— 1. Expers
A medicine employed by Paracel- prolracta, Fasting— 1. Flatus, Flatulence— I.
ri'm, Lili.
sus.
It was prepared by melting in a crucible Helluonum, Gluttony— 1. Pica, Malacia.
LIN, Linum usitatissimum— /. Graines de ;
four ounces of each of the following alloys:
Antimony and iron, antimony and tin, antimony see Linum usitatissimum—/. Purgatif, Linum
and copper, previously mixed with eighteen cartharticum.
I.I.\AIRE, Antirhinum linaria.
ounces of nitrate of potass, and as much salt of
LINAMENTUM, Carbasus.
tartar.
The melted mass, when pulverized,
LINARIA, Antirhinum linaria.
was treated with rectified alcohol, which really
LINCTUARIUM. Eclectos.
dissolved only the potass, set at liberty by the
salt
and
nitre
the
LINCTUS,
by
Eclectos— 1. Albus, Looch album
experienced
decomposition
I. Amygdalinu.", Looch album
1. ad Aphthas
The Lilium Parucelsi was used as a
of tartar.

L1MONUM

The

'

—

—

— —
LINDEN

—

LINDEN

—

1.

Com-

TREE.Tilia.

LINE, Lin'eu, Gramme, (F.) Ligne. Extent
in length, considered without regard to breadth
or thickness.

/

LINIMENT
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Mel boracis 1. de Borace,Mel boracis
munis, Looch album.

—

genioglossus, within.
This muscle passes from
the base to the tip of the tongue; ami, at its
confounded
with
the muscles just resides, is
It shortens the tongue, depresses
ferred to.
its point, and can carry it to the right or left
side.

Lingual Nerve is a name, which has been
given to the ninth pair or Hypoglossus, which
see.
Lingual nerve is, also, a term applied to a
branch given off from the Inferior maxillary; or
Near its origin it
third branch of the fifth pair.
anastomoses with, or simply run3 close to, the
LINE A, Line.
Linea Alba, (F.) Ligne blanche, Ligne me- corda tympani. It afterwards gives off a condiane de T abdomen. (Oh.) Candid' ul a abdominis siderable number of filaments, which are disUn'ea, Lin'ea centra' Lis. A tendinous, strong, and tributed to the tongue, and some of which are
highly resisting cord ; extending from the en- said to have even been traced as far as the pasiform cartilage of the sternum to the symphy- pillae ; a distribution which has occasioned it
sis pubis, with the umbilicus near its middle. to be regarded as the Gustatorij nerve.
Lingual Vein follows nearly the same disThe linea alba is formed by the decussation of
the aponeuroses of the abdominal muscles: and tribution as the artery. It opens into the inter-

Median Line of the Body

an imaginary

is

supposed to set out from the top of the
head and to fall between the feet, so as to divide the body vertically into two equal and
symmetrical parts.
line

—

its

use

is to

limit the

movement

of the chest

backwards; to prevent it from separating too
far from the pelvis, and to furnish a fixed point
for the muscles of the abdomen, in their con-

nal jugular.

LINGUALIS,

LINGULA,

Lingual muscle.

Liaula.

LINI USITATISSIMI SEMINA. See Linum

traction.

usitatissimum.

(F.) Ligne apre, Ragged
A
Ligne sous-trochanterienne, (Ch )
posterior surface of the
projection
the
rough
at
femur, which gives attachment to muscles.
Linea Candidui.a Abdominis, L. alba 1.
Centralis, L. alba 1. Innominata, L. iliopec-

LINIMENT, Linimen'tum, Litus, Enchris'ton,
Calachris' ton, Perich'risis, Perichris'ton, Aleiph'a,
Mebm'ma, Enchris'ta, Frictum, Fricato'rium, Inunc'tio, from linire, ' to anoint gently,'
to

Linea As'pera,

ridge,

—

—

tinea.

L1NE.E SEMILUNA'RES

are

the

lines,

which bound the outer margin of the recti muscles of the abdompn. They are formed by the

'

An

unctuous medicine, containing
usually oil or lard, and which is used externally, in the form of friction.

anoint.'

LINIMENT AMMONIACAL, Linimentum
ammonia; fortius /. de Carbonate d'ummoniaque,
Linimentum ammoniae eurhonatis.

—

LINIMENT ANTIHEMORRHOID ALE DE

union of the abdominal tendons. The lines
which cross these muscles are called Linese

SIEUR J1NDRY

transver'see.

bonne honey, Olive

This is formed of Narand Turpentine.
LINIMENT ANTIPARALYTIQUE (F )
Line/e Transversa. See L. semilunares.
LINJiAIRE, Linear.
Composed of subcarbonale of ammonia, alcohoLIN'EAMENT, Lineamen'tum, from linea, lized oil; black soap, and oil of rosemary.
1
Liniment, Antiscuof'ulous, of Hufeland,
a line.' A delicate trait observed on the countenance, which constitutes its special character, It is composed of fresh ox's gull, White soap,
image,
and
is
the
to
preserve
its
Ungnentum
allhx'se, Volatile oil of petroleum,
enables us
Carbonate of ammonia, and Camphor.
cause of resemblance to others. A feature.
Bonnet gave the name Lineament to the first
LINIMENT CALCAIRE, Linimentum aqutc
/.
1. Camphor, Linimentum camphora?
traces of organization in the embryo of man and calcis
animals.
Camphre, Linimentum camphoree— 1. of CanLIN'EAR, Linca'ris. Same etymon. (F.) tharides, camphorated, Linimentum e canthariLine <iire. Pathologists apply the epithet linear, dibus camphoratum I. Canthuride camphre,
to fractures which are very narrow, and in
Linimentum e cantharidibus camphoratum
which the fragments are scarcely separated.
d' Eau dechaux, Linimentum aquae calcis— 1. of
(F.)
oil

—

—

1

—

LINGUA, Tongue —

Anchusa offici- Lime water, Linimentum aqua;
Canina, Cynoglossum
Cervina, Mercure, Linimentum hydrargyri
1.
nalis
Asplenium scolopendrium 1. Prognosis ex, Linimentum hydrargyri.

—

Glossomantia
vulgatum.

—

1.

Bovis,

—

1.

Serpentaria,

—

1.

Ophioglossum

Lingua Detentor, Glossocatochus —

—

!.

Ex-

—

1.

LINIMENT RRSOLUTIF DE POTT,

I.

com-

of turpentine and muriatic acid.
Used in rheumatism, swellings, &c.
Liniment, Saint John Long's. A liniment
used by a celebrated empiric at the commencement of the second quarter of the 19th century.
It is said to have consisted of oil of Turpentine,
and acetic acid, held in suspension by yolk of

posed of

oncosis, Glossoncus 1. Scalpium, Cure langue.
LLN'GUAL, Lingua'lis, from lingua, 'the
Relating or belonging to the tongue.
tongue.'
Lingual Ar'tery, Arle'ria lingua'lis arises
from the external carotid; and, after several
tortuosities, reaches the base of the tongue, becomes horizontal, and, under the name Ranine,
advances to the tip, where it anastomoses with
In its course, it gives off the Dorits fellow.
salis linguae and sublingual.
Lingua'lis, Rasio glossus.
Muscle,
Lingual
(Cowper.) Glossia'nus. is a small, long, fasciculus of fibres, hidden beneath the sides of the
tongue, between the hyoglosstis and styloglnssus'muscles, which are on the outside, and the

de
Mercurial,

calcis

oil

ecrcr.

^LINIMENT DE SAVON, Linimentum
nis

compositum

tum sapnnis

I.

sapode Savon opiace, Linimen-

et opii.

LINIMENT SAVONNEUX HYDROSULDE JADELOT. Composed of sulphu-

FURti
ret

of potass, j^vj, white snap Ibij, oil of poppy
of thyme ^ij: used in itch.

Ibiv, oil

—

Liniment, Simple. Linimentum simplex 1.
Soap, Linimentum Saponis l.Soap and opium,

—

,

LINIMENTUM

LINTEUM
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Linimentum saponis et opii— ], Soap, compound, nion, f. giv. Rub the
camphor with the spirit;
Linimentum saponis compos. I. Turpentine, add the ointment and lard; and, lastly, gradualLinimentum terebinthinee— 1. of Verdigris, Li- ly add the solution. PA. L.) It is used as a
nimentum seruginia— de Vert-de-gris, Lini- stimulant and discutient to venereal swellings,
mentum eeruginis— I. Volatil, Linimentum am- &c.
monite fortius.
Linimentum Plumbatum, Unguentum plum-

—

/.

LINIMENTUM

J3RU'GIN1S,

Oafymel
JEgyp'tiacum, Melli'aceta'tB cupri, Liniment of verdigris,
(F.) Liniment de Vertde-gris, Miel d' acetate
de cuivre. (JErugin. cont. 3jj, actt. 3vij, mellis
despurn. pond. jfxiv. Liquefied, strained, and
inspissated by boiling.
PA. L.) It is used as
JEru'ginis, Unguen'tum

tum de

—

an escharotic and detergent; diluted, as a gargle in venereal ulcerations and in foul ulcers.

Linimentum Album, Ceratum cetacei, Unguentum cetacei
ad Ambustiones, L. aquse

—

1.

calcis.

Linimentum Ammo'ni*, Sapo ammoniaca' lis
Linimentum ammonia' turn seu ammo'nicum sen
Anglica'num, Sapo ammo'nix oledceus, Unguen'-

tum album resol'vens, Oleum ammonia' turn, Linimentum ammonias, Strong liniment of ammo-

bi superacelatis

ponis et

— l.Saponaceum opiatum, L. sa-

opii.

Linimentum Sapona'ceum Hydrosulphura'tom. (Common Soap, 500 p. Liquefy in a water
bath in an earthen vessel and add white poppy
oil. 250 p.
Mix intimately, and add dry sulphuret of potass. 100 p. Beat together, and add
oil of poppy-seed 750 p.
PA. P.) In cutaneous
affections, psora, herpes, &c.
Linimentum Sapo'nis, Tinctu' r a saponis camphora'la (Ph. U. S.)
Camphorated Tincture of
Soap, Soap Liniment. (Saponis concis. §iv: camphor. _^ij, Ol. Rosmarin. f. 5ss. alcohol Oij.
Digest the soap and alcohol in a water bath,
until the former is dissolved; filter, and add the
camphor and oil PA. U. S.) Used in sprains,
bruises and as an embrocation.
;

—

nia, (F.) Liniment volatil ou ammoniacal, Savon
Linimentum Sapo'nis Camphoha'tum, L. S.
ammoniacal.
(Liq. ammon. f. ^j, olei olivx, compos'itum, Tinctura saponis camphora'ta, Opof. 5ij.
Mix. Ph. U. S.) A stimulating and ru- del'doch, Steer's opodeldoch, (F.) L. de Savon.

Compound soap Liniment.
(Sapon. vulgar.
Linimentum Ammo'ni*: Carbona'tis, Liniment j|iij, Camphor. %j, Ol. Kosmarini, Ol. Origan.
of subcarbonate of ammo'nia, Linimentum am- aa f. J5J. Alcohol, Oj. Digest the soap with the
mo'nix, Linimentum volat'ilS; Hartshorn and alcohol in a sand bath, until it is dissolved;
oil.
(F.) Liniment de carbonate d'ammoniaquc. then add the camphor and oils, and when they
(Solut. subcarb. ammon. f. §j. olei. oliv. f. §iij. are dissolved, pourthe liquor intobroad-mouthed
.Shake till they unite.) A stimulating liniment, bottles. Ph. U. S.) Stimulant and anodyne;
mostly used to relieve rheumatic pains, bruises, in bruises, local pains, &c.
&c.
Freeman's Bathing Spirits consists of lin.
Linimentum Ammoniatcm seu Ammoniacum, sapon. comp. coloured with Daffy's elixir.
Jackson's Bathing Spirits differ from FreeL. ammoniae fortis 1. Anglicanum, L. Ammoman's in the addition of some essential oils.
nia fortis 1. ad Aphthas, Mel boracis.
Linimentum Sato'nis et Opii, L. sapona'Linimentum AqujE Calcis, Linimentum CalSoap and opium liniment, Bates's
cis, (Ph. U. S.) Oleum lini cum calcB, Sapo cal- ceum opia'tum
ca'rius, Linimentum ad ambustio'nes, Liniment anodyne balsam. Batsamum anod'ynum, Tinctura
befacient soap.

—

—

—

—

of lime water, (F.) Liniment d'eau de chaux,
Savon caicairc, Liniment calcaire. (Olei lini
Mix.) A cooling
aquse calcis, partes ssquales.
and emollient application to burns and scalds.
Linimentum Arc^ei, Unguentum elemi compositum 1. de Borate, Mel boracis 1. Calcis,
L. aqua; calcis.
Linimentum Camp'horje, Oleum camphora'-

—

—

tum, Solu'tio camphorx oleo'sa, Camphor liniment, (F.) Liniment Camphri. (Camphorx giv,
It is used as a stiolivx olei f. gij. Dissolve.)

mulant and

discutient.

Linimentum Camphor*: Compos'itum,

saponis et opii, (F.) L. de savon opiaci.
(Suponis duri §iv, opii. 3J, camphorx §ij, olei rorismarin. f. gss. alcohol Oij.
PA. E.) Anodyne; in
chronic rheumatism and local pains in general.
Linimentum Simplex, Simple liniment. (OL
oliv. 4 p. cerx albx 1 p. fiat linimentum. PA. E.)
Emollient, used in chaps, &c.

Linimentum Simplex. Unguentum cerae.
Linimentum Terebin'thin x. Turpen'line

li-

niment.- (Ccrat. resinx, Bj, ol. terebinth. Oss.
stimuMelt the cerate and stir in the oil.
lant; applied to burns, &c.
Linimentum Volatile, L. ammoniae carbo-

A

Ward's essence for the headache, Compound cam- natis.
LINN.E'A BOREA'LIS. This plant, called
phor liniment (Camphor 3ij, liq. ammonix f. gij,
spirit, lavand. f. Oj. Ph. L) It is stimulant and after Linnaeus, has a bitter, subastringent taste;
and
is used, in some places, in the form of foanodyne.
Linimentum Canthar'idis, Liniment of Spa- mentation, in rheumatic pains. An infusion
nish Flies, (Cantharid. in pulv.gj: 01. Terebinth. in milk, is used in Switzerland for the cure of
Oss. Digest for three hours by means of a sciatica
LINOSPERMUM. See Linum usitatissiwater bath, and strain. Ph. U. S.) Used as an
mum.
excitant liniment in typhu3, &c.
LINSEED. See Linum usitatissimum.
Camphora'Linimentum e Cantharid'ibus
LINT, Carbasus, Linteum.
tum, Camphora'ted liniment of canthar 'ides, (F.)
LINTEAMEN, Linteum, Pledget.
L. cantharide camphH, (Tinct. cantharid. ~ss,ol.
LINTEUM, Liittca'men, Ollt'onS, Othon'ion,
amygd. dulc. giv, sapon. amygd. gj, camphor
A soft, flocculent subDissolve the camphor in the oil, and add Xystos, Mine, Lint.
gss.
old linen cloth; and
this mixture to the tincture and soap. Ph. P.) stance, made by scraping
as
a dressing to wounds,
employed
in
surgery
Rubefacient and discutient.
Linimentum HYDR\w.'Gini,Mercu'rial liniment, ulcers, &c, either simply or covered with oint(F) L. de mercure, (Ung. Hyd. fort ,adip. prxp. ment.
Linteum Carptum, Carbasua.
aa |iv, camphorx %],sp. red. g". xv, liquor am1

——
LINUM
LINUM.
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Linum

see

usitatissimum.
Linum Cathau'ticum, L. min'irnum, Chamali'num. Purging flax, or Mill mountain, (F.) Lin
purgatif. This plant is possessed of* cathartic
properties, and has a bitterish, disagreeable
taste.
Dose, gj in substance.
Linum Cruuum. See Apolinosis 1. Mini-

mum,

—

L. Catharticum.

Linum Usitatis'simcm, Common flax, (F.)
Lin. The seed, Linum, (Ph. U. S.) Sem'inu
Linosper mum, Linseed, FlaxGrains de lin, are inodorous, and
almost tasteless; yielding mucilage to warm
water, and oil by expression. They are demulcent and emollient. Linseed, when ground
into powder, forms a good emollient poultice.
It is only necessary to stir the powder into boiling water. The oil, Oleum lini, Flaxseed oil,
is emollient and demulcent.
LIOJVDENT, Leontodon taraxacum.
LION'S TAIL, Leonurus.
LIP, Sax. and Germ, Lippe, Cheilos, La'Hum, Lalirum, (F.) Levre. The lips are composed of different muscular fasciculi, nerves,
and vessels, covered by the skin and mucous
membrane of the mouth. They circumscribe
the anterior aperture of that cavity ; and are inBervient to mastication, pronunciation, &c.
They are distinguished into upper and lower
Anochei'lon, and Catochei'lon and are placed
in front of each jaw, forming the anterior aperture of the mouth between them. They unite
at each side, and form what are called the
angles or commissures of the mouth
Chalini.
Their free edge is covered with a mucous membrane, of a more or less vivid red, according to
iini usitatis'simi,

seed,

1

(F.)

—

—

—

the individual.

They

receive

their

arteries

from the external carotid. Their veins open
into the two jugulars. Their lymphatic vessels
descend into the ganglions, situate beneath the
chin. Their nerves are derived from the infraorbitar, mental, and facial.
Lips, Labia, (F.) Levres de la vulvc, are folds
belonging to the genital organs of the female,
and distinguished into 1. Labia pud en' di, Labia majo'ra, Episi'a, Alx majo'res, Crem'noi, (F.)
Grandes Levres. These are two membranous
folds, thicker above than below, which limit
the vulva laterally, and extend from the inferior part of the mons veneris to the perinseum.
They unite anteriorly and posteriorly, forming
commissures; the posterior of which is called
FourclieUe. Their outer surface is convex;
formed of skin and covered with hair. The
inner surface is red and covered by a mucous
membrane, continuous with that lining the
other parts of the vulva. The space between
the skin and mucous membrane is filled with a
fatty tissue and fibrous bands, some fibres of
the constrictor vaginae muscle, vessels, and
nerves.
speak, also, of the lips of a wound, ulcer,
&.C, when alluding to the edges of these solutions of continuity.
LIPA, Xina, fat; also, Lippitudo, (q. v.)

—

We

LIPARA, from
'fat.'

Plasters, containing

LIPAR1A.

'fatty,'

XnraQo<;,

much

tumour.'
tumour of the scrotum.

and

y.^Xtj,

Xtfra,

or fat.

See Polysarca.

LIPAROL&, Pomatum.
LIPA ROCE'LE, Lipoce'le,
ty,'

oil

and

'

LIPEMANIA,

A

LIQUOR
LIPO on LEIPO, i«w M

'

Melancholy, see Lypemania.

,

'I leave,' 'I for-

Lc '><V s "'«> Leipothymia.
™'
^iVd/^V
JLJrOGLl.iL, Liparocele.
5

i/

L1PODERMOS,

c/

Leipodermos.

LIPO'MA, Lypo'ma, from

A

fatty tumour.'
fatty
or other character.

LIPOME'RIA,
leave,'

and

xuroe,

'

fat,'

'

a

tumour, of an encysted

Lcipome'ria, from Xi,-rm,

f*eoo ? , 'a part.'

'I

Monstrosity from

arrest of developement, or from defect.
ciency of one or more of the parts of the

Defi-

body
example, where a person has only four

for

fingers.

LIPOS, Pinguedo.

LIPOTHYMIA,
LIPPA,

Syncope.

Chassie.

LIPPIA, Adah.

LIPPITU'DO, Ophthal'mia chron'ica of some.
Lippitude, Blear-eye, Lappa, Lipa, Xerophthalmia, Lema, Lenie, Glama, Gra'mia. A copious
secretion of the sebaceous humour of
the eyelids which renders them
gummy. It is a state
of chronic inflammation of the tarsal
margins;
the eyelids being generally red, tumefied,"
and
painful.
Lippitudo Neonatorum, see Ophthalmia.

L PP U S Chassieux.
LIQUAMU'MIA, Adeps
1

fat.

.

— Ruland and Johnson.

Human

humafnus.

LIQUATIO, Liquefaction.
LlQUEFA'ClENT,L> ? « c a'aen5,frorn liquidus, liquid,' amdfacere, to make.'
medici-.
nal agent, which seems to have the power of
liquefying solid depositions. To this class Mercury, Iodine, &c. have been referred by some.

/

'

A

'

LIQUEFACTION, Liqua'tio, Liquefadtio;
(same etymon.) Transformation of a solid substance into a liquid. It is used particularly in
speaking of metals and fatty bodies.

LIQUEUR D'ALUMIJYE COMPOS&E,

Li-

quor aluminis compos. I. Arsdnicale, Liquor
arsenicalis— I. Fumante de Boyle, Ammonias
sulphuretum— I. Fnmante de Boyle, Liquor fumans Boylii— /. Volatile de come de ccrf, Liquor
volatilis cornu cervi— /. de Cuivre ammoniacal,
Liquor cupri ammoniati /. de Fer alcaline, Liquor ferri alkalini— I. de Sousacetale de plomb,
Liquor plumbi subacetatis I. de Potasse, Liquor potassse /. de Souscurbonate de potasse,
Liquor potassse subcarbonatis.

—

—

LIQUID, DISINFECTING, LABARRAQUE'S,

Liquor Sodae chlorinate.

LIQUIDAMBAR OFFICINALIS.

See Sty-

rax.

Liquidam'bar Stvracif'lua, Liquidam'bra,
Sweet gum. The name of the tree which affords
the Liquid amber and Storux liquida, Stijrax liquida or Liquid storax. Liquid amber is a resinous juice of a yellow colour, inclining to red;
at first of about the consistence of turpentine;
by age, hardening into a solid, brittle mass. It
is not used medicinally.
Styrax Liquida is obtained from this plant by
boiling.

There are two

sorts:

— one more

pure

than the other. It is used, occasionally, as a
stomachic, in the form of plaster.

LIQUIDUM NERVEUM,
LIQUOR,

from Xirta^oc, fatLipo'ma, or fatty

;

A name

Hygron,

given to

Nervous

fluid.

Uy grotes.

many

1

(F.) Liqueur.
compound liquids, and

especially to those the bases of
and alcohol.

which are water

Liquor Acidus Halleri, Elixir acidum Hal-

LIQUOR
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leri— 1. AUhereua, Ether— 1. JEthereus sulphuricus, Spiritus stheris sulphurici.

Liquor Alu'minis Compos'itus, Aqua

alu-

minis composita,

Aqua, alumina 'sa Batea'na,
solu'don of alum. (F.) Liqueur d'alumine composee. (Alurninis, zinci sulphat. sing.
5ss, aquas, fervent. Oij
Dissolve and filter
through paper.)
Detergent and stimulant.
Used as acollyrium, when properly diluted, in
ophthalmia; as an injection in gleet, and leucorrhoea, &c.

Compound

Liquor Ammo'sij;,

Liq.

ammonias purse, AH-

cnli ammoni'ucumflu'idum, Ammo' nia liq'uida, A.
caus'tica liquida, A. pura liquida, Lixiv'ium ammoniiicu'le, Spi/itus sulis ummoniuci aquo'sus,

Aqua ammonix, Aqua ammonix caus'tiar, Liquid
ammonia, Solution of ammonia. (F.) Ammoniaque liquide.

(Directed to be made, in the

Pharm. U. S from muriate of ammonia, in fine
powder; and Lime, each a pound; distilled water a pint; water, nine fluid ounces. The water
employed to slake the lime; this is mixed

is

with the muriate of ammonia and put into a
glass retort, in a sand bath.
Heat is applied so
as to drive off' the ammonia, which is made to
pass into a quart bottle containing the distilled
water. To every ounce of the product three
and a half ffuidrachms 'of distilled water are

LIQUOR

closed in its membranes,
&c. It is probably
inservient to useful purposes
in the nutrition
or the foetus.

Liquor,
a?thens

Anodyne, Hoffmann's, Spiritus
compositus— 1. Anodynus

sulphurici

rnartialis,

Alcohol sulphurico-anhereus

ferri.

Ar'sems potas'sm liq'uidus. Ar'sems votassa aquo'sus, Fowler's solution
of arsenic, Solvens mineru'U, Italian poison, Aqua Tofa'na,
(?)
Aqua Tuffa' nia, Acqua della Toffana, Aqua di Wapoli, Acquet'ta, Tasteless ague drop.
(F.) Liqueur arsinicale. (Acid arsenios in pulverem
subtilem triti, potassa carbonatis pur, sing.
gr. Ixiv, aqua deslillat.
Boil together the
q. s.
arsenious acid and carbonate of potas-sa with
twelve fluidounces of distilled water, in a glass
vessel, until the arsenic is dissolved. When the
solution is col'd, add Tinct. larand. c. f. ^iv,and
as much distilled water as will make the whole
one pint. Ph. U S.) f. jrj, contains r. ss. of
ff
the arsenious acid.
Dose, gtt. v, gradually increased to c't. xx.
solvent,

t

LiQuon Barii Chloridi, Baryta, muriate,
solution

of.

Liquor Bellosti, L. hydrargyri nitrici.
added, or so much as may be necessary to raise
Liquor Calcii Chloridi, see Calcis murias.
its s. g. to 0.96.
This Liquor Ammonias may
Liquor Calcis, Solu'lio calcis, Aqua calcis,
also be made by mixing one part of liquor am- Aqua benedie'lu, Calca'ria
pura liq'uida, Aqua
monia; fortior with two parts of distilled water. calca'rix ustx, Solution
of lime, Lime Water,

— Ph. U.

S. (1842.)
The Liquor Ammonias, forstronger solution of ammonia (Ph. U.S.)
is an aqueous solution of ammonia of the s. g.
.662.
It is a stimulant, antacid, and rubefaent.
Dose, g 1 '- x to xx, in water or milk.
tior, or

Liquor Ammoni* Aceta'tis, Al'ca/i ammonincum aceta'tum, Alcali volat'ile aceta'tum, Aqua
acetatis am monix Solution of acetate of a m w o n in.
Aqua ammonias ucelatx, Ace.'tas ammonix, Spirit
of Mindere'rus, Sal ammoniucum vegetal' ill,
,

(F.)

Eau

de c/iaux. (Calcis giv, aq.

desliil.

cong.

Pour the water on the lime, and stir. Let it
stand in a covered vessel three hours; bottle
the lime and water in stopped bottles, and use
the clear solution.) It is astringent, tonic, and
antacid
and is used in diarrhoea, diabetes,
heartburn, &c. and as a lotion to foul and cancerous ulcers, &c. Dose, f. gij to Oss, in
:

milk.

Liquor Calcis Compos'itus, Aqua calcis comophthat miens Mindcrc'ri, Sal accto'sus pos' ita, Compound lime water, Aqua benedidta.
ammoniaca'lis. (Ammon. carbon. §ij, acid. acet. compos' ita. (F.) Eau de chuux composi. (Livn.
Sumac, ras. Ibss. rod. glycip-rlt.^], tort, sassafras,
ilil. Ibiv: or add the salt till the acid is saturated.
Sfiir'itus

A
f.

sudorific
£iss.

:

externally, cooling.

Dose,

jjij

to

~ss; semin. coriond. gij, liquor, calcis Ovj. Macerate for two days and filter )
It is stimulant,

Liquor Ammonije Subcarbona'tis, Solu'lio diaphoretic, and astringent, and is used in cusulicart/onntis ammonix, Aqua- carbonatis am- taneous affections.
Liquor Calcis Muriatis, see Calcis murias
monix, Solution of subcarbonule of ammonia.

(Ammonix

carbon.

,^viij,

aqua

dcstillat.

—

Oj.

Use; the
Dissolve and filter through paper.)
same as that of the carbonate of ammonia, (q. v.)
Liquor Ammonii H vdrothiodis, Ammonias
sulphuretum 1. ex Ammonia et oleo succini,

—

—

1.

soda?

Cereris,

Cerevisia—

chlorinate —1.

1.
Chloreti natri, L.
Chloreti soda?, L. soda?

chlorinate— I. Chlorureti natri, L. soda? chlorinate— 1. Chlorureti soda?, L. soda? chlorinata?.

Liquor Go phi Ammonia'™, Aqua cupri ammonia' ti. Aqua sapphuri'na, Blue eyewater, SoluThe liquor of tion of ammoniatcd copper. ( F.) Liqueur ou Eau
the amnios. (F.) Eauxde I amnios. The fluid de cuirre amowniacal. (Capri nmmoniat. 3J,
envelopes aqux desti/l. Oj. Dissolve and filler the soluand
which
amnios,
exhaled by the
the foetus during the whole period of utero- tion through paper. Ph. L ) Corrosive and
detergent.
Used externally to foul ulcers ; and,
It is often simply called, the waters,
gestation.
(F.) Les Eaux. Its relative quantity diminishes diluted with an equal part of distilled water, it
as pregnancy advances, although its absolute is applied by means of a hair pencil to specks
quantity continues to increase till the period of and films on the eye.
Liquor Cupri Sulpha'tis Compos'itus, Aqua
In some women, only five or six
delivery.
ounces are met with in others, it amounts to cupri vitriola'li composita. (Cupri sulphat., a/upints. It is limpid, yellowish, or whitish, ex- min. sulphat. aa. 5iij, aqux purx Oij, oral, sulph.
hales a faint smell, and has a slightly saline srij. Boil the salts in the water until they are
dissolved; then filter the liquor, and add the
It contains water in considerable quantaste.
Used as nn astringent in epbtaxis, &c.
tity; albumen; chloride of sodium; phosphate of acid.)
particular
It was also called Aqua siapttca.
a
and
lime; an alkaline substance
uterus,
the
Liquor
of
dilatation
Cvrf.niacis, Benjamin 1. Excitans,
facilitates
the
It
acid.
and aids delivery by acting as a soft wedge en- Spiritus Ammonia? succinatus.
ammonite succinatus.
Liquor Amnii, Aqua amnii.

Spiritus

;

;

—

—
LIQUOR

LIQUOR
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Liquor Ferri Alkalini, Solution of Alkaline
iron, (F.) Liqueur defer alcaline.
(Ferri giiss,
add. nitric. 3 j , uquas destillat. f. §vj, /ig. potass,
subcarb. f. §vj. To the acid and water mixed,
add the iron ; and, after the effervescence, add
the clear solution, gradually, to the liq. polassae
subcarb.; shaking it occasionally till it assumes
i

a deep brown-red colour, and the effervescence
stops.
After six hours' settling, pour off the
clear solution. Ph. L.)
It is tonic, like other

preparations of iron.

Liquor Ferri

Dose,

f.

sjss to

giss.

f.

Io'didi, Solution of Iodide of

(lodin. gij, Ferri rament. 5j, Mel. despuMix the iodine
v, Aquas, destillat. q. s.
with f.^x of the distilled water, in a porcelain
or glass vessel, and gradually add the iron
filings, constantly stirring.- Heat the mixture
gently until the liquor acquires a light greenish
colour; then, having added the honey, continue
Lastly, pour
the heat a short time, and filter.
distilled water upon the filter, ahd allow it to
pass until the whole of the filtered liquor measures twenty fluid ounces. Keep the solution

Iron,

mat.

f.

f

in closely stopped bottles.

— Ph.

U.

S.)

(Morphix

Solution of Sulphate of Morphia.

sulphat. gr. viij, aquae destillat. Oss. Dissolve
the sulphate of morphia in the water. Ph. U.

— containing

—

from an
eighth to a quarter of a grain.
Liquor Morphi'n/e seu Morphia Aceta'tis,
Solution of Acetate of Morphia, An'odyne Drops,
S.)

Dose,

f. 5jj

to

f.

sjij

(Acetate of morphia gr. xvj, distilled water, f.
gvj, dilute acetic acid, f. gij.J Dose, from six to

twenty-four drops.'

Liquor Natri Oxymuriatici, L. Sodae

chlo-

rinate.

Liquor Nervinus Bangii, Tinctura tetherea
camphorata— 1. Oleosus Sylvii, Spiritus ammoaromalicus
Tinctura opii.
nice

—

1.

Opii sedativus, Haden's, see

Liquor Opii Sedati'vus. An empirical preparation by a London druggist, of the name of
Battley. It is presumed to be a solution of
acetate of morphia, or of opium, in some form

It is devoid of many of the narcotic
opium.
Liquor Ovi Albus, Albumen ovi 1. PanDose, creaticus, see Pancreas I. Plumbi acetatis, L.

in vinegar.

effects of

—

—

P. subacetatis.

10 to 30 drops.

Liquor Fumans Boylii, Sulphure'lum AmHydrogena! turn, Hydrosulphure'tum Ammonix, Tinctura Sul'phuris Volat! His, Aqua SulBoyle's Fuming liquor, (F.)
phure'ti Ammonias,
Liqueur fumante de Boyle. It is possessed of
nauseating and emetic properties, and has been
given in diabetes and diseases of excitement as
a disoxygenizer!
Liquor Fuming, Boyle's, Liquor fumans
1. Fuming, of Libavius, Tin, muriate of
Boylii
Sperm 1. of Hartshorn, volatile,
1. Genital,
Liquor volatilis comu cervi.
tno'nias

—

Liquor Plumbi Subaceta'tis, Liquor Subacelu'tis Lilhar'gyri, Solu'lion

Lead, Liquor Plumbi

of Subacetute of
Goulard's Ex-

Aceta'tis,

trad turn Satur'ni, Lilhar'gyri Acetum, (F.) Liqueur de sousacetate de Plumb. (Plumb, acet.
5xvj, Plumb, oxid. semivitr. in pulv. subtil.
^ixss, aq. destillat. Oiv. Boil together in a glass
or porcelain vessel, for half an hour, occasionally adding distilled water, so as to preserve the
measure, and filter through paper. Keep the
Ph. U. S.)
solution in closely stopped bottles.
it is used externally as a cooling astringent,
Liquor Hydrar'gyri Nitrici, L. Bellosti and discutient, when diluted with distilled
Eau mercuriellc, Eau contre la gangrene, Re- water.
Liquor Plumbi Subaceta'tis Dilu'tus, Limede du Due d'Antin, R. du Capucin, (Hydrarg.
120 p.,acid nitr. (33°,) 150 p. Dissolve, and add quor Subaceta'tis Lithar'gyri Compos'itus, Aqua
Ph. P.) Satur'ni, Ace'tas Plumbi dilu'tum a/cohot'icum,
to the solution, distilled water, 900 p.
Dose, two or three drops in a glass of water. Diluted Solu'lion of Subac" elate of Lead, Aqua
veg"eto-m.inera'lis, Tinctu'ra plumbo'sa, Aqua
Not much used.
Liquor Hydrar'gyri Oxymuria'tis, Solu- Lithargyri Aceta'ti composita, Liquor Plumbi
Royal Preventive.
tion of Oxymuriate of Mercury, Liquor Swiete- Aceta'tis dilu'tus, White Wash,
plumbi subacet. gij, aquas destillat. Oj. Ph.
nis, L. Syphiliticus turneri, Mu'rias hydrargyri (Liq.
Properties the same as the last, but
spirituo'sus liq'uidus. Solutio Muria'tis hydrar'- U. S)

—

—

—

—

—

vyri oxygenati, S. of Corro'sive Sublimate, Liquor
or Solution of Van Swietcn. ( Hyd.oxym. gr.viij,
Dissolve in
aquae, destill. f. §xv, sp. rect. f. §j.
the water, and add the spirit. Ph. L.) Dose,

feebler.

Aqua Kali
Lixiv'ium magistra'lS, L. Saponu'rium, Soap Lees, Aqua Kali
pan, Soap Ley, Lixiv'ium cau'sticum, Polos' sa
f. gss, or f. 3J.
liqueur de PoGkef.n's Drops, and Solomon's Anti-Impe- liq'uida, (F.) Eau, solution ou
curb. Ibj, cahis
tig"enes both nostrums seem to be solutions tasse, Potasse liquide. (Potassas
Dissolve
congium.
tbss, aquas destill. fervent,
of Corrosive Sublimate.
add the reLiquor Hydriodatis Arsenici et Hydhar- the alkali in Oij of the water, and
mainder to the lime. Mix the whole set aside
gyri, Arsenic and mercury, iodide of.
cold, filter through
Liquor Io'dini Compos'itus, Solu'tio Potas'sii in a close vessel, and, when
Ph. L) It is antilithic in cases of uric
loduii lodure'ta, Compound Solution of Iodine, calico.
Externally, stimu(lodin. £vj, Potass, iodid. acid calculi, and antacid.
Lugol's Solutiun.
gtt. x to xx.
Dissolve the iodine lant and escharotic. Dose,
giss, Aquas destillat. Oj
Liquor Potassa Absenitis, L. arsenicalis
and iodide of potassium in the water. Ph. U.
Subcarbonatis.
1. Potassre Carbonatis, L. P.
water.
sugared
in
ad
xij,
g".
vj
Dose,
S.)
Liquor Potass-*: Citra'tis, Solution of CiLiquor Lithargyri Subacetatis, L. plumbi
Polassa, Neutral Mixture; Saline Mixsubacetalis— 1. Lithargyri subacetatis composi- trate of
ture. (Succ. Limon. Oss. Potass. Carbonat. q. s.)
tus, Liquor plumbi subacetatis dilutus.
the carbonate of potassa, and filter;
Liquor of Monro, Solution of Monro. A so- saturate by
or, Acid. Ciliic ^ss; Ol. Limon. 1\. ij; Aquae
lution, used by Monro for the preservation of
Potass. Carbonat. q. s.; dissolve, saturate
anatomical preparations. It is composed of al- Oss.
carbonate of potassa, and filter. Ph. U.
cohol at 22° or 24 3 , with a drachm of nitric acid by the
Used in fever, but probably of little or no
S.)

—

Liquor Potas'ss, Aqua

Polas'sas,

Caust'iti, Solution of Potash,

—

".

—

to -each pint.

Liquor Morphine seu Morphia S.lpiiatis,

efficacy.

LIQUOR

aqua: destillut.
a day.

f.

gj.)

Dose,

gtt.

xx, three times

Liquor Potass* Subcarbona'tis, L. P. Car(Ph. U. S.) Aqua Subcarbonatis Kali,
Oleum Tar'tari per dtliq'uium, Aqua Kali, Lixiv'ium Tartari, Aqua Kali praparaUi, Oil
of Tarbonatis,

tar, Saline Oil

of Tartar, Solu'tion of Subcar'bonate of Potass, (F.) Liqueur de so us- carbonate
de Potasse, Lessioe de Tartre. (Potass, subcarb.
ftj, aqua, destillut. f. §xij.
Dissolve and filter
through paper.) Dose, gtt. x to xxx.

Liquor, Propagatory, Sperm.
Liquor Sang'uinis. This term has been
given by Dr. Babington

to one of the constituents of the blood, the other being the red panicles.
He considers, from his experiments, that
fibrin and serum do not exist as such in circulating blood, but that the Liquor Sanguinis
the Plasma, of Schultz
when removed from
the circulation and no longer subjected to the
laws of life, has then, and not before, the property of separating into fibrin and serum. It is
the Liquor Sanguinis, after the red particles
have subsided, which forms the buffy coat of

—

—

inflammatory blood.

Liquor

Se.m'inis.

LITHOLABUM
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Liquor Potass* Hydrioda'tis, Solution of
Hydnodate of Potass. (Potassx hydriud. 3G <rr.,

Liquor VolatilisOssium— L.

The homogeneous,

cornu

Liquor Zinci Sulpha'tis cum Camphor^,
Aqua Zinci vitriolu'ti cum Camphora, Aqua vitrwl'ica camphora'ta, Aqua opkthal'mica,
Common Eye Water. (Zinci sulph. gas, camphor,
aq.bulhent. Oij; dissolve and filter.)
Used
as a lotion for ulcers; or, diluted with
water
as a collyrium.
Jjij,

LIQUORICE,
Glycyrrhiza— 1.

—

Glycyrrhiza-1.

refined,

Juice,

see

Extractum glycyrrhiza*

Spanish, see Glycyrrhiza.
LIQUORITIA, Glycyrrhiza.
LIRIODEN'DRON, Liriodendron tulipifera,
Tulip Tree, Poplar Tree, Tulip-bearing Poplar',
American Poplar, White Wood, Cypress Tree'
1.

(New England

)

The bark— Li-

(F.) Tulipier.

riodendron, (Ph. U. S.)— especially of the root
of this noble forest tree, which is indigenous
in the United States, is a strong aromatic bitter,

and has been employed advantageously as a

An active principle has been separated
it by Professor J. P. Emmet of the
University of Virginia, and has been called Liriodendrin. It is not used in medicine.
tonic.

from

LIS BLANC, Lilium candidum

I.

Asplw

Asphodelus ramosus.

L1SERON, GRAND, Convolvulus sepium—

trans-

—

volatilis

cervi.

dele,

parent fluid, in which the spermatozoa and
seminal granules are suspended.
Wagner.

—

—

s

/.

des Haies, Convolvulus sepium.

LITE, Xirq. A plaster, formerly used, made
Liquor Sod* Chloridi, L. Sodae Chlorinatse. of verdigris, wax, and resin. Galen.
LITHAGO'GUS, from Xidog, 'a stone,' and
Liquor Son* Chlorina't*, L. soda chin' ridi,
«/u', I expel.'
A remedy,

L. soda oxymuriat'ica, L. clitore'ti natri, L.
chlorureti natri, L. chloreti soda, L. chlorure'ti
soda, Natrum chloratum liq'uidum, L. natri oxymuriat!'id, Aqua natrioxymuriat' ici, La barraque'
Disinfecting Liquid, Solution of Chlorinated
Soda, (Calcis Chlorinat. Ebj
Soda Carbonut.
Ibij; Aqua cong. iss.
Dissolve the carbonate of
soda in three pints of the water, with the aid of
heat. To the remainder of the water add, by
small portions at a time, the chlorinated lime,
previously well triturated, stirring the mixture
;

after each addition.
Let the mixture lie for
several hours, that the dregs may subside; decant the clear liquid, and mix it with the soluLastly, decant the
tion of carbonate of soda.
clear liquor from the precipitated carbonate of
lime, pass it through a linen cloth, and keep it
in bottles secluded from the light; (Ph. U. S.)
Used in the same cases as the chloride of lime.
Internally, 10 drops to a fluidraclim, for a dose.
Diluted with water, it is used as an excitant
and disinfectant in various morbi externi.
Liquor Sod* Oxymuriatic*, L. sodoe chlo-

—

which was supposed
power of expelling calculi.
Plumbi oxydum semivitreum
1. of Gold, see Plumbi oxydum semivitreum
1. of Silver, see Plumbi oxydum semivitreum.
LITHARGYRI ACETUM, Liquor plumbi
'

to possess the

—
—

LITHARGE,

subacetatis.

LITHARGYROS,

Plumbi oxydum semivi-

treum.

LITHEC'TASY,
EXTaffij,

'

dilatation

from

Xt6i,f,

a stone,' and
operation,

'

An

Cystec'tasy.

;'

which consists in extracting stone from the
bladder by dilating the neck of the organ, after
making an incision in the perineum, and opening the membranous portion of the urethra.
R. Willis.
LITHAS, Urate.
LITHATE, Urate.

LITH'IA,

Lithi'asis,

Uri'asis (?),

calculo'sa, Cal'culi Morbus, from
stone.'
The formation of stone or

'a
gravel in the human body. Also, an affection
in which the eyelids are edged with small,
hard, and stone-like concretions.
XtQog,

Lithia Renalis Arenosa, Gravel

rinatse.

Liquor Sulphuricus ALCooLiSATUs,Spiritus

Urolithi-

Cachexia

asis,

lis,

Nephrolithiasis

—

1.

—

1.

Rena-

Vesicalis, Calculi, vesi«

Swietenis, L. hydrargyri
setheris sulphurici—
oxymuriatis— 1. Syphiliticus Turneri, L. hydrargyri oxymuriatis 1. of Van Swieten, L.
hydrarjjyri oxymuriatis.
Liquor Volat'ilis Cornu Cervi, L. volat'His Comic Ctivi'ni, Vol'atile Liquor of Harts-

cal.

horn, Sp ritus Lumbrieo'rum. Spir'ilus Millepeda' rum, Hartshorn, Spirit of Hartshorn, Spi/itus
Cornu Cirri, Liquor volat'ilis os'sium; Bone
Spirit, (F.) Liqueur volatile dc Come de cerf.
This is a solution ofsubcarbonate of ammonia, impregnated with empyreumaiic oil. Itpossesses

ing to lithic or uric acid, or to stone: hence
Lithic Diathesis: the habit of body which favours
the deposition of lithic acid and the lithates from
the urine.
LITHOLABON, Forceps, (Lithotomy.)

-1.

—

the same virtues as
nia.

It is in

jngs, &.c.
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subcarbonate of ammouse to smell at, in faint-

"the

common

LITHIASIS, Lithia— 1.

Cystica, Calculi, veNephretica, Gravel 1. Nephretica, Ne1.
Renalis, Gravel
1.
Renalis,
Nephrolithiasis 1. Vesicalis, Calculi, vesical.

sical

—

—

1.

phrolithiasis

LlTHIC,

—

Lith'icus.

LITHOL'ABUM,
Xauparo),

—

Same etymon. Belong-

a stone," and
from Xt6fi?
An instrument for extractseize.'
from the bladder. It had various
Fabriciusab Acquapendente,Hildanus.
'

stone

ing
shapes

—

—

1

'

,

LITIlOiNTRIPTIC
LITIIONTRIP'TIC,

Ltthoutrip' liens, LithvnCalculif'ragus, Shxifragus, from U6t{,
* a stone,' and Agvjrrw,
I
break in pieces.' A
remedy, believed to be capable of dissolving
calculi in the urinary passages.
There is not
much reliance to be placed upon such remedies.
By anlilithics, exhibited according to the
chemical character of the calculus (see Calculi
Urinary,) the disease may be prevented from
increasing but most of the vaunted lilhontriptics, for dissolving the calculus already formed,
have been found unworthy of the high encothrijj/lic,

'

;

miums which have accompanied

their introduc-

tion.

LITHOP.E'DION,
psefdion,
child.'

Jnfans lapidc'us, Osleoa stone,' and irate, ' a
foetus, petrified in the body of the

from Xidoc,

A

'

mother.

L1THOS,

LITHOTOMY
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This method was in2. Apparatus Major.
vented, in 1520, by John de Romani, a surgeon
of Cremona, and communicated by him to Mariano-Santo-di-Barlctta, whence it was long
called Mariano s Method, Sectio Maria'nti.
It
was called the Apparatus Major, and Cystotom'ia vel Meth'odus cum appara'tu ma^no, (F.)
Le grand appurcil, from the number of instruments required in it. An incision was made on
the median line; but the neck of the bladder
was not comprehended in it. It was merely
dilated.
The greater apparatus was liable to
many inconveniences, such as ecchymoses;
contusion; inflammation of the neck of the
bladder; abscesses; urinary fistula;; incontinence of urine impotence, &c.
,

;

The High

3.

Cystatom'ia

Calculus.

Operation,

cum appara'tu

Apparatus

alto,

alius,

hi/pogas'tri-

C.

ca, Epicystolont'ia, Lapurocystotom'ia, Sectio

LITHOSPEE'MUM OFFICINALE,

Mil-

ium Suits, Gromwell, JEgon'yc/ion, Bastard Athand, (F.) Gremil officinal, Herbe avx Perks.

Meth'odus Franconia'na,
alta,

Haul

(F.)

appareil,

S.

seu

llypogas'tiica, S.

Tuille Hypogastriqut,

dered diuretic.
Lrriiosi'KUMUM Villoscm, Anchusatinctoria.
L1THOTOME, Lithot'omus, from ZiSoc, a
stone,' and zi/u.ro>, I cut.' This name has been
given to a number of instruments of different
shapes and sizes, which are used in the operation for the stone, to cut the neck or body of
the bladder. They ought, with more propriety,

Taille sus pubienne, was first practised by Peter
Franco, about the middle of the Kith century.
It consisted in pushing the stone above the
pubis by the fingers introduced into the rectum.
Rousset afterwards proposed to make the bladder rise above the pubis by injecting it. The
method had fallen into discredit, when Frere
Come revived it. It is used when the calculus
is very large.
It was practised by opening first
the membranous part of the urethra upon a
catheter passed into the canal. Through this
incision, the Sonde u dard
a species of catheter, having a spear-pointed stilet
was intro-

to be called Cystotomes.

duced into the bladder.

The

seeds of this plant were formerly supposed,
from their stony hardness, {J.iSoc, 'a stone,'
and ont^im, seed,') to be efficacious in calculous affections. They have, also, been consi'

'

'

t

of Frere Come is the
most known, and is still occasionally used. It
is composed of a handle, and of a flattened
sheath, slightly curved; in this there is a cutting blade, which can be forced out by pressing
upon a bascule or lever, to any extent that may
be wished by the operator.
A Double Lithotome was used by Dupuytren in his bilateral operation. See Lithotomy.

The Lithotoihe Cache

LITIIOT'OMIST. Same etymon. Liihot'omus. One, who devotes himself entirety to
operating for the stone. One who practises
lithotomy.

LITHOT'OMY,
Urolitholom'ia,

vesica'lis,

operation by
extracted from the bladder.

(F.) Tattle.
is

Sectio

The

Lithotom'ia,

Cystatom'ia,

same etymon.
which a stone

The

different

methods, according to which this operation may
be practised, are reducible to five principal; each
of which has experienced numerous modifications.
1.

The Method of Ctlsus, Meth'odus Celsia'na,
cum appara'tu parvo, Apparu'tus

Cystotont'ia

Minor, Cutting on the. Gripe. This consisted in
cutting upon the stone, after having made it
project at the perinceum by means of the fingers introduced into the rectum. This method
was attended with several inconveniences;
such as the difficulty of dividing the ]>arts
neatly, injury done to the bladder, as well as
the impossibility of drawing down the stone in
many persons. It is sometimes, also, called the
Meth'odus Guytonia'na; from Guy de Cb.au Mac
having endeavoured to-remove from it the discredit into which it had fallen in his time.
It
was termed the Apparatus Minor, (F.) Le petit
•appareil, from the small number of instruments
required in it.

—

—

An

incision was then
the linea alba, above the symphysis
pubis, of about four or five fingers' breadth,
and the peritoneum detached to avoid wounding it. The stilet was pushed through the bladder, and used as a director for the knife, with
which the bladder was divided anteriorly, as
far as the neck; and the stone extracted.
It

made

in

was performed in England by Douglas, in
1711), and since by others with various modifications.
4.

The

Lateral Operation, Cystatom'ia latera'-

lalera'lis, Appara'tus latcra'lis, (F.)
Appareil lateralis/;, so named from the prostate
gland and neck of the bladder being cut laterally, was probably invented by Peter Franco.
It was introduced into France by Frere Jacques
de Reaulieu. He performed it with rude instruments, invented by himself, and improved by
the suggestions of some of the Parisian surgeons. In England, it received its earliest and
most important improvements from the celebrated Cheselden. It is the method practised
at the present day, according to different modes
In this method, the patient is
of procedure.
placed upon a table; his legs and thighs are
bent and separated the hands being tied to the
The perina?um is then shaved, and a
feet.
staff is introduced into the bladder
the handle
being turned towards the right groin of the palis,

Sec'tio

;

;

An oblique incision is now made from
the raphe to the middle of a line drawn from the
anus to the tuberosity of the ischium nl the left
side; and, taking the staff for a guide, the integuments, cellular tissue of the pinna-urn,
membranous portion of the urethra, transversus
tient.

perinaVi musclo, bulbo-cavernosus, some fibres
of the levator ani, the prostate and neck of the
bladder, are successively divided. For this latter

LITHOTRIPTORS
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part of the operation, the knife, the beaked bistoury, Bislouri ou Lithotome CacU, cutting
gorget, &c. are used, according to the particular procedure.
The forceps is now introduced
into the Madder, and the stone extracted. In
the operation, care must he taken not to injure
the rectum, or the great arterial vessels, distributed to the perimeum.
A variety of the Lateral Apparatus, called by
the French Appareil /ultra/, consisted in cutting
into the has fond of the bladder, without touching the neck of that organ: but it was soon
abandoned on account of its inconveniences.
The Bilateral Operation is founded on that of
Celsus. It consists in making an incision posterior to the bull) of the urethra, and anterior to
the anus, involving both sides of the perimeum
by crossing the raphe at light angles: an incision is then made through the membranous
part of the urethra, and the prostate may be cut
bilaterally, either by the" double lithotome" of
Dupuytren, or by "the " Prostatic Bisector" of
Dr. Stevens, of New York.
5. Lithotomy by ilic Rectum, Proetocystolom'ia,

LIVER

The

liver is the largest gland in the body.

It

an azygous organ
unsymmetrical; very
heavy; and of a brownish-red colour; occupying the whole of the right hvpochondrium,
and a part of the epigastrium. Above, it corresponds to the diaphragm; below, to the stomach,
transverse colon, and right kidney; behind, to
the vertebral column, aorta, and vena cava;
and before, to the base of the chest. Its upper
surface is convex; the lower, irregularly convex and concave, so that anatomists have diis

;

—

vided the orffan into three lobes, a larire or
right or colic lobe;
a lesser lobe, lobule, or inferior lobe, the Lobulus Spigtlii, (q. v.)
and a
middle or left lobe- At its inferior surface, are
observed;
Sulcus or Furtow, or Fissure,
1.
called liorizontal or longitudinal, great fissure,
Fossa Umbifica'lis, (F.) Hilton horizontal, longi'
tudinal, S. de la ceine ombilicalc, Sulcus anteroposterior Jcc'oris, S. horizonta' lis Jed oris, S. Iongitudinu'lis Jecoris, S, sinis'ter Jecoris, S. Urnbilicaflis, which lodges, in the fretus.the umbili-

—

—

— A

and ductus venosns. 2. The Principal
Fissure, termed Sulcus Transversus vel Sinus
Forta'rum, (F.) Sill on transversal on de lavcine
parte, which receives the sinus of the vena
porta.
I?.
The Fissure of the Vena Cava inferior, Si/Ion dc la vcine care inftricure, situate at
tention to it since which time it lias been suc- the posterior margin of the organ, and lodging
cessfully performed in many instances. It con- the vena cava inferior. 4. The Lobulus SpigtT.
sists in penetrating the bladder through the
Hi, ((] v ) or posterior portal eminence.
5. The
paries corresponding with the rectum, by first anterior portal eminence, Auri'ga vel Lobulus
cutting the sphincter ani and rectum about the anon' ijinus, (q. v.) (> Depressions correspondroot or the penis, and penetrating the bladder ing to the upper surface of the stomach, gillby the neck of that organ, dividing the pros- bladder, arch of the colon, right kidney, &.C.
tate; or by its bas-fond.
Continued from Hit* fossa umbilicalis, is a small
Lithotomy in women, from the shortness of fossa, called Fossa Ductus Yeno'si, between the
the urethra, is a comparatively insignificant left lobe and Lobulus Spigelii. The posterior
operation.
margin of the liver is very thick; much more
LITHOTRIPTORS. See Lithotrity.
so liian the anterior. The liver is surrounded
L1THOTRITES See Lithotrity.
by a serous or peritoneal covering, which forms
LITHOTRITEURS. See Lithotrity.
for it a suspensory or broad ligament, and two
LITHOTRITY, Lithotri'tia, Lithotripsy, Li- lateral and. triangular ligaments. SeeFalx. The
thotripsy, from Xtdcc, 'a stone,' and TQtpio, 'I bloodvessels of the liver are very numerous.
The operation of breaking or bruising The hepatic artery and vena porta furnish it
break.'
the stone in the bladder. It has been performed, with the blood necessary for its nutrition and
of late years, with success, by French, and, af- the secretion of bile. The hepatic veins convey away the blood, which has served those
ter them, by English and American surgeons.
The instruments employed for this purpose are purposes. The lymphatic vessels are very nucalled in the abstract. Litkotrites, Lithotriteurs, merous; some being superficial; others deepand Lithotriptors. The most celebrated are seated. The nerves are, also, numerous, and
those of Civiale, Jacobson, Heurteloup and proceed from the pneumogastric, diaphragmatic,
Weiss. See Hrise Pierre articule and Percu- and from the hepatic plexuses.
The intimate structure of the parenchyma of
tevr a Marti tin.
When cut, it prethe liver is not understood.
LITHOTRIPSY, Lithotrity.
LITHOXIDU'RIA, from lidoc, 'a stone,' sents a porous appearance, owing to the diviWhen
of
vessels.
discharge
of
small
sion
of
a
multitude
The
urine.'
oxide, and oupar,
the intorn, it seems formed of granulations;
urine containing lithic or xanthic oxide.
cal vein

(F.) Taillc par hi Rectum, Taillc poslericurc, T.
Rectovesicale. This was proposed by Vegetius
in the 16th century; but was never noticed
until M. Sanson, in the year 1817, attracted at;

'

—

hVrHU'RiA,LithourorrMe(P\oTTy);fromXi6oe t timate structure of which has given rise to
are
'a stone,' and ovfor, urine.' The condition of many hypotheses. In these granulations
ductsof
the system in which deposits of lithic acid and contained the radicles of the excretory
the
constitutes
the lithates take place from the urine. See the bile; the union of which
hepatic duct. According to Mr. Kiernan, the
Urine.
intimate structure consists of a number of loLITMUS, Lichen roccella.
bules composed of intralobular or hepatic veins,
LITRA. Pound.
which convey the blood back that has been inLitra. A measure containing a cubed
'

LITRE,

decimetre, which is equal nearly to 2.1135
pints. The ancients gave the name litra,Ur^a,
to R measure capable of containing 1G ounces
of liquid.
LI'I'US. Liniment.

LIVkCHE, Ligisticum levisticum.
LIVER, Sax. lipep, Hnpar, Jecur.

(F.) Foie,

servient to the secretion of bile. The interlobular plexus of veins is formed by branches
of the vena porta, which contain both the blood
of the vena porta and of the hepatic artery;
both of which, according to Mr Kiernan furnish the pabulum of the biliary sec-etion. The
biliary ducts form likewise an interlobular

—

—

—
LIVRE

LOCHIA
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plexus, having an arrangement similar to that
of the interlobular veins. Mr. Kiernan's views
are embraced by many anatomists; but are denied by some.
The liver is the only organ, which, independently of the red blood carried to it by the
hepatic artery, receives black blood by the vena
porta.
The general opinion is, that the vena
porta is the fluid which furnishes bile, whilst
that of the artery affords blood for the nutrition
of the liver. It is, probable, however, that bile

cu inference of the pavilion inferiorly, and
which is pierced in those who wear rinnrg.
The under surface of the brain is divided
into two anterior, tiro lateral, and two posterior,
and two intermediate lobes or processes. These
Chaussier calls lobules of the brain: the cerebral hemispheres he terms lobrs.

LOBE

DUODENAL, Lobulus Spigelii—/.
Pancrdatique, Lobulus Spigelii
/ Petit dufoie,
Lobulus Spigelii /. de Spigcl, Lobulus Spigelii.
LOBE'LIA INFLA'TA, Indian Tabuc'co.
Emet'ic Weed, Ij)bc'lia. (Ph. U. S.) The proroi.
is secreted by the latter vessel.
The liver is liable to a number of diseases. nient virtues of this American plant are those
The principal are Hepati'tis, (q. v.) or inflam- of an emetic. In smaller doses it is sedative,
mation, cancer, Lilian/ calculi, encysted and and has been given as a pectoral in croup,
other tumovrs ovluberclcs, hydatids, &c, and it asthma, &,c. It is, also, sudorific and cathartic,
Twenty grains
lias, at times, been the fashion to refer to it as and is an acro-narcotic poison.
the cause of symptoms, with which it is in no act as an emetic.
connected.
Lobelia
Syphilitica,
Blue
Car'
dina I Flowwise
Liver, Hepar. Under this name the ancients er, Ranun'culas Yirginia'nus. The root of this
designated several substances, having a brown- plant which is indigenous in the United States,
ish colour, analogous to that of the liver; and is an emetic and drastic cathartic.
It lias been
composed of sulphur and some other body. See used against syphilis; hence its name. The
mode of preparing it is to boi! 2ss of the dried
Potassa? Sulphuretum or Liver of Sulphur.
Liver nf Antimony is the semi-vitreous sul- root in Oxij of water, until the fluid is reduced
to Oviij.
Dose, Oss.
phuret, &c.
LOBES, CEREBRAL, see Lobc—\. Optic,
Liver, Granulated, Cirrhosis of the liver
Granular, Cirrhosis of the liver I. Hob- Quadrigemina tubercula.
I.
1. Mammillated,
LOB'ULE, Lub'ulus, diminutive of Lobus. A
nailed, Cirrhosis of the liver
Cirrhosis of the liver I. Nutmeg, Cirrhosis of little lobe. Mr. Kiernan uses the term lobule for
the liver 1. Spot, Chloasma 1. Tuberculated, the acinus of the liver of many anatomists.
LOBULE
FOIE, Lobulus Spitrelii.
Cirrhosis of the liver 1. Wort, Hepatica tri-

—

—

—

—
—
—
—
—
loba, Marchantia polymorpha —
ash-coloured, Lichen caninus —

—

DU

1.

1.

Wort, ground,
Wort, Iceland,

LOBULUS ACCESSORIUS ANTERIOR
QUADRATUS, L. anonyinus.

Lob'ulus Anon'vmus, L.acccsst/rius ante'rior
quadra'tus, L. quadralus, (F.) Eminence porte
ARIZ ATA, Potass* tar- antirieure. This is situate in the liver between
LIXIVIA
1. Vitriolathe passage for the round ligament and the
1. Vitriolata, Potass® sulphas
tras
gall-bladder, and is less prominent, but broader
la sulphurea, Potassa? sulphas cum sulphure.
ACETAS, Po- than the Lobulus caudatus. From the lobulus
L1XIVLE seu
anonymus a bridge runs across the passage for
tassa? acetas.
Lixivio'sus;
from
lixiv'ium 'lee.' the round ligament. It is called Pons vel IsthL1X1VIAL,
An ancient term for mus hep'atis.
(F.) Lixivial, Lixivicux.
Lobulus Cauda'tus, Proces'sus caudatus.
salts, obtained by washing vegetable ashes,
This is merely the root or one of the angles of
such as the fixed alkalies.
LIXIVIA'TION, Elixivia'tion. Lixivialio, the lobulus Spigelii, advancing towards the
same etymon. An operation, which consists in middle of the lower side of the great lobe, and
washing ashes with water, so as to dissolve the representing a kind of tail.
soluble parts. The filtered liquor is the lee.
Lobulus Posterioh, L. Spigelii 1. Posticus
LIXIV'IUM, Lixiv'ia, Conia, Lee, Ley, (F.) papillatus, L. Spigelii 1. Quadralus, L. anonyLessive. Any solution containing potass or soda mus.
in excess; from lix, potash.' (q. v.)
Lobulus Spige'lii, L. poste'rior, L. posti'cus
Lixivium Ammoniacale, Liquor ammonia?
papillu'tus (F.) Imminence porte posU.rie.ure, Lo1. Ammoniacale aromaticum, Spiritus ammonia? bule, Petit lobe dufoie, Lobe de Spigel, Lobe duoaromaticus 1. Causticum, Liquor potassae I. denal, L. pancrdatique, is situate near the spine,
Magistrale, Liquor potassae 1. Saponarium, upon the left side of the great lobe of the liver,
Liquor potassae 1. Tartari, Liquor potassae sub- and is of a pyramidal shape, projecting, like a
carbonatis.
nipple, between the cardia and vena cava, at
LIZARD, Lacer'ta, Lacertus, said to be so the small curvature of the stomach.
called in consequence of its limbs resembling
LOBUS, Lobe.
the arms (lacerti) of man (?), Saura, Sauros,
LOCAL, Local lis, Top'icus. Topical, (F.) LoLizards were formerly employed cale, Topique. An affection is called local
(F.) Lizard.
and were, at one Morbus Loca'lis, when confined to a part,
in medicine as sudorifics
time, extolled in syphilis, cutaneous affections, without implicating the general system; or, at
all events, only secondarily.
Local is thus opand in cancer.
LOADSTONE, Magnet.
posed to general. A local or topical application
Disgust.
See
used
externally.
Topical.
LOATHING,
is one
Lichen Islandicus.
LIVRE, Pound.

TART

—

—

KALICUM

—

—

'

—

—

—

—

—

;

LOBARIA PULMONARIA, Lichen
narius.

LOBE,

pulmo-

LOCHI'A or LO'CHIA, Purgamen'ta PuerPurga'tio from logo;, 'a woman in

pe'rii,

Lobus.

Around,

projecting part of childbpd

'

(F.)

Suites de couches,

Vidanges.

A serous and sanguineous
an organ. The liver and the lungs have lobes. The ckansings.
L"be, or Lobule of the Ear, is a soft, discharge following delivery. During the first
rounded prominence, which terminates the cir- two or three days, it is bloody, but afterwards

—
LOCHIODOCHIUM

becomes green-coloured and exhales a disagreeable and peculiar odour. The duration,
quantity and character of the discharge vary
according to the numerous circumstances. It
flows from the part of the uterus which formed
u medium of communication between the mother and fcetus, and continues, usually, from
14 to 21 days.
See Parturition

LOCHIODOCHIUM,

Lochodochium.
from
X° X u*,
^d
irruption.' An immoderate

LOCHIORRHA'GIA,
QifyvvfAi,

How

'

I

make an

of the lochia,

and qbw,

'I flow.'

LOCHODOCHI'UM,
j.oyu?,

Lochiodochium , from

'a female

in childbed,' and dt/'-fxm, 'I
institution for the reception of

An

receive.'

A

pregnant and childbed females.

Lying-in-

hospital.

LOCHOS,

Puerpern.
1. Muliebres, Uterus.

LOCI, Uterus—

LOCKED JAW, Trismus.

LOCOMOTILITY. See Locomotion.
LOCOMO'TiON, Locomo'tio, from locns,

'a

and movere, 'to move.' An action pecuanimal bodies, by which they transport
their bodies from place to place.
The faculty
is sometimes called Locomotic'Uy and Locomo-

place,'
liar to

LOCHIORRHCE'A,
lochia,'

LONGEVITY
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from loX »ut,

The

'the
discharge of the

lochia.

til' it y.

TABLE OF THE APPARATUS OF LOCOMOTION.
fThe
Class

£

f

Medulla
^Nerves.

I.

Active Orgaks."

By contraction
ByJ elasticityJ

1.

b.

brain,
er be,lura

J

Exciting,

a.

Acting,
2.

-

spinalis.

".The voluntary muscles.
£he cartilages of prolongation.
Certain elastic ligaments,
I

\

f Tendons.
Transmitting the action. < Aponeurosis of insertion.

1.

( I'eriosteum.
( Enveloping aponeurosis.
Concentrating or directing j Fibrous sheaths of tendons.
the action.
( of the carpus
,
\.
r
Annular ligaments,
<
,•.,
=>

2.

Class

TI.

.

\

Passive Organs.

.

.

)

(^

Obeying or resisting action.

3.

'
(ot the tarsus.
of the limbs.
bones
cavities.
of
the
Flat

Long bones

Incrusting cartilages.
4. Facilitating

motion.

,

•

,

(

,

apparatus
Synovial
rr
'

of tendons.

<

,

j articular.

LOMBO-ABDOMLXAL, Transversalis abdoLocomotion of an Artery, is the movement
produced in a vessel with a curvature, by the minis /. Costal, Serratus posticus inferior /.
heart,
which
Sacro-lumbalis /. Dorso-spithe
'tistti-trachc'licn,
(
impulse of the blood sent from
tends to straighten the artery, and causes the nal, Transversalis dorsi /. Dorso-trachilien,
L ngissimus dorsi /. Humiral, Latissimus
movement in question.
dorsi
I. Sac.re, Lumbosacral.
LOCOMOT1VITY. See Locomotion.
LONCHIT1S, Polypodium Filix mis.
LOCUS NIGER CRURUM CEREBRI.
LONG, Longas, Macros. That which is
See Peduncles of the brain.

—

—

LOCUST-EATERS,

Acridophagi— 1. Tree,

Robinia Pseudoacacia.

—

—

—

much greater in length than in breadth; as the
long bones. The epithet is, also, applied to
several muscles, to distinguish them from others
of similar function, when the latter are shorter.

LODOICEA. See Coco of the Maldives.
LOECHE, MINERAL WATERS OF. Leuk, We
mineral wuters

say, for instance, loner flexors, and long extensors, in opposition to short flexors, and short
extensors.

of.

LCEMOl'YRA, Plague.
LCEMOS, Plague.

LOGIATRO

S, ioytaTQoi

LOJYG
;

from

A

a
physician
loyt>s,

a physician.'
word,' and idtioog,
mere theorist.
without experience.
'

LOGOS,

Reason.

LOGWOOD, Hcematoxylon Campechinnum.
noting,

'

'
a description."
a treatise or description.'

Aoyo?,

A

suffix de-

Hence, An-

ciobgy and Neurology, &o.
LOHOCH, Looch.
L O I O G'R A P H Y, Loimogra'p/na, from
A
koiuoc, 'plague,' and yQcKpw, 'I describe.
description of the plague and pestilential dis-

M

eases.

LOIMOS.

Placrue.

LOLIACEUM RADICE REPENTE,
repens.

LOMBAIRE.
37*

Lumbar.

LONG.EVUS,

colli—/,

du Dos,

Macrobiotic.

LONGAS,

Tnti-

Rectum.

LONGEVITY,

Longm'vitas, Macrobiosis,
existence to an advanced
age.
Haller collected examples of more than
lie had knowledge
centenarians,
one thousand
of sixty-two persons, aged from 1 10 to 120 years;
of twenty-nine, from 120 to 130 years; and of
fifteen, who had attained fiom 130 to 140 years.
Beyond this advanced age, examples of lon-

The prolongation of

gevity are

LOINS, Lumbi.

cum

COU, Longus

dorsi.

LONGANON, Rectum.
LONGAON, Rectum.

A

LOGY,

DU

Longissimus

'

much more

rare

and

less sufficiently

attested.

The

following

list

of instances of very ad.

vanced ages has been given:

.

LONGISSIMUS
Lived.

Appollonius of Tyana, A. D.

St

Patrick,

Piastus,

King of Poland,

Thomas

Parr,

..

Henry Jenkins,
Countess of Desmond,.

..

.

Thomas Damme,
Peter Torten,

Margaret Patten,
John Rovin and wife,

Mongah

St.

99
491

-

Age.
ISO
122

500-124

Attila,

Llvwarch Hen,
.'
St" Coemgene,

or Kentigen,.

.

150
120
- 120
- 152
109
- 145
1048- 154
1724 - 185
1739 - 137
1741 - 172 and 104
1781 - 185
f>00

-

018
80 1
1035
1070
1012

-

LONGIS'SIMUS DORSI, Lombodor so-trarkilien, Portion costo-trachilienne du sacrospinal,
(Ch.,) Semispina'tus, (F.) Long dorsal, Long

du

situate vertically at the posterior part
fills, in a great measure, the
It is thick and almost square
furrows.
vertebral
below; thin and pointed above. It is attached
lo the posterior surface of the sacrum, to the
transverse processes of all the lumbar and dorsal vertebra, and to the inferior margin of the
It maintains the vertebral colast 7 or 8 ribs.
lumn in a straight position; straightens it when
bent forwards, and can even carry it back. It
also assists in the rotatory motion of the trunk.
Longissimus Femoris, Sartorius— 1. Oculi,
Obliquus superior oculi.
LONG-SIGHTEDNESS, Presbytia.
COLLI, Pridorso-cervical, Pre-

dos,

is

of the trunk, and

LONGUS

dorso-utlo'idien, (Ch.,) (F.) Long
is situate at the anterior

muscle

part of the vertebral column.

and broader

at its

du cou. This
and superior

It is

middle than at

long, flat,
extremi-

its

which

are pointed.
It is attached to the
anterior surface of the bodies of the first three
dorsal and last six cervical vertebrae; to the intervertebral ligaments; to the anterior edge of
the transverse processes of the last five cervical
vertebrae; and to the tubercle on the anterior
arch of the first. This muscle bends the cervical vertebrae upon each other and upon the dorIf the upper portion acts on one
sal vertebra:.
side only, it occasions the rotation of the atlas
on the vertebra dentata; and, consequently, of
the head on the neck.
ties,

LONICE'RA PERICLYM'ENUM,

PeryWoodbine.
plant is
(F.) Chevre-feuille.
slightly astringent and tonic, and was formerly
gargles.
used
in
much
LOOCH, Lokoch. Look. A linctus. See
clim'cnum,

LOT1UM
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Common
This common

Caprifo'lium,

Eclegma and Eclectos.
Looch absque Emulsio'ne Para/tum, Look

Looch Amygd alinum,
album
of

—

1.

cum Croco

L.

album— I.

Blanc, L.

et pistaciis, L. viride

—

I.

L. ex ovo.

V.'j<r,

Looch ex Ovo, Looch of egg, (F.) Look d'aiuf,
Looch rouge, Emulsion huileuse, Mixture calmante, Potion pectorale, Lait adoucissant, Potio
sen emul'sio seu mistu'ra len'iens seu oleosa,
Looch peclora'ls len'iens. ( Vitell. ovi. recent, ^ss,
ol.

amygd.

dulc. ^iss, syrup, althxsc, ^j.
Rub
and add by degrees aq.jlor. aurant.

in a mortar,

papav.rhaead.^y

5J. aq

same

Ph. P.)

Virtues the

as the preceding.

LOOCH ROUGE,

L. ex ovo-/.

L.

Vert,

viride.

Looch Vir'ioe,

cum

crocC et pista'ciis,
(Sifrup. Violar. 5J, tinct. croci
(F.) Looch vert.
gtt. xx, aqux J5'iv.
Mix, and add pistacim scmin.
Virtues like the last.
sice. 5jvj. Ph. P.)
JjooIi

—

LOOK, Looch—/. rf'CEi//, Looch ex ovo /.
Prepare sans emulsion, Looch absque emulsione
paratum.
LOOSE STRIFE, CREEPING, Lysimachia
nummularia.

LOOSENESS, Diarrhoea.
LOPEZ RADIX, Radix
In'dica lopezia'na.

The

lopezia'na,

root of an

Radix

unknown

Indian tree, not possessed of any remarkable
smell or taste, or of any appearance of resinous
matter. It has been extolled, notwithstanding,
in cases of colliquative diarrhoea. Gaubius compares its action to that of simarouba, but thinks
it

more

efficacious.

LOPHADIA, Lophia.
LOPH1A, Lopha'dia. The
the back.

— Gorrceus.

first

vertebra of

LOPIMA, Fagus castanea.
Garru'litas; from loquor, I
speak.'
(F.) Babillcment. The act of speaking
with volubility. It is, sometimes, a symptom
of disease, and is observable in hysteria, &c.
Voice, articulated.
LORDO'SIS, from XonSoe, 'curved,' 'bent.'
name given to curRepanda'tio, Rcpan'ditas.
vatures of the bones in general; and particularly
See
to that of the vertebral column forwards.

LOQUACITY,

'

LOQUELA,

A

Hump.

LORIND MATRI'CIS, Epilepsia uteri'na,
Cunvulsi'vus u'teri morbus. A barbarous name
given to a pretended epilepsy of the womb.
LOT, Urine.
LOTIOSAPONACEA. See Sapo.
LO'TIO N Lo'tio,from lavare, latum, 'to wash.'
A fluid external application.
(F.) Hydrolotif.
Lotions are ordinarily applied by wetting
linen in them and keeping it on the part affected.

amygd.

Lotion, Gowland's. An empirical prepara(Bitter almonds, %j, sugar, §ij, distilled
Grind together, strain, and add corwater, Ibij.
rosive sublimate,^'!], previously ground with sp.

flor.

vini reel, gij

1

pre pari, sans emulsion. Looch prepared without
(Pulv. g. trag. gr. xvj to gr. xxx.o/.
emulsion.
dulc, ^ss, sacchar. §j, aquze i|iij, aquae
M. by rubbing in a marble
aurant. ^ij.
mortar.) Demulcent.
Looch Album, Looch amygdali'num, Linctus
albus, L. amygdalinus, L. commu'nis, Ecleg'ma

album, Eclegma gummo' so-oleo' sum, (F.) Looch
(Amygd.
blanc, L- b. amygdalin, L. b. pectoral.

tion.

)

Used

in obstinate eruptions.

Lotion, Hannay's, Preventive wash. This
famous nostrum, for the prevention of venereal
infection, was nothing more than a solution of
caustic potass.

Lotion, Hydkocyan'ic, Lotio Ac"idi Hydro(Hydrocyanic acid, f. giv, rectified
Make an emulsion by gradually adding ^iv of spirit of wine, f. J5J, distilled water, f. ^xss.)
water. Then take pulv. tragacanth. gr. xvj, ol. Used with much success in impetigo, &c.
Lotion, Struve's, for Hooping-Coogh.
amygd. dulc. recent. 5ss, sacch. jij. Add the
almond milk gradually to this, and afterwards (Jintim. et Potass, tartar, jj, aqua; §ij. Add
It
is
3ij.
Ph.
P.)
demulcent
tinct. cantharid. 2j.)
aq. flor. aurant.
LOTIUM, Urine.
and pectoral.
ilulc.^ss,

amygd.

arnar.

No.

ij,

sacchar. alb. giv.

cyan'ici.

—
LOTUS
LOTUS

SYLVESTRIS,Trifolium

melilotus

Virginiana, Diospyros Virginiana.
Strabismus.
LOUCUES. See Strabismus.

Oxalis acetosella.
Lallation.

LUMBA'GO,

from Lumbi, 'the loins.' Arlumbo'rum, Lumbago rhenmat'ica, Nephralgia rhcumat'tca, llhuclurrkeu'ma, Rachiorthro'sia

LOUPE, Wen.
LOUSE, Fediculus.

rlicu'mu,

Phtheiriasis.

Rheum/Uis'mus dorsa'lis.
lumbar region.

Rheumatism

affecting the

LOUSY DISEASE, Phtheiriasis.
LOUTRON, Bath.
LOVAGE, Ligusticum levisticum.
.LOVE,

LUJULA,

LULLABY SPEECH,

1.

LOVCH EMENT,
LOUSINESS,

LUMBAR
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Eros, amor, from Sax. lupian, (G.)

Lumba'go psoad'ica, L. apostemato'sa, L. ah
urthroc'uci—\> am in the loins from abscess.
Lumbago a NisO. See Effort.
LUMBAR, Lumba'ris vol Lumba'lis. (F.)
Lombuire. Belonging or having reference to

lieben, 'to love.' (F.) Amour. A tender
and elevated feeling, which attracts one sex to the loins.
the other. Love is occasionally a cause of disLumbar Abscess, Psoas

abscess, Jlposte'ma
psoat'iatm, Jlbsces'sus lumbo'rum, Morbus psoad'-

ease, especially of insanity.

Love Apple Plant, Solanum lycopersicum. icus. This abscess is so called from the matter
LOW SPIRITS, Hypochondriasis.
being found on the side of the psoas
or
LOWER, TU'BERCLE OF, Tuber culum betwixt that and the iliacus internus. muscle,
Between
Loweri. Anatomists have given this name to a these muscles is a quantity of loose, cellular
small projection, the existence of which is by no substance; and, when an abscess
takes place
means constant, and which is found in the sinus there, it can find no outlet except by a distant
1

venosus, between the superior and inferior cava.

LOXAR'THRUS,

from

Ufa,

'

oblique,'

and

ao&Qov, 'articulation.'
(F.) Perversion de la
tite des os cl des muscles.
A vitious deviation
or direction of the joints; without spasm or
luxation, as in clubfoot.

LOXIAS,

Torticollis.

Generally, it descends along the psoas
muscle, forming a swelling immediately beneath Pou part's ligament; at times, however,
it extends down the thigh
under the fascia.
Severe hectic follows the bursting of the abscess, and often death.
Its causes are,
scro-

course.

—

fula, injury to the loins,

LOZENGE, Tabella.
LOZENGES, BARK,

lVc

When, from the pain of the back continuing
Tabella? cinchona;— 1. for some time, with other symptoms, the disnf Catechu and magnesia, Tabella antimoniales ease is suspected, caustics, or the moxa applied
Kunckelii— 1. Faustinus's, Faustini pastilli
opposite the transverse processes of the lumbar
1. for the Heart-burn, Trochisci carbonatis calvertebra?, must be recommended; and, when
Magnesia, Tabella? de magnesia I. of the abscess is ready lor opening, it may be
cis
I.
Marshmallows, Tabella? de althiea 1. of Oxalic emptied by repeated discharges of the matter,
acid, 'Pabelloe acidi oxalici
1. Pectoral, black,
through a small opening, made with a lancet
Trochisci glycyrrhiza? glabra? 1. Pectoral, of or small lancet-pointed trocar. The medical
emetine, Trochisci emetina? pectorales 1. Rhu- treatment will consist in supporting the sysbarb, Tabella? de rheo
1. of
Scainmony and tem, under the great restorative efforts required
senna, compound, Tabella? de scammonio et of it.
senna 1. Steel, Tabella? de ferro 1. of Steel,
Lumbar Arteries, are four or five in numaromatic, see Tabella? de ferro 1. Sulphur, ber on each side. They arise from the sides of
simple, Tabella? de sulphure simplices 1. Sul- the abdominal aorta, and pass behind the musphur, compound, Tabella? de sulphure composita? cles situate in front of the lumbar portion of
1. of Sulphuret of antimony, Tabella? antimothe >pine, to gain the broad muscles of the abWorm, Ching's, Worm domen. They give off", 1. Spinal branches.
niales Kunckelii
1.
2. Anterior, posterior, and external muscular
lozenges, Ching's.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

LUBR1CUM CAPUT, Penis.
LUCCA, MINERAL WATERS, AND

MATE

branches.

CLI-

The

baths and waters, near this
ancient Italian city, have been long celebrated.
thermal,
and resemble, in properties,
They are
those of Flombieres in France, and of Bath in
England. They contain carbonic acid, sulphates of alumina, soda, magnesia, and iron.
There are ten different sources, the temperature of which varies from 94° to 130° Fahr.
Lucca is much frequented in summer; partly
on account of its mineral waters, but more on
account of the coolness of its situation.
LUCID, Lu'cidus. In medicine, the word
lucid is particularly applied to the intervals of

OF.

Lumbar Nerves are five in number, and
issue from the vertebral column by the spinal
foramina of the loins. The first lumbar nerve
gives off three branches: the external or ilioscrotal; the middle or inguino-cutaneous, and the
internal or infra pubian.
Along with the three
pairs below it, it forms the lumbar plexus.

—

apparent reason, which occur in mental aliena-

Lumbar Plexus, Portion lombaire du plexus
(Ch.) Plexus Lombo-abdominal. This
plexus is formed by the union of the Rami communican'tts of the anterior branches of the first
four lumbar nerves. It is situate behind the
psoas muscle, and before the transverse processes of the lumbar vertebra?.
It furnishes,
besides the branches which proceed from the

tion.

first pair,

1. Gutturis epidemica, Cynanche maligna 1. Indica, Frambcesia— Sarmatica, Plica— 1. Syphilis, Syphilis— 1. Syphi-

—

1

lodes, Syphilis pseudo-syphiiis— 1. Venerea, Sy-

bladder.

—

sacral.

Lumbar Veins have an arrangement
gous

philis.

Lues SconBimcA,

several filaments, that are distributed

psoas muscle, to the iliaeus, the integuments, glands of the groin; and three great
branches the crural, obturator, and lumboto the

LUCINA, Ililhyia.
LUES, Syphilis—

LVETTE,

crural,

see Purpura.

Uvula—/.

Visiaile.

to that of the arteries of the

analo-

same name.

They communicate with the vertebral sinuses,
See Urinary azygous veins, &c, and pass into the vena
cava inferior.

—
1

LUMBARIS
Lumbar Region, Lumbi.

LUMBARIS EXTERNUS,

Quadratus lumborum 1. internus, Psoas magnus.
LUMBI, The loins, the lumbar region, Lap' a-

—

ra, Psoye, Osphys.

The

posterior regions of the

abdomen, comprised between the base of the
chest and the pelvis. The parts which enler
into the formation of the lumbar region, are
the skin; a considerable quantity of cellular
texture; broad and strong aponeuroses;
the
Latissimus Dorsi, Obliquus cxternus, and ObUquus internus abdominis, Transversalis abdominis, Quadratus lumborum, and the mass common to the Sacro-lumbalis, Longissimus dorsi
and Multifidus spina. These muscles surround
the lumbar region of the vertebral column.
The vessels, nerves, &c. of the loins, are
called lumbar.
LUMBO-SACRAL. Belonging to the lumbar and sacral regions. (F.) Lombo-sacri. Bichat calls thus a very large nerve, given off
from the anterior branch of the fifth lumbar
pair, which descends into the pelvis before the
sacrum to join the sciatic plexus.

—

,

LUMBRIOA'LIS, Vermicular is. Resembling
a lumbri'cus or earthworm.' A name given to
small muscles, met with in the palm of the hand
'

and

sole of the foot.

Lumbricales Manus,

Fidicina'lcs, Flexor
vel perfora'-

primi inlerno' dii digito'rum manus

tus lumbrica' lis,Jinnuli-tendinophalangicns,Palmi-pha,langiens. Four small, fleshy, thin, round,
long, fusiform fasciculi, situate in the palm of
the hand, and distinguished into first, second,
third, and fourth, counting from without to
within. They arise from the tendons of the
flexor communis digitorurn, and are inserted at
the outer and posterior side of the superior extremity of the first phalanges of the last four
These muscles bend the fingers on
fingers.
the metacarpus, and fix the tendons of the
flexor digitorurn communis.
Lumbricales Pedis, Planti-tendino-phalanThey
giens, Planti-sous phalangicns, ((Mi.)
are analogous to those of the hand in form,
number, and arrangement. They increase the
flexion of the toes, and draw them inwards.

LUMBR1CUS,

Ascaris lumbricoides— 1. LaBothriocephalic la tus, Ttenia solium.
VENERIS, Achillea millefolium.
LUMEN, Light, pupil.

tus,

LUMBUS

LUMlkRE, Light.
LUNA. Aroentum, Moon.

LUNA'RE
bone

in the

OS, Os scmi/una're.

The second

upper row of the carpus.

LUNA'RIA REDIVI'VA,
lionach. Satin, Honesty.
warm diuretic.

Leuco'iuvi, BuiSaid, by Ray, to be a

LU'NATIC,

Lunat'icus, from Luna, 'the
moon.' That which is under the influence of
An epithet given to
the moon. Moonstruck.
diseases, which are supposed to appear at certain phases of the moon; or to those who are
affected by them. Usually, it is restricted to one
labouring under lunacy or mental alienation.

LUNE. Moon.

LUNELLA,
LUNES,

Hypopyon.

Menses.

LUNETTES ORDIN.11RES, Spectacles.
LUNG, Pulmo— Cancer of the, Phthisis,
1.

—

LUXATION
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Cancerous 1. Proof, Docimasia pulmonum—
Wort, Pulmonaria— 1. Wort, cow's, Verbascum
nbrum— 1. Wort, tree, Lichen puhnonarius.

Lung, Perforating Abscess of the. A purulent collection, which forms exterior to the
lung, and afterwards perforates its tissue, so
that it is evacuated through the bronciiial
tubes.

LUPIA, Encystis, Wen.
LUPl'NUS. Under this term

the white lupin,
Lupi'nus albus,\s meant in some pharmacopoeias.
The seeds, which were much eaten in the days of
Pliny and of Galen, are now neglected. The
meal is. however, occasionally used as an anthelmintic, and as a cataplasm.
LUPULFNA, Lu'pulin. A substance which
exists in the hop, and has been pointed out by
Dr. Ives, of New York. It occurs in the form
of small, shining, yellowish grains, which cover
the base of the scales of the hop. It is pulverulent, and of an aromatic odour.
When
analyzed, it is found to contain resin, volatile
oil in small quantity, and a bitter principle.
It
is aromatic and tonic, and
according to Dr.
Ives

—

— narcotic.

LUPUS,

the wolf.'
So named from its raUlcus Tubcrculu'sum, Cancer lupus, Noli
metangere. Tubercular excrescences, with ragged, spreading ulcerations, chiefly about the ala;
nasi, where they destroy the skin, &c. for some
depth.
Sometimes they appear in the cheek
circularly, or in the shape of a sort of ringworm, destroying the substance and leaving a
deep and deformed cicatrix. The knife or caustic should be used to separate the sound from
the morbid parts. Arsenic has been given in'

pacity.

ternally with advantage.

Lupus Cancrosus, Cancer

—

1.

Vorax, Herpes

exedens.

LUSCIOSITAS, Myopia.
LUSCIOSUS, Myops.
LUS'CITAS. Strabismus. The term
been given to
which the eye

— Beer.

LU8CUS,
LUT,

all
is

has also
those cases of strabismus, in
fixed in its unnatural position.

Borgne.

Lute.

LUTE,

Lut.urn,

('mud,')

Camen'lum, (F.)

A composition employed eit her for

closing
apertures in a pharmaceutical instrument, or
for covering the surface of retorts, tubes, &c,
which have to support a great degree of heat.
Lutes are composed differently, according to
the object to be accomplished. Commonly they
The fat
are made of linseed meal and starch.
lute is formed of clay and drying oil.
Sometimes, the white of egg and lime are used; and
that which is employed for covering vessels,
intended to be strongly heated, is made of clay,
sifted sand, and water.
Lut.

LUTEUS, Yellow.
LUTRON, Xovtqov. A
thalmic medicine.

LUX,Li 2 ht.
LUXA'TION,

bath.

— Galen.

Also, an oph-

Eluxa'tion, from luxa're, 'to
Dislocation, Olisthe'ma. Jlpaped'asis, Luxa'tio, Disloca'tio, Ec'clisis, Slrem''
rna, Luxatu'ra, Ecttrp'ia, Ecpto'sis, Elap'sus, Lygis'mus, Erno'tio, Edstusis, Exarthre'tna, Exurthro'ma, Exarthrc'ma lu/tt'iio, Exart/no'sis,
Deloca'tio, Exarticula'tio, (F.) Luxation, DislocaA displacement of a part
tion, Ddbottement.
from its proper situation. A putting out of
displacement of two or more bones,
joint.
whose articular surfaces have lost, wholly or in
part, their natural connexion.; cither owing to
put.

out of place.'

A

LUXEUIL

external violence, {accidental. Ivxation,) or to
disease of some of the parts about the joint
(spontaneous luxation.) Luxation is complete,
when the bones have entirely lost their natural
connexion ; incomplete, when they partly preserve it; and compound, when a wound communicates with the luxated joint. The general
indications of treatment, are:— 1. To reduce
the protruded bone to its original place. 2. To
retain it in sitfo. 3. To obviate any attendant
or consequent symptoms.
To reduce requires extension, counter-extension, and coaptation.

LUXEUIL, MINERAL WATERS OF.
line waters, at the town
of the Vosges, in the

Saof Luxeuil, at the foot

department of Haute
Five springs are thermal, and two

Saone.

They seem

to contain carbonic acid,
carbonates of iron and lime, and chloride of

cold.

sodium; and are employed as
and stimulant.

aperient, tonic,

LYCANCHE,from Xvxoc, 'a wolf,' and uy%m,
I strangle.'
Wolf quinsy, Wolfchoak; as Cijnanche means Dog choalc. See Lyco'ides.
LYCANTHRO'PIA, from ivxo Si 'a wolf,'
and urdQu>to?, a man :' Lyca'on, lusa'nia lupi'na. A variety of melancholy, in which the
person believes himself to be changed into a
wolf, and imitates the voice and habits of that

—

1

'

animal.

LYCAON, Lycanthropia.
LYCHNIS SYLVESTRIS,
LYCOI'DES,
and

ados, 'form.'

Saponaria.

Lyco'des, from Xvxo?, 'a wolf,'

Lupo

;

sirn'ilis.

An epithet for

a species of cynanche, absurdly attributed to
excessive retention of sperm in its reservoirs,
and its passage into the blood. (?)
LYCOPER'DON, from Xvxoc, 'a wolf,' and
L. Bovis'ta, Crepitus
I break wind.'
ntpSu),
Lupi, Puff-ball, Bull Fists, Mol'lipuffs, Bovis'ta,
The puff-ball dries into a very
(F.) Vcsseloup.
fine, light, brownish dust, which is sometimes
used as a mechanical styptic to arrest hemorrhage.
'

Lycopeh'don Tuber, Tuber, Truffle, Agriocas'lanum, Truhs, Tuber ciba'rium, T. Guloso'rum, Tu'bera Terrx, (F.) Truffe. A fleshy, firm
body, unknown in its mode of reproduction,
which

is

found under ground, especially

in dif-

ferent parts of France, Italy, &c, and is much
esteemed as an aliment. It seems to belong to
the Champignons, and has a particular perfume.
Aphrodisiac virtues have been ascribed to it.
LYCOPO'DIUM, (from Xvxoc, 'a wolf;' and
L. Clava'tum, Cingula'ria,
riovc, 'a foot.')
Muscus clava'tus, Club-moss, Wolfs-claw. This
mosses. The
is the largest of the European
dust, which fills the capsules of its spikes, is

very inflammable, and hence has been called
Vegetable Sulphur ;— and, also, Fari'na seu
Pu%is seu Semen seu Sulphur Lycopo'dii. It is
used in France to roll pills and boluses in: and
excoriain Medicine, as a desiccative, in the
It is collected
tions to which infants are liable.
comchiefly in Switzerland and Germany for

incrcc

Lycopodium Sela'oo, Muscus

ercc'tus,

was forlently as an emetic and purgative: and
merly, on this account, used as an abortive. It
also

employed

LYCO'PUS,

to kill vermin.

L, Virgin' icus, Bugleweed.

indigenous herb, Sex. Syst. Diandria Monogyr
nia, A ut. Ord. Labiatce, grows throughout the
greater part of the United States. The whole
herb is said to be slightly narcotic. It is given
in infusion (Lycop.^y, aq. fervent. Oj.)
LYCOPUS VlRGlNICUS, Lycopus.
LYCOREXIS, Fames Lupina.
LYCOSA TARENTULA. See Tarantula.
LYE, DYSPEPTIC, see Fuligokali— 1. Medical, see Fuligokali.

LYGISMUS, Luxation.
LYGMUS, Singultus.
LYING-IN STATE,

LYMPH,

Parturient state.

Lympha, from

rvuipy,

'

water,'

This

by

White Blood, Lympha .Xatri'tia.
A name given to the fluid, contained
in the lymphatic vessels and thoracic duct of
animals, which have been made to fast for 24
hours. According to Chevreul, the lymph of
the dog contains water, fibrin, albumen, common salt, subcarbonate of soda, phosphates of
lime and magnesia, and carbonate of lime. The
properties and composition of lymph vary considerably, according to the part whence the
lymphatic vessels obtain it. Generally, it is
under the form of a transparent, slightly alkaline fluid, sometimes of a madder-red or yellowish colour, of a spermatic odour, and saline
the solution becoming
taste ; soluble in water,
When left
turbid, when mixed with alcohol.
The clot or solid porto itself, it coagulates.
tion becomes of a scarlet red, if put in contact
with oxygen; and of a purple red, if placed in
carbonic acid.
Like the blood, the lymph consists of a fluid
in which the solid elements, the lymph corpuscles
are suspended.
The lymph is probably the product of internal absorption in different parts of the bod)-: it
then flows along the lymphatic vessels, uniting
with the chyle, and is poured with it into the
veins; thus becoming one of the materials of
the blood. According to others, the blood, when
it reaches the arterial radicles, is divided into
two portions, the one red, which is carried to
the heart, the other slrous or white, which is
absorbed by the lymphatic vessels, and constitutes the lymph. By others, again, the lymphatics are considered to be the vessels of return for the white blood sent to certain tissues.
Lymph Corpuscles, see Lymph 1. Hearts,
Lymphatic Hearts.

changing

v into X.

—

—

—

—

—

LYMPHA MUOULENTA NARIUM, Nasal

mucus—

1.

Pancreas

—

1.
Nutritia, Lymph
1. Plastica. Fibrin.

—

Pancreatis, see

LYMPHADENITIS: from lympha, 'lymph,'
and adeni'tis, inflammation of a gland.' Inflammation of a lymphatic gland or ganglion.
'

LYMPH^EDUCTUS,

Lymphatic

vessels.

LYMPH ANGE1TIS, Angeioleucitis.
LYMPHANGIA. Lymphatic vessels.
LYMPHANGIOL'OGY, from Lymphangcov,
'a lymphatic,' and Xoyoc, 'a description.' A
treatise

on the lymphatics.

LYMPHATIC,

Lymphut'icus,

Rorifcr.

That which relates to lymph.
Lymphatic Hearts. Lymph Hearts.
Up-

Firrivhl Club-moss, Fir Club-moss, Upright
The decoction of this plant acts viomoss.

js

LYxMPHATIC
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The

frog and several other animals are provided
with large receptacles for the lymph immediately underneath the skin, which exhibit distinct and regular pulsations like the sanguiferous heart." Their use appears to be— to propel the

lymph.

,

LYMPHE

Lymphatic System is that particular system
of organs, which is inservient to the formation
and circulation of lymph. These organs are:
1.

Lymphatic Ganglions

Glands.

or

nostrum, formed of olive oil impregnated
with bcrgumot. and other essences, and coloured
with alkcmtt net.
LYNGO'DES, from ?.v Y 'i, the hiccough.'
Fibris lyngodes. A species of fever, commonly
intermittent, of which hiccough is a prominent
lient

See

'

Ganglions.
2.

Lymphatic

MACERATION
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Vessels, Lymphseduc'tus,

Lymphangi' a Lymphange'a, Ycnx lymphaticae, symptom.
Ductus sero'si, and Vosa lympliatica. These
LYNN WAHOO, Ulmus alata.
are very numerous. Arising at the surface of
LYNX, Singultus.
memhranes and of the tissue of the organs,
LYPEMANIA, Melancholy.
they carry into the veins the lymph from those
LYPOMA, Lipoma.
every
found
in
parts.
LYRA, XvQa, the lyre.' Psaltc'rium, Corpus
Lymphatic vessels are
part of the body.
Wherever they are met with, Psnllui'des, Lyra Da'vidis. The under surface
however, they form two orders, one superficial of the posterior part of the body of the fornix
the other deep seated; the two orders fre- is impressed with numerous transverse and obquently communicating with each other. Lym- lique lines, which have been so called from
,

'

—

—

phatic vessels are generally smaller than arteand veins. They are very thin, diaphanous, and cylindrical; but they present, here
and there, more or less considerable dilatations,
caused by valves in their interior. They are
slightly tortuous in their course: their anastomoses are-very numerous, and they often cross
each other, forming successive plexuses. Of
the arrangement of the extreme radicles we
are ignorant.
All the branches, before joining
the principal trunks, pass through lymphatic
ganglions, in which they are convoluted, or
subdivide almost ad infinitum. They are formed
of an outer cellular membrane and an internal
coat, similar to that of the veins: of the latter,
the valves are formed.
All the lymphatics of
the body ultimately discharge themselves into
the subclavian and internal jugular veins. Two
of these trunks are considerably larger than the
others, the thoiacic duct, (q. v.) and the great
trunk of the right side, (F ) La grand vcinc
lymphatique droite. The former receives the
lymphatics of the abdomen, of the lower extremities, the leftside of the thorax, the left upper
extremity, and the corresponding side of the
head and neck: the latter receives those of the
right upper extremity, and of the right side of
the head, neck and thorax.

ries

—

some resemblance they bear to the ancient lyre.
LYR1NGIUM, Eryngium campestre.

LYSIMA'CHIA NUMIWULA'RIA,

LYMPHE DE COTUGNO,
liquor

LYMPHEURYS'MA,
and

Cotunnius,

of.

tvnvi

u>,

'

I

dilate.'

from lympha, 'lymph,'
Morbid dilatation of a

lymphatic vessel.

LYMPHIZA'TION. A

term used to signify

effusion of coagulable lymph.

LYMPHOCHE'ZIA,
and yt tin,

'I

go

to stool.'

LY.MPHO'SIS.

Gross.

from lympha, lymph,'
Serous diarrhoea (q. v.)

The

<

preparation or elabora-

tion of lymph.

LY.VJ
rtfivot,

'

PHOT'OMY,
I

cut.'

from lympha, 'lymph,' and
Dissection of the lymphatics.

LYNCH'S EMBROCA'TIOJN. An

emol-

Strife,

diua'ria,

Lysimachia Purpurea, Lythrum

LYSIS,

Hvoic,

from Xvw,

salicaria.

dissolve.'
Solusuffix; also, a name
'

I

tion, (q. v ); a common
given to crises, which are operated insensibly;

that

is,

gradually and without critical svmptoms.

LYSSA CANINA,

Hydrophobia.
from Xuana, canine madness,' and daxiu, I bite.'
Hydroph'obus; Cane
rabido morsus. One who has been bitten by a
mad dog, or is actually labouring under hydro-

LYSSODEC'TUS,

'

'

phobia.

—

—

Creeping

Money Wort, JVummula'ria, HirunCentimor'bia.
(F.) Hcrbe aux t'rii.i.
This plant was formerly accounted vulnerary.
It has been considered to possess antiscorbutic
and astringent qualities, and has been used in
leucorrhcca.
Loose

LYTE'RIOS,
solve,')

'

An

signs which announce
violent disease.

LYTHRUM

(from ?.vm, 'I disepithet given to those
the solution of a very

kvrijQiog,

solving.'

SALICA'RIA, Lysimdchia pur-

—

the Common or Purple
Willow Herb. The herb, root, and flowers possess a considerable degree of astringency, and
are used, occasionally, in the cure of diarrhoea
and dysentery, leucorrhoea, haemoptysis, &c.
VESICATORIA, Oantharis.
Lytta Rufipes. A variety of Lytta, peculiar to Chili, which is more active as a vesicant
than the Cantharis, or the Lytta next described.
Lytta Vitta'ta, Can'thnris rittata, Potu'to
Fly. (F.) Cantharide tachetce. Four species of
meloe that blister are found in the United
The lytta vittata feeds principally upon
States.
the potato plant, and, at the proper season of
the year, may be collected in immense numThe potato fly resembles the cantbarides
bers.
in every p'ropesty, and is fully equal to them.

pv'.rea,

Salica'ria:

LYTTA

M.
M. This

letter

signifies,

manipulus, ' a handful.'
See Abbreviation.

MACAPATLI,
MACARO'JNI.

Smilax

in

Also,

prescriptions,
misce, ' mix.'

sarsaparilla.

An

alimentary paste, moulded of a cylindrical shape, and formed of rice or
wheaten flour. It is eaten when boiled in
soup, prepared with cheese, &c.

—

Also, a name formerly given to a pulverulent
compound of sugar and glass of antimony, carried into France by the italian monks, and employed at the hospital La CharM, in the treatment, of painters' colic.

MACK DOM SIUM,

—

MACERA'TION,
'

1

soften by water.'

Smyrnium

olusatrum.
macero,

Macera'tio, from

An

operation, which con-

—

'

MACKRONA

MAGMA
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sisls in infusing, usually
without heat, a solid
8U ta " C '" a lit ui(, so as t0 extract its
virtues.
l
>
?

MACULA. A

spot. Dyschrctta. Cells, (F.)
Tache.
permanent discoloration of some portion of the skin, often with a change of its texture.
Ephelis, Ncevus, Spilus, &c , belong to
the Maculae.

A

m
MACERONA,
Smyrnium olusatrum.
MACH.ERA, Culler. Knife, Penis.

MACHJERIDION, Macharion.
MAOHJE'RION, Machw'ris. Machxrid'ion,

Macula, Molecule— m. Comes, Caligo— m.
Modiolus, a knife, (q. v.) An amputating knife. Cornere arcuata,
Gerotoxon m. Germinativa,
Kufus ot Ephesus asserts, that the Aruspices see Molecule—
m. Hepatica, Chloasma materna,
gave this name to a part of the liver of animals. Ncevus-m. Lutea
retina;, see Foramen centrale

—

MACILERIS,

— m.

Knife.

MACHAO'NIA ARS.
ing Art:— so called

Matricis,

Ncevus— m.

MADAR, Mudar.

The Heal-

Medicine.

Solaris, Ephelides.

Machaon, the son of
MADARO'SIS, from uadog, bald.' Madaro''ma, Made' sis, Depluma'tio, Milp/uB, Milpho'Mechan'kus. This epithet is sis, Ptih'sis, Cahi'lies, (q. v.) Loss of the hair,
added, especially by French writers, to the particularly of the
eyelashes.
word movement, to express that the will takes
MADDER, DYERS', Rubia.
after

'

^Esculapius.

MACH'INAL,

no

part in

MADEIRA, CLIMATE OF. This island is
much frequented by pulmonary invalids, on account of the mildness and equability of its cli-

it.

MACHINE,

Mack' ina, Mackmamm'tum,
Mech'ani, Mechane'ma. A more or less compound instrument, used in physics and chymistry to put a body in motion, or to produce any
action whatever. Physiologists sometimes, use
it for the animal body;— us the machine
or animat machine.

MACHLOSYNE,

MAC HO IRE,

Owing, indeed, to the mildness of the
winter, and the coolness of the summer, together with the remarkable equality of the temperature during day and night, as well as
throughout the year, it has been considered, that
the climate of Madeira is the finest in the
mate.

Nymphomania.

Maxillary

bone— m.

northern hemisphere.

Diacfa-

Sir

James Clark

is

of

nienne, Maxillary bone, lower
enne, Maxillary bone, superior.

m. Syncrani- opinion, that there is no place on the continent
of Europe, with which he is acquainted, where
MAC1ES, Atrophy, Emaciation in. Infan- the pulmonary invalid could reside with so
tum, Tabes mesenterica.
much advantage, during the whole year, as in
MACRAU'CHEN, from fuaxoo?, long,' and Madeira.

—
'

the neck.' Longo collo yrseditus.
has a loon- neck. Galen.

«wjfij»,

who

'

—

MACRE FLQTTAMTE, Trapa

MACRITUDO,

— One

MADELEON,
MADES1S,
MADISIS-,

nalans.

Bdellium.

Depilation, Madarosis.

De,,ilation.

MADISTE'RIUM,

Emaciation.
Longevity.

Modiste' rion, Trichola!'
Vohd'ht. Tweezers. An instrument for
MACROBIOTIC, Macrobiot'icus, longrfvus, extracting hairs from thp skin
from ftanoog, 'great,' 'long,' and (jtoc, 'life.'
CANINE, Hydrophobia— m.
That which lives a long time. The macrobiotic Ravintr or furious, Mania.
art is the art of living a long time.
MADOR. Moisture.

MACROBIOSIS,

biuin,

MADNESS,

MADREPORA OCULATA. See Coral.
from ftaxqos, great.'
MAKA. Midwife.
Qui magnum habit
One who has a large head
MAEE1A, Obstetrics.
This epithet is given to children born with heads so
MAE A, Obstetrics.
large, that they seem to be hydrocephalic; but
MAE UTRIA, Midwife.
MAGDA'LIA, Magda'leon, Magdalis, from
in which the unusual development is owing
to a large size of the brain.
Such are supposed uaydaXia, 'a cylinder.' Any medicine rolled
to be more than ordinarily liable to convul- into the form of a cylinder; and particularly
sions. (?) The term has also been applied, bv Hip- plasters.
MAGE1RICE, Culinary art.
pocrates, to certain Asiatics who had long heads.
MACROGLOS'SUS, from uaxooe, 'large,' MAGGOT PIMPLE. See Acne.
MACROOEPH'ALUS,
and

long,'
caput,

'

xii/uXij, 'head.'

<

'

I

and

One who

y/.waaa, 'tongue.'

The

condition

is

'

MA

'

'

I

MACROP'MJS,

—

MAGIS,

has a very large

termed macroglos'sia.
MACRONOSLE, Chronic diseases.
MACROPHYSOCEPH'ALUS, from naxqog,
' long,'
head.' A word
(fvact, 'air,' and xnpaXrj,
used by Ambrose Pare to designate an augmentation of the head of the foetus,- produced by a
sort of emphysema, which retards delivery.
CROP I PER, Piper longum.
MAGROPNCE'A, from uuxnog, long,' and
breathe.'
A long or slow respiration.
nrtm,
tongue.

One

Mario/)' noos.

who

uayig,

'

a cake.'

A

sort of cake,

composed of cloves of garlic and cheese beaten
too-ether.

— Hippocr.

IVIAG1STERIUM SULPHUR1S, Sulphur
lotum

— m.

Tartari purgans, Potassae acetas.
magister,
Certain precipitates from saline
a master.'
solutions were formerly so called
as well as
other medicines, the preparation of which was

MAG"1STERY, Magistc'rium, from

'

;

kept secret.

MAG"1STRAL, MagistralUs. Same etymon.
E.i tcm/iora'iieous.

Medicines

are

so

called

Officibreathes slowly:
a word met with in some which are prepared extemporaneously.
nal, are such as have been prepared for some
authors
llippocr.
time before they are prescribed.
MACROK. Emaciation.

—

MACROS, Long.
MACROS'CELES,
ficaoos,

'

hus long

long,'

Crura longa habeas; from

and 0x1X0;,

'

the leg.'

One who siduum,

letrs

MACROSLE, Chronic diseases.
MACROTKYS RACEMOSA.
racemosa.

M UilSTRANTIA. Imperatoria.
M AG.MA, tniyuu, (F.) Marc. The

See

thick re-

obtained after expressing certain substances to extract the fluid parts from them.
Also, the grounds which remain alter treating
Actoea a substance with water, alcohol, or any other

menstruum.

—
MAGNES
Magma

or

Marc

—

''

of Olives

is

the residuum

——

——

MAGNETINUS
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after the greatest possible quantity of oil has
been extracted from olives by making them

— —

acids: insoluble in water.
Properties the same
as the last.
13 ut the carbonic acid, when set

free, sometimes causes unpleasant distention.
Magnesi/e Hvpocarbonas, M. carbonas m.
It was formerly employed as a stimuunder the form of a bath to which the Subcarbonas, M. carbonas m. Vitriolicum,
name Bain de Marc was given by the French. Magnesias sulphas.
Magnesia Sulphas, Sulphas Magnesia puMagma or Marc of Grapes, Brytia, was
once employed for the same purposes.
rifica'ta, Magnesia vitriola'ta, Sal cathar'ticus
ama'rus, Sal catharticum amarum, Sal ama'rum,
MAGNES, Magnet
Magnes Arsenica'lis, (Sulphur, white arse- S. Anglica'num, Sulphate of Magnesia, SalEpsonic, and common antimony, of each equal parts. men'sis, Sal calharticus Anglioa'nus, Sal SedliMix by fusion ) It is corrosive. See Magnetic cen'sis, Sal Ebsdamen'se, S. Seydschulzerise",
Terra ama'ra sulphu'rica, Vitriol' icum Mu<rnePlaster.
Magnes Epilepsia;, Hydrargyri sulphuretum sice, Epsom Salt, Bitter purging Salt. (F.) Sel
admirable de Li.mi.ry, Sel d'Egra.
rubrum.
Generally
MAGNE'SIA, Abarnahas, Chambar, from obtained from sea water. Its taste is bitter and
magnes, the magnet;' because it was supposed disagreeable. It is soluble in an equal quantity
to have the power of attracting substances from of water at 00°.
It is purgative and diuretic.
Dose, as a cathartic, §ss to ^ij.
the air.
calcina'la,
usta,
Cal'M.
Magnesia, M.
MAGMSIE AERUE, Magnesias carbonas—
cined Magnesia, Oxide of magnesium. (F.) Mag- m. Blanche, Magnesias carbonas m. Brulie,
nisie brulie, Magnisie, M. Caustique. This is Magnesia usta m. Caustique, Magnesia usta
obtained by exposing carbonate of magnesia to m. Crayeuse, Magnesias carbonas m. Douce,
taste very Magnesias carbonas
It is inodorous
a strong heat.
m. Effervescente, Magnesias
slightly bitter in the form of a white, light, carbonas
m. Moyenne, Magnesias carbonas.
spongy, soft powder. S. g. 2.3; requiring 2000
•MAGNESIUM, OXIDE OF, Magnesia usta.
It is
times its weight of water for its solution.
MAGNET, Magnes, Lapis her acid us, L. Sydeacid
ri'lis, L. nau'ticus, Magni'tis, so called from
antacid, and laxative when it meets with
in
to
water
or
Dose,
gr.
x
Magnes,
in the stomach.
its
discoverer, or from Magnesia,
gj

ferment.

—

lant,

—

—

'

;

;

milk.

Magnesia Aerata, Magnesias carbonas
Alba, M. carbonas — m. Calcinata, M. usta

— m.

— m.

Edinburgensis, Magnesias carbonas.

Magnesia Effervescing, Moxon's, (Magnes.
M. sulphat.; Sodxbicarbon.,Acid tartaric.
aa partes asquales; to be pulverized, well dried,
mixed, and enclosed in bottles hermetically
carb.;

sealed.

Magnesia Fluid.

Under

name a

preparation is designated, which consists of a solution of carbonate of magnesia in carbonated
this

whence

it

was obtained.

(F.) Aimant.

The

magnet or loadstone. An amorphous, oxydulated ore of iron, which exerts an attraction on
unmagnetized iron, and has the property of exhibiting poles; that is, of pointing by one of its
extremities to the north.
This ore, by constant
or long rubbing, communicates its properties to
iron
and thus artificial magnets are formed.
Magnetic ore is found in many countries, and
particularly in the island of Elba.
The magnet
is sometimes used to extract spicula of iron
from the eye or from wounds. It has been em;

water. It is also termed carbonated magnesia ployed as an antispasmodic; but acts only
water, aerated magnesia water, and condensed so- through the imagination. The powder has been
given as a tonic. In Pharmacy, it is used to
lution of magnesia.
Magnesia, Henry's, Magnesias carbonas m. purify iron filings. It attracts the iron, and the
m. Nigra, Manga- impurities remain behind. It formerly entered,
Mitis, Magnesia; carbonas
as an ingredient, into several plasters, to draw
nese, black oxide of.
name given by Le- bullets and heads of arrows from the body as
Magnesia Opali'na.
mery to a mixture of equal parts of antimony, the Emplastrum divinum Nicolai, the Emplasnitrate of potass, and muriate of soda, (decre- trum nigrum of Augsburg, the Opodeldoch, and
pitated.)
It has emetic properties, but is not Attract ivum of Paracelsus, &c.
used.
MAGNET'IC, Magnet' icus. Same etymon.
Magnesia Sai.is Amari, Magnesia? carbonas That which belongs or relates to magnetism;
m. Salis Ebsdamensis, Magnesiae carbonas
mineral or animal
Magnetic Fluid. A name given to the imm. Saturni, Antimonium— m. Solution of, condensed, M. fluid m. Vitriolata, Magnesias sul- ponderable fluid to which the magnet owes its
phas— m. and Soda, sulphate of, see Soda, sul- virtues. By analogy, it is applied to a particuUsta, Magnesia.
phate of
lar principle, supposed to be the source of orMagn esi^; Cau'bonas, M. Subcar' bonus, Mag- ganic actions; which affects, it is conceived,
aera'ta, M. carbon'ica,
the nervous system principally, and is susceptinesia, (Dublin,)
alba, Subcur'bonate of Magnesia, Henry's Mag- ble of being transmitted from one living body
Edinbvr- to another, by contact or simple approximation,
nesia, M. Subcarbon'ica, M. Mitis,
gen'sis, M. Salis Ebshamen'sis, M. Salis anta'ri, and especially under the influence of fixed voCur'bonas mugnt'sicum, Lac terrx, Hypocar'- lition. See Magnetism, Animal.
Magnetic Plaster. A plaster, at present,
bonus magne'sia, Terra ama'ra, T. amara u'era'ta,
not used. It had for its base a mixture, called
T. absor'bens minera'bs, T. Talco'sa oxyanthra
(F.) Sous-carbonate de Magnisie, Mag- Magnes arscnir.ulis ; formed of equal parts of
co'des.
nisie aerie, M. blanche, M. craycuse, M. douce, antimony, sulphur, and arsenic melted together
M. effervescente, M. Moyenne, Poudre de Send- in a glass cucurbit. The name Magnetic Plasnelli, P. de Vaientini, P. du Comte de Palme. ter was, likewise, given to such as contained
Prepared from sulphate of magnesia by subcar- powdered magnet.
insipid;
MAGNETINUS, Potassos supertartras imIt is inodorous;
bonate of potass.
light; white ; spongy; opake; effervescing with purus.

—

—

—
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ANIMAL,

Mesmerism,

Jieuroga mia, Bioga'mia,
Biomugnetis'mus, Zoornagnctis'mus, Exon'eurisrn, (proposed

MAL2E
.Mai. de Sa* Lazaho, Cocobay.
isease

common

A

leprous

in Columbia, S. America,
and
cured by the Cuichunchulli.
M. Mayo) TMuris'rnus. Properties
attributed
Mal
del
Sole
Pellagra-™,
to the influence of a particular
de Terre, Epi.
V
principle, which lepsy— m. a Tcte,
Cephalalgia.
rias been compared to
that which characterizes
MALA, Gena— m. Aurea, see Citrus auranthe magnet. It is supposed to
be transmitted ti u in.
irom one person to another, and to
impress
MALAB ATH'RINUM. Ancient name of an
peculiar modifications on organic action,
espe- ointment and a wine, into
which the malabacially on that of the nerves.
The discussions thrum entered.
to which this strange belief has
given rise, are
MALABATHRUM,Ca&,-«-7nrf,-.
The leaves
by no means terminated. There is no evidence
of a tree of the Last Indies.
These leaves enwhatever of the existence of such a fluid. tered
into the theriac, mithridate, and
other
Highly impressible persons can be thrown into
ancient electuaries. They are believed
to be
a kind of hysteric sleep and somnambulism,
but from a species of laurel— the Laurus
Cassia.
farther than this, the efforts of the
magnetizer but, according to others, from the
Laurus Macannot reach. It is a mode of action upon the
labathrum. The O'leum Malabathri is obtained
nerves through the medium of the senses.
from it.

by Mr. said

to be

.

MAGNITIS,

MAGNOC,

MALACCA

Magnet.

Jatropha manihot.

RADIX,

pharrnacum.

MAGNO'LIA GLAUCA,

Small Magnolia,
Magnolia, Swamp Sas'safras, Elk Bark, Indian
Bark, White Laurel, Sweet Bay, Beaver Wood,
White Bay, Cinchona of Virginia. The bark is
possessed of tonic properties, resembling those
of cascarilla, canella, &c. The same may be
said of the Magnolia tripet'ala or Vmbrd'la tree;
the M. acuminata or Cu'cumber tree, and the

MALA'CIA,

Sagittarium alexL

from iaXax,a, 'softness'
A
depravation of taste, in which an almost
universal loathing is combined with an
exclusive
longing for some particular article of
f

food. If
the patient desire substances that
are not eatable or noxious, it constitutes
Pica, Pisso'sis
Pitto sis,Heterorez'ia, Cissa,

Citto'sis,Depra'ved

afpctiU, Citta, Limo'sis Pica, Allotriopha! aiu
Pellacia, Picacis'mus, Pica'tio.
(F.)
Envie.
DEI DONUM, Cinchona.
These symptoms accompany
Magnum, Os. The third bone of the lower affections,— those of females inseveral nervous
particular.
In
row of the carpus; reckoning from the thumb. pregnancy it is common;
and is termed Low°
It is the largest bone of the carpus; and is, also, ing.

M.

grandiflora.

MAGNUM

called

Os capita'tum.

(F.)

Grand Os.

MAGRUMS. A popular
of

MALACISMUS,

name

tion,

which

Mollities.

MALACORIUM.

in the state
for a singular convulsive affec
resembles chorea. It rarely, how-

New York

See Punica granatum
from ua?*xo;, 'soft'

MALACOSAR'COS,

and aaql, flesh.' One of a soft constitutionever, occurs before the adult age; never ceases Imb'itu corporis moi io' n
prad'itus.— Galen
spontaneously, and, when fully developed, is
MALACOSIS CEREBRI, Mollities cerebri
devoid of any paroxysmal character.
in. Cordis, Cordiomalacia—
m. Hepatis HeConvolvulus scammonia.
patomalacia— m. Uteri, Hysteromalacia '
FEBRIFUGE, Swielenia febri- MALACOSTEON, Mollities ossium
'

'I

MAHMOUDY,
MAHOGAN

'

fuga.

MAIANTHEMUM,

—

'

—

Convallaria maialis.

MAIDENHAIR, Adianthum capillus veneris

—

MALACTICA, Emollients.
MALACTICUM, Relaxant.
MALADE, Sick.
MA LAD IE, Disease— m. Ang/aise,Hypochan-

m. Canada, Adianthum pedatum rn. Common, Asplenium trichomanoides m. Golden, driasis— m. Bleue, Cyanopathy— to. de
Bright
Polytrichum m. White, Asplenium ruta mu- Kidney, Bright's disease of the— m. de
Cruveil-

—

—

raria.

Obstetrics.

MAIGREUR,

Emaciation.

MAILLET, Mallet.
MAILLOT, Swathing

clothes.

MAIN, Manus.

MAJORANA,
riaca,

weaning— m. Glundulaire, Elephantiasis Arabica— m. Imaginuire, Hypochondriasis— m. Imaginuire, Hysteria— m.
Noire
Melama— m. du Pays, Nostalgia— m. Pidiculaire, Phtheiriasis
m. de Pott, Vertebral disease— to. Vintrienne, Syphilis— m. de Venus
hier, see Brash,

MAIEIA,

Origanum majorana— m. SyTeucrium marum.

MAL D'AMOUR,

Odontalgia— m. des Arm.d'Avcnture, Paronychia
m. Caduc, Epilepsy.
in. di Breno, Scherlievo
MAL f)E CRIMKE, (F.)Lepredes Cossaqucs,
Lepra Tau'rica. A variety of lepra in the Crimea

'

Syphilis.

"MALADIES ANNUELLES, Annual diseases

—in. Chroniques,Chton\c diseases— m. Connies
Connate diseases— rn. Dissimulee's, Feigned diseases— to. Externes, External diseases m.
Feintee, Feigned diseases— to. Innies, Innate
diseases— to. Nerteuses, Nervous diseases— rn.
DENT, Odontalgia— to. Divin, SimuUes, Feigned diseases m. Supposecs,
MAL
Epilepsy m. d'Enfant, Pains (Labour)— m. di Feigned diseases— to. Venteuses, Pneumatosis.
MA I.ADIF, Sickly.
Fiume, Scherlievo m. Francois, Syphilis m.
MALADRERIE, Ladrerie.
de Gorge, Cynanche m. haul, Epilepsy to. de
marina
Nausea
MALADY,
De
Mer,
Trismus
rn.
Machoiri,
ENGLISH, Hypochondriasis.
MALJE, OS, from malum, 'an apple;' so
m. de Mhre, Hysteria m. de Misere, Pellagra
called from its roundness.
m. de Naples, Syphilis m. petit, Epilepsy
OsJugale, Os Jum. Rouge de Cayenne, Elephantiasis of Cayenne gumen'tum, Os Gince, Zygo'ma, Os Zygomatfm. Saint Antoine, Erysipelas m. Saint Jean, icum, (F.) Os Ma/nire, Os Zygomatique", Os dr.
Epilepsy m. Saint Main, Lepra, Psora m. la pommette. The cheek or malar hone. This
in. de Siam, Fever, bone is situate at the lateral and superior pirt
di Scherlievo, Scher'-evo
of the face; and constitutes thj z,
yellow.
dens, see Ardent
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MALLE'OLUS. Diminutive of malleus, a
mallet, (q. v.) or hammer:' Rasceta, I:Sphyra, lulus, Diab'cbos; the Anldc.
(F.) MaiHole, Cheville du Pied.
The two projections
formed by the bones of the leg at their inferior
The inner belongs to the tibia; the outer
part.
to the fibula.
The ankles afford attachment to
ligaments, and each has a sort of gutter, in
which certain tendons slide. See Malleus.
Malleolus, (F.) Maillet.
kind
of hammer, used, with a gouge, for removing
or cutting bones, in certain surgical and anatomical operations.
MAL'LEUS, Malleolus, Ossiculum Malleoloas si mi la' turn, (F.) Martcau.
The longest and
outermost of the four small bones of the ear.
It is situate at the outer part of the tympanum,
and is united to the membrana tympani. It
MALAISE. Indisposition.
species of lepra or ele- has, 1. An ovoid head, which is articulated,
behind, with the incus, and is supported by a
Marcel lus Empiricus.
phantiasis.
MALANDRIO'SUS, Leprous. Affected with narrow part ealled the neck: this has, anteriorly, a long apophysis, which is engaged in
a species of lepra.
PROCESS, Zygomatic process.
the glenoid fissure, and is called the Apophysis
MALARIA, Miasm.
of liau, and Proces'sus grac"ilis. It affords atMalarial.
Owing to, or tachment to the anterior mallei muscle. 2.
connected with Malaria,— as a malarious soil, handle, which forms an obtuse angle with the
neck, and corresponds to the membrane of the
malarious disease, &c.
ATE, Mollire, Subigere, Mai- tympanum, which it seems to draw inwards. It is
To MAI/
acissnre, (F.) Maluxer, from ^aXaoaw, 'I soften.' furnished at its upper extremity, with a process
the processus brevis, to which the interims
To produce the softening of drugs, by kneading
mallei is attached. This bone is developed by
them
MALAZISSA'TUS. One in whom the tes- a single point of ossification.
Malleus, slender Process of the, Grele
It has, also, been
ticles have not descended.
region of tho cheek. It
Its outer surface

is

irregularly quadri-

'

convex, covered by
muscles and skin, and pierced with canals,
called malar, through which vessels and nerves
Its -upper surface is concave, and forms
pass.
part of the orbit. Its posterior surface is concave, and enters into the composition of the
temporal fossa. This bone is thick and celluIt is articulated with the frontal, temporal,
lar.
sphenoid, and superior maxillary bones, and is
developed by a single point of ossification.
The part of the face rendered prominent by
this bone, the French call Pommitle.
MALAG'MA, from kuAooow, 'I soften.' An
emollient cataplasm, and, in general, every local
application which enjoys the pioperty of softening organic tissues.
lateral.

is

MALLET,

A

MALANDRIA. A

—

MALAR

A

MALA'RIOUS,

AX

—

used synonymously with ernascula'tus, and mu- apophyse du marleau.
liera'tus.

MALLOW, COMMON,

— Castelli.

MALE.

Mas'cuius.

Of the sex that
What belongs

begets pound decoction

of,

Malva— m. ComDecoctum malva; composi-

to the tum.
young. Not female.
MALO DI SCARLIEVO, Scherlievo.
male sex as the male organs of generation.
MALOGRANATUM, Punica granatum.
Penis.
Malk. Axilla— m. Organs,
ACINI OF, Corpora MalpigMALP1GHI,
Malts.
MAL1ASMOS,
MAL1CHOR1UM. See Puniea granatum. hiana.
MALPIGTIIA MOUREL'LA, (F.) MoureilMALICORIUM. See Puniea granatum.
;

MALIG'NANT,

Malig'nus, (F.) Malin.

A

iicr,

Simaroubia faux.

—

The bark

of this shrub

term applied to any disease whose symptoms a native of Cayenne is reputed to be febrifuge,
are so aggravated as to threaten the destruction and useful in diarrhoea.
MALPIGH1AN BODIES, Corpora Malpigof the patient. A disease of a very serious character, although it may be mild in appearance: hiana.
MALT, Sax. mealc, Dutch mout, Teut.
Morbus viulisnus.
malt; from uuIuttm, 'I soften,' Malturn, Bra'MALIK, Malioiiant.
MALIN G'ERER. A simulator of disease, is sium, (F.) Drhhe. Barley made to germinate,
It has been refor the purpose of forming beer.
so termed in the British military service.

—

Malias'mos, Coc'yta, Cutu'neousver- commended in medicine, as antiscorbutic, anThe cuticle or skin infested with tiscrofulous, &c.
Malt Spirit. A spirit distilled from malt.
animalcules, Pkthiri'asis, Farasilis'inus superIn Persia, this affection is produced by It is the basis of most of the spirituous cordials.
Jidei.
MALTA, CLIMATE OF. The climate of
the Guinea Worm: in South America, by the
Chigre; and in Europe, occasionally by the Malta is pretty equable, the range of temperature in the twenty-four hours, being rarely
Louse. See Fntheiriasis.
Malis Dkacunculus, Dracunculus m. Gor- more than 6°. The air is almost always dry
m. Pediculi, Phtheiriasis.
and clear. The most disagreeable wind is the
dii, Dracunculus
MALLE'OLAR, Mulleola'ris, from malleolus, Sirocco, which is the source of more or less
invalid.
The win'the ankle.' Belonging or relating to the ankles. sutl'ering to the pulmonary
Malleolar Arteries are two branches fur- ter climate is favourable. Dr. Liddell thinks
in
south
the
of Euseen
has
nished by the anterior tibial about the instep; that no place he
Malta, for a mild, dry,
the one the internal passes transversely be- rope can compete with
and part
hind the tendon of the tibialis anticus to be dis- bracing air in November, December,
the other winter and
tributed in the vicinity of the malleolus inter of January; and during
the other the external glides behind spring months, lie thinks it is equal to any of

MALIS,

mina'lion.

—

—

—

—

nus:

—

—

the tendons of the extensor communis digilorum them.
MALTHA, Malthe, from fia/.aTro, 'I soften.'
pedis and the peroneus brcvis, and sends its
branches to the parts which surround the Wax. particularly a soft wax.
LTHACT1CA, Emollients.
outer ankle, as well as to the outer region of
the tarsus.

MA
MALUM CANUM.

See Pyrus cydonia—

—
MALUS

m.Coense, Averrhoa carambola— m. Cotoneum,
see Pyrus cydonia— m.
Hypochondriacum, Hypochondriasis— m. Hystericum, Hysteria— in.
lnsanum.see Solanum melongena— m.Ischiadicum, Neuralgia femoro-poplitaja—

by a small grayish band, which corresponds
with the third ventricle. They receive the
anterior prolongations of the fornix.
;Some
ancient anatomists, taking the nervous trunks,
to which Willis first gave the name olfactory
nerves, for simple appendages of the brain,
called them, on account of their shape, Carun'culx mamdla'res. Vesalius, Fallopius, Columbus, and several others, termed them Processus
mamilla'res cer'ebri ad nares.
from mama, one of the earliest
cries of the infant, ascribed to a desire for food.
Masthus, Mazos, Thele, Titthos, Ruma. '['he female breast. {Mammilla being the male breast,)

Lazari,

in.

Elephantiasis.

Malum Mortuum. A

species of lepra, in
which the affected portions of skin seem to be
struck with death.

Malum
bral

Pilars, Trichosis— m.

Disease— m. Venereum,

Pottii,

Verte-

MAMMA,

Syphilis.

MALUS AURANT1A MAJOR,

Citrus au-

rantium.

Malus In'dica, Bilumbi biling-bing of Bontius.
The juice of this East India tree is cooling,
and

is

drunk as a cure

MAMMARY
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for fevers.

Mamel/e.

(F.)

The

leaves,
into a cataplasm with rice, are
famed in all sorts of tumours. The juice, mixed
with arrack, is drunk for the cure of diarrhoea.
The ripe fruit is eaten as a delicacy; and the
unripe is made into a pickle for the use of the

class of

table.

At

boiled and

made

A

glandular organ, proper to a

animals— the mammalia— and intended

of milk. The mammre exist
in both sexes, but they acquire a much greater
size in the female; especially during pregnancy
and lactation. In women, before the age of
for the secretion

puberty, the breasts are but

little

developed.

period, however, towards the central
see Citrus medica
part of each breast, the skin suddenly changes
m. Medica, see Citrus medica.
colour, and assumes a rosy tint in young feA, Maieasy Ives' tris, M. vulga'ris, Com- males. It is of a reddish brown in women, who
mon Mallow, (F.) Mauve sauvage. The leaves have suckled several children. This circle has
and flowers are chiefly used in fomentations, a rugous appearance, owing to the presence of
cataplasms, and emollient enemata. Its pro- sebaceous glands, and is called Areola or Aurcperties are demulcent.
ola.
These glands furnish an unctuous fluid

Malus Limonia Acida,

this

MALV

Malva

rotundifo'lla has like virtues; as well for defending the nipple from the action of the
saliva of the sucking infant. In the midst of
VISCUM, Althaia.
the aureola is the nipple, a conoidal eminence,
OF. The village of of a rosy tint, susceptible of erection, and at
Great Malvern, in Worcestershire, England, the surface of which the galactophorous ducts
lias for many years been celebrated for a spring open.
Besides the skin, covering them, the
of remarkable purity, which has acquired the breasts are, also, composed of a layer of fatty
name of the Holy-well. It is a carbonated wa- cellular tissue, more or less thick; of a large
ter; containing carbonates of soda and iron, gland; excretory ducts; vessels, nerves, ».tc.
sulphate of soda, and chloride of sodium, and See Mammary.
is chiefly used externally, in cutaneous affecThe breasts are called the bosom, (F.) Scin.

as the other varieties.

MALVA

MALVERN, WATERS

MAM'MARY, Mamma' rius,

tions.

MAMA- PLAN. An

ulcer of a bad aspect,
which is the commencement of the pian and
which, after having destroyed the flesh, extends
to the bones.
It is also called the Motlicr of
Pians; La mere des plans.
MAMEI, Manioc, Momin or Toddy Tree. From
incisions made in the branches of this West Indian tree, a copious discharge of pellucid liquor
occurs, which is called momin or toddy wine.
It is very diuretic, and is esteemed to be a good

'the breast.'

Mammary

;

and

Nipple.

MAMELOMYK,

Mammilated.
Papilla of the kid-

ney.

MAMILLA, Nipple.
MAMILLARY, Mamllla'ris,
'

from Mamifla,

a small breast, a nipple.'
a name

Mamillary Em'inence is
To more or less marked prominences

given,

1.

on the inner surface of the bones of the cranium, which
correspond to the anfractuosities of the cranium. 2. To white, round, medullary tubercles, of the size of a pea, situate at the base of
the brain, behind the gray substance from which
the Tigc piluitaire, of the French anatomists,
These Mamillary Tubercles, Bullies de
arises.
la route a trots pilicrs,

Co/pora

albican' tla, C.

are three in

number.

They are distinguished into — 1. The Internal
Mammary, Artc'rla sterna' lis, A. Sous-sternal

lithontriptic.

MAMELONS DU REIN,

Abscess, Mastodynia apostema-

Mammary Arteries

MAMELLE, Mamma.
MAMELU.Y,

mamma,

tosa.

—

antilithic

from

Relating to the breasts.

|

(Ch.), Internal tharac'lc. It arises from the subclavian and descends obliquely inwards, from
its origin to the cartilage of the third rib.
Below the diaphragm it divides into two branches:
the one external, the other internal.
From its
origin until its bifurcation, it gives branches to
the muscles and glands of the neck, to the thymus, mediastinum, pericardium, and cesophagus. In each intercostal space, it gives off interna/and external musculo-cutaneous branches,
and also, on each side, the superior diaphragmatic.
Its two ultimate branches are distributed
on the parietes of the abdomen, and anastomose
with the external mammary, intercostal, lumbar, circumflexa ilii, and epigastric arteries.
2. Tho External Mammary Arteries are two in
number, and are distinguished into superior
and inferior. The superior external mammary,
First of the thoracics (Oh.), Superior external
thoracic, Superior thoracic, is furnished by the
axillary artery. It descends obliquely forwards
between the pectoralis major and pectoraiis minor, to which it is distributed by a considerable

external mamCandican'tia, Hi His' s* Glands, Tubercles pisl- number of branches. The inferior
thoracics (Ch.), Long or
formes, (Ch ) Emincn'll:v candlcan'tes, Trio rum mary, the second of the
axillary artery,
crurum for'nlcis bulbl, are united to each other inferior thoracic, arises from the

MAM ME A
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a little below the preceding. It descends verti- the Al'ropa mandrag'ora or mandrake.
Wine,
cally over the lateral part of the thorax curves, in which the roots of mandrake have been inafterwards, inwards; becomes subcutaneous and fused.
divides into a number of branches, which surAtropa mandragora, Podoround the breast. It gives branches to the pec- phyllum peltatum.
loralis major, serratus major anticus, the interMastication.
costal muscles, the glands of the axilla and the
NERVE. See Trigeinteguments of the breast.
mini.
Mammary Gland is the secretory organ of
OF, Tethe milk. It is situate in the substance of the trox'ide of manganese, Magnc'sia nigra, Mangabreast, to which it gives shape and size.
The nc'sium vitrario'rum, M. oxyda'tum nati'vum seu
tissue of this gland results from the assemblage nigrum, Mangane' sium ocltra' ceum nigrum, M.
of lobes of different size, united intimately by oxyda'tum nati'vum, Man'gam/m oxyda'tum nua dense cellular tissue.
Each of them is com- tivnm, Molybdx'num magne'sii, Oxo'dcs man'posed of several lobules, formed of round gra- gani nati'va, Peroxfydum mangave'sii nigrum
nulations, of a rosy white colour and of the nati'vum, Superox'ydum mungan' icum.
This
size of a poppy seed.
The glandular grains oxide is not much used in medicine. It has
give rise to the radicles of the excretory canals! been advised to dust the affected parts, in tinea
of the mamma, which are called gnhiclophorous capitis, with the powder.
or lactiferous. These excretory vessels unite in
Manganese, Tetroxide of,M. black oxide of.
ramusculi, rami, and in trunks of greater or
less size; collect towards the centre of the NATIVUM, Manganese, black oxide of.
gland; are tortuous, very extensible, and semiNItransparent. All terminate in sinuses, situate GRUM, Manganese, black oxide of— m. Oxynear the base of the nipple, and which are com- datum nativum seu nigrum, Manganese, black
monly from 15 to 18 in number. These sinuses oxide of m. Vitrariorum, Manganese, black
are very short, conical, and united by cellular oxide of.
tissue.
From their summits, a fasciculus of
NAT1VA, Manganew ducts sets out, which occupy the centre of nese, black oxide of.
Manthe nipple and open separately at its surface.
The arteries of the mammary gland come from ganese, black oxide of.
the thoracic, axillary, intercostal, and internal
mammary. The veins accompany the arteries; Manganese, black oxide of.
the nerves are furnished by the intercostals and
IN'DICA. The Mango tree.
brachial plexus; the lymphatic vessels are very (F.) Manguier. A tree, cultivated over Asia
;

MANDRAKE,

MANDUCATIO,

MANDUCATORY

MANGANESE, BLACK OXIDE

MANGANESII PEROXYDUM NIGRUM

MANGANES1UM

OCHRACEUM

—

MANGANI OXODES

MANGANICUM SUPEROXYDUM,

MANGANUM OXYDATUM NATIVUM,
MANGIF'ERA

numerous, and form two

layers.

They commu- and

in

South America.

Mangos, when

ripe,

nicate with those of the thorax, and pass into are juicy; of a good flavour; and so fragrant
the axillary ganglions.
as to perfume the air to a considerable distance.
Mam'mary Sarco'ma, Mastoid sarcoma of They are eaten, either raw or preserved with
Abernethy, Emphy'ma sarcoma •mamma! rum. sugar. From the expressed juice a wine is preTumour, of the colour and texture of the mam- pared; and the remainder of the kernel can be
mary gland; dense and whitish; sometimes reduced to an excellent flour for bread.
TREE, Mangifera Indica.
softer and brownish; often producing, on exGarcinia mangostana.
tirpation, a malignant ulcer with indurated
Garcinia mangostana.
edges. Found in various parts of the body
Garcinia mangostana.
and limbs.
Mammary Veins follow the same course as MANGUIER, Mangifera Indica.
the arteries, and have received the same denoMANIA, Furor mania, (q. v.) Insa'nia, Deminations. The internal mammary vein, of the lir'ium mani'acum, Ecphro'nia mania, Dclir'ium
right side, opens into the superior cava; that of mania, D. furio'sum, Mania, universalis, Vesa'the left, into the corresponding subclavian vein. nia mania, Raving or furious madness; from
The external mammary veins open into the ax- ftairoftat, I am furious.' With some, it means
illary vein.
insan'ity.
Disorder of the intellect, in which
AMERICA'NA. The systematic there is erroneous judgment or hallucination,
name of the tree on which the mammec fruit which impels to acts of fury. If the raving be
grows. This fruit has a delightful flavour when not directed to a single object, it is mania proripe and is much cultivated in Jamaica, where perly so called; if to one object, it constitutes
This term is, however, usually
it is generally sold in the markets as one of the monomania.
best fruits of the island.
given to melancholy. Mania attacks adults
Nipple.
chiefly; and women more frequently than men.
Mastoid.
The prognosis is unfavouiable. About oneMamma (male.) Nipple.
third never recover; and they who do are apt
MAMMILLAR1S, Mastoid.
Separation is one of the most efto relapse.
(F.) Mamelonne, from fective means of treatment, with attention to
mamma, 'the female breast.' That which has the corporeal condition and every thing that
mammiform projections on its surface.
can add to the mental comfort of the patient;
Mammillated Liver, Cirronosis.
and turn his thoughts away from the subjects
Mamei.
of his delusion. In the violence of the paroxM.1XCHE DHIPPOCRJlTE, Chausse,
ysms, recourse must be had to the straight
Origanum.
waistcoat, the shower bath, &c. Separation
MANDIBULA, Maxillary bone.
should be continued for some weeks during
Atropa mandragora.
convalescence, with the view of preventing a
>'
R IT E S, from u^Snayanu, relapse,
D RA
j)l A

MANGO

MANGOSTAN,
MANGOSTANA,
MANGOUSTAN,

'

MAMME'A
;

MAMMELLA,

MAMMIFORMIS,
MAMMILLA,

MAMMILLA'TED,

MAMOE,

MANCURANA,

MANDRAGORA,
G

—
MAN1ACUS

Mania EriLEPTicA,see Epilepsy— m. Lactea,
M. puerperal— m. Melancholica, Melancholy—
afathemate, Empathema— m. a Potu, De-

in.

tremens— m a Temulentia, Delirium
tremens— in Pellagria, Pellagra.
Mania Ppib'pbiial, Mn'nia puerpera'rum
ncu'ta, M. lac'tca.
Mania which supervenes in

lirium

MARIS
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.

the childbed state.

Mania Puerperarum Acuta, M. puerperal

Porta vena

— m. Parva

major adjutrix, see Di-

gitus.

A1ANUSTUPRATIO, Masturbation.
MANYPLIES, Omasum.
MAPLE, Acer saccharinum.
MAR.1IS, Marsh.

MARANTA ARUNDINACEA,
Maran'ta

Arrow

root.

Galan'ga, jJmo'mum (jalansa,

Galanga. The smaller galarigal. Two kinds
m. sine Delirio, Pathomania.
of galangal are mentioned in the pharmacoMANIACUS.Maniodes.
poeias;
the greater, obtained from the KxmpMANICA HIPPOCRATIS, Chausse.
feria galanga, and the smaller, from the root of
the
galanga. The dried root is brought
Maranta
MANIE SANS JJELIRE, Empathema.
MANIGUETTA, Amomum grana Paradisi. from China, in pieces, from one to two inches
in length, but scarcely half as thick; branched;
1 1 BAR, Jatropha manihot.
full of knots and joints, with several circular
MANILU'VIUM, Manulu'vium, from manus, rings, of a reddish brown colour, on the outside,
the hand,' and lavo, I wash.'
A bath for the and brownish within. It was formerly much
hands. It may be rendered stimulating by used as a warm stomachic
bitter; and generally
means of muriatic acid, mustard, &c.
ordered in bitter infusions.
MANIOC, Jatropha manihot.
MARASCHINO. See Spirit.
MANIO'DES, Mani'acus. One labouring unMARASMUS, Atrophy— m. Phthisis, Phthider mania: a maniac.
sis pulmonalis
m. Tabes, Tabes in. Tabes
MANIPULATION, from manus, <a hand.' dorsalis, Tabes dorsalis.
Mode of working in the arts.
MARATHRI'TES, from naoo^pov, 'fennel.'
MANIP'ULUS, (F.J Poignee. The quantity Wine, impregnated with fennel.
of a substance capable of filling the hand. A
MARATHROPHTf LLUM, Pencedanom.
handful. See Fasciculus.
Anethum— m. Sylvestre,

—

MAN

'

'

—

MARATHRUM,

MAN-MIDWIFE,

Accoucheur.
MANNA, see Fraxinus ornus m. Brianron,
in. Calabrina, see Fraxinus
see Pinus Larix
ornus m. Metallorum, Hydrargyri submurias.

—

—

—

MANNACROUP,

Semolina.

MANNEQUIN, Fantom.
MANNITE, see I'raxinus ornus.
MAXU:U\ RE (F.), from main, 'the

;

a

common

suffix,

denoting

'

divination.'

U'BRIUM, from manus, a hand.' The
handle of any thing: as manu'brium malL'ei,
'tlie handle of the malleus.'
Manubrium, C/tasse m. Manus, Radius.
MANULUVIUM, Hath, hand, Maniluvium.
MANUS, Cheir. (F.) Main. The hand. The
part which terminates the upper extremity in
man, and which is inservient to prehension and
touch. It extends from the fold of the wrist to
the extremity of the fingers. The hand is sus'

—
—

tained by a bony skeleton, composed of a number of pieces, movable on each other; of muscles, tendons, cartilages, ligaments, vessels,
nerves, &c. It is divided into three parts— the
carpus or wrist, the metacarpus, and fingers. Its
concave surface is called the palm; the convex
surface the back of the hand. The facility of

oppose the thumb to the fingers
in order to seize objects forms one of the distinctive characters of the human hand.

being able

to

Manus Christi

Pf.ri.a'ta.

A name

ancient-

given to troches, prepared of pearls and sugar of roses. They were called Manus Christi
sim'vliees, when pearls were not employed.
An ancient plaster, prepared of
_\I ibdi Dm.
ly

wax, myrrh, frankincense, mastich, (•'urn ammoGalbanum nil, &c. Sec Opium.
Manus IIkpatis, Porta vena— m. Jecons,

niac.

38*

Marmor.
Marmor.

MARC. Magma.
MARCASITA, Bismuth— m
MARCASITiE

hand,'

(body.)
Pariniculus carnosus.

MAN

MARBLE,
MARBRE,

— m.

MANTILE, Bandage

MANTLE,

Peucedanum.

subnitrate of

and cr.uvre, 'work.' Opera' tio chirur1gica vel
obstel'rica. The practice of surgical or obstetrical operations on the dead body or phantom.
MANSORIUS, Buccinator.
MANSTUPRATIO, Masturbation.
MANTl'A, Mantica, Manlice, in English,

mancy

—

subnitrate

Alba, Bismuth,
Plumbea. Aiifniionium.
MAGISTERIUM, Bismuth,

of.

MARCI1ANTIA POLYMOR'PHA,

Hepatf-

ica fonta'na, Lichen Stella' turn, Jtcora'riu, Lit'erwort.
(F.) Htpatiquc tics foutaines.
This

plant

is

mildly pungent and

mended

bitter.

It is

recom-

as aperient, resolvent, and antiscoris used in diseased liver, &c.

butic; and

MARCHE, LA, Walking.
MARCHIO'NIS PULV1S, Powder of the
Marquis. A powder, formerly considered to be
anti-epileptic

;

and composed of Male pxony

root. Mistletoe. Ivory shavings,

of the stag,
coral, Sf-c.

Horn of

Spodium, Tooth of

MARCORES,

the

the

hoof

monodon,

Atrophy, Emaciation.

MARL S TAIL. Hippuris vulgaris.
MARGA CAN'DIDA, Lac lunx. An ancient
name

for a variety of spongy, white, friable
marl, which was employed as an astringent

and refrigerant.

MARGARET1ZZA, Scherlievo.
MARGARITA. Pearl.
MARGARON, Pearl.
MA G N ISU S SCAPULO-TRO CHL
II

I

TERIEN, Teres

MARGO.

minor.
Bord.

MARGUERITE, PETITE, Belli*— m. dts
Pris grand e, Chrysanthemum leucanthemum.

MARIENBAD, MINERAL WATERS

OF.

Celebrated springs in Bohemia. The Kreu.ibrunn contains sulphate of soda, carbonate of
iron, and carbonic acid.
.MARIGOLD, DIAMOND FIG, Meuembryanthemum crystallinum m. Garden, Calendula officinalis— m. Single, Calendula offici-

—

nalis— m. wild, Calendula arvensis.
MARIS, mini;. Ancient name of a measure.,
containing e3 pints and 4 ounces.

—

—

MAR1SCA
MARISCA,

Ficus, HfEmorrhois.
majorana.

ply

MARJ0LJ1INE, Origanum

—

in.

sweet, Origanum majorana.

MARJORANA, Origanum majorana — m.

Mancurana. Origanum.
MARMALADE, Marmelade.

MARMARYGO'DES,

'brilliant.'

thet, joined particularly to the

even in greater force

to that of Marseilles.

It possesses all the objectionable qualities

MARJORAM, COMMON, Origanum- m.
wild, Origanum

MASK
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An

epi-

word ofdakuu;;

a brilliant eye, a flashing eye.

of the
climate of south-eastern France.
MARSH, Limne, Helos, Pulus, Sax. meprc,
{¥.) Marais. Marshy districts give orFemanations, which are the fruitful source of disease
and the cause of great insalubrity in many
countries. The chief disease, occasioned by
the malaria or miasm, (q. v.) is intermittent
fever.
Hence it becomes important to drain
such regions, if practicable. Marshy countries are, however, not so liable to phthisis pulmonalis, and it has been found, that where
intermittents have been got rid of by draining,
consumption has, at times, become frequent.
The most unhealthy periods for residence in a
marshy district are during the existence of the
summer and autumnal heats: at which timeg
the water becomes evaporated, and the marshy
bottom is more or less exposed to the sun's rays.
This postulatum seems necessary for the producfor whilst the marsh is
tion of the miasmata
well covered with water, no miasm is given off.
Maiish Poison, Miasm (marsh.)

MAR'MELADE, Marmela'da, Marmalade,
Miva. Parts of vegetables, confected with sugar,
and reduced to a pultaceous consistence.
Marmelade of Apricots. A marmelade.
prepared with two parts of ripe apricots deprived
of their stones, and one part of white sugar.
Marmelade of Fernel, M. of Tronchin.
Marmelade of TnoNCHiN, or of Fernel. A
kind of thick looch, of an agreeable taste, prepared with two ounces of oil of sweet almonds,
as much syrup of violets, manna in tears, very
fresh pulp of cassia, 16 grains of gum tragacantk, and two drachms of orange flower water.
It is used as a laxative, demulcent, and pectoral.
MARSHMALLOW, Althaea.
MARMOR. Marble, Calcis Car'bonas durus,
MARSUM, Mar'sium, Mar'sicum. An an.
(F.) Marbre. White granular carbonate of lime.
Used in pharmacy for the preparation of a pure cient wine of Marsia, in Italy, which was used
as an astringent in certain diseases of the mouth.
lime, and the disengagement of carbonic acid.
MARSUPIAL] S,Ischio-trochanterianus, ObMARMORYGE°HIPPOCRATI6, Hemiopia.
:

MJROUTE,

Anthemis

turator internus.

cotula.

DRY VOMIT OF.

M

A R S U ' P I O N, Marsyp'ion, Marsip'pon,
Marsu'pium, Sac' cuius. A sac or bag, with
which any part is fomented. Also, the abdominal pouch in the Kangaroo, Opossum, &c.
into which the young, born at a very early stage
of development, are received and nourished
tanum.
Mi/elos, Medul'la, Med'ullary, with milk secreted from glands contained within
Such animals are termed MarsuJuice, Axun'gia de Mum'ia, Sax. meps, (F.) the pouches.
Moelle, Sue midullaire. The oily, inflammable, pial or Mursupiate.
mefills
the
which
MARSUP1UM,
Scrotum— m. Musculosum,
whitish or yellowish juice,
This once
celebrated emetic, cMeddry, from its beingexhiportions
of
equal
drink,
consisted
bited without
of tartar ized antimony and sulphate of copper.
MJlRRONIER D'INDE, yEsculus Hippocas-

MAR'RIOTT,

MARROW,

dullary canal of the long bones, the cancellated Dartos.
MARTEAU, Malleus.
structure at the extremities of those bones, the
MARTIALIS, Chalybeate.
diploe of flat bones, and the interior of short
POMA. See Citrus aurantium.
bones. The marrow is furnished by the exhaIt is fluid
UNGUEN'TUM, Onguent
lation of the medullary membrane.
during life, and appears under the form of small de Soldat, Soldier's ointment. This was comIt is en- posed of bay- berries, rue, marjoram, mint, sage,
points' or brilliant grains, after death.
wormwood, basil, olive oil, yellow wax, and Maveloped in the medullary membrane.
Medulla
spinalis—
m. Ver- laga wine. It was invented by Martian; and
Spinal,
Marrow,
was employed by soldiers as a preservative
tebral, Medulla spinalis.
BLANC, Marrubium— m. Noir, against cold.
MART1S LIMATURA, Ferri limatura.
Ballota foetida.

MARTIANA
MARTIA^NUM

MARRUBE

MARRU'BIUM, Marrubium

vulga'rB,

M.

al-

bum, Horehound, Pra'sium, Phrasum. (F.) MarThe leaves have a moderately
rube blanc.
strong, aromatic smell; and a very bitter, pediffusive,
and durable taste. It has
netrating,
often been given in coughs and asthmas, united
with sugar. Dose, ^ss to §j,in infusion; dose,
of extract, gr. x. to gss.
Ford's Balsam of Horehound is made as
follows: horehound, liquorice root, aa ftiij and
5viij; water, q. s. to strain, ibvj. Infuse. To the
proof spirit or brandy,
strained liquor add:

MARUM

CORTUSI, Teucrium marum—

—

m. Creticum, Teucrium marum m. Syriacum,
Teucrium marum m. Verum, Teucrium marum m. Vulgare, Thymus mastichina.

—

—

MASCHALE,

Axilla.

MASCHALISTER, Axis.
MASCHALON'CUS, from
axilla,'

bubo

and oyxog, 'a tumour.'

fiaa/aXyj,

A

'the

tumour

or

in the axilla.

MASCULA, Tribade.
MASCULUS, Male.
MASES1S,

Mastication.

MASK,

Larva, (F.) Masque. A bandage, applied over the face, as a sort of mask, in cases
aa. 5j; dried squills, Sij; oil of aniseed, §j;
of burns, scalds, or erysipelas.
It serves to
honey, Jbiij and zviij.— Gray. It is pectoral.
Marrubium, Leonurus cardiaca m. Nigrum, preserve the parts from the contact of air, and

fl)12;

camphor, §j and

j[ij

;

opium and benjamin,

—

Ballota foetida.

MARS, Ferrum— m.

Solubilis,

Ferrum

tar-

to retain topical applications in situ. It is made
of a piece of linen, of the size of the face, in

which apertures are made corresponding to the
OF.) The re eyes, nose, and mouth, and which is fixed by
marks made upon the climate of Montpelier ap- means of strings stitched to the four angles.
tarizaturn.

MARSEILLES, (CLIMATE

—

I

MAS EACH

MAT
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MASLACH, Am'phion,
much

—

—

An'fion. A medicine,
used by the Turks, and into the composi-

MASTICH,

see Pistacia lentiscus— m. Herb,

common, Thymus mastichina— m. Herb, Syrian,
which opium enters. It is excitant.
Teucrium marum— m. Tree, Pistacia lentiscus.
MASQUE, Mask.
MASTICHINA GALLORUM, Thymus masMASS, iiuiii, Maza, Massa, from pacou,
tichina.
mix.' The compound, from which pills have
MASTIGODES

tion of

'

HOM1NIS,

to be formed.

Tricocephalus.

MASTITIS APOSTEMATOSA, Mastodynia
de Dactylis, Paste, date
m. de Extracto glycyrrhizac, Pasta glycyr- apostematosa.
MASTIX. See Pistacia lentiscus.
rhizoe,
m. de Gurnmi Arabico, Paste,
MASTODYN'IA, Mastal'gia, from f a aro?,
marshmallow m. de Zizyphorum fructu, Paste
the
breast,' and o(Ji;v>?, ' pain.'
Pain in the
of jujubes.

—

MASSA, Mass—-m.

&c—

—

,

'

MASSAGE,

breasts; a sort of neuralgia.

Shampooing.

Mastodyn'ia Apostemato'sa, PMeg'moni
See Vertebras. Mammae, Mustheko'sis, Mastitis apnsttmato'sa,
Absces'sus Mammas, Phleg'monl Mastodyn'ia,
MASSESIS, Mastication.
MASSE'TER,from^oaao/tai,'Ieat,''Ichew;' Abscess of the Breast, Mam! mar y Abscess. PhlegZygomata- max illaire. A muscle, situate at the monous inflammation of the breasts, runnincr on
posterior part of the cheek, and lying upon the to suppuration. It is one of the best examples
ramus of the lower jaw-bone. It is long, quad- of acute phlegmonous inflammation, and requires the active use of appropriate treatment.
rilateral, and is attached, above, to the inferior
Mastodynia Polygala, Sparganosis.
edge and to the inner surface of the zygomatic

MASSEMA, Mastication.
MASSES APOPIIYSA1RES.

arch; hclow,

it

terminates at the angle of the

MASTOID,

Masloi'des,Mammillaris, Papil'-

jaw, and at the outer surface and inferior mar- li-but-mammilli-formis, Mammiformis ; from
gin of the ramus of that bone. It is composed paorog, 'abreast,' and e<<Jo?,'form, resemblance.'
of an intermixture of fleshy and aponeurotic Having the form of a nipple. Also, that which
fibres.
Its office is to raise the lower jaw, and relates to the mastoid process, Masto'ideus.

Mastoid

to act in mastication.

or

Masseter Internus, Pterygoideus

Process,

MASSETERIC,

rior part of the

Masseteri'nus.

internus.
Mas'seterine, Masscter'icvs,
belonging
to the
Relating or

masseter muscle.
Masseteri.ne Artery arises from the trunk
of the internal maxillary or temporalis profunda posterior, and is distributed to the masseter muscle, after having passed, horizontally,
through the sigmoid notch of the lower jawbone.
Masseterine Nerve is given off from the
It
inferior maxillary branch of the fifth pair.
passes through the sigmoid notch, and is dismasseter.
the
surface
of
tributed on the inner
In luxation of the lower jaw, this nerve is
strongly stretched, and considerable pain, consequently, produced.
Masseterine Vein has the same distribution as the artery.
maxillary vein.

It

opens into the internal

lanatum, Im-

peratoria angelica atropurpurea.
MASTESIS, Mastication.

MASTHELCOSIS.Mastodyniaapostematosa.

MAST H OS, Mamma.

MASTIC A'T

I

ON,

.

Mastica'tio, Masesis,

Manduca'Uo,

Maste'sis,

Masse' ma,
Command uca'tiofrom ^aar^uoj, I chew.' The
to impregaction of chewing or bruising food,
the digesnate it with saliva, and prepare it for
stomach.
1 Ins is
tion it has to undergo in the
tongue,
executed by the joint action of the
alimentary
cheeks, and lips, which push the
the mosubstance between the teeth; and by
torn, or bruised.
tions of the lower jaw it is cut,
ma,
Maste
MAS' TIC \TORY, Masticato'num,
Same etymon. A substance,
Diamastt'ma.
the sechewed with the intention of exciting
Masse'sis,

'

cretion of saliva.

Masticatory Nerve.

.

or Mam'millary
the inferior and poste-

temporal bone, and gives attachment to the digastric and mastoid muscles.
Mastoid Aperture: the opening of communication between the cavity of the tympanum and the mastoid cells.
Mastoid Cells, Antrum mastoideum, Mastoid Sinus.
These are situate in the mastoid
process; communicate with each other, and
open into the cavity of the tympanum. Their
use seems to be,to increase the intensity of sound.
Mastoid Foramen is situate behind the
mastoid process, and gives passage to a small
artery of the dura mater, as well as to a vein
which opens into the lateral sinus.
Mastoid Fossa, (F.) Gouttiere masto'idienne,
is a depression at the inner surface of the mastoid portion of the temporal bone, which forms
part of the lateral sinus.

—

Mastoid or Dioastric Groove,

(F.) liai-

nure mastoidienne ou digastrique, is a groove,
situate at the inner side of the mastoid process,
which affords attachment to the posterior belly
of the digastric muscle.

MASSETERINUS, Masseteric.
MASSING. Shampooing.
MASSULA, Molecule.
MASTALGIA, Mastodynia.

MASTEMA, Masticatory.
MASTERWORT, Heracleum

Mam'mieohm

is .situate at

See Tngemmi.

Mastoid Muscle, Posterior, Splenius.
MASTOIDEUS, Sterno-cleido-mastoideus—
m. Lateralis, Complexus minor.

MASTOIDOCOJYCHINIEN, Retrahens aum. Ginien, Digastricus m. Hyogenien,
Digastricus m. Oriculaire, Retrahens auris.
MASTON'CUS, from /awirsj, the breast,'
tumefaction of the
and oyxoe, a tumour.'
nipple, or of the breast itself.
from pooro;, 'the
ris

'

A

'

MASTORRHA'GIA,

'breast,'

and

Q^yrvfii,

'

to flow.'

An

unusual

flow of milk.

MASTRUPATIO,

Masturbation.

MASTURBATION,

Mastupra'tio,

Manu-

stupra'lio,Manstupra'tio,ftommanus,'thehand,'
and stupro, I ravish.' Onania, O'nanism, Vol''

untary Pollu'tion, Guadia fa-da, Self Pollution,
Excite(F.) Abus de soi-mSme Attouchement.
ment of the genital organs by the hand.
Son
mot.
MAT, (F.) Dull. A dull sound,
The obscure noise, afforded when any part, as

MATE

is percussed in several diseases.
It
has been compared to that produced when the
struck.
It
is
thigh ie
opposed to the Son clair,
'

clear sound.'

MATE.

—

See Ilex Paraguensis.
Artemisia vulgaris
m. Metallorum, Hydrargyrum m. Perlarum,

MATER HERBARUM,

—

see Pearl.

MATERIA, Matter— m.

macol ogy, Acol'ogy or Akol'ogy, Eylz

In his " General Therapeutics and Materia
Medica," (Philad. 1843,) however, he adopted
the following classification, to harmonize more
with the arrangement adopted in his Practice
of Medicine.
1. Agents that affect pro- C Emetics,
minently the alimentary < Cathartics,

canal or

Fibrosa, Fibrin.

Mate'ria Med'ica, Pharmacol o<i"ia, Pharla trice,

lumatul'ogy, (F .) Matiere Midicale. The division
of medical science, which treats of the knowledge of medicines; their action on the animal
economy, and mode of administration. The
study of the Materia Medica is one of great importance
it is a study of the tools with which
the practitioner has to work in the cure of disease. Much labour has been spent in contriving
Some
classifications of the Materia Medica.
have arranged the articles, according to their
natural resemblance others, according to their
real or presumed virtues: others, according to
their aclive constituent principles. The Pharmacopoeias place them alphabetically. Perhaps
the best classification would be one founded on
the agency exerted by the articles on the different tissues; but this arrangement, in the present
state of science, is by no means easy; and,
moreover, the action of medicines is so assoas narcotics, tonics,
ciated with certain terms,
sedatives, &c, employed to denote certain operations, which they- are esteemed capable of
producing, that, to abandon them, would be to
throw obstacles in the way of the student, without the ultimate advantage accruing to him
of possessing a better knowledge of the modus
operandi of medicines than when a classification, somewhat resembling those usually em:

—

:

—

adopted.
The following is the classification given by
the Author, in his " General Therapeutics,"
is

its

contents,

( Anthelmintics.

2. Agents that affect pro- C
minently the respiratory < Expectorants,

organs,

(
f

3.

Agents that

affect pro-

minently the follicular
glandular organs,

|

or-{
j

Errhines.
Sialogogues,
Diuretics,
Antilithics,

^Diaphoretics.
4. Agents that affect pro- C Narcotics,
minently the nervous sys- < Tetanies,
teni,
( Antispasmodics.
5.

Agents that

affect pro-

minently the organs of

re-

production,

\

Emmenagogues,

J Parturients.

Excitants,
Tonics,
Astringents,
G. Agents that affect vaJ Sedatives,
rious organs,

Refrigerants,
Revellents,

I

(_

—

braced,

MATRASS
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the chest,

or

—

—

—

Agents whose ac
prominently chemic

is

,

'

8.
is

Eutrophics.

C Antacids,

..

7.

1 Antalkalies,
ctants.
I Disinfectattl

Agents whose action
mechani

Demulcents,

prominently

i

cal.

Diluents.

Of old, the Materia Medica consisted of more
than at present. The tendency, indeed

articles
is,

,

and must be,

to

diminish

it

still

farther: to

get rid of those articles which possess no advantages over others equally common, or whose
properties are doubtful.
In a Dictionary, it
(Philadelphia, 1836:)
becomes necessary to insert all that have been
Agents.
Classification of Therapeutical
reputed to possess virtues; but the majority are
f Excitants proper, unnecessary.
The catalogue might be largely
r
Tonics,
reduced, with impunity.
Anthelmintics,
Materia Testacea Df.ntium. See Tooth.
Astringents,
MJT£RIMUX IMMEDIATS, Principles, imEmetics,
mediate.
IncreasCathartics,
MATERIES, Matter.
ing acEmmenagogues,
MATIAS. The bark of a South American
tion geAbortives,
Excitree, supposed to belong to the genus Wintcrnerally,
Diaphoretics,
sonia.
tants.
It is used in its native country in interor local
Errhines,
Its princimittents, and as a tonic generally.
ly, or
Sialogogues,
pal characteristic constituent is a bitter resinous
I. Vital
both.
Diuretics,
matter.
Agents.
Expectorants,
M.lTlERE, Matter— m. Extractive du BouilSorbefacients,
m. Medicalc, Materia Medic
lon, Osmazome
Revellents,
m. Perlee de Kerkring, Antimonium diaphoreti^Antispasmodics. cum m. Pulmonairc noire, see Pulmo.
<i

'

»

i

(Diminishing

Seda- J

ction
<j

tives.
|

orlSdw

[rectly.

f

Sedatives
proper,

\ Narcotics,
Refrigerants,
|

[Nauseants.
f Antacids,

II.

Chemical

Agents,
III.

J Antalkalies,
]

Antilithics,

(^

Disinfectants.

Demulcents,
De

Mechanical

C

Agents.

(Diiluents.

MATLOCK, MINERAL WATERS

OF.

Matlock is a village in Derbyshire, England,
to which there is a mineral spring of the aciduIt differs but
lous class. Temperature CG°.
little, except in temperature, from good spring
water.

It is general! v

used as a tepid bath.

MATONIA CARDAMOMUM, Amomum

cardamomum.

MATRACIUM, Matrass, Urinal.
MATRASS, Matra'cium. A glass vessel

with

a long neck; and a round, andaeometimes oval,
body. It may be furnished with tubulures or

MATRES
not.

It is
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used in Pharmacy for

distillation, di-

gestion, &c.

MATRES CEREBRI, Meninges.

MJTRICAIRE, Matricaria.
MATRICA'RIA, from matrix, 'the womb;'
so called from its reputed virtues in affections
of that organ. Matricaria Parthe'nium, Parthe'nium /thrift/gum, Argyrocha'ta, Chrysoc'alis, Fever-few, Feather-few, Mother-wort, (F.)
Matricaire. It resembles, in its properties, chamomile and tansy; and, like them, has been
esteemed tonic, stomachic, resolvent, emmenagogue, vermifuge, &c. It is not much used.
Matrica'ria Ch amomil'la, Chamozme'lum
Vulga'rS, Chamomil'la nostras, Leucaii' tlicmum
of Dioscorides; Wild Corn, Dog's Cham'omile,
German Chamomile,
It

(F.) Camomille vulgaire.
resembles the Matricaria in properties.

Matricaria, Anthemis

nobilis.

MATRICE, Uterus—m.

Col. de la,

Collum

uteri.

MATRISYLVA, Asperula
MATRIX. Uterus.

MATRONA,

odorata.

'

Matu'ritas.

The

also,

an alveolar edge, which contains alveoli

for the reception of the teeth.

The lower jaw
bone is developed by two points of ossification,
which unite at the symphysis of the chin. It
is articulated with the temporal
bones and with
the teeth.

Superior Max'illary Bone, Upper jawOs muxi.lta're supe'rius,
Maxitla syncra'nia, Os sus-muxilluirc, (Ch.,)

bone, Maxilla superior,

Machoire syncranienne.
are to the face

The upper jaw-bones

what the sphenoid bone

is to the
They are articulated with all the
portions composing it. They determine, almost
alone, the shape of the face, and give it solidity.
Their size is considerable; form unequal. They
occupy the middle and anterior part of the
face; and enter into the composition of the
nasal fossee, orbit, and mouth.
The chief parts
observable in the upper jaw, are, 1. Externully
The Nasal process, (F.) Jpopliyse montante,
For a' men infra-orbita'rium, Zygamut' ic process,
Canine fossa, Myr'tiform fossa. 2. Internally
The Pal'atine process, Ante''riorpal'atine canal,
and the Antrum of Highmore. Its circumference

cranium.

—

(F.)

Maliere.
Any substance which enters into the
composition of a body. In Medicine, it is sometimes applied to the substance of evacuations;
and is also used synonymously with pus.
MATURATION, Matura'tio, from matura're, to ripen ;' Pepas'mos, Pepan'sis.
Progression of an abscess towards maturity. The state
of maturity. Coction, (q. v.)
MAT'URATIVE, Matu'rans, Pepanticos. A
medicine which favours the maturation of an
inflammatory tumour.

MATU'RITY,

oblique line.— 2. Internally,— the Geniapoph'ysis,
the internal or My/oid oblique lines, and the
entrance of the dental canal.
The lower jaw has,

—

Midwife.

MATRONALIS, Viola.
MATTEE. See Ilex Paraguensis.
MATTER, Mate'ria, HylE, Mate'rics,

MAXILLARY

state of fruits

and seeds, when completely developed. State
of an abscess, in which the pus is completely

is very unequal, and it has behind a round, unequal prominence called the Maxillary tuberos'ily, which is pierced by the poste'rior dental
canalAnteriorly, is a notch, which forms part
of the anterior aperture of the nasal fossa;, and
beneath, an eminence called the anterior nasal
spine.
The lower part of this circumference
forms the alveolar margin. Each superior maxillary bone is articulated with the ethmoid,
frontal, nasal, lachrymal, palatine, inferior
spongy, vomer, its fellow, the teeth of the
upper jaw, and sometimes with the sphenoid
bone. It is developed by four or five points of

ossification.

Maxillary Arteries are three in number.
1. The External maxillary.
See Facial. 2. InMaturity, Precocious, Praeotia.
MAUDLIN, Achillea ageratum— m. Tansey, ternal maxillary A. Gutturo-maxillaire, (Ch.)
Achillea ageratum— m. Wort, Chrysanthemum This arises from the external carotid with the
temporal.
It is remarkable for its complex
leucanthemum.
course, and for the number of branches which
MAUVE SAUFAGE,Msi\v3i.
formed.

—

MAX'ILLARY,

Maxilla'ris,

Relating or belonging
f*aoaao>, ' I chew.'

jaw.'

from

to the

maxil'la,

'

a

jaws; from

Maxillary Bone, Maxil'la, Mandib'ula, Siagon, 'jaw,' (F.) Machoire. A name given to
two bones, which support the teeth, and which,
by means of them, are inservient to the cutting,
bruising, and tearing of alimentary substances.
The maxillary bones are two in number.
Inferior Maxillary Bone, Lower jaw-bone,
Os Maxill'i'rf. infe'rius, Machoire diacranienne,
Maxil'la inferior, Os maxi/laire, (Ch.,) is a symmetrical, nearly parabolic bone, the middle portion of which is horizontal and called the body;
the posterior vertical, and angular portions being termed Rami or branches. These have behind a parolidcun edge, which forms— by uniting
with the base— the angle of the jaw. The
branches terminate above, by two processes,
separated by the sigmoid notch or fossa; the
anterior of which is called the coronoid; the
posterior, the condyloid process or maxillary
condyle, supported by a Cervix, Collum, or Neck.
The chief parts observed on the lower jaw are
—1. Externully,— the Sym'physis menti, Apophexternal
ysis menti, Mental foramen and the

it

transmits to the deep-sealed parts of the face.

Immediately after its origin, it buries itself
under the neck of the lower jaw, curving inwards and downwards. It then advances directly inwards; proceeding in the space between
the two pterygoid muscles towards the maxillary tuberosity. It turns again, becomes vertical,
and ascends into the bottom of the zygomatic
fossa, until, having arrived at the floor of the
orbit, it takes a horizontal and transverse direction; enters the spheno- maxillary fossa, and
divides into several branches. See Artery.
(Table.)

Maxillary Nerves are two in number, and
formed of the second and third branches of the
fifth pair.
The Superior Maxillary Nerye,
iV 'if sus-maxillaire, (Ch.,) arises from the middle of the gangliform enlargement of the fifth
pair; passes forwards and issues from the cranium through the foramen rotundum of the
sphenoid bone; enters the spheno-maxillary
passes into
fossa, which it crosses horizontally
the infra-orbitar canal, which it traverses; and
It gives
cheek.
makes its exit to vanish on the
off the following branches: the orbitar, a branch
which goes to the sphenopalatine ganglion;
;

—

——

— —

MAXILL OAL VA OLlKASAL
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MECON,

posterior dental branches; the anterior dental,—
Papaver.
and terminates in the infra-orbitar nerves—
MECO'NIUM, from pqxw, a poppy.' Poppy
which are divided into superior, inferior, inter-} juice. Papaver' culum,' Purgamen'ta Infan'tis.
nal. The inferior maxillary nerve, Kerf max- The excrement passed by the infant a short
Moire, (Ch.,) is the largest of the three brandies, time after birth, which had accumulated in the
furnished by the fifth pair. It issues from the intestines during pregnancy. It is of a greencranium by the foramen ovale of the sphenoid ish or deep black colour, and very viscid. It
i

'

Having reached the zygomatic fossa, it divides seems formed of the mucous secretions of the
into two trunks; the one superior and external, intestines mixed with bile.
See Opium.
which gives off the temporates profundi, masseM/iDECIN, Physician.
teric, buccal and pterygoids; the other infeMKDECINE, Medicina— m. Expectante, Exrior and internal the larger of the two, which pectation — m. Legale, Medicine, legal.

—

furnishes the inferior dental, lingual, and auri-

MEDELA,

cular.

MEDIA,

Maxillary Veins present the same arrangement as the arteries they accompany.
MAXIL L O-ALV&OU-NASAL, Depressor

Curation.
Genital organs.

MEDIAN,

from me' dium, the
situate in the middle.
vertical line, supposed to

Media'nus;

That which

middle.'

Median Line.

A

'

is

m. Labial, Depressor anguli oris m. divide a body longitudinally into two equal
m. Palpebral, Or- parts; the one right, the other left. Chaussier
bicularis palpebrarum
m. Scleroticien, Obliquus calls the linca alba the ligne mediane of the
inferior oculi.
abdomen.
APPLE, Podophyllum peltatum— m. Median Nerve, Median digital, (Ch.) This
Weed, Anthemis cotula.
nerve arises chiefly from the anterior branches
MAYELLA, Curcuma longa.
of the last two cervical nerves and first dorsal.
MAZA, Mass.
The fifth and sixth cervical pairs also send it a
MAZISCH'ESIS, from maza, (with some,) branch, which separates from the musculo-cu'the placenta,' and a/unc, 'holding,' 'reten- taneous nerve. The median nerve descends
tion.'
Retention of the placenta.
along the inner part of the arm along the biceps
MAZOS, Mamma.
muscle. Opposite the elbow joint it buries
/
MEAD, Hvdromeli, Mclizomum.
itself behind the aponeurosis of that muscle,
SAFFRON, VINEGAR OF, and engages itself between the two fasciculi of
Acetum colchici m. Sweet, Spiraea ulinaria.
the pronator teres. Lower down, it is situate
MEASLES, Rubeola— m. Black, see Ru- between the flexors sublimis and profundus
beola.
and passes, with their tendons, under the anteMEAT, EXTRACTIVE OF, Osmazome.
rior annular ligament; it then divides into five
MEATUS, Canal m. Auditorius extemus, branches, which are distributed to the muscles
Auditory canal, external m. Auditorius inter- of the thenar eminence, to the lumbricales, the
nus, Auditory canal, internal m. Caecus, Eusta- integuments of the thumb, the index, middle
chian tube m. Nariurn, see Nasal fossce m. finger, and outer part of the ring finger. This
Seminales uteri, Tuba? Fallopianae m. Semina- nerve gives no branches to the arm. In the
m. Urinarius, Urethra. forearm, it furnishes filaments to all the pronarius, Corpus Highmori
MECHAMEEK, Convolvulus panduratus. tor and flexor muscles; and one of them accompanies the anterior interosseous artery. It
MECHANE, Machine.
MECHANEMA, Machine.
also gives off a filament to the integuments of
MECHAN'ICAL, Mcchan'icus, from fiijxarrj, the palm of the hand.
Median Veins. Three of the superficial
a machine.' An epithet given to irritating
The uieas a me- veins of the forearm are so called.
bodies, which do not act chymically
dian basilic— the median cephalic and common
chanical irritant.
Mechanical or latro-malhematical Physicians, median or funis brachii. See Basilic and Ceare such as refer every function, healthy or mor- phalic.
MEDIANUM, Mediastinum.
bid, to mechanical or mathematical principles.

alse

nasi

Nurinal, Compressor naris
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MECHANICS, AN'IMAL. That part of
physiology, whose objects are to investigate
the laws of equilibrium and motion of the ani* mal body.
MECH'ANISM. The structure of a body;
the collection or aggregate of the parts of a
machine; the mode
any effect, &c.

MECHE,

in

which forces produce

Porlc-meche

The term

NIGRA,

Convolvulus

RADIX,

Convolvulus

MECHOACHANDU CANADA, Phytolacca

decandra.

Relating

Mediastinal Arteries are very delicate
arterial branches, distributed in the cellular
texture of the mediastinum. They are distinguished, according to their situation, into anterior

and posterior.

MEDIASTi'NUM.

is

(q. v.)

MECHOACANA
ialapa.
MECHOACANA
mechoacan.

Mediastina'lis.

mediastinum.

MEDIAST1NITIS,

usually employed in French surgery to a collection of
threads of charpie, cotton or raw silk united
together, which are used for deterging sinuous
or fistulous ulcers; or to keep open or enlarge
natural or artificial apertures. They are generally applied by means of an instrument called

Tent.

MEDIASTINAL,
to the

beino

-

Septum
11

a

in

the

middle.

thoru'eis,

Thora'ccm

Mesodinitis.
quasi, in me'dio st.ans, as

Hymen

Mesod'me, Media' num,
Diaphratton, Membra'

intersepiens.

A

membranous

septum formed by the adossement of the pleura?,
dividing the chest into two parts, the one right,
the other left. The mediastinum, formed by a
double reflection of the pleura, extends from
the spine to the posterior surface of the sternum. Us anterior part, called the Anterior mediastinum. Mediastinum peclora'U, lodges, at its
upper part, the thymus gland in the foetus, and
Its
tissue.
is filled below with fatty, cellular
posterior part, parallel to the spine, is occupied

MEDICAL
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by the oesophagus, vena azygos, thoracic duct,
MEDICOCH1RURG1CAL ANATOMY,
the lower part of the windpipe, the origin of see Anatomy.
the bronchia and a number of lymphatic glands.
MEDICUS, Doctor, Physician m.UnguenThis part is called the posterior mediastinum
tarius, Iatraleptes
m. Vulnerarius, see Deligation
m. Vulnerum, Surgeon.
Mediastinum dorsa'le.
Mediastinum Cerebri, Falx cerebri m. , MEDIM'NUS, Medim'nos, (uSipvog. An an-

—

—

—

Cerebri,

Septum lucidum.

cient measure, capable qf containing about 4

MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE,

Medicine,

pecks and 6

MED' CAME NT,

Medicamen'tum, Reme'dium, .ice' sis, Aces' ma Acos, Medico!men, Phar'macum, Med'icine, P/njsic, Rem'edy, Jllhar,
Auxil'ium, Bo'ethe'ma, from medicare, to cure
or heal.' A medicine. Any substance, exhibited with the view of curing or allaying morbid action. Medicines are obtained from the
three kingdoms of nature, and are divided into
internal arid external, according as they are administered internally or applied externally.
MEDICAMEiNTO'SUS LAPIS, Medic"inal
stone, (F.) Pierre mAdicamentcusc.
A name,
formerly given to a mixture of peroxyd of iron;
litharge; alum; nitre; sal ammoniac; and vinegar ; evaporated and calcined at a red heat for
an hour. The product was regarded as eminently astringent.
MEDICAMENTUM, Drug— m. ex Palmulis, Diaphoenicon.
MEDICAS'TER, Medicastra. An ignorant

between the index and ring

MEDLAR,

'

A charlatan.
MEDICA'TION, from mederi,

practitioner.

in the animal

'

to

remedy.'

economy produced

by the operation of remedies.

Treatment by

medicine.

MEDICI'NA,
art,

Med'icine, Ars med'ica.
The
Res medica, Ars Machao'nia, hit'-

(F.) Midescience, the object of which is the

ricB, later'ia, lalrotechnice, Physic.

A

cine.

cure of disease and the preservation of health.
Occasionally, it is used to comprehend all the
branches of the healing art; at others to comprise one great division, in contradistinction to
surgery and obstetrics. Medicine, in this sense,
includes many branches; the chief of which
are, Anatomy, Physiology, Pathology, Therapeutics, Hygiene, Materia Medica, and Phar-

—

macy.

MedicinaConservativa, Hygiene

— m. Dia6-

— m. Efficax, Surgery — Folegal — m. Hermetica, see
Operativa, Surgery — m. PoliSpagirisls —
tica, Police, medical — m. Sinica, Chinese medicine — m. Spagirica, see Spagirists — m. Trisin.

Medicine,
in.

titin;.

Crocus.

MEDICINAL, Medicinu'lis.

Having areas medicinal plants, &c.
Medicina'les Dies, Medic"inal days. Days
on which the ancients considered that remedies might be administered; and especially evacuants.
Such davs were not esteemed critical.
MEDICINE, Medicament— in. Galenic, Gamedial power;

lenism.

—

milieu,

is

finger.

Mespilus.

ME DO, Hydromeli.
MEDOBLUNNORRHCEA, Leucorrhcea.
MEDORRHCEA, Gonorrhoea— m. Femina-

— m. Virilis, GonorMEDULLA, Marrow — m. Dorsalis, m. Spi-

rum

insons, Leucorrhcea

rhoea.
nalis.

Medul'la Oblonga'ta.

Cer'ebral prolu'besenses, (Gall.) Cerebrum elonga'tum, Me'soccphule, (Ch.) (F.) Motile allongee.
The medullary substance, that

ranee,

Nervous system of the

lies within the cranium upon the basilary process of the occipital bone. The anterior surface, which rests in the basilary groove, is impressed by the basilary artery. At the upper
extremity, and on its posterior surface are the
Tubercula quadrigemina. At the same extremity,
the medulla gives rise to two prolongations, the
peduncles of the brain, separated from each
other by the mammillary eminences and becoming lost in the optic thalami. The lower
extremity is called the tail or Rachid'ian bulb,
and is continuous with the medulla spinalis.
It is to this part only that some anatomists apply the name Medulla oblongata..
From the
posterior angles two other prolongations arise,
called Peduncles of the cerebellum. The medulla oblongata has several eminences
the

—

Pons

varolii,

—

Corpora pyramidalia, C. olivaria,
and it has a longitudinal fissure

&c. (q v.)
before, and another behind, called the anterior
and posterior median fissures.

Medul'la

Spina'lis, JEon, Notisc'us, Medul'rachidia'nus, Sacra
fits' tula, Spinal prolonga'tion, Ycr'tebral marrow,
Spinal cord, The nervous system of voluntary
motion and tactile impression (Gall.)
The spinal marrow, Medul'la doTsa'lis, (F.) Mo'elle epinihre, Mo'elle vertebrale, called by Chaussier,
Prolongement rachidien of the encephalon, is
the continuation of the medulla oblongata.
It
commences at the foramen magnum of the occipital bone, and descends in the vertebral canal as low as the 2d lumbar vertebra, without
filling it; presenting, in its course, several evila

tetica, Dietetics

rensis,

Diploe.

ME'DIUS. Middle, median.
Middle Finger, (F.) Doigt du

I

healing

pints.

MED1TULLIUM,

legal.

The change

—

—

vertebra' lis, Proces'sus

dent enlargements.

It is

grooved, on both

its

anterior and posterior surfaces, by a furrow,
which divides it, in its whole length, into two
great nervous cords, intimately united with
each other. It terminates by an oval tubercle,

is, also, used in the same sense as
whence a number of nerves set out, called
(q. v.) and for a purging potion.
Med'icine, Legal, Med'icul jurisprudence of Cauda equina, (F.) Queue de cheval, from its
some, Laic med'icine. Forensic medicine, Medici'- resemblance to a horse's tail. The spinal marThe appli- row has no analogy, as regards its structure,
naforcn'sis. (F.) Medccine legale.
cation of medical knowledge to the solution of with the marrow of long bones. It is formed
every question connected with the preservation of two substances; one white, the other gray,
of the species, and the administration of justice. presenting an inverse arrangement to that
which they have in the brain, the white being
Medicine, Political, Police, medical.
MEDICLYIER CJTHJRT1QUE, Jatropha external, the cineritious at the centre. It is
enveloped by a yellowish, fibrous membrane,

Medicine
Medicament

—

!
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very resisting, which seems to be continued in- which the symptoms begin to diminish;— the
sensibly from the pia mater, and by two other decline.
MEIUROS, Decurtatus, Myurus.
membranes, which are merely prolongations of
MEL, Meli, JYiliacum, Honey, (F.) Miel. A
the arachnoid and dura mater. See Nerve.
Medulla Vertebralis, M. spinalis.
substance, of a mucoso-saccharine nature, preMEDULLiE, Sperm.
pared by the jipis mellifica, or common bee,
MED'ULLARY, Medulla'ris, from medulla, which collects it from the nectaries of flowers.
'marrow.' Relating to the marrow or analo- Honey is employed as aliment, condiment, and
medicine. It is demulcent and aperient; and
gous to marrow.
Medullary Ar'teries. The arterie?, which is employed as an adjunct to gargles in cynanche tonsillaris, &c. It is, at times, used as a
enter bones and pass to the marrow.
Medullary Juice, Marrow m. Sarcoma, detergent to foul ulcers. Virgi?i Honey, (F.)
Miel vicrge, is that which flows from the wax
Haematodes fungus.
Medullary Membrane, Periosteum Inter*- spontaneously.
Hill's Balsam of Honey is formed of balnum. A vascular, areolar web of extreme tenuity, which envelops the marrow and lines sam, tolu. fljj, honey, Ibj, rectified spirit, one galcanal
medullary
lon.
the
of
the
It was long a celebrated empirical pecof
the inner surface
This membrane has been con- toral.
lono- bones.
Mel Acetatum, Oxymel m. iEgyptiacurn,
sidered as a species of internal periosteum of
m. Aerium, Fraxinus ornus.
those bones. It has numerous vessels, which JGgyptiacum
Mel Bora'cis, Mel subbora'cis, Colluto'rium
bury themselves in the thickness of the marrow; and others which nourish the innermost adstrin' gens, Linimen''turn de Bora'lS, L. ad

—

—

plates of the bone.

Medullary System.
marrow and

to the

its

Bichat gives this

membranes.

He

—

aphlhas, Mel Boraxd turn, Linctus de Bora'cS, L.
aplithas. Honey of Borax.
(Boracis contrit.
Detergent.
^j, mtllis despumati ^j, M. Ph. L.)
Applied to the mouth in aphthous affections.
Mel CANN^,Saccharum (non purificatum)

name ad

distin-

guishes two species of medullary systems; the
one occupies the cellular tissue at the extremim. Coctum, Pelicide.
ties of the long bones and that of the flat and
Mel Despuma'tum, Clarified Honey, Jinashort bones; the other is found merely in the
phrom'cli, (F.) Miel clarifie.
Melt the honey in
central canal of long bones.
Medullary Tumour of the Lungs. Phthi- a water bath, and remove the scum. Uses the
same as honey, (q. v.)
sis, cancerous.
Mel Pr<epara'tum, Prepared Honey. (Mel.
MEGALANTHROPOGEN'ESIS, from /xtyag, 'grea.t,'av9Q(o7rog, man,' and yivioig, 'birth.' despumat. Oss. Mcohol. dilut. Oj. Cretas prxpaphysician,
French
named
rat.
3SS. To the honey and diluted alcohol,
term used by a
Robert, to designate the art of procreating great mixed, add the prepared chalk, and let the mixmen men of mind men of genius. He con- ture stand for two hours, occasionally stirring.
sidered that they may be perpetuated by always Then heat to ebullition, filter, and by means of
taking care to have talented men united to a water-bath, evaporate the clear liquor, to the
specific gravity 1.32.
Ph. U. S.)
clever women
'

A

;

;

MEGALOCCELIA,

Intestine, great,

Mega-

losplanchnia.

MEGALOPHO'NIA,

from

psyag,

fityalt],

A full, strong voice.
MEGALOPHTHAL'MUS; from ntyag, fitA congreat,' and oqiBaX/nog, the eye.
yaXri,
f

great,'

and

ipon'tj,

'

voice.'

'

genital deformity in
nately large.

which the eye

is

inordi-

MEGALOSPLANCH'NOS, Megalosplanchnus, from utyaXog, ' great,' and onlayxvov, ' a
Megalocalia. Hippocrates applies the
viscus.'
epithet to those in whom the viscera, or any
viscus is tumid. Some have used the substantive Meiralosplanchnia, for the tumour itself.
MEGALOSPLENIA, Splenoncus.
MEGETHOS, Stature.
MEGRIM, Hemicrania.
MEIBO'MIUS, GLANDS OF, Fol'liclesofM.,
Palpebral Follicles, Cil'iary F., G/an'dulas sebaceae cilia'res vel Meibomia'nx, (F.) Fol.licules
palp'tbravx ou ciliarcs, Glandes de Meibomius.
Small, sebaceous follicles, called after Henry
Meibomius, although known long before his
description of them. They are situate in special
grooves in the tarsal cartilages; and are ranged
by the side of each other, in the form of yellowish, parallel, and vertical lines; sometimes
strain-lit, at others, tortuous. They may be seen
at the inner surface of the eyelids, through the
conjunctiva, and secrete a sebaceous humour,
called Lippitvdo, Gum, (F.) Chassie.

MEIO'SIS,

Immmu'tio,

utioio, 'I lessen.'

The

Minn the' sis, from

period of a disease, in

Mel Ros«, Mel rosa'tum, Melli'tum de Rosis,
Honey of Roses, Rhodom'eli, Rhodostac' ton, (F.)
Mielrosal, Mellite de Roses. (Rosas gallic. §ij.
aquae ferv. Oiss. mellis despum. Oij. Infuse the
roses for two hours ; add the strained liquor to
the honey, and boil to a proper consistence in
a water bath. Astringent and detergent. Used
chiefly in gargles and washes for aphthae, &c.
Mel Scillje, Oxymel scillee m. Scillae Compositum, Syrupus Scills Compositus.
Honey VVatkr is a mixture of essences, coloured with saffron. A little honey is added to
communicate a clamminess; the effect of which
It is
is to make it retain the scent the longer.
used as a scent.
MELiE'NA, Melanorrhag"ia, Melanchlo'rus,
Mclanid terns, Melas Ic'tervs, from utXug, 'black.'
The Black Vomit; the Black Jaundice, Morbus
niger, (F.) Maladie noire, Mtline, Ictere noire.
A name given to vomiting of black matter, ordinarily succeeded by evacuations of the same
It seems to be often a variety of
character.
h33inatemesis. The Black Vomit in yellow fever
is owing to a morbid secretion from the lining
membrane of the stomach and small intestine.
Melama also signifies hemorrhage from the in-

—

testines.

Meljfna Fungosa Carcinodes, Htematodes

MELALEU'CA CAJAPUTI.

This plant afCajeput.)
the Cojeput OU (see
The
esteemed
diuretic, stomachic, and
leaves are
fords

emmenaifojrue.

—
MELAMPHYLLUM
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MELAMPHYLLUM, Acanthus mollis.
MELAMPODIUM, Helleborus niger.

occurring on the lower extremities of old
people especially. Also, a cutaneous affection
analogous to Chloasma, differing from it only
in the darker colour of the morbid pigment. It

sis,

MELANAGOGUE, Melanago' gus, from utxac,
black,' and uyu, 1 expel.' A medicine which
the ancients believed adapted for expelling
black bile or melancholy.

1

'

is

called also Pityriasis nigra.

MELAS'SES, Motas'ses, Melus'tum, Thcriaca
commu'nis, Treacle. The syrup, which remains
after the juice of the sugar cane has been subjected to all the operations for extracting sucrar
See Melaena.
from it. In the United States, the syrup, made
MELANGHOLE, Atrabilis.
in the process of forming common sugar, is
MELANCHOLIA FLATULOSA, Hypo- called melusscs; that remaining after the rechondriasis m. Nervea, Hypochondriasis m. finement of sugar being termed sugar-house
Suicidium, Suicide m.Uterina, Nymphomania. melasscs or treacle.
MELANCHOL'IC, Mclanchoficus, from peMelasses Spirit, Rum.
?.ag, 'black,' and ^o/.t;, bile.'
One labouring
MELATROPH'IA. from ueXo?, a limb,' and
under melancholy. That which belongs or re- aryoyiu, 'wasting.' Wasting of the limbs.
lates to melancholy. In popular language, one
MELCA, fuXxx. Food, made of acidulated
of a gloomy disposition.
milk.
MEL'ANCHOLY, Melancho'lia, same etyMELE, Specillum.
mon.
Lypemu'nia, Monoma'nia. Ecphro'nia
MELEA, Pyrus Malus.
Melancholia, Mania Mclunchol'ica, Mania MelonMELEGUETTA, Amomum grana paradisi.
cho'lia, Tristemu'nia, (F.) Milancolia.
MELEl'OS, fii^.siug, Mclinus, Melius. A
A disease supposed, by the ancients, to be caused by species of alum, found in the island Melos.
black bile. A variety of mental alienation,
MELJiZE, Pinus larix.
characterized by excessive gloom, mistrust, and
MEL1A, Fraxinus ornus.
depression, with insanity on one particulir subMe'lia Azed'arach, Poison Berry Tree,
ject or train of ideas. Panoyhobia, Dimonoma- Azed'arach, Pride, of India, Pride of China,
Nat. Ord. Meliaees; Sex. Syst. Benia, Erotomania, Nostalgia, &c, may be re- Bead Tree
candria Monogynia. The bark of the root
ferred to this head.
Melancholy is also used for unusual gloomi- called in India Neem Bark, Azedarach, (Ph. U.
S.)
ness of disposition.
is usually given in decoction, in the proMelancholv. Erotic, Erotomania m. Love, portion of 3 or 4 ounces of the bark of the fresh
root to a quart of water, boiled down to a pint.
Erotomania.
MELAN'CHRUS, from f*tia?,' black,' and The dose is one or two table-spoonfuls, every
One attacked with black two or three hours, till free purging is induced.
a colour.'
XQvig,
jaundice. It is probably an abbreviation of It is given in this manner as an anthelmintic.
It is sometimes formed into an ointment, and
Melanchloros.
used in tinea capitis. The tree is a native of
MEL.1XC0LIE, Melancholv.
MliLAXGE PECTORAL, Mistura acidi hy- Syria, Persia, and the north of India, and is
abundant in the southern states.
drocyanici
Melia Terra, Creta.
MELANICTERUS, Melaena.
MELICER1A, Hydrarthrus.
Melanospongus.
MELANOMYCES,
MELICE'RIS, Melifa'vium, from fteXi, 'hoMELANOP1PER, Piper nigrum.
ney,' and zijpo?,
wax.'
Empht/ma encys'tis
MELANORRHAGIA, Melaena.
MELANOSIS, Melanosis, JVigritu'do, Card- melice'ris. An encysted tumour, filled with a
An substance resembling honey.
black.'
no'nui melanol'icurn, from fieXug,
MELICRATUM, Hydromeli.
organic affection, in which the tissue of the
MELIFAVIUM, Meliceris.
hard,
homogeinto
a
black,
converted
parts is
MELIGEI'ON, from ^tXi, honey.' A fetid
neous substance, near which ulcers or cavities
form; owing to the softening, either of this humour, of the consistence of honey, dissubstance itself, or of some other morbid tissue, charged from ulcers, accompanied with caries of
of tubercles especially. This morbific change a bone.
MELILOTUS, Trifolium melilotus.
affects the lungs particularly, which is called
MELIME'LUM, from peX,, honey,* and
Melano'sis I'ulmo'num, Kigritu'do seu Cara.ru/ma melanol'icum, seu Melan'sis Pulmo'num (F.) in, /.or, an apple.' A name given to two comMelanose Pulmunaire. It is, also, met with in pounds: one of honey and quince, the other
the liver and cellular texture. Its causes are of honey and apples.
MELINE, Melama.
very obscure. The melanosis of the lungs conMELIN1 SULPHAS, Cadmii Sulphas.
stitutes one of the species of phthisis of Bayle;
MEL1NUM, pyXivw. The ancient name of
the
but it is impossible to distinguish it from
an
ointment, and of several plasters; described
life.
other species during
by Dioscorides and Galen: so called from their
Melanosis Pulmonum, see Melanosis.
resembling the fitjlov, or quince, in colour.
see Sapo.

MELANCHLO'ROS,

from /ttXae, black,'
and jrXwgo?, 'green.' The ancients gave this
name to certain dark-coloured topical remedies.

—

'

—

—

'

'

—

—

'

'

'

'

—

—

'

'

—

MELANOSMEGMA,

MELANOSPON'GUS,

Melanomyces;

from

sponge.' The
tuberiform variety of Melanosis of the Luntrs.

jmtXac,

'

black,'

MELANSIS,
lanosis

and

a-royyoi;,

'

Melanosis-rn. Pulmonum, .Me-

Pulmonum.

MELANTH1UM,

Nigella.
Lepra nigricans.

MELAS,
MELAS'MA, Eccliymo'ma Mclas'ma, Nigror,
from «!/.«;, black.' A black spot or ecchymo'

89.

Mblinum Sulphuricum, Cadmii sulphas.
ME LINUS, Meleios.
MELIS'SA, from ytXtnna, 'a bee,' (q. v.) because bees gather honey from

it.

Melissa

cinu'lis, Citru'go, Citrafria, Melitei'a,

offi-

Melissob'-

otos, Melitx'na, Melissabol' anum, Melis'sa citra'la, Melissoyhyl'lum, Melit'tis, Cidronel'la, Api-

as'lrum, Melissa cit'rina, Ero'lion, Balm.
(F.)
Nat. Ord. Labiatae.
Milissc. La Citionntlle.

—

—

—
MELISSE DES BOIS
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The

leaves of balm, Melissa, (Ph. U. S.) have a
pleasant odour; and an austere and aromatic
It was formerly much used in nervous
taste.
diseases, but is now only employed when made
into a tea, as a diluent, in febrile affections.
the
It is the basis of a celebrated preparation,

5vj, two whiles of eggs, mixed in a pint of water.
Mix all, and boil to the consistence of syrup:
remove from the fire; let the syrup rest for 15
minutes, and pass through a cloth. Ph. P.)

Eau

'aiua, 'blood.'

—

Carmes, (q. v )
Melissa Calamin'tha, Calamin'tha, C.
ties

xul-

C. officitia'rum, Cal'umint. (F.) Calament. This plant smells like wild mint, though
more agreeably. It is used, popularly, as a tea
in dyspepsia; flatulent colic; hysteria; uterine
obstructions, &c.

ga'ris,

Melissa Grandiflora, Calamin'tha magna
fore, C. monta'na, Mountain Cutamint. This
plant resembles the last in virtues.
Melissa Humilis, Melittis Melissophyllum.
Mklissa Nep'eta, Calamin'tha An'glica, C.
Pulc'gii odo're. JVcp'eta ugrcs'tis, Field Cal'aFormerly used as an
tnint, Spotted Cal'umint.

Demulcent.

MELtLE'MIA,

A

from

utlag,

and

'black,'

state of blood, characterized

by

its incoagulability, black colour, and septic
properties.

MELOCHl'TES, Lapis Arme'nius, Armtni'Arme'nian Stone. A variety of blue carbonate of copper. It is found in Germany, the
Tyrol, and especially in Armenia. It was formeily employed as a cardiac, and as proper for

tes,

purging away melancholy.
MEI/OE NIGER, M. Pcnnsy/van'icus.
blistering fly, native of the United States.

A
It

feeds upon the Pruncl'la vulga'ris or Si //-heal,
and Ambn/sia trif'idu or Stith.-iceed. These files
resemble the Spanish flies in properties.
Meloe Pennsylvanicus, M. niger.
aromatic.
Meloe Proscarab^/us, Cantarel'tus, was
Melissa Turcica, Dracocephalum Canarianciently used as a diuretic and anli-hydroense.
BOfS, Melittis Melissophyl- phobic.
MALISSE
Meloe Vesicatorius, Cantharis.
lum to. de Moldavie, Dracocephalum CanariA disorder of
utjXov, 'an apple.'
ense.
Melissa.
the eye, in which it protrudes out of the socket.
See Exophthalmia. Castelli.
MELISSOBOTOS, Melissa.
•
Melissa, Melittis MeMelon, Cucumis melo m. d' Eau, Cucurbita
citrullus
m. Plant, Cucumis melo m. Water,
lissophyllum.
Cucurbita citrullus.
MKLISSOT, Melittis Melissophyllum.
Solanum melongena.
MELIT^ENA, Melissa.
MELOPLA'CUS, from urj.ov, 'an apple,' 'a
MELITAGRE, Impetigo.
quince.' A compound obtained by boiling wine,
MEL1TE1A. Melissa.
Carallina Corsicana.
honey, quince, pepper &c. together. Galen.

DES

MELON,

MEL1SSOBOTANUM,

—

MELISSOPHYLLUM,

—

—

MELONGENA,

MEL1THOCORTON,

MEL1T1TES,

MEL ITT A,
MELITTIS.

Bee.
Melissa.

'

'broth,'

Mead,

the cheek,' and nXaciow, 'I form.'

tion for

Melit'tis Melissophyl'lum, La'mium montdnum, Melissa hu'milis, Melissophyl''tit m, Bas(F.) Milisse des Bois, Milissot.
tard Balm.
This plant was formerly employed, like the
balm, in uterine obstructions.
MELITURIA, Urine, diabetic. See Diabetes.
MELIZO'MUM. from f uXi, 'honey,' and
toijuo?,

—

,

MELOPLAS'TIC, Mt.loplas'ticus;

Hydromeli.

Melli'na,

Metheg'lin.

io,/«i-,

The opera-

forming a new cheek when any part of

has been

it

from

lost.

MELOS, fitXog, Membrum. (q v.) A member.
An organized part, composed of other
parts.

— Castelli.

MELO'SIS, nijluioic, from
The act of probing a wound,

^tjkrj,

ulcer,

'a probe.'

&c.

— Hip-

pocrates.

MELOTHRUM,

Bryonia alba.

MELO'TIS, Melo'tris, Specil'lum Minus. A
drink prepared with honey.
MELLA'GO, from mel, 'honey.' Any medi- small probe, a probe for the ear. See Apyroconsistence
of
honey.
the
mele.
having
cine
MELOTRIS, Melotis.
MELLINA, Melizomuni.
MELLITE DE ROSES, Mel rosae.
MELUSTUM, Melasses.
MELLl'TUM, from mel, 'honey.' A preMEMBRA'NA VERSICOLOR. A peculiar
membrane according to Mr. Fielding, of Hull
pared honey: a medicated honey.
situate immediately behind the retina, and in
Mellitum de Acetate Cupri, Linirnentum
connexion with it. It is separable into distinct
^Eruginis.
Mellitum de Mercuria'li Compos'itum, layers from the choroid, and is supplied with
(F.) Miclde mercuriale compose, Syrop de longue blood-vessels.
(Sure, purif. mercurialis Ibij, boraginis, anMembr an a Abdominis, Peritonaeum m.Adivie.
chusx officinalis, aa. Ibss, iris pseudacori radicis posa, Cellular membrane m. Adventitia, Dem. Agnina, Amnios m. Amrecent. 3 j, rad. sice gentianx £), mcllis Ibiij. cidua reflexa
vim albi §xiij. Macerate the bruised roots in phiblestrodes, Retina m. Arachnoidea, Hyam.Capsularis testis, Albuginea
the wine, for 24 hours; strain; mix the juices loid membrane
m. Carnosa, Dartos m. Cellulosa, Cellular
and honey; boil slightly, and filter: then add
m. Cellulosa, Decidua m. Circuthe two liquors, and boil to the consistence of membrane
m. Communis, Decidua
eyrup. 5iss of senna leaves may be added to mossalis, Periosteum
Cathartic,
stomachic, &.c.
m. Circumflexa, Pericardium m. Cordis,
the syrup. Ph. P)
Mel
ross.
Rosis,
Costalis,
m.
Pleura m. Costas
Pericardium
Mellitum df.
Mellitum Simplex, Syru'pus tie Mellg, Syrup succingens, Pleura m. Crassa, Decidua reflexa

A

—

—

—

—

i

—

—

of Honey. (Mellis Ibvj, aquae, Ibiss, curbonut.
Mix the honey, water,
calcis. prseparat. Jiijand carbonate oflime in a silveT vessel: boil
the mixture, stirring, at the same time, for 2 or

3 minutes: then add prepared animal

charcoal

—

—
—
—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—
—
—

—

Cribrosa, Decidua
in. Cuticularis, Dura
mater m. Decidua serotina, see Decidua m.
Demuriana, see Aqueous humour and Cornea
no.

—

m. Dermatodes, Dura mater
see

—

— m.

Aqueous humour and Cornea

Descemetii,

— m. Duia ce-

——
MEMBRANE

—

—

Allantois— m. Filamentosa, Decidua reflexa
m. Flocculenta, Decidua ni. Foetum involvens,
Amnios m. Interspinals, Interspinal ligament
m. Inlestinalis, Allantois in. Lingua see

—

Tongue

—

—

nea

1

,

,

sections. 1. Enveloping aponeuroses, Jlponcu
roses of insertion, Fibrous capsules of the joints,
and Fibrous sheaths of tendons. 2. The Periosteum, Dura mater, Sclerotica. Tunica albugi-

—

—

——

MEM BitAXES

4",

rcbrum ambiens, Dura mater m. Epicrania,
Galea aponeurotica capitis m. Farciminalis,

—

—— ———

|

The

testis,

Fibrous membrane of the spleen, ike.

fibrous

membranes

aie not free or moist-

ened by any particular fluid. They adhere by
in.
Mucosa, Decidua in. Nervorum, both surfaces to the neighbouring parts; are
Neurilema m. Nictitans, Valvula semilunaris firm, resisting, but slightly elastic, and of a
—-m. Olfuctoria, Pituitary membrane m. Os- white colour; sometimes pearly and glistening.
sis, Periosteum
m. Ovi materna, Decidua m. They are chiefly composed of the albugineous
Pellucida, Amnios m. Pinguedinosa, Cellular fibre, (see Albngineous and Fibrous.) Their
membrane m. Pituitaria, Pituitary membrane vessels are numerous, in some, as in the dura
-m. Pleuretica, Pleura m. Prasexislens, De- mater and periosteum: in others, scarcely percidua m. Pupillaris, Pupillary membrane m. ceptible, as in the aponeuroses. The presence of
Propria, see Cortex ovi
m. Retiformis chorii, nerves has never been proved, although seveDecidua reflexa m. Semipellucida, Caligo— ral Circumstances, regarding their sensibility,
m. Sinuosa, Decidua in. Subcostalis, Pleura
render their existence probable. The fibrous
m. Succiilgens, Diaphragm m. Succingens, membranes serve, in general, to augment the
Pleura m. Thoracem intersepiens, Mediasti- solidity of the organs which they envelop; to
num m. Tympani, see Tympanum m. Tym- retain the muscles in their respective positions;
pani secundaria, see Fenestra m. Urinaria, Al- to favour the motion of the limbs, and that of
lantois
m. Uteri interna evoluta, Decidua
the muscles and skin; to form canals and rings
hi. Vasculosa cerebri, Pia mater
m. Verricu- for the passage of different organs, &c.
laris, Retina
m. Wachendorfiana, Pupillary
Bichat admits three species of Compound
membrane.
Membranes. 1. The Serofibrous, formed of a
MEMBRANE, Membra'na, Hi/men, Meninx, serous and fibrous lamina, intimately adherent
Epen'dyma. A name, given to different thin to each other; as the pericardium, dura mater,
organs, representing species of supple, more or and tunica albuginea. 2. The Sero-mucous,
less elastic, webs; varying in their structure formed of a serous and mucous lamina;
as the
and vital properties, and intended, in general, gallbladder at its lower part. 3. The Fibroto exhale, absorb, or secrete certain fluids; and mucous, constituted of the union of a fibrous and
to separate, envelop, and form other organs. mucous membrane; as the mucous membrane of
Bichat has divided the membranes into simple the nasal fossae, gums, &c. Chaussier admits
and compound.
six kinds of membranes.
1. The laminated.
Simplk Membranes comprise three orders. See Cellular Tissue. 2. The serous or simple
1. The Mucous Membranes, Membranes follicu- villous: 3. The follicular or complicated villous:
levses (Ch.), so called, on account of the mu- 4. The muscular or fleshy: 5. The albugineous:
cous fluid by which they are constantly lubri- 6. The albuminous.
Membrane Accidental, M. false m. Accicated. They line the canals, cavities, and hollow organs, which communicate externally, by dentelle, M. false m. Adnee, Conjunctiva m.
m. Anhistous, Decidua
different apertures in the skin. Bichat refers Adventitious, M. false
m. Caduque, Decidua m. Caduque reflechie,
the mucous membranes to two great divisions
the gastro-pulmonary and the genito-urinary. Decidua (reflexa) m. de Demours, see AqueThe mucous membranes have a striking analo- ous Humour and Cornea m. de Dcscemet, see
gy with the cutaneous tissue, in organization, Aqueous Humour and Cornea.
Membrane, False, Acciden'tal membrane,
functions, and diseases. They are composed of
Pseudo-Membrane,
chorion, papillae, and epidermis; and are fur- Adventitious membrane,
nished with a multitude of follicles, which se- Pseud'ymen, Pseud omen! inx, (F.) Fausse memmucus. They receive brane, M. accidentelle. Membranous productions
crete a viscid humour;
a quantity of arterial vessels, vein% lymphatics, are so called, which form on all the free, natuand nerves. 2. The Serous Membranes, M. vil- ral surfaces, and on every free, accidental surThey are, in general, produced by the
leuses simples, (Ch.) are transparent, thin, and face.
composed of one lamina. One surface adheres exudation of a fibrinous matter, susceptible of
to other textiires; the other is smooth, polished, organization, which takes place in consequence
and moistened by a serous fluid. They are ar- of inflammation of the various tissues. These
ranged in the form of sacs without apertures accidental membranes occur on the skin after
as oreat, intermediate reservoirs for the ex- the application of a blister; on mucous surhalant and absorbent systems, and in which the faces, as in croup; on the parietes of inflamed
serous fluid in passing from the one system tar- veins and arteries, &c. The cicatrices of
The wounds are formed of them.
ries some time before it enters the other.
Membrane Fausse, Membrane false m.
serous membranes resemble the cellular membrane in structure and diseases. They facili- Germinal, see Molecule m. Pseudo, M. false
other,
m.
Iiuyschienne, Ruyschiana tunica m. du
on
each
tate the motion of the organs
patic

—

in.

Macilentior, Epiploon, gastrohe-

—

—

—

—

—

—

1

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

,

—

—

—

—

—

which they envelop. They may be divided

into,

Serous membranes, properly so called; as the
arachnoid, pleura, peritoneum, and tunica vaginalis.
2. Synovial membranes or Capsules;
which belong to joints, tendons, aponeuroses,"
&c. 3. Fibrous Membranes, Membranes olbugincuscs (Ch.) These are almost all continuous,
and terminate at the periosteum their common centre. They have been divided into two
1.

—

—

Tympan, see Tympanum.

MEMBRANES

JiLBUGINEUSES,

Mem-

Albuginea— m. Folliculeu scs
Membranes, mucous m. Velouldes, Villous
membranes m. Villeuscs simples, Membranes,
branes, fibrous, see

serous.

Memrranf.s of the F(Ftus, Membia'nx factum involcen'tes. The membranes which immediately envelop the foetus, in the cavity of

—

——
MEMBRANEUX

the uterus, and the rupture of which gives rise
liquor amnii. These
membranes are the dccidua, chorion, and amnion, (q. v.)

Mf.ningine, Inner Lamina ok the, Pia mater.

MENINGION, Arachnoid membrane.
MENINGIS CUSTOS, Meningophylax.

to the discharge of the

—

from

inembranu,, and forma;
resembling a memname given to thin and flat parts,
brane.

.

MENORRHAGIA
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MEMBRANEUX, Membranous.
MEM'BRANIFORM, Mtmbraniform'is,

—
—

—

MENINGI'TIS, (F.) Inflammation dela mem*
(pane sereuse, Cephalo-rachidienne. Inflammation of the meninges or membranes of the brain.

thin muscles, as the plalysma myoides, obliquus

See Phrenitis.
Meningitis Rachidian, M. spinal.
Meningitis Spinal, M. Rachidian. Inflammation of the meninges of the spinal marrow.
Meningitis, Tubercular, see Hydrocepha-

abdominis, &c.

lus internus

A

which resemble membranes.
Membraniform Muscles.

Very broad and

MEMBRANOSUS, Fascia lata muscle.
MEM'BRANOUS, Membrano'svs, Hymeno'-

MENIM'GO-CEPHALI'TIS, from
membrane,'

*?</'«/>/,

'

head,' and

urfriyt. 'a
a suffix

itis,

Having the nature of denoting inflammation. Inflammation of the
dcs, (F.) Membraneuz.
membranes and brain.
membrane. Formed of membranes.
MEMBRANULA CORONA CILlARlS,see MENINGOPH'YLAX, Custos menin'gis,

—

m. Lunula vaginae,
Ciliary
vorum, Neurilema.
MEMBRE, Membrum m.

Hymen — m.

Ner-

Viril, Penis.

MEMBRO'SUS, MemMsior,

Mentula'tus,
Mutonia'tus, JS'asa'tus, vulde Mentula'tus, from
membrum, the male organ.' One whose penis
'

is very large.

MEMBRUM,

Arius, Melos, Colon, a limb, a

member, (F.) Membre. The limbs or extremities
or members of animals are certain parts, exterior to the body, which are more or less appaIt is by means of their
rent, lonij, and movable.
limbs, that animals transport themselves from
one place to another ; and that they defend
themselves, or attack others. The limbs are
arranged on each side of the trunk, with which
they are articulated. In man, they are four in
number; two upper or thoracic, and two lower,
Also, the male organ.
pelvic or abdominal.

—

Membrum Muliebre,

Clitoris

— m.

Virile,

Penis.

MEMO IRE, Memory m. Perte de, Amnesia.
MEMORIA DELETA, Amnesia.
MEM'ORY, Memo'ria, Mneml, (F.) Memoire.
The cerebral faculty, by virtue of which past
impressions are recalled to the mind.
MEMPHl'TES LAPIS. A sort of stone,
found in the environs of Memphis; which was
formerly esteemed narcotic.

MENAGOGUES. Emmenagogu.es.
MENDESION, JEgyptiacum.
MENE, Moon.
MENECRATIS ACC1PITER, Accipiter.
MENFRIGE. See Pistacia lentiscus.
MtiNEYGE, Dura

mater.

from pqvtySi 'a
membrane.' (F.) Meningi. Relating to the
meninges, or merely to the dura mater.
Middle Meningeal Artery, Arte'ria meningse'a me'dia, A. Sphasno-spino'sa, A. Durys Main's
me'dia max'ima, A. Sphxno-spinu'lis, Spinal Ar'tcry, (F.) Artere m'eningee moyenne, A. SpMno6pinev.se, A. Epineuse, is the largest of the
branches, given off by the internal maxillary

artery.
Jt enters the cranium by the foramen
epinale, and distributes its branches chiefly to

the dura mater.

MENIN'GES, Eilam'ides, Matres Ccr'ebri,
Omcn'ta, from uijnyl, 'a membrane.' The three
membranes, which envelop the brain Dura
mater, Arachnoid, and Pia mater, (q. v.)
ME.YEXGETTE, Pia mater.
I

N'GIJVE.

Same etymon.

A name

Chaussier to the pia mnler, united
the cerebral layer of the arachnoid.
triven by

bone is cut or rasped.
MENINGO'SIS. Sameetymon. The union
of bones by means of membrane; e. g. the articulation of the bones of the cranium in the
fcetus.
Meningosis is a variety of Syndesmosis.
MENINX, Membrane— m. Choroides, Pia
mater m. Crassa, Dura mater m. Dura, Dura

—

—

—

—

mater m. Exterior, Dura mater m. Interior,
Pia mater m. Media, Arachnoid membrane
m. Pacheia, Dura mater m. Sclera, Dura mater
MENISPER'MUM COC'CULUS, from , .;r>
the moon,' and antgiia, seed.'
So called from
the shape of its seed.
Family, Menisperrneoo.
Sex. Syst. Dicecia Dodecandria.
The systematic
name of the plant, the berries of which are well
known by the name of Coc'culus hi'dicus, Indian

—

—

(

1

;,

'

Berries, Buccse Piscato'rise, Coc'culus subero'sus,
Indian Cockles, Coccus In'dicus, Cocculse ojficino! rum, Cocci orientafles, Grana Oricn'tis, (F.)
Coque du Levant, Coquelevant. These berries
are remarkable for their inebriating and destructive quality to fish.
The deleterious principle appears to reside in the kernel, and in the
active principle called Picrotox'ine. The Cocculus fndicus has been used in decoction to
kill vermin.
It has, at times, been added to
beer, by fraudulent tradesmen, to render it more
inebriating.

Menispermum Palmatum, Calumba.
Menisper'#um Tuberccla'tum, M. verruco'-

MENINGE, Meningeal.
MENINGE'AL, Meningse'us,

MEN

Depresse'rium, (F.) Depressoire, from /uj/wyf, 'a
membrane,' the dura mater; and ipvXa'z, 'a preserver.'
An instrument for depressing the dura
mater, and guarding it from injury, whilst the

to

sum, Cocculus crispus. A Chinese plant, an
extract from the root of which is tonic to the
stomach and bowels, and possesses some astringency. Dose, 5 to 10 grains.

The same may
cord/folium

— the

Menispermum

be said of the Menisper'mum
Goluncha, of Bengal.
Verrucosum, M. tubercu-

latum.

MENOCRYPHIA,

Amenorrhea.

MENOLIFSIS.

See Menses.
MENORRHAGIA, from f ,t, v a month,' and
Flow of the menses.
Qrjywui, I flow fiercely.'
Frequently the word is used synonymously with
uterine hemorrhage or metrorrhagia, (q. v.) or
for immoderate flow of the menses
profuse
menstruation, Puramc'nia super''flua, P. profu'sa,
rubra,
Catamenio'rum
Menorrhagia
ftuxus im'

,

'

mod'icus.

Menorrhagia, Menstruation, Metrorrhagia
m. Alba, Leucorrhcea m. Difficilis, Dysmenorrhea m. Erronea, Menstruation, erroneous

—

in, Stillatitia,

—

Dysmenorrhea,

—
MENOSCIIESIS

MENTHA
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MENOSCHESIS. See Amenorrhea.
MENOSTASIA, Amenorrhea.

Menstruatio

Retentio, Paramenia

— m.

Suppress;!, Paramenia.

MENSTRUATION,

MENOS'TASIS,

from ^v, •' a month,' and
Menstrua'tio, Chronostagnation.'
This word, ac- gu'nea. The flow of the menses. Menorrha'cording to some, signifies the retention of the gia, Fluxus mcnstrua'lis.
menses and their accumulation in the uterus.
Menstruation, Laborious, Dysmenorrhcea
According to others, it means the acute pain
m. Profuse, Menorrhagia.
which, in some females, precedes each appearVica'iuous Menstruation is that which ocance of the menses : a pain which lias been curs from other parts than the uterus. It is
presumed to proceed from the stasis of blood in called Parame'nia erro'ris ,Me.norrha' gin erro'nea,
the capillary vessels of the uterus.
Mensium per aliena loca excretio. Menses devii,
from pqv, 'a month,' and Aberrdtio men' sin in, Hsematopln'nia. ,(F.) DeJfioc,
foreign.'
At times, the secreted fluid
Irregular menstruation.
viation des Regies.
MENS, Anima.
has all the characters of the menstrual secreMensis, ' a month.' M. Mulie'brcs, tion at others, it appears to be blood.

araoig,

'

stasis,'

'

—

MENOXEN'IA.
'

MENSES,

:

Mulic'bria, Fluxus menslruiis, F. luna'ris, Projlu'vium mulie'bre, P. genitals muliebrS, Consuelu'do menstrua, Catume'nia, Men'slrua, Emme' ida, Tribu' turn luna're, Purgalio' nes, P men
strux, Gynxcei'a; the Courses, Menstrual flux,
Monthly courses, M. periods, Floicers, Turns,
Terms, the Reds, Troubles, being unwell, (F)
Mois, Regies, Luncs, Flueurs, Affaires, itpoques,
Ordinaires, Purgations, Fleurs, Mcnstrucs. The
sanguineous evacuation from the uterus, the
monthly occurrence of which constitutes menstruation, (q. v.)
The first appearance of the
menses is usually preceded by the discharge of
a fluid, whitish matter from the vagina; by
nervous excitement, and by vague pains and
heaviness in the loins and thighs; numbness of
the limbs, tumefaction and hardness of the
breasts, &c.
More or less indisposition and
irritability, also, precede each successive recurrence of the menstrual flux. In temperate climates, each period ordinarily continues from
and the quantity lost varies
three to six days
from four to eight ounces. The menses continue to flow from the period of puberty till the
age of 45 or 50. At the term of its natural cessation, Menolip'sis, the flux becomes irregular;
and this irregularity is occasionally accompanied with symptoms of dropsy, glandular tumours, &c, constituting the Parame'nia cessatio'nis of Good, and what is called the critical
time of life; yet it does not appear that the morWith the immediate
tality is increased by it.
causes of menstruation we are unacquainted.
express only our ignorance, when we assert
the discharge
it to depend upon periodicity;
comes from the uterus, and vagina, and seems
to be a true secretion from the lining membrane. It differs from blood, by its peculiar
odour, and by its not coagulating. It is arrested,
as a general principle, during pregnancy and
In warm climates, women usually
lactation.
begin to menstruate early, and cease sooner
than in the temperate regions. The quantity
In the colder regions, the
lost is also greater.
reverse of this holds, as a general rule.

MENSTRU£S.

Menses.

MENSTRUUM,

Same etyMenstrue.
being, of old, usually
continued in action for a month. This name
was formerly given to .every substance which
possesses the property of dissolving others
slowly and with the aid of heat. At present, it

mon

j

;

— the

(F.)

menstruum

used synonymously with solvent. Thus,
water, alcohol, ether, acids, oils, &c. are men-

is

J

,

strua.

j

Menstruum Auki,

J

|

j

;

We

Nitro-muriatic acid.
Mcnsura'tio, from mensura, 'measure.' Measurement.
One of the
means used for exploring the state of the thoracic and other cavities.
It consists in a cornparative measurement of each side of the chest,
by means of a riband extended from the median
When effuline of the sternum to the spine.
sion exists in one side, the measurement is usuWhen, on the
ally greater than on the other.
other hand, a portion of a lung has ceased, for
some time, to exert its respiratory functions, the
corresponding side of the chest becomes smaller,
in consequence, of the contraction of the pleura,
retraction of the pulmonary tissue and greater
approximation of the ribs,
MENTA, Penis.
Sycosis— m. Infantum, Tor-

MENSURA'TION,

i

j

1

MENTAGRA,

rigo lupinosa,

MENTAL,

|

—

]

j

from mens,

'•

mind;' belonging or

relating to the mind, as, mental phenom'ena,
menial, diseases, Morbi menta'/es, &c.
In Anatomy, Mental, Mentalis, (F,) Mentonnier, signifies that which relates to the chin;
from mentum, ' the chin.'
Mental Ar'terv, (F.) Arl'ere mentonniere.
This is given off by the inferior dental, and
issues at the mental foramen to be distributed
on the lower lip.

Mental Fora'men, (F.) Trau mentonnier.
Jinte'rior maxfillary F., is the outer orifice of

the inferior dental canal. It is situate on the
outer surface of the lower jaw-bone, opposite
the second incisor or the canine tooth, and gives
passage to the following vessels and nerves.
Mental Nerve, (F.) Nerf mentonnier, is furMenses Albi, Leucorrhea m. Anomals,
Paramenia m. Devii, Menstruation, vicarious nished by the inferior dental nerve. It issue*

— m.

—

the,

Dysmenorrhcea— m. Retention by the mental foramen, and is distributed, in
Amenorrhcea m. Suppression of numerous filaments, to the muscles of the

Dolorificse,

of the, see

'

—

—

lower

Amenorrhea

MENSTRUA, Menses— m.

Alba, Leuco*-

lip.

MEN I'HA AQUAT'ICA, Menthras'trum,

Si-

sym'brium menthiastrum, Mentha rotundifo' lia
palus'tris, Water mint, (F.) Menthe aquatique, M.
FLUX, Menses.
MENSTRUATIO ANOMALA, Paramenia rouge. Nut. Ord. Labiatre. This is less agreem. Difficilis, Dysmenorrhea in. Dolorifica, able than the Mentha viridis, and more bitter
and pungent. It is used like spearmint.
Dysmenorrhea.
Mentha Cervi' n a, Hart's pennyroyal, Hysen stru a'tio Recidiva. Menstruation,
sop-leaved mint, Pule glum cervi'num, (F.)
when protracted beyond the usual age.

rhcea.

MENSTRUAL

—

—

M

39*

—

—

—

—

——

ME.VTHL

Possesses t!ie properties of
cervine.
pennyroyal, but is very unpleasant.
Mentha Crispa, Colymbifera minor, Curled
Mint, (F.) Menthe frissie. Menthe crfpue, Baume
d'eau afeuilles ridies. Possesses the properties
of peppermint.
Mentha Gentilis, M. viridis.
Mentha Pipeiu'ta, Mentha Piperi'tis, Peppermint, (F.) Menthe poivrie. The odour of this
variety is strong and agreeable. Taste, pungent, aromatic, and producing a sensation of
coldness in the mouth. Virtues depend upon
It is slomachic and
essential oil and camphor.
It is chiefly used in the form of
carminative.
essential oil the oleum menthie pipcrilxEssence of Peppermint consists of oh menthas pi/>.§ij> sp. vin. recti/., coloured with spinach leaves, Oij.
Mentha Pule'gium, Pulegivm, Pulegium
rcra'le, Pulegium latife'lium, Gkchon, Penny-

—

Pudding grass,

—

(F.) Pouliot.

The

oil

O'leum pule'gii possesses the virtues of the
It resembles the mints in general in
plant.
properties. Amongst the vulgar, it is esteemed
an emmenagogue.
Mentha Romana, Balsamita suaveolens, Ta-

—

— —— ———

—
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Men the

royal,

—— — — —
some countries,
hops in making

it

is

used as a substitute for

beer.

MKI'IIIT'IC, Mephit'icus; from a Syriac
word, signifying 'to blow, to breathe.' Any
thing possessed of an unwholesome property;
chiefly applied to exhalations.

MEPHITIS HEl'ATICA,

Hydrogen,

sul-

phuretted.

MEPH'ITISM. Same etymon.

Any

perni-

cious exhalation. Mephi'tis and Mophe'ta, (F.)
Mofettc mi Moufette, are old names lor azote;
and, in general, for all exhalations and gases
that are unfit for respiration.

MERACUS. Merus.
MKRAMAUROS1S, Hypamaurosis.
MERCURE, Hydrargyrum m. avec la eraie,
Hydrargyrum cum cretii m. Cru, Hydrargyrum m. Cyanure de, Hydrargyri cyanuretum
m. Doux, Hydrargyri submurias to. Commeux de Plcnclc, Syrupus de mercurio mediante

—

guinmi m. Muriate oxygin'e de, Hydrargyri
oxymurias to. Oxide de, cendri, Hydrargyri
oxydumcinereum m. Oxide grisde, Hydrargyri
oxydum cinereum—^m. Oxide nitrique de, Hydrargyri nitrico-oxydum m. Oxide noir de,
Hydrargyri oxydum cinereum to. Oxide rouge
m. Protode, Hydrargyri oxydum rubrum
to. Souschlorure de, Hydrargyri submurias

nacetum balsamita in. Rotundifolia palustris,
M. aquatica m. Saracenica, Balsamita suaveom. Sativa, M. vi- muriate de, prccipite, Hydrargyrum pra?cipitalens, Tanacetum balsamita
tum — ?n. Sous- sulfate de, Hydrargyria vitriom. Spicata, M. viridis.
ridis
Mentha Vir'idis, M. Sati'va, 31. vulrra'ris, latus— w. Sulfure de, voir, Hydrargyri sulphuSpearmint,
(F.)
Menthe
spica'ta,
M.
trenli'lis,
retum
nigrum to. Sulphure de, rouge, HydrarM.
sauvage, Baume des jardins, Menthe verte, Men- gyri sulphuretum rubrum.
Odour strong, aromatic; taste,
MERCU'RIAL, Mercuria'lis. That which
the des jar dins.
warm, austere, bitterish. Virtues the same as contains mercury: one of the preparations of
those of the peppermint. The Oleum menthce viri- mercury.

—

—

—

dis

obtained from

is

MERCURIA'LIS,

it.

Mentha Vulgaris, M. viridis.
MENTHE JQUATIQUE, Mentha

— m.

Mercurialis annua, French
has been esteemed cathartic, hypnotic and cosmetic, and has been chiefly used
by way of lavement. See Chenopodium Bonus
Henricus.
Mef.curiai.is Pehen'nis, Cynocram'be", Cani'na bras'sica, M. montu'nu, M. Sylvcs'lris, Dog's
This plant is possessed of acro-narmer'cury.

mercury.
aquatica

It

Cervine, Mentha cervina m. Coq. Tanacetum balsamita— m. Cr&pue, Mentha crispa in.
Frissee, Mentha crispa m. des Jardins, Mentha
m Poivrie, Mentha piperita m. Rouge,
viridis
Mentha aquatica m. Sauvage, Mentha viridis
cotie. properties.
m. Verte, Mentha viridis.
MENTHRASTRUM, Mentha aquatica.
MERCURH CALX VITRIOLATA, HydrarMENTO-LAB1AL, Mento-labid lis. Under gyrus vitriolatus — m.Sperma.Hydrargyrusaceunited
has
the
Chaussier
Levator
tatus
m. Terra foliata, Hydrargyrus acetathis name

—

.

—

labii

inferioris, (q. v.) and Quadratus
inferioris.

See Depressor Labii

muscles.

lus.

MERCUR1US. Hydrargyrum— m. Acetatus,

Hydrargyrus acetatus — m. Alkalisatus, HydrarMENTON, Mentum.
MENTONN1ER, Mental— m. Labial, Depres- gyrum cum creta — m. Calcinatus, Hydrargyri

oxydum rubrum — m. Causticus

flavus, Hydiargyrus vitriolatus m.Cinereus, Hydrargyri oxyMENTULA, Penis— m. Muliebris, Cercosis, dum cinereum m. Cinnabarinus, Hydrargyri
sulphuretum rubrum m. Corallinus, HydrarClitoris.
MENTULAGRA. A hybrid word, from men- gyri nitrico-oxydum m. Corrosivus, Hydrarseizure.'
and
ayoa,
'a
penis,'
A
conthe
gyri oxymurias
m. Corrosivus ruber, Hydrartula,,
m. Corrosivus sublimatus,
vulsive erection of the mentula or penis; such gyri nitrico-oxydum
Hydrargyri oxymurias m. Cosmeticus, Hyas is sometimes observed in eunuchs.
MENTULA'TUS, Membrosus.
drargyrum praecipitatum m. Dulcis, HydrarMENTUM, Genei'on, Anthe'rcon, the chin.' gyri submurias in. Emeticus flavus, HydrarThe inferior and middle part of gyrus vitriolatus m. Gummosus Plenckii, SyCF.) Menton.
m.Luteus,
the face, situate below the lower lip. The chin rupus de mercurio mediante guinmi
skin, cellular tissue, muscles, vesHydrargyrus vitriolatus m. Mortis, Algaroth
is formed of
the
os
of
maxillare
and
inferius.
m. Niger Moscati. Hydrargyri oxydum cinereum
sels nerves,
"
MENYAN'THES TRIFOLIA'TA, Trifo'in. Praicipitalus corrosivus, Hydrargyri nitriaqiwi'ieum,
T
T.
palus'trg,
T.
m. Pracipitatus nijrer, Hydrargyri
paludn'sum,
co-oxydum
Hum
Rbrinum. Menyan'thes, Water trefoil, Buckbean, oxydum cinereum m. Saccharatus, Hydrar(F.) Trifle gyrum sacchar.itum
m. Solubilis of HahneBosbean. Mat. Ord. Gentianea;.
mann, see Hydrargyri oxydum cinereum m.
d'eau. The laste is intensely bitter, and is extracted by water. It is tonic, anthelmintic, diu- Sublimatus dulcis, Hydrargyri submurias m.
doses, emetic. In cum Sulphure, Hydrargyn sulphuretum niretic, cathartic, and, in large

sor labii inferioris.

MENTONNlkRE.

—
—

See Funda.

—

'

—

—

—

—

—

—

'•

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—
—

—
MERCURY
grum — m.
ID. Vita>.

Terrestris,

MESENTERIC
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Henry VIII., Edward VI. and Queen
Mary, and who was in the habit of frequenting
and markets at which lie harangued the

Polygonum hydropiper

reigns of

Algaroth.

—

MERCURY,

,

Hydrargyrum m. Acetate
Hydrargyrus aeetatus— in. Bichloride of, Hy- populace.
drargyri oxymurias m. Biniodide of, see IoMERUS, Mera'cus,Arcatos, 'pure, genuine;'
dine m. Bromide of, see Bromine m. with as Vinuia mervm, unmixed wine.

—

—

fairs

of,

J

—
—

—

Chalk, Hydrargyrum cum cieta m. Chloride
MERYCISMUS, Rumination.
MKRYCOLOG"lA, from u^vkw, I rumiHydrargyri submurias m. Cyanuret
of, Hydrargyii cyannretum
m. Deulo-iodide nate,' and ?.uycg, 'a description.' Any work on
of,see Iodine
m. Dog's, Mercurialis perennis rumination may be so termed.
m. English, Chenopodium bonus Henricus
MESA, Genital organs.
m. French, Mercurialis m. Iodide of, HydrarMESARA1C, Mesenteric.
MESEMAR,Mismar.
fyri lodidnm m. Iodide of, red, Hydrargyri

of, mild,

—

—

—

—

'

—

—

odidum rubruin in. lodo-arsenite of, Arsenic
MESEMBRYANTHEMUM COPT1CUM.
and Mercury, iodide of m. Nitrate of, Hydrar- See Soda.
gyri nitra3— m. Nitric oxyd of, Hydrargyii niMesembrvan'themum Crystal'linum, M.
trico-oxydum m. Oxide, black or gray of, Hy- ficoi'des, Di' amond fig-marygold, Ice-plant. (F.)
drargyri oxydum cinereum in. Oxide of, red, G/aciule, Crystalline. It has been recommended
Hydrargyri oxydum rubrum m. Oxymuriate in dysuria, ischuria, and some other affections
of, Hydrargyri oxymurias
m. Phosphuretted, of the urinary organs.
Hydrargyrus phosphoratus m. Precipitate of,
MESENTERIC, Mesara'ic, Mesente/icvs,
white, Hydrargyrum prcecipitatum m. Proto- Mesara'icus, from (ttotmftiov, or /uiOunator, 'the
iodide of, see Iodine
m. Prussiate of, Hydrar- mesentery.' That which relates or belongs to
gyri cyanuretum — m. Soluble, Hydrargyri ni- the mesentery.
tras
m. Sulphuret of, black, Hydrargyri sulMesenteric Arteries are two in number,
phuretum nigrum m. Sulphuret of, red, Hy- and distinguished into, 1. The Superior mesendrargyri sulphuretum rubrum, Realgar m. teric, which arises from the anterior part of the
abdominal aorta, below the cceliac. It immeTartrate of, Hydrargyri tartras.
Mercury and Arsenic, Iodide of, Arsenic diately descends to the left, forwards, behind
the pancreas, and in front of the third porlion
and Mercury, Iodide of.
of the duodenum, to gain the superior exMkRE UES P1ANS, Pian.
MERIDRO'SIS, from f^no;, 'a part,' and tremity of the mesentery, where it makes a
long curvature, the convexity of which is turned
'idowotc, 'sweating.'
A partial perspiration.
forwards and to the left. Towards the termiMERISIER, Prunus avium.

—

—

—
—
—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

MEROBALANEUM, Bath, Partial.
MEROBALNEUM, Bath, Partial.
MEROCE'LE, Mcrorix'is, Merorrhcxfis, from
'
the thigh,' and x.r\Xri, • tumour.' Femo(F.) Hernie crurale ou
ral or crural hernia.
fimoralc. In this hernia, the viscera issue from
the abdomen through the crural canal; or

/uyQog,

through an opening immediately on the outer
side of Gimbernat's ligament,

which gives

pas-

sage to lymphatic vessels. This affection is
more frequent in the female than in the male,
and especially in those who have had children.
The tumour, formed by the merocele, is generally small, round, and more or less difficult of
reduction. In other respects, it possesses all
the characters of hernia. The neck of the sac
has, close on the outside, the epigastric artery;

above, the spermatic cord and spermatic artery
the round ligament in the female;
in the male
on the inside, Gimbernat's ligament; and, beWhen the obturator artery
low, the pubes.
arises from the epigastric, it generally passes on
the outside of and below the orifice of the sac
sometimes, however, it takes a turn above, and
then to the inside of the opening. J. Cloquet
asserts, that of 134 cases, in one only did he
find the epigastric artery on the inside of the

—

;

orifice of the sac.

nation of the ileum, it ends by anastomosing
with a branch of the A. colica dextra inferior.
At its concavity, it gives off the three Artcriss
eoliese dextrx, which belong to the great intestine; and, at its convexity, it sends off fifteen
or twenty branches, which are distributed to
the small intestine; after having formed numerous arches by their anastomoses.
2. The Inferior Mesenteric Artery arises from
the anterior part of the abdominal aorta, an
inch ar d a hull' before its termination. It descends, mi the left side, behind the peritoneum;
engages itself in the substance of the iliac mesocolon, forming a considerable curvature,
whose convexity faces the left side. When it
reaches the brim of the pelvis, it passes alone
the posterior separation of the mesorectum, and
attains the neighbourhood of the anus, under
the name Superior hemorrhoidal artery. It gives
off no branch at its concave part; but, from the
convex, the three Jirterix cDlicas sinistrm arise.
Mesenteric Glands are the lymphatic ganglions of the mesentery. Through them, the
chyliferous vessels pass to the thoracic duct.
Their uses are unknown. When diseased, nutrition is interfered with, and atrophy produced.
Mesenteric Hernia. If one of the layers
of the mesentery be torn by a blow, whilst the
other remains in its natural state, the intestines
may insinuate themselves into the aperture,
and form a kind of hernia. It is not known

operation, required in strangulation of
may be practised on the aponeurotic opening, by cutting downwards and induring
wards, on the side of Gimbernat's ligament.

The

this variety,

MERORRHEXIS, Merocele.
MERORIX1S, Merocele.
MEROS, Femur, Thigh.
MERRY-ANDREW. An itinerant
who

exposes his nostrums
markets. See Charlatan.
from Dr. Andrew Boorde,

solar plexus,

lived

are furnished by the
and have been distinguished into

superior and inferior ; like the mesenteric arte-

quack,

for sale at fairs and
They are so called

who

life.

Mesenteric Plexuses

in the

which they accompany.
Mesenteric or Mesauaic Veins

ries

number, and belong

to the

are distinguished into,

1.

vena

The

are

porta.

two

in

They

Superior mesen-
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mesaraic, or great mesaraic. This trunk
receives, from above to below and on the right
side, the three venae colicse dextras and the Gastro-epiploica dexlra. Into its left side, the veins
of the small intestine open. It passes in front
of the transverse portion of the duodenum;
and, behind the pancreas, unites with the splenic
vein to concur in the formation of the vena
porta.

teric or

sponds to the artery of the same name, and
opens into the splenic, near the union of that
vein with the superior mesenteric, and behind

cending colon to the corresponding lumbar
region. The transverse mesocolon arises from
the concave arch of the colon, and forms a septum between the epigastric and umbilical regions.
Its inferior portion is continuous with
The left lumbar mesocolon,
the mesentery.
which contains the ascending colon, is continuous below with the Iliac mesocolon. The last
includes between its layers the sigmoid flexure
of the colon, and ends in the mesorectum. Under
the right kidney, it is narrow and firm, and
forms the right lig'ament of the colon; at the
under end of the left kidney, it forms the lift

the pancreas.

lig'ament of the colon.

The

inferior or lesser mesenteric vein corre-

MESENTERI'TIS, Empres'ma

peritoni'tis

mesenter'ica, Enteri'tis mesenter'ica, Inflammation of the mesentery. The pain is here deeper

seated and more immediately in the mesenteric
region. The external tenderness is less than
in some of the other varieties of peritonitis.

See Tabes Mesenterica.

MES'ENTERY, Mesenter'ium, Mesaraion,
Mesen'teron, Meserae'um, Mesorae'um, Medium
intesti'num, from /mtaog, 'in the middle,' and
tvrtoov, 'an intestine,' (F.) Mt'senle're.
A term
applied to several duplicatures of the peritoneum, which maintain the different portions of the
intestinal canal in their respective situations;
allowing, however, more or less mobility. They
are formed of two laminse, between which are
contained the corresponding portion of intestine and the vessels that pass to it.
One only
of these duplicatures has received the name
mesentery, properly so called. This belongs to
the small intestine, which it suspends and retains tn situ. Its posterior margin, which is
the smallest, is straight, and descends obliquely
from the left side of the body of the second
lumbar vertebra to the right iliac fossa.
Its
anterior margin is curved, undulating, plaited,
and corresponds to the whole length of the
small intestine. The mesentery contains, between the two laminae which form it, a number of lymphatic ganglions; the trunks and
branches of the mesenteric vessels; the nervous plexuses, accompanying them, and many
lacteals and lymphatics.
MESERA, Tutia.

MESER^EUM, Mesentery.
MESERAION, Mesentery.
MESIAMUM, Aniceton.
MESMERISM, Magnetism, animal.
MESO, fs.iooc, in the middle.' A prefix
'

MESOBREGMdLTE.

'

or Corpus callo'sum.

Mesolobar Arteries

are the arteries of the

corpus callosum.

MESOLOBE,

Corpus callosum.
MESOME'RIA, from juiaos, and /ui;po;, the
The parts of the body situate between
thigh.'
'

the thiohs or hips.

MESOMERION, Perinreum.
MESOMPHALUM, Umbilicus.
MESOPH'RION, Glabella. The part of the
face between the eyebrows; from /unros, 'the
middle,' and oif^va, 'the eyebrows.'
Intercostal.

MESOPLEURIOS,
MESOR.^UM, Mesentery.
MESORECTUM. A hybrid

word; from
and rectum, 'the intestine rectum.' A
triangular reflection, formed by the peritoneum,
between the posterior surface of the rectum and
the anterior surface of the sacrum. Between
the two layers of which the mesorectum is composed are found much cellular tissue, and the
wt:ros,

termination of the inferior mesenteric vessels.

MESOS.

Meso.

MESOSCELOCELE, Hernia, perineal.
MESOSCELON, Perinaeum.
MESOTH'ENAR, from /Ataoc, and 3ira$,
'the thenar,' the palm of the hand.' A mus'

thumb towards the palm
applied the term to the abductor pollicis, united to the deep-seated portion of the
flexor hrevis pollicis.
MESOT'ICA, from utaog, 'middle.' DisPrayity in
eases, affecting the parenchyma.
the quantity or quality of the intermediate or
connecting substance of organs; without inflammation, fever, or other derangement of the
which

carries the

.

to

See Cranium.

given to a duplicature of the peritoneum, (in some persons only,)
crecum.
the
the
posterior
part
of
at
MESOCEPHALE, Medulla oblongata.

Pons

from i.ttaoi/A^, 'the mediasinflammation.' Mediastini'tis.
Inflammation of the mediastinum.
MESOGLOSSUS. Genio-glossus.
MESOLO'BAR. Belonging to the Mesolobc
itis,

Winslow

A name

MESOCEPHALUM,

MESODMI'TIS,

tinum,' and

cle,

certain words.

MESOCJE'CUM.

MESOCRANIUM, Sinciput.
MESODME. Mediastinum.

varolii.

MESOCHON'DRIAC, Mesochondriacus from
cartilage.'
A name given
fttiro;, and xovSnos,
;

'

between

general health.
of Good.

The

first

Order, class Eccritica

MES'PIEUS,^/cs^7«5 German'ica. The med(F) Niflier. (Fruit) Nefle. The fruit and

lar,

seeds of the medlar have both been used medi-

—

the immature fruit as an astringent,
and the seeds in nephritic diseases. See CraMESOCOL'IC HERNIA. Hernia is so named taegus Aria and Sorbus Acuparia.
Mespilus Oxyacan'tha, Oxyacantha, Spina
by Sir Astley Cooper, when the bowels glide
The
alba, White Hawthorn, (F ) .lubepine.
between the layers of the mesocolon.
MESOCO'LON, from /utaoe, and xaXor, the flowers of this common European plant are
A name given to the duplicatures of sometimes used in infusion a3 a pectoral.
colon.'
META, /wt ru. Metb,' /uid', 'with,' 'together
the peritoneum, which fix the different parts of
the colon to the abdominal parietes. It has re- with,' 'after,' 'change of form and place.' A
ceived different names, according to its situa- common prefix to \v0rd3. Hence:
METAB'ASIS, Tran'situs, Mclab'oll, Metaltion.
Toe right lumbar mesocolon fixes the as-

by Boerhaave

to fleshy fibres situate

the cartilaginous rinys of the trachea.

'

cinally:

—
METABOLE
lagg,

from utriHanvi,
remedy, nractic'e, &c.

METASTASIS

4G1

A

change of dour; almost total opacity; insolubility in water; and the property they have of ringing when
METABOLE, Metabasis.
struck.
Metals have no effect, except of a meMETACARPAL, Metaearpktnua, (F ) M6- chanical nature, when taken into the stomach;
tacarpien.
Relating or belonging to the meta- unless they have already undergone, or undergo,
'

I

digress.'

—Hippocrates.

carpus.
or Arte'ria dorsa'lis,

from the radial, at the moment
it engages itself in the upper extremity of the
abductor indicis. It descends obliquely upon
the back of the hand. Its branches are distributed to the abductor indicis, and the integuments: some communicate with the, dorsalis
carpi.

Metacarpal

Articui.a'tions are those by
metacarpal bones are united
together, at their upper extremity.
Metacarpal Bones, or bones which compose
the metacarpus, are five in number; and distinguished into first, second, third, &c. beginning from the outer or radial side. They are
articulated, by their superior extremity, with the
bones of the second range of the carpus; and
by the lower, with the first phalano-es.

which the

last four

Metacarpal Lig'ament,

or I/ife'rior palmar

Lig'ament, is a fibrous band, stretched trans,
versely before the inferior extremities of the last
four metacarpal bones, which it keeps in their
respective positions.
Metacarpal Phalan'ges are the first phalanges of the fingers; so called, because they
are articulated with the bones of the metacarpus.
Metacarpal Range or Row of the carpal
bones, (F.) Rangie milacaryienne du carpe is
the lower row of carpal bones; so called because
they are articulated with the bones of the metacarpus. It is composed of the trapezium, trapezoides, magnum, and unciforme.
METACARPEUS, Adductor metacarpi mi-

nimi

digiti.

MltTACARPIEN, Metacarpal— m. du
Opponens minimi
Opponens pollicis.

doigt,

digiti

petit

m. du Povce,

METACARFO-PHALANG^EUS POLLICIS, Adductor

pollicis

manus.

METACAR'PO PHALAN'GIAN,

Metacarpo-phalangia'nus, (F.) Mitacarpophalangien.
That which belongs to the metacarpus and phalanges.

Metacarpo-Phalangian Articulations

are
formed by the bones of the metacarpus and the
corresponding phalanges. In these articulations,
the bony surfaces are incrusled with cartilage,
covered by a synovial membrane, and kept in
connexion by means of an anterior and two la-

M&TACARPOPRALANGIEN LATERAL

PALM'AIRE ET
LA.XC I EN LATERAL,

SUS-

METACARP'US,

—

—

METAL
METALLAGE,
METALLUM,

METAMORPHOP'SIA,
(uitu, and
' the eye.'

/iioQfrj,

'form,')

'

from
I

uarauo^ov,,

transform,' and

Suffu'sio, Suffu'sio Oculo'rum,

cm/',

Ima-

gination (Maitre-Jean.) Crupsia, Mijodesop'sia,
False sight.
(F.) Berlue.
Aberration of the
sense of sight, which transmits the image of

imaginary objects. This affection sometime s
depends on a slight opacity in the transparen
parts of the eye; the cornea, crystalline, or
vitreous humour, when it is symptomatic, and
of no consequence. At other times, it appears
to be idiopathic; and occurs particularly in
those who have been in the habit of constantly
fixing their eyes on very brilliant or small
bodies. The objects, fancied to be seen, are
various. They are sometimes circular, perpetually moving, or shining or black spots, cobwebs, insects, or pieces of wood when they
are often termed Musca volitanlcs, (F.) Mouclus
volantes, and the condition Visus musca'rurn,
Scotom'ata, Suffu'sio Myodcs, Myiodeop' sia, Mijodesopsia. These appearances sometimes con-

—

tinue for a few days; being dependent on the
of the nerves of the individual at the
time; or they may exist for life, and ultimately
impair the sight.
If the affection be symptomatic, it is of but
little moment.
If idiopathic, and connected
with any excitement of the brain, which is not
often the case, attention will have to be paid to
that oroan.
state

METAMORPHOSIS VENTRICUL1 GELATIiMFORMIS,

Gastromalacia.

METANGISMOS, Decantation.
METAPEDIUM, Metatarsus.
METAPHRENON, Dorsum.
METAPHYTEIA, Transplantatio.

MET A PODIUM.

Metatarsus.

METAPOROPCE'IA,

teral ligaments.

M&TACARPO-PHAInterosseus manus.

from

,uitx, 'after,'

and

car-

the wrist.' Metacar'pion, Posthrachia'/e,
(F.) Mitacarpe. The part of the hand comprised
between the carpus and fingers. It is composed
of five parallel bones, called metacarpal; forming
the back of the hand, externally, and the palm

pus,

stomach, oxidation or union with an acid;
when several most deleterious compounds may
be formed. Copper cents; halfpence; quicksilver; lead, have frequently been swallowed
in the metallic state with impunity.
Tin and
mercury are the only metals used to produce a
mechanical effect; the former as an anthelmintic,
the latter, idly enough, in cases of
fancied intussusception.
DES CLOCHES, Bell metal.
Metabasis.
METALLIC VOICE, Tuilemcnt mttalliquc.
Metal.
in the

Metacarpal Artery,
rnetacar'pi arises

'

internally.

METACERASMA,

Cerasma.

METACHE1R1X1S, Surgery.
METACHORESIS, Metastasis.
METAL, Metal' lum. A class of simple, combustible bodies; distinguished from others by
considerable specific gravity; a particular splen-

Melaporopoie'sis, from
'a pore,' and ttouiv, 'to
make.' The change produced in the minute
pores,
in the capillary extremities of vessels,
when they pass from the morbid to the
healthy condition
Galen.
METAPTO'SIS, Melaschematis'mus. Muta-

fttTix,

—

'after,'

ttoquc,

—

—

tion; change;

from

,u«ra?rt3TTCM, (uitu,

'I fall,') I digress.'
form or seat of a disease.
tu>,

'

and nnr-

Any change

in the

METASCHEMATISMUS,
METASTASIS,

Metaptosis.
Metachore'sis, from /uuQiots-

(ai,

(ncra. and oraaig,

'

place,')

'

I

change

place.'

Displacement, Translation. A change in the
seat of a disease: attributed, by the Humorists,
to the translation of the morbific matter to a
part different from that which it had previously

—

—
METASTATIC

METHODISTS
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occupied; and, by the Solidists, to the displacement of the irritation. It has also been used in
the same extensive sense as Metnptosis, (q. v.)
Disputes have often been indulged, whether a
case of metastasis ought not rather to be esteemed one of extension of the disease. The
phenomena of gout and acute rheumatism
are in favour of metastasis occasionally supervening.

corresponding phalanges. They bear the greatest analogy to the melacarpo phalan giun articulations,

(<].

v

)

M A 71/ T.1RSO-PHALAXG1EN- LA TERAL.
See Interoseei pedis.

METATA R'SUS, Metatar'sium, Mctape'dium,
Mctupo'divm, from

tutu, 'after,' and tuqoo;,
the tarsus. ' The instep. That part of the
foot which is situate between the tarsus and
'

METASTATIC,

Belonging toes, corresponding with the metacarpus. It is
MetastaCicvs.
or relating to metastasis.
metastatic crisis is composed of five parallel bones; one to each
one produced by metastasis; -a metastatic affec- toe. Like the metacarpal bones, they are detion, one caused bv metastasis, &c.
veloped fcpm two points of ossification.

A

METASYJN'CRtSlS,from wyy.qnw.
pose,'

and

'

Recomposition.
disciples of Asclepiades.
This physician supposed, that all animals are formed by the union
or assemblage of atoms.
He designated all
which signifies
bodies by the word auyx^iunia
assemblage.' IvyxnirtoSai, to be assembled,'
was, with him, synonymous with 'to exist;'
and o~i*x£irioditi, ' to separate,' was, with him,
synonymous with 'to dissolve,' 'to cease to exist.'
The word Metasyncrisis was invented to express the recomposition of bodies after their
momentary dissolution. Some have rendered
the word by the Latin Recorporatio.
METASYNCRIT'IC, Mctasyncrit'icus, ReBelonging or relating to metacorporati'vus.
syncrisis.
A name, formerly given to medicines to which was attributed the virtue of producing the metasyncrisis or regeneration of the
body or of some of its parts.
Metasyncritic Cycle meant a determinate
series of remedies, employed for this purpose.
;

'

'

METATARSAL,
tarsien.

METATH'ESIS, from

I comwhich indicates a change.
A word, employed by some

fAtru,

Metatar'scus,

(F.)

Relating or belonging to the

Metameta-

tarsus.

utrari&yiut, (,uiTa, and
'to place,') 'I change place.'
TransAn operation, by which a morpnsi"tio, (q. v.)
one
place to anbific agent is removed from
other, where it may produce less disturbance in
as, for example,
the exercise of the functions:
in the operation of depressing cataract, or when
a calculus in the urethra is pushed back into
the bladder.
TiBtjfii,

j

—

METATOPTOSIS, Diadexis.
METEORISMUS, Sublimation, Tympanites.
METEOROL'OGY, Meteor olog"ia, from fte

.

a discourse.'
a meteor,' and loyog,
The science, whose object is a knowledge of
the origin, formation, appearance, &c. of meThe state of the atmosphere has a most
teors.
important bearing on the health of animals.

realms,

'

'

of epidemic affections have
Meteorological observations have, hence, ever been attended to,
the
purpose of detecting
by the physician, for
the precise character of any particular epidemic
influence. The barometer, thermometer, and
hydrometer are the instruments used with this
intent to detect, as well the varying weight or
pressure, and the temperature, as the moisture.
Perhaps, of the three conditions, the last exerts
more influence in the production of disease,
than either of the others. Our knowledge,
however, of this part of Physics is extremely

The whole range

their causes seated there.

—

Metatarsal Artery, Sus-metalarsienne of
Chaussier, arises from the A. dor su! lis Tarsi;
passes transversely over the back of the foot;
and furnishes, at its convexity, which is anterior, three branches, called A. interos' sex dorsa'- limited and unsatisfactory.
These branches are distributed in
les Pedis.
METER, fxiTQov, a measure,' a suffix to
the interosseous spaces.
words denoting 'a measure,' as in Barometer,
'

Metatarsal Articula'tions

are those rethe juncture of the metatarsal
bones with each other. They are strengthened,
behind, by dorsal., and plantar ligaments; and,
before, by a transverse metatarsal ligament,
which is plantar, and has the greatest analogy
to the inferior transverse metacarpal ligament.
Metatarsal Bones, (F.) Os metatarsi ens,
are five in number, and distinguished by their
number; first, second, third, &c, reckoning
from the outer side.
Metatarsal Phalanges are the first phalanges of the toes; so called, because they are
united to the metatarsus.
Metatarsal Row (F.) Rangee metatarsienne of the bones of the tarsus, is the second
row, or that contiguous to the metatarsus;
comprehending the cuboides and three cuneiform bones: some add the scaphoides.

sulting from

—

—

METATARSEUS.

See Abductor minimi

digiti pedis.

MATATARS1EN, Metatarsal.
METATARSO-PHALAJVGIAN,
phalangia' nus.
phalanges.

MelatarsoRelating to the metatarsus and

Metatarso-Phalangian Articulations are
formed by the bones of the metatarsus and the

Pleximeter, &c.

METHiEMACHYMIA, Transfusion.
METHE, Temulentia.
METHEGLIN, Melizomum.
METHEMERINOS, Quotidian.
METHOD, Melh'odus, from /uitu, with,'
'

way.' This word
tions in the sciences.
method is the methodical
Method, Mariano's.

oSog,

'

and

has different acceptaIn Medicine, curative
treatment of disease.

See Lithotomy.

Numerical Method, Method of Observation
of Louis, consists in observing every case and
every symptom of a case numerically, so as to
ensure, as far as practicable, accuracy of observation; and to enable us by the analysis and
collation of such facts to deduce general laws

and conclusions.

MllTHODlClUES,

Methodists.
Method'ical Sect. (F.) MeA sect of physicians,
thodistes, Mithodiques.
whose doctrine was in vogue after that of the
towards the end of
Dogmatists,
Empirics and
the first century. According to the Methodists,
of whom Themison was the chief, almost every
disease was dependent on contraction or relaxastrirtum or luxum. To these two causes,
tion
they added a third mixed or compound to in.

METHODISTS,

;

—

—
METHODOLOGY

elude those affections which partook of the two
character*. The doctrine resembled, in some
respects,

that,

of Brown.

METHODOL'OGY, (MED'KJAL)
doLog"ia Mcdicu, from piQodog,

'

A

Methomethod,' and
used, by the

'a discourse.'
word
especially, to signify method applied to the study of any science.
Medical Methodalogy, consequently, means method applied
to the utudy of Medicine.
*=-/uc,

French more

METHODUS

CELS1ANA, see Lithotomy
in. Curatoria, Therapeutics
m. Franconiana, see Lithotomy
m. Guytoniana, see Litho-

—

tomy— m.

—

—

Medendi, Therapeutics.

METHOMA'NIA,from/u*fl»;, 'drunkenness,'
and ftavta, mania.' An irresistible desire for
'

intoxicating substances.

METOPAGES,

Symphyocephalus.

METOPANTRAL'GIA,
ra, and
cavity,'

'

u>\p,

and

from /ueniirov, Q*ithe forehead,' nvrotv, 'a
pain.'
Pain in the frontal

the eye,')
u/.yoc,

'

METRORRHAGIA
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'

sinuses

decided impression: followed by a full dose of
opium, fomentations, blisters, &c.
Acute inflammation of the womb, seated in
its internal membrane, has been called Inflamma'tio catarrha'lis u'teri or Acute catarrh, (F.)
Cularrhe aigu. of that viscus. It is known by
the discharge of a clear, stringy fluid, per vagiJitnn; preceded by pains, which, from the hypogastric region, shoot to the thighs, groins, &c.
with more or less fever. It requires the antiphlogistic treatment.
Chronic metritis sometimes succeeds the acute. To it must be referred the indurations, observed in the uterus,
and many of the leucorrheal discharges, to
which females are subject.
METROCARCINO'MA, Cancer u'teri, from
pijTQa, 'the uterus,' and xuQxtrwfia, 'cancer.'
Cancer of the uterus.

METROCEL1DES,

Nsvus.

METROH.-E'MIA,

Hypermelrohemie, from

/utjinu,

'the uterus,' and 'ui/«a, 'blood.'
or congestion of blood.

Hy-

peremia

METOPANTRI'TIS,

from jUna**v, 'the
forehead,' uvtpov. 'a cavity,' and Ms, denoting
inflammation.
Inflammation of the fiontal
sinuses.

METROHEMORRHAGE,
METROLOXIA,
METROMANIA,

Metrorrhagia.
Hysleroloxia.

Nymphomania.
from /u nn,a, the womb,'

METROPATHIA,

'

METOPION, Bubon galbanum.
METOPODYNIA, Neuralgia frontalis.

and na6og,

METOPON,

from wroa, the
uterus,' and peritonitis.
Inflammation of the
uterus and peritoneum. Puerperal Fever. See

Metoposcop'ia, from

f**.

racter of a person, by inspecting the traits of his
forehead or face. See Physiognomy.

Uterus.

METRAI/G1A,
and

aXyog,

'

pain.'

from fAijTQa, 'the womb,'
Pain in the uterus. Bal-

—

din^er.

the
<

Peritonitis.

METROPTOSIS,

Prolapsus uteri.

METRORRHAGIA,

Hxmorrhu'gia

uteri'na,

Sanguiflux'us uteri'nus, Hscmorrhat'a uteri'na,
(of some,) Menorrha'gia, (of some,) Uterine

Hemorrhage, Hemorrhage from
Irohemorrhuge, (F.)
Perte,

METRANASTROPHE,

affection of

METROPERlTOiNTTIS,

Xtemov, ' the forehead,' and oxotthv, ' to view.'
The art of knowing the temperament and cha-

METR A,

An

womb.

Front, Frontal bone.

METOPOS'COPY,

'affection.'

I'erte

womb,' and

the

Hi morrhagie
rouge,

uterine

Womb, Me-

de la Matrice,
the

from /urjoa,

'

break forth.' An effuof the.
sion of blood from the inner surface of the uteMETRATRE'SIA, from rQa, ' the womb,' rus, either at the menstrual or other periods;
nnd areola, im perforation.'
An unnatural but in a greater quantity than proper. Uterine
closure of the uterus.
hemorrhage may be caused by those influences
METRELCO'SIS, Metrhelco'sis, rrom^tjT^a, which produce hemorrhage in general. It hap1
the womb,' and 'tXmg, an ulcer.' Ulceration pens, however, more frequently during pregof the uterus.
nancy, and during or after delivery, when the
METREMPHRAX'IS, from /uitqcc, the ute- vascular system of the uterus is so circumrus,' and tfKf^uaaw,
I obstruct.'
Obstruction stanced as to favour its occurrence more than
of the womb. A name, under which some au- at other periods. The termination of metrorthors have confounded chronic inflammation of rhagia is usually favourable. Should it, howthat viscus, and the different degenerations to ever, be very copious, or frequently recur; or,
which it is exposed.
should it happen to a great extent after delivery,
METREN'CHYTA, Metr en' chyles, from
death may occur very speedily; and, in some
tjsc,
the uterus,' and ty/i/w, I inject.' Injec- cases, without the discharge being perceptible;
tion of the uterus.
Substances injected into constituting internal hemorrhage.
the uterus are also called Metren'chyla.
Uterine hemorrhage may be active or passive;
requiring obviously a different treatment. The
METRHELCOSIS, Metrelcosis.
METRlOPATHl'A,fromAUTe«oc,' tempered,' general management is similar to that of Heand 7ra9oi;, 'affection.' State of an individual, morrhage in general, (q. v.;) as the horizontal
posture; acid drinks; free admission of cool
whose passions are temperate.
Fe- air; cold applications to the loins, thighs, and
l'TIS, from ^>;t S «, 'the womb;'
Iris uteri'na, Hysteri'tis. Empres ma Hysteri'tis, abdomen; injection of cold water, even of iced
Inflamma'tio Uteri, Inflammation of the Uterus water, into the vagina; plugging the vagina,
or Womb. (F.) Inflammation dc la matrice. The so as to prevent the discharge per vaginam, and
thus induce a coagulum in the mouths of the
characteristic symptoms of this affection are:
pain, swelling, and tenderness in the hypogas- bleeding vessel.
Such will be the special plan
tric region; with heat, pain, and tenderness of adopted where the hemorrhage has occurred in
the os uteri; vomiting, smallness, and frequency one not recently delivered. In uterine hemorof pulse. It occurs, most frequently, after de- rhage, after delivery, the same cooling plan
livery, when there is, generally, suppression of must be followed; but, as the flow of blood is
the lochia! discharge. The treatment must be owing to the uterus not contracting so as to
vigorous, as bleeding early, so as to make a const.ringe its vessels, pressure must be made

Uterus, inversion

m

'

'

'

'

M

'

'

METR

1

—

-

Q^yvvfitt,

'

I

——
METRORRHEXIS

stimulate it to contraction. Should the female
be excessively reduced, so as to render the accoucheur apprehensive that she may expire
from loss of blood, brandy may be exhibited.
The profuse exhibition of opium in such cases,
is, at least, a doubtful plan.
Transfusion (q. v.) has, at times, been practised as a last resource.
METRORRHEXIS, Uterus, rupture of the.

AlEULIkRE,

MEUM,

MICROCOSMA SCIENTIA, Physiology.

i

MICROCOSMOGRAPIIIA,
MK'ROCOUS'TIC,

1

from mThis word,

hear.'

—

MICROGLOSSIA,
yJLtoona,

from

--(xooc,

'

small,'

and

tongue.' Original stnallness of tono-ue.

'

MICROLEUCONY'MPILEA,Nymplia;aalba.

MICROM'ELUS,
'

small,'

and

/ueXos,

'

Hemi/ueles, from ^iwoc,
a limb.' A monster having

imperfectly developed extremities.

MICROMMATUS, Microphthalmus.
MICROPHTHALMOS, from ,m<*ooc,
and

Daphne Mezereum.

astain,' from uiomoi,
Inquinamm'turn, Conto! gium.
The word miasm has, by some, been employed
synonymously with contagion. It is now used
more definitely for any emanation, either from
the bodies of the sick, or from animal and vegetable substances, or from the earth, especially
in marshy districts, {marsh poison, Efflnf ciuni

Gas

'

—

section.

,

'I contaminate.'

palus'tre,

uxovio,

'

-Ethusa meum.

palus'trP.,

Physiology.

Microcus' tints,

as well as Microphonous, from /uixoa;,
small,'
and (/icon/, 'voice,' means any tiling that contributes to increase the intensity of sound
as
the speaking trumpet by collecting the sonorous rays.

J

MEURTRISSURE, Contusion.
MEVIUM, Syphilis.
MEZEA. Genital organs.

MEZFREON,

and

\xqos, 'small,'

Molar.

MIASM, il/H/s'7Brt,iiii«Ti<a,

MILIARY
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on the abdomen to aid tins; and, if necessary,
the hand must be introduced into the uterus to

METROTOM1A, Cesarean
MEU, iEthusa meum.

—

(F.)

Intoxication des

Marais,) which may exert a morbid influence
on those who are exposed to its action. To
these terrestrial emanations the Koino iniasviata of Dr. E.Miller of New York— the Italians
give the name ana cattiva, but, more commonly,
malaria ; a word which has been adopted into
The deleterious effluvia, oriother languages.
ginating from the decomposition of matter debody, have been called
human
the
rived from
by Dr. Miller, ldiomiasmfola: the epithets Koino
and Idio being derived respectively from xouug,

—

(xpdccX/uoc,

'

eye.'

One who

'

little,'

has small eyes.

MICROPHTHAL'MUS,Mcrom'm«^s,from
fA.iy.<n)i, 'small,' and oipduX/uoc, 'eye.'
A monster with

too small, or imperfectly developed

eyes.

MICROR'CHIDES,
and oy/ic, 'a

testicle.'

from

fiutoos,

'small,'

They who have

very

small testicles.

MICROSPHYCTOS,
and ayvyuoq,

'

pulse.'

from uixoog,

One who

'

small,'

has a small

pulse.

MICTIO CRUENTA, Hematuria— m. Inopportuna, Enuresis m. lnvoluntaria, Enuresis
m Sancuinea, Hematuria.
MICTURITION, Mictio, Mictus, from MicThe act of making
turio, 'I make water.'

—

—

water.

MICTUS CRUENTUS,

Hcematuria.

MIDRIFF, Diaphragm.

MIDWIFE, from

mio,' with,' and PiF, wife;'
or, from mio. 'meed,' 'recompense,' and Pi)-*,
wife.'
Mutro'na, Obstct'rix, Hyptrc' tria, Mica,
' common,' and idtog,' personal.'
Of the miasms, Mxutria, Acccs'toris. (F.) Sage-femme, Accouwhich arise either from the animal body or from cheuse. A female who practises midwifery.
MIDWIFERY, Obstetrics.
the most unhealthy situations, we know.chymiMIEL, Mel to. d'Acetate de Cuivre, Linically, nothing. All that we do know, is, that,
sruginis m. Mercuriale compose, Melemanations
take
metitum
under such circumstances,
to. Rosat, Mel
place, capable of causing disease in many of litum de murcuriali compositum
Rosa?.
those who are exposed to their action.
MIEUTER, Accoucheur.
MIASMAT'IC, Miasmat'icus. Belonging or
MIGRAINE, Hemicrania.
relating to miasmata. Sauvages, in his classiMIGRANA, Hemicrania.
fication of diseases according to their etiology,
'

'

has a class under the

MIKANIA GUACO.

The

MILFOIL, Achillea millefolium.
MILIAIRE, Miliary fever.
MILIARIA SUDAN'S, Miliary fever— m.

name Morbi miasmatici.
fevers that arise from marshy miasms, are
styled mula'rious, palu'dal, Helop'yrge, Helopyretoi,

&c.

MICE

.

PANIS.

Guaco.

Sudatoria, Miliary fever.

See Triticum.

MIL'IARY (FEVER,) Empldysis milia'ria,
Miliaria, M. sudans, Miliaris, M. sudator'ia,
Champaca, Febris miliaris, Exanlhe'ma miliaria, Syn'ochus
Champacam, Mickelia Tsjampaca, Tsjampaca. miliaria, Aspre'do miliacea, Febris csscro'sa,
prized
for
the odour Febris puncticula'ris, F. culicula'ris, F. vesicumuch
tree,
An Oriental
and beauty of its flowers. The oily infusion la'ris, Pur'pura puerpera'rum, P. milia'ris, Feof the flowers is employed, in the Moluccas, in bris purpura!'tl rubra et alba milia'ris, Pur'pura

MICATIO CORDIS, Systole.
M I C H E'L I A C H A M'P A C A,

alba btnig'na

headache.

MICOSIS.

Frambcesia.

sudo'ris,

MICROCEPH'ALUS,

e.t

malig'na, Sudam'ina, Pap'ulx

Millet-seed rash, (F.) Miliaire, Millot,
It is so called from the
blanc, Millet.

Microcra' nius from Pourpre
head.' A monster eruption resembling the seed of the milium or
Fever, accompanied by an eruption of
millet.
having a small head, or a small cranium.
small, red, isolated pimples, rarely confluent,
M1CROCRANIUS, Microcephalia.
Ml'CROCOSM, Microcos'mus, from uixqoc, but almost always very numerous, slightly
'world.'
A little world. raised above the skin, and presenting, at the
•little' nnd y.onuoc,
Some'p niloso P hers have given this a PP ellation end of 24 hours, a small vesicle filled with a
consider as the epitome of white, transparent fluid; which quickly dries
to man. whom they
The world up, and separates in the form of scales. Miliary
in the world.
all that' is admirable
fever is now rare, in consequence of the coolcall Macrocosm.
luxooj,

they

'

small,'

and xtyulr},

,

'

MILII

BEMINA
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MINER'S

>ng practice in fevers and other states of the
system. It is, almost always, brought on by
external heat, and hence the prevention is obvious.
The treatment is simple. It requires
merely U, e antiphlogistic regimen, in ordinary

Miliary Granulations

or

Sugar of

MILIOLUM.
let,' Cenc/irid'ion.

lids,

Italicum.

Diminutive of mil'ium, « milA small tumour on the eye-

resembling, in

Butter.

Goat
Sheep

Sheep

Woman

Cow

Ass

Cow

Woman

Goat

Mare

Mare

Serum.

Milk.

Ass

Tubercles. See

Granulation.

MILII SEMINA, Panicum

Caseum.

Ass

Woman Cow

Woman

Cow

Ass

Mare

Mare

Goat
Sheep

Goat
Sheep

Milkscall, Porrigo

Milk Sicknkss.

size, a millet-seed.

A

larvalis.

disease occasionally obAlabama, Indiana, and

MILITARIS HERBA, Achillea millefolium. served in the States of
MILIUM, Grutum, Panicum miliaceum, see Kentucky, and which
Hydatid— m. Indicum, Panicum
Solis,

Lithospermum

Italicum

— m.

officinale.

MILK,

Sax. meolc, Lac, Gala, (F.) Lait. A
fluid, secreted by the mammary glands of the
females of the mammalia. The skimmed milk
of the coio, (F.) Lait de Vache, contains water,
caseous matter, traces of butter, sugar of milk,
chloride of sodium, phosphate, and acetate of
potass, lactic acid, lactate of iron, and earthy
phosphate. The cream is formed of butter,
caseum, and whey, in which there is sun-ar of
milk and salts. Cow's milk is employed for
the preparation of cream, butter, cheese, whey,
sugar of milk, and frangipane. It is useful in
a number of cases of poisoning; either by acting as a demulcent, or by decomposing certain
poisons, or by combining with others so as to
neutralize them.
It is constantly employed as
aliment, and may be regarded as an emulsion,
in

which butter and caseum are found

affects both man and
cattle, but chiefly the latter.
It is attributed in
cattle to something eaten or drunk by them;
in man to the eating of the flesh of animals
labouring under the disease. Owing to the
tremors that characterize it in animals, it is
called the Trembles.
The symptoms of the disease are such as are
produced by the acro-narcotic class of poisons
—vomiting, purging, extreme nervous agitation, &c: and the approved indications of treatment appear to be gentle emetics and laxatives, with quiet, and mucilaginous drinks.

and

—

—

—

—

—

—

MILLEFEUILLE, Achillea millefolium.
MILLEFOLIUM, Achillea millefolium
M1LLEMORB1A SCROPHULARIA, Scro-

in sus-

pension.
When taken into the stomach, it is
coagulated by the gastric fluids, and the coagulum is digested like any other solid. The watery parts are absorbed.

—

MiLK,SNAKEs',Euphorbiacorollata m. Spots,
Strophulus in. Sugar of, Sugar of milk— in. of
Sulphur, Sulphur prsecipitatum m. Vetch, Astragalus verus— m. Vetch, stemless, Astragalus
exscapus m. Weed.Asclepias Syriaca, Euphorbia corollata— m. Wort, bitter, Polygala a'mara
m. Wort, common, Polygala m. Wort, rattlesnake, Polygala senega.

phularia nodosa.

MILLEPEDES,

Onisci

aselli.

MILLEPER TV IS ORDINAIRE, Hypericum

Milk, Almond, Emulsio nmygdalas.
Milk, Asses', (F.) Lait d'anesse, considerably resembles human milk, of which it has the
consistence, smell, and taste: but it contains a
little less cream, and more soft, caseous matter.
It is often used by those labouring under

perforatum.

MILLET, Miliary fever— m. Barbadoes, Panicum Italicum— m. Common, Panicum miliaceum— m. Indian, Panicum Italicum— m. des
Oiseaux, Panicum Italicum— to. Ordinaire, Panicum miliaceum.
MILLET-SEKD RASFI, Miliary fever.

pulmonary affections.
Milk, Ewes', (F.) Lait de Brebis. It affords
MILLIGRAMME, from mille, 'a thousand,'
more cream than cows' milk; but the butter is and yqafxy.*, a gramme.' The thousandth part
The caseum, on the contrary, is falter, of a gramme; about 0.0154 Trov grain.
softer.
and more viscid. It contains less serum than
MILLIGRANA, Herniaria glabra.
'

—

cow's milk.
from it.

The Roquefort cheeses

are

made

—

Milk, Goats', (F.) Lait de Chevre, resembles cows' milk: the butyraceous matter, however, which enters into its composition, is more
solid than that of the cow.

—

Milk, Human, (F.) Lait dcfcmme, contains
more sugar, milk, and cream, and less caseum,

MILLIMETRE,

from mille, 'a thousand,'
measure.' The thousandth part
of the metre;— equal to 0.03937 Engl, inch, or
about two-fifths of a line.
MILL MOUNTAIN, Linum catharticum.
MILLOT, Miliary fever.
MILPHJE, Madarosis.
MILPHOS1S, Madarosis.

and

^tfToor,

'

MILTWASTE, Asplenium.
composition differs acthan cows' milk.
MIMOSA N1LOTICA, see Acacia; gummi
cording to the distance of time from delivery.
m. Scandens, Cachang-Parang in. Senega],
Milk, Male's, Sperm.
see Senegal, gum.
conJument,—
de
Milk, Mares', (F.) Lait
MIND, ABSENCE OF, Aphelxia socors—
tains only a small quantity of fluid butyrace- m. Abstraction of, Aphelxia intenta—
m. Unous'matter; a little caseum, softer than that of sound. Insanity.
cows' milk, and more serum.
MINERALIUM, Antimonium.
Its

—

From a considerable number of experiments,
Messrs. Deyeux and Parmentier class the six
kinds of milk, which they examined, according
to the following table, as regards the relative
quantity of the materials they contain.
40.

—

MINERS ELBOW. An enlargement of a
bursa over the olecranon, occurring in such as
are in the habit of leaning much upon it; and,
therefore, often seen on those who work on the
side in low-roofed mines.

MINIMUM

A minim, 'the least part or
60th part of a fluidrachm. This
measure has heen introduced by the London
College of Physicians, in consequence of the
uncertainty of the size of the drop, (see Gutta )
The subdivision of the wine pint has, accordingly, been extended to the 00th part of the
fluidrachm; and glass measures, called minim
measures, have been adopted by the London
College. The proportion between the minims
and the drops of various fluid preparations is
exhibited in the following table. The results
were obtained by Mr. B. Durand, a skilful
Pharmacien, of Philadelphia, under circumstances as regards the different articles, as nearly
MIN'IMUM.

portion.'

MISTURA

4CG

The

identical as possible.

Table of the Number of Drops of Different LlQUlDS EQUIVALENT TO A FLU 1DKACHM.
Drops.

120
45

Acid Acetic Crystallizable,
Acid Hydrocyanic (Medicinal,)
Muriatic

54
84

Nitric,

diluted (1 to 7,)

51

90
120

Sulphuric,
aromatic,
diluted (1 to 7,)

51

The gout (q. v.) has been so called by
some, because it commonly affects the rich.
MIS'TLETOE, Viacom album.
MISTU'RA. A mixture; from miscere, mixIvm, to mix.' A mingled compound, in which
different ingredients are contained in the fluid
state; suspended or not by means of mucilaginous or saccharine matter. In this sense, it
In
is synonymous with the French Futiun.
France, however, the word mixture is more
frequently understood to mean a liquid medicine, which contains very active substances,
and can only be administered by drops. A mixture, in other words, in the French sense, may
be regarded as a potion, (q. v.) deprived of
watery vehicle.
Mistuha Ac"ini Hydrocvan'ici, Mixture of
Prussic acid, Melange, pectoral (Mage n die ) (Medicinal prussic acid, 1 drachm, distilled xcater,
§1 4, pure sugar, ^iss.) A dessertspoonful every
morning and evening, as a pectoral. &c.
Mistura Ammoni'aci, Lac ammonia ci, Mixture of ammoniac.
(Ammoniac, ^ij, aquae Oss.
Rub the ammoniacum: adding the water gradually, until they are perfectly mixed.)
Dose,
f. £ss to f.
3J.
Mistura Amygdala, Emnlsio amygdala?.
poor.

'

Mistura Asafce'tidje, Lac asafatulx.

Ei/iul-

1 Hb
Alcohol (rectified Spirit,)
sio a.ntihyster'ica, Mixture of asafatida, (F.) Lait
120 d'asafatida. (Asafcetidx, ^ij, aquas, Oss. Rub
Alcohol, diluted (proof Spirit,)
57 together, adding the water by degrees.)
Arsenite of Potassa, solution of,
Used
150 where pills cannot be swallowed, and as a glisEther, Sulphuric
Oil of Aniseed, Cinnamon, Cloves, Pepand
in
ascater in irritations during dentition,
permint, Sweet Almonds, Olives,.. 120 rides. Dose, f. §ss to f. ^iss.
Tincture of Asafcetida, Foxglove, Guaiac,
Mistura Asafcetida fro Clvsmate, Enema
120 fcetidum.
Opium
Iron
132
Tincture of Chloride of
Mistura Cam'piiora, Aqua camphors (Ph.
7b U.S.) Camphor mixture, Camphor julep, MisVinegar, distilled,
7b tura camphora'ta, Julu'piwn e camphor a seu camof Colchicum,
78 phora'tum, (F.) Julep camphor 6. (Camphor ^ss;
of Opium (black drop.)
7b rectified spirit, ,10 minims, jen'er, a pint. Rub
of Squill
45 the camphor and spirit; add the water and filIVnter, distilled
4 ...
54 ter.) Virtues like those of camphor. See
Water of Ammonia (strong,)
(weak,)
45 Emulsio Camphorse.
do.
Do.
78
Wine (Teneriffe,)
Mistuua Cornu Usti, Decoc'tum cornu ccrvi'72
Antimonial,
ni, Decoc'tum album, Decoction of burnt hartsColchicum,
75
of
horn. Mixture of burnt hartshorn. (Cornuum78 ust. §ij, acacix gum. cont.
of Opium,
aqux Oiij. Boil
t

MINISTER GYMNASTS,

gj,

Pxdotriba.
toOij, constantly stirring and strain. Ph. L.)
Mistura Chktje, Fotio carbona'tis calcis, MisMINIUM. Plumbi oxydum rnbrum m. Grtecorum, Hydrargyri sulphuretum rubrum m. tura creta'cea, Mucila'go crel'ica, Chalk mixture,
(Crctxpp. £ss,sacchar.,
(F.) Mixture de craie.
Purum, Hydrargyri sulphuretum rubrum.
MINORATIVUS, Laxative.
acacix gumm. in pulv. aa gij, aqux cinnam. aqux,
MINT, COCK, Tanacetum balsamita— m. aaf. §iv. Mix. Ph. U. S.) Antacid and abCurled, Mentha crispa m. Cat, Nepeta— m. sorbent. Dose, f. §j to f. gij.
Mistura Diabol'ica. A mixture under this
Horse, Monarda punctata m Hyssop- leaved,
Mentha cervina— m. Pepper, Mentha piperita— name is kept in military hospitals for the malinviridis—
Water,
m.
Mentha gerers. It is made of sundry nauseous ingrem. Spear, Mentha
dients, as alces, asafcetida, castor, &c, and is
aquatica.
iriven so as to keep up a disagreeable depression
MINUTHESIS, Meiosis.
MISANTHRO'PIA, Misanthropy, Eranthro'- on the gustatory nerves.
Mistura Emeti'na Vomito'ria, Emetic Mixpia, from /"ioo?, hatred,' and arSpumoq, man.'
Aversion for men and society. A symptom of ture of emetine. (Emetine, 4 gr., orange-flower
water gij, syrvp, §ss, M.) A dessert spoonful
melancholy, and hypochondriasis.

—

—

—

'

'

MISCARRIAGE,

—

Abortion.

every half hour till it acts.
Mistura Ferri Compos'ita, Compound mixCoptis
Teeta.
ture of iron, (F.) Mixture defer compose e, GrifM1SHME TEETA,
MAR, Mesernar. A name given by fith's mixture. (Myrrh, cont. %), potussx curb.
Avicenna to a kind of nodus, which torms on gr xxv, aqux rosx, f- §viiss, Jerri sulph. cont.
contusion or inflam- gj, sp. luvand. f^s, sacchar. ^j. Rub together
the toes as the sequel of
the myrrh, subcarbonate of potass, and sugar;
mation of those parts.
MISOPTO'CHOS, from uime, 'hatred.' and then add, while triturating, the rose-water, spi' poor.'
That which has hatred fur the rit of nutmeg; and, lastly, the sulphate of iron.

MISERERE

MIS

jitv'xo:,

MET,

Ileus.

1

—

—
MITEL LA

Tour the mixture
stop

it

close,

directly into a "lass bottle, and
S.)
It isotonic and era-

Ph. U.

menagogue, and

is

MODUS

407

useful wherever iron

is in-

dicated.

Mistuiia Gua'iaci, Mixture of guuiac, Lac
guuiuci, Emul'sio guaiaci'na, Misturu guaiaci
gummo'sa. M. gummi gua'iaci Berge'ri, Solu'tio
guaiaci gummo'sa, 6'. rtsi'nse guaiaci aquo'sa,
(F.) Mixture. <le Gayac. (Guaiac. G. resi?i. giss,
sacai. pur. sjij, mac. acaciw gum. zij, aq. annum,
'•
o v ''.)- Rub the guuiacuin with the sugar;
then with the mucilage. Add, gradually, the
cinnamon water. Ph. L.) Dose, f. gss to f. gij.

Mr. Hope,

for

much used

in this country.

diarrhoea and

dysentery, and
It is essentially

a.

Although the proposer employed the acidum nitrosum of the Edinburgh
nitrate of morphia.

Pharmacopoeia, nitric acid is generally used.
(Acid, nitros. f. ^j; Aquse camphor, f. 3 viij; Tincl.
opii g't- xl. M.) Dose, a fourth part every three
or four hours.

—

Mixture, Musk, Mistura Moschi m. NeuLiquor Potass® Citratis m.of Prussic acid,
Mistuia acidi hydrocyanici.
Mixture, Scudamore's. A mixture recommended by Sir C. Scudamore in gouty and
Mistuiia Gummi Guaiaci Bergeri, Mistura rheumatic affections, and much prescribed in
Guaiaci m. Leniens, Looch ex ovo.
the United Stales.
Magnts. sulph. §i ^ij:
Mistuiia Moscm, Mask Mixture, Mistura Aquae mtnlhx f. ^x; Accli colchic. f. 5J f. ^iss;
moschata. (Mosclii, acacia: gum cunius., succli. Syrup croci f.
Dose, one,
,^j; Magnes. ^viij. M.
purif., sing, gj, aq. rusx f. gvj.
Rub the musk two or three lablespoonfuls, repeated every two
with the sugar; add the gum, and, by degrees, hours on a paroxysm of gout, until from four
the rose-water. Ph. L.)
Dose, f. gss to f. gij. to six evacuations are produced in the twentyMistuiia Strychnine, Mixture of strychnia. four hours.
(Distilled water, ^ij, very yure strychnia, 1 gr.,
Mixturj of Strychnia, Mistura strychnia?.
white sugar sjij, M.) Dose, a dessert spoonful.
MNEME, Memory.
Mistuka yuT.pnuRico-Acir)A, Elixir acidum
Mneme Cephal'icum Bal'samum. A very
Halleri
m. Vulneraria acida, Arquebusade compound medicine, into which entered Bulm f
eau d\
Lily, Rosemary, Lavender, Borage, Broom, Roses,

—

tral,

—

——

—

MITELLA, Sling.
MITH'RIDATE, Mithridati.um,

Thyme, Storax, Galbanum, &c.

Violet, Saffron,

Antid'otum
MNEMONEUTICE, Mnemonics.
Milhridatum, Diascin'ci antid'otus, Confec'tio
MNEMONICS, Mnemon'irS, Mnemoncu'tice,
Damoc'rutis. A very compound electuary, into from /urun/uui, I recollect.' The art of aiding
which entered Myrrh, of Arabia, Saffron, Aga- the memory by signs; and of forming, in some
ric, Ginger, Cinnamon, Frankincense, Garlic,
sort, an artificial memory.
Mustard, Birthwort, Galbanum, Castor Long pepMOANING, from Sax. maenan, ' to grieve.'
per, Opoponux, Bdellium, Gum Arabic, Opium, Rcspira'tio luctuo'sa, Mychthis'mos. A plaintive
Gentian, Orris, Sagapenum, Valerian, Acacia, respiration, in which the patient utters audible
Hypericum, Canary wine, Honey, &c. It was groans.
invented by Mithndates, king of Pontus and
MOBILE, see Saint Augustine.
Bithynia, and was formerly regarded as alexiMOBILITY, Mobil'itas, from mobilis, conpharmic. It is little used at the present day; traction of mocibilis, that can be moved.' The
and, from its heterogeneous nature, should be power of being moved. In physiology, great
wholly abandoned.
nervous susceptibility, often joined to a disposiMlTRA HIPPOCRATICA, Bonnet d Hippo- tion to convulsion. Greatly developed excitabi'

,

•

'

1

crate.

lity.

MITRAL,

Having the form of a

Milru'lis.

mitre; resembling a bishop's mitre.
Mitral Valves, Valvules mitra'les, V. episcopates.
Two triangular valves, at the opening of communication between the left auricle
of the heart and the corresponding ventricle.
These valves are formed by the inner membrane of the left cavities of the inner heart;
and are retained on the side of the ventricle by

tendinous cords, proceeding from the column®
They form species of valves, which
carnere.
permit the blood to pass from the auricle into
the ventricle and oppose its return.

MITTE

An

(P.), Efflu'vium Lalrina'rium.
privies, which strongly

emanation exhaled from

It consists of ammonia, united
and hydro-sulphuric acids.

irritates the eyes.

to the carbonic

MOCHLIA.
from fAo/Xoc,

Reduction of a luxated bone;

a lever.

MOCHL1CUS, Purgative.
MOCK KNEES, Crusta genu equina}.
MODIOLUS, the nave of a wheel.' One of
'

the hollow cones in the cochlea of the ear, forming a nucleus, axis, or central pillar, round
which the gyri of the cochlea pass. The modiolus forms the inner and larger portion of the
central pillar, and is the cavity seen at the bottom of the meatus auditorius internus. It lodges
a branch of the auditory nerve. The cential
portion of the modiolus contains a number of
minute canals, and is called in consequence
Tractus spiralis foraminulo'sus. Into these the
nerves of the cochlea enter, and pass out at
right angles between the bony plates forming
the Zona ossea of the lamina spiralis, to be expanded on the membranous portion of the la-

MIXTURE, Mistura— m. of Ammoniac, Mistura -ammoniaci— m. of Asafoetida, Mistura Asam. Cam- mina.
fcetidoe— m. Calmanle, Looch ex ovo
Modiolus also means the Crown of the trem. Camphor, Mistura
phor, Mistura camphorae
camphoroe— m. Chalk, Mistura Cretre— m. de pan.
MODIUS.
dry measure, the third of an
Craie, Mistura crets m. of Emetine, emetic,
Mistura emetine vomitoria m. de Fer compo- amphora, equal to the bushel. Varro.
OPERAN'DI, mode of operating.'
in. de Gayac, Miss6e, Mistura ferri composita
tura Guaiaci— m. Griffith's, Mistura ferri com- This term is applied to the general principle
of
upon
Guaiaci
which
m.
remedies act in morbid states of
posita
m. of Guaiac, Mistura
a subject of much interest, although
Hartshorn, burnt, Mistura cornu usti m. com- the body
involved in considerable obscurity.
pound, Mistuia ferri composita.
The following classification will convey some
mixture prepared by
Mixtuuk, Hope's.

—

—

—

A

MODUS

—

—

A

—

;

—

—

'

— —

—
MOELLE

MOLLIPUFFS

4fid

idea of the ways in which ditferent organs
be excited into action. *.

may

MOLASSES,
MOLE, Mola,
pliyr'ius fatns,

Table.

Melasses.

from moles,

'

mass.'

Germen falsum,

Myll, Ze-

1'sr.udocye'sis

A flesh v, insenat others, hard
mass; of
variable and indeterminate size, which forms in
the uterus, and is slightly united by vessels to
3.
that organ; from which its feeble vitality is derived.
It has been conceived by some to be alMOELLE, Marrow— m. Mongee, Medulla ways owing to imperfect conception; but moles
oblongata m. Epinib-e, Medulla spinalis m. may form in the undoubted virgin. They seem
V&rtebralr., Medulla spinalis.
to be owing to a morbid process; and certainly
See Mephitism.
are generally connected with conception.
At
MOFFAT,
OF. Mof- times, they contain parts of the foetus but comfat is a village situate about £0 miles S. W. of monly do not.
At very different periods, in
Edinburgh. The water is a cold sulphureous; different women, the diseased mass is expelled
containing, in a wine gallon, 36 grains of chlo- from the uterus, with ordinary symptoms of
ride of sodium, 5 cubic inches of carbonic gas, abortion; and the case requires similar ma4 of azote, and 10 of sulphohydric acid. Jt re- nagement. See, also, Naivus and Conception,
sembles Harrowgate water in its properties.
(false.)
1.

By

2.

By an impulse conveyed by

immediate contact of the remedy, and
by absorption or mediate contact.
the nerves, through an
impression made on the stomach or elsewhere.
By contiguous or continuous sympathy, or by that
which is excited by mere proximity and continuity
of parts.
actual or

molaris, Graviditas molaris.

sible, at times, soft

—

—

MOFE1TE.
MINERAL WATERS

;

A strong chalybeate spring was discovered
MOLECULE, Moltc'ula, Mass'ula; diminuthere about the year 1828, which contains ses- tive of Moles, 'a mass.' A minute portion of
quisulphated peroxide of iron, sulphate of alu- any body. Also, the cicalricula, ma'cula, tread
mina, and uncombined sulphuric acid.
of the cock, or embryo part of the impregnated
MOGILA'LIA, from,Mo>tc, 'with difficulty,' ovum, observable by the microscope before the
and XaXtiv, to speak.' Difficult articulation. ovum has left the ovarium of the hen. It lies
This word is inaccurately written by Paul Zac- under the epidermic coats of the yelk, and upon
chias,
Mola'lia, and Molilalia.
Impediment, its proper coat. If the ovum, according to Vaof speech. See Balbuties.
lentin, be lacerated and its contents minutely
MOGOSTOC1A, Dystocia.
examined, the cicatricula is found like a grayish
TASSEL, Eupatorium purpu- white disk, which in its whole periphery is
dense, granulous, and opake, but in the centre
reum.
MOIS, Menses.
presents a clear nongranulous and perfectly diMOISTURE, Mador, (F.) MoUeur, nnciently aphanous point. Purkinje found, that when he
moisteur.
Simple humidity of the skin. The removed the dark granulous mass by suction
skin is said to be moist or in a state of moisture, with a small tube, there remained a perfectly
transparent vesicle filled with a pellucid lymph,
when there is slight perspiration.
which had a decidedly spherical form, but being
MOITEVR, Moisture.
extremely delicate, was easily lacerable, and
MOLA. Patella.
then its fluid escaped. As he found this, which
MOLAGOCOD1, Piper nigrum.
after its discolater naturalists have named
MOLAIRE, Molar.
verer the Purkinjean vesicle, in the ova of the
MOLALIA, Mogilalia.
MOLAR, Mola'ris, My'licus, (F.) Molaire, ovary, but could not see it in ova, which had
Meulikrc. That which bruises or grinds; from already entered the oviduct, he gave it the
name germinal vesicle, vesic'ula prolif'era seu
molaris, a grindstone,' or mo/a, a millstone.'
Molar Glands. Two small bodies formed germinati'va. Besides a perfectly colourless
mucous
crypts;
seated
the
fluid, this contains one or more dark corpuscles,
collection
of
in
a
by
substance of the cheeks, between the massejter which appear as nuclei through the including
and buccinator muscles, and whose excretory membrane in the shape of opake spots the
duct opens into the mouth opposite the last germinal spot macu'la germinati'va, nu'cleus
its
germinuti'vus. The granulous membrane
molar tooth.
Molar Teeth, Grinders, Jaw Teeth, Molares thickened portion, the so called "cicatricula,"
permanen'tes dentes, Dentes molares, Gomphioi,
and the germinal vesicle, constitute those
(F.) Dents molaires on machelikres, occupy the parts of the ovum, which pass immediately into
part
of
each
alveolar
arch.
original foundation of the embryo, the biasTheir
cothe
farther
rona? are broader than they are high: unequal, toderma or germinal membrane.
MOLECULAR, Molecula'ris, Of or belongtuberculated; and the roots are more or less
subdivided. They are 20 in number, 10 in each ing to molecules or minute portions of any thing.
jaw. The first two pairs of molar teeth, in each Hence molecular death, in contradistinction to
jaw, have been called lesser molares or bicuspid somatic death.
MOLEJVE, Verbascum nigrum.
The coronas have
(q. v.), Dentes bicuspida'ti.
two tubercles; the outer being more proMOLI'MEN, from molior, to move or stir.'
larger
than
the inner. The root 'An attempt to struggle.'
minent and
simple;
sometimes
commonly
bifurcated.
is
Moli'men Hjemorkhag"ici7m. The hemorThe other three pairs have been termed, Great rhagic diathesis or impulsion.
molares Dents multicuspidees (Ch.) Their coMolimen Hkmorrhoida'lI. The hemorrhoironas are cubical, rounded, and have, at the up- dal diathesis or impulsion.
See Hsemorrhois.
per surface, four or five tubercles, separated by
Molimen Menstrua'le. The menstrual diadeep furrows. The root is divided into two,
thesis or impulsion.
three, four, and five fangs, which are more or
MOLLESCENCE, Mollities.
The third great molaris appears
less curved.
MOLLET, Sura.
a long time after the others; and, hence, has
'

MOHAWK

—

—

'

'

—

—

—

—

'

'

—

been called Dens sapientix or Wisdom

tooth.

MOLLIPUFFS,

Lycoperdon,

;

MOLLIS

Pia mater.
MOLLP'TIES, Molles'cmcc Mp lads''mus, (F.)
tiamollissement, from mollis, 'soft.' Preternatural softness of an organ or part of an oigan.
MoLLiTiEa Cerebri, Mulacu'sis Cerebri, Enctpkalamala'cia, Secrenceph'alus (VV. Farr,) Mol~
kscence, or softening, or a kind of liquefaction
of the cerebral substance; the remainder pre-

serving

its ordinary consistency, (F.) Ramollissement ducerveau, ApopUxie capillaire, (Cru-

veilhier.)

The symptoms denoting

it

are equi-

vocal.

Mollities Os'sium, Matacosteo'sis, Malacos'teon, Paros'tia, Jiex'i/is, Osteosarco'sis, Spina
vento'sa (of some,) Osteomula' ciu, Softening
of
the bones, (F.) Osteomalacic, Ostto-malaxic,

A

Ostio-malakie, Ramol/issement des os.
rare
affection in which the bones are deprived of
their salts, particularly of the phosphate of lirne,
;ind consist only, or mainly, of gelatin; hence
they acquire a degree of suppleness, which renders them unfit for the performance of their
functions.
The disease generally affects all the
bones; but it is especially remarkable, durinolife, in the long bones, which assume any curvature that may be wished. Very violent pain
is often experienced in them; and the urine
frequently contains an enormous proportion of
calcareous phosphate. The patient is compelled
to remain in the horizontal posture; the bones
no longer being fixed points for the muscles to
act upon. The disease has, hitherto, always
terminated fatally, and dissection has exhibited
the gelatinous nature of the bones; which, by
desiccation, have become transparent, as if they
had heen macerated in acid.
Experience has afforded no means of relief
in this dreadful affliction.
The alkaline salts,
earthy phosphates, &,c. are of little or no use.

MOLL US CUM, Atheroma — m. Contagiosum,

see Atheroma.

MOLOPS,

Vibices.

MOLYBDENUM MAGNES1I, Manganese,
black oxide

of.

MOLYBDOS, Plumbum.
MOLYNE, Anus.

The Oleum monardx

carminative.

is

officinal

in the United States.

Monarda, Purple, M.

MONDER, (F.)

fislulosa.

from mundus,

'

cleanly.'

To

render clean or pure. In Pharmacy, it means
to separate any substance from its impure or
useless portion. In surgery, monder ou mondifier une plaie, is to clean or deteroe a wound.
MONDIFICJ1TIFS, Detergents.
MOjXDIFIER UJfE PLJ11E. See Monder.
MONE'MERON, Monoe'mcron; from /uoroc,
'one,' and r jui^a, 'a day.'
A name given to
several collyria, which were supposed to be capable of curing diseases of the eyes in a day.
MONES1A. A vegetable extract, imported
into Europe from South America within the
l

t

few years, in hard, thick cakes. It is prepared from the bark of a tree, whose botanical
name is unknown. It is very fiiable,and its.
fracture very much resembles that of a welltorrefied cocoanut.
It is wholly soluble in
water; and its taste which is at first sweet
last

—

sometimes becomes astiingent.
It is on account of its astringent properties, that
it has been prescribed in chronic bronchitis, haemoptysis, diarrhoea, leucorrhcea, uterine hemorrhage, &c.
It has been applied locally, in the
form of ointment. (Mones. p. 1. jidipis, p.
vij.)
The dose of Monesia, is from 12 to 4U
like liquorice,

grains

day.

a

MONEYWORT, Lysimachia

nummulaiia.

MONGO'LIAN.

Anthropologists give the
Mongolian, race to a variety of the human
species, spread over a great part of the north of
Asia, in China, India, Thibet, the Moluccas, &,c.
The individuals composing it have the skin of
a brown red, forehead flat, nose broad, cheeks

name

prominent, and

See Homo.
Aconitum— m. Common,

lips larye.

MONKSHOOD,

— m. Salutary, Aconitum

ari-

MONNI'NA

(F.) Balsa-mine, Pomme de merof this oriental tree,
liierosol ymitut rium, was formerly considered vul-

Pomum

fruit

POLYSTA'CHIA. A beautiful
Nat- Ord. Polygaleae..
Sex. System, Diadelphia Octandria. The bark
of the root is a powerful astringent, and much
used in South America, in diseases of the

South American plant.
apple,

apple.

The

Monar'da Puncta'ta, Horsemint. Sex. Syst.
Diandria Monogynia. jYut. Ord. Labiatae. Indigenous in the United Slates. Stimulant and

Aconitum napellus

MOMIN, Mamei.
MOMCR'DICA BALSAM'INA, Balm
veille.

are reputed to be nervine, stomachic, and deob•
struent.

thora.

MOM IE, Mummy.
Balsam

MONOEMERON

4G0

MOLLIS MATER.

bowels.

MQNQBLEP'SIS, from /uovoj, 'one,' and
sight,'
Momor'dica Elate'rium, Elate'rium, Cu'cuAn affection, in which vision,
mis agres'tis, C. asini'nus, C. sijlvestris, Elate'- is confused, imperfect, and indistinct, when
rium ojjicina'rum, Cliarun'tiu, Bouba'lios, Gua- both eyes are employed; but quite perfect or
verba orbu, Wild or Squirting cu' cumber Ecbo'- nearly so, when either eye is used singly.
MONOCEPH'ALUS, from pa»«ft one,' and
Hum elate'rium. (F.) Concoinbre Suuvage, MoA compound monster having
viordiquc. j\ut. Order, Cucurbitaceae. The dried »i(paXtj, 'head.'
sediment from the juice is the elaterium of the two bodies with a sino-le head.
a
most
Caecum, Rectum.
It
is
MONOCOLON,
Elaterii,)
shops.
(See Extrautum
MONOCRA'NUS, from wares, 'one, single.'
powerful cathartio, and, as suoh, has been used
and xoavov, Koanov, cranium.' A monster with
Its' active principle is the Elutin,
in dropsies.
Dose, gr. } to gr. j, one cranium, but with the face in part double.
Elaterine, or Elaterium.
nerary.

/Jxfi^ij,

'

,

'

'

until

it

Gurlt,

operates.

MOMORDIQUE, Momordica elaterium.
MONAD, from Monas, unity.' A simple
'

ticle, or

atom, or unit.

MON.E,

MONOC'ULUS,

— Leibnitz.

Nates,

MONAR'DA FISTULO'SA.

The Purple

The leaves have a fragiant smell
uionar'da.
and an aromatic, somewhat bitter taste. They

40*

Mono, h'JuU'mus,

Mon'ocle,

from f*oros, one,' and oculus, an eye.' A bandage employed to maintain topical applications
over one of the eyes. This bandage, called bysome surgeons Simplex oc'ul us, (F.) UCil simple,
'

par-

'

is made of a roller three or four ells long, rolled
into a sinorle hall. See Cvclops.

MONOEMERON, Monemeron.

—
——
MONOGASTRIC

MONOGAS'TRIC,

MORBUS
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MONT-DE-MARSAN, MINERAL WA-

Monogas'lricus, from

'one,' and yaao;o, 'stomach.'
That TERS OF. Montde-Marsan is a small French
which has but one stomach. Man is monogus- town, 10 leagues from Dax; where there is a
Ruminating animals, on the contrary, are chalybeate spring, somewhat frequented.
trie.

ii:)K,;,

MONT-D

vulyrastric.

MON'OGRAPH, MED'ICAL.

med'ica; from uoros, 'one,' and you?*;, description.'
An ex prnfesso treatise on a single class
of diseases, or on a single disease.
'

MONOMACTION. Caecum.
MONOMANIA, Melancholy.
Hemi-

and magnesia, alumine and oxide of iron. Those
oi' St. Margaret are cold, and contain much car-

Cyclops, Monoculus.
from uoros,

bonic acid.

MONTECATFNI, MINERAL WATERS

MONOPLAS'TIC, Monoplas'ticvs;
'

one,'

OF.

form.'
That which has
Monoplustic element in histology
primary
its
form. Gerber.
retains

and nXuaoui,

I

one form. A
is one which

This town

situate near Borgo-BugThe springs are thermal;
118°
Fahrenheit.
to
COURSES, Menses— m. Peis

giano, in Tuscany.

—

ranging from 78°

MONTHLY

MONOPS, Cyclops.
MONOPS1A, Cyclopia.

MONO PUS,

OF.

acid, subcarbonate, sulphate of
soda, chloride of sodium, subcarbonate of lime

crania.

'

MINERAL WATERS

tain carbonic

MONOMMATOS, Cyclops.
MONOPAG1A, Clavus hystericus,

MONOPHTHALMUS,

OR,

Mont-d'Or is a village seven leagues from Clermont (Puy-de-Dome.) at which are several
mineral springs, cold and thermal. Those of
the Fountain La Madcluinc, and of the Great
Bath, are thermal; temp. 1152° Fahr. and con-

Monograph'ia

riods,

Menses.

MONT1CULUS VENERIS,
MONTPELIER, CLIMATE

Symmeles.

Mons

V.
This seat
' testicle.'
of a celebrated medical school in the S. E. of
One who has only one testicle.
MONOSl'TIA, from poros, 'one,' and ottos, France was at one time renowned for its cliThe habit of taking only one mate, and especially in regard to its adaptation
food,' 'repast.'
to consumptive cases.
This is now exploded,
meal in the day.
MONROIA'NUM FORA'MEN. A foramen and it is at present esteemed an unfit residence
of
lateral
ventricles
of
for
pait
the
them.
The
climate
possesses the general
anterior
at the
the brain, by which they communicate with characters of that of southeastern France
each other. So called from the second Monro. being dry, hot, and irritating; subject to freO N S V E N'E R I S Montic'ulus Ven'eris, quent vicissitudes, and especially to blasts of
It is, indeed,
Ephebe'um, (F.) Mont de Venus, P6nil, Motle, keen, cold, northerly winds.

MONOR'CHIS,

from

fiords, 'one,'

and

oo-/ig,

OF.

1

—

M

,

Eminence sus-pubienne. The more or less pro- most injurious in pulmonary diseases.
MOON, Luna, Sele'n?, Mene,Sax. Mona, (G.)
eminence, situate at the base of the
hypog^astrium, above the vulva and in front of Mond. (F ) Lune. The moon has been sup-

jectino-

At

the period of puberty it behair, formerly called Tres-

posed to exert considerable influence over the
human body, in health and disease. Such influence has been grossly exaggerated.
Not
suria, (q. v.)
MONSTER, Monstrum, Teras. Any organized many years ago, it would have been heretical
beinc, having an extraordinary vice of confor- to doubt the exacerbation of mania, at the full
mation, or a preternatural conversion of every of the moon yet it is now satisfactorily shown,
Three species of that if the light be excluded at this period, the
part, or of certain parts only.
monsters are usually distinguished. The first lunatic is not excited more than ordinarily.
that
born
are
with an exthose
MOONSTRUCK, Lunatic.
comprehends
MOORBERRY, Vaccinium oxycoccos.
cess of parts; as with two heads on one trunk,
MOORSHEAD, Alembic.
two trunks with one head, with five fingers
The second includes those with a
BROAD-LEAVED, Androor toes, &c.
deficiency of parts, such as the acephali, mo- meda mariana.
MOPHETA. See Mephitism.
nopes, &c; and the third, those with a deviathe os pubis.

comes covered with

;

—

—
—

MOORWORT,

—

as where the heart
tion of parts,
side, the liver on the left, &c.

is

MORBI ACQU1SITI, Acquired diseases—
m. Acuti, see Acute m. Adventitii, Acquired
m. Anniversarii, Annual diseases
m. Annui, Annual diseases m. Chronici, Chronic diseases
m. Cognati, Innate diseases in.
m. Congeniti, InComplicati, Implicit! morbi
nate diseases in. Connati, Connate diseases
m. Connexi, Conjuncti morbi m. Consequenmorbi m. Constriclorii, see
tes, Conjuncti
Spasmoticus m. Dispersi, Sporadic diseases
m. Interni, Internal diseases m. Nervosi, Nerm.
m. Olfactus, Osmonosi
vous diseases
m. Spasmotici, see
Sparsi, sporadic diseases
Spasmoticus m. Subacute, see Acute, m. Tactus, Haphonosi.
MORBID ANATOMY. See Anatomy.
MORBILLI, Rubeola in. lgnei, Scarlatina
m. Variolosi, Rubeola, Roseola?.

on the right

Amongst

the

numerous hypotheses entertained on the origin
as the
or cause of monsters, or monstrosities
state has been called— three only are worth
mentioning. They have been attributed, 1. To
the influence of the maternal imagination on
the foetus in utero. 2. To accidental changes,
experienced by the foetus at some period of its

diseases

—

—

—

See Monster.
VJtNUS, Mons veneris.

—

OF.

France, in the departMonlbrison is a town
ment of the Loire; fifteen leagues from Lyons
There are three cold springs here, which are
highly acidulous, and used as refrigerants and
in

apeiients.

i

j

j

—

—

—

—

—

—

MONSTROSITY.

MONTBRISON, MINERAL WATERS

—

—

uterine existence: and, 3. To a primitive defect
The second seems to be the only
in the germs.
one, that is philosophical.
A? a medico-legal question, monsters, if capable of action as individuals, have the same rights
as other persons.

MONT DE

—

—

—

•

—

—

—

MORBOSUS, Sickly.
MORBUS, Disease — m. Anglicus,

—

Rachitis

m. Aphrodisius, Syphilis m. Arcuatus, Icterus
m. Arietis, Influenza— in. Arquatus, Icterus
m. Articularis, Gout— m. Attonitus, Apo-

—
—

—

—

—

—
MORCEAU

plexy— m.
of the— m.

—

—
MORPHINA
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Kidney, Bright's disease
MOKINGA OLEIFERA, Guilandina moPemphigus— in. Caducns, ringa in Zeylanica, Guilandina moringa.
Curuleus, Cyanopathy— m. CalMORION, Genual organs.
=
culi, Litliia— in. Curdiacus.'Oaidialgia— m.CirM01UOPLAS/ TlCE. C7 /r»rVia cmlo'rum,
rhormn, Plica— m. Cceliacus, Coeliac flux— m. Ch. Jlnuplits'lica, Resiiiu'lio organ'ica seu par1 Comitialis, Epilepsy
in. Croatus, Scherlievo
iium Aeperdilu' rum Transplant*' tio, Artuplas'tic
Epilepsy

Brijrhtii,

—

Bullosus,

— m.

1

—

m. Cucullaris, Pertussis
sis

— m.

—

,

in.

(Jucullus, Pertus-

—

Cystophlegmaticus, Cystirrhcea
m.
Dtemonius, Epilepsy m. Deificus, Epilepsy—
m. Dissclutus, Dysentery in. Divinus, Epilepsy
in. Epidemicus gntturis Foresli, Scarlatina
m. Extrinsecus, External disease
m.
Fellifluus, Cholera
m. Fluminiensis, Scherlievo m. Gallicus, Syphilis m. Htemorrhoidalis,
Hcemorrhois m. Heracleus, Epilepsy— m Herculeus, Epilepsy m. Hispanicus, Syphilis
in.
Hypochondriacus, Hypochondriasis in. Hystericus, Hysteria
m. Indicus, Syphilis— in. Jnterlunius, Epilepsy
m. Ischiadicus, Neuralgia
femoro-poplitoea
in. Italicus, Syphilis— m. LaJ
teralis, l leuritis
m. Lazari, Elephantiasis m.
Lunaticus, Epilepsy m. Luteolus, Icterus in.
Maculosus ha?morrhagicus Werlhofii, Purpura
hemorrhagica m. Magnus, Epilepsy m. Major, Epilepsy
m. Mensalis, Epilepsy m. Mercurialis, Eczema mercuriale
in. Metallicus,
Colic, metallic
m. Mucosus, Fever, adenomeningeal m. Nauticus, Nausea marina m.
Neapolitanus, Syphilis m. Niger. Melaana m.
Oryzeus, Cholera m. Pallidus, Chlorosis— in

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—
—
—
—
—
—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—m

Surgery, Jiutoplui'ty or Auto-plastic or Pluslic
Surgery, Chirur'gia plas'tica, from /uvQior, 'a
part,' and n'tunnxu:, forming.'
The restoration of lost parts.
The operations- for this purpose have varions names, accordion to the part
concerned, as Cheiloplustice, Cemtoplastice, Rhi'

noplagtice,

&c„

MORO,

from morum, 'a mulberry:' Morin/t.
(F.) Mure.
small abscess, resembling a mulberry.
A small tumour, of a similar appearance, particularly on the genital organs after
impure coition.

A

MOROCOM1UM, Morotropbium.
MOKOUOL'HIUM, Morolrophiam.
MOROSIS, Fatuitas. Idiotism.
MOROSITA'TES, from //„,«,«, 'folly.'

A

generic name, given by Linnaeus to an order
of Vesaniae; in which lie included pica, bulimia, polydipsia, anlipathia, nostalgia, panophobia. satyriasis, nymphomania, tarenti»mos, and
hydrophobia.

MOROTROTHIUM,

Mor ocorm! urn , Morodo-

from /xiaoug, fatuous,' and TQomr„ support.'
An insane establishment; a lunatic asylum; a mud-house. Under proper management,
a valuable institution; but liable to various
chi'utn,

'

'

Parthenius, Chldrosis
Pediculosus, Phtheiriasis
in. Phceniceus, Elephantiasis
m. Pilaris, Trichiasis
m. Porcinus, Essera m. Popu- abuses.
laris, Epilepsy
m. Psoadicus, Lumbar abscess
ALBA, Lepra alpboides— in.
m. Publicus,Epidemy m. Puerilis, Epilepsy Nigra, Lepra nigricans.
m. Pulicularis, Typhus gravior m. RegionaMORPHIA, Morphina— m. Acetate of, Morlis, Endemic
m. Regius, Icterus m. Sacer, phina; acetas m. Citrate of, see Morphina
Epilepsy
m. Saltatorius. Chorea m. Sancti m. Muriate of, see Morphina— m. Sulphate of,.
Valenlini, Epilepsy
in. Scarlatinosus, ScarlaMorphina; sulphas.
tina
m. Scelestus, Epilepsy m. ScrophuloACETAS, Morphince acetas—
m. m Sulphas, Morphina? sulphas.
sus, Scrofula
m. Seleniacus, Epilepsy
Silesiacus, Raphania
m. Sonticus, Epilepsy
MOR'PHICA, from fioqipi], 'shape.' Monstrosities of birth.
in. Spasmodicus malignus seu popularis, RaThe 3d order, class Typhicix
phania m. Slrangulatorius, Cynanche trache- of Good.
in. TuMORPHI'NA, Mor'phia, Mor'phium, Moralis
in. Sudatorius, Sudor Anglicus
berculosus, see Tubercle and Tubercular ca- phine, from Morpheus, the 'god of sleep.'
Fever,
Hungaric
in.
solid,
colourless alkali; crystallizable in beauchexia m. Ungaricus,
m. Vernaculus, tiful pyramids, truncated and transparent; soVerminosus, Helminthiasis
Endemic m. Vervecinus, Influenza m. Vir- luble in alcohol, and slightly so in boilinor wam. Viridellus, Epilepsy m. ter. It exists, combined with meconic acid, in
gineus, Chlorosis
opium. It may be obtained by decomposing,
in. Vocis, Phononosus.
Vitriolatus, Epilepsy
DMBLE, see Tuba Fallo- by means of ammonia or calcined magnesia, an
Fallopiana.
aqueous
solution of opium made in the cold.
piana m. Fiangi, see Tuba
The following is the process of the Pharm.
MOR'DICANT, Mor'dicans, Calor mor'dicans.
morbid heat, causing a disagreeable pungent U. S. Opium, sliced, Ibj; distilled water, alcohol,
each a sufficient quantity; solution of ammonia
sensation in the fingers of ihe physician.
f. §vj.
Macerate the opium with four pints of
MORKA, Morus nigra.
MORELLE, Boletus esculentus m. a Fruit distilled water for 24 hours, and having worked
belladonna
it with the hand, digest for 24 hours, and strain.
m. Furieuse, Atropa
rroir, Solanum
m. Macerate the residue twice successively with
m. en Gruppcs, Phytolacca decandra
distilled water, and strain.
Mix the infusions;
Grimpante, Solanum dulcamara.
evaporate to six pints, and filler; then add first
Mortar.
MORE'TUS, Mure'tum, from morum, 'the five pints of alcohol, and afterwards three fluidmulberry.' Ancient name of a cordial julep, ounces of the solution of ammonia, previously
into the composition of which the syrup of mixed with half-a-pint of alcohol. After 24
hours, pour in the remainder of the solution of
mulberries entered. Schroder.
OF. A peculiar, ammonia, mixed as before with half-a-pint of
MORGAG'Nl,
transparent, slightly viscid fluid, found between alcohol; and set the liquor aside for 24 hours,
that crystals may form.
To purify these, boil
the crystalline and its capsule.
them with two pints of alcohol till they are
MORGELINE, Alsine media.
A, Jdiotism m. Demens, Idiotism, dissolved; filter the solution, while hot, through
Dementia in. Demens lerema, see Dementia animal charcoal, and set it aside to crystallize.
Morphia dissolves perfectly in the acids,
m. Jmbecilis amnesia, Amnesia.

—

—
—

—
—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

MORPHEA

—
—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

MORCEAU DU

—

—

—

—

A

—

—

MORETARIUM,

—

HUMOUR

MORI

—

MORPHLE

—

—

A

—

— —

—
M0RPII1UM
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'which it saturates; and with which it forms life. In the sense in which it is most frequently
very crystallizable salts, with the exception of employed, it signifies, the proportional quanthe acetate. All these salts have a bitter taste. tity of individuals who, in a certain population,
aud act upon the animal economy in the same die in a given time. If we assume the populamanner as opium, but more powerfully. The tion of the earth to be one thousand millions,
acetate is the salt commonly employed in medi- and a generation to last thirty-three years
in
cine,
it was, at one time, supposed that Mor- that space of time the one thousand millions
phia is the purely sedative part of opium, di- must all die; and, consequently, the number of
vested of its irritating properties; but expe- deaths will be, by approximation,
rience has not proved this.
On the contrary,
Each year,
30,000,000
Morphia will generally disagree where opium
Each day,
82,109
does.
Dose of Morphia ^ to ^ of a grain.
Each hour,
3,421
Mohphi'njE Ace'tas, Mur'phix Ace'tas, Ac"Each minute,
57
etate of Morphine, Acetate of Morphia.
A salt,
Each second,
1 nearly.
formed by saturating morphia with acetic acid.
If. on the other hand, as has been supposed,
(Morphia, in powder, freed from narcotina by the number of deaths is to that of the births as
boiling with sulphuric ether, ^j; distilled wa- ten to twelve: there will be born,
ter, Oss; acetic acid, a sufficient quantity.
Mix
Each year,
30,000,000
the morphia with the water; then carefully
Each day,
98,350
drop in the acid, constantly stirring until the
Each hour,
4,098
morphia is saturated and dissolved. Evaporate
Each minute,
08
the solution in a water- bath to the consistence
Each second,
1 & 2-15ths.
of syrup. Lastly, dry the acetate with a genIt lias been estimated, that the average mortle heat and rub it into powder.
Ph. U. S.) tality of the Pays du Vaud, is 1 in 49; of
Dose, from {of a grain to a grain.
Sweden and Holland, 1 in 48; of Russia, J in
Morphi'na Sulphas, Mor'phije Sulphas, 41; of France,
in 40; of Austria, 1 in 3b;
Sulphate of Morphia. A salt, formed by satu- of Prussia and Naples, 1 in 33 to 3f>; of Engrating morphia with sulphuric acid, evapo- land, in 58; [?] and of South America, 1 in 30.
rating, and crystallizing.
Dose, the same as of The same rate of mortality has been given to
the acetate.
the United States as to France; but the staMuriate and Citrate of Morphia have tistical details on all this matter have been inlikewise been used; but they possess no advan- adequate, and it is not improbable
inaccurate.
tages over the other salts. The sulphate and The following has been given as the annual
muriate are officinal in the Ph. U. S.
mortality of some of the chief cities of this
country and of Europe: (See the Author's
MORPHIUM, Morphina.
Elements of Hygiene, p. 130: Philadelphia,
MORPHOLOGY, Anatomy.
MORPHON'OMY, Morphohom'ia: from pop- 1835.) Philadelphia, 1 in 45.68; Glasgow, 1
The laws of in 44; Manchester, 1 in 44 ; Geneva, I in 43;
<?ot, 'shape,' and vouog, 'a law.'
organic formation. The department of anatomi- Boston, I in 41.26; Baltimore, 1 in 41; Loncal science which teaches the laws of organic don, 1 in 40; New York, 1 in 37.83; St. Petersburgh, 1 in 37; Charleston. 1 in 30 50; Legconfiguration.
horn, 1 in 35; Berlin, 1 in 34; Paris, Lyons,
MORPHOTOMY. See Anatomy.
Strasburg, and Barcelona, 1 in 32; Mice and
MORPIO. See Pediculus.
Palermo, 1 in 31 Madrid, 1 in 29; Naples, 1 in
MORPION, Crablouse, see Pediculus.
MORS, Death m. Apparens, Asphyxia m. 28; Brussels, 1 in 20; Rome, I in 25; AmsterPotativa, Asphyxia m. Repentina, Demotivus dam, 1 in 24; and Vienna, I in 22|.
In the cities, the mortality under two years
lapsus m. du Diable, Scabiosa succisa.
MORSULI ANTlMOJNlALES,Tabella5an- of age bears a large ratio. This is exhibited by
the
following table:
timoniales Kunckelii.
Morsuli S'riBii,Tabellse antimoniales KuncLondon. Philadelphia. Baltimore.

—

;

—

1

1

—

—

,

—

—

—

kelii.

Under

1

Diaboli, Scabiosa
succisa, see Tuba Fallopiana
m. Gallinae, Alsirje media
m. Ventriculi, Cardialgia.

From

1 to

MORSUS, Degmos — m.

—

—

MORT,

Death m. du Chien, Cholera m.
aux Chiens, Colchicum autumnale m. avx

year,

2 to

5

to

10 to

20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110

to

}

28.52

2,
5,

10,
20,
30,
40,
50,
60,
70,
80,
90,
100,
110,
120,

9.97
4.33
4.03
6.64
8.08
8.89
8.89

22.7
8.6
7.3

24.11
8 55
11.18

4.

5.

5.

6.3

12.

9.87

Pantheres, Doronicum pardalianches.
12.
to
10.58
10.
A, Pemphigus.
to
8.88
7.2
5.78
Morta'lis, from mors, mortis,
to
' death.'
5.
Lclha'lis, Leta'lis, Thanato' des
9.15
4.5
to
That
to
7.83
35
Which is subject to death; that which causes
3.
1.9
3.18
1.07
as, man is mortal ; a disease is mortal.
to
death
0.5
0.40
to
0.20
Of old, it was the custom to have a division of
0.09 )
to
mortal wounds, which gave rise to many errors
0.18
0.013 5
to
in medico- legal investigations, as the mortality
of wounds depends upon various circumstances;
Mortality, Bills of; Bills of Nccroiogy,
and it is often a matter of extreme difficulty, to (F.) Tables de MorlalitS. Tables, instituted fur
pronounce whether or not a wound is necessa- the purpose of exhibiting the number of deaths,
rily mortal.
&c. in a given time. Well kept bills of morMortal'itas, Lethal'itas, (F.) tality are of great use to the physician and poThis woid, taken in an extended litical economist. Those of London have been
Mortality.
sense, expresses the condition of all organized proverbial for their inaccuracy and insufficiency;
bodies,
of being subject to the cessation of especially as legards the complaints of which

MORT
MORTAL,

.

:

—

MORTALTTY

—

—

a

MORTAR

MOULEUR
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the persons have died. They were formerly merit.'
(F.)
Motilili.
Faculty of moving.
made oul by the parish clerks, and the informa- Moving power, contractility.
tion was conveyed to them by two old women,
MOTION, Motus, Motio, Mota'tio, Mala' men,
who were appointed in each parish, and were Commo'tio, Ptrmo'tio, Cine'sis. The act of
called Searchers;
their duty being to see that changing place.
The various motions may be
the deceased had died a natural death. This divided into, First, the voluntary or those that
miserable system has, however, been abolished: are executed under the influence of the brain.
and the Registrar-General's annual reports of Secondly. The involuntary, which may be subbirths, deaths, and marriages, exhibit how ad- divided into, 1, The excited, of the rejlex funcmirably vital statistics are now conducted in tion of Dr. Marshall Hall and others, as the
Great Britain,
closure of the larynx on the contact of acrid
Mortu'rium, Morcta'rium, Piso, vapours, of the pharynx on that of the food,
Ac' one, Pila, Holmos, (F.) Mortier. A vessel function of the spinal marrow; and 2. Those
for reducing to powder different sol id substances; that are executed under the organic and other
and for making certain mixtures. Different nerves of involuntary function. It is probable,
substances are employed in the construction too, that every living tissue is capable of
of mortars; iron, marble, glass, wedge wood- moving responsive to its appropriate irritant.

—

—

—

—

MORTAR,

—

ware,

See Irritability.
Motion, Ciliahv, see Cilia

iSlc.

MORTARIOLUM,

Alveolus.

MORTIER, Mortar.
MORTIFER, Lethiferous.
MORTIFICATION, Necro'sis,
from mors,

— m.

Vibratory,

see Cilia.

MOTOR,

Motory.
Motor Oculi Exter'nus, Nervus tim'idus,
Mortified do,
become.' The JVerfoculo-musculuire externe (Ch.,) Nerf motear

—

death,' and jio, ' I
loss of vitality in a part of the body.
The in- oculaire externe, or sixth pair of nerves, arises
cipient stage of mortification, when the case is from the furrow, which separates the pons Vastill recoverable, is called Gangrene (tj. v.); rolii from the medulla oblongata. It enters the
when totally destroyed, Sphacelus (q. v.) Mor- cavernous sinus; anastomoses on tike outside
tification of a bone is called Necrosis, (q. v.)
of the carotid artery with two filaments furMortification, Ergot, Ergotism m. Mil- nished by the superior cervical ganglion; endew, Erorotism.
ters the orbit by the sphenoidal fissure, and i»
Cupri sulphas.
lost on the rectus externus oculi. This pair is,
See Morus mora.
also, called Abducentes.
RUS NI
A. The Mulberry-Tree,
Moto'res Oculo'kum, Moto'rii Oculorumt
More'a, Sycami'nos. (F.) Murier JVoir. The Ocula' res commu'nes Ophthalmi'ci exier'ni, Comfruit of the mulberry-tree, Morum, Sycami'num, mon Oculo-muscular Nerves, (F.) Nerfs moteurs
(F.) Mure, is pleasant, sweet, subacid, and oculaires communs, (Ch.) The third pair of
.abounds with a deep violet-coloured juice.
nerves. This nerve arises from a depression ai
syrup is directed in the London Pharmacopoeia. the inner side of the peduncles of the brain,
The bark of the root has been regarded as an- between the tuber annulare and corpora mammillaria.
thelmintic.
It enters the outer part of the caverVE, Mucus, Nasal mucus. See Equinia nous sinus, and passes into the orbitar cavity.
Behind the sphenoidal fissure, it divides into
m. Farcineuse. See Equinia.
two branches; the oae, superior; and the other,
MOS, Habit.
L^E'ON, Moecolsefa. Acompound inferior. The former is lost on the rectus superior oculi and the levator palpebrse superioris;
aromatic oil, containing musk.
m. Arabum, Hibiscus the latter the larger of the two— divides into
three branches, which pass to the rectus interabelmoschus m. Factitius, Musk, artificial.
The
nus, rectus inf'e/ior, and lesser oblique.
Moschelaeon.
MOSQUI'TO (S.) Diminutive of (S.) mosca, last furnishes a filament, which passes to the
'
very troublesome insect in warm, ophthalmic ganglion.
a %.'
That
Motive, Motor, Molrix.
moist situations. Curtains, called Mosquito curtains, are used in India, by way of protection. which moves or impresses movement, as motor
The entrance of mosquitos into the bed-cham- nerves, in contradistinction to the sensory,
ber may also be prevented, to a certain extent, (q. v.)
Carbasus, Tent.
by keeping the doors and windows closed until
'

—

MORTOOTH,
MORUM.

MO

GR

,

A

M OR
—

M OSCHE

—

MOSCHUS, Musk—

—

MOSCOL^EA,

A

MOTORY,
MOTOS,

pain and itchMOTRIX, Motory.
MOTTE, Mons veneris.
ing from the bites are alleviated by washing
MOTUS, Motion m. Compressorius, Peristhem with hartshorn.
MosquiTA is a name given, by the Portu- tole m. Hce*norrhoidalis, Hamiorrhois m.lntestinorom,
skin,
reBorborygmus m. Peristallicus,
guese, to small, red pimples on the
Peristole
m. Testudineus, Peristole in. Versembling the bites of the mosquito.

the light

is

extinguished.

The

—

—

—

—

—

—

MOSS, CEYLON, Fucus amylaceus— m. miciilaris, Peristole.
MQUCHE, Cantharis—-m. d'Espagne, CanClub, Lycopodium— m. Cup, Lichen pyxidatus
m. Iceland, Lichen lslandieus— m. Irish, tharis.
MOUCHER, ACTION BE, Munctio.
Fucus crispos m. Marine, Fucus amylaceus.
MO.UCHES. See Pains, labour.
MOTA, Fagus castanea.
MOUCHETURE.
See Scarification.
MOTAMEN, Motion.
CHOIR EJf TRIANGLE, Couvrechef,
MOTATIO, Motion.
MOTHER'S MARKS, Nasvu«— m. Spots, see Bandeau.
MOUFETTE. See Mephitism.
Naevus.

—

L

—

MOV

MOTHERWORT,

Leonurus cardiaca, Ma-

I

MOTILTTY,

Motifitas, from molus,

MOULD,

MOULE,

tricaria.
<

move-)

Fontanella.

Mytilusedulis.
MQULEUR, Muller.

—
MOUREILLER

MOUREILLER, Malpighia mourella.
MOUROJY DES OlSEAUX, Maine media—
m. Rouge, Anugallis.

MOUSE-EAR,

media,

pilosella.

of matter analogous to mucus, which is
in abundance in linseed, quince seed,
It is obtained by heating with water the
parts, or products, of plants which contain it.
It is much used in the preparation of emollient
cataplasms and of the greater part of the demulcent tisanes.
Mucilage, Animal, Mucus m. of Quince
seeds, Decoctum Cydonia:
in. Starch, Mucilago amyli.
MUCILAGIJYEUX, Mucilaginous.
MUUlLAG"INOUS, Mucdagino'sus, (F.)
Mucilagineux. That which possesses the character of mucilage.
MUCILAGO, Synovia.
Mucilaoo Aca'cia:, M. Acacise Arab'icx, M.
Gummi Arab'ici, Mucilage of uca'cia, M. of gum
Arabic.
(Acacix gum. contus. ^iv, aq. fcrv.
Oss. Rub the gum with the water gradually
added.) Demulcent. To allay cough; but,
chiefly, to suspend insoluble matters in water,

Hieracium found
&.C

Myopia.

DE CORSE, Corallina Corsicana
—MOUSSE
m. d'lslande, Fucus cnspus— m, Perlie, Fucus crispus.

MOUSSEROJY.

Lat. mucus, itself presumed to be from mviigerc,
to wipe.'
A mixture of gum and a small quan-

'

tity

Alsine

MOUSE-SIGHT,

MUCUS
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SeeAo-aric.

—

MOUSSEUX. Frothy.
MOUT DE LA BIliRE, Wort.
MOUTjJRDE jXOIRE, Sinapis.

MOUTH,

—

Sax. mus, Os, Cuvum Oris, Stoma.
(F.) Bouche.
This word sometimes signifies
the cavity situate between the jaws, and containing the tongue, &.C.; at others, the outer
The mouth, in the first
orifice of that cavity.
acceptation, is the cavity; bounded, above, by
the palatine arch; below, by the tongue; before,
by the lips; and behind, by the velum palati
and pharynx. The sides of the mouth and the
organs it contains are lined by a mucous membrane. The anterior aperture of the mouth is, &c.
sometimes, called facial; the posterior, ph
Mucilaoo Am'yli, Starch mucilage. (Amyli
ryngeal. In the mouth are the teeth, gums, Jjiij, aqux Oj. Rub the starch with the water,
alveolar margins, tongue; the excretory ducts gradually added; then boil till it forms a muof the salivary glands, and those of a number of cilage. IPA. L.) Demulcent. Generally given
mucous follicles., &c. It is in this cavity that per anum.
the food is cut, torn, or bruised by the teeth; is
MUCILAGO ArtICULORUM seU JuNCTURARCM.
impregnated with saliva, and formed into a Synovia.
mass or bolus, which is then subjected to the
Mucilago Astrag'ali Tragacan'th X, M.
act of deglutition. The mouth contains the iragacanthx, M. gummi tragacanlhx, Mucilage
•organs of taste ; and it serves in respiration, ar- of trugacunth.
(Gummi tragacanth. §i, aqux
ticulation, expectoration, suction, &c.
bullient. Oi.
Macerate for 24 hours; triturate
The condition -of the mouth requires to be till the gum is dissolved, and press through
attended to in Semeiology. The state of the linen. For pharmaceutical purposes.
mucous membrane, like that of the tongue, inMucilago Cretica, Misturae cretae m.
dicates the condition of the membrane of the Gummi Arabici, M. acacire m. Seminis cydonii
alimentary canal generally.
mali, Decoctum cydoniae
m. Gummi tragaMouth is, also, applied to the open extremi- canthae, M. astragali tragacanthae in. Tragaties of vessels.
astragali
tragacanthae.
canthae, M.
OF
Mouth, Sure., Aphthae m. Watering, see
Salivation.
SAC, Fistula lachrymalis.
Mox&u'rv»im.
MUCO-ENTERITIS, see Enteritis.
word by which the
Chinese and Japanese designate a cottony subMUCOR, Euros, Mucus m. Narium, Nasal
stance, which they prepared by beating the mucus.
dried leaves of the Artemisia moxa, a kind
MUCOSITAS, Mucus.
fluid, which
MUCOS'ITY, Mucos'itas.
of mugwort With this down, they form a
cone, which is placed upon the part intended resembles mucus or contains a certain quantity
to be cauterized, and is set fire to at the top. of it.
The heat and pain gradually increase, in proMUCOUS, Muco'sus, Myxo'des. An epithet
It is, also,
portion as the combustion proceeds downwards, for all bodies containing mucilage.
until ultimately an eschar may be formed. In sometimes used synonymously with gum. -In
Europe and this country, the same operation pathology, it is occasionally employed to exis usually practised with a cylinder of cotton press the seat of a disease, as mucous disease,
wool, or with one formed from the pith of the mucous phlegmasia; that is, having its seat in
greater sun-flower. This mode of cauterization the mucous membrane.
Mucous Membranes, Membranes, mucous
is employed as a powerful counter-irritant;
which it assuredly is. Sloughing may be, in in. Web, Corpus mucosum.
MUCRO. The apex or point of the heart.
some measure, prevented, according to Baron
Mucro Humeri, Acromion.
Larrey, by the application of liquid ammonia to
see Dolichos pruriens
m. r"ruthe burnt part
MOXIBURIUM, Moxa.
riens, Dolichos pruriens.
MOXIBUSTION, Mtxibus'tio, Encau'sis. MUCUS, Mucor, Muco'sus humor, Mucos'itas,
Mode of cauterization by means of moxa.
Myxa, Animal mucus, Blenna, Animal mucilage,
Mucilage.
(F.) Muqueux animal, Morve, Mucilage animal,
Mucharum.
presumed to be from mungere, to wipe.'
Muca'rum.
barbarous substance, analogous to vegetable mucilage ;
term, formerly used for an aqueous infusion of from which, however, it differs, by affording
roses, sweetened and evaporated to the con subcarbonate of ammonia on distillation. Mucus exudes through the skin, in a state of comsis te nee of syrup.
MU'CILAGE, .Mucilc/go, Muca'go, from the bination with a peculiar oily matter; and, dry-

—

—

—

—
—

—

MOXA,

MUCOCELE

A

—

THE LACHRYMAL

—

—

A

—

MUCUNA,

MUCAGO,
MUCARUM,
MUCHA'RUM,

'

A

A

—
MUD APPLE PLANT
wg, forms

the

epidermis.

—
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constitutes, in

It

—

part, the different

epidermeous productions, as
the hair, nsiis, wool, and horn of animals, feathers of birds and scales of fish.
It is found at
the surface of the mucous membranes, and presents some difference in its composition and
properties, according to the particular mucous
membrane from which it is obtained. It preserves the membranes moist; and in a slate
best fitted for the performance of their functions.
The French give tiie term glaire to the thick,
stringy mucus, secreted by the mucous mem-

the root, as well as the concrete juice of the
plant, enters into various compound formulae
for the cure of elephantiasis and many other
disorders. Experiments, instituted by Dr. Duncan, jun., exhibit its properties to be like those
of ipecacuanha.
MUGUET, Aphtha?, Convallaria maialis m.
des Bois, Asperula odorata wi.de Mai, Conval-

—

laria maialis.

MUGVVORT, Artemisia vulgaris.
MULATRE, Mulatto.

MULATTO,

(F.) Mulntre, (S.) Mulata. An
individual of the human species engendered of
Mucus Catharticus, Lichen islandicus m. a white and black race; from midus, a mule.'
Malpighii, Corpus mucosum m.Narium, NaThe following Table exhibits the proportion
sal mucus.
of white blood in the various castes, arising
APPLE PLANT, Solanummelongena. from the hybridous admixture of white and
Madar. The Calotropis mudarii. black, according to the principles sanctioned
In the Hindoo practice of physic, the bark of by usage.

when

branes,

a state of disease.

in

—

—

'

—

MUDMUDAK,

—

Offspring

Parents.

C

Negro and Mulatto,

(_

White
Negro
White
Negro

and
and
and
and

Black Quarteron,
Quinteron,
Black Quinteron,

;

MULBERRY TREE, Morus

nigra.

MULES, (F.) Mulse. Chilblains on the heels.
MULIEBRIA, Menses, Vulva.
MULIE'RITAS, Womanhood,
The

from mulier,'a.

state of puberty in the female.

MULIER PLENA, Pregnant.
MULLEIN, BLACK,

MULLER,

(F.; Mouleur.

A

moulder.

A

stone held in the hand, with which any powder

ground upon a flat, horizontal stone.
sometimes called mullet. (F.) Mellette.
MULLIGRUBS, Tormina, Colic.
MULSA ACIDA, Oxyglycus.
MULSUM, Hydromeli.
is

MULTIFIDUS

SITN^E, Transversalis

MULTIMAMMiE

It is

dorsi.

'

;

Mumia.

Arab.

Moumya, from

(F.) Momie.
Relwlca, Rel/ona.
dead body simply dried; or dried after having
is the
acceptation
been embalmed. The latter

wax.'

A

most common. Formerly, the Egyptian

mummy

as useful In contusions. It was
presumed, also, to have healing, tonic, and resolvent properties. It is now only regarded as
an archaeological curiosity.
Cvnanche parotidea.
(F.) V Action de
Apomcxis.
Moucktr. The act of blowing the nose.

was extolled

MUMPS,

MUNCTIO,

MUND1FICATIVA,

dysentery, in certain inveterate neural-

&c.
Muria, Soda, muriate

glfE.

of.

MUR1AS AUR1CO-NATRICUM.

See

Gold.

MURIATE D'AMMONIAQUE,

Ammonia?

m. d'Ammoniaque et de fer, Ferrum
ammoniatum m. d'Or, Gold, muriate of. See
murias

MURIAT'ICUM ACIDUM,

MULT1TUDO, Plethora.
MULTIVORANTIA, Polyphagia.
MUM1A, Mummy.
'

MURE, Moro. See Morus nigra.
MU'ltlA, Halme, Salsila'go, Brine. (F.)
Saumure. This was formerly used as a glys-

v.)

'

MUMMY,

'a wall.'
Vesical calculi are so called when rugous and
covered with tubercles or asperities. They are
composed of oxalate of lime.

Gold.

from rnultus, many,' and
mamma, the breast.' A variety of hypergenemamma.
sis, in which there are supernumerary

mum,

MUQUEUX ANIMAL, Mucus.
M UR, Coryza.
MURAL, Mura'lis, from murus,

ter in

Verbascum nigrum—
Verbascum nigrum—

m. Broad-leaved, great,
m. Yellow, Verbascum nigrum.

-J

Quarteron,

Terceron,
Terceron,
Quarteron,
Quarteron,

1-2 Black.
1-4

GnfTo or Zambo,
or black Tercero

The last two are considered to be respectively
white and black, in the British West India
Islands and of these the former are white by
law, and consequently free.

woman.'

Degree of Mixture.
1-2 White,
3.4

Mulatto,
Terceron,

Nejrro and White,
White and Mulatto,

Detergents.

MUNGOS RADIX, Ophi.rrhiza mungos.
MUNIMENTUM CASTITATIS, Hymen.

Ac"idum

salis,

salis Glaube'ri,

from muria,

(q.

Spir'itus salis mari'ni, Sp.

Acidum mari'num

concentra'lum,

Acidum salis marini,
Spir'itus salis acidus seufumans, Acidum hydro(F.)
chlor'icum, Muriat'ic acid, Spirit of salt.
Acidc hydrochlorique ou muriatique. An aqueous solution of chlorohydric acid gas of S. G.
1.16. The odour of muriatic acid is suffocating;
taste very acid and caustic.
It is nearly cobut commonly of a pale
lourless when pure
yellow volatile the fumes visible. Muriatic
acid is possessed of tonic and antiseptic proIt is used in typhus, cutaneous erupperties.
tions; in gargles for inflammatory and putrid
sore throats, (gtt. xxx to f. gvj of water.) &c.
When added to a pediluviurn, it renders it
Acidum

salis culinu'ris,

;

;

;

^

stimulating.

Acidum Muriat'icum Dii.u'tum of

the Ph.

U. S. contains four ounces, by measure, of muriatic acid to twelve ounces of distilled water.

MIRIER JVOIR. Morus
MUR1GENE. Chlorine.

MURMUR,

nigra.

Borborygmus, Bourdonnemrni.

—
MURRAIN

MUSCLE
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Mcrmur, REs'pmATonY. The noise heard
during inspiration and expiration, especially the
former. It is produced by the pnssace of the
air through the bronchial tubes and the air-cells,
jt has been also called the murmur of the expansion of the lungs; and, when distinctly vesicular, Respiration of the cells or vesicular respi-

called antagonists; thus, every extensor has a
flexor for an antagonist, and rice bersa
Musconcur in the same action are termed

cles that

congenerous.

The muscles

present numerous

&c, and
have been divided, by some, into long, broad,
and short. Each of these divisions comprises
ration, (F.) Respiration visiculaire.
Vesicular simple and compound muscles. Simple or rectirespiration is of course absent when the cells of linear muscles have all their fibres in a similar
the lungs have been obliterated from any cause. direction: and only one body as the Sartorius,
When the murmur is much developed, as it is Pronator nuadratus, &c. Compound muscles
jn children, the respiration is termed puerile. are those which have only one belly and seveAt times, also, there is a blowing sound, (F.) ral tendons, as the flexors of the fingers and
Souffle, Respiration soufflante, as if some one toes: or several bellies and several tendons,
were blowing into the auscultatory ear through as the biceps flexor cubiti, sacro-lumbalis, &c.
a tube. This is heard in the healthy stale over To the compound muscles belong, also, the rathe larynx, trachea, and about the bifurcation diated muscles. Their fibres set out from a
of the bronchia; but when it proceeds from the common centre, and are arranged like the radii
of a circle; such are the diaphragm, iliacus,
lungs, it denotes disease.
The respiration, perceived over the trachea temporal, &c. Pen.na.ted or Penniform Muscles.
and bronchia in health, is called trucheal or Their fibres are arranged in two rows, which
bronchial, according to the situation in which it are united at a median line, at greater or less
varieties in form, size, situation, use.

—

—

—

is

heard.

Murmur, Uterine,

Bruit

placentaire
.Utero-placental. Bruit placentaire.

MURRAIN,

MURREN,

MUSA

— m.

Coryza.
Coryza.

PARADISl'ACA,

Musa, Amnsa,

Palma hu'milis, Ficvs Jn'dica, Bala, Plat'anus.
The Plantain tree. Family, Musaceos. Stx.Syst.
llexandria Monogynia. If grows in many parts
of India and South America. The fruit, which
is

largely eaten for bread, consists of a mealy

substance.

It is

clammy

;

has a sweetish

taste,

will dissolve in the mouth withoutchewing.
The whole spike of fruit often weighs forty or
The leaves of the tree serve the
fifty pounds.

and

Indians for table cloths and napkins. Being
smooth and soft, they are, also, employed as
dressings after blisters. The water from the
soft trunk is astringent, and is sometimes used
in diarrhoea.

Sapien'tum. The Bana'na tree. BaBananier.Bacove. This differs somewhat from the last. The fruit is shorter, slraighter, and rounder; the pulp softer and of a more
luscious taste. When ripe, it is very agreeable;
is eaten like the plantain, and relished by all
ranks of people in the West Indies. Both varieties are natives of Guinea.

Musa

f.o'ba.

(F.)

MUSC, Musk.
MUSCA HISPAN1CA,

Cantharis.

MUSCADE. See Myristica moschata.
MUSCADIER, Myristica moschata.
MUSCLE, Mus' cuius, Lacer'tus, Mijs, Mijon,
from pug, 'a
gists,

because, say some etymolocompared the muscles to

rat;'

the ancients

flayed rats. According to Diemerbroeck, DougChaussier, &c, uvcov comes rather from
uvtiv, 'to close,' 'to move,' &c, a function
proper to muscles. This etymon is the more
probable. Muscles have been divided into those
of Animal life, or of the life of relation —volunlas,

—

whiclvexecute movements under
tary muscles
the influence of the will; as the muscles of the
limbs, head, trunk, &c, and into those of organic life,— involuntary muscles, which contract under the influence of certain special stimuli; as the heart, fleshy fibres of the stomach,
&c. Mixed muscles are those which belong
partly to each of these divisions;— as the muscles of respiration the sphincters, &c. Muscles that act in opposition to each other, are

—

;

angles; nearly as the feathers are inserted into
a quill.
The palmarris longus is one of these.
Stmi-penniform Muscles. Their fibres are oblique, as in the last case; but they are inserted
only on one side of the tendon. Hollow Muscles are,
the heart, intestines, urinary blad-

—

der, &.C.

Much

difference has existed in the enumeration of muscles.
Some authors reckon them
at upwards of 400.
Chaussier admits only 368.
The greater part of the muscles are in pairs.
Very few are azygous.

Muscles have been variously named. 1. Acto their uses, as diaphragm, buccinator,
extensors, flexors, adductors, abductors, levators, depressors, &c.
2. According to their position, as interspinales, interossei, subclavius,

cording

poplitoeus, anconeus, cubitalis. iliacus, tempora&c. ',]. According to their shape, as trapezius,
splenitis, lurnbricales, serrati, digastric, deltoid,
scalenus, rhomboides, &c. 4. According to their
dimensions.
Pectoralis major, rectus capitis
lis,

amicus major, pectoralis minor, gluteus rnaximus, medius, and minimus.' 5. According to
their direction, as obliquus abdominis, transver-

abdominis, rectus femoris, rectus abdominis, &c. C. According to their composition,
as semi-membranosus, semi-tendinosus, enmplexus, &c. 7. According to their attachments,
or the different points of the skeleton to which
they are attached by means of tendons or aponeuroses; as sterno-cleido-mnstoideus, sternohyoideus, <&c. On this is grounded the nomenclature of M. Dumas, and that of Chaussier.
The end of the muscle, which adheres to the
most fixed part, is usually called the origin or
head, (F.) The; and that which adheres to the
more movable part, the insertion or tail, (F.)
Queue; the intervening part or body of the
muscle being called the venter or belly: hence,
the names gastrocnemii, digastricus, biceps,
and triceps; according as they have two bellies,
two or three heads, die.
Muscles are formed, 1. Essentially of the
muscular or fleshy fibre, (see Muscular Fibre.)
2. Of Cellulur tissue, which unites together the
This cellular tissue is not very visible
fibres.
salis

—

between the fine and loose fibres; but becomes
more so, when they unite in more considerable
It forms, moreover, to each muscle
fasciculi.
an external envelope, which unites it to the

—

—

—

—
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neighbouring parts, and admits of its motion. posed of acohsiderable number of fibrils, simiPhis envelope was formerly called Tu'nica pro- lar
to each other, and subdividing almostarf
inpria musculorum. 3. Of Arteries. These
pro- finitum. The ultimate filaments into which
the
ceed from neighbouring trunks, and are, gene- fibre can be
decomposed by mechanical means
rally, very large.
Their size and number are do not seem to be hollow, as has
been asserted.
always in proportion to the bulk of the muscle. Their colour
is red in man, and white in seveWilli the exception of some viscera, as the ral animals.
A greater or less number of muslungs and the kidneys, there are tew organs cular fibres,—
united in fasciculi, approximated
that receive as much blood as the muscles. 4.
to each other, and forming a distinct mass, of
Of Veins*. They follow th'e same course in the very variable size and shape,
the extremities
muscles as the arteries. Bichat asserts, that being attached to bones
by means of tendons,
they are generally devoid of valves. 5. Of —constitutes a
muscle. In this are included
Lymphatics. Of these we know little, and can- cellular membrane, vessels,
and nerves. See
not easily follow them between the fleshy fibres. Muscle.
C Of Nerves. These are numerous, and of difMuscular Nerves. The nerves distributed
ferent sizes. They, almost all, proceed from to the muscles are
so named.
Winslow calls
the encephalon
some, however, issue from the 4th pair of nerves Nerf musculaire oblique
ganglions, and accompany the arteries.
In supcrieur.
general, they penetrate the fleshy tissue along
Muscular System. A term given to the
with the vessels, to which they are narrowly aggregate of the muscles of
the body.
united. After they have entered the muscles,
Muscular Veins. These bring back the
they divide and subdivide until they are lost blood, which has been
carried to the muscles
sight of.
by the muscular arteiies.
MUSCLE CANIN, Levator anguli oris— m.
MUSCULI ACCESSORH AD SACROCannele, Ischio-trochanterianus m. Grand fes- LUMBALEM, see
Sacro-lumbalis— m. Papilsier, Gluteus major
m. of Guthrie, Compres- lares, Carneoe columnae.
sor Urethra?— m. of Homer, Tensor Tarsi— to.
MUSCULOCUTANEOUS, il/wsWo-cwrc'ties large du dos, Latissimus dorsi
m. of Wil- neus, from musculus, 'a muscle,' and cutis,
son, Compressor Urethra.
'skin.'
That which appertains to muscles and
;

—

—

MUS'CULAR, Musculu'ris.

That which

be-

longs or relates to the muscles.
Muscular Ar'teries. Arteries that are distributed to the muscles. The name, Muscular
Arteries of the Eye, has been especially given to
two branches sent off' by the ophthalmic artery. the one, inferior, which furnishes branches
to the rectus inferior oculi, lachrymal sac, &c,
and some of the anterior ciliary arteries the
other the superior, which is sometimes wanting; but, when it exists, gives branches to the
rectus superior oculi and levator palpebrse su-

—

:

—

skin.

Musculo-Cutaneous Nerve.
specially given to

This name

—

is

two nerves; the one, the
External cutaneous nerve, furnished by the brachial plexus (see Cutaneous:)
the other, given
off' from the poplitaeus externus, (F.) Nerfs Sciatique, PoplM externe;
Pritibio-digital, (Ch.)
It descends on the anterior and outer part of
the leg, at first, hid amongst the muscles; becomes superficial about the middle of the leg;
and divides into two branches, which pass superficially on the back of the foot.

—

—

—

MUSCULO-RACHID,E'US. Belonging or
exertion of relating to muscles and to the spine. A name
the power, possessed by muscles, of shortening given to branches, furnished behind, by the inthemselves, or of contracting to produce mo- tercostal, lumbar, and sacral arteries; and which
tion
muscular motion being the change in are distributed to the spine and to the muscles
the situation and relation of organs, induced of the neighbourhood.
by muscular contraction. When a muscle conACCLIVIS, Obliquus intertracts, its fibres assume more the zigzag direc- nus abdominis
m. Auxiliarius, Pyramidalis
tion, and the extremities approximate; but the abdominis
m. Cutaneus, Platysma myoides
bulk of the whole muscle is not augmented. m. Eustachii, Laxator tympnni m. Fallopii,
This contraction takes place, at times, with ex- Pyramidalis abdominis m. Patientiae, Levator
treme velocity: a single thrill, in the letter r, scapulae m. Penicillatus, Levator labii infecan be pronounced in the 1 -30,000th part of a rioris m. Pyxoides terrestris, Lichen pyxidatus
minute. The force of contraction depends upon
m. Subcutaneus, Platysma myoides m. Sucthe healthy physical condition of the muscle, centuriatus, Pyramidalis abdominis m. Sucenergy
of
the
brain.
The
combined with due
cingens, Diaphragm
m. Supercilii, Corrugaduration, in voluntary motion, is for a certain tor supercilii
in. Testicondus, Cremaster
rn.
time dependent upon the will: contractions, Testis, Cremaster m. Tubes novae, Circurnexcited involuntarily, cannot be so long main- flexus.
periors.

Muscular Contrac'tion.

The

:

MUSCULUS

—

—

—

—

—

—

tained.

Muscular or Fleshy Fibre.

A name given

to the filaments, which, by their union, form
the muscles. This fibre is flat, soft, downy,
linear, little elastic,

more

or less red: and ar-

zigzag according to its length, which
is variable.
It is firmer in adults than in the
young or the aged; of the same size in the
great and small muscles; and runs its course
without bifurcation or ramification. It is but
slightly resisting in the dead body, tearing
readily; but, during life, it supports very great
efforts without laceration.
It is, itself, com-

ranged

in
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—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

MUSCUS ARBOREUS. Lichen plicatus—
m. Caninus, Lichen caninus m. Clavatus.Lycopodium m. Corallinus, Corallina Corsicaiia
in.
Cranii humani, Lichen saxatilis
m.
Erectus, Lycopodium selago m. Helminthocortos, Corallina Corsicana
m. islandicus,
Lichen islandicus m. Marinus, Corallina Corsicana m. Maritimus. Corallina
m. Pulmonarius cpjercinus. Lichen pulmonarius
m. Py\idatus, Lichen pyxidatus
Villosus,
m.
Peris-

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

toma.

MUSEJU DE
MUSHROOM,

TJJYCHE, Os
Fungus.

uteri.

—
MUSIC

MYLOIIYOIDEUS
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MUSIC, Mu'sica, (F.) Musiqut, from povoa, congenital, or produced during infancy. The
musa, 'a song.' The art of producing harmo- subjects of this affection are called deaf-dumb,
nious and cadenced sounds: an art, which has, (F.) ttourds-mueU.
at times, been beneficially used in diseases,
Ml TITK. Mutitas.
particularly in those of the mind; or on which
MUTO, Penis.
the mind could act in a salutary manner.
MUTOMATUS, Membrosus.
MUSICOMA'NIA, Musvmu'nia, from music,
MVTTERKORN, Ergot.
and mania. A variety of monomania, in which
MYACANTHA, Ruscus.
the passion for music is carried to such an exMYASTHENIA, from /uvc, 'a muscle,' and
tent, as to derange the intellectual faculties.
aoStrtta, 'debility.'
Muscular debility.
MUSING, LISTLESS, Aphelxia otiosa.
MYCE, Occlusion.
MUSI QUE, Music.
MYCES, Fungus.
MUSK, Moschus, Mosch, (Arab.) (F.) Muse.
MYCHMUS,Suspirium.
A peculiar concrete animal substance, of a very
MYCHTHISMOS, Moaning.
diffusible odour, bitter taste, and a deep brown
MYCHTHISMUS, Suspirium.
in
a
sac,
found
near
colour; solid and enclosed
MYCTERES, Mares.
the anus of the Moschus moschiferus or Musk
MYCTEROl'HO'NIA, Vox nasa'lis, from
Deer.
the voice.' A
It is possessed of stimulant and anti. /uuy.rin, 'the nose,' and ifmrij,
spasmodic properties. Dose,gr. v to zj in bolus. nasal voice. A nasal twang or accent.
MYDE'SIS, from pvdaw, 'I abound with
Artificial Musk, Moschus fictit ius, Resi'na Sudani. {01. succini rectif. 1 part, acid, nitric. moisture.' In its most general sense, it means
4 parts. Digest; a black matter will be depo- corruption. By some, it is used for a mucous
sited, which must be well washed with water.) discharge from inflamed eyelids.
MUSKGRAPE FLOWER, Bulbus vomito- MYDON, fivdtuv. Same etymon. Fungous
'

—

rius.

MUSKMALLOW,

Hibiscus abelmoschus.
See Hibiscus abelmoschus.

MUSKSEED.
MUSK WOOD, Thymiama.
MUSOMANIA, Musicomania.
MUSSJSN'DA FRONDO'SA, BcUl'la,Bele'son.
A decoction of this plant has been
esteemed refrigerant.
MUSSEL, Mytilus edulis.
MUSSl'TA'TlO,Mussita'tion, from mussitare,
itself from mussare, to murmur.' A condition,
in which the tongue and lips move, as in the
act of speaking, but without sounds being produced. This sort of murmuring is an unfa'

vourable sign in disease, as indicating great
cerebral debility.

MUSTACHE, My stax.

MUSTARD BLACK,
of,

Sinapis— m. Essence
m. Essence of,
m. Hedge,
see Sinapis

Whitehead's, see Sinapis

Whitehead's

Fills of,

Erysimum — m.

—

—
—

Mithridate, Thlaspi campestre
m. Stinking hedge, Alliaria m. Treacle,
Thlaspi arvense m. White, Sinapis alba.

—

—

MUSTUM,

Mutacism, from uvrax-ao),

use the letter mtoo frequently." A vitious
pronunciation; consisting, according to Sauvages, in the frequent repetition of the letters
I

B, p,

MYELOPHTHISIC,
MYELOS, Marrow.

and m, which are substituted

for others.

Tabes

MYEN ERGl'A, from uvg,
MYGMUS,

'

dorsalis.

a muscle,'

tv,

and

Muscular strength.

tgyor, 'work.'

Wort.

MUTACIS'MUS,
"

or putrid flesh in certain fistulous ulcers.
Pollux. Also, flesh putrid from mouldiness.
MYDRIASIS. Same etymon. Platycor'ia,
Amydri'asis. A name, given by several writers
to morbid dilatation of the pupil; and, by others,
to weakness of sight, produced by hydrophthalmia.
MYELI'TIS, Inflamma'tio mcdul'lse spina'lis,
Spini'tis, Spinodorsi'tis, JVotomyeli'tis, Rhachialgi'tis, (of some,) (F.) Inflammation de la moelle
epiniere ou rachidienne, from /uviXug, ' the marrow,' and itis, denoting inflammation. Inflammation of the spinal marrow or its membranes;
indicated by deep-seated burning pain in the
spine, with various nervous and vascular irregularities of function.
It is not common.
Dr.
Marshall Hall proposes to call the inflammation
of the membranes of the brain Meningitis ; that
of the substance of the brain Myelitis.

Suspirium.

MYITIS, Rheumatism,

MYLACRIS,

acute.

Patella.

MYLE, Patella, Mole.
MYLICUS, Molar.
MYLO-GLOSSUS, from

uvh,, 'the jaw,'
MUTEO'SIS. Under this name is comprehended every phenomenon of expression, volun- and yXwoou, the tongue.' Winslow has given
which pass from
muscular
fibres,
tary and involuntary, which impresses the sight this name to
'

the posterior part of the myloid line of the
lower jaw, and from the sides of the base of the
mutilus, broken.' The removal or privation of tongue to the parietes of the pharynx. These
a limb, or of some other external part of the fibres belong to the constrictor superior phabody. In all countries, this crime has been ryngis, (q. v.)
MYLO-HYOIDE'US, from ^.j.'the jaw,'
punished with severity.
and vondr,g, the os hyoides.' (F.) Mylo-hyoiMUTINUM, Penis.
The Mylo-pharyngeus of Morgagni and
dien.
MUTISM E, Mutitas.
U'TIT AS, mutus, 'dumb.' Dumbness, Santorini. This muscle is situate at the upper
A])ho'niu,J}la'ha,Anuu'dia, Speechlessness. (F.) and anterior part of the neck, behind the lower
Mutisme, Mutite. Impossibility of articulating jaw. It is broad, flat, and has the form of a
arises from the internal
sounds; although they can be elicited. Dumb- truncated triangle. It
jaw bone, and is inness is often congenital, and united with deaf- oblique line of the lower
In some cases, serted at the fore part of the body of the os
ness, of which it is an effect.
hyoides. Its innermost fibres unite with those
it is accidental.
Mutitas Suhdo'rum, Apho'nia Surdorum, of the opposite side to form a raphe on the mernylo-byoideus raises the os
Dtaf. dumbness. Speechlessness from deafness ; dian line. The

or touch.

MUTILA'TrON,

Mutila'tio,

Maiming, from

'

l

M

'

—
MYLO-PIIARYNGEUS
hyoides and carries

forward, or

it

it

MYRIAMETRE. A

depresses

the lower jaw.

MYLO-PHARYNGEUS,

Constrictor

pha-

tres; equal to 16 miles,
and 14 inches.

MYOCEPHALON, Staphyloma.
from

measure of 10,000 me1
furlong, 156 yards,

MYR1CA CERIFERA.

ryngis, Mylo-hyoideus.

MYOCCELIAL'GIA,

MYROSPERMUM
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alba,

See Cera flava

et

and Wax, Myrtle

muscle,'
Myri'ca Gale, Myrtus Braban'tica,M. Ang'y.oiXiu,
abdomen,' and alytui, I suffer.' Pain lica, Myrtifo'lia Bel'gica, Gals, Gagel, Rhus sylin the muscles of the abdomen.
ves'tris, Ac'aron, Elseag'nus, E. cordo, ChamxY 0(J(ELI'TIS, from /uvon,' muscle,' xoi ).m, l$eagn,U3, Dodonm'a. Dutch myrtle, Sweet gale,
lower belly, and itis, denoting inflammation. Sweet willow, Candlebe.rry myrtle, (F.) Pimnit
Inflammation of the muscles of the abdomen.
Royal, Tht de Simon Pauli, Gale odorant. FaMYODESOPSIA, Metarnorphopsia.
mily, Amentaceffi.
Sex. Syst. Dioecia TetranDynamometer.
dria.
The leaves, flowers, and seeds have a
Dynamometer.
strong, fragrant smell, and a bitter taste. Thev
MYODYN'IA, from h vwr, muscle,' and are used for destroying moths and cutaneous
ofurtj,
pain.'
Pain in the muscles, rheuma- insects, and the infusion is given internally as
tismal or other.
Rheumatism (q. v.)
a stomachic and vermifuge.
'

/iuuv,

'

'

M

MYODYNAMOMETER,
MYODYNAMOMETER,

'

—

'

MYOG'RAPHY, Myogra'phia, from pvmv, MYRINGA. See Tympanum.
muscle,' and yoaytiv, to describe.' An anatoMYR1NX. See Tympanum.
mical description of the muscles.
MYRISTICA, see M. Moschata.
MYOLEM'MA, Myokm'a, from uvwv, 'a Myris'tica Moscha'ta, M. aromal'ica, Comuscle,' and Xffx/ua,
a coat.' The membra- macon. Nat. Ord. Myristiceae. The tree which
nous tribe of each muscular fibre. It has the produces the nutmeg and mace. (F.) Muscasame signification as Sarcolemma (q. v.)
dier. The Nutmeg, Myristica (Ph. U. S.) MyMYOL'OGY, M,jolog"ia, Sarcolog"ia, Mysio- ris'ticx nu'cleus, Mijris'ticx moscha'tae nu'cleus,
log"ia, from ptvoiv, ' a muscle,' and Xoyog, a dis- Nux moscha'ta, Nucis'ta, Nux myris'tica, Chrycourse.'
That part of anatomy which treats of sobal'anus Gale'ni, Unguenta'ria, As'sala, Nux
the muscles.
oromat'ica, (F.) Muscade, is the seed or kernel.
ON, Muscle.
It has a fragrant, aromatic odour; an agreeaMYONARCO'SIS, from pvm, 'a muscle,' ble, pungent taste, and is much used for culiand ra$zt], ' stupor.' Numbness of the muscles. nary purposes.
Alcohol extracts its active
MYON'OSIS, Myonu'sos, from ptvg, a mus- matter. It has the properties of aromatics in
cle,' and roaog, ' disease.'
A disease of the mus- general; being stimulant and stomachic. The
'

'

'

'

MY

'

cles.

oil

MYOPALMUS,
MYO'PIA,

Subsultus tendinum.

the

Myopi'asis, Luscios'itas, Myo'sis,

Parop'sis propin' qua, Jimblyo'pia dissito'rvm,
Dyso'pia dissilorum, Visus ju'venvm, from /uvw,
' 1 close,' or from
fiug, a mouse,' and w\p
the
eye.'
Near-sightedness, Mouse-sight, Purblind
ness, (F.) Vue courte.
Persons who can only
see objects very near. The defect is owing to
the too great convexity of the eye, and is pal
liated by wearing concave glasses.
MYOPODIORTHO'TICON, from pvwxp,
•one that is short-sighted,' and dioodtorixor,
1
having power to correct.' An apparatus for
A. A. Berthold.
the cure of short-sightedness.
'

, '

— of the

Luscio'sus,

One who

is

Mydpus.

MYRlSTlCiE NUCLEUS.

MYRMECIAS1S,

uuu,

'

1 close.'

Phthi'sispu-

Permanent contraction of the

pupil.

usually caused by iritis, and is extremely
When it exists to such an
difficult of cure.
extent as to obliterate the pupil, it is called SyAlso, Myopia, (q. v.)
nizesis, (q. v.)
YOSI'TIS,from,«i;c»r, 'a muscle A name
proposed by Sagar for inflammation of the mus-

M

'

Rheumatism.
Hieracium
Rheumatism, acute.

MYOSOTIS,
tism,

pilosella,

Rheuma-

MYOT'OMY, Myotom'ia, from /uw>v,'

a musand Tiy.rtn, to cut.' The part of practical anatomy, which treats of the dissection of

cle,'

See Myristica

Formication.

MYRMECIASMOS, Formication.
MYRMECIZON, Formicant.
MYRMEX, Formica.
MYROEAL'ANUS, from p«;or,

Same

It is

cles.

to git. vj.

'an

oint-

ment,' and (iixXxvoi, a nut;' so called, because
formerly used in ointments, Angcloc'acos, Myrob'alan.
A dried Indian fruit of the plum
kind. Of this there are several varieties
the
Bellir'ica or Belliric myrobalan, Bellegu, Bellerigi, Belnileg;
the M. cheb'vla or Chebule
myrob'alan; the M. cit'rina or Yellow myrobalan,
Ara'ra; the M. em'b/ica or emblic myrobalan,
and the M. Indica, As'uar, Indian, or Black
myrobalan. All the myrobalans have an unpleasant, bitterish, very austere taste; and
strike an inky blackness with a solution of
steel.
They are said to possess laxative as well
as astringent properties.
'

MYO'SIS, from
jnl/a'ris.

iij

moschata.

attacked with myopia or

short-sightedness.

oil gtt.

Mace, Macis, Maces, Flores macis, (F.) Fleurs
de muscade, is the involucrum of the fruit; it is
membranous*, with the odour and taste of the
nutmeg, and is possessed of similar qualities.
The Oleum macis is a fragrant, sebaceous substance, expressed in the East Indies. It is only
used externally.

—

MYOPS, fxvwxp,
etymon.

Oleum niyristiae— possesses the virtues of
nutmeg. Dose of the nutmeg, gr. v. to Qj;

'

—

M

—

MYRON,

Unjruentum.

MYROPISSOCE'RON. A topical applicathe muscles. Also, the surgical operation of
tion in alopecia, referred to by Galen; from
the division of muscles to remove deformity.
/uv^oy,
ointment,' mnoa, pitch,' and *»;55?,
MYOT.YRBE, Chorea.
wax.'
MYREPSUS, Uno-uentarius.
'

'

;

MYROPGEAS, Unguenlarius.
from /uuota, '10,000,'
MYROPOLES, Apothecarv. Unwuentarius.
gramme.' A weight equal to
MYROSPERMU.M PERUIFERUM. See
10.000 grammes, or to 20 pounds, *J ounces, and
Myroxylon permferum.
U drachms Troy.

MYR'IAGRAMME,

and

y^(tufx,t,

'

—

—
MYROXYLON

MYRTUS,

'

t

an

ointment,' and %vi,or, wood;' Cabvrei'ba. Nat.
Ord. Leguminosae. The tree which affords the
Peru' man balsam, Bafsamum Fcruvia'num, Putzochill, Myrnx'yli Perviferi bal'samum, MyroxyIon (Ph. U. S.) Indian, Mexican, or American
balsam, Balsamum Perua'num, Cabureiciba, (F.)
Baume de Perou, This balsam consists of Benoil.

odour

Its

Myrtus commu'nis, M. communis
Myrsine, MyrrhinS, The myrtle, (F.)
Myrte commun. The berries of this plant have
been recommended in alvineand uterine fluxes
and other disorders of relaxation and debility.
They are moderately astringent and somewhat
aromatic.
Myrtus Angi.ica, Myriea gale m. Brabanftal'ica,

|

'

and essential

MYZESIS
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MYROXYLON, see M. peiuUeram.
Myrox'ylon Peruif'erum, from (*v£*v

zoic acid, resin,

—

'

is

—

Myriea gale.
Myrtus Caryophylla'ta, Cassia caryophyl-

tica,

fragrant and aromatic; taste hot and bitter; so- la'ta, Canel'la caryophyllata, (F.) Coptic/, Ciiuluble in alcohol, and miscible in water by the nelle girojlee. The tree which affords the Clone
aid of mucilage.
Cortex carophylla'tus. This bark is a
It is stimulant and tonic, and bark;
considered to be expectorant: as such, it has warm aromatic; resembling clove witli an adbeen employed in paralysis, chronic asthma, mixture of cinnamon. It may be used with the
chronic bronchitis and rheumatism, gleet, leu- same views as cloves or cinnamon.
Myrtus Pimen'ta. The tree which bears the
corrhcea, <&c, and, externally, for cleansing and
stimulating foul indolent ulcers. Dose, gtt. v Jamaica pepper, Pimen'ta bacca, Pimento berries, Pimento, Piper caryophyllu! turn, Coc'culi
to gtt. xxx.
White Balsam of Peru, Natural balsam. Indi aromal'ici, Piper chia! pa, Amo'mvm pimenBalsamum album, Styrax alba, Bal samel x' on, is ta, Fructus pimcnli, Carive, Caryophyi'ius Ameobtained by incision from the Myrosper'mum rica' nus, Piper odoru'tum Jamaicen'se, Allspice,
Piper Jamaicen'se, Piper tabas'cum, (F.) Poivre
peruiferum.
Myroxyi.on Tolujff.rum, Toluifera Balsa- de Jamaique, Toute 6pice, Assourou. These
unripe berries Pimenta (Ph. U. S.) have an
mum.
/uvqoa, Heb. -|ft; Boh, Starts, aromatic odour; resembling a mixture of cinErgas'ma, Myrrh, Calo'nia, Smyrna, Myrrlia namon, nutmeg, and cloves; the taste is punLike other
rubra, (F.) Myrrke. The exudation of an un- gent, but mixed, like the odour.
known plant of Abyssinia or Arabia Felix, said peppers, this is stimulant and carminative. The
possesses the virtues
O'leurn Pimen'tx
to be. the Balsamaden'dron myrrha. This gum- oil
resin has a fragrant, peculiar odour; and bitter of the berries. The powdered fruit has been
aromatic taste. It is in reddish-yellow, light, called Quatrc-ipices or Four spices. Dose. gr.
brittle, irregular tears; partially soluble in dis- v. to ftij.
MYS, Muscle.
S. G.
tilled water, when aided by friction.
MYSIOLOGIA, Myology.
It is stimulant; and has been used in
1.3G0.
r
STAX, juvaruZ. The hair growing on
cachectic affections, humoral asthma, chronic
each side of the upper lip in men. The musDose, gr. x. to gj.
bronchitis, &c.
Also, the upper lip.
tache or mustachio.
Myrrha Imperfecta, Bdellium.

—

—

MYRRHA,

—

MY

MYRRHINE, Myrtus.
MYRR11IS ANNUA, Athamanta

MYSTE'RION, fAva^nior, ' a mystery.' An
Cretensis arcanum, nostrum, or secret preparation in
Odorata, Chffirophyllum odoratum.
general. Also, an antidote, referred to by Galen
MYRSINE, Myrtus.
and others.
MYRSINEL^E'ON, from (tvootvy, the myrMYSTRON, y.ua-TQor. A Greek measure,
Oil of myrtle. Diosco- which held about three drachms.
tle,' and eXmior, 'oil.'

—<m.

'

—

rides.

MYRSINI'TES.^i'eaniT^. Wine,

which

in

branches of myrtle have been macerated.
MYRTACANTHA, Ruscus.
MYRTE COMMUJY, Myrtus.
^nrtSavov.
An
scence, growing on the trunk of the
and used as an astringent. Also, a
Vinum mrjrtid'anum made from wild

MYRTID'ANON,

—

excremyrtle,

wine
myrtle

MYT'ILUS EDU'LIS. The common

mus-

A

bivalve, the flesh of which,
(F.) Motdc.
when at all in a state of decomposition, is

sel.

highly poisonous. When fresh, it is an agreeable article of diet.
MYU'RUS, Meiuros. A pulse is so called
when it sinks progressively, and becomes
smaller and smaller like a rat's tail; from fiv(,
'rat,'

and

otna, 'tail.'

Pulsus myurus

recip'-

berries.

rocus, a pulse, which, after having become graBELGICA, Myriea gale.
dually weaker, resumes, by degrees, its former
MYR'TIFORM, Myrtiform'is; from myrtus, character.
« a
Having the
myrtle,' and forma., ' shape.'
MYXA, Mucus, Sebestina.
name given to a
shape of a leaf of myrtle.
Mucous.
muscle (depressor alee nasi, q. v.) to the fossa
MYXOR'RHOOS,^u|ooooo;, from ^u|«,'muincisiva; to certain caruncles, (q. v.) &c.
'
One who is subject to
I flow.'
cus,' and qtu,
Compressor naiis, Demucous discharge. Applied to infants, that
pressor aire nasi.
quantity
of mucus and
considerable
a
discharge
name, given to a medicine
MYRTI'TES.

MYRTIFOLIA

A

MYXODES.

MYRTIFORM1S,

A

saliva.

prepared with honey and myrtle berries.
MYXOSARCO'MA, from uthi, 'mucus,'
MYRTLE, Myrtus m. Berry, Vaccinium and can:, flesh.' A tumour which is muca.myrtillus m. Candleberry, Myriea gale m. carneous; partly mucous and partly fleshy.
Dutch, Myriea gale m. Wild, Ruscus.
MYXOTER, Nasus.

—

—

MYRTOCHE1LIDES,

MYRTON,

—

—

Clitoris.

'

Nymphaj.

MYZESIS,

Sucking,

—

'

NABOT

/

NARCISSUS

4?1

N.
IV This

letter, in prescriptions, is

ment nf Namero, by number.
NAIJOT, Saceharum candidum.

an abridg-

NABO'THI GLAN'DUIwE,

Ovarium

who is much below the usual staThe term is applicable to all organized
beings, from man to the vegetable. Trees have
their dwarfs, as the human species have theirs.
Some curious authenticated instances of human
dwarfs are on record. Bebe, the dwarf of Stanislaus, king of .Poland, was 33 inches (French,)
long, and well proportioned. The Polish nobleman, Borwlaski, who was well made, clever, and
a good linguist, measured 2d Paris inches. He
had a brother, 34 inches high, and a sister 21.
A Friesland peasant, at 2b' years of age, had attained 2L) Amsterdam inches. C. H. Stoberin,
of Niirnberg, was not 3 feet high at 20, yet he
was well proportioned and possessed of talents
individual,
ture.

'

O'rula Kabothi,
Nubothi, Folli'culi rotun'di et oblon'gi,

Vesiculx seu Bulla; rotun'dx cervi'cis u'leri,
Vcsic'u/x scmino'les mulie'rum, Corpora globo'sa, Corpus' cula globo' sa, G/andukeseu
Hydatides
cervi'cis uteri.
Some small, mucous crypts or
follicles situate in the interstices of
the dupli-

catures of the lining membrane of the cervix
uteri. Naboth, from noticing them in a morbid
condition, mistook them for ova; and hence
they received the name Orula Nabothi.
NACRA, Nakra, Nasn.
kind of Influenza,
common in the East Indies.
1
NJEVUS, JYxvus mater nus, Nevus, Mac1 ulse
matri'cis, M. Mater1nm, Stigmata, Metrocel'ides,
Mother's marks, Fane,/ marks, Mother's spots,
Congen'itae notse, (F.) Envic. Spots of various
kinds on the skin of children when born, which
have been idly attributed to the influence of the
maternal imagination on the foetus in utero.
They are of various appearances, some much
better supplied with blood than others.
Some

A

NAPE OF THE NECK, Nucha.
NAPELLUS VERUS, Aconitum

napellus.

NAPH^E FLORES.
NAPHTHA, Nufrla,

See Citrus aurantium.
O'lcum petrx album,
from a Chaldaic and Syriac word signifyin
bitumen. A bituminous substance, found in
Persia, Calabria, Sicily, &c. It is liquid, limpid,
of a yellowish white colour, a smell slightly resembling that of oil of turpentine, and lighter
than water. It resembles petroleum in its proare merely superficial or stain- like spots. Others perties, and has been chiefly used as an external
are prominent; and, often, have long, irregular application although, occasionally, as an anhairs growing from them. These have usually thelmintic, and in inhalation in phthisis pulmobeen called Moles, Spili, Epichro'ses spili, &c. nalis.
When nsevi are superficial, without any disNaphtha Vitrioli, iEther sulphuricus n.
position to enlarge or spread, they need not be Vitrioli camphorata, Tinctura a;therea camphomeddled with; but all those that partake of the rata n. Vitrioli martialis, Tinctura seu alcohol
character of aneurism by anastomosis, had bet- sulfurico cethereus ferri.
ter be removed by the knife, where practicable.
NAPIUM, Lapsana.
NAFDA, Naphtha.
NAPLES (CLIMATE OF.) The climate of
NAIL, Sax. nae 5 l. (G.)Nagel. Unguis, Naples in its general characters resembles that
Onyx, (F.) Ongle. A whitish transparent sub- of Nice, but it is more changeable; the sirocco,
stance, similar to horn, which covers the dorsal too, which is little known in Nice, is severelyextremity of the fingers. Three portions are felt at Naples. It is not a good residence for
;

—

—

distinguished in it; the extremity, which is free,
end of the finger;— the body or middle
portion adherent by its inner surface; and the
root.
The last presents two distinct parts; the
one, terminated by a thin, serrated edge, is
buried in a duplicature of the skin; the other,
called lu'nula seu semilu'nula unguium, is
whitish and of a semilunar shape, and is situate
above the part where the epidermis terminates.
The nails are composed of a horny tissue, of
the same nature as that which forms the hoofs,
When
horns, and scales of different animals.
the nail has been torn off, the papilla; of the
skin become covered by a soft, whitish lamina,
whose consistence gradually augments. New
lamina? are then formed underneath, and give
the nail the thickness it ought to possess. The
corneous substance, being thus constantly produced at the extremity of each of these lamina?,
the whole of the nail is pushed forwards, and
it would grow indefinitely, were it not cut or
worn by friction.
The nails protect and support the extremities
nf the fingers against the impression of hard
bodies. They are, also, useful in laying hold
of small bodies; and dividing those that have
but little consistence.
at the

.V.//.V,

Nanus.

NAKRA, Nacra.
NAN IS, I'umtio,
I

the

phthisical

deed, considers
dence for such.

invalid: Sir James Clark, init altogether an unsuitable resi-

Naples, Mineral Waters

of. In the QuarSanta Lucia, near the coast, is a cold sprinnr,
sulphuretted
hydrogen
and carbonic
rich in
acid. It is much used as an aperient tonic, and
in cutaneous affections.
I^aples Water, Factitious. (F.) Eau dc
ter,

Naples, .Jqua Neapolita'na, Jiqua acid 'ula hydrosulphura! ta. (.icidutous water, containing four
times its bulk of carbonic acid, gxv, and ^iij.
hijdrosulphurcttcd water, gix; carbonate of soda.
gr. viij; carbonate of magnesia, gr. x.
Ph. P.)
NAPTA, Nata.
Sinapis n. Sylvestris, Brassica
napus.

M

—

NAPUS,

N.iRCAPHTE, Thymiama.

NARCAPH'THON, Nascaph'thon. The bark
of an aromatic tree formerly brought from India.
By some, supposed to be that of the tree which
affords the olibanum. It was used in fumigation,
in diseases of the lungs.
NARCE, Narcosis.
Narcosis.
NARCISSE FAUX, Narcissus pseudo-narcissus n. des Pres, Narcissus pseudo narcissus
n. Sauvaere, Narcissus pseudo-narcissus.

NARCEMA,

—

NARCIS'SUS PSEUDO-MARCIS'SUS
PumHo,

milus, PumU'ius, 'dwarfish.'

41*

'

a dwarf.'
(F.) /fain.

JV- The Daffodil.
An des prte, Faux

(F.) Narcisse sautage, Narcisse
The root is emetic ana

narcisse.

—

—

—

NARCOSIS

NASAL

4fc2

cathartic, in the dose of ^ij.

The flowers are labathrum leaves, Oil of worms Co stun, Amo mum,
Dose, 24 grains.
Myrrh, &C, and was used as a detergent.
NARCO'SIS, J\'ar' colism Narce Narca, NorNardus Rdbtica, Asarum.
Ct ma, from vaoxoto, I benumb.' Toipe'do. TorNARES, Rkines, Cuv'itas Nu'rium, Cavnm
por, Stupor, Stup'fuc'tio. The aggregate effects seu Ca'vea seu Caver'na milium, Nnsus inter'produced by narcotic substances. At times, nns, Mijclc'rcs, Na'rium ad'itus, Uchctru' matu.
narcotism is confined to a state of more or less Thcnosliils. (F.) Narincs. Two elliptical aperprofound stupor; and constitutes, in certain tures, situate beneath the nose, and separated
cases, a useful remedial condition; at others, it from each other by the cartilaginoui septum
is true poisoning, characterized by vertigo, naunasi. These apertures are continually open, and
sea^ state of intoxication or apoplexy, constant give passage to the air we breathe; and to the
delirium, convulsive motions, &c. Emetics, in mucous fluids secreted in the nasal fossa;.
strong doses, and not much diluted with water;
Naues, Interna, Nasal Fossce.
purgatives and glysters are the first means to
Naues, Posterior, Nares postre'mas, Eztre'be used in this condition. The stupor may mae nares, Ostia postcrio'ra seu Cliu'aiurna'i-ium,
afterwards be combated by the use of exciting Na'rium Ex'ilus, (F.) Arrieres narincs, Ouver,

%

antispasmodic.

,

,

'

and stimulating drinks.

NARCOTIA, Narcotine.
NARCOT'ICS, Narcot'ica,

Caro'ticu, Obstu-

pefacien'tia, Stvpefacien'tia, Cerebro-spinants,
(F.) Stupe"factifs, Stvpifiants. Same etymon.

Substances, which have the property of stupe-

—

fying;
as opium, stramonium, hyoscyamus,
belladonna, <fcc. They are used in medicine as
soothing agents; exerting their particular influence on the brain. In small doses, as a general principle, narcotics stimulate; in large, they
act as sedatives.
The following is a list of the
chief narcotics;

Stramonii Folia,
Semina,

Aconitum,
iEtherea,

Belladonna,

tures poslerieures des fosses nasales, are the
posterior apertures of the nasal cavities, which
establish a communication between those cavities and the pharynx. They are bounded, above,
by the body of the sphenoid bone ; below, by the
palate bone, and the base of the velum pendulum; and, on the outside, by the internal ala of
the pterygoid process. They are separated from

each other by a septum, of which the vomer
the

bony

NARIFUSO'RIA, from
and f'under e, fusurn,

'

JYares,

to pour.'

<

the nostrils,'

Medicines dropt

into the nostrils.

NARINES, Nares.
NARIUM ADITUS,

NARTHEX,

Nares.

Splint.

NASA, Nacra, Nata.
NASAL, Nasa'lis, from

Camphora,
Conium,

is

part.

Mental Narcotics,
nasus,
the nose.'
(Appropriate Music,
Monotonous Sounds, That which relates to the nose.
Digitalis,
Nasal- Artery. This is the largest of the
or any succession of
Humulus,
monotonous impres- two branches in which the ophthalmic artery
Hyoscyamus,
terminates. It issues from the orbit, above the
sions.)
Luctucarium,
tendon of the orbicularis palpebrarum, passes
Opium and Morphia,
above the side of the root of the nose, and
NAR'COTINE, Narcoti'na, Narcotia, Narco- anastomoses with the last extremity of the faHaller gave the name nasal to the sphetin; same etymon; Set de Derosne, Opiane, cial.
Sel d'opium, Principe crystallizable de Derosne.
insipid substance;
by some considered to be alkaloid, by others
neuter; crystallizable in straight prisms with a
rhomboidal base; fusible like the fats; soluble
in boiling alcohol and ether, and scarcely soluNarcotine produces all the unble in water.
pleasant effects of opium; but, at the same
time, throws the animal into a state of stunor.

A solid, white, inodorous, and

not used in medicine, on account of these
The salts, which are very bitter,
have been used successfully in India for the
cure of intermittents.

It is

objections.

NARCOTISM, Narcosis.
NARD, CELTIC, Valeriana Celtica— n. IndiNardus Indica n. Indien, Nardus Indica
Nardus Indica n. Sauzage, Asarum.

ca,
n.

Indique,

NARDUM

GAI.LICUM,

NARDUS CELTICA,

Valeriana Celtica.

Valeriana Celtica— n.

Montana, Asarum.

Nardus

In'dica, Spica rtardi, Spica In'dica,

Indian nurd, Spikenard, Andropo'gon nardus.
root of this plant is one of the ingredients
in the niithridate and theriaca. It is moderately
warm and pungent, and has a flavour by no
means disagreeable. It is used by the Orientals
(F.) Nard Indien, N. Indiqve. An
;is a spice:
ointment was formerly used, called Ungucrilum nardi'num. It was prepared of Nurd, Ma-

The

'

nopalatine. He also called the dorsales nasi,
furnished by the external maxillary, Nusalcs
laterales.

Nasal Bones, Ossa

nasi, Ossa nasa'lia, OsOssa maxiflse supcrio'ris quatta seu
(F.)
Os nasaux, Os propres
quinta seu secun'da,
du nez. These bones are situate beneath the
nasal notch of the os frontis, and occupy the
space between the nasal or angular processes
of the superior maxillary bone. Their shape
is nearly quadrilateral.
They have an external
or cutaneous surface; an internal or nasal, and
four margins. Each is articulated with its fellow,
with the os frontis. ethmoid, and superior maxillary bone.
They ossify from a single point.
Nasal Car'tilage, Cartila'go triangularis
Nasi. A cartilage formed of three portions,
which unite at the dorsum nasi, and are distinguished into the cartilage of the septum, and
the lateral cartilages. This cartilage is continuous, above, with the ossa nasi and, inferior!]/,
with membranous fibro-cartilages, which form
the supple and movable part of the nostrils.
They are two in number the one before, the
sic'ula nasi,

;

—

other behind.

Nasal

Fossae, Cavi na'rium,

Nares intcr'nx

two large, anfractuous cavities, situate between the orbits below the cranium, and lined
by the' pituitary or Schneiderian membrane.
Thesecavities have nocommunication with each
are

other; but the various sinuses in the neighbour-

—
NASAL

NATARON
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—

ing bones; the ethmoidal, sphenoidal, superior The infe'rior and posle'rior nasal spine, Epine
maxillary, &c, all communicate with them. gutturate, (Ch.) a process, formed on the meThe general cavity of each nostril is divided by dian line by the two palate bones at the postethe ossa spongiosa into three meatus or passages, rior part of the palatine arch.
which run from before backwards. 1. The
NASALIS, Compressor naris.
Meulus narium tupe'rior, placed at the upper,
Nasa'lis La'bii Superio'ius. A small musinner, and back part of the superior spongy cular slip, which runs up from the middle of
bone. 2. The Meatus nirdius, situate between the orbicularis and the lip to the tip of the nose.
the superior and inferior spongy bones; and 3. It lies exactly in the furrow, and is occasionally
The Meatus inferior, situate between the infe- a levator of the upper lip, or a depressor of the
rior spongy bone and the bottom of the nose. tip of the nose.
The Schneiderian membrane receives the first
N A S ATU S, Membrosus.
pair of nerves, and various branches from the
NAS'CALE. A kind of pessary, made of
fifth pair.
The arteries are furnished by the wool or cotton, which was formerly introduced
branches of the internal maxillary, known under into the vagina, after being impregnated with
the names of spheno-palatine, infra-orbitar, su- oil, ointment, or some other proper medicament.
perior alveolar, palatine, pterygo-palatine by
NASCAPHTHON, Narcarphthon.
the supra-orbitar, and ethmoidal branches of the
NASD A, Nate.
ophthalmic artery, by the internal carotid, supeNAS1TAS, Rhinophonia.
;

Nasal Mucus, Mucus natrium, Mucor seu
seu Blenna, seu Lymplia mucu/en'ta
narium, vulgarly called Snot, (F.) Morvc, is
the mucus secreted by the Schneiderian mem-

NASIT1S POSTICA, Angina nasalis.
NASO-PAL/ATINE, Naso-pulati'nus. That
which belongs to the nose and velum palati.
Naso-Palatine Ganglion is situate in the
foramen palatinum anterius. Its greater extremity receives the two naso-palatine branches;
whilst the smaller gives off two or three filaments, which reach the paiatine vault, where
they ramify on the membrane of the same name,

brane.

anastomosing with filaments of the great pala-

rior labial,

and dorsales

nasi.

known, and generally follow

Its veins are little
the course of the

The lymphatics

are almost unknown.
The nasal fossas are the seat of smell; they aid,
also, in respiration and phonation.
arteries.

Pitui'ta,

Nasal Nerve,

— Naso-palpfbral (Ch.),

Naso-

ocula'ris (Sommering.) One of the three branches
of the ophthalmic nerve of Willis. It enters the
orbit of the sphenoidal fissure, passes along the
inner paries of that cavity, and divides, opposite
the internal and anterior orbitar foramen, into
two branches. 1. The internal and posterior,
which passes into the Foramen orbitarium internum anterius, enters the cranium beneath the
dura mater, and passes into the nasal fossa?,
through an aperture at the sides of the Crista
It afterwards divides into several filagatti.
ments: one of them— the Naso-lobar, of Chausis very small, and descends on the postesier
rior surface of the os nasi, and ramifies in .the
integuments of the ala nasi. A second terminates near the septum; others descend along
the outer paries of the nasal fossae. 2. The
other is external and anterior, and is called the
external nasal nerve. It is distributed to the
outside of the orbit. Before dividing, the nasal
nerve communicates with the ophthalmic ganglion, and gives off two or three ciliary nerves:
—the Posterior Nasal Nerves. Sommering has
given this name to the nerves, which arise from
The internal part of the spheno-palatine gan-

—

tine nerve.

.Naso-Palatine Nerve is furnished by the
spheno-palatine, which proceeds from the ganglion of Meckel. It traverses the vault of the
nasal fossoe, and proceeds upon the septum between the two layers of the pituitary membrane.
It enters the anterior palatine canal, and terminates at the superior angles of the naso-palatine
ganglion, without attaining the mouth.
NASO-PALPEBRAL, Orbicularis palpebra-

rum.

NASTURTIUM AQUATICUM,

Cardamine

— n.Hortense,
Lepidiuin sativum — n. Indicum, Tropa:olum
majus — n. Peruvianum, Tropasolum majus — n.
pratensis,

Sisymbrium nasturtium

Pratense, Cardamine pratensis.
DILATANS, Pyramidalisnasi.
NASUS. The Nose, R/iin, Rhis, Or'ganon
olfactus seu odora'lus seu olfacto'rium, P ronton-

NASUM
nam

(F.) J\'ez. The nose
faciei, Mijxo'ter.
a pyramidal eminence, situate above the anterior apertures of the nasal fossa?, which it
covers; and, consequently, occupying the middle and upper part of the face, between the
forehead and upper lip, the orbits and the
cheeks. Its lateral surfaces form, by uniting
angularly, a more or less prominent line, called
glion.
This line
the Dorsum Nasi, (F.) Dos du nez.
Nasal Notch, (F.) Echancrure nasale.
terminates, anteriorly, by the lobe. The sides
nasal
semicircular notch, situate between the
Naris,
Nasi,
Pinnx
(F.)
Ailes flu
called
Jilse
are
articulated
and
bone,
prominence of the frontal
with the nasal bones and the nasal processes of nez. The columna is the inferior part of the
to'

is

A

the superior maxillary bones.

partition.

A

(F.) Bosse nasale.
prominence, situate on the median line, at the
anterior surface of the os frontis, between the

Nasal Prominence,

two superciliary
].

arches.

Nasal Spines. These are three in number.
The Supe'nor nasal spine of the os frontis,

its nasal notch, and
articulated before with the nasal bones, behind
with the ethmoid. 2. The infe'rior and anterior
nasal spine, situate at the inferior part of the anIt is formed
terior opening of the nasal fossse.
bv the two superior maxillary bones; and 3.

occupying the middle of

The chief varieties of the nose are the aqui(F.J A'cz camarot on epate,
and the snub nose, (F.) Nez retrousse. The nose
is formed, besides its bones, of fibrocartilage,
cartilage, muscles, vessels, and nerves; and its
use seems to be, to direct odours to the upper
line, the flat nose,

part of

tire

nasal fossse.

Nasus Internus, Nares.
Nasda, Napta. A fleshy,
indolent excrescence, having the shape of the

NATA.

Nutta, Nasa.

nates.

NATA RON,

Natron.

—

;

,

NATATION

NATATION, Nata'tio, from nature, itself from
swim.' Swimming. The action of
swimming, or of supporting one's self, or moving
upon the water. Swimming resembles the horizontal leap in its physiology
the medium being water instead of air. The difference between
the specific gravity of the human body and that
of water is not great; so that but little exertion
is required to keep a part of the body above water.
Swimming is a healthy gymnastic exercise, combining the advantages of bathing.
Ephed'rana, Nal'ulx, Sca'phia,
Chines, Glutoi, Monse; the Bottom, Backside,

ti«rc,

'

to

—

NATES,

Two

(F.) Fesses.
Poste'riors, Buttocks, &c.
round projections, at the inferior and posterior

part of the trunk, on which we sit. Amongst
the mammalia, man alone has the nates prominent and round. They are formed chiefly by
the skin, and a thick layer of cellular tissue,
which covers the three glutaei muscles.
Nates et Testes, Quadrigemina corpora.
NATRON, Natrum, Nat'aron, Nitrum, from
Natron, a lake in Judaea. A saline compound,
very abundant in Egypt, which is almost wholly
formed of subcarbonate of soda, (q. v.)
Natron Mcriatum, Soda, muriate of— n.
Praeparatum, Soda, subcarbonate of— n. Tartarizatum, Soda, tartrate of— n. Vitriolatum, Soda,
sulphate of.

NATRUM CHLORATUM LIQUIDUM,

—

urethra in man, near the base of the glans. 3.
the superficial depression which separates
the two roots of the helix. This is also called
Scapha.
NAVIFORMIS, Navicular.
NAVIS, Vulva.

To

NEAR-SIGHTEDNESS, Myopia.
IN

—

ticularly food.

NECK,

see Kino.
Nausio'sis, Nau'tia, (F.) Nausie,
Envie de vomir; from ram, navis, ' a ship ;' because those unaccustomed to sailing are so afdesire to vomit.
Sickness.
fected.
Nausea Mari'na ; Morbus nau'ticus, Seasickness, Vom'itusnavigan'tium, (F.) Mai de mer.

NAUSEA,

A

&c, experienced

at sea

and from
which those who are so accustomed are not
always exempt. It generally ceases when the
person becomes habituated to the motion of the
vessel, and not till then.
to a sea life

;

NAU'SEANT, Nau'seans. An agent that
excites nausea, which is a state of diminished
action. Nauseants are, hence, valuable remedies
in diseases of excitement.
NAUSIO'SIS. This word, besides being synonymous with nausea, (q. v.) has been used to
express the slate of venous hemorrhage,
blood is discharged by jets.
NAUTIA, Nausea.

NAVEL,

Umbilicus

—

n.

String,

when

Funiculus

umbilicalis.

NJVET,

Brassica rapa.
Brassica napus.

NJiVETTE,

NAVICULAR, Navicula'ris, Navifor' mis
from navic'ula, 'a little ship.'
Fossa Navicula'ris, F. Scaphoi'dcs, Navic'See Scaphoid. This name has
ula, Scavh'ula.
been given, 1. To a small depression between
the entrance of the vagina and the posterior
labia majors or fourchette.
a perceptible dilatation, presented by the

commissure of the
y.

To

DERBYSHIRE,

Bronchocele— n.
Wrv, Torticollis.
AN'ODYNE, These are

Swelled, Bronchocele

NECKLACE,

—

n.

formed of the roots of hyoscyamus, Job's

tears,

allspice steeped in brandy, or the seeds of the
wild liquorice vine, to suit the fancies of the
prescribers. They are employed to facilitate

dentition in children, and to procure sleep in
fever.

NECR^'MIA;
'aiuu,

blood.'

'

from vty.no?, 'death,' and
Death of the blood. Death be-

ginninrr with the blood

— C.

B. Williams.
cerebri.

J.

NECRENCEPHALUS, Molliiies
NECRODES, Cadaverous.

NECROLOGY, BILLS

OF,

Mortality,

bills of.

NECROMANCY,

Necromanti'a, NegromanNigromanti'a, Necyomanti'a, Nicromanti! a
fiavrttu,

fear.'

'

tpo/Jo?,

Exaggerated

symptom occurs
is

divination.'

'

NECROMANTIA, Necromancy.
NECRON, Cadaver.
NECROPHOBIA, from rtzooc,

Genital organs.
Genital organs.

sickness, vomiting,

The

from vsMQog, 'death,' and
Divination by the dead.

organs.

A mist or

Neccssa'rius, (ne, and c.esNecessaries of Life, Vitx necessitates, (F.) Besoins de la vie, include every thing
requisite for the maintenance of life ; and par-

ti'a,

by those unaccustomed

Nubecula, Neplios, NepWSee Ca-

NECESSARY,

sure.)

NAUCLEA GAMBIR,

The

iSulics,

ligo.

NATURAL PARTS,
NATURALIA,

EB'ULA,

Ncphe' lion, (F.) Nuagc, Ombrage.
A slight speck on the cornea.
cloud suspended in the urine.
NEBULOUS, Nepheloid.
cle,

Li-

quor sodae chlorinatae n. Muriaticum, Soda,
muriate of— n. Oxymuriaticum, Soda, chloride
of n. Oxyphosphorodes, Soda, phosphate of
n. Sulphuricum, Soda, sulphate of.

NATTA, Nata.
NATUL.E, Nates.
NATURA, Genital

NECROSIS

484

death,' and
This
where the disease
'

fear of death.

in patients

not mortal as in hypochondriasis.
not a good symptom.
;

In fevers,

it is

NEOROPNEUMO'NIA,

Gangrx'na Pulmo'Gangrene du Poumon; from rtxoo;,
death, and Pneumonia. Gangrenous inflam-

num,

(F.)
:

'

mation of the lungs. This may be diffused or
circumscribed. The only pathognomonic symptom is the extraordinary and repulsive odour of
the breath and expectoration. The treatment
consists in the use of the chlorides internally,
or of chlorine by inhalation allaying irritation
by opium, and supporting the patient by wine
;

whey, and nourishing

diet.

NECROPSY, Aulopsia cadaverica.
NECROSCOPY, Autopsia cadaverica.
NECRO'SIS, from
cation,

(q. v.)

rtxnoo,,

'

I kill.'

Mortifi-

State of a bone or of a portion

of a bone deprived of life. Necrosis may take
place without the surrounding soft parts being
struck with gangrene. It is to the bones wtoat
gangrene is to the soft parts. The part of the
bone affected with necrosis becomes a foreign
body, similar to the gangrenous eschar, and its
separation must be accomplished by the efforts
of nature or by art. When necrosis occurs in
the centre of long bones, it never exten Is to
their articular extremities. The exterior layers
of bone form a canal round the dead portion or
sequestrum; between these swollen layers and
the sequestrum, suppuration lakes place; the
matter presses against the bony canal ; perfo-

:

NECROTOMY
rales

it,

become

and

is

fistulous.

In the treatment, the exit of the sequestrum
must be facilitated by proper incisions, by the
application of the trepan to the bone, &c.

Necrosis

Dentium, Dental

gangrene— n.

Ustilaginea, Ergotism.
Dissection.
NECTAR, from it, 'a particle of negation,'
and ktow, 'to kill.' A pleasant liquor, feigned
by the poeia to have been the drink of the
gods, and to have rendered immortal those who
partook of it. A name given, by the ancients,
to many drinks; and particularly to one made
with wine, evaporated and sweetened with

NECROTOMY,

honey.

NECUS1A,

Wound.

(q. v.;)

belly;

abdomen

(q. v.;)

womb.

NEEDLE.

Sax. nebl, naehl. from Teut.
n e te n, 'to sew.' Acus, Bcl'one, Map liis, Map h' ion,
Aces'tra.
(F.)
Aiguille.
steel instrument,
used in many professions. In Surgery, a steel,
gold, silver, or platina instrument, that may be
round, flat, or triangular, straight or curved,
supported or not by a handle, but having always
a point, by means of which it penetrates the

A

point, or,

Fistula Needle, Aiguille a

Fistule. A long,
having an aperblunt at the other.
This was formerly used for passing a seton into
fistulous ulcers.
On one of its' sides was a
irroove for guiding a bistouri in case of necesflat, flexible,

ture near

silver instrument;

one extremity;

sity.

Also, a long steel instrument, terminated by
a point like that of a trocar, which Desault

employed

for penetrating the rectum, when
operating for fistula that had no internal aper-

ture.
(F.) Aiguille a Bee de
small, silver canula, to which is attached a spear point, that can be readily withdrawn. This needle, armed with the point, is
introduced at one side of the fissure in the lip,
and through the other. The twisted suture (q.
v.) is then applied, and the pin withdrawn.
Ligature Needlk, Aiguille a ligature.
long, steel instrument, sharp towards one extremity, with an eye near the other, which was
formerly used for suspending the circulation of
blood, prior to amputation; by being passed
through the limb, so as to include the principal
artery and a part of the muscles and integu-

Lievre.

Necromancy.

NEDYIA, Intestine.
NEUYS, vi)3ug. The

textures;

last described needle, fixed to a handle, the eye
of which is placed near the point. It is employed in the ligature of deep-seated arteries.

Hare-Lip Needle,

see

NECYOMANTIA,
Btomach

NEGROMANTIA
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discharged by apertures, which

and often having, either near the
more commonly, near the other ex-

tremity, an aperture for the reception of a
thread or tape, which it introduces into the
parts.
The Aiguille a appareils of the French
in the
is the ordinary sewing needle, used
making of bandages, &c.
Acupuncture Needle, (F.) Mguille a Acupuncture. An inflexible gold or silver needle
conical, very delicate, four inches lonjr; furnished with a handle, and at times, with a canula shorter than it by about half an inch. An
ordinary needle waxed at the head, will answer
as a substitute for this. See Acupuncture.
Cataract Needle, Acus Ophtkai'mica, (F.)
Aiguille a cataracte. Needles of gold, silver,
and steel have been used; the latter, alone, at
the present day. The cataract needle is employed to depress or tear the crystalline, when
opake. This needle is usually made from 15
to 24 lines long; and is attached to a line hanThe extremity may be, as in Scarpa's and
dle.
Langenbeck's, pointed, prismatic, triangular,
and curved; in Dupuytren's and Walther's,
flat, curved, and sharp-edged; in Hey's, flat, with
a semicircular and sharp end; or, as in Beer's,
Siebold's, Schmidt's, Himly's, Von (J rate's,
&c, straight and spear-pointed. A mark is
generally placed upon the handle to inform the
operator,— when the instrument is engaged in
the eye,— what side corresponds to the crystalline.

a Counter-Opening, Aiguille
a Contre- Overture, (F.) Aiguille enguinae, Acus
invugina'la, Aiguille it game,— is a long, narrow Instrument of steel the point of which is
heel (talon)
fine and sharp on both sides;— the
having an aperture to receive a thread, tape,
&.c, provided with a flat, silver sheath, shorter
than the blade, the point of which it covers
when passing through parts that have to be

Needle for

;

respected.

Deschamp's Needle, Aiguille de Deschamps,
^-Paupcs needle, Aiguille u Manclie, &c., is the

A

A

ments.
Also, a steel instrument of various dimenround towards one of its extremities,
which was straight, and furnished with an aperture; curved and flat towards the opposite,
which was pointed, and had a slight ridge on
its concave side.
At the commencement of the
last century, this instrument was used to pass
ligatures around vessels.
Also, a steel instrument of various dimensions, flat, regularly curved in the form of a
semicircle, with a sharp or lance point, and a
long eye, used with advantage in place of the
sions,

last.

Skton Needle,

A

Aiguille a Seton.
pointed and sharp at
one extremity; pierced at the other by an aperture.
The Aiguille a contre-ouverlure may be
used for the same purpose.
Suture Needle, (F.) Aiguille a Suture. For
the twisted suture, the hare-lip needle is used;
for the others, the straight or curved needle:
the straight needle is preferable for stitching
up the abdomen, &c, in dissection. In the
suture of the tendons, a curved needle has
(F.)

long, narrow, steel biade

;

been used; flat on both sides, and cutting only
concave edo-e, in order that the instrument may pass between the tendinous fibres
without dividing them.
NEEDLE BEAR EK, Porte-aiguille.

at the

N EEDLECARRIER,

Porte-aiguille.

jVKFLE, Mespilus (the
NEFLIF.R. Mespilus.

NEFREN'DES,
and chWc, 'a

fruit.)

JYodoi, vwdet,

(.>;,

privative,

Persons devoid of teeth.

tooth.')

children, for instance, who have not cut
them; or aged persons, who have lost them.
This state is called jYefrendis, A'odo'sia, Odon'-

Young

tia eden'tula.

JV&GRE BLANC,

NEGRO,
race.

Albino.

Ni'grita.

One

of the

See Homo.

NEGROMANTIA,

Necromancy.

Ethiopian

—

—
NELERA

NELE'RA, Imus

—

NEPHRO-THROMBOID

43G

The lower

part of vMpqog, 'kidney,' and itls, denoting inflaming*
Renum inflamma'lio, Inflammation of the
tion.
Kidney, (F.) Inflammation del Reins, characNymphaea alba— n. Blanc, terized by acute pain burning heat, and a
NyinpbsEa alba n. Jaune, Nymphasa lulea.
sensation of weight in the region of one or
NEOG'ALA, from vtog, 'new,' and yaka, both kidneys; suppression or diminution of
'milk.'
Milk secreted immediately after the urine; fever; dysuria; ischuria; constipation,
colostrum. Also, the colostrum, (q.v.)
more or less obstinate; retraction of the testicle,
NE'OPLASTY, NEOPLASTICS: from no?, and numbness of the thigh of the same side. It
'new,' and nkxoaot, nluirw, 1 form.'
pro- may be distinguished into simple and calculous
cess or operation for the formation of new parts. nephritis. In the latter, the urine often conIt includes autoplasty, cicatrization of wounds,
tains small particles of uric acid or of urate of
the formation of adhesions.
ammonia. The most common causes of neBurdach.
NEP, Nepeta.
phritis are,
excess in irritating and alcoholic
DESTILLATO'RIA, Bandn'- drinks; abuse of diuretics; blows or falls on
ra.
Ceylonese plant, the root of which is the region of the kidneys: the presence of renal
astringent.
calculi, &c. It may be distinguished from lumfrom ,,;, negative particle, bago, by the pain which attends the latter on
and 7iti3oc, grief.'
remedy, much extolled the slightest motion, &c. It usually termiby the ancients against sadness and melan- nates by resolution in from one week, to two
choly.
or three. It may, however, end in suppuration
The women of Thebes, according to Diodo- pyoniphritc ; or may become chronic chronorus Siceliotes, alone possessed the secret of its nephrite, {Plorry.)
In the treatment, anticomposition; and, according to Homer, Helen phlogistics, as V. S., baths, &c, are required
introduced it from Egypt. Some suppose it to to the full extent; with the use of diluents,
have been opium.
opiates, &c.
Nepenthes, Bangue n. Opiatum, Piluloe
Nephritis Albuminensis, Kidney, Bright's
opiatse.
disease of the
n.Albuminosa, Kidney, Bright's
NEP'ETA, JV. Catdria, Herba fells, Nep or disease of the.
Catmint, (F.) Herbe aux Chats, so called, beFILIX MAS, Polypodium
cause cats are fond of it. The leaves, Cata'ria filix mas.
(Ph. U. S.), have a smell and taste like those of
from nwoog, 'a kidan admixture of spearmint and pennyroyal. It ney,' and YQ a <f'l< a description.
An anatohas been recommended in uterine disorders, mical description of the kidney.
dyspepsia, flatulency, &c. like pennyroyal; and
from vttpqoe, ' kidney,"
is much used in domestic medicine, on the Ameand 'aiua, blood.' Hyperaemia or congestion
rican continent, in flatulencies, &c. of children. of the kidney.
Nepeta Agrestis, Melissa nepeta.
NEPHROLITHIASIS, from 1*940;, 'a kidJNEPHALIOTES, Temperance.
ney,' and Xi6oc, a stone.'
The disease of calculus in the kidney. Lith'ia rena'lis, Lithl'asis
Enceorema, Nebula.
nephritica, L. rena'lis.
Nebula.
See Gravel.

the belly.

Venter.

— Hippocr.

—

NEIGE. Snow.

NENUPHAR,

;

A

'

—

—

NEPENTHA
A

NEPENTHES,

A

'

—

—

NEPHRODIUM

NEPHROGRAPHY,
'

NEPHROH^'MIA,
'

'

NEPHELE,
NEPHELION,
NEPH'ELOID,
An

biln'sus.
is

jXcpheloi'des, Neb'uloxis,

epithet applied to urine,

NEPHOS,

it

Nebula.

NEPHRALGIA,

Dolor Nephret'icus, JVcmDysnephronervie, from veipQog, 'a kidney,' and akyog,
'pain.'
Pain and neuralgia in the kidney.
Nephralgia Calculosa, see Gravel n.
r at g la

Renum,

(F.) Nivralgie des Reins,

—

Rheumatica, Lumbngo.

NEPHRELMINT1C, Nephrclmin'ticus, from
vtipQog,

which

a kidney,' and 'tk/mirg, a worm.' That
is owing to the presence of worms in the
'

'

NEPHROLITHS, same

Ku-

when

cloudy.

NEPHREMPHRAX'IS, from

rttfQog, a kidobstruct A name given,
by Ploucquet, to obstruction of the kidneys.
NEPHRET'IC or NEPHRITIC, Kephrit'a kidney.' That which reicus, from rttpgog,
Applied, especially, to
lates to the kidney.
pain, &c. seated in the kidney.
Lapis Nephret'icus, (F.) Pierre nephritique,
Jade nephrite ou oriental. A green, fatty kind
of stone, once used as an amulet against epi-

ney,' and

1/u.cfoaoou),

'

I

'

'

'

—

lepsy.
In Mattria Medica,Xephret' icum means a medicine employed in the cure of diseases of the

'

NEPHROMETR^E, Psoa;.
NEPHRON'CUS, from rttpoo;,
and

oyy.og,

NE'PHRID'ION, Pinouc'do

rena'lis.

The

fat

which surrounds the kidneys— Hippocr.

NEPHRITIC,
NEPHRITIS, Emprcs'ma
Nephretic.

Nephritis, from

A

'atumour.'

'kidney,'

tumefaction of the

kidney.

NEPHRO-PHLEGMATTC,

JVcphro-phlegkidney,' and (p/.iy/ua,
'phlegm.' A name given, by some authors, to
ischuria produced by mucus contained in the
'

urine.

NEPHRO-PLETHOR'IC,
icus,

from

'plethora.'

neys.

upon

An

JYepkro-plethor'-

a kidney,' and n).iidu)Qu,
Belonging to plethora of the kidepithet given to ischuria dependent
rtipoog,

'

this cause.

N EPHRO-PY'IC, A"ephro-py'ieus, from rtipoog,
'a kidney,' and nvor, 'pus.'
suppuration of the kidney.
NEPHROS, Kidney.

NEPHRO-SPASTIC,

Belonging

to

Nephrospas'ticus, from
and o/iaw, '1 draw.' That
spasm
of the kidney. An
upon
depends
which
epithet given to a variety of ischuria.
NE PHRO-TH ROM 'BOID, jVephro-thromboi'des, from utpoog, 'a kidney,' and doo/upog, 'a
rtipoog, 'a kidney,'

kidney.

Belong-

kidney,' and koyug, a treatise.'
A treatise on
the kidneys.
Dissertation on the kidneys and
their functions
'

mat'icus, from n<pQuc,

kidney.

etymon.

ing to calculi in the kidneys.
This epithet
has been applied to ischuria, occasioned by calculi formed in the kidneys.
NEPHROL'OGY, Nephrolog"ia, from vttpoog,

— ——

— —

——

—

NEPHROTOMY
clot.

clots of blood,
or their ducts.

An

in the kidneys
epithet for a species of
ischuria.

Nepkro-lithot'omy, NeNephro-lkhaterfia, Sectio rena'lis,
S. rents, from
vt<pgo S , a kidney,' and Ttuvttv,
to cut.'
Dissection of the kidneys. Also, an
operation proposed with the view of extracting
calculi, formed in the kidney,
by means of an
incision into the tissue of that or>ran.
NEPION, Infans.
NEPIOTES, Infancy.

pltrotomia,

'

NEPTA, Asphaltum.
NERANTIA. See Citrus aurantium.
NERF, Nerve— n. Circonflexe, Axillary
Dentaire, Dental

teal

nerve

ft.

n.

nerve— «.

nerve

Fessier, Glu-

Glosso-pharyngien,

Pharyngo-

nerve— re. Gustatif innomine, Trigemini
Guttural, Palatine (mitidle) nerve— n. Gutturo-palutin, Palatine nerve— re. Honteux, Pudic
glossal

—n.

ne rve— n. Irien, Ciliary nerve— re. lsch'wclitoPudic nerve n. lschio-p6nien,Pudic nerve
n. Labyrinthique, Auditory nerve—
Menre.
tonnier, Mental nerve— n. Moteur oculaire externe, Motor oculi externus
re.
Oculo-musculaire externe, Motor oculi externus— re. Oculoinusculaire interne, Patheticus nervus— n. Pathitique,
Patheticus nervus
re.
Pdroniere
brancke, Popliteal nerve, external— n. Pharijngoglossien, Pharyngo-glossal nerve— n. Premiere
rien,

—

—

paire trachdlienne, Occipital

nerve— n.

Vertibro-

Musculo-cutaneous nerve n. Pretibio
Musculo-cutaneous nerve— re. Pritibio
sus-plantaire, Tibial nerve, anterior— re. Radiodigital, Radial nerve
n. Sciatique grand, Sciadigital,

digital,

—

nerve, great re. Sciatique petit, Sciatic
nerve, lesser re. Sciatique poplite externe, Musculo-cutaneous nerve n. Sous-occipital, Occipital nerve
n. Sous-pubio-femoral, Obturator
nerve n. Spino-cranio-trapizien, Spinal nerve
re. Sus-maxillaire, Maxillary superior nerve
n. Sus-pubien, Supra-pubian nerve
n. Tibiale
branche, Popliteal internal— re. Tracheal, Laryngeal inferior nerve re. Trachelo- dorsal, Spinal
nerve re. Trijumeau, Trigemini re. Trois cordes,
Trigemini re. Tympanique, Chorda tympani.
NERFS BRONCHIQUES, Bronchial nerves
re. Ciliaires, Ciliary nerves
Moteurs ocure.
tic

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

laires

—

communs, Motores oculorum— re.

Sacral nerves
nerves.

—

re.

Sous-costales,

JNERIUM, N. Oleander.
Ne'kium Antidysenter'icum.
which

affords

ployed internally, in herpetic affections, and
the powder, incorporated with lard, is used in
the itch

Ntl'HROT'OMY,

—

NERVE
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That which depends upon

contained

a

Sacres,

Intercostal

The

tree

the Codagapala Bark, Cones'si

Family, Apocynes.
(F.) Codagabark of this Malabar

NERONIA'NA (PHLEBOTOM'IA.)

An

epithet, given, for

some cause, to phlebotomy,
when more than one vein was opened on the
same day.
NERPRUN PURGATIF, Rhamnus.

NERVE,

Nervus, Neuron, nvaov, a string,'
This word originally meant the
tendons and ligaments; and hence the different
acceptations of nervous;' a man of nerve
strong, nervous man; and a weak, nervous woman. The nerves are cords of the same substance as composes the encephalon and spinal
marrow. They extend from one or other of the
nervous centres to every part of the body, communicating, frequently, with each other; forming plexuses, and, occasionally, ganglions; and
(F.)

'

Kerf.

—

'

—

being, at length, lost in the parenchyma of organs. There are 42 pairs, and, according to their
origin, they are termed Cranial or Encephalic,
and Spinal. Each nerve is composed of several filaments or cords placed alongside each
other, and is surrounded by a Neurilemma, (q. v.)
The encephalic nerves, except the 5th pair,
have only one root in the brain, whilst the
spinal arise from the marrow by two roots: the
one from an anterior fasciculus of filaments,
the other from a posterior, separated from each
other by the Ligamentum denticulatum; uniting
outside this ligament, and presenting, near the
intervertebral foramen, a ganglion formed only
by the posterior root.
The two roots make,
afterwards, but one nerve; and, like the encephalic nerves, proceed to their destination, subdividing into rami and ramusculi, until they
are finally lost in the texture of the organs.

The trunks

first formed are commonly round,
and proceed alone, or accompany the great vesbeing placed in the cellular spaces which
separate the organs, and are thus protected from
injury. Their manner of termination we are
not acquainted, with; whether the nervous
pulp, for instance, be distributed or lost in a
membrane, as seems to be the case with the
nerves of sight, hearing, and smell, or form

sels,

—

Certain

—

that there is considerable difference in the organs, as respects the
quantity of nerves that terminate in them; and
the particular arrangement of the nervous extremities.
Some organs have numerous nerves;
others seem to have none: a circumstance
which influences considerably the sensibility
papillae.

it is,

of parts.
The Encephalic Nerves arise from the encephalon, or are inserted into it; (according as
pale and Cropale. The
tree is of a black colour, externally, and is ge- we consider the brain the origin or termination
nerally covered with a white moss or scurf. It of the nerves;) and make their exit by forahas an austere, bitter taste, and has been re- mina at the base of the skull. They are 12 in
commended as an astringent, in diarrhoea, dy- number. The spinal nerves are 30 in number,
8 cei-vical, 12 dorsal, 5 lumbar, and 5 or G sasentery, &c.
Ne'rium Olean'der, Ne'rium, Rhododaph'- cral: the four inferior cervical being much
larger than the superior, because they furnish
are
leaves
The
rose.
nis, Rosa' go. (F.) Laurier
reputed to be narcotic. The infusion is em- the nerves of the upper extremities.
cortex,

Cortex

proflu'vii.

Sex. Syst. Pentandria

Monogynia.

.NERVES

NERVES
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SYNOPTICAL TABLE OF THE NERVES.
1.
Cranial or Encephalic Nerves,
Divided into internal, external, ti. Abducentcs.
and middle branches, which
(6th Pair.)
are distributed on iheSchueiderian membrane.

Olfactory.

1.

(1st Pair.)
I. Optic.
i/2d

Motores Oculurum.
Pair.;

4. Pathctici.

;4th Pair.)
'

Iaf nor Branch. To the rectus
intern us, rectus interior and
lesser oblique muscles; a filament which goes to the ophthalmic ganglion.
To the greater oblique muscle
of the eye.
Ophthalmic Branch. Divided into
three branches. 1. The lachrymal branch.to the lachrymal

t

Facial.

II.
1.

THE

TH ABDuM

11.

12.

Cervicalesilescen ileus. to the muscles of the inferior hyoid region, and to the cervical

Hypoglossal.
(9th Pair.)

nerves. Filaments to

|

AnastomoAnterior Branch.
sing par arcade with the se-

and ith Cervical
Pairs.

cl,ial I'lexus.

5tk,6th, and IthCervi-]
Posteiior
<,
cal Pairs.

Branch.
A branch
anastomosing with the first
pair: a branch which goes to

Tnlll
„
-to me
Branches,
muscles and integuments of"
the posterior part of the neck

|

1.

("Descending Branches.—]. In-

Ascending Branches.

Brachial Plexus.

(2.)

to

5.

The

brachial, external ei,t-i neiiaprincipallyto the integuments
of the palmar and dorsal surfaces of the forearm, near the
radial margin. i>. The median
verve, to the forearm, hand,
and palmar surface of all the
7. The cubital nerr.e,
fingers.

to the last two fingers 8. The
radial, to the first three. '>

—

1. Masand latepart of the head, and the

inner surface of the pavilion
of the ear. 2. Auricular, to
the parotid gland and pavilion of (he ear.
Superficial Cervical Branches.
(2.)' To the platysraa myoides, digastricus, the integuments of the neck, &c.
^

Branches,

nearthe ulnar margin.
<

toid, to the posteiior

ral

tipper part of the back.

Thoracic

the anterior and lateral parts
of the chest. 2. Supra-si apulary branch to the muscles of
the" posterior scapular region.
3.
Infra-scapulary branches
(3., to the subscapulars, teres
major, teres minor, and latis
4. '1 hi
sinius dorsi
internal cutaneous, to the inthe
palmar and
of
teguments
dorsal surfaces oi the forearm.

Concurring
Anterior Branch.
in the cervical plexus.

ternal descending, anastomosing with a branch of the hypoglossus. 2. Phrenic branch,
to the diaphragm. 3. Eitcrnal descending branches, dividing into supra clavicular,
supra-acromial, infra-clavicular, and cervirales profundi,
to the muscles and integuments of the tipper part of
the chest and shoulder, to the
trapezius, levator scapulas,
rhomboideus, &c.

and

^

The Posterior Branch of these four pairs ramifies on the
occiput and muscles of the superficial and deep-seated
cervico-occipital regions.

Cervical Plexus.

mus

Assisting
(Anterior Branches.
in the formation of the bra

the cervical plexus.

2d

the:

cles of the tongue.

I

Anterior
Cervical Pair.

—

Spinal or Ve rtebrul Nerves.

cond pair.

•2d

the base of the tongue and

pharynx.

JYF.CF,— a pharynIjY
geal branch to the pharynx;
superior laryngeal branch to
the larynx, and to some muscles of the inferior hyoid region. Cardiac branches to the
cardiac plexus.
CHEST,— the infe2. LV
Par Vaaum.
rior laryngeal branch to the
(8th Pair.)
larynx: pulmonary branches,
which form the plexus of the
same name-: (Esophageal branches to the oesophagus.
gasF.JY
F.
3. IJY
tric branches to the parietes
of the stomach; filaments
which go to the neighbouring
plexuses.
'At its exit from the cranium—
the accessory of the jinciiuicSpinal or Accessory
gastric verve anastomosing
with this nerve. In the neck
of Willis.
—filaments to the trapezius
muscles.

Cervical Nerves.

1st Cervical Pair.

the vestibule, semi-circular
canals, and cochlea.

To

THE

10.

L

T«m/JOraJ(profound branches,
to the temporal muscle. 2.
Masseterine branch, to the
masseter muscle. 3. Buccal,
to the inner surface of the
cheek.
4. Pterygoid, to the
internal pterygoid muscle. 5.
Lingual, to the mucous membrane of the tongue, (i. Inferior dental, to the teeth of
the lower jaw, and to the
lower lip. 7. Auricular branch,
to the pavilion of the ear and
forehead.

Near the parotid gland, the
temporal, malar, buccal, sup: amaxillary, and infra-maxillary to the whole superficies
of the face.

1.

Superior Maxillary Branch. 1.
The orbitar brarch, to the or-

to the styloid process.

To

Glosso-pharyn geal.
(Portion of the Sthpr.)

9.

eyelid. 3. .Vasal branch, to the eyelids, nasal fossa;, and nose.

Inferior Maxillary Branch.

2.

8. Auditory.
(Portio mollis of the
7th Pair.)

Frontal branch, to the fore-

(5th Pair.)

tached

pair.)

head and upper

Par Trigeminum.

mastoid process, lie digastric. is, and the muscles at'

I

7.

2.

2. The posterior and subit.
perior dental, to the last three
molar teeth and gums. 3. The
anterior dental, to the incisor,
canine, and two lesser molares. 4. Infra-orbitar, to the
upper lip, cheek, and nose.

the rectus external oeuIL

At its exit from the cranium,
the posttrior auricular, stylohyoid, and infra mastoid, to
the pavilion of the ear, the

(Ponio dura of the 7th

gland and upper eyelid.

5.

1.

I

Superior Brain h. To the rectus
superior ocnli and levatoi palpebral superioris.

(.3d

To

(

Terminates in the retina.

Pair.)
'

3.

j

The

a

i

ill,

ny.

shoulder-joint,
I

2.
1st

Dorsal

2d and

3<i

around
and to

Dorsal Nerves, (Ntrvi cosla! es.)
Anterior llraneh. To the
Pair.

Dorsal Pairs

the
the

neighbouring muscles.

bra-

chial plexus.

Anterior Branches. An inter
. costal and brachial branch

—

—
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Anterior

r,i;,,
Cth, and
Dorsal Pairs.

itk,

Internal
Branches.
branches to the intcrcostals,
triangularis sterni, pectoralis
major, and 10 the skin. External branches to the integuments of the clicst, the ob-

-\

groin, and the thigu. o. Tin
crural nerve, to the integu
ments and muscles of the
thigh, skin of the leg, and

Lumbar

foot,
4. The oblur.ilor nerve
to the muscles at the inner

Plexus.

uquua externus abdomin s,
and the skin of tin; abdomen.
'Anterior Branches.
Internal
bra nches, to the tran>\ eras lis,
obliquua interims, and rectos
muscles, and to the skin
of the abdomen.
External
branches, to the integuments
of the chest, and to the muscles and skin of the abdomen.
Anterior Branch. To the first

and Uth
Dorsal Pairs.

9th, 9th, lOfA,

11th

lumbar nerve and to ihe muscles and skin of the abdomen
as far as the iliac crest.

Dorsal Pair.

The Posterior Brunches of the dorsal nerves are distributed to the muscles and integuments of the back
and

loins.

3.

Lumbar

and 4th

Nerves.

Anterior Branchrs. Concurring
to form the lumbar plexus.
Aiding in
•A" tcr ' nr Branch.
!
5(A Pair
forming the sciatic plezur
The Posterior Branches of the lumbar nerves are dis
irJlTtt
ed to the loins, sacrum, and nates.
1. Musculo-cutanrous Branches,
to the number of three. One
nii/ii nor to the muscles of the
abdomen, to the fold of the
groin, and the scrotum: a
{
middle, to the integuments
Lumbar Plexus.
and muscles of the abdomen:
and an inferior, to the skin
2. A genitoof the thigh.
crural branch to the integuments of the scrotum, the
1st,

3d,

2r/,

Lumbar

(

Pairs.

/

|

I

I

I

Classifications of the nerves have been reto their uses, in prefe-

commended according

arrangement.
rence
has been remarked, that the encephalic
It
nerves have but one root; while the spinal have
two. Now, experiments and pathological facts
have proved, that the anterior fasciculus of the
marrow and the anterior roots of the spinal
nerves are inservient to volition or voluntary
motion: and that the posterior fasciculus and
to the ordinary anatomical

roots are destined for sensibility. Hence the
spinal nerves, which have two roots, must be
the conductors both of motion and feeling;
whilst the encephalic, which, with the exception of the fifth pair, have but one, can possess
but one of these properties:— they must be
cither sensitive or motive, according as they
arise from the posterior or anterior fasciculus
of the medulla: and, consequently, three classes

of nerves

may

be distinguished.

by a single root, from
the posterior fasciculus of
mec]ulla oblongata or
t )e

f Arising,
1. Sensitive.

... <

j

spinal marrow.
C Arising, by a single root, from
the anterior fasciculus of
<

2 Motive

{
C

3 Sensitive and}
1
Motive
le

According
oblongata

is

the

same

parts.

Which have two

roots; one

from the anterior, and one
from the posterior fascicuhis.

medulla
to Sir Charles Bell, the
composed of three fasciculi on
posterior
anterior, middle, and

each side; an

Now whilst the anterior and posterior fasciculi
sensation reproduce the nerves of motion and
Sir Charles,
spectively; the middle, according to
42

part of the

thigh

lumbosacral, to

th';

3.

Tin

sciatic

gives off the i'luteal nerve to the glutiei musplexus.

It

cles.

Sacral A'erves.
lit,

Id.

3d,

Auti-rtor Bronrhes.

and

4th

Thry form

union the sciatic
plexus.
Anterior Branches. To the parts
5th and 6th Pairs.
in the vicinity of the coccyx.
The Posterior branches ramify on the muscles and
integuments of the nates.
"1, Hemorrhoidal nerves, to the
rectum. 2. Vesical, to the
bladder.
3. Uterine and vaginal, to the vagina and uterus. 4. Inferior gluteal, to the
gluteal muscles, perinteum,
and integuments of the posterior part of the thigh o. Pi.
die, to the perineum, penis,
or vulva. 0. Sciatic, divided
into the external poplitwul.
Sciatic Plexus.
\
which ramifies on the integuments and muscles of the external side of the leg, on the
dorsum of the foot, and the
dorsal surface of the toes:
and into the internal popliteal,
distributed on the dorsal surface of the two last toes, to
the muscles of the foot, and
on the plantar surface of all
the toes.
Sacral Pairs.

\

by their

,

-

gives rise to a third set of nerves
To this order belong:

— the respira-

tory.
1.

The

accessory nerve of Willis, or superior

respiratory.
2. The par vagum.

5.

The
The
The

G.

A

3.
4.

glosso-pharyngeal.
facial, or respiratory

of the face.

phrenic.

nerve which has the same origin as the
phrenic;

the external respiratory.

When

a horse has been hard ridden, every
one of these nerves is in action.
Sir C. Bell, again, has reduced the system of
nerves to two great classes. 1. Those that are
regular, primitive, symmetrical, and common
to all animals, from the worm to man; which
have double roots, and preside over sensibility
and motion: and, 2. The irregular or supcraddtd, which are added to the preceding, in
proportion as the organization of animals offers
new or more complicated organs. To the first
class belong all the spinal nerves and one encephalic
the 5th pair;
to the second, the rest
of the nervous system.
Lepelletier thinks we are justified in dividing
the first comthe nerves into five classes;
prising the nerves of special sensibility the
olfactory, optic, lingual branch of the fifth pair,
and the auditory ;— the second, the nerves of
general sensibility, the fifth pair; and the spinal
nerves, through their posterior root;— the third
comprising the voluntary motors, the spinal
nerves, by their anterior roots, the motoresoculorum, or common oc.ilo-muscular, the external
oculo-muscular, and the hypoglossal: the
fourth, instinctive motors, involuntary, respiratory nerves of Sir Charles Bell, the pathetic,

—

—

—

—

—

——

—
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glossopharyngeal, pneumogastric, and spinal; the

spinal accessory, and the fifth, nerves of vital
association and nutrition
the filaments and
plexuses of the ganglionic system.
Ur. Fletcher adopts a different arrangement.
He divides them into ganglionic and cerebro-

—

latter being subdivided into the respiratory, motil'erous, sensiferous, and regular:
the last including those which communicate
both the faculty of sensibility and the stimulus

of volition.
His arrangement
the following table.

rcsueetivili/

contained in

Cerebrospinal.

Ganglionic.

Those immediately connected

is

Motifcrous.

Respiratory.

Seniiftrous.

Hi nuluT.

icit/i

The Ophthalmic,
The Cavernous,
The Otic,
The Sphenopalatine,
The Sub-maxillary,
The three Cervical,
The Cardiac,
The twelve Dorsal,
The Ooeliac.
The five Lumbar,
The five Sacral, and
The Coccygeal Ganglions.

The
The
The

Pathetic,
Facial,

The Motor

ocnli.

The

The Suh-occipital.

Olfactory.

A

part of the lower The Optic.
I'll
Mini Cervimaxillary branch The
cal.
Ophthalmic
of the Trigemibianch
rynaeal,
of
the The twelve Dorsal.
Trigeminus.
The Pneumo-gas- nus
he five Lumbar.
The Abductor.
tric,
The upper Maxil- The five Sacral.
The Hypoglossal
lary branch
of
The Accessory,
the Trigeminus.
The Phrenic, and
A part of ihe lower
The external
Re^piratory.
Maxillary branch
of the Trigeminus.
the Auditory.

Glosso-pha

'1

di-

each other both in health and disease, as they

vision of the nervous system, which is calculated to explain many of the anomalous circumstances we so frequently witness. He proposes
to divide all the nerves into, 1. The cerebral or
the sentient and voluntary. 2. The true spinal
3. The ganglionic or the
or excito-motory.
nutrient and secretory. If the sentient and
voluntary functions be destroyed by a blow
upon the head, the sphincter muscles will still
contract when irritated, because the irritation
is conveyed to the spine, and the reflex action
takes place to the muscle so as to throw it into
contraction. But if the spinal marrow be now
destroyed, the sphincters remain entirely motionless, because the centre of the system is
destroyed. Dr. Hall thinks, that a peculiar set
of nerves constitutes, with the true spinal marrow as their axis, the second subdivision of the
nervous system and as those of the first subdivision are distinguished into sentient and voluntary, these may be distinguished into the excitor
and motory- The first, or the excitor nerves,
pursue their course principally from internal
surfaces, characterized by peculiar excitabilities,
to the true medulla oblongata and m. spinalis,
the second, or the motor nerves, pursue a reflex
course from the medulla to the muscles, having
peculiar actions, concerned principally in ingestion and egestion. The motions connected
with the first or cerebral subdivision are sometimes, indeed frequently, spontaneous; those
connected with the true spinal are, he believes,
always excited. Dr. Hall thinks, too, that there
is good reason for viewing the fifth, and posterior spinal nerves as constituting an external
ganglionic system, for the nutrition of the external organs; and he proposes to divide the
ganglionic subdivision of the nervous system,
into°l. The internal ganglionic, which includes
that usually denominated the sympathetic, and
probably filaments of the pneumogastric; and 2.
The external ganglionic, embracing the fifth
and posterior spinal nerves. To the cerebral
system he assigns all diseases of sensation, perception, judgment, and volition— therefore all
painful, mental, and comatose, and some paTo the true spinal or excitoralytic.'diseases.

both influence the ganglionic system.
«
The main views of Dr. Hall on the excitomotory function have been embraced by
tiller, Grainger, Carpenter, and others.
The nerves are covered and united to the

Dr. Marshall Hall has proposed another

;

motory system, belong all spasmodic and cerproperly adds, that
tain paralytic diseases. He
these two parts of the nervous system influence

M

neighbouring parts by an abundant layer of
fatty cellular texture, which sends, inwards,
prolongations that separate the nervous cords
and filaments from each other.
The arterial
trunks, which furnish them, transmit branches
into their interior.
The veins follow the same
Absorbents are not
the arteries.
easily traced even in the greatest trunks.

course as

Nerve, Accessory of Willis, Spinal nerve

— Articular, Axillary nerve — Buccinator,
Buccal nerve n. Cubito digital, Cubital nerve
— n. Femoro- popliteal, lesser, Sciatic nerve,
lesser —
Gluteal, of the Sacral plexus, Sciatic
Gustatory, Hypoglossal nerve
nerve, lesser —
— of Jacobson, see Petrosal ganglion — n.
LinLateral nasal, Spheno-palaline nerve —
nerve — n. Naso-ocularis,
gual, Hypoglossal
nerve
Naso-palpebral, Nasal
Nasal nerve —
Orl ito-frontal, Ophthalmic nerve — Ocular,
Trisplanchnic
Optic nerve — of Organic
N. — n. Palpebro- frontal, Frontal nerve — n. PopRespiinternal, Tibial nerve, posterior—
ratory, of the face, Facial nerve — n.Respiratoiy,
Scapulo-humeral,
superior, Spinal nerve—
Spiral, Radial nerve — n.
Axillary nerve —
Spiral muscular. Radial nerve — n. Sub-occipin.

n.

n.

n.

n.

n.

n.

n.

n.

life,

n.

n.

liteal

n.

n.

tal,

nerve— n. Superficial temporal,
nerve— n. Sympathetic, Trisplanchnic

Occipital

Auricular

cutaneous. Auricular nerve
nerve n. Vidian, Pterygoid
Zygomato-auricular, Auricular nerve.

N.— n. Temporal

—

n. Ulnar, Cubital

nerve

— n.

NERVES, COSTAL, Intercostal nerves— n.
n. Eighth pair of,
Dorsal, Intercostal nerves

—

—
—
—

Pneumo-gastric n. Encephalic, first pair, Olfactory nerves n. Encephalic, eleventh pair,
Spinal nerves n Ethmoidal, Olfactory nerves
n. Fourth pair of,
n. Fifth pair, Trigemini
Patheticus nervus n. Infra orbitar, Sub-orbin. Ninth pair of, Hypoglossal nerve
tar nerves
Oculo-muscular, common, Motores ocuri.
lorum— n. Phrenic, Diaphragmatic nerves n.
Recurrent, Laryngeal inferior N. n. Sixth
n. Spinal, Vertepair of, Motor oculi externus
n. Third pair of. Motores oculortim.
bral N.
NERVI ANONYMI, Innominati nervi— n.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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—

— the ilio-scrotal,

Divisi, Trigemini
n. Gustatorii, Trigemini—
n. Odoratorii, Olfactory nerves— n. Reversivi,

popliteal, jemoroprctibial, plantar,

Laryngeal inferior nerves.

digital.

tnl are

NERVINE, Nervi'nus, Neurot'ic, Neurit' ic,
Antineurotic, Antineuropath'ic.
A medicine,
considered proper for relieving debility of the

but divisions)

A

fcm<rn-

and

cubito-

division of unonutlous neuralgice has

likewise been admitted.
Anom'ai.ous Neuiul'gi.t.. Under this name
Chaussier has included different neuroses, some
nervous system.
of which are characterized by acute pains cirNervo'sus, Neuro'des. Relating cumscribed within a short compass, or extendor belonging to the nerves.
Strong; also, ing by irradiations, but not having their seat
weak, irritable.
in the course of a nerve; and others which are
Nervous Attack, (F.) Attaque des nerfs, is occasioned by tumours in the course of a nerve,
DD affection accompanied with spasm, pain, and or which succeed contusions or incomplete didifferent nervous symptoms, to which irritable vision of nerves.
individuals are liable.
Neuralgia Cu'bito-digita'lis, Is'chias nerNervous Diathesis is termed Alalia spi- vo'sa digita'lis. In this variety, the pain exri.tuum, A noma' I ia nervo'ium, Status nervo'sus, tends from the part where the nerve passes
<S'.
ereth'icus, Diath'esis nervo'sa, Constitu'tio under the inner condyle to the back of the
nervo'sa.
hand and to its cubital edge.

NERVOUS,

Nervous Diseases, Morbi nervo'si.
(F.)
Facial Neuralgia, Neuralgia faciei, TrisMaladies nerveuses.
Affections sealed in the mus maxilla' ris, T. Dolor if icus, Opsial'gia,
nervous system.
Dolor cru'eians faciei, Hemicrafnia idiopath'ica
Nervous Fluid, Nervous principle, Flu'idum Aulal'gia doloro'sa, Tic douloureux. Dolor faciei,
ntr'veutn, Liq' uidum nerveurn, Succus nerveus, Dolor faciei typ'ico characters, D F. FatherSpi/itus vita' lis. The fluid which is supposed gilli, Trismus clon'icus, Iiheurnatis'mus cancro'to circulate through the nerves, and which has svs,
Rheumatis'mus larva'tvs, Prosopal'gia,
been regarded as the agent of sensation and Dolor faciei period' icus, Febris top'ica, Ophlhnl'motion. Of this fluid we know nothing, except modijn'ia period'ica, is characterized by acute,
that it resembles, in many respects, the electric lancinating pains, returning at intervals; and
or galvanic. It was formerly called Animal by twinges in certain parts of the face, prospirits, Spir'itus anima'les.
(F.) Esprils ani- ducing convulsive twitches in the correspondmavx.

Nervous Pain, Neuralgia — n.

Principle, N.

fluid.

ing muscles. It may be seated in the frontal
nerve, infra-orbitar, or in the maxillary branch
of the 5lb pair.
Metopodyn'ia, Brow-ague, Neural' gia fronta'Ophthulmodyn'ia, Tic douloureux, Dolor
lis,

Nervous System. The nerves of the human
body considered collectively.
Nervous System of the Automatic Func- period' icus, &C, commences at the superciliary
foramen and extends along the ramifications of
n. System, organic,
tions, Trisplanohic nerve
see Trisplanchnic nerve n. System of the the frontal nerve that are distributed on the
forehead, upper eyelid, caruncula lacrymalis,
n. System of volunsenses, Medulla oblongata
and nasal angle of the eyelids. Sometimes it
tary motion, &c, Medulla spinalis.
NERVUS, Nerve, Penis— n. Ambulatorius, is felt particularly in the orbit.
Neuralgia infra-orbita'ria, Dolor faciei atr or,
Pneumogastric nerve— n. Anonymus, TrigeRhcumatis'mas cancro'sus, Trismus clon'icus,
n. Communicans faciei, Facial nerve
rnini
Prosopal'gia, Febris top'ica. Odontalgia remit'
n. Latus, Achillis
n. Innominatus, Trigemini

—
—
—

—

—

—

Lingualis lateralis, Pharyngo-glossal
Lingualis medius, Hypoglossal nerve
n.
n. Musculi Pterygoidei, Pterygoid nerve
Mixtus, Trigemini n. Opticus, Optic nerve

lens et intermit' tens, Hcmicra'nia sacra, Infraor'bitar neuralgia, Tic douloureux, is chiefly felt
in the infra-orbitar foramen, whence it passes
to the cheek, upper lip, ala nasi, lower eyelid,

n. Sympathetica men. Quintus, Trigemini
dius, Tri<remini— n. Sympathicus medius, Trin.
oculi exteinus
Motor
gemini n. Timidus,
Tremellus, Trigemini— n. Trochlears, Patheti-

&c.

en do
nerV e

t

—

n.

—

n.

—

—

—

—

—

cus nervus.
Nestithcrapi'a, from njon?,
' treatment.'
Treatof a disease by causinsr' the patient to fast.
Nestiatria.

NESTIATRI'A,
'

a faster,'

ment

and Oenaneia,

NFSTITUERAPEIA,
NETTLE, AKCH ANGEL, WHITE,

LaDead, Lamium album— n.
lledcre, (ialeopsis— n. Pill-bearing, Urtica pilulifera— n. Rash, Urticaria— n. Stinging, com-

rnium

album— n.

mon, Urtica

NEURAL'GIA,

from vtvoov, 'a nerve,

and

lihruma/is' inus spu'rius nervo'alyoQ, 'pain.'
pain.
sus, 'Neurodynia. (F.) Neuralgia, Nervous
generic name for a certain number of disvery
eases; the chief symptom of which is a
acute pain, exacerbating or intermitting, which

A

follows the course of a nervous branch; extends
therefore, lo be
its ramifications, and s*eems,
mated in the nerve. The principal neuralgia
./</<-/»/
),ave been distinguished by the names
(of which the iufra-arbUar, maxillary indjran1

In Neuralgia maxllla'ris. Tic douloureux.
Trismus catarrka' lis maxillaris the pain usually
sets ogt from the mental foramen and passes to
the chin, lips, temple, teeth, and tongue.
Ii.io-Scrotal Neuralgia has been rarely
observed. It is characterized by a very acute
pain in the course of the branches of the first
lumbar pair; this pain follows the crista ilii
and accompanies the spermatic vessels to the
,

testicle,

which

is

often painfully retracted.

Neuralgia Fem'oro-poplit«'a,

Sciat'ica,

Schias, Malum ischiad'icum, Morbus ischiad'icus,
Passio ischiad'ica, Ischiagra, Ischialgia, lschio'Neutal'gia Ischiad'ica, Dolor
sis, Coxal'gia,
Ischiad'icus nervo'sus, Is'chias nervo'sa Colugnd
Neurisch'ias, Jsrhias nervo'sa
vel Cotunnii,
posti'ca, Ischias, Coxfagro, Isrhius rheumat'-

icum, Ischiat'ica, Goutte sciatique. This is characterized by pain, following the great sciatic
nerve from the ischintic notch to the ham, and
along the peroneal surface of the leg to the sole

>

of the foot.

Neuralgia
ucrro'su unlt'cu,

Fem'oRo-pretiria'lis,

Jschins
In this, the pam, setting out

.

—
NEURASTHENIA

—

—
NICE

4oy

from the groin, spreads along the fore part of from vtvQov, a nerve,' and Xoyos, a discourse.'
the thigh, and passes down, chiefly, on the That part of anatomy which treats of the nerves.
inner side of the leg, to the inner ankle and
NEURO'iMA from rtvnor, 'a nerve.' A
back of the foot.
morbid enlargement of a nerve.
Neuralgia 1'lanta'iiis. This is rare; and
NELIKOMETRES, Psoas.
'

'

;

•

the pain is confined to the course of the plantar
nerves.
All varieties of neuralgia are obstinate, and
the greatest diversity of means has been made
use of: bleeding, general and local, emetics,
purgatives, rubefacients, vesicants, actual cautery, narcotics, mercurial frictions ; electricity:
destruction of a portion of the nerve, &c. The
most successful remedy, perhaps, is the Carbonate of iron, given in doses of some magnitude;
as, for instance, ^ss or ^ij, twice or thrice a day
This plan of treatment, continued
in molasses.
for a month or two, will generally relieve and
ultimately remove this much dreaded affection.

—

—

in which it acts is by no means clear;
almost as certain as any other remedy
but
used in disease in producing its salutary effects.
The bowels must be kept free; and all inflammatory symptoms be removed during its ad-

The mode
it is

NEURON,

a nerve,' and rooog,
the nerves.

'

NEUROPATH'

'

'

NEUROPYRA, Typhus

has been as-

signed to pains along a nerve, or its ramificaproduced by some body compressing it:
those pains terminating with the removal of the
compressing cause.
Neuralgia Dentales. Odontalgia nervosa
n. Renum,
n. of the Heart, Angina pectoris
Nephralgia.
tions,

—

NELRASTHENI'A,

Neurostlieni'a, Dcbil'ilas
Debility or impaired activity of the
ntrvo'sa.
nerves; from vivqor, 'a nerve,' and ao&eveta,

— See

Irritable.

NEUKILEM'MA.

Nenrilem'a, Keurilyma,
Neur'ymen, Perineu'rion, Fis'tula sen Tu'bulus seu
Cap'sula seu lnvolu'crum nervo 'rum, Membra na
sen Membran'uia seu Tu'nica seu Indumen'tum
1
in to' rum, Vagi' na nemo rum; (F. ) Ndvrilhne;
from vtvqov, a nerve,' and If una, 'a coat.' The
fine, transparent, and apparently fibrous membrane that surrounds the nerves to every filament of which it forms a true canal.
NEURILEMMI'TIS. Same etymon. Inflammation of the neurilema.
NEURILYMA, Neurilema.
NEURINE. The substance of which the
nervous system is composed. It consists chiefly
of albumen and a peculiar fatty matter*
NEURISCHIAS, Neuralgia femoro-poplitcea.
NEURITIC, Nervine.
NEUKI'TIS, Inflamma'tio nervo'rum, (F.)
Inflammation dcs JVcfs, J\'6vrile, from vsvqor, 'a
nerve.' and itis, a suffix denoting inflammation.
Inflammation of a nerve.
NEUUOBLACl'A, from vtvnov, 'a nerve,'
Insensibility of the
and pkaxtta, stupor.'
'

i

l

—

'

nerves.

NEUROCHONDRO'DES,

from vsvqov, <a

;

Broussais attributes them
of irritation of the brain and spinal

the usual definition.
to a state

marrow.

NEUROTHEL1C APPARATUS,

The

function.

NEUROGRAPHY^

of the nervous
4th class of Good's Nosology.
Aeurot' omos ; from vtvoor,

NEUROTOME,

a nerve,' and rtfivw, 1 cut,' I dissect.' An
instrument used, by anatomists, to dissect the
nerves. It is a long and very narrow scalpel,
having two edges.
NEUROT'OMY, Neurotom'ia. Same etymon.
Dissection of the nerves.
Also, an incised
wound of a nerve.
'

.'

'neither.'

Be-

longing to neither in particular.
Neutral Salts, Sec'ondaru salts, (F.) Sels

A

ncutres.
salt, composed of two primitive saline substances, combined together, and not
possessing the characters of acid or of base.

NEVIS, MINERAL WATERS OF. Thermal springs in the department of Allier, France.
Temperature, 136° to 148° Fahrenheit.
NfilVRALGlE, Neuralgia— n. du Foie, Hepatalgia
n.del'UUrus,
n. des Reins, Nephralgia
Ilysteralgia.

JV/tVRILEJIE, Neurilemma.

NEVRITE, Neuritis.
jXAVROLOGIE, Neurology.

KKVROSE DU COZUR,
NEVUS,

Angina

pectoris.

Nsevus.

NEW JERSEY, MINERAL WATERS OF.

In the upper part of Morris county and in the
county of Hunterdon, near the top of Musconetcong mountain, there are chalybeate
springs, which are resorted to.
See Schooley's

NEW

YORK, MINERAL

WATERS

OF.

chief waters are those of Ballston and Saratoga, (q. v.)
A'EZ. Nasus.
OF. The climate of
NICE,
Nice possesses some advantages over the neighcountries
of
Provence
and Italy, being
bouring
free from the sirocco of the latter, and protected
from the mistral of the former. Spring is the
nioet unfavourable season. The climate is very

CLIMATE

rivQov, 'a nerve,' and ynaifr,, 'a description.'
The part of anatomy which describes the nerves.
IVEUltOL'OGY, Xeuroloar"ia, (F.) Mvrelogie,

'

NEURYMEN, Neurilema.
NEUTRAL, from Neuter,

The

animal.

Corpus

NEUROTIC, Nervine.
NEUROT'ICA. Diseases

und

Ncurogra'phia; from

Irri-

papillare.

Mountain.

NEURODES, Nervous.
NEURODYNIA, Neuralgia.
NEUROGAM1A, Magnetism,

Neurasthenia, see

table.

sinew,' yuv8oo$, 'a cartilage,' and nSog, 'resemblance.' A hard substance between a sinew
a cartilage.

mitior.

from nvnov, 'a nerve.' A
generic name for diseases supposed to have
their seat in the nervous system, and which
are indicated by disordered sensation, volition,
or mental manifestation
without any evident
lesion in the structure of the parts, and without
any material agent producing them. Such is

NEURO'SES,

NEUROSTHENIA,

The term False Neuralgia

debility.'

Ncuronu'sos, from rtvoor,
'
a disease.'
A disease of

Neuropath' icus, from
I C,
a nerve,' and na6o?, a disease.' Belonging to disease of the nerves, to JYeuropathi'a
or Neuron!'osos.
rivfior,

ministration.

<

Nerve.

NEURON'OSOS,

.

NIUOUEMI
dry.

It lias

been a great winter retreat

I

NIHIL ALBUM,

for the

consumptive; but does not deserve the encomiums that have been passed upon it.

N CODE' Ml OLEUM, Oil of
An oil made by digesting, for some

NITROGEN
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oxydum— n.

Zinci

NILIACUM,

Mel.

NlNDSlN,Sium

Nicodemus.

ninsi.

time,— in a
mixture of white wine and olive oil,— old tur-

NINSI, i^ium ninsi.
NUNSING, Panax quinquefolium.

pentine, litharge, aloes, saffron, oxyd of zinc,

NINZIN.Sium

NICOT1ANA,

N. tabacum-n. Minor, N.

rustica.

;

ruviafnus, Tobacco, Virgin ia tobacco, (F.) Tabac,
Nicotiane. Tobacco is a violent acro-narcotic;
its properties seeming to depend upon a peculiar
principle, Kicotin or Kicotianin.
It is narcotic,
sedative, diuretic, emetic, cathartic, and errhine.
In incarcerated hernia, it is injected, in the form
ff smoke or infusion, but requires great caution.
It is most extensively and habitually used as an
errhine and sialogogue. The infusion is used
to kill vermin, and in some cutaneous eruptions.
1

JYICOTIANE,

Nicotiana tabacum.

NICOTIANIN.

See Nicotiana tabacum.

NIPPLEWORT,
NIRLES, Herpes

NI'DOROUS, JVidoro'sus,from Mdor,

Cnissa,

the smell of any thing burnt,' &c. Having
the smell of burnt or corrupt animal matter.

'

MEDERBRONN, MINERAL WATERS
OF.

Saline waters in the department of Baslthin, France, which contain chloride of sodium, sulphate of magnesia and carbonic acid.

JVIELLE,

Nioella.
Coptis.
Suti'va,

JV7G£^L£,\\i2ella.

NIGHT-BLINDNESS,

NIGHT EYES,

Hemeralopia.
Crusta genu equina?— n.

Mare, Incubus.

NIGHTSHADE, AMERICAN,

Phytolacca

decandra— n. Common, Solanum— n. Deadly,
Enchanter's, CirciM Lu-

Atropa belladonna— n.
tetiana— n. Garden, Solanum— n.

Palestine,
dulca-

Solanum sanctum— n. Woody, Solanum
mara.

NIGREDO A

SOLE,

Ephelides.

N1GRITA, Negro.
NIGRITIhS OSSIUM,

'

effected.

Nisus, Effort

— n.

Formativus, Plastic force.

NITEDULA,Cicindela.

WATERS

NITON, MINERAL

OF.

These

springs in the Isle of Wight, contain iron, and
sulphate of alumina and potassa.

NITRAS KALICUM,

Potass nitras— n.
Lixivice, Potassa? nitras
n. Natricum, Soda,
nitrate of n. Potassa? cum sulphure fusus,
Potasssc nitras fusus sulphatis paucillo mixtu.s

—

—

— n. Sub-bismuthicum, Bismuth, sub-nitrate
NITRATE,
and
in

of.

A salt, formed of a base
Several nitrates are employed

r
J\ ((ra*.

nitric acid.

medicine.

NITRATE D'AMMONIAQUE,

Ammonire

nitras.

NITRE, Potassa? nitras.
NITRIC ACID, Acidum
tis,

Nitrous acid, Spir'itus

fumans,

nitricum,

Aqua for-

nitri duplex, Sp. nitri

Sp. nitri Glaube'ri, Azot'ic acid,

Deph-

logistica'ted nitrous acid, Oxyseptoti'ic acid, Spir'-

Nitric acid is obtained from
the Nitrate of potass. Its odour is sufnitre
focating; taste very acid and caustic. It is corrosive, liquid, colourless, and transparent. S. G.
1.500.

Strong nitric acid is rarely used except as an
application to foul, indolent ulcers, or to warts.
When given internally, it is in the form of the
Acidum Nitricum Dilu'lum, Spir'itus nitri simthe Diluted nitric arid
pler, Sp. nitri vulga'ris
which, in the Pharmacopoeia of the United
of
nitric
acid,
consists
States,
£j, water, gix, by
measure. Diluted largely with water, it i>
used, as a drink, in fevers of the typlmid kind
in chronic affections of the liver; syphilis, &c
but, in the latter affections, it is not to be de

—

.

pended upon.

NITROGEN, Azote.
Ni'tuogkn, Gazeous Oxire or, A'itrous ox

Caries.

NfGRITUDO, Melanosis— n. Pulmonum,
Melanosis pulmonum.

NIGHO.MANTIA, Necromancy.
NIGROR, .Melasma.

NIGRUM

Lapsana.
exedens.

—

Melan'lhium, Fennel
flower, Cumi'num Nigrum, Devil in a bush, (F.)
Nigclle, JVielle. This was formerly used medicinal!}' as an expectorant and deobstruent, errhine, sialogogue, &c.
JY.

The

itus nitri acidus.

NIGELLA,
Nigel'la,

Mamelon.

N1SUS, JYixus, Prira, Straining, from Lat.
to endeavour.'
A voluntary retention
of the breath; so as to force down the diaphragm; the abdominal muscles being at the
same time contracted forcibly. In this manner
the contents of the abdomen are compressed;
and the evacuation of the feces, urine, *kc. is

nitor,

,

'

Titthion, Titthis, (F.)

conical tubercle, situate at the centre of the
breast. Towards the central part of each breast
the skin changes colour, and assumes a rosy
tint in young females, or a reddish brown in
those who have suckled several children. This
circle is called the Areola or Aureola (q. v.) of
the nipple.
The nipple is capable of erection on
beinn- excited.

NICOTIN.

See Nicotiana tabacum.
NICTATION, JYicta''tio Nictita'tio, from nictare, to wink.' Nystag'mus, Clonus nictita'tio,
Twinkling of the eye, (F.) C/ignotement, Clignemerit, Cillement, Souris.
A rapid and repeated
movement of the eyelids, which open and shut
alternately.
As occasionally performed, it is
physiological; if repeatedly, a disease. It seems
to be executed chiefly by the 7th pair of nerves;
but it is necessary that the 5th pair should likewise be in a state of Integrity.
N1DAMENTUM, Decidua.

ninsi.

NIPPLE.Sax.nypele. The Teat. Thedug,
Mammil'la, MammtlFa, Papitla, Thek, Titthe,
Titthos,

Nicotia'na Rus'tica, called after Nicot, who
carried it to Europe
JV. minor, Priapei'a, lit/osct/amus luteus, English tobacco. The leaves
possess the properties of tobacco, but are milder.
Nicotiana Tab'acum, Nicotiana, Herba tabad, Tabacum, Petum, Petun, Hyosajamus Pe-

Grise-

um, Zinci oxydum.

OCULI, Pupil.
42*

ide, Protox'ide

cating gas,
trous gas,

of azote, Paradise gas, Intoxi-

Laughing gas, Dipbfogis'ticated niGas azot'icum oxygenu'tum. Thif

<ras, when respired, produces singular effects,
great mental and corporeal excitement; and.
generally, so much exhilaration as to render

——
NITROGENIZED

NITROGENIZED, A'zoted, A'zotized.

taining nitrogen or
azoted, or azoted principle or tissue.
NITRO-MUR1AT1C ACID, Jic"idum nitro-

muriat'icum, Nilro-hydrochlor'ic
chloro-nitric

acid,

Aqua

regia,

acid,

Hydro-

Aqua

stygki,

Chrysulea, Aqua regis, .Icidum muriatieum ratio' so oxygena! turn, Menstruum auri, (F.) Eau
A. mixture of the nitric and muriatic
rdgale.
acids has been used in diseases of the liver, in
the form of a bath for the feet and legs, made
sharply acidulous. It has, also, been employed,

-

of the aorta and pulmonary artery, for the better occlusion of the artery.

Noduli Mobgaorii, N. Arantii
rum, Ganglions, nervous.

NODI'S,
Pons

— n.

Hamma— n.

Articulation,
Varolii
n. Encephali,

—

NervoCerebri,

Pons Varolii— n.

Hystericus, Globus hystericus.

NOESIS, Intellect.
NCEDD, Node— n. dn

Con-

a nitrogenized

—

—

NONUS
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the appellation, " laughing gas," by no means
It has not been much used in
inappropriate.
medicine, although recommended in paralysis
Its effects are too violent and too transient to
render it a valuable remedial agent; and, in the
delicate, it has been productive of unpleasant
effects, inducing palpitation, fainting, and convulsions.
azote: — as

— —

geon's

n.

Cliirvrgien, Knot, surEmballeur, Knot, picker's.

NCEUDS, Calculi, arthritic.
NOISETIER, Corylus avella-na.
NOISETTE, Corylus avellana (nut.)
NOIX, Juglans regia (nuxj n. Ainericaine,
Jatropha curcas n. des Barbadcs, Jatropha
curcas n. Cathartique, Jatropha curcas n.
d'Eau, Trapa natans n. de Gallc, see Quercus
infectoria
n. de Serpent, see Thevetia Ahouai
n. Yomique, see Strychnos nux vomica.

—

NOLA CULINARIA,

Anemone

pulsatilla.

and with more uniform results, in cutaneous
NOLI ME TANGERE, Lupus, see Chan,
Whatever advantage it may posand these advantages creux (Bouton.)
sess in internal diseases
NOMA, Cancer aquaticus.
they are probably dependent
are doubtful
NOM'ADE, Nomas, from voinj, 'pasturage.'
upon the chlorine formed by the mixture, or
upon the properties, possessed by the mineral An epithet given to people who have no fixed
Chlorine.
habitation,
and who travel with their flocks,
acids in general. See
The Jcidum nit ro -muriatieum of the Pharma- from country to country, for pasturage. Such
copoeia of the United States, is formed by mix- are the Tartars. By analogy, the word Nomad'
ing four fluid ounces of nitric acid with eight ic has been applied to spreading ulcers.
affections.

—

—

of muriatic acid.

NITROUS OXIDE, Nitrogen,

gaseous oxide

NOMBRIL, Umbilicus.
NOME, Phagedenic ulcer.

NOMENCLATURE, JVommdtt'tfo,

of.

Nomen-

Natron, Potasss nitras— n. Anti- chtu'ra, Onomatolog"ia, Onomatodesis, fromtroquorum, Soda n. Cubicum, Soda, nitrate of n. tia, name,' and y.aXiut, I call.' A collection of
Factitium, Borax n. Flainmans, Ammonioe terms or words peculiar to a science or art. In
nitras— n. Lunare, Argenti nitras n. Rhovn- all sciences, nomenclature is an object of imboidale, Soda, nitrate of— n. Vitriolatum Schroe- portance; and each term should convey to the
The Lavoisierian
deri, Potas'sa? sulphas— n. Tabulatum, Potassre student a definite meaning.
nitras fusus sulphatis paucillo mixtus— n. Vi- nomenclature was a valuable gift to chymistry;
from the
advantages
and anatomy has derived
triolatum, Potassie sulphas.
labours of Barclay, Dumas, and Chanssier, who
NIX, Snow.
have given names to parts indicative of their
Nix Fumans, Calx viva.
Bee Muscle. The nomenclature of
situation.
NIXUS, Nisus.
pathology has required the greatest attention ;
NOBLE, Nob' His, Prtn'cipal, Essen' tied.
Noble parts, Partes essentia'lcs: Some ana- and although repeated attempts have been made
disgrace
tomists have given this name to parts, without to improve it, the barbarous terms that
which life cannot exist; such as the heart, liver, it, are still most frequently adopted. It consists
Latin,
Greek
and
terms;
hi mis, brain, &c. The organs of generation have, of Hebrew and Arabic
French, Italian, Spanish, German, English, and
likewise, been so called
even Indian, African, and Mexican; often barNoble Parts, Genital organs.
barously and illegitimately compounded. A
NOCTAMBULATIO, Somnambulism.
want of principle in founding the technical
NOCTILUCA, Cicindela.
terms of medicine is every where observable.
NOCTISURG1TJM, Somnambulism.
NOCTU1NI OCULl. Gray or blue eyes.— They have been formed: 1. From colour; as
Me/xna, Melts, Atrabi/is, Leuce, Alplios, ChloCastelli.
1
NODE, Nodus, Emphy' ma exosto'sis perios - rosis, Rubeola, Scarlutina, Purpura, &c. 2.
a
From duration, as Ephemeral, quotidian, tertian,
lea; (F.) NodosiU, Na:ud; from Hebr. "1J,
A hard concretion or incrustation, and quartan, continued, and intermittent, &c.
heap.'
which forms around joints attacked with rheu- 3. From Birds, Beasts, Fishes, Insects, and
matism or gout. Some include, under this Plants, as Rabies canina, Cynanche, Boulimia,
name, exostoses, articular calculi, ganglions, Pica, Hippopyon, Elephantiasis, Urticaria, LiFrom Persons or Places,
and even the chronic swellings of the joints, chen. Ichthyosis, &c. 4.
as Morbus Hercu/eus, Fades Hippocratica, Lepra
under the name of white swellings.

NITRUM,

—

—

—

'

'

—

—

—

'

known

Arabum, Plica Polonica, Sudor Jlnglicus Morbus
Phalanges of Gallicus, &c.,and Ignus Sancti Antonii, Chorea
Nervorum, Ganglions, nervous. Sanrti V/ti. itc.

NODDING, Annnitio.
NODI DIGITORUM MANUS,
the finsrers— n.

NODOI, Nefrendcs.
NODOSIA. See Nefrendes.
NODOSITE, Node.
NOD'ULl ARAN'TII, Noduli

,

NON-NAT'URALS, Non

natun/lia.
Under,
term the ancient physicians comprehended
air, meat and drink, sleep and watching, motion
and rest, the retentions and excretions, and the
affections of the mind.
NONUS HUMERI PLACENTINT, Teres
this

Morgagnii,

Cor'pora Aran'Ui. The small sesamoid bodies
situate on the periphery of the semilunar valves

—
NOSE

Lingua? musculus, Genio-glossus— n.
Vesalii, Pcronseua tertius.

NOSE, NasuB— n. Running

NUCLEUS
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minor— n.

at the, Ooryza.

the

The former

less.

is

ferior part of the pelvis,

crum and

ilium.

large, situate at the inand formed by the sa-

gives passage to the sciatic
nerve, pyramidalis muscle, and o the superior
NOSEROS, Insalubrious, Sick.
gluteal vessels and nerves. The latter is mucr»
Hospital.
smaller than the other, from which it is sepaInjirmier.
rated by the sciatic spine.
It gives passage l<»
NOSODES, Insalubrious, sick.
the tendon of the obturator internus, and to the
Hospital.
internal pudic vessels and nerves.
NOSOG'ENY, Nosogen'ia, from vtae e, 'a
Parotid Notch, (F.) Ecliancrure parotididisease,' and ytrog, 'origin.'
Tlie department e.nne, is the triangular space, comprised beof medicine, wliicli regards the formation of tween the parotid edge of the inferior maxillary
diseases.
bone and the mastoid process; so called, beNOSOG'RAPHY, Nosogra'pkia, from ,000c, cause it lodges the parotid gland. The notches
'a disease,' and yga<fu, I describe.' A descrip- in soft parts are <renern!ly called Fissures, (q.v.)
tion of diseases.
NOTENCEPH'ALU.S.from.wToc, 'the back,'
NOSOL'OGY, JVosolog"ia, from r&cxoc, 'a and lyxtifuirj, 'the head.'
monster, whose
disease,' and ;.oyoc,' a discourse.' A name given head, with the brain, is on the back.
G. St.
to that part of medicine, whose object is the Hilaire.
classification of diseases.
NOTHEUS1S, Degeneration.
The most celebrated
nosological systems have been those of SauNOTHIA, Degeneration.
vages, (1 703,) Linnneus, (1763,) Vogel, (1764,)
IN
US, False.
Sagar, (1770,) Macbride, (1772,) Cullen, (1772,;
NOTliEUS, Dorsal, Medulla spinalis.
Darwin, (1796,) Selle, Crichton, (1804,) Parr,
NOT1ALG1A, Notalgia.
(1809,) Swediaur, (1812,) Pinel, (1813,) Young,
NOTOMYELITIS, Myelitis.
(1813,) Good, (1817,) Hosack, (1818,) &c.
NOTON, Dorsum.
Besides these general nosographies, others have
NOTOS, Dorsum, Vertebral column.
been published on Surgery exclusively, none
JVOUjJGE
LA CORAEE, Caligo.
of which are particularly worthy of enumeraJVOUE (Bandage) (F.); knotted,' from nodus*
tion amongst nosological systems. Nosological 'a knot.' A bandage, which has a considerable
arrangements have, also, been formed of single number of knots placed above each other. It
families or groups of disease. Plenck, of Ba- is made with a roller, 6 or 7 ells long, rolled
den, is the author of two separate treatises of into two balls, and is used to compress the pathis kind: the one. a methodical arrangement rotid region, after the extirpation of the parotid
of the diseases of the eyes, and the other, of gland. Also, an epithet applied to children in
cutaneous diseases. Dr. Willan published an whom the disease of rickets has swollen the ararrangement of cutaneous diseases, which was ticulations. It is, likewise, applied to the gout,
completed by Dr. Bateman, and adopted into when it has caused nodes on the joints.
A bag, filled with
(F.), Nod'ulus.
the Nosology of Dr. Hosack. Mr. Abernethy,
also, published a methodical classification of medicinal substances, and infused in a liquid
properties
communicate
their
to it.
to
tumours, and many other partial nosological
NOUFFER'S, MADAME, REMEDY, Polyclassifications might be enumerated.
NOSON'OMY, jYosonorn'ia; from roiro?, 'a podium filix mas.

NOSEMA.Di.ease.

It

-•

L

NOSOCOMIUM,
NOSOCOMUS,

NOSODOCH1UM,

'

A

—

OTH

DE

'

NOUET

JYOURR1CE, Nurse.
JVOURR1CIER, Nutritious.

disease,' and ovoua, 'name.' The nomenclature
of diseases.

M1URR1TURE,

NOSOS,

Disease.
Nosotax'ia; from voao?, a disThe distribuease,' and tu;ic, arrangement.'
tion and classification of diseases.
NOSTAL'GIA, from voarog, 'return,' 'a
journey home.' and aXyug, 'pain.' Nostoma'rda,
Pathop'Uridal'gia, Philopatridal'gia, Philopatridoma'nia. (F.) Nostalgic, Maladie du pays. An
affection, produced by the desire of reluming
It is commonly attended by
to one's country.

NOSOTAX'Y,

NOUS,

'

NOUURE,

'

slow wasting, and sometimes by hectic, which
may speedily induce death. M. Pinel properly
regards it as a variety of melancholy.

NOSTO.MANIA, Nostalgia.
NOSTRILS, Nares.
NOTAL'GIA, NotiaFgia, (JVostal' gia,

impro'

,

\

.

.

•

•

.

'

(F.) Erhancrure etkmdtsituate on the frontal bone, and joins

Ethmoidal Notch,
dale,

is

the ethmoid.
Isghiat'ic Notches, (?.) Eckancrures Istkiand
atinars, are two in number,— the greater

Rachitis.

CENTRAL DES P&DONCULES

JS'OYAU

DU CERVELET, Corpus
NOYER,

dentatum.

Juglans regia

n.

de Ceylon,

Ad-

hatoda.

NUAGE, Nebula.
NUBECULA, Enajorema,

Nebula.
Enaeorema, Nebula.

NUBES,

NUBlLOSUS.Nepheloid.

NUCES AQUATICS,
n.

see Trapa
Querciis, see Quercus alba.

natans—

NUCHA,
part, or

and others.) from inoToj, the
perly,
DC
J of Kochlin
r>_:_ :_ u„ i,.,„l.
in th. back.
Pain
back,' and aXyog, pain.'
NOTCH, Tent. Noeke, Ital. Nocckia, EmarDeEchanerure.
eina'tio, Emarginatu'ra, (F.)
pressions or indentations of different shapes and
edges
sizes, observed orj the circumference or
of certain bones.

Aliment.

Intellect.

spinal

The nuke, hinder
(F.) Nuque.
nape of the neck. The part where the

marrow

begins.

Ligamen'tom Nuch*. A strong ligament
from the neck, proceeding from one spinous
process to another, and inserted into the occipital bone.
It is very strong in quadrupeds.
NUCISTA. SeeMyristica moschata.

CANAL

OF. A small prolongation
NUCK,
of the peritoneum often sent into the inguinal
canal of the female foetus. So called from Nock,
who first described it.
CELL, see Cytoblast.
NUCLEOLUS, see Cytoblast.

NUCLEATED
NUCLEUS,

see

Cytoblast— n.

Centralis,'

—
NUCULA

NYMPHOMANIA
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Corpus denlatum— n. Dentatus, Corpus denta- cas — n. Galls, see Quercus ccrris — n. Juglans,
tum — n. Encased, Cytoblast— n. Fimbriatus, Juglans regia — n. Medica, Coco of (be Maidivei
Corpus dentatum

—

—

—

n. Germinal, see Molecule
n. Metella. Strychnos nux vomica
n. Mos*
Germinativus, see Molecule— n. llhom- chata, see Myristica moschata— n. Myristun,
boidalis, see Corpus denlatum.
see Myristica moschata
n. Pistacia. me l'isNUCULA TERRESTR1S, Bunium bulbo- tacia vera n. Vomica, Strychnos nux vomica.
caslanum.
NYCTALO'PIA, from i,.-, 'night,' and <>,,„
NUKA, Nucha.
pat, I see.' Parop'sis Lucif uga Nyctalopi'a$is.
NUMMULAR, Nummularis. Relating to Cae'citas diur'na, Visus noctur'uus, Oxyopia.
money, from nummus, 'money.' An epithet Hemeralo'pia (moderns,) (q. v.) Jtmhlyo'pia meapplied to the sputa in phthisis, when they flat- ridia'na, Photopho'bia, Photophobophthal'mia,
ten at the bottom of the vessel, like a piece of .Dyso'pia lu'niinis, Visus uaior, (F.) Vue nocmoney.
.turne, Ateuglement de Jour.
The faculty of
NUMMULARIA, Lysimachia nummularia. seeing during the night, with privation of the
NUQUE, Nucha.
faculty during the day. It affects both eyes at

—

j

n.

I

'

NURSE,
itself

from

'

,

Sax. noruce, Nutrix, (from nourish, once,

when

I

nutrire,) Trepkousa, (I.) Nutrice, (F.)

1

—

—

'

tain,

idiopathic.

duration

Its

and treatment very obscure.

is

uncer-

It is,

how-

One who sickles her
One that has the care

Nourrice, Garde-malade.
own child or another's.
of a sick person.

ever, a disease of nervous irritability, and one
of excitement of the visual nerve in particular.
The indications of cure will, consequently, be
Dry Nurse. One who gives every care to
to allay direct irritation in every way; to exthe child, but does not suckle it.
cite counter-irritation by blisters; and to grafemale, who suckles the dually accustom the eye to the impression of
Nurse.
child of another.
light.

—

A

Wet

NUT, BUTTER,

Juglans cinerea— n. Cemn. Physio, Jatropha
curcas n. Pine, see Pinus picea n. Pistachio,
see Pistacia vera n. Poison, see Strychnos nux
vomica n. Purging, see Jatropha n. Soap, see
Sapindus saponaria— n. Tree, Malabar, Adhatoda n. Vomic, see Strychnos nux vomica
n. Zirbel, see Pinus Picea.
NUTATION, Nuta'tio, from nutare, to nod.'
Constant oscillation of the head, in which it
moves involuntarily in one or more directions.
NUTMEG. See Myristica moschata.
bros, see Pinus

—
—

cembra

—

—
—

—

—

'

NUTR1CATIO, Nutrition.
NUTRICIER, Nutritious.
NUTRIC1US, Nutritious.

NUTRIMENTUM,

One labouring under this affection,
a Nt/c'talopc, Nyc'talops, rvxraiotlp.

NYCTHEMEROiN.
NYCTHE'MERUM,
't;utga,

'

day.'

is

called

See Dies.
from rvZ, 'night,' and

The space

day and night.
only so long.

of 24 hours, or of a
Certain complaints continue

NYCTOBASIS, Somnambulism.
NYCTOBATES1S, Somnambulism.
NYMPH^E, from vvpyyi a water nymph.'
'

Msa

inter' nx

mino'res clitor'idis, Carun' cuke cuticula'rts, Jiise. mino'res, Collic'ula vagi'nas, Mwr(F.)
tochcil'ides, Labia minv'ru seu iutr.r'na.

Two membranous
Nymphes, Petitcs levres.
folds, which arise from the lateral parts of the
prepuce of the clitoris, and descend on the inner

Aliment.

NUTRIT"ION, Nutri'tio, Nutrica'tio, Alitu'Nura, Threpsis, from nutrire, to nourish.'
trition is that function, by which the nutritive
matter, already elaborated by the various organic actions, loses its own nature, and assumes
to repair
that of the different living tissues,
Sometheir losses and support their strength.
used
in
a
more
extended
sigtimes the word is
of
the
whole
series
express
actions
to
nification,
constant
movements
of
comthe
two
which
by
position and decomposition are accomplished,
Nutrition, then, would
in organized bodies.
comprehend digestion, absorption, respiration,
circulation, and assimilation; the latter being
nutrition, properly so called, and being operated
in the intermediate system over the whole of
the body, the tissues attracting from the blood
the elements necessary for their reparation.
Nutrition, Force of, Plastic force.
NUTRIT'IOUS, Nutric"ivs, Nu'tritive,Alib'.
His, Trophimos, Tropho'des, (F.) Nourr icier, OuHaving the quality of nourishing: as
trider.
nutritious food, nutritious lymph, &c.
Nutritious or Nutritive Arteries. (F.)
Arterial branches, which
Jlrtires nutricieres.
enter the foramina nutricia of long bones, and

amus

penetrate to the medullary membrane.
NUTRITUS, Aliment.
NUTRIX. Nurse.

JEgyptian Bean. The fruit of this is eaten rawin Egypt and some of the neighbouring countries; and is considered to be tonic and astrin-

'

—

—

NUX AROMATICA,

see

surface of the labia majora; terminating by be-

coming gradually thinner, about the middle of
the circumference of the orifice of the vagina.
They are formed each of two folds of the mucous membrane of the vulva; and contain, in
their substance, a thin layer of spongy, erectile
Their use seems to be, not, as was
tissue.
once supposed, to diiect the course of the urine,
notion
gave rise to their name, but to
which
favour the elongation and dilatation of the vagina in pregnancy and labour.

—

The. word vvfiiptj has also been used synonymously with clitoris by Oribasius, Aetius, &c.
Nymphs' a Alba, Leuconyrnphx' a, JYcn'upliar,
(F.)
Microleuconijmphata,, White Water Lily.
Nenuphar blanc, Nat. Ord. Ranunculaces. Sea;.

Formerly emSyst. Polyandria Monogynia.
ployed as a demulcent, antaphrodisiac, emollient, and slightly anodyne remedy.
NvmphjEa Ikdica, N. nelumbo n. Major

—

lutea, N. lutea.

Nvmphtea Lutea, N. major lutea, Yellotc
Water Lily. (F.) Nenuphar jaune. Used for
the same purposes.
Nvmph^a Nelum'bo, Fabu JEgyp' tiara, CtfJEayp'tiacus,

Nymphx'a

In'dica; Pontic or

Mynstica mos- gent.

chata— n. Avellana, Corylus avellana (nut)— n.
Barbadensis, Jatropha curcas— n. Becuiba, Ibicuiba— ii. Calhartica Americana. Jatropha cur-

NYMPHES, Nymphoe.
NYMPHOCLUIA, Nymphomania.

NYMPHOMANIA,

from rvptpn, 'a

bride,'

—

—

OAK
and

—
OBLIQUE
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fiavia,
fury.'
Furor uteri'nus, Uteroma'- complete. The treatment consists in the use
Lagndris furor fwmim'nus, Mttroma'nia, of the same means as are required in the satyErotomania, JEducoma'nia, Aidoioma'nia, Me/un- riasis of man. When the mental alienation is
'

nia,

clio'lin uteri' na, Jfymphoelu'ia, T;pnia, Sympto'rna turpitu'dinis, Androma'nia, Gynecomania,
Machlos'ynl, Entelipathi'a, Tent i' go venefrca,Hysteroma'ma, Salad'itaa vulcae, Uteri pruritus,
Brachu'ria, Arus'con, Arsa'tum, (Estroma'nia,
(F.) Nymphomania, Fureur -uterine. An irre-

sistible

complete, solitude

is

indispensable.

NYMPHON'CUS.from mu^'the nympha,'
and oyxoc, 'a tumour.' A morbid tumefaction
of the nymphae.

NYMPHOT'OMY,
rum

and insatiable

desire, in females, for the
venereal act. It occurs in those particularly,
who possess a nervous temperament, and vivid

Sectio,

from

Nymphotom'ia, Nympha''nympha,' and rcuvtiv,

fvpcpyj,

An

operation, known and practised
for a long time; and which consists in the eximagination, especially if excited by improper cision of the nymphse. The operation is had
language, masturbation, &c. Its course, as de- recourse to, when they are attacked with, scirrhus, cancer, fungus, or gangrene; or when
scribed, is as follows.
In the commencement,
the sufferer is a prey to perpetual contest be- they are so large a* to interfere with walking
or coition.
Nymplwtomy is the circumcision oi
tween feelings of modesty and impetuous desire.
At an after period, she abandons herself the female. It is practised in some countries.
Some authors have used the term Nymphototo the latter, seeking no longer to restrain them.
In the last stage the obscenity is disgusting; my for amputation of the clitoris.
and the mental alienation, for such it is, becomes
Nictation.
'

to cut.'

NYSTAGMUS,

o.
OAK, BLACK,

—

—

Com- opening, which forms
Jerusalem, Chenopo- inguinal canal. The

Quercus

tinctoria

o.

the inferior orifice of the

mon, Quercus robur o.
obliquus externus abdodium botrys o. Lungs, Lichen pulmonarius
minis depresses the ribs, and carries them backo. Poison, Rhux toxicodendron
wards, during a strong expiration. It impresses
o. Red, Quercus rubra montana o. Sea, Fucus vesiculosus on the chest a movement of rotation; and bends
o.Spanish, Quercus rubra montana o. White, the thorax upon the pelvis, or vice versa. It
contracts, also, the abdominal cavity, b. ObliQuercus alba.

—

—

—

—

OARION,

—

quus lnter'nus Abdominis, M. accli'vis, 0. ascendens, O. minor, 0. inUrnus, 0. ascendens inter-

Ovary.

OARI'TIS,

Oophoritis', Oori'tis, Inflamma'tio
Ova'rii, Ovaritis, (F.) Inflammation del' Orxiirr,
'
from waoiov, the ovarium,' and itis, the termi-

nation denoting inflammation.
of the ovarium.

OATMEAL,

ims, Iliolombo-costo-abdominal, Jlio-abdominal
(Ch.) (F.) Muscle petit oblique; ou oblique in
terne, is broad, especially before; thin; and irregularly quadrilateral, like the preceding, beneath which it is situate. It is attached, above,
to the inferior edge of the cartilages of the 5th,
4th, 3d, and 2d false ribs: below-, to the anterior
two-thirds of the interstice of the crista ilii, to
the posterior part of the crural arch, and to the
pubis; behind, to the spinous processes of the
last two lumbar vertebra;, and to those of the
first two portions of the sacrum ; before, to the
Its upper fibres run obliquely uplinea alba.
wards and forwards; the middle are horizontal; and the lower pass obliquely downwards
and forwards.
These last, in the male, are dragged down
through the inguinal ring, when the testicle
descends; and form the two fasciculi of the

Inflammation

see Avena.

OATS, Avena.

OBAUDITIO, Baryecoia.
OBEL/EA RAPHE, Sajrittal

suture.

OBESITAS, Polysarcia.
OBESITY, Corpulentia.

OBFUSCATIO, Amaurosis.
OBLIQUE, Obliquus. Any

thing inclined:

— which deviates from the verticalcertain Anamusline.

tomists have given this name to
cles, which have an oblique direction as regards
the plane that divides the body into two equal

and symmetrical halves. These are:
Oblio_uk Muscles of the Abdome.v. They
are two in number, and distinguished into: a. Obliquus Exter'nus Mdom'inis, O. descen'dens ex-

cremaster.
The obliquus internus resembles the O. ex.
ternus in function.
Oblique Muscles of the Eye, Amalo'ria,
Circumagen'tes are two in number. They are
distinguished into:
a. Obliquus Superior Oculi,
Amato'rius mns'culus, Trochlea' ris, Obliquus ma-

ter'nus, 0, descendens, 0. major, Ilio-pubo-costoabdom'inal, Costo-abdom'inal (Ch.) (F.) Grand
oblique, Oblique externe.

muscles of the body.

One

of the broadest

It is situate at the lateral

and anterior part of the abdomen; and is flat
and quadrilateral. It is attached, above, to the
outer surface and lower edge of the 7 or 8 last

jor, Optico-Trochlei scltroticien, Grand troch'/cateur (Ch.) Circumductio'nis op'ifcx, Longisfsimus oc'uli, (F.) Grand oblique de iail, 0. supirieur
de Vceil,Amoureux {Muscle,) is situate at the inner
and upper part of the orbit. It is small, round,
fusiform, and reflected upon itself in the mid-

external
ribs: below, to the anterior third of the
terminates at the
lip of the crista ilii: before, it
apolinea alba by means of a broad and strong
neurosis, which covers the rectus, and presents,
fibrous
solid
towards its inferior part, two very
at the
fasciculi, which are inserted:—the one
the other at the spine of the pubis,

symphysis,
-1 under the name of Pillars of the Abdominal
an
Bin* These pillars leave between them

|

Behind, it is attached to the
die of its course.
inside of the foramen opticum; and when it arrives opposite the internal orbitar process, it
becomes a small, round tendon, which slides in

—— — —

—— — —
OBLIQUE

—

a cartilaginous pulley, fixed to the os frontis,
is reflected, at an acute angle, to proceed

downwards and outwards, and

OBTURATOR
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and

to attach itself

abdominis o. Minor capitis, O. superior capitis
o. Minor oculi, O. inferior oculi.
OBLITERATED, Oblitcra'tus from oblite-

and back part of the globe of the
This muscle carries the globe of the eye
eye.
forwards and inwards; makinor it experience a
movement of rotation, which directs the pupil
downwards and inwards. This is conceived to
be an involuntary muscle as well as the next.
In sleep, according to Sir C. Bell, when the
power over the straight or voluntary muscles of
the organ is nearly lost, the eye is given up to
the oblique muscles, which lodge the transparent cornea under the upper eyelid. At the approach of death, the same thing is observable;
hence, the turning up of the eye, at such a
time, is not an evidence of agony or suffering,
but of insensibility, b. Obliquus Inferior Oculi,
O. minor oculi, Maxillo-scliroticien, Pr.tit Trockleateur (Ch.) (F.) Petit oblique ou oblique inferieur de Fail, is situate at the anterior and inferior part of the orbit.
It is flat and attached
to the inner and anterior part of the orbitar surface of the superior maxillary bone, on the outside of the lachrymal gutter; from thence it
passes outwards and backwards, and terminates
by an aponeurosis, at the posterior and inner
to the outer

—

;

O. minor capitis, Trachilo-atlu'ido-occipitah Atloido-sous-mastoiden (Oh.) (F.) Muscle oblique
superieur ou petit oblique de la tele. This muscle is situate at the sides of, and behind, the
articulation of the head: it is flat and attached,
on the one hand, to the top of the transverse
process of the atlas ; and, on the other, terminates at the occipital bone, beneath the inferior
curved line, and sometimes, also, at the mastoid
region of the temporal bone. It extends the
head, inclining it to one side, b, Obliquus Inferior Capitis, Obliquus major, Spini-uxoido(F.)
trachili-atloldien, Axdido-atloidien (Ch.)
Oblique infirieur ou grand oblique de la tete, is
situate at the posterior part of the neck and
head. It is round, fusiform; attached to the
spinous process of the axis, and proceeds to
terminate behind and below the summit of the
transverse process of the atlas. It impresses,
on the first vertebra and the head, a movement
of rotation, which turns the face to one side.

—

OBLIQUE EXTERJVE, Obliquus externus
abdominis o. Grand, Obliquus externus abdominis o. Grand de I'ozil, Obliquus superior oculi
o. Grand de la tete, Obliquus inferior capitis
o. Jnferieur de rail, Obliquus inferior oculi
o. Infirieur de la tete, Obliquus inferior capitis
o. Interne, Obliquus Internus abdominis
o. Petit
o Petit, Obliquus internus abdominis
dc Vail, Obliquus inferior oculi o. Petit de la
o. Superieur dc
tete, Obliquus superior oculi
o. Supirieur de
la-il, Obliquus superior oculi
la tete, Obliquus superior capitis.

—
—

MATRICE,Retrovei-

sio uteri.

OBLIQUUS ASCENDENS, O.

internus abAuris, Laxator tympani— o. Descendens externus, O. externus abdominis— o.
Major, O. externus abdominis. O. inferior capiMinor, O. internus
tis,' O. superior oculi— o.

dominis— o.

'

letters' ?)

A

vessel

or duct is said to be obliterated, when its parietes have approximated and contracted such
adhesion to each other that the cavity has completely disappeared.

OBLIVIO, Amnesia — o. Iners, Lethargy.
OB'OLUS, ofJoAoc, a weight of 9 or 10 grains.
OBSCURCISSEMENT DE LA VUE, Ca-

ligo.

OBSERVATION,

Observa'tio, (from oft, and
SymAct of examining a thing, by
means of the external senses. This word is em-

servure,

to keep,' e. g. in sight.) Tere'sis,

'

paratere'sis.

ployed in several acceptations. It expresses
]
The action of observing 2. The aggregate
Jn
of knowledge, afforded by observation.
French but not in English it means the case
or history of the phenomena, presented by a
patient in the course of a disease.
OBSERVATION, Case.

—

.

—

—

Observation, Method of, Numerical method.

OBSTETRICIANS,

Accoucheur.

OBSTET'RICS, from

Obstetrix, a mid-wife,'
Tocology, Maiei'a, Maeei'a, Maeiu,
Ars obstetri"'cia, Obstetricy. The art of mid'

Tokol'ogy,

wifery.

OBSTETRICY, Obstetrics.
OBSTETRIX, Midwife.
OBSTIPATIO, Constipation— o. Tenesmus,

Oblique Muscles of the Head. These are
two in number, a. Ob/iquus Superior Cap'itis,

DE LA

{lit em',

ra're, 'to efface,'

part of the globe of the eye. It carries the
globe of the eye inwards and forwards; and directs the pupil upwards and outwards.

OBLIQUITE

—

i

Tenesmus.

Hump.

See

Obstipatio.

OBSTIP1TAS,

Torticollis.

OBSTRUCTIO,

—

Emphraxis, Stegnosis— o.

o. Ductus Alimentarii, ConAlvi, Constipation
o. Recti
o. Intestinalis, Constipation
stipation
Spastica, Stricture of the Rectum, spasmodic
o. Pulnionum pituitosa febrilis, Peripneumo-

—

—

—

nia notha.

OBSTRUCTION OF THE INTESTINES,
Enteremphraxis.

OBSTRUENS,
'

to

build,')

Oppilati'vvs.
fices

j

I

from obstruo. (oh, and struerc,
up by building against.'
medicine which closes ihe ori-

stop

A

of ducts or vessels.

OBSTUPEFACIENTIA, Narcotics.
OBTOADAJVT, Obtundens.
OBTUNDENS, (F.) Obtondant, from

obtun-

dere (ob, and tundere, to beat,) 'to beat against,'
and therefore to blunt the edge. An epithet
applied to remedies that were supposed, according to an erroneous theory, to be possessed of
the power of blunting the acrimony of the humours. A demulcent is one of these.
'

OBTURAMENTUM, Emphragma.
OBTURATEUR DU PALAIS, Palate,

arti-

ficial.

OBTURATIO, Emphraxis.
OBTURA'TOR, Obturato'rius,
from obtura're, to
A name given
trance.'
teur,

Obturator

'

close,'

'

(F.) Oblurastop up the en-

to several parts.

Arterv, Souspubio fimorale

(Ch.) Arteria obturato'ria, A. oblura' trix, (F.) Artere obluratrice, arises, most commonly, from the
hypogastric. It is, however, frequently given
off from the epigastric; a matter of importance
to be determined in cases of femoral hernia.

obturator arteries examined by Mr. J.
Cloquet,348 were furnished by the hypogastric,
and 152 by the epigastric or crural. When it
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arises

from the hypogastric, it passes forwards
and outwards, and then turns horizontally into
the cavity of the pelvis, to issue from this cavity by the opening left at the upper part of the
obturator membrane. When, on the contrary,
the obturator artery arises from the epigastric

the

or the crural, i», descends obliquely inwards, behind the os pubis, to the obturator foramen. At
its exit from the pelvis, the artery divides into
two branches, a posterior and an anterior, which
are distributed to the muscles of the anterior
and superior part of the thigh.
Obtura'tor Fora'm en, Ford men ObturatoHum, (F.) Trou sous-pubien, F. infra-pvbia'num,
Fora'men ovale, F. Utyroldeum, F. Thyroi'des,
F. Amplum Pelvis.
large opening of an oval
or triangular form, in the anterior part of the
os innominatum, on the outside of the symphy-

ligaments.

parotid.
It proceeds backwards, passes
between the mastoid process and the transverse
process of the atlas; reaches the occipital bone
and divides into two branches, which may be
called ascending posterior and anterior, and
are distributed to the neighbouring muscles and

Cccip'ital Bone, Osoccip'ilisseuoccipit"iisen
occipital It

Os sphseno

,

busila'rS,

Os memo' rise, Os

nerro'sum, Os Uasila'rS. Os prorse, Os pyxfidis,
seu sexlum cranii, seu lambdoi'des, seu lumbdse,
seu luudw, seu puppis, seu nervo'sum, seujibro'su/n, seu pelvicephal'icum, (F.) Os occipital, is
situate at the posterior and inferior part of the
cranium, which it assists in forming.
It is
flat, symmetrical, and curved upon itself.
It

A

presents,

which

pubis and beneath the horizontal ramus of
the os pubis. This foramen is closed by a membranous ligament.
sis

is

1.
an occipital or posterior surface,
convex, and has, upon the median

line, the basilary surface, the

foramen magnum,

through which passes the spinal marrow with
the external occiits membranes and vessels;

—

Obturator Ligament or Membrane is a pital crest, the external occipital protuberance;
fibrous membrane, fixed to the whole circum- and, at the sides, the upper curved line, large
ference of the obturator foramen, except above, rough arched ridge or transverse arch or linea
where an opening remains for the passage of semicircularis, the lower curved line, the postethe vessels and nerves of the same name.
rior condyloid fossse, the condyles for the articuObturator Muscles. These are two in num- lation of this bone with the atlas; and the anber. They are divided into
terior condyloid fossse, pierced by a foramen for
a. Obturator Exte/nus, Extra-pelvio-pubi-tro- the passage of the ninth pair of nerves.
2. A
ckanUrien, Sous-pubio-trochanterien externe (Ch.) cerebral or anterior surface.
On the median
A muscle, situate at the anterior and inner part line are: the basilary fossae, the inner orifice of
of the thigh. It is broad, flat, and triangular; the foramen magnum, the internal occipital crest,
and is attached, on the one hand, to the ante- the internal occipital protuberance, the cruciform
rior surfaee of the os pubis, to that of the is- spine; a channel, which lodges the termination
chium, and to the anterior surface of the obtu- of the straight sinus, and on each side, the occirator ligament.
Its fleshy fibres converge to pital fossse distinguished into superior or cerethe tendon, which proceeds to be inserted at bral, and inferior or cercbellous, and separated
the inferior part of the cavity of the great tro- by a groove which lodges the lateral sinus. 3.
chanter. This muscle rotates the thigh out- The surfaces of the occipital bone are separated
by four ridges and four angles. The two suwards.
perior edges are articulated with the parietal
b. Obturator Internus, Marsupia'lis, Bursa'lis,
Intra-pel.violroclianterien, Souspubio-trockantA- bones; the two lower join the temporal; and
rien interne (Ch.) is seated, almost entirely, in the anterior angle, under the name basilary
the pelvis.
It arises from the inner surface process, is united to the sphenoid.
The occipital bone is developed from four
of the obturator ligament, and from the posterior part of the circumference of the obturator points of ossification; and sometimes from a
foramen, and is inserted, by means of a strong greater number.
Occipital Muscle, Occipitalis. Many anatotendon, running between the two portions of
the gemini, into the cavity at the root of the mists have given this name to the posterior fasgreat trochanter; after having turned upon the ciculus of the Occipito-frontalis, (q. v.)
Occipital Nerve, Sub-occipital nerve, Preischium, which forms for it a kind of pulley
miere paire trachelienne, (Ch.,) (F.) J\'erf occiThis muscle also rotates the thigh outwards.
Obturator Nerve, Sous-pubio-femoral (Ch.) pital ou sous-occipital. It arises from the upper
proceeds principally from the 2d and 3d lumbar part of the spinal marrow by eight or ten filaments, united in two fasciculi. Thus formed,
It descends into the pelvis; gains the
nerves.

—

passes between the foramen magnum and the
posterior arch of the atlas; and, at this place,
forms a long ganglion, afterwards dividing into
two branches. Of these, the anterior, which is
long and small, makes a turn above the transverse process of the atlas, and forms an anastomotic noose with a branch of the second cerviThe posterior branch, larger and
cal nerve.

obturator foramen; gives branches to the obturator muscles, and divides, behind the adductor
primus and pectinalis, into two branches; one
anterior, whose branches are distributed to the

it

two adductors, gracilis, and integuments;
the other, posterior, distributing its ramifications to the obturator externus and third adductor.
Obturator Vein has, ordinarily, the same
first

arrangement as the

artery.

It is

shorter, divides into seven or eight branches,
are distributed to the muscles of the
upper and back part of the neck.
Occipital Vein. Its roots follow exactly the
course of the branches of the artery, and unite
into a single trunk, which opens into the internal jugular vein, and sometimes into the ex-

common, how- which

ever. To find it arising from the epigastric; whilst
the corresponding artery proceeds from the hypogastric, and kick versa.

OBVOLVENTIA,
(

)(

SCIP'ITAL,

Demulcents.
That which belongs

Occipita'lis.

to the occiput.

This arises from the
posterior part of the external carotid, beneath

Occipital Artery.

i

|

ternal.

OCC

I

P1TIUM,

Occiput.

OCCIPTTO ATLOID,

Occipitoatloidefus, (F.)

OCCIPiTO-AXOID
That which has reference

Occipito-atloidien.

ODONTALGIA
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the occiput and atlas.

Sccipito-Atloid Articulation

is

the artic-

ion of the condyles of the occipital bone
with the superior articular cavities of the atlas.
It is strengthened by two ligaments :— the one
anterior, the other posterior, called occipito-atloid ligaments; the one extends from the ante-

the other from the posterior, arch of the
corresponding portion of the circumference of the foramen magnum.
OCCIPTTO-AXOID, Occipitoaxoideus, (F.)
Ocripito axoidien.
That which relates to the
occipital bone and the axis or second vertebra.
Occipito-axoid Articulation is the connexion of the occipital bone with the axis or second
vertebra, although these bones are not really
articulated, but are merely retained in apposition by three strong ligaments; the posterior of
which is called the occipito-axoid, and the two
others odontoid.
. OCCIPITO-FRONTA'LIS, Digas'lricus eranii, Epicra'nius, Fronta'lis et occipitalis.
The
majority of anatomists call, by this name, the
whole of the fleshy plane, with the epicranial
or coronal aponeurosis, (see Calotte.) which
covers the head from the occiput to the forehead. It is attached, by its posterior fasciculus,
to the two outer thirds of the upper curved line
of the occipital bone, and to the outer surface of
the mastoid portion of the temporal; and, by its
anterior fasciculus, it terminates at the eyebrow,
where it becomes confounded with the superciliaris, pyramidalis nasi, and orbicularis palpe-

mon

or Citron basil, (F.) Basilic commun. Wit.
Scar. Syst. Dydjaamia G\mOrd. Labiat.-e.
nospermia. This herb has a fragrant odour
and aromatic taste. It is used as a condiment,
and has been supposed to possess nervine properties.

OciMOJt Caryophylla'tum,
Small or Bush

basil.

rior,

milar to the former.

atlas, to the

snufT.

Ol}TA'NA,Hcbdomada'ria, from octo, eight.'
fever, whose paroxysms recur every week.
'

A
A

supposititious case.

OC'PA'RIUS. The eighth partof a wine-gallon.

It

contains sixteen fluidounces.

— Ph. U. S.

20 fluidounces Imperial measure.

OCTOPUS,

Synapheoccphalus, Hemipages.

OCTUNX. A weight of eight ounces.
OCULARES COMMUNES, Motores oculorurn.

OCULAR1A, Euphrasia officinalis.
OCULl PALPEBRARUM SCABIES PRURIGINOSA, Ophthalmia

OCULIST,

tarsi.

Ophthalmia 'ter.

Oculis'ta,

One

who

occupies himself, chiefly, with the management of diseases of the eye.

OCULISTiqUE, Ophthalmology.
JNERVES,

COMMON,

OCULUM MOVENS PRIMUS,

Rectus in-

OCULO-MUSCULAR
Motores oculorum.
ternus oculi

—

o.

Movens

quartus, Rectus infe-

oculi— o. Mo vens secundus, Rectus externus
o. Movens tertius, Rectus superior oculi.
OCULUS, Eye— o. Bovinus, Hydrophthal-

rior

—
—

oculi

m ia

brarum.

0. min'iminn,
Possesses properties siIt is sometimes used as

o.

— o.

Bovis,

Chrysanthemum leucanlhemum

—
—

Hydrophlhalmia o. Ccesius,
Duplex, Binoculus o. ElephanGlaucoma
the integuments of the cranium. It wrinkles tinus, Hydrophlhalmia o. Genu, Patella o.
the skin of the forehead transversely, and may, Lachrymans, Epiphora— o. Purulentus, Hyo. Tyo. Simplex, see Monoculus
also, contribute to open the eye by its decussa- popyon
tion with the orbicularis palpebrarum. The phonis, Scilla.
OCYTOC'IC, Oxytocic; from o^t/c, quick,'
posterior fasciculus of the muscle draws backwards a part of the skin of the cranium and as- and toxos, labour.' Any thing that expedites

The

occipito-frontalis, by the contraction of
its anterior fasciculus, draws forwards a part of

Bubulus,

—

o.

—

—

—

—

'

'

sists in stretching

the.common aponeurosis.

parturition.

OCCIPTTO-MENTNGE'AL. That which belongs to the occipital bone, and to the meninge
or dura mater.
Occipito-meningeal Artery, in Chaussier's
nomenclature, is a branch of the vertebral, given
off to the dura mater at its entrance into the
cranium.
OCCIPUT, In'ion, from ob, and caput, Opisthocra'nium, Opistkocepk' alon, Prora, Occipi'tium. The back part of the head, formed by the
occipital bone.

OCCLU'SION,
'

fies,

—

eyelids, for

example;

at others,

it is

synonymous

with imperforation, as occlusion of the pupil, vagina. &c.

OCHEMA, Vehicle.
OCHETFUMATA, Nares.
OCHETOS, Canal.
OCHEUS, Scrotum.
OCHREA, Shin— o. Rubra, Haematites.

OCHROMA, Paleness.
OCHROPYRA, Fever,

ODME.

Odour.

ODONTAGOGON,

ODON'TAGRA,
'

ache, Odon'tia dolorosa, (F.) JJouleur des dents,
Fluxion sur les dents, Mai de dent. .Mai d'airtour.
A disease, dependent upon a variety of causes
affecting the cavity of the tooth; but generally
owintf to caries, which exposes the cavity to
the action of the air, and to extraneous matters
Hence, the treatment consists in
in general.
plugging the caries, or destroying the sensibibility

and,

if

of the nerve, by powerful stimulants;
these means fail, in extracting the tooth.

Odontalgia Cariosa, Dental gangrene
Dentitionis, Dentition

BASIL'ICUM. BasU'imm,

rtn'duros, Basil'icum awjus. B. citru'tnm,

—

o.

Be-

Com-

—

o.

Utemodia, Hasniodia.

Odontalgia Nervosa, Nturatgia

yellow.

OCH ROTES, Paleness.
OCHTHODKS, Callous.

OCIMUM

'

Dentagra.
from uSovg, 'a tooth,' and
rheumatic
or gouty pain
ayna, a seizure.' A
Dentagra, (q. v.)
in the teeth.
ODONTAL'GIA, from o<W, 'a tooth,' and
Odon'tia, Dcn'tium dolor, ToothOcclusio, MycS, from occlu- alyog, 'pain.'

to shut up.'
Sometimes this word signisimply, the transient approximation of the
edges of a natural opening the occlusion of the

dire,

ODAXIS'MUS, from o&i/g, a tooth.' The
painful itching of the gums, which precedes
the appearance of the teeth. Dentition, (q. v.)
ODES, a suffix. See Eidos.
ODIN, Pains, (labour.)

Dcnta'lis.

Neuralgia of the Teeth.. Characterized by periodical pain, shooting with the utmost viol"nce alone In* branches of the fifth pair distributed to the affected jaw.

——

— — —
ODONTALGIC
Neuralgia infra-orbitarm,

ODONTA LGIC,

Anti-odontalgic.
Odontalgia.

ODONTIA,
Odontia Defor'mis.
teeth,

CENANTIIE
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Odontalgia Remittens et Intermittens,

Deformity of the
from error or shape, position, or number.

— Good.

Odontia Dentitionis Lactantium,

see Dentition (first)
o. Dentitionis puerilis, see Dentition, (second)— o. Edentula, see Nefrendes
o.

—

—

Excrescens, Epulis— o.Incrustans,Odontolilhos
o. Stuporis, Htemoaia.

—

ODONTIASIS, Dentition.
ODONTIC, Anti-odontalgic.
ODONTITIS, Endodontilis.

ODONTOGLYPHON, Gum lancet.
ODONTOGLYPHUM, Dentiscalpium.
ODONTOID, Odontoi'des, Dentiform' is, DenDentoideus, Pijrenoi'des, from oSovc, 'a
tooth,' and etSog, shape,' 'resemblance.'
This
epithet is given to the Processus dentatus of the
second vertebra or axis, (q. v.)
Odontoid Lig'aments, (F.) Ligaments odontnidiens, are two strong and short conical fasciculi, whose truncated summits embrace the
sides of the odontoid process, and whose bases
are fixed in the fossse at the inner side of the
condyles of the occipital bone. Their direction
is obliquely outwards and slightly upwards.
They enter into the composition of the occipitoaxoid articulation; strengthen the junction of
the head with the vertebral column, and limit
the movement of rotation of the atlas on the

ta'lis,

'

preserves the impression for some time, and is
pale and without pain.
It presents the same
characters as anasarca, which is general oedema.
Its etiology and treatment are also the same.

See Anasarca.

CEue'ma Arsenica'lis.

OZde'ma Cer'ebri,

(Edeme du cerveau.
condition of the cerebral pulp, in which there is an infiltration of
serous fluid into it, so that it appears more
moist or watery than common; and, when
sliced or pressed, small drops of water are seen
to ooze out.
OEdema, Compact, Induration of the cellu-

Odema

of the Brain.

(F.)

A

—

—

lar tissue
ce. Fugax, Anathymiasis
oe. Hystericum, Anathymiasis.
G£dema of the Glottis, (Edem'atous Laryngi'tis, CEde'ma glot'tidis, Hydrops glot'tidis, Submucous Laryngi'tis, (Edem'atous angi'na, (F.)
Luryngite ademuteuse, (Edeme de la g/otte. A
disease consisting of serous or sero-purulent
infiltration into the submucous tissue of the
glottis* The symptoms resemble those of croup;
but the disease attacks the adult rather than
the child. The age is, indeed, a principal means
of diagnosis between the two affections.
The disease is almost always fatal. The
treatment has to vary according to the accompanying general symptoms.

(Edema Lacteum, Phlegmatia dolens.
CEdema of the Lungs, Hydrops Pulmo'num,
Hydropneumo'nia,

axis.

Theswellingofthe

eyelids and face, induced by continued°use of
the preparations of arsenic.

(q. v.)

Anasar'ca Pulmo'num,

ODONTOL'ITHOS, from oSov?, a tooth,'
/(#oc, 'a stone.'
A sort of incrustation, of

(F.) (Edeme du poumon. Laennec has so called
the infiltration of serum into the tissue of the
a yellowish colour, which forms at the base of lung, carried to such an extent as to diminish
the teeth, and is called Tartar, Tar'tarus Den- its permeability to air. It is not an uncommon
tium, Odon'tia incrus'lans, (F.) Tartre des sequela of pneumonia, and the major exantheThe respiration is laborious ; the respiIt consists of seventy-nine parts of mata.
Dents.
phosphate of lime; twelve and a half of mucus; ratory murmur scarcely perceptible, although
one of a particular salivary matter, and seven the thorax is largely expanded, and there is a
and a half of an animal substance, soluble in slight rale crepitant, particularly at the base
and inferior part of the lungs. The sound on
muriatic acid.
Odontolog" ia, from oSov?, percussion is clear, and on both sides equally
1
'
so.
The cough is attended with aqueous exAn
anatoa tooth,' and /oyoj, a discourse.'
pectoration.
In some cases, the respiration bemical treatise of the teeth.
comes puerile in a small portion of the summit
Dentition.
of the lung.
Dentifrice.
Oedema Puerperarum, Phlegmatia dolens—
Dentistry.
02. Uvulre, Staoe. Spasticum, Anathymiasis
ODONTOTK.IMMA, Dentifrice.
phyledema.
ODORdT, Olfaction.
'

and

ODONTOL'OGY,

ODONTOPHYIA,

ODONTOSMEGMA,
ODONTOTECHNY,

ODOItATUS,

—

Olfaction— o.

Deperditus,

ODOS, Way.

O'DOUR,

Odor,

Odours are subtle

Odml, Osme.

particles, constantly

A

smell.

escaping

from the surface of certain bodies. They act,
in some manner, by actual contact on the nerves
of the Schneiderian membrane, and give occasion to the sense of smell or Olfaction, (q.

ODOUS,

A

v.)

Tooth.

OD'YNE,
very
Pleurodyne.

ma.

(EDtME ACTIF DES JVOUVELLES ACCOUCHKES, Phlegmatia dolens— du Cera;,

Anosmia.

odvrt,, 'pain,' (q. v.)

common

ODYNEMA,

suffix to

Dolor, Odyntf-

words; as in

veau, CEdema cerebri m. de la Glotte, OZdema
of the glottis <e. de la Glotte, Angina oedematosa a. du Tissucellulaire des nouvcau-nis, Induration (of the cellular tissue.)
OSDEMOSAR'CA. A species of tumour,
mentioned by M. A. Severinus, which holds a

middle place between oedema and sarcoma.
CL7L, Eye ce. de Bauf, Anthemis tinctoria
ut. de Li'tcrc, Lagophce. Double, Binoculus
thalmus 02. Simple, see Monoculus.
(EILLET GIROFLEE, Dianthus caryophyl-

—

lus.

Odyne.

CECONOMIA, Economy— cb. Animalis, Phy-

OZNANTHE,

(E chserophytli
Hemlock dropSex. Syst. PenUmbelliferae.
wort.
Hal. Urd.
tandria Digynia. A violent poison of the acronarcotic class. Its juice has been recommended
in certain cutaneous diseases; but it is scarcely

fo'liis,

siology.
)

CEDE'MA, from oiStto, ' I am swollen. Hydrops ce/lula'ris ar'tuum, Phlegmasia. Swelling produced by the accumulation of a serous
fluid in the interstice! of the cellular textuie.
This swelling is soft; yields under the finger;
43

(E. croca'ta,
(E. cicu'tx facie lobel'li,

ever used.

It is

employed

in fomentations.

—

i

CENEL^ON

OIL
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£ENEL^E'ON,o(it2aior,fromonoc,' wine,' and through the oesophageal aperture of the dia'oil.'
A mixture of oil and wine. Galen. phragm. The oesophagus is composed of a very
CENOG'ALA, onoyuia, from 01105, wine,' strong musculai layer, sometimes called Tunica
and yuXa, 'milk,' 'a mixture of wine and vaginalis gvlx; formed, itself, of two sets of
milk.'
According to some, wine as warm as fibres, the external being generally longitudinal,

—

tXatov,

'

—

new

milk.

*

CENOG'ARON, Garum
mixed with garum.

CENOMANIA,

—

vino mistum.
Aetius.

the internal

Delirium tremens.

CENOS, Wine.

CENOSTAGMA, Spiritus vini rectificatus.
GENOTHE'RA BIEN'NIS, (E. Mollis'sima,
An indigenous
Evening Primrose, Scabish.
plant, common on the borders of fields, and in
natural hedges. OctandriaMonogynia, (Linn.)
Its properties are mucilaginous and slightly
acrid.
A decoction has been used in cases of
Infantile eruptions.

OESOPHAGEAL,
plwgien.

OZsophagafus, (F.) (EsoRelating or belonging to the oeso-

phagus.

(Esophageal Ap'erture

of the Di'a(F.) Ouvtrture ossophagienne du diaphragme. An opening in the diaphragm, for
the passage of the oesophagus.

rHKAGM,

A

OESOPHAGEAL APERTORE OF THE STOMACH.
name, given to the superior or cardiac orifice

of the stomach, to distinguish

it

from the

infe-

rior or pyloric.

CEsophage'al Muscle, CEsophagsdus. Some
anatomists have given this name to the transverse muscular fibres, which surround the oesophagus at its upper extremity.
CEsophageal Tube, see Tube, oesophageal.

CESOPHAGIALGIA,

or annular.

transverse

Wine mucous membrane which

is soft, fine,

2.

Of

thin,

a

and

white, especially at its lower part.
It is continuous, above, with the mucous membrane of
the pharynx.
The mucous follicles, found beneath it,are not numerous, and have been called
(Esophageal glands. The arteries of the oesophagus proceed, in the neck, from the thyroid;
in the chest, from the bronchial arteries and
directly from the aorta;
in the abdomen, from
the inferior phrenic, and coronaria ventriculi.
Its veins empty themselves into the inferior
thyroid, the vena cava superior, the internal
mammary, azygos, bronchial, phrenic, and coronaria ventriculi. Its lymphatics pass into the
ganglia surrounding it. its nerves are afforded
by the pharyngeal and pulmonary plexuses; by
the cardiac nerves; the thoracic ganglia, and,
especially, by the pneumogastric and their recurrent branches.

—

CESTROMANIA, Nymphomania.
CESTRUM, Clitoris.
(Estrum Ve n'e r s, CEslrum vene'reum,
(Estrus vene'reus; from oiotqo?, astrus, 'a violent impulse or desire.' An immoderate desire
for sexual intercourse.
With some, ozstrum
signifies Clitoris.

(EUFS, Ova.

OFF1CINA, Pharmacopolium.

CEsophagismus.
OFFICINAL, Officinalis, from offici'na,'a
Dysphagia con- shop.' An epithet for medicines found in the
shop of the apothecary, ready prepared; in op-

CESOPHAGIARCTIA,
stricta.

(ESOPHAG1EN,

(muscle,) Constrictor oeso-

phagi.

—

position to magistral or extemporaneous,
those
prepared after the prescription of the physician.

A

name given by VoOFF1UM, Affion, Opium.
CESOPHAGIS'MUS.
Dysphu'gia
OFFUSCATIO, Amaurosis.
gel to spasm of the oesophagus.
OGJ\'OJ\". a Corn —0. Marin, Scilla
spasmod'ica, Strictu'ra asoph'agi spasmod'ica,
OF. Yellow
OHI'O,
(Esophagial'gia. By some, used synonymously
dysphagia,
and
contraction
of Spring is a chalybeate, situate in Green county,
with oesophagitis,
is
sometimes
oesophagus.
miles
from
Cincinnati.
It
fre64
the
OESOPHAGITIS. Inflammation of the oeso- quented.
OlE, Sorbus domestica.
phagus. Angina aisophagxa, Cynanche asoOIGJ\"OJ\", Allium cepa.
phagea, (q. v.) Injiamma'tio asoph'agi, (F.)
OIL, Oleum, Elx'on, (F.) Huile; from tXaict,
Anoine asophagienne.
'
Hsematemesis.
A collective name, under which
the olive.'
CESOPRAGOT'OMY, CEsophagotom'iafrom two classes of fluids are included, very diffeoesophagus,'
and
the
to rent from each other: those, belonging to the
oioowayoc,
rtfivttv,
An incision made into the oesophagus one class, are viscid; mawkish or almost incut.
those of the other are nearly devoid of
for the purpose of extracting foreign bodies sipid
viscidity, and are caustic and very volatile.
from it.
CESOPH'AGUS, from ecu, 'I carry,* and The former are called fat or fixed oils; the lat1 eat;' Gufa, Fis'tula ciba'lis, Via stom'ter volatile or essential oils, or essences, (q. v.)
(fayai,
Oil of Almonds, Oleum amygdalarum o.
achi et ventris, Fis'tula vel 1 nfundib' tdum Veno. Animal,
tricfuli, G/vttus. The Gullet. A musculo-mem- of Amber, rectified, see Succinum
cylindrical,
and
depressed from Oleum animale o. Animal, of Dippel, Oleum
branous canal,
Daphnela;on
Bay,
behind,
which
of
o.
extends
from
Dippelii
o.
to
the
infeanimale
before
o. and Beeswax,
rior extremity of the pharynx to the upper ori- of Bays, Oleum laurinum
At its origin, it is situate Unguentum cers o. of Benjamin or benzoin,
fice of the stomach.
in the median line; but, beneath the larynx, it Oleum benzoini o. Benne, see Sesamum oriendeviates to the left, and in the chest expe- tal.
Oil, British. An empirical preparation,
riences different inflections. In its cervical
portion, it corresponds, behind, with the spine; often used in cases of sprains. \
A committee of the Philadelphia College of
before, with the larynx and trachea; and, at the
sides, it is close to the primitive carotids, in- Pharmacy recommend the following form for
(01. Terebinth. 01. Lini usitaternal jugular veins, par vagum, recurrent its preparation
nerves, &c. In its inferior or thoracic portion, tiss. aa. f. ,?viij, 01. Succini, 01. Juniper, aii. f.
the oesophagus is entirely contained in the pos- 51V, Petrol, Bnrbadens. f. 3'iij, Petrol. AmeriM.)
terior mediastinum; and enters the abdomen can. (Seneca Oil,) f. gj.

MINERAL WATERS
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'

'

:

'

—

—

—

—

:

—

—

—
—

OILNUT
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Oil of Cacao, Cutter of Cacao— o. of the
Cashew nut, see Anacardium occidentale o.
Castor, see Kicinus communis o. of Cinnanion, see Laurus cinnamomum
o. of Cloves,

—

—

—
—

o.

Issue, Dr. Physick's, see

—

'

Unguentum

lyt-

—

medicatum aliud o. of Lydia, Bacaris o.
Marshmallow, Unguentum de AlthxA— o. .Mer-

ta?
j

curial,

Unguentum hydrargyri — o.

of Nitrate of
o. of

—
—

Eugenia caryophyllata— o. Codliver, O. Jeco-

mercury, Unguentum hydrargyri

ris

Nitrous acid, Unguentum acidi nitro3i o. of
White oxide of lead, Unguentum oxidi plumbi
albi
o. of Gray Oxide of mercury, Unguentum oxidi hydrargyri cinereum o. of Nitric
oxyd of mercury, Unguentum hydrargyri nitrieo-oxydi o. of Impure oxide of zinc, Unguentum oxidi zinci impuri o. Red precipitate, Unguentum hydrargyri nitrico-oxydi o. of White
precipitate, Unguentum hydrargyri prsecipitati
o. Resin,
albi
o. Resin, Ceratum resinae fiavae
black, Unguentum resins nigra o. of Rosewater, Unguentum aqua rosse o. Soldier's,
Martiatum unguentum o. of Spanish flies,
Cerate of Cantharides, Unguentum lyttse o.
Spermaceti, Unguentum cetacei o. of Stramonium, Unguentum stramonii o. of Subacetate of copper, Unguentum subacetatis cuprl
o. of Sugar of lead, Unguentum plumbi superacelatis
o. Sulphur, Unguentum sulphuris
o. Sulphur, compound, Unguentum sulpliuria
composituin o. Tar, Unguentum picis liquids
o. Tobacco, Unguentum Tabaci
o. Tutty,
Unguentum oxidi zinci impuri o. Verdigris,

—

—

of Cubebs, see Piper cubeba o.
f) l
Cypress, Cyprinum oleum o. of Dill, see
Anethum graveolens o. Dippel's, Oleum animate Dippelii o. of Egg, see
o. Ethereal, Oleum iEthereum
o. Flaxseed, see Linum
usitatissimum.
aselli

o.

—

—

—

Ovum—

—

Oil, Haerlem. An empirical preparation,
supposed to consist chiefly of petroleum, turpentine, and balsam of sulphur.
Used internally in renal and rheumatic affections.
Oil, Kkumholz, see Pinus mughos o. of
Lemons, see Citrus medica o. Lily, see
Lilium candidum o. of Mucilages, Oleum
e. niucilaginibus
o. Neatsfoot, Oleum bubuluin— o. of Nicodemus, Nicodemi oleum o. of
Nutmegs, see Myristica moschata o. Olive,
Oleum olivse o. of Pennyroyal, see Hedeoma

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

pulegioides o. of Pike, Oleum lucii piscis o.
flock, Petrolceum
o. of Roses, see Rosa centifolia
o. of Rue, Peganelaxm, see Ruta
o. of
Spike, Oleum terebinthinse o. of St. John's
Wort, see Hypericum perforatum o. Salad,
Oleum olivre o. of Scorpion, see Scorpion o.
Sulphuretted, Bulsamum sulphuris simplex o.
of Tartar, Liquor potass® subcarbonatis o. of
Turpentine, Oleum terebinthinae o. of Turpen-

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—
animalia —

—

tine, rectified, Oleum terebinlhinte rectificatum
o. of Vitriol, Sulphuric acid
o. of Wine,

—

—

nitratis

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—
cupri —

—

Unguentum subacetatis
o. Wax, Un«
guentum cerae — o. White, Unguentum oxidi
plumbi albi — o. Zinc, Unguentum zinci.

OLD AGE, Senectus.
OLEA AmMA'LlA, Mimul

oils, (F.)

Huiles

animales. A name given to fixed oils, holding
in solution the mucilaginous and gelatinous
o. Distilled,
Oils, Animal, Olea
principles of certain animals, as the Oil of
Olea volatilia o. Empyreumatic, Olea empy- frogs, Oil of Scorpions, Oil of spiders, &c.
reumatica o. Essential, Olea volatilia o. Ethe- Sometimes, also, the term animal oils is given
o.
real, Olea volatilia— o. Expressed, Olea fixa
to empyreumatic oils, produced during the deFatty, Olea fixa— o. Fixed, Olea fixa— o. Fuga- composition of animal substances by heat.
o. Grain, Sesamum oriencious, Olea fugacia
Olea Destillata, O. Volatilia.
o. Volatate
o. Medicinal, Olea medicinalia
Olea Empyreumat'ica, Empyreumatic oils,
Oils which have
tile, Olea volatilia.
(F.) Huiles empyreuiuatiques.
an empyreumatic or burnt smell. They are
OILNUT, Julians cinerea.
obtained by treating vegetable or animal matANTIMONY,
IZED, Unguentum antimonii tartarizati o. ters by heat, in close vessels. They do not
Basilicon, Unguentum resinsc o. Bay, Un- exist in organized bodies, but are formed during
guentum laurinum o. Blister, Cerate of can- their decomposition by fire. The animal oil of

Oleum

Eethereum.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

TARTAR-

OINTMENT, OF

—

—

—

tharides— o. Blistering,green, Unguentum

—
—

tum

lytttP

lyttse

Blistering, milder, Ungueno. Blistering, yellow, Unguentum

medicatum

o.

medicatum aliud— 0. Blue, Unguentum
hvdrargyri—o. Citrine, Unguentum hydrargyri
nitratis— o. of Creasote, Unguentum creasoti—
Jyttaj

an empyreumatic oil.
Europ^e'a, Oli'va, Olea sati'va. The
Olive tree, tX^ta, Elx'a, (F.) Olivier, (Fruit)
Sex. Sijst. DianOlive..
Nat. Ord. Jasmine®.
The fruit of the olive tree,
dria Monogynia.
when pickled, is extremely grateful to some
stomachs. Olives, as met with in the shops,
are prepared from the green, unripe fruit, re»
peatedly steeped in water. To this, some quicklime or alkaline salt is added, and afterwards,
they are washed and preserved in a pickle of
Dippel

is

Olea

Unguentum muriatis hydrargyri
oxygenati medicatus— o. Digestive, simple, Unguentum digestivum simplex o. Edinburgh,
see Unguentum veratri— o. Elder, Unguentum
sambuci— o. of Elemi, Unguentum elemi compositum— o. for the Eyes, (Smellome's,) see common salt and water. From this fruit is
PharCeratum resinae— o. Golden, Unguentum hy- prepared the Olive oil or Salad oil of the
which is obtained by grinding and
dranryri nitrico-oxydi— o. Goulardi, Ceratum macopoeias,
thoroughly ripe.
plumbi composituin— o. Green, Unguentum pressing the olives, when
gentle
sambuci— o. Hellebore, white, Unguentum ve- The finer and purer oil issues first by what
and the inferior sorts on heating
ratri— o. of Hydriodate of potass, Unguentum pressure,
See
lell and pressing it more strongly.
potassse hydriodatis— o. of Iodine, Unguentum is
an odorous resin
Iodini— o. of Iodine, compound, Unguentum Oleum Olivse. In Calabria,
exudes from its trunk, which is employed as a
iodini coinpositum-o. Itch, Unguentum sulby the Neapolitans.
phuris composituin— o. Itch, Bateman's, see perfume
A gum flows from certain wild olives, in
Uniruentum siilphuratum alcalinum ad scabiem

o. Cyrillo's,

—

—

o.

Itch,

Bailey's,

see

Unguentum

sulphu-

Unguentum sulphuratum alcalinum ad scabiem

ratuin ad

scabiem— o.

Itch, Helmerick's,

countries, which consists, according to
Pelletier, of a resin, a little benzoic acid, and a
peculiar substance, called Olivilc, It is in yel-

warm

—
OLEAMEN
low masses, of a

slightly acrid taste, and of a
vanilla smell.
It is called
Olex gummi, 0.
resi'na, and 0. bals'amum, (F.) Gomme olivier,)

and

is

esteemed astringent and detersive.
PiN'fiDiA, Expressed

Olea Fixa vel
Fixed

Fatty

oils,

Huiles fixes ou
grasses. All the oils obtained from the seeds
or pericarps of vegetables, without distillation,
and which are viscid, but slightly odorous and
sapid; lighter than water, and insoluble in alcohol. The rancidity of oils depends on the
absorption of oxygen, and, therefore, they
should be kept in bulk as much as possible;
and in narrow-necked bottles, so that a very
small surface only can be exposed to the air.
All the fixed oils are emollient, and, in a certain dose, they act as purgatives and emetics.
They are prepared by expressing the fruit or
seed containing them.
Olea Fuga'cia, Fnga'cious oils, (F.) Huiles
fugoces. A name given to oils which are so
volatile that, in order to obtain them, recourse
must be had to a different process from that
employed for other essential oils. Such are
the oils of jessamine, lily, violet, &c.
oils,

oils,

(F.)

Olea Medicina'lia, Medic" inal oils,
Huiles Medicinales. A name given to oils,

(F.)

pre-

pared by macerating, infusing, or boiling medicinal substances in olive or any other fixed
These oils may then be regarded as oily
oil.
solutions of certain medicinal substances;
whence they can never be simple. They have,
however, been divided into simple and coinpound medicinal oils. To the former belong
the Oils of St. John's wort, of the Solarium nigrum, &.c; to the other, which have often
been called Oily balsams, (F.) Baumes huileux,
the Balsams of Fioraventi, Metz, &c. Medicinal oils are, almost always, employed ex-

—

—

ternally.

Olea

Volatil'ta, Olea

destilla'ta,

Vol'atile

JEthero'lea, Ethe'reul oils, Essen' tial oils,
Distil'led oils, Es'sences, (F.) Huiles volatiles,
H. essenliclles. Oils, found in aromatic vegetables, and in every part of them, except in the
The majority are obinterior of the seeds.

oils,

tained by distillation; but some by expression.
They possess unctuosity, inflammability, and
viscidity, like the fixed oils; but they are generally odoriferous, pungent, and acrid. The
greater part are lighter than water; but some
are heavier, and congeal at a moderate temperature. They dissolve, in small quantity, in
Almost
distilled water, by simple agitation.
The odour and taste
all are soluble in alcohol.
are the usual tests of their goodness. To preserve them, they should be kept in a cool place,
in small bottles quite full and well corked.
Volatile oils are possessed of the aromatic properties of the plant whence they are obtained.
They are all, when applied externally, stimulant and rubefacient.

OLEA'MEN,

Olcamen'tum.

ment prepared of oil.

OLEANDER,

Any

— Scribonius.

soft oint-

Rhododendron chrysanthe-

mum.

OLECRANON,

or

OLECRA'NON,

Olec'-

the elbow,' and xnuvor,
' the head,' Acrole'nion, Additamen'turn neca'tum,
Ancon, Processus anconeus, Glans seu Coro'na
ecu Coro'na posterior, seu Additamentum vnca'ivm Umse, Vertex Cu'biti, Patella fixa, Top of
A
the cubit. Head or projection of the elbow.

ranum; from

uMf jij,

'

OLEUM
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large process at the upper extremity of the
ulna, on which we lean.
When this process is
fractured, it is apt to be drawn up by the triceps; and much care is required to keep the
parts in apposition.

OLENE,

Ulna.

OLEO-CERATUM AQUA SUBACTUM,
Ceratum Galeni.

OLEOSACCHARUM,

Elmo-saccharum.

OLETTE, MINERAL WATERS

OF.

At

Olette, in the department Pyrenees Orientales,
is a thermal spring, which raises the thermometer to PJ0° Fahr. It is the hottest in France.
OLEUM, Oil o. Abietis, see Pinus picea
o. Absinlhii, Artemisia absinthium, (oil of)
o.
Acusticum, Huile acoustique.
Oleum ^Ethk'reum, JEthe'real oil, (formed

—

—

in the distillation of ether,) Oleum vini, Oil of
wine. (F.) Huile douce de vin.
peculiar oleaginous matter, obtained by continuing the dis-

A

tillation, after the

whole of the sulphuric ether

has passed over, in the process for the preparaIt is used only as an ingredient in the compound spirit of ether.
tion of the latter.

Oleum Ammoniatum, Linimentum ammonite
fortius.

Oleum A mvgd ala'rum, Oleum

amyg'dala:

Oil of almonds, (F.) Huile d'amandes.
(Expressed from both sweet and bitter almonds,
(Amygd.alus communis.) 5xvj of almonds yield
§vof oil.) It is inodorous, insipid, and of a
pale straw-colour, and is employed as a demulcent and emollient.
Oleum Anacardii, see Anacardium occidentale.

Oleum Anima'l"e, An'imal oil, (F.) Huile animate. An oil, obtained by the decomposition
of the immediate principles of animals, subjected to the action of heat. It is fetid, and always
contains a certain quantity of subcarbonate of
ammonia. See Olea Empyreumatica. The
name, animal oil, is sometimes also given to
the fat contained in the fatty vesicles. The
composition of this fat does not, indeed, differ
from that of the fixed oils.
Oleum Anima'le Dippe'lii, or Animal oil of
Dippel, Oleum cornv. cervi, 0. C. C. rectifica'tum, Animal, oil, Dippel' s oil, Oleum pyroanima'te depura'tum, 0. anima'li sethe'reum, Byro'levm osfsium rectifica'tum, (F.) Huile animate
rf& Dippel, Huile de come de cerf, is obtained by
distilling animal matters, especially hartshorn,
on the naked fire. The subcarbonate of ammonia, which it contains, renders it partly

soluble

in

water, and

communicates

to

it

its

stimulant properties for which it is used in meIt is employed as an antispasmodic.
dicine.
Oleum Animaliza'tum per Infusio'nem, (F.)
Huile animalisie par infusion, Huile aromatiijuc,
H. de petits chiens. A preparation, formerly
esteemed tonic and cephalic. It was obtained
by boiling new-born puppies in oil, first depriving them of their blood, skin, and intesWhen the decoction was cold, origatines.
num, thyme, pennyroyal, St. John's-wort, and
marjoram were added.
Oleum Anisi, see Pimpinella anisum o.
Balaninum, Guilandina moringa (oleum) o.
Balsami, see Atnyris opobalsamum.
Oleum Benzo'ini, Oil of Benzoin or Benjamin. An oil obtained by heating, in a sand
bath, the matter which remains, after benzoic
acid has been separated from benzoin by the aid

—
—

—
OLEUM
of heat.

Ii

has been regarded as balsamic and

oil

prepared from the bones of Bos domestkus. It
is obtained by boiling in water for a long time
the feet of the ox, previously deprived of the
hoof.
It is introduced into the officinal list
of the Ph. U.S. as an ingredient of the ointment
of nitrate of mercury.
Oleum Cacao Spissatum, Butter of cacao
o. Cajuputi, Caieput (oil)— o. Camphoratum,
Linimentum camphorse o. Cari seu Carui, Carum (oleum.) o. Caryophylli, see Eugenia Ca-

—

—

ryophyllata.

Oleum Ced'rinum, Essentia de ctd.ro, (F.)
Fluile de cedrat.
The oU of the peel of citrons,
obtained in a particular manner, without distillation, in Italy.
Oleum

Ciienopodii, see Chenopodium Ano.
Cicinum, see Kicinus com-

thelrninticutn

—

—

munis o. Ginnamomi, see Laurus Cinnamomi
o. Cornu cervi, O. animale Dippelii
o. Cubebae, see Piper Cubeba o. Euphorbias Lathyridis, see Euphorbia Lathy ris
o. Fixum nucum
cocos butyraceos, see Cocos butyracea o. Foeo.Gabianum, Petrolatum
niculi, see Anethum
o. Gallina:, Alkale
o. Gaultheriae, see Gaultheria
o. Hedeomae, see Hedeoma pulegioidis
o. Hyperici, see Hypericum perforatum.
Oleum Jec'oris Aselli, 0. Mor'rhux, 0. Jec'oris Aselli, Codliver Oil, (F.) Huile de morue.

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

oil

;

obtained by expression from the olive,

ripe.

Oleum Beiigamii. See Bergamote.
Oleum Bu'bulum, Keats-foot oil. The

It is

surface,

is

used, also, in Pharmacy.

Oleum Omphacinum, Omotribes —o.

—

Origanum
green, of Metz
see

o.

—

Oxydi cupri

f.

zij to

f.

Siss.

Juniperi, see Juniperis communis
de Kerva, see Ricinus communis o. Kervinum, see Ricinus communis.
Oleum Lauri'num, Oleum lauri, Oil of lays.
An oil obtained from bayberries, and sometimes
used in sprains and bruises, unattended with
inflammation.
Oleum Laurinum, Daphneleeon, Unguentum
L. o. Lavendulae, see Lavendula o. Lentiscinum, Schinekeon o. Limonis, see Citrus medica o. Lini, see Linum usitatissimum o. Lini

Oleum

—

o.

—

—

—

—

—

cum calce. Linimentum aquae calcis.
Oleum Lucn Piscis, Oil of Pike. From

the

Esox lucius an oil is spontaneously
separated, which is used, in some countries, to
liver of the

destroy specks on the cornea.

Oleum Malabathki, see
Mariae, see Fagara octandra

—

Malabathrum— o.
o.

Melaleuca

leu-

codendri, Caieput (oil)— o. Mentha; piperitae,
Mensee Mentha piperita— o. Mentha viridis,
tha viridis— o. Monardee, Monarda punctata— o.
Morrhuaj, O. jecoris aselii.
.»,,.,
Oleum i Mucilagin'ibus, Oil of Mu cilages.
(Rad. allhcese rec. ftss, sem. tini, sem. faznugrseci
hour.addo/.
aa TiiuaquB Oij. Boil for half an
Continue boiling till the water is
oliv Oiv.
nearly consumed, and pour off the
lient.

Oleum

—o

oil.)

Myristic*:, see Mynstica moscnata

Neroli, see Citrus aurantium.
Oleum Oli'vje, 0. oliva'rum, Olive

oil.

It is

Emol-

oil,

Salad

an inodorous, insipid, and transparent

43*

Origani,

Balsam,

Palmse, see Cocos butyracea
o. Palmaj liquidum, see Ricinus communis
o. Petrae, Petrolaeum
o. Petrae album, Naphtha
o. Picinum, Brutia, Pisselasum
o. Pimentse,
see Myrtus pimenta o. Pini purissiinum, O.
terebinthinae rectificatum
o. Pulegii,see Mentha pulegium
o. Pyro-animale, O. animale Dippelii
o. Rieini, see Ricinus communis
o. Rosae,
see Rosa centifolia
o. Rutaceum, Pe£anelaeon
o. Rosmarini, see Rosmarinus
o. Rutae, see
Ruta o. Sabince, see Juniperus Sabina o.
Sassafras, see Laurus Sassafras
o. Sesami,see
Sesamurn orientale o. Sinapis, see Sinapis
o. Spies vulgaris, O. terebinthinae
o. Succini,
see Succinum o. Succini rectificatum, see Suc-

—
—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

cinum.

—

—

*

Oleum Sulphura'tum, Bul'samum sulph'uris
simplex, Sulpliura'led oil. (Sulphur, lot. j$ij.
olivx olei Ibj. Heat the oil in a large iron pot,
and throw in the sulphur, by degrees; stirring
the mixture after each addition till they unite.)
It is stimulating, and was formerly much used
in coughs, asthma, &c, and, externally, to foul

Oleum Terebin'thinje,
The volatile oil of the juice

matism, chronic cutaneousdiseases,and tumours
of the mammce. The dose for an adult is from

viride,

o.

clearest sorts are generally used. It appears to
have no sensible effects upon the economy; but
it has been given in strumous affections, rheu-

is

See Olea

Europaea.

tassas

oil,

commerce,

in

when

— possess-

demulcent and emollient,

ing the qualities of the fixed oils in general.
An inferior kind, obtained by boiling the
olives in water, and skimming the oil from the

which appears under this name
obtained from several of the
species belonging to the genus Gadus. The

The animal

.
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sudorific.

—

—

ulcers.

Oleum Tartari per Deliquium,
subcarbonatis

—

o.

Liquor posee Pinus

Templinum,

mughos.
Oil of Turpentine.
of Pinus palustris,

and other species of Pinus.

Oleum Terebin'th in;e

Rectifica'tum,

Oleum pini puris'simum, Rectified oil of turpai'
line, Oleum terebin' thinse xlhireum, Sp. of turpentine.

Common oil of turpentine

Common

oil

of spike,

is

also called

Oleum spicx

vulga'rl.

(Olei terebinth. Oj, aqux Oiv. Distil over the
It is stimulant, diuretic, anthelmintic, and
oil.)
Dose, gss to gj.
rubefacient.
Guestonian embrocation for Rheumatism consists of ol. terebinth., ol. oliv. aa §iss acid sulpli
dil. giij.

Oleum Theobrom* Cacao Expressum,

—

But-

—

Croton tiglium o. Vini,
Sulphuric acid.
OLFACTION, Olfactus, from o/facterc, for
odefacere, {odor, and facere,) Osphre'sis, Oducacao
O. aethereum
ter of

o. Tiglii,

—

o. Vitrioli,

Sense of smell, Smelling, (F) Odorat.
sense by which we perceive the impressions made on the olfactory nerves by the
odorous particles suspended in the atmosphere.
The olfactory nerve, or 1st pair, has usually been
considered the great nerve of smell; and it is
probably the nerve of special sensibility, general
sensibility being communicated by the branches
of the 5th pair, distributed on the pituitary membrane of the nose and sinuses.
OLFACTORY, Olfacti'vus, Olfacto'rius, Os-

ra'tus,

The

That
the smell.'
phran'ticos, from olfactus,
which belongs or relates to the sense of smell.
olfactifs,
Trous
(F.)
Olfac'tohy Foram'ina,
are the hole3 in the cribriform plate of the
ethmoid bone, through which the olfactory
'

nerve passes.

Olfac'tory Nerves, Ethmoid almivcs, (Ui.)

—
OLFACTUS
7'or

primum Nervo'rum ce/ebri, Nervi

odorato'rii,

Pmccs'sus mamilla'res, Processus mamiUares
ca'rbri ad nores. P. papil/u'res, Carun'culse mamiHdres,—\he first pair of encephal'ic nerves.
This nerve, which probably arises from the medulla oblongata, is observed to leave the brain,
opposite the inner part of the fissure of Sylvius,
by three roots ; which, by their union, form a
triangular knot or expansion. When it reaches
Ihe ethmoid fossa it expands and forms a triangular ganglion or grayish, soft bulb, which furnishes, from its inferior surface, the branches
that have to be distributed to the nasal fossae.
These filaments are very numerous: they pass
through the foramina in the cribriform plate
and enter the nasal fossae. They are distinguished into the internal, external, and middle.
The former are distributed over the mucous
membrane, covering the outer paries of the
nasal fossae; the second descend upon the septum, and the third are lost, almost immediately,
on the portion of the pituitary membrane, that
lines the vault of the fossae.

OLFACTUS
OLIBANUM,

Juniperus lycia

—

Vulgare,

mia.

from

oXtyog,

The

third

Colicum,

Epi-

OMBILIC,

Umbilicus.
OMBIL1CALR, Umbilical.
MURAGE, Nebula.

OMENTA, Meninges.
OMENTESIS, Epiploitis.
OMENTITIS,

Epiploitis.

OMEiNTUM, Epiploon— o.

—

o. Gastro-cqlicum, Epiploon, gasGastro-splenic, Epiploon, gastroo.
Great, Epiploon, gastro-colic o.
Hepato-gastricum, Epiploon, gastro-hepatic o.
Lesser, Epiploon, gastro-hepatic
o.Majus, Epiploon, gastro-colic o. Minus, Epiploon, gastrohepatic
o. Ossium, Periosteum
o. Third, Epiploon, colic.

ploon, colic

—
splenic —
tro-colic

o.

OMMA,

—
—

—

—

—
—

Eye.

OMNIPHAGUS,

Omnivorous.
Omnivorus, Omniph'agus,
Panto]ih'agus, from omnis, 'all,' and voro,' I eat.'
An epithet for animals which eat every kind of
food,
animal or vegetable.
O O - C L A V I C U L A R. See Coraco-

OMNIVOROUS,

—

clavicnlar.
o.

Anaemia, Haemaporia, Hypae-

OLIGOCH'YLUS,

OMA'SUM, Omasus, Manyplies.
stomach of ruminant animals.

M

AMISSIO, Anosmia.

see Pinus abies.

OLIGJEMIA,

OMPHALOCELE

50G

«

little,'

OMOCOTYLE.

See Glene.
OMO-l{YOlDE'US,Cor'ac6hyoide'us,Scapvlohijo'idien,

Omo-hyoidi.cn, Omoplat-hyo'idien, Hyo'i'-

dis Quartus Mus'cv/us.
This muscle is situate,
and obliquely, at the sides and front of the neck.
food It is slender, long, and flat. It arises from the

An epithet for
XvXoq, 'juice,' 'chyle.'
which is but little nutritive which furnishes superior costa of the scapula, near the semilittle chyle.
lunar notch, and from the ligament that runs
OLIGOGALIA, Agalaxis.
across it, and is inserted at the sides of the inOLIGOPO'SIA, from oXtyog, 'little,' and ferior margin of the body of the os hyoides. It
*
noatg, drink.' Diminution in the quantity of consists of two fasciculi, united by a common
drinks.
tendon, and is a true digastric muscle. It deOLIGOSPOND'YLUS; from oxtyos, 'few,' presses the os hyoides, carrying it a little back' small,'
and oaovSvXoc, a vertebra.'
mon- wards, and to one side, except when it acts with
Guilt.
ster with defective vertebrae.
its fellow, when the bone is depressed, and
Pareior nutritio ; from drawn obliquely backwards.
oli; <>?,
little,' and rqtfio, 1 nourish.' Deficient
OMOPLATE, Scapula— o. Col del', Collum
;

A

'

—

OLIGOTROPHIA,
'

'

nourishment.

scapulae.

OLISTHEMA, Luxation.
OL1VA, Olea Europaea.
OLIVARIS, Olive-shaped.
OLIVE, see Olea Europaea — o.

0M0PLAT-HY01DIEN, Omo-hyoideus.
OMOS, Humerus.
OMOTARICHOS,from wfiog, 'the shoulder,'
Tree, Olea and rani/og,

'

pickled.'

Salsamen'tum crudumj

Europaea.

Properly, the
Salted Tunny Fisk, in particular.
neck or shoulder piece of a salted animal. Once
Oliva'ris, Otivifor'mis, much recommended against the bites of vipers,
from oli'va, 'an olive.' Resembling an olive. and in hydrophobia.
(See Corpora Olivaria.)
Abortion.
Cautere Olivaire, of the French surgeons,
Omphac"inum O'leum, from
is a cautery whose extremity is terminated by vhkjc, 'crude,' and TQipw, 'I bruise.'
Oil exa button, having the shape of an olive.
pressed from unripe olives.
Proces'sus Oliva'ris is a small ridge,
OMPHA'CJON, ouqaxior, from onqar.oc, ' an
running transversely between, and a little be- unripe grape;' Succus uvae acer'bce, Onipka'hind, the roots of the anterior clinoid processes cium. The juice of unripe grapes. Also, Verof the sphenoid bone, which by some has been 1UZC6
considered as a 4th clinoid process.
name given
(VINUM.)
OLIVIER, Olea Europaea.
Omto wine prepared from the unripe grape.

OLIVES, PICKLED, Colymbades.

OLIVE-SHAPED,

OMOTOCIA,
OMOTRIBES,

A

OMPHACITES

OLM1TELLO, MINERAL WATERS OF.

A

thermal spring in the Isle of Ischia.
perature, 100=> Fahrenheit.
OLOPHLYCTIDE, Herpes.

Tem-

phaci'tis, is also the

name of

a.

small

gall.—

Dioscorides.

OMPHACIUM, Verjuice.
OMPHACOM'ELI, from

o^axoc, ' an un'honey.' A sort of oxyCongenital misconstruction of mel, made of the juice of unripe grapes and
<ftovrj, * voice.'
Good.
t!ie vocal organs.
honey.
Olophonia Labii Lobata, Harelip o. LinOMPHALELC'OSIS, from o.,<j>«xo S the
Ulceration of the
guae fraenata, see Ankyloglossum.
navel,' and 'tXr.og, an ulcer.'
OM'AGRA, Hom'agra. from w/uog, 'the navel.
a prey.' Gout in the
OMPHALOCARPUS, Galium aparine.
shoulder,' and ayQa,

OLOPHO'NIA,from

—

olln, cXXuu>,

<

I lose,'

and

ripe grape,'

and

ui).t,

—

'

,

'

'

s-.ouldpr.

OMPHALOCELE,

Exomphalos.

—
0MPHAL0MANT1A
OMPHAI.OMANTI'A,

from

—— —

—

——

—
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v

,«2«, 'the and fiavrtia, divination.' The art of divinin<r
v el and 1(a)Tf(C()
?
'prophecy.' A species of by dreams of interpreting
them.
aivination, practised by
credulous matrons, who
ONEIROPOLESIS, Oneirogmos.
retend to be able to know
the number of chilONERA
ALVI, Excrement.
dren a female will have, by the number
ONGLE. Nail.
of knots
in the navel string
of the child.
ONGLlLE, (F.) Digito'rum stupor a <rtlu.
OMPHALO-MESERA1C,
'

>

.

;

Omphalo-mesenPainful numbness
r

tenc.

fingers,

OMPHALO-MESENTER'IC,

Ompkalomesenter ,cus, Om'phalo-mcsara'icus;
from ok<paXoc,
the navel,' and mesenlerium, 'the me'

sentery.'

Omphalomesenteric Vessels,

Vitcllo-me-

sentertc, Vitelline vessels. Haller
gave this
to two very fine vessels,
which spread

name
their

ramifications on the parietes of the umbilical
vesicle.
There is an omphalo-mesenteric artery
find vent.
The omphalo-mesenteric artery is a
branch of the superior mesenteric ;— the vein
empties itself into the trunk, or into one of the
branches, of the superior mesenteric. Velpeau
affirms, that they inosculate with a
branch of
the second or third order of those great vessels,
with those in particular that are distributed to
the caecum, and he regards them to be the vessels of nutrition of the umbilical vesicle.
They
are occasionally met with in the fce'ns, at the
full period, under the form of whitish filaments,
which extend from the mesenteric vessels 'to
the umbilicus.

OMPHALONCUS, Omphalophyma.
OMPHALOPHY'MA, Omphalon'cus,

at

the

extremities of the

caused by cold.

O.XGLET,

Pterygion.

ONGUENT, Unguentum— o. d'AlMa, Unguentum de Althaea— o. dt Blanc de Laleine, Unguentum cetacei— o. Blanc de Rhazes, Unguentum plumbi subcarbonatis o. de Cerusse Unguentum plumbi subcarbonatis— o. Citrin contre
l".
gale., Unguentum
hydrargyri nitratis— o.
Digestif simple, Unguentum digestivum simplex o. Giis, Unguentum oxidi hydrargyri
cinereum— o. de Guimauve, Unguentum de althffia
o. de Laurier, Unguentum laurinum
o.
Mercuriel, Unguentum hydrargyri
o. Napolitain, Unguentum hydrargyri
o. de Nitrate de
mercure, Unguentum hydrargyri nitratis— o. de
Poix

de cire, Basilicon— o. de Soldat, Martiao. de Sureau, Unguentum
o. de Tornamira, Unguentum plumbi
subcarbonatis.
et

tum unguentum
sambuci

ONION, COMMON, Allium cepa— o. Sea
Scilla.

ONIS'CUS,

Asel'lus, Cu'tio, Parcel' Ho.
Di' a small ass.
genus of in-

minutive of

ovo?,

sects, very

common

A

'

A

and dark and
moist places.
Onisci AsELii,Millep'cdes,.9selli, Mdlep'edx,

from ouyalog, * the
umbilicus,' and (tfyvvfii, I break out.' Hemorrhage from the umbilicus, in the new-born, in

Wood-lice, Slaters, Hog-lice, (F.) Cloportes ordinaires, had, at one time, a place in the pharmacopoeias.
They were considered stimulant and
diuretic, and useful in jaundice.

analog, 'the

navel,' and <pvfia,
tumefaction of the navel.

'

from

tumour.'

OMPHALORRHAGIA,
'

particular.

OMPHALOS, Umbilicus.
OMPHALOSITE, from analog,
and

ONIT1S, Origanum dictamnus.
'

the navel,'

nourishment.' A monster, which
possesses an imperfect kind of life, that ceases
when the umbilical cord is divided.
from »
«;.oe, 'the umotrog,

in cellars

'

ONOMATOCLESIS,

Nomenclature.

ONOMATOLOGIA, Nomenclature.
ONONIS ANTIQUORUM, O. spinosa.

Ononis Arven'sis, (F.) Bugrane des champs,
has properties like the next.
Ono'nis Spino'sa, Resta bocis, Arres'tabovis,
navel string.
Rem! ora Ara'tri, Ononis antiquo'rum, Rest-harONANIA, Masturbation.
row, (F.) Arrete-bceuf, Bugrande dpineusc, BuONANISM, Masturbation.
grane. Nat. Ord. Leguminosae. Sex. Syst. DiONCOS, Tumour.
adelphia. Decandria. The root of this plant
ONCO'SES, from oyxog, 'a tumour.' Tu- was. once, used as a diuretic.
mours, as diseases.
ONOfOR'DIUM ACAN'THIUM, Car'duus
ONCOSIS, Tumour.
tomento'sus, Acan'thium, Ac'anos, Cotton Thistle.
ONCOT'OMY, Oncotom'ia, from oyxog, 'a (F.) Chardon aux Anes. Family, Cinarocephatumour,' and ropy, ' incision.' The opening of leai. Sex. Syst. Syngenesia Polygamia sequalis.
a tumour or abscess with a cutting instrument. The expressed juice has been recommended as
ONCTION, Inunction.
a cure for cancer, applied externally.
ONYCHIA, Paronychia.
ONDULATION, Fluctuation.
ONYCHOGRYPHO'SIS, Onychogrypo'sis,
ONEBERRY, Paris.
ONEIROCRIT'ICOS, from oniQog, 'a dream,' Onyclitigrypto'sis, from ovv%, the nail,' and
and xoioig, 'judgment.' One, who judges ac- gryposis, (q. v.) Curvature of the nails; such
as occurs in hectic individuals.
cording to dreams.
OiNYCHON'OSI, Onychonu'si, from ow'i, 'a
ONEIRODYNIA, from ovunog, 'a dream,'
and o$vt)j, 'pain.' Painful dreams. Incubus nail,' and rooog, 'a disease.' Diseases of the

OMPHALOTOMY,

bilicus,'

and

refivui,

'

I cut.'

M

The

division of the

'

and Somnambulism are oneirodynia?.
Oneikodynia Activa, Paroniria, Somnambulism o. Gravans, Incubus.
ONEIRO D YNIE GRA YA 77 YE, Incubus.

—

nails.

ONYCHOPH'THORA,

Onyr.hophtho'ria,

Onycoph'thora, Onycophtho'ria, from oru|, the
and tp&oQct, 'degeneration.' A degenerate
condition or destruction of the nails.
Oneiropol'csis,
ynP,
ONEIROG'MOS, Oneirog'
from o.t.; 'the nail,'
from on i»ic, a dream.' A lascivious dre.-un;
painful degeneration
and ipvfia, 'a tumour.'
pollution, (q. v.) nocturnal pollution.
of" the nails, which become thick, rough, and
ONKIROGONOS, Pollution.
crooked. It occurs as a symptom of syphilis
ONEIROMANTI'A, from oiuqo;, ' a dream,' and of lepra.
'

nail,

ONYCHOPHYMA,

'

,

A

—
ONYCHOPTOSIS
ONYCHOPTOSIS,

from

on.-,

«

a

nail,'

and

Tlie falling olFof the nails.

nrwoic, •falling.'

ONYCOPHTHORA, Onychophthora.
ONYX, Nail, Pterygion. Also, a collection
of purulent matter beUveen the laminae of the
cornea, having the shape of a nail.
OOEIOES, Aqueous humour.
OOLOG"IA, Ovolog"ia, Ovol'ogy, from o-ov, an
ovum or egg,' and /oyoc, 'a discourse,' 'a de'

scription.'

A

description of the

OON.Ovum.
OOPHORITIS,

OOPHORON,
OORITIS,

ovum.

Ovary.

from opacare, 'to

—

An

epithet given to
bodies, which do not permit the passage of rays
of light. The opaque cornea is the sclerotica,
in contradistinction to the transparent cornea
or true cornea,
OPEKATIO, Action.
Opera! tio, from opus, work.'
The application of instruments to the human
body with the view of curing disease. The
object of operations is generally to divide or
reunite parts, to extract extraneous or noxious
bodies, and to replace organs that are wanting,
by different instruments or artificial mean3.
The principal operatory methods have been
called Synthesis, Dixresis, Ezxresis, and ProFrequently, the most difficult
thesis, (q. v.)
subject, connected with an operation, is to decide when it is absolutely called for or advisaOpa'cus.

OPERATION,

is

and when

it is

'

improper.

Chym'ical or Pharmaceutical Operation
any process, whose object is the preparation

of medicines;

their

combinations with each

—

such are,
other, analysis, and decomposition;
solution, 'distillation, sublimation, evaporation,
digestion, maceration, infusion, decoction, calcination, &c. Some of these operations are mechanical

;

others, really chymical.

Operation, Bilateral, see Lithotomy o.
Cesariennc, Cesarean section o. High, see
Lithotomy o. Lateral, see Lithotomy o. Sigaultian, Symphyseotomy.

—

—

—

A

surgeon, who is in the
OP'ERATOR.
habit of practising the greater operations. One
who performs any operation. To be a good
operator, the surgeon must be well acquainted
with anatomy, and be possessed of strong nerve.

See Surgeon.

OPERCULUM ASPERJ3 ARTERLE, La-

rynx

o.

i-vXor,

'

wood.'

o<j>/c,

Uei. Bauhin, valve of.

OPERIMENTUM PP^ETENSUM ABDOMINIS, Peritonaeum.
OPHIASIS, Calvities.

OPHIOGLOS'SUM VULGA'TUM,

Echi-

oglos'sum, Lingua serpenta'ria, Adder's Tongue,
Family, Filicoidese.
(F.) Langue. de Serpent.
Sex. Syst. Cryptogamia. This plant was forvulnerary.
merly considered to be
OPHIOPH'AGUS, from o /»c, 'a serpent,'
(

'

a serpent,'
plant.

and

Serpentine-wood

Ophioxvlum Serpenti'num, Acawe'ria, Lignum serpen'tum, has also been recommended in
the bites of serpents, and in intermittents.
is said to be very bitter.

OPHIS, Serpent.
OPHI'TES, from

It

ocpic,
a serpent,' Se.rpenti'nus, Ser'pentine or Black Por'phyry. This rock
was, formerly, worn as an amulet to cure diseases of the head.
'

OPHROSTAPHYLON,

like that of the opal.

ble,

'

OPHIOX'YLUM, from

Opac"itas,

Quality of that which is opake.
The property, possessed by some bodies, of not
allowing the light to traverse them. It is opposed to transparency. Opacity of the cornea
constitutes albugo or leucoma; opacity of the
crystalline causes cataract.
OP'ALINE. That which resembles the opal.
A fluid is said to be opaline, when milky, and
when it presents an appearance more or less
obscure.'

OPAQUE,

and (pay a, 1 eat.' An epithet for animals,
which feed on serpents. Pliny has called certain African tribes by this name.
OPHIORRHI'ZA MUNGOS, from 0*1;, 'a
serpent.,' and »i"a, 'root.'
Family, Genti&nee,
Sex. Syst. Pentandria Digynia.
The name of
the plant whose root has been called Radix
Serpen' turn, Mangos Radix. The bitter root is
much esteemed in Java, Sumatra, Ac. for preventing the effects that usually follow the bite
of the naja, a venomous serpent; with which
view it is eaten by the natives. It is, also, a
reputed anthelmintic.

Ooritis.

Oaritis.

OPACITY,

OPHTHALMIA

G08

Bryonia

alba.

OPHRYS, Supercilium.

OPHTHALMALGIA,

from o<?&aXfios, the
Pain in the eye.
-OPHTHAL'MIA, Ophthalmi'tis, from o<?9cdOculo'rum inflnmma'tio, Cauma
hoc, the eye.'
ophthalmitis, Ophthal/nopo'nia, hijlammu'tion of
the Eye, Ophthalmy, (F.) Ophthalmie, Ophthalmite, Inflammation de fail, Catarrhe oculaire.
Three great varieties of ophthalmia, independently of the acute and chronic (which conditions occur in all inflammations,) may be reckoned: the Ophthalmia membranarum, O.purueye,' and zAyog,

'

'

pain.'

'

—

lenta,

and 0.

tarsi.

The

first is characterized

—

by the general symptoms of ophthalmia; pain
and redness of the eye or its appendages; with
intolerance of light, and unusual flow of tears:
the inflammation being seated chiefly in the
coats of the eyeball. It is the Ophthalmia tarax'is, Conjunctivitis, Inflammalio conjunctivae, Catarr hat ophthalmia, Ophthalmo- conjunctivitis, 0. hu'mida, 0. vera, Epiph'ora (Galen,)
Conjunctival Ophlhal'mia, Taraxis, (Paulus of
iEgina,) Chemo'sis (Aetius,) O.Chemosis, Lach'rymose Ophthalmia, (F.) Conjonctivite, Inflammation de hi conjonctive. In the second Oph-

—

thalmia purulen'ta, Blennophthul'mia, Bleph'arob/ennorrhce'a, Ophthalmoblennorrhaa, Blennorrhea oculi the internal surface of the palpebral
associates in the inflammation of the eye-ball;
and there is a copious secretion of a purulent
An epidemic and contagious (?) variety
fluid.
of this is the JEgyptian Ophthalmia, Ophthal-

—

mia

epidem'ica, 0. purulen'ta epidem'ica, 0. con-

lagio'sa, 0. bcllica, 0. Asiat'ica,

Blennor j ho/a

Oculi JEgyptiaca, Ophthalmie puriformr. des nuuviau-nis, called Egyptian, from its prevalence
in Egypt during the British expedition under

—

The inflammation,
Sir Ralph Abercromby.
here, is rapid and destructive; granulations
shoot from the tunica conjunctiva, and occasionally there is intolerable pain, often succeeded by delirium. In new-born children, a
species of purulent ophthalmia, O purulen'ta
infan'tum, 0. neonato'rum, Bltpharophlhal' mia
neonatorum, Lippitu'do neonato'rum, Blennorrhea Oc'uli neonato'rum, in which the palpebr®
are florid and peculiarly tumid, is by no means
uncommon. It seems to be caused by acrid

'

OPHTHALMIATER

OPHTHALMOLOGY
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discharges from the mother, applied to the eye tinx, infra- orbitars,
ciliaries, anterior ciliaries,
of the infant during its exit; or to the stimulus inferior and superior
musculars, anterior and
of the light, when the child first opens its eyes. posterior ethmoidals,
and superior and inferior
A severe form of purulent ophthalmia— Hyper- palpebrals. After having given off these, it diconjonctivite (Piorry)— is produced by the ap- vides into two branches— Wie
frontal and nasal,
plication of gonorrhoeal matter to the eye. It is which furnish a number of ramifications, some
the Ophthalmia gonurrho'ica, Blennorrha'a oculi superficial, others deep seated.
gonorrho'ica, Conjunctivitis blennorrha'gica, C.
Ophthal'mic Ganglion, Lentidular G., G.
gonoriho'uM, Gonorrheal Ophthalmia, (P.) Oph- orbitaire, (Ch.) is one of the smallest ganglions
thalmic blennorrhagique, Conjonctivite blennor- of the body. It is situate at the outer side of
rhagique.
the optic nerve, near the bottom of the orbit; is
Ophthalmia is likewise modified by the con- irregularly quadrilateral and flat: its colour bedition of the constitution, and hence we have ing of a reddish gray. Behind, it communicates
strumous, variolous and other inflammations of by its posterior angles by means of nervous
the conjunctiva.
filaments
with the nasal nerve of the ophthalThe third variety the Ophthalmia Tarsi, Ble- mic and the motor oculi. Each of its anterior
pharophthul'mia, Blepharotis, Blephoroti'tis, Ble- angles furnishes a fasciculus of small nerves.
pharitis, Psorophthal'mia, O. glutino'sa, Oculi These are the ciliary nerves.
palpebrarum scabies prurigino'sa, Jldenophlhal'
Ophthalmic Nerve, or Ophthalmic Nerve of
mia is seated chiefly in the tarsus; the seba- Willis, Or' bito frontal, (Ch.) is the smallest and
ceous crypts secreting a viscid and acrid fluid, first of the three branches given off by the 5th
that glues and ulcerates its edges, and irritates pair. It proceeds along the external paries of
the eye.
the cavernous sinus, and enters the orbit by
Ophthalmia Membranarum, when slight, re- the sphenoidal fissure. It divides into three
quires little treatment: the antiphlogistic regi- branches: one, external the lachrymal nerve;
men and, particularly, avoiding exposure to another, superior frontal nerve, and the last,
light,
being all that is necessary. When more internal the nasal nerve.
See Lachrymal,
severe, along with this, general and local blood- Frontal, Nasal.
Ophthalmic or Optic Remedy, (F.) Topique
letting, especially by leeches to the sides of the
septum narium, must be employed, so as to ophthalmique, is a medicine employed in ophmake a decided impression on the system, with thalmia.
Ophthalmic Vein has the same arrangenauseating doses of antimony, purgatives, blisters (at some distance from the organ,) refrige- ment as the artery, which it accompanies in all
rants; and astringents, cold or warm, according its divisions. It issues from the orbit at the
In Purulent Oph- inner part of the sphenoidal fissure, and disto circumstances, to the eye.
thalmy, these measures must be still more ac- charges its blood into the cavernous sinus.
The name Facial Ophthalmic has been given
tively employed, otherwise disorganization will
speedily follow:
the granulations, which form to the bianch, by which the facial vein comon the adnata of the eyelids, may be removed municates with the ophthalmic.
with the scissors, and the sore touched with a
OPHTHALMICA, Euphrasia officinalis.
Ophthalmia Tarsi must be
solution of alum.
OPHTHALMICI EXTERN1, Motores ocutreated on general principles, when severe. It
lorum.

—

—

—

—

'-

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

usually, however, requires merely the antiphloDBS JYOUgistic regimen, with the occasional use, espeVEJW-NtiS. See Ophthalmia—o. Blennorcially at night, of a slightly stimulating ointrhagique. See Ophthalmia.
ment; such as the unguentum hydrargyri niOPHTHALMITE, Ophthalmia.
trico-oxydi, considerably reduced with lard.
Ophthalmia. This term
The ointment prevents the eyelids from being is OPHTHALMITIS,
occasionally restricted to inflammation of the
glued together during the night, and thus obglobe of the eye, in which both the external
viates the irritation caused by attempts at sepaand internal structures are involved.
rating them.
Ophthalmia Asiatica, see Ophthalmia— o. OPHTHALMO-BLENNORRHOEA.OphthalBellica, see Ophthalmia— o. Catarrhal, see Oph- mia (purulent.)
OPHTHALMO-CARCINO'MA, from o?thalmia o. Chronica, Lippitudo— o. Contagiothe eye,' and xagKirwpta, ' cancer.'
sa, see Ophthalmia— o. Epidemica, see Oph- ^aXfiog,
thalmia— o. Gonorrhoea, see Ophthalmia o. Cancer of the eye.

OPHTHALMIE PUR1FORME

—

'

—

Gonorrhoeal, see Ophthalmia— o. Neonatorum,
see Ophthalmia— o. Phlyctenular, O. strumous
o.
o. Purnlenta epidemica, see Ophthalmia—
Purulenta infantum, see Ophthalmia— o. Rheumatic, Sclerotitis— o. Sicca, Xerophthalmia— o.

—

Varicose, Oirsophthalmia.

OPHTHALMIATER,
OPHTHAL'JVHC,
pog, 'the eye.'
to the eye.

Oculist.

Ophthalmicus, from o(p9aX
relates or belongs

That which

OPHTHALMOCELE, Exophthalmia.
OPHTHALMODYNIA, from »<p9aXpte if

the eye,' and oSunj, pain,' especially rheumapain of the eye. Plenck has given this name
to neuralgia of the frontal nerve, in which the
pain irradiates, particularly towards the bottom
of the orbit. See Neuralgia, Frontal.
'

'

tic

Ophthalmodynia Periodica, Neuralgia,

fa-

cial

OPHTHALMOGRAPHY,

from

o

9 9ai/uLic,

'
the eye,' and y§«<p)j, ' a description.' The
gives a description of
from the internal carotid, and issues from the part of anatomy which
description of the eye.
cranium by the foramen opticum. At first, it the eye. An anatomical
Ophthalmohfia,
side of the optic
is situate at the outer and lower
and passes (F.) Oculistique, from o<p9nXuog, 'the eye,' and
nerve, but ascends above this nerve,
'a discourse.' The part of anatomy
towards the inner angle of the orbit. It fur- loyoc,
centralis re- which treats of the eye. An anatomical treatise
lachrymal,
the
course,
its
in
nishes,
,

.

Ophthalmic Artery, A. orbitaire, (Ch.)

arises

OPHTHALMOL'OGY,

—
OPHTHALMOMETER
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OPPRESSION

OPISTHOCY FHOSIS, Cyphoma.
on the eye. A description of the eye in health
OPISTHOTONOS, Rnptus poster ga'neua,
and in disease.
OPHTHALMOMETER, from Q&*X/*ts, Tet'unvs dorsa'lis, T. posti'cus, T. posterga' the eye,'
and fjaxQov, measure.' An instru- ncus, from oirioSt, 'backwards,' and thud, 'I
ment of the nature of compasses, invented by stretch.' A species of tetanus, in which the
F. Petit, for measuring the capacity of the an- body is bent backwards.
terior and posterior chambers of the eye in anaOPIUM, see Papaver.— o. Colaturn, Extomical experiments.
Iractum opii o. Depuratum, Extractum opii.
OPHTHALMOPLEGIA, from ov&*Xucg. OPOBALSAMUM. See Amyris opobalsaParalysis of mum.
the eye,' and 7rXiiaaw, I strike.'
one or more of the muscles of the eye.
OPOCARPASON, Carpasium (juice.)
OPHTHALMOPONIA, Ophthalmia.
OPODEL'DOCH, Opodd'toch. An unmeanOPHTHALMOPTO'SIS, from o<p& a Xu, ? ing' term, frequently used by Paracelsus. For^
'an eye,' and rcroioi?, 'a prolapse.' A word merly, it signified a plaster for all external inemployed by some authors in the sense of ex- juries; now, it is applied to the Liniinentum
ophthalmia (q. v.): by others, in that of hy- Saponis Compositum, (q. v.)
drophthalmia (q v.)
Opodeldoch, Steer's. A liniment, called
OPHTHALMORRHA'GIA, from t<p9aX(jtog, after the inventor. There are many formuliB
' the eye,' and gijvvujttt,
Hemor- for its preparation. The following is one. Sap.
I break forth.'
rhage from the tunica conjunctiva. It is rare. alb. Ibj, camphor ^ij, oL rorismarini f. £iv, spiSee Linimentum SaOPHTHALMOS, Eye.
ritus vini rectificati Oij.
OPHTHALMOSCOPTA, from <p9aXuog, ponis Compositum.
OPODYMUS, Diprosopus.
'the eye,' and onoireu), 'I regard attentively.'
The art of judging of the temperament. &c. of OPOPIOS, Optic.
a person, by examining his eyes. The art of
OPOPONACUM, Pastinaca opoponax.
judging of health or disease by inspection of
See Pastinaca opoponax.
'

—

'

'

.

'

the eyes.

OPHTHALMOSTA'TUM,
'

the eye,' and s-raaig,

vli-

An

'

from

station.'

otp&aXiioc,

Spedutum

Oc'

instrument for fixing the eye.

OPHTHALMOTOMY, Ophthalmotomya,
from o^&aX/uog, the eye,' and t«^iu>, I cut
The part of anatomy which treats of the dissecIt has, also, been applied to
tion of the eye.
'

'

'

OPOPONAX.
OPOPONAX WORT,

Pastinaca opoponax.
from o^wga, autumnal fruits.'
A medicine, composed of several autumnal
fruits, particularly of quinces, pomegranates,
&c. and wine. It was formerly administered
in dysentery, diseases of the stomach, &c.

OPO'RICE,

OPOS, Extract— o.

OPPIDULUM,

extirpation of the eye.

OEHTHALMOX'YSIS,
eye, 'and

£««*,

'

I

scrape.'

<

OPPILATIVUS, Obstruens.
OPPO'NENS, (F.) Opposant,

on the con'

OPHTH ALMOXYSTRUM. An instrument
for scraping the eye.
brusl), with°barbs like

Name

Silphion, Laserpitium.

Vulva.

OPPILATIO, Emphraxis.

from o^uXuog, the
given to the

A name

scarifications sometimes practised
junctiva, in cases of ophthalmia.

'

to place.'

sition to

That which

something.

faces or

and ponere,
put in oppo-

ob,
is

The name has been given

two muscles of the hand.
Opponens Min'imi Digiti, Carpo-mUacarcertain cases pien du petit doigt (Ch.) Metacarpien du petit
This musdoigt, (F.) Opposant du petit doigt.
cle^has the same shape and arrangement as the

given to a small
an ear of barley or rye,

to

intended to scarify the eyelids in
of ophthalmia.
OPIANE, Narcotine.
OPIAT, Opiate o. Dentifrice, Dentifrice.
OPIATE, Opia'tum, (F.) Opiat, from ojviov,
A medicine containing
arog, 'juice,' opium.'
opium. A me dicine that procures sleep. An
Formerly, an electuary, which conelectuary.
tained opium. In this sense, the Codex of

preceding, but is of less size. It is situate in
the hypothenar eminence. Its fibres are inserted into the anterior annular ligament of the
carpus, and terminate on the whole length of
the inner edge of the 5th metacarpal bone.
This muscle carries the 5th metacarpal bone
forwards, and outwards, and thus augments the
Paris retains it.
FEBRIF'UGUM,— Electuafrium concavity of the palm of the hand.
Opponens Pol'licis, Flexor ossis metacar'pi
de Kina-Kina; Elcc'tuary of Cincho'na. (Pulv.
Opponens pollicis manus, Flexor primi
cinch. %xvn\, amnion, muriat. gj, nte/lis, syrup, pollicis,
Make into an electuary. Ph. interna' dii (Douglas), Antith'enar sive scmi-inabsinth, aa'gij.
terosseus pollicis', Carpo-m'etacarpien du pouct
P.) Given, when cinchona is indicated.
(F.) Opposant du
Opiatum. Mesenter'icum, Ekctua'rium de (Ch), Metacarpien dupouce,
small, flat, triangular muscle, situAloe, Muria'U Hydrar'gyri ct Ferro. (Gum. Pouce. A
of the thenar eminence.
amnion, ^ss, senna gvj, hydrargyri submuriat., ate in the substance
attached, on the one hand, to the anterior
rad. ari. aloes socotrin. aa gij, pulv. scamawn It is
ligament of the carpus and to the tracomp. (vulg. dc tnbus.) rhej. rad. aa giij, ferri annular
and, on the other, to the whole of the
limatur. porphyrisat. §ss. Bruise and mix to- pezium;
of the first metacarpal bone. This
gether, add compound syrup of apples double outer margin
impresses on the first bone of the metathe weight of the other matters, and make into muscle
movement of rotation, which opposes
an electuary. Ph. P) Dose, gss to ^ij, in carpus a
the thumb to the other fingers.
obstructions of the liver, mesentery, &c.
'

OPIATUM

OPPOSANT, Opponens— o.

OPION. Opium.

OPIS'THENAR,

07rto&tv*£,

from

oviaQi,

Opponens minimi digiti— o. du

du

petit doigt,

pouce,

Opponens

'backwards,' and 6tra^, 'the flat of the hand.' pollicis.
OPPRESSIO, Catalepsy— o. Nocturna, InThe back of the hand.
cubus.
OPISTHOCEPHALON, Occiput.
OPPRESSION, Opprcs'sio, Thlipsis, CataOPISTHOCRAN1UM, Occiput.

OPS
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ORBITAFl

from opprimere,(ob, and premere, presOrbicular Bone, Os Orbicula'rl seu lentiot'to press against.'
A state, in which the lurE seu Sylvii seu orbicula're Syl'vii, Gloi'ulus
patient experiences a sensation of weight in the
stapedis ossis, Epiph'ysis cruris longio'ris inpart affected.
When employed abstractedly, it cudis, is the smallest of the four bones of the
means, particularly, oppression of the chest— ear. It is scarcely
perceptible, round, convex
Oppressio Pec'toris, (F.)
de Poitrine.
on two surfaces, and situate between the long
3
Opprkssion, (F.) Oppression, des forces, Op- ramus of the incus and
the head of the stapes.
pres'siocir'iurn, is, also, used for thatcondition,
Orbicular Muscles are muscles with cirat the commencement of fevers, &c, in which cular fibres
surrounding some natural opening
the system is oppressed rather than debilitated, of the body.
1. Orbicularis
Oris, Sphincter
and where the vascular action rises, as the ob- Labio'rum, Semi vel
Demi-orbicula'ris, Suprastruction to free circulation is relieved by bleed- semi-orbicuh'ris, Constric'tor
Oris, Labia'lis,
ing, purging, &.c.
Osculalo'rius, tiasia'tor, (F.) Labial, Orbicukire
OPS, Eye.
des levres. A muscle situate in the substance
OPSIALGIA, Neuralgia, facial.
of the lips, and, extending from one commisOPSIONU'SI, from wring, 'vision,' and sure to the other. It is formed of two very disvovoog, a disease.' Morbi visits. Diseases of tinct portions, of a semi-oval shape; one bevision.
longing to the upper lip, the other to the lower.
OPSIS, Vision.
Their extremities cross at the commissures, and
OI'SOMA'NIAC, Opsom'anes, (F.) Opso- are confounded with the other muscles of the
mane, from tm/^oi', ' aliment,' and fiavia. One, parts. The useof this fleshy muscleis to bring the
who loves some particular aliment to madness lips together, and to close the aperture of the
OPTESIS, Assatio.
mouth, by making it represent a sortof Bourrelet
OPTIC, Op'licus, Opo'pios, from oTro.uat, ' I (q. v.,) with radiated wrinkles. Itisan antagonist
see.'
That which relates to vision.
to every other muscle of the lips.
Orbicularis
Optic Foramen, Fora'men opticum, (F.) Palpebra'rurn, Orbicularis oc'uli, Orbicularis
Trou optique. A round opening in the sphenoid palpebrafrum cilia'ris, Palpebrarum duo musculi,
bone, near the base of its lesser ala, through Maxif/o-palpdbral, Palpebra'lis, Constrict' or palwhich the optic nerve passes.
pebra'rurn, Sphincter Palpebra'rurn seu Oculi,
Optic Nerve, JYervus op'licus, Par secun'- JVaso-palpebral (Ch.) (F.) Palpibral, Orbiculairt
dum seu op'ticum seu viso'rium, Nerve of the 2d des paupilrcs. A muscle common to both the
pair, JYervus visi'vus seaviso'rius, Ocular nerve eyelids, and seated in their substance. It is
of Chaussier. These nerves are remarkable for broad, thin, transversely oval, and cleft in its
their size; for their running a longer course great diameter. It is attached to the nasal prowithin than without, the cranium
and for cess of the superior maxillary bone; to the intheir furnishing no branch from their origin to ternal angular process of the frontal bone, and
their termination. They do not seem to arise, to the orbitar process of the superior maxillary
as was long supposed, from the optic thalami, bone. From these origins the muscle passes
but from the tubercula quadrigemina. Imme- outwards, under the skin of the eyelids, surdiately after their origin they proceed forwards; rounding the orbit in a circular manner, exare, at first, broad and flat; but afterwards be- tending somewhat beyond it, and covering the
come narrower and round. In front of the fossa upper part of the cheek. It is inserted into the
pituitaria, they unite and decussate, each nerve skin of the eyelids, its upper and inner edge
proceeding through the optic foramen with the being intimately connected with the frontal
ophthalmic artery. The nerve passes to the and corrugator muscles. Its use is to close the
back part of the globe of the eye, becomes nar- eye, by bringing the eyelids together. The
rower, and enters that organ to give rise to the part of the orbicularis, which covers the cartinervous expansion called the Retina, (q. v.) lages of the eyelids, and which is remarkably
Besides its neurilema, the optic nerve is sur- thin, is the Musculus Ciliaris of some authors.
ORBICULARIS OCULI, O. palpebrarum—
rounded by a sheath, furnished by the dura
mater. This accompanies it as far as the eye. o. Recti, Sphincter ani exlernus.
thhji sis,

nun,)

'

,

;

ORBIT,

Or'bita, Troch'ia, from orbis, ' a circircular cavities are so called, which
lodge the organs of sight. The orbits or orbitar
fossx or cavities, conchi, xoyxtt, are situate at
Obliquus superior oculi.
the upper part of the face, and are composed of
OPTILOS.Eye.
seven bones, viz: the frontal, above; the
Cactus opuntia.
the sphepalate and superior maxillary, below
OR, Gold.
noid and malar, externally, and the ethmoid and
see Ciliary (Body.)
STINKING, Chenopodium vulva- lachrymal, internally. The orbit is filled by the
globe of the eye, with its different accessary
ria.
„
THE, see Ci- parts muscles, nerves, vessels, the lachrymal

The

optic nerve

is

the nerve of special sensi-

cle.'

bility of the eye.

The

OPTICO TROCHEU-SCL&ROTICIEN,

—

OPUNTIA,

:

ORA SERRATA,
ORACH,

ORANGE, FLOWERS OF

—

gland, &c.
Citrus aurantium.
ORBITAL
OR.1Af.EAUE (F.) A drink, made with
noidal fissure
antiis
orange juice diluted with water. It
phlogistic, and often recommended in acute fissure.
trus

aurantium— o. Tree,

OR'BITAR,

diseases.

FISSURE, SUPERIOR, Sphe-

—

o.

Fissure,

inferior,

Orbita'rius, Orbita'lis;

Maxillary

same ety-

Citrus aurantium— o. Cu- mon. Relating or belonging to the orbit.
Orbitar Apoph'yses or Proc"esses termirassoa, Aurantia Curassaventia.
LliVRES, Orbicularis nate the two extremities of the orbitar arch.
ORBICULAIRE
more prominent, and is
or s _„. des l'uapibres, Orbicularis palpebrarum. The external is much
the internal
ORBICULAR, Orbicularis, from orb is, 'a articulated with the cheek bone;
is thinner, and joins the os unguis.

ORANGES,

see

DES

i

circle.'

—————

—

:

ORDITO EXTUS

ORGR

>ia

Orbitar Arch, (F.) Arcade orbitaire, is the
projecting, round margin, which separates the
frontal and orbitar surfaces of the os frontis
and forms a part of the circumference of the

ORCHOI,

Menses.
ORDOJYJYANCE, Formula, Prescription.

OREILLE D HOMME, Asarum-o.
(F.)

Fente.s

orbit.

orbitaires.

They

are

orbitaire superieur, is situate at the

junction of the inner third of the orbitar arch
with its two outer thirds, and gives passage to
the frontal nerve. 2. The Foram'ina orbita'ria
vel inter'na, Foramina ethmoidea.
are situate at the upper part of the internal paries of the orbit, and are formed by the
union of two notches of the os frontis with two
similar ones of the ethmoid; and are distinguished into anterior and posterior. The former
gives passage to the ethmoidal filament of the
nasal nerve and to a small artery.
Or'bitar N f.rve, Arervus orbita'lis seu orbitalrius, is a branch given off from the superior
maxillary.
It enters the orbit by the sphenomaxillary fissure, and divides into two filaments; the, one malar which passes over the
cheek bone, is distributed to the orbicularis
palpebrarum, and anastomoses with the facial
nerve; the other temporal which passes to
the temporal fossae, and anastomoses with the
inferior maxillary and facial, to become afterinterio'ra

These

—

—

wards subcutaneous.

ORBITO-EXTUS-SCLEROTICIEN,
tusexternus oculi

Intus-scltroticien,

o.

RecRectus

internus oculi o. Maxillo-labial, Levator labii
Buperioris proprius o. Palpebral, Levator palpebrte superioris
pebrse superioris.

o.

Sus-palpdbral, Levator pal-

ORCAJVETTE, Anchusa officinalis.

ORCHEA, Scrotum,
ORCHEOCATABAS1S, Orchidocatabasis.
ORCHEOCELE, Orchiocele.
ORCHEOTOMY, Castration.
ORCHESTROMAN1A, Chorea.
ORCHIDOCATAB'ASIS, Orcheocatab'asis,
ne testis,' and y.urafiaoig, 'descent.'
The descent of the testes into the scrotum.
ORCHIDOCELE, Hernia humoralis.
ORCHIDONCUS, Hernia humoralis.

from oqx

1

?)

'

t-

ORCHIDOTOMY,

Castration.

roccella.
ORCH1LL,
ORCHIOCE'LE, Orcheoce'le, from oo/ig, 'the

Lichen

testicle,'

and

the testicle.

xtjkt;,

'

a rupture.'

Hernia humoralis,

A

tumour of

(q. v.)

A name

Hieracium

de Sou-

pilosella.

OREILLETTE, Asarum,

Auricle

of the

heart.

OREILLOJV,

—

Trou

(F.)

ris,

two

the Sphenoidal, (q. v.;)
the other inferior, Sphenomaxillary, (q. v.)
Orbitar Foram'ina. Of these there are
several
1. The Foramen orbitarium supc'rius,
:

Castration.

ORD1NAIRES,

orbit.

Oh'bitar Fissures,
These are situate in the
in number: one superior,

See Tarsus.

ORCHOTOMIA,

—

Parotis,

Cynanche

parotidrea.

ORELIA GLANDIFLORA, Allamanda.
OREOSELINUM, Alhamanta aureoselinum
o.

Africanum, Bubon galbanum.

OREX1S,

Appetite.

ORGAN, O/ganum,

Or'ganon.

'An

instru-

ment.'
Part of an organized being, destined
to exercise some particular function.
Thus—
the eyes are organs of sight; the muscles are
organs of motion, &c
The collection of organs, which concur in any function, is called
apparatus, (q. v.)

ORGANA GENERATIONI INSERV1ENTES, Genital

organs.

ORGAJYES GAJYITAVX,

Genital organs.
Organ'icus, relating to an organ
or organs.
It is also used synonymously with
vital, in contradistinction to physical.
Organic Diseases or Lesions are such as
concern the organ itself, in contradistinction to
functional, which merely concern the function.
Of course, organic diseases of a part are always more serious than functional.
OR'GANISM. Same etymon. The living
economy. Many physiologists have used this
word synonymously with organization; but
more especially to designate the aggregate of
forces which govern organized beings, animals
as well as vegetables.
Organisa'tio, from oqyarov, * an organ.' The manner of structure
proper to different beings. The collection of
parts composing an organized body, and the

ORGAN'IC,

ORGANIZATION.

laws which govern

it.

It

is

also

employed

in

the sense of the structure of a part; as, the
organization of the heart, &c.
Organization, Compounds of, Principles,

immediate.

OR'GANIZED,
which

is

Or'ganis instrujlus.

That

composed of organs.

Organized Bodies,
endowed with

are those

(F.)
life;

Corps organises,
e. animals and

i.

vegetables; in opposition to inorganic bodies
which term comprises the mineral kingdom.

See Corpus.

ORGANOGENY,

Organogen'ia; from opya'an organ,' and yirioig, generation.' The
doctrine of the formation of the different or-

vov,

'

given to several diseases of the testicles and
its envelopes, essentially differing from each

gans.

other.

oQyuvov, 'an organ,' and yna(frh 'a description.'
description of the organs of a living body.

ORCHIS, Testicle— o.

Butterfly, O. bifolia.
Male Orchis,
Testic'ulus cani'nus, Cynosor'chis, Dogs' stones,
The
root
has
had a place
Male Fools' stones.
in some pharmacopoeias, on account of the glutinous, slimy juice it contains. The root of the
Orchis bifolia or Butterfly orchis has likewise
been collected. It has been used as a demulIts fancied aphrodisiac virtues seem to
cent.
be owing to ils resemblance to oq/ig, 'a testi-

Orchis Mas'cula,

cle,'

whence

its

Satyr'ion,

name.

obtained from a variety of the orchis;
—the On his morio. See Salep.
ORCHITIS, Hernia humoralis.
Salep

is

ORGANOGRAPHY,

Organograph'ia, from

A

ORGANOLOGY, Anatomy, Craniology.
ORGANON OLFACTUS, Nasus.
ORGASM, Orgas'mus, Orgo'sis, from OQyam,
State of excitement and
'I desire ardently.'
turgescence of any organ whatever. Applied
particularly to the genital organs.

ORGASMUS,

Turgescence.

ORGAS'TICA. Same etymon. The

second

order of the glass Genetir.a of Good. Defined:
diseases affecting the orgasm; organic or constitutional infirmity disordering the power or
the desire of procreating.
ORGE. Rage.

—

— — ——

—
ORGE

ORGE, Hordeum— o.

Hordeum.

having a second male organ originating
from the rump. Gurlt.
OR'PIMENT, Auripigmen'tum, Orpin, Risigal'Lum, Cluanx, E/ome, Sira, Lcmpnias, Spcc'ulum cu'rinum, Yrides, Yride. The native yellow sulphuret of arsenic
It is poisonous, but
It is, also, called Adaless so than the oxide.

ster

—

ORGEAT, Syrupus Amvgdalae.
ORGELET, Hordeolum."
ORGEOLET, Hordeolum.
ORGOSIS, Orgasm.

ORICHALCUM,

OS
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Perli, see

— — ——

Brass.

ORICUI.AR, Auricular.
rigo, Adarnech, Ahusnl, Althanaclta,
ORICULE, Pavilion of the ear.
OR1FICIUM DEXTRUM VENTR1CULI, The Turks prepare a depilatory with

Azarne.t.
it,

which

they call Rusma.

Pylorus.

ORIG'ANUM, Origanum vulgar's, Cuni'la ORPIN, Orpiment o. Brulant, Sedum o.
bu'l)ula,Marjora'namancura'na,O.Uerackoi'icum, Grand, Sedum telephium o. Reprise, Seduin
Zazathen'di herba, Wild mar'joram, Common telephium.
ORPIiNE, Sedum telephium.
viaijoram,Mancura'na, (F.) Pied de lit. Family,
ORRHOPYG'IOJN. The inferior extremity
J.abiata'.
Hex. Syst. Didynamia Gymnospermia. This plant resembles marjoram in smell; of the vertebral column; from oqo^, 'extremity,'
and has a pungent taste, much like thyme. It and Tniyrj, the nates.' Also, the raphe, extendis aromatic and stimulant; and its oil possesses ing from the penis to the anus, and separating
the properties of the essential oils in general, the scrotum into two parts.
The oil oleum origani, Ph. U. S. is very punORRHOS, Perinseum, Serum.
gent, and is rarely given internally. It is used
ORRIS, Iris florentina o. Common, Iris gerin toothache.
manica.
'

—

—

ORSEILLE, Lichen roccella.
ORTEtL, Digitus pedis.

Ork.anum AquATicuM. Eupatoriumcannabi-

num— o.

Creticum, O. dictamnus.
Origanum Dictam'nus, Dictamnus

O. Creticum,

Oni'tis,

ORTHOCOLON,

Cret'icus,

Ditt'any of Crete,

Ankylosis.
Ankylosis.

ORTHOCYLLOSIS,

(F.)

Dictamne de Crete. The leaves of this plant
ORTHODO'RON. A measure with the
were once recommended as emmenagogue and Greeks, equal to eleven finger-breadths,
alexipharmic.
ORTHOP^EDI'A, from oodog, 'right,' and
Origanum Heiiacleoticom, Origanum.
The part of medicine whose
naig, a child.'
Origanum Majora'na, Marjora'na, O.majo- object is to correct and prevent deformity in
rano'i'desi Majorana, Sweet marjoram, Samp'- the bodies of children.
sucus, Agriorig'anum, Amar'acus, (F.) MarjoORTHOPNGE'A, Suffoca'tio. Strangula'tio,
lis odour is strong and fragrant; taste Prsefoca'tio, Fnix, Pnigmus, Angor, Apnaa,
laine.
aromatic and bitterish. Its properties are those from oq&og, right,' straight,' and 7ivtu>, I reImpracticability of breathing in the
of a stomachic and errhine. It is chiefly used, spire.'
however, lor culinary purposes, and as a snuff horizontal posture. Necessity of being in the
in headache.
erect posture, in order to respire.
Origanum Svriacum, Teucrium marum.
Orthopnea Cardiaca, Angina Pectoris o.
ORIGINAIRE, (F.) from origo, 'origin.' Convulsiva, Asthma o. Cynanchica,Cynanche
This term has been used, by French writers, in trachealis o. Hydiothoracica, Hydrothorax o.
|

'

|

'

—

'

'

—
—

—

—

Angone o.Tussiculosa, Pertussis,
Urtica o. Blanche, Lainium album
Brulante, Urtica urens o. Morte, Lamium
album o. Morte des Bois, Galeopsis o. Romaine, Urtica pilulifera.
ORTYX. Tetrao coturnix.
OR VALE, Salvia sclarea.
ORVIETA'NUM. From the Italian Orvieta'
An electuary regarded as an invaluable
antidote, and composed of Old tlieriac, Dried
vipers, Scorzonera, Carlina, Imperatorium, AnIgelica, Bistort, Rosemary, Juniper, Cinnamon,
Scilla. ^Cloves, Mace, Honey, and a crowd of other subORiNUS EUROl'iEA, see Fraxinus Ornus
stances.
Its medical properties resembled, in
excelsior.
some respects, those of the theriac. It was so
Sylvestris,
Fraxinus
O.
VIRGINIA'NA, Virgin'ia called, according to some, because invented by
broom rape, Beech-drops, Cancer-root. Family, Orvielano, a celebrated charlatan; or, accordOrobanchoidea;. This plant is astringent, and ing to others, from Orvieto, a town in Italy.
ORY'ZA, from Orez, (Arab.,) Ort/za sati'va,
a peculiar and extremely nauseous bitter. It is
the same sense as congenital. It is particularly
applied to affections depending upon faulty conformation, or to faulty conformation itself.
ORME, Appetite.
ORME, Uluius.
MEDICINE. A celebrated antilyssic remedy, supposed to consist of Puiv.
BoL. Armcn. Sjiij: Alumin. gr. x;
Cretse, ^ss
Ful.v. Inulx gj; 01. Anisi,gU- vj.
This is taken for a dose every morning for
six limes, in a glass of water, svith a small proportion of f'rpsh milk.

Hysterica,

—

;

ORTIE,

o.

ORMSKIRK
;

ORiNiTHOGALUM MARIT1MUM,

—

OROBANCHK

most powerful when

fresh.
It has been used Rice, (F.) Riz.
Family, Gramineae. Ser. Syst.
and, externally, to obstinate Hexandria Monorrynia. A plant, almost aquatic, and indigenous in China; which is one of
the richest productions of Egypt, and prospers
OROBE, Krvum ervilia.
in the warmer regions of the four quarters of
OROBION'. See Ervum ervilia.
OROBOI'DES, from ootpoc, the oinbus,' and the globe. Its amylaceous seeds nourish more
iido;, 'form.' Having the shape of the orobus. men than those of wheat and rye together.
A name given to the sediment in urine, when Besides being alimentary, they are demulcent
and emollient.
of a fawn colour, like the orobus.
OS. Bone, Mouth— o Aeromii, Acromion
OROBUrf, Ervum ervilia.
o. Adjutorium, Humeri
o. ad Cubitale, Radius
OROAGE. See Agaric.
OROPHAl.L'US; from opog or tfftg, 'the os—o. Alffiforme, Sphenoid— o. Alagas, Coccyx.
rump,' and </u//Lc, the male organ.' A mon- Sacrum o. Amphideon, Os uteri v. Anuuymt

in dysentery;
ulcers.

:

J

'

—

—

'

44.

—

—— — ——

— ———

— ———

OS CROTOPHALE

—— —— —

—

— ——

—

OSMAZOME
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—

Innominatum os— o. Anticum, Avant Louche
os— o. Posterum, Pharynx— o. Proeruplaj rupi
Arcuale, Temporal bone o. Armale, Tem- assimilatum, Temporal bone— o. Procubitale,
Ulna o. Propres du nez, Nasal bones — o. Pro-

o.

—

—

poral bone
o. Asspr, Sternum
o. de t'Assiette,
Ischion o. Azygos, Sphenoid o. Ballistae, Astragalus o. Basilare, Occipital bone, Palate

—
—

—

bnne, Sacrum, Sphenoid— o. Baxillare, Sphenoid o. Bicorne, Hyoides os o. Brachiale,

—

—

Humeri os — o. Brachii, Humeri os — o.
Calcaneum — o. Capitatum, Magnum

—
—

Calcis,

os

—

o.

Caudae, Occipital bone o. Coceygis, Coccyx
o. Coliforme, Ethmoid
o. Convolutum superius, Turbinated bone, middle
o. Coronale,
Frontal bone o. Coxae, Innominatum os o.
o. Crilileux,
Coxal, Innominatum os, Ischion
Ethmoid o. Cribriforme, Ethmoid o. CribroBum, Ethmoid o. Crochu, Os unciforme.
OS CROTOPHALE. A name, given by
Beclard, to a bone sometimes met .with at the
anterior and inferior angle of the parietal bone;
from y.noTuif-c the temple.'

—

—

—

—

—

M

'

OS CUB1TI INFERIUS, Ulna— o.

de la

—

Femur — o. Cuneiforme, Sphenoid o.
Cuneo comparatum, Sphenoid o. Durum,
Cuisse,

Temporal bone

—

—

Ensiforme, Sternum.
OS &PACTALE. A name given to one of
the ossa Wormiana; particularly to. one met
with in the posterior fontanelle, and which has
been described by G. Fischer, under the name,
Os epactale sive Goethianum.
o.

OS kPACTAUX, Wormiana ossa.
OS EXTERNUM. The entrance
vagina, in contradistinction
or

Os

into the
the Os inter''num,

to

u'teri.

OS EXTRA ORD1NEM CARPI, Os

pisi-

— Fibrosum, Occipital bone — ForaFrontis. Frontal
minulentum, Ethmoid —
bone — Genas, Malse os — Gladioli, Sternum
— Grand, Magnum os
Grand,
du,
Collum ossis mairni — Grandinosum, Cuboid
Hyoides
os
—
Hamatum,
Os
Gutturi3,
—
Hors du rang, Os pisifbrme —
nnciforme
lnconjugatum,
Hypseloides, Hyoides os —
forme

o.

o.

o.

o.

o.

o.

o.

col.

o.

o.

o.

o.

o.

o.

—

—

Incudi simile, Incus o. Inferius
o. Jnnomine, Innominatum
ventriculi, Pylorus
o. Internum,
p. Jnlercalds, Wormiana ossa
os
Os uteri o. Inverecundum, Frontal bone o.
o. Jugale, Malae os
o. Jugaischii, Ischion
mentum, Malas os o. Juguli, Clavicle o.
Unguis
os
Lambda,
o.
Occipital
Lachrymale,

Sphenoid

—

bone

o.

—

—

—

o.

bone— o.

—

—
—

—

—

—

Lambdoides Hyoides os, Occipital
Lapideum, Temporal bone o. Lenti-

—

Os pisiforme

—

o. LepiLinguae, Hyoides os
o. Lithoides, Temo. Linguale, Hyoides os
o. Magnum, neck of the, Collum
poral bone
o. Malairc, Malas os
o. Maxillae
ossis magni
Buperioris undecimum, Vomer o. Muxillaire

culare, os orbiculare,
doides, Temporal bone

—

—

o.

—

—

—

—

Occipital bone
o. Puppis, Frontal bono,
Occipital bone
o. Pyramidale carpi, Trapezoides os o. Pyxidis, Occipital bone
o. Rati onis. Frontal
bone o. du Rayon, Radius o. #
ra;,

—

—

Sacrum, Sacrum

—

—

—

—

Saxeum, Temporal bone

o.

—

o. Scutiforme, Patella
o. Sedentarium, see
Ischiatic—-o. Semilunare, Lunare os
o. Sextum
cranii, Occipital bone
o. Sous- ethmoidal, Turbinated bone, inferior o. Sphaeno-basilare, Oc-

—

—

—

—

bone o. Sphecoides, Sphenoid o. SpheSphenoid o. Sphenoides, Sphenoid
o. Spongiosum, Ethmoid
o. Spongiosum inferius, Turbinated bone, inferior— o. Spongiosum
medium, Turbinated bone, middle o Spongiosum superius, Turbinated bone, middle, Turbinated bone, superior o. Spongoides, Ethmoid o. Squamosum, Temporal bone o. Surcipital

—

noidale,

—

—

—

—

—

Wormiana ossa o. Sylvii, Os
orbiculare
o. Temporis, Temporal
bone o.
Tessera, Cuboid o. Tincse, Os uteri
o. Triangulares. Wormiana ossa o. Turbinatum,
Turbinated bone, middle o. Turbinatum inferius, Turbinated bone, inferior
o. Uncinatum,
Os unciforme o. Upsiloides, Hyoides os o.
numiraires,

—

—

—

—

—

Varium, Cuboid
Vomeris, Vomer

—

Xiphoides,

o.

ides os

—

—

—

o.

Vespiforme, Sphenoid—

o.

Wormiens, Wormiana ossa

Sternum —

o.

Ypseloides,

Zygomaticum, Mala?

o.

OS U'TERI,

—

—

Os

tincx,

o.

Hyo-

os.

Protos'porns,

Os

in-

ler'num, Os amjthid'eon seu amphide'um, Oscheon, (F.) Museau de Tanche. The mouth of
See Uterus.
the womb.

OSCHEOCARCINOMA,

Cancer, chimney-

sweepers.

OSCHEOCE'LE,

from on/iov, 'the scrotum,'
tumour.' Scrotal hernia. See BuSauvages uses it in the sense of
Dropsy of the scrotum. See Hydrocele.

and

l>\,

y.i

'

t

bonocele.

Oscheocele Hydrocele — o.

Physocele— o.

Flatulenta,

—

Hydatidosa, Hydatidocele
o.
Seminalis, Spermatocele o. Varicosa, Varico-

—

cele.

OSCHEON,

Scrotum. Os

OSOHEOPHYMA.

uteri.

Hydrocele.

OSCHEOPLAS'TIC,

Oscht op las' thus, from
co-xizv, 'the scrotum,' and tjauooui, '1 form.'
An epithet, given to the operation for restoring
the scrotum when lost.
OSCHPTIS, from co/rn 'the scrotum,' and
inflammation.' Inflammation of the scroitis,
'

tum.

OSC1LLATIO, Irritability.
OS'CITANT, (FEVER,)

Febris os'citans,
(F.) Fievre osciiante, from oscitare, ' to yawn.'

mferieure, Collum mandibulee o. Memoriae, A fever, in which the patient is continually
o. Mendosum, Temporal bone
yawning.
Occipital bone
OSCITATIO, Yawning.
Morsus Adami, Thyroid cartilage o. MuOSCULATOR1US, Orbicularis oris.
cronatum, Xiphoid cartilage o. Mullangulum
OSCUS, Scrotum.
majus, Trapezium os o. Multangulum minus,
OSEILLE, Rumex acetosa o. Boucher, RuTrapezoides os o. Multiforme, Ethmoid, Sphenoid o. Nasaux, Nasal bones— o. Naviculare, mex scutatus o. Petite, Rumex scutalus o.
Os ecaphoides o. Nervale, Temporal bone o. Ronde, Rumex scutalus o. Rouge, Rumex sanNervosum, Occipital bone o. Occipitis, Occi- guineus.
OS'MAZOME, Os'mozome, Matihecxtractirt
o. Orbiculare, Os pisiforme
o. du
pital bone
du Bouillon. Extrac'Licc of meat, Sapovuciuvs
o.
Palais, Palate bone o. Palati, Palate bone

—

.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—
—

Pal at in. Palate bone o. Papillare, Sphenoid
os o. Pectoris, Sternum
o.
o. Pectinis, Pubis,
P«lvicephalicum, Occipital bone o. Perone,
Fibula— o. Petrosum, Temporal bone o. Polymorphon, Sphenoid o. de la PommeUe, Maioe

—

—

—

extract of meal; from cn^i,, 'smell,'
'
M. Thenard has given this
soup.'

and tvwt<,

name loan

extractive matter, contained in muscular flesh
and in the blood of animals, which he considers
of a peculiar nature. It has an agreeable smell

OSME
and

taste, and is found in Bouillons of meat, in
the proportion of one part to seven of gelatin.
Vauqueli'i discovered it in some fungi.
It is
the substance which gives the flavour of meat
to soups, and hence its name.

OSME,

Odour.

from

odfirj,

in the foetus and in the first periods of life,
there are, also, accidental ossifications, such as
those frequently remarked after the inflammation of serous membranes, in the parietes of
arteries, and to which the terms Ostliez'ia, incrustu'tinn, or

OSMON'OSI,

•

OSTEOSARCOMA
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Osmonu'si, Morbi o/fac'tus;
'odour,' and voaog, 'a disease.'

OSSIFRAGA,

OSMOZOME, Osmazome.
OSMUND, ROYAL, Osmunda reo-alis.
OSMUN'OA REGA'LIS, Filix flo/ida,

Os-

'a bone,' and voro,
I devour.'
A species of tumour, mentioned
by Ruysch, which destroys the bone.
OS'TAGRA, Os'teagra, from uareor, a bone,'
and ayou, seizure.' A forceps to cut or remove
'

'

OSTALGI'TIS,

A

odour.' and Xoyos, ' a discourse.'
treatise on olfaction and odours.
OSPHRESIS, Olfaction.

Coxalgia.

OSPHYI'TIS, from ooipvg, the hip,' and itis,
denoting inflammation.
Inflammation of the
parts about the hip.
'

—

Parietal bones
o.
Convoluta inferiora, Turbinated bones, inferior
o. Digitorum manus, Phalanges of the fingers
o. Digitorum pedis, Phalanges of the toes
o.
Epactalia, Wormiana ossa o. Maxilla superiors quarta seu quinta seu secunda, Nasal bones
o. Nasalia, Nasal bones
o. Nasi, Nasal bones
o. Nervalia,
Parietal bones
Sincipitis,
o.
Parietal bones
Spongiosa,
Turbinated bones
o.
o. Tertia maxilla; superioris, Turbinated bones
o. Triangularia, Sphenoidal cornua
o. Tri-

—
—

—
—

Coccyx.

portions of bone.

from

•

OSPHYS, Lumbi.
OSS A BREGMATIS,

ACUMEN,

'

1

OSPHYALGIA,

sometimes,

OSSlSANA, Osteocolla.
OSSIV'OROUS, from os,

mund-royal. Family, Filicoideje. This plant
was once thought to possess astringent and
emmcnao-oirue virtues.

oa<p(irt oig,

have,

Osteocolla.

OSSIS SACRI

Diseases of olfaction.

OSORON. Opium.
OSP1 RANTIOOS, Olfactory.
OSPHRESIOL'OGY, Osphresiolog"ia;

pctrifac'tion

been applied.

—

and

itis.

terized

Osti'tisjrom oonov/a. bone,'
Inflammation of the bones; characby violent shooting and lancinating

pains in the bones.
OSTEAGRA, Ostagra.
OSTEALGIA, Osleocopus.
OSTEITES, Osteocolla.
OSTEMPYE'SIS, Osteempye'sis, Oslempyo'sis,

from oortoc,

'

a bone,'

An

sion of pus.'
bone.

and

tftTTvyotg,

'

effu-

abscess in the interior of a

OSTEMPYOSJS, Ostempyesis.
OSTEOCE'LE, from ooreov, 'a bone,' and
A hernia, in which the sac
y.rjXri, 'a tumour.'
is

cartilaginous and bony:

OSTEOCOI/LA,

— a rare case.

from

coraov, 'a bone,' and
Glue-Lone, Stone or hone binder,
Ossifraga, Hol.os'teus, Ossisa'na, Qstri'les, Ostei'tes, Jimos'teus, Osteol'ithos, Steloc/ii'tes.
A
name given to a petrified carbonate of lime,
found in some parts of Germany and other porangularia Blasii, Wormiana ossa o. Trique- tions of the globe so called, because it was
tra, Wormiana ossa
supposed to possess the power of favouring the
o. Turbinata, Turbinated
bones o. Verticalia, Parietal bones.
formation of callus in fractures. It is the Cliaux
carbonatie concretionnit incrustante of Hauy.
OSSELETS
Ossicula
auOREILLE,
Not used.
ditus.
Osteal' gia, Osteodynia,
NASI, Nasal bones.
OSSICULUM, Osta'rion. Diminutive of os, from oaxiov, a bone,' and xonog, fatigue.' An
epithet given to pains felt in bones, which are
a bone:
a small bone.
Ossic'ula Audi'tus, O. Auris, (F.) Osselets commonly owing to constitutional syphilis.
I'ouie.
small
bones
situOSTEODYNIA, Osteocopus.
de Voreille, O. de
The
OSTEOGENIA, Ossification.
ate in the cavity of the tympanum, and forming
Osteogra'pkia, from 00an uninterrupted chain from the membrane of
the tympanum to that of the fenestra ovalis. riov, a bone,' and y$a<fuv, to describe.' DeThey are four in number; and their series, from scription of the bones. The part of anatomy
without to within, is as follows, Malleus, Incus, which describes the bones.
OSTKOLITHOS, Osteocolla.
Os orbiculaire, Stapes, (q. v.)
OSTEOL'OGY, Osteolog"ia, from sarttv, a
Ossiculum Incudi Comparatum, Incus o.
Malleolo assimilatum, Malleus o. Molari denti bone,' and loyos, 'a discourse.' The part of
anatomy which treats of bones.
comparatum, Incus.
LACIA INFANTUM, Rachitis,
OSSIFICA'TION, Ossifica'tio; from os, 'a
' to make.'
Osteogen'ia, Os- Mollities ossium.
bone,' and faccre,
OSTEON. Bone— o. Hieron, Sacrum.
teogenesis, Osteo'sis. Formation of bones. De'OSI, Osteonu'si, from oartov,
a
velopment, or increase of the osseous system.
Ossification takes place in the same manner as bone,' and vcaoq, a disease.' Diseases of the
the nutrition of other organs. The bones are, bones. Mor'bi os'tium.
OSTEOPEDION, Lithopcedion.
at first, mucous, and afterwards cartilaginous;
OSTEOPOLIN'CLASIS, from oanov, 'a
the cartilao-e, at length, receives the phosphate
of lime, and is, at the same time, replaced by a bone,' 7to^i»', 'again,' and y.Xanig, 'fracture.'
bone
has
acThe
breaking again of a bone, which has united
gelatinous parenchyma, when the

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

y.oi.Xu,

'

glue.'

—

;

DE L

OSTEOC'OPUS,

OSSICULA

'

'

—

•

'

OSTEOGRAPHY,

'

'

—

—

'

OSTEOMA
OSTEON

'

'

its developement.
Ossification, Points of, Functa ossificatio'nis, are the points where the ossification of a
bone commences, whence it extends to other
parts.
Almost all the bones present a greater
or less number of points of ossification. Besides the natural ossification, which we observe

quired the whole of

unfavourably.

OSTEOPSATHYROSIS, Fragilitas ossium.
OSTEO-SARCO'MA, Osteo-sarcosis, Sarcosfrom oortor, 'bone,'
Disease of the bony tissue,
softening of its laminm, and
tion into a fleshy substance,
to'sis,

and oaq%,

'flesh.'

which consists

in
their transforma-

analogous to that

—
OSTEOSARCOSIS

01 RLE

r.JG

of cancer, and which is accompanied with general symptoms of cancerous affection.
The
word has often, also, been used synonymously
with spina venlosa.
OSTEOSARCOSIS, Mollifies ossium.
OSTEO-STEATO'MA, Exostosis steatomato'des, from oariov, a bone,' and ortaq, suet or
fat.'
A name given to bony tumours or degenerations, which sometimes belong to osteo-sarco
ma at others to spina ventosa, exostosis, &.c.

OTIRRHCE'A,

Olorrha'a,

lllermotorrha'a,
Pyo-otorrhkt, from cue,
the ear,' and otw,
I flow.'
Discharge of a
puriform liquid from the meatus auditoriua exlernus.
It is a symptom of chronic otitis.
Some authors have used the term synonymously

(F.) Catairlte dc

Voreille,
'

•

otitis.
When it extends to the
termed ccr'ebral olirrliw'a.
Otirrhoea, Cerebral, see Otirrhoea.
OTITES. See Digitus.
OSTEOSIS, Ossification.
OTI'TIS, Enrprcs'ma otitis, Inflamma'tio uuris,
OSTEOT'OMIST same etymon as the next. Inflammation of the car, (F.) inflammation dc
An instrument, invented by Dr. D. Davis, for I'vrcillc. Inflammation of the mucous memcutting the bones of the foetal cranium, where brane of the ear, characterized by excruciating
pain; insupportable humming in the ear, with
it becomes necessary to greatly reduce the size
a discharge of mucus generally from the meatus
of the head in parturition.
OSTEOTOME, Osteotom'ia. from oartov, 'a externus or from the Eustachian tube. When
The part of prac- the inflammation is restricted to the lining membone,' and rtptvsiv, to cut
tical anatomy whose object is the dissection of brane of the meatus, it is termed otitis caturOtitis is divided into external or interrha'lis.
bones
nal, according as it affects the meatus auditoOSTHEXIA. See Ossification.
'

'

with chronic

biain,

it is

;

;

'

OSTIARIUS,
OSTITIS,

'

Pylorus.

Orijid'ium, a door or gate;

— of

the heart, for example. The opening between
the auricle and ventricle of each side; Os'tium
vtno'sum, that of the right side ; Os'lium arteriosum, that of the left.
Ostium U'teri. The vulva; the vagina;
the neck of the uterus.
Ostium Ventriculi Duodenale seu Pyloricum seu Dextrum seu Inferius, Pylorus.
OSTOIDEA SUBSTANTIA, see Tooth.
OS'TREA, Ostreum, (F.) Huitre. The oysThe oyster is a wholesome article of diet,
ter.
often advised as analeptic and easy of digestion.
The shells, TestjE Ostreje, Testa, (Ph. U.
S.) (F.) Ecailles d'huitres, have been received
into the Pharmacopoeias, and used medicinally.
Their virtues are similar to those of the carbonate of lime. See Creta.
OSTREUM, Ostrea.
OSTR1TES, Osteocolla.
Imperatoria.

OSTRUTH1UM,

OSYRIS, Antirhinum linaria.
OTACOUS'TIC, Otacous'ticus; from oic,
the ear,' and axovui, I listen,' Any inurros;
'

'

so called which improves the sense
of hearing, as the different speciesof trumpets.
OTAGRA, Otalgia.
OTAL'GIA, Oi'ugra, Otod'yne, from ovg, 'the
pain.'
Pain in the ear; Dolor
ear,' and aXyog,
aurium, Spasmus au'rium, Earache. See Otitis.
OTAL'GIC, Otal'gicus. An epithet for re-

strument

is

—

'

medies used

in otalgia.

OTEN'CHYTES,
ear,' tv,

cula'ris.

'

Olen'chyta, from oi/«/«the
and /via, 'I pour.' Sypho aurispecies of syringe, used for in-

into,'

A

jecting' the ear.

OTHONE, Linteum.
OTHONION, Linteum.

ears.

able

.

manner, with the

aid of anliphlogistics.

is almost always
accompanied by a purulent discharge from the
meatus auditorius. It is often incurable, and

Chronic

may

otitis, otirrha'a,

(q.v.)

ultimately give occasion to disease of the
even of the brain.

internal ear, and

Otitis Catarrhalis, see Otitis.
OTOCEPHALUS, from cue, 'the ear,' and
/.((pah), 'head.'
A monster, whose ears are in
contact or united into one.

OTOCON1ES,

OTODYNE,

see Otolithi.
Otalgia.

OTOGLYPIIIS,

Earpick.

OTOG'RAPHY,

Otogra'phia; from ovg, the
and yqatpif, a description.' The part of
anatomy which describes the ear.
OTOL'ITHI, (F.) Otclilhes, from ovg, the
ear,' and Xi6ug, 'a stone.'
A white calcareous

ear,'

'

'

'

substance contained in the membranous vestibule, and seeming to be suspended in the fluid
of the vestibule by means of a number of nervous filaments proceeding from the auditory
nerve. Their universal presence in the ear of
the mammalia would seem to show that they
When of a looser
are inservient to audition.
consistence, they are called Otoconies, from wg,
'

the ear,' and

y.ovia,

OTOL'OGY,

'

dust.'

Otolog"ia: from

«/ S ,

'

'

forming.'
The operation for renXuoTixog,
storing a lost ear.
OTORRHCEA, Otirrhoea.
OTOT'OMY, Olotom'ia; from ovg, the ear,'
and rtfivciv, to cut.' The part of practical
anatomy which teaches the mode of dissecting
and preparing the ear.
OULA, Gingiva;.
OULE. Cicatrix.
OUNCE, Uncia. A weight, equal to the 16th
part of a pound avoirdupois, the ISJth of apound
composed of 8 drachms.
is
It
troy.
See
'

'

A

the ear,'

and koyog, a discourse.' The part of anatomy
which treats of the ear. An anatomical treatise on the ear.
OTOPLAS'TICE, from cvt, 'the ear,' and

'

O'TICUM, from eve, wrog, ' the ear.'
medicine employed in diseases of the ear,
Ganglion Oticum, Otic ganglion, Auricular
sanglion, Ganglion maxilla- tympanique. This
is a small ganglion, although more than double
the size of the ophthalmic, ash-coloured and
pulpy like the ganglions of the sympathetic.
It is situate in advance of the ganglion of Gasser, on the lower surface of the interior maxillary nerve at the inner margin of the foramen
ovale of the sphenoid bone. See Petrous Gan
glioa.

tympanum or internal
It may be acute or chronic
Acute otitis
commonly terminates in a few days in a favourrins, or the cavity of the

Ostalgitis.

OS'TIUM,

Weights and Measures.
OIR.1Q.UE, Urachus.

OUREMA,
OURON.
OVULE,

Urine.
Urine.

Parotif,

;.

•

ous
OUS,

OXYCANTHA
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used, externally, to burns and chaps. The
Yolk of the egg— Vitellum ovi— renders oils, «!tc.
Autopsia miscible with water. Eggs, when lightly boiled,
cadaverica.
are easy of digestion
but, when very hardOVAL, Ova'l.is; from ovum, 'an egg.' That boiled or fried, they are more rebellious.
which is round and oblong like an egg.
In pharmacy, white of egg, which consists
Fossa OvALis,VaL'vulaseu Veslig" iuut Foram! chiefly of albumen, is used for clarifying syrups,
inis ovalis, is a depression observed in the right &c.
Yolk of egg, (F.) Juune d'auf, beaten up
auricle of the heart, on the 6eptum, which se- with warm water and sugar, and aromatized
parates it from the left auricle. It has thick with orange-flower water, forms an emulsion,
and strong edges, at its upper and fore part, which is emollient, and known under the name
called Culum'nae foram'irtis ovaftis, Isthmus
Lait de poule or chicken's milk.
Anatomists give the name Ova, (F.) OZufs,
Vieusse' nii vel un'nulus fossae ovalis; in the
foetus called an''nidus foram' inis ve\fossse ova'lis. to round vesicles, containing a humour similar
The fossa ovalis, in the adult, replaces the in- to the while of egs, which are situate in the
ter-auricular aperture in the septum, which, in ovaries of the female, and, when fecundated,
the foetus, is callpd foramen oval, (F.) Trou constitute the rudiments of the foetus. During
gestation, the embryo and its enveloping memovale, Trou de Dotal.
Foram ex Ovale, (F.) Trou ovale; the fora- branes retain the name Ovum, (F.) (Euf. The
men obturatorium ; also the foramen in the changes induced in the mammalia after impreginner paries of the middle ear, which opens into nation greatly resemble those in the bird.
Ovum, Testicle o.Hystericum. See Clavus
the vestibule; and the foramen in the sphenoid bone, through which the third branch of hystericus.
OXALAS SUBPOTASSICUS, Potass, oxathe fifth pair issues from the cranium.

Ear.

is

OUTRE MER, Lapis lazuli.
OUVERTVRE CADAVERIOJJE,

;

—

—

O'VARISTS, Ovists. Same etymon. Those
who think that the phenomena of
generation, in the human species and in every

late of.

species of animal, result from the development
of the ova or ovula of the female, merely inNot many of the physiolocited by the male.
gists of the present day can be classed among the

A. oxal'icum,

ovarists.

and

physiologists

OVARITIS,
OVA'RIUML

Oaritis.

The

Ovary,
Same etymon.
Testis mulie'bris, T. femineus, Oar' ion, Ooph'oron. The (.varies are the organs in which the
ova are formed in oviparous animals. By analogy, the name has been given to the organs
which the ancients called the testicles of the
female. They are two ovoid bodies, almost as
large as the testicles in men, placed on each
side of the uterus between the Fallopian tube
and round ligament, and in the substance of the
broad ligament. Their outer extremity gives
attachment to one of the projections ot the
fimbriated extremity of the Fallopian tube; and
by a small
the internal is fixed to the uterus

ligamentous cord, called Ligamen'tum rotun'The ovaries are composed of a
acu'rii.
very close, spongy texture, and of small vesicles
have been refilled with a clear fluid; these
garded as so many ova, which detach themand
selves from the ovarium after fecundation,
carried into the cavity of the uterus by the

dum

are
Fallopian tube.

glandulae.
Pareira brava.

Ovarium Nabothi, Nabothi

OVEKO BUTUA,

Ov.p'arus; from ovum, 'an
and pu'rio, 'I bring forth.' An epithet
eggs
applied to animals which are hatched from

OVIP'AROUS,

outside of the body.
OVISTS, Ovarists.

—

„„.,.._

c
Folhculi Graafian!
.

OVUM,

44*

is

acid found in sorrel.

It crystal-

quadrangular prisms,

is generally found, in nature, united with
lime or potassa. It has been proposed, in a diluted state, as a refrigerant, but it is unnecessary ; and, besides, in quantity, it is a virulently
acrid poison.
It is largely employed for cleaning boot tops; and, as it strongly resembles thw
sulphate of magnesia, has often been mistaken
for it. Several fatal cases are, indeed, on record.
For its antidotes, &c. See Poison.

—

OXALIDE, Oxahs acetosella.
OXALIS ACETOSA, Rumex

acetosa.

Ox'alis Acetosei/la. The systematic namo
of the Woodsorrel, Cuckowhread, Trifo'lium actto' sum, Oxitripltyl'lum, Lujulu, Allelu'ju, Acetusel'la, Oxyphyl' Ion, Oxylriphyllon, Pants cu'culi.
(F.) Sure/le, Oxalide, Pain a Coucou, Alleluia,
family, Geraniae. Sex. Syst. Decandria Decagynia. The plant has a gratefully acid taste,
and is used in salads. It has been esteemed
refrigerant, antiscorbutic, and diuretic.
Potass, oxalate of.

OXALIUM,
OXAL'ME, from

o'iu?,

'

acid,'

and

'aXg,' salt.'

A

mixture of vinegar and salt.
OXALURIA, Urine, oxalic.
OXEL^E'ON, from oivg, acid,' and tkai**,
oil.'
A mixture of vinegar and oil, used as a
condiment.

OX1D, Oxvd.
OXIDATION, Oxyd.
OXIDF. Oxyd.
OXI'NES,
Wine already

enoj, from o$vg, 'acid.'
sour, but not yet vinegar.
acetosella.

o;iv>;?,

OXITR1PHYLLUM, Oxalis
OXOUES, Acidulous.

OXYA,

The eggs of poulwov, Oon, an egg.
The different
try are chiefly used as food.
The
parts are, likewise,einph>yed in medicine.
(F)
shell, AuraWcujn, Auran'lum, (calcined,)
aban
esteemed
Cooue d'auf, Coquille d'auf, is
The Oiloftht *gg

An

lizes in long, colourless,

OXOS, Aceticum

o. Nabothi, Nabothi glandulae.
OVULIN'E. Decidua reflexa.

sorbent.

'sorrel.'

'

e<r<r*

OVULA GltAAFIANA,

,

'

OVIDU<JTUSMULIEBRIS,TubaFa)Iopiana,

OVOLOGY,0..logia.

OXALTC

ACID, Acidum oxali'num, A. sacchart' num, A. hydro-caibon'icum, A. acetosel'la
Acidum sae'ehari, Acid of sugar
Acid of sorrel, Car' bo nous acid, from e$ultc,

emollient, and

Fag us

acidum.

sylvatica,

OXYACANTHA,

Mespilus oxvacantha.

OXYBAITION. See Acetabulum.
OXYCAN'l'HA GALL'Nl, Bcr'beris, Huberts vulga' ris,

lipine vinctte,

Sex. Syst.

Spina ac"ida, Crespinus, (F.
Family. Berberidea

Vinettier.

Hexandria Monogyma.

The

!fltt?'«

—
0XYC0CC09
The

berry.

fruit of the

OXYOPIA
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berries

is

gratefully

and moderately astringent. By preparing
an alcoholic extract of the root and adding
water to it, a pulverulent brown substance is
thrown down, which when dissolved in alcohol
and evaporated yields the bitter principle, Berbcrin.
It is an excellent stomachic in the dose
of 2, 5, or 10 grains.
OXYCOCC'OS, Vaccinium oxycoccos.
OX'YCRATE, Oxycra' turn, from t%v4, % acid,'
and xquw, I mix.' Posca, P/iusra. A mixture
of vinegar and water; frequently used in medicine as refiigerant and antiseptic.
OXYCRO'CEUM (EMPLAS'TRUM.) from
°;v?, 'acid,' and xnixot;, 'saffron.'
A plaster,
composed of saffron, pitch, colophony, yellow
wax, turpentine, galbunum, gum ammoniac,
myrrh, olibanum, and mastic. It was employed

acid,

'

as a strengthening plaster.

OXYCUM, Oxygen.
OXYD, Oxid, Oxide, Oxyde,
ilu;,
acid.'
A combination,

Oxygen

largely distributed in nature. It exwater, in several acids, all the
oxyds and all the salts, except in some ammoniacal salts, and in vegetable and animal substances, i&c. It is obtained by decomposing the
peroxyd of manganese or the chlorate of potassa
by heat and in close vessels. Although oxygen, in the stale of admixture in which it is
found in the atmosphere is of vital importance,
yet it cannot be respired in a pure slate with
impunity. Animals die in it long before the
whole of the oxygen is consumed. The properties of oxygen seem to be stimulant.
It increases the force and velocity of the pulse, and
has, accordingly, been used in cases of chronic
debility, chlorosis, asthma, scrofula, dropsy,
paralysis, &c.
It requires to be diluted with
from 10 to 20 parts of atmospheric air; one to
two quarts being given during the day.
is

the

ists in

air, in

OXYGENATION,
OXYGENASES.

Oxfydum, from

Oxydation.
given by

A name

Baumes

not acid, of a to diseases which he attributed to disordered
oxygenation.
OXYDA'TION, Ozyda'tio, Oxida'tion, OxyOXYG'LICUS, Oxyg'/ires, from oivg, 'acid,'
genation. The action of oxydizing a body; and yXvxvg, 'sweet.' Mulsa acida, Jlce'tum
that is, of combining it with oxygen; a combi- mulsum dulrS.
Prepared by macerating and
nation from whicli results an oxyd.
boiling honey-comb (from which the greater
OXYDE, f'xyd.
part of the honey has been taken) in water, and
Oxyde, Cystic. A species of urinary cal- adding vinegar. An oiymcl.
culus, having the shape of confused, yellowish,
Rumex acutus.
semi-transparent, insipid, very hard crystals.
OX'YJVIEL, Apom'tli, Mel acetu'lum, from
When distilled, it furnishes subcarbonate of oivg, 'acid,' and fult, 'honey.' Honey and
ammonia, like all azoted matters. It dissolves vinegar boiled to a syrupy consistence.
in the nitric, sulphuric, phosphoric, and oxalic
Simple Oxymei., Oxymel simplex, is prepared
acids.
as follows; (Mellis despumati ttiij, ac/di acetici
D'JNTJMOINE SULFUR^, Oxy- tbj. Boil in a glass vessel, over a slow fire, to
dum stibii snlphuratum.
a proper thickness.
Ph. L.) It is cooling;
OXYDER'CICUS, Oxyder'ces, from ofa, externally, detergent.
'

simple body with oxygen.

OXYLAPATHUM,

OXYDE

sharp,' and dinitut,
sharpens the sight.

'

'

I see.'

A

Antimonii cum phosphate calcis, Antimonial powder.
Oxydum Ferri Nigrum, Black oxyd of iron.
The scales, which fall from iron, when heated,
consist of iron, combined with oxygen. They
have been used like the chalybeates in general.
Oxydum Ferricum Crystai.lizatum Natitom, Haematites o. Hydrargyri completum,
Hydrargyri nitrico-oxydum o. Hydrargyricum, Hydrargyri nitrico-oxydum o. Hydrargyricum prseparatum, Hydrargyri oxydum cinereum o. Hydrargyrosum, Hydrargyri oxydum

—

—

—

—

cinereuin.

Oxydum Stibii Sulphura'tum, Hepar antimo'nii, Crocus mrtallo'rum, Crocus antiino'nii,
(F.) Oxyde d'antimoine sulfuri, Foie d'Anlimoine. This was formerly exhibited in the
cure of fevers, but it is now rarely employed.
OXYG'ALA, from oivs, 'sour,' and yaXa,
'milk.'
Sour milk. The Oxygaia equi'num,
Curacos'mos, is reckoned amongst the delicacies
of the Tartars.
'

OXYG'ARON, from e^ve, 'acid,' and yaqov,
garum.' A composition of garum and vinegar.
OX' YGEN, Oxygen'ium, Empyr'cal air, Pure

air, Vital air, Dephlogis' treated air,

Oxygenes,
Ox'ycum, Princip'ium oxyg"enar.s seu oxygenet'.seu
ad'idum,
acid'ificans
Elemcn'tum
cum seu
acidificum, (F.) Mr du feu, from o$vg, 'acid,'
and yctvciiat, I engender,' i. e. generator of
acids; and such it was believed to be, exclusively, at the period when the name was given
to it.
Thi3 is now known not to be the case.
'

Oxymel JEruginis, Linimpntum

medicine which

OXYDUM, Oxyd — o.

./Ernginis.

Oxymel Col'chici, Oxymel of meadow saffron, (V.) Oxymei colchique. (Rad colch. recent, in iuminas tcnues secta _^j, acili destillaii
Ibj, mellis dcspumal. pond. Ibij.
Macerate in a
gentle heat tor 46 hours. Press and boil the
liquor with the honey to the thickness of a
syrup; stirring with a wooden spoon. Ph. D.)
It is expectorant and diuretic.
Dose f. gj, in
gruel.

OXYMEL COLCH f QUE, O. colchici— o.of
Meadow saffron, O. colchici.
Oxymel Scillje. Oxymei of squill, MelsciUx,
Oxymei

puted

(Mellis despumat. finij,
Boil in a glass vessel over a
proper consistence. It is re-

scillit'icum.

aceli scillae Oij.
gentle fire to a
to be

expectorant and diuretic.

Oxymel of Squill, O.

Dose

Jj.

scilloe.

OXYMYRRHINE, Ruscus.
OXYMYRSINE, Ruscus.
OXYNG1UM, Adepssuilla.
OXYNITROiN, fromo?uf, acid,' and nrost,
'

'

nitre.'

Name

of a plaster, composed chiefly

of vinegar and nitre, and

recommended by

OXYNOSEMA, Acute disease.
OXYNOSOS, Acute disease.
OXYNUSOS, Acute disease.
OXYOTIA,

from o:vg, 'quick,'
Excessive acuteness of the
sense of sight. Instances have occurred, where
persons could see the stars in the daytime.
The cause is seated in great sensibility of the
retina. The term has been used synonymously
with nyctalopia (q. v.)

and

uixjj,

rfcies visus,

'sight.'

—

a

OXYOSPHRESIA

PiEDOPHLEBOTOMIA
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OXYOSFHRE'SIA,

from o^vt, 'acute,' and
OXYSAL DIAPHCRET'ICUM AN'GELI
Aeuteness of the sense of SAL.E. A preparation of Angelo Sala. Acesmell.
tate of potass exposed to the atmosphere; and,
OXYPHLEGMA'SIA, foipX*rpnt«t*, Acuta consequently, fallen into a state of deliquium.

oaipotjotg,

ct

<

smell.'

A

veherncns injiammatio.

very violent in-

Orfila.

OXYTARTARUS, Potasses acetas.
OXYTOCIC, Oxyl'ocos, from o£uc, quick,'
forth.'
A medicine, which

flammation.

OXYPHO'NIA,
sharp,'

'

and

Vox

from

acuta,

o|t/ S ,

'

and riy.ru>, I bring
promotes delivery.

'voice.'
Parapliu'nia clanSens, P. ulctro'sa, Leptopho'nia. A shrill and
ipvntj,

squalling voice; frequently, a
bid affection of the larynx.

'

OXYTRIPHYLLON, Oxalis
OYSTER SHELLS, Ostrea;

symptom of mor-

OXYPHOENICON, Tamarindus.
OXYPHYLLON, Oxalta acetosella.

OX Y REG' Ml A,

Acid us rectus, from fog,
I belch.'
Acid eructations.
OXYRRHOD'JiNON, from foe, acid,' and
QoSoy, a rose.'
A composition of vinegar and
sour,' and sQtvyto,

'

'

'

'

roses.

Used

(01. rosnt. %\},ucet. rosat. gj.)

as

a liniment in herpes and erysipelas.

OXYS, Acptum, Acute.
OXYSAC'CHARON, from fog,
cax/unor,
sugar.'
A mixture of

«

'

add,* and
sugar and

vinegar.
Jt was called Oxysac'charum vomiti'rum, when it held in solution the glass of antimony; and Oxysac'charum sciltit'icum,- when it

acetosella.

testa— o. Pre-

pared. Testa prffiparata.
OZ.E'NA, Cory'za enton'ica, C. ozxno'so,
Cofyza virulcn'ta, C. mulig'na, Ulcus na'rium
(F.)
fee tens, from ou"> 'I smell of something.'
An affection of the pituitary memOzene.
brane, which gives occasion to a disagreeable
odour, similar to that of a crushed bed-bug:
hence the name Pttnais, by which the French
designate one labouring under ozasna. It is,
sometimes, owing to caries of the bones; but
is, perhaps, most frequently dependent upon
syphilitic ulceration of the pituitary membrane,
with or without caries of the bones of the nose.
OZkNE, Oza;na.

contained squills.

P.

A

P.

R

contraction of Pugillus.^\
lractionof Pmes

^w«.

a little cushion ; a junk ; (F.) Cous;
Small bags, filled with leathers, wool,
&c. They are used to compress or support certain parts.
Jn the treat-

cushion

seeAbbrevia

sinet.
-

tl0n "

S>

P. P. A contraction of Pulvis
putrum.
J
PAB'ULUM, TrophS, Phorbe, Alimen'tum.
Food, aliment. The animal heal and animal spirits
unmeaning terms were formerly considered the Pahulum vita.
PACCHIO'Nl,
OF, Glan'dulx
Dura Matris, G. dura menin'gis, Tuher'cula
parva dura matris, Cor'pora gland/for' viia dura
matris, (F ) Granulations ceribrales.
Small,
whitish, or yellowish bodies, sometimes separate, at others united like a bunch of grapes,
which are observed in several parts of the dura
and pia mater. They receive vessels, but apparently no nerves. Their texture and uses are
unknown. A considerable number is observed
in the longitudinal sinus,covered by the internal

hair, bran, chaff,

\

—

—

GLANDS

PACH^E'MIA,
thick,'

and

'«iu<x,

Pachya'mia, from va/vs,
'

blood.'

Too great

thick-

PACHEABLEPHARO'SIS,
Pacliybleph'uron,

Pacheableph'ara,
Pachyblephuro'sis, Pach'ytes,

thick,' and pXeipaQav, an
A name given, by some authors, to a thickening
of the eyeiids, produced by tubercles or excrescences formed on their margins. It is the same
affection as that which Sauvages designates
Cali'ao a Parheablepharo'si.
PACHETOS. See Laqueus.
'

Pachamia.

PACHYBLEPHARON,
PACHYINT1CA,

PAUHYTES,
(S.)

eyelid.'

'

PACHYJEMIA,

P A D,

PAD'UA, MINERAL

WATERS

OF. Near

Padua, in Italy, there are several thermal, sulphureous springs; the hottest of which is 188°
Fahr. The chief establishments are Abano,
Battawlia, and Montegrotto.

PADUS, Prunus padus.
P^EDICATIO, Pa-derastia.

F^UAN'CHONE,
child,'

Name

and ay/cu,

'

I

from naif, natSo?, 'a
strangle.'
Angi'na Sicca.

of a fatal species of cy nanche, mentioned
A. Severinus; probably the Cynanchc

—

Tracltealis,

(q.

v.)

or

Cynanche

Maligna,

(q. v.)

PjEDARTHROCACE,

ness of the blood.

from nu/vg,

fractures, soft pads or cushions, called
by the French Remplissuges, are placed between the splints and the fractured limb, in
order that the prominent parts may not be
chafed by the splints.
PADNOON, Bitnoden.

by M.

membrane.
'

ment of

Pacheablepharosis

Incrassantia.

Pacheablepharosis.
Pajado, from poja,

Plumuceolus, Pulva'lus,

Parvum

straw,'
pulvi'nar;
'

—

Spina ventosa.
from nu< ? naiSog, 'a
and tooc/ii/, nourishment.'

P^EDATROPH'IA,
child,' u, privative,

,

'

Atrophy of children. Tabes mesenterica.
P/edatkophia Glandulosa, Scrofula, (q.v.)
PjEDERAS'TIA, Pxdogo'gium, Pxdica'iw,
from nuig, a boy,' and eywg, 'love.' The love
'

of boys.
A disgraceful passion, common in ancient times, but now unknown.
These terms
are likewise applied to the crime of sodomy.
PiEDIATRI'A, Pxdiat'rica, from naig, 'a
child,' and
wrqeta, 'medical management.
Treatment of the diseases of children.
P jEDICTERUS, Icterus infantum.
PJEDOGOGIUM. Piederastia.

PiEDOPHLEBOTOM'JA.from

naif,

'

a

—
PjEDOTKIBA

'a vein,' and toio;, 'incision.'
tt>Xi\f>,
Venxsec'tio puero'rum. Bleeding performed on
children.
PiEDOT'RIBA, Min'ister Gymnas'tx, from
Tiais, ' a child,' and Tpipo), I train.' In ancient
gymnastics, the officer acquainted with all the
prescribed exercises, and who carried them
into etfect, according to the directions of the
child,'

'

superior.

P^EO'NIA, P.

ofjicina' lis , Glycys'idt",

Hxma-

go' gum, Pseony, male and female, (F.) Pivome,
Pionc. The root, flowers, and seeds were long
esteemed powerful medicines. They are feebly
astringent, and have been considered to be narcotic and antispasmodic. They have been given,
particularly, in intermittents and epilepsy, but
are not now used. The flowers are called Rosx
benedic'tx, R. regix.
PAID A, Infancy.
PA1DION, Infans.
I

PAIGIL, Primula
PAIN, (old

F.)

veris.

painer^to torment;' Sax. pinan,

'to torluie.' Dolor,Algos,A/ge'ma,Alge'do,Alge'siS,

Od'yne, (F.) Douleur.

PALATE
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A disagreeable sensation,

It is genesymptomatic, and is called acute, (F.)aigue,
pungent,
(F.)
pongitive,
violent:
when very
when it resembles that which would be produced bv a sharp instrument run into the part:
heavy, (F.) gravative, when attended with a
sensation of weight: tensive, when the part
seems distended: Ian' cinuting when occurring

which scarcely admits of definition.
rally

,

in shoots: lad'erating or tearing, when the part
seems to be tearing: burning, (F.) brulanle,
when resembling that produced by a burn, &c.

obstruct perspiration ; and, thus, frequently lay
the foundation for cutaneous affections. See

Cosmetic.
Paint, Indian, Sanguinaria Canadensis.

PALAESTRA, Gymnasium.
PALAIS,

Palate.
Palatine.
PA LATE, Palo' turn, Hypero'a, Uranis'cos, the
Roof of the mouth, Fossa Palati'na, Palatum
slab' ill, (F.) Palais.
The upper part of the
cavity of the mouth; a kind of parabolic vault,

PALATAL,

formed by the two superior maxillary bones
and the two palate bones, covered with a thick
and dense mucous membrane: bounded, before
and at the sides, by the superior dental arch

;

and, behind, by the velum palati. A whitish
line runs along the middle, from before to behind; at the anterior extremity of which is a
tubercle corresponding to the inferior orifice of
the anterior palatine canal.
The arteries of the
palate and corresponding gums proceed from
the palatine, alveolar, infra-orbitar, labial, anil
buccal blanches. The veins follow a similar
course. The nerves are given off from the palatine, facial, infra-orbitar, superior dental, and
from the naso-palatine ganglion.
Palate, Falling down ok the, Uvulitis.

Palate, Artificial,
lais.

A

(F.) Obturateurdu Paplate of tortoise shell, stive* »&c., used

deficiency of the palate in cases of

to close the

such

affection.

Palate Bone, Os Palu'ti, Os Basila're, (F.)
Os Palalin, Os du Palais, is a small bone of an

irregular shape, situate at the posterior part of
the nasal fossae and palate. It seems formed by
the union of two bony plates joined at right anHemicrania.
Pain, Sun,
PAIN, see Triticum p. a Coucou, Oxalis gles to each other so that one is inferior and
acetosella— p. de Madagascar, Jatropha manihot horizontal; the other, superior and vertical.
The horizontal or palatine portion is quadrip. de Pourccau, Cyclamen.
lateral.
It3 upper surface forms part of the
PAINS, AFTER. See P. labour.
Pains, Labour pains, Parturicn'tis dolo'res, n:isal fossa; the lower, of the palatine arch,
Doaand contains the inferior orifice of the posterior
Odin Dolo'res ad parturn, Mai d Enfant,
Its anterior edge is articulated
Inurs! The uneasy sensations that accompany palatine canal.
contraction.
uterine
to
with the palatine process of the superior maxowing
labour, and are
The pains that precede actual delivery, and are illary bone the posterior is free and sharp. It
simply employed in dilating the os uteri, are gives attachment to the velum palati, and precalled grinding; those which extrude the child, sents an eminence, which, when joined with
forcing. Those which take place in the first days one on the opposite side, forms the posterior
Its inner edge is articulated with
after delivery, and are employed in forcing away nasal spine.
coagula, &c are termed After pains, Dolo'rts the con esponding bone; its outer is confounded
Trunchccs
with the vertical portion. The vertical or aspost partum, D. puerperal rum, (F.)
cending portion has the form of a long square.
ulirincs.
« To take a Pain"—" To try a pain,"— is to The inner surface forms part of the outer paries
make an examination per vaginam, during la- of the nasal fossa?. Its outer surface is unequal,
and is articulated with the superior maxillary
bour, to discover its progress, character, Alc.
The French term the pains, which precede bone; behind, it presents a vertical groove,
and announce labour, mouches; those which which forms part of the posterior palatine canal;
accompany it, doulcurs; and those which oc- and, above, a small free surface, which looks
cur immediately afterwards, tranchies ou co- into the zygomatic fossa. Its anterior edge is
united with the superior maxillary bone; the
liques.
PAINT, from pingcre, pinctum, to paint, (1 ) posterior is unequal, and rests on the internal
Paul. ala of the pterygoid process. The angle, which
pinto, (F.) print. Pigmcn'tum, Fucus, (F )
A name given to different substances, employed it forms by uniting with the posterior edge of
rendering the horizontal portion, presents a very promifor embellishing the complexion, or
The substances most com- nent pyramidal eminence, called the tuberosity
the skin softer.
monly used for this purpose are:— the Subni- of the palate bone. Its upper margin is surA spiritu- mounted by two eminences; the one, anteirate, of Bismuth, (F.) Blanc defard.
orbitar process;
the other, poa«
ous solution of Benzoin, precipitated by water, rior, called the
and forming the Virgins milk, (F.) Lait virgi- teiior. the sphenoid process. These two proby
an
separated
almost
Spanish
circular notch,
carlhamus;
are
cesses
nal; the red or lovge of the
which the sphenoid bone forms into u foramen,
tin, and mercury,
white., the oxides of lead,
;

—

—

;

,

'

—
—

vermilion, red snunders, &c. All paints may
be said to be noxious. They injure the skin,

called the sphtnc-palatine.
This bone appears to be developed from a

—
PALATINE

single point of ossification.
It is articulated
with the sphenoid, ethmoid, the cornua sphenoidalia, superior maxillary bone, the inferior
spongy bone, the vomer, and its fellow.

Palate, Soft, Velum pendulum

PAL'ATINE,
tum, the
'

palati.

from palaRelating or belonging to the

Pal'utal, Palati'nus,

palate.'

palate.

Palatine

or

Palatal Arteries

are

two

in

velum palati.
Palatine Canals

The

number.

or Ducts.
These are two
anterior, Ductus incisi'vus, vel

Nasa'lo -palati'nus, is situate at the anterior part
of the palatine arch, and is formed by the two
superior maxillary bones. It is single beneath,
but opens above by two apertures, one into each
nasal fossa. The foramen is called the Fora'-

men

incisi'vum, vel jP. Palatinum ante'rius, F.
Alveola:'rS ante'rius, F. csecum ossis maxilla'ris
superio'ris. The posterior palatine canal is situ ale
at the posterior part of the palate.
It is formed

by the palate and superior maxillary bones, ascends between these two bones; and, in its
course, gives rise to two or three small accessary
palatine canals, which open above the tuberosity
of the palate bone. It transmits the nerves and
vessels which bear its name.
The foramen is
called, F. Palati' num. posle'rius, F. Palalo-maxilla're, F. alceola're poste'rius.

Palatine Membrane
membrane that lines the

the fibro-mucous
palate or roof of the

is

mouth.

Palatine

or

Palatal

Nerves, Gutturo-

palatins, (Ch.,) are three in number; and arise
from the inferior part of the spheno-palatine

ganglion.

The

great palatine, Palatin itifesituate anteriorly to the two
others, and descends into the posterior palatine
canal; gives a nasal filament and a staph y/ine
filament, and is distributed on the palate. 2.
The middle palatine, Guttural, (Ch.,) which
arises behind the preceding: enters one of the
accessary palatine canals, and is distributed to
the tonsils and velum palati. 3. The little palatine nerve, situate still more backward than the
rieur,

velum

palati.
It includes the peristaphylopharyngeus, phary ngo-staphylinus, and thyrostaphylinus of Winsiow. When the two palatopharyngei contract together, they depress the
velurn.
They elevate and shorten the pharynx,
and act principally in deo-lutition.

PALATUM

MOLLE, Velum

pendulum

palati.

number. They are distinguished into, 1. The
superior palatal or palatine, Palati'na descen!dtns or Palatomaxillary, which leaves the internal maxillary behind the top of the orbit;
descends into the pterygo-maxillary fissure,
and enters the posterior maxillary canal. Its
branches are distributed to the velum palati
and the nasal .fossae. 2. The inferior or ascending palatine or palatal, which is very small, and
separates from the facial near its origin.
It
passes along the lateral and superior part of the
pharynx, between the pillars of the velum palati, and divides into a number of ramusculi,
which are distributed to the pharynx, the corresponding tonsil, the Eustachian tube, and the

in

PALM
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1.

(Ch.,)

is

which loses itself by several filaments in
the uvula, tonsils, and follicles of the palatine

last,

membrane.

PjLES
PALETTE

—

—

cicatrices.

Palette de Cabanis. An instrument, invented by Cabanis of Geneva, to draw out the
extremity of the stylet when passed into the
nose, in the operation for fistula lachrymalis.
composed of two plates of silver, pierced
with several holes, and movable on each other.
To use it, the instrument must be carried into
the nose, so that the holes of the two plates correspond. When the end of the stylet is received into one of these holes, it is pinched, by
sliding one of the plates on the other, and is

It is

easily

withdrawn.

PALEUR,

Paleness.

PALIMPISSA. See Pinus sylvestris.
PALINCOTESIS, Recrudescentia.
PALINDROM'IA, from naXn; 'again,' and
'a course.' This word signifies, with
some, a reflux of fluids from the exterior towards the interior; and, according to others, the
relapse of an affectioTi
the recurrence of a paroxysm. Recitrsin, Repetilio.
PALINGENESIA, Regeneration.
PALLIA'TION, Pullia'tio, from palmare,' to
The
cover, mask;' from pallium, 'a mantle.'
act of palliating, that is, of causing the symptoms of a disease to mitigate, without curing it.
The medical art can frequently only moderate
the symptoms of a disease, prevent it from
making progress, prolong the days of the paThis is a
tient, and diminish his sufferings.
dQCfiog,

—

palliative treatment.

PAL'LIATIVE, Palliati'vus, Antipath'ic
A remedy or mode of treat-

f

PALATO-PHARYNGIEN, Palato-pharyngeus p. Salpingeus p. Salpingeus, Circumflexus p. Sulpinoien, Circumflexus.
PALATO-PHARYNGE'US, Pharyn'go-staThyro pitaphyli'nus, Staphyli'no-pharyngeus.
ryn'go-sinphyli' nus, part of the Stylo-pharyngien

—

—

PALENESS, Pallor, Och' rotes, Ochroma, (F.)
Whiteness of complexion. It appears
Paleur.
to be owing to a diminution of the blood circulating in the capillary vessels, and is often a
sign of disease.
CO ULEURS, Chlorosis.
(F.). Pal'mula, Fer'ula.
An instrument of percussion. It has the shape of a
made
with
long
handle;
is
of
very
spatula
a
light, while wood, and has been proposed, by
Percy, for what is called the Massage, a kind
of pressure or kneading, exerted by the hand
on the body and limbs, to excite the tone of the
skin and subjacent tissues.
Palette also means a Cup (q. v.) and the Xiphoid cartilage (?).
Palette a Pansement. A small splint of
thin, scooped wood; having the shape of the
hand, and used to support the hand in certain
when burnt, for example in order to
cases
prevent the fingers from being deformed by the

(Ch.,) UyperopharT/ngeus, (F.) Pahtlo-pliiirijngien.
membrcnous muscle, broader at its
middle than at its extremities, and situate ver-

A

tically in the lateral paries

of the pharynx and

Eiiantiopath'ic.

ment, which only relieves a disease, without
curing it.

PALL1DULUS, Blufard.
PALLOR, Paleness.
PALM, Palma, Vola, Thenar,

J]ges,Agos'tus,
or inside
of the hand.
It is limited, without, by the thenar eminence, which answers to the thumb;
icitltin, by the hypothenar eminence,, which an(F.)

Paume

de lu main.

The hollow

—
PALMA

PALPITATION
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swers to the little finger; above, by the wristjuint: and, below, by the four ringers.

PAL'PEBRA,
'to palpitate,'

supposed to be from palpitare,

owing

PALMA

to its frequent motion. (?)

CHRIST1, Ricinus communis— p. Bhph'aron, (F.) Paupiere. The eyelids are two
Humilis, Musa paradisiaca.
movable vela, situate in front of the eye; which
PALMAIRE CI/T.4AX Palmnris brevis-jp by their separation permit the organ to receive
(hand, Palmaris magnus p. Grele, Palmaris the impression of light, or by their greater or
longus— p. Long, Palmaris longus.
'

—

—

—

Palmar Muscles. These

are three in

num-

Palma'ris Magnus, Flexor carpi radia'lis,
Radialis intcrnus, Epitrochlo-milacarpien, (F.)
Palmaire grand, Radial antirieur. A long fusiform muscle, which passes obliquely from the
inner tuberosity of the humerus to the upper
extremity of the second metacarpal bone. It
bends the hand. 2. Palmaris Longus, Latescen'ber.

1.

tis ckordae, Ulnaris grac"ilis, Epitrochlo carpipalmaire, (F.) Palmaire long, P. grkle. This
muscle is situate on the inner side of the last.
It is very slender, and passes from the inner
tuberosity of the humerus to the anterior annular ligament of the carpus, and to the palmar
aponeurosis, which it seems to form by the va
nishing of its fibres. It stretches the palmar
aponeurosis, and bends the hand. 3. Palmaris
Brevis, P. Brevis vel Caro quadra'ta, Palmaire
rutane, Carpisdus, (F.) Palmaire etitane.
A
small, thin, quadiilateral muscle; situate before
the thenar eminence. It passes from the annular ligament of the carpus to the integuments
of the palm of the hand, which it wrinkles by
its

contractions.

PALMl PHALAjXGIEJYS,

Lumbricales ma-

—

—

—

bral, (q

v.)

Palpebra Inferior Extrorsum Flexa, Ec-

—p

tropion

7'ertia,

Valvnla semilunaris.

PALPEBRA SUPERIORS PRIMUS,

PALMULA, Date, Palette.
PALMUS, Palpitation— p. Plumbarius, Colic,

—

p.

Vomitus, Vomiting.

PAL'l'EBRAL,
the eyelid.'
the eyelid.

'

Palpebra'lis,

PALPATION,

from Fr. palper,

to feel.

from palpebra,

That which belongs

or relates to

Palpebral Arteries are those distributed
to the eyelids.
They are two in number; an
upper and a lower. The former arises from the
ophthalmic, a little beyond the cartilaginous
pulley of the greater oblique muscle, and descends towards the upper eyelid, over which it

The latter arises at the side of,
little behind, the preceding, and sends
ramifications to the lower eyelid and the
neighbouring parts. The palpebral veins have
a similar arrangement; except that some of
them open into the tempoial and labial veins.

is

distributed.

and a
its

Palpebral Flux, Purifohm.

A

The

sense of Touch (q. v.) It is also used for the
mode of exploring disease Ly feeling or press
ing upon the diseased organ.

puriform

discharge, furnished by the glands of Meibomius, when inflamed; and to which Scarpa attributes fistula lachrymalis, in many cases.
Palpebral Ligaments are distinguished into
superior and inferior. Some anatomists, with
Winslow, have described, under this name, the
on the one
fibrous layer, which is attached,
h.ind, to the outer part of the circumference of
the orbit; on the other, to the tarsal cartilages.
P a l p e b r a r. N e r v e s or Nerves of th e Eyelids,
arise, particularly, from the frontal and lachrymal branches; from the ophthalmic nerve
of Willis; and from the facial, nasal, and
infra-orbitar branch of the superior maxillary

—

,

nerve.
Orbicularis palpebrarum.

PALPEBRARUM APEfUENS RECTUS,
Levator palpebrse superioris
Orliiculares palpebrarum.

—

p.

Duo

PALP1TATIO ARTERIARUM,

PALO DE CALENTURAS, Calentnras.
PALOS DE CALENTURA, Cinchona.

Le-

vator palpebra superioris.

PALPEBRAL1S,

nus.

metallic

it from the influence of
too great light, or from the action of extraneous
bodies. They are separated, above, from the
forehead, by the eyebrows; ai.d, below, are
confounded with the cheeks. They are distinguished into upper and lower. The former is
much broader and more movable than the latter..
They are separated by a transverse cleft;
and their edges are thick, and furnished with
the cilia or eyelashes. Supported by the tarsal
cartilages, they unite at the extremities of the
transverse diameter of the orbit, forming two
angles,
the innermost being called the greater
angle of the eye, or inner or greater canthus; the
other, the lesser or external, angle or canthus.
They are formed, 1. Of a thin dermoid texture;
a portion of the
2. Of a muscular membrane,
orbicularis: 3. Of a particular fibrous membrane: 4. Of the tarsi: and 5. Of a mucous
membrane, a part of the tunica conjunctiva.
Their vessels and nerves are called Palpe-

less occlusion prolt-ct

PALMAR, Palma'ris, from pa/ma, the palm
of the hand.' That which concerns the palm
of the hand. The palm has, sometimes, been
divided into three regions, called palmar. l.The
exlcrnul palmar region corresponds to the thenar eminence. 2. The internal palmar region
is formed by the hypothenar eminence: and,
3. The middle palmar region is the hollow of
the hand, (F.) Creux de la main.
Palmar Aponeurosis. A strong triangular
aponeurosis, which arises from the inferior tendon of the palmaris brevis, and the anterior annular ligament of the carpus. It covers the
whole palm of the hand, and adheres, somewhat strongly, to the skin of the part. The
palmar ligaments are small, very numerous,
fibrous fasciae, which unite the different bones
of the carpus and metacarpus.
Palmar Arches, (F.) Arcades ou Crosses
patmaires. The curved extremities of the radial and cubital arteries in the palm of the hand.
There are two palmar arches: the one cubigrande Arcade palmaire of
tal or superficial,
Crnussier, furnishes, at its convexity towards
the fingers, the collateral arteries of the fingers,
and the internal collateral of the thumb; the
other, the radial, profound, or deep-seated, petite Arcade palmaire of Chaussier, is deep in the
palm of the hand beneath the tendons of the
It gives some
flexor muscles of the fingers.
small branches only to the surrounding parts.

tation

—

ta'tio

Cordis, Cardiopal'mus,

musculi,

see Palpi-

p. Cordis trepidans, Cardiotromus.
Palpitatio Membko'rum. A term used by
Gaubius for involuntary shaking of the legs.
PALPITATION, Palpita'tio, Palmus, Pulpi-

(q. v.) Subsul'tio,

PALPITATION
Clonus

Pafpita'tio, (F.) Palpitation, P. du Cmur.
given to the pulsations of the heart,

A name
when

they become stronger, more extensive,
or more sensible to the individual, than ordinarily.
Palpitations occur in a number of affections.
They are, sometimes, owinir to organic
disease of the heart, hypertrophy, inflammation,
&.C.; at others, to a disease in some other viscus; whilst, frequently, they are merely nervous.

Palpitation is sometimes felt in the arteries, constituting Palpitalio Arterio'sa.

PALPITATION DU COZUR.

Palpitation.

PALSY, Paralysis— p. Bell's, Paralysis.Bell's.
The paralysis of the upper
extremities especially, induced by the poison
of lead.
Palsy, Lead.

Palsy, Shaking, Paralysis agitans.

PALUDAPIUM, Apium graveolens.
PALUS, Marsh, Penis— p. Sanctus,

Giiaia-

cum.

PAMBIOMA,

Panbioma.
PAMOISOjY, Syncope.
PAMPLL'GIA, Panplegia; from nav, 'all,'
and ,7/i;/cu, I strike.' General paralysis. Palsy
of the whole body.
PANAGE'A from nav. 'all,' and aztouat, 'I
'

Universale reme'dium, Punchres'tos. A
pretended universal remedy. There is no such
thing in existence.
Panacea Ducis Holsatije, Potassae sulphas
p. Duplicata, Potassa? sulphas
p Lapsorum,
Arnica montana— p. Mercurialis, Hydrargyri
submurias p. Mercurii rubri, Hydrargyri nitrico-oxydum p Vegetabilis, Crocus.
PANA'DA. Diminutive of Ital. Pane, 'bread,'
(Lat. Panis.) Puna'ta, Panatrl'la. Bread, boiled
in water to the consistence of pap.
Sometimes
administered to the sick.
PANARIS. Paronychia.
PANARITIUM. Paronychia.
PANARIUM, Paronychia.
PAN ATA. Panada.
PANATKLLA. Panada.
(JOSTINUM, Pastinaca opoponax
cure.'

—

—

—

—

—

PANAX
p.

Heracleum, Pastinaca opoponax

Iiacea,. Pastinaca

PANDICULATION
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opoponax.

— p. Pasti-

Panax Quinquefo'lium, Ginseng, Ninsing.

carno'svm, Gland'ula saliva'lis abdom'inis, Panere' ni
A gland, deeply seated in the abdomen,
and lying transversely on the vertebra] column,
between the three curvatures of the duodenum,
behind the stomach, and to the right of the
spleen.
Its left extremity is called the tail of
the pancreas it is smaller than the right, which
;

is

called the head.

At

its

right portion,

it

has,

almost always, a greater or less prolongation;
called, by Winslow and some others, the lesser
pancreas, (F.) Petit pancreas, Pancreas of Aselli,
Pancreas minus. The pancreas resembles the
salivary glands in structure, and has been called
the Abdominal Salivary Gland. It is composed
of lobes and granulated lobules, distinct and
united by celltiiar tissue. From each of the
granulations of these lobes arise the radicles of
its excretory duct, which are very delicate, and
are united like veins. The duct itself, Ductus
Pancreat'icus, Canal or Duct of Wirsung or
Wirsungus, (F ) Canal pancriatique, proceeds
in a serpentine course into the substance of
the organ; and, when it has reached behind
the second portion of the duodenum, it becomes free, and is of the size of a crow's quill.
It opens at an acute angle into the choledoch
duct, or proceeds close to it, opening separately
into the duodenum.
The Pancreatic arteries
are very numerous and small. They proceed
from the coeliac, splenic, superior mesenteric,
right gastro-epiploic, coronaria ventiiculi, and
left capsular.
Its veins open into the radicles
of the vena porta; and, particularly, into the
splenic and lesser mesenteric. Its nerves emanate from the solar plexus, and its lymphatics
pass into ganglions, to which it gives its name.
The pancreas secretes the pancreatic juice,
Succtis seu Liquor Pancreuticvs, Lympha Pancreotis, which resembles the saliva.

PANCREATKMPHRAX'IS,
the pancreas,' and tfiifQaaoto,
struction of the pancreas.
'

'

I

from nayxQiag,
obstruct.' Ob-

PANCREATIC SARCO'MA OF ABERSarco'ma pancreat'icum. A

NETHY, Em phi/ ma

in irregular masses, connected by loose
fibrous substance, like the irregular masses of
Found in the cellular substance;
the pancreas.
but. more usually, in lymphatic glands chiefly
breast.
in the female

tumour,

Family, Arauacese. Sex. Sijst. Polyandria MoPANCREATl'TIS, Inflamma'tio Pancreatis,
This plant grows in Tartary arid North
America. The root is about the thickness of (F ) Inflammation du Pancreas. Inflammation
an affection, the phenomena
the little finger; an inch or two in length, often of the pancreas;
dividing into two branches; of a whitish yellow of which are not well known to us.
PAN'CREATOID, from nayxctac, 'the pancolour wrinkled on the surface, and of a cornA tumour, repact, almost horny, texture. It has no smell, creas,' and aSof, appearance.'
the p-increas in structure. Maunoir.
sembling
slight
taste,
combined
with
a
but a very sweet
PANCRENF, Pancreas.
It is much
degree of aromatic bitterness.
PANDALITIUM, Paronvchia.
esteemed by the Chinese, who pay a high price
PANDEMIOS. Epidemy.
It is a gentle and agreeable stimulant.
for it.
PANDICULATION, Pandicula'tio, Scodine'PANBIO'MA, Pnmhio'ma, from nuv, 'all, 'and
The original animating principle. ma or Scordine'ma, Scordinis'niiis, Clonus PanBio?, 'lite.'
dicula'lio, from pandere, to stretch out,' StretchThe general principle of life.
ing, Hnl'ices (PI )
An action, which consists
PANCHRESTOS. Panacea.
PANCHYMAGO'GUM, Pantago'gon, from in elevating the upper limbs, and throwing the
•/rotv, 'all,'
yiiitQ, 'juice,' and uyui, '1 drive head and trunk backwards, at the same time
away.' A medicine, which the ancients be- that the lower limbs are extended. This series
lieved capable of purging away all sorts of hu- of motions of the extensor muscles is, in some
measure, independent of the will, and is accommour?.
Panchymagogum Minerale, Hydrargyri sub- panied with yawning, which is equally involunncRcia.

—

;

'

—

'

murias.

'

Ephiemy.

PAN'CREAS,

from nuv,

flesh;'

In the state of health, stretching occuis
before and after sleep; especially when we are
fatigued.
It is, also, observed at the onset of
certain paroxysms of fever, hysteria, &c.
tary.

PANCGENOS,
i.

e.

'

quite fleshy.'

and

xprac,

Cullic'reas,

Totum

*

all,*

—
PAXICAUT

PANICAUT, Eryngium campestre—p. MariEryngium mariiicum.

time,

PAN'ICUM ITAL'ICUM,

Jtal'ian

Panic

Grass, Indian Millet, Guinea Corn, Barbadoes
Millet, Milium In'dicum, Sorghum, Holcus. Sorghum, (F.) Millet des oistaux. Nut. Ord. GraThe seed— Mil'ii Sem'ina are much
ininea?.
esteemed in [taly, being a constant ingredient
in the soups, and made into a variety of forms
for the table.
Panicum Milia'ceum, Common Millet, Milium,
Cenchron, Cenchrus, (F.) Milltt ordinaire. Millet seed are esteemed a nutritious article of diet
and are often made into puddings.

—

PANIS CANICACEUS, see Canicae— p. Cibarius seu secundaria^, Syncomistos p.Cuculi,
Oxalis acetosella p. Porcinus, Cyclamen.

—

—

PANNL Swathing clothes.
PANNICULE CHARNU,

Carnosus panni-

cnlus.

PANNIC'ULUS.

Diminutive of Pannus,
piece of fine cloth. Pterygion, (q. v.)
Cellular membrane
Aniposus,
Pannicui.us

cloth.
p.

A

—

Cordis, Pericardium

—

Hymenals, Hymen.

p.

PAPILLA
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Panniculus Carno'sus, Tu'nicacarnosa, Muscular Web, Mantle, is a general covering, found
in the quadruped, and formed by a thin, subcutaneous muscle, which serves to move the skin.
It exists only in certain parts of the human
body; as in the forehead, where it is formed by
the occipito frontalis; in the neck, by the platysma myoides; and, in the scrotum, by the
cremaster muscle.
PANNUS. A piece of cloth. This word has
several other meanings, which are equivocal
Also, a speck in
It means a tent for a wound.
the eye, likened to a piece of rag; the vessels
over the corneal epidermis being so numerous as
to form a vascular network; also, an irregular

Jardins. Family, Papaveracea;. Sex. Syst. PolyThe Capsule of the
andria Monogynia.
White Poppy, Codia, y.wSia or xwdnu, Scaphion,
oxxtpiov, Papav'cris Caput vel Cap'svlu, Poppyhead, is useJ in fomentation, as an anodyne and
relaxant, to inflamed or ulcerated parts.
The
expressed oil of the seeds is called by the French

Huile d'OZillette. It is from this poppy that we
procure Opium; called, also, Opium Thcbu'icum, Meco'nium, Opion,Manus Dci,Affinn, Amplii.iim, Ajium, Osoron, Lau'danum.
It is the
milky juice obtained, after the flowering of the
plant, by making longitudinal incisions in the
capsules and stalks. It is commonly obtained
from the Levant or India, where the poppy
grows abundantly. Opium is a compound of
morphia, meconic acid, narcotine, caoutchouc,
fecula, resin, oil, and several other substances.
Turkey Opium is of a heavy, and slightly fetid
odour. Its taste is nauseous, bitter, acrid, and
warm: it is in flat pieces; solid and tenacious;
of a dark brown colour and yellowish, when
powdered; marking a light brown, interrupted
streak on paper. In East India Opium, the

odour

is

the same, and

empyreumatic

;

the taste

but more nauseous, and the colour
darker. Opium is stimulant, in small doses;
sedative, in large; narcotic and anodyne; operating through the nervous system. It is a most
valuable remedy in all painful affections, and in
inflammations, when given so as to produce its
full, sedative effect, especially in peritonitis. In
diarrhoea and dysentery, it acts as an astringent;
in intermittents, it will often prevent the paroxysm. In typhus, in small doses, it acts as a
is

less bitter,

cordial; in larger,

it

allays irritation

and pro-

When

applied externally, its narcotic effects are developed: and, hence, it is a
irritable sores, painful tuto
useful application
Castelli.
mours, &c. Dose, gr. £ to \ as a stimulant; gr.
riEevus or mark on the skin.
Pannus Hepaticus, Chloasma p. Lenticula- j to iv as a sedative.
Pafaver Cereale, P. rboeas p. Cornicularis, Ephelides.
tum, Chelidonium majus p. Erraticum, P.
PANOCHIA, Bubo.
P A N O P O'B I A, Pa.ntopho'bia, Athym'ia, rhceas p. Luleum, Chelidonium majus.
Papaver Nigrum. This is merely a variety
Pavor. (F.) Frnyeur nooturne, Souci, from TIar,
*
the god Pan,' and cpoftiic, fear.' A panic or of the white poppy, producing black seeds.
Papaver Rhceas. The systematic and pharinspired by the god Pan, according to the
fear
opinion of the ancients. Some derive it from macopoeial name of the Red corn-poppy, PaThis is sometimes paver errul'icum, Papaver cerea'le, Ramus, (F.)
nav, all,' and cpo[?oc, fear.
The heads of this species contain,
Coquelicot.
morbid, and is a symptom of melancholy.
from nav, 1 all,' and also, a milky juice of a narcotic quality. A
ophthalmitis ; inflammation of the eye. Inflam- syrup has been directed of its flowers, which
has been esteemed diaphoretic and slightly
mation of the whole eye.
soothing; but is more admired for its colour
PANPLEGIA. Paraplegia.
Dressing.
PAJVSEMEJVT,
than for any other properly.
PAPAVERCULUM, Meconium.
PANSIES. Viola tricolor.
TREE, Carica Papaya.
PANSPER'MIA, from nav, 'all,' and aneoua,
PA PAYER, Carica Papaya.
sperm.' The theory of Dissemination of Germs,
PA 1'IL'LA, Thele. Diminutive, perhaps, from
according to which, ova, or germs, are disseminated over all space, undergoing development papa, one of the earliest cries of the infant, asThe end of the
cribed to a craving for food.
under favourable circumstances.
An eminence similar to a
Panchymagogum.
breast, or nipple.
name given to small eminipple, (q. v.)
PANT1CES, Intestine.
nences, more or less prominent, at the surface
PANTING, Anhelatio.
Omnivorous.
of several parts particularly of the skin and
PANTOPHOBIA, Hydrophobia, Panophobia. mucous membranes, in which latter situation

duces sleep.

—

—

—

H

—

—

'

—

:

'

'

PANOPHTHALMITIS,

PAPAW

'

PANTAGOGON,

A

PANTOPHAGUS,
PANUS,

topanus— p.

Phygelhlon

—

p.

Faucium, Storna- they

Inguinalis, Bubo.

PAP OF THE THROAT,
PAPAS AMER1CANUS,

are also called Villi.

See Villous.

They

appeal formed by the ultimate expansion of the
Uvula.
vessels and nerves, and are susceptible, in some
Solanum tubero- cases, of a kind of erection. They are also called

Papillse ncrvo'sx, P. pyramid a' es, Nervous pasomnifervm, Mcron. The pillx. (F.) Papillcs ou Fupillcs nerveuses, Huuppes
White Poppy, Papaver sati'vum. (F.) Pavot des ncrccuses.
I

sum.

PAPA'VER.

P-

PARACYNAXCHE

PAPILLI
Papilljf. UALiciFORMES,see P. of the tongue
p. Capitate, see P. of the tongue
p. Conical,
see P. of the tongue— p. Conoida], see P. of the
longue p Filiform, see P. of the tongue p.
Fungiform, see P. of the tongue p. Fungoid,
see P. of the tongue.

—

—

—

—

—

Septimum sive faciale, Facial nerve p. Trigeminum, Trigemini p Trium funiculorum,Trigemini — p. Vagus, Pneumogastric— p. Visorius,

—

Optic nerve.
PARA, nana, a common prefix, 'by, near,
contrary to, through,' (per;) 'above and beyond,'
Papilla of the Kidney, (F.) Mamelons du (ultra;) besides,' (prxter.) In certain terms,
rein, are the projections into the pelvis of the as in Paracusis, Porapsis, Parabysma, &c, used
kidney of the apices of the cones of the tubular by Dr. Good, Para means a defective or morbid
substance of the kidney. They are also called condition
Proces'sus mamilla'res, Carun'culae papilla'res,
PARABALANUS, from nanaffaUur, (naoa,
Pijram'itlcs Malpigliia'nae, Papillae renum.
and |W/fir, 'to cast,') 'to expose.' A name
Papills Lenticular, see P. of the tongue given, by the ancients, to a person who dep. MaximtE, see P. of the tongue
voted himself to the service of the sick in hosp. Media?,
see P. of the tongue
p. Minima?, see P. of the
pitals; and particularly during epidemics and
tongue p. Mucosa?, see P. of the tongue p. the plague.
Nervous, see Papilla p. Pyramidal, see P. of
PARACENTE'RIUM. Same etymon as the
the tongue
p. Pyramidales, see
next.
Papilla
p.
Woolhouse has given this appellation to
Renum, see P. of* the kidney p. Semilenticu- a small trocar, employed by Nuck for puncturing
lares, see P. of the tongue.
the eye in cases of dropsy of that organ.
Papillae of the Tongue are very numerous
PARACENTESIS, Perfora'tio, Punddo,
nnd marked. They are observed, particularly, Pujictu'ra, Ccncmbale'sis, Cente'sis, Compund'at the upper surface of the organ, and are dis- tio
from naouximvi, (naoa, and xtvrew, I
tinguished into
1. The Lenticular papillae. Papierce,')
I pierce through.'
The operation of
pilla: mucu'sas, P. mayHmaz, P. capita' las, P.vallu'tae, tapping to evacuate the collected fluid in ascites,
P. trunca'tas, P. calirifor'mes. They are ar- ovarial drops}', &c.
ranged at the base of the tongue in two oblique
Paracentesis; Puncturing.
lines having the shape of the letter V; and
PARACENTICION, Trocar.
united angularly at the foramen caecum. They
PARACEPHALUS, Anencephalus, Pseudohave, in general, an ovoid or spherical shape, cephalus.
PARACMAS'TIC, Paracmas'ticus, from naand are merely mucous follicles similar to those
of the palate, lips, &c. 2. The Fun! giform or oaxuatoi,' I decrease.' Decreasing. An epithet
Fungoid papilla?, Papillae mediae, P. Semilcnticu- to a distemper, which gradually decreases.
la'res, are of indeterminate number, but always Also, according to Ga'.en, the period of life when
more numerous than the preceding. They are a person is said to grow old, which he places at
irregularly disseminated near the edges and from 3o to 49, after which he is said to be old,
a definition that would not suit us at the prethe point of *he tongue; have a rounded and
Gorrssus and Castelli.
flattened head, supported by a short and nar- sent day.
PARACMAST1COS. See Acmasticos.
row footstalk. Their tint is whitish. Of their
PARACME, Decline.
3. The Con'ical.
real nature we are ignorant.
PARACOE._ See Cophosis.
Conoi'dal, or Pyram'idal papilla;, P. min'imas,P.
PARAC'OPE, Paraph!orn, Fararru'sis, from
Their
xillo'sx, are the most numerous of all.
arrangement is more regular in the forepart of tj aoaxonrai, 'I strike falsely.' Delirium. In
Hippocrates,
it means the slight delirium, which
the tongue than behind. They resemble small
cones; the base being towards the tongue, and sometimes occurs in febrile diseases.
PARACOUSIA. See Cophosis.
the apex free. The anterior are very small,
PARACRUS1S, Paracope.
and have been called Fil'iform papil'lx They
PARACUSIS, Cophosis. Also, perverted
appear to be produced by the terminations of
the filaments of the lingual nerve, and are sur- audition.
Paracu'sis Acris, Jludi'tus a'crior, Paracuvascular
network.
evident
rounded by an
Papill/e Truncate, see P. of the tongue p. sis oxycoi'a, from naoa, defective,' and axovotg,
Hearing painfully acute,
the act of hearing.'
p. Villosa?, see
Vallalse, see P. of the tongue
and intolerant of the lowest sounds; a sympP. of the tongue.

—

'

—

—

—
—

—

—

—
—

—

'

:

—

'

—

—

—

—

'

'

PAPILLI-AUT-MAMMILLI-FORMIS, Mas- tom

in otalgia, epilepsy, cephalitis,

and

febrile

affections.

toid.

PAP'ULA.

A

pimple, Exor'mia.

(F.)

Bou-

A small, acuminated elevation
ton, Bourgeon.
of the cuticle, with an inflamed base very seldom containing a fluid, or suppurating, and commonly terminating in scurf or desquamation.
Papula? form the first order of Willan and
Bateman's arrangement of cutaneous diseases.
Papula Agiua, Lichen agrius— p. Fera, Herpes exedens.
Papulje, Liahen p. Sicca?, Lichen— p. Sudoris, Miliary Fever.
;

—

PAPPUS AMER1CANUS,

Solanum

tube-

PAQUERETTE VIVACE,
PAR OPTICUM NERVORUM,

Bellis.

Optic nerve
p.Primum nervorum cerebri, Olfactory nerves
p Quintum nervorum cerebralium, Trigemip.
p. Secundum nervorum, Optic nerve
ni

—
—
—

—

45.

coia

—

p.

Oxycoia,

—

—

P. acris.

Paracusis Perver'sa, P.

Willisia'na, P.

im-

The ear only senperfecta, Perverse hearing.
sible to articulate sounds, when excited by other

—

and louder sounds intermixed with them
Good.
Paracusis Surditas, see Cophosis p. Wil-

—

lisiana, P. perversa.

PARACYESIS, Pregnancy, morbid, Pregnancy preternatural p. Abortus, Abortion p.
Tubaria, Salpingo-cyesis.
PARACYNAN'CHE, (para, and cynanche.)
Inflammation of the external muscles of the
larynx. According to others, a slight cynan-

—

rosum.

—

Paracusis Duplicata, Double hearing p.
Imaginaria, Tinnitus aurium
p. Imperfecta,
Double hearing, P. perversa p. Obtusa, Barye-

che. fq. v.)

—

—
PAR/ESTHESIS

PARESTHESIA,
PARAGEUSIA,
of

PARALYTIC STROKE,

Paresthesis— p. Auditus

Proptoma auricularum.

flacca,

PARAPLEGIA

52G

see Stroke, para-

lytic.

Ageustia.

PARAME'NIA,

Also, perversion

naoafttjita,

from nuga, 'bad-

and pft>, a month.' Menstrua' tio
yXwaaa, Menses anom'alse, Mismcnstruation.

taste.

ly,'

PARAGLOS'SA,

'

aiiom'ala,

from na%a, and
Difficult
'the tongue.'
Swellingof the tongue, Dyspha- menstruation, (q.v.) Disordered menstruation.
Paramenia Difficilis, Dysmenorrhcca— p.
gia Linguo'sa. Sauvages, under the term Para glossa deglutito'ria, means a pretended dou- Erroris, Menstruation, vicarious
p. Obstrucbling of the tongue into the pharynx, (F.) Ren- tionis, see Amenorrhcea
p. Profusa, Menorrhagia p. Superflua, Menorrhagia.
versement de la langue.
PARAME'RIA, 7ra£>an»;nia,froin naga, 'about,'
PARAGOGE, Adduction, Coaptation.
and fi^gog, 'the thigh.' The internal parts of
PARAGOMPHO'SJS, Paragomphosis cap'- the
thigh.
itis; from naga,
by,' near,' and yofxifwaic, a
PARAMESOS. Annular finger, see Digitus.
nailing.'
Wedging of the head of the child in
PARANCEA, Delirium, Dementia.
the pelvis during labour.
PARANYM'PHUS, from naqa, 'near,' and
PARALAMP'SIS, nagaXaftxpu, from nagarvuipi, 'a young spouse,' 'a bride.'
A name
Xa/unv), (naga, and Xaunu>, I shine,) I sh ine at
given by the ancients, to him who led the bride
the side of.' A cicatrix on the transparent part
to the house of her husband.
The
term
was
of the eye. Hippocr.
adopted into the ancient schools of medicine,
PARALLAGMA, Chevauchc merit.
to designate the usual discourse pronounced at
PARALLAXIS, Chevauchement.
the end of the prescribed period of study for
PARALLE'LA. A kind of scurfy, cutaneous licentiate, in which the qualifications and merits
eruption, affecting the palms of the hands, in of the candidate were described.
parallel lines, and symptomatic of the venereal
PARAPATHIA. Pathomania.
disease. Forestus.
PARAPECHYON, Radius.
from
PARALOPH'IA,
naga, 'near,' and
PARAPHIA, Parapsis.

—

'

—

—

'

'

'

'

—

—

j

Xoq>ia,

'

the

lower and
tebrae.

first

vertebra of the back.' The
neck, near the ver-

i

lateral part of the

— Keil.

PARALYS1E,

Paralysis.

PARAL'YSIS, PaiJ esis, Resolu'tio memlro'rum, R. nervo'rum, Carus paralysis, Catal'ysis,
(F.) Para/ysic, Resolution des memhres; Palsy,
from naguXvw, (nana, and Xvut, 'I loosen,') I
Abolition or great diminution of the
relax.'
voluntary motions, and, sometimes, of sensation, in one or more parts of the body.
'

Palsy is said to be local, when it affects only
When it extends to half the
a few muscles.
body, vertically or horizontally, it is called
Hemiplegia, or Paruple'gia, (q. v.) It is commonly symptomatic of disease of the brain or
of the nerves themselves, and is a frequent accompaniment, precursor, or successor of apoplexy. The immediate cause is, generally, pressure, either by blood effused, or by serum, or by
vascular turgescence. At its onset, therefore,
blood-letting may be advisable but, afterwards,
the disease becomes one of nervous debility,
and requires stimulants to the paralyzed parts,
fiictions, sinaor to the mucous membranes
pisms, blisters, the inoxa, baths, electricity, galvanism, purgatives, and the mix vomica, which
last has the property of exciting movements
where the will has no longer power. The disease generally admits only of palliation, and is
extremely apt to recur.
;

'

yet they must be persevered in for some time; and should they not
succeed, the rings, formed by the tumefied prepuce, must be cut transversely, and the antiphlogistic treatment be adopted.
cite considerable pain,

PARAPHOBIA, Hydrophobia.
PARAPHO'NIA, Clangor; from
j

nana, and
the voice.'
Affection of the voice, when
character or timbre is disagreeable.

ipvti r
t

j

its

;

—

PARAPH IMO'SIS, Periphimo'sis: from naga,
about/ and ipifiou, I bridle.' Strangulation
of the glans penis, owing to the opening of the
prepuce being too narrow. It frequently happens in persons affected with phimosis, when
the prepuce has been pushed violently behind
the base of the glans, during copulation, &c.
In paraphimosis, the narrow and resisting aperture of the prepuce forms, behind the corona
glandis, a kind of ligature, which strangulates
the part, causes it to swell and inflame, and
even to become gangrenous. Attempts must
be made to bring back the prepuce. These ex'

'

,

Paraphonia Clangens, Oxyphonia — p. Gut-

—

Asaphia p. Nasalis, Rhinophonia
Rauca, Raucedo — p. Ulcerosa, Oxyphonia.
turalis,

—

—

p.

PARAPHORA, Delirium, Paracope.
PARAPHRENESIS, Paraphrenias— p. Diaphragmatica, Diaphragmitis.
PARAPHRENPT1S, from naga, near,' and
Puraphrenc'sis.
the diaphragm.'
A
<p gtrtg,
name given to inflammation of the diaphragm,
Paralysis, Primula veris.
(see Diaphragmitis,) which was supposed alParal'ysis Ag"itans, Shaking Palsy.
A ways to produce delirium as well as to the
variety of tremor, in which the muscles are in delirium itself, accompanying that affection.
a perpetual alternation of contraction and re- See Phrenitis.
PARAPHROSYNE, Delirium.
laxation.
Paralysis, Bell's, Bell's Palsy. The paraPARAPHROTES, Delirium.
PARAPLE'GIA, Parop/cz'ia,, Rhachiparal'lysis of the face, induced by a lesion of the
portio dura, has been so called by some, owing ysis, Rhachioparal'ysis, Puial'ysis spina' Us, P.
to Sir Charles Bell having been one of the first medulla'ris, Carus paralysis paraplegia, from
I
strike.'
to enumerate distinctly the symptoms attendant nuga, dim. particle, ~»nd nX^naw,
Palsy of the lower half of the body, including
upon it.
Paralysis Beriberia, Beriberi p. Hemi- the bladder and rectum. It is, generally, owitiir
p. Medullaris, Paraplegia to disease of some part of the cerebrospinal
plegia, Hemiplegia
The anp. Scorbutica, axis; especially of the spinal portion
p. Rachialgia, Colic, metallic
p. Spinalis, Paraplegia.
cients sometimes used the term for incomplete
Pellagra
I

'

'

'

:

—

'

—

—

—

—

—

—
PARAPLEURITIS
apoplexy.

PARIETAL
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Some

authors have, also, made a thenar, parathenar minor, the short flexor of that
paraplegia and paraplexia, toe.
for a partial apoplexy;
the
Parathenaii Major, Abductor minimi digiti
latter for general or complete apoplexy.
pedis— p. Minor, Flexor brevis minimi digiti

distinction

— using thebetween
former

—

PARAPLEURITIS, Pleurodynia.
PARAPLEXIA, Paraplegia.

pedis.

PARATHROMA, Elon<ratio.
PARATRIMMA Chafing.

PARAP'OPLEXY,

,

Parapoplex'ia, from
naoa, dim., and ano;ik>]%ia, apoplexy.' False
apoplexy
a soporous state, resembling apoplexy ; and, especially, that which occurs in
the paroxysms of pernicious intermittents.

PARATROPH'E,

from n uoa,'dim,' and Tooir >;,
Misnutrition.

'

'

PARAP'SIS, Paraph' ia, from

naoa,

Anodyne.

PARElA,Gena.

PAREIRA, see

defec-

'

nourishment.'

PAREGORICUS,

;

P. brava.

Pareira Brava, Cissam'pelos

Pareira, Paand «jto/i«(, I touch.' Sense of touch reyra, Butua, Pariera brava, Mu'ta, Mba'tna,
or general feeling vitiated or lost.
Good.
Botou, Caa-peba, Overo butua. Family, MenisPauapsis Acris Tkmeritudo, Soreness p. permece. Sex. Syst. DioBcia Monadelphia. The
Expers, Torpor, Anaesthesia p. lllusoria,Pseu- root of this plant, Pareira (Ph. U. S.) a nada;sthesia
p. Pruritus, Itching.
tive of South America and the West Indies,

tively,'

'

—

—

—

—

—

PARARMA, Fimbria.
PARARRHYTH'MOS,

has a sweet taste with considerable bitterness
from nana, 'dim,' and slight roughness. It has been recommended
and nvduog, 'rhythm.' An epithet for the pulse, in nephritic and calculous affections; but it is
when it has not the rhythm proper to the a<re not much used.
and constitution of the individual.
PARELLE, Rnmex hydrolapathum.

PARARTHRE'MA,

from naqa, and aq&oov,
Incomplete luxation.
PARASCEPAS'TRA.from 7i«o«,and oxtnatw,
A cup or bandage, which covers the
I cover.'
whole head. Galen.
PARASCEUE, Apparatus.
PARAS'C HIDES, from naoa, and oxitm, ' I
Fragments or splinters of a broken
cleave.'
bone
PAR'ASITE, Parasi'tus, from nana, near,'
and at roc, corn,' food.' Parasites are plants
which attach themselves to other plants and
animals which live in or on the bodies of other
so as to subsist, at their expense. The
animals,

'a

PARENCEPHALIS, Cerebellum.
PARENCEPHALOCE'LE, from naQiyy.t<pa~

joint.'

'

—

'

'

'

;

—

—

a parasitic plant
the louse a paraThe chief parasitic animals are the
Pcdic'ulus liuma'nus corp'oris, P. cap'kis, P.
pubis, Pulex irri'tans, P. pen'etrans, and the
Ac'arvs Srubiei.
PARASITICIDE, Antiparasitic.
mistletoe

sitic

:

is

animal

PARASITISMUS INTESTINALIS,

—

).i;, (.caoa, and c yy.t tpulog,
the brain,') 'the cerebellum,' and *>/.*>/, 'a tumour,' Hernia, of the
cerebel'lum; a very rare disease.
It occurs
under the form of a soft, indolent, or slightly
painful tumour, without change in the colour
of the skin, and is situate in the occipital region.
It is constituted of the
cerebellum,
which escapes through an aperture in the occipital bone.
Great attention must be paid
not to mistake it for an ordinary tumour, as its
extirpation would be attended with fatal consequences.
'

PAREN'CHYMA,

Caro parenchymal' ica sen

vis'cerum seu viscera' lis sen viscera' sa, Substanparenchymato'sa, Procheuma. The texture
of glandular and otherorgans, composed of agglomerated globules united by cellular tissue,
and tearing with more or less facility. Such is
Helmin- the textureof the liver, kidneys, &c. TTupiyxvua
tia

signifies in Greek, effusion; (rcupa, tv, and x vu,
from nana, and onav>, I 'I pour,') and it was believed, that this tissue
draw.' A preternatural opening of the urethra consisted of effused blood or other fluid.
One whose urethra
PAR'ESIS, from nainyjfxt, 'I relax.' Paraat the side of the penis.
opens in this manner is called Paraspadix'us lysis, (q. v.) According to some, a slight, incomplete
paralysis, affecting motion, not senParaspa'dias.
and
PARAS'PHAGIS, from naoa, near,' and sation.
The part of the neck conPARESTHE'SIS or PARESTHE'SIS, Senaipayi, tlie- throat.'
sus impe.rfedtus, from naoa,
defective,' and
tiguous to the clavicles.

thiasis

p.

Superficiei, Malis.

>

PARASPA'DIA,

'

l

'

'

TPARASTATA, Epididymis.
PARAS'TATiE, from naQ«fT>iut,
HFtrifJuA 'I

stand near.'

(naoa, and
The prostate. In Hip-

means the epididymis. The epididymes were called by Herophilus and Galen
Varico'sx parastatx, to distinguish them from
pocrates,

it

the glandulo'sx parastatx or prostate, (q. v.) Rufus of Ephesus called the Tubae Fallopianaj Parastatx varico'sx.

Pakastat.<e Glandul/e, Prostate.

PARASTREM'MA, from nanuargtipo, (nraoa,
T turn,') 'Idistort or pervert.' Con-

Congenital misconstruction of the external organs of sense. A genus
in the nosology of Good.
Also, perversion of

aioStjOtg, 'sensation.'

sensibility.

PARFUM, Suffimentum.
PARIERA BRAVA, Pareira
PARIES,

PARIETAL,
'

brava.

Table.
Purieta'lis,

from paries,

parietis,

a wall.'

Parietal Bones, Ossa
tica'lia,

Ossa

ver'ticis,

Ossa verOssa
sinrip'itis,

paricta'lia,

Ossa,

breg'matis, Ossa nerva'lia, are two fellow-bones,
vulsive distortion of the face, the soft parts be- occupying the lateral and upper parts of the

and nronpuu

inc drawn laterally.

PARASYNANCHE,
PARATH'ENAR,

Cynanche

from

parotidaea.

naoa, 'near,' and

Winslovv called
the sole of the foot.'
grand parathenar, parat/tenar major, a portion
of the abductor of the little toe; and petit parafitran,

'

cranium, in the formation of which they assist.
a quadrilateral shape: their external surface is convex, and presents, at its middle part, an eminence called the Parietal protu
Their inner or
Iterance, (F.) Basse parietale.
cerebral surface, which is concave, has a de-

They have

—
PARIETARIA

TAROTID

pression that corresponds with the precedimir and bone. These three last are only different
eminence, and which is called the Fossa parie- degrees of the same disease, constituting Whittalis.
Above and behind, near the superior low, (F.) Mai d'aventure: the worst kmds,m
edge of these bones, is a foramen, which does English, are called Felon. The inflammation
not always exist, called the Parietal foramen, generally commences in the subcutaneous celForamen parietale, through which passes a vein lular tissue, and spreads to other parts, occathat opens into the superior longitudinal sinus sioning excessive, lancinating pain, owing to
of the dura mater. Each parietal bone is arti- the parts being put upon the stretch;
culated above, with its fellow; below, with the the necessity of dividing them freely, even
temporal bone; before, with the frontal; behind. down to the bone, when there is reason to bewith the occipital, and by the anterior and infe- lieve that the affection belongs to the fourth
rior angle with the great ala of the sphenoid. division,
making use of emollient applications,
Each parietal bone is developed from a single the antiphlogistic treatment, and opiates to repoint of ossification.
lieve pain.
PARIETA'RIA, P. officina'lis,Helx'ine,VUra'Paronychia, Asplenium ruta muraria p.
The Wall pel'litory, (F.) Pariitaire com- Digitium, Digitium.
ria.
mune. Family, Urticese. Sex. Syst. Polygamia
PAROP1A, Canthus (lesser.)
PAROPS1S, Dysesthesia visualis p. AmauMoncEcia. This plant grows on old walls, and
contains much nitrate of potassa. It is diure- rosis, Amaurosis p. Cataracta, Cataract— p.
Glaucosis, Glaucoma p. Illusoria, Pseudotic, but not much used.
PARl'ETES, Plural of Paries,' a wall,' (F.) blepsia— p. Lateralis, Dysopia lateralis— p.
Pcrois.
A name given to parts which form the Longinqua, Presbytia p. Lucifuga, Nyctalopia
enclosures the limits of different cavities of the
Ilemeralopia p. Propinqua,
p. JNoetifuga,
body, as the Parietes of the cranium, chest, &c.
Myopia p. Staphyloma, Staphyloma p. StaPARIS, P. quadrifo'lia, Oneberry, Truelove, phyloma purulentum, Hypopyon p. StaphyloIt possesses ma simplex, Hydrophthalmia
(F.) Parisette, Ruisin de Renard.
p. Strabismus,
narcotic properties,and was formerly considered Strabismus
p. Synezisis, Synezisis.
a powerful love philter. It is emetic, and is
PARGPTE'SIS, from nup<x, dim., and onraca,
sometimes used externally as a resolvent and
1 roast.'
Forcing a sweat by placing a patient
before the fire, or putting him in a dry bath.
anodyne.
PJ}R1SETTE. Paris.
PARGRA'SIS, from nupa, dim., and ogaio,
PArUSTH'MiA, from -vapa, and i<uo?, the 1 1 see.' Perversion of sight, which prevents
tonthe person from judging accurately of the cothroat. A word employed to designate the
sils, and, likewise, inflammation of the tonsils. lour of objects.
Hallucination, (q. v.)— Galen.
Cynanche tonsillaris, (q. v.)
PARORCHlD'lUM.from t«ou, dim.,«somePARISTHMIOT'OMUS, from vunia&/* ta thing wrong,' and oo%i;, testicle.' Any posithe tonsils,' and n/urv), 'I cut.' An instrument tion of one or both testicles, different from that
which they ought to occupy in the scrotum;
with which the tonsils were formerly scarified.
PARISTHMIT1S, Cynanche.
whether they may not have descended through

—

I,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

'

'

'

,

'

PAROCHETEUSIS, Derivation.
PARODON'TIDES, from Tiaou, 'near,'
c(W>s, 'a tooth.'
rulis,

Tumours on

the

gums

the abdominal ring, or are drawn up
and groins bv the cremaster muscle.
;

pa-

&c.

PARODYNIA,

to the

PAROR'CHipOEINTEROCE'LE,

Hernia
Intestinal hernia comdisplacement of the testicle.

par or 'chido enter'ica.
1

Dystocia— p. Perversa, Pre-

plicated with

Sauvages.

sentation, preternatural.
PJROIS, Parietes.
PJIROLE, Voice, articulated.

PAROSMIA,

Anosmia.

Also, perversion of

smell.

PAROS'TIA, from nuqa, defectively,' and
PARONIR'IA, from nuou, and oviiqov, 'a
dream.' Depraved, disturbed, or morbid dream- ootiov, 'a bone.' Bones untempered in their
Oneirodyn'ia acli'va, Ercthis'mvs oneiro- substance, and incapable of affording proper
ing.
dynia. The voluntary organs, connected with support. Good.
the passing train of ideas, overpowered by the
Parostia Fi.exii.is, Mollitiesossium p. Fiaforce of the imagination during dreaming, and gilis, Fragilitas ossium.
involuntarily excited to their natural or accusPARGTIA, Cynanche parotidesa.
tomed actions, while the other organs remain
PAROT'ID, Gland'ulaparolidea, G adjures,
Good.
asleep.
Par o' lis, Animel'lx, Jllimel'lx, Lacticin'ia; from
Ambulans,
Paroniria
Somnambulism p. nana, about,' and ovg, the ear.' The largest
Salax, Pollution.
of the salivary glands, seated under the ear,
PARON Y'CHIA, Pan'aris, Redu'via,Panarit'- and near the angle of the lower jaw. It is comium, Pandali'tium, Passu, Dactyli'tis, Pana'rium, posed of many separate lobes, giving rise to exOnych'ia, from ttuqu, 'near,' and owl;, 'the nail.' cretory ducts, which unite to form one canal,
The ancients gave this name to an inflammatory called the Parotid duct or Stem's canal the Ductumour, seated near the nail.
Some of the tus superior or Superior salivary canal of some.
moderns have extended it to inflammation of This duct, after having advanced horizontally
the hand, and even of the forearm.
It usually into the substance of the cheek, proceeds
means every phlegmonous tumour of the fin- through an opening in the buccinator muscle,
gers or toes, and especially of the first phalanx. and terminates in the mouth opposite the seFour kinds of paronychia are commonly pointed cond upper molaris. About the middle of its
out; 1. That seated between the epidermis and course, it sometimes receives the excretory
skin called in France Tourniole. 2. That seated duct of a glandular body, situate in its vicinity,
in the subcutaneous cellular tissue. 3. That oc- and called the Accessory Gland of the Parotid,
cupying the 6heath of a tendon; and 4. That Socia Parotidis. In the substance of the paroconsidered to be seated between the periosteum tid are found a number of branches of the
'

—

—

—

•

—

'

'

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

PAROTIDE

;

PARTURITION
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facial nerve, of the
transverse arteries of the

requires careful management, and is subject to
various diseases.
the inferior maxillary
A Parturient is a medicine which induces or
nerve, and from the ascending branches
of the promotes labour; as Ergot, and, perhaps, Borate
superficial cervical plexus.
Its lymphatic ves- of Soda.
sels are somewhat numerous,
and pass into
PA RTURIGO, Parturition.
ganglions situate at its surface or behind the
PARTURITION, Puerptfrium, Partus, Parangle of the jaw. The parotid secretes saliva, tio,
Parturi"tio, Parturi'go, Partu'ra, Tocos,
and pours it copiously into the mouth.
To'cetos, Lochi'a, Apocye'sis, Labour, (F.) AcPauotid, Accessory Gland of the. See couchement, Couche, Travail
d'Enfant. The
Parotid.
delivery of the foetus and its appendages. LaPAROTIDE, Parotis.
bour is the necessary consequence of" concepPAROTIDON'CUS, from nanwng, 'the pa- tion, pregnancy, and the completion of gestarotid,' and oyxog,
a tumour.*
Swelling of the tion. It does not take place at the full time,until
parotid.
after nine months of utero-gestation,
the causes
PARO'TIS, (F.) Parotide, Phleg'monS paro- producingit being the contraction of the uterus
hdea, Infiamrna'tio parotidum, Puroti'tis, (F.) and abdominal
muscles. By different authors,
Oreillon, Ourle, is, also, the name of a tumour, the
stages of labour have been variously diseated under the ear; which is reddish, hard, vided.
may, perhaps, admit of four. The
and attended with obtuse pain; the progress to first stage comprises the
precursory signs. One,
suppuration being slow and difficult. Some- two, or three days before labour,
a mucous distimes it is of a malignant character, sloughing, charge, streaked
with blood, takes place from
and long protracted.
the vagina, which is called the Signum, LeucorPakotis Contagiosa, Cynanche parotidoea
rhaa Nabo'lhi, Hicmorrha'gia Nabothi, Labour*
p. Epidemica, Cynanche parotidsea
p. Seroso show, or Show; and, along with this, trifling
glutine tumens, Cynanche parotidam— p. Spuria, grinding pains,
called by the French Mouche*\
Cynanche parotidaea.
are felt in the loins and abdomen.
Second
PAROTITIS, Cynanche parotidsea, Parotis. stage:— Peculiar pains, which extend from the
PAR'OXYSiM, Paroxys'mus, from naQolww, lumbar region towards the uterus; tension and
(ttuqu. and oSvrnv, to render sharp.')
'I irri- dilatation of the neck and orifice of that organ;
tate.'
Im'pctus, InsuL'tus, Inva'sio, Exaceiba'- protrusion into the vagina of
the envelopes of
tio, Acces'sio, Acces'sus, (F.) Exacerbation Re- the foetus,
forming the bag of waters, (F.) Poc/ic
doublemenl, Acces. The augmentation which des eaux; and rupture or
breaking of the wasupervenes at equal or unequal intervals in the ters. Third stage: Contractions of the uterus,
symptoms of acute diseases. Also, a periodical and abdominal muscles; forcing pains; the
exacerbation or fit of a disease.
head of the foetus becomes engaged in the pelINFERIOR PEDIS, Sole— p. Na- vis; the occiput being commonly situate above
the
left acetabulum, passes beneath the arch of
turalis medicince, Physiology
p. Prima asperse
Fourth stage:— the head now prearterial, Larynx— p. Vaga, Pneumogastric— p. the pubis.
sents at the vulva, the perineum beincr conVirilis, Penis.
PARSLEY,
Apium petroselinum siderably distended; at length it clears the ex-,
Macedonian, Bubon Macedonicum p. ternal parts, and the rest of the body is easily
p.
disengaged. The child still continues attached
Mountain, black, Athamanta aureoselinum.
PARSJNEP,
Heracleum spondylium to the mother by the umbilical cord, which has
to be divided.
In the course of fifteen or
p. Garden, Pastinaca sativa.
PART, see Parturition p. legitime et illegi- twenty minutes, trifling pains occur, and tho
secundines are expelled. This completes detime, see Parturition.
INSERVIEN- livery. In by far the majority of cases, the
TES, Genital organs p. Genitales, Genital head is the presenting part, the occiput directed
anteriorly, and the face posteriorly.
Of 12,63:)
organs.
FEBRIFUGA, Matricaria children, born at the Hospital La Maternite in
Paris, from the tenth of December, 1797, l>
p. Mas, Tanacetum.
PARTHEN'IUS, (Morbus;) from nan&trog, the 31st of July, 1806, the following were the
presentations:
a virgin.' A disease in a young female. Also,
lace,
also,

and the posterior auricular.

It

receives,

some filaments from

'

—

We

—

'

—

PARS

—

COMMON,

—

—

COW,

—

PARTES GENERATIONI

—

—

PARTHENIUM

'

chlorosis.

PARTIES, LES,

Genital organs— p. Ginip. Hunteuses, Genital organs p. Genitoires, Genital organs p. A'aturelles, Genital organs
p. Nobles, Genital organs
p. Sexuelles, Genital organs.
tales,

Genital organs

—

PARTIO,

Parturition.

PARTRIDGE-BERRY, Gaultheria.
PARTS, THE, Genital organs.
PARTURA, Parturition.

The
The
The
The
The

head, with the face posteriorly, 12,120
head anteriorly,
63
breech
198
feet,
147

knees,

3

Other positions,

102
12,633

The following

table,

drawn up from

data

furnished by Velpeau, gives an approximative
PARTU'RIENT, Parturiens, from parlurire, view of the comparative number of presentations, according to the experience of the indiviitself from parere, to bring forth.'
The Parturient, Childbed, or Lying-in slate, duals mentioned
'

45*

—
PARTURITION
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TABLE, EXHIBITING THE RATIO OF REPRESENTATIONS IN

1000

According to
Madame

1

Merriman

Lacha- Nagele.

Bland.

Lovati.

Hoopital
of the
Faculte.

911

980

pelle.

Regular.orof the vertex,
Occipito anterior,
a. Occipito-cotyloid (left,)

I

Do.
/>.

969
944
760
179

944

(right,)

Occipito- posterior,

Fronto-cotyloid

(left,)

(right,)
Do.
Face presentation,

b.

933

895
537

2.2

2.6

9.4

9

5.3

7.3

4.4

2.9

3.6

4.6

8.8

2.6

Mento-iliac (right,)
Of the pelvis,
Of the foot,
Of the knees,
Of the breech,
Of the trunk,
Requiring Forceps,

36

28

12.7

9.4

23

Cephalotomy,

13

6.6

4.7

16

47

3.3

5.2

29

36

0.19

0.40

29

47

14

18

22

4.6

5.3

4.6

4.77

Labour has received different names, according to the period of pregnancy at which it occurs, and the mode in which it takes place. It
abortion, (q. v..) prior
is called miscarriage or
to the 7th month premature labour, between
this and 8 months and a half; and labour at the
when
(F.) Accouchement a terme,
full period,
Labours
it happens at the end of 9 months.
have, likewise, been variously divided by different authors. Perhaps the one, into Natural,
Preternatural, and Laborious, is as common as
an y; natural Labour meaning that which
;

—

—

933
910
717
209

Boer.

0.29

Occipito-pubian,

II.

a.

024
908

CAPES.

would occur without manual assistance;

10.3
-

19
4.8

3.4

36

7.8

7.2

57
59

0.53

2.4

1.5

ternatural, requiring the assistance of art, bat
by the hand solely: and, laborious, requiring
instrumental assistance; which M. Capuron

Accouchement Mechanique.
the term Part, at times, synonymously with delivery; at others, witli falus.
Suppression de part means concealment of delivery. Part legitime, a foetus which comes into
the world with the conditions necessary for its
enjoying advantages granted by law; and Part
illigitime, one that does not fall under those
calls

The French use

conditions.

pre-

TABLE OF THE COURSE AND MANAGEMENT OF DIFFERENT KINDS OF LABOULS.
I. Natural Labours:
Or those in which Delivery can be effected without Assistance.
'The head with the chin bent upon the chest clears
the brim of the pelvis. Motion of rotation produced
1. Occiput towards the
by the inclined planes of the pelvis; the occipital
Left Acetabulum.
protuberance is carried behind the symphysis pubis, and the face towards the hollow of the sacrum.

it; the occiput
disengaged, and the face aftprwards.j
which passes successively along the whole of thel
Occiput towards the
hollow of the sacrum. The shoulders enter the]
Right Acetabulum.
brim diagonally; and execute the movement ofl
rotation.
The one behind first clears the outlet.
The same thing occurs with the nates.
(_
("The same course is here followed: except that after
Occiput towards the
the rotatory movement, the face passes behind thel
Right Sacro-iliacSym--{
symphysis pubis, and the occiput into the hollow of|
physis.
the sacrum. The occiput is first extruded; the

The head
being

2.

HeadPresent1NG.

-^

(Four Positions'.)
3.

|

|

—

face next
presents and is turned forwards, the
f When the chin
Occiput towards the
face is first expelled: the head is thrown backLffl Sacro-iliac Sym--{
wards. This presentation is uncommon. If the
physis.
chin present and be thrown backwards, natural
delivery cannot be effected.
[
(^

4.

attains- the outlet: clears

first

|

.

PARTURITION
Heel, Tibia, or Sa-

1.

crum towards

the Left

f
j
i

Acetabulum.

(_

Lower Extremity present-

("

2. lice/, Tibia, or

Sacrum

towards the
Acetabulum.

Rigid

3. Heel, Tibia, or

Sacrum

ing.

(Four Positions
of the
Knees,

)

)

Feet,

and

Breech.)

li

towards
cro-iliac
4.

Right SaSymphysis.

Sacrum

!

.
!

towards the Left Sacro-iliac Symphysis.
J
II.

The

nates enter the brim diagonally:

movement

of

rotation: the one passes behind the symphysis
pubis; the other towards the hollow of the sacrum.

The one behind is first extruded.
The same thing happens to the shoulders. The chin
is bent upon the chest to clear the brim; movement
of rotation: the occiput passes behind the symphysis pubis, and the face towards the hollow of the
sacrum. The face clears the outlet first; the ocel-

put

last.

progress, except that after the movement
of rotation, the face is towards the pubis, and the
sacrum.
The face is here
occiput towards
v^i^u*
.....
wn ...<> the
again delivered first.

The same

the.

Heel, Tibia, or

Or

PARTURITION
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Preternatural Labours:
Manual Assistance

those which require

only.

When

the labour is without any serious complication, and the head is not
in a good position at the brim of the pelvis; endeavours are to be made
to place it in its natural position: the hand to be introduced with the
fingers united, and the long diameter of the head to be placed diagonally
in the brim, if possible.
Or, the lever may be fixed over the occiput, by
drawing down which, a closer approximation of the chin and chest may
be effected; the position of the head to the pelvis being at the same time

1

attended to.
If complicated with syncope, convulsions, hemorrhage, want of uterine
action, &c, the feet must be laid hold of, and the child turned. For this
purpose, empty the rectum and bladder; and turn, if possible, prior to the
escape of the liquor amnii. The female may be placed on her back oi
left side, with the breech over the edge of the bed.
Use the right or left
hand, according as the feet of the child are to the right or left side of the
pelvis; always so introducing the hand, that the child shall be in its palm,
and the back of the hand opposed to the inner surface of the uterus. The
hand and arm to be introduced during an interval of pain; and they must
be flattened and tranquil whilst the uterus is contracting forcibly. If both
feet cannot be readily brought down, seize one, and tie a fillet around it.
If the toes point to the vertebral column or to the abdomen of the mother
the head, in its descent, will not enter the pelvis: the chin and occiput
will be hitched on the pubis and promontory of the sacrum. In such case,
grasp the nates as soon as they have passed the os exterjium; and, during
a pain, endeavour to direct the toes towards either sacro-iliac synchonWhen the fingers can be passed along the body of the child and
drosis.
over the shoulders to the bend of the elbows, draw down the arms successively.
When the body is expelled, and the head filling up the brim,
the termination of labour must be accelerated by passing two fingers over
the shoulder of the child; using moderate and steady extracting power,
whilst one finger of the other hand, passed into the mouth, depresses the
chin on the sternum. In this way, the head may be extracted.

2.

Presentation
of the Heap,

Upper Extre-<
mities, Back
Abdomen, &c.

III.

Or

Instrumental Labours:

those requiring the Assistance of appropriate Instruments.

—

General Observations.

'

1.

Short Forceps. {

or if the preIf the pains become feeble, or inadequate from any cause;
senting part be firmly wedged in the pelvis; or the woman be becoming
exhausted, instrumental assistance may be required. In all such cases,
place the female on the back or left side, empty the bladder and rectum;
wait till the os uteri is in a fit state; afford assistance during the pains;
introduce the instrument during the intervals between the pains; have
the patient on her left side, (generally;) and extract according to the axes
of brim and outlet, as the case may be.
Apply these to the sides of the head of* the child, so that the ears and paIntroduce the left-hand
rietal protuberances may be within the fenestras.

blade first; the index and middle fingers of the right hand guiding it to
With the right hand pass the other in an opposite line, correthe ear.
spondingwith the course of the first blade, guided by the fore and middle
fino-ers of the left hand; the third and little finger being employed to retain the left-hand blade in place; humour the instrument so as to allow
the blades to lock. The handles may now be tied gently together. The
force used must be from blade to blade, with a gentle, tractile effort.

p
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where the head does not enter the brim. The lomr forceps must
be applied, in most cases, over the occiput and face of the child, so that
the convex edges of the blades may be towards the hollow of the sacrum.
When used, the power may be exerted from side to side, with moderate

f Applicable
2.

Long

Forceps. {
(^

traction.

(The

1

lever is applicable to the same cases as the forceps.
It must not be
usec^ str ' cl 'y as a lever, but as a hook with which to draw downwards.
It may be applied to any part of the head, but is generally hitched on the
j
occiput.
(_
In certain cases of breech and knee presentation, where the hand is insufli-l
Fillet and Blunt
cient, it may be necessary to pass over the joint a fillet, or the blunt hook.
Hook.
with which to exertsome force of traction. The operation is very simple.
£
( Disproportionate size of head, or distorted or deformed pelvis, may require
the child to be destroyed, and its bulk lessened; or the Caesarean section or
symphysotomy, or the induction of premature labour may be called for.
The instruments required here, are the Perforator Crotchet, and Craniotomy
Forceps. Make steady pressure on the abdomen; pass two ringers of the
left hand up to the head: feel for a suture or fontanelle; introduce the
perforator and bore through, until the progress of the instrument is arrested
by its shoulders. Open the handles, and turn the instrument in different
directions, so that the opening may be large enough to admit the perforator, with which the brain must be broken down.
If) after this, delivery cannot be accomplished without further aid, pass up
the craniotomy forceps; open the handles slightly, and introduce the blade
Embryclcia.
without teeth within the cranium. On closing the forceps, a hold is obtained; and a tractile- force can now be exerted during the pains; and the
extrusion of the child be effected.
Should great difficulty exist at the brim, the bones at the top of the head
may have to be removed, until the base alone remains. The chin must
T

i-

or Fee/2- }

i

then be brought through first.
crotchet is often used instead of the craniotomy forceps, being passed
into the opening made by the perforator, and hooked upon some bony projection in the interior of the skull; but it is not a good instrument.
In
presentations of the face demanding perforation of the cranium, the perforator should be introduced just above the nose, in the sagittal suture.
When it is necessary to open the head after the lower extremities have been
expelled, the perforation must be made behind the ear.
5
of great narrowness of the pelvis, the operation of Syinphysolomy,
Symphysotomy In cases
rarely by British or
(q. v.) has been adopted by French practitioners,
and cesarean-!
American; and in extreme cases recourse has been had to the Caesarean
Section.

The

—

Section, (q. v.)

'If the body of the foetus have been forcibly separated, and the head left in
the uterus, it must be laid hold of with one hand; and the forceps be applied, or the head opened and delivered as under Embryulcia.
Should
THE FffiTUS
the head have been brought away, and the body left behind, the feet must
from the Body
be brought down.
"In cases of narrowness of the pelvis, where the foetus, at the full term, can
not be born alive, delivery may be brought about at an earlier peiiod, or
as soon as the child is capable of carrying on its functions independently
of the mother.
dcctio
E
"<{ The most advisable plan of accomplishing this object is merely to pass the
T
finger round and round within the os and cervix uteri, so as to detach the
decidua;
the membranes being thus left entire, and the life of the child
not so much endangered, as where the membranes are punctured and the
evacuated.
waters
Parturition usually follows within 48 hours.
l_

or

Separation

the Head of <

[_

—

PARTURIUM VANUM,
PARTUS,
rean section

Parturition

—

—

p. Difficilis,

Fausse couehe.
Caesareus,

p.

Retentionis

Cesa-

Dystocia.

PARU'LIS, from naqa,

near,'

'

and

ovXov,

gum.' Jiposte'ma parutis vel paroulis,
Small abPkleg'mone Parutis, Gum Boil.
scesses are so called which form in the gums,
sometimes without any known cause, but

1

the

which often depend upon carious teeth.
PARU'RIA, from nana, defectively,' and
cvqmo, I pass urine.' Morbid secretion or dis'

'

charge of urine.
Paruria Incontinens, Enuresis— p. lncontinens aquosa, see Diabetes p. Inops, Ischuria,
p. Retentionis, Isp. Mellita, Diabetes
false

—
churia —

—
—

p.

Retentionis

renalis,

Stillatitia,

vesicalis,

Retention of urine

Strangury— p.

Stillatitia

— p.

mucosa.

Oystirrhcea.

Ischuria

—

PAR'YGRON, from no^a, and 'u y qo ? 'huA liquid or moist preparation, for allay,

mid.'

ing topical inflammation.

PAS D'MNE, Tussilago.
PASMA, Catapasma.

PASQUEFLOWER, Anemone pulsatilla.
EASSA, Paronychia.
PASSiE CORINTHIACJG. See Vitis Corinthiaca.

PASSAGES, DIGESTIVE, Ways,
tive

—

p.

diges-

Second, Ways, second.

PASSEPfERRE, Crithmum

maritimum.

—

p

PASSER AGE

PASSE RAGE SAUVAGE,

PATHETIC
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Cardamine

pra-

PASTkQUE,
PASTIL,

tcnsis.

PASSIFLORA LAURIFCLIA, Bay-leaved
A native of Surinam. The

;

Cucurbita citrullus

Pastil''/us, Diocres, Avic'ula Cip'ria

fruit, lias

Cande'tafumu'lis, Plithois, Phthois'cus. A comin various shapes
used as a fumigating material, when set fire to.

quenches

See Fumigation.

passion flower.

a delicious smell and flavour, and
thirst, abates heat of the stomach, increases the appetite, &c.
Passifi.ora Malifor'mis, Apple-shaped Granadd'la. The fruit of this species is esteemed
a delicacy in the West Indies, where it is

served up at table in desserts.

PASSIO CCELIACA,

Cceliac flux— p. ChoFelliflua, Cholera
p. HteHaemoptysis
Hypochondriaca,
p.
Hypochondriasis p. Hysterica, Hysteria
lliaca, Ileus
p. Ischiadica, Neuralgia femorolerica,

Cholera— p.

—

—

—

moptoica,

—

—

—

poplitaea
p. Pleuritica, Pleuritis
losa, Cceliac flux.

—

Ventricu-

p.

PASSION,

Passio, An'imi Pathet'mata, Affcc'tus; frftn patior, passus,
to suffer
A lively
affection of the mind; as rage, terror, love,
hatred, &r.
PASSION-FLOWER, BAY-LEAVED, Pas'

'

pound of aromatic substances

The French

use the term Pastille, (L ) Pasa solid, dry, round, oblong, square, or
triangular compound, whose base is essential
oil, and sugar the excipient.
These pastilles
are, in fact, small lozenges, and only differ
smaller
their
from the tablelte in
size.
tillus, for

PASTILLES, FUMIGATING.

See Fumi-

PAST1LLI EMETINE PECTORALES,
Trochisci emetins pectorales.
PepperPastil'li de Mentha Pipvri'ta.
mint drops. (Saccb. alb., aqux menthae pip. deslillot. aa §ij.
lioil to the consistence of an
electuary. Take of fine white sugar, in pow-

peppermint gss. Mix,
and add the electuary whilst warm. Drop it
then on marble, and dry the drops. Ph. P.)
der, *iv, volatile oil of

The name of

PASTINA'CA OPOP'ANAX.

siflora laurifolia.

the plant which furnishes the Opoponax. The
plant, whence the gum-resin is obtained, has,
also, been called Opopanacum, Panax heracle'uni,
Panax costi'num, P. pastinacea, Kyna, Her'culesall-heal, Opop'anax wort. Opopanax, Opopanacis
supervene in debilitated individuals, or under gummiresi'na, Gezir, Pop'anux, Gummi panaris,
conditions in which increased action of the exudes from the roots, when wounded, its
arteries can scarcely be presumed.
The term odour is strong and peculiar; taste, bitter and
passive has, also, been given to aneurisms of acrid. It is met with in the shops, in lumps of
the heart with extenuation of the parietes; in a reddish-yellow colour, without; white, withopposition to active aneurisms, with thickness in. It has been recommended as an antipasof the parietes hypertrophy.
modic and emmenagogue; but is seldom used.

PASSIVE,

Passivus. Same etymon as Passion.
An epithet for diseases, which seem
owing to a greater or less diminution of the
strength, or which are without apparent reaction.
Thus, passive hemorrhages are such as

—

PASSU LJE MAJORES,

see Vitis vinifera—

Minores, see Vitis Corinthiaca.

p.

PASSULA'TUM, Uvx passes,
A medicine in which

grapes
sins

is

'

PASSY, MINERAL
village

raisins,' dried
the pulp of rai-

'

'

a chief ingredient.
is

WATERS

in the vicinity of Paris.

OF. This
There are &c.

several springs, containing sulphates of lime,

and magnesia; alum; common salt; carbonate of iron; carbonic acid, &c. They are
employed as tonic and astringent.
PASTA DE ALTHAEA, Paste, marshmal]ow p. Amygdalina, Confection (almond) p.
de Dactvlis, Paste, date p. Emulsiva, Confecp. de Jujubis, Paste of jujubes
tion (almond)
p. Regia, Confection (almond )
Pasta Glycyrrhi'z* Gumma'ta et Anisa't a seu Massa de extracto ghjcyrrhi' zse. A compound of extract of liquorice, gum Senegal, sugar, Florence orris root, and volatile oil of aniDemulcent.
seed.
iron,

—

—

—

—

—

,

PASTE,

Pasta,

(F.)

Pate.

A compound

but less consistent,
flexible, less saccharine, and more mucilaginous.
Date Paste, Massa seu pasta de dac'tylis.
Composed of dates, sugar, gum Arabic, water,
and orange flower water. Ph. P. Demulcent.
Paste °ot Ju'jubes, Pasta de ju'jubis, Massa
de zizypho'rum fructu: composed of jujubes,
gum Senegal, sugar, water.a.ud tincture of lemon

medicine like the

peel.

pastil,

Demulcent.

Marshmallow Paste, Massa

Dose, gr. x to J}j in powder.
Pastina'ca Sati'va, Elaphobos'cum, PastU
naca sylves'lris, Ban' tea, Garden parsnep. The
root is sweet and nutritious, and is in esteem
It has been used as a
as an article of food.
diuretic and demulcent in calculous affections,

de

gummi-

A compound of gum
Arab'ico, Pasta de althae'a.
Arabic, sugar, white of egg, and orange flower
Ph. P. It is demulcent.
water.
t
Paste, Wabd's, Confeclio piporis nigri.

Pastinaca Sylvbstris, P.
vestris tenuifolia officinarum,

sativa— p. Syl-

Daucus Carota.

p Arsinicale, Arsenical paste.
Rot'ula, Epigon'atis, Epigon'tis,
Epigou'nis, Mola, Concha, Oc'ulus genu, Os
scutifor'me, Super genua' lis, Caucaloi'des, MylDiminutive of patina,
acris, MylS, (P.) Rolu/e.

PJiTE. Paste

PATELLA.

'a dish,' so called from its shape. A sort of
sesamoid, flat, short, thick, rounded bone, situate in front of the knee, and enveloped in the
substance of the tendon common to the exThe posterior surtensor muscles of the leg.
face of the patella is divided into two facettes,
united angularly, which are incrusted with cartilage, and each of which is articulated with
one of the condyles of the femur. The patella
is developed by a single point of ossification.

When

the patella

is

fractured,

it is

difficult to

produce bony union. This can only be accomplished by keeping up the fractured extremities
closely in apposition.

Patella, Cup

PATHEMA,

—

p.

Fixa, Olecranon.

Affection, Disease.

PATHKMATOLOGY,
PATHETIC,
feel.'

Pathology.

Puthet'icus,

from na&tiv, 'to

That which moves the

name given

passions.

to the superior oblique muscle

A

of the

eye (q. v.), and, also, to a nerve.

Nervus Pathet'icus,

A',

trochlea'ris

seu

trochUatulrius seu trocldca'tur, the 4th pair of

—

—
PATILNE

—

PATHNE, Alveolus.
PATHOG"ENY, Pathogen'ia;

from TruSog,

The
'a disease,' and ysvtoig, 'generation.'
branch of pathology which relates to the generation, production, and development of disease.

PATHOGNOMON'IC,
tion,'

conjunc' turn

and yivmoxw,

symptom of a

'

Pathognomon'icus,
from TraSoq, 'an affecknow.' A characteristic

;

1

disease.

PATHOLOGICAL ANATOMY,

see

Ana-

tomy.

PATHOL'OGY,

Pathematol'ogy, from na9oc,
and loyo?, a discourse.' The branch
of medicine whose object is the knowledge of

'

a disease,'

'

disease.
It has been defined diseased physiIt is divided
ology, and physiology of disease.
The first considers
into general and special.
the second the particular
diseases in common;

—

It is subdivided into internal
history of each.
and external, or medical and surgical.

Parapathi'a, Moral Insani-

a disease,' and mania, Ma'nia
ty, from nadog,
disorder of affection or feeling,
sine Delir'io.
as well as of those of the active powers or propensities.
Nostalgia.
Affection, Disease.
'

A

PATHOPATRIDALGIA,
PATHOS,
PATIENCE, Rumex patientia— p.

d'Eau,

Rumex hydrolapathum — p. Garden, Rumex
Rouge, Rumex sanguineus p.
patientia
p.
Sauvage, Rumex acutus.
PATIENTIA, Rumex patientia.

PATIENTLE MUSCULUS,

Levator sca-

PATNE,

The

administered in

PAUME DE LA MAIN, Palm.
PAUONTA, Sedatives.
PA PI ERE, Palpebra.
PAVANA WOOD, Croton tiglium.
PAVIL'ION.

The French

give the

name

pavilion, to the expanded extremity of a canal
or cavity, e. g. of a catheter, sound, &c.

Pavilion of the Faii, Auric'ula, Pinna, Ala,
ou Oricule, Pavilion de I'oreille, is

(F.) Auricule

seated behind the cheeks, beneath the temple
and anterior to the mastoid process. Its size
varies in individuals.
It is free above, behind,
and below. Anteriorly and within, it is continuous with (he neighbouring parts. Its outer
surface has several prominences, the Helix, Anthelix, Tragus, Antitragus, and Lobe; and several cavities
the groove of the Helix, tfre fossa
navicularis seu scaphoides, and the Concha. The
skin which covers the pavilion is very fine and
studded with a number of sebaceous follicles.
The auricle is fixed to the head by three fibrocellular ligaments;
a superior, anterior, and

—

—

posterior.

PAVILLOK DE L OREILLE,
the ear

de la Trompe, see

p.

Tuba

Pavilion of
Fallopiana.

PA VINA, iEsculus hippocastanum.
PAVOR, Panophobia.
PAVOT DES JARDINS, Papaver.

PAZAHAR. Bezoar.
PEACH BRANDY, Amygdalus

Persica—

PEAGLE,
PEAR.
PEARL,

Primula veris.
See Pyrus malus.
Perla, Mar'garon, Margari'ta, Unio,

A roundish concretion, of a silvery
white colour, and brilliant polish, found in
(F.) Perle.

several shells, and especially in the Avic'ula
margaritif'era, which has, hence, been called
Mater perla'rum, Mother of pearl, and is much
used in the fabrication of handles for surgical
instruments, &c. Pearls were, formerly, given
They
in powder as astringents and antacids.
consist of lime and an animal matter.
Mother
p.
Pearl Ash, Potash of commerce
p. White, Bismuth, subnitrate of.
of, see Pearl

PEAU,

Alveolus.

PATOR NA'RIUM.

there under the

similar pathological cases

—

—

pulae.

ing of the

known
name of Guarana, which is

the Paullinia sorbilis,

Tree, Amygdalus Persica.

Pathology, Humoral, Humorism.

PATHOMA'NIA,

PECTIN
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nerves, Oculo-musculaire interne (Ch.), (F.) Narf
pathitique, is the smallest encephalic nerve. It
arises behind the inferior pair of the tubercula
quadrigemina (the testes) at the lateral parts of
the valvula Vieussenii.
Its roots unite into
one thin, round cord, which makes a turn upon
the peduncles of the brain, and passes into a
canal of the dura mater near the posterior clinoid process. It enters the orbit by the broadest
part of the sphenoidal fissure, and terminates
in the superior oblique muscle of the eye, by
dividing into several filaments.

Signum

p

cavity or the open-

nostrils.

Cutis.

PEAUCIER., Platysma

myoides.

PECCANT, Peccans, from peccare, 'to sin.'
PATRATIO, Ejaculation, (of sperm.)
An epithet given, by the Humorists, to the huPATURSA, Syphilis.
PAU, (CLIMATE OF.) Pau is the Capital mours, when erring in quality or quantity.
PECHEDEON, Perinaenm.
of the Department of the Lower Pyrenees and
PECHER, Amygdalus Persica.
is about 150 miles from Bourdeaux, and 50 from
PECHURIM CORTEX. A highly aromatic
Bayonne. The climate corresponds with that
;

of the south-west of France generally; its great
quality is the comparative mildness of its sprino-,
and exemption from cold winds. It is regarded
as a favourable winter residence for invalids
labouring under chronic affections of the mucous membranes. It is too changeable for the
consumptive; and to be avoided by the rheumatic.
PAULLIN'IA. This is an extract from a
plant of the same name in Brazil. It is prepared
by the Indians, and appears to possess excitant
powers. In Brazil, and the neighbouring counthe
tries, it is given in the form of Tisane
powder being mixed with cocoa in diarrhoea
and dysentery. It has been employed also as
a tonic. An extract is prepared in Brazil from

—

—

bark, the produce of a species of laurus. It is
extremely fragrant, like that of cinnamon, which
In Porit greatly resembles in its properties.
tugal, it is used in the cure of dysentery, &c.
PECHYAG'RA, Peclihag'ra, from nrlX vq,
'
the elbow,' and ayoa, a seizure.' Gout affecting the elbow.
'

PECHYS.

Elbow.

PECHYTYRBE, Porphyra nautica.
PECTEN, Pubes.
PECT1HAGRA, Pechyagra.
PECTIN, from

7iij*ti?,

name aiven by Braconnet

'a coagulum.'

to a principle,

forms the basis of vegetable

jelly.

It is

A

which
exten-

sively diffused in the juices of pulpy fruits and
roots, especially when they are mature, and oc-

—
PECTIN ACEOUS

PEDUNCLE
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casions these juices to coagulate when they are
mixed with alcohol or boiled with sugar.
It is the basis of one of the classes of elementary principles of Dr. Pereira— the pectinaceous.

opium, flavoured by aniseed.
following formula. Castor

Gray gives the

anisi.&ca/itph.
proof spirit, a gallon.
form,
A
advised by a committee of the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy, is the following:
PECTINACEOUS, Pectinous.
Alcohol, dil. cong. iv, Sanlal. rvbr. ras. ^i
PECTINA'LIS, from pecten, 'the pubes;' Digere per horas xxiv; cola, et adde Pulv. opii,
Fer.tinadus,
Pubiofi moral, Suspubio-fcmoral Putv. catechu, Camphorse aa gij, Ol. anisi. giv.
(Ch.) (F.) Pectinr. This muscle is situate at Digest for ten days.
the inner and upper part of the thigh. It is
PECTORILOQUE, from pectus, 'the chest,'
long, flat, and triangular; is attached, above, and loqui, to speak.' Laennec calls
thus one
to the space, which separates the ileo-pectineal who presents the phenomenonof
Pecloriloquism.
eminence from the spine of the os pubis; and, Also a Stethoscope, (q. v.)
below, by a flat tendon, to the oblique line,
CH£VROTANTE,Egowhich descends from the lesser trochanter to phony.
the linea aspera. The pectinalis bends the
PECTORILOQUY, Pecloriloquism, Caverthigh on the pelvis; and carries it outwards in nous voice
Same etymon. Pectorilo'quia, (F.)

gv,

i,'),

ol.

coccin. giss, opii gvj,

—

,

'

PECTORILOQUY

adduction and rotation.
pelvis on the thigh.

It

may,

PECTINA'Tl MUS'CULI,

also,

bend the

from pecten, «a

The fascicular texture observed in the
right auricle of the heart:
Mus'culi Auridulx
Pectina'ti. Their main use probably is
to prevent the over dilatation of the auricles.
PECTIJY/t, Pectinalis.
PECTINOUS, Pcclina'ceus, Pectino'sus, Pectinaceous, from pectin.
Of or belonging to pectin or vegetable jelly,
as a pectinous or pecti naceous vegetable principle.
PECTORAL, GRAND, Pecloralis major.
comb.'

—

—

PECTORALIS 1NTERNUS,

Triangularis

sterni.

Pectora'lis Major, from pectus, ' the breast.'
Pcctoralis, Slernu-costo-clavio-humiral, Sternoliumiral (Ch.,) (F.) Grand Pectoral.
large,
flat, triangular muscle, situate at the anterior
It is atpart of the chest, before the axilla.

A

Pectoriloquie.
Speech or voice coming from
the chest.
Laennec has designated, by this

name, the phenomenon often presented by consumptive individuals, when their chests are

examined with the stethoscope. The voice
seems to issue directly from the chest, and
to pass through the central canal of the
cylinder, a phenomenon owing to the voice
resounding in those anfractuous cavities, produced in the lungs by the suppuration or breaking down of tubercles, which constitute abscesses or Ulcers of the Lun<rs.

—

PECTUS, Thorax.
PECULIUM, Penis.
PEDAGRA, Potassae
PEDESIS,

supertartras impurus.
Pulsation.
Pulsation.

PEDETHMOS,

PEDICLE, VITELLINE. See

Vesicula um-

bilicalis.

PEDICULAR1A, Delphinium slaphisa<rria.
PEDICULATIO, Phtheiriasis.

tached, on the one hand, by means of aponeuPED1CULUS, The Louse, Phtheir, (F.) Pou.
rotic fibres, to the inner half of the anterior
edge of the clavicle; to the anterior surface of A genus of parasitic insects. The human body
the sternum, and to the cartilages of the first is infested with three kinds: the Body-louse, (F.)
on the other, by a strong tendon, Pou dc corps; the Head-louse, (F.) Pou de la
six true ribs;
which is inserted at the anterior edge of the bi- tele, which lives in the hair; and the Crab-louse,
cipital groove of the humerus. The use of this Mor'pio, Plat'ula, (F.) Morpion, which infests
muscle is to move the arm in various direc- the hair of the pjbes. Infusion of tobacco, or
tions. If it be hanging by the side of the body, mercurial ointment, or ointment of white preWhen cipitate of mercury, or the white or red preciit carries it inwards and a little forwards.
the arm is raised, it depresses it and carries it pitate of mercury, readily destroys them.
Pediculus Pubis, Crab-louse.
inwards. It can, also, move it in rotation inPEDICURE, Chiropodist.
wards. If the humerus be raised and fixed, the
PEDIC'US, Extensor brevis ditritorum pedis.
pectoralis major draws the trunk towards the
PEDIEUX, (muscle,) Extensor brevis digitoupper extremity.
rum
pedis.
Serra'tus
anti'cus
minor.
Pectora'lis Minor,
PEDlGAMBRA.Ysambra.
Costo-coracoldien (Ch.,) (F.) Petit Pectoral, Petit
PEDILU'VIUM, from pedes, the feet,' and
dentili antdricur. This muscle is situate beneath the preceding, at the anterior and upper lavo, I wash.' Lavipe'dium, (F.) Bain de pieds.
A bath for the feet. See Bath.
It
It is flat and triangular.
part of the chest.
PEDION, Sole.
is attached by its base, which appears digitated,
the
3d,
PED1UM, Tarsus.
surface
of
to the upper edge and outer
at
anP£DOJ\"CULES
inserted
the
and
is
CERVELET, Corpora
ribs,
4th, and 5th true
The pecto- restiformia.
terior part of the coracoid process.
PEDORA. The sordes of the eyes, ears, and
ralis minor draws the scapula forwards and
downwards, and makes it execute a rotatory feet.
PED'UNCLE, Pedun'culus. This term has
motion, by virtue of which its inferior angle is
carried backwards, and the anterior depressed. been applied to different prolongations or appendices
the
ribs
of the encephalon. Thus, the Pedunelevates
it
fixed,
When the shoulder is
to which it is attached, and aids in the dilata- cles of the brain are the Crura cerebri; the Peduncles of the cerebel'lum, the Crura cercbelli.
tion of the chest.

—

—

'

'

DU

Me-

dicines, considered proper for relieving or removing affections of the chest.
Batkman's I'kctorai. Drops consist, chiefly,

Pkdu.vcles of the Brain, called also Crura
anterio'ra medullas oblonga'tse, are two white
cords, about |ths of an inch in diameter, on the
outside of the corpora albicantia. They arise

of tincture of castor, with some camphor and

from the medullary substance of the brain, and

PECTORALS,

Pectora'lia,

Thorad'ka.

—
PEDUNCULI

gradually approach, till they join the tuber annulare. They are formed, internally, of a mixture of cineritious and medullary matter; the
former of which, being of a darker colour at
one point than in any other part of the brain,
has been called Locus niger crurum cerebri.
Peduncles of the Cerebellum, called also
Crura jwsterio'ra, arise from the medullary part
of the cerebellum, and unite at the tuber annu-

which is attached to the brim of the pelvis, being continuous with the fascia iliaca and the
aponeurotic expansion of the psoas parvus.
This aponeurosis forms a kind of resisting partition, which effectually supports the peritoneum, and has several apertures, through which
different organs pass.
Pelvic Cavity,

optic thalami.

PEDUNCULI MEDULLA OBLONGATA,

PEGANIUM,

'

rue.'

Ruta.

of
the hands sometimes of the legs, at others, of
Pellagra.
the face.
(?)

—

PELAGRA, Pellagra.
PEL'ICAN, Pelica'nus. An

— Ruland and Johnson.

PELIDNOMA, Ecchymoma.
chymosis.

ntkoc, 'black.'

— Forestus.

See

A

livid ec-

Ecchymoma.

(q.

v.)

Pi! LIOSE, Purpura hemorrhagica.
PELIOSIS. Purpura haemorrhagica.

PELL'AGRA,

Pelugra, Ichthyosis Pellagra,
"Elephantiasis Ilal'ica, Tuber Pellagra, Lepra
L.
sis,
Lombard' ica, Scorbu'tus alpi'Mediolanen'
nvs, Ma'nia pelln'gria, Erytlte'ma endem'icum
seu pelt'tigrvm, Insolazione de Primacera, Mai
del Sole, Dermal'agr a, Erysipelas period'ica tiervo'sa chronica, Mai de mise're, Paralysis scorbutica, Scurvy of the Jilps, Impeti'go Pellagra, from

A

disnt'u.u, (?) 'skin,' and ayi'a, 'seizure.'
ease, particular 1 y noticed amongst the Milanese,

becoming covered
with wrinkles, and assuming a scaly appearwhich consists

in the skin

ance, especially in the parts exposed to the air.
strength diminishes, the intellectual faculties and sensations become obscure, and cramps,
convulsions, and other lesions of muscular conIt is a singular, endemic
tractility supervene.

The

affection.

PELLICULA SUMMA,

Epidermis— p. Su-

perior. Epidermis.

PELL1S. Cutis — p. Summa, Epidermis.

PELLITORY, BASTARD,

Achillea

—

ptar-

mica p. of Spain, Anthemis pyrethrum
Wall. Parietaria.

— p.

PELMA.Sole.

PELOTE BE MER, Pila
PELTIGERA CANINA,

PELVI-TROCHANTE'RIAN.PWri-rrocAanteria'nus.

That which

great trochanter.

The

relates to the pelvis and
Pelvi-trochuntc'rian re-

gion is formed by the muscles pyramidalis,
two obturators, gemini, and quadratus fimoris,
which pass from the pelvis to the digital cavity

marina.

Lichen caninus.

PELUDE, Pelicide.
PELVIC, Pel'ricus, Pelvinus.

Pelycom'eter, Pelyom'eter,
pelvis, and /un^v, 'a measure.' A barbarous hybrid. This name has been given to different instruments, invented for measuring the
diameters of the pelvis, and, particularly, the
anteroposterior or fore-and-aft diameter of the
brim.
Two have been chiefly employed, espe-

from

cially

Belonging or

relating to the pelvis.

Pelvic Aponeurosis, (F.) Jiponttrose ptlriemu. M. J. Cloquet gives this name to an aponeurotic expansion, of greater or less thickness,

—

by French practitioners; the Compos
and the Pelvimeter of Coutouly.

d'ipaisseur,
1.

instrument,
curved at the end like the beak of a pelican.
Its use is to extract teeth.
PEL1CIDE, Pelu'dS, Mel coctum. Boiled

PELlO'MA.from

faces the pelvic cavity.

PELVIM'ETER,

ruta'ceum, Oil of

PEINE, Hunger.
PEIRA, Effort, Experience, Nisus.
PELA'GIA. A kind of scaly erysipelas

Honey.

peltitnne; the

of the great trochanter.

Corpora restiformia.
PEGA, Canlhus (lesser.)

Rue; from ntyavor,

CaviU

Pelvic Members; the lower extremities.
Pelvic Surface of the Il'ium; that which

Peduncles of the Medulla; Oblongata,
Corpora restiformia.
Peduncles of the Pineal Gland are two
medullary bands or strips, which seem to issue
from the pineal gland, and proceed on each
side upon the upper and inner region of the

(F.)

cavity of the pelvis.

lare.

PEGANEL^E'ON, Oleum

PELVIS
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The Compos d'Epaisseur

or

Cat'ipers

—

is

formed like a pair of compasses with blunt
extremities the branches of which can be

—

moved

at will.

One

of these

is

applied to the

symphysis pubis, and the other on the sacrum.
About three inches must be deducted from this
measurement for the thickness of the mons veneris, pubis, and the base of the sacrum. 2. The
Pelvimeter of Coutouly resembles the instruments used by shoemakers for measuring the
length of the foot. The two branches are introduced, in a state of approximation, into the
vagina; and then separated, so that one touches
the promontory of the sacrum, the other comes
behind the os pubis. It is a barbarous contrivance, and its introduction ought never to be
attempted on the living subject. It does not,
indeed, seem possible to introduce it without
mischief.
The finger is, decidedly, the best pelvimeter,
and by it we can judge whether the base of the
sacrum be unusually prominent.
PELVIS, Cho'ana, Py'elos, (F.) Bassin; so
called, because fancied to be shaped like an
ancient basin. The part of the trunk which
bounds the abdomen below. It is a large, bony,
open above and beirregular, conoidal cavity,
which supports and contains a part of
low,
and genital orurinary
the
the intestines, and
gans; and Serves, at the same time, ns a fixed
point for the articulation of the lower limbs, the
attachment of their muscles, and the execution
of their movements. The pelvis supports, behind, the vertebral column, and is'sustained,
It is situate, in
before, by the ossa femorum.
the adult, near the middle part of the body, and
flat,
broad,
unequally thick
is composed of four
hones, differing much in their shape, size, and
arrangement, which touch, are articulated at
some part of their surface, and intimately united
by means of a number of ligamentous fascia;.
Of these bones, two are behind, on the median
the sacrum and coccyx; the two others
line,
the ilia.
They
are before and at the sides,
are fellows, and unite, before, with each other.

—

—

—

—

PELYCOMETER

A medicine is, also, so called, which is supposed to pass through the pores and stimulate.

parts oflthe pelvis, Jin
obstetrical point of view, are the brim and

the

out/r.t.

Intro'itus or

The Brim,

PENICILLUM,

Angus'lia ubdomimi!'Lis

Upper Opening of the Cavity of

Detroit supbieur, D. abdominal, is
the narrow part, which separates the greater
pelvis from the less the false from the true.
in the well formed woman, it is elliptical, and
slightly inclined forwards.
Its antero -posterior
or sacro-pubic diameter, in a standard ]>elvis,
measures 4^ inches, but with the soft parts, 34
inches; its transverse or iliac or lateral, 5|
inches, with the soft parts 4 inches; and its

—

soft parts, 4-jj- inches.
The
(F.) Detroit inferieur, D. perineal,
Ex'itus, Inferior opening, Angus' tin perinxa' lis,
forms the lower aperture of the pelvis. The
antero-posterior diameter is here, on account of
the mobility of the coccyx, 5 inches: the lateral,
4 inches. The Axis of the Pelvis is important
to be known in obstetrics.
The Axis of the
Brim is indicated by a straight line drawn from
the umbilicus to the apex of the coccyx: the
Axis of the Outlet by a line drawn from the
first bone of the sacrum to the entrance of the

I

Pcnicillum, ' a painter's
brush;' diminutive of penis, a tail.'
tent or
pledget, (q. v.)
The secreting, glandiform extremities of the venaj porta?, {Acini biliosi,)
have also been so termed, as well as the villous
textures.

—

vagina.

Pelvis of the Kidney, Pelvis rena'lis, Sinus,
Venter sen Alvus Renum, (F.) Bassinet. This
is a small, membranous pouch, occupying the
posterior part of the fissure of the kidney. Ris
placed behind the renal artery and vein; is
elongated from above to below; flattened from

A

•

Penicillus, Tent.
PEN 1CULUM, Compress.
PENICULUS, "\mt.
PENIDES, Saccharum hordeatum.

PENID'IUM, Penidium

with the

Outlet,

Compress.

P E N 1 C 1 L'L U S,

the

Pelvis, (F.)

oblique

PENTAMYROX
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The most important
an

—

—

,

sacchura' turn.

A

kind of clarified sugar, made up into rolls.
Barley sugar. It is demulcent.
PEN1L, Moris veneris.
PENIS, a tail,' from pendere, ' to hang
down.' Caulis, Coles, Caules, Men'tula, Menta,
'

Phail'us,
vin'lis,

brum
I

Posthe, Crilhe, Pria'pus, Virgo., V.
V. genitii'lis, Vereftrum, Salhe, Mem-

viri'll,

iri'lis,

Membrum,

Verbus, Viri'll, Pars
seminale seu genita/e viro'-

Membrum

rum, Sidula, Tcntum, Hasta, H.

nuptia'lis, H.
vin'lis, Vas, Vas'culum, Pecu'lium, Vir'gula, Vir,

Thyrsus, Tensus, Clavus, Cauda salax, Cauda,
Fas'cinuw., F. viri'le, Muto, JSrervus, jX.fislulo'sussenfistulu'ris, Scapus, Vena, Contus, Telum,
Gurgu'lio. Sceptrum, Arma, Gla'dius, Lubricum
Cuput, Muli'num, Palus, Pes'sulus, Radix, Ra~
mus, Rutab'ulum, Arma Ventris, Columna ad-

stans inguinibus, Colum'na, Pyr'amis, Trabs,
Spina, Catapulta vir i' lis, Verpa, Machac'ra, Taurus; the Yard, Mule organ, &c, (F.) Verge,
Membre viril. This organ, the use of which is
to carry the seminal fluid into the female organs
of generation, is cylindroid, long, and erectile,
and situate before and beneath Xhe symphysis
pubis.
In the ordinary state, it is soft and
pendent in front of the scrotum. During erection, it becomes elongated, upright, and assumes
a triangular shape. Its upper surface is called
YEWYH.{(i\5S,EmphlifsisPem'phigus,Pom'- the Dorsum Penis, (F.) Dos de la verse; and,
pholyx, from nty-ifi^, 'a blister;' Febris bullo'- at its inferior surface, there is a longitudinal
sa, vesiculu'ris, ampulla' sa seu pemphigo'des seu projection formed by the canal of the urethra.
pemphingo'des, Exanlhe'ma sero'sum, Morta, The two sides of the penis are round, and its
Pemphigus Helveticus, Pemphigus major, Pem- posterior extremity or root is attached to the
phigus minor, Morbus bul/osus, Pemphinx, Pern- pelvis. Its anterior extremity is free, and prephix, Typhus vesiculu'ris, Vesicular Fever, Blad- sents the glans, prepuce, and orifice of the
dery Fever. A disease, defined to consist of urethra. The penis is formed of the corpora
vesicles, scattered over the body; transparent, cavernosa, the principal seat of erection; the
filbert-sized, with a red, inflamed edge, but corpus spongiosum of the urethra for the conwithout surrounding blush or tumefaction; on veyance of the urine and sperm, and of the
breaking, disposed to ulcerate; fluid, pellucid glans, which terminates the canal.
Penis Cerebri, Pineal gland p. Muliebris,
or slightly coloured; fever, typhous. It is
doubtful whether any such idiopathic fever has Clitoris.
PEN'NIFORM, Pennifo/mis, from penna, a
fever
ever existed; the probability is, that the
and vesications have been an accidental com- pen,' and forma, 'form.' An epithet for musThe Pemphigus Helveticus, Cullen cles, whose fleshy fibres are inserted on each
plication.
thinks, must have been malignant sore throat. side of a middle tendon, like the feathers of a
exist, it pen on their common stalk.
If, however such a distinct disease did
PENNYCRESS, Thlaspi.
was probably only as an endemico-epidemic.

before to behind; irregularly oval in figure;
and, below, contracts considerably, to be continuous with the ureter. It receives the orifices of the infundibula, which pour the urine
secreted in the kidney into its cavity.
Pelvis Aurium, Cochlea p. Cerebri, Infundibulum of the brain p. Ocularis, Scaphium
oculare.
PELYCOMETER, Pelvimeter.
PEL YO METER, Pelvimeter.

—

—

—

'

Pemphigus Variolodes.

PENNYROYAL,

See Varicella.

PEMPHINX, Pemphigus.
PEMPHIX, Pemphigus.
PEN^EA SAROOCOLLA,

ma

pulegioide?

—

PENSACOLA,

PEJYSltE, Viola
Sarcocolla.

Mentha pulegium, Hedeo-

Hart's, Mentha cervina.
see Saint Augustine.

p.

tricolor

p.

Sauvage, Viola

tricolor.

PENTAMYRON, Pentamee'ron, from ntvri,
five,' and uvoov,
ointment.' An ancient ointPaulus
ment,
pentconsisting of five ingredients.
from
PEN'ETRATING, Pcn'etrans,
A wound and Aetius. These are said to have been
trare, (p/nitus intrare), to go into.'
storax, mastich, wax, opobalsam, and unguenis so called which penetrates one of the great
tuni nardinum.
Vulnus penetrans.
splanchnic cavities.
PENCIL-LIKE PROCESSES,

Styloid pro-

'

cesses

'

—

'

—

46

—
PENTAPHAP.MACON
PENTAPHAR'MACON,
and yaquaxov, 'remedy.'

PERFUSIO
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from mvt; five,'
medicine con«

Any

sisting of five ingredients.

—

holes, or its tube stuffed with cotton or tow,

and

pouring fresh portions of the menstruum upon
until all its virtues are extracted.
The operation is used in the formation of certain infuit

PENTAPHYLLUM.Potentillareptans.

PENTATEUCH,

(SURGICAL,) Pentateu'chus, from ntvit, ' five,' and Tivfug, a book,'
which signifies the five books of Moses— Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, and Deutero-

sions, extracts, tinctures,

PERCUSSION,

'

&c.

AUSCULTATORY,

see

Acouophonia.

Percus'sion, Epicrou'sis, Percus'sio from pernomy. By analogy, some surgeons have given cu'tere, (per, and qvatere,) to strike.' When
the name Surgical Pentateuch to the division of immediate or direct percussion is made on the
external diseases into five classes:
wounds, chest or abdomen, the more or less perfect resoulcers, tumours, luxations, and fractures.
nance is an index of the state of the contained
PENZANCE, CLIMATE OF. This is the organs; and the physician is thus aided in his
chief residence of invalids in Cornwall, Eng- diagnosis. For this purpose, the chest may be
land, during the winter.
It is situate on struck with the fingers, gathered into a bunMount's Bay, about ten miles from the Land's dle, and their tips placed upon a level. It id
End. It is &J° warmer in winter than London; better, however, to employ Mediate percussion^
2° colder in summer; scarcely 1° warmer in the which consists in interposing, between the point
spring, and only about 2j° warmer in the au- of the fingers and the chest, the finger of the
tumn. It is a very favourable winter residence other hand, or the Plexim'eter, (q v.) and
striking this instead of the naked chest.
for the phthisical invalid.
PEPANSIS, Coction, Maturation.
.1 MARTEAV,
PEPANTICOS, Maturative.
(F.) An instrument used by Baron Heurteloup
PEPASMOS, Coction, Maturation.
in the operation of lithotomy, in which a hamPEPAS'TIC, Pepas'ticus, from Ttmairui, ' I mer is employed instead of a screw, to force
concoct.'
A medicine, supposed to have the together the blades of the instrument on the
power of favouring the concoction of diseases foreign body.
PERDO'NIUM. In Paracelsus, a medicated
Maturative, (q. v.)
PEPPER, BLACK, Piper nigrum— p. Cay- wine of herbs.
PER'FORANS, from perforare, (per, and
enne, Capsicum annuum— p. Cubeb, Piper cubeba p. Guinea, Capsicum annuum p. Ja- forarc,) 'to bore through.' A name given to
maica, Myrtns Pimento p. Long, Piper longum different muscles, whose tendons pass through
Poor-man's, Polygonum hydropiper p. intervals between the fibres or tendons of other
p.
muscles; thence called peiforattd. See Flexor
p. Water, Polygonum
Tailed, Piper cubeba
hydropiper p. Wall, Sedum p. White, Piper Longus Dicr'itorum, &c. Under the name Per1 foraling'.lr'teries, are included, 1. In lite hand
album.
Lepidium.
arterial branches, given oft' by the profound
PEPSIN, from Trtif «?, coction.' A peculiar palmar arch, which traverse the muscles and
three or
matter, which, in combination with the gastric interosseous spaces. 2. In the thigh
acids, is considered to form the, proper digestive four arteries, furnished by the profunda, which
openings
of
pass
the
through the
adductor mairsolvent. Its chemical constitution is unknown.
nus. 3. In the foot
the anterior and superior
It would appear that its presence is necessary
to induce changes in the elements of the food, branches of the plantar arch.
Perforans Cassf.rii. See Cutaneous p.
which may enable the gastric acids to act upon
Manus, Flexor profundus perforans p. Prothem so as to form chyme.
fundus, Flexor longus digitorum pedis profunPEPSIS, Coction, Digestion.
PEPTIC, Pep'ticus, from ntnrio, J ripen.' dus perforans.
PERFORATIO INTESTINORUM, Enterosubstance which promotes digestion, or is
brosis
p. Ventriculi, Gastrobrosis.
digestive.
PERFORATION, Perfora'tio, Jnatre'sis,
Perforator.
CRAKE,
Bupleurum rotundifo- from perfora're, to pierce.' An accidental
opening in the continuity of organs, either from
lium.
an external or internal cause.
Polytrichum.
Perforation, Paracentesis p. de I'Estomac,
PIERRE, Crithmum rnaritimum.
PERCEP'TA, from pcrcip'ere, ' to conceive,' Gastrobrosis p. des Intestins, Enterobrosis p.
* receive.'
A word used by some writers on Hy- Uteri. Uterus, rupture of the.
PERFORATOR, (F.) Percecrane. An ingiene to indicate, in a general manner, the effects
of the nervous action on the animal economy; strument for opening the head of the foetus in
when it is necessary to diminish its size.
utero,
sensations,
the
functions
words,
the
of
in other
The operation is called Cephalotum'ia.
the mind, and their deterioration or privation.
PERFORATUS. That which is pierced.
PERCEPTION, Percep'tio. The sensation
which the brain has of an impression made on Anatomists have given this name to muscles,
whose fibres or tendons separate, to suffer other
an organ of sense.
PERCEPTIVITY. Same etymon. The parts to pass through them. Such are the Flexor
brcvis Digitorum pedis, (q. v.) F. suldimis perpower of perception.
/orarus, and Coracobracliialis. (q. v.)
PERCOLATIO, Filtration, (q. v.)
Perforatus Casserii, Coraco-brachialis.
PERCOLATION, from pcrcolare, (per, and
PERFRICTIO, Catapsyxfis, Peripsyz'is, from
The term percocolare), ' to strain through.'
to shiver with
lation, or displacement, has been recently ap- perfrig"ere, (per, and frigerc,)
plied in pharmacy to an operation, which con- cold.' Considerable refrigeration. Great sense
shivering.
sists in placing any substance, the virtues of of cold:
PERFRIGERATIO. See Rigor.
which have to be extracted by a menstruum, on
'

—

PERCUTEUR COURBE

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

PEPPERWORT,

'

—

—

—

—

'

A

—

PERCE

PERCEFEUILLE,

'

PERCEMOUSSE,

PERCE

—

'

—

a funnel,

having a septum perforated

with

PERFUSIO,

Fomentation.

—
PEIU
YER\,

irtnt,'

about, on

all sides,

An augmentative prefix. Hence
PERIAMMA, Amuletum.
PERIAPTON, Amuletum.
PERIBLEMA, Catablema.
PERIBLEP'SIS, from vent,
pXtTTui,
I look.'
The wild look
'

nies delirium.

— Foesius.

PERIB'OLE,

round about.'

the arterial
or into it.

'around.' and
that accompa-

TrtpiftaZXm, <I surround.'
dress of a person. Also, the translation of
morbific matters towards the surface of the

body.
Pericrasis, from 7rtm(inu}Oxv>,

and |tyu»oxt,., 1 eat,') I eat around."' Ulceration or erosion at the corners of the eyelids.
PERICARDITIS, from irtqixaqSiov, the pericardium,' and ids, denoting inflammation.
Inflamma'tio Pericar'dii, Inflammation of the
'

'

'

Pericardium, (F.) Piricardite, Inflammation du
Pericarde. This is, probably, the proper appellation for most of those cases which have received the name of Carditis, Cardipericardi'lis.
Along with signs of pyrexia, the local symptoms resemble those of pneumonia. Such as
point out that the pericardium is the seat of
disease are the following :— pain, referred to the
region of the heart, or scrobiculus cordis,—
sometimes pungent, at others, dull and heavy
palpitation, accompanied with spasmodic twitchings in the neighbour hood of the heart, shooting
up to the left shoulder ; pulsation, and some'
times soreness of the carotids, with tinnitus
aurium and vertigo: the breathing is by catches:
dyspnoea considerable: pulse jarring, jerking,
peculiar: the tongue white, covered with a mucous coat, and the skin often bathed in sweat,
as in acute rheumatism. The physical signs
during the first period, are as follows. The°action of the heart is generally evident to the eye,
and may be felt by the hand. There is soreness to the touch, over the intercostal spaces,
and over a small surface in the epigastric region, when the pressure is directed upwards,
towards the pericardium. Percussion is usually
natural, but at times there is dulness.
On auscultation, the cardiac movements are found to
be frequent, abrupt, Jerking, and tumultuous
:

;

often

irregular and

The pericardium

heart.'

is

a

which envelops the heait.and
and venous trunks that pass from
sac,

It is

seated in the separation of the

mediastinum, above the central aponeurosis of
the diaphragm, to which it strongly adheres.
Its shape is triangular, like that of the heart
to
which it is fitted. The pericardium is composed of two membranes: the one external
;

from

PERIBRO'SIS,

and xanHia, 'the

membranous

:

The

(ntfji,

PERINEUM

5J»

intermittent.

The

pulse

—

—

fibrous; the other
internal
serous.
The lathaving lined the inner surface of the external layer, is reflected over the heart, and
covers it entirely; without, however, havimr
the heart within it ; in which arrangement a

ter,

resembles other serous membranes. The pericardium envelops the heart; retains it in position, and facilitates its movements by means of
the serous fluid, Liquor seu Aqua seu. Humor
seu Lympha Pericardii, Hydrocar'dia, which it
contains in greater or less quantity.

PERICARPIUM.

Epicarpium.

PERICHONDRIUM,

from rife, 'around,'
a cartilage.'
membrane of a
fibrous nature, which covers cartilages that are
non-articular, and bears considerable analogy to
the periosteum in organization and uses
PF.RICHRISIS, Circumlitio, Liniment
PERICHR1STON, Circumlitio, Liniment.

and yovinoi,

A

'

PERIC'LASIS, from
'

I

break.'

A

vtqi, about,' and x/.aiv,
fracture, with denu'

comminuted

dation of the bone.

Galen, Foesius.
Lonicera penclywienum
from x- tQl , 'about,' and
The parts surrounding the

PERICLIMENUM,
PERICNE'MIA,
'the leg.'

xii;i(i;,

tibia;— the

tibia itself.

PERICRA'NIUM, Pericra'nion, from *- f? ,,
around.' and x^aiiov, ' the cranium.' The periosteum, which covers the cranium externally.
'

PKRICRASIS, Peribrosis.
PERIDES'MIC, Perides'micus ; from irtei,
'around,' and Stouog, 'a ligament.' Some nohave given this name to ischuria caused
by a ligature round the penis or by stricture of
the urethra.
PER1D1ASTOLE. See Diastole.
PERID'ROMOS, from t (?i 'about,' and
sologists

,

S^ouog, 'a course.'
The extreme circumference
of the hairs of the head.
Gorraeus.

—

PERIiE'RESIS, from jrtgi, 'about,' and
presentscorresponding characters. When effuA sort of circular insion of lymph has occurred, percussion may be aigiw, 'I take away.'
negative, or be but slightly affected. * On aus- cision, which the ancients made in the neighcultation, in addition to the preceding signs, bourhood of large abscesses. The periaeresis is
there may be one or more of the rubbing or now only practised in some cases of tumours.
PERIESTICOS, Salutary.
friction bruits (q. v.) resembling the rustling of
PERIGLOTTIS, Epiglottic gland. See
farchment, or of a sawing or rasping character.
n some cases, the sound is like the creaking of Tongue.
PERlG'RAPHE.from jrtg.y^a^w, ( 7r f? i, and
new leather, This has been supposed to be
pathognomonic of effused lymph. The most yguQw, 'I write,') 1 circumscribe.' The aponeurotic
intersections of the rectus abdominis
important point, in the pathology of pericarVesalius.
are so called.
ditis, is its connexion with acute rheumatism
PERILYMPH. Cotunnius, liquor of.
and it forms one of the most dangerous occurPERIMYSIUM, Fasiia.
rences in the latter disease. It may be acute or
PERIN, -re^tv, from t>;po, 'a sac or pouch.'
chronic: in either case, it is, of course, formidaWith some, this means the scrotum (q. v.);
ble.
The most active depletion must be used
with large doses of opium, counter-irritants, with others, the testicle ; with others, the periand all the means required in the most violent nasum and, with others, the anus.
PKRIN'.EOCE'LE, from jrtgna.or, 'the peri.
internal inflammations.
PERICAR'DIUM, Pcricar'dinn, Memhrana nxnm,' and xi^ij,* rupture.' Hernia in the
Cor circumflex' a, Involu'crum seu Ar'cula seu perinceum.
PERINjE'UM, Tnterfemine'um, Prrine'um,
Capsa seu Cup'sula seu Cam'era seu lndumcn'turn seu Pannic'ulus seu Membra'na seu Theca Gressu'ra, Plechas, Jlm'phiptex, Prchi'denn, Me.
sos'celon.
Prrine'oi), Pcrinxos, ferinr'os, Orrlios,
Heart.
seu Sac'culus Cordis, Sac or Capsule of the
Area Cordis, (F.) Pericarde, from ttkh, 'around,' Trainis, Tuuros, JtUcrforumine'um, Codioni, Pti'

—

:

;

;

PERINvEUS

PEKISCYTHISMUS

V!i)

Fwmen, Regio Perinai, (F.) periosteum is a fibrous, white, resisting medium
The space at the inferior region of which surrounds the bones every wIht>
Pcrinee.
the trunk, between the ischiatic tuberosities, cept the teeth at their coronoe, and the parts of
anus, and genital organs. It is smaller in the other bones that are covered witli cartilage.
female than in the male; has a triangularshape; The external surface is united, in a more or less
and is divided into two equal parts by a median intimate manner, to the neighbouring parts by
Its inner surface covers the
line, called Raphe.
It is occasionally ruptured cellular tissue.
in labour. The part between the pudendum bone, whose depressions it accurately follows.
and anus is sometimes called (interior peri- It is united to the bone by small, fibrous pronafum, to distinguish it from the part which longations; and, especially, by a prodigious
extends from the anus to the coccyx, called quantity of vessels, which penetrate their substance. The periosteum unites the bones to
pustc'rior pcrins! urn*
the neighbouring parts. It assists in their
PERIN.EUS, Perineal.
PERINE'AL, Perina/ns, Perinea! lis. That growth, either by furnishing, at its inner surwhich relates or belongs to the perinaeum ; as face, as M. Bcclard demonstrated, an albuminous exudation, which becomes cartilaginous,
Perineal artery, Hernia, &c.
Ischu'ria Perinea'lis. A name given by and at length ossifies; or by supporting the
Sauvages to retention of urine, caused by a vessels, which penetrate them to carry the materials of their nutrition.
See Medullary memtumour seated in the perineum.
brane.
P£RIJVEE. Perinseum.
from srtgt, around,'
Periosteum Internum. Medullary memkidney,' and it is, denoting inflamma- brane.
is<f§oc,
PERIOSTO'SIS. Tumour of the periosteum.
Inflammation of the external cellular and
tion.
fibrous membranes of the kidney, or of their Tumours are so called which are developed on
bones, and formed by their outer membrane.
investing adipose cellular tissue. Rayer.
PERINEU'RION, Neurilema.
These tumours are more rapidly developed,
PERINYC'TlDES,from:rf e <,andri;£, 'night.' have a less degree of consistence, and sooner
An eruption, appearing at night and disappear- disperse than exostoses, which they resemble
ing by day. Erotian.
b
SYSTEM, CaPERIPHERAL
PERIOD, Periodus, Periodei'a, Periodeu'sis,
elms, Mesomerion,

—

PERINEPHRITIS,

'

'

—

—

VASCULAR

Circu'ilus, from fl-fgt, ' about,' and odog, 'way.'
Circuit. Periods are the different phases or
revolutions of a disease. The epochs, which
are distinguishable in the course of a disease.

pillary system.

Three periods are commonly enumerated.

act of washing.'

1.

PERIPHIMOSIS,

Paraphimosis.
Peripneumonia.

PERIPLEUMONIA,

PERIP'LYSIS, from

and whiaif, 'the

ir'tH,

Proflu'vium.

A

copious dis-

The augmentation, increase, or progress (Incre- charge from any part, especially from the bowmen' turn); 2. The acme or height, (F.) Atat
PERIPNEUMO'NIA, Peripleumo'nia, True
(Status;) and, 3. The decline ( Deer emen' turn.)
Some authors reckon only the invasion and ter- pcripneumony, from tiiqi, 'around,' and 7rnvfjtur,
mination.

sometimes used, in describing an
intermittent, for the time between the commencement of a paroxysm and that, of the next,
Period

is

including the

fit

'the lung.' Inflammation of the substance of
the lungs.
See Pneumonia.
Peripneumonia Bilio'sa. Inflammation of
the lungs, accompanied with bilious fever.

—

Peripneumonia Catarrhalis,

as well as interval.

Periods, Monthly, Menses.

Pituitosa, P. notha.

PERIODEIA, Period.
PERIODEUSIS, Period.

or

PERIODEUTES, Charlatan.
PERIODICITY, Periodic" itas;

P. notha

— p.

Peripneumonia Catarrha'lis.

Bronchitis

pulmonary catarrh, with pain

some part

in

of the chest.

same etyPeripneumonia Notha, P. spu'ria, P. pituimon. The aptitude of certain physiological to'sa, P. catarrha'lis, Blennotho'rax, Obstruc'tio
phenomena,
in
pathological
health
dispituilo'sa febri' lis, Bronc/ii'lis asthen'or
pulmo'nujn
and
ease, to recur at particular periods, after longer
or shorter intervals, during which intervals they

cease completely. Diseases,
are called Periodical.

PERIODONTITIS,

thus

(F.)

recurring,

Periodontite, In-

flammation de la Membrane alv6olo-dentaire,
from 7ri£i, about,' and odovc, a tooth.' Inflammation of the membrane that lines the socket
'

and

sregt,

—

A

oSuvv,

'

pain.'

circumscribed and acute pain. Hippoc.
pkRIOJVE, Decidua.
PERIORBITA, from we gI around,' and orAnappellation used, by some,
bita, 'the orbit.'
for the periosteum lining the orbit, which is a
continuation of the dura rnater. The inflammation of this periosteum is termed Periorbi'tis or
,

—

PER1PNEUMONY, BASTARD,

PERIOS'TEUxM,

Perios'teon, Perios'teos,
Circumossa'IS, Membra! na ossis,
Omen' turn ossium, CirctimossaHis Membra 'na
liom T*g',' around,' and ootiuv, a bone. The

Pcrios'tium,

,

'

Peripneu-

monia notha.
Latent Peripneumonv is that whose symptoms are so obscure as to be recognised with
difficulty.

PERIPSYXIS, Catapsyxis,
PERIPYE'MA, from nun,

Perfrictio.
about,' and ttvov,
Suppuration around an organ ; a tooth,
'

«

Periorbita lis.

False or Bastard Peripneu'mony, (F.) Pdri-

(chronic.)

'

of a tooth.

PERIODYN'IA, from

ica,

pneumonie batarde ou fausse. An inexact name,
under which some affections are comprised that
resemble pneumonia; and, especially chronic
See Bronchitis
bronchitis with pleurodynia.

1

pus.'

for

—

example.

PERIRRHOS'A, from wtgi, about,' and gtw,
Afflux of fluids from every point of
I flow.'
the body towards an organ which has to remove
them from the economy. Also, Enuresis, (q.v.)
'

'

PERISCELIS.

JarrHiire.
Periscythismus.
I'ERISCYTHIS'MUS, Fcrisnjthisis, Pc-ys-

PERISCYPHISMUS,

PER1SPHALSIS
eytis'mus,
ing, from
thian,' i.

Petisci/luis, Peri.snjpliismus, Scalpttj^i, 'around,' and Xxvdtjt, ' a Scye. 'scalping after the manner of the
Scythians.'
An operation described by Paulus
of JQgina.
It consisted of an incision made
"round thf cranium, and was employed in habitual weakness of the eyes, pains of the head,&.c.
FERISPIIAL'SIS. Circumduc'tio, from mpi,
' about,' and
o<puaa<«, ' I move.'
A circular motion impressed on a luxated bone, for the purpose of reducing it.

FERISSODAOTY LUS, Polydactylus.
PERISTALTIC ACTION, Peristole.
PERISTAPHYLINUS EXTERNUS,
cumflexus musculus

musculus— p

—

p.

Inferior,

Cir-

Circumflexus

Internus, Levator palati.

PERISTERIUM,

Verbena officinalis.
from a-igi, 'about,* and

PERISTER'NA,
tvngvor,

'

The

the sternum.'

lateral parts of the

chest

PERISTOLE,
j>resso'iius seu

from

irt<)i,

close.'

'

Motus

Peristal' ticus, M. comve.rmicula'ris seu testudineus,

around,' and

The

I
I contract,'
of the intestines,
consists of a kind of

ort/zlo),

'

'

pvrislallic action

.Motus peristal! ticus.

It

undulation or vermicular movement

in

appear-

unce irregular, but in which the circular fibres
of the muscular membrane of the intestine contract, successively, from above downwards, in
proportion as the chyme advances in the alimentary canal so that, being compressed above,
it is pushed into the next portion of the intes;

whose fibres are in
"When the fibres contract

tine,

a state of relaxation.
inversely, they occa-

sion an antiperistaltic action. The peristaltic
action is involuntary, and is not under the immediate influence of either brain or spinal marrow. It continues for some time after death.

PERISTOMA, Peristoma.
PERISTRO'MA, Peristoma,

Muscus

vil/o'sus,

Crusta membrana'cea, Crusta vermicula'ris,from
around,' and orpurrvpt, to spread.' The
Tript,
Casvillous or mucous coat of the intestines.
'

'

—

telli.

PERISYSTOLE,

from yrtoi, 'about,' and
contraction.' The interval, that
exists between the systole and disastole of the
heart, which is only perceptible in the dying.
Bartholine.
PERITERION, Ti'tpan perforatif.

gvotuXij,

'a

—

PERITESTIS, Albuginea.
PE.RITOLXE, Peritonaeum.

PERITOME.

Peritonseorex'is,

from

wtotrovatov, 'the peritonaeum,' and g>;y>uo>, '1
Hernia formed by the rupture of the
break.'

—

—

—

—

PERITTOMA. Excrement.
PERITYPHLITIS; from vtoi, 'around,'

and
inflammation of the caecum. Inflammation of the cellular substance surrounding
the caecum.
See Typhlo-enteritis.
PERIWINKLE, LESSER, Vinca minor.
PERIZO'MA, from irtniZmvruut, (tent, and
tuvvu/it, * to gird,') 'to gird around.' A bandage;
girdle.
In Fabricius Hildanus, a truss.
a
PER'KINISM. A therapeutical means, fust
employed by Dr. Elisha Perkins of Norwich,
Connecticut, towards the termination ol the
It consisted
last century, and named after him
in drawing over affected or other parts the
typhlitis,

peritonaeum.

PERITONEUM,

Pcritone'um,

P eritonse*'on,

Peritonei' on, Pcritonse'os, Peritoni'on, Peritoneos,
Vclarueri turn ubdornina'le, Tu'nica prxlen'sn seu

Optrimcii'tum prxtensum seu Membra' na abdom'Zephach, Ziphac, (F.) Piritoine, from vtqt,
around,' and uivai, I stretch.' A serous membrane, which lines the abdominal cavity; extends over the greater part of the organs con-

inis,
'

face of which is smooth, and lubricated by a
serous fluid. In the male foetus, the peritonaeum
furnishes a prolongation, which accompanies
the testicle at. the time of its descent, and, in
the female foetus, forms the Canal of A'uck,
Below the neck of the gall bladder, the
(q. y.)
peritonaeum has a triangular opening, called the
Foramen or Hiatus of Winslow, (q. v.) through
which it proceeds behind the stomach, to form
a sort of secondary cavity, called the posterior
cavity of the peritonaeum, (F.) Jlrrikre cavili, piritontale ou Cavili, des Epiploons.
PERITONITIS, Empres'ma Peritonitis, Perilonaei'tis, Cauma Peritonitis, Inflamma'lio Peritons!i, Phlegmasia or Inflammation of the Peritonaeum, from peritoneum, and itis, denotino'inflammation.' (F.) Inflammation da Piritoine.
The characteristic signs of acute inflammation
of the peritonaeum are, violent pain in the abdomen, increased by the slightest pressure, often
by the simple weight of the bedclothes. It
generally occurs in the parturient state; and
begins on the second or third day after delivery.
At times, a malignant epidemic, and perhaps
contagious, variety lias made its appearance,
and destroyed numbers of females. This has
been described under the name Puerperal Fever,
but it really seems to be a malignant inflammation of the peritonaeum and uterus, Metroperitonitis, Ene'cia Syn'ochus Puerpera'rum, Erythemat'ic or JVonplas'tic Peritonitis, Typhohas'mic
Peritoni'tis, Jidynam'ic or Malig'nant Puer'peral
Fever, Low Fever of Childbed. In any form it
requires the most active treatment, early employed. The appearances, on dissection, are
such as occur whenever a serous membrane has
been inflamed, and such inflammation has produced death:— effusion of fluid with flakes of
coagulable lymph in it; appearances of vascularity. &c, in the membrane.
The treatment
in active peritonitis
must consist of the same
course as recommended under Enteritis, (q. v.)
In the chronic kind, symptoms must be combated as they arise, and it may be advisable to
excite a new action in the system by means of
mercury. In the epidemic and malignant variety, unless bleeding be freely employed at the
very outset, it does harm. II used early, it is
of the most decided advantage. Every thing
depends upon arresting the morbid process at
the outset.
PERITONITIS, ERYTHEMATIC, see Peritonitis
p. Nonplastic, see Peritonitis
p. Typhohaemic, see Peritonitis.

—

Circumcision.

PERITON^ERIX'IS,

PERK1X1SM

'.11

'

tained there; envelops them wholly or in part,
and maintains their respective relations by
means of different prolongations and ligamentous folds:— the mesentery, epiploon, mesocolon,
Like all the serous membranes, the
«fcc. (q. v.)
peritoneum is a sort of sac without aperture,
which covers the abdominal organs, without
Containing them within it, and the internal sur-

46*

pointed extremit'ie^of two metallic rods, called
made of a different metal.
The success obtained was through the influence of the imagination; and, consequently,
as a remedial agent, it ranks as high as animal
Metallic Tractors, each

—
(q. v.,) but no higher.
lion was, also, called Tractora'tion.
PEtlLA, Pearl.
Pearl.

The

Motion.

PERN1CIOSUS, Deleterious.
PERNIO, Chilblain.

PERODACTYLEUS,
rum

— ——

opera- tarsien, Peronoeus longus— p. Susmelatarsicn,
Peronanis lertius p. Sus-mt'tatur.sicn, grand,
Perona-us brevis p. Sus-phalangetlim dv ponce.
Extensor proprius pollicis pedi^ p. Tibi susphalangettien rommun, Extensor communis digitorum pedis p. Sus-phalangicn du pouce,
Extensor proprius pollicis pedis.

PlROJVIER, GRAND,

Flexor longus digito-

Peronteus longus— p.

Lateral, long, Peronoeus longus p. Moyen, Peronseus brevis p. Petit, Peronoeus tertius.

pedis profundus performs.

PERODYNIA,

—

PERTUSSIS

542

magnetism

PERLE,
PERMOTIO.

———

—
PERLA

—

see Cardialgia.

PEROSO'MUS; from srijjoff, 'mutilated,'
from 7rt;Qoc, wanting,' and
and aonii, 'body.' A monster, whose whole
Congenital misconstruction,
fieXoc, 'a limb.'
Gurlt.
is imperfectly developed
or mutilation of the limbs.
A genus in the body
PEROSPLANCH'NICA, from witfos, * wantnosology of Good.
Congenital
ing,' and a-rHay/yor, 'a viscus.'
PERONE, Fibula— p. col dw.ColIum fibulje. misconstruction of the viscera. A genus in the
PERONE'AL, Peronx'us, from sr^oiij, 'the Nosolnrry of Good.
fibula.' Belonging or relating to the fibula.
PERPERACU'TUS. Extremely acute. An
Peroneal Artery, or Fibular A., arises from epithet applied to very violent and rapid disthe popliteal, and is situate deeply at the poste- eases.
It gives off
rior and outer part of the leg.
PERROSIN. See Pinus abies.
branches of little importance. Near the outer
PERSIAN FIRE, Anthracion.
ankle, it divides into two branches. 1. The pos
PERSICAIRE DOUCE, Persicaria.
terior peroneal, which descends behind the
PERS1CAR1A, Polygonum Persicaria— p.
lower joint of the fibula, on the outer surface Urens, Polygonum hydropiper.
of the calcaneum. 2. The anterior peroneal,
PERSIL, Apium petroselinum p. d'Ane,
which crosses the inferior extremity of the in- Chaerophylluni sylvestre p. de Macddoine, Buterosseous ligament, to be distributed on the bon Macedonicum— p. de Montugne, Atliamanta
dorsal surface of the foot.
aureoselinum.
Peroneal Muscles are three in number. 1.
PERSIMMON. Diospyros Virginiana.
Peronasus Brevis, P. secundus, P. unli'cus, P.
PERSPIRA'TION, Pcrspira'tio, Transpira'us,
Grand
peroneo-sus-metaMe' dius Semi-fibula^
tio, Diffla'tio, Diap'noS, Diupna'a, from per,
tarsien, Court peronio-laliral, (F.) Mnyen Pe- 'through,' and spirare, 'to breathe, exhale.'
ronier. A muscle, situate beneath the peroneeus The insensible transpiration or exhalation conlongus. It is attached, above, to the outer sur- tinually going on at the surface of the skin and
face of the fibula, and terminates, below, at the membranes. Sensible perspiration is called
posterior extremity of the 5th metatarsal bone, sweat. The perspiratory fluid is secreted by an
after having been reflected beneath the malleo appropriate apparatus, termed by Breschet diapIt extends the foot upon the leg, no venous, or sudorip'arous, and consisting of a
lus externus.
at the same time raising a little the outer edge. secreting parenchyma, situate in the true skin,
upon the leg, and extend it and of spiral ducts, which open obliquely under
also,
act
may,
It
upon the foot. 2. Peronasus Longus, Peronasus the scales of the epidermis. A certain portion
primus sen posti'cus, P. max'imus seu poste- of the perspired fluid is thrown off by ordinary
PEROME'LIA,

1

—

,

\

rior, Tibi-pi. rondo-tar sien,

Long pdronicr

Pdrondo-sous-tarsien (Ch.,) (F

)

lateral,

Muscle grand

This muscle is situate at the outer
pironier.
It is long, thick, and tri
part of the leg.
angular above; thin, narrow, and flat below.
It is attached, above, to the outer edge of the
upper extremity of the fibula, and to the upper
third of the outer surface of that bone. Below,
it terminates at the outer part of the posterior
extremity of the first metatarsal bone. This
muscle extends the foot on the leg, turning its
point outward, and raising- its outer edge.
If
acts, also, upon the leg, which it extends on the
Tertius,
Peronseus
Nonus
Vesa'lii,
Pifoot. 3.

!

physical evaporation.
The Pulmonary Exhalation or Transpiration
bronchia, and is
i s that which takes place in the
sent out with the expired air.
FERSUDATIO, Diapedesis.
PERTE, Metrorrhagia— p. de Sang, Hoemorrhagia p. Uterine rouge, Metrorrhagia— p. Uterine blanche, Leucorrhcea.
BLANCHES, Leucorrhcea.
( Medici' na.) Perlurbating Treatment. A mode of treatment in
which very active means are employed, and
such as impress upon diseases a different course
from that natural to them. Much evil has resuited from such treatment, especially in febrile
diseases

PERTES
PERTURBA'TRIX,

':

—

ronier anterieur, Petit pdrondo-sus-metatarsien
muscle, situate at
(Ch., (F.) Petit P'eronier.
the anterior, outer, and inferior part of the leg.
PERTUS'SIS, from per, a prefix denoting
Tussis* fieri' na,
It is long and flat, and is attached, above, to the (excess, and tussis, 'cough.'
inferior third of the anterior margin and inner' T. convul si' va T. pu'eros strung' ulnns. T auinta,
surface of the fibula; terminating, below, at the T. stomachu'lis, Pncusis perlus'sis, Amphirneposterior extremity of the 5th metatarsal bone rina, Orthopnar'a tnssicu/i/sa, clango'sa, sufifoThis muscle bends the foot on the leg, by rais cati'va, clamo'sa, spusmod'ira, Morbus Cucutlus,
ing its outer edge. It can, also, bend the leg Morbus cuculla'ris, Bcchorthiipncr'a. Bex convuli

A

,

on the foot.
si'ra, Bex tberio' iles. Hooping-cough, WhoopingChin-cough, Kin-cough, Kind-cough,
Pr.noNEAL Vein follows the same course as cough.
the nrteiy.

(Germ.

Kind,

'a child,')

"(F.)

Coquelvche.

Peronseus Catarrht oil Bronchite convulsive, A violent conbrevis p. Pltalanginien du gros orteil, Flexor vulsive cough, returning by fits, (F ) Quinlrs.
loncrv.s pollicis pedis—/;. Sous-phalangcttii n du at longer or shorter intervals; and consisting
pence, Flexor longus pollicis pedis— p. Sous- of several expirations, followed by a sonorous

PERONEO LATERAL, QOURT,

—
PERU

—

— ——

PETROLEUM
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inspiration or whoop. The fits of coughing ge- to the
plague, in respect to
nerally recur more frequently during the night, tion,

mode of propaga-

symptoms, danger, &c.
morning, and evening, than in the day. It is
PESTIS, Plague p. Contagiosa, Plague p.
esteemed contagious, and attacks the young Occidentalis. Fever,
yellow"— p. Orfentalis,

—

more

particularly.

It is rare for

it

individual for the second time. The
various,— six or eight week3 or more. Although
the paroxysms are very violent, it is not a dangerous disease. It may, however, give rise to
other affections, as convulsions, pneumonia, &c.
when the complication is very dangerous, as
the cause cannot be removed. Those children
suffer the least, who evacuate the contents of
the stomach during the fit.
In the treatment,
all that can be done is to palliate.
It must be
borne in mind, that the disease will, in time,
wear itself out. If there be much tensive pain
of the head, or fever, V. S. may be required, but
it is seldom necessary.
Narcotics occasionally
afford relief, but it is temporary. Gentle emetics,
given occasionally, when the paroxysms are
long and dry, give decisive relief, and aid in
the expectoration of the morbid secretions. After the disease has continued for some weeks,
and persists in part from habit, change of air is
essential, and this, even should the change be
to an atmosphere that is less pure.

PERU.

See Lima.

PERVEKCBE, Vinca minor.
PERVERSION, from per, and

Dias'trop/iS, Diastre.m'mu,
One of the
four modifications of function in disease: (he
three others being augmentation, diminution,
and abolition. The Humorists used this term,
also, to designate disorder or morbid change in
the fluids.

PERVERSION BE LA TETE DES
ET DES MUSCLES, Loxarthrus.
Insomnia,

—

PETASITES,

Tussilacro petasites.
Petidulx, Punctlefuhe, Por'phyra Greta/rum. Small spots, similar in shape

PETE'CHITE,

and colour

to flea-bites, which occur spontaneously upon the skin, in the course of severe

fevers, &.c.
They are, under such
stances, signs of great prostration.

circum-

Pkteciti/e sine Febre, Purpura simplex.
Purpura simplex.
hajmorrhagica.

PETECHIAL SCURVY,

PETECUUANOSlS, Purpura
PETICUL^E, Petechias.

PETIGO, Impetigo.
PETIT COURIER, influenza—p. Lait, Serum lactis p. Lai* d'Hoffman, Serum lactis
Hoffmani p. Mai, see Epilepsy
Levator anguli oris.

p. Sus-maxillo-

labial,

PETITE POSTE,

Influenza.
Petrolreum.
Solidago virgaurea.

PETROLEUM,

PETR^EUM,
PETRAP1UM, Bubon Macedonicum.
PETRKOLE, Petrolaaum.
PETRO DEL PORCO, Bezoard of the

Io-

dian porcupine.
vertere, 'to

turn.'

PERVIGILIUM,

—

an Plague p. Variolosa, Variola.
duration is
PET, Fart

to attack

Coma

OS

PETRO-OCCIP'ITAL,Ptrr occipitalis. Belonging to the petrous portion of the temporal
bone and to the occipital bone.
The Petro Occipital Suture

is

formed by

the junction of the petrous portion of the temporal to the occipital bone.
It is a deep groove
separating the bones, which have between them
a thin layer of cartilsge.

PETRO-SALPIN'GO-PHARYNGE'US. A

fleshy fasciculus, which extends from the sphePES, Pous, vovs, (F.) Pied, the foot.' The noid bone, from the petrous portion of the teminferior extremity of the abdominal member, poral bone, and from the Eustachian tube to the
representing a bony arch, an elastic vault, upper part of the pharynx. See Constrictor.
which transmits the weight of the body to the
PETRO-SALPINGO-STAPHYLINUS,Cirground. It is divided into three parts; the curnflexus— p. Salpingo-staphylinu3, Levator
tarsus, metatarsus , and toes, (q v.)
palali
p. Staphylin, Levator palati.
vigil.

<

—

PETROSPHENOI'DAL. Petro-sphenoida'p. Equinus, see lis.
Belonging to the petrous portion of the
Leonis, Alchemilla.
temporal bone and to the sphenoid bone.
PESAJVTEUR, Weight—/?. Spkifique, GraviPetko-Sphenoidal Suture; a name given
ty, specific.
to the small suture which is formed by the anterior edge of the petrous portion of the temPESELIQUEUR, Areometer.
PES'SARY, Pessa'rium, from niooog, 'a poral bone and the posterior edge of the sphenoid.
Supposito'rium
small stone.' Pessus, Pes'sulus,
A solid instrument, composed of P ETRO' LE UM, Petrols' urn, Petrse'/eum,Petrse
uteri' num.
cork, ivory, or elastic gum, which is introduced oleum, Bitu'men Petroleum, Pisselx'um In'diinto the vagina to support the uterus, in cases cum, Rock Oil, Petroleum Barbaden'sB, Burba'
to docs Tar, (F.) Pitrolc ou Pctriole, from rctroos,
of prolapsus or relaxation of that organ
keep vaginal hernias reduced, &c. The an- 'rock,' and O.aiov, 'oil.' A bituminous substance of a fetid odour, and bitter, acrid taste.
which
pessaries,
cients made use of medicated
they distinguished into emollient, astringent, It is semi-liquid, tenacious, semi-transparent;
aperient, &c. The form of pessaries is very of a reddish-brown colour, insoluble in water
variable;— round, oval, &c, according to cir- and alcohol; combines with fixed and essential
oils, and sulphur; and is partially soluble in
cumstances.
ether.
The petroleum, found at Gabian, near
Pessary, Egyptian, .ZEgyplius pessus.
Beziers, in Fiance, has been called Oleum
PESSULUS, Pessary, Penis.
Galna'num, (F.) Huile de Gabian, Petroleum
PESSUS. Pessary.
rub rum.
PEST, Plague.
Pes Alkxanukinus, Anthemis Pyrethum

p.

Cati, Antennaria Dioica

Kyllosis

—

—

p.

—

;

PESTE,

Plague.

Petroleum BAbadense,

Petrolatum.

Petroleum Sclphura'tum, Dal'samum SulTussilago Petasitcs.
pilaris Barliadcn'st,
composed of petrol, barbad.
PESTILENT! A, Plague.
N
Sulplt. 31V,
h<is been used as a pec^xvj.flnr.
frompestis,
PE STI L E 'T 1 A L, PcstiUntia'lis,
Relating to the plague. Pesiil-ntial toral; and as a detergent to ulcers. It has been
'a pest.'
Dose.
diseases arc those°that bear some resemblance accounted antispasmodic and sudorific.

PESTILENT -WORT,

—

—

—

»

EETROLE
gtt.'x to

xxx.

Externally,

it^is

'a

used asastimu-

lant and discutient.

foot,

and

according to others, the
to some, the astragnlus,

(q- v.)

PEZI'ZA AURICULA,. iuricula J u ,l,r, Fanpetroselinum—
Macedonicum, Bubon Macedonicum.
gus sambvfeinus, sigar'icus Auridula forma,

PETROSUM, OS See Temporal.
PETROUS, Petro'sus, Petro'sul, from
«

The

foot.'

sole of the foot;

•

PETROLE, Petrolceum.
PETROSELINUM, Apium
p.

PHALANX

Ml

-rtrQoc,

Jew's Ear. This fungus is said to be astringent; but has chiefly been used as a gargle in

Resembling stone; having the hard-

a stone.'

ness^of stone.

Petrous

or

relaxed sore throat.

PFEFFERS

I

Petrosal Ganglion,

is formed by the glosso-phary ngeal
nerve, shortly after it emerges from the jugular
fossa.
From this ganglion, M. Jacobson of Copenhagen traced an anastomosing loop through
the cavity of the tympanum, which left branches
there, and was thence reflected downwards to
join the Vidian nerve.
See Otic ganglion.
This has been called the Nerve of Jacobson, and
the inosculation, Jacobson' s Anastomosis.

of Andersch,

Petrosal Sinuses

WATERS

or Ganglion

or

OF.

PFAFFERS, MINERAL

Thermcc Piperi'na:, Th. film-

These springs, which are in the Swiss
Alps, are simply thermal: temperature 100° of
Fahrenheit.
PHACI. Ephelides.

rial.

PHACl'TIS, from «*ko?,

'

a lens,' and

ilia,

a termination denoting inflammation. Copsi'tis,
Capsulitis, Lcnli'tis. Inflammation of the crystalline lens.

PHACOHYMENi'TIS,

Phakohymeni'tis, In-

two ve- flamma'tio cap'sula lentis; from quiet;, a lens,'
nous sinuses of the dura mater, connected with viii r, a membrane,' and ids, denoting inflamthe petrous portions of the temporal bone, and mation. Inflammation of the capsule of the
distinguished, on each side, into: — 1. The su- crystalline.

Petrous

or

are

'

i

'

i

perior petrosal sinus. It arises from the cavernous sinus; follows the upper edge of the petrous portion, which affords it a gutter; passes
into the great circumference of the tentorium
cet«ebe>Hi,and opens into the lateral sinus, where
the latter experiences a bend, near the base of
the pare petrosa.
Its form is triangular.
2.
The inferior petrosal sinus arises from the
cavernous sinus at the same point as the last,
with which it communicates at the moment of
It descends between the inferior
its origin.
edge of the pars petrosa and the basilary process; and terminates in the lateral sinus, at the
sinus or gulf of the internal jugular vein: It
is triangular, and broader at its extremities than
middle.

PHACOS, Ervum

PHAGiENA,

PHAGEDENA,

PHAGEDENIC,

MarathrophyV lum,

Pinastel.'-

lum, Fccnic'ulum porci'num, Bonus Genius, Hog's
Fennel, Sulphurwort, (F.) Queue de Pourceau,
Fenouil de Pure. Family, Umbellifera. Sex.
Syst. Pentandria Digynia.
The root has a
somewhat resembling that
strong, fetid smell
of sulphureous solutions and an acrid, unctuous, bitterish taste. It has been recommended
as antihysteric and nervine.
Pf.ucfdanum Silaus. Saxifraga vulga.'ris,
S. Jin! glica. Hippomar''athrum, Fcenie'ulum errat'icum, English or Meadow Sax'ifrage, (F.)
Sesili des pr6s.
The roots, leaves, and seeds
have been recommended as aperients, diuretics,
and carminatives. Rarely used.
PEUPLIER JYOIR, Populus.
PEX1S. Concretion.
PEY'ERI GLAN'DUL^, G. Peyeria'nx,
Pey'eri Plexus glandulo'si, Gland'vlse muco'sse
cougmina'tx seu ngmina'tpc seu mucip'arx race-

—

—

—

rru/tim conges'tse intestinr/rum, G. intestina'les

Phngcdw'nicusjvom qayw,

'I eat.'

Phagedenic Ulcer, NomS,

Phagedat'na, Ulcus deyas'cens, is one which rapidly eats and
corrodes the neighbouring parts.
In Materia Medica, Phagedenic is a substance

used

for

ulcers,

destroying fungous granulations in

&c.

PHAKOHYMENITIS,

FHALACROMA,

Phacohymenitis.

Calvities.

PHALACROSIS. Calvities.
PHALACROTIS, Alopecia.
PHALAIA. A barbarous term, employed

PEUCED'ANUM OFFICINALE, Mar'asylves'trS,

Cataract.

Boulimia.

Boulimia— p. Sloughing of
the mouth, Cancer aquaticus— p. Gangrrenosa,
Hospital Gangrene.

PETUM, Nicotiana tabacum.
PEUCE, Pinus sylvestris.
thrum

lens.

PHACOSCOTOMA,

by

Basil Valentine to designate a universal medicine or panacea

PIUMNGES DES

DOIGTS, Phalanges

of the fingers— p. des Orteils, Phalanges of the
toes.

PHALANGET'TIEN. Professor Chaussier
uses this term for any thing relating to the third
phalanx of the fingers or toes.
Phaiangien, for
what relates to the first, and Phalanginien, to
the second.
PHALANGO'SIS, Hispid'"Has. from ipedayt,
a row of soldiers.' An affection of the eyelids,
in which the lashes are arranged in two or three
rows. See Trichiasis. Also, dropping of the
upper eyelid, from paralysis of the levator palpebral superioris muscle.

—

'

PHALANX,

same etymon. A name given
which form the finders and

to the small bones,

because placed along side each other like
They are distinguished into the
Phalanges of the Fingers, Ossa seu Jlg'minu seu
Jic.i'es seu Jirtiifuli seu Scutic'ula seu Nodi seu
toes,

phalanx.

a

seu pltxifoi m'es seu spuria?, Corpus''culu glandula'ru>iL simil'ia seu glund'ulas in agmr.n con- Interna' dia seu Scytul'ides seu Con'dijli Digito'grega'tm intestinorum, Entcrade'ncs, Peyer's rum Manas, and the Phalanges of the Toes, Ossa
Glands. Small glands or follicles, situate be- seu Jirtieuli seu Intcrno'dia Digito'rum Pedis.
neath the villous coat of the intestines. They 1 Phalanges of the Fingers, (F Phalanges des
are clustered together, and ate extremely nu- Dn'irts. They are, in each hand, 14,
three to
They occur most nmnerously in the each finger, and two to the thumb; and are situmerous
lower portion of the ileum. Their structure ate one above the other. They are distinguished,
and functions are not well known.
numerically, reckoning from the base towards
PEZA, ireia. Doric and Arcadian for irov$, the tip of the finger. 1. The first or metacar'

.

)

—

—

—
PHALARIS

PHARYNGEAL
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PHARMACUPOLE, Apothecary.
PHARMACOPOU'UM, Apothe'ca, Ojjici'na.

pal, (F.) Premieres phalanges ou Phalanges mi.
tacarpirnnes. 2. The second or middle phalan-

ges, (F.) Secondes phalanges ou Phalunges moy- The shop of the druggist or apothecary, from
ennes, Phalangines, (Ch.)
a medicine,' and nvdew, 1 sell.'
3. The third pha- yaQftaxov,
langes, Metacon'dyli, Phalan'ges un'guium, (F!)
PHARMACOPO'SIA, from <p«ouaxov, a meI'roisitmes phalanges on Phalanges ungucales^ dicine," and 7rooig, 'a portion.' A liquid mediiingu ifercs,imguinales,P halting ettes (Oil.,) which cine, especially one that is cathartic.
terminate each finger, and support the nail. II
PHARMACO'SA MEDlCAMEiVTA, from
Phalanges of the Toes, (F.) Phalanges des Or- yufiuaxor, 'a poison.' Medicines -that contain
tcits.
They are the same in number as those poisonous substances. Fallopius.
of the fingers, but much smaller, and of a very
PHARMACOTHE'CA, <?aq*aifo9ti xTl, from
different shape.
yaouaxov, 'a medicine,' and Ti&tjui, 'I place.'
The phalanges of a finger or toe are united A case for certain medicines.
with each' other; and the first with the metacarMedicament, Poison— p.
pal or metatarsal bone. They are developed iEgyptiacurn, ^Egyptiacum
p.
Amatorium,
from two points of ossification; one for the supe- Philter.
rior extremity, and the other for the body and
Phar'maccm ad Aures, JEgyp'tium Medicainferior extremity.
mcn'lum ad Aures. A name given to a mediPHAL'ARIS CANARIEN'SIS, Cultivated cine, composed of bitter almonds, white pepperCana'ry Grass, (F.)Alpistc. Family, Graiiimete.' saffron, myrrh, opium, frankincense, castor,
Sex. Sij.H. Triandria Digynia. The seed of this verjuice, sulphate of iron, vinegar, pomegraIt was
grass, (F.; Graines d aspic, afford a nourishing! nate bark, unguentum nardinum, &c.
meal. The ancients recommended them for believed to be useful for cleansing fetid ulcers
allaying pains in the kidney and bladder.
in the ears.
PHALLOCAROINO'MA, from </>*aA«c. the PHAR'MACY, Pharmaci'a, Pharmaccu'tice,
male organ,' and xctQxivwfia, 'cancer.' Carci- from ifuQiiaxov, 'a medicine.' The art which
noma or cancer of the penis.
teaches the knowledge, choice, preservation,
PHALLORRHA'GIA, from ipaUoe, < the male preparation, and combination of medicines. It
organ,' and otjyrvui, I break out.' Hemorrhage was formerly divided into Galcn'ical and Chym'The former, called alter Galen, embraced
ical.
from the male urethra. Stimatosis, (q. v.)
Gonorrhoea.
the operations undertaken on medicines without
PHALLOSOPH'IA, from <paXXoc, 'the male analyzing them: the latter, Ckymical Pharmacy
organ,' and xpoyog, a 110186.' Discharge of wind or Phar mar.eu' tic Chymistry, Phartnacochym!'ia,
comprised the preparation of medicines, foundfrom the male urethra.
ed on the chymical action of their principles.
PHALLUS, Penis
'

'

'

—

PHARMACUM,

—

'

'

PHALLORRHCEA,

—

'

PHANTASIA,

PHARUS,

Imagination.

PHANTASM, Phantas'ma,

from qavratu),

'

I

Pharynx.

PHARYGATHRON,

Pharynx.

PHARYNGiE'UM, (SAL.,) from pharynx.
appear.'
phantom, false appearance,
apparition. Hallucination, (q v.) Derangement A compound of cream of tartar, nitrate of poof the sense of sight or of the intellectual facul- tassa, burnt alum, and distilled vinegar. It
ties, causing objects to be perceived, which are was formerly employed, united with honey and
plantain water, to make gargles, which were
not before the eyes.

A

make

PHANTAS'MA,

advised in quinsy.
YjXGK. Pharyngeal.

Pseudoblepsia.

PHAR
PHARYNGEAL,

PHANTOM, Fantom.
PHARMACEIA, Poisoning.
PHARMACEUM, Apotheca.
PHARMACEU'TIC;
tpaqpaxov,

'

a medicine.'

Pharmaceu'ticus, from
An epithet for every

thing belonging to Pharmacy. Thus,
Pharmaceutical preparations, &c.

PHARMACEUTICS,

we

say,

Pharmacy.

P HARMAC I EN, Apothecary.
PHARMACOCATAGRAPHOLOG'TA,
from qctQuaxor,

'

a medicine,' xara, 'beneath,'

and Xoyoc, 'a description.'
of writing prescriptions. J. J. Plenck.
PHARMACODYNAMICS, from ipaQuaxov,
'
a medicine,' and Suvams, power.' A division
of pharmacology, which considers the effects
and uses of medicines.
PHARMACOGNO'SIA; from yaouaxor, 'a
medicine,' and yuoaxm, I know.' A division
of pharmacology, which treats of simples or unyouqr,, 'a writing,'

The

—

art

'

'

prepared medicines.

PHARMACOLOGIA, Materia medica.
PHARMACON, Poison.
jjFHARMACOPCE'IA,

Pharyngx'us, (F.) PhaPharyngien. That which relates to the
pharynx. A name given to the muscles, vessels, and nerves of the pharynx.
Pharyngeal Arteries. These are two in
number. The one superior or pterygopalatine, Ramus Pharyngxus superior of flaller
arises from the internal maxillary at the base
of the zygomatic fossa, passes through the pterygopalatine canal, and proceeds to be distributed to the pharynx and the corresponding part
of the Eustachian tube. The other— the infePhart/ngxa ascendens of Haller arises
rior
from the external carotid, on a level with the
It ascends along the lateral and postefacial.
rior part of the pharynx, and divides into two
branches: the one the pharyngeal, properly
so called— is distributed to the pharynx; the
other the meningeal— gives its branches particularly to the dura mater.
Pharyngeal Nerve:— a branch sent by the
pneumogastric to the pharynx. It descends behind the internakcarotid; communicates with
ryng'e,

Phormaeopm'a, (F.)

Pliar muco pee, from cpa^uaxor, 'a medicine,' and
notw, I make.' A work, containing a collection of formula; for the preparation, &c, of medicines: generally published by authority.
'

PHARMACOPCE'US, Apothecary.
PH A RMACOPOLA, Apothecary.

—

—

—

—

the glosso-phar^kal; and divides, opposite
the middle conBfctor of the pharynx, into a
great number oWilaments, which anastomose,
in a multitude of different directions, with filaments of the glossopharyngeal nerve, of the
superior laryngeal branch, and of the first cer-

PHARYNGETHRON

vical ganglion. These different nervous fibmenls united constitute the pharyngeal plexus,
the irregular meshes of which send numerous

ramifications to the pharynx.

PHARYNGETHRON, Pharynx.
PHAKYNGEURYSMA, Pharyn<Tocele.
PHAR Y.XGIE.V, Pharyngeal.

pharynx.' and vk> aau>, I strike.' Dysphagia
tor'pidu, D. mtan'ica, Angrrta paparalytica,
rahjl'icu, Astheni'u dtglulitio'nis, Plinryngofysis,
Pural'ysis (Enph'agi, Galae Imbecil'litus.
Paralysis of the Pharynx or Oesophagus: commonly a symptom of general paralysis, or of

parotide.
Phahyngi'tis, Diphtiieiiit'ic, Angi'na pseudo-mcmbrana'cea, A. membrana'cea, A. pellicula'ris (q. v.), A. phis' tica, A. diphtheritica, Pseudomembranous Inflammation of the Throat, (F.)

Angine coucnneuse, A. gutturulc couenneuse, A.
pscudo-membraneuse, A. plastiquc, A. diphthe'ritique.
Diphtheritic Inflammation of the Pharynx.
Phahyngi'tis, Folmc'clar. Inflammation
and enlargement of the follicles of the pharynx, occasionally extending to the larynx.
Sometimes termed Clergyman's Sore-throat, and
Tubercles of the Larynx and Fauces.

PHAKYiNGOCE'LE, Pharyngeals ma, Divertic'ulum sen Hernia sen Prulup'sus CEsoph'agi vel pharyn'gis, from (paovyi, the pharynx,'
and xijkri, 'a tumour.' An enlargement at the
upper part of the gullet, in which the food
sometimes rests in considerable quantity.
'

PH A RYN GO-GLOSSAL,
ge'al, Pliaryngo-glossia'nus.

Glosso-pharyn-

That which

be-

longs to the pharynx and tongue.

PharyngoGlossal
Nerve, Lingua' lis

or

Glosso-Pharyngeal
Nerf Glosso

lateralis, (F.)

—

pharyngien, Pharyngo-glossien a portion of
the eighth pair arises from the superior and

—

'

t

D

approaching dissolution.

PHARYNGITIS, Cynanche

.
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PHARYJYGOTOML, Phnryngnl'omus, from
the pharynx,' and re/irei, ' I cut.'
An
instrument, invented by J. L. Petit, and used
to scarify inflamed tonsils, and to open abscesses, which form in the parietea of the pharynx. It is composed of a long, narrow blade
with a lancet point, enclosed in a sheath or
This incanula of silver, slightly curved.
strument is carried to the part to be cut, and
the point of the blade is made to pass out of the
sheath, by pressing on a button at the end of
the pharyngotome. A spring causes the blade
to re-enter as soon as the pressure is removed.
PHARYNGOT'OMY, Pharyngotom'ia; same
etymon. Some authors have used this word
synonymously with cesophagotomy, (q. v.) It
means, also, scarification of the tonsils, or an
incision, made for opening abscesses there, &c.
PHARYJNX, Pltaryx, Pharus, Gula, Lxmos,
Fauces, Pharyn' gethron, Pharyn' gethros, Pharygathron, Islltmos, Isth'mian, Inglu'vics, Princip'ium Gulx, Os pas'terum, (F.) Arriere-bouche,
Gosier.
A species of musculo- membranous,
symmetrical canal, on the median line, irregularly funnel-shaped, and situate between the
base of the cranium and the oesophagus,
It is very narfront of the vertebral column.
row above; but dilates in the middle, and again
contracts below, at its junction with the oesophagus. Into the anterior paries of the pharynx
open, successively, from above to below, the
posterior orifices of the nasal fossa?; the Eustachian tubes; the posterior aperture of the mouth,
and the top of the larynx. The pharynx is
formed, externally, of a muscular coat, and, internally, of a mucous membrane, which is continuous above, with the Schneiderian membrane; in the middle, with that of the mouth;
below, with that of the oesophagus; and, at the
sides, with those of the Eustachian tubes. This
membrane has no villi, and presents only a few
inequalities, which are owing to the presence
of muciparous follicles. The muscular coat of
the pharynx is composed of the constrictor
muscles, stylopharyngei, and pharyngostaphyThe vessels and nerves are called 'phalini.

qativ/z,

'

marrow, between the
facial and pneumogastric nerves, by several filaments, which soon unite into a single cord, that
passes out of the cranium by the foramen lacerum antcrius; goes downwards and forwards,
and gains the posterior and inferior part of the
tongue. Immediately after its exit from the
cranium, it gives a branch to the meatus auditorius externus, and receives a filament from
the facial, and another from the pneumogastric
nerve. It then furnishes two other filaments,
which descend upon the carotid artery, and
unite at the bottom of the neck with branches
from the cervical ganglions and cardiac nerves,
and give two filaments to the stylo-pharyngeus
muscle. The glosso-pharyngeus, after sending
a twig or two to the tonsil, to the upper part of
the pharynx and membrane of the epiglottis,
divides into many branches, which run partly
to the margin, and partly to the middle of the ryngeal.'

lateral parts of the spinal

root of the tongue; supplying, especially, the
papillae majores, and the parts in their neigh-

bourhood.
By some, this nerve

regarded as the conmotions of the. tongue
others, it is esteemed to be
is

troller of the associated

and pharynx.

By

the special nerve of gustation.

ryngeus.

\>hlARYXGOG'RAPHY,Pharyngogra'phia,
from yaovyt, 'the pharynx,' and ypa<p»/, 'a deAnatomical description of the phascription.'
rynx.

PHARYNGOL'OGY, P
The

pgolog"ia, from

the pharynx,' and kjffo §, 'a discourse.'
part of anatomy whic:h ineats of the pha-

<paovy$,

'

The pharynx serves as a common
origin for the digestive and respiratory passages. It gives passage to the air, during respiration; and to the food at the time of deglutition.

PHARYX, Pharynx.
PHASE'OLUS VULGA'RIS, Fase'lus,Fase'Bona, Boona ; the Kidney Bean; the
Family, LeeumiFrench Bean, (F.) Haricot.
nossQ. Sex- Syst. Diadelphia Decandria. When
young and well boiled, this is easy of digestion,
and delicately flavoured. It is less flatulent
than the pea,
Phaseolus Creticus, Cajan, Cayan. fcA
decoction of the leaves, according to Ray, restrains the hemorrhoidal flux, when excessive.
PHASIA'NUS GALLUS, so called from the
river <bart<;, in Colchis, near the Black sea, (F.)
Coq. The parts of generation of the cock, dried
and pulverized, were formerly regarded proper

olvs,

PHARYNGO-STAPHYLINUS,Palato-pha-

I

rynx.

PHARYNGOLYSIS, Phnryngoplegia.
PHARYNGOPLE'GIA, from <j>«gty^

'the

—

—
PHATNION
for increasing the quantity of

PHLKBORRHAGIA

n-17

semen.

The

fat

was used

as emollient and resolvent; the brain,
gall, in freckles and diseases
of the eyes. These phantasies are now abanin diarrhoea; the

doned.

Sauvages calls Ischu'ria phimo'sica, hchu'rla
urethritis a phimo'si, the retention of urine,
which depends upon phimosis.

^PHIMO'SIS,

Phymosis,

Capistra'tio,

from

bind up.' A disease, which consists
in a preternatural narrowness of the opening
from ^Trior, 'an of the prepuce, so that it cannot be carried bealveolus,' and n,lY yii,i, 1 break forth.' Hemor- hind the corona glandis.
This affection is most
rhage from an alveolus.
commonly congenital. Sometimes it is acciPHAUSIN'GEri, <pavatyYi ?) plural of Qauaiyl, dental, and dependent upon tumefaction of the
from vavtw, I roast.' Spots or blisters on the glans, or of the prepuce, as occurs in
syphilis.
legs, produced by heat; and, in a more exten- To remedy this state, the prepuce
may be disive signification, by any other cause. Also, a vided by means of a bistoury and
director; or
Pustule
Foesius.
circumcision may be practised.
J'IIELLJjYDRE. Phellandrium aquaticum.
PHLASMA, Contusion.
PHELLAN'DRIUM AQUATICUM, FkelPHLEBARTERIODIALYSIS. See Aneulandriu/n, Fw.nic'ulum aquaticum, Cicuta'ria rism.
oqualica. Water Fennel, Ftne-leaved Water HemPHLEBECTA'SIA, from 9JU <//, a vein,' and
lock,
(F.) Fhellandre, Fenouil
d'eau, Cirrue exruaiQ,
dilatation.'
Dilatation of a vein, or
d'eaa.
Family, Umbellifera;.
Sex. Syst. Pen- of a portion of a vein.
Alibert.
tandrii Digynia. This plant is stimulant and
PHLEBECTMRCTIE. A mongrel term,
narcotic,
it has been used in intennittents
frnji <pXfip, 'a vein,' and arcto, 'I contract.'
and dyspepsia.
It has, also, been given in
Contraction of a vein.
phthisis pulmonalis, and in cases of scrofulous,
PHLEBES, (arteries.) See Artery.
atonic ulcers.

PHATNION,

(fi/xooj,

'

I

Alveolus.

PHATNORRHA'GIA,
'

'

—

'

'

—

PHENIG'MUS,
1

red.'

Red

Phanig'mus, from Qoivi£,
A cutaneous affection,

Jaundice.

consisting of redness

diffused over the skin,
without fever. Sauvages makes it a genus of
Also, the act of irritating a
his order kteritiae.
part by a stimulating application.
from $cm<o,i<ai, 'I appear.'
Any extraordinary and unexpected event. In
Medicine, it means any change, appreciable by
our senses, which supervenes in an organ or
function: as the phenomena of the circulation,
respiration, &c. It is used in pathology, sy-

PHENOM'ENON,

—

nonymously with symptom.

PHEUGOPHOBIA,

PHEUGYDRON,
A

PHI'ALA.

Hydrophobia.
Hydrophobia.
Vial, (F.) Fiole.

Phial, or

A

PHLEBEURYSMA,

Vaiix.

PHLEB'ION,

diminutive of <fXe\p, a vein.*
A vein. Hippocr. Venula, (q. v.)
PHLEBI'TIS, lnflamma'tio vena'rum, (F.)
Inflammation des veines, from <?Xrtp, a vein,'
and itis, the termination for inflammation. Inflammation of the inner membrane of a vein,
which sometimes follows blood-letting, and extends from the small wound, made in that operation, to the neighbouring parts of the venous
system. The symptoms are, first, inflammation
in the punctured part; and, afterwards, a
knotty, tense, painful cord, following the direction of the vessel, and accompanied with
more or less fever, according to the extent of
the inflammation, the nervous symptoms, «&c.
Phlebitis, also, sometimes supervenes on the
ligature or excision of varices; after amputa'

—

'

small bottle, in which apothecaries are in the
habit of sending out their mixtures, draughts, tion, gunshot wounds, delivery
Phlebitis vte&c: hence called Medicine Vials, (F.) Fioles ri'na the ligature of the umbilical cord, &e.
a Medccine. They are usually sold in grosses, It may terminate by resolution, suppuration,

—

and assorted into
oz. 2; oz.

I

A; oz.

vials of 02. 8; oz. 4; oz. 3;

1;

and

PHILANTHROPIC,

ulceration, or gangrene.

oz. ^.

Galium

apaiine.

PIIILETRON, Philter.
PHILIA'TROS, <piXtuT^og, from <ptXtw, 'I
An amateur of
love,' and tur^ixri, 'medicine.'
medicine. One who studies medicine.

PH1LONIUM LONDINENSE,

Confectio

Opii.

PHILOPATRIDALGIA, Nostalgia.
PHILOPATRIDOMANIA, Nostalgia.
PHILOSOPHERS STONE. See Alchymv.
PHILOSOPHIA CORPORIS V1VI, Physi-

Phlebitis, Crural, Phlegmatia dolens
Uterina, see Phlebitis.

—

p.

PHLEBOGRAPHY,

Phlcbogra'phia, from
qXtip, a vein,' and •/§«<?»;, a description.' Description of the veins.
PHLEB'OLITE, Phlebol'ithus, Vein stone,
from <pXeip, 'a vein,' and Xidog, 'a stone.'
loose concretion, varying in size from a currant
to that of a pea, occasionally found in the veins.
It would seem to be formed in the blood.
'

'

A

PHLEBOLITHUS, Phlebolite.
PHLEBOL'OGY, Phtebolofia,

ology— p. Hermetica, Alchymy— p. per lgnem,
'

Chymistry.

a vein,' and Xoyog,

'

a discourse.'

from

<tX t y,

The

part of

PHILTER, from <ftXca,, 1 love.' Philtrum, anatomy which treats of the veins.
PHLEBOPALIA, from <fltxp, a vein,' and
Pliil'etron, Phar'macum vel Poc'ulum amato'TraXXw, 1 palpitate.'
With the ancients, pulrium, rfmato'rium venefic"ium, (F.) Philtre. A
causing sation, which they conceived to be produced
. medicine or drink, considered capable of
by the veins. See Pulses venarum.
love.
PH L E B O P HTH ALMOTOM' A, OphthalPHIL'TRUM, in Anatomy, means the fossula
or depression on the upper lip, beneath the mophlebotom'ia, froflL^Aei^, a vein,' oip^u/uo;,
the
Blood-letting in
eye,' and i^fOm '1 cut.'
septum of the nose, which seems to divide the
the eye.
lip into two parts.
'

'

'

I

'

'

PHILYRA.

Tilia.

PHI.VIA, Phyma.

PHIMOS,

Capistrum.
Relating to Phimosis.

PHIMOS'ICUS.

PHLEBOPLEROSIS ECPHRACTICA, In-

flammation.

PHLEBORRHA'GIA,
and

nirftvui,

'

I

break

from
out.'

<pXtxp,

'a vein,'

Rupture of the

—

;

PHLEB0RRHEX1S
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veins; and, in a more extensive sense, venous

hemorrhage.

PHLEGMATLE MEMBRANOSJE
PARENCHYMATOS.E, Emprewrta.

ET

FHLEGMATOPYRA. Fever, adeno-meninPHLEBORRHEX'IS, from <pX t y, *a vein,'
and o>,'iig, a rupture of a vein.' Also, hemor- geal.
PHLEGMATORRHA'GIA, Phltgmatorrhage from a vein. PJileborrha'gia.
PHLEBOT'OMIST, from <?Xtxp, a vein,' and rha'a, from ipXty/u.u phlegm,' and gfu>, 1 flow.'
A bleeder. One who practises, Stahl and his partisans gave this name to a coXtp,va, 'I cut.'
See pious secretion, by the nostrils, of a limpid and
particularly, the operation of phlebotomy.
thin mucus, without inflammation. It is the
Blood -letting.
Coryza Phltgmutorrhagia of Sauvages. See
PHLEBOTOMUS, Fleam.
'

.

'

PHLEBS, Vein.
PHLEDONIA. Delirium.

PHLEGM,

Phlcgma,

'

'

Coryza.

One

Pitui'ta, Pitvite.

PHLEGMHYMENITIS, Phlegmymenitis.
PHLEGMON, from q>Xiyo>, 1 burn.' Phlo'

of the four natural humours of the ancients, go'sis phlcg'monS, Ph/eg'monS, Phlegma'sia, Inwhich was, according to them, cold and moist, cen'divm, Inflamma'tio. Inflammation of the
as atrabilis was cold and dry. It predominated, cellular texture, accompanied with redness, circumscribed swelling, increased heat and pain;
especially, in winter.
Pituita was afterwards applied to every aque- which is, at first, tensive and lancinating; afterous or excrementitious humour, such as the sa- wards, pulsatory and heavy. It terminates,
liva, nasal and intestinal mucus, serum, <fcc. most commonly, in suppuration. It requires the
The terms phlegm and pituita are no longer antiphlogistic treatment, until suppuration
used in Physiology; the different humours seems inevitable, when the suppuration mutt
having received particular names; but the vul- be encouraged, as the next favourable terminause phlegm to designate a stringy mu
expectorated or rejected by vomiting.
chymists gave the name phlegm'
ancient
The
to aqueous, insipid, and inodorous products obtained by subjecting moist vegetable matters to
the action of heat.
PHLEG'MAGOGUE,from<pi £ y^a, 'phlegm,'
and ayv>, 'I expel.' A medicine, formerly be-

gar

still

cus,

'

tion to resolution.

PHLKGMONE, Inflammation— p. Mammce,
Mastodynia apostematosa p. Mastodynia. Mastodynia apostematosa p. Parolida'a, Parotis
p ParOlis, Parulis

—

—

—

p.

Ventriculi, Gastritis.

PHLEGMONODES, Phlegmonous.
PHLEG'MONOUS, Ph leg mono' des,

ipXtyuovq,
blance.'

'

phlegmon,' and

a

tiSoq,

'

from

resem-

That which relates or belongs to a
lieved capableof"CM«w^" or removing phlegm.
PHLEGMASIA, Inflammation, Phlegmon— phlegmon.
Phlegmonous Inflamma'tion, is the active
p. of
p. Alba dolens, Puerpeiarum, Ph. dolens
inflammation of the cellular membrane; in conthe Peritoneum, Peritonitis.

—

PULEGMA'TIA,

from qXtypa, 'phlegm.'
CEdema, (q. v.) Anasarca, Hydrops, (q. v.)
Phlegmasia Dolens, P. lactea, P. dolens
puerpera'rum, P. alba dolens puerperal rum, Leucophkgmasia dolens puerperarum, Scelon'cus,
Scelal'gia puerpera'rum, Anasar'ca sero'sa, Ecphy'ma ademat'icum, Spargano'sis puerperarum,
Ecchymoma lymphat'icum, Ischias a ypargano'si,
(Ede'ma puerpera'rum, (Ed. lacleum, Infarc'lus
lad teiextremita! turn, Crural Phlebi'tis, White leg,
Sioelled leg, White swelling of lying-in women,
(F.) Depot laiteuxsnr la cuisse, (Edime act/fdes
nouvelles accouchi.es, Enflure ou Engorgement
des jambts et des cuisses de. la femme uccuuchee.
It occurs, for the most part, in the second or
is limited to the
third week after delivery:
lower extremity, and chiefly to one side; exhi-

—

biting to the touch a feeling of numerous irreIt is hot,
gular prominences under the skin.

white, and unyielding; and is accompanied,
sooner or later, with febrile excitement. After
a few days the heat, hardness, and sensibility
diminish; and the limb remains cedematous,for
a longer or shorter period. The disease frequently, if n °t generally, consists in obstruction of the iliac or other veins. Owing to the
pressure of the gravid uterus the flow of blood
the serous part of it is thrown
beino- obstructed
out into the cellular membrane of the limb.
Sometimes the vein is found completely oblite-

—

—

PHLEGMOPYRA,

_

The treatment

J

consists in the use of antiphlo-

— the application of leeches or cupping-

glasses near the groin: fomentations to the
limb, &c; and, when the active state has subsided, the use of a roller, applied gently at first,
but, afterwards, gradually tightened.
Phlegmatia Lactea, P. dolens.

Adeno-menin-

Fever,

geal.

PHLEGMORRHAGIA,
PHLLGMORRIICEA,

Blennorrhea.

Blennorrhcea.
PMegtnhymeni'tis,

PHLEGM YMENI'TIS,

from cpXtyua, phlegm,' 'i/jujjv, a membrane,'
and itis, the termination for inflammation. Inflammation of a mucous membrane.
'

'

Phlegmymenitis Enteiiica,

see Enteritis.

PHLEPS, Vein.
PHLOGISTIC!, Empresma.

PHLOGISTON, Hydrogen.
PHLOGO'DES, from qXoi, flame, 'and
'

u8og,

An
Jnfla'med, Inflammn'ius.
epithet employed, particularly, to express the
red colour of the face.
'resemblance.'

PHLOGOPYflUS, Synocha.
PHLOGO'SIS, incendium, (q
Some

tion, (q. v.)

v.)

Inflamma-

writers use the word exclu-

sively for external inflammations— phlegmon
others, for those that are superficial or erysipelatous.

Phlogosis, Phlegmone, Phlegmon.
THLOGOTiCA, Infammu'tions. The second
order in the class Hamatica of Good.

PHLOIOS,

PH LOOS,

Cortex.
Cortex.

PHLORTDZINE,

Phloridzin,

Phloridzi'na,

inner bark,' and yicot, root.' The
bitter or active principle of the root and trunk
of the apple, pear, cherry, and plum tree. It is
deposited from the decoction on cooling; crystallizes in silky spicula of a dead white colour,
when in masses, or in long slender prisms or
1000 parts
tables, when crystallized with care.
of water, at a temperature of from 32° to 71°,

from

rated.
gistics:

tradistinction to erysipelatous inflammation, or
that of the skin.

<pXoog,

'

'

PHLOUS
only dissolve about one
212°,

part;

540
but at from 70°

to

dissolved in all proportions. It is
in pure alcohol, but only slightly
so in ether; s. g. 1.429. It has been administered successfully in intermittents,— 10 to 20
grains being generally required to arrest the
paroxysm. It may be given either in the form
of pill or powder.
PHEOUS, Cortex.
Fklyza'eion, Ampulla:, Holophlyd tides, Phlyc' tides, Phli/sis, from <pXv'Cv>,
' I boil.'
Tumours, formed by the accumulation
of a serous fluid under the epidermis.
it

is

very soluble

PHLYCT^'NA,

PHLYCTiENULA.

See Hydatid.

PHLYCTENOID,
bling phlyclamae.
herpes.

PHRENITIS

Phosphat'ic Diath'esis is the habit of body
which favours the deposition of the phosphates
from the urine.

PHOSPHORE, Phosphorus.
PHOSPHORENESES. M. Baumes
under

this generic

unites,

name, the diseases which he

attributes to disordered pliosphorization; i. e. to
excess or deficiency of calcareous phosphate or
its decomposition. Amongst these affections
he
ranks rachitis, osteo-malacia, and o-out

PHOSPHORESCENCE,

Plwsphorescen'tia.

The

property possessed by certain bodies of
being luminous in obscurity, or under particular circumstances.

Phlyctenofdes. ResemACID, M'idum Phosphor1 epithet for a variety of
icum. A solid, colourless compound; highly
sapid; very soluble in water, and verifiable by

PHOSPHORIC

An

PHLYCTIDES, Phlyctama.
PHLYCTID'lUM, same etymon. A

It exists in bones combined with lime.
has been employed in medicine in the form
of lemonade, in passive hemorrhage, typhus,
phthisis, marasmus, &.c, and in injection in
cases of cancer of the uterus. It does not seem
preferable to other acids.
PHOSPHORUR1A, Urine, phosphorescent.
of it.
PHOS'PHORUS, Phos'phorum, Autop/ws'PHLYS1S, from <p*uLa>, 'I am hot,' 'I boil.'
phorus, from ifwg, 'light,' and yiov), I carry.'
cutaneous eruption. An ulcerative, subcu(F.) Phosphore.
A light-carrier.' " An elementaneous tumour: flat, tensive, glabrous; diftary or undecomposed substance; not metallic;
fused, hot, throbbing; at length fluctuating
solid; transparent or semi-transparent; colourwith an acrid ichor. Good.
less; brilliant; flexible; of a sensible garlic
Phlvsis, Phlyctaena p. Ecthyma, Ecthyma
odour; very inflammable, and susceptible of
p. Impetigo, Impetigo
p. Porrigo, Porrigo
combining with the oxygen of the atmosphere,
p. Scabies, Psora.
at even the ordinary temperature.
It. does not
PHLYZACIA, Ecthyma.
exist pure in nature, but is found frequently
PHLYZAGION, Phlyctama.
united to other bodies.
PHOBOD1PSON, Hydrophobia.
Phosphorus has been used in medicine, disPHOCOM'ELES.. from <pu>xii, a seal,' and solved in ether or suspended
in the yolk of e</ir,
ptXog, a limb.' A genus of monsters, in which
as a stimulant; but the greatest precautions are
the limbs are shortened; the hands and feet apnecessary in its administration: hence it is
pearing to exist alone, and to be inserted imrarely employed.
mediately on the trunk, as in the seals and the
PHOTODAMPSIS, Refraction.
herbivorous cetacea. J. G. St. Hilaire.
fire.

circular

or annular spot of inflammation of the corium.
encircled by a red ring or zone, within which
suppuration takes place. The genuine smallpox pustule, and that produced by the application of tartar emetic ointment are examples

It

A

'

'

—

—

—

—

—

'

'

—

PHCENICISMUS, Rubeola.
PHCENiGMUS,Phenigmus— p.Petechialis,

.

Purpura simplex.

PHCENIX DACTYLIFERA,

Date

PHOTOMA'NIA,

from fu >c, light,' and maInsane delirium induced by light.
from <(,<„;, Might,' and
Aversion to light:— intolerance
fear.'
a>ofJo?,
Nyctalopia, (q. v.)
ofliiWit.

PHOTOPHO'BIA,
'

tree.

PHON A'TION, Pkonn' tio ,fcom<?u)vr],

'

voice.'

PHOTOPHOBOPHTHALMIA, Nyctalopia.

The physiology

PHONE,

of the voice.
Voice.

PHOTOPS'IA, from

<pu>c,

'light,'

and

utxp,

the eye.' A false perception of light, as of
sparks, flashes of fire, &c. occasioned by certain
conditions of the retina and brain. See Meta'

PHO'NICA,
The

<

<

nia.

qicowza, from <pco>'?z, ' voice.'
first order of the class Pncumutica in Good's

—

Defined: diseases afl'ecting the
Nosology.
morphopsia.
vocal avenues: the passage of the voice imPHRAGMOS, (foaYfioc, from <poua<ru>, 'I enpeded, or its power suppressed or depraved.
A row of teeth.
close.'
PHONON'OSI, Pliononu' si, from <p«>ii?, ' the
Voice, articulated.
PHRASIS,
Moibi vocis.
a disease.'
voice,' and rinoc,
PHRASUM, Marrubium.
Diseases of the voice. Phonopathi'a.
PHREN, yoyr, 'the mind.' Also, the diaPHONOPATH1A, Phononosi.
phragm.
PHORA, Gestation.

—

'

PHORBE, Pabulum.
PHORONOM'IA, from <po$touai, or

vtpouai,

put myself in motion,' and ruuog, ' law.' The
doctrine of muscular motion.
PHOROUS, from <ptg«, 'I carry.' A suffix
denoting conveyance. Hence, Galactoplwrous,
'I

PHOS.

Light.

PHOSPHAS CALG1CUM STIBIATUM,
Antimonial powder— p. Calcis stibiatus, Antimonial powder— p. Natricum, Soda, Phosphate

PHRENES, Diaphragm.
PHRENKSfE, Pbrenitis.
PHRENESIS, Delirium, Phrenitis.
PHRENET1AS1S, Delirium, Phrenitis.
PHRENIC, Diaphragmatic.

PHREN'ICA, from <poijv, 'the mind.' Diseases affecting the intellect; characterized by
error, perversion, ul debility of one or more of
the mental faculties. The first order of the
class Neurotica of Good.

PHRENICULA HYDROCEPHALIC A,
Hydrocephalus internus.

of.

PHOSPHAT'IC, Phosphat'icus, from PhosRelating to the phosphates) hence
phorus,
47.

PHRENISMUS,
PHRENITIS,

Phrenitis.
Phrene'sis,

Phrcneti'asis

-

,

PHRENOLOGY

Phrrnis'mus, Cephali'tis, Cephalalgia inflamwalo'ria, Karabitus, (Arab.,) Sibare. Sphacelisfvius cer'ebri, Empres'ma cephali'tis, Siriasis,

Inflammatio phreni'tis, EnPhrensy, Delirium
(q. v.) Brain Fever, (F.) Phrinesie, Inflammation du cervcau et du Cervelet, from <poi;v,
the
mind,' and itis, denoting inflammation. A disease, characterized by violent pyrexia; pain in
the head; redness of the face and eyes; intolerance of light and sound; watchfulness; and
delirium, either furious or muttering.
Its
causes are the same as those of other inflammations: sometimes, however, it is induced by
/ a Coup de soleil; by inebriation; violent mental
Some authors have given the
emotions,
name Phrcnitis and Meningitis to inflammation
of the membranes of the bruin; and that of Cephalitis, Encephalitis or Cerebritis to inflammation of the substance of the brain: but there are
no pathognomonic symptoms, which can lead
us to refer the seat of the disease to either of
Seiriasis, Sidera'tio,

Canma

cephali'tis,

phthisis
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phreni'tis,

'

&c

PHTHE1ROCTONUM, Delphinium

staphi-

sagria.

PHTHINODES,
PHTHIRIASIS,

Phthisicus.
Malis, Phtheiriasis.

PHTHIROPOROJN, Autumn.
PHTHIS'ICUS,
sical.

Phthino'dcs, Tab'idus, Phthi-

(F.) Poitrinaire.

Belonging

to phthisis.

Also, one labouring under phthisis.
PHTHISIE, Phthisis pulmonalis— p. Calculeusc, Calculi, pulmonary.
PHTHISIOL'OGY, Phtkisiolog"ia, from
<pdi<rig,

and

A

Asy&c.

treatise

on phthisis.

PHTHISIO'SIS, Tubercular consumption.

PHTHISI-PNEUMON1A,

pulmo-

Phthisis

nalis.

PHTHISIS, Phthoe, Tabes, Consumption, Defrom 9^-cui, 1 dry,' 1 fade.' This word,
taken in a general sense, means progressive
emaciation of every part of the body. It is
usually, however, restricted lo phthisis pulmo-

cline,

'

'

nalis.

Phthisis, Cancerous, Med'ullary or Encrph'those parts exclusively. Phrenitis is. of course, aloid Tumour of the Lung, (F.) Cancer du Puua very dangerous affection, from the importance mon. Cancer of the lung.
Phthisis Dohsalis, Tabes Dorsalis p. DysThe most active
of the organ concerned.
treatment must necessarily be pursued; re- peptic, see Phthisis p. Dyspeptic, see Phthisis.
Phthisis Laiiyngk'a, Chronic Laryngitis,
purging;
the
application
of
bleeding;
ice
peated
to the shaved head; a position in which the (F.) Phthisic laryngie, Ulcere du larynx, Lorynhead is raised; and the avoiding of irritation of gite avec secretion de Pus, is a species of conevery kind; form the remedial means during sumption analogous to phthisis pulmonalis, and
the violent stage. After this has yielded, coun- produced by inflammation and ulceration of the
ter irritants to the nape of the neck or to other interior of the larynx, and sometimes by caries
parts of the body will be useful adjuvants. of the cartilages. Phthisis trachea' lis is a simiWhen the brain and meninges were affected lar affection, seated in the trachea.
Phthisis Meseraica, Tabes rnesenterica^only svmplomatically,as in inflammation of the
diaphragm, the disease was formerly called p. Notias, Tabes dorsalis.
Phthisis Pulmona'lis, Phthisis pulmonn'lis
Para phrcnitis, (q. v.)
Hydrocephalus acutus (q. v.) is a variety of vera seu tuberculoma seu scrophulo'sa seu tuber'
culo-ulcera'ta seu purulen'ta rxulcera'ta Mnrus'phrenitis.
Phrenitis Latrans, Hydrophobia p. Ver- mus phthisis, Hec'tira phthisis, Hamap'tysis
phthisis,
P. pulrnona'ris, Pktkisi pneumo'niu,
minosa, Vercoquin.
Tabes pu/mona'lis, Phthisis scrophulo'sa, PneuPHRENOLOGY, Craniology.
mophilae, Ptilrno'nia, Phthisis tuberculoma, TuPHRENSY. Phrenitis.
btrculo'sis Pulmo'nurn, Tubeiculous disease of
PHR1CASMUS, Horripilation.
the Lungs, Pulmonary consumption, ConsumpPHRICE, Horripilation.
PHRICO'DES (FEBRIS,) from <pQi*r), <a tion, Decline, (F.) Phthisic, P. pu/monaire,
Horrificus. A fever, in which the Crachement de pus. Occasionally, this formishivering.'
dable disease occurs accidentally: but, usually,
chill is very intense and prolonged.
it is caused by a conformation obtained. from
Shuddering.
progenitors. This, at least, predisposes to it; and
Colophonia.
PHRYCTE,
PHRYG'IUS (LAPIS.) An earthy matter, but a slight exciting cause may be required to
found in Phrygia and Cappadocia, and formerly rouse the predisposition into action. It is less
a disease of the torrid zone; and, in the tempeemployed as an astringent. Gorra^us.
CALIGO, Caligo— p. Cata- rate regions of the globe, its pathology is often
intimately allied with that of scrofula.
It usup. Glaucoma, Glaucoma.
racta, Cataract
ally consists in the formation of tubercles in the
PHTHElR,Pediculus.
lungs, which sooner or later inflame and break
PHTHEIRE'MIA, from <p6tio<o, »1 corrupt,' down. In such a constitution, ulcerations of
and >aiua, blood.' A state in which the plastic the lungs do not readily heal; and hectic fever
powers of the blood are deteriorated.
the universal attendant upon irritability and

—

—

—

—

,

—

PHRYAGMA,

—

PHTHARMA

—

'

PHTHEI1UASIS,

1

Morbus

Phthiriasis,
pf.dicu/o'sus,

louse.'
Malis pcdic'uli, Lousiness,

a

from

—

<pStiQ,

P cdicula' tio

Lousy disease, (F.)
Maladie p6dicvlaire. A disease which consists
in the excessive multiplication of lice on the
human body, under conditions in which it does
not ordinarily take place, and in spite of cleanhas been asserted»that the affection
has often caused death. Srujyle and medicated
baths have been recommended for its removal;
lotions of the decoction or infusion of tobacco
and stavesacre, mercurial frictions, &c.
liness.

It

P HTHE1RIUM, Delphinium staphisagria.

—

This persists, and
established.
down the patient, till he ultimately expires, exhausted by the irritative
fever. The chief symptoms are the following.
The patient feels a sense of uneasiness in the
chest, with severe fits of coughing, or a short
debility

is

gradually wears

This may be
and dry cough, with dyspnoea.
considered the incipient stage. The cough then
becomes extremely troublesome, especially in
the morning; and dyspnoea is increased on the
The expectoration is evislightest exertion.
dently purulent, with fever in the evening, and
circumscribed redness of the cheeks; wastingand

PHTHISIS

PHYSETER

."jl

—

colliquative sweats early in the morning. This
Phthisis Pupillaris, Myosis p. Pupillse,
must be considered the confirmed stage. In the Synezizis p. Scrophulosa, P. pulmonalis p.
third or last stage, the hectic is constant, with Tuberculosa, P. pulmonalis.
small pulse, pungent heat, colliquative sweats,
Phthisis Pulmonalis Purulenta Exulceand diarrhoea. The weakness becomes ex- rata, Ph. pulmonalis— p. Pulmonalis scrophutreme, and the patient exhausted. Physical losa, Ph. pulmonalis p. Pulmonalis tuberculosa,
Signs.
1. In the first stage, whilst there are
Ph. pulmonalis
p.
Pulmonalis tuberculosayet scattered miliary tubercles, the only ap- ulcerata, Ph. pulmonalis p. Pulmonalis vera,
preciable change at the exterior of the chest, Ph. pulmonalis.
and Uiis is not constant, is a want of freedom
PHTHISURIA, Diabetes, (Mellitus.)
in the movements of the chest under one or
PHTHOE, Phthisis.
both clavicles. Percussion will generally disPHTIIOIS, Pastil, Trochiscus.
cover a slight diminution of sound correspondPHTHOISCOS, Trochiscos, Pastil.
ing to the summit of one lung.
Abortion, Corruption.
In the same situation, auscultation shows
PHTHOR1US, Abortive.
that the inspiratory murmur is either weaker,
Oxycrate.
PHUSCA.
rougher, or confused. The sound of expiraPHYGETH'LOiN, Partus, Phypella, from
tion is more distinct. The voice and cough tfvyi», I broil.' Inflammation of the superficial
are rather more resonant, and wheezing or mu- lymphatic glands, not ending in suppuration.
cous rale are occasionally heard in the same
PHYLACTE'RION, Amuletum.
region. 2. When the tubercular deposition has
PHYLACTE'RIUM, from <pv).«ooa, 'I prebecome more abundant, the motion of the chest serve.' A Phylactery. An amulet: a prophyis more markedly diminished under one or both lactic.
clavicles.
The loss of sound on percussion is
PHYLAXIS, Conservation.
more distinct, the inspiration, on auscultation,
PHYLLAN'THUSURINA'RlA,J5/n/£o/(wmis bronchial, the expiration louder and more ba.
plant employed in Ceylon, in decocsuperficial, and the resonance of the voice and tion, as a diuretic.
PHYLLITIS, Asplenium Scolopendrium.
cough is increased. The rest of the lung is
Phima, from tpvopat, 1 spring up.'
perhaps healthy, or the respiration may be pueWith the ancients, this word was used with
rile.
3. When the tubercles are undergoing
softening,
in addition to the preceding signs, great latitude sometimes, in the sense of phlegauscultation exhibits subcrepitant rule around mon, for tumours larger than a boil, and perthe apex of the lung, decreasing from above fectly suppurative. In the Nosology of Saudownwards. It is most distinct during or after vages, Phymata is an order of diseases, to which
the cough, and at the close of a deep inspira- he refers erysipelas, oedema, phlegmon, emAs the disease proceeds, the bubbling be- physema, scirrhus, &c. In that of Dr. Good it
tion.
comes successively larger, and ultimately gar- is a genus, including hordeolum, furunculus,
goui/lernenl is heard. The inspiration and ex- sycosis, and anthrax.
Phyma Anthrax, Anthrax p. Anthrax terpiration are cavernous or tracheal. The voice
and cough indicate unusual resonance and pec- Diinthus, Terminthus p. Sycosis, Sycosis.
PHYMATOSIS, Excrescence— p. Elephantoriloquy. The intercostal spaces are often depressed locally, and percussion may become tiasis, Elephantiasis p. Verrucosa, Verruca.
PHYMOSIS, Phimosis.
the
as
tympanitic
and
even
clearer
gradually

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

PHTHORA,

'

—

A

PHYMA,

—

'

:

—
—

PHYPELLA,

cavern increases.
It is only in the incipient state of this formi-

—

Phygethlon.

P11YSA,

Crepitation.
PHY'SALIS, P. Jllhtken'gi, Sola'num vesica"Jllkeken'gi, Halicac'abum,
Afchachen'gc,
rium,
Winter Cherry, (F.) Jtlkckcngc, Coqueret. FaSex. Syst. Pentandria Monomily, Solaneae.
gynia. The berries are recommended as a diuretic, from 6 to 12 for a dose, in dropsical and
calculous cases.
Physalis Alkekengi, Physalis.
ISLANDICA, Lichen lslandicus
p. Nivalis, Lichen caninus.
from tpwiKti, 'a bladder.'
Ventros'itas, Erphy'ma physco'nia, Hyposar'cn,
Ernphradtica, Visco'nia, Hypersarchidios.

dable disease, that advantage can be expected
from any plan of treatment; and of all means
that can be devised, that of removing to a climate in which air and exercise can be daily
enjoyed during theautumnal, winter, and spring
months is the best. See Climate. If this be
impracticable, the patient must be kept in a
reorulated temperature, taking care that the
PHYSCIA
chamber be duly ventilated and gestation in
the open air be used, whenever the atmosphere,
PHYSCO'NIA,
although cold, is dry. The other indications
will be: 1. To moderate inflammatory action:
A
pal2. To support the strength; and, 3. To
The whole treatment generic term, under which Sauvages has comliate urgent symptoms.
in the
indeed "]s palliative. Counter-irritants relieve prised every large tumour developed
abdomen, that is neither fluctuating nor sonopain: demulcents and mild opiates alleviate the
cough: the mineral acids united with opium rous. Linnaeus calls them Hyposarca.
Piiysconia Biliosa, Turgescentia vesiculse
and
relieve the colliquative sweats: and chalk
p.
fellere
p. Mesenterica, Tabes mesenterica
opium the diarrhoea.
Splenicum, Acue cake.
Dr. Wilson Philip has pointed out a particu;

—

—

—

PHYSCONIE M£SEKT£RIQTJE, Tabes
characterized,
lar species of phthisis, which is
of the mesenterica.
in the early stage, by a deranged state
PHYSKMA, Tjmpanites, Physesis.
digestive organs; flatulent, irregular bowels;
PHYSE'SIS, Fhyse'ma, from <pvnao», 'I inunnatural
furred tongue; impaired appetite;
less flate.'
An emphysematous tumour. Tympafseces; and the epigastrio region more or
The affection of nites, (q. v.)
full and tender on pressure.
PHYSETER MACROCEPHALUS. See
Dys
the lungs is here secondary. He calls it
Cetaceum,
peptic phthisis.

HIYSIATRICE

PICROMEL
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PUYSIATRICE, Vis Medicatrix Nature.
num, lnfta'lio Uteri, Tym'pany of the Wotnk,
PHYSIC, Medicament, Medicina— p. Indian, Uterine tympanites, from <?vauw, I inilnle,' and
Euphorbia corollata, Gillenia Trifoliata.
A light, tense, circumfttjTQa, 'the womb.'
'

PHYSICIAN,
from

Altheus,

Mcd'icus,

Ia'tros,

.ices' tor,

(F.) Midecin.

'nature.'

(pvois,

One who

has received his degree from an incorporated Institution, as Doctor (q. v.) of Medicine.
The French, formerly, used the word
physicien in the same sense. It is now appropriated to the natural philosopher.
PHYSICS, Iatrvplujs'ics. Physics, directly
applied to Medicine: either to the explanation
of the vital phenomena, the preservation of individuals, or the treatment of disease.
PHYSIO-AUTOCRAT1A, Vis medicatrix
naturae.

PHYSIOG'NOMY, Physiognom'ia, Physiog.
nom'icu, Physiognom' ice, Physionomlia, Physi.
ognomon'icu, Physiognom'onS, Phijsiognomos'
ynS, Physiognomosia, Anthrvposcop'ia, Proso.
jtQvianti'a, Semiotics fa'ciei, Physwgnomon'ia
Physiognomlony, Mrtopos'copy, Prosopo'sis, from
The
|iuo(c, ' nature,' and yirwozw, 'I know.'
art of knowing the dispositions of men from
their external appearance; especially from the
ieatures. Every inference of this kind must
necessarily be extremely fallacious, and cannot
be reduced to rule, as was attempted by LavaIn infantile diseases, numeter and others.
rous shades of expression are evident, which
experience teaches how to appreciate ; and
which afford useful guides in understanding
the pathology of that period of existence.
'.

(

PHYSIOLOGICAL ANATOMY, see
tomy

— P- Doctrine,

Ana-

Broussaism.
Physiology.

PHYSIOLOGICE,

PHYSIOL'OGY,/%sf'o/oo'"ta, Biol'ogy, Physiolog"ice, CEconom'ia anima'iis,Anatom'ia viva,
Anat'oml animafta, Anthropolog"ia, Microcosmoora'phia, Microcos'mica scien'tia, CognW'io physiolog"ica, Pars natural lis medici'nx, Philosoph'ia cor'poris vivi; from tpvaig, 'nature,' and
loyog, 'a description.' Formerly, Physiology

same

its extensive
does
At the present day, it
includes the science which treats of the functions of animals or vegetables; an acquaintance
with the phenomena the aggregate of which
constitute life. It is the science of life. It is
divided into animal or vegetable, according as it
considers the life of animals or of vegetables
singly. Comparative Physiology comprises both.
Physiology is, also, general or special, according as it treats of life in the abstract or in some
particular species. To the latter belongs the
Physiology of Man, called, also, Hygienic Physiology, to distinguish it from Pathological Physiology or Pathology.

meant

the

signification,

as Physics, in

now

—

PHYSIONOMIA,
Sex.

Pneumatocele, Hernia vento'sa; Oscheocele flatulen'ta, Emphysema Scroti,
from tpnaaw, 'I insufflate,' and *>;?.>;, 'a tumour.'
An emphysematous tumour ofthe scrotum probably, a case of intestinal hernia, containing
;

flatus.

PHYSOCEPH'ALUS,
flate,'

and

from <*vauw, 'I

xiquHr;, 'the head.'

in-

Physcoceph'alus.
head.

Emphysematous tumefaction ofthe

PHYSOCCELIA, Tympanites.
PHYSOME'TRA. Emphyse'ma
teroph'yse, Hysteropsoph'ia,

PHYSONCUS. Emphysema.
PHYSOSPASMUS, Colica flatulenta.
PHYSOTHORAX, Pneumothorax.
PHYTOLACCA DECANDRA, Poke

Weed,
Amer'ican Night Shade, Cancer root,Jucato Calleloe, (?) Jalap, Pigeon Berries, Sola' num rucemu'sum America'num, S. magnum Virginia' man
rubrum, (F.) Raisin d'Amcrique, Phytolaque a
dix etamines, Morelle en grappes, Mcchoachan
da Canada. Family, Chenopodee. Sex. Syst.
DecandriaDecagynia. The leaves, berries, and
roots are employed.
The young stems, when
boiled, are sometimes eaten at table; but when
old, they must be cautiously used, as the plant
is emetic and calhartic.
It is most celebrated
as a remedy in chronic rheumatism; and is
given in the form of tincture of the ripe berries.
It is, also, used in cutaneous eruptions;
tinea capitis, itch, cancerous ulcers, &e.
The root is gathered and dried in the fall.

PHYTOLAQUE A DIX ETAMINES,

Phy-

tolacca decandra.

PHYTOLOGIA MEDICA, Botany, Medical.
PHYTOTOMY, see Anatomy, (Vegetable.)
PIA MATER, Pia sen mollis seu ten'uis
Mater, Meninx inte'rior, Meninx chun/i'des, Inner lam'ina of the Miningine, (Ch.,) Mcmbra'na
vasculo'sa Ce.r'ebri, (F.) Pie mere, Meningclte.
The pia mater is a very delicate membrane,
which covers the brain immediately, penetrates
into its anfractuosities, and envelops, also, the
cerebellum and the spinal prolongation, &c.
Bichat does not regard it as a membrane, properly so called, but as a net-work of blood-vesThe Pia
sels, united by a lax cellular tissue.
Mater exterior is the portion of membrane which
covers the exterior of the encephalon, and faces
the arachnoid externally. The Pia Mater interior

which

lines the cerebral fossa;; into
penetrates by a cleft situate beneath
the posterior part of the corpus callosum and
the fornix; and by two other fissures, situate
between the corpora fimbriata and thalami nervorum opticorum. The pia mater contains a
great number of granulations, similar to the
Glandulse Pacchioni.
PrA Mater Testis, Tunica vasculosa.
PIAN, Frambcesia.

is

that

which

it

PIA.NS, MOTHER OF, Mama-pian.
PIAR, Pinguedo.

PICA, Malacia.
Malacia.

PICATIO, Malacia.
PICEA, Pinus abies.

PHYSOCE'LE,

much

—

PICACISMUS,

Physiognomy.
See Wild.

PHYSWNOMIE EGARAE.
PHYSIS,

scribed protuberance in the bypogaitrium, obscurely sonorous, with wind occasionally discharged through the os uteri.
PI1YSON, Flatulence.

PICERIOJN,

PICOTE,

Butter.
Variola.

PICOTEMENT, Pricking.
PICR^SMA EXCELSA, Quassia.
P1CRIA,

Bitterness.

PICR1UM SPICATUM, Coutoubea
P1CROCHOLOS, Bilious.

alba.

Pl'CROMEL, Bilin; from ttihqoc, bitter.' and
honey.' A name given by Thcnard to a
'

ueJLt,

'

a colourless, sofl, substance, of an acrid, bitter,
Uteri,

Emphyse'ma

Hysultn'-

and saccharine

taste,

very soluble in water.

and nauseous smell, and

—— ———

—

— —— —

PICROS

—
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forma part of the bile, and is classed amongst
the animal immediate principles.
It

PICR08, Amarus.
PICROTOX'INE,
from

PILL

detected in the ashes, which accounts for their
success in goitre. They have, also, been given
as a vermif'ucre.

PILARE MALUM,

Picrotoxi'na, Picrotoxfin,
bitter,' and rn-nov, 'poison. 1

Trichosis.

7rtxoo?,
PILA'TIO, from pilus, a hair.' Fracture of
A
vegetable alkali, discovered by M. Boullay in the cranium, in which the
fissure is narrow,
the Menispermum Cocculus. It crystallizes in and has the appearance of a
hair; a cap' Mary
quadrangular, white, brilliant, semitransparent fissure, (F.) Fente capilluire.
prisms; which are excessively bitter, soluble
PILEOLUM, Calotte.
in three parts of alcohol, and in fifteen of boilPILEOLUS, a Caul, Pileus.
ing water.
PI LEOUS, Pilo'sus, (F.) Pileux. That which
The Cocculus Indicus owes its poisonous pro- relates to the hair.
perties to this principle.
The Pileous System of Bichat is that formed
PIE MkRE, Pia mater.
by the hair. It comprises the different species
PIkCE, Hepatitis.
of hair of the human body.
PIED, Pes,— p. d' Alexandre, Anthemis pyrePILES, BLIND, Oeecis hsemorrhoides.
thrum p. (VAlouette des champs, Delphinium
PILEUS, a hat, cap or bonnet for the head.'
consolida— p. Bot, see Kyllosis p. de Chat, Pikolus. A shield. A nipple-like instrument,
Anlennaria dioica p. de Cheral marin, Cornu formed of various materials, and used by feammonis— p. de Griffon, Gryphius pes, Helle- males for protecting the nipple during thechild's
borus f'cetidus p. de Lion, Alchemilla p. de sucking, when the part is painful. Also, a Caul,
Lit, Origanum
p. d' Ours, Acanthus mollis
p.
(q *•)
Plat, see Kyllosis p. de Veau, Arum rnaculaPileus, Cucupha p. Hippocraticus, Bonnet
'

'

—

'

tum.

—

d'Hippocrate.

P1EIR0N, Pinguedo.
PIERRE, Calculus— p.

d'Aiglc,

^Etites— p.

d'Azur, Lapis lazuli p. Calaminairc, Calamine
p. a Cuutirc, Potassa cum calce
p. Infernale,
Argenti nitras /; Judaique, Judaeus, (lapis)
p.Medicamenteuse, Med icamentosus lapis p.Ncphretique,Nephret\cus lapis /;. Po/ice,Pumex.
PIERRES CRAYEUSES, Calculi arthritic

—

—

PILEUX, Pileous.
PILEWORT, Ranunculus

—

.

—
—p. au Ficl, Calculi biliary — p. Stercoral.es, Calculus of the Stomach and Intestines
naires, Calculi urinary.
FIESTER, Press.
P1ESTERION, Press.
PIESTRON, from vutta,

p.

Uri-

—

I press.'

An

infor

Pilula

aloes et cambogia?
p. of Aloes and cinchona, Pi lula? aloes et kinas kina?
p. of Aloes and colocynth, Pilula? aloes et colocynthidis p of Aloes
and fetid gums, Pilula? de aloe et fcetidis p. of
Aloes and ginger, Pilula? aloes et zingiberis p.
Aloes and myrrh, Pilula? aloes et myrrha? p.
Aloetic, Pilulse aloetica?
p Aloetic and asafcetida, Pilula? aloes et asafcetida?
p. Aloetic, compound, Filulas aloes composites p. of Ammoniu-

—

—

—

'

ficaria.

PILIER, Pillar.
P1LIMICTIO. See Trichiasis.
PILL OF ALOES AND CAMBOGE,

—
—

—

—
—

—

ammoniureti cupri p.
Analeptic, James's, see Analeplica p. Anderson's, see Pilula? de aloe et fcetidis
p. Anodyne,

strument recommended by Hippocrates
breaking the bones of the foetal head, when too

ret of copper, Pilula?

large to be extracted otherwise.
JAUJYATRE, Thalictron.
PIGEON BERRIES, Phytolacca decandra.

—
Pilula?
— Antibilious, Barclay's,
see Pilula— Antibilious, Dixon's,helleboro
antibiliosa? —
Bacher's, Pilula? ex
et
myrrha — Barbarossa's, Barbarossae pilula?.
proposed

PIGAMON

Earlhnut, Groundnut. The bulof the Bunium Bulbocas'tanum.
Called pignuts from the fondness of the pig for
them. They have been considered to possess
a styptic quality; and are deemed serviceable
Hooper.
in atonic affections of the kidney.
Pignut, Bunium bulbocastanum.

PIGNUT,

bous

root

—

PIGMENTAR1US,

Apothecary, Unguenta-

rius.

Indicum, Indigo—
Nigrum, see Choroid— p. Uracu, Terra Or-

PIGMF.NTUM, Paint— p.
p.

leana.

PIGNEROLE,

—

PIGjVOJV
p. d'lndc,

Centaurea calcitrapa.

DE BARBARIE,

Jatropha curcas

Jatropha curcas.

PIG'S FLARE, Adeps

suilla.

A

gymnastic exercise,
Sphsera, Bull.
much used by the ancients as well as moderns.
—Galen. Also, a mortar and a pestle. Ac'one.

PILA,

Pila, Mortar, Pillar-p. Damarum, iEgagrophila-p. Rupicaprarum, ^Jgagrophila.
Pila Maki'na, Sphaera Marina, Sphaera Iha(F.) P elate dc
las'sia, Halajo'nium. rotun'dum,
oblong
Mer. Certain light, round, depressed, or
masses— inodorousand insipid— in whichrushes,
and the debris of shells are met with
hairs,

These are found on the sea-shores, and have
been regarded by Spielmannasconsistingchiefly
Iodine is
of the roots of "the Zostera Marina.

47*

—

Pilula? opiate
antibiliosa?

p.

p.

p.

p.

by M.
Pill, Blaud's. These Pills,
Blaud as antichlorotic, are formed as follows.
Take of Gum Tragacanth,\n powder, six grains;
water, one dram. Macerate in a glass or porcelain mortar, until a thick mucilage is formed,
and if it be desired to prevent the formation of
peroxide of iron, and to make the pills similar
to those of Vallet, substitute a dram of powdered sugar for the mucilage. Add afterwards
of sulphate of iron, in powder, half an ounce.
Beat well until the mixture is homogeneous,
and add subcarbonate of potass, half an ounce.
Beat until the mass becomes of a deep green
colour, and of a soft consistence. Divide into
4$ pills. Dose, one a day; gradually increasing
to two, and afterwards three.
Pill, Blue, Pilula? hydrargyri p. Calomel.
Pilula? hydrargyri chloridi mitis— p Camboge.
Pilula? cambogfa? compos.
p. Camboge, compound, Pilula? cambogia: aloetica?— p. of Carbonate of iron, Pilula? Feri Carbonatis p. Cathar-

—

—

tic,
p.

—

Pilula? Catbartica? Composite
Pilula? aloes et myrrha?.
pill once in vogue,
EvehlasWng.

compound,

Common,

Pill,
A
and said to be composed of metallic antimony.
It was believed to have the property of purging
as often as it was swallowed; and was admi
nistered over and again!

—
PILLAR

Pill, Female, Pilulae de aloe et
—
Ferruginous, of Vallet, see Ferri Protocarbonas
— p.Fothergill's, see Pilulre aloes et colocynthifcetidis

—

P1LULJE

554

and Camboge.

( Aloes, cambog., gum. ammoniac,
p ne. Make into a powder. Dissolve in vinegar; pass through a cloth express the resid mini strongly; and afterwards evaporate, in a
water bath, to a pilular consistence. Ph. P.)
Purgative: used in dropsy. Dose,gr. xij toxxx.

p.

iia

!

;

p. Galbanum, compound, Pilule galbani
compositae p. Gum, Pilulae galbani composite
p. of Hellebore and myrrh, Pilulre ex bellePeter's Pills
boro et myrrha p. Hooper's, see Piluhe aloes
a nostrum
are formed of aloes,
p. Keyser's, see Hydrargyrus ace- jalap, scammony, and camboge, each equal parts,
et myrrhae
tatus
p Lady Crespigny's, Pilulae aloes et
Pilule Aloes et Colocyn'thidis, P. ex Colocynthide cum aloe, P. Aloes rum Coloeyntkidt,
kinaD kinae.
Digita'lis
Pill, LaRtigues, Pilulse Colchici et
P. coccinai,P. Cocchii, P. colocyn'thidis compos (Ext. Coloc.c. 2ss: Ext. Sem. Colchic. alcoholic, itm, P. coccice mino'res, Pill of Aloes and ColoExtract. Digital, alcohol, aa gr. iss; f. Massa in rynth, (Pulp, coloc. ^ss, aloes hepat., scammon.,
pilul. x dividend.)
Dose, two, three or more aa ^j, sapon. gij ol. curyoph. "j, syrup, q. s. Ph.
D.) Cathartic. Dose, gr. v. to x or more.
in the 24 hours in gout.
Foth'ergill's Pills consist of aloes, scammony,
Pill Machine, Pilulicr p. Mathews's, see
p. Mercurial, colocynlh, and oxide of antimony.
Pilules ex helleboro et myrrha
p. of mild chloride of MerPilule Aloes Compos'it*, Pilu/x ex Aloe,
Pilulae hydrargyri
cury,PilulseHydrargyri chloridi mitis p.Mose- Compound Aloelic Pills. (Aloes spic. extract.
common,
i-j, ext. gentiance ^ss, olei carui g". xl. syr.
compositae
p.
Night,
cont.
rhej
ley's, Pilulae
p.
opiatae
p. Opiate, Pilulae
These are sometimes, also, called
q. s. Ph. L.
Pilulse opiatae
Peter's, see Pilulae aloes et cambogiae p. Plum- Family pills, Jtntibilious pills, &c.
Pilule de Aloe et Fie'tidis, P. Benedic'ta
rner's, Pilulae hydrargyri submuriatis compositae
Fulltri, Pill, of aloes and fetid gums; Pilula:
p. of Sulphate of Quinia, Pilulae quiniae sulecphruc'ticx, Female pills, Pilula aloes innrtia'/cs.
p. Red, Pilulae hydrargyri submuriatis
phatis
(Aloes socotr.,
compositae p. Red, Boerhaave's, see Hydrargyri (F.) Pilules b'enites de Fuller.
sulphuretum rubrum p. of Rhubarb, Pilulae sennx, asafmtida, galbani, aa ^ij, myrrh, ^iv,
rhei
compound,
Pilulae
sul
phut.
croci, maris, aa gj, ferri
3 iss* Reduce
Rhej p. Rhubarb,
compositae p. Rufus's, Pilulae aloes et myrrhce to powder separately, and add ol. succin. g u viij,
p. of syr. artemisix (q. s.) Ph. P.)
Purgative, and
p. Scotch, Pilulae de aloe et foetidis
Soap and opium, Pilulae saponis cum opio p. given in hysteria. Dose, gr. xv to xx.
Pilul* Aloes et Jalap' *, commonly called
Speediman's, see Pilulae aloes et myrrhae p.
p. Anderson's Pills, Anderson's Scots' Pills, Scotch
Squill, compound, Pilulae scillae compositae
Pills.
(Aloes Barbad. ffij, rad. helleb. nigr.,rad.
Starkey's, see Pilulae ex helleboro et myrrha
p. of Strychnia, jatapa, potassa suuearb., aa ^j, ol. anisi Qv,
p. Storax, Pilulae e styrace
of
mercusyrup,
Submuriate
simpl.
Gray.) Dose, gr. x. to xxx.
p. of
q. s.
Pilulae strychniae
A committee of the Philadelphia College of
ry compound, Pilulae hydrargyri submuriatis
compositae p. Turpentine, Pilulae de terebin- Pharmacy recommend the following: Aloes
thinti— p. Vallet's, see Ferri Protocarbonas and Barbadens. ^xxiv, Saponis, 5iv, Colocynlhid.
p. Webster's, Pilulae
§j, Gambogix,^'}, Ol. anis. f. ^ss.
Pilulae Ferri Carbonatis
Pilul* Aloes et Kin* l£iN*, P. stomach'aloes et kinae kinae,
PILLAR, PHa, Colum'na, Columella, (F.) icx, P. ante cibuni; Pill of Aloes and Cinchona.
A name given to several parts; as the (F.) Pilules Gourmandes. (Aloes socotr. gvj,
Pilier.
s.
pillars of the velum palati, diaphragm, (q. v.) ext. cinchon. ^iij, cinnum. ^j, syrup, absinth, q.
Ph. P.) Stomachic and laxative. Dose, gr. x.
&c.
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PILOft", Pilum.

to xx.

1TLOSELLA. Hieracium
PILOSUS, Pileous.
PIL'ULA,

Plural,

pilosella.

PILULAE. Diminutive of resemble those.
Pilul* Aloes Martiales,

ball:' Sphxrid'ion, Catapo'tion, Splice'simple or comrion, Gongyl'ion, (F.) Pilule.
pound medicine, weighing from one to five

vila,

'a

Lady Crespigny's Pills, Lady Webster's Pills,
and the Pilula Stomachicoe Mesues, Ph. L. 1C35,

A

grains.of afirm consistence and spherical form;
intended to be swallowed at once, without
chewing. The Pill differs from the Bolus, in

P. de Aloe et

foe-

tidis.

Pilul* Aloes et Myrrh*,
Myrrha, P. de Aloe

Common

et

Myrrha,

P. Aloes cum
Rufus's Pills,

Pilula Rufi, P. commu'nes, Pills
of Aloes and Myrrh. (Aloes gij, croci in pulv.
Sss, myrrh, ^j, Syr. q. s. to form 460 pills. Ph.
the latter being softer and larger.
Medicines are often given in the form of pill, U.S.) Cathartic and emmenagogue. Dose, gr.
on account of their disagreeable taste and odour. x to xx.
Hooper's Pills, according to one of Gray's
Pilula, also, means a Pilular mass.
ALOE. P. aloes Compositae— formulae, are made as follows. Ferri Sulph.,
PILULAE
cambogiae.
aloes
et
cambogia. P.
aqux, 3a ^viij: dissolve. Add aloes Barbad.
p. de Aloe et
Pilul* Aloet'ic*, Pilu/x ex Aloe et Sapo'nS, Ibij and gv'iij, canella-alba, ^vj, gum myrrh, gij,
(F.) Pilules d'aloes ou aloetiques. opopanacis giv.
A/oetic Pill.
The Committee of the Philadelphia College
(Aloes in pulv.) saponis, sing, gj, syr. q. s. to
form 240 pills. Ph. U. S), Dose, gr. x to xx of Pharmacy recommend the following form.
Aloes Barbadenris,Zvv], Ferri Sul phatis exsiccat.
in habitual costiveness.
Pilula; Aloes et Asafo/tid*, Aloetic and ^ij, 3'iss, vel Ferri Sulph. crystalL ^iv, Ext Hel^ij, Saponis, ^ij, Canellat
Asafatida Pills. (Aloes; § ss, asafcetidx, saponis, leb. nigr. ^ij, myrrh
acacia, q.s. to form 180 pills. in pulv. trita, ^j. Zingib. in pair. trit&, ^j.
sin?. 5ss. mucilag.
stomachic.
consist
and
Dose,
Pills
of aloes, myrrh, rhuSpeediman's
U S ) - Purgative
Pills,

EX

Ph

gr

barb, extract of chamomile,

and essential

pnoLjE-ALOES et Cambo'gi*, P. de Aloe et chamomile.
Bontii, Pill of Aloes
Pilul* de Aloe et Saponk, P.
Cambi/gid. P. Hydragoga

oil

aloetics.

of

PILULE

PILUL.E

Pilule Aloes cum Zingib'eue, Pill of aloes
and ginger. (Aha licpat. gj, rad. zingib. in

ban. £v, crori, castor., aa giss, syru/>. opii q.
/

pulv. Xj, sapon Hispan. ^ss.'oi. ess. menthx pip.
gas. Ph. D.) In habitual costiveness. Dose,
gr. x to xx.

Pilule Ammomiure'ti Vv phi,

Pills of

J

/t.

i

J

Anodyne.

.)

In cough, &.c.

5.

Dose, gr.

iv. to gr. viij.

PiLULiE Depurantes, P hydrargyri submucompos
p. Ecphracticoe, P. de aloe et

—

riatis

Ammo-

fcetidis.

niuret of Copper, Pilulx Cupri.
Pii.ui-.e Ferri Cahbosa'tis, Pills of Carbo(F.) Pilules
j.. -r
u.ii.,'
,v
„
d'ammoniure de cuivre. (Ammomiur cupri initiate
of iron, Valla's ferruginous pills. (Ferri
pule. ten. trit. gr. xvj, micae panis Qiv, aautsear- Sulph. §iv; Sodx Carbonat. gv; MeL despumat.
*
bonatis ammonias q. s.
Beat into a mass, and gijss;
Syrup., Aquas bullicntis, aa q. s. Dissolve
divide into xxxij pills. P/i. E.) Tonic and tlie sulphate of iron and carbonate of soda, each
antispasmodic, in epilepsy, &c. Dose, one pill in a pint of the water, and to each solution add a
twice daily; gradually increasing the dose
fluidounce of syrup; then mix the two solutions
Pilulje Ante Cibum, P. aloes et kince kinas. in a bottle just large enough to contain them;
Piluls Antibilio'sje, Barclay's Antibil'ious close it accurately with a stopper, and set it by,
Pills.
(Extract of co/ucynth gij, resin of jalap that the carbonate of iron may subside. Pour
3j almond soap giss, guaiac. jiij, emetic tart. gr. off the liquid, and having washed the precipiviij, ol. junip., ol. carui, ol. rosmarin. aa gtt. iv, tate with warm water, sweetened with syrup in
syrup of buckthorn q. s., to form C4 pills ) Dose, the proportion of f. gj of the latter to Oj of
the former, until the washings no longer have
2 or 3.
Dixon's Antibilious Pills are formed of aloes, a saline taste, place it upon a flannel cloth, and
scammony, rhubarb, and tartarized antimony.
express as much water as possible, then mix it
PiluLjE Anti-scrophulo's^;, P. ex Oxido Sti- with the honey. Lastly, heat the mixture in a
bii et Hydrar'gyri su/phure'to nigra compos 'itx. water-bath, until it attains a pilular consistence.
Ph.'U. S.
(P. scammon., hydrarg. sulphur, nigr., aa §ij.
Pilule Ferri Compos'itje, Compound pills
antimonii oxidi albi, milleped., sapon. amygdalin,
aa. giij, extract, glycyrrh. 3V. Make into a mass. of Iron, Pilula Ferri cam mtjrrlia. (F.) Pilules
de Fer compasses.
PA. P.) Dose, gr. iv. to 1.
(Myrrh in pulv. zij soda
Pilul/e Antiherpetic/e, Pilula? hydrargyri subcarb., ferri sulph., aa gj. Syrup, q. s. Mix.
submuriatis comp. p. Antihysterica?, P. gal- to form 80 pills.— Ph. U. b.J Tonic. Dose, gr.
bani composite p. Antispasticre, P. galbani x to xx.
PilulA: Ferri cum Mykrha, P. Ferri comcomposite p. Asafcetidae composite, P. galposite
p. Foetidce, P. galbani composite.
bani composite.
Pilulje Gal'bani Cohpos'ita, P.asafa'lidx
Pilulje Balsam'icjE, P. Docto'ris Morion.
(Milleped. pulccrisat. gxviij, gum. amnion. £xj, compos' ita, P.fa'tidw, P. gummo'sa, P. e gummi,
acid, benzoic. £vj, croci, balsam. Peruv. aa 3J, Compound gal'banum pill, Pilula anti spas' ticx,
balsam, sulph. anisat. £vj. Mix. Ph. P.) Tonic, P. antihyster'ica, P. myrrhx compos' ita, Gum
pill.
(Gall/an. §j, myrrluc, 38 5iss. asufatida
expectorant, and balsamic.
PiluljE Benedicts Fulleri, P. de Aloe et giv, syrup, q. s. to form 4b0 pills. Ph. U. S.)
.

•

.

1

—

>

—

—

—

—

—

—

Antispasmodic and emrnenagogue.

foetid is.

pills.

(F.) Pilules de

gomme

Dose, gr.

xx.

x to

Pilul^e Cambo'gije Compos'it/e, P. de gutta
gaman'dra, P. hydiago'gx, Gamboge pills, Pilulx gummi guttxaloet'ica; Compound camboge

Pilule Gummi,

P. galbani

composite

Gummi

—

p.

gutte aloetica;, P. cambogis composites
Gummosa^, P. galbani composite p. de
Gutla gamandru, P. cambogia? composite.
PlLUL-E EX HeLLEB'oUO ET MvRUHA, P. tO-

—

gutte composees.

( Cambogix contritx, aloes spicat. extract, contriti.
cinnam comp. sing. %j, saponis 31). Ph. L.)

•pulv.

—

p.

nira. Backer's Pills, Tonic Pills of Backer, Pills
(Ext helleb. nig., exof Hellebore and Myrrh.
tract, myrrh., aa XJ.fol. cardui benedict-, in pulv.
Mix. Ph. P.) Tonic and emrnenagogue.
Jjiij.
In dropsical, cutaneous, and verminous affec-

Dose, gr. x to xx.
Morison's Pills are said by Dr. Paris to be
nothing more than the above, with the addition
of a small portion of cream of tartar. Paris.
Pil'ul^e Cathar'tioe Composite, Compound cathartic pills. (Ext. colocynth. comp. in
pulv. ^ss; Ext. Jnlapx, in pulv., Hydrarg. chlorid.mlt. aa^iij; Gambog. in pulv.^ij, M. Form
into a mass with water, and make into 180
pills— Ph. U. S.) Three for a dose.
Pilula' Cocchu, P. aloes et colocynthidis—
aloes et colocynthidis—
p. Coccite minores, P.
colocynthidis— p. Colp. Goccin®, P. aloes et
Cathartic.

—

tions.
Dose. gr. iv. to gr. viij.
Matthews' Pills, Starkey's Pills, are formed
of rad. heleb. nigr., rad. glycyrrh., sapon. Costill., rad. curcuma, opii pur if., syrup, croci,
aa
iv. ol tereb.q.s. ut fiat massa. Gray.
Pilul* Hydragogje, P. cambogiiE compo-

—

—

site

—

p.

Hydragogte Bontii,Pilulae aloes etcam-

bogia?.

Pilule Hydrar'gyri,

P. mcrcuria'les, Meret digitalis, P. M. Eartigues— p.
curial pill. Blue pill. (F.) Pilules de Mercurc.
cynthidis composite, P. aloes et colocynthidis—
cum aloe, P. aloes et colo- (Hydrarg. purif. £y confect. rosa giss. glycyrrh.
p. ex Colocynthide
~ss.
Rub the quicksilver with the confection,
cynthidis— p Communes, P. aloes et myrrhs—
until the globules disappear; then add the licupri.
p Cupri, Piluls ammoniureti
"
quorice
powder, and beat the whole into a uniVilvlmCopa'iba, Pills of Copaiba. (Copaib.
form mass, to be divided into 480 pills.— Ph. U.
xaancsix, recente prtepar. zj. Mix,' and
into a pilular mass, to S.) Antisyphililic. Mercurial :— in large doses,
set aside' till it' concretes
U.S.) Each pill purgative
be divided into 200 pills -Pli.
Pii.ul* Hydrah gvri Chi.oiudi Mrns, Pills
Two to
contains nearly five grains of copaiba.
mercury,
Calomel pills. (HuA n «a
°f wild chloride of
-"
..
—
-.
_•
sh cfor a« close.
c
de txtrac'to opii. drarg. chlorul. mil. 5SS. acacia, in pulv.jj oyPit ulje de Cynogi.os'so, P.
ul
fiant
alb.Arvp
s
pil.
840.—
P hi U. B.J Each
hi/oscyam.
q
fPulr rad cynoglass., semin.
31V. pulv. myrrh. 3VJ, oh- pill contains one grain

Colo-

chici

I

;

I

:

extract, opii

vinos***

,

,

1

,

.

.

.

;

————— ——
FILULJE

Pilula de Hvdrargyro, Scammo'mo, kt
Aloe, vulgo Mercuria'les, (F.) Pilules Mtrcurielles ou de Mercure, Scammonee et Aloes.
(Hydmrg. purif. §j, mellis gxj. Rub until the
globules disappear then add aloes socot scaminon. aa l|ij, maris, cinnam., aa gij.
Make into
Ph. P.) Uses, same as the last, but
a mass
they are more purgative. Dose, gr. viij to xxx.
These pills are nearly the same as the Pastilles
de Renuudot.
Pilula ex Hvdrargyro Muriatico miti
CUM SuLPHURE STIB1ATO AuRANTIACO,. PilulsB
hydrargyri submuriatis composites.
;

,

Pilula Hydrargyri Submuria'tis Compos'-

P

ita, Pilulse ex Stibio ct Hydrargyro,
antiherpet'ica, P. ex hydrargyro muriul'ico miti cum
sul'phure stibia'to avriantiaco, P. resolven'les

cum mer curio, P.

— —

depurantes

Compound

;

Pills

cf Submuriale of Mercury, P. Hydrargyri Submuriatis, Calomel Pills, Plumrner's Pills, the
Red Pill. (Hydrarg. submur., antimon. sulphur,
precipitat. sing, gij, guaiac. gum resin, contrit.
Beat together. Ph. L.)
^iv, spirit, rect. t^ss.
Mercurial, and reputed to be diaphoretic and

Dose, gr. v to x.
Leake's Pilu'la saluta'ria resembles these. It
used in syphilis.
Pilula Mercuhiales, P. hydrargyri, P. de
hydrargyro, scammonio et aloe p. Doctoris
Morton. P. balsamicae p. Myrrhas composite,
P. Galbani composite.
alterative.
is

—

—

—

—

PIMPINEL

5oG

W

Pilula Scilla Compos'ita, P. Sail tea,
P. Sril/tc cum Zingib'erS, P. e Scilla, Compound
(Scilla: in pulv. gj; zin»ili. in
Squill Pitt.
pulv.; ammoniac, in pulv. aa 31 j saponis, ^iij,
;

syrup, q

two
gr

pills.

120

— Ph. U.

S.)

Dose

Expectorant and diuretic.

Dose,

ut fiant

s.

pil.

x to xx.

Pilula: Scilla cum Zingibers, P.
compositoe

—

—

p.

p. ex
submur. compos.

kinos

scillce

P. scillce compositoe
hydrargyro, P. hydrargyri

Scilliticoe,

Stibio et

—

p.

Stomachics, P. aloes

et

kin:i'.

Pilula Strychnia, Pills of Strychnia.
(Very pure strychnine, 2 gr.; conserve of roses,

Make

gss.
dose.

into 24 pills.)

One

two

or

for a

Pilula e Sty'race, Storax Pills. (Slyracis
pur. ^iij, opii purif, mellis, croci, sing. gj.
Ph. D.) Six grains contain one of opium.
Pilulje de Terebin'thina, Tur'pentine Pills.
Made of turpentine boiled in 3 times its weight
of water, until, when thrown into cold water,
It has the properties of
it forms a soft paste.
turpentine, and has been administered in gleet,
&c.

—

Pilula Thebaica, P. opiatce p. Tonicae,
P. ex Helleboro et myrrh'i.
PILULES, Pilulre p. Agrigntives, see Aggregate p. d 'Aloes ou aloiliqucs, Pilulae alosticae
p. d'Ammoniurc decuivre, Pilulae amnion luieti
cupri p. Binites de Puller, Pilulae de aloe et
foetidis
p. de fer compose es, Pilulae ferri composite p. Ferrugineuses de Valtel,see Ferri protocarbonas p. Gourmandes, Pilulae aloes et kinae
kinaj p. de Mercure, Pilulae hydrargyri
p. de
Mercure, &c, Pilulae de hydrargyro, scammonio et aloe p. Mercuricllcs, Pilulae de hydrargyro, scammonio et aloe p. Opiacdes, Pilulae
opiatae p. de Savon et d' Opium, Pilulae saponis

—

1

Pilul.?e Opia'ta, P.

Common

Night

Pills,

Thcba'icse, Opiate Pills,

Anodyne

Pills, JYepcn'lhcs

(F.) Pilules Opiacees. (Opii, p. ]
glycyrrh. p. 7; fruct. myrt. piment. p. 2.
Mix. Ph. E.) Five grains contain gr. ss of

opia'tum..

;

ext.

opium.

Pilula

Opii, P. saponis

cum

opio

—

—

p.

do Ex-

p. ex Oxidostibii
tracto opii, P. decynoglosso
et hydrargyri sulphureto nigro composite, Pip. Resolventes cum merlulae antiscrophulosae
p.
curio, P. hydrargyri submuriatis compos.
de Rhabarbaro, Pilulae rhei compositoe.

—

—

Pilule Rhei Compos'ita, P.

de Rhabar'-

(Pulv. rhei 5jj,
laro, Compound Rhubarb Pills.
pulv. aloes gvj, myrrh in pulv. sjiv, ol. menthaz
Beat into a mass, with syrup of
pip. f. gss.
orange peel, to form 240 pills, Ph. U. S.) LaxaDose, gr. x to xx.
stomachic.
tive and
sold under the name
of Moseley's Pills, consists merely of rhubarb

The stomachic nostrum,

and ginger.

Pilula Qui'nia Sulpha'tis,

Pills

of

sul-

cum opio.
PJLULIER,

(F.)

Pill machine.

An

instru-

ment, invented by the Germans, for rolling and
dividing pills. Also, the earthen pot in which
pills are

preserved.
1

P1LUM,

PisiiL'lus, PistiLium, Hyp'eros, Ccr wooden, iron,
pestle.
Pilon.
bell-metal, marble, agate, porcelain, or glass
instrument for beating or dividing substances

cis

A

(F.)

A

in a mortar.

PILUS,

Capillus, Caul, Hair.

PIMELE,

Pinguedo.

niu^rj, 'fat,' and ids,
denoting inflammation. Inflammation of the
adipous tissue.
PiMELORRHCE'A, from mptl], fat,' and
A morbid discharge or disap1 flow.'
ptu),
pearance of fat.
PIMELO'SIS, from ntusXn,' fat.' Conver-

PIMELl'TIS, from

phate of Quinia (Quin. Sulph. §j, acacise, in
pulv. gij, syrup, q. s. ut riant pilula: 4H0. Ph.
U. S.) Each pill contains a grain of the sulphate of quinia.
Pilula Rhej, Pills of Rhubarb, (Rhcj, in sion into fat, as Pivielo'sis hepat'ica, fatty depulv. ,^vj, saponis. zij; M. et fiant pil. 120. generation of the liver.'
Ph. Ui S.) Each pill contains three grains of
Pimelosis Hlpatica, Adiposis hepatica.
rhubarb.
PIMENT, Capsicum annuum p. Royal, MyPilula Run, P. aloes et myrrhae— p. Salu- rica gale.
tarise, Leake's, see Pilulae hydrargyri submuPIMENTA, see Myrtus pimenta.
Saponaceae, P. saponis
p.
riatis composite
PIMENT.E BACCJE. See Myrtus pimento.
Saponis
composite,
saponis
P.
cum opio p.
pimenta.
'

'

'

—

—

Pilula Sapo'nis cum Opio, P. saponalcem,
Pills of Soap and Opium, P. sapo'nis compos!

PIMENTO. See Myrtus
P1MIACULA, Labia pudendi.
PIMPERNEL, RED, Anagallis— p.

(F ) Pilules de Savon et
(Opii |ss. Sapon. gij.M.— Ph. U.S.)
d' Opium.
Five grains contain one of opium.

Veronica beccabunga.
P1MP1LIM, Piper longum.
PIMPINEL, ITALIAN, Sanguisorba

cum

opio.
-

itce,

Pi/u/ce

Opii.

Pilula e Scilla,

P.

scillae

compositae.

nalis.

Water,

offici-

—
PIMPINELLA

PIN US
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PIMPINEL'LA ANPSUM. The Anise plant. rior commissure; coast along the optic thalarni,
Anisum vulga're, Sola'men intcsthio'- and unite at the anterior pillar of the fornix.
rum, Ane'sum, (F.) Anis. Family, Umbellifersc.
The uses of the pineal gland are unknown.
Sex. Sijst. Pentandria Digynia.
A native of Descartes supposed it to be the seat of the soul!
Egypt. The seeds, Anisum, (Ph. U. S.) Sent'PINEUS PURGANS, Jatropha curcas.
ina Ani'si, An'iseed, have an aromatic odour;
PINGUE'DO, Pim'ele, Piar, Pieiron, Lipos,
and sweetish, warm, grateful taste. They are Stear, Adeps, Sevum, Sebum, Corpus adipo'sum,
carminative; and used in dyspepsia and the Axun'gia, Eat, (F.) Graisse. A soft, white, anitormina of infants. Dose, gr. xv to gj, bruised. mal substance; inodorous; insipid; oily; in-

•Anisum,

The

oil,

Oleum

Ani'si, (F.)

Hude

Dose, gtt. v to xv.
Pimimnf.lla, Greater, P. magna

d'anis

—

is

officinal.

P. Saxifraga.

—

p.

Hircina,

Pimpinf.l'la Magna, P. nigra; the Greater
Pimpinel'la ; Tingosclt'nummajus, Daucus Cyan'opus, (FA Boucage majewr. The root h.is
been extolled as diuretic and resolvent, as well
as in erysipelatous ulcerations, tinea capitis,

rheumatism, &c.
Pimimnella Nigha, P. mairna.
Pimimnella Saxif'raga, Burnet saxifrage,
Pote'rium sanguiso/ba, Sorbastrel' la, TragoseWnurn, Pimpinel'la hirci'na, P. umbellif era, (F.)
Boucage mineur, Petit B., Pimprenelle. The
root has an unpleasant smell, and hot, pungent,
bitterish taste.
It has been recommended as a
stomachic; and as a stimulating gargle in paralysis of the tongue.
Pimpinella Umbellifera, P. Saxifraca.

PLMPLE,

epiploon.

Pimpinella saxifraga— p.

Noire, Sanguisorba officinalis.

fat, considered physiologically, has, for its
function, to protect the organs; maintain their
temperature; and to serve for nutrition in case
of need; as is observed in torpid animals.

Pingukdo Renalis, Nc pliruli oil.
Sanic'ula
Eboraccn'sis, Yi'ola pulus'tus, JJodecathleon Pliu'ii, Butter-wort, Yorkshire San'-

monta'na,

Sijst. Diandria
this plant has
be applied to chaps, and as a pomatum to the hair. Decoctions of the leaves, in
broths, are used by the common people in Wales

Epingle. An iron or brass instrument, generally of small size; pointed at one extremity,
and having a head at the other. It is used, in
Surgery, to fix rollers and dressings; and, occasionally, in sutures.

caused

PIN J PIGNONS. See Pinus
P1NASTELLUM, Peucedanum.

picea.

it

to

as a cathartic.

PINGU1N. Bromelia
PIN

HONES

pinguin.

INDIC1, Jatropha curcas.

PINK, CAROLINA,

Pinus sylvestris.

FINC/l, Pinched.
Pugillus.

PINCERS, Forceps.
PINCETTES, Forceps.

PINCHED, Contrac'lus, (F.) Pince,
An epithet applied to the face, when

S.

Family, Personnel. Sex.
Monogynia. The unctuosity of

icle.

PINCJiE,

generally fluid in the cetacea;

The

PIN. Perhaps from Pennum, low Latin; or
from Spina; Spina ferrea, Actis capital ta, (F.)

PINASTER,

It is

and of a strong smell in the carnivora;
solid, and inodorous in the ruminating animal;
white, and abundant in young animals; and
yellowish in old. It generally forms about a
20th part of the weight of the human body.
soft,

PINGUIC'ULA VULGA'IUS,

Papula.

PIMPRENELLE,

flammable, easy to melt; spoiling in the air,
and becoming rancid by union with oxygen:
almost insoluble in alcohol; insoluble in water;
Fat is formed of two
soluble in the fixed oils.
immediate principles, stearin and elain, to
which are, almost always, joined an odorous
and a colouring principle. It is found in a number of animal tissues, and is very abundant in
the neighbourhood of the kidneys and in the

Grippe.
the fea-

tures are contracted; as in violent abdominal
affections, or during intense pain.

PINCKNE'YA PUBES'CENS,

Georgia
This bark has been used in Georgia in
successfully.
It
and
intermittents,
of
the cure
Dose, of the powder, gj.
is a powerful bitter.
PINE APPLE, Bromelia ananas— p. Aphernousli, Pinus cernbra— p. Ground, stinking,
Camphorosma Monspeliaca— p. Mountain, see
Pinus mughos— p. Mugho, see Pinus mughos
p. Stone, Pinus pinea.
P1NEA, Pinus pinea.
PINE'AL, Finea'lis, from pinus, 'a pine.'
That which resembles a pine-apple.
Baric.

—

Spigelia Marilandica.
Pink Dve, Stripped snffiotoer gj, subcarb. of
potass, gr. xviij, spirit of wine ^vij: digest for
two hours; add di.stil/nl water 5ij: digest for
two hours more, and add distilled vinegar or
lemon juice q. s., to reduce it to a fine roseUsed as a cosmetic.
colour.
Pink Ground, Silene Virginica p. Indian,

—

Spigelia Marilandica.
PINNA, Ala, Pavilion of the
see Bissus.

ear— p. Marina,

PINNACULUM FORNICIS GUTTURALIS, Uvula.

PINNULA, Aileron.

PINUS ABIES,

Abies rubra, A. ezcel'sa,

Norway Spruce

Fir, YewIcand Fir. Nat. Ord. Conifers). Sex. Syst.
Moncecia Monadelphia. The tops are used in

El'atS

lltclci'a,

Fice'a,

making Spruce Beer, (q. v.)
The Essence of Spruce

is a fluid extract,
prepared by decoction from the twigs of this
species of fir. From this is made the Spruce
Pineal Gland, Glan'dula pinea'lis, Cerebral Beer, (q. v.)
This fir affords the Burgundy pitch and comepiphysis, Concilium, Conoi'des corpus, Penis
body, of mon frankincense. Buii'gundv Pitch, White
cer'ebri. Corpus turbina'tum, is a small
colour; pitch, Pix Burgun'dicu, Pit alba, Rfsi'na abie'a conical shape; pale red or grayish
hu'mida, Rtsi'na alba Ituinida, Pini abie'tis
and soft consistence; situate between the fornix tis
concre'la, Pix ar'iila, Pixalneti'na,
and the tubercula quadrigemina. It almost resina spante
When P. abietis (Ph. U. S .), (F.) Poke blanche, Poix
always contains sabulous particles.
of the grasse, P. jaune, P. de Bourgagne. This prethese are grouped together over the base
pared ooncrete juice is of a close consistence,
gland, they form the Acer'vulus Cer'ebri of
brown colour, and not
anterior part arise two rather soft, of a reddish

Sommering.
medullary

From

striae,

its

which proceed over the poste-

unpleasant smell.

It

is

very adhesive to the

—

—

—
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skin; and, consequently, forms excellent plasters for remaining upon the part for some time;
as in cases of affections of the chest.
2.
Abie'tis Resi'na, (Ph. L. since 1809 )
Thus,
Common Fran'kincense, Perrosin, Thus fa-mi.ni'num, T. vulga'rS, O/ib'anum vulgarB, Resina
abietis sicca, Resin of the Spruce Fir. It is solid,
dry, brittle
externally, brownish-yellow; internally, whitish.
Used in plasters like the

—

;

which is only used in the formation of oint
ments and plasters: if without the addition of
water, the residuum is common resin or Colophony, (q. v.) 2. When the cold begins to
check the exudation of the common turpentine, part of it concretes in the wounds.
This
is called, in France, Gallipot, Bunas; and White
Rosin, Resina alba, when hardened after long
exposure to the

air.

3.

When

the old trees are

subjected to distillation, in a coarse manner,
Pinus Balsame' a, Abies balsamea. The tree Tar is obtained, Hijgropissos, Fissa, Fix ce'which affords the Canada Balaam, Bahamian dria, Resi'na pini empyrcumal' icu lit/uida, TereCanadcn'se, Resina stroldli'na, Terebinth' ina Ca- binlh'ina empyrcumat' tea, A/chitram, Alchitu'ra,
nadensis, Pint balsamex resi'na I iq' uida, Resina Ctdria, Fix. I.iijuida, (F.) Goudron, JJrai lujaidc.
flu'ida Canadensis, Terebinth' ina balsamea. Ca- Tar Water, Aqua Picea, lnfu'sum Picis iiq'uinada Balsam is one of the purest turpentines. dum seu Picis empyreumaticx liq'uidx, Fotio
It has the common properties of those sub- picea, (F.) Eau de Goudron, was, at one time,
last.

stances.

a fashionable

remedy

in

numerous complaints,

Pinus Canadensis, Abies Canadensis, Hem- and of late its use has been revived, since its
A tree, which is abundant in Ca- virtues have been presumed to be owing to
nada, Nova Scotia, and the more northern parts Creasote. It is employed chiefly in pulmonary
of New England, and found in the elevated and affections. (Writers. Bishop Berkeley, Lond.
mountainous regions of the Middle States. The IT-l'?, and Prior, Lond. I74U ;) and the vapour
pitch
Fix Canadensis, Canada Pitch, Hemlock has been recommended in phthisis and other
Pitch
obtained from it is commonly known diseases of the lungs.
It is used, externally,
under the name Hemlock gum.
as a detergent. 4. Common Fitch, Fix nigra,
Pinus Cembra, Jlphernuus'li Fine. It yields Black Pitch, Burnett, Burnia, Stone Fitch, Pix
an agreeably scented turpentine: the Caipa'- sicca, F. utra, F nava'Us, Pulimpis'sa, F. ar'ida
ihian Balsam, Bal'samum Carpath'icum, B. Lib'- (Ph. L. before 1809,) (F.) Foixnavalc, P. noire,
ani, Carpath'icum, Brianron Tur'pcntine.
The is obtained by inspissating tar. It is used only
nuts, Cembro nuts, have an eatable kernel, and as a resolvent, in plasters.
yield oil. The shoots yield Riga Balsam by
FIOjYE, Paeonia.

lock spruce.

—

—

•

PIOULQUES,(F.) Akindofsucking-pump,

distillation.

Pinus Larix, Larix. The Larch, (F.) Meleze.
this tree exude Or'enburg gum, and Bri'ancon manna. It also yields, by boring, Com-

From

mon

Vc?iire Turpentine, Resina Lar'icis, Terebinth ina Vcn' da, Pini Lar'icis resina liquids.,
(F.) TtrebentUine de Vinise, T. de Meleze. It is
usually thinner than the other sorts of turpen-

invented by Louis, for extracting water that
had entered internal cavities, in cases of drowning.
A useless instrument.
PIPER, see Piper nigrum p. Aromaticum,
p. Betel, Betel
P. nigrum
p. Brazilianum,
Capsicum annuum p. Calecuticum, Capsicum
annuum p. Caryophyllatum, see Myrtus pi-

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

menta p. Caudatum, P. cubeba p. Chiapa,
Pinus Mughos. The Mountain or Mugho see Myrtus pimenta.
Piper Album, White Pepper, is black pepper,
Pinus
Pumil'io.
Pine,
From the extremities
of the branches exudes the Resina strobili'na freed from its cuticle.
Piper Cube'ba, Cubeba, Com'peper, Com'of the Germans, or Hungarian balsam.
It is
also obtained, by expression, from the cones. peba, Cubal sini, Piper cauda'lum, Cubeb PepBy distillation, the Hungarian balsam affords per, Tailed Pepper, Cuma'mus, (F.) Foivre-dqueue, Quabebe. A native of Java and Guinea.
the Krumholz Oil, Oleum Tcmplinum.
The odour of these berries is aromatic; taste at
Pinus Palustris, see Pinus sylvrstris.

tine.

Pinus Pice'a, Silver Fir Tree, (F.) Sapin comEl'atS, Abies, A. Gal'licu. By piercing the
tubercles of the bark of this fir, the Strasburgh
Turpentine is obtained
the Resina Abietis (Ph.
L. before 1809,) Oleum Abietis, Terebinth' ina Argentoratcn' sis.
Pinus Pi'nea, Stone Pine, Pinea, Pinus, P.
ubcr'rima. The nuts, Zirbelnuts, Fine nuts, (F.)
Pin a pignons, are eaten raw; or preserved like
almonds. They are, also, used in emulsions.

mun,

:

—

Pinus Pumilio. See Pinus Mughos

—

p.

Uber-

rima, Pinus pinea.
Pinus Svi.ves'tris, Pinas'ter, Peuce, Scotch
This pine, as well as Pinus palustris and
Fir.
other species of Pinus, affords common turpentine

and

its oil,

resin, tar.

and

pitch.

1.

mon

Com-

Turpentine, Terebinth' ina, T. vulga'ris, T.
commu'nis, Resina Pini, Bijon, Horse Turpentine, is obtained by wounding the tree in hot
weather. It is used, chiefly, a6 a dressing for
wounds, &c. in horses, and for the distillation
of the oil, (see Oleum Terebinthina;.) When
the oil is distilled with water, yellow resin or
Rosin, Resi'na (Ph. U.S.)— Resina fiava is left,

—

cooling, afterwards pungent. The active
Oleum Cubebx,o\\
principle is an essential oil

first

—

which is officinal in the Pharm. U.
of cubeijs
S. The properties of the cubeb are stimulant
and purgative. It is used only in gonorrhoea.
Dose from Qj to £j, in powder,, three or four
times a day; of the volatile oil, 10 or 12 drops.
The 'Turkey yellow berries,' the dried fruit
of the Rhamnus Cutharticus are often substituted for cubebs.

—

—

Piper Guineense, Capsicum annuum

—

—

p.

Indicum, Capsicum annuum p. Jamaicense,
see Myrtus pimenta.
Piper Longum, Macropiper, Acapat'li, Catutrip'ali, Pim'pilim, Long Pepper, (F.) Poivre
As we receive the berries, they consist
long.
of the unripe fruit, dried in the sun; and are
small, round grains, disposed spirally on a cy-

They are stimulant, carlindrical receptacle.
minative and tonic, like the other peppers.
Dose,

gr.

v

to Qj.

—

Piper Lusitanicum, Capsicum annuum p.
Morale, Sedum.
Piper. Nigrum, Mclanopiper, Molagoco'di

'
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Laila Pcpcr cromat'icum,
Piper (Ph. U. B.)
Black I epper, (F.) Poivre noir.
Black pepper
is the unripe fruit,
dried in the sun.
Values,
same as those of the other peppers.

Piper Ouoiiatum Jamaicf.nse, see Myrlus
see Myrtus pimenta—
lurcicum, Capsicum annuum.
1'IPERl'NA, Pipcriuc, Pipcrin. A resinoid

pimenta— p. Tabascum,
p.

substance, obtained from the piper nigrum,
by

M. (Erstadt, in which the virtues of life pepper
seem to reside. It lias been employed, like the
quinia, in intermittents, and successfully

PIPPSISEVA.Pyrolaumbellata.

.

PIQURE,

Puncture, Wound, punctured.
OF.) Pisa has long been
celebrated as one of the most favourable climates in Italy lor the consumptive. The climate is genial, but somewhat oppressive and

(CLIMATE

PISA,

damp.

It is softer

warm;
of Rome.
so

A

than that of Nice, but not

less soft, but less oppressive than that

PISCIARELLI, MINERAL

spring at Monte Secco, in
Lake Agnano and Solfatara.

WATERS

OF.

PITUITARY

sentery.

by incision, the resin Mastich, Resina Lentisci'na,
McnfrigS, Masti'che,
Mustix. P,stacia Lentis'ci Resina.
This resin
has an agreeable smell, when heated:
is almost
insipid: in globular, irregular,
yellowish, semitransparent masses: soluble in ether;
partially
so in alcohol.
It is stimulant, and
has been
used in old coughs, and gleet, and is
chewed
to sweeten the breath.
It is sometimes, also,
employed to step the holes in carious teeth.
It y.elds,

Pistacia Terebin'tiius, Turpentine
Tree
Hab-et-Kalimbat, Terebinthus vulua'ris, Termin'The tree, which affords the Cyprus Turpentine, Ohio Turpentine, True Venice
Turpentine, Resi'na Tcrebin'tlii, Terebinlhina
vera, T.
Chia, T. Cijp'ria.
This substance is classed'
amongst the resins, it is procured by wounding
the bark of the trunk. The best Chio turpentine is of about the consistence of honey
very
tenacious, clear, and almost transparent'; of a
while colour, inclining to yellow, am! of a fragrant smell moderately warm to the taste, but
thos.

;

;

Italy,

between

thermal
(100° Fahr.) sulphureous and carbonated, and
is chiefly used in old ulcers, leucorrhcea, chronic diarrhoea, and in cutaneous affections.
It

is

from acrimony and bitterness. It
bles, in virtues, the other turpentines.
lice

Name

Pistacia Vera.
affords the
a sweetish,

Kux

Pistacia.

unctuous

resem-

of the tree, which
Pista'chio nuts have

PISCID'IA ERYTHRl'NA, Jamaica Dog. sweet almonds. Like these,lesembling that of
they afford an oil
wood. A small branching tree, common in most and may be formed
into an emulsion
of the West India Islands; — Diadelphia DecanFISTILLUS.Pilum.
dria of
Linnceus.

to poison fish.

used in the West Indies
appears to be an acro-nar-

It is

It

PISTOLOCHIA, Aristolochia
PISTORIENSIS GLAUIUS,

cotic.

PISCINA, Baignoire.
PIS'IFORM, Piriformis, from pisum,
and forma.

'

'a pea,'

shape.'

Os Pisifor'me, Os
Os

lenlicula're, Os Orbicuh're,
extra, or'duicm carpi, (F.) Us /tors de rang,

the fourth bone of the first row of the carpus.
It is round, and gives attachment to the tendon
of the cubi talis anterior, and to the anterior
transverse ligament of the carpus. It is articulated, behind, with the os cuneiforme.
sylvestris.

PISSASPHAL'TUS, Pissasphal'tum, Mineral

pistolochia

Distouri

PIT OF THE STOMACH, Fonette du caiur.
1'ITAYA BARK This bark is preferred in
Columbia to any other, it contains a new vegetable alkali, to which the name Pitayine has
been given.

PITAYINE. See Pitaya Bark.
PITCAITHLEY, MINERAL

is

PISO, Mortar.
PISSA. See Pinus

taste,

OF. These

WATERS

saline springs at Pitcailhley, about
four miles from Perth, Scotland, contain
chlorides of sodium and calcium

PITCH, Colophonia— p. Black, see Pinus
sylvestris
p Burgundy, see Pinus abies— p.
Canada, see Pinus Canadensis— p. Common, see
1'inus sylvestris— p. Hemlock, see Pinus Cana-

—

pitch, from mooa, 'pitch,' and aotpakrof, 'bitumen.' (F ) Paix mtndrale. A thicker kind of densis— p. Jew's, Asphaltum— p. Mineral, PisPetroleum or Rock Oil; formerly employed as a sasphalturn— p. Stone, see Pinus sylvestris— p.

vulnerary. It is synonymous with Gla'tinous
bitu'men, Malta bitumen, and Min'eral. tar.
PISSELiE'UM, Oleum. Pici'nuvi, from mona,
'
An oily matter, obpitch," and ttatov, 'oil.'
tained from boiling pitch, and used for the same

purposes as

tar.

Pissei./EUm Indicum, Petrolceum.
SJJS'G, Hamiaturia.
P1SSEME.YT

DE

PJSSEJS'LIT, Leontodon taraxacum.

White, see Pinus

allies.

PITHYRIASIS,

PITHYR1NUS,
PITTA'CIUM.
•

Pityriasis.

Acerosus. Furfuraceous.
A pitch plaster, from nnra,

pitch.'

PITTOSIS, Malacia.
PITTO'TA. Medicines

in

which pitch

is

the

chief ingredient.

PITTSBURG, MINERAL WATERS OF.

PISSE'ROS, from mooa, 'pitch.' Ancient A chalybeate mineral spring, situate about four
name of a cerate, prepared of olive oil, oil of roses, miles S. W. of Pittsburg, in Pennsylvania. It
and dried pilch. It was, also, called Cera'thm
pica'tam, and C. tetraphar'mucum.—H\p\>ocT.
PISSI'TES, Vinum pica'tam. Same etymon.
wine, prepared from tar and the must of the
grape, it was regarded to be stomachic.
PISSOSIS, Malacia.

A

PISTACHIO NUTS.

See Pistacia

PISTA'CIA LENTIS'CUS,

vera.
Terehin'thus len-

Lentiscus vulgaris; the Maslich Tree.
Family, Terebinthaceas. The wood of this tree
abounds with the resinous principle of maslich;
and a tincture, made from it, has been used in
the cure of dyspeptic affections, gout, and dytiscus,

contains chloride of sodium,
soniu
chloride of magnesium, oxide o^
sulpt late of lime, and carbonic acid
,

PITUITA. Phlegm— p. Narium,

PITUITARY,

N.isal

mucus.

Pituita'ris, from piiui'ta,
'phlegm.' A name given to several parts.
Fossa Pituita'ria. A depression on the cerebral surface of the sphenoid bone, which
lodges the pituitary gland. It is called, on account of its shape, Sella Turcica. Ephip'piuiH.
Chaussier calls it Fossa supra sphenoidu'lis,
from its situation.
Pitu'itaky Gi.and, Glan'dula Pituito'sa vel

—
PITYRIASIS

—

It is composed of the umbilical vessels, cellular
tissue, and whitish, resisting filaments, which
are vascular ramifications obliterated.
Lymphatic vessels have also been presumed to exist
in it; and nerves have been traced, proceeding
from the great sympathetic of llie foetus. The
function of the placenta appears to be like that
of the lungs in the adult. It admits of the blood
of the foetus being shown to that of the mother,
and undergoing the requisite changes.
Placenta Febrilis, Ague cake—-p. Oblata,
P. previa— p. Obvia, P. praevia.
Placen'ta Previa, (from prw, and via,) P.
obvia, P. obla'ta.
Presentation of the placenta;
a condition which gives rise to unavoidable hemorrhage from the uterus. The safety of the
female depends upon speedy delivery.
Placenta Sanguinis, see Blood.

Glandula basila'ris, Lacu'na vel Appendic'ula cer'ebri, Hypoph'ysis seu Appendix
Cer'ebri, Pituitary body, Corpus pituita'rl;
Appendice sus-spheno'idah du cerveau, (Ch.)
A
small, round body; the anterior portion of whicli
is oi'a cineritious yellow hue, and the posterior,
which is smaller, is whitish and pulpy. Its
functions are unknown.
Pituitamy Membrane, Schneide'rian Membrane, Mcmlira'na pituita''ria M. olfacto'ria. The
mucous membrane, which lines the nasal fossae,
and extends to the different cavities communicating with the nose. In the nasal fossce, the

—

,

membrane appears formed of two

— the cne, in
fibrous — the other

bones,

is

face.

The

;

latter is a

layers, inti-

contact with the

;

is

free at

one sur-

mucous membrane, on

which papillae are not easily distinguishable,
but which contains them, as well as a number
of very small mucous follicles, that open into
the cavity of the nnres. On penetrating the
maxillary, frontal, sphenoidal, and ethmoidal
sinuses, the membrane becomes very thin,
transparent, less vascular, and seems reduced
to its mucous layer. The pituitary membrane
receives the impression of smells, by means of
the expansions of the olfactory nerves upon it.
It is the seat of smell.
PlTYRl'ASIS, from ttitvqov, 'bran;' Lepido'sis, Pityriasis, Dandriff, Pityris'ma, Pithy ri'farino'sus, Furfura'asis, Herpes furflira! ecus,
a very sutio, (F.) Dartre furfuracde volante ;
characterized by irregular
perficial affection
which
repeatedly
exfoliate
patches of thin scales,
and recur; but which never form crusts, or are
accompanied with excoriations. It is not contagious. It occurs under three or four varieties

H

PLACENTI'TIS,
PLACEN'TULA,
mcnlal placenta.

p.

—

—

—

DU

—

—

—

—

—

PLACEBO,

develop themselves; and to treat the case, in
It is unigeneral, like one of typhus gravior.
versally agreed that the suppuration of the
buboes should be aided as far as practicable.
For preventing the importation and spread of
the plague, the Quur'untine Laws have been instituted and when the disease has actually appeared, a cordon sanitaire has been drawn round
the infected district, so as to prevent all communication.
Plague, Cold. A severe form of congestive
fever, seen occasionally in the Southern States.
Bilious pneumonia, in which there is no reac;

tion, has been, also, so called.

;

icelal

rudi-

from nli^y], plana, 'a stroke,'
P. orienta'lis, P. contugio'sa, Pestilan'tia,
Li'imos, Febris add no -nervo'sa, Lwmos, La niup'yra, Chaosda, Anlhra'cia Pcstis, Febris pes' tiling,
Syn'ochus pestilentia'lis, Typhus pcstis, Exanthe'ma pcstis, the Pest, (F.) Paste, Typhus d Orient.
An eminently malignant disease; endemic in the
Levant: frequently epidemic, and destroying at
least two-thirds of those it attacks.
It is a fever
of the most aggravated kind, with affection of the
lymphatic glands of the groin, or axilla;, and carbuncles. Its miasmata it has been conceived
adhere to different organic textures, to woollen
goods, clothing, and furniture; and may thus
be transported to a considerable distance; but
this is not certain.
The mean duration of the
disease is six or seven days; some die in twentyfour hours, others not till ten or twelve days.
Pathological anatomy has afforded little light
with respect to it. Various means have been
used for arresting the disease, but none have
seemed to be pre-eminently distinguished. The
great point is, to watch the indications as they

Melasma — p.

—

—

A

PLAGUE,

see Pinns abies
p. Alba, see Pinus

—

—

cake.'

Pest.is,

p. Abietis, see Pinus abies
p. Anda, see Pinus abies, and Pinus sylabies
p. Brutia,
p. Atra, see Pinus sylvestris
vestris
Brutia p. Burgundica, see Pinus abies p. Cap Cedria,see
nadensis, see Pinus Canadensis
Pinus sylvestris p. Grosca, Colophonia p. Liquida, see Pinus sylvestris p. Navalis, see
Pinus sylvestris p. Nigra, see Pinus sylvestris
p. Sicca, see Pinus sylvestris.
'I will please.' An epithet
given to any medicine, intended rather to satisfy the patient than to cure a disease.
PLACEN'TA. A Latin word, signifying a
Cuke. P. uteri seu uteri'na seu uteri car'nea. Hepar uterinum, Jecur uteri'num, Caro seu Affu'A soft, spongy, vascular body,
sio orbicularis.
formed at the surface of the chorion, adherent
to the uterus, and connected with the foetus by
the umbilical cord. It is not in existence during
the first period of the embryo state, but its
formation commences, perhaps, with the arrival
of the embryo in the uterus. Its mode of attachment to the uterus is a topic of dispute
but it seems clear that the main circulation
through it is of the blood of the foetus. The
placenta is formed of several lobes or cotyledons.
which can be readily distinguished from each
other on the uterine surface; but, towards the

—
—

little

PLAFOND DES VEJVTRICULES
CERVEAU, Corpus callosum.
PLACA, Ictus, Wound.

P1TYRISMA, Pityriasis.
PITYRON, Furfur.
PIVOIJVE, Paeonia.
PIX, Sperm p. Abietina,

'a

The

;

—

Nigra,

pluccn'tx,

placenta of an abortion.
PLADARO'SIS, Pladurotes, from nXaiaQoe,
soft.'
A soft tumour on the eyelid, unaccompanied with redness or pain.

of form.

—

Jnflamma'tio

from placenta, and ids, a suffix denoting inflamInflammation of the placenta.

mation.

;

Pityriasis, Porrigo
Versicolor. Chloasma.

—

—
PLA1E

5G0

pituita'ria,

mately united

——

surface, are confounded into one mass,

PLAGULA,

Compress, Pledget, Splint.
p. d'Arme a feu, Wound,
gunshot p d'Arquebusade, Wound, gunshot
p. Envmimte,
p. Contuse, Wound, contused
Wound, poisoned p. par Arrachement, Wound,

PLAIE, Wound

lacerated.
j

—

—

PLAN ARIA

PLANARIA LAT1USCULA,

Distoma hei

PLAXCHER DU CERVEAU, Tentorium.
PLANE.

)

irregular— especially

intermittent

to

A

Plantar Muscle,
bia' lis gracilis,

i'LANIPEDES,

PLAN (TIES

FLANTA

Steganopodes.

PEDIS,

Sole.

PEDIS, Sole— p. Prima

pedis,

Tarsus.

PLANT

A'GO, P. Major, Centiner'via, Jrnoglos'siim, Septiner'via, Po/ij/ieu'ron, Planta'go
Falatifo'lia, P. major, (F.) Plantain commun.
mily, Plantngineffi. Sex. Syst. Tetrondria Monogynia. The leaves have been said to be refrigerant, attenuant, substyptie, and diuretic.
Plantago Coron'opus, Coronopo 'dium, Cornu
1

cervi'num, Stella terras, Plantago, Buckskorn,
Plantain.
Properties like the last.
Plantago Psyl'lium, Psyllium, Pulica'ris'
herlia, Cryslal'lion, Cynomoi'a, Branching- Plantain, Fleawort, (F.) Herbe aux puces commune.
The seeds have a nauseous, mucilaginous taste,
and no remarkable smell. The decoction of the
seeds is recommended in hoarseness and roughness of the fauces.

PLANTAIN, BRANCHING,

Plantago psylBuckshorn, Plantago coronopus p.
plantago
Alisma
Commun, Plantago p. d'Eau,
p. Water, Alisma
p. Tree, Musa paradisiaca

—

p.

—

—

plantago.

FLANTA IRE,

Plantar muscle—/?.

Grele,

Plantar muscle.

PLANTAR,

Planta'ris, from
That which relates or belongs
sole of the foot.'
This name has been
foot.
the
of
sole
to the
given to several parts.
thick, dense, rePlantar Aponeurosis.
sisting aponeurosis; of a triangular shape, and
the middle
occupies
superficially situate, which

planta, 'the

A

sole of the foot, and furnishes
insertions to several of the muscles of the region, either directly or through the medium of
septa, which it sends between them.
Plantar Arteries. These are two in numposteber, and arise from the extremity of the
rior tibial artery. They are distinguished into:—
The internal plantar artery, situate above the
abductor pollicis pedis. It extends from the
termination of the posterior tibial to the trunk
The exterof one of the collaterals of that toe.
preceding,
nal plantar artery is larger than the
and ou<rht to be considered as the termination
above the
of the "posterior or tibial. Situate
it extends
flexor communis digitorum pedis,
posterior
from beneath the calcaneum to the
When
extremity of the last metatarsal space.
part, it turns from without
it has reached this
posterior extreinwards; advances towards the
and anastomity of the first metatarsal bone,
the dormoses with the perforating branch of
it
the first part of Us course,

and sides of the

sails tarsi.

In

muscular, and
furnishes calcaneal, articular,
portion of the
adipous branches. The second
It
or Cross.
artery is called the Plantar Arch

The
crives branches in all directions.
he suand posterior have received no name. 1
perior— three in number-are the posttnor
perir
The anterior branches are
arteries.

inferior

forat
forating

larger, "and

48

the col-

Plantar Ligaments.
name given to the
which unite the bones of
the tarsus and metatarsus, to distinguish them
from the superior, called dorsal.

fe-

vers.

lium

furnish the anterior perforating, and
laterals of the last four toes.
inferior ligaments,

Plexus.

PLAN E'TES, TXavtjrrji, Errabun'dus,Errat'ic.
An epithet, given to diseases, whose returns
are

-
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paticum.

——

—

—

there are

commonly

tour,

iney

Planta'ris, P. grad'ilis, TiExten'sor tursi minor, Plantaire,

P. grele, Jambier grele, Petit fimorocalcanien,
(Ch.)
A muscle, situate at the posterior part
of the leg. It is long, thin, and narrow. Above,
it is attached to the posterior part of the external condyle of the femur: below, it terminates
by a long tendon, which is attached to the posterior and inner part of the calcaneum.
This
muscle extends the leg on the foot, and vice
versa.
It can, also, assist in the flexion of the

leg on the thigh.

Plantar Nerves. These are two in number, and are furnished by the termination of the
posterior tibial nerve. They are distinguished
into
The internal, plantar nerve, which ex1
tends from the inferior part of the tibial nerve to
both sides of the first three toes, and the inner
side of the fourth.
It furnishes, also, branches

—

abductor of the great toe; to the short
flexor of the toes; to the accessory; to the short
flexor of the great toe, the huubricales, &c.
2. The external plantar nerve proceeds from the
termination of the posterior tibial to the posterior extremity of the 5th metatarsal bone, and
gives branches to the flexor brevis digitorum
pedis, the accessory and the abductor of the
little toe. This trunk subsequently divides into
two branches; the one profunda is distributed to the short flexor of the great toe; the interosseus and abductor pollicis pedis: the other
sends filaments to the short
svperjicialis
flexor of the little toe, the two sides of that toe,
the outer side of the 4th, and the last lumbrito the

—

—

—

—

calis.

Plantar Regions are different regions of the
sole of the foot. Three are generally reckoned:
the internal, middle, and external.

Plantar Veins

follow

a similar

arrange-

ment.

PLANTARIS SUPERFICIES PEDIS,

Sole
Verus, see Flexor longus digitorum pedis
profundus perforans (accessorius.)

—

p.

PLANTE DU PIED,

Sole.

PLAJfTl-SOUS-PHALAXGIEXS, Lumbricales pedis
cales pedis.

p. Tendino-phalangtens,

PLANUM, OS, from planus,
The papyraceous or orbilar plate

Lumbri-

soft, smooth.'
of the ethmoid

'

bone was, formerly, so called.
Planum Pkdis, Sole.

PLAQUEMINIER D'EUROPE,

Diospyros

lotus.

PLASMA, Liquor Sanguinis.
PLASTER, Emplastrum— p. Adhesive,

Era-

—

plastrum resinre, Sparadrapum adhesivum p.
Adhesive, of Pitch and resins, Emplastrum de
p. Ammoniacum, Empice et resinis glutinans
plastrum amtnoniaci p. Ammoniacum with

—
—

mercury, Emplastrum ammoniaci cum hydrarjjvro— p. Aromatic, Emplastrum aromaticum
Asafcetida, Emplastrum asafoitida?— p. of Belladonna, Emplastrum Belladonn.<e-p. Blister
Blistering fly,
in.r. Emplastrum LyttE— p. of
p.

Emplastrum lyttte— p. Calefacient, Emplastrum
calefaciens— p. ot Canthandes, compound,
plastrum lvttre composituni— p. Cephalic,

EmEm-

—p
PLASTIC

—

plastruin picis comp. p. Corn, Sparadrapum
p. Corn, Kennedy's, Sparadrapum viviride
p. Court, English, pee Ichthyooolla, Sparide

—

—

—

radrapum adhesivum p. Cummin, Emplastrum
Cumini p. Defensive, Sparadrapum Galleri
p. Frankp. Diachylon, Emplastrum plumbi
incense, Em plastrum thuris — p. Galbanum, Emplastrum galbani p. Galbanum, compound,
Emplastrum galbani compositum p. Gum,
Emplastrum gummosum p. of Gum-resins,
Emplastrum cum gummi-resinis p. Hemlock,
Emplastrum cicutre p. Iron, Emplastrum Ferri
p. Lead,
p. Issue, Spaiadrapum profonticulis
Emplastrum plumbi p. Machine, Sparadrapirr
p. of
p. Mercurial, Emplastrum hydrargyri
Mercury, compound, Emplastrum hydrargyri
compositum p. Nuremberg, Emplastrum Norimbergense p. Opium, Emplastrum opii p.
Pitch, comp., Emplastrum picis compositum
p. of Red oxide
p. Resin, Emplastrum resinse
of iron, Emplastrum oxidi ferri rubri p. Soap.
Emplastrum saponis p. of Spanish flies, compound, Emplastrum lyttse compositum
Sticking, Emplastrum resinae p. Strengthen
in<r, Emplastrum Ferri, Emplastrum o.xidi ferri
p.
p. Warm, Emplastrum calefaciens
rubri
Wax, Emplastrum cera.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Plas'ticus,

from nlaaam,

That which forms; which serves
Plastic Element

is

'

I

form.'

to form.

one which bears within

—

Gerber.
the germs of a higher form.
Plastic Force is the generative power in
organized bodies. It is also called J\'isus formati'vus, Vis plas'tica, Vis reproductiva, Force of
Nutrition, F. of assimilation, Plasticism'us.
Plastic Surgery, Morioplastice.
PLASTICISMUS, Plastic force.
PLATA, Scapula.
PLATANUS, Musa paradisiaca.
it

PLATEA,

Bothriocephalic latus.
from nlarvg, broad.' Excessive development of the lips, causing the articulation to be imperfect.
PLATINA, Platinum.
PLATINUM, Plat'ina, from (S.) plata, silThe preparations of platinum resemble
ver.'

PLATIAS'MUS,

'

'

in their therapeutical properties those of gold.
The Bichloride, Plol'ini Bicltlo'ridum, made
by dissolving platinum in aqua regia, and the

of Platinum and Sodium.
Chloroplal'inate of So'dium, prepared by dissolving bichloride of platinum and pure chloride of sodium in proper
proportions in water, evaporating and crystalThey are
are the preparations used.
lizing,

Double Chloride

chloroplat'inas,

So'dii

—

not

much

prescribed.

PLATULA.

See Pediculus.
See Cranium.

PLATYBREGMATE.
PLATYCORIA.

Mydriasis.

PLATYOPHTHALMON, Antimonium.
PLATYS'MA. from nkarv?, broad.' Any
thing broadly extended. A spread plaster.
Platys'ma Myoi'des, P. mya'des, Mus'culus
cutoJneus, M. subcuta'neus, (Winslow.) Quad'ra'tus venx vel lads' simus colli, Tetrago'nus,
Stomoman'icon, Thoraco-mazilto facial, T/toraro
Peaucier. A muscle, situate
facial, (Ch ) (F.)
superficially on the lateral parts of the neck. It
'

broad, and quadrilateral. Its fibres, which
parallel to each other, pass obliquely
downwards, and from without inwards. They
which covers the
arise from the cellular tissue,
anterior and superior part of the chest; pass
is flat,

are

all*

before the clavicle, and proceed to attach themselves at the interior part ot the lymphyfiamtnti,
at the external oblique line of the jaw, and at the
commissure of the lips. The fibres of this hist
insertion form a distinct fasciculus, called by
some anatomists Miiscit/us Risorius Santorini.
The platysma myoidesdepresscs the commissure
of the lips, and carries it outwards.
It contributes, also, to the depression of the lower jaw.
When it contracts, it wrinkles the skin of the
neck transversely.

PLATYSTER'NOS, from trlarvs, 'broad,'
and ortqvov, the sternum.' One who has a well
developed chest.
D. Pechlin.
'

—

PLECHAS. Perineum.
PLECTANjE, Cornua uteri.
PLEGTAKE, Plica, Pkgma,

—

—

PLASTIC,

PLEURA
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Plexus, (q. v.)
Also, a cornu of the uterus.
The styloid process of the
temporal bone. Also, the uvula and the tongue.

A

fold, a plexus.

PLECTRUM.

— Castelli.

PLEDGET, (D.) Plugghe, Plumace'olus, Lintea'men. Plag'ula, (F.) Ptumucrau, Plnmusseau.
A small compress or gateau of lint (the filaments arranged parallel to each other) flattened between the hands after the extremities
have been cut off or folded down. It is applied
over wounds, ulcers, &c, to preserve them
from the contact of the air, to retain dressings
in situ, or to absorb the discharges.
PLEGE, Blow, Ictus.

—

PLEGMA,
PLEIJY,

—

Plectane, Plexus.

(F.)

'

The middle

Full.'

part of a

roller.

PLENA MULIER,
PLEiMTUDE,
PLEN1TU DO,

Pregnant.

Fulness.
Plethora.

PLERO'SIS, from nh^c,
pli'tio, Rifec'lio, Replc'tion.

'full;' also, Re-

Restoration of flesh

after sickness.

PLEROTICUS. Incarnans.
PLES'MONE, Plenitu'do, Sati'ctas,
(q. v.)

site to

Intemperance,
that of hunger.

Sati'ctii,

Condition oppo-

(q. v.)

PLESSER, Plexor.
PLESSIMETER, Pleximeter.
PLETHO'RA, from nX n dw, I
'

fill.'

Polyx'-

Polychxfnda sanguin'ca,
Plenitu'do, Mvltitu'do, Redundan'tia, Replt'tio,
En'chyma, Conip/e'tio, Fulness, (q. v.) V F.) Aban-

rnia, Polyhyperhsc'mia,

<

donee.
The word plethora, which means repletion, expresses a superabundance of blood
hence
in the system, or in some part of it:
the division of plethora into general and local;
the latter being called, according to its seat,
The princicerebral, pulmonary, uterine, ike.
pal symptoms of plethora exist in the circulatory system; such as redness of the surface,
swelling of the veins, increase in the fulness of
the pulse, in the strength of the heart's pulsations, &c, with spontaneous hemorrhages ocWith these are usually united gecasionally.
neral heaviness, torpor, lassitude, vertigo, tinnitus aurium, flushes of heat, &c. The tendency
to plethora, or its actual existence, must be obviated by purgatives, proper diet, exercise, &<
and, if the danger from it be pressing, by bloodThis is, however, a doubtful remedy
letting.
for £ener;il plethora, as it increases hsematosis.

—

;

PLETHOS,

Satiety.

FLEUMOM, Pulmo.
PLEUMONIA. Pneumonia.
PLEURA,

artouoa,

'the

side.'

Mcmbra'na

—
PLEURA LGIA

5G3

phurU tea seu costas succin'gens seu
auedn'gens,
Membra na seu TiSnica eosta'Us seu
suheostoflis,
Hijpopleu riot,
{F.J P&oreou Pleure. The plea-

t

I

PLEURITIS

or rheumatismal pleurisy, that which occupied
the intercostal muscles. This last has
received
the name Pleurodynia; that of pleurisy being

are two thin, diaphanous,
perspirable mem- exclusively appropriated to
inflammition of the
branes, which line each side of
the cheat, and pleura.
Pleurisy has. also, been distinguished
are reflected thence upon each
=
lung.
Like all into dry and humid, according as it is accoinserous membranes— to which class
they belong panied or not by expectoration" Humid or moist
each represents a sac without aperture. Prom
pleurisy is, now, properly regarded as a complithe junction of the pleura of each side
the me- cation of pleurisy with pulmonary catarrh. It
diastina are formed. That portion of the
pleura is the catarrhal pteu'risy of some. The majority
which lines the parietes of the chest is called of the species
of pleurisy, admitted by Sauvages,
Pleura Cosla'hs; the portion that covers the
consist of complications.
lungs, Pleura Pal mona'lis. The arteries of the
The causes of pleurisy are like those of other
pleurae are from the intercostals, internal maminternal inflammation .
It may terminate bv
illaries, phrenic, inferior thyroid,
The veins resolution, effusion, or suppuration.
correspond with the arteries. They are, also,
Chronic Eleuhisy, which has been particusupplied with lymphatics, but nerves are not larly
described by Bayle, Broussais, and Laentraceable in them
nec, most commonly terminates by a serous or
Pleura is also used for Cavity of the Pleura.
purulent effusion, which sometimes simulates
LGIA, Pleurodyne.
hydrothorax; at others, phthisis pulmonalis. It,
PLEURE, Pleura.
may form slowly, without evident symptoms;
PLEURitSlE, Pleurisy.
or it may succeed acute pleurisy. In the former
PLEURESIS, Pleuritis.
case, vague pains are felt in the chest, with
FLEURIS, Pleuritis.
small, dry cough, oppression at intervals, shiverPLEURISY, Pleuritis— p. Bilious, see Pleu- ing, irregular febrile symptoms, and hardness of
ritis— p. False, Pleurodynia.
pulse.
Pleurisy, Head. A ridiculous term, occaPhysical Signs. The affected side is smoother,
sionally used by the vulgar, in the southern more rounded and motionless;
the intercostal
states especially, for bilious pneumonia before spaces are dilated and filled
up, or may even
the pneumoniae phenomena are developed, and protrude slightly. In very chronic cases, howwhilst the head is prominently affected.
ever, the affected side may be smaller. The
Pleurisy, Hemorrhagic, Haematothorax
triangular space above the clavicle and the dep. Rheumatic, Pleurodynia— p. Root, Asclepias
pression immediately above the sternum are
tuberosa— p. Typhoid, see Pleuritis
often drawn downwards on the diseased side
PLEURI'TIS, from nUvqa, 'the pleura;' No vibration is experienced by the hand when
Morbus latent'//*, Empres'ma Pleuritis, Pleuris, the patient speaks. The parietes of the thorax
Pleure' sis, Fleuropneumoni'tis, Pneumopleure'- are sometimes oedematous, and fluctuation may
sis, Pleurit'ica Feoris, Cauma Pleuri'tis, Passio be occasionally felt between the ribs.
On perpleurit'icu, Inflamma! tio Pleurae, Pleurisy, Incussion the sound is dull, or if clear, only so in
flamma'tion of the Pleura, (F.) Pleurisie, Fievre the upper portions of the chest. On auscultaplcuritique, Inflammation dc la Plevre, may be tion, there is an absence of the usual sounds
acute or chronic. Perhaps the most violent of over the affected parts, excepting occasion illy
all internal inflammations is the active form;
transmitted sounds.
There are no physical
known by acute, lancinating pain in one side signs that can enable us to know whether pus
of the chest, increased by inspiration, by couch- or serum is effused into the chest. The introing, and often by pressure; dyspnoea, the inspi- duction of a grooved needle through the interrations short and frequent; cough dry, or with costal space, as recommended by Dr. Thomas
Davies, would of course settle the question.
little expectoration; and difficulty of lying on
On dissection of those who have died of pleuthe affected side. Symptoms, attending the
risy, the pleura is found thickened, red, inphlegmasia* in general, strongly marked.
Physical Signs. There is seldom any per- flamed, and covered with membranous exudaSometimes, it seems
ceptible alteration in the exterior of the chest. tions or false membranes.
When effusion has taken place to a great ex- cartilaginous or ossified. Its cavity, frequently,
serous
or
sero-purulent
effusions. The
contains
chronic
tent, the signs will be similar to those of
pleurisy. The motion of the affected side is acute form of the disease requires the most acdiminished, and the vibrations of the voice can- tive treatment. General blood-letting, to such
not be detected by the hand. There is more or an extent as to make a very decisive impresless dulness of sound on percussion, the dul- sion on the system, and repeated if necessary.
ness diminishing or disappearing by change of This is the most important agent. After the
position.
On auscultation, the inspiration is violence of the disease has been got over,
feeble, distant, or inaudible; but change of po- counter-irritants will be found highly benefiEgophony is usually pre- cial; as well as when it has passed into the
sition modifies it.
The cough may be relieved by
sent, when the effusion is in moderate quanti- chronic state.
demulcents.
ty, and is best heard over a portion of the thoPleurisy,
Pleuri'tis bilio'sa, P. tyBilious
racic parietes, represented by a band of three
accompanied
inches, running from below the inferior mar- phoides seu typho'des, is pleurisy
of duodenigins of the scapula in the direction of the ribs with bilious symptoms; the effect
to the sternum. Simple pleurisy rarely attacks tis or duodeno-hepatitis.
Sauvages has given the name Pleuri'tis
both sides at once: when suoh is the case, the
vknto's*, and Pringle that of Pleuropyn'i i
presence of tubercles may be suspected
the falsi* ribs, attriFormerly, a true pleurisy meant one seated in vknto'sa, to a pain behind
the presence of air in the intestines.
the
e pleura; a iu(d a.-tiual pleurisy, one situate buted to
Pleoritis Bronchialis, Bronchitis— p. Huin the anterior mediastinum; and false pleurisy

roe

|

—

&c

PLEURA

—

:

—— — — ——

—
PLEUROCELE

PLEUROTONOS,

—

mida, Bronchitis p. Spuria simulaln, Pleurodynia p. Tvphoides, see Pleuritis (biliosa.)
PLEUROCE'LE, from vhvna, the pleura,'
nnd *>,*»;, 'a tumour.' Htrnia of the pleura.
This name, employed by Sagar, is inaccurate,
ns the pleura never protrudes alone.
It only
forms a hernia, when it serves as an envelope
to the lung, to tumours, or to purulent collections, which have protruded from the thoracic

—

parietes.

PLEUROCOLLE'SIS, from nUvoa, 'the
and y.oiiLau), 'I glue.' An adhesion
between the pleura costalis and pleura pulpleura,'

monalis.

PLEURODYNIA,

Pleural'gia, Pseudo-pleuPseudo-pleurisy, Pleurod'yne, JialaV gia

A

Pom

in the side, Stitch in the
side, Parapleuritis ; Pulse Pleurisy, Rheumat'ic
or rheumatis'mal pleurisy, Pleuri'tis spu'ria Simudoloro'sa,

stitch,

1

la? ta, Pneumo'nia crier na, Lagonop'onos, Thoracod'ynS, Dolor Pec' toris erter' nus,{¥ .)Point decoli.,
Dovleur decolf; from 7rXcx §u, 'the side or pleura,'
undodvrr,, 'pain.' A spasmodicor rheumatic affection, generally seated in the muscles of the chest,
and, ordinarily, in the intercostals. It is usually
augmented by outward pressure, inspiration,
coughing, exertion, moving the thorax, and

sometimes, even the corresponding arm. It is
unaccompanied by fever, cough, or dyspnoea,
except when under the form of a stitch, when
dyspnoea exists. It is, generally, by no means
obstinate, and yields promptly to warm appliIf it still
cations and to cupping or leeches.
resist, a blister will, almost always, remove it.

Pleurodynia Ventosa.

Pleuritis ventosa.

PLEUROPATHI'A,

from

and na&og,

pleura,'
pleura.

'

disease.'

A

nUvqa 'the
disease of the
t

PLEUROPERIPNEU'MONY,

Plewroperi-

pneumo'nia, Pkuropneumo'nia. Inflammation
occupying the pleura and the lung at the same
time. Pleurisy and peripneumony existing simultaneously. Physical Signs. A dull sound
yielded by percussion for a variable extent
over the more dependent portions of the affected side. The loss of sound is partially mois

by change of position. The respiratory
murmur on auscultation is very feeble or absent
inferiorly; higher up the crepitation or brondified

chial respiration of pneumonia may be detected:
round the root of the lung, and near the inferior angle of the scapula egophony is generally
present. There is seldom much enlargement
of the affected side, or displacement of the adjacent organs, as in the case of simple chronic

pleurisy.

PLEUROPNEUMONIA,

Pleuro-peripneu-

mony.

PLEUROPNEUMONIAS, Pleuritis.
PLEURORRHCEA CHYLOSA, ChylothoEmpyema — p.

—

rax p. Purulenta,
Hrematothorax.

PLEURORTHOPNCE'A,

Sanguinea,

from irUvqa, 'the

and Trrtw, 'I respire.'
which does not permit the

side,' oodoc,

'straight,'

Pain of the

side,

patient to breathe, except

when

in the vertical

position.

PLEUROTHOT'ONOS,
anus

latera'lis,i'Tom

Pleurot'onos,

ir'/.fvoo&tr,

'

laterally,'

Tct'-

and

Variety of tetanus, in which
the body is. curved laterally, by the stronger
contraction of the muscles of one side of the
rovof,

body,

'

tension.'

Pleurothotonos.

PLkVRE, Pleura.
PLEXIM'ETER, Pkssim'cter,

'

ri'tis,

PLICA

r,:;i

from

5r/.r;fma>,

measure,' 'a measurer
1 strike,' and jtanor,
of percussion.' An ivory plate, of a circular or
ovoid shape, from an incli and a half to two
inches in diameter, and about one-sixth of an
inch in thickness. It has either a raised rim
or edge, or projecting handles on its upper side,
to permit its being held between the finger and
thumb of the left hand, whilst it is struck with
the right. It is used in percussion of the chest.
A piece of metal, a coin, or the finger of the
left hand may be used with equal advantage.—
See Percussion, Mediate.
'

'

PLEXOR,

from

7rAi;oao>,

Any instrument employed

'

1 strike.'

Plesser.

in percussion.

The

ends of the fingers of the right hand brought
together are the best plexor; as the finger of
perhaps, the best p/eximcter.
PIcgma, Plu'tnne, fq. v.) Plane.
plecto,
1
interlace,'
1 entwine,'
A network of blood-vessels or of
nerves.
The nervous plexuses belong. some
to the system of encephalic nerves
others to
that of the great sympathetic; whilst some, as
the pharyngeal, seem to be formed of the two
sets.
The plexuses represent complex networks, with more or less loose meshes, formed
by the numerous and diversified anastomoses
of the nervous filaments; from which proceed
other branches, that are distributed to organs
or to other plexuses.
Plexus Ciiouoides, see Choroid p.Cwiiaque,
Caeliac plexus
p. Coronarius ventriculi. Gastric plexus
p. Gangliformis semilunaris, Cceliac
plexus p. Ganglioformes, Ganglions, nervous
p. Glandiformes,
Ganglions, nervous
p.
Glandulosi Peyeri, Peyeri glandule p. Hederaceus, Corpus pampiniforme
p.
Hepalicus,
Hepatic plexus p. Infra-thyroideal,see Thyroideal veins p Lomboubdominal, Lumbar plexus
p. Median, Cceliac plexus
p. Mesenterii proprius etmaximus, Cceliac plexus p. Opistogasp. Rectiformis, Corpus
trique, Cceliac plexus
cavernosum vagina? p. Solar, Coeliac plexus
p. Sous-mesenterique, Hypogastric plexus
p.
the left

is,

PLEXUS,

from
(F.) Lads.

llcte,

—

—

—

'

'

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

TrachetoTesticulairc, Spermatic plexus— p.
sous-eutani, Cervical plexus.
PLICA, from plicuri, 'to be knit together,'
Trichiasis plica, Tricho'ma, Plica Polon'ica,
Matted hair, Plaited hair, Lues Sarmat'icu,
Helo'tis, Cir'ragra, Cir'rhngra, Morbus Cirrhu'rum, Trichae Incubo'rum, Plica caput Medu'sse,
Flint longicau'da latcra'lis, Comaccesa'rea, Hollo,
Rhopulo'sis, Plica'tio, Plicutu'ra, (F.) Plique.
A disease, endemic in Poland, Lithuania, and
other parts of Northern Europe; so called on
account of its being characterized by interlacing, twisting, and agglutination or matting
of the hair. By some, it has been regarded as
a disease; by others, as the result of a want of
However this may
attention to cleanliness.
be, it generally appears upon the hair of the
head, but, sometimes, in that of other parts, as
the beard, the hair on the axilla, pubes, &c.
1. The
Alibert admits three species of plica.
Pliia multiform' is or Plica caput Medu'sx, in

which the hairs are mixed and agglutinated in
greater or less masses; and this has been again
subdivided into two varieties, according as the
M, ludnia'ta,
meshes are almost straight (P.
( V.) Plique en lanitrcs) or much twisted (P, C.

C

M

——
PLICATIO

Pinel places this disease amongst the Cutaneit is far from
being deinonstrated, that it is the result of inflammation
of the skin. Certain it is, however, that the
tangling of the hair is symptomatic of an affection of the dermoid system, sui generis.
The
idea, that it is entirely owing to want of cleanliness, as has been conceived by some, is not

ous phlegmasia^; hut

tenable.

Plica, Plectane— p. Caput Medusae, Plica—

Longicaudu lateralis,. Plica
Valvula semilunaris.

PLICATIO,

—

p.

Semilunaris,

Plica.

PLICATURA, Plica.
PLICHOS, Perineum.

PLINTH UM, niivftov. A machine, invented by one Nileus, which was formerly employed in the reduction of fractures and luxaI

tions.

Scultetus describes

it

in his

Armamen-

tarium Chirurcrieum.

PLIQUE,

PLUMBUM

563

laciniala (F.) P. en vrilles.) 2. Plica longirau'da
(r .) Plique solitaire, ou a queue; when the
bair
is united into a single long
mass, and 3. flun
cesptto'sa, (F.) Plique en masse, in which the
hairs are matted into one large, shapeless
mass.

p.

-

lodidum, see Iodine— p. loduretum, see Iodine

—

p. Oxydum album, Plumbi subcarbonas— p.
Oxydum carbonatum per acidum acetosum,
Plumbi subcarbonas— p. Oxydum fusum, PI.

oxydum semivkreum.
Plumbi Oxydum Rubrum, Min'ium, Dcutcx'ydum plumbi rubrum, Super ox' yd urn pi umbo'
sum, Plumbum oxyda'tum rubrum, Red had. (F.)
Oxide de plomb rouge. It is, sometimes, used to
kill vermin.
Plumbi Ox'ydum Semivit'reum, Li ibar' gyrus, Lithargyrum, Litliargyr'ium, Oxydum plumbi fusum, Spuma argcnt'i, Semi- pit' rified oxyd of
lead or litharge, Calciteo'sa, Cath'mia, (F.1 Oxide de plomb fond u, Oxide de plumb si mi vitreur,
(a yellow protoxyd of lead, prepared by heat
and combined with carbonic acid.) It occurs
in scales of a whitish-red colour, and semi vitiified.
It is employed for pharmaceutical purposes, as in the Liquor plumbi acetatis, Emplastrum plumbi, &c. Formerly, the Litharge of
gold (Chrysi'tis,) and Litharge of silver, Almariab, were distinguished in commerce.
These
were merely ordinary litharge, resembling gold
or silver in colour.

Plica.

PLOMB, Plumbum— p.

Blanc, Plumbi sub-

Plumbi Subcah'bonas, Car'bonas plumb'.
Plumbi Carbonas, (Ph. U. S.) Oxydum plumbi
carbonutum per ac"idum aceto'sum, Ccrus'su

carbonas— p. Blanc de, Plumbi subcarbonas p.
Oxide de,fondu, Plumbi oxydum semivitreum alba Kor'ica seu Hullan'dica. Oxydum plumbi
album, Ccrussa, Psimmythion, Psimmythan, Simip. Oxide de, rouge, Plumbi oxydum rubrum
tium, Flake lohitc, Blanco, Gersa, Iffides, Subcarj>. Oxide de, semivitreux, Plumbi oxydum semi-

—

vitreum.

PLOMBAGLXE, Graphites.
PLOMB1EUE8, MINERAL WATERS

OF.

1

Pontes medico ti I'lumba'rii, Thermal Plumba'rias.
Plombieres is a town in the department of the
Vosges, 17 leagues from Nancy, and 2 from
Remireniont. Here are several sources of Thermal water. That, which is called Saponaceous,
( Savonneuse) is formed of the subcarbonate, sulphate of soda, chloride of sodium, silica, carbonate of lime, and much vegetoanimal matter.
This last component, when held in solution by
means of the subcarbonate of soda, gives to the
water an unctuous appearance. This is the
origin of its name. The waters of Plombieres
are employed as solvents in engorgements of
the abdominal viscera, and as alteratives in
chronic diseases of the skin.
PLUGGING, (Sw.,) Plugg, (F.) Tamponnement. The act of stopping a hole. The introduction of plugs of lint or rag into a wound or
to arnatural cavity
as the uterus or vagina
or of some substance into a
rest hemorrhage
carious tooth to prevent toothache.
PLUM, Prunum, Prunus domestica— p. Assyrian, Sebestina.
FLUMJCL.ii Pledget.
PLUMAOEOEUS, Pad, Pledget.

—

—

;

1

.

PL 11MASS EA V, Pledget.
PLUMBAGO, Graphites,

ria.
PI.

superacetas— p. Acesub-

tas dilulum alcoholicum, Liquor plumbi
acetatis dilutus— p. Acidulus siccus, Plumbi

superacetas— p. Carbonas,

Deutoxydum

rubruin, PI.

4S*

PI.

ointments and plasters
Plumbi Superack'tas, Cerus'sa acetu'tn,
Plumbi acid' ul us siccus, Plumbi ace' las, (Ph. U.
S.). Sal ve\ sac'charuni Satur'ni, Snpr.rac elate of
lead, Dulce'do Satur'ni, .ice las plum'bicum crystallisa'tum, Sal plumbi, Sugar of lead, Proloac"elate of lead,{H.) Set ou sucrc de Saturnc. ( Plumb,
Ibj. Acid acetic, cong. 1|. Boil the lead with
the acid till it is saturated; then strain through
paper, and evaporate to a pellicle, that crystals
may be formed. Wash the crystals and dry on
The acetate of lead
blotting paper. PA. L.)
has a sweet, styptic taste; a very white colour
and silky lustre. It is astringent; and, in weak
solutions, cooling and sedative; in strong, stimulant. It is given, internally, in visceral and

carb.

other hemorrhages, combined with opium, and
is used, externally, in solution, in inflammation.
burns, bruises, gonorrhoea, tfce. Dose gr. ss
to

Persicaria.
Plumba'go Eukopje'a, Denta'ria, Crepanefla,
Squama' ria, Denlela'ria. (F.J Dentelaire. FaSex. Syst. Pentandria Momily, PlumbagineB.
nogynia.
The root was formerly much esteemed as a cure for the toothache ; like the
Pcl'lttory of Spam, which is also called Dcnta-

PLUMBI ACETAS,

bonate of lead, Cerusse, While lead, (F.) Blanc
de plomb, Plomb blanc, (prepared by exposing
spiral rolls of lead to the fumes of vinegar, in
It is inodorous; has a
vessels placed in dung.)
sweet taste; is brittle; friable; snow while, and
of a minute, scaly texture. It is astringent and
sedative, and is sprinkled on parts affected with
local inflammation, or to prevent charing in
children. It is, also, used in the formation of

subcarbonas— p.

oxydum rubrum— p.

iss.

Plumbi Tannas, See Tannin.

PLUMBICUM ACETAS CRYSTALLISATUM,

Plumbi superacetas.

PLUMBOSUM SUPEROXYDUM,

Plumbi

oxydum rubrum.

PLUMBUM,

Molyb'dos, Saturn'us, Capricor'-

A solid metal of a
nus. (F.) Plomb. Lead.
bluish white colour; more malleable than ducsoft enough to be scratched by the nail
tile
:

;

very fusible and oxydizable,

when heated

in

the air, and existing, in nature, under a num
ber of different shapes; the principal of which
are those of sulphuret and oxyd. s. g. 11.352.

;

PLUNKETT
Its use is to

PNEUMONIA
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form oxyds and salts. In its me- vein, and passing on the right Bide,
no action upon the body; but. the subclavian artery, and, on the
I

in

front of

tallic state, it lias

left, before
the arch of the aorta. It proceeds, at first,
it acts,
in large doses, as a powerfully astringent poison. backwards, increasing in size.
Afterwards, it
Plumbum Album, Tin— p. Candidum, Tin, passes from behind the bronchia to the oesopha-

when oxydized

or united with an acid,

]

—

p. Cinereum, Bismuth, subnitrate of,— p. gus, which it accompanies through the diaO.xydntum rubrum, PJumbi oxydum rubrum.
phragm, and terminates on the stomach. In
PLUNKETT'S OINTMENT. This empiri- the neck, the pneumogastric nerve anastomoses
cal cancer remedy consists of Jlrsenious acid. with the spinal, glosso-pharyngeal, great hypoSulphur, and the powdered flowers of the Ra- glossal, and great sympathetic nerves; and fur-

—

nunculus jiammula, and Cetui a fatiila; levigated and made into a paste with the white of
egg, and applied, on a piece of pig's bladder, to
the surface of the cancer.

nishes, 1. a pharyngeal branch, 2. a superior laryngeal. 3. cardiac branches. In the chest, it
gives off, 1. The inferior laryngeal, or recurrent, 2. The pulmonary plexus, and, 3 The
PLUTEA. Avicenna gives this name to (Esophageal branches. On entering the abdoduplicatures of the dura rnater, such as the men, the oesophageal branches, which terminate
the pneumogastric, are distributed upon the
Falx cerebri.
Pneumothorax.
stomach, and give numerous filaments to that
PNEUMAT'IC PHYSICIANS. Name given viscus, to the hepatic, cceliac, gastro-epiploic,
to a sect of physicians, at the head of whom and solar plexuses.
Some go, also, to the panwas Athenaeus, who made health and disease to creas, liver, gall-bladder, duodenum, &c.
consist in the different proportions of an elePneumogra'phia; from
ment which they called Pneuma, Trvtvfia to nvsvftiav, the lung,' and yoaipy, a description.'
those of the other elementary principles. This The part of anatomy that describes the lungs.
Kvtvfxa was a fancied spiritual principle, which
Pncumo/og"ta; from nrtvthe Stoics regarded as an element, different awv,
the lung,' and ?.oyo$,
a discourse. An
from water, air, earth and fire; the sole ele- anatomical treatise of the lungs. Anatomical
principles
previously
mentary
admitted.
doctrine of the luno-s.
PNEUMAT'ICA, from vrsv/ua, 'air.' ApPulmo.
pertaining to the breathing. Diseases of the
PiMEUMO'NIA, Empres'rna Pneumoni'lis,
function
the second class in Pleumo'nia, Peripneumo'nia, Pnewno'nia perirespiratory
Good's system of nosology.
pneumonia, I neumoni'tis, Pulmo' nia, Pulmona'Phvsocele.
ria, Injlamma'lio pneurnvn'ica, I. pec'toris acu'ta,
from nveVua, 'wind,' I. pulmo' num., Inflammation of the lungs, (F.)
and cidog, resemblance.' One, distended with Fievre peripneumoniejue. Fluxion de Poitrine,
air, or who breathes with difficulty, owing to (q. v.) Inflammation du Parenchyme pulmonaire.
an accumulation of flatus in the digestive The chief symptoms of pneumonia are: pytube; or, according to others, owing to em- rexia, accompanied by pain, sometimes obtuse,
at others pungent,
in some part of the thorax
physema.
from
Wvtvpa, pulse more or less quick and hard, according
Um- to the violence and extent of the local disor'flatus,' and oy.<saloc, 'the umbilicus.'
bilical intestinal hernia, containing a conside- der pain aggravated by the cough, which with
dyspnoea exists throughout the disease. At
rable quantity of flatus.
PNEUMATOSIS, from wtvua, air,' Flatus. first, the expectoration is difficult and painful
Flatulent
distention
but in the course of a few days it becomes free,
venteuses.
(F.) Maladies
of the stomach. Sauvages uses the word syno- and the oppression of breathing is mitigated.
nymously with emphysema. Fr^nk comprises When the inflammation, instead of going off
by resolution, passes on to suppuration, rigors
under it all flatulent diseases.
Pneumatosis, Emphysema p. Abdominis, are experienced; the respiration becomes more
oppressed, but less painful, and a sense of weight
Tympanites.
Pneumothorax.
Pneumonia may.
is felt in one of the pleura?.
PNEUMOECTJ1S1E, Emphysema of the also, terminate by gangrene (but this rarely
induration
and by hepatization.
happens;) by
Lungs.
Pneumogas'lricus;
Physical Signs. First stage. Diminution of
the lung,' and yaori/O,
the the sound is generally observed over the affectfrom irvBUftwv,
Chaussier gives this name to the ed part on percussion; auscultation exhibits an
stomach.'
Eighth pair of nerves, Par vagum, Pars vaga, equal, dry crepitating rale, which is best heard
Nervvs vagus seu ambulato' rius, Middle sym- at the close of a deep inspiration, and on coughpathetic; because it is distributed especially to ino-. The respiratory murmur is intermingled
the organs contained in the chest and abdomen. with the crepitant rale, or it may be absent. In
This nerve arises from behind the eminentire the neighbourhood of the affected parts it is
The voice and cough are
natural or puerile.
olivariffi and near the corpora restiformia by one
2.
When
or two rows of filaments, regularly arranged. rather more resonant than usual.
These filaments unite to form a flat cord, which Hepatization has occurred, the motion of the
issues from the cianium by the foramen lace- affected side is impeded, and immediately above
rum posterius, behind the glosso-pharyngeal the sternum and in the corresponding triangunerve. At its exit from the cranium, the pneu- lar space on either side, there is often an evimogastric nerve has the appearance of a very dent depression. Percussion is dull over the
compact plexus. It then descends along the affected part in every position of the patient.
neck, deeply sealed on the outside of the caio- On auscultation, the crepitation is found to be
replaced by bronchial respiration. The respilid artery and the internal jugular vein. When
ratory murmur is louder in the other portions
it has attained tl>e lower part of the neck it en
ters the chest, gliding behind the subclavian of the lung, the voice and cough are more reso-

PNEUMATHORAX,

—

PNEUMOGRAPHY,

—

'

'

PNEUMOL'OGY,
'

'

—

PNEUMON,

;

—

PNEUMATOCELE,
PNEUMATOSES,
'

I

—

PiNEUMATOMTHALUS,

;

'

—

PNEUMATOTHORAX,

PNEUMOGASTRIC,
'

'

,

—

—

;

—

—

PNEUMONICA
6
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d,sllnct
the same

proportion of cases

complicated with pleusicms vary
The signs
is not, a communicaeotnmunication between the pleura and the bronchia.
bronchia The
affected side gLves a hollow tympanitic sound,
even where the thickness of the parietes of the
thorax is great.
When the effusion is consider
able, the affected side is dilated, but there is no
raV, of any kind.
When a gaseous and a liquid
effusion are present at the same time, the sound
on percussion is found to be clear at the superior part of the thorax, but dull inferiorly; hence,
by varying the position of the patient, and by
consequence that of the contained fluids, the
seats of the clear and the dull sound can be
varied.
When the gaseous effusion is owing
to a fistulous communication between the pleura
and bronchia, the metallic respiration and resonance are heard and if there be both gaseous
and liquid effusion with a fistulous communi-

-

wnen Suppuration supervenes,
signs persist;
—slat; but usually the voice and cough
are less resonant, and a coarse mucous rule is
heard. WlVhen gangrenous or suppurative cavities are formed, they present the ordinary
Bl

PODOPHYLLUM
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risy

3,

f"
Ine prognosis must be guarded. It is not a
disease winch we can always subdue. Great

extent of inflammation; very considerable oppression orthopnea, and difficult expectoration are unfavourable symptoms. The most
active treatment is of course necessary. General bleeding forms the sheet anchor,— employed
so as to make a decided impression on the systern, and repeated, if necessary
local bloodletting; nauseating doses of antiinonials
purgatives; and, when the violence of the inflamination has been got under,— counter-irritants,
&c. Chronic pneumonia sometimes succeeds
the acute, and, at otheis, occurs accidentally,
It must be managed on general
principles.
Small bleedings, especially locally; and counter-irritants
>r-irruanis 01
an Kinus
kinds are indicated.
of all
;

;

;

Pneumonia, Bilious^ Pneumo'nia

it is

and pulmonary
.-Jiry tubercles.

according as there

is,

or

;

cation, in addition to these

signs there

is

the

Tintement iiicliillirjuc. The presence of liquid
can always bo ascertained by succussion. See

Emphysema

]

of the

Lun
Lungs

FiNEUMOT'OMY,

typhoid' cs'

from nvivPi
Pneui/iotom'ia,

;u typko'des, Putrid, typhoid or erysipelatous utov, the lung,' and nut
Dissection
I cut.'
pneu
neumo'uia. Inflammation of the lungs, ac- of the Juno's.
companied by gastric fever, and not uncomPNEUSIS, Respiration— p. Pertussis, Per
monly with typhoid symptoms.
tussis — p. Tussis, Tussis.
Pneumonia, Erysipelatous, P. bilious p.
PNIG A LION, Incubus.
Putiid, P. bilious
p. Typhodes, P. bilious
p.
PNIGMOS, Orthopnea, Strangulation.
Typhoid, P. bilious.
PN1GOPHOBIA, Suffocation.
PNEUMON'ICA. Diseases affecting the
PjVIX. Orthopncea, Strangulation.
lungs, their membranes or motive power; chaPNOE, Aura.
racterized by irregular, impeded, or painful
POCllE DES EMUX. See Parturition.
respiration.
The second order of the class
POCK, K1NE, Vaccina.
Pneumatica of Good.
POO'ULUM ABSINTHIA'TUM. This was
PNEUMON1CULA. Diminutive of pneu- regarded in remote ages as a wholesome bevemonia. A slight inflammation of the lung.
rage; the absinthium, or 'wormwood,' being
PNEUMONICUS, Pulmonic.
supposed to act as an antidote to drunkenness.
PNEUMOjVIE DES AGOjYISJIJVTS, PneuPoculum Amatoiuum, Philter p.Emeticum,
monic hypostatique. The hypersemic engorge- Goblet, emetic.
place
the
in
lungs
takes
POD'AGRA, Podorrheu'ma, from 7rovc, 'the
ment, which often
during the last moments of life, has been so foot,' and ayoa, 'seizure.' Pain which attacks
Laennec, Piurry. It would seem to be the feet. Gout, (q. v.) situate in the articulatermed.
'

!

—
—

—

—

—

tions of the foot.
It has, also, been used, in
a more extensive signification, synonymously
with gout.

hypersemia rather than inflammation.

PN'EUMONIT'IC,

Pneumonit'icus.

Of, or

belonging to pneumonitis, or inflammation of

PNEUMONITIS, Pneumonia.
PNEUMONO'SES. Diseases of the lungs.
PNEU MO-PERI CAR'DIUM, Pneumo-peri-

Arthritis,

PODALGIA.Gout.
PODALYRIA TINCTORIA, Sophora

PODARTHROC'ACE, from ttouj, 'the foot,
oq&qov, an articulation,' and xaxog, bad.' Caries of the articulation of the foot.
PODENCEPH'ALUS.from novs, 'the foot,'
and xcij-uXi;,' the head.' A monster whose brain
is placed outside the skull, and seems to be supported on a pedicle, which traverses the summit
of the skull.— G. St. Hilaire.
'

'

pericardium.

PNEUMOPLEURESIS,

Pleuritis.

PNEUMOPTHOE, Phthisis pulmonalis.
PNEUMORRHAG1A, Haemoptysis— p.

In-

terna, Hiematothorax.

PJVEUMO'SIS, from

nvwutov, 'the lung.'

term under which Alibert comprises every

PODEX. Anus.
PODOL'OGY, Podolog"ia,

affection of the lungs.

PNEUMOTHORAX,

matothorax, Emplujse'ma

from novc, 'the
and ioyog, 'a discourse;' a description of
the foot; a treatise on the foot.
PELTA'TUM, Podophyllum, May apple, Mandrake. Family, PodoMonogynia. A
Polyandria
phyllese.
Sex. Syst.
common plant throughout North America. The
The
fruit is eatable, and esteemed by many.

Pnrumathorax, Pneupec'toris,

Asthma

ae'-

pneumat

tea,

foot,'

r<um,.l. emphysejnat'mm, Dyspnafa
from nvsvuew,
J) p hy$othorac"ica, Physothorax,
An accuthorax.'
'
the lun< and 9<oQa£, the
of air in the cavity of the pleura. A

PODOPHYLLUM

'

mulation
complaint generally sudden in

its

invasion and

In many instances, nlong
fatal in its character.
The disease
with the air a liquor is effused.

but in a large
be spontaneous and simple,

tinc-

toria

'

may

—

grade.)

car di' lis, from avtvpa, 'air,' and ntotxaQdtoy,
Laennec designates, under this
pericardium.'
name, the effusion of air into "the cavity of the

A

—

Pouagha Aberrans, Gout, (wandering) p.
Gout p. Retrograda, Gout, (retro-

the lungs.

|

leaves are said to be poisonous.
rhizoma, Podophyllum, (Ph. U. S.)

The
is

root or

purgative,

—
PODORRHEUMA
in the dose of 20 grains.
as an anthelmintic.

It

has, also, been used

PODORRHEUMA, Podagra.
PODOTHE'CA, from novg, 'a foot,' and
The cuticle of
a receptacle,' a sheath.'
the loot; an anatomical preparation. C/tiiothe'ca,
has been used for the cuticle of the hand.

flisxij,

'

'

FOELETTE, Cup.
POGON, Beard.
POGONFAS1S, Pogo'nia, from nuyviv, the
beard.'
A female beard. Also, great strength
'

or quantity of beard.

POHON ANTIAR,

Upas.

POIDS ET M£SURES, Weights

vital properties or the texture

of an organ.
Poisons exist in the three kingdoms of nature,
but those which proceed from animals art often
called venoms, as the venom of the viper, scorpion, tarantula, <fcc, whilst those, that are the
products of disease have the name virus.
In
parlance, therefore, poison is restricted
to deleterious articles, furnished by the mineral
and vegetable kingdoms. Orfila has divided
poisons into four classes. 1. Acrid, Ik'ritating,
Corro'sive, or Escharot'ic, such as the concentrated acids and alkalies; mercurial, arseni-

common

cal,

and mea-

sures.

FOIGNE'E, Manipulus.
POIGjXET, Carpus.
FOIL, Hair.

POILETTE. Cup.
POINT, BLISTERING. A name

given, by
Dr. Rush, to a particular period in the course of a
its stage
between
intermediate
continued fever,

of high excitement and collapse, in which blisters will usually produce unequivocally good
effects.

POINT DE COTE, Pleurodynia.
POINTS LACR YMJlUX, Lachryrnalia
puncta.

POIRE. See Pyrus communis.
POIREAU, Allium porrum.
POIRIER, Pyrus communis.

POIS J CAUTERE,

see Fonticulus— p.
Chiche, Cicer arietinum— p. a Gratter, Dolichos
pruriens— p. Patau, Dolichos tuberosus.

Phar'macon, Phar'macum, Tox'icum, Vcne'num, Virus, Delete'rium. A generic
name for all substances, which, when introduced into the animal economy, either by cutaneous absorption, respiration, or the digestive canal, act in a noxious manner on the

POISON,

POISON

5G3

cupreous,

and

antimonial

compounds,

cantharides, &c. 2. Narcot'ic; those that act
particularly upon the brain; as opium, hyoscyamus, &c but without inflaming the organ
with which they come in contact. 3. Narcot'those that act
ico- Acrid or Acronahcot'ic
on the brain, but, at the same time, inflame the
parts to which they are applied as aconite, belladonna, &c. 4. Septic or Putres'cent;
those furnished by the animal kingdom. See
Venom and Virus. Various classifications, of
a similar character, have been recommended
by different Toxicologists; but they are liable
to the objection, that they throw substances
together, whose physiological action on the
system is very different. It is, indeed, difficult to avoid unnatural compression of matters
into places not properly belonging to them, in
,

;

—

—

;

all

such arrangements.

The following Table, which

exhibits a coup
aVail of the chief poisons, with every circum-

stance of importance connected with them, is
not free from these objections: The division
rewritten,
of Mineral Poisons was revised
indeed by the late Professor W. R. Fisher,
recently, of the College of Pharmacy of Philadelphia, formerly of the University of Mary-

—

—

land.

—

POISONS

POISONS

cr.y

TABLE EXHIBITING THE SYMPTOMS, TREATMENT, AND MODE OF DETECTING THE VARIOUS
POISONS, MINERAL, VEGETABLE AND ANIMAL.
JV*. B. In all cases the Stomach- Pump should be, used as soon as
possible.
I.

Poisons.

INORGANIC POISONS.
Treatment-

Symptoms.

ACIDS.
Acetic Acid.
Citric Acid.

Muriatic Acid.
Nitric Acid.

Sulphuric Acid.
Tartaric Acid.
Ozalic Acid.

The carbonate of

acids, generally, are

'J'Ik:

lime and magneantidotes to the
calcined magnesia
They are to he used
with the following restrictions; for the acetic, citric,
muriatic, sulphuric, and
tartaric acids, they may be
used indiscriminately. For
the nitric and oxalic, carbonates of magnesia and
lime can alone be employed
with salety In the cum- of
sulphuric acid, water should
not be drunk on account of

strong corrosive poisons
Sour, acrid taste, burning
in the throat, which is increased by pressure, swallowing or coughing; eructation,
and excruciation
pain in the stomach; more
or less corrugation of t lie
lining membranes of the

pot.issa,

sia, are all

acids;
also

mouth and prima: via?: excoriation about the mouth
or such other parts of the
skin as the acid may have
touched. The matter, vomited ffervesces with carbonate of lime. The countenance becomes glazed, extremities cold and clammy;
i

heat, which is
produced by their mixture.

the

and sulphuric

great

Subsequent

convulsionsand death. Nitric acid occasions yellow
stains,

Tests.
acid is known by a
white precipitate with any salt of
baryta, insoluble in nitric acid.
Muriatic acid is known by a white
precipitate with nitrate oT silver,
insoluble in nitric acid, which turns

soda,

to

inflammation

be treated by ordinary

means.

The carbonates of the aland of magnesia and
lime have the inconvenience, that a large quantity
of gas is extricated in the

acid,

kalies

black.

Sulphuric

black by the action of light.
JVitrtc acid gives rise to orangecoloured fumes, when copper is
placed in it, and an ability to dissolve cold when mixed with muria
tic

acid.

Jlcetic acid

exhales the odour of

vinegar.

when heated.
Tartaric acid precipitates crystals,

Citric acid

blackens

with a solution of potassa; and a
white precipitate is thrown down
by lime-water.
Oxalic and gives a white precipitate with lime water, which, when
heated, is converted into carbonate
of lime.

stomach.
Pruseic Acid.

Ammonia

Is a sedative poison; nausea, giddiness, debility, hurried pulse, weight and pain

is

an antidote:

monds.

eructations
in the head;
having the flavour of the

Laurel Water.

acid; spasms, tetanus, contractile pupil; convulsions,

but it should not be employed in a very concentrated form. Liquid chlorine has also been found
efficacious. The cold douche
to the head has been re-

death.

commended.

caustic,
acrid
Violent
great heat in the
taste ;
throat, with destruction of

The vegetable acids, such
as vinegar, lemon juice,
citric and tartaric acid i"
solution are antidotes to the
alkalies and their earboThe fixed oils,
bonates.
such as castor, linseed, alform soaps
olive,
and
mond
with the free alkalies, and
therefore destroy their caus-

Oil of Bitter Al-

ALKALIES
their

and

SALTS.

Ammonia,
Strong- Liquor or

Water

of.

Muriate of Ammonia or Sal
Ammoniac,.

Caustic

Potash,

its lining membrane; diffi
cult and painful degluti
tiun ; vomiting of bloody
matter, which turns the

yellow of turmeric brown
acute pain in the stomach
cold sweats, weakness, hiccough; violent colic pains,
with purging of bloody;

;

and
stools
flakes; death.

tic etl'ects.

Prassic arid exhales the odour of
peach kernels; forms a white pre
cipitate with nitrate of silver; neu'
tralized With an alkali, gives a
blue precipitate with the per-salts
of iron.

alkalies are known by their
on turmeric paper; restoring
colour of litmus, which has
been reddened by an acid.

The

ait ion

the

Carbonates are known by their
effervescence with an acid some of
hem affect the turmeric paper. Pal
ammoniac gives out the pungent
odour of ammonia, when mixed
with quicklime.
;

I

membranous

and Liquor Po
tassat.

Carbonate of, or
Pearl Ash, and
Salt of tartar.
JVitrate of Potassa, or Saltpetre.

Sulphuret of, or
Liver of Sulphur.

The

nitrate

of

potassa

will not manifest the effect
with turmeric paper. The
carbonates, when vomited,
will effervesce with acids;
and the liver of sulphur

will f;ive rise to eructations
of sulphuretted hydrogen.

Poisoninc by nitrate of
potassa to he treated on general antiphlogistic princimucilaginous drinks.
Liver of sulphur, is said

ples,

to be decomposed and neutralized by common salt.
The liquid chloride of soda
will also decompose it.

Nitrate

of potassa decrepitates

and deflagrates when thrown on
hot coals.
Liver of sulphur emits the odour
of sulphuretted hydrogen when dissolved, or when treated within
acid.

Soda.

EARTHS and
COMPOUNDS.
Baryta.
Carbonate of Baryta.

Muriate

of Ba-

ryta.

JVitrate of Baryta.

Lime.

Analogous with those of
Viothe corrosive metals.
stolent burning in the
mach, vomiting, enpes, dimuscuexcessive
arrhoea;
conlar debility, headache,
vulsions, death. Lime differs from baryta in being a
pure irritant.

The sulphates of £eda
and magnesia are prompt
and effective antidotes to
the poisonous salts of
Phosphate of soda
baryta.
will also counteract their
Lime may be neueffects.
by dilute acids.
tralized
Carbonic acid, in soda water, effervescing draught or
all

it is supposed, would
answer a good purpose. The
fixed oils may be employed

yeast,

either for baryta or lime,
when not in a compound
state.

Baryta and its salts invariably
give a white precipitate insoluble
with a soluble sulphate.

in acid,

Lime, when dissolved, lives a

acid
white precipitate with oxalic
soluAlso with carbonic acid, or a
ble carbonate.

The same

of baryta.

POISONS
P0I8

NS.
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SrMPTOMS,

ALCOHOL.
Brandy, Wines,
and all Spirituous Liquort.

Treatment.

Intoxication, and when
taken very freely, complete
insensibility,
with
apoplexy or paralysis of one
side; the countenance swollen and of a dark red colour; the breathing difficult,

POISONS

and often stertorous,

with a peculiar puffing out
ofthelips; the breath smells
of liquor, which will distinguish the symptoms from
those of spontaneous apoplexy.

A powerful
white

vitriol, or tartar

should

tic,

Txsrs.

emetic

In-

g

(

,t

of

eme-

into the

Stomach as soon as possi.
and if the person has
hie
lost the power of swallow;

ing,

a flexible catheter or

tub;'

should he the means of

conveying it thither. The
vomiting should be encouraged as much as possible
with warm water, and large
and active glysters of salt
and water should be thrown
up.
The patient should lie
placed erect, and if the
countenance and other ap
pearances be not improved
after these means have been
used, the jugular vein may
be opened, and cold wet
cloths applied to the head,
particularly if the body be
hotter than natural. If the

extremities

become *coM,

warmth and

friction

should

be perseveringly used.

'SMPYEE'J.MATIC Uil,S.

General
irritant

action that of
poisons.
Burning

vomiting, pungent
Creasote.
taste, purging, ice. The oils
Dippel's Animal of turpentine and tobacco
Oil.
affect the nervous system
the peculiar odour of each
Oil of Tar.
oil will be manifested
in
the matter vomited.
pain,

;

Oil of Toharco.
Oil

of

Creasote is immediately
coagulated
by albumen.
Dippel's animal oil may he
counteracted with
dilute
acids and the fixed oils.
The other oils have no par,
ticular antidotes, and their
effects must, therefore, be

counteracted upon general

No better mode of recognising
these substances exists, than that
derived from their peculiar odour.
Dippel's oil has the pungent odour
of ammonia; creasote and oil of tar,
a peculiar smell of smoke ; the odour
of tobacco and turpentine are well
known.

principles.

Terpen-

tine.

GASES.
Fixed

Jiir.

Carbonic Oxide.

Fumes of Burning-

when

Chlorine produces,

Carbonic Acid or

Charcoal.

Chlorine.

inhaled, violent irritation
of tin' organs of respiration;
cough,* bloody expectoration, inflammation of the
lungs, and permanent pulmonary disease. The other
gases, although producing
some effect on the respiratory organs, act as poisons

The antidotes to chlorine,
are the cautious inhalation
of ammonia, or sulphuretted hydrogen. The inflammatory

symptoms

from

chlorine to be treated on
general principles. For the
other gases, cold affusions
to the head, blood-letting,

Chlorine

is

recognised by

its

pe

culiar odour ami bleaching proper-

Sulphuretted hydrogen b] its
fetid smell, and the rapid blacken
ing of lead. Carbonic acid by its
occasioning turbidness in lime w a
ter placed in its atmosphere.
Carbonic oxide, by the blue colour of ils
ties

flame.

artificial respiration.

consequence of their sedative agency. The sympin

Sulphuretied
drogen.

Hy-

IODINE.
Iodide of Potassium.

toms, therefore, are those
of apoplexy or narcotic poisoning.
Irritant

symptoms

:

burn-

ing pain in the throat, lacerating pain it, the stomach,
and fruitless efforts to vomit suffusion of the eyes
;
excessive pain and tenderness of the epigastrium.
;

Iodine

combines

with

starch and forms an insoluble

compound. The prompt

administration of starch,
Wheat Hour, or other vegetable matter containing fecula, beat up in water, is

recommended.

Iodide

of

potassium

lias no antidote.
Vomiting should be promoted by draughts of warm
water, and inflammation be
subdued by general treatment.

METALS.
Antimony.
Tartar Emetic.
Muriate, or Butter of Antimony.
Oxide of Anti-

mony.

Vomiting.
If vomiting
do not occur promptly, violent
irritant
effects are
produced. Burning pain in
the pit of (lie Btomacn;
Purging;
colicky
pains,
sense of tightness in the
throat, violent

cramps;

re-

peated recurrence of vomiting.

If vomiting have not been
produced, it should
be
brought about, by tickling
the fauces, and administering copious draughts- of
warm water. Astringent
infusions, such as of galls,
oak bark, Peruvian hark,
act as antidotes, and should
be given promptly: powdered yellow hark may be

used, until the infusion
prepared.

is

Iodine is known by its odour, and
the formation of a blue precipitate
when brought in contact with a
cold solution of starch.
Iodide of
potassium gives a crystalline prect-;
pitate, with tartaric acid in excess.!
The supernatant fluid will give the
blue colour to starch.

Antimony in solution is best distinguished by the peculiar orangered precipitate, which it forms with
sulphuretted hydrogen or solutions
of the hydrosulphates. Free alkalies produce while precipitates. 'J he
muriate is known by a white precipitate,

when

In

Jt

is

ponied into wa-

its solid forms, it may
be
by the formal ion of white
fumes, when heated, which redden
litmus.
It may also he converted
into muriate, and then precipitated
by adding water.

ter.

known

POISONS
Poisons.

Symptoms.

Arsenic.
Arsenio as Acid,
or White A, se-

me.
Orpimenl, or Yel-

low

r»?i

8u.lpku.ret

of Arsenic.

Tri

Violent burning pain in
the; region of the
stomach
and bowels; tenderness on
pre-sure; retching; vomiting; sense of dryness and
tightness

in

the

thirst; hoarseness

throat;

and

diffi-

culty of speech; the mailer
vomited greenish or yellow-

King's yellow.
ish,
Sometimes streaked
with blood
diarrhoea teRealgar, or Red nesmus; sometimes
excoriaSalphwel.
of tion of the anus urinary
Arsenic.
organs occasionally affected
Willi violent burning pains
Fly Powder.
and suppression
convul;

;

;

;

Fowler's

Solu-

tion.

sions anil cramps; clammy
sweats; livid ity of the extn mities countenance collapsed eyes red and sparkling; delirium; death.
;

;

Arsenical

Paste.

Arsenical Soap.
Arscnile of Cop-

Tlsts.

The hydrated peroxide of
iron

diffused through water or he precipitated carbonate or the ruhigo ferri,
;

I

;

very line powder, to be
administered every five or
ten minutes, until" relief is
obtained. This is particuin

efficacious when the
white arsenic has been swallowed. If the arsenic have
been taken in the form
larly

of Fowler's Solution, limewater in copious draughts,
may be given. For either
of the other forms, emetics
of sulphate of zinc
dduents; demulcents, such as
flaxseed tea, infusion of
slippery elm, .fcc. Counterirritants may be used to relieve the spasm, and violent
pain in the stomach, lileedmg, as promoting absorption, should not he emploj
ed until the stomach iscoilipletely evacuated.
;

-

per.
Scficclc's

POISONS

Orccn.

If the suspected substance can
be
obtained free from organic matter,

the presence of arsenic
may readih
be shown by boiling it in
distilled

water, filtering, and lr>ii„
L with,
1st.
Ammoniaco-sulphate ol copper.
Ammoniacn-nitrate of silver
Test) 3d. Sulphuretted hy.

•M.

drogen gas. The

first

will

produced

green precipitate, second, a pate

yei-

low precipitate: third, a.brigkt yellow
precipitate, if arsenic be present.
A
portion of the powder, or one of
these precipitates carefully and thoroughly dried, is then to be mixed

with charcoal and exsiccated carbonate of soda, to he placed in a small
glass tube closed at one end, and
then to be heated to a red heat in
the flame of a lamp. The arsenic
will be reduced, and sublime in the
upper pait of the tube— forming a
dark crust, having considerable lustre on iis exterior surface, resembling polished steel.
By gentlj
heating this crust in a very small
flame, crystals of white arsenic will

formed, having a high adaman
tine lustre.
If organic matter he present.it
must be entirely destroyed by heat
In-

ing the substance with niiro-muria
After this has been done,
and a clear transparent solution in
distilled water has been obtained,
the subsequent process is as above
indicated. If arsenious acidbesubmuii d to the action of nascent hydrogen, it is deoxidized, and the
tic acid.

metallic arsenic, thereby obtained,
combining with hydrogen, forms ar
senureltcd hydrogen gas.
Marsh's

Nitrate of
muth.

Bis-

Pearl Powder.
Oxide of Bismuth.

Similar to those produced
from oilier irritant poisons.
General inflammation of
the whole alimentary canal;
suppression of urine; hiccough, disagreeable metallic taste: vomiting; cramps;
delirium; death.

Very similar to those produced hy arsenic. Coppery
Sulpkateof Cupper. eructations and taste. FaCopper.

Blue

cases are generally terby convulsions,
palsy, insensibility.

tal

Vitriol.

minated

Acetate of Copper.
Vi rdjgris.

of Copper.
tie

Test,

i

Milk and sweet mucilaBismuth is known by the formaginous drinks are recom- tion of a white precipitate when its
mended. Leeches, general solution inlntric arid is poured into
bleeding, glysters
fomen- water; and by the formation of a
tations to be employed on black precipitate with sulphuretted
the general principles of hydrogen gas, and hydrosulphates
treatment for inflammatory in solution.
:

sj

mptoms.

Albumen

to be administered in either of its forms,
which can be most readily
obtained, as milk or whites
of eggs.
Vinegar should
not be given. The inflammatory symptoms are to be
treated on general principles, and so of the nervous.

Blue Verditer.
Arsenite of Cop-

The presence of copper is readily
shown in solutions. By ammonia
a

beautiful

bluish

precipitate

is

thrown down, which dissolves in
an excess of the precipitant, and
the solution has a rich blue colour.
A bright iron bar, introduced into
solutions of copper, occasions the
separation of the copper, in a metallic form, which deposits itself upon
the iron.

per.

Sch celt's Green.

Food

cooked

in

dirty copper vessels, or pickles

made green by
copper.

Gold.
Muriate of Gold.

Very analogous to those
of other irritant poisons.
This substance communicates a pink Stain to the
flesh, and patches of that
colour may he found about
Hie

lips,

and inside

the

The

salts

of gold are de-

general principles.

IRON.

Copperas.

Green

Vitriol.

Muriate of

Iron.

Symptoms of irritant poisoning; colic pains, constant vomiting and purging.
Violent pain in the throat,
tension of the epigastrium,
coldness of the skin and
feebleness of the pulse.

is

very readily de-

found insoluble except

in

nitro-mu-

riatic acid.

mouth.

Sulphate of Iron.

Muriate of gold

composed by sulphate of composed and the gold separated in
in n; and this has, there- a metallic state.
Protooilphate of
fore, been recommended as iron, nitrate of silver and protomnan antidote. Inflammatory riate of tin, all answer this purpose.
symptoms to he treated on The precipitated powder will be

Carbonate of soda would
be a most excellent antidote to either of these
Mucilaginous
substances.
drinks might also be cm
;iloyed;and particulars* m itoms relieved by general
treatment.
-

Iron is recognised by a bluish
black precipitate, with tincture 01
galls; rich blue, with prussiate o:
potassa; and a greenish or reddisl
precipitate, with the free alkalieor their carbonates.

foisons

POISONS

Symptoms.

I'OISONS.

Lead.
Acetate of Lead.
Sugar of Lead.

Irritation of the
tary canal; spasm;

alimennervous

symptoms; paralysis

either

When

Carbonate ofLead.
White Lead.

Red

Ozide, or

partial or complete.
taken for some time

in
small quantity, violent and
obstinate colic; rigidity of

Red abdominal muscles, cramps;

Lead.

obstiremission of pain
nate constipation, urine diincreased
saliva
minished,
;

Litharge.

;

countenance anxious and
If relief be not
Wines sweetened gloomy.
promptly obtained, giddiby Lead.
ness, debility, torpor, coma,
Water which has convulsions and death. The
kept

been,

Leaden

in
vessels.

Treatment.

Tests.

Sulphate of magnesia and
phosphate of soda, are both
good antidotes for the soluble salts of lead. For the

Soluble salts of lead yield white
precipitate with tulphatei and carbonates in snlution. Salts of chromic acid and bydrlodate of potai
sa occasion a yellow precipitate.
Sulphuretted hydrogen, a black pre

solid forms, dilute sulphuric

acid may be drunk. These
are applicable to the irritant forms of poisoning by
In the chronic form
lead
or colica pictonum, purgatives and anodynes are resorted to; venesection; and
external applications to relieve the cramps. The use
of strychnia is recommended for the paralysis.

cipitate.

[f Solid, the lead

may

lie

converted into a state of solution
by nitric acid, and the dilute solution be tested as above.

paralysis affects generally
the upper extremities.

Acid food, cooked,
or

left

standing

in vessels glaied

with Lead.

Mercury.
Corrosive Sublimate.

Cyanurel of Mercury.

Nitrate

of Mer-

cury.

White PrecipitateOxide, or Red
Precipitate.

Red

Sulphate, or Turbith

Violent symptoms of irritant poisoning: harsh metallic astringent taste: burning pain in the stomach;

vomiting and purging frequently of bloody matter;
often irritation of the urinary organs and sometimes
suppression; tightness and
burning in the throat, occasionally so great as to prevent speech; countenance

Albumen in some form
must be promptly administered; either white of eggs

beaten up with water, milk,
or wheat flour beaten up.
The inflammatory symptoms to be counteracted by
Gold
the usual means.
finely mixed in dust, with
fine iion filings?

The nitrate
lck precipitate

producing a white spot.
of mercury gives a

not always pale, but sometimes flushed; tendency to
doze, stupor, convulsions
and death.

bl

with the free alkalies. All the solid
forms of mercury are volatile, and
may be reduced by healing them in
a glass tube with charcoal and carbonate of soda— when the metallic
mercury will sublime, and may be

Mineral.

Vermilion or Red
Sulphuret.

collected in a globule.

Those of
Silver.
JVitrnU of Silver,
or Lunar Caus-

The free alkalies differ in their
precipitates from solutions of mercury. Potassa gives, with corrorive
sublimate, a yellowish one; ammonia, a white; "lime-water, an orange;
and sulphuretted hydrogen, a black
A drop of the solution placed on
a piece of gold, and touched with
a knife or k' y, reduces the mercury
which amalgamates with the gold,

other irritant

poisons.

tic.

Muriate of soda or common salt immediately decomposes this substance
and destroys its activity.
Antiphlogistic treatment is

employed for the
flammatory symptoms.
to be

in-

Nitrate of silver

is

distinguished

by the formation of a white precipitate insoluble in nitric acid, with
muriate of soda; a pray precipitate
with ammonia, which is redissolved
in an excess of ammonia; yellow
precipitate with phosphate of soda

The

Tin.
Muriate of Tin.
Solution of Tin,
used by Dyers.

Milk to be given copiousThe same as those from
subsequent
other irritant poisons, and ly, and the
a peculiar tanned appear- treatment to be regulated
ance of the villous coat of by the symptoms.
the stomach.

Oxide of Tin, or

precipitate of chloride of silver,
obtained by adding muriate of soda
to the nitrate of silver, is readily re
duced, and the metallic silver ob
tained, by mixing it with dilute sul
phuric acid and granulated zinc.
The muriate precipitates vegeta
ble colouring matter; also albumen
and gelatin. The white oxide is
precipated from its solution by free
alkalies; with sulphuretted hydro
gen gas, a brown precipitate.

PuttyPowder.
Zinc.
Oxide of Zinc.
Sulphate of Zinc.

White Vitriol.
Acetate of Zinc.

PHOSPHORUS.

The vomiting may be reViolent vomiting; astrin
gent taste, burning pain in lieved by copious draughtwarm water. Carbonate
of
counte
pale
the stomach;
of soda, administered in sonance ; cold extremities
will decompose the
lution,
pulse
fluttering
dull eyes;
Death seldom ensues, ir sulphate of zinc, Milk and
also act as antialbumen
emetic
the
of
consequence
General principles
dotes.
effects.
to be observed in the subse
quent treatment.
Symptoms of irritant poisoning; pain in the stomach
and bowels; vomiting, d'arrhcea, tenderness and tension in the abdomen.

An emetic to be promptadministered; copious
draughts containing magnesia in suspension; mucilaginous drinks; general
treatment for inflammatory

ly

symptoms

GLASS

or

ENA-

MEL

Large quantities of crumb
taken in very coarse
powder, it produces irrita- of bread should be eaten to
particles.
tion and inflammation of envelop the
An emetic of sulphate of
the bowels.
If

'

zinc should then be civen,

and vomiting be promoted
by demulcent drinks.

A white precipitate is thrown
the free alkalies from the
soluble salts of zinc, which becomes
yellow when strongly heated— recovering its white colour on cooling
down by

Sulphuretted hydrogen occasions a
white precipitate.

Phosphorus is known by its ready
inflammability, luminousness at or
dinary temperatures, and alliaceous
odour.
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ORGANIC POISONS.

II.

1.

VEGETABLE POISONS.

Irritant Poisons.

Anemone Pulsatilla. Wind Flower.
Arum maculatum. Wake Robin.
Bryonia

Bryony.

diaica.

Caladium aeguinium. Dumbcane.
Calls paHuatria. Writer Arum.
Caltha paluHrU, Marsh .Marigold.
Chelidonium majus. Celandine.
Clematis nitalba. Virgin Bower.
Convolvulus julapa. Jalap.
Convolvulus scammonia. Scammony.
Croton U/ri m
Purging Croton.
Cucumis colocyntlns. Culncynth.
,<

.

Cyclamen Europ&um. Sow Bread.
Daphne gnidium. ' Spurge Flax.
Daphne meiereum. Mezereon.
Delphinium staphysagna. Stavesacre.
Deica, palustns. Swamp leather wood.
Equiaetum hyemale. Scourgrass.
.

Euphorbia

officinarum-

Euphorbium.

Spurge.
Gratiola

officinalis.
Hedge Hyssop.
Hippomane mancinella. Manchinecl.
Hura crepitans. Sand Box.

Hydrocotyle vulgaris. Marsh Pennywort.
Jatropha curcda. Indian Nut.
Tatropha manihot. Cassada.
Juniperus sal, na. Savin (oil of.)
Juniperus Virginiana. Red Cedar foil of.)
Momordica elatenum.
Squirting Cucumber.
Narcissus pset.-do-narcissus. Daffodil.
Past in ax sativa. Common Parsnip.
Pedicularis palastns. Marsh Lousewort.
Phytolacca ttecandra. Poke.
Piper cubeba. Uubebs.
Plumbago Europiea. Toothwort.

Ranunculus

and

acris,

other

POISONS

SYMPTOMS.

Treatme.nt.

general effects of this
class of vegetable poisons
are; an
acrid
pungent
taste, with more or less of
bitterness, excessive heat,
greal dryness of the mouth
and throat, with sense of
tightness there; violent vomiting, the efforts being
continued even after the
stomach is emptied
purging, with great pain in the
stomach and bowels; pulse
strong, frequent, and tegular
breathing often quick

If vomiting have been occasioned by
the poison, and the efforts are still con

The

—

tinued, they may be rendered easier by
large draughts of warm water, or thin
gruel; but if symptoms of insensibility

have come on without vomiting, it
ought to be immediately excited by the

appearances

sulphate of zinc, or some other active
emetic substance, and after iis operation a sharp purgative should be given.
After as much as possible of the poison
is got rid of, a very strong infusion of
coffee, or vinegar diluted with water,
may be given with advantage. Cam
poor mixture with ether may be taki n
frequently, and if insensibility be con-

of intoxication the pupil of
the eye frequently dilated,
insensibility
resembling
death, the pulse becomes

may be employed. If inflammation or
other dangerous consequences have been
induced, they are to be treated upon ge-

;

;

and

difficult

;

;

slow and loses its force, and
death closes the scene.
applied
externally,
many of them produce violent inflammations of the
skin, with vesications or
eruptions of pustules.
If

siderable,

warmth,

neral principli

frictions,

and

blisters

s.

The fruit of the Feuillea Cordifolia
has been lately recommended as a powerful antidote against vegetable poj.
sons ; it is to be used in as recent a
stale as possible.(?j
N. B. Bromine, chlorine, and iodine
are said to be antidotes to the alkaloids
generally.

species.

Crowfoot.

Rhododendron chrysanthemum. Oleander.
Ricinus communis-

Castor Oil Plant.
cbulus.
Elder.
a re. Stone Crop.
Stalagmitis cambogioides. Gamboge.
Tanacetum vulgare. Tansy (oil of.)

Sambucus

Sedum

ACRO-NARCOTIC.
cyuapium.
Common

/Ethusa

Fool's

Parsley.

Monkshood.
Mushrooms (poison-

Aconitum

napellua.
Agaricus, 5 species.
ous.)

Amanita muscana.

Truffles (poisonous.)

Anagallis arvensis.
Auda Qomeaii

Meadow Pimpernell.

Apocynum

androsoimifolium. Dogsbane.
Aristolochia clematitia. Birthwort.
Arnica mcintana. Leopard's bane.

Swallowwort.
Deadly Night Shade.
Buckeye.
False AngusHrucea antidysenterica.

Asclepias Syr aca.

Atropa belladonna.
.Esculus

Oli oensis.

tura Bark.
Cerbera, :i species.

Cha rophyllum

Cerbera.
Bastard

stjlvestre.

Hem-

lock.
Ratbane.
Chaillotia toxicana.
Chenopodium murale. VVormseed.
American Hemlock.
Cicuta mac, .lata
Cicuta virosa. Water Hemlock.
Cissus.
Cissus
Cocculus Indicus. Fish berries.

Colchicum autumnale. Meadow
Conium maa.latum. Hemlock.
mach.
Curare

Indian

saffron.

Myrtle-leaved Su-

Coriaria myrtifolia.

War

Poison.

Cynanchum.
Laburnum.
Datura stramonium. Thorn Apple.

Cvnanchnm

erect.um.

CytiflUS laburnum.

Digitalis purpurea.

Ergot.

See

Foxglove.

Sccale.

Ervum crrilia Bitter Vetch.
Wintergreen
Gau liner ia procumbens.
(oil

of)

Flteiiiitnthus toxicarina.

Hi'Ueborus

AVer.

49

Black Hellebore.

The
poisons,

vegetable
taken Into the

narcotic
if

or applied to a
wound, occasion the following effects:— stupor: iiumb-

stomach

Th» stomach to be effectually evacuated, by giving four or five grains of
tartar emetic, or from ten to twenty of
the sulphate of zinc, repeated every
quarter of an hour, till the full effect js

POISONS
Poisons.

Hypophyllum

POISONS
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Treatment.

fcVMPTOMJ.

sangainaria.

in the head;
to vomit, slight at

Paddock ness; heaviness

Stool.

Ipecacuanha. Ipecacuanha.
Lathyrus cicera. Lathyrus.
Laurus camphora. Camphor.
Lobelia infiata
Indian Tobacco.

Lolium temulentum.

Daniel.
Melia aiederach. Pride of China.
Mercurialis perennis.
Mountain Mercury.
Nerum oleander. Common Oleander.
Nicotiana tabacum. Tobacco.
CEnanthe crocata. Hemlock Dropvvort.
Passiflora quadrangularis. Barbadine.
Piscidia erythema. Jamaica Dogwood.
Polygala veuenosa (of Java )
Rhus radicans. Poison Vine.
Rhus toxicodendron. Poison Oak or Su-

desire
rirst, but afterwards insupportable; a sort of intoxication, stupid air, pupil of
the eye dilated; furious or
lively delirium, sometimes
pain; convulsions of different parts of the body, or
The
palsy of the limbs.
pulse is variable, but at first
generally strong and full;

the breathing is quick, and
there is great anxiety and
dejection, which, if not
speedily relieved, soon ends
in death.

Locust

tree.

Ruta graveolens.

Rue.
Sanguinaria Canadensis.

Blood Root.
See Onion.
Spurred Rye.
Procumbent. Water

Squill.
Scilla maritima.
Secale cornutum. Ergot.

Sium

latifulium.

Parsnip.
Spigelia Marilandica.

ceased. When as much as possible of
the poison has been expelled, the patient may drink, alternately, a tea-cupful of strong hot infusion of coffee, and
If the
vinegar diluted with water.

drowsiness, which is sometimes e\
treme, and the insensibility bordering

on apoplexy, be not remedied by these
means, blood may be taken from the
jugular vein, blisters maybe applied to
the neck and legs, and the attention be
roused by every means possible. If the
heat declines, warmth and frictions most
he perseveringly used. Vegetable acids
are on no account, to be given befe < the
poison is expelled, and it is desirable
that but little fluid of any kind should
be administered.
N B. Bromine, chlorine, and iodine
are said to be antidotes to the alkaloids
generally.

mach.
Roiiinia pseudo-acacia.

produced. These means may In- assisted
by tickling the throat with a feather or
the finger.
Large and strung rdj stersol
soap dissolved in water, or of s;ili and
gruel, should be speedily administered,
to clear the bowels, anil assist in getting
rid of the poison, and active purgatives
may be given after the vomiting has

Pink Root.

Strychnos Jgnatii. St. Ignatius 's Bean.
Strychnos mix vomica. Nux Vomica.
Symplocarpus/iEtida. Skunk Cabbage.
Ticunas. 'Extract of various plantsSouth America.
Tieute. Upas tieute. Tree of Java.
Triticum Hybernum. Wheat (diseased.)
Upas antiar. Tree in Java.

Veratrum album. White Hellebore.
Veratrum virlde. American Hellebore.
Woorara. War Poison of Guiana.
Zea mays. Maize (diseased.)

NARCOTIC.
Actaea spicata. Baneberry.
Amygdalus communis. Bitter Almond.
Amygdalus Persica. Peach.
Gelseminum nitidum. Yellow Jessamine.
Helonias erythrosperma. Fly Poison.

Hyoscyamus albus. White Henbane.
Hyoscyamus Niger. Black Henbane.
Kalmia latifolia. Mountain Ivy.
Lactuca virosa.

Strong Scented Let-

luce.

Opium, and

its proximate principles.
Papaver somniferum. Poppy.

Herb Paris.
Paiis quadrifolia
Prunus Caroliniana. Wild Orange.
Prunus lauro-cerasus. Cherry Laurel.
Prunus nigra. Black Cherry.
Prunus padus. Cluster Cherry.
Prunus Virginiana. Wild Cherry.
Solanum dulcamaia. Bitter Sweet.
Sorbus acuparia. Mountain Ash.

Tax us

baccata.

Yew.

POISONOUS MUSHROOMS.
Agaricus
Agaricus
Agaricus
Agaricus
Agaricus

muscarius.

Fly Agaric.
Pepper Agaric.

pipcratus.
necotor. Deadly Agaric.
Bulbous Auaric.
balbosus.
chantareUtts. Champignon.

The stomach and bowels to be cleared
Nausea, heat, and pain in
stomach and bowels, by an emetic of tartarized antimony,
with vomiting and purging, followed by frequent doses of Glauber's
convulsions, anil or Epsom salt, and large, stimulating
thirst;
faintings; pulse small and glysters. Alter the poison is evacuated
frequent; delirium; dilated ether may be administered, with small
cold quantities of brandy and water; bin
pupil, and stupor;
symptoms manifest
if inflammatory
sweats, and death.
mushrooms themselves, such stimuli should b«
Poisonous
appropriate meanother
from
and
omitted,
distinguished
may be
the edible by their botanical be had recourse to.
folthe
and
by
characters,
the

lowing

criteria.

mer grow

in

places,

have

odour;

are

The

for-

wet, shady
a nauseous
softer,

more

have a
dirty-looking surface, sometimes a gaudy colour or
many very distinct hues,
particularly if they have
open, and porous

;

been covered with an envethey have soft, bullope
bous stalks, grow rapidly,
and corrupt very quickly.
;

POISONS

POISONS
2.

ANIMAL

POISONS.

Symptoms.

POISONOUS
Batistes manoeeroa.

FISH.

Old Wife.

Cancer oatpcua. Crawfish.
Cancel runclus. Land Crab.
01 u pea thryaaa.
Yellow-billed Sprat.
Coracinus/uscus major
Cray Snapper.
Coracinui minor. Hyne.
Ooryphaena spl&ndma
Dnlphin.
Morrayra. Blue Parrot Fish.

Vlursena major. Conger Eel.
Mylilns rtlu/is
Mussel.
Ostracion globellwm. Smooth Bottle Fish.
Perca major. Barracuda.
Perca vciicnosa. Grooper.
Perca venenata. Rock Fish.
Physalia.
Portuguese Man of War.
Scomher cmruleus. Spanish Mackerel.

Treatment.

In an hour or two, or
often in a much shorter
time, after stale fish has
been eaten, a Weight at the
stomach comes on, with

and headache,
of heat about the
head and eyes, considerable

slight vertigo

sense

thirst,

and often

an.

erup-

tion of the skin (urticaria,)
and in many cases deatn.

maj.imua. King Fish.
thy nn.ua.
Bonetta.
Spams chrysnpa. Porgee.
Tetrodon aeeleratua. Tunny.
I'etrodon oeellatus: Blower.

POISONOUS SERPENTS.

Scytale piacivorua.

Water Viper.

A sharp pain in the
wounded part, which soon
extends over the limb or
body;
first

great

hard

swelling, at

and

then

pale,

reddish, livid, and gangre-

nous in appearance

:

faint-

ings,
vomitings, convulsions, and sometimes jaundice; pulse small, frequent,
and irregular; breathing
difficult,

cold

sweats, the

sight fails, and the intellectual faculties are deranged.
Inflammation, and often extensive suppuration and gan
grene, followed by death.

CANTH.ARIS VESICATOR1A.
Spanish, or Blistering Fly.
Lytta vittata. Potato Fly.

emetic should be speedily administered, or, in the absence of it. vomiting may be excited, by tickling the
throat with the ringer, and taking large
draughts of warm water. After full vomiting, an active purgative should he
given, to remove any of the noxious
matter that may have found its way
into the intestines.
Vinegar and water
maybe drunk after the above remedies
have operated, and the body may be
sponged with the same. Water, made
very sweet with sugar, to which ether
may be added, may be drunk freely as a
corrective, and a very weak solution of
alkali has been recommended to obviate
If spasm
the effects of the poison.
ensue; after evacuations, laudanum, in
considerable doses, is necessary. If inflammation should occur, the usual
means of removing it must be employed.

Scomber
Scomber

Boa crotaloidea. Copperhead.
Cenchus mockeson. Mockeson.
Coluber berus. Viper.
Coluber preatr.r. Black Viper.
Crotalus, (5 species.
Rattle Snake.

An

Nauseous odour of the
breath
acrid taste
burning heat in the throat, sto;

;

A cupping glass to be applied river
the wound, or a moderately tight ligature above the bites, and the wound
left to bleed after being well washed
with warm water; the actual cautery,
lunar caustic, or butter of antimony, to
be then applied freely to it, and afterwards covered with

lint,

dipped

in

equal

parts of olive oil and spirit of hartshorn.
ligature to be removed if the in-

The

Warm,
flammation be considerable.
diluting drinks, and small doses of ammonia or hartshorn to cause perspiration; the patient to be well covered in
bed, and a little warm wine given occasionally. If gangrene be threatened,
wine may be given more freely, and the
bark should be had recourse to. Arsenic,
the principal ingredient in the T.injore
Pill, has been strongly recommended.
Vomiting to be excited by drinking
sweet oil, sugar and water, milk, or lin-

seed tea, very freely. Emollient glysmach, and abdomen fre- ters should be administered, and if
quent
vomitings,
often symptoms of inflammation of the stobloody with copious bloody mach, kidney, or bladder supervene,
stools; excruciating pain In they must be subdued by appropriate
the stomach; painful and treatment
obstinate
priapism, with
Camphor dissolved in oil may be rubbed
heat in the bladder, and over the belly and on the thighs.
;

strangury or retention of
urine;
frightful
convulsions, delirium and death.

VENOMOUS

INSECTS.

Tarantula.
Scorpio. Scorpion.
Vespa crabro. Hornet.

Vespa
Apis

vulgaris.

mellifira.

Culex pipiena.
CEstrus bocis.

Wasp.
Bee.
Gnat.
Gad-fly.

in general, the sting ol
these insects occasions only
a slight degree of pain and
swelling; but occasionally
the symptoms are more violent, and sickness and fever
are produced by the intensity of the pain.

At an uncertain
after

the

bite,

interval
generally,

between
the
twentieth day and three or
four months, pain or uneahowever,

siness occurs in the bitten
part, though
the wound
may have been long healed.
Anxiety, uneasiness, languor, spasms, horror, disturbed sleep, difficult respiration succeed, and are
soon very much increased
violent convulsions affect,
the whole body, hideously
distorting the muscles of
the face; the eyes are red
and protruded, the tongue
swells and often hangs out,
and viscid saliva flows from
the mouth; there is pain in
the stomach, with bilious
vomitings, a horror of fluids,
and impossibility of drinking them. All these symptoms are aggravated till the
sufferer is relieved by death.
;

SALIVA OF THE RABID DOG.

Hartshorn and oil may be rubbed on the
affected part, and a piece of rag moistened in the same, or in salt and water,
may be kept upon it till the pain is removed. A few drops of hartshorn may be
given frequently in a little water, and a
glass or two of wine may he taken. The
sting may, in general, be removed by
making strong pressure around it with
the barrel of a small watch-key.
Hydrophobia is more easily prevented
than cured: indeed it is doubted wheMercury,
ther it ever has been cured.
arsenic, opium, musk, camphor, acids,
wine, vegetable and mineral alkali, oil,
various herbs, and many other remedies

whose

effects are quite

opposite,

have been employed, but none can be
relied on.
Large blood-lettings, the
warm and cold bath, and almost every
other remedial agent, have been tried
without success.
The bitten part should be completely
cut out, even after it has healed, if the
symptoms have not yet come on the
;

part should then be immersed in warm
water, or washed with it as long as it
will bleed, and after the most persevering ablution, caustic should be applied to every part of the surface, and
ihen the wound covered with a poultice,

and suffered

to heal

by granula-

tions.

No milder
safety.

discipline

can

ensure

—————

—
—

—— — ——

POISONING

POLY GALA

The most energetic poisons are used therapeutically; and, often with considerable advantage. They have, of course, to be administered
extremely small doses;

ip

to

FOLIO'SIS, Tricho'sis polio'sis, SpiUi'sis jmliCam' ties. Hair.prematurely "ray or hoary.
POLIUM CRETICUM, Teucrium Crelicum
p. Montanum, Teucrium capitatum.
POLLEX, An'tichcir, Prom' anus, from pol-

o' sis,

—

avoid producing

poisoning.

POIS'ONING,

' to have much
strength,' (F.) Pouce. The
first of the fingers in size and strength.
It is
asserted, that the term poltroon is derived from
Pol'licS trunca'to;
the Romans, who were desirous of being exempted from military service,

Venefic"ium, Toxica'tio, InPharmacei'a, (F.) Empoisonnement.
art of applying a poisonous substance to
any of the textures, in a dose capable of occasioning more or less serious symptoms. Rigor-

lers,

ously speaking, therefore,

being accustomed to cut off the thumb, and
thus render themselves unfit to handle arms.
Pollex. See Digitus.
Pollex pedis is the great toe.

toxica'tio,

The

—

if a physician, in
treating any case, employ a deleterious medicine in a small dose, which, owing to particular

circumstances, produces unpleasant symptoms,
may be said to have poisoned. The term is,
iiowever, generally restricted to poisoning by
design.
Poisoning has also been used, by a few, to
denote the series of symptoms resembling those
produced by certain poisons, which occasionally follows the use of substances that are generally innoxious. Overloading the stomach
with indigestible food has, for example, given
occasion to symptoms resembling those produced by a narcotic poison, and the effect has

POLL1NCTOR.

he

POLL1NCTURA, Embalming
POLLU'TION,

Secret poisoning was, at one time, practised as
art. It consisted in administering medicines,

which should act as slow poisons, and gradually
undermine the strength and life. Its agency
was far from being so extensive as was imaToxical,

Noxius; having the

POISON-BERRY TREE,
p. Italian.

rus

—

ble,

Liquor arsenicalis

Melia azedarach
p. Morbid, Vip. Vegeta-

—

—

Oak, Rhus toxicodendron
Upas p. Vine. Rhus radicans.
p.

—

POISONS, AGRO-NARCOTIC,

—
—

p. Corrosive, P. acrid
co-acrid
P. acrid p. Irritating, P. acrid
P. septic.
POJTRINAIRE, Phthisicus.

—

—

POITRINE,

p.

ronir'ia salax,
involontairc.

POLLUTION INVOLONTAIRE,

— p.

p.

'

POLY.EM1A, Plethora.
POLYANHiE'MIA, Ansemia.
POLY'CERAS, from iroXvg,

p.

'

Thorax.

Sauvage, Vitex.

'

largos, 'a physician.'
A physician, exercising
his profession in a town, by the appointment of

horns.

XoXt],
is

'

many,' and
monstrous animal having

A

'

— Gurlt.

from

iroXvg,

'

Superabundance of

bile.'

supposed

POLYCHRES'TUS,
'

l

ancient

useful.'

name

for

sidered to be useful in

from

*olu$, 'much.'

virtues.
certain medicines, condiseases.

many

POLYCHRONIUS,

Chronic.

POLYCOR'IA; from troXvg; and

pil.'

;

Having many

POLYCHYMIA SANGUINEA,
,

much,' and
such as

bile

to exist in bilious fevers.

and X" 1 axc">i

The state in which
Von Amnion.

pupil.

POIX BLANCHE, see Pinus abies--p. de
Bourgoyne, see Pinus abies p. Grasse, see Pinus abies p. Jaune, see Pinus abies p. Minirale, Pissasphaltum
p. Navale, see Pinus sylvestris
p. Noire, see Pinus sylvestris.
POLIA'TER, from noXig, the town,' and

horn.'

POLYCHO'LIA,

An

POIVRE D'EAU, Polygonum hydropiper—
p. d'Inde,
p. de Guinee, Capsicum annuum
Capsrcum annuum p. de Jamaique, see Myrtus
pimenta p. Long,Fiper longum p. jXoir, Piper
nigrum p. Petit, Vitex p. a Queue, Piper
cubeba

xtpag,

many

Putrescent,

Pollution

—

Nocturnal, Pollution p. Self, Masturbation
p. Voluntary, Masturbation.
POLY, Polys, nuXvg, jnany, full.' Hence:

P. narcoti-

Escharotic,

<1 pro-

Profu'vium Sem'inis, Spermatorrhea, PaNight pollution. (F.) Pollution

sa,

qualities of a poison.

—

from polluo,

excretion of the seminal liquor or
sperm, at other times than during coition.
When occasioned by a voluntary act, it is called
simply, PollutionoT Masturbation, (q. v.:) when
excited during sleep, by lascivious dreams, it
takes the name Noctur'nal pollution, Exoneiro'sis, Qntirog'nios, Oneirog'onos, Gonorr/ias'a dormien'tium, G. oneirog'onos, G. Vera, G. libidino'-

—

gined.

POI'SONOUS,

Pollu'tio,

The

fane.'

been termed poisoning.

an

(L.) In antiquity, an anointthe dead.

embalmer of

er, dresser, or

—

POLYDACTYLUS,

there

is

Plethora.
'the pu-

xoptj,

more than one

Perissodac'tylus, from

'many,' and SaxrvXoc, 'a finger.' One
has a supernumerary finger or fingers, or

7ro\vq,

who
toes.

POLYDIPSIA,
diipq,

'thirst;'

—

from

'much,'

rroXvg,

Sitis morbo'sa, Polypo'sia,

and
Ex-

Dipso' sis avens. (F.) Soif excesconstant desire for drinking, with a
sense of dryness in the mouth and throat. It
Castelli.
the government.
POKE, INDIAN, Veratrum viride— p. Weed, is mostly symptomatic of fever, inflammation,
dropsy, excessive discharges, &c.
Phytolacca decandia, Veratrum. viride.
POLYG'ALA, from nuXvg, much,' and yaXa,
POLENTA, Alphiton.
MOUNTAIN,
OF CANDY, Teu- milk :' P. vulgaris, Common Mi/hwort. FamiPOLEY
RhinanthoideaG. Sex. Syst. Diadelphia OcCrelicum
p.
Mountain
of
Montpelier,
ly,
crium
tandria. The leaves are bitter, and are used in
Teucrium capitatum.
POLICE, MED'ICAL, Medici' na polit'ica, the same cases as the polygala amara.
Polygala Amara, Bitter Milkwort. A powPolitical med'icine. Rules established, or which
ought to be established by the medical practi- erful bitter; and, consequently, tonic. Its retioner, for the prevention of disease, to assist puted virtues are balsamic, demulcent, and corThe Polygala rubella or Bitter Polyits cure and to contribute to the progress of roborant.
Medicine. The salubrity of districts, especially gala of the United States has the same virtues.
Polvgala Bitter, see P. amara.
during the existence of spreading disease, is

—

cessive thirst,

sive.

A

'

'

—

greatly ensured by an efficient rnedical police.

Polyg'ala

Senega,

Scn'eka,

Rultlesnu/ce

—

,

POLYGALLNE

POLYPUS
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P OLYPHA'G I A, Mullivoran'tia, from noXvc,
much,' and <pu/w, I eat.' Voracity. Faculty
of digesting many kinds of food.
POLYPHARMACPA, Polypharmacy; from
noXvg, much,' and maQfiaxov, 'a medicine.' A
specific against the poison of the rattlesnake prescription, consisting of a number of mediand in pleurisy, pneumonia, &c, after the in- cines; hence the name Polyphar'macus given to
flammatory action had been got under. It has one who is in the habit of prescribing a number
been given also in humoral asthma, chronic of medicines, and whose prescriptions are loaded
rheumatism, dropsy, croup, amenorrhcea, &c. with ingredients. The term is taken in bad part.

Milkwort, Senega or Rattlesnake root, Polygala
Virginia! na, (F.) Polygala de Virginie on dt
Senelca. The bark is the active part of the root,
its taste is at first acrid, and afterwards very
hot and pungent. It was once esteemed to be

'

'

'

According

to Peschier, it contains three particular principles, Fol'ygaline or Sen'egine, Isol'usine, and Polygalic Acid.
Dose, gr. 30 to 40

of the powder.
PoLYOAI.A VlRGINIANA, P. Senetra.
POLYGALLNE. See Polygala senega.
POLYGONATUM, Convallaria polygonatum.

POLYGONUM

AVICULA'RE.from

noivg,
Ceatino'dia, Centumno'dia, Knot-grass, Sanguina'lis Corrig"iola,
(F.) lienouce, Trainasse, Centinode..
Family,
'

much,' and yon;, 'seed.'

PolygoneiB.

Sex. Sysl. Octandria Trigynia.
This grass is said to be a feeble astringent.
Polygonum Bistor'ta, Bistorla, OJ)ic"inal
Bistort. Great Bistort or Snakeweed.
The root
is a powerful astringent and
tonic; and, as

POLYPHYSIA,

Flatulence.

POLYPLAS'TIC,
'

much,' and nXuaow,

many

Pulyplas' liens, from ttoXvc,
I form.'
That which has

'

shapes.

A

Polyplastic Element, in histology, is
one which does not retain its primary shape;
but undergoes transformation into others.
Gerber.

POLYPODPTES.

Wine, impregnated with

polypody,

POLYPODIUM CALAGUALA,

Calaguakr,

radix.

Polypo'dium Filix Mas, Aspid'ium Filix
Mas, Pteris, Athy'rium Filix Mas, Blechnon,
Polyrrhizon, Blancnon Oribusii, Lonchi'tis, Filidula, Male Polypody or Fern, Filix mas, Ne~
phro'dium crena'lum,jX. Filix w«s, (F.) Fougere
such, has been used in internal hemorrhage,
male. Nat. Qrd. Filices.
Sex. Syst- Cry ptojraatonic diarrhoea, ague, &c. Dose, gr. jv to %j.
mia Filices. The rhizorna of this plant has
Polygonum Di var ic a'tu m; the Eastern been much extolled
as an anthelmintic, and in
Buckwheat plant.
TJie roots, reduced to a
cases of taenia. It was the basis of a once celecoarse meal, are said to be much used as an
r
brated remedy—

—

article of diet

by the Siberians.

Polygonum Fagop'yru

m,

— Fagop'yrum,

Madame A ouffer's—bul, perhaps, more of the efficacy was to be attributed
the
active
to
purgatives by which it was followed than to the fern. Dose,^ij toxiij of the
powdered solid part of the root; followed, in
the morning, by a strong cathartic of camboge
or jalap. An ethereal extract has been proposed
by Dr. Peschier, of Geneva.

Buckwheat, Trit'icum Fagi'num, (F.) Sarrusi?i,
Ble noir. The grain of" this plant constitutes
a principal article of food with the inhabitants
of Russia, Germany, and Switzerland. It is
much used in the United States.
Polygonum Hydropiper, Hydropiper, PerPOLYPODY, MALE, Polypodium filix mas.
sica'ria urens, Mercurius terres'tris; the Poor
POL'YPOID, Polypoi'des; from Polypus,
Man's Pepper, Biting Arse-smart, Lake-weed,
Water-pepper, (F.) Poivre d'eau. The leaves of (q. v.,) and ados, form.' Having the shape of,
this plant have an acrid, burning taste; and or resembling a polypus.
OFFICINALIS, Boletus
resemble those of the arum. They have been
'

POLYPORUS

recommended

as possessing antiseptic, aperient,
and diuretic virtues. The fresh leaves have
been applied externally, as a stimulating cata-

laricis.

plasm.

great desire for drink.
Polyposia, Polydipsia.

Polygonum Pkrsica'ria, Persicaria, Persicaria mitis, Plumba'go, Arse- smart, (F.) PersiThis plant is said to possess vulcaire douce.
nerary and antiseptic qualities. It has been
wine
to arrest gangrene.
given in

POLYGROMA,

Staphyloma.

POLYHYPERHJEMIA, Plethora.
POLYLYMPHIA, Anasarca.
POLYMASTHUS, from noivs, many,'

and
monster having several

POLYPO'SIA,

TtoXvnooia, from noXvg,

'much,' and nooig, 'drink.'

Great thirst-

POL'YPUS, Pscudometamorpho'sis polypo'so
from noXvg, many,' and rcovg, 'afoot.' A name
given to tumours, which occur in mucous membranes especially and which have been compared to certain aoophytes. Polypi may form
on every mucous membrane. They are most
commonly observed in the nasal fossae, pharvnx.
and uterus; more rarely in the stomach, intes'

;

oxptg,

bronchial tubes, bladder, and meatus
auditorius externus. They vary much in size,
number, mode of adhesion, and intimate naAccordingly, they have received various
ture.
appellations
mucous, soft, vesic'u/ar, when
their substance has been soft, spongy, vesicuOthers
lar, and, as it were, gorged with fluid.
have been called hard; and these have been
distinguished into fibrous or fleshy, and into
scirrhous or cancerous. Fibrous polypi are of a
dense, compact texture, and whitish colour.

so called, when multiple.
POLYMERIA, from noXvg, 'much,' and
mutilated.'
Congenital misconstrucTn;0os,
Good.
tions of various parts or organs.

scirrhous or carcinom'atous are true cancerous tumours, painful and
bleeding. They present all the pathological

'

naodo;,
breasts.

'

A

breast.'

— Gurlt.

POLYMERIA PROM1SCUA TRANSLATIVE,

Transposition of the viscera.

;

POLYMERIS'MUS, from noXvg, 'much,'
and fttqog, a part.' A monstrosity, which con'

sists in tiie

existence of supernumerary organs;

as a sixth finder of the hand.

POLYNKUIiON,

Plantago.

eOLYOP'SIA.Irom
Vision

'siffht.'

-roAi/j,'

much,' and

is

'

—

49*

tines,

They contain

i'ew vessels,

rate into cancer.

The

and do not degene-

——

——

POLYRRHIZON

— — — — ——
TOPLES
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changes which belong to cancerous affections,
and the prognosis is of course unfavourable.
The mode of treating polypi must differ ac'

cording to their character. The means used
to destroy them have been, ]. To subject them
to the action of certain astringent powders or
solutions, to obtain their resolution.
2. Cauterization or the application of the actual cautery
or caustics. 3. Excision or ablation with a cut-

——

employed only externally; which differs but
little from an ointment, except in having, generally, less consistence.

It is, generally, niiiile
aromatic, and coloured to render it more agree-

able.

Common Pomatum
suet, 4 lbs

;

essence,

made of

is

lard, 12 Bis;

*;viij.

Pomatum ad labia Demulcenda, Cerate for
— p. Epispasticum flavum, Unguentum

the lips

—

ting instrument. 4. Extirpation with the fin- lytta; medicatum aliud. p. Epispasticum viride
gers or with the polypus forceps. 5. A liga- &C, Unguentum lytta? medicatum p. for the
ture, put round them so as to prevent their nuLips, Cerate for the lips
p. Nitricum vel oxytrition.
A seton has, also, been sometimes used genatum, Unguentum acidi nitrosi— p. Saturni,
tc gradually destroy the pedicle.
Unguentum plumbi superacetatis.
The term Polypi, Pscudopolypi, has likewise
Punica granatum.
been applied to collections of blood fibrinous
POM1L1US, see Nanus.
POMMADE,
concretions— found in the heart or great vesPomatum p. d'Alyon, Unguensels after dissolution.
These were once, erro- tum acidi nitrosi p. Antipsorique dc Jasser,
neously, regarded as morbid. The presence of Unguentum sulphuris composilum p. d'Autenthese concretions may be suspected, when in rict/i, Unguentum antimonii tartarizati p. dc
the course of an acute or chronic affection of Cyrilli, Unguentum muriatis hydrargyri oxythe heart, pr at the close of chronic diseases in genato medicatus p. Epispastique juune, Ungeneral especially those of the lungs the guentum lytte medicatum aliud p. Epispasheart's action becomes suddenly tumultuous, tique rerte, Unguentum lytta? medicatum
p. de
obscure, and accompanied with a soft bellows' Gurou, Unguentum epispasticum de daphne
murmur, whilst the general symptoms indicate gnidio p. pour les Lkvres, Cerate for the lips
Ophthalmique (Regent's,) Unguentum
the effects of obstructed circulation. The right
p.
cavities are most frequently affected.
ophthalmicuin p. Oxygenic, Unguentum acidi
Pol'ypus Bhonchia'lis, Broncldemmi'tis, nitrosi p. Stibiie, Unguentum antimonii tarBronchi'tis membrana'cea, B. plastic. A mem- tarizati.
braniform secretion in the bronchial tubes of a
POMME, see Pyrus malus p. d' Amour, Sodiphtheritic character, having the shape, when lanum lycopersicum
p. fcpineuse, Datura straexpectorated, of the bronchia. It is the result monium p. de Merveille, Momordica balsamica
of inflammation of the lining membrane of those
p. Mousseuse, Bedegar
p. de Terre, Solanum

—

—

POMEGRANATE,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

tuberosum.

tubes.

POLYRRHTZON, Polypodium
POLYRRHCEA, Profluvium.
POLYSAR'CIA,

filix

POMMES HEMORRHOID ALES.

mas.

POMMETTE. See Malse os.
POMMIER. Pyrus malus.
POMPH'OLYX, from noutpog,

from nolvc, 'much,' and

Carnos'itas, Polysoma'tia, Adelipa'ria, Obes'ilas, Corpulen'tia, (q. v,,) Steati'tcs.

caQs, 'flesh.'

Excessive corpulency. Authors have distinguished two varieties of this: Polysarcia carnosa, Cor'pulcncy, (q v.,) and P. adipo'sa, or
Vbcs'ity,Hypcrpim'el£, Lipur'ia, Jldipo'sis, PolyA severe regimen and exersar' cia J'agino' sa.
cise are the best preventives.
POLYSOMATIA, Polysarcia.
from nukvs, 'much,' and
A powerful instrument for rertrraw, 'I draw.'
ducing luxations. Gorreeus.
PIiNGUICOLA, see Worms
p. Venarum, see Worms.
POLYTRIC, Asplenium trichomanoides.
POLYT'RICHUM, from nolvi, much,' and
Polyt'ricon, Polyt'richum Vulga'rS,
3$i$, hair.'
Adian'llium au'reum, Golden Maiden-kair, (F.)
Perce-mousse. It is possessed of astringent
properties, and was formerly given in diseases
of the lungs, and in calculous affections.

POLYSPASTON,

—

—

POLYSTOMA

<

'

POLYTRICUM COMMUNE,

Asplenium

trichomanoides.

POLYTRO'PHIA,
-rotftb,

'1

nourish.'

from noXvg,

Abundant

'

much,' and

or excessive

POLYURIA, Diabetes.
POLYU'RICUS, from

—

A

'a bladder.'
eruption of
or blebs, appearing without any inflam-

small vesicle on the skin.

bullse

An

mation around them, and without fever.
See
the Ecpldysis Pompholyx of Good.

It is

Pem-

phigus.

Pompholyx, Tutia, Zinci oxydum.
•

POMPION,

POMUM

Cucurbita pepo.

ADA'Ml.

Adam's Apple.

The

projection, formed by the thyroid cartilage in
of males particularly. It is so called
the neck,
from a notion, that it was caused by the apple
sticking in the throat of our first parent.

—

Pomum Hikiiosolymitanum, Momordica
samina

—

p.

bal-

Melongenae, 6ee Solanum melon-

gena.

POKCTION.

Puncturing.

PONDERA ET MENSURjE, Weights

and

measures.

POJVGITIF, Pungent.

—

PONS HEPATIS.

See Lobulus anonymus

Tarini pons.
Pons Vako'lii, Corpus annula'rl, Proces'sus
annular is, Eminen'tia annularis, Varo'li's bridge,
p. Tarini,

enceph'ali vel Cer'cbri, Cer'ebral prolu'berancc, Mesoccph'alnm, Protiibcran' tin annulaAn eminence
ris H'tllisii, Annular protuberance.
at the upper part of the medulla oblongata, first
It is formed by the
described by Varolius.
union of the crura cerebri and crura cerebelli.

Nodus

nutrition.

cvqov, 'urine.'

See Vis-

cum album.

Sauvages

tioXv?,
calls

'much,' and
Ischuria poly-

urica a kind of is&huria, caused by accumulation of urine in the bladder
CHINENSIA, see Citrus aurantium.
UM, Cider.

POMA
POMACE
POMATUM, Pomma' turn, (F.) Pomma.de,
(F.) Liparole. A pharmaceutical preparation,

POPLAR, AMERICAN, Liriodendron— p.

—

p.
Black, Populus— p. Tree, Liriodendron
Tulip-bearing, Liriodendron.
POPLES, Gave' turn, Garretum, Ignys, IgnyS,

—
POP LITE

P0RR1G0
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Ham, the Hough, (F.) Jarret. The posterior part of the knee joint.
The ham forms,
what is called, the popliteal region.

Hie

pointed prolongations, as if it had been moulded
on the papillae, like the shorter t and blunter
quills of the porcupine.
POPLITE, Poplitasus, muscle.
PORCUS, Vulva.
POPLITEAL, Paplitx'us, from Poples, the
PORDE, Crepitation.
ham.' That which relates to the ham. A name
PORE, Porus, Inter1 stice, nooog, a passage.'
given to various parts.
Anatomists have given this name to the openPopliteal Artery Popliteal portion of lite ings at the extremities of vessels at the surface
crura/., (Ch.)
is really a continuation of the
of different membranes. Exhai.ant Pores are
femoral, which changes its name on passing those which terminate the extremities of artethrough the adductor magnus muscle. It de- ries, and transmit the fluids exhaled. Absorscends a little obliquely outwards into the hol- bent Porf.s are the absorbent mouths (?) of veslow of the ham, and extends from the com- sels, employed in taking up parts that have to
mencement of the lower third of the thigh to enter the circulation. Pores exist in the cutithe end of the upper quarter of the leg, where cle; yet Humboldt, with a powerful magnitVit terminates by dividing into the posterior tibial
fng-glass, was unable to observe them.
The
and peroneal arteries. In the ham, it gives off pores of the skin have also been called spirathe three superior articular arteries; and, at the cula.
top of the leg, the arteries of the gemini musPori Bilia'rii are ducts, which receive the
cles or gemini brandies, (F.) branches jumellcs, bile from the penicilli of the liver, and convey
the two inferior articular arteries, and the tibi- it to the hepatic duct.
alis antica.
POROCE'LE, from nwQog, 'a callus,' and
Poplitjeus Muscle, Muscle Jarrctier, Fimoro- xiiXrj, ' a tumour.' A hard tumour of the testipop/iti-tibial, (Ch.,) Subpoplitasus, (F.) Muscle cle or its envelopes.
poplite, is seated in the popliteal region.
It is
POROM'PHALON, from nwQog, 'hard,' and
triangular, long, flat; and is inserted, on the ompaXoq, the navel.'
Umbilical hernia with
one hand, by means of a strong tendon, into the hard and thickened parietcs.
tuberosity at the outer condyle of the femur,
POROS, Canal.
terminating below at the upper part of the posPOROSIS, Chalaza.
terior surface of the tibia.
This muscle bends
POROT'IC, Porol'icus, from ntuooc, ' callus.'
the leg on the thigh, and, reciprocally, the thigh A remedy believed to be capable of assisting
on the leg. When the leg is bent, it causes it the formation of callus.
,
to turn, in rotation, inwards.
PORI'HURURIA. Urine, purpuric.
Popliteal Nerves. They result from the
PORPHYRA, Purpura— p. Graecorum, Pebifurcation of the sciatic, and are two in num- techiae p. Hoemorrhagica, Purpura haemorber, viz. 1. The externa I popliteal, Branchepiro- rhaeica.
It is smaller than the internal;
nitre, (Ch.)
PORPHYRIZAT1QN, Levigation.
turns to the outside of the fibula at the upper
POR'PHYRY, Porphyri'tes, from -nooyvou,
part of the leg, and divides into the musculo- 'purple.' A species of very hard, compound
cutaneous branch, nerf prttibio-digitul (Ch.) rock, susceptible of considerable polish, and
and into the anterior tibial, nerf prctibio-sus- used in the fabrication of mortars and slabs for
phalangetaire, (Ch.) 2. The inter'nal poplite' al the apothecary.
nerve, Blanche tibiale, (Ch.) which is larger
Porfhyry, Black, Ophites.
than the other, and seems to be the real contiPORRA'CEOUS, Porra'ceus, Prasinus, from
nuation of the sciatic nerve. It descends verti- porrum, 'a leek.' Having the green colour of
cally into the hollow of the ham; and passes the leek. An epithet given to certain- excreted
beneath the aponeurotic arch of the Solaris mu* matters, the sputa and faeces particularly.
cle, beyond which it takes the name of tibial
PORREJlU, Allium porrum.
It furnishes the external saphena nerve,
nerve.
PORRECTUM, Lever.
branches,
that
are
distributed
number
of
a
and
PORRET, Allium porrum.
It then
to the posterior muscles of the leg.
PORRIG1KE, Porrigo favosa.
passes to the sole of the foot to be divided into
PORRIGO, (L.) 'scurf or scale in the head,'
two branches, called Plantar nerves.
Tin'ca, Eavus, Furfura'tio, Furfures, Pityri'aPopliteal Vein has the same arrangement sis, Ecpye'sis porrigo, Phlysis porrigo, from por(F.) Teigne, Ruche.
rigerc, to spread.'
as the artery, behind which it is situate.
Some
POPONAX. See Pastinaca opoponax.
of the varieties are contagious. It is princiPOPPY, CORN, RED, Papaver rhreas— p. pally characterized by an eruption of the pusHeads, see Papaver p Juice, Meconium p. tules, called favi and achores, unaccompanied
p. Thorn. ArgeSpotlins, Cucurbalus Rehen
by fever.
Porrigo Decal'vans, Tricho'sis area,' Area,
mone Mexicana p. White, Papaver p. White,
Alope'cin area' to, consists of patches of baldness,
capsule, see Papayer.
POP'ULUS, Populus nigra, JEgei'ros, Ache- without decay or change of colour in the surThe rounding hair, the exposed parts of the scalp
ro'is, Black poplar, (F.) Peuplier noir.
voung buds, oculi, or rudiments of the leaves, being glabrous, white, and shining. The morwhich appear in the beginning of spring, were >bid condition sometimes spread*, so that the
formerly used in an officinal ointment the un- patches coalesce, rendering the baldness extengucn'lum popule'um. It was, also, recommended sive. The treatment consists in keeping the
scalp cleared by constant shaving, and in the
in chronic affections of the lungs.
PORCELALVE. Essera.
steady application of some stimulating liniment
PORCELLIO, Oniscus.
or ointment.
PORCUPINE DISEASE. Ichthyosis.
Porrigo Favosa, Ccrion, Favus, Ecpycs!s
Porcupine Men. Persons have been so called porrigo favosa, Tinea favosa Scabies capitis fain whom the cuticle is produced in the form of rosa, Honey comb Scull or Tetter.
(F.) Teignt
<

'

—

—

'

—

—

—

,

—

'

—

—

—

—

—

—

,

PORRIGO

faveuse, Porrigine. This consists in an eruption of pustules common to the head, trunk, and
extremities, pea-sized, flattened at the top, in
clusters, often uniting, discharge, fetid, scabs,
honey-combed; the cells filled with fluid. It
occurs both in early and adult life. The treatment, in this variety, must consist in the exhibition of laxatives and the mildest stimulating
ointments, such as the Ung. zinci, Ung. hydrargyri praecipitat. alb., &.c.
Porrigo FuH'fuuANs, Ecpyesis porrigo furfura'cea, Tinea furfuracca, Tinea purrigino'sa,
Teigne furfurace (Alibert) commences with
an eruption of small achores, the fluid of which
soon concretes and separates in innumerable,
thin, laminated scabs, or scale-like exfoliations.
It is attended with a good deal of itching and
some soreness of the scalp, to which the disease
In the
It occurs chiefly in adults.
is confined.
treatment, the scalp must be kept shaved. The
repeatedly
with
soap and
part must be washed
water, and an oiled silk cap worn. The nature
of the ointments used must vary according to
the period of disease and the irritability of
one made
the part affected. Zinc ointment;
with the Cocculus indicus; the Sulphur ointment; Citrine ointment and Ung. hydrargyri
nitrico-oxydi; Tar ointment and Nitric acid oint-

—

—

—

Should inall been found useful.
flammation or discharge arise, these applications

ment have

must of course be intermitted.
Porrigo Larvalis, P. lupinosa.

Porrigo

Larva'lis, Crusta lactea, EcpycPorrigo crusta'cea, dehor, Tinea lactea, T.
Faciei, Milky scall or Tetter, Luctu'men, (F.)
Croute dc but, Croute laileuse, Fe~ux voluges.
This is, almost exclusively, a disease of infancy. It commonly appears first on the forehead
and cheeks, in an eruption of numerous, minute, whitish achores on a red surface. These
break and discharge a viscid fluid, which becomes incrusted in thin, yellowish, or greenish
The patches spread, until the whole
scabs.
lace becomes, as it were, enveloped in a mask,
(hence the epithet larvalis.) The disease is
rather a variety of Eczema. Sometimes the
eruption appears on the neck and breast; and,
sis

occasionally, on the extremities. In general,
the health of the child does not suffer, but the
eruption is always attended with much itching
and irritation. The treatment consists in mild,
tepid ablution, and the application of gently
stimulating ointments, as of the oxydum zinci.
The bowels must be kept in a soluble state by
small doses of calomel, or by rhubarb and magnesia.

Porrigo Lupino'sa, Tinea
cap'itis,

lupi'na,

Scabies

Ecpyesis porrigo lupino'sa, Porri'go

lar-

Impetigo figuru'ta, Tin'ea granula'ta, T.
muco'sa, Crusta lactea (of some) Mcnt'agra inva'lis,

(F.) Teigne, Dartre crustacee ftavescente,
consists of minute pustules in small patches,
mostly commencing on the scalp; the patches
terminating in dry, delving scabs, resembling
lupine seeds the interstices often covered with
a thin, whitish, and exfoliating incrustation. It
occurs chiefly in early life, and requires the
same treatment as the last.
Porrigo Scutula'ta, Tinea granuln'ta, Ecpyesis porrigo galeata, Tinea fico'sa, Aelto'res

fantum,

;

Ringworm of the scalp, Scalled
It commences
Teigne annulaire.
with'cluslers of small, light, yellow pustules,

seu Scabies

head;

(F.)

capitis,
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which soon scab off"; and, if neglected, become
hard by accumulation. If the scabs be removed, the surface is left red and shining, but
studded with slightly elevated points. If not
attended to, it involves the whole head. It occurs in children 3 or 4 years of a<re, and is very
unmanageable. The rules laid down under the
Porrigo furfurans must be, here, still more
perse veringly enforced. The whole tribe of
stimulating ointments may be used in succession.
No one will always succeed, and hence
the necessity of change, provided advantage
should not seem to follow any particular application.

The Unguentumad

Scabiem, of Banyer

sometimes cures, when others
PORRUM. Allium porrum.
PORRUS, Sarcoma.

fail.

PORTA, Tivhi, PylS, 'a gate.' The part of
the liver, where its vessels enter as by a gate.
Also, the Vulva, (q. v.)
Porta Jecoris. Porta vena.
Vena Porta, Vena portse, V. porla'rurn, llama' lis vena, Jan'ilrix, Vena magna seu i/me ad
partus est seu stclechix'a seu lactea sea osiia'ria,
Porta Jed oris, Porta, Vena arterio'sa seu arterial'lis, Maims Jec'oris seu hep' at is, Vena ad partus.
The System of the vena porta or the Abdom'inal
venous system, (F.) Veine parte, is a vascular
apparatus of black blood, situate in the abdomen, and resulting from two distinct orders of
vessels, united into one common trunk. I. One
of these trunks, much more extensive than the
other, has received the name Vena porta ubdomutu'lis, because it arises from all the organs
enclosed in the cavity of the abdomen, except
the kidneys and bladder; and in the female, the
uterus.
The Abdominal vena porta has two
principal roots,
rior mesenteric,

— the splenic vein and the
which have

supetheir ramifications

2. The other trunk,
in all the digestive organs.
destined solely to the liver, has been called the
Hepat'icvena porta. It appears to be a continuationofthe abdominal vena porta, and proceeds

towards the inferior surface of the

liver.

Op-

posite to the transverse fissure of that organ, it
divides, like an artery, into two branches,
which, by their union, seem to form a canal or
duct,called by some the Sinus of the vena porta.
These branches are distributed in the substance

of the liver, whither they are accompanied by
a prolongation of the fibrous capsule of that organ, the capsule of Glisson. The different
branches of the vena porta are devoid of valves.

—

Porte-Aiguille, Acutcnac'ulum; jYecdle carNeedle bearer ; from (F.) porter, to carry,'
and aiguille, 'a needle.' An instrument lot
accurately laying hold of a needle, and giving
it greater length, when it is so fine and small,
that it cannot be held by the fingers. It is of
steel or silver, about two inches long, and
throughout the whole, almost, of its length,
divided into two branches, so as to form a kind
rier,

'

of forceps, capable of being closed by means of
A modification of this instrua sliding ring.
ment has been devised by Or. Physick, for
taking up deep-seated arteries, beyond the reach
It consists
of a tenaculum or common needle.
of a forceps, so constructed as to hold in its extremity a needle armed with a ligature. The
handles of the forceps are fastened together,
temporarily, by a spring or catch; and, when
the needle is fairly deposited beneath the vessel,
it is disengaged from the forceps and drawn out,

—
PORTER

A

Porte-Bougie, (F.)
silver canula similar
to that of a trocar, except that it is longer.
It
used for conducting bougies into the urethra.
Porte-Feu:lle, Subscapularis.

Porte-Meche,
and meche,

'

(F.) from porter,

a tent.'

An
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leaving the ligature behind, which can be tied
without difficulty.

is

—

instrument

for

to carry,'

carrying

tents or michcs deeply into fistulous openings,
or sinuses, to the bottom of ulcers, &c.
It is a
wire of silver or steel, four or five inches long,
having a notch at one extremity, and a button
at the other.
PoRiE-Moii.
small instrument for
keeping the moxa applied to the part to be cauterized.
It consists of a metallic ring
separated from the skin by thiee small supports of
ebony to which a long handle is adapted.
Poiitf.-Pierre, Caustic bearer. An instrument similar to a porte- crayon, for carrying the

A

—

—

lunar caustic.

Porte-Sonde. An instrument, resembling
a porte-crayon, employed for holding the style
or sonde, and inserting it more readily into the
nasal duct, during the operation for fistula lachrymalis.
PORTER, Cerevisia.
PORTIO DURA, Facial nerve.

terosseous muscle, which arises from the inner
or ulnar side of the metacarpal bone of the fore
finger, and is inserted into the inside of the
tendon on the back of the fore finger. Its use
is to draw the fore finger inwards.
Posterior Indicis Pedis, Abduc'tor Indicis
An external, interosseous muscle, which
Pedis.
arises from the contiguous sides of the met"itarsal bones of the fore toe, and second of the
small toes, and is inserted into the outside of
Its
the root of the first bone of the fore toe.
use is to pull the fore toe outwards.
Posterior Medii Dig"iti Manus. An external, interosseous muscle, which arises from
the corresponding sides of the metacarpal bones
of the middle and ring fingers; and is inserted
into the inside of the tendon on the back of the
middle finger. Its use is to draw the middle
finger inwards.
Posterior Medii Dig"iti Pedis, Adductor
medii digiti pedis. An external, interosseous
muscle, which originates from the contiguous
sides of the metatarsal bones of the second and
third of the small toes, and is inserted into the
outside of the root of the first bone of the second of the small toes. Its use is to pull the toe

outwards.

Posterior Tertii Digiti. Adductor tertii
Portio Media Inter Portio'nem Duram et digiti. An external, interosseous muscle, which
Portio'nem Mollem. A small nerve, which arises from the contiguous sides of the metatararises from the brain, between the origin of the sal bones of the 3d and 4th of the small toes,
portio dura and trunk of the portio mollis.
and is inserted into the outside of the root of
Wrisberg.

PORTION COSTO-TRACH&LIENNE DU
SACROSPINAL, Longissimus dorsi— p. EcailIcuz ou squameux du temporal,
tion of the temporal.

Squamous

por-

PORTION LOMBMRE DU PLEXUS
CRURAL. Lumbar plexus.
PORTION GODRONME DE LA CORNE

D'AMMON. A name

bone of the third of the small
outwards.
POSTHE, Penis, Prepuce.

the
use

first
is

toes.

Its

to pull the toe

POSTHIOPLASTY,

Posthioplasticus, from
the prepuce,' and nXaoow, ' I form.'
nooQtov,
An epithet applied to the operation for restoring
the prepuce.
POSTHITIS, from noo9iov, < the prepuce,*
and ids: the termination for inflammation.
Inflammation of the prepuce.
POSTHON'GUS, from noa&iov, 'the preSwelling of the
puce,' and oyxog, 'a tumour.'
'

—

given by Vicq d'Azyr to
a email denticulated cord of a compact tissue
which unites the cornu
granularappearance,
and
ammonis to the paries of the lateral ventricle.
prepuce.
PORTONARIUM, Pylorus, Duodenum.
POSTPOSITIO. Delay in the return of a
PORTULA'CA, Andrack'ne, Allium Gallicum, Portulu'ca olera'cea, Purslane, (F.) Pour- paroxysm. It is opposed to anlicipatio, which
pier cultivi. This plant abounds with a watery means the return of a paroxysm earlier than its
and somewhat acid juice; and is often put into accustomed hour.
In this sense we speak of an anticipating and
soups or pickled with spices. It is regarded as
postponing intermittent.
antiseptic and aperient
BLE, Potab'ilis, from potare, 'to drink,'
POSCA, Oxycrate.
Water is
Potimos, Potos, Posimos, drinkable.'
POSE, Coryza.
said to be potable, when it contains atmospheric
POSIMOS, Potable.
and
has
no
mineral
not
brackish;
imposition.
is
False
air;
POSITION, FALSE,
POSOL'OGY, Posuhg"ia; from nuoos, 'quan- pregnation of consequence.
Indication of
POTASH. So called from the pots or vessels
a discourse.'
tity,' and Hoyoc,
the doses in which the different articles of the in which it was made; Potas'sa,Kali, Vegetable alkali, Gastrinum.
materia rnedica ought to be exhibited.
Potash of Commerce, Potassa impu'ra, ImPOSSET, Posse' tarn; from (L.) Posca, 'sour
or
wine
pure
potass, Ala' men cali'num, Cin'eres Rus'sici,
curdled
with
wine and water.' Milk
any acid or treacle. A preparation of beer and Subcar'bonas polas'sse impu'rus, Potus'sx car'bonas impurus, the Pcarlash of commerce is
milk. Zi/thog'ala.
prepared from the ashes of land plants by calPOSTBRACHfALE. Metacarpus.
POSTERIOR ANNULA'RIS. An external, cination, solution in water, filtration, and evainterosseous muscle, which arises from the cor- poration. It usually consists of subcarbonate
responding sides of the metacarpal bones of the of potass, sulphate of potass, chloride of potasring, and little finger, and is inserted into the sium, silex, oxide of iron, &c.
From the ashes of lees of wine, and from vine
inside of the tendon on the back of the ring
obtained. It is
finger.
Its use is to draw the ring finger in. twigs a much purer alkali is
called Cinis infecto'rius, C.fsecum, Cin'eres clawards.
vella'ti, Alu'menfxcum, Cendres gravities, CenPosterior Auris, Retrahens auris.
Posterior Ik'dicis Manus. Ah internal, in- dies dc garment, Cineres gravcllaU.

POTA

'

'

—

—

—
POTASS

It is called Salt

of tartar, Sal Tar'tari,
Kali e tartaro, Subcar'bonus potassse puris'simus, Potnssse Subcarbonus e tartaro. Lastly, when wormwood is
burnt to ashes, dissolved in water, filtered and
evaporated to dryness, it affords another variety
of vegetable alkali,— the Sal absin'thii or Salt of

Kali prsepara'tum

e tariaro,

wormwood.
Impure potass

is used for preparing the subcarbonate for medical use.
POTASS, ACETATE OF, Potass* acetas—
p. Bisulphate of, Potassae supersulphas
p. Bi-

—
Euchlorate

lartrate of, Potassae supertartras
of,

Potassae carbonas

murias
fusa

—

p.

—

p.

p.

—

Carbonate
of,

Potassae

and Iron, tartrate of, Ferrum tartarizatum p.
with Lime, Potassa cum calce p. Mephite of,
Potassae subcarbonas
p. Muriate of, Potassae
murias p. Nitrate of, Potassae nitras p. Oxymuriate of, Potassae murias hyperoxygenatus
p. Subcarbonate of, Potassae subcarbonas
p.
Sulphate of, Potassae sulphas— p. Sulphate of,

—

—

—

supersulphas p. Sulphuret of,
Potassae sulphuretum
p. Supercarbonate of,
Potassa; carbonas p. Supersulphate of, Potassse
supersulphas p. Supertartrate of, Potassae su-

acid, Potassa?

—

—
—
— p. Tartrate

of,

tar-

trate of.

POTASSA, Potash, P. fusa— p. Acidulus,
Potass, oxalate of p. Basicus, Potass, oxalate

—

—

—

Bicarbonas, P. carbonas p. Carbonas,
P. subcarbonas
p. Carbonas impurus, Potash
of commerce p. Chloras, P. murias hyperoxygenatus— p. Chloruretum o.cydatum, P. murias

of

p.

—

—

hyperoxygenatus.
Potas'sa cum Calce, Potass with lime, Calx
cum kali puro, Caus'ticum commu'nS for'tius,
Lapis inferna'lis sive sep'ticus, Kali caus'ticum

cum calce, Potas'sa ope culcis para'ta et i<rne
fusa, Lapis cuus'ticus, (F.) Potasse prepar&e
avec la chaux, P. a la chaux, Pierre a cautere.
( Liquor. potassae Ibiij, calcis recent. Ibj.
Boil the
solution of potass to ibj
then add the lime,
slaked with water, and mix. Ph. L.) Used for
the same purposes as the next, but more manageable being less deliquescent.
;

;

Potassa, Ferrocyanate of, Potassii Ferrocyanuretum — p. Ferroprussiate of, Potassii fer-

rocyanuretum.

Impura,

—

Potash of

p. Prussiate

—

of,

Potassii ferrocyanuretum.

Potassa Ace'tas, Acetas kali, Oxytar'tarus,
Acetas lixiv'ise seu kalicum, M'culi tartari ace'to
satura'tum, Alcali vcgctei'bile cum acrto, Maniste'rium tartari purgans, Terra folia' ta Tartari,
Kali aceta'tum, Sal diitrct'icus, Sal Scnncr'ti,
Ac"etate of potass, Arca'num tartari.
(Acid,
acetic. Oj, Potassas. carbon, q. s.
Mix and add,
by degrees, enough acetic acid to saturate the
alkali.
Then filter and evaporate till a pellicle
is formed, which is to be dried upon bibulous
paper; evaporate again in a water bath, and,
removing the pellicles, dry them. Ph. U. S.)
It is cathartic and diuretic.
Dose, ^j to jij

—

or more.

Potass;e Bicarbonas, Potassae carbonas
Bitartras, P. supertartras.

—

p.

Potassa Car'bonas, Kali aeraftum, Blear'
bonas potassae, Potas'sce bicar' bonus, (Ph. U. S.)
Deutocarbonas potas'sii, Carbonate of potass,
Supercar'bonate of potass. This is not caustic,
like the subcarbonate of potass, and hence, has
been preferred to relieve acidity. (Potass, carbon. Ibiv, Aquae destillat. Ox.
Pass carbonic
acid through the solution until it is saturated,
and filter. Evaporate at a he*at, not exceeding
100°, and dry the crystals on bibulous paper.
Carbonic acid is obtained from marble by the
addition of dilute sulphuric acid.
Ph. U. S.)
Dose, gr. xtoZrs. It is used in forming the
soda powders, as well as for its antacid properties.

Potassae Carbonas, (Ph. U. S.) P. Subcarbonas p. Carbonas impurus, P. Subcarbonas

—

—

Carbonas purus, see

P. Subcarbonas— p. et
Ferrum tartarizatum.
Potassa Hydki'odas, Potassii Protohydri'-

p.

Ferri tartras,

odas, Potas'sii protox'idi hydri'odas, Hydri'odate
of potass. If a solution of potass be poured on
iodine in its metallic state, an iodate and hydriodate are formed. These may be separated
by means of alcohol, which only dissolves the
latter of these salts.
The hydriodate or rather
the Iodide of Potassium, Katium loda'tum, Kali

K. Hydriod'icum, Hydriodas
loduretum, may be obtained
by evaporation. When the Iodide of Potassium
is dissolved in water, it becomes the Hydriodate
of Potassa. The following is the formula in
the Pharm. U. S.
lodin. gvj; Ferri lament.
Hydriodin'icum,

Ka'licus, Potassii

Potass, carbon. Jjiv, vel q. s. Aquw destillat.
Mix the Iodine with three pints of the
and add the iron filings, stirring
frequently with a spatula for half an hour. Apply a gentle heat, and when the liquor assumes
a greenish colour, add gradually the carbonate
of potass, previously dissolved in half a pint of
the water, until it ceases to cause a precipitate.
Continue the heat for half an hour, and filter.
Wash the residuum with half a pint of the disMix the
tilled water, boiling hot, and filter.
filtered liquors, and evaporate, that crystals
may form. Pour off the liquid, and dry the
crystals on bibulous paper. The hydriodate of
soda is made in the same way. Virtues, those
of iodine, (q. v.)
Potassa; Murias, Sul Digesti'vus vel Sul-febrif'ugus Sylvii, Muriate of Potass, Spir'ilus satis
mari'ni coagula'tus. Bitter and refrigerant.
^iij,

t

Oiv.

Potassa Fusa, Potassa, Kali caus'ticum, Fused
potass, Caus'ticum comi/m'ne acer'rimurn. Kali
puru/u, AL'kali ve.geta'bilB fizuin caus'ticum,

Causticum alkuli'num, C. commu'ni, C. putentia'le,

supertartras— p.

p. Liquida, Liquor potassa;
p. Ope
calcis parata et i<rne fusa, Potassa cum calce

—

Potassae tartras.

Potass and Soda, Tartrate or, Soda,

P.

commerce

—

—

—

pertartras

tras,

—

hyperoxygenatus p. Fused, Polassa
Hydriodate of, Potassae hydriodas— p.

—
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Another variety of the alkali is afforded by
burning argol in a crucible; afterwards powdering and calcining it, till it is nearly white;
then dissolving in water, filtering and evaporating.

-

C. salifnum, Hydras ka'licum, Hi/tlras po-

Lapis cuus'ticus, Lapis causticus chirnrgo'rum, Lapis inferna'lis a Ira//' nits, L.
septicus, Ruplo'rium commu'nS, (F.) Potasse
(Prepared by evaporating the solucauslique.
tion of potass to dryness in an iron vessel.)
This preparation is generally run into cylindrical moulds, covered with paper, and kept in
well corked vessels. It is powerfully escharotic, and is used for forming issues, caring
tas'sa; purse fusas,

&c.
Potassa, Hydrobromate of, see Bromine
p.
p. Hydrocyanate of, Potassii cyar.uretum
Hyperoxalas, Potass, oxalate of— p. Hypertarstrictures,

—

distilled water,

—

Potassa Murias Hyperoxvgena'tus, Po-

POTASSJE
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POTASSES

tiisr.r,
Chloras, P. oxymu'rias, Oxymu'riale of trum vitriolatum Schroederi, Sal Sapien'tia, Sal
potass, Euchlo'rate of potass, Alcati vegelabile Tar'turi Sulphura'tum,
Specijicum Paruceisi,
sail' tv-depklogistica' turn, Chlorurelum
potassx Spirit us vitrioli coagula'tus Mynsichti, Protooxydutum, Haloidum oxygenatum, Oxogc'noch/o- sulph'ate of Potas'sium, Al'kali vegeta'bilS virure'lum potas'sii, Protochlorate of potassium, triolatum, Sal de duobus, Arca'num duplica'tuin
Kali cldor'icum, Chloras Kal'icus depura'tus. Nitrum vitrioki'tuin, Tartarum vitriolatum, PaIt has been regarded asantineuropathic, and as nace'a Ducis JHolsa'tix, Panace'a duplica'ta, Sal
an alterative purifier of the blood and humours. Polychres'tus, Sulphate of Potass. (The salt
It is of doubtful efficacy.
Dose 3 to 6 grains that remains after the distillation of nitric acid,
or more.
dissolved; the excess of acid saturated with
Potas'sa: Nitras, Nitrate of Potass, Nitrum, subcarbonate of potass and crystallized.) PurSal nitrum, Nitre, Saltpetre, Sal petrx, Salse'du gative and diuretic. Dose ^ss to
3J as a laxamucrum, Sanguin'ea^ Berenic" ium Halinitrum, tive; gss to jZyj, as a purge.
Proloni' trate of Potas'sium, Nitrate of protox'ide
Potassse Sulphas cum Sul'phure; Sal Pocf Potas'sium, Kali nit'ricum, Nitras hul'icum, lychres'tus Gluse'ri, Lixiv'ia Vitriola'ta Sulphu'Nitras lixiv'ix. Obtained from the putrefaction rea. (Formed by deflagrating nitrate of potass
of animal matters, in contact with calcareous with sublimed sulphur.) Same virtues as the
or alkaline earths, by elixiviation; adding, if last. Dose. gr. xv to xxx.
necessary, wood ashes to supply the alkaline
Potassa: Sulphure'tum, Potas'sii Sulphure'basis.
It i3 formed, in an impure state, by na- tum, Kali sulphurclum, Hepar Sulphuris saliture, in warm climates.
num. H. sulpha' ris vulga'rS, Sulphure'tum lixiv'It is diuretic and refrigerant, and, in large ia, S. ka'licum, Hepar Sulphuris, Liver of Suldoses, purgative; externally, cooling and de- phur, Sulphurct of Potass, (F.) Foie de Sovfre.
tergent. Dose, gr. x to gss.
In large doses, (Sulphur, lot. §j, Potassa curb. gij. Rub them
it is an acrid poison.
together and place the mixture in a covered
Potassa: JNitras Fusus Sulpha'tis Paucil'- crucible upon the fire until they unite.) It has
z.0 Mixtus; Sal prunel'lse, Crystal' lus minera'- been employed, in affections of the chest, as an
expectorant, in the dose of from ^ss to
lis, Nitras potassse cum sul'phure fusus, Nitrum
gj,
tabula'turn, Lapis prunel'lse, Sore-throat salt, largely diluted; but it is chiefly used as a bath
Min' eral crystal, Anodlynum minera'le. Nitrate or wash in cases of itch, tinea capitis, and other
of potass, mixed with a little sulphate of potass cutaneous affections.
Potassa: Superoxalas, Potass, oxalate of—
and run into moulds. Its properties are those
of nitre.
p. Tartras acidulus purus, P. supertartras— p.
Potassa: Ok'alas, Superox'alate of Protox'ide Tartras slibialis seu stibiosus, Antimonium tarof Potas'sium, Ox' alas Acid'ulum Potas'sx seu tarizntum.
,

Potas'sa acid'ulus seu ba'sicus, Super ox' alas
ka'licum,. S. Potassa, Hyperoxalas Potassa, Sal
AcetoscUUc, Oxa'lium, Kali oxal'icum acid'ulum,
Ox'alus subpotas'sicus, Oxalate of Potass, Salt of
sorrel.
Prepared from the juice of wood sorrel.
It is refrigerant and is used to make lemonade,

&c.
Potassa: Oxalas Acidulu'm, Potass, oxalate
P. murias hyperoxygenalus
Purre fusoe hydras, Potassa fusa p. et
Sodae tartras, Soda, tartrate of.
Potassa: Subcau'bonas, P. Carhonas (Ph.
IX. S.), Subcar'bonas Kali, Car'bonas Potassa,
Kali praparatum, Sal HerJba'rum, Calca'reous
Tartar, Sal Phintdrwm, Subcar' bonate of Potass,
Sal Tartari, Sal Absm'thii, Mephite of potass,
&c. (See Potash.) A filtered solution of the
impure subcar bonate, Potas'sx car'bonas impu'rus (Ph. U. S.) Pearl-ash (See Potash,) evaporated to dryness. This deliquescent salt is
given in the same cases as the potassa? carbonas, than which it is more caustic and disp. Oxymurias,
—
p.

of

—

—

agreeable.
The Parisian codex has a Subcarbonas Potassa ex tartaro combusto, vulgo Sal Tartari or
Potassse ex dea. Subcarbonas
Salt of Tartar;
fiagrantibus si/nul tartrate acidulo et Nitrate
Potassse paratus, vulgo Nitrum ex tartaro Jixum,
which is the Potassse carbonas purus or Sail of
Tartar of the Pharmacopoeia of the United

—

—

States,
and a Subcarbonas Potassx ex deflagrante cum Carbonibus Nitrate Potassx paru'MS,
vulgo Nitrum Jixum. They are all used like

the preceding.

Potassa Subcarbonas Impcrus, Potash of
commerce.
Potassa: Sulphas, Kali vitriola'tum, Sulphas
Kali, Kali sulphu'ricum, Lixiv'ia vitriola'ta, Ni-

Potassa: Supf.rsul'phas, Super sut'phate of
Potass, Sal febrifugusof Lem'ery, Acid Sulphate
of Potass, Bisulphate of Potass, Super-protosulphate of Potas'sium.
(The salt remaining after
the distillation of nitric acid, dissolved, strained,
and crystallized.) It is refrigerant and purga=
tive.
Dose gss to ^ij.
.

Potassa: Supertar'tras Impu'rus, Tartarus
crudus, Tartarum, Lapis vini magneti'nus, Pedagra, (F.) Tartre am, T. brut. It is called,
also, Tartarum rubrum and Red Argol, when
obtained from red wines; Tartarum album or
White Argol, when from white wines. Tartar
is the saline deposit from wines as they become
aged; which attaches itself to the sides of the
casks and bottles, in which they are kept. It
consists of a considerable quantity of acidulous
tartrate of potass, tartrate of lime, silica, alumen.oxyd of iron, manganese, and a red colouring matter, if the wine be red. It is chiefly
used for the preparation of cream of tartar.
Potassa: Supertar'tras, Crystal H Tartari,
Tartras Acid'ulus Potassx purus, Super tar' trate
of Protox'ide of Potas'sium, Potas'sa Bitar'tras,
(Ph. U. S.) Bitartrate of Potass, Hypertartras
Potassa, Tartras superpotas'sicus, T. subpotas'sicus, Crystals of Tartar, Cremor Tartari, Cream
of Tartar (when in powder,) Super tar' trate of
Potass.
(F.) Creme de Tartre.
(The tartar of
wine purified.) it requires 120 parts of water
at (J(J J to dissolve it.
It is mildly purgative,
refrigerant, and diuretic. Dissolved in water,
with a small quantity of white wine, some sugar and lemon peel. H forms an agreeable beverage in febrile diseases, under the name of imperial.
Dose, as a diuretic, gj to gij; as a purgative 5-ss to 3gj.
Potassa; Tartras, Kali tar tariza' turn, Al'cali

—

—

—

POTASSE

Sal vegctab'vegetab'ilS tartar izutum, Tartrate of
Potass, Soluble Tartar, (Polassai carbon. §xvj;
Potassa: Bilartrat. inrpulv. subtiliss. Ibii'j, vel
T. lixiv'ia,

ilis, Alkali.

——

—
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fixum turtarisatum, Tar tar urn solu'bilS, Tartarus
tartarizaius, Lixio'ia Tartar isa'ta, Sal Panckres'tum, Tartras Kultnus,

——
———————

—

POTATO, Solanum tuberosum— p. Fly,
vitlata

—

p.

Spanish, Convolvulus

—

Lytta

—

batatas
p.
Vine, wild,

Sweet, Convolvulus batatas p.
Convolvulus panduratus p. Wild, Convolvulus panduratus.

—

POTEL.KE, Hyoscyamus.

s.,aquw buUie7itis,cong. Dissolve the carPOTENTIA, Force.
bonate of potassa in the water, add the bitarPOTEN'TIAL, Potentia'lis, from potens,
trate to saturation and boil; filter, evaporate 'able.'
An epithet for remedies, which, altill a pellicle forms and set aside to crystallize.
though energetic, do not act till some timo
liquid;
off
the
Four
dry the crystals on bibu- after their application. The caustic alkalies,
lous paper, and keep in closely stopped bottles for instance, are called Potential cauteries in
Ph. U.S.) A saline cathartic in the dose of contradistinction to the hot iron, which is
q.

—

termed

3'j t0 ?j^

POTASSE CAUSTIQUE,

Potassa fusa—p.

Cltavx, Potassa cum calce
p. Liquide,
Liquor potassa? p. Preparte avec la chaux, Potassa cum calce.

a

la

actual.

POTEJNTIL'LA ANSERl'NA,

Argentine,
Chenobos'con,Argenla'ria,Anseri'na, Silver Weed,
Wild Tansey. (F.) Argentine, Pottnlille. The
leaves are mildly astringent and tonic.
Potentii/la Reptans Pentaphyl'lum, Quin-

Potassii Cyanure'tijm, P. Cyan'idum, Cyanurel of Potassium, Hydrocif anate of Potassa, qtiefo'lium, Common cinquefoil.
(F.) Quinte(Potassii Ferrocyanur., in pulv. ^viij; Aqua: des- ftuille. The roots are possessed of astringent
Expose the Ferrocyanuret to a properties.
tillat. f. ^vj.
moderate heat until it becomes nearly white,
Potf.ntilea Tormentilla, Tormentilla.
and is deprived of its water of crystallization.
POTERIUM SANGU1SORBA, Pimpinella
Put the residue in an earthen retort, with the saxifraga.
POTEX, Anus.
beak loosely stopped, and expose it to a red
POTHOS FCETIDA, Dracontium fcetidum.
heat for two hours, or till gas ceases to be disthe
retort from the fire, close
Take
enoran-ed.
POTIMOS, Potable.
lute,
and
remain
with
let
whole
the
POTIO CALCIS CARBONATIS, Mistura
the orifice
the
black
retort,
the
Break
reduce
creta?
p. Effervescens anti-emetica, Potion of
cold.
till
mass to coarse powder, put it into a twelve Riverins p. Leniens, Looch ex ovo p. Oleosa,
ounce bottle, and add the distilled water. Agi- Looch ex ovo p. Picea, see Pinus sylvestris.
POTION, Polio; from poto, '1 drink.' A
tate occasionally for half an hour; throw it on
a filter, evaporate the filtered solution to dry- liquid medicine, from 4 to 8 ounces or more in
ness, and keep the dry mass in a closely stopped quantity, the composition of which varies, and
Used in the same cases as which is administered in divided doses. It corI'h. U. S.)
bottle
the hydrocyanic acid. Dose, a quarter of a grain. responds to the English mixture, (q. v.)
Cyanidum,
P. Cyanuretum
Potion Pectorale, Looch ex ovo.
Potassii
p.
Potion of Rive'rius. A mixture of Lemon
Deuto-carbonas, Potass® carbonas.
Potassii Ferrocyanure'tum, P. Ferrocyan'- Juice and Subcarbonate of Potass, generally
idum, Ferrocyanuret of Potassium, Fertucy'- given in a state of effervescence. It is the Potio
anate of Potassa, Ferroprus'siate of PoUtssa, efferves'cens anti-emetica dicta Rive'rii, of the
Prussiate of Potassa, (F.) Protocyanure jaune Parisian codex. The name, in the codex, indidefer et de potassium. The yellow double cy- cates its use.
POTIRON. Cucurbita pepo.
anuret of potassium and iron, the salt from
POTOS, Potable.
which the cyanuret of potassium is obtained
in
mediused
POTUS, Drink p. Hippocraticus, Claret
It
is
not
much
calcination.
by
POU, Pediculus.
cine. It has been advised as an astringent in
POUCE, Pollex, see Digitus.
the colliquative sweats of phthisis, in leucorPOUDRE. Powder, Pulvis—p. Absorbante et
rhosa, &c; but it does not seem to be possessed
of much activity. Dose, 10 or 15 grains every anti-acide, p. Pulvis de magnesia compositus
p. d'Alun composee, Pulvis sulphalis alumina?
four or five hours.
compositus p. Autiartkritique amtre, Pulvis de
Potassii Hydrargyro-iodidum, see Iodine
hydriodas
Oxyamaris compositus p. Anliasthmatique, Pulvis
p.
p. Ioduretum, see Potassa?
geno-chloruretum, Potasses murias hyperoxy- de sulphure et scilla p. Antimoniale composie
genatus p. Protohydriodas, Potassa? hydrio- ou dc James, Antimonial powder p. Aromatique, Pulvis cinnamomi compositus
p. d' Asap. Protoxidi hydriodas, Potasses hydriodas
(Jas
rum composee dite sternutatoire, Pulvis asari
p. Sulphnretum, Potassre sulphuretum.
OF, Potassii compositus p. Balsamique, Pulvis myrrha?
POTASSIUM,
Ferrocyanuret of, Potassii compositus p. de Birckmann, Pulvis de aro
cyanuretum
p.
Ferrocyanuretum p. Iodide of, see Iodine and compositus p. de Cannelle composie, Pulvis
cinnamomi compositus p. Cathartique, Pulvis
p. Iodide of, see Potassa? hyPotassii lodidum
scammonea? compositus p. de Lhypre, see
driodas p. Iodo-hydrargyrate of, see Iodine
of,
protoxide
of
Cladonia rangifernna p. du Comte de Palme,
Arsenite
of
pop. Proto-arsenile
tassium p. Protochlorate of, Potassa? muiias Magnesias carbonas p. Cornachine, Pulvis corhyperoxygenatus p. Protonitrate of, Potassa? nachini— p. de Corne brulie avec Opium, Pulvis
of, nitrate of, Potassa?
cornu usti cum opio p. de Craie composie, see
nitras
p. Protoxide
Pulvis creta? compositus p. de Craie composie
p. Protoxide of, superoxalate of, Potass,
nitras
oxalate of p. Protoxide of, supertartrate of, avec opium, Pulvis creta? compositus cum opio
p. de Dower, Pulvis ipecacuanha? compositus
Potassa? supertartras— p. Protosulphate of, Pop. de Gomme adragant composie, Pulvis tratassa? sulphas— p. Sulphuret of, Potassse sulof,
Potassa?
gacantha? compositus p. de Gomme gvtte, Pulphuretum p. Superprotosulphate
vis e gummi gutta p. Hydragogue, Pulvis e
supersulphas.
;

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

CYANURET

—
—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

————— — — — — —— ———— — — ——

—

,

POUDRE
gummi

POWDER

gutta

p. Incisive, Pulvis de sulphnre
d Ipecacuanha et opium, Pulvis
ipecacuanhffi compositus p. de Jalap compose' e.
Pulvis jilapa? compositus /) de Kino composer..
Pulvis kino compositus /) de Pcrard, Pulvis
de senna scammonio et lignis p. de Quertetanus, Pulvis e gummi gutta p. de Stunt
Jlnge, Pulvis asari compositus p. de Savon
v6g6tale, Pulvis gummosus alkalinus p. de
Scammonie composee, Pulvis scammoneoB cornj)ositus
p. de Sine compost e, Pulvis senna)
comp. p. de Sentinclli, Magnesia? carboAaa /).
Slyptique, Pulvis sulphatis aluminafcompositus.

et

seilk'i

p.

—
—

—

POULTICE, Cataplasm.
POUNCE, Sandarac.

POUND. Libra, Litra, Xtroa, Lat. Povdo,
Bage'diu, (of twelve oz.,) Barda'dia, (F.) Livre,
from pon'dcrl, 'to' weigh.' A weight, consisting of twelve ounces troy, or sixteen ounces
avoirdupois. See Weights and Measures.
POURPIER CULT1VE,

—

grene.

POUS, Pes.
POUSSE, Pnrsiness.

—

POUDRE SUBTIL DE DELCROIX. A
fashionable depilatory " for removing superfluous hair in less than ten minutes." It is said
to consist of Quicklime and Sulpkuret of Arsenic,
with some vegetable powder. Paris.

—

POUDRE TEMPER.LVTE DE STAHL,

Portulaca.

POURPUE BLA.YC, Miliary fever.
POURRITURE rrildPITML, Hospital gan-

POUSStiE, Lichen.

POWDER,
Powder

(F.) Poudre.
See Pulvis.
of ^Etimo'pia, Guy's. A once cewhich consisted of pure
mercury, and sulphur, triturated to-

lebrated anthelmintic,

rasped

tin,

gether.

Powder of Alofs, Compound, Pulvis aloes
Pulvis de sulphate potass® compositus p. do
Valcntini, Magnesias carbonas
Vermifuge compositus p. Alum, compound, Pulvis sulp.
mercurielle, Pulvis e sulphureto hydrargyri ni- phatis alumina; compositus
p. of Aloes with
gro et scammonio— p. Vermifuge sans mercure, canella, Pulvis aloes cum canella p. AntinioPulvis ex helminthocorto compositus.
nial, Chenevix's, Antirnonial
powder p. of
POUGULS, MINERAL
OF. Arum, compound, Pulvis de aro compositus
These alkaline waters are in the department of p. of Asarabacca, compound, Pulvis asari comNievre, France. They contain caibonic acid, positus p. of Bladder-wrack, yellow, Pulvis
carbonates of soda, lime and magnesia; chlo- querciis marinoe — p. Bleaching, Calcis chlorip. Camboge, Pulvis e gummi gutta
ride of sodium; alumina and silica, with pro- dum
p.
Cardinal del Lugo's, Cinchona— p. of Chalk,
toxide of iron.
compound, Pulvis cretse compositus p. of
POULALW, Bubo.
DE.) (F.) Pullet Wine. A Chalk with opium, compound, Pulvis crette
POULET
disgusting preparation, made by infusing the compositus cum opio p. of Cinnamon, comexcrement of the pullet in white wine. Ac- pound, Pulvis cinnamomi compositus p. of
cording to Nysten, it is employed by the vulgar Contrayerva, compound, Pulvis contrayervs
p. Counp. Countess's, Cinchona
in France in a number of diseases, and espe- compositus
tess of Kent's, Cantianus pulvis
p. Cyprus,
cially in falls, contusions, &c.
Hibiscus abelmoschus p. Dover's, Pulvis ipePOULIOT, Mentha pulegium.
POULS, Pulse p. Abdominal, Pulsus inferior cacuanha3 compositus p. Earl of Warwick's,
Pulvis
cornachini p. of Ethiopia, Powder of
Pulse,
natural
Pulsus
p.Agitd,
p. des Adultes,
fortis
p. Capital, Pulse. ^Ethiopia.
p. Bus, Pulse, low
Powder of Faynard. A celebrated powder
nasal p. Combine, Pulse, complex
p. Complique, Pulse, complex p. Compose, Pulse, for arresting hemorrhage, said to be nothing
complex p. Concentred, Pulse, contracted p. more than the charcoal of beech wood finely
p.Dcprimi, Pulse, pulverized.
d'efaillanl, Pulsus, deficiens
Powder, Fever, Schwanberg's, Antirnonial
depressed p. de la Diarrhee, Pulse, intestinal
p.Dur, Pulse, hard— p. EUvi, Pulse, ardent p. powder p. Ginger- beer, see Amomum zingiber
p. Pulvis Duci
p. Gout, Duke of Portland's
Emharrassi, Pulsus intricatus p. de I 'Estonia c,
Pulse, stomachal p.jttroit, Pulsus strictus p. Portlandis p. of Burnt hartshorn with opium,
de V Expectoration, Pulse, pectoral—/;. Foible, Pulvis cornu cervi cum opio p. Ipecacuanha
Pulse, feeble p. da Foie, Pulse, hepatic—/;. compound, Pulvis ipecacuanha? compositus p.
Grand, Pulse, large p. Insensible, Pulsus de- of Jalap, compound, Pulvis jalapa? compositus
ficiens— p. Intercadent, Pulse, intermittent—/). —p. James's, factitious, Antirnonial powder
j>. Jesuits', Cinchona— p. of Kino,
compound,
etcs Intestins, Pulse, intestinal—/). Languissant,
Pulse, languid—/). Lent, Pulse, slow—/), de la Pulvis kino compositus p. Lemonade, see
p. of Magnesia, compound, Pulvis
Matrice, Pulsus uterinus p. Modt/e. Pulse, na- Lemonade
p. of the Marquis,
tural—/). Mov, Pulse, soft—/), de Net, Pulse, de magnesia compositus
pulvis
undulating—/).
Marchionis
p. Mead's, against the bile
OnPulse,
nasal—/) Onddyant,

—

—

—

—
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—

—

—
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—

—

dulant, Pulse, undulating—p. Palpitant, Pulse,
tremulous—/). Parfait, Pulse, natural—/). Petit,
Pulse, small— /). Plein. Pulse, full—/) Preripile
Pulse, frequent—/). Profond, Pulse, deep—/).
Prompt, Pulse, sharp—/). Rare, Pulse, slow

—

Rebondissant, Pulsus dicrotus—
Pulsus dicrotus— p. des Regies, Pulsus uterinus
—p. Roide, Pulse, tense—p. Serratik, Pulsus
serrinus— p. Semi, Pulse, contracted—/), de la
Sueur, Pulsus sudoralis— p. Tardif, Pulse, slow
—p. Tendu, Pulse, tense—;;. Tremblant. Pulse,
/).

/).

Redouble.,

tremulous—/), de rUrine, Pulsus urinalis— /;.
Vihiment, Pulsus fortis— p. Ventral, Pulsus inPulse,
(/",
ferior
p. Vide, Pulsus vacuus—/;.
sharp p. Vite, Pulse, sharp.
1

50

—

Mad

—

dog, Pulvis antilyssus p. Myrrh,
compound, Pulvis myrrhas compositus p.
Scammony and aloes, Pulvis scammonii cum
aloe
p. Scammony, compound, Pulvis sciinmonia? compositus p of Senna, compound,
p. Sneezing, see
Pulvis senna? compositus
of a

—

—

—

—

—

Veratrum album p. Spruce beer, see Spruce
beer— p. Tennant's, Calcis chloridu m p. Tooth,
Dentifricium p. Tragacanth, compound, Pul-

—

—

vis tragacanthee compositus.

Powders, Castm.i.on, so called from the
name of the physician who first proposed them.
They are formed of sago, in powder; sulep, in
powder; tragacanth.

in

powder, of each, four

parts; prepared oystershetls, one part, cochineal,

—
TOWER

half a part, divided into powders of one dram
each; one of which is given three or four times
a day as a demulcent in diarrhoea and dysentery.
Powders, Soda, Sodxcarb. ^ss, in eacli blur.
paper; tartaric acid, gr. xxv, in each icliitc paper;

A pleasant, cooling
drink; taken during the effervescence.
POWER, Faculty— p. Inherent, Irritability
p. Tonic, Irritability.
POX, Syphilis, Variola p. Chicken, Varicella
p. French, Syphilis
p. Noddle, Syphiloma nia p. Small, Variola p. Swine, see Varicella
p Water, see Varicella.

for half a pint of water.

—

—
—

—
—
—

—

WATERS

POZZUOLI, MINERAL

OF.

Pozzuoli is in the neighbourhood of Naples.
The springs are, 1. Aequo, delta pietra, Temp.
91° Fah. 2. Acqua di Cavalcunti, Temp. 100°,
A. di subveni liomini, Temp. 102°, A. del cantarello, Temp. 86 to 89; and that of the Temple
of Serapis in Pozzuoli, Temp. 102 to 107. The
last contains carbonic acid, carbonates of lime,
magnesia, alumina, and iron, carbonate of soda,
chloride of sodium, sulphate of lime, and silica.
PRACTICE OF PHYSIC, Therapeutics.

PRACTITIONER, GENERAL,

Surgeon

apothecary.

PR^EBIUM, Dose.
PRjECIPITANS MAGNUM,

Sepia.

PR^ECIPITATUM ALBUM, Hydrargyrum
praecipitatum.

PR^ECIPiTATUS RUBER,

Hydrargyri

ni-

trico-oxydum.

PRiECISIO, Circumcision.
PRJ^COCIA, Prunus Armeniaca.

PRECOCITY,

Praeotia.

PPwECOGNlTIO, Prognosis.
PRJECOR'DIA, from prse, before,'
'

cor,

the heart.

PR^ECORDIUM,

Fossette

dn

cceur.

Praeotia.

PR^EDICTIO,

Prognosis.
Orthopncea, Suffocation—
p. Faucium, Angone^ p. Matricis, Hysteria.
PRiEFOCATlON, Strangulatio uterina.

PR^EFOCATIO,

—

PRJEGNANS,
PR^EGNATIO, Pregnancy.
PRiEGUSTATIO, Avant gout.
PRiEHENSIO, Prehension.
PR^ELIN'GUA. The anterior
Pregnant.

part or tip of

Press.

PRELUM BAR1S.
PR^EPARATIO,

Propotismos.
Prepuce.

PR.EPUTIUM,

PRiESCRlPTIO, Prescription.
PR^ESEl'IOLUM, Alveolus.

PRiESEPIUM, Alveolus.
PR^SSERVATO'RIA INDICA'TIO. A

PR^ETIBIALIS, Pretibial.
V1RIDE, Cupri

pre-

subacetas.
Porraceous.
PRASI'TES, from pra'sivm, ' horehound.'
Wine, in which the leaves of horehound have
been infused.

PRAS1NUS,

PRAXIS, Action.
PRECIPITATE, RED, Hydrargyri
oxydum

—

Hydrargyrum

w lute,

p.

nitrico-

pra'cipilatum.

PRECIPITATION,

Prmdpitaflio, (F.) Prifrom pnrcipitare, (prus, 'before,' and caput, 'the head,') 'to throw headlong.' The action
by which a body abandons a liquid in which it
cipil6,

is

dissolved

;

and becomes deposited

at the bot-

vessel. The matter so thrown
or precipitated, is called a precipitate.

tom of the

down,

PRECIPITATION DE LA MATRICE, Procidentia uteri.

PRECIPlTl BLANC, Hydrargyrum

preeci-

pitatum.

PRECUR'SORY,

Preccurso'rius; from pr&,
'before,' and curro, cursum, 'I run.'
That
which precedes.
Piikcur'soky or Premon'itory Signs or Symftoms, (F.) Signes precurseurs, S. avant-coureurs,
are those which indicate an approaching disease.
PREDISPOSITION, Prxdisposi'lio, from
and disponere, ' to dispose.'
before,'
prec,
That constitution or condition of the body,
which disposes it to the action of disease under the application of an exciting cause. Thus,
in hereditary diseases, the confoimation is such,
that but a slight exciting cause may be required
When the disease arises,
to produce them.
solely, from the preoisposition, or under the
additional influence of an extremely slight, exciting cause, it is, by some, termed a disposition.
PREDOR'SAL, Prscdorsa'lis, from prx, ' before,' and dorsum, the back."
Pr^dorsal Rf.gion of the vertebral column
is the anterior surface of the dorsal region.
'

PRE DORSO ATLOIDIEN,

Longus

PRE-DORSO CERVICAL. Longus

colli.

colli.

PREGNANCY,

Utero-gesta! do, Prsegna'lin,
Impraegna'tio, from prse, ' before,' and genere,
' to
beget.'
Graviditas, En'cymon, Cye'sis, Eneye'sis, Encymo'sia, Cyoplio'ria, Gesta'tion, Pinta'tion.
{¥.) Grossesse. The state of a female
who has, within her ovary or womb, a fecun-

dated germ, which gradually becomes deveWhen placed
loped in the latter receptacle.
in the cavity of the uterus,
by virtue of the

—

principle which animates it, it becomes
attached to the inner surface of that viscus, and
obtains from it indirectly the nutriment, necessary for its gradual development, during the
space of ten lunar months or 280 days, the
ordinary term of gestation, although the period
may be protracted perhaps to 300 days, at the
expiration of which parturition occurs. Pregnancy is commonly limited to a single foetus;
See
at times, the uterus contains two or three.

—

—
—

Reproduction. Occasionally,oneortwo moles
alone
the degenerated products of conception
occupy the uterus: at other times, a foetus
likewise exists. In certain cases, and owing to
accidental circumstances, the fecundated ovum
remains in the ovarium, or is arrested in the
Fallopian tube. Pregnancy has, accordingly,
been distinguished into, 1. Natural, ox uterine,
when the foetus is carried in the cavity of the
womb: and, 2. Preternatural or extra-uttrme.

—

servative indication: one proper for preventing
the development of disease.
PR.ESP1NALIS, Prespinal.

PRASINUM

Marrubium.
Allium Prasum.

—

Prelumbar.

Preparation.
Preparation.

PR^EPARATUM,
PR.EPOTIO,

PRASUM,

vital

the tongue.

PRELUM,

PHAS1UM,

'

and

'the heart.' The diaphragm: (q. v.) also, the
abdominal viscera, and the epigastrium.
PrjKCok'dial Rf.'gion is the epigastric region. Also, and more properly, the region of

PRECOX MATU RITAS,

rn CG NANCY

5^G

(F.) Grossest
Exfccta' lion, Conccp'lio zitio'sa.
contre nature. Paraxye'sis seu Eccye'sis, Dyswhen it occum
to'ciu, Dyscye'sis extra-uteri' na,
in the ovarium, tube, or cavity of the abdomen.

—

—
PREGNANCY

PRELUM CAR

During pregnancy, the female experiences,
remarkable changes in the condition of her or
gans and functions. The genital apparatus is,
of course, most affected. The uterus changes
its shape, situation, size, and texture.
The
usual signs of pregnancy are, suppression of
the catamenia; the abdomen gradually enlarging and forming a hard tumour; the umbilicus prominent in the latter months; the breasts
increasing in size; the areola round the nipple
becoming darker and the follicles more developed; a bluish tint of the vagina after the 4th
week; about the 5th month, the evidence by
ballottement, (q. v.) nnd the placental souffle
and sound of the foetal heart heard on auscultation; the motion of the foetus perceptible, and
the neck of the uterus diminishing in length
at the advanced periods.
Pregnancy Abdom'inal, Eccye'sis abdomi-

hydro-hystirique.
Afoetal
pregnancy, occasioned by the secretion and accumulation
serous fluid in the uterus.

Pregnancy, Interstit"ial, Graviditas

in

substantia. Graviditas intcrstitia'lis. The
development of the embryo in the proper substance of the uterus. The case generally terminates fatally at an early period of gestation;
the thin external paries of the uterus being
ruptured, and the ovum passing into the abdominal cavity.
Pregnancy, Morbid, Paracye'sis, Dysto'cia,
Dyscye'sis.
The progress of pregnancy disturbed or endangered by the supervention of
genera] or local disorder.
Good.
Prf.gnancy, Ova'rial, (F.) Grossesse ovarienne ou dc Vovaire, Eccye'sis ovalria. Pregnancy in which the foetus is developed in the
interior of the ovary.
na'iis.
(F.) Grossesse abdominals.
That in
Pregnancy, Pretended. The criminal act
which the ovum has escaped into the cavity of a female, who, not having been delivered,
of the abdomen.
presents an infant as having been born of her.
Pregnancv, Afos'tal, Pregnancy without a (F.) Supposition de part. [This term, in French,
ffctus, (F.) Grossesse afmtate, G. sans fatus. likewise includes the case of a female, who,
Pregnancy produced by a false or degenerate having been delivered of a dead child, substiconception, or any other affection, which has tutes for it a living child which is not hers.]
given place to unusual development of the
Pregnancy, Sauco-fcetal, (F.) Grossesse
uterus.
Madame Boivin includes in this class, sarcofcctale. Pregnancy, in which there are
sarco-hystcric, hydro-hysteric, guzo -hysteric, and one or more foetuses, and one or more moles.
hernato- hysteric pregnancies, (q. v.)
Mad. Boivin.
Pregnancy, Bicem'inal, (F.) Grossesse bigtPregnancy, Sarco-hysteric, (F.) Grossesse
minalc, Double pregnancy. Pregnancy, in which Sarco-hystArique. Afoetal pregnancy formed by
there are twins in utero. Madame Boivin.
moles, hydatids, or a false conception. Mad.
Pregnancv, Complex, (F.) Grossesse com- Boivin.
pl*xe, G. inter extra- uterine, is when the womb,
Pregnancy, Solitary, (F.) Grossesse solitaire
besides a foetus, contains much water, hyda- ou simple. Pregnancy in which there is a single
tids, a. mole, &c.
foetus.
Mad. Boivin.
Pregnancy, Trigeminal, (F.) Grossesse tri~
Pregnancv, Compound, (F.) Grossesse compose e, is when there are two or three foetuses giminale ou triple. Pregnancy in which there
are three foetuses in the cavity of the uterus.
in the cavity of the uterus.
Pregnancv, Double, Pregnancy, bigeminal Mad. Boivin.
Pregnancy, Tubal, (F.) Grossesse lubaire,
p. Extra uterine, see Pregnancy.
Preg'nancv, False, Graviditas spuria, (F.) Eccye'sis tuba!lis. Pregnancy where the foetus
Grossesse fausse ou apparente, Pscudocye'sis. remains and is developed in the Fallopian tube.
Pregnancy, Utero-abdom'inal, (F.) GrosAuthors have called thus different affections of
a more or less serious character, which resem- sesse utiro-abdominule. Pregnancy consisting
the other in
ble pregnancy; so as, at times, to impose upon of two foetuses one in the uterus
Mad. Boivin.
the best informed practitioners. These diseases the abdominal cavity.
dependenPregnancy,
Utero-ova'rial,
Grossesse
or
its
(F.)
uterus
may be seated in the
Pregnancy with two foetuses,
cies, in the intestines or some other part of utero-ovarienne.
the abdomen. They may be; a mole, hyda- one in the womb the other in the ovary.
Pregnancy, Utero-tubal, (F.) Grossesse
tids, water, blood, or polypus distending the
chronic enlargement utero-tu.baire. Pregnancy in which there is, at
parietes of the uterus:
&c,
same time, a foetus in the womb and another
tumours,
the
of the uterus; development of
scirrhus; dropsy of the ova- in the Fallopian tube.
in its substance:

—

vt.t.ri

—

—

—

—

1

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

ria; ascites; tympanites,

Pregnancv, Fcstal,
Pregnancv,

in

PREGNANT,

&c.
(F.)

which there

is

Grossesse

fcclale.

a foetus, or

more

Praegnans, Encar'pos, Grav'-

ida, Plena mu'/ier, (F.) Enceinte.
of pregnancy; one with child.

—

One

in a state

PREHENSIO, Catalepsy, Epilepsy.
than one,"in the uterus or out of it. Madame
PREHEN'SION,Pra:/te«sto, from prehendere,
Boivin puts in this class— the solitary, bigemipregnancies,
lay hold of.'
to
nal, trigeminal, and sarco-fcetal
Prehension of Food is the act of oarrying it
which form the first order; and the tubal, ovarial, and abdominal, which constitute the se- to the mouth, and introducing it into that cavity.
It is, also, called Assumptio, Proslep'sis, Pros'cond.
Pregnancv, Gazo-iivsteric, (F.) Grossesse phora.
PRELE, Hippuris vulgaris.
A foetal pregnancy, caused
Gazohystirique.
PRM. L OM 11,11 RE, Prel u mbar.
by development of air or gas in the cavity of
Pr.ELOMBO-PUBlE.X, Psoas parvus— p.
Boivin.
the womb. Madame
Pregnancv.H^mato h ysteuic,(F.) Grossesse Trochantin, Psoas magnus.
PRELUM. Press.
Afoetal pregnancy, caused
ht'mato-hys/erique.
PRELUM'BAR, Prselumba'ris, (F.) PMomby accumulation of blood in the uterus. Mad
buirc, from prse,
before,' nnd Iambi, the loins.'
B'>ivin.
Pum. nancy, IIydko-iiysteric, (F.) Grossesse That which is placed before the loins. The
'

—

—

'

'

—

—
PREMONITORY

—

—
PRESENTATION
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prelnmbar surface of the spinal column is the
anterior surface of the lumbar portion
PREMONITORY. See Precursory!
PREPARA'TION, Prspara'lio, from pnr.
'before,' and parare, pnrutum, 'to get ready.'
The act of making ready any substance whatever that has to be employed for any purpose.
Also, the product of any pharmaceutical operation;

ample, may require neither adjuvant, corrigent,
nor constituent.
Dr. Paris has given the following synopsis of
the principles of medicinal combination, which
may serve as an instructive guide to the preserver
:

OBJECT

I.

TO PROMOTE THE ACTION OF THF. BASIS.
A. By combining the several different forms
or preparations of the same snbstnnre.
B. By
combining the basis with substances which are
of the same nature; i. e. which are individually
capable of producing the same effects, but with
less energy than when in combination with each
other.
C. By combining the basis with substances of a different nature, and which do not
exert any chymical influence upon it, but are
found by experience, or inferred by analogy, to
be capable of rendering the stomach or system

Prsepara' turn.
Any part of the human body, preserved for
the uses of the anatomist, is so called.
PREPUCE: Prsepu'tium, perhaps from hqoc,
and jjoo&t], 'the foreskin,' Epago'gium, Postfie,
Foreskin. The prolongation of the integuments
of the penis, which covers the glans.
The prepuce is composed of two membranous layers:
one external or cutaneous; the other internal
or mucous, separated by cellular membrane.
The mucous membrane lines the inner surface
of the cutaneous layer till beyond the glans, more susceptible of its action.
when it is reflected over the latter: forming,
II.
behind the corona, a small culdc-sac above the
corpora cavernosa, which is interrupted by a TO CORRECT THE OPERATION OF THF. BASIS Br OBVIATING
AKV
UNPLEASANT
EFFECTS IT MIGHT
triangular duplicature of the mucous membrane,
BE LIKELY TO OCCASION, AND WHICH WOULD
called the frsenum, fixed in the furrow at the
PERVERT ITS INTENDED ACTION, AND DEFEAT
inferior part of the glans, and terminating at a
THF. OBJECT OF ITS EXHIBITION.
little distance from the orifice of the urethra.
A. By chymicalh/ neutralizing or mechanically
The clitoris is covered by a semilunar fold
formed by a continuation of the skin of the la- separating the offending ingredient. B. By
adding some substance calculated to guard the
It is called. Prsepu'tium clitor'idis.
bia.
stomach or system against its deleterious effects.
PRESBYOPIA, Presbytia.

OBJECT

PRESBY'TIA,

Presbyo'pia, Ambhjo'pia
proximo' rum, Visus seni'lis, (F.) Vue tongue,
from notoCv?, an old person.' A condition
of vision, common in old persons, which consists in the circumstance of near objects being
confusedly seen, whilst those at a greater distance are clearly distinguished. It is supposed
to depend generally on diminution of the convexity of the cornea; whence results an alteration in the convergency of the rays, so that they
form a focus behind the retina. This defect is
remedied by the use of convex glasses, which
augment the convergence of the luminous ravs.
It is, also, called Long-sightedness, Parop'sis
longin'qua, Dyso'pia proximo' rum.
PRESCRIPTION, Prxscrip'tio, Anag'raphS,
i

'

OBJECT

III.

TO OBTAIN THE JOINT OPERATION OF TWO OR MOBK
MEDICINES.
A. By uniting those medicines, which a^e
calculated to produce the same ultimate results,
but by modes of operation totally different. B.
By combining medicines, which have entirely
different powers; and which are required to obviate different
indications.

symptoms, or

OBJECT

to

answer

different

IV.

TO OBTAIN A NEW AND ACTIVE REMEDY, NOT AFFORDED BY ANY SINGLE SUBSTANCE.
A. By combining medicines, which excite
different actions in the stomach and system, in
consequence of which new or modified results
from prae, 'before,' and scribere, 'to write.' are produced. B. By combining substances,
For'mula, (F.) Formule, Ordonnance. The for- which have the property of acting chymically
mula which the physician writes for the com- upon each other: the results of which are
a.
position of medicine, adapted to any case of The formation of new compounds; b. The deA prescription should be as simple as| composition of the original ingredients, and the
disease.
possible, and should bear upon its face tiie evi-i development of the more active elements.
C.
dence of the objects to be fulfilled by it. No' By combining substances, between which no
article should form part of it, unless adapted for other change is induced than a diminution or
:

serving some useful purpose. A prescription
has been divided into four parts: the basis or
principal ingredient of the prescription; the
ad'juvans, or that which is designed to promote
the action of the former; the co/rigens, or that
intended to correct its operation or obviate any
unpleasant symptom, which it may be apt to
produce; and the conslit'uens, excipient, or substance which gives to the other ingredients consistence or form. All these are seen in the following formula for cathartic pills:

—

3<

Aloes,

Hyd. Chlorid.mir.

3J*
gr. x.

Basis.

Adjuvins.

gtt. v.
Corrigens.
Olei Carui,
Constilucns.
Syrupi,
q. s.
fiant Filulse xx.
f i is obvious, however, that most prescriptions
The basis, for ex&ru more simple than this.

increase in the solubility of the principles in
which their medicinal virtues reside, a. By
the intervention of substances that act chemib. By the addition of ingredients, whose
cally,
operation is entirely mechanical.

OBJECT V.
TO AFFORD AN ELIGIBLE FORM.
a. By which the efficacy of the remedy is enhanced, b. By which its aspect or flavour is
rendered more agreeable, or its mode of admic. By which it is
nistration more convenient,
preserved from the spontaneous decomposition

to

which it is liable.
[The vocabulary

Student,"

p. 117,

in the Author's "Medical
Philad. L837, will aid the stu-

dent, not only in translating, but in writing his
prescriptions more solito ]
PRESENTATION. from (Lat.) prxsens, (prse,

PRESIS
and

which

ens,

'

is fell,

vagina m.

When

PRESIS,

Swelling.

PRESLE, Hippuns
PRESPI'NAL,
fore,'

and spina,

vulgaris.

Prsespina'lis,
' the
spine.'

situate before the spine.
of the vertebral column

from prx, beThat which is
'

The

prespinal surface
the anterior surface.
PRESS, Praelum, Prelum, Presso'rium, Piester, Pieste'rion, (P.) Pressoir, Presse.
An instrument for subjecting matters to considerable
pressure, for the purpose of separating their
juices or oils.
Press of Herophilvs, Torcular Herophili.
is

PRESSE-ARTlSRE. An

PRINCIPLE
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being.') The part of a foetus
presenting, on an examination per
the head presents, and especially the vertex, or the feet, knees, or breech,
the presentation is said to be nalurul: when
any other part, prcternuturul: and the labour is
styled perverse, or preternatural, Parodyn'ia perrer'sa, Dysto'cia perver'sa, Cross-birth, (F.) Accouchement contre nature. When any part, besides the head, feet, knees, or breech presents,,
the operation of turning (q. v.) becomes necessary.
See Parturition.
before,'

'

instrument

in-

vented by Deschamps

PRETIB'IAL,
and

fore,'

tibia,

PrgUibia'hs, from

'the

situate before the tibia;

prat,

'be-

That which

tibia.'

is

as the ilio-prclibial and

iscliioprctibial muscles.

PREVENTIVE, ROYAL;
{prx, and venire,)

'

to

come

from

before.'

prsevenire,

An

empi-

preparation used as a prophylactic against
the venereal virus.
It is a solution of acetate
lead.
the Liquor Plumbi Subacetatis diluof
tus, (q. v )
1'RIAPEIA, Nicotiana rurstica.
FRIAPIS'COS. Same etymon as the next.
Name of a piece of wood, which forms part of
the scamnum Hippncraticum.
Paulus of JEcina
calls thus a tent of linen shaped like the penis.
PRIAPIS'MUS, Ttnti'go, T. Penis, Pri'apism,
Hnrncolic (vulg.J, Enta'sm Priapis'mus, Rhopa-

rical

—

lis'mus, Satyriasis, (q. v.) from //oiu.tuc, PriapU3, ' the male organ.'
Constant and distress-

ing erection, without any voluptuous idea or
desire for venery.
It is often symptomatic;
and sometimes the immediate result of morbific
causes, of the action of cantharides, for example. The application of cold liquids to the
penis, and the internal use of opium and camphor are the means usually had recourse to for
its removal.
PR1APUS. Penis p. Cervi, see Cervus p.
Ceti, Leviathan penis.
PRICKING. Sax ppiccian, (Q ) prirken, (F.)

—

for the immediate compression of arteries. It is composed of a plate,
long, and 3 broad, and of a rod or
(j or 7 lines
stem, 2 inches long, placed perpendicularly
above the plate and riveted. At each extremiA variety of pain, compared to
ty of the plate is a hole, through which each of Picotement.
the ends of the ligature, to be placed upon the that which pointed bodies would occasion.
PRIDE OF CHINA, Mel.a azedarach-p.
The ligature is then to be
artery, is passed.
tightened by drawing the ends, and fixing them of India, Melia azedarach.
VLE. The first passages. The
to the perpendicular rod. This presse-artere or
the lacteals bescrre-artere, surrounded with charpie, remains stomach and intestinal canal:
danger
longer
ing
the
secun'dce
until
there
is
no
via, or second passages.
wound,
the
in

—

FRIM^

—

—

PriMjK \im, Ways, digestive.
PRIME-VkRE, Primula veris.
sary instrument.
PRIMIP'ARA, from primus, first,' and paPressk-UrEthrk, Jugum Penis. A kind of rere, to bring forth.' A name given to females,
forceps of elastic iron, the branches of which, who bring forth for the first time.
padded, may be approximated or separated by
PRIMI-STERNAL, Primislerna'lis, from
means of a screw. The penis is introduced primus, 'the first,' and sternum, the sternum.'
between the "branches, one of them being ap- M. Beclard has called os primi- sternal, or claviplied to the urethra, and the screw is tightened stcrnul, the first bony portion of the sternum.
?RIMIT"IM. The first waters, or the waters
so as to exercise a degree of pressure, sufficient
to bring the pariel.es of the canal in contact. discharged before the extrusion of the fcetus.
PRIMROSE, EVENING, CEnothera biennis.
This instrument is sometimes used in incontiPRIM'ULA VERIS, from prim'ulus, 'the
nence of urine, to prevent the constant disbeginning;' so called, because it flowers in the
charge of that fluid.
beginning of the spring; Verbas'culum, ParalPRES.SIO, Pressure.
PRESSIOjV ABDOMINALE, Pressure ab- ysis; the Cowslip, Paigil, or Peagle, (F.) Primevire.
Family, Primulacese.
dominal.
Sex. Syst. PenPRESSOIR, Press—p. d'Herophile, Torcular tandria Monogynia. The flowers have been
considered
to
be
mildly
tonic,
antispasmodic,
Herophili.
and anodyne.
PRUSSORIUM, Press.
Primula Vuloa'ris. The leaves and roots
PRESSURE, Pressio, from premo, pressum,
of this plant have been used as sternutatories.
The action of pressing.
I press.'
abdomiPRINCEPS,
Rectum.
Abdominal Prkssurk, (F.) Pression
D£nale.
A mode of examination, by means of PRLYCIPE CRYSTALLIZABLE

of hemorrhage. The ligature is then cut, and
the instrument withdrawn. It is an unneces-

'

'

'

<

BE

which the

sensibility, size, suppleness, or hard-

ROSNE, Narcotine.
PRIJVCIPES IMMltDlATS,

Principles imness of any morbid abdominal viscus may be
compared, in these respects, with its healthy mediate,
PRINCIPIUM, Arche, Element— p. AcidiBichat proposed, with the view of
condition.
exploring the state of the thoracic organs, to ficans, Oxygen— p. Adstringens, Tannin— p.
the
on
Hydrogeneticum,
upwards
Hydrogen— p. Hydroticum,
exert a pressure from below
abdominal organs, so as to crowd them upon Hydrogen p. Oxygenans, Oxygen p. Scytothe diaphragm, and thus to diminish the di- dephicum, Tannin.
PRINCIPLE, COL'OURING, OF
mensions of the cavity of the chest, noticing to
what extent respiration was affected by this BLOOD. A name, given to the immediate
No great information can, of course, principle in animals, to which the blood owes
action.
its red colour.
It is solid, inodorous, and inbe derived from it.

—

—

THE
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PRINCIPLES

When recently separated from blood, it
a purple-red colour. When distilled, it
furnishes, amongst other products, a purple oil.
It is insoluble in water; but, if diluted with that
liquid, acquires a vinous red hue.
It communicates a red colour to the albumen of the
blood, and affords, on analysis, iron, to which
the colour is perhaps owing.
See Hcematine.
sipid.
lias

—

PRINCIPLES, IMMEDIATE,

PreA name

(P.)

cipes immidiats, Matdriuux imme' dials.
given to a considerable number of substances,

composed

at least of three

elements, and which

are obtained from animals and vegetables, without alteration, by simple processes, and, in some
measure, immediately.
Immediate Principles of Animals, Proxi-

mate principles, Organic Elements, Compounds
of Organization.

These are divided into acid
principles,
and principles

principles, fatty
which are neither fat nor acid.

The

first

in-

clude the uric, rosacic, purpuric, allantoic, cascic,
stearin,
butyric, &.C. The fatty principles are:
elain, cholesterin,

&c; and

PROCONDYLOS

J'JO

the

last

division

includes the most important compounds of organization:—^fibrin, gelatin, albumen, urea, picrumel, osmazome, &c.
Principles, Proximate, P. immediate.
PRINOS, P. vcrticilla'tus, Blade Alder, Virginia Winter Berry, (F.) Apalachine a feuiltes
Sex. Syst.
de Prunier. Nat. Ord. Rhamni.
Hexandria Monogynia. The bark of this common shrub of the United States is astringent,
The berries are, likewise,
bitter and pungent.
The bark has been used as a substitute
bitter.
for the cinchona, in intermittents, and as a

bone of the middle toe, and is inserted into the
inside of the root of the first bone of the midUse: to pull the middle toe inwards,
dle toe.
or towards ihe inner side of the foot.
Prior vel Adductor Min'imi Digiti. An
internal, interosseous muscle of the foot, which
originates from the inside of the metatarsal
bone of the il tie toe"; and is inserted into the
inside of the root of the first bone of the little

—

1

toe.

Action:

— to

pull the little toe inwards.

Prior vel Adductor Tertii Digiti Pedis.
An internal interosseous muscle of the foot,
which aiises from the inner and under part of
the metatarsal bone of the third of the small
toes, and is inserted into the inside of the root
of the first bone of the third of the small toes.
Action;
wards.

— to

PR ISIS,

pull the third of the small toes in-

Stridor dentium.

PRISMA, Scobs.
PR1SMOS, Stridor dentium.
PRIVATE PARTS, Genital organs.
PRIVITIES, Genital organs.

PRIVY MEMBERS,
PRO,

7t(>o,

'before.'

A common

PRION, Saw.
PRIONO'DES,

Serra'ted.
ttdog, shape.'
tures of the head.
'

now,

'a saw,' and
Applied to the su-

PRIOR ANNULA'RIS, Interos'seus quartus
An internal interosseous muscle,

arises from the outside of the metacarpal
bone of the ring finger, and is inserted into the
outside of the tendon on the back of the ring
Its use is to draw the ring finger outfinger.

which

wards.

Prior In'dicis, Extcn'sor

ler'tii

interno'dii

It
in'dicis; Sous-mitacarpo-lateri phalangien.
arises from the outer or radial side of the metacarpal bone of the fore finger, and is inserted
into the outside of the tendon on the back of

the fore finger.

Action:

process

siliary

Apophysis

—

p.

— to

draw

the finger

Ciliary processes.

—

p.

Cuneiform, Ba-

Vertical superior

longitu-

dinal, Falx cerebri.

PROCES'SUS.

of Winslow.

to

PRO

PROCESS,
from

prefix

words; as in Procatarctic, Prostate, etc.
BANG, Dctruso'rium ex balt'na. A
long, slender rod of whalebone, with a piece of
sponge at its extremity, intended to push down
extraneous bodies, arrested in the oesophagus,
into the stomach.
A similar instrument is
called by J. L. Petit, Rcpoussoir d'aretes.
PROCARD1UM, Scrobiculus cordis.
PROCERUS NASI, Pyramidalis nasi.

PROCkS C1L1AIRES,

tonic.

organs— p.

Genital

Parts, Genital organs.

A

process; from procedo,
Projeclu'ra.
{pro, and cedere,) 'I go before.'
An apophysis or eminence of a bone, (see Apophysis.) Also, any part, which seems prolonged

beyond other organs with which

it is in connexion; as the Ciliary processes.
Processus Anconeus, Olecranon p. Annularis, Pons varolii
p. Caudatus, Lobulus caudatus p. cerebri lateralis, Cornu ammonis p.

—

—

—

—

—

p. Cochleariformis,
Ciliares, Ciliary processes
see Tympanum
p. Cuneiformis ossis occipitis,
Basilary process
p. Enteroidei cerebri, Convolutions (cerebral)
p. Falciformis cerebelli,
Falx cerebelli p. Falciformis dura; malris,
Falx cerebri p. Laterales uteri, Tubae Fallopianae
p. Mamillares, Papillce of the kidney,
Olfactory nerves p. Orbicularis cerebri Infundibulum of the brain p. Papillares, Olfactory
nerves— p. Rachidianus, Medulla spinalis p.

—
—

—

—

—

outwards, towards the thumb.
Prior vel Abductor Indicis Pedis. An
external, interosseous muscle of the foot, which
arises from the contiguous sides of the metatarsal bones of the great and fore toes, and is
p. Transinserted into the inside of the root of the first ad Testes, see Valvula Vieussemi
bone of the fore toe. Action: to pull the fore versus dura matris, Tentorium p. Uvifer,
Uvula p Ventiiculi, Duodenum.
toe inwards.
PROCHEILA. Antelabia.
Prior Medii, Pr. Med,i digiti.
Dig"iti,
Prior Medii, Second
PROCHEILIDION, Procheilon.
Prior Medii
Douglas.
of
An
external, interPROCHEI'LON, Procheilidion, Prola'bium.
inieros'seous
osseous muscle of the hand, which arises from The extteme projecting part of the lips.
PROCHEUMA, Parenchyma.
the corresponding sides of the metacarpal bones
PROCIUEjVCE DE L'(EIL, Exophthalmic.
of the fore and middle fingers, and is inserted
PROCIDENTIA, Prolapsus— p. Ani, Procinto the outside of the tendon on the back of
p. Iridis,
to draw the midp. Intestini recti, Proctocele
tocele
the middle finger. Action:
Staphyloma of the Iris— p. Sedis, Proctocele—
dle finger outwards.
Prior vel Abductor Medii Digiti Pedis. p. Uteri, Prolapsus uteri.
PROCNEME. Tibia.
An internal, interosseous muscle of the foot,
PROCON'DYLOS, nooxorivkot, from tioo,
which arises from the inside of the metatarsal

—

—

—

—

—

—

,

—

—
—

—

—

—

.

PROCTALGIA
•

and xovdvXog,

before,'

•

The

a knot.'

PROGNOSIS
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first

velopment of sexual organization or power.
Good.

joint

of the fingers; the second being called y.ovdvlof,

and the

third yiixaxov&vXoc.
PROFLU'VIUM, Discharge (q. v.) Fluxus,
PROCTAL'GIA, Froc'lica simplex, Proc'ta- Polyrrhw'a, Flux (q. v ) from profluo, 'I run
gra, from nquixrof, the arni3,' and aXyog, pain .' down.'
term, under which some Nosoloorists
Pain in the anus. Generally symptomatic of have comprised all morbid discharges or fluse
disease, as of hemorrhoids, scirrhus, <fcc.
—others, increased
'

A

'

I

Proctalgia, Clunesia

excretions, "attended

— p.

^JSl'n.DHii.
c
1 K.OO AI R.L SIA,from Tipwzro^.'the anus,'
1

id uToi;nta,

'

imperforalion.'

by

Haemorrhoidalis,! fever.

Imperforate state

p.

ProfluviumGenitaleMulierre, Menses—
Mucosum urethra?, Gonorrhoea p. Muliebre
Menses— p. Seminis, Pollution—

Leucorrhcea,

j

of the anus

p.

PROCT1CA.

Ventris, Diarrhoea.

Pain or derangement about
PROFUN'DUS, (pro, and fundus, 'base,')
the anus, without primary inflammation. A
Alius, 'having a deep base.'
A name (riven to
genus in the class Cazliuca, order Enlerica, of
different parts, which are seated profoundly as
Good.
regards others.
Proctica Exania, Proctocele p. Marisca,
Arteria Profunda Fvm'o-ris, A. vasta posteHcemorrhois— p. Simplex, Proctalgia p. Tenes- rior seu
muscula'ris

—

mus, Tenesmus.

PROCTI'TIS,
jiQtoxxog,

Clijne'sia,

the anus.'

'

PROCTOCE'LE,
and

—

Cysso'lis,

femoris, Artere-grande rnusculaire de la cuisse, (Ch.)
This large branch
arises commonly from the posterior part of the
crural, between the pubis and lesser trochanter.

from

Inflammation of the anus.
from nnwxroc, the anus,'
'

descends deeply, situate before the adductors;
passes through the third adductor above thd
opening in it for the trunk of the femoral; and

It

hernia.'
Prolap'sus Ani, Proctopto'sis, Procto'sis, Archeoplo'ma, Archopto'sis, Exu'nia, Hacmor'rliois proce'dens, Hxnior' rkois ah
*»;/.>;,

'

terminates in the short portion ef the biceps.
The ,/iuscularis profunda gives off, 1. The ex-

exania, Procidentia Ani, P. inlesti'ni recti, P.
Ectopia Ani, Scdes procid'ua, Falling
down of the Fundament, Coming down of the
Body, (F ) Chu'.e du rectum, C. du fondement,
Renversement du rectum. Inversion and prolapse of the mucous coat of the rectum, from
relaxation of the sphincter, with more or less
swelling.
In the treatment, the application of
cold water and astringent lotions must be recommended and, if other means fail, one of
the radii of skin, which converge at the anus,
may be snipped off. On cicatrizing, the verge
of the anus will be contracted, and the cure
probably complete. In the way of palliation,
the parts may be retained by an appropriate
bandaire.

sedis,

ternal circumflex: 2. The internal
and, 3. The three perforantes.

Arteria Profunda Hu'meri, P. superior,
Arte'ria spiru'lis, (F.) Artere humera/e profonde,
collate" rale externe, Grand musculairedu bras,
(Ch.)
Its origin is variable.
When it arises
from the brachial artery, it is given off opposite the groove of the humerus destined for the
radial nerve, and descends backwards between
the three portions of the triceps, accompanied

A.

:

by the nerve; giving branches to that muscle
and to the humerus. When it reaches the posterior part of the bone, it divides into two
branches, which are distributed to the triceps,
supinator longus, tfce.

PROCTOCYSTOTOMIA. See Lithotomy.
PROCTOPTOSIS, Proctocele.
PROCTOHRHAGIA, Htemorrhoidal flux.

PROCTORRHEA,

Akteria Profunda Inferior

'

A

tzquxtos, 'the
discharge of blood
I

PROCTOS, Anus.
PROCTOSIS, Proctocele.

PROD'ROMUS,

from

ttqo,

Minor

is

fundo-vlnar
'before,'

Arteria Profunda Penis. Chaussier has
this name to the cav'ernousar'tery, which

and given

course.' The period immediately preceding an attack of disease; and in which the
precursory signs occur.
PRODUCT, from produ'eo, < I produce,' (F.)
The result sought to be attained by
Produil.
any pharmaceutical operation.
doouog,

vel

often a branch of the last; but, commonly, is
given off from the brachial, near the middle of
the arm. It gives off branches to the muscles,
&c. about the inner side of the os humeri. It
is also, called targe communicating ulnar or pro-

from

anus,' and otoi,
I flow.'
or slime from the anus.

circumflex:

'

from the artery of the penis, furnished by
the internal pudic.
arises

Arteria Profunda

Superior,

Profunda

humeri.
Certain muscles are distinguished by the
names profound or deep-seated and superficial.
PROD UCTIO, Prolapsus— p. Uvula? a pituita, Thus, we speak of the superficial and deep-seated
Staphyledema.
muscles of the neck, &c; the Flexor profundus

PRODUCTION,

This word

is

Produc'tio; same etymon.
used, especially by the French,

synonymously with prolongation.
tery

is,

perforans,

Subcutanea. Purpura simplex.
from ttqo, 'before,' and
yXuiaoa, the tongue.'
The extremity or tip of
p.

in this sense, a production of the peri-

PROGLOS'SIS,

toneum.

FRODUIT,

&c.

PROFUSIO SANGUINIS, Hasmorrhogia—

The mesen-

'

Product.

Pro'em'inens, from pro, the tongue.
Prorrhe'sis, Prxcogni'tio,
Some
'forwards,' and emincre, 'to project.'
anatomists call the 7th cervical vertebra the Pnrilic'tio, (F.) Prognostic, Pronostic, from too,
before,' and yivoaxto, I know.' The judgment
preeminent vertebra, on account of the length
of its spinous process, which passes the level of formed by the physician regarding the future
progress and termination of any disease.
of the neighbouring vertebra?.

PROEM'INENT,

PROGNO'SIS,

!

'

those,

PRGBCTIA, Pro? otes,
from ngwi,
rilas,

'

early.'

Prcco'cious

tjqwwti,:, or tooiot?;?,

Precocity,' Pnrcox motu'Premature dematu'rily.
'

A General Prognosis is the opinion formed
of a disease in the abstract. Thus, we say, the
General prognosis of Cynanche tonsillaris ia

—
PROGNOSTIC
favourable
ble,

;

— of Phthisis pulmonalis,

unfavour-

&c.

A

Particular Progno'sis

PROPHYLACTIC
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is

the

opinion

formed of any particular case of disease. The
particular prognosis of one case of typhus, for
example, may be favourable, whilst that of
another may be unfavourable.

the centre of which the true
Von Raer.
exists.

—

PRUMALACTE'RIUM.
and uuxaoouj,
cient

'

I

soften.'

gymnasium

in

Prognosis ex Lingua, Gltfssomantia.

tened and anointed.

PROGNOSTIC,

bathinar.

FROIOTES,

Prognosis.

PROMANOS.
PROM AN US,

Praeotia.

PROJECTURA.

PROLAB1UM,
PROLAPSUS,

Process.
Procheilon.
from prolabor,
'

—

Blepharoptosis

from *qo, -before,'

The room,

in the

which the body was

One

ansof-

of the operations in

See Digitus.
Pollex.

PROMETO'PIS,

prolapsus,

A

—

or ovule

PROMETOP1D1A,

(pro, and labor, lapsus, to slide,') I slip down.'
Procidentia, Delap'sio, Propto'ma, Propto'sis,
Produc'tio, Propeden'tia, Prominentia, Ptosis,
Casus (F.) Chute; a protru'sion; a falling
genus of diseases in the class Locales
down.
and order Ectopia of Cullen, distinguished l>y
falling
down of a part through the orifice
the
with which it is naturally connected.
Prolapsus Ani, Proctocele p. Corneae, Staphyloma of the Cornea p. Iridis, Ptosis iridis
p. Palpebral,
p. GEsophagi, Pharyngocele
'

ovum

PROLONG EM EXT U AC 111 /)/ EN, Medulla spinalis — p. Sons occipital, liasilary process.

—
—
— p. Pharyngis, Pharyngocele.

before,'

'

and

Frontal bandages.
Prometopid'wn, from

uitujttov,

'

the forehead.'

ttqo,

The skin

of the forehead.

PROMLNENTIA, Prolapsus,

PROMONTOR1UM

Protuberance.

FACIEI, Nasus,

PROM'ONTORY, Promonto'rium, pro, and
mons, monlis, 'a mountain,' seu Tuber seu Tuberositas Tym'pani.
A small projection at the
inner paries of the cavity of the tympanum,
which corresponds to the external scala of the
cochlea, and especially to the outer side of the
vestibule.

PRONATEVR

—

CAIiliR, Pronator radii qua-

Prolapsus Uteri, Exome'tra, Metroptosis, dratus /;. Grand ou rond, Pronator
Falling down of the womb, JEdopto' sis u'teri,
p Petit, Pronator radii quadratus.

—

radii teres

PRONA'TION,

Prona''lio, from pr onus, 'inclined forwards.' Anatomists understand, by
pronation, the motion by which the inferior exmiatrice, Desccntc de la mutrice, Precipitation dc
Some use the term Procidentia tremity of the radius passes before the ulna,
la matrice.
Uteri' for a minor degree some for a greater and thus causes the hand to execute a kind of
degree of the affection than prolapsus; Re- rotation from without inwards.
PRONA'TOR. That which produces the
laxatio uteri expressing the slightest stage of
all.
A falling down of the uterus, owing to motion of pronation. This name has been given
utero-vaginal
to
two of the muscles of the forearm.
relaxation of the parts about the
Pronator Obliquijs, P. radii teres p. QuaIn the treatment, the horizontal posregion.
ture must be insisted upon ; the injection of dratus, P. radii quadratus.
Pronator Radii Quadra'tus. P. quadratus,
astringent substances per vaginam be advised;
and if the affection be not remedied by these Quadratus radii, P. quadratus seu transversus
means, a pessary must be employed as a pallia- ( Winslow,) Pronator radii brcvis seu quadratus
tive; or, the operation of Episioraphy (q. v.) (Cowper,) Cubito-radial, (Ch.) (F ) Petit on
This muscle is situate at the
carre pronateur.
may be performed.
anterior, inferior, and profound part of the foreProlapsus Uvulae, Staphyledema.
It is flat and square, and is attached,
Prolapsus Vagi'na:, Hysteropto'sis Vagi'na, arm.
Prolapsus. JEdoptosis Vagina, Coleopto'sis, Col- within, to the-inferior quarter of the anterior
Protrusion of the upper surface of the ulna; and, without, to the inpopto'sis, Efytropto'sis
part of the vagina into the lower. This, like ferior quarter of the anterior surface of the
It produces the motion of pronation.
the descent of the uterus, may be relaxation, radius.
Pronator Radii Teres, P. teres sive obli'procidentia, prolapsus, or complete inversion.
quus (Winslow,) Epilrochlo-radial (Ch.,) (F.)
Prola' sus Vesicae, Exocyste.
PROLECTA'TIO; from pro, and legere, tec- Grand ou rond pronateur. A muscle seated at
tum, to gather ' Action of separating the finer the upper and anterior part of the forearm. It
It
is long, flat, and larger above than below.
parts of a body from the grosser.
is attached, above, to the inner tuberosity of the
PROLEPTICUS, Anticipating.
humerus and to the coionoid process of the
PROLICIDE, Prolicid'iwn; from proles, < off- ulna. From thence it passes obliquely downDestruction of
to kill.'
spring,* and caidere,
wards and outwards, and terminates at the midA term, which includes foeticide as dle of the outer surface of the radius. It causes
offspring.
well as infanticide.
the radius to turn on the ulna, to produce the
PROLIF'IC, Prolif'icus; from proles, 'off- motion of pronation. It can, also, bend the
That which has forearm on the arm, and vice versa.
I make.'
spring,' and facio,
Pronator Teres, P. radii teres.
the faculty of engendering: applied to man,
PRONERVATIO, Aponeurosis, Tendon.
a*nd animals, and to their sperm or seed; as well
PRONOSTIC, Prognosis.
as to remedies, which, by strengthening the
PROPEDEiNTIA, Prolapsus.
genital organs, increase the secretion of sperm.
Hysteropto'sis, Hysteroce'le nuda, Procidentia
u'teri, (F.) Maissement de la mutrice, Chute de la
'

;

—

—

'

'

'

PROLlG"EROUS, Pn/liger, Prolig"erus, from
proles,

'

offspring,'

carry.' That
with carrying the offspring.

and gero,

'

I

which is connected
PKOLiciiRous Disc or Layer, Discus prolig"-

Discus vitelh'nus, Stratum prolig"erum.
granular layer, situate generally towards the

erus,

A

most prominent

part of the ovarian vesicle,

on

PROPERTIES, PHYSICAL, OF THE
SUES.

These

are flexibility, extensibility
elasticity, racornissement and imbibition.

TISand

Properties, Vital. Those which depend
upon organization, such as sensibility and contracti'ity,

PROPHYLACTIC, Prophylac'ticus

i

Dlapluj*

—
PROPHYLAXIS

and

A

PROPHYLAX'IS, Propkyka,

Prophylac'Pnesercuftio.
Preservative or preventive treatment.
PROP'OLIS, from too, ' before,' and roXig,
'
city;' literally, 'that which is before the city.'
(
'eranthe'mus, Commo'si.s, Bee-bread.
A red,
resinous matter, with which bees cover the bottom of the hive, its fume lias been esteemed
antiasthmatic.
PROP'OMA, from ttqo, 'before,' iroua, 'a
drink.' Ancient name of a medicine, composed
of seven parts of honey and four of wine.
It
was drunk before a meal. Paulus of ^Eir'ma.
Intention.
PROPOTiS'MOS. Same etymon. Prcepo'-

Same etymon.

fi.ee.

—

PROPOSITUM.

An ancient name for medicines which
were given to patients before purging them,
and, in some sort, to prepare them.
lio.

PROPRIUS AURIS EXTERNJE,

Retra-

liens auris.

PROPTOMA,
Pkop to'.m a

Au

ft

Prolapsus.
c u l a'k u m Parasthe'sis audi'Lobe of the ear broad,
I

,

tus fiucca, Flap Ear.
loose,

and pendent, from

birth.

— Good.

PROPTOSIS, Prolapsus— p.

generally signifies 'in addition

PROSTATES IjYFARIEURES,
glands

p. Pttites,

Cowper's

Cowper's

o-lands.

PROSTATIC,

Prostat'icus.
That
lates to the prostate.
Winslow has

which

—

re-

named

Superior Prostatic Muscles ligaments which
pass from the pubis to the lateral parts of the
prostate.
lie, also, calls— Infer lor Piostatic
Muscles the fleshy fibres, which, from the
lateral parts of the urethra, near its membranous portion, pass to be inserted into the pubis.

—

The Prostatic Portion uf the Uketiira

is

the part of the canal of the urethra included by
the prostate. It is about 15 lines long.

The Prostatic Bisector is an instrument
employed by Dr. Stevens, of New York, in the
bilateral operation of lithotomy.
In form it resembles a large olive, with a beak at the extremity, with cutting edges at the sides, parallel
to its longest axis, and with a straight hi.ndle.

PROSTAT1CUS SUPERIOR,

Compressor

prostatic.

PROSTATITIS,

Inflarnma'tio pros' tutx, from
noooTara, the prostate,' and itis, denoting inflammation. Inflammation of the prostate.
prostate,' and oyxug,
the prostate.

this

to,'

prefix

'over and

beside?,'

PROSARTHROSIS, Diarthrosis.
PROS BO LlC, Impression.
PROSCHYSIS, Affusion.
PROSCOLLES1S, Adherence, Agglutina-

PROSTHESIS,

PROSTHETA,

'

from nqoorara, 'the
a tumour.' Swelling of

Prothesis.
Subdita.

PROSTRA'TION, Proslra'tio vi'rium, (F.)
Prostration des forces.
Great depression of
strength. Almost total loss of power over the
muscles of locomotion.
PROTEIN, Protei.ne, Protei'na : from tiqujI take the first rank.'
revv),
A product of the
'

tion.

PROSECTEUR,
PROSLEPSIS,

decomposition of albumen, &.C., by potassa.
When animal albumen, fibrin or casein is dissolved in a moderately strong solution of caustic
potassa, and the solution is exposed for some
time to a high temperature, these substances
are decomposed.
The addition of acetic acid
causes, in all three, the separation of a gelatinous translucent precipitate, which has ex-

Dissector.

Prehension.

PROSOOOS, Aditus.
PROSOPALGIA, Neuralgia,

PROSOPOMANTIA,
PROSOPON, Face.

facial.

Physiognomy.

PROSOPOSIS, Physiognomy.
•

lation.

PROSTATO.VCUS,

PRORA, Occiput.
PRORRHES1S, Prognosis.
PROS, 77«.oc. In composition,
'

lubricate the interior of the urethra, and to
serve as a vehicle for the sperm in its ejacu-

'

Palpebra?, Ble-

pharoptosis.

above,'

PROTUBERANCE
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luetic, Diasos'tic, Synteret'icus, from tos,
<vu*annv>, 1 defend.
preservative.
'

—

—

PROSPHORA,

Prehension.

and oraoig,

the same characters and composition.
Mulder.
Protein.
Protein is the basis of animal and vegetable
fibrin, albumen, and casein, and of gluten, which
have been, consequently, classed under the
" proteinaceous alimentary principle," by Dr.
Pereira.

'station,') 'superiority, preponderance;' same
predominance or abunetymon as Prostate.

PROTEINACEOUS, Proteinous.
PROTEINOUS, Prolcina'ccous, Proteino'sus.

PROS'PHYSIS, adhesion, adherence, con1 grow.'
nexion,' (q. v.) from ttooc, and <?vv>,
In a more limited sense, this word means morbid adhesion of the eyelids, either between
themselves, or with the globe of the eye. Ankyloblepharon, (q. v.)
'

'

PROS'TASIS,

Trncarani;, (t/io,

A

—

dance of excrernentitious humour. Hippocr.
PROSTATALGIA, from vqoorarn, 'the
Pain in the prosprostate,' and aXyog, 'pain.'

actly

This

is

—

Of, or belonging to protein;
alimentary principle."

— as "a proteinous

PROTH'ESIS,

Pros/thesis, Adjunc'tio,
jedtio, Apposi"tio, addition, application;'
'

tate.

PROSTATE,

noooTara, from

' before,
gland' via,
Pros' tatx, P.glandulo'sa, Paras' tata, P.gland'Corpus
ulie, Pros' tata adenoi'des, Testes mino'res,

and

iorr,ui,

'

I

stand.'

7100,

Pros'tula

glandu/o'sum, C. adeniformi, C. glmdiformB, C.
glando'sum, C. adenoi'des; the Prostate gland,
Assisten'tes glandule, Ads'liles glandulosi. A
glandular, cord form body, of the size of a chesti

nut, situate before the neck of the bladder, behind the symphysis pubis, and surrounding the
Its excretory outfirst portion of the urethra.
lets, to the number of 10 or 12, open into the
part of the urethra that traverses it, and pour
into

it

a

whitish, viscid

humour, intended

to

Adfrom

in addition to,' and Ti-9rji.it, '1 put.' That
part of surgery whose object is to add to the
human body some artificial part, in place of one
that may be wanting, as a wooden leg, an artificial eye, Ac.
Trqog,

:

PROTMESIS,

Umbilicus, Kidney.
Colostrum.

PROTOGALA,

PROTOIATROS,

Archiater.

PKOTOMEDICUS, Archiater.
PROTOMUS, Dissector.
PROTOPATHIA, Idiopathia.
PKOTOSPOROS. Os uteri.
PROTRUSION, Prolapsus.
PROTU'BERANCE. Protuberaritia,

Extu-

—

-

PR0TUBERANT1A

PRUNUS
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Prominentia, Excrescen'tia, Extuberan'- Gal'licum, Prunum, (Ph. U. S.,) the French
from pro, before,' and tuber, a projection.' Prune; and
The Prunum l)amasce'num or
(F.) Bosse. A name given to rough, unequal Damson, Brab'ylon.
All these possess the same
protuberances, seen at the surface of certain general qualities as the other summer fruits.
organs; the parietal protuberances, occipital pro- They are emollient and laxative.
tuberances, annular protuberances, &c.
Prunum Stelt.atum, Averrhoa carambola.
Protuberance, Cerebral, Medulla oblonARMENIACA. The Apricot,
gata, Pons varolii
p. Cornu am morris.
Apricock, BericoccS, (ftoixoxxr;, Pracocin, (F.)

bera'tio,
tia,

'

«

',\.

PRUNUS

—

PROTUBERANT1A, Eminence— p.

laris Willisii,

Pons

varolii

ammonis.

PROULIMATE'SIS.

Annu-

— p.Cylindrica, Cornu
A word employed

by

Forestus, for hernia of the stomach.
PROUNE, Prunus domestica.
PROVERBS, MEDICAL. A proverbial expression frequently contains sound sense in its
directions.
In medicine, the greatest collection
is in the Regimen of Health of the school, of Salernum, composed in the J 1 Ih century, by John
of Milan.
Yet, although good sense is often
inculcated, we often meet with the reverse.
Most of the proverbs are hygienic. The following are a few.
1.

Qu'apr'es la sovpe un coupe d' excellent vin
Tire un ecu de la poche du mtdecin.

2.

Surge quinta, prand.e nona, cana quinta, dormi

3.

Nunquam

nona, nee

4.

5.

est

morti vita prona.

recti corpus exerceri sine

animo,

neque animum sine corpore posse.
Viande bien muclide est a demi digtrie.
Optimum condimentum fames.

Abricol.

Family, Rosacea?.

Sea;.

Syst. lcosandria

Monogynia. The Apricot, when ripe, is easily
digested, and considered as a great delicacy.
Prunus A'vium The Black Cherry Tree,
The fruit is
Ccr'nsus Avium(F.) Merisier.
eaten and a gum exudes from the tree; the
properties of which are similar to those of gum

—

;

Arabic.

Pkunus Cer'asus. The Red Cherry Tree;
The fruit Cerasum, Cera'sion,
Cerisier.

(F.)

has a pleasant, acidulous, sweet flavour.
•
wholesome.
Prunus Domes'tica.

The Plum

or

It is

Damson

Coccyme' lea, Proune, (F.) Prunier ordinaire.
The damson, when perfectly ripe, affords a
wholesome fruit for pies, tarts, &c. It is gently
tree,

See Prunum.
Prunus Invi'tja. The Bullace Plum Tree.
The fruit of this tree is used like the damson.
laxative.

Prunus Lauro-Cer'asus, Poison Laurel,
Cherry Laurel, Common Laurel, Lauro-cerusus,
Cer'asus Lauro-cer'asus, (F.) Lauricr-cdrise, L.
amandier. The leaves have a bitter, styptic
The
taste, with the flavour of bitter almonds.

flowers have a similar flavour. The powdered
leaves, applied to the nostrils, excite sneezing.
The flavour of the leaves has given occasion to
their being employed in tarts, custards, &c.;
but in large quantities they are poisonous. The
poisonous principle is the Prussic acid. The
9. An ounce of prevention is better than a
distilled water.called Laurel-water, is poisonous.
pound of cure.
(See Poisons, Table of.)
V INS,
OF.
Prunus Padus, Padus, Cer'asus Padus, Cer'Chalybeate springs in the department of Seine asus racemo'sus suites' tris Wild cluster, or Bird
et Marne, France, which contain carbonic acid
Cherry Tree, (F.) Cdrisier a grappes, Bois puant.
and iron.
The bark of the tree has a fragrant smell, and
PROVOCATORIUS, Intercalary.
a bitter, subastringent taste, somewhat similar
PRUNA, Anthrax.
It has been recomto that of bitter almonds.
PRUNE, Prunum.
mended in intermittents, &c. in the form of
PRUNES, see Prunum— p. Pulp of, Pruni decoction. The berries have been used in dyPulpa.
sentery.
PRUNI PULPA, Pulp of Prunes. Take of Prunus Sebestina, Sebestina p. Sylvestris,
prunes a sufficient quantity, soften them in the P. spinosa.
vapour of boiling water, and having separated
Prunus Spino'sa. The Sloe Tree, P. sylvesthe stones, beat the remainder in a marble mor- tris, Agriococcime'lea, Agru'na, Agrune'lu, (F.)
tar, arid press it through a hair-sieve.
Ph. U.S. Pruncllier, Prunier sauvage. The fruit the
PRUNELLA, Cynanche, Pupil.
sloe
is sometimes employed in gargles, and
Prunel'la, P. vulga'ris, Consol'ida minor, was formerly much used in hemorrhage, owing
Sym'phitum minus, Self-heal, Bugle, Brunei' la, to its astringent properties. The Aca'cia nos(F.) Brunelle. Family, Labiatae. Sex. Syst. Didy
tras, A. German' ica, Succus acacias nostra tis, S.
namia Gymnospermia. This plant lias been German' icx inspis sd'tus, is obtained from this.
recommended, as an astringent, in hemorrhages
Prunus Vircmnia'na, Cer'asus seroti'na, C.
and fluxes and, also, in gargles against aphtha?, Virginia:'na, Wild Cherry Tree, (F.) Cerisier de
and in inflammation of the fauces.
Virginie.
The bark of this tree has been found
LLIER, Prunus spinosa.
useful in intermittents. The leaves are poisonPRUNELLOE, Prunum Brignolense.
ous to certain animals, and the berries intoxiPRUNIER, Prunus dornestica p. Sauvage, cate different kinds of birds. The Indians use
It is bitter
Prunus spinosa.
the bark in the cure of syphilis.
A Plum, a Prune. Three sorts and astringent, and possesses some aromatic
of plums have usually been ranked amongst warmth, and, likewise, a narcotic quality. It
the articles of the materia medica. 1. The is stimulant and tonic. The leaves contain
Prunum Brignolen'se ; the Brignole plum or Prussic acid. The distilled oil of the bark is
It is
verv nearly identical with that of the bitter
Prunel'loe; from Brignole in Provence.
of a reddish-yellow colour; and has a very almonds. A strong decoction of the bark is

Appetite

is

the best sauce.

Plures occidit gula quam g'adius.
7. Early to bed and early to rise,
Makes a man healthy, wealthy, and wise.
8. One man's meat's another man's poison.

6.

PRO

MINERAL WATERS

,

—

—

—

;

PRUNE

PRUNUM.

grateful, sweet, subacid taste.

2.

The Prunum

anthelmintic.

—

PRURIGO
I
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RURI'GO,

Pruri'tus, from jirurio, I itch.'
often used synonymously with
itching, (q. v .)
Willan and Bateman use the
term for a genus of cutaneous diseases, the characteristic symptoms of which are a severe
itching, accompanied by an eruption of papuke
of nearly the same colour as the adjoining cuticle.
C'nesmos, Scabies papuliformis, Exor'mia
pruri'go.
It affects the whole surface of the
skin, under three varieties of form ;— the P.
mitis, P. formi'cans, P. seni'lis, &c. as well as
some parts of the body, as the P. pod'icis, P.

This word

'

is

puden'di mulie'bris.

PRUMIT, llahiog.
PRURITUS, Ga"rgale, Itching, Prurigo.
PRUSSIAN BLUE, Ferrum Zodt'icum,

PSCLE

whole extent from before to behind,
base supporting a vascular tumour.
G.

in its

its
St.

Htlaire.

PSEUDO, False— p.

Asthma, Dyspnoea.

PSEUDOBLEP'SIA,
and

from ytvir,g,

'false,'

(tttyts, 'sight.'

Pseudopsia, Parop'sis illuso'ria, Suffu'sio, Phanlas'ma, Pseudoblepsi?,
False sight. A generic name, used by Cullen
for perversion of vision.
See Metamorphopsia.

PSEUDO-CROUP, Asthma Thymicum.
PSEUDO-CYESIS, Pregnancy, false— p.
Cyesis molaris, Mole.
PSEUDO LIEN, Pseudosplen. Glands situate in the neighbourhood of the spleen; probably, lymphatic glands.

F.
PSEUDO-MEDICUS, Charlatan— p.Meninx,
Barns' sieum, F. Cyanogenu'tum, F. oxydula'tum Membrane, false p. Metamorphosis polyposa,
hydrocyan'icum, Ftrri Ferrocy'anas, Borus'sias Polypus.
Ferri, Casru'leum Bonis' sicum, C. Berolinen'sB,
PSEUDOPHLOGOSIS VENTRICULI REPrussia* Ferri, Hydrocy'anas Ferri, Cyanure'- .SOLUTIVA et COLLIQUAT1VA, Gastromatum Ferri, Trito-hydroferroci/anate of iron. In lucia.
the Pharmacopoeia of the United States, (1842)
HTHI'SIS. False phthisis.
the pure salt is directed to be made as follows
Emaciation, occasioned by other cause than
Ferri sulph.%\v, acid.su/ph f. 5'iiiss, ucid.nitric. organic lesion of the lunors.
f-3 vJ or .'l- s potassiifcrrocyanuret, §ivss, aquae.
PSEUDO-PLEURITIS, Pleurodynia— p.
Oij.
Dissolve the sulphate in a pint of water, Polypi, see Polypi p.Pyrethrum, Achillea ptarand having added the sulphuric acid, boil the mica p. Spleen, Pseudolien.
solution.
Pour into it the nitric acid, in small
PSEUDOPSIA, Pseudoblepsia.

—

PSEUD OP

:

>

—

—

portions, boiling the liquid for a minute or two
each addition, until it no longer produces
a dark colour; then allow the liquid to cool.
Dissolve the ferrocyanuret of potassium in the
remainder of the water, and add this solution
gradually to the first liquid, agitating the mixture after each addition ; then pour it upon a
filter.
Wash the precipitate with boiling water
until the washings pass tasteless.
Lastly, dry
and rub into powder. This salt is chiefly used
for the preparation of the hydrocyanic acid and
the cyanuret of mercury. It has been advised
in the treatment of intermittents, and in epilepsy and scrophulosis.
Externally, it has been
applied to ill-conditioned ulcers, (gj to ^j of
Cerate.)
Dose, four to six grains.
PSALIS, Fornix, Scissors.
after

PSALTERIUM, Lyra.
PSAMMIS'MOS, from

xpaufio?,

'

sand.'

The

application of sand to any part of the body for
the cure of disease
Paulus.

PSAMMODES,

—

yjeUiOfio?,

from

xpiUttta, 'I

PSEUDAC'OE,
and

tijjoij,

Pseudaco'i'a,
' audition.'

from

PSEUDACOBUS,

Iris

'false,'

and uto9arouai, '1 feel.' Parap'sis illuso'ria.
Depraved feeling. Imaginary sense of touch
or general feeling in organs that have no existence.
Common to those who have suffered
amputation; and in hypochondriacs and the

EP

'

A

Plumbi subcarbonas.
Lumbi, (q. v.) 'the loins.'
Neurome'tres.

The

last dorsal.

Below,

it

terminates, by a very thick tendon, common
to it and the iliacus muscle,
which is inserted
into the top of the lesser trochanter.
This
muscle bends the thigh upon the pelvis, and
carries it in rotation outwards.
It may, also,
bend the pelvis on the thigh, and the loins on
the pelvis. It acts considerably in station and
progression.
Psoas Parvus, Pri-lombo-pubien, (Ch.)

—

PSE UDARTHRO'S

i

ipoat,

lumbar vertebras, and

insane.

IS, Pseudarticu/a'tio,
Pseudarlic' ulus; from \ptvStjg, 'false,' and anflnuv,
'a joint.' A false joint or articulation, (q. v.)
PSEUDART1CULATIO, Pseudarthroais.
P SE U D E N C
H' A LUS, Paraceplialus,
from i/f <ti,c, false,' and lyxiifaXov, the encephalon.'
monster, whose cranium is open

Bryonia alba— p. Depila-

Psoas Magnus, P. seu lumba'ris inter'nus,
Pre-lombo-trochanlin,
Pri-lombo-trochantinien
(Ch.,) Femur moven'tiiim sexlus. A muscle,
seated on the lateral parts of the lumbar portion
of the vertebral column; and passing down to
the superior and anterior part of the thigh.
It
is long; fusiform; and attached, above, to the
body and transverse processes of the first four

tptvSijg,

Pscudacu'sis.

ifitvitji,

Apple

This plant and the P. pyrif'erum bear
those of the former like apples; of the
latter like pears.
The apple kind has an acid
flavour, the other is sweet.
Of the inner pulp
of either, the natives of the Indies make jellies;
and, of the outer rind, tarts, marmalades, &c.
They are somewhat astringent; this quality,
indeed, exists in every part of the tree, and
abundantly in the leaf buds, which are occasionally boiled with barley and liquorice as an
excellent drink in diarrhoea. A simple decoction of the leaves is said to be useful in the itch
and most cutaneous eruptions.
PSILOSIS, Depilation.
Guava.

fruits;

PSIMMYTHON,

pseudacorus.

from

PSEUDO-VARIOLA, Varicella.
PSEUDYMEN, Membrane, false.
PSID'lUM POMIF'ERUM. The

PSO^E,

False hearing.

PSEUDyESTHE'SIA,

iptvSrjf,

philis.

Alop'eces, Nephrome'lra,
psose muscles.

PSELLOTES.. Balbuties.
false,'

from

False appetite.
Syphilis pseudo-sy-

oqc^ic, 'appetite.'

tory.

Imperfect or depraved state of the
articulation.
A genus in the class Pneumatica;
order, Plumica. of Good.
stutter.'

'

and

PSEUDO-SYPHILIS,

PSILOTHRUM,

Sabulous.

PSELLIS'MUS,

PSEUDOREX'IA, Pseudorex'is,
'false,'

'

I

A

<

—

—
rSOUYMUS

PTEROCARPUS

muscle, situate anterior to the last. It is long,
thin, flat, and narrow; and is attached, above,
to the body of the last dorsal vertebra, and below, to the linea ileo-pectinea, by means of a
slender tendon, which furnishes two expanone to the lime- aponeurosis, and the
sions
other to the pelvic.
This muscle bends the
vertebral column on the pelvis; and, reciprocally, he pelvis on the vertebral column.
PSODYMUS, Gaatrodidymua.
PSOITIS, from ipoeu, the loins,' and itis,
denoting inflammation. Inflammation of the
psoas muscles and of the parts situate before
the lumbar vertebras; accompanied, from its
commencement, by considerable fever, violent
pains in the part affected and in the thigh of
the same side, which remains commonly half
Lent- Psoitis may terminate by suppuration,
and form Lumbar Abscess, (q. v.)
PSOLK, yjiuXt], 'the male organ,' also, the

—
t

'

glans

PSOLON'CUS,
tumour.'

from y/eoAi/, and oyxog, 'a
Swelling of the glans, or of the penis

respects, resembles.
Dr. Willan has given
names to eleven varieties of psoriasis: iln> chief
of which are the Psoriasis guttdta, J', diffu'su
(one form of winch is the Baker's lich, and
Grocer's Itch,) the P. gyra'ta, and /'. unctira'ta.
The treatment of psoriasis mutt be antiphlogistic, with the internal use of the fixed alkalies,
sulphur, Ac.
The irritable kinds do better

without any local application. The more local
and less inflammatory are ameliorated by emollient and soothing applications: or by slightly
stimulating means, sea-bathing, the Ung. hydra rg nitrico oxyd., Ung. oxydt zinci, Ac.

PSORICUS. That which

A

itch.

medicine

for

has the nature of
curinc the itch.

rSOROPHTHALMIA,
J

l

Ophthalmia

tarsi.

SVCHAGO'GICA,from

and

yv/ij, 'life," soul,'
Medicines which resusciseems extinct; as in syncope

ayio, '1 lead.'

tate,

when

life

and apoplexy.
PSYCHE, Anima.
PSY'CHICAL; from yo^, 'mind.' That
which relates to the mind or mental endow-

generally.

ments.

yoyog, 'noise.' A loud noise;
a hollow sound.
PSORA, from xpuxa, 'I touch, I feel,' Scabies,
Phlysis Scabies, Itch, (F.) Gale, Mai SaintA contagious eruption of very
Alain, Rosne.
minute pimples pustular, vesicular, papular,
intermixed and alternating, itching intolerably
and terminating in scabs. It seems to be connected
with an insect, of the genus fleams; Iheflc'arus

PSYCHOL'OGY, Psycholog"ia, from yv Xn
'mind,' and /oyo?, 'discourse.' A treatise on
the intellectual and moral faculties. Also, in-

PSOPHOS,

,

tellectual

or Sarcop'tes or Surcop'tus Scabiei, Adams Giro,
The itch occupies, particularly,
(F.) Ciron.
the spaces between the fingers, the backs of the
hands, wrists, elbows, axillas, groins, hams, iScc.
and rarely affects the face. The best applicathe Unguentum Sultions, for its cure, are,
pburis or Ung. Su/ph. cornp. night and morning;
hut the unpleasant smell of the sulphur has
given occasion to the use of other means;— as
the White Hellebore, Potass in deliquescence, Mu
The
riate of Ammonia, Sulphuric flcid, <fec.
lepugnance to the smell of sulphur ought not,
however, to he regarded; especially as, in the
course of four or five days, it will, in almost all
cases, produce a perfect cure.
Psoka Lepkosa, Psoriasis p. Squamosa,

—

—

Psoriasis.

•

PSYCHROLU'SIA,

Fsychrolu'lron, from \pv
I wash.'
cold bath.
PSYCHT1CA, Refrigerants.
PSYDRA'CIA, quasi, \pvxQa 'vftqaxia, 'cold
drops.'
The ancients used this term, sometimes, for pimples; at others, for vesicles.
Willan and Batenian define Psydracium to he, a
small pustule, often irregularly circumscribed,
producing but a slight elevation of the cuticle,
and terminating in a laminaied scab. Many of
the psydracia usually appear together, and become confluent; and, after the discharge of pus,
they pour out a thin, watery humour; which
frequently forms an irregular incrustation.
Frank limits the term to a psoriform eruption,
which differs from itch in not originating

yooc,

'

cold,'

and Xovw,

A

'

'

from an insect, and which is not contagious,
perhaps the lichen. Authors have differed regarding its acceptation.
Psyduacia Acne', Acne.
PSYLLIUM, Plantago psyllium.
PTARMICA, Achillea ptarmica— p. Montana, Arnica muntana.
,

PSOKA'LEA GLANDULO'SA,

flhaquiil'a.

Dhdelphia

Sex.
Family, Leguminosa?.
Decandria. A shrub, used in Chili as a vulneSyst.

rary.

Psora'lea Pentahhyi/la, Conlrayer'vanova,

The root is little, if
Mcx'icu/i Contrayer'vathe Contrayerva in its medi«it all, inferior to
cal properties; which, by the by, are unimportant.

PSORENTERTA,
PSORI'ASIS,

faculties.

Cold.

PSYCHOTKJA EMETICA, Ipecacuanha.
PSYCliOTROPHUM, Betonica officinalis.

—

—

and moral

PSYCHOS,

Cholera.
formerly, the state of being

PTARMICUM, Errhine, Sternutatory.
PTARM03, SneeziDg.
PTELEA, Ulmus.

PTERIGOSTAPIIYLINUS INTERNUS,
Levator palati p. Syndcsmo-staphili-pharyngit a. Constrictor pharyngis.

FTLRIS, Polypodiuui

filix

mas.

Ptlris Aqv uiu'na, l Eagles' Wings,' Pterin,
affected with iptoQa, Lepido'sis psori'asis, Serjte'do Scrpi'go, lmpeti'go, (of some) Sca'bies sie'ea, Thehjj/tcris, Filix Kymphx'a, so called from its
Common Biahe or Female Fan; Filix
leaves.
S. feri'na, Psora lepro'sa, P. squamo'sa, Scaly
(F.) Fovyere femelle, La grande
Tetter, Dry Scale, Dry Seal I, (F.) Dartre squa- fxminx'a.
ineuse licheno'ide, D. 6cailleuse, Grutelle, Gale Fuugire. Kat. Ord. Filices. The root is concutaneous af- sidered to be anthelmintic; and as efficacious
miliaire, G canine ou seche.
fection, consisting of patches of rouuh, amor- as that of the male fern in cases of tape-worm.
PTERIN A, Calcaneurn.
phous scales; continuous or of indeterminate
Calcigradus.
outline: skin often chappy. Psoriasis occurs
see Kino.
under a considerable variety of forms. The

A

x

PTERNOHATES,
PTEROCARPUS ERINACEA,

surface, under the scales, is more tender and
Writable than in lepra, which psoriasis, in some

Ptehocar'pus Santali'nus, San'talum Rubrum, Red Sanders or Saunders Tree. Family,

——

—

PTERYGION

—

—

PTOSIS

7J7

Leguminoste. Sex. Syst. Diadelphia Decandria. enne ou pterygo'ide, is the depression, which seRed Saunders wood, San't alum (Ph. U. S.), is parates the two lamina? or alae of the pterygoid
used only as a colouring matter; giving to rec- process.
tified spirit a fine deep red.
Pterygoid Mus'cles, Ala'res mus'cvli, AliThe juice of this
tree, like that of the P. Draco, aifords a species form'es mus'culi, are two in number.
1. The
of Dragon's blood.
Pterygoideus externus, P. minor, Ptirygo-colliPTERY'GION, Ptery'gium, from nrtavi, 'a maxiudire, Petit Ptirygo-maxtlluire (Ch.) (F.)
wing.' A small wing. Onyx, Pyo'sis, Unguis, Petit ptiryguidicn, Plerygoidicn cxtcrne, is a
(F.) Drapeau, Ought.
A varicose excrescence thick, short muscle, which arises, by short apoof the conjunctiva, of a triangular shape; and neuroses, from the outer surface of the external
commonly occurring at the inner angle of the ala of the pterygoid process, and from the outer
eye; whence it extends over the cornea. Some- surface of the great ala of the sphenoid bone;
times two or three pterygia occur on the same and is inserted in the anterior part of the neck
eye, and cover the whole cornea with a thick of the lower jaw-bone, and the corresponding
veil, which totally prevents vision. According part of the inter-articular fibro cartilage.
This
to Scarpa, the ancients gave the name Pannimuscle draws the condyle of the lower jaw and
culus to this last complication. If the pterygion the inter-articular ligament forwards. It carcannot be dispelled by means of discutient col- ries the chin forwards, and to the opposite side.
lyrin, it must be removed by the scissors.
If the two external pterygoids act together, the
PTERYGO-ANGULI-MAXILLAIRE, Pte-. jaw is carried directly forwards. 2 The Pterygoideus internus p. colli-maxillaire, Ptery- rygoideus internus, P. major, Pterygo-anguli
goideus externus p. Maxillaire, grand, Ptery- maxillaire, Masse' ter internus, Lntcns in Ore",
goideus internus /). Maxillaire, petit, Plery- Grand Plirygo-maxillaire, (F.) Grand Pten/goideus externus p. Palatine canal, Pterygoid goidienoa Pterygo'idien interne, A thick, quadcanal
p. Pharyngeus, Constrictor pharyngis
rilateral muscle, which is attached by short
and very strong aponeuroses; above, to the ptep. Staphylinua, Circumflexus.

—

—

—

VTFAVYGOFAUATlNEtPlcrygopalati'iws.
That which belongs
and

to the

pterygoid process

palate.

Ptekygo-Palatine Artery, or Superior pharyngeal, is a very small artery, and is given off"
by the internal maxillary, at the bottom of the
zygomatic fossa: after having passed through
the pterygopalatine canal, it is distributed to
the superior part of the pharynx, the sphenoid
bone, and the Eustachian tube.
Pterygo-Palatine Canal. A small canal,
formed by the internal ala of the pterygoid process, and the palate bone.
It gives passage to
the vessels of the same name.
Alatus
PTER'YGOID, Pterygoi'dcs, Ptcrygoide' us,
Alifor'mis, from riicnz, 'a wing,' and aSug,
form.'
A name given to two processes at the
inferior surface of the sphenoid bone; the two
lamina?, which form them, having been com-

PTERYGODES,

'

pared to wings.

These nix

cesses,

—

ternal,

and external.

or

—

wings or pro-

have been disProces'sus aliform'es,
tinguished, according to their position, into in-

rygoid fossa, whence it proceeds downwards,
backwards, and outwards, to be inserted into
the inner surface of the ramus of the lower jaw,
near its angle. This muscle raises the lower
jaw, and carries it a little forwards. It also
performs the grinding motion.

Pterygoid Nerves. These are two in numPterygoid or Vidian Nerve, It
ber.
1. The
arises from the posterior part of the sphenopalatine ganglion; traverses the Vidian canal
of the sphenoid; and, beyond, divides into two
superior or cranial, Nervus sufilaments. 1.

A

petrasus, which ascends into the
cranium, and enters the hiatus of Fallopius to
unite with the facial nerve. 2. An inferior or
carotid, Nervus profundus sive major, which
traverses the carotid canal, and unites with the
ascending branches of the superior cervical ganglion of the trisplanchnic. 2. The Pterygoid
perficiallis Bive

.Verve, properly so called, Nervus muscu.li pterygoldei, is given off by the inferior maxillary

branrh of the 5th

Pterygoideus internus

Artery, Rani'uins
supre' ma,
Ductus Pleryiroide' i,
artery, at the
maxillary
internal
.•irises from the
bottom of the zygomatic fossa, and enters the
pterygoid canal with the nerve of the same
name, to proceed to be distributed on the Eu-

Pterygoid Artery, Vidian

us externus

stachian tube and velum palati. The name,
pterygoid arteries, is likewise given to the
branches, which the internal maxillary and
some of its divisions, as the meningea media,
and posterior temporalis profunda, furnish to
the pterygoid muscles, behind the neck of the

p. Petit,

Pterygoid Bone, Sphenoid.
Pterygoid or Vidian Canal, Ductus pterygoide'us, Cana'lis Vidiu'nus. (F.) Conduit pterygoidien ou Vidien. Pterygopalatine canal, is a
narrow channel, which traverses, in a direction
from before to behind, the base of the pterygoid
process, and srives passage to the pterygoid
nerve. The foramina of the sphenoid, which
terminate the canals, are similarly called.
Fossa Ptkrigoide'a, (F ) Posse ptirygoidi-

51.

etymon.

A

wing;

a projecting or pendulous body. A swelling of
M. A. Sethe vulva, which prevents coition.
verinus.
Ala.

—

PTERYX,

PTILOSIS, Deplumatio, Madarosis.
PTISANA, Tisane— p. Communis, Decoctum hordei compositum — p. Hippocratica, Decoctum hordei.

PTI8SAN A,

Tisane.

PTOCHOCOMI'UM,

from Trro/or,
take care of.'
person,' and xomut,
durhi'iiiii.
An almshouse.
'

ja*w.

p. Exlerne, PterygoidePterygoideus externus.

PTERYGO'MA. Same

Arte' riu plifirijn gc' a

lower

pair.

PTERYGOIDIEN, GRAND ov INTERNE,

I

PTOCHODOCHIUM,
PTOMA, Cadaver.

'

a poor

Ptoclio-

Ptochocomium.

PTOSIS, Prolapsus— p. Bulbi

oculi,

Exoph-

thalmia.

Ptosis Ir'idis, Prolap'sus J.-idis, from tttw(Si(,
a falling.'
A prolapsus of the iris through a
wound of the cornea. It is known by a blackish tubercle, which projects a little from the
cornea in various forms.
<

—— —

—

—
PTYALISM

-

rUGILLUS

508

PUDEND'AGRA. A hybrid

Ptosis Palpebk^, Blepharoptosis.

word; from puto be ashamed,')
the genital
and
the
Greek
ayoa, a seizure.
Acsee organs,'
Salivation
p. Acutus sympatheticus, see Salicording to some, this term means pain in the
vation
p. Iners, Slavering.
genital parts: according to others, it is synony-

PTYALISM. Salivation.
PTYALISMUS ACUTUS MELLITUS,

—

denda, (pud ere,

'

—

PTYALOGOGUE, Sialogogue.

mous with

PTYALON,.Saliva.

FTYASMAGOGUE,
PTYELON, Saliva,

Hernia, which descends between the vagina and ramus ischii,
and forms an oblong tumour in the labium;

Sialogogue.

Sputum.

Exspuition.
PTYSMA, Exspuition.
PUAJYTEUR, Dysodia.
PUBERTAL. Ephebia!

traceable in the pelvis, as far as the os uteri.

PUDENDUM, FEMALE, Vulva— p. Muliebre, Vulva.

PUBERTY,

Puber'tas, Hebe, Pubes, AphroEpheboles, Ephcbo' syne ; from
pubescerc, 'to begin to have hair on the chin
and sexual organs.' The period of life at which
voung people, of both sexes, become nubile.
According to the civil law, puberty occurs at
12 years in females, and 14 in boys. The period", however, varies somewhat in different
climates, and in different individuals of the
Bame climate.
PUBES, Epis'chion, Cteis, Pecten; the Pubic
region. Same etymon. The middle part of the
hypogastric region; so called, because it is covered with hair, in both sexes, at the period of
puberty. The hair is also called Pubcs, Lanu'go Pudendo'rum, and, of old, pubertas signified
di'sia, Ephcbi'a,

the same.

Pubes, Puberty.

PUBLEUS,

Pubic.
Pubian, Pu'bicus, Pubiseus, (F.) PuThat which belongs to or concerns the

PUBIC,

pubis.
Pubic* Arch or J3rch of the Pubis, (F.) .Arcade
pubienne. The arch at the anterior part of the
inferior circumference of the pelvis. It is more
expanded in the female than in the male; to
correspond with the additional functions, which
she has to execute.
Pubic Articula'tion', or Sym'physis Pubis,
results from the junction of the ossa pubis.
The medium of union is cartilage.
Pcbic Lig'aments are two very solid, fibrous
fasciae, situate before and beneath the symphyThe one is
sis pubis, which they strengthen.
called the anterior pubic Ligament, the other, the
inferior or subpubic.

PUBIEN.

syphilis, (q. v.)

PUDEN'DAL HERNIA.

PTYSIS.

hien.

'

'

Pubic.

PUB10-COCCYGJEN-ANNULAIRE,

PUDENDUS.Pudic.
PUDIC, Pudi'cus, Puden'dus, (F.) Honteux.
Same etymon. That which causes shame. A
name given to the genital organs (q. v.) as well
as to different other parts.
Pudic Arteries are distributed to the organs of generation. They are, 1. The internal Pudic, Sous-pubienne (Ch.) Arteria Pudi'ca,
A. pudenda commu'nis, (P.) Art'ere honteuse interne, Gen'ital Ar'tcry.
It is furnished by the
hypogastric, and divides into two branches ; the
one the inferior or perineal which gives off
the inferior hemorrhoidal and the artery of the
septum; and the other the superior, V F.) Ischirtpeniuinc which furnishes the transverse perineal artery, and divides into two branches;
the artery of the corpus cavernosum, and the
This hitter, in the female, has
dorsalis penis.
the name Dorsalis Clitoridis. 2. The external
Pudic Arteries, A. scrotales ou vulvaires (Ch.),
A. honteuses cxternes, which are two in number.
The one is superficial or subcutaneous and the
other deep-seated or subaponeurotic. They are
given off' from the femoral artery or some one
of its branches; and are distributed to the ex'
ternal parts of generation.
Pudic Nerve, (F.) Nerf honteux, JYerf Jschiopinien ou lschio-clilorien (Ch.), is a branch furnished by the sacral plexus, which is distributed to the genital organs; and, especially, to
the penis in man, and The clitoris in the female.
PU'ERILE, Pueri'lis, from puer, 'a child.'
A term applied to the respiration when it becomes very sonorous by the stethoscope, as in
healthy children.
PUER'PERA, from purr, 'a child,' and pato bring forth.'
rere,
Tokos, hochos; a lyingin woman, (F.) Frmme en Couclie, Accouchce.
A female in child-bed. One recently delivered.

—

—

—

—

—

<

'

Pa-

Dumas gave this
bio-coccygc'us annula'ris.
name to the levator ani and ischio-coccygeus,
muscle.
considered
a
single
which he

PUERPERAL CONVULSIONS, EclampLe- sia gravidarum et parturientium.
Femoral, Pectinalis— p FemoraPuer'peral Fever. Any fever occurring
Febris Puerperal
p. Ombilical,Py- during the puerperal state
lis, Adductor longus femoris
ramidalis abdominis— p. Prostaticus, Compres- rum, Child-bed fever. Most commonly restrictsor prostata? p Sous ombilical, Pyramidalis ab- ed to a malignant variety of Peritonitis, (q. v.)
PUERPERIUM, Parturition.
dominis p Sternal, Rectus abdominis.
PUFF-BALL, Lycoperdon.
PUBIS, OS, Episei'on, Episi'on, Share Bone,
PUF'FINESS, from (D.) poffen, 'to blow;'
Os Pec'tinis. The anterior part of the os innocorresponds
to
because
it
called
Infla'tio, Tumefac'tio mollis, (F.) Boufjissure,
minatum; so
the genital organs and pubic region. The an- Boursoufture. A soft intumescence, without
gle of the pubis is formed by the union of the redness, which may be partial or general, and
be produced by an accumulation of serous fluid,
body and rami of each side.
PUB'LICjE PARTES. Those organs are extravasation of blood, effusion of air into the
Puffiness is
go called, the object of whose functions is the subcutaneous cellular tissue, &e.
nutrition of all the others. Such are the diges- most frequently seen in the face and legs; and,
around
a
wound.
sometimes, appears
tive and respiratory organs.
PUGIL'LUS, Drax. Drachion, from pugnus,
PUCCOON, Sanguinaria Canadensis.
Pince'e.
(F.)
The quantity
Dragmis.
pulegiuin,
'the fist;'
PUDDING-GRASS, Mentha
of any substance, which may be taken with the
PUDENDA, Genital organs.
PUB10 COCCYGIEMANJWLAIRE,

vator Ani

p.

—
PULEGIUM
end of t W o

or three fingers.

The

eighth part of

a handful.

PULEGIUM, Mentha

num, Menilia

pulegium— p.

Cervi-

cervina.

PULEX PENETRANS,

Ckiqw.
1 ULKJA'IU.S, Pulicula'ris, from pulcx, 'a
gnat. An epithet given to cutaneous eruptions
resembling gnat-bites;— and, also, to the diseases in which such eruptions occur.
Pulicaris Hbrba, Plantago psyllium.
PUELLNA, MINERAL WATERS OF.
These Bohemian springs contain sulphates of
soda and magnesia, and chloride of magnesium.

PULMO*

PULSATILLA
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Pulma'nes, by transposition of the

letter

/ from Pieumon, nitvuwv, Pneumon, Pleumon, Spiramen'turn animae, Ergasle'rion spirJ itus, Flubi It m ct vriilila'brum cordis, the Lung.
The essential organ of respiration, which "is
double, and occupies the two sides of the chest.
The lungs, which are of a spongy, soft, flexible, compressible, and dilatabte structure, fill
exactly the two cavities of the thorax, and are
separated from each other by the mediastinum
and the heart. The right lung, which is shorter
and broader than the left, is divided, by two
oblique fissures, into three unequal lobes. The
left lias only two lobes, and consequently only
one fissure. At the internal surface of those
organs, which is slightly concave, there is,
about the middle, a pedicle, formed by the
bronchia and pulmonary vessels, and called, by
ii

anatomists, the root of the lungs, (F.) Racine
des Poumons. Essentially, the lungs are composed of prolongations and ramifications of the
bronchia, and of the pulmonary arteries and
veins,
the divisions of which are supported

Sex. Syst. Pentandria

gineae.

Monogynia. The

leaves of this plant have been used as demulcents and pectorals; partly from their resemblance to lungs; and, partly, because they manifest a slightly
is

mucilaginous

taste.

The

plant

not worthy of notice.

—

Pulmonaria, Pneumonia p. Arborea, Lichen pulmonarius— p. Gallica, Hieracium murorum.

PUL'MONARY,
That which

Pulmona'ris, Pulmona'lis.

relates or belongs to the luno-s.

A

name given to various parts.
Pulmonary Artery, Jlrle'ria

pulmona'ris,
arises from the upper and left part of the right
ventricle of the heart; whence it passes obliquely upwards and to the left side; dividing
into two trunks, opposite the second dorsal vertebra
one passing to each lung. At its origin,
it is furnished with three sigmoid or semilunar
valves.
It carries the blood to the lungs for

—

aeration.

Pulmonary Matter, Black. See Pulmo.
Pulmonary Plkxus, Plexus pulmonaris. A
considerable nervous network, situate behind
the bronchia; and which is formed by the filaments of the pneumogastric nerve or par vagum, and by other filaments from the inferior
cervical ganglion and the first thoracic ganglia.
This plexus forms a kind of areolar web, with
numerous meshes of different sizes, in which
vessels are lodged, surrounded by much cellular tissue.
This plexus sends filaments to the
bronchia, which they accompany to their extremities.

Pulmonary

Veins, Venae pulmona'res, Jirte'arise in the lungs from the
final terminations of the arteries of the same
When the surface of the lungs is examined name; collect in ramusculi and rami of greater
in a clear light, we may see, even through the and greater size, and ultimately unite in four
pleura, that their parenchyma is formed by the trunks; two of which issue from each lung to
aggregation of a multitude of small vesicles, of open into the left auricle of the heart. The
an irregularly spheroid or ovoid shape, full of pulmonary veins have the same structure as
air, and separated by white and opake septa.
the other veins of the body; from which they
These vesicles are called air-cells. Along the differ, in containing arterial blood, as the pulpartitions or septa is deposited, in greater or monary artery differs from the others in conless quantity, the black pulmonary matter, (F ) veying venous blood. They carry the blood
Matiere pulmonaire noire, as it has been called, back to the heart after aeration.
PULMONIA. Phthisis pulmonalis, Pneuwhich seems to be natural. Sometimes it is
seen in points; at others, in spots. The colour monia.
PULMON'IC, Pulmon'icus, Pnmmon'icus,
of the lungs varies according to age and other
circumstances. In youth, it is more red and, Pulmona'rius. One attacked with pneumonia
afterwards, grayish or bluish; often, as if mar- one labouring under disease of the lungs. Any
bled. The pleura pulmonalis is their investing thing relating or belonging to the lungs.
membrane. The air is carried to the lungs \<y medicine for the lungs.
PULP, Pulpa, Pulpa'men, Sarx. The soft and
means of the trachea and bronchia. The black
venous, blood, which requires oxygenation, is parenchymatous parts of vegetables, reduced
conveyed to them from the heart, by the pul- to a paste bv the operation of pulping.
PULPA CASSIA. See Cassia fistula— p.
monary artery; and, when it has undergone
this change, it is returned to the heart by the Prunorum sylvestrium condita, Conserva pruni
inservisylvestris.
blood-vessels,
pulmonary veins. The
PULPAMEN.Pulp.
ent to the nutrition of the lungs, are the bron-

—

by a

rise veno'sse.

These

fine, cellular tissue.

;

A

The pulmonary lymchial arteries and veins.
Some are superfiphatics are very numerous.
They pass, for the
cial; others, deep-seated.
most part, into the bronchial ganglions or glands.

The nerves

are furnished by the pulmonary

plexus.

PULMONAIRE DES FRANCAIS,
cium murorum.

Hiera.

PULMONA'RIA,
P.

P. officinalis, P.MacuIa'ta,
Maculo'sa, Lungwort, Spotted Lungxcort, Je-

rusalem Cowslip, Jerusalem Sage, Spotted Com
frcy, (F.) Sauge de Jerusalem. Family, Bora-

PULPE DENTAIRE, Dental

pulp.

PULPEZIA, Apoplexy.
PULPING, Pulpa' lion, Pulpa'tio. An

opereduce certain
vegetable substances to a pulp. For this purpose, they are bruised in a mortar, and then
passed through a hair sieve, by the aid of a

ration

— the object of which

wooden

is

to

spatula, called a Pulper, (F.) Pulpoirc.

PULPOIRE.

See Pulping.

PULSATILLA NIGRICANS, Anemone pratensis

— p.

Vulgaris,

Anemone

pulsatilla.

.

PULS.1TILLE
NOIRE,
— PULSATILLA
des Prts, Anemone pratensis.

Anemone

pratensis,

]>.

PULSATION,

Puhu'uo, Sphygmos, Sphyxis,

The
Pedt'siSf Pedeth'mos, (F.) BuUement.
beating of the heart and arteries. Also, the
beating felt in an inflamed part.

PULSAT1VUS,
PULSE, from

Throbbing.

I beat;' Pulsus. Pulsa'Pulsus cordis ct aiterla'rnm, Ictus cordis et
arte.r in! nun, Incursvs
arteria'rum, Sphygmos,
Diasplnjxis, (F.) Pouls.
Beating of the arteries, produced by the aillux of the blood pro-

pulso,

PULSE
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'

tio,

For
pelled by the heart in its contractions.
the sake of convenience, we choose the radial
artery at the wrist to detect the precise characThese characters relate to
ter of the pulse.
to
the number of pulsations in a given time
their degrees of quickness;
hardness, and
stiength; to the equality or inequality, either
;

of the pulsations themselves or of their intervals; to the development or fulness of the artery, and to the dili'erent impressions it may
produce on the finger.
The following estimates have been made of
the pulse at various ages:

Number

In the embryo
At the birth,.

Two

IIeberde.n.

SSmmerino.

IMliLLl.li.

130 to 140

Do.

Do.

120
110
90

1 30
100 to 115
90 to 100
85 to 90

120
108
90

.

acre

It does not appear, from recent researches,
that the pulse of the aged is less frequent, but
the contrary. In general, the pulse is more
frequent in females and in irritable persons,
than in males and those of an opposite temperament. In the healthy state, the pulse, besides
having the proper number of pulsations, is nei-

ther hard nor unusually soft; it is moderately
developed of a medium strength and perfectly
equal, both as regards the pulsations and their
intervals.
In diseases it wanders, more or less,
from these physiological conditions. The different characters of the pulse, that have been
enumerated, are remarkably great. In a Dictionary, it is necessary to detail them, although
many of them are not now regarded and some
;

;

At times, when an impediment
are ridiculous.
exists to the flow of blood along the pulmonary
arteries, either owing to mechanical obstruction or to diminished force of the ventricle, a
reflux takes place, along the veins, giving rise
to the 'venous pulse.'
Pulse, Ardent, Pulsus ardens, (F.) Pouls
ardent, Pouls ilec'e. One which seems to raise
itself to a point in order to strike the finger.
Pulse, Caprizant, Pulsus Cupri'zans, (F.)
Pouls caprisant. One, which seems to leap, as
were.

Pulse, Complex, (F.) Pouls combine" ou compose, P. compliant. A pulse, which has the
character of several critical pulses united.
Pulse, Contracted, (F.) Pouls serre, P.
One, whose pulsations are narrow,
concentre.
deep, and slightly hard.
Pulse, Convul'sive, Pulsus convulsi'vus,
(F.) Pouls convulsif.

That which

is

unequally

frequent or unequally hard; in short, which
resembles the irregular pulsations of a muscular
fibre in a state of convulsion.
Pulse, Crit'ical, Pulsus crit'kus. A pulse
which, after having possessed the characters of
irritation,

becomes

to !I0
to

80

free, operi, soft, Ci:u.

1

—
—

—
—
—

Puberty,
Adult,

it

108

72
70

.

;

to

—

—

120

.

years..
Three years,.
Seven years,
Twelve years,

Old

to

150

.

One month,
One year,

of beats per minute, according

1

5 to

—

80 to
70 to
50 to

80
70
GO

85
75
05

One
Pouls profand.
without difficulty, and
without strong pressure by the finger.
Pulse, Deficient, Pulsus D(ju"icns, (F.)
Pouls defuillant, P. insensible. One which
seems, every instant, about to cease.
Pulse, Depressed, Pulsus drpres'sus, (F.)
Pouls deprime. That which is deep and weak.
Pulse, Devel'oped. (F.) Pouls d'eveloppt.
That which is broad, full, strong, and frequent.
Pulse, Dicrotic, Pulsus Di'crolus, P. bife'riens, (F.) P, dicrote, P. rebondissant, P. redouble.
That in which the finger is struck twice at each
pulsation: once lightly, the other time more
Pulse, Deep,
which cannot be

(F.)

felt

strongly.

Pulse, Equal, Pulsus

arqua'lis.

That

in

which the pulsations resemble each other, and
return at equal intervals.
Pulse, Ferkile, Pulsus

febri'lis.

One very

frequent.

Pulse, Feeble, Weak. Pulsus debilis, (F.)
Pouls faible. One which strikes the finger
feebly.

Pulse, Fil'iform. P. thready. One which
resembles a thread slightly vibrating.
Pulse, Formicant, Pulsus Forrni'cahs, (F.)
One which resembles, by bePouls formicant.
ing small and scarcely perceptible, the motion
of an ant.
Pulse, Frequent, (F.) P. agile", P.prdcipiti.
One which strikes more frequently than usual
in a given time.
Pulse, Full, Pulsus plenus, (F.) Pouls plein.
One which gives the notion of great repletion
in the vessel.

Pulse, Gut'tural, Pulsus gutlura'lis, (F.)
Pouls guttural. A pulse which has been supposed to indicate the termination of affections
otthe throat.
Pulse, Hard, Pulsus durus, (F.) Pouls dur.
That in which the pulp of the finger seems to
yield to

tjie

pulsation.

PULSE
Pui.se,
rhaides.

Pulse, Simple, Pulsus simphx.

Hemorrhoidal, (F.) Pouls des hemor-

A

critical pulse,

PULSUS
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announcing

llie

pulse, indicating an evacuatio
onlv.

ap-

1

A

critical

by onj organ

pearance of the hemorrhoidal flux. It is dePulse, Stom'achal, (F.) Pouls slomacal, P.
scribed ;is unequal;
the pulsations not being
de I'estomac. One supposed to announce an
dike in force, and still less the intervals.
by the stomach.
evacuation
Pulse, Hkpatic,(F.) Pouls du Foie. A pulse
Pdi.sk, Strong, Pulsus fortis, (F.) Pouls fort,
imagined to indicate affections of the liver. It
One which strikes the ringer
P. vc/iiment.
is net worthy of description.
Pulse Inpebior, (F.) Pouls inferieur, P. strongly.
Pulse, Superior, Pulsus Superior, (F.) Pouls
abdominal ]'. ventral.
One supposed to ansvpirieur. A critical pulse, supervening on
nounce evacuations below the diaphragm.
Pulse, Irtercur'rent. One in which a su- irritation of organs situate above the diaphragm.
Pulse, Supple, Pulsus elas'ticus, (F.) Pouls
perfluous pulsation seems to occur from time to
One in which the pulsations have
souple.
time.
Pulse, Intf.rmit'tent, (F.) Pouls inlercadint. strength without hardness.
Pulse of Sweat, Pulsus Sudora'lis, (F.)
One in which the pulsations fail from time to
Pouls Sudoral, P.dc la sutur. A critical pulse,
time.
Pulse, Intestinal, (F.) Povls des fntestins, indicating an approaching perspiration.
Pulse, Tense, Counv, Pulsus tensus, (F.)
A critical pulse, presumed
P. de la diuirhce.
Pouls teudu, P. roide. One in which the artery
to announce an evacuation by the intestines.
Pulse, Intricate, Pulsus fntrica'tns, (F.) resembles a cord fixed at its two extremities.
Pouls embarrassi. That which is but little de- When resembling a wire, it is called wiry.
Pulse, Thready, P. filiform.
veloped, and unequally slow.
Pulse, Trem'ulous, Pulsus trcm'ulus, (F.)
Pulse, Irreg'ular, Pulsus anorma' lis. One
whose pulsations are unequal, and return at Pouls tremblant, P. palpitant. One in which
each pulsation oscillates.
unequal intervals.
Pulse, Undulating, (F.) Poids ondulant, P.
Pulse of Irritation, Pulsus ab irritatio'nS
seu nervi'nus seu acrit'icus. It is frequent, ondmjant. One which resembles, in its movethose of the waves.
ments,
hard, and contracted.
Pulse, Unequal, Pulsus insequa'lis, (F.) Pouls
Pulse, Jarring, P. vibrating p. Jerking,

—

,

—

One whose

inigal.

Pulse, sharp.

pulsations are not alike,

Pulse, Languid, (F.) Pouls languissant. A or return at unequal intervals.
Pulse, U'rinal, Pulsus Urina'lis, (F.) Pouls
slow and feeble pulse.
Pulse, Laiige, Pulsus crassus, P. magnus, de I 'urine. A critical pulse, fancied to denote
approaching evacuation of urine.
an
That which is
(F.) Pouls grand, P. large.
Pulse, U'terike, Pulsus Uteri' nus, (F.) Pouls
large and full.
Pulse, Long. One which strikes the finger Ulirin, P. de la Malricc, P. des Regies. One
which indicates the flow of the menses, or the
to a great extent in length.
Pulse, Low, Pulsus hu'milis, (F.) Pouls bns. occurrence of metrorrhagia.
Pulse Venous, Pulsus venarum.
One in which the pulsations are scarcely perPulse, V.ermic'ular. That which imitates
ceptible.

Pulse, Nasal, (F.) Pouls nasal, P. capital, P.
du Ncz. One supposed to announce the end of
an irritation in the nasal fossae.
Pulse, Nat'ural, (F.) Pouls nature! des
adultes, P. parfait, P. des adultes, P. modhi.
One that is equal and regular in strength and
frequency; compressible, and devoid of hardness.
Pulse, Organic, (F.) Pouls organique. One

which indicates the affected organ, or the organ
by which any evacuation will take place.
Pulse, Pkc'toral, (F.) Pouls de expectoraA critical pulse, announcing the termi
tion.
nation of some pulmonary irritation.
Pulse, Quick. One which strikes sharply,
I'

but not forcibly, against the finger.
Pulse, Reg'ular, Pulsus norma'lis aut
gula'ris.

One whose

succeed each other at equal intervals.
Pulse, Resisting, (F.) Pouls resistant.
a

little

One

tense, a little hard.

Pulse, Sharp,
One which
vif.
rapidly.
a.

re

pulsations are equal, and

When

(F.)

Pouls prompt, P.

vile, P.

the finger sharply.
to a greater extent, it is called
strikes

movement of a worm.
Pulse, Vibrating; a Jarring Pulse. One
in which the artery seems to vibrate like a
the

musical string.

—
—

p. Acriticus, Pulse of
JSqualis, Pulse, equal
p Anorp. Biferiens, P.dicrotus
malis, Pulse, irregular
caprizant
p. Crassus,
p. Caprizans, Pulse,
p. DePulse, large— p. Debilis, Pulse, feeble
p. Dicrotus, Pulse dificiens, Pulse deficient
Durus, Pulse, hard p. Elasticus,
p.
crotic
p. Formicans, Pulse, formicant
Pulse, supple
—p. Fortis, Pulse, strong p. Humilis, Pulse,

Pulsus, see Pulse

irritation

— p.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

p. Magnus,
Intricatus, Pulse intricate
Pulse, large— p. Mollis. Pulse, soft.
Pulsus Mvu'rus, (F.) Pouls mijure. One
which goes on diminishing. See Myurus.
Pulsus Nervinus, Pulse of irritation p.

low

p.

—

—

p. Parvus, Pulse,
Pulse, regular
small— p. Plenus, Pulse, full.
Pul'sus Serri'nus, (F.) Pouls sarin, P. serOne which strikes, sometimes strongly,
ralile.
at others feebly, and reoalls the idea of a

Normalis,

saw.

jerking pulse.

Pulse, Slow, Pulsus tardus, (F ) Pouls
P. tardif, P. rare. One which strikes the

fin

that

strikes

(F.) Pouls

6troit.

One

the finger to a small extent in

breadth.

ger slowly.

Pulse, Small, Pulsus parvus, (F.) Pouls
One whose pulsations are slender and
petit.
weak.
Pulse, Soft, Pulsus mollis, (F.) Pouls mo
One which yields under the finger.
it

51*

Pulsus Strictcs,

lent,

Pulsus Sudotialis, Pulse of sweat— p. Tar-

slow— p. Urinalis, Pulse, urinal—
Uterinus, Pulse, uterine.
Pulsus Vac'uus, (F.) Pouls vide. One which
<rives the idea of emptiness of the artery.
dus, Putse,
p.

—
PULSILEGIUM

Pulsus Venarum, Venous Pulse, Plilebopa'liu.
pulsation occasionally noticed in the jugular
veins.
It is owing to some of the blood of the
right ventricle reflovving into the right auricle,
and communicating an impulse to the venous
blood arriving in the auricle through the descending cava. It is often a sign of impediment to the flow of blood along the pulmonary
artery.

A

PULSILE'GIUM,

Pu/silo'gium, Pulsim'eter,

from pulsus, the pulse,' and hgo, 1 tell.'
Sphygmometer. Any instrument, lor measuring
'

'

Cataplasm.

PULTICULA, Bouillie.
PULVERIZATION, Pulveriza'lio,

Pulvera'from pulvis, ' dust,' Coniosto'sis. The operation of dividing substances, so as to reduce

lio,

them

to

pow der.

PULVILLUS,

coloured liverwort in powder, with an equal
quantity of black pepper; a drachm and a half
of the two forming a dose for an adult.

Pulvis Antimonialis, Anlimonial powder.

Pulvis de Ano Compos'itus, Compound
Powder of Arum, (F.) Poudre of Bircbnmnn.
(Had.

art, acori veri, pimpinell. siuifriig. aa '10 p.,
cancror. ppt. 12, cinnam. 7 p., potassai
snl ph. (> p., ammonia muriat. 2 p., f. pulv. Ph.

ocuf.

P.)

Pad, Bovrdonnet.

PULVINAR HUMULI.sceHumuluslupu-

— p. Parvum, Pad.

Sternutatory.

Pulvis Aromaticus, P. cinnamomi composi-

'

the quickness or force of the pulse.
PULSIMANTl'A; from pulsus, and uarruu,
divination.'
The art of predicting or prognosticatinor by the pulse.
PULS1METER, Pulsilegium.

PULTICE,

tulvis

G02

tus.

Pulvis As'ari Compos'itus, P.

sternutato'-

An' gel i, P.
icphal'icus, Cephalic snuff, Compound Powder
of Asarabac'ca, (F.) Poudre d'asarum composie
dite sternutatoire, P. de Suint-Ange.
(Foliar.
rius, P. crihi'nus, P. capita'lis Standi

asar. Europ. p. tres., fol. origan, majoranx, flor.
lavand. spic, sing. p. 1. Rub into powder. Ph.
L.)
Sternutatory.
Pulvis Auri, see Gold— p. e. Bolo compositus cum opio, P. cretae compositus cum opio
p. e Bolo compositus sine opio, see P. cretao
compositus p. Cambogiae compositus, P. e
gummi guttii p. Capitalis Sancti Angeli, Pul-

—

—

—

compositus p. Carbonatis calcis comPULVIS, Conis, (F.) Poudre. A substance, positus, P. cretae compositus p. Cardiacus, P.
reduced into small particles by pulverization. contrayervae comp. p. Carthusianorum, AntiSimple poicders are those of a single substance; monii sulphuretum rubrum p. Catharticus,P.
compound, those which result from a mixture of scammoneae comp. p. Cephalicus, P. asari,
several different powders. An impalpable pow- compositus.
der is one which is so fine, that it can scarcely
Pulvis Cinnamo'mi Compos'itus, Compound
be felt under the finger.
A compound powder Powder of Cin'namon, Pulvis seu Species I inwas, formerly, called Species, (F.) Esp&ce.
peruto'ris, P. vitas Jmperalo'ris, P. Diarom'aton,
Pulvis Absorbens, P. de magnesia compos. Species diacinnamo'mi, S. Iselifican' les Kltuzis,
p. Alexp. Alexiterius, P. contrayervae comp
Tra'gta aromut'ica, Species Diam'brx sine odorditerius, P. ipecacuanha) compositus
p. Alga- tis, Species aromat'icx, Pulvis aromaticus,
(Ph.
Algaroth.
rothi,
U. S.) (F.) Poudre de canelle composite ou aroPulvis Aloe's Compos'itus, Compound Pow- matique. (Cinnam. zingib. aa 5ij, car dam. myPh. U. S.)
der of Aloes, Pulvis Aloes cum Gua'iaco, P. rist. aa l$i. Rub to a fine powder.
Dose, gr. x to J}j.
(Aloes spicut. ext. ,^iss, Stimulant and carminative.
aloet'icus cum Guuiaco.
Pulvis Cobbii seu Tunquinen'sis. The faguaiac. gum. res. ^j, pulv. cinnum. camp. ijss.
Rub the aloes and guaiacum separately, then mous Tonquin powder, introduced into England
mix the whole. Ph.L.) Cathartic, stomachic, by a Mr. Cobb. It was composed of Hi grains
and sudorific. Dose, gr. x to J}j.
of mush, and 48 grains of cinnabar mixed in a
Pulvis Aloes cum Canel'la, Pulvis aloes et gill of arrack. It was formerly regarded as a
Powder
Aloes
with
Canella,
Species
canellce,
specific in hydrophobia.
of
Hi.'erx picrae, Hiera picra, Pulvis Aloet'icus.
Pulvis Comitis WARwicENSis,P.Cornachini
(Aloes Ibj, canella. giij. Rub separately into a
Comitissas, Cinchona.
;>
powder, and mix. Ph. U. S.) A Vvarm catharPulvis Contra yer'vje Compos'itus, Lapis
Dose, gr. x to Qj.
tic.
contrayervae, Conlrayerva balls, Compound PowPulvis Aloes cum Guaiaco, P. a. composi- der of Contrat/er'va, Pulvis cardiacus, P. alcxite'p. Aloeticus, P. aloes cum canella
(Contrayerv. rad. contrit.
tus
p.
rius, P. Mantua'nus.
p. Aluminosus, P. sulAloeticus, Hiera picra
^v, test. prxp. Ibiss. Mix. Ph.L.) Stimulant
aluminae
compositus
p.
Aluminis
comphalis
and sudorific. Dose, gr. xv to ^ss.
positus, P. sulphatis alumina? compositus
p.
Pulvis Cornachi'ni, Diacel lutes' son ParaAluminis kinosatus, P. sulphatis aluminae com- celsi, Earl of Warwick's Powder, Pulvis Ox'ydi
positus.
Stibii compos'itus, Pulvis Com'ilis Warwicen'sis,
Pulvis de Ama'ris Compos'itus, Pulvis anti- Pulvis de Tribus, Cer'be.rus Triceps, Pulvis
arthrit'icus ama'rus, (F.) Poudre antiartkritique Sc.ammo'nii anlimonid lis
(F ) Poudre Coma(Scammon. Alep., potass, superlurt.,
amere. (Rad. gejitian, aristolock. rotund., aa chine.
Catharp. 3, flor. centaur, min. p. 4, fol. chamadr. antim. diaph. aa p. 33. f. pulvis Ph. P )
chamspith. manipul. f. pulvis, Ph. P.) In tic. Used chiefly in cutaneous diseases. Dose,
dyspepsia,
affections,
&c.
Dose,
gr. xx. 5Tss to gj.
gouty
Pulvis Cornu Usti cum O'pio, Pulvis opidPulvis Angelicus, Algaroth p. Anodynus,
comp.
p.
Antacidus,
ipecacuanhas
P.
cretae tus, Powder of Burnt. Hartshorn with opium,
P.
compositus p. Antiacidus, P. de magnesia (F.) Poudre de come brulee avee iopium. (Opii
compos. p. Antiarthriticus amarus, P. de ama- duri cont. £j, corn. ust. et prxp. §j, coccor. cont.
hs compositus p. Antiarthriticus purgans, P. 3J. Mix. Ph. L) Ten grains contain one of
de senna, scammonea et lignis p. Antiasth- opium. Anodyne.
Pulvis Cretaceus, P. cretee compositus.
maticus, P. de sulphure et scilla.
Pulvis Crete Compos'itus, P. Curhona'tis
Pulvis Antilys'sus, Mead's Powder against
It consisted of ashCalcis compositus, Compound Powder of chalk,
the bite of a mad dog.
lus

vis asari

—

—
—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—p

—

,-

.
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P

cretafceus, Speciese Scordio sine opio, Di- icus, Spe'cies Diajulapse, (F.) Poudre de jalap
ascor'
yr'dium, Pulvis antuc"idus, P. terrei/tris, composee.
{Pule, jalap. 5j, potass, bitart. §ij.
Species Dlacre't, with Bole Armeniac in place Mix.)
Cathartic.
Dose, t)j to zij.
I

—

chalk the Pulvis e liolo compositus sine
opio, (F.) Poudre de craie cornposie.
(Greta:
ppt. lbss. cinnain. curt. ,31V, tormentill. Tad.,
acacia gum., sing. ^iij. pip. long, fruct. "iv.
Jleduce separately to a fine powder, and mix
Ph. L.) Antacid, stomachic, absorbent. Dose,

Pulvis Jalap* Salinus, P. jalapae composip. Jalapa tartaricus, P. jalapa; compositus
p. de Jalapa et. scamrnonio compositus, P.
scammoneo3 comp. p. Jamesii, Antimonial
powder p. Jesuiticus, Cinchona p. Joannis
de Vigo, Hydrargyri nitrico-oxydum.
gr. xx to^ij.
Pulvis Kino Compositus, Compound Powder
Pulvis Creta Compositus com Opio. Com- of Kino, (F.) Poudre dc kino composee, (Kino
pound Powder of Chalk with opium, Pulvis c ^xv, curt cinnam. 5'iv, opii duri Tj. Rub each
Greta compositus cum opio (with Bole Armeniac to powder, and mix. Ph.L.) Astringent. Dose,

ot

tus

—

—

;

—

instead of chalk
Palais e liolo compositus cum
opio,) Species e Scordio cum opio, (F.) Poudre de
craie composee avec I' opium.
(Pulv. crct. c.
gvjss, opii duri cont. ^iv.
Mix. Ph. L) Contains one grain of opium in 40. Anodyne and
absorbent.
Dose, ^jto^ij

Pulvis Diaphoketicus, P. ipecacuanha?
comp. p. Diapnoicus, P. ipecacuanhas cornp.
j>. Diaromaton,
P. cinnamomi compositus — p.

—

—

compos.
p.
compositus, P. jalapa; compositus.
Diasenie, P. sennae

Diaturpethi

Pulvis Ducis Pobtlan'dia, Duke of Port(Rad. aristoloch., ginland's Gout Powder.
ti.nia. summit, chamadr., centaur, min. aa p. a?.)
Dose, gss to gj.
Pulvis Emmenagogus, P. myrrhaB composip. Epilepticus Marchionum, P. de magnetus
p. Errhinus, P. asari composisia compositus
p. Galactopncus, P. de magnesia compos.
tus
Pulvis e Gummi Gutta, P. Gumbo giir compositus, P. hydrago'gus, Cumboge Powder, (F.)
Poudre hydragogue ou de gomme guile, P. de

—
—

—

Quercetanus, (Had jalap 24 p., rad. mechoacan,
p., cinnam. et rhei. aa 8 p., gum. cambog. 3 p.,
fiat
J'ol. soldanells sice, (> p., scmin. anisi 12 p.,
A drastic cathartic. In anapulvis. Ph. P.)
xxx.
Dose, gr. xv to
sarca and in worms.

12

Pulvis Gummo'sus Alkali'nus, Sapo vegeta'(Gaaiac.
bilis, (F.) Poudre de savon v'egital.
pulv. 32 p potass curb. 4 p. Make into a powAntacid.
der. Ph. P.)
Pulvis ex Hklminthocor'to Compositus,
P. vcrmif'ngus absgue mercu'rio, (F.) Poudre
vermifuge sans mercure. (Fuc. helminl.iiocort.
sem. contra., summitat. absinth., tanaceti, fol.
.

scordii, sennae, rhxi. aa p.

ae,

fiat

pulvis. Ph. P.)

—

—

—

gr. v to xx.

—

compositus p.
compositus p. La.\ativus vejretabilis, P. jalapa; compositus.
Pulvis de Magne'sia Compositus, P. Onlac topee' us, P. A'utri'cum, P. Infon'liun, P. Infinitum untac"idus,P.pro Infan'tibus, P.antiac"iilus, P. absor'bens, P. (pikp'ticus Marchio'num,
Compound Powder of Alugnc'sia, (F.) Poudre
absoibante et unti-acide. (Magncsix, sacchur.
aa p. x. Mix. Ph. P.)
Pulvis Mantuanus, P. contrayervae comp.
p. Mercurialis cinep Marchionis, M. pulvis
p. ad Mureus, Hydrargyri oxidum cinereum
cum pulmonalem liberius ciendum, P. de sulphure et scilla.
Pulvis Myrrh* Compositus, P. c Myrrha
compositus, Compound Myrrh Powder, Funis ad
ul'cera tendinum, P. Emmenago'gus, (F.) Poudre Balsamiquc. (Myrrhx, sublux, mix, castor.
Russ aa ^j.) A stimulant, antispasmodic, and
emmenagogue. Dose, gr. xv to xl.
Pulvis Nutiucum, P. de magnesia composip.
tus
p. Opiatus, P. cornu usti cum opio
Oxydi stibii compositus, P. cornachini— p. Parp. de Phosphate calcis et stibii
turiens, Ergot
compositus, Anlimonial powder p. Principis,
Hydrargyri nitrico-oxydum p. Purgans, P.
jalaps "compositus— p. Quercetanus, Hydrargyri submuria3.
Pulvis Quercus Mari'na, Powder of Yellmo
Bladder-Wruck. (The wrack in fruit, dried,
cleaned, exposed to a red heat in a crucible
with a perforated lid, and then reduced to powVirtues dependent on the iodine:
der.
used, consequently, in bronchocele, &c. Dose,

Pulvis Laxans,
Laxans cum sale, P.

P. jalapa;

—

jalapa;

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

PhD)

gr. x to xl.
Dose k)j to 3J
Pulvis Quercus Marina, see Fucus vesicuPulvis Hyihiagogus, P. e gummi gutta—
oxydum
losus.
Hydrargyri
Hydrargyri cinereus, see
Pulvis Scammo'nea Compositus, Compouwl
cinereum — p. Hypnoticus, Hydrargyri sulphuretum nigrum— p Imperatoris, P. cinnamomi Powder of Scammonij, Pulvis e Scamrnonio comcompositus— p Incisivua, P. de sulphure et positus, Pulvis Scammonii, Pulvis de Jalapd et
(F.)
scilla— p. Pro infantibus, P. de magnesia com- Smut mo' nia compositus, dictus Cathar'tkus,
Poudre calhartique ou Poudre de Scammonic
Infantum, P. de magnesia compos
pos.
magnesia com- composee. (Scammon., exi. jalap, dur sing.,
p. Infantum antacidus, P. de
Rub separately to a pow5ij, zingib. rail. 5ss.
positus.
Dose, gr.
Pulvis Ipecxcuaniia Compositus, P. alexi- der and mix. Ph. L. Cathartic.
,

—

—

1>

,

te'rius, P.

auod'ynus, P. diaphore^ieus, P.diap-

no'icus, P. sudorif'icus Doce'ri, Compound pow(I'll.
der of Ipecacuanha, P. I'pccac.ua nine el Opii,
U. 8.,) Dover's Powder, (F.) Poudre de Dover ou
d'ipecautanha et a" opium, P. de Dower. (Ipecacuanh. pule, opii pule, sing £}, polassx sulphat.
5J.

Mix.)

Diaphoretic.

Dose, gr. v

Pulvis Ipecacuanha et Opii,

viij to gr.

31SS, zing
xv.

anhas compos.

Pulvis J*lapa Compositus, P. Diatur'prthi
compositus. Compound Powder of Jalap, Patois

'3SS.

Cathartic.

Dose,

gr.

x. to

Pulvis Scammonii Antimonialis, P. corna-

to gr. xij

P. ipecacu-

xv.

Pulvis Scammonii cum Aloe, P. e Scamrnocum Aloe, Scammony and Jlloes Poioder.
(Scammon. Zvj ext. jalnp. dur., aloes Sacotr. aa

nio

c

lii 11 1.

Pulvis

Senna Compositus, Compound pow-

Pulvis e Sena compositus, P. e
Senna compositus, Pulcis Diasr.'nx, (F.) Poudre

drr of Senna,

(Sennas foliar., potass. sucomposee.
luxans. P pmgtttU, P laxali'rus regrtub'ilis. I'. de sen'e
scammon. ^ss, rad. zingib.
laxans cum sals, P. jalap'x salinus, P. j- tartar' pcrturt., sing, gij,

PUMEX
r^ij,

BJ

Ph.

L.)

Cathartic,

hydragogue.

Dose,

to 3J-

.
D
a
Pulvis de Senna, Scammonmo et Lignis
COMPOS ITU S,f/iCt MS ANT1 ARTHRITIC US PuilG A NS,
(Gum. Arab., potass.
(F.) Poudre tie Perard.

superior t., foL sennas, chinas, aa, 4 p., scammon.,
rnd. sarsapar., china;, guaiac. lirrn. aa 2 p., fiat
Ph. P.) Purgative. Used to obviate
pulvis.
gout. Do£e, 5Jj.
Pulvis eStanni, see Tin p. Sternutatorius,

—

—

p. Stibiatus, Antimonial
P. asari compositus
powder p. Stypticus, P. sulphatis alumina;
compositus p. Sudorificus, P. ipecacuanha?
comp. p. Sudorificus Doveri, P. ipecacuanha?

—
—
—

PUPIL
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compositus.

Polvis Sulpha'tis Alumin-K Compositus,
P. alumino'sus, P. alu'minis kinosa'tus, Pulvis

PUNCH, Rhi'zagrn, from pungcre, to prick.'
R/pu/so'rium, (F.) Repoussoir. A surgical instrument, used for extracting the stumps of
'

teeth.

PUNCTA
points

OSSIFICATION1S,

Ossification,

of.

PUNCT.E MUCOS2E. See Acne.
PUNCT1CUL.E, Petechias.
PUNCTIO. Paracentesis.
PUNCTUM AU'REUM, Punctu'ra

auren.

Formerly, when an intestinal hernia was reduced by an incision made through the integuments down to the upper part of the spermatic vessels, a golden wire was fixed and twisted,
so as to prevent the descent of any thing down

—

the tunica vaginalis.

Punctum Sa'liens. The first point, which
Mumen makes
its appearance, after the fecundation of
Pou-

styp'ticus, Pvlvis aluminis compositus.
kinosa'tnm, Compound Alum Powder, (F.)

dre styptique ou d'alun composie. (Sulphatis
Astringent.
aluminas, p. iv. kino, p. 1. Ph. E.)
In intestinal hemorrhage and diarrhoea. Dose,
gr. x to xv.
Pulvis de Sul'phure et Scilla, P. Jlntiasthmat'icus, P. incisi'vus, P. ad mucum pulmona'lem libe'rius cien'dum, (F.) Poudre incisive
ou anti-asthmatique. (Sacchar. alb. p. jj, sulphur, lot. p. 2. scillas. siccat. p. j. Ph. P.) Dose,
gr. v. to gss.

Pulvis de Sulphate Potas'sje Compos'itus,
P. tem'perans Stah'lii, (F.) Poudre temperante
de Stuhl. (Pottiss. sulph. et nitrat. aa 9 p., hyPh. P.)
As an
drarg. sulph. rubr.2 p. Mix.
antiphlogistic and in acidity of the first passages. Dose, Qj to 3'j'
Pulvis e Sulphu're'to Hvdrar'gvri Nigro
et Scammo'nio, dictus Vermif'ugus MercuPoudre vermifuge mercurielle.
kia'lis, (F.)
(Pulv. cornachin., hydrarg. sulphur et. nigr. reDose, 7)j
cent, praep., aa p. Be. Mix. Ph. P.)

PUNCTURA, Paracentesis— p. Aurea, Punctum aureum.

PUNCTURE,

Punctu'ra ; from pungere, 'to

prick;' Tresis Punctura, (F.) Piqure.

Pulvis Sympatheticus, Sympathetic pow-

A wound

made by pointed instruments, such as swords,
bayonets, needles, thorns, &c. A puncture is
generally, of trifling consequence; but, sometimes, it becomes important from the part concerned, or injury done to some nerve.

PUNCTURING.

Same etymon.

Com-

punc'tio, Para cente' sis, (F.) Ponciion. The operation of opening, by means of a trocar, lancet,
See., any natural or accidental cavity; with,

view of evacuating any fluid, effused or accumulated there. Paracentesis is a sort of punc-

the

turing.

PUNGENT,
be pungent,

Pongitif. Pain is said to
seems as if a pointed inforced into the suffering part.
(F.)

when

strument were

it

PU'NICA GRANA'TUM.

to £ss.

—

the germ. It is generally applied to the heart
of the embryo.

ate,

Rhoa,

q-a,

The Pomcgran'-

Rhaza, §o<«, Grana'tum, Malo-

Temperans Stahlii, P. de sulphate po- grana' turn, (F ) Grenadier, Family, Myrtoidea?.
der
Sex. Sijst. Icosandria Monogynia. The rind of
tassffi compositus— p. Terrestri3, P. creta? comthe fruit, called Malicho'rium, Mnlacurmm, or
positus.
Pulvis Tragacan'th^e Compos'itus, Species Malicorium and the flowers — called Bulaustine
Diatragacan thoz frig'idaz, Pulvis e Trugncun'tha flowers are used in medicine. They have been
compositus, Compound Powder of Tragacunth, employed both internally and externally as asThe seeds are called Cocco'ncs,
(F.) Poudre de gomme adragant composde. (Tra- tringents.
p.

—

gaca)dh.contus.,acacice gummi cont.. omy/i,s\ng.
Ph. L.) Demulcent.
tiss. sacch. purif. j|iij.

In coughs, &c. Dose, tjss to Jjiij.
Pulvis de Tribus, P. cornachini p. Tunp. ad Ulcera tendinum, P.
quinensis, P. Cobbii
myrrhas compositus p. Vermifugus absque
mercurio, Pulvis ex helminthocorto comp. p.
Vermif'ugus mercurialis, P. e sulphureto hydrargyri nigro et scainmonio p. Vitas Imperatoris, P. cinnamomi compositus.
PUMEX, Pumice, (F.) Pierre Ponce. This
was formerly employed as a desiccative and

—

—
—

—

—

dentifrice.

PUMICE. Pumex.
PUM1LIO, Nanus.
PUMILUS, see Nanus.
PUNA, Vcia, Sorocco. A

sickness common
elevated districts of South America,
which attacks those unaccustomed to breathe
strongly resembles
the rarefied atmosphere. It
sea-sickness with a most acute and depressing
throbbing in' the head. It does not often affect
the respiration considerably.
PUKAISE, Oiroex.
in

the

;

xoxxunsg.
The portion, however, of the plant,
that has attained most celebrity, is the bark of
the root Grana'ti Radi'cis Cortex, which appears
to be very efficacious in taenia.
It is given in
decoction, {Granat. rad. cart. 5ij; Jiquas Oij.J
boiled to Oiss.
Dose, f. §ij. every half hour.
Three or four doses are usually sufficient to expel the worm.
The bark contains a peculiar matter called

Grenndin.

PUNK. Boletus igniarius.
PUOGENIA, Pyogenia.
PUPIL, Pupil' la, Pupula, Pupil'"to, Visio,
Corl, Cora, Rhox, Fene'stra seu Nigrum seu
Foramen Oculi, Frunell'a, Lumen, (F ) Pupille,
PiunelU, Sight of the eye. The aperture of the
iris, through which the rays of light pass, that
have to impress the image of an object on the
retina.
This aperture can be dilated or contracted so as to allowa greater or smaller quanThe pupil,
tity of luminous rays to penetrate.
in man, is round, and by it the anterior and
posterior chambers of the eye communicate
with each other. In the foetus, during the first

—

•

PUPILLiE
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six months of gestation, it is closed by the pupillary membrane.
Pi I'M.. Closure or the, Synezizis.

and even of bleeding, with advantage. They
are dependent upon a peculiar diathesis, which
has been termed Scor bu' tie Cachex'ia, Lues
Scorbutica, and Cacochym'ia Scorbutica. Ge-

PUPILLiE VELUM, Pupillary membrane.
PUPILLARlS HERBA, Lapsana.
PUT1LLARY, Pupdla'ris. That which be-

central aperture of the iris is closed, in the
during a certain period of gestation, by
a very thin membrane. It disappears in the

nerally speaking, the use of the mineral acids
will be indicated; and, in sea scurvy, vegemust be regarded as the best anti.Nitre is, also, a good antiscorbutic,
and in cases of great prostration it may be
mixed with Peruvian bark or the sulphate of
quinia. Tamarinds and cream of tartar, made
into drink, are also serviceable.
But the great

seventii month.
Pupil.

from

longs

to the pupil.

table acids
scorbutics.

Pupillary Membrane, Membra'na Papillaris,
velum, Membra'na Wachendorfia'na.

Pupifhe

The

fuutus,

remedy

PUPULA.

PU'PUL^E. The

pulps or extremities of the

<li

fingers.

Lochia.

change from low to cheerful spirits;
cleanliness; and from a cold and
a temperate and dry, climate, with

nip, to

change of

PURBLINDNESS, Myopia.
PURGAMEiNTA, Excrement— p.
corrhcea

is

filth to

— p. lnfantis, Meconium —

PURGATIO,

general principles of management are
same in sea, as in land scurvy.
Purpura, Scarlatina p. Alba benigna et
maligna, Miliary fever p. Miliaris, Miliary fever
p. Puerperarum, Miliary fever
p. Urti-

Catharsis— p. Muliebris

the

—
—

—

alba,

Leucorrhcea.

—

cata, Urticaria.

PURGATIONES,

Menses— p.

PURPURISSUM,

Menstrua?,

Menses.

Hydrargyri sulphuretum

rubrum.

PURGATIONS,

Menses.

PUR'GATIVE,

Purguli'vus, Purgans, Mock'-

PURSE, Scrotum.
PURSELAINE, Portulaca.
PURSliNESS, Dyspna/a pinguedino'sa (F.)
Pousse. Short-windedness, generally accompanied by oppressive fatness.
PU'RULENT, Pur ulen'tus, Em' pyos,Pyo'des.
That which has the character of pus or consists of pus; as purulent mutter, a purulent col-

licus, Catorel'icus, Cutoter'icus, Cathartic, (ij. v.)
(F.) Purgatif, from purgare, ' to cleanse.'
A

medicine which operates more powerfully on
the bowels than a laxative, stimulating the
muscular coat, and exciting increased secretion
from the mucous coat.
PU'RIFORM, Puriform'is; from pus, and
forma. That which has the appearance of pus.

PURO-HEPATITIS, see Hepatitis.
PURPLES, Purpura hemorrhagica.
PUR'PURA, Porpkyra, 'a purple

colour.'

This word has been employed in many senses.
It generally meansjividspotson the skin from extravasated blood, with languor and lossof muscular strength, pains in the limbs.

(F.) Pourpre.
—simplex,

In Purpura Simpler, Porpkyra
chia: sine febrS,

Petef-

Pliwnig'mus Petechia' lis; Pro-

fu'sio snbcutu'nea, PeU'cliial Scurvy, the spots
are numerous, but small and flea-bite-shaped
chiefly on the breast, arms, and legs; with pale;

ness of countenance.
In Purpura lhcmorrhag"ica, Porpkyra lucmorrkagica, SiomacfacS universalis, Hxmorrlm'
gia universalis, Petechian'osis, Morbus maculosus
haimorrhug''icus H

:

cr//ioJii,Pelio'sis,

Hamorrho/a

Land Scurry,

Purples, (F.) Scorthe spots are cirOut, tttmacelinose, Peliosc
cular, and of different sizes; often in stripes
or patches, irregularly scattered over the thighs,
arms, and trunk; with occasional hemorrhage
from the mouth, nostrils, or viscera, and great
debility and depression of spirits.
In Purpura Nau'tica, Porpkyra nauiica, Scorbutus, Pechylyr'be, Gingibra''chium, Gingipe'dium, Scelolyr'bB, Stomac'acS, Scorbu'tus nau'ticus or Sea scurvy, (F.) Scor but, there are spots,
of different hues, intermixed with the livid,
the teeih
principally at the roots of the hair
are loose; the gums are spongy and bleeding;
the breath is fetid, and the debility universal
and extreme. This occurs chiefly at sea, after
petechia' lis or

food.

The

Alba, Leup. Puerperii,

—

;

exposure to a moist, cold, foul atmosphere; with
long use of animal food and stagnant water.
All these varieties of purpura resemble each
other considerably. In the first two, however,
there seems, at times, to be some excitement,
which hailed to the employment of purgatives,

lection,

&c.

PIJRULENTIA, Suppuration.
BUS, Matter, Humor purtden'tus,

Pyon.

A

secretion from inflamed textures, and especially
from the cellular membrane. It is, almost always, of the same nature, whatever may be the
part it proceeds from. Pus of a good quality,
/amiable pus,
(F.) Pus louuble, is of a yellowish-white colour, opake, inodorous, and of a
creamy appearance. Heat, acids, and alcohol
When analyzed by Schwilgue,
coagulate it.
it ati'orded albumen and water, a particular extractive substance, and a small quantity of soda,
phosphate of lime, and other salts.

—

Pus Cohrosivum,
Ichor
'

—

p.

Sanies

Malignum, Sanies.

— p.

PUSILLA'TUM, Pusula'tum,
A coarse powder.

Malignum,

from

pusillus,

small.'

PUSTULA ARDENS, Eczema— p.

Oris,

Aphthae.

Pustule

Siccje, Lichen.

PUSTULE

M.ILIGjXE. See Anthrax.
Pustule, Pus'tula, from pus, Ecpye'sis, Ec'thyma, Benalh, BubB, Epanas'tasis. An elevation of the cuticle, with an inflamed base conVVillan and Bateman reckon four
taining pus.
varieties of pustules; the Phlyza'cium, Psydra'cium, .Jcbor and Eavus. The variolous pustule
is often called, by the French, Grain; by us,
Pock.
PUSULATUM, Pusillalum.
DO, Hospital gangrene, Putre-

PUTRE

faction.

P LITRE FACTION, Putrefac'tio, Putrescen'Putrid' Uij, Putre'do, Putrid'itas, Sepsis, Putrid fejinenta'tion, Putrefactive ferment a' don,
from pulris, putre, 'rotten,' and faccre, 'to
make.' A decomposition, experienced by animal substances, when deprived of life and placed
under particular substances. The presence of
water is indispensable; of air, not; for putretia.

—

—

;

PUTRESCENTIA

—

PYRAMIDAL1S

GOG

faction may occur in water, that has been boiled,
or in the earth.
The temperature most favourable to it, is from 60° to 90° of Fahrenheit.

—

and muscular membranes of the. stomach
is the Pyloric muscle of some authors.

and

;

PYODES, Purulent.
products of putrefaction are
PYOGEN'IA, Puogen'ia; from ttvov, pus,'
water, carbonic acid, acetic acid, ammonia, car- and ytj'tait;, 'generation.' Generation of pus.
buretted hydrogen, and a semi-putrid substance, The theory or mechanism of the formation of
which is volatilized and has an infected odour. pus. Some have believed, that pus is formed
It has been supposed that something like puin the arterial system, and is deposited, by way
trefaction may occur in the living body
as in of excretion, in the inflamed part; others, that
case of putrid fever. To this condition, Piorry it is formed by the destruction of solid parts.
has given the name Typhohse'rnia. conceiving it These opinions are, however, inadmissible and
to be owing to alteration of the blood by putrid pus is now regarded as the product of a paranimal matters.
ticular secretion in the diseased part.
PUTRESCENTIA, Putrefaction— p. Uteri
PYOGEN'IC, Pyogen'icus; same etymon.
gravidi, H ystero-malacia.
Having relation to the formation of pus.
PUTRID, Pu'trldus, from putrere, 'to rot,'
PYOHiE'MIA, from nvov, pus,' and 'ai^ta,
Sapros.
An epithet for some affections, in blood.' Alteration of the blood by pus.
which the matters excreted and the transpiraPYON, Pus
tion itself exhale a smell of putridity. It is
PYONAPHR1TE. see Nephritis.
particularly applied to typhus.
PYOPHTHALMUS, Hypopyon.
PUTRIDITAS, Putrefaction.
PYOPLEURITE, Empyema.
PUTRIDITY, Putrefaction.
PYOPTYSIS, from nvov, ' pus,' and nrvoi,
PUTRILA'GO, (F.) Putrilage. Same ety- ' I spit.' Spitting of pus.
mon. The pultaceous matter or slough, which
PYORRHQS'A, from nvov, 'pus,' and otw,
forms in certain gangrenous and other ulcers, '1 flow.' A discharge of pus.
and is thrown oft'.
Pyorrhoea Urinalis, Pyuria.
CHILL. See Myroxylon PeruP YOSIS, Hypopyon, Pterygion, Suppuration
iferum.
p. Pectoris, Empyema.

The most common

'

;

;

'

'

PUTZO

—

PYCNOTICA,

lncrassantia.
PYELITIS, from nvtkog, pelvis,' and ids,
denoting inflammation. Inflammation of the
pelvis and calices of the kidney.
from nvsXog, * pelvis,'
rufoog, kidney,' and ids, denoting inflammation.
Inflammation of the kidney and of the
pelvis and calices.
'

PYOTUR1A,
PYR,

PYELONEPHRITIS,
'

PYELOS,

Pelvis.

PYOTHORAX VERUS, Empyema.
PYOTORRME, Otorrhcea.
Pyuria.

Fever.

PYRA CRUSTUM1NA,

Crustuminatum—

Crustumerina, Crustuminatum.
PYR'AMID, Pyr'amis, Eminen'tia pyramida'lis tym'pani, from nvQ, flame,' which has a
conical appearance. (?)
A small, bony projec-

p.

'

PYESJS, Suppuration.

tion in the cavity of the tympanum, which is
Did'ymus symphyopcri- excavated, to lodge the muscle of the stapes.
and
the
nates,'
Also, the Centre-pin of the trephine.
Pygop'ages ; from nvyrj,
dtdvuog, 'a twin.'
PYRAMIDAL DE L' ABDOMEN, PyramiA monstrosity, in which
twins are united by the sacrum and coccyx.
dalis abdominis
p. de la cuisse, Pyramidalis
PYGOPAGES/Pygodidymus.
p. Slapedien, Stap. du Ntz, Pyramidalis nasi

PYGODID'YMUS,

naefus,

'

PYLE, Porta.
PYLEMPHRAX'IS,

pedius.

from

Ttvly, 'porta,' 'a

and tiupoaitg, 'obstruction.'
of the vena ports.

gate,'

Obstruction

PYRAMIDALE, (OS.) Cuneiform, (bone.)
PYRAMIDA'LIS ABDOMINIS, Musculus

Fallo'pii vel succenluria' tus vel avxitiu'rius,
Same etymon as Py- Pnbio-omhilical, Pubio-sous-ombilical (Ch.,) (F.)
Pylor'icvs.
small, fleshy pyrarelates to the pylorus.
An Pyramidal de Valdomen.
epithet given to different parts.
midal fasciculus, whose existence is not conPyloric Ahtkiiy or Aitt'ria Corona'ria dex- stant; and which is inserted, by its base, into
tra, (F.) Petite arterc gastrique droits, arises the upper part of the pubis, and terminates, by
from the hepatic, and is distributed to the py- its summit, at the inferior part of the lineaalba.
lorus and to the lesser curvature of the stomach
When it contracts it stretches the linea alba.
anastomosing, particularly, with the A. coroPyramida'lis, P. Fcnjforis, Sacro-trocltanUnaria venlriculi and A. gastro-epiploica dextra. rien, (Ch.) lli'acus exter'nus, Pyriforrn'is, PiriPyloric Vein follows the same distribution formis, Primus et superior quadrigem'inus, (F.)
as the artery.
flat, triangular musPyramidal de la cuisse.
PYLO'RUS, Jan'itor, Portona'rium; from cle, situate at the posterior part of the pelvis.
nvln, ' a gate,' and ovnog, ' a guardian;' Ostium By its base, it is attached to the anterior surface
ventric'uli duodena'le seu pylor'icum seu dex- of the sacrum ; to the corresponding surface of
trum seu inft'rius, Orificium dextrum seu ivfe- the great sacro-sciatic ligament and to the posIt terminates by a
lius seu Egres'sus seu Os infe'rius seu Annu'- terior part of the ilium.
lus seu Sphincter ventri'culi, Ostia'rius, Hostia'- tendon, which is attached to the inner surface
The lower or right orifice of of the great trochanter. This muscle is a rorius, (F.) Pylore.
Called tator of the thigh outwards, or of the pelvis in
Orifice intestinal, (Ch.)
the stomach;
Pylorus, because it closes the entrance into the an opposite direction.
Pyramidalis Femop.is, Pyramidalis.
intestinal canal, and is furnished with acircular,
Pyramida'lis Nasi, Proc"erus nasi, Nasum
flattened, fibro-mucous ring, which occasions
the total closure of the stomach during diges- dila'tans, Fronto-nasal, (Ch.,) (F ) Pyramidal
This ring has been called du ntz. It is thin, triangular, and has its sumtion in that organ.
the Valve of the Pylorus, Sphincter Pylori, (F.) mit upwards. Above, it is continuous with the
Valvule de pylore. It is a fold of the mucous occipito-frontalis. It descends vertically before

P YLOR'IC,

lorus.

That which

,

A

A

PYIUMIDES

G07

PYXIS

the root of the nose, on which it terminates
also been used as an antiseptic in gangrene and
becoming confounded with the transversalis. sphacelus, and to
foul ulcers: wherever indeed
Ihis muscle wrinkles the skin of the root of Creosote is
indicated.— The dose of the impure
the nose transversely, and stretches that which pyroligneous
acid internally is from 5 to 30
covers the tip.
drops, three or four times a day.
AJYT/iRIEURES, Corpora
PYROMA'i\IA; from nvq, ''fire,' and mania.
pyramidaha— p. Malpighianre, Papilla; of the Insanity, with an irresistible desire
to destroy
kidney—;;. Fosterieures du cervelet, Corpora by fire.
;

PYIUMIDES

restiformia.

PYROPH'AGUS,

PYRAMIDS OF

WISTAR,

Sphenoidal

cornua.

PYRAMIS, Penis— p.

A

PYRCJEA,
I'

V

Incendium.

KEC'TICA,

Fevers: the
of Good.

first

from nvntroc, 'fever.'
order in the class Hxrnutica,

febrile;

PYRENOIDES, Odontoid.
PYRkTHRE, Anthemis pvrethrum.
PYRETOL'OGY,Py,eWcr/'<7,; from
to?,

'

nvnt-

and Xuyoe, 'a discourse.' PyroL'treatise on fevers.
A title, sometimes

fever,'

ogy.

A

given

to a

monograph on lever
Anthemis pyrethrum— p.

PYRETIIRUM,

Sylvestre, Achillea ptarmica.
PYRET1CUS. Febrifuge.

PYRETOS,

Fever.

PYREX'I./E, from
eases.

•

The

first

7710, 'fire.'

Febrile dis-

class of Cullen's Nosology.

PYRI MARTIALES, Ferrum tartariz a rum.
PYRIA, Fomentation.
PYRIFORMIS, Pyramidalis.
PYRI PH'LEGES, nvQiipXcyrjc, from nvfl,
fire,' and (pXcyw,
I burn.'
One, who has a
'

burning fever.

PYRMONT, MINERAL WATERS

OF.

A

celebrated mineral spring, on the Weser, in
Westphalia, four leagues from Hamelet. The
waters are tonic, and contain chlorides of sodium and magnesium, sulphates of soda and
magnesia, and carbonates of iron, lime, and
magnesia dissolved in carbonic acid, with some
resinous principles. It is a highly carbonated
chalybeate.
Artific"ialPyiii\iont WATERmay be formed

Epsom

of

Common

salt, gr. xv,

salt, ur. v,

Mar-

Iron filings, gr. v, Wuter, Oiij.
Impregnated with the gas from Marble powder
and Sulphuric acid, aa JJvij.
PYR'OLA, P. rotundij'o'lia, Rovnd-lcared winOrder, Pyrolacere. This plant was
tergreen.
once used as a gentle astringent and tonic.
Pvrola Umbf.lla'ta, Chimaph'ila vel Chimoph'ila vmbcllu'ta. C. Corymbo'sa, GroundThis common
holly, Pippsis'eva, Wintcrgrecn.
American plant is allied to the uva ursi. in boIt is tonic
tanical as well as medical qualities.
and diuretic. The bruised leaves irritate the
ries, alb,

PYROS,

Trigona, see Tem-

poral hone.

gr. x,

and

Igniv'orus,

from

tzvq,

yuyui,
I eat.'
One who eats fire.
juggler; who eats bodies in a state of ignition.

'fire,'

'

Triticum.

PYROSIS, from tivq, 'fire,' 'the act of
burning,' Limo'sis cardiul'giu, spulaio'ria, Arttor stom'ac/ti, A. Ventric'uli, Cardialgia spnta
r
toria, Pyrosis Succ"ica, Apace' nosis vom'itus pyrosis, Di/sprp'sia pyrosis, Waterbrash, Water
qualm, Blacliwater, (F.) Fcr chaud Cremason,
Soda. This affection consists of a hot sensation
in the stomach, with eructations of an acrid,
burning liquid, that causes a distressing sensation in the parts over which it passes.
Attention to diet, arid the use of bitter absorbents,
will usually relieve, when the disease is functional.
Occasionally, it occurs, symptomatic of
oronnic disease of tbe stomach.
Pyrosis also signified, of old, inflammation,
and a burn.
Pvrosis Suf.cic a, Pyrosis.
PYROSOPH1A, Chymistry.
PYROTECHNIA, Chymistry.

PYROTECH'NY,

PyrotechnS, from ttvq,
and ityr\], art.' Art of making fireworks, &c. Also, chymistry. M. Percy has
used the term Pyrotechnic Chirvrgicalc for the
art of applying fire or the actual cautery in
'

fire,'

'

Surgery.

PYROT1CUS,

Caustic.

PYRUS CYDO'NIA.

The Quince

Tree,(F.)
Sex. Syst. Icotermed Cydo'Cunuiu, Malum coto'ncum,

Coignassier. Family, Rosacea?.
sandria Pentagynia. The fruit

nium Malum, Malum

is

Quince, (F.) Coign. Quince seeds are, sometimes, used in decoction (q. v.) as a demulcent.
The fruit makes a pleasant preserve.
PvinrsMAi.es, Mclea. The Apple Tree, (F.)
Pommier. Apples are an agreeable fruit, when
ripe.
When unripe, they disagree, especially
with those of weak digestive powers. The
same may be said of the pear: the fruit of the
Pyrus counnu'nis, Apios, P. Sorbus, P. Sativa,
Apple, (F.) Pomme. Pear. (F.)
(F.J Poirier.
Poire.

—

—

Apple Brandy

is

aspirituous liquor obtained

from the juice of the apple, and
the United States.

much used

PYTISMA. Sputum, Sperm.
PYUL'CON. from ttvov, pus,'
'

and

in

'elxta, 'I

A

8

PYROLEUM OSSIUM RECTIFICATUM,
Oleum animate

Dippelii.

PYROLIG'NEOUS ACID,

Ac"idum PyroLigni pyro-olco'sum, A. JSctfticvm
Acid,
Pyrolig'uic
Lig'neum,
A.
empyrcumat'icum,
ace'ticum,

JI.

(F.) Acide Pyro/igneux, Vinaigre de bois. An
acid, obtained by distillation, from wood, coal,
&c., which was once believed to be of a pecuIt is now known to be formed
liar character.
of acetic acid and an empyreumatic oil, from
which it may be freed and, in this state, is sold
It is
in commerce for the Acctum destillatum.
used for similar purposes as distilled vinegar,
;

and

for

preserving animal substances.

It

has

extract,' (F.) Tirepus.
for extracting pus from

surgical instrument
any cavity.
Many
pyulca have been employed, all of which act as
exhausting syringes.
P Y U'RIA, Pyotu'ria, Pyorrhce'a urina'lis, from
7rvov, 'pus,' and ovqov, 'urine.'
Discharge of
purulent urine: a symptom, which occurs in
many diseases; particularly in cases of renal
calculi, and in organic affections of the bladder.

—
—

p. Lactea, Chyp. Serosa, CysViscida, Cystirrhcea.
nviig. A box; a pillbox. Also, an

Pyuria Chylosa, Chyluria
luria— p. Mucosa, Cystirrhcea
tirrhcca

—

p.

PYXIS,

—

emollient ointment. Aetius and Paulus.
Pyxis, Boite, see Cotyloid.

QUABEBE

QUERCUS

COS

Q.
Q. See Abbreviation.

forty days, whilst

QUABEBE, Piper cubeba.
QUACK, Charlatan.

much

Q.UADRANS,
of a pound.

Quarta pars librse.
Three ounces (Troy.)

QUADRANTAL, Amphora.
QUADRATUS. Depressor labii

A

quarter

Fe.-u'oius,

duration

frequently

is

;

when persons

are desirous of leaving infected

During quarantine, no communicaallowed between the travellers and the

districts.

inferioris— q.

tion

Quadrates, from qua-

dra, 'a square;' Tuber- IsclitotrochanUrien, Ischio-sous-trochnnttrien (Ch) Qudrlus quadrigem'inus quadratics, (F.) Carre de la Cuisse.
A muscle, situate at the posterior and upper
It is thin, flat, and quadripart of the thigh.
lateral, and is attached to the outer part of the

disastrous, as to induce legislators to maintain

these laws in perhaps an unnecessary degree of

tuberosity of the ischium; whence it proceeds
transversely to the inferior part of the posterior
margin of the great trochanter. It rotates the
limb, turning the toe outwards.
Quadratus Genje, Platysrna myoides q.
Radii, Pronator radii quadratus.
Quadratus Lumbo'rom, Quadratus seu Lumba'ris externus; Hio-lumbi- costal, Flectcns par

strictness.

QUARTAN, 'of or belonging to the fourth.'
Quarta'na Febris,An'etua Quartu'nus Teturtstfus,
Quartan Ague, (F.) Quarte.

—

An

intermittent,

paroxysms of which recur every 4th day,
leaving between them two days' interval. We
the

Quartan Type. A Double
Quartan is one in which one paroxysm occurs
on the third and another on the second day, so
that there is only one day of apyrexia and two
speak, also, of the

lurnbo'rum, Quadra'tus dorsi,, Iliocostal (Ch.,)
(F.) Carrd des loinbes. A flat, somewhat thick,
irregulaily quadrilateral muscle, situate in the
It
loins, at the sides of the vertebral column.
is attached, below, to the crista ilii and iliothe
inferior
above,
to
and,
ligament;
lumbar
margin of the last rib and, besides, to the base
of the transverse processes of ihe last four lumbar vertebrae. This muscle inclines the loins
depresses the last rib, and is thus a
to its side
muscle of expiration. It can. also, raise the hip.

—

the paroxysms
of paroxysms in succession ;
of every 4th day resembling each other.
Triple Quartan is one, in which there is a paroxysm every day ; and on every three days the
paroxysms correspond. A redoubling or repeat! ing quartan, (F) Fievrc quarte double e, is one, in
which there are two paroxysms every 4th day.
See Intermittent.

;

A

1

;

QUADRIGEM'INA TUBER'CULA,

is

inhabitants of the country. Quarantine is a
areat impediment to commerce ; and is, doubtless, very frequently enforced where there is
but little danger of contagion. The evils, however, that might arise from the introduction of
a widely-spreading contagious disease, are so

Dorsi, Q. lumborum.

Quadra'tus

its

less.
It is sometimes enforced by land
example, when contagious diseases require
the establishment of cordons sanitairrs, and

for

QUARTANUS

REMlTTENS,Tetartophia.

QU ARTA'RIUS. An ancient measure,

equal
See Weights
to one-fourth of the sextarius.
quadrigem'ina, Nates et Testes, Eminences bigi- and Measures.
QUARTE, Quartan.
mines (Ch.,) Cor'pora bigem'ina, (F.) Tubircules
QUARTI STERNAL, Quadristema'lis. The
quadrijumeaux. Four medullary tubercles, situate at the posterior surface of the tuber annu- fourth osseous portion of the sternum, correThey are white, externally; gray, inter- sponding to the fourth intercostal space. Relare.
nally; oblong; rounded; connected by pairs, el ard.
QUAS'SIA, Quassia ama'ra, Quassy, Quasand separated by two grooves, which divide
them crucially. Of these tubercles— the supe- sia excel'sa, Ficrx'na, ezr.el'sa, Lofty Bilterwaod
antcrio'ra,
A West India
Glutia,
Tubercula
Bitter-ash, (F.) Quassie.
nates,
Tice,
rior, called
are larger and more prominent than the lower, tree, from which is obtained the Lignum QuasTuber'cula postcrio'ra. The pi- sias, Quassia (Ph. U.S.) It is an intensely duracalled testes,
neal gland corresponds exactly to the point of ble bitter, without astringency; and has been
intersection of the two furrows that separate employed as a tonic and stomachic. It is, geneThe bitter
rally, given in the form of infusion.
them.
QUADRIGEMINUS, PRIMUS ET SUPE- principle is called Quassia.
Simaruba,
Quadratus
quartus,
Simarouba,
Quassia Simarou'ba,
RIOR, Pyramidalis— q.
Quadratus femoris— q. Secundus et tertius, Is- S.qfficina'lis, Euon'ymus, Bitter Simaruba, MounThe bark of the Simaiouba is
tain Damson.
chio-trochanterianus.
Both water and
bitter, and not unpleasant.
QUAHOIL, Cacao.
alcohol extract its virtues. It is not astringent.
QUAIL, Tetrao coturnix.
QUANDROS. Ancient name for a precious It is exhibited, whenever a simple tonic is restone, believed to exist in the brain of the vul- quired.
QUASSIN. See Quassia.
ture; and to which was attributed the property
QUA THE APICES. See Myrtus pimenta.
of augmenting the secretion of milk, and preQUATRIO, Astragalus.
serving from deadly accidents. No such stone
nen'tiaz Quadrigcm'inm, Optic Lobes,

Emi-

Cor'pora

—

—

QUEEN OF THE MEADOWS,

exists.

QUAR'ANTlNE,from

Quaranti'na; itself maria.
QU REN'S
from quaranta, forty,' (F.) Quarantaine. The
time during which travellers, returning from
country where the plague or any other pesti- drvs.
'

ROOT.

Stillino-ia.

QUERCULA MINOR,

a

compelled to remain
lential disease exists, are
onboard ship or in a lazaretto. They, as well
pisirantine.'
as the ship, are said 'to perform

Quarantine

'is,

Spiraea ul-

(I.)

sometimes, extended

beyond

I

Teucrium chama>

QUERCUS ALBA, the White Oak; Quercus
Robvr, the Caramon Oak; Q Tinctcfria, the
Black Oak: Q. rubra Monta' n a, the Red Oak ot
Spanish Oak, Family, Amentacece. Sex. Syst.

—

—

—— —
QUEUE

pulv.

of

cohol;

(F.) Chene.
The bark
probably, alike in medicinal properties.
It is powerfully astringent
and tonic, and lias been used in inlermittents
and likewise in decoction, as an astringent

these varieties

wash, where such

Acokns,

Ccces,

is

is,

indicated.

Nuces Quercus,

(F.) Glands,

were, at one time, much used as food; and a
decoction of them was once recommended in
dysentery and diarrhoea, in glandular obstructions, &c. A pessary, made of them, has been
advised in immoderate flow of the menses.
They are not now used.
Quercus Infkcto'ria. A tree of Asia Minor, which affords the Turkey Gulls, Nut Galls,

—

—

QULVTE

GOD

Moncecia Polyandria.
all

——

%v; Aqum, cong.

v; Acid. Sulphur., Al-

Carbon, animal, aa q. s. Boil the bark
of the water mixed with one-third
of the muriatic acid, and strain through linen.
Boil the residue twice successively with the
same quantity of water and acid as before, and
strain.
Mix the decoctions, and, while the liquor is hot, gradually add the lime, previously
mixed with two pints of water, stirring constantly, until the quinia is completely precipiWash the precipitate with distilled watated.
ter, and having pressed and dried it, digest it
in one-third

Pour off the liquor and rethe digestion several times, until the alcohol is no longer rendered bitter. Mix the liquors,
Gallse Tur'cicai, G. Querci'na, G.Tinclo'ria:,Nux and distil off the alcohol, until a brown viscid
Upon this substance, removed
GuIIce, Ga/la maa/ima orbicula'lu, Cicis, Casse- mass remains.
noles, Gal la, Galls, Gall-nut, (F.) Noix de Guile. from the vessel, pour about half a gallon of disThe nut-gall Gal/a (Fh. U. S.) is a morbid tilled water, and having heated the mixture to
protuberance, or tubercle, produced by the the boiling point, add as much sulphuric acid
puncture of the Diplolep'sis Galla Tincto' rice, or as may be necessary to dissolve the impure
Cynips Quercus fold. It is powerfully astrin- alkali. Then add an ounce and a half of anigent and tonic, and has been employed in diar- mal charcoal; boil for two minutes, filter the
rhoea, intestinal hemorrhage, and intermittents: liquor while hot, and set it aside to crystallize.
but it is chiefly used, externally, in gargles and Should the liquor, before filtration, be entirely
injections. The powder, made into an ointment neutral, acidulate it very slightly with sulphuric acid.
Should it, on the contrary, change
with lard, is used in piles.
Quercus Coccifera, see Kermes q. Mari- the colour of litmus paper to a right red, add
animal
charcoal.
Suber,
see
Suber.
more
Separate the crystals
na, Fucus vesiculosus q.
CHEVAL, Cauda equina, see from the liquor, dissolve them in boiling water
Medulla spinalis q. de la Moelle epiniere. Cau- slightly acidulated with sulphuric acid, add a
little animal charcoal, filter, and set aside to
da equina q. dc Pource.au, Peucedanum.
crystallize. Wrap the crystals in bibulous paper,
TREE, Sorbus acuparia.
QUICK'ENING, from Sax. cpiccan, 'to and dry with a gentle heat. The mother waters
make alive.' The period of gestation when the may be made to yield an additional quantity of
motion of the foetus first becomes perceptible. sulphate of quinia by precipitating the quinia
This usually occurs about the 18th week, and with solution of ammonia, and treating the prewas at one time erroneously believed to mark cipitated alkali with water, sulphuric acid, and
animal charcoal, as before.
It
the time at which the foetus becomes alive.
The Acetatf, of Quinia (Qainise Acc'tas,
need scarcely be said, that it possesses the principle of life from the moment of the union of Chinium Act'ticum, Ace'tus chinu. A. cliini'ni,A.
the materials furnished by the sexes at a fecun- chinic.us, A. Quinix, A. Quina. A. Quini'ni, A.
When the motion is felt, Kini'ni;) the citrate (Quiniw citrus, Citrus chidatincr copulation.
nic.us) the Fekrocyanate (Quinia Ferroct/the female is said to be ' quick with child.'
unas, Chinium Ftrrocijunoirenii'tum, &.C ) the
QUICKLIME, Calx viva.
muriate (Quinia murias, Chinium muriat'icum,
Hydrargyrum.
QUICKSILVER,
Ch. sali'turn seu hydroch/u/icum, &c ) the NiQUIES, Acinesia.
trate (Chinium nitricurn, &c, the Phosphate,
QUINA, Cinchona.
QUINCE, see Pyrus cydonia— q. Tree, Pyrus (Quinias Fhosphas, Chinium phospkoricum, &c.)
and the Tartrate of Quinia and Cinchonia have
cydonia.
QUINIA, Quinina— q. Impure sulphate of, been administered in the same cases as the sulphate.
Extract of Quinia.
QUINIA, IODIDE OF. See Iodine.
QUINl'NA, Qui'nia, Quina,Kini'nvm, Chun'Potentilla reptans.
num, Quinine. An alkaline, uncrystallizable
QUIJVQUIJVA, Cinchona q. Aromufique. Crosubstance; under the form of a porous, whitish
Bicolor,
Cinchonre Caribseoe
ton
cascarilla
q.
mass; almost insoluble in water, soluble in alcortex q. Faux de Virginie, Cusparia febrifucohol and ether. It forms, with acids, salts that
q. Gris de Loxa, Cinchonas lancifolire corIt is obtained from dif- ga
are in general soluble.
yellow, tex q. Jaune, Cinchonse cordifoliae cortex q.
ferent cinchonas, but chiefly from the
Orange, Cinchonse lancifolias cortex q Piton,
and is the active principle of those valuable
Cinchonas Caribsese cortex q. Rouge, Cmchonr*
oblonirifoliae
cortex.
Sulphate of Quinia— the salt usually emQUINSEY, Cynnnche tonsillaris— q. Nerployed in medicine— occurs in needles of a
employed, vous. Anjrone q. Wolf, Lycanche.
pearly and satiny appearance. It is
QUINTAN, Febrisquinta'na,F. pempla'a,F.
with great success, in the treatment of interwhere quinta; from quinlus, 'a fifth.' A fever whose
mittents and is available in many cases,
retained, or paroxysms return only every five days incluthe bark in substance could not be
and between which there are, consewould be injurious. Dose, from 3 to 10 grains sively;
three days of apyrexia.
It is obtained, by treating the quently,
in the 24 hours.
QUINTE (F.) This word is used synonyyellow bark with sulphuric acid. The followPharmacopoeia of mously with paroxysm or fit, when speaking of
in<r form is adopted in the
'a fit of cougli/as une Quinte.de Tout,
in cough,
the United States, (1842)— Cinckm. fia».
Also, the Influenza, (q. v.)
ing.'
.Icid. muriat. f. giij; Galas, in
in boiling alcohol.
peat,

—

QUEUE DE

—

—

I

QUICKEN

QUINA

QU1NQUEFOL1UM,

—

—

;

—

pulv. crass, lbiv;

52.

—

— — ——
QULXTEFEUILLE

QUOTID'IAN,

Potcntilla ieptans.
Pertussis.

—

RADIAL

GIO

QUINTEFEUILLE,
QUINTES. See

—

—

Quotidia'nvs,

Ephe'merus,—

from quolid'ig, daily.' That which takes
QUINTESSENCE, Quinta Esscn'lia. A place every day.
name formerly given to alcohol, impregnated
Qi'otid'ian Fever, Q.ague,An'etus quotidia'with the principles of some drug. It was, con- nvs, Calhe'mcrus, Me.tneinvr inos, Amphemer'inos,
sequently, often synonymous with Atcohol'ic Amphimer'inos, Quotidia'nui, (F.) Fievre quotitincture.
The most volatile principles of bodies dienne,\san intermittent, the paroxysms of which
were, also, called Quintes'senas
recur every day.
QUINTISTERNAL. The fifth osseous porA simple, double, or triple quotidian, is a quotion of the sternum.
It corresponds to the 5th tidian, which has one, two, or three paroxysms
and 6th inteicostal spaces.
in the 24 hours.
itself

'

1

R.
placed at the commencement of a prescription, as a contraction of Red'ipe.
(See
Abbreviation.) Originally, it was the sign ( 2/ )
of Jupiter, and was placed at the top of a formula, to propitiate the king of the gods, that
the compound might act favourabiv.
RABID, Rab'idus, (F.) Rabiqu'e, Rabiiique,
from rabies, 'canine madness.' That which
belongs to hydrophobia; as rabid virus, &c.
RABI&IQUE. Rabid.

R.

debility, indigestion; and, frequently, inducer
atrophy and hectic. Rickets occurs, particu-

is

RABIES CAN IN A,
RAB1Q.UE,

during the first years of existence, in
weakly children, born or rickety or scrofulous
parents; brought up in damp or confined situations; who are badly nourished, and do not lake
sutficientexerci.se. The progress and terminalarly,

Some
tion of the disease are very variable.
children gradually recover their health: others
become more and more deformed,

Hydrophobia.

Rabid.

RACE,

from radi'cS, abl. of radix, 'root'
The union or aggregate of individuals, whose
conformation or particular condition differs perceptibly from those of neighbouring varieties.

human

In the
nated.

species, several races are desig-

Dm

(rechem,)
RACHAMEL'CA,from Hebr.
1
(Moiech,) 'a king;' Rccha'the womb,' and "J
mal'ca. A peculiar formative principle, supposed, by Dolffius, to exist in the uterus.
RACHE. Porrigo.
UACHIiEI, Rhachisei.
RACHIALGIA, Colic, metallic, Vertebral

—

—

Colic, metallic.

RACHIALGIE MESEJVTtiRIQUE,

pyrethrum
Tabes thum.

r.

RAC1JYES

mesenterica.

RACHIAL.GITIS.

Rhachialgitis.

RACHIDIAN ARTERIES,
see
r. Bulb,
Vertebral canal

J

BECQUET, Geranium moschar. de. Chords,
r. de Bengal, Cassumuniar
Dorstenia contrayervn r. de Draike, Dorstenia
contrayerva r. flcs Philippines, Dorstenia contrayerva i. de Safran, Curcuma longa r. de
r. Sutivaire, Anthemis
Suinl Esprit, Angelica
tum

—

—

;

RACJJVE

r.
r Mesenterica, Tabes mesenterica
Picloniensium, Colic, metallic r. Pictonuin,

disease

ulti-

Pure air; a healthy situation nourishing diet; exercise; sea or common cold
bathing, and tonics, afford the best prospect of
SUCCESS
RACHITISME, Rachitis.
RACHO'SIS, Rhacho'sis, Raho'sis, from
A relaxation of
'fiaxow, or 'paxovj, 'I wrinkle.'
the scrotum. An excoriation of the relaxed
scrotum. Dictionaries.

hygienic-

See Homo.

^

arid

mately die of consumption, dropsy, or other organic disease. The treatment is almost wholly

de Turbelh, Convolvulus turpe-

DU CERVELET,

Corpora

resti-

formia.

RACORNISSEMEjYT (F .) from se racornir,
to shrivel in the fire as leather does.' A physical properly, possessed by animal substances,
which consists in a kind of contractility, accompanied with sudden corrugation and curlIt is produced by heat, and by chemical
ing.
agents, especially by the strong mineral acids.
"RADESYGE Radzyge.
RADEZYGE, Radzyge.
RA'DIAL, Radia'lis, from radius, a bone of

Spinal arteries
Medulla oblongata r. Canal,

—

RACHIONI YMA, Rachiphyma.
RACHIPHY'MA, or Rhachiphy'ma,

'

Rachio-

vhyma, Tumor Dor si, from pa/it, 'the spine,'
and mvfia, a tumour.' A tumour on the spine
or on the b«ick.
RACHIS, Vertebral column.
RACHISAGRA, Rhachisagra, from pa-/i?,
A gouty or the forearm. That which relates to the radius.
the spine,' and ayqa, a seizure.'
Radial Artkiiy, A. rxtern'a Cu'bili. It arises
rheumatic affection of the spine.
l

'

(

'

'

RACHIT^E,

from the brachial, at the upper and anteiior part
from 'payi?, 'the of the forearm; descends on the outer side as
spine,' and i.is, a suffix denoting inflammation. far as the lower part of the radius, and proInflammation of the spine. Also, Cyrto'sis Ra'- ceeds downwards and backwards towards the
chia, Cyrton'osus, Morbus Ang'lirus, Osteomala- superior extremity of the space, which sepabones. It then
cia In fun' turn, Tubes pectorea; the English dis- rates the first two metacarpal
the spine.'
(F.) buries itself in the palm of the hand, where it
ease, ^Rickets; from oa/tc,

RACHI'TIS,

Rhachitas.

I

Rkar.hi'tis,

'

Rachitisme. JVouure. A disease, characterized
by crookedness of the long bones; swelling of
their extremities; crooked spine; prominent ab
domen; large head; and often precocity of intelIt is accompanied by leanness, genera]
lect.

forms the profound, or radial p;ilmar arch.

The

radial artery gives off the recurrent radial, several

radio-muscular branches, the transverse pal-

mar

radio-carjial uitery, the external superficial
lite palm of the hand, the external dor-

artery of

—

—

—

RADIAL

Gil

sal °fthe

thumb the dorsails carpi, dorsal interosseous artmy of the
index, <fcc.
Li KUVE ftdiaitigital, (Ch.) 5/nVaZ
JVW™'t
•^»e,&«ra/.»iu<*e«/ar,
arises from the four inr
anches of tl,e brachial plexus.
It is,

\

'

RAD

ICAL, Radica'lis, from radix, 'a root.*
radical cure is one in which
the disease is
destr
stroyed, as it were, from the
root.
It is used
n opposition to palliative
cure.
Radical Moisture, Humidum

.
n?fi°
nrst, situate

«

behind the other nerves of the
piexus. It then becomes
engaged between the
three portions of the triceps
brachialis, passes
Denind the humerus, and
descends between the
supinator longus and brachialis
internus, until
opposite the upper extremity of
the radius.
In
Us course it gives numerous
filaments to the
triceps, supinator longus,
extensor carpi radians longior, and to the integuments.
Opposite
the upper extremity of the
radius it divides into
two branches;— the one posterior,
which turns
backwards into the substance of the
supinator
previs, and, when it has reached
the space between the two layers of muscles on the posterior surface of the forearm,
divides into a great
number of filaments, which are distributed to
those muscles, and to the integuments
of the
hand. The other branch is anterior:
it descends
beiore the supinator brevis and
the radius; until
near the inferior third of that bone, it
engages
itself between the tendons
of the supinator longus and extensor carpi radialis longior; and,
becoming afterwards subcutaneous, divides into
two branches, whose filaments are distributed
to the integuments of the thumb,
index, middle
finger, to the outer side of the ring finger, and
to the first interosseous muscles of
the°baek of
the liand.
Radial Veins, Deep-Seated, follow the same
course as the radial artery.

Exten'sor Carpi Radialis Bhe'vior, Radi-

RADIX

radicale.
radix, radicis, ' a root,'
in colpreparing plants was formerly so
'

RADICIS'ECA, from
.

nd

secure,

ecting and

1

called.

One employed

'to cut.'

RADICULA, Raphanus
RADII CILIA RES,

hortensis.

Ciliary processes.

RADIO-CARPAL,

Radio-carpia'nus. That
and carpus.
Radio-Carpal Articulation, is the wrist
joint, or articulation of the os scaphoides,
os
semilunare, and os cuneiforme of the carpus
with the inferior surface of the radius, and the
hbro-cartilage, situate below the ulna.
It is
strengthened by lateral, anterior, and posterior
ligaments.

which

relates to the radius

Radio-Carpal Transverse Palmar Arterv, (F.j Artere Radio-carpienne-transversale-pal-

A transverse branch, given ofF by the
lower edge of the pronator quadratus, which sends several branches
to the anterior or palmar surface of the
carpus

maire.

radial artery, opposite the

—

RADIOCUTA.YE (NERFA
r.

licis

see

Cutaneous

Phalangetticn du pouce, Flexor lono-us pol-

manus.

RADIO-MUSCULAR,

Radio-musrularis.

name given

A

to the branches sent oft' from the
radial artery to the muscles of the forearm, in
the first part of its course; as well as to the

nervous filaments, which the radial nerve sends
to the same muscles.

RADIS. Raphanus hortensis.
inwr, Radialis secundus, (F ) SeRADISH, Raphanus hortensis.
cond radial externe, Petit radial, Kpir.ondijla-susRADIUS, 'a spoke:'— so called from its
miitucarpien, (Ch.) An extensor muscle of the
Cercis, Foc"ile minus seu superius
wrist, situate beneath the extensor carpi radialis shape.
Carina
minor, Os adcubita'le, Additamen'tum
longior.
It is attached, above, to the external
tuberosity of the humerus, and terminates, be- ulax, Manu'brium manus, Parape'clujon, Arun'low, by a long tendon, inserted into the poste- do brachii minor, (F.) Os du Rayon. A long,
rior part of the upper extremity of the third bone prismatic bone, the upper and lesser extremity
of the metacarpus. It has the same uses as the of which is called»the head. This is supported
by a cervix or neck. At the part where the
next muscle.
Extensor Carfi P».adialis Longior, Radialis neck is confounded with the body of the bone
externus longior, Radialis externus primus, (F.) is the tubercle or bicipital tuberosity or eminence
Premier radial externe, Grand radial, Humiro- for the insertion of the biceps. The radius is
sus-milacarpicn, (Ch.) It is sealed at the outer articulated, above, with the os humeri and with
part of the forearm; is thin, but thicker on the the lesser sigmoid cavity of the ulna: below,
outside than on the inside. It is attached, above, with the scaphoides, semilunare, and the head
Its inferior extremity, which is
to the inferior part of the outer edge, and to the of the ulna.
corresponding tuberosity of the humerus; and larger than the superior, is flattened before and
terminates, below, by a long tendon, which is behind: is irregularly quadrilateral; and has,
attached to the superior extremity of the second below, a double facette to be articulated with
bone of the metacarpus. It extends the hand the first two bones of the carpus. On the outer
side is the styloid process; and, on the inner,
on the forearm.
RADIAL ANTERIEUR, Palmaris magnus— a concave facette, which joins the ulna. Behind, are grooves for the passage of the extenr. Externe premier, see Radialis
r. Externe,
sor tendons.
The radius is developed from
second, see Radialis r. Grand, see Radialis
three points of ossification; one for the body,
r. Petit, see Radialis.
and one for each extremity.
RADIALIS EXTERNUS BRLVIOR, see
alis externus

—

Radialis — r. Externus primus, see Radialis r.
Extensor longior, see Radialis r. Internus,
Palmaris maafnus r. Secundus, see Radialis.
RAD'IATED, Radia'tus, from radius, a ray
(F.) Rayonne. That which is arranged in rays
in lines, diverging from a common centre. Ar
epithet given to several ligaments, &c, as it
those which unite the ribs to the sternum
those which unite the tibia and fibula at theii
inferior extremity, &c.

—

—

'

'

RADIUS, COL DU, Collum
RA'DIX,

Rhiza.

A

radii.

root: also, the

male

or-

gan.

The Root or fang of a tooth is the part contained in the alveolus. The radix or root of the
nail is the portion hidden under the skin. ».Vc.
Surgeons give the name to the prolongatioi s,
sent by scirrhous, cancerous, or other tumours
into the neighbouring parts.
Five Aperient Roots, Quinque

radi'ces apt-

—

————

— —

— ——

RADULA

—

were, of old, asparagus, butchers'
broom, fennel, paisley, and smallaore.
Five Lesser Aperient Roots, tyuinquc radices aperien'tes minu'res,
were caper, dandelion, eryngo, madder, and rest-harrow.
Radix Braziliensis, Ipecacuanha r. Indica
Lopeziana, Lopez radix r. Lopeziana, Lopez
radix— r. Ninsi, Sium ninsi r. Rubra, Rubia
r. Serpen turn, see
Ophiorrhiza mungos r.
Ventris, Umbilicus.
RADULA, Raspatorium.
RADZYGE, Rndzygin, Radesyge, Radezyge,
Tlisfria, properly Theria, from 6ijqiov, ('iXxog,)
'a malignant ulcer,' Norwegian Leprosy. A
rinrites,

—

—

—

—

—

—

name

given, in Norway, to a disease, bearing
considerable analogy to the yaws. Some have
esteemed it a species of lepra or elephantiasis.

RAGE,

Furor brevis, OrgB, Thymus,
Violent passion, characterized by
contraction of the muscles of the lace, violence
in every movement, extreme irritation of the
nervous system, acceleration of the blood's motion, and by redness and swelling of the face.
Ira,

(F.) Culire.

Rage, Rhage.

RAGE,

RANUNCULUS
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RAMULUS, Ramusculus.
RAMUNCULUS, Ramusculus.
RAMUS, Clados, brunch, (F.)

Ramrau.

a.

division of an artery, vein, or nerve.

A

Also, the

male organ.

Ramus Durior Septimje

Conjugations,

Facial nerve.

RAMUS'CULUS,

Ram'ulus,

Ravmn'culus,

A

Cladis'cos, diminutive of ramus, (q. v.)
division of a ramus.
(F.) Ramnscule, Ramille.

~"RANA"ESCULEN'TA,(F.)

Gremmillc. This
frog and the bull frog, Rana Tauri'na are eaten
as a delicacy.
They are nutritious and easily
digested.

—

Rana, Ranula.
RJ3JVCE, Rancid.

RANCID, Ran'cidus, Sapros, (F.) Ranee, from
An epithet given to fatty
rancere, to be stale.'
bodies, which have become acrid from age or
air.
Mild
ointments may, thus,
the contact of
become very irritating, and unfit for the purposes for which they were originally intended.
1,

RANINE,

Rani'na; from Rana, 'a frog.'
termination of the lingual artery is so
called; that is, the portion of the artery, which
advances horizontally between the genio-glossus and lingualis muscles as far as the point of
the tongue. The ranine vein follows the same
course as the artery, and opens into the internal jugular or into the superior thyroid.
RAN'ULA, from Rana, a frog,' so called
from its resemblance; Dyspha'gia Ranula, Em-

The

Hydrophobia.

RAGWORT, tsenecio

Jacoboea.

RAIFORT, Raphanus hortensis

r.Sauvage,

(Jochlearia armoracia.

RAINBOW-WORM,

Herpes

R.11NURE, Groove

r.

iris.

Diguslrique, Mastoid

groove.

;

RAISIJV, see Vitis vinifera r. d'Jimrrique,
Phytolacca decandra r. de Bois, Vaccinium
inyrtillus
r. d'Ours, Arbutus uva ursi
r. de
Renard, Paris.
RA1SIJNS, Uvro passa), see Vitis vinifera r.

—

phrag'ma

salira're,

Frog Tongue,

Ra'lrachos,

Batra'chium, Hijdrnglus'sa, Hyponlossis, iJypogtossum, Rana, (F.) Grenouillctte. A small,
ooft, fluctuating and eemi-1ransp;\rent tumour,
de Corinlhe, see Vitis Corinthiaca.
which forms under the tongue, owing to the
RJISOJV, Reason.
accumulation of saliva in Wharton's duct. In
RAKASIRA. An American balsam; of a order to give exit to the accumulated fluid, and
brownish or brownish-red colour; semi-trans- to establish a permanent opening for the disparent; brittle; softening and becoming tena- charge of the saliva, the cyst may be punccious by heat; inodorous when cold, but ex- tured, and the opening maintained by a minute
haling a very agreeable smell when heated; cylinder, with a button at each extremity, as
and possessing a balsamic end slightly bitter has been recommended by Dupuytren; or a
taste.
The precise vegetable that furnishes it portion of the cyst may be removed by the
It has been used chiefly as a
is not known.
scissors, and the mouth be frequently washed
balsam in gonorrhoea and urinary affections.
by any astringent lotion. Sometimes, the saRAKIA. See Spirit.
livary duct is found plugged by a small calRAKOS1S, Rachosis.
culus.
RALE, Rattle, (q. v.) r. Caverneux, GurgRANUN'CULUS, (F.) Renoncule. Family,
ling— r. Crepitant, see Crepitation.
Ranunculacere. Sex. Syst. Polyandria PolygyFragment, Scobs.
nia.
A genus of plants, most of the species of
RAMEX, Hernia r. Varicosus, Varicocele. which, when taken internally, act as acrid poiRAMIFICA'TION, Ramifica'tio. A division sons. See Poison. They are, also, acrid and
of arteries, veins, or nerves into branches. vesicant, when applied to the skin, and have,
Also, the branches themselves.
accordingly, been often used as counter-irriRAMILLE. Ramusculus.
The following species answer to this
tants.
RjIMOLLISSEMEJVT, Mollities— r. dn Cer- description.
r. du
Coeur, Cardioveau, Mollities cerebri
Ranunculus Aborti'vus.
I'Estomac, Gastromalacia
r. de
r.
malacia
Ranunculus Acris, R. praten'sis, Meadow
Hepatomalacia
r.derintcstin,Enlero- Crowfoot, Butter Cups, (F.) Bouton d'or.
du l-'oie,
malacia r. des Os, Mollities ossium.
Ranunculus Bulbo'sus, R. praten'sis, RanunRAMPANT, (F.) ram per, ' to climb,' Repens, culus, (Ph. U. S.) Bulbous-rooted Crow-foot, (F.)
Reptans. That which creeps or drags on the Renoncule bulbeuse, Bassinet.
earth.
The French Bandage rampant has the
Ranunculus Flammula, Surrecta alba,
folds arranged spirally around the part, leaving Smaller Water Crowfoot, Spearwort, (F.) Petite
intervals between them. It is a retentive ban- douve.
dage, but is easily displaced, and, therefore, not
Ranunculus Illyu'icus.

RAMENTUM,

—

—

employed.

R.-iMPES

DU UMACQX,

cochlea.

RAMPHOS,

Rostrum.

Scalas

of the

Ranunculus Lingua.
Ranunculus Scelera'tus, R.
Marsh Crowfoot.
Ranunculus Fica'uia, Pilewort,

Palus'lris,

Chelido'-

—
RAPA

RATTLE
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mum minus, Scrophulu'ria minor, Ficaria ranun-

At present, reports or depositions are
generally divided into judiciary, or those which
serve to throw light on the subject matter of
any civil or criminal cause; and administrative, which afford information on subjects relating to any branch of the public administration, as on the nuisance or otherwise of
Ranunculus Albus, Anemone nemorosa r. certain establishments, the character of any
Palustris, R. sceleratus— r. Pratensis, R. bul- epidemic, &c.
hosus r. Vernus, R. ficaria r. Virginianus,
RAPPORT, Eructation.
Lobelia syphilitica.
RAPTUS POST-TERGANEUS, OpisthoRAPA NAPUS, Brassica rapa— r. Rotunda, tonos.
Brassica rapa.
MAJUS, Brassica rapa.
RAPE, Brassica napus, Stuprum.
RAPVRE, Riisura.
RAIMIANE'DON, from pu.ru,.?, 'a radish,'
RAQUETTE, Cactus opuntia.
Mike a radish.' Rhaphanedon. A transverse
RAREl'"A'ClENS,.?r;eo^Yus, (F.) Rarifiant,
fracture of a long bone, leaving no splinters. from rarus, rare,' and facere, to make.'
MeWhat has been called, in France, Fracture en dicines were so termed, which were supposed
rave.
to be possessed of the power of giving more
RAPHA'NIA, Convul'sio Raphania, Rhaphania, bulk or extension to the blood or other humours.
Morbus spasmod'icus malignus sen popularis,
RARtiFIAA'T, Rarefaciens.
M. Siltsiacus, Eclamp'sia typlio'des, Sync'lonus
RASCATIO, Excreation.
Raphania. Linnreus gave this name to a conRASCETA, Carpus, Malleolus.
vulsive disease, not uncommon in Germany
RASH FEVER, Scarlatina, nettle, Urticaria
and Sweden, and which has been attributed to
r. Rose, Roseola
r. Summer, Lichen tropicus
the seeds of the Rapk'anus Raphanis'trum being
r. Tooth, Strophulus.
mixed with the corn. The convulsions are
RASORIUM, Raspatorium.
seated in the limbs, and are attended with acute
RASPATO'RIUM, Raso'rium, Rat'ula, Sealpain.
See Convulsio cerealis, and Ergotism.
prum raso'rium, Xysle'ra, Rnd'ida, Runcin'ulu,
RAPH'ANUS HORTEN'SIS, Raphanus,R. Scalprum, (F.) Rugine, (irattoir. An instrusati'vus, R. niger, Radic'ula.
The Radisk, (F.) ment used for rasping bones, to detach the peRaifort, Radis.
Family, Cruciferoe. Sex. Syst. riosteum, either in certain surgical operations,
Tetradynamia Siliquosa. The root of this plant or for anatomical purposes.
RASPBERRY, Rubus idreus.
is a common esculent.
R has, also, been given
RASSETA PEDIS, Tarsus.
as a diuretic in calculous affections. The juice,
RASTETA, Carpus, Malleolus.
made into a syrup, is exhibited to relieve hoarseRASU'RA, Xysmu, Xysmos, (F.) Rapurc,
ness.
Radishes have long been celebrated as
visoires.

cu/oi'des,Chclido'niarotundifoliaminor,Cur'suma
naemorrhuida' lis herbu, Ranunculus rtrnus, Lesser
celandine.
(P.) Petite cMlidoine, Petite Kclaire,
Ficnire.
The leaves and root have been used
medicinally:
the leaves as an antiscorbutic;!
the root as a cataplasm in piles.

—

—

—

—

RAPUM

'

'

—
—

—

—

anti-scorbutics.

Raphanus

Maiiinus, Cochlearia armoracia
r. Rusticanus,
r. Raphanistrum, see Raphania
Cochlearia armoracia r. Sylvestris, Cochlearia
armoracia.
RAPHE, or RHAPHE, S a<p» 'a suture.' A
name given to prominent lines resembling a
raised stitch. Such is the Raphe or Tramis
that divides the scrotum into two parts, and
which extends from the anterior part of the
anus to the extremity of the penis. The name
Raphe, or Linca media' na, is, also, given to two
prominent lines which are longitudinal and
parallel, and are seen at the upper surface of the
corpus callosum, extending from the anterior to
the posterior extremity of that commissure.

—

—

; ,

RAPHEX,

Chenopodium

vulvaria.

from rudere. rasum, ' to scrape.' A rasure, or
scratch, or erosion. Also, the rasping or shaving
of any substance ; as Rasu'rw Cornu Ctrvi,

Hartshorn shavings.
Rasuiia, Scobs.

A liquor prepared by imparting
ardent spirits the flavour of various kinds of
fruits, adding sugar.
RATANHY, Krameria ratanhia— r. of the
RATAFl'A.

to

Antilles,

Krameria

ixina.

RATE, Splfen.
RATKLEL'X, Spleneticus.
RATlLIER. See Dentier.
RATIO, from rear, ratus, to

'
think.'
A reason, cause, an explanation; as Ratio symptom'atum, an explanation of the symptoms.

Ratio, Reason.
from (,«9.o><, 'a neeRATIONAL, Rationa'lis. That which is conand uyxiaroor, a hook.' An instrument
formable
to reason. This epithet is often opposed
employed in the formation of artificial pupil.
The French
to empirical; as rational treatment.

RAPHIANKlS'TROiN,

dle,'

'

RAPHION,
RAPHIS,

Needle.
Needle.

RAPPOR T, (F.)

also,

Rela'tio, Renuncia'tio.

A de-

position made by a physician or surgeon to
prove the condition of a person, the nature of a
disease, the existence or non-existence of pregnancy, a sudden or violent death, &c. Formerly,
there were the Rapports denonciatifs, made at
the desire of the injured or their friends, and
intended to point out to the judges the details
of the crime or misdemeanour,— the Rapports
provisoires, the object of which was to obtain
provisions for the injured individual, both as
regarded food and medicine, and to defray the
and Rapports mixtes,
expenses of prosecution
or those which were both denonciatifs and pro;
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say Signes rationales, in opposition to Sigrus

sen sibles.

RATSBANE,
RATTLE,

Arsenious acid.
Rhonchus, Rhenchus, Rhenxis, from

(D ) Ratel; Rhoncus, Cerchnus, Rhogmos. (F )
Noise produced by the air in passing
Rate.
through mucus, of which the lungs are unaliiiThis condition is chiefly
to free themselves.
observed at the approach of death; and

monly

is

com-

called " the rattles."

The name Rdle has been given

to different

sounds during respiration, caused by the air
passing through fluid contained in the bronchi,
or areolce of the pulmonary tissue; and
are perceived by the stethoscope.

which

RATTLESNAKE
R~i,e Crepitant, Rkonchus crepitans.

See

Crepitation.

Rale Muqueux, J?/ion'c/iws muco'sus,' Mucous
The sound produced by the passage of
air through mucus accumulated in the bronchi

Rattle.'

or trachea, or through softened tubercular matThis rale occurs in catarrh, and in softter.
ened tubercle. When carried to a very high
degree, it constitutes a gurgling, (F.) Gargouillenient.

Rale

Sibilant, Rhon'ckus sib'ilans, Sibilant
slight, though prolonged whistling
sound, occurring either at the commencement
of inspiration, or of expiration, owing to the
presence of mucus, thin and viscid, but not
abundant, which obstructs, more or less completely, the smaller bronchial ramifications. It
is seated in the small tubes, and occurs in the
Rattle.

first

RECTUM
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A

stage of bronchitis.

cens, Utric'ulus lacteus, Yesic'ula chyli,

Ampulla

chylifera seu chyli, Cistcr'na lumba'rii, ('. Chyli,
Chylocys'tis, Latices lactei.
(F.) Reservoir
du chyle, R. de Pecquet, Citerne lombaire.
considerable dilatation of the thoracic duct, in

A

lumbar region of the vertebral

front of the

column.

Receptac'ulum Cotun'mi

is a triangular
space, formed by a separation of the two lamina;
of the dura mater in the internal ear, near the
middle of the posterior surface of the pars petrosa of the temporal bone, where the aqua>
ductus vestibuli terminates, it is always filled
with the Fluid of Cotugno.
Receptaculum Pecqueti, R. chyli.
RECEPTIVITY, (F.) Riccptivile, from recipere, receptum,
to receive.'
A word, used
by Tissot to express the susceptibility of certain
organs to receive morbific impressions.
'

sono'rus, Sonorous
RECESSIO, Paroxysm.
resembling at times the snoring
RECESSUS, Abscess.
RECHAMELCO, Rachamelca.
of a person asleep, at others the sound of the
RECHUTE. See Relapse.
bass string of an instrument when rubbed with
the
cooing
and
not
unfrequently
RECID1VE. See Relapse.
the finger,
It seems to be
RECIPE, (L.) (re, and capere, to take.) A
(F.) (Rucoulemcnl) of a dove.
caused by a contraction of the bronchial tubes, Latin word, which signifies take,' (F.) Prenez,
and with which prescriptions are commenced.
and is characteristic of chronic catarrh.
Crotalus horridus— r. It is, often, represented by R, j*, and, was forSee Abbreviation.
merly by y.
Root, Polygala senega.
RECLI NATION, Reclina'tio; from reclinare,
RATULA, Raspatorium.
RAUCE'DO, Rau'citas, Parapho'nia rauca, (re and clinare, to bend,) to bend back.' A
Asper'ilas Arte'riaas'pcroe, Vox rauca, Bronchus, mode of operating for the cataract, which conRaucite.
A sists in applying the needle, in a certain manHoarseness,
(F.) Enrout.mcnt,
change in the voice, which loses its smooth- ner, to the anterior surface of the cataract and
ness and becomes low and obscure. It is a depressing it into the vitreous humour, in such
common symptom in diseases of the larynx and a way, that the front surface of the cataract is
the upper one and its back surface the lower
trachea.
one.
RAUCITAS. Raucedo.
RECOMPOSITION, Metasynchrisis.
RAUCIT&, Raucedo.

Rale Sonore, Rhonchus

Rattle.

A sound

'

'

RATTLESNAKE,

•

'

RAVE,

'

RE(JORPORATIVUS,

Brassica rapa.
Radiated.

RECREMENT,

RAYONN&,

RAYONS SOUS IRIEJYS, Ciliary processes.
REACTION, Reac'tio. from re, again,' and

Mrtasyncrilic.

Recremen'tum, from

A humour,

cernere, cretum, ' to sift.'
after having been separated

re, and
which,

from the blood, is
An action of resistance again returned to it; such as the saliva, the
aatre, actum, to act.'
species of vital move- secretion of serous membranes, &c. Such fluid
to a power applied.
ment or excitement, tending to prevent or de- is said to be recrementilial.
noxious power applied
any
CEN'TIA, Palincote'sis, Restroy the effects of
to the animal economy, and which, by some, crudes' cence, from re, ' again,' and r.rudus, raw.'
lias been attributed to the vis medicatrix natures. An increase of a disease after a temporary re]t is certainly dependent on the organic instinc- mission.
RECTIFICATION, flcc^ca'f/o, from rectum
tive actions of the frame.
REAL'GAR, Rralgul, Arlada, Arladar, Auri- facere, to make right.' An operation, by which
pi gmen' turn rubrum, Arsen'icum rubrum farti'- certain liquids are purified by distilling them
Grmco'rum-, Red either singly, or after admixture with other
tium, Abessi, Sandara'cha
violent poison. See substances.
Sulphuret of Mercury.
'

'

A

RECRUDES

'

'

A

RECTO- VACINAL, Recto-vagina' lis.

Poison.
Ratio, Logos, (F.) Raison. Same
etymon as Ratio (q v.) The faculty or property of the mind, by means of which man perceives the distinction between right and wrong,
Reason is a just
in physics as well as morals.
conclusion resulting from the comparison of

REASON,

two ideas, by
ment

virtue of

which we form a judg-

RFROLEA. Mummy.
REBONA. Mummy.
REBOUTEUR. Renoueur.
RECEPTACULA DURJE MATRIS,

which

relates or

belongs

to the

That
rectum or va-

gina.
is owing to a precommunication between the rectum
and vagina, through the above septum.
Recto vaginal Septum, (F ) Cloison rectoback to
vaginal* is fonned by the junction
back — (or by what the French term adossement)
of the rectum and vagina. It separates these
two canals from each other.

Rectovaginal Fistula

ternatural

—

RECTUM;

so called from a notion that it is
lnlesti'num Rectum,
not so.
Apethhys'menos, Euthyen'teron, Longuon, Lonnuses of the dura mater.
LI, 'receptacle of gas, Longimon, Archos, Cys'saros, Frinceps,
The third and last portion of
°M<nioco'lon (?)
the chyle,' R. Pecquct'i seu Pecquetia'num, Di
Si-

straight.

It

is

RECBPTAC'ULUM CHY

T*r.-o'rium Chyli. Sac'cuJus chyltfer seu rorifn-,
Saccus lucteus, Alveus umpullo'sus seu ampulleS-

It forms the continuation
the great intestine.
of tbe sigmoid flexure of the colon, occupies

r

RECTUS
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the posterior part of
the pelvis, and extends
jrom the left side of the
sacro-vertebral articulation to the coccyx,
before which it opens
outwards by the orifice called the
anus. It is
cylindrical, but saccaled, as it
were,
>vrre UL
at lls
its lnie
infe '
u
rior „„,.;„„
I
" COnseuc ue ntl >' larger,
and irattachVd tn'fh e Sa
° rUm b
^ the mesorec .u
turn
T \tl the
Uim.
Like
other
portions of the canal it
is lormed of three
membranes. Towards the
eXtremit 6 ° m paralleland lon gitu<h™l
?,
wr7n[i
wrinkles
are observable
on its inner surface:
these are the Columns of the Rectum
or of MorgfS n h (F-) Colonnesdu rectum ou de Mor<fti<rni.
1 hey are merely folds of the mucous
membrane,
between which is a number of Lactam. The
arteries of the rectum are numerous.
They
proceed from the inferior mesenteric, hypogas'

muscle situate at the posterior and superior
part of the neck.
It extends from the spinous
process of the second cervical vertebra to the
external surface of the lower semicircular rido-e
of the
lue occipital
"ccipuai °one.
bone. mis
This muscle extends the
.

'

l

.

^

'

head; inclines it to one side; and causes it to
experience a rotary motion, which d ir ects the

l

face to

its side.

Rectus Capitis Posti'ccs Minor
I

Tuber-alldido-occipilal,

R

Alloidooccijntal

Minor
(Ch

j'

postencur —
de~ »«<
la inc.
tele
A iiat,
n
flat
'
triangular muscle, situate beneath the last,
and
which passes from the posterior arch of the
atlas to the occipital bone.
It extends the
head.
Rectus Capitis Posticus Minor, R. c p.
major— r. Cruris, R. femoris— r. Interior femotric, and internal pudic, and
are called hemor- ris, Gracilis
r. Internus major, R. capitis interrhoidal (q. v.)
The
«•"*
veins
»=•«
open,
«^n,
partly
paruy
nus major—
major r. iniernus
"i
into
the
me
Internus minor, K.
R. capitis inter«T
Dypogasinc vein, partly into the inferior me- nus minor— r. Lateralis,
R. capitis lateralis—
sentenc.
J he nerves proceed from the
sciatic Lateralis Fallopii, R. c. lateralis— r Major R
and hypogastric plexuses. The rectum receives capitis posticus
major— r. Minor, R. capitis posr
tlie iaecal matters, as they pass
from the colon, ticus minor.
W
Rectus Externus Oculi, Abductor oculi, In»£*£?£&
»
f
RECTUS ABDOMINIS, Pubio-sternal,Ster- dignabun'dus, lndignato'rius, Iracun'dus
Oc'no-pubien (Oh
(F.) Droit de Vabdomen. A ulum movens secundus,
Orbito-extus-scttro'ticien
1 '-" 1 " 80 7, 8lluale —
atf l....<„
he. uiiiLiiui
o
anterior Pnil
a rt vi
of All the recti muscles of the eye, four in numi
J
the abdomen, and separated from that of the ber, arise from the
bottom of the orbit, and are
opposite side by the linea alba.
inserted into the sclerotic coal of the eye.
It is attached,
The
above, to the cartilages of the last three true Rectus externus, (F.)
Droit externe, Irascible, on
ribs; and, below, to the pubis by a very strong Abduiteur is
divided, at its posterior extremity,
, tendon, the outer edge of which is continuous
into two portions, one of which is attached
to
with the fascia transversalis. This muscle is the outer part of the foramen
optica m, and the
enclosed in an aponeurotic sheath; and. in its other to the sphenoid bone.
course, has three or four transverse, aponeuRectus Inferior Oculi, Dcpresfsor oculi,
rotic intersections.
It bends the chest on the
Tim'idus, Dep'rimens, Hu'milis, Oc'ulum mopelvis, and conversely.
vens quartus, ijous-oplico sphenoscl6roticien,(F.)
Rectus Anterior Brevis, Rectus capitis Dioit uifdrieur ou abaisseur de tail, arises below
internus minor r. Anterior longus, R. capitis the optic foramen, from the sphenoid
bone. It
internus major r. Capitis anticus longus, R. c. depresses the eye.
internus major.
Rectus Internus Ocu n,Addu'ccns oculi, RiRectus Capitis Internus Major, R. inter- bito'iius, Oculi adductor, Oculum movens primus,
nus major, R. anterior longus, Trackelo-basilaire, Orbitoinlus-scleroticien, (F.) Droit interne de
Rectus capitis anti'cus longus, (F.) Grand droit, tail ou adduclcur ou buveur. It arises from
the
antiriew de la ttle. This muscle is long in sphenoid at the inferior part of the foramen opproportion to its breadth; flat, and broader above liciim. It turns the eye towards the nose.
than below. It is situate at the anterior and
Rectus Superior Oculi, Attot I ens oculi, Lelateral part of the neck, and arises from the vator oculi, Superbus, E/eva' tor oculi, Oculum
motransverse processes of the 3d, 4th, 5th, andtith vens tertius, Sasoptico-spheno-scleroticien, (F.)
cervical vertebrae. It is inserted into the basi- Droit superieur,oa6lecateurde l'ail,D6daigneur,
lary process of the occipital bone.
is attached to the circumference of the foramen
Rectus Capitis Internus Minor, R. internus opticum.
minor, Ren'uens, An'nuens, R anterior brevis,
(All the recti muscles are concerned in the
Petit trachilo-basilaire, (F ) Petit droit antericur voluntary motions of the eye.
The oblique
de la tele. This is situate deeper than the last. muscles have been supposed by Sir C. Bell to
It is thin, flattened, irregularly quadrilateral, execute the involuntary. [.'])
and passes from the anterior surface of the
Rectus Femoris, Rectus sive grad'ilis antebody of the first vertebra, near the origin of the rior, Rectus cruris, lliorolulien, (F.) Droit ant6transverse process, to be inserted into the basi- ricur tic la cuisse. A straight muscle seated at
the anterior part of the thigh.
lary process.
Jt extends from
Rectus Capitis IjAteha'lis, R. lateralis Fal- the anterioi and inferior spine of the ilium and
lo'pii, Transversa' lis anti'cus
primus, Rectus the cotyloid cavity of the patella. This muscle
lateralis, Trar.helo-alloido- basil aire, Alloido- sous- extends the leg upon the thigh, and conversely.
It can, also, bend the thigh upon the pelvis or
occipital (Ch.,) (F.) Droit latiral de la lite
There is a muscle of this name on each side of carry the pelvis forward.
RECUBITORIUM, Anaclinterium.
the head. It is flat, quadrilateral, and passes
RECUU'RENJ', Rtcurrens; from recurrere,
from the transverse process of the atlas to the
A name given
occiput, behind the jugular fossa. It inclines (re, and currere,) to run back.'
to several arterial and nervous branches, which
the head to one side.
Rectus Capitis Posti'cus Major, R.Major, seem to re-ascend towards the origin of the
R. Capitis posti'cus minor (Jllbin is.) Spini-axoido- trunk whence they emanated
Recurrent Arteries. This name has been
occipitalis, Axoido-occipitale (Ch.,) (F.) Grand
droit posterieur de la tele.
A flat, triangular given to several arteries of the forearm, and to
,

(F.)
i
/

Petit droit

i

.

.

—
—

.
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j
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RFPTf^VS
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—

'
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RKCURVATIO
one of the

In the forearm, there are, 1.
Artere recurrcnte de I'epicondyle, (Ch.) which arises from the superior
radial,
and
ascends hetween the supart of the
pinator longus, s. brevis, and the brachials in2. The anterior cubital recurrent, A.
terims.
recurrcnte de Vtpitrochlee, (Ch.) which arises
from the upper and inner part of the cubital,
and ascends between the pronator teres and
brachialis internus.
3. The posterior cubital recurrent, which arises from the preceding artery,
or from the cubital itself, and ascends between
the olecranon and internal tuberosity of the
humerus. 4. The posterior radial recurrent, A
It arises from the
recurrcnte oltcranienne, (Ch.)
posterior interosseous, and ascends between the
In
posterior cubital and anconeus muscles.
the leg,
the Arteria recurrens tibia' Us, A. recurrcnte du genou, (Ch.) is furnished by the anterior tibial, and ascends to the tibialis amicus
leg.

REGENERATION,

Regcnera'lio, Puhngcfrom re, and generare, to beget.' Reproduction of a part of the body, which has been

I

The Radial recurrent,

—

muscle.

Recurrent Bandages

are formed by convolutions of the bandages, which make a kind of
cap for the part as the head to which they
are applied.

—

—

nesia,

REGTMEN,
The

REDOUBLEMENT,

REGIO CAHD1ACA,

REDUCTION,

Reduc'tio, Reposi"tio, Resti'

re,

A
re-

store displaced parts to their original situation.
Thus, we say the reduction of a luxation, when
the displaced parts are again brought to their

See Abdomen, Epigastrium, Hypochondrium,
Hypoorastrium, &c.
REGION OMBIL1CALE, Umbilical R.

REGIONAL ANATOMY, see

Anatomy.

REGIES, Menses.
REGLISSE, Glycyrrhiza.

REGLUTI NAf10, Dcrollcment.
REGXE ANIMAL. See Animal.
REGULUS ANTIMOMI, Antii .ionium.
REGURGITATION, Rrgaigita'tio. The
which

a canal or reservoir frees itself,

without effort, from substances accumulated in*
Usually, it is applied to the pvking of init.
fants; and to the rising of solids or fluids into
the mouth in the adult, from re, and gorge,

—

'

the throat.'

The substances brought

into the mouth by
regurgitation, the French call Renvois.

RELV, Kidney.
REINE DES PRES, Spiraa

nlmaria.

REINFORCEMENT, FASCICULUS OF,
A band of fibres from the corpus
innominatum oi lateral part of the anlero-lateral
column of the medulla, which is continued up
behind and around the corpws olivare, is lined
F. Cunea'tus.

called Taxis.

REDUNDANTIA,

Plethora.

REDUV1A,
REFECTIO, Restauratio.
REFLECTION, Duplicature.
REFLEX SYSTEM OF NERVES.
Paronychia.

See

Nerves.

REFRACTION, Photocamp' sis

from

re,

and

The change of direction
break.'
which rays of light experience when they pass
into another of difmedium
from
one
obliquely
ferent density. If the light passes from a rarer
to a denser medium it approaches the perpen'

region— r.

REGION, Rcgio. Same etymon. Anatomists have called regions, determinate spaces
on the surface of the body or of different organs.
Thus, the abdomen has been divided into several; to which different names have been given.

proper relative situation. The reduction of a
hernia is the restoration of the protruded parts
This is, also,
to the cavity of the abdomen.

frango,

—

—

tric region.

act by

and duccrc, ductum, to lead.'
surgical operation, the object of which is to
from

Epigastric

Hypochondriaca, Hypochondre r. StomachaEpigastric region
r. Stomachica, Epigas-

lis,

roxysm.

tutio,

from regere, 'to govern.'
and methodical use of food, and of
;

Pa-

REDS, Menses.
REDUCTIO, Taxis.

rational

every thing essential to life both in a state of
health and disease. It is often restricted, in its
meaning, to Diet. It is sometimes used synonymously with Hygiene.
REGINA PRATI, Spiraa ulmaria.

Condom.

Exacerbation,

'

destroyed.

RECURVATIO. See Hump.
REDIMICULUM, Diadema.

REDINGOTES ANGLAISES,

RELAXANT
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dicular raised at the point of immersion. The
contrary occurs, when it goes from a denser to
a rarer medium. The theory of lenses, telescopes, and of the eye, rests entirely on this
property of light.
REFIIAICHISSANTS, Refrigerants.
REFRIG'ERANTS, Refrigeran'tia, Psych'tica, (F.) Rifiaichissans, Refrigeratifs, from re,
and frigere, to cool.' Medicines, which depress the morbid temperature of the body. The
chief reputed refrigerants are the Potassae Nitras, (?) the Sodae Boras, (?) but chiefly the abstraction of caloric by ice and iced drinks, cold
water, cold lemonades, soda water, and efferand externally
vescing draughts internally
'

;

cool air, ice, cold water, evaporating lotions and
frigorific mixtures.
REFRIGERATIFS, Refrigerants.

REGENERATIO,

Reproduction.

on its inner or central surface with cineritious
substance, enlarges as it ascends, passes over
the upper surface of the pons Varolii, and is
expanded into the optic thalamus.
It thus
forms, in its course, the anterior paries of the
4th ventricle, and is brought into view by
brushing away the tnberculurn cincreum or gray
matter of the ventricle. The band has received
these names owing to its constantly increasing
as it ascends, and being mixed up with gray
matter on its inner face, from which it seeii/s
to derive new fibres.

REJECTfO,
'

to cast.'

Anago'gf, from re, and jaccrr,
Every excretion by the mouth; spit-

ting, expectoration, regurgitation or vomiting.

Rejectio Sanguinis e Pulmonibus, Haemoptysis.

RELACHEMEJYT,

Relaxation.

RELAPSE, Hypot'rope

Hupolropiasmus, from
full down.'
The return of a disease, during, or shortly after, convalescence. The French use Ricbute in this

re, 'again,'

and

labor,

'

,

1

sense; and Ricidice, (Morbus rccidi'vus,) for the
return of a complaint, at a greater or less period
after the complete restoration of health.
RELATIO. Rapport.
RELAXANT, Laxans, Malact'icum, (F.) Relachant; from re,

and

laxare,

'

to loose.'

A

me-

——

— — —

—

RELAXANTIA

—— —

-

REPRODUCTION
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dicine which diminishes the tension of organs.
Mucilaginous and fatty substances are relaxants.
RELAXANTIA, Emollients.

—

Renal
large.

or Emulgent Veins. These are very
Their roots follow the same course as

the arteries in the substance of the kidney. In
RELAXATION. Same etymon. Chala'sis, the fissure or pelvic portion of the kidney, they
Chalas'mos, (F.) Relachement. In Physiology. unite into a single trunk, which passes transrelaxation is opposed to contraction.
In Patho- versely inwards, and opens at the side of the
logy, it means great looseness of a part
vena cava descendens.
L'ANUS, Levator ani—r.
RENCHUS, Snoring Slertor.
de la Licre infirieure, Levator labii inferioris
SUCCENTUR1ATI, Capsules,
r. du Mcuton, Levator
labii inferioris
r. de
renal.
VOmoplate, Levator scapulce r. dc la Prostate,
RENNES, MINERAL
OF. TherLevator prostatce r. de I'Urethre, Levator ure- mal salines in the department of Aube, France,
thras.
containing carbonic acid and chloride of magRELIQUAT, (F.) The remnant or remains nesium. Temperature 103° to V2l°, Fahr.
of a disease.
RENNET, Runnet, from gerinnen, to coaguREMkDE, Clyster— r. du Capuchin, Liquor late (?) When the fourth stomach or Abo mahydrargyri nitrici r. du Due d'Antin, Liquor sus, (q. v.) of the calf is salted and dried, it
hydrargvri nitrici.
possesses the property of coagulating milk,
REMEDIUM, Juvans, Medicament.
when a portion of it is soaked in water, and the
REMEDY, Medicament— r. English, Cin- infusion is added to the milk.
chona.
REJVOjYCULE, Ranunculus— r. Bulbeuse,
REMISSIO, Decline.
Ranunculus bulbosus.

UELEVEUR DE

RENES

WATERS

'

'

REMIS'SION, An'csis, Submis'sio, Aph'csis,
Polygonum aviculare
(re, and
REJfOVEUR, (F.) Rebouteur, RhabilUur.
mittere, 'to send,') 'to relax.'
In a more ex- bone-doctor:
a. bone-setter.
One who makes a
tensive signification, a temporary diminution of trade of reducing fractures and dislocations.
the symptoms of a disease, either acute or
Rectus capitis internus minor.
chronic. Diminution in the febrile symptoms,
RENUNCIATIO, Rapport.
such as occurs in a remittent fever, between
REJVVERSEMEjYT
the exacerbations.
glossa r. de la Matrice, Uterus, inversion of
Fever, yellow. the r. des Paupi'eres, Ectropion r. du Rectum,

RENOUEE,

En'dosis, Remis'sio, from remiltere,

A

—

RENUENS,

DE LA LANGUE,Vm-

REMITTENS 1CTERODES,
REMITTENT, Remittens. Same

Proctocele r. de la Vessie, Exocyste, Exstrophia of the bladder.
REPANDATIO, Lordosis.
REPEL'LENTS, Repellen'tia, Rrpercutien'
tin, Apocrus'tica, (F.) Rdpercvssifs, from re, and
termission. The ordinary bilious fever of the pellere, to drive.' Medicines which, when apUnited States is a simple remittent Epanctus plied to a tumefied part, cause the fluids, that
render it tumid, to recede, as it were, from it.
mitis, (F.) Fiecre remittente simple.
REM'ORA, from remora'ri, (re, and mora, Astringents, cold water, ice, &c are repellents.
' delay,')
R&FERCUSSfFS, Repellents.
two
surginame
of
The
to arrest.'

etymon.
which presents remissions, (q. v.)
Remittent Fever, Febris remit'tens, Epan
etus, (F.) Fihere remittente, is one which strikingly exacerbates and remits, but without in-

Any

disease,

.

'

'

cal instruments, intended to retain parts in situ.
The one was used, formerly, in castration, to
prevent the intestines from protruding at the
inguinal ring: the other, called Re/nora Hilda'ni,

(F.) Arret d'Hildan, Echcne'is, ejfsvijig,
to maintain fractures and luxa-

was employed

It is not now used.
Rkmora Aratri, Ononis spinosa.

tions reduced.

REN, Kidney.
RENAL, Rena'lis,
That which

from Ren,

'

the kidney.'

relates to the kidney.

or Emul'gent Arteries are very
larore and short, and commonly two in number,
one to each kidney. They arise from the
sides of the abdominal aorta, forming with it a
The left is commonly a little more
right angle.
anterior^and elevated than the right. After a
short course, they arrive at the fissure of the

Renal

—

kidney, where they divide, before entering it,
into three or four very considerable branches.
Renal orEnuLGENT Plexuses. These are

REPERCUSSIO, Contra -fissura.
REPERCUS'SION, Anaclasis, from

re, per,

and quatere, 'to shake, or batter.' Disappearance of a tumour or cutaneous eruption, in consequence of the application of a repellent. The
The French
action of a repellent remedy.
writers use the term Dililescence for the sudden
disappearance of a tumour, inflammation, eruptive disease, or purulent collection, without the
disease occurring in any other part of the body:
in this respect delitescence differs from metastasis: Delitescence of an inflammation or 'sudden disappearance,' is distinguished by certain
French pathologists from Resolution, (q. v.)
Repercussion also means Ballottement, (q. v.)

REPERCUT1ENTIA, Repellents.
REPLETIO, Fulness, Plethora.
REPLl LONGITUDINAL DE LA MENUS' GE, Falx

cerebri.

REPOSITIO. Reduction, Taxis.
REPOUSSOIR, Punch— r. d'Aretts,

Profrom banrr.
REPRODUCTION, Regenera'tio, from re,
from
and producere, (pro, and ducere.) The functhe outer part of the semilunar ganglion and
by which living bodies produce bodies
the final expansion of the small splanchnic tion,
See Generation. As a
similar to themselves.
nerves. These plexuses begin by three or four
will be found true, that the
ganglions, situate at the commencement of the general remark, it
larger animals are uniparous; and the smaller,
renal artery and they give off from their cirto destruction, multicumference many fine, straight filaments, which which are more exposed
mammalia being of the same nado not anastomose, and which enter the kidney parous. The
as man, it may be useful to compare
with the divisions of the renal artery. These tural class
them in this respect.
divisions they accompany.

They proceed
side.
fasciculi of the solar and cceliac plexuses;

two :— one on each

;

REPRODUCTION
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COMPARATIVE TABLE OF REPRODUCTION IN THE CLASS MAMMALIA.
3

Species.

capable of engendeiing.

Duration of gestation.

Number

of young at Period of cessation of
birth.
the functions.

each

Primates.

Man,
Monkeys
Do.

(larae,)
(long-tailed,)

14 years
3 years

months

9

1 to

7 months

2 years

.

3

\

Do
Do

months

6

At a somewhat advanced age.

Carnivora.

Bear

2 years

112 days

Badger,

Hedgehog,

1

Ferret,
Otter,
Pole-cat,..

II
.

.

year

lto4

hnonthand

months

10

days

Do.
3 months

-\

Marten,
f
Weasel, and f
Ermine,
)
Didelphus, ...
Opossum, and
Philander,
Lion,
Tiger, . .

before 1 year

56 days

3 to 4
3 to 5
5 to 9 twice a year
3 to 4

25 to 30 years.
20 to 25 years.

Produces during

life.

3 to 6

8 to 10 years.

3 to 4

20 to 25 years.

4 to 5

Do.

\
>

10 years.

)

2 years

months

3 to 4

(?)

.

Leopard,

Do.

j
)

.

Lynx,
Wild Cat,

3 months

before 1 year
2 years

Wolf,

Dog

most natural

in the
state,

10

Fox,

1

months
year

9 weeks
5G diiys
73 days

4 to 6

63 days

3 to 6

3 to 4

5

2 months

Jackall,

Do.
63 days
3 months

Isatis,

Phoca,
Rodcntia.
Squirrel,
Flying Squirrel, .

1

year

45 days

Hare

1

year

30 days

Rabbit,
Rat,

6

months

Ondatra,
Beaver,

Mouse,

Edentata.
Armadilla,

(?)

weeks
1 month
6 weeks
3 weeks

5 or 6

Marmot
Guinea Pig,
Dormouse,

Do.

Do.

Do.
Do.
5 to G weeks
1 year

15 years.
10 or 12 years.

5 to 8
6 to 7

months

4

9 years.
15 to 20 years.

to 9

2 to 3

3 to 4 twice a year
3 to 4
3 to 5
2 to 3
( 2 to 4 several )
times a year. \
(
4 to 8 do.
5 to 6 do.

Do.
2 to 4
5 to 8 times a year
3 to 5

4 times a year

,

Produces during life.
Do.
Lives 6 years.
Lives 8 years.
Lives 8 or 9 years.
Produces during life.
Do.
Do.
Do.

7 to 8 years.

(?)

Ruminantia.

Camel,
Dromedary,

4 years
Do.
3 years

Buffalo,
Beef,

11

months or

2 years

Lama,

3 years
2 years
i\ year

Reindeer,

Buck and Doe,
Roebuck,

Do.
I year
Do.
Do.
li year
1 year

Saiga (Antelope,)

Chamois and Wild Goat,
Goat,

Musimon,
Sheep

1

year

1

months
Do.

40 to 50 years.
Do.

1

Do.
9

1
to

1

2

Do.
8

months

5

months

Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

1

2
Do.
Do.

1 to

1,2,

and 3
Do.

lto2
Do.

15 to 18 years.
9 years.
12 years.
Lives 16 years.
Lives 25 nr 30 years.
Lives 12 or 15 years.
Lives 15 or 20 years.
Lives 18 or 20 years
7 years.
8 or 10 years.
8 years.

Solipcdes.

iforse,

2^ years
Do.

Zebra,

Do.

Pachydermata.
Hog,
Elephant,
Rhinoceros, ...
Hippopotamus,
Morse,
.

9

months

or 1 year
1G years (?)
5 years (?)

REPULSORIUM, Punch.
REPURGA'TIO, Anacathar'sis,

290 days
Do.
Do.

4

months

9 to 11 months

lor 2

25 or 30 years.
Do.
Do.

Do.
Do.

10 to 20

15 years.

lor 2
1 or

2

(?)

Lives 70 years. (?)
Lives 60 years. (?)

1
1

things which tend to destroy man;— as disease,
from re, and and every thing connected with it.
purgare, to cleanse.' According to Castelli—
Res Culinaria, Culinary art— r. Medica,
purgation by transpiration or by expectoration, Medicina.
this
effect
producing
are
Medicines
called ReRi:s Natcka'lf.s, (F.)C>tosesnaturelks. Those
pitrgan'tia.
things, which, by their union, were conceived to
RES CONTRA NATU' RAM. 'Things against constitute the nature of man; such as the de(F.) C/wses contre nature, are those ments, temperaments, humours, spirits, &c.
nature.'
'

I

j

j

\

!

— —

—

—

ROSEAU

Res Nov Natura'i.es, (F.) China nonnatuThoae thing* which, anciently, formed
the matter of hygiene. See Non-Naturala.

1

enerea, Coition— r. Veatiaria, Veetitua.

V

RESEAU, Rete— r.

murmur of the voice in the bronchi.
the origin of the term Bronchophony,
from faov X oe, 'bronchus,' and <j,u»,<, -the voice.''
(F.) Voix tiriinrhique.

tor of the

Hence

RKSONITUS, Contra-fissura.
RESORPTIO, Absorption.
RESORP'TION, Resorp'lio, from

Admirable, Rete mirabile
Rete mirabile,
RESECTION, Resec'tio, from rese.care, (re, and
secure,) to cut off.'
A name, given, especially
by the French surgeons, to operations, in which
the carious extremities of long bones, or the
unconsolidated extremities of Fractured bones,
forming irregular joints, are removed with the
saw.
RESECTION. See Amputation.
r. Merveilleux,

'

RESER VOIR BE LA BILE,
r.du

Receptaculum chyli

C/i(//«,

sorbere,) 'to absorb again.' Absorption
of a fluid, which has been previously deposited

in a part

serum,
as

to

—

—

Lentiscina, see Pistacia lentiscus r. Liquida
pini balsameae, see Pinus balsamea
r. Liquida
pini laricis, see Pinus larix
r. Nigra, Colophonia r. Pini, see Pinus sylvestris r. Pini empyreumatica liquida, see Pinus sylvestris r.
Pini abietis sponte concreta, see Pinus abies
r. Strobilina, see Pinus balsamea, and Pinus
muffhos r. Terebinthi, see Pistacia terebinth ue.
RESINA'TUM, Rhctino'ton, Qijrivanov. An

—

—

mur

RESOLUTIO MEMBRORUM,

r.

Nervorum.

inc

Paralysis—
from

One
to loosen.'
resoFvcre, (re. and solvere,)
of the terminations of inflammation, in which
the inflamed part returns gradually, and without suppuration, to the healthy condition.
MEMBRES, Paralysis.
'

RESOLUTION DES
RESOLVENTIA, Discutients.
and sono,
RES'ONANCE, from re, again,'
?
A thrilling of
I sound.' ''A return of sound

the voice more loud than natural; or its exist
in a part where it is not heard in health;
as detected by auscultation. A thickened and
hardened state of the lung, caused either by a
mass of crude tubercles, or by inflammation,
phenois generally considered to produce this
menon, by rendering the lung a better conduc-

ence

An epithet applied to the
heard by auscultation ina healthy adult,

to respiration.

RES1TRATUS,
RESPIRITUS,

Respiration.
Respiration.
BOVIS, Ononis spinosa.
RATIO. Refec'tio.Ana/ep'sis,Ana.

RESTA
RESTAU
trcp'tis,

'

<

—

during inspiration and expiration. It marks the
entrance of tiie air into the cells, and its passage out of them. See Murmur.
Respiratory Tract, Tr actus rcspirato'rius.
The middle column of the spinal marrow, described by Sir Charles Bell as that whence the
See Nerves.
respiratory nerves originate.

of resin

Resolu'tio, Discus'sio,

executing

respiratory.

murmur

Paralysis.

RESOLU'TION,

for

etymon. Various instruments have been devised for the purpose of
tempering the air before it reaches the lungs in
winter. One of the best is that of Jeffrey, which
is made of several layers of a fine wire tissue.
RES'PIRATORY, same etymon. Appertain-

Rhetinoce'ron, from gipmj;,

A mixture

The organs

—

RESPIRATOR, same

DE

—

—

—

—
—

epithet for wine impregnated with resin, and
used bv the ancients as a stomachic.
GOMART.sce Bursera gummiRES LYE
fera r. de L>etre, see Hedera helix.
'resin;' and xfiQos, ' wax.'
and wax. Galen.

reptiles,

;

—

RESINOCE'RUM,

blood.

—

function, are, in the mammalia, birds,
In man, the respirathe lungs.
tion consists of mechanical and chymical phenomena. The mechanical are Inspiration (q. v.)
and Expiration, (q. v.) The evident chymical
phenomena consist in the formation of a certain quantity of carbonic acid, in the absorption
of a part of the oxygen of the air, and in the
disengagement of a quantity of water in the
state of vapour.
In the healthy condition, the
respiration is easy, gentle, regular, and without
In man, the respirations are, generally,
noise.
about 35 per minute in the first year of life; 25
during the second; 2!) at puberty and 18 in the
adult age.
Respiration or the Cells, Murmur, RespiMetallic, Tinlement mt'laUique
r.
ratory
r.
Proof, Docimasiapulmonum r. Soufflante,Mur-

and

—

—
—
—

arterial

this

Resin, Cavenne, Caoutchouc r. of the
Spruce fir, see Pinus abies.
RESINA ABIETIS, see Pinus abies— r. Abietis, see Pinus picea
r. Abietis humida, see
Pinus abies r. Abietis sicca, see Pinus abies
r. Alba, see Pinus sylvestris
r. Alba humida,
see Pinus abies — r. Copal, Copal r. Elastica,
Caoutchouc r. Flava, see Pinus sylvestris r.
Fluida Canadensis, see Pinus balsamea — r. Juniperi, Sandarac — r. Laricis, see Pinus larix
r.

rcspiro, (re,

spiro,) 'I take breath.'

—

soluble in water, soluble in alcohol, ether, and
yolk of an egg, and negatively electrifiable by
friction.
Many resins are used in medicine;
the greater part are purgative and irritating.

—

is so called.
Respiration.
Respiration.

Annpneu'sis, Pneu'sis, Spiru'tio, Respira'men, Rc.spiramcntum, ReA function,
spiratus, Rcspir itus, Spirilus.
proper to animals, the object of which is, to
the mixture
place the materials of the blood
of the venous blood with lymph and chyle in
contact with atmospheric air, in order that it
may acquire the vivifying qualities that belong

Resi'na, Rhcti'nS.
A vegetable proconcrete, more or less

—

gas which can be

RESPIRATION, .tfn«//n</g, from

inodorous or slightly odorous, insipid, or
of an acrid, warm taste; of a smooth, glassy
fracture, heavier than water, inflammable, in-

—

Same etymon

Any

(q. v.)

RESPIRAMENTUM,
and

commonly dry and

—

Respiration

RE3PIRAMEN,

r.des Larme.s,

act like acrid poisons.

of pus, blood,

breathed without positive danger

Gall-bladder—

brittle,

Some

— as

Respirab'ilis.

by the exhalants:

ifcc.

RESTIRABLE,

Lachrymal sac— r. of Pecquet, Cistern, lumbar
r. de Pecquet, Receptaculum chyli.
RES1M US, Camus.

RESIN,

resorbere,

and

(re,

«

duct,

RESURRECTIONMAN

CIO

relies.

Kks

—

,

Anacom'ide, Analte'sis, Anncte'sis, ApoRestoration of strength after disease

catas'tatis.

or great fatigue.

REST-HARROW,

Ononis spinosa.

RESTIFORMIS PROCESSUS.
RESTITUTIO,

Reduction— r.

Coracoid.

Organ ica,

Morio-plastice— r. Partium deperdilarum, Morio-plastice.

RESURRECTION-MAN,

Resurrectionist.

RESURRECTIONIST

RESU RRECTION1ST,
Body snatrher; from

An individual who
grave

re,

stomach of the ruminant animal.
Epiploon and Rete.

Resurrection-man,

and surgere,

to arise.'

'

RETIFOUM,

violates the sanctuary of the

RESUSCITATION,
ciere.,)

'

Resuscita'tio,

from

re-

and suscitare, sursum

citare

seu

move up,' to stir up anew.' ReviviThe restoration of persons, apparently

to

jicntUin.

dead, to

*

See Asphyxia and Suffocation.

life.

RETCHING, Vomiturition.
RETE, Plexus — r. Malpighii,
sum.
Rete, Reticulum;

Corpus muco-

It is constituted, according to most anatomists, by the expansion of the
optic nerve. The retina appears formed of two
lamina;; so joined together, that it is almost impossible to separate them. The one
the inner-

•

A

most

(F.)

Reseau admirable, R.

A name given to the

ramifications

and anastomoses of the internal carotid and vertebral arteries, at the base of the brain.

Rete MiRABiLEvel Rete Vasculo'sum Mal-

RETINACULA MORGAGNII.

RETINACULUM,

membranous
the

which seem

structure,

to

suspend

in its place.

A

each case.

Ret'iform, Reticularis, Amphiblcstroi'des, Dyctoi'dcs, Retifor'mis, from rete,
epi•a net.* That which resembles a net.
thet applied to many structures in the body.

An

Reticular Substance,

Cellular tissue.

diminutive of

rite,

Honeycomb-bug— the

'

a net.'

second

and

Retrac'tio,

draw

from rctrahere,

State of a
centre of the body
as retraction of the lesticles-

truhcre.)

'

to

back.'

when drawn towards the

—

backwards;
Sometimes it is used synonymously with shortening ox drawing up; as in rcti action of the thigh.
or

RETRACTION DE LA MATRICE,

Retro-

versio uteri.
j

RETICULAR,

commonly of

RETRACTION,
(re,

in its vicinity, foreign bodies in its cavi-

inflammation of the urethra, swelling of the

vessel,

part,

gury, (q. v.,) and Isclniry, (q. v.) Retention
of urine may depend upon loss of contractility,
paralysis of the bladder, &c, or on some obstacle to the passing of the urine, as in cases of
pressure of the womb on the bladder, of tu-

The pain is extremely
prostate, stricture, &c.
violent, and the bladder may be found distended
above the pubis. The treatment consists in introducing the catheter, or puncturing the bladder, and in combating the cause, which has produced the retention, by particular means adapted

and lorquco, tortum,)

'I bend back.'
glass or earthenware,
employed in distillation. It may be plain, or
have a tubn/ure for admitting substances, whilst
the distillation is going on. In the latter case,
it is said to be " tubulated."

toi'queo, (re,

retention is said to be complete; in the latter,
Many writers have distinguished
incomplete.
three degrees of this affection, to which they
have given the names Dysury, (q. v.,) Stran-

or

—

common affection, except as an accompaniment
of other forms of ophthalmia.
RETORT', Retor'tu, Batia, Cornu, Cornu'ta,
Corncs'la, Cornumu'sa.
(F.) Cornue, from re-

evacuated; or, at least, cannot be passed without extreme difficulty. In the former case, the

RETICULUM:

,

Retcn'tio,

it

The Bonnet

te-

Retinaculum, Bride.

lschu'ria vesica' Us, Rctentio Uri'nae.
A disease in which the
(F.) Retention d'urine.
urine, accumulated in the bladder, cannot be

to

and

RETINITIS,

vesica'lis,

ty,

ovum

blestrodi' lis

only for a short period.
Retention of Urine; Paru'ria Retentio'vis

mours

relinere, (re,

—

a solid or liquid substance, in canals intended
for its excretion, or in a reservoir, intended to

contain

from

i

hiflamma'tio Ret'ina, AmphiDictyi'lis, from retina and itis, a
from retine're, (re, suffix denoting inflammation, a term of hybrid
Accumulation of formation. Inflammation of the retina; an un'to hold back.'

RETENTION,
tenere,)

See Frsena

to hold back.'
A surgical instrument,
formerly used in the operation of castration;
and in that of hernia, to prevent the intestines
from falling into the scrotum. Scultet. Retinacula are also band-like extensions of a cellulo-

nere,)

irregular

plexus or network, formed by the communication of the Vasa recta at the upper and back
part of the testicle. These Vasa recta are sent
out at the back part of the testicle, from the
convolutedseminal tubes. The Rete Vasculosum
testis sends out from twelve to eighteen straight
tubes, called Vasa efferentia, which convey the
semen from the testes to the epididymis.

and

—

—

of the valve of Bauliin.

artery.

Rete Mucosum, Corpus rnucosum.
Rete Vasculosum Testis. An

—

is

sensibility, distributed to the eye, is the filth pair.

is the plexus formed on the cells of the
lungs by the minute ramifications of the pul-

vig'hii,

monary

—

medullary, and pulpy; the other the
outer
is
stronger, and fibro-vascular.
The
retina is the essential organ of vision; on it the
images of objects are impressed. Roth it and
the optic neve are devoid of general sensibility.
They may be punctured or lacerated without
pain being experienced. The nerve of general

— Castelli.

Rete Mirab'ile,

Reticular.

either of those parts.

a net;' Dict'yon, (F.) Reseau.
name given to the interlacing and decussation of blood-vessels, lymphatics, fibres,
and nerves, when they form a kind of network.
Rete has, also, been applied to the epiploon.

merveilleux.

See, also,

RET'INA, from rete, 'a net:' Tu'nica ret'ina
seu letic.ula'ris seu retifor'mis seu in'timaoc'uli,
Involucrum rcti comparatum, Vcrricula'ris membra'na, Amphiblcstroi'dcs.
A soft, pulpy, grayish, semi-transparent, very thin
membrane;
extending from the optic nerve to the crystalline, embracing the vitreous humour, and lining
the choroid; without, however, adhering to

to obtain subjects for dissection.

suscita're, {re,

RETROCESSION

G20

|

RETRACTOR ANGULI

ORIS, Buccinator.
RET'RAlIFiNS AURIS, Poste'rior Auris,
Tricuuda' lis, Triceps Auris, Retrahens Jluric'utae,
R Auriculam, Secun'dus proprio'rum Auric'ulx,
Bicaudu'lis, Dep'rimt ns Auriculae, Proprius Auris externa, MiistoXdu-conchinien, Masluido-oriIt
culaire, (Ch.) (F.) Auricuhnre posterieur.
consists of one or more small fasciculi of fleshy,
thin,

somewhat irregular fibres, situate behind
These are attached to the mastoid pro-

the ear

and pass horizontally forwards, to terminate at the convexity formed by the concha of
the ear. If this muscle had any use, it would
carry the ear bark wards.
cess,

RKTRlClSSBMENT, Stricture.
RETROCESSION, Retrocessw. from

retro-

—

;

RETROFLEXIO

the outer part of the bodv to the inner.
UTKRf, Retroversio uteri.

RETROFLEXIO

DE LA MATRICE,Re

RATROJPULSlOJf

RETROVER'SIO

U'TERI, Retroversion of

the Uterus, JEilopto' sis Uteri rttiover'sa, Retroftex'io Uteri, (F.) Retroversion, Retraction, Obli-

on Relropulsion

lie la,

Matrire.

A

in the position of the uterus, so that the

change
fundus

of the organ is turned towards the concavity of
the sacrum, whilst the neck is directed towards
the symphysis pubis.
This displacement is
commonly attended with constipation, tenesmus, and retention of urine. Its usual period
of occurrence is between the third and fourth
months of pregnancy; before the uterus has
escaped above the superior aperture of the pelvis.
In the treatment, the catheter must be
regularly used, twice a day, until the uterus,
by its growth, rises above the pelvis. The catheter should be small, flat, and curved considerably more than common, in consequence of
the distorted course of the urethra. The bowels
must be kept open; and absolute rest, in a recumbent posture, be enjoined. Should it be
impracticable to draw off the urine, attempts
must be made to replace the uterus. The woman being on her hands and knees, the fore and
middle fingers of the accoucheur's left hand are
to be passed up the rectum to the fundus uteri
which they must elevate, whilst the cervix
uteri is carefully depressed by two fingers of
the riofht hand in the vagina. Should the fingers, employed to elevate the fundus, not be

enough to effect this object, a piece of
whalebone may be substituted, having a small
piece of sponge attached to one extremity as a

loner

^RETROVERSION DE LA MATRICE,

Re-

troversio uteri.
Synthesis.

REUNIO

REVASSERIES. See Somnium.
REVE, Somnium.

RE VEIL.

RIIACHLEI.RhachitiE.

RHACHIALG1TIS,

RHACHIRRHEUMA,

See Sleep— r. en Sursaut, see

virus.

Riiagades.

RHAGE
suffix
in

Rhagk.

cervi'na,

&c,

Rhaponticum— r.

Centaurea centuunum.
RHAPONTIQUE, Rheum rhaponticum.
RHATANIA, Krameria ratanhia.
RHEGMA, Laceration r. Ligamentare,

—

Rumex

Al-

Rattle.

RHENXIS. Rattle.
RHKON. Rheum.
RHETINE. Resin.
RHETINOCKRON, Resinatum.
RHETINOTON, Resinatum.

col-

Nigrum, Convolvulus jalapa-r. PaHperum.
Thalictron— r. Sibericum, Rheum-r. Tartan
cum. Rheum— r. Turcicum, Rheum.
RHABARME, Rheum-r. Blanche, Convnl

Renoueur.

Raphania.

Vulirare,

RHKNCHUS,

r.

53.

1

Apospasma

RHA, Rheum.
RIIA15ARBARUM, Rheum— r. Album, ConAntiquorum, Rheum
volvulus mechoacan—
Rhaponticum— r.Dioscoridos, Rheum Rhapnnticam— r. Monachorum, Rumex patientiii— r.

RHABI1.LEUR,

Spina

infecto'ria,

—

RHA P HE, Raphe, Suture.
RHAPONTICUM, Rheum

are often

See Vinum

des Moines,

Spina

RHANTER. Canthus, (greater.)
RH A P A N E DON, Raphanedon.

chici.

mechoacan— r.

1

cat liar ticus.

soluli'vus.

Ccrvispina, Buckthorn, Purging buckthorn, (F.)
Family, Rhamnoideae. Sex.
Pentandria Monogynia. The berries
Rhamni Bacr.se have a faint and disagreeable
odour; and bitterish, nauseous taste. They are
cathartic, and are apt to excite griping, which
must be obviated by the use of diluents.
Rhamnus Alater'nus, Common nlaternus,
The leaves have been used as
(F.) Jlaterne.
detergents and astringents, in the form of gargle especially.
Rhamnus Fran'gula. The Black Alder,
Frangula Alnus, Al.nus Nigra, (F.) Aune noir,
Bourdaue, Bourgene. All the parts of this tree,
as well as of the common alder, are astringent
and bitter. The bark is most so. The inner,
yellow bark of the trunk or root acts as a caIt has also been employed as an anthartic.
thelmintic.
Rhamnus Ziziphos. See Jujube.
Sust.

Revulsion, Derivation.

pin us,

Rhamnus

Nerprun purgatif.

Rubefacients,

its seat.

vesicalories, bleeding in the foot,
used for this purpose.

REVULSIVE, Derivative.
REYNOLDS'S SPECIFIC.

Fissure.

RHAGOIDES, Uvea.
RHAMNUS, Rhamnus

1

The act of turning the
to pluck;' Anlis'pasis.
principle of a disease from the o'gan in which
have taken

See Fissure.

RAGE,

nay], same etymon. A
denoting violent rupture or discharge, as
Hemorrhage, Menorrhagia, &c.
or

RHAPHANIA,

<

vulus

Lumbago.

'

REVIVIFICATION. Resuscitation.
REVUL'SION, Revul'sio, from re, and re//erc.
to

Mye-

Vertebral column.
RHACHISAGRA, Rachisagra.
RHACHI'T^E, RhuchixH, Ruchi'tx or Rachise'i.
The muscles of the spine.
RHACHITIS. Rachitis.
RHACHOSIS, Rachosis.
RHAG'ADES, gayudtc, Rhagadia, from oijyi! in,
to break or rend,' Scissu'rce, Fissu'rse,
Fimx. Ruptures, chaps, or narrow and long
ulcers, which form near the origin of mucous
membranes, especially around the anus, and
which are generally owing to the syphilitic

REVELLENT, Derivative.
REVERY. Aphelxia.

seems

irritation,

RHACHIPARALYSIS. Paraplegia.
RHACHIPHYMA. Rachiphyma

Sleep.

it

Spinal

litis.

RHACHIS,

troversio uteri

quity

RHEUM

021

crdrre, (retro, 'backwards,' and ccdere, ' to give
place,') The act of going back. A disappearance
or metastasis of a tumour, eruption, cNlc, from

RHEUM, R palma'tum, R. compac'tum, R.
nndah/tam, Rhubar'baruw, Rhe.on, V.ha, Rhmum,
Lnp'uthiim oiitatall, L Chinen'sS, Rhabar'barum
n'ruu,. R. Tartar' icum.

R

Sibcr'irum,

R

Tur'-

ram, Rhubarb, (F ) Rhaharbe. Family, Polypnea?. Sex Sust. Enneandria Trigynia. The
Its odour is
root is the part used in medicine
aromatic, peculiar, and rather nauseous; taste,
bitterish,
and assuhacrid,
somewhat aromatic,
it colours the saliva and urine yeLtringent,
r.i

A

RHEUM

RI1IG0S

G22

low. It is easily pulverized, and forms a powder of a bright buff yellow colour. Both water
and spirit extract its virtues. The Chinese and
Tartnry rhubarbs are those generally used
Rhubarb root is purgative, stomachic and astringent. (?)
It is chiefly used for the properlies first mentioned: externally, the powder is
sometimes spiinkled over ulcers, to assist their
granulation. Dose, Qj l0 3 SS of the powder. In
a smaller dose, it is stomachic.

it; but, although the blood is generally
buffv, bleeding does not usunlly seem to afford
much relief. The bowels must We kept open.

quire

effervescent draughts be administered, and
opium be given in full doses to allay pain. This
is, generally, all that is necessary during the
first week; after which, advantage will usually
be obtained from the exhibition of the sulphate
It
does not
of quinia with sulphuric acid.
augment the excitement; and will be found
Rheum Compactum, Rheum r. Palmatum, proper in almost all cases. Rheumatic inflamRheum r. Undulatum, Rheum.
mation is very different from other varieties,
Rheum Rhapon'ticum, Rhapon'tic Rhubarb; and this may account for the anomaly. After
Jlhapon'tirum, Rhabarliarnm Dioscor'idis, R. An- a few weeks, the disease usually goes oft', but
tu/uo'rum, (F.) R/i a politique, Rhapontic. The leaves the patient very liable to a recurrence on
root of this seems to have been the rhubarb of slight exposures or errors of diet: at times,
the ancients.
It is more astringent than that
acute rheumatism of the joints puts on the apof the rheum palmatum, and less purgative; for pearance of g -nit, and seems to be a complicathe latter purpose, two or three drachms being tion of the two affections. It is then called
required for a dose.
Gouty or Arlhril'ic rheumatism or Rheumatic
A, Catarrh, Rheumatism— r. Catarrh, gout, Rheumatol' gia arthril'ica.
BronBronchitis, (chronic)
r. Epideinicum,
Rheumatism, Ahthritic, see Rh. acute r.
chitis, chronic, Catarrh, epidemic
r. Pectoris,
Gouty, see Rh. acute r. of the Skin, see DerCatarrh r Uteri, Leucorrhcea.
malgia.

—

—

RHE UM

—

RHEUMATALCIA,
r.

Arthritica. see

Rheumatism, chronic—
Rheumatism, acute.

RHEU'MATISM,

from

S ivua,

'

a defluxion,

Dolor

Rhcimut'icus ft arlhrit'iciis,
(Hoffman,) Rheumoto'sis, Myositis, Rhri/wa,
(F.)
Rhumulismc.
A kind of shiftMuoityn'ia,
ing phlegmasia, sometimes seated in the muscles, sometimes in the parts surrounding the
joints; and at others, within them.
Hence the
name Muscular, Articular, and Synovia/, which
have been applied to it. The disease may be
catarrh.'

acute, or chronic.

Acute Rheumatism,

Jirthro'sia acuta,

Rhcu-

injiummato'rius seu hypersthen'icus, Rlieumat'ic Fe'ver, Rheum at op' yr a, Febris
rhcumut!ica infiamrhalo'ria. Syn'ocha rheumat'ica,
Mijoso'tis, Myi'tis,Caumu rheumatism us, Arthritis rheumatismus, Arlhro-rkeumalis'mus, Synovitis ihcumatisma'lis, Hsemo arthritis, (F.) liltumatisme aigu, Fievre rhumatismule, usually
dimes on with the ordinary symptoms of fever;
soon after which. or simultaneously, or even before the appearance of febrile signs, excruciating pains are felt in different parts of the body,
particularly in the larger joints, which are more
or less red and swollen; the pain shifting from
one to the other, at times with great rapidity.
The disease rarely terminates in less than six
weeks, during the greater part of which period
the febrile symptoms remain severe; and what
is peculiar to the disease, the skin may be covered daily with a profuse perspiration, although
it feels extremely hot, and the pulse appears in
It is one of the essenno way modified by it
tial symptoms of the affection, and consequently
The only danger to be appreaffords no relief
hended from acute rheumatism, notwithstandseverity
apparent
of the symptoms, is
the
ing
the translation or extension of the disease to
some internal part. especially to the heart. This
tendency must always be borne in mind. Acute
rheumatism seldom terminates in the chronic;
they who are liable to the former are rarely so
The disease will
to the hitter, and conversely.
generally run its course, in spite of treatment.
plan
had better be
The usual antiphlogistic
pursued, during the first days of the disease.
Blood-letting may be employed, if the vigour
of the patient and of the disease seem to re-

matismvs,

—

—

—

—

Rh.

1

Rheumatism, Capsular, Rhcvmatis'mus capRheumatism seated in the lining membrane of the joints and bursa; o\' the tendons.
The parts most liable to its attacks are the feet
and hands, where it is generally easily recog-

sulitis.

nised by the enlargement of the joints; but the
peculiar characters of the disease are, perhaps,
most strikingly seen when it attacks the knee.
Rheumatism, Chronic, Arthrusia citron! tea,
Rhevmatismus chronicus R vu/ga'ris seu invetera'tvs, seu hubitua'lis seu frig"idus, Rheumatal'gia, Arthrodyn'ia, Arthritis urthrotlynia, (F.)
Rhevmatisme chroniqui, is attended with pains
in the hips, shoulders, knees, and other large
These are, sometimes, confined to one
joints.
joint; at others, shift from one to another, without occasioning inflammation, or fever. Jn this
manner, the complaint often continnes for a
great length of time, and then goes off. There
is no danger attendant upon it; but the patient
may become lame, and is always liable to painNeither variety generally terful recurrences.
minates in suppuration; but effusion of coagulable lymph is apt to occur, so as to occasion
permanent thickening of the parts. The great
preventive of chronic rheumatism, and one of
the most valuable curative agents, is flannel,
worn next the skin. The whole class of rubefacients

may,

The warm

also,

be used with

advantage.

bath, especially the natural

warm

bath, the temperature of which does not vary,
is perhaps the most successful remedy of all.

RHEUMATISMUS CANCROSUS,

Neural-

— Dorsalis, Lumbago — Febrilis,
Dengue — Inflammatoriusseu hypersthenicus
lritestinorum cum
Rheumatismus acuttis —

gia faciei

r.

r.

r.

r.

ulcere. Dysentery

—

r.

— r.Larvalus, Neuralgia faciei

Spurins nervosus, Neuralgia— r. Vulgaris

seu inveteratus

seu

habitualis

seu

frigidus,

Rheumatism, chronic.

RHEUMATOI'YRA.

Rheumatism, acute.
Rheumatism.
RHEX'lS.o^ic, Rupture. Rupture of a vesSpontaneous opening of an abscess.
sel
RHICNO'SIS, from pixw.owai, 'to become
wrinkled.' Cutis cor rvgu'uo. Wrinkling of the

RHEUMATOSES.

skin from extenuation of the body; opposed to
cxtuoic, or distention from repletion.
I COS, Rigor.

RH

—
RUIN

R "L\,

Nasus.
'
the nose,' and a X
nose.

q,v,

" n in the
nJ!^
g« WANCHONE,
1>:

IN'ANGI A, Snuffles.
RnLN'lJNJJEPH ALIA, Cyclopia
E"l?p(JEPHALIA,
Cyclopia.
'

,

RHiNES,

itching.'

'

from

'

and

,,„,
the nose,' and
nasal voice, called, also,
JJyspho',,,,, immodula'ta
nusa'lis, Paraph,,' nvi
nasahs, Paraphoma res'onans, jYa'sitas.
Speaking through the nose.
'

RHJNOPLAS'TIC, from pi,,' the nose,' and
form.'
An epithet applied to the

nXuaao,,

I

<

operation for forming a

new

The

nose.

cotian

Tuliu-

operation, so called, because described
by Tagliacozzi. It consists in bringing
down
a portion of flesh from the forehead,
and causing
it to adhere to the
anterior part of the remains
of the nose.

RHINOPT1A,
touu,,

'

I

see.'

from

The

qiv, ' the nose,' and o/ract of seeing over the nose.

Squinting over the nose

RHINORRHAGIA. Epistaxis.
RHINOR'RHAPHY, RHINORRHA'PHIA;
from on;

nose,' and £0917, a suture.'
An operation for the removal of epicanthus, which
consists in pinching up a longitudinal fold of
the skin, including this fold in two elliptical
incisions, removing it, and bringing together
the edges of the wound by harelip suture".
RHIPTASMOS, Jactation.

RMS.

<

'

Nasus.
Radix.

RHIZAGRA,

Punch.
Rkizome: from

RHIZO'MA,

plant,

qita, 'a root.'

which consists

carrot.

RHIZOPH'AGUS,

from qiU, 'a root,' and
lives on roots.
RHIZOTOMIST. See Simples.
RHIZOTOMUS, Apothecary.
RHOA. Panics granatum.

q>ayu>,

'

1

eat.'

One who

RHOD EL.E'ON

Oil of roses, or

.

oil

impreg-

nated with roses.
RHO'DIA, Rhodiola ro'sea. Rosea, Rosewort,
Sex. Syst. DicRcia OcUndria.
(F.) Rhodiole.
The root, Roseroot, when dry, has a very pleasant smell, and is slightly astringent. It is not

RHODIOLE.

Rhodia.
in

which roses

The wood

or root of a tree, supposed to be the
Genis'ta Canarien'sis of Linnaeus. (F.) Bois
de rose, Bois de Clnjpre. Family, LeguratBOsa
Sex. Syst. Diadelphia Decandria.— The essential oil is a perfume, and possesses cordial and

smell

RHOZUM, Rheum.
RHOGMOS, Rattle.
RHOrTES,(io,r>;;; a wine impregnated with
the pomegranate; from ootc, Pomegranates,—
Uioscorides. A confection, made by 'boiling the
juice of the pomegranate in honey.—
Paukis of
iEtjina.

RHOMBOI DELS, from
whose

? o«/j oe

'
,

a rhombus,'

sides are equal, with

acute angles.

two obtuse and two
Rhomboideus major and minor,

Rhoniboi'des, Cervici-dorso-scapulaire. A muscle, situate at the posterior inferior part
of the
neck, and at the posterior part of the back. It
has a rhomboidal shape, and is attached, by its
inner edge, to the posterior cervical ligament,
and to the spinous processes of the last cervical
vertebra, and of the first four or five dorsal. By
its outer edge, it is attached to the spinal
or
posterioredge of the scapula. It is divided into
two fasciculi, constituting the Rhomboideus
major and minor, the latter being situate higher
than the other. This muscle draws the scapula

backwards and upwards, and impresses upon

it

RHOMBOS,

qoii^o?.

A

bandage, mentioned
its rhomboidal

by Galen, so called on account of
shape.

RHONCHUS,

Rattle, Snoring, Stertor— r.
Crepitans, Rale crepitant— r. Mucous, Ra e crepitant— r. Sibilans, Rdle cr6pitunt—i. Sonorus,
!

Rak

sonore.

RHOPALISMUS, Priapisrnus.
RHOPALOSIS, Plica, Pupil, Uvea.
RHUBARB, Rheum— Monks, Rumex
r.

pinus,

Al-

Rumex

patientia— r. Poor man's, Thalictron— r. Rhapontic, Rheum Rhaponticum r.
Wild. Convolvulus panduratus.

—

RHUB-1RBE FAUSSE,

Thalictron— r. des

matism,

acute

r.

Chronique,

Rheumatism,

chronic.

RHODIUM LIGNUM, Rhodium or Rosewood.

Its

rosse.

RHUMATlSME,Rheum&i\sm— r .^Vu.Rheu-

Rhodia,

RHODI'TES VINUM. Wine
have been macerated.

tonic virtues.

Mel

RHQ3A, Punica granatum.
RHCEAS. Papaver rhceas.

Paunres, Thalictron.
RHUE. Ru'a.

used.

IODIOLA ROSEA,

rosis eal-

licae.

a rotary motion, which brings its inferior angle
nearer to the spine; and, consequently, depresses the anterior angle and the shoulder.

RHIZA,

The part of the root of a
of wood or flesh, as in the

roi«e.

eentifolia.

RHODOSTACTON,

A

'the voice.'

1UIODOMELI, Mel

RHODON, Rom

RHODOSACCHARUM.Confectio
e ,v, 'the nose,'

Itching of the nose.

RHINOPHO'iNIA, from

<po,vy,

RHODOME'LA PALMA'TA?

Dulse, SacekaFucus. One of the Algae eaten in lanre
quantities throughout the maritime
countries of
the north of Europe, and in the
Giecian Archipelago.
.

Narea.

RHINOCiNES'MUS,
**££<>«.

This plant has been recommended
rheumatism, gout, and syphilis. In an overit produces aero
narcotic symptoms.

rine

RHINEN'CHYSW, Rlujnenchysia, irom oiv.
Hie nose,' 8 v, in,' and
/xlui
I pour.
An"
lusion or injection, made
into the nostrils,
nosl
with
- syringe called BMnn'okutu.

Rl

in

dose,

Snuffle*

R

RHUS

nogyn.a.

RHliNALG'IA, from
*

G23

is

attractive to fish,

rats, «fec.

RHODODAPHNIS. Nerium oleander.
Ill lODODEN'DKON CHRYSANTHEMUM,
Rose Buy,
R. Chrip.an'thum. The
Yellow ilindodeadion, (F.) Rosaae, R. Chnjsunthe. Nat. Ord. Ericete. Sex. fysifDecandria MoGlean' der,

RHUME DE CERVEAU, Coryza—

r.

de Poi-

trine. Catarrh.

RHUSCORIA'RIA,

Sumach, Rhus Glahrum,

Ada'rion. Elmleaced Siniinrb.
(F ) Sumac des
Corrnycurs. Family, Terebinthacese S>'X. Syst.
Pentandria Monogynia. This is the only species
of the genus rhus that is innocent. Both the
leaves and berries have been used as astrin = ents

and tonics.

Rhus Glabrum, Rh. coriaria.
Rhus Radi'cans, Rhus vcrnix. Poison vine,
(America.) This plant is poisonous, (see Poisons, Table of,) and is extremely acrid, when

—
RHYPOS

Rhus Sylvkstris, Myrica gale.
Rhus Toxicodendron, Toxicodendron,

Poi-

The

Abstero-ent.

Flux.

RHYTHM,

ovdiio?,

'

measured movement.'

order, or proportion, which reigns between
Applied, in
different parts of' a whole.

the
medicine, to the pulsations of the heart to the
to express the due proportion between
pulse
one pulsntion and those following it

—

—
RHYTHMICAL

CONTRACTIONS OF

MUSCLES,

are those that succeed one another
after regular intervals.

RHYTIDOS1S,

Cassis.

(F.) Groseillier noir.

Monogynia.

The

Black airSex. Syst Fenian-

The

berries have been recommended in sore throat, as diuretics. The
leaves have been advised for the same purpose.
They are chiefly used as preserves.
Ribes Rubrum, Grossula'ria non spina' sa. the

red currant.
(F.) Groseillier rouge; of which
the while is only a variety. It is cultivated, and
affords an agreeable fruit. It possesses the qualities of the subacid fruits in general, and makes
an excellent preserve
OF THE, Collum costarum.
RIBS,
RICE, Oryza— r. Disease, Cholera— r. Wild,
Zizania aquatica.

NECK

RICIIARDSONIA.
RICHVVEED, Aetata

r.

Minor,

Rachitis.

RIDING, (of Bones.) .Ossium svperpnsi"tio.
(F.) Chtratii hement.
Displacement of the fragments of a bone, chiefly produced by the contraction of muscles, which occasions shortening
of the limb; the fractured extremities riding
over each other, instead of being end to end.
RIGID'ITY, Rigid'ilas, from rii'tre, 'to
stiffen.'
Great stiffness of fibre, or want of suppleness. The stiffness of the dead body, (F.)
Roideur cadavirique, is one of the most certain
signs of the cessation of life.
Rl'GOR, Rhigos. Algor, Coldness, Cheim'ia.
(F.) Frisson,
Same etymon
Sensation of
cold, with involuntary shivering of the whole
body'.
a symptom of fever.
A slighter degree,
and at times full rigor, is occasionally termed
a chill, frigus ten'ul, perfrigera'Hd.
Rigor Mortis. 'Stiffness of death.' The
rigidity of limbs that occurs on dissolution.

—

A

RIMA.

RIBES NIGRUM,
dria

RICKETS

—

Rigor Nervosus, Tetanus.

Rutidosis.

RIB, Costa.
rant.

Ricinus Major, Jatropha curcas
Jatropha manihot.

RIDE. Wrinkle.

son oak, (America.) IF.) Sumacvencnrux. This
plant has been used in paialytic affections and
cutaneous eruptions. Jt is poisonous, like the
Dose, gr. ss to gr. iv.
last.
Rhus Vernix, Rh. radicans.
RHYPOS, Sordes.
RHYPT1CA. Detergents.

RHYSIS.

—

msus
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applied to the skin, producing erysipelas and
vesications, and has been used, like the next variety, in paralysis and other nervous affections.

RHYPTICUS,

—

See Ipecacuanha.
race mesa.

RICINOIDES, Jatropha curcas.
RICINUS COMMU'NIS. The

(q. v.)
(q. v.)

Rima

Rima

or Ri'-

the opening of the glottis,'
vulvae,
the opening of the vulva,"
'

'

RI.VLE. Rhagades.

RINyEUS, Compressor

RINCHOS,
RING,

naris.

Rostrum.

Sax. hpins,
(F.) Jinneuu

rinj,

Germ. Ring,

A name

given to nacircular, or roundish apertures, with
muscular or aponeurotic parietes, which serve
for the passage of some vessel or canal;
as the
umbilical ring, inguinal ring, &c.
Cricos.

tural,

—

RINGWORM,

Herpes circinatus

Scalp, Porrigo scutulata
exedens.

—

r.

—

r. of the
Ulcerative, Herpes

HIRE
laugh

RICIN, Ricinus communis.

fissure, a cleft; as

inula G/ot'tidis,

nien,

ou RIS, Risus— r. Canin, Canine
Moqueur, Canine laugh r. SardoRisus Sardonicus r. Sardonique, Canine
r.

lauuh.
-Castor-oil

plant, Catapu'tia major, Ricinus vu/ga'ris, Pulma
C/iristi, Faba purga'trix, Cerua or Kerua, Cici.

RISAGON, Cassumuniar.
R1SIGALLUM, Orpiment.
RISING OF THE LIGHTS, Cynanche

Family, Euphor- trachealis.
Ricin, Fete purgatif.
Sex. Syst. Moncecia Monadelphia.
Rising or Ei.eva'tio.v of the Pui.sf. Pulsus
Caslor-oil seeds, whence the oil is obtained, are eleva'tio. The pulse is said to rise, when it beinodorous; taste acrid and slightly sweetish. comes more full and frequent, as occurs in the
One or two seeds will act as a cathartic; but exacerbation of acute diseases
the oil, O'leum ricini, (F.) Huile de Ricin, is,
US. Santorini gives this
RISO'RIUS
alone, used. It is obtained by bruising the cas- name to a portion of the platysma myoides,
and
previously
decorticated,
then
exwhich
seeds,
passes
from
the
cheek towards the comtor
pressing the oil without the application of heat. missure-of the lips.
RISUS, from ridere, risum,' to laugh.' Gelos,
Recently drawn castor oil. Oleum de kervu, O.
(F ) Rireou Ris. An involuntary
kervi'num, Jilker'va, Oleum Ric"ini, 0. Cicinum, Laughing.
O. Palmse. liq'uidum, is inodorous and nearly movement of the muscles of the face, and of
It is cathartic, operating speedily, and the lips in particular, accompanied with a sonoinsipid.
may be used in all cases, where powerfully sti- rous and interrupted respiration, commonly
mulating purgatives would be injurious. Dose, indicating mirth and satisfaction.
Risus Caninus, Canine laugh.
f. 2j tof. ^iss. Hufeland recommends that a drop
Risus Sardon'icus, R. de Surdo'nia, R. spas'of the croton oil, (q. v.) shall be added to an
ounce of the Oil of Poppy, and that the mixture ticus, SttTftoni' oris, Su?di.'asis, Turin 'ra Oris, Dis(F) Ris
torsio Oris, Gelasmus, Canine laugh.
shall be called Oleum Ricini officinale.
(F.)

biaceae.

NOV

A variety of Ricinus at Cape Verd is employed by the inhabitants to increase the secreIt is applied in the form of poultion of milk.
tice, made with the green leaves, to the mammae,
or of a strong decoction, with which the mainline and the°external parts' of generation are
washed.

Sardonien, R. Sardonique. A convulsive affecand cheeks, which precedes and
It is said
often accompanies general tetanus.
to have been so called from similar symptoms
induced
by
a
kind
of
having been
ranunculus
tion of the lips

that

grows

in Sardinia.

Risus Spasticus, R. Sardonicus.

—

—

RIVER

RIVER WEED,
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Conferva

ROSIER

Family. Rosacea?. Srx Si/st Icosandria
Polygynia. The flowers of this species possess
similar but inferior qualities to the damask.
ROB, R„ob, Rnbub, Rohob, (F.) Extrait des
Rosa Cani'na; R. Syltes'tris, Cynor'rliodon,
fruits.
This word, of Arabic extraction, means Caniru'bus, Cuni'nus Setttig, Ci/no'rut'isus,
Cythe juice of any fruit thickened to the consis- uospaa'tum, Cynos'baios,
the Dog Rom, WUd
tence of honey by evaporation, before it has fer- Brier. Hip Tree, (F.) Ruse
du chien, E^lanlicr
mented. The juice of the grape, boiled to this de chien, E. sausage. The fruit of this variety,
consistence, was called Sapai and, when not called Hips or Hips,
(q. v.) has a sourish taste,
quite so thick, Difrulum.
and is formed into a conserve. See Confectio
Ron Cynosbatos. Conl'ectio rosse canina? r. Cynosbati. It is seldom employed, except to
ex Moris, Uiumorion— r. Nucuin, Diacaryon.
»ive form to more active remedies; as in pills,
ROBLVIA AMA'llA. Family, Legnminosa. boluses, linctuses, &c.
Sex. Sij.it. Diadelphia Decandria.
The roots of
Rosa Ckntiko'i.ia; the Damask Rose, Rosa
the Rubinia amors of Cochin China, are bitter, Damascc'na, R. Pal'ltda. (F.) Rosier a rent
and have been recommended, especially in that feuillts, Rliodon, Rosa. The petals of this rose
country, in diarrhoea and dyspepsia.
have an extremely fragrant odour, and subaciRobin a Pseu do- Acacia, Locust Tree; native dulous taste. They are laxative; but are
of America. The flowers are said to possess scarcely used for any purposes except for the
antispasmodic properties.
distillation of rose-water, Oil of Rusts, Oltu/n
ROBORANS. Corroborant.
Rosie, and the formation of a syrup.
ROBORAJNTIA, Tonics.
Rosa Damascena, R centifolia.
ROBUB, Rob.
Rosa Gal'lica; the Rtd Rose, Rosa rubra,
blanc.

rivalis.

RIZ, Oryza

ROAN TREE,

Sorbns acuparia.

—

i

ROCCELLA,

Lichen roccella.

ROCHES EMBROCATION FOR THE

HOOPING-COUGH. An
tion,
ol.

composed of ol

caryopk.

q. s. to

ROCHER.

empirical

prepara-

oliv. j^xvj, ol. sur.cin.

scent

it

5 viij,

strongly.

See Temporal bone.

ROCHETTA ALEXANDRINA,

Soda.

ROCKET, GARDEN, Brassicaeruca—r.Roman, Brassica eruca.

ROCOU, Terra Orleana.
ROGNE, Psora.
ROHENA, BARK, Swietenia.
ROHOB. Rob.
ROISDORFF, MINERAL WATERS

(F.) Rosier de Provins.
The petals of this variety are astringent; and are used in infusion,
conserve, &c.
Rosa Pallida, R. centifolia r. Rubra, R.
Gallica
r. Saltans, Essera
r. Sylvestris, R.
canina.

—

—

—

ROSAGE, Rhododendron chrysanthemum.

ROSA GO, Nerium

oleander.

ROSALIA, Scarlatina.
ROSE, Erysipelas — r. Christmas,

—

Helleborus

—

niger
Damask, Rosa cent. folia r. Dog,
r.
Rosa canina r. Dog, conserve or confection
of, Confectio ros® canina?
r. du cltim,
Rosa
OF. canina r. Rash. Roseola r. Red, Rosa GalGermany, which contain lica r. White, Rosa alba,

Alkaline waters in
carbonic acid and carbonate of soda.
ROLLER, Bandage, Fascia.
ROMJiRllS, Rosmarinus r, Sauvage,

OF.)

The

—
—

—

Rosks, Milk ok. A cosmetic wash, formed,
according to one method, of subcarbonute of

Ledum

sylvestre.

ROME, (CLIMATE

—

—

climate of

as regards its physical qualities, is considered to be one of the best in Italy. It is peculiarly still; and, hence, has been esteemed
valuable as a winter climate in pulmonary diseases, and for invalids generally, as it admits
of their taking! exercise in the open air at a

Rome,

potass, gr. v j oil of almonds, 3 j essence of bergamot,iiy, uquae rosse, ^iij ; orange flower water,
;

;

Mix.

^ij.

ROSEA, Rhodia.
ROSE DROP, Gutla

rosea.

ROSEMARY, Rosmarinus —

r.

Marsh, Statice

limonium.

ROSENHEIM, MINERAL WATERS

OF.

Rosenheim is 34 miles S. E. from Munich in
lower temperature than they otherwise could Bavaria. The waters contain sulphuretted hycarbonic acid, carbonate of lime, chlodrogen,
Sir
of
consumption,
In the early stages
do.
James Clark generally found the climate fa- rides of calcium and magnesium, carbonate of
soda, and oxide of iron. They are used as tonics.
vourable.
ROSE'OLA, Exanthe'sis, Roseola, Rose Rash.
ROMPEURE, Hernia.
ROJS'CE, Rubus idsuus— r. Bleue, Rubns coe- An efflorescence in blushing patches, gradually
deepening
to a rose-colour, mostly circular or
r.
r. dr. Mantagne, Rubus chamscmorus
gj us
often alternately fading and reviving
oval
Noire, Rubus frotieosus.
and
sometimes, with a colourless nucleus
RONCHUS. Snoring. Stertor.
freBOND, Round— r. Grand, Teres major— r. chiefly on the cheeks, neck, or arms. It is dysdentition,
quently found, as a symptom, in
Petit, Teres minor.
See
consequence.
pepsia,
and
is
of
no
&c,
ROJYFLEMEJVT, Snoring— r. do Diable,
Rubeola and Scarlatina.
Bruit dr. D able.
ROSEOLA, Rubeola. This name is alsn
ROOB. Rob
given by some to an acute exanthem, mid- way
MOUTH, Palate.
OF
scarlatina, and which
ROOT, Radix— r of Scarcity, Beta hybrida— between measles andnor
the other, as it affords
belongs to neither one
apiifolia.
Xanthonza
Yellow,
r.
no protection against either. It is, also, termed
Brassica eruca, Soda.
Rubeolas by some; by others, Morbiili variulo'si,

—

;

:

;

ROOF

THE

ROQUETTE

RORELLA. Dmsera rotundifolia.
RORIFERUS, Lvrnphatic.

ROS. Sperm— r. Cahbrinus, Fraxinus
r.

Solis, Drosera rotundifolia.
R. ceniifolia

ROSA,

Rosa Alba.

The White

53*

Rose, (F.)

Sen r lot/' nn pustulo'sa,

ornus

S

milia'ris.

ROSEWOOD, Rhodium
ROSKWORT, Rhodia.

lignum.

ROSIER BLANC, Rosa alba— r. a Cent feuRosier illes, R. centifolia— r. de Provins, Rosa Gallica.

—

—
ROSIN

ROSIN, BLACK, Colophonia— r. Brown,
Colophonia r. White, see Pinus sylvestris r.
Yellow, see Pinus sylvestris.
RCSIO STOMACHI, Cardial™.

—

—

ROSMARINUS,

R. officinalis, AUhachil,

R

horten'sis, Lihuno'tis coronu'ria Dendro/ib'anus.
Rosemary, (F.) Rcmarin. Family, Labiatea
,

Diandria Monogynia. The tops of
Sex.
this plant, Rosmarinus, (Ph. U. S.) have a fragrant, grateful smell; and an aromatic, warm,
bitterish taste, which is dependent upon an
essential oil, combined with camphor. Rosemary has been recommended in nervous headaches, in the form of infusion. It. is now rarely
used, except for its odour. The flswer is called
Oleum. Rosmarini is
Its oil
Jinlhos, av9o$.
From two to six or ten drops are
officinal.
given in nervous complaints rubbed up with
Syst.

—

sugar.

Rosmarinus Sylvestris, Ledum

ROSSAL1A,
ROSSOLIO.

sylvestre.

Scarlatina.

See

Spirit.

ROSTRUM, Rinr.hos, Ramphos,

'

a beak,' (F.)

A name

given to several old forceps,, on account of their resemblance to the
beaks of different birds. The principal were
the Rostrum corvi'num,unati'num, psi.ttaci'num,
vulluri'num, cygneum vel olori'num, grui'num,
Bee.

(q. v.)

lucerti'num,

&c.

Rostrum Porcinum, Acromion.

ROT, Eructation.
ROT'ACISM, Rotacism'us,

(F.)

Grasseyement.

vicious pronunciation of the Greek R, Rau,
common in the northern parts of England; espe-

A

cially

near Newcastle.

ROTACISMUS, Grasseyement.
ROTA'TOR, from rota, a wheel.' A name
'

given to several muscles, which turn the parts
to which they are attached upon their axis;
such as, the oblique muscles of the eye, the
pronators and supinators, &c.
Rotator, Trochanter.

ROTULA, Patella, Trochiscos.
ROTULE, Patella.
ROTUNDUS, Round.
ROUCOU, Terra Orleana.
ROUEN, MINERAL WATERS
known under

the name,

OF.

This

Eau

des fantaincs de la. Mareguerie, is cold, and contains
carbonate of iron, carbonic acid, carbonate of
It is tonic.
lime, chloride of calcium, &c.
ROUGE, Colcothar— r. D'Angleterre, Col-

water,

cothar.

ROUG&OLE,

Rubeola.
Rubiginous.
ROUND, Teres, Rotun'dus, (F.) Rond. Anatomists have given this name to many organs,
whose fibres are collected in round fasciculi.

R0U1LL£,

See Teres.

A foramen of the
behind the foramen lacerum snperius, which gives passage to the second
branch of the 5th pair of nerves, called superior
Foramen Rotun'dum.

sphenoid bone, a

RUBIGINOUS
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little

maxillary.

Round Ligamfnts of the Uterus, Liga
V'leri, Cordons sus-pubiens (Ch.)
Cordons vnsculaires, (F.) Ligaments roads de
arise from the laVuUruS. Two cords, which
the uterus, whence
teral and superior parts of
abdominal rings,
they proceed towards the
which they pass through* and terminate by

men'ta rotund'a

the groins,
vanishing in the cellular tissue of

mons

veneris, and labia majora. Tlfese cords
whitish, flattened, and narrower in the
middle than at the extremities. Their fibres,
which are longitudinal, are apparently albugineoue.

are

RUBBER. INDIAN,

Caoutchouc.

RUBE'DO. A
A diffused,

redness; from rubere,
to be
but not spotted, redness: on
any prut of the skin; like that which arises
from blushing.
RUBEFA'CIKNT, Erethism' a, Rubefu'ciens,
from ritbens, red,' and fa'rio, 'I make.' (F.)
Rubejiant. That which produces redness.
medicine, which causes redness of the skin.
The action. is called Rubefuclion.
R UBA I'l.LYT, Rubefacient.
RUBE'OLA, Rubeola oulga'ris, from rubere,
'to be red.' Roseola'. Ezantltt'sis Rubeola,Yctera'na, Blac'cia, Bocil' Ue, Morbitli; M. runo/o'si. Scarlalina pustula'sa,S.Mi/ia.'ris,iMia.s/es; Fcbris morbillo'sa, Typhus Morbillosus, Plianicis'mus, (F.)
Rougeole, Fihrre morbilleusc. One of the major exanthemata; affecting individuals but once,
and produced by specific contagion. The rash
usually appears on the 4th, but sometimes on
the 3d, 5th, or 6th day, of a febrile disorder;
and, after a continuance of four days, gradually
declines with the fever.
The disease generally
commences from 10 to 14 days after the contagion has been received. The eruption first
shows itself in distinct, red, and nearly circular spots; somewhat less than the ordinary
areolae of flea bites.
As these increase in number, they coalesce; forming small patches of
an irregular figure, but appioaching nearest to
that of semicircles or crescents.
These patches
are intermixed with single, circular dots, and
with interstices of the natural colour of the
skin.
On the face they are slightly raised, so
as to give the sensation of inequality of surface
to the finger passing over the cuticle.
The
disappearance of the eruption is followed by
desquamation of the cuticle. Measles is not
dangerous of itself; but it is apt to induce pneumonia in winter, and dysentery in summer,
which are at limes, very fatal. These are apt
to come on at the time of, or soon after the disappearance of the eruption. When they supervene, they must be treated as idiopathic
affections.
It demands a general antiphlogistic
treatment.
Willan has pointed out a kind of
Rubeola spuria, which he calls Rubeola sine
Catarrho. In this, the rash runs its regular
course, with little fever or catarrhal affection;
affording: no certain security against the common or regular disease. He also gives the
'

red.'

'

A

name, Rubeola Nigra or Black Measles,

to

an unusual appearance of the measles about
the 7th or blh day,

when

the rash

becomes sud-

denly livid, with a mixture of yellow. It is
devoid of inconvenience or danger; and is removed in a week or ten days by the mineral
acids.

R. Tincto'rum, Erythrod'anum, RuRadix rubra. Dyer's Madder, MadFamily, Rubiaceee. Sex.
der, (F.) Gnrance.
The roots of this
Syst. Telrandria Monogynia.
pianl have a bitterish, somewhat austere, taste;
and a slight, not agreeable, smell. They were
formerly considered deobsttuent, detergent,

RU'BIA,

Ida major,

and diuretic

RUBIG'MNOUS.
'rust.'

Rubigino'sus, from rubigo,
Having the colour of

(F .) Rouilte.

—
RUBINUS
rust.

An

cases of Pneumonia.

RlJBRIN,

HtBoiatin:

ARC'TIOUS.

The Shrubby

recommended hy Linneus,

is

as possessing antj

septic, refrigerant,

and antiscorbutic qualities.
Rubus C/e'sius; the Dewberry plant, (F .)
Ronce bl cue. The fruit resembles the blackberry in appearance and properties. The bark
of the root of the R Trivia' lis, or American Dewis

that affords the Monk's Rhubarb, (F.)
Rhabarbe des Moines. Sec Rumex Patientia.

Rom ex AquATicus, R hydrolapathum.
Rumkx Buitanmca, R. Hydrolapathum.
Rumkx Hyuroi.ap'athum, Water-Dock, HyRumex Britan'nica, Lapathum aquaticum,
(F.) Purclle, Patience d'eau.
The leaves of this
plant are subacid, and said to be laxative.
The root has been used as a tonic, astrinn-ent
anil antiscorbutic.
It has also been employed

ica>,

externally, in soole cutaneous affections.

Rumkx Ob iitsiko'lils, Blunt-kneed
The root of this has similar virtues to

fantum.

the other species.

bur'barum

rironucho'rum,

Patience, RhaIfippolap' allium, Pa-

Monk's Rhubarb. (F.J Patience. This
which is supposed to possess the virtues of

tientia,

root,

—

rhubarb, but in an inferior degree; according to
Linnaeus, is obtained from the Rumex patientia;
according to Murray, from the Rumex Alpinus.

Rumex Sanguineus. The root of the bloody
dork has an austere and astringent taste; and
has been employed in dysentery.
It is called,
Lapathum sanguineum, (F.) Oseille ou PaHence rouor, Sangdragon.
Rumkx Scuta'tus, French Sorrel, Acetosa ro-

also,

.1. Roma'na, A Rotund/folia korten'Roman or Garden Sorrel, Green Sauce, (F.)
Oseille hoacher, Osci/le ronde, Petite 0. Virtues
the same as those of the common sorrel.

tundtfo'lia,

Rubus

Idje'cjs;

Batos, (?aro;; the Raspberry,

(F.) Framboise, Ronce.
The fruit of the best.
varieties is extremely agreeable; and is much
It

was, formerly, called Batinon moron.

Rubus Trivialis, see Rubus ess
Rubus frutieosus.

i

us

—

r.

Vil-

losus. see

RUCTATIO. Eructation.
RUCTUS, Eructation — r.

Acidus, Oxyreg-

sis,

RUMINATION, Ruminc/tio, from ruma or
gullet.
Meryds'mus. A function
' the
peculiar to ruminating animals, by which thev
chew the food they have swallowed a second
time. An analogous phenomenon is sometimes

RUDDLE, HARD,

Rubrica fabrilis.
r. Common, Ruin
r. de Chevrc,
RUE,
Galega officinalis r. Goat's, Galena officinalis
Goat's, Virginia, Galega Virginiana
r.
des Atura.il/es. Aspleniuni ruta muraria r. des
r. Sauvage, Ruta.
Fres. Thalictron

Ruta

—

—

—

—

/•.

Eructation.

RUGA, Wrinkle.
RUGI.Y/:. Raspalnrium.
RUGISSEMEMT, Rugitus.
RUGI'TUS, Bryclielhmos, from rugire, rugito

roar.'

.(F.)

Rugissentcnt.

A

Latin

word, which ordinarily expresses the roaring
of the lion; and which is used, by some medi
cal writers, to designate a particular species of

borborygmus compared to it.
RUM., Tafia, Mains' ses Spirit.
from sugar, or molasses.
A. Mamma.
RUMEN, Hypoeasirinm.

tilled

in

man

RUMP,

See

RUM

ACETO'SA. The Common SorOx'alis Jitet(/sa, Acetosa vulga'ris, A proten' sis. Anax'ijris, A. arwn'sis, Sorrel, Hour dork,
Acetosa nostras. (F.) O.-c lie. Family PulygoThe
nete.
Sex. Syst. llexandrta Trigyma.
leaves are sour, and are used in cookery, and
also as a refrigerant.
Rumkx AcVtus; Sharp pointed Wild dock,
Oxylap'allium. Lap' athum. Homer, Lapatkos,
The decoction of the
(F.) Falience saurugt

RUMKX

rel,

root has been long used in cutaneous affections.

r.

Bone, Coccyx.
(F.)

RUNUNCULA.

Course

A

succes-

Raspatorium.

RUP1A, Ulcus uton' iium,
An eruption of large flatfish

E'phlysis Rhxjpia.

blebs, which conafterwards puriform,
and often bloody, which rapidly concretes into
crusts, at the base of which are ulcers of varia1

tain

a

fluid

at first serous,

ble depths.
It requires the use of tonics internally, and
of stimulating ointments externally.
RUPTORIUM,Cauterium-r. Commune, Poi

RUPTURA,

spirit, dis-

Spirit.

—

sion of leaps, executed with rapidity, to transport, the body quickly from one place to another.

tis<;i Ins

A

Croopion

RUNNKT, Rennet.
RUNNING, Cursus,

—

RUFT,

1

rumen,

seen

mia.

'

Dock.
that of

Rumkx ¥ <\t,es'ti\;— Garden

the Cloudberry Tree,
Chauuemo'rus, Cloudberries, Knot' berries, (F.)
Ronce de Montague. The ripe fruit is sometimes prepared like a jam, and used in fevers,
&.C, to allay thirst. It has been much extolled
as an antiscorbutic.
Rubus Frutico'sus; the Common Bramble,
which affords Blackberries, (F.) Ronce noire.
The berries are eaten as a summer fruit, of
which they form a poor variety. The bark
of the root of the Rubus villo'sus, or American
Blackberry, is astringent, and has been used in
the last stages of dysentery, and in cholera in-

turn,

The systematic name of

Alpi'nus.

the plant

astringent.

Rubus Ciiamjemo'rus;

used.

sometimes, employed for the cure of the

Rumkx

drolapathum, Rumex uquat'icus, Herba Britann'Straw-

berry, linear Norland' inc.
Family, K
Sex. Syat. Icosandria Polygynia.
The fruit

berry,

It is,

itch

Anthrax.

RUBRl'CA FABRl'LIS
A red, heavy,
earthy matter, formerly employed
for making
drying piaster*. Hard Ruddle, Red Chalk.
Rubki'ca Sinop'ica. A heavy, compact,
reddish earth: formerly used in diarrhoea.

RUBUS

RUSCUS
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epithet given to the sputa in certain

RUBINUS VERUS,

—

—

—

r.

Ecrexis, Hernia, Laceration

Uteri. UtTlls, nipt ore of the.

RUPTURK. Hernia—r

du Crnur, Cardiorhex is — r. of the Groin, Bubonocele r. de la
Matrice. Uterus, rupture of the— r. Wort, Herr

niarii glabra.

RUSCUS,

R. ficu/en'tus. Brnsrus, Oxymyr-

rhiue. OxynyrsinS, Myrtncan'tlia, Calan'gelos,
Mi/aran'thn. S:opu regia, Wild Myrtle, Ccntroiiii/riiiF, Butcher's Broom, (F.) Petit lioux. FraSex Syst. D;o2cia Mogon. Family, Sroi lacesB

nadelphia. The root has been lecommended as
an aperient an diuretic.
Ruscus Acuikatus. Ruscus.
Ruscus Hvpoglos'sum; UvuWria, HypoglosI

—
RUSIi

sum, BisVui'gua, Bonifa'cia, Luurus jllrxandri'na angustifo''/id, (F.) Lauricr Jllexundrin. Formerly used against relaxed uvula.
RUSH. SWEET, Juncus odoratus.
RUSMA. See Orpiment

RUSPI'NFS TINCTURE FOR THE TEETH.

An

empirical preparation, composed

ol'

RUTIDOMA,

Ruta grav'eol ens, R.
Rue, Ptga'nium, Besa'sa,

horten'sis,

am-

ungrateful odour, and bitter r.nd pungent taste.
Jt is acrid, so as to blister the skin. Its properties are reputed to be tonic, stimulant, antispasmodic, and emmenagogue. Dose, gr. xv
t0 B'J-

.,

,

.

Oleum Ruta?, or distilled Oil of Rue, is antispasmodic and, externally, rubefacient. Dose, gtt
to vj.

Ruta Gapraria, Galega
ria,

officinalis

—

'I

Rytido'sis,

wrinkle.'

Rhijtitlo'sis,

from

The

RUYSCHIA'NA TU'iMCA,

Lame ou

(F.)

Membrane

Ruijschienne. According to Ruysch
and the greater part of his disciples, the choroid
coat of the eye is formed of two la mime.
His
son gave to the inner the name Tunica Rtn/sckiana 01 Membra! na Ruysckia'naseu Ruyschii.
Tunica Ckli.ui.o'sa Ruvschia'na is the cellular substance under the peritoneal covering
of ihe stomach. It is not numbered among the
coats of that organ.

RYE,Secale

;

ij

Vinegar

see Rutidosis.

act of wrinkling;
as Riiltdoma means a shrivelled or wrinkled
body. A destruction or atrophy of the eye.
Corrugation and subsidence of the cornea.

Com-

(F.) Rue, Rhue.
Rue sauvuge. Family, Rutacea;. Sex. Syst. Decandria Monogynia. The plant has a strong,

Penis.

from Ruta, 'rue.'

RUTIUO'SIS.
fvrtdom,

J}j.

RUTA,
mon

RUTABULUM,
RUTA'GEUM,
of rue.

Floren-

tine orris .^viij, cloves £], rectified spirit Oij,

bergris

SUGAR

028

—

r.

Horned, Ergot

—

r.

Spurred,

Ergot.
r.

RYTIDOSIS, Rutidosis.
RYTJS, Wrinkle.

Mura-

Asplenium ruta muraria.

s.
See Abbreviations.
SAHADILLA, Veratrnm sabadilla.
SABADILLhN See Veratrina.
SABBATIA, Chironia angularis— s. AngulaS. S. A.

ris,

&c.

Chironia angularis.

SABINA, Juniperus sabina.
SABINE, Juniperus sabina.
SAB'ULOUS, Sabulo'sus, Arena' sus. PsumThe sandy

deposit often seen in urine.
This word signifies, by
In its comderivation, coarse sand, or ballast.
mon acceptation, it means foulness of the, stomach, as it is sometimes called; or vitiated
matters supposed to be retained and accumula
the result of imperfect di
ted in the stomach
and which have been sometimes congestion
sidered as a morbid product <>f the mucous secretion of that organ or of the biliary secretion,
at others, as a residuum from alimentary sub
The Sabur'ral slate.
stances, badly digested
Collu'vies gas' trica, Crudita'tes ventric'vli, (F.)
accumulation of sa
is
an
gaslritjue,
Embarras
burrae in the stomach, which the Humourists
considered to be the cause of a number of dismo'des.

SABUR'KA,

Sorties.

—

Sanscrit, Sa-knr. 'white earth;' Surhar, SucSo ler, Zuchar, 7m'car o, Jis'sakur, Tigalu,
Znc' rliuruiit, Zuzar, Zii'cluiinin, Ziiiinu, Sugar,
The produce of the juice of the
(F.) Sucre.
Sue' chut iiiii qf]irin//rum vel tifjicin it'll of Linnsus. {Cnl'iimus ln'dicvs, Cul'arnus Sacchari'nus. Sugar Cane, (F.) Cuiine u Sucre, Cannumclle; the Arun'do saccharifera of Sloane. Fu-

ch/ir.

Graminece. Sex. Syst. Triandi m. Digynia)
and also of the beet, maple, &.C.
True sugars are those with which alcoholic
fermention may be effected, by the addition of
yeast and water. They are
mi/ij,

;

—

eases.

Saburra Vf.rminosa,

Varieties.

Species.
(
'

'

'

*

£

n

i
"

*

*

'

}

(

r.

Hard sugar of the cane, maple, beet,
chestnut, &c.
Liquid sugar, sugar of malt, of the
sweet potato, molasses, honey, &e.
Hard sugar of the grape, ripe fruits,

starch, diabetes, &c.
Hard sugar of the mushroom.
Imperfect sugars are those in which alcoholir.
fermentation cannot be effected by means of
yeast and water.
'

4.

'

'

'

.

.

.

£

Varieties.

Species.

Helminthiasis.

SABUHR.ATIO. Arenatio.
SAC, Sticcus, Seeluso'riuin

I

Manna.
Sugar of milk.
Sugar of jelly or glue

2
Sax. rac.
(gelatin.)
Sacrus hernn/sust (F.) Stir 3
Liquorice.
An envelope or pouch, formed by 4
hernittire.
Picromel.
the serous membrane of the cavity, whence a 5
We distinguish, in a her
Sucrar is prepared from the expressed juice
•viscus has escaped.
nial sac, its orifice or the opening by which it of the sugar cane, boiled with the addition of
communicates with the great cavity lined by quicklime or common vegetable alkali. It is
the serous membrane: its crrix or neck, (F.) used, in pharmacy, for the preparation of sy&c. It is very nutriCollet, the narrow portion on the outside of the rups, conserves, lozenges,
tious, and is employed as an aliment, and as a
orifice, where strangulation sometime* occurs
Dissolved in small
the body. (F.) Corps, which is the round promi- demulcent and antiseptic.
nent part; and the fundus or bottom. the part quantities in water, as in tea, it is apt to disagree with dyspeptics; an evil which does not
opposite In the orifice.
always occur when the same substance, is
SAC HERXI.QIRE. Hernial sac.

Hernial Sac,

.

—

SAC'CHARUM. From

the Arabic, or rather

taken more largely.

—
SACCULUS

cannie, or course .agar.

Saccharum acer'num, 8. Cunaden'sS, Maple
Sugar, is often used as a demulcent.
Sacfeharum allium, S. purijica'turn, Saccharum,
(Ph. U. 8.) White Sugar, Refined Sugar, Sal
Indus, is the Loaf Sugar. Double-refined Sugar
has been called Tabartet.
Saccharum Can' did um, Sugar Candy, (F.
Sucre Condi.) M'phenic, Kabot, is the crystallized juice of the cane.

Barley Sugar, Penides, Saccharum hordea' turn,
a variety of sugar candy.

Sacchauum Okficinarum,

see Saccharum
Saturni, Plumbi superacetas.
SACCULUS, diminutive of saccus, a little
sac.'
This name has been given to two sacs
formed by the membranous vestibule, which
open into each other, and contain the otolithes,
and otoconi.es; one of these is termed the sacculus vcslibuli, the other sacculus. See Semicircular canals.
Sacculi Aimposi, Fatty vesicles s. Laryngeal, Ventricles of the larynx.
Sac'culi Medicina'les. Bags containing
medicinal substances.
Sacculus. Marsupion s. Cephalicus, Cucupha s. Chylifer seu rorifer, Receptaculum
chyli
s.
Ellipticus,
s. Cordis, Pericardium
see Semicircular canals s. Sphericus, see Semicircular canals s. Vestibuli, see Semicircular canals
S.

'

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
Sac —
sac —

—

s. Hemios. Coli, Caecum
SACCUS,
s. Lachry malis, Lachrymal
sus, Hernial
sac s. Lacruinalis, Lachrymal sac s. Lacs. Venarum eavateus, Receptaculum chyli
rum, Sinus dexter cordis s. Venarum pulmoualium, Sinus pulrnonalis.
SACFR, Sacral s. Ignis, Herpes zoster— s.

—

—

—
—

—

Musculus, Transversalis dorsi.
SACK. A wine used by our ancestors.
sec.

Via

Probably Sherry.

SACRA FISTULA,

SACRO-LUMBAR

62'J

Muscovado, raw or brown or moist, sugar, is
the Saccharam not! pur ijica' turn, S. rubrum, Mel

is

—

Vertebral column.

Sacral Nerves, (F.) Kerfs sacris, are genenumber. They arise from the termination of the spinal marrow.
The first,
united with the great cord which descends
from the lumbar plexus, concurs with the three
others in the formation of the sacral or sciatic
plexus.
The :3d and 4th, with branches of the
great sympathetic, form the hypogastric plexus.
The 5th and Gth are distributed to the ischiococcygeus muscle, and to the sphincter and

rally six in

levator ani.

—

Sacual or Sciat'ic Plexus, the sacral portion of the crural plexus of Chaussier, constistituted as just mentioned, is situate in frontof
the pyramidalis.
It gives off, backwards, two
branches, called the pudic, (F.) honieux, and the
lesser sciatic.
It terminates in the great sciatic
nerve.

SA C RE,

Sacral.

SAURO-COCCYGEUS.

Relating to the sa-

crum and coccyx.
SacroCoccvge'al Articula'tion

is that of
the lower extremity of the sacrum with the superior facelte of the coccyx.
It is closed by
two ligaments; an anttriur, and a posterior sa-

—

cra coccygeal.

SACRO COSTALIS, Sacro-lumbalis— s. Pimoral, Gluteus major.

SACROCOXALGIA,

from sacrum, 'the
pain ;'
os sacrum,' coxa, ' the hip,' and aXyog,
Some authors have called thus,
a hybrid term.
a rheumatic affection of the sacro-iliac symphysis.
KACRO-ILTAC, Sacro-Hi'aeus. That which
relates to tiie sacrum and ilium.
'

Sacro-iliac or Ilio-sacral Articulation,
Symphysis or Synchondrosis, is the union
of two surfaces; — two inclined planes, bioader
above than below; one, formed l.y the sacrum;
the other, by the ilium. Both surfaces are

—

incrusted by an

ai

ticular cartilage.

which strengthen them,

are the

The bands,

two sacro

sciatic

ligaments, the sacrospinal, a sacra-iliac liga-

ment, and some irregular fibres. The sucro-iliac
ligament is a very thick assemblage of short,
dense, irregular fibres, occupying the space
sacrum and ilium leave between
Sacral Arteries are distinguished into, 1. which the
behind their articular surface. Some
The anterior or middle, sacral. Median Artery of them, have termed some irregular fibres,
which arises from the authors

SACRAL,

Sac.tr,

(F.) Sacri.

belongs or relates to the
given to several parts.

That which

sacrum.

A name

Sacrum of Chaussier,
posterior part of the abdominal aorta, in front.
of the 4th lumbar vertebra. It descends, in a
eerpentine manner, upon the sacro- vertebral
articulation, and on the anterior surfice of the
sacrum. It furnishes many lateral branches,
the

the lateral sacral arteries, and
enter the anterior sacral foramina, to be disof the marrow, Ac.
membranes
tributed to the

which unite with

situate in front of the sacro-iliac articulation,
anterior sacro iliac ligaments, in opposition to
the preceding fascia;, which they call posterior
sacro-iliac.

Saciio-Ischiaticus,

SACRO LUMBAR.

The lateral sacral arteries, which are two in and loins.
Sacro-lumba'lis,
number; one on each side. They arise from
;

m

give oft' external and posterior
and
branches, which enter the sacral foramina;
internal branches, which are distributed to the
pyramidalis, sacrum, iVc.
pacral.

They

Sacral Grooves,

Two

longitudinal

(F.)

GovtUeru

excavations,

but

sacrdes.

slightly

marked, at the posterior surface of the sacrum;
which appear to terminate the vertebral grooves
or gutters.

s.

Sacro lumba'I is,

That which belongs

lombaire.

2.

or from
the hypogastric, from the iliolumbar,
and descend before the anterior
the gluteal
arched
an
anastomosing
sacral foramina,
manner, towards the coccyx, with the middle

Sacro-sciatic

Lorn.-

baire, Sacro-lumbalis.
to

the

Sacro-

sacrum

or Sacro-lvmba'ris Muscle,

DorsoLombo-costo-trachelien, Sacro casta' lis,
troche' Uon portion of the Sacrospinal of Chaussieur, (F.) SacTO-lombaire, is seated at the posis thick and trianguterior part of the trunk
fiat and thin in the remainder, and
lar below
;

;

terminates in a point at its upper extremiIt is attached to the posterior surface of
ty.
the sacrum to the corresponding portion of the
OristaUii; to the extremities of the transverse
processes of the lumbar vertebra:; to the angles
of the II inferior ribs; to the tuberosity of the
the transfirst, and the posterior tubercle of
;

verse processes of the last five cervical verte-

—

—
SACRO-SCIATIC

The sacro-lumbalis straightens the vertebral column when bent forwards, and main
tains it straight. By means of its insertion into

brfB.

it can elevate or depress these bones,
according as it contracts from above to below,
or from below to above. It acts, consequently
sometimes as an inspiratory, at others, as an
expiratory muscle.
From six or eight of the lower ribs arises an
equal number of fleshy portions, which terminate at the inner side of this muscle, and are
called Mus'culi Accesso'rii vel Art/Ida men' turn

the ribs,

.

ad Sacro-lumba'lem, (F.) Accessories du Sucrolombaire.
From the upper part of the sacro-lumbalis, a
fleshy slip, called Cervica'lis descen'dtns, Cervicalis descendens Diemtrbroeckii, Transversa' Us
collateru'lis colli, Accesso'rius ad Sucro- luuitml cm,
Transversaire gre/e, runs up, to be fixed to the
transverse processes of the 4lh, 5th, and 6th
cervical vertebra, by three distinct tendons.
These last parts, though separated by some anatomists, belong to the sacro-lumbalis.

SACRO SCTAT'IC, Sacro-ischiul'icus. That
which belongs to the sacrum and ischium.
Sacro-sciatic Ligaments are two ligaments,
which assist in securing the sacroiliac articulation.

The great

or posterior sacro-sciatic liga-

ment extends from the crista ilii and the sides
of the sacrum and coccyx to the tuberosity of
the ischium.
The less or anterior sacro-sciatic
ligament arises from the same point, and terminates in the spine of the ischium.
SACROSPINAL, Dorso-trachelian portion
of the sacro-lumbalis.

SACRO

SPINA'LIS.

SAGITTAL

G30

That which

from above downwards. Through these
pass the anterior branches of the sacral nerves.
A spinal or posterior surface, winch is convex,
rough, and covered by muscles.
Upon the median line are four horizontal, tubercular eminences, forming a continuation of the spinous
processes of the vertebrae; and, below, a triangular notch, where the sacral canal terminates.
On each side of this surface are four foramina,
called posterior sucrol, which are smaller than
the anterior, and give passage to the posterior
branches of the sacral nerves. 3. Tne vertebral surface or base.
Its greatest extent is transversely.
It is articulated with the last lumbar
vertebra.
On it we see the orifice of the sacral
canal, of a triangular shape, which decreases in
width from above downwards; terminates the
vertebral canal; is lined by a prolongation of
the cerebral membranes; contains the fasciculi
of the sacral nerves; communicates, externally,
by the sacral foramina; and terminates at the
triangular notch on the posterior surface of the
bone. At the sides of the upper orifice of the
sacral canal are two articular processes, which
receive the articular processes of the last lumbar vertebra. The projection, formed by the
union of the base of the sacrum with the last
lumbar vertebra, is called the Promontory or
ifreuler Angle of the Saaum, or Sacro-vertebral
Angle. 4. A coccygeal face or apex, (F.) Face
coccyoiennc ou Sommct, which is very narrow,
and is articulated with the coccyx
5. Two
lateral margins, which have, above, a broad oblique surface, articulated with the ilium.
The sacrum is developed by 30 to 36 points
in size,

"<J.

relates to

of ossification.

SADDLE. TURKISH, Sella Turcica.
SAFFLOWER, Carthamus tinctorius.

the sacrum and spine. Under this name, Chans
sier describes the sacro-lumbalis, lonaissimus
dorsi, transversalis, transverso-spinahs, and inter-transversalis.
It divides it into three por-

tinctorius

tions.

Dyers', Carthamus tinctorius

SACRO TROCHAXT&RIEX,

Fyramidalis.

SACRO- VER'TEBRAL,
That which

Sacro-vertebra'lis
relates to the sacium and the ver-

tebras.

SACRo-vEJiTEBnAL Articulation

is

'

contiibutes to protect the ge
nital organs, which were considered sacred, or
because it was offered in sacrifice. The bone,
which forms the posterior part of the pelvis,
and is a continuation of the vertebral column.
The sacrum is symmetrical and triangular;
situate at the posterior part of the pe'lvis, and
concave anteriorly. It has, 1. A pelvic or an
terior surface, which corresponds to the pelvic
cavity, and has four transverse furrows, that
point out the parts where the primitive portions
of the bone were separated from each other
On each side there are four foramina, called
anterior sacral; these are oblique, and decrease

—

s.

Crocus s. Bastard, Carthamus
Flower, Carthamus tinctorius s.

—

—

.s.

Meadow,

Col-

chicum autumnale.

SAFRAJY BATARD, Carthamus
Colchicuin autumnale

s.

tinctorius,

Curcuma

des Indes,

—

Sacko vkrtf.bral Ligament is a strong liga
ment, which passes from the anterior part of
each of the transverse processes of the last
lumbar vertebra to be attached to the base ol
the sacrum.
Its use, is to maintain the articulation of those two bones in situ.
SACRUM, Os sacrum, Os basila'rS, Os Alagas, Albagiazi, Hieron osteon: from sucer, sait

—

longa— s. de Mars aperitif, Ferri subcarbonas
the junc- s. de Mars astringent, Colcolhar 5. des Pres,
with the Colchicum autumnale — 5. Racine de, Curcuma

tion of the last vertebra of the loins
The angle which these two bones
sacrum.
form at the anterior part has been called the
Prom'ontory of the Sacrum, or the Sacro-vcrtebral Angle.

cred;' because

—

SAFFRON,

lonjra.

SAFRANUM,

Carthamus

tinctorius.

SAFRE, Smalt.
SAGA, Sajo.

SAGAPE'NUM, Sag'apin, Scrapi'non, (F.)
Gomme siraphique. A gum-resin, supposed to
Family,
he obtained from the Fer'ula Pcr'sica.
Sex. Syst. Pentandria Digynia.
Umbelliferae.
Its odour is fetid and alliaceous; taste pungent,
bitterish, nauseous.
It is in small, agglutinated
masses of a yellow colour; tenacious; breaking
with a horny fracture. It is a reputed antispasmodic and emmenagogue.

Dose,

gr.

x to

Eupatorium

per-

3 SS-

SAGAPIN, Sagapenum.
SAGE, Salvia — s. Indian,

foliatum

—s

Jerusalem, Pulmonaria.

G E FEMME, M id wi fe.
SAGESSE DES CH1RURGIEJ\'S,

S.-l

Sisym-

brium Sophia.

SAG1MEN V1TRI, Soda, subcarbonate of.
SAGITTAL, Sugitta'lis, from sagit'ta, 'an
arrow.'

Sagittal Fuxnow or GnoovE,
liert sagittate,

is

a

(F.)

Gout-

channel on the* median

of the inner surface of the skull cap.

line

It is ex-

—
—

—
SAGITTAR1UM
cavated

Sagittal Suture,

RaphS,
sutu'ra,
Virga'ta, Sutura juga'lis, S. Rhalidm'des.
The suture which unites the two parietal bones,
and which extends, from before to behind, on
the median line, from the coronal suture to the
lambdoidal.
It i3 so called, from sagitta, ' an
arrow,' because it seems to meet the coronal
suture as an arrow meets the string of a bow.
Obe.laefa

S

SAGITTA'RIUM ALEXIPHAR'MACUM,
Midac'ae Radix, Carina

A

SAL
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the os frontis, in the two parietal
raid occipital bones, and extends from the crista
Halli to the internal occipital protuberance.
It
lodges the longitudinal sinus, which has been
called the sagittal sinas.
in

In'itica,

Arundo

lndtca.

westward of Hastings, in Sussex, England, is
less sheltered, and is, therefore, a less favourable retreat, during the winter months, for the
phthisical vnletudmarian.

SAINT MYON, MINERAL WATERS OF.

^

Some

cold, acidulous waters at Saint Myon,
near Riom, in the department of Puy-de-D6me.
contain free carbonic acid, subcarbonate
of soda, chloride of sodium, and carbonate and
sulphate of lime.

They

SAINT NECTAIRE, MINERAL WATERS
OF.

Springs in the department of Puy-deDome, France. They contain carbonic acid,
bicarbonate of soda, and chloride of sodium.
Temperature, 75° to 103°, Fahr.

West Indies, and supSAINT PARD.AUX, MINERAL WATERS
remedy for wounds by poisoned OF. Chalybeate springs in the department of
Allier, France.
They contain carbonic acid

root, cultivated in the

posed to be a
arrows.

SAGO, Snirus, Saga. A fecula, obtained and iron.
SAINT SAUVEUR, MINERAL WATERS
from the pith of the Sagas Rv.rn.vhii, growing
and OE\ Sulphurous waters in the department of
in the Moluccas, Philippine Isles, &.c
which is brought to us in small grains. The Haules Pyrenees, France. Temperature, 7(j°
same substance is, also, obtained from the West to 93a, Fahr.
,

SAINT VINCENTS, see West Indies.
inferior to that from the East
SAINT VITUS'S DANCE, Chorea— s.
water or milk, sago becomes soft
and transparent, and forms an agreeable and Vitus's Dance of the Voice, Balbuties.
SAIRE, Essera.
nutritious food in febrile, calculous, and other
SAL, Salt s. Absinthii, Potassa? subcarbonas,
It is made palatable by sugar, lemondisorders.
Potash s. Aoetosellae, Potass, oxalate of
see
juice, or wine, where the last is not contraAcetosus amrnoniacalis, Liquor ammonias
s.
indicated.
Indies, but

By

it is

boilinnr in

—
—

—

—

—

Sago, French, see Solanum tuberosum s. acetatis s. Acidum benzoes, Benjamin s. AlFrench, Arrowroot, common s. Portland Island, bus, Soda, muriate of s. Alkali, Soda, subcarbonate of s. Alkalinus fixus fossilis, Soda s.
see Arum inaculatum.
SAGUE PETIT. See Solanum tuberosum. Amaium, Magnesia; sulphas s. Ammoniac, voAmmoniacum,
s.
latile, Ammonia carbonas
SAGUS, Sago s. Rumphii, see Sago.
Ammonite murias— s. Ammoniacum martiale,
SAHARA, Insomnia.
SAIGjXIlE, Blood-letting— 5. Spolialive, Spo- Ferrum ammoniatum s. Ammoniacum secre-

—

—

—

—

—

liativa phlebotoniia.

SA1GJVEMENT DU NEZ,

Epistaxis.

—

—
—

—

tum Glauberi, Ammonia; sulphas s. Ammoniacum tarlareum, Ammonia' tartras — s. Ammonia-

—

SAILORS, DISEASES. &c. OF. Sailors, by cum vegetabile, Liquor ammoniac acetatis s.
nature of their occupation, are liable to many Ammoniacus nitrosus, A mmonia? nitras s. AmSeveral of these may, however, be monia;, Ammonia? murias— s. Anglicanum, Magdiseases.
Weissman,
warded off by proper attention to cleanliness nesia? sulphas s. Antiepilepticusof
Cuprum ammoniatum s Antimonii, Antimoventilation.

—

—

and

—

—

Ammonia;
SAIN BOIS, Daphne gnidium— s. Doux, nium tartarizatum s. Ammoniacum,
murias s Asphaltites, Bit Noben s. CathartiAdeps nrwparala.
sulphas s. Catharticus
SAINT AMAND, MINERAL WATERS cus amarus. Magnesias
Soda, sulphate of— s. Communis,
OF. Sulphuretted waters, in the department of Glauberi,
cervi volatile, Ams.
Cornu
of—
muriate
Soda,
Nord, France. They contain carbonic and sulcarbonas s. Culmaris, Soda, muriate of
phohydric acids. The Buue or deposit contains monias
s. Digeslivus Sylvii, Potassae murias— s. Diueulphohydric acid, and salts of iron and mags. de duobus, Potassa?
reticus" Potassa acetas
Temperature, (i4° to 62°, Fahr.
nesia.
OF. sulphas s. Ebsdarnense, Magnesia? sulphas
SAINT AUGUSTINE,
sulphas s. EssenMagnesioe
Epaomensis,
s.
This sea-port in Florida is a frequent retreat
s. Febiifugus of Letiale Benzoes, Benjamin
during the winter season for the valetudinarian
merv, Potassae supersulphas— s Fehrifugus
from 'the more northern parts of the United
Fontium, Soda, mucertainly comparatively Sylvii, Potassa? murias s.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

CLIMATE

—

—

Stales

The

climate

—

is

frequent
mild and equable; but it is liable to
days
north east storms. There are but a few

—

e f s Fossilis, Soda, muriate of s. FuliGemma?. Soda,
s.
uinis, Ammonia? carbonas
r|U

[

.

—

—

invalid muriate of s Herbarum, Potassae subcarbonas
however, in the winter, in which the
Indus. Saccharum album s. Lncidum,
s
Pensacannot take exercise. Tampa Bay, and
of
Alabama, which Soda, muriate of— s. Marinus, Soda, muriate
cola in Florida; and Mobile, 'in
s.Martis, Ferri sulphas— s Martis muriaticum
consumptive, are
are sometimes visited by the
Mirabilis
s.
ammoniatum—
sublimatum, Ferrum
question.
less liable to the storms in
Muriaticum
(Ra- Glauberi, Soda, sulphate of— s.
ST. CHARLES S ROOT, Carlo sancto
liaroticum, Baryta, muriate of— s. Nitrum, Podix)
carbonas—
lassa? nitras— s. Ossium, Ammonia?

—

—

—

SAINT CROIX. Santa Cruz.
SAINT JAMES'S WORT, Senecio
ST. JOHN'S WORT, Hypericum

s

petfoha-

tassa-

NT K ITTS. see West Indies
SAINT LEONARD'S, CLIMATE toOF
the
mile

"s.A

I

This place, which

is

situate about a

Pancluestum. Potassa? tartras— s. Petrsi, Ponitras— s. Tartarnm, Potass* subcarbonas
Plumbi, Plumbi superacetas— s. Folys.

Jacobs*

—

Polyehrestus
rhrestus, Potassae sulphas— s.
sulphure— s. PoGlaseri, Potassa? sulphas cum
PruIjchrestum Seignetli, Soda, tartrate of— a,

—

—

—

SALAAM
Potassa? nitras fusus

sulphatis paucillo
tartrate of— s Sapiential, Alembrolli salt, Potassae sulplias
s. Saturni, Plumbi superacetas
s. Sciential, Alembroth salt s Secretus Glauberi, Ammonia? sulphas— s. Sedativus Hombergi, Boracic acid s.
Sedlicensis, Magnesia? sulphas
Seignetti,
s.
Soda, tartrate of s. Sennerti, Potassre acetas

nellae,

mixtus— s. Rupellensis, Soda,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Seydschutzense, Magnesias sulphas s.
Soda, subcaibnnate of s. Sodomenus,
s. TarBit Noben
s. Succini, Succinic acid
s. Tartari
tari, Potassa? subcarbonas, see Potash
essentiale, Tartaric acid— s Tartari sulphuratum, Potassae sulphas s. VegetVibilis, Potassa?
s.

Soda?,

—

—

—

tartras

—

—

Vitas,

s.

Zinci sulphas
ncjd

—

s.

Volatile,

s.

Alemhroth
Vitrioli

salt

—

—

s.

Vitrioli,

narcoticum, Boracic

Ammonia? carbonas,

—

Spiritus

ammoniee arotnaticus s. Volatile Benzoes, Benjamin s. Volatile boracis, Boracic acid s.
Volatile oleosum Sylvii, Spiritus ammonia? aro-

—

SALPINGEMPHRAXIS

C32

—
Succinic acid —

of 092.2 parts of water, 2 9 of n particular animal matter, soluble in water, and insoluble in alcohol, of 1 4 of mucus, of 1.7 of
chlorides of potassium and sodium, ().'.* of lactale of soda and animal matter, and 0.2 of soda.

zelius,

SALIVA FLUXUS C1BO

VISO.

See Sa-

livation.

SALIV3IRE,

SALIVANS,

Salivary.

Sialogogue.

SAL'IVARY, Sa/iva'rius, from saliva. That
which belongs to the saliva.
Salivary Kistulje, ISialosyrin' nes, are such
as depend upon an accidental opening into the
excretory ducts of the salivary glands. Such
fistulas are, most commonly, met with in the
duct of Steno.

Salivary Glands, or secreting orgaris of the
saliva, or satival glands, are situate symmetri-

number of three, on each side of
the face; and behind and under the lower jaw.
form is very irregular, and their extent
Volatilis salis arnmoniaci, Ammoniee carbonas Their
Their excrevaries according to individuals.
s. Vomitorium vitrioli, Zinci sulphas.
SALAAM, CONVULSION, see Convul- tory ducts Ductus saliva'rii, (F.) Canaitx ou
carry
the
saliva
directly
salivuires,
Conduits
sion, Salaam.
SALACITAS, Satyriasis— s. Vulva?, Nym- into the mouth, without pouring it into any intermediate reservoir, as happens in the case of
phomania.
some of the other glands. The salivary glands
SALAD, CORN, Valeriana dentata.
(CLIMATE OF.) A small have been distinguished into, 1. The parotid;
which is 2. The submaxillary; 3. The sublingual.
the Montpelier of Huxham
p] aC e
SALIVA'TION, Saliva'tio, Saliva' do cat ida,
one of the warmest spots on the S. W. coast
of England, and. therefore, in this respect adapt- Epipk'ora plyalis'mus, Sialisma, Sialis'mus, Sied for the phthisical invalid as a winter retreat. al'aclivs, Sielismos,Sialdrrhai'a, Ply'alism, Fluxus
OF. An ancient salivse. (F.) Flux de bouche, Flux salivaire.
SALER'NUM,
school of Medicine at Salerno in Italy. It was superabundant secretion of saliva; occasioned
established by Charlemagne, in 802; and was either locally by the use of irritating masticathe first Christian university at which Medicine tories, or under the influence of some cause
was taught. It was much celebrated, especially which acts on the whole economy, and espeThe work on Hygiene, cially by mercurial preparations. In this last
in the 12th century.
maticus

—

s.

Volatile succini,

cally, to the

s.

—

—

SALCOMBE,

—

—

A

SCHOOL

case, it is accompanied by a coppery taste in
the mouth, by swelling of the gums, and, someSalivation may
various languages. It is supposed to have been times, by looseness of the teeth.
of astringents,
written by John of Milan, in 1100, and is in usually be diminished by the use
laxatives, &.C
Leonine verses.
Plyalisrnus acu'tus sympalhel'icus, Saliyx
SAL1CARIA, Lythrum salicaria.
fluxus cibo visa, or Mouth watering, the inSAL1CINE. See Salix.
ARABIA, &c. See Soda. creased flow of saliva produced by the sight,
Sali'nus, Salina'cius, Salinacidus; smell, or thought of agreeable food, is a species

" De Conscrvanda Valetudine" which bears
name, has passed through several editions

its

in

SALICORNIA
SALINE,

from

sal.

That which contains a

properties of a

salt, or

has the

Saline Draught, or Mixture..

of ptyalism, as well as the Ptyalismus aculus
Jipoccnosis

mclli'tus,

salt.

This may be

Potass. carbon, ^j. acid. citric.
as follows:
vel tartar, or. xv, vel succ. limon recent, gss,
aqusef. .^viij, sijrup. cujnsvis 3J. M. Given in
divided 'doses as a febrifuge.

made

Sweet

mucilaginous

SALIX.

ptytilis'mus

rnellilus,

or

In this, the saliva has a sweet or

spittle.

taste.

The

A

Wtllow, Ilea, (F.) Saute.

genus of plants in the Linncean system.
Salix frag"ii.is. or Crack willow; Ph. D.
D. and Ph.
Saline Effervescing Draught orMiXTURE Sxlix alba, or White willow; Ph.
Salix latifo'lia, or Broad leaved wilS.
is made by adding a due proportion of either of U.
round-leaved
Salix Ca'phea, or Great
the acids above mentioned, or of lemon juice, low.
Salix pentan'dria, Salii
to the proper proportion of the carbonate of willow; Ph. L.
Salix ehyocf.ph'ala. The bark
sorla or potassa: about 25 grains of the acid sa- vituli'na.
of these has a slightly aromatic odour,
turate 30 grains of the carbonate. See Pow- of each
and a bitter and astringent taste, which is nearly
ders, Soda.
It is tonic and asSALIS AMMONIACI FLORES, Ammonioe the same in all the species.
tiingent, and has been used in intermittents,
carbonas.
and'in cases of dyspepsia, worms, &c. The
SALIUNCA, Valeriana Cellica.
separated, and called
Pty'alon, Ply'e.Inn, active principle has been

SALl'VA.

Si'ahn, Si'ebn,
inodorous, insipid, transparent,
slirrhtly viscid fluid; secreted by the parotid,
submaxillary, and sublingual glands, and poured
into the mouth by the ducts of Steno, Wharton,
Spittle.

An

Safkine.

It

is

like

the quinia in

Dose, T)j to £j of the
eificacy.
of Salirine from 4 to <> in'iins.

medicinal

powder.

Dose

Sai.ix JEgyptiaca, Calaf.
SAL VI AC. Ammonia? murias.
and Rivinus; the use of which is to mix with
SALPINGEYI PHRAX'IS, from aalniyi, the
the alimentary bolus, and to serve in the process
of digestion. It is composed, according to Bcr- Eustachian tube,' and t/xtp$a$it, 'obstruction.'
I

'

—

-

SALPINGOCYESIS

SAMBUCUS

G33

Obstruction of the Eustachian tube;
of deafness,

—a

cause. Soda, phosphate of— s. of Urine, Ammonias cnrbonas s. White, Soda, muriate of s.of'Wood-

—

—

I'aracyt' sis luba'riaA soot, Ammonia; carbonas—s. of Wormwood, see
Gravid' Has tubaria, from ou'/.Tityl, l a tube or Potash s Secondary, Neutral salt.
ROSA, Urticaria.
trumpet,' ,ind xvrfiiq, 1 pregnancy.' Tubal preg-

SALITN'CO-CYE'SIS,

nancy.

—

SALTANS

— See

SALTATIO, Dancing— s.

Pregnancy.

S.i LFLXGO-MALLJiEJV,
s.

Tensor tympani—

Stapliylinus inlernus, Levator palati.

SALPINGOPHARYNG.E'US,
niy$,

'

from oaXa trumpet,' and ipaQvyi, 'the pharynx.'

Valsalva and Douglas have given this name to
a bundle of fibres, which passes from the Eustachian tube to the pharynx.

Sancti Viti, Cho-

rea.

S ALTERTON. A village, about four miles to
the eastward of Exmouth, England, frequented
as a winter abode by invalids.
It is in a small,
open valley on the sea-shore, and is well protected from winds, particularly the northerly.
Potassce nitras.

SALSAFI, Tragopogon.

SALTPETRE,
SALTUS, Vulva.
SALTWORT, PRICKLY,

SALSAMENTUM CRUDUM, Omotarichos.

SALUBRIS,

SALPINX,

Tuba.

SALSAPARILLA GERMAN1CA,
rilla

SALU'BRITY,

Sarsapa-

Salsola kali.

Salutary.
Salu'britas,

from salus,

Any thing which contributes to the
health of individuals or of communities. Situations differ materially from each other in this
respect; and the cause of the difference is often
an interesting topic of inquiry.

'health.'

(ierrnanica.

SALS E DO MUGRUM,

Potassse nitras.

SALSEPAREILLE, Smilax sarsaparilla— s.
d'Allemiigne, Sarsaparilla Germanica.
SALSILAGO, Maria.
SALSO'LA KALI, Prickly Saltwort, Kali spicochleu'tum, Tragus sive Tragurn Mallhi'
This plant, as well as the Salsola sati'va,
oli.
and the Salsola soda, produces the alkaline salt,
commonly called Barilla, Soda, or Kelp.

nosum

SAL'UTARY,
bris, Hijgiei'nos.
is

favourable to

Peries'ticos,

Salularis, Sa/u-

Same etymon. That which
health.
Some diseases have

been considered salutary, but this is doubtful.
SALVATEL'LA. Same etymon. (?) Vena
Salvatel'la is situate on the back of the hand,
Salsola Sativa, &c. See Soda.
It begins on the posteits inner margin.
near
SALSUGINOSUS, Halmyrodes.
SALT, Sal, Hal, Hals, 'ulg, (F.) Sel. A name rior surface of the fingers and dorsal surface of
plexus, formed of a number of
formerly given to a considerable number of sub- the hand, by a
frequently anastomosing with each
stances of very different nature. At present, radicles,
to the inner part of the
ascends
chymists apply the term, Salts, exclusively to other; it then
forearm, where it takes the name posterior cuthe combinations of an acid with one or more
The ancients recommended this vein to
bital.
bases. Neutral salts are those in which the acid
in certain diseases, as in melancholic
and base reciprocally saturate each other. Acid be opened
and hypochondriacal affections; and they attrisalts or supersalts, (F.) Sur-sels, are those, in
such abstraction of blood considerable
which the acid predominates over the base. buted to
efficacy in the cure of disease: hence its name.
Alkaline salts or suhsalls, (F.) Sous-sels, those in
SALVE, BLISTERING, Unguentum Lyttx
•which the base is, on the contrary, predominant.
s.
Eye, Unguentum oxidi zinci iinpuri s.
The different denominations of the salts are
Singleton's, Unguentum hydrargyri nitricompounded, 1. Of the name of the acid; the Eye,

—

—

—

Healing, Cerate of calamine.

co-oxydi s.
1
termination of which is changed into ite, when
SAL' VIA, iS. officinalis, S. horten'sis, Elelis is
the name of the acid is in ons;—atc, when it
France.
Family,
Th6
de
Sauge,
(F.)
phacos,
Thus the salts formed by the sulphurous
in ic.
Monogynia. Sage
sul- Labiatai. Sex. Syst. Diandria
acid are sulphites those by the sulphuric,
that has a peculiar, aromatic odour, and a warm,
phates. 2. This name is followed up by
virtues depend
Its
taste.
of aromatic, bitterish
of the oxyd, that enters into the composition
It is tonic, stimulant,
iron upon an essential oil.
protoxyd
of
sulphate
the
of
Thus,
the salt.
carminative. In the form of a weak insulphuric acid with the and
is a combination of
and
shorten fusion, it is occasionally used as a diluent,
protoxyd of that metal. Frequently, to
Dose, gr. xv to xxx
suppresseo; and as a wash for sore mouth.
the name, the word oxyd is
put before the acid:— or more.
i

vrolo, de.ulo. trito,

&c.

Salvia Hormi'ncm, or Horminum, (F.) Sauge
salts are those
as protosulphate of iron. Simple
is used in simiacid with hormin, of the Pharmacopoeias,
an
of
combination
the
from
resulting
3
two different lar cases.
a si no le base: double salts, with
Officinalis,
s.
with three, &c.
used in an abstract sense, it
means the chloride of sodium.
Soda, sulSalt Aperient, of Frederick,
carbonas-s. ot
phate of s Baker's, Ammonite
of-s. Lay, Soda,
Barilla, Soda, subcarbonate
Magnesia sulmuriate of-s. Bitter purging
of-s. Epsom,
phas-s. Common, Soda, muriate
su pha e
su.phas-s. Glauber's, Soda,
Soda, sulpha*
of-s. Glauber's, Lymington.see
of-s. R..ck,&oda,
of-s. Rochelle,Soda, tartrate
muriate of-s. Scigmuriate of-s. Sea, Soda,
Smelling, Ammonelte's, Soda, tartrate of-s.
Soda, ^carbonaM o
nt car'bonas-s. of Soda, nitras
fusus sulpllj Us
_s. Sorethroat, Potass*
bases-

triple.,

When

salt is

_

.

E££-

see
oaunillo mixtus-s. of Tartar,
car^nas'"and">otash-s. 'I
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Salvia

Hortensis,

Salvia—

Salvia.

Salvia Scla'rea,

Sclaiea, Gallit'richum,
JEthiopis, Biser'mas, Colus Jovis, Common Clahave
ry, (F.) Orvale ou Toutebonne. The leaves
been recommended as corroborants and anti-

spasmodics.

Salvia Vitje, Asplenium ruta muraria.
SAMBU'CUS, Sambucus nigra, S. vulga'ns,
lignum; the Elder, (F.)
Sureau commun. Family, Caprifohacese. Sex.
flower and bark
Sus*. PentandriaDigynia. (The
were formerly called Cano'pum.) The flowers,
been used
have
elder
berries, and bark of the
The fiowers have been reputed
in medicine.
diaphoretic and discutient: the berries, aperient
and >udorific: the bark, purgative, and, in small
S. arbor ea, Acts, lnfelix

——

—

—

SAM1 TL'RRA

SANTA CRUZ

C34

doses, deobstruent. The flowers are sometimes seeds of which are used in medicine. They are
used in fomentations, and to form a cooling emetic. Dose, of the powder, 8 to 20 grams.
ointment.
They are said to reduce the velocity of the

Sambucus Arborea, Sambucus — s. Chamce-

pulse, like the digitalis.

SANGUINEA, Potaara nitras.
SANGUINIS MISSiO, Blood-letting— s.Pro-

acte, S. ebulus.

Sambucus Eb'ulus, Ebulvs,
ocos,

Chamseac'te, Od'Chamseac'te seu Helion, Sambu-

Sambucus

fluvium copiosum. HsmorrhaguB*

SANGUIN'OLENT,

cus hu'milus, S. herba'cta, Dwarf- elder, Banewort, (F.) Hi'eble. The root, interior bark,
leaves, flowers, berries, (Baccx seu Granu
sides,) and seeds have all been given in moderate doses as resolvents and deobstruents; and
in large doses, as hydragogues. The berries of
Sambucus Canadensis, the Common Elder of
America, are made officinal in the American

Pharmacopoeia.

Sambucus Helion, Sambucus ebulus
Herbacea, S. ebulus s. Humilis, S. ebulus
Nigra, Sambucus s. Vulgaris, Sambucus.

—

—

SAMI TERRA,

An

Samian Earth.

—
—

sanguis,

Sunmunolcn'tits, from
is tinged with
epithet applied, particularly, to the

blood.'

An

blood.

sputa

'

when

That which

so tinged.

SANGUIPURGIUM, from sanguis, <b\ood,'
and purgare, 'to cleanse.' Purgation of the
blood. A name given by some authors to mild
fevers from an idea that they purged the blood
;

j

of noxious matters.
SANGUIS, Blood, Sperm s. Draconis, see
Calamus rotang— s. Hirci siccatus, see Blood.

—

s.
s.

SANGUISOR'BA OFFICINALIS.

The

I

argilla-

Ital'iun Pim'pinel,

Pimpinefla

hal'ica.

(F.) I'im-

ceous earth, found in the island of Samos, prene/le noire.

It was, formerly, used as an
to which were ascribed virtues similar to those astringent and tonic, in haemorrhages, dysenof the Terra Lemnii. Galen, Dioscorides.
tery, <fcc.
SAM1US LAPIS. A stone found in the Isle SANGUISUGA, Hirudo.
of Samos, which the ancients believed to be
SANGUISU'GUM. A barbarous term, to
astringent and refrigerant.
denote too great an accumulation of blood in
SAMPHIRE, Crithmum maritimum.
the heart.
Bonetus.
SAMPSUCHUS, Thymus inastichina.
SANICLE, Sanicula s. American, HeucheSAMPSUCUS. Origanum majorana.
Cortusa
ra
s. Yorkshire, Pinguicola vulgaris.
SAMPSYCH'INON, Sum-psu! cliinum. An
SANICULA, S. Europafa, Cucul/n'ta, Dodeointment composed of the auuxpvyov) which ca'thcon, Sym'phytum parse um, Sunic'ula mas,
Diapen'sia cortu'sa, San'icle. (F.) Toutc-saine.
was perhaps the marjoram. Dioscorid.
SAJNAB1L1S, Curable.
Family, Umbelliferee. Sex. Syst Pentandria DiGeum urbanum.
tgynia. This herb was, formerly, used as a
SANATIO, Curation, Cure.
mild astringent. It is bitterish, and somewhat
SANATIVE, Curative.
austere.
GIULIANO,
MINERAL
SANicuLA,Saxifragagranula s.Eboracensis,
SAN
OF. At the foot of the mountain San Giuli- Pinguicola vulgaris s. Europrea, Sanicula s.
nno, a league and a half from Pisa, are several Montana, Pinguicola vulgaris.
SANIDO'DES, Sanio'des, 'resembling a
mineral springs; temperature from 84° to 107°
board,' from oavig, gen. auvtSog, 'a board,' and
Fahr.
The spring Pozzetto contains carbonic acid, tidog, ' resemblance.' One whose thorax is narsulphate of soda, lime, and magnesia; chlorides row, and, as it were, contracted.
SANIE, Sanies.
of sodium and magnesium; carbonates of lime

—

i

—

!

—

—

1

—

j

i

SANAMUNDA.

WATERS

—

—

—

•

!

1

and magnesia;

and

argil

silica.

— Santi.

I

SAN'DARAC, Sandarafcha, Gum Ju'niper,
Gum Sandarach, Pounce, Gummi Junip'eri, Sandara'ca, Vemix sicca, Resi'na Juniperi. A name

1

'

;

SANIES, Ichor, (q. v.) Tabum, Virus, Pus
malignum, P. corrosi'vum, (F.) Sanie. A thin,
serous fluid, presenting some of the qualities of
pus and blood, and commonly exhaled at the

given, by the Arabs, to an odorous resin, that surface of ulcers.
SANIODES, Sanidodes.
flows from the Thuya aphyl'Ja. Family, Coniferse.

Sex. Syst.

stimulant, like
used.

Moncecia Monadelphia.

all

the resins.

It is

SANDERS, RED. Pterocarpus
SAND1VER. See Vitrurn.
Blood

Rumcx

SAMTA1RE

It is

health

little

— as

(F.)

That which

6tablisscment sanitaire

lelates to the
; police surd-

taire.

SANDARACHA GR.ECORUM,
SANG,

very

s.

Realgar.

santalinus.

'

SANITARIUM, Sanato'rium; from sanitas,
A retreat selected for valetudinarians,

health.'

consequence of its salubrity. Also, an establishment for the treatment of the sick.

in

Arteriel, Arterial blood

s.

I

s. Dragon, see
SAN'ITAS, Hygiei'a, Valetu'do, Hyge'i'a,
Globules du, Globules of Health. (F.) Sante, from sanus, sound.' Health
has Leen defined, a state, in which all the
the blood 5. Perte de, Hcemorrhagia.
functions are exerted with regularity and harSANG LOT, Sob.
Hirudo.
mony. A person may, however, be in health,
SAJVGSUE,
DURJE MATR1S, Si- although certain functions are not performed.
A blind man, for example, has health when all
nuses of the dura mater.
his functions, except sight, proceed with reguSANGUIFICATIO, Heematosis.

Dragon,

Calamus rotang

—

sanguineus

1

s.

—

|

1

SANGU1DUCTUS

SANGU1FLUXUS,

Hcemorrhagia— s. Ute-

rinus, Metrorrhagia.

SANGUINALIS CORRIGIOLA,
num aviculare.
SANGUINA'RIA,

Polygo-

larity.

Santtas, Cure.
SANK1RA, Smilax China.

SANTA CRUZ, (CLIMATE

OF.)

This

Canadensis, Blood-root, West India Island is frequently selected as a
Mkl Ord. winter retreat for the phthisical valetudinarian
Piic coon, Indian Paint, Tur'meric.
Sex. Syst. Poly and ria Monogy- from the United States; but it does not seem
Papaveracese.
nia. A North American plant, the rhizoma and entitled to any preference, in such cases, over
S.

—
SJIjYTJL

SAJfTAL, Santa! am album.

SAN'TALUM ALBUM,

SAPOTA

635

the other islands of
the West Indies, (q. v.).
waiiit its general salubrity
is said to be less
than tliat of many.

in

washing, has been recommended in chloroand as a stomachic and deobstruent.

sis^

SAPO,

Soap, Sax. rape, Smegma.
(F.) Sa product obtained by treating fatty boPea.
dies with caustic alkalies dissolved in water.
In the Pharmacopoeia of the United States, it
means Soap made with soda and olive oil.

A

S.cit'rinum,

8. pal'-

ftatim Yelhw Saunders,
Slr'iiim myrlijVlhtm,
(t.) Santal.
Sex. Syst.

Tetrandria Monogynla

J he virtues of
the wood of the white seunders
reside in a volatile oil and
resinous principle.
liie odour is fragrant,
and resembles a mixture
Ot ambergris and roses.
It has been used as a

stimulant and sudorific, but is not now
employed. The Saunders woods are called
(in F. )
coHectively, SantOax:
Santai.um Rubrum, Pterocarpus santalinus.
SAJYT/i, Sanitas.

Sapo Am.momacalis, Linimentum ammonite
fortius— s. Ammonia? oleaceus, Linimentum ammonias fortius— s. Caloari'ls, Linimentum aquae
calcis
s. Kalicus, S. mollis
s. Niger, S. mollis
s. Vegelabilis, Pulvis gummosus alkalinus

—

—
s.

—

Viridis, S. mollis.

Acid Soap is a combination of a fixed oil
with an acid.
Black Soap, Melanosmeg'ma, is a composition
of train-oil and an alkali: and Green Soap, of
SANTONICUM, Artemisia santonicum.
SANTORI'NI, FISSURES OF, (F.) Incisures hemp, linseed, or rape oil with an alkali.
Soap of the Cocoa Nut Oil, Sapo coco'neus,
ou Scissures de Sancorini. Some clefts at the
upper and back part of the fibrocartilaginous S. ruriKiti'nus. (V.) Savon de cacoa. It has been
much
used in Germany in herpetic affections.
portion of the external ear.
Common or Soft Soap, Sapo mollis, S.vir'idis,
Santoium, TVbehcles of. Small, cartilagi
nous projections at the top of the arytenoid car S. nigcr, S. ka'ticus, (F.) Savon mou, Saxon voir,
is made of potass and oil or tallow.
The Sapo
tilages, which support the ligaments of
the vulgaris or 'common soap'
of the Pharm. U.S.
glottis.
is made with soda and animal oil.
SAjYPE, Sinapis.
Liquid Soap, Lotto saponafeea, is a cosmetic
SAPA. See Rob.
which is composed of olive oil ~iv, ol. tailari
SAPHA'DA. Paracelsus has given this name per
detifuium gss. Rub together, and add aquae
to reddish scales adherent to the hair in some
rosarum 5xij.
eruptions of the hairy scalp.
Medic 'inal Soap, Sapo amygdali'mts, (F.)
SAPJ-JE'NA, from <ru<p;?, 'manifest,' 'eviSinn medicinal, is made with oil of sweet
dent.'
A name given to two subcutaneous almonds
and il!l]f its weight f caustic alkali.
the lower limb.
The
Sp4NJ8H or Castile .Soap, Sapo darns, (F.)

Great Saphena Vein,

or

Saphena interna,

7Y-

hio-maUeolar, (Ch.)
Its radicles occupy the
inner part of the great toe, and form a transverse arch on the back of the foot, which unites
with the saphena externa, and receives at its
convex part, which is turned forwards, a number of branches coming from the toes. These
radicles, when united, ascend before the inner
ankle, and form a trunk, the size of which is
farther increased by several branches that pro
ceed from the region of the tarsus, and that of,
the metatarsus. This trunk ascends vertically
at the inner part of the leg; passes behind the
inner condyle of the femur; proceeds along the
inner part of the thigh; receives other subcutaneous veins, such as the abdominal subcutaneous, the external pudic, &.C., and passes through
the inferior opening of the crural canal to empty
2. The Lesser
itself into the femoral vein.
Vena Saphena, or Saphena externa; the Perocommences by
of
Chaussier
Vein
neo-malleolar
several roots, which are spread over the dorsum
and outer side of the foot, and embrace the
outer ankle. Behind this, they unite into a single trunk, which ascends obliquely, approach-

ing the tendo Achillis, and proceeds vertically
towards the ham to open into the popliteal vein.
SAPID'ITY, Sapor, from sapere, 'to taste.'
The quality of bodies that gives them taste.
NJ/'/.Y COMMUJf, Pinus picea.

SAPIN'DUS SAPONA'RIA.

(F.)

Savmnur

The name of the plant that affords
the Soap nuts, Saponn'riiv A'u'cuhr, Barcw Hermuden'ses, Soap-berries. A spherical fruit about
the size of a cherry, the cortical part of which
as to show
is yellow, glossy, and so transparent
and
the spherical, black nu< thai rattles within,
The cortical part of
includes a white kernel.
this fruit, which has similar effects with soa;>
commun.

Savon dur, of olive

Yellow Soap

oil

and soda.

formed of turpentine, oil,
Castile Soap, being made of
fine olive oil, is generally used internally. The
yellow and soft so.aes are the most stimulating;
and are, consequently, best adapted for particular cutaneous eruptions.
Internally, soap is purjrative and diuretic;
externally, it is detergent and stimulant. Soapy
water is used with the greatest success, in cases
of po SO ning by acids. It is mostly applied ex
ternally to bruises and sprains. In Pharmacy,
it is used to favour the solution of resins.
and

alkali.

is

The

j

SAPOjYjSJRE, Saponaria.
S A P O N A'R 1 A. Soap-wort,

Bruise-icort,
1

Stru'tfuum, Lana'ria, Lychnis sylees' tris, Ibix (F.) Saponaire
Family, Caryophilleoe.
vina.
Sex Syst. Decandria Digynia. A decoction of
the leaves of this plant has been recommended
in scrofula, cancer, old syphilis, cutaneous eruptions, jaundice, visceral obstructions, &c.
It
is hardly ever used.
Saponaria: Nucdlje, Sapindus saponaria.
SAl'O'NEA. A pectoral medicine, piepired
with sweetened syrup of violets, and oil of

sweet almonds.

SAPONULES, Sapon'ula, (F.) Sammules.
Combinations of volatile or essential oils with
different bases.

are combinations of such
with different acids.
SAPOR. Sapidity, Savour.
SAPOTA, Acras Sapota, Oval-fruited Snpota,

Acid Saponblkb,

oils

(F.) S;ipolier, Si/potilliir. Sex. Syst. Hexandria
tree which grows in the Antilles,
Digynia.

A

and particularly at Saint Domingo. Its fruit is
ranch esteemed. It resembles the marmalade
of quinces; and hence has been called natural
marmalade. The seeds make an emulsion,

—
S.1P0TIER
which has been given

in nephritic affections.

The bark has been recommended
SjQPOTIER, Sapota.

SAP0TILL1ER,

as a febrifuge.

Sapota.

SAPROPYRA, Typhus

gravior.

SAPROS, Putrid, Rancid.
SAPROS'TOMUS, from oanoog,
bad odour,' and

tnofia,

'

mouth.'

of a
who has

foul,

One

SARATO'GA, MINERAL WATERS OF.
springs in New York are ten

The Saratoga

miles north-east from Ballston. They contain
the same ingredients as those of the latter
place
and are much frequented by visiters
from every part of the United States. The
following analysis has been given of the Congress spring: In a wine gallon gaseous contents: carbonic acid, 311 cubic inches; atmospheric air, 7. Solid contents. Chloride of sodium, gr. 385; hydriodate of soda, gr. 3 5;
bicarbonate of soda, gr. 8 982; bicarbonate of
magnesia, 95 788; carbonate of lime, 98.098;
carbonate of iron, 5.U75; silica, 1.5; hvdriobromate of potassa, a trace. Total gr. 597.943.
;

'

—Steel.
The Walton or Iodine Spring contains chloride of sodium, carbonate of magnesia, and iodide of sodium.

SARCION, Caruncle.
SARC1TES, Anasarca — s.

SARCOCE'LE,

Hernia carno'sa, Scirrhus
from au(>i, 'flesh,' and xrjXr;, 'a tumour;' Sarco'ma scroti, (F.) Hernie churnne.
Scirrhus or cancer of the testicle. This disease atfects adults particularly; and appears,
most commonly, after an inflammatory swelling of the testicle. Sometimes it is dependent
upon a blow: at others, it makes its appearance
without any appreciable cause. It is well known
by a hard, heavy, ovoid or spherical swelling
is,

at first, slightly, or not

and merely causes an unpleasant

traction on the spermatic cord. There is no
heat or change of colour of the skin the spermatic cord is swollen, and participates in the
affection: very painful shootings occur: the
lymphatic glands of the abdomen become swollen, and form a tumour, which may, at times,
be felt througli the abdomen; and the patient,
at length, dies with every sign of the cancerous
:

The prognosis
The only means, indeed,
diathesis.

is

SARCOL'OGY,

very unfavourable.

that can save
the extirpation of the testicle.

logy.

SARCO'MA, Emphy ma
tovs tumour, Sarco'sis,

of Abcrnethy, Emphy' ma Sarcoma Vasculo' twtn,
is vascular throughout: texture simple: when
bulky, mapped on the surface with arborescent
Found over the body and limbs geneveins.
rally.

Sarcoma Cercosis,

—

life is

s.

Mastoid,

was once employed

as

an astringent and determent.

SARCO-EPIPLOCE'LE,

from coot,

'

flesh,'

'the epiploon,' and xijXr 'a tumour.'
Epiplocele, complicated with sarcoma or sarco-

£-n:i~/.oor,

t

,

tele,

SARCO-EPIPLOM'PHALUS;
flesh,'

—

—

—

s.

Epulis,

—

—

Scroti, Sarcocele.

SARCOM'PHALUS, from <x««6, flesh.' and
the navel.' A scirrhous or fleshy tu<

'

developed at the navel.
SARCOPHAGUS, Carnivorus, Catheretic.
SARCOPHYIA, Excrescence, Sarcoma.
SJ1RCOPTE, Acarus.
SARCOPTES SCABIEI. See Psora.

SARCOPYO'DES,
'pus,'

and

tiduc,

from oar.%,
twiloor,' the epiploon,' and ouyalo;,

from cuoi,

'flesh,' nvor,

'resemblance.'

Having the

appearance of pus mixed with flesh. An epithet given to certain excreted matters, and particularly to the sputa of those labouring under
consumption.
SARCO'SIS, from oag, flesh.' The formaAlso, Sarcoma, (q. v.)
tion of flesh.
SARCOSTOS1S, Osteo-sarcoma.
'

SARCOTICUS, Incarnans.
SARCOUS, from oatf, 'flesh.'
longing

to, flesh or

muscles

Of, or be-

— as " Sarcous

Todd and Bowman.
SARD1ASIS, Canine laugh,

tis-

sue."

Risus sardoni-

cus.

SARDONIAS1S, Canine

laugh, Risus sardo-

nicus.

SARE,

Essera.

SJlRRASIN, Polygonum fagopyrum.
SJIRRlkTE, Satureia Hortensis— s. de

SARSA,Smilax

'

It

see Cercosis

Mammary

sarcoma s. Mes. Medullary, Ikmadullare, see Encephaloid
todes fungus s. Pulpy, Hxmalodes fungus s.
Epulis

glue.'
A resinous matter,
flesh,' and y.o'O.a,
obtained from the Pcnsc'a Sarcocol'la, an African
shrub, which has been so called, from a belief
that it facilitates the consolidation of flesh. It
is in the form of small, oblong, semitransparent
globules; of a yellowish or reddish blue, and

smells like aniseed.

Sarcoma, Sarcom'aSarcoplujia, Ec-

Forms,

sarco'tna, Exsarco'ma, Tumor car'neus, ExcresAny speccn'tia carno'sa, from oaQi., ' flesh.'
cies of excrescence having a fleshy consistence.
Common Vascular or Organized Sarcoma

Satureia capitata.

'

Sarcolog"ia, from o«</i,' flesh,'

and Aoyo?, 'a discourse.' The part of anatomy
which treats of the soft parts, it comprises
myology, angiology, neurology, and splanchno-

from aae$,

(F.) Colic-chair,

— Bowman.

Myology.

Em- mour,

Testic'uli,

of the testicle, which

SARCOLOGIA,

oiKpuHo;,

Flatuosus,

physema.

SARCOCOL'LA,

'

that binds the fibres into fasciculi.

One who has

Sarapous.

a large
foot; whose toes are largely separated, or whose
feet are much asunder in walking; from ocuqw,
' I grin,' and
See Kyllosis.
7rous, ' the foot.'

at all painful,

Umbilical hernia, formed by scirthe navel.'
rhous epiploon or complicated with sarcoma.
SARCO HYDROCELE, Hydro-sarcocele.
SARCODES, Carneous.
SARCOLEM'MA, Sarcolema, from aaoS,
flesh,' and Xaoiia, a coat.'
The sheath, which
surrounds the fibrils of muscle, that form a fibre.
quite
distinct
from
the
It is
cellular membrane

'

'

'

an offensive breath.

SAR'APUS,

SARTORIUS
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sarsaparilla.

SARSAPARILLA,
lia

Crete,

Smilax S.— s. False, Ara-

nudicaulis.

Sarsaparil'la German'ica, Gramc.n major,
G. rubrum, Salsaparil'la Germanica, Carex Arena! ria, (F.) Laiche, L. des Sables, Sa I si pure.il le

d'Alltmagnc. Family,Cypeio\desi. Sex.Syst.Monoecia Triandria. A plant, which grows plenIt has been
tifully on the sea-coasts of Europe.
recommended in some mucous affections of the
trachea, in rheumatism, gout, &c.
SARTO'RIUS, from Sartor, 'a tailor,' because used in crossing the legs. Suto'rius, Lonins'simus Fem'oris, ItiocrcstUibia!, Fascia' lb,

—
SARX

SAUMURE,

i

santalinus

Yellow, Sanlaluin album.
Lizard
Aspleniuin rula muraria.
Savour.

SAUVE-VIE,

SAVELR,
SAV1NE,

Juniperus sabina.
Juniperus sabina.
SAVOJY, Sapo s. Ammoniacal, Linimenlum
ammonia? fortius s Cacao, Sapo coconeus s.
Calcaire, Linimentum aqua calcis s. Dur, i-'apo
durus s. Medicinal Sapo medicinalis s.Mou,

v.

8AVINIER,

Medullar,
s. Radicis Cortex, see
Laurus Sassafras s. Swamp. Man-nolia glauca.
SATELLITE, Satelks. That which guards;
that which is placed near
Satellite Veins are those that accompany
the arteries
SATHE, Penis.

—

s.

SAURA,

|

Maria.

SAUNDERS TREE, Pterocarpus

—

BARX, Flesh, Pulp.
SAUZA. Smilax sarsaparilla.
SASSAFRAS, L;itirus sassafras — s.

see Lnurus Sassafras

—

—

SCABIES
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IUo-pritibial, (Ch.)
A muscle, situate at the
anterior part of the thigh. It is long, small,
and flattened, and extends, obliquely, from the
anterior and superior spine of the ilium to the
superior and inner part of the tibia. This muscle can, also, bend the pelvis on the thigh, and

converscl

—

—

—

—

—

—

,

Sapo mollis

—

s. A'oir.

Sapo

mollis.

SAVOJYMER CUMMU.V,

Sapindus sapona-

ria.

SAVOJWLUS,
SAVORY, CILIATED, Satureia
Saponulus.

capitata-s.
Satureia hortensis.
SATI'ETY, Sati'etas, Sutu'rilas, Plethos, PlesSAVOUR, Savor, Taste, (F.) Savevr. Quality
mone, from satiarc, itself from satis, 'enough,' of bodies, by which they act upon the sense of
taste.
The taste is not the same in all sapid
'to give enough.'
Disgust for food; commonly
bodies.
It may be sweet, bitter, metallic, &c.
produced by repletion.
Chymists, at times, avail themselves of this
SATIN, Lunaria rediviva.
quality of bodies to analyze an unknown subSAT1RIAS1S FURENS, Satyriasis.
Satura'tio, from satis, stance.
1
SAVOUREUX, Savoury.
enough.' That state of a compound in which
SA'VOURY, Sap' id as, (F.) Savovreux. An
its elements are combined in such proportions
that a fresh quantity of either cannot be added epithet given to bodies that have taste; and
particularly to those that excite a very agreeawithout producing excess.
SATUREI'A HORTEN'SIS,&*<Mm«, S.sa- ble impression on the organ of taste.
Prion, Serra, (Dan.) Sawe, (Sax.)
ti'va, Cuni'la saliva I'lin'ii, Thymbra, Summer
A suroical instrument, made
Sa'vory,{V.) Sarriete. Family, Labiatos. Six.Syst. r-asa, (F.) Scie.
Didynamia Gymnospermia. An aromatic plant, like a common saw; and used for sawing the
cultivated for culinary purposes. It has been bones in amputations, or for removing exostoses,
used, as an excitant, in anorexia, anaphrodisia, &c. Saws, of different sizes and shapes, are
used in surgery. The crown of the trepan is
«fcc.
Satureia Gapita'ta, Citiatcd Sa'vory, Thy- nothing more than a species of circular saw.
Saw, Mev's. An instrument used by Mr.
mus, Thymus sylves'tris, Thymus Cret'icus, CunUa,(F.) Sarriele de Crete. Possesses similar Hey, of Leeds, in fractures of the cranium. Jt
consists of a long handle, to which a small saw
properties to thyme.
with a convex, or straightedge is attached: and
Saturf.ia Sativa, S. hortensis.
by which a piece of bone of any shape may be
SATURITAS. Satiety.
DULOEDO,PIumbi superacetas. removed, whilst with the trephine it must al1
ways be circular.
SATURNUS, Plumbum.

SAT1ETA8,

Summer,

Plesmone.

SATURA'TION,

SAW,

SATURN

SAXIFRAGA ANGLICA, Peucedanum siSATYRIASIS, from ZarvQos, 'a Satyr ;' because the Satyrs are said to have been greatly laus.
Saxif'raga Crassifo'lia. .FrtTni'A/.Saxifragefe.
addicted to venery. Satyrias'mus, Priapis'mus,
Syst Deeandria Digynia. The root of this
Salac"itas, Brachu'na, Aras'cou, Satiri'asis fu- Sexspecies of Saxifrage has been extolled by Pallas,
rens, Lagne'sis Sa/ac"itas, Lagnesis furor mnsve.rc'lri.
An irresistible desire, as preeminently antiseptic.

ndi'nus, Tcnti'go
Saxifraga Granula'ta, 5. alba, Sanic'ula,
in man, to have frequent connexion with feSedum, While Sari/rage, (F.) Saxifrage granumales, accompanied with the power of doing so
Recommended as diuretic and lithontiipI6e.
without exhaustion. The causes are commonly
used.
Sometimes, the abuse of aphrodisiacs tic; but not
obscure.

has occasioned it. The principal symptoms are:
almost constant erection; irresistible and almost insatiable desire for venery; frequent nocCold lotions; the cold bath;
turnal pollutions.
a mild diet; active exercise, &c, are the only
means that can be adopted for its removal.
SATYRION, Orchis mascula.

—

SAUCE-ALONE, Alliaria.
SAUCE, GREEN, Rumex scutatus.
(F
SAUER KRAUT, (G.) Sour Cabbage,'made
Choucroute. A culinary preparation,
'

)

Saxifraga Rubra,
Peucedanum

Vulgaris,

Spira?a

filipendula

—

s.

silaus.

SAXIFRAGE, BURNET,

Pimpinella saxifraga 5. Granulte, Saxifraga granulata— s.
Meadow, Peucedanum silaus— s. White, Sau-

—

fraga granulata.

SAX1FRAGUS, Lithontriptic.
SAXON'ICUS PULV1S. A

powder, pre-

pared with the roots of the wild and cultivated
It
the Asclepias vincetoxicum, &c.
angelica
was considered, formerly, as an antidote.
;

incipient Pharm.Aug.
with chopped cabbage, left to attain an
SCAB, from Sca'bics, and scabere, to dig
It is reputed by
state of acetous fermentation.
An incrustation, which forms upon a sore,owing
digestion,
of
easy
salubrious,
the Germans to be
to the concretion of the fluid discharged from
and eminently antiscorbutic.
v.)
An eschar,
it.
'

'

SAUGE, Salvia— s.

dinm—*
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Teucnum seorhonninum— s. de Je-

des Bois,

Hormin, Salvia
rusalem, Pulmonaria.
SAULE, Sahx.

(q.

Scabby or Scabbed; covered

or diseased

with scabs.

SCABIES, Psora— s.

Capitis, l'orrigo lupi-

—

—

—
SCJB1EISE

—

nosa, Porrigo scutulata s. Capitis favosa, Prurigo favosa
s. Fcra, Ecthyma
s. Ferina, Psoriasis
s. Papuliformis, Prurigo
s. Sicca, Li-

—

—

chen— s.

Sicca, Psoriasis

—

—
—

s.

Venerea contagi-

osa, Sclmrlievo.

SCJB1EL.SE ORDINAIRE,

Scabiosa.
Field Scabious, (F.)
Scabievse ordinaire.
Family, Dipsacem. Sex.
Syst. Tetrandria Monogynia. The plant is bitter and subastringent
and was formerly used
in the cure of leprous affections and diseased
lungs.
Scabtosa Arveksis, Scabiosa s. Carduifolia,

SCABIO SA, S. .frven'Ms,

las, and the generality of English anatomists,
admit three, 6'. anti'cus, me'dius, and poHfcus;
or Primus, sccun'dus, and tcr'lius;
Winslow
Boyer, and many of the French anatomists,
two. as above described.
SCALL, Impetigo— s. Dry, Psoriasis— s.
Milky, Porrigo larvalis— s. Honeycomb, Porrigo favosa
s. Running, Impetigo
s. Running

—

—

—

Echinops.

Scabiosa Succi'sa, Succisa, Morsits Diab'oli,
Mors da Diab/e, has similar properties.
SCABIOUS, Erigeron Philadelphicum— s.

(F.)

Field, Scabiosa.

SCAB1SH, CEnothera biennis.
SCABRIT1ES. Lichen.

SCALLED HEAD,
scalp

—

—

—

Scaly Diseases

or

Squama,

Lepido'ses, form

the second order in VVillan and Bateman's system of cutaneous diseases.
Scale, Dry, Psoriasis.
SCALkKE JlNTtiRlEUR, Scalenus anticus
s. Postdrieur, Scalenus posticus.

—

SCALE'NUS ; irregular or unequal.' Geometers employ this word to designate a triangle
whose three sides are unequal. Anatomists
have given the name to two muscles. 1. Scalenus Anti'ci's, Portion of the Costo-trachelian,
'

(F.) Scalene unterieur, is situate at the
It is
lateral and inferior parts of the neck.
lone and triangular ; and is inserted, below, at
the upper surface of the first rib ; and, above,

(Ch.,)

at the anterior tubercle of the transverse processes of the 3d, 4th, 5th, and 6th cervical verThis muscle bends the neck, and draws
tebra?.
It can, also, raise the first rib.
it to its side.

Scalenus Posti'cus, Portion of

trachelian, (Ch..)

is

the Costosituate behind the last. (F.)

Scalbie posl'erieur. It is, also, long and triangular; but more bulky than the S. anticus. It
to the outer surface of the
is attached, below,
and terminates, above, at the
first two ribs
summit of the transverse processes of the last
six vertebra of the neck. This muscle bends
the neck laterally, and can elevate the first two
Some anatomists, as Albinus and Sumribs.
mering, have described five scaleni muscles on
each side, and have called thein, Scalenus prior,

nus muscle on each

side.

Cowper and Doug-

The

'a shell.'

The

hairy

is

A

'

ing instrument, formed of a blade of well-tempered steel, very sharp, of variable shape and
size, and fixed solidly in a handle.
Its use is
to divide the soft parts in operations, dissection,

&c.

SCALP ELLUS,

SCALPRUM,

Bistouri.

Raspatorium

—

s.

Rasoriura,

Raspatorium.

SCAMMA, Fossa.
SCAMMOjVEE D'ALEP, Convolvulus scammonia.

SCAMMONIUM,

see Convolvulus scammoSyriacum, Convolvulus scammonia.
SCAMMOiNY, Convolvulus scammonia— s.
of Montpelier, Cynanclnun Monspeliacum.
nia

—

s.

SCAMiNON HIPPOCRATIS,

Bathron.

SCAMNUM HIPPOCRATIS, Bathron HipBanc d' Hippocrate. A
machine invented by Hippocrates for reducing
It was a sort of bed, six feet long;
on which the patient was fixed. Straps were
attached above and below the fracture or luxation, and the extension and counter-extension
were effected by a winch. It is described in
Galen. Oribasius, Scultetus, &c.
pocruli'on of Galen, (F\)
fractures.

SCANDIX CEREFO'LIUM,

Cerrfolium,
Chserophyl'lum, Ch&refosFamily, Umbelliferae. Sex. Syst. PentandriaDigynia. A culinary
herb, which is slightly aromatic and grateful.
It is said to be gently aperient and diuretic.
Scandix Odoha'ta; the Sweet Cid'ely. Properties the same as the other.
Also, Chasro-

Dnucus

Seprin'ivs,

tium, Chervil.

(F.) Cerfcuil.

phyllum odoratum.

SCAPHA,

'a skiff or cock-boat;'
The excavation or cavity of the external ear, between the
helix and anthelix. Also, the name of a bandage for the head, mentioned by Galen, and
called, likewise, Tholus Diocle'us.
SCAPHIA, Nates.
(ixcKprj,

from oxanriu, 'I make hollow.'

SCAPHION, Cranium, Papaver (capsule.)
SCA'PHIUM OCULA'RE, Pelvis Ocula'ris,
(F.) Bassin oculaire, Gondole ocuA small porcelain, glass, or metallic vesused for applying lotions to the eye.

Eije-glass.
laire.

sel,

SCAPHO-CARPO-SUPER-PHALANGEUS
POLLICIS, Abductor

SCAPHOID,

;

S. medius, S. posticus.
S. min'imus, S. latera'lis,
Riolan and Chaussier only describe one scale-

Porrigo scutulata.

Schelpe,

Teut.

called, also, Capillitium, Trirho'ton.
SCAL'PEL, Scalpel' lum, Culler, Inciso'rium,
Smi'leon; from sca/po,
I rasp, I cut.'
cut-

—

—

2.

SCALP.

integuments covering the head.

A

'a ladder.'
machine, formerly
used for reducing dislocations of the humerus.
ScAi.iE of the Cochlea, (F.) Rampcs ou
called, also, Ca?ials and
F.chelles du Limajcon
Gyri are the cavities in the cochlea, separated
from each other by the spiral septum. The
one Scala extei'na, S. Tym'pani would communicate with the cavitas tympani by the fenestra rotunda, were it not for the membrane that
Srala inter' na, S. vestib'closes it. The other
opens into the cavity of the vestibule.
uli
The scalar communicate with each other by an
opening at the top of the partition.
Scala Tympani, see Cochlea s. Vestibuli,
see Cochlea.
SCALE, Squama, Lepis, (F.) iteaille. An
opake and thickened lamina of cuticle ; commonly produced by some degree of inflammation of the true skin, over which it is formed.

—

Eczema.

:

SCALA,

SCAPHOID

033

skiff*,'

and

tidog,

'

pollicis brevis.

Scaphoidcs, from axatptj, ' a
form.'
A name given to seve-

ral parts.

Scaphoid Fossa, Fossa Scaphoidcs, (F.) Enfoncement Scapholde. A small cavity at the
upper part of the internal ala of the pterygoid
process, in which the peristaphylinus internua
is

attached.

Scaphoid Bone of the Hand, Os Scaphoides
Manus, Os nuviculu're, Boat-like bone. (F.)

—
SCAPIIOIDE

—

SCARIFICATION

OK)

SchapluMede la main. The first bone of the
Scapular Aponeurosis. A broad, thin,
row of the carpus. The upper surface is aponeurosis, with decussating fibres; which is
,

first

convex, and articulated with the radius. The
under and outer surfaces are also convex,— to
be articulated with the trapezium and trapezoides.
Between the upper and under cartilaginous surfaces, there is a rou<rh fossa for the
insertion of the capsular ligament. The anterior and inner surface has an oval cavity, where
it is articulated with the os magnum, which
gives name to the bone. There is a process, on
the outer end of the bone, for the attachment
of part of the anterior transverse ligament of

attached, above, to the s/iine^of the scapula;
bebto, to a crest between the teres major and
infra-spinatus within, to the spinal edge of the
scapula; and which, at its middle, unTtes with
the thin aponeurosis, that covers a part of the
external surface of the deltoid,
Scapular Ah'tkiues. These are several,
a. The Superior scapular, Superficial, scapular
of Sommering, Dorsa'lis scapulas superior, Transversu'lis scapulas, T. Hu'mcri.
This arises from
and often from the inferior
the subclavian
the wrist.
thyroid, or from a trunk common to it and the
Scaphoid Bone of the Foot, Os Scaphoides posterior scapular or transverse scapular or cerIt pisses behind the clavicle, above the
Boat-like
Pcdis, Os navicula'rS,
bone.
(F.) Sea- vical.
pholdt da Pied. This bone is situate at the superior edge of the scapula, and buries itself
forepart of the astragalus and inner part of the between the dorsal surface of that bone and the
foot.
The posterior surface forms a cavity, muscles inserted into it. b. The inferior scapusomewhat like that of a boat, for receiving the lary or common scapulary, or internal scapular
head of the astragalus. There is a prominence or subscapular artery, A. Thorac"ica oxilla'ris
It arises
at the inner side of the bone, for the insertion vel ala'ris, is of considerable size.
of tendons, muscles, and strong ligaments. The from the inferior part of the axillary artery, beforepart of the bone is convex, and divided into hind the brachial plexus gives off several
three articular surfaces for articulation with branches to the armpit, and divides into two
the ossa cuneiformia. Between the os navicu- branches; the one, Scapula'ris interna, and the
lare and astragalus, the foot has its principal smaller of the two, is distributed, almost enlateral and rotary motions; although each of:lirely,to the serratus major amicus, and latisthe other, the larger of the two,
the other joints of the tarsus contributes a lit- simus dorsi
Fart of the tibialis posticus is inserted the Dorsa'lis Scap'ulm inferior vel Circumflcx'a
tie.
;

;

i

!

:

—

j

—

i

;

:

jnlo

jt

manus— s.

du Pied, Os scaphoides

pedis.

SCAPHOIDO-ASTRAGALAN,
That which relates
phoid bone and astragalus. The

aslratrak' nus.

Scaphoidoto the

sea-

articulation

,

I

of these bones is so called; and the ligament,
which strengthens it is termed the Scaphoidoastraaalan ligament.

SOAPHOfDO CUBOID,

j

Scapholdo-cuhoidcc'-

That which relates to the scaphoid and
us
cuboid bones. The articulation of those bones
so called.

SCAPHULA,

Naviculars

fossa.

SCAP'ULA, Scap'uium, Plata, Omopla'ta,
H'jmoplata, Scop' tula, Epino'tion ; the Blade-bone,
An irreguthe Shoulder-blade, (F.) Omoplate.
shape, situ
lar broad fiat bone, of a triangular

its

;

j

SCAPULO-HUMERAL, Teres major— s.

the spine, is the Fossa su2.
it, the F. infra- spinala.
An anterior or costal surface, or venter, forming
superior or certhe Fossa subscapularis. 3. A
and terminates, antevical edge, which is thin,
called
apophysis,
curved
riorlv by a strong,
posterior or vertebral
the coracoid process. 4. A
base.
5. An outer or
cdert, called, also, the
having a thick trunaxillary or inferior edge,
glenoid eauty.
in which is the
cated angle,
'
of the humehead «•
the
e iieou
articulated u
»£
With this is art.culaten
'^eparate
d rom the
The gleno.d cav.ty
rus.

Acromion.

Above

^^^^^^JSSTUS^^S!,
angles-

Sd °C,Sf
an
i^ositc.

TT
i "^

s

inferior, superior,

"pufa has three
ante. wr.
t

.

and

Scapula, Humerus.

SCAP'ULAR

i.

«.u_

fc^a^SBbSoS
relates

shoulder-blade.' That winch
ulary.
to the scapula: Scap

Deion n s

branches to

the subscapular and supraspinal, and infraspinal regions.
Scapular Veins follow the same course as
the arteries,— which they accompany,
SCAP'ULARY, from scapula. A broad, linen
bandage, divided into two tails for three quarters of its length, the undivided extremity of
which is attached to the posterior and middle
part of a bandage carried round the body each
of the tails passing over a shoulder; and being
attached to the anterior part of the body bandage, to prevent it from slipping down.
SCAFULO-HU'MERAL. An epithet given
It is an orbicular articuto the shoulder -joint.
lation, resulting from the reception of the head
of the humerus into the glenoid cavity of the
scapula. To keep the bones in connexion,

extensor

m&ro-olecranien, Triceps
Hyoidien. Oinohyoideus

vra-spinata; below

caliea

distributes

j

SCAPHOIDE DE LA MAhY, Os scaphoides

is

which

Scapula'ris,

flexor cubiti
natus.

SCAPUS,

—

5.

cubiti

Hus.

Radial, Biceps
Trochitirien, grand, Infraspis.

Penis.

SCARABJEOLUS H^EMISPHiERlCUS,
Coccus

cacti.

SCARBOROUGH, MINERAL WATERS

Scarborough Spa. A celebrated English
chalybeate, at Scarborough, in Yorkshire. One
~
carbona .ed chaly.
a
f ,
?,
lhe ol()er nM an
having
Scarborough,
salt
of
purging
admiuure
the additional advantage of sea-bath.ng, ,s much
frequented by invalids.
SCARIFICATION, Scarified tio, Am'ychZ,
/Galen") Amu<r'mos, Armniis, Sehnsis, CataC^has'mus. Encharaxis, from «»<,
•
A sinaU
1q make a gH ht scralch ;
T

OF.

•

^ ^

'

SSCi

,

•>

•

.

{

.

—
SCARIFICATOR

SCFLONCUS, Phlegmatia dolens.

incision made into the skin with a lancet, bistoury, or scarificator, for different therapeutical
purposes, as to draw blood, or to discharge
some effused fluid. When the scarifications
nre very superficial, and do not go farther than
the skin, they are termed, by the French,

BCELOS,

—

—

Leg.

BCELOTYRBE,
s.

SCEPTRUM,

SCARIFICATOR,

Scarificato'rium.
An inscarifications.
It consists

strument for making
of a small brass box, of a cubical shape, in
which 10 or 12 lancet points turn upon a common pivot. By means of a spring, all these
blades can be made to issue at once, and make

many scarifications.
SCARIOLA, Cichorium

Chorea, Porpbyra nautica
tendinum s. Ta-

—

Febrilis. see Subsultus

rantiamus, Chorea.
SCEPARNOS, Ascia.

Mouclieturc.fi.

ns

SCHOOL

(MO

SCIIASIS,

Penis.

Scarification.

SCHASTERION,

Fleam, Lancet.
Artemisia sanlonica.

SCHEMA ARABUM,

SCHERBET', Sherbet', Scrbcl'. A drink prepared by the Turks, Persians, Ac. with sugar
and the juice of acid fruits.

8CHERLIEVO,

Mai

di Sckerlievo,

Mai

ill

Lactuca

Brino, Mai di Fimnc, Margaretizza, Morbus
Croatus, M. Jluminiensis, Falcadina, Muto di

a deep
red.'
Enanthe'sis Rosa'lia, Rusa'lia, Rossa'lia,
llubeolap, of some, Morbitli ignei, Morbus scarlatino'sus, Febris scarlatinosa, Gut'turis morbus
cpidemi'cus Foresti. Fur'pura, Typhus scarluti'-

given to a particular form of syphilis, observed
in Illyria.
It is said to be capable of being
communicated without immediate contact; and,

endivia,

ecariola.

SCAR10LE, Cichorium endivia.
SCARLATI'NA, from scarlatlo, (1.)

1

'

nus, Febris rubra, Rash-fever, (F.) Fievre rouge.
The characteristic symptoms of scarlatina aie:
a scarlet flush, appearing about the second day
of fever, on the face, neck, and fauces and progressively spreading over the body; terminating about the 7th day. Two great varieties
the S. simplex, S. febris, S.
may be reckoned
bcnig'na, S. sine angina, in which the fever is
moderate and terminates with the efflorescence; prostration of strength being trifling, and
the contagious property slight; and the S.
Jlngino'sa, S. Faristhmit'ica, S. Cijnunch'ica, S.
mitior, in which the fever is severe ; the throat
ulcerated
the eruption later in its appearance
and less extensive; often changing to a livid
being highly contagious. Scarfever
the
hue;
latina maligna, S. irravior, has been reckoned a
variety of this, in its worst degree. It agrees
with the Cynanche maligna of Cullen.
Scarlatina belongs to the Major exanthemata,
(q. v.) and is a disease, chiefly, of children.
The eruption differs from measles, in being an
"efflorescence, not raised above the cuticle.
Measles, too, is attended with catarrhal symptoms, whilst the complication, in scarlatina, is
cynanche. The treatment of simple scarlatina
need not be much. It must be antiphlogistic.
If the throat be very much ulcerated, acid gargles and counter-irritants must Ikj employed;
and if the affection become manifestly typhoid,
and the sore throat of a malignant character,
the case must be treated like typhus gravior
along with antiseptic gargles of bark, acid, «fcc.

—

—

;

;

Anasarca sometimes, supervenes on scarlatina,
and requires attention. Purgatives are here

demanded

as well as the use of sorbefacients,

euch as mercury and squill, &c.
Scarlatina Anginosa, see Scarlatina s.
Benigna, see Scarlatina s. Cynanchica, see
Scarlatina— s. Febris, see Scarlatina s. Gra-

—

—

—

—

s. Mitior, see Scarlatina
vior, see Scarlatina
s. Paristhrnitica,
s. Miliaris, Rubeola, Roseola?

—

see Scarlatina— s. Pustulosa, Roseola:— s. PusRubeola— s.Rheumatica, Dengue— s. sine
Angina, see Scarlatina s. Urticata, Urticaria.
SCATACRASIA, Scoracrasia.
tulosa,

,

—

SCELALGIA PUE11PERARUM,
jnatia dolens.

SCELETOLOGTA,
SCELETON, Skeleton.
SCELETUM, Skeleton.

Skeletology.

Phleg-

—

its principal symptoms are:
pains in the
bones, ulceration of the fauces, pustules, and
fungi in different parts of the body.
SCHERO'MA. A dryness of the eye from
the h ant of lachrymal secretion.
Dictionaries.

that

—

SCH1AS, Neuralgia

;

;

A name

Scnr/ievo, Scabies vene'rea c.onta aiu sa.
<

femoro-poplita.-a.
from o»£w, I cleave.'
longitudinal fracture of a bone.
Galen.

SCHIDAKE'DON,

A

SCH1NDALESI8,

'

—

Schindylesis.

SCHINDALMOS, Schindylesis.
SCHINDYLESIS, Schindale' sis,

SchindaV-

—

An

articulation of bones
by furrowing,
as it were ; as in that of the bones of the septum narium with each other. Also, the act of
splitting into small pieces
Hippocr.; from
oj(ivSvitm, I split into small pieces.'

mos.

'

SCHINELiE'ON, from
and

tree,'

I'/.utor,

Oil of mastic.

SCHJNOS,

'oil.'

'the mastic
O'lcum lenlis'cinum.
ajftvo?,

— Dioscorides.
Sella.

SCHISTOCEPH'ALUS,

o^«<tto ? ,
from
and xKpuXt}, head.' A monster
having some part of the head cleft or fissured.
'

cleft, separated,'

'

—Guilt.

SCHISTOCOR'MUS,

from a xt arog, 'cleft,
and xog.uoc, trunk.' A monster
having some part of the trunk cleft or fissured.

separated,'

'

— Gurlt.

SCHISTOMELUS,
separated,'

and

whose limbs are

from oX i<rroe,

Ooi'i,

'

from o/ilu,

a

hair.'

'cleft,

monster,

fissured.

SCHIZATRICH'IA,
trich'ia,

A

'a limb.'

f.ttXot;,

The

their extremities.

'

Trichoschisis,

a

cleft,'

'

a

Srhizo-

split,'

and

splitting of the hairs at

— J. P.

Frank.

SCH LANGENBAD, MINERAL WATERS
Schlangenbad is a much frequented
watering place in German)'. The waters contain a little carbonic acid, and carbonate of
soda.
Temperature 8(P Fahrenheit.

OF.

SCHNEIDERIAN MEMBRANE,

Pituitary

membrane.

SCHCENANTHUS,
SCHOLA, School.
SCHOOL, Schola. A

Juncus odoratus.

place of education (F.)
In Europe, the large Medical Schools
In
are usually attached to the universities.
England, however, there has been no medical
universities
school of celebrity at either of the
of Oxford or Cambridge: owing greatly to their
provincial situation.
Of late, two schools have
existed in London, attached to the London uniUniversity college and King's college
versity
Jicole.

—

SCHOOLEY'S

Excellent private schools have, however, lon<r
existed in that metropolis. The medical
school!
of Europe which have been
most celebrated are
those of Edinburgh, Leyden, Berlin,
Halle,
Tubingen, Paris, Montpelier, Bologna, Padua,
Favia, and Pisa.
In the United States, the
medical schools are numerous; at this time,
not fewer than 30 or 40. Those most numerously attended are the medical department of
the University of Pennsylvania, Jefferson Medical College of Philadelphia, the medical department of Transylvania University, at Lexington, Kentucky, and the Louisville Medical
Institute.

SCHOOLEY'S MOUNTAIN, MINERAL

WATERS

OF. The waters of this New Jersey Spring are chalybeate. According to Dr.
McNeven, they contain extractive, chloride of
sodium, chloride of calcium, chloride of magnesium, carbonate of lime, sulphate of lime,
carbonate of magnesia, silex, and carbonate,
and oxide of iron.
SCHOUSBjEA COCCINEA, Cacoucia coccinea.

SCHWALBACH, MINERAL WATERS
OF. Sch walbach is a town of Germany, seated
on the Aa, 32 miles west of Frankfort. The
waters contain chloride of sodium, carbonates
of lime and magnesia, iron, sulphate of lime,
carbonic acid, and oxygen, &c. Employed as
a tonic.

SCHWENDECK, MINERAL WATERS
OF.

These waters are about 5 leagues from

Munich

in

Bavaria.

They

contain

carbonic

acid; carbonate and sulphate of lime, chloride of
calcium; chloride of magnesium; carbonate of
soda, and oxide of iron, and are much used for
eutaneous affections
SCIAT'IC, Ischiadic, Ischial' kits, Sciaticus,
word formed by
from in/tor, ' the haunch.'

A

contraction from iscltiatic, which latter is still
used. See Ischiatic.
Great Sciatic Nerve, Great fem'oro poplite'al (Ch.), (F.) Grand nerf sciatique, ought to
be esteemed a continuation of the sacral plexus.
It issues from the pelvis between the pyramidalis and superior gemellus; descends along
the posterior part of the thigh; and, after having
o-iven branches to the gemini, quadratus, obturator externus, gluteus maximus, semi-membranosus, semi-tendinosus, biceps and third
adductor muscles, it divides, about the inferior
third of the thigh, into two branches; the one,
named the external popliteal; the other, the internal.

Lesser Sciatic

Nerve,

Inferior

gluteal

branch of the sacral plexus, lesser fern' oro-poplisciatique, which
te'al nerve, (Ch.) (F.) A'erf ptlit
seems especially formed by the 2d and 3d sapart of the
cral, is given off from the lower
beneath the
plex'us, and escapes from the pelvis
pyramidalis muscle. It gives branches to the
or iiifraglutaeus maximus,— a sciatic branch

under the tubepelvic cutaneous, which passes
filaments
rosity of the ischium, and furnishes
to the muscles of
to the glutaeus maximus, and
&.c.-the penniBuin, urethra, penis, scrotum,
the
posterior femoral cutaneous branch,

and a

aponeufilaments of which traverse the femoral
on the skin of the posteof
branch
The principal

rosis to be distributed
rior part of the thigh.

SCIRRHUS
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near the ham
the lesser sciatic nerve divides,
which descend
into two or three filaments,

under the integuments almost as

far as theinfe-

ferior part of the leg.

Great

Sciatic Notch, or Foramen, (F.)
Grande echancrure sciatique, ou grand trou
sciatique, is a large notch, at the posterior

edge

of each os innominatum, below the posterior
and inferior iliac spine, which is converted into
a foramen by the sacrum and sacro-sciatic ligaments.
Sciatic Spine or Spine of the Ischium, or
Spinous Proc"ess of the Ischium, is a short, flat,
pyramidal eminence on the os innominatum,
above the preceding foramen; which gives insertion to the lesser sacro-sciatic ligament.
SCIATICA, Neuralgia femoro-poplitoea.

SC1E, Saw.

SC1ENT1A HERMETICA, Alchymy.
SCILLA, Seitta marit'ima, Jlschit, Schinos,
Oduhis Typho'nis, Ornithog'alum raarit'imum,
Squilla
the squill or sea onion.
The Eye of
Tijphon, (F ) Ognon marin. Family, Liliacese.
Sex. Syst. Hexandria Monogynia.
Native of
Spain, Austria, &c. The bulb or root of the
squill has a bitter, nauseous taste, and is extremely acrid inflaming the skin when rubbed
on it. Its acrimony, on which its virtues depend, is destroyed by heat, drying, and keeping.
It is extracted by vinegar, spirit, and
water. J n large doses, squill is emetic and purgative; in small doses, diuretic and expecto-

—

—

;

rant.
Its active principle has been called sellDose, gr. j to v of the dried root, united
or not with mercury.
species of
SCINCUS, aniyxo? or oxtyyoq.
Saurus or Lacer'la, common in Egypt, and
much extolled, by the ancients, as alexipharmic
and aphrodisiac.
SCINTIL'LA VEN'ERIS, 'a relic of Venus."
A name given, by Paracelsus, to the impotence
and loss of power in the limbs produced by
litinc.

A

syphilis.

SCIRRHE,

Scirrhus.

SCIRRHOBLEPHARONCUS,

Scleriasis.

SC1RRHOCELE, Scirrhus.
SCIRRHOMA, Scirrhus.
SC1RRHOSIS,

Scirrhus.

SCIRRHOUS SARCO'MA OF ABERNETHY.

Emp/nfma

sarcoma scirrho'sum.

of glandular
follicles^indolent, insentient, glabrous; sometimes shrinking and becoming more indurated.
Found in glandulous structures.
SCIRRHUS TESTICULI, Sarcocele.
ScinRnus, Squirrhus, Scirrho'ma, Scirrho'sis, Indurn'tio malig'na, Scirrhoce'le, Schirrus,
Sderus; from (rxtonoc, ' hard,' ' indurated,' (F.)
disease, so called
Squirre, Scirrhe, 8/tirre.
from the hardness that characterizes it. It is a
state of induration, of a peculiar kind, affecting
glandular structures generally, but capable of
occurring in other textures. It usually precedes carcinoma, of which it may, indeed, be

Hard,

rigid, vascular infarction

A

considered as the first stage. Scirrhus must
not be confounded with the induration which
succeeds inflammation, although the two states
occasionare often complicated, and may stand,
to each
ally, in the relation of cause and effect
Scirrhus is ordinarily accompanied by
other.
It is, also, irregular on
violent, shooting pains.
has a bluish or
its surface; and, when cut into,

surgeon is
grayish white-colour. When the
of the existence of scirrhus, he had
treatment
other
No
better remove it at once.

satisfied

.

SC1SSARS
seems

to possess

the term

much

advantage.

Scirrho'sis for a

livid

Galen uses
excrescence,

caused by inflammation.
Scirrhus Intestinorum, Enteropathia cancerosa.

SCISSARS,

Forfex, Forpex, Psalis, Tomis.
Ciscaux.
well known instrument in
use, and often employed in surgery.
Scissors are composed of two cutting blades,
crossing each other and moving upon an axis.
They are straight or curved. Sometimes the
curve is on the^flat side, when they are called

A

(F.)

common

France Ciscaux a

in

edges.

The

cuiller; at others, on their
scissors, bent so that the blades

make an obtuse angle with the handles, are also
much used. They are called in France Ciscaux
coudes.
Scissors are used for dividing soft,
loose, isolated parts, which it would be difficult
to reach and to cut with the bistoury. They
are employed, likewise, in the operation for
harelip, and for removing warts, fungous ex-

crescences, &c.
Fissure glenoid

de Santorini, Santorini, fissure

SGLAREA, Salvia sclarea.
SCLEREMIA, Induration

SCLEROTITIS,

Injlamma'tio Sclerotica:,

Sclerotitis atmosplu.r' ica, Rheumat'ic Sclerotitis,
Rheumat'ic oplultal' mia. Ophthalmia urthrit' tea,
from sclerotica, and itis, denoting inflammation.
Inflammation of the sclerotic coat of the eye.

Sclerotitis Atmospherica, Sclerotitis
Rheumatic, Sclerotitis.
SCLEROTIUM CLAVUS. See Ergot

SOLERUS. Scirrhus.
SCLERYS'MA, from ay.Xyoo?,

'
hard.'
ration; also, induration of the liver.
Scleriasis.

—

s.

Indu-

SCLERYSMUS,
SCLIRUS.

Scirrhus.

SCLOPETOPLAGJE, Wounds,

gunshot.

SCOBS,
ra.

A

Prisma, Xijsma, Ramen'tum, Rasu'shaving, also, an alkali; and the scoria

Induration

Pandiculation.
Helminthiasis.
from oy.oXio?, 'crooked.*

SCOLECIAS1S,
SCOLIO'SIS,

of.

A

See Hump.
Asplenium ceterach.
SCOLOPENDR1UM OFFICIJN ARUM, Asplenium scolopendrium.
distortion of the spine.

of the

cellular

tissue

SCLEREMUS,

SCLEROTiqUE, Sclerotic.
SCLEROT1S, Sclerotic.

SCODINEMA.

SCISSURE BE CLOSER,
s.

Perforation of the sclerotica in the
operation for cataract by depression.
SCLEROT1CUS, Indurans.
turing.'

of any metal.

SCISSUR.-E.Rhagades.

—

SUORL'ION
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of the cellular

SCOLOPENDRIA,

SCOLOPOMACH^E'RION,

from ay.oXona%,
and ^uyuioa, 'a knife;' so
SCLERI'ASIS, Sc/ero'ma, Sclero'sis, Sck'ria, called because it is bent a little at the extremiSclcrys'mus, from ayX>,^og, hard.' Any kind of ty, like a woodcock's bill. A sort of blunthardness or induration. Sometimes hardness pointed bistoury. Scultetus.
SCOLYMUS SAT1 VUS, Cynara scolymus.
of the eyelids, CaUcfsitas palpebrarum, ScirrhoSCOOP. Teut. Schoepe. Cachlea'ri. (F.)
blepharon'cus; at others, hardness of the genital
organs of the female; probably synonymous Curette. A surgical instrument of the shape
of a spoon, which is used for the extraction of
with scirrhus
Galen. Paulus.
certain foreign bodies. The scoop is often emSGLERODES, Sclerotic.
ployed to extract balls, impacted in the soft
SCLEROxMA, Scleriasis.
parts to remove calculi from the urinary bladSCLERONYXIS, Scleroticonyxis.
der in lithotomy, &c. A small scoop is, someSCLEROPHTHALMIA, Hordeolum.
times, used to extract foreign bodies from the
SCLEROS, Hard.
meatus auditorius externus, nasal fossa;, &c.
SCLEROSARCO'MA, from ay.hjoo?, hard,'
SCOPA REGIA, Ruscus.
and ou^xti'fjta, a fleshy tumour.' A hard, fleshy
SCOPAR1US, see Spartium Scoparium.
tumour, seated on the gums, and resembling a
SCOPE, axoTit;, Scopia, oxotiu, Scopos, mocock's comb.
no?, from oy.07riw, I look around.' A common
SCLEROSIS, Scleriasis.
suffix to words meaning view and inspection,'
SCLEROTIC, Sclerotica; from .T*;.>;no«>, 'I as craniosco/>7/, stethoscopij, &.c.
harden
Cornea opa.'ca, Sclero'des, Tunica dura
SCOPTULA,Scopula.
seu albugin'ca seu du'rior et crass'ior seu ex'tiSCOPULA, Brush.
ma seu alba sf u can' dida seu bmomina'ta oc'uli,
SCOR, Excrement.
Sclero'tis.
(F.) ScMrotiquc, Blanc dc Vail.
SCORACRA'SIA, Scoracrati'a, Scalacra' sia,
A
hard, resisting, opake membrane; of a pearly Scatacrati'a, Coprucrati'a; from ay.wn, 'the exWant of
white colour and fibrous nature, which covers crement,' and axQctatt], 'debility.'
nearly the posterior four-fifths of the globe of p-iwer to retain the faeces. Involuntary evacuathe eye, and has the form of a sphere, truncated tion of the faeces.
before. It is strengthened by the expansion of
SCORDUT, Porphyra nautica, Purpura ha>
the muscles of the eye; to which expansion morrhauica.
many anatomists have given the name Tunica
SCORBU'TIC, Scorbu'ticus. That which be-

tissue.

SCLERA, Scleriasis.

'the woodcock,'

'

—

—

—

;

'

'

'

'

'

penetrated, poste- longs to scurvy. One affected with scurvy.
SCORBUTUS, Porphyra nautica— s. Alpipassage of
the optic nerve, and, anteriorly, it has a much nus, Pellagra— s. Nauticus, Porphyra nautica.
SCORDINEMA. Carebaria, Pandiculation.
larger opening, into which the transparent corSCORD1NISMOS, Pandiculation.
nea is received. There are, besides, many
SCORD1UM, Teucrium scordium.
small oblong apertures in it for the passage of
SCOR1TH, Sulphur.
nerves and vessels, proceeding to the interior
SCOHODON, Allium.
of the eye. In the foetus, the sclerotic may be
SCORPION, Scorpio, from oxonTriooi, '1
separated into two very distinct laminre.
puncture.' A genus of insects, having a sting
SCLEROTICA CERATOIDES. Cornea.
SCLEROTICONYX'IS, Sclcronyx'is, Sderoto- at the extremity of the tail, with which they
punc- make dangerous wounds. An Oil of Scorpion
nyxfis, from oy.Xr^oc, hard,' and wlic,
albuginea.
riorly,

The

sclerotic

is

by a round opening,

'

for the

'

)-

SCORTUM
was once made from them, which

is

not

now

SCORTUM, Scrotum.
SCORZONE'RA,

S. hu' mills, Escorzone'ra,
Viperu'ria, Serpenta'riu Hispan'ica, Ojjic"inal
grass, Goat's grass.
viper's grass, Viper's

and two of nitric acid, are mixed to
In preparing this for
form the aqua regia.
use, a pint of it is mixed with an equal quanacid,

The

acid bath consists of three
to every gallon of

this dilute acid

water.

A

little ditch or
SCROBIC'ULUS, Fossette.
furrow; diminutive of Scrobs, ' a ditch.'
Scrobic'ulus Cordis, Anticar' dium, Procar'dia/n, (F.) Fossette du cae.ur, (q. v.) Avant-cazur,
Auticwur. The pit of the stomach. The de-

pression at the anterior part of the abdomen,

below the xiphoid

SCROF'ULA,

no-

Scrophularia

F(etida,

dosa.

obstructions of the viscera. The root of the
Scorzoncra Hispunica is esculent, but inefficacious as a drug.
8COTASMA, Scotodynia.
SCOTODY N'lA, Scotodin'ia, Scoto'mia, Dinus
Scoto'ma, Scotoma, Scotodi'ne, Tenebrico'sa verti'go, Scotos, Scotas'ma, Scoto'sis, from oxorut,
'darkness,' and Sutut, 'I turn round.' Giddiness, with impaired sight, often succeeded by
headache. See Vertigo.
SCOTOMIA, Scotodynia.
SCOTOS, Scotodynia.
SCOTOS1S, Scotodynia.
gCOTT'8 ACID BATH, JYitro-muriaticacid
bath.
A bath of dilute aqua regia, employed
by Dr. Scott, of India, as a remedy in hepatic
Three pints by measure of muriatic
diseases.

of water.

minative.

Scrophularia

Family, Cichoraceae. Sex Sijst. Syngenesia Polygamia. The roots have been used as alexipharmics, and in hypochondriacal disorders and

ounces of

Water Figwort, IValer Bct'ony (F
The leaves are celeScrofuiairc uuuutiqut.
brated as correctors of the bad flavour of
senna. They were, at one time, regarded as
eminently antiscrof ulous, stomachic, and carGreater

used.

tity

SCYPHUS AUDITORIUS
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cartilage.

Scroph'ula, Scrophulo.; from

scrofa, 'a sow;' because swine were presumed
to be subject to a similar complaint. Scrophulo'sis, Morbus scrophulo' sus, Vitium scrophulo' sum,
Cachexfia seu Dyscra'sia scrophulo'sa, Pada-

troph'ia glnndulo'sa, Struma, Chcerus, Coiras,
The
Tabes Glandularis, Chrccas, King's evil

—

(F.) Scrophules, Ecrouell.es, Humeurs
Evil.
froides, Tuber cults des glandes lijmphatir/ues.
A state of the system, characterized by indolent, glandular tumours, chiefly in the neck
suppurating slowly and imperfectly, and healing with difficulty the disease ordinarily oc;

;

Scrophularia Minor, Ranunculus ficaria.
Scrophula'iua Nodo'sa, Figwort, Kennelwort, Scrophula'ria faz't/da, Scrophularia vulgaMiUemnr'bia. Scrophula'ria, (F.) Scrofulaire,^
Herbe aux icroucll.es. The root and leaves of
this plant have been celebrated, both as an internal and external remedy, against inflamma-

ris,

tions, piles, scrofulous

tumours, ulcers, &c.

Scrophularia Vulgaris,

S. nodosa.

SCROPHULOSJS, Scrofula.
SCROTOCE'LE. A hybrid
Scrotum, and

y.if/.r],

'

term; from (L.)

a tumour.' Hernia Scrota'
Inguinal hernia, descending

Scrotal hernia.
into the scrotum— Oscheocele, (q. v.)

lis,

SCllOTUM,

from

sc.orteus,

scorteum,

made of

Os'chton, Och'eus, Perm, Scortum,
Marsu'pium, Bu/sula, Bursa tes'tium seu viri'Os'chcus, Or'cliea, the Purse,
lis, Cup'ulus. (?)
The inte(F.) Les bourses.
O'sr.us, the Cud.
guments which cover the testes. These are
of
the skin
nothing more than a prolongation
of theTnner part of the thighs, perinseum, and
leather. (?)

The skin is remarkable for its brown
penis.
colour, for the numerous rugoe, especially when
the scrotum is contracted; for the great number of sebaceous follicles it contains ; and for
the long and few hairs, which issue from it in
the adult. The scrotum is divided into two
equal parts by a raphe, which extends from the
anus to the root of the penis. Its organization
is similar to that of the skin of other parts of
the body, except that the chorion is thinner
SCRUPLE, Diob'olon, Scru'pulus, Scru'pulum.
weight of twenty grains, Troy; twenty-four
orains, Poids de marc.
MIXTURE, see Mixture,

A

SCUDAMORE'S

Scudamore's.
Sax. rcuPF, Teut. Schorft.
Small exfoliations of the cuticle are

SCURF.
Fur'fura.
so called.

SCURFY,

Furfuraceous.

SCURVY OF THE ALPS,

Pellagra— s.
Purpura hcemorrhagica s. Petechial,
Purpura simplex— s. Sea, Porphyra nautica— s.

—

Land,

curring in those of a sanguine temperament,
Grass, common, Cochlearia officinalis— s. Grass,
with thick upper lip, &c. The tumours, after
lemon, Cochlearia officinalis— s. Grass, wild,
suppuration, degenerate into ulcers; which, in
Cochlearia coronopus.
process of time, cicatrize, leaving scars. The
SCUTELLA, Cup.
internal organs are apt to be attacked in those
SCUTELLARIA GALERICULA'TA, Terdisposed to scrofula; hence they are often the
Skull-cap, (F.) Cassidebleue. Family,
tiana'ria,
affections.
mesenteric
and
phthisis
of
subjects
Sex. Syst. Didynamia AngiosperPersoneae.
Scrofula is hereditary; and is, frequently, exmia. This plant has a bitter taste and a garlic
cited by insufficient or improper regimen, and
smell.
It has been esteemed especially servicebv a close, confined air during the first years of
able in tertian ague.
existence. The best treatment is ;— to strengthSCUTICULA DIGITORUM MANUS, Phaen the system by animal diet; pure air, and exercise, cold bathing, or sea-water bathing,

&c.

Scrophularia nodosa— s.
Aquatir/ue. Scrophularia aquatica.

SCROFULAIRE,

SCROPHULES,

Scrofula— s. Mesenttriques,

Tabes Mesenteric*.

SCROPHULA,

Scrofula— s.

Mesentenca,

SCROPHULA'RIA AQUAT'ICA, Beton'ica
Fica'ria,

SCUTUM CORDIS,

Sternum.

dung.' EnScyb'alum, Excrementa Alci siccio'ra.
fecal matters, discharged in round lumps.

SCYB'ALA,

plural of OHVpalw,

'

_

terol'itlius

Hard

SCYPHOPHORUS PYXIDATUS,

Lichen

pyxidatus.

Tabes mesenterica.
vqual'ica,

langes of the fingers.

Fcrra'ria,

Casirun'gula,

SCYPHUS AUDITORIUS, Infundibulum of
the Cochlea— s. Cerebri, Infundibulum of the

—
SCYKOS
brain

—

s.

Vieussenii,Infundibulum of the CochCallosity.

SOYTATIDES D1GITORUM MANUS,Phalantres of the ringers.

secretory system; and which differs, in each
organ, according to its particular structure;
hence the formation of different fluids; bile,
saliva, urine, milk, &c.
The secretions are of
three kinds
exhalanl, follicular, and glandular

—

:

SCYTHICA, (RADIX,)

Glycyrrhiza.

(q- v.)

SECT, METHODICAL,

SCYTITIS, Cytitis.
SEA-AIR. The air, in

the neighbourhood of
the sea contains saline particles commingled
with it, which render it a valuable change for
scrofulous and debilitated individuals. The sea
and sea-coast are usually, also, more equable in
their temperature than places inland.

SEA-SICKNESS, Nausea marina— s.

Water,

SECTIO ALTA,
ris,

Autopsia cadaverica

—
Lithotomy —

Lithotomy

Renalis,

—

—

s.

Cadave-

Franconiana, see

s.

Hypotrastrica, see Lithotomy
see Lithotomy s. Mariana, see

s.

Lateralis,

s.

Methodists

see Lithotomy

—

s. Nympharum, Nymphotomy
b.
Nephrotomy— s. Vesicalis, Lithotomy.

SECTION, SIGAULT1AN,

Symphyse-

otomy.

see Water, Sea.

SEAL, SOLOMON'S,

SECUND-E,

Convallaria polygo-

Secundines.
Secundines.

SECUNDINjE,

natum.

SEARCHING, Sounding;

from

SEAT BONE,

Ischion.

SEBA'CEOUS,.Se//u'ceif$; from sebum,

That which has the nature of suet.
Sebaceous Glands, Fol'liclf.s

'suet.'

or Crypts,

Mil'iary glands, are small hollow organs of a
rounded or pyriforrn shape, sealed in the substance of the skin, and opening on its surface
by a small, excretory duct; furnishing a yellow,

unctuous humour, having some analogy with
suet, which is destined to lubricate the surface
Follicles of a similar nature exist

of the body.

around the corona glandis of the male, and
under the skin of the labia majora and nymphae
of females. They secrete a sebaceous matter,
which emits a peculiar odour; and, hence have
been called Glundulae odoriferx.
Sebaceous Flux, Stearrhcea.

SEBESTIER MYXJ),

Sebestina.

SEBESTI'NA, Cordia myxa,

Sebes'ten, Seb-

slen,Myxn, Cornus sanguin' ea, Prunus sebestenn,
(F.)
Smooth-leaved Cordia or Jlssyr'ian plum.
Sebestier myxa. The dark, black fruit of the
Sebestina possesses glutinous and aperient qua-

and is exhibited, in decoction, in various
diseases of the chest.
SEBSTEN, Sebestina.

lities,

SEBUM.

Pinguedo, Sevum.

The Rye Plant. (F.)
chiefly used as an article of diet,
particularly in the northern parts of Europe,
where a spirit is also extracted from it. The

SECA'LE.
Rye

S.cerea'le.

is

grain is disposed to acescency: and hence its
internal use, at first, generally produces a laxative effect.

Secale Cornutum, Ergot

—

Luxurians,

s.

Ergot

SECALTS MATER, Ergot.
SECESSIO FjECUM, Defecation.
SkCHE, Sepia.

SECLUSORIUM,

Sac.

SECONDARY, from secun'dus,

'

the second.'

that acts subordinately to another;
as the secondary symptoms of a disease; i.e.
those which supervene on the primary.

Something

SltCONDLXES,
SECRE'TION.

dpoe'risis,

Hijs'ttra,

from

Den'le.ra,

Deu-

After-birth, Secun'dx, Secundt'nx.
(F.)
All that reJlrrierc-faix, Sicondines, Dilixre.
ter'ia,

mains

in the uterus, alter the birth of the child,
viz. the placenta, a portion of the umbilical
cord, and the membranes of the ovum. These
are, commonly, not expelled till some time after
the birth of the foetus; hence their name. See

—

Deliverance.

SECUNDUS PROPRIORUM AURICULAE, Retrahens

SEDANT1A,

auris.

Sedatives.

SED'ATIVES. Pauonta, Sedan'tia, Adec'ta,
(F.) Calmants, Temperants, from sedo, ' I settle
or assuage.'
Medicines which directly depress
the vital forces, and which are consequently
employed whenever

it is

necessary to diminish

prelernaturally increased action.
The chief
reputed sedatives are: Acidum Hydrocyanicum, Acidum Hj'dro-sulphuricurn, Tabacum,
Missio Sanguinis, and certain gases by inhalation, as azote, carbonic acid, (?) carburetted
and sulphuretted hydrogen.

SEDEM ATTOLLENS,
SEDES,

Anus,

Levator

Excrement

—

ani.

Procidua,

s.

Proctocele.

SEDTMENT, Sedimen'tum. Same etymon.
A deposit, formed by the precipi-

(F.) Depot.

tation of some one or more of the substances
in solution or suspension by a liquid.
That which is formed in urine, at the time of
cooling, has been called Hypos'tasis, Ilyposte'-

held

This sediment or
deposit varies in different states of the system.
In calculous affections, it is one of the most
important objects of attention.
OF. SeidSEDLITZ,
Springs
lilz, Seidschutz or Seydschutz water.
simple saare
in Bohemia, near Prague, which
quantity
of sullarge
contain
a
They
lines.
phate of magnesia, a little sulphate of soda and
sulphate of lime, carbonic acid, carbonates of
lime and magnesia, and a resinous matter. (?)
They are employed, as purgatives, in a multi-

ma, Residen'tia, Subsidcn'tia.

MINERAL WATERS

tude of diseases.
Sedi.itz Powders
lartarizala

fjij,

Sodx

may

be formed of Soda
i n or>e
paper
For half a

carbon. 9>j»

Acid tartaric, gr. xxxv, in another.
pint of water.

StiDOJY BRULAJST,

Secundines.
Secre'tio,

SECUNDINES.

(F.) Cherchc.r

operation of ascertaining whether a pa^
tient have a stone in the bladder, by the intro
duction of a metallic instrument.
SEASONING, Acclimation.

The

Seigle.

SEDUM
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lea.

SCYROS,

——

dum

Sedum— s.

Reprise, Se-

telephium.

•
An organic function,
SEDUM. Sedum acre", Illece'bra, Vermicula'to separate.'
chiefly executed in the glands, and ris, Piper mura'lS, Sedum minus, Sempervi'vum
consists in an elaboration or separation of the acrS, Wall pepper, Stone crop, Aei'chryson, JEo~
(F.) Joubarbe acre, Orpin ttrulant, \~irmaterials of the blood, at the very extremities nion.
Family,
of the arterial system, or rather of the vascular miculaire bruiant.c, Sidon bru/ant.

secer'nerS,

which

is

—

— —

—

—

SEED

SEMECARPUS ANACARD1UM,

Sex. Syst. Decandria Pentagy-

Crassulaceae.

SEMILUNAR
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In its recent stale, it is very acrid, and
proves both emetic and cathartic. Externally,
in the form of cataplasm, it produces vesications and erosions. It has been recommended
nia.

Avicen-

nia tomentosa.

SEMEIOL'OGY, Semeiot'icS; Semiology, or
Semiotice, from o>;iitiov, ' a symptom,' and Xoyo;,

The branch
(F.) S6meiotique.
a discourse.'
of pathology whose object is an acquaintance
cancerous and malignant ulcers.
Sedum, Saxifraga granulata s. Majus, Sem- with the signs of disease.
SEMEION BOETHEMATICUM, Indicapervivum tectorum s. Minus, Sedum.
Sedum Tele'phium, Faba crassa, Cras'sula, tion.
SEMEIOSIS, Semeiology.
C. Major, lllece'bra major, Tele'phium, Fabu'ria
SEMEIOTiqUE, Semeiology.
(F.) SAdon
cras'sula, Anacamp'seros, Orpine.
SEMEN, Sperm s. Badian, lllicium anisareprise, Grand orpin, Five epaisse, Joubarbe des
vignes, &c.
Formerly used as a cataplasm in t um s Cinse, Artemisia santonica s. Contra,
Artemisia santonica s. Contra vermes, Artecuts, hemorrhoids, corns, whitlows, &c.
misia santonica s. Masculinum seu virile,
SEED, Sperm.
OF. Near seu genitale, Sperm s. Sanctum, Artemisia
SEGRAY, MINERAL
Artemisia santonica.
Pithiviers, in Gatinais, in the French depart- santonica s. Zedoarioe,
SEMENT1NA, Artemisia santonica.
ment of Loiret, there is a chalybeate spring,
SEMI, from r uiov, half.' Semi or demi, in
which has some reputation.

in

'

—

—

—

—

.

WATERS

—

—
—
—

—

l

'

t

composition, universally signifies 'half;' both
in French and English.
SEMICIRCULI OSSEf, Semicircular ca-

SEIDLITZ.Sedlitz.

SEIDSCHUTZ, Sedlitz.
SEIGLE, Secale— s. ErgoUe,
SEIJV. Uterus, see

Mamma.

SEIRIASIS, Coup

de

Ergot.

nals.

SEMICIRCULAR,

soleil.

Semicirculu'ris.

That

which represents the haif of a circle.
See Spirit.
Semicircular Canals, Cana'les semicirculaSEL, Salt— s. Admirable de Lemery, Magneres seu tubaformes seu circula'res, Semicir'culi
sise sulphas— s. Admirable perli., Soda, phosFunes seu Canalic'uli semi-annula'res,
ossei,
phate of s. de Cuisine, Soda, muriate of— s. de
Derosne, Narcotine— s. d'Egra, Magnesia? sul- (F.) Canaux demi-circu /aires, are seated in the
phas s. d Opium, Narcotine s. de Saturne, pars petrosa of the temporal bone, and open into
the vestibule, behind which they are situate.
Flumbi superacetas s. de Verrc, see Vitrum
They are three in number, of which one is suVolatil d'Angleterre, Ammonias carbonas.

SEKISKAYAVODKA.

s.

SELAGO, Camphorosma
SELENE, Moon.

Monspeliaca.

SELEN1ASIS. Somnambulism.
_

SELKNIASMUS, Somnambulism.
SELENOGAMIA, Somnambulism.
SELERY, Apium graveolens.
SELF-HEAL, Prunella.

SELI'BRA, Sembella, half a pound. Six
ounces, Troy; eight, Avoirdupois.
SELINI'TES, a«*iviTijs. Wine impregnated
with the seeds of the oeXtrov or small-age.

—

Dioscorides.

SELLA.

S.

turcica— s. Equina,

S.

turcica— s.

Sphenoidalis. S. turcica.

Sella Tur'cica, Ephlp'pium, Fossa

Pituita'-

perior or vertical; another posterior or oblique;
and the third exterior or horizontal. Their parietes are formed of a bony , compact, hard plate.
Their uses in audition are not known: at their
termination they have the elliptical arrangements, called ampul'lae; and by both extremities they open into the vestibule, in the sac at
the Sac'culus Ellip'ticus, Al'its superior part
veus commu'nis, Utricle, Sinus or A/veus utriIn
culo'sus, Saccu/us vestibuli or Median sinus.
front of the S. ellipticus, nearer the cochlea,
the
foramen
ovale,
is
Sac'culus
the
opposite
and
spher'icns or sacculus.
SCMICON'GIUS. Half a gallon, or four

—

pints.

SEMICU'PIUM,
Turkish Saddle, Cella Tur'cica, Sella, S.
A halfthis'ma, Excathis'ma, (F.) Demi-bain.
equi'na seu sphenoid a! lis, (F.) Selle Turcique ou
or such as receives only the hips or exdu Turc A depression at the upper surface of bath,
tremities.
the sphenoid bone, which is bounded, anteSemicupium, Bath, half— Semi-fibulseus, Peprocesses;
riorly and posteriorly, by the clinoid
ronceusbrevis— Semi-interosseusindicis, Abducand lodges the pituitary gland. It is so called
tor indicis— Semi-interosseus pollicis, Opponens
from ils resemblance to a Turkish saddle.
Inses'sio,

Inces'sio,

Enca-

ria,

Sella Turcica,

Pituitaria fossa.
Sella turcica— s.

SELLE TURCIQUE,

pollicis.

du

Turc. Sella turcica.

SELS NEUTRES, Neutral salts.
SELTZ or SELTZER, MINERAL WATERS OF. Cold, acidulous springs, the source

Strasof which is at Seltz, nine leagues from
burc, and in the Department of the Bas-Rhin.
They contain carbonates of lime, magnesia,
carand' soda, chloride of sodium, and much
bonic arid. They are refrigerant, tonic, diuretic, and. aperient.
Artificial Seltzer Water may be made
from muriat. acid. gr. xxxv, water Oj, white mar-

iij.
Stop up till dissolved. Add carbonate of Magnesia, gr. v, and, after some time,
subciirhunate of soda, gr. xxxij. Close it till
used.

ble, gr.

SEMBELLA,
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Selibfa.

SEMILU'NAR, Semilunaris, (F.) Demi-lunaire ou Semi-lunaire, from semi, ' half,' and
lunu, ' the moon.' Having the shape of a halfmoon.

Semilunar Cartilages, or Semilunar fibrotwo fibro-cartilages, which exist

cartilages, are

between the condyles of the os femoris and the
The innermost,
articular surfaces "of the tibia.
longer from before to behind than
The outis nearly semicirculai.
ermost forms almost an entire circle; an arrangement, in both cases, corresponding teethe
different surfaces of the tibia. They are thicker
at their outer circumference, which is conve*,
than at the inner, which is concave and very
Both are inserted, before and behind,
thin.
into the spine of the tibia, by means of fibrous

which

is

transversely,

fascice.

SEMI-MEMBRANOSUS

U

Semilunar Ganglion,— Ganglion abdomina'-

seu splanch'nicum seu trunsver' sum seu so(Ch ,) belongs to the great
sympathetic. These ganglia present considerable variety, and are deeply situate in the abdomen, above and behind the supra-renal capsules.
They correspond, posteriorly, to the
pillars of the diaphragm and the aorta.
They
have the shape of a crescent reversed, often
surrounded by other ganglia of a smaller size.
From their periphery the numerous filaments
proceed, which go to the formation of the solar
plexus.
Semilunar Valves, Sigmoid valves s.
Masculatus, Eunuch.
lars, G. survival,

—

—

SEMl-MEMBRANO'SUS,
moral,

A

downwards and inwards, from

the tuberosity of
attached by a flat
tendon, common to it and the biceps as far as
the posterior and inner part of the tibia, to which
it is attached by means of another round tendon.
Its fibres are commonly interrupted by an aponeurosis.
Its uses are the same as those of the
the ischium

— to which

it

is

—

semi-membranosus.

SEMITERTJANA,Hemitritjea— s.
mitritaea

—

s.

vir,

tierce,

He-

Eunuch.

SEMIL'LA DEL GUACHARO. Various
kinds of hard and dry fruits, found in the stomachs of the young Guacharoes, a sort of nocturnal bird;
a celebrated South American remedy in ague.

—

SE'MINA FRIG'IDA MAJO'RA. The greater
Demi- cold seeds. The ancients gave this name to the

lschio-popliti-fe-

(Ch.,)

Ischio-popliti-libial.

membraneux.

SENECTA

G4G

muscle situate

(F.)
at the posterior

emulsive seeds of the cucumber, melon, gourd,
narrow, and and water-melon.
aponeurotic in its upper third; broader and
Semina Frigida Minora. The lesser cold
fleshy in the middle, and tendinous below. It seeds. The ancients gave this name to the seeds
the
attached
above
to
tuberosity
of
is
the ischi- of the lettuce, purslane, endive, and chicory.
um; and below by a tendon, which has three
SEMINAL GRANULES, see Granule.
to the outer condyle of the femur,
divisions
SEMINA LIS, Spermatic.
and to the posterior and inner part of the interSEM INIF'EROUS, from semen, ' sperm,' and
nal tuberosity of the tibia. This muscle is a fero, *I carry,' Seminif'er. An epithet given
rotator inwards, and a flexor of the leg.
It can to the vessels which secrete and convey the
also bend the thigh upon the leg. In standing, seminal fluid.
it maintains the pelvis in position, and can even
SEMIOLOGY, Semeiology.
part of the thigh.

—

draw

it

It is flat, thin,

—

SEMIOTICE FACIEI, Physiognomy,

downwards.

SEMINERVOSUS,Semi-tendinosus— Semiorbicularis, Orbicularis oris

—Semi-pestis,

Ty-

SEMPERVIVUM ACRE,
SEMOLINA, Manna

phus.

SEMISEXTUM.

Hemiecton.
SEMISICIL'ICUS. A weight of one drachm

Se-

meiolotry.

made by grinding wheat

Sedum.

croup. This may be
an apparatus, sepa-

in

rating the flour from the middlings: dressing
the latter four different times in a bolting mill,
SEMISPEC'ULUM. An instrument used and sifting through parchment sieves, until the
In Poland
for dilating the incision made into the neck of product is perfectly freed from bran.
the bladder in the operation of lithotomy. Fa- it is called Cracow groats.
Semolina is generally imported into England
bricius Hildanus.
SEMISL'INA'LIS COLLI, Transvcr' sospina- from the Baltic, and in Russia is said to be manufactured from buckwheat. It has a granular
lis Colli, Spinalis cervi'cis, Spinalis Colli, Trans(F.) Demi- form like some kinds of oatmeal, a dingy white
versu'lis Colli, Transversospinal.
ipincux ou transver saire-epineux du cou. This colour, a farinaceous, somewhat insipid, taste,
muscle arises from the transverse processes of and is well adapted for the diet of children afthe six uppermost dorsal vertebra, by an equal fected with derangement of the bowels.
SEMPERVl'VUMTECTo'RUM,i/0WSe-LeeA:,iScrfMTO
number of distinct tendons, which run obliquely under the complexus, and is inserted majus, jizoon, Beiahalale.n, Buphtlialmus, Barba
into the spinous processes of all the cervical Jovis, Sengreen, Jlgriocin'ara, Andrachahara,
1
Its action
Clirysosper mum, (F.) Joubarbe des toits. The
vertebra?, except the first and last.
leaves have a mild, subacid austerity, and are
is, to extend the neck obliquely backwards and
often applied to bruises and old ulcers.
to one side.
SEMUNCIA, Hemiungion.
Semispinals Dorsi, Semi-spinalis exler'nus,
1
SENA, Cassia senna.
Transver so-spinal is dorsi, Semi- spina' tus, (RioSEN&, Cassia senna s. Faux, Colutea arboIan,) Transversospinal, (F.) Demi- ipineux du

or three scruples.

— Rhodius.

—

—

This musdos, Transversaire-epineux du dos.
cle arises from the transverse processes of the
tenth
dorsal
and
verte
ninth,
seventh, eighth,

rescens.

many distinct tendons, which soon
fleshy; and then, again, become tendi
nous, and are inserted into the spinous processes of the sixth or seventh uppermost dorsal, and two lowest cervical vertebrae, by as
many tendons. Its action is, to extend the
spine obliquely backwards.

milij.

bras,

by as

grow

Semispinals Externus, Semi-spinalis

dorsi.

Semi-Spinalis Internus, Transversalis dorsi
Spinatns, Longissimus dorsi, Semi-spinalis

—

s.

dorsi

SEM ITENDINO'SUS, Scmi-nervo'sus, Isc/iiotrtti-tibial,

hchio-pritibuil,

(Ch..)

(F.)

Demi-

tendineux. This muscle is situ ite nt Hie poste
It extends obliquely
rior part of the thigh.

SENE'CIO,S. vulga'ris, Erig"erum, Cor' talon,
Erigeron, Groundsel, (F.) Senecon commun. FaCorymbiferae. Sex. Syst. Syngenesia Polycommon plant in Europe;
frequently applied, bruised, to inflammations
and ulcers, as refrigerant and antiscorbutic.
Senecio J acobje' A,Jacobae'a, St. James' Wort,
Ragicort, (F.) Jncobee. The leaves have a rough-

gamia Superflua.

A

ish, bitter, subacrid,

and extremely nauseous

A

decoction has been used in dysentery.
A poultice of the leaves has been recommended
in rheumatic affections; and a decoction of the
root has been often employed in cases of wounds

taste.

and bruises.

SENECOjV COMMUjY. Senecio.
SENE6'TA AN'GUIUM. The cast-skin

of a
serpent. Adecoclionofitissaidtocure deafness!

—
SENECTUS

SENECTUS, from scncre, 'to be old.' Geras,
JEtas mala, Old age, (F.) Viellesse. The last period of life, commencing, according to some, at
(50 years of age, but varying according to numerous circumstances. It is characterized by
the progressive diminution of the physical and
moral faculties.
Senectus Ultima, Decrepitude.
SENEGA, Polygala senega.
SEN'EGAL, GUM. The exudation from the
Mimo'su Senegal. Family, Leguminosae. Sex.Syst.
Polygamia Monoscia, which grows in the country of Africa, through which the river Senegal
runs.

It is in

loose or single drops,

much

larger

than Gum Arabic, or the gum which exudes
from the cherry tree; and is much more difficult
of solution than the former.
SENEG1NE. See Polygala senega.

SENEKA,

Polygala senega.

Se'JYEVe', Sinapis.

SENGREEN, Sempervivum teetorum.
SENNA, Cassia senna — s. Alexandrina, Cas-

—

—

—

ternal.

SENSE, Sensus, JEslhe'sis, (F.) Sens. Same
A faculty, possessed by animals, of
receiving impressions from external objects.
(F ) Sentiment. The senses are five in number:
Of
eight, hearing, smell, taste, and touch.
these, the first two and the last administer
more to the intellect; and, hence, have been
called, by some, the intellectual senses: the
other two seem more destined for the nutrition
of the body; and, hence, have been termed corporeal or nutritive senses. Other senses have
been suggested as the intense sensation experienced during the venereal act; a sense of heat
and cold: a muscular sense, a common sense or

etymon.

—

Ccenresthesis

(q. v.,)

&e.

Senses, JNekvous Svstem of the, Medulla
oblongata.

—

SENSIBIL1TAS ANOMALA,
s.

terms it organic. This last is common to vegetables and animals, and presides over nutrition,
absorption, exhalation, secretion, &c.
The
other does not exist in vegetables: it is the origin of the sensations olfaction, vision, gustaThere
tion, audition, thirst, hunger, pain, &c.
are few parts of the animal body, but what are
if not in health
sensible,
in disease. The free
extremities of the hair, and nails, and the epidermis are not so. See Insensibility.
SENSITORIUM, Sensoriurn.

—

see Irritable

Aucta, see Irritable— s. Morbosa, see

Irri-

—

—

SENSOR1UM, Senso'rium commu'ne, Or go,non senso'rium internum, Sensilo'rium, Empo'rium spirituum, JEstketc'rion. The common
1

centre of sensations.
SENSORY, Sentient.

Sensory Nerves, are so called in contradistinction to Motor nerves.
SENTIENT, Sentiens, Sensory. Feeling.
Sentient Extremities of Nerves, are their
minute terminations in the organs.

SENTIMENT. See Sense.
SEPARATO'RIUM, from separo, 'I separate.'

—

senna s. American, Cassia Marilandica s.
Bladder, Colutea arborescens s. Essence of,
prepared, Selway's, see Infusum sennae compositum s. Italica, Cassia senna.
SEjYS, Sense.
SENSA'TION, Sensa'tio, from sentire,sensum,
1
to feel,' JEsthe'ma.
An impression, caused by
external bodies, on the organs of the senses, and
transmitted to the brain, which appreciates it
It is not necessarily, however, confined to bodies external to us; for we can receive an impression by touching any part of our own body.
The body which communicates the impressions,
needs but to be external to the part impressed.
Sensations are divided into external, internal and
morbid. The external are communicated by the
five organs of the senses. The internal are such
as occur within the body, and arise from some
alteration in the function of the part, for the
time being. Hunger and thirst are internal
sensations, as well as all the natural wants.
Morbid sensations may be either internal or exsia

SEPTUM
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A

surgical instrument, for separating the peri-

cranium from the

skull.

—

A

—

Sep'aratory
Vitrum Hijpoclep'licum, is,
also, a pharmaceutical vessel for separating
fluids of different densities from each other.

SEPEDOGENES1S, Sepodonogenesis.
SEPEDONOGEN'ESIS, Sepedogcn' esis,
at\TiiS<av,

tion.'

as

is

A

'

from

putrescency,' and yeviai?, 'genera-

septic disposition or tendency;
in typhus gravior.

such

met with

SEPIA, S. officinalis, Sepium, Prxcip'itans
magnum, Cultle-Eish, (F.) Seclie. The shell of
the cuttle-fish has been used as an absorbent;
is often added to tooth powders.

and

SEPEASIA'RIUS. A name formerly given
who sold perfumes, ointments, &c. It
derived from Seplasia, the name of a public

to those
is

place at Capua, where these kinds of preparawere frequently sold.
SEPSIS, Putrefaction.
from septem, ' seven.' ConThe septenary years, of the
sisting of seven.
old believers in critical periods, were times at

tions

SEPTENARY,

which, it was supposed, important changes
might be expected to take place. The grand
climacteric (q. v.) was fixed at 03, and it was
considered, that if a person passed that age, he
had well founded expectations that his life
mifht be protracted to 90.

SEPTENNIAD, Climacteric, (years.)
SEPTFOIL, UPRIGHT, Torm'entilla.
SEPTIC, Sep'ticus, from or/Trtiv, to rot.' That
which produces putrefaction.
A substance
which corrodes and disorganizes the soft parts
«

without causing

much

pain.

SEPTINERVIA, Plantar.

SEPTOPY RA, Typhus gravior.
SEPTUM, (F.) Cloison. A part

intended to

separate two cavities from each other, or to divide a principal cavity into several secondary
cavities.

These septa are numerous in the human body.
SENSIBILTTY, Sensibil'itas. Same etymon. The chief are the following:
Septum Cerebelli, Falx cerebelli — s. CereJEsthe'ma. The faculty of receiving impres-

table.

and having the consciousness of them.
Bichat defines it as the property, possessed by
living bodies, of receiving impressions, whether
the individual be conscious of them or not. In
the former case, where conscious, he calls the
sensibility, animal: in the latter, where not, he
sions,

bri,

Falx cerebri

—

s.

Cochlea

auditorial,

Lamina

spiralis.

Septum Cordis, Septum medium cordis. The
which separates the two ventricles of

partition

the heart.

Septum Encephali, Tentorium.

—

—
SEPTUM
Septum Lu'cidum seu

SERUM
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SERPENTINUS, Ophites.
SERPIGINOUS, from serpcre,

pellu'cidum seu ten' at

pellucid urn seu medium seu Spec'ulurn lu'cidum
seu Lapis spccula'ris seu Mediasti'num seu
Diaphrag'ma ventriculo'rum later a' Hum cer'ebri,
Spec'uluiH, Septum median, (Ch.J (F.) Cloison
transparente.
The soft portion or medullary
ct

'to creep.'

An

epithet given to certain superficial ulcerations, which, as they cicatrize in one part, extend to another.
SERPIGO, Herpes circinatus, Lichen Psori-

substance, which separates the two lateral ven- asis.
Iricles of the brain from each other.
This sepSERPOLET, Thymus serpyllum.
tum is composed of two laminar, between which
SERPYLLUM, Thymus serpyllum— s. Ciu small cavity exists, filled by a serous fluid, tratum, see Thymus serpyllum.
and called the Fossa of Syl'vius, 5//t ventricle of
SERRA, Saw.
Cuvier, Sinus of the me'dian septum, (Ch.) The
SERRAT'ULA AMA'RA, Family, Cynarobrothers Wenzel are of opinion, that this cavity cephaleae.
Sex. Syst. Syngenesia Polygamia
is lined by a peculiar membrane.
.•equalis.
A species of Suwwort, recommended
SEPTUM MltDUftT, S. lucidum— s. Me'dian in ajrue.

du

cerve/el,

S.

lucidum.

Falx cerebelli

—

Medium

s.

Septum Na'ricm, Jnterseptum seu

Dissepimen' turn, seu lnlerfi'nium, seu Discri'mcn, seu
Imbrex, seu Diaplirag'ma nurium, (F.) Cloison
des Fosses nasales. The partition between the
nares.
It is formed by the vomer, the perpendicular plate of the ethmoid bone, and a cartilage of a triangular shape. These parts are
lined by the pituitary membrane, which receives
a consideiable number of nerves and vessels

—

Septum Parvum Occipitale, Falx
s.

Pellucidum,

spiralis

—

s.

Staphylin,

—

cerebelli

Lamina
Velum pendulum palati

lucidum

S.

s-

SERRATUS ANTICUS MINOR,

cerebri,

Seals,

—

—

Pectoralis

minor s. Major, Serratus magnus.
Serra'tus Magnus. So called from its serrated appearance; from serra, a saw.'
Serratus major anti'cus, Serratus major. Costo-basi'

scapulaire, Costo-scapuluire, (Ch.,) (F.) Grand
very broad (especially anteriorly),
denied.
thin, flat, irregularly quadrilateral muscle, situIt is attached,
ate at the sides of the thorax.
before, to the external surface of the first 8 or
9 ribs, by as many distinct digitations; and, behind, to the spinal edge of the scapula.
The
superior fibres are almost horizontal; the lower
become gradually more and more oblique upwards and backwards. This muscle carries the

A

s. Thoet pellucidum, S lucidum
Mediastinum s. Transverse, Tentorium scapula forwards, and causes it to execute a
s. Vestibuli nermovement of rotation, which directs its infes. Transversum, Diaphragm
Voao-membranaceum, see Labyrinth.
rior angle forwards, and the anterior upwards.
SEQUESTRUM, from segues' tro, I separate.' When the shoulder is fixed, it raises the ribs.
Serratus Posti'cus Inferior, Dorsu-lomboThe poition of bone, in necrosis, which is dead,
and separated from the living bone; acting, costal, Lombo-costal, (Ch..) (F.) Petit dcnleld
s.

Tenue

—

racis,

—

—

'

whilst retained, as an extraneous body. When
the sequestrum is superficial and small, it is

same shape.

called Exfoliation, (q. v.)

SERAP1NON, Sagapenum.
SERAPIUM, Syrup.
SERBET, Scherbet.
SER/ICUM,
probably

from Seres,— the Thibetans

— from whom

The

Sole.

Silk,

Silkworm.

it was first obtained. (F.)
thread spun by the Bombijx Mori or

Silk

is

used by surgeons for liga-

&c.
Sericum Anglicum.

A broader and thinner
muscle than the following, but nearly of the

postfirieur et infirieur.

It is situate obliquely, at the
lower part of the back; and extends from the
spinous processes of the last two or three dorsal vertebras, and the first two or three lumbar,
to the inferior margin of the last four false
This muscle depresses the ribs, and thus
ribs.
concurs in expiration. It is an antagonist to the

next.

Serratus

tures,

See Sparadrapum ad-

haBsivum.

S6R1EUX,

Serious.

SE'RIOUS,

(F.) S'erievx, Grave.

A term

ap-

and symptoms that are attended

plied to diseases

with danger.

SERIS, Cichorium intybus.

SERMOUNTAIN, Laserpitium album.
SERO COLITIS, see Colitis.
SERO HEPATITIS, see Hepatitis.
SEROS1TY, Serum.

SEROUS MEMBRANES,

Membranes,

se-

cle; situate obliquely at the posterior inferior
part of the neck, and the superior part of the

back. It passes from the posterior cervical
ligament, the spinous process of the last cervical vertebra; from the spinous processes of the
first two or three dorsal, to the second, third,
fourth, and fifth ribs; into which it is inserted
by as many digitations. It raises the ribs, and
is, consequently, an inspiratory muscle.
SERTULA CAMPANA, Trifolium melilotus.

SERUM,

Sperm.
Serum, whey.' Orrlios,

rous.

SERPEDO,

Psoriasis.

'

SERPENT,
scrpo,

Posti'cus Supe'rior, Ctrvi'ci-

dorso-costal, Dorso-costal, (Ch..) (F.) Petit dentel6 supirieur.
A flat, thin, quadrilateral mus-

'

I

Snake

Serpens, Jinguis, Ophis; from
A snake.
creep.'
Broth was, atone time, recommended

watery portion of animal
rous membranes.
blood, milk,

is

serpents are venomous: and the bites
of some fatal. See Poisons, (Table of.)
SERPENTARIA, Aristolochia serpentaria
s. Gallorutn, Arum
e. Minor, Arum maculatuin
dracunculus— s. Hispanica. Scorzonera.

Manv

—

SERPENTARLE BRAZILIENSIS RADIX,
Cnincss radix.
Ophites.

The most

exhaled by sea constituent part of

&c.

Serum of the Blood,

as a restorative.

SERPENTINE,

It

Seros'ity.

fluids,

(F.)

Serum du

Sang-,

the liquid, which separates from the blood,
when coagulated at rest. It is of a greenishyellow colour; viscid; slightly coagnlable by
is

It is composed of
heat, acids, and alcohol.
water; chloride of sodium; certain phosphates;
rrelatin;

and albumen, constantly

united

soda, almost in a saponaceous combination.
S.LXG. 8. of the blood,

SERUM DU

to

—
SERVICE
Serum Lactis;
Strum du hit,

——

—
SEXTARIUS
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the liquid, resulting from treating with boiling water, milk

They yield a larger proportion of oil
than any other vegetable; one hundred weight
producing ninety pounds of oil, which is, at
least, equal to Florence oil.
The Benne Oil, Oleum Sesami, is used in the
southern States as a laxative. The leaves Sesamum (Ph. U. S.) afford, by infusion, an excellent mucilage.
SESCUN'CIA, Sesqiiiun'cia, Hemiolion. An
ounce and a half. See Sesq,ui.
SESELI, Laserpilium siler s. ^Egopodium,
Ligusticum podagraria s. Creticum, Tordylum

which has been evaporated

officinale

the Strum of Milk, Whey,

(F.)

(q. v.) Petit kit.

That

part

of milk, from which the butter and caseous
matter have been separated. It is a transparent, citrine-coloured liquid, containing sugar
of milk, mucilage, acetic acid, phosphate of
lime, and some other saline substances.
It is
used as a slightly nutritious diluent and refrigerant.

Serum Lactis Hoffman'ni,
name given to

(F.)

Petit-hit

aV Hoffmann, is a

of food.

—

—

—

s. des Pres, Peucedanum silaus.
Ses'eli Tortuo'sum, Seseli Massilien' se~ Hartwort of Marseilles. The seeds have a warm
rennet, ^ss, infused in a little hot water: mix taste; and a greater degree of pungency than
and keep in a gentle heat for some hours, then those of the Laserpitium Siler, which is the
strain.
Gray.
Seseli of the Pharmacopoeias.
Serum of Serous Membranes, Serum memSESQU1. This word, joined with any numbranarum serosa' rum, Water of Dropsy, (F.) Se- ber, weight, measure, &.C., signifies one and a
rum des membranes sireuses, Eau des hydro- halt"; as sesquiaranum, a grain and a half.'
piques.
It resembles the serum of the blood,
SESQUIUNCIA, Sescuncia.
especially in cases of hydrocele. The water of
SETA EQUI'NA, 'a horse's hair.' Hairhydrothorax and ascites contains much less worm, Helmin'thus Gordii. A kind of worm,
albumen: sometimes, enough to coagulate on found in stagnant water, from 4 to 6 inches
long, and twisted into various knots and conthe application of heat: at others, not.
SERVICE, MOUNTAIN, Sorbus acuparia— tortions. Colour pale brown, with dark extremities. It is common in the intestines of the
s. Tree, Sorbus domestica.
Laplanders; causing the Col'ica Lappon'ica, in
SERVIETTE EJV CARRE Couvrechef.
SES'AMOID, Sesamol'des, Scsamo'des, Sesa- which the gripings are, at times, exceedingly
moideus, from o^nautj, 'a grain of sesamum,' severe.
Seto, Selon, from seta, 'a
and cit5oc, resemblance.'
Sesamoid Bones are small bones, situate in bristle.' A long strip of fine linen or cotton
the substance of tendons, near certain joints. twist, passed through the skin and cellular
Their number is various. They are commonly membrane, to keep up an issue; or through
more in the male than female. Two are con- suppurating cavities, between the fragments of
stantly met with beneath the metalarso-pha- fractured bones, &.c, to fulfil certain indicalangal articulations of the great toe. Some- tions. The term is, also, applied to the issue
times, the articulations of other bones of the so established. The operation is simple. It
metatarsus with the phalanges of the toes have consists in laying hold of a fold of skin, and
them likewise. In ihe hand, there are two be- passing a seton needle through it, with the
Every day a fresh poitionof
fore the metacarpo-phnlanwa) jointof the thumb. thread attached.
At times, they are met with in the other meta- the thread is drawn through the sore. Setons
Occasionally, are established in many diseases; in obstinate
carpo-phalangal articulations.
two exist, behind the condyles of the femur, ophthalmia?, cephalalgias; epilepsy, thoracic and
in the tendons of the gastrocnetnii muscles. A abdominal affections. &c; but they are not as
considerable os sesamoideum is also met with much used as formerly.
SETO, Setaceum.
in the tendon of the peronaus longus. These
SETON, Setaceum.
bones are commonly round, and flattened only
SEVAD1LLA, Veratrum sabadilla.
on one surface, which is incrusted with cartiSEVATIO. Sleatoma.
lage.
Their size is very variable, according to
SEVRAGE, Weaning.
the joints in which they exist. Traces of sesaSEVUM, Pinguedo.
moid bones are not observed in infants: in
Sew
cartilaginous
them, they are replaced by small,
m, Sebum, Stear, Adepsovil'li. Suet, mutPinguedo, (q. v.)
concretions. They are developed by a single ton suet.
Sevum Prjepara'tum, Sevum, (Ph. U. S.,)
point of ossification; and are, like the patella
(which is a true sesamoid bone,) composed of Ovitli Sevum Praepara'tum or prepared Suet,
much cellular substance, covered by a thin (F.) Graisse de Mouton, Suif, is formed by cutlayer of compact tissue. The use of these bones ting the suet in pieces: melting over a slow
It is emolis,
to allow the tendon to be inserted into the fire, and straining through linen.
lever at a greater angle; and, thus, enable the lient, and is sometimes boiled in milk, (§ij to
Its
Oj.) and used in diarrhoea and dysentery.
power to act more advantageously.
Riolan has given the name Ussa sesamoidea principal employment is in the formation of
the plasters.
to two bony points sometimes met with;
SEX, Sexus, Genos, Phi/sis. The physical
one at the outer side of the carotid canal of the
temporal bone ; and the other at the edge of the difference between male and female in animals
cavernous sinus, at the side of the internal ca- and vegetables; as the male sex, Sexus po'tior,
S. viri'lis; ihe female sex, Sexus seq'uior, S. murotid arterv.
lie'bris, Alter Sexus. In France, " the sex" mean3
SESAMUM, see Sesamum orientale.
Ses'amum Orienta'lk, Benne, Oily Grain. the female sex.
SEXTANS, Sexta pars librx. The sixth part
The seeds of this African plant are cultivated
in Georgia and South Carolina, where the ne- of a pound. Galen.
SEXTA'RIUS. An ancient measure for ligroes use them with Indian Corn as an article

consistence.

It is

Rennet VVhky

not

is

to

much

an almost

solid

used.

made thus: milk 2

,

pints;

—

'

—

-

,

SETA'CEUM,

'

—

—

—

—

—
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SEXTULA
quid and solid substances.
Measures.

SIALOLOG"IA,

See Weights and

Xoyoc,

SEXTULA. The

'

;

—

Genital organs.

Sexual Organs are the genital organs; and
Sexual Func ions, the genital functions.

SEYDSCHUTZ WATER,

Sedlitz water.

SHALLOT, Echalotle.
SHAMPOO'JNG, Massing,

(F.)

Massage.

in the

Hindoo process, which consists in pressing the
body of the bather in a peculiar manner; cracking the various joints, and employing blows
and friction.
'Kneading' consists in pressing alternately
upon a part of the body to arouse the muscles
to more energetic action.
It is employed at

SHIN,

tica.

The

spine or anterior part

rcijtan, 'to cut,

to shear,' shored, shor'd, short, (F.) Court.
word used, by anatomists, in opposition

A
to

long; and to distinguish parts from each other
that have otherwise the same name.
Short Bones, for example, are those in
which the three dimensions length, breadth,
and thickness are nearly alike; such are the
vertebia>, bones of the carpus, tarsus, &c.

—

—

SHOULDER BLADE,

'

Xeran'-

to dry.'

— Galen.
A

'disgust,' (q. v.)
such as is experi;

Frem'itus,

'

SICKNESS, FALLING, Epilepsy— s.

of the

Stomach, Vomiting.
Sicilicum.

Phryagma,

(F.) FreTressaillement.
peculiar sensaexternally
either
or
internally;
and
tion,
which seems to be the result of a spasmodic
movement of the parts in which it occurs. A
slight feeling of cold sometimes accompanies
It is, at times, the result of a moral cause,
it.
and is often the precursor of shivering.

A

Siijeiiatio,

Apoplexy, Phrenitis

—

s.

Ossis,

SIDERATION, Astrobolismos.
SIDERION, Ferramentum.
SIDEUIT1S, Teucrium
SID EROS, Ferrum.

'the jaw,'
and uyf>a, a seizure.' A gouty or rheumatic
joint
of
the
of
the
lower jaw.
affection
oiayiov,

SIDEROXYLON,
SIDHEE,

chamoepitys.

Chrysophyllum

is

cainito.

see Gunjah.

SIDMOUTH, (CLIMATE OF

SIALACHUS,

That which provokes the seI expel.'
uyto,
cretion of saliva. Pyrethrum and mercury are
sialagogues. Sialagogues may be of two kinds:
those which act through the circulation, and
those which act immediately on the salivary
organs. Mercury belongs to the former— the
pyrethrum to the latter class. The chief siala-

a star;'

Spina ventosa.

Maxillary bone.

Salivation.
Sialago'gus, Sialogogue,
Ptyalugoguc, Ptyas' magogue, Sali'vans, Jipophlegmatisans per os, from otaXov, ' saliva,' and

'

because the condition was thought to be produced by the influence of the stars. The state
of one struck suddenly, without apparent cause,
and as if by the influence of the stars. The
ancients comprised, under this name, different
morbid conditions, such as paralysis, apoplexy,
and gangrene.

'

G U E,

Cauledon.

SIDE, PAIN IN THE, Pleurodynia.
SID ERA'TIO, Sydera'tio, from Sidus,

sy-

and

frit

SI A L'A G O

weight of about

—

SICYEDON,

Schauder, Schauer,

from

A Roman

SICUA, Cupping-glass.
SICULA, Beta, Penis.

sugar.

SIAGO'NAGRA,

SICIL'iCUM.

SICLIUM,

SHRUB. Perhaps from Arabic, sharab,
A compound of spirits, lemon juice,

misscment,

with child.

SICK, Sax. reoc, JEger,JEgro'tus, Nos'eros,
Noso'des, (F ) Malade. Labouring under disease. Such is its acceptation in old English,
and generally in the United States. In England, it most commonly means, disorder of the
stomach, nausea.
SICKLY, Morbo'sus, Vahtudina'rius, Adxjn'One who is subject to be
atos, (F.) Maladif.

Scapula.

rup.'

SHUD'DERING.

women

two drachms.

SHOW. See Parturition.
SHOW-CHOO. See Spirit.
SHOWERBATH. See Bath.

'

siccare,

Drying medicines.

SICCATIFS, Siccantia.
SICCATIO, Drying.
SICCHA'SJA, otzxuaia,
enced by

It is, also, called Anticne'-

SHINGLES, Herpes zoster.
SHORT, Sax. rceonr, from

SIAGON,

(F.) Siccatifs.

distressing disgust for food

Sack, see Wine.

O'chrea.

)

Kel-

said that, in this

SIBILUS, Tinnitus aurium.

SICCA JN'TIA, from

See Calcis murias.
Scherbet— s. Orange, see Syru-

of the tibia or leg.
mion, and Crea.

from (G

Siirin, in the
it is

Siccantia, Desiccativa.

pus aurantii.

SHERRY,

means raspberry; and

— Jamieson.

LIQUID.

SHERBET,

mountainous parts of Scotland, viewed

From
affection, fungi appear like raspberries.
siwin, the inhabitants have made, sicvi?i,sibbin,
sibbens, and sivvens.
By some, this affection
is regarded as a complication of the venereal
and itch. In the Orkneys, sibbens means itch.

limes in dyspepsia.
SHEATH, Vagina.

SHELL

from otaXov, 'saliva,' and
A treatise on the saliva.

a discourse.'

to be of the venereal kind.
tic,

A

'

S1ALON, Saliva.
SIALORRHCEA, Salivation.
SlALOSYRINGES, Salivary fistula?.
S1BARE, Phrenilis.
SIBBENS, Sitvens. An infectious disease

sixth part of an ounce.
from sexus, a sex.' That which
relates to the sex which characterizes the sex.
Sexual Intercourse, Coition s. Organs,

SEX'UAL,

SIFFLEMEXT
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in Devonshire,

)

Sidmouth

England, on the sea-beach,

at

It is much frequented by
the mouth of the Sid.
invalids, both during the summer and winter.

The
sea

climate
foor S

is,

however, damp, and subject

to

— Sir James Clark.

SIEL1SMOS, Salivation.
SIELON. Saliva.

SIFFLEMENT,

(F.) from sijjlcr, ' to whistle.'

Whistling.

Sifflement Module, ou chant dcs artlrcs,
gogues are armoracia, calamus, mezereum, py- 'modulated whistling, or music of the arteries.'
A kind of sound heard on auscultation, resemlethrum, labacum, and zingiber.
bling, at times, the humming of certain insects.
SIALISM A, Salivation.

— — —

—
SIGAULTIAN
The sound

is

chiefly

SINGULTUS
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met with

in those

la-

bouring under chlorosis.

—

A

SIL'IQUA, Cera'tion; the carat.
of about four grains.
Silio.ua Arabica, Tamarindus

weight

8IG A U LTI AN SECTION, Symphyseotomy.
— s. Dulcis,
S1GE, Taciturnity.
Ceratoninm siliqna.
SIGH, Suspiriuni.
SILIQUASTRUM PLINII, Capsicum an-

—

SIGHT,
s.

Vision

—

s.

Askew, Dysopia

lateralis

False, Metamorphopsia, Pseudoblepsia

Feebleness

of.

—

SILK. Sericum

—

s.

Weed, common, Ascle-

— s Worm,
SILLON, Sulcus — s.

see Sericum.
Horizontal de la veinc
ombilicale,see Liver s. Transversule, see Liver
s. de
s de la Veine cave inferieur, see Liver
la Veine parte, see Liver.
pias Syriaca

SIGILLUMSALAMONIS.Convallariapolygonatutn — s. Virginitatis, Hymen.

SIGMATOIU,

nutim.

s.

Amblyopia.

Sigmoid.

SIGMOID, Sigmoi'dal, Sig'matoid. That
which has the form of the Greek S or C; from
sigma and tiJo;, resemblance.'
Sigmoid Cav'ities or Fossae of the Ulna, (F )
Cavites ou Fosses sigmoides, are two notches
'

—

SILPHIUM, Laserpitium.
SILVER, Argentum— s. Nitrate

of,

Argenti

nitras.

SILYBUM, Carduus marianus.
upper part of that bone one for the reSIMAROUBA, Quassia simarouba— s. Bitception of the humerus; the other for that of ter, Quassia simarouba s. Faux, Malpighia
the radius.
mourella.
Sigmoid Flexure of the Colon is the turn
S1MARUBA, Quassia simarouba s. officithe colon takes immediately before its termina- nalis, Quassia simaruba.
tion in the rectum.
SIMITIUM, Plumbi subcarbonas.
Sigmoid or Skmilu'nar Valves, Vahulx
SIMPLES. Medicinal herbs. One, skilled
Sigmoidesc, Proces'sus Sigmoides, (F.) Valvules in simples, is called a Simplist, a Rhizotomist.
sigmoides ou semilunaires, are three valvular
SIMPLISTS. See Simples.
folds, at the commencement of the pulmonary
SIM US. Camus.
artery and aorta.
These valves have the form
SINAPEL.E'ON, from oivani, 'mustard,'
of a crescent, when applied against the parietes and eXuior, oil.' Oil impregnated with musof the vessel. When the blood is sent from tard.
the ventricles by their contraction, the valves
SINA'PIS, Sinapis nigra, Napus, Eru'ca, Siare applied against the sides of the vessel; but, napE. Sinapi, Common Black Mustard, (F.) Mouduring the diastole of the ventricle, they are tarde noire. Seneve, Sanve. Family, Cruciferoe.
depressed, and prevent the blood from return- Sex. Syst Tetradynamia Siliquosa. The seeds
ing to the heart. At the middle of the con- are ipndnrous, when entire but, when bruised,
vexity of each valve is a small, hard, triangular the odour is very pungent; taste bitterish and
granulum, called Corpusculum Arantii, which a^rid. They yield their virtues to water, and
completely closes up the passage. It is, also, afford a bland oil by expression. The seeds are
called Corpusculum Morgagnii, and C. Sesa- stimulant, diuretic, emetic, and rubefacient.
moi'deum, (F.) Globule d Arantius.
They are, sometimes recommended to be swalSIGN, Signum, Semi' on, (F.) Signe. Any lowed whole, in dyspepsia, torpor of the bowels,
present or past circumstance, afforded by the &c. Externally, they are applied in the form
examination of a patient, or of matters concern- of cataplasm. See Sinapism.
ing him, whence a conclusion may be drawn,
White Mustard, Sinapis Alba, is also used meregarding the nature and seat of his disease. dicinally. It is somewhat less pungent than
The phenomena which precede the disease are the black. The distilled oil Oleum Sinapis
called anamncs'tic or commeml orative signs;
is a powerful stimulant and rubefacient.
those which accompany it, are termed diagnosWhitehead's Essence of Mustard consists of
tic, if they reveal the nature or seat of the disoil of turpentine, camphor, and a portion of spiease; prognostic, when they indicate its pro- rit of rosemary: to which is added a small quanIt is a celebrated embable duration and termination.
tity of flour of mustard.
SIG'NATURE, Signatu'ra, Signa'tio, from brocation for rheumatism, &c.
Whitehead's Essence of Mustard Pills consists
signum, 'a sign,' (q. v.) Episphagismos. This
term was applied in the Eastern countries, in of yellow resin and balsum of tolu, enough to
the middle ages, to mystic characters of good make into pills.
SINAPISIS, Bole Armenian.
or bad augury, with which it was pretended,
SINAPIS'MUS, from aivam, 'mustard.' A
that every one was marked by the star under
cataplasm, of which mustard forms the basis:
which he was born.
pecuand which is used for exciting redness, and
Signatures of Plants meant certain
acting as a counter-irritant.
It is prepared by
liarities in their formation or colour, by which
they were judged proper for particular dis- niixinrr flour of mustard and vinegar together
as in the case of the Lungwort, Liver- to the due consistence. See Catnplasma Sinapis.
eases:
at the

:

—

'

;

—

—

1

—

wort,

SIN'CIPUT,

«fcc.

SIG.YES AVJl.YTCOUREURS, Precursory
signs

—s

Prccurseurs, Precursory signs.

"SIGNUM. See Parturition.
S1LACH, Sitae. An Arabic

Bregma, Syn'-

some
word, used

to

designate thickening of the eyelids, Crassi'ties
Palpebrarum; and, also, Alopecia.— Forest.,
Stephanos.
SILE'NE VIRGIN'ICA, Ground Pink, Catch
The root has been employed in decoction,
F/ij.
as an efficacious anthelmintic.
Laserpitium siler.
BILER

MQNTANUM,

S'ncip'itnl Rrir'on,

Mesocra'nium; the top of the head. The
French use it synonymously with vertex. By

riput,

it is applied to the frontal region or forepart of the cranium.
The parietal bones have
been called sincipital bones, Ossa sincipitis.

SFNDON,

oirSwr, very

fine linen.

A

small

piece of rag, or a round pledget, supported by
a thread at its middle, and introduced into the
opening in the cranium, made by the trephine

SINEW, Tendon

SINGULTUS,

Lynx, Lygmus, Clonus Sin-

——

—

—

SLVUEUX

A

noise
the sudden and involuntary contraction of the diaphragm, and the simultaneous
contraction of the glottis, which arrests the air
in the trachea. It is a symptom of many morbid conditions, and especially of gangrene, but
occurs, frequently, in persons otherwise in good
S
health.

made by

SINUEUX, Sinuous.
(F.)

Sinueux, from
epithet given to

sinus,
a bay or curve.'
An
certain ulcers, and especially to certain fistuloe,
which are tortuous.
'

SINUS ARTERIOSUS,

S.

Caverneux, Cavernous sinus

—

—

pulmonalis—s.
s

Cavernosus,

Cavernous sinus s. Cerebri, Ventricles of the
brain
s. Choro'idien, S. quartus
s. Circularis,
S. coronarius
s. Coronaireducaur,see Cardiac
veins.

—

Sinus,

SINUS
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gul'tus, Hiccough, Hiccup, (F.) Hoquet.

SIN UOSITAS, Sinus.
SIN'UOUS, Sinuu'sus,

—

—

—

Sinuo'sitas, Colpos, Mscon's ;o, EuClupier.
Any cavity, the inte-

rycho'ria, (F.)

which

ni,

latcrales, (F.)

S.

Sinus latiraux.

Each of

these sinuses, distinguished into right and lift,
begins at the torcular Herophili, or confluence
of the sinuses, and terminates at the sinus of
the jugular vein.

SLYUS LATJlRAUX,

Sinuses,

lateral.

Sinuses, Longitudinal, S. longitudindlcs.
These are two in number. 1. Superior Longitudinal Sinus, & falcifor'mis superior, S. triangularis, Sinus median, (Ch.) A long, triangular canal; convex above, concave below,
which occupies the whole of the upper edge of
the falx cerebri. It is broad behind, and much
it commences by a culethmoid bone.
passes along the frontal or coronal crest,
sagittal suture, and the vertical groove of the
occipital bone.
It receives several veins from
the dura mater; and all those that are spread
over the convex and plane surfaces of the two
hemispheres of the brain. It disoharges itself
into the upper part of the torcular Herophili.
2. Inferior Longitudinal Sinus, Sinus falci-

narrower before, where

de-sac, at the crista galli of the
It

is more expanded than the enIn this sense, anatomists have applied for'rnis inferior, Vena falcis cer'ebri.
This is
the term to cavities in certain bones of the much narrower than the last, and occupies the
head and face. It has been, also, applied to inferior edge of the falx cerebri, from its antecertain venous canals, into which a number of rior third to the tentorium cerebelli, where it
vessels empty themselves; such as the sinuses terminates, commonly by two branches, in the
of the dura mater and of the spine; the sinus straight sinus.
of the vena porta; uterine sinuses, &c.
Sinus Magni, Sinuses, lateral— s. Maxillary,
In surgery, it means a long, narrow, hollow Antrum of Highmore s. Median, S. Longitutrack, leading from some abscess, diseased dinal superior
see Semicircular
s. Median,
canals s Muliebris, Vagina s. Occipitalis anbone, &c.
Sinuses of Bones. All these form part of terior, Sinus transversus s. Perpendicularis,
the nasal cavities. They are the frontal, sphe- S. Quartus s. Fituitarii frontis, Frontal sinuses
noidal, maxillary, &c. The name has also been
s. Polymorphus, Cavernous sinus
s. Portagiven, occasionally, to the ethmoid and mastoid rum, see Liver s. Pudoris, Vagina s. of the
cells.
Pulmonary veins, Auricle, left s. Renum, PelSinus Corona'rius, Sinus circula'ris, S. circu- vis of the kidney s. Rhomboidal, Calamus
scriptorius
It surrounds, in a more or less
s. of the Septum lucidum, Ventrila'ris Ridleyi.
regular manner, the pituitary fossa and gland, cle, fifth s. Sinister cordis, S. pulmonalis— s.
emptying itself into the corresponding cavern- Sphenoidalis, Cavernous sinus s. Straight, S.
quartus— s Supercihares, Frontal sinuses s.
ous sinus by each of its extremities.
Sinus Coxje, see Cotyloid s. Droit, S. quar- Transversi, Sinuses, lateral s. Triangularis, S.
longitudinal superior s. Utriculosus, see Semitus.
Sinus Dexter Cordis, Sinus vcna'rum cava!- circular canals s. des Vaisseaux seminiferes,
rum, S. veno'sus, Saccus vcna'rum cava'rum. Corpus Highmori s. of the Vena cava, AuriThe right auricle of the heart: A'trium cordis cles, right s. Venarum cavarum, S. dexter
cordis
dextrum. See Auricula.
s. Venarum pulmnnalium, S. pulmona-

rior of
trance.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Sinuses of the Dura Mater, Sinus seu
seu Cuvila'tes seu Ventric'uli seu 7Vbuli seu Sanguiduc'tus seu Receptac''ul.a Durse
matris are formed by a separation of the layers
of the dura mater, which act as a substitute for
the outer membrane of veins. Bichat admits
only four great sinuses, of which all the others
seem to be dependencies; the two lateral si-

—

nuses, the straight sinus, and the longitudinal
To the lateral sinuses belong, the pesinus.
trous sinuses, superior and inferior; the transverse sinus; the cavernous sinuses; the coronary
To the straight.
sinus, and the occipital sinuses.
The
sinus belongs the inferior longitudinal.
longitudinal sinus, properly so called, has no

—

its dependence.
Sinus Falciformis Inferior,

lis

—

S. longitudinal,

inferior— s. Falciformis superior, S. longitudi-

—

s. Fourth, Torcular Herophili
nal, superior
s. Gense pituitarius, Antrum of Highmore

—

s.

Lacrymalis, Lachrymal sac.
Sinuses of the Lakvnx, Ventricles of the
larynx.
Sinuses, Lateral, Sinus transvcr'si,

S.

mag-

—

—

—

s. Venosus, S. dexter cordis.
Occip'ital Sinus, Sinus occipitalis.

commence

These

at the sides of the foramen
magnum ossis occipitis, and ascend becoming
broader and nearer each other into the sub-

sinuses

—

—

stance of the falx cerebelli, where they frequently unite.
Each opens into the inferior
They receive
part of the torcular Herophili.
the veins of the falx cerebelli of the dura mater, which lines the fossoe cerebelli, and of the
posterior part of the cerebellum. Haller and
Sommering have given them the name of posterior occipital sinuses, to distinguish them from
the transverse sinus, which they have called
anterior occipital sinus.

Sinus Pulmona'lis, S

6inus under

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Fis'tulae

—

sinis'ter cordis, Atrium

cordis sinis'trum, S. vcna'rum pulmona'lium, S.
arttrio'sus, Saccus vcna'rum put inonu' Hum. The
See Auricula.
left auricle of the heart.

Sinus Quartus, S. perpendicularis. Sinus
(Ch ) Straight Sinus, (F ) Sinus droit.
This sinus, triangular throughout; wide posteriorly; narrower anteriorly; slightly oblique
downwards and backwards— passes along the
choroiilica

SLEEP
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SIPHILIS

Tetradynamia Siliquosa. Water cresses
are commonly used in salad. They have obtheir
Herophih. It receives the inferior longitudinal tained a place in the Materia Medica for
sinus, the veins of the lateral ventricles orvenx antiscorbutic qualities.
SoSophia.
Herb
Sisymbrium So'phia the
Galeni, the superior cerebellous veins, &c.
(F.) SaSinus Thansvkr'sus, S. occipitalis ante'rior. phia Chirurgo'rum, Flix or Flux weed,
to
This sinus lies transversely at the anterior part vessedes Cliirvrgiens. It was once reputed
of the basilary process of the occipital bone. It be anthelmintic, and valuable in hysterical
forms a communication between the two pe- affections. It is not used.
S1TICULOSUS. See Alterative.
trous sinuses, and the cavernous sinus of one
SITIS, Thirst— s Morbosa, Polydipsia.
side and those of the other. Its breadth is comSITOS, Aliment.
monly very great. It is situate between two
SlUM, Siumnodiflo'rum, Creeping Water-parlayers of the dura mater, and presents, intersnep, (F.) Berlenodijlore. Family, Umbelliferse.
nally, a kind of cavernous tissue.
name Sex. Syst. Pentandria Digynia. It is stimulant,
sinuses.

base of the falx cerebri, from the termination of
the interior longitudinal sinus to the torcular

Syst.

I

;

A
Sinus Uteiu'ni, U'terhie
given to cavities, formed by the uterine veins
They
in the substance of the uterine parietes.
are very large during pregnancy.
Sinuses of Valsal'va are three depressions
in the aorta and pulmonary artery, immediately
opposite the semilunar valves. Their use is to
leave the edges of the valves free, so that they
can be caught by the refluent blood. Where
the aorta is about to send off the first of its

tions.

SIVVENS,

SKELETOL'OGY ,Scelelolog"ia,(F
'

nitis

—

s.

Soleil,

Coup de

as in birds, the mammalia, &c, it is internal.^
On it
It serves as a support for other organs.
the general shape of the body and of its various
When the bone3
parts is greatly dependent.
are united by their natural ligaments, the skeleton is said to be natural; when articulated by

j

j

Insolation, Phre-

album.

SIRIUS. Canicula.

CJiPlLLMRE, see Adianthum
S1ROP
Ooralhna
capillus veneris— s. de Coralline, see

DE

Corsicana.

SIRUP, Syrup.

SISON AMMI.

Family, Umbellifer®.

Sex.

The plant that afSyst. Pentandria Digynia.
(F.) Jtmmi
fords the Jlmmiverum of the shops.
once used as a
des Boutiques. The seeds were
carminative.
is consiSison Amo'mum, (F.) Amomefavx,
thejield
dered to be excitant and diuretic. It is
honeicort.

....

.,

SISYMBRIUM MENTHRASTRUM, Men-

tha aqnatica.

Sisymbrium

Nasturtium,

A

'

Soleil.

SIR1UM MYRT1FOLIUM, Santalum

Squclct-

from

the body. This part of anatomy comprehends
Osteology and Syndesmology.
SKEL'ETON, Scel'etum, from axtXiro?, cadav'er exsicca! turn, (F.) Squelette, Sceleton, a
The aggredried body; from axiUw, I dry.'
gate of the hard parts of the body, or the bones.
alanimals,
all
almost
found
in
A skeleton is
though it may not be always formed in the same
manner. In some, as in the Crustacea and testacea, it is wholly or partly external. In others,

Syphilis.

iEo-vptiaca,

)

ny.eXcroc, 'a skeleton,' and xoyo?,
treatise on the solid parts of
a discourse.'

tologie,

SIPHITA PARVA, Chorea.
SIPHO URINJE, Diabetes.
S1RA, Orpiment.
SIRIASIS, Coup de

Sibbens.
Emaciation.

SKELETIA,

mater that envelops the marrow.

SIPHILIS,

.

Sium Ninsi. The plant whose root is called
Radix JVinsi, Mnzin, Mndsin. This root was
long supposed to be the same as ginseng, and
properties.
it possesses similar, though weaker

of

large branches, at the top of the thorax,
great size, and has been called the Large Sinus
of Vulsulcu.
Sinuses, Ver'tebral, (F-) Sinus verttbraux.
Two great venous sinuses, different from those
of the dura mater, which extend the whole
length of the vertebral canal, from the occipital
foramen to the end of the sacrum, behind the
bodies of the vertebra, before the dura mater,
and at the sides of the posterior vertebral ligament. At their inner side, they communicate
with each other by means of branches, which
form true transverse sinuses. They are situate
it the middle of the body of each vertebra, passing under the posterior vertebral ligament.
They receive, at their middle part, the veins
that arise in the spongy tissue of the vertebra?.
By their external side, the vertebral sinuses
communicate with the posterior branches of
the vertebral, intercostal, and lumbar veins. At
their posterior side they receive the veins,
which creep on the prolongation of the dura
it is

and supposed to be diuretic and lithontriptic.
It is, sometimes, employed in cutaneous erup-

Aasturtium

Cratcvat'sium,
aquat'icum, haver odora'tum,
(h .)
Cressi, Cardami'nl fonla'na, Water Cress,
Sex
Cruciferte.
Cresson de fonlaine. Family,

means of

wires, artficial.

SKELETOPCE'IA,

Sceletopce'a,

fiom^ oxtU-

The
I make.'
a skeleton,' and nosiot,
rof,
part of practical anatomy which treats of the
pieparation of bones, and the construction of
Bones are prepared to exhibit their
skeletons.
'

'

conformation, structure, chymical composition,
mode of development, and changes— the different cavities formed by their union; and to
demonstrate their connexions, relations, modes
of union, &c.
SKEVISCH, Erigeron Philadelphicum.

SKIN,

Cutis.

SKIN-BOUND DISEASE, Induration

of the

cellular tissue.

SKIRSE, Scirrhus.
SKUE SIGHT, Dysopia lateralis.
SKULL CAP, Scutellaria galericulata.

SKUNK CABBAGE,

Dracontium fcetidum.

SLATE, IRISH, Hibernicus
SLATERS, Onisci aselli.

lapis.

SLATKA1A TRAVA.
SLAVERING, from

Spirit.

See

saliva;

Ptyahs'mus
flow

lnvoluntaiy
iners, Driv'elling,(V.) Buve.
of saliva, from sluggishness of deglutition,
It is seen in the
secretion.
without increased
infant, the aged,

SLEEP,

and the

Sax. jie;

;

idiot.

Surimus, Sompnus, Sopor,

Dormitio, Hypnos. (F.1 Sommeil.

Temporaiy

interruption of cur relations with external ob-

—
SLEEPLESSNESS

.

A

repose of the organs of sense, intellectual faculties, and voluntary motion.
The act of quitting this condition is called

jocts.

SOCIETY
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Dose, 9j

it. a matter of doubt,
powder.

to 3J of the

SMILB, aiuXt]. A curved, two-edged bisawaking, (F.) Evigilation, Reveil. Sometimes toury. A knife, (q. v.)
this is progressive and natural; at others, sudSMILEON, Scalpel.
den and starting, (F.) Reveil en sursuut, as in
SMYRNA, Myrrha.
nightmare, affections of the heart, hypochonSMYRNISMOS, Embalming.
driasis, &c.
SMYR'NIUM OLUSA'TRUM, HipposeWSLEEPLESSNESS, Insomnia.
win, Smyr'nium, Macerv'aa, Mar.cilonis'iiini,
SLEEP-WALKING, Somnambulism.
Hcilia Alcxandn'na, Gri'elum, Agrioseli'num,
SLING, (G.) Schlinge, MUel'la.
A
bandage, employed to keep the forearm bent on
the arm, in cases of injury done to those parts,
in fracture of the clavicle, injury of the hands.
&c. A handkerchief is often sufficient for this
purpose. It must be folded diagonally, and be
tied, by the extremities, round the neck.
The
French surgeons have used many varieties of
Echarpes or slings; as the Grande ichurpe,
Echarpc moyenne, Petite echarpe, llcharpe de J

A

Alexun'ders.
plant, formerly cultivated for
culinary purposes. The seeds are bitter and
aromatic, and the roots more powerfully bitter.
They have been recommended as resolvents,
diuretics,

AND TAIL BANDAGE,

SLUG,

N

Limax.

s.

Vario-

loid.

SMALT,

miting.

SMARAG'DUS,
rald.

It

(F.)

tmeraude.

was formerly regarded

SMECTICA,

The eme-

as a tonic.

Detergents.

SMKOTIS, Cimolia terra.
SMECTRIS, Cimolia terra.

SMEGMA,

Sapo

—

s.

Articulare, Synovia.

SMELL, SENSE OF, Olfaction.
SMELLING, Olfaction.
SMILAX, Taxus baccata— s. AsperaChinensis, S.

China

—

s.

1

ese n

Smilax China, China, China orienta' lis, Sankira, Gauquara, Smilax as'pera Chinen'sis, China Root, (F.) Sqvine, Esquine. Family, SmilaSex. Syst. Dicecia Hexandria.
cea?.
Formerly

(G)

Clonus Sternuta'tio, SterniUa'lio, Sternutamm'lum, Ptarmos, (F.) Eternuement. A
convulsive motion of the expiratory muscles,
by which the air is driven rapidly, and rushes
sonorously, through the nasal fosse, carrying
with it the mucus and foreign bodies, which
adhere to the pituitary membrane, and which
have occasioned the movement.
SNORING, Ronchus, Rhoncus, Slertor, Renchus, (F.) Ronfiement, from (G.) scharnen.
Noise made in the posterior part of the mouth
and nasal fossa? during the movements of inspiration, particularly in sleep, both when the
person is in health, and in disease, as in apoplexy.
In certain affections of the chest in
some cases of pulmonary catarrh a kind of
snoring may be distinctly heard by applying
i

,

—

—

the ear, or the stethoscope, to the chest.
Sax. jma>, Mz, Chion, (F.) Neige.
Water, in a solid state, which falls from the at-

SNOW,

mosphere in white flakes.
Aspera Peruviana, S. sarsapa- as a tonic and discutient.

rilla.

—

SNAKEWEED, Polygonum bistorta.
SNEEZEWORT, Achillea ptarmica.
SNEEZING, from Sax. nie r an.

spinosa.

Protoxide of Cobalt, Smaltum, Safre, Azar., Blue Starch.
This oxyd has been
given in rheumatism, in the dose of ten to
twenty gram
A larger quantity excites vo-

—

serpentaria.

Invagi-

SLUMBER, Somnolency.
SMALLAGE, A pi u in graveolens.
SMALL-POX, Variola— Modified,

Actam racemosa—

Button, Eryngium aquaticum s. Canada,
Asarum Canadense s. Virginiana, Aristolochia

s.

nated bandage.

SLOE TREE, Prunus
SLOUGH, Eschar.

Shell. Cochlea.

SNAKEROOT, BLACK,

L. Peiit, &c.

SLIT

emmenagogues, &c.

SNAIL, Limax— s.

It is

SNUFF, CEPHALIC,

used external!}',

Pulvis asari compo-

situs.

SNUFFLES,

Tent. S n u f f e 1 n, Grave'do
nconalo' rum Rhinan'gia, Rhinanch'on?. Breathing hard through the nose. An affection to
much used in cutaneous and venereal affec- which infants are liable. It is relieved by oiling
tions.
the interior of the nostrils.
Smilax Indica Spinosa, S. pseudo-China
SOAP, Sapo s. Berries, Sapindus saponaria
s. Officinalis, S. sarsapanlla.
s. of the Cocoa-nut
s. Castile, Sapo durus
Smilax Pseudo-China, Smilax In'dica spi- oil, Sapo coconeus s. Common or soft, Sapo
no'sa, China occidenta'lis, China spu'ria noilo'- mollis
s. Spas. Medicinal, Sapo medicinalis
In scrofu- nish, Sapo durus.
sa; American or West India China.
lous disorders, the root has been often preferred
SOAP WORT, Saponaria.
to the oriental kind. In other cases, it possesses
SOB, from Sax. reopian, ' to grieve.' (F.)
similar virtues.
Sanglot. A spasmodic, sudden, and momentary
Smilax Sarsaparil'la, S. officinalis, Sarsa- contraction of the diaphragm, immediately folparil'la, Smilax as'pera Pcruvia'na, Sarza, Sarsa, lowed by relaxation; by which the little aii,
Caritilhni'di, Iva Pecan'ga, Macapatli, Zarsa. that the contraction has caused to enter the
It is an evi(F.) Salsepareill e
Zarzaporil'la, {America.)
chest, is driven out with noise.
The root of the Sarsaparilla is inodorous; taste dence of corporeal or mental suffering.
It is of a
SOBRIETAS, Temperance.
bitterish, feculaceous, and fibrous.
SOCIA PAROTID1S. See Parotid.
dark colour externally; white within. It is
possessed of diuretic and demulcent properties,
SOCI'ETY, Soci'etas, (F.) So teti, from sodand has been often employed in the sequela? of are, to associate.' An association for the prosyphilis; when, after a mercurial course, noc- motion of some common object.
It has
Med'ical Soci'eties, or associations of meturnal pains, ulceration, <fcc, continue.
also been advised in scrofula, chronic rheuma- dical gentlemen for the promotion of science,
tism, &c; but its efficacy is, to say the least of have been numerous, and productive of valua,

—

—

—

'

—

—

—

—
SODA
ble

results.

exist

m

In the

United States, societies

many

of the States, possessing the
power of examining into the qualifications of
every one who may be desirous of practising
within their particular jurisdiction. In some of
the Slates, however, the qualified and unqualified are permitted to exercise their profession
with equal privileges and immunities.
Amongst the medical associations, that have
published from time to time their useful transactions, are the following:
In America.
The Massachusetts Medical Society; the Physicomedical, and Medical Society of the State of New
York; the College of Physicians of Philadelphia.
In Europe. The Association of Fellows and
Licentiates of the King's and Queen's College of
Physicians of Ireland; the Medico-Chirvrgical,
and Phrenological Societies of Edinburgh; the
College of Physicians, the Medico- Chirurgicul,
and Medical Societies of London; the Associated
Apothecaries and Surgeon-Apothecaries of England and Wales, and the Provincial Medical and
Surgical Association; the Royal Academy of Surgery, the Royal Society of Medicine, the SocitM
Medicale d' Emulation, the Socie't'e de Mtdecine,
the Royal Academy of Medicine, and the Sociite
Medicale d' Observation, of Paris; the MedicoCliirurgical Academy of Vienna; the Medical So
cieties of Berlin and Copenhagen, &c, &c.
In
Asia. The Medical and Physical Society of Cal-

—

—

—

cutta.

Valuable medical essays are likewise contained in the published Transactions of the American Philosophical Society, of the Royal Societies
of London, Edinburgh, Gottingen, &c; of the
Royal Academy of Sciences of Paris; the Imperial Society of Sciences of St. Petersburg; the
Royal Academy of Sciences of Turin; the Academia Imperialis Leopoldina Naturx Curioso-

rum, &c.

SODA. An Arabic word. Soda impu'ra,
BariUla, Barigl'ia, Baril'lor, Soda lUspan'ica,
Ana' iron. Natron, Ana' ton, Nitrum Antiquo'rtim,
Kelp, Aphroni'trum, Sal alkali'nus fixus fos'silis,
CaVbanus Sodx im'purus, Subcar'bonus Sodx
impu'ra, Anachron. The mineral alkali, as soda
is termed, is obtained from several sources;
naturally, in Egypt: artificially, from the incineration of marine plants; and from the decomposition of sulphate of soda, &c. It is
principally, however, derived from plants growing on the sea-coast
as the Salso'la sati'va,
S. soda, S. tragus, Salicor'nia herba'cea, Salicornia Arab'ica, &c. The Barilla ashes are from
the ashes of the Salicor'nia Europx a :— the
Kelp, Soude de Varecq, from the Fvcus vesicu'o'the Turkey Barilla,
sus and other varieties
Roquette, Cendre du Levant, Rochet' ta Alexandri'na, from the Mesembryan'themum Cop'ticum ; the Al'icant Barilla, Soda Alicanti'na,
;

—

1

:
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—

—

S. Alonen'sis, from the Mesembryan''themum noand the Carthage'na Barilla, from
difto'rum:
the Salicor'nia and Salso'la.
subcarbonate
of soda, (F.) Soude du
Impure
commerce, consists of subcarbonate of soda, po-

—

tash, chloride of sodium, clay, and other earthy
substances. It is chiefly used for preparing the
pure subcarbonate.
Soda, Cardialgia, Pyrosis.
Soda Aceta'ta, Sodas Ace'tas, Ac"etate of
Soda, Terra folia' ta minera' lis. This salt is used
in similar cases with the acetate of potass.
Soda Aekata, Soda? carbonas s. Alonensis,

—

Soda

—

s.

Bicarbonate

of,

Sodse carbonas

—

s.

Bo-

raxata, Borax.

Soda, Car'bonate of, Sodx Car'bonas, Carbonas Natricum, Soda Aera'la, Sodx Bicar'bonas,
Bicar'bonate of Soda, Carbonate of protox'ide of
So'dium, (F.) Carbonate de Soude, S. effeivesS. crayeuse.
(Sodx subcarb. Ibj,
aquxdestill. Oiij.
Dissolve the subcarbonate of
soda, and pass carbonic acid through the solution ; set it aside to crystallize.
Its use is the
same as the subcarbonate, than which it is less
caustic, and is better adapted for effervescing
draughts.
Soda Cao'stica, Protoxide of Sodium, Caustic Soda, (F.) Soude caustique, S. a la Chaux,
Soude pure. The impure subcarbonate. treated

cente, S. aerie,

by quicklime, and consequently deprived of its
carbonic acid. It may be used as a caustic, like
the Potassa fusa, and is even preferable to it as
it does not deliquesce, and run.
Soda, Chlor'ide of, Sodx Chloridum, Chlorinated Soda, Natrum Oxymuriaticum, Sodx
Chlorure'tum, Oxymu'riale of Soda. This salt
is used as a disinfecting agent; both to remove
offensive smells in chambers, and to alter the
condition of fetid ulcers. See Liquor Sodaa
Chlorinatar
Soda, Chlorinated, Soda, chloride of s.
Hispanica, Soda s Hydrochlorate of, Soda,
muriate of s. Mephite of, S. subcarbonate of.
Soda, Muriate of, Sodx murias, Soda muria'ta, S. muriat'ica, Al'kali minera'le sali'num,
Sal commu'nis, Sal culina'ris, Sal fon'tivm, Sal
gemnix, Sal mari'nus, Natron muria'tum, Sal
ulbus, Natrum muriat'icum, Common salt, Sea
salt, Hydrochlo'rinas Na'tricus, Sal fos'silis, Sal
lu'cidurn, Muria, Rock salt, Bay salt. White salt,
Quadrichlo'ruret of Sodium, Hydrochlorate of
protox'ide of Sodium, Hydrochlo'rate of Soda,
Chlorure'tum So'dii, Sodii Cltlo'ridum, Chloride
In an impure
of Sodium, (F.) Sel de Cuisine.
state, this salt is one of the most abundant of
natural productions.
It is soluble in 3 parts of
water, and is tonic, purgative, and anthelmintic.
Externally, stimulant. It is a well known and
useful culinary substance.
Soda, Nitrate of, Sodx Nilras, Al'kali
minera'le nitratum, Nitrum Cu'bicum, Nitrate of
protox'ide of Sodium, Protoni'trate of Sodium,
Nitrum Rhomboida'lB, Nilras Natricum. Its virtues are similar to those of the nitrate of potass,
for which it has been substituted.
Soda, Oxymuriate of, Soda, chlorate of.
Soda, Phosphate of, <S. phosphora'ta, Subphosphate of protox'ide of Sodium, Phosphas
Natricum, Natrum Oxyphosphoro'des, Subprotophosphate of Sodium, Al'kali minera'le phosphora'tum, Tasteless purging salt, (F.) Sel admirable perU..
Bone, burnt to whiteness and powdered ffix. Sulphuric acid ffivj ; Carbonate of soda,
Mix the bone with the acid in a covered
q s.
vessel, add a gallon of water, and stir.
Digest
for three days, occasionally adding a little water
to that lost by evaporation, and frequently stirring: the mixture.
Pour in now a gallon of
boiling water, and
linen,
strain through
gradually adding more boiling water, until
the liquor passes nearly tasteless.
Set the
strained liquor by, that the dregs may sub-

—

—

—

from which pour off the clear solution,
and boil down to a gallon. To this solution,
poured off from the dregs and heated in an iron
vessel, add by degrees the carbonate of soda
side;

—
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previously dissolved in hot water, until effer-

vescence ceases, and the phosphoric acid is
completely neutralized; then filter the liquor,

and

—

—

of, Soda caustica— s. Protoxide of, nitrate
Soda, nitrate of— s. Protoxide of, phosphate
Soda, phosphate of— s. Protoxide of, subcarbonate of, Soda, subcarbonate of s. Quadrichloruret of, Soda, muriate of s. Subborate of
protoxide of, Borax s. Subprotoborate of, Borax
s. Subprotophosphate of, Soda, phosphate of.

toxide
of,

of;

—

set it aside to crystallize.
Having removed
the crystals, add, if necessary, a small quantity
of carbonate of soda to the liquor, so as to render
it slightly alkaline; then alternately evaporate
and crystallize so long as crystals arc produced.
SOI-POUR-SOI, 'Self for self.' A law of
Lastly, preserve the crystals in a well stopped development, indicated by M. St. Hilaire;
by
bottle.
Fh. U. S.) Cathartic, in the dose of which like parts unite to like parts, and which

—

—

—

—

from gss to §j.
is occasionally seen in cases of monstrosity,
Soda, Subcar'bonate of, Sodx Subcarbonas, when two foetuses are united by the ischia, for
Sod« Carbonas, (Ph. U. S.) Subcarbonate of example.
protox'ide of Sodium, Mcphite of Soda, JYatron
SOIE, Sericum.
Soda, Flos
Salis,
prxpara! turn, Sal Sodx, Salt of
Sagi'nicn Vitri, Salt of Bar la, Sal atltuli, Carbonus Sodas, of some. (F.) Sous-carbonate de
Soude. The impure subcarbonate, dissolved in
water; the solution filtered and crystallized.
Soluble in two parts of water at 00°. It is much
used as an antacid; and, also, as a deobstruent
in scrofulous and other affections. Dose, gr. x

W

SOIF, Thirst

s.

Excessive, Polydipsia.

SOLAMEN INTESTINORUM,

Pimpinella
Scabiosorum, Fumaria.
S. nigrum, S.vu/ga'rS, Common
Nightshade, Garden Nightshade, (F.) Morcl/e a
fruit noir. Family, Solanea?. Sex Syst. Pen-

anisum

—

:.

SOLA'NUM,

tandria Monogynia.

A

narcotic poison.

— The

made, by macerating in oil,
The dried Subcar'bonate of Soda, Sodx Subcar - for several days, the leaves and fruit of this
bonas exsicca'ta, Sodx carbonas exsiccalus, Car- plant. The oil is anodyne and discutient.
Solanum Dulcama'ra; the Bittersweet, Dulbonus Sodx sicca' turn, (F.) Sous- carbonate de
Soude dcssichf:, is employed as an antacid and camara, Solanum Scandens, Gltjcipicros, Amara
Dose, gr. x to xv.
dukis, Solanum ligno'sum, orov/io?, of Theolithontriptic.
Soda, Sulphate of, Sodx Sulphas, Natron phrastus, Woody Nightshade, (F.) Douce-amere,
Huile de Morelle

to Zss.

is

1

vitriola'tum, Sal calhar'ticus Glaube'ri; Al'cati
minera'le sulphu'ricum, JVatrum sulphu'ricum,
Soda vitriola'ta, Sulphas natricus, Sal mirab'ilis
Glaube'ri, Ape'rient Salt of Frederick, Glauber's
Obtained from the salt that remains after
Salts.
the distillation of muriatic acid; the super abun-

The taste of the stalks ia
Morelle grimpante.
bitter, followed by sweetness; hence its name.
It has been used in many diseases, as a diuretic
and sudorific, especially in chronic rheumatism,
humoral asthma, dropsy, various skin diseases,
Dose, in powder, Qj
scrofula, and jaundice.

dant acid being saturated with subcarbonate of to 3JSolanum Esculentum, S. tuberosum s. FceIt is soluble in three parts of water at
tidum, Datura stramonium s. Furiosum, Atrois purgative, and, in small doses, diuretic.
CO
pa belladonna s. Lethale, Atropa belladonna
Dose,gvj to 3X.
The Lymington Glauber's Salts is a Sul- s. Lignosum, S. dulcamara.
and
obtained
is
Solanum Lycoper'sicum; the Love-apple
phate of Magnesia and Soda,
from the mother liquor of sea-water, or by dis- plant. The fruit of this, called Toma'ta or Lotssolving Epsom salt in a solution of Glauber's apple, (F.) Pomme d'Arnour, is much eaten in
the United States; and with the French, Spasalt.
Soda, Tartrate of, Tartrate of Potass and niards, Portuguese, &c, forms an esteemed
Soda, Soda Tartariza'la, Tar larized Soda, Sal sauce.
Solanum Magnum Virginianum Rubrum,
Rupellcn'sis, Rochelle Salt, Sal Polyclires'tum
s.
Maniacum, Atropa
Seiornet'li, S. Seignetti, Seignettes Salt, JYatron Phytolacca decandra
et
Potas'sx
Sodx,
Sodx et belladonna s. Maniacum, Datura stramonium
tar luriza' turn, Tartris
S.,)
Turtras
Tartras,
(Ph.
U.
Potas'sx
Melanocerasus,
Atropa
belladonna s. nis.
Potas'sx
(Sodxsubcarb., p. 1 potass, superlart., grum, Solanum.
et Sodx.
Dissolve the subcarboSolanum Mzlow' gt.h \, Melon genu, Eggplant,
p. 3; aq. fcrv., p. 15.
nate in water; and add, gradually, the super- (F.) Aubergine. The Mud Apple plant; a native
Filter the solution, and crystallize.) of Asia, Africa, and America. Its oblong, eggtartrate.
Dose, ^ss to sjj.
shnped fruit, Pomum Melon' genx, Malum insa'It is a gentle cathartic.
num, is prepared in soups and sauces in those
Soda Vitriolata, S. sulphate of.
Bicarbonas,
Soda, countries, like the tomata.
Sod;e Biboras, Borax s.
Solanum Racemosum Americanum, Phytocarbonate of s. Boras, Borax s. Boras alcas.
Boras
supersaturus,
Borax
s Scandens, S. dulcamara.
Borax
lacca decandra
lescens,
s. Carbonas, Soda, SubcarSolanum Sanctum; the Palestine Nightshade.
s. Carbonas, Soda
bonate ^>f s. Carbonas exsiccatus, see Soda, The fruit of this is globular, and is much eaten
subcarbonate of— s. subcarbonate of— s. Carbo- in the countries where it is a native.
Solanum Tuberos'um, Bata'bas, Solanum esnas impurus, Soda s. Chloras, Soda, chlorate
f_ s Murias, Soda, muriate of— s. Nitras, Soda, cut en' turn, Papas America' nus, Pappus Arneris. Subcarbonas
cu'nus, America'num Tubero'sum, Butta'ta Virnitrate of s. Subboras, Borax
impuia, Soda— s. et Potassae Tartras, Soda, tar- ginia'na; the Potu'to, (F.) Pomme de Terre. A
native of Peru. A nutritious and wholesome
trate of.
Sodii Chlohidum, Soda, Muriate of— s. Chlo- vegetable; one of the most useful, indeed, that
One hundred pounds of potatoa afford
exists.
ruretum, Soda, muriate of.
SODIUM, Carbonate of protoxide of, Sodee ten pounds of starch, which is equal to arrowcarbonas— s. chloride of, Soda, muriate of— s. root, as a nutrient and demulcent. It is called
Protonitrate of, Soda, nitrate of— s. Protoxide Potato Flour, P. Starch, French Sago, Petit Saguc,
muriate of— B. Pro- Common Arrowroot, &.C.
of, hydrochlorate of, Soda,
soda.
;

—

—

—

1

—

—

—

;

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

.

—

—

—
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SOLAR

—

s.

Vulgare, Solanum.

SOLAR, Solu'ris, from sol,

'

the sun.'

Having

rays like the sun.

Solar Plexus, Centrum commu'ne~, Ccr'ebrum

A collection of ganglions and filaments, interweaving and anastomosing with
each other repeatedly, and belonging to the
system of the great sympathetic. This vast
plexus, lying on the vertebral column, the
aorta, and the pillars of the diaphragm, has a
very irregular shape. The ganglions and filaments, composing it, are soft, reddish, and almost all issue from the semilunar ganglions. It
receives, also, branches from the pneumogastric.
It seems to be chiefly intended for the
aorta, and accompanies all its branches; furnishing many secondary plexuses, which are
abdomina'le.

called the infra- diaphragmatic, cazliac, superior
mesenteric, inferior mesenteric, renal or emulgent, spermatic, &.C.
Convolvulus soldanella.
SOLE, Solum, Pe'dion, Peza, Pelma, Planta'ris superficies pedis, Fades concava seu inferior
seu Planum seu Concavum seu Pars inferior
seu Planitics seu Planta Pedis, (F.) Plante du
Pied. The sole of the foot; the under surface
of the foot.
SOLltAlRE, Soleus.
SOLEN, Cradle.
SOLENA'RIUM, from owAtjv, ' a canal.' An
instrument of surgery, representing a kind of
gutter, in the cavity of which the penis was
Galen.
placed, like a limb in a cradle, (q. v.)
The word So/en itself a<oAf;f, Cana'lis was
used, in antiquity, for a grooved channel, in
which a fractured limb was placed.

SOLDANELLA,

—

—

SOLE'US,

—

—

,
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Solanum Urens, Capsicum annuum — s. Vesicarium, Physalis

,

that they alone can receive the impression of
morbific agents, and be the seat of pathological
phenomena. Solidism is, perhaps, the prevalent doctrine of the present day. It is scarcely
necessary to say, that, in all our investigations,
the condition of both solids and fluids must be

regarded.

SOLIUM, Baignoire.
SOLUBIL'ITY, Solubil'itos, from
lutum,

'

solvere, so-

That property of a body,

to dissolve.'

by virtue of which

can be dissolved in a

it

menstruum.
<

table of the solubility of some substances
IN WATER.
in 100
parts water.

Solubility

names of salts.

at2l2o

at b'OO.

Acids.

Benzoic,

0.208

4.17

133
50

Citric,

Oxalic
Tartaric,

200
100

verysoluble
Salts.

Acetate of Potass,
Soda,
Carbonate of Ammonia,.,

Magnesia,.
Potass,.

. . .

Soda
Chlorate of Potass,
Soda,
Muriate of Ammonia,,
Lime,. . .
Magnesia,
.

Potass,.

Gastrocne'mius inter'nus, Tibio-

Soda,

calcanien, (Ch ;) (F.) Soliaire, from solea, ' a
sole of a shoe.'
muscle, situate at the posterior part of the leg. It is broad, flat, and almost
oval; and is attached, above, to the posterior
edge of the fibula, to the oblique line on the
posterior surface, and to the inner edge of the
tibia.
It terminates, below, by a large tendon,
which unites to that of the gastrocnemius ex-

Nitrate of Potass,

A

.

.

40

35
100

35.42
14.25

—

Soda
Phosphate of Soda, ..
Sulphate of Ammonia,
Copper,
.

100
35
50
2
25
50
6
35
33
200
100
33

.

Iron,

M agnesia, —

33
25
50
25
50
100

50
100

50
100

6.25

Potass,

36.16
100
100

133
20
125

•

37
Soda,
ternus, to form the tendo Achillis. This muscle
8.4
16.8
Subborate of Soda,
extends the foot on the leg, and conversely.
Potass,.
5.0
of
100
Supersulphate
inwhose
SOLID, Sol'idus, Stereos. A body,
1.5
3.3
tegrant molecules are so united by the force of Supertartrate of Potass,
25
cohesion, that they will not separate by their Tartrate of Potass,
own weight. The solids, in the human body, Tartrate of Potass and Soda, 20
Antimony, )
are the bones, cartilages, tendons, muscles, liga6.6
33
and Potass,
ments, arteries, veins, nerves, membranes, skin,
sothe
&c. The anatomy, or rather study, of
SOLUM, Sole.
lids, is called Stercol'ogij, from ortQiog, 'solid,'
SOLUTIO ALEXITERIA GAUBIANA,
and i-oyoi;, 'a discourse.'
s. Ammonite subcarbonatis,
see Disinfection
SOL1DAGO, see Solidago virgaurea.
Solidv'go Virgau'rea, Virga aurea, Herba Liquor ammonia subcarbonatis s. Arsenicalis,
arsenicalis
s. Arsenicata, Liquor arsedo'rea, Coni/za coma aurea, Sum' phylum, Petrx'- Liquor
s. Arsenitis kalicse, Liquor arsenicalis
urn, Ehc/t'rysuin, Consol'ida Saracen'ica, Golden nicalis
s. Calcis, Liquor calcis— s. Carnphoreae eethePod. Nat. Ord. Composite Corymbifera. Sex.
Cams.
(F.) Verse d'or. rea, Tinctura ffitherea camphorata
Syst. Syngenesia superflua.
The leaves, Solida'go (Ph. U. S.), and flowers phors} oleosa, Linimentum camphorte s. GuaMuriatis
have been recommended as aperients and to- iaci gummosa, Mistura guaiaci s.
Muriatis calcis,
nics, in urinary diseases, and in internal he- baryta;, Baryta, muriate of— s.
see Calcis murias— s. Muriatis Ferrici aetherea,
morrhage.
SOL'IDISM. The doctrine of those physi- Tinctura seu alcohol sulfurico-aHhereus ferri
cians, who refer all diseases to alterations of s. Muriatis hydrargyri oxygenati, Liquor hyPotassii iodidi iodurethe solid paits of the body. To the believers drai-fryri oxymuriatis— s.
s. Resinse Guaiin this doctrine, the appellation Solidist has ta. Liquor iodini compositus
Guaiaci
s. Subcarbonatis
been (riven. The Solidists think, that the so- aci aquosa, Mistura
Spiritus
ammonias.
spirituosa,
ammoniaci
lids alone are endowed with vital properties;
.

—

—

—
—

—

—

—
—
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Solctio Sulpha'tis Cupri Compos'ita, Aqua
acru'lca, Sydenham's Styptic Water.

vilrioi'ica

(Sulpli. cupri, 5HJ, alum., acid, sutph., aa 51J.
aqux, *viij: dissolve, and filter.)
Solu'tion, Solu'lio, Lysis, (F.) Dissolution.

An

operation, which consists in dissolving a
body in a menstruum. Likewise, the product of such operation. It means, also, with
many, the termination of a disease: with
others, a termination accompanied by critical
and, with others, again, it is synonysigns;
solid

—

—

mous with

crisis.

Solution of Continuity

is

parts previously continuous;
lracture, &c.

any division of
a wound, a

— as

of the brain, which occasions the individual to
execute, during sleep, some of those actions
that commonly take place when awake. It baa
been imagined, that the somnambulist is guided
solely by his internal senses; but there are
many facts which induce the belief that the
external senses are not always entirely suspended. The causes of somnambulism are very
obscure; and the principal indication of treatment is, so to arrange the bed-chamber of the
somnambulist, that he cannot get out of it
during sleep; and to avoid suppers, as well as
all bodily and mental excitement.

—

Magnet'ic or Artificial Somnambulism
that peculiar nervous condition, into which
individuals have been occasionally thrown by
the Animal Magnetizer. It has occurred only
in those of weak nervous temperament; in hysterical females, &c.
SOMNAMBULIST, Somnam'bnlvs, Hyp-

is

Solution of Acetate of Ammonia, Liquor
ammonite acetalis s. of Acetate of morphia,

—

SONDE
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—

Liquor morphia; acetatis s. Alkaline, see FuHookali s. of Alkaline iron, Liquor ferri alkalini_ s. of Alum, compound, Liquor aluminis
compositus s. of Ammoniated copper, Liquor
cupri ammoniati s. Arsenical, Liquor arsenica li s s of Charcoal, concentrated, see Tinctura catechu s. of chlorinated soda, Liquor

nob'ates, Noctam'bulus.

s. of Citrate of polassa, Lisodaj chlorinates
quor potassse citralis 3. of Corrosive sublimate,
Liquor hydrargyri oxymuriatis s. Fowler's, Li-

somnus,

—

—

—

.

—

—

—

—

—

—

quor arsenicalis s. of Hydriodate of potass, Liquor potassa? hydriodatis s. of Iodide of iron,
Liquor ferri iodidi s. of Iodine, compound, Liquor iodini compositus s. of Iron, nitrated, see
Tinctura ferri muriatis s. of Lime, Liquor cals.
s. Lugol's, Liquor iodini compositus
cis
of Magnesia, condensed, Magnesia, fluid s. of
Monro, Liquor of Monro s. of Oxymuriate of
mercury, Liquor hydrargyri oxymuriatis s.
Plenck's, see Hydrargyri oxydum cinereum
5. de Potassc, Liquor potassse— s. of Potass, Liquor potassffi s. of Subacetate of Lead, Liquor
plumbi subacetatis s. of Subacetate of lead, dis. of
luted, Liquor plumbi subacetatis dilutus
Subcarbonate of potass, Liquor potnsste subenrbonatis s. of Sulphate of morphia, Liquor morphia: sulphatis— s. of Tartarized antimony, Vinmn antimonii tartarizati s. of Van Swieten,
Liquor hydrargyri oxymuriatis.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

SOLUTIVUS,
SOLVENS MINERALE, Liquor arsenicalis.
SOLVENT, (F.) Fondant, from solvere, 'to
A medicine supposed to possess the
dissolve.'
Laxative.

property of dissolving or removing obstructions
and extraneous substances. Thus we have solvents of the stone in the bladder, &c.
Solvent, Mineral, Liquor arsenicalis.

Solvents, Dissolventia.
SOMA, Body, Corpus.
SOMACKT1CS, Gymnastics.
SOMAT'IC, Somat'icus; from awua,'lhe body.'
That which concerns the body; as somatic

SOMNIFEROUS,

A sleep-walker.
Hypnol'icus, Soporific,

Sopor if 'crous, Soporati'vus.
causes sleep.

A

medicine, which

SOMNILO'QU[UM,
'sleep,'
ing in the sleep.

Somnihquis'mus, from
and loquor, 'I speak.' Talk-

SOM'NIUM, Enyp'nion, Insom'nium,a Drcavi,
(F.') Revt, Songe.
A confused assemblage, or
accidental and involuntary combination of ideas
and images, which present themselves to the
mind during sleep. Dr. S. Mitchell, of New
York, used the word Somnium to signify the
state between sleeping and waking, in which
persons perform acts of which they are unconscious.

For waking dreams.' see Hallucination.
Those distressing dreams, which occur during
'

a state of half sleep, are called,

by the French,

Rivasserirs.

SOMNO- VIGIL, Somnambulism.
SOM'NOLENCY, Somnofen'tia,

Heaviness,

Carus Lcthar'gus Cataph'ora, Cataphora,

Coma

Somnolen'tum, Caro' sis, Slumber, (F.) Assoupisscment. A stale intermediate between sleeping and waking.
It is often a symptom of disease.

SOMNUS, Sleep.
SOMPNUS, Sleep.
SON,

Furfur.

SONCHUS OLERA'CEUS,

Cicer'bila,

Sow

Laiteron doux. Family, Cichoracere.
Most of the species of Sonchus abound
with a milky juice, which is very bitter, and
said to possess diuretic virtues.
SONDE, Sound, Specillum.
Thistle, (F.)

SONDE CANNELEE,
Sonde d'anel.

Director.

A

nouatelsis, Hypnob'asis, Selenoga'mia, Nyctobati/sis Selcni'asis, Sclenias'mus, Somnambulis'-

very fine stylet of silver,
awl-shaped at one end. It is used for probing
the lachrymal passages through the punctual
lachrymale.
Sonde de Belloc An instrument, invented
by Belloc for plugging the nasal fossa; in cases
of hemorrhage. It consists of a curved, silver
canula, open at both ends, and furnished with
a button. The instrument is passed throuoh the
nares to the throat; and a plug is attached to the
button, so that, when the instrument is drawn
forwards through the nose, the posterior nostril

iuus,' Nyctob'asis, Noctambvla'tio,1 Paroni'ria
uiiibulms, Sleep-walking, Noctisur gium, Oneimil yit 'ia acti'va, Sumno-vigil, from somnus,
'
A condition
ileep,' and arnbula'rS, to walk."

is stopped.
Sonde Briske, (F.) Eyed probe. A long,
straight stylet, composed of two parts, which
may be screwed to each other; blunt atone end,

—

death or death of the body, in contradistinction
to molecular death, or the death of a part.
SOMATOL'OGY, Somatolog"ia, from awaa,
'the body,' and Xoyo?, 'a discourse. A treatise
on the human body. Anatomy, (q. v.)

SOMATOTOMY,

Anatomy.

SOMMEIL, Sleep.
SOMNAM'BULISM,

Somnambula'tio, Hyp-

1

'

—

—
SOXDE

usta

Sorbus Acupa'ria, Mes'pilus, Mountain SerMountain Ash, Quiclun Tree, Roan Tree,

vice,

The berries of this
(F.) Sorbicr des Oiscleurs.
tree are employed for similar purposes as the
last.

Sorbus Domes'tica, Sorbus,

adynamic

I

colic, dysentery,

Tincto'ria,

an efficacious application to sore nipples and to
Coxe.
ulcerated breasts

—

Temperance.

SOPOR. A

profound sleep, (q
which the person can be roused with

v.)

from

s.

ness of a wound, ulcer, &c.
Panicum Italicum.

SORGHUM,

SORORIA'TIO. The

period at which the
breasts of the female become developed. The
act of becoming thus developed.
young

A

maiden, whose mamma? begin to show wud
formerly called sororiavs virgo. Plaulus.

—

SORREL, COMMON, Rumex
French,
scututus

Rumex

—

s.

aeetosa— s.
Garden, Rumex
Potass, oxalate of s. Ro-

scutatus

Salt of,

—

s.

—

man, Rumex scutatus.
SOTIREL'LA. Ancient name of a medicine,
composed of opium, several narcotics, mit me g
saffron, camphor, and soot. It was used in cerof the teeth.
Subsultus tendinum.
SOUCHERLOON. Bit noben.

tain diseases

SOUBRESAUT,

of the neuroses.

SOUCHET DES

fjYDES, Curcuma longa—
s. Rond, Cyperus

Odorant, Cyperus longus
rotund us.

s.

SORA, Essera.
SORB TREE, Sorbus domestica.
SORBASTRELLA, Pimpinella saxifraga.
SORBEFA'CI ENT, Sorhefa'ciens, from sorA rebere, to suck in,' and facere, 'to make.'
'

medy that promotes absorption.
The following are the chief Sorbefacients:—
Acida Vegetabilia; Alkalia; Ammoniacum;
Rrominum; Galbanum Ilydrargyri Prspparata;
;

Chloridi;

—

'

difficulty.

SOPORAT1VUS, Somniferous.
SOPORIFIC, Somniferous.

Calcii

—

—

Sopor Caroticus, Carus.

Liquor

—

s. Clergymen's,
Inflammatory. Cynanche tonsillaris s. Putrid, Cynanche maligna
s. Throat, ulcerous, Cynanche maligna.
SORENESS, from Teut. seer, (G ) Sehr,
very,' Sax. rar>, Parap'sis ocris tcneritu'do.
Painful uneasiness or tenderness, local or general, on being touched with a pressure that
does not usually excite distressing feeling.
Often, a febrile symptom
Also, the tender-

Pharyngitis, follicular

—

lodinum;

Ulcer.

Sore Throat, Cynanche

Sex. Syst. Decanand seeds of this
and are said to have

many

The French

especially.

Sore, Bay. A disease, which Mosely considers to be a true cancer. It is endemic in the
Bay of Honduras.
Sore Mouth, Stomatitis s.Gangrenous, Cancer aquaticus.

Jndigofera, Wild Indigo, Indigo Weed. Broom.
An American plant, the taste of whose root is
unpleasant, subacrid, and nauseous very simiIn a large dose, the bark
lar to Ipecacuanha.
of the root acts both as an emetic and cathartic.
It has been considered antiseptic and febrifuge,
and has been used, in the form of fomentation
or cataplasm, in phagedenic and gangrenous
ulcers. A liniment, prepared by simmering the
cortical pari of the root in cream, has been found

in

more

—

SORE,

root

&c.
Sophora Tincto'kia; Podalyr'ia

symptom

fevers,

an ulcer, exhibiting such an appearance,
sordid. Also, dirt of any kind.
Sordes, Ichor, Saburra s. Ventris, Excrement.
call

Family, Leguminosse.

a

(F.)

—

shrub are intensely bitter,
been found useful in cholera,

It is

Tree,

SORDES, Rltypos. A flirty-looking saniesX
discharged from ulcers. Also, accumulations of
the secretions of the mouth on the teeth, in

Soda.

SOPHISTICATION, Falsification.
SOPHO'RA HEPTAPHYL'LA, Antkholcr'-

SOPHROSYNE,

Oie, Service or

Cormier. Family, Rosacea;.
The fruit of
Sea;. Syst. Icosandria Trigynia.
this tree, Sot bum, is astringent, and has been
recommended in diarrhcea and dysentery. It is
given in the form of rob. A kind of cider is
made from it, and also brandy.

Sorb

—

The

See Sorbus domestica.
Crataegus aria, S. domestica.

SORBUS,

VOCIS, Accent.

Monogynia.

Sorbus acu-

SORBUM.

see Fuligokali— s.
Wart, Cancer, chimney-sweeper's.
SOPHIA, Sisymbrium sopliia s. Chirurgorum, Sisymbrium sophia.

dria

)

SORB1ER DES OISELEURS,
paria.

SOOJA. See Dolichos.
SOOT, Fuligo— s. Tea,

ica.

,

;

tions

—

SONUS

—

Compression, (Methodical;) Friction;
Mental Sorbefacients, (Imagination, Emo-

at the other, with an eye: so
that it may he used either as a prohe for punctured wounds, or for a seton needle.
Sonde a CoicmrcTECR, (F.) A modification of
the ordinary catheter; to facilitate the changing
of catheters, without the fear of making false
passages
it is a common catheter, open at its
heak. The Stylet or Mundrin is one half longer
than that of the ordinary catheter. To use the
instrument, the stylet is pushed into the cavity
of the bladder through the catheter. The latter is then withdrawn by slipping it over the
stylet, which is kept in its place, and serves as
a guide to a fresh catheter.
Sonde de Lafoukst. A small, crooked canula, used for probing the nasal duct from below upwards, and for throwing up injections
into it.
Sonde on Pincf, de Hunter. A cylindrical,
silver canula; of the size of a common catheter;
open at both extremities, and containing a wire
of iron, one of the ends of which is split into
two parts; each being terminated by a small
scoop, and separating from each other by virtue
of their elasticity, when pushed out of the canula, and again approximating when drawn in.
It has been used for laying hold of small calculi
in the urethra.

SOXDE DE VARECQ,
SOSGE, Somnium.

—

SOUDE

(530

and furnished,

—

Spongja

SOUCI, Calendula
s.

des

officinalis,

Champs, Calendula

Panophobia

arvensis.

SOUDE

AURE, Sodrc carbonas— s. Borate
sursaturi de. Borax s. Carbonate de. Sodoe carbonas s. Caustique, Soda caustica s. a hi
Cham, Soda caustica .«. du Commerce, Soda
s. Effcrvcscentc,
Craye.use, Soda3 carbonas
s.
Soda; carbonas— s.Pnre, Soda caustica s. Sous
5. Souscarlonate dc, Soda, subborate de. Borax
carbonute of.

—

—

—

—

— —

—

———

—

—

— ——

SOUFFLE

SOUFFLE. See Murmur, respiratory.
SOUFRE, Sulphur— s. Sublime' Sulphur sub-

SPANOPO'GON,

bladder.

Specill'um, Stylus, Ex.pl or ato'r turn.
An instrument used, by surgeons,
whether there be a stone in the

usually

It is

made of highly

'rare,'

and

—

limatum.

SOUND,

from <m«voc,

Loss of beard, or thinness of
ntoynv, 'beard.'
Vogel.
beard.
those who had little beard,
Greeks
called
The
or who had lost it, Spunopogo'nes.
SPARAJDRAPJER. The name of a machine
Plaster machine.
for spreading sparadraps.
It consists of a table, with two raised pieces,

,

(F.) Sonde.
to discover

SPARTIUM

GGO

A

polished

and is shaped like the catheter.
The French Sonde has, however, a more

steel,

movable, and furnished with points; by which
extensive signification. It means different in- the cloth can be stretched, and a lamina or blade
struments, introduced into cavities of certain of metal to extend the plaster over it.
organs, or into wounds, fistulas, &c. to investiSPARADRA'PUM, Sparadrapus, Tela emgate their condition or to fulfil some therapeu- plas'tica, Spandarapum, (F.) Sparadrap. Anytical indication.
adhesive plaster spread upon linen or paper.
See Sonde.
Sound, Brvit s. Bellows, friction, rasp, The chief sparadraps are the following:
saw, &c. see Brvit— a. Auricular, Apyromele.
Sparadrapum pro Fontic'ulis, Issue Plaster ; which is sometimes made of simple diaSOUNDING, Searching.
SOUPIR, Sigh.
chylon, Ibij Burgundy pitch, and sarcocnl/a, each
SOURCIL, Supercilium.
§iv common turpentine, ^j. Spread upon linen
SOURCIL1ER, Corrugator supercilii, Super- and polished with a moistened calendering glass
ciliary.
rubber.
SOURDSMUETS. See Mutitas surdorum.
Sparadrapum Vjr'ide, Corn Plaster. This
SOURIS, Nictation.
may be made of yellow wax, Ibij Burgundy
SOUS-ACROMlO-CLAYI-HUMER.1L, Del- pitch, gxiy. common turpentine, J^vj verdigris,
toid s. Atldidien, Subatloidacus 5. Axdidi.cn, ^iij, spread on cloth, and polished.
Subaxoidceus s. Clavier, Subclavius s. CosKennedy's Corn Plaster is made of yellow wax,
s.
s. Cutani, Subcutaneus
Venice Turpentine, gij; verdigris, ?j.
taux, Intercostal
Ibj;
Sparadrapum seu Tela Galteri, Defensive
Epineux, Infra-spinatus s. Lingual, Sublingual
s.Muxilto-labial,
Maxillaire,
Submaxillary
This is made of
s.
Plaster, (F.) Toile de Guutier.
Depressor anguli oris s. Mental, Submental
olive oil, Ibss; suet, ^iv; wax, gx; litharge, common turpentine, thus, and mastich, aa §ij; bole
s. Mitacarpo-lateri-phalangien, Prior annularis
armeniac, flour, aa gj. Pour it, while liquid,
s. 0ptico-sph6no-scldroticicn, Rectus inferior
s. Pubio-coccyupon cloth, and spread. Used for issues, and to
oculi
s. Orbitaire, Suborbitar
s. Pubio-creti-tibial, Gracilis
keep on dressings.
gien, Levator ani
5. Pubio-trochanteSparadrapum AdhjT.si'vum, Adhe'sive Plass. Pubio-pretibial, Gracilis
s. Pubio-troter.
rien-externe, Obturator-externus
A spread plaster of the Emplastnim udhxs. Sear.hanterien- interne, Obturator internus
sivum, (q. v.) It is, also, called Strapping.
s.
Scapulo-trochinien,
English Court Plaster is a Sparadrap,
vulaire, Subscapularis
;

—

;

;

;

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

fcjubscapularis

—

—

s. Sets,

see Salt.

SOUTHERNWOOD,

(F.) Taffetas agglvtinatif, T.

gommi,

Taffetas

Artemisia abrolanum d'Angleterre, Ser'icum An'glicu/n, Emplas'trum
s. Maritime,
s. Field, Artemisia campestris
Anglicum, E. Anglica'num, E. adhasi'vum
Artemisia maritima s. Tartarian, Artemisia Woodstock'ii, E. Ichthyocol'lx telx indue' turn, E.
santonica.
Glutino'sum, Tela Ichlhyocol'lce glu'tinans. It is
SOWBREAD, Arthanita, Cyclamen.
made by stretching black silk, and brushing it
SOY. See Dolichos snja.
over with a solution of isinglass §j, in proof
OF. A town, spirit, gxij, to which tinct. benz. gij, are added.
SPA, MINERAL
7 leagues S. E. of Liege, where there are several When dry, this is repeated five times; after
springs, possessing a sharp, acidulous taste; this, two coats are given it of a solution of tercb.
containing much carbonic acid, carbonates of chice giv, in tinct. benz. §vj, which renders it less
iron, lime, and magnesia carbonate of soda, and liable to crack.
chloride of sodium. The water is much used
SPARAGMA. Laceration.

—

—

—

WATERS

;

SPARAGMOS, Spasm.
Artificial Spa Water. Sodm subcarb., gr.
SPARAGUS, Asparagus.
magnesias carbon. Qj
limat. ferri, gr. iij,
SPARAL'LIUM, Clyster vteri'nvs. An ingr. j; aquae, Oiij.
Impregnate jection into the vagina. Ruland and Johnson.
sodas muriat
with gas fiom marble powder and sulph. acid.,
SPAREDIA. A ligature, covered with the
as a tonic.
vij;

J

—

,

white of egg.

aa J}x.

SPADO,

Castratus,

Eunuch.

SPAG"IRISTS,

from onam, I separate,' and
ayeioio, I assemble;' because they reduced comelements;
and formed the latter
into
pounds
A sect of physicians, who
into compounds (?)
pretended to account for the changes that occur in the human body in health and disease, in
the same manner as the chymists, of their day,
explained those of the inorganic kingdom.
Medici'na Spagir'ica was, likewise, called Hertnct'ica; because it was believed that the means
of cure, adopted in it, had been found in the
books of Hermes.
SPAGYRI A, Chymistry.
SPANDARAPUM. Sparadrapum,
'

SPANISH

FLYjCantharis.

1

— Paracelsus.

SPAR'GANON,

from <ma<>ym. 'I swathe, I
swathing clothes;' forming a kind of
bandage, with which children were formerly
wrap,'

'

— Foesius.

Also, Fascia, (q. v.)
Intumescen'tia loctea mamma'rum, Mastody'nia polyg'ala, from O7r«gyao>,
Extreme distention of
I am ready to burst.'

surrounded.

SPARGANO'SIS,

'

—

Galen.
the breasts by milk.
Sl'AllGANOSlS PuERPERARUM,Phlegmatia dolens.

SPARROWGRASS, Asparagus.
SPARTIUM SCOPA'RIUM, Cyt'isus
rius, Genis'ta,

scopa'-

Broom, Cytiso-genista, G. Tine-

Family. Leguminosac. Sex.
Rronm Tops—
Sust. Diadelphia Decandria.
Sparl'd Cacu'inina,Scupa'rius (Ph.U. S.)— have

to'ria, (F.)

Genet.

—
SPASM

y

SPERM

6G1

a bitter taste, and are possessed of diuretic pro-

SPECIFIC OF

HERRENSCHWAND. A

They have been used in dropsies.
Dose, of the powder,
^j to^j. All the genista;

perties.

once celebrated German vermifuge. It is said
to have consisted of 10 grains of Gamboge, with
have similar virtues. A decoction of the ge- 20 of Carbonate of Potassa. It is affirmed, also,
nista, along with the cauterization
of the pus- that mercury and arsenic have been found in
tules under the tongue, has been recommended
in hydrophobia.
SPEC1FICUM PARACELSI, Potassee sulSPASM, Spasmus, Sparag'mos, from 071am, phas.
I draw.'
The Greeks gave this name to all
SPECIL'LUM, Melt., Stylus, from specio, 'I
kinds of convulsion. It is now usually applied examine.' Specla'rion, Spicit'lum; a probe,
to involuntary, muscular contractions; and (F.) Stylet, Sonde, (q. v.)
A surgical instruthese, again, have been divided into Ionic ment, employed for examining wounds, fistulas,
spasm (see Tetanus,) which consists in com- and for passing setons, &c. It is usually formed
plete rigidity and immobility of the muscles, of silver; and is terminated, at one end, by an
that are the seat of it; and into clonic spasm, olive-shaped button. The eyed probe has an
which consists in alternate contractions and re- aperture at the other extremity.
laxations, (see Convulsion.)
Speculum, Everriculum, Hypaleiptron,
Cullen has a class, Spasm i.
Sound s. Auricularium, Apyromele s. Cere,
Spasm, Clonic, Convulsion s. Cynic, see um, Bowrie s. Latum, Spatula s. Minus, MeCanine laugh— s. with Rigidity, Tetanus.
lotis.
^
'

—

—

8PASM& DE LA VES8IE. Cystospasinus.
SPASMODES, Convulsive.
SPASMODIC, Spasmoticus.
SPASMOL'OGY, Spasmolog"ia, from ana<rfio$,
spasm,' and loyo;, a treatise.' A treatise
<

'

on spasms.

SPASMOTICUS,

Spas'ticus
Spasmod'ic.
Also, an anti-

Any

thing relating to spasm.
spasmodic.

Morbi

constricto'rii,

SPASMUS,

mus— s.

M. spnsmot'ici,

&c,

are

Convulsion, Spasm— s. Glottidis,
Maxilla; inferioris, TrisVentriculi, see

Aurium, Otalgia— s.

Cardialgia

—

s.

Vesica?, Cystospasinus.

SPAS'NIA. same etymon.

A term, used
(?)
to designate the lancinating
pain, produced, at times, in the chest, by violent fits of coughing.
by Mercurialis,

SPAST1CUS,

Spasmoticus, Tonic spasm.
Hypaleiptron.
from onao,, <I draw.' (?) A
surgical instrument, used for drawing the prepuce over the glans, when too short.— P. Amman.

SPATHA.

SPATHES'TER,

SPATHOMELE,

Spatula.

SPATIIULA FGETIDA, Iris fcetidissima.
SPAT1LE, anartXtj, human excrement.'
'

A

liquid fecal evacuation.

— Uippocr.

SPECLARION,

—

Excrement,

(q. v.)

—

Specillum.

SPECTACLES,

from spectare, ' to behold.'
(F.) Besides, Lunettes ordinaircs,
Conserves. Glasses to assist the sight; arranged
so as to be adapted to both eyes at the same
These glasses are more or less concave
time.
or convex, according as the sight is more or less
short (Mi/opic:) or long (Presbyopic.)
Conspir.il' la,

1

SPECULA'RIS LAPIS.

diseases accompanied with spasm.

Asthma thymicum— s.

—

A

transparent mi-

what nature is not clear, which
was formerly employed in epilepsy. In old
times it was used for glass. — Pliny.

neral, but of

SPECULUM,

Catop'ler, Calvp'tron, Diop'In Latin, ' a mirror,' from specio, I see.'
In surgery, it means different instruments for
dilating cavities, and facilitating their examination.
See Dilator. There are various instruments of this kind, the & Aid, S. Matri'cis, S.
Oculi, S. Oris ( (F.) Baillon,) S. Gutluris, S.

tron.

'

—

Vesicse.

Speculum Citrinum, Orpiment — s.Indicum,

—

Ferri liinatura— s. Lucidum, S. lucidum
s.
Oris, Glossocatochus— s. Veneris, Achillea millefolium.

SPECUS, Vulva.
SPEECH, Voice,

articulated.

SPEECHLESSNESS. Mutitas.
SPEEDWELL, Brooklime, Veronica
bunga

—

s.

Female, Antirhinum elatine

beccas. Of-

—

SPAT'ULA, Diminutive of Spa'tha, airaS^, ficinal, Veronica.
a broad-sword.' Sputliomc'le, ana9our X)], SpeSPELTRUM, Zincum.
cill'um latum.
An instrument, used for spreadSPERM, from antiow, ' 1 sow.' Spermat'ic
ing plasters, stiirincr ointments, &c.
fuid or liquor, Sem'inal fluid, Seed, Semen, S.
viri'le seu musculi'num seu genitals, Genita'lt,
Ranunculus flammula.
SPECIES, Powders, compound s. Aromati- Medullas, Pytis'ma, Ros, Sanguis, Serum, Humor genitalis seu semina'lis seu vene'reus, Uri'cse, Pulvis cinnamomi compositus
s. Diacinnamomi, Pul viscinnamomi compositus s. Dia- na genita'lis, Genitu'ra, Sperma,S. viri'le, Tho'rS,
cretoe, Pulvuscretse compos
Tho'rus, Lac maris, Male's milk, Propagator
s. Diajalapae, Pulvis jalapae compositus
or genital liquor, Vita'lt virus, Vital or quickens. Diambraesineodoratis,
Pulvis cinnamomi compositus s. Diatragacan- ing venvm. A whitish, viscid fluid, of a peculiar smell, secreted by the testicles, whence it
thae frigidjE, Pulvis tragacanthas compositus
s.
is carried by the vasa deferentia to the vesiculce
Hieras picrae, Pulvis aloes cum canella\
s. Laetificantes Rhazis, Pulvis cinnamomi compositus seminales, to be thrown into the vagina, during
coition, through the ejaculatory ducts and the
s. e. Scordio cum opio, Pulvis cretce compositus cum opio s. e. Scordio sine opio, Pulvis urethra. It is the fecundating fluid, and must
come into actual contact with the germ of the
cretse compositus.
SPECIF'IC, Specif icits, from species, 'a female. The Aura sem'inis is incapable of efform or fashion,' and fuccre, to make.' A sub- fecting fecundation. The semen, at the time of
stance to which is attributed the property of emission, is composed of two different fluids;
removing, directly, one disease rather than any the one liquid and milky, which is considered
other.
Probably no such remedy exists. Mer- to be the secretion of the prostate; the other,
cury in syphilis, and sulphur in the itch have white, and as thick as mucilage, the product of
been regarded as the stron Test examples.
the testicular secretion. The sperm contains,
'

l

SPEAR WORT,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

'

—
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SPERMACETI

according to Vauquelin, 900 parts of water, 50
o( animal mucilage, 10 of soda, and 30 of calcareous phosphate. The animal matter is peculiar, and by some termed spermatin.
Microscopic observations seem to show, that,
like many other animal secretions, it contains
animalcules Spertnatozo'a, (q. v.) By careful
examination, according to Wagner, other minute, round, granulated bodies may almost
always be detected, which are in all cases much
These
less numerous than the spermatozoa.
Pure
bodies he calls seminal granules, (q. v.)
sperm, he considers, in its most perfect state,
consists principally of seminal animalcules and
seminal granules; both of which are enveloped in a small quantity of fluid.

SPERMACETI, Cetaceum— s.

Whale, see

Cetaceum.

SPERMACRASIA,

SPHiERA

GG2

Spermatorrhoea.

—

the vas deferens
separate from each other:
descending into the pelvis to pass behind the
lymphatics asand
the blood-vessels
bladder;
cending towards the lumbar region, &c.
Spermatic Passages or Ways, Via Spcrmaticai, are the canals concerned in the excretion
of semen.
Spermatic Plexuses of nerves, Plexus tcsticulures, are two in number, and are furnished
by the renal plexuses. Their filaments, called
it,

—

Spermatic nerves, follow the arteries of the same
name to the testicle in man; and to the ovary
and Fallopian tube in the female. They cannot
be traced into the substance of these organs.

Spermatic Veins are two or three in number, on each side. They accompany the spermathose of the right, into the
tic arteiy, and open:
vena cava inferior; those of the left, into the
corresponding renal vein. These veins form,

—

SPERM AT'IC,Sperrnat'icus,Semijia'lis. That
relates to the sperm.
A name given to

above the testicle, a kind of venous network,
called, by some, the Spermatic Plexus; and
different parts, connected with the organs of another plexus before the psoas muscle, called
generation.
the Corpus pampiniforme.
Spermatic Arteries, A. Spermaticse, A.
SPERMATIN, see Sperm.

which

prseparan'tes, Arlercs testiculaires, A. de I'ovaire
one on each side,
(Ch.,) are two in number;
and arise from the sides of the aorta, some-

—

—

SPERMATOCELE,

Her'niasemina'lisScro-

Oschcoce'le semina'/is, Gonocc'le, from oncou*,
sperm,' and y.^Xri, ' a tumour.' The ancients
gave this name to certain swellings of the testicle, which were regarded as produced by an
Also,
accumulation of sperm in the organ.
ti,
<

times from the renal arteries. They descend,
almost vertically, at the sides of the vertebral
column, and are distributed differently in the
two sexes. In man, the spermatic artery, situ- Varicocele, (q. v.)
ate at the side of the vas deferens, issues by the
SFERMATOID, Gonoides.
abdominal ring; gives numerous ramifications
SPERMATOL'OGY, Spermatolog"ia, from
A
to the spermatic chord, and divides into two amenta, ' sperm,' and Xoyog, ' a discourse.'
fasciculi of branches, one of which goes to the treatise on sperm.
the other to the epididymis. In the
testicle,
SPERMATOPCE'US, Spermatopoieus, from
female, the spermatic artery dips into the pelvis, ontqtta, sperm,' and 7ioitir, to make.' Food,
and passes to the ovarium, Fallopian tube, and to which has been attributed the property of
round ligament.
augmenting the secretion of semen ; and, conSpermatic or Testicular Chord, Funic'- sequently of exciting the venereal act. Very
ttius Spermaticus, Corpus varico'sum, (F.) Cor- succulent and very nutritious substances have
don spermatique ou testicu/aire. The vascular been so considered.
and nervous chord, by which the testicle is susSPERMATORRHCE'A, Spermorrha/a, Sperpended. It is composed of the spermatic artery niacra'sia, Gonacra'sia, Gonacraii'a, (F.) Plux
and veins; of other small vessels; of lympha- de Spcrme; from emiQua, 'sperm,' and ntw, ' I
tics; of nervous filaments from the spermatic flow.'
An emission of sperm, without copulaplexus, and from the genito-crural branch of tion. See Gonorrhoea and Pollution.
the lumbo-abdominal plexus; of the vas defeSpermatorrhce a Atonica, Gonorrhoea
rens, and, very often, of a fibro-cellular chord, laxorum.
which unites the peritoneum to the upper part
SPERMATOZO'A, from antQua, 'sperm,'
of the tunica vaginalis, and in which, encysted and tutor, 'animal.'
Spermatic
Zoospermcs.
hydrocele of the spermatic chord occurs. AD animalcules. Animalcules seen in the sperm,
these parts are united together by a very lax. and by some supposed to be the formative
cellular tissue, and surrounded by coats, which, agents in generation.
reckoning from without, are; 1. The skin and
SPERMORRHCEA, Spermatorrhoea.
cellular membrane. 2. A fibro-cellular memSPHACELIA SFGETUM. See Ergot.
brane, formed by the fascia superficialis. 3. A
SPHACEL1SMUS, Sphacelus-s. Cerebri,
very thin layer, formed by fibres of the cremas- Phrenitis.
ter muscle, united archwise before, and often,
SPHACELUS, Gangrzfna Sphacelus, Sphaalso, behind, the chord.
This word is
4. The proper sheath celis'mvs, from atpatw,
I slay.'
of the spermatic vessels, or the tubular prolon- used, by some, synonymously with Gangrene
gation, furnished by the fascia transversalis to (q. v.); by others, with gangrene when it occuthe chord, on a level with the superior orifice of pies the whole substance of a limb. Commonly,
the inguinal canal. The spermatic chord is it means the disorganized portion, in cases of
commonly shorter on the right side than on the mortification, which must be thrown off— or is,
left; and of a different size in different indivi- in other word3, totally dead.
The foul, disorgaduals. It ascends, almost vertically, from the nized portion of an ulcer— called the slough
superior margin of the testicle, as far as the must be considered a kind of sphacelus.
lower orifice of the inguinal canal; passes
Sphacelus was formerly used for excessive
through this canal, and enters the abdomen, pain; and for agitation from excessive pain, or
crossing the epigastric artery. Here it forms violent emotion.
an evident elbow, directing its course backSPH^ERA, Pila— s. Marina, Pila marina— s.
ward. At this part, also, the organs, composing Thalassia, Pila marina.

—

'

'

—

'

—

—

—
SPHiERANTHUS
SPH/ERANTHUS INDICUS,

Adaca.

SPILERIDION, Pilula.
SPH.ERION, Globule, Pilula.
SP1LEROCEPHALA ELATIOR,

articulation of the extremity of the greater ala
of the sphenoid with the anterior and inferior
angle of the parietal bone.

Echi-

nops.

SPIIENO-PTERYGO-PALAT1NUS,
cumflexus

SPHiEROCOCCUS CRISPUS,

Fucus

cris-

SPH AGE,

Throat.

8PHENDONE,

Funda.

s.

Cir-

Salpingo-staphylinus, Circum-

flex.

That which belongs

KPUllYOKALPLXGO.MALLIEN,

Laxator

tympani.

SPH ENO-MAXTLLARY,
That which

—

SPHENO STAPHYLINUS, Levator palati.
SPHENO-TEM'PORAL, Sphcno-tempora'lis.

pus.

ris.

SPHENOIDAL
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Sphseno-maxil/a'relates to the sphenoid and

maxillary bones.
Spiif.no ma xi LL art or Inferior Or'bitar
Fissork, (F.) Feme sphtno-muxillaire oil orbitaire inferiearc, called, also, For a' men lac" erum
infe'rius, F. spheno-maxillare, is situate at the
posterior part of the angle, formed by the union
of the internal and inferior parietes of the orbit.
It is constituted, above, by the sphenoid bone
below, by the superior maxillary and palate
bones; and, before, by the malar bone. It is
narrower at the middle than at the extremities,
and forms a communication between the orbitar
cavity and the zygomatic fossa.
Sphenomaxillary Fossa is a name given,
by some anatomists, to a depression at the union
of the spheno- maxillary and pterygo-maxillary
;

fissures.

SPHENO OR'BITAR. A name given, by
Beclard, to the anterior part of the body of the
sphenoid bone, which is developed by a variable number of points of ossification.

to the

sphenoid and tem-

poral bones.

Spheno-temporal Suture is the suture at
the articulation of the great alte of the sphenoid bone with the squamous portion of the
Beclard gives the name sphenotemporal.
temporal to the posterior part of the body of
the sphenoid, which is developed by distinct
points of ossification.
SPHE'NOIL), Sphcno'i'des Os, from o<ptiv, a

—

'

wedge,' and tifiog, resemblance.' Os bastia're,
seu cuneifor'mE seu cu'neo compara'lum, seu
sphenoidale, seu rnultifur'me'. seu az'ygos, sen
papilla' re, seu pohjmor' phon, seu paxilla'rc, seu
baxilla're, seu alxfor'me, seu sphecoi'Ues, seu
vespifor'ml, seu inconjnga'lum, Pterygoid Bone.
An azygous bone, situate on the median line,
and at the base of the cranium. It articulates
with all the other bones of that cavity
supports them, and strengthens their union. Its
form is singular, and resembles a bat with its
wings extended. It has, ]. An inferior or gut'

'

;

or Large lateral
nasal, is the termination of the internal maxillary.
It enters at the posterior part of the superior meatus of the nose, through the sphenopalatine foramen, and spreads its numerous
branches on the pituitary membrane covering
the septum, the cornua, and the meatus.
Foramen Spheno-palatinum is a round aperture, formed by the vertical portion of the os
palati and the sphenoid.
It establishes a communication between the nasal fossa and the

tural surface, on which is situate the crista, that
joins the vomer; a channel, which concurs in
forming the pterygopalatine foramen; the
pterygoid process; the pterygoid fossa; the
scaphoid depression; the Vidian or pterygoid
ovale, spinale, &c.
canal; the foramina
2.
A superior or cerebral surface, on which are
the clinoid processes; the pituitary fossa; the
foramina (ovale, rolundum, and spinale;) the
Apophysis of Ingrassias or lesser wing; the
foramen opticum, &c. 3. An occipital or posterior surface, which is articulated with the
basilary process of the occipital bone.
4. An
anterior or orbito-nasal surface; having, anteriorly, a crista to unite with the ethmoid bone;
and, on each side, a round aperture, which leads
into two cavities in the substance of the bone,
separated by a middle septum, and called the

zygomatic

sphenoidal sinuses.

S PHENO PAL'ATINE, Sphenopalatine.
That which relates to the sphenoid and palate

bones.

—

:

Spheno-palatine Arterv,

fossa.

Spheno palatine Ganglion,

5. Two zygomata temporal
which correspond to the
zygomatic
fossa?.
temporal and
Some divide the sphenoid into body or middle portion; and a/sp, which are four in number,
and are subdivided into great (Temporal Plates
or Wings) and little (Apophyses of Ingrassias.)
The Sphenoid suture surrounds the bone.
Sphenoid, Spinous Process of the, Sphe-

or Ganglion of
Meckel, Spheuoi'dal G. (Ch )
A small, nervous,
cordiform, or triangular ganglion, of variable
size, situate without the foramen spha>no-palaIt
tinurn, in the pterygo-maxillarv fissure.
seems suspended, by several nervous filaments,
to the trunk of the superior maxillary nerve,
and gives off internal or spl/eno-palatine filaments, inferior or palatine filaments, and a posterior filament, which is the Vidian or pterygoid

or external surfaces,

nerve.

belongs or relates to the sphenoid.
Cornua Sphenoida'lia, Cornels sphenoidaur,
Cornets de Berlin, Ossa triungulu'riu, Pyramids
of Wistar. Two small, thin, and curved bones,
situate between the sphenoid and ethmoid, with
which they are confounded, in the adult. They
have the shape of a hollow pyramid, with the
base turned backwards; and are developed by
They are articua single point of ossification.
lated with the sphenoid, ethmoid, palate bone,

Sphenopalatine Nerves

or Lat'rral nasal,

—

—

from the ganglion just described at its
inner part, and enter the nasal fossa by the

arise

spheno-palatine foramen. They are f» or (i in
Lumber, and distribute their filaments to the
outer and inner parietes of the nasal tone. One
of the most remarkable branches is the Nasopalatine, (q. v.)

Spiif.noPalatinus, Levator

palati.

SPHENO- PA RI'ET A L, Spheno-pariela'lis.
That which belongs or relates to the sphenoid
and parietal bones.
Spheno parietal Suture is formed by the

noidal spine.

SPHENOI'DAL,

Sphenolda'lis.

That which

and vomer.

Sphenoidal or Supe'hior Or'bitary Fissure, Fora.'men lac" erum supe'rius, (F.) Fentt
sphino'idale,

is

a large fissure, situate between

—
SPHENOJDES

—
SPINA

GG4

great and little ala of the sphenoid. It is
seen at the upper and back part of the orbit,
between which and the cranium it is a means
of communication.
Sphenoidal Spine, (F.) Apine sphenoidale,
Spinous Process of the Sphenoid;—]. A pro-

SPFC, Lavendula.
SP1CA, Fascia Inguina'lis

tlio

jecting crista at the inferior surface of the sphenoid bone, for articulation with the vomer. 2.
A triangular process, Apophysc soustcinporale,
(Ch.) met with near the posterior margin of
the same bone, behind the foramen spinale. At
the point of the spinous process, a styloid process is frequently met with.

SPHENOIDES, Cuneiform.
SPHENOSIS. See Wedged.
SPHEX, Wasp.
SPHINCTER, Constric'tor; from otpiyya), 1
constrict.
A name given to several annular
Sphincter Ani, Annula'ris Ani. Many anatomists have described two sphincter muscles
of the anus; 1. The S. extei'nus, Aspidis'cos, S cula'neus, C'occygio-cutani-sphincter, Orbicularis Recti, Constric'tor Ani, Coccygio-anal,
It is situate around the anus; is ellip(Ch.)
tical from before to behind ; flattened, and
pierced at its middle. Its fibres describe concentric arcs, which are attached, behind, to the
extremity of the coccyx, by a dense, cellular

—

substance; and are confounded, anteriorly, with
the bulbo-cavernosi and transversus perincei
muscles. This muscle contracts and closes the
anus. 2. The inner or internal Sphincter Jini,
Sphincter intestina' lis of Winslow, is, by many
anatomists, considered as the termination of the
circular fibres of the rectum. It is annular,
and situate around the inferior extremity of the
rectum, to the extent of about a finger's breadth.
It has the same uses as the other.
Sphincter Gul.«, Constrictores pharynnfis
Bauhin, valve of s. Intestinafis,
s. Ilei,
Sphincter ani internus s. Labiorum, Orbicu-

—

—

—

—

Oculi, Orbicularis palpebrarum
palpebrarum s.
s. Palpebrarum, Orbicularis
Pylori, see Pylorus— s. Vaginae, Constrictores
cunni s. Vcntriculi, Pylorus.
Sphincter Vksi'ca:, Sphincter of the bladder.
Some anatomists have given this name to
whitish, elastic, and circular fibres, which surround the neck of the bladder, but do not conMorgagni has
stitute a particular muscle.
given the name Pseudo-Sphincter to the anterior fibres of the levator ani. which pass beneath the neck of the bladder, and, by their
contraction, close that opening.
laris oris

s.

—

—

SPHRAGIDONYCHARGOCOME'TA,

from

a seal,' oiuij, the nail,' anyog, white,'
or perhaps aqyvoog, 'silver,' and xofitut, 'I
A charlatan who adorned his fingers
adorn.'
Aristophanes.
to the very nails with rings.
cipqaytc,

'

'

'

—

Hippocrates

SPHYG'MICA ARS,
pulse.'

The

art of

from atpvyuo?, 'the
judging by the pulse, in

health or disease.

SPHYGMOCEPHALUS, Crotaphe.
SPHYGMOLOG'IA, from inptfypot,
The
pulse,' and xoyo?, 'a description.'
of the pulse.
SPHYGMOMETER, Pubilegium.

SPHYGMOS,
BPHYRA,
8PHYXIS,

Pulsation, Pulse.
Malleolus.
Pulsation.

'the
doctrine

Epi.

the Spica bund-

—

—

JNardi,

Nardus Indica.

SPICES, FOUR.

See Myrtus pimenta.

SP1CILLUM, Specillum.
SPIDER WORT, Lihago.

'

muscles, which constrict or close certain na-

(F."i

lis, Spica inguina'lis duplex, the spica for the
shoulder, and another for the thumb.
Spica Alpina, Valeriana Celtica— s Celtica,
Valeriana Celtica s Indica, iNardus Indica s.

'

tural openings.

;

A

bandage, so called in consequence of its somewhat resembling a spike of
barley.
The turns of the bandage cross like
the letter V;— each leaving a third of the roller
uncovered. It is distinguished into ascending
and descending. It may be applied over various
parts of the body; and in a different manner
in each case: thus, there is the Spica inguina'aae,

SP1GELIA,

S. Marilandica.
Spice'lia Marilan'dica, Anlhcl'mia, Spigeflitt
Lonic"era, Pe.en'nial llormgrass or Indian
Pink, Caroli'na Pink. Nat. Order, Gentianeee.
Order. Monogynia. IndiClass, Pentandria.
genous. The root Spigelia, (Ph. U. S.) is
celebrated as an anthelmintic, particularly in

—

also, asserted to have

cases of lumbrici. It is,
been found serviceable in remittent fever.
Dose, gr. x to gss.
a narcotico-acrid.

It

is

SPIGNEL, ^Ethusa meum.
SPIKENARD, Conyza squarrosa, Nardus
Indica.

SPILAN'THUS ACMEL'LA,

Achmella, Ac-

mella, Balm-kaved Spilanthus. Family, Cory mbiferae. Sex. Syst. Syngenesia, Polygamia rcqualis.
This plant possesses a glutinous, bitter
The herb and seed
taste, and fragrant smell.
are said to be diuretic and emmenagogue. They
have been used in dropsies, jaundice, fluor algiven in infubus, and calculous complaints;

—

sion.

SriLANTHus, Balm-leaved, Spilanthus acmella.

SpiLAK AVIT\i'vsOlT£.B.a'cV.VS, Spear-leavedSpiA tincture of
the plant has been recommended in toothache.
SPILOSIS, Epichrosis— s. Ephelis, Ephelides
lanthus, (F.) Cresson de Para.

—

s

Poliosis, Poliosis.

SPILSBURY'S ANTISCORBUTIC DROPS.
An empirical preparation, formed of hydrarg.
oxymur., rad. gentian., cart, avrant. sice aa gij,
antimon. crud., santal. rubr. ua gj, spiritus vini
rectif. aquas, aa §viij.
SPINA, 'a thorn,' Spine, (F.) lipme. A process
on the surface of a bone, which has been compared to the spines or thorns on certain vegetables.
The chief processes of this name, are:
the nasal spine, the spine of the scapula, the
spine of the ischium, the four iliac spines, the palatine spine, the maxillary, the sphenoid, «fcc.
The spine of the back is the collection of vertebrae
constituting the vertebral column, (q. v.)
Spina, Penis— s. Acida, Oxycarilha Galeni—
s. Alba.Cars. ALgypliaca, see Acaciffi gummi
duus marianus, Mespilus oxyacanlha s. Bifida,
Rhainnus—
s. Dorsi,
Hydrorachis— s. Cervina,
s. HelinonVertebral column s. Ferrea, Pin
tii,
Aiguillon—s. Hirci, Astragalus verus— a.
,

—

—

—

—

Infecloria,

—

Rhamnus.

Sfina Vento'sa, Spinx ventos'itas, Tere'do,

Fungus

Artic'uli, Arthroc 'ace, Pmdartkrec'acB,
White Swelling, (of come,) Sidera'tio Qui*, ('un-

ci

r Ossis,

Gangrsdna Ossis,Exosto'sis.

of no definite meaning, as

is

A

term

obvious from these

—

—
SPINACH

SPIR.EA
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be beneficial in such diseases, no matter what
part of the frame may be in a morbid state, by
exciting a new and revellent impression on a
very sensible portion of the cutaneous surface.
Spinal Nerve, Accessary of the Par vagum,
or 8th pair. Accessory nerve of Willis, Spinal
Accessory, SjTino- cranio trap'ezien, Superior res'piratory JV Eleventh pair of encephalic nerves,
Trackilo- dorsal, (Ch.) arises from the medulla
spinalis, within the vertebral canal, between
Rhazes.
cervical
Spina Ventosa, Hydrarthrus. Mollifies os- the anterior and posterior roots of the
nerves, at a greater or less distance from the
sium s. Vertebralis. Vertebral column.
cranium. The roots unite to form the nerve,
SPINACH, Spinacia.
SPINA'CIA, Spina! chia, Spina'cia okra'cea, which ascends into the cranium through the
the occipital bone, and
Spin' age, Spinach, (F.) Epinard. Family, Atrip- foramen magnum of
lacerum posterius, crossSex. Sijst. Dicecia Pentandria. A plant issues by the foramen
licese.
to which it
sterno-cleido-mastoideus,
which resembles the cabbage in its dietetic ing the
entirely on the
powers. The leaves boiled, with the addition gives filaments, and losing itself
of oil, form a good emollient cataplasm. It has trapezius muscle.
Spinales Colli Minorf.s, Interspinals colli
been used in phthisical complaints; but its mes. et Transversales lumborum, Transversalis
dicinal properties, if it have any, are not now

various words hiving been considered its synonymes. By some, it is defined to be a disease
of the osseous system, in which the texture of
the bone dilates, seeming to be distended with
air,and constituting a variety of osteo-sarcoma.
By others, it is considered to be a tumour arising
from an internal caries of a bone; occurring
most frequently in the carpus or tarsus. The
term itself is a translation from the Arabic of

—

,

—

—

regarded.

dorsi.

»

SP1NJE VENTOSITAS, Spina
SPIN AGE, Spinacia.
SPINAL, Spina'lis, from spina,

Colli,
'

the spine.'

That which relates to the vertebral column.
Spinal Arteries are two in number, viz:
I.The posterior spinal, Artere midiane posl'eIt arises from the vernear the corpora pyramidalia, and descends on the posterior surface of the spinal

rieure

du Rachis, (Ch.)

tebral,

marrow, distributing

its

ramifications to

it.

2.

anterior spinal artery, A. midiane anti,
is larger than the last, and arises,
It descends, in a seralso, from the vertebral.
pentine manner, upon the anterior surface of
the marrow; furnishes ramusculi to it, and
unites with that of the opposite side, opposite

The

rieure, (Ch.,)

magnum occipitis. A very tortuous branch arises from this union, which deecends as far as the inferior extremity of the
marrow, to which it sends numerous divisions.
The term Spinal Arteries or Rachidian
Artef.iks is also given, in the abstract, to all

the foramen

the arteries of the spinal marrow and vertebral
canal. The same may be said of the veins and
nerves.
Spinal Cord, Medulla spinalis— s. Prolonga-

Medulla spinalis.
Spinal Foram'ina, (F.) Trous rachidiens, in
every
the abstract, are the foramina, formed by
two contiguous vertebra?, through which the
term
The
Vertebral.
spinal nerves issue. See
Foramen Spinale is especially applied, howtion,

spinous
ever, to a small foramen, in front of the
process of the sphenoid bone, through which
enters the
the middle artery of the dura mater
cranium. It is, likewise, called Foramen sphenopetit
spino'sum, (F.) Trou spheno-epineux ou
rond, Trou ipintvx.
Spinal Ikrita'tion, Rh actual gi Us. A momost nerdern pathological view, which refers
cord.
vous diseases to irritation of the spinal
by
This irritation is presumed to be indicated
prospinous
the
tenderness on pressure over
the nerves
cess of one or more vertebrae, or over
the
proceeding from the cord and distributed to
tenderparts at the sides of the spine. Such
the patho
ness, however, by no means indicates
condition in question, as it is often mel
logical

Cehvicis, Semi-spinalis

Spinalis

ventosa.

The
with in those enjoying perfect health.
treatment advised is cupping and counterwhich may
irritation on each side of the spine,

Semi

colli

—

s.

spinalis colli.

Spinalis Dorsi, Grand ipineux du dos, SpiWinslow calls thus, some
nalis Dorsi major.
fleshy fasciculi, which are situate on the lateprocesses; from the
spinous
ral surfaces of the
third dorsal vertebra to the first or second lumbar; and which form part of the transversospinalis of most authors. The same anatomist
Spina'lis Dorsi minor, Petit ipincux du
calls
dos— some small, fleshy fibres, situate on each
They are
side of the interspinal ligament.
short, flat, and
to the other.

pass from one spinous process
Like the preceding, they form

part of the transverso-spinalis. All these fleshy
fasciculi strengthen the vertebral column.

SPINATI, Interspinals

colli.

SPlNFi, Vertebral column— s. Curvature of
the, Gibbositas.

SPIN1-AXOIDO-OCCIP1TALIS, Rectus caposticus major s. Axoido-trachili-atlo'idien,
Obliquus inferior capitis.
pitis

SPINITIS,

Myelitis.

SPINO-DOMSITIS, Myelitis.
SPINOLA, Hydrorachis.
SPINOUS, Spino'sus, (F.) ipineux.

Having

the shape of a spine or thorn.
Spinous Proc"esses or Apoph'yses of the
Ver'lebra,Acan'lhm, Cynol.'ophoi, (F.) Apophyses
ipineuscs, are situate at the posterior part of

each vertebra, and afford attachment to the
muscles, whose office it is to extend the spine.
See Vertebra.
SP1RACULA, Pores of the skin.

FILIPEN'DULA,

SITR^E'A

Filipendula,

Saxf'raga rubra, Dropwort, (F.) Fi/ipendule.
<

Sex. Syst. Icosandria Pentaof this plant is said to possess
virtues.
lithontriplic
astringent and
This indiSpiityE'A Tomento'sa, Hardback.
genous species, which is abundant in the
Frtm«7i/, Rosaeea?.
irynia.

The

root,

northern states of the Union, is tonic and astringent; and is usually administered either in
the form of extract or of decoction, {spiraese gss;

aqux

Oj.)

Spirjea Tkifoliata, Gillenia trifohata.
Spirjea Ulma'ria, Ulmaria, Regi'na Prati,
Burba caprm, Meadow Sweet. Queen of the Meadows, Bar'bula capri'na, (F.) Ulmaire. Reine
des Pres.

The

leaves have been

recommended

——
SPIR AMENTUM
as mild astringents:— the flowers
as antispasmodics and diaphoretics.

8PJRAMKNTUM ANIM.E,
SPIRATJO,

Pulmo

Respiration.

SPIRIT,

Spir'itus, from spirare,
to exhale
or steam.' (F.) Esprit. A name
given to every
liquid product of distillation.
These were formerly distinguished into— inflammable, ucid,w&
allcakne; and consequently a number of substances were crowded together, which often
'

resembled each other in no other property than
in being volatile.
The term is now confined
to alcoholic liquors, of
the chief.

Agua Ardiente.

which the following
h are

Distilled from pulque, the

fermented juice of the Agave, by he Mexicans.
Arrack. Distilled from coarse palm sugar,
named jaggery, fermented with the bark ofthe
Mimosa leucophlea; also from rice and the fermented juice of the Palm; made in India. Rs
I

varieties are

Mahwah

Made in India from the
flowers ofthe Madhuca tree, Bassia butyracea.
2. Tuba.
Made from palm wine, in the Philippine Islands.
1.

Arrack.

Araka. Distilled, by the Tartars, from koumis, fermented mares' milk.
Araki. Distilled from dates, by the Eitvd'
b,y
tians.

Arika. A variety of koumis, distilled from
fermented mares' milk, in Tartary and Iceland.

Brandy.
Persimmon

SPIRITUS
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Distilled from wine, figs, peaches,
apple, mulberries, and%ometimes

other fruits, in Europe, Asia, N. and S.

Ame-

Ireland, from malted and raw barley, rye, oats,
and potatoes; and in the south of France, from
sloes.
In Ireland it was called builceaun, or
madness of the head. The best Scotch whisky
is G/enlivtt, the best Irish, Ennishowen.
Y-weii-a. Distilled, in the Sandwich Islands,
from the root ofthe Tee-root, baked, pounded,

and fermented.

To

these may be added an intoxicating liquor,
the Aft'ghanistans, from ewes' milk;
and that made at Kamtschatka, from a species
of mushroom, named muchumer.
Spirit of Aniseed, Spirilus anisi s. Bathing, Freeman's, see Linimentuin snponis compos.
s.
Bathing, Jackson's, see Linimentuin
saponis compos. s. Bezoardic of Bussius, see
Bussii spiritus Bezoarticus
s
Bone, Liquor
volatilis cornu cervi
s.
of Burrhus, Burrhi
spiritus matricalis
s. of Carraway, Spmtu3
carui
s. of Ether, aromatic, Spiritus stheria
aromaticus s. Fuming, of llegnin, Ammoniro

made by

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

sulphuretum
sulphuretum

—

—
—

s.

Fuming, of Boyle, Ammonia:

s.

of Hartshorn, Liquor cornu

cervi
s. of Horseradish, compound, Spiritus
armoracia: compositus s. of Lavender. Spiritus
lavandula? s. of Lavender, compound, Spiritus
lavandulaj compositus
Lis. of Mindererus,
quor ammonix acetatis s. of Nitre, sweet, Spiritus Eelheris nitrici
s of Nitric ether. Spiritus
rctheris nitrici
s. of Pennyroyal, Spiritus pulegii
s. of Peppermint, Spiritus menthas piperita
s. Proof, Spiritus tenuior— s. of Salt. Mu-

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

rialicum acidum s. of Scurvygrass, golden,
see Spiritus armoracice compositus s of Spearmint, Spiritus mentha? viiidis s. of Sulphuric
ether, Spiritus aetheris sulphurici
s. of Sulphuric ether, compound. Spiritus aetheris sulphurici
compositus s. of Turpentine, Oleum terebinthinas rectificatum
s. Verdigris, Areticum acidum s. of Wine and camphor, Spiritus Camphors.

—

—
—

wherever wine is made. The best brandy
is that of Cognac; the next, that
of Bordeaux
and Rochelle. The varieties are—
1. Luu.
Made from rice, in Siam.
2. Rukia.
Made in Dalmatia from the husks
of grapes mixed with aromatics.
3. Rossolio.
Made at Dantzic, from a comSPIRITS, ANIMAL, Nervous fluid.
pound of brandy, rossolis, and other plants.
SPIRITUS, Breath, Respiration— s. ^Ethe4. Trostcr.
Made on the Rhine, from the reus nitrosus, Spiiitus aetheris nitrici s. iEthehusks of grapes, fermented with barley and rye. reus vitriolicus,
Spiritus oatheris sulphurici.
5. Sekiskaijavodka.
Made from the lees of
Spiritus jE'theris Aromat'icus, JEther
wine and fruit at Scio.
Sulphu'ricus
rica,

—

—

—

—

Geneva Hollands,

niper.)

cum

(genievre,

French

for ju-

Distilled

from malted barley and rye
rectified on juniper berries, in
Holland. Its'

variety is
Gin. Made in England, from malted
barley,
rye, potatoes; rectified with turpentine.

Goli.wasser. Distilled at Dantzic, from
wheat, barley, and rye, rectified with
aniseed,
cinnamon, and other spices.
Kikschvv asser. Distilled from the Malacheb
cherry, in Switzerland.

Maraschino.

Distilled from the Macarska
cherry, at Zara, the capital of Dalmatia.
Rum, (supposed to be derived from the terminal syllable of the word saccharum: but the
native Americans called this liquor Rum.)
Distilled, in the West Indies and
South America,
troin cane-sugar

and molasses, and

America from maple-sugar.
Slatkaia Irava.
a sweet grass.

Made

at

Its

in

variety

North
is

Kamtschatka, from

Show-choo. Distilled, in China, from the lees
of Mandarin, a wine made from boiled rice.
Whisky, (supposed to be derived from usque.
the two first syllables of vsfuebagh, the original
name in Ireland.) Distilled, in Scotland' and

vitrio'li dvlce.

alcoho'/S

aromat'icus, Ehx'ir

Sweet Ehx'ir of

Vil'riol,

Viga'nVs

Elixir of Vitriol, At omat'ic Spirit of Ether. ( Cinnam. cort. contus. ^iij, car dam. scm. contus.
giss, pipcris longi fruct. cont., zingib. tad. concis., sing, sjj, spiritus ae.lhe.ris sulphuric. Oj.

Macerate, for 14 days, in a stopped glass vessel,
and strain. Ph. L.) It is used as a stimulant
in nervous affections.
Dose, f. ^ss to f £j.
Spiritus jEthf.ris Nit'rici, Sp. JEtheris nitro'si.

Sp. nitri dulcis, Sp. JEthe'mis nitro'sus,

Sweet Spirit of Nitre, Nitre drops, JEther nitricus
u/coolisatus, Spirit of Nitric Ether.
(Nitrate of
Potassa, in coarse powder, Ibij. Sulphuric acid,
Ibiss: Alcohol, Oixss; D'luteil Alcohol, Oj; Carbonate of Potassa. gj.
Mix the nitrate of po-

and the alcohol in a large glass retort, and
having gradually poured in the acid, digest
with a gentle heat for two hours: then raise the
To the distilled liheat, and distil a gallon.
quor add the diluted alcohol and carbonate of
Potassa, and again distil a gallon
Ph. U. S.)
It is refrigerant, diuretic, antispasmodic, and
diaphoretic. Dose g't- xxv. to f. 2[j.
Spiritus JEi-HfeKiS Sui.phu'rici, JEther Sulphuricus cum Alcoho'll, Liquor JEthereus Sul-

tassa

—

phuric us, Spiritus

Vitrioli dulcis, Spiritus

JEthe-

SPIRITUS
ris vitriolici,

Liquor Sulphuricns alcoolisa'tus,
Sulphuric Ether. (JEther. sulphuric,
Oss, tp, reel. Oj. Mix.
Stimulant,
Ph. L)
diaphoretic, diuretic, and antispasmodic. Dose,
F. Zaa to f. gin
SPIRITUS jEiHF.RIsSuLPHURlCI CoMPOs'lTCS,
Sp. aetheris vitriol' ici compositut, Liquor anod'ynus Hoffmanni, Compound Spirit of Sulphuric
ether, Hoffmann's Anodyne Liquor (JEther. Sulphuric, Oss; Jilcohol, Oj; 01. JEther. f. giij. Ph.
U. S.
Ph. L.) Mix. A stimulant and antispasmodic.
Spiritus JEriiEius Vitriolici Compositus,
Spiritus astlieris sulphuric comp.
Spiritus Aiifto'mx,AI'kali ammoni'ueum spirituo sum, Alcohol ammonia' turn, Sp. salis ammoni'aci, Am moni'aca alcokolisofta, Liquor ammo'nii vino' sus, L. ummonix spirituo'sus, Lixiv'ium
autmoniaca'I.B vino' sum, Spiritus salis ammoni'aci
vino' sus seu dulcis sen dulcifica'tus, Sola' tin sulicurhonu''tis ammoni'aci spirituo'sa, (F.) Esprit
d'ammoniaque. (Amnion, muriaj. in pulv subtilissim. ca/cis, aa Ibj; alcohol, f. ,§xx; aqux,$\x.
The water is employed t.. slake the lime; the
muriate of ammonia is then well mixed with it,
and by means of heat, the ammonia is made to
pass into the distilled water contained in a quart
bottle.
Ph. U. S ) Stimulant and antispasmodic.
Dose, f. ^ss to f. 3j.
Spiritus Ammonite Aromat'icus, Alcohol am -

Spirit

i

if

.

moniu'tum aromaticum, Aromatic ammonia' ted
Alcohol, Sal volut'ilB Drops, Spiritus salis vulal'ilis oteo'sus, Sp. volatilis aromaticus, Sal volatile
oleosum Sy/vii, Sp. ammonias compos'itus, Tinetu'ra uromatica ammoniata, Liquor oleo'sus Syl-

Lixiv'ium ammoniaca'ls aromaticum. (Am*
rnuriat. ^v; Potass, curb. 3viij, cinnam
cont carijopliyll. cont. aa Zjj; Li.mon. cort. ^iv;
alcohol, aquas aa Ov. M.
Distil Ovijss.
Stimulant.
Dose, f. gss to f. ^j.
Spiritus Ammonia Compositus, Spiritus aromaticus.
Spiritus AmhokijE Fce'tidus, Sp. volatilis
fcttidus. Fit Drops, Alcohol ammonia' turn feclidum, Tmctu'ra asaftrtidx ammoniata, Fetid Spi(Sp. ammonias Oij, asufatidas
rit of Ammonia.
Macerate for 12 hours, and distil Oiss.
Sij.
Ph. L.) Stimulant and antispasmodic. Dose,
f. ^ss to f. zj.
Spiritus Ammonia Succina'tus, Succina'ttd
Spirit of Ammonia, Common Eau de Luce, Ammoni'acum succina'tum, Aqua Lu'cix, Liquor ex
Ammonia ct Oleo Suc'cini, Liquor ex'citans, Spivii,

man.

,

ritus Ammonias cum Suecino, Sp Salis Ammoni'(Mastich. pjiij, sp
aci lades'cens seu lacteus.
red. f. ajix, ol lavand j_r,t xiv, sucein. ol g tl iv.
Macerate the mastich in the
liq. amnion, f. §x.
alcohol, and pour off the clear tincture : add the
-

and shake. Ph L.) Stimulant and antispasmodic. Dose, g». x to f. Zss or f. zj.
Spiritus Ani'si. Spiritus Anisi compos'itus,
Aqua Anisi fortis, Aqua Sem'inum Anisi composita, Spirit of An'isecd, (F.) Esprit d'anis.
rest,

'

SPIRITUS
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(Anisi sem. cont. Ibss, spirit tenuior. cong.,
aquas quod satis sit. ad prohibendum empyreuma. Ph. L.) Carminative. Dose, f. Zss to f.
§ss. In the compound spirit, angelica is usually

an ingredient.
Spiritus Anthos, Spiritus rosmarini.
Spiritus Armora'cije Compos'itus, Sp.Rnph'ani compositus, Aqua Raphani composita, Compound Spirit of Horseradish, (F.) Esprit de raifort compose". (Armorac. rad. recent, concis.,

aurant. cort. exsicc, sing. Ibj, myrist. nuc. concong. j, aquas q. s. ad prohibendum empyreuma. Ph L.) Stimulant and
antiscorbutic. (?)
Dose, f. zj to f. ziv.

tus. gss, spirit, ten.

—

The Golden

Spirit of Scurry Grass
an empreparation— is formed by adding gamto
one
gallon
of
the" sp. armoracix
§ 'J>

pirical
)0S t i

^

vi

compositus.

Greenough's Tincture of the Teeth, is formed
of amygd. amar. gij, ling. BresiL, cassias bacc,
aa giv, bid. Florent. gij, coccinell, sal. acetoscllas,
alum, aa zj, sp. vin. rect. Oij, sp, armoracix
comp. f, ^ss
t

Spiritus Beguinis, Ammoniae sulphuretum.
Spiritus Camphors, Sp. camphora'tus, Sp.
vino' sus camphoratus, Tinctu'ra Camphoras, Spirit of Wine and Camphor, Spirit of Camphor,
(F.) Esprit de Cumphre, Alcool. cumphri, Eau
de Vie cumphre
(Camphor, £iv, alcohol. Oij.
Dissolve.)
Stimulant, anodyne and discutient.

Used only externally.
Spiritus Car'ui, Sp. Cari Carui,

Spirit

of

Car'ruway, Aqua Sem'inum Carui fortis, A.
Sem'inum Carui, Strong Carui Waters, (F.)
Esprit de Curvi.
(Carui sem. cont. lbiss, sp. tenuior. cong. j, aquas q. s. Distil a gallon. Ph.
Carminative. Dose, f. Zj to f ^ss.
L.)
Spiritus Cinnamo'mi, Sp. Lauri Cinnamomi,

of Cin'namon, Aqua Cinnamomi fortis,
Cinnam. spirituo'sa, Strong Cinnamon
Water, (F.) Esprit de Cannelle.
(Cort. cinnam.
7)v,sp.rect. Oivss.) Stimulant and carminative.
Dose, f. zj to ^ss.
Spiritus Coi/chici Ammonia'tus, Ammonia'ted Spirit of Colchicum.
{Sem. colchic. cont.
3 ij sp. amnion, aromat. Oj. Ph. L.) Narcotic,
Spirit

Aqua

,

cathartic, and diuretic.
Used in gout, rheumaDose, from gtt. xxx to f. zj.
tism, and dropsy.
Spiritus Cornu Cervi, Liquor C. C. s. Fu-

—

Beguini, Ammonia? sulphuretum.
Spiritus Junip'eri Compos'itus, Compound
Spirit of Juniper, Aqua Junip'eri composita. (F
.)
Esprit de genibcrc compose.
(Bacc junip. cont.
liij, sem. carui cont., fanieul. sem. cont
aa 3iss,
Distil a gallon.
sp. ten. cong. j, aq. Oij.
Ph.
L ) Stimulant and diuretic. Dose, f. zj to f.
i-nans

.

~s.<.

Spiritus Lauri Cinnamomi, Spiritus cinna-

momi.
Spiritus Lavan'duljE, Sp. Lavandula; spicx,
Spirit of Lav'ender, Sp. Lavand. simpl., Lavender Water, (F.) Esprit de Lavande. {Lavand.
flor. recent,

a gallon

til

tbij,
)

sp. rectif.

to rectified spirit.

Spiritus

cong., aquas Oij. Dis-

Usually made by adding the

Used

as a

perfume

oil

chiefly.

Lavandula Compositus,

Tinctu'ra
Lavandula composita, Red Hartshorn, Lavender
drops, Compound Spirit of Lavender, (F.) Esprit de Lavande compose.
(Sp. lavand. Oi\j,sp.
rnsmarin. Oj, cinnam., cort. contus. 3j, myristic.
nucleor. cont., ^ss, caryophyll. cont. gij, pterocarpi ligni cone. ziij.
Macerate for 14 days,
and filter through paper. Stimulant. Dose,
g». xl to f. zij.

Spiritus Lumbricorum, Liquor

nu

volatilis cor-

cervi.

Mentha Piperita:, Spirit of PepAqua Mentha? pipcrit'idis spirituo'sa,
Me.nthx viperit'idis, (F.) Esprit de Menthe
9vjss, sp. rectif.
poiviee.
(Olei menlh. pipOivss, aqux, q. s distil a gallon. Ph. L ) CarDose, f. gsa to f.
minative and stimulant.
Spiritus

per mint,

Sp

o'U-

—
SPIR1TUS
Spiritus MenthjE Sativje, Spiritus mentha?
viridis.

Spikitus

Mentha

Vir'idis, Spearmint, Spi-

ritus menthae suti'vae, Aqua Mentltx vulgu'ris
(Olei
spirituo'su, (F.) Esprit de Menthe terte.
Menth. virid. 9viss, sp. rectif. Oivss, aq. q. s.
Ph. L.) Like the last in proDistil a gallon.

perties and dose.

Spiritus Millepedarum, Liquor cornu

j,

aqua: Oj.

CorDistil a gallon.
Dose, f. £] to f. ^iv.

and carminative.
Spiritus Mvrti Pimento, Spiritus pimenta?

dial

—

—

s. Nitri acis. Nitri vulgaris, see Nitric acid
s. Nitri dulcis, Spiritus cetheris
dus, Nitric acid
s. Nitri
nitrici
s. Nitri duplex, Nitric acid
fumans, Nitric acid s. Nitri Glauberi, Nitric
s. Nucis
s. Nitri simplex, see Nitric acid
acid
moschata?, Spiritus myristica? s. Ophthalmicus

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

Mindereri, Liquor ammonia? acetatis.
Spiritus Pimkn'tje, Sp. Myrli Pimenta;, Spiritus Pimento, Spirit of Pimento, Aqua Mirab'ilis.

(P intent, laccar. cont. Sij, sp. tenuior. cong.,
aquas O']. Distil a gallon. Cordial and carmiDose, f. gj to f. giv.
native.
Spiritus PvLE.'<ni,Spirit of Pennyroyal, Aqua
Pulf.gii spiritwf sa.Sniriluous Pennyroyal Water,
(O/ei pulegii "fyvij, sp.
(F.) Esprit de Pouliot.
Distil a gallon." Pit. L.)
rect. Oivss,aqu3e,q. s.
Same as spirit of spearmint in properties and
<!ose.

Spiritus Rectifica'tus, Sp.Vini rectif catvs,
(Enostag'ma, Sp. Vino'sus rectificatus, Al'cokol,
Spirit of Wine, (F.) Esprit de Yin rectif e. Rec-

much

used, in Pharmacy, to dissolve resinous and other substances. It is seldom exhibited internally; although it exists in
the diluted state in all vinous and spirituous
Externally, it is employed as a disliquors.
S. G., according to the London Pharcutient.
macopeia. 0.838; according to that of Dublin,
0.840; of Edinburgh and United States, 0.835,
(see Alcohol,) and of Paris, 0.819 to 0.827.
tified spirit is

—

Spiritus Rector,

Aroma— s. Rhaphani com-

positus, Spiritus armoracia? compositus.
Spiritus Rosmari'ni, Sp. Rorismurini officinalis, Spirit of Rosemary, (q. v.) Spiritus An(F.) Esprit de Romarin.
thos, Hungary Water.
(Ol. rosmurini gij, sp. rect. cong. j, aquas Oj.
Distil a gallon.) Stimulant. Dose, f. %j to f. giv.

Spiritus Salis Acidus seu Fumans. Muriaticum ncidum s. Salis ammoniaci, Spiritus
ammonias s. Salis ammoniaci aquosus, Liquor
ammonia? s. Salis ammoniaci lactescens seu
lacteus, Spiritus ammonia? succinatus
s. Salis

—
—

—

—

ammoniaci sulphuratus, Ammonia? sulphuretum s. Salis Glauberi, Muriaticum acidum
s. Salis marini coagulatus, Potassee murias— s.
s. Salis volaSalis marini, Muriaticum acidum
tilis oleosus, Spiritus ammonia? aromaticus

—

—

Sulphurico-sethereus camphoratus, Tmctura
ffithereacomposita s.Sulphuricocethereusmartialis, Tinctura seu alcohol sulphurico-a?thereus
ferri— s. Sulphuris, Sulphurous acid s. Sulphuris per campanam, Sulphurous acid s. Sulphuris volatilis, Ammonia? sulphuretum s.
e.

purposes, by mixing equal parts of rectified
spirit and water.
S. G. Lond. 0.920; Edinb.
It is employed in
the same cases as those in which alcohol is
used: chiefly, as a solvent of vegetable matters, in the form of tinctures.

and United States, 0.935.

—

Spiritus Veneris, Aceticum acidum
Spiritus rectificatus

rectificatus,

cervi.

Spiritus Mvris'tic;e, Spiritus Myristicse Moscha'tx, Sp. JS'ucis Moschatse, Jlqua J\~ucis Moschatse, Nutmeg Water, Aqua Jfephrit'ica, (F.) Esprit
de Muscudt. (Myrist. nucl. cont. 5'ij, spirit, tenuior. cong.
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—

—
—

—

Sulphurosus volatilis, Sulphurous acid.
Spiritus Tenu'ior, Alcohol dilutum, Spiritus
vino'sus tenu'ior, Proof Spirit, (F.) Esprit de vin
Generally made, for pharmaceutical
dlluyi.

camphoratus, Spiritus camphora?
tenuior, Spiritus tenuior

—

s.

—
—

s.
s.

Vitalis,

—

s.

Vini

Vinosus
Vinosus
Nervous

—

Vitrioli
s.
fluid— s. Vitrioli, Sulphuric acid
acidus Vogleri, Sulphuricum acidum dilutum
s. Vitrioli coagulatus Mynsichti, Fotassa? sulphas s. Vitrioli dulcis, Spiritus aMheris sul-

—

—
—
—

phurici s. Vitrioli phlogisticatus, Sulphurous
acid s. Volatilis aromaticus, Spiritus ammonia?
aromaticus s. Volatilis fcetidus, Spiritus am-

monia?

—

fioetidus.

Sl'IROPTERA HOMINIS. See Worms.
SPISSANTIA, Incrassantia.
SPIT, Sputum.

MINERAL WATERS

SP1TAL,

village of Spital

is

The

OF.

situate on the south side of

The springs
the Tweed, near Tweedmoulh.
there contain chloride of calcium, sulphate of
carbonate
They
and
of
lime.
soda, sulphate
act as saline cathartics.

SPITH'AMA,

Dorans.

fingers' breadth.

SPITTLE,

Saliva

—

s.

A

measure of twelve

Sweet, see Salivation.

SPLANCHNA, Entrails.
SPLANCHNEURYS'MA,
'an intestine,' and ivovrta, 'I
dilatation of the intestines.

from on?.ay X ror,
dilate.'
Morbid

SPLANCHNIC, Splanchnicus,
v-nlayxvov,

'

That which

viscus.'

Visceral,

from

relates to the

viscera.

Splanchnic Cav'ities
cavities of the body;
chest, and abdomen.

are the three great
of the cranium,

— those

Sflanchnic Nerves belong

to the great

sym-

pathetic, and are two in number on each side.
1. The great
are distinguished into:
splanchnic nerve, Grand surrenul, (Chaus.) Its
roots
four or five in number, come from the
6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, and sometimes the 10th tho-

—

They

—

racic ganglion. They descend inwards, on the
6ides of the vertebral column, beneath the pleura, and unite into a single trunk, which enters
the abdomen through a separation of the fleshy

diaphragm; passes
behind the stomach, and divides into several
branches, which pass into the semilunar ganfibres of the pillars of the

glion.

2.

The

lesser splanchnic nerve, Splanch-

nique accessoire, of
(Ch.,) is

Walther, Petit surrinal,
distinct branches,

composed of two

proceeding from the 10th and llth thoracic
ganglion, which unite on the 12th dorsal vertebra into a cord, that pierces the diaphragm
singly; enters the abdomen, and divides into
two branches, one of which anastomoses with
the greater splanchnic nerve, whilst the other
sends its filaments to the renal and solar plexuses.

SFLANCH'NICA.

Medicines adapted to

dis-

eases of the bowels. Also, the 2d order of the
class Cas/iaca of Good; defined,— diseases affecting the collatitious viscera, and characterdisquiet or diseased action in the orized by,
gans auxiliary to the digestive process, without
primary inflammation. _
SPLANCHJNO'DYNE, from onlay -/yv, <a
viscus,' and o<Jur?j, 'pain.' Pain in the bowels.

—

—

—
SPLANCHNOGRAPHY

SPLA NCHNOG'RAPHY, Splanchnogra'phia,
from o,iXay /tov, 'a

The

scription.'

and Xoyo$, 'a deanatomy which treats

viscu3,'

part of

of the viscera.

SPLANCHNOLOGY,

Splanchnolog"ia, from
ojtXuy^tur, 'a viscus,' and Xoyoc, 'a discourse.'
treatise on the viscera:
also, Splanchnograpliy.

A

—

SPLANCHNOPATHl'A, from anXay X vov,
'a viscus,' and nudog, 'suffering.' A disease
of the intestines.
SPLANCHNOT'OMY, Splanclinotom'ia, from
cmXay y\ uv a viscus,' and rifivto, I cut.' Dissection of the viscera.
,

'

'

SPLEEN,

onto!*, Lien,

(F.)

SPLINT

6G9

Rate.

A

soft,

spongy, parenchymatous organ; of a more or
less deep violet red. situate deeply in the left
hypochondrium, below the diaphragm, above
the colon, between the great tuberosity of the
stomach and the cartilages of the false ribs,
and above and anterior to the kidney. Its ordinary length is 4^ inches; its thickness, 2j;
and its weight 8 ounces. Its parenchyma,
which is bathed in blood, contains a multitude
of grayish, soft, and semi-transparent granulations splenic corpuscles.
It is covered by a
serous membrane, furnished by the peritoneum; and by a proper coat, of a fibrous nature,
which is intimately united with it, and transmits, into its interior, some delicate, solid, and
very elastic prolongations. At its inner edge
is a fissure, by which the vessels and nerves
enter the tissue. The functions of the spleen
are unknown.
One of the latest opinions is,
that it belongs to the lymphatic system.

companies the splenic artery; proceeding from
left to right, to unite with the superior mesenteric vein, and to form, with it, the abdominal
vena porta. In its course, it receives veins corresponding to the vasa brevia, the right and left
gastro-epiploic, the duodenal, pancreatic, coronaria ventiiculi, and inferior mesenteric veins.
Splenic Cachexia, see Cachexia splenica
s. Corpuscles, see Spleen.
SPLENICUS, Spleneticus.

SPLEN1S TUMOR, Ague
SPLEM'TIS, from
itis,

denoting inflammation.

Empres'ma

the spleen.

cake.

onXtjv, 'the spleen,'

and

Inflammation of

splenitis, Inflammaflio

splenis, (F.) Inflammation de la Rate.
disease characterized by local pain,
swelling, and heat; which, sometimes, terminates 6y suppuration. It must be treated
like other inflammations.

lienis,

A

I.

rare

SPLENIUM, Compress — s. Cruciatum,

Croix

dc Mulle.

SPLE'NIUS,

S. Cap'itis, S. Colli,

Certicodorso-mastoidien et dorsotrachilien, Posterior
mastoid muscle, Cervico-mastoidien (Ch.) So
called from its resemblance to the spleen of
certain animals.
muscle, situate at the posterior part of the neck, and upper part of the

A

and aXyog, pain.' Pain in the spleen.
SpLENALGIA SuBINFLAMMATOKIA CHRONICA,

much broader above than below,
terminates in a point. It is attached,
by its inner edge, to the spinous processes of
the first five dorsal vertebra?; to that of the 7th
cervical, and to the inferior part of the posterior cervical ligament. By its upper extremity,
it is attached to the transverse processes of the
first two cervical vertebrae, to the mastoid process, and to the posterior surface of the occipiSome have considered this muscle
tal bone.
to be formed of two portions, which they have
called Splenitis colli, and Splenius capitis. The
splenius extends the head, inclines it, and rotates it. If the splenii of each side act together,

Splenoncus.

tliev

Spleen, Hypochondriasis.

SPLEEN WORT,

Asplenium

Asplenium,

scolopendrium.

SPLENAL'GIA,

from anX^v, 'the spleen,'

'

SPLENECTOMY, from onXy,
ix,

'out

of,'

and nurui,

1 cut.'

'

the spleen,'
Extirpation of

nis; from ojiXijv, the spleen,' and ixrunoc, 'out
of place.' Dislocation of the spleen. Not a
'

common occurrence.
SPLENEMPllRAX'IS,

from anXtp>, 'the

spleen,' and tfttpQaaaos, I obstruct.'
Vogel.
tion of (he spleen.
'

—

Obstruc-

Hypochondriasis.
Sple'nicus, (F.)

RaMeux.

That which relates to the spleen: one labouring under diseased spleen. Medicines adapted
to diseases of the spleen.
Sple'nicus, from arcXyv, 'the
spleen.'
That which relates to the spleen.
name given to several parts.
Splenic Artery. It arises from the coeliac;

SPLENIC,

A

and passes from right to left, forming many
windings along the upper edge of the pancreas,

which lodges it in a special groove. It reaches
the fissure of the spleen, and divides into several branches, that enter the organ. In its course
it furnishes the pancreatic, left gastroepiploic,
and the rasa brvria.
Splenic Plexus is a nervous network, which
proceeds from thecceliac plexus, and accompanies the splenic artery, sending secondary plexuses to each division.
Splenic Vein arises from the spleen, and ac57.

it

extend the

liead.

SPLENOCE'LE, from (T^P-jjv.'the spleen,' and
y.ijXrj,

'a tumour.'

Herniaformed by the spleen.

SPLENOGRAPHY,

SPLENECTOP'I A, Disloca'tio lienis seu sple-

SPLENES,

It is

where

1

the spleen.

SPLENET'IC'US,

back.

Splenogruph'ia, from
the spleen,' and you<p>/, 'a description.'
A description of the spleen.
SPLENOH.E'MIA, (F.) SpU.noh.6mie, from
a-nXtjr, ' the spleen,' and 'ama, ' blood.' Congestion or hyperemia of the spleen, a common phenomenon in many diseases, especially in typhoid and intermittent fevers.
SPLENOL'OGY, Spleno/og"ia, from onX^,
'the spleen,' and Xoyoc, 'a discourse.'
treatise on the spleen.
Megalosple'nia, Hypertroph'ia seu Sapernutri'lio splenis seu lienis,
lnlumescen'tia lienis, Spknal'gia svbinflammaonXrp),

'

A

SPLENON'CUS,

to'ria chron'ica, Splenemphrax'is (q. v.), (F.) Hypertrophic de la Rate, Hyperspl6notrophie, from
onXrtv, the spleen,' and oyxog, a tumour.' Tumefaction of the spleen. See ague cake.
SPLENOPAREC'TAMA, from ottX,;v, 'the
spleen,' and naoixrafia, 'excessive volume.' Excessive enlargement of the spleen. Ploucquet.
SPLENOT'OMY, Splenotom'ia, from on/.vv,
Dissection of
the spleen,' and niiroi, 1 cut.'
'

'

—

'

'

the spleen.

SPLINT. Teut. Splinter, from splijten,
1

'

to split:'

Hostel la. .Iss'ula, Jisser'culum, Plag

-

A

(F.) Mlelle, lic.Hsse.
ffarlhex, Fcr'ala.
flexible and resisting lamina of wood, used in
fractures,
to keep the fragof
treatment
the
ii/n,

—

—

SPLINTER
ments

in apposition, and prevent their displaceSplints are made of iron, wood, bark of
trees, leather, pasteboard, &c. They are generally padded, and are fixed by a roller or by tapes,

ment.

according to circumstances.

SPLINTER,
This term

(F.) Esquilk.

Same etymon.

sometimes, applied to a small
portion of wood, which occasionally enters the
skin, and gives occasion to much irritation,
until it is removed.
Acu'lcus lig'neus, (F.)
Echarde.
It is, also, applied to fragments that separate
from a fractured or diseased bone.
SPOD1UM GR^ECORUM, Album graecum.
is,

SPOLIARIUM, Apodyterium.
SPOLIATPVA, from spolio, I

take away.'
Phlebotom'ia spoiiati'va, (F.) Saignie spoliativc.
Blood-letting, used for the purpose of diminishing the mass of blood.
'

SPOLIATORIUM, Apodyterium.
SPONDYLALGIA, from ajiovSvXo?,
tebra,'

and ulyoc,

Cacorrhachitis,

'

'

a ver-

Pain in the vertebrae.
See Vertebral Disease.

pain.'

(q. v.)

SPONDYLARTHROCACE,

Vertebral dis-

ease.

SPONDYLT,

Vertebras.

SPONDYL1UM, Heracleum spondylium.
SPONDYLOCACE, Vertebral disease.
SPOND'YLUS. anordvXos. A vertebra; and,
especially, the

two

large cervical vertebras.

SPONGE, BASTARD,

Alcyonium.

SPONGIA,

onoyyia, Spongos, Spongia officina'lis, Spon'gia Mari'na, Sponge, (F.) Eponge.
An organized, marine substance, of the great
class of Zoophytes, met with in many seas, but
especially in the Mediterranean and Arabian.
It is supple, elastic, porous, and capable of absorbing fluids in which it may be placed, and
of thus increasing in size. It is employed, in
surgery, for cleansing or washing; for absorbing acrid discharges from ulcers; suppressing
hemorrhage; when the mouth of the vessel can
be compressed by it, and for forming tents for
dilating wounds; in which case, the sponge is
immersed in melting wax, and cooled before
being used. It is then called Prepared Sponge
or

SPURGE
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Sponge Tent.
Spongia Cvnosbati, Bedegar.
Spongia Usta or Burnt Spo?ige, contains

car-

bonate and phosphate of lime, carbonate of soda,
charcoal, and iodine. It is used in bronchocele,
scrofulous affections, and herpetic eruptions;
and its good effects seem to be dependent upon
the iodine, (q. v.) It is made by cutting sponge
into pieces, and heating it, that any extraneous
matters may be separated; burning it in a close
iron vessel until it becomes black and friable,
and, lastly, rubbing it into very fine powder.
Ph. U.S.
SPONGING LAPIS.
name given to small
friable stones found in sponge.
They were
formerly esteemed lithonthriptic.
SPONG10LE, Spongiolum: from onoyyiov, a
sponge.' The soft succulent extremity of the
fibrils or true roots of a plant, by which it absorbs or sucks up fluid. Similar spongioles have
been supposed to exist at the terminations of the
absorbents in animals.
SPON'GION, a-noyyiov. Ancient name of an
cpithem made of goats' dung: and, also, of a
malagma, which was considered capable of absorbing the serum in dropsies, like a sponge.
Paulus, Gorraeus.

A

'

SPONGOID INFLAMMATION, nematodes
fungus.

SPONGOS, Tonsil.
SPONSA SOL1S, Calendula officinalis.
SPONTANEOUS, Spontu'neus, from fponte,
That which occurs of itself, or
without any manifest external cause. Evacuations are termed spontaneous, which are not
produced by medicine. Spontaneous las'eitude
is that which is not the result of fatigue. Diseases are also spontaneous which supervene
without apparent cause.
SPORAD'IC, Spor'ades, Sporad'ici, Morbidispcr'si, Morbi sparsi, mogaSixof, 'dispersed;'
from o-nitQttv, 'to spread.' Diseases are so
called which supervene indifferently in every
season and situation, from accidental causes,
and independently of any epidemic or contagious influence.
SPOTS, GERMINAL, see Molecule.
Spots, Red, (F.) Taches rouges, Rose spots.
Small red spots, which appear in typhoid fever,
from the &th to the I5th day of the disease.
They are most frequently seen on the lower
and middle portions of the chest, and upper part
'voluntarily.'

of the abdomen.
Spots, Rose, see Spots, red.
SPRAIN, corrupted from strain.— Subhixa'lio, Distor'sio, Dias'trophg, Diastrem'ma, Exarthre'ma, Exarthro'sis, Stremma, Tltlasma Slremma; a wrench, (F.) Detorse, Entorse, Fov/ure.
A violent straining or twisting of the soft parts
surrounding the joints. According to the degree of the sprain, the fibrous parts of the joint
may be simply stretched, or they may be ruptured. This affection, which has been regarded
as an incomplete luxation, occurs, particularly,
as in the foot, wrist,
in the ginglymoid joints;
knee, &c. The violence causes an afflux of
blood; the serum of the blood is poured out,
and, often, the blood itself, owing to the rupture of vessels; and inflammation arises, which
ends in resolution or induration. Local, antiphlogistic applications are required, with perfect rest; and, when the inflammatory action
has subsided, cold pumping and friction, with
the application of a plaster and bandage, will
afford support till the parts affected recover

—

their

due tone.

SPRAT, YELLOW-BILLED, Clu pea thryssa.
SPRUCE BEER, White Spruce Beer. A beer,
made as follows. To 10 gallons of water, add
o'

pounds of sugar, and 4 oz. of essence of spruce.
Add yeast; and bottle, when ready. It is grateful and antiscorbutic.
Spruce Beer Powders may be formed of
white sugar, gj, and Qij; sodas subcarb gr xxvj;
essence of spruce, gr. x, in each blue paper; and
For
acid of tartar, £ss in each white paper.
.

,

.

half a pint of water.
SPUITIO. Exspuition.

SPUMA ARGENTI, Plumbi oxydum semivitreum— s. Cerevisiae, Yest— s. Trium draconum,
Antimonium muriatum.
SPUME UX, Frothy.

SPUMOSUS, Frothy.
SPUNK, Boletus igniarius.
SPUR, Sax. rpun, (F.) Epcron des
The angle at which the arteries leave

Artlres.
a cavity

or trunk.

Spun,

Ercrot.

SPURGE, CAPER,
Cypress,

Euphorbia

Euphorbia lathyris— s.
Cyparissias

—

s.

Flax,

SPUTAMEN
Daphne gnidium— s. Flowering,

large,

Eu-

phorbia corollata— s. Garden, Euphorbia lathyris
s. Greater, Euphorbia palustris
s. Ipeca-

—

cuanha,

—

Euphorbia

STAPHYLOMA
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the period

STA'GIUM.

STAGMA,

ipecacuanha— s. Laurel,

Daphne laureola— •. Marsh, Euphorbia palustris — s. Olive, Cneorum tricoccum
s.
Olive,
Daphne mezereum— s. Sea, Euphorbia para-

Any

lias.

'to

—

SPUTAMEN,
BPUTATIO,

SPUTUM,

Sputum.

Pytis'ma,
to spit.'
(F.) CraChat.
The substance ejected from the mouth
in the act of spitting. Jt is composed of saliva,
and of the mucus secreted by the mucous membrane of the nasal fossre and fauces, and often by
the membrane of the larynx and bronchia. The
sputa, are, sometimes, called cruginous, when
of a greenish-yellow colour; gummy, when
they resemble a thick solution of gum; frothy,
(F.) Mousseux, when covered with froth; rubiginous, (F.) Rubigineyxou rovillis, when of a
reddish-yellow; and streaked, (F.) Strih, when
mixed with lines of blood.
'

Hemoptysis,

SQUALLING, Vastus.
SQUAMA, Scale, Table.

'a

relates to a scale.

(F ) Portion squameusc ou ccaiileuse du Temporal, is the upper part of the temporal, so
called from a fancied resemblance to a scale.
Squamous Suture, Sutu'ra squamo'sa, S.
mendo'sa seu lepidoei'des seu lepidu'des, (F.)
Suture squameuse ou ecailleuse. The suture
which unites the squamous portion of the temporal bone with the parietal.
Certain scaly cutaneous affections are also
called squamous, (F.) squameux. See Scale.
SQUELETTE, Skeleton.
SqUELETTOLOGlE, Skeletology.
Scilla

—

s.

Vinegar

of,

laris.

SQUINANCY, COMMON,

Cynanche

ton-

sillaris.

SQUINANTHIA, Cynanche.
SQUINANTHUS, Juncus odoratus.

STAGNATION,

SQUIJYE, Smilax China.

STAHL'IANISM. The doctrine of Stahl,
which considered every vital action under the
direction and presidency of the soul.

STALAGMA,

STALAGMOS, Distillation.
STAMMERING, Balbuties— s.

of the Fin

Cramp, Writers'.

gers.

STANGOS, Tin.
STANN1 MURIAS, Tin, muriate of— s.Oxyduli murias, Tin, muriate of.
Tinfoil.

STANNIOLUM,

STANNUM, Tin— s.

Foliatum, Tinfoil-s.

Stapes, Pyramidal-stapidien.
A muscle of the middle ear, which draws the
stapes obliquely upwards. (F.) Stapcdien.
STAPES, 'a stirrup.' (b\) /-Itricr. The innermost of the small bones of the ear, so called
because it resembles a stirrup. It is situate
horizontally in the cavity of the tympanum.
Its head, which is directed outwards, is articulated with the os orbiculare.
Its base faces inwards, and is applied to 1he fenestra ovalis,
which it closes imperfectly, and to which it is
united by a membrane. Its branches are one
anterior, and the other posterior.
They are
curved; and the space between them is paraboSurgeons have given the name Stapes to
lic.
a bandage used in bleeding from the foot;
which forms a figure of 8 around the ankles.
STAPH1S. Delphinium staphisagria.
STAPHISAGRIA. Delphinium staphisagria.

STAPHYLiEMATO'MA,

from

a-roupvX,,,

A

the uvula,' and Hematoma, (q. v.)
tumour
formed by effusion of blood beneath the mucous
membrane of the uvula.
Staphylepartes.
Uvula, see Vitis vinifera.
from OTa<pvXy, 'the
uvula,' and inainoi, I lift up.'
Staph'ylagra.
An instrument for laying hold of, and removing,
Paulus.
the uvula.

STAPHYLAGRA,
STAPHYLE,
STAPHYLEPARTES,
'

—

STAPHYLINO-PHARYNGEUS,
flexus.

Galeopsis.

STACTE, Myrrha.
STADE. Stage.
STADIUM, Stage.
(D.) Stnf.

An

instrument of great

— being

the director

his made of steel; and

the handle is flat and rough, in order that it
be more securely held. The groove is on

may

PIZZLE.

Palato-

Circum-

STAPHYLITIS, Uvulitis.
STAPHYLOD1ALYS1S, Cionis.
Angi'na uvu/a'ris,
Dyspha'gia uvulo'sa, Hypostaph'ylB, Prolap'sus
u'Bula,(Ede'ma u'vulx, Produc'lio uvula a pilui'Relaxation of the uvula, which,
tb), Craspcdon.
either from inflammation or infiltration, hangs

down

See Cervus.

Estage, tltage, Sta'dium; Stade.
period or degree of a disease: especially

to occasion difficult deglutition,
Scarification, astringent gargles,
necessary, excision, constitute the treat-

so as

cough, &c.
and,

surface.

STAGE, (F.)

STAPHYLINUS EXTERNUS,

STAPHYLEDEMA,

importance in Lithotomy;
for the gorget or knife,

See

Cambonia.

SQUIRRUS.Scirrhus.

STACHYS FGET1DA,

The

Stasrrna.

STALAGMIT1S CAMBOGIOIDES.

pharvngeus.

convex

whofollows the doctrine

ofStahl.

SQUINSY, Cynanche tonsillaris.
SQUINTING, Strabismus.
SqUIRRE, Scirrhus.

STAGS

Stalag'ma.

'

'

SQUILLA, Scilla.
SQUINJNCIE, Cynanche, Cynanche tonsil-

its

sixth part of an ounce.

ara.u), 1 distil.'
distilled liquid or liquor.

Stngna'tio, from stagnare,
form a pond.' Accumulation and retardation of fluids in any part of the body.

Acetum

scillar

STAFF,

The

from

STJIP/iDlEX, Stapedius.

Squamous Portion of the temporal bone,

SQUILL,

cold

STAPE'DIUS,

SQUAMAR1 A, Plumbago Europsa.
SQUAMEUX, Squamous.
SQUAMOUS, Squnmo'sus, from squama,
That which

the

Indicum, Zincum.

Sq.uaMjT., Scaly diseases.

scale.'

— as

Stagma, Giuta.

Sputum Crukntum, Hxmoptysis—s. Sanguinis,

intermittent:

&c.

STAHL1AN. One

Exspuition.
Sputa'men, Pty'elon,

from spuere, sputum,

Spit,

of an

stage, hot slave,

if

ment.

STAPHYLO'MA,
Uvaftio,

from aratvX^,

Myoceph'alon,

Parop'sis

a grape.'
Staphyto'ma,
'

STAPHYLONCUS
Stapltylo'sis,

diffeient

Polygro'ma.

A name

STATISTICS, MEDICAL.

given to

Vital Statistics.
relate! to the detail of facts connected with the mortality, salubrity, &.c. of different countries and situations.

That part of Medicine which

tumours of the anterior surface of the

globe of the eye.

—

Staphyloma Conicum, S. of the Cornea s.
Pellucidum conicum, S. of the Cornea.
Staphyloma of the Cornea, Sugar-loaf
Cornea, Staphylo'ma con'icum, S. pellu! cidum
con'icum, Prolap'sus cor'neae, Ccraton'cus, Hyis an unequal, embossed, bluish or
whitish, round or conical tumour; of variable
size; formed by the projection of the transparent cornea, which is sometimes extenuated
and distended, at others thickened.
Staphyloma of the Iris is the disease, described by Scarpa under the name Procidentia
Jridis.
It is hernia of the iris, through an accidental opening into the cornea.

Statistics, Vital, S. medical.
Statu'ra, Meg'elhos. The height
human figure. The following table exhibits the results of several admeasurements on
the authority of Mr. Lawrence, with the heights
of some of the monkey species.

STATURE,

of the

percerato'sis,

Staphyloma of the Sclerot'ic

STELLA
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differs

from

the last, in the prominence existing on a part
of the eye covered by the sclerotic, which is
much thinner.
STAPHYLON'CUS, Staphy Ion' cia, from aratpvXtj, ' the uvula,' and oyxog,
tumour.' Tumefaction of the uvula.
STAPH YLOPLAS'TIC, Staphyloplasties;
from (rraipvXt],
the uvula,' and nlaaato,
1
form.' The operation for replacing the soft
palate, where it has been lost.

Stature.
Feet. In.

An Englishman

ho
?5

An Englishwoman

'

STAPH YLOR'APHY,

Velosynth'esis,

Sta-

ph ylorrha'phia, Kionorrha'phia, Uranorrha'phia,
Uranislcorrha'phia, from ora<pvXtj, 'the uvula,'
and Qucpti, a suture.' The operation for uniting
a cleft palate. Jt consists in paring the edges
of the cleft; passing ligatures through them,
and brino-inor them ton-ether.
STAPHYLOSIS, Staphyloma.
STAR-APPLE, BROAD-LEAVED, Chrysophyllum cainito Star Grass, Aletris farinosa
Star Knap-weed,Centaureacaluitrappa StarStar- Wort, Aletris faristroke, Coup-de-soleil
nosa Star- Wort, golden, Bubonium.
STARBECK SPA. A chalybeate spring at
Harrogate, (q. v.)
'

—

—

—

—

—

STARCH, Amylum—s.
dide of, see Iodine

—

s.

Blue, Smalt— s. IoPotato, see Solanum tu-

oo
4
to

<

(5
European male skeleton

5
5

Do

A

Negro

Lunatic Hospital,

at the

) r

Liverpool
Another from Virginia

Another from the Gold Coast
Another
Negro skeleton
Another

A

Lascar

Venus

00
8
5
jqi

J

'

'

to

<

de' Medici

Tyson's Chimpanse (Simia Troglo-

}

di/tes,)

5
5
5

5£
8
00

4

11

5
5
5
„

4
00

2

7

7£

o

J

Mr. Abel's Ourang Outang
Camper's
Do.
Mr. White's Monkey

STATUS, Acme— s.

—

less

than 30

2

2

Erethicus, Nervous dia-

—

Nervosus, Nervous diathesis s.
s.
Sthenicus, Sthenia s. Verminosus, Helmin-

thesis

—

thiasis.

STAVESACRE,

Delphinium staphisagria.
STAXIS, Aposlax'is.
slight epistaxis or
nasal hemorrhage.
Hippocrates.

A

—

STEAR. Pinguedo, Sevum.
STEARRHCE'A, Seba'ceous Flux, from <rnag,
'suet,'

and

'

Qtta,

1

Augmentation of se-

flow.'

cretion from the sebaceous follicles of the skin.

STEATITES,

berosum.

P_olysarcia.

STASIS, o-Toaif, from craw, 1 stop.' This
word has nearly the same signification as stag-

STEATOCE'LE,
a tumour.
A
xyXil,

Stagnation, however, sometimes innation.
cludes a morbid condition of the fluids, Stasis
never.
Stasis, Station.
STATIC. An epithet applied to the physical phenomena presented by organized bodies,
in contradistinction to the organic or vital.

lection of steatomatous matter in the scrotum.
STEATO'MA, oTtoTtuKo, from art a(>, ' suet.'
Seva'tio, Steato'sis, Emphi/mu encys'tis stealoma.

'

—

STAT'ICE LIMO'iNIUM, Behen rvbrum, Limo' nium,L.maj us, Behen, Slat'icl Caroliniafna,
Sea Lav'ender, Red Behen, Behmen Ackmar,
Marsh Rostmary, Lavender Thrift, (F.) Behen
rouge. Family, Plumbaginese. Sex Syst. Penl&ndria Pentagynia. The roots have been esteemed
astringent, tonic, and eminently antiseptic.
The Statice Carolinia'na of the United
States, is considered to be a mere variety of the
S.

1

'

An

STEEL,

'

to certain diseases, which depend upon a particular state of the atmosphere; and which prevail in a district for a certain number of years,

and then give way

to oth ers.

Chalybs.

STEGANOP'ODES,
edes.

footed,
1

They who have
from oreyavog,

artyaronoitg, Planip'flat feet, or are webcovered,' and novg,

'

foot.'

STEGNO'SIS,

Constipa'tio, Stipa'tio, Con.
densa'tio, Obstruc'tio, from ortyvow, ' I conConstriction of the pores and vessels.
strict.'

Constipation.

Suppression of the evacuations.

STEGNOTICA,
STEIROSIS,

Astringents.

Sterilitas.

STELENG1S, Stridor dentium.
STELLA, Fas'cia stella'la, (F.)

stare,

STATIONARY, Stationa'rius, from stare, to
A name given by Sydenham and Stoll
stand.'

encysted tumour, whose contents are simi-

lar to fat.

Limonium.

STA'TION, Sta'tio, Stasis, Status; from
The act of standing.
'to stand.'

from othxq, 'suet,' and
tumour formed by a col-

Itoile.

A

bandage, improperly compared to a star, because it is crossed like the letter X. This
bandage is applied upon one or both shoulders.
the first case, it is called simple; in the
second, double. It was employed in cases of
fractures of the sternum, clavicle, scapula; iq
luxations of the humerus, &c,
In

—
STELLATA

STELLATA RUPINA,

— an

Centaurea

calci-

trapa.

STELOCHITIS,

—

STENOBREGMATE. See Cranium.
STENOCARDIA, Angina pectoris.
STElNOCHORIA, Angustia— s.

STERNO-CLEIDO-MA STOEOE'US,

Sternomastoidcus, Cleido-masto'ideus, Mastoidcus, Ster-

(Esophagi,

onnstricta.

STENOTHORA'CES,
and Soma;, the
row chests.
'

chest.'

ligament, extending be-

clavicles, and two synovial capsules, separated by an in'.er- articular fibro-cartilage.

Suspirium.
Suspirium.

STENIA, Sthenia.
BTENICU3, Active.

Dysphagia

inter -clavicular

tween the two

The costo-clavicular ligament may, alsobe considered to belong to this articulation.
STERNO-CLA VIO-MASTOWIEN, Sternocleido-mastoideus s. Cleido-hyoideus, Sternohyoideus.

Osteocolla.

STENAGMUS,
STENAXIS,

STERNUTAMENTUM
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Stella Tf.ru*, Plantago coronopus.

—

from rrtvag, 'narrow,'

They who have

STENTOROPHO'NUS,from

nar-

no-clavio-masto'ldien, Mastoldeus anterior; (F.)
Sterno-masto'idien; from rrtQvov, 'the sternum,'
the clavicle,' and iiarrn;, the mastoid
ttltiq,
'

'

A

muscle situate at the anterior and
process.'
lateral part of the neck.
It is long and flat-

simple, above; and divided into two
portions below; where it is inserted into the
voice.'
One who has a strong voice.
anterior and superior part of the sternum, and
the inner quarter of the clavicle. Above, it terCrown.
STEPHENS, MRS,
minates at the mastoid process, which it emFOR
STONE. This consisted of lime, prepared by braces, at the neighbouring part of the temcalcining the shells of eggs and snails, made poral bone, and at the outer third of the upper
into pills with soap.
A decoction was, also, curved line of the occipital bone. It carries
administered, consisting of chamomile, fennel, the head forward; inclines, and rotates it to one
parsley, and burdock, with a portion of Alicant side.
When both contract, they bend the head
soap.
Its virtues were dependent upon the lime
directly forwards.
and the tonic properties of the decoction. Hales,
Triangularis sterni-s.
Hartley, Kirkpatriek, Lobb, and others, wrote
Costo-davio-liumeral, Pectoralis major s. Hu~
in favour of this nostrum; and it was ultimately
meral. Pectoralis major.
STERNO-HYOIDE'US, Slerno-cleidohyolbought by the British Parliament for £o000
dens, Sterno- hyaides, Hyoidcs primus: from rrinSTERA. Uterus.
ror, 'the sternum,' and vottdi;:, ' the os hyoides.'
Stercora'rius, from
slerrus, 'dung.'
A muscle, situate at the anterior part of the
(F.) Stercoraire, Stercoral.
The French use the term Fistules stercoraires neck inserted, above, at the inferior edge of
the body of the hyoid bone; below, into the
for those which are kept up by the constant
passage of fecal or stercoral ceous matter. The upper part of the posterior surface of the stername Stercoraires is sometimes given, in de- num: at the posterior part of the sterno-clavirision, to those physicians, who are fond of cular articulation, and sometimes into the cartipurging their patients: a posteriori has been lage of the first rib. It depresses the os hyoides.
0-MJiSTO I D I EJV, Sterno cleidoE
similarly used.

tor, a

Greek

in

the

army

before

Xtivtuq, Stcn-

Troy

;

and

tened

:

tpuivtj,

1

STEPHANE,

REMEDY

THE

—

—

STERNOCOSTAL.

!

STERCORA'CEOUS,

;

—

ST RN

STERCORAIRE,

mastoideus

Sterooraceous.

STEROL'S, Excrement, Fimus— s.

Anseris,

Fimus anseris — s. Caninum album, Album
GroBcum — s. Diaboli, Asafcetida — s. Equi non
castrati, Fimus — s. Lacertse, Crocodilia.

STEREOS,

Solid.

STEREOT'ICA,

from <r T «o*o ? , ' hard.' Fortuitous lesions or deformities affecting the hard
The 2d order,*class Tijc/iica of Good.

parts.

STERIL'ITAS,

Agon'ia, Steiro'sis, Stiro'sis,

Jigcnne'sia, Steril'ity, Acye'sis, Barrenness, Apho'rid, Jttec'nia, Jlcie'sis, from vtiqqos, or a-jcnto;,
' hard, barren.'
Quality of that which is barThe
Sterility may be absolute or relative.
ren.
upon
some vitious conformation
depends
former
of the genital organs, apparent or concealed;
and, occasionally, admits of cure. Sterility is

when

relative,

a female does not conceive with

one individual, but does with another. Sterility, in females, is often dependent upon a condition of the uterus, characterized by membranous menstruation.
STERNALG1A, Angina pectoris.

STERNOCLAVICULAR,
la'ris.

That which

Sterno- clavicu-

relates to the

sternum and

clavicle.

Sterno-clavic'ular Articulation is the
union of the inner extremity of the clavicle
with a round facette at each side of the superior
extremity of the sternum. In this articulation
there are, besides the incrusting cartilages, two
radiated sternoclavicular, (F.) Sterno -claviculaires rayonnies; one anterior, and one posterior;
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s.

Pubien, Rectus abdominis.

STERNO-THYROIDE'US, Sterno- tkyrdides,
Bronchitis.
muscle, situate at the anterior
part of the neck. It is attached, above, to the
oblique line seen on the outer surface of the
thyroid cartilage; and terminates, below, at the
upper part of the posterior surface of the sternum, and the cartilage of the second rib. When
it contracts, it depresses the thyroid cartilage
and os hyoides, by the medium of the thyro-

A

hyoid membrane.

STERNODYNIA SYNCOPTICA ET PALP1TANS, Angina

pectoris.

STERNUM,
Os

Sternon, from <rriooog, 'solid;
asser seu pecto'ris seu xiphoides seu gladioli

seu ensifo/mS, Scutum cordis, Breast Bone. An
azygous, symmetrical bone, situate at the foreIt is flat; broad above; narpart of the chest.
rower in the middle; and terminates, below, bv
the xiphoid, (q. v.) It has
a pointed cartilage
an anterior or cutaneous surface, a posterior or

—

mediastinal;

— a superior or clavicular

extremiti/,

and an

It is articulated
inferior or abdominal.
with the clavicles and the seven upper ribs on
cartilages.
their
means
of
Acside,
by
each
cording to Beclard, it is formed of six principal

bones, which he names, from their position,
Primi- sternal or clavi- sternal: 2. Duo-sternal:

1.
3.

Tri-sternal: 4. Quarti-sternal: 5. Quinti-sternal.
C. Ultimi-tternal or ensisternal.

STERNUTAMENTORIA,

Achillea

mica.

STERNUTAMENTUM,

Sneezing.

ptar-

—
STERN UTATIO
STERN UTATIO,

Sternutatory.
STERNUTATORIUM, Errhine.

from

'

—

—

STERTEUR, Stertor.
STERTOR. Ronchus

That deep snoring (q. v.) which accompanies
particularly in
inspiration, in some diseases,
apoplexy. Such respiration is said to be ster-

—

Corsets.

STETH'OSCOFE,

from ctrfiog, the chest,'
and exontui, I examine.' An instrument, invented by Laennec, of Paris, for exploring the
chest. The stethoscope, sometimes called Pectoriloque, is a cylinder of wood, from four inches
to a foot long pierced through and through by
a longitudinal canal about a quarter of an inch
The longer are generally comin diameter.
posed of two portions, that fit together by
means of a screw, one of which is hollowed at
the extremity, in the shape of a funnel. These
two portions being screwed to each other, the
physician lays hold of the instrument, as he
would of a pen, puts the funnel-shaped extremity on the chest of the patient, and applies
'

'

;

To explore the pulsations
his ear to the other.
of the heart, the funnel is plugged up by a piece
of the same kind of wood accurately adapted to
it, and pierced by a canal of the same width as
that in the body of the instrument. Stethoscopes are sometimes flexible, like the flexible
ear-trumpet.
This mode of examining affections of the
chest, &c, is what Laennec terms, Auscultation

— Mediate JIusculta'tion.

STHENI'A,

See Auscultation.

'

—

antithesis.
its
nians, as well as Asthenia,
Sthenic or dynamic diseases are such as depend

upon excessive excitement.

et

potassae deuto-tartras,

—

Sulphuretum nigrum,

—

Oxidum, Antimonium

s.

s.

—

acido muriatico oxygenato paratum, Algaroth

STIBIUM, Antimonium.
STIFF JOINT, MUSCULAR,

STIGMATA.
STILBOMA,

Oxidum album mediante nitro confectum,
Antimonium diaphoreticum — s. Oxidum praeci-

Cosmetic.

SubstiUlum, from stillare,
This term is often used synonymously with Struugury. It means the flow of
any fluid particularly of the urine drop by
drop. Also, a kind of embrocation effected by
dropping a liquid upon a part.
Stillicidium Narium, Coryza.
'to drop.'

—

—

STILLIN'GIA, S. sylvat'ica, Queen's Root.
indigenous plant, which grows in pine barrens, from Virginia to Florida. Sex. Syst. Moncecia Monadelphia. Nat. Ord. Euphorbiacese.
The root is said to be used in syphilis, obstinate
cutaneous affections, &c, like sarsaparilla.

An

STIMATO'SIS,

Stymatosis, Haemorrha'gia
Stymatorrha'gia, Phallorrhu'gia, from
priapism,' itself from atvuv, to erect.'
Hemorrhage from the male organ: accompanied,
or not, with priapism.
Penis,
nrvua,

'

'

STIMMI, Antimonium.

STIM'ULANT,

Stim'ulans, Ex'citans, Exci'-

from stimulare, to goad.' A medicine,
which has the power of exciting the organic
action of the different systems of the economy.
Some stimulants are diffusible; i. e. have a
prompt but temporary action; others are permanent or persistent. The action of stimulants is
tanl,

'

the following:
Asafcetida, Bru-

chief stimulants are

./Ether Sulphuricus,

Ammonia,

Camphora, Capsicum, Castoreum, CinnaCopaiba, Cubeba, Guaiacum, Hydrargyri Prreparata, Iodinum, Nux Vomica, Olea
cia,

momum,

Essenlialia, Opium (in small dose,) Piper, Sinapis, Strychnia, Zingiber,
Alcohol, Caloric,
Mental Emotions, (the Impetuous.)
STIM'ULUS, a goad.' lncitamen'tum, Incita'tio.
Any thing which excites the animal

—

STIPATIO, Stegnosis.
ST1ROS1S, Sterilitas.
STITCH, Pleurodynia— s. Common, Suture,
Side, Pleurodynia

STIZOLOBIUM,
STLENGIS,

phuratum, Antimonii sulphuretum praecipitas. Oxydi sulphurati hydro-sulphuretum
luleum, Antimonii sulphuretum prsecipitatum
Antimonii sulphurea. Oxydulati sulphuretum,

Oxydulum

Oxydum
Oxydum

vitreatum,

semivitreum,
eulphuratum,

s.

Royal,

Dolichos pruriens.

STOCKING (LACED,)

t urn

—

Stridor dentium.

STOCHEION,

—

anthelminti-

cum.

pitando paratum, Algaroth— s. Oxodes album,
Antimonium diaphoreticum s. Oxodes sul-

Antimonii vitrum— s.
Antimonii vitrum— s.

Contracture.

SeeNosvus.

s.

prajcipitatum— s.

dia-

phoreticum.

Antimonium common — s. in the
Suture, common.

Hydrosulphuretum rubrum,
Antimonii sulphuretum rubrum s. Oxidum

1um

vitrum.

STJBIOSUM HYDROSULPHURETUM
CUM SULFHURE, Antimonii sulphuretum

STINK WEED, Chenopodium
Anti-

tnrtarizatum.

STIBII BUTYRUM, Antimonium muriatum—
b. Deuto-murias sublimatus, Antimonium murias.

s.

economy.

ST1BIATUS TARTRIS LIXIVIA,

—

—

'

ST1BI. Antimonium.
STIB1AL1S, Antimonial.

tartarizatum

—

Electricity,

STHEN1CUS, Active.
STHENOPYRA, Synocha.

t, in)

sulphuretum rubrum

The

tus sthen'icvs, from oStroc, 'strength,' power.'
Excess of strength ; excitement of the organic
actions. A word used, especially by the Bruno-

monium

SubhydroBul-

called -Stimulation.

Steni'a, Diath'esis sthen'ica, Sta-

—

s.

ST1LLA, Gntla.
STJLLICIDTUM,

torous.

STETHOSCOP1A.
STEW, Stove.

—

Antimonium— s. Vitrum, Antimonii
praecipilatum

or Rhonchus, Renchus,
Rhenchus, (F.) Slerteur, from stertere, ' to snore.'

midiote,

sulphuratum

stibii

phas, Antimonii sulphuretum rubrum s. Submurias pracipitando paratum, Algaroth s. Sulphurati hydrosulphuretum rubrum, Antimonii

—

Sternvtato'rius,

Sternutamen'tum, Errhi'nvm, Ptar'micum, (F.)
Sternulatoire; from sternutare, to sneeze.'
A
substance, which provokes sneezing; as toSee
Errhine.
bacco, &c.

STETHODESMIUM,

-

Oxydum

Sneezing.

STERJWTATOIRE,

STERNUTATORY,

—
STOMACACE
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Element.
(F .) Baslasse.

A

bandage used by surgeons, which consists of a
stocking made of firm cloth or dog-skin, admitting of being lightly laced anteriorly. It is
employed in varices and ulcers of the legs.

STOMA,

Mouth.

STOMACACE,

Stomal!gin, Labrisul'cium,
Cheilod'ace, Aloc'acC, Cluilomalu' cia, Slomalono'
ma, Stomatonecrosis, from otouo, the mouth,
'

—

—

—
STOMA CAL

STOMATOPLASTIC
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When the obFcetor flexible tubes can be attached.
xay.og, 'evil:' Cancer Oris, Canker.
of the mouth with a bloody discharge from the ject is to force fluids into the stomach, the stogums. (F.) Cancer aquatique. See Cancer mach-tube must be attached to the nozzle, and
passed down the throat, the tube connected
Aquaticus. Also, Scurvy.
Stomacace, Porphyra nautica s. Gangre- with the bottom of the syringe being placed in
nosum, Cancer aquaticus s. Universale, Pur- the fluid to be injected. To empty the stomach,
the stomach-tube must be attached to the botpura hemorrhagica.
tom of the instrument. This instrument has
STOMA CAL, Stomachal.
been of great service where poisons have been
STOMACALG1A, Cardialgia.
STOMACH, Stom'achus, Ventric'ulus, Nedys, taken. The antidote, when any exists, and is
Anoccc'lia, Gaster, (F.) Eslomac, from oruita, at hand, should be administered immediately
* a mouth.'
One of the principal organs of di- prior to its use.

and

—

—

—

The stomach-pump was first employed in
gestion.
It is a musculo-membranous reservoir; continuous, on the one side, with the oeso- America by Dr. Physick, in the year 1812.
Stomach-Tube, see Tube, oesophageal.
phagus; on the other, with the duodenum. It
STOM'ACHAL, Stomach' ic, Curdfacvs, Stois situate beneath the diaphragm, between the
liver and the spleen; and occupies the epigas- mach'icus, Stomacha' lis (F.) Stomacal, StomaThat which belongs to the stomach
chique.
trium and a part of the left hypochondrium.
In it the food is converted into chyme. When that which is good for the stomach; which
viewed externally, the stomach has, 1. An ante- strengthens the stomach. A medicine that gives
tone to the stomach.
2. An
rior face, which looks a little upwards.
CHI QUE, Stomachal.
3. An infeinferior face, directed downwards.
ACHUS, from crroua, mouth.' This
rior or colic margin, which is convex and extenword has been used in several different accepsive, and is called the greater curvature, (F.)
Grand courbure. It gives origin to the omen- tations e. g. for the oesophagus, for the cardiac
tum majus. 4. A superior or diaphragmatic orifice of the stomach, (see Cardia,) and for the
margin, which is shorter, concave, and is called stomach itself. Hippocrates calls the neck of
the lesser curvature, (F.) Petit courbure. The the bladder o-touul/oq y.v<nan<;\ and the neck of
lesser omentum is attached to this. 5. A left. the uterus, t»;c /t>;T^ac a touu/uq.
,

j

STOMA
STOM

'

;

or (esophageal orifice, called, also, the cardin, Os
right or intes6.
ventric'uli or upper orifice.
tinal, or inferior orifice, called the pylorus. 7. A
considerable dilatation, situate to the left of the
cardia and greater curvature the great tubero-

A

—

STOMAL'GIA,

from tno+ia, 'mouth,' and
Pain in the mouth. Stomacace,

aXyot, 'pain.'

STOMAT'lC,
'

mouth.'

Stomal tcus, from oroua,
medicine used in diseases, &c, of

A

Dentifrices, masticatories, &c, are
less extensive the mouth.
of the stomach; and, 8.
dilatation, situate to the right of the greater stomatics.
CHARBOJVJYEUSE, Cancer
curvature; the lesser tuberosity or lesser culThe inner surface of aquaticus s. Couenneuse, Stomatitis pseudode-sac, Antrum Pylo'ri.
pultacee, Aphtha?
Cremeuse
5.
membranous
the stomach is of a reddish-white colour, and
aquaticus.
has a marbled appearance. It is constantly s Ganortneuse, Cancer

A

sity

STOMATITE

—

covered by a thick mucus, and

is

lined by a

STOMATITIS;

from

now,

'the mouth,*

mucous membrane, which presents numerous and in's.denoting inflammation. (F.) Inflammation
Inflammation of the mouth.
wrinkles. The parietes of the stomach consist de la Bouche.
Stomatitis, Aphthous, & follicular, Emof three membranes in superposition. The outer-

An inphlysis aphthse, Aphthae, A. Adulto'rum.
flammation of the follicles of the mouth, consti
tuting the aphtha? of the adult, which is generally accompanied by cephalic, gastric, and
disturbance. It may be either descrete
cous nature, but not exactly a continuation of general
confluent, and requires general and local
the membrane that lines the oesophagus. The or
mucous and muscular membranes form, at the treatment, adapted to the case.
The Stomatitis of nursing-women appears to
pylorus, a valve, called the Pyloric valve. These
be a variety of this.
three coats are united by a dense, close, cellular
Stomatitis, Follicular.s. Aphthous s.Ganmembrane; and, between the mucous and musgrenous, Cancer aquaticus s. of Nursing-wocular coats, along the two curvatures especially,
see S. Aphthous.
men,
called Glands
is a quantity of'muciparous glands,
Stomatitis, Pseudomembranous. (F.) Stomastomach are very
of Brunner. The arteries of the
proceed from the coronaria ven- tite couenneuse, Diphtherite buccale, Pscudomem-

most is serous; and is an extension of the peritoneum; the middle coat is muscular, some of
transits fibres running longitudinally; others,
versely: the innermost membrane is of a mu-

—

—

—

numerous, and

the pyloric, splenic, and ritfht and left
name,
irastro-'epiploic. The veins have the same
gastro-epipl
and pursue the same course as the arteries.
They pour their blood into the trunk of the
vena porta. Its lymphatic vessels are very numerous, and pass into ganglia, situate along the
two curvatures. The nerves of the stomach
proceed from the pneumogastric, and three di-

triculi

visions of the coeliac plexus.

Stomach Disease,

Liinosis.

Stomach- Pump. A useful instrument for
conveying fluids to the stomach, when degluthe
tition is impracticable, and for pumping up
contents of the stomach. It consists of a forcing
syringe, to the bottom and nozzle of which

\branous inflammation of the mouth. Inflammation
of the mouth accompanied by the exudation of
a disease, which is rarely
a false membrane,
seen except in large foundling establishments.
STOMATONECROSIS, Stomacace.

—

STOM ATONOMA, Stomacace.
STOMATOPA'NUS.from «rroii«,'the

mouth,'
Stomalophy'TumefacFau'cium.
ma glandulosum, Panvs
tion of the glands of the mouth.
Y'M A, from vtouoc, the
mouth,' and ?vua, a swelling.' A swelling in

and

ttcmoc,

;

a glandular tumour.'

STOMATOPH

'

'

the mouth.

STOMATOPHVMAGLANnuLOSUM.Stomatopanus.

STOMATOP LAS'TIC,

Slomatoplas' ticus ;

STOMATORRHAGIA

STR1CTURA
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To STRAIN, colare, (F.) couler, from nrnayfrom dToua, 'the mouth,' and nXarrw,' I form.'
The operation of forming a mouth, where the yur, stringcre, (F.) cstreindre, to constrict or
squeeze.'
To pass decoctions, infusions, &c.,
aperture has been contracted from any cause.
STOMATORRHAGIA, (F.) Hemorrhagic forcibly through linen; also, to exert an effort.
the mouth,' and (n;yrvju, This is accomplished by fixing firmly the parts
buccate, from a-rofta,
Hemorrhage from the mouth. where the muscles to be exerted originate, in
'I break out.'
|

'

I

I

'

order that their

Stomorrha' gia.

STOMOMANICON,

—

s.

Binder, Osteocolla— s. Crop,

Sedum — s.

Pock, Acne.

STONES, THE, Testes.
STORAX, Styrax— s. Liquida,
styrnciflua.

STOREY'S

Datura

stramonium

— Stra-

monium majus album, Datura stramonium — s.
Spinosum. Datjra stramonium.
STRANGAI&DES, from OTQayytvw, 1 torment.' Small, hard tumours, which form in
'

the breast,

when

the milk does not find issue.

STRANGERS' FEVER.

Liquidambar

See Fever,

strnncfers'.

WORM

CAKES. An

STRANGULATIO, Orthopncea— s. Uterina,

empiri-

cal preparation, formed of calomel Qj, jalap.
Si. zingib. 5'j- sacch. §j, cinnab. antim. q. s. to
colour them; syrup, simpl. q. s. to make into

cakes.

STOVE. Old French Estave, Stupha; a
Stew, JEstua'rium, (F.) £tute. A limited space,
warmed artificially, and in which the air is
slowly renewed. It is used for drying various
substances, as plants, extracts, conserves, &c,
or for taking vapour baths. In tins case, the
stew or stove is said to be wet or humid; in the
opposite case, it is said to be dry, (F.) slche.
The latter, which is used by the Turks, is the
Lacon'icum or Calida'rium of the Romans. The
former is their tcpida'rium or vapora'rium.
These kinds of baths greatly excite the cutaneous transpiration; and are valuable agents
in rheumatic and other affections.
STRAHI. See Strabismus.
STRAB1LISMOS, Strabismus.
STRABIS'MUS, StraUilismos, Parofsis

Stra-

'twisted,' 'one who
Strabos'itas, Distor'sio, Luscitas, lllo'squints.'
sis, Squinting, Goggle Eye, (F.) Strabisme, Vue

bismus, from

power may be developed.

Nisus.

STRAMOINE,

Platysma myoides.

STOMORRHA GIA, Stomatorrhagia.
STONE IN THE BLADDER, Calculi, vesical

full

STRAINING,

Stomatorrhagia Gingivahum, Ulorrhagia.

OTQapo?,

Want of concordance of
louche, LoucJiement.
It may be dependent upon nathe optic axis.
inequality
in the action of the
acquired
tural or
motory muscles of the eye; on a convulsive state
of one of those muscles; a difference in the sensibility of the two eyes; or a cerebral affection.
in the treatment, if the disease seem to depend upon an excess of strength, in one of the

Hysteria.

STRANGULA'TION,

Strangula'tio, Pnir,
Pnig'mos, (F.) Etrangtement, Strangulation.
State of a part too closely constricted. Thus
we say that there is strangulation of an intestinal hernia, when the opening that gives passage to the portion of protruded intestine contracts, so as to intercept the continuity of the

digestive canal.

In Legal Medicine,

it

means

the forcible obstruction of the air-passages, by
a ligature or by the hand for criminal purposes.

See Suffocation.

Strangulation, Uterine, Strangulatio uteS hysterica, Prs-foca'tio.
The sense of suffocation which often accompanies attacks of hysteria.
ri'na, Suffocatio uterina,

STRANGURIA, Enuresis.
STRAN'GURY, Stranguria,

Paru'ria

slilla-

from aiqayytir, ' to squeeze,' and ovqov,
'urine:' Dysu'ria (q v.;) Urinas Still icid'ium vel
Substil'lum.
Extreme difficulty in evacuating
the urine, which issues only drop by drop, and
is accompanied with heat, pain, tenesmus at
the neck of the bladder, &c. See Ischuria, and
ti'tia,

Retention.

STRATHPEFFER, MINERAL WATERS
OF. A sulphuretted water, at Strathpeffer, a
few miles west from Dingwall, in Ross-shire,
Scotland. It contains sulphate of soda, sulphate
of lime, chloride of sodium, sulphate of magnesia, and sulpho-hydric acid.
STRATIOTES, Achillea millefolium.
STRATUM
Proligerous

PROLIGERUM,
motory muscles, we must endeavour to give
tone to that which is too weak, by placing be- Disc.
having
a
mask
a
small
eye
aperture
on
STRAWBERRY,
Fragaria— s. Shrubby, Ruthe
fore
the side to which it is necessary to direct the bus arcticus.
STREATHAM, MINERAL WATERS OF.
pupil; or by wearing glasses, provided with a
piece of looking-glass, on the side to which the Streatham is a village near London. The waeye is vitiously turned; so that the reflection ters are saline cathartic.
STREBLI. See Strabismus.
may be inconvenient, and occasion the organ
an opposite direction; or by
putting a black patch on the angle opposite to
eye is turned. If owing to
the
which
that to
weakness, the organ must be strengthened by
being exerted alone, and by leaving the other
If the disease be symptomatic of cereat rest.
bral affection, attention must, of course, be directed to the latter.
Those affected with Strabismus, are called
Strabi, Strebli; in French. Louches, Bigles.
STRABOSITAS, Strabismus.
STRABOT'OM Y, Strabotom'ia, from otquSoc,
to be turned in

'one who squints,' and ro^it), incision.' The
operation for the removal of squinting by the
division of the muscle or muscles that distort
'

the eyeball.

STREMMA,

Luxation, Sprain.
'Noisy diskind
of
flatulent disease, said by SorA
bait to be not uncommon in the Austrian Alps,
in which emphysematous tumours form on different parts of the body, accompanied by sonorous excretions of gas by the mouth and anus.
STREPITUS AUR1UM. Tinnitus aurium.

STREPITO'SUS MORBUS.

ease.'

—

STRETCHING,
STRIDE

Pandiculation.

CORNER, Tenia

semicircularis—

Retina) subjectae ligamento ciliari, Halo signatus s. Semilunares, Taenia semicircularis.
STRIATUS. Gannett, Grooved.
STKIBILIGO, Efflorescence.
s.

—

STRICTURA INTESTINT RECTI SPA8MOD'ICA, Stricture of the Rectum, spasmodic

—
STRICTURE

—

STRYCHNOS
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CEsophagi eallosa, Dysphagia conslricta
(Esophagi s|)asmodica, CEsophagismus s.
Pharyngis seu oesophagi vera, Dysphagia con-

—

—

disordered, a little rhubarb and magnesia
be occasionally administered. Willan and
Bateman reckon five species, Strophulus inslricta.
tertinc'tvs, Red gum or gown;
S. al'bidus or
STRICTURE, Strictu'ra, from stringere, while gum ; 8. confer' tus or rank red gum, Tooth
strictum, to tie hard.'
Cbarcta'tio, (F.) Retie- rash; S. volal'icus or Erijthe'ma volat'icum, and
cissemmt.
diminution or contracted condi- .S'. run' did us.
tion of some tube or duct, as the oesophagus,
Strophulus Sylvestris, Ignis sylvaticus
rectum, urethra, &c. This must be dilated by s. Volaticus, Ignis sylvaticus.
appropriate bougies. Strictures may, also, ocSTRUCTURE, Structu'ra, Calasceu'e, from
cur in the intestines, &c, when they are un- struere, stractum, to build.' The arrangement
manageable; with the exception of those of of the different tissues or organic elements of
the rectum, which admit of topical applications. which animals and vegetables are composed.
Stricture of the CEsophagds, Dysphagia
STRUMA, Bronchocele, Scrofula.
constricta s.of the Pharynx, Dysphagia conSTRUTHIOPH'AGUS, from <r TQov9o S 'the
s.

—

s.

all

may

'

A

'

—

—

,

stricta.

ostrich,'

Stricture

of the Rectum, Spasmodic,

Slriclu'ra Irttesti'ni Recti spasmod'ica, Obstruc' tio
Recti spas'tica.
An affection occurring in the
nervous especially, which subsides, spontaneously, after a longer or shorter continuance.
Prisis, Frismos,
Bryg'mus, (q. v.) (F.) Grincemcnt des dents.
1
Grinding of the teeth.'
common symptom,
in children, of gastric and other derangement;
and often present when there is no reason to

STRIDOR DENTJUM,
A

suspect any.

STRIGIL,

Strig'ilis, Sllen'gis, Stelengis.

A

Also, an instrument, anciently
scraping off the sweat.
STROBILITI'TES, from aTgopao?, a cone
of the pine.' Wine impregnated with the cones
of the pine.
brush.

flesh

Used

in the baths, for

'

STROEMlA,Cadaba.

.

STROKE, APOPLECTIC. An

apoplectic

seizure.

Stroke, Back, of the Heart, Impulse

dia-

stolic.

Stroke, Paralytic

A sudden

attack of en-

cephalo spinal paralysis.
STROMBULCUS, Forceps (bullet.)
STRONGLE, Strongylus.
STRON'GYLUS, from otqo YY vU s 'round.'
Hippocrates, Chabert, and others, mean the AsThe Strongylus
caris lumbricoides by this term.
Gigas, (F.) Strongle, is, however, distinct. Jt
has an obtuse, flat head: mouth surrounded
with six flattish papilla?: the whole bursa of
the tail of the female
the male truncated
rounded. It is sometimes met with, five inches,
a foot, a foot and a half, and even three feet
long, and from two lines to half an inch in
diameter. It is occasionally found in the human kidney rarely in other viscera; and, still
,

:

—

—

:

more rarely in the intestinal
Strong vr.os, Teres.
STROP H OS, Tormina.

STROPH'ULUS,

tube.

Licheni'asis

strophulus,

Exantht'ma strophulus, Exor'mia
strophulus, Red Gum, Red Gown, Tooth Rash,
Ebulii'tio,

White Gum, MilJt-spots.

It

consists of an erup-

tion of red, or sometimes whitish pimples; occurring in early infancy, chiefly about the face,
neck, and arms, surrounded by a reddish halo;
or interrupted by irregular patches of cutaneous
blush.
All the varieties, under this genus, arise
in consequence of the extreme vascularity and
irritability of the skin at this period of life,
when the constitution is liable to be disturbed
by irritation, either in the alimentary canal,
gums or other parts. None of these eruptions are

of any importance; and no medical treatment
js usually necessary.

If the stomach seem at

tribes

and

still

Slruthiophagous
exist in some parts of Africa.
cfuytu,

'I

eat.'

STRUTH1UM, Saponaria.
STRYCHNIA. Strychnina.
STRYCHNI'NA, Slrych'nine, Strychnia, Vau'An alkaline principle; solid, crystal-

qucline

and excessively poisonous, which has been discovered in the Slrych(jVucis
vomicae.,
nosnvx vomica,
rasur.lbiv; calcis,
pulv. ^vj; acid muriat. f. §iij; alcohol; acid, sulphuric-dii., Liquor, ammonse; carbon, animal, puDigest the nux vomica in two
rif., uquie, aa q. s.
gallons of water, acidulated with a fluidounce
of muriatic acid, for 24 hours: then boil for two
hours, and strain with expression through a
strong linen bag. Boil the residuum twice
successively in the same quantity of acidulated
water, each time straining as before. Mix the
decoctions, and evaporate to the consistency of
thin syrup; then add the lime previously mixed
with a pint of water, and boil for ten minutes,
frequently stirring. Pour the mixture into a
double linen bag, and having washed the precipitate well with water, press, dry, and powder
it.
Treat the powder repeatedly with boiling
alcohol, until deprived of its bitterness; mix
the liquors and distil off the alcohol by means of
Mix the residue with water, and
a water bath.
having applied heat, drop in sufficient diluted
sulphuric acid to neutralize and dissolve the
strychnia; then add purified animal charcoal;
boil for a few minutes, filter, evaporate and
Dissolve the crystals in water, and
crystallize.
add sufficient solution of ammonia to precipiLastly, dry the precipitate
tate the strychnia.
on bibulous paper. Ph. U. S.) The medical
action of strychnia on man and animals is
exactly like that of the alcoholic extract of nux
line, inodorous, bitter,

vomica. It is, however, more active. An eighth
of a grain is sufficient to kill a large dog; and
a quarter of a grain produces marked effects on
the human body, when in health. It has been
given in paralysis and other cases like the nux
vomica. Dose, gr. one-twelfth to one-eighth.
The Acetate of Strychnia, the lodate in
the dose of one-eighth of a grain; the Nitrate
and the Sulphate have been given in the same
cases as pure Strychnia.
STRYCHNOS, Solanum dulcamara.
Strychnos Nux Vom'ica, Nux Vomica, Nux
Metel'la, Caniram, Family, Strychnoidese. Sex.
Syst.

A

Pentandria Monogynia.

(F.) Vomiquie.r.

which grows
and the seeds of which have been long
sold in the shops, under the names, JSuxvomica,
Vomic nut, Foison nut, Bachelor's buttons, &c.
For a long time, these seeds
(F.) Noix vomique.
were used only for poisoning rats; but, of lale
tree of the family Strychno'ides,

in India,

STRYPIINOS

years, an alcoholic extract has been prepared
from tliem, which has been administered in paralytic affections, in small doses.
Dose of the
alcoholic extract, Extractum nucis tom'icm spirttuo'sum, E. nucis vomicx resino'sum, E. n. v.
akohol'icum, (F.) Extrait alcohol iquc dt noix
vomique, one or two grains. It produces a kind
of tetanic convulsion in the paralyzed parts,
when given to the requisite extent. It has,
also, been administered in chronic diarrhoea
and dysentery. The following is the formula
for the preparation of the Extractum Nucis
Vomics of the Pharm. U. S. (18454.) Take of
JVvx vomica, Ibj Alcohol, a. sufficient quantity.
Expose the Nux Vomica to steam till it is softened; then, having sliced and dried it, grind it
into powder. Introduce it into an apparatus for
displacement,and pouralcohol upon itgradually,
until the liquid passes without bitterness. Distil off the greater part of the alcohol from the
filtered liquor, and evaporate the residue to the
proper consistence.
The wood of Strychnos Colubri'na, an Indian tree, contains strychnia. It was formerly
considered a specific against the bites of venomous animals; and was recommended by Boerhaave, in intermittents. It is the Lignum Colubri'num. (F'.) Bois dc Coulcuvre.
STRYPHNOS, Acerb.
;

STUD1UM INANE, Aphelxia otiosa.
STUDY, BROWN, Aphelxia otiosa.
STUFFING, Cynanche
STULTITIA,

trachealis.

Fatuitas.

STUNNED. Old French Estonnd, (L.) alto(F.) ttonni.
An epithet,
applied to one, who, in consequence of a fall or
other accident, has received such a concussion
of the brain as to deprive him, for a time, of his
mental manifestations.
STUPA, trzvjit;, Stuppa, Stupeion. Tow, used
in certain surgical apparatus and dressings.
Also, a Stvpe, i. e. cloth or tow used in fomentations.
A flannel, wrung out of hot water,
and applied to a part, is a stupe.
STUPE, Stupa.
STUPEFAC1ENTIA, Narcotics.
STUPAFACTIFS, Narcotics.
STUPEFACTIO, Narcosis.
STUP&FIAXTS, Narcotics.
STUPEION, Stupa.
STUPEUR, Stupor.
STUPHA, Stove.
STUPIA, Tin.

nitus, 'astonished.'

STUPOR,

Ecplcx'is, Conslerna'tio,

STYLO-MAXILLARY
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(F.)Stu-

peur, from stupere, 'to be stupefied.'
Diminished activity of the intellectual faculties;
often amounting to lethargy.
It occurs in

—

andtodetermine, ifsigns of virginity nolonger
whether its loss be attributable to coexist,

—

pulation, or to the introduction, into the vagina, of another body than the male organ, itn.
Recent deflowering can be much more readily
distinguished than that which has taken place
for

some

time.

STYAN,

Hordeolum.

STYE, Hordeolum.

STYGMATES. M. J.

Cloquet has proposed

or Stigrna/es, from artyua, 'a mark,'
to designate the marks, in form of cicatrices,
which remain on the peritoneum after the obliThey
teration of the neck of the hernial sac.
are, commonly, radiated folds, of a whitish apthis

word

pearance, more or less thick, and of a fibrous or
fibro cartilaginous nature.

STYLET, Specillum.
STYLIFORM, Styloid.
STYLO-CERATOIDES.Stylo-hyoideus— 8.
Cerato-hyoideus, Stvlo-hyoideus.

STYLO-OHONDRO-HYOIDE'US. A name
given, by Douglas ar.d Albums, to a fleshy fasciculus, which the stylo-hyoid muscle sometimes presents, and which is attached to the
lesser cornu of the os hyoides. It is the same
fasciculus, which Santorini calls Stylo-hyol'des
novus, Styh-hyo'ideus alter.

A

muscle, situate at
STYLO-GLOSSUS.
It
the anterior and superior part of the neck.
is narrow behind; much broader before; and is
attached to the styloid process of the temporal
bone, and to the stylo-maxillary ligament; and
It raises
is inserted into the side of the tongue.
the base of the tongue and carries it backwards.

STYLO-HYOIDE'US, Stylo -hyoidi en, Stylocer'atokijnidcus, Stylo-ceratoi'des, Stylo hyoides
major. A muscle, situate at the superior, anteIt is thin and
rior, and lateral part of the neck.
narrow, especially posteriorly: anteriorly, it

—

opens to give passage to the tendon of the

di-

attached to the styloid process
of the temporal bone, and to the body of the os
hyoides.
It raises the os hyoides, and carries it
gastricus.

It is

backwards.

Stylo-hvoid Ligament is a fibrous, flattened
cord, which passes from the styloid process to
the lesser cornu of the os hyoides.
Stylo-hyoio Nerve is the second branch
given off by the facial nerve.
STYLO-MASTOID, Stylo- masloide' us. That
which relates to the styloid and mastoid processes.

Stylo-mastoid Artery
terior auricular, and, in

arises from the possubjects, from the

some

also called, Defloration, Deflora'tio, Devirgina'-

It enters the stylo-mastoid foramen;
passes along the aqueduct of Fallopius, and
spreads its ramifications on the mucous membrane of the tympanum, and in the mastoid
cells, and semicircular canals; and terminates
by anastomosing with a branch of the Arteria
meningaea media, which enters by the Hiatus
Murray has given the name— StyloFallopii.
mastoid— to the posterior auricular artery itself.
Stylo-mastoid Foramen, Foramen Stylo-mas-

Vitia'lio, Apanthis'mus, &c.
In judging
whether rape have been committed, under such
circumstances;— the state of the genital organs;
the age of the individual and the possibility of
accidents and diseases of the parts, will have

toideum. or F. Aquxduc'tus Fallt/pii, (F.) Trou
anonyme,\s situate at. the inferior surface of the
petrous portion of the temporal bone, between
the styloid and mastoid processes. It terminates
the aqueduct of Fallopius, and gives passage to

to be considered.
It will be necessary, also, to
be acquainted with the evidences of virginity;

the facial nerve.

many

affections, especially in the neuroses.

Stupor, Narcosis— s. Mentis, Fatuitas— s. Vigilans, Catalepsy.

STUPPA,

Stupa.
Rape, (F.) Defloration, Viol.
Forcible and illicit enjoyment of a married or

STUPRUM,

unmarried female. When committed upon the
which is most commonly the case, it is

latter,

tio,

;

occipital.

STYLO-MAX'ILLARY,

Stylomaxilla'Tis.

—

—

)

STYLO-PHARYNGEUS
That which

SUBCLAVIAN
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relates to the styloid processes

and

jaw.

immediately to thicken

The Stylo-Maxillary Ligament

is a ligacord, extending between the styand the angle of the jaw.
PHARYNGE'US, Stylo-thyro-pharyngien. A muscle, situate at the anterior and
lateral part of the neck.
It is slender; thin,
above; attached to the styloid process of the
temporal bone, and terminates in the parietes
of the pharynx, as well as at the posterior mar
jin of the thyroid cartilage.
It raises the pharynx, and carries it backwards.
Professor
Chaussier has united, under the name Stylopharyngien, the three constrictor muscles of the
pharynx, the stylo-pharyngeus, and palato-pha-

mentous,

flat

pectorant, but

STYLO

ryngeus.

YLO- THYROPH.1R YNGIEJV,

Stylo-

pharyngeus.

STYLOID,

Sty' Ifor m, Stylo'i' des,Graphio'i! dcs,

is

The odour

of storax

rarely used long.

IVrified Storax,

loid process

ST

it.

tragi ant: the taste aromatic. It is considered,
like the other balsams, to be stimulant and ex-

is

S. cola'ta, S. purifica'ta, is

prepared by dissolving storax in alcohol straining the solution; then distilling off" the alcohol
with a gentle heat, until the storax acquires the
proper consistence. Ph. U. S. Dose, gr. x to
xxx.
;

—

s.

Styrax Alba, see Myroxylon Peruiferum
Benzoin, see Benjamin s. Liquida, Liquid-

—

ambar

styraciflua.

SUB.
'

A common

Latin prefix, signifying

beneath.'

SUBAC'TIO, Chiro'sis, Cheirosis. The operation of making plasters, extracts, Sec. with
the hand, or with the pestle and mortar.
SUI3AGITATRIX, Tribade.
SUB-ATLOIDL'US, Lfra-atloide'us, (F
Sous atloidien. That which is situate beneath
the atlas or first cervical vertebra.
Chaussier
has given this name to the second pair of cer-

Bclono'des. from oriMoc, 'a style,' 'a peg,' 'a
pin,' and e<<5oc, 'shape,' shaped like a peg or pin.
Styloid Processes or pe.ncd-li.ke Processes,
Procts'sus Bcloides seu Del.emnoi! des seu Belo- vical nerves.
noi'des seu G rapluoides seu Grnplioi'dcs, are, 1.
Infra-axolde'us, (F.)
A long and slender process of the temporal Sousaxoidien. That which is below the axis
bone, to which are attached the stylo-glossus, or vertebra dentata. Chaussier has given this
stylo- pharynyeus, and stylo-hyoideus muscles; name to the third pair of cervical nerves.
1NATRICUM, Borax.
and the stylo-hyoid and stylo-maxillary ligaSUBCARTILAGINEUM, Hypochondre.
ments. 2. Two slender and pyramidal proSUBCLA'VIAN, Subcla'vius, from sub, uncesses at the inferior extremities of the radius
That which is
der,' and clavis, the clavicle.'
and ulna.
under the clavicle.
STYMATOS1S, Stimatosis.
Subclavian Arteries, (F.) Artlres sousSTYM'MATA, from arv^fta, 'that which
constricts or thickens.' The most solid oint- clavieres, are situate at the upper part of the
ments. Also, the ingredients proper for in- chest, and the lateral and lower parts of the
neck. The right arises at the corresponding
creasing their consistence.
side of the trachea, and comes off from the
STYPSIS, Astriction, Constipation.
arteria innominata or brachiocephalic trunk.
STYPTER1A, Alurnen.
name first The left leaves the aorta at the end of the arch.
introduced
Styptic,
when
Both extend as far as the superior surface of
Helvetius's
given to
into Great Britain. It is now usually made of the first rib, in the space between the scaleni
calcined green vitriol, zj; proof spirit, tinged muscles, beyond which they take the name
axillary arteries. The subclavian arteries run,
with a little oak bark, Oij.
Styptic, Helvetius's, see Ferrum tartari- for some distance, without sending off any
branch. In the neighbourhood of the first rib,
zatum.
Styptics, Contrahen'tia, Constricti'va Mtdi- however, they give off, I. Upwards, the vertecamen'la, Constringen'tia, Anastaftica, from bral and inferior thyroideal. 2. Downwards, the
Sometimes used syno- internal mammary, and superior intercostal. 3.
crvtfta, I constringe.'
nymously with astringent, (q. v.;) generally Outwards, the transverse cervical or posterior
applied to a substance, employed to arrest he- scapular, the superior scapular, and the posterior
mechanical styptic is cervical or profunda.
morrhage; Enee'mon.
Subclavian or Subclavius Muscle, Subone that arrests the flow of blood, by being applied immediately to the mouth of the bleeding clavia'nus, Costoclavicutaire (Ch.,) (F.) Sousvessel, or by inducing a coagulum, mechanically, clavier, is situate at the superior and anterior
A cltymical styptic is one which part of the chest. It is attached, by its inner
in the vessel.
coagulates, chyinicaLly, the blood around a bleed- extremity, to the superior surface of the cartilage of the first rib; and by its superior margin
ing orifice.
O'LEUM. Oil, obtained by and outer extremity to the inferior surface of the
clavicle.
This muscle depresses the clavicle,
boiling storax in good olive oil.
STYRAX, from onou;, 'a reed,' in which it and carries it forward. When the shoulder is
resin obtained from the Sty- fixed, it can raise the first rib.
was preserved.
Subclavian Veins, (F.) Yeines sous-clavieres,
rax officinale, and S. calami' ta. It is the solid
and extend from
storax;— officinal storax. There are two kinds are continuationsof the axillary,
scalenus anticus, in
of storax met with: 1. The Red Storax, Gum the inferior extremity of the
of which they pass, to the vena cava supeStorax, Thus Judieo'rum, Styrax rubra, Styra'cis front
union. The right
bal'samum, Balsamum styracis officinalis, which rior, which they form by their
Styrax offici- subclavian vein is very short: the left, longer
is obtained by incision from the
receive
the mouths
veins
These
and
broader.
orinale, and, perhaps, from the Liquidam'bar
The purest is in tears; but it has lost of the internal and external jugulars, vertebral,
enta'hs.
The left subclavian
some of its smell in drying. 2. Common Storax, and superior intercostal.
more than the right.— the
Styrax calami' la. That which has been received receives two veins
added left internal mammary and left inferior thyroid.
in reeds or vessels, and has had saw-dust

SUB-AXOIDE'US,

SUBBORAS

'

'

STYPTIC, EATON'S. A

'

A

STYRAC'INUM

A

—
SUBCLAVIUS
The

—

bloody,' Hy/ihie'?nos. That
which has the colour and nature of blood. An
epithet given to certain excreted substances,
which are mixed with blood, or have the appearance of blood.
sub,

and cruenlus,

'

SUBCRURiEl.

See Cruraus.

Subcuta'neus, from sub,
'under,' and cutis, 'the skin,' Inltrcuta'neus,
That which is placed imme(F.) Souscutane.
diately under the skin.

SUB'DITA,

Typhomania.
from subdere, 'to
Medicines introduced

Subditi' liu

,

put under,' Pros'theta.
into some one of the natural apertures; as
suppositories, pessaries, &c.
SUBD1TITIA, Subdita.
SUBDUC'nO, Dejection.
SUBER, Cork:—the bark of the Quercus
Suber or Cork Tree, (F.) Liige. Family AmenSrx. SysL. Monceeia Polyand.-ia.
Cork,
tacea;.
when burnt, is applied as a mechanical styptic
&c.
piles,
Surgeons
for
use
it
to bleeding

—

and it has been recommended
to be worn as an amulet to suppress the secre

making

The French

tents;

which

A

suture,

resulting from the articulation of the os fronlis
with the nasal process of the superior maxillary bone, and the proper bones of the nose.

SUBGRONDATION, Depression.
SUBHUMKRATIO, Catomismos.
SUB N FLAMMA'TION, Sulunflamma'tio,
1

from sub, 'under,' and infiammalio.

Inflam-

mation' cula, Hypophlegma'sia. A mild degree
of inflammation, so slight as hardly to deserve
Broussais understood
the name inflammation.
by the term, an augmentation in the vital phe
vessels
that
convey white blood.
of
the
nomena

Lymphatic engorgements,

respiration sublime

is

tion of the alee nasi at the time of inspiration.
Sublingualis. (F.) Souslin-

SUBLINGUAL,

gual, from
tongue.'

sub,

and

lingua, 'the
seated under the

'under,'

That which

is

tongue.

Sublingual Artery, with some, is the UnWith others, it is a branch, given
(q. v.)

gual,

the lingual opposite the genio-glossus
muscle, which is distributed, particularly, to the
sublingual gland, to the mylohyoid, and genioglossus, muscles,

&c.

Sublingual Gland, Glan'dula sublingualis,
G. Bartliolinia' na, G. Bicinin'na, is seated in
substance of the inferior paries of the
mouth, beneath the anterior part of the tongue.
It is smaller than the submaxillary, of which it
frequently seems to be only a prolongation. It
the

oblon<r, flattened, amygdaloid, and is covered
by the mucous membrane of the mouth, beneath
which it projects. This gland has 10 or 12 excretory ducts Ductus Ultima' in sen Uii/tltcriu'some of which open beneath the frtenuin
ni
lingua;, joining Wharton's duct, whilst others
is

—

pierce the
parately.

mucous membrane of the mouth
It has the same structure as the

scrofula, herpes,

and

cancer he considered subinflammations.
FEBRES, from sub,

SUBINTRANTES

under,' and intrare, to enter." Communican'Fevers, primarily intermittent,
tes fibres.
whose paroxysms approximate, so that one
before that which preceded it
begins
paroxysm
has gone through its stages. L. Bellini.
'

—

SUBJEE,see Gungah.

SUBL1M AMENTUM, Enaeorema.
SUBLIMATE, CORROSIVE, Hydrargyri

se-

pa-

rotid.

SUBLUXATIO,

SUBFRONTA'LIS SUTU'RA.

'

accompanied by considerable elevation of the ribs, and with Repara-

tion of milk.

'

use the term

for the respiration

off by

SUBCUTA'NEOUS,

SUBDELIRIUM,

SUBMERSION
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thoracic duct opens into the left subclavian;
the corresponding great lymphatic vessel into the right.
SUBCLAVIUS, Subclavian muscle.
SUBCRUEiYTUS,' somewhat bloody;' from

, '

Sprain.

SUBMAXILLARY,

Submaxilla'ris, (F.)
Sous-maxillaire, from sub, under,' and maxilla
That which is seated beneath the
'the jaw.'
'

jaw.

Submaxillary Gland, Maxillary Gland, is a
salivary gland, less than the parotid, seated at
the inner side of the ramus and body of the
inferior maxillary bone, in the triangular space
between the two bellies of the digaslricus.
Irregularly ovoid, and flattened on three surfaces, it has the same aspect and organization
Its excretory duct
as the other salivary glands.
called Wkartoris Duct, and terminates at the
side of the frsenum linguae, by a very small oriIt is also called Ductus inferior.
fice.
Submaxillary Ganglion is a small nervous
It seems
ganglion, situate opposite the gland.
is

be formed by the superior branch of the
Vidian nerve, and communicates with the linIts filacrual nerve of the inferior maxillary.
ments form a plexus which penetrates the submaxillary gland.
SUBMEN'TAL, Submenta'lis, (F.) Sous-mento

from Sub,

under," and

mentnm,

the chin.'
furnished by the
SUBLIMATION, Sublima'do, Metcoris'mus, facial, near the base of the jaw. It passes forHypso'sis, &c. from sublimo, ' 1 raise up.' An wards along the attachment of the mylo-hyoioperation, by which dry and solid matters are deus, to which it furnishes branches, that cross
volatilized and condensed at the upper part of it, to anastomose with those of the sublingual.
The oxymuriate of Near the median line it bifurcates, to be distria subliming apparatus.
mercury, sal ammoniac, &c. are commonly ob- buted to the chin and muscles of the infratained by sublimation. The product of subli- hyoid region.
mation is a Sub'limotc. Sub livid'turn. Sublime.
Submental Vein, which accompanies the

oxymunas.

SUBLIMATUS CORROSIVUS,

tal,

'

Submental Artery

Hydrargyri artery, opens into the

'

is

labial.

SUBMER'SION,

Submer'sio, from sub, unSUBLIME, Sublimate— 5. Corrosif, Hydrar- der,' and mergere, mcrsum, to plunge.' The
gyri oxymurias.
act of plunging, or being entirely plunged, in
=
SUBLI'MIS, 'high, elevated, superficial.' a liquid. J}spbyx'ia by submersion or drowning,
Anatomists have given the name sublimis to Asphyxia Immersontm, is not owing to a cercertain muscles, which are situate more super- tain quantity of liquid being introduced into
These last the alimentary or air passages: but simply to
ficially th;m their kindred muscles.
they have called profundi. Of the former, the the interception of air, and of the respiratory
phenomena. It is a case of suffocation, the
flexor sublimis digiU-rum is an example.

oxymurins.

'

'

—

'

SUBMISSIO

,-

SUCCISA
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Signs of which, on dissection, are equivocal, enable them to extract more nutriment from the
without circumstantial evidence.
substantive aliments. Meat for example, is a
SUBMISSIO, Remission— s. Cordis, Systole. substantive aliment; the condiment, as mustard,
SUBMURIAS
eaten with it, an adjective aliment.

AMMONIACOHYDRAR-

GYRICUS, Hydrargyrum
SUBOR'BITAR,
Infraorbila'rius,

lis,

praecipitatum.
lnfraoibilar, Infraorbital
Sous-orbitaire^

(F.)

from

SUBSTILLUM, Stillicidium.
SUBSULTIO, Palpitation.
SUBSUL'TUS TEN'DJNUM,

Clonus sub-

under,' and orbita,
the orbit.'
That sultus, Subsultus, Carpholog"ia spasmod'ica,
which is seated beneath the orbitar cavity.
Mynpal'mus, Twitching of the Tendons, (F.)
Infra-orbitar Artery proceeds from the Soubresaut, from subsilire, subsultum, (sub and
internal maxillary, from which it separates near salire,) to make short leaps.' Twitching, com-

sub,

'

'

'

the anterior and superior part of the zygomatic
fossa.
It enters the infra-orbitar canal, and
passes through it, giving branches to the anterior and superior dental canal; issues by the

foramen infra-orbitarium; and divides,

in the
fossa canina, into a number of branches, which
lose themselves in the neighbouring parts.
The infia-orbitar vein follows the same course.
Suborritar or Infra-orbitar Canal, (F.)
Canal ou Conduit sous-orbitaire, is a small
canal, which runs obliquely through the substance of the inferior paries of the orbit.
It
begins, behind, by a simple gutter, and divides,
anteriorlj', into two branches;
which
one of
descends into the anterior paries of the maxillary sinus, whilst the other passes out, in the
canine fossa, by an orifice, called Foramen infra-orbitarium, (F.) Trou sous-orbitaire. The
infra-orbitar artery and nerve pass along it.
Infra-orbitar or Suboubitar Nerves seem
They
to terminate the superior maxillary.
issue from the infra-orbitar canal by the foramen of the same name, and spread out in a
radiated manner in the fossa canina, to divide
into superior or palpebral f laments, inferior or
labial, internal or nasal, and external or buccal.
SUBPOPLIT^EUS, Popliteeus muscle.
SUBPUBIO-FEMORALIS. Abductor bres. Prostaticus, Compressor prostate.
vis
(F.)
Sous -sen pu hire,
from sub, under,' and scap'ula, the shoulder-

—

'

municated to the tendons by the involuntary
and instantaneous contraction of the muscular
fibres.
It is more observable at the wrist than
elsewhere; and is an evidence of great cerebral
irritability, and debility, when it occurs at an
advanced period of fever.
The muscular agitations or twitchings observed in febrile diseases, especially of children,
have been termed Convulsibil'itas, Scelotyrbgfebri'lis,

'

been weaned.

SUBVOLA, Hypc-thenar.
SUC GASTRIQUE, Gastric juice— s.
laire,

Sous-scapulo-trochinien.
beneath the scapula.
blade.'

That which

is

Fossa Subscapularis. A considerable excavation at the anterior surface or venter of the
scapula, in which the subscapularis is seated.
Subscapularis Muscle, Immtr'sus, Infra(Ch.,)
Sovs-scapulo-trochinien.
scapula! ris,
A
Porte-feuille, (F.) Muscle sous-scnpulaire.
muscle, situate in the preceding fossa. It is
flat, broad, and triangular; is attached, by its
base, to the subscapulary fossa, and to the anterior lip of the edge of rtie spine of the scapu-

Medul-

Marrow.

SUCCA'GO,

from succus,

'juice.'

—

The

in-

robs, jellies, &c.
spissated juices of plants
Substitu'tum, Jintemballom'enos, Quid pro quo, from succedere, (sub and
ce.dere,) ' to go under, to come in place of another.'
An epithet for medicines that may be
substituted for others possessing similar pro-

SUCCEDA'NEUM,

perties.

SUCCHAR, Saccharum.
SUC CUV, Succinum.
SUCCINI RESINA, Musk,

SUBSCAPULARS,

'

Irritabilitas rnorbo'sa.

and ultra,
'the breasts.' Infantes sugentes, Sucking children.
Infants at the breast, in contradistinction to the
Exuberes, aicoyakaxTot, or those which have

—

'

and

SUBSURD1TAS, Deafness.
SUBU'BERES, from sub, under,'

SUCCINUM,

artificial.

Ambra, Ambrarn
Amber, Ye/low Amber, (F.)
Succin, Ambre jaune. This substance, which is
found on the shores of the Baltic, is composed
of a resinous matter, of essential oil, and an
It is inodorous, except when
acid, sui generis.
heated or rubbed. It is insipid; in fragments
of a pale golden yellow colour; transparent,
and has a shining lustre. S. G. 1.08: insoluble
in water, and slightly acted on by alcohol.
It

Ampar,

is

E/ec'trum,

Bereni'cl,

used for affording

Balsamum

its

essential oil

This

— the Oleum

oil possesses stimuantispasmodic, diuretic, and rubefacient
Huile dc Succin.
la, and is inserted into the lesser tuberosity of properties, (F.)
The O'ltum Suc'cini reclifica'tum, Rectified Oil
the humerus. It carries the arm in rotation inOil of Amber,
wards. It can, also, depress it, and bring it of Amber, is made as follows:
Mix in a glass retort, and disOj, water, Ovj.
towards Hip body.
water
of
the
have
passed
Oiv
with the
til
until
Cytoblastema.
SUBSTANCE, HYALINE,
SUBSTANTIA HYALI N A, Cytoblastema— oil into the receiver; separate the oil from the
dentium, water, and keep it in well stopped bottles.
8. Ostoidea, see Teeth— s. Filamentosa
Enamel— s. Ossea dentium, see Tooth— s. (Ph. U. S.)
The whitt amber, Leuctltc'trum, (F.) Ambre
Rhomboidea, Corpus dentatum— s. Spongiosa
Urethroe, Corpus spongiosum urethras— s. Vi- blanc, is a variety.
Succin'ic Acid, Ac"idum Suc'cini, A. Succin'
Vitrea,
trea dentium, Enamel of the teeth— s.
icum, Acor succineus, Sal Succini, Sal volatfile
Cytoblastema.
SUB'STANTTVE, Substanti'vus, from sub- Succini, has been considered antispasmodic and
dose of from five to twenty
stare, (sub and stare,) 'to stand under or sub- diaphoretic, in the
An epithet applied by Dr. Paris to ali- grains.
sist.'
Succinum Cinereum, Ambergris— s. Grisements which are nutritious, in contradistinction to adjective aliments, which are themselves um, Ambergris.
SUCCIOjY, Sucking.
not possessed of nutritive virtues, but impart to
SUCCISA. Scr.biosa succisa.
the digestive organs greater energy, so as to

53

or

lant,

Succini.

—

—
SUCCOLATA
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SUCCQLATA, Chocolate.
SUCCORY, WILD, Cichorium intybus.
SUC'CUBUS, from sub, and cubare, to lie.'
'

Some

authors have used this word synonymously with Nightmare. Others mean, by
it, a female phantom, with which a man, in
his sleep sometimes believes he has intercourse;
as Incubus, (q. v.) has been applied to the
male phantom, with which a female may dream
she is similarly situate.
SUCCUS, Juice. The fluid obtained by
pressing plants, flesh, &c. It is, also, applied

—

—

SUFFOCATION

sium, an atom of earthy phosphate, and some
oxyd of iron.
Sudor An'glicus, Hidron'osos, Hidropyt/ Fcbris sudalo'ria, Morbus sudatortus,
Ephem'era malig'na, E. sudatoria, Sudatoria

etos,

malig'na, E. Jin'glica pes'tilens, Siceating Sickvery severe
ness, (F.) Suette, Sueur Anglaise.
epidemic disease, characterized by profuse
sweating, which appeared in England in 1480;

A

and recurred, at different times, until about the
middle of the 16th century. It was accompanied with coldness, excessive prostration of
strength, palpitation, frequency and inequality
to certain animal fluids, as S. Gastricus, &.c.
Succus Acacia Germanics Insfissatus, of the pulse, &c, and terminated favourably or
The
see Prunus spinosa s. Acacise nostratis, see unfavourably in the course of 24 hours.
Prunusspinosa — s.CicuUe spissatus, Exlraclum French have given the name Suette de Picardie, Sudor Picard'icus, to an epidemic disease,
conii
s. Cvrenaicus, Laserpitium.
Succus Enter'icus, S. intestina' lis Intestinal which has appeared several times in that profrom
lining
fluids
secreted
the
memvince; the principal symptoms of which were,
Juice. The
profuse sweats, and a miliary eruption. The
brane of the small intestines.
Succus Gastricus, Gastric juice s. Intes- disease recurred in 1821, and has been des. Japonicus, Catescribed, at length, by M. Rayer, who considers
tinalis, Succus entericus
chu s. Nerveus, Nervous fluid s. Nutritius, it to consist of a simultaneous state of inflamChyle s. Spissatus aconiti napelli, Extractum mation of various tissues; and proposes to class
s. Spissatus atropae belladonnse, Extracit with variola, scarlatina, and measles.
aconiti
tum belladonna s. Spissatus conii maculati,
Sudor Cruen'tus, S. sangnin'eus, Hxmatis.
Spissatus
hyoscyami
cicutse
niExtractum
Cutaneous perdro'sis, Ephidro'sis cruen'ta.
hyoscyami
s.
Spissatus
lactuExtractum
gri,
spiration intermixed with blood.
A very uncss saliva;, Extractum lactucae.
common affection.
SU CC US'SION, Hippocrat'i Succus' sion, SueSudor Sanguineus, S. cruentus.
cvs'sio, from succutio, (sub and quatio,) 1 shake
SUDORIFEROUS, Sudorifer, Hydroph'orfrom beneath.' A mode of ascertaining the ex- rus, from sudor, 'sweat,' and ftro, 'I carry.'
istence of a fluid in the thorax, by giving the That which carries sweat, as the sudoriferous
body one or more slight shakes.
ducts or glands, «&c. &c.
Succussion, BaUoltement.
SUDORIF'IC, Sudorificum, Sudorif erum,
Saccharum.
SUCHOR,
Hidrot'icum, from sudor, sweat,' and facia, I
SUCKING, Suc'tio, Suctus, Athelx'is, Bdalsis, make.' A medicine which provokes sweating.
Myze'sis, (F.) Succion; from sugere, suctum, to See Diaphoretic.
The act of drawing liquid into the
suck.'
Four Sudorific Woods, Quatuor ligna sumouth, by forming a vacuum with the tongue doriftca, were, formerly, guaiucum, perfumed
acting as a piston, during inspiration.
cherry, sarsaparil/a, and sassafras.
To SUCKLE. Lacture,yaXaKt^qaij)eiv,ri3i]SUDORIPAROUS. See Perspiration.
suck.
ou
Maiter.
To
give
Gvtiv, (F.) Jlllaiter
SUET, Sevum.
To nurse.
SUETTE, Sudor Anglicus— s. de Picardie,
SUCKLING, Lactation.
Sudor Picardicus.
SUCRE, Saccharum— 5. Candi, Saccharum
SUEUR, Sudor s. Angluise, Sudor Anglicus
candidum s.de Saturne, Plumbi superacelas.
s. d Expression, Expression, sweat of
s. de
Santr, Diapedesis.
SUCTIO, Exsuctio, Sucking.
SUCTION POWER is the force exerted on
SUFFIMENTUM, Hypocapnis'ma, Suffifthe blood in the veins, by the active dilatation men, Thymia'ma, Svffi'tus, Suffumiga'tio, (F.)
of the heart. See Derivation.
Parfum A perfume. A fumigation, (q. v.)
SUCTUS, Sucking.
SUFFITUS, Fumigation, Suffimentum.
from
or
Hidro'a;
Hydro'a,
SUDAM'INA,
.SUFFOCATIO, Orthopncea— s. Hysterica,
which
vesicles,
Small
Boa.
'sweat;'
Hysteria,
Strangulation, uterine s. Stiidula,
sudor,
appear upon the skin, especially in the summer Cynanche trachealis s. Uterina, Strangulatime, in hot countries, end in diseases at- tion, uterine.
SUFFOCATION, Suffoca'tio, Przfocatio,
tended with much sweating. It is a miliary
Apopnix'is,Jisphyx'ia, (q. v ) from sub, under,'
eruption. See Miliary Fever.
Sodamina, Desudatio, Echauboulures, Lichen and faux, ' the throat.' (?) Death, or suspended
animation from impeded respiration, whether
tropicus.
caused by the inhalation of noxious guses,
SUDARIUM, Achicolum, Vaporarium.
Ephidrosis.,
drowning, hanging, strangling, or smothering.
SUDATIO,
Ephidrosis—
s.
Maligna,
see
The principal morbid appearances in such cases
SUDATORIA,
are.— the lungs of a deep-blue colour, with the
Sudor Anglicus.
SUDATORIUM, Achicolum, Vaporarium. blood extravasated in the air-cells; right auriSUDOR, Hidros, (F.) Sueur, sweat.' The cle and ventricle filled with dark blood, as well
product of cutaneous transpiration, when visi- as the neighbouring veins; lividity of the counble on the surface of the body. It is colourless; tenance, tumescence, and, perhaps, rupture of
of an odour mure or less strong and variable; the vessels of the brain.
Treatment of suspended animation by suffocaand of a saline taste. It is composed, according to Berzelius, of water, lactic acid, lactate of tion in general. The patient must be conveyed
matter,
animal
chlolittle
with
a
into
a room not too warm; and, if practicable,
Boda united
Blood-letting
ride of sodium, and a little chloride of potas- be immersed in a warm bath.
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must be used, if at all, with caution:— friction
must be employed with salt or warm flannels:

Brimstone, (F.) Soufre. The Native Sulphur is
called Rock Sulphur, Sulphur vivum, tic.
Sulstimulating fluids, in a dilute state, be poured phur, as we meet with it, is in rolls, Sulphur in
into the stomach by means of a tube, and at- rot'ulis, S. rotun'dum, Roll Brimstone. It is a
tempts be made to inflate the lungs. Laryn- volcanic production, and is obtained, in large
gotomy, if necessary.
quantities, from Solfatara in Italy.
Roll SulSuffocation, Pnigopho'bia, (F.) £lovffement, phur is impure sulphur, melted, and run into
is used for threatened suffocation, as strangling
moulds. It is unpleasantly odorous, when
is.
It means the state of dyspnoea and oppresheated or rubbed; insipid; solid, and brittle.
sion experienced when a sufficient quantity of S. G. 1.99.
Fusible at 220°; volatilizable by
air docs not enter the lungs, or when the cheheat, and condensing unchanged.
mical phenomena of respiration are imperfectly
Sulphur Lotum, Sulphur sublimdlum latum,
executed; as in cases of asthma.
Washed Sulphur, Magiste'rium Sulph'uris, SulSUFFUMIGATION, Suffimentum.
phuris Flores Ioti, is prepared by pouring boilSUFFUSIO, Pseudoblepsia s. Auriginosa, ing water on sublimed sulphur, so as to wash
Icterus— s Multiplicans, see Diplopia s. Ocu- away any acid it may contain, and then dryli, Cataract
s. Oculorum, Metamorphopsia.
ing it.
SUGAR, Saccharum s. Barley, Penidium
Sulphur Pr.«cipita'tu:m, Lac Sulph'uris,
s. Candy,
Saccharum candidum s. Cane, Milk of Sulphur, Precipita'ted Sulphur, (F.)
see Saccharum s. of Lead, Plumbi supera- Crhmede Soufre, is prepared by boiling sublimed
cetas.
sulphur and lime together, and adding muriatic
Sugars, Various, see Saccharum.
acid to precipitate the sulphur.
SUGILLA'TION. A bruise, from sugillare,
Sulphur Sublima'tum, Sulphur, (Ph. U. S.)
' to give a black
eye.'
By most authors used Sublimed Sulphur or Flowers of Sulphur, (F.)
synonymously with Ecchymosis and Ecchy- Soufre sublimi, Flews de Soufre, is the sulphur
inoma, (q. v.) It is, also, applied to the spots of commerce, sublimed in close vessels.
or ecchymoses which occur in consequence of
Sulphur is possessed of stimulant, laxative,
intrinsic causes,
in disease and in incipient and diaphoretic properties.
As a laxative, it is
putrefaction. It is common in dead bodies.
used in hemorrhoidal and other affections. In
To this last case it is, indeed, restricted by the itch, applied externally and taken internalsome medico-legal writers: and an interesting ly, it has been considered as a specific (?); and
question sometimes arises:
Whether the ap- it is a valuable remedy in most cutaneous affecpearance have been induced before death or tions that are local. Dose, Jss to 5Jij.
afterwards? Whether it be a case of ecch.rjm.osis
The fieces or dregs, left in the purification or
or of sugillalion? In the former, the extravasated sublimation of sulphur, are called Horse Biimblood will usually be coagulated; not so in the stone, Dregs of Sulphur vivum, Sulphur caballi'latter.
num, S. vivum, Sulphuris vivi recremen'la. They
It is often, however, difficult to form a
correct judgment without reference to the his- are very impure, and are used only externally.
Sulphur Antimoniatum, Antimonii sulphutory of the case.
SU'ICIDE, Suici'dium; from suicsedes, mur- return prajcipitatum s. Carburet of, Carbonis
self.
one's
s. Iodide
sulphuretum
s. Iodatum, see Iodine
of
killing
der of one's self.' The act
Suicide is, of, see Iodine s. Liver of, Potassae sulphuieAntoclii'ria, Autocton'ia, ldiocton'ia.
very frequently, the result of disease of the tum s. Vegetable, Lycopodium s. Wort, Peumind; the individual seeming, at times, to be cedanum.
MeSULPHURETUM AMMONIACJE, Ammoirresistibly impelled to self-destruction.

—
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SUIE, Fuligo.
SUIF, Sevum.

—

SULPH'URIC ACID, Ad'idum
cum
v.) (F.)

Anatomists have given this name
Sillon.
to grooves on the surface of bones and other
organs.

French writers on anatomy often use the
term Sillons for the grooves which lodge the
arteries and creep on the surface of bones;
whilst those that receive veins are called goutAlso, the Vulva.
gutters.'
Sulcus Anteroposterior jecoris, see
Liver— s. Transversalis, see Liver— s. Umbili'

calis, see Liver.

SULFATE D'AMMONIAQUE,

Ammonia:

sulphas.

SULFURE DE CARBON,

Carbonas sulphu-

Cuprum ammoniatum— s. Cadmicus, Cadmii
Kalico aluminicum.

trioli,

Zinci

Acidum Sulphuuicum Arom at'icum, A. vilriol'icum aromat'icum, A. vitriolicum alcoho'li ammaticum, Elixir vitrio'li, E. V.aromaticum, E.
vitrioli Mynsich'ti, E. vitrioli Edinburgeri slum,
E. vitrioli cum tinctu'ra aromatica, E. vitrioli
dulcl seu acido-aromat'icum, Alcohol cum aromut'ibvs sulphurica'tus, Tinctu'ra acidi sulphuformed of sulphuric acid, f. §iijss; ginger,
cinnamon, bruised, giss; Alcohol,
Oij— Ph. U. S. Dose, g». x. to xxx. Ph. L.

SULPHUR,
Avirich,

Term

Sulfur, Srorith, Thci'on, Thi'on,
foha' la, Fumvs cit'rinus,Aq'uila,

,

is

bruised, §j;

Acidum Sulphuricum Dilutum,
phuric Acid.

of

BUlphdfl.

S. v. fortis,

Sulphu'ri-

Oleum Vitrio'li.Spir'itus ViAcidum vitrioticum, Oil of

cutaneous affections.

Alumen—

of— s. Zincicum,

vel Sulfuricum,

Vitriol, Vitriol' ic Acid, Acidurn Vitrioli dephloSulphuric acid is
gistica'tum, Acor Sulphuris.
inodorous; has a strong acid taste, and is corIt is escharorosive.
S. G. 1845 (Ph. U. S.)
Mixed with lard,
tic, stimulant, rubefacient.
and certain
used
in
local
pains,
it is sometimes

ric!

^SULPHAS AMMONIACE CUPRATUS,
NntricuB, Soda, sulphate

—

—

SUITES DE COUCHES, Lochia.
SULCATUS, Gannett, Grooved.
SULCUS. A furrow. A groove, (q.

Sulphas— s

—

sulphuretum s. Ammoniae hydrogenatum,
Liquor fumans Boylii s. Kalicum, Potasses sulphuretum s. Lixivise, Potasss sulphuretum.
nite

lancho'liii Suicid'ium.

tihes,

—

Vitriol,

Acidum

Diluted Sulrilriol'icum dilutum, Elixir

Elixirvitrio'lifSpi/itus vitrio'liac"idus

(F ) Aride sulj'urique diluye, is formed,
according to the Pharmacopoeia of the United
Voglc'ri,

—

—
SULPHUR1S

They are separated by the nasal hosse,
bits.
and covered by the superciliaris muscle, to
which they give attachment.

Slates, by adding aq. dcstillut. ^xij to and, sulph.
51. It is tonic, astringent, and refrigerant. Dose,
x to xx, largely diluted.
When used as a
g
gargle, half a drachm may be added to ^vj of
water.
SULPH'URIS IO'DlDUM,lodide of Sulphur.
^
See Iodine. It is thus directed to be prepared
in the Pharmacopoeia of the U. S. (1842.) (lodin.
^iv: sulphur. 3J. Rub the iodine and sulphur
together in a glass, porcelain, or marble mortar
until they are thoroughly mixed. Put the mixture into a matrass, close the orifice loosely, and
apply a gentle heat, so as to darken the mass
without melting it. When the colour has become uniformly dark throughout, increase the
heat so as to melt the iodide; then incline the
matrass in different directions, in order to return into the mass any portions of iodine which
may have condensed on the inner surface of the
vessel: lastly, allow the matrass to cool, break
it, and put the iodide into bottles, which are to
be well stopped.
t(

-

SUL'PHUROUS ACID, Ac" idum sulphur os'icum, A. sulphuris volat'ile, A. Sulphuro''sum vel
Sulfurosum, Spir'itus sulphuris, Spiritus su/phuro'sus volat'ilis, Sp. sulphuris per campa'nam.
Sp. vitrio'li phlogistica'tus, Gas sulphuris, (F.)
Acide Sulfureux, Air Acide Vitriolique. Obtained
by treating mercury with concentrated sulphuric acid, or by burning sulphur.
It is sometimes used in the gaseous, at others, in the liquid state. Sulphurous acid gas is used to disinfect cloths, confined air, letters coming from
It is also exhibited, with
infected places, &.c.
great success, in the form of fumigation, in the
treatment of certain chronic cutaneous affections, and of sciatic and rheumatic pains in geIf respired pure, it acts in the manner
neral.
of violent irritants; and is not long in producing
death.

SULTZMALT, MINERAL WATERS

SUMAC DES CORROYEURS,
s.

Rhus

popular name,

—

s.

Rash, Li-

chen tropicus.

Ophrijs, Valium, (F.) SourThe eyebrows are two

—

from the eye.
Supercilium Acetab'uli. The edge of the
innominatum.

tion, also,

cotyloid cavity of the os

SUPEREVACUATIO, Hypercrisis.
SUPERFECUNDATION, Superfcetation.
SUPERFCECUNDATIO, Superfcetation.
SU PERFCET A'TlON,Superfcela'tio,Epicye'Superimprsegna'tio, Epig'onon, SuperfaicunEpicye'ma, Superfecundation, fiom super,
and fcctare, to bring forth young.'
Conception of a foetus in a uterus which already contains one. The impregnation of a
female already pregnant. The possibility of
this has been denied; but there is abundant evidence to show, that it is possible at a very early
period of pregnancy.

sis,

da'lio,

upon,'

'

'

SUPERGEMINAL1S, Epididymis.
SUPERGENUALIS, Patella.

SUPERHUMERALE.

Epomis.

SUPERIMPR^RGNATIO, Superfcetation.
SUPERIOR A UR1S, Attollens aurem— s. Rotundus

clitoridis,

lschio-cavernous.

SUPERLABIA,

Clitoris.

SUPERNUTRITIO LIENIS,
s.

Splenoncus—

Splenis, Splenoncus.

SUPEROXALAS KALICUM,

Potass, oxa-

late of.

ferior, Infra-spinatus.

SUPIJYATEUR COURT
nator radii brevis
radii longus.

s.

ou

Grand ou

PETIT,

Supi-

long, Supinator

SUPINA'TION, Svpinatio, from supi'ntis,
lying on the back.' The movement in which
the forearm and hand are carried outwards, so
that the anterior surface of the latter becomes
'

SUNBU RN,

Ephelides— s. Dew, Drosera RoHemicrania s. SunCoup de so/eil.
SUNSTROKE, EGYPTIAN, Coup de soleil.
SUPER. A common Latin prefix; in com-

—

—

SUPERPURGATIO. Hypercatharsis.
SUPERSCAPULARIS, Supraspinal— s. In-

in the United States, for diarrhoea occurring in
summer. It is often, also, made to include dy-

sentery and cholera infantum.
Summer Diseases, see Estival

Same etymon.

arched eminences. convex above, and more or
less prominent, according to the individual,
which lie on the superciliary arch of the os
frontis, above the eyelids, and extend from the
sides of the root of the nose to the temple.
Their inner extremity or head is more prominent than the outer or tail. The eyebrows are
covered with short and stiff hairs, which are directed, obliquely, from within outwards, and
are, commonly, of the colour of the hair.
The
skin in which these hairs are implanted, rests
on the orbicularis palpebrarum, frontalis, and
superciliaris muscles, which move the eyebrows
The eyebrows serve as
>in different directions.
an ornament to the countenance; and by covering the eye, defend it from the impression of
They direct the perspiratoo strong a light.

coria-

Vinineux, Rhus toxicodendron.

SUMACH, Rhus coriaria.
SUMEN, Hypogastrium.
SUMMER COMPLAINT. A

SUPERCIL'lUM,
cil.

OF.

Sultzmalt is a village in the department of the
Upper Rhine; where are several sources of cold,
acidulous waters, which seem to contain carbonic acid, subcarbonate of soda, subcarbonate
of lime, sulphate of lime, and a little bitumen.
They are refrigerant, aperient, and alterative.
ria

SUPINATOR

G84

tundifolia s. Pain, see
s. Stroke,
rash, Lichen

—

—

superior.

In Pathology, Supination, Supinatio, Hyptias'-

ma, Hyptias'mus, means the horizontal position
on the back, with the head thrown back, and
SUPERBUS, Rectus superior oculi.
the legs and arms extended. It is often a sign
SUPERCILIARIS, Corrugator supercilii.
of great weakness in disease.
SUPERCILIARY, Super cilia' ris, from super,
SUPINATOR. Same etymon. That which
above, and cilium, the edge of the eyelid.' produces supination. A name given to two
That which relates to the supercilia or eye- muscles of the forearm.
brows. (F.) Sourcilier ou Surcilier.
Supinator Brevis seu Minor, Supinator
Supercil'iarv Arches or Ridges, (F.) Ar- radii brevis s. Longus seu major, S. radii
position, signifying

1

'

above."

'

—

cades sourci/ieres, are two, slightly projecting,
apophyses, situate at the anterior surface of the
08 frontis, above the superior margin of the or-

longus.
Si riNATOR R\r>n Brevis. S. brezis seu minor,
Epiiondijlo-rudial, (Ch..) (F.) Supinattur court

—
SUPPOSITION
ou

A muscle, seated at the
outer and back part of the forearm.
It is flattened, triangular, and curved upon

in

itself,

such a manner, that

it

embraces the superior

extremity of the radius. It is attached, on the
one hand, to the external tuberosity of the hu-

merus, and

to a small portion of the posterior
surface of the ulna, and is inserted into
the
upper third of the outer and upper surfaces of
the radius.
It produces, by contracting, the
motion of supination.

Supinator Radii Longus, #. longus sive major, Dra'c/iiorailia'lis, Humiro-sus-radial,
(Oh.,)
F.)
Lung on grand si/pinateur, is seated at the
(
anterior and outer part of the forearm. It arises
from the infeiior part of the outer edge of the
os humeri, and from the external
intermuscular aponeurosis; and is inserted, by
a long ten<lon, into the outer edge of the
radius, near the
ba«e of the styloid process. It causes the supination of the forearm, which it can likewise
bend on the arm.

SUPPOSITION DE PART,
tended.

Pregnancy,
&
} prev

SUPPOSITORIUM UTERINUM,

Pessary.
Supposito'rium, Hypoth'-

SUPPOS'ITORY,
clon,

from

support,' ere,

(sub,

and

pone.re,

'

to

put under.' Any solid medicine, in
the form of a long cone or cylinder, intended
to be introduced into the rectum;— either for
the purpose of favouring intestinal evacuations,
or to act as an anodyne.
Purgative suppositories are made of soap, aloes, or any other irritating- substance.
put,') 'to

SUPPRESSIO LOTH, Ischuria.
SUPPRESSION DU FLUX MENSTRUEL,
Amenorrhea
d'

de Part, see Parturition

s.

—

5.

Urine, Ischuria.

SUPPURANS, Suppurative.
SUPPURA'TION, Ecpye'ma,

Purulen'tia,
Diapye'sis, (F.)
Formation or secretion of pus,
(q. v. and also Pyogenia,) from sub, 'under,'
and pus. It is a frequent termination of inflammation, and may occur in almost all the tissues.
This termination is announced by slight chills;
by remission of the pain, which, from being
lancinating, becomes heavy; by a sense of
weight in the part, and, when the collection of
pus c^n be easily felt, by fluctuation. When
pus is thus formed in the cellular membrane,
and is collected in one or more cavities, it constitutes an abscess.
If it be formed from a surface exposed to the air, it is an ulcer: and such
ulcers we are in the habit of establishing artificially in certain cases of disease.
Suppu'rans, Suppurali'vus, Diapyc'ticus, Ecpyo'ticus, Ecpyiscon'tus.
Pyo'sis,

Pye'sis,

Diapye'ma,

Aboulissement.

SUPPURATIVE,

That which

facilitates

suppuration

Suppura-

mixed with lard.
Latin prefix: in com-

tivps are, generally, vesicants

SUPRA. A common
position, signifying

'

Levato'res Costa'rum,
(F.) Sur-costaux, from supra, 'above,' and casta,
'
a rib.'
A name given to twelve small, fleshy
fasciculi, which are flattened, triangular, and
radiating
fibres. They pass from the transwith
verse processes of the dorsal vertebra? to the superior margin of the rib beneath. Spigelius,
Cowper, Boyer, Chaussier, and others consider
them to foim part of the intercostales ex-

temi.

SUPRA-OR'BITA R, Supra-orbita'lis,

orbita'rius.

from supra, 'above,' and

Supra-

orbita, 'the

That which is situate above the orbit.
Supra Or'bitar Foiia'men. Fora'men Supraorbilu' rium, F. orbilarium supe'rius, (F.) Trou

orbit.'

sus-orbilaire ou orbilaire supirieur, is a foramen
or notch completed by a ligament at the inner
third of the orbitar arch.
It gives passage to
the supra-orbitar or superciliary artery, a branch
of the ophthalmic, which ascends the forehead,
and is distributed thereto/

SUPRA-PU'BIAN,

Supra-pubic, Supra-pufrom supra, and pubcs. That which is
seated above the pubis.
bia'nus,

Supra-Pubian Nerve, (F.) A'erf suspubien, is
the internal ramus of the inguino-cutaneous
branch of the first lumbar nerve. It is the
genito- crural branch of Bicliat.
It descends
almost vertically before the psoas muscle; and,
near the crural arch, divides into two branches.
One of these accompanies the spermatic cord,
and is distributed to the cremaster, scrotum,
and integuments on the inner part of the thigh.
The other issues from the pelvis with the femoral filaments; traverses the aponeurosis of
the thigh and is distributed to the integuments
of the upper and anterior part of the limb.
SUPRA-SCAPULARIS, Supra-spinatus.
SUPRA-SEMIORBICULARIS, Orbicularis
;

oris

SUPRA-SPINA'TUS,

Supra-spino'sus, (F.)

Sur-cpineux, Sus-ipiacux, from supra, and spina.
That which is seated above the spine.
Fossa Supra-spinata,(F.) Fosse Sus-epineuse,
is a triangular depression above the spine of the
scapula.

Supra-spinatus Muscle, Superscapula'ris,
Sus-spino-scapulo-trocliitdrien, Supra scapularis,
Petit sus- scapula troclt iter ten, (Ch.) is situate in
the fossa supra-spinata.
It is elongated, thick,

and triangular, and is attached, on the one hand,
to the two inner thirds of the fossa supra-spinata; and terminates, on the other, at the anterior part of the great tuberosity of the humerus.
This muscle raises the arm.
Ligamen'ta Supra-spinosa, Supra-spinal
lig'aments, are two in number.
1. The Dorsolumbar supra-spinal ligament, (F.) Ligament
sur-ipineux dorso- lombaire, extending above
the spinous processes of the dorsal and lumbar
vertebra?, from the 7th cervical as far as the
median crista of the sacrum. 2. Cervical supraspinal ligament, (F.) Ligament suripineux cervical, which extends above all the cervical spinous processes, and is attached, above, to the
outer occipital protuberance.
SURA. The calf of the leg, (F.) Mullet, Gras
de Jambe. The projection, formed at the posterior part of the leg by the gastrocneinii muscles: the fibula, (q. v.)

SURC1LIER,

Corrugalor supercilii, Super-

ciliary.

SURCOSTAUX,

above.'

SUPRA COSTA'LES,

58*

SURFEIT

685

petti supinateur.

SURDEJYT,

Supracostalis.

and dens, 'a
a milk tooth does not fall out at
the period of the second dentition, but is merely
forced to one side by the new tooth, it is called
a stirtle.nt.
tooth.'

(F.) supra, 'above,*

When

SURDITAS,
SURDITY,

Cophosis, Deafness.
Cophosis, Deafness.

SUREAU COMMUN,

Sambucus.

SURELLE. Oxalis acetosella.
SURiPINEUX, Supraspinal.
SURFEIT, Colica crapulosa.

— ———
SURGEON

SUTURE

SURGEON, Chirur'geon; old French, Surgien, Chiro'nOX, Chirur' gus, Vul'nerum rued'ics, Cheiria'Ler, Chiria'ter, (F.) Chirur' gien.
from jf-tip, the hand,' and tnyov, work.' One
who practises surgery. The surgeon, say?
CVIsus, ought to be young, or, at all events,
'

—

.

'

not advanced in life. His hand must be steady,
expert, and never tremulous: he must use the
right or left with equal facility: his sight must
be clear and penetrating: his mind intrepid;

and although unmoved when he proceeds to
operate, he must not be in haste, or cut less
than

is necessary, but finish his operation, as if
the cries of the patient made no impression

(sub or sus, and capio,' I take,') easily taking, or
undertaking.' Sensibility in its most enlarged
Impressibility. This term, with
acceptation.
the epithet nervous, is sometimes used for that
increase in the moral sensibility which is particularly observed in nervous affections.
SUSPKNDICULUM, Cremastcr.
'

,

SUSPEKSOIRE, Suspensory

SUSPENSORIUM TESTIS,

Cremaster.

SUSPEN'SORY, Suspcnso'rius, from

suspen'to
under,' and pendere,
(sub or sus,
hang,') to hang under,' (F.) Suspensoirc. That
which sustains or suspends.

dere,

'

'

'

SURGEON-DENTIST,

Suspensory Bandage, Suspenso'rivm, is a
bandage, intended to support the scrotum, in
cases of disease of the testicles or of scrotal
hernia. It consists of a kind of bag, fixed above
to a cincture, and retained below by strings
passing between the thighs, and fixed to the

SURGERY,

cincture behind.

upon him.

SURGEON-APOTH'ECARY.

One who

unites the practice of surgery with that of the
apothecary. A aeneral practitioner.
Dent.st.
Chirur' gia, Chiriatri'a, Cheilitis, Metacheirijfis, Medici' na opera ti'va, Mtdici'na efjicax, (F.) Chirurgie. The part of the
healing art which relates to external diseases;
their treatment; and, especially, to the manual
operations adapted for their cure.
Surgery, Anaplastic, Morioplastice s. Autoplastic, Morioplastice
s. Dental, Dentistry.
Operative Surgery is termed A cur1gia, and
Acidur' gia.
Military Surgery, (F ) Chirurgie militairc,
is that which relates to the operations to be performed on the field of battle, or subsequently;
with the attention to be paid to the wounded,

—

—

—

&c.
Surgery, Plastic, Morioplastice.

Suspensory Ligament of the Liver

a

Suspensory Ligament of the Penis

is a
of a triangular shape,
which extends from the anterior part of the
symphysis pubis to the corpus cavernosum,
which it sustains. A similar ligament belongs

fibro-cellular

fascia,

to the clitoris.

SUSPElNSUM, Enteorema.
SUSPIRIUM, from sub or sus,
'I breathe,'

spiro,

SURGICAL.

is

triangular duplicature of the peritoneum, between the inferior surface of the diaphragm
and the upper suiface of the liver, which is
continuous with the great falx of the umbilical
vein.

'

under,' and
Mijrh-

Mygmus, Much'mvs,

SURRECTA ALBA, Ranunculus flammula.

A sigh, (F.)
this'mus, Sle>wg'mus, Stenax'is.
Soupir.
A short breathing. A slow, voluntary
contraction of the diaphragm and intercostal
muscles; the effect of which is, to restore the
due relation between the circulation and respiration, or to free ourselves from an inconvenient sense of weight fell in the chest, when
we are much depressed a weight, which appears to be chiefly dependent on the functions
of the heart heing disturbed through the moral
the
influence. The sigh differs from the sob:

SURSELS.

latter

Chirur' gicus, (F.) Chirurgical,
relates to surgery;
a3 surgical anatomy, surgical operations, surgical instruments, &c.

That which

Chirurgique.

SURG1EN, Surgeon.
SURINAMINE. See Geoffhea Surinamensis.
SUROXYGENlSSES A name given by
Baumes

to diseases attributed

by him to super-

abundance of oxygen.

SURPEAU.

Epidermis.

See

Salt.

SURTOUTS LIGAMEA'TEUX DE
COLOGNE VERTEBRALE, Vertebral

LA
liga-

ments.

SURVIE.

Survivorship.

—

—

cates considerable depression.
panied with a vocal sound,

Sigh-

When

accom-

constitutes a

it

groan.

SURVIVORSHIP,

(F.J Survie, from supervive.re,) (F.) survirre,
to

(super, and
In legal medicine, this word means
live longer.'
the probability that any individual has survived
ethers in an accident, which has been fatal to
This is often an important question, conall.
nected with the inheritance of property, and on
which physiology can rarely afford more than
presumptive grounds for conclusion.

riv'ere,

being involuntary and spasmodic.

ing, occurring in fevers to a great extent, indi-

'

SUS-A C R~0 Ml 0-HUMARAL, Deltoid— 5.
Epintux, Supraspinatus— s. Maxillo- labial, Levator anguli oris— s. Maxilla labial, grand, Levator labii superioris alseque nasi
s. Maxillomoyen. Levator labii supeiioris proprius
s. Maxillo nasal, Compressor naris— s. O/iticozphino-se'eroticien, Rectus superior oculi
s.
Phalangiendupouce, Abductor pollicis brevis
s. Scapulo-trochis. Pubio-fdmoral, Pectinalis
s. Scapulotirien, le plus petit. Teres minor
s. Spino seatrochitirien, petit, Supraspinatus
pulo-lrarlvtlrien. Supraspinatus.
SUSCEPTIBILTTY, from facile suscipiens,
labial,

—

—

SUSURRUS,

Bourdonnement, Tinnitus au-

rium.

SUTELA,

Suture.

SUTORIUS,

SUTTER,

Sartorius.

Saccharum.

SUTURA ABDOMINALIS,

—
—

Gastroraphy—

Arcualis, Coronal suture s Clavata. Suture
Frontos.
Dentata. see Suture
quilled
s
s Jugalis, Sagittal
parietalis, Coronal suture
suture s. Lambdoidalis, Lambdoid suture s.
Limbosa, see Suture s. Lepidoides, Squamous
s.
Mendosa, Squamous suture
s.
suture
Notha, see Suture— s. Obeltca, Sagittal suture
s.
suture
Punctata,
s.
Prora?, Lambdoid
Suture common— s. Puppis, Coronal suture
s. Rhabdoides, Sagittal suture— s. Serrata, see
Suture— s. Vera, see Suture— s. Virgata, Sa-

s.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

gittal suture.

SUTURE,

Sute'la,

ArmS, Rhaphl,

'o stitch.'

Dane-tail joint,

Sutu'ra,

from suere,sutvm,

•

kind of immovable articulation, in which the bones unite by means of
(F.) EftgrenVre.

A

— —
SUTURE

—

A

—

—

—

of parts.
The chief sutures are the interrupted suture,
the quilled suture, the glover's suture, and the
twisted suture.
I. The Interrupted Suture,
(F.) Suture a points siparis, Suture entrecovpie,
is performed by passing a needle, armed with a
ligature, through the lips of the wound, previously brought into contact; and then tying the
The other stitches
extremities of the thread.
are made in the same manner. They are sepaIt is the suture most comrate or interrupted.
monly used. 2. The Quilled Suture, Sutura
clava'ta, (F ) Suture enckcrillie on tmplumie ou
empennie, Compound Suture, is merely the interrupted suture, with this difference, that the
ligatures are not tied over the face of the
wound, but over two quills or rolls of plaster,
or bougies, which are laid along the sides of

the wound. It is used by some surgeons, on
account of there being less danger of the
It is not much employed.
stitches tearing out
3. The Glover's Suture, Continued Suture,

Uninterrupted Suture, (F ) Suture de Pelletier,
Suture en surget, is «xecuted by introducing
the needle first into one lip of the wound from
within outwards, then into the other in the
same way; and, in this manner, sowing up the
whole extent of the wound. It has been chiefly
used in wounds of the intestinal canal. It is
now rarely employed except for stitching up

The common stitch or suture,
dead bodies.
Sutura punctata, (F.) Suture a points posse's,
has been used in similar cases. 4. The Uoval
Stitch or Suture is the name of an old operaration for the cure of Bubonocele. It consisted
in putting a ligature under the hernial sac,
close to the abdominal ring, and then tying
that part of the sac. so as to render it impervious, by the adhesive inflammation thus excited
5.

The Twisted Suture,

(F.)

Suture entor-

employed, chiefly, to unite wounds of
the cheeks and of the free edge of the lips. To
perform it, a pin or needle is passed through
tilUe,

is

—

—

SWIMMING

Cb7

serrated edges, which are, as it were, dove-tailed
into eacli other
The articulations of the
greater part of the bones of the skull are of this
kind.
The coronal, lambdoidal, and sagittal
sutures are called true sutures; the two temporal are called false sutures, sutura notha.
dentaled suture Sutu'ra denta'ta
is one
in which the processes are long and dentiform,
as in the interparietal suture. In a serrated
suture sutu'ra terra' ta the indentations and
processes are small and fine, like the teeth of a
saw, as in the suture between the two portions
of the frontal bone, [n the sutu'ra limbo' sa
there is along with the dentated margins a degree of bevelling of one, so that one bone rests
on the other, as in the occipito parietal suture.
Suture, in Surgery, Rlta'phB, means an operation which consists in stitching the lips of a
wound to procure their union. The suture
was, at one time, largely employed; but, in
modern times, its use has been wisely restricted.
There are few wounds in which the
edges may not be brought together by adhesive plaster appropriately applied. This kind
of union, by adhesive plaster simply, has been
absurdly termed Sutura sicca or dry suture, in
opposition to the Sutura cruenta, or suture properly so called.
The suture is generally performed with waxed thread and straight or
curved needles, according to the arrangement

—

—

the edges of the wound, so as to keep them
accurately in contact. A piece of thread is
then wound accurately round the pin, from one
side of the division to the other, in the form of
The number of pins and sutures
the figure oo.
must, of course, correspond with the extent of
This is the suture used in cases of
the wound.
0. The Suture a Anse of Le
harelip, (q. v.)
Dran has only been employed in cases of
wounds of the intestines. For this purpose,
the edges of the wound are brought together,
and as many needles, ^vith un waxed threads,
used as there are to be stitches. Each stitch
is then made by passing a needle through the
edges; and all the ligatures which belong to
one side of the wound, are tied together, and
twisted so as to form a thread, which is fixed
externally.
POINTS PASSES, Suture,
SUTURE
common s. Compound, Suture, quilled s.

A

—

Continued,

—

S. glover's

s.

£caillcuse.

Squamous

—

suture s. Empennie, Suture, quilled s. Emplumie, Suture, quilled s. Enchevillt'e, Suture,
s. Entoitillee, Suture, twisted
quilled
s. Entrecoupee, Suture, interrupted— s. False, Harmony s. Occipitale, Lambdoid suture s. Occi5. de Ptlklier,
pito- parietal, Lambdoid suture
Suture, Glover's s. a Points separSs, Suture,
interrupted s. Squameuse, Squamous suture
s. Superficial,
s. en Surgtt, Suture, Glover's
Harmony s. Uninterrupted, see Glover's.

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

SWADDLING CLOTHES,

Swathing

clothes.

SWALLOW,

Hirundo— s. Wort,

vineetoxicum.

SWATHING

CLOTHES,

or

Asclepias

SWADDLING

lncunaliu'la, Fasciae. Panni,fron\
' to bind,'
(F.) Maillot.
The kind

Sax. rpe»an,
of clothing or bandaging formerly applied to
children during the first year of life.
It is
now, properly, laid aside, and every freedom
allowed to muscular exertion.
Sudor s. Scab, Crusta genu

—

SWEAT,

equina?.

SWEATING OF BLOOD,

—s

see

Diapedesis

Sickness, Sudor Anglicus.

Sweating Sickness, Malwah.

A

disease

which appears to be allied to the worst form of
cholera, and to bear a close relation to malignant congestive fever. As its name imports
occurs in Malwah in India.
SWKETFLAG, Acorus calamus.

it

SWEETPOD,

Ceratonium

siliqua.

SWELLING,

Exccde'sis, Presis, Extumefac'tio, Tumor, Tumrfac'tio, (F.) Enfture, Gonflement, from Sax. rpellan, (D.) swellen (G.)
schwellen, 'to swell.' Morbid increase of
bulk in the whole, or a part, of the body. See

Tumour.
Swelling, White, Hydrarthrus, Spina ventosa.

SWERTIA CHIRAYITA, Gentiana ehirayita.

SWIETE'NIA FEBRIF'UGA,
Mahogon

Fel/rifuge

Family,
Decandria Monogynia.
a
native
of the
The bark of this tree, which is
East Indies, and called there Rohena Bark, has
an aromatic odour and bitter taste. It is tonic
and stomachic, and has heen used in intermittents, and in diseases where bitter tonics are
Dose, ^j to 9'j «f t'»e powder.
indicated.
SWIMMING, Natation— s. of the Head, Ver-

Swiete'nia,
Meliaceoe.

tigo.

(F

)

Sex.

Syst.

febrifuge.

—

—
SWOON
SWOON,

Syncope.

SYCE.

Ficus carica.
from am, 'with,' and xi'head.'
A monster having two heads

SYCEPH'ALUS,
<paXtj,

united together.

SYCION,

avxiov,

coction of dried

SYCl'TES,

from ovxov,

'

a

fig.'

A

de-

fiVs.

avxirr;?.

SYMPHYSIS

GS8

SYCAMINOS, Morus nigra.
SYCAMINUM. See Morus nigra.

Wine,

in

which dried

•

nadoc, 'suffering.' That which depends on
sympathy. Sympathetic affections of an
are those morbid phenomena that supervene,
without any morbific cause acting directly on
it, and by the reaction of another organ primarily affected.
Thus, itching of the nose is a
sympathetic affection, produced by irritation in
the intestinal canal.
The epithet, sympathetic, is, also, given to
different nerves.
See Trisplanchnic, Pneumo-

have been infused.
Svcitks, Catorchites.

gastric,

SYCOMA,

icus of Sir Kenelm Digby, was composed of
calcined sulphate of iron, prepared in a particular manner.
It was long supposed to be able
to cure a wound, if applied to the weapon that
inflicted it; or, even to a portion of (he bloody
clothes.
It is proper to remark, however, that
the vvound itself was carefully excluded from
the air, and from all irritation.

figs

SYGO'SIS, avxtooic. Same etymon. A tumour of the shape of a fig. Also, a fungous

An

excrescence about the eyelids. Dr.
an eruption of inflamed
it:
but not very hard tubercles occurring on the
bearded portion of the face and on the scalp,
ulcer.

Bateman

—

defines

in adults; and usually clustering together in
Phyma Sycosis. Of this he
irregular patches;
has given two species: 1 Sycosis Menti, S.
barbae,, Mentagra, Varus Men'tagra, Cliiniclulk,
Barber's Itclt, (F.) Dartre pustuleuse mentagre:
and, 2. Sycosis Capil'li, S Capilli"tii. The
treatment, in both cases, resembles that for Porrigo favosa.
Sycosis, Firms.

SYDERATIO, Sideratio.
SYM, SYN, ovr, with,

together,' like the
of the Latins. A comBefore b, p. ph. ps, and m, syn,
'

cum,

col,

mon

prefix.

con, cor,

&C,

—

into sym or xym, (com ;) before c, ch, g. k, and x, into syn or xyn, <rvy, ivy,
(con;) before / into syl or xyl, (col;) before r
into syr or xyr, (cor;; and before 5 into syoxxy,
sys, (co and cos.)

or xyn

is

changed

SYMBLEPHARON,

Ankyloblepharon.

SYMBLEPHARO'SIS.from m, with,' and
an eyelid.' A preternatural adhe(SXetpaoor,
«

'

sion between the eyelids; and especially between the upper eyelid and globe of the eye.
Symblkph arosis, Ankyloblepharon.

SYMBOLE.
SYMBOLEUSIS,

Commissure

are joined together.

I.

G.

St. Hihiire

SYMMETRICAL.

Symmet'ricus, o-vuuitqoc,
from vw, with,' and ketoeii', to measure.' An
epithet given to those parts of the body, which,
if seated on the median line, may be divided
into two equal, and perfectly like halves; or
which, if situate the one to the right, the
other to the left of this line have a similar conformation, and a perfectly analogous arrange'

'

—

Pownr.n, Pulvis sympathet'

Sympathetic, Great, Trisplanchnic nerve
s. Middle, Pneumogastric.

SYMPATHET1CUS MINOR, Facial
SYMPATHETISM US, Sympathy.

nerve.

SYMPATH1A, Consent of parts.
SYMPATHICUS, Sympathetic.
SYMPATHIQUE, Sympathetic.

SYM PATH

Y, Sympatln'a, Compas'sio, Consensus, Symputhetis'mus, Conflux' io, Conspira'tin, Cummer' clam, Consortium, Homoioputhi'a,
Homvcthnia, Adelphix'is, Symbol is' m us, Symbol/za'tio.
The connexion that exists between the
action of two or more organs, more or less distant from each other; so that the affection of the
first is transmitted, secondarily, lo the others,
or to one of the others, by means unknown to
us.
A knowledge of the particular sympathies
between different organs throws light on the etiology of diseases, their seat, and the particular
organ towards which our therapeutical means
should be directed. See Irritation.

SYMPEXIS,

Concretion.

SYMPHITUM MINUS, Prunella.
8YMPHOREM A, Congestion.
o-vpipvt)?, 'united together,' and
head.'
monstrosity in which twins
are unitpd by the head.

lop'oges.

SYMBOLIZATIO, Sympathy.
SYM BOLOGICA, Symptomatology.
SYMM'ELES; from <rvr, 'with,' and fttXog,
an extremity. Monopns. A genus of monsters

—

Facial.

SY MPII YOCEPH A'LU S, Mdup'ugts, Cepha-

Consultation.

SYM UOLIS.MUS, Sympathy.

whose extremities

and

Sympathetic

Ficus.

—

ment.

SYM'METRY, Symmet'ria. The regularity
in form, observed in many parts, situate on the
median line; and, also, the tesemblance which
exists between many organs that are situate on
each side the median line. Bichat first noticed
that this symmetry was confined to the organs
of animal life; as the head, brain, spine, organs
of sense, of locomotion, &c.
SYMPAIIATER-ESIS, Observation.
SYMPASMA, Catapasma.
SYMPATHETIC, Sym path' icus, Sympatheticus, (F.) Sympathique, from aw, 'with,' and

xofu).)],

from

A

'

SYMPHYSEOTOMY,

Symphysofomy, Syn-

chontlrot'omy, Symphyseotom'ia, from aviapvoig,
and Tf.iii'ui, I cut.' The operation or section of
the Symphysis, Sigaultian. operation, Sigaullian
section.
This operation is performed with the
view of augmenting the diameter of the pelvis,
in order to facilitate delivery in certain cases of
faulty conformation of that cavity, with wedging
of the head of the child therein. To perform the
operation, the female is placed on her back; the
puhes is shaved; and, with a strong scalpel,
the soft parts are divided on the median line.
The articulation is then cut. As soon as the
fibrous parts, which hold the bones together,
are divided, they separate to a certain distance
from each other; and the delivery may be accomplished. The knife, with which the opera'

tion

is

performed,

is

called, by the

French, Cou-

teau sumphijsien.
av/u<pvaic, 'a growing
malformation consisting in the

SYNlPHYS'IA, from
together.'

union

A

of parts
Breschet.

that are

usually

divided.

SYM'PHYSIS, from avfufvc, (avv, 'with,'
and nco. 1 grow,') 1 unite together.' A union
(/

'

'

—

—
SYMPHYSOTOMY

of bones. The bond of such union. The aggregate of means used for retaining bones in
situ in the articulalions. The name symphysis
has, however, been more particularly appropriated to certain articulations; as to the symphysis pubis, sacroiliac symphysis, Ate.

Symphysis, Coalescence, Commissure, Insertion

—

Ussium

s.

l'ubis,

muscularis,

Syssarcosis

—

s.

tions of the ribs with the sternum,
their cartilages of prolongation.
I

SYNCHRONOUS,
with,'

'

SYNCHYSIS, Confusio.
SYNCI PUT, Sinciput.
SYN'CLONUS, from trvyxlovtw,

(<rw, ' with,'
'I shake,') 'I shake together.'
C/on'ici universa'les, Clonus (Young )
Tremulous, simultaneous, and chronic agitation of

Symphy-

and

Consol'ida major, Com/icy. Alum,
Grande Consoude. Family, Bora-

Sex- Syst. Pentandria Monogynia. The
European plant are very mucilaginous, and are employed as emollients. They
are used in decoction, in haemoptysis, dysentery, and chronic diarrhoea, &.c.
Symphytum, Solidago virgaurea— s. Minimum, Bellis— s. Petra=um, Sanicula.
Symphytum Petkje'um, Coris Monspeiien'sis,
Montpcl'ier Coris. An intensely bitter and nauseous plant, which is said to have been useful

y.hntto,

gineae.

various muscles, especially

roots of this

the will.

when

excited by

See Tremor, Chorea, &c.

—

Svnclonus Chorea, Chorea s. Beriberia,
Raphania, Raphania — s. Tremor,
s.
Tremor.
SYNCOMIS'TOS, from (rvyxoaitu), (<rvv, and
Beriberi

—

'I bring together;' siulop'yros, Funis
domes' ticus, secundu'rius, ciba'rius, conjusa'neus.
Bread of the whole wheat or of the unsifted
meal. Household bread.
SYN'COPE, from vuyxovTw, I fall down.'

xouitv),)

in syphilis.

'

SYMPLOCARPUSFCETIDUS.Dracontium

Jin'imi defied tio,Ani.mi dcli'quium, Leipopsych'ia,
.Ipsych'ia, .lsphyx'ia, rfpopsych'ia, Lipothym'ia,
Su'tiitus aiiiini casus, Swoon, Fainting fit, (F.)
Eva now use mr.nt Difia II lance, Patnolsun. Complete, and commonly, sudden loss of sensation
and motion, with considerable diminution, or

faetidum.

SYMPTOM,

Sympto'ma. Adcidens. from ovv,
and nxuma, 'a fall,' from ninzu), 'I fall.'
change, perceptible to the senses, in any
organ or function, which is connected with morbific influence.
It is by the aggregate and succession of symptoms that a disease is detected.
The term symptoms of symptoms lias been used
for the effects which result from the symptoms
of a disease; but which effects are not essentially connected with the disease itself.
Thus,
the debility arising from the frequency of the
evacuations in dysentery is a symptom of symptoms. See Sign.
'

fiom nr,

Syn'chronus,

time.'

heart.

officina'/e,

Alus, (F .)

and /oovog,

That which occurs
at the same time.
Thus, the pulsations of an
artery may be synchronous with those of the

'

Pubic articulation.

SYMPHYTOS, Hereditary.
SYM'PHYTUM. Same etymon.

by means of

SYNCI ONDROTOMY, Symphyseotomy.

SYMPH YSOTOMY, Symphyseotomy.
tum

SYNECHIA

C89

with,'

,

Any

SYMPTOMA TURP1TUD1NIS,

entire suspension, of the pulsations of the heart
and the respiratory movements. Syncope is,
commonly an affection of no consequence ; but,
sometimes, it is an index of diseased heart.
Placing the patient in the horizontal posture:
sprinkling cold water over the face, and the application of volatile substances to the nose, are
,

all

that will be required

SYlNCRITICA,

mania.

SYMPTOMATIC,

SYMPTOMATOLOGY

fit.

See

pectoris.

Astringents.
Aschistodactylus.

SYNDACTYLUS,

Symptomat'icus.
That
of some other affection.

which is a symptom
Thus, we speak of a symptomatic disease,
opposition to one that is idiopathic.

during the

Asphyxia and Suffocation.
Syncope Anginosa, Angina

Nympho-

SYNDESMOGRAPHY,

Syndesmografphia,

from evvdcvfioe, a ligament,' and ygatpij, ' a description.'
description of the ligaments.
The part of anatomy which describes the liga-

in

'

A

Symplomatolog"ia,
$ymbolog"ica, from rvtmrvtua, 'a symptom,' ments.
and Xoyoi, a treatise.' The branch of patholoSYNDESMOL'OGY, Syndesmohg"ia, from
gy, the object of which is the knowledge of jwiWiioc, a ligament,' and Xoyog, a treatise,
symptoms.
discourse.'
A treatise on the ligaments.
SYMPTO'SIS, from cw, with,' and nnrrw,
SYNDES'MOPHARYNGE'US. A fasci1
Depression or rather emaciation or culus of the constrictor pharyngis superior,
I
fall.'
atrophy, either of the whole body or of a part.
(q. v.)
SYN.ETION, Concausa.
SYNDESMOS, Ligament.
,

'

'

'

'

SYNANCHE,

Cynanche, Cynanche

tonsil-

laris.

SYNARTHRO'DIAL,

Synarthrodia' lis, from

with,' and aodouxri;, 'articulation.' That
which belongs to synarthrosis; as Synarthrodia:!

a-vv,

'

articulation.

SYNARTHROSIS,
la'tio.

An

Abnrticula'tio, Coarticuimmovable articulation. Synar-

Suture, Harthrosis includes three species:
vuinu, and Gumphosis.
SYNATHKOISMUS, Congestion.

SYNCAM'THUS, from rw,' with,' and

xarSo?,

the corner of the eye.' A morbid adhesion
between the globe of the eve and the orbit.

'

SYNCHONDROSIS,

from rvv, with,' and
Union or articulation of
a cartilage.'
bones by means of cartilage :— as the articulayorSoo:,

'

SYNDESMOSIS,
from

SYJYAJYCfE, Cynanche.

'

Synneuro'sis, Synymcn'sis,
The articulation

irvvdtirpot, 'ligament.'

of two or more bones by means of ligament;
as of the radius with the ulna.
SYNDESMOT'OMY, Syndesmotom'ia, from
ligament,' and Tf<iru>, I cut or disa-iitthffiog,
Dissection of the ligaments.
sect.'
'

SYN'DROME,

'

from am,

'

with,"

and doouoc,

Concur'svs, (q. v.) Concourse. A
name given, by the Empirical Sect, to the union
of symptoms, which takes place in diseases.
Syndrome plttho'rlca, e. g. meant the union ot
'

a course.'

symptoms produced by

SYNDYASMUS,

plethora.

Coition.

SYiNECHI'A, from ruv, ' with,' and ./«», ' to
have,' ' or to hold.' Adhesion between the iris
and transparent cornea, or between the iris and

SYNES1S
The former

STFHILIFHOBIA

exhaled by the synovial membranes surrounding
the moveable articulations. The synovia of man,
according to Hildenbrandt, consists of wuter, a
SYNESIS, Intellect.
SY NEUROSIS, Syndesmosis.
little albumen, soda, chloride of sodium, phosSYNEZI'ZIS, Synize'sis, Considen'tia, from phateof lime, and Fourcroy fancied uric acid.
aw, with,' and Ltvywttv. 'to join.' Parop'sis Its use is to lubricate the joints, and the sheaths
Synizesis, Call' go a Synizesi, Caligo PupiUlm, in which tendons play.
Closure or occlu'sion or oblitcra'tion of lite Pupil,
SYNO'VIAL, Synovia'lis. That which rePhthisis Pupil'lse, Amyo'sis. This disease is lates to the synovia.
sometimes a case of faulty conformation, deSynovial Glands, Havf.ks's Glands, Gland'pending upon the continued existence of the ulse articula'rcs, G. Synovia'les, G. Haversia'nse,
membrana papillaris, or the absence of the pu- are the secretory fringes, which float in the inpil.
It is, in other words, congenital.
At other terior of the synovial capsules (see Capsules.)
times, it is owing to accident, and supervenes They do not seern to be glandular. They have
on violent ophthalmia, or on the operation of been called Syno'vial fim'brix, (F.) Franges
the cataract. Those who are affected with sy- synovialcs.
nezizis are completely blind;
SYNOVITIS; from Synovia, and itis, a terthe iris having
no central aperture. In certain cases, a remedy mination denoting inflammation. A term, badly
may be obtained by making an opening in the compounded, applied at times to inflammation
of the synovial membrane.
iris, which may supply the place of the pupil,
and through which the rays of light may reach
Synovitis Rheumatismalis, Rheumatism,
the retina. This operation is called the opera- (acute.)
SYN'TASIS, owTao-ig, from rwriivw, (avv,
tion for artificial pvpil.
and Ttirw, 'I stretch,')'! strain.' Tension of
SYNGEMES, Hereditary.
parts: hence cwTaiiy.a, are medicines, which
SYNIMENSIS, Synymensis.
render parts tense. Syntex'is, on the other hand,
SYNIZESIS, Considentia, Synezisis.
SYN'OCHA, from awt/m, (our, and t/v>, 'I means Colliqua'tio, or wasting of the body; from
have or hold,') I continue.' Infiam' matory Fe- auvTtjxvt. 1 melt together.'

crystalline lens.

nechia anterior: the latter

«S.

case is called Syposterior.

—

—

'

—

'

'

SYNTAXIS,

ver, Arrgiopyi'ia, Febris causo'des, Febris /leu'reus, F. aniens, Febris contin'ua sanguin'ea,

Articulation.

SYNTECOPYRA, Hectic fever
SYN TECTYOOPYRA, Hectic fever.
Febris contin'ua non putris, Syn'ochus (Vogel,)
Febris acrnas'tica, Synocltus impu'tris (Galen,)
SYNTENO'SIS, from <rw, with,' and rtrnw,
a tendon.' A species of articulation, in which
Febris acu'tu, F. con'tinens, F. continens non
putrid a, F. angioten'ica, F. sthenica, F. san- two bones are joined by means of tendon; as
guin'ea, Homol'onos, Sthrnop'yra, F. infiamma- the sesamoid bones with the toes, the rotula,
to'ria, Ene'cia cauma, F. lon'ica, Ph/ogoj/i/rus. with the tibia, &c.
SYNTERETICUS, Prophylactic.
Cauma, General infiamma' Hon, G astro -enti. rite
SYNTEXIS, Colliquation, Consumption.
intense.
A species of continued fever, characterized by increased heat; and by quick, strong,
SYN'THENA. A term employed, by Paraand hard pulse; urine high-coloured; disturb- celsus, to designate a species of epilepsy, acance of mind slight It requires, of course, the companied by cardialgia and tormina.
SYN'THESIS, Reu'nio, composition or putmost active treatment.
Svnocha Rheumatica, Rheumatism, acute ting together,' from avv, and ridrjui, 1 place.'
A surgical operation, which consists in uniting
s. Vaccina, Vaccina.
SYN'OCHUS, Febris lenta, (Linnaeus,) F. parts that are divided; and approximating such
continens putrida, F. continua putrida (of some;) as are separated or distant from each other.
same etymon. Continued fever, compounded Synthesis of continuity, means the union of the
of synocha and typhus: in its commencement edges of a wound, or the approximation of the
often resembling the former; in its progress, the extremities of a fractured bone.
Synthesis of
latter.
Mixed fevtr, Common continued fever. contiguity is the reduction of displaced organs;
See Fever, and Typhus.
as in cases of hernia and luxations.
Synochus, Synocha s. Biliosa, Fever, gastric
Synthesis, Composition.
s. Biliosus, Fever, bilious— s. Icterodes, FeSYJNTHETIS'MUS, same etymon. The agver, yellow— s. Imputris, Synocha
gregate of operations«and means for reducing a
s. Miliaria,
Miliary fever s. Varicella, Varicella.
comfracture, and maintaining it reduced:
SYNONIA, Synovia.
prising extension, counter-extension, coaptation,
S Y N O S T E O G'R A P Y Synosleogra'p/da and bandaging.
'

'

'

'

—

—

—

—

—

—

H

from aw,
describe.'
the joints.
'

'

—

,

,

with.' oittiov, 'a bone,'

SYNTRIMMA,

The

SYNTR1PSIS,

part of

and yoaq>o>, 'I
anatomy which describes

SYNTROPHOS,

SYNOSTEOL'OGY^yno.cjco/o^'itf, from aw,
with,' orTTfov, a bone,' and ?.oyog, a treatise.'

A

'

'

treatise of the joints.

SYNOSTEOTOMY, Synosteotomy, from aw,
'with,' onnov. 'a bone,' and rsuvtiv, 'to cut.'
Dissection of the joints.
SYNO'VIA, from avv, 'with,' and o>ov, an
egg.' Mucilago, Un'guen arlicula're, Synonia,
Axun'gia. articula'ris, Unguen'tum seu Smegma
articuli're, Mucilago urlirulo'rum seu junctura'rum, Humor urticulu'ris. Humor seu Hvtmidum
nati'vu m sr u Gluten ardculo'rurn, (F ) Synovie.
fluid resembling the white of egg, which is
'

A

Contritio.
Contritio.

SYNULOTICA,

Connutritus.

Cicatrisantia.

SYNYMEN'SIS.Sj/nimen'*;*. from <rur,'with,*
and 'vuijv, 'a membrane.' Union of bones by
membrane, as in the case of the bones of the
head in the foetus.
Synymensis, Syndesmosis.
SYPHILIDES, Si/phi/ida, (F.) Dermo- typhi
lidies,

Same etymon as
Dermatosies veroleuses
The cutaneous eruptions that ac.

Syphilis.

company

constitutional syphilis are so denomi-

nated by the French writers.
SYPMIUDOMAN1A, Svphilomania.
SYPHILIPIIO'BIA; from SyphUis, and fo-

——

—
SYPHILIS
ftog,'

dread.'

rise to

morbid dread of syphilis, giving
fancied symptoms of the disease: a form

of hypochondriasis.
Gal'licus, Siphi/is,

Sy-

phihs'inus, Cachex'ia venerea, Cacochym'ia Vene'rea, Malum vene'reum, Mor'bus Ital'icus, M.
Iltspan'icus, Puden'dagra, Lues, Me'vium, Lues

venKrm, Lues syphilis, Morbus aphrodis'ius, Syphilis venerea, S. maligna, Morbus Neapobtalnus,
Morbus In'dicus, Patur'sa; the Venereal. Disease,
Fox, French Pox; the Venereal, (F.) V6role,Maladie renerienne, Mai de Naples, Mai Francais,
Maladie. de Vinus. The etymology of syphilis

unknown.

Some consider it to proceed from
'a hog;' and others, from <ri<pXcc, formed,
by contraction, from amaXoc, shameful,' dirty.'
<&c.
It is an infectious disease, communicable
by coition; or by the contact of parts that are
only lined win a thin epidermis; as the lips,
nipple, &c. It generally makes its first appearance by a chancre, (q. v.) followed sooner or
later by a bubo.
The chancre is a primary
symptom or sore; but there are others, which
are secondary or constitutional. These are:
ulcers in the throat; copper-coloured blotches
on the skin; pains in the bones, nodes, &c:
the last are sometimes termed tertiary phenomena. The origin of syphilis is not known.
It is believed to have been introduced into Europe from America, at the end of the 15th century.
Its progress is extremely variable, as
well as its duration, which is often unlimited,
if left to itself.
Mercury may be esteemed the
best remedy, but the disease admits of cure
without it. Almost every antisy philitic composition, whose use is attended with success,
probably contains mercury united with diaphoretics or other medicines.
It is generally sufficient to keep the mouth sore for a fortnight,
for the cure of chancre
for venereal sore
throat, and other recent constitutional symptoms, eight or ten weeks will be required; and,
of course, a longer time, if these symptoms
is

—

<rvg,

'

'

:

have persisted long. Sometimes, after mercury
has been given for a time, the symptoms continue stationary; and do not yield until the mercury has been discontinued, and tonics and eutrophics have been administered. The preparations of iodine have been much used, of late,
in the revellent treatment of this disease.

Syphilis Indica, Frambcesia.
Syphilis Pseudo-Syphilis, Lues Sijphilo'des,
Pseudo- syphilis. A term given to ulcers or
other affections, that resemble syphilis, but are
indeterminate in their character, the symptoms being irregular in their appearance, and
usually yielding spontaneously, or under the
use of tonics, change of air, &c. The condiThe Sintion has not been at all well defined.
vens, Radesyge, &c. have been referred to this

—

head.

SYPHIL1SMUS,

Syphilis.

SYPHILOMA'JNIA,

Syphilidomania. vulgarA mania, with which some
ly, Noddle Pox.
persons are affected, so that they subject themselves to antivenereal treatment, under the belief that they are affected with syphilis.
SVPHO AURICULAR1S, Otenchytes.
SYUIG.MOPHO'NlA.fromffi/p.y.u^,' whistvoice.'
A piping state of the
ling,' and 9uinj,
'

voice.

SYRIGMUS, Tinnitus aurium.
SYRINGMOS, Tinnitus aurium.

——
—

—

SYRUP

G01

A

BYPH'ILIS, Morbus

—

SYRINGOT'OMUM, from av V yl, 'a pipe,'
a fistula,' and r«uwt», to cut.' A surgical instrument, formerly used in the operation for

'

'

fistula in ano.

a bistouri, concave at its
edge, and terminated by a long, flexible, probepointed stylet. This stylet or probe was first
introduced by the external opening of the fistula into the rectum, whence it was drawn externally through the anus, carrying with it the
cutting edge of the instrument, which divided
the intermediate parts. The operation for fistula in ano has been called Myringotomy.
SYRINX, Fistula— s. Hiera, Vertebral
It is

column.

SYRxVIAIS'MOS, from ov^uaitm.

A

ate.'

gentle evacuation

I evacuby vomiting or
'

stool.

SYROP, Syrup— s. d'Ml, Syrupus allii— s.
d'Armoise compose, Syrupus aromaticus s. de
Chicurie compose, Syrupus de cichorio cornpositus
s.dc.s Cinqracines, Syrupus e quiuque
radicibus s. de Cuisinier, Syrupus de sarsaparilla et senna cornpositus
5. d' Ether, Syrupus
cum ffithere sulphurico paratus s. de Gingembre, Syrupus zingiberis— s. de Guimauve, Syrupus althaKse— s. de Longue vie, Mellitum de
mercnriali compositum s. de Mercure, Syrupus
de mercurio mediante gummi s. de Mures, Syrupus mori s. de JVerprun, Syrupus rhamni
s. de Pavots blancs, Syrupus papaveris
s. de
Pommes compost, see Syrupus sennas s. de
Quinquina avec le Via, Syrupus de kind kind
cum vino s. de Roses pales, Syrupus rosae s.
de Roses rouges, Syrupus rosae s. de Vinaigre,

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

S. aceti.

SYRUP, Syr'upus, Sera'pium, Syrop, Sijrvp;
derived, according to some, from avow, I draw,'
onoc:, 'juice;' but, more probably, from the
Arabic, Siruph, Sirab or Scharab, which signifies
a potion.' A saturated solution of sugar in
water, either simply, or united with some vegetable or other principle.
Syrups, in general,
require two pounds of sugar to the pint, and
they are judged to be sufficiently boiled when
a portion, taken up in a spoon, pours like oil.
In the Pharmacopoeia of the United States,
(1642,) it is directed, that syrups, whose density is not precisely determined by the process,
should have the S. G. 1.201, when boiling, and
of about 1.319 at ordinary temperatures. Syrups
should be kept in small bottles in a cool place.
They are chiefly used to render medicines pala'

and
'

table.

—

Syrup, see Syrupus s. of Almonds, Syrupus
amygdala? s Antiscorbutic. Syrupus antiscorbuticus s. of Buckthorn, Syrupus rhamni s.
of Capillaire, common, Syrupus simplex— s. of
Cinchona with wine, Syrupus de kina kind cum
vino s. of Clove July flower, Syrupus caryophylli rubri
s. of Clove pinks, Syrupus caryophylli rubri
s. of Ether, Syrupus cum ssthere
sulphurico-paratus s. of Five roots, Syrupus
e quinque radicibus
s. of Garlick, Syrupus
allii
s.
of Ginger, Syrupus zingiberis s.

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

Hive, Syrupus scillce cornpositus s. of Honey,
Mellitum simplex s. of Ipecacuanha, Syrupus
Ipecacuanha? s. of Lemon, Syrupis limonis s.
of Marshmallows, Syrupus althaeas— s. of Mea-

—

dow

saffron,

—

—

Syrupus

colchici autumnalis

—

s.

of Milkwort, compound, Syrupus aromaticus
s of Mulberries, Syrupus mori— s. of Orange
s. of Orange peel,
juice, see Syrupus aurantii
Syrupus aromaticus s. of Orgeat, Syrupus

—

—

—
SYRUPUS

SYRUPUS

—

amygdalae s. of Poppies, Syrupus papaveris
of Poppy, red, Syrupus rhoeados— s. of Rhatany, Syrupus krameriae— s. of Rhubarb, Syrupus rhej s. of Rhubarb, aromatic, Syrupus
s. of Rhubarb, spiced, Syrurhei aromaticus
pus rhej aromaticus s. of Saffron, Syrupus
croci— s. of Squills, Syrupus scillae s. of Squill,
compound, Syrupus scillos compositus s. of
Succory, compound, Syrupus de cichorio compositus s. of Tolu, Syrupus tolutanus s. of
Vinegar, Syrupus aceti s. of Violets, Syrupus

positus,

Compound Syrup of Mugwort,

(F.)

Syrop

1

d armoise compose
( Tops ofurlimisiu vulgaris,
in flower, £vj, inula root, ligusticuin levisticum,
and fennel, each ^ss, pennyroyal catmint, savine
leaves, each ^vj, marjoram, hyssop, pyrethrum,
rue, basil, each ^iij, aniseed and cinnamon, each
gix ; bruise, and macerate, in hydromel Ibxviij
distil over Oss; add to this a pound of sugar.
Again, take the liquid that remains in the cucurbit, strain it gently add sugar Ibiv.
Then
mix the two. Ph. P.) Tonic, eminenagogue, &c.
Syrupu,s de Armoracia Compositus, S. Anviolae.
SYRUPUS, S. simplex— s. Acidi acetosa, S. tiscorbuticus s. de Artemisia compositus, S.
antiscorbuticus.
aceti.
Syrupus Asparagi see Asparagus s. BalSyrupus Ace'ti, S. Acidi Aceto'si, Syrup of
(Aceti Oiiss, samictis, S. Tolutanus.
Vinegar, (F.) Syrop de Vinaigre.
Syrupus
Auran'tii, S. Aurantio'rum, S. Citri
Roil
form
to
a syrup.
Ph.
sacch. purif. Ibiiiss.
Dose, f. Auranlii, S. Cor'ticis Auruntii, S. Auruntii CorIt is refrigerant and antiseptic.
)
ticis, (Ph. U. S.) S. e Cortic"ibus Aurantio'rum^
3j to f.Jjij*
Syrupus cum ^Ethere Sulphu'rico Para'- S. de Cortice Aurantiorum, Syrup of Orange
(Aurant. cort. cont. ^ij, aq.ferv. Oj, sacch.
tus, Syrup of Ether, (F.) Syrop dither. (Very peel.
pure sugar, 1000 p.; distilled water, 500 p.; dis- pur. Ibijss. Macerate the peel in the water for
add sulphuric 12 hours. Add the sugar. Ph. U. S.) Stosolve in the cold, and strain
Shake for five or six days, and machic. Dose, f. gj to f. gij.
ether, 48 p.
draw off the limpid syrup. Ph. L.) Properties
A Syrup of Orange Juice, Orange Sherbet, Sylike those of ether.
rupus e succo Aurantiorum, may be made by
Syrupus Allii, Syrup of Garlick, (F.) Syrop adding white sugar Ibij to Ibj of the juice of
(Jillii concis. gvj, ucet. destillat. Oj, sacd'ail.
oranges, strained and clarified.
Macerate the garlic in the vinegar,
char. Ibij.
Syrupus Caryophyl'li Rubri, S. Dianthi
in a glass vessel, for four days; then express
Caryophylli, Syrup of Clove July Flower, Syrup
the liquor, and set it by, that the dregs may of Clove Pinks, Syrupus infusio' nis florum carysubside; lastly, add the sugar to the clear liquor, ophyllo'rum. (Pclalorum dianth. caryoph. recent
and proceed in the manner directed for syrup. unguibus resectislbj, aqux bull. Oiv, sacch. purif.
Dose, Ibvij. Ph. E.) Aromatic.
Use, same as that of garlic.
Ph. U. S.)
.

s.

—

—

—

—

—

.

;

—
—

—

;

—

—

E

;

f.

gj to

f.

giv.

Syrupus Alth^^e, Syrup of Marshmallow,
Syrupus ex Althxa,

S.

de Althxa, S.

Althaeas, offi-

(lilthxxrad.
cinal lis, (F.) Syrop de Guimauve.
recent, cont. Ibss, sacch. pur. Ibij, aquae Oiv. Roil
the root in the water to one-half; and press out
the liquor ; when cold, defecate ; add the sugar,

and

boil.

Dose,

f.

Ph. L.)

gi to

f.

Emollient and demulcent.

giij.

Syrupus Amomi Zingiberis,

S. zingiberis

Anticausoticus, see Anticausndic.
Syrupus Amyg'dalje, Syrup of Ahnonds,
(Amygdal. dale. Ibj,
•Syrup of Orgeat, Orgeat.
amygdal. amar. £tv, aqux Oiij, sacchar. Ibvj.
Blanch the almonds, and rub them in a mortar
to a very fine paste, adding, during the trituration, three fluidounces of the water, and a pound
of the sugar. Mix the paste thoroughly with
the remainder of the water; strain with strong
expression; add the remainder of the sugar to
the strained liquor, and dissolve it with the aid
of a gentle heat. Strain the syrup through fine
linen, and having allowed it to cool, put it into
bottles, which must be well stopped, and kept
6.

in a cool place.

Ph. U. S.)

Syrupus Antiscorbu'ticus,

<S.

de Armorol-

(Leaves of
cia compositus, Antiscorbutic Syrup.
coclilenria, buchbean, water-cresses, horseradish

and bitter oranges, each Ibj, cinnamon ^iss.
Cut, and pour white wine Ibiv. Macerate for
two davs; distil over Oj in a sand bath; add to
Again, take
this sugar Ibij, and form a syrup.
what remains in the cucurbit; pass it through
and
add
sugar Ibij
decant,
cloth; let it rest;
make into a syrup, and clarify with white of
voir.
Mix it with the first while yet warm.

root

;

Ph. P.) Antiscorbutic, alterative, tonic, stomachic, &c. Dose, f. gij to f gii.
Svnupus Akomat'icus, S de .Irtemis'ia com-

Syrupus Cassia Sennje, S. sennas.
Syrupus de Cicho'rio Compos'itus, 5. de
Rheo, Compound Syrup of Succory, (F.) Syrop
1

de chicorde compose (Root of succory, ^vj, leaves
of succory §ix, leaves of fumilmy and scolopendriutn, each §i>j. Alkehengi berries ^ij.
Boil in
water Oxiv to Oxij: pass through cloth, and dishas
the
in
Boil
till
it
solve
it white sugar Ibv.
consistence of syrup. Again, take water Civil],
rhubarb ,^vj, yellow sanders and cinnamon, each
Sss. Infuse for twenty-four hours; pass through
Ph. P.)
linen, and add the preceding syrup.
It is laxative and stomachic. Dose, f. gj to f. §ss
.

#

Syrupus Cinchona cum Vino,
kina.

cum

S.

de kina

vino.

Syrupus Cincho'nu, Syrup of

Cinchonia.

(Simple syrup one pound; sulphate of cinchonia
nine grains. Mix.) Six spoonfuls aie commonly sufficient to arrest an intermittent.
Syrupus Citui Aurantii, S. aromaticus.
Syrupus Col'chici Autuwna'i.is. S. Cokhici,
Syrvp of Meadow Saffron. (Rail, colck. autumn,
recent."^), acidi acctosi f. fixw, sacch. pur. £xxv}.
Macerate the root in the vinegar for two days,
then strain,
occasionally shaking the vessel
with gentle expression. To the strained fluid
add the sugar, and boil to a syrup. Ph. E.)
Diuretic, antiarlhritic. Dose, f gj to f. gss, or
more.
Syrupus Corticis Aurantii, S aromaticus
;

limonum — s. e Succo
limonum.
Syrupus Croci, Syrup of Saffron. (Croci
stigmat. §j, aqux fervent. Oj. ta.edu purif Ibiiss.
Ph. L ) Cardiac. Chiefly used lor colour.
Svhupus Dianthi Caryophylli, S. caryo-

—

s.

Citri

citronum,

medicae, S.

S.

phylli rubri.

Syrupus Emiti'nx, Syrup of Em'etine.

{S.'m-

SYRUPUS

M

pie syrup

Ibj, emetine 16 gr.
In small doses,
)
expectorant; and in large, emetic.
Syrupus Hydrargyri, S. de Mercurio mediante gummi
s. Infusionis florum caryophyllorum, H. caryophylli rubri.
Syrupus Ipecacuan'h/E, Syrup of Ipecacuanha. {Ipecac, in pulv. crass, jj, alcohol, dilut.
Oj, syrup. Oij.
Macerate the' ipecacuanha in
the alcohol for 14 days, and filter. Evaporate
the filtered liquor to two fluidounces, and again
filter; then mix it with the syrup, and evaporate by a water bnth to a proper consistence.
Fh. U. S ) It may also be prepared by displacement.
Syrupus de Jai.ap'pa, Syrup of Jalap. (Pulv.
Jalapx Zx, sem. coriandr ., fanicul dulc, aa. £ss,
unux f. ji-xijss, tatch. ^xxv, f syrupus. Ph. P.)
Cathartic.
Dose, f. £ij to f. §ss for children.
Syrupus de Kina Kina cum: Vino, S. Cincho'nx cum vino. Syrup of Cinchona icilh wine,
(F.) Syrap <tc quinquina avee le via.
(Carl, cinchonx officinalis ~ij, cxt cinchonx gvj, vim albi
(Vin Lund, vel cujusvis ci similis,) Oj, alcohol

—

'.

(S. G. .!)d3 to .915,) f. §j, sacchnr. alb. Ibiss.
Bruise the cinchona; gradually add the alcohol,
so as to form a soft mass; pour on the wine;
macerate for two days, and strain. Dissolve the
extract, add the sugar, and make a syrup.
Ph.
Dose, f.lu to f. gj.
P.)
Syrupus Krame'ri*, Syrup of Rhat'any.
(Ext. Kramer. §ij, aquxOj, saccliar. Ibijss. Dissolve the extract in the water, and filter; then
add the sugar, and form into syrup. Ph. U. S.)
An adjunct to astringent mixtures; or given in
a teaspoon fu to a child.
diarrhoea,
Syrupus Limonis, S. limonum s. Succi Limonis, S. limonum.
Syrupus Limo'num, >S. limonis, S. citri med'-

—

I
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—

icx, S. c succn citro'num, S. e succo lirno'num, S.

limonis, Syrup of Lemon, Lemon Syrup.
Coolcolut. Oj, saccliar. pur. lbij.)
ing, antiseptic.
Syrupus e Meconio,S. papaveris s. de Melle,
Menitum simplex s.e Succo rnororum,S. mori.

rup. Ph. L.)
One ounce contains about one
grain of opium. Anodyne and demulcent.
The Dublin college hasaSvRupusOpii, called
Common Syrup of Poppies, which is marie by
dissolving J8 grains of the Watery Extract of
Opium in 18 ounces of boiling water. Properties, those of opium and syrup.

Syrupus de Papavere Erratico, S. rhceas. de Pomis compositus, see S. sennae.
Syrupus Qui'nia, Syrup of Quinia. (Simple

dos

—

syrup, 2 pints, sulphate of quinia, (i4 grains.)
Six spoonfuls are commonly sufficient to arrest
an intermittent.

Syrupus e Qi/inque Radi'cibus, Syrup of
five roots, (F.) Syrop des cinq racines.
(Had.
apii,faniculi, apii pe/.rosclini, aa ^ v.
Infuse for
24 hours in boiling water Oiiss, and strain. Rad.

usparag., rusci nculcati, aa ^v. Jlquo. Ovij. Boil
and reduce to half; adding, towards the end, the
residue of the preceding infusion. Boil again for
some minutes; strain, and add white sugar Ibvj.
Ph. P.) Aperient and diuretic. Used in obstructions of the liver, spleen, and mesentery; and
in dropsy, &c.
Dose, f. ^ss to f. 3J, or more.

Syrupus Riiamni, S. rhamni calhur' tici, S.de
spina cervina, S spinx cervi'nx, Syrup of Buckthorn, (F.) Syrop de nerprun.
(Rhamn. baccar.
succ. recent. Oiv, zingiti. rad concis., pimrnis
bacc. contrit., aa ^ss, sacch. purif. Ibiiiss. Defecate the juice for 3 days, and strain. To a pint
of this, add the ginger and pimento; macerate
for 4 hours and strain; boil what remains to
Oiss.
Mix the liquors and add sugar, so as to
form a syrup. Ph. L.) Cathartic, but apt to
gripe.
Dose, f. giv to f. ^ij.
Syrupus Rhej, Syrup of Rhubarb.
(Rhcj,
cont. Jij; Jlqux bullienlis Oj; Sacchnr. lbij.
Ma
cerate the rhubarb in the water for 24 hours,
(

strain add the sugar, and form into syrup.
Dose to a child, as a laxative, one
)
two teaspoonfuls.
Syrupus Rhej Auoyui.T'ievs, Aromatic Syrup

and

:

succi.

Ph. U. S

(Limon.succ.

or

—

—

Syrupus de Mercu'rio Median'te Gummi,
Mercu'rius <rummo'sus Plenck'ii, Syrupus Hij(F.) Syrop dr. mercure, ou Mercurc
gommcuz de Plenck. (HydrargyrJ pur. gj, p.
gumm. ocucix, jjiij, syrup diaco.l. gss. Rub together till the mercury is extinguished. Ph. P.)
Possesses the properties of the blue pill. Dose,
gr. ij to viij, or more.
Syrupus Mori, S. e succo moro'rnm, S. succi
mori. Syrup of Mul' berries, (F.) Syrop de mures.
(Mori sure, colat. Oj, saccliar. purif. lbij. Ph. L.)
drar'gyri,

(Rhej,
of Rhubarb, Spiced Syrup of Rhubarb.
cont. ^iiss; Caryophyll. cont.; Cinnam. cont.
aa ^ss; Myrist. cont. zij; Jilcohol. dilut. Oij;
Syrup. Ovj. Macerate the rhubarb and aromatics in the diluted alcohol for 14 days, and
strain; then, by means of a water bath, evaporate the liquor to a pint, and while still hot, mix
Ph. U. S.)
it in the syrup previously heated.
It may also be made by the process of displacement.
The aromatic syrup of rhubarb is a gentle
carminative cathartic. Dose to a child, f.^j;

—

to an adult, f. 5j.
Syrupus de Rheo, Syrupus de Cichorio comGratefully refrigerant.
posito.
aceSyrup
of
Syrupus Morpn'i/e Aceta'tis,
Syrupus Rhg/ados, S. de papav'erS errat'ico,
(Syrup, one pint, acetate of
tate of morphia.
morphia, gr. iv.) Dose, two tea-spoonfuls, as S. papaveris erratici, Syrup of Red Poppy, (F.)
an opiate.^ It is about the strength of the same Syrop de coquelicot. (Rhaad, petal, recent, ftj,
aq. fervent f. 2 x viij, sacch. purif lbiiss. To the
quantity of syrup of poppies.
Syrupus Morphia Sulpha'tis is made in water, heated in a water bath, add the petals.
Remove the vessel; macerate for 12 hours; exthe same wav.
Syrupus Papav'eris, S. papaveris somniferi, press defecate and add su^ar to form a syrup.
Chiefly used to give colour.
S. papaveris albi, S. e uteco'nio, S. dc mccomo, Ph. L.)
A factitious syrup is often made of aloes disDiaco'dion, Syrup of poppies, (F.) Syrop de pasimple syrup.
vuts blancs, ou diacode. (Papav.capsul. exsiccat. solved in
;

et contus. exemptis seminibus, "~x\v, sacch pur.
Macerate the caplbij, aq fervent. cong. ijss.
sules in water, for 13 hours; boil to a galhn.
and express strongly. Boil the liquor to Oij;
and strain while hot. Defecate by rest, and
syboil to Oj, adding the sugar so as to form a

59.

Syrupus Rosje, Syrupus rosnrum

S

e

rosis siccis,

so/uti'vus.

S

Solv&i'vus,
rt/sx centifo'lix, S. rosa'cetts
(F.) Syrop de roses

Syrup of Roses,

ccntif petal, exsioc. gvij, sacch.
aq.fu-riat. Oiv. Macerate the petals
Evaporate the strained liquor to
for 12 hours.

pales.

purif

(Ross

lbvj,

—
SYRUP US
Ibiiss.

Add
Dose,

the sugar.
f.

jij to

Ph. L.)

Syrupcs Skh'jegve, Syrup of Sinclia. {Senegas
cont. liv; Aquas Oj; Succhur. Ibj. Roil the w aii r
with the seneka to one half, and strain: then
add the sugar, and form into syrup. Ph. U S.)
It may also be formed by the process of dis-

Gently laxa-

f.

placement.
This is a favourite stimulant expectorant (?)
with many practitioners. Dose, f. _^j or f. Zij,
Syrupus Senna:, S. cassias sennas, Syrup of
Senna, (Scnnx 31J, seia faiiicul. cont. £j, saceh.
pur. aj.vv, aquas fi.rv. Oj.
Macerate tiie senna
leaves and fennel seeds with a gentle heat fur
an hour. Strain; add the sugar, and make into
a syrup.— Ph. U. S.) Cathartic. Dose, f. gij to
f. :jiss or more.
The Parisian Codex has a Syrupus de Senna
of a compound character, called Syrupus de
pomis compos'itus, Syrop de pommes compose
It contains, also, borage, bugloss, &c.
Dose,
f. =ss tof.
3 j.
Sykupus Simplex, Syrupus (Ph. U. S.), Simple syrup, Common syrup of capilluire. Syrupus.
.

Svrupcs de Sarsapaimll'a et Senna ComCompound Syrup of Sarsaparilla and

pos'itus,

Syrop de cuisinier. (Rad. Sarsap.
Infuse for 24 hours in warm water
Oxij; boil for a quarter of an hour; pass with
expression, and boil again the residuum in Ox
of water. Reduce this to Ovj, and repeat the
operation 2 or 3 times. Mix all the liquors and
boil them together wiih flowers of borage, white
roses, senna leaves, and aniseed, each ^ij; reduce to half, pass, and add honey Ibij. Boil to a
syrup. Ph. P.) It is considered to be alterant,
depurative, and sudorific. Dose, f. ^ss to f. 5ij.
similar syrup, under the name Syrupus
Senna.

coneis.

(F.)

Ibij.

Sarsaparill'je Compos'itus, Compound Syrup
of Sarsaparilla, is directed in the Pharmacopoeia of the United States, (1842.) (Sarsaparill.
cont. Ibij; Lign. guaiac. rasur. 3 j Rosas centifo!.., Sennas, Rad. Glycyrrhiz. cont. aa Sij; 01.
Sassafras; 01. A nisi, aa m. v.; 01. Gau/therias
;

i

i

m.

1

.

i

(Saceh. purif. Ibiiss, aquas, Oj. Dissolve the sugar; set aside for 24 hours; remove the scum,
and pour off" the clear liquid.) Used to cover

nauseous

tastes, &c.
Syrupus de Spina Cervina, S. Rhamni s.
de Stoeehade communis, see Lavendula.
Syrutus Toluta'nus, S. Toiuta'ni, S. toluif-

(

A

iij; Jllcohol.

rate

the

dilut.Ox; Sacchar.

sarsaparilla,

SYRUPUS
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§iss or more.
Svhupus Rosa: Gxl'licje, Syrup of Red Roses.
roses
rouges.
de
Syrop
(F.)
(Rosas Gultic. petal
exsicc. £vij, aquas Lull. Ov, saceh. purif. lbvj;
prepared like the last. Ph. E.) Mildly astringent. Added to stomachic infusions.
Syrupus Sarsap aril' LX,Syrup of Sarsaparilla.
(Rad. Sarsap. cont. Ibj, aqux bullient. cong.,
saceh. purif. ibj. Macerate the root for 24 hours;
boil to Oiv.
Strain while hot; add the sugar,
and boil. Ph. L.) Used in the same cases as
the root. Dose, f. gj to f. Jjiv, and more.
live.

!

lbviij.

guaiacum wood,

—

eras bul'sami, S. ba/sam'iciis,

rup of

Balsam' ic syrup, Sy-

f.
3J; Syrup. Oiss.
the tincture with the syrup, and, by means
of a water bath, evaporate to the proper con-

tolu.

(Tinct. Tolut.

Mix

To

Mace-

sistence.

roses,

Syrupus Vi'olje, &. violas odora'tas, S
rum, S. e succo viola'rum, Syrup of Violets.

senna, and liquorice root in the diluted alcohol
Evaporate the
for 14 days; express and filter.
tincture in a water bath to four pints; filter, add
into
syrup.
Lastly,
and
form
having
the sugar,
rubbed the oils with a small quantity of the
syrup, mix them thoroughly with the remainPh. U. S.)
der.
It may also be made by the process of displacement.
Syrupus de Sc ammo'nio, Syrup of Scammony.
(Pulo. Scnmmoh. §ss. saceh. alb. ^iv, alcohol,
Heat the mixture
(S. G. .985 to .915) f. 3viij.
moderately; then set fire to the alcohol with a
lighted taper; agitate constantly, until the flame
is extinguished. Suffer it to cool; pass through
cloth, and add Syrup of Violets, f. ^iv. Ph. P )
grains of scammony. Dose, f.Sjj
5jj contains 18

Syrcjpus Scii.LjE, S. scillit'icus, S. scillas maSyrup of Squills. (Jicet. scillas Oj, saceh.
pur. Ifeij.) Diuretic, expectorant, and emetic.
rit'imas,

Used in the same cases as the oxyrnel.
Syrupus Scilla: Compos' iTCs,Mel Sci/las Compos'iturrt-. Compound Honey of Squill, Compound
Syrup of Squill, Hive Syrup. (Scillas cont Se;

aa ,^iv; Antim. et Potassas Tart. gr.
Aquas Oiv; Sacchar. Ibiiiss. Pour the water
upon the squill and seneka, and, having boiled
to one half, strain and add the sugar. Then
evaporate to three pints, and while the syrup
is still hot, dissolve in it the tartrate of antimony and potasste. PA. U. S.)
It may also be made by the process of disne<ras cont.

xlviij;

—

placement.
It is often given as an emetic in cases of
croup, and in~catarrh, especially to children.
Dose, to infants, 10 drops to a drachm, repeated
every 15 minutes, if vomiting be desirable.

Ph. U.

S.)

Use.

give flavour.
viola'-

(Flor.

recent, viol, odorat. Ibij, aq. bull. Oviij, saceh. pur.
Ibxv.
Macerate, in a covered vessel, for 24

hours; pass, without expression, through linen;
add the sugar so as to form a syrup. Ph. E.)
Very gently laxative. Dose, f. 3J to f. ^ij.

Syrupus e Succo Violarum,
Violas.
Syrupus Zingib'eris, S. amo'mi zingiberis,
fcs.

Syrup of Ginger.

(F.) Syrop de gingembre.
§iv; Syrup, cong. Mix the
tincture with the syrup, and, by means of a
water-bath, evaporate to the proper consistence.
Pk. U. S.) To the strained liquor add
the sugar, and form a syrup.
N. B. The Parisian Codex contains a few
other compound syrups besides those enumerated, amongst these is a Syrup of calf's lungs,
Syrupus e pulmon' ibus viluli'nis, Syrop de ntou
de veau, as an expectorant!
These syrups are made according to the
usual rule, and possess the virtues of the substances after which they are named.
(Tinct. Zinvib.

f.

—

SYSPA'SIA, from ouonuw, («w, and onam,
Clonic spasm, with didraw,') I contract.'
minished sensibility and inability of utterance.
A genus in Good's Nosology, which includes
convulsion, epilepsy, and hysteria.
Syspasia Convulsio, Convulsion s. Epilepsia, Epilepsy
s. Hysteria, Hysteria.
SYSSARCO'SIS, from aw, with,' and oafc,
flesh.' Corumissu'ra ossium carnea, Symphysis
ossium muscula'ris, Conncxio ossium curno'sa,
Carna'tio. Union of bones by means of muscles; such as the union of the os hyoides with
the lower jaw, of the scapula with the ribs,
'

'

I

—

—

<

'

<fcc.

SYSTALTIC,
(a-

vi ,

and nj/Uto,)

Systal'ticus;
'

I

contract.'

from avnriXXu,
A systaltic mo-

—
SI STATIC A
Hon

in a part is

contraction and

one

in which there is alternate
^dilatation.
See Systole.

SYSTAT'ICA,
iorijut,

from

rvviOTtjfii, (<rur,

and

place,')
I associate.'
Diseases affecting several or all the sensorial powers simultaneously; irritation or inertness of mind, extending to the muscles, or external senses; or of
the
muscles, or external senses, extending to the
mind :— the 4th order, class Neurotica, of Good.
SYSTEM, Syste'ma, from <ru r together,' and
io-tijui,
I place.'
This word, taken in a good
sense, means the collection and arrangement of
different matters having an analogy to each
other, or working towards the same end. In
natural history, it means a methodical arrangement of beings, for the purpose of facilitating
their study.
System is, however, sometimes
used in an unfavourable sense in physical science, and often means,— a purely gratuitous
supposition, by which the march of nature is
attempted to be universally explained, and to
which every thing is made to bend. In anato'

'

,

'

<

T. Bandage, Fas'cia T.formis, Crucial Bandage. A bandage, shaped like the letter T. It
consists of a strip of linen, of variable length
and breadth, the middle of which is attached,
at right angles, to the extremity of another
strip, also of variable length and breadth.
When two such strips are attached, at a distance from each other, the bandage is called a
double T.
This bandage is used, principally,
for supporting the dressings after the operation
for fistula in ano, in diseases of the perinaeum,
groin, anus, &c.
TABAC, JNicotiana tabacum t. des Vosges,

Arnica montana.

TABACUM,

Nicotiana tabacum.
album.

TABARZET, Saccharum

Tab'vla, Ttubula'tum, a lozenge;
Tessel'la, (F.) Tablette, 'a small table.'
solid
medicine, composed of a powder, sugar, and
mucilage; and generally shaped like a disk.

A

Pastil

and Troch.

Tahella, Table.

TABELLiE ABSORBENTES,

my, system is an assemblage of organs, composed of the same tissues, and intended for similar functions; for instance the
nervous system, muscular system, &e.

SYS'TEMATISM. A method, according to
which every fact of a science is collected amun J
an op.nion, true or false. One, who reduces
things to such a method is called a Systematist.

SYSTkME VASCULAIRE J SAKG MOW,

see Vascular— s. Vascutaire a sung
Vascular.

rowe, see

SYSTEM'IC. Belonging to the general system—as 'systemic circulation' in contradistinction to the 'pulmonic'

SYS'TOLE.
(q. v.)
tio seu

Same etymon

Sistaltic,
seu Angusta.'-

as

Constric'lio, Contrac'tio

Submissio sen Mica'tio cordis" The
movement of constriction or contraction (q. v.)
of the heart, to give impulse to the blood, or to
cause its progression. It is opposed to the Diastole of the organ.

Tabellje ad ArdoremVentricit.i, Trochisci
carbonatis calcis— t. Cardialgica;, Trochisci carbonatis calcis.

Tabell* de Cat'echu et Magne'sia, Lozenges of Catechu and Magnesia. (F.) Tablettes
de cachou et de magncsie. (P. catech. Zvj, p.
niagncs.z> 'i\, p. cinnam. Jjiij, sacch. alb. fifes, g.
tragr/c. gr. xij, aq. cinnam. q. s. ut f. massa. Ph.
P. Each to weigh IS gr.) Antacid, absorbent,
and stomachic. Dose, 5 to 10 lozenges.
Tabell* Cinchona, T. de kind kind, Bark
lozenges.
(Ext. cinchon. sice, ^ss, sacch. Siv,
cinnam. Zss, mucilag. g. trag. a. s. ut f. massa.
Ph. P.) Tonic.
Tab ell* de Citro et Diacarthamo, T. de
Scammonio

TABEL'LA,

See

TABELLiE

(;:>;

T. de Mag-

nesia.

Tabf.ll.* Acidi Oxal'ici, T. ad sitim, Lozenges of Oxalic Acid. {Acid, oxalic. Kj, sacch.
alb. £ss, ol. limonis. git- xviij vel gtt. xij.

Make

into lozenges with mucilage of gum tragacunth.
Ph. P.) Lozenges are made in the same way
with the citric and tartaric acids. They are
refrigerant.
Tabellje de Ar.THffiA, Lozenges of Mars hmallows. (Rad. althsex pulv. 5iss, p. sacchar.
Ph. P.) Demulcent, ex«///. givss, f. massa.

pectorant.

Tabellje Antimonia'les Kuncke'lh, Tabelks de stibii sulphure'to, Lozenges of Sulphuret
of Antimony, Mo/suli antimoniales, M. stibii,
(Amygdal. dulc.
j\l. stibia'li, Trochis'ci stibiati.
sal ph.
3j, sacch. ftss, sem. cardanu, cinnam. pu/r.,
aniim.prsepar fta^j.flanttabellss. Ph. P. Each
to weigh 10 grain's.) Recommended in cutaneous diseases, blennorrhagia, arthritic pains, Ac.
Dose, 4 or more.

et Senna.
TabelljE de Ferro,

(Ferri

Steel lozenges, Tubulse
T. antichlorot'icse.

T. instauran'tes,

martia'les,

porphyriz. ^ss,

p. cinnam. ^j, p.
cinnam. q. s. ut fiat
massa. Each lozenge to weigh 12 gr. Ph. P.)
Tonic, stomachic. Dose, v. to x.
Aromatic lozenges of steel These consist of
sulphate of iron, with a small proportion of the
Tincture of Cantharides.
Tabellje de Kina Kina, T. cinchonae.

sacch.

liinut.

^v,

g.>

trag.

et

aq.

Tabells: de Magnesia, T. absorbentes, Magnesia lozenges.
(Magne.s. x], sacchar. alb. ^ir,
mucil. g. tragac. q. s. Ph. P.)
Absorbent and
antacid.
Tabell* de Riieo, Rhubarb lozenges. (P.
rhej 5SS, sacch. 5JV, imicilarr. guru tragac. q. s.;
f. massa.
Each to contain 1<J grains. Ph. P.)
Stomachic and laxative.

Tabellte de Scammo'nio et Senna Compos' Compound lozenges of scammony and senna,

vtje,

T. de citro

et

dlacar''thamo

.

(Scammon.

giij,

Sen-

na; ^ivss, rhej ^iss, caryoph. £j, corticis Union,
confect. £j, sacch. 5 vj, f. massa.
Ph. P.) Pur-

gative.

Dose,

5jij

to sjvj, or

more.

—

Tabeli.je ad Sitim, T. acidi oxalici
Sodam, Trochisci carbonatis calcis t. de

—

t.

ad

Stibii

sulphureto, T. nntimnniales Kunckelii.

TABELL.E DE Sl'L'rHUHE Sm'PHCES, Simple

——

—
TABES
sulphur lozenges.

(Sulphur

39s, stuck. 31V,
rouB pra?par. q. s.
Fli. P.) Expectorant, demulcent, &c.
Used in
diseases of the chest, and in cutaneous affections.
Dose, 1 lozenge.
Tabeli./e pe Sulpu'drS Co.-«posit;f, Compound sulphur lozenges. (Sulph. lot. ^ij, acid
benzoic, gr. xij, rod irid p. ^ss. ol. anisi gr. viij,
sacch. ^vss, g. trag. q. s.
Aperient,
Ph. P )
expectorant, and stimulant. (?)
Dose, 4 a day.
TABES, Maras'mus Tabes, from tubere, to
//nir.

g, tragac.

'

'

Tabes, Atrophy, Phthisis.

Tabes Doksa'lis, .Maras'mus

tabes dorsalis,
Phthisis notias, Phthisis dorsalis, Myelophthi'By this term is meant a
sis, Tabes ossis sacri.
wasting of the body, attended at first with a
pain in the back or loins, and afterwards in
the neck or head, caused, it has been conceived, by too early or too frequent addiction
to venery.

—

Tabes Glakdulaiiis, T. mesenterica,
t.

Scro-

Laclea, see Galactia.

Ma'cics Infan'turn, Pxdatroph'iu. Tabes glunScrofula meseiilcrica, Ruchial'gia me-

dula'ris,

senterica, Phthisis mesara'ica, Physco'nia mesenterica, Mesenleri'tis, (F.) Carreau, Chartre,
Scrofules ou itcrouellcs mesenteriques, Atisie me-

saitirique, Rachialgie mesentcriquc, Physconie
tnesenttrique, E/ttero-mesenterite. An engorgement and tubercular degeneration of the mesenteric glands, followed \>y emaciation and
general disorder of the nutritive functions.
The disease is often owing to inflammation nr
irritation of the lining membrane of the intestines, giving occasion to enlargement of the
glands of the mesentery, as injury to the upper
or lower extremities causes inflammation,

and

enlargement of the lymphatic glands of the axIt occurs, particularly, in chililla and groin.
dren of a scrofulous diathesis; and in those who
are weaned too early, or fed on indigestible substances. Diarrhoea, emaciation, anorexia, or immoderate appetite; hardness and swelling of the
abdomen; and, towards the end, hectic fever,
are the chief symptoms of this affection; the
prognosis of which is usually unfavourable.
On opening the bodies of those who die of the
disease, the mesenteric glands are found disorganized, tubercular, or in a more or less ad-

vanced

state of suppuration.

The treatment
Frictions may

the same as in scrophulosis.
be added over the abdomen and spine; and
mercury, in small doses, so as to excite a new
action in the system. The food must be easy
of digestion, and the bowels be kept soluble.
Tabes Nutricum, see Galactia t. Pectorea,
Rachitis— t. Pnlmonalis, Phthisis pulmonalis—
is

—

t. Ossis sacri, T. dorsalis.
TABIDUS, Phthisicus.
TABLE, Tab'ula, Tabelfa, Tabula' turn, Lam'A name given to the
ina, Pa'ries, Squama.
plates of compact tissue, which foi m the bones
of the cranium. Of these, one is external; the
other internal, and called Tab'ula vi'lrea, on account of its brittleness.
MORTALITY, Mortality, bills
TABLES

DE

of,

TABULA,

—

Tabella, Table.

Tabulje Anticiilorotics:, Tabella; de

lnstamantes, Tabella; de ferro
tiales, Tabella; de ferro.
TABULATUM, Tabella, Table.
t.

—

t.

ferro

Mar-

TABUM.
TAC,

Ichor, Sanies.
Influenza.

TACAMAHACA,

Fagara octandra— t. Ca-

ragna, Caranna.

Roussure, Ephelides

t.

(.

de

Hoaxes, Spots, red.

TACITUR'NLTY,
lence,'

from

person

who

Tucitur'nitas, Sigl, 'siState of a
to be silent.'
not speak.' Morbid tacitur-

taccre,

does

'

nity sometimes exists as a symptom of the neuroses, especially of melancholy.

TACT,

Modification of the sense of
Tactus.
Passive judgment by the cutaneous
organ regarding bodies exterior to it. Tact is
touch.

Touch, active.
Touch.
TJE.DM, Dxs, Saig. A term used for a medicine employed under the form of fumigation,
passive:

Tabes Mesenter'ica, Atroph'ia mesenterica,
Atroph'ia Infant' um, A glandularis, A. infanti'lis,

KESIE, Tabelhn cle catechu et magnesia.
TAB LIER, Ventrale cutaneuin.

TACHE, Macula.
TACIIES IIAPATIQUES, Chloasma—

spirits.

—

TABLET. Trochiscus.
TABLETTE, Tabella.
TABLETTES DE CACHOU ET DE MAG-

lot.

cum aqus

consume, Te'kedon, Alroph'ia, Decline. Emaciation of the whole body, with general languor,
hectic fever, and, for the most part, depressed

fula

TJENIA

COG

TACTUS,

pessary, or troch.
T^E'JNIA, Te'nia, from raina, 'a fillet, a
riband.'
See Bandage and Nymphomania.
Also, a genus of intestinal worms, characterized
by an elongated, flattened, and articulated
body, with four suctorial oscula on the head.
Of this genus, two o'nly inhabit the human
body the Tasnia lata, (see Bothriocephalus
latus,) and Taenia solium.
TjEnia Acephala, Bothriocephalus latus t.
a Anneaux courts, Bothriocephalus latus t.

—

—

—
—

Articulosdemittens,T. solium t. Cucurbitina,
T. solium t. Dentata, Bothriocephalus latus
t. Hippocamt. Grisea, Bothriocephalus latus
pi, Corpora fimbiiata
armata, T.
t. Humana
solium t. Humana inermis, Bothriocephalus
latus
Hydatid— t. Lata, Botht. Hydatigena,

—

—

—

—

riocephalus latus

—

—

t.

Membranacea, Bothrio-

cephalus latus t. Osculis lateralibus geminis,
Bothriocephalus latus t. Osculis lateralibus
latus
Osculis
solilariis, Bothriocephalus
t.
marginalibus solitariis, T. solium t. Osculis
t. Prisuperficialibus, Bothriocephalus latus
ma, Bothriocephalus latus t. Secunda, T. so-

—

—
—

—

—

lium.

T

tenia Sf.miciucula'ris, Gem'inum centrum
semicircula'rl, Limbus poste'rior cor'poris stria'ti, Strias cor'nex, Stria semihina'res, Fixn'ulum
novum, Eascia semicircula'ris, Bandelette des
eminences pyriform.es, (Ch.,) (F.) Bandelette, B.
medullary,
demicircultiirc, Lame cornee.
grayish, semitransparent layer, situate in the

A

groove that separates the thalamus opticus from
the corpus striatum in the lateral ventricle.
Tjenia So'lium, T. os'ciilis marginal' ibus solita'riis,

T. cuenrhiti'na,

T.

huma'na arma'ta,

Hufysis so'lium, Vermis cueurbiti' nus Lumbri'cu» latus, Tenia sans 6pine, Ver cucurbitaire,
Tania articulos demit' tens, T. secunda, Tenia a
longues articulations, T. a anneain longs, ver soWorm, has an almost
litaire, or Long Tape
hemispherical, discrete head; an obtuse beak;
the neck full anteriorly, all the joints slightly
obtuse, the anterior very shortj the next almost
,

•

—

——
T^NIAFUGE

TARANTISMUS

G97

TANACETUM,

square, and the rest oblong; the marginal fora

mina vaguely

alternated.
The toenia solium is
commonly a few feet long: sometimes its length
ia enormous.
It is said to have been met with
600 feet long. It principally inhabits the small
intestines, and is not common.
The oil of tur-

pentine, in some form, largely exhibited,
haps the best remedy.

is

per-

T.«nia Tenella, Bothriocephalus latus

—

na'sia,

T.rufgn'rS, Tana! sin, AtliaParlhe'niam mas, Tansy, (F.) Tanuisic

culgairc.

Fumily, Corymbiferae.

Sex.

Syst,

Syngenesia Polygamia. The leaves and flowers of tansy have a peculiar, strong odour, and

warm, bitter taste. Thev are tonic, deobstrrent, (?) and anthelmintic.
Dose, gss to 3J.
The infusion is usually drunk as tea.

t.

Tanace'tum Balsami'ta, Batsami'ta mas, E.

'IVE'NIAF'UGE, Tauiaf'ugum, from taenia,
and fugo, I drive off.' A remedy calculated

suav'eolens, B. major, Tanacetum horlen'sl, Coslus horto'rum, Mentha Roma' na sen Saracen'ica,
Costmary, Alccost, Cock-mint, (F.) Menthe coq,

Vulgaris, Bothriocephalus latus.
'

to expel tienia.

Herbe uu

T^ENIOLA,

ing herb,

Bandelette. Used by Gerber for
a simple, band-like, or flbit fibre, Filuin tseniaformfi, seen under the microscope.

TAFFETAS AGGLUTLXATIF,
puru adha;sivum

t.

pum

t.

adhffisivum
adlieeaivum.

Sparadrad'Angleterre, see Sparadra-

Gomme,

see

Sparadrapum

—
—

,

See Weights and Measures.

TAL1ACOT1AN OPERATION,

Rhinoplas-

ties.

TALIPES,

Kyllosis (Clubfoot.)
TALPA, 'a mole.' Topina'ria, (F.) Taupe.
A tumour situate on the head, which has been
supposed to burrow like a mole.
TALUS, Astragalus, Malleolus.
CONGA, Averrhoa carambola.

TAMARA

TAMARiEA ZECLA, Tamarindus.
TAMARW, Tamarindus.
TAMAR1NDI PULPA,

Pulp of Tamarinds,

{Tamarinds, q. s. Digest them with a small
quantity of water, until they become of a uniform consistence; then separate the seeds and
filaments, by pressing through a hair-sieve.
S.)

"
.

TAMARINDS, PULP OF.Tamanndi pulpa.
TAMARIN'DUS, T. In'dica, Oxiphce'nicon,

zecla,
Sitiqua Arab'ica, Balampul'li, Tamarae'a

Tam'arind tree,
Sex.
Family, Leguminosse.

Oxijphmni'cia, Aca'cia In'dica,

(F.)

Tamarin.

native, and

TAKA1SIE VULGAIRE, Tanacetum.
TANASIA, Tanacetum.

A

rayYVi 'rancidity.'

putrescent

tumour.

TAILLADE, Incision, see Entaillt.
TAILLE, Lithotomy— t. Hypogastrique, Hypogastric operation of lithotomy, see Lithotomy
t. Posterieure,
t. Pur le rectum, see Lithotomy
see Lithotomy
t. Redo vesicate, see Lithotomy
(. Sus-pubiea, see Lithotomy.
TAL. A word formerly employed for alkali.
It also meant the dung of the peacock.
TALEN'TUM, raXuvrov. An ancient weight,
equal to 54 pounds, 2 oz 5 dr., and 24 grains

Ph- U.

much esteemed as a corroborant, carmiemmenagogue.
Tanacetum Hoktense, T.balsamita.

merly

TANGE,

TAFIA, Rum.

toiits de Marc.

Grand Baume. A fragrant-smell^
somewhat resembling mint, and for-

coq,

Triandria Digynia. The pulp of the tamanumerous
rind, with the seeds, connected by
tough strings, is exported from the West In(Ph. U.
Tamarindus,
dies, preserved in syrup,—
Sust.

Tamarind

TANNIC ACID, Tannin.
TANNICUM PURUM, Tannin.
TANNIN, from (F.) tanner, to tan.' 7Wnicum purum, Tanninum, Princip'iurn adstriri*
gens, P. Scylt/deph'icum, Acidum Tan' nicum, A,
A principle obQiiercitan' nicum, Tannic acid.
tained from oak bark and other astringent vegetables, so called from its forming the principal
agent in the process of Tanning. Pure Tannin
obtained from galls, (see Ph. U. S.) has been
lately introduced into medicine as an excellent
Dose, two grains,
and powerful astringent.
repeated several times a day. The Tannate (f
Lead, Plumbi Tannas, has been applied, in the
form of ointment, to excoriations, and slough-.
ing sores from pressure, (Jjij of the tannate to 51
'

,

of cerate.)

TANSY, Tanacetum—

t.

Wild, Potentilli

anserina.

TAPER. HIGH, Verbascum nigrum.
TAPE'TUM, Ta'pestry. A shining spot,

on

the outside of the optic nerve, in the eyes of
certain animals, which is owing to the absence
of the pigmentum nigrum occasioning the reflection of a portion of the rays from the mem-

brana Ruyschiana. Its use appears to be, by
reflecting the rays to cause a double impression
on the retina, and thus add to the intensity of
vision.

TAPEWORM, BROAD,

Bothriocephalus
Long, Taenia solium.
TAPIOCA. See Jatropha manihot— t. Pearl,
see Jatropha manihot.
latus

—

t.

TAPSARIA, Decoctum hordei.
TAR, see Pinus sylvestris — t. Barbadoes,
trolaeum

—

t.

Pe>

Mineral, Pissasphaltum.

TAR'ACHK,

Tarax'is,

'

disorder.'

A

disor*

S ) It is refrigerant and laxative.
with der of sight, which arises from a blow, com,
when is made by boiling 5ij of the pulp
pression of the eye, or the action of du-t, smoke
it is used as a
strained,
When
milk.
of
ffiiss
By some, it is underor other external cause.
i

diluent in fever.

TAMARISCUS, Tamanx

Gallica.

Tamaris'cus. The
Sex.Sys'.
Tamarisk tree. Family, Portalace©.
wood, and
Pentandrin Pentagy-nia. The bark
medicinally;—
leaves were formerly employed
and corroborant virthe former for its aperient
latter in
in obstructions of the liver; the

TA-M'ARIX GAL'LICA,

tues,
icterus, hremoptysis,

Ui

and some cutaneous

attec-

TAMBOUR, CAYITlt DU. Tympanum.

TAMPA

BAY.

see

Sunt Augustine.

TA MPOMBMEffT,
59*

Plugging.

stood to signify mild or incipient ophthalmia.
Ta§«/i/T>jf notXias, 'disturbance of the belly,'
Diarrhoea.

TARAGON, Artemisia dracunculus.
TARANTALISMUS, Tarantismus.
TARANTISM'US,

Tarentis'mus, Taranta/is',
Taren'tulism. A feigned cr imaginary
disease in Apulia, characterized by excessive
avidity for dancing at the sound of instruments,
and which waa ascribed, by the vulgar, to the
A sort of tarantismus,
bite of the tarantula.
considered peculiar to Africa, and believed tu

mus,

— —
TARANTULA

i

—

TARASCON, MINERAL WATERS

OF.

Chalybeate springs in the department of Arriege, France. They contain iron and carbonic
acid.

TARAXIS.

TARCHON

Taraxacum.

mica.

TARENTISMUS, Tarantismus— t.

Tangi-

tanus, Tarantismus.

TARENTULA. Tarantula.
TARENTULISM, Tarantismus.
TARGAR, Juniperus communis.
TARI. Palm or cocoa wine, from which
sugar was obtained, called Jagre. It was once
used as a tonic.
TARI'NI PONS.

A

cineritious substance,
albicantia, which assists in
the bottom of the third ventricle.

between the corpora
forming

TARO, Arum

of,

Antimonium tartarizatum— t.

TARTA'REI MORB1. A

term employed by

Paracelsus to designate certain diseases which

he

attributed to tartar.

TARTARI CRYSTALL1,

Potassce supertar-

tras.

TARTARIC

ACID, Ac"idum tartar'icum, A.
tartaro' sum, Acor tartar' icus Acidum tar'lari essmtia'll. Tartareous acid, Sal tartari essentials.
,

Potassse biturt.

pp^e

Ibiiss, uq. destillat.
Ibj,

acidi sulph.

Ibj.

soda.

—

TARTARUM,

Potassa; supertartras impurus
Vitriolatum, Potassa) sulphas.

t.

TARTARUS AMMONLE,

esculentum.

TARQUETTE, Herniaria glabra.
TARSAL, Tar'scus. That which

ferv., cong.

Roil the
bitartrale with two gallons of the water, and
gradually add the prepared chalk, until no more
bubbles appear; let the tartrate of lime subside;
then pour off the fluid and wash the tartrate of
lime with distilled water, until it is tasteless.
Pour upon it the sulphuric acid, diluted with a
gallon of boiling distilled water; and set the
mixture aside for 24 hours, occasionally stirring
it.
Filter and evaporate to crystallize. Ph. L.)
It is refrigerant and antiseptic, but is chiefly
used for making effervescent draughts with
cretai

iij,

Tarache, see Ophthalmia.
SYLVESTRIS, Achillea ptar-

—

Potassce supertartras t. Emetic,
Soluble, Potassa;
tarlras, see Potash.

Crystals

(

TARAXACUM, Leontodon
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be spontaneous, has been called Tarentismus
Tangita'nus. Janon-tarentisme.
TARAN'TULA, from Tarentum or Tarento,
a town of Italy where they abound; Tesrentula,
(F.) Tanntule. A species of spider
the Ara'nea Turentula of Linnaeus, Lijco'sa Turcntula of
Latreille, whose bite has been looked upon as
dangerous. Music has been thought to cure it.

—

—

—

tras

—

Ammonia)

tar-

Chalybeatus, Ferrum tartarizatum

t.

—

—

t.

The Tarsal Articulations result from the
union of the bones of the tarsus with each

Crudus, Potassa) supertartras impurus t. Dentium, Odontolithos t. Emeticus, Antimonium
tartarizatum— t. Kalicoferricus, Ferrum tartarizatum t. Kalinus, Potassce tartras t. Lixi-

other.

via),

relates to

—

the tarsus.

TARSEUS,

Tarsal.

Tarsometatar'That which relates to tarsus and meta-

Tarso-Metatarsal Articulations are
those between the bones of the second row of
the tarsus and the metatarsal bones. The term
Tarso-metatavsal is, likewise, applied to ligaments, connected with these joints; some of
which are dorsal, others plantar.

TARSO METATARSI- PHALAJYGIEJV DU
Phalangien
FOUCE, Adductor pollicis pedis

tras—

—

are broader in the middle than at their extremities.

TARTAR, Antimonium tartarizatum
peily)

—

i.

(improCalcareous, Polassa; subcarbonas t.

—

Martialis,

t. Subpotassicus, Potassa? supertarSuperpotassicus, Potassce supertartras

t..

Tartarizatus, Potassse tartras.

TARTRATE D'AMMOmAQOE,

Ammonia;

TARTRE BRUT,

Potassce supertartras imCru, Potassce supertartras impurus
t. Jtmetique, Antimot. des Dents, Odontolithos
nium tartarizatum— t. StihU, Antimonium tartarizatum.

purus

t.

TARTRUM SOLUB1LE,

Potassse tartras.

TASIS, Extension, Tension.

tin

Tarsi, Tarsal cartilages, Tarsal fibro- cartilages,
Orchoi, Crepid'incs seu Coro'nce seu Chela seu
Un'vula Palpebrarum, Tharsi, are two small,
cartilaginous layers, seated in the substance of
the free edge of each eyelid. The upper is
larger and broader than the lower. Both commence at the bifurcated extremity of the tendon of the orbicularis palpebrarum, and pass to
the opposite commissure of the eyelids. They

—

t.

tartras.

t.

pouce, Flexor brevis pollicis pedis t. Sousphalangien dupel.it orteil, Flexor brevis minimi
diuiti pedis— I. Smis-phalungettien du premier
orteil, Flexor brevis pollicis pedis.
TARSUS, Planta prima pedis, Rasse'ta pedis,
Pedium, Cavic'ulse pedis nodus. 1. The posteThe tarsus consists of 7
rior part of the foot.
bones, arranged transversely in two rows, between which amputation is sometimes performed. The first or Tibial roto, (F.) Premiere
R. jambiere, consists of the astragalus
rano-ee,
3
and os calcis; the second or metatarsal, (F.) seconde ramrte, R. metatarsienne of the scaphoides,
cuboides, and three ossa cuneiformia. 2. The

t.

—

Ferrum tarPotassce ferruginosus, Ferrum tar-

tartras

t.

TARSO-METATARSAL,
scus.
tarsus.

—
Potassa;
tarizatum —
tarizatum —

TASTE,

Gustus, Geusis, Geuma, Gcuthmos,

One of the five external senses,
(F.) Gout.
which instructs us of the savours of bodies, and
of which the tongue is the principal organ.
Gustation, Gustatio, is the exercise of this
faculty.

In disease, the taste frequently be-

comes variously vitiated.
Taste, Savour.

TAUPE,

Talpa.

ravaoxoXla. Glue made
of the ears and genitals of the bull. It was for-

TAUROCOL'LA,

merly much esteemed.
'

TAURUS,

Penis, Perineeum.

TAXIS, 'Arrangement,' from rarrw,

'

I

or-

A mearrange,' Reposi'tio, Reduc'tio.
thodical pressure exerted by the hand on a
hernial tumour, for the purpose of reducing it.
This operation is generally easy in hernia) that
with
are free from adhesions, of small size, and
very diffia lanre opening to the sac; but it is
those that
cult and frequently impracticable in
perform the
are adherent or strangulated. To
the horizontaxis, the patient should be put in
parietesof
tal posture, and in one in which the
procethe abdomen are relaxed. The manual
all
dure varies in each species of hernia. In
der,'

'

I

—

—

TAXUS
cases, too strong pressure of the parts must be
avoided; as inflammation and gangrene might

which Achilles

The displaced organs must be
into the abdomen, exactly according to
the direction of the axis of the hernial sac.
The reduction is sometimes favoured by bloodletting ad deliquium; the warm bath; warm
fomentations; tobacco, emollient glysters; and,
at times, by cold applications, as ice, &c.
In a
case of stiangulated hernia, should the taxis
fail, an operation becomes necessary.

pushed

The Yew tree,

Smilax,

Smilaa, Thr/malog, (F.) //
Family, Conifers
Sex. Suit. Dioecia Monadelphia.
The ancients
believed the yew to be poisonous; but the fruit
may be eaten without inconvenience. The
leaves have been often recommended in epi-

The

lepsy.

been called

from the bark, has

resin, obtained
alliir.

TJ3YE, Caligo.

TEA.Thea— t. Berried, Gaultheiia—t. Blankenheimer, see Galeopsis grandiflora t. Mexico,
Chenopodium ambrosioides t. Mountain, Galtlieria
t.
New Jersey, Celastrus— t. Soot, see
Fuligokali— t. South sea, Ilex vomitoria— t.

—

—

—

Spanish, Chenopodium ambrosioides.
TEAR, Sax. reap. Lac'ryma, Lackryma, Lacruma, Dae' r yon, (F.) Larme. An exciementitious humour, secreted by the lachrymal gland,
and poured between the globe of the eye and
the eyelids, to facilitate the motions of those
parts.
The tears are saline, inodorous, and
colourless.
They turn the syrup of violets
green; and contain chloride of sodium, with excess of base, phosphates of lime and soda, and

albumen.

TEASEL, CULTIVATED,

Dipsacus

syl-

vestris.

TEAT.

Nipple.

TECNOCTONIA, Infanticide.
TECOLITHOS, Judjeus (lapis.)
TEETH, see Tooth— Eye, Canine
Jaw, Molar teeth

t.

—

t.

TEETHING,

lapis.

Integument.
TEGUMENT, Integument.

TEGUMENTUM,

Integument— t.

Ventri-

cerebri, Centre, oval, of the brain.

TEIGjYE,
lair,.

vosa

—

Porrigo, P. lupinosa— t. AnnaPorrigo scutulata t. Favev.se, Porrigo fat. Furfuraci, Porrigo furfurans.

TEI NESMOS, Tenesmus.
TEIjYTURE, Tincture— EtUr'ee,
t.

t.

^Ethereal

Ruhlfiante, Tinctura cantharidis.

TEKEDON. Tabes.
TELA ACCIDENTALIS MEDULLARIS,
Encephaloid

—

—

t.

Galteri,

Sparadrapum

Galteri

IchthyocolUc glutinans, see Sparadrapum
adhsesivum.
t.

TELAMON,

Habena.

TELAMO'NES,

TtXatfuovtc, 'bandages.'
Charpie, used for wounds; or linen, employed
for bandages.

TELANGIECTASIA,
TASIS,

or

Dilatation of vessels.

TELUM,

TELANGIECSee Hcematodes

fungus.

TELE'PHIUM, Ulcus tekphium. The ancients gave this name to an ulcer of a very bad
kind, and ditlicultto cure, because the wound,

t'enis

Magnetism, animal.
Emplasticum, Sparadra-

—

t.

TEMPE, Temple.
TEJVTPERAMENT,

Temperamen'tum, Tern-

Tempera'tio, Te/npc'ries; originally
from tempus, 'time,' the great temper tr ; Comphx'io, Crasis, Eucra'sia. A name given to the
remarkable differences that exist between different individuals, in consequence of the variety
of relations and proportions between the constituent parts of the body.
Thus, ofold.il was
supposed, that, according to the predominance
of any one of the four humours then generally
admitted blood, lymph, bile, and atrabilis or
black bile
the manifestations of the functions
were tempered or modified so as to give rise
to a sanguine^ lymphatic, choleric, or atrabilious
pernlu'ra,

—

—

or mi

In

acholic

predominance or temperament.

The idea of the existence of certain of these
humours has been banished, yet the influence
of some, as of the blood, lymph, and bile, is
still admitted by many.
Too much influence
has, doubtless, been assigned to temperament
in the sense in which it was formerly and still
is generally understood, although there can be
no question that difference of organization does
occasion a difference in the activity of organs.
Temperament, Bilious, Choleric tempera-

ment.

TEM'PERANCE,

Sophros'yne, J\*rpha/iotcs,

Moderation, opposed to
gluttony and drunkenness. The advantage of
temperance, in a hygienic point of view, requires no comment.
TF.Ml'EK.lNTS, Sedatives.

Sobri'ttas, S'lliri'ety.

TEMPERATIO, Temperament.
TEMPERATURA, Temperament.
TEMPERIES, Temperament.
TEMPLE, Tcmpus. Crot'aphus, (F.)

t.

sub-

TEGUMEN,
culorum

TELLURISMU8,
pum.

—
—

Dentition.

TEGULA H1BERNICA, Hibernicus

on Telephus, degene-

Tblephiom, Sedum telephium.

teeth

Milk, see Dentition

t.

Neck of the,Collnm dentium — t. Vitreous
stance of the, Enamel of the teeth.

inflicted

rated into a similar ulcer.

be induced.
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Tempe.

A

depression, on each side of the head, between
the forehead and eye anteriorly, and the ear
The temples, distinguished into
posteriori}'.
right and left, correspond to the temporal fossa
on each side. The word is said to be from the
Latin te.mpus, 'time,' because in this part the
hair begins to turn white, and to indicate age.

TEMPORAL,

Temporalis.

That which

re-

lates to the temples.

Temporal Aponeurosis is a very strong
aponeurosis, of a bluish, shining colour, which
is attached to the whole of the curved line of
the temporal bone; to the posterior edge of the
to the superior margin of the
malar bone
zygomatic arch, and forms an envelope for the
temporal muscle.
Temporal or Crot'aphite Arteries, are
several.
1. The Temporal Artery, properly so
called, arises from the outer side of the superior
part of the external carotid. It ascends between
the ramus of the jaw, the meatus auditorius externus, and the parotid gland, which covers it
Above this, it
as far as the zygomatic arch.
becomes subcutaneous; and, when it has attained the middle of the temporal region, it divides into two branches: the one anterior— A.
temporalis frontulis seu interna seu anterior; and
the other posterior the A. temporalis occipita'The temporal
lis seu externa seu superior.
artery, before its division, gives off, 1. Branches
;

—

—
TEMPORAL
to the parotid ; to the joint of the lower jaw
;
to the meatus auditorius, and to the masseter.

TEMPOROAURICULA1RE,
rem

The

transverse artery of the face.
3. The
middle tempore/, which arises beneath the cheekhone, and traverses the temporal aponeurosis,
immediately beneath that bone. II. The Deepseated Tem'porals, A. tempore! ks profun'dx.
These are two in number. They arise from the
internal maxillary, and have been distinguished,
from their position, into anterior and posterior.
They send their principal divisions into the
2.

TENIA
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temporal muscle.

Temporal Bone, Os tem'poris seu tempora'le
seu arcuu'le seu arma'/s seu lapideum seu lapido'sum seu saxeum seu petro'sum seu litlioi'des
seu lepidoi'des seu squamo'sum seu squamifor''
mi seu durum seu mendo'sum seu prxrup'tx
rupi assimila'tum seu nerva'lg, Crol'apkus, is

t

Atlollens auMaxillaire,'Vempnin\ muscle.

TEMPORO-MAX1LLARY,
That which belongs
bone and lower jaw.
illa'ris.

Tem'poromaxto the

temporal

Temporo-maxillahy Articulation

or joint

of the lower jaw, is seated between the glenoid
cavity and transverse process of the temporal
bone on the one hand, and the condyle of the

lower jaw on the other. Two thin cartilage!
cover the surfaces of these bones. The one is
common to the transverse process and the portion of the glenoid cavity, anterior to the fissure of Glaserius; the other belongs to the condyle.
This articulation is furnished with an

seated at the lateral and inferior part of the

two synovi.il capand two lateral ligaments: the one internal, and the other external.
Temforo maxillary Nerves of Bichat are

cranium, of which it forms part; and contains,
within it, the special organs of audition. It is

the divisions of the facial nerve, distributed to
the temporal and maxillary regions.

—

usually divided into three portions:
1. The
squamous, Pars squamo'sa, (F.) Portion ccnilkuse ou squnmeuse. 2. The mastoid portion,
and 3. The Petrous portion, Pars petro'sa, Pyr1 timis trigo'na, (F.) Portion pierreusc, Rocker.
It has, first, an auricular or external face, on
which is a surface that makes part of the temporal fossa; the zygomatic process; the glenoid
cavity; the fissure of G laser ius; the meatus auditorius externus; the mastoid process; the digastric groove ; the canalis curoticus; the jugular fossa; the styloid process; the stylo mastoid

foramen, &c. 2. A cerebral or internal surface,
which corresponds to the cavity of the cranium
and on which is the Pars petrosa, the hiatus
Fallopii, the meatus auditorius intcrnus, the fissure of the aquseductus vestibuli, a portion of the
gutter for the lateral sinus, &c. 3. A circumference, on which is observed the orifice of the
bony portion of the Eustachian tube and the

Aquxductus

cochleae-

&c.

The temporal bone

is

articulated with the sphenoid. occipital, parietal,
malar, and inferior maxillary bones. It is developed from five points of ossification.

Temporal Fossa

is

an excavation, observed

at each side of the head.
It is filled by the
muscle whose name it bears, and is formed by

the temporal and sphenoid, below; by the paand frontal bones, above; is separated, by
a transverse crista, from the zygomatic fossa;
and completed, before, by the cheek bone.
Temporal Muscle, Tempora'lis, Arcadi-temporo-maxillaire, Crotaphi'tes, Temporo-maxillaire
(Ch.) is a broad, flattened, triangular muscle,
which fills the temporal fossa. Its fibres are
attached to the temporal aponeurosis and fossa;
and all converge into a strong tendon, which
passes under the zygomatic arch, and is inserted into the coronoid process of the lower
jaw. This muscle raises the lower jaw, and
applies the teeth against each other.
Temporal Nerves. These are distinguished
into the superficial temporal, furnished by the
inferior maxillary branch of the 5th pair, behiud the condyle of the jaw and the tcmporales
profundi, anterior and posterior, furnished by
the same nerve, at its exit from the cranium.
Sominering has given the name temporal to the
divisions sent by the facial nerve to the temporietal

;

ral region.

Temporal Veins were
or A'cloi

formerly called JEloi
Phltbes, Aquilae Ycnx.

inter-articular fibro-cartilage,

—

sules,

TEMPUS,

Temple.

TEMULENTIA,

Ebri'e.tas,
Drunk' enness.
Plater gave this name to delirium; Ettmuller,
to an apoplectic condition, depending upon
drunkenness the Apoplcx'ia temulen'ta, or dead
drunkenness. Commonly, Temulentia is used
synonymously with drunkenness, Millie, and
is often employed in the description of diseases
to indicate a state
resembling drunkenness.
Mania, e temulenlid is the same as Delirium tic-

—

mens,

(q.

v

)

TEN ACULA, Bone-nippers—

t.

Volsella, For-

ceps (lithotomy.)

TENACULUM,

from

teneo,

'I

hold.'

A

kind of fine hook attached to a handle which is
thrust through the parietesof a blood-vessel, to
draw it out and enable it to be tied.
Tenaculum, Assai.ini's. An ingenious instrument, invented by Assalini. It consists of
a forceps, or double tenaculum, the points of

which are fine, sharp, and bifurcated, so as to
be readily received into each other when tho
instrument is closed on the artery, which it is
by a spring. It is of great use when the surgeon has no assistant at hand. The instrument
is figured in S. Cooper's, " First Lines."
TEjVAILLE IJYCISIVE, Bone-nippers.
TENDON, Tendo, Pronerva'lio, from Ttirio,
A fibrous cord,
'I stretch:' Tenon, a Sinew.
more or less round, long, or flattened; of a
white, pearl colour, and composed of very close
The tendons are attached to
parallel fibres.
the bones, by one extremity; by the other, they
receive the insertions of the fleshy fibres: sometimes they afford attachment to fleshy fibres at
both ends; as in the digastric muscle. The
tendons must be considered as so many cords,
for transmitting the motion of muscles to the

—

bones or levers.

TENDON D'ACHILLE, Achillis tendo.

TENDONS, TWITCHING OF THE,

Sub-

sultus tendinum.

TENES'MUS,
Tftrui,
tio

'

I

stretch:'

Teines'mos, Tinas'mas, from
Proc'tica Tenesmus, Obstipo!

Frequent, vain,
(F.) lipreintes.
desire to go to stool;— one of the

Tenesmus,

and painful
chief symptoms of inflammation of the lining
membrane of the digestive tube, as of dysentery.

Tenesmus Vestc*, Bradysuria.

TEjYETTES, Forceps (craniotomy.)
TENIA, Tavnia— a Anncaux longs, Tamia
I.

—

— — —
TENNESSEE

—

TENNESSEE', MINERAL WATERS OF.
On the waters of French Broad River, in this
State,

is a large, clear, thermal spring.
The
heat is so great that, on first going into the
water, it is almost insupportable.

TENON, Tendon.
TENONT'AGRA, from rivar, tendon,' and
ayoa, 'seizure.' A variety of gout; which af<

fects the tendinous parts of muscles, or the tendinous ligaments, which strengthen certain articulations.

TENONTOTRO'TI,

from

x.veov,

'tendon,'

andTiTjciozm/Iwound.' They who are wounded
in the tendons.

— Galen.

TENOTOMY,

Tenolom'ia, from tivuv, 'a
tendon,' and ro^v, 'incision.' .The operation
of dividing a tendon, often practised for the removal of Loxarthrus or deviations of the joints
as in club foot.

TENTIPEL'LUM, from tendo, < I stretch,
pellis,
the skin.'
Ancient name of a cosmetic, with which, it was pretended, wrinkles
could be effaced.

and

TENTO'RIUM,

T. cerebeUo superextenTsum,
Tentac'ulum cerebetli, Septum transverse, (Ch.) Transverse Septum, Septum encepli'ali, Intersep'ta korizonla' lia Pucchio'ni, Processus
transversus durae mulris, Lateral Processes of
the Dura Mater, Diaphrag'ma cerebri. (F.) Tcnte
du cervelet, Plancher du Cerveau, from lendere,
tentum,
to stretch.'
A process of the dura
mater, which separates the cerebrum from the
cerebellum. It extends from the internal horizontal spine of the occipital bone, directly forwards to the sella turcica of the sphenoid.
Tentorium Cerebello, Tentorium.
'

TENTUM,

Diat'asis,Entonia,

(Entonia

is also used for over-tension,) ConDisten'sio, from tender e, ' to stretch.'
State of a part, which is stretched, when its

textures are distended by the afflux of fluids, or
the accumulation of gas; or when its fibres are
drawn, as it were, in an opposite direction, and

consequently, more resisting than usual.
TENSOR TARSI. A small muscle, belonging to the inner commissure of the eyelids, well
described by Prof. Horner, of Philadelphia, and
hence termed, also, Muscle of Horner. It is
about three lines broad and six long; arises
from the posterior flat surface of the os unguis,
near its junction with the ethmoid bone, and
passes forwards and outwards, lying on the posterior face of the lachrymal ducts.
As it approaches the commissure of the lids, it splits
into two nearly equal parts; each of which is
appropriated to a duct, and inserted along its
course, almost to the punctum lachrymale.
Its chief office seems to be, to influence the
position of the puncta lacrymalia, and to regulate the course of the tears through the laare,

chrymal ducts.
Tensor Tym'pani, Inter'nus Auris, Internvs
Mallei, Salpingo-malteen. A small muscle, which
arises from tiie petrous portion of the temporal
bone, and the cartilage of the Eustachian lube,
and terminates by a tendon, which is reflected
over the processus cochleaformis, and is inserted into the apophysis of the handle of the
malleus.

Tensor Palati, Circumflexus musculus — t.

TENSUS, Penis.
TENT, Tenia, Turun'da,

Penitfulus, Penicil-

lus, Pcnicil'lum, Alotos, Lemniscus; (F.) Tcnte,
Mlche, from tcntare, to try or explore.' In Surgery, tents are small rolls of lint, of a cylindrical
or pyramidal sha|>e, which are introduced into
'

wounds and deep

ulcers, to prevent

closing before they are

filled

them from

up from the bottom.

also made of prepared
sponge, gentian root, &c. They are not so
much used as they formerly were.
CEREBELLI, Tentorium.
TEJVTE, Tent— t. du Cervelet, Tentorium.

Tents are sometimes

TENTACULUM

TENTIGO VENEREA, Nymphomania—
V^retri, Satyriasis.

t.

Asplenium ruta muraria.

TENUIS MATER,

Pia mater.

TEPIDAR1UM. See Stove.
TEPLITZ, Toeplitz.
TERAS, Monster.
TERATOL'OGY, Teratolog"ia,

from tiqoc,
'genitive,' tiqutos, 'a monster.' and Xoyo$, ' a
discourse.'
description, or the doctrine, of
monsters..

A

TEREBELLA,

Trepan.
from

TEREBIN'THINA,

T*ftt <**»$, or tmithe turpentine tree.'
Tv.r'penline, BoAlbotim, Allilibat, Brutino.
(F.) T6r6benA substance, of the consistence of honey,
tliine.
which flows from many trees of the terebinthaceoe, and conifer® families.
It is viscid;
shining; more or less transparent; inflammable;
of a warm, pungent taste; strong smell, and i"»
entirely composed of resin arid essential oil,
without benzoic acid. It is soluble in alcohol.
See Turpentines. All the turpentines are sti-

(ItvSog,

'

tin,

mulant, diuretic, and cathartic.

Terebinthina Argentoratensis, see Pinus

—

—

Pinus balsamea t.
t. Balsamea, see
Canadensis, see Pinus balsamea t. Chia, see
t. Communis, see Pinus
Pistacia terebinthus
t. Cypria,
see Pistacia terebinthus
sylvestris
picea

—

—

—

—

—

Empyreumatica, see Pinus sylvestris t.
t.
Veneta. see Pinus larix t. Vera, see Pistacia
terebinthus — t. Vulgaris, see Pinus sylvestris.
TKRllBlKTHINE, Terebinthina— t. de Co-

—

palm, Copaiba

t.

d'itgijptc,

see

A my ris

opo-

balsamum t. de Gilead, see Amyris opobalsamum t. du Grand Caire,see Amyris opobalsainum-(. de Judee. see Amyris opobalsamum
t.

de Melh.e, see Pinus larix

t.

de Venise, see

Pinus hrix.

TEREBINTHUS,
fera,

Terminthus-t. Gummi-

Bursera gummifera

lentiscus

Vagina? Femoris, Fascia lata muscle.

Penis.

TENTWORT,

TEXSEVR DE UAPOJVEVIiOSE F&MO-

ten'sio,

'

T. cerebelli,

—

RALE, Fascia lata muscle.
TENSION, Ten'sio, Tasis,

TERES
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solium t. a Longues articu!utions,Txri\a. solium
t. Sans (.pine. Taenia
solium.

—

—

—

t.

—

t. Lentiscus. Pistacia
Vulgaris, Pistacia terebinthus.

TEREBRA. Trepan.
TEREBRATIO, Trepanning.
TEREDO, Caries, Spina venlosa.
TERES,
round,'

Slron'gylus, Cylindroi'des, ' long and
An epithet given to many orfibres of which are collected into

(q. v.)

gans, the

round fasciculi.
Lig'amen'tum Teres, (F.) Ligament rond.
This name is given to the round ligament in
the cotyloid cavity, which is attached to the
head of the bone, and to the bottom of the
cavity.
It is also given to a small fibrous fascia, which extends from the coronoid process
of the ulna to below the bicipital tuberole of
the radius.

—
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Teres Major, Anguli-scapulo humdral, Sea- lita, Baryta, muriate of— t. Saponaria, Cimolia
pu/o-humcrul, (Ch.) (F.) Grand rond, is situate purpurescens.
at the inferior and posterior part of the shoulder.
Terra Portugal'lica, Barms, Bucaros. A
It is attached, on the one hand, to the outer reddish, astringent, styptic earth, obtained from
surface of the inferior angle of the scapula; to Portugal.
the corresponding part of its axillary margin;
Terra Sigilla'ta, Sealed Earth. A bole or
and, on the other, to the posterior margin of earthy matter, made into little cakes or fl;it
the bicipital groove of the humerus.
It carries
masses, and stamped with certain impressions,
the arm backwards and inwards, and carries it as with the head of the Grand Seigneur. To
also inwards in rotation.
When it acts with these belong the Terra Silesiuca, Terra Lemnia,
the longissimus dorsi and pectoralis major, it T. Tur'cica.
applies the arm against the lateral part of the
Terra Sigillata, Bolus alba t. Silesiaca,
chest, and keeps it forcibly there.
see Terra sigillata t. Talcosa oxyanthracodes,
Teres Minor, Margini-sus scapulo-trochiti- Magnesias carbonas t. Turcica, see Terra sirien, JS'onus hu'meri Placcnti'ni, Le plus petit gillata— t. Vitrioli dulcis, Colcothar.
sus-scapulo-trochiUrien, (Ch.) (F.) Petit rond,\s
TERRAPIN, Emys palustris.
situate at the posterior and inferior part of the
TERREJ\'OlX, Buniuin bulbocastanum— t.
shoulder: it is narrow and flattened, from above
Pesante, Baryta t. Sigillee, Bolus alba.
to below, in its inner half; and, from before to
TERRETTE, Glecoma hederacea.
behind, in the outer. It is attached, on the
TERTIAN FEVER, Febris tertiafna, An'elus
one part, to the outer surface of the scapula,
near its inferior angle; and, on the other, to the tertianus, Tritm'us, Tertian Ague, (V.) Fievre
tierce.
An intermittent, whose paroxysms reinferior part of the great tuberosity of the humerus. It depresses the arm, and causes it to cur every third day, or every 4b hours. The
mildest, and the most pernicious, intermittents
turn on its axis from within outwards. It also
belong to this head. As a general principle, it
carries it backwards.
is the most manageable form of ague.
TERESIS, Observation.

—

—

—

TERTIANARIA, Scutellaria
TESSARA, Cuboid.

TERETRON. Trepan.
TERGUM, Dorsum, Vertebral

column.
TERMIN'THUS, Terebin'thus, from rtQuivdo?, 'the turpentine tree.'
Fhyma Anthrax
Terminthus, Berry or Fungous carbuncle. The
ancients gave this name to a tumour, surmounted by a black pustule, and resembling
the fruit of the turpentine tree.
Terminthus, Pistacia terebinthus

TER1.E, Larynx.
Menses.

TERRA ABSORBENS MINERALIS, Magnesias carbonas

—

—

Aluminis, Argilla pura t.
A mara, Magnesias carbonas t. Amara sulphurica, Magnesias sulphas
t. Bolaris, Argilla pura

—

t.

—

—

—

t. Foliata, Sulphur
t. Foliata mineralis, Soda
Foliata tartari, Potassae acetas
acetata
t.
t.
Fornacum, see Bricks t. Fullonica, Cimolia
purpurescens t. Japonica, Catechu.
Terra Lem'nia, Lemnian Earth, Lemp'nias.
name given by the ancients to a solid, reddish, astringent substance, prepared with the
pulp of the fruit of the Baobab, an African tree,

—

—

—

—

A

according

to

Prosper Alpinus.

It

seems, how-

ever, to be an argillaceous earth. It has been
employed as an astringent
Terra Livon'ica. A Terra sigilla'ta or
sealed earth from Livonia, redder than that from
Silesia, and very astringent.
Terra Merita, Curcuma longa.
Teura Noceria'na. A whitish, soft, and
astringent earth, found in the environs of Nocera. in Italy.

Terra Ohlea'na, Pigmen'tum
(F.) Rucou, Roucou, Bichet.

A

urucu, Urucu.
ceraceous mass,

obtained from the seeds of the Bixa Orleana.
In Jamaica, it is recommended in dysentery,
and is considered to possess astringent and sto-

according to its
shape, Flag Anno t' to, Roll or Egg Annotto.
Spanish Annotto, Bixa, is in small, cblong
cakes. It is chiefly employed as a colouring
matter.

machic

qualities.

It is called,

Terra Ponderosa, Baryta— t. Ponderosa
of— Ponderosa sa-

muriata, Baryta, muriate

t.

TESSELLA,Tabella.
TEST, DANIEL'S, see Docimasia pulmo-

num —

t. Hydrostatic, see Docimasia pulmonuin
Ploucquet's, see Docimasia pulmonum t.
Static, see Docimasia pulmonum.

—

—

t.

TESTA PR^PARATA,

TERMINUS SUPERIOR ASPERSE ARTERMS,

galericulata.

Prepared OysterOyster-shell, freed from extraneous matter, washed with boiling water, reduced to
powder, and prepared in the same manner as

shell.

Creta prasparata.

Testa, see Ostrea.

TESTA'CEOUS, from testa, 'a shell.' A
powder, consisting of burnt shells. These contain carbonate of lime, chiefly, and hence the
term has been applied to cretaceous substances.
See Creta.
TESTiE FORNACEjE, Bricks-t. Ostrese,
see Ostrea.

TESTES.

The

Testicles.

Vulgarly, the

A name given

to the inferior tubercles
of the corpora quadrigeraina, (q. v.) to distinguish them from the superior, called JYates.

Stones.

Testes Minores,

TESTICLE,

Prostate.

Testis, Teslic'ulus, Orchis, Co'-

Did'ymus, Gem'ini (pi.;) Gemelli (pi.;)
a witness,'
(F.) Testicvle, from testis,
because the testicles are evidences of virility.
The name of two glandular organs, contained
in the scrotuinr, whose office is to secrete sperm.
They are formed of a gray and soflish substance, composed of tortuous canals, called Tu'bufi seminiferi vel Vasa semina'lia, folded on
each other, and of extreme fineness; the number of which, according to the estimate of*
Monro, is 62,500, and the total length 53)8 feet.

leus,

Ovum,

'

All these canals, uniting in their course, pass
through the corpus Highmorianum, concur in
forming the epididymis, and give origin to the
vas deferens. The testicles are covered, immediately, by a fibrous membrane, of en opake
white colour, and very tough, called Tu'nica

Albugin'ea, or, simply, Alhuginea, Peritcs'tis, of
which the corpus Highmorianum is only an en-

—
TEST1C0NDUS
lorgement.

Over

this, again, is the

tunica va-

ginalis, the

second envelope of the testis.
Swelled, Hernia hurnoralis.
TESTICONDUS, Crypsorchis.
Tjciticlb,

TESTICULE,

Testicle.

TEST1CULUS ACCESSORIES,

mis— t Cuninus, Orchis mascula.
TESTIS FEMINEUS, Ovary-t.
Ovary.

EpididyMuliebris,

TESTUDINATIO CRANI1, Camarosis.
TES l'U'DO, Chelo'ne, (F.) Tortue. A genus
of reptiles, including the turtle, the

fle°sh of
is much esteemed as an article of
diet.
Also, an encysted tumour, which has been
supposed to resemble the shell of a turtle; Emphi/ ma encys'tis gan'glion.
See Ganglion.
Testudo, Fornix.
TETAiN'IC, Tetan'icum, Convulsi'vum, Con-

which

from Ttiveu, 'I stretch.' A remedy,
which acts on the nerves, and, through them,
on the muscles, occasioning, in large doses,

been used in diarrhoea, dysentery, flatulent colic,
&c. Dose,3ij.
TETRA'O COTUR'NIX, Coturnix ; the
Quail., (F.) CaiLle.
The quail is an esteemed
article of diet.
The Greek name is o^ti/;; and
the places, called Ortygia, are named after it.
The excrements of the quail were formerly extolled in epilepsy
and the fat in specks of the
eye.
:

TETRAPHAR'MACUM, from rtTQa?, four,'
and iputjuuy.ov, a medicine.' A medicine con'

'

sisting of four ingredients.

TETRAS'CELUS, from rnna, 'four,' and
leg.'
A monster having four legs.

a-xiXog,

convulsions. The chief agents of this class are
Jfux Vomica, Strychnia, Brucia, Arnica and Toxicodendron.
Also, an epithet for atonic convulsion.
ATA, Tetanothra.
TETANO'TIIRA, TeLanom'ala, Erugato'ria.
Medicines which remove wrinkles. Gorracus.

TETANOM

—

from xbivu,

'

I

stretch

;'

Spasm

with rigidity, Convul'sio In'dica, Holoton'icos,
Rigor nervo'sus, Exttn'sio sen Distcn'sio, Erda'sia Tetanus, Cat'ochus cervi'nus, Culoclius holo-

A disease which consists in a permanent contraction of all the muscles or merely
of some, without alterations of relaxation. It
is characterized by closure of the jaws
diffiton'icus.

;

culty or impracticability of deglutition rigidity
and immobility of the limbs and trunk, which
is sometimes curved forwards (Emprosthot'onos,
q. v.;) sometimes backwards (Opisthotonos, q.
;

and sometimes

v.;)

to

one

side, (P/eurothot'onos,

When tetanus is confined to the muscles
of the jaws, it is called Trismus. It is a most
formidable affection. The means of treatment
are
copious and repeated blood-letting; bathing, cold and warm; powerful doses of opium,
and other narcotics. In Traumat'ic Tetanus, or
that which supervenes on a wound, every extraneous matter must, of course, be removed
from the wound, and soothing applications be
q. v.)

:

—

'

Gurlt.

TETROB'OLON. The
two scruples.

or

—

Lateralis, Pleurothotonos

Trismus

—

—

t.

Maxillae inferioris,

Opisthotonos

Posterganeus,
Posticus, Opisthotonos.
TETART/EUS, Quartan.
t.

TETARTOPHI'A,
fourth,'

and

<fvw,

'

t.

from

arise.'

I

—

rtranrog, 'the
Quarta'nus remit'-

A quartan, in which the intermission is
tens.
inordinately short or imperfect.
TETE, Caput, Head— t. de Veau, Elephantiasis of the Greeks.
from reroa?, 'four,'
weight of four
and dya/tit!, 'a drachm.'
drachms or half an ounce.
Platysma myoides.

TETRADRACH'MON,

TETRAGONUS,
TETRAMY'RON,

an ointment.'
gredients.
Galen.
fivQov.

'

TETRANGURIA,

A

from titouc, 'four,' and
An ointment of four inCueurbita citrullus.

TETRANTHE'RA PICHU'RIM,
churitn.

The

Faba fiseeds of this Brazilian plant have

weight of four

—

—

t.

oboli,

Impetigo

t.

Honeycomb, Porrigo favosa

—

t.

Humid, Eczema

—
—

impetigo t. Milky, Porrigo larvalis
lar, Impetigo
t. Running, Impetigo

—

t.
t.

PustuScaly,

Psoriasis.

TETTER WORT,

Chelidonium majus.

TEU'CRIUM CHAM/E'DRYS,

Chomsrdrys,
vulga'ris, Quer'cula minor
Culanuindri'na, Trissa'go, Cliamm' drops,
Trixa'go, Common German der. Creeping Ger-

minor repens. C.

C.

seu

mander,

Small Germander, English Treacle,
(F.) Petit chene, Germandree officinale.
Family,
Labiate. Sex. Syst. Didynamia Gymnospermia.

This

is

perties.

3 SS

possessed of aromatic and bitter proThe dose of the dried powder is from

l0 3J

Teucrium Flavum has similar properties.
Teucrium Chama'p'itvs, Chamsrpilys, Ar-

thet'ica,

rum, Iva
tis,

Arthretira, Aju'ga, Al/iga, Chamsemo'arlhrit'ica,

Holoc'yron, lo'nia, Sideri'-

Common Ground pine.

Properties like the

last.

(F.)

The

Petite

lvette.

tops or leaves

have been recommended as aperients and tonics; especially in female obstructions, and in
paralytic disorders.

Teucrium Cret'icum,
Candy, Polium Cret'icum.
herb enter into the old

Pol ey- mountain

of

The tops and whole
compounds— Mithridate

and Theriaca. It has a moderately aromatic
smell
and a nauseous, bitter taste, and is
placed among the aperients and corroborants.
Teucrium Capita'tum, or Poley-mountain of
Montpel'ier, Polium monta'num, is, generally,
;

made to it.
Tetanus Anticus, Emprosthotonos — t. Do- substituted
Cramp t. Dorsalis, Opisthotonos — t. mountain is

lorificus,

— Gorraeus.

TETROROS, Astragalus.
TETTER. Herpes — Crusted,

vulsive,

TET'ANUS,

TEUCRIUM
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for

the last.

The common Foley

the Teucrium monta'num; and the
Golden Poley- mountain, the Teucrium Polium,
Polion.
Teucrium Iva, Chamsepitys moscha'la, Iva
moschata Monspelien' sium, Iva, Chamsepitys an-

French Groundpine, (F.) lectte mushas similar virtues to the Chamaspitys,
but weaker.

thyl'lus,

quie.

It

Teucrium Marum, Marum Syr'iacum, Marum
Cret'icum, Mujora'na Syriaca, Marum verum,
M. Cortu'si, Chamsefdrys inca'na marit'ima,
Marum germander, Syrian herb mastich, Orig'Syriacum, (F.) Marum ou Germandrde
Maritime, Herbe aux chats. A very aromatic
plant; of a camphorated smell; and formerly
much used in medicine as a tonic, antispasmodic, emmenagogue, &c.
Teucrium Scordium; the Water Germander,
Scordium, Trissa'go vnlus'lris, Chamscdrys pa-

anum

lustris,

A Hum
I'

red'olens,

(F.)

Germandree Sio-

rodone, Sauge des bois, Germandrie urjuatiqut.

—

—

—
TEXTURE
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The

leaves have a garlicky smell, and bitterish, andria Monogynia. In commerce, many kinds
and slightly pungent taste. It has the tonic of teas are met with. Several of the differproperties of the other Teucria.
ences between these appear to result from the
TEXTURE, Tcxlu'ra, from texere, tezlum, age at which the leaves have been collected,
1
The particular arrangement of the and the mode of their desiccation.
to weave.'
tissues that constitute an organ.
Tea-drinking was introduced into Europe
TEXTUS, Tissue— t. Desmosus, Desmoid about the year 10GG; since which time its use
has become universal; and, in spite of (he astissue
t. Organicus, Cellular tissue
t. Paren-

—

—

a nerve originates, or has been considered to

sertions of medical terrorists, it is, except in
particular idiosyncrasies, entirely harmless.
By an analogical transference, very common
in language, the word Tea has been used almost
synonymously with infusion, as Beef tea, Mi7it

originate.

tea,

chvmalis, Cellular tissue.

TFLERIA, Radzyge.

THAL'AMUS,
room

or

^aXauo?, (F.)

chamber; a

bed.'

The

'a

Couc.he:

place at which

Thal'ami Nervo'rum Optico'rum seu Op'tici, Erhinen'tix magnae cer'ebri, Ganglia cerebri posli'ca, Crura medul'lx oblonga'tse, (of
Stria'ta cor'pora super'na posterio'ra,
Collic'uli nervorum, oplicorum, Couches des ncrfs
oculaires, (Ch.,) (F.) Couches des nerfs optiqucs,
rounded and irregular
Couches optiques.
surfaces, which are seen exposed in the lateral
ventricles of the brain, and in the third ventri-

some,)

Two

&c.

Thea Germanica, Veronica.
THEBE'SIUS, VEINS OF. A name

given
branches of the coronary veins,
which Christopher Adam Thebesius,a German
anatomist, described as opening into the heart
by small depressions observable in the right
auricle
and which have been called Foram!ina Thebesii. Mo such veins can be demonto supposititious

;

The valve, at the orifice of the corovein, in the right ventricle, is called ValThebesii, V. Guiffdttia'na, V. venx magnx.
Case, Vagina or sheath— t. Cordis,
Pericardium t. Verlebralis, see Vertebral canal.
strated.

which presents two nary
projections, called Corpora genicula'ta, tliat vule

cle, the inferior surface of

furnish several filaments to the optic nerves.
The name was given from a belief that the

THECA,

—

They, howTHEION, Sulphur.
optic nerves originate from them
Waters, mineral, sulever, arise more posteriorly, and adhere merely
to the inner margin of those bodies. Gall con- phureous.
THELASIS, Lactation.
siders, that the thalami act as ganglions to the
Lactation.
nerves; and, hence, he calls them Grand gangTHELE, Nipple, Papilla.
They are also called
lion c'erdbral inferieur.
from
From the
THELI'TIS,
the female nipple,'
0»^>
Posterior ganglion of the cerebrum.
the female breast,' and itis, denoting inflamthalami and corpora striata fibres proceed upwards to constitute the convolutions of the mation. Inflammation of the nipple.
THELOS, Mamma.
brain, and the various bands that, connect the
THELYPTERIS, Pteris aquilina.
different parts of the brain together. The upper
deraQ, from 6tvto, 1 strike.' The
and inner parts of the thalami are so closely
connected as to form one continued surface, palm of the hand, or sole of the foot.
Thenar Eminence is the projection at the
called Commissu'ra mollis. The posterior parts
turn downwards and outwards; after which anterior and outer part of the hand, formed by
they are elongated to form the two white cords, the abductor brevis, opponens, and flexor bre-

THEIOTHERMiE,

THELASMUS,

'

;

,

'

THENAR,

termed

vis pollicis.

Trar.tiis op'tici.

THALIC'TRON,

Thalictrum. T.magnum,T.
flavum, T. flavcs'cems, Four Alan's Rhubarb,
Rhabar'baru/n pan' per urn, (F.) Pigamon jatindire, Rue des pres, Fausse-Rhubai be, Rhubarbe
despuuvres. Family, Ranunculaceae. Sex.Syst.
Polyandria Polygyria. The root resembles

rhubarb

in its properties.

THANATODES, Mortal.
THANATOLOGY, Thanatolog"ia,

from

vatog, ' death,' and Xoyos, ' a discourse.'
scription, or the doctrine, of death.

THANATOS,

<?«-

A

de-

the island Thapsus.
deadly carrot, Tkapsia ascle'pias. Family,

The

Um-

The
Sex. Syst. Pentandria Digynia
belliferae.
root operates violently, both upwards and downIt is

not used.

THAPSUS J3ARBATUS,

Verbascum

ni-

grum.

THARSI.

See Tarsus.

t. des Apalaches, Ilex vomitoria
de France, Salvia— t. d' Europe, Veronica
vomitoria— t. da Mext. de la Mer du sud, Hex
t. dc Simon
ique, Chenopodium ambrosioides
Falltranck.
Suisse,
Pauli, Myrica gale— t.
THEA, Chan, Tea, (F ) The. There are two
principal species of tea-plants ;— the Thea Boand the
hc'a, and Thai, vir'idis; the black tea,
Family, H>speridea?. Sex. Sys'. Polygreen.

THE, Thea

t.

Thenar Muscle.
name

Riolan and

Winslow give

formed of the
abductor brevis, opponens pollicis, and the anthis

to the fleshy mass,

terior part of the flexor brevis pollicis.

In the
the name Thenar muscle
pedis.
abductor,
and
brevis
pollicis
flexor
to the
Thenar, Flexor brevis pollicis manus, Palm.
foot,

Winslow gives

THEOPLEGIA,
THEOPLEXIA,

Apoplexy.
Apoplexy.

THEORETICAL,

Theoret'icus,

Thro'ricus,

contemplate.' (F.) ThcuH-.tlqne,
Thiorique. That which is confined to theory,
or is connected with it. An epithet also applied
to a sect of physicians, who founded their doctrine chiefly on reasoning.
THAORIQUE, Theoretical.
THE'ORY, Thto'ria, from 9to>Qtio, 'I contemplate.' The speculative part of a science.
The connexion established in the mind between a general fact, or the least possible number of general facts, and all the particular facts
dependent thereon: for example, the motions
of the heavenly bodies, and the most important
natural phenomena are connected with a single
fact, previously known by observation; viz. that
the force of gravity acts inversely, according to
the square of the distance. This constitutes the
Theory must
theory of universal gravitation.
not be confounded with system. Theory regards

from

Death.

THAP'SIA, from

wards.

'

dtoiqew,

'

I

—

THERAPEIA
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nature as it is; and is a ri<rid deduction from
facts.
System is too often the creature of the
imagination, to which nature is made lo bend.
Theory of Medicine, Institutes of Medicine,
Theoretical Medicine, is that part of the science
which attempts, philosophically, to account for
the various phenomena that present themselves
daring health, as well as in disease. It is the
philosophy of Medicine. The Institutes of Medicine are generally considered to comprise Physiology and its applications to Pathology, Hygiene, and Therapeutics.
THERAPEIA, Coration, Therapeutics.
THEUAPEUSIA. Therapeutics.

THERIODES,

THERION, Tberioma.
THERIOTOMY, Zootomy.
THKK.VLE, 9 tofiax. Warm baths

THERAPEUTIST. Same etymon. One who
practises Therapeutics. A practitioner of medicine.
To be a good therapeutist, he must be

well versed in every departtnent of medicine,
and be capable of observing and of reasoning
well.
A man may be a good observer, and yet
a bad reusoncr. He cannot practise well unless
he is both. Hence, the comparatively small
number of good Therapeutists.

THERIA,Radzyge.

THERIAC OF ANTIPATER, Antipatri theriaca.

THE'RIACA, 9i}oiaxa, from Syn, 'a ferocious or venomous animal,' and uy.fotiat,
I
Treacle, (q. v.) (F.) Thiriaque.
Also,
cure.'
a medicine, believed to be capable of curing,
or preventing the effects of the bite of a venomous animal. In this sense it is chiefly used
'

by

writers.

Theihaca ANDnoii'Acm,

or Venice Treacle,

an ancient alexipharmic electuary; consisting

is

of a farrago of (il different ingredients, possessing the most opposite properties. It was invented by Andromachus of Crete, and prepared
by order of Nero. It has received various modifications; and, to the discredit of the Facu/le
de Mddecinc of Paris, holds its place in their Codex, with even an additional number of ingre-

or springs.

See Waters {mineral')
TiuiiM.t: FabarijE, Pfeffers, Mineral Waters
of— t. Piperince, Pfeffers, Mineral Waters of— t.
Plumbarise, Plombieres, Mineral Waters of.
ASM A, Fomentation.

THERM
THERM ATJCA, Calefacients.
THERME,

THERAPEU'TICS,

Therapeutics, Therapeu'sia, latrolech'nict, Practice of Pin/sic, Therttpei'a,
Cvrato'ria Meth'odus, Methadus Meden'di, from
&toamva>, 'I wait upon, I alleviate, I attend
upon the sick.' (F.) Thirapeutique. That part
of medicine, the object of which is the treatment of disease. With others, the department
which comprises an explanation of the modus
operandi of medicines.
THtiRAPEUTrQUE, Therapeutics.

Ferine.

THERIO'MA, Therion, from drq, 'a venomous animal.' Any extremely malignant ulcer.
Sometimes, confined to ulcers of the lungs.

THESIS,

Heat.

0801?,

from

position or proposition.'

rtd>,ut,

'

to place.'

'A

Disputa'tio, Inuus'uruL

Dissertation. The name usually given \o the
essay composed by a candidate for graduation
in Medicine, which he is at times required to
defend publicly. Often, however, it is a mere
form giving useless labour and trouble to the
student, inasmuch as it is executed as a task,
and never afterwards regarded by the preceptor
or by others.
Sandifort, Haller, Smellie, and
Stoll, have published collections of these.
Also, a sultix denoting 'arrangement;'
hence
Diathesis.
THEVE'TIA A'HOUAI, Mouai. The kernels of the nut of this Brazilian tree are said to
be a violent poison. At the Antilles, its nuts
are called JYoix de Serpent; and they are used
against the bites of serpents.

—

THIGH, Sax. seoh, Femur, Fcmcn, Cms,
Meros, (F.) Cuisse. The part of the lower limb
which extends from the pelvis to the leg. The
thigh is larger at its superior than inferior part,
and has the form of an inverted and truncated
cone, slightly depressed from within outwards.
.-Ibore, il is bounded, anteriorly, by the groin;
externally, by the hip; behind, by the fold of the
Benates; and within, by the perineal region.
low, it is bounded, anteriorly, by the prominence
of the knee; posteriorly, by the ham. It is
formed of a considerable number of muscles,
blood-vessels, lymphatics, nerves, &.c..; and is
covered by a strong aponeurosis.
THIGHBONE, Femur— t. Neck of the,Col1

u in femoris.

THION. Sulphur.
THIRST, Sax. »ypr e Dutch, Dorst,
'

,

A

Sitis,

simple desire or an absoPhysiologists are not
The Ekctua'rium Opia'tum polyphar'- entirely agreed regarding the seat of thirst;
dients.
macum of the Codex contains acrid ingredients, some place it in the fauces; others in the stoIt
Its immediate cause is not known.
5; astringent, 5; bitter, Z2; indigenous aromatics, mach.
]0: umbelliferous aromatics,!; balsams and resi- has been attributed to a dry condition of the
produced
by
papilla?
of
the
pharynx,
narcotics,
nervous
nous substances, 8; fetid ingredients, (i;
earthy substances, 1; gummy or amylaceous, 4; suppression of the salivary and mucous secre1
saccharine, 3: total, 72! and one of these is the tions. This is probably true; but, again, it is
A little more than a grain of owing to the wants of the system, a supply of
jlesh of the viper!
opium is contained in each drachm of the com- fluid being required to compensate the numerous losses that are constantly taking place.
pound.
Thetuaca Cf.i.estis, Tinctura opii—t. Com- Thirst is an internal sensation, an instinctive
arising from organization, and inexpliicent,
munis, Melasses t. Edinensis, Confectio opii
It is an urgent symptom in many disTiii'.riaca Gehmano'kum. An extract or rob, cable.
prepared from juniper berries. Used as a sto- eases, particularly in those of vascular excitement.
machic.
Thirst, Excessive, Polydipsia— t. Morbid,
Theihaca LoymKT.Tt'sis,Cataplasma Cymi'ni.
A cataplasm of cumin seal, bay bnrics, german- Dipsosis.
THISTLE. BLESSED, Centaurea benedicta
der, snakeroot, doves, honey, and sometimes
t. Globe,
t Cotton, Onopordium acanthiuin
opium or syrup of poppies.
Echinops t. Holy. Centaurea benedicta— t.
Theriaca III sticorcm, Allium.
t. Milk, common,
Ladies', Carduus Marian us
THtiRMQUE, Theriaca.
Dipsa, (F.) Soif.

lute

want

for

liquids.

l

;

—

—
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—

—

—

—

—

—

—

-

THLASIS

—

—

THLASIS, Contusion — t.

Depressio, Depres-

THLASMA,
cussion

—

t.

Contusion— t. Concussio, ConStremma, Sprain.

THLASPI,

Pcnnycress.

Family, Cruciferre.

Two

Sex. Syst. Tetradynamia Siliculosa.
species ot* thlaspi are directed, in some pharmacopoeias, for medical use:
the Thlaspi arven'se
or Treacle mustard, and the Thlaspi campes'trt
or Milh'ridate mustard. The pharmaceutical
properties of both kinds resemble those of com-

—

,

Compres'sio. Compression, and especially constriction of vessels by
an external cause. Oppression, (q. v.)
THOLUS, Achicolum t. Diocleus, Scapha.
THORACENTESIS, from bwpa%, the chest,'
and xtiTEU), I pierce.' The same as paracentesis of the thorax.
THORACHIQUE, Thoracic.
Thorac"icus, from thorax,' the
chest,' (F.) Thoracique ou Thorachigue. Thai.
which relates or belongs to the chest; as Tho-&?.i\pis,

—

'

'

THORACIC,

&c.
Arteria Thoracica Externa Inferior

racic vis'cera,

vet.
externa, A. thoracica infedcs Thoraciques (Ch..) arises from

Long a, A. mamma! ria
Devxieme

little below the preceding, and
descends vertically over the lateral part of tl>e
thorax, and the serratus major anticus. It afterwards bends inwards; becomes subcutaneous, and divides into several branches, which

the axillary, a

breasts. It gives numerous ramifications to the pectoralis major, serratus major
anticus, intercostals, ganglions of the axilla,

embrace the

mamma, &c.
Aute'ria Thoracica Externa Scperior,

A

thoracique svperieure, Premiere des Thoraciques
(Ch.,) arises from the axillary artery or from
the acromial; and descends forwards between
the pectoralis major and P. minor, to which it
distributes itself by a great number of branches.
I n some subjects, there are two or three Arterix
thcrccicx eaternx superior cs.
Thoracic Duct, Ductus thorac"icus seu
rhxjlifcr seu chy/l seu lac'teus

seu ro'rifer seu

Fccqueti seu Pecquctia'nus, Vena alba thora'cis,

Akeus

arnpullcs'cens, Distribute' ria lactea tho-

Ductus thoracicus posterior seu vertebra'
lis, Galax' ia, Duct of Pecquet, Atimen'tary Duct,
(F.) Canal ou Conduit Thoracique, is the duct
in which the lymphatics of the lower limbs,
racica,

superior extremity, left side of
the head, neck, and thorax terminate. It begins
at the receptacuhim chyli (q. v.,) which is formed
by the union of five or six large lymphatic
themselves formed from the union of
trunks
abdomen.
all the absorbent plexuses of the
The duct ascends into the chest through the
pillars of the diaphragm, and by the side of the
aorta and vena azygos. It contracts in dimensions, as far as the GtU dorsal vertebra, when it

abdomen,

Thoracic, Long or Inferior, Mammary

—

external artery
t.
Superior
superior external artery.
THORACICA, Pectorals.

ferior

in-

external,

Mammary

THORAC1CS. FIRST OF THE, Mammary

—

superior external artery
t. Second of the,
mary inferior external artery.
THORACIQUE, Thoracic.
THORACO-OYSTIS, Thoracystis.

Mam-

T1IORA CO- FACIAL, Platysma myoides— t.

mustard.

THLIP'SIS,

rior,

called because they are articulated with the lateral and upper parts of the chest.
Thoracic Regions are the different regions
of the chest. Thus we say , anterior lateral, and

superior thoracic, &c.

sion.

mon
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Carduus Marianus t. Pine, Atractylis gummifera t. Sow, Sonchus oleraceus t. Star,
Centaurea calcitrapa.

—

'

left

inclines towards the left hand; ascends behind
behind the left, inthe arch of the aorta; passes
posterior
ternal jugular vein, and opens at the
same side.
part of the subclavian vein of the
with two valves,
Its embouchure is furnished
prevent the blood from passing from the

which

vein into the duct.

Thoracic Limbs

are the upper

limbs;— so

Maxillo-fucinl, Platysma myoides.

THOR'ACO-GASTRODID'YMUS,

Did',,-

mus

sym'phyo-thnracogus'trius, Xipliodid' ijinus
from fliKfuz, 'the chest,' yam>,(>, 'the belly.
and Bidvfios, 'a twin.' A monstrosity in which
twins are united by the chest and abdomen.
Gurlt.
from *we a$, 'the
chest,' and StSvuo?, a twin.' A monstrosity in
which twins are united by the thorax. Gurlt.
Pleurodynia.
THORACOSCOPIA. See Auscultation.
THORACYSTIS, from 6o>qcc$, 'the chest,'
and xvnrig, 'a bladder.' Encysted dropsy of
Hydatids in the chest.
the chest.
CiwQai, 'a cuirass, a coat of
Pectus,
venter,
Cilh'arus,
Me'dius
mail.'
Chest,
Bir, Chclys, Cassa, (F.)
the Breast, the
One of the splanchnic cavities;
Poitrine.
bounded, posteriorly, by the vertebrae; laterally, by the ribs and scapula; anteriorly, by
the sternum; above, by the clavicle; and, beIt is destined to lodge
low, by the diaphragm.
and protect the chief organs of respiration and
the lungs and the heart.
circulation:
Thorax, Corset.
:

THORACODIDYMUS,
'

—

THORACODYNE,

THORAX,

—

THORE, Sperm.
THORNAPPLE,

Datura stramonium.
Eupatorium perfolia-

THOROUGHSTEM,
turn.

THOROUGHWAX.Eupatoriumperfolintum.
THOROUGHWORT, Eupatonum perfoliatum.

THOROW-WAX, Bupleurum rotundifolium.
THORULUS ST RAM UN EUS, Fanon.

THREADWORM, LONG, Tricocephalus.
THREPS1S, Assimilation, Nutrition.
THREPT1CE, Assimilation.
THRIDACE, Lactucariurn.
THIUDAX, Lettuce.
THRIFT LAVENDER, Statice hmonium.
THRIX, Capillus, Hair.
THROAT, 8noce, »r>oca, Jvgulum, Guttnr,
SphavS. The anterior part of the neck. (F.)
Gorge. Also, the Fauces, (F.) Gosier.
THROATWORT, Campanula trachehum.

THROBBING, Pulsati'vus. A throbbing
kind of pain,
pain, (F.) Doulcur pulsative, is a
which is, or seems to be, augmented by the
pulsations of arteries.
THROMBOSIS,

Thrombus.

&Qoupos, ' a clot,' from TQtqtir,
Trumbus, Haemu1
to coagulate;' Thrombo'sif,
1
small, hard, round, bluish tumour;
to ma.
an effusion of blood in the vicinity

THROMBUS,
A

formed by
operaof a vein which has been opened in the
The thrombus is most
tion of blood-letting.
commonly owing to the opening in the vein

—
THRUSH
and that of the skin not corresponding;

to ex-

cessive smallness of the cutaneous orifice; or
to small, fatty granules, which prevent the discharge of the blood. Compresses, dipped in
salt water; camphorated spirit, and slight compression usually disperse it.
THRUSH, Aphthx— t. White, aphthae t.
Milk, aphthae.

—

THRYPSIS, Comminution.

THUREA,
perus

Juniperus lycia

—

Thym, T. Ordinaire. Family, Labiatm. Sex.
Didynamia Gymnospermia. This herb
has an agreeable, aromatic smell; and a warm,
pungent taste. It is reputed to be resolvent,
emmenagogue, tonic, and stomachic. It is not
Syst.

much

used.

Thymus, Satureia

capitata

—

t.

Creticus, Sa-

tureia capitata.

Thymus Mastichi'na, Common Herb Mnst.

Virga, Juni-

tich,

Mirum

vulga'rS, Samp'suchus, Clinopo'dia,

Gullo'rum, Thymbra Hispan'ica,
Juca Iri'dica. A low, shrubby, Spanish plant,
used as an errhine. It has a smell like mastich.
Its virtues resemble those of the Marum Syriacum; but it is said to be less powerful.
Thymus Skrpyl'lum, Mother of Thyme, Wild
Thyme, Herpylos, He.rpyllos, Serpyllum, Serpul'lum, Serpil'lum, Gila'rum, Serpyl'lum vulga're minus, (F.) Serpolet. This plant has the
Mastichi'na

lycia.

THUS, see Pinus abies— t. Fcemininum, see
Pinus abies t Judceorum, Croton cascanlla
t. Judrcorum, Styrax
t. Judajorum, Thymiarna
Lihanotos, Juniperus lycia t. Masculum,
t
Juniperus lycia t. Verum, Juniperus lycia t.
Vulgare, see Pinus abies.
THUYA APHYLLA. See Sandarac
Thu'va Occidenta'lis, Arbor Vita, Tree of
Nat. Family, Conifers. The leaves and
Life.
wood were formerly in high repute as resolvents, sudorifics, and expectorants, and were
given in phthisical affections, intermittent fevers, and dropsies. The expressed juice has
been applied to condylomata. The arrangement of the medullary matter of the cerebellum, termed Arbor Vita, is also called Tkuija.

—

—

—

—

—

—

THYM, Thymus.

THYMALOS, Taxus baccata.
THYMBRA, Satureia hortensis—
nica.

TI1YREO-HYOID
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Thymus

as the

garden thyme;

but has a milder, and rather more grateful flavour. Lemon Thyme, the Serpyllum citra'tum,
is merely a variety of the Thymus Serpyllum.
and has a particularly
It is very pungent;
grateful odour, approaching that of lemons.
Thymus Sylvestris, Satureia capitata.
THYRA, dvoa, a gate, folding door.' In
composition, Thyreo and Thyro, mean the thy'

roid cartilage.
t.

Hispa-

THYREMPHRAXIS,

Bronchocele.
Thyro -arylenai-

THY REO-ARYT'ENCID,

mastichina.

THYME, COMMON, Thymus—

same sensible properties

Lemon,

deus, or Thyro-aryteno'ides. That whiSh relates
to the thyroid and arytenoid cartilages.
Thyreo-arytenoid Ligaments, Inferior Ligaments of the Larynx, Lips of the Glottis, Vocal
THYMEL/EA, Daphne gnidium.
MaskCords, are two ligaments about two lines broad,
THYMIA'MA, dvwapa, a perfume,'
bark formed of elastic and parallel fibres, which are
wood, Thus Judao'rum, (F.) Narcaphte.
from Syria, Cilicia, &c, supposed to be the contained in a duplicature of the mucous memproduct of the liquid storax tree. It has an brane of the larynx. They extend horizontally
agreeable, balsamic smell; approaching that of from the anterior projection at the base of each
arytenoid cartilage to the middle of the angle
liquid storax.
of union of the thyroid cartilage. They are
Thvmiama, Fumigation, Suffimentum.
from ^vputpa, 'an the essential organs of voice. See Glottis.
Thyreo-arytenoid;e'i Muscles are thin
The art of employing
odour,' and re/vy, 'art.'
t.

Thymus serpyllum— t. Mother of, Thymus
serpyllum — t Wild, Thymus serpyllum.
see

'

A

THYMIATECH'NY,

perfumes

in Medicine.

THYM'ION,

minor, from Qvuog,
' thyme."
A small wart on the skin, resemblino- the buds of thyme.

THYMIOSIS,

Verru'ca

Frambocsia.

THYMl'TES. Wine

impregnated with

thyme.

THYMOS,Ra<re. _

THYMOXAL'ME,
o£i'c,

'

acid,'

and

'aXg,

thyme, vinegar, and

from
'

salt.'

#vuo ?)

'thyme,'
of

A compound

upper separation of the anterior mediastinum.
The thymus has the appearance of a glandular
body. It is oblong; bilobate; soft, and very
In the foetus, it is
variable in size and colour.
very larce, and contains a milky fluid; but it
gradually disappears, and in old age is scarcely
discernible. The arteries, called Thymic, are
from the inferior thyroid, internal mammary,
The veins have
bronchial, and mediastinal.
the same arrangement. It receives some nervous filaments from the pneumogastric nerves,
the phrenic, and from the inferior cervical
ganglia.
T. vulga'ris,

THYREO EPIGLOTTIC,

Thyreo-epiglotti-

Sabatier and Santorini have given this
name to the outer portion of the thyro arytenoid muscle; because it passes from the thyroid cartilage to the anterior part of the epi-

deus.

salt.

THYMUS, 6i>p.os, Glaud'ula Thymus, Corpus
Thy miti' mum seu Thy'micum, Glundium, Thymus gland. An organ, the uses of which are
totally unknown, and which is seated in the

Thymus,

muscles, which arise from the middle and infeof the posterior surface of the thyroid
cartilage: whence they proceed backwards and
outwards, to be inserted into the outer part of
the base of the arytenoid cartilage. They give
the necessary tension to the ligaments of the
Santoglottis, in the production of the voice.
rini has given the name Thy/eo arytenoids us
obliquus to a portion of the arytenoideus muscle.
rior part

Common Thyme,

(F.)

glottis

THYREO-HYOID,

Thyro- hyoide' us, Thyro-

That which belongs or relates to the
thyroid cartilage and os hyoides.
Thyreo hyoid or Hyo-thyroid Membrane
is a very broad, yellowish, fibrous membrane,

hyo'ides.

thicker at the middle than at the extremities,
which is attached, above, to the posterior surface of the body and great cornu of the os hyoides; and, below, to the whole superior edge
of the thyroid cartilage.
Thyreo-hyoide'us or Hyo-thyreo'ide'us
Muscle is situate at the anterior and superior
It is attached to the obliqua
part of the neck.
line on the anterior surface of the thyroid oar-

—

—
THYREOPHARYNGEUS

tilage; to the inferior edge of the body of the
os hyoides, and to the anterior portion of its
great cornu. It approximates the thyroid cartilage and os hyoides to each other, by raising
the cartilage, and with it the whole larynx; or,
it can depress the os hyoides.

THYREOPHARYNGEUS, Thyro-pharynTHYREOID, Thyroid.
THYREOIDEUS, Thyroideal.

Thyroideal Veins

are,

1.

and several middle

roideal,

ferior

THYREONCUS,

Bronchocele.
Thyreo-arytenoid
t. Crico-pharyngeus, see Crico-pharyngeal
t. Hyoideus, Thyreo-hyoid.
THYRO- PHARYNGE'US, Thyreo-pharyngcus.
Valsalva, Morgagni, Santorini, and Winslow have given this name to the portion of the
constrictor pharyngis inferior, which is attached

THYROARYTENOID,

—

to the thyroid cartilage.

THYRO-PHARYNGEUS, Constrictor pharyngis t. Pharyngeus, see Crico-pharyngeal
t. Pharyngo-staphylinus, Palatopharyno-eus.
THYR'OCELE, Bronchocele.

—

THYROID,

Thyreoid, Thyroi'des. from 6vga,
* a
gale or folding door,' and udog,
form.'
That which has the shape of a folding door.
Thyroid Car'tilage, Curtila'go Scutifo/mis,
C. Scuta' lis, C. Clypea'lis, Caoperto'rium, C.
Felta'lis, Ada' mi Morsus Os, is the largest of
the cartilages of the larynx, at the anterior part
of which it is situate. It is larger transversely
'

than vertically; broader above than below; and
seems formed by the junction of the two quadrilateral plates, which produce, by their union,
an angle that projects forwards. Its two posterior margins terminate above, and on each side,
by an ensiform prolongation, called the greater
cornu of the thyroid cartilage; and, below, by a

prominent eminence, the lesser cornu,
which is articulated with the cricoid.
Thyroid Gland, Corpus Thyrco'ide' am, Glan'dula Thyreo'ide'a, (F.) Gland ou Corps Thyro'ide, is an organ, the uses of which are not
known. It covers the anterior and inferior
less

part of the larynx, as well as the first rings of
the trachea, and seems to be composed of two
lobes, flattened from before to behind, which
are united by a transverse prolongation of the
same nature as themselves, called the Isthmus
of the Thyroid Gland. The tissue of the thyroid is soft, spongy, and of a brownish colour;
but its intimate structure is unknown. It is
formed of several distinct lobules; collected in
lobes of greater or less size. These are composed of granulations, some of which contain a
yellowish or milky fluid. The thyroid gland
receives four large arteries, called Thyroideal,
as well as corresponding veins. Its nerves proceed from the pneumogastric, and from the
No excretory duct has ever
cervical ganglia.
been found in it. Its uses are not known.

THYROIDEAL,

Thyroidcus, Thyreoideus,
That which concerns the
Thyroidien.
thyroid gland or cartilage.
Thyroideal Arteries are two on each
1. The superior Thyroideal, superior laside.
ryngeal or superior guttural, arises from the
anterior part of the external carotid, and proceeds to the upper part of the thyroid gland,
after having given off a laryngeal branch and
a crico thyroid. 2. The inferior Thyroideal, or
infe'rior gut'tural, much larger than the last,
(F.)

arises

passes, in a serpentine manner, to the infepart of the thyroid gland, to which it is
distributed, after having given a number ot
branches to the neighbouring parts, among
which is the cervicalis ascendent.
It

rior

A

superior thy-

thyroideal,

open into the internal jugular vein.

geus.

—
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from the upper part of the subclavian.

thyroideal,

much

2

larger than

which

Aw

the

in-

pre-

—

ceding, whose branches form by anastomosing
with those of the opposite side, in front of the
trachea
a very remarkable venous plexus,
which J. Cloquet calls the infra- thyroideal
plexus. The inferior thyroideal veins open,
the left, into the corresponding subclavian;
the right, into the vena cava superior.
Til YROIDIEJV. Thyroideal.
THYROPHRAX1A, Bronchocele.
THYRSUS, Penis.

—

TIBI-PEliOSEO-TARSIEJY, Peronams

Ion-

gus.

TIBIA MINIMA,

Fibula.
CnetnS, Proene'mS.

A Latin word,
Fo'cile majus,
Aran' du major, Canna major, Canna major seu
domes' tica cruris. The largest bone of the leg.
A long, irregular, and triangular bone, situate
on the inner side of the fibula. It has, 1. A
Superior or femoral extremity, which is very
large, rounded, and has two eminences at the
sides, called Tuberosities of the Tibia, or Tibial
The outermost is articulated with
tuberosities.
the fibula.
On its head are two articular, oval,
concave surfaces, separated by a process, called
Spine of the tibia, which are articulated with
the condyles of the Os femoris. 2. An inferior
or tarsal, extremity, having an articular surface
Tib'ia,

which

signifies a flute or pipe.

beneath, which joins the astragalus; within, a
triangular eminence, which forms the malleolus internus; and, on the outside, a triangular
surface, which articulates with the fibula. 3.
The body or shaft of the tibia has three faces,
separated by three angles, the anterior of which
is the most prominent, and is called the spine
It is the shin.
or.crista of the tibia or tibial spine.
The tibia is articulated with the femur, fibula,
developed
by three points
and astragalus. It is
of ossification, one for the body, and one for
each extremity.

TIBLEUS, Tibial.

TIBIAL,
Jambier.
the leg.

Tibia' lis,

That which

Tibim'us.

(F.)

Tibial,

relates to the tibia or to

Tibial Aponeurosis, (F.) Aponivrose Jamsurrounds the muscles of the leg. It is

biere,

continuous, above, with the femoral aponeurosis,
and arises, also, from the head of the fibula, and
from several fibrous expansions which detach
themselves from the tendons of the triceps, sartorius, gracilis, and semitendinosus. Thence it
descends around the leg, attaching itself to the
whole extent of the anterior and inner edges of
the tibia. It sends, below, an expansion, which
passes before the tendo Achillis, and is continuous with the anterior annular ligament of the
It is attached, also, to the sheath of the
tarsus.
peronei muscles.

Tibial Arteries are two in number. l.The
which arises from the popliteal
artery, before its bifurcation; passes immediately through the opening in the upper part of
the interosseous ligament, and reaches the anterior part of the leg; when it turns downwards,
Tibia'lis Anti'ca,

—
TIBIALIS

j

TINCTURA
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and descends, obliquely, between the extensor (q. v.) and has been termed
communis digitorum pedis and the tibialis an-, form of chronic, chorea.

TIC UOULEUREUX,
TICKLE WEED, Veratrum

the interosseous ligament;
glides under the anterior annular ligament of
the tarsus, and takes the name Dor sails tarsi
Amongst the numerous branches, given off by
the tibialis antica, may be distinguished the
Tibialis recu/rens, A. malleola'ris interna, and
A. rnalleolaris externa. 2. The Tibialis posti'ca,
arises from the bifurcation of the popliteal artery; and, slightly tortuous, descends between
the two planes of' the posterior muscles of the
leg; until it arrives under the arch of the calcaneum, where it divides into two branches
the Plantar arteries.
Tibial Nerves are two in number. 1. The
anterior tibial nerve, Prilibio-susplantaire, (Ch.)
One of the two branches in which the external
popliteal terminates. It accompanies the arteria
tiliialis antica.
2. The posterior tibial nerve,
Branche tibiale flu ncrf femoro-poplitic, (Ch.) is
the internal popliteal, (q. v.)

ticus, anterior to

TICKLING,

A vivid sensation, which
laughter, and a state of gethat
may
be dangerous if too long
spasm
neral
There are some parts of the body,
protracted.
where we are easier tickled than others; e. g.
the soles of the feet, and the hypochondriac re-

commonly causes

gions.

TIGE PITUITA1RE, Infundibulum of the
brain— t. Sus-sphtnoidale, Infundibulum of the
brain.

TIGILLUM,

TIK1MMA, Cacoucia coccinea.
TILBURY, MINERAL WATERS OF. A
West Tilbury in Essex,
much frequented.
The Lime tree
T. Europx'a, Phil'yra.

saline chalybeate at
It is

not

or Linden tree, (F.) Tdleul. Family, Tiliaceai.
The flowers have been supposed to possess ano-

1

cuius,
Tibio-sus-mdtatarsien, Tibio-sustarsien,((Jh.) (F.)
muscle, situate at the anJumbier antkrieur.
Above, it has the shape
lerior part of the leg.

Crucible.

TIG U LA, Saccharum.

they accompany.

mus

(F.) Chntouillcment.

action (pruri'tus.)

Anterior and Posterior Tibial Veins have England.
TILIA,
the same arrangement as the arteries which
Cate'nx

viride.

This word,
sometimes, means the action of tickling (titilla'tio;) at others, the sensation produced by this

—

Tibialis anti'cus,

a partial chorea or

Neuralgia, facial.

dyne and antispasmodic

A

j

of a triangular prism; below, it is slender and
tendinous. It is attached, above, to the anterior part of the external tuberosity of the tibia;
to the superior half of the outer surface of that
bone; and to the anterior surface of the interosseous ligament. Below, its tendon terminates
at the base of tlie first cuneiform bone, and at
the posterior extremity of the first metatarsal
bone. This muscle bends the foot on the leg,
and directs its point inwards, at the same time
that it raises its inner edge. It can, also, bend
the leg on the foot, and prevent it from falling

virtues,

TILLEUL, Tilia.
T1LMOS, Evulsion.
TILMUS, Carphologia.
T1MAC. The name of

an East India root,
It is said to
but of what vegetable is not clear.
possess diuretic properties; and hence has
given
dropsies.
been
in

TIMIDUS,
TIN,
tit'eros,

Rectus inferior oculi.

Ten.

Stannum, Cassit'eros, CutSiangos, Ju'pilcr, Stu'pia, Laos, Plum(D.)

bum album, Plumbum

A

can' didum, (F.) Elain.

solid metal; of a peculiar odour when rubbed;
insipid; colour whitish; S. G. 7.391; giving a

peculiar tinkling sound

when

struck. It

is

used,

mechanical anthelmintic;.
Dose,2;j of the Pulvis slanni or Granular tin. i:i
Tibialis Gracilis, Plantar muscle.
Tibialis Posti'cus, Tibio-tarsien, Tibio-sous- molasses. This is made by melting tin in an
and, while it is cooling,
tarsitn, (Ch.) (F.) Jambierpostirieur. This mus- iron vessel over the fire,
to a powder, which
cle is situate at the posterior and deep part of stirring until it is reduced
through
sieve.
Ph. U. S,
passed
a
is
the leg. It is thicker above than below; and is
Tin, Butter of, Tin, muriate of t. Chloruret
attached, above, to the posterior surface of the
Deutohydrochlorate of,
fibula; to the posterior surface of the tibia, and of, Tin, Muriate of— t.
to the interosseous ligament Its tendon ter- 'P. muriate of.
Tin-Foil, Stannum folia' turn, Stanni'olum, is
minates, below, at the tuberosity on the inferior
extremity of the os scaphoides. This muscle used for plugging carious teeth, &.C.
Tin-Glass, Bismuth.
extends the foot on the leg; at the same time
Tin, Guanulau, see Tin— t. Muriate of, suraising its inner edge. It, likewise, extends the
peroxygenated, T. muriate of.
lesr on the foot.
Tin, Muriate of, Butter of Tin. Fumim;
^TIBW-CALCAKIEX, Soleus— t. Phalangetliquor of Liba'oius, Murias Slanni, Marias Oxtien, Flexor longus digitorum pedis profundus
hydro*
perforans— t. Sovstarsien, Tibialis posticus— t. yd'uli Slanni, Chlor' urel of Tin, Deu' toSuperoxygena' ted Muriate of Tut,
Sus-mdtatarsien, Tibialis anticus— /. Sustarsien, chlorate of Tin,
This is formed of Tin, one part; concentn id
anlicus.

backwards

in medicine, only as a

in standing.

—

Tibialis

TI BIO-TARS AL, Tibiotarseus,
tarsienne.

What

relates to the tibia

Tibio-Tarsal Articula'tion

is

(F.)

muriatic acid, three parts. To be crystallized
A violent cathartic. Dosf,

Tibio-

and tarsus.

by the aid of heat,

the articu-

gr.

or

iij.

Sulphuret

of,

Aurum musivum,

TrNASMUS, Tenesmus.
TINCTURA, from tingere,

tinclum, 'to dye,.'

T/nc'.ure, Essen'tia, (F.) Teiniure, Alcoolat, Al-

ligaments.

Tl BIO-TARSI EX, Tibialis posticus.
TIC, Twitching. A local and habitual con-

The term

is generally restricted
of vegetable, animal, and
some saline substances. It corresponds, therefore, with the word Quintes'sence, in one of its
old significations; and with the Alcoola'lum
f
the Codex of Paris. It is not unusual, however,

cool.

tincture

to spirituous solutions

vulsive motion of certain muscles; and, espesome of those of the face. It is, sometimes, called in France T.c connuhif. to disliriguish it tioin Tic douloureux or neuralgia faciei,,
j

i

60*

ij

Tin,

It is formed
lation of the foot with the le£.
by the tibia and the astragalus; and is strengthened by lateral, and by anterior, and posterior

cially, of

—

<

—

—

TINCTURA

speak of aqueous tincture, ethereal tincture,
Tinctures are made, either with pure alcohol or proof spirit. The former are precipitated by water; and, therefore, are seldom used

to

&c.

internally; the latter are common additions to
infusions, decoctions, &c.
They ought not, of
course, to be united with any vehicle which
can decompose them or separate any thing from
them in a palpable form; unless such decompoIn making
sition is desired by the prescriber.
tinctures, the ingredients should be reduced to
a coarse powder; and the maceration be made
in close vessels, exposed to a heat of about 80°,
and frequently shaken. When completed, they
must be filtered, and put away for use in close
When the process of displacement is
bottles.
employed, great care must be taken, so that the
substances treated may be, as far as possible,
exhausted of their soluble principles, and d perTo those
fectly clear tincture be obtained.
who are not familiar with the process, the plan
of maceration is preferable. (Ph. U. S.)

Tinctura Absjn'thu Compos'ita, Compound
Tincture of icormwood Essen' tia ahsin'lhii com(Absinth., artem. pontic,
posita seu amu'ra.
caryoph. aa £ss, sacch. gij, alcohol Oss. Macerale for fifteen days. Ph. P.) Tonic, stomachic,
vermifuge, and carminative. Dose, f. 31J to f.
,

ijss.

—

Tinctura Acacia Catechu, T. catechu t.
Acetatis ferri cum alcohole, see T. ferri acelatis
t. Acidi sulphurici, Sulphuricum acidum aro-

—

maticum.
Tincture of Aconite, (acogiv, alcohol, dilut. Oij. Macerate for 14
Ph.
days, express, and filter through paper.
U.S.) It may also be made by displacement.

Tinctura Aconi'ti,

nit.

Tinctura ^Ethe'rea Camphora'ta,&/«'(('o
xtlte'rea,

Liquor ncrvinus Bangii, Spi-

ritus sulphu' rico-selhereus camphora'tus,
vitrioli

camphora' ta.

(Camphor,

p.

Naphtha

i.

JElhcr.

Stimulant in atonic diseases,
sulphuric, p.
)
Dose, 2U to 30
arthritic cardialgia and spasm.
drops in white wine.
Tinctura YEtherea Feiiri, Alcohol (seu
Tinctura) sulphurico-ffithereus ferri— t. Alcoholica China; composita, T. cinchonas composita
Alcoholica corticum aurantiorum Whyttii,
t.
Tinctura cinchona? amara t. Alexipharmaca
Huxhami, Tinctura cinchonas composita.
Tinctura Al'oes, T. M'oes Socotori'na, Essen' tia Aloes, M'cohol cum Aloe perfolia'td, Tincii

—

(Aloes, §j, ext. glycyrrh. j|iij:
ture of Aloes.
Macerate, for fouraquae, Oiss, alcohol, Oss.

Ph. U. S.) Properties,
Dose, f. ^ss to f. ^iss.
Tinctura Aloes jEthe'rea, JEthe'real Tinc(Aloes.
ture of Aloes, Tinctura aloes vitriola'ta.
Socot., myrrh, aa ^iss, croci %j, sp. setheris
in
myrrh
the
for
the
ether
Digest
sulph. Oj.
Ph.
four days; then add the aloes and saffron
Stimulant and cathartic. Dose, f. £j to f.
E.)

teen days, and
those of aloes.

filter.

t

zij.

Tinctura Aloes Compos'ita,

Elixfir ProprieE.aprritt'vum, Elixir Aloes, Tinctura Aloes
cum Myrrha, T. Aloes et Myrrhse, (Ph. U. S.) T.
Aloes el Myrrha croca'ta, Elixir of long life, Compound Tincture of Aloes. (F.) Elixir de Ion gut
tor lis,

vie,
?iij.

(Aloes, in pulv.,
vie de Lelievre.
Macerate
croci, %], Tinct. Myrrha:, Oij )

Baume. de

fourteen days, and filter. Purgative and
stomachic. Dose, f. 3J to f. gij.
tor

Radcliffe's Elixir is formed of Aloes Socotr.
£vj, cort. cinnum., rad. zedoar, iv\ ^ss, rad. rhci
2j, coccincll. _^ss, syrup,

Oj. aqua; puiai

f.

rhamni

§ij, sp. tcnuior,

5-V.

Tinctuiia Aloes et Myrrhse, T. aloes composita.

Tinctura Aloes et Myrrhs Crocata, T.
A. composita t. Aloes vitriolata, T. A. setherea
t. Amara, T. gentiana; composita
t. Amomi
repentis, T. Cardamomi
t. Amomi zingiberis,
T. zingiberis.
Tinctura Angustu'r^, Tincture of Angusturn.
(Cort. cuspar in pulv. crass, redact. j$ij,
sp. vin. ten. Oij.
Digest. Ph. D.)
Dose, 1.5JJ

—

—

to

—

—

gij.

f.

Tinctura Aristolochi^: Seiipentarije, T.
— t. Aromatica, T. cinnamomi com-

serperitarioe

posita

—

t.

Aromatica ammoniata, Spiritus

ani-

moniffi aromaticus.

Tinctu'ra Asafce'tid;e,

T. Fer'ulce Asafie-

tidx, Tincture

of Asafmtida, T.fcetida, T. asafaztida>, (Asafwtid. Sjiv, sp. red. Oij.
Macerate fur
fourteen days, and filter. Dose,g lt xv. to f.ZJ.
Tinctura Asaf<etid.e Ammoniata, Spiritus
-

Ammonia? foetid us.
Tinctura Auran'tii,
Tincture of Orange Peel.

Cor'ticis Aurantii,
(Aurant. cort. recent.
giij, sp. rcct. Oij.
Digest for ]4 days.) Stomachic. Used as an adjunct to stomachic draughts.
Dose, f. ^ss to f. gij.
Tinctura Aurea, Alcohol seu tinctura sulphurico oethereus ferri.
Tinctuiia Belladonnve, Tincture of Belladonna, (Btlladonnx, §iv, alcohol dilut. Oij.
Macerate for 14 days', express, and filter through
It may, also, be prepared
paper. Ph. U. »S'.)
by displacement. Ph. U. S.

T.

t

Tinctura Benzo'ini Compos'ita, Compound

Ph. U.S.

cam'phorx

TINCTURA

•in

Tincture of Benzoin, T. Benzors composita,
Friar's Balsam, Vervain's Balsam, Wade's Drops,
Commander's Balsam,
drops, the
Jesuit's

Wound Balsam, Balsam for

cuts,

Bal'sumum

Cathol'icu.m, B. Per'sicum, Balsamum traumal'icum. Elixir traumaticum. (Benzoin, ^iij. styrac.
purif. 31J, tolut. §j, aloes in patv. 3W, alcohol.

Macerate for 14 days and

Oij.

filter.)

Stimu-

wounds and ulcers.
The basis of Turlington's Balsam of Life,
The
is the Compound Tincture of Benzoin.
following form is recommended by a committee
Used

lant.

chiefly to

—

of the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy:
(Alcohol. Oviij, Benzoin. §xij, Styrac. liquid,
Siv, Aloes Socotrin, 3J, Bmisam Peruvian, Sij,
Myrrhse, 3J, Rad. Angelic, ^ss, Balsam Tolut.,
Ext. Glycyrrh. aa Sj'iv. Digest for ten days,

and

strain.)

The Essence of Coltsfoot consists of equal
parts of the Compound Tincture, of Benzoin and
added double the

Balsam of Tolu, to which is
quantity of Rectified Spirit of Wine.
a pectoral.
Tinctu'ra Calum'ba:,

T.

It is

Colombo-,,

sold as
T. Co-

Tincture of Columba, Columlm Bitters.
dilut. Oij.
(Culiinib. rad. cont. ^iv, alcohol,

lombo,

Ph.
for 14 days; 'express, and filter.
Dose, f. gss to^iv. It may, also, be made
by displacement. Ph. U. S.
Tinctura Camphors, Spiritus camphora?.
Tinctura Cam'phorje Compos'ita, T. Opii
Camphora' ta, Compound Tincture of Camphor,
Camphorated Tincture of Opium, Elixir Pare-

Macerate
U.

&)

(ror'icum, Paregor'ic Elixir.
Acid. Benzoic, aa Jjj, ol. anisi,

f.

(Opii, in pulv.
^\,mellis despu-

»

—
T1NCTURA

mat. gij, Camphor. £)ij, alcohol, dilul. Oij. Macerate tor 14 days, and filter through paper.
P/i.
U. S )
One fluidounce contains nearly sr. ij
of opium. Anodyne. Dose, f gj to f giij.
Squire's Elixir, an empirical carminative preparation, is thus made, according to one for-

mula.

(Opiigiv, camphor.

%'),coccine/l 5j,/«rtt-

cul. dulc. gij, i/nci. serpent.

Oj, sp. anisi, cong.

«'/»;e Oij, rturi wiwsjpj'gvj.)

ij.

TINCTURA

711

Tinctura Canthah'idis, T. C. Vesicato'rix.
T. Lyttm, Tincture of Blistering Fly, T. of
Spanish Fhj,T. Meloes vesicato'rii. (F.) Teinture
ruhijinntc.
(Cantharid. Cont. gij, alcohol, itilut
Oij. Macerate for 14 days; express, and filter.)
It may. also, he prepared hy displacement.
Ph. U. S. Stimulant and diuretic, hut not often
used internally. Externally, stimulant. Dose,
gtt. x.

Matthew's Injection, a once celebrated nosfor fistula in ano, consisted wholly of a
dilute Tincture of Canlharides.
Tinctura Cap'sici, Tincture of Capsicum.
(Capsic. gj. alcohol, dil. Oij. Macerate for 14
days, and filter.
Ph. U. S) It may, also, be
prepared by displacement. Ph. U. S. Stimulant.
Dose, f. gss to gj.

trum

Tinctura Cardamo'mi,

T. amo'mi repen'tis,
(Cardam. cont. giv,
Macerate for 14 days, strain,
and filter. Ph. U. S.) It may, also, be made
by displacement.
Ph. U. S. Use, the same as

press,

and

filter.

Ph. U.S.) Astringent. Dose,

The Concentrated Solution of Charcoal,
sold for cleaning the teeth, seems to be little
more than the tincture of catechu.

Tinctura Cicutje, T. conii maculati.
Tinctura Cincho'nje, Tincture of Cinchona,
T. Cor'ticis Peruvia'ni Simplex, T. Cort. Peruviani, Tincture of Bark.
(Cinchon. cont. gvi,
alcohol, dilut. Oij. Macerate for 14 days, express,

and

filter

also, be
f.

through paper.

Ph.

U.

made by displacement. Ph.

S)

It

may,

U. S.) Dose,

gj to giv or more.

Tinctura Cincho'nje Ama'ra, Elixir ontihypnehondri'acum, E. rob'orans Whyttii, E. Whyttii, Essentia Corticis Peruvia'ni Composita, Tinctu'ra alcohol' ica corticum aurantio'rum Whyttii,
T. Kinkinx ama'ra, Elixir stomach' icus spiriluo'sus. (Cinch p. viij, Gentian. Rad. Cort.Aurant.
3 p. Alcohol (.900) 96 p. Digest.)
Dose, one or

two teaspoonfuls.
Tinctura Cinchonje Ammonia'ta, T. Cor'ticis Peruvia'ni volat'i/is, Ammonia' ted Tincture
of Bark, Volatile Tincture of Bark.

(Cinchon.
giv, sp. ammon. aromat. Oij.
Ph. L.)
In dyspepsy, combined with acidity
and languor.

lancifol. cort. cont.

Tinctura Cinchon* ./Etherea Composita,

Tincture of Car'damoms.

T Kino. Kinat athe'rea compos'ita, Elixir in m
Anlisep'ticum Doctdres Chaussier, Chaussier's
Antisep'tic Elixir.
(Cinchon. ojficin. gij, cascarili. gss, cinnam. giij, croci gss, sacch. alb.
the seeds.
Dose, f. gj to f. giv.
Solomon's Balm of Gilead, an empirical pre- gxxxviij. Put these bruised into a mattress,
paration, seems to be an aromatic tincture,
of and add vin. alb. Hispanic, vel via. muscat., alcohol, aa Oj.
Macerate for two days, and add
which Cardamoms form a leading ingredient,
made with brandy. Some affirm that it con- sulphuric ether f giss. Ph. P.) Tonic, stimulant, and antiseptic.
Dose, f. gss to f. gj.
tains canlharides.

alcohol, dilut. Oij.

1

—

Tinctura Cardamomi Composita, Compound
Cardamoms, Stomach Tincture, Tinc-

Tincture of

tura Stomach' ica.

aa

(Card,

sent.,

carui sem.,

cocci,

gij, cinnam.cort. cont. giv, uvar.passar.

demp-

L)

Sto-

acinis giv, spirit, ten. Oij.

tis

Ph.

machic and carminative. Dose f. gij to f. giv.
Tinctura Carminati'va Syl'vii, Alcoola! turn
Carminati'vum Sylvii, Carminative Elixir of Syl(Hud. angelic. 4 p., rad. imperator., galang.
aa G p.,fol. rosmarin majoran, rutse, basilic.
aa 48 p., baccar. laur. nobil, 12 p., sem. angelic,

vius.

,

aa 16 p., zingib., nuc. moschat.
cinnam. 12 p caryoph., cort. limon. aa,
4 p. Add alcohol, 1500 p. Macerate and distil
1000 p. Ph. P.) A warm stomachic, carminative, &c.
Dose, gss to gss.
Tinctura Cascaril'la:, T. Croto'nis Eleu-

ligust. lecist., anis.

aa,

(5

p.,

,

cum

Croto'nS Cascarilld, Tincture
(Cascarili. cort. cont. giv, sp. ten.
Oij.
Ph L.) Dose,f.gj to f. giv.
Tinctura Casto'rei, T. Castorei Rossici.
Essentia Castorei, M'cohol cast or id turn, T. Cas(Castor
torei Cunaden' sis, Tincture of Castor.
Macerate for 7 days,
cont. gij, alcohol. Oij.
the'ria-,Jll'ciihol

of Cascari'/a.

Tonic and antispasmodic.
express, and filter.)
Dose, g»- xx to f. gij, or more.
Tinctura Gastorki (Jompos'ita, Compound
Tincture of Castor. (Cast. gj, g. asafatid. gss.
Ph. E.) Antispas
alcohol, ummoniut. Oj.
modic. Dose, f. gj to f. giv. Called, also,
Elixir fmtidum, Tinctura castorei fatida seu

sanlal. aa gj, alcohol, dilut. f. gxx.
Macerate
for 14 days, express, and filter.
Ph. U. S.) It
may, also, be made by displacement
PA. U.S.

More

grateful than the simple tincture.
Dose,
gj to f. giij.
Tinctura Cinnamo'mi, Tincture of Cinnamon,
Esscn'tia Cinnaniorni, T. Lauri Cinnamomi,
(Cinnam. cont. giij, alcohol, dilut. Oij. Macerate for 14 days, express, and filter.
Ph. U. S.)
f.

may,

also, be prepared by displacement. Ph.
Stomachic.
Dose, f. gj to f. gij.
Tinctura Cinnamo'mi Composita, Compound
Tincture of Cinnamon, Tinctu'ra Aromat'ica,
Essen'lia Aromutica, Alcool cum Aromal'ibus
Compos' itus, Eau de Bunfermc ou d'Armarrnac.
(Cinnam cont. gj, cardam. cont. gss, zingib.

It

U. S.

Macerate for 14
days, express, and filter.
Ph. U. S.) It may,
also, be prepared by displacement.
Ph. U. S.
Use, same as the last.
Dose, f. gj to f. giij.
Tinctura de Cochlea'rus, Alcoola'tum de
Cochlea' nil, A. antiscorbu' ticum. ( Fol. cochlear,

cont. giij, alcohol, dilut. Oij.

2500 p rad. armoracia, 230 p., alcohol.
(22= to 33° Be.) 3000 p distil ofF2000 p. Ph. P.)
Dose, f. Sfij to f. gj.
Antiscorbutic.
Tinctura Colchici, T. C. Sem'inis, (Ph. U.
Tincture of Colchicum Seed.
(Calcine, sem.
S.)
recent.

fwtida ammonia' ta.

T

Japon'ica,
Mimo'sce Catechu, T. Aca'cia Catechu, Tincturt
of Catechu. (Catech. giij, cinnam. contusgij.
Macerate for 14 days, exulcohol. dilut. Oij.

Tinctura Cat'echu, Tinctura

Tinctura Cinchona Composita, Compound

Tincture of Cinchona or Bark, Huxham's Tincture of Bark, T. Cor'ticis Peruvia'ni Compos'ita,
T. febrif'uga Docto'ris
Huxhami, Essen' tin
China, E. Cor'ticis Peruviani Alexiphar'muca
Huxhami, Essen'lia antisep'tica Huxhami, Tinetu'ra Alexiphar'maca Huxhami, Tinctu'ra Alcohol' ica China Compos'ita.
(Cinchon. cont. gij.
aurant. cort. cont. giss, serpent, cont. giij, croci,

,

,

—
TINCTURA
cont. £iv, alcohol dibit. Oij.

Macerate for 14

days, express, and filter
Ph. U. S.)
It may,
also, be prepared by displacement.
Dose, ten
to sixty drops.

Tinctura Colchici Seminis, T. colchici.
Tinctura Colombo, T. Calumbse.
Tinctura Conii, T. C. Macula' ti. T. Cicu'ta.
Tincture of Hemlock.

{Conii fol. §iv, alcohol

Macerate for 14 days, express, and
filter.
Ph. U. S.) It may, also, be made by
displacement. Ph. U. S. Use;— the same as
ail.

Oij.

that of the leaves.

Tinctura Conii Maculati, T. conii.
Tinctura Convolvuli Jalaps, T. jalapii —

—

Corticis aurantii, T. aurantii
t. Corticis Peruviani composita, T. cinchona? comp.
t. Corticis Peruviani simplex, T. cinchona?
t. Corticis Peruviani volatilis, T. cinchonas ammoniata.
Tinctura Croci Sati'va, T. Cruci, Tincture
of Saffron. (Croci Angl. cont. ^j, alcohol, dilut.
§xv. Ph. E.) Slightly stomachic (?) Dose,
t.

—

—

f.

t Q f.

gj

Tinctura de Croco Compos'ita, Elixir' ium
Gams, Jlkoola'lum de Croco Cornpositum,
Compound Tincture of Saffron, Elixir of Cams.

(Aloes Socotr. 320 p., myrrh. 04 p., croci 22 p.,
cinnam., nuc. moschat., caryoph. aa, 16 p., alcoDigest for
hol. 1000 p., aq. flor. anrant. 5000 p.
;

distil

4000

p.

and add syrup of cupil-

5000 p. Ph. P.) Aromatic, cordial, stomachic.
It is, also, called Elixir cordiult cl
stomach' icum, and E. anlicol' icum crocatum.
Tinctura Crotonis EleutherijE, T. cascalaire,

rillse.

Tinctura

Cubeb.«e, Tincture of Culiebs. (CuMacer,ate for
It
14 days, express, and filter. Ph. U. S.)

beb. cont. ^iv, alcohol, dilut. Oij.

be prepared by displacement. Ph.
Dose, one or two fluidrachms.
Tinctura Digita'lis, Tincture of Digitalis,

may,

also,

U. S.

(Digital. §iv, spit it.
T. Digita'lis purpu'rece.
Macerate for 14 days, express, and filIt may, also, be prepared by displaceter.)

ten. Oij.

ment.
leaves.

A

solution of nitrate of iron has been recently
in chronic diarrhoea and dysentery.
Its virtues exactly lesen.ble those of the

recommended

muriate of iron.
The Antivenereal Drops, at one time so celebrated at Amsterdam, were examined by Scheele,
and found to be a tincture of muriate of iron
and corrosive sublimate.
Tinctura Ferui.je Asafostidj'e.T. asafoetidec
t. Florum
martialium, T. ferri ammoniata
t. Foetida, T. asafoctidaj
t. Foetida ammoniata,
T. castorei composita t. Fuliginis, see Fuligo.
Tinctura Gal'banI, Tincture of Galbanum.
(Galb. fii},sp. tenuior. 0\).
Ph.D.) Stimulant
and antispasmodic. Dose, f. jjj to f. ^iij.
Tinctura Galla'kum, T. Gallic, Tincture of
galls.
(Gall, contus. 5iv, alcohol, dilut. Oij.
Macerate for 14 days, express, and filter. Ph.
U. S.)
It may, also, be prepared by displacement. Astringent. Dose, f. ^j to jriij.

—

—
—

Tinctura Gentia'n* Compos'ita, Compound
Tincture, of Gentian, Tinct.

giij.

de

two days

—

TINCTURA

ria

Ph. U. S. Use, same as that of the
Dose, g u - x.

Tinctura Febrieuga Doctoris Huxhami,
T. cinchonas composita.
Tinctura Fehri Aceta'tis, Tincture of Ace(Kali acetat. gij, sulph. ferri £},
tate of Iron.
Rub the acetate and sulphate
sp. rectif. Oij.
mass.
Dry and rub with the spirit.
soft
into a
Digest for 7 days, and pour off. Ph. D.) Tonic
Dose, sr«- xx. to f. jjj. The
and astringent.
Dublin college directs a Tinctura Acetults Ferri

Ama'ra,

Spirit Bitters,

(Had. gent, concis. 5ij,
Elix'ir Stomach' icum.
aurant. cort. exsiccat. ^j, cardam. sem. cont. ^ sh
spirit tenuior, Oij. Macerate for 14 days, express,
and filter. It may, likewise, be prepared by
displacement. Ph. U. S. Tonic and stomachic-.

,

Dose,

f.

3J to

f.

giij.

Bkodum's Nervous CoRDiAi.'consists of the
Tinctures of Gentian, Columba, Cardamom, and
Bark, with the Compound Spirit of Lavender,

and Wine of Iron.
Stoughton's Elix'ir

is a compound tincture
of gentian. The Elixir' ium Docto'ris Siou<rlitun
sen Tinctura Amahi of the Parisian Codex is
prepared as follows: Absinth. summit, exsiccat.,
Teucri chumaidrys., Rad gentian., cort. aurant.
aa Zvj, cascarilla. jj, rhei §ss, aloes socotr. jj,
Digest.
alcohol. Oij.)
Tinctura Gua'iaci, T. G. Officina'lis, Tinc-

(Guaiac Ibss, sp. reel. Oij.
Macerate for 14 days, and filter.) Stimulant
Used especially in rheumatic
and sudorific.
and arthritic cases. Nearly the same as Hill's
Essence of Bardana.
Tinctura Guaiaci Ammonia'ta, Ammoniated
Tincture of Guaiacum, T. Guaiaci'na Volat'ilis,
Elixir Guaiaci Volatilis, Alcohol cum Gua'iaco
ammonia'tus, Al'cohol ammo'nix et
officina'li
ture of Gua'iacum.

Gua'iaci, T. Gua'iaci, P. L. 1766, Vol'alile Tinc(Guaiac. cont. t^iv, sp. amture of Gua'iacum.
Macerate for 14 days, and
nion, arom. Oiss.
Properties same as the last. Dose, f.
filter.)
gj to

f.

gij.

—

Hatfield's Tincture a nostrum — consists
having half the quantity, only, of the Acetate of of Guaiacum and Soap aa jjij, rectified spirit,

cum

Alcohole,

which

differs

from the other,

in

Oiss.

Potass.

Tinctura Hellf.b'ori, T. H. Kigri, Tincture,
Tinctura Ferri Ammonia'ta, Tincture of
Ammoniated Iron, T. Ferri /immoniucu'/is, T. of Black Hellebore, T. Mdampo'dii. (Rad. helleh.
Florum niartia'lium, T. Murtis Mynsich'ti. (Ferri nigr. cont. §iv, sp. tenuior. Oij. Macerate for
ammon. §iv, sp. ten. Oj. Ph. L.) Use— same as 14 days, express and filter.) It may also bo
Ph. U. S. Dose,
that of the ammoniated iron. Dose, f. £ss to prepared by displacement

—

f-

f.

3'J-

Tinctura Ferri Chloridi.T. Ferri muriatis.
Tinctura Ferri Muria'tis, T. Ferri chln'ridi,
(Ph. U. S.) Tincture of Muriate of Iron, T. Mortis
in Spiritu Salis, T. M. cum Spiritti Hulls, T.
Ferri Muriu'ti, Tincture of Steel, Alcohol fcrra'tus.
(Ferri subcarb. Ibss, acid muriat. Oj, alcohol. Oiij.
Add the acid to the subcarbonate in
a glass vessel, and shake during three days.
Pour off and ndd the spirit. FA. U. S.) Tonic
and styptic. Dose, g l x to xx.
-

^ss to

f.

J5J.

Tinctura Hif.ra, Vinum aloes.
Tinctura Hu'muli, Tincture of Hops.

(Ha|v, sp tenuior. Oij ) Tonic and
sedative. Dose, f. ^ss to f. giii.
Tinctura Hyoscv'ami, 7. llyoscymni nigri,
Tincture of Henbane. (Hyoscyam. fol. 3'iv, sp.
Macerate for 14 days, express and
ten. Oij.
It may also be prepared by displace.
filter.)
ment _p/,. [/. S. Narcotic, anodyne. Dose,
muli

gtt.

slrobil.

xx

tof. 3ij.

—
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Tinctura Io'dini, Alcohol lu'dii, Tincture of
Iodine.
(lodin. gj, alcohol. Oj.
Dissolve. Ph.
U. S.)
The tincture spoils by keeping, or at
least, deposits the iodine.
It has been much
used in goitre, &c. Dose, ten drops, three
times a day.

Tinctu'ra Iodini Coimpos'ita, Compound
Tincture of Iodine, (lodin. ^ss; Putassii lodid.
Dissolve— Ph. U. S.) Dose 10
gj, Alcohol. Oj.
to 30 drops.

Dose,

^j to

f.

Elixir Jalap'
Elixir pur guns, Essen' tia cathol'ica purgans Rothii, Elixir anthelmin'ticum
Suecorum. Eau de vie jillemande, (Jul a p. Hiss,
Scammon gj. Alcohol, (22°,) Ovj. Macerate for
eight days. Ph. P.) Dose, 60 to 100 drops.

composite
amara.

—

t.

Kinae

— T. cinchona? aetherea

Kinkinoe

t.

—

dati'vus.

Tinctu'ra Opii Aceta'ta, Acetated Tincture

Opium (Opii ^ij; aceti. gxij; alcohol.
Rub the opium with the vinegar; add the

of

Astringent.)

Dose,

Ph. L.

Oij.

ten.
f.

gj to

f.

(Kino
E. &. D.)

—

f.

t.

3j. f.zij.

Lavandulae composita, Spiritus lavand.
t.
Lyttse, T. cantharidis
t.
Martis

—

—

—

—

Glauberi, see Ferrum tartarizatum
t.
Martis
in spiritu salis, Tinctura ferri Muriatis
t.
Martis Mynsichti, T. ferri ammoniata t. Mar
tis vinosa,
Vinuni ferri t. Melampodii, T.
liellebori nigri
t.
Meloes vesicatorii, T. can-

—

—

—

—

—

acetatis dilutus.

Tinctura

Quassia, T. Quassias excel'sx,
Tincture of Quassia.
(Quassix rusur. j|ij, alMacerate for 14 days, express,
cohol dilut. Oij.
and filter. Ph. U. S.) It m»y also be prepared
by displacement. Ph. U.S. Tonic. Dose,f.gj

—

Metallorum, Lilium Paracelsi t.
Mimosre catechu, T. catechu.
Tinctu'ra Lobe'lije, Tincture of Lobelia.
Macerate for
(Lobel. giv; alcohol, dilut. Oij.
Ph. U. S) It
14 days, express, and filter.
may also be prepared by displacement. Ph.
tharidis

t.

Tinctura Qui'ni.x, Tincture of Qui'nia. (Sulphate of Quinia, gr. vj, alcohol, (847) f. gj. M.)
Dose, f. pjj to ^iv, in the day.
A Tinctura Cinchoni.e may be made in a
similar manner.

U.S. Dose f. £i to f. gij.
Tinctu'ra Lupuli'n^e, Tincture of Lupuline.
Macerate for 14
(Lupulin. giv; alcohol. Oij.
days, and filter. Ph. U. S.) Dose f. £j to f.
o'j

Tinctura Rhabarbari, T.
bnri

rect. Oj.)

composita, T. rhej

Vinum
Dose,

f.

^j to

f.

t.

—

rhej
t. RhabarRhabarbari vinosa,

rhej palmati.

T. Rhabarb'ari, T. Rhabarbari spirituo'sa, T. Rhxi, Tincture of Rhubarb,
(Rhei. rad. concis. giij, carT. Rhei palma'ti.
dam, cont. gss, alcohol, dilut. Oij. Macerate for
It may also be pre14 days, express, and filter.

^iv.

Tinctura Myrrhs,

Tincture of Myrrh, Sim(Myrrh a contusse giv,
ple Tincture of Myrrh.
alcohol Oiij. Macerate for 14 days, and filter.
Ph. U. S.) Tonic, deobstruent, antiseptic, and
It is chiefly used in gargles, and
detergent.

pared by displacement.

Ph. U. S.)

Stomachic

or purgative, according to the dose employed f.
to gj as a purgative.
3J to o'i as stomachic; f. £iv
Tinctura Rhei Coimpos'ita, T Rhabarbari
composita. Compound Tincture of Rhubarb. (Rhei
rad. concis. §ij, glycyrrhiz. rad. cont. gss, zingih. rad. concis., croci stigmat. aa gij, aqux, f.
Properties same as
5xij sp. ten. Oj. Ph. L.)
:

applied to foul ulcers, spongy gums, &c.

Hudson's Preservative for the Teeth
and Gums consists of Tinct. myrrh, tinct. cinch.,
aq. cinnam. aa ^iij.eau d'arquebusade,%}, pulo.

gvm. Arab. §ss. M.
Tinctura Nervina Bestucheffi, Tinctura
alcohol sulphuricoeethereus ferri— t. Nervina Halensis, Tinctura seu alcohol sulphuricoaethereus ferri— t. Nervino-tonica Lamotte's, Alcohol seu tinctura sulphurico-sethereus ferri.
Tinctura Nucis Vom'icje. Tincture of Jfux
Vomica. (Alcohol. S. G. .837, f gj. Dry Ex-

—

Tinctura Rhei,

Tincture of Musk, Essence
(Mosch. in pulv. redact, gij, sp. vini

Tinctura Moschi,

of Music.

for 14 days, express,
Twenty drops are equi-

filter.
Ph. U. S.)
valent to a grain of opium.
Tinctura Opii Ammonia'ta, Ammoniated
Tincture of Opium, Edinburgh Paregor'ic Elix'ir.
(Flor. benz., crori aa Ziij, opii !jij, ol. aiiisi gss,
alcohol, ammoniat. f. §xvj. digest. Ph E.) f. gj.
contains one grain of opium. Used like the
Tinctura Camphora Composita.
Tinctura Opii Camphorata, T. camphoree
composita t. Plurnbosa, Liquor plumbi sub-

Tinctura Lauri Cinnamomi, T. cinnamomi

comp.

Oss.
alco-

and having macerated

and

gij.

(Kramer, in pulv. gvj; alcohol, dilut. Oij
Macerate for 14 days. express, and filter. Ph. U.S.
It may also be prepared by displacement.
Ph.
Dose,

f.

hol,

Tinctu'ra Krame'iuje, Tincture of Rhatuny

U. S.

.

is indi-

Tinctura Olei Menths Pipep.i'tx, Tincture
of Oil of Peppermint, Essence of Peppermint
Dissolve.
(ol. menthx piperitx, f. i, ij, alcohol Oj.
Ph. U. S.) Dose, 5 drops as a carminative.

amara, T. cinchona;

Tinctura Kino, Tincture of Kino.
contrit. giij, sp.

Dose, g u v to

where the nux vomica

Theriaca casles'tis, Alcohol cum
Opio, Tinctura Theba'ica, Tinctura Sedoti'ca.
Mace(Opii contriti §ijss, alcohol, dilut. Oij.
rate for 14 days, express, and filter.
Ph. U. S.)
Nineteen minims contain about one grain of
Dose,
opium.
Properties, those of opium.
gtt. xx to lx and more.
By macerating the
dregs remaining after making the Tinctura
Opii in a solution of Tartaric Acid, a solution
is obtained, which is devoid of the exciting
and constipating properties of the tincture of
opium. Gray calls it Haden's Liquor Opii Se-

px Compos' itum,

Tinctura Japonica, T. catechu

in cases
cated.

Lau'dunum,

Tinctura Jala^pii Coimpos'ita,

kinaj aetherea composita

of JYux Vomica, 3 gr.)

xxx

Vir'idis, Tincture of Spearmint, Essence of Spearmint is
made in the same manner. Ph. U. S
Tinctura Opii, Tincture of Opium, Liquid

giv.

f.

tract

The Tinctura Olei Mentha

Tinctura Jala'pii, T. Jalupa, T. Convol'vuli Jalapce, Tincture of Jalap, Vali'ga.
(Jalap,
rad. conl. gviij, sp. ten. Oij. Macerate for 14
days, express,' and filter— PA. U.S.)
It may
also be made by displacement
Ph. U. S. Cathartic.

TINCTURA
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the

last.

Tinctura Rhei et Al'oes, Tincture of Rhubarb and Aloes, Elixir sacrum. (Rad- rhei concis.

eeii

Zxi, aloes gvj, scm. cardam. cont. ijss, alcohol
Macerate for 14 days, express, and
filter.
Ph. U. S ) Properties "like the last.
Rimer's Cardiac Tincture consists of an
dilut. Oij.

|

—
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Camphor, Cardamom a the'rea ferri, JElher Martial is, De La Mullc'g
and Castor in Proof Spirit,] Golden Drops, Bestnclirff's Nervous Tincture,
with a very small quantity of Sulphuric, Acid.
Elixir d'or de M. It General Dr. La Motte.
An
infusion

Capsicum,

of

seeds, Rhubarb, Aloes

Tinctura Rhei et Genti a'nje Tincture of
,

Rhubarb with Gentian, Tinctura Rhei Ama'ra.
(Rhei cont.

^ij, gentian, cont. gss,

alcoholis di-

Macerate for 14 days, express, and
Ph. U. S ) It may also be prepared by
displacement. Ph. V. S. Properties same as
Oij.

luti

ethereal solution of muriate of iron. It is much
used in gout, hypochondriasis, »tc
Tinctura Sui.phuris Volatji.is, Liquor fumans Boylii t. Thebaica, T. opii t. Thebaica,

—

—

filter.

Vinum

the

Tinctuha Toluik'erje Bai/sami, Tincture of
Balsam of Tolu! T. BaPsami Tolutafni, T. To-

last.

',

Tinctura Rhej et Senn/e, Tincture of Rhubarb and Senna, Warner's Gout Cordial. (Rhej.
cont. ^j, sennas Q), coriandr. cont., fw.nicul. sem

press, and

Oiij.

Macerate
Ph. U. S.)

filter.

cohol,

Tinctura Rhozj, T.
rhej et (ienlianae

—

t.

rhej

Sacra,

—

t.

for 14 days, ex-

Dose,

f.

gss

to

Rhcej amara, T.

Vinum

aloes

—

t.

Sa-

Linimentnm saponis compoSaponis et opii, Linimentum saponis

ponis cainphorata,

situm

—
—

t.

t.

Sedativa, T. opii.

(Sanguinar cont. ^iv, alcohol, dilut. Oij.
Macerate lor 14 days, express, and filter. Ph.
U. S.)
It may also be prepared by displacement. Ph. U. S. Dose. 30 to GO drops.
Tinctura Saponis Camphorata, Linimensaponis.

Tinctura

ftrj.)

Reputed

to be

Tinctura Vai.eria'na:, Tincture of

Valerian.

Mace(Valerian, cont. §iv, alcoi.ol. dilut. Oij.
rate for 14 days, express, and strain.
It may
also be prepared by displacement.
Ph. U. S.)
Stimulant and antispasmodic. Dose, f. ^ss to£ij.
Tinctura Valerianae Ammonia'ta, Ammoniated or Volatile Tincture of Valerian, T. ValeVulcriana cont. ~iv. sp. amfor 11 days, express,
and filter. It m;iy also be made by displacement.
Ph. U. S.) Like the former. Dose, f. £ss to f.

riana:

Tinctura Sanguinary, Tincture of Bloodroot.

tum

(Balsam. Toluif. 5Jss, alexpectorant and corroborant. Dose, f. gss to f. gj or more.
Tinctura Tonica Nervina Halknsis, Alcohol seu Tinctura sulphurico-aethereus ferri.
(Ph. U. S.)

luta'ni,

cont. aa gj, santal. rasur. sjij, croci. glycyrrkiz.
rad. aa 5| ss > uvar passar., acinis exemptis, ll)ss,
alcohol, dilut.

et opii

opii.

nion,

Volat'ilis.

arom. Oij.

(

Macerate

3'J-

Tinctura Vf.ra'tri,

T. Veratri albi, Tincture
(Rad. veratri. alb. cont
Emetic
Ph. E.)
gviij, alcohol, dilut. Oijss.
and cathartic; but not very manageable. Doso,
gtt. v to x.
Tinctura Zincib'eris, T. Amo'mi Zingibrris,
(Zingili. cont. §viij, alcoTincture of Ginger.
Macerate for 14 days, express, and
hol. Oij.
It may also be made by displacement.
filter.
Ph. U. S.) Stimulant and carminative. Dose,
f. ^ss to srj.

of

White Hellebore.

Scit.l;e, Tincture of Squill. (Scil/se
exsiccat 5'iv, alcohol, dilut. Oij. Macerate for
14 days, express, and filter. It may also be
made by displacement. Ph. U. S.) Properties,
same as those of the bulb. Dose, gtt. xv to lx.
Tinctura Sf.nn^:, T. Sennas Compns'ita,
Elixir Salu'tis, Daffy's Elixir, Tincture of Senna.
(Sennas fol. §iij, Curui son. cont. §iij, cardam.
OF IRON,
TINCTURE OF
sem. cont. ^j, vvarum pussarum demptis acinis,
^iv, sp. ten. Oij. Ph. L. $• D.) Stomachic, Tinctura ferri— t. of Aconite, Tinctura aconiti
baltoluiferm
carminative, and cathartic. Dose, f. ^ij to f. 3J. t. of Balsam of Tolu, Tinctura
Tinctur/e Senn* et Jalaps, Tincture of sami— t. of Bark, Tinctura cinchona; t. of
Senna and Jalap. (Seiinas giij. jalap, pulv. §j, Bark, ammoniated, Tinctura cinchona; ammot. of Bark, compound, Tinctura cinchona;
coriandr. cont. ,carui cont. aa ^ss, cardam. cont. nia ta
Macerate for composita— t. of Bark, Huxham's, Tinctura cinZij, sacch. ziv, alcohol, dilut. Oiij.
It may
chona; composita— t. of Bark, volatile, Tinctura
14 days, express, and filter. Ph. U. S.)
t. of Belladonna, Tincalso be prepared by displacement. Ph. U. S. cinchona; ammoniata
tura belladonna— t. of Blistering Fly, Tinctura
Dose, f. gij to f. ^j.
Tinctura Serpenta'ri.*:, T. S. Virginia'nai, cantharidis— t. Cardiac, Rymer's, Tinctura rhej
seeds, Tinctura colt. of Colchicum
T. Aristolochi'ae Scrpentarioj, Tincture of Snake- et aloes
(Rad. serpent. §iij, sp. ten. Oij. Mace- chici— t. of Cubebs, Tinctura cubebae— t. of
root.
rate for 14 days, express, and filter. Ph. U. S.) Galls, Tinctura gallarum— t. of Ginger, TincPh. tura zingibers— t. for the Gout, Dr. Wilson's,
It may also be prepared by displacement.
see Colchicum aulumnale— t. Hatfield's, see
U. S. Tonic. Dose, f. £ss to f. jjij.
Tinctura Stomachica, T. cardamomi com- Tinctura guaiaci ammoniata— t. of Hellebore,
white, Tinctura veratri— t. of Hemlock, Tincposita.
Tinctura Stramo'nii, Tincture of Stramo- tura conii macnlati— t. of Henbane, Tinctura
nium. (Stramon. sem. cont. ^iv, alcohol, dilut. hyoscyami t. of Hops, Tinctura humuli— t. of
Macerate for 14 days, express, and filter, Iodine, compound, Tinctura iodini composita
Oij.
ammoPh. U. S.) It may also be prepared by displace- t. of Iron, ammoniated, Tinctura ferri
ment. Ph. US. Dose, ten to twenty minims. niata— t. of Iron, muriated, Tinctura ferri muTinctura Strvch'ni*, Tincture of Strych- riatis— t. of Lobelia, Tinctura lobelia;— t. of
(Alcohol, S. G. 837. Oj, strychnia, gr.
Ludwig, see Ferrum tartarizatum— t. of Lupunia.
Tinctura
Dose, 6 drops to 24. Properties, those of line, Tinctura lupulinee— t. of Musk,
iij.)
moschi— t. Nervous, BestuchefTs, Tincturaseu
the strychnine.
Tinctura seu Al'cohol Sui.phu'rico- alcohol sulphuricoffithereus ferri— t. of Oil of
Ferri, Gultaz nertince, Liquor Peppermint, Tinctura olei mentha? piperita;—

ACETATE

—

—

—

—

—

^Ethe'reus
Anod'ynus Martialis, Al'cohol athereus ferralus,
JYaph'tha

Vilrioli Martia'lis,

Solu'tio Muriatis

ferrici athe'rea, Spir'itus Sulphurico-athe'reus
Martialis, Tinclu'ra nervi'na Halen'sis, T.ton'icovervi'na Halen'sis, Tinclu'ra aurea, T. nervina
T. nervino tonka Lnnotte's, T.
Bestucheffii,

of Oil of Spearmint, Tinctura olei mentha;
viridis— t. of Opium, acetated, Tinctura opii
acetata— t. of Orange peel, Tinctura aurantii—
Tinctura krameriae— t. of Rhut. of Rhatany,
aloes,
barb, Tinctura rhej— t. of Rhubarb and
Tinctura rhej et aloes— t. of Rhubarb and gen-

t.

—
TINEA
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—

—

Tinctura rhej et gentiante t. of Rhubarb
TISSU, Tissue— t. Jlccidcntel, see Accidental
t.Caverneux, Cavernous texture t. Cellu/eux,
t. of Safrhej et sennae
fron, Tinctura croci
des
os, Cancelli.
t. of Saffron, compound,
Tinctura de croco coinposita t. of Senna and
TISSUE, Textus, (F.) Tissu. By this term,
jalap, Tinctura spnnoe et jalapoe
in anatomy, is meant the various parts, which,
t. of Snakeroot, Tinctura serpentariae
by their union, form the organs; and are, as it
t. of Soap, camphorated, Linimentum saponis
weie, their anatomical elements.
General
t. of Spanish Fly,
Tinctura cantharidis t. of Squill, Tinctura anatomy is the anatomy of the tissues, which
ecillae
of
the
l.
investigations of the pathoof Steel, Tinctura ferri chloridi t. are the seat
Stomach, Tinctura cardarriomi composita t. of logical anatomist. The best division, indeed,
Stramonium, Tinctura stramonii t for the of diseases would be according to the tissues
Teeth, Greenough's, see Spiritus armoraciaj mainly implicated. For the elementary Tiscompositus t. of Wormwood, compound, Tinc- sues, see Fibre. The compound tissues, which,
tura absinthii composita
by associating or combining variously, form
TINEA, Porrigo t. Fiiciei, Porrigo larvalis every organ of the body, have been variously
t. Favosa, Porrigo favosa
t. Ficosa,
Porrigo classed: but every division is imperfect and
scutulata t. Furfuracea, Porrigo furfurans t. liable to objections. The following, by Messrs.
Granulata, Porrigo scutulata, P. lupinosa t. Todd and Bowman, is one of the most recent.
ti-an,

and senna, Tinctura

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

Lactea, Porrigo larvalis t, Lupina, Porrigo
lupinosa t. Mucosa, Porrigo lupinosa t. Porriginosa, Porrigo furfurans
TINKLING^ METALLIC, Tinlement ml-

—

—

Tabular View of the Tissues or the Human Body.
Examples.
1.

talliijuc.

T1NN1MENTUM METALL1CUM,

pound membranes.

Tinte-

merit mtlulliquc.

2.

TINNl'TUS AU'RIUM, Paracusis imn Lnna'ria, Susur'rus, Syrig'mus, Syring'mos, Sib'ilus, S. clango'sus, Strep'itus aurmm, Eciios,

Simple membrane, homogeneous,
or nearly so. employed alone,
or in the formation of com-

3.

Sarcol „ mma

j

Filamentous tissues, theelements
of which are real or apparent
fi

^o"'".^
i^he'l^

"j

aroents.

i

of

m JScle &c
,

White and yellow

>

fibrous

;

Areolar iissur.

lissuis.

—

Compound membranes, composed 1 Mucous membrane.
of simple membrane, andalayer
—Skin.— True or
|

Eaechema, Bombus, 'ringing of the

ears,'

from

Tintcmint, Tiutouin.
An imaginary sound, like the ringing of a bell,
the noise of wind, the murmur of water, &c,
heard in health and in sickness. It is, often, an
accompaniment of cerebral disorder.

tinnire,

'

to

ring.'

TJNTEMENT,

of cells of various forms, epi- y secreting elands,
thclium orepidermis,)orofare
--Serous and syuo-

(F.)

Tinnitus

aurium— *.

Bullairc,

|

olar tissue and epithi
4.

j

.';.

i).

)

Sclerous or hard tissue.

Compound
Composed

A

scope when applied to the chest, and which,
according to Laennec, resembles that caused
by striking metal, glass, or porcelain, with a
pin but which is, perhaps, more like the sound
of the keys of a musical snulT box. The tintement metallique or metallic tinkling is heard on
causing the patient to speak or breathe; but is
more distinct when he coughs. When the phenomenon is not so strongly marked it produces
The metallic
only the metallic resonance.
tinkling' is a pathognomonic symptom of a
and cavity
bronchia
the
communication between
of the chest; in other words, of Pneumothorax.
TINTINNABULUM, Uvula.
TINTOUIN, Tinnitus aurium.
;

'

TIPSARIA. Decoctum hordei.
TIRE B.I LLE, Forceps (bullet)
TIRE-FOND, (F.) A surgical instrument,

6.

— Giay
— Teeth.

tissues.

of tubes of homoge-

peculiar substance.
Composed of white fibrous*
sues and cartilage.

Accidental
sist

ti.-sue.

nervous matter.
Bone.

neons membrane, containing a

TINTEMENT MtiTJLUQUE,

membranes.

vial

Adipose

Cartilage.
J-

permanent character.

a.

(F.) TinUment bullaire, Tinnimen'tum metal' lieu m, Metallic Respiration, Metallic Voice, Metallic Tinkparticular noise, heard by the stetholing.

i

live cellular siructure as their

T. metal lique.

.

1mm.

Tissues wbicli retain the primi-

or

1

v

Muscle. —Nerve.

)

tis-

(

Fioro
1Dro cartila
carma g„ ce
*
.

-

J

Adventitious Tissues con-

of every substance

— foreign

to the primi-

tive organization of the economy, but yet organized and living which may be developed
in the anterior or at the surface of organs.
Laennec divides the accidental tissues into two
1. Those that resemble others in the
sections.
animal economy, or analogous accidental Tissues; and, 2. Those that have nothing analo-

—

gous in the body, and which are always the rethe heterologous or
sult of a morbid process

—

To the first class
accidental fibrous, fibrocartilaginous, cartilaginous, cellular, and corneous tissues; hairs; the serous membranes of
certain encysted tumours; the mucous membranes of fistulous canals, and accidental synoTo the second belong tubervial membranes.

heleroclite accidental tissues.

belong,

— ossifications;

cles, scirrhi, melanoses,

&c.

—

formerly used to elevate the piece of bone sawn
off by the trephine.
TIRE-PUS, Pyulcon.
TJRE-TETE, (F.) A name given to different instruments used for extracting the head

Tissue. Areolar, Cellular tissue t. Cribriform, Cellular tissue t. Filamentous, Cellular
t. Ligat. Laminated, Cellular tissue
tissue
mentous, Desmoid tissue t. Mucous, Cellular
Porous, Cellular tissue t. Reticut.
tissue

of the child when left in the uterus, and in cerThe crotchet
tain cases of difficult labour.
as the Tire-tete a
(q. v.) is one of those, as well

lated, Cellular tissue.

bascule of Levret, &c.
TISANE, Ptisa'na or

Plissa'na,

Ptisane,

from nxtaavri, barley.' A name given to aqueous medicines, containing but little, if any, medicinal agent. The ancients gave the name
'

particularly to the decoction of barley.
Decoctum hordei.
TISANE

COMMUNE,

—

—
—

—

TITHENESIS,

—

—

Lactation.

TITHYMALUS,

Euphorbia palustris— t.CyEuphorbia cyparissias— t. Latifolius,
Euphorbia lathyris— t. Paralias, Euphorbia pa-

parissia,
ralias.

TIT1LLATIO, Gargle.
T1TTHE, Nipple.

T1TTHION.
TITTHIS,

Nipple.
Nipple.

»•

—

—
TITTHOS

TONIC
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TITTHOS, Mamma, Nipple.
TITUBANTIA, Bredouillement.
T1TUBATIO, Fidgets.

and terminated, anteriorly, by a blunt point.
Its upper surface, called the dorsum, is free,
flat, and divided into two portions by a median
TO-AND-FRO SOUND, Bruit de frottemcnt. furrow, linca mediana: at the posterior extreTOADFLAX, Antirhinum linaria.
mity of which is the foramen coram. The in*
TOBACCO, Nicotianatabacum— t. English, ferior surface is free, and covered by the muNicotiana rustica t. Indian, Lobelia inflata.
cous membrane on its anterior third and sides:
TOCETOS, Parturition.
but behind and in the middle it is attached to
TOCOLOGY, Obstetrics.
the lower jaw, by means of the genio-glossus;
TOCOS, Parturition.
and to the hyoides by the hyoglossus Its marTODDY TREE, Mamei.
gins are rounded; thick behind, thinner an-

—

TOE,

Digitus pedis.

WATERS OF

is a town of Bohemia, celebrated for
numerous thermal springs. The water con-

Toeplilz
its

tains chloride of sodium, carbonate, and sulphate
of soda; and carbonates of lime and iion, &c.

Temp. 114°

to

122° Fahr.

TOFUS, Tophus.
TOILE DARAIGNAE,

Its tip, or pojnt, or dental

teriorly.

TOEPLITZ, MINERAL

crtremity

is

—

rounded and irt'e: the root, iuse, or hijnid extremity is continuous with the epiglottis and
velum palati. It is very thick at the foramen
caecum; but thinner as it approaches the hyoid
bone. The tongue is composed of muscles, and
covered by a mucous membrane Fe.riglottis,

Involu'crum lingux, Membra'na seu Tu'nica vaginalis seu Cutis, Epider'mis sen Tunica sea
roldienne, see Choroid
t. de Guultier, SparadraInvolu'crum mucosum seu Crusta villa' sa lingua:
pum Galteri.
which forms also the frtenum beneath the
TOKAS, Puerpera.
tongue. On this membrane are seen the difObstetrics.
ferent papilla, (q. v.) The nerves of this organ
TOLES, Tonsil.
proceed from the inferior maxillary, glosso phaTonsil.
TOLLES,
ryngeal, and hypoglossal. The first is perhaps
TOLU, Tonsil.
connected with taste; the last two with the
TOLUIF'ERA BAL'SAMUM, Myroafylon motions of the organ. Some recent observers,
owever, consider the glossopharyngeal to bo
Toluiferum. Family, Terebinthaceae. Sex.Syst,
Decandria JVJonogynia. The name of the tree the special nerve of gustation. The arteries are
which affords the Balsam of Tola', Balsamum the lingual, from the external carotid; and the
Toluta'num, Toluta'num, (Ph. U. S.), Toluiferse palatine and tonsillar, from the labial. The veins
Balsami Balsamum, Gonc'nnaz, Red. Balsam of are the superficial is lingua, ranina, lingualis,
Beru, (F.) Baume de Tola, B. de Carthagene. and submenlalis. They open into those of the
Its lymphatic vessels
It has a very fragrant odour, and warm, sweet- pharynx and larynx.
ish taste; is thick, and of a reddish-yellow co- pass into ganglia, situate at the edge of the
hyoglossi muscles.
lour.
It is stimulant and expectorant, (?) and
It is chiefly, however, emTongue, Black. A fever which prevailed
is used in coughs.
in the western states in the winter of 1842-3;
ployed on account of its flavour.
see Toluif.-ra Balsamum.
probably typhoid lever. According to some, an
Solanum lycopersicum.
epidemic erysipelas.
Tom'us, rouv, touoc, 'incision.' A
Tongue, Hf.knja of the, Glossocele t. InTO'
common suffix, as in hhhotorny, Bioncholomy, flammation of the, Glossitis— t. Red, fever, see
Typhus
t.
Scraper, Curclangue t. Tic, see
&c.
Ankyloglossum.
Tomt:, Cut, Incision.
TONIC, Ton'icus. Same etymon as Tone,
TOMEION. Knife.
CER/EBRI, from tomen'tum, (q. v.) Relating to tone.
c
Tonic, Ton'icus, Tonn'licus, (E.) Toniqur, Fora flock of wool.' The infinite number of small
vessels, which pass between the pia mater and tifiant, in Therapeutics, means a medicine,
convolutions of the brain. They enter the sub- which has the power of exciting slowly and by
insensible degrees the organic actions of the
stance of the brain at right angles.
different systems of the animal economy, and
TOMEUS, Knife.
of augmenting their strength in a duiable manTOMIS, Scissors.
ner.
Bitter, vegetable substances, which aie
A, Cesarean section.
TONE, Tonus, from tmvw, 'I stretch.' The not associated with an acrid or narcotic princistate of tension or firmness, proper to each or- ple; preparations of iron; cold water. &c, act
ganic tissue. It is the effect of Tonicity, (q. v.) as tonics. They are also called Comfoitan'lia,
Corroboran'lia, Confirman'tia, Roboran'tia, &c.
Tone, Elasticity.
The following are the chief Tonics:— Acidum
OF. The
TONGRES,
town of Tongres is about a league from Maes- Arseniosum, Acidum Nitricum, Acidum SulThe springs, of phuricum, Argenti Nitras, Bismuthi Subnitras,
tricht, in the Low Countries.
which there are several, are chalybeate, con- Carbo Ligni, Cascarilla, Cinchona, Cinchonia,
Colomba, Cornus Florida, Cnpri Acetas, Cupri
taining- carbonates of iron and magnesia.
Sax. cuns, (D.) Tong, Lingua, Sulphas, Cuprum ammoniatum, Cusparia, EuThe tongue is a patorium perfoliatum, Ferri Prapaiata, GentiGlossa, Glottu, (F.) Langue.
muscular, symmetrical, and very mobile organ; ana, Liriodendron, Lupulina, Piperina. Pruntii
Quinia, Salix, Salicina,
situate in the mouth, from the os hyoides and Virginiana, Quassia,
Aqute mineSerpentaria, Ztnci prreparata,
Its use is, parepiglottis to the incisor teeth.
Mental Tonics,
ticularly, to procure for us the sensation of rales acidulae et ferruginca?,
Amusement)
Hope,
savours; and it aids in the acts of sucking, (Confidence,
Tonic Powkr, Irritability.
mastication, deglutition, pronunciation, and exTonic Spasm, Spasmus ton'icus, Conrul'sio
puition. It lias t lie shape of a pyramid, flatSpos'licus, 'Bonos, Enlo'niti,
tened above and below; rounded at its angles, tonica, Condurtio,

Aranei tela— t.

Clio-

—

TOKOLOGY,

!

TOLUTANUM,
TOMATA,
ME

—

-

,

—

TOMEN'TUM

TOMOTOCI

MINERAL WATERS

TONGUE,

—

—

;

TONICITY

Enlu's'a.
A rigid contraction of muscles without relaxation, as in trismus, tetanus, &c. See
Tetanus, and Spasm.

TONICITY,

Tonic" Has.

The

faculty that de-

termines the general tone of the solids. Excessive tonicity causes cr'ethism or crispncss
deficient tonicity, atony and weakness. Tonicity
lias been used in the same sense as irritability.
Tonicity, Elasticity.
QUE, Tonic.
TONOS, Tonic spasm t. Trismus, Trismus.
TONOTICUS, Tonic.

TOM

TORPOR
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—

TONSIL,

Tonsil' la, Amygdala, Paristh'mia,
Almond of the ear, Almond of the throat, Tola,
Tolles, Toles, Spongos, PI. Antifades, (F.) Amygdala, Tonsille.
ovoid follicle, about half an
inch in length, similar in shape to an almond,

An

and situate, on each side, between the pillars
of the velum palati. The inner surface, projecting into the isthmus of the throat, is covered
by the mucous membrane, in which are the orifices of a dozen cells, whence a transparent,
viscid mucus oozes on pressure.
This mucus
is destined to facilitate deglutition, by lubricating
the isthmus f'aucium; and is forced out during
the passage of the alimentary bolus.

the cavitas pulpae. They gave it the
Substantia ustoidea. It is the materia tartarea of Malpighi.
In the compound teeth of
the herbivorous animal, a deposition is found
on the surface of the enamel, which has been
called the cernentum or cement.
Muller, however, regards it to be a deposit from the salts
and the saliva, and to be essentially the same
as what is called tartar in the human subject.
Odontalgia— t. Tree, Aralia
spinosa, Xanthoxylum clava Herculis.
EDGE. Agacement des Dents, Hsmodia t. P«.ash, Strophulus t. Shell, dog-like,
lining

name

TOOTHACHE,

TOOTH

—

—

Dentalium.

TOPHACEOUS CONCRETION,

Tofus, Tophaceous Concrc'tion.
collection of hard, calcareous matter, which
forms, particularly, at the surface of joints affected with gout; (see Calculi, arthritic,) and,
occasionally, in the interior of organs, around
the teeth, &c.
It likewise meant gravel.
TOP'IC, Top'icus.
local application. (F.)
To pique. See Local.
TOPICUS, Local.

A

TOPINARIA,TaIpa.
TO PIQUE, Topic.

TONSILLARIS! GANGR^ENA, Cynanche

TOPLITZ,

Toeplitz.

TOPOGRAPHICAL ANATOMY,

maligna.

TOJYSILLE,

TOOTH,

Heroph'ilus, Lechenti'on,
(F.) Confluent des Sinus,

Press of
Lenos, Fourth Sinus.
Pressoir a" Hirophilc.
cavity, of irregular
sinuses of the dura

A smooth and polished
shape, in which several
mater meet. It is situate before the internal
occipital protuberance, at the union of the three
great duplicatures of the dura mater. It has
six openings into it:
one above, that of the
superior longitudinal sinus:
two below, answering to the occipital sinuses: one anterior,
belonging to the straight sinus: and two lateral, and very broad, which lead into the lateral
sinuses; and convey, from the cavitj the blood
that has been poured into it by the others.
Torcular, Tourniquet.

—

—

7

,

—

:

TORDYL'IUM OFFICINALE,

Ses'eli Cret'-

Family, Umbelliferae.
The
Sex. Syst. Pentandria Digynia.
seeds and roots of this Southern European
plant are considered carminative and diuretic.
icum, (F.) Seseli de Crete.

They

enter into the theriaca

(q. v.)

TORE'NIA ASIATTCA,

Cala-dolo.
A
small Malabar plant, the juice of whose leaves,
sweetened with sugar, is said to cure gonorrhoea.

TORMENTIL'LA, T. erec'ta, Potentill'a torCommon Tormen'til, Upright Septfoil,

mentill'a,

Hcptaphytlum, Consol'ida rubra, (F.) Tormentille.
Family, Rosaceee. Sex. Syst. Icosandria
Polygynia. The root has a slightly aromatic
odour; and austere, styptic taste.
It is astringent. Dose, of the powder, gr. x. to gj.

TORMENTUM, Ileus,

lntussusceptio.
Gripes,
colicky

TOR'MINA. Strophos, Ccctial'gia,
by Professor Owen,
Acute
(F.) Tranchees.
calcigerous cells, which also contain earthy Mulligrubs.
Dysentery, (q. v.)
salts. At the part where the enamel terminates pains.
Tormina Celsi, Dysentery.
at the cervix of the tooth, the crusta petrosa or
TORNACULUM, Tourniquet.
cortical substance commences in an extremely
TOROS'ITAS, Curpulen'tia carno'sa,
thin stratum, passes down and gradually increases in thickness towards the extremity of athlet'icus. Muscular strength, from
brawn.'
brawny,'
tori,
thickest.
It
the root, where it is generally the
TORPEDO, Narcosis.
is said, by Nasmyth, to have been traced on the
TORPOR, Parap'sis expers, (F.)
enamel, and Purkinje and Frinkel found it
cells of the tooth, called

'

61.

Ana-

TOR'CULAR HEROPH'ILI, The

tonsillaris.

Sax. toB, Dens, Odous, (F.) Dent.
teeth are small, hard bones, fixed in the
alveoli of each jaw, and serving to lay hold of,
and to cut, tear, and triturate alimentary substances. True teeth are found only in man,
the mammalia, reptiles, and fish. The teeth
have, in general, the shape of an irregular cone,
the base of which is towards the interior of the
mouth; and the apex, single or divided, towards the bottom of the alveoli. Eacii tooth
has a part situate out of the alveolus, and covered by a vitriform substance. This part is
called the crown or corona. It is bounded by a
narrower portion, called the cervix, (F.) collet,
which separates it from the portion in the alveolus the fang or root, (F.) racine. In the
adult, the teeth are 32 in number; 16 to each
jaw these consist of 4 incisors, 2 canine, 4 bi(See these various
cuspidali, and 6 molares.
The teeth enclose a vascular and nerterms.)
vous pulp, in a central cavity, Cavitas Pulpa.
They are formed of a very hard, compact tissue;
and the corona is covered by a vitreous substance called Enamel, (q. v.) The incisor and
canine teeth are developed by a single point of
ossification; the lesser molares, by two; and the
larger, by four or five. See Dentition. Recent
researches by Retzius, Muller and others, have
shown that the ivory or "Dentine, Substantia
ossea, of Malpighi, of the tooth consists of tubular fibres, which contain organic deposits of
calcareous salts; and of intertubular substance,
in which are observed corpuscles or osseous

The

see

tomy.

Tonsil.

TONSILLITIS, Cynanche

Tophus.

TOPHUS,

A

Hab'ilus
torosus,

'

Engcur-

f

——
TORQUAY

r

dissemant, from torpere, to be numbed.'
State
of a part which becomes numb, and almost incapable of motion. It is also applied to a debilitated, sluggish condition of a part or of the
whole of the body. (F.) Accablemenl.
Torpor, Narcosis t. of the Colon, see Colon, torpor of the— t. Intestinorum, Constipa'

—

tion.

TORQUAY. A

town

in

Devonshire, Eng-

land, which, on account of the mildness of its
climate, and its sheltered situation from the
bleaker winds, is a frequent retreat for the
phthisical invalid.
TOR'SION, Torsio. The act of twisting.
Torsion of the extremities of bleeding vessels,
until the blood ceases to flow, is sometimes used
to arrest hemorrhage from divided vessels.

TORTELLE,

Erysimum.

TORTICOL'LIS,
pum, Obsli'pa

Obstip'itas,

Caput

Tesludo.

ORIS, Risus Sardonicus,

Tris-

mus.

TOTA BONA,

Chenopodium bonus Hen-

TOTUM CARNOSUM, Pancreas.
TOUCH, Tudus, Tactio, Hap'hS,

Ha.psis,

One of the five
Palpa'lion, (F.) Toucher.
senses, and that which makes known to us the
palpable qualities of bodies, such as their conIt is seated, particularly,
sistence, quality, (fee.
in the hands; and differs from tact (q. v.) in
being active.
Touch, Royal. It was at one time univer-

sally believed, in England, that the Royal
touch would remove the Scrofula or King's
This superstiEvil, (as it was thence called.)

now

Edward, the
entirely exploded.
Confessor, was the first English king who
touched for the Evil.
tion

*

is

TOUCHER,

Boletus ignia-

rius.

TOUR DE MAITRE, Coup de mailre.
TOURB1LLON VASCULAIRE, Vasa

vaso-

rum.

TOURJVESOL, Heliotropium Europaeum.

TOURNWLE, Paronychia.
TOUR'NIQUET, Tor'cular,

Tornac'ulum,
from (F.) tourner, 'to turn.'
A surorical instrument for stopping the course
of blood in the limbs, by exerting a strong
compression upon the principal artery. It was
invented by a French surgeon, Morel, in the
middle cf the 17th century: and was modified,
subsequently, by Nuck, Verduc, Monro, Petit,
and Louis. It is used to suspend, for a time,
the circulation in a limb, during great operaUrns; to arrest arterial hemorrhage in cast s of
tor'tilis,

to

compress certain aneurisinal and

TOUS

LES MOIS. A fecula obtained from
the root of a species of Carina.
It resembles
potato starch; and may be substituted for arrow
root.
It is obtained from St. Kitts.
BOXjVE, Salvia sclarea.
EPICE, see Myrtus Pimenta— /.
Saine, Sanicula.

TOUTE
TOUTE

TOUX,

Tussis t. Bronchique, Bronchial
Caverneuse, see Cavernous respiration
t. Tubaire, Bronchial cough.
TOXICAL. Poisonous.
TOX1CATIO, Poisoning.
TOXICODENDRON, Rhus toxicodendron.
TOXICOIL'E'MIA. from toSixov, 'a poison.'
and 'uma, blood.' Poisoning of the Llood.

cough

t

'

TO'XICOL'OGY,
Xoyoc,

Toxicolog"ia. from To$ixor,
'a bow,') 'a poison,' and
a description.'
A treatise on poisons,

from

(itself
'

to^oi*,

(q. V.)

TOXICUM, Poison, Venom.
TRABECULA, Corpus callosum— t
Chorda;

Willisii,

Willisii.

—

TRABS,

Penis t. Cordis, Columnco carne.T
Medullaris, Corpus callosum.
TRACHE'A, (generally, however, accented
Tra'chea,) Trar.Ue'a arte' r La, Bronchus, As'pera

—

t

arleria, Pis' tula spirit a' lis, T. put mono' lis, Cari-

na; the Windpipe, (F.) Trochee arthe, from
tqu/v?, 'rough,' and aorrjQta, 'artery,' composed of aijQ, 'air,' and rtjQciv, 'to keep.' The
trachea is a cylindrical, fibro-cartUaginoua and
membranous tube, flattened behind, and situate
on the median line, before the vertebral column,
from the inferior part of the larynx, as far as
the third dorsal vertebra.
There it divides into
two branches, the bronchia, which separate to go
to each lung, (q. v.)
The trachea, the function of which is to convey air to the lungs

during respiration, is composed, 1 Of cartilaginous rings, incomplete behind, situate one
above the other, and kept in situ by a fibrous
.

membrane.
lines

cous

2.

Of a mucous membrane, which
and contains numerous mu3. Of transverse muscular fibres,

internally,

it

follicles.

not well marked, which
surface.

4.

occupy

its

posterior
the

Of vessels, which proceed from

superior and inferior thyroideal; and, 5. Of
nerves, that are given off by the pneumogastric
and the cervical ganglia.

Trachea Arteria, Trachea.

TRA'CHEAL,

Esaphe. Touch.

TOUCHWOOD BOLETUS,

Fas'cia

wounds;

other tumours, &c.

obsti'-

cervix,

'

TORTUE,

trachelodiai'iiragmatic

!6

Piorrv.

Col.lvm obsti'pum, Wryneck; from torquerc, tortum,
to twist,' and
collum, 'the neck.'
Trachel'ugra, Enta'sia
i^oxia, Lozias, Cephalox'ia.
variety
of rheuA
matism, seated in the muscles of the neck,
which prevents the motion of the head, and
causes the patient to hold it inclined to the
*ide affected.
It is, commonly, of short duraRution; usually disappearing in a few days.
befacients are the best topical applications.
The term is also applied to permanent contraction of the muscles of the neck, which causes
the head to be held to one side. The remedy
is the division of the contracted muscles.

TORTURA

—

——

Trachea'lis.
An epithet applied to the respiration as heard through the

stethoscope opposite the trachea, larynx, and
root of the bronchia; the air appearing as if
sucked in from the cylinder during inspiration,
and expelled again during expiration.
TRACHEAE ARTERE, Trachea.

TRACHEITIS, Cynanche

TRACHELAGRA,

TRACH ELIAN,

trachealis.

Torticollis.

Cervical.

TRACHELITIS, Cynanche trachealis.
TRACHltLOATLOWO OCCIPITAL, Obliquus superior capitis— t. Alloldo-basilairt, Rec/. BasiLure, Rectus capit i«
tus capitis lateralis
internus major t. Basilairc, peiit, Rectus capitis interims minor.

—

TRACHE'LO-DIAPHRAGMAT'IC,

Tra-

chelo-diaphrugmuticvs. The 4th pair of cervical nerves, whence the phrenic nerve chiefly
Chaussier.
arises.

—

—

—

—

TRACllLLOMASTOlDlEN

TRA C IlJi LOM ASTOI DI EN,
minor

—

—

Occipital,

TRACIIEOPHONY,

Laryngnphony.

TRACHITIS, Cynanche trachealis.
T R A C II O' M A. Aspre'do, from

roa/v:,
'rough.' (F.) Asperiti. des Paitpitrts. A roughness of the inner surface of the eyelids. A variety of ophthalmia, of which three kinds have
been designated: T. sabulo' sum, from sand,
-'
<fcc. getting between the eyelids; T. carunculo'
sum, from fleshy excrescences; and T. kerpel'icum, from hard pustules on the inner surface
of the eyelids. This last is also called Ficosis
and Pal ptbra ficosa.
TRACTO RATION, Perkinism, see Tractors,
metallic.

TRACTORS, METAL'LTC.

Metallic agents,

introduced by Dr. Elisba Perkins, of Connecticut, about the end of the last century, to cure
diseases.
The parts were rubbed with these
tractors, and hundreds of thousands of cases
were reported to have been cured by the tractora'tion.
The affections, in which they were
chiefly used, were local inflammations, and
pains in different parts. The good effects were,
doubtless, owing to the influence exerted by
the mind over the body. The bubble did not
exist lone.
See Perkinism.
TRACTUS RESP1RATOR1US, Respiratory
tract.

TRANCHEES, Tormina—

Complexua

,

TRAXSVERSALIS
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Phyma,
(Jomplexus
I.
Bmnchocele t. Scapu/aire, Levator scapula?.
.TRACHKI.OS, Cnllum.
t.

—

t.

UUrines, Pains,

after.

TRANSFORMATIONS DE
The French

TISSU,

pathologists designate

(F.)

thus the

change that occurs in an organ, the tissue of
which becomes similar to that of another organ.

The

chief transformations are cartilaginous, osseous, and adipous. See Tissue.
TRANSFU'SION, Transfusio, Trunsfusio
San'guinis, Cura Medea:'na, Melkxmachyn'ia
Transp/anta'tio Medica nova, Cliirur'gia tri.n: fuso'ria, Exotichxmato' sis, from transfun'dere,
(trans, and fundere, 'to pour,') 'to pour from
one vessel into another.' The act of passing
the blood of one animal into the veins of another; an operation, which was formerly used
to fulfil various therapeutical intentions.
It
has been revived in cases of uterine hemorrhage; and, apparently, with some success
The operation can only be performed safely
on animals having like kinds of blood. See
Globule.
TRANSLATION, Metastasis.
Melaphyteia.
pretended method of curing diseases, devised
by Paracelsus by making them pass from
one individual to another, either animal or
vegetable.
Transplantatio, Morioplastice t. Medica
nova. Transfusion.
TRANSP1 RATIO, Perspiration.
TRANSPORT, Delirium.
TRANSPOSITIO, Metathesis.
TRANSPOSITION, Transpositio.from trans,
over,' and ponere, to put;' Melath'esis. Change
of situation.
Transposition of the Viscera, Polype'ria
promis'cua trunslati'va, is a congenital vice of
conformation, which consists in the viscera
being found out of the situations they ordinarily
occupy: the heart, for example, being on the
riorht side; the liver on the left, &.C.
TRANSUDATIO, Diapedesis.

TRANSPLANTA'TIO,

A

—

—

TRAGACANTHA, Gummi Tragacan'tha,G.
Astra g'ali Tragacantlix, Gum Tragucantli, Gum
Dragon; the concrete juice of the Astragalus
Tragacantha or Astragalus verus, a native of
Srx. Syst. DiaPersia. Family, Leguminosafi.
(F.) Gomme. Ailragant.
delphia Oecandria.
This gum is inodorous; nearly insipid; of a
whitish colour; semi-transparent, and striated
It is in thin, vermiform pieces; and does not
form a smooth, uniform mucilage with water.
it is demulcent, but is rarely used alone.
TRAGEA AROMATICA, Pulvis cinnamomi TRARSUDA'TlON,Transuda'tio, from trans,
through,' and sudare, sudatum, ' to sweat.'
compositus.
TRAG'ICUS, Trugien, (Ch.) from Tragus The passage of a fluid through the tissue of any
A small, flat, triangular muscle, which organ, which may collect in small drops on the
(q v.)
almost wholly covers the outer surface of the opposite surface, or evaporate from it.
Transudation, Exosmose.
tragus, arising from its base, and terminating
TRANSVERSA! RE EPINEUX, Transverat the top of the eminence.
dorsi
/. Jtpineux du cou, Semispinalis colli
salis
TRAGIEjV, Tragicus.
Grele, see Sacro-lumbalis
t. itpineux du dos,
t.
goat,'
and
,
a
TRAGOPO'GON, from TQayoc,
beard.'
A genus of plants; Family, Semispinatus dorsi.
.Toiywr,
TRANSVERSAL DE LA CONQUE, Trans- I
Sex. Syst. Syngenesia Polygamia
Cichoracea;.
^Equalis. (F.) Burbe de Bouc; of which the versalis auris t. du Nez, Compressor nasi.
TRANSVERSA'LIS ABDOMINIS, Lomboroots of the Tragupogon porrlfo'lium or Sal'sifi,
and the young shoots of the T. pralen'se, abdominal, (Ch.) (F.) Transverse, de l* Abdomen.
muscle is seated, deeply, on the laterol
This
Beard,
(F.)
Gout's
Meadow S'/lsif^ or Common
The root parts of the abdomen. It is flat, thin, and
a food.
Salsifis des pris, are eaten as
broader before than behind. It is attached,
of the latter has been used as a diuretic.
TRAGOSEL1NUM, Pimpinella saxifraga— above, to the cartilage of the last true rib, and
and, below, to the
to those of every false rib
magna.
t. Miijus, Pimpinella
to the two
TRAGUS, TDoeyoQ-, a goat;' from its being inner lip of the crista of the ilium;
thirds of the crural arch, and to the upper
furnished, in some persons, with hair, like the outer
A small. part of the pubis. Its fibres, moreover, are inbeard of a goat; Anlilo'liium; Ilinus.
serted, behind, by means of broad aponeuroses,
flattened, triangular nipple, situate before the
and spinous promeatus audi tori us externus, which it appears to into the top of the transverse
lumbar vertebra?; and,
conceal. It is covered with hair in old people, cesses of the first four
and
the ensiforin
alba,
before, into the linea
whence its name.
cartilage. This muscle, all of whose fibres have
Tragi's Matthioi.i, Salsola kali.
a transverse direction, constricts the belly, and
TRAINASSE, Polygonum aviculare.
1

'

'

'

—

—

•

'

;

'

TRAM is,
TRANCE,

Perinaeum.
Catalepsy, Ecstaais.

diminishes the base of the chest, by drawing in-

wards the

ribs to

which

it is

attached.

'

—

—

TRAUMATIC

r-.M

Transversalis Anticus Phimus, Rectus

—

—

,

TRANSVERSE
ca-

verselj'.

Its

external extremity

is

attached to

see Sacro-

ramus and tuberosity of the ischium: its
inner extremity is confounded with its fellow

Transvf.rsa'lis Colli, 1) ansversalis major
Portion of the Sacro-spinal, (Ch.) (F.)
Trunsccrsaire. A muscle, seated at the posterior and lateral part of the reek and upper
part of the back.
It is attached to the transverse processes of the 5 or 6 lowest vertebra? of
the neck; and to those of the 4 or 5 first dorsal.
It extends the vertebrae of the neck, and inclines them to its side.
Transversalis Colli, Semi-spinalis colli.
Transversalis Dorsi, Transvcrso-spinalis,
Mullif idus Spinas, Lumbo-cervical portion of the
Spinal, (Ch.) (Transver so- spinalis Lumbo'rurn
Transvcrso-spinalis Dorsi, Transverso-spinalis
Colli,) Mus'culus sacer, Spinalcs et transversal e,s
lumboTum, Semi-spinalis internus, sive Transverso-spinalis colli pars interna, (Winslovv,)
(F.)
Transvcrsaire
Lombo-dorsi-spinal, &c.
6pineux. This muscle, usually called by English anatomists, Multifidus spinas, and including
all the transverso-spinahs, is situate in the
vertebral gutters, extending from the posterior
part of the sacrum to the second cervical vertebra.
It is thicker in the neck and loins than
in the back and behind the sacrum. Its use is
to straighten the vertebral column, and to
impress upon it a slight rotary motion.

of the opposite side, and with the anterior part
of the sphincter ani and posterior part of the
bulbo-cavernosus. The use of this muscle is,
to compress the urethra, and to support the rectum and bladder. To a fasciculus of this muscle Santorini has given the name Ure'thruz
Elcra'tor seu Ejurula'tur.

pitis lateralis

t.

Collaterals

colli,

lumbal.
colli,

—

Transversalis Nasi, Compressor

TRANSVERSE,

naris.

Transver' sus, Transversa'-

from trans, over,' and vcrtere, to turn.'
That which runs across also, that which relates
'

lis,

'

:

to the transverse processes of the vertebrae.
Transverse Artery of the Face arises

from the temporal; passes transversely across
the face, in front of the condyle of the lower
jaw, and gives its branches to the different
muscles of the cheek.

Transverse Perineal Artery,

Urethro-bul-

bar (Ch.,) is given off from the upper branch
of the internal pudic; and passes inwards and
forwards above the transversus perinaei muscle, as far as the bulb of the urethra, into which
subdividing into numerous branches.
it dips;

—

Transverse Processes of the Ver'tebrje,
(F.) Apophyses transverses des vertebres, are the
bony eminences that jut out transversely from

the sides of the vertebra?.

Transverse Suture, Sutu'.a

transversalis,

runs across the face, and sinks into the orbits;
joining the bones of the. skull to those of the
face, but with so many irregularities and interruptions, that it can scarcely be recognised as a
suture.

TRANSVERSE DE U ABDOMEN,

Transabdominis t. de I'Oricule, Transversus
I. du Perinie, Transversus perinaei.

versalis

auris

TRANSVERSO-SPlNAL,Semi-spinaliscolli,

—

Semi-spinalis dorsi t. Spinalis, Transversalis
t.
t. Spinalis colli, Semi-spinalis colli
Spinalis dorsi, Semi-spinalis dorsi.
AURIS MUSCLE, Transverse de I'Oricule (Ch.,) (F.) Transversal de la
Conque, is often wanting. It is formed of some
transverse fibres, situate transversely, behind
the projection of the helix which divides the
dorsi

—

—

TRANSVERSUS

concha

into

two

portions.

Perinaei, Leva'tor Ani parvus,
Ischio perineal (Ch.,) (F.) Transverse du Perinte, is placed at the posterior part of the perineum. It is thin, triangular, and situate trans-

Transversus

the

TliANSVERSUS PehIN/E'| ALTER, PlOStll t' icilS
A small muscle which occasionally
accompanies the last.
inferior.

TRAPA NATANS,

{F.)MacreJlottanle,.\oix

d'Eau, Chataigne d'Eau.

Monogynia.

The

Sex. Syst. Tetrandria

plant which affords the jXuces

The nut
considered nutrient and demulcent, and is
said to be useful in diarrhoea from abrasion of
the bowels, and in calculus.
A poultice is
sometimes made of it to discuss hard and indolent tumours.
Aquat'ictc, Trib'uli aquatici, Caltrops.
is

TRAPEZE, Trapezius.
TRAPE'ZIUM, OS, TQcmtttor. So

called

shape.
Os multan' gulum majus. The
first bone of the second row of the carpus.
It
is articulated, above, with the scaphoides; below, with the first bone of the metacarpus;
within, with the trapezoides, and second metacarpal bone. Anteriorly, posteriorly, and externally, it gives attachment to ligaments.

from

its

TRAPE'ZIUS,

Cuculla'ris, Dorso-sus-acromus(F.) Trapeze, Capuchon.
cle, seated at the posterior part of the neck and
shoulder, and at the upper part of the back. It

mien (Ch.,)

A

has the shape of a trapezium; is attached, on
the one hand, to the inner third or the upper
curved line of the occipital bone: to the posterior cervical ligament; to the spinous process of the 7th cervical vertebra; and to those
of all the dorsal vertebrae; and, on the other
hand, to the spine of the scapula; the acromion
and the outer third of the posterior margin of
the clavicle. Its upper fibres are situate obliquely downwards and outwards; the transverse and inferior, obliquely outwards and inwards. This muscle elevates the shoulder;
carries it backwards, or depresses it, according
as its upper, middle, or lower fibres contract
separately.
It straightens the head, also, and
inclines it to one side.
TRAP'EZOID LIGAMENT. The anterior
part of the coraco-clavicular ligament, (q. v.)
It is a very strong, fibrous fasciculus, which
has the shape of a trapezium, and is situate obliquely, between the acromion process and clavicle.

TRAPEZOI'DES, OS, Os multan'gulum
minus, Os pyramid a! le Carpi, from Tga.ituov,
'a trapezium,' and tiSoq, 'shape or resemThe second bone of the second row of
blance.'
the carpus, so called from its shape. It is smaller
on the inside of which it
trapezium,
than the
is situate.
It is articulated, above, with the os
naviculare; below, with the second metacarpal
bone; on the outside, with the trapezium; and
Anteriorly and
internally, with the magnum.
posteriorly, it affords attachment to ligaments.
TRAUL1SMUS, see Balbuties and Blnesitas.
TRAULOTES, see Bhesitas.
TRAUMA, Wound.
TRAUMATIC, Traumat'icus,

Vulncra'rius;

—
TRAUMATICUS
from rqavua, 'a wound.'
t

u

»

Any

TRICEPS

r-ii

tiling

TREPON'DO. A

relating

wound.

weight of three pound?.—

Scriboniits.

THAU MATTCUS,

Abstergent.
D' ENFANT, Parturition.
JOY, Clematis vitalba.
TREAOLE, Melasses, Theriaca— t. English,
Teacrium chamcedrys t. Venice, Theriaca.
TREAD, Cicatricula— t. of the Cock, Mole-

TRE'SIS, to, o(c, from rota., 'I bore.' Properly a perforation.
A wound. A forcible
solution of continuity in a soft pari, commencing externally. A genus in the nosology
of Good.
Tresis, Trepanning, Wound t. Causis,

cule.

Punctura, Puncture t. Vulnus, Wound
t. Vulnus laceratum,see Laceration
t. Vulnus
simplex. Cut.
TRESSAILLEMENT, Shuddering.
TRESSO'RIA, Episi'on, entnttor. A term
formerly applied to the hair covering the mons
veneris, the absence of which has, by the vulgar, been esteemed a matter of reproach.
TRI, rot, in composition, three.' Hence:
TRIANGLE MEDULLAIRE, Fornix.

TRAVAIL

TRAVELLERS

—

TREE OF LIFE, Thuya occidental.
TRtFLE D'EAU, Menvanthes trifoliata.

—

TREFOIL, BEAN, STINKING,
t.

Anagyris

Water, Trifolium fibrinum.

TREMA, Foramen.
TR EMBLEMENT, Tremor—

t.

M&lullique,

see Tremor.

TREMBLES, Milk-sickness.
TREMBLING, Tremor.
TREMOR, Trepida'tio, Sijn! clonus

;

—

Bum

—

—

t.

—

—

'

Tremor,
TRIAN'GULAR, Trigo'nos, Triangula! ris.
an
Trembling, (F.) Tremblement; from from tris, for tres,
three,' and angulus,
Cremere, 'to tremble.' Involuntary agitation of angle.' That which has three angles.
ilie body, or of some part of it, without any obJnfra-pubian or Triangular Ligament is a
stacle to voluntary motion. It depends, gene- ligamentous fascia with short fibres, situate
rally, upon debility of the muscular, or of the transversely
beneath the symphysis pubis,
nervous system; and, hence, is observed in con- which it strengthens.
valescence, and in typhoid affections. It ocTRIANGULARIS, Depressor anguli oris— t.
curs, also, in old people; in hard drinkers; Coccygis, Coccygeus
t.
Nasi, Compressor

Tromue,

'

'

—

mercury, lead, &c: in the last case,
it is called by the French, Tr emblement metallique. Tremor seems to resemBle paralysis more

naris.

than convulsion.
TREPAN, Trep'anum, Terebef'la, Trip'anon,
Chain' icis, Chcenicion, Ter'ebra, Te/etron, Tryp anon, from rqvnam, 'I perforate.' A surgical
instrument resembling a wimble, and worked in
the same manner. It is used for removing portions of bone, and particularly of the bones of
the skull. The term, trepan, is given more particularly to the part of the instrument that makes
the perforation. The handle is so constructed
as to receive different bits, as the Crown, (q. v.)
the Trepan perforatif, or Perite'rion, the T. exfolintif, or Desquamato' rium trep'anum, and the

terior

workers

in

Triangularis Sterni muscle, Sterno-cosU.l
(Oh.,) Peclora'lis inter'nus, is situate at the anand inner parts of the chest, behind tincartilages of the ribs.
It has the shape of a
lengthened triangle, the base of which W
directed downwards. It is attached to the posand inferior part of the sternum,
whence its fibres pass upwards and outwards,
and terminate by as many distinct digitations
at the cartilages of the 3d, 4th, 5th, and 6th true
ribs.
This muscle depresses the ribs and conterior lateral,

tributes lo expiration.
(F.) r^pae, from toi^o, ' I rub
A
Friclrix, Fulu'tor, Mns'cula, Subagita! trix.
female whose clitoris is so large as to cause her
to bp regarded as an hermaphrodite.
TR1BULI AQUAT1CI. See Trapa natans.

TRIBADE

T. abaptis'ta.

In Great Britain and the United States, this
instrument has been superseded by the trephine,
which is more manageable.
TREPANATIO, Trepanning.
TREPANATION, Trepanning.

TRIBUTUM LUNARE,
TRICEPS, from

The metho-

work steadily. The pin must
Sometimes the pin is made
to slide up and down, and to be fixed in any
position, by means of a screw.
for

it

to

then be removed.

TREPHOUSA,

Nurse.

TKEPIDATIO, Tremor—
tromus.

61*

t

Cordis, Cardio-

'

'

and

three,'

c«-

Triceps Adduc'tor Fem'oris. Under this
comprehended three distinct
muscles: Adductor brevis, A. longus, and A.

TREPANON, Trepan.
TREP AN UM, Trepan.
TREPHINE. The instrument

deep

tris for tres,

A

a head.'
name given to muscles that
have three fleshy bundles at one of their extre.
mities.

put,

Terebra'tio, Anatre'sis, CeTrepana'tio, Trype'sis, Tresis,

which has
replaced the trepan in some countries. It consists of a simple, cylindrical saw; with a handle placed transversely like that of a gimlet, and
from the centre of the circle, described by the
teeth of the saw, a sharp little perforator proThe centrepin is
jects called the Centrepin.
capable of being removed, at the surgeon's opIt is
lion, by means of a key for the purpose.
used to fix the instrument until the teeth of the
sufficiently
saw have made a circular groove,

Menses.

TRICAGO, Teucrium chamaedrys.
TR1CAUDALIS, Retrahens auris.

TREPAN'NING,

phalotrype'sis,
Same etymon.
(F.) Tripanation.
dical application of the trepan.

'

appellation are

ruagnus

(q.

v.)

Triceps Auhis, Retrahens auris
lis,

—

t.

Brachia-

T. extensor cubiti.

Triceps Cruris, Trifemoro-rolulicn (Ch..)
Crural, Trifdinoro-tibi-rotulien, Femora' is, (F.)
Triceps crural, T. de la cuisse, is situate at th>'
It
anterior, inner, and outer part of the thigh
is formed of three bundles at its superior extremity, viz. 1. A middle fasciculus (the crura'ts
of most anatomists.) 2. An external fasciculus
(the vastus externus) and 3. An inner fasciculus
(the vastus internvs)
It is attached, above, to
the anterior, inner, and outer surfaces of the
femur, and to the two edges of the linea aspera, from the base of the trochanter to within
Below, it
four fingers' breadth of the knee.
terminates by a large tendon, which is attached
of
edges
the
patella,
as
well an
and
to the base
I

•

—

;

TRICEPS
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to the inner and outer tuberosities of the tibia.
'The triceps extends the leg on the thigh, and
conversely.

TRICEPS DE LA CU1SSE,

trix, Distrix

Plica

—

t.

—

t.

—

Hirsuties, Hirsuties
t. Plicn,
t. Selosa, llystri-

Poliosis, Poliosis

—

ciasis.

TRICHOTON, Scalp.
TR1CHUR1S, Tricocephalus.
TRICOCEPH'ALUS, Tricoceph' alus

T. cruris-*.

Crural, T. cruris.

Triceps Extensor Cubiti, Triceps Brachia'Scapula humero-olecranien (Ch.,) (F.) Triceps brachial.
This muscle, which occupies all
t he
posterior part of the os humeri, is described
as two muscles by Douglas, and as three by
Winslow. It arises by three heads. The first
or long head,
long head of the biceps externus
of Douglas, Anconeus majorat Winslow arises
from the anterior extremity of the inferior costa
of the scapula, near its neck, and below the
origin of the teres minor.
The second head, or

/,>,

from 9%it, 'a

hair,'

and

dispar;

xtyaZij, 'head.'

Tri-

chu'ris. Trichuris vulgaris,

Trichuris intestina'lis, As'caris trithu'ria, Tricocepha/us hom'inis,
Mustigo'des hominis, long thread worm.
worm, from an inch and a half to two inches
long; the head acute; the body spirally involuted in the male, almost straight in the female.
The tricocephalus dispar generally inhabits the
.caecum and colon, and is rarely met with in the
small intestines.
It gives rise to no peculiar
AnDouglas,
of
biceps
externus
head
the
short
symptoms, and requires the usual anthelmintic
of
toneus externus of Winslow, arises from the treatment.
upper and outer part of the os humeri, at the
TRICUS'PID, Tricus'pis; from tris, far Ires,
base of the great tuberosity; and the third head
That which has
three,' and cus/tis, a point.'

A

—

— Brachialis externus of
terims of

Winslow, the shortest of the

in-

three,

from the back part of the os humeri, behind the flat tendon of the latissimus dorsi.
These three portions unite about the middle of
the arm, so as to form one thick and powerful
muscle, which is inserted at the upper part of
lie olecranon.
It extends the forearm on the
arm, and conversely.
Triceps Magnus, Adductor magnus t. MiSecundus,
nor, Adductor longus femoris
t.
Adductor brevis.
arises

I

—

—

TRICH^E INCUBORUM,

Plica.

TRICH1A, Entropion.
TRICHIASIS, Trichio'sis,
.^oii,

'

hair,'

been given

Morbus

'

'

Douglas, Anconeus

pila'ris.

from
This name has

Tricho'sis,

to several affections.

1.

To

a dis-

three points.

Tricuspid Valves, Val'vulas Tricus'pidcs seu
Iriglochines seu trisulcw, are three triangular,
valvular duplicatures, formed by the inner
memorane of the right cavities of the hear!,
orifice by which the auricle commuThe elongated and
nicates with the ventricle.
pointed top of each of these valves is continuous
with the chorda; lendinea?, which set out from
the columnar cawiere of the heart. These valves
are depressed to allow the blood to flow from
the auricle into the ventricle; and are raised to
prevent its leflux into the auricle.
TRIENS, Un'cix qua'tuor. The third part of
Four ounces, Troy. Galen.
a pound.

around the

—

TRIFACIAL,

ease of the kidneys or bladder, in which filamentoussubstances, resembling hairs, are passed

cruris.

This is also called Pil.imic'tio.
must be regarded as a variety of Catar'rhus

sella

in the urine.

It

ve-

si'cx, (q. v.)
2. To a painful swelling of the
breasts, in childbed women, when the milk is
excreted with difficulty.— a disease attributed,
by Aristotle, to a hair swallowed by accident

Trigemini.

TRIFEMORO-ROTVLIEN,

Triceps cruris.
Triceps

TRIEE.MORO-TIBI-ROTULIEjV,

TRIPOLI UM ACETOSUM,

—

Oxalis aceto-

—

Aquaticum, Menyanthes trifoliata t.
Aureum, Hepatica triloba — t. Cervinuin,Eupatorium cannabinum t. Fibrinum, Menyanthes
trifoliata
t. Hepaticum, Anemone hepatica.
Trifo'lium Melilo'tus Officinalis, Melilolus, Lotus si//ves'tris, Ser'lula Compafna, Trit.

—

—

and carried to the breasts through the circulation; and 3dly, To inversion of the eyelashes. fo'lium cabnlli' nrim, Curo'na. regia, Trifulium
odoru'tum, Common mel'i/ot, (F) Melilot. FamiSee Entropion.
TRICHINA SPIRALIS. Same etymon. A ly, Leguininosae. Sex. Syst. Diadelphia Decansmall species of entozoa discovered in the mus- dria. The infusion or distilled water of this
cles of voluntary motion. They consist of very plant has been employed in cases of ophthalminute cysts, of an oblong figure, having consi- mia. It has also been used in fomentations,
derable resemblance in size and colour to young glysters, &c.
Trifolium Paludosum, Menyanthes trifolipediculi, and are somewhat allied to the eels
found in paste and vinegar. .No symptoms ata t. Palustre, Menyanthes trifoliata.
TRIGAS'TRIC, frigas'tricus, Triven'ter
have as yet been observed to be pathognomonic
from rati?, three,' and ya<rrijQ, belly.' That
of their presence.
which has three bellies. An epithet for musTRICHIOSIS, Trichiasis.
TRICHIS'MUS. Same etymon. Capilla'tio, cles so circumstanced.
TRIGEM'INI, from tris, three,' and gem'Fissu'ra pila'ris. A capillary fracture, fissure,

—

'

'

'

or crack.

.

TR1CHOLABIUM, Madisterium.
TRICHOLOGIA, Carphologia.
TRICHOMA, Capillamentum, Plica.

TRICHOMANES,

noidee.

TRICHOMATION,

The fifth
inus, 'double;' ' threefold,' ' triplets.'
pair of nerves, Pur trigem'inum, JVervi divi'si,
A", guslalo'rii, Nervus quintus, Par quintum ner-

vorum cerebra'lium, A'", tremc/lus, JY. mixtus, 2V.
Asplenium trichoma- sywpathcl'icus mt'dius, A", sympath'icus medius,
A", anon'i/mus, A", iunoinina'lus, Par trium fu-

Capillamentum.

niculo'rum, Trifa'cial, fitrf gustatif, innomini,
This
cordes, (F.j A'erf trijumeau.
below the tuber annulare by one
from
the
corpora
restiforlarge posterior root
mia, and by two small anterior roots from the
corpora ohvaria, whence, proceeding forwards
to the side of the iella turcica, the filaments

Nerf a trois
TRICHOSCHISIS, Schizatrichia.
TRICHO'SIS, Pila'rS malum; same etymon. nerve arises

Morbid organization or deficiency of hair. A
genus in the system of Good.
Tbichosis, Entropion, Trichiasis— t. Area,
Porriiro decalvans— t. Alhrix. Alopecia— t. Dis-

E
TRIG OX

TR1TICUM
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composing the large root form a ganglion the
Gasserian.
Emerging from this ganglion, the
filaments, of which the large root consists,

and oniayxtov, viscus.' That
which relates to three orders of viscera.
Trisplaschhic Nerve, Great sympathetic,
form, with those constituting the small roots, Intercos'tal, Ganglionic nerve, Nerve of organ' ic
•and which had not passed through the ganglion, life, Ver'tebral nerve:— named by Bichat the ortwo flattened trunks, each of which is soon ganic nervous system, in opposition to the other
divided into three branches, in such a manner, nervous parts, called the animal nervous syshowever, that the first, or ophthalmic branch, tem. Gall terms it, the nervous system of the
and the second or upper maxillary, are composed automat' ic functions. It is called Trisplanchnic,
XQtt(, 'three,'

'

I

I

|

exclusively of the filaments that arose from the because it distributes its branches to the organs
corpora restiformia and passed through the Gus- in the three great splanchnic cavities— the head,
serian ganglion; whilst the third or lower maxil- chest, and abdomen.
It is composed of a series
lary branch is composed in part of those fila- of ganglia, united by intermediate branches, and
ments, and in part of those that arose from the passing along the side of the spine to the lowest
corpora olivaria, and passed on one side of the part of the trunk; communicating, by a branch,
ganglion without going through it The whole, with each of the thirty pairs of spinal nerves
therefore, of the first and second branches, and and several of the cerebral nerves; and dea part of the third are sensiferous nerves, whilst taching nerves from its several ganglia, which
lie remaining part of the third
the manduca- accompany the arteries, and are distributed,
tory or masticatory— is wholly motiferous, and particularly, to the organs of involuntary funcpasses to the pterygoid and other muscles con- tions. At its upper part, it is concealed in the
cerned in mastication.
canalis caroticus and cavernous sinus, and is
TRIGONE Cti RUBRAL, Fornix— t. Vesical, joined there by a branch of the 6th pair of
see Urinary ISladder.
nerves, and by a twig from the Vidian nerve of
TRIGONEL'LA FCENUM, Fatnugreek, Fa:- the 5th pair. In passing down by the side of
num. Grsecum, Bu'ceras, Carphos, JEgoc"eras. the spine, it forms three ganglia in the neck:
Family, Lt-gmninosoe. Sez. the superior, middle, and inferior; 12 in the
(F.) Fenugrec.
Hysl. Diadelphia Decandria.
A native of the back, the thoracic; 5 in the loins— the lumbar;
south of France. The seeds have a strong, and three or four sacral. When it reaches the
disagreeable smell, and an unctuous, farina- coccyx it unites with its fellow from the oppoceous taste; accompanied by a slight bitterness. site side, forming a small ganglion the coccygeal.
Meckel divides it into two portions I.
They are chiefly used in poultices.
The central ganglions or central part, composed
TRIGON OS, Triangular.
TRIGONUS L1EUTAUDI. See Urinary of the numerous ganglionic plexuses in the abdomen; the centre of which is the semilunar
bladder.
and solar plexuses. 2. The external gang/ions,
TRIOCEPHALIA, Aprosopia.
from
and
uo
rgaq, three,'
TRIOR'CHIS,
X ,g, Li/uitiophes or external part, which comprise
the series of ganglions, situate at the sides of
One who has three testicles.
a testicle.'
UM, T. Perfolia'tum. Bas- the spine, from the base of the cranium to tho
tard Ipecacuan'ha, Fever Root. In very large sacrum. The great sympathetic seems to form
doses, the bark of the root proves emetic. It a distinct nervous system, destined for the organs of involuntary motion; for, although comis a good cathartic, in doses of twenty or
municating with both brain and spinal marrow,
It sometimes operates as a diuthirty grains.
it does not seem to be immediately under the
retic.
ROCHE. Different lichens of influence of either.
TRIPE
TRlSSAGO,Teucrium chamaadrys t. Palusihe species Gyrophora, inhabiting the arctic regions of America, bear this name. They are triSjTeucrium scordium.
TRISTEMAN1A.
Melancholy.
eaten as food by the hunters.
TR1 STERNAL, Beclard has given this
TRIPHAR'MACUM, tq upaQ/u axo v. A mename
to
the
third
bony
portion of the sternum;
ingredients.
three
composed
of
dicine
that which corresponds to the third intercosTR.1PSIS, Trituration.
TRIQUETRUM, (OS,) Cuneiform, (bone.) tal space.
TRISTIA, Athymia.
TRISMUS, from rottw, I gnash.' Enta'sia
AMERICANA, Fever,
Trismus, Capis'trum, Tonos Trismus, Locked
yellow.
maxio'
ris,
Tel'anus
Jaw, Spasmus maxill'x infer
TRIT^EOPH'YES,
de
MaTritaoph'ya,
(F.)
Mul
Oris,
from tqitcho;,
Tortu'ra
ill' u inferio'ris,
A fever,
Spastic closure of the under jaw; a 'tertian,' and <pvu>, 'I originate.'
choirc.
Cullen makes two varieties— whose type approaches the tertian. Sauvages
partial tetanus.
gave the name Tritaophya Vratislaviensis, to
T. nasccntium, T. neonatorum, Sarrele, attacking
infants during two weeks from birth; and T. an epidemic, which broke out in the Prussian
.army
at Breslaw, in the middle of the last cenfrom
wound.
a
traumaticus, originating
Trismus Cai'IStratus, Bridissure— t. Catar- tury.
f RlTiEUS, Tertian fever.
rhalis maxillaris, Neuralgia maxillaris— t. CloTRIT'JCUM /ESTI'VUM, Summer wheat.'
nicus, Neuralgia faciei— t. Dolorificus, Neuralgia faciei— t. Maxillaris, Neuralgia faciei— t. Trit'icum Hybern'um, Wheat, Pyros, Frument'um,
(F.)
Froment. Family, Graminea?. Sex. Syst.
Nascentium, see Trismus— t. Neonatorum, see
Triandria Digynia.
From these plants our
Trismus.
TRISPER'MUM, from rga.?, 'three,' and wheaten flour is obtained, by grinding the
A cataplasm, con- seeds; and to them we are indebted for our
o-ntQ/uu, a grain or seed.'
The nutritive properties of
sisting of three seeds,— cumin, bay, and small- bread and pastry.
wheaten flour are so well known as not to need
age.
Gorrreus.
comment.
TR1SPLANCHNIA, Cholera.
Bread, (F.) Pain, mixed with milk, constitutes
TRISPLANCH'NIC, Trisplanch'nicus; from

—

t

—

—

'

•

TRIOS'TE

DE

—

—

'

TRITiEOPHYA

'

!

—

—

—
TP.ITIO

—

(he ordinary emollient poultice;
and l\\e crumbs
of bread, Mine ]>a»is—are a common excipient
and boluses.

lor pills

Triticum Faginum, Polygonum fagopyrum.
Trit'icum Repens, Gramen cani'num, Gra-

men

Dioscor' id is G. repens, Lolia'ceum radi'ci
Dog's grass, Couch grass, (F.) Chicnilent.
The roots are sweet, and possess aperient
properties.
They are said, also, to be diuretic.
TRITIO. Contritio, Trituration.
TRITURA, Contritio.
,

reptn'te.

TRITURATION,

Tritura'tio, Tritu'ra,

Tri'-

from terere, tritum, to bruise.' The
act of reducing a substance to powder.
Trituration, Contritio.
tio,

Tripsis,

TROC11ISC1
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'

TR1TUS. Contritio.
TRIVENTER, Trigaslric.

TROCAR,

.icus paracen'tica, A. triq'uetra
rulga'ris, Puracenti'cion. Corrupted from the
(F.) Troisquarts or Trocart, " three quarters;"

porated by means of mucilage, crumb of bread,
juices of plants. &c. In French nomenclature,
the trochisque differs from the tab/ittc,
the former containing no sugar. This form of preparation is adopted for the purpose of allowing
the medicines, of which the troch is composed,
to dissolve slowly in the mouth, and to pass
gradually into the stomach.
Trochisci Bechici Nigri, Tr. glycyrrhiza?

—

glabra?.

Trochisci Carbona'tis Calcis, Troches of
Cat' Inmate of lime, T of chalk, Tulicllx ad ardo'rem ventric'vli, Lozenges for the heartburn,

ad sodam, Trochis'ci e
cretx (Ph. U. S )
(Cret ppt. ^iv, acacias, in pulv. gj, myrist. iir pulv. gj, aaceh. in
pulv. ^vj. M.
Form into troches with water.)
Antacid and absorbent.
Trochisci e Creta, Tr. carbonatis calcis t.
Creta?, T. carbonatis calcis.
Tabel'lse cardiul'gicas, T.

creel,

T

—

so called from the triangular shape of the point,

Trochisci vel Pastii/li Emeti'nje Pectora'lf.s, Pectoral Lozenges of Em'ctinc. (Sugur,
§iv, emetine. 22 grains.
Form into lozenges of
One is a dose.
9 grains each.)
Trochisci Escharot'ici, Escharot'ic Troches.
(Hydrttig. oxynnir. p. 8, amyli, p. ](j, wucilag.
Make into troches to which a
g. tragac. q. s.
few drops of laudanum may be added ) Used
in foul ulcers, to remove excrescences, &c.
fluid a ready passage outwards.
Trochisci Escharot'ici de Minio. (Oxyri.
TROCART, Trocar.
plumbi. iubr p. 16, hydiarg oxynnir. p. 32, BMC.
TROCH, Trochiscos.
panis, p. 12$,aq. rosx,q.s.)
Used like the last.
Trokanter, Rota' tor, from
Trochisci Glycyrrhi'zje Glabra;, LiquoAnatomists have given the rice Troches, Block pectoral, lozenges, Trochisci
loo/urn,
1 turn.'
names great and little trochanter to two pro- bech'ici nigri. ( Ext. glyc. glabr., gum. acuc a a
cesses at the upper extremity of the femur. p. j. sacch. purif. p. ij. Dissolve in warm waThe great trochanter is the one on the outside; ter; strain; evaporate, and form into troches.
the less is lower down and more internally. Ph. E.) Demulcent. To allay cough.
Trochisci Gi.vcyrrhi'/.^: cum Opio, T. G.
Both afford attachment to rotator muscles of
Chaussier, by el opii, Trochisci Theba'ici, T. seduti'vo-ba/sam'ici,
the thigh, and hence their name.
T. pectora'les regis Dano'rum, Liquorice Troches
the word trochanter, means the larger process;
with Opium. (Opii, in pulv. ^ss, glycyrrhiz.
the smaller he calls trochautin.
TROCHANTE'RIAN, Trochanter ia'nus, Tro- in pulv. succhur. in pulv. acacne, in pulv. aa
Make into troches. Ph.
kanle'rian. That which belongs or relates to the ^x, ol. anisi, f. jjij.
Demulcent and anodyne.
U. S.)
great trochanter. Chaussier.
°
Trokantin'ian, TroTrochisci Gummo'si, Gum Troches. (G.acac.
Make up
chantinia'nus. That which belongs or relates p. v. amyli, p. i. sacch. pur. p. xij.
the troches with rose-water. Ph. E.) Demulto the trochanlin or leaser trochanfer.
OF
OF LIME, cent.
Trochis'ci Ipecacuan'hje, Troches of IpecaTrochisci carbonatis calcis t. of Chalk, Trot. Escharotic, Trochisci
cuanha. (Ipecacuanh. in pulv. Sss, sacchar. in
chisci carbonatis calcis
pulv. §xiv. marantas, in pulv. §iv, mucihg. Trut. Gum, Trochisci gummosi
t. of
escharotici
Ipecacuanha, Trochisci Ipecacuanha? t. Li- gucanth. q. s. Make into troches. Ph. U. 8.)
t.
Liquorice,
Trochisci Magne'sije, Troches of Magne'sia.
quorice, Trochisci glycyrrhiza?
(Magnes. ^iv, sacchar. fbj, myrist. pulv. jj, muwith opium, Trochisci glycyrrhiza? cum opio
Magnesia?
cilag.
tragacanth. q. a.
Make into troches. Ph.
Trochisci
t.
Nitre,
Magnesia,
of
t.
Trochisci nitratis potassa? t. of Peppermint, U. S.) Useful in acidity of the stomach, with
constipation.
Trochisci mentha? pipeiitae.
Trochisci Mentha Piperita, Troches of
TROCHIA.Orbit.
Peppermint. (Ol. menth piperit. f.gji sacchar.
TROCHILIA, Trochlea.
TROCHIN, from roo/nr. ' to turn.' Chaus- in pulv. Ibj, mucilag. tragacanthas, q. s. Make
into troches.
Ph. U. S) Used as carminasier has given this name to the smaller of the
tuberosities, at the upper extremity of the os tives.
Trochisci Nitra'tisPotas's*, Nitre Troches.
humeri; because it gives attachment to one of
Make
the rotator muscles of the arm, the subcapu- (Kitrat. potassae, p. j. sacch. pur. p. iij.
Ph.
into troches with mucilage of tragacanth.
laris.
TROCHIN'IAN, Trochinia'nus. That which E.) In slight inflammatory sore throat and
Triq'uet.rum:

— an

instrument used for evacu-

ating fluids from cavities, particularly in asciles, hydrocele, &.c.
A trocar consists of a perforator or stilet and of a cannula, which is so
adapted to the perforator, that, when the punctuie is made, both enter the wound with facility; after which, the stilet being withdrawn, the
cannula remains in the wound and affords the

TROCHANTER,
'

—

(

TROCHANTIN'IAN,
TROCHES

—

CARBONATE

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

belongs or relates to the trochin.

TROCH lS'CUS,

Phthois, Artis'cus, Collix,
Colix, Phthois' cos, Rot'ula, Cijclis'inos, diminutroch or round
tive of roo/oc, 'a wheel.'
See Pastil and Tabella.
tablet, (F.) Trochieqve.
A solid medicine, prepared of powders, incor-

A

fever.

The Parisian Codex has
troches, for external use.

two formula?

for

Trochisci Pectorales regis DANORUM,Tr.
fflycvrrhiza?

cum opio — t. Sedativo balsamica,
cum opio — Stibiati, Tabella

Tr. glycyrrhiza?

t.

— — ——

—

—

—

TROCHISQUE
antimoniales Kunckelii
cyrrhizte

cum

—

t.

—
TUBE
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Theb^ici, Tr. gly-

opio.

TROCHlSqVE, TrochiBooa.
TROCH'FTER, from tqo X tw, 'to turn.' The
larger of the two tuberosities at the upper extremity of the os humeri; so called because it
affords insertion to rotator muscles.
(Chaus-

—

de Conjugaison, Conjugationis foramina t. de
Conjugaison, see Vertebras t. Olfactifs, Olfactory foramina
t. Rachidiens, Spinal foramina.
TROUSSEAU, Fasciculus.

USSEA UX ARRIERE-MESEXTE-

TR

in the language of
Chaussier, means any thing belonging or re-

(F.)
A name given by Winslow to
the nervous plexus situate between the two
mesenteric plexuses, of which it is a dependence, and which descends into the pelvis to
concur in the formation of the hypogastric

latin? to the trochiter.

plexus.

—

sier.)

TROCHITER'IAN,

RIQUES,

TROCH'LEA,

Trochilia, (F.) Trochl'ee ou
Troklic. A pulley; from tqu/uu>, I turn.' The
articular surface at the lower extremity of the
os humeri; so called from its forming a kind of
pulley on which the ulna moves, in flexion and
extension of the foramen
Also, the cartilaginous pulley, over which the tendon of the trochlear^ muscle passes, at the upper and inner
part of the orbit.
TROCHLEARIS. Obliquus superior oculi.

TRUBS, Lycoperdon

TRUELOVE,

'

TROCHLtiATEUR, GRAND,

Obliquus su-

Obliquus superior oculi.
Trochlea.
from too/o;, 'a wheel,' and
resemblance.'
Trochoi'des, Axea corn-

perior oculi

t.

Fet.it,

TROCHL&E,

TRO'CHOID,
ti3o$,

'

missu'ra. An articulation, in which one bone
turns upon another, like a wheel upon its axle;
such as the Athi'do-axoid articula''turn.

TROCHOIDES, Axea

commissura.

TROISQUARTS, Trocar.
TROKANTEIl, Trochanter.
Trochanterian.
TROKANTIiNIAN, Trochantinian.
TROKLEE, Trochlea.
TROMFE, Tuba— t. d'Eustache, Eustachian
tube t. de Fullope, Tuba Fallopiana t. Utirine,

Tuba

Fallopiana.

TROMUS,

Tremor.

TROjYC, Trunk— t. Brachial, Brachial
Basilaire, B isilary artery.

—

TRUFFE, Lycoperdon tuber.
TRUFFLE, Lycoperdon tuber.

TRUMB US, Thrombus.
TRUMPET WEED, Eupatorium

artery

t.

TROP.E'OLUM MAJ US, Indian Cress, JYastur'tium Indicum, Acrivi'ola, Flos snnguin! eus
monar'di, Nastur' tium Peruviu'num, Cardamin'dum minus. Family, Geraniacese. Sex. Sysl.
Octandria Monogynia, (F.) Cresson des Indes.
Crcuson du Mexiqae, Capucine. An antiscor-

—
—

—

TROPHALIS, Colostrum.
TROPHE, Aliment, Cibatio,

Pabulum.

TROPHON'OSI, Trophnnu'si; from 1-004117,
nourishment,' and vuoog, a disease.' Diseases
of nutrition.
'

'

TROSTER.

See

TROU, Foramen
lomastoideum
foramen t. de

Spirit.
t.

Anonyme, Foramen

sty-

Aveugle ou Borgne, Caecum
Bolal, Botal foramen, Ovale

t.

(F.)

A

trousser,

'to

tie

up.'

A mma,

(F.) Brayer.
the hernia re-

hernial bandage for keeping
The ancient trusses were inelastic.
They consisted simply of a pad and strap. At
the present day, elastic bandages are alone em-

duced.

ployed. They possess the advantage of making
an equable and continuous pressure on the
aperture of the sac; and of yielding to the
changes of form in the abdominal paiietes.
The most important part of these bandages is
a piece of narrow steel, flat and adapted to the
shape of the body. This is the spring, (F.) Resaffected;
sort. It embraces the body on the side
extends from beyond the spine, and terminates
opposite the ruptured part, by an iron plate to
riveted. The posterior surface of
furnished with a convex pad, (F.)
aperFclote, adapted in shape and size to the
coture which it has to close. The spring is
vered with leather, and its inner surface is padit

this plate

TROPHIMOS, Nutritious.
TROPHODRS, Nutritious.

from

Brache'rium, Bracheri'olum,

which

butic.

purpureum.

Truncus, (F.) Tronc. The principal part of the body, to which the limbs are
articulated.
The trunk has been divided into
three parts;
a superior, the head;— a, middle,
the thorax, and an inferior, the pelvis. These
three regions contain the great splanchnic cavities.
They are united by a common stalk the
To the middle are articuvertebral column
lated the superior extremities; and, to the injerior, the lower extremities.
The trunk of an artery, vein, nerve, or lymphatic is its largest part, which has not yet
given off branches. It is, also, applied to the
parent vessel, after branches have been sent off.

TRUNK,

TRUSS,

TROKANTERIAN,

tuber.

Paris.

is

is

ded a strap extends from its posterior extremity; passes round the sound side, and is attached to the phte of the pad. This strap is
pierced with numerous holes, which allow the
patient to tighten or slacken it at pleasure.
Trusses have been variously constructed; and
different patents obtained for the modifications.
;

principle.
foramen— D&chirc untcrieur, Lacerum anterius They all act upon the above
foramen— D&chire postirieur, Lacerum pos- times they have a double pad.
TRYGODES, Feculent.
lerius foramen— t. E'pincux, Spinale foramen—
TRYPANON. Trepan.
foramen— t. Optique, Fot. Mentonnicr, Mental
TRYPESIS. Trepanning.
ramen optioum— t. Orbitaire suphieur, ForaTRYPSIS, Friction.
men supra-orbitarium— t. Orbitaire superieur,

Some-

t.

t.

Orbitar foramen superior— t. Ovale, Ovale foraforamen— f. Soust. Rond, petit, Spinale
orbitaire, see Suborbitar canal— t. Sous-pubien,

men—

Obturatorium foramen—/. Spheno-e'pineux, Spinale foramen— t. Sus orbitaire, Foramen supraorbitarium.

—

TROUS CAR0TID1ENS, Carotica
1.

foramina

Condyloidicns, Condyloidea Foraminii— t.

TSIANA,

Costus.

TSJAMPACA, Michelia champaca.
TUBA, Tube — Aristotelica, Eustachian
t.

tube— t.

Caeca,
Fallopiana.

T. Fallopiana— t. Ulerina, T.

TUBE, Tuba, Trumpet, Salpinx, (F.) Trompe.
A name given to some parts, which are hollow
and have the shape of a trumpet.

—

— —
TUBER

Tube, Fallopian, Tuba Fullouia'na, Oviducttus mitlie'bris, Fas deferens mnlic'ris, Tuba ulcri'na, T. caca, Ductus varico'sus, seu Proces'sus
latera'lis,scu Me'utus seminal lis, seu Mc'atvs se7uina'rius u'leri, (F.) Trompe de Fallope, T. uterine, is a canal, floating in the abdomen, and
extending on each side from the superior angles of the uterus as far as the sides of the brim
of the pelvis. They are 4 or 5 inches long.
Near the uterus, they are straight and very
narrow; but, in their course, they widen, become tortuous, and terminate by a free, expanded, and fimbriated extremity; called, also,
Folia' ceum ornumen'tum, Morsus dial/ oil, (F.)
Morccau frange', Pavilion de la trompe, Morcc.au
du diable. Within, the tubes are hollow and
lined by a mucous membrane: the tissue, which
line3, is spongy and erectile. The use of the
Fallopian tubes is to conduct the sperm to the
ovarium, and the fecundated ovum back to the
uterus. They establish a communication between the cavity of the peritoneum and that of
the uterus.
Tube, CEsophagf/al, Stomach Tube. A long
elastic gum tube, capable of being passed into
the oesophagus or stomach.

it

Tube, Rectal.

An

elastic

gum

tube, simi-

lar to the last, which is sometimes passed into
the colon, to remove air from that intestine, or

to enable enemata to be thrown up into it.
Tubf, Stomach. See Tube, oesophageal.

TUBER, Hump,

Lycoperdon tuber, Tu-

bercle.

Tuber Cine'reum. A

grayish tubercle, seen

behind the commissure
of the optic nerves, which is continuous with
the infundibulum.
Tuber Pellagra, Pellagra— I. Attoido-occit. Cibapilal, Rectus capitis posticus minor
rium, Lycoperdon tuber t. Gulosorum, LycoQuadraIschio-trochantirien,
perdon tuber t.
at the base of the brain

—

—

tus femoris

—

t.

Ischii, see Ischiatic

pani, Promontory of the

TUBER A

—

t.

Tym-

numerous, they usually cause serious mischief.
Dr. Baron considers that they are produced by
hydatids. The morbid condition which gives
rise to the development of tubercles, is termed
Tuberculo'sis, Morbus tuberculo'sus, and Dyscrasiu Tuberculosa.

TUBERCLES DES GLJJYDES LYMI'IUTIQVES,

t.dn Fine. HdpcUostrumosie
Scrofula
of the Larynx and Fauces, Pharyngitis,
t. Pisifollicular
t. Miliary, 6ee Granulation
formes, Mamillary tubercles t. Pulmo mures,
see Tubercle t. Quadrijvmeaux, Quadngenuna corpora.

—

t.

—

TUBER'CULA

ARAN'TII, Corpora

JfraMtii,

Corpuscula Jirantii, Tubercles of Jlrantiut or
Jiranzu Small eminences at the middle part of
the semilunar valves of the pulmonary artery

and

aorta.

Tubercula Arthritica,
t.

Calculi, arthritic

dosa, Ganglions, nervous

Glandulae Pacchioni
Tubercle.
tris,

—

—

—

—

t.

t.

Parva dura; ma-

t.

Pulmonum,

Hepatis, Hipato-stiumosie

Nervorum nosee

TUBERCULAR,

Tuber'culous, Tuberculo'sus,
Tuber'culate, (F.) Tuber culeux. That which relates to tubercles, or which is formed by tubercles.

Tubercular or Tuberculous Constitution
or Diathesis, Phthisio'sis, is the habit of a body
which predisposes to tubercular phthisis; as
Tuberculous Cachexia, Tuberculosis, Morbus tubcrcuh/sus, Dyscra! sia tube.rculo'su, is the condition of one labouring under tuberculosis.

Tubercular Matter

is

a morbid produc-

tion, contained in cysts, or loose in the tissue
of organs. It varies, in its consistence, at the
different periods of the tubercular affection:

being, at first, compact, and yellowish; at times,
calcareous; afterwards pultaceous, semi-fluid,

and curdy.

Tubercular Phthisis is that produced by
the development of tubercles in the lungs.

TUBERCULATE,

tympanum.

TERRiE, Lycoperdon

—

—

TUBEROSITY
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tuber.

Tubercular.
Sarc.o'ma of Abernethv, Emphi/ma Sarcoma tuberculatum, Tumor tuberculosa. Tubercles, firm, round, and clustering;
pea-sized or bean-sized yellowish or brownishred ; when large, disposed to ulcerate, and produce a painful, malignant, and often fatal sore.
Found chiefly in the lymphatic glands of the
neck; often, simultaneously, in other glands

Tuberculate

Tuber' culum, Tuber. A tumour
substance of organs, from the production
of new matter: sensation dull; growth slugIn Pathological Anatomy, the term is
gish.
given to a species of degeneration which consists of an opake matter, of a pale yellow colour: this, in its crude condition, has a consistence analogous to that of concrete albumen, and organs.
TUIJERCULATED LIVER, Cirronosis.
but greater: it subsequently becomes soft and
TUBERCULEUX, Tubercular.
friable, and gradually acquires a consistence
TUBERCULOSIS. See Tubercle and Tuand appearance analogous to those of pus. Tubercles may be developed in different parts of bercular Cachexia— t. Pulmonum, Phthisis pulthe body; but they are most frequently ob- inonalis.
TUBERCULOSUS, Tubercular.
served in the lungs and mesentery. Pulmonary
TUBERCULOUS, Tubercular— t. Disease of
tubercles are the cause of Tubercular Phthisis,
Tuber'cula Putnto'num, (F.) Tubercle pulmo- the Lunirs, Phthisis pulmonalis.
TUBER/CULUM CINE'REUM, 'Ash-coMesenteric tubercles are often met with
naires.
loured tubercle,' diminutive of tuber ; Fasci'ola
in the same affection, but particularly in Tabes
substance at the
Mesentcrica, (q. v.) Laennec classes the tuber- cinerea. A mass of cineritious
which is concles amon£ the accidental tissues, which have top of the calamus scriptorius,
horn of cineno resemblance to the natural tissues, and tinuous below with the posterior
upon the
which never exist except in consequence of ritious substance in the cord, and
morbid action. Others consider them as a sides with the corpus restiforme.
Tuberculum Loweri, Lower, tubercle of.
scrofulous degeneration. Broussais conceives
TUBEROSITAS TYMPANI, Promontory
that they are produced exclusively by inflammation of the white vessels. When tubercles of the tympanum.
TUBEROSITY BICIP1T.1LE, Bicipital tuin any organ are few in number, they may pass
see Ischiatic.
to the stale of permanent induration without bercle—/. Sciatione,
TUBEROSITY, from lubtr, a bump.' Anadanger to the patient; but when they are very

TU'BERCLE,

in the

—

;

'

—

—

—
TUBI

—
TURBINATED
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tomists have given this name to eminences or
processes, the surface of which is unequal and

lope.

rough; and which give attachment

which envelop organs; such

to

muscles

or ligaments.
see Villous

TUBULI DURiE MATRIS,

dura mater— t. Pelvis renuin, see Calix— t. UriCannula.

TUBUS ACUST1CUS, Ear-trumpet- 1. Nervorum. Neurilemma.
Tt'E-CHIEN, Colchicum autumnale.
TULIP TREE,
TULIPIER,

Liriodendron.
Liriodendron.

TUMEFACTIO,

Swelling— t.

Mollis, Puffi-

ness.

TUMEUR, Tumour t.Anomale, see Htematodes fungus— t. Blanche, Hydrarthrus— t. Cavtrneuse, see Hipmatodes fungus t. Erectile,
see H nematodes fungus— t. Lympkatique des arHydrarthrus— t. Fariqueuse, seeHx-

matod»'s fungus.

TUMOR, Swelling—

t. Albus, Hydrarthrus—
Carneus, Sarcoma t Cysticus, Encystis
t. Cysticus serosus, Hygroma— t. Ficosus. Ficus t. Flatulentus, Emphysema t. Fungosus
sanguineus, Hcematodes fungus t. Gangliforinis, Ganglion, nervous
t. Squamiformis carnosus, Lepidosarcoma t. Tuberculosus, Tuberculate sarcoma— t. Tunicatus, Encystis.
Tumour, from tumeo, 1 swell ;' Oncos, Onco'-

—

t.

—

—

—

—
—

'

sis,

Epar' ma,

Eparsis,

Emphy'ma,

Excrescen'tia

(Sauvages,) Ecphy'ma, (F.) Tumcur.

Risings

or prominences, of greater or less size, developed by a morbific cause in some part of the
body. Cullen defines a tumour to be "a partial swelling without inflammation."
Sauvages restricts the term to risings formed by the
congestion of a fluid; and he calls excrescences
those which have a fleshy or osseous consist-

Boyer defines it "any preternatural
pminence developed in any part of the body."
Good uses it synonymously with tubercle.
Boyer's is the best general definition. Tumours differ greatly from each other; accord-

ence.

ing

to their seat, the

thrus.

is,

however, applied by the

generality of surgeons, to swellings of the
greater joints, without change of colour of the
skin, and of a more or less firm consistence,
which are dependent upon disease of the osseous or of the soft parts about the joint.
Scrofula is the most common cause of these
affections.

Ekectile Tumour

is

a tumour, produced by

the development of a soft, vascular tissue,
which is susceptible of dilatation and depres-

See Erectile.
Var'icosk Tumour, Tumor rarico'sus, is a
circumscribed, bluish tumour, foirned by the
dilatation and turgescence of the capillary vession.

sels of a part.

TUNBRIDGE, MINERAL WATERS

A

OF.

acidulous chalybeate in Kent,
England, a few miles distant from the village
of Tunbridge.and thirty six miles south of London, which is much frequented. It contains
carbonic acid, carbonate of iron, and sulphate
of magnesia.
celebrated

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

Interna oculi, Retina.
Tunica Jaco'bi. A highly delicate serous
membrane, interposed between the retina and
the choroid coat, discovered by Dr. Jacobs, of
Dublin.
Tunica Muscularis, Dartos t Nervorum,
Neurilemma— t.Pratensa abdominis, Peritonaeum
t. Reticularis, Retina
t. Retiforniis, Retina
t. Rubicunda scroti, Dartos
t. Rubra. Dianthus
caryophyllus t. Ruyschiana, see Choroid t.
Subcostalis. Pleura
t.
Thoracis, Corset t.
Uvalis, Uvea— t. Uviformis, Uvea t. Vaginalis, see Vaginal
t.
Vaginalis Lingua?, see
Tongue t. Vasculosa oculi, Choroid.
Tunica Vasculo'sa Testis, Pia mater testis.
An extremely delicate membrane, consisting of
minute ramifications of the spermatic vessels
united by cellular tissue, which separates the
lobules of the testis from each other. It is situate immediately within the tunica albuginea,
and encloses the substance of the gland. It
sends processes inward that separate the loSclerotic

t

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

bules, in the same manner as the pia mater is
reflected between the convolutions of the bruin.

Tunica Vitrea, Hyaloid membrane.

TUJMQUE ALBVGIMRE, Albuginea.
TUNNYF1SH. SALTED, Omotarichos.
TUPHLO-ENTERITIS, Typhlo enteritis.
TUPHUS, Typhus.
TURBINATED BONES, Ossa turbina'ta.

use the term Tume.ur blanche sy-

The term

Aciniformis,

t.

—

organs interested, their

nonymously with White swelling; — see Hydrar-

t.

Acinosa, Uvea— t. Adnata, ConjuncAgnata, Conjunctiva t. Alba oculi,
t.
Sclerotic
Albuginea, Albuginea t. Albut.
ginea oculi, Sclerotic t. Araehnodes, Arachnoid membrane t. Aranea, Arachnoid membrane t. Caduca, Decidua t. Candida oculi,
Sclerotic
t. Carnosa, Panniculus carnosus
t.
Conjunctiva, Conjunctiva t. Costalis, Pleura
t. Crassa, Decidua
t. Dura oculi, Sclerotic
t— t. Durior et crassa, Sclerotic t. Elytroides,
Vaginalis tunica t. Erythroides, Cremaster
t. Exterior ovi, Decidua
t. Extima oculi, Sclerotic
Filamentosa, Decidua t. Hortensis,
t.
Diantlius caryophyllus t. Innominata oculi,
tiva

nature, &c.

The French

—
—

Uvea

niferi Bellini, Uriniferous tubes.

TUBULUS,

(if

TUNICA ACINALIS, Uvea—

mem-

Sinuses of the

Tu'nica, Chi'ton, a coat. An envegiven to different membranes,
are, the tunics or
the eye, stomach, bladder, &c.

A name

coats

TUBI MEMBRANACEI,
branes.

ticulations,

TUNIC,

Bones shaped

like a top.
P'rom turbo or tura top.' Ossa spongio'sa, Cornua, Conchas
Bucci'jise,
Conchylia,
Lam'inx spongio'nu'rium,
S8C nasi, Ossa tcrtia maxitl'x superio'ris.
Very
thin, bony plates, rolled up in the form of horns,
and situate in the nasal fossae. 1. The Os spongiosum supe'rius or Cornet de Morgagni; the
highest. 2. The Os spongiosum me' dium, the
middle cornu of French anatomists, the elhmoid'al cornu or Os spongiosum superius, Os
turbinatum, of English anatomists,
Os convolu'tutn superius, Concha, (F.) Cornet Moijr.n.

ben,

'

—

—

—

This bone projects inwards and downwards
into the cavity of the nose, from the ethmoid
cells at the side of the nasal lamella, and serves
to enlarge the organ of smell. It is convex towards the septum, and concave outwards. 3.
The Os spongiosum vel turbinatum inferius,
Concha inferior, Convolulum inferius os, Os
sous-ethmoidal, (Ch.) projects at the under part
of the side of the nose, is convex towards the
septum, and concave outwards. It is connected
to the os maxillare, os palati, and os unguis.
4.

The

Sphenoid' a I cornua,

(q. v.)

—

—

;,

TURBITII

All the turbinated bones extend the sphere of
smell.

TURBITH BLANC, Globularia Alypum— t.
Mineral, Hydrargyria vitriolatus— t. Montpet. Plant, Convolvulus
lier, Globularia alypum
turpethum.
TURGENTIA, Turgescence.
TURGES'CENCE, Turgcsccritia, Turgen'Orgas'mus, from turirescere,
to swell.'
tin,
Superabundance of humours in a part. The
term Turgescence of Bile was formerly used to
denote the passage of that fluid into the stomach, and its discharge by vomiting. A vital

—

'

—

Turgor ritulis or exaction of Turgescence
pansibility has been presumed to exist in certain
organs, as in the capillaries; but the generality
of physiologists do not admit it.

TURGESCEN'TIA VESIC'ULjE FELL'EJE,Asci'tts hep'ato-cys'licus, Physco'nia bilio'sa,
Heputal'gia Pelilia'na, CystocelB biliu'sa, Hydrops vesi'cafe/l'ea, (F.) Hydropisie de la V6sicult du Fiel, Distension de la Vesicu/e du Fiel,
Cholicystiectasie. Distention of the gall-bladder

by

TYMPANITES
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by means of which the air, in passing
;
rapidly throuirh the bronchia and trachea, carries along with it the mucus of the parts, which
forms the sputa, (q. v.) The cough is said to
be dry, when unaccompanied by expectoration.
It is symptomatic of many diseases.
See Brontions

chitis.

—

—

TUTAM'INA, Tutdmen,

'

a defence,'

'

a pro-

from tvtare, to defend.' Parts are so
called which defend or protect each other.
tection,'

'

Tutamina Cerebri

are the scalp, pericra-

nium, bones of the skull, and the meninges.
Tutamina Oculi are the eyebrows, eyelids,
and lachrymal apparatus.

TUTENAG,
TUTHIA,

Capnitis,
VITAL1S. See Turgescence.
TURMERIC, Curcuma longa, Sanguinaria The oxyd

Canadensis.

TURNING,

from (F) tourner, 'to

Versio,

turn,' (F.) Version.
down the feet, or

The

operation of bringing

some

part of the lower extremity, when the presentation of the child is
such, that it cannot be delivered by the natural
efforts.

Brassica rapa

—

t.

Indian,

Arum

triphyllum.

TURNS, Menses.
TURPENTINE, Terebinthina—

t. Briancon,
Chio, see Pistacia terebinthus— t. Common, see Pinus sylvestris— t.
Cyprus, see Pistacia terebinthus— t Horse, see

see Pinus cembra

t

—

—

Zincum.

Tutia.

TUTIA, Pom'pholyx,

bile.

Pinus

—
—

—

t. Senilis, Bronchitis (chronic.)
t. Spasniodica, Pertussis
t. Stomachalis, Pertussis
t. Suffocativa, Pertussis.

tussis

TURGOR

TURNIP,

—

Tussis Catarrhaus Simplex, Catarrh t.
Clamosa, Pertussis t. Clangosa, Pertussis t.
Convulsiva, Pertussis t. Ferina, Pertussis t.
Pueros strangulans, Pertussis— t. Quinta, Per-

sylvestris

—

—

t.

t.

Strasbursr, see

Tree, Pistacia terebinthus

—

Pinus picea
t. Venice, see

Pinus larix— t. Venice, true, see Pistacia
binthus.

tere-

—

TURPETHUM,

Convolvulus turpethum t.
Minerale, Hydrargyrus vitriolatus— t. Nigrum,
Hydrargyri oxydum cinereum.
TURQUOISE. This stone has been long
imagined to change its colour as the wearer is
a superat the time in good or bad health
:

—

stitious notion.

TURTLE, GREEN,

Chelonia mydas.

TURUNDA, Tent.
TUSSEDO, Tussis.
TUSSILA'GO,

T.

Far'fara, Be'chium, Be'-

Chamx-

chion, Cal'ceum equi'num, Chamseleu'ce,
gei'ron, Fd'ius ante patrem, Farfarel'la, Gu/liowarchus, Farfara, Tussila'go vulga'ris, Farfara
Bechium, Un'gula caballi'na, Coltsfoot, (F.) Pas
Sex. Syst. Synd'ane. Family, Corymbiferae.

cenesia Polygamia Superflua. It is demulcent
and expectorant, and has been used in coughs,

and pulmonary affections
some cutaneous diseases.

in

general, and in

Tussilago Petasi'tes, Butterbur,

Pctasites,

Pestilent-icort, Pelasites major, P. vulgaris, P.
have been rerubens. The roots of this plant

as aperient and alexipharmic—
strong smell; and a bitterish, acrid
not agreeable.
taste, of the aromatic kind, but
TUSSIS, Covgh, Bex, Tusst'do, Bcxis, Tussis
(F.) Tour.
neroo'sa, Catar'rltus, Pnevsis Tussis,

commended
They have a

expiraViolent, sonorous, frequent, and short

Tut/iia,

Cadmia,J}lfasa, Maseru,
Ox'yduin zinci impu'rum.

of zinc that attaches itself to the
chimneys of furnaces, in which ores of zinc are
smelted.
It is in the form of gray incrustations; and is sometimes used for making an
eye-salve.
It is prepared, for this purpose, by
leviijation.

TWINKLING OF THE

EYE,

Nictation.

TWINS, SIAMESE. Two brothers, Chang
and Eng, connected by means of a ligamentous
band passing from the epigastrium of one to that
of the other, who were exhibited in various parts
of Europe and America, about the year 1830.
See Xiphopages.

TWITCHING, Tic.
TYCH'ICA, from tv/i, accident.' Fortuitous lesions or deformities. The 7th class of
'

Good's Nosology.
TYLOM A, Callosity.

TYLOSIS,

Callosity.

TYMMA,

Wound.
TYMPA.iY, Tympanum.

TYMPAN1A, Tympanites.
TYMPANIAS, Tympanites.
TYMPANITA, Tympanites.
TYMPANl'TES, Emphyse'ma

Mdom'inis,
Hydrops Tympuniles,Jijfe.c'tio tympunit'ica, Pneumat o'Sis Mdom'inis, Hydrops abdominis aereus,
Choi' era sicca, Jtero-cnterectn'sin, Physocw'lia,
Tijmpano.iis. Pkyse'ma, Physe'sis, Hydrops siccus
et flatulent us, Tympania, Tymptt! nius, Tympani'-

Empltyse'ma Tympanites. Metereorismus, E.
Tympanit'icum, Tym'pany, Meteorism, (F.) Ballonnement, from rvunaror, l a drum;' so called
because the abdomen is distended with wind,
la,

and sounds like a drum when struck. A swelling of the abdomen, caused by accumulation of
air in the intestinal

tube or in the peritoneum.

Tympanites may be idiopathic or symptomatic.
The former depends upon exhalation of air from
the inner surface of the intestine, or from the
decomposition of substances contained in it
the latter is the result of some organic affection
and often depends upon obliteration of the
digestive tube, which prevents the gas from
escaping. Idiopathic tympanites may be more

The symptomatic is
readily "cured.
On dissection, in such cases, the

fatal.

and intestines

are found

usually

stomach

enormously distended;

TYMPANITIS

TYPHUS
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TYPHLOS1S,

with strangulation or disorganization of some

Ccecitas.

the intestine.

TYPHLOTFRON MONO-COLON,

Carminatives may be proper when tympanites
depends upon atony of the digestive organs;
but, in cases of the symptomatic kind, they
cannot be productive of advantage, and may do
harm.

TYPHLOTES, Caecitas.
TYPHODES, Tvphoid.
TY PHOHJEMIA.'see Putrefaction.

mucous membrane of

part of the

Sometimes the air is contained in the cavity
peritoneum constituting Tympanites
abdomina'lis, Aeropiritonie, of some
the accumulation in the intestines being called Tym-

—

of the

:

panites

—

Typhoides, Typko'des, Lacftica,
Typhode. Resembling typhus ;
as Typhoid Fever. Also, typhus, according to

TYMPANOSIS, Tympanites
TYM'PANUM, tvunavov, 'a
Drum

or Barrel of the Ear.

of

Tympanum

drum.'

The

The names Cavity
Drum, CaV'

or Cavity of the

seu

Cavitas antra' sa
(F.) Tympan, Cavilc
tlu tympan, Caisse da tambour
have been given
to a cavity of an irregular shape, which conand
has been compared
stitutes the middle ear,
Jt is situate in the pars petrosa of
to a drum.
the temporal bone, between the meatus auditoThis cavity
rius externus and the labyrinth.
is lined by a mucous membrane; and communicates, externally, by means of the Eustachian
tube, which is situate between it and the pharynx. The tympanum has six parietes. 1. An
external, which is almost entirely formed of the
Membrane of the Drum, Membrana tympani,
Myrin'ga, Myrinx, (F.) Membrane du tympan
a species of thin, transparent, circular septum;
convex within, and concave without, which
closes the inner extremity of the meatus audi2. An internal, on which are the Fetorius.

—

—

nes'tra ova'lis,

tun'dum.

Promontory, and Fora'men

A

3.

superior.

4.

An

inferior,

ro-

on

which is the glenoid fissure. 5. A posterior, on
which are, the opening of the mastoid cells,
and the pyramid. 6. An anterior, on whichare,
the Proccs'sus cochleafor'mis and the inner oriThe cavity of the
fice of the Eustachian tube.
tympanum is crossed by a series of four small
bones, articulated with each other by diarthrosis, moved by certain muscles, and representing
a kind of bent lever extending from the membrana tympani to the fenestra ovalis. They are
called the Bones or Ossicles of the Ear, and are
the malleus, incus, orbiculare, and stapes.
For the nervous plexus of the tympanum, see
Petrosal Ganglion, and Otic Ganglion.
Tympanites— t. of the Womb,

TYMPANY,

Physometra.

TYPE,

Typus, from vwro?, 'a stamp,'

from rvnrw,

'

1 strike.'

The

type

is

itself

the order

which the symptoms of a disease exhibit
themselves, and succeed each other. It may be

in

continued, intermittent, or remittent.
TYPHA AROMATICA, Acorus calamus.
TYPHIQUE, Typhoid.

TYPHLITIS,

Tvphlo-enteritis.
Tuphlo- enteritis,

TYPHLO-ENTERI'TIS,

Typhlitis, Inflamma'tio Cxci, Phlegmonous Tuof the Caecum, (F.) Inflammation du Caecum, from rvtpXoc, caucus, and enteritis, inflammation of the intestines.' Inflammation of the
caecum, occasionally leading to perforative ul-

mour

'

ceration.

62

(q. v.)

Typhoid Affectjon,

Typhus

see

—

t.

Fever,

of India, Cholera.

TYPHOMA'NIA,

'

itas Tym'pani, Antrum
Jiuris, Cavum Tym'pani,

Tyjihique,

some,

'

TYMPANl'TlS, Influmma'tio tympani; from
a drum,' and itis, denoting inflam,
mation, inflammation of the lining membrane
of the middle ear.
Tv/i7raroi

(lie

TY'PHOID,

(F.)

inteslinu'lis.

Tympanites, Uterine, Physometra.

Ca:cum.

stupor,'

and

tiu.uu,

'

rvtpoftavta,

Subdelir'ium.

stupor,

common

in

The
vigil,

Insomnia.

TYPHONIA, Coma vigil.
TYPHOSEPTOSES, from
rDjyjic,

xvipo?,

typhus.

Typhomania, Coma

and

from

Delir'ium with
kind of delirium

delirium.'

'putrefaction.'

rvipoc, 'stupor,'
affections.

Typhous

TYl HUS, Sr.mipes'tis, Tuplius, Fcbris Typhodes, (F.) Fievre adynamique, F. ataxique,
Typhus d' Europe, from ivyog, stupor.' A fever characterized by small, weak, and unequal,
but usually frequent pulse, with great prostration of strength, and much cerebral disturbance; its duration being usually from a fortnight to three weeks or longer. It is continued
fever, accompanied with great cerebral irrita(See Fever.)
By most
tion and prostration.
writers, this disease has been divided into two
varieties— the Typhus mitior and Typhus gravior.
Typhus Mitior, T. simplex, T. nervo's us,
T. comato'sus, Fe'bris lenta nervosa, Blechrop'
yrus, F. pu'trida nervosa, F. hec'tica mulig'na
nervosa, Nervous Fever, JYeurop'yra, (F.) Fievrc
nervcuse, is characterized by slight shiverings,
heavy, vertiginous headache; greatoppression,
peculiar expression of anxiety, nausea, sighing,
despondency, and coma or quiet delirium.
J

'

Typhus Guavior, Typhus

cur'cerum,

T.

cas-

Febris pes'tilens mulig'na, Febris nnu'tica pcstilentia' lis Febris petechia' lis, Typhus
petechia' lis, Pulirula'ris morbus, Febris puncticuhiris, F. Saprop'yra, F. car'cerum el nosocomio'rum, F. Putrida, Septop'yra, Putrid Fever,
Jail Fever, Hospital Fever, (F.) Fievre des
Camps, F. nautique, F. d'Hdpital, F. nosocomial, F. des Prisons, F. lenticulaire, is attended
with rigors and heat, alternating; little or no
perspiration; pulse, tense and hard, usually
quick, but fluttering; pain over the forehead
and vertex; delirium, succeeded by stupor;
signs of incipient putrescency,— as petechise,
tren'sis,

,

vibices,

hemorrhages, &c.

Typhus, under

par-

ticular circumstances, seems to be communicable by contagion; but, if proper attention be
paid to cleanliness and ventilation, there is not

much danger of communication. The general
principles of treatment, laid down under the
head of Fever, are applicable here. All the varieties of continued fever resemble each other
in the cardinal points, although they may difVentilation
fer in many of their characters.
and cleanliness; warm or cold ablution or
sponging; keeping the bowels free; and attending to symptoms as they may rise, with the
avoiding of all irritation of every kind, are the
main indications. When symptoms of great
prostration occur, the strength must be supported by wine; and tonics be exhibited, with
the mineral aciris. Of the tonics, the sulphate
of quinia is prrhaps as good as any, whilst it is
free from the objection which applies to most

—

u

ULA
others,

— of

being too bulky.

In the whole
however, the
physician lias to discriminate carefully between
oppression and prostration. The former may

management of

needed to establish the distinctions which have
been attempted, and there is tome reason to
believe, that the abdominal affection is a complication, existing in certain cases and epidemics, and not in others. The Red Tongue Fever of Kentucky is considered by Professor

require evacuants: the latter cannot.
Of late, certain observers have endeavoured
to show, that there is an essential difference
between typhoid fever, and typhus: that the

ulcerated condition of the mucous follicles of
the intestines; hence it has received the names
Fierre misenterique, F. entero-m'esentirique,
Enterite typho-hemique, Exantheme intcsttnale,
Dotliinenlirilc, (q. v.) lleodiclidite, Entirite folliculeuse, Gastro-ent6ritc with nervous affection
of the brain, Follicular gastro-enteritis, F. enteritis, Typhus abdomina'lis, T. gangliona'ris abdominaflis, Febris intestinal lis ulce.ro'sa, Typhus enter'icus, Typhoid affection, Dothinenteria.
Accompanying this form of fever there is generally a typhoid eruption, consisting of rose-red
papulae, which appear mostly on the abdomen.
They are distinct from true petechiee, as they
can be removed by pressure, and distinct also
from sudamina, which are perhaps the universal accompaniments of sweating, and are consequently a variety of miliaria. The common
continued fever, or Synochus (q. v.) of Great
Britain, and of this country, has been presumed

be this variety: but further observation* are

to

this affection,

former is an abdominal affection, and dependent upon, or connected with, an inflamed or

—

—

ULMUS
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Barllett to be typhoid fever.

Tvphus

ABDO!>iiNALis,see

rique, Fever, yellow

—
—

—

Typhus

t.

d'Jlmt-

Aphlhoideus, Aphtha

t.

—

Carcerum, Typhus gravior t. Castrensis,
gravior t. Comatosus, Typhus niitiov

t.

—

Typhus

Typhus — t. Ganglionaris abdoTvphus — t. Icterodes, Fever, yel-

d' Europe,

I.

minalis, see

low — t. .Miosmatique ataxique pu'ride jaiine,
Fever, yellow t. Morbillosus, Rubeola t.
Nervosus, Typhus mitior t d' Orient, Plague
t. Pestis, Plague
t. Petechialis, Typhus gra-

—

—

—

—

—

—

Scarlatinus, Scarlatina t. Simplex,
Typhus mitior t. Tropicus, Fever, yellow t.
Vesicularis, Pemphigus.
See Critical days.
TYREM'ESIS, from tvqoc, 'cheese,' and
ty.t<ri<;,
vomiting,' Tyro sis, Tyreu'sis. Vomiting of curd v matter, in infants especially.
vior

t.

—

—

TYRANNUS.
'

TYREUSIS,

Tyremesis.

TYRIASIS, Elephantiasis Arabica.

TYRODES,

Cheesy.
Cheese.
TYROSIS, Tyremesis.

TYROS,

u.
ULA, Gingivae.
ULATROPH'IA,

ULCERA'TION,
from tvXw,

'

the gum,' and

atrophy. Shrinking of the gums;
falling a way of the gums.
ULCER, Ulcus. He/cos, Elco' sis, Elco'ma, Helr
(F.) Ulcere. A solution of conco ma,a. Sore.
tinuity in the soft parts, of longer or shorter
standinj accompanied by a purulent discharge,
and kept up by some local disease or constitutional cause. Professor Richerand makes four
great distinctions between a wound and an ul1. A wound arises from the action of an
cer.
extraneous body: the cause of an ulcer is inhexent in the economy. 2. A wound is always
an ulcer is always symptomatic.
idiopathic:
3. A wound has essentially a tendency to heal,
because the action of its cause has been momentary: an ulcer, on the contrary, has a tendency to enlarge, because its cause persists. 4.
The treatment of a wound is purely surgical;
that of an ulcer is medical as well. The immediate cause of an ulcer is an augmented action
of the absorbents; and a specific action of the
small vessels, which secrete pus from the blood.
Ulcers have been variously divided, according
into simple, sinuous, fistulous,
to their nature:
atrophia,

—

ULCERE,

—

fungous, gangrenous, scorbutic,

syphilitic, cance-

rous, inveterate., scrofulous, phagedenic, virulent,
The
cacocthic, sordid, carious, varicose, &c.
treatment consists in removing, by appropriate
means, the internal or local cause which keeps
up the ulceiation, and in exciting the vessels
of the part, where necessary, by appropriate

bandaging.

Ulcer, Malignant, Hospital
Putrid, Hospital gangrene.

ULCERA SERPENT1A

gangrene—

ORIS, Aphthae.

u.

de

Larynx,

Phthisis

U LCEROUS,

Ulccro'sus, Helco'des, Helcoides.
the character of an ulcer.
ULCERS, EGYPTIAN, iEgyptia ulcera.

Having

—

—

ULCUS, Ulcer u. Atonicum, Rupia u.
Cancrosum, Cancer, Chancre u. Depascens,
Phagedenic ulcer u. INarium fcetens, Ozaena

—

—
— u. Syriacum, Cynanche maligna — u. Telephium. Telephium — u. Tuherculosum, Lupus.
ULCUSCULUM CANCROSUM,

—

—

Ulcer

A

formation of an ulcer,

larrngea.

;

—

Ulcera'tio, Exuhcra'tio.

The

superficial ulcer.
Exelco'sis.

ULE. Cicatrix.
U LITIS, from
'

solid flesh:'

Chancre.

ovXo?, 'solid.'
(Xatf ovXy,
the gum.') Injlam-

hence ou/ov,

'

Gcngivite, Inflammation
the gum,' and itis,
des Gr.ncivcs, from ouXov,
denoting inflammation. Inflammation of the

ma't.io gingi'vm,

(F.)

'

gums.

ULMHIRE, Spiraea ulmaria.
ULMARIA, Spiraea ulmaria.

ULMUS,

U.

campes'tris,

Ptelea,

Common

Orme. Family, Amentaceoe. Sex.
The inner, rough
Syst. Pentandria Digynia.
bark of this tree is inodorous; and has a bitter,
It is consiaustere, and mucilaginous taste.
dered tonic, alterative, and diuretic; and has
been used, chiefly, in lepra and other cutaneous affections.
Ulmus Ai.a'ta, Lynn JVuhoo. The bark of
the root has been used successfully as a cataplasm in phlegmonous inflammation.
Ulhus Amekica'na, U fulra. Rough-leaved
The inner bark
Elm, Red Elm, Slippery Elm
is highly mucilaginous, and is used in coughs,
Elm.

(F.)

ULNA

7;:

diarrhoeas, and dysenteries; also, as a poultice
for tumours; lacerated and contused wounds, &c.

UN EDO

I

extremity of the duodenum; the jejunum;
and the greater part of the mesentery; the
aorta; vena cava; the trunks of the renal arteAmericana.
ries and veins; the origin of the spermatic arteries, &c.
Umbilical Ring, An'nulus umbilical lis (F.I
Anneau oriibilical, is a fibrous ring which surthe Elboio, (q. v.) Anatomists have griven this rounds the aperture of the umbilicus, and
name to the bone of the forearm, which forms through which umbilical hernia occurs in
the prominence of the elbow, during the flexion children.
of that joint. It is the longer and largerof the
Umbilical Vessels, (F.) Vaisseaux ombilitwo bones, and is inserted at the inner side. canx, include the two arteries, and umbilical
Its upper and larger extremity has, behind, a vein.
The umbilical vein arises from the placonsiderable process, called olecranon; and, be- centa, and terminates at the fissure on the infefore, a smaller one, called coronoid. These two rior surface of the liver of the foetus; to which
eminences are separated from each other by the it conveys the blood necessary for its nutrition.
greater sigmoid or semilunar fossa, which reUMBILI'CUS, Umbo, Orn'plialos, Urnbili'cum,
ceives the articular trochlea of the humerus. Radix ventris, Mesompha' Hum,- Prolme'sis (navel
The tubercle of the ulna is a small, rough spot, of a new-born child;) the navel, from umbo. the
under the root of the coronoid process, for the button or prominence in the midst of a buckinsertion of the Brachialis intrrnus. On the ler,' or from 'v/uq>u/o;, or rather oy.<pai.o;, which

Ulmus Campestris, Ulmus — u.

ferior

Fulva, U.

,

'

outside of this extremity of the bone, is the lesser sigmoid cavity. It is articulated with the
head of the radius. The inferior extremity of
the cubitus, which is much smaller than the
superior, and articulated with the radius, has a
surface, that corresponds to the fibro-cartilage
which separates it from the os cuneiforme; and
a pointed process, called styloid.
The body of
the ulna is manifestly triangular.
It is articulated with the os humeri and radius, and, mediately, with the os cuneiforme. It is developed
by three points of ossification.
see Cubital muscles
u. Gracilis, Palmaris longus
u. Inter-

ULNARIS EXTERNUS,

—

—

(F.)
signifies the same, as well as the navel.
round cicatrix, about the
Omhilic, JVombril.
median line of the abdomen. It is in the situa-

A

tion of an aperture, which, in the foetus, affords
passage to the vessels of the umbilical cord.
Umbilicus Mari'nus, Colyle' don marina, An-

Acetabulum marinum, Androsace Malrnarinus.
A submarine
production, found on rocks and the shells of

dros'acB,
thi'oli,

Fungus vctia'us

fishes, in the south of France.
be anthelmintic and diuretic.
UMBO, Umbilicus.

It is

reputed to

UMBRELLA TREE,
UNCAS, INDIAN,

Magnolia tripetala.
Veratrum viride.

UNCIA. Ounce.
Stomacace.
UN'CIFORM, Uncifor'mis, from uncus, a
from ovXov, 'the gum,' and hook,' and forma, 'shape.' That which has
oytt-oq,
a tumour.' Swelling of the gums Epu- the shape of a hook.
lis, (q. v.)
Unciform Eminence, Hippocampus minor.
ULORRHA'GIA, Stomatorrhagia, gingiva'Os Unciform'*:, Os hama' turn, Os uncina' turn,
ruru, from ova or,
the gum,' and guyrvfjn, 'I (F.) Os crochu. The fourth bone of the second
break forth.' Bleeding from the gums.
row of the carpus. Its shape is very irregular.
ULOTICA, Cicatrisantia.
Inwards and forwards, it has a considerable
UL'TIMI-STERNAL. Professor Beclard has eminence, which is curved upon itself, and gives
given this appellation to the 6th or last bony attachment to the annular ligament of the carportion of the sternum. He calls it also Ensi- pus. It is articulated with the os semilunare,
sternal.
os magnum, os cuneiforme, and the 4th an<l
ULTIMUM MO'RIENS, 'last dying.' A 5th metacarpal bones. It is developed from a
term given to the part of the economy which single point of ossification.
UNCINUS, Hook.
dies last.
nus, see Cubital muscles.

ULOCACE,

'

ULON'CUS,
'

;

'

ULVA CRISPA, Fucus crispus.
UM13II/ICAL, Uinbilica'lis, from
the navel.'
the navel.

1

That which

umbilicus,
belongs or relates to

Umbilical Arteries, which

exist only in
the foetus, seem, as it were, continuations of
the primitive iliacs. They clear the umbilical
rintr, and proceed to the placenta, to which they
carry the residuum of the blood sent to the foe
tus by the umbilical vein. As soon as respira
tion is established, the blood ceases to pass by

the umbilical arteries, which

become

oblite-

rated, as well as the vein, and are transformed
the
into two very strong ligamentous cords,
vein forming the Ligumen'tum lotun'dum of the

—

Umbilical Cord, Funiculus umbilicalis.
Umbilical Rkoion, (F.) Rigion ombil.cale,
the middle region of the abdomen, in which

The sides of this are
or lumbar regions. In the umbilical region, are the omentum majus; the in.
the umbilicus is'placed.

called

comprehends

a tract of country from

Dunnose

on the southeast coast,
about six miles in length, and from a quarter to
half a mile in breadth. It is well protected from
the colder winds; and the climate is remarkably equable, as well as mild and dry, so that
there are not many days during the winter, in
which the invalid cannot take some exercise in
the open air. It is an excellent climate for the
to St. Catherine's Hill,

pulmonary valetudinarian.

A name given, by Paracelsus,
tumour, filled with a gelatinous matter,
like the white of esg.
UNDOSUS. Cymatodes.
UNDIM'IA.

liver.

is

UNCTIO, Inunction.
UNCTION, Unguentum hydrargyri.
UNCUS. Honk.
UNDERCL1FF, ISLE OF WIGHT, ENGLAND, (CLIMATE OF.) The Undercliff

tin- jl <ml;s

to a

UNDULATJO, Fluctuation.
UN EDO. Arbutus unedo— u. Papyracea,
butus uuedo.

Ar-

—
UNGUEN
UNGUEN, Unguentum— u.

Arliculare, Sy-

novia.

UNGUENT, ARMATORY,
UNGUENTARIA,

Hoplochrys.na.

(F.) see Myristica

mos-

UNGUENTA'RIUS, Myropa/us, Myrep'sus,
Myropo'les, Pigmenta'rius; from unguenturn,
* an ointment.'
One who makes and sells ointA

vel flava) Wax
simplex, Linimen'tum
simplex, Oil and Bees Wax, (F.) Onguent de
cire.
(Cera: Hij adipis ftjiv. Ph. U. S. or
cera:
gij, ol. oliv. §v.)
Emollient. A mild dressing.
Also, the basis of most of the compound

Unguen'tum Cer/e,
Unguentum

(albse

Ointment.

chata.

ments.

UNGUENTUM
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perfumer.

,

ointments.

Unguentum Ceratum, Ceratum Galeni — u.

Oerussas, U. oxidi

UNGUENTUM,

Unguen, Myron. (F.) Onguent, from ungere,
Ointments
to anoint.'

carbonatis

—

u.

plumbi

U. plumbi sub-

albi,

CerussfD

Ceratum

acetalte,

and wounds; but are sometimes ruhbed upon

plumbi superacetatis, U. plumbi superacetalis
u. Citrinum, U. de alth;cu.
Unguentum Ceta'cei, Unguentum Sper'malis Ceti, U. album, Linimen'tum album, Spermacc'ti ointment, (F.) Onguent de blanc de ba-

a

Icine.

'

are topical applications, of a consistence more
or less analogous to that of lard. They are

used, chiefly, as local applications to ulcers
part, in

where

cutaneous affections; and, especially,

it is

desired, that the constituents of the

ointment should be absorbed. Ointments are
of less consistence than cerates, although the
terms are often used indiscriminately.
Unguentum Adipocer^e Cetorum, Ceratum
cetacei
u. iEgyptiacum, Linimentum amiginis
u. Alu. .-Egyptium album, Crinomyron
bum, U. cetacei u. Oxidi plumbi albi, U.
plumbi subcarbonatis.
Unguentum de Althaea, Marshmnl'Jow Ointwent, U. de Terebin'thina el cera, Cera'lum de
Althaea, Emplas''trum mucilagino' sum, E. emol'liens, E
cit'rinum, E. flavum, E. de Althma,

—

—

—

—

Unguentum flavum,

cit'rinum,

U.

pini sylves'lris compos' Hum

seu leniti'vum,

U.

resi'nee

seu resumpli'vum

Onguent de guimauvc, O.

(F.)

(Olei de mucilaginibus, 1000 p., cerse
ftavx, 250 p, resince, terebinthin., aa, 125 p.
Liquefy; strain; and stir till cold. Pit. P.)
d'althea.

Common Olive oil
Oil of Mucilages.

might be substituted

for the

—

( Cetacei fivj, cera: alba Jjij, ol oliv. f. ^iij.
Ph. L.)
The ordinary dressing lor blisters and
excoriations.
Unguen'tum Creaso'ti, Ointment of Creosote. (Crcasot f'.Zss; adipis, I5J.
Add the creasote to the lard previously melted with a moderate heat, and stir constantly till cold. Ph.
U. S.)
Used in chronic cutaneous affections.

Unguentum Cupri Subacetatis,

U. Subace-

tatis cupri.

Unguentum Digesti'vum Simplex, U. Terebin'thina et ovo'rum vitel'U, Simple digestive
ointment, (F.) Onguent digestif simple. (Terebinth in. pur. G4 p. Vitell. ovor.
No. 2, vel 32 p.
Mix, for a long time, in a glass mortar, and
add, gradually, enough of the Oil. of the Hypericum (Millepertuis) to make a soft ointment.
Ph. P.)
Detergent. It may be rendered more
so by the addition of a little of the Acetate of
copper.

Unguentum Elemi, Balsam

of Arcceus, U.

elemi compositum.

Unguentum Ac"idi

Nitro'si, Ointment of

J\"drous Acid, Poma'lum vel Unguen'tum Nit'ricum vel Oxygenu! turn, (F.) Pommade oxygenic,
(Adip.
Graisse oxyghiee, Pommade d'A/yon.
Melt the fat and
sui.llse, lb), acid, nitros. gvj.
rub in the acid, gradually, till cold. Ph. E.)
Stimulant. Used in itch and other cutaneous
eruptions, and in foul ulcers.

Unguentum El'emi Compos'itum, Linimen'Arcit'i, Unguentum e gummi elemi, Ung.

tum

de Terebin'thina et Adip'ibus, U. elemi, Ointment of Elemi, (F ) Bavme d'Arcdus. (Elemi
Ibj, tcrebinthina: vulgaris §1. sevi prapnrati Ibij,
oliva olei f. gij. Melt the elemi with the suet;
remove it from the fire; and mix in the turpentine and oil. Strain the mixture through a
Stimulant and digestive.
linen cloth. Ph. L.)

Unguentum Album Resolvens, Linimentum ammonias fortius — u. Amygdalinum, Cera- To keep open issues, <fec.
Unguentum Epispas'ticum de Daphne Gnitum Galeni.
Unguentum Antjmo'nh, U. A. Tarlariza'ti, dio, Adeps Cor'ticB daphnes gnidii medico! tus,
Ointment of tar'larized an'timony. (Antimon. (F.) Pommade de Garou. (Adip. prsepar. 320
et potass, tartrat. gij, odipis §j.)

If a

of this ointment be rubbed upon any

drachm

night
and morning, it will excite, in a few days, a
eruption.
Hence,
is
it
empainful pustular
ployed as a counter-irritant- This preparation
stibia'ti
Tur'lari
seu
cmct'ici.
Ung.
called
is also

Un".

e

Tar'taro

medica'tus,

Ung.

stibia'lo,

part,

Adeps Tar tare

Tar'tratis

Potass's:

slibii

stibia'ti,

Pommade d'Autenrietli, Pommade stihiie.
Unguentum ANTiMOiMi Tartarizati, u. Antimonii.

Unguen'tum Aquje Ros*:, Ointment of Rose
water. Cold cream (Aq. Rosa:, ol. amygdal. aa. f
Melt together,
~ij; cetacei, §ss; cerse alloc, gj.
in a water bath, the oil, spermaceti and wax;
then add the rose water, and stir until it is cold.
Ph.

U. S.)

Cooling

to irritated surfaces.

Unguentum Armarium, Hoplochrysma— u.

Arlhanitce, see Arthanita— u. Articulare, Synovia— u. Basilicon flavum, Ceratum resinne— u.

Basilicon nigrum, U. resinas nigra— u. Basiliviride. U. subacetatis cupri— u. CanthaU<lis, U. Jyttce— u. CanlharUlis, U. Lytta:,
CttOT

32 p., cort. daphn. gnid. 128 p. Melt
the fat and wax; and add the bark softened in
water. Boil until the moisture is evaporated;
Ph P.) To keep
then pass through cloth.
p., cerse,

open

blisters,

issues,

See Unguentum

&c.

Mezerei.

Unguentum Epispasticum Fortius,

Cerate
Epispasticum mitius, U.
medrlyttae
u. Epispasticum viride, U.
lyttse
catum u. Flavum, U. de althaea u. e Gummi
u. Hellebori albi, U.
elemi, U. compositum
of

cantharides

—

—

— u.

—

—

veratri.

Unguentum

Gall*:,

Ointment

of

Galls,

M.—

Ph. U. S.)
(Gal/se in pulv, gj; adipis, gvij.
As an astringent in piles, indolent ulcers, &c.
Unguen'tum Hydrar'gyui, U. cceru'leum, U.
Keapolita'num, Blue ointment, Ceru'tum mercuria'IS, Adeps Hydrar'gyro medica'tus, Mercurial Ointment, Unction, (F.) Onguent niercuriet
ou JYapolitain.
The Strong Mercurial Ointment, Ungumtum
Hydrargifri fortius of the

peia

is

"thus

London Pharmaco-

made— H'jdrarg.

purif. Wii^ adipis

,

—U
UNGUENTUM

Unguentum
Hydrargyri

Hydrargyki Ammoniati, U.

pracipitati

albi

—

u.

Hydrargyri

Calais Albse, U. hydrargyri prsecipitati albi— u.
Hydrargyri compositum, U. hydrargyri nitratis
u. Hydrargyri deutoxydi n'itrati, U. hydrargyri nitrioo-oxydi— u. ex Hydrargyro mitius

—

dictum cinereum, Unguentum Oxydi Hydrargyri cinereum.

Unguentum Hydrargyri

JNitra'tis, U. H.
super nitra''tis hydrargyri, Ointment
of Nitrate of Mercury, Citrine Ointment, Bed'samum mercurials, Ung. hydrar'gyri compos'itum, U. mercurials citrinum, Jideps nitra'
hydrargyri medica'tus, Unguentum'' citrinum ad
scabiem, (F.) Onguent de nitrate de mercure, 0.

nitrali,

U.

citrin contrc la gale.

(Hydrarg.

5j, acid nitric.
Spij.
Dissolve

f.%x'],olci bubu/i.f gix; adipis
the mercury in the acid; and, while hot, add
the oil and melted lard.— Ph. U. S.)

A milder ointment— Ung. Mtratis Hydrargyri mitius ie made with triple the quantity of
oil and lard.
It is stimulant and detergent,
and is much used as an application to herpes,
porrigo, and cutaneous eruptions.
The weaker
ointment is, sometimes, used in ophthalmia

—

tarsi, &.C.

Unguentum Hydrargyri

NiT'nico-oxvni,

Ung. subnilra'tis hydrargyri, Ung. Oxydi Hip
drargyii rubri, U. II oxidi rubr. Ph. U. S.)
Ointment of Nitric Oxyd of Mercury, Bal'samum
ophthal' inicum rubrum, Unguentum deutoxfydi
hydrarg. nitrali, Red Precip'itate Ointment,
GoldtH Ointment. Singleton's Eye Salve, U. Hydrargyri rubri, U. ex Hydrargyro oxyda'to rubro, U. mercurii rubrum, U. ophthalmicum rubrum, U. sub nitra' lis hydrargyrici. (Hydrarg.
nitrico- ox yd. 5j, Ung. simpl. §viij
Add the
oxyd, reduced to a fine powder, to the melted
Pb. U. S.) Stimulant and eschaointment
Applied to foul ulcers, to inflammation
rotic.
of the tarsi, &c. &c.
Unguentum Hydrargyri Oxidi Rurri, U.
Hydrargyri Nitrico oxydi u. ex Hydrargyro
Oxydato Rubro, U. hydrargyri nitrico oxydi
u. Hydrargyri oxydi rubri, U. hydrargyri nitrico oxydi.

—

Unguentum Hydrargyri

Pr/ecipita'ti

Hydrar'gyri ammonia' ti, (Ph U. S.)
U. submuria'tis hydrargyri ammonia'ti, Un
guentum ad scabiem Ze/leri, U. mercurial?
album, U mundif icons Zelkri, Ointment of
irhite precipitate, Ung. e mercu'rio pracipita'to.
Ung. colds hydrargyri albx (Hyd. preccip. alb.
Melt the
Xj r adipis sui'lla seu ung si in pi. ^iss.
int, and add the precipitate ) Detergent. Used
vermin,
&c.
in cutaneous eruptions, to destroy

Albi,

U.

62*

unguentum
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prxpnrat. ^wciij, urn prscp.
Rub till the
gj.
globules entirely disappear.
The Milder Mercurial Ointment,— Unguentum
Hydrargyri Mitius,— \s made by adding, to one
pound of the strong, two pounds of lard.
The Unguentum Hydrargyri, (Ph. U. S.)
is made as follows:— Hydrarg.
ibij; adipis ^xxiij;
sew 5j. Rub the mercury with the suet and a
small portion of the lard until the globules disappear; then add the rest of the lard, and mix.
Mercurial ointment is antisyphilitic and discutient.
It is rubbed on the inside of the thigh,
in venereal affections; especially in those cases
where mercury, given internally, runs off by
the bowels. The stronger ointment is used for
this purpose. The weaker is employed as a dressing, or as an application to cutaneous eruptions.

Unguentum Hydrargyri Rubri, U
gyri nit/ico

hydrar-

oxydi— u. Hydrariryri submnrintis

—

ammoniati, T". hydrargyri prcecipitati albi u.
Hydrargyrici subnitratis, U. hydrargyri nitricooxydi u. Hydrargyri subnitratis, U.hydrargyri
nitrico-oxydi
u. Hydrargyri supernitratis, U.
hydrargyri nitratis— u. Infusi meloes vesicatorii, U. lytta?— u. lrritans. U. lyttse.
Unguen'tiim Io'dini, U Iodin'ii, Ointment of
Iodine, (Iodin gr. xx; alcohol, m. xx; adipis,
^j.
Rub the iodine first with the alcohol and then
with the lard until mixed. Ph. U. S.) Used
as a local application to goitrous and other

—

—

swellings.

Unguentum Io'dini Compos'itum, U.
Compound Ointment of

Iodin'ii

compositum,

Iodine,
Fotassii iodid, gj; Alcohol, f. jjj;
adipis ^ij.
Rub the iodine and iodide first with
the alcohol and then with the lard until they
are well mixed.
Ph. U. S.)
{iodin. ^ss;

Unguentum Lau'hinum, O'leum lau'rinum,
JIdcps lauro-medica'tus, Bay Ointment, (F.) Onguent ou Huile de laurier. (Fol. lauri, 500 p.,
adip. suillee, 1000 p.
Bruise in a marble mortar; evaporate all humidity by boiling; and add
Bay berries, \n powder. 500 p. Digest, and pass
through linen. Ph. P.) Reputed^to be corroborant and nervine. It is simply emollient.
Unguentum Lenitivum, U. de althaea u.
Liliaceum, Crinomyron.
Unguentum Lyttse, Ung. canthar'idis, U. ve-

—

U irri'tans, U. ad vesica'ta, Blistering Salee, Ung. infu'si mcl'oes vesicato'rii, Ointment of Spanish Flies, Ointment of Infusion of
Spanish Flies, Unguentum epispas'ticum mi'tius,
Milder blis'tering Ointment.
(Ountharid. in

sir.ato'rium,

pulv. 5ij; aqua destillat. Oss. carat, resin. §viij.
1
Boil down the water with the Spanish flies
one half, and strain; then mix the cerate
with the strained liquor, and evaporate to the
proper consistence. Ph.
S.)
It is stimulant
to

U

and epispastie; and is chiefly used for keeping
up the discharge from a blistered surface.
Unguentum Lytt.* Medica'tum, Adeps cantharid'ibus medica'tus, Poma'turn seu Unguen-

tum

epispas'ticum

vir'idS

Green blistering Ointment,

stimulans ac'rtbu*,
(F.)

Pommade

6pis-

(Pomnti vel unguent/ cantharid.
unguent, popule.i 168 p., eerx albas, 25b' p.,
cupri ticetul
ext. opii, aa 24 p.
Melt the unir.
populenm. and wax, and add, as they cool, the
oxyd of copper, canlharides, and opium. Ph.
Use, same as the last.
P.)
pastiquc verle.
(i4 p.,

,

Unguentum

Lytt/e

Medica'tum

Aliud,

Jideps rnntbnrjd'iJiiis, medica'tus alius, Poma'turn epispos' liri/m flar-um et mitius, Yellow Blistering Ointment, (F ) Pommade epispastiqui:
jaune.
(Pair, canthurid. 120 p adip. prap.
1(580 p., aqua 250 p.
Melt the lard; mix the
cantharides, and add the water at he same
time; place the whole on a gentle fire; stir
continually for two hours, and add a little water
to replace that which has been evaporated.
Pass through linen and strain
Keep it in a
water bath, and add powdered turmeric, 8
p
cool
till the superfluous liquid separate*;
Let it
pour off and add yellow wax, 250 p.. Oil of
Lemon. 8 p. Ph. P.) A complex preparation.
Use, same as the last:
An ointment, not very philosophically combined, was used by Dr. Physick. which is
known by the name of " Dr. Physick's Issue
Ointment." It is made by boiling halt an ounce
,

I

—
UNGUENTUM

—

7M

powdered cantharides in two ounces of roseand evaporating until one half of the
fluid is driven off, having previously added 15

ITNCVKNTI'M

—

Plumbici carbonatis, U. plumbi subcarPlumbi Carbonatis, U. P. Subcaru. Plumbi oxydi carbonati, U plumbi
subcarbonatis u. Plumbi subacetatis, U. oxidi
plumbi albi.
Unguentum Plumbi Subcarbona'tis, U.
Plumbi Carbona'tis, Cera' turn de Cerus'sa, Ung.
album, U. album simplex, U. Carbona'tis Plumbic/,

t>f

tis

neater,

bonatis
bonalis

.grains of tartar emetic.

The

decoction is to be
siramcd, and three ounces of olive oil, an ounce
and a half of white wax, and one ounce of evervnaccti added to it, and the mixture then boiled
till all the water is evaporated.
Unguentum Mercuriale Album, U. hydrargyri prsecipitati albi u. Mercuriale citri•nnm, U. hydrargyri nitratis u. e JVlercurio
u.
pta?cipitato, U. hydrargyri prsecipitati albi
-Mercurii rubrum, U. hydrargyri nilrico-oxydi
u. Mundificans Zelleri, U. hydrargyri prseci-

—

—

—

—

jpitati albi,

Unguentum Meze'rei, Ointment

ofMezereon.

transversim, ^iv; adipis. §xiv;
•r era alba §ij; Moisten the mezereon with a little alcohol, and beat in an iron mortar, until
reduced to a fibrous mass; then digest it with
the lard, in a salt water bath, for 12 houis;
strain forcibly, and allow the strained liquor to
cool slowly, so that any undissolved matters
may subside; from these separate the medicated
lard; melt it with the wax at a moderate heat,
Ph. U.
aiid stir constantly till they are cold.
H.) To keep open blisters, issues, &c.
{Mezer-.

incis.

—

:

Unguentum Muria'tis Hydrargyri Oxyksena'to Medica'tum,

Meps

muria'tS hydrar-

gi/ri oxygena'to medicatvs, Cyrillo's Ointment,
(Hydrarg. oxytnur.
•(F.) Pommade de Cyrillo.
Antive•4 p. adipis suillce -prcep. 32 p. Ph. P.)
Used in friction, gss at
'nereal and alterative.

a time.

:

see NaTdus Indica
Neapolitamum, U. hydrargyri u. Nervinum,
U.Sambuci u. Nitricum vel oxygenatum, U.

Unguentum Nardinum,

i\.

—

—

:acidi nilrosi.

Unguentum Ophthal'micum, Meps
ijiydrargyri rubra

et

plumbi

oxfido

aceta'te medica'tvs,

Regent's Pommade ophthulmiaue, (F.) Pomma.de
ophlhulmiqite. {Butyr. recent., aq. rosur. lavat.
4% p., camplwr., oxyd. 'hydrarg. rubr., acetatis
jJiniibi'Sii
25 p. Mix intimately. Ph. P.) In
•chronic inflammation of the conjunctiva or tarsi.
•U'nguentum OpHTHALMrcuM, 0. oxidi zinci

—

u.'Ophthalrnksum
faapuri
:2yri nitrico-oxydi.

rubrum, U. hydraT-

Un'Gtjentum Ox'irn Hydrargyri Cine'rei.
sen Unguentum ex kydrurgyro mitius dictum cinereum, Ointment of gray oxide of mercury, (F.) Onguent. gris. (Oxyd. hydrarg. ciner. p.
Properties like
/\* adipis svi'llse, p. iij. Ph. E.)
the mercurial ointment. It is not much used.
Unguentum Ox'idi Plumbi Albi, Ung. cevvs'sse, -Ung. album, Ung. subaceta'tis plumbi,
Ointment of white oxide of lead, White ointment.
(Ung simplicis, p. v. oxyd. plumb, alb. p. j. Ph.
E-fy-P.) Cooling and desiccative. Applied to
•excoriated and burnt surfaces.
Ungukntum Ox idi Zinci Impu'ri, Unguentum tu'ti3e,Ung. ophthul'micum, Eye Salve, Me/ps
tixUdiziiH-imedica'tus, Tuttry ointment Ointment
of impure oxide qf nine. (Linim. simpl. p. v.
oxyd. zinc. <impur.,prxp.,'p. ). Ph.E) Generally
used in ophthalmia tarsi and atonic ophthalmia.
Unguentum Picis Liq'uid;e, Ung. Picis, Ung.
r Pice, Tar Ointment. (Picis liquid., sevi, sing.
Melt and stir till coW. Stimulant and deIbj.

Mips

,

m

tinea capitis, and other cutatergent. Used
neous eruptions.
resinoe nigra—
Unguentum Pfcts Nigra:,

U

«».

Aoela lis plumbi, Cefatum plumbi supeiaceta-

li

.

— u.

—

—

U. Cerus'sse, U. Ox'ydi Plumbi Carbona'ti, (F.)
Onguent blune de Rhazes, O. de Cervsse, 0. de
Tornamira. (Plumbi Carbonat. in pul v. subtiAdd the carbolise. 3 ij; Unguent, simpl. Ibj.
nate of lead to the ointment previously softened
over a gentle fire, and mix. Ph. U. S.) Chiefly
used as a dressing for burns.

Unguentum

Plumbi Suteraceta'tis,

U.

Ointment of sugar of Lead, Unguentum Saturni'num, U. cerus'sse acela'tse, Bal'accta'tis plumbi,

samum

(Olive oil, Ibss, while tcax,
universalis.
giss, superacelate of lead, §ij) Cooling, desiccative.
Called, also, Balsamum Saturni'nvm,
Buty'rvm Satur'ni, Linimen'tum plumba'lum,

Poma'tum

sal<ur'ni,

Ung. triphar'macttm.

Unguentum Populeum, Meps

papav'erS, hyoscyfamo, et belludon'na medico! tus. (Fresh buds
of the Populus nigra, 500 p., macerated in adeps
suilla prsep. melted, 1500 p. for 24 hours. Preserve this. Again, take black poppy leaves, belladonna, hyoscyamus, black nightshade, aa 128 p.;
bruise in a mortar with the former preparation;
boil until all the humidity is evaporated, and

Ph. P) Anodyne. Applied to local inflammations, hemorrhoids, sore nipples, cancer,

strain.

&c. Green elder ointment is often sold for this.
Unguentum Populeum, see Populus.
Unguentum Potas'sjE Hydriodatis, U. PoOintment of Hydri'odate of Potass.
(Hydriodate of potass gss, hog's lard ,^jss.)

tassii lo'didi,

Half a drachm of

this

ointment

is

rubbed on

scrofulous glands, goitre, &c.
Unguentum Potassii Iodidi, U. Potasste

Hy-

driodatis.

Unguentum Pulvis Meloes Vesicatorii,
Cerate of cantharides

tum

— u. Resinae

flavse,

Cera-

resinse flavse.

Unguentum Resi'nje Nigr^e, Ung. resinse
nigrum, Ung. basiticon nigrum, Ung. tetrapharm'acvm, Black Basilicon, Black resin ointment,

Unguentum

(Resin,

picis nigras.

cerae flavae, resinse flav. aa, ^ix, olei

Uses, the same as the
Ph. L.)
or Yellow basilicon, (q. v.)

Unguentum

nigr.,

olivse Oj.

Ceratum

resinse

Rksinje Finj Sylvestris Com-

—

u. Resinosnm, Ceratum
Resumptivuin, U. de althaea.
Unguentum Sambu'ci, Ung. sambu'einum,
Green ointment, Unguentum nervinum, Elder
(Sambuci
ointment, (F.) Onguent de sureau.

positum, U. de althtea
resinse flava?

— u.

flor. Ibij, adipis praep. Bij.

Boil.

Ph. L.

fy

D.)

Emollient.

Unguentum Saturninum, U. plumbi superacetatis — u. Sabinas, Ceratum sabinse — u. ad
Scabiem Zelleri, U. hydrargyri prsecipitati albi
u.
u. Simplex, Ceratum Galeni, U. cerre
Solidum de cicuta, Emplastrum cicuttE— u.

—

—

Spermatis

ceti,

U. cetacei.

Unguentum Simplkx. U. Cerae.
Unguentum Stbamo'nh, Ointment
niiim.

(Stranwn.

of Strnmo'-

fol. recent, concis. Ibj;

Mipis

Boil the h:av<es in the
Ibiij; Cerse flavse ifiss.
lard until they become friabl-e; then strain
through linen. Add the wax previously melted, and stir until Uiey are cold,— /'A. U. S.) An

—

—
.

UNGUENTUM
anodyne ointment
rhoids, &c.

to irritable

URATE
ulcers,

hemor-

Ointment

Cupri
subaceta'tis, Ung. deter' gens, Ung. basil' icum
vir'idl, Ung. seru'ginis, lial'samum vir'idl. Ointment of subacctale of copper, Ver'digris ointment.
(Cupri subucet. in pulv.subtiliss. gj; Ung.simpl.
jxv. Add the subacetate to the ointment previously melted with a moderate heat, and stir
till cold.— PA.
U. S.)
Detergent and eschaU.

rotic.

Unguentum Scjl'phuius, Ung. e Sulph'uH,
Sulphur ointment. (Sulpk. suhlim. B>j; udip.
praep.M'}.
Ph.U.S.) Used chiefly in itch and
some herpetic affections.
Ungukntum Sulphuris Compos'itum, Compound Sulphur Ointment, Itch Ointment, Unguentum Antipsor'icum, Jackson s Itch Ointment,

Unguentum

Zinci, Ung. ox'idi zinci, U. Zinci
Oxidi, Zinc Ointment.
(Zinci oxijd. 5j, adipis
£vj Ph. L ) U?e, the same as that of the Un-

guentum

de Jasser. (Sulph. sublim
contus. §ij, potassx nitrat. gj,
saponis mollis Ibss. Ph. L.) The Ungukntum
Sulphuris Compositum of the Pharm. U. S.
(1842) is made as follows: Sulphur, ^y, Hydrargyri ammoniat. acid. Benzoic, aa gj; ol. Bergamot., acid, sulphuric, aa f. 7,y, Potassse Nitrat.
gij; adipis Ibss.
To the melted lard, add the
other ingredients, and stir till cold.
Use, the
same as the last; but it is more stimulating.
ibss, veratri Tad.

U. Zinci.
minor, Nail, PteryOdoralus, Blatta Byzantia.
Unguis, Os, Os lachryma'lB. A small, quadrilateral, very thin, and semi-transparent bone,
which has been compared to a human nail, and
is situate at the anterior and inner part of the
orbit.
It aids in the formation of the lachrymal gutter and the nasal duct. It is articulated
with the frontal, superior maxillary, ethmoid,
and the inferior spongy bones, and is developed

UNGUIS, Hippocampus

gion

by

Unguentum Sulphura'tum ad Scabiem,
et

ammo'nix muria'te

m.edica'-

(Adipis, 120 p.,siilph. lot. CO p., ammonias
muriat., aluminx svlphat. aa 4 p., fiat unguentum. Ph P ) Antipsoric.

Bailey's Itch Ointment

is
composed of
alum, sulphate of zinc, and
cinnabar, scented with oil of aniseed, oil of origanum, and oil of spike, and coloured with al-

olive oil, lard, nitre,

lianet ro^t.

Unguentum Sulphura'tum Alcali'num ad

Mips sul'phurB et carbona'te Potassx
medica'tus, Hel'mericlis Alcaline Sulphu'rated
(Adip. prsep. 800 p sulphur, lot.
Itch Ointment.
200 p., carbonat. potass, pur. 100 p., fiat. ung.
Ph. P ) Use, same as the last.
Scabiem,

,

Bateman's Itch Ointment resembles this. It is
coloured with cinnabar and scented with essence
of bcrgantot.
Unguentum Susinum, Crinomyron u. Taru. Tartar! emetici, U. antimonii tartarizati
u. e Tartari stibiati, U antimonii tartarizati
u. Tartaro stibiato, U. antimonii tartarizati
tratis potassiB stibiati, U. antimonii tartarizati
u. de Terebintliina et adipibus, U. elemi compositum u de Terebintliina et cerA, U. de
althaea— u. Terebinthinre et ovorum vitelli. U.
digestivum simplex u. Tetrnpharmacum, Bau. Tripharmacum, U.
silicon, U resinse nigne

—
—
—
—

—

—

—

—

plumbi superacelatis u. Tutiee, U. oxidi zinci
impuri u. ad vesicala, U. lyttaj— u. nd vesieatoria. cerate of cantharides— u. V«sicatorinm,
U. lytUe— u. Oxidi zinci, U. zinci.

—

Unguen'tum

Tab'aci,

Tobacco Ointment

(Tabcc. recint concis. gji Adipis, Ibj. Boil the
tobacco in the lard over a gentle fire till it becomes friable: then strain through linen.— FA.
U. S.)
tis,

Applied

hclleb'on

While hellebore ointment. ( i'cratr. rod pulv.
Used
~ij. adipis prop, %v\iyolei limon. m. xx.)
in cases of itch, where sulphur is objected to.
It is not equally efficacious.
The principal ingredients i« the Edinburgh

single

A

wound

punctum

bandage

ossificationis.

wound

is

(F.)

Bandage

for bringing the

into approximation.

of such

unis-

edges of a

The arrangement

a bandage differs according as the
transverse or longitudinal.
CABALL1NA, Tussilago.
See Tarsus.
Pearl.

UNGULA
UNGUIS PALPEBRARUM.
UNIO,

UN 10CULUS, Cyclops.
UNOCULUS, Borgne, Cyclops.

UNWELL

(Being), Menstruation.
UPAS. A word, used in the Archipelagos
of Molucca and Sunda, and signifying Vegetable Poison, Ipo, Bohon Upas, Boa Upas, and
Pohon Antiar, Boon Upas. A substance used
by the natives of those places for poisoning
their arrows. The smallest quantity is capable
of destroying the largest animal. The tree,
which produces it, is said to be the Antia'ris
Toxica 'ria. Another species of upas, the U.
Many
Tieuti, is the produce of a Strychnos.
idle stories are told regarding the upas; most
fabulous.
are
of which
U'RA C H US, U'racus, Urinac'ulum, from
ovqov,

'

urine,'

and

ix">, 'I contain.'

(K.) Ou-

The urachus, in certain animals, is a
lonrr membranous canal, which arises from the
bladder, makes its exit from the abdomen by

rarjue.

umbilicus, and terminates in the pouch
According to Sabalier, this is
called allantois.
the arrangement of the urachus in the human

the

foetus; but Bichat and other anatomists consider, that when the canal exists in the human

They regard it as
foetus, it is a malformation.
a kind of suspensory ligament of the bladder,
extending from the top of that organ to the umbilicus; and, at the umbilicus, confounded with
the abdominal aponeuroses.
URACRATIA, Enuresis.

URACUS,

Urachus.

URANA, Ureter.
URANE, Urinal.
URANISCOPLAS'TICE, from ovpamtxos,
the roof of the mouth,' and nXaorixuc, formThe operation of engrafting in cases of
ing-'
deficiencies of the soft palate.
'

•

DRANISCOS,

Palate.

URANISKORRHAPHIA,

to irritable ulcers, tinea capi-

Ungukntum Veha'trt, Ungutntum

a

u.

UNI'TING BANDAGE,

URANORRHAPHY,

&c.

albi,

—

sant.

,

tus.

tutix

Ungukntum Zinci Oxidi,

Pommade antipsorique

Adeps sul'phurE

and muriate of

are white hellebore

ammonia.

Unguentum Subaceta'tis Cuphi,

Staphyloraphy.
Staphyloraphy.

URAS,

Urate.
Uras; Lilhate, Lithas; from ovqov,
generic name for salts, formed by
the combination of uric or lithic acid with different bases.

'

URATE,
urine.'
A

Urate or Lithate of Soda

is

found

in

«•

—
;

UREA
tliritic

calculi:

— Urate

some urinary

in

or Lithatc of Ammo' nia

calculi.

UREA,

Uren, Uren'ium, Uricum, (F.) Urie.
A white, pearly, brilliant sub
stance, in transparent plates, inodorous, and oi
a cool taste; very soluble in water; deliques
cent, and soluble in alcohol. It exists, in great
quantity, in the urine; and is an essential part
of it. It has been used as a diuretic. Dose,

xv to^j.

UREC'CHYSIS,
and tx/voic,

membrane.

the cellular

UREDO,
URlE,

'

Ureckysis, from ovnov, 'urine,'
effusion.'
Effusion of urine into

Urticaria.

Urea.

UR EM A, Urine.
UREN.Urea.

URENIUM,
URE'SIS,

Urea.

from ovgtiv, ' to void the
act of passing the urine.
URE'TER. Same etymon. U'rana, Vena
alba renurn, Cana'lis tier' veus Jistulo' sus renum.
Ductus seu Ductor Urinse, Vas urina'rium, (F.)
Ureterc. A long, excretory canal
membranous
and cylindrical which conveys the urine from
the kidney to the bladder. It extends, obliquely,
between the pelvis of the kidney, with which
it is continuous, and the Bas fond of the bladJt enters at the posder, into which it opens.
terior and inferior part, for some distance, between the coats, and opens into the cavity of
the bladder, at the posterior angle of the Tri
gone vesical. The ureter is formed of an exterior, white, opake, and fibrous membrane; and
of an inner, which is mucous.
URETERALG"IA, from ovqijtw, 'the ureFain in the course of
ter,' and ulyoq, 'pain.'
the ureter.
URETkRE, Ureter.
URETER'ICUS. An epithet to ischury,
&c. arising from an affection of the ureter.
URETERITIS. Inflammation of the ureGenerally caused by calculus.
ter.
URETERO-LITH'ICUS, from ovqwq, < the
An epithet apureter,' and XiSog, 'a stone.'
plied to ischury or other affection caused by a
stone in the ureter.
Ureteuo-phlegmat'icus, from ovQrjTtjQ, 'the
Any
ureter,' and ipAtyna, 'phlegm or mucus.'
affection caused by mucus accumulated in the
ureter.
Uretero-py'icus, from ovQrjTt;Q, the ureter,'
and 7ii 01. pus.' An epithet applied to affections
caused by the presence of pus in the ureter.
Ureteko-stumat'icus, from ovotjTtjo, 'the
urine.'

Urt'asis,

The

—

—

'

'

which traverses the prosmembranous portion, from S
long, which is separated from the

a quarter in length,
tate

Same etymon.

gr.

URICUM

736

gland

:

to 10 lines

—

A

2.

:

Fossicula navicularis. On the interior of the
urethra two white lines are perceptible the
one above, the other below. The latter commences at the verumonlanum ; and at the surface of this, the ejaculatory ducts and prostatic
ducts open. The urethra is lined, in its whole
extent, by a mucous membrane; on which are
seen, particularly at the bulb, the orifices of a
number of follicular ducts, called Sinuses of
Moigagni. The arteries of the urethra are numerous, and proceed from the internal pudic,
the largest branches entering the bulb. The
veins follow the course of the arteries. The
lymphatics pass into the inguinal and hypogastric plexuses.
The nerves come from the pudic
and gluteal. In the female, the urethra is only
about an inch long. It is wider than in man,
and susceptible of great dilatation. It is very

—

wide at its commencement; and descends obliquely forwards, to terminate at the top of the
external aperture of the vagina, by the meu'tus
In its course, it is slightly curved,
urina'rius.
the concavity being forwards.
Urethra, Blind Ducts of the, see Cfficus
u. Mucous lacuna? of the, see Caucus.

—

URETHRA LG1 A,

Gonorrhoea.

URkTHRE, Urethra.
URETHRITIS, Gonorrhoea.
URETHROPHRAX'JS.from
urethra,' and ynaoou},
of the urethra.

'

I

ov QV 9na, 'the

obstruct.'

URETHROPLA S'TIC,
oiQi,dQa,

An

Urethroplasties

and

urethra,'

'

'

e-pithel

Qijyrv^i, 'I

rhage from the urethra

URETHRORRHOS'A,
urethra,'

and oew,

'

1

break

— Frank.
from

flow.'

A

out.'

oi;o»;So«, 'the
discharge from

URETHROTOME,

from ovQrr1 Q a, 'the ureand Tfuuo, 'I cut.' An instrument, so
called by Le Cat, with which he divided the
skin, and laid open the urethra, in the operaAlso, an instrument for
tion for lithotomy.
thra,'

ureter.

urethra,'
donuflos,

' resemblance.'
in the ureter.

'

grumous

ovQ^rtig, ' the
blood,' and hSos,

Ischury, from grumous blood

Hemor-

the urethra.

dividing strictures of the urethra.

Uretero-thromboi'des, from

Obstruction

the urethra,' and nlaoow,
I
given to the operation which
supplies defects in the canal of the urethra,
through which the urethra escapes.
URETHRORRHA'GIA, from ovqi^qu, 'the

from

form.'

That which is
ureter,' and axoua, 'orifice.'
dependent upon obstruction of the orifice of the

ureter,'

—

3.
rectum by the cellular tissue only
A
spongy portion, which expands, anteriorly, to
form the glans, and which commences at the
bulb of i, e urethra.
Uefore opening externally,
the canal has'a dilatation, called the Fossa or

URETHRYMENO'DES, from
which

is

ovu^oa, the
membrane.'
That
caused by a membrane, formed in the
and

'vuijv,

'

'a

urethra.

URET1CUS,

Diuretic, Urinary.
Urethra.
URkTRE. Urethra.
URKTR1S, Urinal.
URIAS. Urethra.

URETR A,

URETHRA. ovoijdQct, Cana'lis seu Mea'tus
seu Ductus urina'rius, Unas, Urc'tra, Fig'tula
urina'ria, Iter urina'rium; (F.) Urethrc, Urelre.
from ovnuv, 'urine.' The excretory duct for
* in
the urine, in both sexes; and for the speri
man. In the latter, it is 10 or 12 inches long
and extends from the neck of the bladder to
the extremity of the penis, in which its external aperture is situate. In the male urethra.
1. A Prostathree portions are disiinguished:
tic yorliun, near the bladder, about an inch and
;

—

URIASIS,

Lithia, Uresis.

URIC

A'ClD, Acidum Uricum, Lithic Acid,
An acid which exists in huAcidum
man urine, and which constitutes the greater
lithirum.

ft
part of urinary calculi,
from the urine, in health.

nary

URICUM,

Urea.

is

often deposited

See Calculi, Uri-

—

:

URICUS

URINE
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URICUS, Urinary.
URINA GENITALIS, Sperm-u.

—
—

—

The aggregate
Mucosa,

Cystirrhoea u. Potus, see Urine u. Sanguinis,
see Urine
u. Vaccoe, Urine, cow's.
URINACULUM, Urachus, Urinal.
URIN^E PROFLUVIUM, Diabetes— u.Sup-

of canals and cavities, intended
to contain the urine and convey it externally.
These 2oays are composed of excretory ducts,
which form the tubular portion of the kidney;

of calices; pelvis: ureters; bladder; and urethra.
.UR1NATORIUM, Urinal.
URINE, Uri'na, ovoov, ovor.ua, U'ron, Urefti. Substillum, Strangury.
ma, Lotiurn, Lot, Lapis au'reus. An excremenU'RINAL, Urinato'rium, Chernib'ium, U'rane, titial fluid; secreted by the cortical part of the
Ureftris,
Urinadulum, Urodochium, Uratra'- kidneys; filtered through their tubular portion;
Cttun, from urina, 'urine.
A name given, 1. poured gnttatim from the apices of the tubular
To certain vessels, used to pass the urine into. papillae into the pelvis of the kidney; and trans2. To reservoirs, of different shapes and chamitted by it to the ureters; which convey it
racter, which are adapted to the penis, in cases slowly, but in a continuous manner, into the
of incontinence of urinp, and which are in- bladder, where it remains deposited, until its
tended to receive the urine as it flows off.
accumulation excites a desire to void it. The
URINARIA, Antirhinum linaria, Leontodon excretion of the fluid takes place through the
taraxacum.
urethra; and is caused by the action of the
U'RINARY, Urina'rius, U'rictis, Uret'icus. abdominal muscles and diaphragm and the
Same etymon. That which relates to the urine. contraction of the fibrous caat of the bladder.
Urinary Bladder, Vesi'ca Urinafria, Cystis, Urine is transparent; of a citron-yellow colour
(F.)
Vessie.
musculo-membranous reser- of a peculiar odour, and of an acid, saline, and
voir, intended for the reception of the urine, slightly bitter taste. That which is passed, some
until the accumulation of a certain quantity time after taking fluid, is less coloured, and less
solicits its excretion.
The bladder is situate in odorous and dense than that which is voided 7
the hypogastric region, between the rectum or 8 hours after eating. The first is the Uri'na
and pubis, in man; and between the pubis and potus, (F.) Urine dela Boisson, Urinefromdrinlt:
vagina, in the female.
Its upper region is not the latter Uri'na san'guinis, (F.) Urine de la dicovered, except by the peritoneum posteriorly. gestion, Urine de la coction, Urine cuil.e, Coded,
From its centre arises the uraclius. Its lower urine, Urine of digestion. According to the
region is bounded, anteriorly, by the prostate, analvsis of Berzelius, urine contains, in 1000
in man; and rests on the vesiculse seminales parts 933 of water, 30.10 of urea, 3.71 of suland rectum, ki the female, it corresponds to phate of potass, 3.1b" of sulphate of soda, 2.94 of
the vagina. The lowest portion of this region phosphate of soda, 4.45 of chloride of sodium,
bears the name Bas-fond. The anterior^ sur- 1.65 of phosphate of ammonia, 1.50 of muriate of
face of the organ is not covered by peritoneum. ammonia, 17.15 of free lactic acid, lactate of
It is attached to the symphysis pubis by a fibroammonia united with an animal matter soluble
cellular expansion called the anterior ligament. in alcohol and an animal matter insoluble in
The posterior ligaments are duplicatures of the that agent: 1.00 of earthy phosphate, with an
peritoneum on its posterior surface, which ex- atom of lime, 1.00 of uric acid, 0.32 of mucus of
tend from this surface to the rectum, in the the bladder, and 0.03 of silica. There are found
Its
male, and to the uterus, in the female. The in it, moreover, albumen, sulphur, &.c.
bladder is composed of a serous membrane, average specific gravity is about 1 015. The
formed by the peritoneum; of a muscular quantity passed by the adult in the 24 hours
membrane ; of a somewhat thick layer of cel- varies. On the average it may amount to two
Sometimes, the urine, in
lular tissue; and is lined, on its inner surface pounds and a half.
by a mucous membrane, which is, sometimes, health and disease, exhibits appearances, that
raised up, here and there, in long prominences hive received special names. Thus, that which
or columns by the muscular fibres beneath. To is characterized by a deficiency of solid matters
this condition, the French anatomists give the generally, has been called Hydru'ria, (v3o>p,
water,') by a deficiency of urea, .Inazotafria,
term vessie a colonnes. In the Bas-fond the
two ureters open, and the urethra commences; (av, privative, and azote,) by a superabundance
and the triangular space, which the apertures of urea, jSzotu'ria. Urine, in which the depoof these three canals leave between them, is site consists of lithic acid, and the lithates, has
called, by the French, the Trigone vesical or been termed Lilhu'ria; and that in which the
In the deposite consists of the earthy and earthy-alkaVesical Triangle, Trigo'nus Lieutau'di.
line phosphates, Ceramu'ria, (xtpuuog, potter's
orifice of the urethra, which is also called the
At times, a -pellicle forms on
lower
part, earth,' &c. &c.
its
is,
at
neck of the bladder, there
consists of
a more or less prominent tubercle, which is the surface (Cremor urinar) which
formed by the anterior angle of the Trigone mucus and some salts: at others, there is a
its upper part,
vesical, and is called the Vesical uvula, (F.) cloud, (.Yuhecuta, nahes) towards
which is called Enaeore'via when it is susLuetic vesicate.
middle of the
the
about
were,
The arteries of the bladder proceed from the pended, as it
hypogastric, umbilical, sciatic, middle hemor- liquid. Occasionally, there is a sediment, to
pressio,

Ischuria— u. Stillicidium, Strangury—

-

A

—

:

—

—

'

'

Its veins, which
rhoidal, and internal pudic.
are more numerous than the arteries, open into
Its nerves
the hypogastric venous plexus.
emanate from the sciatic and hypogastric plexuses; and its lymphatic vessels pass into the

calculi, which form
See Calculi, Urinary.

The

in the urinary passages.

Urinary Passages,

The
ease;

urine
but

(F.)

Voies

tirinaires.

&.c.

(See these various words.)
often deserving of attention in dishas been considered a matter of

is
it

more importance than
have presumed

it

merits.

Some em-

pronounce on the
nature of a disease by simply inspecting it.
See Uroscopy. Human urine was, at one time,
considered aperient; and was given in jaundice,
pirics

hypogastric ganclia.

Urinary Calculi.

which the names Hypos' tasis, Sedimen'tum,
have been given.

to

—

—
URINE

dose of one or two ounces. Cow's Urine,
Urina Vaccas, Allflower water, was once used,
the cow,as a purge,in the dose of Oss!
Urine has been variously designated by pathologists, according to its appearance, &c;

in the

warm from

neuse, Urine, flocculent u. des Goulteux, Urine,
gouty u. Hui/euse, Urine, oily u. Incontinence of. Enuresis u. Involuntary discharge
of the, Enuresis u. Lactescente, U. milky «.

—

example:
Urink, Bloody, Hematuria.
Crude Urine, (F.) Urine true. Urine that
thin, transparent, and but little coloured,

urina

in

URINIF'EROUS,

UROCRASIA,
'I judge.'

UROCRITERION,

' urine,'
and
dissolution, loss of strength.'
A partial and temporary suspension of the function
of the kidney, such as occurs in the course of
condition of the function
most acute diseases.
of the kidney and of the urine, similar to that
observed in acute diseases, but without local
mischief or preceding inflammatory fever, has
been termed, when occurring in children, Urodial'ysis Neonatorum; in the aged, Urodialysis

StaXvoi?,

'

A

and

— Schonlein.

URODOCHIUM,
'

pain.'

from ovqov, urine,' and oSwrj,
Pain during the excretion of the urine.

UROLITHOLOG"IA;

lai-

ipaisse.

'

'

UROLITHOTOMIA, Lithotomy.
UROMANTi'A, from ovqov, 'urine,'

URON,

Urine.

URONOL'OGY,

Uronolog"ia, from ovqov,
The part
and xoyoc, a description
of medicine which treats of the urine.
UROPYGION, Coccyx.
Urine containing
urine,'

'

'

'

UROPYGIUM,

a salt of the oxalic acid.

Phosph oresc ent

Croupion.

URORRHAGIA, Diabetes.
URORRHGEA, Enuresis, Diabetes.
UROSCOPIA, see Uromantia.

Urine, Phosphoru'ria.

Urine which is luminous or phosphorescent.
Pur'puhic Urine, Porplturu'ria. Urine conURO'SLS, from ovqov, urine.'
taining purpuric acid and its salts.
Rick'ety Urine contains much phosphate of the urinary organs. Alibert.
'

URTl'CA,

lime.
(F.) Urine Unue.
slightly coloured,

transparent,
dense.

Urine that is
and but little

Mire,

U. Dioica; the
(F.)

Orlie.

Common

stinging

Family,

Sex. Syst. Moncecia Tetrandria.

UrticetB.
This plant has

lontr used for medical and culinary purThe young shoots, in the spring, are
poses
considered to possess diuretic and antiscorbutic

been

Ardent urine— u. de.
Boisson, Urine, hysterical, see Urine v. de

URINE .1RDENTE,

—

la
la

Coction. see Urine— 7/. Cruc, Urine, crude— a.
Cuile, see Urine— u. de la Digestion, see Urine
w. Floconu. Epaisse, Urine, mucilaginous

—

nettle,
']

Diseases of

—

j

Thin Urine,

and

'

Urine huilcuse, is that
which has an oily pel-

Oxalic Urine, Oxalu'ria.

A

The art of divining disuarrita, divination.'
Uroeases by simple inspection of the urine.
One professing to be able to do this is
scopia.
called Uroman'tes.

;

licle at its surface.

from ovqov, 'urine,'

a stone,' and Zoyug, a description.'
description of urinary calculi.

lido?,

rosacic acids.
or

'

UROLITHI, Calculi, urinary.
UROLITHIASIS, Lithia.

Urine containing much mucus.
Nervous Urine. Thin and very liquid urine;
such as is passed shortly after the attack of nervous diseases.
Urine of Nervous Fevers is generally very
thin and often deposites a mixture of uric and
(F.)

Urinal.

URODYN'IA,

teuse.

oil,

and xqivw,
formed

UROCYSTITIS, Cystitis.
URODIAL'YSIS, from ovqov,

herbivorous animals.

Oily Urine,
which pours like

'urine,'

A judgment

Urocrite'rion.

either of the urine, or of disease after inspecting
the urine.
Urocrisia.

Senum.

Urine lactescente ou

Enuresis.

UROCRlS'IA,fromou(>o«',

term used,
by the French, for ammoniacal urine, rendered
turbid by a substance similar to small grains of
dust, which causes it to resemble the urine of
(F.)

car-

A

'

{¥.,) a

White and troubled urine.
Mucilag"inous Urine, (F.) Urine

ovqov,

That which

ovqov, ' urine,' and
hydrometer for taking
measure.'
ptxQov,
the specific gravity of urine.
URINOUS, Urino'sus, Urino'des. Having the
character of urine. Similar to urine.

coloured.

Milky Urine,

Urinifer, from

carry.'

I

URINODES, Urinous.
URINOM'ETER, from

Icter'ical Urine contains bile.
Urine of Inflam'matory Diseases. This
generally, small in quantity, and very high-

URINE JUMENTEUSE,

'

Urinif'erous Tubes or Ducts of Belli'ni,

similar to the Urine de la Boisson.

is,

tptow,

Tu'lmli vel duc'tus vriniferi Belli'ni, Bellenia'ni Ductus, Bellenia'nx Fis'lulx, are the collection of small tubes, converging from the cortical
part of the kidney to the apices of the papillae.

attacks of gout, precipitates a mixture of the
uric and rosacic acids.
clear, colourless,

and

ries urine.

Gouty Urine, (F.) Urine des goulteux, contains much phosphate of lime, and, after severe

is

u.

urine,'

'

it.

Hyster'ical Urine

—

—

Urine, milky u. Sandy, Arenosn
Stoppage of, Ischuria u. T6nue, U.

thin.

affording neither cloud nor deposite.
Cystin'ic Urine, Cystinu'ria. Urine containing cystine or cystic oxide in solution, or
as a deposite.
Diabet'ic Urine, Melitu'ria. Urine passed
in Diabetes mellitus.
It does not contain, apparently, either urea or uric acid, except in accidental cases; but has a large quantity of sugar
analogous to that of the grape, which may be
separated in the form of crystals. In other respects, the urine- is very abundant and very
limpid in that affection.
Drop'sical Urine is an ammoniacal urine,
often containing much albumen and scarcely
any urea.
Dvspep'tic Urine has been found to precipitate tannin abundantly, and to soon putrefy.
Floc'culent Urine, (F.) Urine floconneu.se,
is when the fluid is troubled by flocculi, sus-

pended

—

—

—

Laiteuse,

for

is

—

—
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—

properties.

Uhtica

Dioica,

fcclidissima,
i

Urtica

— n.

lners

Galeopsis— u. Mortua,

magna
Laimuin

—
URTICARIA

UTERUS
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album—,,. Pilulosa, U. Pilulifera— u. Roman,
UTERO-GESTATIO, Pregnancy.
U. Pilulifera.
UTEROMANIA, Nymphomania.
Urtica Pii.uuf'era, Pill-bearing Keltic, U.
U'TERUS, liter, Utric'ulus, Loci, Loci mulit'Fdulo'sa, U. Roma'na, (F.) Ortie Romaine. The bres, Vulva,
Venter, Arvum natu'rx, Conceptadseed was formerly given in diseases of the chest.
ulum, Matrix, Ager naturas, Hys'tera, Metro., SteNettles have been used as stimulants to para- ra, An'gos,
Delphys, Atvus, the Womb, (F.) Malytic limbs.
trice, Sein.
The uterus,— destined
lodge the
UnncA Urens. (F.) Ortie brulantc. A lesser foetus from the commencement oftoconception
variety of the nettle, possessing similar virtues.

URTICA'RIA,

from urticu, 'a nettle;' Enantlte'sis urtica'ria, Ure'do, Scarlati'na urtica'ta,
Urtica'ria porcella'na, Exanthe'ma urtica'tum,
Eptnijc'lis prurigino'sa, Febris urtica'ta. Pur'-

pura

urtirata, Febris rubra prurigino'sa, Saltans
rosa, Kettle rash; from urti'ca, ' a nettle,' because the eruption resembles that produced by
the stings of a nettle.
disease, distinguished

A

by those elevations of the

cuticle cMeAxclieals.
top, and are often surdiffuse redness. They excite intolerable itching, especially when the person is
warm in bed. The eruption frequently goes

They have

a white

rounded by a

and comes, once or more in the 24 hours, and
generally dependent upon gastric derangement. In some people, nettle-rash is induced
by shell-fish, eggs, nuts,&c. It is not, usually,
a disease of any consequence, and its treatment
is limited to the use of absorbent laxatives, and
is

some general means.

Willan has described

six

varieties of the complaint;— the Urtica'ria febri'U. evan'ida, U. perstans, U. confer1 ta, U. subcuta'nea, and U. tuberv'sa.
lis,

Urticaria Porcei.i.ana, Essera,

Urticaria.

URTICA'TIO, from

nettle.'

urtica, «a
sort of flagellation, with nettles;
the intention of exciting the skin.

URUCU,
USNEA,

— used

A

with

Terra Orleana.
Lichen saxatilis.

USTILAGO,

Ergot.
Burn.
USTION, Ustio, Causis, from urere, vstum,
' to burn.'
The act of burning, or of applying
the actual cautery. Also, the effect of cauteri-

USTIO,

zation;

—a

burn.

USTULA'TIO.
substance

An

operation

by which a

dried by warming.
Habit.
is

USUS,
UTER, Uterus.
UTERI ANTEVERSIO,

—u

Hysteroloxia ante-

Convulsivus morbus, Lorind tnatricis
u. Flexio, Hysteroloxia
u. Coryza, Leucorrhcea
rior

—

u.

—

Inclinatio,

Hysteroloxia— u.
rior

— u.

—

Hysteroloxia u. Obliquitas,
Pronatio, Hysteroloxia ante-

Pruritus,

Nymphomania — u.

Reflexio

—

completa, Hysteroloxia posterior u. Retrover
u. Rheurna, Leusio, Hysteroloxia posterior
corrhcea u. Versio incompleta, Hysteroloxia.
Uteri Adscf.nsus, Hysteria.
U'TERINE, Uteri'nus, from ?^erMS,'thewomb.'
That which belongs or relates to the womb.
Uterine A rt erv, Arte'ria utcrina hypogas'trica, in size is always in a ratio with the greater
It
or less slate of development of the uterus.
arises from the hypogastric, either separately or
with the umbilical, or from the internal pudic.

—

—

It passes

upon

the laleral parts of the vagina,

branches; and afterwards
of the uterus, and divides
into a considerable number of very tortuous
branches, which enter the tissue of the organ.
Utkrihe Muse lb of Rotsch consists of some
fleshy fibres at Hie fundus of the uterus, which
he regarded as forming a particular muscle.
to

which

it

gives

ascends on the

side's

—

birth,
is a hollow, symmetrical
organ,
having the shape of a truncated conoid it is
between the bladder and
the rectum, above the vagina, and below the
convolutions of the small intestine. The uterus
is flattened from before to behind, and is nearly
an inch in thickness. It is two inches broad,
in its highest part, and becomes narrower towards the vagina; terminating in a contracted
till

:

situate in the pelvis,

—

portion, called the cercix or neck;
to distinit from the rest of the organ, called the
body.
From its fundus or upper portion the Fallopian tubes pass off
The mouth is called Os
Uteri or Os Tineas.
The cavity is very small,
and its parietes are thick. The portion of the
cavity, corresponding with the body, is triangular and flattened.
Its superior angles present
the extremely fine orifices of the Fallopian
tubes. The cavity of the neck is slightly dilated
before opening into the vagina.
The uterus is
composed, 1. Of a serous membrane. This is
external, and furnished by the peritoneum;
which is reflected upon the uterus from the
posterior surface of the bladder and the anterior
surface of the rectum. It forms, also, the broad
ligaments of the uterus, Ligamen'ta lata, Alx
vespcrtilio'nis.
These contain, above, the Fallopian tube: beneath and anteriorly, the round
ligaments; and, behind, the ovary. They are
two membranous productions or duplicatures of
the peritoneum, sent from the edges of the uterus and posterior extremity of the vagina, in a
transverse direction, to be fixed to, and to line
the side of the pelvis. 2. Of a mucous membrane, which is a prolongation of that of the
vagina, and extends into the tubes. 3 Of a
proper tissue, whose thickness is considerable.
It is of a close texture ; is grayish and elastic
;
and resists the instrument that divides it. Its

guish

intimate nature is but little known.
During
gestation it is truly muscular. The arteries of
the uterus proceed from the spermatic and hypoIts veins follow the same course, and
gastric.
bear the same name as the arteries.
They are
very tortuous, and form large sinuses in the parietes of the organ,
called Uterine Sinuses. Its
nerves proceed from the sciatic and hypogastric
plexuses. Its lymphatic vessels are very multiplied; and during pregnancy acquire enormous dimensions. The changes experienced
by the uterus during gestation, and after delivery, are very numerous and important to be
known. They regard its situation, direction,
size, shape, texture, connexions, vital proper-

—

ties, dec.

— Anteversion of the,
— n Hourglass contrac— Inclinatus, Hj'stero-

Uterus, Abdomen

Hysteroloxia anterior
tion of the, Clialon

u.

u.

loxia.

Uterus, Irritable, Neuralgia of the

uterus.
disease characterized by deep-seated pain in
the lower part of the abdomen, and in the back
and loins; generally diminished by lying down,
and increased by exercise, and more severe for

A

a

few days preceding and during menstruation.

UTRICLE
On examination per mginam, the

uterus

is

found

to be lender on pressure; and the cervix and
body slightly swollen, but not usually indurated.
It is an obstinate affection, but frequently ends

of itself alter years of suffering.

VACCINA
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The treatment

must he,— the

horizontal posture; local bloodletting to the uterus; emollients; soothing injections; narcotics, warm bath, &c. See Hysteralgia.

Uterus, Inversion ok the,

Inver'sio U'teri,
Metrunus'troplte, JEdopto'sis Uteri inversa, (F.)

Inversion de

la Matrice, Renversement de la Mauterus, displaced and turned inside

Uv* Pass.* Majores, see Vitis vinifera— u.
Passae minores, see Vitis Corinthiaca
u. Passee Vitis vinifera.

—

sas sole siccatas,

UVATIO,

Ceratocele, Staphyloma.

UVE'A, from

Uva, • an unripe grape.' Tu'nica
acino'sa, seu acinifor' mis , seu uva'tis, seu acina'lis seu uvifor'mis, Rhagoi'des, Rhox, (F.) Uvie.

Some anatomists have given this name to the
choroid coat of the eye; others, to the posterior
surface of the iris, on account of the black and
very thick varnish that covers it.

Uvea, Commissure of the, Ciliary ligaThis can only happen through want of ment.
UV£E, Uvea.
caution on the part of the medical practitioner.
It is a fatal accii.ent, unless speedily reduced.
UVIGENA, Uvula.
This must be done by gradually returning the
UV1GERA, Uvula.
superior part, by grasping it with the hand, and
U'VULA, diminutive of uva, 'a grape.' Pinmaking the rest follow.
natfulum for'nicis guttural lis, Uva, Staph'ylf,
trice.

The

out.

—

Utehus Obuquus, Hysteroloxia u. Retroversion of the, Hysteroloxia posterior.
Utehus, Rupture of the, Metrorrhexes,
Ruptu'ra Uteri, Perfora'tio Uteri, Lacera'tion of
the Womb, (F.) Rupture de la Matrice.
This
dreadful accident occurs during labour, and is
known to have taken place, when the child's
head suddenly recedes during a pain, with
vomiting, sinking of the pulse, cold sweats,
&c. When it is evident that this has occurred,
the hand must be passed into the uterus, and
the feet of the child be brought down.
Cases are on record, in which partial lacerations of the uterus have healed, and the patient
has done well. This is a rare event, and not to
be anticipated.
UTRICLE. See Semicircular canals.

UTR1CULUS, Uterus— u. Lacteus,
culum

chyle.

UVA,

Uvula, see Vitis vinifera

—

u.

ReceptaUrsi,see

Arbutus uva ursi.
Uvje Corinthiace, see Vitis Corinthiaca.
Uvje Passje, Dried Grapes, Raisins. See
Vitis Vinifera.

Ttnlinnab' ulum, Columella, Cion, Ci'unis, (q. v.)
Gargu'reon, Colum'na oris, Gurgu'lio, Intersection, Processus seu Carl.ilago U'vifcr, Uvi'gena,
Uci'gcra, Pup of the Throat. (F.) Luelte.
fleshy appendix or prolongation, which hangs
from the middle or free edge of the velum palati.
The uvula has a conical shape, and is of
a greater or Jess size in individuals. It is formed,
especially, by the mucous membrane of the
velum palati; and contains, within it, the azygos
uvula? muscle. Its use is not clear.
Uvula, Vesical, see Urinary bladder.

A

U'VULAR,
which belongs

Uvula'ris,

from

uvula.

That

to the uvuli.

Uvular Glands are small follicles, belonging to the mucous membrane covering the
uvula.

UVULARIA, Ruscus

hypoglossum.

UVULl'TIS, from

uvula, and itis, denoting
inflammation. Jingi'na uvular is, Staphyli'tis,
Cioni'tis, Inftamma'tiou'vulce,(F.) Inflammation
de la Luelte, Fulling down of the Palate. Inflammation of the uvula.

V.
eruption, is not now usually taken immediately
from the cow; experience having demonstrated,
that it is nearly as efficacious when obtained
The characteristic of
scutellata, Vari'olas tuto'rise, Cowpox, Kine Pock, from the human vesicle.
Inoculated Cowpox, Em'phlysis vaccina inse/ta, cow-pox eruption is: a semi-transparent, pearl*
or somewhat
circular
from vacca, 'cow,' (F.) Vaccine. The cow-pox coloured vesicle, with a
is a disease of the cow, arising spontaneously, oval base; its upper surface, until the end of
which, if transmitted to man by means of inoc- the 8th day, being more elevated at the margin
ulation, preserves him from small-pox conta- than in the centre; and the margin itself being
gion. The promulgation of this valuable pro- turgid, shining, and rounded, so as often to experty of the vaccine virus is due to Dr. Jenner. tend a little over the line of the base. This
When inoculating for the small-pox in Glouces- vesicle is filled with clear lymph, contained in
tershire, in 1775, he was surprised to meet with numerous little cells, that communicate with
a number of persons in the same district, on each other. After the 8th or 9th day from the
whom the insertion of the virus produced no insertion of the virus, it is surrounded by a
effect; although they had never passed through bright red, circumscribed aureola, which varies,
the small-pox. On investigation, he found that in its diameter, in different cases, from a quarter
add is usually attended
all these persons had previously been affected of an inch to two inches;
by n pustular eruption of the cow, which they with a considerable tumour, and hardness of the
had taken, by milking the animal; and which adjoining cellular membrane. This aureola deeruption they called Cow-pox. This discovery clines on the 11th or 12th day: the surface of
induced him to institute experiments, and he the vesicle then becomes brown in the centre;
found that such preservative effect actually ex and the fluid, in the cells, gradually concretes
The Vaccine Virus, or the fluid of the into a hard, rounded scab, or crust, of a reddishjsted.

VACCI'NA,

Vari'ola vaccina, V.
vaccinica, Exanthe'ma vaccina, Syn'ocha vaccina,
Vacci'ola vera, Vaccina anlivariolo'sa, Vacciola
Vaccin'ia,

—

—
VACCINATION
brown

Vaccinium Nigrum, V. myrtillus.
Vaccinium Oxvcoc'cos, Ozijcoccos, Vaccinia

colour, which at length becomes darker,
contracted, and dry, but is not detached till
three weeks after vaccination. It leaves a per-

palus'tris,

manent, circular cicatrix, about five lines in diameter, and a little depressed; the suiface bein
marked with very minute pits or indentations, denoting the number of cells, of which
the vesicle had been composed. This is the
progress of the genuine cow-pox.
At times,
„r

fever occurs about the 9th or 1th day; but, at
others, not the slightest indisposition is felt.
Aberrations from this progress occur, which
must be attended to; as the same preservative
intluence is not exerted by irregular or spurious cow-pox
If the eruption runs speedily to
a height; has an aureola too early; is irregular
at its edges; and contains pus, instead of'a limpid fluid,
it cannot at all be depended upon.
Small-pox occurs, at times, as an epidemic
after vaccination.
For a time, the enthusiastic
.•idvocates of vaccination would not admit the
affection to be smallpox; and, accordingly,
they gave it the name Varioloid, (q. v.) It is
unquestionably smallpox, but modified, and
greatly divested of its terrors by previous vaccination; and it is said to happen less frequently
after vaccination than after small-pox inoculation. Vaccination is now practised every where,
1

—

except among those in whom ignorance and prejudice exclude the lights of reason and philanthropy. There is ground, however, for the bethat for full protection revaccination
be occasionally necessary.
Vaccina Antivariolosa, Vaccina.

lief,

may

VACCINA'TION,

Vaccina' tio, from vacca.,'a.
inoculation, Jenne'rian inoculaconsists in inserting
which
operation,
tion.
An
the vaccine virus under the cuticle, so that it
may come in contact with the absorbents. It
is extremely simple, and requires merely that
the point of a lancet should be held under the
cuticle for a short time. The best time f<>r
taking the matter for vaccination is about the
7th or 8th day, before the appearance of the
aureola, when 'it ought to be limpid and transparent. The most certain method is, to pass it

cow.'

Cow-pox

to arm; but this is not always convenient; and, hence, it is taken upon points or
pieces of quill, or between glasses. It must, of
course, be softened for use. This is done by
means of a little water, which does not destroy
The scab, too, which falls off
its efficiency.
about the end of three weeks— sooner or later
—is capable of communicating the affection, if
dissolved in water; and this is the most commethod of transmitting the vaccine virus

from arm

mon

in

some

countries.

employed by some
designate spurious cow-pox

VACCINIA, Vaccina— v.
nium oxveoccos.

Palustris, Vacci-

VACCIN'IUM MYRTIL'LUS. The

,

Myrtle
Blea-Urry,

Berru, Vaccin'ia myrtil'lvs, Bilberry,
nigrum,
Wkortle-berry, Black Whorts, Vaccinium
(FA Airellc Angulcuse, Raisin de Bois. Family,

Vaccine*. Sex. Syst. Octandr.a Monogyn.a
The berries— BaccxMnrtil o' rum— are esteemed
I

prepared with vine-

to be antiscorbutic, when
possess antiseptic and
gar. They are also said to
They are
subastringent properties, when dried.

eaten
not used in medicine; but are frequently
with milk and sugar.

63.

Yais lilac' a palustris, Moorberry,
Cranberry, (F.) Canneberge. The berries are
pleasantly acid and cooling. They make an
agreeable preserve.
Vaccinium Vitis Idje'a, Red Bilberry, Am'pelos Id&fa, Whortleberry, Cowberry, (F.) Jlirclte
ou Canneberge ponctuie. A decoction of the
leaves has been used in calculous affections.

They

are astringent.
The ripe berries are pleasantly acid, and refrigerant.

VACCIOLA SCUTELLATA, Vaccina— v.
Vera, Vaccina.
VAGLY, Vagina.

VAGINA,

a sheath.' Vagi'na mulit'bris seu
seu Uteri, Sinus muue'bris, S. 1'iulo'ris,
Colpos, Vagi'na Penis, Vulvo uterine canal, (F.)
Vagin.
A cylindrical canal, five or six inches
long; situate within the pelvis, between the
bladder and rectum.
It communicates by one
extremity Aulas with the vulva; by the other,
with the womb, the neck of which it embraces.
The vagina is lined, internally, by a mucous
'

uteri' na

—

—

membrane; and is partly closed, in young females, by the hymen, and caruncuta myrtif >rmes. Around the mucous membrane is a layer
of spongy, erectile tissue; and a cellulo-vascumembrane. A constrictor muscle; numerous vessels furnished by the vaginal artery
particularly: veins and nerves, proceeding from
the sciatic plexus, also, enter into the composition of the organ.
The term Vagina or Sheath, T/tcca, is extended to many parts, which serve as envelopes to
lar

others.

Vagina on Sheath of the Vena Porta, (F.)
Gaine de la Veineporte, is the cellular membrane that accompanies thedivisions of the vena
porta into the substance of the liver
Shealft, (F.) Gaine, is sometimes applied to
the fascia enveloping the limbs; to cellular
membrane, enveloping the muscles, and entering between their fibres, to that which surrounds the blood vessels; to the synovial membranes surrounding tendons, and lining the
gutters of bones, &c.

—

Vagina Glissonii, Capsule of Glisson v.
Muliebris, Vagina
v. Nervorum, Neurilemma
v. Porta;, Capsule of Glisv. Penis, Vagina
son v. Uterina, Vagina.
lis, from vagi'na, ' a
Vagina'
V A G"I
sheath.'
Vaginal Artery exists, as a matter of course,
only in the female. It arises from the hypogastric or from the uterine, vesical, internal pudic,
umbilical, &c and sends its branches, first to
the lateral parts of the vagina, and afterwards
to the anterior and posterior surfaces.
Vaginal Coats, Ta'nica Vagina'lis, T. Elytrui des, vel Elytro'dcs, is the serous membrane,
Before the dewhich envelops the testicles
scent of the testicle, the tunica vaginalis does
not exist. It is formed by a prolongation— furnished by the peritoneum to the testicle, when

—

—

—
—

NAL,

,

VACCINE, Vaccina.
VACCINELLA. A term
to

VAGINAL
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issues from the abdomen— which, subsequentcontracts; and, ultimately, is entirely separated from it, constituting a distinct coat. The
tunica vaginalis forms a close sac, which is re-

it

ly,

and epididymis, without containing them in its cavity. Its inner
surface is smooth, and lubricated by a serous
Its outer surface adheres to the fibroid'.
fluid.

flected over the testicle

—

—

—

—

—

VAGINITIS
coat,

common

cle.

This reflected portion

to the spermatic cord
is

and

VALLUM. The

the temporal bone, (F.)
Apophyse vaginale ou engainante, Guinc de I'apophyse stylo'ide, Chaton, is a bony crista, which
embraces the base of the styloid process.

The Tunica Vaginalis Oculi, Submuscular
Fascia, is a membranous coat, which separates
the eyeball from the other structures on the
orbit, and forms a smooth hollow surface, by
which the motions of the eve are facilitated.
VAGINITIS, Leueorrhoea (vaginal.)
VAGISSEMEJVT, Cry, Vagitus.
VAGi'TUS,(F.) Vagissement. The cry, (q. v.)
of the new-bom child. Squalling.

VAGUS NERVUS,
(F.)

Pneumogastric.
Dispar oc'ulus. One who has
It also

eyes of different colours.
eyed animal; or one whose

iris

means
is

a wall-

surrounded

Vessel.

—
WATERS

A
OF.
French acidulouschalybeate,atVals, six leagues
from Viviers, in the department of Ardeche.
There are five springs, containing carbonic
acid, sulphate of iron, and alum. They are
employed in passive hemorrhages, leueorrhoea,
&,c.

VALVE, Val'vula, (F.) Valvule, from valvar,
folding doors,' itself from vulva,
1 fold up.'
Bmall door. Any membrane or dnplicature
of a membrane, which prevents a reflux of humours or other matters in the vessels and canals
of the animal body. There are some valves,
whose functions appear to be, to retard or to
modify the course of substances along canals,
&c. See mitral, sigmoid, tricuspid, ileu-ccecal
'

A

—

calve,

&c.

of Fallopius, Bauhin, valve of— v.
Bauhin, valve of v. of Tnlpius,
Bauhin, valve of— v. of Variolus, Bauhin,
valve of.

—

Ileoccecal,

VASSEAUX CAP1LLAJRES,

Capillary vesv. Lacsels
v. C/t»////ei ts, Chyliferous vessels
v. Lactiferes, Lactifetis, Chyliferous vessels
rous vessels v. Ombilicaux, Umbilical vessels.
-

VALANIDA. Fagns sylvatica.
VALERIAN, GARDEN, Valeriana phu— v.
Wild, Valeriana.

VALERIA'NA,

VALS, MINERAL

Valve

a whitish circle.

VA1SSEAU,

jalapii.

eyebrow

or snpercilium,
Also, a species of bandage. Galen.

(q. v.)

Vaginal Process of

by

VALlGA.Tinctura

testi-

the Tunica vagi-

na/is testis.

VA1RON,

—
VANILLA

N2

V. officinalis, Wild Valerian,

Family,
Valeriana minor, Officinal, Valerian.
Sex. Syst. Triandria Monogynia.
Dipsaceas.
The root, Valeriana, (Ph. U. S.) has been long
extolled as an efficacious remedy in epilepsy,
and in a variety of nervous complaints. It has
been also advised as a tonic, antispasmodic, and
emmenagogue. It has a strong, fetid odour;

VALVES, SEMILUNAR,

Sigmoid valves.
Valve v. Casci, Bauhin, valve
of v. Cerebelli, V. Vieussenii v. Coli, Bauhin, valve of v. Foraminis ovalis, Ovalis fossa
v. Guiffartiana, see Thebesius, veins of— v.
Ilei, Bauhin, valve of.
Valvula vel Plica Semilunaris. A small
doubling of the tunica conjunctiva, which lies
between the caruncula lacrymalis and the ball
of the eye.
In birds, this is large, and called

—

VALVULA,

—

—

Membra! na

—

—

nic'titans vel Pal'pebra ter'tia.

Valvula Thebesii,

see Thebesius, veins of
v. Vagina;, Hymen
v. Ven® magna;, see
and
its
virand
warm
taste;
Thebesius,
valve
of.
subacrid,
bitterish,
and
water
alcohol.
Valvula
Vieusse'nii,
by
extracted
Velum Vieussenii,
are
tues
Valeriana Celt'ica, Celtic Nurd, Spica Cel- Val'vula ccrebcl'li seu WiUisia'na, Velum intertica, S. Alpi'na, Nurdus Cel'tica. Saliun'ca, JVar- jec'tum cerebelli, V. apoph'ysi vermiformi obtcndam Gal'licum, Spica Ccltica Dioscor'idis, (F.) turn, Lacunar ventric'uli quarti superior. Velum
Sard Celtique. The roots of this Alpine plant medulla!rI seu medullare anti'cum. (F.) Valvule
have been recommended as stomachic, carmi- de Vieussens, Voile medullaire supcrieure. A
native and diuretic. It has a moderately strong thin, medullary lamina, over the under end of
the Aquffiductus Sylvii, and upper part of the
smell; and a warm, bitterish, subacrid taste.
Valeriana Denta'ta, V. locus'ta, Corn Salad. 4th ventricle. At the sides of the valves are
wholesome, succulent plant, cultivated in two medullary tracts,called Process'us ad Testes,
Europe as a salad. It is antiscorbutic and Colum'nx Vul'vulx Vieussenii, or Oblique intercerebral Commissure.
gently aperient.
Valvula Willisiana, V. Vieussenii.
Valeriana Major, V. phu— v. Locusta, V.

—

—

A

dentata— v. Minor, Valeriana— v.

Officinalis,

Valvule Conniven'tes. Numerous

Valeriana.

folds in the intestinal canal

Valeriana Phu, V. major, Garden Valerian,
Grand Valerianc. The root has been recommended in rheumatism; especially in scia-

orifice

VALERIANS GRANDE,

through the greater part of the small inThey are folds of the mucous membrane; and their chief use appears to be, to
retard the "course of the alimentary mass, and
to afford a larger surface for the origin of chy-

VALET A PATIN,

liferous vessels.

(F.)

tica,

and

in epilepsy,

&c.

Valeriana phu.
Volsel'la Pati'm.
The common ligature forceps is a modification
of this instrument invented by one Patin. It
consists of two branches, united at the middle
by a hinge, which may be separated or approximated by means of a screw or running ring.
It is used for seizing hold of vessels that are to

be

circular

from the pyloric

(F.)

tied.

VALETUDINARIUS, Sickly.
VALETU'DINARY, Valetudinarian,

Valetu-

One of dedtna'rius, from valetudo, ' health.'
One subject to frequent dislicate health.
eases.
An Invalid.
Sanilas.

VALETUDO.
VALGUS.

Sec

KyJlosifl.

testine.

—

—

Valvule Ehiscopales, Mitral valves v.
Triglochines, Tricuspid valves v. Trisulcoe,
Tricuspid valves.
YAL VULE, Valve— v. d'Eustache, Eustachian
valve v. de Pylore, see Pylorus v. de Vieussens, Valvula Vieussenii.

—

VALVULES SIGMOIDES
NAMES, Sigmoid valves.
VANELLOE, Vanilla

ou

SEMILU-

VANIL'LA,

Banil'ia, Rani/as, BanUioYs, RaBenzo'enil, Ar'acus aromat'icus, (F.) VaniVe, Baumc de Vanille. The Vuuelloc is a long,
flattisb pod; containing, under a wrinkled,
ni/la,

brittle shell, a

reddish-brown pulp,

witli small,

—
VAPORARIUM
sliming,

winch
nilla.
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black

seeds.
The parasitic plant,
affords this pod, is the Epideri'drum VaFamily, Orchideae. Sex. Syst. Gynan-

VARIOLA

VARICOCE'LE, from varix, and *>,/.>,. 'a
tumour,' Oscheoce'le tarico'sa, Her'nia vanco'sa,
Ramex

dria Diandria.

vurico'sus, Spermatoce'/e, (q. v.)

Cirso-

Vanelloes have an unctuous, celc. A varicose dilatation of the veins of the
aromatic taste, and a fragrant smell, like that scrotum and
spermatic cord. This latter variety
of some of the finer balsams, heightened with of
the disease is more common on the left side
musk. Although chiefly used as perfumes, than the right. It
appears under the form of a
they are reputed to possess aphrodisiac virtues. soft, doughy,
unequal, knotty, compressible,
VAPORA'RIUM, Jitmiste'rion, Lacon'icum, and indolent tumour, situate in the course of
Sudafrium, Sudat</rium; a Vapour bath. A use- the cord, and increasing from below upwards.
tul remedy in rheumatic and cutaneous affec- It
is less, when the individual is in the recumtions; and wherever it is important to relax bent posture,
and increases when he is erect.
the cutaneous capillaries. In the Russian Va- It is, ordinarily, an affection
of no moment,and
pour Balk, the vapour is produced by throwing is very common, requiring merely the use
of a
water over hot stones. Its temperature is from proper suspensory bandage. It has been ad122° to 145°.
vised, in bad cases, to tie the enlarged vein,
Vaporarium, Hypocaustum. See Stove.
but the operation is not free from danger inVAPORATIO, Evaporation.
duced by phlebitis. Sir A. Cooper has proV A PORES UTERINI, Hysteria.
posed the removal of a portion of the scrotum,
VAPOUR BATH, Vaporarium.
so as to render the remainder of the scrotum a
VAPOURS, Hypochondriasis, Hysteria.
natural bandage. This plan has been found
VARA, Barre.
effectual.

VAREC,

Kelp

v.

Vesiculeux,

Fucus

vesi-

culosus.
derino-

VARICOMPH'ALUS,

Ambulo-flatulentus,

Gout (wan-

)

V.1IUCE, Varix.
VARICEL'LA,(diminutiveofFan'o/u,SmallPox.) Emptily" sis varicella, Exanthe' ma varicella, Syn'ockus varicella. Chicken pox,
Variola
lympkat'ica, V. spuria, Variola nolkse, V. illegu'-

from varix, and uuipa-

Varicose tumour of the
umbilicus; cirsomphalus, (q. v.)
VAR'ICOSE, Varico'sus, (F.) Variqueux;
affected with varix; or belonging to, or connected with, varix; as a varicose vein, (q. v.;)
a varicose ulcer, i. e. one kept up by varices.
loc,

VARENI,

'

the umbilicus.'

—

VAR1COS1TAS

CONJUNCTIVAE,

Cirs-

ophthalmia.

Varix parva. A diminutive of
JEoll'ion, (F.) Varicelle, Petite vfaole volatile, varix.
Also, a varicose swelling of the veins
V&rolcttc.
A disease, characterized by vesicles of the tunica conjunctiva. M. A. Severinus.
scattered over the body, which are glabrous,
VARI'OLA. Variola, V.vera, Varioli, Smalltransparent, and about the size of peas. They Pox, Empye'sis Variola, Euphlogia, Cltaspt,
appear in successive crops; are covered by a JEolec'tkyma, Pox (N. of England,) Pestis rathin pellicle; and, about the 3d, 4th, or 5th day riolo'sa, Febrisvariolo'sa; fromvarius, spotted,'
from their appearance, burst at the top, and con- or from vari, pimples.' (F.) Variole, Pe.lite
crete into small, puckered scabs, which rarely Verole, Picote. A disease now of somewhat less
leave a pit in the skin. Three varieties have, interest than before the discovery of vaccinasometimes, been designated. 1. The V. lenti- tion. It is of a very contagious nature, and is
forrnes, or lenticular chicken pox, which are irre- supposed to have been introduced into Europe
gularly circular, and flattened on the top; the from Asia, at an early period of the middle
It is characterized by fever, with pusfluid being at first whitish, and afterwards ages.
straw-coloured. This is the common chicken tules, appearing from the 3d to the 5th day,
pox. 2. The Varicella conifor'mis, or Conoi'dal and suppurating from the 8th to the 10th, and
Chicken Pox, Pem'phigus variolo'des, Variola it possesses all the distinctive properties of the
lympkat'ica, Hydrack'nis, Swine Pox, Water Pox, major exanthemata. It is capable of being proWater Jags, in which the vesicles are generally duced by inoculation, (q. v.;) but this inoculated
acuminated, and the fluid pellucid throughout; small-pox Variola inscrta communicates the
and 3dly, the Varicel'la globuluris or Hives, in disease as readily through the air as the natural
which the vesicles are globular and larger; the small-pox, or that received without inoculation.
Small-pox is distinguished into two classes,
fluid being, at first, whey-coloured, and afterwards yellowish. These divisions are, how- according to the character of the eruption, the
In
ever, very arbitrary, for they are generally con- discrete or distinct, and the confluent. 1
Variola Discre'ta, Empyesis variola discreta,
founded.
Variola has been, sometimes, mistaken for Variola discreta benig'na, Variola regular es seu
A little attention discreta, Distinct Small-Pox, the pustules are
this disease, and conversely.
distinct, distended,
to the history of the eruption in the two affec- usually of the size of peas;
Varicella is not con- and circular; the intervening spaces being red;
tions will prevent error.
At times, it prevails epidemically. It the fever inflammatory throughout; and ceasing
tagious.
In Variola
cannot be propagated by inoculation. The when the eruption is complete. 2.

imx, Pseudo-variolas,

V.

volot'iciB,

pucilla,

V.

VARIC'ULA,

—

'

'

—

—

.

treatment

is

extremely simple;

rest, abstinence,

and the antiphlogistic regimen, being

all

that

is,

generally, required.

VARICIFOR'MESPARAS'TAT.E. A name

given, by some authors, to the ducts of the
epididymis, because they seem knotty and varicose.

VARICOBLEPHARON,,
iXt^anor,
eyelid.

'

eyelid.'

A

from Varix, and
tumour of the

varicose

Con'fi.uens, Empyesis variola confluens, Variola regula'res confluences, Vesic'ula Diva Barbara, Vesicules de Sainte-Barbe, or Confluent
Small-Pox, the pustules are confluent or run
together; flaccid and irregularly circumscribed;
the intervening spaces being pale, and the accompanying fever typhoid. In children, diar-

rhoea, and, Tn adults, ptyalism, with swellingof
the hands and feet generally appear towards the
period of the secondary fecer, which occurs

—
YAIilOLJH

—

—
VEIN
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VAS A LACTEA,

from the tenth

to the thirteenth day.
The fever that precedes and accompanies the eruption is called the Erup'tice fever. The prognosis is favourable in the distinct kind, if properly managed.
The confluent is always dangerous,
the unfavourable symptoms being
flattening of the pustules, or subsidence of the
eruption; the breathing becoming much obstructed or oppressed; or marks of inflammatory
and congestive affections occurring in the different viscera. The treatment of the distinct kind is
very simple; the antiphlogistic regimen, with
cathartics, being all that is necessary. The
confluent kind requires the same management
as typhus fever.

—

Sedalia,

Chyliferous vessels— v.

Hemorrhoidal

vessels.

Vasa Vaso'hijm. Small vessels that supply
larger.
However minutely we trace B vessel,
we always find its parietes supplied with blood
for its nutrition

by a smaller vessel.

Vasa Voktico'sa,

(F.)

Tour billon vasculaire.

The

contorted vessels which creep on the choroid coat of the eye, ciliary veins, (q v.)
VAS'CULAR, Vascularis, Vasculo'sus, from
vas, 'a vessel.'
That which belongs or relates
to vessels;
arterial, venous, or lymphatic; but
generally restricted to blood-vessels only. Pichat gave the name
Vascular system to the
blood-vessels, and of this he made two divisions.
Variola Amboinensis, Framboesia v. In- 1 The Arterial System, or System of red blood,
serta, Variola (by inoculation)
v. Lymphatica, (F ) Syslime vasculaire a sang rouge, which
Varicella.
commences with the radicles of the pulmonary
Vari'ola sine Vario'lis, Variolous Fever. veins; and includes the pulmonary veins, the
These terms are applied to cases, occasionally left cavities of the heart and the aorta, with all
observed during the prevalence of variola, in its ramifications. The blood, in this system, is
which the constitutional phenomena are present distributed to the general capillary system,
where it loses its arterial quality and becomes
without the cutaneous eruption.
Variola Spuria, Varicella v. Vaccina, venous. 2. The Venous system or Vascular system of black blood, (F.) Sysleme vasculaire a sang
Vaccina.
VARIOL^E, Variola— v. Illegitimae, Varicella noir, carries the venous blood from every part
It takes its origin
v. Nothae, Varicella of the system to the lungs.
v. Modificatse, Varioloid
in the general capillary system; continues in
—v. Pucillaj, Varicella v. Tutorite, Vaccina
the veins, right auricle, and ventricle of the
v. Volaticte, Varicella.
v. Verse. Variola
heart and the pulmonary artery and its branches,
VARIOLE, Variola.
VARIOLI, Variola— v. Bridge of, Pons Varolii. and is finally lost in the capillary system of the
VAR'IOLOID, Varioloi'des, Vari'ola; modiji- lungs. See Circulation.
Vascular System, Intermediate, Capillary
cn'ttc, from variola, small-pox, and ft<5oc, 'form,'
resembling small-pox. This is, really, small- system v. System, Peripheral, Capillary syspox, modified by previous inoculation or vac- tem.
VASCULUM, Penis.
cination; and hence it has been properly called
Vas'culum Aber'rans, Appendix to the Epimodified small-pox. That it is small-pox is
proved by the fact, that matter, taken from a didymis. A sm;ill convoluted duct, of variable
varioloid pustule, will communicate small-pox length, generally connected with the duct of
to one who has never had it naturally or by in- the epididymis, immediately before the comoculation, or who has never been vaccinated. mencement of the vas deferens.
SAIGJYER, Cup.
VASE
It is, almost always, a milder disease than smallVASTUS. That which is east or has a great
pox; and this circumstance, with its shoiter duration, exhibits the salutary effects of previous extent.
Vastus Externus and V. Internus are two
vaccination. It has appeared epidemically.
considerable, fleshy masses, which form part
VARIQUEUX, Varicose.
VARIX, Phlebeurys'ma, Hernia seu Ecta'sia of the Triceps Cruris, (q. v )
VAULT, (old F. Voalte,) 'around or turn,'
vena' rum, Angiecta'sia veno'sa, Ix'ia, Cirsus,
Varicose Fein, (F.) Varice, is considered, by from tolvere, volutum, 'to turn,' Fornix, Cam'some, to come from the verb variare, to turn,' era, (F.) Voute. A name given by anatomists
on account of the sinuosities of to several parts which are rounded superiorly
•to twist;'
Varices concave and arched interiorly, as the Vault of
varicose veins. Dilatation of a vein
are owing to the retardation of venous circula- the cranium, or the upper part of the skull, the
and in some cases, to relaxation of the Palatine vault or roof of the mouth, &c, &c.
tion
VAUQUELINE, Strychnina.
They are very common
paiietes of the veins.
VECTIS, Lever— v. Elevatorius, Elevator—
in the superficial veins of the lower limbs, espefemales.
The tumour or tu- v. Triploides, Elevator, triploid.
cially of pregnant
VEGETATION, Vegetal tie, 'growing like a
mours, formed by varices, are soft, knotty, unA morbid part, which rises as an exequal, indolent, and livid; without pulsation, plant.'
and yielding readily to the impression of the crescence in syphilis, &z. as the Cauliflower
finger; but returning as soon as the compression excrescence, &c. The term is, also, applied to the
Sometimes, the vein bursts fleshy granulations or Hypersarcoses, which someis discontinued.
and gives rise to hemorrhage. The treatment limes arise at the surfaces of wounds or ulcers.
VE'HICLE, Vehic'ulum, Oche'ma, (F.) Veis usually palliative, and consists in exerting a
Any thing
to carry.'
uniform and constant pressure upon the part, hicule, from vehere,
by means of an appropriate bandage. The ra- which serves to carry; thus, air is the vehicle of
dical cure has, also, been obtained by extirpa- sound; the arteries are the vehicles of the blood.
The se- In Pharmacy, the name vehicle is given to any
tion, division of the vein, or ligature.
excipienl; or to substances which serve as the
cond course is apt to be followed by phlebitis.
VARUS. Acne. lonthus. See Kyllosis— v. media of administration for any medicine.
VKHICULE, Vehicle.
Mentagra, Sycosis.
VEIN, Vena, Phlebs. Ph/eps, (F.) Veine. The
VAS, Vessel, Penis— v. Deferens mulierjs,
veins are vessels for the conveyance of black
Tuba Fallopiana— v. Urinarium, Ureter.

—

—

—

.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

J

'

—

—

;

—

'

;

—

—

'

——

VEINSTONE

N.->

blood from every part of the body
to the heart,

V. concom'ites, which accompany the artethe other superficial or subcutaneous. Their
parietes, which are thinner than those of the
arteries, are composed of two coats
the one,
external, loose, extensible, and with parallel,
longitudinal fibres— the proper membrane; the
other, the common or inner membrane, which is
thin, polished, and has numerous duplicatures
or folds forming parabolic valves. These valves
are most numerous in the veins of the lower
extremities. The coals of the veins are supplied with small arteries or rasa rasorvm, veins,
and lymphatics. They have not as many nervous filaments as the arteries. These filaments
are from the great sympathetic.
lites,

uiey

are found wherever there are
arteries;
and, altogether, form the
venous system, which
may be subdivided into two distinct
secondary
systems. 1. The General venous
system, which
commences in all the organs, by very minute
radicles; and terminates in
the heart by the
vena cava and the coronary vein.
2. The Abdominal venous system, which is limited
to the
abdominal cavity; commences, also, by a
great
number of branches, and terminates in theliver
by a single trunk, which
subdivides in that

ries;

;

'•rgan.

It is called, also, the System
of the Vena
orta, or the Portal System.
See Porta. Th
veins torm two sets, one deep-seated,
Venx satel'l

!

TABLE OF THE
1.

VEINS WHICH FORM THE SUPERIOR VENA
p^iiitiu
( 1 Posterior ulnar.
Receives th»
the
2. Anterior ulnar.
1. Basilic, formed ofthe
2.

Cephalic, forming the

3.

Circumflex veins.

3.

Median

1.

Superficial radial.
Median cephalic.

2.

'5

S

2.
3.

C

l.VenaAzygos.which receives the<
VEINS

Receives the
Internal

f

f

;

is a
continuation of the
2 Popliteal,

|

2.

Sphenopalatine.

3.

Alveolar.

5.

I

6.

Inferior dental.

1,7.

Deep temporal.

I

I

1.

I

2.

I

4.

3.

Superior Cerebral Veins.
Veins ofthe Corpus Striatum.
Veins of the Choroid plexus.
Superior Cerebellar Veins.
Inferior Cerebellar Veins.
Lateral and inferior Cerebral Veins.

4.
I

I

5.

I

C.

1.

8.

11.

C.

(_12

[7.

^z {

)

il.
9.

c

a

(

I

(

1.

2.

Corona

3.

J '° r

VEIN, BRONCHIAL, LEFT,

—

see

4.

VEINS
{

—

Saphena

—

—

VEINE, Vein— r.

Care, Vena

cava— v. C6-

phalique, Jugular vein, internal v. Ciphalique
da pouet, Cephalic vein of the thumb v. Cubitalc cutanee, liasilic vein— v. Fessiere, Gluteal

63*

number.

WHICH

FOftM TI^E

VENA

PORT.K.

Receive* Hie
Veins which coirespond to the vasa
brevia.

I

3.

Right ami left gastroepiploic.
Duodenal, and

•4.

Pancreatic veins.

5.

Coronary Vein ofthe Stomach, and

2.

Splenic Vein.
"j

j

Small mesenteric vein.
Superior Mesenteric Vein.
1,6.

3.

Porte, Porta vena— v. Prilombo-thoraAzygos, (vena.) v. Preparate, Cephalic
vein— v. Radiate cutanie, Cephalic vein—*.
Tracliclo-sonseiitnnie, Jugular vein, external.

Azygos— vein— v.

v. Peroneo-malleolar,
Facial vein
minor v. Varicose, Varix.

lato-labial,

in

I

]

I.

Demi-azygous, see Azygous v. Frontal, see
Facial vein
v. Semi-azygous, see Azygos,
(vena,)
v. Superior intercostal, left, see Azygos— v. Tibio-malleolar, Saphena, great— v. Pa-

—

Fallopian
tube, &.c. in the female

I

Ranine,

9 Submental, and
Inferior Palatine
9. Lingual and Pharyngeal Veins.
10. Superior thyroid.
II Occipital, arrd
12. Veins ofthe Diploe.

v.

Ovarium,

Renal Veins.
Capsular and Adipose Veins.
Hepatic Veins.
.Middle,
Middl
1
Left, and \ Hepatic Veins
Ri»ht
)
Inferior Diaphragmatic Veins, two

(.10.

I

in

the male,

VEINS OF THE HEART.
Gieat right Coronary.
Small right Coronary.
Left Coronary Veins.

-

I

.

Spermatic plexus,

3,

Facial Vein, called *• f™F»
J ries of
° l " lerlor
angular, near the eye.-f,
thelir
(
f>. Several Buccal and
receiving the
7. Masseteric Veins.
8.

Ahllominal l)ranch

1.

V2.

10.

Ethmoidal.

veins.
Dorsal veins ofthe
penis In the male.
2, Veins of the cli
toiis,iu the female
1

f

'

ofthe retina

External
Badta

3.

2 Dorsal branch.

Spermatic Veins, com-

6.

Palpebral, and
Nasal Veins.
fl. Palpebral, and
2. Superciliary Vein
3. Dorsals of ibe nose.
!

I

,

Iliac

and

J
j
l

mencing wiih the

7.

3. Infra-orbitar.
^ 4. Ciliary.
5.

Lumbar Veins-four in
number on each side,
commencing by an —

5.

Lachrymal

2. Central

composed of the

*2.Sacro lateral Veins.
Middle Sacral Vein.

3.

flex

ceive—
J

Vesical

Circum

2.

Saphena,
which re-

the—

Trachelo-scapular, &c.

veins.

Internal {

J>2.

Veins,
Iliacwhich) commencing with
receives
1 the

Receives

f

the-

Internal fl.

2.

abdominal

Saphena
and

the fibular
arleries,and
receiving

face
(
Posterior Auricular. The trunk then takes
the name of External Jugular, and, iir its
course along the neck, receives
4. Cervical Cutaneous.

External

1.

cing by 3
veins which

accompany

Several

1.

"j

commen-

J

ed by the

3.

(.5.

i-,

Receive the
1. External
Iliacs, form-

Mental.

|

2.Superficial

3

Crural,

which

t 1 Middle temporal,
Temporal,) 2. Anterior auriculars
composed ofthe
13. Transverse of the

j

c

Veins
Semiazygos.

2. Intei costal

Femoral

1.

or

|

maxillary,-; 4. Infra orbitar.

composed ofthe

Right Bronchial.

WHICH FORM THE INFERIOR VENA CAVA.

fl. Pterygoid.

1.

1.

( 3.

2.

Acromial veins.

.7.

Vena Cava

between the two Subclavians.

basilic.

Inferior scapular.
5. Long thoracic.
C.Superior thoracic.

u

VEIXS.

Ki^lu Internal Mammary Vein.
Inferior Thyroid Vein, opening into the

4.

A

—

—

VEIN

cique,

VEIJYES ARTERIELLES,
i

Ciliaires, Ciliary
Subclavian veins.

v.

VEINS,

Arterial

veins— v. Sous

CORONARY,

Cardiac

—

veins—

clavier es,

veins— v.

v. Supra-hepatic,
lntra-lobular, Hepatic veins
Hepatic veins.
Phlebolite.
VEINSTONE,

.

—
VELAMENTA

B0MBYC1NA,

Villous

membranes.

VELAMENTUM ABDOMINALE,

Perito-

naeum — v. Corpora commune, Integument.
VELAR, Erysimum.

VELOSYiNTHESIS,

Staphyloraphy.
palati
v. Apopliysi
vermiformi obtentum, Valvula Vieussenii v.
Interjectum cerebelli, Valvula Vieussenii v.
Mcdullare anticurn, Valvula Vieussenii.
Velum Mkuulla'rF, Infkrius, (F.) Voile Intel ul lair e infirieur.
A name given, by Reil, to
the medullary band or strip, by which the cerebellum communicates with the medulla.
Velum Palati, V. pendulum palati v. Palatinum, V. pendulum palati.
Velum Pen'dulum Pala'ti, Pendulous veil
of the palate.' Velum, Velum Palati' num., Velum
Palati, Velum Pendulum, Velum Staphyli'num,
Claustrum Palati, Soft Palate, Palatum .Mol/S,

VELUM,

V.

—

m

VELAMENTA

—

pendulum

—
—

—

ne'rean, from Venus, 'the goddess of pleasure.'
That which relates to the pleasures of love. In
a more restricted sense, the word Venereal is
synonymous with syphilitic, and also with syphilis.
Some authors have proposed that those

Septum Staphylin, (Cli.,) (F.) Voile du Palais.
movable, soft, and broad septum, attached to

the posterior extremity of the palatine arch, and
separating the mouth from the pharynx. Its
form is nearly quadrilateral. Its anterior surface corresponds to the mouth; the posterior to
the pharynx. Its superior edge is fixed to the
palatine arch; the inferior is free, floating, and
has an appendix at its middle the uvula. The
lateral margins of the velum are held down by
two folds, separated from each other by a triangular space; these are called the pillars: the
anterior passes to the base of the tongue, the
posterior to the sides of the pharynx. The velum palati is formed of a mucous coat, which
contains numerous follicles, and of a muscular
stratum, in which are the peristaphylini interni
and p. externi muscles, the glossostaphylini,
the pharyngo-staphylini and the palato-slaphylinus. The arteries of the velum palati are furnished by the internal maxillary, the labial and
Its veins open into
the superior pharyngeal.
the internal jugular. Its nerves are sent off
from the ganglion of Meckel, and come from
the palatine branches. The glosso-pharyngeal
nerve, likewise, sends it some filaments.
Velum Staphvlinum, V. pendulum palati
v. Vieussenii, Valvula Vieussenii.

—

—

—

VENA,
v.

v. Alba renum, Ureter
Vein, Penis
Alba thoracis, Thoracic duct v. Apoplec-

—

—
—

Jugular vein, internal v. Arleriosa, Porta
vena v. Capitis, Cephalic vein v. Cubiti interior, Basilic vein— v. Falcis cerebri, Sinus
v. Lactea, Porta vena
longitudinal inferior
v. Medina Arabum,
v. Magna, Porta vena
lica,

—

—

—

—
—

—

Dracunculus v. Ostiaria, Porta vena v. Pari
v. ad Porlas, Porta
carens, Azygos, (vena,)
vena v. qua; ad Portas est, Porta vena v.
Ramalis, Porta vena v. sirie Pari, Azygos,
v. Stelechiam, Porta vena
v. Suba(vena.)

—

—

—

—

—

V. axillaris.
v. Cava;
Ven'jE Apoplectics, Jugular veins
v. Concomites, see
hepatis, Hepatic veins
Vein v. Galeni, Choroid, (veins,) v. Lacteae,

laris,

—

—

—

—

Chyliferous vessels— v. Lymphatics, Lymphav. Micantes, (arteries.) see Artery
tic vessels
v. Satelv. Pulsatiles, (arteries,) see Artery
lites, see Vein— v. Soporales, Jugular veins— v.
SphaurUides, Jugular veins.
VFNEFIC1UM, Poisoning.

—

—

—

VENENATUS, Venomous.
VENENUM, Poison, Venom.
VENEREAL, Vcne'rcus, dpfnodisiacus,

produced by excess in venery; and that si/pltititic should be limited to those which are the
result of impure connexion.
Venereal Disease, Syphilis.
This term, also,
VAXJ-lPllJ.Y, Venereal.
means one labouring under syphilis; as Hcpital ties viniriens.

VENERY. Same etymon. The
love.

pleasures of
Coition, (q. v.)

Sexual communication.

VENLMEVX, Venomous.
Venom.

Vl-LXLY,

VENOM,

Vene'num, Toz'icum, (F.) Venn.
by certain animals,
as the viper, in a stale of health, and which
they preserve in a particular reservoir, to use
It differs
as a means of attack or defence.
from virus, as the latter is always the result of
a morbid process, may be produced by the individuals who receive it, in their turn, and be

A

poisonous

fluid, secreted

transmitted to others.

Venom, Quickening, Sperm

—

v. Vital,

Sperm.

VEN'OMOUS,

Vtnena'tus, (F.) Venhncux.
An epithet applied to animals which have a
secretion of venom, as the viper, rattlesnake,
&.C., and, also, to liquids, in the animal body,
which have been so perverted by previous disease, that their contact occasions serious mis-

chief in sound individuals; as happens in hydrophobia.
HUM, Bruit de diable—v. System,
Abdominal, Porta vena v. System, see Vas-

VENOUS

—

cular.

VEjYT, Wind.
Imus, Abdomen, Hyv. Medius,
Thorax— v. Parvus, Hypogastrium— v. Propendens, Hysteroloxia anterior— v. Renum, Pelvis

VENTER, Uterus— v.

pogastrium

of the

— v. Inferius, Abdomen —

kidney— v. Superius, Cavum

cranii.

VEJVTEUX, Windy.

VENTILATION,

Ventila'tio;

from vcnlus,

wind.' The act of renewing the air of vessels,
hospitals,and apartments, or of situations where
many people are collected together. The utility
of such renewal must be evident, when it is
considered that atmospheric air loses its oxygen
during respiration, and that carbonic acid sup-

'

plies

its

place.

Stagnant

air, also,

becomes

loaded with numerous impurities; and hence
one of the greatest hygienic improvements, of
modern limes, has been a proper attention to
circulation of air.
It is, moreover, one of the
most valuable additions to our stock of therapeutical agents in many diseases.
Instruments, used for the purpose of renewing the air, in ships, apartments, &c, have

been called

ventilators.

VEJVTOSITJi. Flatulence.
VEMTOUSES SC.1RIFl£ES, Cupping with
the scarificator.

VEJfTOUSES SkCHES, Cupping, dry.
VENTRA'LF, CUTA'NEUM, 'Cutaneous
An elongation of the
apron.'
(F.) Tabtier.
nvmphoe

in the

Boftjesman female, which hangs
like an apron.

down before the vulva
VEjXTRE, Abdomen

— r.
Ve-

whw

diseases should be called venereal,

'

A

VENTRICLE

v.

fnferieur,

Abdomen

Rest err i. Constipation.
VENTRICLE, Vaitric'ulus; diminutive of

—— —

——
VENTRICLE

—

———
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'belly.'
Literally, a little belly.
A
given, in anatomy, to various parts.
A small cavity
lined with gray substance, at the point of the

carnew and Cordse tendineas are, however, much
stronger. It communicates with the left auricle by means of the Mitral valve; and from it
proceeds the largest blood-vessel of the body,

calamus

the aorta.

venter,

name

Ventricle of Aiiantios.
scriptorius.

Ventricles of the Bhain,

Ventriculi

seu

Cavita'tes seu Sinus Cer'ebri, (F.) Ventricules
flu. cerveau, are five cavities in the interior of
that organ, which are distinguished into the
la'eral ventricles, middle ventricle, 4th ventrir/c
or ventricle of the cerebellum, and 5th ventricle.

The middle
tricule

ventricle, or '3d ventricle, (F.) Ven-

mmjcn du

situate in front of
It is bounded, above, by the
the fornix; below, by a por-

cerveau,

is

the pineal gland.
tela clinroidea and
tion of cerebral substance, which separates it
from the base of the cranium; laterally, by the

thalami nervorum opticorum; anteriorly, by a
medullary cord, called the anterior commissure;
and, posteriorly, by another medullary cord,
called the posterior commissure. It communicates with the lateral ventricles by two openings, situate behind the anterior pillar or crus
of the fornix.
The Lateral Ventricles, Ventriduli majo'res, V. prio'res, V. superio'rcs, V. tricor'nes, (F.) Ventricules lateraitx, are two in
number. They are large, and owing to their

considerable curvature, occupy a great part of
the cerebral centre. They are bounded, above,
by the inferior surface of the corpus callosum;
anteriorly, by the curved portion of the same
body; posteriorly, by a considerable mass of cerebral substance; and, internally, they are separated from each other by the septum of the vena medullary plate, which is given off'
tricles,
from the lower part of the corpus callosum.
The lateral ventricles have, in their upper and
anterior portion, the Corpora striata, Thalami

—

optici,

and Tsenia semicircularis:

— their inferior

portion contains the corpus fimbriatum, carnu

&c

Ventricle, (F.) Quasituate beneath the aqueduct
the
of Sylvius, by which it communicates with
It extends from this aqueduct
third ventricle.
to the upper part of the medulla; and is seated

.Immonis,

The Fourth

trilmc ventricule,

is

in the substance of the tuber annulare.
Fifth Ventricle, (F.) Cinquieme ventricule,

The

the
small serous cavity between the laminre of the
Fossa
septum lucidum ;.— called, also, Fissure or
of Sylvius or Sinus of the Septum lu'cidum.
Ventricles of the Heart, Vintric'uli Coris

numdis, (F.) Ventricules du caur, are two in
The Right Ventricle, Pulmonary ventricle,
ber.
Vrutru'ulus anterior,

V.

primus,

V

pulmonalis,

Ventricule droit ou pu/monaire, is situate
apex
on the fore-part of the heart, the base and
corresponding to those of the heart. In it are
tendinciv.
seen the Columnx carnese and Cordx
right
The riffbt ventricle communicates with the the
from it
auricle by the Ostium venosnm, and
auricuartery issues. Around the
(IP.)

Pulmonary

lar orifice'is a

tendinous margin or nnff, irom

he

1
tricuspid valve is given off.
blood, by its
use of the ventricle is to send the
artery to the
contraction, alon<r the pulmonary
ticus.
The Left Ventricle. Ventric'ulus aor
Ventrical* gauche
V. posterior, V.secundus, (F.)
ett
and
posterior
ou aortique, is situate at the
much thicker
part of the heart. Its parietes are
owing to
and stronger than those of the right,
over the whole aysits having to send the blood
general
The inner surfcee has the same
tern.
Column*
appearance as that of the right. The

which the

Ventricles of the Larynx,

Sacfcuti lurynSinuses of the Larynx, (F.) Ventricules ou
Sinus du larynx, are two depressions in the larynx, comprised between the superior and inferior ligaments.
Ventricle, Pulmonary, V. ri^ht.

g;e'i,

—

VENTRICULE J ORTI QUE

'Ventricle, left

Cinquieme, Ventricle, fifth v. Droit, Ven
v. Gauche, Ventricle, left
tricle, right
v. Moyen
de Cerveau, Ventricle, middle, of the brain
v.
Pulmonaire, Ventricle, right v. Quutrieme,Venv.

tricle, fourth.

VENTRICULES DUCERVEJiU,\ entricles
of the brain v.du Cwur, Ventricles of the heart
v. Lateruux, Ventricles, lateral.
VENTRICULI CORDIS, Ventricles of the
heart v. Dissolutio, Gaslro-malacia v. Dura;
v. Emollimatris, Sinuses of the dura mater
v. Majores, Ventricles, latio, Gastro-malacia
teral
v. Metamorphosis gelatiniformis, Gastro-malacia
Gastro-brosis
v. Perforatio,
v.

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

v. PseudophlogoPriores, Ventricles, lateral
resoltitiva et colliquativa, Gastro-malacia
v. Tricornes,
v. Superiores, Ventricles, lateral
Ventricles, lateral.
sis

—

VENTRICULUS,

Stomach, Ventricle— v.

Anterior, Ventricle, right

— v. Aorticus, Ventri-

cle, left.

Ventriculus Callosus,

Callous stomach.'
gizzard or third stomach of the gallinaceous bird. It consists of a double-bellied or digastric muscle; is lined by a firm cuticle, and
forms a kind of pouch depending from the alimentary tube, in which the second stomach
terminates, and from which the duodenum or
'

The

Ventriculus succcnturiatus issues.

In the inte-

rior of the gizzard, there are numerous pebbles,
which seem to be destined to aid in the tritu-

ration of the food. The gizzard is an organ of
mastication, and is possessed of great muscular

power.

Ventriculus Posterior, Ventricle,

—
—

left

v.

Pulmonalis, Ventricle, right— v. Primus, Ventricle, right

—

v.

Succcnturiatus,

Secundus, Ventricle,

left

v.

Duodenum.

VENTR1LOQTJE,

En<rastrimythos.

VENTRILOQUIST, Engaslnmythos.
VENTROSITAS. Physconia.
VENTUS, Wind.
VEN'ULA, Phlebion, diminutive of Vena. A
small vein. Hippocrates seems to use it in the
same sense as Arteria.
VENUS, Clitoris, Coition, Cuprum— v. Crysv. Crystaux de, Cupri
tals of, Capri subacetas
subacetas.
VER CUCURBITAIRE, Taenia solium— v.
de Guuu'c, Dracunculus— v Luisant, Cicindela
—v. Solituire, Bothriocephalus latus,Tseiiia solium.

VERATRIA. Veratrina.
VERATRI'NA, Vera'tria,

Ver'atrinc.
A vegetable alkali, found in the seeds of the Vera'truin Sahadiila and in the Vcratrum allium and
Col'chicum autumnal?. It is solid, white, pulverulent, and inodorous; of a very acrid taste;
decomposable by heat; very soluble in water,
and soluble in alcohol. When prepared in the
anncr, it still contains other substances,
usual

m

—
VERATR1NE

— Sabadillin,

Vtratrin,

gum

,

VERMIFUGE
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VERBAS'CUM NIGRUM,

resin of the Saba-

Black Mullein,

and a black greasy matter. It is exliemely Cande'la regia, Thapsus barba'tus, Candelu'ria
poisonous, and is but little used internally iii Lana'ria; and the Verbas'cum 'lhapsus, great
medicine. Magendie has given it as an emetic broad-leaved mullein, High Taper, Cow's Lungand drastic in very small doses. Of late, it has wort, or Yellow Mullein, (F.) Molenr, Bouillon
een recommended to be applied in the way of blanc. Family, Solanes. Sea!. Syst. Penlnudria
friction, or endermically, (from gr. v to xx, to Monogynia,
especially the latter,
have been
3J of lard or cerate,) in various neuralgic affec- used as emollients, applied externally, in the
tions. The following is the formula for its pre- form of fomentation.
The large leaves have
paration in the Pharmacopoeia of the United been chosen for this purpose.
Occasionally,
States, (1842):— Take of cevadilla, Ibij; alcohol, the mucilage, which they contain, has been
3 gallons; diluted sulphuric acid, solution of am- extracted by decoction or infusion, and admimonia, purified animal charcoal, and magnesia, nistered in pectoral affections.
each a sufficient quantity. Boil the cevadilla
Vkkbascum Thapsus, V. nigrum.
(iilla,

1

—

—

in a gallon of the alcohol, in a retort with a reVERBE'NA OFFICINALIS, Verbena, Diceiver attached, for an hour, and pour off the chro'mos, Verbena' ca, Perist€ rium, Hierobol' ane,
To the residue add another gallon of Herba sacra, Vervain, (F.) Verveine. Family,
liquor.
the alcohol, together with the portion recently Pyrenaceae. Sex. Syst. Diandria Monogynia.
distilled: again boil for an hour, and pour off A plant, formerly held sacred; used in sacrithe liquor. Repeat the boiling a third time fices, and suspended round the neck as an
with the remaining alcohol, and with that dis- amulet. In the form of cataplasm, it is said to
tilled in the previous operation.
.Press the have relieved obstinate headaches, and to have
cevadilla, mix and strain the liquors, and, by been of service in scrofula.
It is not used.
VERBENACA, Verbena officinalis.
means of a water bath, distil off the alcohol.
VERBUS, Penis.
Boil the residue three or four times in water
acidulated with sulphuric acid, mix and strain
VERCOQUIN, Phreni'tisvermino'sa. A form
the liquors, and evaporate to the consistence of of phrenitis, attributed to the presence of a worm
syrup. Add magnesia in slight excess, shake in the brain!
VERDET, Cupri subacetas.
the mixture frequently, then express and wash
VERDIGRIS, Cupri subacetas.
what remains. Repeat the expression and washtimes,
and having dried the
Penis.
ing two or three
VERGE; Penis v. d'Or, Solidago virgaurea.
residue, digest it with a gentle heat several
FHIL.1DELPH1E,
times in alcohol, and strain after each digesErigeron Philadelphicum.
Distil off the alcohol from the mixed lition.
VERGETURES, (F.) from (F.) verge, a rod.'
quors, boil the residue for 15 minutes in water
with a little sulphuric acid and purified ani- Linear, reddish impressions, similar to those
mal charcoal, and strain. Having thoroughly which would be produced by the strokes of a
washed what remains, mix the washings with rod, and which are seen in some diseases.
VERJUICE, Ompha'cium, (F.) Verjus,verdthe strained liquor, evaporate with a moderate
Also, an acid
heat to the consistence of syrup, and then drop jus. A sour kind of grape.
liquor prepared from very sour grapes or crabin as much solution of ammonia as may be neLastly, se- apples. It is principally used in culinary precessary to precipitate the veratria.
parations; although, occasionally, an ingredient
parate and dry the precipitate.
VERATRINE. See Colchicum autumnale. in medicinal compounds. See Vitis Vinifera.
ALBUM, Helleb'orus alius,
VER.JUS, Verjuice.
VERMES, Worms.
Elleborum album, Cherbachem, White hellebore,
The
root
BRULAMTE, Sedum.
or rhizoma of
(F.) Hellebore blanc.
VERMICULAR, Vermiform.
this common European plant is indebted to the
VERMlCULARIS,Lumbriualis, Sedum.
It is inodorous;
Veralrine for its properties.
VERMIC'ULUM, Vermyc'ilum. An elixir,
has a bitterish, acrid, and nauseous taste, and is
Ruland and Johnson.
violently emetic and purgative, even when ap- a tincture
CAPILLARIS, DracuncuIt is, also, posplied to an ulceiated surface.
lus.
sessed of errhine properties, and acts, external
It is rarely exhibited interVER'MIFORM, Vermicular, Vermicula'ris,
ly, as a stimulant.
Sometimes it is given as a sneezing Vermifor mis from vermis, a worm,' and forma,
nally.
operates
with
That which resembles a worm.
it
great
violence.
form.'
but
powder;
Proces'sus V ermiformes, Protuberan'tix perSee Ung.
It forms, also, an itch ointment.
miformes, Appendices vermiformes, (F.) EmiVeratri.
Vehatrum Sabadil'i.a, or Sabadilla, Canis nences vermiformes du cervelet, are two medulInterfed'tor Caus'ticum America'num, Cevadil'la lary projections, at the surface of the cerebellum.
Hispano'rum, Sevadilla, Hor'deum caus'ticum, The superior vermiform process, Vermis superior
The seeds of this plant have cercbelli, is an elongated projection, at the an(F.) Cevadille.
Dose, terior and middle part of the superior surface of
been used, mostly, as anthelmintics.
and the inferior vermiform proIt possesses the cerebellum;
gr. ij to a child, four years old.
properties
as
the
veratrum
cess. Vermis inferior cerebd'i, isasomewhat laige
the same general
projection, situate in the depression at the inalbum.
Veratrum V irwk, Americanhellebore, Swamp ferior surface of the same organ. The anterior
hellebore, Indian poke, Indian Uncas, Poke weed, portion of the superior vermiform process is
Bear weed, Itch weed, Tickle weed,\s indigenous elevated, and termed Monticulus.
VERMIFUGE, Anthelmintic, Helminlhain the swampy districts of almost every part ol
the United States. Its properties are like those gogue.
Vermifuge, Mathieu's. This consisted of
of the genus.
two distinct electuaries; the one for killing,
Primula veris.

VERETRUM,

VERGERETTE DE

'

VERA'TRUM

VERMICUMIRE

—

VERMICULUS

'

,

'

',

—

VERBASCULUM,

—
VERMIFUGUS

the other for expelling the tape-worm.
The
former consisted of an ounce of tin
filings, and
mx drachms offern root.
VERMIFUGUS, Anthelmintic.
VERMILION, Hydrargyri sulphuretum ru-

brum.

VERMILLO.Y DE PROVEJVCE,

VERMIN ATIO, Helminthiasis.
VERMIN ATION, CUTANEOUS, Malis.

VERMWEUX, VerminouB.
VERM'INOUS,

offer 1

1 ii

is

Vermino'sus, (F.) Vermineux,
caused by worms; as a verminous

ii.

VERMIS BOMBYCINUS, Cornu ammonisVermiform process
nus. Taenia solium.
VERMITIO, Helminthiasis.
VERN1X SICCA, Sandarac.
v. Cerebelli,

—

Cucurbiti-

v.

VEKlNO'NIA ANTHELMIN'TICA,
cida anthelmintica, Calagirah, Calageri.

which

is

indigenous

in India.

Ascari-

A plant,

Family, Coin-

positas.
Sear. Syst. Syngenesia Polygamia superflua.
It has great celebrity in the East Indies, and is a bitter tonic; but the seeds are
chiefly used as an anthelmintic, in cases of as-

carides and lumbrici in children.

VliROLE, Syphilis— v.

Petite,

Variola— v.

Petite volants, Varicella.
Varicella.

V&ROLETTE,

VERONI'CA,

Veronica

vertere, 'to turn.'

This name has been given

to the bones, which by their union, form the
vertebral or spinal column. The vertebra; are
short, thick, very angular bones; twenty-four

number, and

one above another. The
the middle and anterior
Above and below, it is articulated, by
means of a fibro-cartilage, with the contiguous
vertebra*.
The Processes, Masses apophysaires,
of each vertebra are:
1. The spinous process,
situate behind, and in the median line. 2 The
two transverse processes, standing off from each
in

situate

body of the vertebra

Antimonii

sulphuretum rubrum.

That which

VERTEBRAL
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officina' lis ,

Veronica

is

portion.

—

—

side.
3. The four articular processes
two superior, and two inferior
which serve to unite
the vertebras with each other. These transverse

—

and articulating processes ate made continuous
with the lateral and posterior parts of the body
of the vertebra by narrow bony portions or pedicles, on each of which are notches.
These,
by their union with similar notches in the contiguous vertebra, form the lateral foramina, (F.)
Trous de conjugaison, through which the spinal
nerves leave the vertebral canal. The different
processes are united with each other, so as to
form a kind of ring of the lateral and posterior
parts of the vertebra; and the foramen, within
this, i. e. between the body and processes, concurs in forming the vertebral canal. The vertebras have particular characters, according to
the regions they occupy. They are divided
into seven cervical, twelve dorsal, and five lum-

mas, Tina German'ica, Bcton'ica Pavii, Ciiarnx'- bar. The first cervical is called atlas; the sedrys, Male Veronica-, FluelUn, Officinal Speed- cond, axis or vertebra 'dentata; and the seventh,
tcell, (F.)
Vdronique, Tld el Europe. Family, vertebra proeminens. The vertebras are articuRhinanthodeae. Sex. Syst. Diandria Monogynia. lated with each other. Those of the back are
This plant was once used as a pectoral.
joined, moreover, to the ribs. The first or atlas
Veronica Aq,uatica, V. beccabunga.
is articulated with the occipital bone; and the
Veronica Beccabun'ga, Beccabunga, Ana- last lumbar vertebras with the sacrum. The
gal'lis aqvat'iea, Lover German' icvm, Veronica cervical vertebras are developed by nine points
aquatica, Cepxa, Water Pim'pernel, Brooklime, of ossification; the dorsal and lumbar by eight.
VER'TEBRAL, Vertebra'lis. That which
BrooMime Speedicell, (F.) Veronique cresson&e.
This plant was formerly used in a variety of relates or belongs to the vertebras.
Vertebral Ahteuv, Posterior cerebral ardiseases. It is, however, almost insipid and
inodorous; and has been long banished from tery (Ch.,) is the largest of the branches of the
subclavian. It arises from the posterior part
practice.
Veronica Mas, Veronica v. Officinalis, Ve- of that vessel is lodged in a canal, (F.) Petit
canal vertebral, formed by the foramina in the
v. Purpurea, Betonica officinalis.
ronica
Vi.ROJfIQ.UE, Veronica— v. Cressonie, Ve- transverse processes; enters the cranium, ami
proceeds to anastomose with its fellow of the
ronica beccabunga.
opposite side, and to form the Basilary artery,
VERPJ1, Penis.
Besides the branches sent to the neck,
Antimonii
VERRE, Vitrum v. d'Antimoine,
(q. v.)
the vertebral artery gives off— the anterior and
vitrum.
VIORRU'CA, Ecphy'ma verruca, Phymato'sis posterior spinal arteries, and the inferior cere-

—

—

;

A

small, haul,
at the surface of the skin, and particularly on that of the
rugous at
generally
hands and face. Warts are
the surface, and broad at the base; their roots
being implanted in the derma by whitish filaments, which are dense, semifibrous, and very
vernico'sa, a Hart, (F.) Veirue.

mammillary tumour, which forms

numerous.

Warts may be destroyed by caustic, or removed by excision. Their vitality is, generally,

not great.

bellous, in the cavity of the

cranium.

Vertebral Column,

Rachis, Rhachfs,Notos;
the Spine; the back bene, Acan'tka Cari'na, C.
liom'inis, Spina ilnrsi seu vcrtebralis, Colum'na
spina' lis, C. vertebra'lis, C. dorsi, Spina, Dorsum, Tergum, Compugcs Vertebra'rum, Acan'tka, Surra fistula, lliera Syrinx, (F.) Colonne
rertcbrale, jUpine du dos, Jtclune. A kind of bony
column, situate at the posterior and central
part of the trunk; extending from the head to
the sacrum; flexible in every direction, yet
solid; and hollowed by a canal called verUbrul, which gives it lightness without dimi-

Verruca Minor, Thymion— v. Palpebrarum, very
see Hydatid.

VERRUCARIA. Heliotropium
VERRUE, Verruca.

Europaeum.

VERS, Worms.
VERSION, Turning.

VERTDE-GRIS,
VERTEBRA DKNTATA, Axis.
VERTEBRAE, .5p;t'4//>',(F.) Verttbrcs;

strength, and runs through its whole
vertebral column is formed by
lhe superposition of the vertebra. It represents
a pyramid, whose base is below. Anteriorly, it
and
is convex in the neck; concave in the back,
convex, again, in the loins. Behind, the curva-

nishing

lenL'th"
=

Cupri subacetas.

from

its

The

tures are of course the reverse of these.

There

<

—
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is also, in the dorsal region, a lateral curvature, posterior.
They consist of long, ligamentous
the concavity of which is towards the left side, coverings; the anterior occupying the anterior
Considered as a whole, the vertebral column part of the vertebral column una the posterior
has an anterior or prespinal surface ; a posterior seeming to arise from the occipitoaxoid ligaor spinal; two lateral; a base, and an apex or ment, and existing, behind the bodies of the
In the nomenclature of Chaussier, the vertebrae, from the axis to the sacrum.
top.
anterior surface, in the neck, is called trocheVertebral or Hpinal Nerves spring sucHan; in the back, predorsal; and, in the loins, cessively from the spinal marrow; from it.-t
prelumour. The dorsal surface has, at its mid- origin to its termination. These nerves 150
dle, the spinous processes; and, at its sides, pairs in all
arise by two roots; one anterior,
the vertebral gaiters, (F.) Goulti'eres vertebrales, and the other posterior, and afterwards issue
formed by the succession of the vertebral plates, by the vertebral and sacral foramina. Each of
(F.) Lames vertebrales, which, by their junction, these roots seems to have a distinct function;
constitute the spinous processes. These are the posterior being destined to convey sensafilled by the sacro-spinalis muscle.
The sides tion to parts ; the anterior, motion. On the
or lateral surfaces present the foramina, result- posterior root, before its junction with the aning from the union of the vertebral notches, (F.) terior, there is a ganglion. Of the 30 pairs, 7
Achancrures vertebrales. These are called ver- are cervical nerves, 12 dorsal, 5 lumbar, and G
tebral foramina, (F.) Trous de conjugaison, and sacral.
See Nerves.
give passage to the vertebral nerves. The base
Vertebral Nerve, Trisplanehnic.
of the vertebral column is oblique, to unite with
VERTtBRES, Vertebrae.
the sacrum; and forms with it an angle, called
VERTEBROILIAC LIGAMENT, Ueo-lumsacro-vertebral angle, or promontory.
The apex barL.
or top of the vertebral column is articulated
VERTEX, Cor'yphS. The top or highest part
with the occipital bone. Sometimes, the term of the head. See Sinciput.
vertebral column includes the whole of the coVertex Cobiti, Olecranon v. Palpitans,
lumn from the occipital bone to the extremity Fontanella.
of the coccyx. The Vertebral or Spinal Canal,
VERTIGE, Vertigo.
Rachid'ian Canal, exists through the whole of
VERTI'GO, from vertere, to turn;' Dinos,
the vertebral column, whose curvatures it fol- llm'gos, Giddiness, Dizziness, Dinus verti'go,
lows.
It is continuous, above, with the cra- Hiiliucinalio vertigo, Jiutal! gia vertigo, SwimT
nium; below, with the sacral canal, if we con- ming of the head, (F.) V ertige, Alourdissement.
sider the vertebrae to terminate at the sacrum. A sfate in which it seems that all objects are
It is lined by a prolongation of the meninges, turning round; or that the individual himself
forming the Theca verttbralis, and lodges the is performing a movement of gyration. Two
simple vertigo,
spinal marrow.
varieties have been designated;
The vertebral column, which unites light where the objects are seen ; and scotodijnia, in
ness with solidity, serves to support the head which the sight is obscured, and the individual
and chest. It is the seat of all the movements often falls. Vertigo is dependent upon the conof the trunk, the weight of which it transmits dition of the brain; and often announces an
to the pelvis.
It lodges and protects the spinal
attack of apoplexy or epilepsy,
marrow, and gives passage to the vertebral
Vertigo Tenebricosa, Scotodynia.
Caput gallinaginis,
nerves, and to numerous vessels.
Vertebral Disease, Rachi.al'gia (of some,) Gall'ma^inis caput
Caries of the Vertebrae, Spondylarthroc'ucf, Spon
VERV AIN, Verbena officinalis.
VERVEIJVE, Verbena officinalis.
dyloc'acS,Kypho'sis inftammato'ria, K. parulyt'ica,
VESA'NIA, Vesa'nix, madness.' DerangeGibbos'itas carlo' sa, Ca'ries vertebra' ram, Spon;

—

—

—

'

VERUMONTANUM,

'

dylal'gia.

The

spinal

column

is

of the intellectual and moral faculties,
without coma or fever. Many nosologists have

ment

liable to dis-

Hump) at times, without the verbeing much, if at all, diseased. At other
times, a more formidable affection is induced;
the vertebrae becoming carious, nnd the intervertebral cartilages ulcerated
followed by a
more or less complete loss of power over the
lower extremities. In such case, on examining
the spine, one or more of the spinous processes

tortion, (see

used this as a generic term; under which they
have included the different species of mental
alienation, hypochondriasis, somnambulism, and
even hydrophobia. See Nosology.
Vesania Mania, Mania.

tebrae

;

Vesani.e, Insanity.

VESICA BILIARIA, Gall-bladder— v. Felbeyond the rest. The dis- lea, Gall-bladder— v. Intestinalis, Vesicula umease was first well described by Mr. Percival bilicalis— v. Urinaria, Urinary bladder.
Pott; and, hence, it has been called, by the
Vesice Irritabilitas, Cysterethismus.
VES'ICAL, Vesica'lis, from vesica, the bladFrench, Mnhdie de Pott, Malum Pottii, Gibbus
to the bladder.
Fotlii, or Pott's Disease.
It usually occurs in
der.' That which belongsor relates
Vesical Arteries vary in number and oriscrofulous subjects, and the treatment conThe umbilical artery always sends off
sists in establishing a counter-irritation by blis- gin.
is

found

to project

'

1

two or three; the middle hemorrhoidal, interverse processes of the diseased vertebra. The nal pudic, and obturator furnish others, which
parietes ot the
sore must be suffered to remain open, and the ramify and anastomose in the
patient kept in the horizontal posture until the bladder; the hypogastric furnishes one which
use of the limbs is recovered; employing tonics is somewhat larger, the Vesico- prostatic, (Ch.,)
—the free admission of fresh air, &c. at the and proceeds to the basfond of the bladder,
sending numerous ramifications to it as well as
same time.
Vertebral Ligaments, (F ) Ligamens ver- to the surrounding parts.
Vesical Veins, much more numerous than
tdbraux, Stirlouts livamenteux de la colonne verinto the hypogastric plexus.
tibrale, are distinguished into anterior and the arteries, open
ters, issues, or the

moxa, opposite the

trans-

)

'

|

\

—

—
VKSICJNT
VESICANT,

Blister.

VKSKJATORHJM,

Blister.

VESICLE, A LLANTOID,AUantois-v. Germinal, see Molecule— v. Purkinjeun, see Molecule.

Vesici.es of de Gtiaaf, Folliculi Graafiani.
V E S' I CO-V A G"l N A L, Vesi'co- vagina'lis.
Relating to the bladder and the vagina; as vesica vaginal fistula.
VESICULA, Cijslinz; diminutive of vesica,
a bladder. 1
A small bladder.
Vesicula ./Enigmatosa, V. umbilicalis v.
Alba, V. umbilicalis v. Bilis, Gallbladder v.
Chyli, Receptaculum chyli v. Erytiiroidea,
Erythroid vesicle v. Fellis, Gallbladder v.
Gangra'iiescens, Anthracion
v. Germinativa,
sec Molecule
v. Omphalo- mesenteries, V. umbilicalis
v. Ovalis, V. umbilicalis
v. Prolifera,
see Molecule.
'

—

—

—

—
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Blister.

V/illCJ)TO[RE.

—
—
—

—
—

—

Vesic'ula Umbilica'lis, Umbilical

—

gated, and is continuous with the excretory
duct of the vesicula. This duct joins the vas
deferens, and forms with it the ejaculatory
duct. The interior of the vesicula exhibits
several cells, which communicate with each
other, and are lined by a very thin, mucous

membrane.

V/:SICULE BILIAIRE,
Fiel,

Gall-bladder -v. du

Gallbladder.

V&S1CULES DE SALXTE BARBE, Variola
confluens

v.

Seminales, Vesicula? seminales.

VESPA, Wasp.
VESSEL, Vas, Jlntrei'on,

Angos, from (L.)
vas, vasrulum, (F.) Vuisseau.
canal, more or
less clastic, formed by the superposition of several membranes; and distinguished, according

A

to its uses
tcry, Vein,

and general arrangement, into Arand Lymphatic, (q. v.) See, also,

Vascular.

VESSELOUP,

Lycoperdon.

VE3SIE, Urinary bladder

Vesicle,

v.

a

Colonncs,

Vesicula allia seu oiri'phaln-mescnter'icaseu senig- see Urinary bladder v. Col de la, Collum veviato'sa seu ova' lis, Vcsi'ca intcstina'lis, Intesti- sica?.
nal Vesicle, Vitelline Pouch.
small, pyrifonn,
VES'TIBULE, Vestib'ulum, (F.) Vestibule.
round, or spheroidal sac, which, about the fif- A cavity of an irregular shape, which forma
teenth or twentieth day after fecundation, is of part of the labyrinth or internal ear. The vesthe size of a common pea, and probably acquires tibule is situate on the inner side of the tymits greatest dimensions in the course of the third panum ; on the outer side of the meatus audior fourth week.
After the seventh week, it torius internus; before the semicircular canals,
becomes shrivelled and disappears insensibly. and behind the cochlea. It is lined by a particular membrane, and contains the liquor of
It seems to be situate between the chorion and
amnion, and is commonly adherent cither to Colunnius and branches of the auditory nerve.
the outer surface of the amnion, or to the inner There is also another membrane, constituting
surface of the chorion, but at times is loose be- the membranous vestibule, but it is not an exact
tween them. The vitelline pedicle, which at- imitation of the osseous cavity. It is composed
taches the vesicle to the embryo, is continuous of two distinct sacs, which open into each other
the sacculus vestibuli, and the saccu/us, (q. v.)
with the intestinal canal; and, up to twenty or
Its There are three contiguous cavities in the vesthirty days of embryonic life, is hollow.
one of which, the semi-oval, is situate
v.)
tibule,
arteries are the omphalomesenteric, (q.
The cite/line fluid, contained in the vesicle, has above ; another, the hemispherical, below and
been compared, from analogy, to the titellus or the third, or sulciform, which is the orifice of
yolk of birds; and, like it, is an oleaginous sub the aquteductus vestibuli, behind.
Vestib'ulum is, also, a smooth cavity bestance, and presumed to be inservient to the
tween the perinceum and nymph®' in the fenutrition of the embryo.
which leads to two passages to the urein
Cystinz,
male,
Vesic'ula, Vesficle, Ecphhjsis,
Pathology, means a small orbicular elevation of thra above, and to the vagina below.
VESTIGE, (F.) Vestig"ium, ' a vestige,' ' a
the cuticle, containing lymph, which is somekind of fracture of flat bones, contimes clear and colourless, but often opake and trace.'
whitish or pearl-coloured. It is succeeded, ei- sisting of a simple incision having the mark of
The term is,
that caused it.
instrument
the
ther by a scurf, or by a laminated scab.
constitute the tith order of Bate- also, applied to a part of the body, which may

A

—

;

—

A

Vesicula.
man's classification of Cutaneous Diseases.

have no evident use in man, and yet may be
in animals.
For example, the
Vesiculje, see Villous membranes— v. Divae greatly employed
the external ear in man are almost
Barbara, Variola confluens— v. Gingivarum, muscles of
are
what they are
use,
or
vestiges
of
Aphtha)!— v. Pulmonales, see Cellule— v. Ro- devoid of
animals.
tunds cervicis uteri, Nabothi glanduke— v. San- in certain
VESTIGIUM FORAM1NIS OVALIS, OvaSeminales
guinis, Globules of the blood— v.
fossa.
mulierum, Nabothi glandulae— v. Spermatic®, lis
V. seminales.

.

,

Vesicul/e Semina'les, V. Semina'nx seu
Conceptacula
spermat'icx, Cap'sulx semina'les
Gardouches
semina'ria,(F.) Vesicates seminales,
sacs, which
membranous
Grmiers.ure two small
and probably
serve as reservoirs for the sperm,
with the sperm.
secrete a fluid to be mixed
bladder, and
They are situate beneath the
prostate and to
above the rectum, behind the

They are
deferent.a.
the outer side of the vasa
shape; flattened from
of an irregular conoidal
surface, and
above or below; embossed on their
posterior extremity, or
of a grayish tint. Their
cul-de-sac. Their
fundis, terminates by a round
is narrow and eloninterior extremity or neck

VESTITUS, Esthe'ma, Esthe'sis, Clothing,
Res vestia'ria, Dress, Vesture, (F.) Vetement,
from vestire, vestitum, to clothe.' Any substance used for the purpose of covering our nakedness, or preserving us from atmospheric
temperature, by being worn on the body. The
best clothing in winter is composed of articles
that are bad conductors of caloric, and do not
admit of ready evaporation of the matter of
perspiration. In this respect, woollen vestments
deserve the first place, and cotton the second.
Colour has likewise to be regarded— the darke&t
hues transmitting the heat most readily through
them. It has been found that the same rule
applies to odours— the darker colours retaining
'

—
VESTURE

I

amount of odorous particles than the
Hence, the necessity of white walls,
&c, in the wards of hospitals, for it is probable the like law applies to
contagions miasms.
a greater

which

lighter.

in

'IN

are at Vichy, six leagues from Muulins
the department of Allier. The springs are
in
number.
seven
Almost all are thermal,
give oil' bubbles of carbonic acid gas, and have
a slightly sulphureous odour.
They deposit
VESTURE, Veslitus.
carbonates of lime and magnesia, ami a little
A. Puna.
oxide of iron; and afford, on analysis, carboVETEMEjXT, Vestitus.
nates of lime, soda, iron, and magnesia, carbonic
A. Rubeola.
acid, sulphate of soda, and chloride of sodium.
Velerina'rins, (F.) Yitcri, They are employed as tonics, particularly in
naire, from veterinus,
that which bears bur- chronic affections of the abdominal viscera, in
dens:' itself from vetcre, to carry.' That which old catarrhs, diseases of the joints, A'
appertains to beasts of burden
hence, veteriFactitious Vichy
atkr, Jlqua Vieien'sit,
nary surgeon, veterinary college, and veterinary (F.) Eau de Vicky, is made of simple acidulous
medicine.
water, impregnated with twice its bulk of rarVeterinary Art, Farriery. The art of bonic acid, ^xxss; subcarbonale of soda, gr.
treating the diseases, &c. of cattle.
xxxij; sulphate of soda, gr. xvj; chloride of
Vfter(narv Anatomy, see Anatomy.
sodium, gr. iv; subcarbonale of magnesia, gr. ss:
VETEEINUS, Coma vigil.
muriate of iron, gr. J. Mix. J'h J'.
CORDI, Betonica officinalis.
VICIA FABA. The Common Garden Dean,
VEXILLUM, Drapr.au.
(F.) Five ou fere des marais,
Family, LeguVIA, Way v. Stoinachi et ventris, GEso- minosoe Sex. Sijst. Diadelphia Decandria. A
phagus.
native of Egypt, of which there are many vaVIABILITY. See Viable.
rieties.
Beans are not easy of digestion. They
Vl'ABLE. Yiab'ilis, from via, way,' or from are proverbially flatulent, especially when old.
life,' (Orfila )
A word, which may When young, they are more digestible and
vie, (F.)
be introduced, with great advantage, from the wholesome. Bean meal was one of the four
French into our language. It is an epithet, resolvent meals of the ancients.
VICINI TRACTLS, Erysipelas.
applied to a foetus, whose organs are properly
VICINITRAI1A, Erysipelas.
formed, and so developed as to permit its conVICTORIALIS FEMINEA, Gladiolus vultinued existence. Every foetus is not viable.
Anencephali have lived ten or twelve days, yet garis v. Longa, Allium victoriale v. Rotunda,
they are not viable; a part or the whole of the Gladiolus vulgaris.
V ICTUS RATIO, Diet.
brain being wanting. The older the foetus, the
more viable is it. It is an idle prejudice that a
V1D.HXUES, Lochia.
child, born at the end of eight months, is less
VIDIAN CANAL, Pterygoid C.
seven.
one
born
at
end
of
the
likely to live than
VIE, Life.
The signs f viability are drawn from the
VIELIJESSE, Senectus.
weight, length, external conformation, &c. of
VIF J1RGEXT, Hydrargyrum.
it may be laid down as a general
the foetus,
VIGILANCE, Insomnia.
rule that no foetus, born before the end of the
VIG1LIA, Egregorsis.
seventh month, is viable.
VIG1LLE N1MLE, Coma vigil.
Lachrymal pas
V1.-E
VIGjYE, Vitis vinifera— v. Blanche, Bryonia
sages v. Primae, Ways, digestive v. Secundce,

white bed-clothes,

VET

VETERAN

VETERINARY,

'

'

W

:

VETON1CA

—

'

'

—

—

—

—

LACHRYMALES,

—

alba— v. du

Ways, second.
VIAL, Phiala.
VIBl'CES, Molops.

Bryonia

Large purple spots, like
the marks produced by the strokes of a whip,
which appear under the skin in certain malig-

JVord,

Humulus lupulus— v. Vurge,

alba.

VIGOR, Acme.

VILLA FRANCA, (CLIMATE
little

town

is

This

OF.)

situate immediately to the east-

ward of Montalbano, which separates the bay
It is on the
of Villa Franca from that of Nice.
southern declivity of a steep and lofty range of
VIBRANS, Vibratory.
mountains; and is more effectually sheltered
V1BBATILE. Vibratory.
VI'BRATORY, Vi'brative, Vibrans, (F.) Vi- from the north and north-west winds than
to quiver.'
An epithet Nice: with the climate of which that of Villa
bratile, from vibrare,
applied to the pain that accompanies some neu- Franca closely corresponds.
VILLI. See Villous membranes.
ralgia?; and which seems to the patient to viVILLOUS, Villo'sus, from villus, a hair.'
brate among the nerves.
Villous Membranes or Coats, Velumcn'ta
Vibratory Motion, see Cilia.
MemVIBRIS'SiE. The hairs which grow at the Bombyc"ina, (F.) Membranes villeuses,
branes vetoutes, are such as are covered with
entrance of the nostrils and of other outlets.
nant fevers. They are unfavourable
tions, as they denote great prostration.

indica-

'

'

WATERS

soft papillae or Villi, Flocci, Floc'culi, Vesicula.

Vic-Le-Compte is a small village in the
department of Puy de-Dome, three leagues
from Issoire; where there is an acidulous chalybeate, which is aperient.

Cylindri, Tubi Membrane! cei,— constituted of
blood-vessels, nerves, and absorbents; or such
as are covered with fine down, so as to cause
them to feel soft and velvety. The term is,
however, chiefly restricted to the former.
Chaussier gives the name simple villous membranes to the serous membranes; and that of
complicated or follicular villous membranes to
the mucous membranes. These villi are endowed with ciliary motion, (q. v.)
». de
v. de Bordeaux, Claret
I'l.X, Wine

V1C-LE-COMPTE, MINERAL

OF.

VICAR'S BRAY, MINERAL

WATERS

This spring is situate in Perthshire, Scotland, about two miles from Dollor, and near
Blarngone. The water is one of the strongest

OF.

chalybeates known.

VICHY. MINERAL WATERS OF. Carbonated alkaline chalybeates, the sources of

—

—
vi.vaigiu:

Quinquina compose, Vinutn de kina kini compositurn— o See, Sack.

—

VLYAIGRE, Acelum,
v. Scillitique,

see

aa §ss,

Ace turn scillae.
BUIS, Pyroligneous

Dose,

dapknoi'des major, Lesser periwinkle, (F.) Pervenche, Violate des Sorciers.
It has bitter and
astringent properties, and has been used in gargles, and diseases of tile chest.
Fascia.

VINCULUM,
ra

—

Poison,

v.

Bandage, Lien.

—

Vitis vinif'era

Rhus

v.

Grape, Vitisvinife-

radicans.

VINEGAR, AROMATIC SPIRIT OF,

—

see

Aceticum acidum v. of Cantharides, Acetuin
cantharidis
v. Common, Acetum
v. Distilled,
see Aceticum acidum
v. Marseilles, Acetum
aromaticum v. of Meadow saffron, Acetum
colchici
v. Radical, Aceticum acidum
v. of
Squills, Acetuin scillas
v of the four Thieves,

—

—

—

—

—

—
—
Acetum aromaticum — Thieves, Acetum aromaticum — of Wood, see Aceticum acidum.
v.

v.

VIJYETTIER. Oxycantha

V1NUM, Wine,

f.

ijss to

muriat.

3'ij,

via. albi Oij.

Galeni.

Sherry wine (Ph. U. S.)

A Medicated Wine.
Vinum Medicin'ale.
Wine, holding in solution one or more medi-

Ma-

hours; filler, and add tmcturse
Ph. P.) Stimulant and tonic.
f.

5ij.

Vinum Aroma/icum, Aromatic wine.

acid.

VINAIGRES MEDICINAUX, Acetica.
VINCA MISOR, Vinca pervin'ca, Clem'atis

VINE,

ammonix

cerate for iiU
cochlear, ^ss.

Aceticum acidum

VWAIGRE DE

VINGULA,

VISUM
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(Species

aromatic, giv, vin. rubr. Oij. Macerate lor (j
days, and filter. Ph. P.)
Stimulant, and tonic.
Used, externally, in fomentations, embrocations,

&c.

Vinum Aromo-aloeticum, V. Aloes — v. Antimouiatum Huxhami, V. antimonii tartarizati

—

Benedictum, V. antimonii tartarizati v. Canarinum, see Wine v. Chalybeatum, V. ferri
v. Cinchona; compositum, V. de kina kina comp.
Vinum Col'chici, Wine of Colchicum, V.
Coklaci Radi'cis, Want's Eau d'Husson. (Colchic rod. bene contus. ftj, vini Oij.
Macerate
for 14 days, with occasional agitation, and then
express strongly, and filter. Ph.U.S.) It may
also be prepared by displacement.
Ph. U. S.
Diuretic, sedative, and purgative.
Chiefly
used in gout. Dose, gti. 40 to f. £j.
Reynold's Specific for gout arid rheumatism
consisted of the fresh bulb of Colchicum ^viii,
Sherry wine f. :§.vvj. The colchicum was mav.

—

cerated for eight or ten da3 s in the wine, at a
gentle heat; coloured with syrup of poppies and
flavoured with rum.
Reynolds is said to have
killed himself by taking an over-dose of it.
Vinum Colchici Radicis, V. Colchici.
Vinum Colchici Sem'inis, Wine of Colchicum
seed. (Collide, stm. cont. ^iv; vini Oij
Macerate for 14 days, with occasional agitation, then
r

Medicinal wines are obtained by macedigesting medicinal substances in
wine. They differ, of course, according to the
nature of the medicine employed, the strength express and filter. Ph. U. S.) Dose, f. £j to
of the wine, &c. In a late Pharmacopoeia of
Vinum Diuret'icum A ma rum, \inum amathe London College, all the wines were changed
into weak tinctures; but the old names were rum scillit'icum compos' i.tu/11 in Chartta'tis JVoSherry is the wine usually em- socomi'o usurpa'tum, Bitter diuret'ic wine. (Cort.
left unaltered.

cines.

rating or

ployed.

Vinum Album Hispanicum,
Album Montanum, see Wine.
Vinum Absinthi'tes, Wine

Wine — v.

see

,

of Wormwood.

aa ^vj,
vini albi Oiv. Macerate for24 hours, and strain.
Stimulant, tonic, febrifuge, vermiPh. P.)

(FoL

absinth,

absinth. Pontic,

exsicc.,

fuge, «&c.

Vinum Aloes,

V. aloes

Socotori'nce,

Vinum

alo'et'icum, V. aro'rno-aloelicum, Wine of Aloes,
Tinctu'ra hiera, Tinctura sacra. (Aloes, in pulv.
vini Oj.
2j, oar dam. cont. zingib. cont. aa £j;
Macerate for 14 days, and filter. Ph. L.) Pur-

gative and stomachic, according to the dose.

Dose,

3J to

f.

Vinum

Amarum
rum

v.

f.

gij.

Amarum, V. Gentianre comp.— v.

scilliticum,

&c. V^ diureticum ama-

Amarum cum

spiritu vini, V. gentiana?

compositum.

.

Vinum Antimo'nii Tartariza'tt,

V. tart'ritis

antimonii, Solu'tion of tar' tarized antimony, Eswine,
sentia antimonii seu stiff ii, Antimonial
benedic'tum, Vinum antimonia' turn IIuxantimonial?, Aqua benedie'la Rulan'di,
Vinum emet'icurn. (Ant. et Potass, tart. 9J,
Dissolve the tartanzed antimony
vini f XX.
Each fluidounce conin the wine. Ph. U. S.)
tains two grains of the tartrate.

Vinum

ha' mi

The

V,

ordinary Antimonial wine

is

made with

Oiss.
glass of antimony gj, sherry
Ward's Red Drop consists of a strong vi-

nous solution of tartarized antimony.
(

Vinum Ahtiscorbv'ticvvi, Antiscorbu ticwine.
Rod armorncix recent, gj, fid. cochlearix recent.,

nasturtii

aquat., trifol.' aquatic, semin. smap.,

64.

cinchon., Winteran., Union., aa gij, rhus toxicodendr., scitlse, cocumin. angelicx, aa 5ss, fol.
absinth melissae, aa §j. biiccur. junip., macis. aa
gss, vin. alb. Oviij. Macerate and filler. Ph.
P.) Stimulant, tonic, and diuretic. Dose, f.

gss

to

f.

5'ss.

Vinum Emeticum, V. antimonii tartarizati.
Vinum Er'goTjE, Wine of Ergot. (Ergots,
cont. gij; vini Oj. Macerate for 14 days, with
occasional agitation; then express, and filter.

Ph. U. S.) Dose, m. xx to f. 5J to produce the
peculiar effects of ergot.
Vinum Ferratum, V. ferri.
Vinum Ferri, V. chalybea'tum, Steel wine,
Wine of iron, Vinum ferra'tum, V. marlidtum,
V. Murtis, Tinctura Mortis vino'sa, Tinctura
Mortis cum vino. (Iron, J^j, superlartrate of
potass, in powder, Jvj, distilled water Oij or
Rub the iron and suq. s., proof spirit f. gxx.
pertartrate of potass together, and expose them
to the air in a flat vessel, moistened with a
fluidounce of water for a fortnight; agitating
every day with a spatula, and sprinkling them
with water, to keep them moist. Then dry
with a gentle heat, and mix with gxxx of disFilter the fluid and add the spirit.
tilled water.
Ph. L.) Tonic. Dose, f. 3J to f. giv.
It is sometimes made by adding two pints of
wine to two ounces of iron filings: macerating

—

and

filtering.

Vinum Gentia'n/E Compos'itum, V.ama'rum,
Compound wine of Gentian, Infu'sum ama'rum
vino sum, Vinum amarum cum sjiiritu vini,
Wine bitters. ( Rud. gentian lutix gss, cort.
cinchon.

ojfic.

gj, cort. aurunt. ^ij, caneltae alb.

—

—

—
VIOL

3J) alcohol, dilvt.

f.

Ph. E.)

f.

Dose,

—

5iv, vinialb. Hispanic. Oiiss.
gj to f. gvj.
Claret v. Hordea-

—

Vinum HiprocRATicu.M,
ceuni, Cerevisia.

Vinum Ipecacuanha,

a

VIRUS
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Vioi.a Tric'oloii, Heart's ease, Pnnsies,Ja'Ihrba Trinita'tis, (F.) Pensie, P. BUUVCLgt.
The decoction of this beautiful little plant Baa
been recommended in diseases of the skin, die.
cea,

Ipecacuan'ha

wine. Its roots are, also, emetic and cathartic.
(Ipecacuan. cont. gij, vini Oij.) Macerate for
VIOLAR1A, Viola.
14 days, express, and filler.
Emetic, and
VIOLET, DOG, Viola canina— v. Sweet,
diaphoretic.
Dose, as an emetic, f. siv to Viola.
f. zx.
VIOLETTE BOUQUETS, Viola— r. Odo-

Vinum de Kina Kin* Compos'itum, V". cmCompound hark wine, (F.)

cho'nse composition,

A

rante, Viola

drs Sorciers, Vinca minor.

v.

VJOLIER JJUjXE, Cheiranthus

cheiri.

Pt« de quinquina compost.
(Colt, cine/ion.
YIORNA. Clematis vitalba.
pulv. Ibss, quassias, cor t. Winteran., cort. aurant.
VIPER, EGYPTIAN, Aspis— v. Grass, Scorsice, aa 5ss, alcohol (12 3 to 22° Beaume) Oj. zonora.
Macerate for 24 hours; and add vini albi Ovj
VIPERA.Coluberberus.
Macerate for four days, and filter.
Ph. P.)
VIPERARIA, Anstolochiaserpentaria, ScorTonic, febrifuge, and stomachic. Dose, f. gss zonera.
tof.gij,
VIPER1NA VIRGINIANA, Aristolochia

Vinum Martiatum, V.
ferri

—

v.

ferri

—

v.

Nicotianaj tabaci, V. tabaci

Martis, V.
v. Opiaabbatis

—

tum fermentatione palatum, Laudanum
Rousseau.

Vinum

VIRGINAL,

O'pii,

Wine of Opium, Vinum de opio

compos'itum, Laud! unum liq'uidum Sydcnha'mi,
Laudanum liquidum Hoffman' ni, Tinctu'ra Theba'ica, &c, Ford's laudanum.
(Opii in pulv.
5ij; cinnam. cont.; caryophyll. cont. aa zj; vini
Oj. Macerate for 14 days; express and filter.
Ph. U. S.)
Narcotic. Dose, gtt. X v to f. gj.
Vinum de Opio Compositum, V. opii v. Pi-

—

cattim, Pissites.

Vinum Qui'mje, Wine of

Quinia.

(

Wine

Ibij,

sulphate of quinia gr. x.

Mix.) Dose, f. giss or
more; according as it is used for a stomachic,
or to arrest ague.
A Vinum Cinchoniee may be

made in the same way.
Vinum Rhei, V. R. palma'ti, Rhubarb Wine,
Tinctura Rhuhar'hari Vino'sa, Vinum Rhabarbari, Elixir Rhei duke, E. R. Compos 'itum. (Rad.
rhei cont,^ij, canellse cont.gj, alcohol d Hut. f. ^ij,
vini Oj. Macerate for 14 days; express and filter.
f.

Ph. U.S.) Laxative and stimulant.

Ziv to

f.

Jfiss.

Vinum Rhkj Palmati, V. Rhej

—

v.

Dose,

Rhena-

Wine — v. Rhabarbari, V. rhei palmati
Rubrum Portugallicum, see Wine.

iium,see

—

v.

serpentaria
VIR, Penis.
VIRGA, Penis

Vinum Tab'aci, Vinum JVicotia'nx

Tabaci, To-

bad co Wine. (Tabac. ^j, vini Oj. Macerate for
14 days; express and strain. Ph. U.S.) NarIn dropsicotic, diuretic, and antispasmodic.

VIRGIN'IA,

—

v. Cerea, Boucie.
Vulva.

MINERAL WATERS

OF.

There are several celebrated mineral springs
in Virginia, on the western side of the Blue
Ridge. Two Thermal, springs exist in Rath
county. The Warm Spring, as it is called,
issues with a bold stream, sufficient to turn a
mill, and to keep the water of its basin at the

temperature of !)7°. The Hot Spring is a lew
miles from the Warm. lis temperature is 107°.
They are both slightly sulphureous. The Sweet
Springs are at the eastern foot of the Alleghany,
in Botetourt county; and 42 miles from the
Warm Springs. The water has a temperature
of 70°, and is highly impregnated with carbonic
acid.
The While Sulphur, as well as the Red
Sulphur, and Salt Sulphur Springs, are also
much celebrated. The Red Spring is affirmed
to exert a sedative influence on the pulse, diminishing the number of its beats. About 15
miles from Staunton is Stribling's Springs
sulphuretted water; and near VVarrenton, in
Fauquier county, there is a sulphureous water,
called Lee's Springs, which is much frequented.

—

VIRGIN'S BOWER,
vitalba

— v.

COMMON,

Clematis

Bovver, uptight, Clematis recta.

Virgin's Milk, Lac

Yir' ginis,

Lac Virgina'le,

A

tincture of Benjamin or
of any other balsam, precipitated by the addical cases, colica pictonura, and ileus. Not used. tion of water, which gives it a milky appearDose, gtt. xx to xxxvj.
ance. Also, subacetate of lead precipitated by
Vinum Vera'tri. V. V. albi, Wine of White water. It has been used as a cosmetic to reHel'lebore. (Veratri cont. J|iv; Vini Oj.
Mace- move freckles. &c.
Ph. U. S.)
VIRGO, Girl v. Aurea, Solidago virgaurea.
rale for 14 days, express and filter
V1RGULA, Penis.
In cutaneous affections, and in gout. Dose, ten
minims.
VI RIDE ^ERIS, Cupri subacetas.
VIRILE, Penis.
Vinum Veratri Albi, V. Veratri.
VIRILITY, Adult age.
VIOL, Stuprnm.
V1ROSUS, Virulent.
Vl'OLA, Viola odora'ta, Ion, Matrona'lis, VioViolet,
(F.)
VIRTUE, Faculty.
Violette a bouquets.
ia'ria, the Siveet
flowers
of
the
Virulen'tus, Viro'sus, from virus.
The
sweet
violet
VIR'ULENT,
odorante.
V.
have a pleasant, peculiar odour, and scarcely That which is of the nature of a virus or which
is caused by a virus.
any taste. They are slightly laxative.
Latin word,
VIRUS, from vis, 'force.'
Viola Cani'na. The Dog Violet. The root
of this plant is emetic and cathartic. Dose, 7)j. which signifies poison; but which, in medicine,
Viola Ipecacuanha, see Ipecacuanha v. has a somewhat different acceptation. By it is
Lutea, Cheiranthus cheiri v. Odorata, Viola understood a principle, unknown in its nature
and inappreciable by the senses, which is the
—v. Palustris, Pinguicola vulgaris.
Viola Pf.da'ta, Viola (Ph. U. S.) This in- agent for the transmission of infectious diseases.
from
Enggrows
New
Thus
we speak of the variolic, vaccine, and
digenous violet, which
Virus differs from venom, in
land to Carolina, is regarded by some as a use- si/philitic virus.
the latter being a secretion natural lo certain
ful demulcent in pectoral affections.
(F.) Lait virginal.

—

A

—

—

—

—

1

VIS

VITIS

animals, whilst the former is always the r»3ult
of a morbid process;— a morbid poison.
Virus, Ichor, Poison, Sanies— v. Vaccine,
see Vaccina— v. Vitale, Sperm.

the

retina, it follows, that those, proceeding
from the upper part of an object, must fall upon
the lower part of the retina, and conversely.
So that the object must be impressed upon the
retina, in an inverted position; yet experience

VIS, Force— v. Adhsesionis, Cohesion

(force
Attractionis, Cohesion (force of)— v.
Cohoesionis, Cohesion (force of)
v. Conservatrix, V. medicaid* natures— v. Elastica. Elasticity— v. Insita, Irritability— v. Irritabilitatis,

°0 — V.

teaches us to appreciate the position accurately

—

Vision,
Diplopia.

Colourku, Chromopsia — v. Double.

VlS'UAL, Tisva'lis. Same etymon. That
which concerns the sight or belongs to vision.
The Visual Angle is the angle formed bv
the crossing of two rays,
proceeding from opposite points of any body,
in their passage
through the pupil. It is by the size of this an-

Irritability.

Vis Mbdica'triz N.atu'rje, Vis conservatrix,]
Autocrati'a,
Physiut'ricS,

Autonom'ia, Autoeratoria
(q. v.)
Physioautocrati'a. A term, employed, by some, to express that instinctive,
healing power in an animal or vegetable, by

—

—

inflicted

gle, that we judge, to a certain extent, of the
size of objects.

remove disease.
Vis Mor'tua. Under this name-, Haller included the mechanical properties of membrane,
flexibility, extensibility, elasticity, &c, which

VISUS, Vision v. Acrior, Nyctalopia v.
Coloralus, Chromopsia v. Debilitas, Asthenopia
v. Dimidiatus, Hemiopia
v. Diurnus, Hemeralopia v. Duplicatus, Diplopia v. Juve-

are totally independent of the vital properties.
They remain some lime after the complete extinction of life in all its functions; seem to be
connected with the mechanical arrangement of
particles and the chymical composition of the
substance in which they reside, and not to be
affected until the progress of decomposition has

num, Myopia

virtue of which

upon

it,

it

can repair injuries

—

or

—

—

become

sensible.

—

VISCERA,

VISCkRES,

V1SCONIA,

|

Sijst.

VITALBA, Clematis vitalba.
VITELLINE, Vitellinus, from vitellus, 'the
yolk of an egg.'
Vitelline Disc, Proligerous Disc v. Fluid,
see Vesicula umbilicalis v. Pedicle, see Vesicula umbilicalis v. Pouch, Vesicula umbili-

Entrails.

Phvsconia.

VISION,

—

Vis'io, Vi.sus,

from

videre, visum,

v.

We

Splanchnic.

Dicecia Tetrandria. That of the
Viscura querci'num
has been most celebrated, but it does not differ from the others.
It was, at one time, much used in epilepsy and
other neuroses:— the wood or leaves being
given in powder, in the dose of sjss or gj. The
berries, also, called Pommes hemorrlioidalcs,
from their supposed virtues, are drastic; and,
when applied externally, maturative.
VISIO, Pupil.
Sex.

—

SeeProperties,vital.
The. principle which,
when applied to matter, as in organized bodies,
controls its manifestations and properties, and
distinguishes organized matter from the inorganic.
know nothing of this principle, except in its connexion with organization.

V1SCUM ALBUM,
A

oak

—

Nocturnus, Nyctalopia

Vital Piun'ciple.

—

Mistletoe, lxos, Iz'ia, Daback, (F.) Gui.
parasitic plant, which grows
on a number of trees. Family, Caprifoliacea?.

v.

VITAL PROPERTIES.

Entrails.

VISCERAL,

—

—

—

Senilis, Presbytia.
VITA, Life.

Vis Plastica, Plastic force v. Reproductiva, Plastic force
v. Vitre, Irritability
v.
Vitalis, Irritability.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Vessels, Omphalomesenteric.
Pedicle is the pedicle, which
attaches the umbilical vesicle to the embryo.
See Vesicula Umbilicalis,

calis

v.

Vitelline

'

j

V1TELLO MESENTERIC, Omphalo-mesenteric.

V1TELLUM
VITEX,

V.

OVI. See Ovum.
Agnus Castus,Agnus

Gattilicr, Petit Poivre,

l

j

Castus, (F.)
Poivre sauvage. Fainily,

Pyrenacece. Sex. Syst. Didynamia Angiospermia. The Chaste Tree. The seeds, when fresh,
have a fragrant smell and an acrid, aromatic
Formerly, they were celebrated as antataste.

The

action of seeing; phrodisiacs.
VITI SALTUS, Chorea.
one of the five senses,
VIT1ATIO, Stuprum.
and the eye is its organ. By it we distinguish
VITILIGINES, Ephelides.
colours and appreciate most of the physical
comVITILIGO, Lepra— v. Alphus, Lepra alphoeye
is
The
qualities of external objects.
posed of different transparent media, whose ides v. Melas, Lepra nigricans v. Nigra, Lecurvatures and refractive powers are so com- pra nigricans.
SYLVESTRIS, Bryonia alba
VITIS
bined as to render insensible the aberrations of
v. Apyrena, see V. Corinthiaca.
sphericity and refrangibility, and to concentrate
Family of the Vines.
Coiunth'iaca.
or
Vitis
the numerous rays proceeding from more
traverse, suc- Sex. Syst. Pentandria Monogynia. This plant
less distant objects. These rays
yas'sx mino'res, Passes Coriricessively, the transparent cornea, the aqueous affords the Uvse
Vras Corinlhiacae, or
humour, the crystalline, the vitreous humour, thiacx, Pas'sulse mwu'rcs,
They are
(F.) Raisins dc Corinthe.
and strike upon the retina, on which they Currants,
fruit of the Vitis Corinthiaca or Vitis
impress the figure of the object whence they the dried
similar, in their properties, 10
have emanated; and, in order that no ob- apyrena; and are
that the raisin.
scurity may arise from the reflections,
VmslDiEAPALUSTRis.Vacciniumoxycoccos.
might otherwise occur, the interior of the eye
Vitis Vinif'eiia, Am'pelos, A. Q£itopk'oros.
choroid— which is,
is lined by a membrane— the
dark pigment. The Grape vine, the Vine. (F.) Yigne. Vine
itself, covered internally bv a
and the tendrils have an astringent taste,
This absorbs the light, like the dark pigment in leaves
thus obviates and were formerly used in diarrhoea, hemorthe interior of telescopes, and
juice or sap, called Lac'As the ravs proceeding from an rhage, &c. The
confusion.
calculous distheir course to ryma, has been recommended in
object, must cross each other in
to see,' Opsis, (F.) Vue.
The sight. The sight is

1

—

—

—

ALBA

——

— —
VITIUM

orders and in cases of chronic ophthalmia. The
juice of the unripe fruit is called Vtrjm.it, (q. v.)
The Grape, lira, Butrys, Slaph'yle, (F.) Raisin,
when ripe, is a wholesome, delicious fruit; and,
when dried, it forms the Ucse pnssx wnjo'res
Pass'ulae mojores, Uvx passas sole sicca' lae, Raisins.
These are inodorous; arid, lo the taste, subacidulous, sweet, and mucilaginous. They are de-

mulcent and

nutritive.

VITIUM SCROPHULOSUM,

Scrofula.

VITRARIA, Parietaria.
VITREUS, Hyaloid.
VITRIjYE AUDITIVE,

from vitrvm,

End'olymph.

'glass,'

The

(F.)
fluid

contained

—
VOMICA

7oG

part of individuals regard the glottis and its
ligaments, with the vocal tube or the space
which the sound has to traverse after it is produced in the glottis as a reed instrument, like
the clarionet ;— the inferior ligaments of the
glottis constituting the reed.
In speech, as
ordinarily effected, the tongue, lips, teeth, &c.
are concerned; but there are some authentic
cases on record, where it has been accomplished
after the tongue has been removed.
In such
cases, the articulated voice must have been
produced in the glottis, alone or aided by an
obscure action of the parts above it.

—

—

Voice, Bleating, Egophony

in

—

v.

Cavernous,

the membranous labyrinth of the ear, so called Pectoriloquy.
its resemblance to the vitreous humour of
Voice, Convul'sive, Voix Convulsive, (F.)
the eye.
Vox Convulsi'va. A neurosis of the voice, conVITRIOL, Ferri sulphas v. Blue, Cupri sul- sisting in the production of discordant sounds
phas v. Cceruleum, Cupri sulphas v. Green,
acute and grave
which cannot be brought
Ferri sulphas
v. Roman, Cupri sulphas
v. to the natural tones by any effort of volition.
White, Zinci sulphas.
It seems lobe caused by disordered contraction
VITRIOLUM ALBUM, Zinci sulphas— v. of the muscles of the larynx.
Ammoniacale, Ammonia? sulphas v. Cupri,
Voice, Goat's, Egophony v. Laryngeal, LaCupri sulphas v. Cyprium, Cupri sulphas v. ryngophony v. Tracheal, Laryngophony.
YOIE, Way.
Ferri, Ferri sulphas. v. Goslariense, Zinci sulVOIES DIGESTIVES, Ways, digestive—».
phas v. Viride, Ferri sulphas v. Martis, Ferri
sulphas v. Romanum, Cupri sulphas v. Ve- Lacry males, Lachrymal passages v. Premieres,
Ways, digestive v. Secondes, Ways, second
neris, Cupri sulphas
v. Zinci, Zinci sulphas.
v. Urinaires, Urinary passages.
VITRUM, Hy'alos, Glass, Brancia, (F.) Verre,
from videre, to see.' Glass, coarsely powdered,
VOILE
PALAIS, Velum pendulum pahas been sometimes used to remove specks of lati v. Midullaire infdrieure, Velum medullare
the cornea.
inferius
Medullaire supirieure, Valvula
v.
Powdered glass has been regarded, but erro- Vieussenii.
neously, as a poison. It acts only mechaniVOIX, Voice v. Articulde, Voice, articulated
cally.
v. Bronchique, Resonance.
The saline scum, which swims on glass when
VOLA, Palm.
It
first made, has been used in tooth powders.
VOLATICA, Lichen.
VOLATILIZA'TION, Volatiliza! lio; from vois called Sandiver, Sel de verre, Glass Gall, Fel
The operation of reducing volavltri, &c.
lore, 'to fly.'
Vitrum Hvpoclepticum, Separatorium v. tilizable substances into gas or vapour.
Sublimatorium, Aludel.
VOLSELLA, Acanthobolos, Forceps, MadisV1TTA, Bandelette, a Caul.
terium v. Patini, Valet a. Patin.
VIVERRA C1VETTA. See Civetta.
VOLTAISM, Galvanism.
VIVIP'AROUS, from vivus, 'alive,' and
VOLVULUS, Ileus— v. Intestinorum, Intusepithet
applied
to
susceptio.
pario, I bring forth.' An

from

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

DU

'

—

—

—

'

animals whose young are brought forth detached, without requiring to be hatched, as in

VOMENDI CONAMEN INANE,

Vomi-

turition.

VOMER,

in Lat. 'a ploughshare,' Os Vo'Viv isec'tio, from vivus, meris, Ara'trum, Os maxill'se superio'ris undec"1
The act imum. One of the bones of the face, so called
alive,' and seca're, sectum, ' to cut.'
from its resemblance. It is an azygou3 bone,
of opening or dissecting living animals.
7
VOICE°, Vox, Audi, Phone (F.) Voix, from forming the posterior part of the septum narium.
An appreciable It is thin, flat, and quadrilateral; and is articuvocare, ' to name, to call.'
sound, produced by the air, when driven from lated, below, to the superior maxillary and pathe lungs, throwing the inferior ligaments of latine bones; and above, to the sphenoid, ethThe function, by moid, and cornets of Bertin. It is developed
the glottis into vibration.
which this is effected, has been called Phonal- by a single point of ossification.
VOMICA, from vom'erc, to vomit,' to cast
It is a function of animal life; and, in
tion.
animals, is limited to the production of the sim- up.' (F.) Vomique, Crachement de pus. A term-,

the Oviparous.

VIVISECTION,

,

'

'

used by some authors for any encysted collection of purulent matter in the interior of a vis- #
complicated and articulated, an evidence of cus. The acceptation is commonly, however,
restricted to purulent collections in the lungs,
his intellectual superiority.
Aktic'ulated Voice or Speech, Loquc'la, encysted or not, which may be discharged by
into the bronchial
Lalia, Phrasis, (F.) Parole, Voix articulee, is the mouth, by breaking
vomicaeare distinguished;
the voice, as produced by the glottis, modified tubes. Twokinds of
by the motions of the tongue, lip, and other the one, caused by the softening or bieaking
Most physiologists agree down of pulmonary tubercles; the other, of
parts of the mouth.
occurrence, formed by a cirin regarding the glottis or the space between much more rare
thyro-arytenoid ligaments plus the liga- cumscribed abscess of the lungs. Instead of
ple or instinc' live voice, as well as in the idiot;
but, in intellectual man, becomes much more

—

the

as the part where vocal opening into the bronchia, the abscess is somesounds are formed; but the mechanism of this times discharged into the cavity of the pleura,
formation is a matter of dispute. The greater causing empyema.

ments themselves,

——

— — ——
VOMICINE
VOMICINE,

VUL'NERARY, Vulnera'rius; from vnlnus,
vulneris 'a wound.'
name
(F'.) Vulneraire.
applied by the ancients, to medicines, which
they considered capable of favouring the consolidation of wounds. The property has been
ascribed to various plants.

Brucia.

VOM I QUE. Vomica.
VOM QUI £R,Strychnos nux
I

A

vomica.

VOMISSEMEJYT, Vomiting—v.

dc

Sang,

Hcematcmesis.

VOMIT, BLACK,

Fever, yellow— v. Black,

VULNUS, Wound — v.

Melscna.

VOMITIF,

ration

Emetic.

Vom'itus, Evomi"tio,Ana'tropl,
Vomi"tio, Pnlmus vom'ilus, JEgritu'do

of the Stomach,

sement, from vomere,

which
mach,

and

solids

to cast up.'

'

liquids,

(F.)

Vomis-

The

act by

contained in the

sto-

are ejected by the mouth.
Vomiting is
the effect of some special irritation of the nerves
of the stomach. It is not accomplished solely
by the contmction of the stomach, as was, for
a long time, believed. That organ, indeed, assists in the process;
the main cause is the
compression exerted upon the parietes of the
viscus by the diaphragm and abdominal muscles.
Vomiting is a symptom, common to numerous diseases. At times, it is sympathetic,
ns in affections of the kidney, uterus, brain, &c.
At others, it is symptomatic, as in gastritis, peri-

When

very troublesome, it may
often be palliated by effervescent draughts, aromalics, sinapisms or blisters to the epigastric
region, Arc.

Vomiting of Blood, Haematemesis.

VOMITO NEGRO,

Fever, yellow— v. Prieto,

Fever, yellow.

VOM ITORIUM, Emetic.
VOMITURITION, Vomituri"tio, Emesia,
Dysemesia, Vomen'di cona'mcn ina'nS, Retching.
Same etymon Ineffectual efforts to vomit.
Some authors mean, by this term, the vomiting
matter, or that which occurs almost
The first acceptation is the
most general.

of but

little

without

effort.

VOMITUS, Vomiting— v.Cruentus,

—

Haemate-

—

mesis v. Navigantium, Nausea marina v.
Niger, Fever, yellow
v. Pituitosus, Blenneniesis— v. Sanguinis, Hsematemesis.
VOUTE. Vault— v. Midullaire, Corpus callosum v. a Trois piliers, Fornix.
VOX. Voice— v. Convulsiva, Voix convulsive

—

v.

—

Rauca, Rauc'edo.

VUK,

v. Diurne,
v. Courte, Myopia
v.Faible, Amblyopia v. Longue,
Louche, Strabismus v. Nocturne,

Vision

Hemeralopia
Presbytia v.
Nyctalopia.

VULGA,

Vulva.

VULN&RjiIRE, Vulnerary— v.

i

I

I

j

VULTUS, Face.
VULVA, Uterus.

Suisse, see

See Vulva.

Vulva, from valva, 'a door," Hortus, Cunnus,
Puden'dum mulie'brB, Choiros, Jirvum, Bucca,
Bulga,

Cadur'cus, Custos,

Femur summum,

Femm,

Follic'ulus,

Jin? nut us,

Fundus, Gre'-

mium,

Hia'tus, Lanu'vium, JYavis, Oppid'ulum,
Specus, Virginal, Vulga, Cijmha, Saltus, Clitor'-

ium, Os'tium, Sulcus, Jlmphicaus'lis, Concha,
Porcus, Forta, Interfemineum, Muliebria, Fossa
magna mulie'bris, Episeioa, Eschara, Hur'tulus
cupidinis, Bouba'lios, Byssos, Cava, Caver'na,
Delphys, Delta, Fovea, Gynace'um, the female
pudendum; the female organs of Generation.
(F.) Vulve.
A longitudinal opening between
the projecting parts of the extema!°organs of
generation in the female, extending from the
mons veneris to the perineum, and which is
called, also, Fossa magna.
Some anatomists
mean, by this term, the whole of the external
genital organs of the female;
mons veneris;

—

labia majora,

and the

cleft or vestibule, sepaclitoris; nymphs; meatus

rating them; the
urinarius; entrance of the vagina; with the
hymen or the caruncul» rnyrtilbrmes, fossa
navicularis and fourchette.

Vulva, Fora'men coramu'ne ante'rius, Iter ad
infundib'ulum, Iter ad ter'tium ventrid uluni. An
opening, situate at the junotion of the optio
thalami, and immediately beneath the anterior
crus of the fornix.

VULVA IRE,

Chenopodium

vulvaria.
Vulva! ris, from vulva.
That
which relates to the vulva. Cliaus-^ier gives
this name to the external pudic arteries, bocause they are distributed to the vulva.
RIA, Chenopodium vulvaria.

VULVAR,

VULVA

VULVE,

Falltranck.

VULNERAR1US,

Laceratum, see Lace-

Simplex, Cut.

Vulluo'sus. Corvisarthas
used the expression, Face vultueusc, Fades
for the face, when it is more florid
vultuosa,
and swollen than in the natural state. This
appearance, which is observed in active aneurism of the heart, according to Corvisart, is
owing to the afflux of blood into the arterial
capillaries, and hence differs from the livid and
swollen appearance caused by the accumulation
of blood in the venous capillaries, constituting
the Face injectie.

—

tonitis, iVc.

v.

—

VOM'ITING,

ventric'uli. Sickness

—

VULTUEUX,(F.)

VOM ITINE, Emetine.
Em'csis

WALKING
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Vulva.

VULVO-UTERINE CANAL,

Traumatic.

Vagina.

w.
WAD,

Graphites.

WAISTCOAT, STRAIT, Indu'cula, (F.) Camisole, Gilet de force. A dress, used for re-

WALKING,

Gressus, Inces'sus, Deambula'Jlmbula'tio, Badisis, (F.) La marche.
The
action by which we change place, by means of
a succession of steps in the same direction. In
tio,

straining maniacs, or those labouring under
walking forwards, the centre of gravity is conviolent delirium.
It has long sleeves, which
are tied behind the body, so that the arms can- stantly altered; and a series of small, parabolic
It ought, of curves is described on the heads of the thigh
not be extricated from them.
bones, the extent of which is regulated by volicourse, to be made of very resisting materials.
tion, under the guidance of vision.
WAKE-ROBIN, Arum maculatum.

64*

—

,

WALLACI1IA

WALLACHIA, MINERAL WATERS OF.
There are many excellent sulphureous springs
in this country, especially those at Bnbotsch,

Finceschti,

Sibitschiudi Suz, Brasa, Otschin,
Serbonescble, Kimpalungi, Kosia, and Oloneschti.
Chalybeate and saline springs have
also been found at Sibitschiudi Suz
Siller.
Cheiranthus cheiri.
WALLRUE, Asplenium ruta muraria.
WALNUT, Juglans regia w. White, Jug-

—

WALLFLOWER,

—

lans cinerea.

WALTON, MINERAL WATERS
mineral spring near
cestershire, England.

Tewkesbury,
It

is

OF.
in

Glou-

from past participle of Sax. J>anian,
Need of that which
to fall away.'
is necessary.'
This word is some(F.) Besoin.
times used to express the imperious necessity
which compels us to take food, drink, &c.
(See Hunger and Thirst.) In a more general
sense, it means the impressions transmitted, by
the organs to the brain, when it is necessary
that they should act: these wants are called
'

'

desires and internal sensations or
are the desires to eat, drink,
void the urine, &c. &c.
Want in the sense of Indigence, (L.) Egestns,
Jndigentia, is the cause of a number of diseases.
instinctive

Such

WARD'S ESSENCE FOR THE HEAD-

— w.

Allflower, Urine, cows'

—

—

Canker, Cancer aquaticus
Spiritus carui

—w

.

Waters

Distilled, Aquoe

Water, Distilled, Aqua
Holy Wuter,

Corneous, Cornu.
Hydrargyri submurias
w. Preventive, Lotion, Hannay's w. White,
Liquor plumbi subacetalis dilulus.
WASP, Vespa, Sphex, (F.) Guipe. A genus
of gregarious insects, like the bee and the ant.
They are armed with a sting, which pours a
poisonous fluid into the puncture made by it.

—

—

(See Poisons, Table of.) The best application
the Sp ammonice aromaticus, or some preparation of ammonia.

is

WASSERBURG, MINERAL WATERS
Wasserburg is a town of Bavaria, seated
on the Inn, 28 miles east of Munich. The

OF.

water, called also Aqua Agatii, contains carbonic acid; carbonates of lime and magnesia:
sulphates of lime and magnesia; chloride of
sodium, carbonate of soda and oxide of iron.

WASSERCUR,

Hydrosudotherapeia.
WATER, Sax. >«teji, Aqua, Hydor, v$wq,
Alma, (F.) Eau. Water was at one time, regarded as a simple element. It is now known
to consist of eight parts by weight of oxygen,
and one of hydrogen. It freezes at 32°, and
boils at 212°, of Fahrenheit; and is taken as the
1

tables of the specific gravity of solid
and liquid substances. Water, as we meet
with it, is very different in its state of purity;
generally, it contains small quantities of saline

unit in

all

—

matter; at other times, as in sea water and mineral waters, it is largely impregnated. The
characters of water, as met with under ordinary
circumstances, are well compared by Celsus,
" Aqua levissiwa pluviatis est; deinde fontana,
turn ex jivmine, turn ex puteo: post hmc ex nive,
out glacie: gravior his ex lacu, gravissima ex
palvdc." Pure water is one of the best diluents
When cold, and especially
that can be used.

when

iced,

it is

one of the most useful refrige-

—

destilla'ta, (F.)

Eau

generally ordered in extemporaneous prescriptions, but is rarely used.
In some cases, however, it is absolutely necessary
as water, containing any saline impregnation
hard water, for example decomposes
certain substances. Distilled water has been recommended as a diet-drink in cancerous affections; and it is used in the religious ceremonies
of the Catholic church. In the Pharmacopoeia of
the United States, (1842) it is directed to be made
as follows.
Take of Water, ten gallons. First
is

—

—

—

—

distil

two

distil

eight gallons.

pints,

and throw them away; then

Keep

the distilled water

in glass bottles.

Water. Epileptic of Langids, Langii aqua
— w. Fennel, Aqua Fee niculi — w.Flag,

epileptica

Iris pseudacorus — w. Holy, Water, dis— w. Honey, see Mel — w. in the Head, Hydrocephalus — w. Hungary, Spiritus rosmarini

yellow,

w. Jags, see Varicella.

of.

cinnamoini.
w.

destillata

First, Primitise.

Waters

WART, Verruca — w.
WASH, BLACK, see

—

Carui, strong,

— w. Cinnamon, strong, Spiritus

tilled

WARM

—

— w.

Cinnamon, Aqua cinnamomi

ACHE, Linimentum

camphoiae compositum.
SPRINGS, see Virginia, Mineral

— w. Bar-

Decoctum Hordei w. of Bitter Almonds,
Aqua Amygdalarum concentrata w. Brash,
w. Camphor, Mistura Camphorse w.
Pyrosis
ley,

distilte'c,

wane;'

stimuli.

Chapelle

an acidulous cha-

WANT,

to

rants; and, in the form of the cold, tepid, and
warm bath, it is serviceable in numerous diseases.
Water of Aix la Chapelle, see Aix-la-

A

lybeate.
'

WATER
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Water, Lake, Aqua

ex lacu, (F.) Eau de lac,
apt to be impure, from decayed animal and
A great deal will, however,
vegetable matter.
depend upon the magnitude of the collection,
and the degree of stagnation.
Water, Laurel, see Prunuslauro-cerasus
w. Lavender, Spiritus lavandula w. Lime, Liquorcalcis w. Lime, compound, Liquor calcis
composilus w. Magnesia, carbonated, Magnesia, fluid
w. Magnesia, aerated, Magnesia, fluid.
Water, Maksh, Aqua paludo'sa, (F.) Eau de
Marais, is the most impure of all. It is generally more stagnant, and of course more loaded
with decomposing animal and vegetable matis

—

—
—
—

ters.

Water, Mineral, Aqua
bris, A. medica'ta,

F. sote'rius,

Fons

Aqua

minera'lis, A. salu'suluta'rius, F. medico! tus

sote'ria, (F.)

Eau

viintrale.

Water, holding in solution different saline and
gazeous substances, in sufficient quantity to be
possessed of medicinal properties, or of a temperature different from that of the ordinary springs
of the country.
Mineral waters may be divided into four
classes:
1. Gazeous, or Acidulous.
2. Chalybeate.
4. Sulphureous.
3. Saline.
These may
be thermal or cold, natural or artificial. Many
of these divisions, however, run into each other;
some of the substances, which they hold dis-

—

solved, belonging to one class as well as to
another.
1. Gazeous, Acid'ulous or Car'bonatcd Min'eral Waters, Aqux minera'les acid'ulas, (F.) Eaux
The waters,
miniralcs gazeuses ou acidules.
referred to this class, are those that contain carquantity
as to commubonic acid gas in such
nicate to it certain sensible qualities.
Waters,
carbonic
free
with
acid, sparkle
impregnated
when drawn from the spring, or when poured

—
WATER
into a glass.
taste;
air.

They have

a sharp, acidulous

but become vapid from exposure to the
Along with the cafbonic acid, there are
t

generally present portions of saline, earthy or
metallic matter, chiefly carbonates of lime, magnesia, and iron.
Waters, highly impregnated
with carbonic acid gas, are grateful to the stomach; increase the appetite, and are diuretic;
hence, their utility in dyspepsia, hypochondriasis, and jrout.
Their properties are, of course,
modified by the saline matter that may be also
contained in them. The mostcelebrated amongst
the acidulous waters are those of Bar, Chateldon, Saint Myon, Mont d'Or, Langeac, Seltzer,
Schlangenbad, Sultzmatt, Pyrmont, Spa, Carlsbad, Cheltenham, Scarborough, Saratoga, Ballston, and the Sweet Springs of Virginia.
2. Chalyb' eute or Ferru' ginous Mineral Waters, Aquas minera'les ferrugino'sce, (F.) Eaux
mineral es ferru gineuses, contain iron sulphate,
muriate or carbonate, generally the latter held
in solution by an excess of acid. Chalybeate
waters have a peculiar styptic taste. They are
transparent, when taken from the spring; but,
when exposed for some time to the air, a pellicle
forms on the surface, and a deposite of the iron
Chalybeate waters are used as
takes place.
tonics in debility of all kinds; in all cases, in
fact, where iron is considered to be indicated.
They are the most numerous of all the classes
of mineral waters. In the present Dictionary,
those only are specified which have some celebrity; yet there are upwards of ninety; whilst
there are upwards of sixty of the saline, and
upwards of thirty-five of the sulphureous. The
most celebrated chalybeates are those of Tunbridge, Scarborough, Spa, Bussang, Forges,
Vichy, Pyrmont, Passy, Provins, and Vals.

—

—

3. Saline Mineral Waters, Aquse minerales sali'nx, Amna alcaliza'ta (Paracelsus,) (F.) Eaux
minirales salines. Waters, holding in solution

different saline substances, in greater quantity
than the acidulous waters. They differ in properties, according to the salts contained in them.
The salts usually present, are sulphates, chlorides,

WATER
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and carbonates; and the

bases, with

which

the acids forming these are combined, are soda,
magnesia, and lime. Saline mineral waters are
usually aperient; and the most noted are those
of Seltzer, Sedlitz, Balaruc, Bourbonne-lesBain3, Baden, Epsom, Cheltenham, &c.
To this class may also be added Sea water.
4. Sulphu'reous Mineral Waters, Aqux minerales suljihu'rese; when warm, termed Theiothermce, Funtes sulyhu'rei cul'idi, (F.) Eaux minerales

sulfureuses, Eaux sulfuries, E. suffureuses, E.
These waters owe their distinhepatiquts, &c.
guishing character to an impregnation of sulphuretted hydrogen, and are at once recognised
by their peculiar, fetid smell, resembling that
of rotten eggs. They usually contain saline
substances, which modify their powers. From
the action of the sulphuretted hydrogen, they
are employed in cutaneous affections; and, from
the combined action of this and the saline matter, they are valuable agents in diseases of the
digestive organs. They are also employed in
cutaneous eruptions; and the warm sulphur
baths have been especially celebrated in such
cases, as well as in rheumatic affections. The
most renowned sulphureous waters are those

of

Bareges,

Bagneresde-Luchon, Cauterets,

Bonnes, Aix in Savoy, Aix-la-Chapelle,Enghien,
Harrowgate, Moffat, Virginia Springs, &c.

Some

springs, as those of Bath, Buxton, Dax,
Warm and Hot Springs of Virginia,
&c, are almost pure. Thermal Mineral Waters.
They are valuable agents in rheumatic affections; the warmth being equable during the
whole period the individual is immersed in
them; which cannot be the case in the artificial
thermal bath.

Matlock,

Artificial
minirales

Mineral Waters,
ou

(F.)

Eaux

These are
imitations of the natural; and some of them
factitious
as the
Cheltenham water, and Sedlitz
water — answer the purposes of the natural water tolerably well.
The acidulous and chalybeate waters are, however, most easily imitated.
The following Table, by Dr. Pereira, exhibits
the composition of some of the principal mineral waters.

artificielles

factices.
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WATER. MINERAL.

WATER, MINERAL.
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WATTYYEILER
V>

ATEK,NuTMKG,Spiritus myristiciB— w.Par-

s-nep,

creeping.

ous,

bpintus

Sium— w.

Pennyroyal, spiritu-

Pulegii-w. Peppermint, Aqua

— w. Qualm,
w
Water, Rain, Aqua
P'P^ritae

(F.)

Euu

,

Sea, Aqua Mari'na, Humor Dor'idis,
de Mer. This contains chloride of

sodium, magnesium and calcium, and sulphate
magnesia. It is cathartic and forms the usual
glyster at sea. It makes an excellent tonic bath;
superior in most cases— especially in scrofula—
to the fresh water bath.
of

Water, Seydschutz, Sedlitz water.
Water, Snow, Aqua nivu'la, (F.) Eau

de
neige, has usually been deemed unwholesome.
It exactly resembles rain
water, in composition,
and is equally salubrious.

Water, Spearmint, Aqua menthae

Water

viridis.

Spring, Aqua fonta'na, Hydropegl,
de fontaine, contains, in addition to the
substances detected in rain water, more or less
sulphate of lime. When this is to such an extent as to curdle soap, the water is said to be
hard; if not, soft. Hard water is, of course,
inferior to soft, for domestic and medicinal purposes.
(r.)

>

Eau

Water,

Styptic, Sydenham'sSolutiosulphaw. Tar, see Pinussylvestris.
Water, Well, Aqua putea' lis, (F.) Eau de.
pvit, Eau de source, is the some as spring water,
but liable to impregnation, owing to the land
springs filtering into the wells, and conveying
impurities into them.
tiscupri composita

—

WATTWE1LER, MINERAL WATERS
OF. Wattweiler is a small town in the department of Haut-Rhin, at the foot of the Vosges.

havens, (F.) Enclavee. The head of the foetus
is said to be wedged in the pelvis, when it remains fixed notwithstanding the uterine efforts.
The condition is called Incunea'tin, Spheno'sis,
(F.) Enclavement.
See Paragomphosis.

WEED

Myri'ca cerif'era.
scribed in dysentery.

WEED, SILVER. Potentilla anserina.
WEIGHT, from Saxon fiejan, 'to weigh,'
A sensation of heaviness or

pressure over the whole body, or over a part:

— the

stomach or head

Pon'dera
Mensu'ra, (F.) Poids et Mesures. The importance of possessing a uniform system of
weights and measures has impressed the scientific of all countries, and numerous endeavours
have been made to accomplish the object. It
is, however, a matter of considerable difficulty,
and one not likely to be attained. .The new
French measures are upon decidedly the best
footing, but they are not adopted out of France.
The greatest diversity prevails over Europe in
the measures both of weight and capacity.
Some of the following tables will show, that
every subdivision of the pound, as well as the
pound itself, differs in England and in France.

el

WEIGHTS.
Troy Weight, as used by the British
The pound IS ~|
f 12
The ounce %
8
The drachm "Z y contains-^ 3
The scruple ^
20
The grain gr.J
(^
j

|

Crescen'tia,

b.

first

is

three of these.

Second Ways

or Passages, Secundaria (F.)
St.condes voies comprise the chyliferous, lymphatic and blood-vessels.

WEANING,

from Saxon >enan,'to wean,'

Ablacta'tio, Apogalactis'rnus, (F.) Sevragc.

The

ounces.

drachms.

I

scruples.
grains.

96

=

a

II
II

m

Scrup.

288
24
3
1

=
=
=
—

Grs.
5760
480
60
20

Poids de Marc.

The pound
The ounce
The drachm
The scruple
The grain

(F.)

often restricted to the

Dr'ms.

=
II

12
1

Pound.

—

The term

Oz.

=

1

Croisances, Croissants,

intestines.

Apothecaries.

j

These, and the signs by which they are denoted, are the same in all the British Pharmacopoeias, as well as in the American.

obtained from the
It has been pre-

Glandes de croissunce.
A popular term for small tumours, formed by
an enlargement of the lymphatic glands in
the groins of children, particularly.
They
have been looked upon as connected with the
growth of the body, hence their name.
WAY, Saxon >(K5, Via, Passage, Odos (F.)
Voie.
A name given to different canals.
Digestive Ways or Passages, Prima: Vue,
(F.) Voies digestives, Premieres voies, are the
series of hollow organs of digestion, composed
of mouth, oesophagus, stomach, small and large

example.

for

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES,

Wax.Yeelow and White, Cera flava et alba.

WAXING KERNELS,

Mastodynia

(F.) Pdsanteur.

are acidulous chalybeates, and contain carbonates of iron, lime, and soda; chloride
of sodium, and free carbonic acid.
fruit of

THE BREAST,

IN

aposternatosa.

The waters

WAX, MYRTLE. A wax

see Brash, weanin<r

WEB, MUSCULAR, Panniculus camosus.
WEB-EYE, Caliiro.
WEDGED, (D.J wegghe, Jnclu'sus, In-

de

Water, River, Aqua fluviat'ilis, is derived
Irom the conflux of numerous springs
and rain
wat r
It is generally, pretty pure?
^
*
Water, Rose, Aqua Rosas.

WaJ~eh,

nourishment.

solid

Weaning Brash,
Eau

pluie when collected at a
distance from houses
or other elevated objects, is
the purest natural
water and has the least specific
The
gravity.
only bodies which it usually
holds in solution,
are carbonic acid, and minute
traces of carbonate of lime and chloride of
calcium.

(*.)

act of depriving the infant, permanently, of the
breast, in order to feed it on other and more

Pyrosis.

pluria'lis,

-

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES

702

lb.

1

Ounces.

=

16
oz. 1

)

f

|

j>

contains

<

16 minces.
8 drachms.
3 scruples.
24 grains.

\

j

Avoirdupois.
Drachms.

=

=

256
16
dr. 1

=
=
=

Troy

grains.

7000
4375
27,34375

The

avoirdupois drachm is sometimes divided
into three scruples, and the scruple into ten
grains.
The pound of 7680 grains avoirdu7000 grains troy, and hence 1 grain
pois
troy
1.097 grain avoirdupois.
The Poids de Marc is that employed by the

=
=

French Pharmaciens, when the new weights
are not.

The following Tables exhibit the relative
value of the old French and English weights.
Jtraird.
Troy grs.
Poids de Marc.
Troy Wl.
1

pd. (licrc)

1

o-/,.

1

dr. (crros.)

lgr.

[ounce

=131268//.
)

=

=
=

=1.080143/6=7,561

.984504o: =1.080143o;
.954504dr

=

=

472.5025
59. (.703125

.820421

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
Troy.
1 pound.
1

ounce.

l

drachm.

=
=
=

Poids de Marc.

French grains.

0.76180 lb.
1.01574 once
1.01574 g-ros

7501
585.083
73.135
1.219

=

=
=

1 grain.

Avoirdupois.
1

1

To

Poids de Marc.

pound
ounce

-

Into

1

=
=

Fluidoz.
128
16

Flnidr.

=
=
=

1

61440
7680
480
60

Gallon.

Cub. inches.

=
=
=
=

231
28.875
1.8047
.2256

in their Pharrnacopaia of 1836.
Fluidounces. Flnidrachms.

1=8==
Pints.

=
=
=

160

20

1

i

1

ounces, divide by
f
Troy ounces into French t
ounces, multiply by
;

=
=
=
=

1024
128
8

and Wine

Minims.

Imperial Measure, adopted by the London College
Gallon.

1.2189

French

French ounces into Troy

convert

=

8

1

grains multiply by

To

Pints.
1

grains.
8532.3
533.27

convert French grains into Troy
grains, divide by

Troy grains

Proportions of the Apothecaries
Gal.

French

=
=

13 lb.

0.925803 once.

=

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES

763

_
=
=

1280
160
8

1.015734

Minims
76800
9600
480
60

=

I

Comparative Value of the Proportions of the
Wine and Imperial Gallons.

French

pounds (poidt]
de mure)
into
Troy

|

pounds, multiply by

Wine.

y

Troy pounds into French
pounds, divide by
J

gallon
pint

1

1

Poids de Marc or

Trov
1

1.219

2
3

2.438
3.657
4.876
6.095
7.314
8.533
9.753
10.972

4

5
6
7

French

1

French grain.

grain.

Troy

grain.

1

3

4
5
6
7

New

1

fliiidrachm

1

gallon
Pint

Imperial.

J
1

Decigramme

Gramme
Decagramme
Hectogramme

Comparative

=

154.41(12

=
=

1544.4023
15444.0234
151140.2344

Kilogramme
Myriagramme
Value

Found and

Hi.

and

gr.

3

1

34.4
44.4

8
9

1

24

6

of the French Medicinal
that of other places.

Belgium

]

15
00
00

JKerne

1

Oil

1

Copenhagen

15

Florence

11

Genoa
Geneva
Hamburg

10
15
15

Lisbon

London

12
15

Madrid
(1

Rome

9

3

2

13

(I

12

United States

do.

7

7
3

Warsaw

1

10

Venice

II

8

4
6

1

demi-setier

1

chopine
pint

1

Vienna

1

2

2

32

divided into 12 oz.

decilitre

1 litre

1000

f. 5|

ThejUidraeAw

f.#

TiiO

Mil/. 1.74

IT^

}.

I

dr. gr.

2J 00
00
36

2
3

= 2.113 E.w.pts.
Inches.
1.000
3.648
4.000
10.944

Afoot

A
A

i 2 '.ooo

cubit (Scripture

measure

for

common

pur-

P" s «*)

18.000

cubit (scripture

measure

for sacred pur-

P oses )

21.888
27.000

Flemish ell
A Vard
An English ell

divided into 12 oz.

Metre

Decimetre

3

ft.

00*

3

11
09
6 " 00

English inches.
039
0.393
3.937
39.371

=

yd.

inch

ft.

3.37'

1

VALUES OF THE GRECIAN, ROMAN, AND ARABIAN
WEIGHTS AND MEASURES IN POIDS DE MARC.

f

contains

(I

3

Neio French Measures of Length.

|

J

oz

1 line, the 12th part of an inch.
3 barley corns
A palm or hand's breadth (Scripture measure)
A hand (horse measure)
A span (Scripture measure)

Millimetre
Centimetre

8 pints.
16 fluid ounces.

|

iiicfluidoiuice

or
or
or

Measures of Length,

divided into 12 oz.
divided into 16 oz.
into 12 oz.
do.

English Measure of Fluids.
"I

10
100

5

1

A fathom or toise

00

O

gallons.

2
5

lbs.

centilitre

1

1.

(couu-ius)
Tlie pint [octarius)

pints.

1

or
or
or

1000

MEASURES OF CAPACITY.
The g Hi/on

measure.
minims.

flnidrachms.
fluidounces.

Litres. Decilitres. Centilitres.

125

1

.

12

24

Wine
16.2318
2.7053
3.3816
2.1135
2.6419

6102 800000
61028.000000
610280.000000

=Grammes.
—
250
—
— 500
Grammes,
=
=
=
2

poisson

A

15

68
12
16
00
23
54
00
50
8

=
=
=
=
=

.061028
.610280
6.102800
61.028000
610.280000

conversely.

1

18

2
7
3

11

Stockholm

42
00
20*
53 divided into 12 oz.

5

00

1

Paris

3

15
10

Milan

Naples

48

42

00

1

Monaco

4

18
20
24

Approximative comparison between the ancient
French Measures of capacity, and the new,

lbs. oz. dr. gr.

Germany
Amsterdam

23

1

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Litre
Decalitre
Hectolitre
Kilolite
Myrialitre

2

U

Minims.

1

English cubic inches.
Centilitre
Decilitre

oz. dr.

2
23

Fluidr
2
5

Wine.
Gallon. Pints. Fluidoz. Fluidr. Minims.
i
9
5
8
1
3
1
38
7
41
58

Millilitre

Troy grains
.0154
.1544
1.5444
15.4440

"

French Measures of Capacity.

grain.

French Decimal Weights.

Milligramme
Centigram me

Fluidoz.
13
16

=1
=
Huidounce =
fluidrachm =

J

0.8233
1.6406
2.4609
3.2812
4.1015
4.9218
5.7421
6.5624
7.3827

2

Imperial.
Pints.
6

=
=
Huidounce =
=

|

{
|

I

8 fluid drachms.
60 minims.

The talent
The mina
The drachm
The a ha I us
The ceration
The chalcus
The scpton

Weights of the Ancient Greeks.
lbs. oz. dr. er.

54
14

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES

whey

764

2. Weights of the Ancient Romans.
some modes of estimating the quantities of suboz. dr. pr.
stances by approximation.
For example:
The pound {libra)
10 6 48
The nunc (uncia)
7 16
A glassful, or cupful, ((F.) Vcrrc) is reckoned
The duclla
2 29
to contain 4 or 5 rluidounces.
The siciltcus
1
58
A wine-glassful, 1£ ounce or two ounces.
The sertula
1
14
The consular denier, denarius
1
2
A tuble-tpoonful, ((F.) Cuiller a boache) about
The imperial denier or drachm, drachma
65
hall' an ounce.
The victoria us
37
A coffee or dessertspoonful, about 3 drachms.
The scriptulum or scruple
21
A lea-spoonful, a fluidrachm.
The o6oto
11
The siliqua
4
A handful, munipulus; ((F.) Poignic.)
The Greeks divided their obolus into chalci The Pugillus is as much as can be held by the
three ringers.
((F.) Pincee.)
and lepta: some divided it into 6 chalci, and
each ckalcus into 7 lepta: others into d chalci,
These
last quantities are occasionally preand every chalcus into 6 lepta or minuta.
scribed by the French practitioners.
Their
3. Weights said to lie of the Arabians, Modern weights must, of course, vary, accoiding to the
Greeks, and Latins of the barbarous periods article. The authors of the Parisian codex
have valued them, as regards certain subof the Middle Ages.

—

t

oz. dr.
14 3
10 6
7

The alchemion
The manes or aminos
Sacros, auahh.cn, adar, assatil
The great or royal nut
The sexlarius staler

The

3
3

2

lesser nut

2
2

Aliovanus
Aureus, Alcobolus

The haTel

gr.

stances.

40

28

oz. dr.

A Manipulus of barley

16

"

44
44
50
29

"
"
"
"

14

1

11

The

42
30

-

A
11

8
4

rfam'rft

kiral, alkilat, kararit

].

Greek Measures.
lbs. oz. dr. gr.

84

The metretes
The c/iui, c/ioa, congius
The zestes
The cotyle
The tetrarton
The oxyhaplion
The cyulhos
The conche
The mystron
The cliama minor
The cochlearion
2.

Roman Measures of

4

7
1

1

8
4

3

00

2

66
44
58
65
69
00
00
00
00
00

7
7

3

2

1

1

4
6

3
2
1

Capacity.
lbs. oz. dr. pr.

The amphora

or

caa'iis

Theumo
The congius
The sextarius
The hemina
The qua. tarius
The acetabulum
The cyuthus or small glassThe ligula or spoonful

1

1

2£
4
3
3

1
1

Pugillus of camomile flower weighs
"
arnica

2J

"
"
"

marsh-mallow
mallow

"

aniseed

2
1

2

1

1

fennel seeds

1

2

60
61

?

21

lossat

The
The

3
3

dr. scr. gr.

A

nut, hendacate, lwlca, alchi, darchi-

mi, atogochilos, ologinat, nabach
acorn, lupine, Egyptian, or Syrian bean,
the baclul
The Alexandrian bean or tremessis
The Greek bean or gramme, the A e»-met,
gonum, harmi, gracchus
The ring-, cumulus, seminet, onolosiclt, ono-

weighs

linseed
linseed meal
dried mallow leaves
dried chicory leaves
flowers of the tilia

56
28

2
1

1

7
3

2

7

4

7

10

1

5
2

4

1

5

24
48
66
44
18

45
23
30
24

newly

weighs about 2 ounces
deprived of its shell, 2
ounces. The ir/iile weighs 1 ounce, 2 drachms,
and 57 grains: the ynlh, 5 drachms and 15 grains.
hen's egg,

and 2 drachms:

laid,

— when

WELK, Gutta rosea.
WEMDING, MINERAL WATERS

OF,

These waters are situate about four leagues
from Donawert in Bavaria. They contain sulphuretted hydrogen; carbonates of lime, magnesia, and soaa; sulphates of lime and magnechloride of calcium, and oxide of iron;
in asthenic diseases.
Sax. fen, Lu'pia, Tumour (q. v.,) (F.)
nafne
given
to circumscribed, indoA

sia; a little

and are much used

WEN,
Loupe.

lent tumours, without inflammation or change
of colour of the skin. They may be met with
Their magin almost every part of the body.
nitude, as well as nature, is very variable. The

term is sometimes given to an encysted tumour,
and to Bronchocele, (q. v.)

WESTERN ISLANDS, Azores.
WEST INDIES, (CLIMATE OF.)

The

climate of the West Indies has long been regarded as favourable to the consumptive. In
3
confirmed consumption, it appears, however, to
As a prophylactic for
3. Measures said to be of the Arabian, Arabist, be positively injurious.
those predisposed to consumption, it is generally
and Latin Physicians of the Middle Ages.
favourable. The nature of the patient's constilbs. oz. dr. gr.
3 8 1 33
The missohaas weighed
tution, in regard to the effects of elevated tem1
6
00
Jlhen, kirt, ejub, eberia, or Roman mina
perature, has always to be taken into account.
10 1
18
The phial, haffilius, or hassitinus
In diseases, lhatare benefited by warm climates,
5
44
The calix or rejelati
the West Indies afford an appropriate residence.
3 2 68
The handful, pugillum, cornusum
2 4 20 The islands in which the invalid can best obThe hassuf, aesasse, or anesime
The conos or coatus, alcantus or almunesi,
tain all the advantages of the climate, are Jabriale cuabus
1 5 34
maica, Barbadoes, St. Vincents, Antigua, St.
5 56
The lesser bachates
4 44
Kitts, and Santa Cruz.
The largest spoonful
1 52
A spoonful
Triticum— W.Indian, Zea mays—

The

1

28

A

1

11

colanos or reclanarium.
small spoonful or ftagerina, or cyanes
The smallest spoonful or fahaliel

42

Besides the weights and measures already
mentioned, employed by the moderns, there are

WHEAT,

w. Turkey, Zea mays.
WHELK, Acne.
Whelk, Chin, Sycosis.

—

WHEY, Serum lactis w. Rennet, see
see Tamarindus.
iactis— w. Tamarind,

Serum

whiskey
WHISKEY.

See

Spirit.

A

WINE

7G5
spirituous liquor

matter; malic acid; tartaric acid; bitartrate of
acetic acid; an extractive colouring
matter, more or less bitter, and partly resinous;
subcarbonas w. and sometimes of an aromatic substance. The
Leg, Phlegmatia dolens— w. Root, Asclepias extractive
colouring matter is chiefly met with
tuberosa— w. Spanish, Bismuth, subnitrate of in red wines.
All these constituents, except
w. Swelling, Hydrarthrus— w. Swelling of the alcohol, are found
ready formed in the
lying-in women, Phlegmatia dolens— w. Sul- grape.
The alcohol proceeds from the decomphur, see Virginia, Mineral waters of— w.
position of the saccharine matter. A part of the
Wood, Liriodendron.
acetic acid is also formed during fermentation.
WHITES, THE, Leucorrhoea.
The following Table, drawn up by Mr.
Paronychia.
Brande, exhibits the quantity of spirit in differPertussis.
ent kinds of wine and liquors. It is proper,
Vaccinium myrtillus, however, to remark, that many of these wines
Vaccinium vitis ldoea w. Bears', Arbutus uva are prepared for the
London market, and are
ursi.
more brandied or "reinforced," than the same
BLACK, Vaccinium myrtillus.
varieties sold in the United States. This is
WAIL, Uneorumtricoccum, Daph- strikingly the case with port. Dr. Henderson,
ne Alpina.
loo, has remarked, that some of the wines anaWIESBADEN,
OF. lyzed by Mr. Brande, were mixed with a conSee Wisbaden.
siderable quantity of adventitious alcohol. Dr.
WIESSAU,
OF. Henderson's additions and corrections have the
These waters are situate about four leagues from letter H. affixed.
the Convent of Waldsassen in Bavaria. They

obtained from oats, potatoes,

&.c.

WHISTLING, Siffltment.
WHITE, Flake, Plumbi

by

distillation.

potass;

—

—

WHITLOW.
WHOOPINGCOUGH,
WHORTLEBERRY,

—

WHORTS,
WIDOW-

MINERAL WATERS

MINERAL WATERS

contain carbonic acid; carbonates of lime and Proportion of Alcohol, s. g. 0.825, in one
hundred parts by measure of the followmagnesia; chlorides of calcium, magnesium,
and aluminum; carbonate of soda, and much
ING Wines, and Malt and Spirituous Liquors.
oxide of iron. The Bavarians consider them
1. Lissa
to resemble the waters of Pyrmont.
26.47
.'..'.'
Do
WILD, Sax. p.Io, (D.) Wild. An epithet
24 .35
given to the countenance, when not in harmoAverage, (a) 25.41
ny with the condition of the individual, and in- 2. Raisin Wine
2G.40
Do
dicating strong, mental emotion.
25.77
wild look,
Do
(F.) Physionomie igarte.
23.20
* 2oA2
Average,
WILDUNGEN, MINERAL
OF.
Wildungen is situate a few miles from Cassel 3. Marsala
26.03
Do
in Germany.
25.05
In its neighbourhood are several
mineral springs; the chief of which, according
Average, (6) 25.0!'
4. Port— average of six kinds
23.4*
to Stucke, contain a bituminous matter: chloDo.— highest
ride of sodium and sulphate of soda; carbonate
25.83
Do. lowest
21.40
and sulphate of lime, &c.
They are used,
5. Madeira
24.42
chiefly, as refrigerants.
Do
23.93
WILLOW, Salix— w. Herb, common, LythDo.
(Sercial)
t
21.45
rum salicaria w. Herb, purple, Ly thrum saliDo
19.24
caria
w. Red, Cornus sericea w. Rose, CorAverage,
22.27
nus sericea w. Sweet, Myrica gale.
20.55
WIND, Sax. pint), Ventus,An'emos, (F.) Vent. 6. Currant Wine
19.81
Winds exert considerable influence on the ani- 7. Sherry
Do
19.83
mal economy; acting by their temperature,
Do
1 8.79
which necessarily modifies that of the circumDo
18.25
ambient air, as well as by their moisture or
Average,
19.17
dryness; and by the emanations of different
8. Teneriffe
19.79
kinds, which they transport to greater or less
19.75
distances.
The winds, which blow over a con- 9. Colares
10
Lacryma
Christi
19.70
siderable extant of country, are dry and serene;
Constantia
11.
white
19.7f>
those which come from the ocean, are moist
red
(c)
18.92
and chilly.

A

WATERS

—

—

—

—

—

—

Wind Dropsy, Emphysema — w. Flower,
Anemone — w. Pipe, Trachea — w. Root, Ascle-

pias tuberosa.
WINDY, Flatukn'tus, Flatulent, (F.) Venteux.
That which causes wind or flatulence;
also, that which is caused by wind or flatulence;
as windy food,, windy colic, &c.
WINE, Sax. pin, (G.) Wein, originally,
perhaps, from" otrog, (Enns, Vinum, (F.) Vin.
name, given by chymists to all liquors that
have become spirituous by fermentation. The
term is generally, however, restricted to the
fermented juice of the grape; or of fruits, the
product of whose fermentation resembles, in
most respects, that of the juice of the grape.
Wine is composed of alcohol; saccharine

—

12.

Lisbon

13.

Malaga

14.

Bucellas

15.

Red Madeira

.

18.94
18.94
18.49
22.30
18.40

."

Do
Average,
1G.

17.

Cape Muscat
Cape Madeira

Average,
18.

Grape Wine

19.

Calcavella

Do
Average,
(a) 15 90

H.

20.35

1855

Do
Do

A

65,

.

(4) 18

40

II.

(c)

14 50 H.

22.91
20.50
18.11
20.51
18.11
19.20
18.10
18.65

—

1

WINE
20. Vidonia
21. Alba Flora
22, Malaga
23.

19.2.")

17.-26

17.20

White Hermitage

1

24. Roussillon

17.26

Average,

18.1-1

25. Claret

17.1

Do
Do
Do

10.32
14.08

1291
Average, (d) 15.10

Malmsey Madeira

27.

Lunel

28.
30,

Scheraaz
Syracuse
Saulerne

31,

Burgundy

2'.).

6.40
15.52
1

15.52
15.28
14.22
10.00
15.22
14.53
11.95
Average,
14.57
14.37
13.00
8.8b
Average,
12.08
H. 10.72
H. 12.22
Average, H. 11.47

Do
Do
Do
3-2.

Hock
Do
Do. (old

in cask)

Rudesheimer (1811)

Do

(1800)

H.

Johannisberger
33. Nice
34. Barsac
35. Tent
30. Champagne
'

7.4:5

19.00

Do

26.

Do
Do
Do

8.71

14.63
1

3.86

13.30
13.80
12.80
12.56
11.30

(still)

(sparkling)
(red)

Average,

12.61

37.

Red Hermitage

12.32

38.

Vin de Grave

13.94

Do

12.80
13.37
12.79
12.32
11.84

Average,

41.

Frontignac
Cote Rotie
Gooseberry

42.

Orange Wine

39.
40.

Wine

—

average
of six samples made

by a London manu11.26

facturer
43.
44.

Tokay
Elder Wine
Rhenish Wine

45.
46. Cider

H.

— highest average
lowest

Perry

48.
49.

Mead

50.
51.

Brown Stout
London Porter

52.

Brandy

53.

Rum

Ale (Burton)
Do. (Edinburgh)
Do. (Dorchester)
Average,

Do.

(average)
Small Beer (average)

54.

Gin

55.

Scotch Whiskey
do
Irish

56.

9.88
9.87
8.71
9.87
5.21

— average of four samples

47.

7.20
7.32
8.88
6.20
5.56
6.87
6.80
4.20
1.28

53.39
53.68
51.60
54.32
53.90

The only wine recommended in some pharmacopoeias, is the Sherry, Vinum, Wnum album
ffispanicum. It is a dry wine; the least varia(d) 13.91

WOMB

76G

H.

its properties, and agrees best with the
dyspeptic. Other wines, used officinally arc,
the Canary or Sack icine. Vinum Caiiari'num;
Mountain wine, Vinum album monln' nam; Tent
wine; Rhenish wine, Vinum Rluiiu'num; and
Port wine, the Vinum rub rum Portugal licum.
The wines, habitually drunk, are almost innumerable. Those that are sweet, or contain a
larire portion of free, saccharine matter, are
decidedly the least wholesome to the dyspeptic.
When wine is good, and of a proper age, it

ble in

—

tonic and nutritive; when new, flatulent and
cathartic;
disagreeing with the stomach and
bowels. In Medicine, it is a valuable tonic in the
last stages of typhus, when the skin is not too hot
is

—

and dry. Its use, however, requires great caution; and when once commenced under proper
circumstances, it cannot be suddenly dropped
without mischief. It is, perhaps, the best permanent stimulus in the catalogue of the matemedica.

ria

Wink, Amin^an, Aminneum vinum

—
—

— w.

of

w. Antimonial, Vinum
Aloes, Vinum aloes
w. Antiscorbutic, Vinum
antimonii tartarizati
antiscorbuticum w. Aromatic, Vinum aromaticum w. Bark, compound, Vinum de kin;i
kina compositum w. Barley, Cerevisia w.

—

—
—

—

Vinum diureticum amarum.
Wine Bitters, Vinum gentiana comp. The
formula? for these may be various. The followBitter, diuretic,

ing is as good and agreeable as any. (Rad.
gentian. Ibj, coit. aurant. x,x, sem. cardam. cont.
xiv, cinnam. cort. §iv, wine, foreign or domesTonic and stomatic, three gallons and a half.
chic.

Wine, Cedar, Cedrinum vinum — w. Chian,
Chium vinum — w. of Colchicum, Vinum colchici — w. of Colchicum seed, Vinum colchici
seminis — w. of Ergot, Vinum ergota: — w. of
Gentian, compound, Vinum gentianoe compositum— w. of Hellebore, white, Vinum veratri
w. Ipecacuanha, Vinum ipecacuanha? — w. of
Iron, Vinum ferri — w. Medicated, Vinum medicinale — w. of Opium, Vinum opii — w. Pullet,
Poulct, vin de — w. of Quinia, Vinum quinias
— w. Rhubarb, Vinum rhej palmati — w. Steel,
Vinum ferri — w. Tobacco, Vinum tabaci — w.
of Wormwood, Vinum absinthites.

WINTER-BARK

TREE, Wintera aromatiw. Berry, Virginia, Prinos w. Cough,
ca
Bronchitis, chronic
w. Green, round-leaved,
Pyrola.
WINTERA, see Wintera aromatica.

—

—

—

Win'tera Aromat'ica, Drymis

Winteri.

The

Winter Bark Tree. The Bark, Wintera (Ph. U.
S.) Cortex Wintera'vus, Cortex Winteranus Magellan'icus, Cortex Magel/an'icvs, (F.) Jtcorce de
Winter, Cannelle poivr6e, is very much allied in
its properties to the Canella alba, (q v.)

WISBADEN, MINERAL WATERS OF.

is a town of Germany, about 6 miles
north of Mainz, and 22 west of Frankfort. It
has been long celebrated for its hot springs; and
There are numerous cold
is much frequented.
and thermal springs,— the former containing
sulphohydric acid; 'the latter being saline and
acidulous. The temperature of the hot springs
varies from 117° to 100O Fahr.
Bismuth.

Wisbaden

WISMUTHUM,
WOLFSBANE,

Aconitum.

WOLFSCLAW, Lycopodium.
WOMANHOOD, Mulieritas.
WOMB, Uterus— w. Falling down

of the,

—
WOODBINE

—
WORT

7G7

Prolapsus uteri— w. Grain, Ergot— w. Lacera- mal.' They are met with, not only in the
tion of the. Uterus, rupture of the— w. Tympa- natural cavities, but even in the
tissue of
ny of the, Physometra.
the organs, Cuvier, Rudolphi, Brera, Bremser,
Laennec,
and
others have endeavoured
WOODBINE, COMMON, Lonicera periclyto clas-s them,
some according to their shape;
menum.
others, according to their anatomical characWOOD-LICE, Onisci aselli.

—

WOODROOF, SWEET-SCENTED,

ters.

As-

perula odorata.

The

WOODS, SUDORIFIC,

following table exhibits the entozoa,

(F ) Bois sudori- which have been met with in the human body
This term is applied, collectively, to the and their usual habitat.
guaiacum, sassafras, china, and sarsapnrilla;
which are often used together to form the suEntozoa.
Where Found.
dorific decoction.
Tricocephalus dispar,
WOODSORREL, Oxalis acetosella.
Oxyuris vermicularis,
i

fiques.

WORM-BARK

TREE, Geoffi-ma inermis—
w. Cakes, Story's, see Cakes, vvoim, Story's
w. Disease, Helminthiasis— w. Goosefoot, Che
nopodium anthelminlicum w. Grass, perennial, Spigelia Marilandica
w. Guinea, Dracunculus.
Worm Loz'enges, Ching's. Empirical preparations, which consist of yellow and brown
lozenges. The former are directed to be taken
in the evening; the latter on the following
morning. The Yellow Lozenges. (Saffron, £ss,
water Oj ; boil, and strain: and add of white panacea of mercury (calomel washed in spirit of
wine) lbj, white sugar 28 lbs, mucilage of gum
tragacanlh, q. s., to make a mass.
Divide; so
that each lozenge contains a grain of the panacea.)
The Brown Lozenges. (Panacea gvij,
resin of jalap Ibiijss, while sugar Ibix, mucilage
of gum tragac. q. s. Each lozenge to contain
gr. ss of the panacea.)

—
—

Ascaris lumbricoides,
Bolhriocephalus latus,
Taenia solium,
Ditrachyceras rudis,
Diplosoma crenata,
Spiroptera hominis,
Ductylius aculealus,

Distoma hepaticum,
Strongylus gigas,
Filaria oculi,

Acephalocystis

endogem

Echinococcus hominis,
Polystorna pinguicola,
Filaria bronchialis,

Intestines.

Urinary Bladder.
Gall Bladder.

Kidney.
Eye.
Liver.
Liver, Spleen, and

Omentum.
Ovary.
Bronchial glands.

Trichina spiralis,
Cysticercus cellulosae,

Muscles.

Acephalocystis multifida
Filaria medinensis,

Brain.
Cellular texture.

Worm, Seed, Artemisia santonica, Chenopodiuin anthelminticum
Weed, Corsican,
w..
The most common of these are; the OxCorallina Corsicana
w. Weed, white, Coral- yures vermicnlares, Ascarides lumbricoides,
lina
w. Wood, common, Artemisia absinthium "and Tenia, which are found in the intestines.
w. Wood, creeping, Artemisia rupestris
w. The origin of these worms is extremely singuWood, Lesser, Artemisia Pontica w. Wood, lar and more favourable than any oilier fact to
Roman, Artemisia Pontica w. Wood, sea, the hypothesis of spontaneous generation in
Artemisia maritima w. Wood, silky, Arte- the lowest tribes of animated nature. They
misia glacialis.
certainly do not resemble any worms out of
OSSA, Ossa epacta'lia, Ossa the body. They are most commonly met with
triq'uclra, 0*sa triangula'ria Blu'sii, Claves cul- in children improperly fed; but their presence
va'riae, (F.) Os Wormiens, Clefs du crane, Us cannot be positively detected by any symptom,
t/iactaux, Os surnumeraircs, (Ch.) Os intercalis, except that of the discharge of the worms
Us triangulares. Small bones, which are some- themselves in the evacuations. They may, of
times observable in the sutures of the bones of course, give rise to every kind of irritation in

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

WORMIA'NA

the cranium, of which they form a part. They
were called Wormiana, from Olaus Wormius,
who is said to have first described them. They
had been previously, however, mentioned by
Guinterus Andernachus, a physician at Strasburg. The os.sa Wormiana exist more commonly in the sutures of the vault of the skull;
especially in the lambdoidal, sagittal, and squamous. They are uncommon at the base of the
Their size is very variable, and shape
skull.
Their structure and development
irregular.
are similar to those of the other bones of the
cranium; and, like them, they are bounded by
sutures.

WORMS,
tinal

originally from (L.) Vermes, lutes'-

the intestinal tube, and to sympathelic disturbance in most of the other functions; but all
these signs may be produced by intestinal irritation resulting from other causes.
Anthelmintics or vermifuges, employed, as the
imports, for their removal, maj- be of two
kinds mechanical, and true. T» the first class
belong Emetics, Purgatives,
the mechanical
Mucuna, powdered Tin, «fec. To the latter the
Turpentine, Chen O podium
true anthelmintics
Anthelminticum, Pink-root, Semina Sanlonici, file.
Of these the best is turpentine. See Oleum
Terebinthinre. The great object, however, is to
prevent their generation. This must be done
by generous diet, fresh air, and tonics where

name

—

—

—

—

Worms, Entozn'a, Entozoa'ria, Enterozo'a, necessary.

Endozo'a, Vermes inte.oti'ni, Enthelmin' thes , Hdmin'thi. Helminth' ia Alvi, and H. Pod'icis, (F.)
Animals,
Vers. Vers intestinaux, Entozoaires.
whose common character is that of existing
only in other animals, and hence their name
ciitozoa, from *>Tof,
within,' and twor, 'ani'

WORT, Sax.

pyp*, mustum.

(F.)

Mont

de fa

An infusion of malt This has been recommended in scurvy. One measure of ground
Biere.

equal measures of boilinj*be well stirred, and
Do.--\
to stand covered three or four hours.

malt

is

water.
left

added

to three

The mixture must

—

—

—

WOUND
one

to four pints, daily.

commended

It has, also, been rein other cases, where a strong pu-

parts are lacerated or torn by the wounding
body; poisoned, Cellulitis venena'ta, Jfecusiu,
(F.) Plaie envenimee, when some virulent or
venomous substance has been introduced;

trescent disposition appeared to prevail in the
fluids, as in
It is

not

cancerous and phagedenic ulcers.

now employed.

WOUND,

Sax,

XYSTOS
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and contused, (F.) Plaie contuse, when produced
by a blunt body. Gunshot wounds, Sclopetoplagse, (F.) Plaies d'armes a feu ou d?arquebu-

P/aga, Trau-

punts, Yu/nus,

ma,

Tresis, Tresis Vulnus, BlabS, Tymma, (F.)
Plaic, Blcssure.
A solution of continuity in
the soft parts, produced by some mechanical

sade,

feu, beloncr to the last division.

—w

Fucus

Sea, Fucus vesiculosus.
Sprain.
WRINKLE, Sax.ppincle, Ruga, Rytis,(l\)
Ride. A furrow or fold in the skin ot the luce,
forehead, vagina, &c.

vesiculosus

WRENCH,

;

;

;

called incised, (F.) Coupure, Incision,

Coup de

WRACK, BLADDER, YELLOW,

agent.
Wounds present innumerable differences, as regards their situation the parts interested
their direction; size; shape; the nature of the instrument or agent by which they
are produced
their more or less simple or
complex character, duration, &c. A wound is

WHIST,

Carpus.

WRIST-DROP. The

when made

by a cutting instrument; punctured, (F.) I'iqure,
when made by a pointed instrument; lacerated,
(F.) Dechirure, Plaie par arrachement, when the

paralysis of the musinduced by the poison of

cles of the forearm,
lead.

WRONG

HEIR, Cancellus.

X.
XALAPPA, Convolvulus jalapa.
XAN'THIUM, X. struma'rium,

XEROMYCTERIA,

from b^o?, 'dry,' and
Dryness of the nose.
XEROM'YRON, Unguen'tum siccum; from
A dry
1-ilQoc, 'dry,' and fivqov, 'an ointment.'

Barda'na
minor, Lappa minor. The lesser Burdock. (F.)
Iximpourde, Petit Gloutcron, Petite Bardane.
This herb, as one of its names imports, was once
esteemed in the cure of scrofula. The seeds
have been administered in cutaneous affections.
XANTHOPSIA, from Sa.doc, 'yellow,' and
Yellow vision, as sometimes
orfji$, 'vision.'
occurs in jaundice.
XANTHORRHIZA, Xanthorrhiza apiifolia.
Xanthorrhi'z a A piifo'li a, Xanthorrhiza, X. simplicis'sima, X. Marbois'ca, Zanthor-

fivxr^Q,

dry,' and <j>uyu>,
t>;poc,
Excessive use of dry aliment. A kind
of regimen to which the ancient athletce subjected themseves, with the view of increasing

XEROPHTHALMIA,
from

'

Ophthal'mia

sicca;

and oififlakuia, inflammation
dry inflammation of the eye,

dry,'

'

Also, Lippitudo,

(q. v.)

XEROTR1B1A. See Friction.
XIPHOD'YMUS, Thoraco-jrastrodidymus.

XIPHOID,
cMfoc, 'a sword,'

Xiphoi'des, En.-ifvr'mis, from

and

shape/

tiSog,

The Car-

go Xyphoidis, C.

Xiplmlilui, C. Ensiformis,
En! aiform cartilage, Fwcel'ta injr'rwr, Macrona'tum os, Mucrona'tu Cartilu'go, Chondros,(F.)
Jippendice ou cartilage xipho'idc, Jlppendict sous-

lila'

XANTHOX'YLUM CLAVA HER'CULIS,
-

Palette.
The name of the appendix
which terminates the sternum beneath; and
which is so called from some resemblance to a

sttrnale,
j

sword.

—

Xiphoid Lig'ament, Costo-xiphoid L. (F.)
Ligament xiphoidien ou cosloxiphu'idien, is a
small, very thin, ligamentous fasciculus, which

|

passes from the cartilage of prolongation of
the 7th rib to the anterior surface of the xiphoid
cartilage, into which it is inserted by its fibres
decussating with those of the opposite ligament.

XIPHOP'AGES, Did'ymus Symphy'oepigas'-

ulcers.

XANTICA, Carminatives.
XANTOLINA, Artemisia santonica.
XERANS1S, Arefaction, Drying.
XERANT1A, Siccantia.

|i<?oc, 'a sword,' and ntjytvut,
monstrosity, in which twins are united
by the epigastrium, as in the case of the Siamese

trius
fix.'

bjQog, ' dry.'
become dry, cease

of the hairs, which
to grow, and resemble down covered with dust.
Galen.

A disease

—

XERION. Catapasma.
XEROCOLLYR'lUM.from
'

a

dry,'

and

collyrium;' Colly riuai siccuni.

A

dry collyrium.

c,;qoc,

|

;

from

'

I

A

Twins.

XERA'SIA. Same etymon, from

xolkovoior,

Jf/poc,

of the eye.' A
without discharge.

—

—

'

I eat.'

their strength.

Tinclo'ria, Yellow Root, Parsley-leaved
Yellow Root. The root of this American plant
Xanthorrhiza, (Ph. U. S ) is a strong and
pleasant bitter; and, in the dose of two scruples,
sits easv upon the stomach.
XANTHOS, Yellow.

—

— Gorrseus.

XEROPHA'GIA, from

'

rhiza,

—

the nose."

ointment.

—

Prickly Ash, Toothache Tree, (F.) Clavalier a
The bark
feuillcs de frine, Frene ipineux.
Xcmthoxylum, (Ph. U. S.) is a very strong
stimulant and powerful sialogogue. It has been
given, internally, in rheumatism. Another spethe Xanthoxylum fraxinifo' Hum, Xanthoxcies
possesses active powers. A
ylum, fraxin' rum,
spirituous infusion of the bark has been highly
recommended in cases of violent colic. The
fresh juice, expressed from the roots of the xan
thoxylum, is said to afford relief in the dry
bellyache of the West Indies. A decoction of
the bark is, sometimes, used as a wash to foul

'

XYLO-ALOES,

AgaJlochuni— x. Balsamum,

—

Cassia. Laurus
x.
see Amyris opobalsamum
x.Cinnamomum, Laurus cm namomu in.
cassia

—

XYRIS,

Iris fcelidissiina.

XYSMA, Rnsura, Scobs.
XYSMOS, Rasura.
XYSTERA, Raspatorium.
XYSTO-S, Linteum.

YAM

ZINC
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YAM. This esculent root is principally obtained from three species of Diosco'rea,— the
alu'tti, hulbif era, and sati'va.
They grow spontaneously in both the Indies, and their roots are
eaten, promiscuously, as the potato is with us
Tlieir taste is somewhat like the potato.
YARD. Penis,
COMMON, Achillea millefolium.
YAUPON, Hex vomitoria.
YAWNING, from Sax. seonan, Chasml, Chasmos, Hin'tus, Oscita'tio, Clonus pundimla'tio
maxillu'rum, Gaping, (F.) Baillemrnt. Yawning consists of a deep inspiration, with considerable separation of the jaws; executed slowly
and in an involuntary manner, and followed by
a prolonged and more or less sonorous expiration.
This respiratory movement is preceded
by a feeling of oppression in the epigastric region, and in the muscles of respiration and
mastication. Yawning has been conceived to
be owing to torpor in the pulmonary circulation;
the causes producing it being commonly ennui,
fatigue, sleepiness, monotonous sounds, hunger,
sympathy, &c. Yawning often precedes the
invasion of certain intermittents. attacks of
hysteria, &c. and it may, by its frequency, and
obstinacy, become a true disease.
Frambcesia.
I'lavus, Lu'teus, Xanthos, from
past participle of Sax. seeelan, to burn.' One
of the seven primitive colours.
Yellow Lig'aments, ^F.) Ligamens jaunes,

YARROW,

,

occupy the spaces between the vertebral plates
(q. v.,) from the interval, which separates the
second vertebra from the third, to that which
separates the last vertebra from the sacrum.
They are so called, in consequence of their
colour.

YEST, Yeast, Sax. sept, from y r e. a storm,'
yr-t!5, 'stormy;' Cerevis'ias Fermen'tum, Spuma
Cerevisias, Barm, (F.) Levure, Levure de la Biere.
'

The srum, which

collects on the surface of beer
whilst fermenting. Yest is antiseptic and tonic.
has been much extolled in putrid fevers, a
table spoonful being given as a dose, in porter,
wine, &c. It is, also, applied, in the form of
cataplasm, to foul ulcers. In all these cases, it
acts by virtue of the generation of carbonic
acid gas

YEUX
visse,

'

ARDEJYS, Ardent eyes— y.

Cancrorum

YEW

d'£cre-

chelae.

TREE, Taxus baccata.
YLECH, Ilech.
YLIATER, Ilech.
YOLK OF EGG. See Ovum.

YOUTH, Adolescence.
YOPON, Ilex vomitoria.
YPSELOGLOSSUS, Basioglossus.

,

YAWS,
YELLOW,

—

It

YRIDES, Orpirnent.
YSAM'BRA, Pedigambra. An ancient Spanish poison, of which hellebore formed the
greatest part.

YUCCA,

Jatropha manihot.

Y-WEK-A.

See

Spirit.

z.

ZACCHARUM,
ZAEL,

sumed

Saccharum.

infidelity of a beloved object; and to the
consequences of such affection; melancholy,
mania, &c.

—

Borosail.

ZAFFRAN, docus.
ZAMIA INTEGRIFOLIA,

see

Arrowroot—

ZEMA,

Decoction.

Pumila, see Arrowroot.
ZEN'ICON, ttvixov. Ancient name of a
of Armenian bole, used by Keltic poison, used for poisoning arrows.
ancients
as
a
desiccati
ve.
was
also
It
called
the
ZEPHACH, Peritonaeum.
Zarnacha.
ZERMA, Zerna.
APIIFOLIA, XanthorZERNA, Zerma. Amongst the barbarous
rhiza apiifolia.
Latin writers it signified ulcerated impetigo,
z.

ZANNA. A kind

ZANTHORRHIZA

ZANTHOXYLUM CLAVA HERCULIS,

Xanthoxylum clava Heroulis.
Z A PAN A NODI FLORA, Anacoluppa.
I

ZARNACHA,

Zanna.
ZARSA, Smilax sarsaparilla.
ZARZAPARILLA, Smilax sarsaparilla.
ZKA MAYS, Indian Corn, Com, Turkey

Impeli'go ulcer a' ta.

ZESIS, Effervescence.
ZEST. See Citrus medica.

ZIBETHUM,

Civetta.

ZIGNITES, Zingrites.
ZINC, Zincum, Zinkum,

Speltrum, Tutenag,
Wheat, Maize, Ador, Indian Wheat, (F.) Grame Zinchum, Zint, Stannum ln'dicurn.
Perhaps
d'Espagne,
Bli.
formed etymologically from (G.) Z i n, Tin.'
de Turquie, BI6 d'Inde, Ble
of
native
America,
metal,
obtained
Turquie.
A
de
A
from
calamine
and
Bid
blende.
d'ltatie,
and much used over the whole of the conti- Its colour is bluish-white lustre of the fresh
nent, as an article of diet. It is ground for the surface considerable, but soon dulled, from the
same purposes as wheat, and forms an excellent facility with which it oxidates; hard; texture
striated.
S. G. 7.190.
Melts at 700° Fah.;
bread.
burns with a bright flame in a higher temperaZEDOARIA, Ktempferia rotunda.
Ktempferia
rotunda.
and
ture,
is
volatilized
in
the form of a white,
ZEDQAIRE ROXD,
flocculent oxyd.
Its use, in medicine, is in the
ZEDOARY, Kaempferia rotunda.
formation of the following preparations.
ZELOSIS, Zelotypi.-i.
Zinc, Butter of, Zinci chloiidum z. ChloZELOTYP'IAJ'iom trjo:,' love,' and rvno?,
'form,' model;' Zelo'sis.
It has been proposed
ride of, Zinci chloridum
z. Ferrohydrocynto apply this name to the violent mental affec- nate of, Zinci cyanuretum
z. Flowers of, Zinci
tion, produced by the acknowledged or pre- oxydum
z. Iodide of, see Iodine
z. Hydro'

;

'

—

—
—

—

—

—

—
Z1NCHUM

——

cyanate of, Zinci cyanuretum— z. Oxyd of,
Zinci oxydum— z. Sufphate of, Zinci sulphas.

ZINCHUM.

—
ZONULA
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Zincum.

ZINCI AOE'TAS, Jtc" elate of Zinc. (Plumbi
aceMbj, zinc, granul. ijix, aquas destillot. Oiij
Dissolve the acetate of lead in the water, and
filter.
Add the zinc to the solution, and agitate
them occasionally together, in a stopped bottle,

to a strong heat, so as to drive off the carboPh. U.S. It is tonic; antispasmodic;
nic acid.
externally, detergent and desiccative.
Employed in epilepsy, chorea, &c. For its external
use, see Ung. Zinci.
it

Zinci Oxydum Impurum, Tutia.
Zinci Sulphas, Sulphate of Zinc, Zincum
Vitriola'tum, Vitriolum album, White Vitriol, V.
for five or six hours, or until the liquid yields Goslaricn'se, V. Zinci, Sulphas Zin'cicum, Gilla
no precipitate, with a solution of iodide of po- Vitrioli, Gilla Theophras'li, Hal vomitv'rium
tassium. Filter the liquor, evaporate it with a vitrioli, Chalcan'lhiim album, White Copperas,
moderate heat to one fifth, and set it aside to Sal Vitrioli. (Zinc, in frustul. :jiv, acid, sulcrystallize.
Pour oft" the liquid, and dry the phuric, gvj, aqum destillat. Oiv. To the zinc
crystals on bibulous paper.
and water, previously introduced into a glass
{Should the crystals be coloured, dissolve them vessel, add by degrees the sulphuric acid, and,
in distilled water, and having heated the solu- when the effervescence shall have ceased, filter
tion, drop into it, while hot, a filtered solution the solution through paper; then boil it down
of chlorinated lime, until it ceases to let fall till a pellicle begins to form, and set aside to
sesquioxide of iron: filter the liquor, acidulate crystallize. Ph. U. S.) The sulphate of zinc
it with a few drops of acetic acid, evaporate,
is inodorous; taste, styptic; it is in while, semi-

and

crystallize.

Ph. U.

S.

Frequently used as a gently astringent wash
ophthalmia, and other local inflammations;
and as an injection in gonorrhoea.
Zinci Carbonas Impurus, Calamina z. Carbonas prseparatus, Calamina prceparata.
Zinci Chlo'ridum, Z. chlorure'tnm, Zincum
c.hlora'tum, Z. muriat! icum (oxydalum,) Chloride
or Chloruret of Zinc.
{Zinc- in frustulis, ^ij**,
acid, nitric, cretas praepural. aa
3J, acid, muriat.
s.
To
the
zinc,
q.
in a porcelain vessel, add
in

—

gradually sufficient muriatic acid to-dissolve it;
strain, add the nitric acid, and evaporate to dryness.
Dissolve the dry mass in water, add the
chalk, allow the mixture to stand for 24 hours,
filter, and again evaporate to dryness.
Ph.U.
It is very deliquescent in the air, forming
S.)
the Butler of Zinc, Buty'rum Zinci.
Chloride of Zinc is a powerful escharotic.
Zinci Chloruretum, Z. chloridum.

Cvanure'tuim, Hydrocifanas Zinci,
Zincum Cyanogcna' turn, Z. Borus'sicum, Z.
Zooticum, Hydrocy'unate of Zinc. This salt is
formed by adding sulphate of zinc to hydrocyanate of potassa so long as any precipitate is
thrown down. When dried and calcined at a
low heat, the product is a mixture of cyanuret
of zinc and of potassium. It has been recommended in nervous cardialgia. Dose, from one-

transparent, efflorescent crystals; soluble in
three parts of water at u0°.
It is emetic, tonic,
antispasmodic, and, externally, astringent. A
nostrum, sold under the name .diili/iertus'sis
and, as its title imports, given in hooping-cough,
contains this salt as its chief ingredient. It is
emetic. Dose, as an emetic, gr. x to £ss ; as a
Used externally as a collyrium,
tonic, gr. j to ij.
f r. j to water f. 3;j.

—

ZINCUM BORUSSICUM,

Zinci cyanure-

tum — z. Calcinatum, Zinci oxydum — z. Chloratum, Zinci chloridum — z. Cyanogenatum, Zinci
cyanuretum — z. Ferrohydrocyanicum, Zinci

—

—

ferrohydrocyanas z. lodatum, see Iodine z.
Muriaticum, Zinci chloridum z. Vitriolatum,
Zinci sulphas z. Zooticum. Zinci cyanuretum.

—

ZliNGlBER
latum

—

z.

GERMAMCUM, Arum

Officinale,

ZINKUM,

—

Amomum

macu-

zingiber.

Zincum.

ZINT, Zincum.

ZINZIBER, Amomum zingiber.
ZIPHAC, Peritonaeum
ZIZA'NIA AQUAT'ICA, Wild

Zinci

Rice; called

by the Indians, Menomene, grows abundantly
on the marshy margins of the northern lakes,
and waters of the upper branches of the Mis-

The grain resembles oats. It furnishes
the northern savages, and-the Canadian traders
and hunters, with their annual supplies of grain.
ZIZIPHUM, Jujube.
sixteenth to one-twelfth of a grain.
ZIlNGRI'TES, Zigni'tcs. A stone, resem.
It is chiefly used as a caustic; one part of the
chloride being mixed with 4, 3 or 2 parts of bling srlass, to which the ancients attributed
flour, according to the desired strength, and a marvellous properties.
ZOANTHRO'PIA. from toon-, an animal.'
few drops of water being added to form a paste.
A species of monoZinci Ferrohydrocy'anas, Cyanuretum and onSoumog, 'a man
Ferrozin'cicum, Zincum Ferrohydrocyan'icum, mania, in which the patient believes himself
animal.
Lycanthropia and
into
an
Zinc.
Made
by
the
mutransformed
Ferrohydrocyanate of
tual decomposition of. boiling hot solutions of cynanthropia belong to this species of monosulphate of zinc and ferrocyanate of potassa mania.
ZOARA, Insomnia.
It has been recommended in the same cases as
ZOE, Life.
the last preparation.
ZOMOS, Consomme Jus.
Zinci Hyuuocyanas, Zinci cyanuretum.
sissippi.

'

'

1

,

ZONA, Herpes zoster— z. Castitatis, Hymen
Zinci Ox'ydum, Zincum cat cinrt' turn, Oxyd of
z. Ignea, Herpes zoster.
Zinc, Flowers of Zinc, Nihil album, Lana PhiProZona Tendino'sa. The whitish circle around
losopho'rutn, Nihil gris'eum, Pom'pholyx.
long,
deep
crucible, the auriculo-ventricular orifice of the right side
cured by burning zinc in a
placed so as to collect the sublimate. Also, in of the heart.
Zona Serpiginosa, Herpes zoster z. Virthe following3 manner: Zinci sulph. Ibj. nmmon.
carbon, ^vjss uquss destillot cong. iij. Dissolve ginitatis, Hymen.
ZONE,Cin?ulum.
the sulphate of zinc and carbonate of ammonia
ZONULA CIL1ARIS, see Ciliary— z. ciliaseparately in twelve pints of the distilled water;
Wash the ris, Ciliary zone z. Hildani, Cingulum Hildani
strain the solutions, and mix them.
z. Zmnii, see Ciliary.
precipitate frequently with water, and expose

—

—

,

—

—

—
ZOOCHYMY
ZOOCHYMY, Hygrology.
ZOOG" ENY ,Zoogen'ia, from
and yiYtntg, generation.'
mal formation.

The

'

ZOON, Animal.
ZOONOM'IA, from

animal.

ZOOPHYSIOLOGIA,

'

Zoonomia.

ZOOSIS, Animation.

ZOOSPERMES,

Spermatozoa.
from to«w, 'an animal,' and
Ttjui-co,
I cut.'
Theriot'omy, Anntom'ia compara'ta, Comparative Anatomy. The anatomy
of animals.

ZOOTOMY,
'

ZOPYRON,

Fomites.

Herpes

zoster.

ZOSTER A MARINA,

Pila marina.

ZOZAR, Saccharum.
ZUCARO, Saccharum.
ZUCHAR, Saccharum

ZYGOMA,

Muscle grand zygomatiquc,

situate obliquely at the fore part and
sides of the face.
It is a small, rounded muscle; arises from the outer surface of the os
malffi, and is inserted at the commissure of the
lips, which it raises and draws outwards.
It
acts principally in laughing.
2. The Zygomat'icus minor, Petit Zygomato-labial, (Ch.,) (F.)
is

Petit Zygomatique, does not always exist.
It is
on the inner side of the last; arises from
the outer surface of the os mala?, and is inserted
at the corner of the mouth, or rather into the

situate

lip, which it raises and draws outwards.
Zygomatic Suture is placed between the
zygomatic parts of the temporal and cheek
bones; and slants obliquely downwards and

upper

ZYGOMATIQUE GRAA'D, Zygomaticus
— Petit, Zygomaticus minor.

major

—

Julep.

Mahe

which

backwards.

ZUCHARUM, Saccharum.
ZUCHRA, Saccharum.
ZULAPIUM,

Zygomatic Muscles are two in number. 1.
The Zygomat'icus major, Zygomato-labial, (Ch.,)
Distort! or Oris, (F.)

animal,' and rouoc,
The laws which govern the organic
actions of animals in general. Animal Physiology, Zoovhysiologia.
toiov,

law.'

ZOSTER,

articulated with the posterior angle of the os
malce, with which it forms a bony bridge, called
the Zygomatic arch, (F.) Arcade Zygomatiquc.
The cavity, beneath this bridge, is sometimes
called Zygoma.
is

'animal,'
doctrine of anicjowv,

ZOOGEN1UM, Azote.
ZOOHEMATINE, Ha?matine.
ZOOMAGNETISMUS, Magnetism,
'

ZYTHOS
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os.

z.

Labial, petit,

illaire,

ZYGOMAT'IC,

Zygomat'icvs. That which
relates to the zygoma or cheek bone.
Zygomatic Fossa is the space included between the posterior margin of the outer ala of
the pterygoid process and the crista, which descends from the malar tuberosity to the superior
alveolar margin.

Zygomatic Process, Malar process, Jugul
process, arises from the outer surface of the
temporal bone, by two roots; one of which is
transverse, (Condyle du temporal, Ch.,) and the
other longitudinal: between them is the glenoid cavity. The process passes forwards, and

z.

ZYGOMATO-LABIAL,
Masseter

—

Zygomaticus major
Zygomaticus major z. Max-

z.

Oriculaire, Anterior auris.

ZYGOPHYL'LUM FAGABO,
gelle.
A Syrian and Mauritanic

(F.) Fabaplant, possessed of an acrid and bitter taste. It has vermifuge properties. The Arabs believe that the
recently expressed juice of the V. Zygophyllum

simplex

is

capable of removing specks from the

cornea.

ZYME, Ferment.
ZYMOMA, Ferment.
ZYMOSIS,

Fermentation.

ZYTHOGALA, Posset.
ZYTHOS, Cerevisia.

THE END.
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ers of established reputation, and the list of contribuAs a work of reference it is invaluable. Among the
tors embraces many of the most eminent professors
contributors to its pages, it numbers many of the most
and teachers of London, Edinburgh, Dublin and Glas- experienced and learned physicians of the age, and as
gow. It is, indeed, the great merit of this work that a whole it forms a compendium of medical science
the principal articles have been furnished by practi- and practice from which practitioners and students
lioners who have not only devoted especial attention
may draw the richest instruction.''— Western Journ.
to the diseases about which they have written, but
of Med. and Surgery.
have also enjoyed opportunities for an extensive prac"The contributors are very numerous, including
tical acquaintance with them, and whose reputation
the most distinguished physicians in the kingdom,
carries the assurance of their competency justly to
The design of the work embraces practical articles of
appreciate the opinions of others, while it stamps their judicious length in Medicine, Therapeutics, Hygiene,
own doctrines with high and just authority." Ameri- &c, so lhat, within a small compass, and of easy recan Medical Journal.
ference, the student possesses a complete library,
"Do young physicians generally know what a trea- composed of the highest authorities. To the country
sure is offered to them in Dr. Dunglison's revised edi- practitioner, especially, a publication of this kind is
lion? Without wishing to be thought importunate, we
S. Gazette.
of inestimable value."—
" When it is considered that this great work emcannot very well refrain from urging upon them the
claims of this highly meritorious undertaking."— Bos- braces three hundred original essays, from sources of
ton Medical and Surgical Journal,
the highest authority, we cannot but hope that our
" It has been to us, both as learner and teacher, a medical friends will offer all the requisite encouragework for ready and frequent reference, one in which ment to the publishers."— Boston Medical and Surmodern English medicine is exhibited in the most gical Journal.
advantageous light, and with adaptations to various
"In our last number we noticed the publication of
tastes and expectations."— Medical Examiner.
We have
this splendid work by Lea & Blanchard.
" Such a work as this has long been wanting in this since received three additional parts, an examination
country. British medicine ought to have set itself of which has confirmed us in our first impression, that
forth in this way much sooner.
We have often won- as a work of reference for the practitioner— asaCyclodered that the medical profession and the enterprising paedia of Practical Medicine— it is admirably adapted
publishers of Great Britain did not, long ere this, to the wants of the American profession. In fact, it
enter upon such an undertaking as a Cyclopedia of might advantageously find a place in the library of
Practical Medicine." London Medical Gazette.
any gentleman, who has leisure and taste for looking
" It is what it claims to be, a Cyclopedia, in which
somewhat into the nature, causes, and cure of disPractical Medicine is posted up to the present day,
eases."— Western Journal of Med. and Surgery.
and as such constitutes a storehouse of medical know"The favourable opinion which we expressed on
ledge upon which the student and practitioner may former occasions from the specimens then before us,
draw with equal advantage."— The Western Journal is in no degree lessened by a further acquaintance
with its scope and execution."— Medical Examiner.
of Medicine and Surgery.
"The Cyclopedia must be regarded as the most
"The Cyclopedia of Practical Medicine, a work
which does honour to our country, and to which one complete work of Practical Medicine extant; or, at
least in our language. The amount of information on
is proud to see the names of so many provincial physicians attached." Dr. Hastings' Address to Proevery topic which it embraces, is posted up to the
present time and so far as we are able to judge, it is
vincial Medical and Surgical Association.
"Of the medical publications of the past year, one generally more free from natural e.xclusiveness and
may be more particularly noticed, as partaking, from prejudices, than is usually the case with British pub-

U

;

extent and the number of contributors, somewhat
of the nature of a national undertaking, namely, the
'Cyclopedia of Practical Medicine.' It accomplishes
what has been noticed as most desirable, by presenting, on several important topics of medical inquiry,
full, comprehensive, and well digested expositions,
its

shovvins the present stale of our knowledge on each,
In this country, a work of this kind was much wanted:
and that now supplied cannot but be deemed an import ant acquisition. Tlie difficulties of the undertaking were not slight, and it required great energies to

lications.

The

getting

up

of the

American

edition is

very creditableto the Publishers. It will compare very
favourably with the English edition. In some respects.it is much to be preferred. During the original
publication, many of the articles not being in readiness to be printed in proper alphabetical order, it became necessary to include them together in a single
volume, as a supplement to the work. This difficulty
On the whole,
is obviated in the American edition.

we advise those who desire a compendious collection
of the latest and most important information in the
These enersies, however, were pos- various departments of Practical Medicine, including
Midwifery, Materia Medica, Medical Jurisprudence,
sessed by the able and distinguished editors, who,
with diligence and labour such as few can know or &c, to possess themselves of this work."— The Bvfin
a
work
concentrating
falo Medical Journal.
appreciate, have succeeded in
of moderate size, a body of practical knowledge of
*„,* In reply to the numerous inquiries made to them respecting Tweedie's Library of Practical
Medicine, the Publishers bog leave to state that its place is supplied, in a great measure, by the
Cyclopaedia of Practical Medicine, a work much more extended in its plan and execution. The
works are entirely distinct and by different authors. The " Library"consists of essays on diseases,
systematically arranged. The " Cyclopaedia" embraces these subjects treated in a more extended
manner, together with numerous interesting essays on all important points of Medical Jurisprudence, Materia Medica, Therapeutics, Diseases of Women and Children, History of Medicine, &c,

surmount them.

&c, by

the

first

physicians of England, the whole arranged alphabetically for easier reference.
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ON THE
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&EC0ND AMERICAN, FROM THE SECOND LONDON EDITION,

WITH ADDITIONS,

REVISED,
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fee.
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its

it still
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in

It

and

American

to render
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this edition
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practice,
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To
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with larger type, finer paper,
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is

edited with reference par-

by Dr. Condie j and with these numerous
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the cheapest

works

offered to the profession.
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of this country and of England,
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preparing
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all,
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general favour with the American practitioner.
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edition of this
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bound with raised hands.

strongly

letter

,a

few of the notices of which, together

from Professor Chapman, are submitted.

We know of no work

better calculated for being
in the hands of the student, and for a text book,
and as such we are sure it will be very extensively
adopted. On every important point the author seems
to have posted up hie knowledge to the d&y>'—American Medical Journal.
"In the Lectures of Dr. Watson, now republished
here in a large and closely-printed volume, we have
body
of doctrine and practice of medicine well cala
culated, by its intrinsic soundness and correctness of
style, to instruct the student and younger practitioner,
aiid improve members of the profession of every age."

placed

—Bulletin of Medical

Scitnce.

''We regard (hese Lectures as the best exposition
of their subjects of anv we remember to have read,
author is assuredly master of his art. His has
been a life of observation and study, and in this work
he has given us the matured results of these mental
efforts."— New Orleans Medical Journal.
The

We

we

"
Jrare gone
find that, from the great length
in our analysis of tins work, we must close our notice
of it here for the present— not, however, without ex-'
pressing our unqualified approbation oC the manner in
which the amhor lias performed his fas*. Hut it is as
a book of elementary instruction that we admire Dr.
•wat\i. v —Medico-Chirztrgital linn »•
'-One of the most practically useful hooks that ever
was presented to the student— indeed a more adinirable summary o{ general and special pathology, and of

Watson's

the application ol therapeutics to diseases, we are free
The
to say has not appeared for very many years.
lecturer proceeds through the whole classification of
human ills, a capite ad calcem. showing at every step
an extensive knowledge of his subject, with the ability
of communicating his precise ideas in a style remark
able for its clearness and simplicity.'"— A', y. Journal
•

of Medicine

and

Surgery.

—
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,

WATSON'S PRACTICE— Continued.
Philadelphia, September 21th, 1844.
Watson's Practice of Physic, in my opinion, is among the most comprehensive works on the subject extant, replete with curious and important
As
matter, and written with great perspicuity and felicity of manner.
calculated to do mufh good, I cordially recommend it to that portion of
the profession in this country who may be influenced by my judgment.

CHAPMAN,

N.

M.D.

Professor of the Practice and Theory of Medicine
in the University of Pennsylvania,

"We

know not, indeed, of any work of the same
size that contains a greater amount of interesting and
useful mallet The author is evidently well acquainted
with everything appertaining to the principles and
practice of medicine, and has incorporated the stores
of his well stocked mind, in the work before us, so
ably and agreeably, that it is impossible for the inlerest of the reader to flag for a moment. That they are
well adapted for such a purpose all must admit; but
their sphere of usefulness may extend much beyond
this.
are satisfied, indeed, that no physician, well

We

read and observant as he may be, can rise from their
perusal without having added largely to his stock of
valuable information."— Medical Examiner.
"The medical literature of this country has been
enriched by a work of standard excellence, which we
can proudly hold up to our brethren of other countries
as a representative of the natural state of British medicine, as professed and practised by our most enlightened physicians. And, for our own parts, we are
notonly willing that our characters as scientific physicians and skilful practitioners may be deduced Irom
the doctrines contained in this book, but we hesitate
not to declare our belief that for sound, trustworthy
principles,

and substantial good practice, it cannot be
any similar production in any other
* * We would advise no one to set

paralleled by
country. * *

himself
British

down

in

practice unprovided with a copy."

and Foreign Medical

—

Revieio.

"We

cannot refrain from calling the attention of
our younger brethren, as soon as possible, to Dr. Watson's Lectures, if they want a safe and comprehensive
guide to the study of practical medicine.
" In fact, to any of our more advanced brethren who
wish to possess a commodious book of reference on
any of the topics usually treated of in a course of leetures on the practice of physic, or who wish to have
a simple enunciation of any facts or doctrines which,
from their novelty or their difficulty, the busy practitioner may not have made himself master of amidst

the all-absorbing toils of his professional career, we
can recommend these lectures most cordially. Here
we meet with none of those brilliant theories which
are so seductive to young men, because they are made
to explain every phenomenon, and save all the trouble
of observation and reflection; here are no exclusive
doctrines' none of those

'Bubbles that

glitter as

they rise and break

We are free

to state that a careful examination of
volume has satisfied us that it merits all the cornbestowed
on it in this country and at
mcudation
home. It is a work adapted to the wants of young
practitioners, combining, as it does, sound principles
and substantial practice. It is not too much to say
that it is a representative of the actual state of medicine as taught and practised by the most eminent physicians of the present day, and as such we would
advise every one about embarking in the practice ot
physic to provide himself with a copy of it." Western
Journal of Medicine and Surgery.
"It is the production of a physician of undoubted
talent and great learning, and whose industry in performing the most laborious duties of this profession
*
has been well known for a long series of years. *
Let us not forget to add that the style and general
character of the work are peculiarly practical and
the cases which Dr. Watson has from time to time

"

this

;

introduced to illustrate his views, are highly appropriate and interesting, and add much to the value of
the work; and this certainly must be admitted to be
one of the great advantages of casting this work in
the shape of lectures, in which these cases assuredly
appear more filly, and in which they are introduced
more easily and naturally than they could have been
had the form of the work been different. Lastly, we
are well pleased to observe that a strong vein of
common sense, as well as good taste, runs through
the whole treatise, and sustains both the interest and
the confidence of the reader throughout."— Edinburgh.
Medical and Surgical Journal.
" In calling the attention ot the profession to the ele
gant volume recently published by Lea & Blanchard
—the lectures delivered at King's College, London, by
Dr. Watson— we do not suppose any one at all conversant with the medical literature of the day to be
unacquainted with its general character. Dr. W. delivered these now celebrated lectures during the medical session of l?36-7. They have been revised by
the author, and those who now study these erudite
productions will have them divested of any objectionable matter that might have formerly crept in through
inadvertence. There are ninety lectures, tally written,
embracing the whole domain of human maladies, with
their treatment, besides an appendix particularly remarkable for its richness in important practical inforcould not give even a tolerable synopsis
mation.
f t le subjects discussed in this great undertaking
without materially entrenching on the limits assigned
to other matter. * * * Open this huge, well-finished

We

)

On vain Philosophy's all babbling spring.'
But we have the sterling production of a liberal, wellvolume wherever we may.
stored and truly honest mind, possessed of all that is
currently

known and

established of professional

know-

capable of pronouncing a trustworthy and
impartial judgment on those numerous points in which
Truth is vet obscured with false facts or false hypotheses "-Provincial Medical Journal.
"The stvle is correct and pleasing, and the matter
led<re

arid

attention of
orthv the atten
worthy
old."— Western Lancet.

all

practitioners,

young and

the eye immediately rests
on something that carries value on its front. VVe are
impressed at once with the strength and depth of th,e
lecturer's views he gains on our admiration in proportion to the extent of our acquaintance wih his
profound researches. Whoever bwns this book will
have an acknowledged treasure, if the combined wis;

dom

of the highest authorities is apprectated."-JSoston.
Medical and Surgical Journal.
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AND HISTOLOGY.
SPECIAL ANATOMY
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BY

Profeesor of

Anatomy

E.

M.D.,

University of Pennsylvania, Member of the Imperial Medico-Clnrurgical
of St. Petersburg, of the Am. Philosophical Society, &c, &c.
Sixth Edition, in two Volumes, 8vo.

in the

Academy

" Another edition of this standard work of Professor Horner has made its appearance to which
been bestowed by the author.—
many additions have been made, and upon which much labour has
Anatomy, and so importThe additions are chiefly in the department of Histology, or Elementary
Every part of this
the
ant are they that the Professor has added the term to

title

of his work.

revision, and its readers may rest assured of havedition seems to have undergone the most careful
present day.''— Am. Med. Journal.
ing the science of Anatomy fully brought up to the

——

——

—

—

—

A MAGWITICENT AND CHEAP WORK.

SMITH

&

HORNER'S ANATOMICAL ATLAS.

Just Published, Price Five Dollars in Parts.

AN

ANATOMICAL ATLAS
ILLUSTRATIVE OF THE STRUCTURE OF THE HUMAN BODY.
BY HENRY H. SMITH, M. D.,
Fellow of the College of Physicians,

<yc.

UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF

WILLIAM

E.

HORNER, M. D.,

Professor of Anatomy in the University of Pennsylvania.

In One large Volume, Imperial Octavo.
This work

but just completed, having been delayed over the time intended by the great difficulty in giving
to the illustrations the desired finish and perfection.
It consists of five parts, whose contents are as follows:
is

Part I. The Bones and Ligaments, with one hundred and thirty engravings.
Part II. The Muscular and Dermoid Systems, with ninety-one engravings.
Part III. The Organs of Digestion and Generation, with one hundred and ninety-one engravings.
Part IV. The Organs of Respiration and Circulation, with ninety-eight engravings.
Part V. The Nervous System and the Senses, wilh one hundred and twenty-six engravings.
Forming altogether a complete System of Anatomical

SIX

Plates, of nearly

HUNDRED AND FIFTY

FIGURES,

executed in the best style of art, and making one large imperial octavo volume.
parts can have the work bound in extra cloth or sheep at an extra cost.

Those who do not want

it

in

This work possesses novelty both in the design and the execution. It is the first attempt to apply engraving
on wood, on a large scale, to the illustration of human anatomy, and the beauty of the parts issued induces the
publishers to flatter themselves with the hope of the perfect success of their undertaking. The plan of the
work is at once novel and convenient. Each page is perfect in itself, the references being immediately under
the figures, so that the eye takes in the whole at a glance, and obviates the necessity of continual reference
backwards and forwards. The cuts are selected from the best and most accurate sources and, where necessary, original drawings have been made from the admirable Anatomical Collection of the University of Pennsylvania. It embraces all the late beautiful discoveries arising from the use of the microscope in the investigation of the minute structure of the tissues.
In the getting up of this very complete work, the publishers have spared neither pains nor expense, and ihey
now present it to the profession, with the full confidence that it will be deemed all that is wanted in a scientific
and artistical point of view, while, at the same time, its very Jow price places it within the reach of all.
It is particularly adapted to supply the place of skeletons or subjects, as the profession will see by examining the list
of plates now annexed.
;

"These figures are well selected, and present a complete and accurate representation of that wonderful fabric,
human body. The plan of this Atlas, which renders it so peculiarly convenient for the student, and its
must congratulate the student upon the
superb artistical execution, have been already pointed out.
completion of this atlas, as it is the most convenient work of the kind that has yet appeared; and, we must
add, the very beautiful manner in which it is got up' is so creditable to the country us to be flattering to our
national pride." American Medical Journal.
have numerous Anatomical Atlases,
'•This is an exquisite volume, and a beautiful specimen of art.
but we will venture to say that none equal it in cheapness, and none surpass it in faithfulness and spirit.
strongly recommend to our friends, both urban and suburban, the purchase of this excellent work, for which
both editor and publisher deserve the thanks of the profession." Medical Examiner.
would strongly recommend it, not only to the student, but also to the working practitioner, who,
although grown rusty in the toils of his harness, still has the desire, and often the necessity, of refreshing his
knowledge in this fundamental part of the science of medicine." New York Journal of Medicine and Surg.
" The plan of this Atlas is admirable, and its execution superior to any thing of the kind before published in
It is a real labour-saving affair, and we regard its publication as the greatest boon that could be
this country.
conferred on the student of anatomy. It will be equally valuable to the practitioner, by affording him an easy
means of recalling the details learned in the dissecting room, and which are soon forgotten." American Medithe

We

'

We

We

"We

cal Journal.
"It is a beautiful as well as particularly useful design, which should be extensively patronized by physicians,
surgeons nnc! medical students." Boston Me/I. and Surg. Journal.
"It has been the aim of the author of the Atlas to comprise in it the valuable points of all previous works, to
embrace the latest microscppical observations on the anatomy of the tissues, and by placing it at a moderate
price to enable all to acquire it who may need its assistance in the dissecting or operating room, or other fiekl
Western Journal of Med. and Surgery.
of practice."
' These numbers complete the series of this beautiful work, which fully merits the praise bestowed upon the
regard all the engravings as possessing an accuracy only equalled by their beauty,
earlier numbers.
and cordially recommend the work to all engaged in the study of anatomy." New York Journal of Medicine

We

and

Surgery.
"A more elegant work than the one before us could not easily be placed by a physician upon the table of
Western Journal of Medicine and Surgery.
his student."
"
were much pleased with Part I. but (lie Second Tart gratifies us still more, both as regards the attractive nature of the subject. (The Dermoid and .Muscular Systems.) and the beautiful artistical execution of the
have here delineated the most accurate microscopic views of some of the tissues, as, for
.1 lustrations.
instance, the cellular and adipose tissues, the epidermis, rete mucosum and cutis vera, the sebaceous and
perspiratory organs of the skin, the perspiratory glands and hairs of the skin, and the hair and nails. Then
would recommend
follows the general anatomy of the muscles, and, lastly, their separate delineation*.
this Anatomical Atlas to our readers in the very strongest terms."— New York Journal of Medicine and Sur-
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Head,
A. Highly-finished View of the Bones of the
View of Cuvier's Anatomical Theatre,
.

PART

I.— BONES

.

.

.

facing the title-page
vignette
.
.
.
.

.

AND LIGAMENTS.
Fiff.

Fig,

Front view of adult skeleton.
2 Hack view of adult skeleton.
3 Fietal skeleton.
4 Cellular structure of femur.
5 Cellular and compound structure of tibia.
6 Fibres of compact matter of bone.
7 Concentric lamellse of bone.
8 Compact matter under the microscope.
D Haversian canals and lacuna? of bone.
10 Vessels of compact matter.

61 Sutures of the posterior of the cranium.
65 Diploe of the cranium.
66 Inside of the base of the cranium.
67 Outside of the base of the cranium.
68 The facial angle. 69 The fontanels.
70 The os hyoides.
71 Posterior of the scapula.
72 Axillary margin of the scapula.

11 Minute structure of bones.
12 Ossification in cartilage.
13 Ossification in the scapuli.
14 Puncta ossificationis in femur.
15 Side view of the spinal column.
16 Epiphyses and diaphysis of bone.
External periosteum.
1
18 Punctum ossificationis in the head.

77
78

1

19

A cervical

vertebra.

20 The atlas. 21 The dentata.
22 Side view of the cervical vertebras.
23 Side view of the dorsal vertebras.
24 A dorsal vertebra.
25 Side view of the lumbar vertebras.
26 Side view of one of the lumbar vertebras.
27 Perpendicular view of the lumbar vertebras.
28 Anterior view of sacrum.
29 Posterior view of sacrum.
30 The bones of the coccyx.
31 Outside view of the innominatum.
32 Inside view of the innominatum.
33 Anterior view of the male pelvis.
34 Anterior view of the female pelvis.
rib.
35 Front of the thorax. 36 The first
37 General characters of a rib.
sternum.
the
38 Front view of
39 H^ad of a Peruvian Indian.
40 Head of a Choctaw Indian.
41 Front view of the os frontis.
42 Under surface of the os frontis.
43 Internal surface of the os frontis.
44 External surface of the parietal bone.g
bone.
45 Internal surface of the parietal
46 External surface of the os occipilis.
47 Internal surface of the os occipitis.
bone.
48 External surface of the temporal
bone.
49 Internal surface of the temporal
bore.
50 Internal surface of the sphenoid
sphenoid bone.
51 Anterior surface of the
bone.
ethmoid
the
of
surface
52 Posterior
the face.
53 Front view of the bones of
maxilla.
54 Outside of the upper
55 Inside of the upper maxilla.
palate bone.
the
of
surface
Posterior
56

57

The nasal

bones.

spongy bone.
58 The os unguis. 59 Inferior
vomer.
60 Right malar bone. 61 The
62 Inferior maxillary bone.
cranium.
63 Sutures of the vault of the

73
75

The clavicle. 74 The humerus,
The ulna. 76 The radius.
The bones of the carpus.
The bones of the hand.

79 Articulation of the carpal bones.
80 Anterior view of the femur.
81 Posterior view of the femur.
82 The tibia. 83 The fibula.
84 Anterior view of the patella.
85 Posterior view of the patella.
86 Theoscalcis. 87 The astragalus.
88 Tlie naviculare. 89 The cuboid bone.
90 The three cuneiform bones.
91 Top of the foot.
92 The sole of the Toot. 93 Cells in cartilage.
94 Articular cartilage under the microscope.
95 Costal cartilage under the microscope.
96 Magnified section of cartilage.
97 Magnified view of fibro-cartilage.
98 White fibrous tissue.

99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110

Yellow fibrous tissue.
Ligaments of the jaw.
Internal view of the same.

Vertical section of the same.
Anterior vertebral ligaments.
Posterior vertebral ligaments.
Yellow ligaments.
Costo-vertebral ligaments.
Occipito-altoidien ligaments.
Posterior view of the same.
Upper part of the same.
Moderator ligaments.
Anterior pelvic ligaments.
1 1
112 Posterior pelvic ligaments.
113 Sterno-clavicular ligaments.
114 Scapulo-humeral articulation.
115 External view of elbow joint.
116 Internal view of elbow joint.
117 Ligaments of the wriet.
118 Diagram of the carpal synovial membrane
119 Ligaments of the hip joint.
120 Anterior view of the knee joint.
121 Posterior view of the knee joint.
122 Section of the right knee joint.
123 Section of the left knee joint.
124 Internal side of the ankle joint.
125 External side of the ankle joint.
126 Posterior view of the ankle joint.
127 Ligaments of the sole of the foot.
128 Vertical section of the foot.

PART H.-DERMOID AND MUSCULAR SYSTEMS
length.
129 Muscles on the front of the body, full
full length.
131 Muscles on the back of the body,
vesicles.
130 The cellular tissue. 132 Fat

133 Blood-vessels of fat.
134 Cell membrane of fat vesicles.
135 Magnified view of the epidermis.

1

Illustrations to

Smith and Horner's

Fig-

136
137
138
339
140

Jltlas, continued.

Fig.

180 Side view of abdominal muscles.
181 External parts concerned in hernia.
Epidermis and rete mucosum.
182 Internal parts concerned in hernia.
Cutis vera, magnified.
183 Deep-seated muscles of trunk.
Cutaneous papilla.
184 Inguinal and femoral rings.
141 Internal face of cutis vera.
185 Deep-seated muscles of neck.
142 Integuments of foot under the microscope,
186 Superficial muscles of back.
143 Cutaneous glands. 144 Sudoriferous organs. 187 Posterior parietes of chest and abdomen
145 Sebaceous glands and hairs,
188 Under side of diaphragm.
146 Perspiratory gland magnified.
189 Second layer of muscles of back.
147 A hair under the microscope.
190 Muscles of vertebral gutter.
148 A hair from the face under the microscope,
191 Fourth layer of muscles of back.
149 Follicle of a hair. 150 Arteries of a hair.
192 Muscles behind cervical vertebrae.
151 Skin of the beard magnified.
193 Deltoid muscle.
152 External surface of the thumb nail.
194 Anterior view of muscles of shoulder.
153 Internal surface of the thumb nail.
195 Posterior view of muscles of shoulder.
154 Section of nail of fore finger.
196 Another view of the same.
155 Same highly magnified.
197 Fascia brachialis.
156 Development of muscular fibre.
198 Fascia of the fore-arm.
157 Another view of the same.
199 Muscles on the back of the hand.
158 Arrangement of fibres of muscle.
200 Muscles on the front of the arm.
159 Discs of muscular fibre.
201 Muscles on the back of the arm.
160 Muscular fibre broken transversely.
902 Pronators of the fore-arm.
161 Striped elementary fibres magnified.
203 Flexor muscles of fore-arm.
162 Stria of fibres from the heart of an ox.
204 Muscles in palm of hand.
205 Deep flexors of the fingers.
363 Transverse section of biceps muscle206 Superficial extensors.
164 Fibres of the pectoralis major.
165 Attachment of tendon to muscle.
207 Deep-seated extensors.
166 Nerve terminating in muscle.
208 Rotator muscles of the thigh.
367 Superficial muscles of face and neck.
209 Muscles on the back of the hip.
210 Deep muscles on the front of thigh.
168 Deep-seated muscles of face and neck.
Superficial muscles on the front of thigh.
21
169 Lateral view of the same.
212 Muscles on the back of the thigh.
170 Lateral view of superficial muscles of face.
213 Muscles on front of leg.
171 Lateral view of deep-seated muscles of face,
214 Muscles on back of leg.
172 Tensor tarsi or muscle of Horner.
215 Deep-seated muscles on baek of leg.
373 Pterygoid muscles. 174 Muscles of neck.
216 Muscles on the sole of the foot
375 Muscles of tongue.
217 Another view of the same.
176 Fascia profunda colli.
218 Deep muscles on front of arm.
177 Superficial muscles of thorax.
219 Deep muscles on back of arm.
178 Deep-seated muscles of thorax.
muscles.
view
of
abdominal
Front
179
Cellular tissue of the skin.
Rete mucosum, &c, of foot.

PART

III.— ORGANS

OF DIGESTION AND GENERATION.

220 Digestive organs in their whole length.
221 Cavity of the mouth.
222 Labial and buccal glands.
223 Teeth in the upper and lower jaws.
224 Upper jaw, with sockets for teeth.
225 Lower jaw, with sockets for teeth.
226 Under side of the teeth in the upper jaw.
227 Upper side of the teeth in the lower jaw.
228 to 235. Eight teeth, from the upper jaw.
236 to 243. Eight teeth from the lower jaw.
244 to 251. Side view of eight upper jaw teeth.
252 to 259. Side view of eight lower jaw teeth.
260 to 265. Sections of eight teeth.
266 to 267. Enamel and structure of two of the
teeth.

268 Bicuspis tooth under the mieroscope.
269 Position of enamel fibres.

270 Hexagonal enamel

Enamel

272
273
274
275
276

A

277
•278

279
280
281

282
£83
284
2S5
£86
287

fibres.

fibres very highly magnified.
very highly magnified view of fig. 268.
Internal portion ol the dental tubes.
External portion of the dental tubes.
Section of the erown of a tooth.
Tubes at the root of a bicuspis.
Upper surface of the tongue.
Under surface of the tongue.
Perigloltis turned off the tongue.
Muscles of the tongue.
Another view of the same.
Section of the tongue.
Styloid muscles, kc.
Section of a gustatory papilla.
View of another papilla.
Root of the month and soft palate.
Front view of the pharynx and muscles.

271

288 Back view of the pharynx and muscles.
289 Under side of the soft palate.
290 A lobule of the parotid gland.
291 Salivary glands.

292 Internal surface of the pharynx.
293 External surface of the pharynx.
294 Vertical section of the pharynx.
£95 Muscular coat of the esophagus.
296
297
298
299
300

Longitudinal section of the eesophagus.
Parietes of the abdomen.
Reflexions of the peritoneum.
Viscera of the chest and abdomen.
Another view of the same.

301

The

S02
303
304
305
S06
307

Stomach and cesophagus.
Front view of the stomach.
Interior of the stomach.
The stomach and duodenum.

intestines in situ,

Interior of the duodenum.
Gastric glands.
308 Mucous coat of the stomach.

309 An intestinal villus. 310 Its vessels.
311 Glands of the stomach magnified.
312 Villus and laeteal.
313 Muscular coat of the ileum.
314 Jejunum distended and dried.
315 Follicles of Lieberkuhn
S16 Glands of Brunner. 317 Intestinal glands.
318 Valvulje conniventes. 319 Ileo-colic valve.
320 Villi and intestinal follicles.
321 Veins of the ileum.
S22 Villi filled with chyle. 323 Peyer's glands
324 Villi of the jejunum under the microscope.
325 The cecum. 326 The mesocolon and colon,
327 Muscular coat of the colon.

Illustrations to

Smith and Horner's

Fig.

*Atlas continued.

Fig.

328 Muscular fibres of the rectum.
329 Curvatures of the large intestine.
350 Mucous follicles of the rectum.
331

332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341

343
344
346
347
348
349
350
351

352
353
354
356
357
358
359
361
S62
363
S64
365

366
368
370
371
372

373 Sphincter apparatus of the bladder.
374 Prostate and vesiculse seminales.
375 Side view of the pelvic viscera.
Rectal pouches.
376 The glans penis injected.
Follicles of the colon, highly magnified.
377 The penis distended aud dried.
Folds and follicles of the stomach.
378 Section of the same.
Follicles, &c. of the jejunum.
379 Vertical section of the male pelvis, &c.
Villi and follicles of the ileum.
380 Septum pectiniforme.
Muciparous glands of the stomach.
381 Arteries of the penis.
Ileum inverted, Sec.
382 Vertical section of the urethra.
Glands of Peyer magnified.
383 Vesiculse seminales injected.
Peritoneum of the liver injected.
584 Muscles of the male perineum.
Liver in situ.
585 Interior of the pelvis, seen from above.
Under surface of the liver. 342 Hepatic vein. 386 Testis in the foetus
Parenchyma of the liver.
387 Diagram of the descent of the testis.
Hepatic blood-vessels. 345 Biliary ducts.
388 Tunica vaginalis testis.
Angular lobules of the liver.
S89 Transverse section of the testis.
Rounded hepatic lobules.
390 Relative position of the prostate.
Coats of the gall bladder.
391 Vas deferens.
Gall bladder injected.
392 Vertical section of the bladder.
Vena portarum.
393 The testicle injected with- mercury.
External face of the spleen.
394 Another view.
Internal face of the spleen.
395 Minute structure of the testis.
Splenic vein.
396 Female generative organs.
Pancreas &c, injected. 355 Urinary organs. 397 Another view of the same.
Right kidney and capsule.
398 External organs in the foetus.
Left kidney and capsule.
S99 Muscles of the female perineum.
Kidney under the microscope.
400 Side view of the female pelvis, &c.
The ureter. 360 Section of right kidney.
401 Relative position of the female organs.
Section of the left kidney.
402 Section of the uterus, he.
Pyramids of Malpighi.
403 Fallopian tubes, ovaries, &c.
Lobes of the kidney.
404 Front view of the mammary gland.
405 The same after removal of the skin.
Renal arteries, &c, injected.
406 Side view of the breast.
Section of the kidney highly magnified.
367
magnified.
Same
407 Origin of lactiferous ducts.
Copora Malpighiana.
408 Lactiferous tubes during lactation.
Tubuli uriniferi. 369 Corpora Wolffiana.
409 Minute termination of a tube.
The bladder and urethra, full length.
410 Ducts injected ; after Sir Astley Cooper.
Muscular coat of the bladder.
Auother view of the same.

PART IV.— ORGANS OF RESPIRATION AND CIRCULATION.
4lt Front view of the thyroid cartilage.
412 Side view of the thyroid cartilage.
413 Posterior of the arytenoid cartilage.
414 Anterior of the arytenoid cartilage.
415 Epiglottis cartilage. 416 Cricoid cartilage.
417 Ligaments of the larynx.
418 Side view of the same.
419 The thyroid gland.
420 Internal surface of the larynx.
421 Crico-thyroid muscles.
422 Crico-arytenoid muscles.
423 Articulations of the larynx.
424 Vertical section of the larynx.
425 The vocal ligaments. 426 Thymus gland.
427 Front view of the lungs.
428 Back view of the lungs.
429 The trachea and bronchia.
430 Lungs, heart, &c.
431 First appearance of the blood-vessels.
452 Capillary vessels magnified,
433 Another view of the same.

434
435
436
437
438
439
440

Blood globules.
Another view of the same.

The

mediastina.

Parenchyma of

the lung.

pericardium.
Anterior view of the heart.

The heart and

•

Posterior view of the heart.
441 Anterior view of its muscular structure.
442 Posterior view of the same.
443 Interior of the right ventricle.
444 Interior of the left ventricle.
445 Mitral valve, the size of life.

446
447
448
449

The

auriculo-ventricular valves.
Section of the ventricles.
The arteries from the arch of the aorta.
The arteries of the neck, the size of life.

450

The

external carotid artery.

A front view of arteries of head and Deck.
452 The internal maxillary artery.
455 Vertebral and carotid arteries with the aorta.
454 Axillary and brachial arteries.
451

455
456

The

brachial artery.

Its division at the

elbow.

457 One of the anomalies of the brachial artery.
458 Radial and ulnar arteries.
459 Another view of the same.
460 The arcus sublimis and profundus.
461

462
465
464
465
4C6
467
468
469

The

aorta in its entire length.
Arteries of the stomach and liver.
Superior mesenteric artery.
Inferior mesenteric artery.

Abdominal

aorta.

Primitive iliac and femoral arteries.
Perineal arteries of the male.
Position of the arteries in the inguinal canal.

Internal iliac artery. 470 Femoral artery.
471 Gluteal and ischiatic arteries.

472
475
474
475
476
477
478
479
480

Branches of the ischiatic artery.
Popliteal artery.
Anterior

tibial artery.
Posterior tibial artery.
Superficial arteries on the top of die foot.
Deep-seated arteries on the top of the foot.
Posterior tibial artery at the ankle.

The

plantar arteries.
Arteries and veins of the face and neck.

481 Great vessels from the heart.
External jugular vein.
Lateral view of the vertebral sinuses.
Posterior view of the vertebral sinuses.
Anterior view of the vertebral sinuses.
Superficial veins of the arm.
The same at the elbow.

482
483
484
485
486
487

Illustrations to

Smith and Horner's

F;g.
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Fig.

488 The veins of the hand.
499 The lymphatics and glands of the ax'lla.
489 The great veins of the trunk.
500 The femoral and aortic lymphatics.
490 Positions of the arteries and veins of the trunk. 501 The lymphatics of the small intestines.
491 The vena cavas. 493 The vena portaruro.
502 The thoracic duct.
493 Deep veins of the hack of the leg.
503 The lymphatics of the groin.
494 Positions of the veins to the arteries in the 504 Superficial lymphatics of the uiigh.
arm. 495 Superficial veins of the thigh.
505 Lymphatics of the jejunum.
49G Saphena vein.
506 Deep lymphatics of the thigh.
497 Superficial veins of the leg.
507 Superficial lymphatics of the leg.
498 Lymphatics of the upper extremity.
508 Deep lymphatics of the leg.

PART V.—THE NERVOUS SYSTEM AND SENSES.
573
574
575
576
577
578
579
580
581
582
583
584
585
586
587
588
589
590

509 Dura mater cerehri and spinalis.
510 Anterior view of brain and spinal marrow.
511 Anterior view of the spinal marrow, &c.
512 Lateral view of the spinal marrow, &c. fc
513 Posterior view of the spinal marrow, &c.
514 Decussation of Mitischelli.
515 Origins of the spinal nerves.
516 Anterior view of spinal marrow and nerves.
517 Posterior view of spinal marrow and nerves.
518 Anterior spinal commissure.
519 Posterior spinal commissure.
520 Transverse section of the spinal marrow.
521 Dura mater and sinuses.
522 Sinuses laid open.
523 Sinuses at the base of the cranium.
524 Pons Varolii, cerebellum, &c.
525 Superior face of the cerebellum.
526 Inferior face of the cerebellum.
527 Another view of the cerebellum.
528 View of the arbor vita:, &c.
529 Posterior view of the medulla oblongata.
530
vertical section of the cerebellum.
531 Another section of the cerebellum.
532 Convolutions of the cerebrum.

591

593
594
595
596
597
598
599
600

A

533
534
535
536
537
538
539

The cerebrum

A

section of

entire.

its

base.

The corpus callosum entire.
Diverging fibres of the cerebrum,

601

&fc.

602
603
604

Vertical section of the head.
Section of the corpus callosum.
Longitudinal section of the brain.
540 View of a dissection by Gall.
541 The commissures of the brain.
542 Lateral ventricles.

605
606
607
608

543 Corpora striata-fornix, &c.
544 Fifth ventricle and lyra.
545 Anotherjjview of the lateral ventricles.
546 Another view of the ventricles.
547 Origins of the 4th and 5th pairs of nerves.
548 The circle of Willis.
549
side view of the nose.
550 The nasal cartilages.
551 Bones and cartilages of the nose.
552 Oval cartilages, etc.
553 Schneiderian membrane.
554 External parietes of the left nostril.
555 Arteries of the nose.
556 Pituitary membrane injected.
557 Posterior jwm. 558 Front view of the eye.
559 Side view of the eye.
560 Posterior view of the eyelids, &c.
561 Glandulie palpebrarum.

A

562 Lachrymal canals.

563 Muscles of the eyeball.
564 Side view of the eyeball.
565
566
567
568
569
570

Longitudinal section of the eyeball.
Horizontal section of the eyeball.
Anterior view of a transverse section.
Posterior view of a transverse section.

Choroid coat injected.
Veins of the choroid coat.

4H The

iris.

572 ThejreS'na and lens.

.

External view of the same.
Vessels in the conjunctiva.
Retina, injected and magnified.
Iris, highly magnified.
Vitreous humour and lens.
Crystalline adult lens.
Lens of the foetus, magnified.
Side view of the lens.
Membrana pu pi Maris.
Another view of the same.
Posterior view of the same.
view of the left ear.
Its sebaceous follicles.
Cartilages of the ear.
The same with its muscles.
The cranial side of the ear.
Meatus auditorius externus, &c.
Labyrinth and bones of the ear.
Full view of the malleus. 592 The incus.
Another view of the malleus.
A front view of the stapes.
Magnified view of the stapes.
Magnified view of the incus.
Cellular structure of the malleus.
Magnified view of the labyrinth.
Natural size of the labyrinth.
Labyrinth laid open and magnified.
Labyrinth, natural size.
Labyrinth of a foetus.
Another view of the same.
Nerves of the labyrinth.
A view of the vestibule,
Its soft parts, &c.
An ampulla and nerve.
Plan of the cochlea.

A

&c

609 Lamina spiralis, etc.
610 The auditory nerve.
611 Nerve on the lamina spiral)*.
612 Arrangement of the cochlea.
613 Veins of the cochlea, highly magnified.
614 Opening of the Eustachian tube in tike throat.
615 Portio mollis of the seventh pair of nerve*.
616 The olfactory nerves.
617 The optic and seven other pairs of nerves.
618 Third, fourth and sixth pairs of nerves.
619 Distribution of the filth pair.
620 The facial nerve.
621

The

622
623
624

A

625

626
627
628
629
630

hypo-glossal nerves.
plan of the eighth pair of nerves.

The distribution of the eighth
The great sympathetic nerve.
The brachial plexus.

pair.

Nerves of the front of the arm.
Nerves of the back of the arm.

Lumbar and

ischiatic nerves.

Posterior branches to the hip, &c.
Anterior crural nerve.
631 Anterior tibial nerve.
632 Branches of the popliteal nerve.
633 Posterior tibial nerve on the leg.
6i3.^ Posterior tibial uerve on the foot.
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PROFESSOR DUNGUSON'S WORKS.

The Works of Professor Dunglison on various departments of Medicine are here presented.
Nearly all of them are extensively used as text books in the branches of science to which they reand the profession and students may rely upon the great care and accuracy of the author in
having each new edition of his works posted up to the day of publication.
late,

A NEW

EDITION OF THE STANDARD MEDICAL DICTIONARY.

A DICTIONARY OF MEDICAL SCIENCE-,

CONTAINING A CONCISE ACCOUNT OF THE VARIOUS SUBJECTS AND TERMS, WITH
THE FRENCH AND OTHER SYNONYMES, NOTICES OF CLIMATES AND OF CELEBRATED MINERAL WATERS, FORMULAE FOR VARIOUS OFFICINAL AND EMPIRICAL PREPARATIONS, &c.
Fifth Edition, Extensively Modified and Improved over former Editions.

BY ROBLEY DUNGLISON,

M.D.

Professor of the Institutes of Medicine, &c, in Jefferson Medical College, Philada. ; Secretary to
the American Philosophical Society, &c, &c.
Tn one large royal octavo volume of nearly 800 double columned pages, ami bound with raised bands.
The author's object has not been to make the work a mere Lexicon, or Dictionary of terms, but
to afford, under each, a condensed view of its various medical relations, and thus to render the
work a complete epitome of the existing condition of medical science. This he has been in a great
measure enabled to do, as the work is not stereotyped, by adding in each successive edition .ill
new and interesting matters or whatever of importance had been formerly omitted. To show
the advantage of this, it need only be remarked that in the present work will be found at least two
thousand subjects and terms not embraced in the third edition.
'.' To execute such a work requires great erudition, unwearied industry, and extensive research
and we know no one who could bring to the task higher qualifications of this description than ProAmerican Medical Journal.
fessor Dunglison."
;

DUNGUSON'S

A

PRACTICE,

NEW

EDITION,

THE PRACTICE OF MEDICINE,

OR A TREATISE ON SPECIAL PATHOLOGY AND THERAPEUTICS.
BY RORLEY DUNGLISON,

M.D.,

Second Edition, carefully Revised and with Additions.

The

In Two Large Octavo Volumes of over thirteen hundred pages.
Diseases of the Mouth, Tongue,
Publishers annex a condensed statement of the Contents:

—

Teeth, Gums, Velum Palati and Uvula, Pharyn* and (Esophagus, Stomach, Intestines, Peritoneum,
Morbid Productions in the Peritoneum, and Intestines. Diseases of the Larynx and Trachea, Bronchia and Lungs, Pleura, Asphyxia. Morbid conditions of the Blood, Diseases of the Heart and
Membranes, Arteries, Veins, Intermediate or Capillary Vessels, Spleen, Thyroid Gland, Thymus
Gland, and Supra Renal Capsules, Mesenteric Glands, Salivary Glands, Pancreas, Biliary ApparaDiseases of the Skin, Exanthematous, Vesicular, Bullar,
tus, Kidney, Ureter, Urinary Bladder.
Organic Diseases of the Nervous
Pustular, Papular, Squamous, Tuberculous, Macula, Syphilides.
Centres, Neuroses, Diseases of the Nerves. Diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose. Diseases of the
Male and Female Organs of Reproduction. Fever, Intermittent, Remittent, Continued, Eruptive,
Cachexies, Scrofulous, Scorbutic, Chlorotic, Rhachitic, Hydropic and Cancerous.
Arthritic.
This work has been introduce*! as a text-book in many of the Medical Colleges,
and the general favour with which it has been received, is a guarantee of its value

—

—

—

—

—

—

to the practitioner

—

—

—

—

and student.

with the present facts
In the volumes before us, Dr. Dunglison has proved that his acquaintance
skill,
and doctrines, wheresoever originating, is most extensive and intimate, and the judgment,
arranged, and
weighed,
been
collected,
work
have
of
the
materials
and impartiality with which the
taken to indicate
exposed, are strikingly manifested in every chapter. Great care is everywhere
formula; of the most appropriate remethe source of information, and under the head of treatment,
of Amepractitioners
and
junior
students
dies are everywhere introduced. We congratulate the
work of standard merit, to which they may confidently
rica on possessing in the present volumes, a
British and Foreign Medical Review, for July, 1846.
refer in their doubts and difficulties."—
" Since the foregoing observations were written, we have received a second edition of Dunglihigh character it has already attained in America, and
son's work, a sufficient indication of the
Medical Review, for October, 1844.
justly attained.''— Britishand Foreign
has just been issued from the proline press of
hail the appearance of this work, which
of pleasure. Comprised in two
Messrs Lea & Blanchard of Philadelphia, with no ordinary degree
digest of
it exhibits a more full, accurate, and comprehensive
)ar<*e and closelv printed volumes,
are acquainted in the English
we
with
which
treatise
other
anv
the°existinf state of medicine than
"
some or them of great practical importance, which are enlanguage
It discusses manv topics—
Dcwees, Hosack, Graves, Stokes, Mcintosh, and Gregory
tirely omitted in the writings" of Eberle,
student, but to the practitioner, as
and it ca«ot fail therefore, to be of great value, not only to the
of which he stands in daily need in the exercise of his
it affords him ready access to information
profession." Louisville Journal.

"

"We

;

— —

—
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—
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PROFESSOR DUNGLISOBTS

WORKS— Continued.

| Z+

GENERAL THERAPEUTICS AND MATERIA MEDICA,
ADAPTED FOR A MEDICAL TEXT-BOOK.
BY ROBLEY DUNGLISON,

M.D.,

In two Volumes, Svo.
" The subject of Materia Medica has been handled by our author with more than usual judgment.
The greater part of treatises on that subject are, in effect expositions of the natural ami chemical
history of the substances used in medicine, with very brief notices at all of the indications they are
capable of fulfilling, and the general principles of Therapeutics. Dr. Dunglison, very wisely,, in
our opinion, has reversed all this, and given his principal attention to the articles of the Materia
Medica as medicines
In conclusion, we strongly recommend these volumes to our readers.
No medical student on either side of the Atlantic should be without them." Forbes'' British and
Foreign Medico} Review.
" Our junior brethren in America will find in these volumes of Professor Dunglison a ' Thesaurus Medicaminum,' more valuable than a large purse of gold." Medico-Chirurgical Review, for
Jamiary, 1845.

WITH UPWARDS OF THREE HUNDRED ILLUSTRATIONS,
BY ROBLEY DUNGLISON, M.D.,
Fifth Edition, Greatly Modified and Improves, in 2 Vols, of 1304 Large Octavo Pages.
" We have on two former occasions, brought this excellent work under the notice of our readers,
and we have now only to say that, instead of falling behind in the rapid march of physiological
science, each edition brings it nearer to the van. Without increasing the bulk of the treatise, the
author has contrived to introduce a large quantity of new matter into this edition from the works of
Valentin, Bischoff, Henle, Wildebrand, Muller, Wagner, Mandl, Gerber, Liebig, Carpenter, Todd
and Bowman, as well as from various monographs which have appeared in the Cyclopaedias, Transactions of learned societies and journals. The large mass of references which it contains renders
it a most valuable bibliographical record, and bears the highest testimony to the zeal and industry
of the author." British and Foreign Medical Review.
" Many will be surprised to see a fifth edition of this admirable treatise so rapidly succeeding the
But such has been the rapid progress of physiology within a short period that to make his
fourth.
work a fair reflection of the present state of the science, no less than an account of its extensive
popularity, Dr. Dunglison has found it necessary to put forth a new edition with material modificaTo those who may be unacquainted with the work, we may say that, Dr. D.
tions and additions.
does not belong to the mechanical, chemical, or vital school exclusively ; but that, with a discriminating hand he culls from each and all, making his treatise a very excellent and complete digest
Western Journal of Medicine and Surgery.
of the vast subject."

NEW REMEDIES,
PHAMACEUTIGALLY AND THERAPEUTICALLY
BY ROBLEY DUNGLISON,
In

CONSIDERED,

M.D.,

One Volume, Octavo, over 600 pages, the Fourth Edition.

Or, the Influence of Atmosphere and Locality, Change of Air and Climate,
Seasons, Food, Clothing, Bathing and Mineral Springs, Exercise,
Sleep, Corporeal and Intellectual Pursuits, &c, &c, on
Healthy Man: Constituting v

ELEMENTS OF HYGIENE.
BY ROBLEY DUNGLISON, M.D.

A New Edition

many
new

Modifications and Additions. In One Volume, Svo.
edition of this learned work on the ' Elements of Hygiene.'
of
one
the
most
industrious
and voluminous authors of the day. How he finds
is
Dunglison
Dr.
time to amass and arrange the immense amount of matter contained in his various works, is almost
above the comprehension of men possessing but ordinary talents and industry. Such labour deSt. Louis Med. and Surg. Journal.
serves immortality."

" We have

with

just received the

A NEW EDITION OF

STUDENT,
THEAIDSMEDICAL
TO THE STUDY OF MEDICINE.
OR

A REVISED AND MODIFIED EDITION.
BY ROBLEY DUNGLISON,

M.D.,
In One neat I&hq. Volume.

+
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CHAPMAN'S WORKS ON THE PRACTICE OF MEDICINE.

CHAPMAN ON

FE VERS, ETC.

LECTURES ON THE MORE IMPORTANT

ERUPTIVE FEVERS, HEMORRHAGES AND
AND ON GOUT AND RHEUMATISM,

DROPSIES,

DELIVERED IN THE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA.

By N. CHAPMAN, M.D.,
Professor of the Theory and Practice of Medicine, &c. &c.

In one neat Octavo Volume.
This volume contains Lectures on the following subjects

EXANTHEMATOUS FEVERS.
Variola, or Small Pox Inoculated Small Pox; Varicella, or Chicken Pox; Varioloe Vaccinia?, or Vaccinia,
Cow-pock Varioloid Disease Rubeola, Morbilli, or Measles Scarlatina vel Febris Rubra— Scarlet Fever.
;

or

;

;

;

HAEMORRHAGES.
Haemoptysis, Spitting of Blood; Huomorrhagia Narium, or Haemorrhage from the Nose; Hcematemesis, or
Vomiting of Blood Hematuria, or Voiding of Bloody Urine Hajmorrhagia Uterina, or Uterine Haemorrhage ;
Haemorrhois or Haemorrhoids Cutaneous Haemorrhage Purpura Ha;morrhagica.
;

;

;

;

DROPSIES.
Ascites; Encysted Dropsy; Hydrothorax; Hydrops Pericardii; Hydrocephalus Intemus, acute, subacute,
and chronic Anasarca; with a Disquisition on the Management of the whole.
:

GOUT, RHEUMATISM,

&c. &c.

"The name of Chapman

stands deservedly high in the annals of American medical science. Ateacheranda
lecturer for nearly forty years, in the oldest and, we believe, the first medical school on this side of the Atlantic,
the intimate friend and companion of Rush, Kuhn, Physick, "Wistar, Woodhouse, Dewees, and a host of others
scarcely less renowned, Professor Chapman reflects upon the profession of this generation something of the
genius and wisdom of that which has passed he stands out the able and eloquent champion of the doctrines
and principles of other times, when Cullen's "first lines" formed the rule of faith for all the Doctors in Medicine
throughout Christendom. In him is embodied the experience of three score and ten, strengthened by reading,
and enlightened by a familiar intercourse with many of the ablest medical men in the New and Old World.
"In conclusion, we must declare our belief that the name of Chapman will survive when that of many of his
cotemporaries shall have been forgotten when other generations shall tread the great theatre of human
affairs, and when other discoveries yet undisclosed, shall shed a brighter light upon the path of medical science.
The various lectures which he has been publishing, containing, as they do, the doctrines that he has so long
and so eloquently taught to large and admiring classes, we doubt not will be welcomed with delight by his numerous pupils throughout the Union." New Orleans Medical Journal.
;

;

CHAPMAN ON TH ORAC IC

VISCERA, ETC.

LECTURES ON THE MORE IMPORTANT DISEASES
OF THE

AND ABDOMINAL VISCERA.

THORACIC

DELIVERED IN THE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA.
By N. CHAPMAN, M.D.
Professor of the Theory and Practice of Medicine, &c.

In one Volume, Octavo.

ON

WILLIAMS AND CLYMER
A

THE RESPIRATORY ORGANS,

ETC.

TREATISE ON THE

ORGANS,
DISEASES OF THE RESPIRATORY
INCLUDING
THE TRACHEA, LARYNX, LUNGS, AND PLEURA.
By

CHARLES

Consulting Physician

to the

J.

B.

WILLIAMS, M.D.,

Hospital for Consumption and Diseases of the Chest; Author of
" Principles of Medicine," &c. &c.
•

WITH NUMEROUS ADDITIONS AND NOTES.
By MEREDITH CLYMER, M.D.,
Physician

to the

Philadelphia Hospital.

In one neat 8vo. Volume, with Cuts.
This work recommends itself to the notice of the profession as containing a more particuand detailed account of the affections of which it treats than perhaps any other volume

lar

before the public.
executed, and the whole
"The wood cuts illustrating the physical examination of the chest, are admirably
work is undoubtedly destined to
mechanical execution of the work, does much credit to the publishers. This
" Respiratory Organs," and as a text book for teachers and
the
on
published
yet
take precedence of all others
>-I\ew lorfc Journal of Medmm.
students, no better in the present state of the science is to be expected
,
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IS

NOW
A

READY,

NEW AND IMPROVED EDITION

OF RAMSBOTHAM'S STANDARD

WORK ON

PARTURITION.

THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF
REFERENCE TO

IN

THE PROCESS OF PARTURITION.
ILLUSTRATED BY

One hundred and forty-eight Large Figures on 85 Lithographic

Plates.

By FRANCIS H. RAMSBOTHAM, M. D., &c.
A NEW EDITION, FROM THE ENLARGED AND REVISED LONDON EDITION.
In one large imperial octavo volume, well bound.

The

present edition of this standard work will be found to contain numerous and important improvements
over the last- Besides much addiiional matter, there are several more plates and wood-cuts, and those which
were before used have been re-drawn. This book has long been known to the profession, by whom it has
been most flatteringly received. The publishers take great pleasure in submitting the following testimony to
its value from Professor Hodge, of the Pennsylvania University.
Philadelphia, August 6th, 1845.

Gentlemen:— I have

looked over the proofs of Ramsbotham on

Human

Parturition, with

its

important

improvements, from the new London edition.
This

Work

needs no commendation from me, receiving, as

British periodical press, as the standard

happy

To

in point of

;

does, the

it

unanimous recommendation of the

" chaste in language, classical in composition,

arrangement, and abounding in most interesting illustrations."*

American public,

the

work on Midwifery

therefore,

it is

most valuable

being the best authorized exponent of British Midwifery.

— from
Its

its

intrinsic

undoubted excellence, and as

circulation will,

I

trust,

be extensive through-

out our country.

There
been

is,

however, a portion of Obstetric Science

Through you,

paid.

occupation of

my

I

have promised

an account

of the
to

to

which

sufficient attention,

it

appears

to

me, has not

the public a work on this subject, and although the continued

lime and thoughts in the duties of a teacher and practitioner have as yet prevented the

filment of the promise, the day,

addendum

to

Mechanism

I

trust, is

not distant, when, under the hope of being useful,

I

ful-

shall prepare

of Labour, illustrated by suitable engravings, which may be regarded as an

the standard works of Kamsbolham, and our

own Dewees.

Very respectfully, yours,

HUGH
Professor of Obstetrics,

Messrs.

S;c.

L.

HODGE, M.

D.,

S^c, in the University of Pennsylvania.

Lea & Blanchard.

This new edition of Dr. Rauisbotham's work forms one of the most complete and thoroughly useful treatises
on Midwifery with which we are acquainted. It is not a mere reprint of the first edition the entire work
has undergone a careful revision, with additions. We have already given specimens of the work sufficient
to justify our hearty recommendation of it as one of the best guides that the student or young practitioner can
follow."— British and Foreign Medical Review, Jan., 1845.
''
The work of Dr. Ramsbotham may be described as a, complete system of the principles and practice of
Midwifery; and the author has been at very great pains, indeed, to present a just and useful view of the present slate of obstetrical knowledge. The illustrations are numerous, well selected, and appropriate, and engraved with great accuracy and ability. In short, we regard this work, between accurate descriptiqns and
''•

;

Midwifery that has apuseful illustrations, as by far the most able worli on the Principles and Practice of
peared for a long time. Dr. Ramsbotham has contrived to infuse a larger proportion of common sense, and
works on this subject;
plain unpretendin" practical knowledge into this work, than is commonly found in
* Northern Journal of Medicine for July 1845.

—

—

—
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ON PARTURITION— Continued.

and as such we have great pleasure in recommending
burgh Medical and Surgical Journal.

il

to

the attention, of obstetrical practitioners."— Edin-

" This is one of the most beautiful works which have lately issued from the
medical press; and is alike
creditable to the talents of the author and the enterprise of the publishc-r. It is a good and thoroughly practical treatise
the different subjects are laid down in a clear and perspicuous form, and whatever is of importance, is illustrated by first rale engravings. A remarkable feature of this work,
which ought to be mentioned,
is us extraordinary cheapness.
As a work conveying good, sound, practical precepts, and clearly demonstrating the doctrines of Obstetrical Science, we can confidently recommend
il either to the student or practi;

tioner."— Edinburgh Journal of Medical Science.

"This work forms a very handsome volume. Dr. Ramsbotham has treated the subject in a manner worihy
of the reputation he possesses, and has succeeded in forming a book of reference for practitioners, and a solid
and easy guide for students. Looking at the contents of the volume, and its remarkably low price, we have
no hesitation in saying that
cal Journal.
"

it

has no parallel in the history of publishing."— Provincial Medical and Surgi-

the book of Midwifery for students clear, but not too minute in its details, and sound in its practiIt is so completely illustrated by plates (admirably chosen and executed;) that the student
must be stupid indeed who does not understand the details of this branch of the science, so far at least as
description can make them intelligible."
Dublin Journal of Medical Science.
It is

;

cal instructions.

"Our

chief object

now is to state our decided opinion, that this work is by far the best that has appeared in
who seek practical information upon Midwifery, conveyed in a clear and concise style.

this country for those

The
first

value of the work, too,
style of excellence."

is

strongly enhanced by the numerous and beautiful drawings, which are in the

London Medical Journal.

"We

most earnestly recommend this work to the student who wishes to acquire knowledge, and to the
practitioner who wishes to refresh his memory, as a most faithful picture of practical Midwifery ; and we care
with justice say, that altogether it is one of the best books we have read on the subject of Obstetric Medi-

cine."— Medico-Chirurgical Review.
"All the organs concerned in the process of parturition, and every step of this process, in all hs different
forms, are illustrated with admirable plates
When we call to mind the toil we underwent in.
acquiring a knowledge of this subject, we cannot but envy the student of the present day the aid which this
recommend the student who desires to master this difficult Bubject with.
work will afford him
the least possible trouble, to possess himself at once of a copy of this work." American Journal of the Medical Sciences.

We

" It is intended expressly for students and junior practitioners in Midwifery it is, therefore, as it ought tobe, elementary, and will not consequently, admit of an elaborate and extended review. Our chief object
now is to state our decided opinion, that this work is by far the best that has appeared in this country, for
those who seek practical information upon Midwifery, conveyed in a clear and concise style. The value of
the work, too, is strongly enhanced by the numerous and beautiful drawings by Bagg, which are in the first
style of excellence. Every point of practical importance is illustrated, that requires the aid of the engraver
;

to fix

it

upon the mind, and

to

render

it

clear to the comprehension of the student."— London

Medical

Gazette.

" We feel much pleasure in recommending to the notice of the profession one of the cheapest and most elegant productions of the medical press of the present day. The text is written in a clear, concise, and simple
We offer our most sincere wishes that the undertaking may enjoy all the success which it so well
style.
merits."— Dublin Medical Press.
"

We

who

strongly recommend the
are entering upon practice.

of Dr. Ramsbotham to all our obstetrical readers, especially to those
not only one of the cheapest, bat one of the most beautiful works in

work
It is

Midwifery."— British and Foreign Medical Review.
" Among the many literary undertakings with which the Medical press at present teems, there are few that
deserve a warmer recommendation at our hands than the work— we might almost say the obstetrical library,
comprised in a single volume— which" is now before us. Few works surpass Dr. Ramsbotham's in beauty and;
elegance of netting up, and in th»abundant and excellent engravings with which it is illustrated. We heartilywish the volume the success which it merits, and we have no doubt that before long it will occupy a
productioa
place in every medical library in the kingdom. The illustrations are admirable; they are the joint
plates of our best obstetrical authors,
of Basg and Adlard, and comprise within the series the best obstetrical
to fix the eye as much by their excellence of
calculated
are
engravings
the
of
Many
modern.
ancient and
accuracy."— The
execution, and their beauty as works of art, as by their fidelity to nature and anatomical

Lancet.
" This is a work of unusual interest and importance
Ramsbotham, consulting physician in obstetric cases

and physicians. It is from the pen of Dr.
Hospital, and embodies in one volume
The treatise is admirably written, and illua-

to students

of the

London

Medicine and Surgery.
the Principles and Practice of Obstetric
Indeed every thing in the obstetric art, capable of being explained
trated by a "real variety of engravings:
these admirably executed prints. A medical correspondent of the.
eye
in
the
to
displayed
is
by en»ravitf»s,
accords in commending this
New York American, says, 'that the 'universal voice of the British journals and
we can only say, in additreatises in the language,'
elementary
work to the profession, as" one of the best
far as we can judge from the execution of the plates in their ed».
tion that the American publishers have, as
sincerely hope that it may meet with entire success, and wo
tion, done full justice to the orizinal work.
medical library in tha couniry.v
it? merits are fully known, it will he found in every

We

cannot doubt that, when
^-Saturday Evening Post.

—

«

—
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Now

Ready,

CHEMISTRY FOR STUDENTS,
ELEMENTARY CHEMISTRY, THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL.
Br GEORGE FOWNES, Ph. D.,
Chemical Lecturer

With Numerous

By

Middlesex Hospital Medical School, &c. &c.

in the

Edited, with Additions,

Illustrations.

ROBERT BRIDGES,

M.

D.,

Professor of General and Pharmaceutical Chemistry in the Philadelphia College
of Pharmacy, &c., &c.

In one large duodecimo volume, sheep or extra cloth.

This

is

fession.

among the cheapest volumes on Chemistry yet presented
The character of the work is such as should recommend

to the proit

to all col-

want of a text-book as an introduction to the larger and more advanced
systems, such as Graham's and others. The great advantage which it possesses
leges in

over
is

same subject now before the public,
to the day on every point, em-

the other elementary works on the

all

the perfect

bracing

manner

in

which

is

it

brought up

the latest investigations and discoveries of importance, in a concise

all

and simple manner, adapted to
mencing the science. It forms a

and comprehension of students com460 large pages, on small
type, embellished with over one hundred and sixty wood engravings, which
the time

royal 12mo. volume of

will be found peculiarly instructive as to the practical operations of the labora-

and the new and improved methods

tory,

and by other Colleges

lege,

Extract from

a

letter

from

in different parts of the country.

Professor Milliugton, of

William and Mary

College, Va.

book with much pleasure, and
to my mind, such
'
now much needed in schools and cola one as is just
'
.,
...
leges. * * * All the books I have met with on che..
.
mistry are either too r
puerile or too erudite, and I con*
less Dr. Fowne6' book seems to be the happiest medium
.,
I have seen, and admirably suited to fill up the hiatus."

_

"I have perused
. ,

find

it

the

'

.

a most admirable work: and.

'

,

,

,

being omitted, and appears to us extremely well
adapted as a text-book for the pupil attending a course
of lectures on chemistry. Indeed we have no doubt

...
that

"> ._ .
...
..
...
.,
,
.
.,
it will ultimately become the medical student's
„ ... .- ,. , _
,
„
favourite manual." Dublin Medical Press.

.,„,,,,.

.

..

,

,

.

,

•

,

...

.„

IT
"Having
examined it with some attention, we feel
,.
,.» J
recommend it to our younger readers as an
.,

,

,

,

,

of experimenting.

been adopted as a Text-book by Professor Silliman of Yale Col-

It has already

,

qualified to
,

.,

.

.

,

.

,

..

,

,

admirable exposition of the present state of chemical
,
,
science, simply and clearly written, and displaying a
,

.

,,

.

,

,

.

,

,

<•'.•,
its details,

,

thorough practical knowledge of

a profound acquaintance with

its

•

,

as well as

principles."

British

^ ar*d Foreign Medical Review.
»...»,. ....
W. E. A. Aiktn, of
u Numeroug anQ u9efu a9 are the workg exta „, on
Qf chemi6try we are llew ibele» pre" The first cursory examination left me prepossessed pared to admit that the author of this publication has
offering the stuin its favour, and a subsequent more careful review made a valuable addition to them by
obtain informahas confirmed these first impressions. I shall certainly dent and those in general who desire to
chemical
classes, and feel sure that they »»»i an accurate compendium of the state of

Extract

from a

letter

from

Professor

the University

of Maryland.

recommend it to my
will profit by using it during

the session of lectures.
a judicious compendium. I think Fownes' Chemistry cannot fail to be highly useful to the class of

"As

readers for

whom

it

was

designed."

^ ^^

science; which

"Mr. Fownes' work, although

consisting of only a

,

.

is,

moreover, well

propriatc and neatly executed

After

what we have

wood

illustrnted

by ap-

engravings.

* *

stated of this work, our readers

will not be surprised that

it

has our hearty commenda-

our opinion, it is calculated, and at a
trifling expense, to spread the doctrines of the intricate
science which it so clearly explain*"— Medico-Chition,

eingle thick 12mo. volume, includes a notice of almost
every branch of the subject, nothing of any importance

-

and

that, in

rurgical Review,

—

—
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"This

is an unpretending, but decidedly valuable
on the elements of chemistry, theoretical and
practical. Dr. Bridges has a perfect idea of what is
needed, and the preparation of this excellent guide
should have the countenance of all public instructors,
and especially those of medical students."— Boston.
Med. Sf Surg. Journal.
" This is a very excellent manual for the use of students and junior practitioners, being sufficiently full
and complete on the elements of the science, without
omitting any necessary information, or extending too

treatise,

far into detail.

written in a clear and concise
«yle, and illustrated by a sufficient number of well
It is

executed wood-cuts and diagrams. The Editor has
executed his task in a creditable manner, and we have
no doubt the work will prove entirely satisfactory, as
an introduction to the science of which it treats." N.
Y. Journal of Med. Sf Surgery.
"

He has

work

succeeded in comprising the matter of his
duodecimo pages, which, assuredly, is a

in 460

recommendation of the volume as a text-book for students. In this respect it has advantages over any
treatise which has yet been offered to American stu-

The

Such a treatise is the one
its more abstruse subjects.
which we have now the pleasure of introducing to our
readers no manual of chemistry with which we have
met comes so near meeting the wants of the beginner.
All the prominent truths of the science, up to the pre;

sent time, will be found given in

practicable brevity.

racter,

They need a work of a more elementary chaby which they may be inducted into the first

principles of the science, and prepared for mastering

for its

embrace the most important facts in
shall rebranch of the science.
commend his manual to our class next winter." The
Western Journal of Medicine and Surgery.
" We are presented with a work, not only compre-

We

that interesting

hensive as regards general principles, but full of practical details of the working processes of the scientific
laboratory;

and

in

addition,

it

contains

numerous

engravings, showing the most useful forms of
apparatus, with their adjustments and methods of use.
"The original work having been full and complete,

wood

as far as the limits of such a volume would permit,
and on every point brought up to the date of its publi-

since,

unprofitable companions in their attendance upon lec-

with the utmost

admirable

will be found to

ignorant of chemical science, the larger systems are
tures.

it

style is

into organic chemistry, but his details

more largely

been

difficulty in

The

Many wood-cuts are
conciseness and clearness.
supplied, by which processes are made intelligible.
The author expresses regret, that he could not enter

a text-book of chemistry is to
treat the subject with sufficient fullness without going
too much into detail.
For students comparatively
dents.

21

cation (in September last,) the task of the editor has

add any important matter which appeared
and to correct such typographical errors as had
escaped the author. That this task has been well
and ably performed, the known zeal and competency
of Dr. Bridges afford a sufficient guarantee."— Tht
to

Mtdieal Examiner,

GRAHAM'S CHEMISTRY.

THE ELEMENTS OF CHEMISTRY.
INCLUDING THE APPLICATION OF THE SCIENCE TO THE ARTS.

With Numerous
BY' THOMAS

Illustrations.

GRAHAM,

F. R. S. L. and E. D.

Professor of Chemistry in University College, London,

&c.&c.

WITH NOTES AND ADDITIONS,
BY ROBERT BRIDGES, M.D., &c. &c.
In

One

Vol. Octavo.

investigation, renThe "Teat advancement recently made in all branches of chemical
which shall clearly elucidate the numerous discoveries,
ders necessary an enlarged work
with organic Chemistry and Physiology, in
especially in the department connected
few years. The present
which such gigantic strides have been made during the last
judges to fulfil these indications, and to be pecutreatise is considered by eminent
In
of the advanced medical student and practitioner.
liarly adapted to the necessities
the editor has endeavoured to render
adaptin"- it to the wants of the American profession,
reputation of the first chemist of England.
his portion of the work worthy the exalted
the Colleges, and has universal approbation.
'is already introduced in many of
It

Though
Otto, the

F. Julius
it has been translated into German, by Dr.
Brunswick, and has already passed to a second edition.

so recently published,

eminent professor

at

——

—

——

—
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A NEW MEDICALnowDICTIONARY.
ready, at a low price.

In one Volume, large

12nao.,

A DICTIONARY OF

THE TERMS USED

IN

MEDICINE

THE COLLATERAL SCIENCES;
By RICHARD D. HOBLYN,

A.M., Oxon.
FIRST AMERICAN, FROM THE SECOND LONDON EDITION.
REVISED,

WITH NUMEROUS

ADDITIONS,

BY ISAAC HAYS,

M.D.,

EDITOR OF THE AMERICAN JOURNAL OF THE MEDICAL SCIENCES.
Believing that a work of this kind would be useful to the profession in
this country, the publishers have issued an edition in a neat form for the

a low price. Its object is to serve as an introduction to the
larger and more elaborate Dictionaries, and to assist the student commencing the study of Medicine, by presenting in a concise form an explanation
of the terms most used in Medicine and the collateral sciences, by giving
the etymology and definition in a manner as simple and clear as possible,
without going into details and bringing up the work to the present time
office table, at

;

by including the numerous terms lately

This design the author
introduced.
has so ably executed as to elicit the highest encomiums of the medical
press, a few of the testimonies of which are subjoined.
It has been edited with especial reference to the wants of the American
practitioner, the native medicinal plants being introduced, with the formulas for the various officinal preparations and the whole being made to
conform to the Pharmacopoeia of the United States. It is now ready in
one neat royal duodecimo volume of four hundred pages in double columns.
;

Extract from a Letter from Professor Watts of the College of Physicians and Surgeons, N. York.
" It is a valuable book for those more advanced in the profession, but especially for
students of Medicine, and
the coming session."

I shall

take pleasure in

recommending

it

to

my

class during

OPINIONS OF THE PRESS.
hardly remember to hare seen so much valuable matter condensed into
such a small compass as this little volume presents. The first edition was published in 1835, and the present may be said to be almost re-written, introducing
The Etymology, Greek, Latin, &c, is
the most recent terms on each subject.
cannot too
carefully attended to, and the explanations are clear and precise.
strongly recommend this small and cheap volume to the library of every student and
"

We

We

Medico-Chirurgical Review.
every practitioner."
«' We gave a very favourable account of this little book on its first appearance,
and we have only to repeat the praise with increased emphasis. It is, for its size,
decidedly the best book of the kind, and ought to be jn the possession of every
Its plan is sufficiently comprehensive, and it contains an immense mass
student.
British and Foreign Medi'
of necessary information in a very small compass."

Review.
" A work much wanted, and very ably executed." London Medical Journal.
" This compendious volume is well adapted for the use of students. It contains
not only those in common
a complete glossary of the terms used in medicine
use, but also the more recent and less familiar names introduced by modern writers.
The introduction of tabular views of different subjects is at once compreMedical Gazette.
hensive and satisfactory."
" Concise and ingenious." Johnson's Medico-Chirur. Journal.
"It is a very learned, pains-taking, complete, and useful work a Dictionary

cal

—

—

absolutely necessary in a medical library,"

Spectator,

—
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LATEZilT PUBLISHED.
A NEW EDITION OF

CARPENTER'S HTJMAN PHYSIOLOGY,
REVISED AND MUCH IMPROVED.

PRINCIPLES OF

HUMAN

PHYSIOLOGY,

WITH THEIR CHIEF APPLICATIONS

TO

PATHOLOGY, HYGIENE & FORENSIC MEDICINE.
By WILLIAM

B.

CARPENTER, M.D., F.R.S.,
NEW AND REVISED LONDON

SECOND AMERICAN, FROM A

&c.
EDITION.

WITH NOTES AND ADDITIONS,
MEREDITH CLYMER, M.D., &c,

"With

BY
Two Hundred

and Sixteen Wood-cut and other

Illustrations.

In one octavo volume, of about 650 closely and beautifully printed pages.

The very rapid sale of a large impression of the first edition is an evidence of the merits of this
valuable work, and that it has been duly appreciated by the profession of this country. The publishers hope that the present edition will be found still more worthy of approbation, not only from
the additions of the author and editor, but also from its superior execution and the abundance of
its illustrations.
No less than eighty-five wood-cuts and another lithographic plate will be found
to have been added, affording the most material assistance to the student.
"
have much satisfaction in declaring our opinion that this work is the best systematic treatise on physiology in our own language, and the best adapted for the student existing in any language." Medico-Chirurgical Review.

We

NOW READY.
EDITION OF
fergtjssoifs operative surgery.
A

NEW AND IMPROVED

A SYSTEM OF PRACTICAL SURGERY.
By WILLIAM FERGUSSON, F.R.S.E.
Second American Edition, Revised and Improved.
WITH TWO HUNDRED AND FIFTY-TWO ILLUSTRATIONS FROM DRAWINGS BY BAGG, ENGRAVED BY
GILBERT, WITH NOTES AND ADDITIONAL ILLUSTRATIONS,
BY GEORGE W. NORRIS, M.D., &c.
In one beautiful octavo volume of six hundred and forty large pages.
publishers coftimend to the attention of the profession this new and improved edition of
practical
Fergusson's standard work, as combining cheapness and elegance, with a clear, sound and
spared to
treatment of every subject in surgical science. Neither pains nor expense have been
exhaustion
rapid
which
of
the
and
acquired,
already
it
has
which
make it worthy of the reputation
many medical
of the first edition is sufficient evidence. It is extensively used as a text-book in

The

—

colleges throughout the country.
The object and nature of this volume are thus described by the author : " The present work
Profession; the arrangement, the
has not been produced to compete with any already before the
any of
manner in which the subjects have been treated, and the illustrations, are all different from
placed in comparison with the elementhe kind in the English language. It is not intended to be
Druitt.—
of
Mr.
epitome
excellent
Lizars, and that
tary systems of Cooper, Burns, Liston, Symes,
the Operative Surgery of Sir C. Bell, and that of Mr.
It may with more propriety be likened to
modern production of Mr. Hargrave, and the
more
the
day,
or
their
in
excellent
Averill both
volume, however, which
Practical Surgery of Mr. Liston. There are subjects treated of in this
sanguine to entertain the idea
none of these gentlemen have noticed ; and the author is sufficiently
Surgery, which the
in some degree assume that relative position in British
that this
classical

work may
volumes of Velpeau and Malgaigne occupy on the Continent.-'
adapted
to say that this volume by Mr. Fergusson.is one excellently

"If we were

_

to the

stu-

wc should restrict unduly its range. It is
dent and the yet inexperienced practitioner of surgery,
ready reference, as a guide to the
of the kind which every medical man ought to have, by him for
hesitates, may be followed by
prompt treatment of many accidents and injuries, which whilst he
In drawing to a close our
itself.
incurable defects, and deformities of structure, if not by death
again adverting to the numefrom
notice of Mr IVrgusson's Practical Surgery, wc cannot refrain
to elucidate the deadmirably
so
contribute
which
wood-cuts,
rous and beautiful illustrations by
office of
Dr. Norris has, as usual, acquitted himself judiciously in his
scriptions in the text.
Bulletin of Medical Science.
annotator. His additions are strictly practical and to the point."—

—

—

—

—
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LATELY PUBLISHED,
A NEW EDITION OF

WILSON'S

HUMAN ANATOMY,

TCiich

Improved.

GENERAL AND SPECIAL.
BY ERASMUS WILSON, M.D.,
Lecturer

on Anatomy, Lowlon.

SECOND AMERICAN EDITION, EDITED BY
K.
A.M., M.D.,

PAUL
Lecturer on

GODDARD,

Anatomy and Demonstrator in

the University

of Pennsylvania,

Sec.

WITH OVER TWO HUNDRED ILLUSTRATIONS,
Beautifully Printed from the Second London Edition.
IN ONE VERY NEAT OCTAVO VOLUME.
From the Preface to the Second American Edition.

" The very rapid sale of the first edition of this work, is evidence of its appreciation by the proand is most gratifying to the author and American editor. In preparing the present edition
no pains have been spared to render it as complete a manual of Anatomy for the medical student as
possible.
A chapter on Histology has therefore been prefixed, and a considerable number of new
cuts added. Among the latter, are some very fine ones of the nerves which were almost wholly
omitted from the original work. Great care has also been taken to have this edition correct, and
the cuts carefully and beautifully worked, and it is confidently believed that it will give satisfaction,
offering a further inducement to its general use as a Text-book in the various Colleges."
" Mr. Wilson, before the publication of this work, was very favourably known to the profession
by his treatise on Practical and Surgical Anatomy and, as this is the Second American Edition,
from the second London Edition, since 1840, any special commendation of the high value of the
present work, on' our part, would be supererogatory. Besides the work has been translated at Berlin, and overtures were repeatedly made to the London publisher for its reproduction in France.
The work is, undoubtedly, a complete system of human anatomy, brought up to the present day.
fession,

;

The

illustrations are certainly very beautiful, the originals having
for this work by the celebrated Bagg of London; and, in

cuted

been copied

commend

it

in a masterly
in trie highest

been expressly designed and exethe American edition they have

and spirited manner. As a text-book in the various colleges
terms." New York Journal of Medicine.

we would

CHURCHILL'S MIDWIFERY.
ON THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF MIDWIFERY,
BY FLEETWOOD CHURCHILL,

M.D., M.R.I.A.,

PHYSICIAN TO THE WESTERN LYING-IN-HOSPITAL, ETC., ETC.

WITH NOTES AND ADDITIONS
BY ROBERT HUSTON,

M.D.,

Professor in the Jefferson Medical College, &c., &c.

And One Hundred and

Sixteen Illustrations,

Engraved by Gilbert from Drawings by Bagg and others.
In one volume, octavo.

This work commends itself to the notice of the profession from the high reputation of the author
and editor, and the number and beauty of its illustrations. Besides accurate directions for

THE PRACTICE OF MIDWIFERY,
a portion of the

work

is

also devoted to

THE PHYSIOLOGY AND PATHOLOGY
connected with that essential branch of medical knowledge.

"

impossible to conceive a more useful or elegant manual : the letter-press contains all that
the practical man can desire ; the illustrations are very numerous, well chosen, and of the most elegant description, and the work has been brought out at a moderate price." Provincial Med. Jour^
"
expected a first rate production, and we have not been in the least disappointed. Althougn
we have many, very many valuable works on tokology, were we reduced to the necessity of posWestern Med.
sessing but one, and permitted to choose, we would unhesitatingly take Churchill."
and Surg. Journal.
/
It is

We

This work is printed, illustrated and bound to match Carpenter's Physiology,
Fergusson's Surgery and Wilson's Anatomy, and the whole, with Watson's PracticeT Pereira's Materia Medicaand Graham's Chemistry, are extensively used in
the various colleges.
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PEREIRA'S MATERIA MEDICA.
WITH NEAR THREE HUNDRED ENGRAVINGS ON WOOD.

A NEW

EDITION

NOW

BEADY.

THE ELEMENTS OF MATERIA MEDICA AND THERAPEUTICS.
COMPREHENDING THE NATURAL HISTORY, PREPARATION, PROPERTIES, COMPOSITION, EFFECTS, AND USES OF MEDICINES,
BY JONATHAN PEREIRA, M.D., F.R.S. and L. S.
Member

of the Society of Pharmacy of Paris; Examiner in Materia Medica and Pharmacy of the
University of London Lecturer on Materia Medica at the London Hospital, fee, fee.
j

Second American, from the

last

London

Edition, enlarged and improved.

BY JOSEPH CARSON,

With Notes and Additions

M.D.,

In two volumes, octavo.
I, contains the General Action and Classification of Medicines and the Mineral Materia MePart II, the Vegetable and Animal Kingdoms, and including diagrams explanatory of the
Processes of the Pharmacopoeias, a tabular view of the History of the Materia Medica, from the
earliest times to the present day, and a very copious index.
From the last London Edition, which
has been thoroughly revised, with the Introduction of the Processes of the New Edinburgh Pharmacopoeia, and containing additional articles on Mental Remedies, Light, Heat, Cold, Electricity,
Magnetism, Exercise, Dietetics and Climate, and many additional Wood-cuts, Illustrative of Pharmaceutical Operations, Crystallography, Shape and Organization of the Feculas of Commerce, and
the Natural History of the Materia Medica.
The object of the author has been to supply the Medical Student with a Class Book on Materia
Medica, containing a faithful outline of this Department of Medicine, which should embrace a concise account of the most important discoveries in Natural History, Chemistry, Physiology, and Therapeutics, in 60 far as they pertain to Pharmacology, and treat the subjects in the order of their
natural historical relations.
The opportunity has been embraced in passing this New Edition through the hands of the Editor,
Dr. Carson, to make such additions as were required to the day, and to correct such errors as had
passed the inspection of the Author and Editor of the first edition. It may now be considered as
worthy the entire confidence of the Physician and Pharmaceutist as a standard work.
This great Library or Cyclopedia of Materia Medica has been fully revised, the errors corrected,
and numerous additions made by DR. JOSEPH CARSON, Professor of Materia Medica and Pharmacy in the "Gollege of Pharmacy," and forms Two Volumes, octavo, of near 1600 large and
closely printed pages.
It may be fully relied upon as a permanent and standard work for the country— embodying, as it does, full references to the U. S. Pharmacopoeia and an account of the Medical Plants indigenous to the United States.

Part

dica.

—

" An Encyclopaedia of knowledge in that department of medical science by the common con}
sent of the profession the most elaborate and scientific Treatise on Materia Medica in our language."— Western Journal of Medicine and Surgery.
" Upon looking over the American edition of the Materia Medica of Dr. Pereira, we have seen no
reason to alter the very favourable opinion expressed in former numbers of this Journal. (See Am.
are glad to perceive that it has been repubMed. Journal, XXIV, 413, and N. S., I. 192.)
Independently of the injustice done to an author by putting forth
lished here without curtailment.
an abbreviated edition of his works, without. Ins superintendence or consent, such a course would
in the present instance have been unjust also to the public, as one of the chief recommendations
turn to its pages with
of Dr. Percira's treatise is its almost encyclopedic copiousness.
the expectation of finding information upon all points of Materia Medica, and would have good
reason to complain were this expectation disappointed by the scissors of an American Editor.
Indeed, the main defect of the work, in relation to American practitioners, was the want of
In the edition
sufficient notices of the medicines and preparations peculiar to this country.
before us this defect has been supplied by the Editor, Dr. Joseph Carson, who was, in a high
degree qualified for the task, and, so far as we arc able to judge from a very partial perusal, has
The nomenclature and preparations of our national
executed it with judgment and fidelity.
standard have been introduced when wanting in the English edition, and many of our medical
unknown in Europe,
plants, either briefly noticed or altogether omitted by Dr. Pereira, because
must repeat the expression of our opinion that the work will
have been sufficiently described.
teacher, and conmedical
physician
and
the
for
information
be found an invaluable storehouse of
"—Am. Med.Journ.
gratulate the profession of this country that it is now placed within their reach.
" To say that these volumes on Materia Medica and Therapeutics, by Dr. Pereira, are comprehenthe advanced stusive, learned and practical, and adapted to the requirements of the practitioner,
of nearly every
dent, as well as the apothecary, expresses the opinion, we will venture to assert,
judge of the subject, but fails to convey to those who are not acquainted with the work, a definite
therefore, proceed to
idea of its really distinctive traits, according to our general usage, we shall,
praise.
Valuable
place these before our readers, so that they may know what it is, and why we
hesitation in asserthave
no
we
Dr.
Pereira,
volumes
of
and various as are the contents of the
American additions to English
ing, despite the adverse cant in some quarters on the subject of the
works, that the value of the present edition is enhanced by the appropriate contributions of
medicines of
Dr. Carson, who has introduced succinct histories of the most important indigenous

Wc

We

We

the United States Pharmacopoeia. "—-Seleet Med. Library.

(
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WORKSJF

THE SURGICAL

SIR

ASTLEY COOPER.

LEA & BLANCH ARD

have now completed the last volume of the illustrated works of Sir Astley Cooper.
They form an elesanl series; the works on Hernia, the Testis, the Thymus Gland and the Breast, being printed, illustrated and bound to match, in imperial octavo with numerous LITHOGRAPHIC PLATES, while the
Treatise on Dislocations is in a neal medium octavo form, with NUMEROUS WOOD-CUTS similar to the
last

London

Edition.

COOPER ON THE
ANATOMY AND

DISEASES

THE BREAST. &o.

OF

THE ANATOMY OF THE BREAST;
THE COMPARATIVE ANATOMY OF THE MAMMARY GLANDS;
ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE DISEASES OF THE BREAST;

This large and beautiful volume contains

And

Twenty-five Miscellaneous Surgical Papers,

now first published in a collected form.
Bart., F.R.S.,&c.

By SIR ASTLEY COOPER,
The whole

in one large imperial octavo volume, illustrated with two hundred and fifty-two figures on
thirty six Lithographic Plates well and strongly bound.

\

;

Willi

SIR ASTLEY COOPER ON HERNIA,
One Hundred and Thirty Figures in Lithography*

THE ANATOMY AND SURGICAL TREATMENT OF

HERNIA.
ABDOMINAL
ASTLEY COOPER,
By

Bart.

Sir

Edited by C. Aston Key, Surgeon

to

Guy's Hospital, &c.

This important work of Sir Astley is printed from the authorized second edition, published in London, in
large super-royal folio, and edited by his nephew, Professor Key. It contains all the Plates and all the Letterpress—there are no omissions, interpolations, or modifications— il is the complete work in

One Large Imperial Octavo Volume.
WITH OVER

110

26 PLATES, AND OVER 400 LARGE PAGES OF LETTERPRESS.
guaranteed by a revision and close examination under the eye of a distin-

FIGURES ON

The correctness of the Plates
guished Surgeon of this city.

is

ANOTHER VOLUME OF THE

SERIES CONTAINS HIS TREATISE

ON THE STRUCTURE AND DISEASES OF THE TESTIS,
From

Illustrated by 120 Figures.

By BRANSBY

B.

the

Second London Edition.
Esq.

COOPER,

AND ALSO

ON THE ANATOMY OF THE THYMUS GLAND.
Illustrated

The two works

by 57 Figures.

together in one beautiful imperial octavo volume, illustrated with twenty-nine plates in
the best style of lithography, and printed and bound to match.

COOPER ON FRACTURES AND DISLOCATIONS,
WITH NUMEROUS WOOD-CUTS.
OF THB JOINTS.
A TREATISE ON DISLOCATIONS AND FRACTURES
Sergeant Surgeon to the King,
,

Bart., F. R.

A

new edition much enlarged edited
ditional Observations from Professor
i

by

S.,

BRANSBY COOPER.

By SIR

ASTLEY COOPER,

&c.

F.R.S., Surgeon to Guy's Hospital, with ad-

John C. Warren, of Boston. With numerous engravings on wood,
by Bagg, a memoir and a splendid portrait of Sir Astley. In one octavo^ volume.
Sir
Astley Cooper's works, consists in its eminently practical character.
all
The peculiar value of this, as of
His nephew Bransby B. Cooper, from his own experience, has added a number of case*. Besides this, Sir
A«tW ipfi behind hiin very considerable additions in MS. for the express purpose of being introduced into this
The volume is embellished with ONF, HUNDRED AND THIRTY-THREE W< /< >I)-CUTS, and
edition
hundred and sixty-one cafes, thus embodying the records, of a life of
contains the history of no less than three
There are also additional Observations from notes furnished
the Author and his various editors
of
practice
Anatomy and Surgery in Harvard University.
of
bv John C Warren, M.D., the Professor
" After the fiat of the profession, it would be absurd in us to eulogize Sir Astley Cooper's work on Fractures
will probably subsist as long as English surgery."— Med ico-C /liturnnd Dislocations. It is a national one, and
after designs

gical Rtvien\

—

—
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LATELY PUBLISHED.

MEIGS' TRANSLATION
OF

<

COLQMBAT DEL'ISERE CN THE DISEASES CF FEMALES.
A TREATISE ON THE DISEASES OF FEMALES,
AND ON
THE SPECIAL HYGIENE OF THEIR SEX.
WITH NUMEROUS WOODCUTS.

BY COLOMBAT DE L'ISERE,
Chevalier of the Legion of Honor; late Surgeon to the Hospital of the
Females, Sec.. Src.

Rue de

M.D.,
Valois, devoted

to tlie

Diseasa of

TRANSLATED, WITH MANY NOTES AND ADDITIONS,
Bt Cr D. MEIGS, M.D.,
Professor of Obstetrics

and

Women and

Diseases of

In

Children in the Jefferson Medical College, ^f/,

fyc.

One Large Volume,

8vo.
destined to take the front rank in this department of medical science; it is
beyond all comparison, the most learned Treatise on the Diseases of Females that has ever been
written, there being more than one thousand distinct authorities quoted and collected by the indeIt is in fact a complete exposition of the opinions and practical methods of all
fatigable author.
the celebrated practitioners of ancient and modern times. The I^litor and Translator has performed his part in a manner hardly to be surpassed. The translation is faithful to the original, and
yet elegant. More than one hundred pages of original matter have been incorporated in the text,
New York Journal of Medicine.
constituting a seventh part of the whole volume."

" We

are satisfied

it is

ASHWELL ON THE DISEASES OF FEMALES,
A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE

DISEASES

PECULIAR

TO WOMEN,

ILLUSTRATED BY CASES DERIVED FROM HOSPITAL AND PRIVATE PRACTICE.

By
Member

SAMUEL ASHWELL,

M.D.,

of ihe Royal College of Physicians; Obstetric Thysician and Lecturer

to

Guy's Hospital, &c.

WITH ADDITIONS,

BECK GODDARD,

By PAUL
r-

M.D.

one Large Octavo Volume.
the most standard and practical work on female diseases

The whole complete

in

" The most able, and certainly
have yet seen." Medico-Chirurgical Review.

that

we

A NEW EDITION OF CHURCHILL ON FEMALES,

THE DISEASES OF FEMALES.
^"^

'

INCLUDING THOSE OF

By

FLEKTWOOD CHURCHILL,

M.D.,

Author of -Theory and Practice of Midwifery," &c., &c.

THIRD AMERICAN, FROM THE SECOND LONDON* EDITION.
With Illustrations. Edited with Notes,
By ROBERT M. HUSTON, M.D., &c, &c.
In One Volume, 8vo.
of the profession in this country for a third edition, the Editor
Tn cc-moWing with the demand
opportunity thus afforded of presenting the work in its more perfect form.
d e'asure in the
and illustrations contained in the English copy, are retained in this."
All the additional references

«

\Z«

much

TAlTSaOR'S

JURISPRUDENCE.

MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE,
BY ALFEED

S.

TAYLOR.

and Chemistry at Guy's Hospital.
Lecture* on Medical Jurisprudence
Notes and Additions, and References to American

With numerous

BY

R. E.

GRIFFITH, M.

In one volume, octavo, sheep.

D.

Also, done up in neat law sheep.

Law.

—
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CONDZE ON CHILDREN.

TREATISE
A PRACTICAL
ON
THE DISEASES OF CHILDREN,
BY

D.

FRANCIS CONDIE, M. D.

Fellow of ihe College of Physicians; Member of the American Philosophical Society,

&.C.

&c.

In one volume, octavo.
of the Profession to an examination
work.
** Dr. Condie, from the very great labour which he has evidently bestowed upon this book, is entitled
to our respect as an indefatigable and conscientious student; but if we consider the results of his
labour, we cannot but admit his claim to a place in the very first rank of eminent writers on the
Regarding his treatise as a whole, it is more complete and accurate in its
practice of medicine.
descriptions, while it is more copious and more judicious in its therapeutical precepts than any of
its predecessors, and we feel persuaded that the American medical profession will very soon regard
' Practical Treatise on
the Diseases of Children.' "
it, not only as a very good, but as the very best
Am. Med. Journal.

JCr The Publishers would particularly

call the attentiofi

of

this

—

THOMSON ON THE

SICK ROOM.

THE DOMESTIC MANAGEMENT OF THE SICK ROOM,
NECESSARY, IN AID OF MEDICAL TREATMENT, FOR THE
CURE OF DISEASES.
BY A. T. THOMSON, M. D., &c. &c.
First American, from the Second London Edition,
Edited by R. E. GRIFFITH, M.D.
In one royal 12mo. volume, extra cloth, with cuts.

" There is no interference witn the duties of the medical attendant, but sound, sensible, and
clear advice what to do, and how to act, so as to meet unforeseen emergencies, and co-operate with
professional skill."— Literary Gazette.

MILLER'S PRINCIPLES OF SURGERY.
THE PRINCIPLES OF SURGERY,
By JAMES MILLER, F.R.S.E., F.R.C.S.E.,
Professor of Surgery in the TJniveisity of Edinburgh, &c.

In one neat 8vo. volume.
in size with Fergusson's Operative Surgery.
« No one can peruse this work without the conviction that he has been addressed by an accomplished surgeon, endowed with no mean literary skill or doubtful good sense, and who knows how

To match

The
to grace or illumine his subjects with the later lights of our rapidly advancing physiology.
itself a general perusal."
Medical Times.

book deserves a strong recommendation, and must secure

WILLIAMS' PATHOLOGY.

PRINCIPLES OF MEDICINE,
COMPRISING

GENERAL PATHOLOGY AND THERAPEUTICS,

and a general view of

ETIOLOGY,

NOSOLOGY, SEMEIOLOGY, DIAGNOSIS AND PROGNOSIS.
BY CHARLES J. B. WILLIAMS, M.D., F.K.S.,
Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians, etc'

WITH ADDITIONS AND NOTES
BY MEREDITH CLYMER,

M. D.

Lecturer on the Institutes of Medicine, &c. &c.

In one volume, 8vo.

ALISON'S

PAT HOLQgy,

OUTLINES OF PATHOLOGY AND PRACTICE OF MEDICINE.
BY WILLIAM PULTENEY AL* soN M. D.,
>

Professor of the Practice of Medicine in the University of Edinburgh, &c. &c.
Observations Part II. Inflammatory and Febrile Diseases
In Three Parts Part I. Preliminary
and ^art IIL—Chronic or Non-Febrile Diseases. In one volume, octavo.

—

—

—

—

WORKS ON THE VARIOUS DEPARTMENTS

OF MEDICINE

AND SCIENCE

PUBLISHED BY LEA & BLANCHARD.
ANATOMICAL ATLAS. One

CHAPMA'N ON FEVERS,

8vo.

vol.

See Advertisement.

Svo.

&c.

voL

1

See Advertisement.

AMERICAN JOURNAL OF THE MEDI- CARPENTER'S HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY.
CAL SCIENCES.

Sec Advertisement.

See Advertisement.
Pathological Hematology; An Essay on the Blood in
Disease. Translated by J. F. Meigs and Alfred
Stille.
In one octavo volume, cloth.
ARNOTT'S PHYSICS. The Elements of
Physics, in Plain, or Non-Technical Language.
A New Edition. Edited by Isaac Hays. One
octavo volume, sheep. With numerous cuts.

ANDRAL ON THE BLOOD.

ABERCROMBIE ON THE BRAIN.

CARPENTER'S VEGETABLE PHYSIOLOGY.

Popular Vegetable Physiology. With
Numerous Illustrations. In one neat 12mo.
volume, extra cloth.
COOPER'S (Sir Astlev,) GREAT
ON HERNIA. See Advertisement,
COOPER, (Sir Astley,) ON
TESTIS, &c. See Advertisement.
COOPER, (Sir Astley,) ON
BREAST, &c. See Advertisement,

WORK

THE

THE

Pa-

thological and Practical Researches on the
Diseases of the Brain and Spinal Cord. A
New Edition. In one volume, 8vo.

COOPER ON DISLOCATIONS. One vol.
8vo.

See Advertisement.

ABERCROMBIE ON THE STOMACH. CONDIE ON CHILDREN.
Pathological and Practical Researches on Diseases of the Stomach, Intestinal Canal, &c.
The Fourth Edition. In one vol. 8vo.
One vol. 8vo.
ALISON'S

Svo.

8vo.

One

8vo.

&c.
Translated by
Kidneys and Urine.
Booth and M. H. Boye. One 8vo. vol.

DENCE, A

The
J.

History, Diagnosis, and

U. S.
Treatment of

Typhus and Typhoid Fevers; and on Bilious,
Remittent and Yellow Fever. In one neat
octavo volume, extra cloth.

Every Man his own Farrier. Containing, the
Causes, Symptoms, and most approved Methods of Cure of the Diseases of Horses. From
the 28th London Edition. Edited by Skinner,
In one 32mo. volume, cloth.

BARTLETT'S PHILOSOPHY OF MEDI- CLATER
on the Philosophy of Medical
CINE.

Essay

In Two Parts.
volume, extra cloth.

One neat octavo

Science.

CINE.
From

The
the

of Medicine.

First Principles

Fourth London

MEDI-

OF

PRINCIPLES

BILLING'S

Edition.

In one

octavo volume, cloth.

ON

BRIGHAM

MENTAL

EXCITE-

MENT. The

Influence of Mental CultivaMental Excitement on Health. In
one 12mo. volume, cloth.
BRODIE ON URINARY ORGANS. Lectures on the Diseases of the Urinary Orgaas.
In one small octavo volume, cloth.
BRODIE ON THE JOINTS. Pathological
and Surgical Observations on the Diseases of
the Joints. In one small octavo volume cloth,
tion, and

BRODIE'S LECTURES ON PROMINENT
POINTS OF SURGERY. One volume, Svo.

BUCKLAND'S GEOLOGY.

Geology and

Mineralogy with Reference to Natural TheoA Bridgewater Treatise. In two vols.
"With numerous Maps, Plates, and Cuts.
8vo
Treatise on
BREWSTER'S OPTICS.
logy.

A

Optics.

With numerous Wood

ume, 12mo. half bound.

SYSTEM

CHEL1US'

OF

Cots.

One vol-

SURGERY.

Edited by South and Norris. Now publishing
in Parts, to make 2 volumes octavo.

COLOMBAT

DE LISfcRE ON

FE-

Treatise on the Diseases of Females, and on the Special Hygiene of their Sex,
Translated by C. D. Meigs. In one large 8vo,
See Advertisement.
vol. sheep. With Cuts.

MALES. A

CHAPMAN ON
vol. Svo.

VISCERA,

See Advertisement,

&c. &c,

JURISPRU-

Treatise on Medical
Explanatory Plates. In

CLATER AND SKINNER'S FARRIER.

cloth.

BARTLETT ON FEVERS OF THE
The

MEDICAL
Practical

Jurisprudence. With
one octavo volume.

C.

vol.

See Advertisement.

CHITTY'S

vol.

See Advertisement.

vol.

See Advertisement.

CHURCHILL'S MIDWIFERY. One

See Advertisement.

BERZELIUS ON KIDNEYS,

vol. 8vo.

CHURCHILL ON FEMALES. One

PATHOLOGY.

ASHWELL ON FEMALES.

1

See Advertisement.

1

AND YOUATFS CATTLE

Every Man his own Cattle Doctor.
Containing the Diseases of Oxen, Sheep,
Swine, &c. Edited by Youatt,and revised by
Skinner. With Wood Cuts. In one vol. 12mo,

DOCTOR.

CYCLOPAEDIA OF PRACTICAL MEDICINE.

In four large octavo volumes, containing, nearly 5200 large doable columned)

pages.

See Advertisement.

DEWEES' MIDWIFERY.

A

Compre-

hensive System of Midwifery ; chiefly designed)
for the use of Students. With many EngravTenth Edition, with the Author's last
ings.
corrections. In one octavo volume, sheep.

DEWEES ON CHILDREN. A

Treatise

on the Physical and Medical Treatment of
Children. Sth Edition. In one Svo. vol. sheep.

DEWEES ON FEMALES. A Treatise on
the Diseases of Females. Eighth Edition,
revised and corrected. In oae octavo volume,
sheep. With Plates.

DUNGLISON'S PHYSIOLOGY.

See Ad-

vcrti cement >

DUNGLISON'S MEDICAL DICTIONARY.

See Advertisement.

DUNGLISON'S PRACTICE*.
8vo.

DUNGLISON ON
1

In two vols,

See Advertisement,

vol. Svo.

NEW

REMEDIES,

See Advertisement.

DUNGLISON'S THERAPEUTICS AND
MATERIA-MEDICA. Two vols. Svo. See
Advertisement.

DUNGLISON'S HYGIENE

Onevol.8vo.

See Advertisement.

DUNGLISONS MEDICAL STUDENT;
&c.

One

vol.

I2mo,

See Advertisement.

—
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DRUITT'S SURGERY.

The

Principles

and Practice of Modern Surgery. Second
American, from the Third London Edition.

With 150 Wood Engravings.

FORMULARY.

ON

INSANITY.

Mental

Maladies, considered in relation to Medicine,
Hygiene, and Medical Jurisprudence. Translated, with Additions, by E. K. Hunt, M.D. In
one octavo volume, sheep. A neat work.

FERGUSSONS OPERATIVE SURGERY.
One

See Advertisement.

Vol. 8vo.

CHEMISTRY

FOWNES'
DENTS.

One

vol., large

FOR

STU

See Adver-

12mo.

tisement.

GRAHAM'S CHEMISTRY. One

vol. 8vo.

See Advertisement.

GUTHRIE ON THE BLADDER.

The

Anatomy of the Bladder and Urethra; and

the
Treatment of the Obstructions to which those
passages are liable. In one vol., small octavo.

HORNER'S ANATOMY.

In two vols.,
See Advertisement.
Dis-

8vo. sheep.

HARRIS ON MAXILLARY SINUS.

sertation on the Diseases of the Maxillary
Sinus.
In one small octavo volume, cloth.

HOPE ON THE HEART. A

Treatise on
the Diseases of the Heart and Great Vessels.
In one vol. 8vo. with
Edited by Pennock.
Plates

HARRISON ON THE NERVES.

An

Essay towards a Correct Theory of the Nervous System. In one octavo volume, sheep.

HOBLYN'S MEDICAL DICTIONARY.
One

vol. large

12mo.

See Advertisement.

HERSCHELLS ASTRONOMY. A

Trea-

on Astronomy. With numerous Wood
Edited by S. C. Walker.
In one 12mo. volume, half bound.
KIRBY ON ANIMALS. The History,
Habits, and Instinct of Animals. A Bridgewater Treatise. In one large 8vo. vol. Plates.
tise

Cuts and Plates.

LAWRENCE ON THE

A

EYE.

Trea-

on the Diseases of the Eye. Edited by
Isaac Hays. In one large octavo volume,
tise

With

sheep.

Cuts.

LAWRENCE ON RUPTURES. A
tise

on Ruptures.

From

MAURY'S DENTAL

the 5th

TreaLondon Ed.

SURGERY.

A

Treatise on the Dental Art, founded on Actual
Experience. Illustrated by. 241 lithographic

and 54 wood cuts. Translated by
B. Savier. In one octavo volume, sheep.
figures,

MILLER
One

:

S

J.

PRINCIPLES OF SURGERY.

vol. 8vo.

See Advertisement.

MULLERS PHYSIOLOGY.

Elements of

Physiology. Translated from the German by
W." Baly,M.D.,and revised by John Bell,M. D.
In one large octavo voiume.

POPULAR MEDICINE,

by Coates.

ular Medicine, or Family Adviser.
octavo volume, sheep. With Cuts.

PHILIP

ON INDIGESTION. A

PopIn one

Treatise
on Protracted Indigestion, and its Consequences. In one small octavo volume, cloth.
STOMACH. On the
PROUT ON
Nature and Treatment of Stomach and Renal
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